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Chapter 1
The Later Pastimes of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
In this chapter there is a summary description of all the pastimes
performed by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu during the middle period of His
activities as well as the six years at the end of His activities. All of these
are described in brief. There is also a description of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's ecstasy that occurred when He recited the verse beginning ya„
kaum•ra-hara„, and there is also an explanation of that ecstasy given in the
verse priya„ so 'ya‰ k”£‹a„, by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†. Because he wrote that
verse, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† was specifically blessed by the Lord. There is also
a description of the many books written by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†, ¥r†la San•tana
Gosv•m† and ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m†. There is also a description of the meeting
between ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† and ¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m†
in the village known as R•makeli.
TEXT 1
TEXT
yasya pras•d•d aj‘o 'pi
sadya„ sarva-j‘at•‰ vrajet
sa ¤r†-caitanya-devo me
bhagav•n sampras†datu
SYNONYMS
yasya--of whom; pras•d•t--by the mercy; aj‘a„ api--even a person who has no
knowledge; sadya„--immediately; sarva-j‘at•m--all knowledge; vrajet--can
achieve; sa„--that; ¤r†-caitanya-deva„--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; me--on
me; bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; sampras†datu--may He bestow
His causeless mercy.
TRANSLATION
Even a person with no knowledge can immediately acquire all knowledge
simply by the benediction of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Therefore I am praying
to the Lord for His causeless mercy upon me.
TEXT 2
TEXT
vande ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanyanity•nandau sahoditau
gau‚odaye pu£pavantau
citrau ¤an-dau tamo-nudau
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SYNONYMS
vande--I offer respectful obeisances; ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya--to Lord ¥r† K”£‹a
Caitanya; nity•nandau--and to Lord Nity•nanda; saha-uditau--simultaneously
arisen; gau‚a-udaye--on the eastern horizon of Gau‚a; pu£pavantau--the sun and
moon together; citrau--wonderful; ¤am-dau--bestowing benediction; tama„-nudau-dissipating darkness.
TRANSLATION
I offer my respectful obeisances unto ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya and Lord
Nity•nanda, who are like the sun and moon. They have arisen simultaneously on
the horizon of Gau‚a to dissipate the darkness of ignorance and thus
wonderfully bestow benediction upon all.
TEXT 3
TEXT
jayat•‰ suratau pa•gor
mama manda-mater gat†
mat-sarvasva-pad•mbhojau
r•dh•-madana-mohanau
SYNONYMS
jayat•m--all glory to; su-ratau--most merciful, or attached in conjugal
love; pa•go„--of one who is lame; mama--of me; manda-mate„--foolish; gat†-refuge; mat--my; sarva-sva--everything; pada-ambhojau--whose lotus feet;
r•dh•-madana-mohanau--R•dh•r•‹† and Madana-mohana.
TRANSLATION
Glory to the all-merciful R•dh• and Madana-mohana! I am lame and illadvised, yet They are my directors, and Their lotus feet are everything to me.
TEXT 4
TEXT
d†vyad-v”nd•ra‹ya-kalpa-drum•dha„¤r†mad-ratn•g•ra-si‰h•sana-sthau
¤r†mad-r•dh•-¤r†la-govinda-devau
pre£àh•l†bhi„ sevyam•nau smar•mi
SYNONYMS
d†vyat--shining; v”nd•-ara‹ya--in the forest of V”nd•vana; kalpa-druma-desire tree; adha„--beneath; ¤r†mat--most beautiful; ratna-•g•ra--in a temple
of jewels; si‰ha-•sana-sthau--sitting on a throne; ¤r†mat--very beautiful;
r•dh•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; ¤r†la-govinda-devau--and ¥r† Govindadeva; pre£àha•l†bhi„--by most confidential associates; sevyam•nau--being served; smar•mi--I
remember.
TRANSLATION
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In a temple of jewels in V”nd•vana, underneath a desire tree, ¥r† ¥r†
R•dh•-Govinda, served by Their most confidential associates, sit upon an
effulgent throne. I offer my humble obeisances unto Them.
TEXT 5
TEXT
¤r†m•n r•sa-ras•rambh†
va‰¤†-vaàa-taàa-sthita„
kar£an ve‹u-svanair gop†r
gop†n•tha„ ¤riye 'stu na„
SYNONYMS
¤r†m•n--the most beautiful form; r•sa--of the r•sa dance; rasa-•rambh†--the
initiator of the mellow; va‰¤†-vaàa--the celebrated place named Va‰¤†vaàa;
taàa--on the bank of Yamun•; sthita„--being situated; kar£an--attracting;
ve‹u-svanai„--by the sounds of the flute; gop†„--all the gop†s; gop†-n•tha„-the master of all the gop†s; ¤riye--the opulence of love and affection; astu-let there be; na„--upon us.
TRANSLATION
May Gop†n•thaj†, who attracts all the gop†s with the song of His flute and
who has begun the most melodious r•sa dance on the bank of the Yamun• in
Va‰¤†vaàa, be merciful upon us.
TEXT 6
TEXT
jaya jaya gauracandra jaya k”p•-sindhu
jaya jaya ¤ac†-suta jaya d†na-bandhu
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; gauracandra--to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jaya--all
glories; k”p•-sindhu--to the ocean of mercy; jaya jaya--all glories unto You;
¤ac†-suta--the son of ¥ac†; jaya--all glories unto You; d†na-bandhu--the
friend of the fallen.
TRANSLATION
All glories unto ¥r† Gaurahari, who is an ocean of mercy! All glories unto
You, the son of ¥ac†dev†, for You are the only friend of all fallen souls!
TEXT 7
TEXT
jaya jaya nity•nanda jay•dvaita-candra
jaya ¤r†v•s•di jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
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SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; nity•nanda--to Lord Nity•nanda; jaya advaitacandra--all glories to Advaita Prabhu; jaya--all glories; ¤r†v•sa-•di--to all
the devotees, headed by ¥r†v•sa áh•kura; jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda--all glories
unto the devotees of Lord Gaurasundara.
TRANSLATION
All glories unto Lord Nity•nanda and Advaita Prabhu, and all glories unto
all the devotees of Lord Caitanya, headed by ¥r†v•sa áh•kura!
TEXT 8
TEXT
pãrve kahilu• •di-l†l•ra sãtra-ga‹a
y•h• vist•riy•chena d•sa-v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
pãrve--previously; kahilu•--I have described; •di-l†l•ra--of the •di-l†l•;
sãtra-ga‹a--the synopsis; y•h•--which; vist•riy•chena--has elaborately
explained; d•sa-v”nd•vana--V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura.
TRANSLATION
I have previously described in synopsis the •di-l†l• [initial pastimes],
which have already been fully described by V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura.
TEXT 9
TEXT
ataeva t•ra •mi sãtra-m•tra kailu•
ye kichu vi¤e£a, sãtra-madhyei kahilu•
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; t•ra--of that; •mi--I; sãtra-m•tra--only the synopsis;
kailu•--did; ye kichu--whatever; vi¤e£a--specifics; sãtra-madhyei kahilu•--I
have already stated within the synopsis.
TRANSLATION
I have therefore given only a synopsis of those incidents, and whatever
specifics were to be related have already been given in that synopsis.
TEXT 10
TEXT
ebe kahi ¤e£a-l†l•ra mukhya sãtra-ga‹a
prabhura a¤e£a l†l• n• y•ya var‹ana
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SYNONYMS
ebe--now; kahi--I describe; ¤e£a-l†l•ra--of the pastimes at the end;
mukhya--chief; sãtra-ga‹a--synopsis; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
a¤e£a--unlimited; l†l•--pastimes; n• y•ya var‹ana--it is not possible to
describe.
TRANSLATION
To describe the unlimited pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is not
possible, but I now wish to relate the chief incidents and give a synopsis of
those pastimes occurring at the end.
TEXTS 11-12
TEXT
t•ra madhye yei bh•ga d•sa-v”nd•vana
'caitanya-ma•gale' vist•ri' karil• var‹ana
sei bh•gera ih•• sãtra-m•tra likhiba
t•h•• ye vi¤e£a kichu, ih•• vist•riba
SYNONYMS
t•ra madhye--amongst them; yei--which; bh•ga--portion; d•sa-v”nd•vana-¥r†la V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura; caitanya-ma•gale--in his book Caitanya-ma•gala;
vist•ri'--elaborating; karil• var‹ana--has described; sei bh•gera--of that
portion; ih••--here in this book; sãtra-m•tra--the synopsis only; likhiba--I
shall write; t•h••--there; ye--whatever; vi¤e£a--special details; kichu-something; ih•• vist•riba--I shall describe elaborately.
TRANSLATION
I shall describe only in synopsis that portion which V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura
has described very elaborately in his book Caitanya-ma•gala. Whatever
incidents are outstanding, however, I shall later elaborate.
TEXT 13
TEXT
caitanya-l†l•ra vy•sa----d•sa v”nd•vana
t••ra •j‘•ya karo• t••ra ucchi£àa carva‹a
SYNONYMS
caitanya-l†l•ra vy•sa--the Vy•sadeva, or compiler of the pastimes, of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; d•sa v”nd•vana--V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura; t••ra--of him;
•j‘•ya--upon the order; karo•--I do; t••ra--his; ucchi£àa--of the remnants of
food; carva‹a--chewing.
TRANSLATION
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Actually the authorized compiler of the pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
is ¥r†la V”nd•vana d•sa, the incarnation of Vy•sadeva. Only upon his orders am
I trying to chew the remnants of food that he has left.
TEXT 14
TEXT
bhakti kari' ¤ire dhari t••h•ra cara‹a
¤e£a-l†l•ra sãtra-ga‹a kariye var‹ana
SYNONYMS
bhakti kari'--with great devotion; ¤ire--on my head; dhari--I hold;
t••h•ra--his; cara‹a--lotus feet; ¤e£a-l†l•ra--of the pastimes at the end;
sãtra-ga‹a--the synopsis; kariye--I do; var‹ana--describe.
TRANSLATION
Placing his lotus feet upon my head in great devotion, I shall now describe
in summary the Lord's final pastimes.
TEXT 15
TEXT
cabbi¤a vatsara prabhura g”he avasth•na
t•h•• ye karil• l†l•----'•di-l†l•' n•ma
SYNONYMS
cabbi¤a vatsara--for twenty-four years; prabhura--of the Lord; g”he--at
home; avasth•na--residing; t•h••--there; ye--whatever; karil•--He performed;
l†l•--pastimes; •di-l†l• n•ma--are called •di-l†l•.
TRANSLATION
For twenty-four years, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu remained at home, and
whatever pastimes He performed during that time are called the •di-l†l•.
TEXT 16
TEXT
cabbi¤a vatsara ¤e£e yei m•gha-m•sa
t•ra ¤ukla-pak£e prabhu karil• sanny•sa
SYNONYMS
cabbi¤a vatsara--of those twenty-four years; ¤e£e--at the end; yei--which;
m•gha-m•sa--the month of M•gha (January-February); t•ra--of that month; ¤uklapak£e--during the fortnight of the waxing moon; prabhu--the Lord; karil•-accepted; sanny•sa--the renounced order of life.
TRANSLATION
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At the end of His twenty-fourth year, in the month of M•gha, during the
fortnight of the waxing moon, the Lord accepted the renounced order of life,
sanny•sa.
TEXT 17
TEXT
sanny•sa kariy• cabbi¤a vatsara avasth•na
t•h•• yei l†l•, t•ra '¤e£a-l†l•' n•ma
SYNONYMS
sanny•sa kariy•--after accepting the order of sanny•sa; cabbi¤a vatsara-the twenty-four years; avasth•na--remaining in this material world; t•h••--in
that portion; yei l†l•--whatever pastimes (were performed); t•ra--of those
pastimes; ¤e£a-l†l•--the pastimes at the end; n•ma--named.
TRANSLATION
After accepting sanny•sa, Lord Caitanya remained within this material world
for another twenty-four years. Within this period, whatever pastimes He
enacted are called the ¤e£a-l†l•, or pastimes occurring at the end.
TEXT 18
TEXT
¤e£a-l†l•ra 'madhya' 'antya',----dui n•ma haya
l†l•-bhede vai£‹ava saba n•ma-bheda kaya
SYNONYMS
¤e£a-l†l•ra--of the ¤e£a-l†l•, or pastimes at the end; madhya--the middle;
antya--the final; dui--two; n•ma--names; haya--are; l†l•-bhede--by the
difference of pastimes; vai£‹ava--the devotees of the Supreme Lord; saba--all;
n•ma-bheda--different names; kaya--say.
TRANSLATION
The final pastimes of the Lord, occurring in His last twenty-four years,
are called madhya [middle] and antya [final]. All the devotees of the Lord
refer to His pastimes according to these divisions.
TEXT 19
TEXT
t•ra madhye chaya vatsara----gaman•gamana
n†l•cala-gau‚a-setubandha-v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
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t•ra madhye--within that period; chaya vatsara--for six years; gamana•gamana--going and coming; n†l•cala--from Jagann•tha Pur†; gau‚a--to Bengal;
setubandha--and from Cape Comorin; v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana-dh•ma.
TRANSLATION
For six years of the last twenty-four, Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu traveled all
over India from Jagann•tha Pur† to Bengal and from Cape Comorin to V”nd•vana.
TEXT 20
TEXT
t•h•• yei l†l•, t•ra 'madhya-l†l•' n•ma
t•ra p•che l†l•----'antya-l†l•' abhidh•na
SYNONYMS
t•h••--in those places; yei l†l•--all the pastimes; t•ra--of those; madhyal†l•--the middle pastimes; n•ma--named; t•ra p•che l†l•--all the pastimes
after that period; antya-l†l•--last pastimes; abhidh•na--the nomenclature.
TRANSLATION
All the pastimes performed by the Lord in those places are known as the
madhya-l†l•, and whatever pastimes were performed after that are called the
antya-l†l•.
TEXT 21
TEXT
'•di-l†l•', 'madhya-l†l•', 'antya-l†l•' •ra
ebe 'madhya-l†l•ra' kichu kariye vist•ra
SYNONYMS
•di-l†l• madhya-l†l• antya-l†l• •ra--therefore there are three periods,
namely the •di-l†l•, madhya-l†l• and antya-l†l•; ebe--now; madhya-l†l•ra--of
the madhya-l†l•; kichu--something; kariye--I shall do; vist•ra--elaboration.
TRANSLATION
The pastimes of the Lord are therefore divided into three periods--the •dil†l•, madhya-l†l• and antya-l†l•. Now I shall very elaborately describe the
madhya-l†l•.
TEXT 22
TEXT
a£à•da¤a-var£a kevala n†l•cale sthiti
•pani •cari' j†ve ¤ikh•il• bhakti
SYNONYMS
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a£à•da¤a-var£a--for eighteen years; kevala--only; n†l•cale--in Jagann•tha
Pur†; sthiti--staying; •pani--personally; •cari'--behaving; j†ve--unto the
living entities; ¤ikh•il•--instructed; bhakti--devotional service.
TRANSLATION
For eighteen continuous years, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu remained at
Jagann•tha Pur† and, through His personal behavior, instructed all living
entities in the mode of devotional service.
TEXT 23
TEXT
t•ra madhye chaya vatsara bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge
prema-bhakti pravart•il• n”tya-g†ta-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
t•ra madhye--within that period; chaya vatsara--for six years; bhakta-ga‹asa•ge--with all the devotees; prema-bhakti--the loving service of the Lord;
pravart•il•--introduced; n”tya-g†ta-ra•ge--in the matter of chanting and
dancing.
TRANSLATION
Of these eighteen years at Jagann•tha Pur†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu spent
six years with His many devotees. By chanting and dancing, He introduced the
loving service of the Lord.
TEXT 24
TEXT
nity•nanda-gos•‘ire p•àh•ila gau‚a-de¤e
te•ho gau‚a-de¤a bh•s•ila prema-rase
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda-gos•‘ire--Nity•nanda Gosv•m†; p•àh•ila--sent; gau‚a-de¤e--to
Bengal; te•ho--He; gau‚a-de¤a--the tract of land known as Gau‚a-de¤a, or
Bengal; bh•s•ila--overflooded; prema-rase--with ecstatic love of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu sent Nity•nanda Prabhu from Jagann•tha Pur† to
Bengal, which was known as Gau‚a-de¤a, and Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu overflooded
this country with the transcendental loving service of the Lord.
TEXT 25
TEXT
sahajei nity•nanda----k”£‹a-premodd•ma
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prabhu-•j‘•ya kaila y•h•• t•h•• prema-d•na
SYNONYMS
sahajei--by nature; nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; k”£‹a-prema-udd•ma-very much inspired in transcendental loving service to Lord K”£‹a; prabhu•j‘•ya--by the order of the Lord; kaila--did; y•h•• t•h••--anywhere and
everywhere; prema-d•na--distribution of that love.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu is by nature very much inspired in rendering
transcendental loving service to Lord K”£‹a. Now, being ordered by ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, He distributed this loving service anywhere and
everywhere.
TEXT 26
TEXT
t••h•ra cara‹e mora koài namask•ra
caitanyera bhakti ye•ho laoy•ila sa‰s•ra
SYNONYMS
t••h•ra cara‹e--unto His lotus feet; mora--my; koài--unlimited; namask•ra-obeisances; caitanyera--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhakti--the
devotional service; ye•ho--one who; laoy•ila--caused to take; sa‰s•ra--the
whole world.
TRANSLATION
I offer innumerable obeisances unto the lotus feet of ¥r† Nity•nanda
Prabhu, who is so kind that He spread the service of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
all over the world.
TEXT 27
TEXT
caitanya-gos•‘i y••re bale 'ba‚a bh•i'
te•ho kahe, mora prabhu----caitanya-gos•‘i
SYNONYMS
caitanya-gos•‘i--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; y••re--unto whom; bale-says; ba‚a bh•i--elder brother; te•ho--He; kahe--says; mora prabhu--My Lord;
caitanya-gos•‘i--the supreme master, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mahaprabhu used to address Nity•nanda Prabhu as His elder brother,
whereas Nity•nanda Prabhu addressed ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as His Lord.
TEXT 28
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TEXT
yadyapi •pani haye prabhu balar•ma
tath•pi caitanyera kare d•sa-abhim•na
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; •pani--personally; haye--is; prabhu--Lord; balar•ma-Balar•ma; tath•pi--still; caitanyera--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare-accepts; d•sa-abhim•na--conception as the eternal servant.
TRANSLATION
Although Nity•nanda Prabhu is none other than Balar•ma Himself, He
nonetheless always thinks of Himself as the eternal servant of Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 29
TEXT
'caitanya' seva, 'caitanya' g•o, lao 'caitanya'-n•ma
'caitanye' ye bhakti kare, sei mora pr•‹a
SYNONYMS
caitanya seva--serve ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; caitanya g•o--chant about ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; lao--always take; caitanya-n•ma--the name of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; caitanye--unto Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ye--anyone
who; bhakti--devotional service; kare--renders; sei--that person; mora--My;
pr•‹a--life and soul.
TRANSLATION
Nity•nanda Prabhu requested everyone to serve ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
chant His glories and utter His name. Nity•nanda Prabhu claimed that person to
be His life and soul who rendered devotional service unto ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 30
TEXT
ei mata loke caitanya-bhakti laoy•ila
d†na-h†na, nindaka, sab•re nist•rila
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; loke--the people in general; caitanya--of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhakti--the devotional service; laoy•ila--He caused to
accept; d†na-h†na--poor fallen souls; nindaka--blasphemers; sab•re--everyone;
nist•rila--He delivered.
TRANSLATION
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In this way, ¥r†la Nity•nanda Prabhu introduced the cult of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu to everyone without discrimination. Even though the people were
fallen souls and blasphemers, they were delivered by this process.
TEXT 31
TEXT
tabe prabhu vraje p•àh•ila rãpa-san•tana
prabhu-•j‘•ya dui bh•i •il• v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
tabe--after this; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vraje--to
V”nd•vana-dh•ma; p•àh•ila--sent; rãpa-san•tana--the two brothers Rãpa Gosv•m†
and San•tana Gosv•m†; prabhu-•j‘•ya--upon the order of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; dui bh•i--the two brothers; •il•--came; v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vanadh•ma.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then sent the two brothers ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†
and ¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m† to Vraja. By His order, they went to ¥r† V”nd•vanadh•ma.
TEXT 32
TEXT
bhakti prac•riy• sarva-t†rtha prak•¤ila
madana-gop•la-govindera sev• prac•rila
SYNONYMS
bhakti prac•riy•--broadcasting devotional service; sarva-t†rtha--all the
places of pilgrimage; prak•¤ila--discovered; madana-gop•la--of ¥r† R•dh•Madana-mohana; govindera--of ¥r† R•dh•-Govindaj†; sev•--the service:
prac•rila--introduced.
TRANSLATION
After going to V”nd•vana, the brothers preached devotional service and
discovered many places of pilgrimage. They specifically initiated the service
of Madana-mohana and Govindaj†.
TEXT 33
TEXT
n•n• ¤•stra •ni' kail• bhakti-grantha s•ra
mã‚ha adhama-janere te•ho karil• nist•ra
SYNONYMS
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n•n• ¤•stra--different types of scriptures; •ni'--collecting; kail•-compiled; bhakti-grantha--of books on devotional service; s•ra--the essence;
mã‚ha--rascals; adhama-janere--and fallen souls; te•ho--they; karil• nist•ra-delivered.
TRANSLATION
Both Rãpa Gosv•m† and San•tana Gosv•m† brought various scriptures to
V”nd•vana and collected the essence of these by compiling many scriptures on
devotional service. In this way they delivered all rascals and fallen souls.
PURPORT
¥r†la ¥r†niv•sa šc•rya has sung:
n•n•-¤•stra-vic•ra‹aika-nipu‹au sad-dharma-sa‰sth•pakau
lok•n•‰ hita-k•ri‹au tri-bhuvane m•nyau ¤ara‹y•karau
r•dh•-k”£‹a-pad•ravinda-bhajan•nandena matt•likau
vande rãpa-san•tanau raghu-yugau ¤r†-j†va-gop•lakau
The six Gosv•m†s, under the direction of ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† and ¥r†la
San•tana Gosv•m†, studied various Vedic scriptures and picked up the essence
of them, the devotional service of the Lord. This means that all the Gosv•m†s
wrote many scriptures on devotional service with the support of the Vedic
literature. Devotional service is not a sentimental activity. The essence of
Vedic knowledge is devotional service, as confirmed in the Bhagavad-g†t•
(15.15): vedai¤ ca sarvair aham eva vedya„. All the Vedic literature aims at
understanding K”£‹a, and how to understand K”£‹a through devotional service
has been explained by ¥r†la Rãpa and San•tana Gosv•m†s, with evidence from all
the Vedic scriptures. They have put it so nicely that even a rascal or firstclass fool can be delivered by devotional service under the guidance of the
Gosv•m†s.
TEXT 34
TEXT
prabhu •j‘•ya kaila saba ¤•strera vic•ra
vrajera nigã‚ha bhakti karila prac•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhu •j‘•ya--upon the order of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kaila--they
did; saba ¤•strera--of all scriptures; vic•ra--analytical study; vrajera--of
¥r† V”nd•vana-dh•ma; nigã‚ha--most confidential; bhakti--devotional service;
karila--did; prac•ra--preaching.
TRANSLATION
The Gosv•m†s carried out the preaching work of devotional service on the
basis of an analytical study of all confidential Vedic scriptures. This was in
compliance with the order of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Thus one can understand
the most confidential devotional service of V”nd•vana.
PURPORT
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This proves that bona fide devotional service is based on the conclusions
of the Vedic literature. It is not based on the type of sentiment exhibited by
the pr•k”ta-sahajiy•s. The pr•k”ta-sahajiy•s do not consult the Vedic
literature, and they are debauchees, woman-hunters and smokers of ga‘j•.
Sometimes they give a theatrical performance and cry for the Lord with tears
in their eyes. Of course, all scriptural conclusions are washed off by these
tears. The pr•k”ta-sahajiy•s do not realize that they are violating the orders
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who specifically said that to understand V”nd•vana
and the pastimes of V”nd•vana one must have sufficient knowledge of the
¤•stras (Vedic scriptures). As stated in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.2.12), bhakty•
¤ruta-g”h†tay•. This means that devotional service is acquired from Vedic
knowledge. Tac chraddadh•n•„ munaya„. Devotees who are actually serious attain
bhakti, scientific devotional service, by hearing Vedic scriptures (bhakty•
¤ruta-g”h†tay•). It is not that one should create something out of
sentimentality, become a sahajiy• and advocate such concocted devotional
service. However, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura considered such
sahajiy•s to be more favorable than the impersonalists, who are hopelessly
atheistic. The impersonalists have no idea of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. The position of the sahajiy•s is far better than that of the M•y•v•d†
sanny•s†s. Although the sahajiy•s do not think much of Vedic knowledge, they
nonetheless have accepted Lord K”£‹a as the Supreme Lord. Unfortunately, they
mislead others from authentic devotional service.
TEXT 35
TEXT
hari-bhakti-vil•sa, •ra bh•gavat•m”ta
da¤ama-àippan†, •ra da¤ama-carita
SYNONYMS
hari-bhakti-vil•sa--the scripture named Hari-bhakti-vil•sa; •ra--and;
bh•gavat•m”ta--the scripture named B”had-bh•gavat•m”ta; da¤ama-àippan†-comments on the Tenth Canto of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; •ra--and; da¤ama-carita-poetry about the Tenth Canto of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
TRANSLATION
Some of the books compiled by ¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m† were the Hari-bhaktivil•sa, B”had-bh•gavat•m”ta, Da¤ama-àippan† and Da¤ama-carita.
PURPORT
In the First Wave of the book known as Bhakti-ratn•kara, it is said that
San•tana Gosv•m† understood ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam by thorough study and explained
it in his commentary known as Vai£‹ava-to£a‹† All the knowledge that ¥r†
San•tana Gosv•m† and Rãpa Gosv•m† directly acquired from ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu was broadcast all over the world by their expert service. San•tana
Gosv•m† gave his Vai£‹ava-to£a‹† commentary to ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m† for editing,
and ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m† edited this under the name of Laghu-to£a‹†. Whatever he
immediately put down in writing was finished in the year 1476 ¥aka (A.D.
1555). ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m† completed Laghu-to£a‹† in the year ¥ak•bda 1504
(A.D. 1583).
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The subject matter of the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa, by ¥r† San•tana Gosv•m†, was
collected by ¥r†la Gop•la Bhaààa Gosv•m† and is known as a vai£‹ava-sm”ti.
This vai£‹ava-sm”ti-grantha was finished in twenty chapters, known as vil•sas.
In the first vil•sa there is a description of how a relationship is
established between the spiritual master and the disciple, and mantras are
explained. In the second vil•sa, the process of initiation is described. In
the third vil•sa, the methods of Vai£‹ava behavior are given, with emphasis on
cleanliness, constant remembrance of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and
the chanting of the mantras given by the initiating spiritual master. In the
fourth vil•sa are descriptions of sa‰sk•ra, the reformatory method; tilaka,
the application of twelve tilakas on twelve places of the body; mudr•, marks
on the body; m•l•, chanting with beads; and guru-pãj•, worship of the
spiritual master. In the fifth vil•sa, one is instructed on how to make a
place to sit for meditation, and there are descriptions of breathing
exercises, meditation and worship of the ¤•lagr•ma-¤il• representation of Lord
Vi£‹u. In the sixth vil•sa, the required practices for inviting the
transcendental form of the Lord and bathing Him are given. In the seventh
vil•sa, one is instructed on how to collect flowers used for the worship of
Lord Vi£‹u. In the eighth vil•sa, there is a description of the Deity and
instructions on how to set up incense, light lamps, make offerings, dance,
play music, beat drums, garland the Deity, offer prayers and obeisances and
counteract offenses. In the ninth vil•sa, there are descriptions about
collecting tulas† leaves, offering oblations to forefathers according to
Vai£‹ava rituals, and offering food. In the tenth vil•sa there are
descriptions of the devotees of the Lord (Vai£‹avas, or saintly persons). In
the eleventh vil•sa, there are elaborate descriptions of Deity worship and the
glories of the holy name of the Lord. One is instructed on how to chant the
holy name of the Deity, and there are discussions about offenses committed
while chanting the holy name, along with methods for getting relief from such
offenses. There are also descriptions of the glories of devotional service and
the surrendering process. In the twelfth vil•sa, Ek•da¤† is described. In the
thirteenth vil•sa, fasting is discussed, as well as observance of the Mah•dv•da¤† ceremony. In the fourteenth vil•sa, different duties for different
months are outlined. In the fifteenth vil•sa, there are instructions on how to
observe Ek•da¤† fasting without even drinking water. There are also
descriptions of branding the body with the symbols of Vi£‹u, discussions of
C•turm•sya observations during the rainy season, and discussions of
Janm•£àam†, P•r¤vaik•da¤†, ¥rava‹•-dv•da¤†, R•ma-navam† and Vijay•-da¤am†. The
sixteenth vil•sa discusses duties to be observed in the month of K•rttika
(October-November), or the D•modara month, or ârja, when lamps are offered in
the Deity room or above the temple. There are also descriptions of the
Govardhana-pãj• and Ratha-y•tr•. The seventeenth vil•sa discusses preparations
for Deity worship, mah•-mantra chanting and the process of japa. In the
eighteenth vil•sa the different forms of ¥r† Vi£‹u are described. The
nineteenth vil•sa discusses the establishment of the Deity and the rituals
observed in bathing the Deity before installation. The twentieth vil•sa
discusses the construction of temples, referring to those constructed by the
great devotees. The details of the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa-grantha are given by ¥r†
Kavir•ja Gosv•m† in the Madhya-l†l• (24.329-345). The descriptions given in
those verses by K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m† are actually a description of those
portions compiled by Gop•la Bhaààa Gosv•m†. According to ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta
Sarasvat† áh•kura, the regulative principles of devotional service compiled by
Gop•la Bhaààa Gosv•m† do not strictly follow our Vai£‹ava principles.
Actually, Gop•la Bhaààa Gosv•m† collected only a summary of the elaborate
descriptions of Vai£‹ava regulative principles from the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa. It
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is ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† Gosv•m†'s opinion, however, that to follow
the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa strictly is to actually follow the Vai£‹ava rituals in
perfect order. He claims that the sm•rta-sam•ja, which is strictly followed by
caste br•hma‹as, has influenced portions that Gop•la Bhaààa Gosv•m† collected
from the original Hari-bhakti-vil•sa. It is therefore very difficult to find
out Vai£‹ava directions from the book of Gop•la Bhaààa Gosv•m†. It is better
to consult the commentary made by San•tana Gosv•m† himself for the Haribhakti-vil•sa under the name of Dig-dar¤in†-à†k•. Some say that the same
commentary was compiled by Gop†n•tha-pãj• Adhik•r†, who was engaged in the
service of ¥r† R•dh•-rama‹aj† and who happened to be one of the disciples of
Gop•la Bhaààa Gosv•m†.
Regarding the B”had-bh•gavat•m”ta, there are two parts dealing with the
discharge of devotional service. The first part is an analytical study of
devotional service, in which there is also a description of different planets,
including the earth, the heavenly planets, Brahma-loka and Vaiku‹àha-loka.
There are also descriptions of the devotees, including intimate devotees, most
intimate devotees and complete devotees. The second part describes the glories
of the spiritual world, known as Goloka-m•h•tmya-nirãpa‹a, as well as the
process of renunciation of the material world. It also describes real
knowledge, devotional service, the spiritual world, love of Godhead,
attainment of life's destination, and the bliss of the world. In this way
there are seven chapters in each part, fourteen chapters in all.
Da¤ama-àippan† is a commentary on the Tenth Canto of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
Another name for this commentary is B”had-vai£‹ava-to£a‹†-à†k•. In the Bhaktiratn•kara, it is said that Da¤ama-àippan† was finished in 1476 ¥ak•bda (A.D.
1555).
TEXT 36
TEXT
ei saba grantha kaila gos•‘i san•tana
rãpa-gos•‘i kaila yata, ke karu ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
ei saba--all these; grantha--scriptures; kaila--compiled; gos•‘i san•tana-San•tana Gosv•m†; rãpa-gos•‘i--Rãpa Gosv•m†; kaila--did; yata--all; ke--who;
karu ga‹ana--can count.
TRANSLATION
We have already given the names of four books compiled by San•tana Gosv•m†.
Similarly, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† has also compiled many books, which no one can
even count.
TEXT 37
TEXT
pradh•na pradh•na kichu kariye ga‹ana
lak£a granthe kaila vraja-vil•sa var‹ana
SYNONYMS
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pradh•na pradh•na--the most important ones; kichu--some; kariye--I do;
ga‹ana--enumeration; lak£a--hundreds and thousands; granthe--in verses; kaila-did; vraja-vil•sa--of the pastimes of the Lord in V”nd•vana; var‹ana-description.
TRANSLATION
I shall therefore enumerate the chief books compiled by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†.
He has described the pastimes of V”nd•vana in thousands of verses.
TEXT 38
TEXT
ras•m”ta-sindhu, •ra vidagdha-m•dhava
ujjvala-n†lama‹i, •ra lalita-m•dhava
SYNONYMS
ras•m”ta-sindhu--of the name Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu; •ra--and; vidagdham•dhava--of the name Vidagdha-m•dhava; ujjvala-n†lama‹i--of the name Ujjvalan†lama‹i; •ra--and; lalita-m•dhava--of the name Lalita-m•dhava.
TRANSLATION
The books compiled by ¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m† include the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu,
Vidagdha-m•dhava, Ujjvala-n†lama‹i and Lalita-m•dhava.
TEXTS 39-40
TEXT
d•na-keli-kaumud†, •ra bahu stav•val†
a£à•da¤a l†l•-cchanda, •ra pady•val†
govinda-virud•val†, t•h•ra lak£a‹a
mathur•-m•h•tmya, •ra n•àaka-var‹ana
SYNONYMS
d•na-keli-kaumud†--of the name D•na-keli-kaumud†; •ra--and; bahu stav•val†-many prayers; a£à•da¤a--eighteen; l†l•-cchanda--chronological pastimes; •ra-and; pady•val†--of the name Pady•val†; govinda-virud•val†--of the name
Govinda-virud•val†; t•h•ra lak£a‹a--the symptoms of the book; mathur•m•h•tmya--the glories of Mathur•; •ra n•àaka-var‹ana--and descriptions of
drama (N•àaka-candrik•).
TRANSLATION
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† also compiled the D•na-keli-kaumud†, Stav•val†, L†l•cchanda, Pady•val†, Govinda-virud•val†, Mathur•-m•h•tmya and N•àaka-var‹ana.
TEXT 41
TEXT
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laghu-bh•gavat•m”t•di ke karu ga‹ana
sarvatra karila vraja-vil•sa var‹ana
SYNONYMS
laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta-•di--another list, containing Laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta; ke-who; karu ga‹ana--can count; sarvatra--everywhere; karila--did; vraja-vil•sa-of the pastimes of V”nd•vana; var‹ana--description.
TRANSLATION
Who can count the rest of the books (headed by the Laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta)
written by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†? He has described the pastimes of V”nd•vana in
all of them.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† has given a description of these books. The
Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu is a great book of instruction on how to develop
devotional service to Lord K”£‹a and follow the transcendental process. It was
finished in the year 1463 ¥ak•bda (A.D. 1542). This book is divided into four
parts: pãrva-vibh•ga (eastern division), dak£i‹a-vibh•ga (southern division),
pa¤cima-vibh•ga (western division) and uttara-vibh•ga (northern division). In
the pãrva-vibh•ga, there is a description of the permanent development of
devotional service. The general principles of devotional service, the
execution of devotional service, ecstasy in devotional service and ultimately
the attainment of love of Godhead are described. In this way there are four
lahar†s (waves) in this division of the ocean of the nectar of devotion.
In the dak£i‹a-vibh•ga (southern division) there is a general description
of the mellow (relationship) called bhakti-rasa, which is derived from
devotional service. There are also descriptions of the stages known as
vibh•va, anubh•va, s•ttvika, vyabhic•r† and sth•yi-bh•va, all on this high
platform of devotional service. Thus there are five waves in the dak£i‹avibh•ga division. In the western division (pa¤cima-vibh•ga) there is a
description of the chief transcendental humors derived from devotional
service. These are known as mukhya-bhakti-rasa-nirãpa‹a, or attainment of the
chief humors or feelings in the execution of devotional service. In that part
there is a description of devotional service in neutrality, further
development in love and affection (called servitude), further development in
fraternity, further development in parenthood, or parental love, and finally
conjugal love between K”£‹a and His devotees. Thus there are five waves in the
western division.
In the northern division (uttara-vibh•ga) there is a description of the
indirect mellows of devotional service--namely, devotional service in
laughter, devotional service in wonder, and devotional service in chivalry,
pity, anger, dread and ghastliness. There are also mixing of mellows and the
transgression of different humors. Thus there are nine waves in this part.
This is but a brief outline of the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu.
The Vidagdha-m•dhava is a drama of Lord K”£‹a's pastimes in V”nd•vana.
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† finished this book in the year 1454 ¥ak•bda (A.D. 1533).
The first part of this drama is called ve‹u-n•da-vil•sa, the second part
manmatha-lekha, the third part r•dh•-sa•ga, the fourth part ve‹u-hara‹a, the
fifth part r•dh•-pras•dana, the sixth part ¤arad-vih•ra, and the seventh and
last part gaur†-vih•ra.
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There is also a book called Ujjvala-n†lama‹i, a transcendental account of
loving affairs that includes metaphor, analogy and higher bhakti sentiments.
Devotional service in conjugal love is described briefly in the Bhaktiras•m”ta-sindhu, but it is very elaborately discussed in the Ujjvala-n†lama‹i.
This book describes different types of lovers, their assistants, and those who
are very dear to K”£‹a. There is also a description of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and
other female lovers, as well as various group leaders. Messengers and the
constant associates, as well as others who are very dear to K”£‹a, are all
described. The book also relates how love of K”£‹a is awakened and describes
the ecstatic situation, the devotional situation, permanent ecstasy, disturbed
ecstasy, steady ecstasy, different positions of different dresses, feelings of
separation, prior attraction, anger in attraction, varieties of loving
affairs, separation from the beloved, meeting with the beloved, and both
direct and indirect enjoyment between the lover and the beloved. All this has
been very elaborately described.
Similarly, Lalita-m•dhava is a description of K”£‹a's pastimes in Dv•rak•.
These pastimes were made into a drama, and the work was finished in the year
1459 ¥ak•bda. The first part deals with festivities in the evening, the second
with the killing of the ¥a•khacã‚a, the third with maddened ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†,
the fourth with R•dh•r•‹†'s proceeding toward K”£‹a, the fifth with the
achievement of Candr•val†, the sixth with the achievement of Lalit•, the
seventh with the meeting in Nava-v”nd•vana, the eighth with the enjoyment in
Nava-v”nd•vana, the ninth with looking over pictures, and the tenth with
complete satisfaction of the mind. Thus the entire drama is divided into ten
parts.
The Laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta is divided into two parts. The first is called "The
Nectar of K”£‹a" and the second "The Nectar of Devotional Service." The
importance of Vedic evidence is stressed in the first part, and this is
followed by a description of the original form of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead as ¥r† K”£‹a and descriptions of His pastimes and expansions in sv•‰¤a
(personal forms) and vibhinn•‰¤a. According to different absorptions, the
incarnations are called •ve¤a and tad-ek•tma. The first incarnation is divided
into three puru£•vat•ras--namely, Mah•-Vi£‹u, Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u and
K£†rodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u. Then there are the three incarnations of the modes of
nature--namely, Brahm•, Vi£‹u and Mahe¤vara (¥iva). All the paraphernalia used
in the service of the Lord is transcendental, beyond the three qualities of
this material world. There is also a description of twenty-five l†l•-avat•ras,
namely Catu„-sana (the Kum•ras), N•rada, Var•ha, Matsya, Yaj‘a, Nara-n•r•ya‹a
™£i, Kapila, Datt•treya, Hayagr†va, Ha‰sa, P”¤nigarbha, ™£abha, P”thu,
N”si‰ha, Kãrma, Dhanvantari, Mohin†, V•mana, Para¤ur•ma, D•¤arathi, K”£‹advaip•yana, Balar•ma, V•sudeva, Buddha and Kalki. There are also fourteen
incarnations of Manu: Yaj‘a, Vibhu, Satyasena, Hari, Vaiku‹àha, Ajita, V•mana,
S•rvabhauma, ™£abha, Vi£vaksena, Dharmasetu, Sudh•m•, Yoge¤vara and
B”hadbh•nu. There are also four incarnations for the four yugas, and their
colors are described as white, red, blackish and black (sometimes yellow, as
in the case of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu). There are different types of
millenniums and incarnations for those millenniums. The categories called
•ve¤a, pr•bhava, vaibhava and para constitute different situations for the
different incarnations. According to specific pastimes, the names are
spiritually empowered. There are also descriptions of the difference between
the powerful and the power, and the inconceivable activities of the Supreme
Lord.
¥r† K”£‹a is the original Supreme Personality of Godhead, and no one is
greater than Him. He is the source of all incarnations. In the Laghubh•gavat•m”ta there are descriptions of His partial incarnations, a
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description of the impersonal Brahman effulgence (actually the bodily
effulgence of ¥r† K”£‹a), the superexcellence of ¥r† K”£‹a's pastimes as an
ordinary human being with two hands and so forth. There is nothing to compare
with the two-armed form of the Lord. In the spiritual world (vaiku‹àha-jagat)
there is no distinction between the owner of the body and the body itself. In
the material world the owner of the body is called the soul, and the body is
called a material manifestation. In the Vaiku‹àha world, however, there is no
such distinction. Lord ¥r† K”£‹a is unborn, and His appearance as an
incarnation is perpetual. K”£‹a's pastimes are divided into two parts-manifest and unmanifest. For example, when K”£‹a takes His birth within this
material world, His pastimes are considered to be manifest. However, when He
disappears, one should not think that He is finished, for His pastimes are
going on in an unmanifest form. Varieties of humors, however, are enjoyed by
the devotees and Lord K”£‹a during His manifest pastimes. After all, His
pastimes in Mathur•, V”nd•vana and Dv•rak• are eternal and are going on
perpetually somewhere in some part of the universe.
TEXT 42
TEXT
t••ra bhr•tu£-putra n•ma----¤r†-j†va-gos•‘i
yata bhakti-grantha kaila, t•ra anta n•i
SYNONYMS
t••ra--his; bhr•tu„-putra--nephew; n•ma--of the name; ¤r†-j†va-gos•‘i-¥r†la J†va Gosv•m† Prabhup•da; yata--all; bhakti-grantha--books on devotional
service; kaila--compiled; t•ra--that; anta--end; n•i--there is not.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m†'s nephew, ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m†, has compiled so many books
on devotional service that there is no counting them.
TEXT 43
TEXT
¤r†-bh•gavata-sandarbha-n•ma grantha-vist•ra
bhakti-siddh•ntera t•te dekh•iy•chena p•ra
SYNONYMS
¤r†-bh•gavata-sandarbha-n•ma--of the name Bh•gavata-sandarbha; grantha--the
book; vist•ra--very elaborate; bhakti-siddh•ntera--of the conclusions of
devotional service; t•te--in that book; dekh•iy•chena--he has shown; p•ra--the
limit.
TRANSLATION
In ¥r† Bh•gavata-sandarbha, ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m† has written conclusively
about the ultimate end of devotional service.
PURPORT
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The Bh•gavata-sandarbha is also known as ¢aà-sandarbha. In the first part,
called Tattva-sandarbha, it is proved that ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam is the most
authoritative evidence directly pointing to the Absolute Truth. The second
Sandarbha, called Bhagavat-sandarbha, draws a distinction between impersonal
Brahman and localized Param•tm• and describes the spiritual world and the
domination of the mode of goodness devoid of contamination by the other two
material modes. In other words, there is a vivid description of the
transcendental position known as ¤uddha-sattva. Material goodness is apt to be
contaminated by the other two material qualities--ignorance and passion--but
when one is situated in the ¤uddha-sattva position, there is no chance for
such contamination. It is a spiritual platform of pure goodness. The potency
of the Supreme Lord and the living entity is also described, and there is a
description of the inconceivable energies and varieties of energies of the
Lord. The potencies are divided into categories--internal, external, personal,
marginal and so forth. There are also discussions of the eternality of Deity
worship, the omnipotence of the Deity, His all-pervasiveness, His giving
shelter to everyone, His subtle and gross potencies, His personal
manifestations, His expressions of form, quality and pastimes, His
transcendental position and His complete form. It is also stated that
everything pertaining to the Absolute has the same potency and that the
spiritual world, the associates in the spiritual world and the threefold
energies of the Lord in the spiritual world are all transcendental. There are
further discussions concerning the difference between the impersonal Brahman
and the Personality of Godhead, the fullness of the Personality of Godhead,
the objective of all Vedic knowledge, the personal potencies of the Lord, and
the Personality of Godhead as the original author of Vedic knowledge.
The third Sandarbha is called Param•tma-sandarbha, and in this book there
is a description of Param•tm• (the Supersoul) and an explanation of how the
Supersoul exists in millions and millions of living entities. There are
discussions of the differences between the qualitative incarnations, and
discourses concerning the living entities, m•y•, the material world, the
theory of transformation, the illusory energy, the sameness of this world and
the Supersoul, and the truth about this material world. In this connection,
the opinions of ¥r†dhara Sv•m† are given. It is stated that the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, although devoid of material qualities, superintends
all material activities. There is also a discussion of how the l†l•-avat•ra
incarnations respond to the desires of the devotees and how the Supreme
Personality of Godhead is characterized by six opulences.
The fourth Sandarbha is called K”£‹a-sandarbha, and in this book K”£‹a is
proved to be the Supreme Personality of Godhead. There are discussions of
K”£‹a's pastimes and qualities, His superintendence of the puru£a-avat•ras,
and so forth. The opinions of ¥r†dhara Sv•m† are corroborated. In each and
every scripture, the supremacy of K”£‹a is stressed. Baladeva, Sa•kar£a‹a and
other expansions of K”£‹a are emanations of Mah•-Sa•kar£a‹a. All the
incarnations and expansions exist simultaneously in the body of K”£‹a, who is
described as two-handed. There are also descriptions of the Goloka planet,
V”nd•vana (the eternal place of K”£‹a), the identity of Goloka and V”nd•vana,
the Y•davas and the cowherd boys (both eternal associates of K”£‹a), the
adjustment and equality of the manifest and unmanifest pastimes, ¥r† K”£‹a's
manifestation in Gokula, the queens of Dv•rak• as expansions of the internal
potency, and, superior to them, the superexcellent gop†s. There is also a list
of the gop†s' names and a discussion of the topmost position of ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†.
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The fifth Sandarbha is called Bhakti-sandarbha, and in this book there is a
discussion of how devotional service can be directly executed, and how such
service can be adjusted, either directly or indirectly. There is a discussion
of the knowledge of all kinds of scripture, the establishment of the Vedic
institution of var‹•¤rama, bhakti as superior to fruitive activity, and so
forth. It is also stated that without devotional service even a br•hma‹a is
condemned. There are discussions of the process of karma-ty•ga (the giving of
the results of karma to the Supreme Personality of Godhead), and the practices
of mystic yoga and philosophical speculation, which are deprecated as simply
hard labor. Worship of the demigods is discouraged, and worship of a Vai£‹ava
is considered exalted. No respect is given to the nondevotees. There are
discussions of how one can be liberated even in this life (j†van-mukta), Lord
¥iva as a devotee, and how a bhakta and his devotional service are eternally
existing. It is stated that through bhakti one can attain all success, for
bhakti is transcendental to the material qualities. There is a discussion of
how the self is manifest through bhakti. There is also a discussion of the
self's bliss, as well as how bhakti, even imperfectly executed, enables one to
attain the lotus feet of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Unmotivated
devotional service is highly praised, and an explanation is given of how each
devotee can achieve the platform of unmotivated service by association with
other devotees. There is a discussion of the differences between the mah•bh•gavata and the ordinary devotee, the symptoms of philosophical speculation,
the symptoms of self-worship, or aha•grahop•san•, the symptoms of devotional
service, the symptoms of imaginary perfection, the acceptance of regulative
principles, service to the spiritual master, the mah•-bh•gavata (liberated
devotee) and service to him, service to Vai£‹avas in general, the principles
of hearing, chanting, remembering and serving the lotus feet of the Lord,
offenses in worship, offensive effects, prayers, engaging oneself as an
eternal servant of the Lord, making friendships with the Lord and surrendering
everything for His pleasure. There is also a discussion of r•g•nug•-bhakti
(spontaneous love of Godhead), of the specific purpose of becoming a devotee
of Lord K”£‹a, and a comparative study of other perfectional stages.
The sixth Sandarbha is called Pr†ti-sandarbha, a thesis on love of Godhead.
Here it is stated that through love of Godhead, one becomes perfectly
liberated and attains the highest goal of life. A distinction is made between
the liberated condition of a personalist and that of an impersonalist, and
there is a discussion of liberation during one's lifetime as distinguished
from liberation from material bondage. Of all kinds of liberation, liberation
in loving service to the Lord is described as the most exalted, and meeting
the Supreme Personality of Godhead face to face is shown to be the highest
perfection of life. Immediate liberation is contrasted with liberation by a
gradual process. Both realization of Brahman and meeting with the Supreme
Personality of Godhead are described as liberation within one's lifetime, but
meeting with the Supreme Personality of Godhead, both internally and
externally, is shown to be superexcellent, above the transcendental
realization of the Brahman effulgence. There is a comparative study of
liberation as s•lokya, s•m†pya and s•rãpya. S•m†pya is better than s•lokya.
Devotional service is considered to be liberation with greater facilities, and
there is a discussion of how to obtain it. There are also discussions of the
transcendental state one achieves after attaining the devotional platform,
which is the exact position of love of Godhead; the marginal symptoms of
transcendental love, and how it is awakened; the distinction between so-called
love and transcendental love on the platform of love of Godhead; and different
types of humors and mellows enjoyed in relishing the lusty affairs of the
gop†s, which are different from mundane affairs, which in turn are symbolical
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representations of pure love for K”£‹a. There are also discussions of bhakti
mixed with philosophical speculation, the superexcellence of the love of the
gop†s, the difference between opulent devotional service and loving devotional
service, the exalted position of the residents of Gokula, the progressively
exalted position of the friends of K”£‹a, the gopas and the gop†s in parental
love with K”£‹a, and finally the superexcellence of the love of the gop†s and
that of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. There is also a discussion of how spiritual
feelings can be present when one simply imitates them and of how such mellows
are far superior to the ordinary mellows of mundane love, and there are
descriptions of different ecstasies, the awakening of ecstasy, transcendental
qualities, the distinction of dh†rod•tta, the utmost attractiveness of
conjugal love, the ecstatic features, the permanent ecstatic features, the
mellows divided in five transcendental features of direct loving service, and
indirect loving service, considered in seven divisions. Finally there is a
discussion of overlapping of different rasas, and there are discussions of
¤•nta (neutrality), servitorship, taking shelter, parental love, conjugal
love, direct transcendental enjoyment and enjoyment in separation, previous
attraction and the glories of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
TEXT 44
TEXT
gop•la-campã-n•me grantha-mah•¤ãra
nitya-l†l• sth•pana y•he vraja-rasa-pãra
SYNONYMS
gop•la-campã--Gop•la-campã; n•me--by the name; grantha--the transcendental
work of literature; mah•-¤ãra--most formidable; nitya-l†l•--of eternal
pastimes; sth•pana--establishment; y•he--in which; vraja-rasa--the
transcendental mellows enjoyed in V”nd•vana; pãra--complete.
TRANSLATION
The most famous and formidable transcendental literary work is the book
named Gop•la-campã. In this book the eternal pastimes of the Lord are
established, and the transcendental mellows enjoyed in V”nd•vana are
completely described.
PURPORT
In his Anubh•£ya, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura gives the
following information about the Gop•la-campã. The Gop•la-campã is divided into
two parts. The first part is called the eastern wave, and the second part is
called the northern wave. In the first part there are thirty-three
supplications and in the second part thirty-seven supplications. In the first
part, completed in 1510 ¥ak•bda (A.D. 1589), the following subject matters are
discussed: (1) V”nd•vana and Goloka; (2) the killing of the Pãtan• demon, the
gop†s' returning home under the instructions of mother Ya¤od•, the bathing of
Lord K”£‹a and Balar•ma, snigdha-ka‹àha and madhu-ka‹àha; (3) the dream of
mother Ya¤od•; (4) the Janm•£àam† ceremony; (5) the meeting between Nanda
Mah•r•ja and Vasudeva, and the killing of the Pãtan• demon; (6) the pastimes
of awakening from bed, the deliverance of the demon ¥akaàa, and the namegiving ceremony; (7) the killing of the T”‹•varta demon, Lord K”£‹a's eating
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dirt, Lord K”£‹a's childish naughtiness, and Lord K”£‹a as a thief; (8)
churning of the yogurt, K”£‹a's drinking from the breast of mother Ya¤od•, the
breaking of the yogurt pot, K”£‹a bound with ropes, the deliverance of the two
brothers (Yamal•rjuna) and the lamentation of mother Ya¤od•; (9) entering ¥r†
V”nd•vana; (10) the killing of Vats•sura, Bak•sura and Vyom•sura; (11) the
killing of Agh•sura and the bewilderment of Lord Brahm•; (12) the tending of
the cows in the forest; (13) taking care of the cows and chastising the K•liya
serpent; (14) the killing of Gardabh•sura (the ass demon), and the praise of
K”£‹a; (15) the previous attraction of the gop†s; (16) the killing of
Pralamb•sura and the eating of the forest fire; (17) the gop†s' attempt to
approach K”£‹a. (18) the lifting of Govardhana Hill; (19) bathing K”£‹a with
milk; (20) the return of Nanda Mah•r•ja from the custody of Varu‹a and the
vision of Goloka V”nd•vana by the gop†s; (21) the performance of the rituals
in K•ty•yan†-vrata and the worship of the goddess Durg•; (22) the begging of
food from the wives of the br•hma‹as performing sacrifices, (23) the meeting
of K”£‹a and the gop†s; (24) K”£‹a's enjoying the company of the gop†s, the
disappearance of R•dh• and K”£‹a from the scene, and the search for Them by
the gop†s; (25) the reappearance of K”£‹a; (26) the determination of the
gop†s; (27) pastimes in the waters of the Yamun•; (28) the deliverance of
Nanda Mah•r•ja from the clutches of the serpent; (29) various pastimes in
solitary places; (30) the killing of ¥a•khacã‚a and the Hori; (31) the killing
of Ari£à•sura; (32) the killing of the Ke¤† demon; (33) the appearance of ¥r†
N•rada Muni and a description of the year in which the book was completed.
In the second part, known as Uttara-campã, the following subject matters
are discussed: (1) attraction for Vrajabhãmi; (2) the cruel activities of
Akrãra; (3) K”£‹a's departure for Mathur•; (4) a description of the city of
Mathur•; (5) the killing of Ka‰sa; (6) Nanda Mah•r•ja's separation from K”£‹a
and Balar•ma; (7) Nanda Mah•r•ja's entrance into V”nd•vana without K”£‹a and
Balar•ma; (8) the studies of K”£‹a and Balar•ma; (9) how the son of the
teacher of K”£‹a and Balar•ma was returned; (10) Uddhava's visit to V”nd•vana;
(11) R•dh•r•‹†'s talking with the messenger bumblebee; (12) the return of
Uddhava from V”nd•vana; (13) the binding of Jar•sandha; (14) the killing of
the yavana Jar•sandha; (15) the marriage of Balar•ma; (16) the marriage of
Rukmi‹†; (17) seven marriages; (18) the killing of Narak•sura, the taking of
the p•rij•ta flower from heaven and K”£‹a's marriage to 16,000 princesses;
(19) victory over B•‹•sura; (20) a description of Balar•ma's return to Vraja;
(21) the killing of Pau‹‚raka (the imitation Vi£‹u); (22) the killing of
Dvivida and thoughts of Hastin•pura; (23) departure for Kuruk£etra; (24) how
the residents of V”nd•vana and Dv•rak• met at Kuruk£etra; (25) K”£‹a's
consultation with Uddhava; (26) the deliverance of the king; (27) the
performance of the R•jasãya sacrifice; (28) the killing of ¥•lva; (29) K”£‹a's
considering returning to V”nd•vana; (30) K”£‹a's revisiting V”nd•vana; (31)
the adjustment of obstructions by ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and others; (32)
everything completed; (33) the residence of R•dh• and M•dhava; (34) decorating
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and K”£‹a; (35) the marriage ceremony of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†
and K”£‹a; (36) the meeting of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and K”£‹a; and (37) entering
Goloka.
TEXT 45
TEXT
ei mata n•n• grantha kariy• prak•¤a
go£àh† sahite kail• v”nd•vane v•sa
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SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; n•n•--various; grantha--books; kariy•--making;
prak•¤a--publication; go£àh†--family members; sahite--with; kail•--did;
v”nd•vane--at V”nd•vana; v•sa--residence.
TRANSLATION
Thus ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†, San•tana Gosv•m† and their nephew ¥r†la J†va
Gosv•m†, as well as practically all of their family members, lived in
V”nd•vana and published important books on devotional service.
TEXT 46
TEXT
prathama vatsare advait•di bhakta-ga‹a
prabhure dekhite kaila, n†l•dri gamana
SYNONYMS
prathama--the first; vatsare--in the year; advaita-•di--headed by Advaita
šc•rya; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; prabhure--the Lord; dekhite--to see;
kaila--did; n†l•dri--to Jagann•tha Pur†; gamana--going.
TRANSLATION
The first year after ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted the renounced order
of life, all the devotees, headed by ¥r† Advaita Prabhu, went to see the Lord
at Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 47
TEXT
ratha-y•tr• dekhi' t•h•• rahil• c•ri-m•sa
prabhu-sa•ge n”tya-g†ta parama ull•sa
SYNONYMS
ratha-y•tr•--the car festival; dekhi'--seeing; t•h••--there; rahil•-remained; c•ri-m•sa--four months; prabhu-sa•ge--with the Lord; n”tya-g†ta-chanting and dancing; parama--greatest; ull•sa--pleasure.
TRANSLATION
After attending the Ratha-y•tr• ceremony at Jagann•tha Pur†, all the
devotees remained there for four months, greatly enjoying the company of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu by performing k†rtana [chanting and dancing].
TEXT 48
TEXT
vid•ya samaya prabhu kahil• sab•re
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pratyabda •sibe sabe gu‹‚ic• dekhib•re
SYNONYMS
vid•ya--departing; samaya--at the time; prabhu--the Lord; kahil•--said;
sab•re--unto everyone; pratyabda--every year; •sibe--you should come; sabe-all; gu‹‚ic•--of the name Gu‹‚ic•; dekhib•re--to see.
TRANSLATION
At the time of departure, the Lord requested all the devotees, "Please come
here every year to see the Ratha-y•tr• festival of Lord Jagann•tha's journey
to the Gu‹‚ic• temple."
PURPORT
There is a temple named Gu‹‚ic• at Sundar•cala. Lord Jagann•tha, Baladeva
and Subhadr• are pushed in their three carts from the temple in Pur† to the
Gu‹‚ic• temple in Sundar•cala. In Orissa, this Ratha-y•tr• festival is known
as Jagann•tha's journey to Gu‹‚ic•. Whereas others speak of it as the Rathay•tr• festival, the residents of Orissa refer to it as Gu‹‚ic•-y•tr•.
TEXT 49
TEXT
prabhu-aj‘•ya bhakta-ga‹a pratyabda •siy•
gu‹‚ic• dekhiy• y•'na prabhure miliy•
SYNONYMS
prabhu-aj‘•ya--upon the order of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhakta-ga‹a-all the devotees; pratyabda--every year; •siy•--coming there; gu‹‚ic•--the
festival of Gu‹‚ic•-y•tr•; dekhiy•--seeing; y•'na--return; prabhure--the Lord;
miliy•--meeting.
TRANSLATION
Following the order of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, all the devotees used to
visit Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu every year. They would see the Gu‹‚ic• festival
at Jagann•tha Pur† and then return home after four months.
TEXT 50
TEXT
vi‰¤ati vatsara aiche kail• gat•gati
anyonye du•h•ra du•h• vin• n•hi sthiti
SYNONYMS
vi‰¤ati--twenty; vatsara--years; aiche--thus; kail•--did; gata-•gati--going
and coming; anyonye--mutually; du•h•ra--of Lord Caitanya and the devotees;
du•h•--the two; vin•--without; n•hi--there is not; sthiti--peace.
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TRANSLATION
For twenty consecutive years this meeting took place, and the situation
became so intense that the Lord and the devotees could not be happy without
meeting one another.
TEXT 51
TEXT
¤e£a •ra yei rahe dv•da¤a vatsara
k”£‹era viraha-l†l• prabhura antara
SYNONYMS
¤e£a--at the end; •ra--the balance; yei--whatever; rahe--remains; dv•da¤a
vatsara--twelve years; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; viraha-l†l•--the pastimes of
separation; prabhura--the Lord; antara--within.
TRANSLATION
The last twelve years were simply devoted to relishing the pastimes of
K”£‹a in separation within the heart of the Lord.
PURPORT
¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu enjoyed the position of the gop†s in
separation from K”£‹a. When K”£‹a left the gop†s and went to Mathur•, the
gop†s cried for Him the rest of their lives, feeling intense separation from
Him. This ecstatic feeling of separation was specifically advocated by Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu through His actual demonstrations.
TEXT 52
TEXT
nirantara r•tri-dina viraha unm•de
h•se, k•nde, n•ce, g•ya parama vi£•de
SYNONYMS
nirantara--without cessation; r•tri-dina--night and day; viraha--of
separation; unm•de--in madness; h•se--laughs; k•nde--cries; n•ce--dances;
g•ya--chants; parama--great; vi£•de--in moroseness.
TRANSLATION
In the attitude of separation, Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu appeared mad both
day and night. Sometimes He laughed, and sometimes He cried; sometimes He
danced, and sometimes He chanted in great sorrow.
TEXT 53
TEXT
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ye k•le karena jagann•tha dara¤ana
mane bh•ve, kuruk£etre p•‘•chi milana
SYNONYMS
ye k•le--at those times; karena--does; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha;
dara¤ana--visiting; mane--within the mind; bh•ve--thinks; kuru-k£etre--on the
field of Kuruk£etra; p•‘•chi--I have gotten; milana--meeting.
TRANSLATION
At those times, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would visit Lord Jagann•tha. Then
His feelings exactly corresponded to those of the gop†s when they saw K”£‹a at
Kuruk£etra after long separation. K”£‹a had come to Kuruk£etra with His
brother and sister to visit.
PURPORT
When K”£‹a was performing yaj‘a (sacrifice) at Kuruk£etra, He invited all
the inhabitants of V”nd•vana to come see Him. Lord Caitanya's heart was always
filled with separation from K”£‹a, but as soon as He had the opportunity to
visit the Jagann•tha temple, He became fully absorbed in the thoughts of the
gop†s who came to see K”£‹a at Kuruk£etra.
TEXT 54
TEXT
ratha-y•tr•ya •ge yabe karena nartana
t•h•• ei pada m•tra karaye g•yana
SYNONYMS
ratha-y•tr•ya--in the car festival; •ge--in front; yabe--when; karena-does; nartana--dancing; t•h••--there; ei--this; pada--stanza; m•tra--only;
karaye--does; g•yana--singing.
TRANSLATION
When Caitanya Mah•prabhu used to dance before the cart during the festival,
He always sang the following two lines.
TEXT 55
TEXT
seita par•‹a-n•tha p•inu
y•h• l•g†' madana-dahane jhuri genu
SYNONYMS
seita--that; par•‹a-n•tha--Lord of My life; p•inu--I have gotten; y•h•-whom; l•gi'--for; madana-dahane--in the fire of lusty desire; jhuri--burning;
genu--I have become.
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TRANSLATION
"I have gotten that Lord of My life for whom I was burning in the fire of
lusty desires."
PURPORT
In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.29.15) it is stated:
k•ma‰ krodha‰ bhaya‰ sneham
aikya‰ sauh”dam eva ca
nitya‰ harau vidadhato
y•nti tan-mayat•m hi te
The word k•ma means lusty desire, bhaya means fear, and krodha means anger.
If one somehow or other approaches K”£‹a, his life becomes successful. The
gop†s approached K”£‹a with lusty desire. K”£‹a was a very beautiful boy, and
they wanted to meet and enjoy His company. But this lusty desire is different
from that of the material world. It appears like mundane lust, but in
actuality it is the highest form of attraction to K”£‹a. Caitanya Mah•prabhu
was a sanny•s†; He left home and everything else. He could certainly not be
induced by any mundane lusty desires. So when He used the word madana-dahane
("in the fire of lusty desire"), He meant that out of pure love for K”£‹a He
was burning in the fire of separation from K”£‹a. Whenever He met Jagann•tha,
either in the temple or during the Ratha-y•tr•, Caitanya Mah•prabhu used to
think, "Now I have gotten the Lord of My life and soul."
TEXT 56
TEXT
ei dhuy•-g•ne n•cena dvit†ya prahara
k”£‹a la‘• vraje y•i----e-bh•va antara
SYNONYMS
ei dhuy•-g•ne--in the repetition of this song; n•cena--He dances; dvit†ya
prahara--the second period of the day; k”£‹a la‘•--taking K”£‹a; vraje y•i-let Me go back to V”nd•vana; e-bh•va--this ecstasy; antara--within.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu used to sing this song [seita par•‹a-n•tha]
especially during the latter part of the day, and He would think, "Let Me take
K”£‹a and go back to V”nd•vana." This ecstasy was always filling His heart.
PURPORT
Being always absorbed in the ecstasy of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu felt the same separation from K”£‹a that ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† felt
when K”£‹a left V”nd•vana and went to Mathur•. This ecstatic feeling is very
helpful in attaining love of God in separation. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has
taught everyone that one should not be overly anxious to see the Lord, but
should rather feel separation from Him in ecstasy. It is actually better to
feel separation from Him than to desire to see Him face to face. When the
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gop†s of V”nd•vana, the residents of Gokula, met K”£‹a at Kuruk£etra during
the solar eclipse, they wanted to take K”£‹a back to V”nd•vana. ¥r† K”£‹a
Caitanya Mah•prabhu also felt the same ecstasy as soon as He saw Jagann•tha in
the temple or on the Ratha-y•tr• cart. The gop†s of V”nd•vana did not like the
opulence of Dv•rak•. They wanted to take K”£‹a to the village of V”nd•vana and
enjoy His company in the groves. This desire was also felt by ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, and He danced in ecstasy before the Ratha-y•tr• festival when Lord
Jagann•tha went to Gu‹‚ic•.
TEXT 57
TEXT
ei bh•ve n”tya-madhye pa‚e eka ¤loka
sei ¤lokera artha keha n•hi bujhe loka
SYNONYMS
ei bh•ve--in this ecstasy; n”tya-madhye--during the dancing; pa‚e--recites;
eka--one; ¤loka--verse; sei ¤lokera--of that verse; artha--the meaning; keha-anyone; n•hi--not; bujhe--understands; loka--person.
TRANSLATION
In that ecstasy, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu recited one verse when dancing in
front of Lord Jagann•tha. Almost no one could understand the meaning of that
verse.
TEXT 58
TEXT
ya„ kaum•ra-hara„ sa eva hi varas t• eva caitra-k£ap•s
te conm†lita-m•lat†-surabhaya„ prau‚h•„ kadamb•nil•„
s• caiv•smi tath•pi tatra surata-vy•p•ra-l†l•-vidhau
rev•-rodhasi vetas†-taru-tale ceta„ samutka‹àhate
SYNONYMS
ya„--that same person who; kaum•ra-hara„--the thief of my heart during
youth; sa„--he; eva hi--certainly; vara„--lover; t•„--these; eva--certainly;
caitra-k£ap•„--moonlit nights of the month of Caitra; te--those; ca--and;
unm†lita--fructified; m•lat†--of m•lat† flowers; surabhaya„--fragrances;
prau‚h•„--full; kadamba--with the fragrance of the kadamba flower; anil•„--the
breezes; s•--that one; ca--also; eva--certainly; asmi--I am; tath•pi--still;
tatra--there; surata-vy•p•ra--in intimate transactions; l†l•--of pastimes;
vidhau--in the manner; rev•--of the river named Rev•; rodhasi--on the bank;
vetas†--of the name Vetas†; taru-tale--underneath the tree; ceta„--my mind;
samutka‹àhate--is very eager to go.
TRANSLATION
"That very personality who stole away my heart during my youth is now again
my master. These are the same moonlit nights of the month of Caitra. The same
fragrance of m•lat† flowers is there, and the same sweet breezes are blowing
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from the kadamba forest. In our intimate relationship, I am also the same
lover, yet still my mind is not happy here. I am eager to go back to that
place on the bank of the Rev• under the Vetas† tree. That is my desire."
PURPORT
This verse appears in the Pady•val† (386), an anthology of verses compiled
by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†.
TEXT 59
TEXT
ei ¤lokera artha j•ne ekale svarãpa
daive se vatsara t•h•• giy•chena rãpa
SYNONYMS
ei--this; ¤lokera--of the verse; artha--the meaning; j•ne--knows; ekale-alone; svarãpa--Svarãpa D•modara; daive--by chance; se vatsara--that year;
t•h••--there; giy•chena--went; rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
This verse appears to be the hankering between some ordinary boy and girl,
but its actual deep meaning was known only to Svarãpa D•modara. By chance, one
year Rãpa Gosv•m† was also present there.
TEXT 60
TEXT
prabhu-mukhe loka ¤uni' ¤r†-rãpa-gos•‘i
sei ¤lokera artha-¤loka karil• tath•i
SYNONYMS
prabhu-mukhe--in the mouth of Lord Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu; ¤loka--the
verse; ¤uni'--hearing; ¤r†-rãpa-gos•‘i--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; sei--that;
¤lokera--of the first verse; artha--giving the meaning; ¤loka--another verse;
karil•--composed; tath•i--immediately.
TRANSLATION
Although the meaning of the verse was known only to Svarãpa D•modara, Rãpa
Gosv•m†, after hearing it from ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, immediately composed
another verse that described the meaning of the original verse.
TEXT 61
TEXT
¤loka kari' eka t•la-patrete likhiy•
•pana v•s•ra c•le r•khila gu‘jiy•
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SYNONYMS
¤loka kari'--composing the verse; eka--one; t•la-patrete--on a palm leaf;
likhiy•--writing; •pana--his own; v•s•ra--of the residence; c•le--on the roof;
r•khila--kept; gu‘jiy•--pushing.
TRANSLATION
After composing this verse, Rãpa Gosv•m† wrote it on a palm leaf and put it
on the roof of the thatched house in which he was living.
TEXT 62
TEXT
¤loka r•khi' gel• samudra-sn•na karite
hena-k•le •il• prabhu t••h•re milite
SYNONYMS
¤loka r•khi'--keeping the verse in that way; gel•--went; samudra-sn•na--a
bath in the sea; karite--to take; hena-k•le--in the meantime; •il•--came;
prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••h•re--him; milite--to meet.
TRANSLATION
After composing this verse and putting it on the roof of his house, ¥r†la
Rãpa Gosv•m† went to bathe in the sea. In the meantime, Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu went to his hut to meet him.
TEXT 63
TEXT
harid•sa àh•kura •ra rãpa-san•tana
jagann•tha-mandire n• y•'na tina jana
SYNONYMS
harid•sa àh•kura--¥r†la Harid•sa áh•kura; •ra--and; rãpa-san•tana--¥r†la
Rãpa Gosv•m† and ¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m†; jagann•tha-mandire--in the temple of
Lord Jagann•tha; n•--not; y•'na--go; tina jana--three persons.
TRANSLATION
To avoid turmoil, three great personalities--Harid•sa áh•kura, ¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m† and ¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m†--did not enter the temple of Jagann•tha.
PURPORT
It is still the practice at the Jagann•tha temple not to allow those to
enter who do not strictly follow the Vedic culture known as Hinduism. ¥r†la
Harid•sa áh•kura, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† and ¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m† had had
previous intimate connections with Muslims. Harid•sa áh•kura had been born in
a Muslim family, and ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† and ¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m†, having
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given up their social status in Hindu society, had been appointed ministers in
the Muslim government. They had even changed their names to S•kara Mallika and
Dabira Kh•sa. Thus they had supposedly been expelled from br•hma‹a society.
Consequently, out of humility they did not enter the temple of Jagann•tha,
although the personality of Godhead, Jagann•tha, in His form of Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, personally came to see them every day. Similarly, the members of
this K”£‹a consciousness society are sometimes refused entrance into some of
the temples in India. We should not feel sorry about this as long as we engage
in chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra. K”£‹a Himself associates with devotees who
are chanting His holy name, and there is no need to be unhappy over not being
able to enter a certain temple. Such dogmatic prohibitions were not approved
by Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Those who were thought unfit to enter the
Jagann•tha temple were daily visited by Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and this
indicates that Caitanya Mah•prabhu did not approve of the prohibitions. To
avoid unnecessary turmoil, however, these great personalities would not enter
the Jagann•tha temple.
TEXT 64
TEXT
mah•prabhu jagann•thera upala-bhoga dekhiy•
nija-g”he y•'na ei tinere miliy•
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha;
upala-bhoga--offering of food on the stone; dekhiy•--after seeing; nija-g”he-to His own residence; y•'na--goes; ei--these; tinere--three; miliy•--meeting.
TRANSLATION
Every day Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu used to see the upala-bhoga ceremony at
the temple of Jagann•tha, and after seeing this He used to go visit these
three great personalities on His way to His own residence.
PURPORT
Upala-bhoga is a particular type of offering performed just behind the
Garu‚a-stamba on a stone slab. That stone slab is called the upala. All food
is offered within the temple room just below the altar of Jagann•tha. This
bhoga, however, was offered on the stone slab within the vision of the public;
therefore it is called upala-bhoga.
TEXT 65
TEXT
ei tina madhye yabe th•ke yei jana
t••re •si' •pane mile,----prabhura niyama
SYNONYMS
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ei tina madhye--of these three; yabe--when; th•ke--remains; yei jana--that
person who; t••re--to him; •si'--coming; •pane mile--personally meets;
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; niyama--regular practice.
TRANSLATION
If one of these three was not present, He would meet the others. That was
His regular practice.
TEXT 66
TEXT
daive •si' prabhu yabe ãrdhvete c•hil•
c•le go•j• t•la-patre sei ¤loka p•il•
SYNONYMS
daive--accidentally; •si'--coming there; prabhu--the Lord; yabe--when;
ãrdhvete--on the roof; c•hil•--He looked; c•le--in the roof; go•j•--pushed;
t•la-patre--the palm leaf; sei--that; ¤loka--verse; p•il•--got.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to the residence of ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†,
He accidentally saw the palm leaf on the roof, and thus He read the verse
composed by him.
TEXT 67
TEXT
¤loka pa‚i' •che prabhu •vi£àa ha-iy•
rãpa-gos•‘i •si' pa‚e da‹‚avat ha‘•
SYNONYMS
¤loka pa‚i'--reading the verse; •che--remained; prabhu--the Lord; •vi£àa-in an ecstatic mood; ha-iy•--being; rãpa-gos•‘i--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; •si'-coming; pa‚e--fell down; da‹‚avat--like a rod; ha‘•--becoming.
TRANSLATION
After reading the verse, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went into a ecstatic mood.
While He was in that state, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† came and immediately fell down
on the floor like a rod.
PURPORT
The word da‹‚a means rod or pole. A rod or pole falls straight; similarly,
when one offers obeisances to his superior with all eight a•gas (parts) of the
body, he performs what is called da‹‚avat. Sometimes we only speak of
da‹‚avats but actually do not fall down. In any case, da‹‚avat means falling
down like a rod before one's superior.
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TEXT 68
TEXT
uàhi' mah•prabhu t••re c•pa‚a m•riy•
kahite l•gil• kichu kolete kariy•
SYNONYMS
uàhi'--standing up; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto Rãpa
Gosv•m†; c•pa‚a m•riy•--slapping; kahite--to say; l•gil•--began; kichu-something; kolete--on the lap; kariy•--taking.
TRANSLATION
When Rãpa Gosv•m† fell down like a rod, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu got up and
gave him a slap. Then, taking him on His lap, He began to speak to him.
TEXT 69
TEXT
mora ¤lokera abhipr•ya n• j•ne kona jane
mora manera kath• tumi j•nile kemane?
SYNONYMS
mora--My; ¤lokera--of the verse; abhipr•ya--purport; n•--does not; j•ne-know; kona--any; jane--person; mora--My; manera--of mind; kath•--the
intention; tumi--you; j•nile--understood; kemane--how.
TRANSLATION
"No one knows the purport of My verse," Caitanya Mah•prabhu said. "How
could you understand My intention?"
TEXT 70
TEXT
eta bali' t•‹re bahu pras•da kariy•
svarãpa-gos•‘ire ¤loka dekh•ila la‘•
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; t••re--unto Rãpa Gosv•m†; bahu--much; pras•da-mercy; kariy•--showing; svarãpa-gos•‘ire--unto Svarãpa Gosv•m†; ¤loka--the
verse; dekh•ila--showed; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
Saying this, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu bestowed various benedictions upon
Rãpa Gosv•m†, and taking the verse, He later showed it to Svarãpa Gosv•m†.
TEXT 71
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TEXT
svarãpe puchena prabhu ha-iy• vismite
mora manera kath• rãpa j•nila kemate
SYNONYMS
svarãpe--unto Svarãpa Gosv•m†; puchena--inquired; prabhu--the Lord; ha-iy•-becoming; vismite--struck with wonder; mora--My; manera--of the mind; kath•-intention; rãpa--Rãpa Gosv•m†; j•nila--understand; kemate--how.
TRANSLATION
Having shown the verse to Svarãpa D•modara with great wonder, Caitanya
Mah•prabhu asked him how Rãpa Gosv•m† could understand the intentions of His
mind.
PURPORT
We had the opportunity to receive a similar blessing from ¥r†la
Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† Gosv•m† when we presented an essay at his birthday
ceremony. He was so much pleased with that essay that he used to call some of
his confidential devotees and show it to them. How could we have understood
the intentions of ¥r†la Prabhup•da?
TEXT 72
TEXT
svarãpa kahe,----y•te j•nila tom•ra mana
t•te j•ni,----haya tom•ra k”p•ra bh•jana
SYNONYMS
svarãpa kahe--Svarãpa D•modara replied; y•te--since; j•nila--he knew;
tom•ra--Your; mana--intention; t•te--therefore; j•ni--I can understand; haya-he is; tom•ra--Your; k”p•ra--of the mercy; bh•jana--recipient.
TRANSLATION
¥r†la Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† replied to Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu, "If
Rãpa Gosv•m† can understand Your mind and intentions, he must have Your
Lordship's special benediction."
TEXT 73
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----t•re •mi santu£àa ha‘•
•li•gana kailu sarva-¤akti sa‘c•riy•
SYNONYMS
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prabhu kahe--the Lord said; t•re--him; •mi--I; santu£àa ha‘•--being very
much satisfied; •li•gana kailu--embraced; sarva-¤akti--all potencies;
sa‘c•riy•--bestowing.
TRANSLATION
The Lord said, "I was so much pleased with Rãpa Gosv•m† that I embraced him
and bestowed upon him all necessary potencies for preaching the bhakti cult.
TEXT 74
TEXT
yogya p•tra haya gã‚ha-rasa-vivecane
tumio kahio t•re gã‚ha-ras•khy•ne
SYNONYMS
yogya--suitable; p•tra--recipient; haya--is; gã‚ha--confidential; rasa--the
mellows; vivecane--in analyzing; tumio--you also; kahio--instruct; t•re--him;
gã‚ha--confidential; rasa--the mellows; •khy•ne--in describing.
TRANSLATION
"I accept ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† as quite fit to understand the confidential
mellows of devotional service, and I recommend that you explain devotional
service to him further."
TEXT 75
TEXT
e-saba kahiba •ge vist•ra kari‘•
sa•k£epe udde¤a kaila prast•va p•i‘•
SYNONYMS
e-saba--all these; kahiba--I shall narrate; •ge--later; vist•ra-elaboration; kari‘•--making; sa•k£epe--in brief; udde¤a--reference; kaila-did; prast•va--opportunity; p•i‘•--getting.
TRANSLATION
I shall describe all these incidents elaborately later on. Now I have given
only a brief reference.
TEXT 76
TEXT
priya„ so
tath•ha‰
tath•py
mano

'ya‰ k”£‹a„ saha-cari kuru-k£etra-militas
s• r•dh• tad idam ubhayo„ sa•gama-sukham
anta„-khelan-madhura-mural†-pa‘cama-ju£e
me k•lind†-pulina-vipin•ya sp”hayati
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SYNONYMS
priya„--very dear; sa„--He; ayam--this; k”£‹a„--Lord K”£‹a; saha-cari--O My
dear friend; kuru-k£etra-milita„--who is met on the field of Kuruk£etra;
tath•--also; aham--I; s•--that; r•dh•--R•dh•r•‹†; tat--that; idam--this;
ubhayo„--of both of Us; sa•gama-sukham--the happiness of meeting; tath•pi-still; anta„--within; khelan--playing; madhura--sweet; mural†--of the flute;
pa‘cama--the fifth note; ju£e--which delights in; mana„--the mind; me--My;
k•lind†--of the river Yamun•; pulina--on the bank; vipin•ya--the trees;
sp”hayati--desires.
TRANSLATION
[This is a verse spoken by ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.] "My dear friend, now I have
met My very old and dear friend K”£‹a on this field of Kuruk£etra. I am the
same R•dh•r•‹†, and now We are meeting together. It is very pleasant, but
still I would like to go to the bank of the Yamun• beneath the trees of the
forest there. I wish to hear the vibration of His sweet flute playing the
fifth note within that forest of V”nd•vana."
PURPORT
This verse also appears in the Pady•val† (387), compiled by ¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m†.
TEXT 77
TEXT
ei ¤lokera sa•k£ep•rtha ¤una, bhakta-ga‹a
jagann•tha dekhi' yaiche prabhura bh•vana
SYNONYMS
ei--this; ¤lokera--of the verse; sa•k£epa-artha--a brief explanation; ¤una-hear; bhakta-ga‹a--O devotees; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; dekhi'--after
seeing; yaiche--just as; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya; bh•vana--the thinking.
TRANSLATION
Now, O devotees, please hear a brief explanation of this verse. Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu was thinking in this way after having seen the Jagann•tha
Deity.
TEXT 78
TEXT
¤r†-r•dhik• kuruk£etre k”£‹era dara¤ana
yadyapi p•yena, tabu bh•vena aichana
SYNONYMS
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¤r†-r•dhik•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; kuru-k£etre--on the field of Kuruk£etra;
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; dara¤ana--meeting; yadyapi--although; p•yena--She
gets; tabu--still; bh•vena--thinks; aichana--in this way.
TRANSLATION
The subject of His thoughts was ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, who met K”£‹a on the
field of Kuruk£etra. Although She met K”£‹a there, She was nonetheless
thinking of Him in the following way.
TEXT 79
TEXT
r•ja-ve¤a, h•t†, gho‚•, manu£ya gahana
k•h•• gopa-ve¤a, k•h•• nirjana v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
r•ja-ve¤a--royal dress; h•t†--elephants; gho‚•--horses; manu£ya--men;
gahana--crowds; k•h••--where; gopa-ve¤a--the dress of a cowherd boy; k•h••-where; nirjana--solitary; v”nd•vana--of the name V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
She thought of Him in the calm and quiet atmosphere of V”nd•vana, dressed
as a cowherd boy. But at Kuruk£etra He was in a royal dress and was
accompanied by elephants, horses and crowds of men. Thus the atmosphere was
not congenial for Their meeting.
TEXT 80
TEXT
sei bh•va, sei k”£‹a, sei v”nd•vana
yabe p•i, tabe haya v•‘chita pãra‹a
SYNONYMS
sei bh•va--that circumstance; sei k”£‹a--that K”£‹a; sei v”nd•vana--that
V”nd•vana; yabe p•i--if I get; tabe--then; haya--is; v•‘chita--desired object;
pãra‹a--fulfilled.
TRANSLATION
Thus meeting with K”£‹a and thinking of the V”nd•vana atmosphere, R•dh•r•‹†
longed for K”£‹a to take Her to V”nd•vana again to fulfill Her desire in that
calm atmosphere.
TEXT 81
TEXT
•hu¤ ca te nalina-n•bha pad•ravinda‰
yoge¤varair h”di vicintyam ag•dha-bodhai„
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sa‰s•ra-kãpa-patitottara‹•valamba‰
geha‰ ju£•m api manasy udiy•t sad• na„
SYNONYMS
•hu„--the gop†s said; ca--and; te--Your; nalina-n•bha--O Lord, whose navel
is just like a lotus flower; pada-aravindam--lotus feet; yoga-†¤varai„--by the
great mystic yog†s; h”di--within the heart; vicintyam--to be meditated upon;
ag•dha-bodhai„--who were highly learned philosophers; sa‰s•ra-kãpa--the dark
well of material existence; patita--of those fallen; uttara‹a--of deliverers;
avalambam--the only shelter; geham--family affairs; ju£•m--of those engaged;
api--although; manasi--in the minds; udiy•t--let be awakened; sad•--always;
na„--our.
TRANSLATION
The gop†s spoke thus, "Dear Lord, whose navel is just like a lotus flower,
Your lotus feet are the only shelter for those who have fallen into the deep
well of material existence. Your feet are worshiped and meditated upon by
great mystic yog†s and highly learned philosophers. We wish that these lotus
feet may also be awakened within our hearts, although we are only ordinary
persons engaged in household affairs."
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.82.48).
TEXT 82
TEXT
tom•ra cara‹a mora vraja-pura-ghare
udaya karaye yadi, tabe v•‘ch• pãre
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--Your; cara‹a--lotus feet; mora--my; vraja-pura-ghare--at the home
in V”nd•vana; udaya--awaken; karaye--I do; yadi--if; tabe--then; v•‘ch•-desires; pãre--are fulfilled.
TRANSLATION
The gop†s thought, "Dear Lord, if Your lotus feet again come to our home in
V”nd•vana, our desires will be fulfilled."
PURPORT
In his Anubh•£ya, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura comments: "The
gop†s are purely engaged in the service of the Lord without motive. They are
not captivated by the opulence of K”£‹a, nor by the understanding that He is
the Supreme Personality of Godhead." Naturally the gop†s were inclined to love
K”£‹a, for He was an attractive young boy of V”nd•vana village. Being village
girls, they were not very much attracted to the field of Kuruk£etra, where
K”£‹a was present with elephants, horses and royal dress. Indeed, they did not
very much appreciate K”£‹a in that atmosphere. K”£‹a was not attracted by the
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opulence or personal beauty of the gop†s but by their pure devotional service.
Similarly, the gop†s were attracted to K”£‹a as a cowherd boy, not in
sophisticated guise. Lord K”£‹a is inconceivably powerful. To understand Him,
great yog†s and saintly persons give up all material engagements and meditate
upon Him. Similarly, those who are overly attracted to material enjoyment, to
enhancement of material opulence, to family maintenance or to liberation from
the entanglements of this material world take shelter of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. But such activities and motivations are unknown to the
gop†s; they are not at all expert in executing such auspicious activities.
Already transcendentally enlightened, they simply engage their purified senses
in the service of the Lord in the remote village of V”nd•vana. The gop†s are
not interested in dry speculation, in the arts, in music, or other conditions
of material life. They are bereft of all understanding of material enjoyment
and renunciation. Their only desire is to see K”£‹a return and enjoy
spiritual, transcendental pastimes with them. The gop†s want Him simply to
stay in V”nd•vana so that they can render service unto Him, for His pleasure.
There is not even a tinge of personal sense gratification.
TEXT 83
TEXT
bh•gavatera ¤loka-gã‚h•rtha vi¤ada kari‘•
rãpa-gos•‘i ¤loka kaila loka bujh•i‘•
SYNONYMS
bh•gavatera--of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; ¤loka--the verse; gã‚ha-artha-confidential meaning; vi¤ada--elaborate description; kari‘•--doing; rãpagos•‘i--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; ¤loka--the verse; kaila--compiled; loka--the
people in general; bujh•i‘•--making understand.
TRANSLATION
In one verse, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† has explained the confidential meaning of
the verse of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam for the understanding of the general populace.
TEXT 84
TEXT
y• te l†l•-rasa-parimalodg•ri-vany•par†t•
dhany• k£au‹† vilasati v”t• m•thur† m•dhur†bhi„
tatr•sm•bhi¤ caàula-pa¤up†-bh•va-mugdh•ntar•bhi„
sa‰v†tas tva‰ kalaya vadanoll•si-ve‹ur vih•ram
SYNONYMS
y•--that; te--Your; l†l•-rasa--of the mellows tasted in the pastimes;
parimala--the fragrance; udg•ri--spreading; vanya-•par†t•--filled with
forests; dhany•--glorious; k£au‹†--the land; vilasati--enjoys; v”t•-surrounded; m•thur†--the Mathur• district; m•dhur†bhi„--by the beauties;
tatra--there; asm•bhi„--by us; caàula--flickering; pa¤up†-bh•va--with ecstatic
enjoyment as gop†s; mugdha-antar•bhi„--by those whose hearts are enchanted;
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sa‰v†ta„--surrounded; tvam--You; kalaya--kindly perform; vadana--on the mouth;
ull•si--playing; ve‹u„--with the flute; vih•ram--playful pastimes.
TRANSLATION
The gop†s continued, "Dear K”£‹a, the fragrance of the mellows of Your
pastimes is spread throughout the forests of the glorious land of V”nd•vana,
which is surrounded by the sweetness of the district of Mathur•. In the
congenial atmosphere of that wonderful land, You may enjoy Your pastimes, with
Your flute dancing on Your lips, and surrounded by us, the gop†s, whose hearts
are always enchanted by unpredictable ecstatic emotions."
PURPORT
This is a verse from the Lalita-m•dhava (10.38), by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†.
TEXT 85
TEXT
ei-mata mah•prabhu dekhi' jagann•the
subhadr•-sahita dekhe, va‰¤† n•hi h•te
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhi'--after
seeing; jagann•the--Lord Jagann•tha; subhadr•--Subhadr•; sahita--with; dekhe-He sees; va‰¤†--the flute; n•hi--not; h•te--in the hand.
TRANSLATION
In this way, when ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw Jagann•tha, He saw that the
Lord was with His sister Subhadr• and was not holding a flute in His hand.
TEXT 86
TEXT
tri-bha•ga-sundara vraje vrajendra-nandana
k•h•• p•ba, ei v•‘ch• b•‚e anuk£a‹a
SYNONYMS
tri-bha•ga--bent in three places; sundara--beautiful; vraje--in V”nd•vana;
vrajendra-nandana--the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja; k•h••--where; p•ba--shall I get;
ei--this; v•‘ch•--desire; b•‚e--increases; anuk£a‹a--incessantly.
TRANSLATION
Absorbed in the ecstasy of the gop†s, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu wished to
see Lord Jagann•tha in His original form as K”£‹a, the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja,
standing in V”nd•vana and appearing very beautiful, His body curved in three
places. His desire to see that form was always increasing.
TEXT 87
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TEXT
r•dhik•-unm•da yaiche uddhava-dar¤ane
udghãr‹•-pral•pa taiche prabhura r•tri-dine
SYNONYMS
r•dhik•-unm•da--the madness of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; yaiche--just like;
uddhava-dar¤ane--in seeing Uddhava; udghãr‹•-pral•pa--talking inconsistently
in madness; taiche--similarly; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya; r•tri-dine--night
and day.
TRANSLATION
Just as ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† talked inconsistently with a bumblebee in the
presence of Uddhava, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in His ecstasy talked crazily and
inconsistently day and night.
PURPORT
This unm•da (madness) is not ordinary madness. When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
talked inconsistently, almost like a crazy fellow, He was in the
transcendental ecstasy of love. In the highest transcendental ecstasy there is
a feeling of being enchanted in the presence of the enchanter. When the
enchanter and the enchanted become separated, mohana, or bewilderment, occurs.
When so bewildered due to separation, one becomes stunned, and at that time
all the bodily symptoms of transcendental ecstasy are manifested. When they
are manifest, one appears inconceivably crazy. This is called transcendental
madness. In this state, there is imaginative discourse, and one experiences
emotions like those of a madman. The madness of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† was
explained to K”£‹a by Uddhava, who said, "My dear K”£‹a, because of extreme
feelings of separation from You, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is sometimes making Her bed
in the groves of the forest, sometimes rebuking a bluish cloud, and sometimes
wandering about in the dense darkness of the forest. Thus She has become like
a crazy woman."
TEXT 88
TEXT
dv•da¤a vatsara ¤e£a aiche go••ila
ei mata ¤e£a-l†l• tri-vidh•ne kaila
SYNONYMS
dv•da¤a--twelve; vatsara--years; ¤e£a--final; aiche--in that way; go••ila-passed away; ei mata--in this way; ¤e£a-l†l•--the last pastimes; tri-vidh•ne-in three ways; kaila--executed.
TRANSLATION
The last twelve years of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu were passed in this
transcendental craziness. Thus He executed His last pastimes in three ways.
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TEXT 89
TEXT
sanny•sa kari' cabbi¤a vatsara kail• ye ye karma
ananta, ap•ra----t•ra ke j•nibe marma
SYNONYMS
sanny•sa kari'--after accepting the renounced order; cabbi¤a vatsara-twenty-four years; kail•--did; ye ye--whatever; karma--activities; ananta-unlimited; ap•ra--insurmountable; t•ra--of that; ke--who; j•nibe--will know;
marma--the purport.
TRANSLATION
For the twenty-four years after ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted the
renounced order, whatever pastimes He executed were unlimited and
unfathomable. Who can understand the purport of such pastimes ?
TEXT 90
TEXT
udde¤a karite kari dig-dara¤ana
mukhya mukhya l†l•ra kari sãtra ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
udde¤a--indication; karite--to make; kari--I do; dig-dara¤ana--a general
survey; mukhya mukhya--the chief; l†l•ra--of the pastimes; kari--I do; sãtra-synopsis; ga‹ana--enumeration.
TRANSLATION
Just to indicate those pastimes, I am presenting a general survey of the
chief pastimes in the form of a synopsis.
TEXT 91
TEXT
prathama sãtra prabhura sanny•sa-kara‹a
sanny•sa kari' calil• prabhu ¤r†-v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
prathama--first; sãtra--synopsis; prabhura--of the Lord; sanny•sa-kara‹a-accepting the sanny•sa order; sanny•sa kari'--after accepting the renounced
order; calil•--went; prabhu--the Lord; ¤r†-v”nd•vana--toward V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
This is the first synopsis: After accepting the sanny•sa order, Caitanya
Mah•prabhu proceeded toward V”nd•vana.
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PURPORT
Clearly these statements are a real account of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
acceptance of the renounced order of life. His acceptance of this renounced
order is not at all comparable to the acceptance of sanny•sa by M•y•v•d†s.
After accepting sanny•sa, Caitanya Mah•prabhu wanted to reach V”nd•vana. He
was unlike the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s, who desire to merge into the existence of
the Absolute. For a Vai£‹ava, acceptance of sanny•sa means getting relief from
all material activities and completely devoting oneself to the transcendental
loving service of the Lord. This is confirmed by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† (Bhaktiras•m”ta-sindhu 1.2.255): an•saktasya vi£ay•n yath•rham upayu‘jata„.
nirbandha„ k”£‹a-sambandhe yukta‰ vair•gyam ucyate. For a Vai£‹ava, the
renounced order means completely giving up attachment for material things and
engaging nonstop in the transcendental loving service of the Lord. The
M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s, however, do not know how to engage everything in the
service of the Lord. Because they have no devotional training, they think
material objects to be untouchable. Brahma satya‰ jagan mithy• The M•y•v•d†s
think that the world is false, but the Vai£‹ava sanny•s†s do not think like
this. Vai£‹avas say, "Why should the world be false? It is reality, and it is
meant for the service of the Supreme Personality of Godhead." For a Vai£‹ava
sanny•s†, renunciation means not accepting anything for personal sense
enjoyment. Devotional service means engaging everything for the satisfaction
of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 92
TEXT
premete vihvala b•hya n•hika smara‹a
r•‚ha-de¤e tina dina karil• bhrama‹a
SYNONYMS
premete--in ecstatic love of K”£‹a; vihvala--overwhelmed; b•hya--external;
n•hika--there is not; smara‹a--remembrance; r•‚ha-de¤e--in the R•‚ha
countries; tina dina--three days; karil•--did; bhrama‹a--traveling.
TRANSLATION
When proceeding toward V”nd•vana, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was overwhelmed
with ecstatic love for K”£‹a, and He lost all remembrance of the external
world. In this way He traveled continuously for three days in R•‚ha-de¤a, the
country where the Ganges River does not flow.
TEXT 93
TEXT
nity•nanda prabhu mah•prabhu bhul•iy•
ga•g•-t†re la‘• •il• 'yamun•' baliy•
SYNONYMS
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nity•nanda prabhu--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; bhul•iy•--bewildering; ga•g•-t†re--on the bank of the Ganges;
la‘•--taking; •il•--brought; yamun•--the river Yamun•; baliy•--informing.
TRANSLATION
First of all, Lord Nity•nanda bewildered ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu by
bringing Him along the banks of the Ganges, saying that it was the river
Yamun•.
TEXT 94
TEXT
¤•ntipure •c•ryera g”he •gamana
prathama bhik£• kaila t•h••, r•tre sa•k†rtana
SYNONYMS
¤•ntipure--in the city of ¥•ntipura; •c•ryera--of Advaita šc•rya; g”he--to
the home; •gamana--coming; prathama--first; bhik£•--accepting alms; kaila-did; t•h••--there; r•tre--at night; sa•k†rtana--performance of congregational
chanting.
TRANSLATION
After three days, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu came to the house of Advaita
šc•rya at ¥•ntipura and accepted alms there. This was His first acceptance of
alms. At night He performed congregational chanting there.
PURPORT
It appears that in His transcendental ecstasy, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
forgot to eat for three continuous days. He was then misled by Nity•nanda
Prabhu, who said that the river Ganges was the Yamun•. Because the Lord was in
the ecstasy of going to V”nd•vana, He was engladdened to see the Yamun•,
although in actuality the river was the Ganges. In this way the Lord was
brought to the house of Advaita Prabhu at ¥•ntipura after three days, and He
accepted food there. As long as the Lord remained there, He saw His mother,
¥ac†dev†, and every night executed congregational chanting with all the
devotees.
TEXT 95
TEXT
m•t• bhakta-ga‹era t•h•• karila milana
sarva sam•dh•na kari' kaila n†l•dri-gamana
SYNONYMS
m•t•--the mother; bhakta-ga‹era--of the devotees; t•h••--in that place;
karila--did; milana--meeting; sarva--all; sam•dh•na--adjustments; kari'-executing; kaila--did; n†l•dri-gamana--going to Jagann•tha Pur†.
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TRANSLATION
At the house of Advaita Prabhu, He met His mother as well as all the
devotees from M•y•pura. He adjusted everything and then went to Jagann•tha
Pur†.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu knew very well that His acceptance of sanny•sa was
a thunderbolt for His mother. He therefore called for His mother and the
devotees from M•y•pura, and by the arrangement of ¥r† Advaita šc•rya, He met
them for the last time after His acceptance of sanny•sa. His mother was
overwhelmed with grief when she saw that He was clean-shaven. There was no
longer any beautiful hair on His head. Mother ¥ac† was pacified by all the
devotees, and Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked her to cook for Him because He
was very hungry, not having taken anything for three days. His mother
immediately agreed, and forgetting everything else, she cooked for ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu during all the days she was at the house of ¥r† Advaita
Prabhu. Then, after a few days, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu requested His mother's
permission to go to Jagann•tha Pur†. At His mother's request, He made
Jagann•tha Pur† His headquarters after His acceptance of sanny•sa. Thus
everything was adjusted, and with His mother's permission ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu proceeded toward Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 96
TEXT
pathe n•n• l†l•-rasa, deva-dara¤ana
m•dhava-pur†ra kath•, gop•la-sth•pana
SYNONYMS
pathe--on the way; n•n•--various; l†l•-rasa--transcendental pastimes; devadara¤ana--visiting the temples; m•dhava-pur†ra--of M•dhavendra Pur†; kath•-incidents; gop•la--of Gop•la; sth•pana--the installation.
TRANSLATION
On the way toward Jagann•tha Pur†, Caitanya Mah•prabhu performed many other
pastimes. He visited various temples and heard the story about M•dhavendra
Pur† and the installation of Gop•la.
PURPORT
This M•dhava Pur† is M•dhavendra Pur†. Another M•dhava Pur† is
M•dhav•c•rya, who was the spiritual master of a devotee in the line of
Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita and who wrote a book known as ¥r† Ma•gala-bh•£ya.
M•dhav•c•rya, however, is different from M•dhavendra Pur†, who is mentioned in
this verse.
TEXT 97
TEXT
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k£†ra-curi-kath•, s•k£i-gop•la-vivara‹a
nity•nanda kaila prabhura da‹‚a-bha‘jana
SYNONYMS
k£†ra-curi-kath•--the narration of the stealing of the condensed milk;
s•k£i-gop•la-vivara‹a--the description of witness Gop•la; nity•nanda-Nity•nanda Prabhu; kaila--did; prabhura--of the Lord; da‹‚a-bha‘jana--breaking
the sanny•sa rod.
TRANSLATION
From Nity•nanda Prabhu, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard the story of K£†racur† Gopin•tha and of the witness Gop•la. Then Nity•nanda Prabhu broke the
sanny•sa rod belonging to Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
PURPORT
This K£†ra-cur† Gopin•tha is situated about five miles away from the
B•le¤vara station on the Northeastern Railway, formerly known as the Bengal
M•y•pura Railway. This station is situated a few miles away from the famous
Kargapura junction station. Sometimes the charge of the temple was given to
¥y•masundara Adhik•r† from Gop†vallabhapura, which lies on the border of the
district of Medin†pura. ¥y•masundara Adhik•r† was a descendant of Rasik•nanda
Mur•ri, the chief disciple of ¥y•m•nanda Gosv•m†.
A few miles before the Jagann•tha Pur† station is a small station called
S•k£i-gop•la. Near this station is a village named Satyav•d†, where the temple
of S•k£i-gop•la is situated.
TEXT 98
TEXT
kruddha ha‘• ek• gel• jagann•tha dekhite
dekhiy• mãrcchita ha‘• pa‚il• bhãmite
SYNONYMS
kruddha--angry; ha‘•--becoming; ek•--alone; gel•--went; jagann•tha--Lord
Jagann•tha; dekhite--to see; dekhiy•--after seeing Jagann•tha; mãrcchita-senseless; ha‘•--becoming; pa‚il•--fell down; bhãmite--on the ground.
TRANSLATION
After His sanny•sa rod was broken by Nity•nanda Prabhu, Caitanya Mah•prabhu
apparently became very angry and left His company to travel alone to the
Jagann•tha temple. When Caitanya Mah•prabhu entered the Jagann•tha temple and
saw Lord Jagann•tha, He immediately lost His senses and fell down on the
ground.
TEXT 99
TEXT
s•rvabhauma la‘• gel• •pana-bhavana
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t”t†ya prahare prabhura ha-ila cetana
SYNONYMS
sarvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; la‘•--taking; gel•--went; •panabhavana--to his own house; t”t†ya prahare--in the afternoon; prabhura--of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ha-ila--there was; cetana--consciousness.
TRANSLATION
After Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw Lord Jagann•tha in the temple and fell
down unconscious, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya took Him to his home. The Lord
remained unconscious until the afternoon, when He finally regained His
consciousness.
TEXT 100
TEXT
nity•nanda, jagad•nanda, d•modara, mukunda
p•che •si' mili' sabe p•ila •nanda
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda--of the name Nity•nanda; jagad•nanda--of the name Jagad•nanda;
d•modara--of the name D•modara; mukunda--of the name Mukunda; p•che •si'-coming; mili'--meeting; sabe--all; p•ila--got; •nanda--pleasure
TRANSLATION
The Lord had left Nity•nanda's company and had gone alone to the Jagann•tha
temple, but later Nity•nanda, Jagad•nanda, D•modara and Mukunda came to see
Him, and after seeing Him they were very pleased.
TEXT 101
TEXT
tabe s•rvabhaume prabhu pras•da karila
•pana-†¤vara-mãrti t••re dekh•ila
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; s•rvabhaume--unto S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; prabhu--Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pras•da karila--bestowed mercy; •pana--His own;
†¤vara-mãrti--original form as the Lord; t••re--unto him; dekh•ila--showed.
TRANSLATION
After this incident, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu bestowed His mercy upon
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya by showing him His original form as the Lord.
TEXT 102
TEXT
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tabe ta' karil• prabhu dak£i‹a gamana
kãrma-k£etre kaila v•sudeva vimocana
SYNONYMS
tabe ta'--thereafter; karil•--did; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
dak£i‹a--to southern India; gamana--traveling; kãrma-k£etre--at the pilgrimage
site known as Kãrma-k£etra; kaila--did; v•sudeva--of the name V•sudeva;
vimocana--deliverance.
TRANSLATION
After bestowing mercy upon S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, the Lord started for
southern India. When He came to Kãrma-k£etra, He delivered a person named
V•sudeva.
TEXT 103
TEXT
jiya‚a-n”si‰he kaila n”si‰ha-stavana
pathe-pathe gr•me-gr•me n•ma-pravartana
SYNONYMS
jiya‚a-n”si‰he--the place of pilgrimage known as Jiya‚a-n”si‰ha; kaila-did; n”si‰ha--to N”si‰ha; stavana--praying; pathe-pathe--on the way; gr•megr•me--every village; n•ma-pravartana--introduction of the holy name of the
Lord.
TRANSLATION
After visiting Kãrma-k£etra, the Lord visited the South Indian temple of
Jiya‚a-n”si‰ha and offered His prayers to Lord N”si‰hadeva. On His way, He
introduced the chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra in every village.
TEXT 104
TEXT
god•var†-t†ra-vane v”nd•vana-bhrama
r•m•nanda r•ya saha t•h•‘i milana
SYNONYMS
god•var†-t†ra--on the bank of the river God•var†; vane--in the forest;
v”nd•vana-bhrama--mistook as V”nd•vana; r•m•nanda r•ya--of the name R•m•nanda
R•ya; saha--with; t•h•‘i--there; milana--meeting.
TRANSLATION
Once the Lord mistook the forest on the bank of the river God•var† to be
V”nd•vana. In that place He happened to meet R•m•nanda R•ya.
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TEXT 105
TEXT
trimalla-tripad†-sth•na kaila dara¤ana
sarvatra karila k”£‹a-n•ma prac•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
trimalla--a place named Trimalla; tripad†--or Tirupati; sth•na--the pace;
kaila--did; dara¤ana--visit; sarvatra--everywhere: karila--did; k”£‹a-n•ma-the holy name of Lord K”£‹a; prac•ra‹a--preaching.
TRANSLATION
He visited the place known as Trimalla, or Tirupati, and there He
extensively preached the chanting of the Lord's holy name.
PURPORT
This holy place is situated in the district of T•‘jor, South India. The
temple of Tripad† is situated in the valley of Ve•kaà•cala (Ve•kaàa Mountain)
and contains a Deity of Lord R•macandra. On top of Ve•kaà•cala is the famous
temple of B•l•j†.
TEXT 106
TEXT
tabe ta' p•£a‹‚†-ga‹e karila dalana
ahovala-n”si‰h•di kaila dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
tabe ta'--thereafter; p•£a‹‚†-ga‹e--unto the atheists; karila--did; dalana-subduing; ahovala-n”si‰ha-•di--N”si‰hadeva, named Ahovala or at Ahovala;
kaila--did; dara¤ana--visit.
TRANSLATION
After visiting the temple of Trimalla, or Tripad†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
had to subdue some atheists. He then visited the temple of Ahovala-n”si‰ha.
PURPORT
This Ahovala temple is situated in D•k£i‹•tya, in the district of Kar‹ula,
within the subdivision of S•rbela. Throughout the whole district this very
famous temple is much appreciated by the people. There are eight other temples
also, and all of them together are called the Nava-n”si‰ha temples. There is
much wonderful architecture and artistic engraving work in these temples.
However, as stated in the local gazette, the Kar‹ula Manual, the work is not
complete.
TEXT 107
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TEXT
¤r†-ra•ga-k£etra •il• k•ver†ra t†ra
¤r†-ra•ga dekhiy• preme ha-il• asthira
SYNONYMS
¤r†-ra•ga-k£etra--to the place where the temple of Ra•gan•tha is situated;
•il•--came; k•ver†ra--of the river K•ver†; t†ra--the bank; ¤r†-ra•ga dekhiy•-after seeing this temple; preme--in love of Godhead; ha-il•--became; asthira-agitated.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu came to the land of ¥r† Ra•ga-k£etra, on the
bank of the K•ver†, He visited the temple of ¥r† Ra•gan•tha and was there
overwhelmed in the ecstasy of love of Godhead.
TEXT 108
TEXT
trimalla bhaààera ghare kaila prabhu v•sa
t•h•‘i rahil• prabhu var£• c•ri m•sa
SYNONYMS
trimalla bhaààera--of Trimalla Bhaààa; ghare--at the house; kaila--did;
prabhu--the Lord; v•sa--residence; t•h•‘i--there; rahil•--lived; prabhu--the
Lord; var£•--the rainy season; c•ri--four; m•sa--months.
TRANSLATION
Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu lived at the house of Trimalla Bhaààa for the four
months of the rainy season.
TEXT 109
TEXT
¤r†-vai£‹ava trimalla-bhaààa----parama pa‹‚ita
gos•‘ira p•‹‚itya-preme ha-il• vismita
SYNONYMS
¤r†-vai£‹ava trimalla-bhaààa--Trimalla Bhaààa was a ¥r† Vai£‹ava; parama-highly; pa‹‚ita--learned scholar; gos•‘ira--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
p•‹‚itya--scholarship; preme--as well as in the love of Godhead; ha-il•--was;
vismita--astonished.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Trimalla Bhaààa was both a member of the ¥r† Vai£‹ava community and a
learned scholar; therefore when he saw Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who was both a
great scholar and a great devotee of the Lord, he was very much astonished.
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TEXT 110
TEXT
c•turm•sya t••h• prabhu ¤r†-vai£‹avera sane
go••ila n”tya-g†ta-k”£‹a-sa•k†rtane
SYNONYMS
c•turm•sya--observance of the four months ot the rainy season; t••h•-there; prabhu--the Lord; ¤r†-vai£‹avera sane--with the ¥r† Vai£‹avas; go••ila-passed; n”tya--dancing; g†ta--singing; k”£‹a-sa•k†rtane--in chanting the holy
name of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu passed the C•turm•sya months with the ¥r†
Vai£‹avas, dancing and singing, and also chanting the holy name of the Lord.
TEXT 111
TEXT
c•turm•sya-ante puna„ dak£i‹a gamana
param•nanda-pur† saha t•h•‘i milana
SYNONYMS
c•turm•sya-ante--at the end of C•turm•sya; puna„--again; dak£i‹a gamana-traveling in South India; param•nanda-pur†--of the name Param•nanda Pur†;
saha--with; t•h•‘i--there; milana--meeting.
TRANSLATION
After the end of C•turm•sya, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued traveling
throughout South India. At that time He met Param•nanda Pur†.
TEXT 112
TEXT
tabe bhaààath•ri haite k”£‹a-d•sera uddh•ra
r•ma-jap† vipra-mukhe k”£‹a-n•ma prac•ra
SYNONYMS
tabe--after this; bhaààa-th•ri--a Bhaààath•ri; haite--from; k”£‹a-d•sera-of K”£‹ad•sa; uddh•ra--the deliverance; r•ma-jap†--chanters of the name of
Lord R•ma; vipra-mukhe--unto br•hma‹as; k”£‹a-n•ma--the name of Lord K”£‹a;
prac•ra--preaching.
TRANSLATION
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After this, K”£‹ad•sa, the servant of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu, was
delivered from the clutches of a Bhaààath•ri. Caitanya Mah•prabhu then
preached that Lord K”£‹a's name should also be chanted by br•hma‹as who were
accustomed to chanting Lord R•ma's name.
PURPORT
In the M•l•b•ra district, a section of the br•hma‹as are known as Nambudari
br•hma‹as, and the Bhaààath•ris are their priests. Bhaààath•ris know many
tantric black arts, such as the art of killing a person, of bringing him under
submission, and of destroying or devastating him. They are very expert in
these black arts, and one such Bhaààath•ri bewildered the personal servant of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu while the servant accompanied the Lord in His travels
through South India. Somehow or other ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu delivered this
K”£‹ad•sa from the clutches of the Bhaààath•ri. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is
well known as Patita-p•vana, the savior of all fallen souls, and He proved
this in His behavior toward His personal servant, K”£‹ad•sa, whom He saved.
Sometimes the word Bhaààath•ri is misspelled in Bengal as Bhaààam•ri.
TEXT 113
TEXT
¤r†-ra•ga-pur† saha t•h•‘i milana
r•ma-d•sa viprera kaila du„kha-vimocana
SYNONYMS
¤r†-ra•ga-pur†--of the name ¥r† Ra•ga-pur†; saha--with; t•h•‘i--there;
milana--meeting; r•ma-d•sa--of the name R•mad•sa; viprera--of the br•hma‹a;
kaila--did; du„kha-vimocana--deliverance from all sufferings.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then met ¥r† Ra•gapur† and mitigated all the
sufferings of a br•hma‹a named R•mad•sa.
TEXT 114
TEXT
tattva-v•d† saha kaila tattvera vic•ra
•pan•ke h†na-buddhi haila t••-sab•ra
SYNONYMS
tattva-v•d†--a section of the Madhv•c•rya-samprad•ya; saha--with; kaila-did; tattvera--of the Absolute Truth; vic•ra--discussion; •pan•ke--themselves;
h†na-buddhi--consideration as inferior in quality; haila--was; t••-sab•ra--of
all the opposing parties.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu also had a discussion with the Tattvav•d† community,
and the Tattvav•d†s felt themselves to be inferior Vai£‹avas.
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PURPORT
The Tattvav•d† sect belongs to Madhv•c•rya's Vai£‹ava community, but its
behavior differs from the strict Madhv•c•rya Vai£‹ava principles. There is one
monastery named Uttarar•‚h†, and its commander is named Raghuvarya T†rtha
Madhv•c•rya.
TEXT 115
TEXT
ananta, puru£ottama, ¤r†-jan•rdana
padman•bha, v•sudeva kaila dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
ananta--Anantadeva; puru£ottama--of the name Puru£ottama; ¤r†-jan•rdana--of
the name ¥r† Jan•rdana; padma-n•bha--of the name Padman•bha; v•sudeva--of the
name V•sudeva; kaila--did; dara¤ana--visit.
TRANSLATION
Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu then visited the Vi£‹u temples of Anantadeva,
Puru£ottama, ¥r† Jan•rdana, Padman•bha and V•sudeva.
PURPORT
A temple of Ananta Padman•bha Vi£‹u is situated in the Trivandrum district.
This temple is very famous in those quarters. Another Vi£‹u temple, named ¥r†
Jan•rdana, is situated about twenty-six miles north of the Trivandrum
district, near the railway station called Vark•l•.
TEXT 116
TEXT
tabe prabhu kaila sapta-t•la vimocana
setubandhe sn•na, r•me¤vara dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; prabhu--the Lord; kaila--did; sapta-t•la-vimocana-deliverance of the Sapta-t•la trees; setubandhe--at Cape Comorin; sn•na-bathing; r•me¤vara--temple of R•me¤vara; dara¤ana--visit.
TRANSLATION
After that, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu delivered the celebrated Sapta-t•la
trees, took His bath at Setubandha R•me¤vara and visited the temple of Lord
¥iva known as R•me¤vara.
PURPORT
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It is said that the Sapta-t•la trees are very old, massive palm trees.
There was once a fight between V•li and his brother Sugr†va, and Lord
R•macandra took the side of Sugr†va and killed V•li, keeping Himself behind
one of these celebrated trees. When Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu toured south
India, He embraced these trees, which were delivered and directly promoted to
Vaiku‹àha.
TEXT 117
TEXT
t•h•‘i karila kãrma-pur•‹a ¤rava‹a
m•y•-s†t• nileka r•va‹a, t•h•te likhana
SYNONYMS
t•h•‘i--there; karila--did; kãrma-pur•‹a--of the Kãrma Pur•‹a; ¤rava‹a-hearing; m•y•-s†t•--a false S†t•; nileka--kidnapped; r•va‹a--by R•va‹a;
t•h•te--in that book; likhana--it is stated.
TRANSLATION
At R•me¤vara, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had a chance to read the Kãrma
Pur•‹a, in which He discovered that the form of S†t• kidnapped by R•va‹a was
not that of the real S†t• but a mere shadow representation.
PURPORT
The Kãrma Pur•‹a states that this shadowy S†t• was placed into a fire as a
test of chastity. It was M•y•-s†t• who entered the fire and the real S†t• who
came out of the fire.
TEXT 118
TEXT
¤uniy• prabhura •nandita haila mana
r•ma-d•sa viprera kath• ha-ila smara‹a
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing this; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •nandita--very
happy; haila--became; mana--the mind; r•ma-d•sa--of the name R•mad•sa;
viprera--with the br•hma‹a; kath•--of the conversation; ha-ila--was; smara‹a-remembrance.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very glad to read about the false S†t•, and He
remembered His meeting with R•mad•sa Vipra, who was very sorry that mother
S†t• had been kidnapped by R•va‹a.
TEXT 119
TEXT
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sei pur•tana patra •graha kari' nila
r•mad•se dekh•iy• du„kha kha‹‚•ila
SYNONYMS
sei--that; pur•tana--old; patra--page; •graha--with great enthusiasm;
kari'--doing; nila--took; r•ma-d•se--to the br•hma‹a R•mad•sa; dekh•iy•-showing; du„kha--unhappiness; kha‹‚•ila--mitigated.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu eagerly tore this page from the Kãrma
Pur•‹a, although the book was very old, and He later showed it to R•mad•sa
Vipra, whose unhappiness was mitigated.
TEXT 120
TEXT
brahma-sa‰hit•, kar‹•m”ta, dui pu•thi p•‘•
dui pustaka la‘• •il• uttama j•ni‘•
SYNONYMS
brahma-sa‰hit•--the book named Brahma-sa‰hit•; kar‹•m”ta--the book named
K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta; dui--two; pu•thi--scriptures; p•‘•--obtaining; dui--two;
pustaka--books; la‘•--carrying; •il•--came back; uttama--very good; j•ni‘•-knowing.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu also found two other books--namely, Brahma-sa‰hit•
and K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta. Knowing these books to be excellent, He took them to
present to His devotees.
PURPORT
In the olden days there were no presses, and all the important scriptures
were handwritten and kept in large temples. Caitanya Mah•prabhu found Brahmasa‰hit• and K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta in handwritten texts, and knowing them to be very
authoritative, He took them with Him to present to His devotees. Of course, He
obtained the permission of the temple commander. Now both Brahma-sa‰hit• and
K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta are available in print with commentaries by ¥r†la
Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura.
TEXT 121
TEXT
punarapi n†l•cale gamana karila
bhakta-ga‹e meliy• sn•na-y•tr• dekhila
SYNONYMS
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punarapi--again; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; gamana--going back; karila-did; bhakta-ga‹e--all the devotees; meliy•--meeting; sn•na-y•tr•--the bathing
ceremony of Lord Jagann•tha; dekhila--saw.
TRANSLATION
After collecting these books, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu returned to
Jagann•tha Pur†. At that time, the bathing ceremony of Jagann•tha was taking
place, and He saw it.
TEXT 122
TEXT
anavasare jagann•thera n• p•‘• dara¤ana
virahe •l•lan•tha karil• gamana
SYNONYMS
anavasare--during the absence; jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha; n•--not;
p•‘•--getting; dara¤ana--visit; virahe--in separation; •l•lan•tha--of the
place named šl•lan•tha; karil•--did; gamana--going.
TRANSLATION
When Jagann•tha was absent from the temple, Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who could
not see Him, felt separation and left Jagann•tha Pur† to go to a place known
as šl•lan•tha.
PURPORT
šl•lan•tha is also known as Brahmagiri. This place is about fourteen miles
from Jagann•tha Pur† and is also on the beach. There is a temple of Jagann•tha
there. At the present moment a police station and post office are situated
there because so many people come to see the temple.
The word anavasara is used when ¥r† Jagann•thaj† cannot be seen in the
temple. After the bathing ceremony (sn•na-y•tr•), Lord Jagann•tha apparently
becomes sick. He is therefore removed to His private apartment, where no one
can see Him. Actually, during this period renovations are made on the body of
the Jagann•tha Deity. This is called nava-yauvana. During the Ratha-y•tr•
ceremony, Lord Jagann•tha once again comes before the public. Thus for fifteen
days after the bathing ceremony, Lord Jagann•tha is not visible to any
visitors.
TEXT 123
TEXT
bhakta-sane dina kata t•h•‘i rahil•
gau‚era bhakta •ise, sam•c•ra p•il•
SYNONYMS
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bhakta-sane--with the devotees; dina kata--some days; t•h•‘i--there at
šl•lan•tha; rahil•--remained; gau‚era--of Bengal; bhakta--devotees; •ise-come; sam•c•ra--news; p•il•--He got.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu remained for some days at šl•lan•tha. In the
meantime, Caitanya Mah•prabhu received news that all the devotees from Bengal
were coming to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 124
TEXT
nity•nanda-s•rvabhauma •graha kari‘•
n†l•cale •il• mah•prabhuke la-i‘•
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
•graha kari‘•--showing great eagerness; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; •il•-returned; mah•prabhuke--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la-i‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
When the devotees from Bengal arrived at Jagann•tha Pur†, both Nity•nanda
Prabhu and S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya greatly endeavored to take ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu back to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 125
TEXT
virahe vihvala prabhu n• j•ne r•tri-dine
hena-k•le •il• gau‚era bhakta-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
virahe--in separation; vihvala--overwhelmed; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; n•--not; j•ne--knows; r•tri-dine--day and night; hena-k•le--at
this time; •il•--arrived; gau‚era--of Bengal; bhakta-ga‹e--all the devotees.
TRANSLATION
When Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu finally left šl•lan•tha to return to
Jagann•tha Pur†, He was overwhelmed both day and night due to separation from
Jagann•tha. His lamentation knew no bounds. During this time, all the devotees
from different parts of Bengal, and especially from Navadv†pa, arrived in
Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 126
TEXT
sabe mili' yukti kari' k†rtana •rambhila
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k†rtana-•ve¤e prabhura mana sthira haila
SYNONYMS
sabe mili'--meeting all together; yukti kari'--after due consideration;
k†rtana--congregational chanting of the holy name; •rambhila--began; k†rtana•ve¤e--in the ecstasy of k†rtana; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mana-the mind; sthira--pacified; haila--became.
TRANSLATION
After due consideration, all the devotees began chanting the holy name
congregationally. Lord Caitanya's mind was thus pacified by the ecstasy of the
chanting.
PURPORT
Being absolute, Lord Jagann•tha is identical in person, form, picture,
k†rtana and all other circumstances. Therefore when Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard
the chanting of the holy name of the Lord, He was pacified. Previously, He had
been feeling very morose due to separation from Jagann•tha. The conclusion is
that whenever a k†rtana of pure devotees takes place, the Lord is immediately
present. By chanting the holy names of the Lord, we associate with the Lord
personally.
TEXT 127
TEXT
pãrve yabe prabhu r•m•nandere milil•
n†l•cale •sib•re t••re •j‘• dil•
SYNONYMS
pãrve--before this; yabe--while; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
r•m•nandere--¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya; milil•--met; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†;
•sib•re--to come; t••re--him; •j‘• dil•--ordered.
TRANSLATION
Previously, when ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had been touring South India, He
had met R•m•nanda R•ya on the banks of the God•var†. At that time it had been
decided that R•m•nanda R•ya would resign from his post as governor and return
to Jagann•tha Pur† to live with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 128
TEXT
r•ja-•j‘• la‘• te•ho •il• kata dine
r•tri-dine k”£‹a-kath• r•m•nanda-sane
SYNONYMS
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r•ja-•j‘•--the permission of the King, Prat•parudra; la‘•--getting; te•ho-R•m•nanda R•ya; •il•--returned; kata dine--in some days; r•tri-dine--day and
night; k”£‹a-kath•--talks of Lord K”£‹a and His pastimes; r•m•nanda-sane--in
the company of R•m•nanda R•ya.
TRANSLATION
Upon the order of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya took leave of
the King and returned to Jagann•tha Pur†. After he arrived, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu very much enjoyed talking with him both day and night about Lord
K”£‹a and His pastimes.
TEXT 129
TEXT
k•¤†-mi¤re k”p•, pradyumna mi¤r•di-milana
param•nanda-pur†-govinda-k•¤†¤var•gamana
SYNONYMS
k•¤†-mi¤re k”p•--His mercy to K•¤† Mi¤ra; pradyumna mi¤ra-•di-milana-meeting with Pradyumna Mi¤ra and others; param•nanda-pur†--of the name
Param•nanda Pur†; govinda--of the name Govinda; k•¤†¤vara--of the name
K•¤†¤vara; •gamana--coming.
TRANSLATION
After R•m•nanda R•ya's arrival, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu bestowed His mercy
upon K•¤† Mi¤ra and met Pradyumna Mi¤ra and others. At that time three
personalities--Param•nanda Pur†, Govinda and K•¤†¤vara--came to see Lord
Caitanya at Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 130
TEXT
d•modara-svarãpa-milane parama •nanda
¤ikhi-m•hiti-milana, r•ya bhav•nanda
SYNONYMS
d•modara-svarãpa--Svarãpa D•modara; milane--in meeting; parama--great;
•nanda--pleasure; ¤ikhi-m•hiti--of the name ¥ikhi M•hiti; milana--meeting;
r•ya bhav•nanda--Bhav•nanda, the father of R•m•nanda R•ya.
TRANSLATION
Eventually there was a meeting with Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†, and the Lord
became very greatly pleased. Then there was a meeting with ¥ikhi M•hiti and
with Bhav•nanda R•ya, the father of R•m•nanda R•ya.
TEXT 131
TEXT
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gau‚a ha-ite sarva vai£‹avera •gamana
kul†na-gr•ma-v•si-sa•ge prathama milana
SYNONYMS
gau‚a ha-ite--from Bengal; sarva--all; vai£‹avera--of the Vai£‹avas;
•gamana--appearance; kul†na-gr•ma-v•si--the residents of Kul†na-gr•ma; sa•ge-with them; prathama--first; milana--meeting.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees from Bengal gradually began arriving at Jagann•tha Pur†.
At this time, the residents of Kul†na-gr•ma also came to see ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu for the first time.
TEXT 132
TEXT
narahari d•sa •di yata kha‹‚a-v•s†
¤iv•nanda-sena-sa•ge milil• sabe •si'
SYNONYMS
narahari d•sa--of the name Narahari d•sa; •di--heading the list; yata--all;
kha‹‚a-v•s†--devotees of the place known as Kha‹‚a; ¤iv•nanda-sena--of the
name ¥iv•nanda Sena; sa•ge--with; milil•--He met; sabe--all; •si'--coming
there.
TRANSLATION
Eventually Narahari d•sa and other inhabitants of Kha‹‚a, along with
¥iv•nanda Sena, all arrived, and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu met them.
TEXT 133
TEXT
sn•na-y•tr• dekhi' prabhu sa•ge bhakta-ga‹a
sab• la‘• kail• prabhu gu‹‚ic• m•rjana
SYNONYMS
sn•na-y•tr•--the bathing ceremony; dekhi'--seeing; prabhu--Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; sa•ge--with Him; bhakta-ga‹a--the devotees; sab•--all; la‘•-taking; kail•--did; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; gu‹‚ic• m•rjana--washing
and cleaning the Gu‹‚ic• temple.
TRANSLATION
After seeing the bathing ceremony of Lord Jagann•tha, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu washed and cleaned ¥r† Gu‹‚ic• temple with the assistance of many
devotees.
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TEXT 134
TEXT
sab•-sa•ge ratha-y•tr• kaila dara¤ana
ratha-agre n”tya kari' udy•ne gamana
SYNONYMS
sab•-sa•ge--with all of them; ratha-y•tr•--the car festival; kaila--did;
dara¤ana--seeing; ratha-agre--in front of the car; n”tya--dancing; kari'-doing; udy•ne--in the garden; gamana--going.
TRANSLATION
After this, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu and all the devotees saw the Rathay•tr•, the car festival ceremony. Caitanya Mah•prabhu Himself danced in front
of the car, and after dancing He entered a garden.
TEXT 135
TEXT
prat•parudrere k”p• kaila sei sth•ne
gau‚†y•-bhakte •j‘• dila vid•yera dine
SYNONYMS
prat•parudrere--unto King Prat•parudra; k”p•--mercy; kaila--did; sei
sth•ne--in that garden; gau‚†y•-bhakte--to all the devotees of Bengal; •j‘•-the order; dila--gave; vid•yera--of departure; dine--on the day.
TRANSLATION
In that garden, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu bestowed His mercy upon King
Prat•parudra. Afterwards, when the Bengali devotees were about to return home,
the Lord gave separate orders to almost every one of them.
TEXT 136
TEXT
pratyabda •sibe ratha-y•tr•-dara¤ane
ei chale c•he bhakta-ga‹era milane
SYNONYMS
prati-abda--every year; •sibe--you should all come; ratha-y•tr•--the car
festival; dara¤ane--to see; ei chale--under this plea; c•he--desires; bhaktaga‹era--of all the devotees; milane--the meeting.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu desired to meet all the devotees of Bengal every
year. Therefore He ordered them to come to see the Ratha-y•tr• festival every
year.
TEXT 137
TEXT
s•rvabhauma-ghare prabhura bhik£•-parip•à†
£•àh†ra m•t• kahe, y•te r•‹‚† ha-uk £•àh†
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma-ghare--at the house of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; prabhura--of
the Lord; bhik£•--eating; parip•à†--sumptuously; £•àh†ra m•t•--the mother of
¢•àh†, who was the daughter of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kahe--says; y•te--by
which; r•‹‚†--widow; ha-uk--let her become; £•àh†--¢•àh†, the daughter.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was invited to dine at the house of S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya. While He was eating sumptuously, the son-in-law of S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya [the husband of his daughter ¢•àh†] criticized Him. Because of
this, ¢•àh†'s mother cursed him by praying that ¢•àh† would become a widow. In
other words, she cursed her son-in-law to die.
TEXT 138
TEXT
var£•ntare advait•di bhaktera •gamana
prabhure dekhite sabe karil• gamana
SYNONYMS
var£a-antare--at the end of the year; advaita-•di--headed by Advaita
šc•rya; bhaktera--of all the devotees; •gamana--coming to Jagann•tha Pur†;
prabhure--the Lord; dekhite--to see; sabe--all of them; karil•--did; gamana-going to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TRANSLATION
At the end of the year, all the devotees from Bengal, headed by Advaita
šc•rya, again came to see the Lord. Indeed, there was a great rush of devotees
to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 139
TEXT
•nande sab•re niy• dena v•sa-sth•na
¤iv•nanda sena kare sab•ra p•lana
SYNONYMS
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•nande--in great pleasure; sab•re--all the devotees; niy•--taking; dena-gives; v•sa-sth•na--residential quarters; ¤iv•nanda sena--of the name
¥iv•nanda Sena; kare--does; sab•ra--of all; p•lana--maintenance.
TRANSLATION
When all the devotees from Bengal arrived, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu allotted
them residential quarters, and ¥iv•nanda Sena was put in charge of their
maintenance.
TEXT 140
TEXT
¤iv•nandera sa•ge •il• kukkura bh•gyav•n
prabhura cara‹a dekhi' kaila antardh•na
SYNONYMS
¤iv•nandera sa•ge--with ¥iv•nanda Sena; •il•--came; kukkura--a dog;
bh•gyav•n--fortunate; prabhura--of the Lord; cara‹a--the lotus feet; dekhi'-seeing; kaila--did; antardh•na--disappearing.
TRANSLATION
A dog accompanied ¥iv•nanda Sena and the devotees, and that dog was so
fortunate that after seeing the lotus feet of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu, it was
liberated and went back home, back to Godheand.
TEXT 141
TEXT
pathe s•rvabhauma saha sab•ra milana
s•rvabhauma bhaàà•c•ryera k•¤†te gamana
SYNONYMS
pathe--on the way; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; saha--with;
sab•ra--of everyone; milana--meeting; s•rvabhauma bhaàà•c•ryera--of the
devotee named S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; k•¤†te--to V•r•‹as†; gamana--going.
TRANSLATION
Everyone met S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya on his way to V•r•‹as†.
TEXT 142
TEXT
prabhure milil• sarva vai£‹ava •siy•
jala-kr†‚• kaila prabhu sab•re la-iy•
SYNONYMS
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prabhure--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; milil•--met; sarva--all; vai£‹ava-devotees; •siy•--arriving at Jagann•tha Pur†; jala-kr†‚•--sporting in the
water; kaila--performed; prabhu--the Lord; sab•re--all the devotees; la-iy•-taking.
TRANSLATION
After arriving at Jagann•tha Pur†, all the Vai£‹avas met with ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. Later, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu sported in the water, taking all
the devotees with Him.
TEXT 143
TEXT
sab• la‘• kaila gu‹‚ic•-g”ha-samm•rjana
ratha-y•tr•-dara¤ane prabhura nartana
SYNONYMS
sab• la‘•--taking all of them; kaila--performed; gu‹‚ic•-g”ha-samm•rjana-washing of the Gu‹‚ic• temple; ratha-y•tr•--the car festival; dara¤ane--in
seeing; prabhura--of the Lord; nartana--dancing.
TRANSLATION
First the Lord washed the temple of Gu‹‚ic• very thoroughly. Then everyone
saw the Ratha-y•tr• festival and the Lord's dancing before the car.
TEXT 144
TEXT
upavane kaila prabhu vividha vil•sa
prabhura abhi£eka kaila vipra k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
upavane--in the garden by the road; kaila--performed; prabhu--Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; vividha--varieties of; vil•sa--pastimes; prabhura--of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; abhi£eka--bathing; kaila--did; vipra--the br•hma‹a;
k”£‹ad•sa--of the name K”£‹ad•sa.
TRANSLATION
In the garden along the road from the Jagann•tha temple to Gu‹‚ic•, Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu performed various pastimes. A br•hma‹a named K”£‹ad•sa
performed the bathing ceremony of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 145
TEXT
gu‹‚ic•te n”tya-ante kaila jala-keli
her•-pa‘cam†te dekhila lak£m†-dev†ra kel†
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SYNONYMS
gu‹‚ic•te--in the neighborhood of the Gu‹‚ic• temple; n”tya-ante--after
dancing; kaila--performed; jala-keli--sporting in the water; her•-pa‘cam†te-on the day of Her•-pa‘cam†; dekhila--saw; lak£m†-dev†ra--of the goddess of
fortune; kel†--activities.
TRANSLATION
After dancing in the Gu‹‚ic• temple, the Lord sported in the water with His
devotees, and on Her•-pa‘cam† day they all saw the activities of the goddess
of fortune, Lak£m†dev†.
TEXT 146
TEXT
k”£‹a-janma-y•tr•te prabhu gopa-ve¤a hail•
dadhi-bh•ra vahi' tabe lagu‚a phir•il•
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-janma-y•tr•te--on the birthday ceremony of Lord K”£‹a; prabhu--Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; gopa-ve¤a--dressed like a cowherd boy; hail•--was; dadhibh•ra--a balance for pots of yogurt; vahi'--carrying; tabe--at that time;
lagu‚a--a rod; phir•il•--wheeled about.
TRANSLATION
On Janm•£àam†, Lord K”£‹a's birthday, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu dressed
Himself as a cowherd boy. At that time He carried a balance with pots of
yogurt and wheeled a rod about.
TEXT 147
TEXT
gau‚era bhakta-ga‹e tabe karila vid•ya
sa•gera bhakta la‘• kare k†rtana sad•ya
SYNONYMS
gau‚era--of Gau‚a-de¤a (Bengal); bhakta-ga‹e--to the devotees; tabe--then;
karila--gave; vid•ya--farewell; sa•gera--of constant companionship; bhakta-devotees; la‘•--taking; kare--performs; k†rtana--congregational chanting;
sad•ya--always.
TRANSLATION
After this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu bade farewell to all the devotees from
Gau‚a-de¤a [Bengal] and continued chanting with His intimate devotees who
constantly remained with Him.
TEXT 148
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TEXT
v”nd•vana y•ite kaila gau‚ere gamana
prat•parudra kaila pathe vividha sevana
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vana y•ite--to go to V”nd•vana; kaila--did; gau‚ere--to Bengal;
gamana--going; prat•parudra--King Prat•parudra; kaila--performed; pathe--on
the road; vividha--various; sevana--services.
TRANSLATION
To visit V”nd•vana, the Lord went to Gau‚a-de¤a [Bengal]. On the way, King
Prat•parudra performed a variety of service to please the Lord.
TEXT 149
TEXT
pur†-gos•‘i-sa•ge vastra-prad•na-prasa•ga
r•m•nanda r•ya •il• bhadraka paryanta
SYNONYMS
pur†-gos•‘i-sa•ge--with Pur† Gosv•m†; vastra-prad•na-prasa•ga--incidents of
exchanging cloth; r•m•nanda r•ya--of the name R•m•nanda R•ya; •il•--came;
bhadraka--a place of the name Bhadraka; paryanta--as far as.
TRANSLATION
On the way to V”nd•vana via Bengal, there was an incident wherein some
cloth was exchanged with Pur† Gos•‘i. ¥r† R•m•nada R•ya accompanied the Lord
as far as the city of Bhadraka.
TEXT 150
TEXT
•si' vidy•-v•caspatira g”hete rahil•
prabhure dekhite loka-sa•ghaààa ha-il•
SYNONYMS
•si'--coming to Bengal; vidy•-v•caspatira--of Vidy•-v•caspati; g”hete--at
the home; rahil•--remained; prabhure--unto Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhite-to see; loka-sa•ghaààa--crowds of men; ha-il•--there were.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu reached Vidy•nagara, Bengal, on the way to
V”nd•vana, He stopped at the house of Vidy•-v•caspati, who was the brother of
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya. When Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu suddenly arrived at his
house, great crowds of people gathered.
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TEXT 151
TEXT
pa‘ca-dina dekhe loka n•hika vi¤r•ma
loka-bhaye r•tre prabhu •il• kuliy•-gr•ma
SYNONYMS
pa‘ca-dina--continuously for five days; dekhe--see; loka--people; n•hika-there is not; vi¤r•ma--rest; loka-bhaye--on account of fearing the crowds of
men; r•tre--at night; prabhu--the Lord; •il•--went; kuliy•-gr•ma--to the place
known as Kuliy•.
TRANSLATION
For five consecutive days all the people gathered to see the Lord, and
still there was no rest. Out of fear of the crowd, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu
left at night and went to the town of Kuliy• [present-day Navadv†pa].
PURPORT
If one considers the statements of the Caitanya-bh•gavata along with the
description by Locana d•sa áh•kura, it is clear that present-day Navadv†pa was
formerly known as Kuliy•-gr•ma. While at Kuliy•-gr•ma, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
bestowed His favor upon Dev•nanda Pa‹‚ita and delivered Gop•la C•pala and many
others who had previously committed offenses at His lotus feet. At that time,
to go from Vidy•nagara to Kuliy•-gr•ma one had to cross a branch of the
Ganges. All of those old places still exist. Cin•‚••g• was formerly situated
in Kuliy•-gr•ma, which is now known as Kolera Ga‘ja.
TEXT 152
TEXT
kuliy•-gr•mete prabhura ¤uniy• •gamana
koài koài loka •si' kaila dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
kuliy•-gr•mete--in that place known as Kuliy•-gr•ma; prabhura--of the Lord;
¤uniy•--hearing; •gamana--about the arrival; koài koài--hundreds of thousands;
loka--of people; •si'--coming; kaila--took; dara¤ana--audience.
TRANSLATION
Hearing of the Lord's arrival in Kuliy•-gr•ma, may hundreds and thousands
of people came to see Him.
TEXT 153
TEXT
kuliy•-gr•me kaila dev•nandere pras•da
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gop•la-viprere k£am•ila ¤r†v•s•par•dha
SYNONYMS
kuliy•-gr•me--in that village known as Kuliy•-gr•ma; kaila--showed;
dev•nandere pras•da--mercy to Dev•nanda Pa‹‚ita; gop•la-viprere--and to the
br•hma‹a known as Gop•la C•pala; k£am•ila--excused; ¤r†v•sa-apar•dha--the
offense to the lotus feet of ¥r†v•sa áh•kura.
TRANSLATION
The specific acts performed by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu at this time were
His showing favor to Dev•nanda Pa‹‚ita and excusing the br•hma‹a known as
Gop•la C•pala from the offense he had committed at the lotus feet of ¥r†v•sa
áh•kura.
TEXT 154
TEXT
p•£a‹‚† nindaka •si' pa‚il• cara‹e
apar•dha k£ami' t•re dila k”£‹a-preme
SYNONYMS
p•£a‹‚†--atheists; nindaka--blasphemers; •si'--coming there; pa‚il•--fell
down; cara‹e--at the lotus feet of the Lord; apar•dha k£ami'--excusing them of
their offenses; t•re--unto them; dila--gave; k”£‹a-preme--love of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
Many atheists and blasphemers came and fell at the lotus feet of the Lord,
and the Lord in return excused them and gave them love of K”£‹a.
TEXT 155
TEXT
v”nd•vana y•bena prabhu ¤uni' n”si‰h•nanda
patha s•j•ila mane p•iy• •nanda
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana; y•bena--will go; prabhu--the Lord; ¤uni'--hearing;
n”si‰h•nanda--of the name N”si‰h•nanda; patha--the way; s•j•ila--decorated;
mane--within the mind; p•iy•--getting; •nanda--pleasure.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† N”si‰h•nanda Brahmac•r† heard that Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu would
go to V”nd•vana, he became very pleased and mentally began decorating the way
there.
TEXT 156
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TEXT
kuliy• nagara haite patha ratne b•ndh•ila
niv”nta pu£pa-¤ayy• upare p•tila
SYNONYMS
kuliy• nagara--the city of Kuliy•; haite--from; patha--way; ratne--with
jewels; b•ndh•ila--constructed; niv”nta--stemless; pu£pa-¤ayy•--flower bed;
upare--on top; p•tila--laid down.
TRANSLATION
First N”si‰h•nanda Brahmac•r† contemplated a broad road starting from the
city of Kuliy•. He bedecked the road with jewels, upon which he then laid a
bed of stemless flowers.
TEXT 157
TEXT
pathe dui dike pu£pa-bakulera ¤re‹†
madhye madhye dui-p•¤e divya pu£kari‹†
SYNONYMS
pathe--on the road; dui dike--on both sides; pu£pa-bakulera--of bakula
flower trees; ¤re‹†--rows; madhye madhye--in the middle; dui-p•¤e--on both
sides; divya--transcendental; pu£kari‹†--lakes.
TRANSLATION
He mentally decorated both sides of the road with bakula flower trees, and
at intervals on both sides he placed lakes of a transcendental nature.
TEXT 158
TEXT
ratna-b••dh• gh•àa, t•he praphulla kamala
n•n• pak£i-kol•hala, sudh•-sama jala
SYNONYMS
ratna-b••dh•--constructed with jewels; gh•àa--bathing places; t•he--there;
praphulla--fully blossoming; kamala--lotus flowers; n•n•--various; pak£i--of
birds; kol•hala--vibrations; sudh•--nectar; sama--like; jala--water.
TRANSLATION
These lakes had bathing places constructed with jewels, and they were
filled with blossoming lotus flowers. There were various birds chirping, and
the water was exactly like nectar.
TEXT 159
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TEXT
¤†tala sam†ra vahe n•n• gandha la‘•
'k•n•ira n•àa¤•l•' paryanta la-ila b•ndhi‘•
SYNONYMS
¤†tala--very cool; sam†ra--breezes; vahe--blowing; n•n•--various; gandha-fragrances; la‘•--carrying; k•n•ira n•àa-¤•l•--the place named K•n•i N•àa¤•l•;
paryanta--as far as; la-ila--carried; b•ndhi‘•--constructing.
TRANSLATION
The entire road was surcharged with many cool breezes, which carried the
fragrances from various flowers. He carried the construction of this road as
far as K•n•i N•àa¤•l•.
PURPORT
K•n•i N•àa¤•l• is about 202 miles from Calcutta on the Loop line of the
Eastern Railway. The railway station is named T•lajh•‚i, and after one gets
off at that station, he has to go about two miles to find K•n•i N•àa¤•l•.
TEXT 160
TEXT
•ge mana n•hi cale, n• p•re b•ndhite
patha-b•ndh• n• y•ya, n”si‰ha hail• vismite
SYNONYMS
•ge--beyond this; mana--the mind; n•hi--does not; cale--go; n•--is not;
p•re--able; b•ndhite--to construct the road; patha-b•ndh•--construction of the
road; n• y•ya--is not possible; n”si‰ha--N”si‰h•nanda Brahmac•r†; hail•-became; vismite--astonished.
TRANSLATION
Within the mind of N”si‰h•nanda Brahmac•r†, the road could not be
constructed beyond K•n•i N•àa¤•l•. He could not understand why the road's
construction could not be completed, and thus he was astonished.
TEXT 161
TEXT
ni¤caya kariy• kahi, ¤una, bhakta-ga‹a
eb•ra n• y•bena prabhu ¤r†-v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
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ni¤caya--assurance; kariy•--making; kahi--I say; ¤una--please hear; bhaktaga‹a--my dear devotees; eb•ra--this time; n•--not; y•bena--will go; prabhu-Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤r†-v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
With great assurance he then told the devotees that Lord Caitanya would not
go to V”nd•vana at that time.
PURPORT
¥r†la N”si‰h•nanda Brahmac•r† was a great devotee of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; therefore when he heard that from Kuliy• ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
was going to V”nd•vana, although he had no material wealth he began to
construct within his mind a very attractive path or road for Caitanya
Mah•prabhu to traverse. Some of the description of this path is given above.
But even mentally he could not construct the road beyond K•n•i N•àa¤•l•.
Therefore he concluded that Caitanya Mah•prabhu would not go to V”nd•vana at
that time.
For a pure devotee, it is the same whether he materially constructs a path
or constructs one within his mind. This is because the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, Jan•rdana, is bh•va-gr•h†, or appreciative of the sentiment. For Him
a path made with actual jewels and a path made of mental jewels are the same.
Though subtle, mind is also matter, so any path--indeed, anything for the
service of the Lord, whether in gross matter or in subtle matter--is accepted
equally by the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The Lord accepts the attitude
of His devotee and sees how much he is prepared to serve Him. The devotee is
at liberty to serve the Lord either in gross matter or in subtle matter. The
important point is that the service be in relation with the Supreme
Personality of Godheand. This is confirmed in the Bhagavad-g†t• (9.26):
patra‰ pu£pa‰ phala‰ toya‰
yo me bhakty• prayacchati
tad aha‰ bhakty-upah”tam
a¤n•mi prayat•tmana„
"If one offers Me with love and devotion a leaf, a flower, a fruit or
water, I will accept it." The real ingredient is bhakti (devotion). Pure
devotion is uncontaminated by the modes of material nature. Ahaituky
apratihat•: unconditional devotional service cannot be checked by any material
condition. This means that one does not have to be very rich to serve the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Even the poorest man can equally serve the
Supreme Personality of Godhead if he has pure devotion. If there is no
ulterior motive, devotional service cannot be checked by any material
condition.
TEXT 162
TEXT
'k•n•‘ira n•àa¤•l•' haite •siba phiri‘•
j•nibe pa¤c•t, kahilu ni¤caya kari‘•
SYNONYMS
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k•n•‘ira n•àa-¤•l•--the place of the name K•n•i N•àa¤•l•; haite--from;
•siba--will come; phiri‘•--returning; j•nibe--you will know; pa¤c•t--later;
kahilu--I say; ni¤caya--assurance; kari‘•--making.
TRANSLATION
N”si‰h•nanda Brahmac•r† said, "The Lord will go to K•n•i N•àa¤•l• and then
will return. All of you will come to know of this later, but I now say this
with great assurance."
TEXT 163
TEXT
gos•‘i kuliy• haite calil• v”nd•vana
sa•ge sahasreka loka yata bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
gos•‘i--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kuliy• haite--from Kuliy•; calil•-proceeded; v”nd•vana--toward V”nd•vana; sa•ge--with Him; sahasreka--thousands;
loka--of people; yata--all; bhakta-ga‹a--the devotees.
TRANSLATION
When Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu began to proceed from Kuliy• toward
V”nd•vana, thousands of men were with Him, and all of them were devotees.
TEXT 164
TEXT
y•h•• y•ya prabhu, t•h•• koài-sa•khya loka
dekhite •ise, dekhi' kha‹‚e du„kha-¤oka
SYNONYMS
y•h••--wherever; y•ya--goes; prabhu--the Lord; t•h••--everywhere; koàisa•khya loka--an unlimited number of people; dekhite •ise--come to see Him;
dekhi'--after seeing; kha‹‚e--removes; du„kha--unhappiness; ¤oka--lamentation.
TRANSLATION
Wherever the Lord visited, crowds of innumerable people came to see Him.
When they saw Him, all their unhappiness and lamentation disappeared.
TEXT 165
TEXT
y•h•• y•h•• prabhura cara‹a pa‚aye calite
se m”ttik• laya loka, garta haya pathe
SYNONYMS
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y•h•• y•h••--wherever; prabhura--of the Lord; cara‹a--lotus feet; pa‚aye-touch; calite--while walking; se--that; m”ttik•--dirt; laya--take; loka--the
people; garta--a hole; haya--there becomes; pathe--on the road.
TRANSLATION
Wherever the Lord touched the ground with His lotus feet, people
immediately came and gathered the dirt. Indeed, they gathered so much that
many holes were created in the road.
TEXT 166
TEXT
aiche cali, •il• prabhu 'r•makeli' gr•ma
gau‚era nikaàa gr•ma ati anup•ma
SYNONYMS
aiche--in that way; cali--walking; •il•--came; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; r•makeli gr•ma--to the village of the name R•makeli; gau‚era-Bengal; nikaàa--near; gr•ma--the village; ati--very; anup•ma--exquisite.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu eventually arrived at a village named R•makeli.
This village is situated on the border of Bengal and is very exquisite.
PURPORT
R•makeli-gr•ma is situated on the banks of the Ganges on the border of
Bengal. ¥r†la Rãpa and San•tana Gosv•m†s had their residences in this village.
TEXT 167
TEXT
t•h•• n”tya kare prabhu preme acetana
koài koài loka •ise dekhite cara‹a
SYNONYMS
t•h••--there; n”tya--dancing; kare--performed; prabhu--Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; preme--in love of Godhead; acetana--unconscious; koài koài-innumerable; loka--people; •ise--came; dekhite--to see; cara‹a--His lotus
feet.
TRANSLATION
While performing sa•k†rtana in R•makeli-gr•ma, the Lord danced and
sometimes lost consciousness due to love of God. While at R•makeli-gr•ma, an
unlimited number of people came to see His lotus feet.
TEXT 168
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TEXT
gau‚e¤vara yavana-r•j• prabh•va ¤uni‘•
kahite l•gila kichu vismita ha‘•
SYNONYMS
gau‚a-†¤vara--King of Bengal; yavana-r•j•--Muslim king; prabh•va-influence; ¤uni‘•--hearing; kahite--to say; l•gila--began; kichu--something;
vismita--astonished; ha‘•--becoming.
TRANSLATION
When the Muslim King of Bengal heard of Caitanya Mah•prabhu's influence in
attracting innumerable people, he became very astonished and began to speak as
follows.
PURPORT
At that time the Muslim king of Bengal was Nawab Hussain Shah B•das•ha.
TEXT 169
TEXT
vin• d•ne eta loka y••ra p•che haya
sei ta' gos•‘•, ih• j•niha ni¤caya
SYNONYMS
vin•--without; d•ne--charity; eta--so many; loka--persons; y••ra--whom;
p•che--after; haya--become; sei ta'--He certainly; gos•‘•--a prophet; ih•-this; j•niha--know; ni¤caya--surely.
TRANSLATION
"Such a person, who is followed by so many people without giving them
charity, must be a prophet. I can surely understand this fact."
TEXT 170
TEXT
k•j†, yavana ih•ra n• kariha hi‰sana
•pana-icch•ya buluna, y•h•• u•h•ra mana
SYNONYMS
k•j†--magistrate; yavana--Muslim; ih•ra--of Him; n•--do not; kariha--make;
hi‰sana--jealousy; •pana-icch•ya--at His own will; buluna--let Him go; y•h••-wherever; u•h•ra--of Him; mana--mind.
TRANSLATION
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The Muslim King ordered the magistrate, "Do not disturb this Hindu prophet
out of jealousy. Let Him do His own will wherever He likes."
PURPORT
Even a Muslim king could understand ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
transcendental position as a prophet; therefore he ordered the local
magistrate not to disturb Him but to let Him do whatever He liked.
TEXT 171
TEXT
ke¤ava-chatr†re r•j• v•rt• puchila
prabhura mahim• chatr† u‚•iy• dila
SYNONYMS
ke¤ava-chatr†re--from the person named Ke¤ava Chatr†; r•j•--the King;
v•rt•--news; puchila--inquired; prabhura--of the Lord; mahim•--glories;
chatr†--Ke¤ava Chatr†; u‚•iy•--attaching no importance; dila--gave.
TRANSLATION
When the Muslim King asked his assistant, Ke¤ava Chatr†, for news of the
influence of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, Ke¤ava Chatr†, although knowing
everything about Caitanya Mah•prabhu, tried to avoid the conversation by not
giving any importance to Caitanya Mah•prabhu's activities.
PURPORT
Ke¤ava Chatr† became a diplomat when questioned about ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. Although he knew everything about Him, he was afraid that the
Muslim King might become His enemy. He gave no importance to the Lord's
activities so that the Muslim King would take Him to be an ordinary man and
would not give Him any trouble.
TEXT 172
TEXT
bhikh•r† sanny•s† kare t†rtha paryaàana
t••re dekhib•re •ise dui c•ri jana
SYNONYMS
bhikh•ri--beggar; sanny•s†--mendicant; kare--does; t†rtha--of holy places;
paryaàana--touring; t••re--Him; dekhib‰re--to see; ‰ise--come; dui c‰ri jana-only a few people.
TRANSLATION
Ke¤ava Chatr† informed the Muslim King that Caitanya Mah•prabhu was a
mendicant touring different places of pilgrimage and that, as such, only a few
people came to see Him.
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TEXT 173
TEXT
yavane tom•ra àh•‘i karaye l•g•ni
t••ra hi‰s•ya l•bha n•hi, haya •ra h•ni
SYNONYMS
yavane--your Muslim servant; tom•ra--your; àh•‘i--place; karaye--does;
l•g•ni--instigation; t••ra--of Him; hi‰s•ya--to become jealous; l•bha n•hi-there is no profit; haya--there is; •ra--rather; h•ni--loss.
TRANSLATION
Ke¤ava Chatr† said, "Out of jealousy your Muslim servant plots against Him.
I think that you should not be very interested in Him, for there is no profit
in it. Rather, there is simply loss."
TEXT 174
TEXT
r•j•re prabodhi' ke¤ava br•hma‹a p•àh•‘•
calib•ra tare prabhure p•àh•ila kahi‘•
SYNONYMS
r•j•re--unto the King; prabodhi'--pacifying; ke¤ava--of the name Ke¤ava
Chatr†; br•hma‹a--one br•hma‹a; p•àh•‘•--sending there; calib•ra tare--for the
sake of leaving; prabhura--unto the Lord; p•àh•ila--sent; kahi‘•--telling.
TRANSLATION
After pacifying the King in this way, Ke¤ava Chatr† sent a br•hma‹a
messenger to Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu, requesting Him to leave without delay.
TEXT 175
TEXT
dabira kh•sere r•j• puchila nibh”te
gos•‘ira mahim• te•ho l•gila kahite
SYNONYMS
dabira kh•sere--of the name Dabira Kh•sa (then the name of ¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m†); r•j•--the King; puchila--inquired; nibh”te--in privacy; gos•‘ira--of
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mahim•--glories; te•ho--he; l•gila--began; kahite-to speak.
TRANSLATION
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In private, the King inquired from Dabira Kh•sa [¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†], who
began to speak about the glories of the Lord.
TEXT 176
TEXT
ye tom•re r•jya dila, ye tom•ra gos•‘•
tom•ra de¤e tom•ra bh•gye janmil• •si‘•
SYNONYMS
ye--that one who; tom•re--unto you; r•jya--kingdom; dila--gave; ye--the one
who; tom•ra--your; gos•‘•--prophet; tom•ra de¤e--in your country; tom•ra
bh•gye--on account of your good fortune; janmil•--took birth; •si‘•--coming.
TRANSLATION
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† said, "The Supreme Personality of Godhead, who gave you
this kingdom and whom you accept as a prophet, has taken birth in your country
due to your good fortune.
TEXT 177
TEXT
tom•ra ma•gala v•‘che, k•rya-siddhi haya
ih•ra •¤†rv•de tom•ra sarvatra-i jaya
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--your; ma•gala--good fortune; v•‘che--He desires; k•rya--of
business; siddhi--the perfection; haya--is; ih•ra--of Him; •¤†rv•de--by the
blessings; tom•ra--your; sarvatra-i--everywhere; jaya--victory.
TRANSLATION
"This prophet always desires your good fortune. By His grace, all your
business is successful. By His blessings, you will attain victory everywhere.
TEXT 178
TEXT
more kena pucha, tumi pucha •pana-mana
tumi nar•dhipa hao vi£‹u-a‰¤a sama
SYNONYMS
more--unto me; kena--why; pucha--you inquire; tumi--you; pucha--inquire;
•pana-mana--your own mind; tumi--you; nara-adhipa--King of the people; hao-you are; vi£‹u-a‰¤a sama--representative of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead.
TRANSLATION
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"Why are you questioning me? Better that you question your own mind.
Because you are the King of the people, you are the representative of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Therefore you can understand this better than
I."
TEXT 179
TEXT
tom•ra citte caitanyere kaiche haya j‘•na
tom•ra citte yei laya, sei ta' pram•‹a
SYNONYMS
tom•ra citte--in your mind; caitanyere--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
kaiche--how; haya--there is; j‘•na--knowledge; tom•ra--your; citte--mind; yei-whatever; laya--takes; sei ta' pram•‹a--that is evidence.
TRANSLATION
Thus ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† informed the King about his mind as a way of
knowing ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. He assured the King that whatever occurred in
his mind could be considered evidence.
TEXT 180
TEXT
r•j• kahe, ¤una, mora mane yei laya
s•k£•t †¤vara iha• n•hika sa‰¤aya
SYNONYMS
r•j• kahe--the King replied; ¤una--hear; mora--my; mane--mind; yei--what;
laya--takes; s•k£•t--personally; †¤vara--the Supreme Personality; iha•--He;
n•hika--there is not; sa‰¤aya--doubt.
TRANSLATION
The King replied, "I consider ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to be the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. There is no doubt about it."
TEXT 181
TEXT
eta kahi' r•j• gel• nija abhyantare
tabe dabira kh•sa •il• •pan•ra ghare
SYNONYMS
eta kahi'--saying this; r•j•--the King; gel•--went; nija--own; abhyantare-to the private house; tabe--at that time; dabira kh•sa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†;
•il•--returned; •pan•ra--his own; ghare--to the residence.
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TRANSLATION
After having this conversation with Rãpa Gosv•m†, the King entered his
private house. Rãpa Gosv•m†, then known as Dabira Kh•sa, also returned to his
residence.
PURPORT
A monarch is certainly a representative of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. As stated in the Bhagavad-g†t•, sarva-loka-mahe¤varam: the Supreme
Personality of Godhead is the proprietor of all planetary systems. In each and
every planet there must be some king, governmental head or executive. Such a
person is supposed to be the representative of Lord Vi£‹u. On behalf of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, he must see to the interests of all the
people. Therefore Lord Vi£‹u, as Param•tm•, gives the king all intelligence to
execute governmental affairs. ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† therefore asked the King what
was in his mind concerning ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and indicated that whatever
the King thought about Him was correct.
TEXT 182
TEXT
ghare •si' dui bh•i yukati kari‘•
prabhu dekhib•re cale ve¤a luk•‘•
SYNONYMS
ghare •si'--after returning home; dui bh•i--two brothers; yukati-arguments; kari‘•--making; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhib•re--to
see; cale--go; ve¤a--dress; luk•‘•--hiding.
TRANSLATION
After returning to his residence, Dabira Kh•sa and his brother decided
after much consideration to go see the Lord incognito.
TEXT 183
TEXT
ardha-r•tre dui bh•i •il• prabhu-sth•ne
prathame milil• nity•nanda-harid•sa sane
SYNONYMS
ardha-r•tre--in the dead of night; dui bh•i--the two brothers; •il•--came;
prabhu-sth•ne--to the place of Lord Caitanya; prathame--first; milil•--met;
nity•nanda-harid•sa--Lord Nity•nanda and Harid•sa áh•kura; sane--with.
TRANSLATION
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Thus in the dead of night the two brothers, Dabira Kh•sa and S•kara
Mallika, went to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu incognito. First they met
Nity•nanda Prabhu and Harid•sa áh•kura.
TEXT 184
TEXT
t••r• dui-jana j•n•il• prabhura gocare
rãpa, s•kara-mallika •il• tom•' dekhib•re
SYNONYMS
t••r•--they; dui-jana--two persons; j•n•il•--informed; prabhura--of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; gocare--in the presence; rãpa--Rãpa Gosv•m†; s•karamallika--and San•tana Gosv•m†; •il•--have come; tom•'--You; dekhib•re--to see.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu and Harid•sa áh•kura told Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu
that two personalities--¥r† Rãpa and San•tana--had come to see Him.
PURPORT
S•kara Mallika was the name of San•tana Gosv•m†, and Dabira Kh•sa was the
name of Rãpa Gosv•m†. They were recognized by these names in the service of
the Muslim King; therefore these are Muslim names. As officials, the brothers
adopted all kinds of Muslim customs.
TEXT 185
TEXT
dui guccha t”‹a du•he da¤ane dhari‘•
gale vastra b•ndhi' pa‚e da‹‚avat ha‘•
SYNONYMS
dui--two; guccha--bunches; t”‹a--of straw; du•he--both of them; da¤ane--in
the teeth; dhari‘•--catching; gale--on the neck; vastra--cloth; b•ndhi'-binding; pa‚e--fall; da‹‚avat--like rods; ha‘•--becoming.
TRANSLATION
In great humility, both brothers took bunches of straw between their teeth
and, each binding a cloth around his neck, fell down like rods before the
Lord.
TEXT 186
TEXT
dainya rodana kare, •nande vihvala
prabhu kahe,----uàha, uàha, ha-ila ma•gala
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SYNONYMS
dainya--humility; rodana--crying; kare--perform; •nande--in ecstasy;
vihvala--overwhelmed; prabhu kahe--the Lord said; uàha uàha--stand up, stand
up; ha-ila ma•gala--all auspiciousness unto you.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the two brothers were overwhelmed
with joy, and out of humility they began to cry. Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu
asked them to get up and assured them of all good fortune.
TEXT 187
TEXT
uàhi' dui bh•i tabe dante t”‹a dhari'
dainya kari' stuti kare karayo‚a kari
SYNONYMS
uàhi'--standing up; dui--two; bh•i--brothers; tabe--then; dante--in the
teeth; t”‹a--straw; dhari'--holding; dainya kari'--in all humbleness; stuti
kare--offer prayers; kara-yo‚a--folded hands; kari'--making.
TRANSLATION
The two brothers got up, and again taking straw between their teeth, they
humbly offered their prayers with folded hands.
TEXT 188
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya day•-maya
patita-p•vana jaya, jaya mah•¤aya
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya--unto Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; day•-maya--the most merciful; patita-p•vana--the savior of the
fallen souls; jaya--glories; jaya--glories; mah•¤aya--to the great
personality.
TRANSLATION
"All glories to ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the most merciful savior of
the fallen souls! All glories to the Supreme Personality!
TEXT 189
TEXT
n†ca-j•ti, n†ca-sa•g†, kari n†ca k•ja
tom•ra agrete prabhu kahite v•si l•ja
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SYNONYMS
n†ca-j•ti--classified among the fallen; n†ca-sa•g†--associated with fallen
souls; kari--we perform; n†ca--abominable; k•ja--work; tom•ra--of You; agrete-in front; prabhu--O Lord; kahite--to say; v•si--we feel; l•ja--ashamed.
TRANSLATION
"Sir, we belong to the lowest class of men, and our associates and
employment are also of the lowest type. Therefore we cannot introduce
ourselves to You. We feel very much ashamed, standing here before You.
PURPORT
Although the two brothers, Rãpa and San•tana (at that time Dabira Kh•sa and
S•kara Mallika), presented themselves as being born in a low family, they
nonetheless belonged to a most respectable br•hma‹a family that was originally
from Kar‹•ta. Thus they actually belonged to the br•hma‹a caste.
Unfortunately, because of being associated with the Muslim governmental
service, their customs and behavior resembled those of the Muslims. Therefore
they presented themselves as n†ca-j•ti. The word j•ti means birth. According
to ¤•stra, there are three kinds of birth. The first birth is from the womb of
the mother, the second birth is the acceptance of the reformatory method, and
the third birth is acceptance by the spiritual master (initiation). One
becomes abominable by adopting an abominable profession or by associating with
people who are naturally abominable. Rãpa and San•tana, as Dabira Kh•sa and
S•kara Mallika, associated with Muslims, who were naturally opposed to
brahminical culture and cow protection. In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (Seventh Canto)
it is stated that every person belongs to a certain classification. A person
is identifiable by the special symptoms mentioned in the ¤•stras. By one's
symptoms, one is known to belong to a certain caste. Both Dabira Kh•sa and
S•kara Mallika belonged to the br•hma‹a caste, but because they were employed
by Muslims, their original habits degenerated into those of the Muslim
community. Since the symptoms of brahminical culture were almost nil, they
identified themselves with the lowest caste. In the Bhakti-ratn•kara it is
clearly stated that because S•kara Mallika and Dabira Kh•sa associated with
lower-class men, they introduced themselves as belonging to the lower classes.
Actually, however, they had been born in respectable br•hma‹a families.
TEXT 190
TEXT
mat-tulyo n•sti p•p•tm•
n•par•dh† ca ka¤cana
parih•re 'pi lajj• me
ki‰ bruve puru£ottama
SYNONYMS
mat--me; tulya„--like; na asti--there is not; p•pa-•tm•--sinful man; na
apar•dh†--nor an offender; ca--also; ka¤cana--anyone; parih•re--in begging
pardon; api--even; lajj•--ashamed; me--of me; kim--what; bruve--I shall say;
puru£a-uttama--O Supreme Personality of Godhead.
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TRANSLATION
"Dear Lord, let us inform you that no one is more sinful than us, nor is
there any offender like us. Even if we wanted to mention our sinful
activities, we would immediately become ashamed. And what to speak of giving
them up!"
PURPORT
This verse is from the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.154), by ¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m†.
TEXT 191
TEXT
patita-p•vana-hetu tom•ra avat•ra
•m•-ba-i jagate, patita n•hi •ra
SYNONYMS
patita-p•vana--deliverance of the fallen; hetu--for the matter of; tom•ra-Your; avat•ra--incarnation; •m•-ba-i--than us; jagate--in this world; patita-fallen; n•hi--there is not; •ra--more.
TRANSLATION
Both brothers submitted, "Dear Lord, You have incarnated to deliver the
fallen souls. You should consider that in this world there is none so fallen
as us.
TEXT 192
TEXT
jag•i-m•dh•i dui karile uddh•ra
t•h•• uddh•rite ¤rama nahila tom•ra
SYNONYMS
jag•i-m•dh•i--the two brothers Jag•i and M•dh•i; dui--two; karile--You did;
uddh•ra--deliverance; t•h••--there; uddh•rite--to deliver; ¤rama--exertion;
nahila--there was not; tom•ra--of You.
TRANSLATION
"You have delivered the two brothers Jag•i and M•dh•i, but to deliver them
You did not have to exert Yourself very much.
TEXT 193
TEXT
br•hma‹a-j•ti t•r•, navadv†pe ghara
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n†ca-sev• n•hi kare, nahe n†cera kãrpara
SYNONYMS
br•hma‹a-j•ti--born in a br•hma‹a family; t•r•--they; navadv†pe--the holy
place of Navadv†pa-dh•ma; ghara--their house; n†ca-sev•--service to degraded
persons; n•hi--not; kare--do; nahe--not; n†cera--of low persons; kãrpara--an
instrument.
TRANSLATION
"The brothers Jag•i and M•dh•i belonged to the br•hma‹a caste, and their
residence was in the holy place of Navadv†pa. They never served low-class
persons, nor were they instruments to abominable activities.
TEXT 194
TEXT
sabe eka do£a t•ra, haya p•p•c•ra
p•pa-r•¤i dahe n•m•bh•sei tom•ra
SYNONYMS
sabe--in all; eka--one only; do£a--fault; t•ra--of them; haya--they are;
p•pa-•c•ra--attached to sinful activities; p•pa-r•¤i--volumes of sinful
activities; dahe--become burned; n•ma-•bh•sei--simply by the dim reflection of
chanting the holy name; tom•ra--of Your Lordship.
TRANSLATION
"Jag•i and M•dh•i had but one fault--they were addicted to sinful activity.
However, volumes of sinful activity can be burned to ashes simply by a dim
reflection of the chanting of Your holy name.
PURPORT
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† and San•tana Gosv•m† presented themselves as being lower
than the two brothers Jag•i and M•dh•i, who were delivered by ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. When Rãpa and San•tana compared themselves to Jag•i and M•dh•i,
they found themselves inferior because the Lord had no trouble in delivering
two drunken brothers. This was so because, despite the fact that they were
addicted to sinful activity, in other ways their life was brilliant. They
belonged to the br•hma‹a caste of Navadv†pa, and such br•hma‹as were pious by
nature. Although they had been addicted to some sinful activities due to bad
association, those unwanted things could vanish simply because of the chanting
of the holy name of the Lord. Another point for Jag•i and M•dh•i was that, as
members of a br•hma‹a family, they did not accept service under anyone. The
¤•stras strictly forbid a br•hma‹a to accept service under anyone. The idea is
that by accepting a master, one accepts the occupation of a dog. In other
words, a dog cannot thrive without having a master, and for the sake of
pleasing the master, dogs offend many people. They bark at innocent people
just to please the master. Similarly, when one is a servant, he has to perform
abominable activities according to the orders of the master. Therefore, when
Dabira Kh•sa and S•kara Mallika compared their position to that of Jag•i and
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M•dh•i, they found Jag•i and M•dh•i's position far better. Jag•i and M•dh•i
never accepted the service of a low-class person; nor were they forced to
execute abominable activities under the order of a low-class master. Jag•i and
M•dh•i chanted the name of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu by way of blasphemy, but
because they simply chanted His name, they immediately became free from the
reactions of sinful activities. Thus later they were saved.
TEXT 195
TEXT
tom•ra n•ma la‘• tom•ra karila nindana
sei n•ma ha-ila t•ra muktira k•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--Your; n•ma--holy name; la‘•--taking; tom•ra--of You; karila--did;
nindana--blaspheming; sei--that; n•ma--holy name; ha-ila--became; t•ra--of
them; muktira--of deliverance; k•ra‹a--the cause.
TRANSLATION
"Jag•i and M•dh•i uttered Your holy name by way of blaspheming You.
Fortunately, that holy name became the cause of their deliverance.
TEXT 196
TEXT
jag•i-m•dh•i haite koà† koà† gu‹a
adhama patita p•p† •mi dui jana
SYNONYMS
jag•i-m•dh•i--of the name Jag•i and M•dh•i; haite--than; koà† koà†-millions and millions; gu‹a--of times; adhama--degraded; patita--fallen; p•p†-sinful; •mi--we; dui--two; jana--persons.
TRANSLATION
"We two are millions and millions of times inferior to Jag•i and M•dh•i. We
are more degraded, fallen and sinful than they.
TEXT 197
TEXT
mleccha-j•ti, mleccha-sev†, kari mleccha-karma
go-br•hma‹a-drohi-sa•ge •m•ra sa•gama
SYNONYMS
mleccha-j•ti--belonging to the meat-eater caste; mleccha-sev†--servants of
the meat-eaters; kari--we execute; mleccha-karma--the work of meat-eaters; go-
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-cows; br•hma‹a--br•hma‹as; drohi--those inimical to; sa•ge--with; •m•ra--our;
sa•gama--association.
TRANSLATION
"Actually we belong to the caste of meat-eaters because we are servants of
meat-eaters. Indeed, our activities are exactly like those of the meat-eaters.
Because we always associate with such people, we are inimical toward the cows
and br•hma‹as."
PURPORT
There are two kinds of meat-eaters--one who is born in a family of meateaters and one who has learned to associate with meat-eaters. From ¥r†la Rãpa
and San•tana Gosv•m†s (formerly Dabira Kh•sa and S•kara Mallika) we can learn
how one attains the character of a meat-eater simply by associating with meateaters. At the present moment in India the presidential offices are occupied
by many so-called br•hma‹as, but the state maintains slaughterhouses for
killing cows and makes propaganda against Vedic civilization. The first
principle of Vedic civilization is the avoidance of meat-eating and
intoxication. Presently in India, intoxication and meat-eating are encouraged,
and the so-called learned br•hma‹as presiding over this state of affairs have
certainly become degraded according to the standard given herein by ¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m† and San•tana Gosv•m†. These so-called br•hma‹as give sanction to
slaughterhouses for the sake of a fat salary, and they do not protest these
abominable activities. By deprecating the principles of Vedic civilization and
supporting cow-killing, they are immediately degraded to the platform of
mlecchas and yavanas. A mleccha is a meat-eater, and a yavana is one who has
deviated from Vedic culture. Unfortunately, such mlecchas and yavanas are in
executive power. How, then, can there be peace and prosperity in the state?
The king or the president must be the representative of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. When Mah•r•ja Yudhi£àhira accepted the rule of
Bh•rata-var£a (formerly this entire planet, including all the seas and land),
he took sanction from authorities like Bh†£madeva and Lord K”£‹a. He thus
ruled the entire world according to religious principles. At the present
moment, however, heads of state do not care for religious principles. If
irreligious people vote on an issue, even though it be against the principles
of the ¤•stras, the bills will be passed. The president and heads of state
become sinful by agreeing to such abominable activities. San•tana and Rãpa
Gosv•m†s pleaded guilty to such activities; they therefore classified
themselves among the mlecchas, although born in a br•hma‹a family.
TEXT 198
TEXT
mora karma, mora h•te-gal•ya b•ndhiy•
ku-vi£aya-vi£àh•-garte diy•che phel•iy•
SYNONYMS
mora--our; karma--activities; mora--our; h•te--on the hand; gal•ya--on the
neck; b•ndhiy•--binding; ku-vi£aya--of abominable objects of sense
gratification; vi£àh•--of the stool; garte--in the ditch; diy•che phel•iy•-have been thrown.
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TRANSLATION
The two brothers, S•kara Mallika and Dabira Kh•sa, very humbly submitted
that due to their abominable activities they were now bound by the neck and
hands and had been thrown into a ditch filled with abominable stoollike
objects of material sense enjoyment.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura has explained ku-vi£aya garta as
follows: "Because of the activities of the senses, we become subjected to many
sense gratificatory processes and are thus entangled by the laws of material
nature. This entanglement is called vi£aya. When the sense gratificatory
processes are executed by pious activity, they are called su-vi£aya. The word
su means 'good,' and vi£aya means 'sense objects.' When the sense
gratificatory activities are performed under sinful conditions, they are
called ku-vi£aya, bad sense enjoyment. In either case, either ku-vi£aya or suvi£aya, these are material activities. As such, they are compared to stool. In
other words, such things are to be avoided. To become free from su-vi£aya and
ku-vi£aya, one must engage himself in the transcendental loving service of
K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The activities of devotional
service are free from the contamination of material qualities. Therefore, to
be free from the reactions of su-vi£aya and ku-vi£aya, one must take to K”£‹a
consciousness. In that way, one will save himself from contamination." In this
connection, ¥r†la Narottama d•sa áh•kura has sung:
karma-k•‹‚a, j‘•na-k•‹‚a, kevala vi£era bh•‹‚a
am”ta baliy• yeba kh•ya
n•n• yoni sad• phire, kadarya bhak£a‹a kare
t•ra janma adha„-p•te y•ya
Su-vi£aya and ku-vi£aya both fall under the category of karma-k•‹‚a. There
is another k•‹‚a (platform of activity), called j‘•na-k•‹‚a, or philosophical
speculation about the effects of ku-vi£aya and su-vi£aya with the intention to
find out the means of deliverance from material entanglement. On the platform
of j‘•na-k•‹‚a, one may give up the objects of ku-vi£aya and su-vi£aya. But
that is not the perfection of life. Perfection is transcendental to both
j‘•na-k•‹‚a and karma-k•‹‚a; it is on the platform of devotional service. If
we do not take to devotional service in K”£‹a consciousness, we have to remain
within this material world and endure the repetition of birth and death due to
the effects of j‘•na-k•‹‚a and karma-k•‹‚a. Therefore Narottama d•sa áh•kura
says:
n•n• yoni sad• phire, kadarya bhak£a‹a kare
t•ra janma adha„-p•te y•ya
"One travels throughout various species of life and eats all kinds of
nonsense. Thus he spoils his existence." A man in material existence and
attached to ku-vi£aya or su-vi£aya is in the same position as that of a worm
in stool. After all, whether it be moist or dry, stool is stool. Similarly,
material activities may be either pious or impious, but because they are all
material, they are compared to stool. Worms cannot get out of stool by their
own endeavor; similarly, those who are overly attached to material existence
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cannot get out of materialism and suddenly become K”£‹a conscious. Attachment
is there. As explained by Prahl•da Mah•r•ja in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (7.5.30):
matir na k”£‹e parata„ svato v•
mitho 'bhipadyeta g”ha-vrat•n•m
ad•nta-gobhir vi¤at•‰ tamisra‰
puna„-puna¤-carvita-carva‹•n•m
"Those who have made up their minds to remain in this material world and
enjoy sense gratification cannot become K”£‹a conscious. Because of their
attachment to material activity, they cannot attain liberation, either by the
instructions of superior persons or by their own endeavor or by passing
resolutions in big conferences. Because their senses are uncontrolled, they
gradually descend to the darkest regions of material existence to repeat the
same process of birth and death in desirable or undesirable species of life."
TEXT 199
TEXT
•m• uddh•rite bal† n•hi tri-bhuvane
patita-p•vana tumi----sabe tom• vine
SYNONYMS
•m•--us; uddh•rite--to deliver; bal†--powerful; n•hi--there is not; tribhuvane--within the three worlds; patita-p•vana--deliverer of the fallen;
tumi--You; sabe--only; tom•--You; vine--except.
TRANSLATION
"No one within the three worlds is sufficiently powerful to deliver us. You
are the only savior of the fallen souls; therefore there is no one but You.
TEXT 200
TEXT
•m• uddh•riy• yadi dekh•o nija-bala
'patita-p•vana' n•ma tabe se saphala
SYNONYMS
•m•--us; uddh•riy•--by delivering; yadi--if; dekh•o--You show; nija-bala-Your own strength; patita-p•vana--savior of the fallen; n•ma--this name; tabe-then; se--that; sa-phala--successful.
TRANSLATION
"If You simply deliver us by Your transcendental strength, then certainly
Your name will be known as Patita-p•vana, the savior of the fallen souls.
TEXT 201
TEXT
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satya eka b•ta kaho•, ¤una, day•-maya
mo-vinu day•ra p•tra jagate n• haya
SYNONYMS
satya--truthful; eka--one; b•ta--word; kaho•--we say; ¤una--please hear;
day•-maya--O all-merciful Lord; mo-vinu--except for us; day•ra--of mercy;
p•tra--objects; jagate--in the world; n•--not; haya--there is.
TRANSLATION
"Let us speak one word that is very true. Plainly hear us, O merciful one.
There is no other object of mercy within the three worlds but us.
TEXT 202
TEXT
more day• kari' kara sva-day• saphala
akhila brahm•‹‚a dekhuka tom•ra day•-bala
SYNONYMS
more--to us; day•--mercy; kari'--showing; kara--make; sva-day•--Your own
mercy; sa-phala--successful; akhila--throughout; brahm•‹‚a--the universe;
dekhuka--let it be seen; tom•ra--Your; day•-bala--power of mercy.
TRANSLATION
"We are the most fallen; therefore by showing us Your mercy, Your mercy is
most successful. Let the power of Your mercy be exhibited throughout the
entire universe!
TEXT 203
TEXT
na m”£• param•rtham eva me
¤”‹u vij‘•panam ekam agrata„
yadi me na dayi£yase tad•
dayan†yas tava n•tha durlabha„
SYNONYMS
na--not; m”£•--untruth; parama-artham--full of meaning; eva--certainly; me-my; ¤”‹u--kindly hear; vij‘•panam--submission; ekam--one; agrata„--first;
yadi--if; me--unto me; na dayi£yase--You will not show mercy; tad•--then;
dayan†ya„--candidate for mercy; tava--Your; n•tha--O Lord; durlabha„-difficult to find.
TRANSLATION
" 'Let us submit one piece of information before You, dear Lord. It is not
at all false but is full of meaning. It is this: If You are not merciful upon
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us, then it will be very, very difficult to find more suitable candidates for
Your mercy.'
PURPORT
This verse is from the Stotra-ratna (47), by ¥r† Y•mun•c•rya.
TEXT 204
TEXT
•pane ayogya dekhi' mane p•• k£obha
tath•pi tom•ra gu‹e upajaya lobha
SYNONYMS
•pane--ourselves; ayogya--most unfit; dekhi'--seeing; mane--within the
mind; p••--get; k£obha--lamentation; tath•pi--still; tom•ra--Your; gu‹e--in
transcendental qualities; upajaya--there is; lobha--attraction.
TRANSLATION
"We are very depressed at being unfit candidates for Your mercy. Yet since
we have heard of Your transcendental qualities, we are very much attracted to
You.
TEXT 205
TEXT
v•mana yaiche c••da dharite c•he kare
taiche ei v•‘ch• mora uàhaye antare
SYNONYMS
v•mana--a dwarf; yaiche--as; c••da--the moon; dharite--to capture; c•he-wants; kare--does; taiche--similarly; ei--this; v•‘ch•--desire; mora--our;
uàhaye--awakens; antare--within the mind.
TRANSLATION
"Indeed, we are like a dwarf who wants to capture the moon. Although we are
completely unfit, a desire to receive Your mercy is awakening within our
minds.
TEXT 206
TEXT
bhavantam ev•nucaran nirantara„
pra¤•nta-ni„¤e£a-mano-rath•ntara„
kad•ham aik•ntika-nitya-ki•kara„
prahar£ayi£y•mi san•tha-j†vitam
SYNONYMS
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bhavantam--You; eva--certainly; anucaran--serving; nirantara„--always;
pra¤•nta--pacified; ni„¤e£a--all; mana„-ratha--desires; antara„--other; kad•-when; aham--I; aik•ntika--exclusive; nitya--eternal; ki•kara„--servant;
prahar£ayi£y•mi--I shall become joyful; sa-n•tha--with a fitting master;
j†vitam--living.
TRANSLATION
" 'By serving You constantly, one is freed from all material desires and is
completely pacified. When shall I engage as Your permanent eternal servant and
always feel joyful to have such a fitting master?'"
PURPORT
In His teachings to San•tana Gosv•m†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has declared
every living entity to be an eternal servitor of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. This is the constitutional position of all living entities. Just as a
dog or servant is very satisfied to get a competent, perfect master, or as a
child is completely satisfied to possess a competent father, so the living
entity is satisfied by completely engaging in the service of the Supreme Lord.
He thereby knows that he has a competent master to save him from all kinds of
danger. Unless the living entity comes to the guaranteed protection of the
Supreme Lord, He is full of anxiety. This life of anxiety is called material
existence. To be completely satisfied and devoid of anxiety, one must come to
the position of eternally rendering service to the Supreme Lord. This verse is
also from the Stotra-ratna (43) by ¥r† Y•mun•c•rya.
TEXT 207
TEXT
¤uni' mah•prabhu kahe,----¤una, dabira-kh•sa
tumi dui bh•i----mora pur•tana d•sa
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing this; mah•prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kahe--says;
¤una--please hear; dabira kh•sa--Dabira Kh•sa; tumi--you; dui bh•i--two
brothers; mora--My; pur•tana--old; d•sa--servants.
TRANSLATION
After hearing the prayer of Dabira Kh•sa and S•kara Mallika, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu said, "My dear Dabira Kh•sa, you two brothers are My old servants.
TEXT 208
TEXT
•ji haite du•h•ra n•ma 'rãpa' 'san•tana'
dainya ch•‚a, tom•ra dainye ph•àe mora mana
SYNONYMS
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•ji haite--from this day; du•h•ra--of both of you; n•ma--these names; rãpa-¥r† Rãpa; san•tana--¥r† San•tana; dainya ch•‚a--give up your humility;
tom•ra--your; dainye--humility; ph•àe--breaks; mora--My; mana--heart.
TRANSLATION
"My dear S•kara Mallika, from this day your names will be changed to ¥r†la
Rãpa and ¥r†la San•tana. Now please abandon your humility, for My heart is
breaking to see you so humble.
PURPORT
Actually this is Sri Caitanya Mah•prabhu's initiation of Dabira Kh•sa and
S•kara Mallika. They approached the Lord with all humility, and the Lord
accepted them as old servants, as eternal servants, and He changed their
names. It is to be understood from this that it is essential for a disciple to
change his name after initiation.
¤a•kha-cakr•dy-ãrdhva-pu‹‚radh•ra‹•dy-•tma-lak£a‹am
tan n•ma-kara‹a‰ caiva
vai£‹avatvam ihocyate
"After initiation, the disciple's name must be changed to indicate that he
is a servant of Lord Vi£‹u. The disciple should also immediately begin marking
his body with tilaka (ãrdhva-pu‹‚ra), especially his forehead. These are
spiritual marks, symptoms of a perfect Vai£‹ava." This is a verse from the
Padma Pur•‹a, Uttara-kha‹‚a. A member of the sahajiy•-samprad•ya does not
change his name; therefore he cannot be accepted as a Gau‚†ya Vai£‹ava. If a
person does not change his name after initiation, it is to be understood that
he will continue in his bodily conception of life.
TEXT 209
TEXT
dainya-patr† likhi' more p•àh•le b•ra b•ra
sei patr†-dv•r• j•ni tom•ra vyavah•ra
SYNONYMS
dainya-patr†--humble letters; likhi'--writing; more--unto Me; p•àh•le--you
sent; b•ra b•ra--again and again; sei--those; patr†-dv•r•--by the letters;
j•ni--I can understand; tom•ra--your; vyavah•ra--behavior.
TRANSLATION
"You have written several letters showing your humility. I can understand
your behavior from those letters.
TEXT 210
TEXT
tom•ra h”daya •mi j•ni patr†-dv•re
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tom• ¤ikh•ite ¤loka p•àh•ila tom•re
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--your; h”daya--hearts; •mi--I; j•ni--understand; patr†-dv•re--by
those letters; tom•--you; ¤ikh•ite--to instruct; ¤loka--a verse; p•àh•ila--I
sent; tom•re--unto you.
TRANSLATION
"By your letters, I could understand your heart. Therefore, in order to
teach you, I sent you one verse, which reads as follows.
TEXT 211
TEXT
para-vyasanin† n•r†
vyagr•pi g”ha-karmasu
tad ev•sv•dayaty antar
nava-sa•ga-ras•yanam
SYNONYMS
para-vyasanin†--attached to another man; n•r†--a woman; vyagr• api-although zealous; g”ha-karmasu--in household affairs; tat eva--that only;
•sv•dayati--tastes; anta„--within herself; nava-sa•ga--of new association;
rasa-ayanam--mellow.
TRANSLATION
" 'If a woman is attached to a man other than her husband, she will appear
very busy in carrying out her household affairs, but within her heart she is
always relishing feelings of association with her paramour.'
TEXT 212
TEXT
gau‚a-nikaàa •site n•hi mora prayojana
tom•-du•h• dekhite mora ih•• •gamana
SYNONYMS
gau‚a-nikaàa--to Bengal; •site--to come; n•hi--there was none; mora--My;
prayojana--necessity; tom•--you; du•h•--two; dekhite--to see; mora--My; ih••-here; •gamana--coming.
TRANSLATION
"I really had no business in coming to Bengal, but I have come just to see
you two brothers.
TEXT 213
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TEXT
ei mora manera kath• keha n•hi j•ne
sabe bale, kene •il• r•ma-keli-gr•me
SYNONYMS
ei--this; mora--My; manera--of the mind; kath•--intentions; keha--anyone;
n•hi--not; j•ne--knows; sabe--everyone; bale--says; kene--why; •il•--You came;
r•makeli-gr•me--to this village named R•makeli.
TRANSLATION
"Everyone is asking why I have come to this village of R•makeli. No one
knows My intentions.
TEXT 214
TEXT
bh•la haila, dui bh•i •il• mora sth•ne
ghare y•ha, bhaya kichu n• kariha mane
SYNONYMS
bh•la haila--it was very good; dui bh•i--you two brothers; •il•--came;
mora--My; sth•ne--to the place; ghare--home; y•ha--go; bhaya--fear; kichu-any; n•--do not; kariha--have; mane--within the mind.
TRANSLATION
"It is very good that you two brothers have come to see Me. Now you can go
home. Do not fear anything.
TEXT 215
TEXT
janme janme tumi dui----ki•kara •m•ra
acir•te k”£‹a tom•ya karibe uddh•ra
SYNONYMS
janme janme--birth after birth; tumi--you; dui--two; ki•kara--servants;
•m•ra--My; acir•te--very soon; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; tom•ya--of both of you;
karibe--will do; uddh•ra--deliverance.
TRANSLATION
"Birth after birth you have been My eternal servants. I am sure that K”£‹a
will deliver you very soon."
TEXT 216
TEXT
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eta bali du•h•ra ¤ire dharila dui h•te
dui bh•i prabhu-pada nila nija m•the
SYNONYMS
eta bali--saying this; du•h•ra ¤ire--on the heads of both of them; dharila-placed; dui--two; h•te--hands; dui bh•i--the two brothers; prabhu-pada--the
lotus feet of the Lord; nila--took; nija m•the--on their own heads.
TRANSLATION
The Lord then placed His two hands on the heads of both of them, and in
return they immediately placed the lotus feet of the Lord on their heads.
TEXT 217
TEXT
do•h• •li•giy• prabhu balila bhakta-ga‹e
sabe k”p• kari' uddh•raha dui jane
SYNONYMS
do•h•--both of them; •li•giy•--embracing; prabhu--the Lord; balila--said;
bhakta-ga‹e--unto the devotees; sabe--all of you; k”p•--mercy; kari'--showing;
uddh•raha--deliver; dui--the two; jane--persons.
TRANSLATION
After this, the Lord embraced both of them and requested all of the
devotees present to be merciful upon them and deliver them.
TEXT 218
TEXT
dui jane prabhura k”p• dekhi' bhakta-ga‹e
'hari' 'hari' bale sabe •nandita-mane
SYNONYMS
dui jane--unto the two persons; prabhura--of the Lord; k”p•--the mercy;
dekhi'--seeing; bhakta-ga‹e--all the devotees; hari hari--the holy name of the
Lord; bale--chant; sabe--all; •nandita--cheerful; mane--in the mind.
TRANSLATION
When all of the devotees saw the mercy of the Lord upon the two brothers,
they were very much gladdened, and they began to chant the holy name of the
Lord, "Hari! Hari!"
PURPORT
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¥r†la Narottama d•sa áh•kura says, ch•‚iy• vai£‹ava sev• nist•ra p•yeche
keb•: unless one serves a Vai£‹ava, he cannot be delivered. The spiritual
master initiates the disciple to deliver him, and if the disciple executes the
order of the spiritual master and does not offend other Vai£‹avas, his path is
clear. Consequently ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu requested all the Vai£‹avas
present to show mercy toward the two brothers, Rãpa and San•tana, who had just
been initiated by the Lord. When a Vai£‹ava sees that another Vai£‹ava is a
recipient of the Lord's mercy, he becomes very happy. Vai£‹avas are not
envious. If a Vai£‹ava, by the mercy of the Lord, is empowered by Him to
distribute the Lord's holy name all over the world, other Vai£‹avas become
very joyful--that is, if they are truly Vai£‹avas. One who is envious of the
success of a Vai£‹ava is certainly not a Vai£‹ava himself, but an ordinary
mundane man. Envy and jealousy are manifested by mundane people, not by
Vai£‹avas. Why should a Vai£‹ava be envious of another Vai£‹ava who is
successful in spreading the holy name of the Lord? An actual Vai£‹ava is very
pleased to accept another Vai£‹ava who is bestowing the Lord's mercy. A
mundane person in the dress of a Vai£‹ava should not be respected but
rejected. This is enjoined in the ¤•stra (upek£•). The word upek£• means
neglect. One should neglect an envious person. A preacher's duty is to love
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, make friendships with Vai£‹avas, show
mercy to the innocent and reject or neglect those who are envious or jealous.
There are many jealous people in the dress of Vai£‹avas in this K”£‹a
consciousness movement, and they should be completely neglected. There is no
need to serve a jealous person who is in the dress of a Vai£‹ava. When
Narottama d•sa áh•kura says ch•‚iy• vai£‹ava sev• nist•ra payeche keb•, he is
indicating an actual Vai£‹ava, not an envious or jealous person in the dress
of a Vai£‹ava.
TEXT 219
TEXT
nity•nanda, harid•sa, ¤r†v•sa, gad•dhara
mukunda, jagad•nanda, mur•ri, vakre¤vara
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda; harid•sa--Harid•sa áh•kura; ¤r†v•sa--¥r†v•sa
áh•kura; gad•dhara--Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; mukunda--Mukunda; jagad•nanda-Jagad•nanda; mur•ri--Mur•ri; vakre¤vara--Vakre¤vara.
TRANSLATION
All the Vai£‹ava associates of the Lord were present, including Nity•nanda,
Harid•sa áh•kura, ¥r†v•sa áh•kura, Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita, Mukunda, Jagad•nanda,
Mur•ri and Vakre¤vara.
TEXT 220
TEXT
sab•ra cara‹e dhari, pa‚e dui bh•i
sabe bale,----dhanya tumi, p•ile gos•‘i
SYNONYMS
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sab•ra--of all of them; cara‹e--the lotus feet; dhari--touching; pa‚e--fall
down; dui bh•i--the two brothers; sabe bale--all the Vai£‹avas say; dhanya
tumi--you are so fortunate; p•ile gos•‘i--you have gotten the shelter of the
lotus feet of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
In accordance with the instructions of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the two
brothers, Rãpa and San•tana, immediately touched the lotus feet of these
Vai£‹avas, who all became very happy and congratulated the two brothers for
having received the mercy of the Lord.
PURPORT
This behavior is indicative of real Vai£‹avas. When they saw that Rãpa and
San•tana were fortunate enough to receive the mercy of the Lord, they were so
pleased that they all congratulated the two brothers. A jealous person in the
dress of a Vai£‹ava is not at all happy to see the success of another Vai£‹ava
in receiving the Lord's mercy. Unfortunately in this Age of Kali there are
many mundane persons in the dress of Vai£‹avas, and ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura
has described them as disciples of Kali. He says, kali-cel•. He indicates that
there is another Vai£‹ava, a pseudoVai£‹ava with tilaka on his nose and ka‹àh†
beads around his neck. Such a pseudoVai£‹ava associates with money and women
and is jealous of successful Vai£‹avas. Although passing for a Vai£‹ava, his
only business is earning money in the dress of a Vai£‹ava. Bhaktivinoda
áh•kura therefore says that such a pseudoVai£‹ava is not a Vai£‹ava at all but
a disciple of Kali-yuga. A disciple of Kali cannot become an •c•rya by the
decision of some high court. Mundane votes have no jurisdiction to elect a
Vai£‹ava •c•rya. A Vai£‹ava •c•rya is self-effulgent, and there is no need for
any court judgment. A false •c•rya may try to override a Vai£‹ava by a highcourt decision, but Bhaktivinoda áh•kura says that he is nothing but a
disciple of Kali-yuga.
TEXT 221
TEXT
sab•-p•¤a •j‘• m•gi' calana-samaya
prabhu-pade kahe kichu kariy• vinaya
SYNONYMS
sab•--all of them; p•¤a--from; •j‘•--order; m•gi'--taking; calana-samaya-at the time of departure; prabhu-pade--at the lotus feet of the Lord; kahe-say; kichu--something; kariy•--doing; vinaya--submission.
TRANSLATION
After begging the permission of all the Vai£‹avas present, the two
brothers, at the time of their departure, humbly submitted something at the
lotus feet of the Lord.
TEXT 222
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TEXT
ih•• haite cala, prabhu, ih•• n•hi k•ya
yadyapi tom•re bhakti kare gau‚a-r•ja
SYNONYMS
ih•• haite--from this place; cala--please depart; prabhu--dear Lord; ih••-in this place; n•hi k•ya--there is no other business; yadyapi--although;
tom•re--unto You; bhakti--respect; kare--shows; gau‚a-r•ja--the King of
Bengal.
TRANSLATION
They said, "Dear Lord, although the King of Bengal, Nawab Hussain Shah, is
very respectful toward You, You have no other business here. Kindly depart
from this place.
TEXT 223
TEXT
tath•pi yavana j•ti, n• kari prat†ti
t†rtha-y•tr•ya eta sa•ghaààa bh•la nahe r†ti
SYNONYMS
tath•pi--still; yavana j•ti--by caste a Muslim; n•--does not; kari--do;
prat†ti--confidence; t†rtha-y•tr•ya--in going for a pilgrimage; eta--so;
sa•ghaààa--crowd; bh•la--good; nahe--not; r†ti--etiquette.
TRANSLATION
"Although the King is respectful toward You, he still belongs to the yavana
class and should not be believed. We think that there is no need for such a
great crowd to accompany You on Your pilgrimage to V”nd•vana.
TEXT 224
TEXT
y•ra sa•ge cale ei loka lak£a-koài
v”nd•vana-y•tr•ra e nahe parip•à†
SYNONYMS
y•ra--of whom; sa•ge--in the company; cale--follow; ei--these; loka-people; lak£a-koài--hundreds and thousands; v”nd•vana-y•tr•ra--of going to
V”nd•vana; e--this; nahe--not; parip•à†--method.
TRANSLATION
"Dear Lord, You are going to V”nd•vana with hundreds and thousands of
people following You, and this is not a fitting way to go on a pilgrimage."
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PURPORT
Sometimes, for business purposes, large crowds of men are taken to
different places of pilgrimage, and money is collected from them. That is a
very lucrative business, but Rãpa and San•tana Gosv•m†s, expressing their
opinion in the presence of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu, disapproved of such
crowded pilgrimages. Actually when Lord Caitanya visited V”nd•vana, He visited
it alone and accepted a servant only at His devotees' request. He never
visited V”nd•vana with crowds of people for a commercial purpose.
TEXT 225
TEXT
yadyapi vastuta„ prabhura kichu n•hi bhaya
tath•pi laukika-l†l•, loka-ce£à•-maya
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; vastuta„--in fact; prabhura--of the Lord; kichu--any;
n•hi--there is not; bhaya--fear; tath•pi--still; laukika-l†l•--general
pastimes; loka-ce£à•-maya--consisting of popular behavior.
TRANSLATION
Although ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was ¥r† K”£‹a Himself, the Supreme Lord,
and was therefore not at all fearful, He still acted like a human being to
teach neophytes how to act.
TEXT 226
TEXT
eta bali' cara‹a vandi' gel• dui-jana
prabhura sei gr•ma haite calite haila mana
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; cara‹a vandi'--offering prayers to the lotus feet
of Lord Caitanya; gel•--went back; dui-jana--the two brothers; prabhura--of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sei--that; gr•ma--village; haite--from; calite--to
go; haila--there was; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
Having spoken thus, the two brothers offered prayers to the lotus feet of
the Lord and returned to their homes. Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu then desired to
leave that village.
TEXT 227
TEXT
pr•te cali' •il• prabhu 'k•n•ira n•àa¤•l•'
dekhila sakala t•h•• k”£‹a-caritra-l†l•
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SYNONYMS
pr•te--in the morning; cali'--departing; •il•--came; prabhu--the Lord;
k•n•ira n•àa¤•l•--to the place of the name K•n•i N•àa¤•l•; dekhila--saw;
sakala--all; t•h••--there; k”£‹a-caritra-l†l•--the pastimes of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
In the morning, the Lord left and went to a place known as K•n•i N•àa¤•l•.
While there, He saw may pastimes of Lord K”£‹a.
PURPORT
In those days in Bengal there were many places known as K•n•i N•àa¤•l•,
where pictures of the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a were kept. People used to go
there to see them. This is called k”£‹a-caritra-l†l•. In Bengal there are
still many places called hari-sabh•, which indicates a place where local
people gather to chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra and discuss the pastimes of
Lord K”£‹a. The word k•n•i means "Lord K”£‹a's," and n•àa¤•l• indicates a
place where pastimes are demonstrated. So those places which at the present
moment are called hari-sabh• may previously have been known as K•n•i N•àa¤•l•.
TEXT 228
TEXT
sei r•tre prabhu t•h•• cinte mane mana
sa•ge sa•ghaààa bh•la nahe, kaila san•tana
SYNONYMS
sei r•tre--that night; prabhu--the Lord; t•h••--there; cinte--thinks; mane-within His mind; mana--the mind; sa•ge--with Him; sa•ghaààa--crowds of men;
bh•la nahe--is not good; kaila san•tana--San•tana has so spoken.
TRANSLATION
That night the Lord considered San•tana Gosv•m†'s proposal that He should
not go to V”nd•vana followed by so many people.
TEXT 229
TEXT
mathur• y•iba •mi eta loka sa•ge
kichu sukha n• p•iba, habe rasa-bha•ge
SYNONYMS
mathur•--the holy place of the name Mathur•; y•iba--shall go; •mi--I; eta-so many; loka--people; sa•ge--with; kichu--any; sukha--happiness; n•--not;
p•iba--I shall get; habe--there will be; rasa-bha•ge--a disturbance in the
atmosphere.
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TRANSLATION
The Lord thought, "If I go to Mathur• with such crowds behind Me, it would
not be a very happy situation, for the atmosphere would be disturbed."
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu confirms that visiting a holy place like V”nd•vana
with so many people is simply disturbing. He would not find the happiness He
desired by visiting such holy places in that way.
TEXT 230
TEXT
ek•k† y•iba, kimv• sa•ge eka jana
tabe se ¤obhaye v”nd•vanere gamana
SYNONYMS
ek•k†--alone; y•iba--I shall go; kimv•--or; sa•ge--with; eka--one; jana-person; tabe--then only; se--that; ¤obhaye--becomes beautiful; v”nd•vanere--to
V”nd•vana; gamana--going.
TRANSLATION
The Lord concluded that He would go alone to V”nd•vana or, at most, would
take only one person as His companion. In that way, going to V”nd•vana would
be very pleasant.
TEXT 231
TEXT
eta cinti pr•ta„-k•le ga•g•-sn•na kari'
'n†l•cale y•ba' bali' calil• gaurahari
SYNONYMS
eta cinti--thus thinking; pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning; ga•g•-sn•na--bathing
in the Ganges; kari'--performing; n†l•cale y•ba--I shall go to N†l•cala
(Jagann•tha Pur†); bali'--saying; calil•--started; gaurahari--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Thinking like this, the Lord took His morning bath in the Ganges and
started for N†l•cala, saying "I shall go there."
TEXT 232
TEXT
ei mata cali' cali' •il• ¤•ntipure
dina p••ca-s•ta rahil• •c•ryera ghare
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SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; cali' cali'--walking; •il•--came; ¤•ntipure--to
¥•ntipura; dina p••ca-s•ta--five or seven days; rahil•--remained; •c•ryera
ghare--at the house of Advaita šc•rya.
TRANSLATION
Walking and walking, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu arrived at ¥•ntipura and
remained at the house of Advaita šc•rya for five to seven days.
TEXT 233
TEXT
¤ac†-dev† •ni' t••re kaila namask•ra
s•ta dina t••ra àh•‘i bhik£•-vyavah•ra
SYNONYMS
¤ac†-dev†--mother ¥ac†dev†; •ni'--calling her; t••re--unto Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kaila--did; namask•ra--obeisances; s•ta dina--seven days; t••ra
àh•‘i--from ¥ac†dev†; bhik£•-vyavah•ra--accepting meals.
TRANSLATION
Taking this opportunity, ¥r† Advaita šc•rya Prabhu sent for mother
¥ac†dev†, and she remained at His house for seven days to prepare the meals
for ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 234
TEXT
t••ra •j‘• la‘• puna„ karil• gamane
vinaya kariy• vid•ya dila bhakta-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
t••ra •j‘• la‘•--taking the permission of mother ¥ac†dev†; puna„--again;
karil•--did; gamane--starting; vinaya kariy•--by submitting pleasing words;
vid•ya--farewell; dila--gave; bhakta-ga‹e--to all the devotees.
TRANSLATION
Taking permission from His mother, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu started for
Jagann•tha Pur†. When the devotees followed Him, He humbly begged them to
remain and bade them all farewell.
TEXT 235
TEXT
jan• dui sa•ge •mi y•ba n†l•cale
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•m•re milib• •si' ratha-y•tr•-k•le
SYNONYMS
jan•--persons; dui--two; sa•ge--with; •mi--I; y•ba--shall go; n†l•cale--to
Jagann•tha Pur†; •m•re--Me; milib•--will meet; •si'--coming there; rathay•tr•-k•le--during the time of the car festival.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, although requesting all the devotees to go back,
allowed two people to follow Him. He requested all the devotees to come to
Jagann•tha Pur† and meet Him during the car festival.
TEXT 236
TEXT
balabhadra bhaàà•c•rya, •ra pa‹‚ita d•modara
dui-jana-sa•ge prabhu •il• n†l•cala
SYNONYMS
balabhadra bhaàà•c•rya--of the name Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; •ra--and;
pa‹‚ita d•modara--D•modara Pa‹‚ita; dui-jana--two persons; sa•ge--with;
prabhu--the Lord; •il•--went back; n†l•cala--to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TRANSLATION
The two persons who accompanied ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to Jagann•tha Pur†
[N†l•cala] were Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya and D•modara Pa‹‚ita.
TEXT 237
TEXT
dina kata t•h•• rahi' calil• v”nd•vana
luk•‘• calil• r•tre, n• j•ne kona jana
SYNONYMS
dina kata--a few days; t•h••--at Jagann•tha Pur†; rahi'--remaining; calil•-started; v”nd•vana--for V”nd•vana; luk•‘•--keeping secret; calil•--started;
r•tre--at night; n• j•ne--did not know; kona--some; jana--person.
TRANSLATION
After remaining at Jagann•tha Pur† for a few days, the Lord secretly
started for V”nd•vana at night. He did this without anyone's knowledge.
TEXT 238
TEXT
balabhadra bhaàà•c•rya rahe m•tra sa•ge
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jh•rikha‹‚a-pathe k•¤† •il• mah•-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
balabhadra bhaàà•c•rya--of the name Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; rahe--remains;
m•tra--only; sa•ge--with Him; jh•ri-kha‹‚a-pathe--on the way through
Jh•rikha‹‚a (Madhya Pradesh); k•¤†--in Benares; •il•--arrived; mah•-ra•ge-with great delight.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu left Jagann•tha Pur† for V”nd•vana, only
Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya was with Him. Thus He traveled on the path through
Jh•rikha‹‚a and arrived in Benares with great delight.
TEXT 239
TEXT
dina c•ra k•¤†te rahi' gel• v”nd•vana
mathur• dekhiy• dekhe dv•da¤a k•nana
SYNONYMS
dina c•ra--only four days; k•¤†te--at Benares; rahi'--remaining; gel•-started for; v”nd•vana--the holy place V”nd•vana; mathur•--the holy place
Mathur•; dekhiy•--after seeing; dekhe--visits; dv•da¤a--twelve; k•nana-forests.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stayed at Benares only four days and then left for
V”nd•vana. After seeing the town of Mathur•, He visited the twelve forests.
PURPORT
Those who visit the V”nd•vana area today also generally visit twelve
places, known as the twelve forests. They start at Mathur•, where there is
K•mya-vana. From there they go to T•la-vana, Tam•la-vana, Madhu-vana, Kusumavana, Bh•‹‚†ra-vana, Bilva-vana, Bhadra-vana, Khadira-vana, Loha-vana, Kumudavana and Gokula-mah•vana.
TEXT 240
TEXT
l†l•-sthala dekhi' preme ha-il• asthira
balabhadra kaila t••re mathur•ra b•hira
SYNONYMS
l†l•-sthala--all the holy places of Lord K”£‹a's pastimes; dekhi'-visiting; preme--in great ecstasy; ha-il•--became; asthira--agitated;
balabhadra--of the name Balabhadra; kaila--assisted; t••re--Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; mathur•ra--of the town of Mathur•; b•hira--outside.
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TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited all twelve places of ¥r† K”£‹a's
pastimes, He became very agitated because of ecstasy. Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya
somehow or other got Him out of Mathur•.
TEXT 241
TEXT
ga•g•-t†ra-pathe la‘• pray•ge •il•
¤r†-rãpa •si' prabhuke tath•i milil•
SYNONYMS
ga•g•-t†ra-pathe--the path on the bank of the Ganges; la‘•--taking;
pray•ge--in Allahabad; •il•--arrived; ¤r†-rãpa--of the name ¥r† Rãpa; •si'-coming there; prabhuke--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; tath•i--there; milil•-met.
TRANSLATION
After leaving Mathur•, the Lord began to walk along a path on the bank of
the Ganges, and finally He reached the holy place named Pray•ga [Allahabad].
It was there that ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† came and met the Lord.
TEXT 242
TEXT
da‹‚avat kari' rãpa bhãmite pa‚il•
parama •nande prabhu •li•gana dil•
SYNONYMS
da‹‚avat kari'--offering obeisances; rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; bhãmite--on
the ground; pa‚il•--fell; parama--great; •nande--in delight; prabhu--the Lord;
•li•gana--embracing; dil•--gave.
TRANSLATION
At Pray•ga, Rãpa Gosv•m† fell down on the ground to offer obeisances to the
Lord, and the Lord embraced him with great delight.
TEXT 243
TEXT
¤r†-rãpe ¤ik£• kar•i' p•àh•il• v”nd•vana
•pane karil• v•r•‹as† •gamana
SYNONYMS
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¤r†-rãpe ¤ik£• kar•i'--teaching ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; p•àh•il•--sent;
v”nd•vana--toward V”nd•vana; •pane--Himself; karil•--did; v•r•‹as†--to
Benares; •gamana--coming.
TRANSLATION
After instructing ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† at Pray•ga at the Da¤•¤vamedha-gh•àa,
Caitanya Mah•prabhu ordered him to go to V”nd•vana. The Lord then returned to
V•r•‹as†.
TEXT 244
TEXT
k•¤†te prabhuke •si' milil• san•tana
dui m•sa rahi' t••re kar•il• ¤ik£a‹a
SYNONYMS
k•¤†te--at V•r•‹as†; prabhuke--the Lord; •si'--arriving; milil•--met;
san•tana--of the name San•tana Gosv•m†; dui--two; m•sa--months; rahi'-remaining; t••re--unto him; kar•il•--did; ¤ik£a‹a--instruction.
TRANSLATION
When Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu arrived at V•r•‹as†, San•tana Gosv•m† met Him
there. The Lord remained there for two months and instructed San•tana Gosv•m†
perfectly.
TEXT 245
TEXT
mathur• p•àh•il• t••re diy• bhakti-bala
sanny•s†re k”p• kari' gel• n†l•cala
SYNONYMS
mathur•--to Mathur•; p•àh•il•--sent; t••re--him; diy•--giving; bhakti-bala-the strength of devotion; sanny•s†re--unto the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s; k”p•-mercy; kari'--giving; gel•--went back; n†l•cala--to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TRANSLATION
After fully instructing San•tana Gosv•m†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu sent him
to Mathur• with empowered devotional service. In Benares He also bestowed His
mercy upon the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s. He then returned to N†l•cala [Jagann•tha
Pur†].
TEXT 246
TEXT
chaya vatsara aiche prabhu karil• vil•sa
kabhu iti-uti, kabhu k£etra-v•sa
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SYNONYMS
chaya vatsara--six years; aiche--in that way; prabhu--the Lord; karil•-did; vil•sa--pastimes; kabhu--sometimes; iti-uti--here and there; kabhu-sometimes; k£etra-v•sa--residing at Jagann•tha Pur†.
TRANSLATION
The Lord traveled all over India for six years. He was sometimes here and
sometimes there performing His transcendental pastimes, and sometimes He
remained at Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 247
TEXT
•nande bhakta-sa•ge sad• k†rtana-vil•sa
jagann•tha-dara¤ana, premera vil•sa
SYNONYMS
•nande--in great delight; bhakta-sa•ge--with devotees; sad•--always;
k†rtana--of chanting; vil•sa--enjoyment; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha;
dara¤ana--visiting; premera--of ecstasy; vil•sa--pastimes.
TRANSLATION
While at Jagann•tha Pur†, the Lord passed His time in great joy by
performing sa•k†rtana and visiting the temple of Jagann•tha in great ecstasy.
TEXT 248
TEXT
madhya-l†l•ra kailu• ei sãtra-vivara‹a
antya-l†l•ra sãtra ebe ¤una, bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
madhya-l†l•ra--of the madhya-l†l•, the middle portion of His pastimes;
kailu•--I have made; ei--this; sãtra--synopsis; vivara‹a--description; antyal†l•ra--of the pastimes at the end, known as antya-l†l•; sãtra--synopsis; ebe-now; ¤una--hear; bhakta-ga‹a--all devotees.
TRANSLATION
Thus I have given a synopsis of the madhya-l†l•, the middle pastimes of the
Lord. Now, O devotees, kindly hear the synopsis of the final pastimes of the
Lord, known as antya-l†l•.
TEXT 249
TEXT
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v”nd•vana haite yadi n†l•cale •il•
•àh•ra var£a t•h•• v•sa, k•h•• n•hi gel•
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vana haite--from V”nd•vana; yadi--though; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha
Pur†; •il•--came back; •àh•ra--eighteen; var£a--years; t•h••--at Jagann•tha
Pur†; v•sa--residence; k•h••--anywhere; n•hi--not; gel•--went.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord returned to Jagann•tha Pur† from V”nd•vana, He remained there
and did not go anywhere else for eighteen years.
TEXT 250
TEXT
prativar£a •isena t•h•• gau‚era bhakta-ga‹a
c•ri m•sa rahe prabhura sa•ge sammilana
SYNONYMS
prativar£a--each year; •isena--visit; t•h••--there; gau‚era--of Bengal;
bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; c•ri--four; m•sa--months; rahe--remain;
prabhura--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sa•ge--with; sammilana--meeting.
TRANSLATION
During those eighteen years, all the devotees of Bengal used to visit Him
at Jagann•tha Pur† every year. They would remain there for four continuous
months and enjoy the company of the Lord.
TEXT 251
TEXT
nirantara n”tya-g†ta k†rtana-vil•sa
•ca‹‚•le prema-bhakti karil• prak•¤a
SYNONYMS
nirantara--without stopping; n”tya-g†ta--chanting and dancing; k†rtana--of
sa•k†rtana; vil•sa--enjoyment; •-ca‹‚•le--to everyone, even to the lowest
person; prema-bhakti--love of Godhead; karil•--did; prak•¤a--manifestation.
TRANSLATION
At Jagann•tha Pur†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu performed chanting and dancing
unceasingly. Thus He enjoyed the pastime of sa•k†rtana. He manifested His
causeless mercy, pure love of God, to everyone, including the lowest man.
TEXT 252
TEXT
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pa‹‚ita-gos•‘i kaila n†l•cale v•sa
vakre¤vara, d•modara, ¤a•kara, harid•sa
SYNONYMS
pa‹‚ita-gos•‘i--Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; kaila--did; n†l•cale--at Jagann•tha
Pur†; v•sa--living; vakre¤vara--of the name Vakre¤vara; d•modara--D•modara
Pa‹‚ita; ¤a•kara--of the name ¥a•kara; harid•sa--Harid•sa áh•kura.
TRANSLATION
Residing with the Lord at Jagann•tha Pur† were Pa‹‚ita Gos•‘i and other
devotees, such as Vakre¤vara, D•modara, ¥a•kara and Harid•sa áh•kura.
TEXT 253
TEXT
jagad•nanda, bhagav•n, govinda, k•s†¤vara
param•nanda-pur†, •ra svarãpa-d•modara
SYNONYMS
jagad•nanda--of the name Jagad•nanda; bhagav•n--of the name Bhagav•n;
govinda--of the name Govinda; k•s†¤vara--of the name K•s†¤vara; param•nandapur†--of the name Param•nanda Pur†; •ra svarãpa-d•modara--and Svarãpa
D•modara, His secretary.
TRANSLATION
Jagad•nanda, Bhagav•n, Govinda, K•¤†¤vara, Param•nanda Pur† and Svarãpa
D•modara were other devotees who also lived with the Lord.
TEXT 254
TEXT
k£etra-v•s† r•m•nanda r•ya prabh”ti
prabhu-sa•ge ei saba kaila nitya-sthiti
SYNONYMS
k£etra-v•s†--residents of Jagann•tha Pur†; r•m•nanda r•ya--of the name
R•m•nanda R•ya; prabh”ti--and others; prabhu-sa•ge--with the Lord; ei saba-all of them; kaila--did; nitya-sthiti--permanently living.
TRANSLATION
¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya and other devotees who were residents of Jagann•tha
Pur† also remained permanently with the Lord.
TEXTS 255-256
TEXT
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advaita, nity•nanda, mukunda, ¤r†v•sa
vidy•nidhi, v•sudeva, mur•ri,----yata d•sa
prativar£e •ise sa•ge rahe c•ri-m•sa
t••-sab• la‘• prabhura vividha vil•sa
SYNONYMS
advaita--of the name Advaita; nity•nanda--of the name Nity•nanda; mukunda-of the name Mukunda; ¤r†v•sa--of the name ¥r†v•sa; vidy•nidhi--of the name
Vidy•nidhi; v•sudeva--of the name V•sudeva; mur•ri--of the name Mur•ri; yata
d•sa--all servitors of the Lord; prativar£e--each year; •ise--go there; sa•ge-in association; rahe--remain; c•ri-m•sa--four months; t••-sab•--all of them;
la‘•--taking; prabhura--of the Lord; vividha--various; vil•sa--pastimes.
TRANSLATION
Other devotees of the Lord--headed by Advaita šc•rya, Nity•nanda Prabhu,
Mukunda, ¥r†v•sa, Vidy•nidhi, V•sudeva and Mur•ri--used to visit Jagann•tha
Pur† and remain with the Lord for four continuous months. The Lord enjoyed
various pastimes in their company.
TEXT 257
TEXT
harid•sera siddhi-pr•pti,----adbhuta se saba
•pani mah•prabhu y••ra kaila mahotsava
SYNONYMS
harid•sera--of áh•kura Harid•sa; siddhi-pr•pti--passing away; adbhuta-wonderful; se--those; saba--all incidents; •pani--personally; mah•prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; y••ra--whose; kaila--performed; mah•-utsava--festival.
TRANSLATION
At Jagann•tha Pur†, Harid•sa áh•kura passed away. The incident was very
wonderful because the Lord Himself performed the festival of áh•kura
Harid•sa's departure.
TEXT 258
TEXT
tabe rãpa-gos•‘ira punar-•gamana
t••h•ra h”daye kaila prabhu ¤akti-sa‘c•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; rãpa-gos•‘ira--of ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; puna„-•gamana-again coming there; t••h•ra--of him; h”daye--in the heart; kaila--did; prabhu-the Lord; ¤akti-sa‘c•ra‹a--invoking of transcendental power.
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TRANSLATION
At Jagann•tha Pur† ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† met the Lord again, and the Lord
invested his heart with all transcendental power.
TEXT 259
TEXT
tabe choàa harid•se prabhu kaila da‹‚a
d•modara-pa‹‚ita kaila prabhuke v•kya-da‹‚a
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; choàa harid•se--unto Junior Harid•sa; prabhu--the Lord;
kaila--did; da‹‚a--punishment; d•modara-pa‹‚ita--of the name D•modara Pa‹‚ita;
kaila--did; prabhuke--unto the Lord; v•kya-da‹‚a--chastisement as a warning.
TRANSLATION
After this, the Lord punished Junior Harid•sa, and D•modara Pa‹‚ita gave
some warning to the Lord.
PURPORT
Actually D•modara Pa‹‚ita was the eternal servant of the Lord. He could not
punish the Lord at any time, nor had he any desire to, but He did give some
warning to the Lord so that others would not blaspheme Him. Of course, He
should have known that the Lord is the Supreme Personality of Godhead and is
free to act in any way. There is no need to warn Him, and such an action is
not very much appreciated by advanced devotees.
TEXT 260
TEXT
tabe san•tana-gos•‘ira punar-•gamana
jyai£àha-m•se prabhu t••re kaila par†k£a‹a
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; san•tana-gos•‘ira--of San•tana Gosv•m†; puna„-•gamana-again coming; jyai£àha-m•se--in the month of Jyai£àha (May-June); prabhu--the
Lord; t••re--him; kaila--did; par†k£a‹a--examination.
TRANSLATION
Thereafter San•tana Gosv•m† met the Lord again, and the Lord tested him in
scorching heat during the month of Jyai£àha.
TEXT 261
TEXT
tu£àa ha‘• prabhu t••re p•àh•il• v”nd•vana
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advaitera haste prabhura adbhuta bhojana
SYNONYMS
tu£àa ha‘•--being very much pleased; prabhu--the Lord; t••re--him;
p•àh•il•--sent back; v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana; advaitera--of Advaita šc•rya;
haste--in the hands; prabhura--of the Lord; adbhuta--wonderful; bhojana-feasting.
TRANSLATION
Being pleased, the Lord sent San•tana Gosv•m† back to V”nd•vana. After
that, He was fed wonderfully by the hands of ¥r† Advaita šc•rya.
TEXT 262
TEXT
nity•nanda-sa•ge yukti kariy• nibh”te
t••re p•àh•il• gau‚e prema prac•rite
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda-sa•ge--with Nity•nanda Prabhu; yukti--discussion; kariy•-making; nibh”te--in privacy; t••re--Him; p•àh•il•--sent; gau‚e--to Bengal;
prema--love of Godhead; prac•rite--to preach.
TRANSLATION
After sending San•tana Gosv•m† back to V”nd•vana, the Lord privately
consulted with ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu. He then sent Him to Bengal to preach
love of Godhead.
TEXT 263
TEXT
tabe ta' vallabha bhaààa prabhure milil•
k”£‹a-n•mera artha prabhu t••h•re kahil•
SYNONYMS
tabe ta'--thereafter; vallabha bhaààa--of the name Vallabha Bhaààa;
prabhure--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; milil•--met; k”£‹a-n•mera--of the holy
name of K”£‹a; artha--import; prabhu--the Lord; t••h•re--unto him; kahil•-explained.
TRANSLATION
Soon afterward, Vallabha Bhaààa met the Lord at Jagann•tha Pur†, and the
Lord explained to him the import of the holy name of K”£‹a.
PURPORT
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This Vallabha Bhaààa is the head of the Vai£‹ava samprad•ya known as the
Vallabh•c•rya-samprad•ya in western India. There is a long story about
Vallabha šc•rya narrated in the Caitanya-carit•m”ta, specifically in the
Seventh Chapter of Antya-l†l• and the Nineteenth Chapter of Madhya-l†l•. Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited the house of Vallabha šc•rya on the other side of
Pray•ga, in a place known as šd•ila-gr•ma. Later, Vallabha Bhaààa saw Caitanya
Mah•prabhu at Jagann•tha Pur† to explain his commentary on ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
He was very proud of his writings, but ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu corrected him,
telling him that a Vai£‹ava should be humble and follow in the footsteps of
his predecessors. The Lord told him that his pride in being superior to
¥r†dhara Sv•m† was not at all befitting a Vai£‹ava.
TEXT 264
TEXT
pradyumna mi¤rere prabhu r•m•nanda-sth•ne
k”£‹a-kath• ¤un•ila kahi' t••ra gu‹e
SYNONYMS
pradyumna mi¤rere--of the name Pradyumna Mi¤ra; prabhu--Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; r•m•nanda-sth•ne--at the place of R•m•nanda R•ya; k”£‹a-kath•-topics of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a; ¤un•ila--caused to hear; kahi'--explaining; t••ra-of R•m•nanda R•ya; gu‹e--the transcendental qualities.
TRANSLATION
After explaining the transcendental qualities of R•m•nanda R•ya, the Lord
sent Pradyumna Mi¤ra to the residence of R•m•nanda R•ya, and Pradyumna Mi¤ra
learned k”£‹a-kath• from him.
TEXT 265
TEXT
gop†n•tha paààan•yaka----r•m•nanda-bhr•t•
r•j• m•ritechila, prabhu haila tr•t•
SYNONYMS
gop†n•tha paààan•yaka--of the name Gop†n•tha Paààan•yaka; r•m•nanda-bhr•t•-the brother of ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya; r•j•--the King; m•ritechila--condemned to
death; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; haila--became; tr•t•--the deliverer.
TRANSLATION
After this, Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu saved Gop†n•tha Paààan•yaka, the
younger brother of R•m•nanda R•ya, from being condemned to death by the King.
TEXT 266
TEXT
r•macandra-pur†-bhaye bhik£• gh•à•il•
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vai£‹avera du„kha dekhi' ardheka r•khil•
SYNONYMS
r•macandra-pur†-bhaye--due to fear of R•macandra Pur†; bhik£•--the
proportion of eating; gh•à•il•--decreased; vai£‹avera--of all the Vai£‹avas;
du„kha--unhappiness; dekhi'--understanding; ardheka--half of the portion;
r•khil•--kept.
TRANSLATION
R•macandra Pur† criticized Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu's eating; therefore the
Lord reduced His eating to a minimum. However, when all the Vai£‹avas became
very sorry, the Lord increased His portion to half as much as usual.
TEXT 267
TEXT
brahm•‹‚a-bhitare haya caudda bhuvana
caudda-bhuvane vaise yata j†va-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
brahm•‹‚a-bhitare--within the universe; haya--there are; caudda bhuvana-fourteen planetary systems; caudda-bhuvane--in those fourteen planetary
systems; vaise--reside; yata--as many as there are; j†va-ga‹a--living
entities.
TRANSLATION
There are fourteen planetary systems within the universe, and all living
entities reside in those planetary systems.
TEXT 268
TEXT
manu£yera ve¤a dhari' y•trikera chale
prabhura dar¤ana kare •si' n†l•cale
SYNONYMS
manu£yera--of human beings; ve¤a dhari'--dressing themselves; y•trikera
chale--as if pilgrims; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dar¤ana kare-visit; •si'--coming; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TRANSLATION
Dressing like human beings on pilgrimage, they all used to come to
Jagann•tha Pur† to visit ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 269
TEXT
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eka-dina ¤r†v•s•di yata bhakta-ga‹a
mah•prabhura gu‹a g•‘• karena k†rtana
SYNONYMS
eka-dina--one day; ¤r†v•sa-•di--¥r†v•sa áh•kura and others; yata--all;
bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; mah•prabhura--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; gu‹a-qualities; g•‘•--describing; karena--perform; k†rtana--chanting.
TRANSLATION
One day all the devotees, headed by ¥r†v•sa áh•kura, were chanting the
transcendental qualities of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 270
TEXT
¤uni' bhakta-ga‹e kahe sa-krodha vacane
k”£‹a-n•ma-gu‹a ch•‚i, ki kara k†rtane
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing this; bhakta-ga‹e--to all the devotees; kahe--the Lord says;
sa-krodha vacane--talking in an angry mood; k”£‹a-n•ma-gu‹a ch•‚i--leaving
aside the transcendental qualities and the name of the Lord; ki kara k†rtane-what kind of chanting are you performing.
TRANSLATION
Not liking the chanting of His transcendental qualities, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu chastised them as if He were angry. "What kind of chanting is
this?" He asked. "Are you leaving aside the chanting of the holy name of the
Lord?"
TEXT 271
TEXT
auddhatya karite haila sab•k•ra mana
svatantra ha-iy• sabe n•¤• 'be bhuvana
SYNONYMS
auddhatya--impudence; karite--to do; haila--was; sab•k•ra--of all of you;
mana--the mind; svatantra--independent; ha-iy•--becoming; sabe--all of you;
n•¤• 'be--will spoil; bhuvana--the whole world.
TRANSLATION
Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu chastised all the devotees, telling them not
to show impudence and spoil the entire world by becoming independent.
PURPORT
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu warned all His followers not to become independent
or impudent. Unfortunately, after the disappearance of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, many apa-samprad•yas (so-called followers) invented many ways not
approved by the •c•ryas. Bhaktivinoda áh•kura has described them as the •ula,
b•ula, kart•bhaj•, ne‚•, darave¤a, s•ni sahajiy•, sakh†bhek†, sm•rta, j•tagos•‘i, ativ•‚†, cã‚•dh•r† and gaur••ga-n•gar†.
The •ula-samprad•ya, b•ula-samprad•ya and others invented their own ways of
understanding Lord Caitanya's philosophy, without following in the footsteps
of the •c•ryas. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu Himself indicates herein that all such
attempts would simply spoil the spirit of His cult.
TEXT 272
TEXT
da¤a-dike koà† koà† loka hena k•le
jaya k”£‹a-caitanya' bali' kare kol•hale
SYNONYMS
da¤a-dike--in the ten directions; koà† koà†--many thousands of men; loka-people; hena k•le--at this time; jaya k”£‹a-caitanya--all glories to Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bali'--loudly crying; kare--make; kol•hale--a tumultuous
sound.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was apparently in a angry mood and chastising
His devotees, many thousands of people outside loudly cried in a tumultuous
voice, "All glories to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu!"
TEXT 273
TEXT
jaya jaya mah•prabhu----vrajendra-kum•ra
jagat t•rite prabhu, tom•ra avat•ra
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya mah•prabhu--all glories to Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vrajendrakum•ra--originally Lord K”£‹a, the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda; jagat--the whole
world; t•rite--to deliver; prabhu--the Lord; tom•ra--Your; avat•ra-incarnation.
TRANSLATION
All the people began to call very loudly, "All glories to ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, who is the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda! Now You have appeared in order
to deliver the whole world!
TEXT 274
TEXT
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bahu-dãra haite •inu ha‘• ba‚a •rta
dara¤ana diy• prabhu karaha k”t•rtha
SYNONYMS
bahu-dãra--a long distance; haite--from; •inu--we have come; ha‘•-becoming; ba‚a--very much; •rta--aggrieved; dara¤ana--audience; diy•--giving;
prabhu--O Lord; karaha--kindly show; k”ta-artha--favor.
TRANSLATION
"O Lord, we are very unhappy. We have come a long distance to see You.
Please be merciful and show us Your favor."
TEXT 275
TEXT
¤uniy• lokera dainya dravil• h”daya
b•hire •si' dara¤ana dil• day•-maya
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing; lokera--of the people; dainya--humility; dravil•--became
softened; h”daya--the heart; b•hire--outside; •si'--coming; dara¤ana-audience; dil•--gave; day•-maya--the merciful.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord heard the humble petition made by the people, his heart
softened. Being very merciful, He immediately came out and gave audience to
all of them.
TEXT 276
TEXT
b•hu tuli' bale prabhu bala' 'hari' 'hari'
uàhila----¤r†-hari-dhvani catur-dik bhari'
SYNONYMS
b•hu tuli'--raising the arms; bale--says; prabhu--the Lord; bala'--speak;
hari hari--the holy name of the Lord, Hari; uàhila--arose; ¤r†-hari-dhvani-vibration of the sound Hari; catu„-dik--the four directions; bhari'--filling.
TRANSLATION
Raising His arms, the Lord asked everyone to chant loudly the vibration of
the holy name of Lord Hari. There immediately arose a great stir, and the
vibration of "Hari!" filled all directions.
TEXT 277
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TEXT
prabhu dekhi' preme loka •nandita mana
prabhuke †¤vara bali' karaye stavana
SYNONYMS
prabhu dekhi'--seeing the Lord; preme--in ecstasy; loka--all people;
•nandita--joyous; mana--the mind; prabhuke--the Lord; †¤vara--as the Supreme
Lord; bali'--accepting; karaye--did; stavana--prayer.
TRANSLATION
Seeing the Lord, everyone became joyful out of love. Everyone accepted the
Lord as the Supreme, and thus they offered their prayers.
TEXT 278
TEXT
stava ¤uni' prabhuke kahena ¤r†niv•sa
ghare gupta hao, kene b•hire prak•¤a
SYNONYMS
stava--prayers; ¤uni'--hearing; prabhuke--unto the Lord; kahena--says;
¤r†niv•sa--¥r†v•sa áh•kura; ghare--at home; gupta--covered; hao--You are;
kene--why; b•hire--outside; prak•¤a--manifested.
TRANSLATION
While the people were offering their prayers unto the Lord, ¥r†v•sa áh•kura
sarcastically said to the Lord, "At home, You wanted to be covered. Why have
You exposed Yourself outside?"
TEXT 279
TEXT
ke ¤ikh•la ei loke, kahe kon b•ta
ih•-sab•ra mukha ‚h•ka diy• nija h•ta
SYNONYMS
ke--who; ¤ikh•la--taught; ei--these; loke--people; kahe--they say; kon-what; b•ta--topics; ih•--of them; sab•ra--of all; mukha--the mouths; ‚h•ka-just cover; diy•--with; nija--Your own; h•ta--hand.
TRANSLATION
¥r†v•sa áh•kura continued, "Who has taught these people? What are they
saying? Now You can cover their mouths with Your own hand.
TEXT 280
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TEXT
sãrya yaiche udaya kari' c•he luk•ite
bujhite n• p•ri taiche tom•ra carite
SYNONYMS
sãrya--the sun; yaiche--just like; udaya--appearance; kari'--making; c•he-wants; luk•ite--to hide; bujhite--to understand; n•--not; p•ri--able; taiche-similarly; tom•ra--Your; carite--in the character.
TRANSLATION
"It is as if the sun, after rising, wanted to hide itself. We cannot
understand such characteristics in Your behavior."
TEXT 281
TEXT
prabhu kahena,----¤r†niv•sa, ch•‚a vi‚amban•
sabe meli' kara mora kateka l•‘can•
SYNONYMS
prabhu--the Lord; kahena--says; ¤r†niv•sa--My dear ¥r†niv•sa; ch•‚a--give
up; vi‚amban•--all these jokes; sabe--all of you; meli'--together; kara--do;
mora--of Me; kateka--so much; l•‘can•--humiliation.
TRANSLATION
The Lord replied, "My dear ¥r†niv•sa, please stop joking. You have all
combined together to humiliate Me in this way."
TEXT 282
TEXT
eta bali' loke kari' ¤ubha-d”£ài d•na
abhyantare gel•, lokera pãr‹a haila k•ma
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--thus saying; loke--unto the people; kari'--doing; ¤ubha-d”£ài-auspicious glance; d•na--charity; abhyantare--within the room; gel•--went;
lokera--of all the people; pãr‹a--fulfilled; haila--was; k•ma--the desire.
TRANSLATION
Thus speaking, the Lord entered His room after glancing auspiciously upon
the people out of charity. In this way the desires of the people were
completely fulfilled.
TEXT 283
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TEXT
raghun•tha-d•sa nity•nanda-p•¤e gel•
ci‚•-dadhi-mahotsava t•h••i karil•
SYNONYMS
raghun•tha-d•sa--of the name Raghun•tha d•sa; nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda;
p•¤e--near; gel•--went; ci‚•--chipped rice; dadhi--curd; mahotsava--festival;
t•h••i--there; karil•--performed.
TRANSLATION
At this time, Raghun•tha d•sa approached ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu and,
according to His order, prepared a feast and distributed pras•da composed of
chipped rice and curd.
PURPORT
There is a special preparation in Bengal wherein chipped rice is mixed with
curd and sometimes with sande¤a and mango. It is a very palatable food offered
to the Deity and then distributed to the public. Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†, who
was a householder at this time, met Nity•nanda Prabhu. According to His
advice, he executed this festival of dadhi-ci‚•-pras•da.
TEXT 284
TEXT
t••ra •j‘• la‘• gel• prabhura cara‹e
t••ra prabhu t••re samarpil• svarãpera sth•ne
SYNONYMS
t••ra--His; •j‘•--order; la‘•--taking; gel•--approached; prabhura--of
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cara‹e--the lotus feet; prabhu--the Lord; t••re--him;
samarpil•--handed over; svarãpera--of Svarãpa D•modara; sth•ne--to the place.
TRANSLATION
Later, ¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m† left home and took shelter of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu at Jagann•tha Pur†. At that time, the Lord received him
and placed him under the care of Svarãpa D•modara for spiritual enlightenment.
PURPORT
In this regard, ¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m† writes in Vil•pa-kusum•‘jali
(5):
yo m•‰ dustara-geha-nirjala-mah•-kãp•d ap•ra-klam•t
sadya„ s•ndra-day•mbudhi„ prak”tita„ svair†k”p•-rajjubhi„
uddh”ty•tma-saroja-nindi-cara‹a-pr•nta‰ prapadya svaya‰
¤r†-d•modara-sac cak•ra tam aha‰ caitanya-candra‰ bhaje
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"Let me offer my respectful obeisances unto the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, who, by His unreserved mercy, kindly saved me from household life,
which is exactly like a blind well without water, and placed me in the ocean
of transcendental joy under the care of Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†."
TEXT 285
TEXT
brahm•nanda-bh•rat†ra ghuc•ila carm•mbara
ei mata l†l• kaila chaya vatsara
SYNONYMS
brahm•nanda-bh•rat†ra--of Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†; ghuc•ila--vanquished; carmaambara--dress of skin; ei mata--in this way; l†l•--pastimes; kaila--performed;
chaya vatsara--six years.
TRANSLATION
Later, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stopped Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†'s habit of
wearing deerskin. The Lord thus enjoyed His pastimes continuously for six
years, experiencing varieties of transcendental bliss.
TEXT 286
TEXT
ei ta' kahila madhya-l†l•ra sãtra-ga‹a
¤e£a dv•da¤a vatsarera ¤una vivara‹a
SYNONYMS
ei ta'--thus; kahila--explained; madhya-l†l•ra--of the middle pastimes;
sãtra-ga‹a--a synopsis; ¤e£a--last; dv•da¤a--twelve; vatsarera--of the years;
¤una--hear; vivara‹a--the description.
TRANSLATION
I have thus given a synopsis of the madhya-l†l•. Now please hear the
pastimes the Lord performed during the last twelve years.
PURPORT
Thus ¥r†la Kavir•ja Gosv•m†, strictly following in the footsteps of ¥r†
Vy•sadeva, gives a synopsis of the l†l•s of Caitanya-carit•m”ta. He has given
such a description at the end of each canto. In the šdi-l†l• he outlined the
pastimes of the Lord in the five stages of boyhood, leaving the details of the
description to ¥r†la V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura. Now in this chapter the pastimes
that took place at the end of the Lord's life are summarized. These are
described in the Madhya-l†l• and Antya-l†l•. The rest of the pastimes have
been described in a synopsis in the Second Chapter of the Madhya-l†l•. In this
way the author has gradually described both the madhya-l†l• and the antyal†l•.
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TEXT 287
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of Sri Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, First Chapter, summarizing the later pastimes of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
Chapter 2
The Ecstatic Manifestations of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
In the Second Chapter of the Madhya-l†l•, the author describes the pastimes
the Lord performed during the last twelve years of His life. Thus he has also
described some of the pastimes of the Antya-l†l•. Why he has done so is very
difficult for an ordinary person to understand. The author expects that
reading the pastimes of the Lord will gradually help a person awaken his
dormant love of K”£‹a. Actually this Caitanya-carit•m”ta was compiled by the
author during very old age. Fearing he might not be able to finish the book,
he has included a synopsis of the antya-l†l• here in the Second Chapter. ¥r†la
Kavir•ja Gosv•m† has confirmed that the opinion of Svarãpa D•modara is
authoritative in the matter of devotional service. Over and above this are the
notes of Svarãpa D•modara, memorized by Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†, who also
helped in the compilation of Caitanya-carit•m”ta. After the disappearance of
Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†, Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m† went to V”nd•vana. At that
time the author, ¥r†la Kavir•ja Gosv•m†, met Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†, by whose
mercy he also could memorize all the notes. In this way the author was able to
complete this transcendental literature, ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta.
TEXT 1
TEXT
vicchede 'smin prabhor antyal†l•-sãtr•nuvar‹ane
gaurasya k”£‹a-vicchedapral•p•dy anuvar‹yate
SYNONYMS
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vicchede--in the chapter; asmin--this; prabho„--of the Lord; antya-l†l•--of
the last division of His pastimes; sãtra--of a synopsis; anuvar‹ane--in the
matter of description; gaurasya--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”£‹aviccheda--of separation from K”£‹a; pral•pa--craziness; •di--other subject
matters; anuvar‹yate--is being described.
TRANSLATION
While relating in synopsis form the last division of the pastimes of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, in this chapter I shall describe the Lord's
transcendental ecstasy, which appears like madness due to His separation from
K”£‹a.
PURPORT
In this Second Chapter, the activities of Lord Caitanya that took place
after the Lord accepted sanny•sa are generally described. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu is specifically mentioned here as being gaura, or of fair
complexion. K”£‹a is generally known to be blackish, but when He is absorbed
in the thought of the gop†s, who are all of fair complexion, K”£‹a Himself
also becomes fair. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in particular felt separation from
K”£‹a very deeply, exactly like a lover who is dejected in separation from the
beloved. Such feelings, which were expressed by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu for
nearly twelve years at the end of His pastimes, are described in brief in this
Second Chapter of the Madhya-l†l•.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†-caitanya jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaitacandra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya ¤r†-caitanya--all glories to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jaya
nity•nanda--all glories to Lord Nity•nanda; jaya advaitacandra--all glories to
Advaita Prabhu; jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda--all glories to the devotees of the
Lord.
TRANSLATION
All glories to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Lord Nity•nanda! All
glories to Advaitacandra! All glories to all the devotees of the Lord!
TEXT 3
TEXT
¤e£a ye rahila prabhura dv•da¤a vatsara
k”£‹era viyoga-sphãrti haya nirantara
SYNONYMS
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¤e£a--at the end; ye--those; rahila--remained; prabhura--of Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dv•da¤a vatsara--twelve years; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a;
viyoga--of separation; sphãrti--manifestation; haya--is; nirantara--always.
TRANSLATION
During His last twelve years, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu always manifested all
the symptoms of ecstasy in separation from K”£‹a.
TEXT 4
TEXT
¤r†-r•dhik•ra ce£à• yena uddhava-dar¤ane
ei-mata da¤• prabhura haya r•tri-dine
SYNONYMS
¤r†-r•dhik•ra--of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; ce£à•--the activities; yena--just
like; uddhava-dar¤ane--in seeing Uddhava at V”nd•vana; ei-mata--in this way;
da¤•--the condition; prabhura--of the Lord; haya--is; r•tri-dine--day and
night.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's state of mind, day and night, was practically
identical to R•dh•r•‹†'s state of mind when Uddhava came to V”nd•vana to see
the gop†s.
TEXT 5
TEXT
nirantara haya prabhura viraha-unm•da
bhrama-maya ce£à• sad•, pral•pa-maya v•da
SYNONYMS
nirantara--constantly; haya--is; prabhura--of the Lord; viraha--of
separation; unm•da--the madness; bhrama-maya--forgetful; ce£à•--activities;
sad•--always; pral•pa-maya--full of delirium; v•da--talking.
TRANSLATION
The Lord constantly exhibited a state of mind reflecting the madness of
separation. All His activities were based on forgetfulness, and His talks were
always based on madness.
TEXT 6
TEXT
roma-kãpe raktodgama, danta saba h•le
k£a‹e a•ga k£†‹a haya, k£a‹e a•ga phule
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SYNONYMS
roma-kãpe--the pores of the body; rakta-udgama--exuding blood; danta-teeth; saba--all; h•le--loosen; k£a‹e--in one moment; a•ga--the whole body;
k£†‹a--slender; haya--becomes; k£a‹e--in another moment; a•ga--the body;
phule--fattens.
TRANSLATION
Blood flowed from all the pores of His body, and all His teeth were
loosened. At one moment His whole body became slender, and at another moment
His whole body became fat.
TEXT 7
TEXT
gambh†r•-bhitare r•tre n•hi nidr•-lava
bhitte mukha-¤ira gha£e, k£ata haya saba
SYNONYMS
gambh†r•-bhitare--inside the inner room; r•tre--at night; n•hi--there is
not; nidr•-lava--a fraction of sleep; bhitte--on the wall; mukha--mouth; ¤ira-head; gha£e--grind; k£ata--injuries; haya--there are; saba--all.
TRANSLATION
The small room beyond the corridor is called the Gambh†r•. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu used to stay in that room, but He did not sleep for a moment. All
night He used to grind His mouth and head on the wall, and His face sustained
injuries all over.
TEXT 8
TEXT
tina dv•re kap•àa, prabhu y•yena b•hire
kabhu si‰ha-dv•re pa‚e, kabhu sindhu-n†re
SYNONYMS
tina dv•re--the three doors; kap•àa--completely closed; prabhu--the Lord;
y•yena--goes; b•hire--outside; kabhu--sometimes; si‰ha-dv•re--at the gate of
the temple of Jagann•tha, known as Si‰ha-dv•ra; pa‚e--falls flat; kabhu-sometimes; sindhu-n†re--in the water of the sea.
TRANSLATION
Although the three doors of the house were always closed, the Lord would
nonetheless go out and sometimes would be found at the Jagann•tha Temple,
before the gate known as Si‰ha-dv•ra. And sometimes the Lord would fall flat
into the sea.
TEXT 9
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TEXT
caàaka parvata dekhi' 'govardhana' bhrame
dh•‘• cale •rta-n•da kariy• krandane
SYNONYMS
caàaka parvata--the sand hills; dekhi'--seeing; govardhana--Govardhana Hill
in V”nd•vana; bhrame--mistakes; dh•‘•--running; cale--goes; •rta-n•da--wail;
kariy•--making; krandane--cries.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would also run very fast across the sand hills,
mistaking them for Govardhana. As He ran, He would wail and cry loudly.
PURPORT
Because of the winds of the sea, sometimes the sand would form dunes. Such
sand dunes are called caàaka parvata. Instead of seeing these sand dunes
simply as hills of sand, the Lord would take them to be Govardhana Hill.
Sometimes He would run toward these dunes at high speed, crying very loudly,
expressing the state of mind exhibited by R•dh•r•‹†. Thus Caitanya Mah•prabhu
was absorbed in thoughts of K”£‹a and His pastimes. His state of mind brought
Him the atmosphere of V”nd•vana and Govardhana Hill, and thus He enjoyed the
transcendental bliss of separation and meeting.
TEXT 10
TEXT
upavanody•na dekhi' v”nd•vana-j‘•na
t•h•• y•i' n•ce, g•ya, k£a‹e mãrcch• y•'na
SYNONYMS
upavana-udy•na--small parks; dekhi'--seeing; v”nd•vana-j‘•na--took them to
be the forests of V”nd•vana; t•h••--there; y•i'--going; n•ce--dances; g•ya-sings; k£a‹e--in a moment; mãrcch•--unconsciousness; y•'na--goes.
TRANSLATION
Sometimes Caitanya Mah•prabhu mistook the small parks of the city for
V”nd•vana. Sometimes He would go there, dance and chant and sometimes fall
unconscious in spiritual ecstasy.
TEXT 11
TEXT
k•h•• n•hi ¤uni yei bh•vera vik•ra
sei bh•va haya prabhura ¤ar†re prac•ra
SYNONYMS
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k•h••--anywhere; n•hi--not; ¤uni--we hear; yei--that; bh•vera--of ecstasy;
vik•ra--transformation; sei--that; bh•va--ecstasy; haya--is; prabhura--of the
Lord; ¤ar†re--in the body; prac•ra--manifest.
TRANSLATION
The extraordinary transformations of the body due to transcendental
feelings would never have been possible for anyone but the Lord, in whose body
all transformations were manifest.
PURPORT
The ecstatic transformations of the body as described in such exalted
scriptures as the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu are practically not seen in this
material world. However, these symptoms were perfectly present in the body of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. These symptoms are indicative of mah•bh•va, or the
highest ecstasy. Sometimes sahajiy•s artificially imitate these symptoms, but
experienced devotees reject them immediately. The author admits herein that
these symptoms are not to be found anywhere but in the body of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 12
TEXT
hasta-padera sandhi saba vitasti-pram•‹e
sandhi ch•‚i' bhinna haye, carma rahe sth•ne
SYNONYMS
hasta-padera--of the hands and legs; sandhi--joints; saba--all; vitasti-about eight inches; pram•‹e--in length; sandhi--joints; ch•‚i'--dislocated;
bhinna--separated; haye--become; carma--skin; rahe--remains; sth•ne--in the
place.
TRANSLATION
The joints of His hands and legs would sometimes become separated by eight
inches, and they remained connected only by the skin.
TEXT 13
TEXT
hasta, pada, ¤ira saba ¤ar†ra-bhitare
pravi£àa haya----kãrma-rãpa dekhiye prabhure
SYNONYMS
hasta--the hands; pada--the legs; ¤ira--head; saba--all; ¤ar†ra--the body;
bhitare--within; pravi£àa--entered; haya--is; kãrma-rãpa--like a tortoise;
dekhiye--one sees; prabhure--the Lord.
TRANSLATION
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Sometimes ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's hands, legs and head would all enter
within His body, just like the withdrawn limbs of a tortoise.
TEXT 14
TEXT
ei mata adbhuta-bh•va ¤ar†re prak•¤a
manete ¤ãnyat•, v•kye h•-h•-hut•¤a
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; adbhuta--wonderful; bh•va--ecstasy; ¤ar†re--in the
body; prak•¤a--manifestation; manete--in the mind; ¤ãnyat•--vacancy; v•kye--in
speaking; h•-h•--despondency; hut•¤a--disappointment.
TRANSLATION
In this way ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu used to manifest wonderful ecstatic
symptoms. His mind appeared vacant, and there were only hopelessness and
disappointment in His words.
TEXT 15
TEXT
k•h•• mora pr•‹a-n•tha mural†-vadana
k•h•• karo• k•h•• p•• vrajendra-nandana
SYNONYMS
k•h••--where; mora--My; pr•‹a-n•tha--Lord of the life; mural†-vadana-playing the flute; k•h••--what; karo•--shall I do; k•h••--where; p••--I shall
get; vrajendra-nandana--the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu used to express His mind in this way, "Where is the
Lord of My life, who is playing His flute? What shall I do now? Where should I
go to find the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda?
TEXT 16
TEXT
k•h•re kahiba, keb• j•ne mora du„kha
vrajendra-nandana vinu ph•àe mora buka
SYNONYMS
k•h•re--unto whom; kahiba--I shall speak; keb•--who; j•ne--knows; mora--My;
du„kha--disappointment; vrajendra-nandana--K”£‹a, the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja;
vinu--without; ph•àe--breaks; mora--My; buka--heart.
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TRANSLATION
"To whom should I speak? Who can understand My disappointment? Without the
son of Nanda Mah•r•ja, My heart is broken."
TEXT 17
TEXT
ei-mata vil•pa kare vihvala antara
r•yera n•àaka-¤loka pa‚e nirantara
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; vil•pa--lamentation; kare--does; vihvala--bewildered;
antara--within; r•yera--of ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya; n•àaka--drama; ¤loka--verses;
pa‚e--recites; nirantara--constantly.
TRANSLATION
In this way ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu always expressed bewilderment and
lamented in separation from K”£‹a. At such times He used to recite the ¤lokas
from R•m•nanda R•ya's drama known as Jagann•tha-vallabha-n•àaka.
TEXT 18
TEXT
prema-ccheda-rujo 'vagacchati harir n•ya‰ na ca prema v•
sth•n•sth•nam avaiti n•pi madano j•n•ti no durbal•„
anyo veda na c•nya-du„kham akhila‰ no j†vana‰ v•¤rava‰
dvi-tr•‹y eva din•ni yauvanam ida‰ h•-h• vidhe k• gati„
SYNONYMS
prema-cheda-ruja„--the sufferings of a broken loving relationship;
avagacchati--knows; hari„--the Supreme Lord; na--not; ayam--this; na ca--nor;
prema--love; v•--nor; sth•na--the proper place; asth•nam--an unsuitable place;
avaiti--knows; na--not; api--also; madana„--Cupid; j•n•ti--knows; na„--us;
durbal•„--very weak; anya„--another; veda--knows; na--not; ca--also; anyadu„kham--the difficulties of others; akhilam--all; na„--our; j†vanam--life;
v•--or; •¤ravam--simply full of miseries; dvi--two; tr•‹i--three; eva-certainly; din•ni--days; yauvanam--youth; idam--this; h•-h•--alas; vidhe--O
creator; k•--what; gati„--our destination.
TRANSLATION
"[¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† used to lament:] 'Our K”£‹a does not realize what we
have suffered from injuries inflicted in the course of loving affairs. We are
actually misused by love because love does not know where to strike and where
not to strike. Even Cupid does not know of our very weakened condition. What
should I tell anyone? No one can understand another's difficulties. Our life
is actually not under our control, for youth will remain for two or three days
and soon be finished. In this condition, O creator, what will be our
destination?'
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PURPORT
This verse is from the Jagann•tha-vallabha-n•àaka (3.9), by R•m•nanda R•ya.
TEXT 19
TEXT
upajila prem••kura, bh••gila ye du„kha-pãra,
k”£‹a t•h• n•hi kare p•na
b•hire n•gara-r•ja, bhitare ¤aàhera k•ja,
para-n•r† vadhe s•vadh•na
SYNONYMS
upajila--grew up; prema-a•kura--fructification of love of God; bh••gila-was broken; ye--that; du„kha-pãra--full of miseries; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; t•h•-that; n•hi--not; kare--does; p•na--drinking; b•hire--externally; n•gara-r•ja-the most attractive person; bhitare--within; ¤aàhera--of a cheater; k•ja-activities; para-n•r†--others' wives; vadhe--kills; s•vadh•na--very careful.
TRANSLATION
[¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† spoke thus, in distress due to separation from K”£‹a:]
"Oh, what shall I say of My distress? After I met K”£‹a My loving propensities
sprouted, but upon separating from Him I sustained a great shock, which is now
continuing like the sufferings of a disease. The only physician for this
disease is K”£‹a Himself, but He is not taking care of this sprouting plant of
devotional service. What can I say about the behavior of K”£‹a? Outwardly He
is a very attractive young lover, but at heart He is a great cheat, very
expert in killing others' wives."
TEXT 20
TEXT
sakh† he, n• bujhiye vidhira vidh•na
sukha l•gi' kailu• pr†ta, haila du„kha vipar†ta,
ebe y•ya, n• rahe par•‹a
SYNONYMS
sakh† he--(My dear) friend; n• bujhiye--I do not understand; vidhira--of
the Creator; vidh•na--the regulation; sukha l•gi'--for happiness; kailu•--I
did; pr†ta--love; haila--it became; du„kha--unhappiness; vipar†ta--the
opposite; ebe--now; y•ya--going; n•--does not; rahe--remain; par•‹a--life.
TRANSLATION
[¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† continued lamenting about the consequences of loving
K”£‹a:] "My dear friend, I do not understand the regulative principles given
by the Creator. I loved K”£‹a for happiness, but the result was just the
opposite. I am now in an ocean of distress. It must be that now I am going to
die, for My vital force no longer remains. This is My state of mind.
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TEXT 21
TEXT
kuàila prem• agey•na, n•hi j•ne sth•n•sth•na,
bh•la-manda n•re vic•rite
krãra ¤aàhera gu‹a-‚ore, h•te-gale b•ndhi' more,
r•khiy•che, n•ri' uk•¤ite
SYNONYMS
kuàila--crooked; prem•--love of K”£‹a; agey•na--ignorant; n•hi--does not;
j•ne--know; sth•na-asth•na--a suitable place or unsuitable place; bh•la-manda-what is good or what is bad; n•re--not able; vic•rite--to consider; krãra-very cruel; ¤aàhera--of the cheater; gu‹a-‚ore--by the ropes of the good
qualities; h•te--on the hands; gale--on the neck; b•ndhi'--binding; more--Me;
r•khiy•che--has kept; n•ri'--being unable; uk•¤ite--to get relief.
TRANSLATION
"By nature loving affairs are very crooked. They are not entered with
sufficient knowledge, nor do they consider whether a place is suitable or not,
nor do they look forward to the results. By the ropes of His good qualities,
K”£‹a, who is so unkind, has bound My neck and hands, and I am unable to get
relief.
TEXT 22
TEXT
ye madana tanu-h†na, para-drohe parav†‹a,
p••ca b•‹a sandhe anuk£a‹a
abal•ra ¤ar†re, vindhi' kaila jarajare,
du„kha deya, n• laya j†vana
SYNONYMS
ye madana--that Cupid; tanu-h†na--without a body; para-drohe--in putting
others in difficulty; parav†‹a--very expert; p••ca--five; b•‹a--arrows;
sandhe--fixes; anuk£a‹a--constantly; abal•ra--of an innocent woman; ¤ar†re--in
the body; vindhi'--piercing; kaila--made; jarajare--almost invalid; du„kha
deya--gives tribulation; n•--does not; laya--take; j†vana--the life.
TRANSLATION
"In My loving affairs there is a person named Madana. His qualities are
thus: Personally He possesses no gross body, yet He is very expert in giving
pains to others. He has five arrows, and fixing them on His bow, He shoots
them into the bodies of innocent women. Thus these women become invalids. It
would be better if He took My life without hesitation, but He does not do so.
He simply gives Me pain.
TEXT 23
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TEXT
anyera ye du„kha mane, anye t•h• n•hi j•ne,
satya ei ¤•strera vic•re
anya jana k•h•• likhi, n• j•naye pr•‹a-sakh†,
y•te kahe dhairya dharib•re
SYNONYMS
anyera--of others; ye--that; du„kha--unhappiness; mane--in the minds; anye-others; t•h•--that; n•hi--do not; j•ne--know; satya--truth; ei--this;
¤•strera--of scripture; vic•re--in the judgment; anya jana--other persons;
k•h••--what; likhi--I shall write; n• j•naye--do not know; pr•‹a-sakh†--My
dear friends; y•te--by which; kahe--speak; dhairya dharib•re--to take
patience.
TRANSLATION
"In the scriptures it is said that one person can never know the
unhappiness in the mind of another. Therefore what can I say of My dear
friends, Lalit• and the others? Nor can they understand the unhappiness within
Me. They simply try to console Me repeatedly, saying, 'Dear friend, be
patient.'
TEXT 24
TEXT
'k”£‹a----k”p•-p•r•v•ra, kabhu karibena a•g†k•ra'
sakh†, tora e vyartha vacana
j†vera j†vana ca‘cala, yena padma-patrera jala,
tata dina j†ve kon jana
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; k”p•-p•r•v•ra--an ocean of mercy; kabhu--sometimes;
karibena--will make; a•g†k•ra--acceptance; sakh†--My dear friend; tora--your;
e--these; vyartha--untruthful; vacana--complimentary words; j†vera--of the
living entity; j†vana--life; ca‘cala--flickering; yena--like; padma-patrera-of the leaf of the lotus flower; jala--the water; tata--so many; dina--days;
j†ve--lives; kon--what; jana--person.
TRANSLATION
"I say, 'My dear friends, you are asking Me to be patient, saying that
K”£‹a is an ocean of mercy and that some time in the future He will accept Me.
However, I must say that this will not console Me. A living entity's life is
very flickering. It is like water on the leaf of a lotus flower. Who will live
long enough to expect K”£‹a's mercy?
TEXT 25
TEXT
¤ata vatsara paryanta, j†vera j†vana anta,
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ei v•kya kaha n• vic•ri'
n•r†ra yauvana-dhana, y•re k”£‹a kare mana,
se yauvana-dina dui-c•ri
SYNONYMS
¤ata vatsara paryanta--up to one hundred years; j†vera--of the living
entity; j†vana--of the life; anta--the end; ei v•kya--this word; kaha--you
speak; n•--without; vic•ri'--making consideration; n•r†ra--of a woman;
yauvana-dhana--the wealth of youthfulness; y•re--in which; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a;
kare--does; mana--intention; se yauvana--that youthfulness; dina--days; duic•ri--two or four.
TRANSLATION
" 'A human being does not live more than a hundred years. You should also
consider that the youthfulness of a woman, which is the only attraction for
K”£‹a, remains for only a few days.
TEXT 26
TEXT
agni yaiche nija-dh•ma, dekh•iy• abhir•ma,
pata•g†re •kar£iy• m•re
k”£‹a aiche nija-gu‹a, dekh•iy• hare mana,
p•che du„kha-samudrete ‚•re
SYNONYMS
agni--fire; yaiche--like; nija-dh•ma--his own place; dekh•iy•--showing;
abhir•ma--attractive; pata•g†re--the flies; •kar£iy•--attracting; m•re--kills;
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; aiche--in that way; nija-gu‹a--His transcendental
qualities; dekh•iy•--showing; hare mana--attracts our mind; p•che--in the end;
du„kha-samudrete--in an ocean of unhappiness; ‚•re--drowns.
TRANSLATION
" 'If you say that K”£‹a is an ocean of transcendental qualities and
therefore must be merciful some day, I can only say that He is like fire,
which attracts flies by its dazzling brightness and kills them. Such are the
qualities of K”£‹a. By showing us His transcendental qualities, He attracts
our minds, and then later, by separating from us, He drowns us in an ocean of
unhappiness.'"
TEXT 27
TEXT
eteka vil•pa kari', vi£•de ¤r†-gaurahari,
ugh•‚iy• du„khera kap•àa
bh•vera tara•ga-bale, n•n•-rãpe mana cale,
•ra eka ¤loka kaila p•àha
SYNONYMS
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eteka--in this way; vil•pa--lamentation; kari'--doing; vi£•de--in
moroseness; ¤r†-gaurahari--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ugh•‚iy•--opening;
du„khera--of unhappiness; kap•àa--doors; bh•vera--of ecstasy; tara•ga-bale--by
the force of the waves; n•n•-rãpe--in various ways; mana--His mind; cale-wanders; •ra eka--another one; ¤loka--verse; kaila--did; p•àha--recite.
TRANSLATION
In this way, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu lamented in a great ocean of
sadness, and thus He opened the doors of His unhappiness. Forced by the waves
of ecstasy, His mind wandered over transcendental mellows, and in this way He
recited another verse [as follows].
TEXT 28
TEXT
¤r†-k”£‹a-rãp•di-ni£eva‹a‰ vin•
vyarth•ni me 'h•ny akhilendriy•‹y alam
p•£•‹a-¤u£kendhana-bh•rak•‹y aho
bibharmi v• t•ni katha‰ hata-trapa„
SYNONYMS
¤r†-k”£‹a-rãpa-•di--of the transcendental form and pastimes of Lord ¥r†
K”£‹a; ni£eva‹am--the service; vin•--without; vyarth•ni--meaningless; me--My;
ah•ni--days; akhila--all; indriy•‹i--senses; alam--entirely; p•£•‹a--dead
stones; ¤u£ka--dry; indhana--wood; bh•rak•‹i--burdens; aho--alas; bibharmi--I
bear; v•--or; t•ni--all of them; katham--how; hata-trapa„--without shame.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear friends, unless I serve the transcendental form, qualities and
pastimes of ¥r† K”£‹a, all My days and all My senses will become entirely
useless. Now I am uselessly bearing the burden of My senses, which are like
stone blocks and dried wood. I do not know how long I will be able to continue
without shame.'
TEXT 29
TEXT
va‰¤†-g•n•m”ta-dh•ma, l•va‹y•m”ta-janma-sth•na,
ye n• dekhe se c••da vadana
se nayane kib• k•ja, pa‚uka t•ra mu‹‚e v•ja,
se nayana rahe ki k•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
va‰¤†-g•na-am”ta-dh•ma--the abode of the nectar derived from the songs of
the flute; l•va‹ya-am”ta-janma-sth•na--the birthplace of the nectar of beauty;
ye--anyone who; n•--not; dekhe--sees; se--that; c••da--moonlike; vadana--face;
se--those; nayane--eyes; kib• k•ja--what is the use; pa‚uka--let there be;
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t•ra--his; mu‹‚e--on the head; v•ja--thunderbolt; se--those; nayana--eyes;
rahe--keeps; ki--what; k•ra‹a--reason.
TRANSLATION
"Of what use are eyes if one does not see the face of K”£‹a, which
resembles the moon and is the birthplace of all beauty and the reservoir of
the nectarean songs of His flute? Oh, let a thunderbolt strike his head! Why
does he keep such eyes?
PURPORT
The moonlike face of K”£‹a is the reservoir of nectarean songs and the
abode of His flute. It is also the root of all bodily beauty. If the eyes of
the gop†s are not engaged in seeing the beautiful face of K”£‹a, it is better
that they be struck by a thunderbolt. For the gop†s, to see anything but K”£‹a
is uninteresting and, indeed, detestful. The gop†s are never pleased to see
anything but K”£‹a. The only solace for their eyes is the beautiful moonlike
face of K”£‹a, the worshipful object of all senses. When they cannot see the
beautiful face of K”£‹a, they actually see everything as vacant, and they
desire to be struck by a thunderbolt. They do not find any reason to maintain
their eyes when they are bereft of the beauty of K”£‹a.
TEXT 30
TEXT
sakh† he, ¤una, mora hata vidhi-bala
mora vapu-citta-mana, sakala indriya-ga‹a,
k”£‹a vinu sakala viphala
SYNONYMS
sakh† he--O My dear friend; ¤una--please hear; mora--My; hata--lost; vidhibala--the strength of providence; mora--My; vapu--body; citta--consciousness;
mana--mind; sakala--all; indriya-ga‹a--senses; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; vinu-without; sakala--everything; viphala--futile.
TRANSLATION
"My dear friends, please hear Me. I have lost all providential strength.
Without K”£‹a, My body, consciousness and mind, as well as all My senses, are
useless.
TEXT 31
TEXT
k”£‹era madhura v•‹†, am”tera tara•gi‹†,
t•ra prave¤a n•hi ye ¤rava‹e
k•‹•ka‚i-chidra sama, j•niha se ¤rava‹a,
t•ra janma haila ak•ra‹e
SYNONYMS
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k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; madhura--sweet; v•‹†--words; am”tera--of nectar;
tara•gi‹†--waves; t•ra--of those; prave¤a--entrance; n•hi--there is not; ye-which; ¤rava‹e--in the ear; k•‹•ka‚i--of a damaged conchshell; chidra--the
hole; sama--like; j•niha--please know; se--that; ¤rava‹a--ear; t•ra--his;
janma--birth; haila--was; ak•ra‹e--without purpose.
TRANSLATION
"Topics about K”£‹a are like waves of nectar. If such nectar does not enter
one's ear, the ear is no better than the hole of a damaged conchshell. Such an
ear is created for no purpose.
PURPORT
In this connection, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura quotes the
following verses from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.3.17-24):
•yur harati vai pu‰s•m
udyann asta‰ ca yann asau
tasyarte yat-k£a‹o n†ta
uttama-¤loka-v•rtay•
tarava„ ki‰ na j†vanti
bhastr•„ ki‰ na ¤vasanty uta
na kh•danti na mehanti
ki‰ gr•me pa¤avo 'pare
¤va-vi‚-var•ho£àra-kharai„
sa‰stuta„ puru£a„ pa¤u„
na yat-kar‹a-pathopeto
j•tu n•ma gad•graja„
bile batorukrama-vikram•n ye
na ¤”‹vata„ kar‹a-puàe narasya
jihv•sat† d•rdurikeva sãta
na copag•yaty urug•ya-g•th•„
bh•ra„ para‰ paààa-kir†àa-ju£àam
apy uttam••ga‰ na namen mukundam
¤•vau karau no kurute sapary•‰
harer lasat-k•‘cana-ka•ka‹au v•
barh•yite te nayane nar•‹•‰
li•g•ni vi£‹or na nir†k£ato ye
p•dau n”‹•‰ tau druma-janma-bh•jau
k£etr•‹i n•nuvrajato harer yau
j†va‘-chavo bh•gavat••ghri-re‹u‰
na j•tu martyo 'bhilabheta yas tu
¤r†-vi£‹u-pady• manujas tulasy•„
¤vasa‘ chavo yas tu na veda gandham
tad a¤ma-s•ra‰ h”daya‰ bateda‰
yad g”hyam•‹air hari-n•ma-dheyai„
na vikriyet•tha yad• vik•ro
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netre jala‰ g•tra-ruhe£u har£a„
"Both by rising and setting, the sun decreases the duration of life of
everyone except one who utilizes the time by discussing topics of the all-good
Personality of Godhead. Do the trees not live? Do the bellows of the
blacksmith not breathe? All around us, do the beasts not eat and discharge
semen? Men who are like dogs, hogs, camels and asses praise those men who
never listen to the transcendental pastimes of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a, the deliverer
from evils. One who has not listened to the messages about the prowess and
marvelous acts of the Personality of Godhead and has not sung or chanted
loudly the worthy songs about the Lord should be considered to possess ears
like the holes of snakes and a tongue like that of a frog. The upper portion
of the body, though crowned with a silk turban, is only a heavy burden if not
bowed down before the Personality of Godhead, who can award mukti [freedom].
And the hands, though decorated with glittering bangles, are like those of a
dead man if not engaged in the service of the Personality of Godhead Hari. The
eyes which do not look at the symbolic representations of the Personality of
Godhead Vi£‹u [His forms, name, quality, etc.] are like those printed on the
plumes of a peacock, and the legs which do not move to the holy places [where
the Lord is remembered] are considered to be like tree trunks. The person who
has not at any time received upon his head the dust from the feet of a pure
devotee of the Lord is certainly a dead body. And the person who has never
experienced the flavor of the tulas† leaves from the lotus feet of the Lord is
also a dead body, although breathing. Certainly that heart is steel-framed
which, in spite of one's chanting the holy name of the Lord with
concentration, does not change and feel ecstasy, at which time tears fill the
eyes and the hairs stand on end."
TEXT 32
TEXT
k”£‹era adhar•m”ta, k”£‹a-gu‹a-carita,
sudh•-s•ra-sv•da-vinindana
t•ra sv•da ye n• j•ne, janmiy• n• maila kene,
se rasan• bheka jihv• sama
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; adhara-am”ta--the nectar of the lips; k”£‹a--of
Lord K”£‹a; gu‹a--the qualities; carita--the activities; sudh•-s•ra--of the
essence of all nectar; sv•da--the taste; vinindana--surpassing; t•ra--of that;
sv•da--the taste; ye--anyone who; n• j•ne--does not know; janmiy•--taking
birth; n• maila--did not die; kene--why; se--that; rasan•--tongue; bheka--of
the frog; jihv•--the tongue; sama--like.
TRANSLATION
"The nectar from the lips of Lord K”£‹a and His transcendental qualities
and characteristics surpass the taste of the essence of all nectar, and there
is no fault in tasting such nectar. If one does not taste it, he should die
immediately after birth, and his tongue is to be considered no better than the
tongue of a frog.
TEXT 33
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TEXT
m”ga-mada n†lotpala, milane ye parimala,
yei hare t•ra garva-m•na
hena k”£‹a-a•ga-gandha, y•ra n•hi se sambandha,
sei n•s• bhastr•ra sam•na
SYNONYMS
m”ga-mada--the fragrance of musk; n†la-utpala--and the bluish lotus flower;
milane--in mixing; ye--that; parimala--fragrance; yei--which; hare-vanquishes; t•ra--of them; garva--pride; m•na--and prestige; hena--such;
k”£‹a--of Lord K”£‹a; a•ga--of the body; gandha--the aroma; y•ra--whose; n•hi-not; se--that; sambandha--relationship; sei--such; n•s•--nose; bhastr•ra--to
the bellows; sam•na--equal.
TRANSLATION
"One's nostrils are no better than the bellows of a blacksmith if he has
not smelled the fragrance of K”£‹a's body, which is like the aroma of musk
combined with that of the bluish lotus flower. Indeed, such combinations are
actually defeated by the aroma of K”£‹a's body.
TEXT 34
TEXT
k”£‹a-kara-pada-tala, koài-candra-su¤†tala,
t•ra spar¤a yena spar¤a-ma‹i
t•ra spar¤a n•hi y•ra, se y•uk ch•rakh•ra,
sei vapu lauha-sama j•ni
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a--of Lord K”£‹a; kara--the palms; pada-tala--the soles of His feet;
koài-candra--like the light of millions of moons; su-¤†tala--cool and
pleasing; t•ra--of them; spar¤a--the touch; yena--like; spar¤a-ma‹i-touchstone; t•ra--his; spar¤a--touch; n•hi--not; y•ra--of whom; se--that
person; y•uk--let him go; ch•rakh•ra--to ruin; sei vapu--that body; lauhasama--like iron; j•ni--I know.
TRANSLATION
"The palms of K”£‹a's hands and the soles of His feet are so cool and
pleasant that they can be compared only to the light of millions of moons. One
who has touched such hands and feet has indeed tasted the effects of
touchstone. If one has not touched them, his life is spoiled, and his body is
like iron."
TEXT 35
TEXT
kari' eta vilapana, prabhu ¤ac†-nandana,
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ugh•‚iy• h”dayera ¤oka
dainya-nirveda-vi£•de, h”dayera avas•de,
punarapi pa‚e eka ¤loka
SYNONYMS
kari'--doing; eta--such; vilapana--lamenting; prabhu--the Lord; ¤ac†nandana--the son of mother ¥ac†; ugh•‚iy•--opening; h”dayera--of the heart;
¤oka--the lamentation; dainya--humility; nirveda--disappointment; vi£•de--in
moroseness; h”dayera--of the heart; avas•de--in despondency; punarapi--again
and again; pa‚e--recites; eka--one; ¤loka--verse.
TRANSLATION
Lamenting in this way, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu opened the doors of grief
within His heart. Morose, humble and disappointed, He recited a verse again
and again with a despondent heart.
PURPORT
In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu, the word dainya (humility) is explained as
follows: "When unhappiness, fearfulness and the sense of having offended
combine, one feels condemned. This sense of condemnation is described as
d†nat•, humility. When one is subjected to such humility, he feels physically
inactive, he apologizes, and his consciousness is disturbed. His mind is also
restless, and many other symptoms are visible." The word nirveda is also
explained in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu: "One may feel unhappiness and
separation, as well as jealousy and lamentation, due to not discharging one's
duties. The despondency that results is called nirveda. When one is captured
by this despondency, thoughts, tears, loss of bodily luster, humility and
heavy breathing result." Vi£•da is also explained in the Bhakti-ras•m”tasindhu: "When one fails to achieve his desired goal of life and repents for
all his offenses, there is a state of regret called vi£•da." The symptoms of
avas•da are also explained: "One hankers to revive his original condition and
inquires how to do so. There are also deep thought, heavy breathing, crying
and lamentation, as well as a changing of the bodily color and drying up of
the tongue."
In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu thirty-three such destructive symptoms are
mentioned. They are expressed in words, in the eyebrows and in the eyes. These
symptoms are called vyabhic•r† bh•va, destructive ecstasy. If they continue,
they are sometimes called sa‘c•r†, or continued ecstasy.
TEXT 36
TEXT
yad• y•to daiv•n madhu-ripur asau locana-patha‰
tad•sm•ka‰ ceto madana-hataken•h”tam abhãt
punar yasminn e£a k£a‹am api d”¤or eti padav†‰
vidh•sy•mas tasminn akhila-ghaàik• ratna-khacit•„
SYNONYMS
yad•--when; y•ta„--entered upon; daiv•t--by chance; madhu-ripu„--the enemy
of the demon Madhu; asau--He; locana-patham--the path of the eyes; tad•--at
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that time; asm•kam--our; ceta„--consciousness; madana-hatakena--by wretched
Cupid; •h”tam--stolen; abhãt--has become; puna„--again; yasmin--when; e£a„-K”£‹a; k£a‹am api--even for a moment; d”¤o„--of the two eyes; eti--goes to;
padav†m--the path; vidh•sy•ma„--we shall make; tasmin--at that time; akhila-all; ghaàik•„--indications of time; ratna-khacit•„--bedecked with jewels
TRANSLATION
" 'If by chance the transcendental form of K”£‹a comes before My path of
vision, My heart, injured from being beaten, will be stolen away by Cupid,
happiness personified. Because I could not see the beautiful form of K”£‹a to
My heart's content, when I again see His form I shall decorate the phases of
time with many jewels.'"
PURPORT
This verse is spoken by ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† in the Jagann•tha-vallabha-n•àaka
(3.11), by R•m•nanda R•ya.
TEXT 37
TEXT
ye k•le v• svapane, dekhinu va‰¤†-vadane,
sei k•le •il• dui vairi
'•nanda' •ra 'madana', hari' nila mora mana,
dekhite n• p•inu netra bhari'
SYNONYMS
ye k•le--at the time; v• svapane--or in dreams; dekhinu--I saw; va‰¤†vadane--Lord K”£‹a's face with His flute; sei k•le--at that time; •il•-appeared; dui--two; vairi--enemies; •nanda--pleasure; •ra--and; madana--Cupid;
hari'--stealing; nila--took; mora--My; mana--mind; dekhite--to see; n•--not;
p•inu--I was able; netra--eyes; bhari'--fulfilling.
TRANSLATION
"Whenever I had the chance to see Lord K”£‹a's face and His flute, even in
a dream, two enemies would appear before Me. They were pleasure and Cupid, and
since they took away My mind, I was not able to see the face of K”£‹a to the
full satisfaction of My eyes.
TEXT 38
TEXT
puna„ yadi kona k£a‹a, kay•ya k”£‹a dara¤ana
tabe sei ghaà†-k£a‹a-pala
diy• m•lya-candana, n•n• ratna-•bhara‹a,
ala•k”ta karimu sakala
SYNONYMS
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puna„--again; yadi--if; kona--some; k£a‹a--moment; kay•ya--helps; k”£‹a-Lord K”£‹a; dara¤ana--seeing; tabe--then; sei--that; ghaà†-k£a‹a-pala-seconds, moments and hours; diy•--offering; m•lya-candana--garlands and
sandalwood pulp; n•n•--various; ratna--jewels; •bhara‹a--ornaments; ala•k”ta-decorated; karimu--I shall make; sakala--all.
TRANSLATION
"If by chance such a moment comes when I can once again see K”£‹a, then I
shall worship those seconds, moments and hours with flower garlands and pulp
of sandalwood and decorate them with all kinds of jewels and ornaments."
TEXT 39
TEXT
k£a‹e b•hya haila mana, •ge dekhe dui jana,
t••re puche,----•mi n• caitanya?
svapna-pr•ya ki dekhinu, kib• •mi pral•pinu,
tomar• kichu ¤uniy•cha dainya?
SYNONYMS
k£a‹e--in an instant; b•hya--outside; haila--became; mana--the mind; •ge-in front; dekhe--sees; dui jana--two persons; t••re--unto them; puche-inquires; •mi--I; n•--not; caitanya--conscious; svapna-pr•ya--almost dreaming;
ki--what; dekhinu--I have seen; kib•--what; •mi--I; pral•pinu--spoke in
craziness; tomar•--you; kichu--something; ¤uniy•cha--have heard; dainya-humility.
TRANSLATION
In an instant, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu regained external consciousness and
saw two persons before Him. Questioning them, He asked, "Am I conscious? What
dreams have I been seeing? What craziness have I spoken? Have you heard some
expressions of humility?"
PURPORT
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu thus spoke in ecstasy, He saw two persons
before Him. One was His secretary, Svarãpa D•modara, and the other was R•ya
R•m•nanda. Coming to His external consciousness, He saw them both present, and
although He was still talking in the ecstasy of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, He
immediately began to question whether He was the same ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 40
TEXT
¤una mora pr•‹era b•ndhava
n•hi k”£‹a-prema-dhana, daridra mora j†vana,
dehendriya v”th• mora saba
SYNONYMS
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¤una--kindly hear; mora--My; pr•‹era--of life; b•ndhava--friends; n•hi-there is none; k”£‹a-prema-dhana--wealth of love of K”£‹a; daridra--povertystricken; mora--My; j†vana--life; deha-indriya--all the limbs and senses of My
body; v”th•--fruitless; mora--My; saba--all.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "My dear friends, you are all My life
and soul; therefore I tell you that I possess no wealth of love for K”£‹a.
Consequently My life is poverty-stricken. My limbs and senses are useless."
TEXT 41
TEXT
puna„ kahe,----h•ya h•ya, ¤una, svarãpa-r•mar•ya,
ei mora h”daya-ni¤caya
¤uni karaha vic•ra, haya, naya----kaha s•ra,
eta bali' ¤loka ucc•raya
SYNONYMS
puna„--again; kahe--says; h•ya h•ya--alas; ¤una--kindly hear; svarãpa-r•mar•ya--My dear Svarãpa D•modara and R•m•nanda R•ya; ei--this; mora--My; h”dayani¤caya--the certainty in My heart; ¤uni--hearing; karaha--just make; vic•ra-judgment; haya, naya--correct or not; kaha s•ra--tell Me the essence; eta
bali'--saying this; ¤loka--another verse; ucc•raya--recites.
TRANSLATION
Again He addressed both Svarãpa D•modara and R•ya R•m•nanda, speaking
despondently, "Alas! My friends, you can now know the certainty within My
heart, and after knowing My heart you should judge whether I am correct or
not. You can speak of this properly." ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then began to
chant another verse.
TEXT 42
TEXT
ka-i-avarahi-a‰ pemma‰ ‹a hi hoi m•‹use loe
ja-i hoi kassa virahe hontammi ko j†a-i
SYNONYMS
ka-i-avarahi-am--without any cheating propensity, without any motive
concerning the four principles of material existence (namely, religiosity,
economic development, sense gratification and liberation); pemmam--love of
Godhead; ‹a--never; hi--certainly; hoi--becomes; m•‹use--in human society;
loe--in this world; ja-i--if; hoi--there is; kassa--whose; virahe--in
separation; hontammi--is; ko--who; j†a-i--lives.
TRANSLATION
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" 'Love of Godhead, devoid of cheating propensities, is not possible within
this material world. If there is such a love, there cannot be separation, for
if there is separation, how can one live?'
PURPORT
This is a verse in a common language called pr•k”ta, and the exact Sanskrit
transformation is kaitava-rahita‰ prem• na hi bhavati m•nu£e loke. yadi
bhavati kasya viraho virahe saty api ko j†vati.
TEXT 43
TEXT
akaitava k”£‹a-prema, yena j•mbãnada-hema,
sei prem• n”loke n• haya
yadi haya t•ra yoga, n• haya tabe viyoga,
viyoga haile keha n• j†yaya
SYNONYMS
akaitava k”£‹a-prema--unalloyed love of K”£‹a; yena--like; j•mbã-nada-hema-gold from the J•mbã River; sei prem•--that love of Godhead; n”-loke--in the
material world; n• haya--is not possible; yadi--if; haya--there is; t•ra--with
it; yoga--connection; n•--not; haya--is; tabe--then; viyoga--separation;
viyoga--separation; haile--if there is; keha--someone; n• j†yaya--cannot live.
TRANSLATION
"Pure love for K”£‹a, just like gold from the J•mbã River, does not exist
in human society. If it existed, there could not be separation. If separation
were there, one could not live."
TEXT 44
TEXT
eta kahi' ¤ac†-suta, ¤loka pa‚e adbhuta,
¤une du•he eka-mana ha‘•
•pana-h”daya-k•ja, kahite v•siye l•ja,
tabu kahi l•ja-b†ja kh•‘•
SYNONYMS
eta kahi'--thus saying; ¤ac†-suta--the son of ¥r†mat† ¥ac†m•t•; ¤loka-verse; pa‚e--recites; adbhuta--wonderful; ¤une--hear; du•he--the two persons;
eka-mana ha‘•--with rapt attention; •pana-h”daya-k•ja--the activities of one's
own heart; kahite--to speak; v•siye--I feel; l•ja--shameful; tabu--still;
kahi--I speak; l•ja-b†ja--the seed of bashfulness; kh•‘•--finishing.
TRANSLATION
Thus speaking, the son of ¥r†mat† ¥ac†m•t• recited another wonderful verse,
and R•m•nanda R•ya and Svarãpa D•modara heard this verse with rapt attention.
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "I feel shameful to disclose the activities of
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My heart. Nonetheless, I shall be done with all formalities and speak from the
heart. Please hear."
TEXT 45
TEXT
na prema-gandho 'sti dar•pi me harau
krand•mi saubh•gya-bhara‰ prak•¤itum
va‰¤†-vil•sy-•nana-lokana‰ vin•
bibharmi yat pr•‹a-pata•gak•n v”th•
SYNONYMS
na--never; prema-gandha„--a scent of love of Godhead; asti--there is; dar•
api--even in a slight proportion; me--My; harau--in the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; krand•mi--I cry; saubh•gya-bharam--the volume of My fortune;
prak•¤itum--to exhibit; va‰¤†-vil•si--of the great flute-player; •nana--at the
face; lokanam--looking; vin•--without; bibharmi--I carry; yat--because; pr•‹apata•gak•n--My insectlike life; v”th•--with no purpose.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, " 'My dear friends, I have not the
slightest tinge of love of Godhead within My heart. When you see Me crying in
separation, I am just falsely exhibiting a demonstration of My great fortune.
Indeed, not seeing the beautiful face of K”£‹a playing His flute, I continue
to live My life like an insect, without purpose.'
TEXT 46
TEXT
dãre ¤uddha-prema-gandha, kapaàa premera bandha,
seha mora n•hi k”£‹a-p•ya
tabe ye kari krandana, sva-saubh•gya prakhy•pana,
kari, ih• j•niha ni¤caya
SYNONYMS
dãre--far away; ¤uddha-prema-gandha--a scent of pure devotional love;
kapaàa--false; premera--of love of Godhead; bandha--binding; seha--that; mora-My; n•hi--there is not; k”£‹a-p•ya--at the lotus feet of K”£‹a; tabe--but;
ye--that; kari--I do; krandana--crying; sva-saubh•gya--My own fortune;
prakhy•pana--demonstration; kari--I do; ih•--this; j•niha--know; ni¤caya-certainly.
TRANSLATION
"Actually, My love for K”£‹a is far, far away. Whatever I do is actually
false. When you see Me cry, I am simply exhibiting My great fortune. Please
try to understand this beyond a doubt.
TEXT 47
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TEXT
y•te va‰¤†-dhvani-sukha, n• dekhi' se c••da mukha,
yadyapi n•hika '•lambana'
nija-dehe kari pr†ti, kevala k•mera r†ti,
pr•‹a-k†àera kariye dh•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
y•te--in which; va‰¤†-dhvani-sukha--the happiness of hearing the playing of
the flute; n• dekhi'--not seeing; se--that; c••da mukha--moonlike face;
yadyapi--although; n•hika--there is not; '•lambana'--the meeting of the lover
and beloved; nija--own; dehe--in the body; kari--I do; pr†ti--affection;
kevala--only; k•mera--of lust; r†ti--the way; pr•‹a--of life; k†àera--of the
fly; kariye--I do; dh•ra‹a--continuing.
TRANSLATION
"Even though I do not see the moonlike face of K”£‹a playing on His flute
and although there is no possibility of My meeting Him, still I take care of
My own body. That is the way of lust. In this way, I maintain My flylike life.
PURPORT
In this connection, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura says that the
lovable Supreme Lord is the supreme shelter. The Lord is the supreme subject,
and the devotees are the object. The coming together of a subject and object
is called •lambana. The object hears, and the subject plays the flute. That
the object cannot see the moonlike face of K”£‹a and has no eagerness to see
Him is the sign of being without •lambana. Externally imagining such a thing
simply satisfies one's lusty desires, and thus one lives without purpose.
TEXT 48
TEXT
k”£‹a-prem• sunirmala, yena ¤uddha-ga•g•-jala,
sei prem•----am”tera sindhu
nirmala se anur•ge, n• luk•ya anya d•ge,
¤ukla-vastre yaiche mas†-bindu
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-prem•--love of K”£‹a; su-nirmala--without material contamination;
yena--exactly like; ¤uddha-ga•g•-jala--the pure water of the Ganges; sei
prem•--that love; am”tera sindhu--the ocean of nectar; nirmala--pure; se-that; anur•ge--attraction; n• luk•ya--does not conceal; anya--other; d•ge-spot; ¤ukla-vastre--on white cloth; yaiche--as; mas†-bindu--a spot of ink.
TRANSLATION
"Love for Lord K”£‹a is very pure, just like the waters of the Ganges. That
love is an ocean of nectar. That pure attachment to K”£‹a does not conceal any
spot, which would appear just like a spot of ink on a white cloth.
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PURPORT
Unalloyed love of K”£‹a is just like a big sheet of white cloth. Absence of
attachment is compared to a black spot on that white cloth. Just as the black
spot is prominent, so the absence of love of Godhead is prominent on the
platform of pure love of Godhead.
TEXT 49
TEXT
¤uddha-prema-sukha-sindhu, p•i t•ra eka bindu,
sei bindu jagat ‚ub•ya
kahib•ra yogya naya, tath•pi b•ule kaya,
kahile v• keb• p•tiy•ya
SYNONYMS
¤uddha-prema--unalloyed love; sukha-sindhu--an ocean of happiness; p•i--if
I get; t•ra--of that; eka--one; bindu--drop; sei bindu--that drop; jagat--the
whole world; ‚ub•ya--drowns; kahib•ra--to speak; yogya naya--is not fit;
tath•pi--still; b•ule--a madman; kaya--speaks; kahile--if spoken; v•--or; keb•
p•tiy•ya--who believes.
TRANSLATION
"Unalloyed love of K”£‹a is like an ocean of happiness. If someone gets one
drop of it, the whole world can drown in that drop. It is not befitting to
express such love of Godhead, yet a madman must speak. However, even though he
speaks, no one believes him."
TEXT 50
TEXT
ei mata dine dine, svarãpa-r•m•nanda-sane,
nija-bh•va karena vidita
b•hye vi£a-jv•l• haya, bhitare •nanda-maya,
k”£‹a-prem•ra adbhuta carita
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; dine dine--day after day; svarãpa--Svarãpa D•modara;
r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda R•ya; sane--with; nija--own; bh•va--ecstasy; karena-makes; vidita--known; b•hye--externally; vi£a-jv•l• haya--there is suffering
from poisonous effects; bhitare--within; •nanda-maya--transcendental ecstasy;
k”£‹a-prem•ra--of love of K”£‹a; adbhuta--wonderful; carita--characteristic.
TRANSLATION
In this way, Lord Caitanya used to revel in ecstasy day after day and
exhibit these ecstasies before Svarãpa and R•m•nanda R•ya. Externally there
appeared severe tribulation, as if He were suffering from poisonous effects,
but internally He was experiencing bliss. This is characteristic of
transcendental love of K”£‹a.
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TEXT 51
TEXT
ei prem•-•sv•dana, tapta-ik£u-carva‹a,
mukha jvale, n• y•ya tyajana
sei prem• y••ra mane, t•ra vikrama sei j•ne,
vi£•m”te ekatra milana
SYNONYMS
ei--this; prem•--love of K”£‹a; •sv•dana--tasting; tapta--hot; ik£ucarva‹a--chewing sugarcane; mukha jvale--the mouth burns; n• y•ya tyajana-still not possible to give up; sei--that; prem•--love of Godhead; y••ra mane-in someone's mind; t•ra--of that; vikrama--the power; sei j•ne--he knows;
vi£a-am”te--poison and nectar; ekatra--in oneness; milana--meeting.
TRANSLATION
If one tastes such love of Godhead, he can compare it to hot sugarcane.
When one chews hot sugarcane, his mouth burns, yet he cannot give it up.
Similarly, if one has but a little love of Godhead, he can perceive its
powerful effects. It can only be compared to poison and nectar mixed together.
TEXT 52
TEXT
p†‚•bhir nava-k•la-kãàa-kaàut•-garvasya nirv•sano
nisyandena mud•‰ sudh•-madhurim•ha•k•ra-sa•kocana„
prem• sundari nanda-nandana-paro j•garti yasy•ntare
j‘•yante sphuàam asya vakra-madhur•s tenaiva vikr•ntaya„
SYNONYMS
p†‚•bhi„--by the sufferings; nava--fresh; k•la-kãàa--of poison; kaàut•--of
the severity; garvasya--of pride; nirv•sana„--banishment; nisyandena--by
pouring down; mud•m--happiness; sudh•--of nectar; madhurim•--of the sweetness;
aha•k•ra--the pride; sa•kocana„--minimizing; prem•--love; sundari--beautiful
friend; nanda-nandana-para„--fixed upon the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda; j•garti-develops; yasya--of whom; antare--in the heart; j‘•yante--are perceived;
sphuàam--explicitly; asya--of that; vakra--crooked; madhur•„--and sweet; tena-by him; eva--alone; vikr•ntaya„--the influences.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu spoke, " 'My dear beautiful friend, if one
develops love of Godhead, love of K”£‹a, the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja, all the
bitter and sweet influences of this love will manifest in one's heart. Such
love of Godhead acts in two ways. The poisonous effects of love of Godhead
defeat the severe and fresh poison of the serpent. Yet there is simultaneously
transcendental bliss, which pours down and defeats the pride of nectar and
diminishes its value. In other words, love of K”£‹a is so powerful that it
simultaneously defeats the poisonous effects of a snake, as well as the
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happiness derived from pouring nectar on one's head. It is perceived as doubly
effective, simultaneously poisonous and nectarean.'"
PURPORT
This verse is spoken by Paur‹am•s† to N•nd†mukh† in the Vidagdha-m•dhava
(2.18), by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†.
TEXT 53
TEXT
ye k•le dekhe jagann•tha-¤r†r•ma-subhadr•-s•tha,
tabe j•ne----•il•ma kuruk£etra
saphala haila j†vana, dekhilu• padma-locana,
ju‚•ila tanu-mana-netra
SYNONYMS
ye k•le--at that time when; dekhe--He sees; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha;
¤r†-r•ma--Balar•ma; subhadr•--Subhadr•; s•tha--with; tabe--at that time; j•ne-knows; •il•ma--I have come; kuruk£etra--to the pilgrimage site known as
Kuruk£etra; sa-phala--successful; haila--has become; j†vana--life; dekhilu•--I
have seen; padma-locana--the lotus eyes; ju‚•ila--pacified; tanu--body; mana-mind; netra--eyes.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would see Jagann•tha along with Balar•ma and
Subhadr•, He would immediately think that He had reached Kuruk£etra, where all
of them had come. He would think that His life was successful because He had
seen the lotus-eyed one, whom, if seen, pacifies the body, mind and eyes.
TEXT 54
TEXT
garu‚era sannidh•ne, rahi' kare dara¤ane,
se •nandera ki kahiba ba'le
garu‚a-stambhera tale, •che eka nimna kh•le,
se kh•la bharila a¤ru-jale
SYNONYMS
garu‚era--Garu‚a; sannidh•ne--near; rahi'--staying; kare--does; dara¤ane-seeing; se •nandera--of that bliss; ki--what; kahiba--I shall say; ba'le--on
the strength; garu‚a--of the statue of Garu‚a; stambhera--of the column; tale-underneath; •che--there is; eka--one; nimna--low; kh•le--ditch; se kh•la-that ditch; bharila--became filled; a¤ru-jale--with the water of tears.
TRANSLATION
Staying near the Garu‚a-stambha, the Lord would look upon Lord Jagann•tha.
What can be said about the strength of that love? On the ground beneath the
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column of the Garu‚a-stambha was a deep ditch, and that ditch was filled with
the water of His tears.
PURPORT
In front of the temple of Jagann•tha is a column on which the statue of
Garu‚a is situated. It is called the Garu‚a-stambha. At the base of that
column is a ditch, and that ditch was filled with the tears of the Lord.
TEXT 55
TEXT
t•h•• haite ghare •si', m•à†ra upare vasi',
nakhe kare p”thiv† likhana
h•-h• k•h•• v”nd•vana, k•h•• gopendra-nandana,
k•h•• sei va‰¤†-vadana
SYNONYMS
t•h•• haite--from there; ghare •si'--coming back home; m•à†ra--the ground;
upare--upon; vasi'--sitting; nakhe--by the nails; kare--does; p”thiv†--on the
surface of the earth; likhana--marking; h•-h•--alas; k•h••--where is;
v”nd•vana--V”nd•vana; k•h••--where; gopa-indra-nandana--the son of the King of
the cowherd men; k•h••--where; sei--that; va‰¤†-vadana--the person with the
flute.
TRANSLATION
When coming from the Jagann•tha temple to return to His house, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu used to sit on the ground and mark it with His nails. At such times
He would be greatly morose and would cry, "Alas, where is V”nd•vana? Where is
K”£‹a, the son of the King of the cowherd men? Where is that person who plays
the flute?"
TEXT 56
TEXT
k•h•• se tri-bha•ga-àh•ma, k•h•• sei ve‹u-g•na,
k•h•• sei yamun•-pulina
k•h•• se r•sa-vil•sa, k•h•• n”tya-g†ta-h•sa,
k•h•• prabhu madana-mohana
SYNONYMS
k•h••--where; se--that; tri-bha•ga-àh•ma--figure curved in three places;
k•h••--where; sei--that; ve‹u-g•na--sweet song of the flute; k•h••--where;
sei--that; yamun•-pulina--bank of the Yamun• River; k•h••--where; se--that;
r•sa-vil•sa--the r•sa dance; k•h••--where; n”tya-g†ta-h•sa--dancing, music and
laughing; k•h••--where; prabhu--My Lord; madana-mohana--the enchanter of
Madana (Cupid).
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu used to lament by saying, "Where is ¥r† K”£‹a,
whose form is curved in three places? Where is the sweet song of His flute,
and where is the bank of the Yamun•? Where is the r•sa dance? Where is that
dancing, singing, and laughing? Where is My Lord, Madana-mohana, the enchanter
of Cupid?"
TEXT 57
TEXT
uàhila n•n• bh•v•vega, mane haila udvega,
k£a‹a-m•tra n•re go••ite
prabala virah•nale, dhairya haila àalamale,
n•n• ¤loka l•gil• pa‚ite
SYNONYMS
uàhila--arose; n•n•--various; bh•va-•vega--forces of emotion; mane--in the
mind; haila--there was; udvega--anxiety; k£a‹a-m•tra--even for a moment; n•re-not able; go••ite--to pass; prabala--powerful; viraha-anale--in the fire of
separation; dhairya--patience; haila--became; àalamale--tottering; n•n•-various; ¤loka--verses; l•gil•--began; pa‚ite--to recite.
TRANSLATION
In this way various ecstatic emotions evolved, and the Lord's mind filled
with anxiety. He could not escape even for a moment. In this way, because of
fierce feelings of separation, His patience began to totter, and He began to
recite various verses.
TEXT 58
TEXT
amãny adhany•ni din•ntar•‹i
hare tvad-•lokanam antare‹a
an•tha-bandho karu‹aika-sindho
h• hanta h• hanta katha‰ nay•mi
SYNONYMS
amãni--all those; adhany•ni--inauspicious; dina-antar•‹i--other days; hare-O My Lord; tvat--of You; •lokanam--seeing; antare‹a--without; an•tha-bandho-O friend of the helpless; karu‹•-eka-sindho--O only ocean of mercy; h• hanta-alas; h• hanta--alas; katham--how; nay•mi--shall I pass.
TRANSLATION
" 'O My Lord, O Supreme Personality of Godhead, O friend of the helpless!
You are the only ocean of mercy! Because I have not met You, My inauspicious
days and nights have become unbearable. I do not know how I shall pass the
time.'
PURPORT
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This is a verse from K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta (41), by Bilvama•gala áh•kura.
TEXT 59
TEXT
tom•ra dar¤ana-vine, adhanya e r•tri-dine,
ei k•la n• y•ya k•àana
tumi an•thera bandhu, ap•ra karu‹•-sindhu,
k”p• kari' deha dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--Your; dar¤ana--audience; vine--without; adhanya--inauspicious; e-this; r•tri-dine--night and day; ei k•la--this time; n• y•ya--does not go;
k•àana--passing; tumi--You; an•thera bandhu--friend of the helpless; ap•ra-unlimited; karu‹•-sindhu--ocean of mercy; k”p• kari'--showing mercy; deha-kindly give; dara¤ana--audience.
TRANSLATION
"All these inauspicious days and nights are not passing, for I have not met
You. It is difficult to know how to pass all this time. But You are the friend
of the helpless and an ocean of mercy. Kindly give Me Your audience, for I am
in a precarious position."
TEXT 60
TEXT
uàhila bh•va-c•pala, mana ha-ila ca‘cala,
bh•vera gati bujhana n• y•ya
adar¤ane po‚e mana, kemane p•ba dara¤ana,
k”£‹a-àh•‘i puchena up•ya
SYNONYMS
uàhila--arose; bh•va-c•pala--restlessness of ecstatic emotion; mana--mind;
ha-ila--became; ca‘cala--agitated; bh•vera--of ecstatic emotion; gati--the
course; bujhana--understanding; n• y•ya--not possible; adar¤ane--without
seeing; po‚e--burns; mana--the mind; kemane--how; p•ba--I shall get; dara¤ana-audience; k”£‹a-àh•‘i--from K”£‹a; puchena--inquires; up•ya--the means.
TRANSLATION
In this way, the Lord's restlessness was awakened by ecstatic feelings, and
His mind became agitated. No one could understand what course such ecstasy
would take. Because Lord Caitanya could not meet the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, K”£‹a, His mind burned. He began to ask K”£‹a of the means by which
He could reach Him.
TEXT 61
TEXT
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tvac-chai¤ava‰ tri-bhuvan•dbhutam ity avehi
mac-c•pala‰ ca tava v• mama v•dhigamyam
tat ki‰ karomi virala‰ mural†-vil•si
mugdha‰ mukh•mbujam ud†k£itum †k£a‹•bhy•m
SYNONYMS
tvat--Your; ¤ai¤avam--early age; tri-bhuvana--within the three worlds;
adbhutam--wonderful; iti--thus; avehi--know; mat-c•palam--My unsteadiness; ca-and; tava--of You; v•--or; mama--of Me; v•--or; adhigamyam--to be understood;
tat--that; kim--what; karomi--I do; viralam--in solitude; mural†-vil•si--O
player of the flute; mugdham--attractive; mukha-ambujam--lotuslike face;
ud†k£itum--to see sufficiently; †k£a‹•bhy•m--by the eyes.
TRANSLATION
" 'O K”£‹a, O flute-player, the sweetness of Your early age is wonderful
within these three worlds. You know My unsteadiness, and I know Yours. No one
else knows about this. I want to see Your beautiful attractive face somewhere
in a solitary place, but how can this be accomplished?'
PURPORT
This is another quote from the K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta (32), of Bilvama•gala
áh•kura.
TEXT 62
TEXT
tom•ra m•dhur†-bala, t•te mora c•pala,
ei dui, tumi •mi j•ni
k•h•• karo• k•h•• y••, k•h•• gele tom• p••,
t•h• more kaha ta' •pani
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--Your; m•dhur†-bala--strength of sweetness; t•te--in that; mora--My;
c•pala--impotence; ei--these; dui--two; tumi--You; •mi--I; j•ni--know; k•h••-where; karo•--I do; k•h••--where; y••--I go; k•h••--where; gele--by going;
tom•--You; p••--I can get; t•h•--that; more--unto Me; kaha--please speak; ta'
•pani--You.
TRANSLATION
"My dear K”£‹a, only You and I know the strength of Your beautiful features
and, because of them, My unsteadiness. Now, this is My position; I do not know
what to do or where to go. Where can I find You? I am asking You to give
directions."
TEXT 63
TEXT
n•n•-bh•vera pr•balya, haila sandhi-¤•balya,
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bh•ve-bh•ve haila mah•-ra‹a
autsukya, c•palya, dainya, ro£•mar£a •di sainya,
premonm•da----sab•ra k•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
n•n•--various; bh•vera--of ecstasies; pr•balya--the force; haila--there
was; sandhi--meeting; ¤•balya--contradiction; bh•ve-bh•ve--between ecstasies;
haila--there was; mah•-ra‹a--a great fight; autsukya--eagerness; c•palya-impotence; dainya--humility; ro£a-amar£a--anger and impatience; •di--all
these; sainya--soldiers; prema-unm•da--madness in love; sab•ra--of all;
k•ra‹a--the cause.
TRANSLATION
Because of the various kinds of ecstasy, contradictory states of mind
occurred, and this resulted in a great fight between different types of
ecstasy. Anxiety, impotence, humility, anger and impatience were all like
soldiers fighting, and the madness of love of Godhead was the cause.
PURPORT
In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu it is stated that when similar ecstasies from
separate causes meet, they are called svarãpa-sandhi. When opposing elements
meet, whether they arise from a common cause or different causes, their
conjunction is called bhinna-rãpa-sandhi, the meeting of contradictory
ecstasies. The simultaneous joining of different ecstasies--fear and
happiness, regret and happiness--is called meeting (sandhi). The word ¤•balya
refers to different types of ecstatic symptoms combined together, like pride,
despondency, humility, remembrance, doubt, impatience caused by insult, fear,
disappointment, patience and eagerness. The friction that occurs when these
combine is called ¤•balya. Similarly, when the desire to see the object is
very prominent, or when one is unable to tolerate any delay in seeing the
desired object, the incapability is called autsukya, or eagerness. If such
eagerness is present, one's mouth dries up and one becomes restless. One also
becomes full of anxiety, and hard breathing and patience are observed.
Similarly, the lightness of heart caused by strong attachment and strong
agitation of the mind is called impotence (c•palya). Failure of judgment,
misuse of words, and obstinate activities devoid of anxiety are observed.
Similarly, when one becomes too angry at the other party, offensive and
abominable speech occurs, and this anger is called ro£a. When one becomes
impatient due to being scolded or insulted, the resultant state of mind is
called amar£a. In this state of mind, one perspires, acquires a headache,
fades in bodily color and experiences anxiety and an urge to search out the
remedy. The bearing of a grudge, aversion and chastisement are all visible
symptoms.
TEXT 64
TEXT
matta-gaja bh•va-ga‹a, prabhura deha----†k£u-vana,
gaja-yuddhe vanera dalana
prabhura haila divyonm•da, tanu-manera avas•da,
bh•v•ve¤e kare sambodhana
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SYNONYMS
matta-gaja--mad elephant; bh•va-ga‹a--symptoms of ecstasy; prabhura--of the
Lord; deha--body; ik£u-vana--sugarcane forest; gaja-yuddhe--in the fight of
the elephants; vanera--of the forest; dalana--trampling; prabhura--of the
Lord; haila--was; divya-unm•da--transcendental madness; tanu-manera--of the
mind and body; avas•da--despondency; bh•va-•ve¤e--on account of absorption in
ecstasy; kare--does; sambodhana--addressing.
TRANSLATION
The body of the Lord was just like a field of sugarcane into which the mad
elephants of ecstasy entered. There was a fight amongst the elephants, and in
the process the entire field of sugarcane was destroyed. Thus transcendental
madness was awakened in the body of the Lord, and He experienced despondency
in mind and body. In this ecstatic condition, He began to speak as follows.
TEXT 65
TEXT
he deva he dayita he bhuvanaika-bandho
he k”£‹a he capala he karu‹aika-sindho
he n•tha he rama‹a he nayan•bhir•ma
h• h• kad• nu bhavit•si pada‰ d”¤or me
SYNONYMS
he deva--O Lord; he dayita--O most dear; he bhuvana-eka-bandho--O only
friend of the universe; he k”£‹a--O Lord K”£‹a; he capala--O restless one; he
karu‹a-eka-sindho--O ocean of mercy; he n•tha--O My Lord; he rama‹a--O My
enjoyer; he nayana-abhir•ma--O most beautiful to My eyes; h• h•--alas; kad•-when; nu--certainly; bhavit• asi--will You be; padam--the dwelling place;
d”¤o„ me--of My vision.
TRANSLATION
" 'O My Lord! O dearest one! O only friend of the universe! O K”£‹a, O
restless one, O ocean of mercy! O My Lord, O My enjoyer, O beloved to My eyes!
Alas, when will You again be visible to Me?'"
PURPORT
This is text 40 of K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta.
TEXT 66
TEXT
unm•dera lak£a‹a, kar•ya k”£‹a-sphura‹a,
bh•v•ve¤e uàhe pra‹aya m•na
sollu‹àha-vacana-r†ti, m•na, garva, vy•ja-stuti,
kabhu nind•, kabhu v• samm•na
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SYNONYMS
unm•dera lak£a‹a--the symptoms of madness; kar•ya--causes; k”£‹a--Lord
K”£‹a; sphura‹a--impetus; bh•va-•ve¤e--in an ecstatic condition; uàhe-awakens; pra‹aya--love; m•na--disdain; sollu‹àha-vacana--of disrespect by
sweet words; r†ti--the way; m•na--honor; garva--pride; vy•ja-stuti--indirect
prayer; kabhu--sometimes; nind•--blasphemy; kabhu--sometimes; v•--or; samm•na-honor.
TRANSLATION
The symptoms of madness served as an impetus for remembering K”£‹a. The
mood of ecstasy awoke love, disdain, defamation by words, pride, honor and
indirect prayer. Thus ¥r† K”£‹a was sometimes blasphemed and sometimes
honored.
PURPORT
The word unm•da is explained in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu as extreme joy,
misfortune and bewilderment in the heart due to separation. Symptoms of unm•da
are laughing like a madman, dancing, singing, performing ineffectual
activities, talking nonsense, running, shouting and sometimes working in
contradictory ways. The word pra‹aya is explained thus: When there is a
possibility of receiving direct honor but it is avoided, that love is called
pra‹aya. ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†, in his Ujjvala-n†lama‹i, explains the word m•na
thus: When the lover feels novel sweetness by exchanging hearty loving words
but wishes to hide his feelings by crooked means, m•na is experienced.
TEXT 67
TEXT
tumi deva----kr†‚•-rata, bhuvanera n•r† yata,
t•he kara abh†£àa kr†‚ana
tumi mora dayita, mote vaise tom•ra cita,
mora bh•gye kaile •gamana
SYNONYMS
tumi--You; deva--the Supreme Lord; kr†‚•-rata--engaged in Your pastimes;
bhuvanera--of all the universes; n•r†--women; yata--all; t•he--in those
pastimes; kara--You do; abh†£àa--desired; kr†‚ana--acting; tumi--You; mora-My; dayita--merciful; mote--to Me; vaise--rest; tom•ra--Your; cita--mind;
mora--My; bh•gye--by fortune; kaile--You have made; •gamana--appearance.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, You are engaged in Your pastimes, and You utilize all the
women in the universe according to Your desire. You are so kind to Me. Please
divert Your attention to Me, for by fortune You have appeared before Me.
TEXT 68
TEXT
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bhuvanera n•r†-ga‹a, sab•' kara •kar£a‹a,
t•h•• kara saba sam•dh•na
tumi k”£‹a----citta-hara, aiche kona p•mara,
tom•re v• keb• kare m•na
SYNONYMS
bhuvanera--of all the universe; n•r†-ga‹a--women; sab•'--all; kara--You do;
•kar£a‹a--attraction; t•h••--there; kara--You made; saba--all; sam•dh•na-adjustment; tumi--You; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; citta-hara--the enchanter of the
mind; aiche--in that way; kona--some; p•mara--debauchee; tom•re--You; v•--or;
keb•--who; kare--does; m•na--honor.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, You attract all the women of the universe, and You make
adjustments for all of them when they appear. You are Lord K”£‹a, and You can
enchant everyone, but on the whole, You are nothing but a debauchee. Who can
honor You?
TEXT 69
TEXT
tom•ra capala-mati, ekatra n• haya sthiti,
t•'te tom•ra n•hi kichu do£a
tumi ta' karu‹•-sindhu, •m•ra par•‹a-bandhu,
tom•ya n•hi mora kabhu ro£a
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--Your; capala-mati--restless mind; ekatra--in one place; n•--never;
haya--is; sthiti--established; t•'te--in that; tom•ra--Your; n•hi--there is
not; kichu--any; do£a--fault; tumi--You are; ta'--certainly; karu‹•-sindhu-the ocean of mercy; •m•ra--My; par•‹a-bandhu--friend of the heart; tom•ya-toward You; n•hi--there is not; mora--My; kabhu--any time; ro£a--anger.
TRANSLATION
"My dear K”£‹a, Your mind is always restless. You cannot remain in one
place, but You are not at fault for this. You are actually the ocean of mercy,
the friend of My heart. Therefore I have no reason to be angry with You.
TEXT 70
TEXT
tumi n•tha----vraja-pr•‹a, vrajera kara paritr•‹a,
bahu k•rye n•hi avak•¤a
tumi •m•ra rama‹a, sukha dite •gamana,
e tom•ra vaidagdhya-vil•sa
SYNONYMS
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tumi--You; n•tha--the master; vraja-pr•‹a--the life of Vrajabhãmi
(V”nd•vana); vrajera--of Vraja; kara--do; paritr•‹a--deliverance; bahu--many;
k•rye--in activities; n•hi--there is not; avak•¤a--rest; tumi--You; •m•ra--My;
rama‹a--enjoyer; sukha--happiness; dite--to give; •gamana--appearing; e--this;
tom•ra--Your; vaidagdhya-vil•sa--activities of expert transactions.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, You are the master and the life and soul of V”nd•vana.
Kindly arrange for the deliverance of V”nd•vana. We have no leisure hours away
from our many activities. Actually, You are My enjoyer. You have appeared just
to give Me happiness, and this is one of Your expert activities.
PURPORT
The word vaidagdhya means that one is very expert, learned, humorous,
cunning, beautiful and expert in manifesting caricatures.
TEXT 71
TEXT
mora v•kya nind• m•ni, k”£‹a ch•‚i' gel• j•ni,
¤una, mora e stuti-vacana
nayanera abhir•ma, tumi mora dhana-pr•‹a,
h•-h• puna„ deha dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
mora--My; v•kya--words; nind•--blasphemy; m•ni--accepting; k”£‹a--Lord
K”£‹a; ch•‚i'--giving up; gel•--went away; j•ni--I know; ¤una--hear; mora--My;
e--this; stuti-vacana--words of praise; nayanera--of the eyes; abhir•ma--the
satisfaction; tumi--You are; mora--My; dhana-pr•‹a--wealth and life; h•-h•-alas; puna„--again; deha--give Me; dara¤ana--audience.
TRANSLATION
"Taking My words as defamation, Lord K”£‹a has left Me. I know that He is
gone, but kindly hear My prayers in praise. You are the satisfaction of My
eyes. You are My wealth and My life. Alas, please give Me your audience once
again."
TEXT 72
TEXT
stambha, kampa, prasveda, vaivar‹ya, a¤ru, svara-bheda,
deha haila pulake vy•pita
h•se, k•nde, n•ce, g•ya, uàhi' iti uti dh•ya,
k£a‹e bhãme pa‚iy• mãrcchita
SYNONYMS
stambha--being stunned; kampa--trembling; prasveda--perspiration;
vaivar‹ya--fading away of the color; a¤ru--tears; svara-bheda--choking of the
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voice; deha--body; haila--was; pulake--in joy; vy•pita--pervaded; h•se-laughs; k•nde--cries; n•ce--dances; g•ya--sings; uàhi'--getting up; iti uti-here and there; dh•ya--runs; k£a‹e--sometimes; bhãme--on the ground; pa‚iy•-falling down; mãrcchita--unconscious.
TRANSLATION
There were different transformations of the body of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu: being stunned, trembling, perspiring, fading away of color,
weeping, and choking of the voice. In this way His whole body was pervaded by
transcendental joy. As a result, sometimes Caitanya Mah•prabhu would laugh,
sometimes cry, sometimes dance and sometimes sing. Sometimes He would get up
and run here and there, and sometimes fall on the ground and lose
consciousness.
PURPORT
In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu, eight kinds of transcendental change taking
place in the body are described. Stambha, being stunned, refers to the mind's
becoming transcendentally absorbed. In that state, the peaceful mind is placed
on the life air, and different bodily transformations are manifest. These
symptoms are visible in the body of an advanced devotee. When life becomes
almost inactive, it is called "stunned." The emotions resulting from this
condition are joy, fear, astonishment, moroseness and anger. In this condition
the power of speech is lost, and there is no movement in the hands and legs.
Otherwise, being stunned is a mental condition. Many other symptoms are
visible on the entire body in the beginning. These are very subtle, but
gradually they become very apparent. When one cannot speak, naturally one's
active senses are arrested, and the knowledge-acquiring senses are rendered
inoperative. Kampa, trembling of the body, is mentioned in the Bhaktiras•m”ta-sindhu as a result of a special kind of fear, anger and joy. This is
called vepathu, or kampa. When the body begins to perspire because of joy,
fear and anger combined, this is called sveda. Vaivar‹ya is described as a
change in the bodily color. It is caused by a combination of moroseness, anger
and fear. When these emotions are experienced, the complexion turns pale and
the body becomes lean and thin. A¤ru is explained in the Bhakti-ras•m”tasindhu as a combination of joy, anger and moroseness that causes water to flow
from the eyes without effort. When there is joy and there are tears in the
eyes, the temperature of the tears is cold, but when there is anger, the tears
are hot. In both cases, the eyes are restless, the eyeballs are red and there
is itching. These are all symptoms of a¤ru. When there is a combination of
moroseness, astonishment, anger, joy and fear, there is a choking in the
voice. This choking is called gadgada. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu refers to
gadgada-ruddhay• gir•, or "a faltering voice." In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu,
pulaka is described as joy, encouragement and fear. When these combine, the
hairs on the body stand on end, and this bodily state is called pulaka.
TEXT 73
TEXT
mãrcch•ya haila s•k£•tk•ra, uàhi' kare huhu•k•ra,
kahe----ei •il• mah•¤aya
k”£‹era m•dhur†-gu‹e, n•n• bhrama haya mane,
¤loka pa‚i' karaye ni¤caya
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SYNONYMS
mãrcch•ya--in the swoon; haila--there was; s•k£•tk•ra--direct meeting;
uàhi'--getting up; kare--does; hu-hu•-k•ra--tumultuous sound; kahe--says; ei-thus; •il•--He has come; mah•-•¤aya--the great personality; k”£‹era--of Lord
K”£‹a; m•dhur†--sweetness; gu‹e--by qualities; n•n•--various; bhrama-mistakes; haya--are; mane--in the mind; ¤loka--the verse; pa‚i'--reciting;
karaye--does; ni¤caya--ascertainment.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was thus unconscious, He happened to meet the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Consequently He got up and immediately made a
tumultuous sound, very loudly declaring, "Now K”£‹a, the great personality, is
present." In this way, because of K”£‹a's sweet qualities, Caitanya Mah•prabhu
made different types of mistakes in His mind. Thus by reciting the following
verse, He ascertained the presence of Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 74
TEXT
m•ra„ svaya‰ nu madhura-dyuti-ma‹‚ala‰ nu
m•dhuryam eva nu mano-nayan•m”ta‰ nu
ve‹†-m”jo nu mama j†vita-vallabho nu
k”£‹o 'yam abhyudayate mama locan•ya
SYNONYMS
m•ra„--Cupid; svayam--personally; nu--whether; madhura--sweet; dyuti--of
effulgence; ma‹‚alam--encirclement; nu--whether; m•dhuryam--sweetness; eva-even; nu--certainly; mana„-nayana-am”tam--nectar for the mind and eyes; nu-whether; ve‹†-m”ja„--loosening of the hair; nu--whether; mama--My; j†vitavallabha„--the pleasure of the life and soul; nu--whether; k”£‹a„--Lord K”£‹a;
ayam--this; abhyudayate--manifests; mama--My; locan•ya--for the eyes.
TRANSLATION
In the attitude of R•dh•r•‹†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu addressed the gop†s,
" 'My dear friends, where is that K”£‹a, Cupid personified, who has the
effulgence of a kadamba flower, who is sweetness itself, the nectar of My eyes
and mind, He who loosens the hair of the gop†s, who is the supreme source of
transcendental bliss and My life and soul? Has He come before My eyes again?'"
PURPORT
This is another verse from the K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta (68).
TEXT 75
TEXT
kib• ei s•k£•t k•ma, dyuti-bimba mãrtim•n,
ki m•dhurya svaya‰ mãrtimanta
kib• mano-netrotsava, kib• pr•‹a-vallabha,
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satya k”£‹a •il• netr•nanda
SYNONYMS
kib•--whether; ei--this; s•k£•t--directly; k•ma--Cupid; dyuti-bimba-reflection of the effulgence; mãrtim•n--personified; ki--whether; m•dhurya-sweetness; svayam--personally; mãrtimanta--personified; kib•--whether; mana„netra-utsava--festival of the mind and eyes; kib•--whether; pr•‹a-vallabha--My
life and soul; satya--truly; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; •il•--has come; netra-•nanda-the pleasure of My eyes.
TRANSLATION
Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu then would begin to talk like this: "Is Cupid
personified present with the effulgence and reflection of the kadamba tree? Is
He the same person, personified sweetness, who is the pleasure of My eyes and
mind, who is My life and soul? Has K”£‹a actually come before My eyes ?"
TEXT 76
TEXT
guru----n•n• bh•va-ga‹a, ¤i£ya----prabhura tanu-mana,
n•n• r†te satata n•c•ya
nirveda, vi£•da, dainya, c•palya, har£a, dhairya, manyu,
ei n”tye prabhura k•la y•ya
SYNONYMS
guru--the teacher; n•n•--various; bh•va-ga‹a--ecstasies; ¤i£ya--disciples;
prabhura--of Lord Caitanya; tanu-mana--body and mind; n•n•--various; r†te--in
ways; satata--always; n•c•ya--causes to dance; nirveda--despondency; vi£•da-moroseness; dainya--humility; c•palya--restlessness; har£a--joy; dhairya-endurance; manyu--anger; ei--this; n”tye--in dancing; prabhura--of the Lord;
k•la--time; y•ya--passes.
TRANSLATION
As the spiritual master chastises the disciple and teaches him the art of
devotional service, so all the ecstatic symptoms of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu-including despondency, moroseness, humility, restlessness, joy, endurance and
anger--all instructed His body and mind. In this way, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
passed His time.
TEXT 77
TEXT
ca‹‚†d•sa, vidy•pati, r•yera n•àaka-g†ti,
kar‹•m”ta, ¤r†-g†ta-govinda
svarãpa-r•m•nanda-sane, mah•prabhu r•tri-dine,
g•ya, ¤une----parama •nanda
SYNONYMS
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ca‹‚†d•sa--the poet Ca‹‚†d•sa; vidy•pati--the poet Vidy•pati; r•yera--of
the poet R•ya R•m•nanda; n•àaka--the Jagann•tha-vallabha-n•àaka; g†ti--songs;
kar‹•m”ta--the K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta of Bilvama•gala áh•kura; ¤r†-g†ta-govinda--the
G†ta-govinda, by Jayadeva Gosv•m†; svarãpa--Svarãpa D•modara; r•m•nanda-sane-with R•ya R•m•nanda; mah•prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; r•tri-dine--day and
night; g•ya--sings; ¤une--hears; parama •nanda--with great pleasure.
TRANSLATION
He also passed His time reading the books and singing the songs of
Ca‹‚†d•sa and Vidy•pati, and listening to quotations from the Jagann•thavallabha-n•àaka, K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta and G†ta-govinda. Thus in the association of
Svarãpa D•modara and R•ya R•m•nanda, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu passed His days
and nights chanting and hearing with great pleasure.
TEXT 78
TEXT
pur†ra v•tsalya mukhya, r•m•nandera ¤uddha-sakhya,
govind•dyera ¤uddha-d•sya-rasa
gad•dhara, jagad•nanda, svarãpera mukhya ras•nanda,
ei c•ri bh•ve prabhu va¤a
SYNONYMS
pur†ra--of Param•nanda Pur†; v•tsalya--paternal affection; mukhya--chiefly;
r•m•nandera--of R•ya R•m•nanda; ¤uddha-sakhya--pure fraternity; govinda•dyera--of Govinda and others; ¤uddha-d•sya-rasa--the pure and unalloyed
mellow of service; gad•dhara--Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; jagad•nanda--Jagad•nanda
Pa‹‚ita; svarãpera--of Svarãpa D•modara; mukhya--chiefly; rasa-•nanda--tasting
the pleasure of conjugal love; ei--these; c•ri--in four; bh•ve--ecstatic
conditions; prabhu--the Lord; va¤a--became obliged.
TRANSLATION
Among His associates, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu enjoyed paternal loving
affection from Param•nanda Pur†, friendly affection with R•m•nanda R•ya,
unalloyed service from Govinda and others, and humors of conjugal love with
Gad•dhara, Jagad•nanda and Svarãpa D•modara. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu enjoyed
all these four mellows, and thus He remained obliged to His devotees.
PURPORT
Param•nanda Pur† is said to have been Uddhava in V”nd•vana. His affections
with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu were on the platform of paternal love. This was
because Param•nanda Pur† happened to be the Godbrother of the spiritual master
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Similarly, R•m•nanda R•ya, who is considered an
incarnation of Arjuna and by some an incarnation of Vi¤•kh•dev†, enjoyed
unalloyed fraternal love with the Lord. Unalloyed personal service was enjoyed
by Govinda and others. In the presence of His most confidential devotees like
Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita, Jagad•nanda and Svarãpa D•modara, Caitanya Mah•prabhu
enjoyed the ecstatic conditions of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† in Her conjugal
relationship with K”£‹a. Absorbed in these four transcendental mellows, ¥r†
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Caitanya Mah•prabhu resided in Jagann•tha Pur†, feeling very much obliged to
His devotees.
TEXT 79
TEXT
l†l•¤uka----martya-jana, t••ra haya bh•vodgama,
†¤vare se----ki ih• vismaya
t•he mukhya-ras•¤raya, ha-iy•chena mah•¤aya,
t•te haya sarva-bh•vodaya
SYNONYMS
l†l•-¤uka--Bilvama•gala áh•kura; martya-jana--a person of this world;
t••ra--of him; haya--there is; bh•va-udgama--manifestation of different
ecstasies; †¤vare--in the Supreme Lord; se--that; ki--what; ih•--here;
vismaya--astonishing; t•he--in that; mukhya--chief; rasa-•¤raya--mellows,; haiy•chena--has become; mah•-•¤aya--the great personality ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; t•te--therefore; haya--there is; sarva-bh•va-udaya--a
manifestation of all ecstasies.
TRANSLATION
L†l•¤uka [Bilvama•gala áh•kura] was an ordinary human being, yet he
developed many ecstatic symptoms in his body. What, then, is so astonishing
about these symptoms' being manifest in the body of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead? In the ecstatic mood of conjugal love, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was on
the highest platform; therefore, all the exuberant ecstasies were naturally
visible in His body.
PURPORT
L†l•¤uka is Bilvama•gala áh•kura Gosv•m†. He was a South Indian, a
br•hma‹a, and his former name was ¥ilha‹a Mi¤ra. When he was a householder, he
became attracted to a prostitute named Cint•ma‹i, but eventually he took her
advice and became renounced. Thus he wrote a book named ¥•nti-¤ataka, and
later, by the mercy of Lord K”£‹a and the Vai£‹avas, he became a great
devotee. Thus he became famous as Bilvama•gala áh•kura Gosv•m†. On that
elevated platform he wrote a book named K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta, which is very famous
amongst Vai£‹avas. Since he exhibited so many ecstatic symptoms, people used
to call him L†l•¤uka.
TEXT 80
TEXT
pãrve vraja-vil•se, yei tina abhil•£e,
yatneha •sv•da n• haila
¤r†-r•dh•ra bh•va-s•ra, •pane kari' a•g†k•ra,
sei tina vastu •sv•dila
SYNONYMS
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pãrve--formerly; vraja-vil•se--in the pastimes of V”nd•vana; yei tina-those three; abhil•£e--in desires; yatneha--by great endeavor; •sv•da--taste;
n• haila--there was not; ¤r†-r•dh•ra--of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; bh•va-s•ra--the
essence of the ecstasy; •pane--personally; kari'--making; a•g†k•ra-acceptance; sei--those; tina vastu--three subjects; •sv•dila--tasted.
TRANSLATION
During His previous pastimes in V”nd•vana, Lord K”£‹a desired to enjoy the
three different types of ecstasy, but despite great endeavor, He could not
taste them. Such ecstasies are the monopoly of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. Therefore,
in order to taste them, ¥r† K”£‹a accepted the position of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†
in the form of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 81
TEXT
•pane kari' •sv•dane, ¤ikh•ila bhakta-ga‹e,
prema-cint•ma‹ira prabhu dhan†
n•hi j•ne sth•n•sth•na, y•re t•re kaila d•na,
mah•prabhu----d•t•-¤iroma‹i
SYNONYMS
•pane--personally; kari'--doing; •sv•dane--tasting; ¤ikh•ila--He taught;
bhakta-ga‹e--to His direct disciples; prema-cint•ma‹ira--of the touchstone of
love of Godhead; prabhu--the Lord; dhan†--capitalist; n•hi--does not; j•ne-know; sth•na-asth•na--the proper place or improper place; y•re--to whomever;
t•re--to him; kaila--made; d•na--charity; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
d•t•-¤iroma‹i--the most munificent personality.
TRANSLATION
By personally tasting the mellows of love of Godhead, Caitanya Mah•prabhu
taught His direct disciples the process. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is a wealthy
capitalist possessing the touchstone of love of God. Not considering whether
one is a proper or improper recipient, He gives His treasure to anyone and
everyone. Thus He is the most munificent.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's capital is the touchstone of love of Godhead, and
consequently He is a great owner of that transcendental treasure. After making
unlimited amounts of gold, the touchstone remains the same. Similarly, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, although distributing love of Godhead unlimitedly, still
remained the supreme owner of this transcendental opulence. His devotees, who
learned it from Him, also had to distribute it munificently all over the
world. This K”£‹a consciousness movement, following in the footsteps of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His confidential devotees, is also trying to
distribute love of Godhead all over the world through the chanting of the holy
names of the Lord--Hare K”£‹a, Hare K”£‹a, K”£‹a K”£‹a, Hare Hare. Hare R•ma,
Hare R•ma, R•ma R•ma, Hare Hare.
TEXT 82
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TEXT
ei gupta bh•va-sindhu, brahm• n• p•ya eka bindu,
hena dhana vil•ila sa‰s•re
aiche day•lu avat•ra, aiche d•t• n•hi •ra,
gu‹a keha n•re var‹ib•re
SYNONYMS
ei--this; gupta--confidential; bh•va-sindhu--ocean of ecstasies; brahm•-Lord Brahm•; n•--does not; p•ya--get; eka--one; bindu--drop; hena--such;
dhana--wealth; vil•ila--distributed; sa‰s•re--all over the world; aiche--such;
day•lu--merciful; avat•ra--incarnation; aiche--such; d•t•--charitable donor;
n•hi--there is not; •ra--anyone else; gu‹a--this quality; keha--anyone; n•re-not able; var‹ib•re--to describe.
TRANSLATION
No one, not even Lord Brahm•, can ascertain or even taste a drop of this
confidential ocean of ecstasy, but ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, out of His
causeless mercy, has distributed this love of Godhead all over the world. Thus
there cannot be any incarnation more munificent than ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
There is no greater donor. Who can describe His transcendental qualities?
TEXT 83
TEXT
kahib•ra kath• nahe, kahile keha n• bujhaye,
aiche citra caitanyera ra•ga
sei se bujhite p•re, caitanyera k”p• y••re,
haya t••ra d•s•nud•sa-sa•ga
SYNONYMS
kahib•ra kath• nahe--not a subject matter to describe freely; kahile--if
spoken; keha--someone; n• bujhaye--not understands; aiche--in that way; citra-wonderful; caitanyera--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ra•ga--pastimes; sei se-whoever; bujhite--to understand; p•re--is able; caitanyera--of Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”p•--the mercy; y••re--unto whom; haya--becomes; t••ra-His; d•sa-anud•sa-sa•ga--association with the servant of the servant.
TRANSLATION
Such topics are not to be discussed freely because if they are, no one will
understand them. Such are the wonderful pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
Unto one who is able to understand, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has shown mercy by
giving him the association of the servant of His own servant.
PURPORT
An ordinary person cannot understand the transcendental ecstasies in the
mode of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. Unfit persons who utilize them are perverted into
the sahajiy•, b•ula and other samprad•yas. Thus the teachings are perverted.
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Even learned scholars in the academic field cannot understand the
transcendental bliss and ecstasy exhibited by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His
pure devotees. One must be fit to understand the purport of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's activities.
TEXT 84
TEXT
caitanya-l†l•-ratna-s•ra, svarãpera bh•‹‚•ra,
te•ho thuil• raghun•thera ka‹àhe
t•h•• kichu ye ¤unilu•, t•h• ih•• vist•rilu•,
bhakta-ga‹e dilu• ei bheàe
SYNONYMS
caitanya-l†l•--the pastimes of Lord Caitanya; ratna-s•ra--the topmost
jewel; svarãpera--of Svarãpa D•modara; bh•‹‚•ra--of the storehouse; te•ho--he;
thuil•--kept; raghun•thera ka‹àhe--in the throat of Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
t•h••--there; kichu ye--whatever little; ¤unilu•--I have heard; t•h•--that
only; ih••--in this book; vist•rilu•--I have described; bhakta-ga‹e--to the
pure devotees; dilu•--I gave; ei--this; bheàe--presentation.
TRANSLATION
The pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are the topmost of jewels. They
have been kept in the storehouse of Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†, who has
explained them to Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†, who has repeated them to me.
Whatever little I have heard from Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m† I have described in
this book, which is presented to all devotees.
PURPORT
All the activities of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu were noted by His personal
secretary Svarãpa D•modara and repeated to Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†, who
memorized them. Whatever K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m† heard is recorded in ¥r†
Caitanya-carit•m”ta. This is called the parampar• system, from ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu to Svarãpa D•modara to Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m† to Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m† has distributed this information in his book
Caitanya-carit•m”ta. In other words, Caitanya-carit•m”ta is the essence of the
instruction given through the parampar• system of the disciplic succession
stemming from ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 85
TEXT
yadi keha hena kaya, grantha kaila ¤loka-maya,
itara jane n•ribe bujhite
prabhura yei •cara‹a, sei kari var‹ana,
sarva-citta n•ri •r•dhite
SYNONYMS
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yadi--if; keha--someone; hena--thus; kaya--says; grantha--this book; kaila-is made; ¤loka-maya--with various Sanskrit verses; itara--ordinary; jane-persons; n•ribe bujhite--will not be able to understand; prabhura--of Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yei--whatever; •cara‹a--activities; sei--that; kari--I
do; var‹ana--description; sarva-citta--all hearts; n•ri--I am unable;
•r•dhite--to please.
TRANSLATION
If one says that ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta is full of Sanskrit verses and
therefore not understandable by a common man, I reply that what I have
described are the pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and that for me to
satisfy everyone is not possible.
PURPORT
¥r†la Kavir•ja Gosv•m† and one who follows in his footsteps do not have to
cater to the public. Their business is simply to satisfy the previous •c•ryas
and describe the pastimes of the Lord. One who is able to understand can
relish this exalted transcendental literature, which is actually not meant for
ordinary persons like scholars and literary men. Generally, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's pastimes recorded in Caitanya-carit•m”ta are studied in
universities and scholastic circles from a literary and historical point of
view, but actually Caitanya-carit•m”ta is not a subject matter for research
workers or literary scholars. It is simply meant for those devotees who have
dedicated their lives to the service of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 86
TEXT
n•hi k•h•• savirodha, n•hi k•h•• anurodha,
sahaja vastu kari vivara‹a
yadi haya r•godde¤a, t•h•• haye •ve¤a,
sahaja vastu n• y•ya likhana
SYNONYMS
n•hi--there is not; k•h••--anywhere; sa-virodha--opposing element; n•hi-there is not; k•h••--anywhere; anurodha--acceptance of someone's opinion;
sahaja--simple; vastu--substance; kari--I do; vivara‹a--description; yadi--if;
haya--there is; r•ga-udde¤a--someone's attraction or obstruction; t•h••-there; haye--becoming; •ve¤a--involved; sahaja--simple; vastu--substance; n•
y•ya--is not possible; likhana--the writing.
TRANSLATION
In this Caitanya-carit•m”ta there is no contradictory conclusion, nor is
anyone else's opinion accepted. I have written this book to describe the
simple substance as I have heard it from superiors. If I become involved in
someone's likes and dislikes, I cannot possibly write the simple truth.
PURPORT
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The simplest thing for human beings is to follow their predecessors.
Judgment according to mundane senses is not a very easy process. Whatever is
awakened by attachment to one's predecessor is the way of devotional service
as indicated by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. The author says, however, that he
cannot consider the opinions of those who become attracted or repelled by such
things, because one cannot write impartially in that way. In other words, the
author is stating that he did not inject personal opinion in the Caitanyacarit•m”ta. He has simply described his spontaneous understanding from
superiors. If he had been carried away by someone's likes and dislikes, he
could not have written of such a sublime subject matter in such an easy way.
The actual facts are understandable to real devotees. When these facts are
recorded, they are very congenial to the devotees, but one who is not a
devotee cannot understand. Such is the subject matter for realization. Mundane
scholarship and its concomitant attachments and detachments cannot arouse
spontaneous love of Godhead. Such love cannot be described by a mundane
scholar.
TEXT 87
TEXT
yeb• n•hi bujhe keha, ¤unite ¤unite seha,
ki adbhuta caitanya-carita
k”£‹e upajibe pr†ti, j•nibe rasera r†ti,
¤unilei ba‚a haya hita
SYNONYMS
yeb•--whoever; n•hi--does not; bujhe--understand; keha--someone; ¤unite
¤unite--hearing and hearing; seha--he; ki--what; adbhuta--wonderful; caitanyacarita--pastimes of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”£‹e--unto K”£‹a; upajibe-will develop; pr†ti--love; j•nibe--he will understand; rasera--of
transcendental mellows; r†ti--the ways; ¤unilei--simply by hearing; ba‚a-great; haya--there is; hita--benefit.
TRANSLATION
If one does not understand in the beginning but continues to hear again and
again, the wonderful effects of Lord Caitanya's pastimes will bring love for
K”£‹a. Gradually one will come to understand the loving affairs between K”£‹a
and the gop†s and other associates of V”nd•vana. Everyone is advised to
continue to hear over and over again in order to greatly benefit.
TEXT 88
TEXT
bh•gavata----¤loka-maya, à†k• t•ra sa‰sk”ta haya,
tabu kaiche bujhe tri-bhuvana
ih•• ¤loka dui c•ri, t•ra vy•khy• bh•£• kari,
kene n• bujhibe sarva-jana
SYNONYMS
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bh•gavata--¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; ¤loka-maya--full of Sanskrit verses; à†k•-commentaries; t•ra--of that; sa‰sk”ta--Sanskrit language; haya--there are;
tabu--still; kaiche--how; bujhe--understands; tri-bhuvana--the whole world;
ih••--in this; ¤loka--verses; dui c•ri--a few; t•ra--of them; vy•khy•-explanation; bh•£•--in simple language; kari--I do; kene--why; n•--not;
bujhibe--will understand; sarva-jana--all people.
TRANSLATION
In reply to those critics who say that ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta is full of
Sanskrit verses, it can be said that ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam is also full of
Sanskrit verses, as are the commentaries on ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. Nonetheless,
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam can be understood by everyone, as well as by advanced
devotees who study the Sanskrit commentaries. Why, then, will people not
understand the Caitanya-carit•m”ta? There are only a few Sanskrit verses, and
these have been explained in the Bengali vernacular. What is the difficulty in
understanding?
TEXT 89
TEXT
¤e£a-l†l•ra sãtra-ga‹a, kailu• kichu vivara‹a,
ih•• vist•rite citta haya
th•ke yadi •yu„-¤e£a, vist•riba l†l•-¤e£a,
yadi mah•prabhura k”p• haya
SYNONYMS
¤e£a-l†l•ra--of the pastimes at the end; sãtra-ga‹a--the synopsis; kailu•-I have done; kichu--some; vivara‹a--description; ih••--here; vist•rite--to
expand more and more; citta haya--there is a desire; th•ke--remains; yadi--if;
•yu„-¤e£a--the end of life; vist•riba--I shall describe; l†l•--pastimes; ¤e£a-at the end; yadi--if; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”p•--mercy;
haya--there is.
TRANSLATION
I have already given a synopsis of all the facts and figures of Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu's last pastimes, and I have a desire to describe them
elaborately. If I remain longer and am fortunate enough to receive the mercy
of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, I shall try to describe them again more
elaborately.
TEXT 90
TEXT
•mi v”ddha jar•tura, likhite k••paye kara,
mane kichu smara‹a n• haya
n• dekhiye nayane, n• ¤uniye ¤rava‹e,
tabu likhi'----e ba‚a vismaya
SYNONYMS
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•mi--I; v”ddha--old man; jar•-•tura--disturbed by invalidity; likhite--to
write; k••paye--trembles; kara--the hand; mane--in the mind; kichu--any;
smara‹a--remembrance; n• haya--there is not; n• dekhiye--I cannot see; nayane-by the eyes; n• ¤uniye--I cannot hear; ¤rava‹e--with the ears; tabu--still;
likhi'--writing; e--this; ba‚a vismaya--a great wonder.
TRANSLATION
I have now become too old and disturbed by invalidity. While I write, my
hands tremble. I cannot remember anything, nor can I see or hear properly.
Still I write, and this is a great wonder.
TEXT 91
TEXT
ei antya-l†l•-s•ra, sãtra-madhye vist•ra,
kari' kichu karilu• var‹ana
ih•-madhye mari yabe, var‹ite n• p•ri tabe,
ei l†l• bhakta-ga‹a-dhana
SYNONYMS
ei antya-l†l•-s•ra--the essence of the antya-l†l• (Lord Caitanya's pastimes
at the end); sãtra-madhye--in the form of a synopsis; vist•ra--expansion;
kari'--doing; kichu--something; karilu• var‹ana--have described; ih•-madhye-in the meantime; mari--I die; yabe--when; var‹ite--to describe; n• p•ri--not
able; tabe--then; ei l†l•--these pastimes; bhakta-ga‹a-dhana--the treasure of
the devotees.
TRANSLATION
In this chapter I have to some extent described the essence of the pastimes
of Lord Caitanya at the end. If I die in the meantime and cannot describe them
in detail, at least the devotees will have this transcendental treasure.
TEXT 92
TEXT
sa•k£epe ei sãtra kaila, yei ih•• n• likhila,
•ge t•h• kariba vist•ra
yadi tata dina jiye, mah•prabhura k”p• haye,
icch• bhari' kariba vic•ra
SYNONYMS
sa•k£epe--in brief; ei sãtra--these notes; kaila--I have made; yei-whatever; ih••--in this; n• likhila--I could not write; •ge--in the future;
t•h•--that; kariba--I shall make; vist•ra--expansion; yadi--if; tata--so many;
dina--days; jiye--I live; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”p•--the
mercy; haye--there is; icch• bhari'--satisfying the desire; kariba--I shall
do; vic•ra--consideration.
TRANSLATION
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In this chapter I have briefly described the antya-l†l•. Whatever I have
not described I shall describe extensively in the future. If by ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's mercy I live for so many days that I can fulfill my desires, I
will give full consideration to these pastimes.
TEXT 93
TEXT
choàa ba‚a bhakta-ga‹a, vando• sab•ra ¤r†-cara‹a,
sabe more karaha santo£a
svarãpa-gos•‘ira mata, rãpa-raghun•tha j•ne yata,
t•i likhi' n•hi mora do£a
SYNONYMS
choàa--small; ba‚a--great; bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; vando•--I worship;
sab•ra--all of them; ¤r†-cara‹a--the lotus feet; sabe--all of you; more--unto
me; karaha--please do; santo£a--satisfaction; svarãpa-gos•‘ira mata--the view
of Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†; rãpa-raghun•tha--Rãpa and Raghun•tha; j•ne--know;
yata--all; t•i--that; likhi'--writing; n•hi--there is not; mora--my; do£a-fault.
TRANSLATION
I worship herewith the lotus feet of all kinds of devotees, both advanced
and neophyte. I request all of them to be satisfied with me. I am faultless
because I have written herein whatever I have understood from Svarãpa D•modara
Gosv•m† and Rãpa and Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†s. I have neither added to nor
subtracted from their version.
PURPORT
According to ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura, there are three kinds
of devotees, known as bhajana-vij‘a (experts in devotional service), bhajana¤†la (devotees engaged in devotional service), and k”£‹a-n•me d†k£ita k”£‹an•ma-k•r† (initiated devotees engaged in chanting). The author of ¥r†
Caitanya-carit•m”ta begs the mercy of all these devotees and asks them to be
pleased with him. He says, "Let the neophyte devotees--the devotees who are
very expert in arguing though they have no sense of advanced devotional
service, who think themselves very advanced because they imitate some sm•rtabr•hma‹a--let such devotees not be displeased with me, thinking that I have
committed errors in this regard. I beg their pardon with great humility, but I
am submitting that I personally have no desire to add or subtract anything. I
have only written what I have heard in the disciplic succession because I am
dedicated to the lotus feet of previous •c•ryas like Svarãpa D•modara,
Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m† and Rãpa Gosv•m†. I have only written what I have
learned from them."
TEXT 94
TEXT
¤r†-caitanya, nity•nanda, advait•di bhakta-v”nda,
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¤ire dhari sab•ra cara‹a
svarãpa, rãpa, san•tana, raghun•thera ¤r†-cara‹a,
dhãli karo• mastake bhã£a‹a
SYNONYMS
¤r†-caitanya--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu;
advaita-•di bhakta-v”nda--as well as personalities like Advaita šc•rya and all
the devotees; ¤ire--on my head; dhari--taking; sab•ra--of all; cara‹a--the
lotus feet; svarãpa--¥r†la Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†; rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†;
san•tana--¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m†; raghun•thera--of ¥r†la Raghun•tha Gosv•m†;
¤r†-cara‹a--the lotus feet; dhãli--dust; karo•--I do; mastake--on my head;
bhã£a‹a--decoration.
TRANSLATION
According to the parampar• system, I wish to take the dust from the lotus
feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, Nity•nanda Prabhu, Advaita Prabhu, and all
the associates of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu like Svarãpa D•modara, Rãpa Gosv•m†,
San•tana Gosv•m† and Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†. I wish to take the dust of their
lotus feet upon my head. In this way I wish to be blessed with their mercy.
TEXT 95
TEXT
p•‘• y••ra •j‘•-dhana, vrajera vai£‹ava-ga‹a,
vando• t••ra mukhya harid•sa
caitanya-vil•sa-sindhu-kallolera eka bindu,
t•ra ka‹• kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
p•‘•--getting; y••ra--whose; •j‘•-dhana--order; vrajera--of V”nd•vana;
vai£‹ava-ga‹a--all the Vai£‹avas; vando•--I worship; t••ra--of them; mukhya-the chief; harid•sa--Harid•sa; caitanya-vil•sa-sindhu--of the ocean of the
pastimes of Lord Caitanya; kallolera eka bindu--one drop of one wave; t•ra--of
it; ka‹•--a particle only; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja
Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Receiving orders from the above authorities and the Vai£‹avas of V”nd•vana,
especially from Harid•sa, the priest of Govindaj†, I, K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja
Gosv•m†, have tried to describe one small particle of one drop of one wave of
the ocean of the pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Second Chapter, describing the ecstatic manifestations of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
Chapter 3
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's Stay at the House of Advaita šc•rya
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In his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya, ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura gives the following
summary of the Third Chapter. After accepting the sanny•sa order at Katwa, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu traveled continuously for three days in R•‚ha-de¤a and, by
the trick of Nity•nanda Prabhu, eventually came to the western side of
¥•ntipura. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was induced to believe that the river
Ganges was the Yamun•. When He was worshiping the sacred river, Advaita Prabhu
arrived in a boat. Advaita Prabhu asked Him to take His bath in the Ganges and
took Him to His (Advaita's) house. There all the Navadv†pa devotees, along
with mother ¥ac†dev†, came to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. This house was
located at ¥•ntipura. Mother ¥ac†dev† cooked for ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and
Nity•nanda Prabhu, and at that time there were many joking exchanges between
Advaita Prabhu and Nity•nanda Prabhu. In the evening there was a mass
sa•k†rtana at the house of Advaita Prabhu, and mother ¥ac†dev† gave ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu permission to leave. She requested Him to make Jagann•tha
Pur†, N†l•cala, His headquarters. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu granted His mother's
request and, followed by Nity•nanda, Mukunda, Jagad•nanda and D•modara, left
¥•ntipura. Bidding farewell to mother ¥ac†dev†, they all proceeded toward
Jagann•tha Pur†, following the path of Chatrabhoga.
TEXT 1
TEXT
ny•sa‰ vidh•yotpra‹ayo 'tha gauro
v”nd•vana‰ gantu-man• bhram•d ya„
r•‚he bhraman ¤•nti-pur†m ayitv•
lal•sa bhaktair iha ta‰ nato 'smi
SYNONYMS
ny•sam--the regular ritualistic ceremonies of the sanny•sa order; vidh•ya-after accepting; utpra‹aya„--arousal of intense love for K”£‹a; atha--thus;
gaura„--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; v”nd•vanam--to V”nd•vana; gantu-man•„-thinking of going; bhram•t--apparently by mistake; ya„--who; r•‚he--in the
tract of land known as R•‚ha; bhraman--wandering; ¤•nti-pur†m--to ¥•ntipura;
ayitv•--going; lal•sa--enjoyed; bhaktai„--with the devotees; iha--here; tam-unto Him; nata„ asmi--I offer my respectful obeisances.
TRANSLATION
After accepting the sanny•sa order of life, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu, out
of intense love for K”£‹a, wanted to go to V”nd•vana, but apparently by
mistake He wandered in the R•‚ha-de¤a. Later He arrived at ¥•ntipura and
enjoyed Himself there with His devotees. I offer my respectful obeisances to
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†-caitanya jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaitacandra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
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jaya jaya--all glories; ¤r†-caitanya--to Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
jaya--all glories; nity•nanda--to Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya--all glories;
advaita-candra--to ¥r† Advaita Gos•‘i; jaya--all glories; gaura-bhakta-v”nda-to the devotees of Lord Caitanya.
TRANSLATION
All glories to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Nity•nanda! All
glories to Advaita Prabhu! And all glories to the devotees of Lord Caitanya,
headed by ¥r†v•sa!
TEXT 3
TEXT
cabbi¤a vatsara-¤e£a yei m•gha-m•sa
t•ra ¤ukla-pak£e prabhu karil• sanny•sa
SYNONYMS
cabbi¤a--twenty-fourth; vatsara--of the year; ¤e£a--at the end; yei--that;
m•gha-m•sa--the month of M•gha (January and February); t•ra--of that; ¤uklapak£e--in the waxing period of the moon; prabhu--the Lord; karil•--accepted;
sanny•sa--the sanny•sa order of life.
TRANSLATION
At the end of His twenty-fourth year, in the month of M•gha, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu accepted the sanny•sa order during the waxing period of the moon.
TEXT 4
TEXT
sanny•sa kari' prem•ve¤e calil• v”nd•vana
r•‚ha-de¤e tina dina karil• bhrama‹a
SYNONYMS
sanny•sa kari'--after accepting the sanny•sa order; prema-•ve¤e--in intense
love for K”£‹a; calil•--proceeded; v”nd•vana--toward V”nd•vana-dh•ma; r•‚hade¤e--in the tract of land known as R•‚ha; tina dina--continuously for three
days; karil•--did; bhrama‹a--wandering.
TRANSLATION
After accepting the sanny•sa order, Caitanya Mah•prabhu, out of intense
love for K”£‹a, started for V”nd•vana. However, He mistakenly wandered about
in a trance continuously for three days in the tract of land known as R•‚hade¤a.
PURPORT
The word R•‚ha-de¤a comes from the word r•£àra, or "state." From r•£àra the
perverted word r•‚ha has come. The part of Bengal on the western side of the
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Ganges is known as R•‚ha-de¤a. Another name is Pau‹‚ra-de¤a or Pe•‚o-de¤a. The
word pe•‚o is a perverted form of the word pau‹‚ra. It appears that the
capital of R•£àra-de¤a was situated in that part of Bengal.
TEXT 5
TEXT
ei ¤loka pa‚i' prabhu bh•vera •ve¤e
bhramite pavitra kaila saba r•‚ha-de¤e
SYNONYMS
ei ¤loka--this verse; pa‚i'--reciting; prabhu--the Lord; bh•vera--of
ecstasy; •ve¤e--in a condition; bhramite--wandering; pavitra--purified; kaila-did; saba r•‚ha-de¤e--all of the tract of land known as R•‚ha-de¤a.
TRANSLATION
Passing through the tract of land known as R•‚ha-de¤a, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu recited the following verse in ecstasy.
TEXT 6
TEXT
et•‰ sa •sth•ya par•tma-ni£àh•m
adhy•sit•‰ pãrvatamair mahadbhi„
aha‰ tari£y•mi duranta-p•ra‰
tamo mukund••ghri-ni£evayaiva
SYNONYMS
et•m--this; sa„--such; •sth•ya--being completely fixed in; para-•tmani£àh•m--devotion to the Supreme Person, K”£‹a; adhy•sit•m--worshiped; pãrvatamai„--by previous; mahadbhi„--•c•ryas; aham--I; tari£y•mi--shall cross over;
duranta-p•ram--the insurmountable; tama„--the ocean of nescience; mukundaa•ghri--of the lotus feet of Mukunda; ni£evay•--by worship; eva--certainly.
TRANSLATION
"[As a br•hma‹a from Avant†-de¤a said:] 'I shall cross over the
insurmountable ocean of nescience by being firmly fixed in the service of the
lotus feet of K”£‹a. This was approved by the previous •c•ryas, who were fixed
in firm devotion to the Lord, Param•tm•, the Supreme Personality of Godhead."
PURPORT
In connection with this verse, which is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(11.23.57), ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura says that of the sixtyfour items required for rendering devotional service, acceptance of the
symbolic marks of sanny•sa is a regulative principle. If one accepts the
sanny•sa order, his main business is to devote his life completely to the
service of Mukunda, K”£‹a. If one does not completely devote his mind and body
to the service of the Lord, he does not actually become a sanny•s†. It is not
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simply a matter of changing dress. In Bhagavad-g†t• (6.1) it is also stated,
an•¤rita„ karma-phala‰ k•rya‰ karma karoti ya„. sa sanny•s† ca yog† ca: one
who works devotedly for the satisfaction of K”£‹a is a sanny•s†. The dress is
not sanny•sa, but the attitude of service to K”£‹a is.
The word par•tma-ni£àh• means being a devotee of Lord K”£‹a. Par•tm•, the
Supreme Person, is K”£‹a. •¤vara„ parama„ k”£‹a„ sac-cid-•nanda-vigraha„.
Those who are completely dedicated to the lotus feet of K”£‹a in service are
actually sanny•s†s. As a matter of formality, the devotee accepts the sanny•sa
dress as previous •c•ryas did. He also accepts the three da‹‚as. Later
Vi£‹usv•m† considered that accepting the dress of a trida‹‚† was par•tmani£àh•. Therefore sincere devotees add another da‹‚a, the j†va-da‹‚a, to the
three existing da‹‚as. The Vai£‹ava sanny•s† is known as a trida‹‚i-sanny•s†.
The M•y•v•d† sanny•s† accepts only one da‹‚a, not understanding the purpose of
tri-da‹‚a. Later, many persons in the community of ¥iva Sv•m† gave up the
•tma-ni£àh• (devotional service) of the Lord and followed the path of
¥a•kar•c•rya. Instead of accepting 108 names, those in the ¥iva Sv•m†
samprad•ya follow the path of ¥a•kar•c•rya and accept the ten names of
sanny•sa. Although ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted the then-existing order of
sanny•sa (namely eka-da‹‚a), He still recited a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
about the trida‹‚a-sanny•sa accepted by the br•hma‹a of Avant†pura. Indirectly
He declared that within that eka-da‹‚a, one da‹‚a, four da‹‚as existed as one.
Accepting ekada‹‚a-sanny•sa without par•tma-ni£àh• (devotional service to Lord
K”£‹a) is not acceptable to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. In addition, according to
the exact regulative principles, one should add the j†va-da‹‚a to the trida‹‚a. These four da‹‚as, bound together as one, are symbolic of unalloyed
devotional service to the Lord. Because the ekada‹‚i-sanny•s†s of the M•y•v•da
school are not devoted to the service of K”£‹a, they try to merge into the
Brahman effulgence, which is a marginal position between material and
spiritual existence. They accept this impersonal position as liberation.
M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s, not knowing that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was a trida‹‚†,
think of Caitanya Mah•prabhu as an ekada‹‚i-sanny•s†. This is due to their
vivarta, bewilderment. In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam there is no such thing as an
ekada‹‚i-sanny•s†; indeed, the tridandi-sanny•s† is accepted as the symbolic
representation of the sanny•sa order. By citing this verse from ¥r†madBh•gavatam, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted the sanny•sa order recommended in
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. The M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s, who are enamored of the external
energy of the Lord, cannot understand the mind of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
To date, all the devotees of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, following in His
footsteps, accept the sanny•sa order and keep the sacred thread and tuft of
unshaved hair. The ekada‹‚i-sanny•s†s of the M•y•v•d† school give up the
sacred thread and do not keep any tuft of hair. Therefore they are unable to
understand the purport of trida‹‚a-sanny•sa, and as such they are not inclined
to dedicate their lives to the service of Mukunda. They simply think of
merging into the existence of Brahman because of their disgust with material
existence. The •c•ryas who advocate the daiva-var‹•¤rama (the social order of
c•tur-var‹yam mentioned in the Bhagavad-g†t•) do not accept the proposition of
•sura-var‹•¤rama, which maintains that the social order of var‹a is indicated
by birth.
The most intimate devotee of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, namely Gad•dhara
Pa‹‚ita, accepted trida‹‚a-sanny•sa and also accepted M•dhava Up•dhy•ya as his
trida‹‚i-sanny•s† disciple. It is said that from this M•dhav•c•rya the
samprad•ya known in western India as the Vallabh•c•rya samprad•ya has begun.
¥r†la Gop•la Bhaààa Gosv•m†, who is known as a sm”ty-•c•rya in the Gau‚†yaVai£‹ava-samprad•ya, later accepted the trida‹‚a-sanny•sa order from
Trida‹‚ip•da Prabodh•nanda Sarasvat†. Although acceptance of trida‹‚a-sanny•sa
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is not distinctly mentioned in the Gau‚†ya Vai£‹ava literature, the first
verse of ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†'s Upade¤•m”ta advocates that one should accept the
trida‹‚a-sanny•sa order by controlling the six forces:
v•co vega‰ manasa„ krodha-vega‰
jihv•-vegam udaropastha-vegam
et•n veg•n yo vi£aheta dh†ra„
sarv•m ap†m•‰ p”thiv†‰ sa ¤i£y•t
"One who can control the forces of speech, mind, anger, belly, tongue and
genitals is known as a gosv•m† and is competent to accept disciples all over
the world." The followers of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu never accepted the
M•y•v•da order of sanny•sa, and for this they cannot be blamed. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu accepted ¥r†dhara Sv•m†, who was a trida‹‚i-sanny•s†, but the
M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s, not understanding ¥r†dhara Sv•m†, sometimes think that
¥r†dhara Sv•m† belonged to the M•y•v•da ekada‹‚a-sanny•sa community. Actually
this was not the case.
TEXT 7
TEXT
prabhu kahe----s•dhu ei bhik£ura vacana
mukunda sevana-vrata kaila nirdh•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; s•dhu--very much purified; ei--this; bhik£ura-of the mendicant; vacana--words; mukunda--Lord K”£‹a; sevana-vrata--decision
to serve; kaila--made; nirdh•ra‹a--indication.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu approved the purport of this verse on account of
the determination of the mendicant devotee to engage in the service of Lord
Mukunda. He gave His approval of this verse, indicating that it was very good.
TEXT 8
TEXT
par•tma-ni£àh•-m•tra ve£a-dh•ra‹a
mukunda-sev•ya haya sa‰s•ra-t•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
para-•tma-ni£àh•-m•tra--only for the determination to serve K”£‹a; ve£adh•ra‹a--changing the dress; mukunda-sev•ya--by serving Mukunda; haya--there
is; sa‰s•ra-t•ra‹a--liberation from this materiai bondage.
TRANSLATION
The real purpose of accepting sanny•sa is to dedicate oneself to the
service of Mukunda. By serving Mukunda, one can actually be liberated from the
bondage of material existence.
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PURPORT
In this connection, ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura says that ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu accepted the sanny•sa order and recommended the determination of
the Avant†pura bhik£u to engage in the service of Mukunda. He accepted the
br•hma‹a's version due to his determination to serve Mukunda. The sanny•s†
dress is actually an attraction for material formality. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu did not like such formality, but He wanted the essence of it-service to Mukunda. Such determination in any condition is par•tma-ni£àh•.
That is required. The conclusion is that the sanny•sa order depends not on the
dress but the determination to serve Mukunda.
TEXT 9
TEXT
sei ve£a kaila, ebe v”nd•vana giy•
k”£‹a-ni£eva‹a kari nibh”te vasiy•
SYNONYMS
sei--that; ve£a--dress; kaila--accepted; ebe--now; v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vanadh•ma; giy•--going; k”£‹a-ni£eva‹a--service to the Lord; kari--I shall
execute; nibh”te--in a solitary place; vasiy•--sitting.
TRANSLATION
After accepting the sanny•sa order, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu decided to go
to V”nd•vana and engage Himself wholly and solely in the service of Mukunda in
a solitary place.
TEXT 10
TEXT
eta bali' cale prabhu, premonm•dera cihna
dik-vidik-j‘•na n•hi, kib• r•tri-dina
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; cale prabhu--the Lord began to proceed; premaunm•dera cihna--the symptoms of ecstatic love; dik-vidik-j‘•na--knowledge of
the right direction or wrong direction; n•hi--there is not; kib•--whether;
r•tri-dina--night or day.
TRANSLATION
As ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was enroute to V”nd•vana, all the ecstatic
symptoms became manifest, and He did not know in which direction He was going,
nor did He know whether it was day or night.
TEXT 11
TEXT
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nity•nanda, •c•ryaratna, mukunda, tina jana
prabhu-p•che-p•che tine karena gamana
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda--Nity•nanda Prabhu; •c•ryaratna--Candra¤ekhara; mukunda--and
Mukunda; tina jana--three persons; prabhu-p•che-p•che--following the Lord;
tine--all three of them; karena gamana--go.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went toward V”nd•vana, Nity•nanda Prabhu,
Candra¤ekhara and Prabhu Mukunda followed Him.
TEXT 12
TEXT
yei yei prabhu dekhe, sei sei loka
prem•ve¤e 'hari' bale, kha‹‚e du„kha-¤oka
SYNONYMS
yei yei--whoever; prabhu--the Lord; dekhe--sees; sei sei loka--those
persons; prema-•ve¤e--in the ecstasy of love; hari bale--exclaim "Hari";
kha‹‚e--pass over; du„kha-¤oka--all kinds of material unhappiness and
lamentation.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu passed through R•‚ha-de¤a, whoever saw Him in
ecstasy exclaimed, "Hari! Hari!" As they chanted this with the Lord, all the
unhappiness of material existence diminished.
TEXT 13
TEXT
gopa-b•laka saba prabhuke dekhiy•
'hari' 'hari' bali' ‚•ke ucca kariy•
SYNONYMS
gopa-b•laka saba--all the cowherd boys; prabhuke dekhiy•--seeing the Lord;
hari hari bali'--vibrating the sounds "Hari Hari"; ‚•ke--shout; ucca kariy•-loudly.
TRANSLATION
All the cowherd boys who saw Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu passing joined with
Him and began to shout loudly, "Hari! Hari!"
TEXT 14
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TEXT
¤uni' t•-sab•ra nikaàa gel• gaurahari
'bala' 'bala' bale sab•ra ¤ire hasta dhari'
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; t•-sab•ra--of all of them; nikaàa--near; gel•--went;
gaurahari--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bala bala--go on speaking, go on speaking;
bale--He said; sab•ra--of all of them; ¤ire hasta dhari'--keeping His hand on
their heads.
TRANSLATION
When He heard all the cowherd boys also chanting "Hari! Hari!" ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu was very pleased. He approached them, put His hand on their heads
and said, "Go on chanting like that."
TEXT 15
TEXT
t•'-sab•ra stuti kare,----tomar• bh•gyav•n
k”t•rtha karile more ¤un•‘• hari-n•ma
SYNONYMS
t•'-sab•ra--of all of them; stuti kare--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu praised
the behavior; tomar•--you; bh•gyav•n--fortunate; k”ta-artha--successful;
karile--you have made; more--to Me; ¤un•‘•--by chanting; hari-n•ma--the holy
name of Lord Hari.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu thus blessed them all, saying that they were all
fortunate. In this way He praised them, and He felt very successful because
they chanted the holy name of Lord Hari.
TEXT 16
TEXT
gupte t•-sab•ke •ni' àh•kura nity•nanda
¤ikh•il• sab•k•re kariy• prabandha
SYNONYMS
gupte--in confidence; t•-sab•ke--unto all the cowherd boys; •ni'--taking
them; àh•kura nity•nanda--Nity•nanda áh•kura; ¤ikh•il•--instructed; sab•k•re-all of them; kariy• prabandha--by making a reasonable story.
TRANSLATION
Calling all the boys in confidence and telling a reasonable story,
Nity•nanda Prabhu instructed them as follows.
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TEXT 17
TEXT
v”nd•vana-patha prabhu puchena tom•re
ga•g•-t†ra-patha tabe dekh•iha t••re
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vana-patha--the path to V”nd•vana; prabhu--the Lord; puchena-inquires; tom•re--from you; ga•g•-t†ra-patha--the path on the bank of the
Ganges; tabe--at that time; dekh•iha--please show; t••re--Him.
TRANSLATION
"If ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asks you about the path to V”nd•vana, please
show Him the path on the bank of the Ganges instead."
TEXTS 18-19
TEXT
tabe prabhu puchilena,----'¤una, ¤i¤u-ga‹a
kaha dekhi, kon pathe y•ba v”nd•vana'
¤i¤u saba ga•g•-t†ra-patha dekh•ila
sei pathe •ve¤e prabhu gamana karila
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; prabhu--the Lord; puchilena--inquired; ¤una--hear; ¤i¤uga‹a--O boys; kaha dekhi--please tell Me; kon pathe--in which way; y•ba--I
shall go; v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana; ¤i¤u--the boys; saba--all; ga•g•-t†rapatha--the path on the bank of the Ganges; dekh•ila--showed; sei--that; pathe-on the path; •ve¤e--in ecstasy; prabhu--the Lord; gamana karila--went.
TRANSLATION
When the cowherd boys were questioned by Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu about the
path to V”nd•vana, the boys showed Him the path on the bank of the Ganges, and
the Lord went that way in ecstasy.
TEXT 20
TEXT
•c•ryaratnere kahe nity•nanda-gos•‘i
¤†ghra y•ha tumi advaita-•c•ryera àh•‘i
SYNONYMS
•c•ryaratnere--to Candra¤ekhara šc•rya; kahe--said; nity•nanda-gos•‘i--Lord
Nity•nanda Prabhu; ¤†ghra--immediately; y•ha--go; tumi--you; advaita-•c•ryera
àh•‘i--to the place of Advaita šc•rya.
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TRANSLATION
As the Lord proceeded along the bank of the Ganges, ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu
requested šc•ryaratna [Candra¤ekhara šc•rya] to go immediately to the house of
Advaita šc•rya.
TEXT 21
TEXT
prabhu laye y•ba •mi t••h•ra mandire
s•vadh•ne rahena yena nauk• la‘• t†re
SYNONYMS
prabhu laye--taking the Lord; y•ba--shall go; •mi--I; t••h•ra--of Him;
mandire--to the house; s•vadh•ne--very carefully; rahena--let Him stay; yena-there; nauk•--boat; la‘•--taking; t†re--on the bank.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Nity•nanda Gosv•m† told him, "I shall take ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to
the bank of the Ganges at ¥•ntipura, and Advaita šc•rya should carefully stay
there on shore with a boat.
TEXT 22
TEXT
tabe navadv†pe tumi kariha gamana
¤ac†-saha la‘• •isa saba bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; navadv†pe--to Navadv†pa; tumi--you; kariha--should do;
gamana--going; ¤ac†-saha--mother ¥ac†; la‘•--taking along; •isa--come back;
saba bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees.
TRANSLATION
"After that," Nity•nanda Prabhu continued, "I shall go to Advaita šc•rya's
house, and you should go to Navadv†pa and return with mother ¥ac† and all the
other devotees."
TEXT 23
TEXT
t••re p•àh•iy• nity•nanda mah•¤aya
mah•prabhura •ge •si' dila paricaya
SYNONYMS
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t••re--him; p•àh•iy•--sending; nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda; mah•-•¤aya--the
great personality; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •ge--in front;
•si'--coming; dila--gave; paricaya--introduction.
TRANSLATION
After sending šc•ryaratna to the house of Advaita šc•rya, ¥r† Nity•nanda
Prabhu went before Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu and gave notice of His coming.
TEXT 24
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----¤r†p•da, tom•ra koth•ke gamana
¤r†p•da kahe, tom•ra sa•ge y•ba v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord inquired; ¤r†p•da--sir; tom•ra--of You; koth•ke-where; gamana--going; ¤r†p•da kahe--Nity•nanda Prabhu replied; tom•ra--You;
sa•ge--with; y•ba--I shall go; v”nd•vana--toward V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was in ecstasy, and He asked where Nity•nanda
Prabhu was going. Nity•nanda replied that He was going with Him toward
V”nd•vana.
TEXT 25
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----kata dãre •che v”nd•vana
te•ho kahena,----kara ei yamun• dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; kata dãre--how far; •che--there is;
v”nd•vana--V”nd•vana-dh•ma; te•ho kahena--He replied; kara--just do; ei--this;
yamun•--Yamun• River; dara¤ana--seeing.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord asked Nity•nanda Prabhu how far it was to V”nd•vana,
Nity•nanda replied, "Just see! Here is the river Yamun•."
TEXT 26
TEXT
eta bali' •nila t••re ga•g•-sannidh•ne
•ve¤e prabhura haila ga•g•re yamun•-j‘•ne
SYNONYMS
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eta bali'--saying this; •nila--He brought; t••re--Him; ga•g•-sannidh•ne-near the Ganges; •ve¤e--in ecstasy; prabhura--of the Lord; haila--there was;
ga•g•re--of the river Ganges; yamun•-j‘•ne--acceptance as the river Yamun•.
TRANSLATION
Saying this, Nity•nanda Prabhu took Caitanya Mah•prabhu near the Ganges,
and the Lord, in His ecstasy, accepted the river Ganges as the river Yamun•.
TEXT 27
TEXT
aho bh•gya, yamun•re p•ilu• dara¤ana
eta bali' yamun•ra karena stavana
SYNONYMS
aho bh•gya--oh, My great fortune; yamun•re--of the river Yamun•; p•ilu•--I
have gotten; dara¤ana--vision; eta bali'--after saying this; yamun•ra--of the
river Yamun•; karena--does; stavana--praising.
TRANSLATION
The Lord said, "Oh, what good fortune! Now I have seen the river Yamun•."
Thus thinking the Ganges to be the river Yamun•, Caitanya Mah•prabhu began to
offer prayers to it.
TEXT 28
TEXT
cid-•nanda-bh•no„ sad• nanda-sãno„
para-prema-p•tr† drava-brahma-g•tr†
agh•n•‰ lavitr† jagat-k£ema-dh•tr†
pavitr†-kriy•n no vapur mitra-putr†
SYNONYMS
cit-•nanda-bh•no„--of the direct manifestation of spiritual energy and
bliss; sad•--always; nanda-sãno„--of the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda; para-premap•tr†--the giver of the highest love; drava-brahma-g•tr†--composed of the
water of the spiritual world; agh•n•m--of all sins and offenses; lavitr†--the
destroyer; jagat-k£ema-dh•tr†--the performer of everything auspicious for the
world; pavitr†-kriy•t--kindly purify; na„--our; vapu„--existence; mitra-putr†-the daughter of the sun-god.
TRANSLATION
"O river Yamun•, you are the blissful spiritual water that gives love to
the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja. You are the same as the water of the spiritual
world, for you can vanquish all our offenses and the sinful reactions incurred
in life. You are the creator of all auspicious things for the world. O
daughter of the sun-god, kindly purify us by your pious activities."
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PURPORT
This verse is recorded in the Caitanya-candrodaya-n•àaka (5.35), by Kavikar‹apura.
TEXT 29
TEXT
eta bali' namaskari' kaila ga•g•-sn•na
eka kaup†na, n•hi dvit†ya paridh•na
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; namaskari'--offering obeisances; kaila--did; ga•g•sn•na--bathing in the Ganges; eka kaup†na--only one piece of underwear; n•hi-there was not; dvit†ya--second; paridh•na--garment.
TRANSLATION
After reciting this mantra, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu offered obeisances and
took His bath in the Ganges. At that time He had on only one piece of
underwear, for there was no second garment.
TEXT 30
TEXT
hena k•le •c•rya-gos•‘i nauk•te ca‚i‘•
•ila nãtana kaup†na-bahirv•sa la‘•
SYNONYMS
hena k•le--at that time; •c•rya-gos•‘i--Advaita šc•rya Prabhu; nauk•te
ca‚i‘•--on board a boat; •ila--reached there; nãtana--new; kaup†na--underwear;
bahi„-v•sa--outer garments; la‘•--bringing.
TRANSLATION
While ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was standing there without a second garment,
¥r† Advaita šc•rya arrived in a boat, bringing with Him new underwear and
external garments.
TEXT 31
TEXT
•ge •c•rya •si' rahil• namask•ra kari'
•c•rya dekhi' bale prabhu mane sa‰¤aya kari'
SYNONYMS
•ge--in front; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; •si'--coming; rahil•--stood;
namask•ra kari'--making obeisances; •c•rya dekhi'--seeing Advaita šc•rya;
bale--says; prabhu--the Lord; mane--within His mind; sa‰¤aya kari'--doubting.
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TRANSLATION
When Advaita Acarya arrived, He stood before the Lord and offered His
obeisances. After seeing Him, the Lord began to wonder about the entire
situation.
TEXT 32
TEXT
tumi ta' •c•rya-gos•‘i, eth• kene •il•
•mi v”nd•vane, tumi ke-mate j•nil•
SYNONYMS
tumi--You are; ta'--certainly; •c•rya-gos•‘i--Advaita šc•rya; eth•--here;
kene--why; •il•--You have come; •mi--I; v”nd•vane--in V”nd•vana; tumi--You;
ke-mate--how; j•nil•--knew.
TRANSLATION
Still in His ecstasy, the Lord asked Advaita šc•rya, "Why did You come
here? How did You know that I was in V”nd•vana?"
TEXT 33
TEXT
•c•rya kahe----tumi y•h••, sei v”nd•vana
mora bh•gye ga•g•-t†re tom•ra •gamana
SYNONYMS
•c•rya kahe--šc•rya replied; tumi y•h••--wherever You are; sei--that;
v”nd•vana--V”nd•vana; mora bh•gye--by My great fortune; ga•g•-t†re--on the
bank of the Ganges; tom•ra •gamana--Your appearance.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya disclosed the whole situation, telling ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, "Wherever You are, that is V”nd•vana. Now it is My great fortune
that You have come to the bank of the Ganges."
TEXT 34
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----nity•nanda •m•re va‘cil•
ga•g•ke •niy• more yamun• kahil•
SYNONYMS
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prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda; •m•re--Me;
va‘cil•--has cheated; ga•g•ke--to the bank of the Ganges; •niy•--bringing;
more--Me; yamun•--the river Yamun•; kahil•--informed.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then said, "Nity•nanda has cheated Me. He has
brought Me to the bank of the Ganges and told Me that it was the Yamun•."
TEXT 35
TEXT
•c•rya kahe, mithy• nahe ¤r†p•da-vacana
yamun•te sn•na tumi karil• ekhana
SYNONYMS
•c•rya kahe--Advaita šc•rya replied; mithy• nahe--this is not untrue;
¤r†p•da-vacana--the words of ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu; yamun•te--in the river
Yamun•; sn•na--bathing; tumi--You; karil•--did; ekhana--just now.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accused Nity•nanda of cheating Him, ¥r†la
Advaita šc•rya said, "Whatever Nity•nanda Prabhu has told You is not false.
You have indeed just now taken Your bath in the river Yamun•."
TEXT 36
TEXT
ga•g•ya yamun• vahe ha‘• eka-dh•ra
pa¤cime yamun• vahe, pãrve ga•g•-dh•ra
SYNONYMS
ga•g•ya--with the river Ganges; yamun•--the river Yamun•; vahe--flows;
ha‘•--becoming; eka-dh•ra--one stream; pa¤cime--on the western side; yamun•-the river Yamun•; vahe--flows; pãrve--on the eastern side; ga•g•-dh•ra--the
flow of the Ganges.
TRANSLATION
Advaita Acarya then explained that at that spot both the Ganges and Yamun•
flow together. On the western side was the Yamun•, and on the eastern side was
the Ganges.
PURPORT
The Ganges and Yamun• mix at the confluence at Allahabad (Pray•ga). The
Yamun• flows from the western side and the Ganges from the eastern, and they
merge. Since Caitanya Mah•prabhu bathed on the western side, He actually took
His bath in the river Yamun•.
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TEXT 37
TEXT
pa¤cima-dh•re yamun• vahe, t•h•• kaile sn•na
•rdra kaup†na ch•‚i' ¤u£ka kara paridh•na
SYNONYMS
pa¤cima-dh•re--in the western flow; yamun•--the river Yamun•; vahe--flows;
t•h••--there; kaile--You did; sn•na--bathing; •rdra--wet; kaup†na--underwear;
ch•‚i'--giving up; ¤u£ka--dry; kara--do; paridh•na--putting on.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya then suggested that since Caitanya Mah•prabhu had taken His
bath in the river Yamun• and His underwear was now wet, the Lord should change
His underwear for dry garments.
TEXT 38
TEXT
prem•ve¤e tina dina •cha upav•sa
•ji mora ghare bhik£•, cala mora v•sa
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in the ecstasy of love; tina dina--three days; •cha--You are;
upav•sa--fasting; •ji--today; mora--My; ghare--at the house; bhik£•--alms;
cala--kindly come; mora v•sa--to My residence.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya said, "You have been fasting continuously for three days in
Your ecstasy of love for K”£‹a. I therefore invite You to My home, where You
may kindly take Your alms. Come with Me to My residence."
TEXT 39
TEXT
eka-mu£ài anna mu‘i kariy•cho• p•ka
¤ukh•rukh• vya‘jana kailu•, sãpa •ra ¤•ka
SYNONYMS
eka-mu£ài--one palmful; anna--rice; mu‘i--I; kariy•cho•--have done; p•ka-cooking; ¤ukh•-rukh•--not very luxurious; vya‘jana--vegetables; kailu•--I have
done; sãpa--liquid vegetables; •ra--and; ¤•ka--spinach.
TRANSLATION
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Advaita Prabhu continued, "At My home I have just cooked one palmful of
rice. The vegetables are always very simple. There is no luxurious cooking-simply a little liquid vegetable and spinach."
TEXT 40
TEXT
eta bali' nauk•ya ca‚•‘• nila nija-ghara
p•da-prak£•lana kaila •nanda-antara
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; nauk•ya ca‚•‘•--making Him board the small boat;
nila--took; nija-ghara--to His own residence; p•da-prak£•lana--washing the
feet; kaila--did; •nanda-antara--very happy within Himself.
TRANSLATION
Saying this, ¥r† Advaita šc•rya took the Lord into the boat and brought the
Lord to His residence. There Advaita šc•rya washed the feet of the Lord and
was consequently very happy within.
TEXT 41
TEXT
prathame p•ka kariy•chena •c•ry•‹†
vi£‹u-samarpa‹a kaila •c•rya •pani
SYNONYMS
prathame--first; p•ka--cooking; kariy•chena--performed; •c•ry•‹†--the wife
of Advaita šc•rya; vi£‹u-samarpa‹a--offering to Lord Vi£‹u; kaila--did;
•c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; •pani--Himself.
TRANSLATION
All the eatables were first cooked by the wife of Advaita šc•rya. Then
¥r†la Advaita šc•rya personally offered everything to Lord Vi£‹u.
PURPORT
This is the ideal householder's life. The husband and wife live together,
and the husband works very hard to secure paraphernalia for worshiping Lord
Vi£‹u. The wife at home cooks a variety of foods for Lord Vi£‹u, and the
husband offers it to the Deity. After that, •rati is performed, and the
pras•da is distributed amongst family members and guests. According to the
Vedic principles, there must always be a guest in a householder's house. In my
childhood I have actually seen my father receive not less than four guests
every day, and in those days my father's income was not very great.
Nonetheless, there was no difficulty in offering pras•da to at least four
guests every day. According to Vedic principles, a householder, before taking
lunch, should go outside and shout very loudly to see if there is anyone
without food. In this way he invites people to take pras•da. If someone comes,
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the householder offers him pras•da, and if there is not much left, he should
offer his own portion to the guest. If no one responds to his call, the
householder can accept his own lunch. Thus the householder's life is also a
kind of austerity. Because of this, the householder's life is called the
g”hastha-•¤rama. Although a person may live with his wife and children happily
in K”£‹a consciousness, he also observes the regulative principles followed in
any temple. If there is no K”£‹a consciousness, the householder's abode is
called a g”hamedh†'s house. Householders in K”£‹a consciousness are actually
g”hasthas--that is, those living in the •¤rama with their families and
children. ¥r† Advaita Prabhu was an ideal g”hastha, and His house was the
ideal g”hastha-•¤rama.
TEXT 42
TEXT
tina àh•‘i bhoga b•‚•ila sama kari'
k”£‹era bhoga b•‚•ila dh•tu-p•tropari
SYNONYMS
tina àh•‘i--in three places; bhoga--cooked food; b•‚•ila--distributed;
sama--equal; kari'--making; k”£‹era bhoga--the food offered to K”£‹a; b•‚•ila-was arranged; dh•tu-p•tra upari--on a metal plate.
TRANSLATION
All the prepared food was divided into three equal parts. One part was
arranged on a metal plate for offering to Lord K”£‹a.
PURPORT
The word b•‚•ila, meaning "increased," is very significant in this verse.
It is a sophisticated word used by the g”hasthas in Bengal. Whenever food is
prepared and we take away a portion, the food is actually decreased. But here
it is the system to say b•‚•ila, or "increased." If food is prepared for K”£‹a
and offered to Him and the Vai£‹avas, the stock is increased, never decreased.
TEXT 43
TEXT
batti¤•-•àhiy•-kal•ra ••gaàiy• p•te
dui àh•‘i bhoga b•‚•ila bh•la mate
SYNONYMS
batti¤•-•àhiy•--producing thirty-two bunches; kal•ra--of a banana tree;
••gaàiy•--undivided; p•te--on leaves; dui àh•‘i--in two places; bhoga--the
eatables; b•‚•ila--arranged; bh•la mate--very nicely.
TRANSLATION
Of the three divisions, one was arranged on a metal plate, and the other
two were arranged on plantain leaves. These leaves were not bifurcated, and
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they were taken from a banana tree that held at least thirty-two bunches of
bananas. The two plates were filled very nicely with the kinds of food
described below.
TEXT 44
TEXT
madhye p†ta-gh”ta-sikta ¤•ly-annera stãpa
c•ri-dike vya‘jana-‚o•g•, •ra mudga-sãpa
SYNONYMS
madhye--in the middle; p†ta--yellow; gh”ta-sikta--wet with clarified
butter; ¤•li-annera--of very fine cooked rice; stãpa--a mound; c•ri-dike-surrounding the mound of rice; vya‘jana-‚o•g•--vegetable pots; •ra--and;
mudga-sãpa--d•l made of split mung.
TRANSLATION
The cooked rice was a stack of very fine grains nicely cooked, and in the
middle was yellow clarified butter from the milk of cows. Surrounding the
stack of rice were pots made of the skins of banana trees, and in these pots
were varieties of vegetables and mung d•l.
TEXT 45
TEXT
s•rdraka, v•stuka-¤•ka vividha prak•ra
paàola, ku£m•‹‚a-ba‚i, m•nakacu •ra
SYNONYMS
s•rdraka--pots with ginger dishes; v•stuka-¤•ka--spinach; vividha--various;
prak•ra--kinds; paàola--a kind of vegetable; ku£m•‹‚a--squash; ba‚i--with
split d•l; m•nakacu--the root of a vegetable tree called kacu; •ra--and.
TRANSLATION
Among the cooked vegetables were paàolas, squash, m•nakacu and a salad made
with pieces of ginger and various types of spinach.
TEXT 46
TEXT
ca-i-marica-sukhta diy• saba phala-mãle
am”ta-nindaka pa‘ca-vidha tikta-jh•le
SYNONYMS
ca-i-marica--with black pepper and ca-i (a kind of spice); sukhta-vegetables made bitter; diy•--giving; saba--all; phala-mãle--various kinds of
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fruits and roots; am”ta-nindaka--defying nectar; pa‘ca-vidha--five kinds of;
tikta--bitter; jh•le--and pungent.
TRANSLATION
There was sukhta, bitter melon mixed with all kinds of vegetables, defying
the taste of nectar. There were five types of bitter and pungent sukhtas.
TEXT 47
TEXT
komala nimba-patra saha bh•j• v•rt•k†
paàola-phula-ba‚i-bh•j•, ku£m•‹‚a-m•nac•ki
SYNONYMS
komala--newly grown; nimba-patra--nimba leaves; saha--with; bh•j•--fried;
v•rt•k†--eggplant; paàola--with paàola fruit; phula-ba‚i--a preparation of
d•l; bh•j•--fried; ku£m•‹‚a--squashes; m•nac•ki--the food called m•nac•ki.
TRANSLATION
Amongst the various vegetables were newly grown leaves of nimba trees fried
with eggplant. The fruit known as paàola was fried with phulaba‚i, a kind of
d•l preparation first mashed and then dried in the sun. There was also a
preparation known as ku£m•‹‚a-m•nac•ki.
PURPORT
We request our editors of cookbooks to add all these nice preparations
described by the experienced author ¥r†la Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TEXT 48
TEXT
n•rikela-¤asya, ch•n•, ¤arkar• madhura
moch•-gha‹àa, dugdha-ku£m•‹‚a, sakala pracura
SYNONYMS
n•rikela-¤asya--the pulp of coconut; ch•n•--curd; ¤arkar•--fruit sugar;
madhura--very sweet; moch•-gha‹àa--a semisolid preparation made with banana
flowers; dugdha-ku£m•‹‚a--newly grown squash cut into pieces and boiled in
milk; sakala--all; pracura--plentiful.
TRANSLATION
The preparation made with coconut pulp mixed with curd and rock candy was
very sweet. There was a curry made of banana flowers and squash boiled in
milk, all in great quantity.
TEXT 49
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TEXT
madhur•mla-ba‚•, aml•di p••ca-chaya
sakala vya‘jana kaila loke yata haya
SYNONYMS
madhura-amla-ba‚•--sweet and sour cakes; amla-•di--sour preparations;
p••ca-chaya--five or six; sakala vya‘jana--all vegetables; kaila--made; loke-for the people; yata haya--as many as there were.
TRANSLATION
There were small cakes in sweet and sour sauce and five or six kinds of
sour preparations. All the vegetables were so made that everyone present could
take pras•da.
TEXT 50
TEXT
mudga-ba‚•, kal•-ba‚•, m•£a-ba‚•, mi£àa
k£†ra-pul†, n•rikela, yata piàh• i£àa
SYNONYMS
mudga-ba‚•--soft cake made with mung; kal•-ba‚•--soft cake made with fried
banana; m•£a-ba‚•--soft cake made with urad d•l; mi£àa--various kinds of
sweets; k£†ra-pul†--condensed milk mixed with rice cakes; n•rikela--a
preparation of coconut; yata--all kinds of; piàh•--cakes; i£àa--desirable.
TRANSLATION
There were soft cakes made with mung d•l, soft cakes made with ripe
bananas, and soft cakes made with urad d•l. There were various kinds of
sweetmeats, condensed milk mixed with rice cakes, a coconut preparation and
every kind of cake desirable.
TEXT 51
TEXT
batti¤•-•àhiy• kal•ra ‚o•g• ba‚a ba‚a
cale h•le n•hi,----‚o•g• ati ba‚a da‚a
SYNONYMS
batti¤•-•àhiy•--producing thirty-two bunches of bananas; kal•ra--of the
banana tree; ‚o•g•--pots made of leaves; ba‚a ba‚a--big; cale h•le n•hi--they
did not tilt or totter; ‚o•g•--pots; ati--very; ba‚a--big; da‚a--strong.
TRANSLATION
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All the vegetables were served in pots made of banana leaves taken from
trees producing at least thirty-two bunches of bananas. These pots were very
strong and big and did not tilt or totter.
TEXT 52
TEXT
pa‘c•¤a pa‘c•¤a ‚o•g• vya‘jane pãri‘•
tina bhogera •¤e p•¤e r•khila dhari‘•
SYNONYMS
pa‘c•¤a pa‘c•¤a--fifty and fifty; ‚o•g•--pots; vya‘jane--with vegetables;
pãri‘•--filling; tina--three; bhogera--of eating places; •¤e p•¤e--all around;
r•khila--kept; dhari‘•--fixing.
TRANSLATION
All around the three eating places were a hundred pots filled with various
kinds of vegetables.
TEXT 53
TEXT
sagh”ta-p•yasa nava-m”t-ku‹‚ik• bhari‘•
tina p•tre ghan•varta-dugdha r•kheta dhari‘•
SYNONYMS
sa-gh”ta-p•yasa--sweet rice mixed with ghee; nava-m”t-ku‹‚ik•--new earthen
pots; bhari‘•--filling; tina p•tre--in three pots; ghana-•varta-dugdha--finely
condensed milk; r•kheta--were kept; dhari‘•--fixing.
TRANSLATION
Along with the various vegetables was sweet rice mixed with ghee. This was
kept in new earthen pots. Earthen pots filled with highly condensed milk were
placed in three places.
TEXT 54
TEXT
dugdha-ci‚•-kal• •ra dugdha-laklak†
yateka karila' t•h• kahite n• ¤aki
SYNONYMS
dugdha-ci‚•--chipped rice made with milk; kal•--mixed with bananas; •ra-and; dugdha-laklak†--a kind of squash known as l•u, boiled with milk; yateka-all that; karila'--was prepared; t•h•--that; kahite--to describe; n•--not;
¤aki--I am able.
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TRANSLATION
Besides the other preparations, there were chipped rice made with milk and
mixed with bananas, and also white squash boiled in milk. Indeed, it is not
possible to describe all the preparations that were made.
TEXT 55
TEXT
dui p•¤e dharila saba m”t-ku‹‚ik• bhari'
c••p•kal•-dadhi-sande¤a kahite n• p•ri
SYNONYMS
dui p•¤e--on two sides; dharila--kept; saba--all; m”t-ku‹‚ik•--earthen
pots; bhari'--filling; c••p•-kal•--a kind of banana known as c••p•-kal•;
dadhi-sande¤a--mixed with yogurt and sande¤a; kahite--to say; n•--not; p•ri--I
am able.
TRANSLATION
In two places there were earthen pots filled with another preparation made
with yogurt, sande¤a [a sweetmeat made with curd] and banana. I am unable to
describe it all.
TEXT 56
TEXT
anna-vya‘jana-upari dila tulas†-ma‘jar†
tina jala-p•tre suv•sita jala bhari'
SYNONYMS
anna-vya‘jana-upari--on top of the boiled rice and vegetables; dila-placed; tulas†-ma‘jar†--flowers of tulas†; tina--three; jala-p•tre--waterpots;
su-v•sita--scented; jala--water; bhari'--filling.
TRANSLATION
Upon the stack of boiled rice and all the vegetables were flowers of the
tulas† trees. There were also pots filled with scented rosewater.
TEXT 57
TEXT
tina ¤ubhra-p†àha, t•ra upari vasana
ei-rãpe s•k£•t k”£‹e kar•ila bhojana
SYNONYMS
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tina--three; ¤ubhra-p†àha--white sitting places; t•ra--of them; upari--on
top; vasana--soft cloth; ei-rãpe--in this way; s•k£•t--directly; k”£‹e--unto
K”£‹a; kar•ila--made to do; bhojana--eating.
TRANSLATION
There were three sitting places where soft cloths were placed. Thus Lord
K”£‹a was offered all the food, and the Lord took it very pleasantly.
TEXT 58
TEXT
•ratira k•le dui prabhu bol•ila
prabhu-sa•ge sabe •si' •rati dekhila
SYNONYMS
•ratira k•le--during the time of •rati; dui prabhu--Lord Nity•nanda and ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bol•ila--He called; prabhu-sa•ge--with the Lords; sabe-all other people; •si'--coming there; •rati--the •rati ceremony; dekhila-observed.
TRANSLATION
It is the system, after offering food, to perform bhoga-•rati. Advaita
Prabhu asked the two brothers, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Nity•nanda Prabhu,
to come see the •rati. The two Lords and all others present went to see the
•rati ceremony.
TEXT 59
TEXT
•rati kariy• k”£‹e kar•'la ¤ayana
•c•rya •si' prabhure tabe kail• nivedana
SYNONYMS
•rati kariy•--after finishing the •rati; k”£‹e--Lord K”£‹a; kar•'la--made
to do; ¤ayana--lying down to rest; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; •si'--coming;
prabhure--unto Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; tabe--then; kail•--made; nivedana-submission.
TRANSLATION
After •rati was performed for the Deities in the temple, Lord K”£‹a was
made to lie down to rest. Advaita šc•rya then came out to submit something to
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 60
TEXT
g”hera bhitare prabhu karuna gamana
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dui bh•i •il• tabe karite bhojana
SYNONYMS
g”hera bhitare--within the room; prabhu--Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karuna-kindly do; gamana--entering; dui bh•i--the two brothers, Caitanya Mah•prabhu
and Nity•nanda Prabhu; •il•--came; tabe--then; karite bhojana--to partake of
the pras•da.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Advaita Prabhu said, "My dear Lords, kindly enter this room." The two
brothers, Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Nity•nanda Prabhu, then came forward to take
the pras•da.
TEXT 61
TEXT
mukunda, harid•sa,----dui prabhu bol•ila
yo‚a-h•te dui-jana kahite l•gila
SYNONYMS
mukunda--Mukunda; harid•sa--Harid•sa; dui prabhu--the two Lords; bol•ila-called for; yo‚a-h•te--with folded hands; dui-jana--two persons; kahite
l•gila--began to say.
TRANSLATION
When Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Nity•nanda Prabhu went to accept the
pras•da, They both called Mukunda and Harid•sa to come with Them. However,
Mukunda and Harid•sa, both with folded hands, spoke as follows.
TEXT 62
TEXT
mukunda kahe----mora kichu k”tya n•hi sare
p•che mu‘i pras•da p•mu, tumi y•ha ghare
SYNONYMS
mukunda kahe--Mukunda said; mora--of me; kichu--something; k”tya--to
perform; n•hi sare--not yet finished; p•che--later; mu‘i--I; pras•da--pras•da;
p•mu--shall accept; tumi y•ha ghare--You both kindly enter the room.
TRANSLATION
When Mukunda was called for, he submitted, "My dear sir, I have something
to do that is not yet finished. Later I shall accept the pras•da, so You two
Prabhus should now please enter the room."
TEXT 63
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TEXT
harid•sa kahe----mu‘i p•pi£àha adhama
b•hire eka mu£ài p•che karimu bhojana
SYNONYMS
harid•sa kahe--Harid•sa said; mu‘i--I; p•pi£àha--sinful; adhama--the lowest
of men; b•hire--outside; eka--one; mu£ài--palmful; p•che--later; karimu--I
shall do; bhojana--eating.
TRANSLATION
Harid•sa áh•kura said, "I am the most sinful and lowest among men. Later I
shall eat one palmful of pras•da while waiting outside."
PURPORT
Although the Hindus and Muslims lived together in a very friendly manner,
still there were distinctions between them. The Muslims were considered
yavanas, or low-born, and whenever a Muslim was invited, he would be fed
outside of the house. Although personally called by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
and Nity•nanda Prabhu to take pras•da with Them, still, out of great humility,
Harid•sa áh•kura submitted, "I shall take the pras•da outside of the house."
Although Harid•sa áh•kura was an exalted Vai£‹ava accepted by Advaita šc•rya,
Nity•nanda Prabhu and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, nonetheless, in order not to
disturb social tranquillity, he humbly kept himself in the position of a
Muslim, outside the jurisdiction of the Hindu community. Therefore he proposed
to take pras•da outside the house. Although he was in an exalted position and
equal to other great Vai£‹avas, he considered himself a p•pi£àha, a most
sinful man, and adhama, the lowest among men. Although a Vai£‹ava may be very
much advanced spiritually, he keeps himself externally humble and submissive.
TEXT 64
TEXT
dui prabhu la‘• •c•rya gel• bhitara ghare
pras•da dekhiy• prabhura •nanda antare
SYNONYMS
dui prabhu--the two prabhus (Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Nity•nanda Prabhu);
la‘•--with; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; gel•--went; bhitara--within; ghare--the
room; pras•da--the pras•da; dekhiy•--seeing; prabhura--of Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
•nanda antare--was very pleased within Himself.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya took Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu and Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu
within the room, and the two Lords saw the arrangement of the pras•da. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu was especially very much pleased.
PURPORT
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was pleased because He saw how nicely so many
varieties of food were prepared for K”£‹a. Actually all kinds of pras•da are
prepared for K”£‹a, not for the people, but the devotees partake of pras•da
with great pleasure.
TEXT 65
TEXT
aiche anna ye k”£‹ake kar•ya bhojana
janme janme ¤ire dharo• t••h•ra cara‹a
SYNONYMS
aiche--in this way; anna--the eatables; ye--anyone who; k”£‹ake--unto
K”£‹a; kar•ya--made to do; bhojana--eating; janme janme--birth after birth;
¤ire--on My head; dharo•--I keep; t••h•ra--his; cara‹a--lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu approved of all the methods employed in cooking and
offering food to K”£‹a. Indeed, He was so pleased that He said, "Frankly, I
will personally take the lotus feet of anyone who can offer K”£‹a such nice
food and place those lotus feet on My head birth after birth."
TEXT 66
TEXT
prabhu j•ne tina bhoga----k”£‹era naivedya
•c•ryera mana„-kath• nahe prabhura vedya
SYNONYMS
prabhu j•ne--the Lord knows; tina bhoga--three divisions of bhoga; k”£‹era
naivedya--offerings to Lord K”£‹a; •c•ryera--of Advaita šc•rya; mana„-kath•-the intentions; nahe--not; prabhura--to the Lord; vedya--understandable.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu entered the room, He saw three divisions of
food, and He knew that all of these were meant for K”£‹a. However, He did not
understand the intentions of Advaita šc•rya.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura states that one of these servings
was offered in a metal dish and was meant for K”£‹a, whereas the other two
were placed on big banana leaves. The offering on the metal plate was
personally offered by Advaita šc•rya to K”£‹a. The other two servings, on
banana leaves, were to be accepted by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Lord
Nity•nanda. That was Advaita šc•rya's intention, but He did not disclose this
to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Thus when ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw the food
offered in three places, He thought that all of it was meant for K”£‹a.
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TEXT 67
TEXT
prabhu bale----vaisa tine kariye bhojana
•c•rya kahe----•mi kariba parive¤ana
SYNONYMS
prabhu bale--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; vaisa--sit down; tine--in the
three places; kariye--do; bhojana--eating; •c•rya kahe--Advaita šc•rya
replied; •mi kariba parive¤ana--I shall distribute.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Let Us sit down in these three places, and
We shall take pras•da." However, Advaita šc•rya said, "I shall distribute the
pras•da."
TEXT 68
TEXT
kon sth•ne vasiba, •ra •na dui p•ta
alpa kari' •ni' t•he deha vya‘jana bh•ta
SYNONYMS
kon sth•ne vasiba--where shall We sit down; •ra--other; •na--bring; dui
p•ta--two leaves; alpa kari'--making a small quantity; •ni'--bringing; t•he-on that; deha--give; vya‘jana--vegetables; bh•ta--and boiled rice.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu thought that all three servings were meant for
distribution; therefore He asked for another two banana leaves, saying, "Let
Us have a very little quantity of vegetable and rice."
TEXT 69
TEXT
•c•rya kahe----vaisa do•he pi•‚ira upare
eta bali' h•te dhari' vas•ila du•h•re
SYNONYMS
•c•rya kahe--Advaita šc•rya said; vaisa--sit down; do•he--You two; pi•‚ira
upare--on the planks of wood; eta bali'--saying this; h•te dhari'--catching
Their hands; vas•ila du•h•re--sat the two Lords down.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya said, "Just sit down here on these seats." Catching Their
hands, He sat Them both down.
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TEXT 70
TEXT
prabhu kahe----sanny•s†ra bhak£ya nahe upakara‹a
ih• kh•ile kaiche haya indriya v•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; sanny•s†ra--by a sanny•s†; bhak£ya--to be
eaten; nahe--this is not; upakara‹a--varieties of food; ih•--this; kh•ile--if
eating; kaiche--how; haya--there is; indriya--senses; v•ra‹a--controlling.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "It is not proper for a sanny•s† to eat such
a variety of foods. If he does, how can he control his senses?"
PURPORT
The word upakara‹a indicates a variety of foods, such as d•l, vegetables
and other varieties of possible dishes that one can eat very nicely with rice.
It is not proper, however, for a sanny•s† to eat such palatable dishes. If he
did so, he would not be able to control his senses. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
did not encourage sanny•s†s to eat very palatable dishes, for the whole
Vai£‹ava cult is vair•gya-vidy•, as renounced as possible. Caitanya Mah•prabhu
also advised Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m† not to eat very palatable dishes, wear
very nice garments or talk on mundane subjects. These things are all
prohibited for those in the renounced order. A devotee does not accept
anything to eat that is not first offered to K”£‹a. All the rich foods offered
to K”£‹a are given to the g”hasthas, the householders. There are many nice
things offered to K”£‹a--garlands, bedsteads, nice ornaments, nice food and
even nicely prepared pan, betel nuts--but a humble Vai£‹ava, thinking his body
material and nasty, does not accept such preparations for himself. He thinks
that by accepting such things he will offend the lotus feet of the Lord. Those
who are sahajiy•s cannot understand what ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu meant when He
asked Advaita šc•rya to bring two separate leaves and give a small quantity of
the pras•da to Him.
TEXT 71
TEXT
•c•rya kahe----ch•‚a tumi •pan•ra curi
•mi saba j•ni tom•ra sanny•sera bh•ri-bhuri
SYNONYMS
•c•rya kahe--Advaita šc•rya replied; ch•‚a--give up; tumi--You; •pan•ra--of
Yourself; curi--the concealment; •mi--I; saba--all; j•ni--know; tom•ra--of
You; sanny•sera--of the acceptance of the renounced order; bh•ri-bhuri--the
confidential meaning.
TRANSLATION
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When Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu did not accept the food that had already been
served, Advaita Acarya said, "Please give up Your concealment. I know what You
are, and I know the confidential meaning of Your accepting the sanny•sa
order."
TEXT 72
TEXT
bhojana karaha, ch•‚a vacana-c•tur†
prabhu kahe----eta anna kh•ite n• p•ri
SYNONYMS
bhojana karaha--kindly accept this pras•da; ch•‚a--give up; vacana-c•tur†-jugglery of words; prabhu kahe--the Lord said; eta--so much; anna--food;
kh•ite--to eat; n• p•ri--I am not able.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya thus requested ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to eat and give up
juggling words. The Lord replied, "I certainly cannot eat so much food."
TEXT 73
TEXT
•c•rya bale----akapaàe karaha •h•ra
yadi kh•ite n• p•ra p•te rahibeka •ra
SYNONYMS
•c•rya bale--Advaita šc•rya says; akapaàe--without pretense; karaha--kindly
do; •h•ra--eating; yadi--if; kh•ite--to eat; n• p•ra--You are not able; p•te-on the leaf; rahibeka •ra--let the balance remain.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya then requested the Lord to simply accept the pras•da without
pretense. If He could not eat it all, the balance could be left on the plate.
TEXT 74
TEXT
prabhu bale----eta anna n•riba kh•ite
sanny•s†ra dharma nahe ucchi£àa r•khite
SYNONYMS
prabhu bale--the Lord said; eta--so much; anna--eatables; n•riba--I will
not be able; kh•ite--to eat; sanny•s†ra--of a sanny•s†; dharma nahe--it is not
the duty; ucchi£àa--remnants of food; r•khite--to keep.
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TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "I will not be able to eat so much food, and
it is not the duty of a sanny•s† to leave remnants."
According to ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.18.19):
bahir jal•¤aya‰ gatv•
tatopasp”¤ya v•g-yata„
vibhajya p•vita‰ ¤e£a‰
bhu‘j†t•¤e£am •h”tam
"A sanny•s† should take whatever edibles he gets from a householder's
house, outside near some lake or river, and after offering the food to Vi£‹u,
Brahm• and the sun (three divisions), he should eat the entire offering and
not leave anything for others to eat."
TEXT 75
TEXT
•c•rya bale----n†l•cale kh•o cauy•nna-b•ra
eka-b•re anna kh•o ¤ata ¤ata bh•ra
SYNONYMS
•c•rya bale--Advaita šc•rya replies; n†l•cale--at Jagann•tha Pur†; kh•o-You eat; cauy•nna-b•ra--fifty-four times; eka-b•re--at one time; anna-eatables; kh•o--You eat; ¤ata ¤ata bh•ra--hundreds of pots.
TRANSLATION
In this connection Advaita šc•rya referred to Caitanya Mah•prabhu's eating
at Jagann•tha Pur†. Lord Jagann•tha and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are identical.
Advaita šc•rya pointed out that at Jagann•tha Pur† Caitanya Mah•prabhu ate
fifty-four times a day, and each time He ate many hundreds of pots of food.
TEXT 76
TEXT
tina jan•ra bhak£ya-pi‹‚a----tom•ra eka gr•sa
t•ra lekh•ya ei anna nahe pa‘ca-gr•sa
SYNONYMS
tina jan•ra--of three persons; bhak£ya-pi‹‚a--the stack of eatables;
tom•ra--of You; eka gr•sa--one morsel; t•ra--to that; lekh•ya--in proportion;
ei anna--this food; nahe--is not; pa‘ca-gr•sa--five morsels.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Advaita šc•rya said, "The amount of food that three people can eat does
not constitute even a morsel for You. In proportion to that, these edibles are
not even five morsels of food for You."
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TEXT 77
TEXT
mora bh•gye, mora ghare, tom•ra •gamana
ch•‚aha c•tur†, prabhu, karaha bhojana
SYNONYMS
mora bh•gye--by My fortune; mora ghare--at My home; tom•ra--Your; •gamana-appearance; ch•‚aha--please give up; c•tur†--all this jugglery; prabhu--My
Lord; karaha--just do; bhojana--eating.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya continued, "By My great fortune You have just come to My
home. Please do not juggle words. Just begin eating and do not talk."
TEXT 78
TEXT
eta bali' jala dila dui gos•‘ira h•te
h•siy• l•gil• du•he bhojana karite
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; jala dila--supplied water; dui gos•‘ira--of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Lord Nity•nanda; h•te--on the hands; h•siy•--smiling;
l•gil•--began; du•he--both of Them; bhojana karite--to eat.
TRANSLATION
Upon saying this, Advaita Acarya supplied water to the two Lords so that
They could wash Their hands. The two Lords then sat down and, smiling, began
to eat the pras•da.
TEXT 79
TEXT
nity•nanda kahe----kailu• tina upav•sa
•ji p•ra‹• karite chila ba‚a •¤a
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda kahe--Lord Nity•nanda said; kailu•--I have undergone; tina-three; upav•sa--fasting days; •ji--today; p•ra‹•--breaking the fast; karite-to do; chila--there was; ba‚a--great; •¤a--hope.
TRANSLATION
Nity•nanda Prabhu said, "I have undergone fasting for three days
continuously. Today I hoped to break My fast."
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TEXT 80
TEXT
•ji upav•sa haila •c•rya-nimantra‹e
ardha-peàa n• bharibe ei gr•seka anne
SYNONYMS
•ji--today also; upav•sa--fasting; haila--there was; •c•rya-nimantra‹e--by
the invitation of Advaita šc•rya; ardha-peàa--half My belly; n•--not; bharibe-will fill; ei--this; gr•seka anne--one morsel of food.
TRANSLATION
Although ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was thinking that the quantity of food was
enormous, Nity•nanda Prabhu, on the contrary, thought it not even a morsel. He
had been fasting for three days and had greatly hoped to break fast on that
day. Indeed, He said, "Although I am invited to eat by Advaita šc•rya, today
also is a fast. So small a quantity of food will not even fill half My belly."
TEXT 81
TEXT
•c•rya kahe----tumi hao tairthika sanny•s†
kabhu phala-mãla kh•o, kabhu upav•s†
SYNONYMS
•c•rya kahe--Advaita šc•rya replied to Nity•nanda Prabhu; tumi--You; hao-are; tairthika sanny•s†--a mendicant wandering on pilgrimages; kabhu-sometimes; phala-mãla--fruits and roots; kh•o--You eat; kabhu upav•s†-sometimes fasting.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya replied, "Sir, You are a mendicant traveling on pilgrimage.
Sometimes You eat fruits and roots, and sometimes You simply go on fasting.
TEXT 82
TEXT
daridra-br•hma‹a-ghare ye p•il• mu£ày-eka anna
ih•te santu£àa hao, ch•‚a lobha-mana
SYNONYMS
daridra-br•hma‹a--of a poor br•hma‹a; ghare--at the home; ye--whatever;
p•il•--You have gotten; mu£ài-eka--one handful; anna--food; ih•te--in this;
santu£àa hao--please be satisfied; ch•‚a--give up; lobha-mana--Your greedy
mentality.
TRANSLATION
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"I am a poor br•hma‹a, and You have come to My home. Please be satisfied
with whatever little food You have received and give up Your greedy
mentality."
TEXT 83
TEXT
nity•nanda bale----yabe kaile nimantra‹a
tata dite c•ha, yata kariye bhojana
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda bale--Lord Nity•nanda said; yabe--when; kaile--You have done;
nimantra‹a--invitation; tata--so much; dite c•ha--You must supply; yata--as
much as; kariye bhojana--I can eat.
TRANSLATION
Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu replied, "Whatever I may be, You have invited Me.
Therefore You must supply as much as I want to eat."
TEXT 84
TEXT
¤uni' nity•nandera kath• àh•kura advaita
kahena t••h•re kichu p•iy• pir†ta
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; nity•nandera--of Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; kath•--words;
àh•kura--His Divine Grace; advaita--Advaita šc•rya; kahena--spoke; t••h•re-unto Nity•nanda Prabhu; kichu--something; p•iy•--taking the opportunity;
pir†ta--pleasing words.
TRANSLATION
His Divine Grace Advaita šc•rya, after hearing the statement of Nity•nanda
Prabhu, took the opportunity presented by the joking words and spoke to Him as
follows.
TEXT 85
TEXT
bhra£àa avadhãta tumi, udara bharite
sanny•sa la-iy•cha, bujhi, br•hma‹a da‹‚ite
SYNONYMS
bhra£àa avadhãta--reject paramaha‰sa; tumi--You; udara bharite--to fill
Your belly; sanny•sa la-iy•cha--You have accepted the renounced order of life;
bujhi--I understand; br•hma‹a da‹‚ite--to give trouble to a br•hma‹a.
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TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya said, "You are a reject paramaha‰sa, and You have accepted
the renounced order of life just to fill up Your belly. I can understand that
Your business is to give trouble to br•hma‹as."
PURPORT
There is always a difference of opinion between a sm•rta-br•hma‹a and a
Vai£‹ava gosv•m†. There are even sm•rta opinions and Vai£‹ava gosv•m† opinions
available in astrological and astronomical calculations. By calling Nity•nanda
Prabhu a bhra£àa avadhãta (a rejected paramaha‰sa), Advaita šc•rya Prabhu in a
sense accepted Nity•nanda Prabhu as a paramaha‰sa. In other words, Nity•nanda
Prabhu had nothing to do with the rules governing sm•rta-br•hma‹as. Thus under
pretense of condemning Him, Advaita šc•rya was actually praising Him. In the
avadhãta stage, the paramaha‰sa stage, which is the supermost stage, one may
appear to be vi£ay†, on the platform of sense gratification, but in actuality
he has nothing to do with sense gratification. At that stage, a person
sometimes accepts the symptoms and dress of a sanny•s† and sometimes does not.
Sometimes he dresses like a householder. We should know, however, that these
are all joking words between Advaita šc•rya and Nity•nanda Prabhu. They are
not to be taken as insults.
In Kha‚adaha, sometimes people misunderstood Nity•nanda Prabhu to belong to
the ¤•kta-samprad•ya, whose philosophy is anta„ ¤•kta„ bahi„ ¤aiva„ sabh•y•‰
vai£‹avo mata„. According to the ¤•kta-samprad•ya, a person called
kaul•vadhãta thinks materially while externally appearing to be a great
devotee of Lord ¥iva. When such a person is in an assembly of Vai£‹avas, he
appears like a Vai£‹ava. Actually Nity•nanda Prabhu did not belong to such a
community. Nity•nanda Prabhu was always a brahmac•r† of a sanny•s† of the
vaidika order. Actually He was a paramaha‰sa. Sometimes He is accepted to be a
disciple of Lak£m†pati T†rtha. If He is so accepted, Nity•nanda Prabhu
belonged to the Madhva-samprad•ya. He did not belong to the t•ntrikasamprad•ya of Bengal.
TEXT 86
TEXT
tumi khete p•ra da¤a-vi¤a m•nera anna
•mi t•h• k••h• p•ba daridra br•hma‹a
SYNONYMS
tumi--You; khete--to eat; p•ra--able; da¤a-vi¤a--ten or twenty; m•nera--of
the measurement of a m•na; anna--rice; •mi--I; t•h•--that; k••h•--where; p•ba-shall get; daridra--poverty-stricken; br•hma‹a--br•hma‹a.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya accused Nity•nanda Prabhu, saying, "You can eat ten to
twenty m•nas of rice. I am a poor br•hma‹a. How shall I get so much rice?
PURPORT
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A m•na is a measurement containing about four kilos.
TEXT 87
TEXT
ye p•‘•cha mu£ày-eka anna, t•h• kh•‘• uàha
p•gal•mi n• kariha, n• cha‚•io jhuàha
SYNONYMS
ye p•‘•cha--whatever You have; mu£ài-eka--one handful; anna--rice; t•h•-that; kh•‘•--eating; uàha--please get up; p•gal•mi--madness; n•--do not;
kariha--do; n•--do not; cha‚•io--strew; jhuàha--remnants of food.
TRANSLATION
"Whatever You have, though it be a palmful of rice, please eat it and get
up. Don't show Your madness and strew the remnants of food here and there."
TEXT 88
TEXT
ei mata h•sya-rase karena bhojana
ardha-ardha kh•‘• prabhu ch•‚ena vya‘jana
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; h•sya-rase--jokingly; karena--does; bhojana--eating;
ardha-ardha--half and half; kh•‘•--after eating; prabhu--the Lord; ch•‚ena-gives up; vya‘jana--all the vegetables.
TRANSLATION
In this way, Nity•nanda Prabhu and Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu ate and talked
with Advaita šc•rya jokingly. After eating half of each vegetable preparation
given to Him, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu abandoned it and went on to the next.
TEXT 89
TEXT
sei vya‘jana •c•rya puna„ karena pãra‹a
ei mata puna„ puna„ parive¤e vya‘jana
SYNONYMS
sei vya‘jana--that half-finished vegetable; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; puna„-again; karena--does; pãra‹a--filling; ei mata--in this way; puna„ puna„--again
and again; parive¤e--distributes; vya‘jana--vegetables.
TRANSLATION
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As soon as half of the vegetable in the pot was finished, Advaita šc•rya
filled it up again. In this way, as the Lord finished half of a preparation,
Advaita Acarya again and again filled it up.
TEXT 90
TEXT
don• vya‘jane bhari' karena pr•rthana
prabhu balena----•ra kata kariba bhojana
SYNONYMS
don•--the pot; vya‘jane--with vegetables; bhari'--filling; karena--makes;
pr•rthana--request; prabhu balena--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu says; •ra--more;
kata--how much; kariba--can I do; bhojana--eating.
TRANSLATION
After filling a pot with vegetables, Advaita šc•rya requested Them to eat
more, and Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "How much more can I go on eating?"
TEXT 91
TEXT
•c•rya kahe----ye diy•chi, t•h• n• ch•‚ib•
ekhana ye diye, t•ra ardheka kh•ib•
SYNONYMS
•c•rya kahe--Advaita šc•rya said; ye diy•chi--whatever I have given; t•h•
n• ch•‚ib•--please do not give it up; ekhana--now; ye--whatever; diye--I am
giving; t•ra ardheka--half of it; kh•ib•--You will eat.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya said, "Please do not give up whatever I have already given
You. Now, whatever I am giving, You may eat half and leave half."
TEXT 92
TEXT
n•n• yatna-dainye prabhure kar•ila bhojana
•c•ryera icch• prabhu karila pãra‹a
SYNONYMS
n•n• yatna-dainye--in this way, by various efforts and by humility;
prabhure--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kar•ila--caused; bhojana--eating; •c•ryera
icch•--the wish of Advaita šc•rya; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karila-did; pãra‹a--fulfillment.
TRANSLATION
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In this way, by submitting various humble requests, Advaita šc•rya made ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Lord Nity•nanda eat. Thus Caitanya Mah•prabhu
fulfilled all the desires of Advaita šc•rya.
TEXT 93
TEXT
nity•nanda kahe----•m•ra peàa n• bharila
la‘• y•ha, tora anna kichu n• kh•ila
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda kahe--Nity•nanda Prabhu said; •m•ra--My; peàa--belly; n•--not;
bharila--filled; la‘•--taking away; y•ha--go; tora--Your; anna--food; kichu n•
kh•ila--I have not eaten anything.
TRANSLATION
Again Nity•nanda Prabhu jokingly said, "My belly is not yet filled up.
Please take away Your food. I have not taken the least of it."
TEXT 94
TEXT
eta bali' eka-gr•sa bh•ta h•te la‘•
ujh•li' phelila •ge yena kruddha ha‘•
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; eka-gr•sa--one palmful; bh•ta--rice; h•te--in the
hand; la‘•--taking; ujh•li'--releasing; phelila--threw; •ge--in front; yena-as if; kruddha ha‘•--becoming angry.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, Nity•nanda Prabhu took a handful of rice and threw it on
the floor in front of Him, as if He were angry.
TEXT 95
TEXT
bh•ta dui-c•ri l•ge •c•ryera a•ge
bh•ta a•ge la‘• •c•rya n•ce bahu-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
bh•ta dui-c•ri--two or four pieces of the thrown rice; l•ge--touch;
•c•ryera a•ge--the body of Advaita šc•rya; bh•ta--the rice; a•ge--on His body;
la‘•--with; •c•rya n•ce--the šc•rya began to dance; bahu-ra•ge--in many ways.
TRANSLATION
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When two or four pieces of the thrown rice touched His body, Advaita šc•rya
began to dance in various ways with the rice still stuck to His body.
TEXT 96
TEXT
avadhãtera jhuàh• l•gila mora a•ge
parama pavitra more kaila ei ‚ha•ge
SYNONYMS
avadhãtera jhuàh•--the remnants of the food of the avadhãta; l•gila-touched; mora--My; a•ge--on the body; parama pavitra--perfectly purified;
more--Me; kaila--made; ei--this; ‚ha•ge--behavior.
TRANSLATION
When the rice thrown by Nity•nanda Prabhu touched His body, Advaita šc•rya
thought Himself purified by the touch of remnants thrown by Paramaha‰sa
Nity•nanda. Therefore He began dancing.
PURPORT
The word avadhãta refers to one above all rules and regulations. Sometimes,
not observing all the rules and regulations of a sanny•s†, Nity•nanda Prabhu
exhibited the behavior of a mad avadhãta. He threw the remnants of food on the
ground, and some of these remnants touched the body of Advaita šc•rya. Advaita
šc•rya accepted this happily because He presented Himself as a member of the
community of sm•rta-br•hma‹as. By touching the remnants of food thrown by
Nity•nanda Prabhu, Advaita šc•rya immediately felt Himself purified of all
sm•rta contamination. The remnants of food left by a pure Vai£‹ava are called
mah•-mah•-pras•da. This is completely spiritual and is identified with Lord
Vi£‹u. Such remnants are not ordinary. The spiritual master is to be
considered on the stage of paramaha‰sa and beyond the jurisdiction of the
var‹•¤rama institution. The remnants of food left by the spiritual master and
similar paramaha‰sas or pure Vai£‹avas are purifying. When an ordinary person
touches such pras•da, his mind is purified, and his mind is raised to the
status of a pure br•hma‹a. The behavior and statements of Advaita šc•rya are
meant for the understanding of ordinary people who are unaware of the strength
of spiritual values, not knowing the potency of food left by the bona fide
spiritual master and pure Vai£‹avas.
TEXT 97
TEXT
tore nimantra‹a kari' p•inu t•ra phala
tora j•ti-kula n•hi, sahaje p•gala
SYNONYMS
tore--You; nimantra‹a--invitation; kari'--making; p•inu--I have gotten in
return; t•ra--of that; phala--the result; tora--Your; j•ti-kula n•hi--there is
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no indication of Your caste and family; sahaje--by nature; p•gala--You are a
madman.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya jokingly said, "My dear Nity•nanda, I invited You, and
indeed I have received the results. You have no fixed caste or dynasty. By
nature You are a madman.
PURPORT
The words sahaje p•gala ("by nature a madman") indicate that Nity•nanda
Prabhu was transcendentally situated on the paramaha‰sa stage. Because He
always remembered R•dh•-K”£‹a and Their service, this was transcendental
madness. ¥r† Advaita šc•rya was pointing out this fact.
TEXT 98
TEXT
•pan•ra sama more karib•ra tare
jhuàh• dile, vipra bali' bhaya n• karile
SYNONYMS
•pan•ra sama--like You; more--Me; karib•ra tare--for making; jhuàh•-remnants of food; dile--You have given; vipra bali'--considering as a
br•hma‹a; bhaya--fear; n• karile--You did not do.
TRANSLATION
"To make Me a madman like Yourself, You have thrown the remnants of Your
food at Me. You did not even fear the fact that I am a br•hma‹a."
PURPORT
The words •pan•ra sama indicate that Advaita šc•rya considered Himself to
belong to the sm•rta-br•hma‹as, and He considered Nity•nanda Prabhu to be on
the transcendental stage with pure Vai£‹avas. Lord Nity•nanda gave Advaita
šc•rya His remnants to situate Him on the same platform and make Him a pure
unalloyed Vai£‹ava or paramaha‰sa. Advaita šc•rya's statement indicates that a
paramaha‰sa Vai£‹ava is transcendentally situated. A pure Vai£‹ava is not
subject to the rules and regulations of the sm•rta-br•hma‹as. That was the
reason for Advaita šc•rya's stating, •pan•ra sama more karib•ra tare: "to
raise Me to Your own standard." A pure Vai£‹ava, or a person on the
paramaha‰sa stage, accepts the remnants of food (mah•-pras•da) as spiritual.
He does not consider it to be material or sense gratificatory. He accepts
mah•-pras•da not as ordinary d•l and rice but as spiritual substance. To say
nothing of the remnants of food left by a pure Vai£‹ava, pras•da is never
polluted even if it is touched by the mouth of a ca‹‚•la. Indeed, it retains
its spiritual value. Therefore by eating or touching such mah•-pras•da, a
br•hma‹a is not degraded. There is no question of being polluted by touching
the remnants of such food. Actually, by eating such mah•-pras•da, one is freed
from all the contaminations of the material condition. That is the verdict of
the ¤•stra.
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TEXT 99
TEXT
nity•nanda bale,----ei k”£‹era pras•da
ih•ke 'jhuàh•' kahile, tumi kaile apar•dha
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda bale--Lord Nity•nanda said; ei--this; k”£‹era pras•da--mah•pras•da of Lord K”£‹a; ih•ke--unto it; jhuàh•--remnants of food; kahile--if
You say; tumi--You; kaile--have made; apar•dha--offense.
TRANSLATION
Nity•nanda Prabhu replied, "These are the remnants of food left by Lord
K”£‹a. If You take them to be ordinary remnants, You have committed an
offense."
PURPORT
In the B”had-vi£‹u Pur•‹a it is stated that one who considers mah•-pras•da
to be equal to ordinary rice and d•l certainly commits a great offense.
Ordinary edibles are touchable and untouchable, but there are no such
dualistic considerations where pras•da is concerned. pras•da is
transcendental, and there are no transformations or contaminations, just as
there are no contaminations or transformations in the body of Lord Vi£‹u
Himself. Thus even if one is a br•hma‹a he is certain to be attacked by
leprosy and bereft of all family members if he makes such dualistic
considerations. Such an offender goes to hell, never to return. This is the
injunction of the B”had-vi£‹u Pur•‹a.
TEXT 100
TEXT
¤ateka sanny•s† yadi kar•ha bhojana
tabe ei apar•dha ha-ibe kha‹‚ana
SYNONYMS
¤ateka sanny•s†--one hundred sanny•s†s; yadi--if; kar•ha--You make;
bhojana--the eating; tabe--then; ei--this; apar•dha--offense; ha-ibe--there
will be; kha‹‚ana--nullification.
TRANSLATION
¥r†la Nity•nanda Prabhu continued, "If you invite at least one hundred
sanny•s†s to Your home and feed them sumptuously, Your offense will be
nullified."
TEXT 101
TEXT
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•c•rya kahe----n• kariba sanny•si-nimantra‹a
sanny•s† n•¤ila mora saba sm”ti-dharma
SYNONYMS
•c•rya kahe--Advaita šc•rya said; n• kariba--I shall never do; sanny•sinimantra‹a--invitation to the sanny•s†s; sanny•s†--a sanny•s†; n•¤ila--has
spoiled; mora--My; saba--all; sm”ti-dharma--regulative principles of the
sm”ti-¤•stra.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya replied, "I shall never again invite another sanny•s†, for
it is a sanny•s† who has spoiled all My brahminical sm”ti regulations."
TEXT 102
TEXT
eta bali' dui jane kar•ila •camana
uttama ¤ayy•te la-iy• kar•ila ¤ayana
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; dui jane--unto the two personalities; kar•ila
•camana--washed Their hands and mouth; uttama--very nice; ¤ayy•te--on a bed;
la-iy•--taking; kar•ila--made Them do; ¤ayana--lying down.
TRANSLATION
After this, Advaita šc•rya made the Lords wash Their hands and mouths. He
then took Them to a nice bed and made Them lie down to take rest.
TEXT 103
TEXT
lava•ga el•c†-b†ja----uttama rasa-v•sa
tulas†-ma‘jar† saha dila mukha-v•sa
SYNONYMS
lava•ga--cloves; el•c†--cardamom; b†ja--seeds; uttama--very nice; rasav•sa--tasteful spices; tulas†-ma‘jar†--the flowers of tulas†; saha--with;
dila--gave; mukha-v•sa--perfume of the mouth.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Advaita šc•rya fed the two Lords cloves and cardamom mixed with tulas†
flowers. Thus there was a good flavor within Their mouths.
TEXT 104
TEXT
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sugandhi candane lipta kaila kalevara
sugandhi pu£pa-m•l• •ni' dila h”daya-upara
SYNONYMS
su-gandhi--fragrant; candane--in sandalwood; lipta--smeared; kaila--made;
kalevara--the bodies; su-gandhi--very fragrant; pu£pa-m•l•--flower garlands;
•ni'--bringing; dila--gave; h”daya-upara--on the chests.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Advaita šc•rya then smeared the bodies of the Lords with sandalwood
pulp and then placed very fragrant flower garlands on Their chests.
TEXT 105
TEXT
•c•rya karite c•he p•da-sa‰v•hana
sa•kucita ha‘• prabhu balena vacana
SYNONYMS
•c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; karite--to do; c•he--wants; p•da-sa‰v•hana-massaging the feet; sa•kucita--hesitant; ha‘•--becoming; prabhu--the Lord;
balena--says; vacana--the words.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord lay down on the bed, Advaita šc•rya waited to massage His
legs, but the Lord was very hesitant and spoke as follows to Advaita šc•rya.
TEXT 106
TEXT
bahuta n•c•ile tumi, ch•‚a n•c•na
mukunda-harid•sa la-iy• karaha bhojana
SYNONYMS
bahuta--in various ways; n•c•ile--have made Me dance; tumi--You; ch•‚a-give up; n•c•na--dancing; mukunda--Mukunda; harid•sa--Harid•sa; la-iy•--with;
karaha--do; bhojana--eating.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Advaita šc•rya, You have made Me dance in
various ways. Now give up this practice. Go with Mukunda and Harid•sa and
accept Your lunch."
PURPORT
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is here telling Advaita šc•rya that it is not
befitting for a sanny•s† to accept nice beds to lie on or to chew cloves and
cardamom and have his body smeared with sandalwood pulp. Nor is it befitting
for him to accept fragrant garlands and have his legs massaged by a pure
Vai£‹ava. "You have already made Me dance according to Your vow," Caitanya
Mah•prabhu said. "Now please stop it. You can go and take Your lunch with
Mukunda and Harid•sa."
TEXT 107
TEXT
tabe ta' •c•rya sa•ge la‘• dui jane
karila icch•ya bhojana, ye •chila mane
SYNONYMS
tabe ta'--thereafter; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; sa•ge--with; la‘•--taking;
dui jane--the two persons, namely Mukunda and Harid•sa; karila--did; icch•ya-according to desire; bhojana--eating; ye •chila mane--whatever there was in
mind.
TRANSLATION
Thereupon Advaita šc•rya took pras•da with Mukunda and Harid•sa, and they
all wholeheartedly ate as much as they desired.
TEXT 108
TEXT
¤•ntipurera loka ¤uni' prabhura •gamana
dekhite •il• loka prabhura cara‹a
SYNONYMS
¤•ntipurera loka--all the people of ¥•ntipura; ¤uni'--hearing; prabhura
•gamana--the arrival of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhite •il•--came to see;
loka--all the people; prabhura cara‹a--the lotus feet of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
When the people of ¥•ntipura heard that Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was
staying there, they all immediately came to see His lotus feet.
TEXT 109
TEXT
'hari' 'hari' bale loka •nandita ha‘•
camatk•ra p•ila prabhura saundarya dekhi‘•
SYNONYMS
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hari hari--the holy name of the Lord; bale--say; loka--all the people;
•nandita--pleased; ha‘•--being; camatk•ra--wonder; p•ila--got; prabhura--of
the Lord; saundarya--the beauty; dekhi‘•--by seeing.
TRANSLATION
Being very pleased, all the people loudly began to shout the holy name of
the Lord, "Hari! Hari!" Indeed, they became struck with wonder upon seeing the
beauty of the Lord.
TEXT 110
TEXT
gaura-deha-k•nti sãrya jiniy• ujjvala
aru‹a-vastra-k•nti t•he kare jhala-mala
SYNONYMS
gaura--fair-complexioned; deha--of the body; k•nti--the luster; sãrya--the
sun; jiniy•--conquering; ujjvala--bright; aru‹a--reddish; vastra-k•nti--the
beauty of the garments; t•he--in that; kare--does; jhala-mala--glittering.
TRANSLATION
They saw ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's very fair-complexioned body and its
bright luster, which conquered the brilliance of the sun. Over and above this
was the beauty of the saffron garments that glittered upon His body.
TEXT 111
TEXT
•ise y•ya loka har£e, n•hi sam•dh•na
lokera sa•ghaààe dina haila avas•na
SYNONYMS
•ise--come; y•ya--go; loka--all people; har£e--in great pleasure; n•hi-there is not; sam•dh•na--calculation; lokera--of the people; sa•ghaààe--in
crowds; dina--the day; haila--there was; avas•na--the end.
TRANSLATION
People came and went with great pleasure. There was no calculating how many
people assembled there before the day was over.
TEXT 112
TEXT
sandhy•te •c•rya •rambhila sa•k†rtana
•c•rya n•cena, prabhu karena dar¤ana
SYNONYMS
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sandhy•te--in the evening; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; •rambhila--began;
sa•k†rtana--congregational chanting; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; n•cena--dances;
prabhu--the Lord; karena--does; dar¤ana--seeing.
TRANSLATION
As soon as it was evening, Advaita šc•rya began the congregational
chanting. He even began to dance Himself, and the Lord saw the performance.
TEXT 113
TEXT
nity•nanda gos•‘i bule •c•rya dhari‘•
harid•sa p•che n•ce hara£ita ha‘•
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda gos•‘i--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; bule--began to move, dancing;
•c•rya dhari‘•--following Advaita šc•rya; harid•sa--Harid•sa áh•kura; p•che-behind; n•ce--dances; hara£ita ha‘•--being pleased.
TRANSLATION
When Advaita šc•rya began to dance, Nity•nanda Prabhu began dancing behind
Him. Harid•sa áh•kura, being very pleased, also began dancing behind Him.
TEXT 114
TEXT
ki kahiba re sakh† •juka •nanda ora
cira-dine m•dhava mandire mora
SYNONYMS
ki--what; kahiba--shall I say; re--O; sakh†--My dear friends; •juka--today;
•nanda--pleasure; ora--the limit; cira-dine--after many days; m•dhava--Lord
K”£‹a; mandire--in the temple; mora--My.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya said, " 'My dear friends, what shall I say? Today I have
received the highest transcendental pleasure. After many, many days, Lord
K”£‹a is in My house.' "
PURPORT
This is a song composed by Vidy•pati. Sometimes the word m•dhava is
misunderstood to refer to M•dhavendra Pur†. Advaita šc•rya was a disciple of
M•dhavendra Pur†, and consequently some people think that He was referring to
M•dhavendra Pur† by using the word m•dhava. But actually this is not the fact.
This song was composed to commemorate the separation of K”£‹a from R•dh•r•‹†
during K”£‹a's absence in Mathur•. It is thought that this song was sung by
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¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† when K”£‹a returned. It is technically called Mathur•viraha.
TEXT 115
TEXT
ei pada g•oy•iy• har£e karena nartana
sveda-kampa-pulak•¤ru-hu•k•ra-garjana
SYNONYMS
ei pada--this verse; g•oy•iy•--causing to be sung; har£e--in pleasure;
karena--does; nartana--dancing; sveda--perspiration; kampa--shivering; pulaka-standing of hairs; a¤ru--tears on account of pleasure; hu•k•ra--thundering;
garjana--bellowing.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya led the sa•k†rtana party, and with great pleasure He sang
this verse. There was a manifestation of ecstatic perspiration, shivering,
raised hairs, tears in the eyes and sometimes thundering and bellowing.
TEXT 116
TEXT
phiri' phiri' kabhu prabhura dharena cara‹a
cara‹e dhariy• prabhure balena vacana
SYNONYMS
phiri' phiri'--turning and turning; kabhu--sometimes; prabhura--of the
Lord; dharena--catches; cara‹a--the lotus feet; cara‹e dhariy•--catching the
lotus feet; prabhure--unto the Lord; balena--says; vacana--words.
TRANSLATION
While dancing, Advaita šc•rya would sometimes turn around and around and
catch the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Advaita šc•rya would then
speak to Him as follows.
TEXT 117
TEXT
aneka dina tumi more be‚•ile bh•‹‚iy•
gharete p•‘•chi, ebe r•khiba b•ndhiy•
SYNONYMS
aneka dina--many days; tumi--You; more--Me; be‚•ile--escaped; bh•‹‚iy•-cheating or bluffing; gharete--at My home; p•‘•chi--I have gotten; ebe--now;
r•khiba--I shall keep; b•ndhiy•--binding up.
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TRANSLATION
¥r† Advaita šc•rya would say, "Many days You escaped Me by bluffing. Now I
have You in My home, and I will keep You bound up."
TEXT 118
TEXT
eta bali' •c•rya •nande karena nartana
prahareka-r•tri •c•rya kaila sa•k†rtana
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; •nande--in pleasure;
karena--does; nartana--dancing; prahareka--about three hours; r•tri--at night;
•c•rya--¥r† Advaita šc•rya; kaila sa•k†rtana--performed sa•k†rtana, or
congregational chanting.
TRANSLATION
So speaking, Advaita Acarya performed congregational chanting with great
pleasure for three hours that night and danced all the time.
TEXT 119
TEXT
premera utka‹àh•,----prabhura n•hi k”£‹a-sa•ga
virahe b•‚ila prema-jv•l•ra tara•ga
SYNONYMS
premera utka‹àh•--the ecstasy of the love; prabhura--of the Lord; n•hi-there is not; k”£‹a-sa•ga--meeting with Lord K”£‹a; virahe--in separation;
b•‚ila--increased; prema-jv•l•ra--of flames of love; tara•ga--waves.
TRANSLATION
When Advaita šc•rya danced in that way, Lord Caitanya felt ecstatic love
for K”£‹a, and because of His separation, the waves and flames of love
increased.
TEXT 120
TEXT
vy•kula ha‘• prabhu bhãmite pa‚il•
gos•‘i dekhiy• •c•rya n”tya sambaril•
SYNONYMS
vy•kula ha‘•--being too much agitated; prabhu--the Lord; bhãmite--to the
ground; pa‚il•--fell; gos•‘i--the Lord; dekhiy•--seeing; •c•rya--Advaita
šc•rya; n”tya--the dancing; sambaril•--checked.
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TRANSLATION
Being agitated by the ecstasy, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu suddenly fell to the
ground. Seeing this, Advaita šc•rya stopped dancing.
TEXT 121
TEXT
prabhura antara mukunda j•ne bh•la-mate
bh•vera sad”¤a pada l•gil• g•ite
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of the Lord; antara--the heart; mukunda--Mukunda; j•ne--knows;
bh•la-mate--very well; bh•vera--to the ecstatic mood; sad”¤a--suitable; pada-verses; l•gil• g•ite--began to sing.
TRANSLATION
When Mukunda saw the ecstasy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he understood the
feelings of the Lord and began to sing many stanzas augmenting the force of
the Lord's ecstasy.
TEXT 122
TEXT
•c•rya uàh•ila prabhuke karite nartana
pada ¤uni' prabhura a•ga n• y•ya dh•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
•c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; uàh•ila--raised; prabhuke--the Lord; karite--to do;
nartana--dancing; pada ¤uni'--by hearing the stanzas; prabhura--of the Lord;
a•ga--the body; n•--not; y•ya--possible; dh•ra‹a--to hold.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya raised the body of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to help Him
dance, but the Lord, after hearing the stanzas sung by Mukunda, could not be
held due to His bodily symptoms.
TEXT 123
TEXT
a¤ru, kampa, pulaka, sveda, gadgada vacana
k£a‹e uàhe, k£a‹e pa‚e, k£a‹eka rodana
SYNONYMS
a¤ru--tears; kampa--trembling; pulaka--standing of bodily hairs in ecstasy;
sveda--perspiration; gadgada--faltering; vacana--words; k£a‹e--sometimes;
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uàhe--stands; k£a‹e--sometimes; pa‚e--falls down; k£a‹eka--sometimes; rodana-crying.
TRANSLATION
Tears fell from His eyes, and His whole body trembled. His h•ir stood on
end, He perspired heavily, and His words faltered. Sometimes He stood, and
sometimes He fell. And sometimes He cried.
TEXT 124
TEXT
h• ha pr•‹a-priya-sakh†, ki n• haila more
k•nu-prema-vi£e mora tanu-mana jare
SYNONYMS
h• h•--O; pr•‹a-priya-sakh†--my dear friend; ki n• haila more--what has not
happened to me; k•nu-prema-vi£e--the poison of love of K”£‹a; mora--my; tanu-body; mana--mind; jare--afflicts.
TRANSLATION
Mukunda sang, " 'My dear intimate friend! What has not happened to me! Due
to the effects of the poison of love for K”£‹a, my body and mind have been
severely afflicted.
PURPORT
When Mukunda saw that Caitanya Mah•prabhu was feeling ecstatic pain and
manifesting ecstatic bodily symptoms, all due to feelings of separation from
K”£‹a, he sang songs about meeting with K”£‹a. Advaita šc•rya also stopped
dancing.
TEXT 125
TEXT
r•tri-dine po‚e mana soy•sti n• p••
y•h•• gele k•nu p••, t•h•• u‚i' y••
SYNONYMS
r•tri-dine--day and night; po‚e--burns; mana--mind; soy•sti--rest; n•--not;
p••--I get; y•h••--where; gele--if going; k•nu p••--I can get K”£‹a; t•h••-there; u‚i'--flying; y••--I go.
TRANSLATION
" 'My feeling is like this: My mind burns day and night, and I can get no
rest. If there were someplace I could go to meet K”£‹a, I would immediately
fly there.' "
TEXT 126
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TEXT
ei pada g•ya mukunda madhura susvare
¤uniy• prabhura citta antare vidare
SYNONYMS
ei pada--this stanza; g•ya--sings; mukunda--Mukunda; madhura--sweet; susvare--in a voice; ¤uniy•--hearing; prabhura--of the Lord; citta--mind;
antare--within; vidare--splits into pieces.
TRANSLATION
This stanza was sung by Mukunda in a very sweet voice, but as soon as
Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard this stanza, His mind went to pieces.
TEXT 127
TEXT
nirveda, vi£•da, har£a, c•palya, garva, dainya
prabhura sahita yuddha kare bh•va-sainya
SYNONYMS
nirveda--disappointment; vi£•da--moroseness; har£a--pleasure; c•palya-restlessness; garva--pride; dainya--humility; prabhura--the Lord; sahita-with; yuddha--fight; kare--do; bh•va--of ecstatic feelings; sainya--soldiers.
TRANSLATION
The transcendental ecstatic symptoms of disappointment, moroseness,
pleasure, restlessness, pride and humility all began to fight like soldiers
within the Lord.
PURPORT
Har£a is described in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu. Har£a is experienced when
one finally attains the desired goal of life and consequently becomes very
glad. When har£a is present, the body shivers, and one's bodily hairs stand on
end. There are perspiration, tears and an outburst of passion and madness. The
mouth becomes swollen, and one experiences inertia and illusion. When a person
attains his desired object and feels very fortunate, the luster of his body
increases. Because of his own qualities and feelings of greatness, he does not
care for anyone else, and this is called garva, or pride. In this condition
one utters prayers and does not reply to others' inquiries. Seeing one's own
body, concealing one's desires and not heeding the words of others are
symptoms visible in the ecstasy of garva.
TEXT 128
TEXT
jara-jara haila prabhu bh•vera prah•re
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bhãmite pa‚ila, ¤v•sa n•hika ¤ar†re
SYNONYMS
jara-jara--tottering; haila--there was; prabhu--the Lord; bh•vera--of the
ecstatic moods; prah•re--in the onslaught; bhãmite--on the ground; pa‚ila-fell; ¤v•sa--breathing; n•hika--there was not; ¤ar†re--in the body.
TRANSLATION
The entire body of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu began to totter due to the
onslaught of various ecstatic symptoms. As a result, He immediately fell on
the ground, and His breathing almost stopped.
TEXT 129
TEXT
dekhiy• cintita hail• yata bhakta-ga‹a
•cambite uàhe prabhu kariy• garjana
SYNONYMS
dekhiy•--seeing; cintita--anxious; hail•--became; yata--all; bhakta-ga‹a-devotees; •cambite--all of a sudden; uàhe--rises; prabhu--the Lord; kariy•-making; garjana--thundering.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing the condition of the Lord, all the devotees became very
anxious. Then, suddenly, the Lord got up and began to make thundering sounds.
TEXT 130
TEXT
'bal' 'bal' bale, n•ce, •nande vihvala
bujhana n• y•ya bh•va-tara•ga prabala
SYNONYMS
bal bal--speak, speak; bale--the Lord says; n•ce--dances; •nande--in
pleasure; vihvala--overwhelmed; bujhana--understanding; n• y•ya--not possible;
bh•va-tara•ga--the waves of ecstasy; prabala--powerful.
TRANSLATION
Upon standing up, the Lord said, "Go on speaking! Go on speaking!" Thus He
began to dance, overwhelmed with pleasure. No one could understand the strong
waves of this ecstasy.
TEXT 131
TEXT
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nity•nanda sa•ge bule prabhuke dhari‘•
•c•rya, harid•sa bule p•che ta', n•ci‘•
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda--Nity•nanda Prabhu; sa•ge--with; bule--walks; prabhuke--the
Lord; dhari‘•--catching; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; harid•sa--áh•kura Harid•sa;
bule--walk; p•che--behind; ta--certainly; n•ci‘•--dancing.
TRANSLATION
Lord Nity•nanda began to walk with Caitanya Mah•prabhu to see that He would
not fall, and Advaita šc•rya and Harid•sa áh•kura followed Them, dancing.
TEXT 132
TEXT
ei mata prahareka n•ce prabhu ra•ge
kabhu har£a, kabhu vi£•da, bh•vera tara•ge
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; prahareka--for about three hours; n•ce--dances;
prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ra•ge--in great ecstasy; kabhu--sometimes;
har£a--pleasure; kabhu--sometimes; vi£•da--moroseness; bh•vera--of ecstasy;
tara•ge--in the waves.
TRANSLATION
In this way the Lord danced for at least three hours. Sometimes the
symptoms of ecstasy were visible, including pleasure, moroseness and many
other waves of ecstatic emotional love.
TEXT 133
TEXT
tina dina upav•se kariy• bhojana
udda‹‚a-n”tyete prabhura haila pari¤rama
SYNONYMS
tina dina--three days; upav•se--in fasting; kariy•--doing; bhojana--eating;
udda‹‚a--jumping high; n”tyete--in dancing; prabhura--of the Lord; haila-there was; pari¤rama--fatigue.
TRANSLATION
The Lord had been fasting for three days, and after that period He took
eatables sumptuously. Thus when He danced and jumped high, He became a little
fatigued.
TEXT 134
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TEXT
tabu ta' n• j•ne ¤rama prem•vi£àa ha‘•
nity•nanda mah•prabhuke r•khila dhari‘•
SYNONYMS
tabu--still; ta'--certainly; n• j•ne--does not know; ¤rama--fatigue; prema•vi£àa--absorbed in love; ha‘•--being; nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda;
mah•prabhuke--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; r•khila--stopped; dhari‘•--catching.
TRANSLATION
Being fully absorbed in love of Godhead, He would not understand His
fatigue. But Nity•nanda Prabhu, catching Him, stopped His dancing.
TEXT 135
TEXT
•c•rya-gos•‘i tabe r•khila k†rtana
n•n• sev• kari' prabhuke kar•ila ¤ayana
SYNONYMS
•c•rya-gos•‘i--Advaita šc•rya; tabe--then; r•khila--suspended; k†rtana--the
chanting; n•n•--various; sev•--services; kari'--performing; prabhuke--unto the
Lord; kar•ila--made to do; ¤ayana--lying down.
TRANSLATION
Although the Lord was fatigued, Nity•nanda Prabhu kept Him steady by
holding Him. At that time Advaita šc•rya suspended the chanting and, by
rendering various services to the Lord, made Him lie down to take rest.
TEXT 136
TEXT
ei-mata da¤a-dina bhojana-k†rtana
eka-rãpe kari' kare prabhura sevana
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; da¤a-dina--continuously for ten days; bhojanak†rtana--eating and chanting; eka-rãpe--without change; kari'--doing; kare-does; prabhura--of the Lord; sevana--service.
TRANSLATION
For ten continuous days Advaita šc•rya held feasting and chanting in the
evening. He served the Lord in this way without any change.
TEXT 137
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TEXT
prabh•te •c•ryaratna dol•ya ca‚•‘•
bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge •il• ¤ac†m•t• la‘•
SYNONYMS
prabh•te--in the morning; •c•ryaratna--Candra¤ekhara; dol•ya--in a
palanquin; ca‚•‘•--seating; bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge--with devotees; •il•--came;
¤ac†-m•t•--mother ¥ac†; la‘•--bringing.
TRANSLATION
In the morning Candra¤ekhara brought ¥ac†m•t• from her house with many
devotees, and he seated her in a palanquin.
TEXT 138
TEXT
nad†y•-nagarera loka----str†-b•laka-v”ddha
saba loka •il•, haila sa•ghaààa sam”ddha
SYNONYMS
nad†y•--known as Nadia; nagarera--of the city; loka--the people; str†-women; b•laka--boys; v”ddha--old men; saba loka--all people; •il•--came;
haila--was; sa•ghaààa--crowd; sam”ddha--increased.
TRANSLATION
In this way, all the people of the town of Nadia--including all women, boys
and old men--came there. Thus the crowd increased.
TEXT 139
TEXT
pr•ta„-k”tya kari' kare n•ma-sa•k†rtana
¤ac†m•t• la‘• •il• advaita-bhavana
SYNONYMS
pr•ta„-k”tya--the morning duties; kari'--finishing; kare--does; n•masa•k†rtana--chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra; ¤ac†-m•t•--mother ¥ac†; la‘•-with; •il•--came; advaita-bhavana--at the house of Advaita šc•rya.
TRANSLATION
In the morning, after regular duties were completed and the Lord was
chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra, the people accompanied ¥ac†m•t• to the
house of Advaita šc•rya.
TEXT 140
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TEXT
¤ac†-•ge pa‚il• prabhu da‹‚avat ha‘•
k•ndite l•gil• ¤ac† kole uàh•i‘•
SYNONYMS
¤ac†-•ge--in front of mother ¥ac†; pa‚il•--fell down; prabhu--the Lord;
da‹‚a-vat--like a stick; ha‘•--becoming; k•ndite--to cry; l•gil•--began; ¤ac†-mother ¥ac†; kole--on the lap; uàh•i‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
As soon as mother ¥ac† appeared on the scene, Caitanya Mah•prabhu fell
before her like a stick. Mother ¥ac† began to cry, taking the Lord on her lap.
TEXT 141
TEXT
do•h•ra dar¤ane du•he ha-il• vihvala
ke¤a n• dekhiy• ¤ac† ha-il• vikala
SYNONYMS
do•h•ra dar¤ane--in seeing one another; du•he--both of them; ha-il•-became; vihvala--overwhelmed; ke¤a--hair; n•--not; dekhiy•--seeing; ¤ac†-mother ¥ac†; ha-il•--became; vikala--agitated.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing each other, they both became overwhelmed. Seeing the Lord's
head without hair, mother ¥ac† became greatly agitated.
TEXT 142
TEXT
a•ga muche, mukha cumbe, kare nir†k£a‹a
dekhite n• p•ya,----a¤ru bharila nayana
SYNONYMS
a•ga--the body; muche--caresses; mukha--face; cumbe--kisses; kare--does;
nir†k£a‹a--observing; dekhite--to see; n• p•ya--not able; a¤ru--tears;
bharila--filled; nayana--the eyes.
TRANSLATION
Out of love she began to caress the body of the Lord. Sometimes she kissed
His face and tried to observe Him carefully, but because her eyes were filled
with tears, she could not see.
TEXT 143
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TEXT
k•ndiy• kahena ¤ac†, b•ch•re nim•‘i
vi¤varãpa-sama n• kariha niàhur•i
SYNONYMS
k•ndiy•--crying; kahena--says; ¤ac†--mother ¥ac†; b•ch•re--my darling;
nim•‘i--O Nim•i; vi¤varãpa--Vi¤varãpa; sama--like; n• kariha--do not do;
niàhur•i--cruelty.
TRANSLATION
Understanding that Lord Caitanya had accepted the renounced order of life,
¥ac†m•t•, crying, said to the Lord, "My darling Nim•i, do not be cruel like
Vi¤varãpa, Your elder brother."
TEXT 144
TEXT
sanny•s† ha-iy• puna„ n• dila dara¤ana
tumi taiche kaile mora ha-ibe mara‹a
SYNONYMS
sanny•s†--a member of the renounced order; ha-iy•--after becoming; puna„-again; n•--not; dila--gave; dara¤ana--visit; tumi--You; taiche--like that;
kaile--if doing; mora--my; ha-ibe--there will be; mara‹a--death.
TRANSLATION
Mother ¥ac† continued, "After accepting the renounced order, Vi¤varãpa
never again gave me audience. If You do like Him, that will certainly be the
death of me."
TEXT 145
TEXT
k•ndiy• balena prabhu----¤una, mora •i
tom•ra ¤ar†ra ei, mora kichu n•i
SYNONYMS
k•ndiy•--crying; balena--says; prabhu--the Lord; ¤una--hear; mora--My; •i-mother; tom•ra--your; ¤ar†ra--body; ei--this; mora--My; kichu--anything; n•i-is not.
TRANSLATION
The Lord replied, "My dear mother, please hear. This body belongs to you. I
do not possess anything.
TEXT 146
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TEXT
tom•ra p•lita deha, janma tom• haite
koài janme tom•ra ”‹a n• p•ri ¤odhite
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--your; p•lita--raised; deha--body; janma--birth; tom•--you; haite-from; koài--millions; janme--in births; tom•ra--your; ”‹a--debt; n•--not;
p•ri--I am able; ¤odhite--to repay.
TRANSLATION
"This body was raised by you, and it comes from you. I cannot repay this
debt even in millions of births.
TEXT 147
TEXT
j•ni' v• n• j•ni' kaila yadyapi sanny•sa
tath•pi tom•re kabhu nahiba ud•sa
SYNONYMS
j•ni'--knowing; v•--or; n•--not; j•ni'--knowing; kaila--accepted; yadyapi-although; sanny•sa--the renounced order; tath•pi--still; tom•re--unto you;
kabhu--at any time; nahiba--shall not become; ud•sa--indifferent.
TRANSLATION
"Knowingly or unknowingly I have accepted this renounced order. Still, I
shall never be indifferent to you.
TEXT 148
TEXT
tumi y•h•• kaha, •mi t•h••i rahiba
tumi yei •j‘• kara, sei ta' kariba
SYNONYMS
tumi--you; y•h••--wherever; kaha--ask; •mi--I; t•h••i--there; rahiba--shall
stay; tumi--you; yei--whatever; •j‘•--order; kara--give; sei--that; ta'-certainly; kariba--I shall execute.
TRANSLATION
"My dear mother, wherever you ask Me to stay I shall stay, and whatever you
order I shall execute."
TEXT 149
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TEXT
eta bali' puna„ puna„ kare namask•ra
tu£àa ha‘• •i kole kare b•ra b•ra
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; puna„ puna„--again and again; kare--offers;
namask•ra--obeisances; tu£àa ha‘•--being pleased; •i--mother ¥ac†; kole--on
the lap; kare--takes; b•ra b•ra--again and again.
TRANSLATION
Saying this, the Lord offered obeisances to His mother again and again, and
mother ¥ac†, being pleased, took Him again and again on her lap.
TEXT 150
TEXT
tabe •i la‘• •c•rya gel• abhyantara
bhakta-ga‹a milite prabhu ha-il• satvara
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; •i--the mother; la‘•--taking; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya;
gel•--entered; abhyantara--within the house; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees;
milite--to meet; prabhu--the Lord; ha-il•--became; satvara--immediately.
TRANSLATION
Then Advaita šc•rya took mother ¥ac† within the house. The Lord was
immediately ready to meet all the devotees.
TEXT 151
TEXT
eke eke milila prabhu saba bhakta-ga‹a
sab•ra mukha dekhi' kare d”‚ha •li•gana
SYNONYMS
eke eke--one after another; milila--met; prabhu--the Lord; saba--all;
bhakta-ga‹a--the devotees; sab•ra--of everyone; mukha--face; dekhi'--seeing;
kare--does; d”‚ha--tightly; •li•gana--embracing.
TRANSLATION
The Lord met all the devotees one after the other, and looking at
everyone's face individually, He embraced them tightly.
TEXT 152
TEXT
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ke¤a n• dekhiy• bhakta yadyapi p•ya du„kha
saundarya dekhite tabu p•ya mah•-sukha
SYNONYMS
ke¤a--hair; n• dekhiy•--not seeing; bhakta--the devotees; yadyapi-although; p•ya--get; du„kha--unhappiness; saundarya--the beautiful posture;
dekhite--to see; tabu--still; p•ya--get; mah•-sukha--great happiness.
TRANSLATION
Although the devotees were unhappy at not seeing the Lord's hair, they
nonetheless derived great happiness from seeing His beauty.
TEXTS 153-155
TEXT
¤r†v•sa, r•m•i, vidy•nidhi, gad•dhara
ga•g•d•sa, vakre¤vara, mur•ri, ¤ukl•mbara
buddhimanta kh••, nandana, ¤r†dhara, vijaya
v•sudeva, d•modara, mukunda, sa‘jaya
kata n•ma la-iba yata navadv†pa-v•s†
sab•re milil• prabhu k”p•-d”£àye h•si'
SYNONYMS
¤r†v•sa--¥r†v•sa; r•m•i--R•m•i; vidy•nidhi--Vidy•nidhi; gad•dhara-Gad•dhara; ga•g•d•sa--Ga•g•d•sa; vakre¤vara--Vakre¤vara; mur•ri--Mur•ri;
¤ukl•mbara--¥ukl•mbara; buddhimanta kh••--Buddhimanta Kh••; nandana--Nandana;
¤r†dhara--¥r†dhara; vijaya--Vijaya; v•sudeva--V•sudeva; d•modara--D•modara;
mukunda--Mukunda; sa‘jaya--Sa‘jaya; kata n•ma--how many names; la-iba--I shall
mention; yata--all; navadv†pa-v•s†--the inhabitants of Navadv†pa; sab•re--all
of them; milil•--met; prabhu--the Lord; k”p•-d”£àye--with merciful glances;
h•si'--smiling.
TRANSLATION
¥r†v•sa, R•m•i, Vidy•nidhi, Gad•dhara, Ga•g•d•sa, Vakre¤vara, Mur•ri,
¥ukl•mbara, Buddhimanta Kh••, Nandana, ¥r†dhara, Vijaya, V•sudeva, D•modara,
Mukunda, Sa‘jaya and all the others, however many I can mention--indeed, all
the inhabitants of Navadv†pa--arrived there, and the Lord met them with smiles
and glances of mercy.
TEXT 156
TEXT
•nande n•caye sabe bali' 'hari' 'hari'
•c•rya-mandira haila ¤r†-vaiku‹àha-pur†
SYNONYMS
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•nande--in pleasure; n•caye--dance; sabe--all; bali'--saying; hari hari-the holy name of the Lord; •c•rya-mandira--the house of Advaita šc•rya; haila-became; ¤r†-vaiku‹àha-pur†--a spiritual Vaiku‹àha planet.
TRANSLATION
Everyone was chanting the holy names of Hari and dancing. In this way the
domicile of Advaita šc•rya was converted into ¥r† Vaiku‹àha Pur†.
TEXT 157
TEXT
yata loka •ila mah•prabhuke dekhite
n•n•-gr•ma haite, •ra navadv†pa haite
SYNONYMS
yata loka--all the people; •ila--came; mah•prabhuke--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; dekhite--to see; n•n•-gr•ma haite--from various villages; •ra-and; navadv†pa haite--from Navadv†pa.
TRANSLATION
People came to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu from various other villages
nearby, as well as Navadv†pa.
TEXT 158
TEXT
sab•k•re v•s• dila----bhak£ya, anna-p•na
bahu-dina •c•rya-gos•‘i kaila sam•dh•na
SYNONYMS
sab•k•re--to all of them; v•s• dila--gave residential quarters; bhak£ya-eatables; anna-p•na--food and drink; bahu-dina--for many days; •c•rya-gos•‘i-Advaita šc•rya; kaila--did; sam•dh•na--adjustment.
TRANSLATION
To everyone who came to see the Lord from villages nearby, especially from
Navadv†pa, Advaita šc•rya gave residential quarters, as well as all kinds of
eatables, for many days. Indeed, He properly adjusted everything.
TEXT 159
TEXT
•c•rya-gos•‘ira bh•‹‚•ra----ak£aya, avyaya
yata dravya vyaya kare tata dravya haya
SYNONYMS
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•c•rya-gos•‘ira--of Advaita šc•rya; bh•‹‚•ra--storehouse; ak£aya-inexhaustible; avyaya--indestructible; yata--all; dravya--commodities; vyaya-expenditure; kare--does; tata--so much; dravya--commodity; haya--becomes
filled.
TRANSLATION
The supplies of Advaita šc•rya were inexhaustible and indestructible. As
many goods and commodities as He used, just as many again appeared.
TEXT 160
TEXT
sei dina haite ¤ac† karena randhana
bhakta-ga‹a la‘• prabhu karena bhojana
SYNONYMS
sei dina haite--from that date; ¤ac†--mother ¥ac†; karena--does; randhana-cooking; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; la‘•--accompanied by; prabhu--Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karena--does; bhojana--dining.
TRANSLATION
From the day ¥ac†m•t• arrived at the house of Advaita šc•rya, she took
charge of the cooking, and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu dined in the company of all
the devotees.
TEXT 161
TEXT
dine •c•ryera pr†ti----prabhura dar¤ana
r•tre loka dekhe prabhura nartana-k†rtana
SYNONYMS
dine--during the daytime; •c•ryera pr†ti--the loving affairs of Adtvaita
šc•rya; prabhura dar¤ana--the sight of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; r•tre--at
night; loka--all the people; dekhe--see; prabhura--of the Lord; nartanak†rtana--dancing and chanting.
TRANSLATION
All the people who came there during the day saw Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu
and the friendly behavior of Advaita šc•rya. At night they had the opportunity
to see the Lord's dancing and hear His chanting.
TEXT 162
TEXT
k†rtana karite prabhura sarva-bh•vodaya
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stambha, kampa, pulak•¤ru, gadgada, pralaya
SYNONYMS
k†rtana karite--while performing chanting; prabhura--of the Lord; sarva-all; bh•va-udaya--manifestations of ecstatic symptoms; stambha--being stunned;
kampa--trembling; pulaka--standing of the hair; a¤ru--tears; gadgada-faltering of the voice; pralaya--devastation.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord performed k†rtana, He manifested all kinds of transcendental
symptoms. He appeared stunned and trembling, His hair stood on end, and His
voice faltered. There were tears and devastation.
PURPORT
Devastation is described in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu as a combination of
happiness and distress that becomes conspicuous by an absence of any sense of
them. In this condition, a devotee falls to the ground, and the subsequent
symptoms in the body ensue. These symptoms are mentioned above, and when they
become prominent in the body, a state called pralaya (devastation) is
manifest.
TEXT 163
TEXT
k£a‹e k£a‹e pa‚e prabhu •ch•‚a kh•‘•
dekhi' ¤ac†m•t• kahe rodana kariy•
SYNONYMS
k£a‹e k£a‹e--very frequently; pa‚e--falls; prabhu--the Lord; •ch•‚a kh•‘•-tumbling down; dekhi'--seeing; ¤ac†-m•t•--mother ¥ac†; kahe--says; rodana
kariy•--crying.
TRANSLATION
Frequently the Lord would tumble to the ground. Seeing this, mother ¥ac†
would cry.
TEXT 164
TEXT
cãr‹a haila, hena v•so• nim•‘i-kalevara
h•-h• kari' vi£‹u-p•¤e m•ge ei vara
SYNONYMS
cãr‹a--smashed; haila--has become; hena--thus; v•so•--I think; nim•‘ikalevara--the body of Nim•i; h•-h• kari'--crying loudly; vi£‹u-p•¤e--Lord
Vi£‹u; m•ge--begs; ei--this; vara--benediction.
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TRANSLATION
¥r†mat† ¥ac†m•t• thought that the body of Nim•i was being smashed when He
fell down so. She cried, "Alas!" and petitioned Lord Vi£‹u.
TEXT 165
TEXT
b•lya-k•la haite tom•ra ye kailu• sevana
t•ra ei phala more deha n•r•ya‹a
SYNONYMS
b•lya-k•la haite--from my childhood; tom•ra--Your; ye--whatever; kailu•--I
have done; sevana--service; t•ra--of that; ei phala--this result; more--unto
me; deha--kindly award; n•r•ya‹a--O Supreme Lord.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, kindly bestow this benediction as a result of whatever
service I have rendered unto You from my childhood.
TEXT 166
TEXT
ye k•le nim•‘i pa‚e dhara‹†-upare
vyath• yena n•hi l•ge nim•‘i-¤ar†re
SYNONYMS
ye k•le--whenever; nim•‘i--my son Nim•i; pa‚e--falls down; dhara‹†-upare-on the surface of the earth; vyath•--pain; yena--as if; n•hi--not; l•ge-touch; nim•‘i-¤ar†re--the body of my son Nim•i.
TRANSLATION
"Whenever Nim•i falls to the surface of the earth, please do not let Him
feel any pain."
TEXT 167
TEXT
ei-mata ¤ac†dev† v•tsalye vihvala
har£a-bhaya-dainya-bh•ve ha-ila vikala
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; ¤ac†-dev†--mother ¥ac†; v•tsalye--in parental
affection; vihvala--overwhelmed; har£a--happiness; bhaya--fear; dainya-bh•ve-and in humility; ha-ila--became; vikala--transformed.
TRANSLATION
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When mother ¥ac† was thus overwhelmed in parental love for Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, she became transformed with happiness, fear and humility, as well
as bodily symptoms.
PURPORT
These verses indicate that mother ¥ac†, born in the family of N†l•mbara
Cakravart†, used to worship Lord Vi£‹u even before her marriage. As stated in
Bhagavad-g†t• (6:41):
pr•pya pu‹ya-k”t•‰ lok•n
u£itv• ¤•¤vat†„ sam•„
¤uc†n•‰ ¤r†mat•‰ gehe
yoga-bhra£ào 'bhij•yate
"The unsuccessful yog†, after many, many years of enjoyment on the planets
of the pious living entities, is born into a family of righteous people, or
into a family of rich aristocracy." Mother ¥ac†, a nitya-siddha living entity,
is an incarnation of mother Ya¤od•. She appeared in the house of N†l•mbara
Cakravart† and was everlastingly engaged in the service of Lord Vi£‹u. Later
she directly had as her child Lord Vi£‹u, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and she
served Him from the day of His appearance. This is the position of nityasiddha associates. ¥r† Narottama d•sa áh•kura therefore sings:
gaur••gera sa•gi-ga‹e nitya-siddha kari m•ne. Every devotee should know
that all the associates of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu--His family members,
friends and other associates--were all nitya-siddhas. A nitya-siddha never
forgets the service of the Lord. He is always engaged, even from childhood, in
worshiping the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 168
TEXT
¤r†v•s•di yata prabhura vipra bhakta-ga‹a
prabhuke bhik£• dite haila sab•k•ra mana
SYNONYMS
¤r†v•sa-•di--the devotees, headed by ¥r†v•sa áh•kura; yata--all; prabhura-of the Lord; vipra--especially the br•hma‹as; bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; prabhuke-unto the Lord; bhik£•--lunch; dite--to give; haila--there was; sab•k•ra--of
all of them; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
Since Advaita šc•rya was giving alms and food to Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
the other devotees, headed by ¥r†v•sa áh•kura, also desired to give Him alms
and invite Him for lunch.
PURPORT
It is the duty of all g”hasthas to invite a sanny•s† to their homes if he
happens to be in the neighborhood or village. This very system is still
current in India. If a sanny•s† is in the neighborhood of a village, he is
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invited by all householders, one after another. As long as a sanny•s† remains
in the village, he enlightens the inhabitants in spiritual understanding. In
other words, a sanny•s† has no housing or food problems even when he travels
extensively. Even though Advaita šc•rya was supplying Caitanya Mah•prabhu with
pras•da, the other devotees from Navadv†pa and ¥•ntipura also desired to offer
Him pras•da.
TEXT 169
TEXT
¤uni' ¤ac† sab•k•re karila minati
nim•‘ira dara¤ana •ra mu‘i p•ba kati
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing of this; ¤ac†--mother ¥ac†; sab•k•re--unto all of them;
karila--made; minati--submission; nim•‘ira--of Nim•i, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
dara¤ana--visit; •ra--any more; mu‘i--I; p•ba--shall get; kati--where or how
many times.
TRANSLATION
Hearing these proposals made by other devotees of the Lord, mother ¥ac†
said to the devotees, "How many times shall I get the chance to see Nim•i
again?"
TEXT 170
TEXT
tom•-sab•-sane habe anyatra milana
mu‘i abh•gin†ra m•tra ei dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
tom•-sab•-sane--with all of you; habe--there will be; anyatra--in another
place; milana--meeting; mu‘i--I; abh•gin†ra--of one who is unfortunate; m•tra-only; ei--this; dara¤ana--meeting.
TRANSLATION
¥ac†m•t• submitted, "As far as you are concerned, you can meet Nim•i, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, many times somewhere else, but what is the possibility of
my ever meeting Him again? I shall have to remain at home. A sanny•s† never
returns to his home."
TEXT 171
TEXT
y•vat •c•rya-g”he nim•‘ira avasth•na
mu‘i bhik£• dimu, sab•k•re m•go• d•na
SYNONYMS
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y•vat--as long as; •c•rya-g”he--in the house of Advaita šc•rya; nim•‘ira-of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; avasth•na--the stay; mu‘i--I; bhik£• dimu--shall
supply the food; sab•k•re--everyone; m•go•--I beg; d•na--this charity.
TRANSLATION
Mother ¥ac† appealed to all the devotees to give her this charity: As long
as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu remained at the house of Advaita šc•rya, only she
would supply Him food.
TEXT 172
TEXT
¤uni' bhakta-ga‹a kahe kari' namask•ra
m•t•ra ye icch• sei sammata sab•ra
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing this; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; kahe--say; kari'-offering; namask•ra--obeisances; m•t•ra--of mother ¥ac†dev†; ye icch•-whatever desire; sei--that; sammata--agreeable; sab•ra--to all the devotees
TRANSLATION
Hearing this appeal from mother ¥ac†, all the devotees offered obeisances
and said, "We all agree to whatever mother ¥ac† desires."
TEXT 173
TEXT
m•t•ra vyagrat• dekhi' prabhura vyagra mana
bhakta-ga‹a ekatra kari' balil• vacana
SYNONYMS
m•t•ra--of the mother; vyagrat•--eagerness; dekhi'--seeing; prabhura--of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vyagra--agitated; mana--mind; bhakta-ga‹a--all the
devotees; ekatra kari'--assembling together; balil•--said; vacana--words.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw His mother's great eagerness, He became a
little agitated. He therefore assembled all the devotees present and spoke to
them.
TEXT 174
TEXT
tom•-sab•ra •j‘• vin• calil•ma v”nd•vana
y•ite n•rila, vighna kaila nivartana
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SYNONYMS
tom•-sab•ra--of all of you; •j‘•--order; vin•--without; calil•ma--I
started; v”nd•vana--for V”nd•vana; y•ite n•rila--not able to go; vighna--some
obstruction; kaila--did; nivartana--made to return.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu informed them all, "Without your order, I tried to
go to V”nd•vana. There was some obstacle, however, and I had to return.
TEXT 175
TEXT
yadyapi sahas• •mi kariy•chi sanny•sa
tath•pi tom•-sab• haite nahiba ud•sa
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; sahas•--all of a sudden; •mi--I; kariy•chi sanny•sa-accepted sanny•sa; tath•pi--still; tom•-sab•--all of you; haite--from; nahiba-I shall never be; ud•sa--indifferent.
TRANSLATION
"My dear friends, although I have suddenly accepted this renounced order, I
still know that I shall never be indifferent to you.
TEXT 176
TEXT
tom•-saba n• ch•‚iba, y•vat •mi j†ba'
m•t•re t•vat •mi ch•‚ite n•riba
SYNONYMS
tom•-saba--all of you; n•--not; ch•‚iba--I shall give up; y•vat--as long
as; •mi--I; j†ba--shall live or shall remain manifest; m•t•re--mother; t•vat-that long; •mi--I; ch•‚ite--to give up; n•riba--shall be unable.
TRANSLATION
"My dear friends, as long as I remain manifest, I shall never give you up.
Nor shall I be able to give up My mother.
TEXT 177
TEXT
sanny•s†ra dharma nahe----sanny•sa kari‘•
nija janma-sth•ne rahe kuàumba la‘•
SYNONYMS
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sanny•s†ra--of a sanny•s†; dharma--duty; nahe--it is not; sanny•sa-sanny•sa; kari‘•--accepting; nija--own; janma-sth•ne--at the birthplace; rahe-remains; kuàumba--relatives; la‘•--with.
TRANSLATION
"After accepting sanny•sa, it is not the duty of a sanny•s† to remain at
his birthplace, encircled by relatives.
TEXT 178
TEXT
keha yena ei bali' n• kare nindana
sei yukti kaha, y•te rahe dui dharma
SYNONYMS
keha--anyone; yena--so that; ei--this; bali'--saying; n• kare--does not do;
nindana--blasphemy; sei--that; yukti--consideration; kaha--tell Me; y•te--by
which; rahe--remain; dui--two; dharma--duties.
TRANSLATION
"Make some arrangement so that I may not leave you and at the same time
people may not blame Me for remaining with relatives after taking sanny•sa."
TEXT 179
TEXT
¤uniy• prabhura ei madhura vacana
¤ac†-p•¤a •c•ry•di karila gamana
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing this; prabhura--of the Lord; ei--this; madhura--sweet;
vacana--statement; ¤ac†-p•¤a--before mother ¥ac†; •c•rya-•di--Advaita šc•rya
and other devotees; karila--did; gamana--going.
TRANSLATION
After hearing Lord Caitanya's statement, all the devotees, headed by
Advaita šc•rya, approached mother ¥ac†.
TEXT 180
TEXT
prabhura nivedana t••re sakala kahila
¤uni' ¤ac† jagan-m•t• kahite l•gila
SYNONYMS
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prabhura--of the Lord; nivedana--submission; t••re--unto her; sakala--all;
kahila--told; ¤uni'--hearing this; ¤ac†--mother ¥ac†; jagat-m•t•--the mother
of the universe; kahite--to say; l•gila--began.
TRANSLATION
When they submitted Lord Caitanya's statement, mother ¥ac†, who is the
mother of the universe, began to speak.
TEXT 181
TEXT
te•ho yadi ih•• rahe, tabe mora sukha
t••'ra nind• haya yadi, seha mora du„kha
SYNONYMS
te•ho--Lord Caitanya; yadi--if; ih••--here; rahe--stays; tabe--then; mora-my; sukha--happiness; t••'ra nind•--blasphemy of Him; haya--there is; yadi-if; seha--that also; mora--my; du„kha--unhappiness.
TRANSLATION
¥ac†m•t• said, "It will be a great happiness for me if Nim•i, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, stays here. But at the same time, if someone blames Him, it will
be my great unhappiness."
PURPORT
It is a great happiness for a mother if her son does not leave home to
search out K”£‹a but remains with her. At the same time, if a son does not
search after K”£‹a but simply remains at home, he is certainly blamed by
experienced saintly persons. Such blame certainly causes great unhappiness for
a mother. If a real mother wants her son to progress spiritually, she had
better allow him to go out searching for K”£‹a. The mother naturally desires
the welfare of the son. If a mother does not allow her son to search for
K”£‹a, she is called m•, which indicates m•y•. By allowing her son to go as a
sanny•s† and search for K”£‹a, ¥ac†m•t• instructs all mothers of the world.
She indicates that all sons should become real devotees of K”£‹a and should
not stay at home under the care of an affectionate mother. This is supported
by ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (5.5.18):
gurur
pit•
daiva‰
na

na sa sy•t sva-jano na sa sy•t
na sa sy•j janan† na s• sy•t
na tat sy•n na pati¤ ca sa sy•n
mocayed ya„ samupeta-m”tyum

"No one should become a spiritual master--nor a relative, father, mother,
worshipable Deity or husband--if he cannot help a person escape the imminent
path of death." Every living entity is wandering within the universe,
subjected to the law of karma and transmigrating from one body to another and
from one planet to another. Therefore the whole Vedic process is meant to save
the wandering living entities from the clutches of m•y•--birth, death, disease
and old age. This means stopping the cycle of birth and death. This cycle can
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be stopped only if one worships K”£‹a. As the Lord says in the Bhagavad-g†t•
(4.9):
janma karma ca me divyam
eva‰ yo vetti tattvata„
tyaktv• deha‰ punar janma
naiti m•m eti so 'rjuna
"One who knows the transcendental nature of My appearance and activities
does not, upon leaving the body, take his birth again in this material world,
but attains My eternal abode, O Arjuna."
To stop the cycle of birth and death, one has to understand K”£‹a as He is.
Simply by knowing K”£‹a, one can stop the process of rebirth into this
material world. By acting in K”£‹a consciousness, one can return to Godhead.
The highest perfection of life is for a father, mother, spiritual master,
husband or any other family member to help others return home, back to
Godhead. That is the most preferred welfare activity for the benefit of
relatives. Therefore, ¥ac†m•t•, although the mother of Nim•i Pa‹‚ita, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, considered all the facts and decided to allow her son to
go out and search for K”£‹a. At the same time, she made some arrangements in
order that she might get news of all the activities of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 182
TEXT
t•te ei yukti bh•la, mora mane laya
n†l•cale rahe yadi, dui k•rya haya
SYNONYMS
t•te--therefore; ei--this; yukti--consideration; bh•la--as good; mora--my;
mane--mind; laya--takes; n†l•cale--in Jagann•tha Pur†; rahe--He stays; yadi-if; dui--two; k•rya--purposes; haya--are achieved.
TRANSLATION
Mother ¥ac† said, "This consideration is good. In my opinion, if Nim•i
remains at Jagann•tha Pur†, He may not leave any one of us and at the same
time can remain aloof as a sanny•s†. Thus both purposes are fulfilled.
TEXT 183
TEXT
n†l•cale navadv†pe yena dui ghara
loka-gat•gati-v•rt• p•ba nirantara
SYNONYMS
n†l•cale--at Jagann•tha Pur†; navadv†pe--as well as Navadv†pa; yena--as if;
dui--two; ghara--rooms; loka--people; gat•gati--come and go; v•rt•--news;
p•ba--I shall get; nirantara--always.
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TRANSLATION
"Since Jagann•tha Pur† and Navadv†pa are intimately related--as if they
were two rooms in the same house--people from Navadv†pa generally go to
Jagann•tha Pur†, and those in Jagann•tha Pur† go to Navadv†pa. This going and
coming will help carry news of Lord Caitanya. In this way I will be able to
get news of Him.
TEXT 184
TEXT
tumi saba karite p•ra gaman•gamana
ga•g•-sn•ne kabhu habe t••ra •gamana
SYNONYMS
tumi--you; saba--all; karite--to do; p•ra--are able; gamana-•gamana--going
and coming; ga•g•-sn•ne--for bathing in the Ganges; kabhu--sometimes; habe--it
will be possible; t••ra--His; •gamana--coming here.
TRANSLATION
"All you devotees will be able to come and go, and sometimes He may also
come to take His bath in the Ganges.
TEXT 185
TEXT
•pan•ra du„kha-sukha t•h•• n•hi ga‹i
t••ra yei sukha, t•h• nija-sukha m•ni
SYNONYMS
•pan•ra--of my own; du„kha-sukha--unhappiness and happiness; t•h••--there;
n•hi--not; ga‹i--I count; t••ra--His; yei--whatever; sukha--happiness; t•h•-that; nija--my own; sukha--happiness; m•ni--I accept.
TRANSLATION
"I do not care for my personal happiness or unhappiness, but only for His
happiness. Indeed, I accept His happiness as my happiness."
TEXT 186
TEXT
¤uni' bhakta-ga‹a t••re karila stavana
veda-•j‘• yaiche, m•t•, tom•ra vacana
SYNONYMS
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¤uni'--hearing this; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; t••re--to her; karila-did; stavana--praying; veda-•j‘•--an injunction of the Vedas; yaiche--like;
m•t•--my dear mother; tom•ra vacana--your word.
TRANSLATION
After hearing ¥ac†m•t•, all the devotees offered her prayers and assured
her that her order, like a Vedic injunction, could not be violated.
TEXT 187
TEXT
bhakta-ga‹a prabhu-•ge •siy• kahila
¤uniy• prabhura mane •nanda ha-ila
SYNONYMS
bhakta-ga‹a--the devotees; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •ge--before;
•siy•--coming; kahila--informed; ¤uniy•--hearing; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya;
mane--in the mind; •nanda--pleasure; ha-ila--there was.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees informed Lord Caitanya of ¥ac†m•t•'s decision. Hearing it,
the Lord became very pleased.
TEXT 188
TEXT
navadv†pa-v•s† •di yata bhakta-ga‹a
sab•re samm•na kari' balil• vacana
SYNONYMS
navadv†pa-v•s†--all the inhabitants of Navadv†pa; •di--primarily; yata-all; bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; sab•re--to all of them; samm•na--respect; kari'-showing; balil•--said; vacana--these words.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu offered respects to all the devotees present
from Navadv†pa and other towns, speaking to them as follows.
TEXT 189
TEXT
tumi-saba loka----mora parama b•ndhava
ei bhik£• m•go•,----more deha tumi saba
SYNONYMS
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tumi-saba loka--all of you people; mora--My; parama b•ndhava--intimate
friends; ei bhik£• m•go•--I beg one favor; more--unto Me; deha--kindly give;
tumi--you; saba--all.
TRANSLATION
"My dear friends, you are all My intimate friends. Now I am begging a favor
of you. Please give it to Me."
TEXT 190
TEXT
ghare y•‘• kara sad• k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana
k”£‹a-n•ma, k”£‹a-kath•, k”£‹a •r•dhana
SYNONYMS
ghare y•‘•--returning home; kara--kindly do; sad•--always; k”£‹asa•k†rtana--chanting of the holy name of the Lord; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name
of the Lord; k”£‹a-kath•--discussion of K”£‹a's pastimes; k”£‹a--of Lord
K”£‹a; •r•dhana--worshiping.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu requested them all to return home and begin
chanting the holy name congregationally. He also requested them to worship
K”£‹a, chant His holy name and discuss His holy pastimes.
PURPORT
The cult of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the Hare K”£‹a movement, is very
nicely explained by Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu authoritatively. It is not that
everyone has to take sanny•sa like ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Everyone can
execute the cult of K”£‹a consciousness at home, as ordered by the Lord.
Everyone can congregationally chant the holy name of K”£‹a, the Hare K”£‹a
mah•-mantra. One can also discuss the subject matter of the Bhagavad-g†t• and
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam and install Deities of R•dh•-K”£‹a or Gaura-Nit•i or both
and worship them very carefully in one's own home. It is not that we have to
open different centers all over the world. Whoever cares for the K”£‹a
consciousness movement can install Deities at home and, under superior
guidance, worship the Deity regularly, chanting the mah•-mantra and discussing
the Bhagavad-g†t• and ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. We are actually teaching in our
classes how to go about this. One who feels that he is not yet ready to live
in a temple or undergo strict regulative principles in the temple--especially
householders who live with a wife and children--can start a center at home by
installing the Deity, worshiping the Lord morning and evening, chanting Hare
K”£‹a and discussing the Bhagavad-g†t• and ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. Anyone can do
this at home without difficulty, and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu requested all the
devotees present there to do so.
TEXT 191
TEXT
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•j‘• deha n†l•cale kariye gamana
madhye madhye •si' tom•ya diba dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
•j‘• deha--give permission; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; kariye--I do;
gamana--going; madhye madhye--sometimes; •si'--coming here; tom•ya--to all of
you; diba--I shall give; dara¤ana--audience.
TRANSLATION
After thus instructing the devotees, the Lord asked their permission to go
to Jagann•tha Pur†. He assured them that at intervals He would come there and
meet them again and again.
TEXT 192
TEXT
eta bali' sab•k•re †£at h•si‘•
vid•ya karila prabhu samm•na kari‘•
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; sab•k•re--to all the devotees; †£at h•si‘•--smiling
very mildly; vid•ya karila--bid them farewell; prabhu--the Lord; samm•na
kari‘•--showing all respect.
TRANSLATION
In this way, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, offering due respects to all the
devotees and smiling very mildly, bid them farewell.
TEXT 193
TEXT
sab• vid•ya diy• prabhu calite kaila mana
harid•sa k•ndi' kahe karu‹a vacana
SYNONYMS
sab• vid•ya diy•--asking everyone to return home; prabhu--the Lord; calite-to go; kaila--decided; mana--the mind; harid•sa k•ndi'--Harid•sa áh•kura
began to cry; kahe--says; karu‹a--pathetic; vacana--words.
TRANSLATION
After requesting all the devotees to return home, the Lord decided to go to
Jagann•tha Pur†. At that time Harid•sa áh•kura began to cry and speak some
pathetic words.
TEXT 194
TEXT
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n†l•cale y•be tumi, mora kon gati
n†l•cale y•ite mora n•hika ¤akati
SYNONYMS
n†l•cale y•be tumi--You will go to Jagann•tha Pur†; mora--my; kon--what;
gati--destination; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; y•ite--to go; mora--my;
n•hika--there is not; ¤akati--strength.
TRANSLATION
Harid•sa áh•kura said, "You are going to Jagann•tha Pur†, and that is all
right, but what will be my destination? I am not able to go to Jagann•tha
Pur†."
PURPORT
Although ¥r†la Harid•sa áh•kura was born in a Muslim family, he was
accepted as a properly initiated br•hma‹a. As such, he had every right to
enter the temple of Jagann•tha Pur†, but because there were some rules and
regulations stipulating that only br•hma‹as, k£atriyas, vai¤yas and ¤ãdras
(members of the var‹•¤rama-dharma system) could enter, Harid•sa áh•kura, out
of his great humility, did not want to violate these existing rules. He
therefore said that he did not have the strength to enter into the temple, and
he pointed out that if Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu lived within the temple,
there would be no way for Harid•sa áh•kura to see Him. Later, when Harid•sa
áh•kura went to Jagann•tha Pur†, he lived outside the temple on the beach by
the sea. A monastery has now been erected there, known as Siddhabakula Maàha.
People go there to see the place of worship (bhajana-kuà†ra) of Harid•sa
áh•kura.
TEXT 195
TEXT
mu‘i adhama tom•ra n• p•ba dara¤ana
kemate dhariba ei p•pi£àha j†vana
SYNONYMS
mu‘i--I; adhama--the lowest of men; tom•ra--Your; n•--not; p•ba--will get;
dara¤ana--seeing; kemate--how; dhariba--shall I maintain; ei--this; p•pi£àha-sinful; j†vana--life.
TRANSLATION
"Because I am the lowest among men, I shall not be able to see You. How
shall I maintain my sinful life?"
TEXT 196
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----kara tumi dainya sa‰vara‹a
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tom•ra dainyete mora vy•kula haya mana
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; kara--do; tumi--you; dainya--humility;
sa‰vara‹a--checking; tom•ra--your; dainyete--by humility; mora--My; vy•kula-agitated; haya--becomes; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
The Lord replied to Harid•sa áh•kura, "Please check your humility. Just
seeing your humility very much agitates My mind."
TEXT 197
TEXT
tom• l•gi' jagann•the kariba nivedana
tom•-la‘• y•ba •mi ¤r†-puru£ottama
SYNONYMS
tom• l•gi'--for you; jagann•the--unto Lord Jagann•tha; kariba--I shall do;
nivedana--petition; tom•-la‘•--taking you; y•ba--shall go; •mi--I; ¤r†puru£ottama--to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu assured Harid•sa áh•kura that He would place a
petition before Lord Jagann•tha and that He would certainly take him there to
Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 198
TEXT
tabe ta' •c•rya kahe vinaya kari‘•
dina dui-c•ri raha k”p• ta' kari‘•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; ta'--certainly; •c•rya kahe--Advaita šc•rya says; vinaya
kari‘•--offering all respect; dina dui-c•ri--another two or four days; raha-kindly remain; k”p•--mercy; ta'--certainly; kari‘•--showing.
TRANSLATION
After that, Advaita šc•rya respectfully requested Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu
to show Him mercy by remaining another two or four days.
TEXT 199
TEXT
•c•ryera v•kya prabhu n• kare la•ghana
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rahil• advaita-g”he, n• kaila gamana
SYNONYMS
•c•ryera v•kya--the words of ¥r† Advaita šc•rya; prabhu--the Lord; n• kare
la•ghana--does not deny; rahil•--remained; advaita-g”he--at the house of
Advaita šc•rya; n• kaila gamana--did not go immediately.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu never violated the request of Advaita šc•rya; therefore
He remained at His home and did not leave immediately for Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 200
TEXT
•nandita haila •c•rya, ¤ac†, bhakta, saba
prati-dina kare •c•rya mah•-mahotsava
SYNONYMS
•nandita haila--became pleased; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; ¤ac†--mother
¥ac†dev†; bhakta--the devotees; saba--all; prati-dina--every day; kare--does;
•c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; mah•-mah•-utsava--great festival.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya's decision was received very happily by Advaita šc•rya,
mother ¥ac† and all the devotees. Advaita šc•rya celebrated every day with a
great festival.
TEXT 201
TEXT
dine k”£‹a-kath•-rasa bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge
r•tre mah•-mahotsava sa•k†rtana-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
dine--during daytime; k”£‹a-kath•-rasa--discussion on K”£‹a; bhakta-ga‹asa•ge--with the devotees; r•tre--at night; mah•-mah•-utsava--a great festival;
sa•k†rtana-ra•ge--in the matter of congregational chanting.
TRANSLATION
During the day the devotees discussed subject matters concerning K”£‹a, and
at night there was a great festival of congregational chanting at the house of
Advaita šc•rya.
TEXT 202
TEXT
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•nandita ha‘• ¤ac† karena randhana
sukhe bhojana kare prabhu la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
•nandita ha‘•--being pleased; ¤ac†--mother ¥ac†; karena--does; randhana-cooking; sukhe--in happiness; bhojana--eating; kare--does; prabhu--Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘•--accompanied by; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees.
TRANSLATION
Mother ¥ac† cooked with great pleasure, and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, along
with the devotees, accepted the pras•da with great pleasure.
TEXT 203
TEXT
•c•ryera ¤raddh•-bhakti-g”ha-sampada-dhane
sakala saphala haila prabhura •r•dhane
SYNONYMS
•c•ryera--of Advaita šc•rya; ¤raddh•--faith; bhakti--devotion; g”ha--home;
sampada--opulence; dhane--the wealth; sakala--all; saphala--successful; haila-became; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •r•dhane--in the worship.
TRANSLATION
In this way all the opulences of Advaita šc•rya--His faith, devotion, home,
riches and everything else--were successfully utilized in the worship of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
PURPORT
Advaita šc•rya set an ideal example for all householder devotees in His
receiving of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His devotees and in His execution of
a daily festival at His home. If one has the proper means and wealth, he
should occasionally invite the devotees of Lord Caitanya, who are engaged in
preaching all over the world, and hold a festival at home simply by
distributing pras•da and talking about K”£‹a during the day and holding
congregational chanting for at least three hours in the evening. This
procedure must be adopted in all centers of the K”£‹a consciousness movement.
Thus they will daily perform sa•k†rtana-yaj‘a. In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.32)
the daily performance of sa•k†rtana-yaj‘a is recommended for this age (yaj‘ai„
sa•k†rtana-pr•yair yajanti hi su-medhasa„). One should worship Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and His four associates, the Pa‘ca-tattva, by distributing pras•da
and holding congregational chanting. Indeed, that yaj‘a or sacrifice is most
recommended in this Age of Kali. In this age, other yaj‘as are not possible to
perform, but this yaj‘a can be performed everywhere and anywhere without
difficulty.
TEXT 204
TEXT
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¤ac†ra •nanda b•‚e dekhi' putra-mukha
bhojana kar•‘• pãr‹a kaila nija-sukha
SYNONYMS
¤ac†ra--of ¥ac†m•t•; •nanda b•‚e--pleasure increases; dekhi'--seeing;
putra-mukha--the face of her son; bhojana kar•‘•--feeding; pãr‹a--full; kaila-made; nija-sukha--her own happiness.
TRANSLATION
As mother ¥ac† constantly saw the face of her son and fed Him, her own
happiness increased and was indeed complete.
TEXT 205
TEXT
ei-mata advaita-g”he bhakta-ga‹a mile
va‘cil• kataka-dina mah•-kutãhale
SYNONYMS
ei-mate--in this way; advaita-g”he--at the home of Advaita šc•rya; bhaktaga‹a--all the devotees; mile--meet together; va‘cil•--passed; kataka-dina-some days; mah•-kutãhale--in a greatly festive mood.
TRANSLATION
In this way, at Advaita šc•rya's house all the devotees met and passed some
days together in a greatly festive mood.
TEXT 206
TEXT
•ra dina prabhu kahe saba bhakta-ga‹e
nija-nija-g”he sabe k•raha gamane
SYNONYMS
ara dina--the next day; prabhu--the Lord; kahe--says; saba--all; bhaktaga‹e--to the devotees; nija-nija-g”he--to your respective homes; sabe--all;
karaha--do; gamane--returning.
TRANSLATION
The next day, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu requested all the devotees to return
to their respective homes.
TEXT 207
TEXT
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ghare giy• kara sabe k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana
punarapi •m•-sa•ge ha-ibe milana
SYNONYMS
ghare giy•--returning home; kara--do; sabe--all; k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana-congregational chanting of the mah•-mantra; punarapi--again; •m•-sa•ge--with
Me; ha-ibe--there will be; milana--meeting.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu also asked them to execute the congregational
chanting of the holy name of the Lord at their homes, and He assured them that
they would be able to meet Him again.
TEXT 208
TEXT
kabhu v• tomar• karibe n†l•dri gamana
kabhu v• •siba •mi karite ga•g•-sn•na
SYNONYMS
kabhu--sometimes; v•--either; tomar•--you; karibe--will do; n†l•dri--to
Jagann•tha Pur†; gamana--going; kabhu--sometimes; v•--or; •siba--shall come;
•mi--I; karite--to do; ga•g•-sn•na--bathing in the Ganges.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu told them, "Sometimes you will come to Jagann•tha
Pur†, and sometimes I shall come bathe in the Ganges."
TEXTS 209-210
TEXT
nity•nanda-gos•‘i, pa‹‚ita jagad•nanda
d•modara pa‹‚ita, •ra datta mukunda
ei c•ri-jana •c•rya dila prabhu sane
janan† prabodha kari' vandila cara‹e
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda-gos•‘i--Lord Nity•nanda; pa‹‚ita jagad•nanda--Jagad•nanda
Pa‹‚ita; d•modara pa‹‚ita--D•modara Pa‹‚ita; •ra datta mukunda--and Mukunda
Datta; ei c•ri-jana--these four persons; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; dila--gave;
prabhu sane--with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; janan†--mother ¥ac†; prabodha
kari'--pacifying; vandila cara‹e--offerred prayers at her lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Advaita šc•rya sent four persons--Nity•nanda Gos•‘i, Jagad•nanda
Pa‹‚ita, D•modara Pa‹‚ita and Mukunda Datta--to accompany the Lord. After
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pacifying His mother, ¥ac†m•t•, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu submitted prayers to
her lotus feet.
TEXT 211
TEXT
t••re pradak£i‹a kari' karila gamana
eth• •c•ryera ghare uàhila krandana
SYNONYMS
t••re--mother ¥ac†; pradak£i‹a kari'--circumambulating; karila--did;
gamana--going; eth•--there; •c•ryera--of Advaita šc•rya; ghare--in the house;
uàhila--there arose; krandana--crying.
TRANSLATION
When everything was arranged, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu circumambulated His
mother and then started for Jagann•tha Pur†. In the house of Advaita šc•rya
there arose tumultuous crying.
TEXT 212
TEXT
nirapek£a ha‘• prabhu ¤†ghra calil•
k•ndite k•ndite •c•rya pa¤c•t calil•
SYNONYMS
nirapek£a--indifferent; ha‘•--becoming; prabhu--the Lord; ¤†ghra--very
quickly; calil•--went; k•ndite k•ndite--crying and crying; •c•rya--Advaita
šc•rya; pa¤c•t--behind; calil•--went.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was unaffected. He left swiftly, and Advaita šc•rya
followed Him weeping.
PURPORT
As ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura explains, the word nirapek£a
means not being affected by anything material and remaining fixed in the
service of the Lord. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu did not very much care for the
roaring tumult and cry at the house of Advaita šc•rya, which He heard when
starting for Jagann•tha Pur†. Worldly moralists may criticize ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu for being very cruel, but the Lord did not care for such criticism.
As the world teacher of this K”£‹a consciousness movement, He actually showed
that a person seriously engaged in K”£‹a consciousness should not be affected
by worldly affection. The best course is to engage in rendering service to the
Lord and to become callous to material objectives. Externally everyone is
attached to material things, but if one becomes entangled in such things, he
cannot make progress in K”£‹a consciousness. Therefore those who are engaged
in K”£‹a consciousness should not care for the so-called morality of the
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material world if that morality opposes the service of the Lord. As Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu has personally shown, one cannot properly execute K”£‹a
consciousness without being neutral.
TEXT 213
TEXT
kata dãra giy• prabhu kari' yo‚a h•ta
•c•rye prabodhi' kahe kichu mi£àa b•ta
SYNONYMS
kata dãra giy•--after going some distance; prabhu--the Lord; kari'--making;
yo‚a h•ta--folded hands; •c•rye--Advaita šc•rya; prabodhi'--pacifying; kahe-says; kichu--something; mi£àa b•ta--sweet words.
TRANSLATION
After He had followed ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu for some distance, Advaita
Acarya was petitioned by Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu with folded hands. The Lord
spoke the following sweet words.
TEXT 214
TEXT
janan† prabodhi' kara bhakta sam•dh•na
tumi vyagra haile k•ro n• rahibe pr•‹a
SYNONYMS
janan† prabodhi'--pacifying the mother; kara--make; bhakta--devotees;
sam•dh•na--adjustments; tumi--You; vyagra haile--if becoming agitated; k•ro-anyone's; n• rahibe--will not remain; pr•‹a--the life.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Please pacify all the devotees and My
mother. If You become agitated, no one will be able to continue to exist."
TEXT 215
TEXT
eta bali' prabhu t••re kari' •li•gana
niv”tti kariy• kaila svacchanda gamana
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; prabhu--the Lord; t••re--unto Him; kari'--doing;
•li•gana--embracing; niv”tti--stop; kariy•--making; kaila--did; svacchanda-without anxiety; gamana--going toward Jagann•tha Pur†.
TRANSLATION
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Saying this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu embraced Advaita šc•rya and stopped
Him from following any further. Then, without anxiety, He proceeded to
Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 216
TEXT
ga•g•-t†re-t†re prabhu c•ri-jana-s•the
n†l•dri calil• prabhu chatrabhoga-pathe
SYNONYMS
ga•g•-t†re-t†re--on the banks of the Ganges; prabhu--the Lord; c•ri-janas•the--with the other four persons; n†l•dri--to Jagann•tha Pur†; calil•-proceeded; prabhu--the Lord; chatrabhoga-pathe--on the path of Chatrabhoga.
TRANSLATION
The Lord, with the other four persons, went along the banks of the Ganges
through the path of Chatrabhoga toward N†l•dri, Jagann•tha Pur†.
PURPORT
In the southern section of the eastern railway, in the district of twentyfour parga‹•s, is a station named Magr•h•àa. If one goes to the southeastern
side of that station for some fourteen miles, there is a place called
Jayanagara. About six miles south of this Jayanagara station is a village
named Chatrabhoga. Sometimes this village is called Kh•‚i. In this village is
a Deity of Lord ¥iva known as Vaijurk•n•tha. A festival takes place there
every year during the months of March and April. The festival is known as
Nand•-mel•. At the present moment the Ganges does not flow there. On the same
railway line is another station, known as B•ruipura, and near this station is
another place, called šàis•r•. Formerly this village was also situated on the
banks of the Ganges. One can go from this village to P•‹ih•à† and from there
to Var•ha-nagara, north of Calcutta. In those days the Ganges flowed to the
south of Calcutta through K•l†-gh•àa, which is still known as šdi-ga•g•. From
B•ruipura, the Ganges branched out and flowed through Diamond Harbor near the
Mathur•pura police station. It is to be noted that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
passed through all these places on His way to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 217
TEXT
'caitanya-ma•gale' prabhura n†l•dri-gamana
vist•ri var‹iy•chena d•sa-v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
caitanya-ma•gale--in the book named Caitanya-ma•gala; prabhura--of the
Lord; n†l•dri-gamana--going to Jagann•tha Pur†; vist•ri--elaborating;
var‹iy•chena--has described; d•sa-v”nd•vana--V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura.
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TRANSLATION
In his book known as Caitanya-ma•gala [Caitanya-bh•gavata], V”nd•vana d•sa
áh•kura has elaborately described the Lord's passage to Jagann•tha Pur†.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura states that while ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu passed through Bengal, He passed through šàis•r•-gr•ma, Var•hagr•ma and Chatrabhoga. He then reached the Orissa province, where He passed
through Pray•ga-gh•àa, Suvar‹arekh•, Remu‹•, Y•japura, Vaitara‹†,
Da¤•¤vamedha-gh•àa, Kaàaka, Mah•nad†, Bhuvane¤vara (where there is a big lake
known as Bindu-sarovara), Kamalapura and šth•ran•l•. In this way, passing
through all these and other places, He reached Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 218
TEXT
advaita-g”he prabhura vil•sa ¤une yei jana
acire milaye t••re k”£‹a-prema-dhana
SYNONYMS
advaita-g”he--at the house of Advaita šc•rya; prabhura--of the Lord;
vil•sa--the pastimes; ¤une--hears; yei--one who; jana--person; acire--very
soon; milaye--meets; t••re--him; k”£‹a-prema-dhana--the riches of love of
Godhead.
TRANSLATION
If one hears the activities of the Lord at the house of Advaita šc•rya, he
will certainly very soon attain the riches of love of K”£‹a.
TEXT 219
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
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Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Third Chapter, describing Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu's stay at the house
of Advaita šc•rya, His acceptance of the sanny•sa order and observation of
daily festivals at Advaita šc•rya's house, His congregationally chanting the
holy name of the Lord and His feasting with all the devotees.
Chapter 4
¥r† M•dhavendra Puri's Devotional Service
In his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya, ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura gives the following
summary of the Fourth Chapter. Passing along the path of Chatrabhoga and
coming to V”ddhamantre¤vara, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu reached the border of
Orissa. On His way He enjoyed transcendental bliss by chanting and begging
alms in different villages. In this way He reached the celebrated village of
Remu‹•, where there is a Deity of Gop†n•tha. There He narrated the story of
M•dhavendra Pur†, as He had heard it from His spiritual master, •¤vara Pur†.
The narration is as follows.
One night while in Govardhana, M•dhavendra Pur† dreamed that the Gop•la
Deity was within the forest. The next morning he invited his neighborhood
friends to accompany him to excavate the Deity from the jungle. He then
established the Deity of ¥r† Gop•laj† on top of Govardhana Hill with great
pomp. Gop•la was worshiped, and the Annakãàa festival was observed. This
festival was known everywhere, and many people from the neighboring villages
came to join. One night the Gop•la Deity again appeared to M•dhavendra Pur† in
a dream and asked him to go to Jagann•tha Pur† to collect some sandalwood pulp
and smear it on the body of the Deity. Having received this order, M•dhavendra
Pur† immediately started for Orissa. Traveling through Bengal, he reached
Remu‹• village and there received a pot of condensed milk (k£†ra) offered to
the Deity of Gop†n•thaj†. This pot of condensed milk was stolen by Gop†n•tha
and delivered to M•dhavendra Pur†. Since then, the Gop†n•tha Deity has been
known as K£†ra-cor•-gop†n•tha, the Deity who stole the pot of condensed milk.
After reaching Jagann•tha Pur†, M•dhavendra Pur† received permission from the
King to take out one ma‹a of sandalwood and eight ounces of camphor. Aided by
two men, he brought these things to Remu‹•. Again he saw in a dream that
Gop•la at Govardhana Hill desired that very sandalwood to be turned into pulp
mixed with camphor and smeared over the body of Gop†n•thaj†. Understanding
that that would satisfy the Gop•la Deity at Govardhana, M•dhavendra Pur†
executed the order and returned to Jagann•tha Pur†.
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu narrated this story for Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu and
other devotees and praised the pure devotional service of M•dhavendra Pur†.
When He recited some verses composed by M•dhavendra Pur†, He went into an
ecstatic mood. But when He saw that many people were assembled, He checked
Himself and ate some sweet rice pras•da. Thus He passed that night, and the
next morning He again started for Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 1
TEXT
yasmai d•tu‰ corayan k£†ra-bh•‹‚a‰
gop†n•tha„ k£†ra-cor•bhidho 'bhãt
¤r†-gop•la„ pr•dur•s†d va¤a„ san
yat-prem‹• ta‰ m•dhavendra‰ nato 'smi
SYNONYMS
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yasmai--unto whom; d•tum--to deliver; corayan--stealing; k£†ra-bh•‹‚am--the
pot of sweet rice; gop†n•tha„--Gop†n•tha; k£†ra-cor•--stealer of a pot of
sweet rice; abhidha„--celebrated; abhãt--became; ¤r†-gop•la„--¥r† Gop•la
Deity; pr•du„r•s†t appeared; va¤a„--captivated; san--being; yat-prem‹•--by his
love; tam--unto him; m•dhavendram--M•dhavendra Pur†, who was in the Madhvasamprad•ya; nata„ asmi--I offer my respectful obeisances.
TRANSLATION
I offer my respectful obeisances unto M•dhavendra Pur†, who was given a pot
of sweet rice stolen by ¥r† Gop†n•tha, celebrated thereafter as K£†ra-cor•.
Being pleased by M•dhavendra Pur†'s love, ¥r† Gop•la, the Deity at Govardhana,
appeared to the public vision.
PURPORT
Bhaktivinoda áh•kura annotates that this Gop•la Deity was originally
installed by Vajra, the grandson of K”£‹a. M•dhavendra Pur† rediscovered
Gop•la and established Him on top of Govardhana Hill. This Gop•la Deity is
still situated at N•thadv•ra and is under the management of descendants of
Vallabh•c•rya. The worship of the Deity is very luxurious, and one who goes
there can purchase varieties of pras•da by paying a small price.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya gauracandra jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaitacandra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya gauracandra--all glories to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jaya
nity•nanda--all glories to Lord Nity•nanda; jaya advaita-candra--all glories
to Advaita Prabhu; jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda--all glories to the devotees of the
Lord.
TRANSLATION
All glories to Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Nity•nanda Prabhu!
All glories to Advaita Prabhu! And all glories to all the devotees of Lord
Caitanya!
TEXTS 3-4
TEXT
n†l•dri-gamana, jagann•tha-dara¤ana
s•rvabhauma bhaàà•c•rya-prabhura milana
e saba l†l• prabhura d•sa v”nd•vana
vist•ri' kariy•chena uttama var‹ana
SYNONYMS
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n†l•dri-gamana--going to Jagann•tha Pur†; jagann•tha-dara¤ana--visiting the
temple of Lord Jagann•tha; s•rvabhauma bhaàà•c•rya--with S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; prabhura--of the Lord; milana--meeting; e saba--all these; l†l•-pastimes; prabhura--of the Lord; d•sa v”nd•vana--V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura;
vist•ri'--elaborating; kariy•chena--has done; uttama--very nice; var‹ana-description.
TRANSLATION
The Lord went to Jagann•tha Pur† and visited Lord Jagann•tha's temple. He
also met with S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya. All these pastimes have been very
elaborately explained by V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura in his book Caitanyabh•gavata.
TEXT 5
TEXT
sahaje vicitra madhura caitanya-vih•ra
v”nd•vana-d•sa-mukhe am”tera dh•ra
SYNONYMS
sahaje--naturally; vicitra--wonderful; madhura--sweet; caitanya--of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vih•ra--the activities; v”nd•vana-d•sa--of V”nd•vana d•sa
áh•kura; mukhe--from the mouth; am”tera--of nectar; dh•ra--shower.
TRANSLATION
By nature all the activities of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are very wonderful
and sweet, and when they are described by V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura, they become
like a shower of nectar.
TEXT 6
TEXT
ataeva t•h• var‹ile haya punarukti
dambha kari' var‹i yadi taiche n•hi ¤akti
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; t•h•--such activities; var‹ile--if describing; haya-there is; punarukti--repetition; dambha kari'--being proud; var‹i--I describe;
yadi--if; taiche--such; n•hi--there is not; ¤akti--power.
TRANSLATION
Therefore I very humbly submit that since these incidents have already been
nicely described by V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura, I would be very proud to repeat
the same thing, and this would not be very good. I do not have such powers.
TEXT 7
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TEXT
caitanya-ma•gale y•h• karila var‹ana
sãtra-rãpe sei l†l• kariye sãcana
SYNONYMS
caitanya-ma•gale--in the book named Caitanya-ma•gala; y•h•--whatever;
karila var‹ana--has described; sãtra-rãpe--in the form of a synopsis; sei
l†l•--those pastimes; kariye sãcana--I shall present.
TRANSLATION
I am therefore presenting only a synopsis of those events already described
elaborately by V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura in his Caitanya-ma•gala [now known as
Caitanya-bh•gavata].
TEXT 8
TEXT
t••ra sãtre •che, te•ha n• kaila var‹ana
yath•-katha‘cit kari' se l†l• kathana
SYNONYMS
t••ra--his; sãtre--in the synopsis; •che--there are; te•ha--he; n• kaila
var‹ana--did not describe; yath•-katha‘cit--something of them; kari'--doing;
se--these; l†l•--of pastimes; kathana--narration.
TRANSLATION
Some of the incidents he did not describe elaborately but only summarized,
and these I shall try to describe in this book.
TEXT 9
TEXT
ataeva t••ra p•ye kari namask•ra
t••ra p•ya apar•dha n• ha-uk •m•ra
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; t••ra p•ye--at his lotus feet; kari--I do; namask•ra-obeisances; t••ra p•ya--to the lotus feet of V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura; apar•dha-offense; n•--not; ha-uk--let it happen; •m•ra--my.
TRANSLATION
I thus offer my respectful obeisances unto the lotus feet of V”nd•vana d•sa
áh•kura. I hope that I will not offend his lotus feet by this action.
TEXT 10
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TEXT
ei-mata mah•prabhu calil• n†l•cale
c•ri bhakta sa•ge k”£‹a-k†rtana-kutãhale
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; mah•prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; calil•-proceeded; n†l•cale--toward Jagann•tha Pur†; c•ri bhakta--four devotees;
sa•ge--with; k”£‹a-k†rtana--for chanting of the holy name of K”£‹a; kutãhale-in great eagerness.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu proceeded toward Jagann•tha Pur† with four of His
devotees, and He chanted the holy name of the Lord, the Hare K”£‹a mantra,
with great eagerness.
TEXT 11
TEXT
bhik£• l•gi' eka-dina eka gr•ma giy•
•pane bahuta anna •nila m•giy•
SYNONYMS
bhik£• l•gi'--for pras•da; eka-dina--in one day; eka gr•ma--to one village;
giy•--going; •pane--personally; bahuta--a great quantity; anna--of rice and
other eatables; •nila--brought; m•giy•--begging.
TRANSLATION
Each day ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu personally went to a village and collected
a great quantity of rice and other grains for the preparation of pras•da.
TEXT 12
TEXT
pathe ba‚a ba‚a d•n† vighna n•hi kare
t•' sab•re k”p• kari' •il• remu‹•re
SYNONYMS
pathe--on the way; ba‚a ba‚a--big, big; d•n†--toll or tax collector;
vighna--hindrances; n•hi--not; kare--make; t•' sab•re--to all of them; k”p•
kari'--showing mercy; •il•--reached; remu‹•re--the village known as Remu‹•.
TRANSLATION
There were many rivers on the way, and at each river there was a tax
collector. They did not hinder the Lord, however, and He showed them mercy.
Finally He reached the village of Remu‹•.
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PURPORT
There is a railway station named Bale¤vara, and five miles to the west is
the village of Remu‹•. The temple of K£†ra-cor•-gop†n•tha still exists in this
village, and within the temple the sam•dhi tomb of Rasik•nanda Prabhu, the
chief disciple of ¥y•m•nanda Gosv•m†, can still be found.
TEXT 13
TEXT
remu‹•te gop†n•tha parama-mohana
bhakti kari' kaila prabhu t••ra dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
remu‹•te--in that village of Remu‹•; gop†n•tha--the Deity of Gop†n•tha;
parama-mohana--very attractive; bhakti kari'--with great devotion; kaila--did;
prabhu--the Lord; t••ra--of Him; dara¤ana--visit.
TRANSLATION
The Deity of Gop†n•tha in the temple at Remu‹• was very attractive. Lord
Caitanya visited the temple and offered His obeisances with great devotion.
TEXT 14
TEXT
t••ra p•da-padma nikaàa pra‹•ma karite
t••ra pu£pa-cã‚• pa‚ila prabhura m•th•te
SYNONYMS
t••ra p•da-padma--the lotus feet of Gop†n•tha; nikaàa--near; pra‹•ma-obeisances; karite--while offering; t••ra--His; pu£pa-cã‚•--helmet of flowers;
pa‚ila--fell down; prabhura--of the Lord; m•th•te--on the head.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu offered His obeisances at the lotus feet of
the Gop†n•tha Deity, the helmet of flowers on the head of Gop†n•tha fell down
and landed on the head of Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 15
TEXT
cã‚• p•‘• mah•prabhura •nandita mana
bahu n”tya-g†ta kaila la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
cã‚• p•‘•--getting the helmet; mah•prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •nandita--pleased; mana--the mind; bahu--various kinds; n”tya264

g†ta--dancing and chanting; kaila--performed; la‘•--with; bhakta-ga‹a--the
devotees.
TRANSLATION
When the Deity's helmet fell upon His head, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu became
very pleased, and thus He chanted and danced in various ways with His
devotees.
TEXT 16
TEXT
prabhura prabh•va dekhi' prema-rãpa-gu‹a
vismita ha-il• gop†n•thera d•sa-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of the Lord; prabh•va--the influence; dekhi'--seeing; prema-rãpa-His beauty; gu‹a--and His qualities; vismita ha-il•--became struck with
wonder; gop†n•thera--of the Gop†n•tha Deity; d•sa-ga‹a--the servants.
TRANSLATION
All the servants of the Deity were struck with wonder due to ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's intense love, His exquisite beauty and His transcendental
qualities.
TEXT 17
TEXT
n•n•-rãpe pr†tye kaila prabhura sevana
sei r•tri t•h•• prabhu karil• va‘cana
SYNONYMS
n•n•-rãpe--in various ways; pr†tye--on account of love; kaila--did;
prabhura--of the Lord; sevana--service; sei r•tri--that night; t•h••--there;
prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karil•--did; va‘cana--passing.
TRANSLATION
Because of their love for ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, they served Him in many
ways, and that night the Lord stayed at the temple of Gop†n•tha.
TEXT 18
TEXT
mah•pras•da-k£†ra-lobhe rahil• prabhu tath•
pãrve †¤vara-pur† t••re kahiy•chena kath•
SYNONYMS
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mah•-pras•da--for the remnants of food; k£†ra--sweet rice; lobhe--in
eagerness; rahil•--remained; prabhu--the Lord; tath•--there; pãrve--before
that; †¤vara-pur†--•¤vara Pur†, His spiritual master; t••re--unto Him;
kahiy•chena--told; kath•--a narration.
TRANSLATION
The Lord remained there because He was very eager to receive the remnants
of sweet rice offered to the Gop†n•tha Deity, having heard a narration from
His spiritual master, •¤vara Pur†, of what had once happened there.
TEXT 19
TEXT
'k£†ra-cor• gop†n•tha' prasiddha t••ra n•ma
bhakta-ga‹e kahe prabhu sei ta' •khy•na
SYNONYMS
k£†ra-cor• gop†n•tha--the Gop†n•tha who stole the pot of sweet rice;
prasiddha--very famous; t••ra n•ma--His name; bhakta-ga‹e--to all the
devotees; kahe--tells; prabhu--the Lord; sei ta' •khy•na--that narration.
TRANSLATION
That Deity was known widely as K£†ra-cor•-gop†n•tha, and Caitanya
Mah•prabhu told His devotees the story of how the Deity became so famous.
TEXT 20
TEXT
pãrve m•dhava-pur†ra l•gi' k£†ra kaila curi
ataeva n•ma haila 'k£†ra-cor• hari'
SYNONYMS
pãrve--formerly; m•dhava-pur†ra l•gi'--for M•dhavendra Pur†; k£†ra--sweet
rice; kaila--did; curi--steal; ataeva--therefore; n•ma--the name; haila-became; k£†ra-cor• hari--the Lord who stole a pot of sweet rice.
TRANSLATION
Formerly the Deity had stolen a pot of sweet rice for Madhavendra Puri;
therefore He became very famous as the Lord who stole the sweet rice.
TEXT 21
TEXT
pãrve ¤r†-m•dhava-pur† •il• v”nd•vana
bhramite, bhramite gel• giri govardhana
SYNONYMS
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pãrve--formerly; ¤r†-m•dhava-pur†--¥r†la M•dhavendra Pur†; •il•--came;
v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana; bhramite bhramite--while traveling; gel•--went; giri
govardhana--to the hill known as Govardhana.
TRANSLATION
Once, ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur† traveled to V”nd•vana, where he came upon the
hill known as Govardhana.
TEXT 22
TEXT
preme matta,----n•hi t••ra r•tri-dina-j‘•na
k£a‹e uàhe, k£a‹e pa‚e, n•hi sth•n•sth•na
SYNONYMS
preme matta--maddened in the ecstasy of love of K”£‹a; n•hi--there was not;
t••ra--of him; r•tri-dina-j‘•na--knowledge of day and night; k£a‹e--sometimes;
uàhe--stands; k£a‹e pa‚e--sometimes falls; n•hi--there was no sense; sth•naasth•na--a proper place or not.
TRANSLATION
M•dhavendra Pur† was almost mad in his ecstasy of love of Godhead, and he
did not know whether it was day or night. Sometimes he stood up, and sometimes
he fell to the ground. He could not discriminate whether he was in a proper
place or not.
TEXT 23
TEXT
¤aila parikram• kari' govinda-ku‹‚e •si'
sn•na kari, v”k£a-tale •che sandhy•ya vasi'
SYNONYMS
¤aila--the hill; parikram•--circumambulation; kari'--finishing; govindaku‹‚e--to the bank of the Govinda-ku‹‚a; •si'--coming there; sn•na kari-taking a bath; v”k£a-tale--under the shade of a tree; •che--is; sandhy•ya--in
the evening; vasi'--resting.
TRANSLATION
After circumambulating the hill, M•dhavendra Pur† went to Govinda-ku‹‚a and
took his bath. He then sat beneath a tree to take his evening rest.
TEXT 24
TEXT
gop•la-b•laka eka dugdha-bh•‹‚a la‘•
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•si' •ge dhari' kichu balila h•siy•
SYNONYMS
gop•la-b•laka--cowherd boy; eka--one; dugdha-bh•‹‚a la‘•--taking a pot of
milk; •si'--coming; •ge dhari'--holding it in front; kichu--something; balila-said; h•siy•--smiling.
TRANSLATION
While he was sitting beneath a tree, an unknown cowherd boy came with a pot
of milk, placed it before M•dhavendra Pur† and, smiling, addressed him as
follows.
TEXT 25
TEXT
pur†, ei dugdha la‘• kara tumi p•na
m•gi' kene n•hi kh•o, kib• kara dhy•na
SYNONYMS
pur†--O M•dhavendra Pur†; ei dugdha la‘•--taking this milk; kara tumi p•na-drink it; m•gi'--by begging; kene--why; n•hi--not; kh•o--you eat; kib•--what;
kara--do; dhy•na--meditation.
TRANSLATION
"O M•dhavendra Pur†, please drink the milk I have brought. Why don't you
beg some food to eat? What kind of meditation are you undergoing?"
TEXT 26
TEXT
b•lakera saundarye pur†ra ha-ila santo£a
t•h•ra madhura-v•kye gela bhoka-¤o£a
SYNONYMS
b•lakera--of the boy; saundarye--in the beauty; pur†ra--of M•dhavendra
Pur†; ha-ila--was; santo£a--very much satisfaction; t•h•ra--of Him; madhurav•kye--by the sweet words; gela--forgot; bhoka-¤o£a--all hunger and thirst.
TRANSLATION
When he saw the beauty of that boy, M•dhavendra Pur† became very satisfied.
Hearing His sweet words, he forgot all hunger and thirst.
TEXT 27
TEXT
pur† kahe,----ke tumi, k•h•• tom•ra v•sa
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ke-mate j•nile, •mi kari upav•sa
SYNONYMS
pur† kahe--M•dhavendra Pur† inquired from the boy; ke tumi--who are You;
k•h•• tom•ra v•sa--where do You reside; ke-mate--how; j•nile--You know; •mi
kari upav•sa--I am fasting.
TRANSLATION
M•dhavendra Pur† said, "Who are You? Where do You reside? And how did You
know that I was fasting?"
TEXT 28
TEXT
b•laka kahe,----gopa •mi, ei gr•me vasi
•m•ra gr•mete keha n• rahe upav•s†
SYNONYMS
b•laka kahe--the boy said; gopa •mi--I am a cowherd boy; ei gr•me vasi--I
reside in this village; •m•ra gr•mete--in My village; keha--anyone; n•--not;
rahe--remains; upav•s†--without food.
TRANSLATION
The boy replied, "Sir, I am a cowherd boy, and I reside in this village. In
My village, no one fasts.
TEXT 29
TEXT
keha anna m•gi' kh•ya, keha dugdh•h•ra
ay•caka-jane •mi diye ta' •h•ra
SYNONYMS
keha--someone; anna--food; m•gi'--begging; kh•ya--eats; keha--someone;
dugdha-•h•ra--drinks milk; ay•caka-jane--a person who does not beg; •mi--I;
diye--supply; ta'--certainly; •h•ra--eatables.
TRANSLATION
"In this village a person can beg food from others and thus eat. Some
people drink only milk, but if a person does not ask anyone for food, I supply
him all his eatables.
TEXT 30
TEXT
jala nite str†-ga‹a tom•re dekhi' gela
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str†-saba dugdha diy• •m•re p•àh•ila
SYNONYMS
jala nite--for bringing water; str†-ga‹a--the women; tom•re--you; dekhi'
gela--saw you and went; str†-saba--all the women; dugdha--milk; diy•--giving;
•m•re--Me; p•àh•ila--have sent.
TRANSLATION
"The women who come here to take water saw you, and they supplied Me with
this milk and sent Me to you."
TEXT 31
TEXT
go-dohana karite c•hi, ¤†ghra •mi y•ba
•ra-b•ra •si •mi ei bh•‹‚a la-iba
SYNONYMS
go-dohana karite c•hi--I want to milk the cows; ¤†ghra--very soon; •mi
y•ba--I must go; •ra-b•ra--again; •si--coming back; •mi--I; ei--this; bh•‹‚a-pot; la-iba--will take it back.
TRANSLATION
The boy continued, "I must go very soon to milk the cows, but I shall
return and take back this milk pot from you."
TEXT 32
TEXT
eta bali' gel• b•laka n• dekhiye •ra
m•dhava-pur†ra citte ha-ila camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; gel•--went; b•laka--the boy; n•--not; dekhiye-could be seen; •ra--any more; m•dhava-pur†ra--of M•dhavendra Pur†; citte--in
the mind; ha-ila--there was; camatk•ra--wonder.
TRANSLATION
Saying this, the boy left the place. Indeed, He suddenly could be seen no
more, and M•dhavendra Pur†'s heart was filled with wonder.
TEXT 33
TEXT
dugdha p•na kari' bh•‹‚a dhu‘• r•khila
b•àa dekhe, se b•laka puna„ n• •ila
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SYNONYMS
dugdha--milk; p•na kari'--drinking; bh•‹‚a--the pot; dhu‘•--washing;
r•khila--kept aside; b•àa dekhe--looks at the path; se b•laka--the boy; puna„-again; n• •ila--did not come back.
TRANSLATION
After drinking the milk, M•dhavendra Pur† washed the pot and put it aside.
He looked toward the path, but the boy never returned.
TEXT 34
TEXT
vasi' n•ma laya pur†, nidr• n•hi haya
¤e£a-r•tre tandr• haila,----b•hya-v”tti-laya
SYNONYMS
vasi'--sitting there; n•ma laya--chants the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra; pur†-M•dhavendra Pur†; nidr•--sleep; n•hi haya--there was not; ¤e£a-r•tre--at the
end of the night; tandr•--dozing; haila--there was; b•hya-v”tti--of external
activities; laya--stop.
TRANSLATION
M•dhavendra Pur† could not sleep. He sat and chanted the Hare K”£‹a mah•mantra, and at the end of the night he dozed a little, and his external
activities stopped.
TEXT 35
TEXT
svapne dekhe, sei b•laka sammukhe •si‘•
eka ku‘je la‘• gela h•tete dhari‘•
SYNONYMS
svapne--in a dream; dekhe--he saw; sei b•laka--the very same boy; sammukhe-in front; •si‘•--coming; eka ku‘je--in one of the bushes; la‘•--taking him;
gela--went; h•tete dhari‘•--holding him by the hand.
TRANSLATION
In a dream M•dhavendra Pur† saw the very same boy. The boy came before him
and, holding his hand, took him to a bush in the jungle.
TEXT 36
TEXT
ku‘ja dekh•‘• kahe,----•mi ei ku‘je ra-i
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¤†ta-v”£ài-v•t•gnite mah•-du„kha p•i
SYNONYMS
ku‘ja dekh•‘•--while showing him the bush; kahe--He says; •mi--I; ei--this;
ku‘je--in the bush; ra-i--reside; ¤†ta-v”£ài--in chilly cold and in showering
rain; v•ta--in severe wind; agnite--and in scorching heat; mah•-du„kha p•i--I
am experiencing great pain.
TRANSLATION
The boy showed M•dhavendra Pur† the bush and said, "I reside in this bush,
and because of this I suffer very much from severe cold, rain showers, winds
and scorching heat.
TEXT 37
TEXT
gr•mera loka •ni' •m• k•‚ha' ku‘ja haite
parvata-upari la‘• r•kha bh•la-mate
SYNONYMS
gr•mera--of the village; loka--the people; •ni'--bringing; •m•--Me; k•‚ha'-take out; ku‘ja haite--from this bush; parvata-upari--on the top of the hill;
la‘•--taking Me; r•kha--keep Me; bh•la-mate--very nicely.
TRANSLATION
"Please bring the people of the village and get them to take Me out of this
bush. Then have them situate Me nicely on top of the hill.
TEXT 38
TEXT
eka maàha kari' t•h•• karaha sth•pana
bahu ¤†tala jale kara ¤r†-a•ga m•rjana
SYNONYMS
eka--one; maàha--temple; kari'--constructing; t•h••--there; karaha--do;
sth•pana--installment; bahu--much; ¤†tala--cold; jale--in water; kara--do;
¤r†-a•ga--My transcendental body; m•rjana--washing.
TRANSLATION
"Please construct a temple on top of that hill," the boy continued, "and
install Me in that temple. After this, wash Me with large quantities of cold
water so that My body may be cleansed.
TEXT 39
TEXT
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bahu-dina tom•ra patha kari nir†k£a‹a
kabe •si' m•dhava •m• karibe sevana
SYNONYMS
bahu-dina--many days; tom•ra--of you; patha--the path; kari--I do;
nir†k£a‹a--observing; kabe--when; •si'--coming; m•dhava--M•dhavendra Pur†;
•m•--Me; karibe--he will do; sevana--serving.
TRANSLATION
"For many days I have been observing you, and I have been wondering, 'When
will M•dhavendra Pur† come here to serve Me?'
TEXT 40
TEXT
tom•ra prema-va¤e kari' sev• a•g†k•ra
dar¤ana diy• nist•riba sakala sa‰s•ra
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--your; prema-va¤e--by being subjugated by the love; kari'--doing;
sev•--of service; a•g†k•ra--acceptance; dar¤ana diy•--giving audience;
nist•riba--I shall deliver; sakala--all; sa‰s•ra--the material world.
TRANSLATION
"I have accepted your service due to your ecstatic love for Me. Thus I
shall appear, and by My audience all fallen souls will be delivered.
TEXT 41
TEXT
'¤r†-gop•la' n•ma mora,----govardhana-dh•r†
vajrera sth•pita, •mi ih•• adhik•r†
SYNONYMS
¤r†-gop•la n•ma--the name ¥r† Gop•la; mora--My; govardhana-dh•r†--the
lifter of Govardhana Hill; vajrera--by Vajra, the grandson of K”£‹a; sth•pita-installed; •mi--I; ih••--here; adhik•r†--the authority.
TRANSLATION
"My name is Gop•la. I am the lifter of Govardhana Hill. I was installed by
Vajra, and here I am the authority.
TEXT 42
TEXT
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¤aila-upari haite •m• ku‘je luk•‘•
mleccha-bhaye sevaka mora gela pal•‘•
SYNONYMS
¤aila-upari--the top of the hill; haite--from; •m•--Me; ku‘je--in the
bushes; luk•‘•--concealing; mleccha-bhaye--from fear of the Muslims; sevaka-servant; mora--My; gela--went; pal•‘•--running away.
TRANSLATION
"When the Muslims attacked, the priest who was serving Me hid Me in this
bush in the jungle. Then he ran away out of fear of the attack.
TEXT 43
TEXT
sei haite rahi •mi ei ku‘ja-sth•ne
bh•la haila •il• •m• k•‚ha s•vadh•ne
SYNONYMS
sei haite--from that time; rahi--reside; •mi--I; ei--this; ku‘ja-sth•ne--in
the bush; bh•la haila--it was very good; •il•--you have come; •m•--Me; k•‚ha-take out; s•vadh•ne--with care.
TRANSLATION
"Since the priest went away, I have been staying in this bush. It is very
good that you have come here. Now just remove Me with care."
TEXT 44
TEXT
eta bali' se-b•laka antardh•na kaila
j•giy• m•dhava-pur† vic•ra karila
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; se-b•laka--that very boy; antardh•na kaila-disappeared; j•giy•--awakening; m•dhava-pur†--M•dhavendra Pur†; vic•ra-consideration; karila--made.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, the boy disappeared. Then M•dhavendra Pur† woke up and
began to consider his dream.
TEXT 45
TEXT
¤r†-k”£‹ake dekhinu mu‘i n•rinu cinite
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eta bali' prem•ve¤e pa‚il• bhãmite
SYNONYMS
¤r†-k”£‹ake dekhinu--saw Lord K”£‹a personally; mu‘i--I; n•rinu--was
unable; cinite--to identify; eta bali'--saying this; prema-•ve¤e--in the
ecstasy of love; pa‚il•--fell down; bhãmite--on the ground.
TRANSLATION
M•dhavendra Pur† began to lament, "I saw Lord K”£‹a directly, but I could
not recognize Him!" Thus he fell down on the ground in ecstatic love.
TEXT 46
TEXT
k£a‹eka rodana kari, mana kaila dh†ra
•j‘•-p•lana l•gi' ha-il• susthira
SYNONYMS
k£a‹eka--for some time; rodana kari--crying; mana--mind; kaila--made;
dh†ra--pacified; •j‘•--the order; p•lana--of executing; l•gi'--for the matter;
ha-il•--became; su-sthira--silent.
TRANSLATION
M•dhavendra Pur† cried for some time, but then he fixed his mind on
executing the order of Gop•la. Thus he became tranquil.
TEXT 47
TEXT
pr•ta„-sn•na kari' pur† gr•ma-madhye gel•
saba loka ekatra kari' kahite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
pr•ta„-sn•na--morning bath; kari'--finishing; pur†--M•dhavendra Pur†;
gr•ma-madhye--within the village; gel•--entered; saba loka--all the people;
ekatra kari'--assembling; kahite l•gil•--began to speak.
TRANSLATION
After taking his morning bath, M•dhavendra Pur† entered the village and
assembled all the people. Then he spoke as follows.
TEXT 48
TEXT
gr•mera †¤vara tom•ra----govardhana-dh•r†
ku‘je •che, cala, t••re b•hira ye kari
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SYNONYMS
gr•mera--of the village; †¤vara--the proprietor; tom•ra--your; govardhanadh•r†--the lifter of Govardhana Hill; ku‘je •che--in the bushes in the jungle;
cala--let us go; t••re--Him; b•hira ye kari--take out.
TRANSLATION
"The proprietor of this village, Govardhana-dh•r†, is lying in the bushes.
Let us go there and rescue Him from that place.
TEXT 49
TEXT
atyanta nivi‚a ku‘ja,----n•ri prave¤ite
kuàh•ri kod•li laha dv•ra karite
SYNONYMS
atyanta--very much; nivi‚a--dense; ku‘ja--bushes; n•ri--we are not able;
prave¤ite--to enter; kuàh•ri--choppers; kod•li--spades; laha--take; dv•ra
karite--to make a way.
TRANSLATION
"The bushes are very dense, and we will not be able to enter the jungle.
Therefore take choppers and spades to clear the way."
TEXT 50
TEXT
¤uni' loka t••ra sa•ge calil• hari£e
ku‘ja k•ài' dv•ra kari' karil• prave¤e
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; loka--the people; t••ra--him; sa•ge--with; calil•--went;
hari£e--with great pleasure; ku‘ja k•ài'--cutting the bushes; dv•ra--a way;
kari'--making; karil• prave¤e--entered.
TRANSLATION
After hearing this, all the people accompanied M•dhavendra Pur† with great
pleasure. According to his directions, they cut down bushes, cleared a path
and entered the jungle.
TEXT 51
TEXT
àh•kura dekhila m•à†-t”‹e •cch•dita
dekhi' saba loka haila •nande vismita
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SYNONYMS
àh•kura--the Deity; dekhila--they saw; m•à†--with dirt; t”‹e--and grass;
•cch•dita--covered; dekhi'--seeing; saba loka--all the people; haila--became;
•nande--with pleasure; vismita--amazed.
TRANSLATION
When they saw the Deity covered with dirt and grass, they were all struck
with wonder and pleasure.
TEXT 52
TEXT
•vara‹a dãra kari' karila vidite
mah•-bh•r† àh•kura----keha n•re c•l•ite
SYNONYMS
•vara‹a--the covering; dãra kari'--clearing away; karila vidite--declared;
mah•-bh•r†--very heavy; àh•kura--the Deity; keha--anyone; n•re--not able;
c•l•ite--to cause to move.
TRANSLATION
After they cleansed the body of the Deity, some of them said, "The Deity is
very heavy. No one person can move Him."
TEXT 53
TEXT
mah•-mah•-bali£àha loka ekatra kari‘•
parvata-upari gela pur† àh•kura la‘•
SYNONYMS
mah•-mah•-bali£àha--who are very strong; loka--persons; ekatra kari‘•-assembling; parvata-upari--to the top of the hill; gela--went; pur†-M•dhavendra Pur†; àh•kura la‘•--taking the Deity.
TRANSLATION
Since the Deity was very heavy, some of the stronger men assembled to carry
Him to the top of the hill. M•dhavendra Pur† also went there.
TEXT 54
TEXT
p•tharera si‰h•sane àh•kura vas•ila
ba‚a eka p•thara p”£àhe avalamba dila
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SYNONYMS
p•tharera--of stone; si‰ha-•sane--on a throne; àh•kura--the Deity; vas•ila-installed; ba‚a--big; eka--one; p•thara--stone; p”£àhe--at the back;
avalamba--support; dila--gave.
TRANSLATION
A big stone was made into a throne, and the Deity was installed upon it.
Another big stone was placed behind the Deity for support.
TEXT 55
TEXT
gr•mera br•hma‹a saba nava ghaàa la‘•
govinda-ku‹‚era jala •nila ch•ni‘•
SYNONYMS
gr•mera--of the village; br•hma‹a--br•hma‹a priests; saba--all; nava--nine;
ghaàa--waterpots; la‘•--bringing; govinda-ku‹‚era--of the lake known as
Govinda-ku‹‚a; jala--the water; •nila--brought; ch•ni‘•--filtering.
TRANSLATION
All the br•hma‹a priests of the village gathered together with nine
waterpots, and water from Govinda-ku‹‚a lake was brought there and filtered.
TEXT 56
TEXT
nava ¤ata-ghaàa jala kaila upan†ta
n•n• v•dya-bher† b•je, str†-ga‹a g•ya g†ta
SYNONYMS
nava--nine; ¤ata-ghaàa--hundreds of waterpots; jala--water; kaila--made;
upan†ta--brought; n•n•--various; v•dya--musical sounds; bher†--bugles; b•je-vibrate; str†-ga‹a--all the women; g•ya--chant; g†ta--various songs.
TRANSLATION
When the Deity was being installed, nine hundred pots of water were brought
from Govinda-ku‹‚a. There were musical sounds of bugles and drums and the
singing of women.
TEXT 57
TEXT
keha g•ya, keha n•ce, mahotsava haila
dadhi, dugdha, gh”ta •ila gr•me yata chila
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SYNONYMS
keha g•ya--some sing; keha n•ce--some dance; mahotsava haila--there was a
festival; dadhi--yogurt; dugdha--milk; gh”ta--clarified butter; •ila--was
brought; gr•me--in the village; yata--as much; chila--as there was.
TRANSLATION
During the festival at the installation ceremony, some people sang and some
danced. All the milk, yogurt and clarified butter in the village was brought
to the festival.
TEXT 58
TEXT
bhoga-s•magr† •ila sande¤•di yata
n•n• upah•ra, t•h• kahite p•ri kata
SYNONYMS
bhoga-s•magr†--ingredients for eatables to be offered; •ila--brought in;
sande¤a-•di--sweetmeats; yata--all kinds of; n•n•--various; upah•ra-presentations; t•h•--that; kahite--to say; p•ri--I am able; kata--how much.
TRANSLATION
Various foods and sweetmeats, as well as other kinds of presentations, were
brought there. I am unable to describe all these.
TEXT 59
TEXT
tulas† •di, pu£pa, vastra •ila aneka
•pane m•dhava-pur† kaila abhi£eka
SYNONYMS
tulas†--tulas† leaves; •di--and others; pu£pa--flowers; vastra--garments;
•ila--arrived; aneka--in great quantity; •pane--personally; m•dhava-pur†--¥r†
M•dhavendra Pur†; kaila--executed; abhi£eka--the bathing of the Deity at the
beginning of the installation ceremony.
TRANSLATION
The villagers brought a large quantity of tulas† leaves, flowers, and
various kinds of garments. Then ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur† personally began the
abhi£eka [bathing ceremony].
PURPORT
In the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa (sixth vil•sa, verse 30) it is stated that the
Deity should be bathed in water mixed with yogurt and milk, accompanied by the
sounds of conchshells, bells and other instruments and the chanting of the
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mantra o‰ bhagavate v•sudev•ya nama„, as well as the chanting of the Brahmasa‰hit• verses beginning cint•ma‹i-prakara-sadmasu kalpa-v”k£a-lak£•v”te£u
surabh†r abhip•layantam.
TEXT 60
TEXT
ama•gal• dãra kari' kar•ila sn•na
bahu taila diy• kaila ¤r†-a•ga cikka‹a
SYNONYMS
ama•gal•--all inauspiciousness; dãra kari'--driving away; kar•ila--caused;
sn•na--bathing; bahu--a great quantity; taila--oil; diy•--applying; kaila-made; ¤r†-a•ga--the body; cikka‹a--glossy.
TRANSLATION
After all inauspicious things were driven away by the chanting of the
mantra, the Deity's bathing ceremony started. First the Deity was massaged
with a large quantity of oil, so that His body became very glossy.
TEXT 61
TEXT
pa‘ca-gavya, pa‘c•m”te sn•na kar•‘•
mah•-sn•na kar•ila ¤ata ghaàa di‘•
SYNONYMS
pa‘ca-gavya--in five kinds of products from the cow; pa‘ca-am”te--in a
preparation made with five palatable foods; sn•na--bath; kar•‘•--finishing;
mah•-sn•na--a vast bath with ghee and water; kar•ila--performed; ¤ata--one
hundred; ghaàa--waterpots; di‘•--with.
TRANSLATION
After the first bathing, further bathings were conducted with pa‘ca-gavya
and then with pa‘c•m”ta. Then the mah•-sn•na was performed with ghee and
water, which had been brought in one hundred pots.
PURPORT
The ingredients of pa‘ca-gavya are milk, yogurt, ghee (clarified butter),
cow urine and cow dung. All these items come from the cow; therefore we can
just imagine how important the cow is, since its urine and stool are required
for bathing the Deity. The pa‘c•m”ta consists of five kinds of nectar--yogurt,
milk, ghee, honey and sugar. The major portion of this preparation also comes
from the cow. To make it more palatable, sugar and honey are added.
TEXT 62
TEXT
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puna„ taila diya kaila ¤r†-a•ga cikka‹a
¤a•kha-gandhodake kaila sn•na sam•dh•na
SYNONYMS
puna„--again; taila diy•--with oil; kaila--made; ¤r†-a•ga--the body of the
Deity; cikka‹a--shiny; ¤a•kha-gandha-udake--in water scented with flowers and
sandalwood pulp and kept within a conchshell; kaila--did; sn•na--bath;
sam•dh•na--execution.
TRANSLATION
After the mah•-sn•na was finished, the Deity was again massaged with
scented oil and His body made glossy. Then the last bathing ceremony was
performed with scented water kept within a conchshell.
PURPORT
In his commentary on this occasion, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura
quotes from the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa. Barley powder, wheat powder, vermilion
powder, urad d•l powder and another powder preparation called •v•à• (made by
mixing banana powder and ground rice) are applied to the Deity's body with a
brush made from the hair at the end of a cow's tail. This produces a nice
finish. The oil smeared over the body of the Deity should be scented. To
perform the mah•-sn•na, at least two and a half m•nas (about twenty-four
gallons) of water are needed to pour over the body of the Deity.
TEXT 63
TEXT
¤r†-a•ga m•rjana kari' vastra par•ila
candana, tulas†, pu£pa-m•l• a•ge dila
SYNONYMS
¤r†-a•ga--the transcendental body of the Deity; m•rjana kari'--cleansing;
vastra--garments; par•ila--were put on; candana--sandalwood pulp; tulas†-tulas† leaves; pu£pa-m•l•--garlands of flowers; a•ge--on the body; dila--were
placed.
TRANSLATION
After the body of the Deity was cleansed, He was dressed very nicely with
new garments. Then sandalwood pulp, tulas† garlands and other fragrant flower
garlands were placed upon the body of the Deity.
TEXT 64
TEXT
dhãpa, d†pa, kari' n•n• bhoga l•g•ila
dadhi-dugdha-sande¤•di yata kichu •ila
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SYNONYMS
dhãpa--incense; d†pa--lamp; kari'--burning; n•n•--various; bhoga--foods;
l•g•ila--were offered; dadhi--yogurt; dugdha--milk; sande¤a--sweetmeats; •di-and others; yata--as much as; kichu--some; •ila--received.
TRANSLATION
After the bathing ceremony was finished, incense and lamps were burned and
all kinds of food offered before the Deity. These foods included yogurt, milk
and as many sweetmeats as were received.
TEXT 65
TEXT
suv•sita jala nava-p•tre samarpila
•camana diy• se t•mbãla nivedila
SYNONYMS
suv•sita jala--scented water; nava-p•tre--in new pots; samarpila--were
offered; •camana diy•--when offering •camana (water for washing the feet and
mouth); se--he; t•mbãla--pan and spices; nivedila--offered.
TRANSLATION
The Deity was first offered many varieties of food, then scented drinking
water in new pots, and then water for washing the mouth. Finally pan mixed
with a variety of spices was offered.
TEXT 66
TEXT
•r•trika kari' kaila bahuta stavana
da‹‚avat kari' kaila •tma-samarpa‹a
SYNONYMS
•r•trika--the performance of •r•trika; kari'--finishing; kaila--chanted;
bahuta--varieties; stavana--of prayers; da‹‚avat--obeisances; kari'--offering;
kaila--did; •tma-samarpa‹a--self-surrender.
TRANSLATION
After the last offering of t•mbãla and pan, bhoga-•r•trika was performed.
Finally everyone offered various prayers and then obeisances, falling flat
before the Deity in full surrender.
TEXT 67
TEXT
gr•mera yateka ta‹‚ula, d•li godhãma-cãr‹a
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sakala •niy• dila parvata haila pãr‹a
SYNONYMS
gr•mera--of the village; yateka--all; ta‹‚ula--the rice; d•li--d•l;
godhãma-cãr‹a--wheat flour; sakala--all; •niy•--bringing; dila--offered;
parvata--the top of the hill; haila--became; pãr‹a--filled.
TRANSLATION
As soon as the people of the village had understood that the Deity was
going to be installed, they had brought their entire stocks of rice, d•l and
wheat flour. They brought such large quantities that the entire surface of the
top of the hill was filled.
TEXT 68
TEXT
kumbhak•ra ghare chila ye m”d-bh•jana
saba •n•ila pr•te, ca‚ila randhana
SYNONYMS
kumbhak•ra--of the potters of the village; ghare--in the houses; chila-there was; ye--whatever; m”d-bh•jana--clay pots; saba--all; •n•ila--brought;
pr•te--in the morning; ca‚ila--started; randhana--cooking.
TRANSLATION
When the villagers brought their stock of rice, d•l and flour, the potters
of the village brought all kinds of cooking pots, and in the morning the
cooking began.
TEXT 69
TEXT
da¤a-vipra anna r•ndhi' kare eka stãpa
jan•-p••ca r•ndhe vya‘jan•di n•n• sãpa
SYNONYMS
da¤a-vipra--ten br•hma‹as; anna--food grains; r•ndhi'--cooking; kare--do;
eka stãpa--in one stack; jan•-p••ca--five br•hma‹as; r•ndhe--cook; vya‘jana•di--vegetables; n•n•--various; sãpa--liquid.
TRANSLATION
Ten br•hma‹as cooked the food grains, and five br•hma‹as cooked both dry
and liquid vegetables.
TEXT 70
TEXT
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vanya ¤•ka-phala-mãle vividha vya‘jana
keha ba‚•-ba‚i-ka‚i kare vipra-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
vanya ¤•ka--spinach of the forest; phala--fruits; mãle--with roots;
vividha--varieties; vya‘jana--vegetables; keha--someone; ba‚•-ba‚i--ba‚• and
ba‚i; ka‚i--from the pulp of d•l; kare--made; vipra-ga‹a--all the br•hma‹as.
TRANSLATION
The vegetable preparations were made from various kinds of spinach, roots
and fruits collected from the forest, and someone had made ba‚• and ba‚i by
mashing d•l. In this way the br•hma‹as prepared all kinds of food.
TEXT 71
TEXT
jan• p••ca-s•ta ruài kare r•¤i-r•¤i
anna-vya‘jana saba rahe gh”te bh•si'
SYNONYMS
jan• p••ca-s•ta--five to seven men; ruài--chapatis; kare--make; r•¤i-r•¤i-in great quantity; anna-vya‘jana--food grains and vegetables; saba--all; rahe-remained; gh”te--in ghee; bh•si'--overflooding.
TRANSLATION
Five to seven men had prepared a huge quantity of chapatis, which were
sufficiently covered with ghee [clarified butter], as were all the vegetables,
rice and d•l.
TEXT 72
TEXT
nava-vastra p•ti' t•he pal•¤era p•ta
r•ndhi' r•ndhi' t•ra upara r•¤i kaila bh•ta
SYNONYMS
nava-vastra--new cloth; p•ti'--spreading; t•he--on that; pal•¤era p•ta--the
leaves of pal•¤a; r•ndhi' r•ndhi'--cooking and cooking; t•ra upara--on that;
r•¤i--stacked; kaila--made; bh•ta--rice.
TRANSLATION
All the cooked rice was stacked on pal•¤a leaves, which were on new cloths
spread over the ground.
TEXT 73
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TEXT
t•ra p•¤e ruài-r•¤ira parvata ha-ila
sãpa-•di-vya‘jana-bh•‹‚a caudike dharila
SYNONYMS
t•ra p•¤e--around the stack of rice; ruài--of chapatis; r•¤ira--of stacks;
parvata--another small hill; ha-ila--became; sãpa-•di--of all liquid
vegetables; vya‘jana--and of all other vegetables; bh•‹‚a--pots; caudike--all
around; dharila--were placed.
TRANSLATION
Around the stack of cooked rice were stacks of chapatis, and all the
vegetables and liquid vegetable preparations were placed in different pots and
put around them.
TEXT 74
TEXT
t•ra p•¤e dadhi, dugdha, m•àh•, ¤ikhari‹†
p•yasa, mathan†, sara p•¤e dhari •ni'
SYNONYMS
t•ra p•¤e--by the side of the vegetables; dadhi--yogurt; dugdha--milk;
m•àh•--buttermilk; ¤ikhari‹†--a sweet preparation made with yogurt; p•yasa-sweet rice; mathan†--cream; sara--solid cream collected over yogurt; p•¤e--by
the side; dhari--keeping; •ni'--bringing.
TRANSLATION
Pots of yogurt, milk, buttermilk and ¤ikhari‹†, sweet rice, cream and solid
cream were placed alongside the vegetables.
PURPORT
In this kind of ceremony, which is called Annakãàa, cooked rice is stacked
like a small mountain for pras•da distribution.
TEXT 75
TEXT
hena-mate anna-kãàa karila s•jana
pur†-gos•‘i gop•lere kaila samarpa‹a
SYNONYMS
hena-mate--in this way; anna-kãàa--of the Annakãàa ceremony; karila--did;
s•jana--performance; pur†-gos•‘i--M•dhavendra Pur†; gop•lere--unto the Gop•la
Deity; kaila--did; samarpa‹a--offering.
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TRANSLATION
In this way the Annakãàa ceremony was performed, and M•dhavendra Pur†
Gosv•m† personally offered everything to Gop•la.
TEXT 76
TEXT
aneka ghaàa bhari' dila suv•sita jala
bahu-dinera k£udh•ya gop•la kh•ila sakala
SYNONYMS
aneka ghaàa--many waterpots; bhari'--filled; dila--offered; suv•sita-scented; jala--water; bahu-dinera--of many days; k£udh•ya--by hunger; gop•la-Gop•la; kh•ila--ate; sakala--everything.
TRANSLATION
Many waterpots were filled with scented water for drinking, and Lord Sri
Gop•la, who had been hungry for many days, ate everything offered to Him.
TEXT 77
TEXT
yadyapi gop•la saba anna-vya‘jana kh•ila
t••ra hasta-spar¤e puna„ temani ha-ila
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; gop•la--Lord Gop•la; saba--all; anna-vya‘jana--d•l, rice
and vegetables; kh•ila--ate; t••ra--His; hasta--of the hands; spar¤e--by the
touch; puna„--again; temani--exactly as before; ha-ila--became.
TRANSLATION
Although ¥r† Gop•la ate everything offered, still, by the touch of His
transcendental hand, everything remained as before.
PURPORT
The atheists cannot understand how the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
appearing in the form of the Deity, can eat all the food offered by His
devotees. In the Bhagavad-g†t• (9.26) K”£‹a says:
patra‰ pu£pa‰ phala‰
toya‰ yo me bhakty• prayacchati
tad aha‰ bhakty-upah”tam
a¤n•mi prayat•tmana„
"If one offers Me with love and devotion a leaf, a flower, a fruit or
water, I will accept it." (Bg. 9.26) The Lord is pãr‹a, complete, and
therefore He eats everything offered by His devotees. However, by the touch of
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His transcendental hand, all the food remains exactly as before. It is the
quality that is changed. Before the food was offered, it was something else,
but after it is offered the food acquires a transcendental quality. Because
the Lord is pãr‹a, He remains the same even after eating. Pãr‹asya pãr‹am
•d•ya pãr‹am ev•va¤i£yate. The food offered to K”£‹a is qualitatively as good
as K”£‹a; just as K”£‹a is avyaya, indestructible, the food eaten by K”£‹a,
being identical with Him, remains as before.
Apart from this, K”£‹a can eat the food with any one of His transcendental
senses. He can eat by seeing the food or by touching it. Nor should one think
that it is necessary for K”£‹a to eat. He does not become hungry like an
ordinary human being; nonetheless, He presents Himself as being hungry, and as
such, He can eat everything and anything, regardless of quantity. The
philosophy underlying K”£‹a's eating is understandable by our transcendental
senses. When our senses are purified by constantly being engaged in the
devotional service of the Lord, we can understand K”£‹a's activities, names,
forms, qualities, pastimes and entourage.
ata„ ¤r†-k”£‹a-n•m•di
na bhaved gr•hyam indriyai„
sevonmukhe hi jihv•dau
svayam eva sphuraty ada„
"No one can understand K”£‹a by the blunt material senses. But He reveals
Himself to the devotees, being pleased with them for their transcendental
loving service unto Him." (Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu 1.2.234) The devotees
understand K”£‹a through revelation. It is not possible for a mundane scholar
to understand K”£‹a and His pastimes through research work on the
nondevotional platform.
TEXT 78
TEXT
ih• anubhava kaila m•dhava gos•‘i
t••ra àh•‘i gop•lera luk•na kichu n•i
SYNONYMS
ih•--this; anubhava kaila--perceived; m•dhava gos•‘i--M•dhavendra Pur†
Gosv•m†; t••ra àh•‘i--before him; gop•lera--of Lord Gop•la; luk•na--secret;
kichu--anything; n•i--there is not.
TRANSLATION
How Gop•la ate everything while the food remained the same was
transcendentally perceived by M•dhavendra Pur† Gosv•m†; nothing remains a
secret to the devotees of the Lord.
TEXT 79
TEXT
eka-dinera udyoge aiche mahotsava kaila
gop•la-prabh•ve haya, anye n• j•nila
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SYNONYMS
eka-dinera udyoge--by one day's attempt; aiche--such; mahotsava--festival;
kaila--performed; gop•la--of Gop•la; prabh•ve--by the potency; haya--is
possible; anye--others; n•--not; j•nila--know.
TRANSLATION
The wonderful festival and installation of ¥r† Gop•laj† was arranged in one
day. Certainly all this was accomplished by the potency of Gop•la. No one but
a devotee can understand this.
PURPORT
The K”£‹a consciousness movement has spread all over the world within a
very short time (within five years), and mundane people are very astonished at
this. However, by the grace of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, we understand
that everything is possible by the grace of K”£‹a. Why does K”£‹a have to take
five years? In five days He can spread His name and fame all over the world
like wildfire. Those who have faith in and devotion to K”£‹a can understand
that these things happen so wonderfully by the grace of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. We are simply the instruments. In the fierce Battle of Kuruk£etra,
Arjuna was victorious within eighteen days simply because K”£‹a's grace was on
his side.
yatra yoge¤vara„ k”£‹o
yatra p•rtho dhanur-dhara„
tatra ¤r†r vijayo bhãtir
dhruv• n†tir matir mama
"Wherever there is K”£‹a, the master of all mystics, and wherever there is
Arjuna, the supreme archer, there will also certainly be opulence, victory,
extraordinary power and morality. That is my opinion." (Bg. 18.78)
If the preachers in our K”£‹a consciousness movement are sincere devotees
of K”£‹a, K”£‹a will always be with them because He is very kind and favorable
to all His devotees. Just as Arjuna and K”£‹a were victorious in the Battle of
Kuruk£etra, this K”£‹a consciousness movement will surely emerge victorious if
we but remain sincere devotees of the Lord and serve the Lord according to the
advice of predecessors (the six Gosv•m†s and other devotees of the Lord). As
Narottama d•sa áh•kura has stated: t••dera cara‹a sevi bhakta-sane v•sa,
janame janame haya ei abhil•£a. The K”£‹a consciousness devotees must always
desire to remain in the society of devotees. Bhakta-sane v•sa: they cannot go
outside the K”£‹a conscious society or the movement. Within the society we
must try to serve the predecessors by preaching Caitanya Mah•prabhu's cult and
spreading His name and fame all over the world. If we attempt this seriously
within the society, it will be successfully done. There is no question of
estimating how this will happen in the mundane sense. But without a doubt, it
happens by the grace of K”£‹a.
TEXT 80
TEXT
•camana diy• dila vi‚aka-sa‘caya
•rati karila loke, kare jaya jaya
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SYNONYMS
•camana--washing water; diy•--offering; dila--gave; vi‚aka-sa‘caya--betel
nuts; •rati karila--•rati was performed; loke--all the people; kare--chant;
jaya jaya--the words jaya jaya, "all glories."
TRANSLATION
M•dhavendra Pur† offered water to Gop•la for washing His mouth, and he gave
Him betel nuts to chew. Then, while •rati was performed, all the people
chanted, "Jaya, Jaya!" ["All glories to Gop•la!"].
TEXT 81
TEXT
¤ayy• kar•ila, nãtana kh•àa •n•‘•
nava vastra •ni' t•ra upare p•tiy•
SYNONYMS
¤ayy•--a bedstead; kar•ila--made; nãtana--new; kh•àa--bedstead; •n•‘•-bringing; nava vastra--new cloth; •ni'--bringing; t•ra--of the cot; upare--on
the top; p•tiy•--spreading.
TRANSLATION
Arranging for the Lord's rest, ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur† brought a new cot, and
over this he spread a new bedspread and thus made the bed ready.
TEXT 82
TEXT
t”‹a-à•ài diy• c•ri-dik •varila
uparete eka à•ài diy• •cch•dila
SYNONYMS
t”‹a-à•ài--straw mattress; diy•--with; c•ri-dik--all around; •varila-covered; uparete--on top; eka--one; à•ài--similar straw mattress; diy•--with;
•cch•dila--covered.
TRANSLATION
A temporary temple was constructed by covering the bed all around with a
straw mattress. Thus there was a bed and a straw mattress to cover it.
TEXT 83
TEXT
pur†-gos•‘i •j‘• dila sakala br•hma‹e
•-b•la-v”ddha gr•mera loka kar•ha bhojane
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SYNONYMS
pur†-gos•‘i--M•dhavendra Pur†; •j‘•--order; dila--gave; sakala br•hma‹e--to
all the br•hma‹as; •-b•la-v”ddha--beginning from the children up to the old
persons; gr•mera--of the village; loka--the people; kar•ha--make; bhojane-take pras•da.
TRANSLATION
After the Lord was laid down to rest on the bed, M•dhavendra Pur† gathered
all the br•hma‹as who had prepared the pras•da and said to them, "Now feed
everyone sumptuously, from the children on up to the aged!"
TEXT 84
TEXT
sabe vasi' krame krame bhojana karila
br•hma‹a-br•hma‹†-ga‹e •ge kh•oy•ila
SYNONYMS
sabe--all; vasi'--sitting; krame krame--by and by; bhojana karila--honored
pras•da and ate it; br•hma‹a-br•hma‹†-ga‹e--the br•hma‹as and their wives;
•ge--first; kh•oy•ila--were fed.
TRANSLATION
All the people gathered there sat down to honor the pras•da, and by and by
they took food. All the br•hma‹as and their wives were fed first.
PURPORT
According to the var‹•¤rama system, the br•hma‹as are always honored first.
Thus at the festival, the br•hma‹as and their wives were first offered the
remnants of food, and then the others (k£atriyas, vai¤yas and ¤ãdras). This
has always been the system, and it is still prevalent in India, even though
the caste br•hma‹as are not qualified. The system is still current due to the
var‹•¤rama institutional rules and regulations.
TEXT 85
TEXT
anya gr•mera loka yata dekhite •ila
gop•la dekhiy• saba pras•da kh•ila
SYNONYMS
anya--other; gr•mera--of the villages; loka--people; yata--all; dekhite--to
see; •ila--came; gop•la--the Lord Gop•la; dekhiy•--seeing; saba--all; pras•da-remnants of food; kh•ila--partook.
TRANSLATION
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Not only did the people of Govardhana village take pras•da, but also those
who came from other villages. They also saw the Deity of Gop•la and were
offered pras•da to eat.
TEXT 86
TEXT
dekhiy• pur†ra prabh•va loke camatk•ra
pãrva annakãàa yena haila s•k£•tk•ra
SYNONYMS
dekhiy•--by seeing; pur†ra--of M•dhavendra Pur†; prabh•va--the influence;
loke--all the people; camatk•ra--struck with wonder; pãrva--formerly; annakãàa--the Annakãàa ceremony during the time of K”£‹a; yena--as if; haila-became; s•k£•tk•ra--directly manifest.
TRANSLATION
Seeing the influence of M•dhavendra Pur†, all the people gathered there
were struck with wonder. They saw that the Annakãàa ceremony, which had been
performed before during the time of K”£‹a, was now taking place again by the
mercy of ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur†.
PURPORT
Formerly, at the end of Dv•para-yuga, all the cowherd men of V”nd•vana had
arranged to worship King Indra, but they gave this worship up, following the
advice of K”£‹a. Instead, they performed a ceremony whereby they worshiped the
cows, br•hma‹as and Govardhana Hill. At that time K”£‹a expanded Himself and
declared, "I am Govardhana Hill." In this way He accepted all the
paraphernalia and food offered to Govardhana Hill. It is stated in ¥r†madBh•gavatam (10.24.26, 31-33):
pacyant•‰ vividh•„ p•k•„
sãp•nt•„ p•yas•daya„
sa‰y•v•-pãpa-¤a£kulya„
sarva-doha¤ ca g”hyat•m
k•l•tman• bhagavat•
¤akra-darpa‰ jigh•‰sat•
prokta‰ ni¤amya nand•dy•„
s•dhv ag”h‹anta tad-vaca„
tath• ca vyadadhu„ sarva‰
yath•ha madhusãdana„
v•cayitv• svasty-ayana‰
tad-dravye‹a giri-dvij•n
upah”tya bal†n sarv•n
•d”t• yavasa‰ gav•m
go-dhan•ni puras-k”tya
giri‰ cakru„ pradak£i‹am
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" 'Prepare very nice foods of all descriptions from the grains and ghee
collected for the yaj‘a. Prepare rice, d•l, then halavah, p•kor•, pur† and all
kinds of milk preparations like sweet rice, sweetballs, sande¤a, rasagull• and
l•‚‚u.'
"The Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, therefore advised the cowherd
men to stop the Indra-yaj‘a and begin the Govardhana-pãj• to chastise Indra,
who was very much puffed up at being the supreme controller of the heavenly
planets. The honest and simple cowherd men, headed by Nanda Mah•r•ja, accepted
K”£‹a's proposal and executed in detail everything He advised. They performed
Govardhana worship and circumambulation of the hill. According to the
instruction of Lord K”£‹a, Nanda Mah•r•ja and the cowherd men called in
learned br•hma‹as and began to worship Govardhana Hill by chanting Vedic hymns
and offering pras•da. The inhabitants of V”nd•vana assembled together,
decorated their cows and gave them grass. Keeping the cows in front, they
began to circumambulate Govardhana Hill."
TEXT 87
TEXT
sakala br•hma‹e pur† vai£‹ava karila
sei sei sev•-madhye sab• niyojila
SYNONYMS
sakala br•hma‹e--all the br•hma‹as who were present there; pur†-M•dhavendra Pur† Gosv•m†; vai£‹ava karila--elevated to the position of
Vai£‹avas; sei sei--under different divisions; sev•-madhye--in rendering
service; sab•--all of them; niyojila--were engaged.
TRANSLATION
All the br•hma‹as present on that occasion were initiated by M•dhavendra
Pur† into the Vai£‹ava cult, and M•dhavendra Pur† engaged them in different
types of service.
PURPORT
In the scriptures it is stated: £aà-karma-nipu‹o vipro mantra-tantravi¤•rada„. A qualified br•hma‹a must be expert in the occupational duties of a
br•hma‹a. His duties are mentioned as six brahminical engagements. Paàhana
means that a br•hma‹a must be conversant with the Vedic scriptures. He must
also be able to teach others to study the Vedic scriptures. This is p•àhana.
He must also be expert in worshiping different deities and in performing the
Vedic rituals (yajana). On account of this yajana, the br•hma‹a, being the
head of society, performs all the Vedic rituals for k£atriyas, vai¤yas, and
¤ãdras. This is called y•jana, assisting others in performing ceremonies. The
remaining two items are d•na and pratigraha. The br•hma‹a accepts all kinds of
contributions (pratigraha) from his followers (namely, the k£atriyas, vai¤yas
and ¤ãdras). But he does not keep all the money. He keeps only as much as
required and gives the balance to others in charity (d•na).
In order for such a qualified br•hma‹a to worship the Deity, he must be a
Vai£‹ava. Thus the Vai£‹ava's position is superior to that of the br•hma‹a.
This example given by M•dhavendra Pur† confirms that even though a br•hma‹a
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may be very expert, he cannot become a priest or servitor of the vi£‹u-mãrti
unless he is initiated in vai£‹ava-mantra. After installing the Deity of
Gop•la, M•dhavendra Pur† initiated all the br•hma‹as into Vai£‹avism. He then
allotted the br•hma‹as different types of service to the Deity. From four in
the morning until ten at night (from ma•gala-•r•trika to ¤ayana-•r•trika),
there must be at least five or six br•hma‹as to take care of the Deity. Six
•r•trikas are performed in the temple, and food is frequently offered to the
Deity and the pras•da distributed. This is the method of worshiping the Deity
according to the rules and regulations set by predecessors. Our samprad•ya
belongs to the disciplic succession of M•dhavendra Pur†, who belonged to the
Madhva-samprad•ya. We are in the disciplic succession of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, who was initiated by ¥r† •¤vara Pur†, a disciple of M•dhavendra
Pur†'s. Our samprad•ya is therefore called the Madhva-Gau‚†ya-samprad•ya. As
such, we must carefully follow in the footsteps of ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur† and
observe how he installed the Gop•la Deity on top of Govardhana Hill, how he
arranged and performed the Annakãàa ceremony in only one day, and so forth.
Our installation of Deities in America and in the wealthy countries of Europe
should be carried out in terms of ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur†'s activities. All the
servitors of the Deity must be strictly qualified as br•hma‹as and,
specifically, must engage in the Vai£‹ava custom of offering as much pras•da
as possible and distributing it to the devotees who visit the temple to see
the Lord.
TEXT 88
TEXT
puna„ dina-¤e£e prabhura kar•ila utth•na
kichu bhoga l•g•ila kar•ila jala-p•na
SYNONYMS
puna„--again; dina-¤e£e--at the end of the day; prabhura--of the Lord;
kar•ila--caused to do; utth•na--rising; kichu--some; bhoga--food; l•g•ila-offered; kar•ila--caused to do; jala--water; p•na--drinking.
TRANSLATION
After taking rest, the Deity must be awakened at the end of the day, and
immediately some food and some water must be offered to Him.
PURPORT
This offering is called vaik•li-bhoga, food offered at the end of the day.
TEXT 89
TEXT
gop•la prakaàa haila,----de¤e ¤abda haila
•¤a-p•¤a gr•mera loka dekhite •ila
SYNONYMS
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gop•la--Lord Gop•la; prakaàa haila--has appeared; de¤e--throughout the
country; ¤abda haila--the news spread; •¤a-p•¤a--neighboring; gr•mera--of the
villages; loka--the people; dekhite •ila--came to see.
TRANSLATION
When it was advertised throughout the country that Lord Gop•la had appeared
atop Govardhana Hill, all the people from neighboring villages came to see the
Deity.
TEXT 90
TEXT
ekeka dina ekeka gr•me la-ila m•gi‘•
anna-kãàa kare sabe hara£ita ha‘•
SYNONYMS
ekeka dina--one day after another; ekeka gr•me--one village after another;
la-ila--took permission; m•gi‘•--begging; anna-kãàa kare--perform the Annakãàa
ceremony; sabe--all; hara£ita--pleased; ha‘•--becoming.
TRANSLATION
One village after another was pleased to beg M•dhavendra Pur† to allot them
one day to perform the Annakãàa ceremony. Thus, day after day, the Annakãàa
ceremony was performed for some time.
TEXT 91
TEXT
r•tri-k•le àh•kurere kar•iy• ¤ayana
pur†-gos•‘i kaila kichu gavya bhojana
SYNONYMS
r•tri-k•le--at night; àh•kurere--the Deity; kar•iy•--causing to do; ¤ayana-lying down for rest; pur†-gos•‘i--M•dhavendra Pur†; kaila--did; kichu--some;
gavya--milk preparation; bhojana--eating.
TRANSLATION
¥r† M•dhavendra Pur† did not eat anything throughout the day, but at night,
after laying the Deity down to rest, he took a milk preparation.
TEXT 92
TEXT
pr•ta„-k•le puna„ taiche karila sevana
anna la‘• eka-gr•mera •ila loka-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
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pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning; puna„--again; taiche--just as before; karila-rendered; sevana--service; anna la‘•--with food grains; eka-gr•mera--of one
village; •ila--came; loka-ga‹a--the people.
TRANSLATION
The next morning, the rendering of service to the Deity began again, and
people from one village arrived with all kinds of food grains.
TEXT 93
TEXT
anna, gh”ta, dadhi, dugdha,----gr•me yata chila
gop•lera •ge loka •niy• dharila
SYNONYMS
anna--food grain; gh”ta--ghee, or clarified butter; dadhi--yogurt; dugdha-milk; gr•me--in the village; yata--as much; chila--as there was; gop•lera •ge-before the Deity Gop•la; loka--all people; •niy•--bringing; dharila--placed.
TRANSLATION
The inhabitants of the village brought to the Deity of Gop•la as much food
grains, ghee, yogurt and milk as they had in their village.
PURPORT
Anna, gh”ta, dadhi and dugdha are food grains, ghee, yogurt and milk.
Actually these are the basis of all food. Vegetables and fruits are
subsidiary. Hundreds and thousands of preparations can be made out of grains,
vegetables, ghee, milk and yogurt. The food offered to Gop•la in the Annakãàa
ceremony contained only these five ingredients. Only demoniac people are
attracted to other types of food, which we will not even mention in this
connection. We should understand that in order to prepare nutritious food, we
require only grains, ghee, yogurt and milk. We cannot offer anything else to
the Deity. The Vai£‹ava, the perfect human being, does not accept anything not
offered to the Deity. People are often frustrated with national food policies,
but from the Vedic scriptures we find that if there are sufficient cows and
grains, the entire food problem is solved. The vai¤yas (people engaged in
agriculture and commerce) are therefore recommended in the Bhagavad-g†t• to
produce grains and give protection to cows. Cows are the most important animal
because they produce the miracle food, milk, from which we can prepare ghee
and yogurt.
The perfection of human civilization depends on K”£‹a consciousness, which
recommends Deity worship. Preparations made from vegetables, grains, milk,
ghee and yogurt are offered to the Deity and then distributed. Here we can see
the difference between the East and the West. The people who came to see the
Deity of Gop•la brought all kinds of food to offer the Deity. They brought all
the food they had in stock, and they came before the Deity not only to accept
pras•da for themselves but to distribute it to others. The K”£‹a consciousness
movement vigorously approves this practice of preparing food, offering it to
the Deity and distributing it to the general population. This activity should
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be extended universally to stop sinful eating habits as well as other behavior
befitting only demons. A demoniac civilization will never bring peace within
the world. Since eating is the first necessity in human society, those engaged
in solving the problems of preparing and distributing food should take lessons
from M•dhavendra Pur† and execute the Annakãàa ceremony. When the people take
to eating only pras•da offered to the Deity, all the demons will be turned
into Vai£‹avas. When the people are K”£‹a conscious, naturally the government
will be so also. A K”£‹a conscious man is always a very liberal well-wisher of
everyone. When such men head the government, the people will certainly be
sinless. They will no longer be disturbing demons. It is then and then only
that a peaceful condition can prevail in society.
TEXT 94
TEXT
pãrva-dina-pr•ya vipra karila randhana
taiche anna-kãàa gop•la karila bhojana
SYNONYMS
pãrva-dina-pr•ya--almost like the previous day; vipra--all the br•hma‹as;
karila--did; randhana--cooking; taiche--similarly; anna-kãàa--heaps of food;
gop•la--the Deity of Lord Gop•la; karila--did; bhojana--eating.
TRANSLATION
The next day, almost like before, there was an Annakãàa ceremony. All the
br•hma‹as prepared foods and Gop•la accepted them.
TEXT 95
TEXT
vraja-v•s† lokera k”£‹e sahaja pir†ti
gop•lera sahaja-pr†ti vraja-v•si-prati
SYNONYMS
vraja-v•s†--the inhabitants of V”nd•vana (Vrajabhãmi); lokera--of the
people; k”£‹e--unto Lord K”£‹a; sahaja--natural; pir†ti--love; gop•lera--of
Lord Gop•la; sahaja--natural; pr†ti--love; vraja-v•si-prati--toward the
inhabitants of Vrajabhãmi.
TRANSLATION
The ideal place to execute K”£‹a consciousness is Vrajabhãmi, or V”nd•vana,
where the people are naturally inclined to love K”£‹a and K”£‹a is naturally
inclined to love them.
PURPORT
In the Bhagavad-g†t• it is said: ye yath• m•‰ prapadyante t•‰s tathaiva
bhaj•my aham. There is a responsive cooperation between the Supreme Lord K”£‹a
and His devotees. The more a devotee sincerely loves K”£‹a, the more K”£‹a
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reciprocates, so much so that a highly advanced devotee can talk with K”£‹a
face to face. K”£‹a confirms this in the Bhagavad-g†t• (10.10):
te£•‰ satata-yukt•n•‰
bhajat•‰ pr†ti-pãrvakam
dad•mi buddhi-yoga‰ ta‰
yena m•m upay•nti te
"To those who are constantly devoted to worshiping Me with love, I give the
understanding by which they can come to Me." The actual mission of human life
is to understand K”£‹a and return home, back to Godhead. Therefore one who is
sincerely engaged in the service of the Lord with love and faith can talk with
K”£‹a and receive instructions by which he can speedily return home, back to
Godhead. Today many scholars defend the science of religion, and they have
some conception of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, but religion without
practical experience of the Supreme Personality of Godhead is no religion at
all. ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam describes this as a form of cheating. Religion means
abiding by the orders of K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. If one is
not qualified to talk with Him and take lessons from Him, how can one
understand the principles of religion? Thus talks of religion or religious
experience without K”£‹a consciousness are a useless waste of time.
TEXT 96
TEXT
mah•-pras•da kh•ila •siy• saba loka
gop•la dekhiy• sab•ra kha‹‚e du„kha-¤oka
SYNONYMS
mah•-pras•da--spiritualized foods offered to K”£‹a; kh•ila--ate; •siy•-coming; saba--all; loka--people; gop•la--the Deity of ¥r† Gop•la; dekhiy•-seeing; sab•ra--of all of them; kha‹‚e--disappears; du„kha-¤oka--all
lamentation and unhappiness.
TRANSLATION
Throngs of people came from different villages to see the Deity of Gop•la,
and they took mah•-pras•da sumptuously. When they saw the superexcellent form
of Lord Gop•la, all their lamentation and unhappiness disappeared.
TEXT 97
TEXT
•¤a-p•¤a vraja-bhãmera yata gr•ma saba
eka eka dina sabe kare mahotsava
SYNONYMS
•¤a-p•¤a--neighboring; vraja-bhãmera--of Vrajabhãmi; yata--all; gr•ma-villages; saba--all; eka eka--one after another; dina--days; sabe--all; kare-perform; mah•-utsava--festivals.
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TRANSLATION
All the villages in neighboring Vrajabhãmi [V”nd•vana] became aware of the
appearance of Gop•la, and all the people from these villages came to see Him.
Day after day they all performed the Annakãàa ceremony.
TEXT 98
TEXT
gop•la-prakaàa ¤uni' n•n• de¤a haite
n•n• dravya la‘• loka l•gila •site
SYNONYMS
gop•la--of the Deity of Gop•la; prakaàa--appearance; ¤uni'--hearing; n•n•-various; de¤a--countries; haite--from; n•n•--various; dravya--things; la‘•-bringing; loka--people; l•gila--began; •site--to come.
TRANSLATION
In this way not only the neighboring villages but all the other provinces
came to know of Gop•la's appearance. Thus people came from all over, bringing
a variety of presentations.
TEXT 99
TEXT
mathur•ra loka saba ba‚a ba‚a dhan†
bhakti kari' n•n• dravya bheàa deya •ni'
SYNONYMS
mathur•ra--of the city of Mathur•; loka--the people; saba--all; ba‚a ba‚a-very big; dhan†--capitalists; bhakti kari'--out of devotion; n•n• dravya-various kinds of things; bheàa--presents; deya--gave; •ni'--bringing.
TRANSLATION
The people of Mathur•, who are very big capitalists, also brought various
presentations and offered them before the Deity in devotional service.
TEXT 100
TEXT
svar‹a, raupya, vastra, gandha, bhak£ya-upah•ra
asa•khya •ise, nitya b•‚ila bh•‹‚•ra
SYNONYMS
svar‹a--gold; raupya--silver; vastra--garments; gandha--scents; bhak£yaupah•ra--presentations for eating; asa•khya--countless; •ise--came; nitya-daiiy; b•‚ila--increased; bh•‹‚•ra--the store.
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TRANSLATION
Thus countless presentations of gold, silver, garments, scented articles
and eatables arrived. The store of Gop•la increased daily.
TEXT 101
TEXT
eka mah•-dhan† k£atriya kar•ila mandira
keha p•ka-bh•‹‚•ra kaila, keha ta' pr•c†ra
SYNONYMS
eka--one; mah•-dhan†--very rich man; k£atriya--of the royal order; kar•ila-constructed; mandira--a temple; keha--someone; p•ka-bh•‹‚•ra--clay pots for
cooking; kaila--made; keha--someone; ta'--certainly; pr•c†ra--the boundary
walls.
TRANSLATION
One very rich k£atriya of the royal order constructed a temple, someone
made cooking utensils, and someone constructed boundary walls.
TEXT 102
TEXT
eka eka vraja-v•s† eka eka g•bh† dila
sahasra sahasra g•bh† gop•lera haila
SYNONYMS
eka eka--each and every; vraja-v•s†--resident of V”nd•vana; eka eka--one;
g•bh†--cow; dila--contributed; sahasra sahasra--thousands and thousands;
g•bh†--cows; gop•lera--of Gop•la; haila--there were.
TRANSLATION
Each and every family residing in the land of Vrajabhãmi contributed one
cow. In this way, thousands of cows became the property of Gop•la.
PURPORT
This is the way to install the Deity, construct the temple and increase the
property of the temple. Everyone should be enthusiastic to contribute to the
construction of the temple for the Deity, and everyone should also contribute
food for the distribution of pras•da. The devotees should preach the gospel of
devotional service and thus engage people in practical service to the Deity.
Wealthy people can also be attracted to take part in these activities. In this
way everyone will become spiritually inclined, and the entire society will be
converted to K”£‹a consciousness. The desire to satisfy the material senses
will automatically diminish, and the senses will become so purified that they
will be able to engage in bhakti (devotional service to the Lord). H”£†ke‹a
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h”£†ke¤a-sevana‰ bhaktir ucyate. By serving the Lord, one's senses are
gradually purified. The engagement of one's purified senses in the service of
Lord H”£†ke¤a is called bhakti. When the dormant propensity for bhakti is
awakened, one can understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead as He is.
Bhakty• m•m abhij•n•ti y•v•n ya¤ c•smi tattvata„. (Bg. 18.55) This is the
process of giving humanity the chance to awaken K”£‹a consciousness. Thus
people can perfect their lives in all respects.
TEXT 103
TEXT
gau‚a ha-ite •il• dui vair•g† br•hma‹a
pur†-gos•‘i r•khila t•re kariy• yatana
SYNONYMS
gau‚a ha-ite--from Bengal; •il•--came; dui--two; vair•g†--of the renounced
order; br•hma‹a--persons born in br•hma‹a families; pur†-gos•‘i--M•dhavendra
Pur†; r•khila--kept; t•re--them; kariy•--making; yatana--all efforts.
TRANSLATION
Eventually two br•hma‹as in the renounced order arrived from Bengal, and
M•dhavendra Pur†, who liked them very much, kept them in V”nd•vana and gave
them all kinds of comforts.
TEXT 104
TEXT
sei dui ¤i£ya kari' sev• samarpila
r•ja-sev• haya,----pur†ra •nanda b•‚ila
SYNONYMS
sei dui--these two persons; ¤i£ya kari'--initiating; sev•--with the
service; samarpila--entrusted; r•ja-sev•--gorgeous performance of service;
haya--is; pur†ra--of M•dhavendra Pur†; •nanda--pleasure; b•‚ila--increased.
TRANSLATION
These two were then initiated by M•dhavendra Pur†, and he entrusted them
with the daily service of the Lord. This service was performed continuously,
and the worship of the Deity became very gorgeous. Thus M•dhavendra Pur† was
very pleased.
PURPORT
The six Gosv•m†s and their followers started many temples, such as the
temples of Govinda, Gop†n•tha, Madana-mohana, R•dh•-D•modara, ¥y•masundara,
R•dh•-rama‹a and Gokul•nanda. The disciples of the Gosv•m†s were entrusted
with the sev•-pãj• (Deity worship) of these temples. It was not that the
disciples were family members of the original Gosv•m†s. All the Gosv•m†s were
in the renounced order of life, and J†va Gosv•m† in particular was a lifelong
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brahmac•r†. At present, sev•itas assume the title of gosv•m† on the basis of
their being engaged as sev•itas of the Deity. The sev•itas who have inherited
their positions now assume proprietorship of the temples, and some of them are
selling the Deities' property as if it were their own. However, the temples
did not originally belong to these sev•itas.
TEXT 105
TEXT
ei-mata vatsara dui karila sevana
eka-dina pur†-gos•‘i dekhila svapana
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; vatsara--years; dui--two; karila--performed; sevana-worship; eka-dina--one day; pur†-gos•‘i--M•dhavendra Pur†; dekhila--saw;
svapana--a dream.
TRANSLATION
In this way the Deity worship in the temple was very gorgeously performed
for two years. Then one day M•dhavendra Pur† had a dream.
TEXT 106
TEXT
gop•la kahe, pur† •m•ra t•pa n•hi y•ya
malayaja-candana lepa', tabe se ju‚•ya
SYNONYMS
gop•la--the Deity of Gop•la; kahe--said; pur†--My dear M•dhavendra Pur†;
•m•ra--My; t•pa--body temperature; n•hi--does not; y•ya--go away; malayajacandana--sandalwood produced in the Malaya Hills; lepa'--smear over the body;
tabe--then; se--that; ju‚•ya--cools.
TRANSLATION
In his dream, M•dhavendra Pur† saw Gop•la, who said, "My bodily temperature
still has not decreased. Please bring sandalwood from the Malaya province and
smear the pulp over My body to cool Me.
PURPORT
The Deity of Gop•la had been buried within the jungle for many years, and
although He was installed and was offered thousands of pots of water, He still
felt very hot. He therefore asked M•dhavendra Pur† to bring sandalwood from
the Malaya province. Sandalwood produced in Malaya is very popular. That
province is situated on the western gh•àa, and the hill N†lagiri is sometimes
known as Malaya Hill. The word malaya-ja is used to indicate the sandalwood
produced in the Malaya province. Sometimes the word Malaya refers to the
modern country of Malaysia. Formerly this country also produced sandalwood,
but now they have found it profitable to produce rubber trees. Although the
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Vedic culture was once prevalent in Malaysia, now all the inhabitants are
Muslims. The Vedic culture is now lost in Malaysia, Java and Indonesia.
TEXT 107
TEXT
malayaja •na, y•‘• n†l•cala haite
anye haite nahe, tumi calaha tvarite
SYNONYMS
malaya-ja--sandalwood; •na--bring; y•‘•--coming; n†l•cala haite--from
Jagann•tha Pur†; anye--others; haite--from; nahe--not; tumi--you; calaha--go;
tvarite--quickly.
TRANSLATION
"Bring sandalwood pulp from Jagann•tha Pur†. Kindly go quickly. Since no
one else can do it, you must."
TEXT 108
TEXT
svapna dekhi' pur†-gos•‘ira haila prem•ve¤a
prabhu-•j‘• p•lib•re gel• pãrva-de¤a
SYNONYMS
svapna dekhi'--after seeing the dream; pur†-gos•‘ira--of M•dhavendra Pur†;
haila--there was; prema-•ve¤a--ecstasy on account of love of God; prabhu-•j‘•-the order of the Lord; p•lib•re--to execute; gel•--started; pãrva-de¤a--for
the eastern countries (Bengal).
TRANSLATION
After having this dream, M•dhavendra Pur† Gosv•m† became very glad due to
ecstasy of love of Godhead, and in order to execute the command of the Lord,
he started east toward Bengal.
TEXT 109
TEXT
sev•ra nirbandha----loka karila sth•pana
•j‘• m•gi' gau‚a-de¤e karila gamana
SYNONYMS
sev•ra nirbandha--the arrangements for executing the daily routine of the
worship of the Lord; loka--the people; karila--did; sth•pana--establish; •j‘•
m•gi'--taking the order; gau‚a-de¤e--toward Bengal; karila--did; gamana-going.
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TRANSLATION
Before leaving, M•dhavendra Pur† made all arrangements for regular Deity
worship, and he engaged different people in various duties. Then, taking up
the order of Gop•la, he started for Bengal.
TEXT 110
TEXT
¤•ntipura •il• advait•c•ryera ghare
pur†ra prema dekhi' •c•rya •nanda antare
SYNONYMS
¤•ntipura--to the place known as ¥•ntipura; •il•--came; advaita-•c•ryera-of ¥r† Advaita šc•rya; ghare--to the home; pur†ra prema--the ecstatic love of
M•dhavendra Pur†; dekhi'--seeing; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; •nanda--pleased;
antare--within Himself.
TRANSLATION
When M•dhavendra Pur† arrived at the house of Advaita šc•rya in ¥•ntipura,
the šc•rya became very pleased upon seeing the ecstatic love of Godhead
manifest in M•dhavendra Pur†.
TEXT 111
TEXT
t••ra àh•‘i mantra laila yatana kari‘•
calil• dak£i‹e pur† t••re d†k£• di‘•
SYNONYMS
t••ra àh•‘i--from him; mantra--initiation; laila--accepted; yatana-efforts; kari‘•--making; calil•--started; dak£i‹e--toward the south; pur†-M•dhavendra Pur†; t••re--to Him (Advaita šc•rya); d†k£•--initiation; di‘•-giving.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya begged to be initiated by M•dhavendra Pur†. After initiating
Him, M•dhavendra Pur† started for South India.
PURPORT
In this connection, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura comments that
Advaita šc•rya took initiation from M•dhavendra Pur†, who was a sanny•s† in
the disciplic succession of the Madhva-samprad•ya. According to ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu:
kib• vipra kib• ny•s† ¤ãdra kene naya,
yei k”£‹a-tattva-vett•, sei 'guru' haya
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"A person may be a br•hma‹a, a sanny•s†, a ¤ãdra or whatever, but if he is
well conversant in the science of K”£‹a, he can become a guru." (Cc. Madhya
8.128) This statement is supported by ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur†. According to the
pa‘car•tra injunction, only a householder br•hma‹a can initiate. Others
cannot. When a person is initiated, it is assumed that he has become a
br•hma‹a; without being initiated by a proper br•hma‹a, one cannot be
converted into a br•hma‹a. In other words, unless one is a br•hma‹a, he cannot
make another a br•hma‹a. A g”hastha-br•hma‹a partaking of the var‹•¤ramadharma institution can secure various types of paraphernalia to worship Lord
Vi£‹u through his honest labor. Actually, people beg to be initiated by these
householder br•hma‹as just to become successful in the var‹•¤rama institution
or to become free from material desires. It is therefore necessary for a
spiritual master in the g”hastha-•¤rama to be a strict Vai£‹ava. A spiritual
master from the sanny•sa order has very little opportunity to perform arcana,
Deity worship, but when one accepts a spiritual master from the transcendental
sanny•s†s, the principle of Deity worship is not at all neglected. To
implement this conclusion, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu gave us His opinion in the
verse kib• vipra kib• ny•s†, etc. This indicates that the Lord understood the
weakness of society in its maintaining that only a g”hastha-br•hma‹a should be
a spiritual master. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu indicated that it does not matter
whether the spiritual master is a g”hastha (householder), a sanny•s† or even a
¤ãdra. A spiritual master simply must be conversant in the essence of the
¤•stra; he must understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Only then can
one become a spiritual master. D†k£• actually means initiating a disciple with
transcendental knowledge by which he becomes freed from all material
contamination.
TEXT 112
TEXT
remu‹•te kaila gop†n•tha dara¤ana
t••ra rãpa dekhi‘• haila vihvala-mana
SYNONYMS
remu‹•te--in the village of Remu‹•; kaila--did; gop†n•tha--the Deity of
Gop†n•tha; dara¤ana--seeing; t••ra--His; rãpa--beauty; dekhi‘•--seeing; haila-became; vihvala--bewildered; mana--mind.
TRANSLATION
Going into South India, ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur† visited Remu‹•, where
Gop†n•tha is situated. Upon seeing the beauty of the Deity, M•dhavendra Pur†
was overwhelmed.
TEXT 113
TEXT
n”tya-g†ta kari' jaga-mohane vasil•
'ky• ky• bhoga l•ge?' br•hma‹e puchil•
SYNONYMS
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n”tya-g†ta kari'--after performing dancing and chanting; jaga-mohane--in
the corridor of the temple; vasil•--he sat down; ky• ky•--what; bhoga--foods;
l•ge--they offer; br•hma‹e--from the br•hma‹a priest; puchil•--inquired.
TRANSLATION
In the corridor of the temple, from which people generally viewed the
Deity, M•dhavendra Pur† chanted and danced. Then he sat down there and asked a
br•hma‹a what kinds of foods they offered to the Deity.
TEXT 114
TEXT
sev•ra sau£àhava dekhi' •nandita mane
uttama bhoga l•ge----eth• bujhi anum•ne
SYNONYMS
sev•ra--of the worship; sau£àhava--excellence; dekhi'--seeing; •nandita-pleased; mane--in the mind; uttama bhoga--first-class foods; l•ge--they offer;
eth•--thus; bujhi--I understand; anum•ne--by deduction.
TRANSLATION
From the excellence of the arrangements, M•dhavendra Pur† understood by
deduction that only the best food was offered.
TEXT 115
TEXT
yaiche ih• bhoga l•ge, sakala-i puchiba
taiche bhiy•ne bhoga gop•le l•g•iba
SYNONYMS
yaiche--just like; ih•--here; bhoga--foods; l•ge--they offer; sakala-i-all; puchiba--I shall inquire; taiche--similarly; bhiy•ne--in the kitchen;
bhoga--foods; gop•le--to ¥r† Gop•la; l•g•iba--I shall arrange.
TRANSLATION
M•dhavendra Pur† thought, "I shall inquire from the priest what foods are
offered to Gop†n•tha so that by making arrangements in our kitchen, we can
offer similar foods to ¥r† Gop•la."
TEXT 116
TEXT
ei l•gi' puchilena br•hma‹era sth•ne
br•hma‹a kahila saba bhoga-vivara‹e
SYNONYMS
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ei l•gi'--for this matter; puchilena--he inquired; br•hma‹era sth•ne--from
the br•hma‹a; br•hma‹a--the priest; kahila--informed; saba--everything; bhoga-foods; vivara‹e--in description.
TRANSLATION
When the br•hma‹a priest was questioned about this matter, he explained in
detail what kinds of food were offered to the Deity of Gop†n•tha.
TEXT 117
TEXT
sandhy•ya bhoga l•ge k£†ra----'am”ta-keli'-n•ma
dv•da¤a m”t-p•tre bhari' am”ta-sam•na
SYNONYMS
sandhy•ya--in the evening; bhoga--foods; l•ge--they offer; k£†ra--sweet
rice; am”ta-keli-n•ma--named am”ta-keli; dv•da¤a--twelve; m”t-p•tre--earthen
pots; bhari'--filling; am”ta-sam•na--just like nectar.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a priest said, "In the evening the Deity is offered sweet rice
in twelve earthen pots. Because the taste is as good as nectar [am”ta], it is
named am”ta-keli.
TEXT 118
TEXT
'gop†n•thera k£†ra' bali' prasiddha n•ma y•ra
p”thiv†te aiche bhoga k•h•• n•hi •ra
SYNONYMS
gop†n•thera k£†ra--the sweet rice offered to Gop†n•tha; bali'--as;
prasiddha--celebrated; n•ma--the name; y•ra--of which; p”thiv†te--throughout
the whole world; aiche--such; bhoga--food; k•h••--anywhere; n•hi--not; •ra-else.
TRANSLATION
"This sweet rice is celebrated throughout the world as gop†n•tha-k£†ra. It
is not offered anywhere else in the world."
TEXT 119
TEXT
hena-k•le sei bhoga àh•kure l•gila
¤uni' pur†-gos•‘i kichu mane vic•rila
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SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--at this time; sei bhoga--that wonderful food; àh•kure--in front
of the Deity; l•gila--was placed; ¤uni'--hearing; pur†-gos•‘i--M•dhavendra
Pur†; kichu--something; mane--within the mind; vic•rila--considered.
TRANSLATION
While M•dhavendra Pur† was talking with the br•hma‹a priest, the sweet rice
was placed before the Deity as an offering. Hearing this, M•dhavendra Pur†
thought as follows.
TEXT 120
TEXT
ay•cita k£†ra pras•da alpa yadi p•i
sv•da j•ni' taiche k£†ra gop•le l•g•i
SYNONYMS
ay•cita--without asking; k£†ra--sweet rice; pras•da--remnants of food;
alpa--a little; yadi--if; p•i--I get; sv•da--the taste; j•ni'--knowing;
taiche--similar; k£†ra--sweet rice; gop•le--to my Gop•la; l•g•i--I can offer.
TRANSLATION
"If, without my asking, a little sweet rice is given to me, I can then
taste it and make a similar preparation to offer my Lord Gop•la."
TEXT 121
TEXT
ei icch•ya lajj• p•‘• vi£‹u-smara‹a kaila
hena-k•le bhoga sari' •rati b•jila
SYNONYMS
ei icch•ya--by this desire; lajj•--shame; p•‘•--getting; vi£‹u-smara‹a-remembrance of Lord Vi£‹u; kaila--did; hena-k•le--at that time; bhoga--the
food; sari'--being finished; •rati--the •rati ceremony; b•jila--was sounded.
TRANSLATION
M•dhavendra Pur† became greatly ashamed when he desired to taste the sweet
rice, and he immediately began to think of Lord Vi£‹u. While he was thus
thinking of Lord Vi£‹u, the offering was completed, and the •rati ceremony
began.
TEXT 122
TEXT
•rati dekhiy• pur† kaila namask•ra
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b•hire •il•, k•re kichu n• kahila •ra
SYNONYMS
•rati dekhiy•--after seeing the •rati; pur†--M•dhavendra Pur†; kaila-offered; namask•ra--obeisances; b•hire •il•--he went out; k•re--to anyone;
kichu--anything; n•--not; kahila--say; •ra--more.
TRANSLATION
After the •rati was finished, M•dhavendra Pur† offered his obeisances to
the Deity and then left the temple. He did not say anything more to anyone.
TEXT 123
TEXT
ay•cita-v”tti pur†----virakta, ud•sa
ay•cita p•ile kh•'na, nahe upav•sa
SYNONYMS
ay•cita-v”tti--accustomed to avoid begging; pur†--M•dhavendra Pur†;
virakta--unattached; ud•sa--indifferent; ay•cita--without begging; p•ile--if
getting; kh•'na--he eats; nahe--if not; upav•sa--fasting.
TRANSLATION
M•dhavendra Pur† avoided begging. He was completely unattached and
indifferent to material things. If, without his begging, someone offered him
some food, he would eat; otherwise he would fast.
PURPORT
This is the paramaha‰sa stage, the highest stage for a sanny•s†. A sanny•s†
can beg from door to door just to collect food, but a paramaha‰sa who has
taken ay•cita-v”tti, or •jagara-v”tti, does not ask anyone for food. If
someone offers him food voluntarily, he eats. Ay•cita-v”tti means being
accustomed to refrain from begging, and •jagara-v”tti indicates one who is
compared to a python, the big snake that makes no effort to acquire food but
rather allows food to come automatically within its mouth. In other words, a
paramaha‰sa simply engages exclusively in the service of the Lord without
caring even for eating or sleeping. It was stated about the six Gosv•m†s:
nidr•h•ra-vih•rak•di-vijitau. In the paramaha‰sa stage one conquers the desire
for sleep, food and sense gratification. One remains a humble, meek mendicant
engaged in the service of the Lord day and night. M•dhavendra Pur† had
attained this paramaha‰sa stage.
TEXT 124
TEXT
prem•m”te t”pta, k£udh•-t”£‹• n•hi b•dhe
k£†ra-icch• haila, t•he m•ne apar•dhe
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SYNONYMS
prema-am”te t”pta--being satisfied only in the loving service of the Lord;
k£udh•-t”£‹•--hunger and thirst; n•hi--not; b•dhe--impede; k£†ra--for sweet
rice; icch•--the desire; haila--became; t•he--for that reason; m•ne--he
considers; apar•dhe--offense.
TRANSLATION
A paramaha‰sa like M•dhavendra Pur† is always satisfied in the loving
service of the Lord. Material hunger and thirst cannot impede his activities.
When he desired to taste a little sweet rice offered to the Deity, he
considered that he had committed an offense by desiring to eat what was being
offered to the Deity.
PURPORT
It is advisable that food being offered to the Deity be covered when taken
from the kitchen to the Deity room. In that way, others may not see it. Those
who are not accustomed to following the advanced regulative devotional
principles may desire to eat the food, and that is an offense. Therefore no
one should be given a chance to even see it. However, when it is brought
before the Deity, it must be uncovered. Seeing the food uncovered before the
Deity, M•dhavendra Pur† desired to taste a little of it so that he could
prepare a similar sweet rice for his Gop•la. M•dhavendra Pur† was so strict,
however, that he considered this to be an offense. Consequently he left the
temple without saying anything to anyone. The paramaha‰sa is therefore called
vijita-£a‚-gu‹a. He must conquer the six material qualities--k•ma, krodha,
lobha, moha, matsarya and k£udh•-t”£‹• (lust, anger, greed, illusion,
enviousness and hunger and thirst).
TEXT 125
TEXT
gr•mera ¤ãnya-h•àe vasi' karena k†rtana
eth• pãj•r† kar•ila àh•kure ¤ayana
SYNONYMS
gr•mera--of the village; ¤ãnya-h•àe--in the vacant marketplace; vasi'-sitting down; karena--performs; k†rtana--chanting; eth•--in the temple;
pãj•r†--the priest; kar•ila--made; àh•kure--the Deity; ¤ayana--lying down.
TRANSLATION
M•dhavendra Pur† left the temple and sat down in the village marketplace,
which was vacant. Sitting there, he began to chant. In the meantime, the
temple priest laid the Deity down to rest.
PURPORT
Although M•dhavendra Pur† was not interested in eating and sleeping, his
interest in chanting the mah•-mantra was as acute as if he were an aspiring
transcendentalist rather than a paramaha‰sa. This means that even in the
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paramaha‰sa stage, one cannot give up chanting. Harid•sa áh•kura and the
Gosv•m†s were all engaged in chanting a fixed number of rounds; therefore
chanting on beads is very important for everyone, even though one may become a
paramaha‰sa. This chanting can be executed anywhere, either inside or outside
the temple. M•dhavendra Pur† even sat down in a vacant marketplace to perform
his chanting. As stated by ¥r†niv•sa šc•rya in his prayers to the Gosv•m†s:
n•ma-g•na-natibhi„. A paramaha‰sa devotee is always engaged in chanting and
rendering loving service to the Lord. Chanting the Lord's holy names and
engaging in His service are identical. As stated in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(7.5.23), there are nine kinds of devotional service: hearing (¤rava‹am),
chanting (k†rtanam), remembering (vi£‹o„ smara‹am), serving (p•da-sevanam),
worship of the Deity (arcanam), praying (vandanam), carrying out orders
(d•syam), serving Him as a friend (sakhyam) and sacrificing everything for the
Lord (•tma-nivedanam). Although each process appears distinct, when one is
situated on the absolute platform he can see that they are identical. For
instance, hearing is as good as chanting, and remembering is as good as
chanting or hearing. Similarly, engaging in Deity worship is as good as
chanting, hearing or remembering. The devotee is expected to accept all nine
processes of devotional service, but even if only one process is properly
executed, he can still attain the highest position (paramaha‰sa) and go back
home, back to Godhead.
TEXT 126
TEXT
nija k”tya kari' pãj•r† karila ¤ayana
svapane àh•kura •si' balil• vacana
SYNONYMS
nija k”tya--his own duty; kari'--finishing; pãj•r†--the br•hma‹a priest in
the temple; karila--took; ¤ayana--rest; svapane--in a dream; àh•kura--the
Deity; •si'--coming there; balil•--said; vacana--the words.
TRANSLATION
Finishing his daily duties, the priest went to take rest. In a dream he saw
the Gop†n•tha Deity come to talk to him, and He spoke as follows.
TEXT 127
TEXT
uàhaha, pãj•r†, kara dv•ra vimocana
k£†ra eka r•khiy•chi sanny•si-k•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
uàhaha--please get up; pãj•r†--O priest; kara--just do; dv•ra--the door;
vimocana--opening; k£†ra--sweet rice; eka--one pot; r•khiy•chi--I have kept;
sanny•si--of the mendicant, M•dhavendra Pur†; k•ra‹a--for the reason.
TRANSLATION
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"O priest, please get up and open the door of the temple. I have kept one
pot of sweet rice for the sanny•s† M•dhavendra Pur†.
TEXT 128
TEXT
dha‚•ra a‘cale ‚h•k• eka k£†ra haya
tomar• n• j•nil• t•h• •m•ra m•y•ya
SYNONYMS
dha‚•ra--of the cloth curtain; a‘cale--by the skirt; ‚h•k•--covered; eka-one; k£†ra--pot of sweet rice; haya--there is; tomar•--you; n•--not; j•nil•-knew; t•h•--that; •m•ra--of Me; m•y•ya--by the trick.
TRANSLATION
"This pot of sweet rice is just behind My cloth curtain. You did not see it
because of My tricks.
TEXT 129
TEXT
m•dhava-pur† sanny•s† •che h•àete vasi‘•
t•h•ke ta' ei k£†ra ¤†ghra deha la‘•
SYNONYMS
m•dhava-pur†--of the name M•dhavendra Pur†; sanny•s†--a mendicant; •che-there is; h•àete--in the marketplace; vasi‘•--sitting; t•h•ke--to him; ta'-certainly; ei--this; k£†ra--pot of sweet rice; ¤†ghra--very quickly; deha-give; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
"A sanny•s† named M•dhavendra Pur† is sitting in the vacant marketplace.
Please take this pot of sweet rice from behind Me and deliver it to him."
TEXT 130
TEXT
svapna dekhi' pãj•r† uàhi' karil• vic•ra
sn•na kari' kap•àa khuli, mukta kaila dv•ra
SYNONYMS
svapna dekhi'--after seeing the dream; pãj•r†--the priest; uàhi'--getting
up; karil•--made; vic•ra--considerations; sn•na kari'--taking his bath before
entering the Deity room; kap•àa--the door; khuli--opening; mukta--opened;
kaila--made; dv•ra--the doors.
TRANSLATION
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Awaking from the dream, the priest immediately rose from bed and thought it
wise to take a bath before entering the Deity's room. He then opened the
temple door.
TEXT 131
TEXT
dha‚•ra ••cala-tale p•ila sei k£†ra
sth•na lepi' k£†ra la‘• ha-ila b•hira
SYNONYMS
dha‚•ra--of the mantle; ••cala-tale--at the skirt; p•ila--he got; sei-that; k£†ra--pot of sweet rice; sth•na lepi'--mopping that place; k£†ra--the
pot of sweet rice; la‘•--taking; ha-ila--he went; b•hira--out of the temple.
TRANSLATION
According to the Deity's directions, the priest found the pot of sweet rice
behind the cloth curtain. He removed the pot and mopped up the place where it
had been kept. He then went out of the temple.
TEXT 132
TEXT
dv•ra diy• gr•me gel• sei k£†ra la‘•
h•àe h•àe bule m•dhava-pur†ke c•hi‘•
SYNONYMS
dv•ra diy•--closing the door; gr•me--to the village; gel•--went; sei--that;
k£†ra--pot of sweet rice; la‘•--taking; h•àe h•àe--in every stall; bule-walks; m•dhava-pur†ke--to M•dhavendra Pur†; c•hi‘•--calling.
TRANSLATION
Closing the door of the temple, he went to the village with the pot of
sweet rice. He called out in every stall in search of M•dhavendra Pur†.
TEXT 133
TEXT
k£†ra laha ei, y•ra n•ma 'm•dhava-pur†'
tom• l•gi' gop†n•tha k£†ra kaila curi
SYNONYMS
k£†ra laha--take the pot of sweet rice; ei--this; y•ra--whose; n•ma--name;
m•dhava-pur†--M•dhavendra Pur†; tom• l•gi'--for you only; gop†n•tha--the Deity
of Lord Gop†n•tha; k£†ra--the pot of sweet rice; kaila--did; curi--steal.
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TRANSLATION
Holding the pot of sweet rice, the priest called, "Will he whose name is
M•dhavendra Pur† please come and take this pot! Gop†n•tha has stolen this pot
of sweet rice for you!"
PURPORT
The difference between the Absolute Truth and relative truth is explained
here. Lord Gop†n•tha has openly declared herein that He is a thief. He had
stolen the pot of sweet rice, and this was not kept a secret because His act
of stealing is a source of great transcendental bliss. In the material world,
theft is criminal, but in the spiritual world the Lord's stealing is a source
of transcendental bliss. Mundane rascals, who cannot understand the absolute
nature of the Personality of Godhead, sometimes call Lord ¥r† K”£‹a immoral,
but they do not know that His seemingly immoral activities, which are not kept
secret, afford pleasure to the devotees. Not understanding the transcendental
behavior of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, these rascals slur His
character and immediately fall into the category of miscreants (rascals,
lowest among men, demons and those whose knowledge is taken away by the
illusory energy). K”£‹a explains in the Bhagavad-g†t• (7.15):
na m•‰ du£k”tino mã‚h•„
prapadyante nar•dham•„
m•yay•pah”ta-j‘•n•
•sura‰ bh•vam •¤rit•„
"Those miscreants who are grossly foolish, who are lowest among mankind,
whose knowledge is stolen by illusion, and who partake of the atheistic nature
of demons, do not surrender unto Me." (Bg. 7.15)
Mundane rascals cannot understand that whatever K”£‹a does, being absolute
in nature, is all good. This quality of the Lord is explained in ¥r†madBh•gavatam (10.33.29). One may consider certain acts of a supremely powerful
person to be immoral by mundane calculations, but this is not actually the
case. For example, the sun absorbs water from the surface of the earth, but it
does not absorb water only from the sea. It also absorbs water from filthy
sewers and ditches containing urine and other impure substances. The sun is
not polluted by absorbing such water. Rather, the sun makes the filthy place
pure. If a devotee approaches the Supreme Personality of Godhead for an
immoral or improper purpose, he nonetheless becomes purified; the Lord does
not become infected. In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.29.15) it is stated that if one
approaches the Supreme Lord even out of lust, anger or fear (k•ma‰ krodha‰
bhayam), he is purified. The gop†s, being young girls, approached K”£‹a
because He was a beautiful young boy. From the external point of view, they
approached the Lord out of lust, and the Lord danced with them at midnight.
From the mundane point of view, these activities may appear immoral because a
married or unmarried young girl cannot leave home to mix with a young boy and
dance with him. Although this is immoral from the mundane viewpoint, the
activities of the gop†s are accepted as the highest form of worship because it
was Lord K”£‹a whom they approached with lusty desires in the dead of night.
But these things cannot be understood by nondevotees. One must understand
K”£‹a in tattva (truth). One should use his common sense and consider that if
simply by chanting K”£‹a's holy name one is purified, how then can the person
K”£‹a be immoral? Unfortunately, mundane fools are accepted as educational
leaders and are offered exalted posts for teaching irreligious principles to
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the general populace. This is explained in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (7.5.31): andh•
yath•ndhair upan†yam•n•„. Blind men are trying to lead other blind men. Due to
the immature understanding of such rascals, common men should not discuss
K”£‹a's pastimes with the gop†s. A nondevotee should not even discuss His
stealing sweet rice for His devotees. It is warned that one should not even
think about these things. Although K”£‹a is the purest of the pure, mundane
people, thinking of K”£‹a's pastimes that appear immoral, themselves become
polluted. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu therefore never publicly discussed K”£‹a's
dealings with the gop†s. He used to discuss these dealings only with three
confidential friends. He never discussed r•sa-l†l• publicly, as the
professional reciters do, although they do not understand K”£‹a or the nature
of the audience. However, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu encouraged the public
chanting of the holy name on a huge scale for as many hours as possible.
TEXT 134
TEXT
k£†ra la‘• sukhe tumi karaha bhak£a‹e
tom•-sama bh•gyav•n n•hi tribhuvane
SYNONYMS
k£†ra la‘•--taking the pot of sweet rice; sukhe--in happiness; tumi--you;
karaha--do; bhak£a‹e--eating; tom•-sama--like you; bh•gyav•n--fortunate; n•hi-there is no one; tri-bhuvane--within the three worlds.
TRANSLATION
The priest continued, "Would the sanny•s† whose name is M•dhavendra Pur†
please come and take this pot of sweet rice and enjoy the pras•da with great
happiness! You are the most fortunate person within these three worlds!"
PURPORT
Here is an example of a personal benediction by K”£‹a's immoral activity.
By Gop†n•tha's stealing for His devotee, the devotee becomes the most
fortunate person within the three words. Thus even the Lord's criminal
activities make His devotee the most fortunate person. How can a mundane
rascal understand the pastimes of K”£‹a and judge whether He is moral or
immoral? Since K”£‹a is the Absolute Truth, there are no mundane distinctions
such as moral and immoral. Whatever He does is good. This is the real meaning
of "God is good." He is good in all circumstances because He is
transcendental, outside the jurisdiction of this material world. Therefore,
K”£‹a can be understood only by those who are already living in the spiritual
world. This is corroborated in the Bhagavad-g†t• (14.26):
m•‰ ca yo 'vyabhic•re‹a
bhakti-yogena sevate
sa gu‹•n samat†tyait•n
brahma-bhãy•ya kalpate
"One who engages in full devotional service, unfailing in all
circumstances, at once transcends the modes of material nature and thus comes
to the level of Brahman."
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One who is engaged in unalloyed devotional service to the Lord is already
situated in the spiritual world (brahma-bhãy•ya kalpate). In all
circumstances, his activities and dealings with K”£‹a are transcendental and
thus not understandable by mundane moralists. It is therefore better not to
discuss such activities among mundane people. It is better to give them the
Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra so that they will be gradually purified and then come
to understand the transcendental activities of K”£‹a.
TEXT 135
TEXT
eta ¤uni' pur†-gos•‘i paricaya dila
k£†ra diy• pãj•r† t••re da‹‚avat haila
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; pur†-gos•‘i--M•dhavendra Pur†; paricaya-introduction; dila--gave; k£†ra diy•--delivering the pot of sweet rice;
pãj•r†--the priest; t••re--to him; da‹‚avat haila--offered obeisances.
TRANSLATION
Hearing this invitation, M•dhavendra Pur† came out and identified himself.
The priest then delivered the pot of sweet rice and offered his obeisances,
falling flat before him.
PURPORT
A br•hma‹a is not supposed to offer his obeisances by falling flat before
anyone because a br•hma‹a is considered to be in the highest caste. However,
when a br•hma‹a sees a devotee, he offers his da‹‚avats. This br•hma‹a priest
did not ask M•dhavendra Pur† whether he was a br•hma‹a, but when he saw that
M•dhavendra Pur† was such a bona fide devotee that K”£‹a would even steal for
him, he immediately understood the position of the saint. As stated by ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu: kib• vipra, kib• ny•s†, ¤ãdra kene naya. yei k”£‹atattva-vett•, sei 'guru' haya. (Cc. Madhya 8.128) Had the br•hma‹a priest been
an ordinary br•hma‹a, Gop†n•tha would not have talked with him in a dream.
Since the Deity spoke to both M•dhavendra Pur† and the br•hma‹a priest in
dreams, practically speaking they were on the same platform. However, because
M•dhavendra Pur† was a senior sanny•s† Vai£‹ava, a paramaha‰sa, the priest
immediately fell flat before him and offered obeisances.
TEXT 136
TEXT
k£†rera v”tt•nta t••re kahila pãj•r†
¤uni' prem•vi£àa haila ¤r†-m•dhava-pur†
SYNONYMS
k£†rera v”tt•nta--all the incidents that took place on account of the pot
of sweet rice; t••re--to M•dhavendra Pur†; kahila--explained; pãj•r†--the
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priest; ¤uni'--hearing; prema-•vi£àa--saturated with love of Godhead; haila-became; ¤r†-m•dhava-pur†--¥r†la M•dhavendra Pur†.
TRANSLATION
When the story about the pot of sweet rice was explained to him in detail,
¥r† M•dhavendra Pur† at once became absorbed in ecstatic love of K”£‹a.
TEXT 137
TEXT
prema dekhi' sevaka kahe ha-iy• vismita
k”£‹a ye i•h•ra va¤a,----haya yathocita
SYNONYMS
prema dekhi'--seeing the ecstatic position of M•dhavendra Pur†; sevaka--the
priest; kahe--said; ha-iy•--being; vismita--struck with wonder; k”£‹a--Lord
K”£‹a; ye--that; i•h•ra--by him; va¤a--obliged; haya--it is; yathocita-befitting.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing the ecstatic loving symptoms manifest in M•dhavendra Pur†, the
priest was struck with wonder. He could understand why K”£‹a had become so
much obliged to him, and he saw that K”£‹a's action was befitting.
PURPORT
A devotee can bring K”£‹a perfectly under his control. This is explained in
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.14.3): ajita jito 'py asi tais tri-loky•m. K”£‹a is
never conquered by anyone, but a devotee can conquer Him through devotional
service. As stated in the Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.33): vede£u durlabham adurlabham
•tma-bhaktau. One cannot understand K”£‹a simply by reading Vedic literature.
Although all Vedic literature is meant for understanding K”£‹a, one cannot
understand K”£‹a without being a lover of K”£‹a. Therefore along with the
reading of Vedic literature (sv•dhy•ya), one must engage in devotional worship
of the Deity (arcana-vidhi). Together these will enhance the devotee's
transcendental understanding of devotional service. ¥rava‹•di ¤uddha-citte
karaye udaya (Cc. Madhya 22.107). Love of Godhead is dormant within everyone's
heart, and if one simply follows the standard process of devotional service,
it is awakened. But foolish mundane people who simply read about K”£‹a
mistakenly think that He is immoral or criminal.
TEXT 138
TEXT
eta bali' namaskari' karil• gamana
•ve¤e karil• pur† se k£†ra bhak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
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eta bali'--saying this; namaskari'--offering obeisances; karil• gamana-returned; •ve¤e--in ecstasy; karil•--did; pur†--Pur† Gos•‘i; se--that; k£†ra-sweet rice; bhak£a‹a--eating.
TRANSLATION
The priest offered his obeisances to M•dhavendra Pur† and returned to the
temple. Then, in ecstasy, M•dhavendra Pur† ate the sweet rice offered to him
by K”£‹a.
TEXT 139
TEXT
p•tra prak£•lana kari' kha‹‚a kha‹‚a kaila
bahir-v•se b•ndhi' sei àhik•ri r•khila
SYNONYMS
p•tra--the pot; prak£•lana kari'--washing; kha‹‚a kha‹‚a--breaking into
pieces; kaila--did; bahir-v•se--in his outer wrapper; b•ndhi'--binding; sei-those; àhik•ri--pieces of pot; r•khila--kept.
TRANSLATION
After this, M•dhavendra Pur† washed the pot and broke it into pieces. He
then bound all the pieces in his outer cloth and kept them nicely.
TEXT 140
TEXT
prati-dina eka-kh•ni karena bhak£a‹a
kh•ile prem•ve¤a haya,----adbhuta kathana
SYNONYMS
prati-dina--every day; eka-kh•ni--one piece; karena--does; bhak£a‹a-eating; kh•ile--by eating; prema-•ve¤a--ecstasy; haya--there is; adbhuta-wonderful; kathana--narrations.
TRANSLATION
Each day, M•dhavendra Pur† would eat one piece of that earthen pot, and
after eating it he would immediately be overwhelmed with ecstasy. These are
wonderful stories.
TEXT 141
TEXT
'àh•kura more k£†ra dila----loka saba ¤uni'
dine loka-bhi‚a habe mora prati£àh• j•ni'
SYNONYMS
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àh•kura--the Lord; more--to me; k£†ra--sweet rice; dila--has given; loka-the people; saba--all; ¤uni'--after hearing; dine--at daytime; loka--of
people; bhi‚a--crowd; habe--there will be; mora--my; prati£àh•--fame; j•ni'-knowing.
TRANSLATION
Having broken the pot and bound the pieces in his cloth, M•dhavendra Pur†
began to think, "The Lord has given me a pot of sweet rice, and when the
people hear of this tomorrow morning, there will be great crowds."
TEXT 142
TEXT
sei bhaye r•tri-¤e£e calil• ¤r†-pur†
sei-kh•ne gop†n•the da‹‚avat kari'
SYNONYMS
sei bhaye--fearing that; r•tri-¤e£e--at the end of the night; calil•--left;
¤r†-pur†--¥r† M•dhavendra Pur†; sei-kh•ne--on that spot; gop†n•the--to Lord
Gop†n•tha; da‹‚avat--obeisances; kari'--doing.
TRANSLATION
Thinking this, ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur† offered his obeisances to Gop†n•tha on
the spot and left Remu‹• before morning.
TEXT 143
TEXT
cali' cali' •il• pur† ¤r†-n†l•cala
jagann•tha dekhi' hail• premete vihvala
SYNONYMS
cali' cali'--walking and walking; •il•--he reached; pur†--Jagann•tha Pur†;
¤r†-n†l•cala--known as N†l•cala; jagann•tha dekhi'--seeing Lord Jagann•tha;
hail•--became; premete--in love; vihvala--overwhelmed.
TRANSLATION
Walking and walking, M•dhavendra Pur† finally reached Jagann•tha Pur†,
which is also known as N†l•cala. There he saw Lord Jagann•tha and was
overwhelmed with loving ecstasy.
TEXT 144
TEXT
prem•ve¤e uàhe, pa‚e, h•se, n•ce, g•ya
jagann•tha-dara¤ane mah•-sukha p•ya
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SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in loving ecstasy; uàhe--sometimes stands; pa‚e--sometimes
falls; h•se--laughs; n•ce--dances; g•ya--sings; jagann•tha dara¤ane--by seeing
Lord Jagann•tha in the temple; mah•-sukha--transcendental happiness; p•ya--he
felt.
TRANSLATION
When M•dhavendra Pur† was overwhelmed in the ecstasy of love of Godhead, he
sometimes stood up and sometimes fell to the ground. Sometimes he laughed,
danced and sang. In this way he enjoyed transcendental bliss by seeing the
Jagann•tha Deity.
TEXT 145
TEXT
'm•dhava-pur† ¤r†p•da •ila',----loke haila khy•ti
saba loka •si' t••re kare bahu bhakti
SYNONYMS
m•dhava-pur†--¥r† M•dhavendra Pur†; ¤r†p•da--sanny•s†; •ila--has come;
loke--among the people; haila--there was; khy•ti--reputation; saba loka--all
people; •si'--coming; t••re--unto him; kare--do; bahu--much; bhakti--devotion.
TRANSLATION
When Madhavendra Puri came to Jagann•tha Pur†, people were aware of his
transcendental reputation. Therefore crowds of people came and offered him all
sorts of respect in devotion.
TEXT 146
TEXT
prati£àh•ra svabh•va ei jagate vidita
ye n• v•‘che, t•ra haya vidh•t•-nirmita
SYNONYMS
prati£àh•ra--of reputation; svabh•va--the nature; ei--this; jagate--in the
world; vidita--known; ye--the person who; n• v•‘che--does not desire it; t•ra-of him; haya--it is; vidh•t•-nirmita--created by providence.
TRANSLATION
Even though one may not like it, reputation, as ordained by providence,
comes to him. Indeed, one's transcendental reputation is known throughout the
entire world.
TEXT 147
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TEXT
prati£àh•ra bhaye pur† gel• pal•‘•
k”£‹a-preme prati£àh• cale sa•ge ga‚•‘•
SYNONYMS
prati£àh•ra bhaye--in fear of reputation; pur†--M•dhavendra Pur†; gel•-went away; pal•‘•--fleeing; k”£‹a-preme--in love of K”£‹a; prati£àh•-reputation; cale--goes; sa•ge--simultaneously; ga‚•‘•--gliding down.
TRANSLATION
Being afraid of his reputation [prati£àh•], M•dhavendra Pur† fled from
Remu‹•. But the reputation brought by love of Godhead is so sublime that it
goes along with the devotee, as if following him.
PURPORT
Almost all the conditioned souls within the material world are envious.
Jealous people generally turn against one who automatically attains some
reputation. This is natural for jealous people. Consequently, when a devotee
is fit to receive worldly reputation, he is envied by many people. This is
quite natural. When a person, out of humility, does not desire fame, people
generally think him quite humble and consequently give him all kinds of fame.
Actually a Vai£‹ava does not hanker after fame or a great reputation.
M•dhavendra Pur†, the king of Vai£‹avas, bore his reputation, but he wanted to
keep himself outside of the vision of the general populace. He wanted to cover
his real identity as a great devotee of the Lord, but when people saw him
overwhelmed in the ecstasy of love of Godhead, they naturally gave credit to
him. Actually a first-class reputation is due M•dhavendra Pur† because he was
a most confidential devotee of the Lord. Sometimes a sahajiy• presents himself
as being void of desires for reputation (prati£àh•) in order to become famous
as a humble man. Such people cannot actually attain the platform of celebrated
Vai£‹avas.
TEXT 148
TEXT
yadyapi udvega haila pal•ite mana
àh•kurera candana-s•dhana ha-ila bandhana
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; udvega--anxiety; haila--there was; pal•ite--to go away;
mana--the mind; àh•kurera--of the Lord; candana--of the sandalwood; s•dhana-the collecting; ha-ila--there was; bandhana--bondage.
TRANSLATION
M•dhavendra Pur† wanted to leave Jagann•tha Pur† because the people were
honoring him as a great devotee; however, this threatened to hinder his
collecting sandalwood for the Gop•la Deity.
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TEXT 149
TEXT
jagann•thera sevaka yata, yateka mah•nta
sab•ke kahila pur† gop•la-v”tt•nta
SYNONYMS
jagann•thera sevaka--the servants of Lord Jagann•tha; yata--all; yateka
mah•nta--all respectable devotees; sab•ke--unto everyone; kahila--told; pur†-M•dhavendra Pur†; gop•la-v”tt•nta--the narration of Gop•la.
TRANSLATION
¥r† M•dhavendra Pur† told all the servants of Lord Jagann•tha and all the
great devotees there the story of the appearance of ¥r† Gop•la.
TEXT 150
TEXT
gop•la candana m•ge,----¤uni' bhakta-ga‹a
•nande candana l•gi' karila yatana
SYNONYMS
gop•la--Lord Gop•la at V”nd•vana; candana--sandalwood; m•ge--wants; ¤uni'-hearing; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; •nande--in great pleasure; candana
l•gi'--for sandalwood; karila--made; yatana--endeavor.
TRANSLATION
When all the devotees at Jagann•tha Pur† heard that the Gop•la Deity wanted
sandalwood, in great pleasure they all endeavored to collect it.
TEXT 151
TEXT
r•ja-p•tra-sane y•ra y•ra paricaya
t•re m•gi' karpãra-candana karil• sa‘caya
SYNONYMS
r•ja-p•tra--government officers; sane--with; y•ra y•ra--whoever; paricaya-had acquaintance; t•re m•gi'--begging them; karpãra-candana--camphor and
sandalwood; karil•--made; sa‘caya--collection.
TRANSLATION
Those who were acquainted with government officers met with them and begged
for camphor and sandalwood, which they collected.
PURPORT
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It appears that malayaja-candana (sandalwood) and camphor were used for the
Jagann•tha Deity. The camphor was used in His •r•trika, and the sandalwood was
used to smear His body. Both these items were under government control;
therefore the devotees had to meet with the government officials. Informing
them of all the details, they attained permission to take the sandalwood and
camphor outside Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 152
TEXT
eka vipra, eka sevaka, candana vahite
pur†-gos•‘ira sa•ge dila sambala-sahite
SYNONYMS
eka vipra--one br•hma‹a; eka sevaka--one servant; candana--the sandalwood;
vahite--to carry; pur†-gos•‘ira--M•dhavendra Pur†; sa•ge--with; dila--gave;
sambala-sahite--with the necessary expenditure.
TRANSLATION
One br•hma‹a and one servant were given to M•dhavendra Pur† just to carry
the sandalwood. He was also given the necessary traveling expenses.
TEXT 153
TEXT
gh•à†-d•n† ch•‚•ite r•ja-p•tra dv•re
r•ja-lekh• kari' dila pur†-gos•‘ira kare
SYNONYMS
gh•à†-d•n†--from the toll collectors; ch•‚•ite--to get release; r•ja-p•tra-papers showing governmental sanction; dv•re--at the gates; r•ja-lekh•-governmental permission; kari'--showing; dila--delivered; pur†-gos•‘ira--of
Pur† Gos•‘i, M•dhavendra Pur†; kare--into the hand.
TRANSLATION
To get past the toll collectors along the way, M•dhavendra Pur† was
supplied with the necessary release papers from government officers. The
papers were placed in his hand.
TEXT 154
TEXT
calila m•dhava-pur† candana la‘•
kata-dine remu‹•te uttarila giy•
SYNONYMS
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calila--proceeded; m•dhava-pur†--M•dhavendra Pur†; candana la‘•--taking the
sandalwood; kata-dine--after some days; remu‹•te--at the same temple of
Remu‹•; uttarila--reached; giy•--going.
TRANSLATION
In this way M•dhavendra Pur† started for V”nd•vana with the burden of
sandalwood, and after some days he again reached the village of Remu‹• and the
Gop†n•tha temple there.
TEXT 155
TEXT
gop†n•tha-cara‹e kaila bahu namask•ra
prem•ve¤e n”tya-g†ta karil• ap•ra
SYNONYMS
gop†n•tha-cara‹e--at the lotus feet of Lord Gop†n•tha; kaila--made; bahu-many; namask•ra--obeisances; prema-•ve¤e--in the ecstasy of love; n”tya-g†ta-dancing and chanting; karil•--performed; ap•ra--unlimitedly.
TRANSLATION
When M•dhavendra Pur† reached the temple of Gop†n•tha, he offered his
respectful obeisances many times at the lotus feet of the Lord. In the ecstasy
of love, he began to dance and sing without cessation.
TEXT 156
TEXT
pur† dekhi' sevaka saba samm•na karila
k£†ra-pras•da diy• t••re bhik£• kar•ila
SYNONYMS
pur† dekhi'--by seeing M•dhavendra Pur†; sevaka--the priest or servant;
saba samm•na--all respects; karila--offered; k£†ra-pras•da--sweet rice
pras•da; diy•--offering; t••re--him; bhik£• kar•ila--made to eat.
TRANSLATION
When the priest of Gop†n•tha saw M•dhavendra Pur† again, he offered all
respects to him and, giving him the sweet rice pras•da, made him eat.
TEXT 157
TEXT
sei r•tre dev•laye karila ¤ayana
¤e£a-r•tri haile pur† dekhila svapana
SYNONYMS
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sei r•tre--on that night; deva-•laye--in the temple; karila--did; ¤ayana-sleeping; ¤e£a-r•tri--at the end of the night; haile--when it was; pur†-M•dhavendra Pur†; dekhila--saw; svapana--a dream.
TRANSLATION
M•dhavendra Pur† took rest that night in the temple, but toward the end of
the night he had another dream.
TEXT 158
TEXT
gop•la •siy• kahe,----¤una he m•dhava
karpãra-candana •mi p•il•ma saba
SYNONYMS
gop•la--the Deity of Gop•la; •siy•--coming; kahe--says; ¤una--hear; he--O;
m•dhava--M•dhavendra Pur†; karpãra-candana--the camphor and sandalwood; •mi-I; p•il•ma--have received; saba--all.
TRANSLATION
M•dhavendra Pur† dreamed that Gop•la came before him and said, "O
M•dhavendra Pur†, I have already received all the sandalwood and camphor.
TEXT 159
TEXT
karpãra-sahita gha£i' e-saba candana
gop†n•thera a•ge nitya karaha lepana
SYNONYMS
karpãra-sahita--with the camphor; gha£i'--grinding; e-saba--all this;
candana--sandalwood; gop†n•thera--of ¥r† Gop†n•tha; a•ge--on the body; nitya-daily; karaha--do; lepana--smearing.
TRANSLATION
"Now just grind all the sandalwood together with the camphor and then smear
the pulp on the body of Gop†n•tha daily until it is finished.
TEXT 160
TEXT
gop†n•tha •m•ra se eka-i a•ga haya
i•h•ke candana dile habe mora t•pa-k£aya
SYNONYMS
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gop†n•tha--Lord Gop†n•tha; •m•ra--My; se--that; eka-i--one; a•ga--body;
haya--is; i•h•ke--unto Him; candana dile--in offering this candana; habe-there will be; mora--My; t•pa-k£aya--reduction of temperature.
TRANSLATION
"There is no difference between My body and Gop†n•tha's body. They are one
and the same. Therefore if you smear the sandalwood pulp on the body of
Gop†n•tha, you will naturally also smear it on My body. Thus the temperature
of My body will be reduced.
PURPORT
Gop•la was situated in V”nd•vana, which was far from Remu‹•. In those days,
one had to pass through provinces governed by the Muslims, who sometimes
hindered travelers. Considering the trouble of His devotee, Lord Gop•la, the
greatest well-wisher of His devotees, ordered M•dhavendra Pur† to smear the
sandalwood pulp on the body of Gop†n•tha, which was nondifferent from the body
of Gop•la. In this way the Lord relieved M•dhavendra Pur† from trouble and
inconvenience.
TEXT 161
TEXT
dvidh• n• bh•viha, n• kariha kichu mane
vi¤v•sa kari' candana deha •m•ra vacane
SYNONYMS
dvidh• n• bh•viha--do not hesitate; n• kariha--do not do; kichu--anything;
mane--in the mind; vi¤v•sa kari'--believing Me; candana--sandalwood; deha-offer; •m•ra vacane--under My order.
TRANSLATION
"You should not hesitate to act according to My order. Believing in Me,
just do what is needed."
TEXT 162
TEXT
eta bali' gop•la gela, gos•‘i j•gil•
gop†n•thera sevaka-ga‹e ‚•kiy• •nil•
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; gop•la--the Deity of Gop•la; gela--disappeared;
gos•‘i j•gil•--M•dhavendra Pur† awoke; gop†n•thera--of Lord Gop†n•tha; sevakaga‹e--to the servitors; ‚•kiy•--calling; •nil•--brought them.
TRANSLATION
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After giving these instructions, Gop•la disappeared, and M•dhavendra Pur†
awoke. He immediately called for all the servants of Gop†n•tha, and they came
before him.
TEXT 163
TEXT
prabhura •j‘• haila,----ei karpãra-candana
gop†n•thera a•ge nitya karaha lepana
SYNONYMS
prabhura •j‘• haila--there was an order of the Lord; ei--this; karpãra-camphor; candana--and sandalwood; gop†n•thera a•ge--on the body of Gop†n•tha;
nitya--daily; karaha--do; lepana--smearing.
TRANSLATION
Madhavendra Puri said, "Smear the body of Gop†n•tha with this camphor and
sandalwood I have brought for Gop•la in V”nd•vana. Do this regularly every
day.
TEXT 164
TEXT
i•h•ke candana dile, gop•la ha-ibe ¤†tala
svatantra †¤vara----t••ra •j‘• se prabala
SYNONYMS
i•h•ke--unto Gop†n•tha; candana dile--when sandalwood will be given;
gop•la--Lord Gop•la in V”nd•vana; ha-ibe--will become; ¤†tala--cool; svatantra
†¤vara--the most independent Supreme Personality of Godhead; t••ra--His; •j‘•-order; se--that; prabala--powerful.
TRANSLATION
"If the sandalwood pulp is smeared over the body of Gop†n•tha, then Gop•la
will be cooled. After all, the Supreme Personality of Godhead is completely
independent; His order is all-powerful."
TEXT 165
TEXT
gr†£ma-k•le gop†n•tha paribe candana
¤uni' •nandita haila sevakera mana
SYNONYMS
gr†£ma-k•le--in the summer; gop†n•tha--Lord Gop†n•tha; paribe--will put on;
candana--sandalwood pulp; ¤uni'--hearing; •nandita--pleased; haila--became;
sevakera--of the servants; mana--the minds.
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TRANSLATION
The servants of Gop†n•tha became very pleased to hear that in the summer
all the sandalwood pulp would be used to anoint the body of Gop†n•tha.
TEXT 166
TEXT
pur† kahe,----ei dui gha£ibe candana
•ra jan•-dui deha, diba ye vetana
SYNONYMS
pur† kahe--M•dhavendra Pur† said; ei dui--these two assistants; gha£ibe-will grind; candana--the sandalwood; •ra--another; jan•-dui--two men; deha-apply; diba--I shall pay; ye--that; vetana--salary.
TRANSLATION
M•dhavendra Pur† said, "These two assistants will regularly grind the
sandalwood, and you should also get two other people to help. I shall pay
their salary."
TEXT 167
TEXT
ei mata candana deya pratyaha gha£iy•
par•ya sevaka saba •nanda kariy•
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; candana--sandalwood; deya--gives; pratyaha--daily;
gha£iy•--grinding; par•ya--caused to put on; sevaka--servants; saba--all of
it; •nanda--pleasure; kariy•--feeling.
TRANSLATION
In this way Gop†n•thaj† was supplied ground sandalwood pulp daily. The
servants of Gop†n•tha were very pleased with this.
TEXT 168
TEXT
pratyaha candana par•ya, y•vat haila anta
tath•ya rahila pur† t•vat paryanta
SYNONYMS
pratyaha--daily; candana--sandalwood pulp; par•ya--smears over the body;
y•vat--until; haila--there was; anta--an end; tath•ya--there; rahila-remained; pur†--M•dhavendra Pur†; t•vat--that time; paryanta--until.
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TRANSLATION
In this way the sandalwood pulp was smeared over the body of Gop†n•tha
until the whole stock was finished. M•dhavendra Pur† stayed there until that
time.
TEXT 169
TEXT
gr†£ma-k•la-ante puna„ n†l•cale gel•
n†l•cale c•turm•sya •nande rahil•
SYNONYMS
gr†£ma-k•la--of the summer season; ante--at the end; puna„--again;
n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; gel•--went; n†l•cale--in Jagann•tha Pur†; c•turm•sya--the four months for vows; •nande--in great pleasure; rahil•--remained.
TRANSLATION
At the end of summer M•dhavendra Pur† returned to Jagann•tha Pur†, where he
remained with great pleasure during the whole period of C•turm•sya.
PURPORT
The C•turm•sya period begins in the month of š£•‚ha (June-July) from the
day of Ek•da¤† called ¥ayan•-ek•da¤†, in the fortnight of the waxing moon. The
period ends in the month of K•rtika (October-November) on the Ek•da¤† day
known as Utth•n•-ek•da¤†, in the fortnight of the waxing moon. This four-month
period is known as C•turm•sya. Some Vai£‹avas also observe it from the fullmoon day of š£•‚ha until the full-moon day of K•rtika. That is also a period
of four months. This period, calculated by the lunar months, is called
C•turm•sya, but others also observe C•turm•sya according to the solar month
from ¥r•va‹a to K•rtika. The whole period, either lunar or solar, takes place
during the rainy season. C•turm•sya should be observed by all sections of the
population. It does not matter whether one is a g”hastha or a sanny•s†. The
observance is obligatory for all •¤ramas. The real purpose behind the vow
taken during these four months is to minimize the quantity of sense
gratification. This is not very difficult. In the month of ¥r•va‹a one should
not eat spinach, in the month of Bh•dra one should not eat yogurt, and in the
month of š¤vina one should not drink milk. One should not eat fish or other
nonvegetarian food during the month of K•rtika. A nonvegetarian diet means
fish and meat. Similarly, masãra d•l and urad d•l are also considered
nonvegetarian. These two d•ls contain a great amount of protein, and food rich
in protein is considered nonvegetarian. On the whole, during the four-month
period of C•turm•sya one should practice giving up all food intended for sense
enjoyment.
TEXT 170
TEXT
¤r†-mukhe m•dhava-pur†ra am”ta-carita
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bhakta-ga‹e ¤un•‘• prabhu kare •sv•dita
SYNONYMS
¤r†-mukhe--from the mouth of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; m•dhava-pur†ra--of
M•dhavendra Pur†; am”ta-carita--nectarean characteristics; bhakta-ga‹e--the
devotees; ¤un•‘•--making hear; prabhu--the Lord; kare--does; •sv•dita-relished.
TRANSLATION
Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu personally praised the nectarean
characteristics of M•dhavendra Pur†, and while He related all this to the
devotees, He personally relished it.
TEXT 171
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----nity•nanda, karaha vic•ra
pur†-sama bh•gyav•n jagate n•hi •ra
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; nity•nanda--Nity•nanda Prabhu; karaha vic•ra-just consider; pur†-sama--like M•dhavendra Pur†; bh•gyav•n--fortunate; jagate-in the world; n•hi--there is not; •ra--anyone else.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked Nity•nanda Prabhu to judge whether there
was anyone within the world as fortunate as M•dhavendra Pur†.
TEXT 172
TEXT
dugdha-d•na-chale k”£‹a y••re dekh• dila
tina-b•re svapne •si' y••re •j‘• kaila
SYNONYMS
dugdha-d•na-chale--on the plea of delivering milk; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a;
y••re--unto whom; dekh• dila--made His appearance; tina-b•re--three times;
svapne--in dreams; •si'--coming; y••re--unto whom; •j‘•--order; kaila--gave.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "M•dhavendra Pur† was so fortunate that K”£‹a
personally appeared before him on the plea of delivering milk. Three times the
Lord gave orders to M•dhavendra Pur† in dreams.
TEXT 173
TEXT
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y••ra preme va¤a ha‘• prakaàa ha-il•
sev• a•g†k•ra kari' jagata t•ril•
SYNONYMS
y••ra--of whom; preme--by love of Godhead; va¤a--obliged; ha‘•--being;
prakaàa--manifest; ha-il•--became; sev•--service; a•g†k•ra--acceptance; kari'-doing; jagata--the whole world; t•ril•--delivered.
TRANSLATION
"Being obliged because of the loving affairs of Madhavendra Puri, Lord
K”£‹a Himself appeared as the Gop•la Deity, and, accepting his service, He
liberated the whole world.
TEXT 174
TEXT
y••ra l•gi' gop†n•tha k£†ra kaila curi
ataeva n•ma haila 'k£†ra-cor•' kari'
SYNONYMS
y••ra--whom; l•gi'--on account of; gop†n•tha--Lord Gop†n•tha; k£†ra--sweet
rice; kaila--did; curi--steal; ataeva--therefore; n•ma--the name; haila-became; k£†ra-cor•--the thief of sweet rice; kari'--making.
TRANSLATION
"On account of M•dhavendra Pur†, Lord Gop†n•tha stole the pot of sweet
rice. Thus He became famous as K£†ra-cor• [the thief who stole the sweet
rice].
TEXT 175
TEXT
karpãra-candana y••ra a•ge ca‚•ila
•nande pur†-gos•‘ira prema uthalila
SYNONYMS
karpãra-candana--camphor and sandalwood; y••ra a•ge--on whose body;
ca‚•ila--put; •nande--in great pieasure; pur†-gos•‘ira--of M•dhavendra Pur†;
prema--love of Godhead; uthalila--welled up.
TRANSLATION
"M•dhavendra Pur† smeared the sandalwood pulp over the body of Gop†n•tha,
and in this way he was overpowered with love of Godhead.
TEXT 176
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TEXT
mleccha-de¤e karpãra-candana •nite ja‘j•la
pur† du„kha p•be ih• j•niy• gop•la
SYNONYMS
mleccha-de¤e--through the countries where Muslims ruled; karpãra-candana-camphor and sandalwood; •nite--to bring; ja‘j•la--inconvenience; pur†-M•dhavendra Pur†; du„kha--unhappiness; p•be--will get; ih•--this; j•niy•-knowing; gop•la--Gop•la.
TRANSLATION
"In the provinces of India governed by the Muslims, there was much
inconvenience in traveling with sandalwood and camphor. Because of this,
M•dhavendra Pur† might have gotten into trouble. This became known to the
Gop•la Deity.
TEXT 177
TEXT
mah•-day•-maya prabhu----bhakata-vatsala
candana pari' bhakta-¤rama karila saphala
SYNONYMS
mah•--very; day•-maya--merciful; prabhu--the Lord; bhakata-vatsala--very
attached to His devotees; candana pari'--putting on the sandalwood; bhakta¤rama--the trouble of the devotee; karila--made; saphala--successful.
TRANSLATION
"The Lord is very merciful and attached to His devotees, so when Gop†n•tha
was covered with sandalwood pulp, M•dhavendra Pur†'s labor became successful."
TEXT 178
TEXT
pur†ra prema-par•k•£àh• karaha vic•ra
alaukika prema citte l•ge camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
pur†ra--of M•dhavendra Pur†; prema-par•-k•£àh•--the standard of intense
love of Godhead; karaha--just make; vic•ra--judgment; alaukika--uncommon;
prema--love of Godhead; citte--in the mind; l•ge--strikes; camatk•ra--wonder.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu placed the standard of M•dhavendra Pur†'s intense love
before Nity•nanda Prabhu for judgment. "All his loving activities are
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uncommon," Caitanya Mah•prabhu said. "Indeed, one is struck with wonder to
hear of his activities."
PURPORT
When the living entity feels spiritual separation from K”£‹a (k”£‹aviraha), he has achieved the prime success of life. When one becomes
disinterested in material things, he is simply experiencing the other side of
attraction for material things. However, feeling separation from K”£‹a and
engaging in the service of the Lord to fulfill His mission constitute the best
example of love of K”£‹a. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu wanted to point out this
intense love of K”£‹a exhibited by M•dhavendra Pur†. All Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
devotees later followed in the footsteps of M•dhavendra Pur†, serving the Lord
without personal considerations.
TEXT 179
TEXT
parama virakta, maun†, sarvatra ud•s†na
gr•mya-v•rt•-bhaye dvit†ya-sa•ga-h†na
SYNONYMS
parama virakta--totally renounced or unattached; maun†--silent; sarvatra-everywhere; ud•s†na--uninterested; gr•mya-v•rt•--of mundane topics; bhaye--in
fear; dvit†ya--second; sa•ga--associate; h†na--without.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "¥r† M•dhavendra Pur† used to remain alone.
He was completely renounced and always very silent. He was uninterested in
everything material, and for fear of talking about mundane things, he always
lived without a companion.
TEXT 180
TEXT
hena-jana gop•lera •j‘•m”ta p•‘•
sahasra kro¤a •si' bule candana m•gi‘•
SYNONYMS
hena-jana--such a personality; gop•lera--of the Gop•la Deity; •j‘•-am”ta-the nectarean order; p•‘•--getting; sahasra--a thousand; kro¤a--a distance of
two miles; •si'--coming; bule--walks; candana--sandalwood; m•gi‘•--begging.
TRANSLATION
"After receiving the transcendental orders of Gop•la, this great
personality traveled thousands of miles just to collect sandalwood by begging.
TEXT 181
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TEXT
bhoke rahe, tabu anna m•gi‘• n• kh•ya
hena-jana candana-bh•ra vahi' la‘• y•ya
SYNONYMS
bhoke--hungry; rahe--remains; tabu--still; anna--food; m•gi‘•--begging; n•-does not; kh•ya--eat; hena-jana--such a person; candana-bh•ra--the load of
sandalwood; vahi'--carrying; la‘•--taking; y•ya--goes.
TRANSLATION
"Although M•dhavendra Pur† was hungry, he would not beg food to eat. This
renounced person carried a load of sandalwood for the sake of ¥r† Gop•la.
TEXT 182
TEXT
'ma‹eka candana, tol•-vi¤eka karpãra
gop•le par•iba'----ei •nanda pracura
SYNONYMS
ma‹eka candana--one m•na of sandalwood; tol•--a measurement of weight;
vi¤eka--twenty; karpãra--camphor; gop•le--on Gop•la; par•iba--I shall smear;
ei--this; •nanda--pleasure; pracura--sufficient.
TRANSLATION
"Without considering his personal comforts, M•dhavendra Pur† carried one
m•na [about eighty-two pounds] of sandalwood and twenty tol•s [about eight
ounces] of camphor to smear over the body of Gop•la. This transcendental
pleasure was sufficient for him.
TEXT 183
TEXT
utkalera d•n† r•khe candana dekhi‘•
t•h•• e‚•ila r•ja-patra dekh•‘•
SYNONYMS
utkalera--of Orissa; d•n†--toll officer; r•khe--takes; candana--sandalwood;
dekhi‘•--seeing; t•h••--there; e‚•ila--escaped; r•ja-patra--governmental
release; dekh•‘•--by showing.
TRANSLATION
"Since there were restrictions against taking the sandalwood out of the
Orissa province, the toll official confiscated the stock, but M•dhavendra Pur†
showed him the release papers given by the government and consequently escaped
difficulties.
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TEXT 184
TEXT
mleccha-de¤a dãra patha, jag•ti ap•ra
ke-mate candana niba----n•hi e vic•ra
SYNONYMS
mleccha-de¤a--the countries governed by Muslims; dãra patha--long journey;
jag•ti--watchmen; ap•ra--unlimited; ke-mate--how; candana--the sandalwood;
niba--I shall take; n•hi--there was not; e--this; vic•ra--consideration.
TRANSLATION
"M•dhavendra Pur† was not at all anxious during the long journey to
V”nd•vana through the provinces governed by the Muslims and filled with
unlimited numbers of watchmen.
TEXT 185
TEXT
sa•ge eka vaàa n•hi gh•à†-d•na dite
tath•pi uts•ha ba‚a candana la‘• y•ite
SYNONYMS
sa•ge--with him; eka--one; vaàa--farthing; n•hi--there was not; gh•à†-d•na-as a toll tax; dite--to give; tath•pi--still; uts•ha--enthusiasm; ba‚a--much;
candana--sandalwood; la‘•--taking; y•ite--to go.
TRANSLATION
"Although M•dhavendra Pur† did not have a farthing with him, he was not
afraid to pass by the toll officers. His only enjoyment was in carrying the
load of sandalwood to V”nd•vana for Gop•la.
TEXT 186
TEXT
prag•‚ha-premera ei svabh•va-•c•ra
nija-du„kha-vighn•dira n• kare vic•ra
SYNONYMS
prag•‚ha--intense; premera--of love of Godhead; ei--this; svabh•va-natural; •c•ra--behavior; nija--personal; du„kha--inconvenience; vighna-impediments; •dira--and so on; n•--not; kare--does; vic•ra--consideration.
TRANSLATION
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"This is the natural result of intense love of Godhead. The devotee does
not consider personal inconveniences or impediments. In all circumstances he
wants to serve the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
PURPORT
It is natural for those who have developed intense love for K”£‹a not to
care for personal inconvenience and impediments. Such devotees are simply
determined to execute the order of the Supreme Personality of Godhead or His
representative, the spiritual master. In all circumstances, even amidst the
greatest dangers, they undeviatingly carry on with the greatest determination.
This definitely proves the intense love of the servitor. As stated in ¥r†madBh•gavatam (10.14.8), tat te 'nukamp•‰ su-sam†k£am•‹a„: those who seriously
desire to get free from the clutches of material existence, who have developed
intense love for K”£‹a, are worthy candidates for going back home, back to
Godhead. An intense lover of K”£‹a does not care for any number of material
discomforts, scarcity, impediments or unhappiness. It is said that when one
sees apparent unhappiness or distress in a perfect Vai£‹ava, it is not at all
unhappiness for him; rather, it is transcendental bliss. In the ¥ik£•£àaka
(8), ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has also instructed: •¤li£ya v• p•da-rat•‰
pina£àu m•m. The intense lover of K”£‹a is never deviated from his service,
despite all difficulties and impediments brought before him.
TEXT 187
TEXT
ei t•ra g•‚ha prem• loke dekh•ite
gop•la t••re •j‘• dila candana •nite
SYNONYMS
ei--this; t•ra--of M•dhavendra Pur†; g•‚ha--intense; prem•--love of
Godhead; loke--unto the people; dekh•ite--to show; gop•la--Lord Gop•la; t••re-to him; •j‘•--order; dila--gave; candana--sandalwood; •nite--to bring.
TRANSLATION
"¥r† Gop•la wanted to show how intensely M•dhavendra Pur† loved K”£‹a;
therefore He asked him to go to N†l•cala to fetch sandalwood and camphor.
TEXT 188
TEXT
bahu pari¤rame candana remu‹• •nila
•nanda b•‚ila mane, du„kha n• ga‹ila
SYNONYMS
bahu--much; pari¤rame--with labor; candana--sandalwood; remu‹•--to Remu‹•
(the village of Gop†n•tha); •nila--brought; •nanda--pleasure; b•‚ila-increased; mane--in the mind; du„kha--difficulties; n•--not; ga‹ila--counted.
TRANSLATION
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"With great trouble and after much labor, M•dhavendra Pur† brought the load
of sandalwood to Remu‹•. However, he was still very pleased; he discounted all
the difficulties.
TEXT 189
TEXT
par†k£• karite gop•la kaila •j‘• d•na
par†k£• kariy• ¤e£e haila day•v•n
SYNONYMS
par†k£•--test; karite--to make; gop•la--Lord Gop•la; kaila--did; •j‘•--the
order; d•na--giving; par†k£•--the test; kariy•--making; ¤e£e--at the end;
haila--became; day•-v•n--merciful.
TRANSLATION
"To test the intense love of M•dhavendra Pur†, Gop•la, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, ordered him to bring sandalwood from N†l•cala, and
when M•dhavendra Pur† passed this examination, the Lord became very merciful
to him.
TEXT 190
TEXT
ei bhakti, bhakta-priya-k”£‹a-vyavah•ra
bujhiteo •m•-sab•ra n•hi adhik•ra
SYNONYMS
ei bhakti--this type of devotion; bhakta--of the devotee; priya--and the
most lovable object; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; vyavah•ra--the behavior; bujhiteo--to
understand; •m•-sab•ra--of all of us; n•hi--there is not; adhik•ra--the
capacity.
TRANSLATION
"Such behavior exhibited in loving service between the devotee and the
devotee's lovable object, ¥r† K”£‹a, is transcendental. It is not possible for
a common man to understand. Common men do not even have the capacity."
TEXT 191
TEXT
eta bali' pa‚e prabhu t••ra k”ta ¤loka
yei ¤loka-candre jagat kary•che •loka
SYNONYMS
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eta bali'--saying this; pa‚e--reads; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
t••ra--by M•dhavendra Pur†; k”ta--composed; ¤loka--verse; yei--that; ¤lokacandre--by the moonlike verse; jagat--all over the world; kary•che--produced;
•loka--light.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu read the famous verse of
M•dhavendra Pur†. That verse is just like the moon. It has spread illumination
all over the world.
TEXT 192
TEXT
gha£ite gha£ite yaiche malayaja-s•ra
gandha b•‚e, taiche ei ¤lokera vic•ra
SYNONYMS
gha£ite gha£ite--rubbing and rubbing; yaiche--just as; malayaja-s•ra-sandalwood; gandha--the fragrance; b•‚e--increases; taiche--similarly; ei-this; ¤lokera--of the verse; vic•ra--the consideration.
TRANSLATION
Continuous rubbing increases the aroma of Malaya sandalwood. Similarly,
consideration of this verse increases one's understanding of its importance.
TEXT 193
TEXT
ratna-ga‹a-madhye yaiche kaustubha-ma‹i
rasa-k•vya-madhye taiche ei ¤loka ga‹i
SYNONYMS
ratna-ga‹a--the valuable jewels; madhye--among; yaiche--just as; kaustubhama‹i--the jewel known as Kaustubha-ma‹i; rasa-k•vya--poetry dealing with the
mellows of devotional service; madhye--among; taiche--similarly; ei--this;
¤loka--verse; ga‹i--I count.
TRANSLATION
As the Kaustubha-ma‹i is considered the most precious of valuable stones,
this verse is similarly considered the best of poems dealing with the mellows
of devotional service.
TEXT 194
TEXT
ei ¤loka kahiy•chena r•dh•-àh•kur•‹†
t••ra k”p•ya sphuriy•che m•dhavendra-v•‹†
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SYNONYMS
ei--this; ¤loka--verse; kahiy•chena--has spoken; r•dh•-àh•kur•‹†--¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†; t••ra--Her; k”p•ya--by the mercy; sphuriy•che--has manifested;
m•dhavendra--of M•dhavendra Pur†; v•‹†--the words.
TRANSLATION
Actually this verse was spoken by ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† Herself, and by Her
mercy only was it manifest in the words of M•dhavendra Pur†.
TEXT 195
TEXT
kib• gauracandra ih• kare •sv•dana
ih• •sv•dite •ra n•„i cauàha-jana
SYNONYMS
kib•--how excellent; gauracandra--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ih•--this;
kare--does; •sv•dana--tasting; ih•--this verse; •sv•dite--to taste; •ra-another; n•hi--there is not; cauàha-jana--a fourth man.
TRANSLATION
Only ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has tasted the poetry of this verse. No fourth
man is capable of understanding it.
PURPORT
This indicates that only ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, M•dhavendra Pur† and Caitanya
Mah•prabhu are capable of understanding the purport of this verse.
TEXT 196
TEXT
¤e£a-k•le ei ¤loka paàhite paàhite
siddhi-pr•pti haila pur†ra ¤lokera sahite
SYNONYMS
¤e£a-k•le--at the end; ei ¤loka--this verse; paàhite paàhite--by reciting
repeatedly; siddhi-pr•pti--attainment of perfection; haila--there was; pur†ra-of M•dhavendra Pur†; ¤lokera--this verse; sahite--with.
TRANSLATION
M•dhavendra Pur† recited this verse again and again at the end of his
material existence. Thus uttering this verse, he attained the ultimate goal of
life.
TEXT 197
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TEXT
ayi d†na-day•rdra n•tha he
mathur•-n•tha kad•valokyase
h”daya‰ tvad-aloka-k•tara‰
dayita bhr•myati ki‰ karomy aham
SYNONYMS
ayi--O My Lord; d†na--on the poor; day•-•rdra--compassionate; n•tha--O
master; he--O; mathur•-n•tha--the master of Mathur•; kad•--when; avalokyase--I
shall see You; h”dayam--My heart; tvat--of You; aloka--without seeing;
k•taram--very much aggrieved; dayita--O most beloved; bhr•myati--becomes
overwhelmed; kim--what; karomi--shall do; aham--I.
TRANSLATION
"O My Lord! O most merciful master! O master of Mathur•! When shall I see
You again? Because of My not seeing You, My agitated heart has become
unsteady. O most beloved one, what shall I do now?"
PURPORT
The uncontaminated devotees who strictly depend on the Ved•nta philosophy
are divided into four samprad•yas, or transcendental parties. Out of the four
samprad•yas, the ¥r† Madhv•c•rya-samprad•ya was accepted by M•dhavendra Pur†.
Thus he took sanny•sa according to parampar•, the disciplic succession.
Beginning from Madhv•c•rya down to the spiritual master of M•dhavendra Pur†,
the •c•rya named Lak£m†pati, there was no realization of devotional service in
conjugal love. ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur† introduced the conception of conjugal love
for the first time in the Madhv•c•rya-samprad•ya, and this conclusion of the
Madhv•c•rya-samprad•ya was revealed by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu when He toured
southern India and met the Tattvav•d†s, who supposedly belonged to the
Madhv•c•rya-samprad•ya.
When ¥r† K”£‹a left V”nd•vana and accepted the kingdom of Mathur•, ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†, out of ecstatic feelings of separation, expressed how K”£‹a can be
loved in separation. Thus devotional service in separation is central to this
verse. Worship in separation is considered by the Gau‚†ya-Madhva-samprad•ya to
be the topmost level of devotional service. According to this conception, the
devotee thinks of himself as very poor and neglected by the Lord. Thus he
addresses the Lord as d†na-day•rdra n•tha, as did M•dhavendra Pur†. Such an
ecstatic feeling is the highest form of devotional service. Because K”£‹a had
gone to Mathur•, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† was very much affected, and She expressed
Herself thus: "My dear Lord, because of Your separation My mind has become
overly agitated. Now tell Me, what can I do? I am very poor and You are very
merciful, so kindly have compassion upon Me and let Me know when I shall see
You." ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was always expressing the ecstatic emotions of
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† that She exhibited when She saw Uddhava at V”nd•vana.
Similar feelings, experienced by M•dhavendra Pur†, are expressed in this
verse. Therefore, Vai£‹avas in the Gau‚†ya-Madhva-samprad•ya say that the
ecstatic feelings experienced by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu during His appearance
came from ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur† through •¤vara Pur†. All the devotees in the
line of the Gau‚†ya-Madhva-samprad•ya accept these principles of devotional
service.
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TEXT 198
TEXT
ei ¤loka pa‚ite prabhu ha-il• mãrcchite
premete viva¤a ha‘• pa‚ila bhãmite
SYNONYMS
ei ¤loka--this verse; pa‚ite--reciting; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; ha-il•--became; mãrcchite--unconscious; premete--in ecstatic love;
viva¤a--uncontrolled; ha‘•--becoming; pa‚ila--fell down; bhãmite--on the
ground.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu recited this verse, He immediately fell to the
ground unconscious. He was overwhelmed and had no control over Himself.
TEXT 199
TEXT
•ste-vyaste kole kari' nila nity•nanda
krandana kariy• tabe uàhe gauracandra
SYNONYMS
•ste-vyaste--in great haste; kole--on the lap; kari'--making; nila--took;
nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; krandana--crying; kariy•--doing; tabe--at
that time; uàhe--got up; gauracandra--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
When Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu fell to the ground in ecstatic love, Lord
Nity•nanda quickly took Him on His lap. Crying, Caitanya Mah•prabhu then got
up again.
TEXT 200
TEXT
premonm•da haila, uàhi' iti-uti dh•ya
hu•k•ra karaye, h•se, k•nde, n•ce, g•ya
SYNONYMS
prema-unm•da--the madness of love; haila--there was; uàhi'--getting up;
iti-uti dh•ya--runs here and there; hu•k•ra--resounding; karaye--does; h•se-laughs; k•nde--cries; n•ce--dances; g•ya--and sings.
TRANSLATION
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Exhibiting ecstatic emotions, the Lord began to run here and there, making
resounding noises. Sometimes He laughed, and sometimes He cried, and sometimes
He danced and sang.
TEXT 201
TEXT
'ayi d†na, 'ayi d†na' bale b•ra-b•ra
ka‹àhe n• ni„sare v•‹†, netre a¤ru-dh•ra
SYNONYMS
ayi d†na--O My Lord, master of the poor; ayi d†na--O My Lord, master of the
poor; bale--says; b•ra-b•ra--repeatedly; ka‹àhe--in the throat; n•--not;
ni„sare--comes out; v•‹†--the voice; netre--in the eyes; a¤ru-dh•ra--torrents
of tears.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu could not recite the whole verse. He simply said, "Ayi
d†na, ayi d†na," repeatedly. Thus He could not speak, and profuse tears were
in His eyes.
TEXT 202
TEXT
kampa, sveda, pulak•¤ru, stambha, vaivar‹ya
nirveda, vi£•da, j•‚ya, garva, har£a, dainya
SYNONYMS
kampa--trembling; sveda--perspiration; pulaka-a¤ru--jubilation and tears;
stambha--shock; vaivar‹ya--loss of color; nirveda--disappointment; vi£•da-moroseness; j•‚ya--loss of memory; garva--pride; har£a--joy; dainya--humility.
TRANSLATION
Trembling, perspiration, jubilant tears, shock, fading of the bodily
luster, disappointment, moroseness, loss of memory, pride, joy and humility
were all visible in ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's body.
PURPORT
In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu, j•‚ya is explained as loss of memory brought
about by severe shock due to separation from the beloved. In that state of
mind, one loses all concern for loss and gain, hearing and seeing, as well as
all other considerations. This marks the preliminary appearance of illusion.
TEXT 203
TEXT
ei ¤loke ugh•‚il• premera kap•àa
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gop†n•tha-sevaka dekhe prabhura prema-n•àa
SYNONYMS
ei ¤loke--this verse; ugh•‚il•--uncovered; premera--of conjugal love;
kap•àa--the door; gop†n•tha-sevaka--the servants of the Gop†n•tha Deity;
dekhe--see; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prema-n•àa--the dance in
ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
This verse uncovered the door of ecstatic love, and when it was exhibited,
all the servants of Gop†n•tha saw Caitanya Mah•prabhu dance in ecstasy.
TEXT 204
TEXT
lokera sa•ghaààa dekhi' prabhura b•hya haila
àh•kurera bhoga sari' •rati b•jila
SYNONYMS
lokera--of people; sa•ghaààa--a crowd; dekhi'--seeing; prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; b•hya--external consciousness; haila--appeared;
àh•kurera--of the Deity; bhoga--offering; sari'--finishing; •rati--performance
of •rati; b•jila--resounded.
TRANSLATION
When many people crowded around ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, He regained His
external senses. In the meantime, the offering to the Deity had been finished,
and there was a resounding •rati performance.
TEXT 205
TEXT
àh•kure ¤ayana kar•‘• pãj•r† haila b•hira
prabhura •ge •ni' dila pras•da b•ra k£†ra
SYNONYMS
àh•kure--the Deity; ¤ayana--lying down; kar•‘•--causing to do; pãj•r†--the
priest; haila--was; b•hira--out of the temple; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •ge--in front; •ni'--bringing; dila--offered; pras•da--the
remnants of food; b•ra--twelve; k£†ra--pots of sweet rice.
TRANSLATION
When the Deities were laid down to rest, the priest came out of the temple
and offered all twelve pots of sweet rice to Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 206
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TEXT
k£†ra dekhi' mah•prabhura •nanda b•‚ila
bhakta-ga‹e kh•oy•ite pa‘ca k£†ra laila
SYNONYMS
k£†ra--the sweet rice; dekhi'--seeing; mah•prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •nanda--the pleasure; b•‚ila--increased; bhakta-ga‹e--the
devotees; kh•oya†te--to feed them; pa‘ca--five pots; k£†ra--sweet rice; laila-accepted.
TRANSLATION
When all the pots of sweet rice, remnants left by Gop†n•tha, were placed
before ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, He became very pleased. In order to feed the
devotees, He accepted five of them.
TEXT 207
TEXT
s•ta k£†ra pãj•r†ke b•hu‚iy• dila
pa‘ca-k£†ra pa‘ca-jane v••àiy• kh•ila
SYNONYMS
s•ta k£†ra--seven pots of sweet rice; pãj•r†ke--toward the pãj•r†;
b•hu‚iy•--pushing forward; dila--gave; pa‘ca-k£†ra--five pots of sweet rice;
pa‘ca-jane--to five men; v••àiy•--distributing; kh•ila--ate.
TRANSLATION
The seven remaining pots were pushed forward and delivered to the priest.
Then the five pots of sweet rice the Lord had accepted were distributed among
the five devotees, and they ate the pras•da.
TEXT 208
TEXT
gop†n•tha-rãpe yadi kariy•chena bhojana
bhakti dekh•ite kaila pras•da bhak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
gop†n•tha-rãpe--in His arc• incarnation as Gop†n•tha; yadi--although;
kariy•chena--has done; bhojana--eating; bhakti--devotional service; dekh•ite-to exhibit; kaila--did; pras•da bhak£a‹a--eating.
TRANSLATION
Being identical with the Gop†n•tha Deity, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had
already tasted and eaten the pots of sweet rice. Yet just to manifest
devotional service, He again ate the pots of sweet rice as a devotee.
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TEXT 209
TEXT
n•ma-sa•k†rtane sei r•tri go••il•
ma•gala-•rati dekhi' prabh•te calil•
SYNONYMS
n•ma-sa•k†rtane--in congregational chanting; sei--that; r•tri--night;
go••il•--passed; ma•gala-•rati--the early •rati; dekhi'--after seeing;
prabh•te--in the morning; calil•--departed.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu passed that night at the temple engaged in
congregational chanting. In the morning, after seeing the ma•gala-•rati
performance, He departed.
TEXT 210
TEXT
gop•la-gop†n•tha-pur†-gos•‘ira gu‹a
bhakta-sa•ge ¤r†-mukhe prabhu kail• •sv•dana
SYNONYMS
gop•la--of the Gop•la Deity; gop†n•tha--of the Gop†n•tha Deity; pur†gos•‘ira--of M•dhavendra Pur†; gu‹a--the qualities; bhakta-sa•ge--with the
devotees; ¤r†-mukhe--in His own mouth; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kail•-did; •sv•dana--tasting.
TRANSLATION
In this way, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu personally tasted with His own
mouth the transcendental qualities of Gop•laj†, Gop†n•tha and ¥r† M•dhavendra
Pur†.
TEXT 211
TEXT
ei ta' •khy•ne kahil• do•h•ra mahim•
prabhura bhakta-v•tsalya, •ra bhakta-prema-s†m•
SYNONYMS
ei ta'--thus; •khy•ne--in the narration; kahil•--described; do•h•ra--of the
two; mahim•--the glories; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhaktav•tsalya--attachment for His devotees; •ra--and; bhakta-prema-s†m•--the
highest limit of ecstatic love by the devotee.
TRANSLATION
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Thus I have described both the transcendental glories of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's affection for His devotees and the highest limit of ecstatic love
of God.
TEXT 212
TEXT
¤raddh•-yukta ha‘• ih• ¤une yei jana
¤r†-k”£‹a-cara‹e sei p•ya prema-dhana
SYNONYMS
¤raddh•-yukta--possessed of faith; ha‘•--being; ih•--this; ¤une--hears;
yei--that; jana--person; ¤r†-k”£‹a-cara‹e--at the lotus feet of Lord ¥r†
K”£‹a; sei--that person; p•ya--gets; prema-dhana--the treasure of love of
Godhead.
TRANSLATION
One who hears this narration with faith and devotion attains the treasure
of love of Godhead at the lotus feet of ¥r† K”£‹a.
TEXT 213
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Fourth Chapter, describing ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur†'s devotional service.
Chapter 5
The Activities of S•k£i-gop•la
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura gives the following summary of the Fifth Chapter
in his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya: After passing through Y•japura, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu reached the town of Kaàaka (Cuttak) and there went to see the
temple of S•k£i-gop•la. While there, He heard the story of S•k£i-gop•la from
the mouth of ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu.
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Once there were two br•hma‹as, one elderly and the other young, who were
inhabitants of a place known as Vidy•nagara. After touring many places of
pilgrimage, the two br•hma‹as finally reached V”nd•vana. The elderly br•hma‹a
was very satisfied with the service of the young br•hma‹a, and he wanted to
offer him his youngest daughter in marriage. The young br•hma‹a received the
promise of his elder before the Gop•la Deity of V”nd•vana. Thus the Gop•la
Deity acted as a witness. When both br•hma‹as returned to Vidy•nagara, the
younger br•hma‹a raised the question of this marriage, but the elderly
br•hma‹a, due to obligations to his friends and wife, answered that he could
not remember his promise. Because of this, the younger br•hma‹a returned to
V”nd•vana and narrated the whole story to Gop•laj†. Thus Gop•laj†, being
obliged by the young man's devotional service, accompanied him to southern
India. Gop•laj† followed the younger br•hma‹a, who could hear the tinkling
sound of Gop•laj†'s ankle bells. When all the respectable gentlemen of
Vidy•nagara were assembled, Gop•laj† testified to the promise of the elderly
br•hma‹a. Thus the marriage was performed. Later, the King of that country
constructed a fine temple for Gop•la.
Afterwards, King Puru£ottama of Orissa was insulted by the King of Kaàaka,
who refused to give him his daughter in marriage and called him a sweeper of
Lord Jagann•tha. With the help of Lord Jagann•tha, King Puru£ottama fought the
King of Kaàaka and defeated him. Thus he took charge of both the King's
daughter and the state of Kaàaka as well. At that time, Gop•laj†, being very
much obligated by the devotional service of King Puru£ottama, was brought to
the town of Kaàaka.
After hearing this narration, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited the temple of
Gop•la in great ecstasy of love of God. From Kaàaka He went to Bhuvane¤vara
and saw the temple of Lord ¥iva. In this way, He gradually arrived at
Kamalapura, and on the banks of the Bh•rg† River He came to the temple of Lord
¥iva, where He entrusted His sanny•sa staff to Nity•nanda Prabhu. However,
Nity•nanda Prabhu broke the staff into three pieces and threw it into the
Bh•rg† River at a place known as šàh•ran•l•. Being angry at not getting His
staff back, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu left the company of Nity•nanda Prabhu and
went alone to see the Jagann•tha temple.
TEXT 1
TEXT
padbhy•‰ calan ya„ pratim•-svarãpo
brahma‹ya-devo hi ¤at•ha-gamyam
de¤a‰ yayau vipra-k”te 'dbhuteha‰
ta‰ s•k£i-gop•lam aha‰ nato 'smi
SYNONYMS
padbhy•m--by the two legs; calan--walking; ya„--one who; pratim•--of the
Deity; svarãpa„--in the form; brahma‹ya-deva„--the Supreme Lord of brahminical
culture; hi--certainly; ¤ata-•ha--in one hundred days; gamyam--to be passed
over; de¤am--the country; yayau--went; vipra-k”te--for the benefit of a
br•hma‹a; adbhuta--most wonderful; †ham--activity; tam--unto that; s•k£igop•lam--the Gop•la known as the witness Gop•la; aham--I; nata„ asmi--offer
respectful obeisances.
TRANSLATION
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I offer my respectful obeisances unto the Supreme Personality of God
[brahma‹ya-deva], who appeared as S•k£i-gop•la to benefit a br•hma‹a. For one
hundred days He traveled through the country, walking on His own legs. Thus
His activities are wonderful.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†-caitanya jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaitacandra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya--all glories; jaya--all glories; ¤r†-caitanya--to Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; jaya--all glories; nity•nanda--to Lord ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu;
jaya--all glories; advaita-candra--to Advaita šc•rya; jaya--all glories;
gaura-bhakta-v”nda--to the devotees of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All glories to Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Lord Nity•nanda
Prabhu! All glories to ¥r† Advaita Prabhu! And all glories to the devotees of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu!
TEXT 3
TEXT
calite calite •il• y•japura-gr•ma
var•ha-àh•kura dekhi' karil• pra‹•ma
SYNONYMS
calite calite--walking on and on; •il•--reached; y•japura-gr•ma--the
village of Y•japura-gr•ma; var•ha-àh•kura--the temple of Var•hadeva; dekhi'-seeing; karil•--offered; pra‹•ma--obeisances.
TRANSLATION
Walking and walking, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His party finally arrived
at Y•japura on the river Vaitara‹†. There He saw the temple of Var•hadeva and
offered His obeisances unto Him.
TEXT 4
TEXT
n”tya-g†ta kaila preme bahuta stavana
y•japure se r•tri karil• y•pana
SYNONYMS
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n”tya-g†ta--dancing and chanting; kaila--executed; preme--in love of
Godhead; bahuta--various; stavana--prayers; y•japure--in the village of
Y•japura; se r•tri--that night; karil•--did; y•pana--passing.
TRANSLATION
In the temple of Var•hadeva, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu engaged in chanting
and dancing and offered prayers. He passed that night in the temple.
TEXT 5
TEXT
kaàake •il• s•k£i-gop•la dekhite
gop•la-saundarya dekhi' hail• •nandite
SYNONYMS
kaàake--in the town of Kaàaka (Cuttak); •il•--arrived; s•k£i-gop•la--the
witness Gop•la; dekhite--to see; gop•la--of the Deity of Gop•la; saundarya-the beauty; dekhi'--seeing; hail•--became; •nandite--very pleased.
TRANSLATION
Afterwards, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to the town of Kaàaka to see the
temple of the witness Gop•la. When He saw the Deity of Gop•la, He was very
much pleased with His beauty.
TEXT 6
TEXT
prem•ve¤e n”tya-g†ta kaila kata-k£a‹a
•vi£àa ha‘• kaila gop•la stavana
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in the ecstasy of love of God; n”tya-g†ta--dancing and
chanting; kaila--performed; kata-k£a‹a--for some time; •vi£àa ha‘•--being
overwhelmed; kaila--offered; gop•la stavana--prayers to Gop•la.
TRANSLATION
While there, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu engaged in chanting and dancing for
some time, and being overwhelmed, He offered many prayers to Gop•la.
TEXT 7
TEXT
sei r•tri t•h•• rahi' bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge
gop•lera pãrva-kath• ¤une bahu ra•ge
SYNONYMS
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sei r•tri--that night; t•h••--there; rahi'--remaining; bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge-with the other devotees; gop•lera--of Lord Gop•la; pãrva-kath•--previous
narration; ¤une--hears; bahu--much; ra•ge--in pleasure.
TRANSLATION
That night ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stayed in the temple of Gop•la, and
along with all the devotees, He heard the narration of the witness Gop•la with
great pleasure.
TEXT 8
TEXT
nity•nanda-gos•‘i yabe t†rtha bhramil•
s•k£i-gop•la dekhib•re kaàaka •il•
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda-gos•‘i--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; yabe--when; t†rtha bhramil•-traveled to the places of pilgrimage; s•k£i-gop•la--the witness Gop•la;
dekhib•re--to see; kaàaka--to the town of Kaàaka; •il•--came.
TRANSLATION
Previously, when Nity•nanda Prabhu had toured all over India to see
different places of pilgrimage, He also had come to see S•k£i-gop•la at
Kaàaka.
TEXT 9
TEXT
s•k£i-gop•lera kath• ¤uni, loka-mukhe
sei kath• kahena, prabhu ¤une mah•-sukhe
SYNONYMS
s•k£i-gop•lera--of the witness Gop•la; kath•--the narration; ¤uni--hearing;
loka-mukhe--from the people; sei kath•--that narration; kahena--Nity•nanda
Prabhu narrates; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤une--hears; mah•sukhe--in great pleasure.
TRANSLATION
At that time, Nity•nanda Prabhu had heard the story of S•k£i-gop•la from
the townspeople. He now recited this again, and Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard
the narration with great pleasure.
PURPORT
The S•k£i-gop•la temple is situated between the Khurd• Road junction
railway station and the Jagann•tha Pur† station. The Deity is not presently
situated in Kaàaka, but when Nity•nanda Prabhu traveled there, the Deity was
present. Kaàaka is a town in Orissa situated on the Mah•nad† River. When
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S•k£i-gop•la was brought from Vidy•nagara in southern India, He stayed for
some time at Kaàaka. Thereafter, He was situated for some time in the
Jagann•tha temple. It seems that in the temple of Jagann•tha there was some
disagreement between Jagann•tha and S•k£i-gop•la, a disagreement called premakalaha, a quarrel of love. In order to settle this love quarrel, the King of
Orissa constructed a village about six miles from Jagann•tha Pur†. The village
was called Satyav•d†, and Gop•la was stationed there. Thereafter, a new temple
was constructed. Now there is a S•k£i-gop•la station, and people go there to
see the witness Gop•la.
TEXT 10
TEXT
pãrve vidy•nagarera dui ta' br•hma‹a
t†rtha karib•re du•he karil• gamana
SYNONYMS
pãrve--previously; vidy•nagarera--of the town known as Vidy•nagara; dui-two; ta'--certainly; br•hma‹a--br•hma‹as; t†rtha karib•re--to tour places of
pilgrimage; du•he--both of them; karil•--began; gamana--journey.
TRANSLATION
Formerly at Vidy•nagara in South India there were two br•hma‹as who made a
long tour to see different places of pilgrimage.
TEXT 11
TEXT
gay•, v•r•‹as†, pray•ga----sakala kariy•
mathur•te •il• du•he •nandita ha‘•
SYNONYMS
gay•--the pilgrimage site of the name Gay•; v•r•‹as†--Benares, or K•¤†;
pray•ga--Allahabad; sakala--all; kariy•--touring; mathur•te--Mathur•; •il•-they reached; du•he--both; •nandita--pleased; ha‘•--becoming.
TRANSLATION
First of all they visited Gay•, then K•¤†, then Pray•ga. Finally, with
great pleasure, they came to Mathur•.
TEXT 12
TEXT
vana-y•tr•ya vana dekhi' dekhe govardhana
dv•da¤a-vana dekhi' ¤e£e gel• v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
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vana-y•tr•ya--in touring the different forests; vana dekhi'--while seeing
the forests; dekhe--they see; govardhana--Govardhana Hill; dv•da¤a-vana
dekhi'--visiting the twelve forests in V”nd•vana; ¤e£e--at last; gel•-reached; v”nd•vana--V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
After reaching Mathur•, they started visiting the different forests of
V”nd•vana and came to Govardhana Hill. They visited all twelve forests [vanas]
and at last came to the town of V”nd•vana.
PURPORT
The five forests situated on the eastern side of the river Yamun• are
Bhadra, Bilva, Loha, Bh•‹‚†ra and Mah•vana. The seven forests situated on the
western side of the Yamun• are Madhu, T•la, Kumuda, Bahul•, K•mya, Khadira and
V”nd•vana. After visiting all these forests, these pilgrims went to a place
known as Pa‘cakro¤† V”nd•vana. Out of the twelve forests, the V”nd•vana forest
extends from the town of V”nd•vana up to Nanda-gr•ma and Var£•‹a, a distance
of thirty-two miles, within which the Pa‘cakro¤† V”nd•vana town is situated.
TEXT 13
TEXT
v”nd•vane govinda-sth•ne mah•-dev•laya
se mandire gop•lera mah•-sev• haya
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vane--within Pa‘cakro¤† V”nd•vana; govinda-sth•ne--at the place where
the present Govinda temple is situated; mah•-deva-•laya--a great temple; se
mandire--in that temple; gop•lera--of the Deity of Gop•la; mah•-sev•--gorgeous
worship; haya--there is.
TRANSLATION
In the village of Pa‘cakro¤† V”nd•vana, at the site where the Govinda
temple is now situated, there was a great temple where gorgeous worship of
Gop•la was performed.
TEXT 14
TEXT
ke¤†-t†rtha, k•l†ya-hrad•dike kaila sn•na
¤r†-gop•la dekhi' t•h•• karil• vi¤r•ma
SYNONYMS
ke¤†-t†rtha--the bathing place on the bank of the Yamun• known as Ke¤†gh•àa; k•l†ya-hrada--the bathing place on the bank of the Yamun• known as
K•liya-gh•àa; •dike--in such different bathing places; kaila--did; sn•na-bathing; ¤r†-gop•la dekhi'--by visiting the temple of Gop•la; t•h••--there;
karil•--took; vi¤r•ma--rest.
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TRANSLATION
After taking baths at different bathing places along the river Yamun•, such
as Ke¤†-gh•àa and K•liya-gh•àa, the pilgrims visited the temple of Gop•la.
Afterwards, they took rest in that temple.
TEXT 15
TEXT
gop•la-saundarya du•h•ra mana nila hari'
sukha p•‘• rahe t•h•• dina dui-c•ri
SYNONYMS
gop•la-saundarya--the beauty of the Gop•la Deity; du•h•ra--of both of them;
mana--the minds; nila--took away; hari'--carrying; sukha p•‘•--feeling this
transcendental happiness; rahe--remained; t•h••--in that temple; dina--days;
dui-c•ri--two or four.
TRANSLATION
The beauty of the Gop•la Deity stole away their minds, and feeling great
happiness, they remained there for two or four days.
TEXT 16
TEXT
dui-vipra-madhye eka vipra----v”ddha-pr•ya
•ra vipra----yuv•, t••ra karena sah•ya
SYNONYMS
dui-vipra-madhye--between the two br•hma‹as; eka vipra--one br•hma‹a;
vrddha-pr•ya--elderly man; •ra vipra--the second br•hma‹a; yuv•--young man;
t••ra--of the older br•hma‹a; karena--does; sah•ya--assistance.
TRANSLATION
One of the two br•hma‹as was an old man, and the other was young. The young
man was assisting the old one.
TEXT 17
TEXT
choàa-vipra kare sad• t••h•ra sevana
t••h•ra sev•ya viprera tu£àa haila mana
SYNONYMS
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choàa-vipra--the younger br•hma‹a; kare--does; sad•--always; t••h•ra--his
(the old br•hma‹a's); sevana--service; t••h•ra--his; sev•ya--by the service;
viprera--of the old br•hma‹a; tu£àa--pacified; haila--became; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, the young br•hma‹a always rendered service to the older one, and
the old man, being very satisfied with his service, was pleased with him.
TEXT 18
TEXT
vipra bale----tumi mora bahu sev• kail•
sah•ya ha‘• more t†rtha kar•il•
SYNONYMS
vipra bale--the elderly br•hma‹a says; tumi--you; mora--my; bahu--various;
sev•--service; kail•--have rendered; sah•ya--assistant; ha‘•--being; more--to
me; t†rtha--pilgrimage; kar•il•--helped to do.
TRANSLATION
The older man told the younger, "You have rendered various types of service
to me. You have assisted me in traveling to all these places of pilgrimage.
TEXT 19
TEXT
putreo pit•ra aiche n• kare sevana
tom•ra pras•de •mi n• p•il•ma ¤rama
SYNONYMS
putreo--even my own son; pit•ra--of the father; aiche--in this way; n•-not; kare--renders; sevana--service; tom•ra--your; pras•de--by the mercy; •mi-I; n•--not; p•il•ma--have gotten; ¤rama--fatigue.
TRANSLATION
"Even my own son does not render such service. By your mercy, I did not
become fatigued while on this tour.
TEXT 20
TEXT
k”ta-ghnat• haya tom•ya n• kaile samm•na
ataeva tom•ya •mi diba kany•-d•na
SYNONYMS
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k”ta-ghnat•--ungratefulness; haya--it is; tom•ya--to you; n•--not; kaile-if doing; samm•na--respect; ataeva--therefore; tom•ya--to you; •mi--I; diba-shall give; kany•-d•na--my daughter as charity.
TRANSLATION
"If I do not show you any respect, I will be ungrateful. Therefore, I
promise to give you my daughter in charity."
TEXT 21
TEXT
choàa-vipra kahe, "¤una, vipra-mah•¤aya
asambhava kaha kene, yei n•hi haya
SYNONYMS
choàa-vipra--the younger br•hma‹a; kahe--replies; ¤una--hear; vipramah•¤aya--my dear br•hma‹a; asambhava--unlikely; kaha--you say; kene--why;
yei--which; n•hi--not; haya--happens.
TRANSLATION
The younger br•hma‹a replied, "My dear sir, please hear me. You are saying
something very unusual. Such a thing never happens.
TEXT 22
TEXT
mah•-kul†na tumi----vidy•-dhan•di-prav†‹a
•mi akul†na, •ra dhana-vidy•-h†na
SYNONYMS
mah•-kul†na--highly aristocratic; tumi--you; vidy•--education; dhana-•di-riches; prav†‹a--enriched; •mi--I; akul†na--not aristocratic; •ra--and; dhanavidy•-h†na--without any wealth and education.
TRANSLATION
"You are a most aristocratic family man, well educated and very rich. I am
not at all aristocratic, and I am without a decent education and have no
wealth.
PURPORT
Due to pious activities, one can be enriched by four opulences: one may
obtain birth in an aristocratic family, become highly educated, become very
beautiful or get a sufficient quantity of riches. These are symptoms of pious
activities performed in one's past life. In India it is still current for an
aristocratic family never to consider a marriage with a common family. Though
the caste may be the same, to maintain the aristocracy such marriages are
rejected. No poor man will dare marry the daughter of a rich man. Because of
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this, when the elderly br•hma‹a offered the young br•hma‹a his daughter, the
young br•hma‹a did not believe that it would be possible to marry her.
Therefore he asked the elderly br•hma‹a why he was proposing something
unprecedented (asambhava). It was unheard of for an aristocratic person to
offer his daughter to a person who was both uneducated and poor.
TEXT 23
TEXT
kany•-d•na-p•tra •mi n• ha-i tom•ra
k”£‹a-pr†tye kari tom•ra sev•-vyavah•ra
SYNONYMS
kany•-d•na-p•tra--a bridegroom suitable for one's daughter; •mi--I; n•-not; ha-i--am; tom•ra--of you; k”£‹a-pr†tye--only for satisfaction of K”£‹a;
kari--I do; tom•ra--of you; sev•--of service; vyavah•ra--activities.
TRANSLATION
"Sir, I am not a suitable bridegroom for your daughter. I render service to
you only for the satisfaction of K”£‹a.
PURPORT
Both br•hma‹as were pure Vai£‹avas. The younger man took special care of
the older one simply to please K”£‹a. In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.19.21) K”£‹a
says, mad-bhakta-pãj•bhyadhik•: "It is better to render service to My
devotee." Thus, according to the Gau‚†ya-Vai£‹ava philosophy of Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, it is better to be a servant of the servant of God. One should not
try to serve K”£‹a directly. A pure Vai£‹ava serves a servant of K”£‹a and
identifies himself as a servant of a servant of K”£‹a. This is pleasing to
Lord K”£‹a. ¥r†la Narottama d•sa áh•kura confirms this philosophy: ch•‚iy•
vai£‹ava-sev• nist•ra p•yeche keb•. Unless one serves a liberated Vai£‹ava, he
cannot attain liberation by directly serving K”£‹a. He must serve the servant
of K”£‹a.
TEXT 24
TEXT
br•hma‹a-sev•ya k”£‹era pr†ti ba‚a haya
t••h•ra santo£e bhakti-sampad b•‚aya"
SYNONYMS
br•hma‹a-sev•ya--by rendering service to a br•hma‹a; k”£‹era--of Lord
K”£‹a; pr†ti--the satisfaction; ba‚a--very great; haya--is; t••h•ra santo£e-by pleasing the Lord; bhakti--of devotional service; sampad--the opulence;
b•‚aya--increases.
TRANSLATION
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"Lord K”£‹a is very pleased by service rendered to br•hma‹as, and when the
Lord is pleased, the opulence of one's devotional service increases."
PURPORT
In this regard, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura comments that the
younger br•hma‹a rendered service to the older one with the purpose of
pleasing K”£‹a. It was not a matter of ordinary worldly dealings. K”£‹a is
pleased when a Vai£‹ava is rendered service. Because the younger br•hma‹a
served the older one, Lord Gop•la agreed to become a witness of the marriage
negotiation in order to maintain the prestige of both devotees. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu would certainly not have liked to hear about marital dealings
unless such dealings were exchanged between two Vai£‹avas. Marriage
arrangements and ceremonies belong to ordinary material karma-k•‹‚a sections
of the scriptures. The Vai£‹avas, however, are not interested in any kind of
karma-k•‹‚a dealings. ¥r†la Narottama d•sa áh•kura says: karma-k•‹‚a j‘•nak•‹‚a kevala vi£era bh•‹‚a. For a Vai£‹ava, the karma-k•‹‚a and j‘•na-k•‹‚a
sections of the Vedas are unnecessary. Indeed, a real Vai£‹ava takes these
sections as a poison pot (vi£era bh•‹‚a). Sometimes we take part in a marriage
ceremony for our disciples, but this does not mean that we are interested in
karma-k•‹‚a activities. Sometimes, not knowing the Vai£‹ava philosophy, an
outsider criticizes such activity, maintaining that a sanny•s† should not take
part in a marriage ceremony between a young boy and a young girl. However,
this is not a karma-k•‹‚a activity, because our purpose is to spread the K”£‹a
consciousness movement. We are giving all facility to the general populace to
take to K”£‹a consciousness, and in order to fix the devotees in concentration
on the service of the Lord, marriage is sometimes allowed. We have experienced
that such married couples actually render very important service to the
mission. Therefore, one should not misunderstand when a sanny•s† takes part in
a marriage ceremony. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Nity•nanda Prabhu took great
pleasure in hearing about the marriage ceremony between the young br•hma‹a and
the daughter of the elderly br•hma‹a.
TEXT 25
TEXT
ba‚a-vipra kahe,----"tumi n• kara sa‰¤aya
tom•ke kany• diba •mi, karila ni¤caya"
SYNONYMS
ba‚a-vipra--the older br•hma‹a; kahe--replies; tumi--you; n•--not; kara-do; sa‰¤aya--doubt; tom•ke--to you; kany•--the daughter; diba--shall give;
•mi--I; karila--made; ni¤caya--certainty.
TRANSLATION
The older br•hma‹a replied, "My dear boy, do not doubt me. I will give you
my daughter in charity. I have already decided this."
TEXT 26
TEXT
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choàa-vipra bale,----"tom•ra str†-putra saba
bahu j‘•ti-go£àh† tom•ra bahuta b•ndhava
SYNONYMS
choàa-vipra--the young br•hma‹a; bale--says; tom•ra--your; str†-putra--wife
and sons; saba--all; bahu--many; j‘•ti--of family relations; go£àh†--group;
tom•ra--your; bahuta--many; b•ndhava--friends.
TRANSLATION
The young br•hma‹a said, "You have a wife and sons, and you have a large
circle of relatives and friends.
TEXT 27
TEXT
t•'-sab•ra sammati vin• nahe kany•-d•na
rukmi‹†ra pit• bh†£maka t•h•te pram•‹a
SYNONYMS
t•'-sab•ra--of all of them; sammati--consent; vin•--without; nahe--not;
kany•-d•na--giving the daughter in charity; rukmi‹†ra--of Queen Rukmi‹†; pit•-father; bh†£maka--of the name Bh†£maka; t•h•te--of that; pram•‹a--evidence.
TRANSLATION
"Without the consent of all your friends and relatives, it is not possible
to give me your daughter in charity. Just consider the story of Queen Rukmi‹†
and her father, Bh†£maka.
TEXT 28
TEXT
bh†£makera icch•,----k”£‹e kany• samarpite
putrera virodhe kany• n•rila arpite"
SYNONYMS
bh†£makera--of King Bh†£maka; icch•--the desire; k”£‹e--unto K”£‹a; kany•-daughter; samarpite--to give; putrera--of his son; virodhe--by the objection;
kany•--daughter; n•rila--was unable; arpite--to offer.
TRANSLATION
"King Bh†£maka wanted to give his daughter, Rukmi‹†, in charity to K”£‹a,
but Rukm†, his eldest son, objected. Therefore he could not carry out his
decision."
PURPORT
As stated in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.52.25):
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bandhãn•m icchat•‰ d•tu‰
k”£‹•ya bhagin†‰ n”pa
tato niv•rya k”£‹a-dvi‚
rukm† caidyam amanyata
King Bh†£maka of Vidarbha wanted to offer K”£‹a his daughter, Rukmi‹†, but
Rukm†, the eldest of his five sons, objected. Therefore he withdrew his
decision and decided to offer Rukmi‹† to the King of Cedi, ¥i¤up•la, who was a
cousin of K”£‹a's. However, Rukmi‹† conceived of a trick: she sent a letter to
K”£‹a asking Him to kidnap her. Thus in order to please Rukmi‹†, who was His
great devotee, K”£‹a kidnapped her. There ensued a great fight between K”£‹a
and the opposing party, headed by Rukmi‹†'s brother Rukm†. Rukm† was defeated
and, because of his harsh words against K”£‹a, was about to be killed, but he
was saved at the request of Rukmi‹†. However, K”£‹a shaved off all of Rukm†'s
hair with His sword. ¥r† Balar•ma did not like this, and so to please Rukmi‹†,
Balar•ma rebuked K”£‹a.
TEXT 29
TEXT
ba‚a-vipra kahe,----"kany• mora nija-dhana
nija-dhana dite ni£edhibe kon jana
SYNONYMS
ba‚a-vipra kahe--the elderly br•hma‹a says; kany•--the daughter; mora--my;
nija-dhana--own property; nija-dhana--one's own property; dite--to give;
ni£edhibe--will object; kon--what; jana--person.
TRANSLATION
The elderly br•hma‹a said, "My daughter is my own property. If I choose to
give my property to someone, who has the power to stop me?
TEXT 30
TEXT
tom•ke kany• diba, sab•ke kari' tirask•ra
sa‰¤aya n• kara tumi, karaha sv†k•ra"
SYNONYMS
tom•ke--to you; kany•--the daughter; diba--I shall offer; sab•ke--all
others; kari'--doing; tirask•ra--neglecting; sa‰¤aya--doubt; n•--not; kara-do; tumi--you; karaha--just do; sv†k•ra--acceptance.
TRANSLATION
"My dear boy, I will give my daughter to you in charity, and I will neglect
the position of all others. Don't doubt me in this regard; just accept my
proposal."
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TEXT 31
TEXT
choàa-vipra kahe,----"yadi kany• dite mana
gop•lera •ge kaha e satya-vacana"
SYNONYMS
choàa-vipra kahe--the younger br•hma‹a replies; yadi--if; kany•--daughter;
dite--to give in charity; mana--the mind; gop•lera--of the Gop•la Deity; •ge-in front; kaha--say; e--these; satya-vacana--words in truth.
TRANSLATION
The younger br•hma‹a replied, "If you have decided to give your young
daughter to me, then say so before the Gop•la Deity."
TEXT 32
TEXT
gop•lera •ge vipra kahite l•gila
'tumi j•na, nija-kany• ih•re •mi dila'
SYNONYMS
gop•lera •ge--in front of the Gop•la Deity; vipra--the elderly br•hma‹a;
kahite--to speak; l•gila--began; tumi j•na--my Lord, please know; nila-kany•-my own daughter; ih•re--to this boy; •mi--I; dila--have given in charity.
TRANSLATION
Coming before Gop•la, the elderly br•hma‹a said, "My dear Lord, please
witness that I have given my daughter to this boy."
PURPORT
In India it is still the custom for a daughter to be offered to someone
simply by word. This is called v•g-datta. This means that the father, brother
or guardian of a girl has given his word that she will be married to a certain
man. Consequently, that daughter cannot be married to anyone else. She is
reserved by virtue of the honest words of the father or guardian. There are
many instances in which the parents of a female child have given someone a
verbal promise that their daughter will be married to his son. Both parties
agree to wait until the boy and girl are grown up, and then the marriage takes
place. Following this custom, which is very old in India, the elderly br•hma‹a
promised to give his daughter to the younger br•hma‹a in charity, and he
promised this before the Gop•la Deity. In India the custom is to honor any
promise made before the Deity. Such a promise cannot be canceled. In Indian
villages, whenever there is a quarrel between two parties, they go to a temple
to settle the quarrel. Whatever is spoken in front of the Deity is taken to be
true, for no one would dare lie before the Deity. This same principle was
followed in the Battle of Kuruk£etra. Therefore in the very beginning of the
Bhagavad-g†t• it is stated: dharma-k£etre kuru-k£etre.
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By not becoming God conscious, human society is deteriorating to the lowest
standard of animal life. This K”£‹a consciousness movement is very essential
to reviving God consciousness among the general populace. If people actually
become God conscious, all quarrels can be settled outside of court, as
happened in the case of the two br•hma‹as whose disagreement was settled by
the witness Gop•la.
TEXT 33
TEXT
choàa-vipra bale,----"àh•kura, tumi mora s•k£†
tom• s•k£† bol•imu, yadi anyath• dekhi"
SYNONYMS
choàa-vipra bale--the younger br•hma‹a replied; àh•kura--my dear Lord
Gop•la; tumi--You; mora--my; s•k£†--witness; tom•--unto You; s•k£†--witness;
bol•imu--I shall call as; yadi--if; anyath•--otherwise; dekhi--I see.
TRANSLATION
Then the younger br•hma‹a addressed the Deity, saying, "My dear Lord, You
are my witness. I shall call for You to testify if it is necessary later on."
TEXT 34
TEXT
eta bali' dui-jane calil• de¤ere
guru-buddhye choàa-vipra bahu sev• kare
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--speaking this; dui-jane--both the br•hma‹as; calil•--went;
de¤ere--toward their own country; guru-buddhye--accepting the elderly br•hma‹a
as guru; choàa-vipra--the young br•hma‹a; bahu--various; sev•--services; kare-renders.
TRANSLATION
After these talks, the two br•hma‹as started for home. As usual, the young
br•hma‹a accompanied the elderly br•hma‹a as if the older br•hma‹a were a guru
[spiritual master] and rendered him service in various ways.
TEXT 35
TEXT
de¤e •si' dui-jane gel• nija-ghare
kata dine ba‚a-vipra cintita antare
SYNONYMS
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de¤e •si'--after returning to their own country; dui-jane--both of them;
gel•--went; nija-ghare--to their respective homes; kata dine--after some time;
ba‚a-vipra--the elderly br•hma‹a; cintita--very anxious; antare--within.
TRANSLATION
After returning to Vidy•nagara, each br•hma‹a went to his respective home.
After some time, the elderly br•hma‹a became very anxious.
TEXT 36
TEXT
t†rthe vipre v•kya dilu•,----kemate satya haya
str†, putra, j‘•ti, bandhu j•nibe ni¤caya
SYNONYMS
t†rthe--on pilgrimage; vipre--to a br•hma‹a; v•kya--word of honor; dilu•--I
have given; kemate--how; satya--true; haya--it is; str†--wife; putra--sons;
j‘•ti--relatives; bandhu--friends; j•nibe--will know; ni¤caya--certainly.
TRANSLATION
He began to think, "I have given my word to a br•hma‹a in a holy place, and
what I promised will certainly come to pass. I must now disclose this to my
wife, sons, other relatives and friends."
TEXT 37
TEXT
eka-dina nija-loka ekatra karila
t•-sab•ra •ge saba v”tt•nta kahila
SYNONYMS
eka-dina--one day; nija-loka--all his relatives; ekatra--in one place;
karila--assembled; t•-sab•ra--of all of them; •ge--in front; saba--all;
v”tt•nta--narration; kahila--spoke.
TRANSLATION
Thus one day the elderly br•hma‹a called for a meeting of all his relatives
and friends, and before them all he narrated what had taken place in front of
Gop•la.
TEXT 38
TEXT
¤uni' saba go£àh† t•ra kare h•h•-k•ra
'aiche b•t mukhe tumi n• •nibe •ra
SYNONYMS
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¤uni'--hearing; saba--all; go£àh†--family members and friends; t•ra--of the
elderly br•hma‹a; kare--do; h•-h•-k•ra--exclamation of disappointment; aiche-such; b•t--proposal; mukhe--in the mouth; tumi--you; n•--not; •nibe--should
bring; •ra--again.
TRANSLATION
When those who belonged to the family circle heard the narration of the old
br•hma‹a, they made exclamations showing their disappointment. They all
requested that he not make such a proposal again.
TEXT 39
TEXT
n†ce kany• dile kula y•ibeka n•¤a
¤uni‘• sakala loka karibe upah•sa'
SYNONYMS
n†ce--to a lower family; kany•--daughter; dile--if offering; kula--family
tradition; y•ibeka--will go to; n•¤a--destruction; ¤uni‘•--hearing; sakala-all; loka--friends; karibe--will do; upah•sa--joking.
TRANSLATION
They unanimously agreed, "If you offer your daughter to a degraded family,
your aristocracy will be lost. When people hear of this, they will make jokes
and laugh at you."
TEXT 40
TEXT
vipra bale,----"t†rtha-v•kya kemane kari •na
ye ha-uk, se ha-uka, •mi diba kany•-d•na"
SYNONYMS
vipra bale--the br•hma‹a says; t†rtha-v•kya--the promise made on the
pilgrimage; kemane--how; kari--I shall do; •na--otherwise; ye ha-uk--whatever
may be; se ha-uka--let it take place; •mi--I; diba--shall give; kany•-d•na--my
daughter in charity.
TRANSLATION
The elderly br•hma‹a said, "How can I undo the promise I made in a holy
place while on pilgrimage? Whatever may happen, I must give him my daughter in
charity."
TEXT 41
TEXT
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j‘•ti loka kahe,----'mor• tom•ke ch•‚iba'
str†-putra kahe,----'vi£a kh•iy• mariba'
SYNONYMS
j‘•ti loka--the relatives; kahe--answer; mor•--we all; tom•ke--you;
ch•‚iba--will give up; str†--wife; putra--sons; kahe--say; vi£a--poison;
kh•iy•--drinking; mariba--we shall die.
TRANSLATION
The relatives unanimously said, "If you give your daughter to that boy, we
shall give up all connection with you." Indeed, his wife and sons declared,
"If such a thing happens, we shall take poison and die."
TEXT 42
TEXT
vipra bale,----"s•k£† bol•‘• karibeka ny•ya
jiti' kany• labe, mora vyartha dharma haya"
SYNONYMS
vipra bale--the br•hma‹a says; s•k£†--a witness; bol•‘•--calling for;
karibeka--there will be; ny•ya--justice; jiti'--winning; kany•--the daughter;
labe--he will take; mora--my; vyartha--meaningless; dharma--religious
principles; haya--will be.
TRANSLATION
The elderly br•hma‹a said, "If I do not give my daughter to the young
br•hma‹a, he will call ¥r† Gop•laj† as a witness. Thus he will take my
daughter by force, and in that case my religious principles will become
meaningless."
TEXT 43
TEXT
putra bale,----"pratim• s•k£†, seha dãra de¤e
ke tom•ra s•k£† dibe, cint• kara kise
SYNONYMS
putra bale--his son says; pratim•--the Deity; s•k£†--witness; seha--He
also; dãra--distant; de¤e--in country; ke--who; tom•ra--of you; s•k£†-witness; dibe--will give; cint•--anxiety; kara--you do; kise--why.
TRANSLATION
His son replied, "The Deity may be a witness, but He is in a distant
country. How can He come to bear witness against you? Why are you so anxious
over this?
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TEXT 44
TEXT
n•hi kahi----n• kahio e mithy•-vacana
sabe kahibe----'mora kichu n•hika smara‹a'
SYNONYMS
n•hi kahi--I did not say; n• kahio--do not say; e--this; mithy•-vacana-false statement; sabe--only; kahibe--you shall say; mora--my; kichu--anything;
n•hika--not; smara‹a--remembrance.
TRANSLATION
"You do not have to flatly deny that you spoke such a thing. There is no
need to make a false statement. Simply say that you do not remember what you
said.
TEXT 45
TEXT
tumi yadi kaha,----'•mi kichui n• j•ni'
tabe •mi ny•ya kari' br•hma‹ere jini"
SYNONYMS
tumi--you; yadi--if; kaha--say; •mi kichui n• j•ni--I do not remember
anything; tabe--in that case; •mi--I; ny•ya kari'--arguing; br•hma‹ere--the
younger br•hma‹a; jini--shall conquer.
TRANSLATION
"If you simply say, 'I do not remember,' I shall take care of the rest. By
argument, I shall defeat the young br•hma‹a."
PURPORT
The son of the elderly br•hma‹a was an atheist and a follower of the
Raghun•tha-sm”ti. He was very expert in dealing with pounds-shillings-pence,
but he was fool number one. Consequently, he did not believe in the spiritual
position of the Deity, nor did he have any faith in the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. Therefore, as a typical idol worshiper, he considered the form of the
Lord to be made of stone or wood. Thus he assured his father that the witness
was only a stone Deity and was not capable of speaking. Besides that, he
assured his father that the Deity was situated far away and consequently could
not come to bear witness. In essence, he was saying: "Have no anxiety. You do
not have to lie directly, but you should speak like a diplomat, like King
Yudhi£àhira when he spoke to Dro‹•c•rya--a¤vatth•m• hata iti gaja„. Following
this principle, simply say that you do not remember anything and are
completely unaware of the statements given by the young br•hma‹a. If you make
the background like that, I shall know how to fill in the argument and defeat
him by word jugglery. Thus I shall save you from having to give your daughter
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to him. In this way, our aristocracy will be saved. You have nothing to worry
about."
TEXT 46
TEXT
eta ¤uni' viprera cintita haila mana
ek•nta-bh•ve cinte vipra gop•la-cara‹a
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; viprera--of the old br•hma‹a; cintita--agitated;
haila--became; mana--the mind; ek•nta-bh•ve--with single-minded attention;
cinte--thinks; vipra--the br•hma‹a; gop•la-cara‹a--of the lotus feet of ¥r†
Gop•laj†.
TRANSLATION
When the elderly br•hma‹a heard this, his mind became very agitated.
Feeling helpless, he simply turned his attention to the lotus feet of Gop•la.
TEXT 47
TEXT
'mora dharma rak£• p•ya, n• mare nija-jana
dui rak£• kara, gop•la, lainu ¤ara‹a'
SYNONYMS
mora--my; dharma--religious principles; rak£• p•ya--spared; n•--not; mare-die; nija-jana--own kinsmen; dui--two; rak£• kara--You kindly protect; gop•la-my Lord Gop•la; lainu--I have taken; ¤ara‹a--shelter under Your lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
The elderly br•hma‹a prayed, "My dear Lord Gop•la, I have taken shelter of
Your lotus feet, and therefore I request You to please protect my religious
principles from disturbance and at the same time save my kinsmen from dying."
TEXT 48
TEXT
ei-mata vipra citte cintite l•gila
•ra dina laghu-vipra t••ra ghare •ila
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; vipra--the elderly br•hma‹a; citte--within the mind;
cintite--to think; l•gila--began; •ra dina--the next day; laghu-vipra--the
young br•hma‹a; t••ra--his; ghare--to the home; •ila--came.
TRANSLATION
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The next day, the elderly br•hma‹a was thinking deeply about this matter
when the young br•hma‹a came to his house.
TEXT 49
TEXT
•si‘• parama-bhaktye namask•ra kari'
vinaya kari‘• kahe kara dui yu‚i'
SYNONYMS
•si‘•--coming; parama-bhaktye--in great devotion; namask•ra kari'--offering
obeisances; vinaya kari‘•--with great humility; kahe--says; kara--hands; dui-two; yu‚i'--folding.
TRANSLATION
The young br•hma‹a came to him and offered respectful obeisances. Then,
very humbly folding his hands, he spoke as follows.
TEXT 50
TEXT
'tumi more kany• dite kary•cha a•g†k•ra
ebe kichu n•hi kaha, ki tom•ra vic•ra'
SYNONYMS
tumi--you; more--to me; kany•--your daughter; dite--to give in charity;
kary•cha--have made; a•g†k•ra--a promise; ebe--now; kichu--something; n•hi-not; kaha--you say; ki--what; tom•ra--your; vic•ra--conclusion.
TRANSLATION
"You have promised to give your daughter in charity to me. Now you do not
say anything. What is your conclusion?"
TEXT 51
TEXT
eta ¤uni' sei vipra rahe mauna dhari'
t••ra putra m•rite •ila h•te àhe•g• kari'
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; sei vipra--the elderly br•hma‹a; rahe--remains;
mauna dhari'--holding silence; t••ra--his; putra--son; m•rite--to strike;
•ila--came out; h•te--in hand; àhe•g•--stick; kari'--taking.
TRANSLATION
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After the young br•hma‹a submitted this statement, the elderly br•hma‹a
remained silent. Taking this opportunity, his son immediately came out with a
stick to strike the younger man.
TEXT 52
TEXT
'•re adhama! mora bhagn† c•ha viv•hite
v•mana ha‘• c••da yena c•ha ta' dharite'
SYNONYMS
•re adhama--O most degraded one; mora--my; bhagn†--sister; c•ha--you want;
viv•hite--to marry; v•mana--a dwarf; ha‘•--being; c••da--the moon; yena--as
if; c•ha--you want; ta'--certainly; dharite--to capture.
TRANSLATION
The son said, "Oh, you are most degraded! You want to marry my sister, just
like a dwarf who wants to catch the moon!"
TEXT 53
TEXT
àhe‘• dekhi' sei vipra pal•‘• gela
•ra dina gr•mera loka ekatra karila
SYNONYMS
àhe‘• dekhi'--seeing the stick in his hand; sei vipra--the young br•hma‹a;
pal•‘• gela--fled from that place; •ra dina--the next day; gr•mera loka--the
inhabitants of the village; ekatra karila--gathered in one place.
TRANSLATION
Seeing a stick in the hand of the son, the younger br•hma‹a fled. The next
day, however, he gathered together all the people of the village.
TEXT 54
TEXT
saba loka ba‚a-vipre ‚•kiy• •nila
tabe sei laghu-vipra kahite l•gila
SYNONYMS
saba loka--all the village inhabitants; ba‚a-vipre--to the senior br•hma‹a;
‚•kiy•--calling; •nila--brought; tabe--then; sei laghu-vipra--the junior
br•hma‹a; kahite l•gila--began to speak.
TRANSLATION
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All the people of the village then called for the elderly br•hma‹a and
brought him to their meeting place. The young br•hma‹a then began to speak
before them as follows.
TEXT 55
TEXT
'i•ha more kany• dite kary•che a•g†k•ra
ebe ye n• dena, pucha i•h•ra vyavah•ra'
SYNONYMS
i•ha--this gentleman; more--to me; kany•--his daughter; dite--to give in
charity; kary•che--has made; a•g†k•ra--promise; ebe--now; ye--indeed; n•--not;
dena--he gives; pucha--kindly ask; i•h•ra--of him; vyavah•ra--the behavior.
TRANSLATION
"This gentleman has promised to hand over his daughter to me, yet now he
does not follow his promise. Please ask him about his behavior."
TEXT 56
TEXT
tabe sei viprere puchila sarva-jana
'kany• kene n• deha, yadi diy•cha vacana'
SYNONYMS
tabe--then; sei--that; viprere--br•hma‹a; puchila--asked; sarva-jana--all
the people; kany•--daughter; kene--why; n• deha--you do not give in charity;
yadi--if; diy•cha--have given; vacana--word of honor.
TRANSLATION
All the people gathered there asked the elderly br•hma‹a, "If you have
already promised to give him your daughter in charity, why are you not
fulfilling your promise? You have given your word of honor."
TEXT 57
TEXT
vipra kahe,----'¤una, loka, mora nivedana
kabe ki baliy•chi, mora n•hika smara‹a'
SYNONYMS
vipra kahe--the senior br•hma‹a replied; ¤una--please hear; loka--all
people; mora--my; nivedana--submission; kabe--when; ki--what; baliy•chi--I
have said; mora--my; n•hika--there is not; smara‹a--remembrance.
TRANSLATION
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The elderly br•hma‹a said, "My dear friends, please hear what I have to
submit. I do not exactly remember making a promise like that."
TEXT 58
TEXT
eta ¤uni' t••ra putra v•kya-cchala p•‘•
pragalbha ha-iy• kahe sammukhe •si‘•
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; t••ra putra--his son; v•kya-cchala--for jugglery
of words; p•‘•--getting a chance; pragalbha--impudent; ha-iy•--becoming; kahe-says; sammukhe--in the front; •si‘•--coming.
TRANSLATION
When the elderly br•hma‹a's son heard this, he took the opportunity to
juggle some words. Becoming very impudent, he stood before the assembly and
spoke as follows.
TEXT 59
TEXT
't†rtha-y•tr•ya pit•ra sa•ge chila bahu dhana
dhana dekhi ei du£àera laite haila mana
SYNONYMS
t†rtha-y•tr•ya--when touring the holy places; pit•ra--my father; sa•ge-with; chila--there was; bahu--much; dhana--money; dhana--money; dekhi--seeing;
ei--this; du£àera--of the rogue; laite--to take; haila--it was; mana--the
intention.
TRANSLATION
"While touring various holy places of pilgrimage, my father carried much
money. Seeing the money, this rogue decided to take it away.
TEXT 60
TEXT
•ra keha sa•ge n•hi, ei sa•ge ekala
dhutur• kh•oy•‘• b•pe karila p•gala
SYNONYMS
•ra--anyone; keha--else; sa•ge--in company; n•hi--there was not; ei--this
br•hma‹a; sa•ge--in company; ekala--alone; dhutur•--an intoxicant; kh•oy•‘•-making him eat; b•pe--my father; karila--made; p•gala--mad.
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TRANSLATION
"There was no one besides this man with my father. Giving him an intoxicant
known as dhutur• to eat, this rogue made my father mad.
TEXT 61
TEXT
saba dhana la‘• kahe----'core la-ila dhana'
'kany• dite c•hiy•che'----uàh•ila vacana
SYNONYMS
saba--all; dhana--money; la‘•--taking; kahe--says; core--a thief; la-ila-took; dhana--all the money; kany•--the daughter; dite--to give in charity;
c•hiy•che--has promised; uàh•ila--has raised; vacana--a slogan.
TRANSLATION
"Having taken all my father's money, this rogue claimed that it was taken
by some thief. Now he is claiming that my father has promised to give him his
daughter in charity.
TEXT 62
TEXT
tomar• sakala loka karaha vic•re
'mora pit•ra kany• dite yogya ki ih•re'
SYNONYMS
tomar•--you; sakala--all; loka--people; karaha--just make; vic•re-judgment; mora--my; pit•ra--of the father; kany•--the daughter; dite--to give
in charity; yogya--befitting; ki--is it; ih•re--to him.
TRANSLATION
"All of you assembled here are gentlemen. Please judge whether it is
befitting to offer this poor br•hma‹a my father's daughter."
TEXT 63
TEXT
eta ¤uni' lokera mane ha-ila sa‰¤aya
'sambhave,----dhana-lobhe loka ch•‚e dharma-bhaya'
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing all this; lokera--of all the people; mane--in the minds;
ha-ila--there was; sa‰¤aya--doubt; sambhave--possible; dhana-lobhe--by greed
for money; loka--some man; ch•‚e--gives up; dharma-bhaya--religious
principles.
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TRANSLATION
Hearing all these statements, all the people gathered there became a little
doubtful. They thought it quite possible that because of attraction for riches
one might give up his religious principles.
TEXT 64
TEXT
tabe choàa-vipra kahe, "¤una, mah•jana
ny•ya jinib•re kahe asatya-vacana
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; choàa-vipra--the young br•hma‹a; kahe--says; ¤una-please hear; mah•-jana--all gentlemen; ny•ya--the argument; jinib•re--to win;
kahe--he says; asatya-vacana--untruthful statements.
TRANSLATION
At that time the young br•hma‹a said, "My dear gentlemen, please hear. Just
to gain victory in an argument, this man is lying.
TEXT 65
TEXT
ei vipra mora sev•ya tu£àa yabe hail•
'tore •mi kany• diba' •pane kahil•
SYNONYMS
ei vipra--this br•hma‹a; mora--my; sev•ya--by the service; tu£àa--fully
satisfied; yabe--when; hail•--he was; tore--to you; •mi--I; kany•--daughter;
diba--shall give; •pane--of his own accord; kahil•--promised.
TRANSLATION
"Being very satisfied with my service, this br•hma‹a said to me of his own
accord, 'I promise to hand over my daughter to you.'
TEXT 66
TEXT
tabe mu‘i ni£edhinu,----¤una, dvija-vara
tom•ra kany•ra yogya nahi mu‘i vara
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; mu‘i--I; ni£edhinu--forbade; ¤una--hear; dvija-vara--O
best of the br•hma‹as; tom•ra--your; kany•ra--for the daughter; yogya-suitable; nahi--not; mu‘i--I; vara--husband.
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TRANSLATION
"At that time I forbade him to do this, telling him, 'O best of the
br•hma‹as, I am not a fit husband for your daughter.
TEXT 67
TEXT
k•h•• tumi pa‹‚ita, dhan†, parama kul†na
k•h•• mu‘i daridra, mãrkha, n†ca, kula-h†na
SYNONYMS
k•h••--whereas; tumi--you; pa‹‚ita--learned scholar; dhan†--rich man;
parama--first class; kul†na--aristocracy; k•h••--whereas; mu‘i--I; daridra-poor man; mãrkha--not educated; n†ca--fallen; kula-h†na--without aristocracy.
TRANSLATION
" 'Whereas you are a learned scholar, a rich man belonging to an
aristocratic family, I am a poor man, uneducated and with no claim to
aristocracy.'
TEXT 68
TEXT
tabu ei vipra more kahe b•ra b•ra
tore kany• dilu•, tumi karaha sv†k•ra
SYNONYMS
tabu--still; ei--this; vipra--br•hma‹a; more--to me; kahe--says; b•ra b•ra-again and again; tore--to you; kany•--my daughter; dilu•--I have given in
charity; tumi--you; karaha--make; sv†k•ra--acceptance.
TRANSLATION
"Still this br•hma‹a insisted. Again and again he asked me to accept his
proposal, saying, 'I have given you my daughter. Please accept her.'
TEXT 69
TEXT
tabe •mi kahil••----¤una, mah•-mati
tom•ra str†-putra-j‘•tira n• habe sammati
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; •mi--I; kahil••--said; ¤una--please hear; mah•-mati--O
intelligent br•hma‹a; tom•ra--your; str†-putra--wife and children; j‘•tira-kinsmen; n• habe sammati--will not agree.
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TRANSLATION
"I then said, 'Please hear. You are a learned br•hma‹a. Your wife, friends
and relatives will never agree to this proposal.
TEXT 70
TEXT
kany• dite n•ribe, habe asatya-vacana
punarapi kahe vipra kariy• yatana
SYNONYMS
kany•--daughter; dite--to give; n•ribe--you will not be able; habe--it will
become; asatya-vacana--a false statement; punarapi--again; kahe--he says;
vipra--the br•hma‹a; kariy• yatana--with great attention.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear sir, you will not be able to fulfill your promise. Your promise
will be broken.' Yet, again and again the br•hma‹a emphasized his promise.
TEXT 71
TEXT
kany• tore dilu•, dvidh• n• kariha cite
•tma-kany• diba, keb• p•re ni£edhite
SYNONYMS
kany•--the daughter; tore--to you; dilu•--I have given; dvidh•--hesitation;
n•--do not; kariha--do; cite--within your mind; •tma-kany•--my own daughter;
diba--I shall give; keb•--who; p•re--is able; ni£edhite--to forbid.
TRANSLATION
" 'I have offered you my daughter. Do not hesitate. She is my daughter, and
I shall give her to you. Who can forbid me?'
TEXT 72
TEXT
tabe •mi kahil•• d”‚ha kari' mana
gop•lera •ge kaha e-satya vacana
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; •mi--I; kahil••--said; d”‚ha kari' mana--fixing my
mind; gop•lera •ge--in front of the Gop•la Deity; kaha--speak; e-satya vacana-this truthful statement.
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TRANSLATION
"At that time I concentrated my mind and requested the br•hma‹a to make the
promise before the Gop•la Deity.
TEXT 73
TEXT
tabe i•ho gop•lera •gete kahila
tumi j•na, ei vipre kany• •mi dila
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; i•ho--this gentleman; gop•lera--of the Gop•la Deity;
•gete--in front; kahila--he said; tumi j•na--my Lord, please know; ei vipre-unto this young br•hma‹a; kany•--my daughter; •mi--I; dila--have offered.
TRANSLATION
"Then this gentleman said in front of the Gop•la Deity, 'My dear Lord,
please bear witness. I have offered my daughter to this br•hma‹a in charity.'
TEXT 74
TEXT
tabe •mi gop•lere s•k£† kari‘•
kahil•• t••ra pade minati kari‘•
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; •mi--I; gop•lere--to the Gop•la Deity; s•k£†--the
witness; kari‘•--making; kahil••--said; t••ra pade--at His lotus feet; minati-humility; kari‘•--making.
TRANSLATION
"Accepting the Gop•la Deity as my witness, I then submitted the following
at His lotus feet.
TEXT 75
TEXT
yadi ei vipra more n• dibe kany•-d•na
s•k£† bol•imu tom•ya, ha-io s•vadh•na
SYNONYMS
yadi--if; ei--this; vipra--br•hma‹a; more--to me; n•--not; dibe--will give;
kany•-d•na--his daughter in charity; s•k£† bol•imu--I shall call as a witness;
tom•ya--You; ha-io s•vadh•na--kindly be attentive.
TRANSLATION
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" 'If this br•hma‹a later hesitates to give me his daughter, my dear Lord,
I shall call on You as a witness. Please note this with care and attention.'
TEXT 76
TEXT
ei v•kye s•k£† mora •che mah•jana
y••ra v•kya satya kari m•ne tribhuvana"
SYNONYMS
ei v•kye--in this statement; s•k£†--witness; mora--my; •che--there is;
mah•jana--a great personality; y••ra--whose; v•kya--words; satya--true; kari-taking as; m•ne--accepts; tri-bhuvana--the whole world.
TRANSLATION
"Thus I have called upon a great personality in this transaction. I have
asked the Supreme Godhead to be my witness. The entire world accepts the words
of the Supreme Personality of Godhead."
PURPORT
Although the young br•hma‹a described himself as having no claims to
aristocracy and being an uneducated common man, still he had one good
qualification: he believed that the Supreme Personality of Godhead was the
topmost authority, he accepted the words of Lord K”£‹a without hesitation, and
he had firm faith in the Lord's consistency. According to Prahl•da Mah•r•ja,
another authority on the Supreme Personality of Godhead, such a staunch and
faithful devotee of the Lord must be understood to be a most learned scholar:
tan manye 'dh†tam uttamam (¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam 7.5.24). A pure devotee who has
firm faith in the words of the Supreme Personality of Godhead is to be
considered a most learned scholar, the topmost aristocrat and the richest man
in the whole world. All godly qualities automatically exist in such a devotee.
In the preaching work of the K”£‹a consciousness movement, we, as the servant
of the servant of the servant of the servant of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, fully believe in the words of K”£‹a and His servants, the disciplic
succession. In this way we are presenting the words of K”£‹a throughout the
world. Even though we are neither a rich man nor a very learned scholar, and
even though we do not belong to any aristocracy, this movement is still being
welcomed and is very easily spreading all over the world. Although we are very
poor and have no professional source of income, K”£‹a supplies money whenever
we need it. Whenever we need some men, K”£‹a supplies them. Thus it is stated
in the Bhagavad-g†t• (6.22): ya‰ labdhv• c•para‰ l•bha‰ manyate n•dhika‰
tata„. Actually, if we can attain the favor of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, K”£‹a, we do not need anything else. We certainly do not need those
things which a mundane person considers to be material assets.
TEXTS 77-78
TEXT
tabe ba‚a-vipra kahe, "ei satya kath•
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gop•la yadi s•k£† dena, •pane •si' eth•
tabe kany• diba •mi, j•niha ni¤caya"
t••ra putra kahe,----'ei bh•la b•ta haya'
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; ba‚a-vipra--the elderly br•hma‹a; kahe--says; ei satya
kath•--this is true; gop•la--the Gop•la Deity; yadi--if; s•k£†--witness; dena-gives; •pane--personally; •si'--coming; eth•--here; tabe--at that time;
kany•--daughter; diba--must give in charity; •mi--I; j•niha--you all know it;
ni¤caya--certainly; t••ra--his; putra--son; kahe--says; ei--this; bh•la--nice;
b•ta--statement; haya--is.
TRANSLATION
Taking this opportunity, the elderly br•hma‹a immediately confirmed that
this was really true. He said, "If Gop•la personally comes here to serve as a
witness, I shall surely give my daughter to the young br•hma‹a." The elderly
br•hma‹a's son immediately confirmed this, saying, "Yes, this is a very nice
settlement."
PURPORT
As the Supersoul within the heart of all living entities, K”£‹a knows
everyone's desire, everyone's request and everyone's prayer. Although all
these may be contradictory, the Lord has to create a situation in which
everyone will be pleased. This is an instance of a marriage negotiation
between an elderly br•hma‹a and a youthful one. The elderly br•hma‹a was
certainly willing to give his daughter in charity to the young br•hma‹a, but
his son and relatives became impediments to this transaction. The elderly
br•hma‹a considered how to get out of this situation and still offer his
daughter to the young br•hma‹a. His son, an atheist and a very cunning fellow,
was thinking of how to stop the marriage. The father and son were thinking in
a contradictory way, yet K”£‹a created a situation wherein they both agreed.
They both agreed that if the Gop•la Deity would come and serve as a witness,
the daughter would be given to the young br•hma‹a.
TEXT 79
TEXT
ba‚a-viprera mane,----'k”£‹a ba‚a day•v•n
ava¤ya mora v•kya te•ho karibe pram•‹a'
SYNONYMS
ba‚a-viprera mane--within the mind of the elderly br•hma‹a; k”£‹a--Lord
K”£‹a; ba‚a--very; day•v•n--merciful; ava¤ya--certainly; mora--my; v•kya-words; te•ho--He; karibe--will make; pram•‹a--evidence.
TRANSLATION
The elderly br•hma‹a thought, "Since Lord K”£‹a is very merciful, He will
certainly come to prove my statement."
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TEXT 80
TEXT
putrera mane,----'pratim• n• •sibe s•k£† dite'
ei buddhye dui-jana ha-il• sammate
SYNONYMS
putrera mane--in the mind of the son; pratim•--the Deity; n•--not; •sibe-will come; s•k£† dite--to give witness; ei--this; buddhye--in understanding;
dui-jana--both the father and the son; ha-il• sammate--agreed.
TRANSLATION
The atheistic son thought, "It is not possible for Gop•la to come and bear
witness." Thinking thus, both father and son agreed.
TEXT 81
TEXT
choàa-vipra bale,----'patra karaha likhana
puna„ yena n•hi cale e-saba vacana'
SYNONYMS
choàa-vipra--the young br•hma‹a; bale--says; patra--paper; karaha--do;
likhana--writing; puna„--again; yena--so that; n•hi--not; cale--change; esaba--all these; vacana--statements.
TRANSLATION
The young br•hma‹a took this opportunity to speak: "Please write this down
on paper in black and white so that you may not again change your word of
honor."
TEXT 82
TEXT
tabe saba loka meli' patra ta' likhila
du•h•ra sammati la‘• madhyastha r•khila
SYNONYMS
tabe--then; saba loka--all the people; meli'--gathered together; patra-paper; ta'--indeed; likhila--wrote; du•hara--of both of them; sammati--the
agreement; la‘•--taking; madhya-stha--as mediator; r•khila--remained.
TRANSLATION
All the assembled people got this statement down in black and white and,
taking the signatures of agreement from both of them, served as the mediators.
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TEXT 83
TEXT
tabe choàa-vipra kahe,----¤una, sarva-jana
ei vipra----satya-v•kya, dharma-par•ya‹a
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; choàa-vipra--the young br•hma‹a; kahe--says; ¤una-please hear; sarva-jana--O all gentlemen present here; ei vipra--this elderly
br•hma‹a; satya-v•kya--always truthful; dharma-par•ya‹a--religious.
TRANSLATION
The young br•hma‹a then said, "Will all you gentlemen present please hear
me? This elderly br•hma‹a is certainly truthful and is following religious
principles.
TEXT 84
TEXT
sva-v•kya ch•‚ite i•h•ra n•hi kabhu mana
svajana-m”tyu-bhaye kahe asatya-vacana
SYNONYMS
sva-v•kya--his own promise; ch•‚ite--to give up; i•h•ra--of this br•hma‹a;
n•hi--not; kabhu--at any time; mana--the mind; sva-jana--of his own kinsmen;
m”tyu-bhaye--fearing the suicide; kahe--says; asatya-vacana--untruthful words.
TRANSLATION
"He had no desire to break his promise, but fearing that his kinsmen would
commit suicide, he deviated from the truth.
TEXT 85
TEXT
i•h•ra pu‹ye k”£‹e •ni' s•k£† bol•iba
tabe ei viprera satya-pratij‘• r•khiba
SYNONYMS
i•h•ra pu‹ye--by his piety; k”£‹e--Lord K”£‹a; •ni'--bringing; s•k£†-witness; bol•iba--I shall call; tabe--at that time; ei viprera--of this
br•hma‹a; satya--truthful; pratij‘•--the promise; r•khiba--I shall keep.
TRANSLATION
"By the piety of the elderly br•hma‹a, I shall call the Supreme Personality
of Godhead as a witness. Thus I shall keep his truthful promise intact."
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TEXT 86
TEXT
eta ¤uni' n•stika loka upah•sa kare
keha bale, †¤vara----day•lu, •siteha p•re
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; n•stika--atheistic; loka--class of men; upah•sa-joking; kare--do; keha bale--someone says; †¤vara--God; day•lu--merciful;
•siteha p•re--He is able to come.
TRANSLATION
Hearing the emphatic statement of the younger br•hma‹a, some atheists in
the meeting began to cut jokes. However, someone else said, "After all, the
Lord is merciful, and if He likes, He can come."
TEXT 87
TEXT
tabe sei choàa-vipra gel• v”nd•vana
da‹‚avat kari' kahe saba vivara‹a
SYNONYMS
tabe--after this; sei--that; choàa-vipra--young br•hma‹a; gel•--went;
v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana; da‹‚avat kari'--after offering respects; kahe--tells;
saba--all; vivara‹a--the description.
TRANSLATION
After the meeting, the young br•hma‹a started for V”nd•vana. Upon arriving
there, he first offered his respectful obeisances to the Deity and then
narrated everything in full detail.
TEXT 88
TEXT
"brahma‹ya-deva tumi ba‚a day•-maya
dui viprera dharma r•kha ha‘• sadaya
SYNONYMS
brahma‹ya-deva--O Lord of brahminical culture; tumi--You; ba‚a--very; day•maya--merciful; dui--two; viprera--of br•hma‹as; dharma--the religious
principles; r•kha--protect; ha‘•--becoming; sa-daya--merciful.
TRANSLATION
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He said, "My Lord, You are the protector of brahminical culture, and You
are also very merciful. Therefore, kindly show Your great mercy by protecting
the religious principles of us two br•hma‹as.
TEXT 89
TEXT
kany• p•ba,----mora mane ih• n•hi sukha
br•hma‹era pratij‘• y•ya----ei ba‚a du„kha
SYNONYMS
kany• p•ba--I shall get the daughter; mora--my; mane--in the mind; ih•-this; n•hi--is not; sukha--happiness; br•hma‹era--of a pure br•hma‹a;
pratij‘•--the promise; y•ya--becomes lost; ei--this; ba‚a--very much; du„kha-unhappiness.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, I am not thinking to become happy by getting the daughter as
a bride. I am simply thinking that the br•hma‹a has broken his promise, and
that is giving me great pain."
PURPORT
It was not at all the intention of the young br•hma‹a to get the daughter
of the elderly br•hma‹a in marriage and thus enjoy material happiness and
sense gratification. It was not for that reason that the young br•hma‹a went
to V”nd•vana to ask the Supreme Personality of Godhead to act as a witness.
His only concern was that the elderly br•hma‹a had promised something, and if
Gop•la did not bear witness to that transaction, then the older br•hma‹a would
incur a spiritual blemish. Therefore, the young br•hma‹a wanted protection and
help from the Deity. The young br•hma‹a was thus a pure Vai£‹ava, and he had
no desire for sense gratification. He wanted only to serve the Supreme
Personality of Godhead and the older br•hma‹a, who was also a Vai£‹ava and
very devoted to the Lord.
TEXT 90
TEXT
eta j•ni' tumi s•k£† deha, day•-maya
j•ni' s•k£† n•hi deya, t•ra p•pa haya
SYNONYMS
eta j•ni'--knowing this; tumi--You; s•k£†--witness; deha--please give;
day•-maya--O most merciful one; j•ni'--knowing; s•k£†--witness; n•hi deya-does not give; t•ra--for him; p•pa--sin; haya--there is.
TRANSLATION
The young br•hma‹a continued, "My dear sir, You are very merciful and You
know everything. Therefore, kindly be a witness in this case. A person who
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knows things as they are and still does not bear witness becomes involved in
sinful activities."
PURPORT
The dealings between a devotee and the Lord are very simple. The young
br•hma‹a said to the Lord, "You know everything, but if You do not bear
witness, You will be involved in sinful activities." There is no possibility,
however, of the Lord's being involved in sinful activities. A pure devotee,
even though he knows everything of the Supreme Lord, can speak with the Lord
exactly as if He were a common man. Although the dealings between the Lord and
His devotee are always very simple and open, there is formality. All these
things happen because of the connection between the Lord and the devotee.
TEXT 91
TEXT
k”£‹a kahe,----vipra, tumi y•ha sva-bhavane
sabh• kari' more tumi kariha smara‹e
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a kahe--Lord K”£‹a says; vipra--My dear br•hma‹a; tumi--you; y•ha--go
back; sva-bhavane--to your own home; sabh• kari'--calling a meeting of all the
men; more--of Me; tumi--you; kariha--just do; smara‹e--remembering.
TRANSLATION
Lord K”£‹a replied, "My dear br•hma‹a, go back to your home and call a
meeting of all the men. In that meeting, just try to remember Me.
TEXT 92
TEXT
•virbh•va ha‘• •mi t•h•• s•k£† diba
tabe dui viprera satya pratij‘• r•khiba
SYNONYMS
•virbh•va--appearance; ha‘•--making; •mi--I; t•h••--there; s•k£†--witness;
diba--shall give; tabe--at that time; dui--two; viprera--of the br•hma‹as;
satya--truthful; pratij‘•--promise; r•khiba--I shall keep.
TRANSLATION
"I shall certainly appear there, and at that time I shall protect the honor
of both you br•hma‹as by bearing witness to the promise."
TEXT 93
TEXT
vipra bale,----"yadi hao caturbhuja-mãrti
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tabu tom•ra v•kye k•ru n• habe prat†ti
SYNONYMS
vipra bale--the young br•hma‹a says; yadi--if; hao--You become; catu„bhuja--four-handed; mãrti--Deity; tabu--still; tom•ra--Your; v•kye--in the
word; k•ru--of anyone; n•--not; habe--there will be; prat†ti--belief.
TRANSLATION
The young br•hma‹a replied, "My dear sir, even if You appear there as a
four-handed Vi£‹u Deity, still, none of those people will believe in Your
words.
TEXT 94
TEXT
ei mãrti giy• yadi ei ¤r†-vadane
s•k£† deha yadi----tabe sarva-loka ¤une"
SYNONYMS
ei--this; mãrti--in the form; giy•--going; yadi--if; ei--this; ¤r†-vadane-from Your beautiful face; s•k£†--witness; deha--You give; yadi--if; tabe-then; sarva-loka--all people; ¤une--will hear.
TRANSLATION
"Only if You go there in this form of Gop•la and speak the words from Your
beautiful face will Your testimony be heard by all the people."
TEXT 95
TEXT
k”£‹a kahe,----"pratim• cale, koth•ha n• ¤uni"
vipra bale,----"pratim• ha‘• kaha kene v•‹†
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a kahe--Lord K”£‹a says; pratim• cale--a Deity walks; koth•ha-anywhere; n• ¤uni--I have not heard; vipra bale--the young br•hma‹a replies;
pratim• ha‘•--in Your Deity form; kaha kene v•‹†--how do You speak words.
TRANSLATION
Lord K”£‹a said, "I've never heard of a Deity's walking from one place to
another." The br•hma‹a replied, "That is true, but how is it that You are
speaking to me, although You are a Deity?
TEXT 96
TEXT
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pratim• naha tumi----s•k£•t vrajendra-nandana
vipra l•gi' kara tumi ak•rya-kara‹a"
SYNONYMS
pratim•--a statue; naha--are not; tumi--You; s•k£•t--directly; vrajendranandana--the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja; vipra l•gi'--for the sake of the br•hma‹a;
kara tumi--You can do; ak•rya-kara‹a--an action You have never done before.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, You are not a statue; You are directly the son of Mah•r•ja
Nanda. Now, for the sake of the old br•hma‹a, You can do something You have
never done before."
TEXT 97
TEXT
h•si‘• gop•la kahe,----"¤unaha, br•hma‹a
tom•ra p•che p•che •mi kariba gamana
SYNONYMS
h•si‘•--smiling; gop•la--the Lord Gop•la; kahe--says; ¤unaha--just hear;
br•hma‹a--O My dear br•hma‹a; tom•ra--you; p•che p•che--behind; •mi--I;
kariba--shall do; gamana--walking.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Gop•laj† then smiled and said, "My dear br•hma‹a, just listen to Me. I
shall walk behind you, and in this way I shall go with you."
PURPORT
The conversation between Lord ¥r† K”£‹a and the br•hma‹a is proof that the
Lord in His arc•-mãrti, or form made of material elements, is not material,
for those elements, although separated from the Lord, are also a part of the
Lord's energy, as stated in the Bhagavad-g†t•. Because the elements are the
Lord's own energy and because there is no difference between the energy and
the energetic, the Lord can appear through any element. Just as the sun can
act through the sunshine and thus distribute its heat and light, so K”£‹a, by
His inconceivable power, can appear in His original spiritual form in any
material element, including stone, wood, paint, gold, silver and jewels,
because the material elements are all His energy. The ¤•stras warn, arcye
vi£‹au ¤il•-dh†„ . . . n•rak† sa„: one should never think of the arc•-mãrti,
the Deity within the temple, as stone, wood or any other material element.
Because of his advanced devotional position, the younger br•hma‹a knew that
although the Deity of Gop•la appeared to be stone, He was not stone. He was
the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja, Vrajendra-nandana Himself.
As such, the Deity can act exactly as the Lord did in His original form as
K”£‹a. Lord K”£‹a was talking to the young br•hma‹a just to test his knowledge
about the arc•-vigraha. In other words, those who have understood the science
of K”£‹a--K”£‹a's name, form, quality and so forth--can also talk with the
Deity. To an ordinary person, however, the Deity will appear to be made of
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stone, wood or some other material. In the higher sense, since all material
elements ultimately emanate from the supreme spiritual entity, nothing is
really material. Being omnipotent, omnipresent and omniscient, K”£‹a can deal
with His devotees in any form without difficulty. By the mercy of the Lord,
the devotee knows perfectly well about the Lord's dealings. Indeed, he can
talk face to face with the Lord.
TEXT 98
TEXT
ulaàiy• •m• tumi n• kariha dara¤ane
•m•ke dekhile, •mi rahiba sei sth•ne
SYNONYMS
ulaàiy•--turning your face; •m•--Me; tumi--you; n•--not; kariha--do;
dara¤ane--seeing; •m•ke--Me; dekhile--if you see; •mi--I; rahiba--shall stay;
sei sth•ne--in that very place.
TRANSLATION
The Lord continued, "Do not try to see Me by turning around. As soon as you
see Me, I shall remain stationary in that very place.
TEXT 99
TEXT
nãpurera dhvani-m•tra •m•ra ¤unib•
sei ¤abde •m•ra gamana prat†ti karib•
SYNONYMS
nãpurera--of the ankle bells; dhvani-m•tra--the sound only; •m•ra--My;
¤unib•--you will hear; sei ¤abde--by hearing that sound; •m•ra--My; gamana-coming; prat†ti--understanding; karib•--you will do.
TRANSLATION
"You will know that I am walking behind you by the sound of My ankle bells.
TEXT 100
TEXT
eka-sera anna r•ndhi' kariha samarpa‹a
t•h• kh•‘• tom•ra sa•ge kariba gamana
SYNONYMS
eka-sera--one kilogram; anna--of rice; r•ndhi'--cooking; kariha--do;
samarpa‹a--offering; t•h•--that; kh•‘•--eating; tom•ra--of you; sa•ge--in the
company; kariba--I shall do; gamana--walking.
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TRANSLATION
"Cook one kilogram of rice daily and offer it. I shall eat that rice and
follow behind you."
TEXT 101
TEXT
•ra dina •j‘• m•gi' calil• br•hma‹a
t•ra p•che p•che gop•la karil• gamana
SYNONYMS
•ra dina--the next day; •j‘•--permission; m•gi'--begging; calil•--started;
br•hma‹a--the young br•hma‹a; t•ra--him; p•che--behind; p•che--behind; gop•la-Lord Gop•la; karil•--began; gamana--following.
TRANSLATION
The next day, the br•hma‹a begged permission from Gop•la and started for
his country. Gop•la followed him, step by step.
TEXT 102
TEXT
nãpurera dhvani ¤uni' •nandita mana
uttam•nna p•ka kari' kar•ya bhojana
SYNONYMS
nãpurera--of the ankle bells; dhvani--the sounds; ¤uni'--hearing; •nandita-very much pleased; mana--the mind; uttama-anna--first-class rice; p•ka-cooking; kari'--doing; kar•ya--causes; bhojana--eating.
TRANSLATION
While Gop•la followed the young br•hma‹a, the tinkling sound of His ankle
bells could be heard. The br•hma‹a became very pleased, and he cooked firstclass rice for Gop•la to eat.
TEXT 103
TEXT
ei-mate cali' vipra nija-de¤e •il•
gr•mera nikaàa •si' manete cintil•
SYNONYMS
ei-mate--in this way; cali'--walking; vipra--the br•hma‹a; nija--own; de¤e-to the country; •il•--returned; gr•mera--to the village; nikaàa--near; •si'-coming; manete--within his mind; cintil•--thought.
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TRANSLATION
The young br•hma‹a walked and walked in this way until he eventually
arrived in his own country. When he neared his own village, he began to think
as follows.
TEXT 104
TEXT
'ebe mu‘i gr•me •inu, y•imu bhavana
lokere kahiba giy• s•k£†ra •gamana
SYNONYMS
ebe--now; mu‘i--I; gr•me--to the village; •inu--have come; y•imu--I shall
go; bhavana--to my home; lokere--the people; kahiba--I shall tell; giy•--going
there; s•k£†ra--of the witness; •gamana--about the arrival.
TRANSLATION
"I have now come to my village, and I shall go to my home and tell all the
people that the witness has arrived."
TEXT 105
TEXT
s•k£•te n• dekhile mane prat†ti n• haya
ih•• yadi rahena, tabu n•hi kichu bhaya'
SYNONYMS
s•k£•te--directly; n•--not; dekhile--if seeing; mane--in the mind; prat†ti-assurance; n•--not; haya--there is; ih••--here; yadi--if; rahena--the Lord
stays; tabu--still; n•hi--there is not; kichu--any; bhaya--fear.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a then began to think that if the people didn't directly see the
Gop•la Deity, they would not believe that He had arrived. "But even if Gop•la
stays here," he thought, "there is still nothing to fear."
TEXT 106
TEXT
eta bh•vi' sei vipra phiriy• c•hila
h•si‘• gop•la-deva tath•ya rahila
SYNONYMS
eta bh•vi'--thinking like this; sei--that; vipra--br•hma‹a; phiriy•-turning; c•hila--saw; h•si‘•--smiling; gop•la-deva--Lord Gop•ladeva, the
Supreme Personality of Godhead; tath•ya--there; rahila--stayed.
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TRANSLATION
Thinking this, the br•hma‹a turned to look back, and He saw that Gop•la,
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, was standing there smiling.
TEXT 107
TEXT
br•hma‹ere kahe,----"tumi y•ha nija-ghara
eth•ya rahiba •mi, n• y•ba ata„para"
SYNONYMS
br•hma‹ere kahe--He asked the br•hma‹a; tumi--you; y•ha--go; nija-ghara--to
your own home; eth•ya--here in this place; rahiba--shall stay; •mi--I; n•-not; y•ba--shall go; ata„para--hereafter.
TRANSLATION
The Lord told the br•hma‹a, "Now you can go home. I shall stay here and
shall not leave."
TEXT 108
TEXT
tabe sei vipra y•i nagare kahila
¤uni‘• sakala loka camatk•ra haila
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; sei--that; vipra--br•hma‹a; y•i--going; nagare--to the
town; kahila--said; ¤uni‘•--hearing; sakala--all; loka--the people; camatk•ra-struck with wonder; haila--were.
TRANSLATION
The young br•hma‹a then went to the town and informed all the people about
Gop•la's arrival. Hearing this, the people were struck with wonder.
TEXT 109
TEXT
•ila sakala loka s•k£† dekhib•re
gop•la dekhi‘• loka da‹‚avat kare
SYNONYMS
•ila--came; sakala--all; loka--the people; s•k£†--the witness; dekhib•re-to see; gop•la--Lord Gop•la; dekhi‘•--seeing; loka--all the people; da‹‚avat-offering obeisances; kare--do.
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TRANSLATION
All the townspeople went to see the witness Gop•la, and when they saw the
Lord actually standing there, they all offered their respectful obeisances.
TEXT 110
TEXT
gopala-saundarya dekhi' loke •nandita
pratim• cali‘• •il•,----¤uni‘• vismita
SYNONYMS
gop•la--of Lord Gop•la; saundarya--the beauty; dekhi'--seeing; loke-everyone; •nandita--pleased; pratim•--the Deity; cali‘•--walking; •il•--came;
¤uni‘•--hearing this; vismita--surprised.
TRANSLATION
When the people arrived, they were very pleased to see the beauty of
Gop•la, and when they heard that He had actually walked there, they were all
surprised.
TEXT 111
TEXT
tabe sei ba‚a-vipra •nandita ha‘•
gop•lera •ge pa‚e da‹‚avat ha‘•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; sei--that; ba‚a-vipra--elderly br•hma‹a; •nandita-pleased; ha‘•--becoming; gop•lera--of Lord Gop•la; •ge--in front; pa‚e--falls
down; da‹‚avat--like a stick; ha‘•--becoming.
TRANSLATION
Then the elderly br•hma‹a, being very pleased, came forward and immediately
fell like a stick in front of Gop•la.
TEXT 112
TEXT
sakala lokera •ge gop•la s•k£† dila
ba‚a-vipra choàa-vipre kany•-d•na kaila
SYNONYMS
sakala--all; lokera--of the people; •ge--in the presence; gop•la--Lord
Gop•la; s•k£†--witness; dila--gave; ba‚a-vipra--the elderly br•hma‹a; choàavipre--unto the young br•hma‹a; kany•-d•na--giving the daughter in charity;
kaila--did.
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TRANSLATION
Thus in the presence of all the townspeople, Lord Gop•la bore witness that
the elderly br•hma‹a had offered his daughter in charity to the young
br•hma‹a.
TEXT 113
TEXT
tabe sei dui vipre kahila †¤vara
"tumi-dui----janme-janme •m•ra ki•kara
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; sei--those; dui--two; vipre--unto the br•hma‹as; kahila-spoke; †¤vara--the Lord; tumi-dui--both of you; janme-janme--birth after
birth; •m•ra--My; ki•kara--servants.
TRANSLATION
After the marriage ceremony was performed, the Lord informed both
br•hma‹as, "You two br•hma‹as are My eternal servants, birth after birth."
PURPORT
Like these two br•hma‹as of Vidy•nagara, there are many devotees who are
eternal servants of the Lord. They are specifically known as nitya-siddha,
eternally perfect. Although the nitya-siddhas appear in the material world and
seem to be common members of the world, they never forget the Supreme
Personality of Godhead in any condition. This is the symptom of a nityasiddha.
There are two kinds of living entities--nitya-siddha and nitya-baddha. The
nitya-siddha never forgets his relationship with the Supreme Personality,
whereas the nitya-baddha is always conditioned, even before the creation. He
always forgets his relationship with the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Here
the Lord informs the two br•hma‹as that they are His servants birth after
birth. The phrase birth after birth refers to the material world because in
the spiritual world there is no birth, death, old age or disease. By the order
of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the nitya-siddha remains within this
material world like an ordinary man, but the only business of the nitya-siddha
is to broadcast the glories of the Lord. This incident appears to be an
ordinary story about a marriage transaction involving two ordinary people.
However, K”£‹a accepted the two br•hma‹as as His eternal servants. Both
br•hma‹as took much trouble in these negotiations, just like mundane people,
yet they were acting as eternal servants of the Lord. All nitya-siddhas within
this material world may appear to toil like ordinary men, but they never
forget their position as servants of the Lord.
Another point: The elderly br•hma‹a belonged to an aristocratic family and
was learned and wealthy. The young br•hma‹a belonged to an ordinary family and
was uneducated. But these mundane qualifications do not concern a nitya-siddha
engaged in the service of the Lord. We have to accept the fact that the nityasiddhas are completely distinct from the nitya-baddhas, who are ordinary human
beings. ¥r†la Narottama d•sa áh•kura confirms this statement:
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gaur••gera sa•gi-ga‹e,
nitya-siddha kari' m•ne,
se y•ya vrajendra-suta-p•¤a
¤r†-gau‚a-ma‹‚ala-bhãmi, yeb• j•ne cint•ma‹i,
t•ra haya vraja-bhãme v•sa
One who accepts the associates of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu as nitya-siddhas
is certain to be elevated to the spiritual kingdom to become an associate of
the Supreme Lord. One should also know that Gau‚a-ma‹‚ala-bhãmi--those places
in Bengal where ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stayed--are equal to Vrajabhãmi, or
V”nd•vana. There is no difference between the inhabitants of V”nd•vana and
those of Gau‚a-ma‹‚ala-bhãmi, or ¥r†dh•ma M•y•pura.
TEXT 114
TEXT
du•h•ra satye tu£àa ha-il••, du•he m•ga' vara"
dui-vipra vara m•ge •nanda-antara
SYNONYMS
du•h•ra satye--in the truthfulness of both of you; tu£àa ha-il••--I have be
come satisfied; du•he--both of you; m•ga'--ask; vara--some benediction; duivipra--both the br•hma‹as; vara--a benediction; m•ge--beg; •nanda--pleased;
antara--within.
TRANSLATION
The Lord continued, "I have become very pleased by the truthfulness of you
both. Now you can ask for a benediction." Thus with great pleasure the two
br•hma‹as begged for a benediction.
TEXT 115
TEXT
"yadi vara dibe, tabe raha ei sth•ne
ki•karere day• tava sarva-loke j•ne"
SYNONYMS
yadi--if; vara--benediction; dibe--You will offer; tabe--then; raha--stay;
ei sth•ne--in this quarter; ki•karere--to Your servants; day•--mercy; tava-Your; sarva-loke--all people; j•ne--may know.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹as said, "Please remain here so that people all over the world
will know how merciful You are to Your servants."
TEXT 116
TEXT
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gop•la rahil•, du•he karena sevana
dekhite •il• saba de¤era loka-jana
SYNONYMS
gop•la--Lord Gop•la; rahil•--stayed; du•he--both of them; karena--do;
sevana--service; dekhite--to see; •il•--came; saba--all; de¤era--of the
countries; loka-jana--the people.
TRANSLATION
Lord Gop•la stayed, and the two br•hma‹as engaged in His service. After
hearing of the incident, many people from different countries began to come to
see Gop•la.
TEXT 117
TEXT
se de¤era r•j• •ila •¤carya ¤uni‘•
parama santo£a p•ila gop•le dekhi‘•
SYNONYMS
se de¤era--of that country; r•j•--the King; •ila--came; •¤carya--about the
wonder; ¤uni‘•--hearing; parama--great; santo£a--satisfaction; p•ila-achieved; gop•le--Gop•la; dekhi‘•--by seeing.
TRANSLATION
Eventually the King of that country heard of this wonderful story, and he
also came to see Gop•la and thus became very satisfied.
TEXT 118
TEXT
mandira kariy• r•j• sev• c•l•ila
's•k£i-gop•la' bali' t••ra n•ma khy•ti haila
SYNONYMS
mandira--a temple; kariy•--constructing; r•j•--the King; sev•--service;
c•l•ila--regularly carried on; s•k£i-gop•la--by the name S•k£i-gop•la; bali'-known as; t••ra--His; n•ma--name; khy•ti--celebrated; haila--was.
TRANSLATION
The King constructed a nice temple, and regular service was executed.
Gop•la became very famous under the name of S•k£i-gop•la [the witness Gop•la].
TEXT 119
TEXT
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ei mata vidy•nagare s•k£i-gop•la
sev• a•g†k•ra kari' •chena cira-k•la
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; vidy•nagare--in the town of Vidy•nagara; s•k£igop•la--the witness Gop•la; sev•--service; a•g†k•ra--acceptance; kari'--doing;
•chena--remains; cira-k•la--a long time.
TRANSLATION
Thus Saksi-gopala stayed in Vidy•nagara and accepted service for a very
long time.
PURPORT
This city of Vidy•nagara is situated in Traila•ga-de¤a, South India, on the
bank of the river God•var†. The place where the God•var† flows into the Bay of
Bengal is called Koàade¤a. The Orissa kingdom was very powerful, and this
Koàade¤a was the capital of Orissa. It was then known as Vidy•nagara. Formerly
this city was situated on the southern side of the river God•var†. At that
time King Puru£ottama-deva managed to control Orissa and appoint a government.
The present city of Vidy•nagara is on the southeast side of the river, only
twenty to twenty-five miles from R•jamahendr†. During the time of Mah•r•ja
Prat•parudra, ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya was the governor there. Vijaya-nagara is not
identical with Vidy•nagara.
TEXT 120
TEXT
utkalera r•j• puru£ottama-deva n•ma
sei de¤a jini' nila kariy• sa•gr•ma
SYNONYMS
utkalera--of Orissa; r•j•--the King; puru£ottama-deva--Puru£ottama-deva;
n•ma--named; sei de¤a--this country; jini'--conquering; nila--took; kariy•-executing; sa•gr•ma--fight.
TRANSLATION
Later there was a fight, and this country was conquered by King
Puru£ottama-deva of Orissa.
TEXT 121
TEXT
sei r•j• jini' nila t••ra si‰h•sana
'm•‹ikya-si‰h•sana' n•ma aneka ratana
SYNONYMS
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sei r•j•--that King (Mah•r•ja Puru£ottama-deva); jini'--conquering; nila-took; t••ra--his; si‰ha-•sana--the throne; m•‹ikya-si‰h•sana--the throne known
as M•‹ikya-si‰h•sana; n•ma--named; aneka--various; ratana--bedecked with
jewels.
TRANSLATION
That King was victorious over the King of Vidy•nagara, and he took
possession of his throne, the M•‹ikya-si‰h•sana, which was bedecked with many
jewels.
TEXT 122
TEXT
puru£ottama-deva sei ba‚a bhakta •rya
gop•la-cara‹e m•ge,----'cala mora r•jya
SYNONYMS
puru£ottama-deva--King Puru£ottama-deva; sei--that; ba‚a--very great;
bhakta--devotee; •rya--šryan; gop•la-cara‹e--at the lotus feet of Gop•la;
m•ge--begs; cala--please come; mora--my; r•jya--to the kingdom.
TRANSLATION
King Puru£ottama-deva was a great devotee and was advanced in the
civilization of the šryans. He begged at the lotus feet of Gop•la, "Please
come to my kingdom."
TEXT 123
TEXT
t••ra bhakti-va¤e gop•la t••re •j‘• dila
gop•la la-iy• sei kaàake •ila
SYNONYMS
t••ra--his; bhakti-va¤e--under the obligation of the devotional service;
gop•la--Lord Gop•la; t••re--unto Him; •j‘• dila--gave the order; gop•la--the
Gop•la Deity; la-iy•--taking; sei--that King; kaàake--to the city of Kaàaka;
•ila--returned.
TRANSLATION
When the King begged Him to come to his kingdom, Gop•la, who was already
obliged for his devotional service, accepted his prayer. Thus the King took
the Gop•la Deity and went back to Kaàaka.
TEXT 124
TEXT
jagann•the •ni' dila m•‹ikya-si‰h•sana
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kaàake gop•la-sev• karila sth•pana
SYNONYMS
jagann•the--unto Jagann•tha; •ni'--bringing; dila--presented; m•‹ikyasi‰h•sana--the throne of the name M•‹ikya-si‰h•sana; kaàake--at Kaàaka;
gop•la-sev•--the service of the Gop•la Deity; karila sth•pana--established.
TRANSLATION
After winning the M•‹ikya throne, King Puru£ottama-deva took it to
Jagann•tha Pur† and presented it to Lord Jagann•tha. In the meantime, he also
established regular worship of the Gop•la Deity at Kaàaka.
TEXT 125
TEXT
t••h•ra mahi£† •il• gop•la-dar¤ane
bhakti kari' bahu ala•k•ra kaila samarpa‹e
SYNONYMS
t••h•ra mahi£†--his Queen; •il•--came; gop•la-dar¤ane--to see the Gop•la
Deity; bhakti kari'--in great devotion; bahu--various; ala•k•ra--of ornaments;
kaila--made; samarpa‹e--presentation.
TRANSLATION
When the Gop•la Deity was installed at Kaàaka, the Queen of Puru£ottamadeva went to see Him and, with great devotion, presented various kinds of
ornaments.
TEXT 126
TEXT
t••h•ra n•s•te bahu-mãlya mukt• haya
t•h• dite icch• haila, manete cintaya
SYNONYMS
t••h•ra n•s•te--on the nostril of the Queen; bahu-mãlya--very valuable;
mukt•--pearl; haya--there was; t•h•--that; dite--to give; icch•--the desire;
haila--there was; manete--in the mind; cintaya--thinks.
TRANSLATION
The Queen had a very valuable pearl, which she wore on her nose, and she
wished to give it to Gop•la. She then began to think as follows.
TEXT 127
TEXT
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àh•kurera n•s•te yadi chidra th•kita
tabe ei d•s† mukt• n•s•ya par•ita
SYNONYMS
àh•kurera n•s•te--in the nose of the Deity; yadi--if; chidra--a hole;
th•kita--there were; tabe--then; ei--this; d•s†--maidservant; mukt•--pearl;
n•s•ya--on the nose; par•ita--could put on.
TRANSLATION
"If there were a hole in the Deity's nose, I could transfer the pearl to
Him."
TEXT 128
TEXT
eta cinti' namaskari' gel• sva-bhavane
r•tri-¤e£e gop•la t••re kahena svapane
SYNONYMS
eta cinti'--thinking like that; namaskari'--offering obeisances; gel•-went; sva-bhavane--to the palace of the King; r•tri-¤e£e--at the end of night;
gop•la--the Gop•la Deity; t••re--unto her; kahena--says; svapane--in a dream.
TRANSLATION
Considering this, the Queen offered her obeisances to Gop•la and returned
to her palace. That night she dreamed that Gop•la appeared and began to speak
to her as follows.
TEXT 129
TEXT
"b•lya-k•le m•t• mora n•s• chidra kari'
mukt• par•‘•chila bahu yatna kari'
SYNONYMS
b•lya-k•le--in My childhood; m•t•--mother; mora--My; n•s•--nose; chidra
kari'--making a hole; mukt•--a pearl; par•‘•chila--was put on it; bahu--much;
yatna--endeavor; kari'--taking.
TRANSLATION
"During My childhood My mother made a hole in My nose and with great
endeavor set a pearl there.
TEXT 130
TEXT
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sei chidra ady•piha •chaye n•s•te
sei mukt• par•ha, y•h• c•hiy•cha dite"
SYNONYMS
sei chidra--that hole; ady•piha--still, until now; •chaye--is; n•s•te--in
the nose; sei--that; mukt•--pearl; par•ha--put on; y•h•--which; c•hiy•cha--you
desired; dite--to give to Me.
TRANSLATION
"That very hole is still there, and you can use it to set the pearl you
desired to give Me."
TEXT 131
TEXT
svapne dekhi' sei r•‹† r•j•ke kahila
r•j•-saha mukt• la‘• mandire •ila
SYNONYMS
svapne dekhi'--seeing the dream; sei r•‹†--the Queen; r•j•ke--unto the
King; kahila--spoke; r•j•-saha--with the King; mukt•--the pearl; la‘•--taking;
mandire--to the temple; •ila--they went.
TRANSLATION
After dreaming this, the Queen explained it to her husband, the King. Both
the King and the Queen then went to the temple with the pearl.
TEXT 132
TEXT
par•ila mukt• n•s•ya chidra dekhi‘•
mah•-mahotsava kaila •nandita ha‘•
SYNONYMS
par•ila--set; mukt•--the pearl; n•s•ya--on the nose; chidra--the hole;
dekhi‘•--seeing; mah•-mahotsava--a great festival; kaila--performed; •nandita-pleased; ha‘•--being.
TRANSLATION
Seeing the hole in the nose of the Deity, they set the pearl there and,
being very pleased, held a great festival.
TEXT 133
TEXT
sei haite gop•lera kaàakete sthiti
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ei l•gi 's•k£i-gop•la' n•ma haila khy•ti
SYNONYMS
sei haite--since that time; gop•lera--of Gop•la; kaàakete--in the town of
Kaàaka; sthiti--the establishment; ei l•gi--for this reason; s•k£i-gop•la--the
witness Gop•la; n•ma--named; haila--became; khy•ti--celebrated.
TRANSLATION
Since then, Gop•la has been situated in the city of Kaàaka [Cuttak], and He
has been known ever since as S•k£i-gop•la.
TEXT 134
TEXT
nity•nanda-mukhe ¤uni' gop•la-carita
tu£àa hail• mah•prabhu svabhakta-sahita
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda-mukhe--from the mouth of Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; ¤uni'--hearing;
gop•la-carita--the narration of Gop•la; tu£àa hail•--became very pleased;
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sva-bhakta-sahita--with His devotees.
TRANSLATION
Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard the narration of Gop•la's activities.
Both He and His personal devotees became very pleased.
TEXT 135
TEXT
gop•lera •ge yabe prabhura haya sthiti
bhakta-ga‹e dekhe----yena du•he eka-mãrti
SYNONYMS
gop•lera •ge--in front of Gop•la; yabe--when; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; haya--is; sthiti--situation; bhakta-ga‹e--all the devotees; dekhe-see; yena--as if; du•he--both of Them; eka-mãrti--one form.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was sitting before the Gop•la Deity, all the
devotees saw Him and the Deity as being of the same form.
TEXT 136
TEXT
du•he----eka var‹a, du•he----prak•‹‚a-¤ar†ra
du•he----rakt•mbara, du•h•ra svabh•va----gambh†ra
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SYNONYMS
du•he--both of Them; eka var‹a--one complexion; du•he--both of Them;
prak•‹‚a-¤ar†ra--gigantic bodies; du•he--both of Them; rakta-ambara--red
clothes; du•h•ra--of both; svabh•va--the natures; gambh†ra--grave.
TRANSLATION
Both of Them were of the same complexion, and both had the same gigantic
bodies. Both wore saffron cloth, and both were very grave.
TEXT 137
TEXT
mah•-tejo-maya du•he kamala-nayana
du•h•ra bh•v•ve¤a, du•he----candra-vadana
SYNONYMS
mah•-teja„-maya--brilliantly effulgent; du•he--both of Them; kamala-nayana-lotus-eyed; du•h•ra--of both of Them; bh•va-•ve¤a--absorbed in ecstasy;
du•he--both of Them; candra-vadana--moon-faced.
TRANSLATION
The devotees saw that both Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Gop•la were
brilliantly effulgent and had eyes like lotuses. They were both absorbed in
ecstasy, and Their faces resembled full moons.
TEXT 138
TEXT
du•h• dekhi' nity•nanda-prabhu mah•-ra•ge
àh•r•àh•ri kari' h•se bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge
SYNONYMS
du•h• dekhi'--seeing both of Them; nity•nanda-prabhu--Lord Nity•nanda
Prabhu; mah•-ra•ge--in great jubilation; àh•r•àh•ri--indication; kari'--doing;
h•se--laughs; bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge--along with the other devotees.
TRANSLATION
When Nity•nanda saw both the Gop•la Deity and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in
that way, He began to exchange remarks with the devotees, all of whom were
smiling.
TEXT 139
TEXT
ei-mata mah•-ra•ge se r•tri va‘ciy•
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prabh•te calil• ma•gala-•rati dekhi‘•
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; mah•-ra•ge--in great pleasure; se--that; r•tri-night; va‘ciy•--passing; prabh•te--in the morning; calil•--departed; ma•gala•rati--the ma•gala-•rati performance; dekhi‘•--seeing.
TRANSLATION
Thus with great pleasure Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu passed that night in
the temple. After seeing the ma•gala-•rati ceremony in the morning, He started
on His journey.
TEXT 140
TEXT
bhuvane¤vara-pathe yaiche kaila dara¤ana
vist•ri' var‹iy•chena d•sa-v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
bhuvane¤vara-pathe--on the way to Bhuvane¤vara; yaiche--as; kaila--He did;
dara¤ana--visiting; vist•ri'--vividly; var‹iy•chena--has described; d•sav”nd•vana--V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura.
TRANSLATION
[In his book Caitanya-bh•gavata] ¥r†la V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura has very
vividly described the places visited by the Lord on the way to Bhuvane¤vara.
PURPORT
In his book Caitanya-bh•gavata, Antya-kha‹‚a, ¥r†la V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura
has very nicely described the Lord's journey en route to Kaàaka (Cuttak). On
that journey, the Lord visited a place known as B•lihast•, or B•lak•à†caài. He
then visited the city of Bhuvane¤vara, where Lord ¥iva's temple is located.
The temple of Bhuvane¤vara is situated about five to six miles from
B•lak•à†caài. The temple of Lord ¥iva is mentioned in the Skanda Pur•‹a in the
narration about the Lord's garden and the one mango tree. A king named
K•¤ir•ja wanted to fight with Lord K”£‹a, and consequently he took shelter of
Lord ¥iva to acquire the power to fight the Lord. Being pleased with his
worship, Lord ¥iva helped him fight K”£‹a. Lord ¥iva's name is š¤uto£a, which
indicates that he is very easily satisfied when one worships him, regardless
of the purpose, and he gives his devotee whatever benediction the devotee
wants. Therefore, people are generally very fond of worshiping Lord ¥iva. Thus
K•¤ir•ja was helped by Lord ¥iva, but in the fight with Lord K”£‹a he was not
only defeated but killed. In this way the weapon known as P•¤upata-astra was
baffled, and K”£‹a set fire to the city of K•¤†. Later Lord ¥iva became
conscious of his mistake in helping K•¤ir•ja, and he begged Lord K”£‹a's
forgiveness. As a benediction from Lord K”£‹a, he received a place known as
Ek•mra-k•nana. Later, the kings of the Ke¤ar† dynasty established their
capital there, and for many hundreds of years they reigned over the state of
Orissa.
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TEXT 141
TEXT
kamalapure •si bh•rg†nad†-sn•na kaila
nity•nanda-h•te prabhu da‹‚a dharila
SYNONYMS
kamala-pure--to the place known as Kamalapura; •si--coming; bh•rg†-nad†--in
the small river of the name Bh•rg†nad†; sn•na kaila--took a bath; nity•nandah•te--in the hands of Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; da‹‚a--the sanny•sa staff; dharila--left.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu arrived at Kamalapura, He took His bath in the
Bh•rg†nad† River and left His sanny•sa staff in the hands of Lord Nity•nanda.
PURPORT
In the Caitanya-bh•gavata (Antya-kha‹‚a, Chapter Two) it is said that when
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu arrived at ¥r† Bhuvane¤vara, He visited the
temple of Lord ¥iva known as Gupta-k•¤† (the concealed V•r•‹as†). Lord ¥iva
established this as a place of pilgrimage by bringing water from all holy
places and creating the lake known as Bindu-sarovara. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
took His bath in this lake, feeling a great regard for Lord ¥iva. From the
spiritual point of view, people still go to take a bath in this lake.
Actually, by taking a bath there, one becomes very healthy even from the
material viewpoint. Taking a bath and drinking the water of this lake can cure
any disease of the stomach. Regular bathing certainly cures indigestion. The
river Bh•rg† or Bh•rg†nad† is now known as Da‹‚a-bh••g•-nad†. It is situated
six miles north of Jagann•tha Pur†. The reason for the change in names is
given as follows.
TEXTS 142-143
TEXT
kapote¤vara dekhite gel• bhakta-ga‹a sa•ge
eth• nity•nanda-prabhu kaila da‹‚a-bha•ge
tina kha‹‚a kari' da‹‚a dila bh•s•‘•
bhakta-sa•ge •il• prabhu mahe¤a dekhi‘•
SYNONYMS
kapote¤vara--the ¥iva temple of the name Kapote¤vara; dekhite--to see;
gel•--went; bhakta-ga‹a sa•ge--with the devotees; eth•--here; nity•nandaprabhu--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; kaila--did; da‹‚a--of the sanny•sa staff;
bha•ge--breaking; tina kha‹‚a--three parts; kari'--making; da‹‚a--the staff;
dila--threw in; bh•s•‘•--washing away; bhakta-sa•ge--with the devotees; •il•-returned; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mahe¤a dekhi‘•--having seen the
temple of Lord ¥iva.
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TRANSLATION
When Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to the temple of Lord ¥iva known as
Kapote¤vara, Nity•nanda Prabhu, who was keeping His sanny•sa staff in custody,
broke the staff in three parts and threw it into the river Bh•rg†nad†. Later
this river became known as Da‹‚a-bh••g•-nad†.
PURPORT
The mystery of the sanny•sa-da‹‚a (staff) of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has
been explained by ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu accepted the order of sanny•sa from a M•y•v•d† sanny•s†. The
M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s generally carry one staff, or da‹‚a. Taking advantage of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's absence, ¥r†la Nity•nanda Prabhu broke the staff
into three parts and threw it into the river now known as the Da‹‚a-bh••g•nad†. In the sanny•sa order there are four divisions--kuà†caka, bahãdaka,
ha‰sa and paramaha‰sa. Only when the sanny•s† remains on the kuà†caka and
bahãdaka platforms can he carry a staff. However, when one is elevated to the
status of ha‰sa or paramaha‰sa, after touring and preaching the bhakti cult,
he must give up the sanny•sa staff.
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is ¥r† K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
It is therefore said, ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya, r•dh•-k”£‹a nahe anya: "Two
personalities--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and ¥r† K”£‹a--are combined in the
incarnation of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu." Therefore, considering ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu to be an extraordinary person, Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu did not wait
for the paramaha‰sa stage. He reasoned that the Supreme Personality of Godhead
is automatically on the paramaha‰sa stage; therefore He does not need to carry
the sanny•sa-da‹‚a.
This is the reason ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu broke the staff into three pieces
and threw it into the water.
TEXT 144
TEXT
jagann•thera deula dekhi' •vi£àa hail•
da‹‚avat kari preme n•cite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha; deula--the temple; dekhi'--seeing;
•vi£àa--ecstatic; hail•--became; da‹‚avat kari--offering obeisances; preme--in
the ecstasy of love of God; n•cite--to dance; l•gil•--began.
TRANSLATION
After seeing the temple of Jagann•tha from a distant place, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu immediately became ecstatic. After offering obeisances to the
temple, He began to dance in the ecstasy of love of God.
PURPORT
The word deula refers to the temple where the Supreme Personality of
Godhead is situated. The present temple of Jagann•tha Pur† was constructed by
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King Ana•ga-bh†ma. Historians say this temple must have been constructed at
least two thousand years ago. During the time of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the
small buildings surrounding the original temple had not been constructed. Nor
was the high platform in front of the temple present during the time of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 145
TEXT
bhakta-ga‹a •vi£àa ha‘•, sabe n•ce g•ya
prem•ve¤e prabhu-sa•ge r•ja-m•rge y•ya
SYNONYMS
bhakta-ga‹a--the devotees; •vi£àa--ecstatic; ha‘•--being; sabe--all; n•ce-dance; g•ya--sing; prema-•ve¤e--absorbed in love of God; prabhu-sa•ge--with
Lord Caitanya; r•ja-m•rge--on the pathway; y•ya--going.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees became ecstatic in the association of Lord Caitanya, and
thus absorbed in love of God, they were dancing and singing while going along
the main road.
TEXT 146
TEXT
h•se, k•nde, n•ce prabhu hu•k•ra garjana
tina-kro¤a patha haila----sahasra yojana
SYNONYMS
h•se--laughs; k•nde--cries; n•ce--dances; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; hu•k•ra--ecstatic vibrations; garjana--resonations; tina-kro¤a-six miles; patha--the way; haila--became; sahasra yojana--thousands of miles.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu laughed, cried, danced and made many ecstatic
vibrations and sounds. Although the temple was only six miles away, to Him the
distance seemed thousands of miles.
PURPORT
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was in ecstasy, He considered one moment to
last as long as twelve years. After seeing the Jagann•tha temple from a
distant place, the Lord became so ecstatic that He considered the six-mile
path many thousands of miles long.
TEXT 147
TEXT
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calite calite prabhu •il• '•àh•ran•l•'
t•h•• •si' prabhu kichu b•hya prak•¤il•
SYNONYMS
calite calite--walking in this way; prabhu--the Lord; •il•--arrived;
•àh•ran•l•--at a place known as šàh•ran•l•; t•h••--there; •si'--coming;
prabhu--the Lord; kichu--some; b•hya--external consciousness; prak•¤il•-expressed.
TRANSLATION
Thus walking and walking, the Lord eventually arrived at the place known as
šàh•ran•l•. Arriving there, He expressed His external consciousness, speaking
to ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu.
PURPORT
At the entrance to Jagann•tha Pur† is a bridge with eighteen arches called
šàh•ran•l•. (šàh•ra means eighteen.)
TEXT 148
TEXT
nity•nande kahe prabhu,----deha mora da‹‚a
nity•nanda bale,----da‹‚a haila tina kha‹‚a
SYNONYMS
nity•nande--to Lord Nity•nanda; kahe--asks; prabhu--Lord Caitanya; deha-give; mora--My; da‹‚a--sanny•sa staff; nity•nanda bale--¥r† Nity•nanda
replies; da‹‚a--Your sanny•sa staff; haila--became; tina kha‹‚a--divided into
three parts.
TRANSLATION
When Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu had thus regained external consciousness, He
asked Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu, "Please return My staff." Nity•nanda Prabhu then
replied, "It has been broken into three parts."
TEXT 149
TEXT
prem•ve¤e pa‚il• tumi, tom•re dharinu
tom•-saha sei da‹‚a-upare pa‚inu
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in an ecstatic condition; pa‚il•--fell down; tumi--You;
tom•re--You; dharinu--I caught; tom•-saha--with You; sei--that; da‹‚a-upare-upon that staff; pa‚inu--I fell down.
TRANSLATION
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Nity•nanda Prabhu said, "When You fell down in ecstasy, I caught You, but
both of Us together fell upon the staff.
TEXT 150
TEXT
dui-jan•ra bhare da‹‚a kha‹‚a kha‹‚a haila
sei kha‹‚a k••h• pa‚ila, kichu n• j•nila
SYNONYMS
dui-jan•ra--of Us two; bhare--by the weight; da‹‚a--the staff; kha‹‚a
kha‹‚a--broken to pieces; haila--became; sei--those; kha‹‚a--pieces; k••h•
pa‚ila--where they fell; kichu--anything; n• j•nila--is not known.
TRANSLATION
"Thus the staff broke under Our weight. Where the pieces have gone, I
cannot say.
TEXT 151
TEXT
mora apar•dhe tom•ra da‹‚a ha-ila kha‹‚a
ye ucita haya, mora kara t•ra da‹‚a"
SYNONYMS
mora--My; apar•dhe--by the offense; tom•ra--Your; da‹‚a--sanny•sa staff;
ha-ila--became; kha‹‚a--broken; ye--whatever; ucita--fitting; haya--is; mora-to Me; kara--do; t•ra--for that; da‹‚a--punishment.
TRANSLATION
"It is certainly because of My offense that Your staff was broken. Now You
can punish Me on this account as You think proper."
TEXT 152
TEXT
¤uni' kichu mah•prabhu du„kha prak•¤il•
†£at krodha kari' kichu kahite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing this; kichu--some; mah•prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
du„kha--unhappiness; prak•¤il•--expressed; †£at--little; krodha--anger; kari'-showing; kichu--something; kahite--to speak; l•gil•--began.
TRANSLATION
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After hearing the story about how His staff had been broken, the Lord
expressed a little sadness and, displaying a bit of anger, began to speak as
follows.
PURPORT
¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu considered Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu's acceptance of
sanny•sa to be useless. He therefore relieved the Lord of the trouble of
carrying the staff. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu expressed anger because He wanted
to teach all other sanny•s†s that they should not give up the staff before
attaining the platform of paramaha‰sa. Seeing that the regulative principles
could be slackened by such action, Caitanya Mah•prabhu wanted to carry the
staff personally. However, Nity•nanda broke it. For this reason Caitanya
Mah•prabhu displayed a little anger. It is said in the Bhagavad-g†t• (3.21),
yad yad •carati ¤re£àhas tat tad evetaro jana„: Whatever great people do,
others follow. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu wanted to follow the Vedic principles
strictly in order to save inexperienced neophytes who try to imitate
paramaha‰sas.
TEXT 153
TEXT
n†l•cale •ni' mora sabe hita kail•
sabe da‹‚a-dhana chila, t•h• n• r•khil•
SYNONYMS
n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; •ni'--bringing; mora--My; sabe--all of you;
hita--benefit; kail•--did; sabe--only; da‹‚a-dhana--one staff; chila--there
was; t•h•--that also; n•--not; r•khil•--you kept.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "You have all benefited Me by bringing Me to
N†l•cala. However, My only possession was that one staff, and you have not
kept it.
TEXT 154
TEXT
tumi-saba •ge y•ha †¤vara dekhite
kib• •mi •ge y•i, n• y•ba sahite
SYNONYMS
tumi-saba--all of you; •ge--ahead; y•ha--go; †¤vara dekhite--to see
Jagann•tha; kib•--or; •mi--I; •ge--ahead; y•i--go; n•--not; y•ba--I shall go;
sahite--with you.
TRANSLATION
"So all of you should go before or behind Me to see Lord Jagann•tha. I
shall not go with you."
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TEXT 155
TEXT
mukunda datta kahe,----prabhu, tumi y•ha •ge
•mi-saba p•che y•ba, n• y•ba tom•ra sa•ge
SYNONYMS
mukunda datta kahe--the devotee named Mukunda Datta said; prabhu--my Lord;
tumi--You; y•ha--go; •ge--in front; •mi-saba--all of us; p•che--behind; y•ba-shall go; n•--not; y•ba--shall go; tom•ra sa•ge--with You.
TRANSLATION
Mukunda Datta told ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, "My Lord, You should go ahead
and allow all the others to follow. We shall not go with You."
TEXT 156
TEXT
eta ¤uni' prabhu •ge calil• ¤†ghra-gati
bujhite n• p•re keha dui prabhura mati
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •ge--in
front of the other devotees; calil•--began to go; ¤†ghra-gati--very swiftly;
bujhite--to understand; n•--not; p•re--able; keha--anyone; dui--two; prabhura-of the Lords; mati--intentions.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then began to walk very swiftly before all the
other devotees. No one could understand the real purpose of the two Lords,
Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Nity•nanda Prabhu.
TEXT 157
TEXT
i•ho kene da‹‚a bh••ge, te•ho kene bh••g•ya
bh••g•‘• krodhe te•ho i•h•ke do£•ya
SYNONYMS
i•ho--Nity•nanda; kene--why; da‹‚a--the staff; bh••ge--breaks; te•ho--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kene--why; bh••g•ya--allows to break it; bh••g•‘•--after
allowing to break it; krodhe--in anger; te•ho--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
i•h•ke--Lord Nity•nanda; do£•ya--accuses.
TRANSLATION
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The devotees could not understand why Nity•nanda Prabhu broke the staff,
why ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu permitted Him to do so, or why, after permitting
Him, Caitanya Mah•prabhu became angry.
TEXT 158
TEXT
da‹‚a-bha•ga-l†l• ei----parama gambh†ra
sei bujhe, du•h•ra pade y••ra bhakti dh†ra
SYNONYMS
da‹‚a-bha•ga-l†l•--the pastime of breaking the staff; ei--this; parama-very; gambh†ra--grave; sei bujhe--one can understand; du•h•ra--of both of
Them; pade--to the lotus feet; y••ra--whose; bhakti--devotional service;
dh†ra--fixed.
TRANSLATION
The pastime of the breaking of the staff is very deep. Only one whose
devotion is fixed upon the lotus feet of the two Lords can understand it.
PURPORT
One who understands ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Nity•nanda Prabhu in
reality can understand Their identity as well as the breaking of the staff.
All the previous •c•ryas, being induced to engage themselves fully in the
service of the Lord, gave up attachment for material life and thus accepted
the staff, which signifies full engagement of the mind, speech and body in the
service of the Lord. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted the regulative
principles of the renounced order of life. That is completely clear. However,
in the paramaha‰sa stage there is no need to accept a da‹‚a (staff), and ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu was certainly in the paramaha‰sa stage. Nonetheless, to
indicate that everyone should take sanny•sa at the end of life in order to
engage fully in the service of the Lord, even paramaha‰sas like ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and His confidential devotees follow the regulative principles
unfailingly. Indeed, that was His purpose. Nity•nanda Prabhu, who was His
eternal servitor, believed that there was no need for ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
to carry the staff, and to declare to the world that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
was above all regulations, He broke it into three pieces. The pastime known as
da‹‚a-bha•ga-l†l• is thus explained by ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat†
áh•kura.
TEXT 159
TEXT
brahma‹ya-deva-gop•lera mahim• ei dhanya
nity•nanda----vakt• y•ra, ¤rot•----¤r†-caitanya
SYNONYMS
brahma‹ya-deva--the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is merciful to the
br•hma‹as; gop•lera--of Gop•la; mahim•--glories; ei--these; dhanya--glorified;
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nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; vakt•--the speaker; y•ra--of the
narration; ¤rot•--the hearer; ¤r†-caitanya--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
The glories of Lord Gop•la, who is merciful to br•hma‹as, are very great.
The narration of S•k£i-gop•la was spoken by Nity•nanda Prabhu and heard by ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
PURPORT
There are four points of instruction one should consider in the story of
S•k£i-gop•la. First, the Deity (arc•-vigraha) of ¥r† Gop•la is eternally saccid-•nanda-vigraha, the transcendental form of the Lord. Second, the Deity
surpasses material regulative principles and extends the reality of
transcendental principles. Third, one can be situated in a transcendental
position after becoming a br•hma‹a, but as a br•hma‹a, one has to follow the
regulative principles very strictly. Lastly, brahma‹ya-deva indicates Lord ¥r†
K”£‹a Himself, who is worshiped thus: namo brahma‹ya-dev•ya go-br•hma‹a-hit•ya
ca. jagad-dhit•ya k”£‹•ya govind•ya namo nama„. This indicates that a devotee
who is under the protection of K”£‹a is automatically situated as a br•hma‹a,
and such a br•hma‹a is not illusioned. This is factual.
TEXT 160
TEXT
¤raddh•-yukta ha‘• ih• ¤une yei jana
acire milaye t•re gop•la-cara‹a
SYNONYMS
¤raddh•-yukta--with faith and love; ha‘•--being; ih•--this narration; ¤une-hears; yei--which; jana--person; acire--very soon; milaye--gets; t•re--he;
gop•la-cara‹a--the lotus feet of Lord Gop•la.
TRANSLATION
One who hears this narration of Lord Gop•la with faith and love very soon
attains the lotus feet of Lord Gop•la.
TEXT 161
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
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TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Fifth Chapter, describing the activities of S•k£i-gop•la.
Chapter 6
The Liberation of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya
A summary of the Sixth Chapter is given by ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura in
his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya as follows: When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu entered the
temple of Jagann•tha, He immediately fainted. S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya then
took Him to his home. Meanwhile, Gop†n•tha šc•rya, the brother-in-law of
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, met Mukunda Datta and talked to him about Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's acceptance of sanny•sa and His journey to Jagann•tha Pur†. After
hearing about ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's fainting and His being carried to the
house of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, people crowded there to see the Lord. ¥r†la
Nity•nanda Prabhu and other devotees then visited the Jagann•tha temple, and
when they came back to the house of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu returned to external consciousness. S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya
received everyone and distributed mah•-pras•da with great care. S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya then became acquainted with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and arranged
accommodations at his aunt's house. His brother-in-law, Gop†n•tha šc•rya,
established that Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu was K”£‹a Himself, but S•rvabhauma
and his many disciples could not accept this. However, Gop†n•tha šc•rya
convinced S•rvabhauma that no one can understand the Supreme Personality of
Godhead without being favored by Him. He proved by ¤•stric quotation,
quotations from the revealed scriptures, that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was
K”£‹a Himself in person. Still, S•rvabhauma did not take these statements very
seriously. Hearing all these arguments, Caitanya Mah•prabhu told His devotees
that S•rvabhauma was His spiritual master and that whatever he said out of
affection was for everyone's benefit.
When S•rvabhauma met ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he asked Him to hear Ved•nta
philosophy from him. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted this proposal, and for
seven days He continuously heard S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya explain the Ved•ntasãtra. However, the Lord remained very silent. Because of His silence, the
Bhaàà•c•rya asked Him whether He was understanding the Ved•nta philosophy, and
the Lord replied, "Sir, I can understand Ved•nta philosophy very clearly, but
I cannot understand your explanations." There was then a discussion between
the Bhaàà•c•rya and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu concerning the authority of the
Vedic scriptures, specifically the Upani£ads and Ved•nta-sãtra. The
Bhaàà•c•rya was an impersonalist, but ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu proved that the
Absolute Truth is the Supreme Personality of Godhead. He proved that the
conceptions of the M•y•v•d† philosophers concerning the impersonal Absolute
Truth are incorrect.
The Absolute Truth is neither impersonal nor without power. The greatest
mistake made by the M•y•v•d† philosophers is in conceiving the Absolute Truth
to be impersonal and without energy. In all the Vedas, the unlimited energies
of the Absolute Truth have been accepted. It is also accepted that the
Absolute Truth has His transcendental, blissful, eternal form. According to
the Vedas, the Lord and the living entity are equal in quality but different
quantitatively. The real philosophy of the Absolute Truth states that the Lord
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and His creation are inconceivably and simultaneously one and different. The
conclusion is that the M•y•v•d† philosophers are actually atheists. There was
much discussion on this issue between S•rvabhauma and Caitanya Mah•prabhu, but
despite all his endeavors, the Bhaàà•c•rya was defeated in the end.
At the request of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then
explained the •tm•r•ma verse of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam in eighteen different ways.
When the Bhaàà•c•rya came to his senses, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu disclosed His
real identity. The Bhaàà•c•rya then recited one hundred verses in praise of
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu and offered his obeisances. After this, Gop†n•tha
šc•rya and all the others, having seen the wonderful potencies of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, became very joyful.
One morning after this incident, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu received some
pras•da from Jagann•tha and offered it to S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya. Without
caring for formality, the Bhaàà•c•rya immediately partook of the mah•-pras•da.
On another day, when the Bhaàà•c•rya asked ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu the best
way to worship and meditate, the Lord advised him to chant the Hare K”£‹a
mah•-mantra. On another day, the Bhaàà•c•rya wanted to change the reading of
the tat te 'nukamp•m verse because he did not like the word mukti-pada. He
wanted to substitute the word bhakti-pada. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu advised
S•rvabhauma not to change the reading of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam because mukti-pada
indicated the lotus feet of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord K”£‹a.
Having become a pure devotee, the Bhaàà•c•rya said, "Because the meaning is
hazy, I still prefer bhakti-pada." At this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and the
other inhabitants of Jagann•tha Pur† became very pleased. S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya thus became a pure Vai£‹ava, and the other learned scholars there
followed him.
TEXT 1
TEXT
naumi ta‰ gauracandra‰ ya„
kutarka-karka¤•¤ayam
s•rvabhauma‰ sarva-bhãm•
bhakti-bhãm•nam •carat
SYNONYMS
naumi--I offer my respectful obeisances; tam--unto Him; gauracandram--who
is known as Lord Gauracandra; ya„--who; ku-tarka--by bad arguments; karka¤a•¤ayam--whose heart was hard; s•rvabhaumam--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; sarvabhãm•--the Lord of everything; bhakti-bhãm•nam--into a great personality of
devotion; •carat--converted.
TRANSLATION
I offer my respectful obeisances unto Lord Gauracandra, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, who converted the hardhearted S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya,
the reservoir of all bad logic, into a great devotee.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya gauracandra jaya nity•nanda
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jay•dvaitacandra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya gauracandra--all glories to Lord Gaurahari; jaya nity•nanda--all
glories to Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya advaita-candra--all glories to Advaita
šc•rya; jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda--all glories to the devotees of Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All glories to Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Lord Nity•nanda
Prabhu! All glories to Advaita šc•rya! And all glories to the devotees of Lord
Caitanya!
TEXT 3
TEXT
•ve¤e calil• prabhu jagann•tha-mandire
jagann•tha dekhi' preme ha-il• asthire
SYNONYMS
•ve¤e--in ecstasy; calil•--went; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
jagann•tha-mandire--to the temple of Jagann•tha; jagann•tha dekhi'--seeing the
Jagann•tha Deity; preme--in ecstasy; ha-il•--became; asthire--restless.
TRANSLATION
In ecstasy, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went from šàh•ran•l• to the temple of
Jagann•tha. After seeing Lord Jagann•tha, He became very restless due to love
of Godhead.
TEXT 4
TEXT
jagann•tha •li•gite calil• dh•‘•
mandire pa‚il• preme •vi£àa ha‘•
SYNONYMS
jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; •li•gite--to embrace; calil•--went; dh•‘•-very swiftly; mandire--in the temple; pa‚il•--fell down; preme--in ecstasy;
•vi£àa--overwhelmed; ha‘•--becoming.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went swiftly to embrace Lord Jagann•tha, but
when He entered the temple, He was so overwhelmed with love of Godhead that He
fainted on the floor.
TEXT 5
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TEXT
daive s•rvabhauma t••h•ke kare dara¤ana
pa‚ich• m•rite te•ho kaila niv•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
daive--by chance; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; t••h•ke--Him; kare-does; dara¤ana--seeing; pa‚ich•--the watchman in the temple; m•rite--to beat;
te•ho--he; kaila--did; niv•ra‹a--forbidding.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu fell down, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya happened to
see Him. When the watchman threatened to beat the Lord, S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya immediately forbade him.
TEXT 6
TEXT
prabhura saundarya •ra premera vik•ra
dekhi' s•rvabhauma hail• vismita ap•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; saundarya--the beauty; •ra--and;
premera vik•ra--ecstatic transformations; dekhi'--seeing; s•rvabhauma-S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; hail•--became; vismita--surprised; ap•ra--very much.
TRANSLATION
Sarvabhauma Bhattacarya was very much surprised to see the personal beauty
of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu as well as the transcendental transformations
wrought on His body due to love of Godhead.
TEXT 7
TEXT
bahu-k£a‹e caitanya nahe, bhogera k•la haila
s•rvabhauma mane tabe up•ya cintila
SYNONYMS
bahu-k£a‹e--for a long time; caitanya--consciousness; nahe--there was not;
bhogera--of offering food; k•la--the time; haila--it became; s•rvabhauma-S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; mane--in the mind; tabe--at that time; up•ya--remedy;
cintila--thought.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu remained unconscious for a long time. Meanwhile,
the time for offering pras•da to Lord Jagann•tha came, and the Bhaàà•c•rya
tried to think of a remedy.
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TEXT 8
TEXT
¤i£ya pa‚ich•-dv•r• prabhu nila vah•‘•
ghare •ni' pavitra sth•ne r•khila ¤oy•‘•
SYNONYMS
¤i£ya--disciples; pa‚ich•--and watchmen; dv•r•--by means of; prabhu--Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nila--brought; vah•‘•--carrying; ghare--at home;
•ni'--bringing; pavitra--purified; sth•ne--in a place; r•khila--kept; ¤oy•‘•-lying down.
TRANSLATION
While Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu was unconscious, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya,
with the help of the watchmen and some disciples, carried Him to his home and
laid Him down in a very sanctified room.
PURPORT
At that time S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya lived on the southern side of the
Jagann•tha Temple. His home was practically on the beach and was known as
M•rka‹‚eya-sarastaàa. At present it is used as the monastery of Ga•g•m•t•.
TEXT 9
TEXT
¤v•sa-pra¤v•sa n•hi udara-spandana
dekhiy• cintita haila bhaàà•c•ryera mana
SYNONYMS
¤v•sa-pra¤v•sa--breathing; n•hi--there was not; udara--of the abdomen;
spandana--movement; dekhiy•--seeing; cintita--full of anxiety; haila--became;
bhaàà•c•ryera--of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
Examining the body of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, S•rvabhauma saw that His
abdomen was not moving and that He was not breathing. Seeing His condition,
the Bhaàà•c•rya became very anxious.
TEXT 10
TEXT
sãk£ma tul• •ni' n•s•-agrete dharila
†£at calaye tul• dekhi' dhairya haila
SYNONYMS
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sãk£ma--fine; tul•--cotton; •ni'--bringing; n•s•--of the nostril; agrete-in front; dharila--held; †£at--slightly; calaye--moves; tul•--the cotton;
dekhi'--seeing; dhairya--patience; haila--there was.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya then took a fine cotton swab and put it before the Lord's
nostrils. When he saw the cotton move very slightly, he became hopeful.
TEXT 11
TEXT
vasi' bhaàà•c•rya mane karena vic•ra
ei k”£‹a-mah•premera s•ttvika vik•ra
SYNONYMS
vasi'--sitting down; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; mane--in his
mind; karena--does; vic•ra--consideration; ei--this; k”£‹a-mah•-premera--of
ecstatic love for K”£‹a; s•ttvika--transcendental; vik•ra--transformation.
TRANSLATION
Sitting beside ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he thought, "This is a
transcendental ecstatic transformation brought about by love of K”£‹a."
TEXT 12
TEXT
'sãdd†pta s•ttvika' ei n•ma ye 'pralaya'
nitya-siddha bhakte se 'sãdd†pta bh•va' haya
SYNONYMS
su-udd†pta s•ttvika--of the name sãdd†pta-s•ttvika; ei--this; n•ma--named;
ye--which; pralaya--devastation; nitya-siddha--eternally perfected; bhakte--in
the devotee; se--that; su-udd†pta bh•va--ecstasy known as sãdd†pta; haya-becomes manifest.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing the sign of sãdd†pta-s•ttvika, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya could
immediately understand the transcendental ecstatic transformation in the body
of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Such a sign takes place only in the bodies of
eternally liberated devotees.
PURPORT
The word sãdd†pta-s•ttvika is explained as follows by ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta
Sarasvat† áh•kura: "The Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu mentions eight kinds of
transcendental transformations in the bodies of advanced devotees. These are
sometimes checked by the devotee, and there are two stages of such checking,
technically known as dhãm•yit• and jvalit•. The dhãm•yit• (smoking) stage is
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exhibited when only one or two transformations are slightly present and it is
possible to conceal them. When more than two or three transcendental
transformations are manifest and it is still possible to conceal them,
although with great difficulty, that stage is called jvalit• (lighted). When
four or five symptoms are exhibited, the d†pta (blazing) stage has been
reached. When five, six or all eight symptoms are simultaneously manifest,
that position is called udd†pta (inflamed). And when all eight symptoms are
multiplied a thousand times and are all visible at once, the devotee is in the
sãdd†pta (intensely inflamed) stage. Nitya-siddha-bhakta indicates the
eternally liberated associates of the Lord. Such devotees enjoy the company of
the Lord in four relationships--as servant, friend, parent or conjugal lover."
TEXT 13
TEXT
'adhirã‚ha bh•va' y••ra, t••ra e vik•ra
manu£yera dehe dekhi,----ba‚a camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
adhirã‚ha bh•va--an ecstasy technically known as adhirã‚ha; y••ra--of whom;
t••ra--of Him; e--this; vik•ra--transformation; manu£yera--of a human being;
dehe--in the body; dekhi--I see; ba‚a camatk•ra--very wonderful.
TRANSLATION
Sarvabhauma Bhattacarya considered, "The uncommon ecstatic symptoms of
adhirã‚ha-bh•va are appearing in the body of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. This is
very wonderful! How are they possible in the body of a human being?"
PURPORT
Adhirã‚ha-bh•va, or adhirã‚ha-mah•bh•va, is explained in the Ujjvalan†lama‹i, by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura
quotes Rãpa Gosv•m† as follows: "The loving propensity of the •¤raya (devotee)
toward the vi£aya (Lord) becomes so ecstatic that even after enjoying the
company of the beloved the devotee feels that his enjoyment is insufficient.
At such a time, the lover sees the beloved in different ways. Such a
development of ecstasy is called anur•ga. When anur•ga reaches its highest
limit and becomes perceivable in the body, it is called bh•va. When the bodily
symptoms are not very distinct, however, the emotional state is still called
anur•ga, not bh•va. When bh•va ecstasy is intensified, it is called mah•bh•va. The symptoms of mah•-bh•va are visible only in the bodies of eternal
associates like the gop†s."
TEXT 14
TEXT
eta cinti' bhaàà•c•rya •chena vasiy•
nity•nand•di si‰ha-dv•re milila •siy•
SYNONYMS
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eta cinti'--thinking like this; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
•chena--was; vasiy•--sitting; nity•nanda-•di--all the devotees, headed by
Nity•nanda Prabhu; si‰ha-dv•re--at the entrance door of the Jagann•tha temple;
milila--met; •siy•--coming.
TRANSLATION
While the Bhaàà•c•rya was thinking in this way at his home, all the
devotees of Caitanya Mah•prabhu, headed by Nity•nanda Prabhu, approached the
Si‰ha-dv•ra [the entrance door of the temple].
TEXT 15
TEXT
t••h• ¤une loke kahe anyonye b•t
eka sanny•s† •si' dekhi' jagann•tha
SYNONYMS
t••h•--at that place; ¤une--they hear; loke--the people in general; kahe-talk; anyonye--among themselves; b•t--topics; eka--one; sanny•s†--mendicant;
•si'--coming there; dekhi'--seeing; jagann•tha--the Deity of Lord Jagann•tha.
TRANSLATION
There the devotees heard the people talking about a mendicant who had come
to Jagann•tha Pur† and seen the Deity of Jagann•tha.
TEXT 16
TEXT
mãrcchita haila, cetana n• haya ¤ar†re
s•rvabhauma la‘• gel• •pan•ra ghare
SYNONYMS
mãrcchita--unconscious; haila--became; cetana--consciousness; n•--not;
haya--there is; ¤ar†re--in His body; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
la‘•--taking Him; gel•--went; •pan•ra--his own; ghare--to the home.
TRANSLATION
The people said that the sanny•s† had fallen unconscious upon seeing the
Deity of Lord Jagann•tha. Because His consciousness did not return,
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya had taken Him to his home.
TEXT 17
TEXT
¤uni' sabe j•nil• ei mah•prabhura k•rya
hena-k•le •il• t•h•• gop†n•th•c•rya
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SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing this; sabe--all the devotees; j•nil•--could understand; ei-this; mah•prabhura--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k•rya--the activities; henak•le--at that time; •il•--came; t•h••--there; gop†n•tha-•c•rya--of the name
Gop†n•tha šc•rya.
TRANSLATION
Hearing this, the devotees could understand that they were speaking of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Just then, ¥r† Gop†n•tha šc•rya arrived.
TEXT 18
TEXT
nad†y•-niv•s†, vi¤•radera j•m•t•
mah•prabhura bhakta te•ho prabhu-tattva-j‘•t•
SYNONYMS
nad†y•-niv•s†--an inhabitant of Nad†y•; vi¤•radera--of Vi¤•rada; j•m•t•-the son-in-law; mah•prabhura bhakta--a devotee of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
te•ho--he; prabhu-tattva-j‘•t•--a knower of the true identity of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya was a resident of Nad†y•, the son-in-law of Vi¤•rada and a
devotee of Caitanya Mah•prabhu. He knew the true identity of His Lordship.
PURPORT
Mahe¤vara Vi¤•rada was a classmate of N†l•mbara Cakravart†'s. He lived in
the Nad†y• district in a village called Vidy•nagara and had two sons named
Madhusãdana V•caspati and V•sudeva S•rvabhauma. His son-in-law was Gop†n•tha
šc•rya.
TEXT 19
TEXT
mukunda-sahita pãrve •che paricaya
mukunda dekhiy• t••ra ha-ila vismaya
SYNONYMS
mukunda-sahita--with Mukunda Datta; pãrve--previously; •che--there was;
paricaya--acquaintance; mukunda--Mukunda Datta; dekhiy•--seeing; t••ra--of him
(Gop†n•tha šc•rya); ha-ila--there was; vismaya--astonishment.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya had previously been acquainted with Mukunda Datta, and
when the šc•rya saw him at Jagann•tha Pur†, he was very much astonished.
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TEXT 20
TEXT
mukunda t••h•re dekhi' kaila namask•ra
te•ho •li•giy• puche prabhura sam•c•ra
SYNONYMS
mukunda--Mukunda Datta; t••h•re--him; dekhi'--seeing; kaila--offered;
namask•ra--obeisances; te•ho--he; •li•giy•--embracing; puche--inquires;
prabhura--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sam•c•ra--news.
TRANSLATION
Mukunda Datta offered obeisances unto Gop†n•tha šc•rya upon meeting him.
Then the šc•rya embraced Mukunda Datta and inquired about news of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 21
TEXT
mukunda kahe,----prabhura ih•• haila •gamane
•mi-saba •siy•chi mah•prabhura sane
SYNONYMS
mukunda kahe--Mukunda replies; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ih••-here; haila--there was; •gamane--coming; •mi-saba--all of us; •siy•chi--have
come; mah•prabhura--Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sane--with.
TRANSLATION
Mukunda Datta replied, "The Lord has already arrived here. We have come
with Him."
TEXT 22
TEXT
nity•nanda-gos•‘ike •c•rya kaila namask•ra
sabe meli' puche prabhura v•rt• b•ra b•ra
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda-gos•‘ike--unto Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; •c•rya--Gop†n•tha šc•rya;
kaila namask•ra--offered obeisances; sabe meli'--meeting them all; puche-inquires; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; v•rt•--news; b•ra b•ra--again
and again.
TRANSLATION
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As soon as Gop†n•tha šc•rya saw Nity•nanda Prabhu, he offered his
obeisances unto Him. In this way, meeting all the devotees, he asked about
news of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu again and again.
TEXT 23
TEXT
mukunda kahe,----'mah•prabhu sanny•sa kariy•
n†l•cale •il• sa•ge •m•-sab• la‘•
SYNONYMS
mukunda kahe--Mukunda Datta replies; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
sanny•sa kariy•--after accepting the renounced order of life; n†l•cale--to
Jagann•tha Pur†; •il•--has come; sa•ge--with Him; •m•-sab•--all of us; la‘•-taking.
TRANSLATION
Mukunda Datta continued, "After accepting the sanny•sa order, Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu has come to Jagann•tha Pur† and has brought all of us with Him.
TEXT 24
TEXT
•m•-sab• ch•‚i' •ge gel• dara¤ane
•mi-saba p•che •il•• t••ra anve£a‹e
SYNONYMS
•m•-sab•--all of us; ch•‚i'--leaving; •ge--ahead; gel•--went; dara¤ane--to
see Lord Jagann•tha; •mi-saba--all of us; p•che--behind; •il••--came; t••ra-of Him; anve£a‹e--in search.
TRANSLATION
"Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu left our company and walked ahead to see Lord
Jagann•tha. We have just arrived and are now looking for Him.
TEXT 25
TEXT
anyonye lokera mukhe ye kath• ¤unila
s•rvabhauma-g”he prabhu,----anum•na kaila
SYNONYMS
anyonye--among themselves; lokera--of the people in general; mukhe--in the
mouths; ye--that which; kath•--talk; ¤unila--was heard; s•rvabhauma-g”he--at
the home of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; prabhu--the Lord; anum•na--a guess;
kaila--made.
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TRANSLATION
"From the talk of the people in general, we have guessed that the Lord is
now at the house of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
TEXT 26
TEXT
†¤vara-dar¤ane prabhu preme acetana
s•rvabhauma la‘• gel• •pana-bhavana
SYNONYMS
†¤vara-dar¤ane--by seeing Lord Jagann•tha; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; preme--in the ecstasy of love of Godhead; acetana--unconscious;
s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; la‘• gel•--has taken; •pana-bhavana--to
his own home.
TRANSLATION
"Upon seeing Lord Jagann•tha, Caitanya Mah•prabhu became ecstatic and fell
unconscious, and S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya has taken Him to his home in this
condition.
TEXT 27
TEXT
tom•ra milane yabe •m•ra haila mana
daive sei k£a‹e p•ilu• tom•ra dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--of you; milane--in meeting; yabe--when; •m•ra--of me; haila--there
was; mana--the mind; daive--by chance; sei k£a‹e--at that very moment; p•ilu•-got; tom•ra--your; dara¤ana--meeting.
TRANSLATION
"Just as I was thinking of meeting you, by chance we have actually met.
TEXT 28
TEXT
cala, sabe y•i s•rvabhaumera bhavana
prabhu dekhi' p•che kariba †¤vara dar¤ana'
SYNONYMS
cala--let us go; sabe--all; y•i--we shall go; s•rvabhaumera bhavana--to the
house of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; prabhu dekhi'--seeing Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; p•che--later; kariba--we shall do; †¤vara dar¤ana--seeing of Lord
Jagann•tha.
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TRANSLATION
"First let us all go to the house of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya and see
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Later we shall come to see Lord Jagann•tha."
TEXT 29
TEXT
eta ¤uni' gop†n•tha sab•re la‘•
s•rvabhauma-ghare gel• hara£ita ha‘•
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; gop†n•tha--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; sab•re--all of them;
la‘•--taking with him; s•rvabhauma-ghare--to the house of S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; gel•--went; hara£ita ha‘•--becoming very pleased.
TRANSLATION
Hearing this and feeling very pleased, Gop†n•tha šc•rya immediately took
all the devotees with him and approached the house of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
TEXT 30
TEXT
s•rvabhauma-sth•ne giy• prabhuke dekhila
prabhu dekhi' •c•ryera du„kha-har£a haila
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma-sth•ne--to the place of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; giy•--going
there; prabhuke--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhila--all of them saw;
prabhu dekhi'--seeing the Lord; •c•ryera--of Gop†n•tha šc•rya; du„kha-unhappiness; har£a--happiness; haila--there was.
TRANSLATION
Arriving at the home of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, everyone saw the Lord
lying unconscious. Seeing Him in this condition, Gop†n•tha šc•rya became very
unhappy, but at the same time he was happy just to see the Lord.
TEXT 31
TEXT
s•rvabhaume j•n•‘• sab• nila abhyantare
nity•nanda-gos•‘ire te•ho kaila namask•re
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhaume--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; j•n•‘•--informing and taking
permission; sab•--all the devotees; nila--took; abhyantare--within the house;
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nity•nanda-gos•‘ire--unto Nity•nanda Prabhu; te•ho--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
kaila--offered; namask•re--obeisances.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya permitted all the devotees to enter his house, and
upon seeing Nity•nanda Prabhu, the Bhaàà•c•rya offered Him obeisances.
TEXT 32
TEXT
sab• sahita yath•-yogya karila milana
prabhu dekhi' sab•ra haila hara£ita mana
SYNONYMS
sab• sahita--with all of them; yath•-yogya--as it was befitting; karila-did; milana--meeting; prabhu dekhi'--seeing the Lord; sab•ra--of all; haila-became; hara£ita--pleased; mana--the minds.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma met with all the devotees and offered them a proper welcome.
They were all pleased to see Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 33
TEXT
s•rvabhauma p•àh•ila sab• dar¤ana karite
'candane¤vara' nija-putra dila sab•ra s•the
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; p•àh•ila--sent them; sab•--all;
dar¤ana karite--to see Lord Jagann•tha; candana-†¤vara--of the name
Candane¤vara; nija-putra--his son; dila--gave; sab•ra s•the--with all of them.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya then sent them all back to see Lord Jagann•tha, and he
asked his own son Candane¤vara to accompany them as a guide.
TEXT 34
TEXT
jagann•tha dekhi' sab•ra ha-ila •nanda
bh•vete •vi£àa hail• prabhu nity•nanda
SYNONYMS
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jagann•tha dekhi'--seeing Lord Jagann•tha; sab•ra--of everyone; ha-ila-there was; •nanda--pleasure; bh•vete--in ecstasy; •vi£àa--overwhelmed; hail•-became; prabhu nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda.
TRANSLATION
Everyone was then very pleased to see the Deity of Lord Jagann•tha. Lord
Nity•nanda in particular was overwhelmed with ecstasy.
TEXT 35
TEXT
sabe meli' dhari t••re susthira karila
†¤vara-sevaka m•l•-pras•da •ni' dila
SYNONYMS
sabe meli'--meeting all together; dhari--caught; t••re--Him; su-sthira-steady; karila--made; †¤vara-sevaka--the priest of the Deity; m•l•--garland;
pras•da--offering; •ni--bringing; dila--gave.
TRANSLATION
When Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu nearly fainted, all the devotees caught Him and
steadied Him. At that time, the priest of Lord Jagann•tha brought a garland
that had been offered to the Deity and offered it to Nity•nanda Prabhu.
TEXT 36
TEXT
pras•da p•‘• sabe hail• •nandita mane
punarapi •il• sabe mah•prabhura sth•ne
SYNONYMS
pras•da p•‘•--getting this honor of the garland; sabe--all of them; hail•-became; •nandita mane--pleased in the mind; punarapi--again; •il•--came back;
sabe--all; mah•prabhura sth•ne--to the place where ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was
staying.
TRANSLATION
Everyone was pleased to receive this garland worn by Lord Jagann•tha.
Afterwards they all returned to the place where Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
was staying.
TEXT 37
TEXT
ucca kari' kare sabe n•ma-sa•k†rtana
t”t†ya prahare haila prabhura cetana
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SYNONYMS
ucca--very loudly; kari'--doing; kare--began; sabe--all; n•ma-sa•k†rtana-chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra; t”t†ya prahare--in the forenoon;
haila--there was; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya; cetana--consciousness.
TRANSLATION
All of the devotees then began to loudly chant the Hare K”£‹a mantra. Just
before noon the Lord regained His consciousness.
TEXT 38
TEXT
hu•k•ra kariy• uàhe 'hari' 'hari' bali'
•nande s•rvabhauma t••ra laila pada-dhãli
SYNONYMS
hu•k•ra kariy•--making a loud sound; uàhe--got up; hari hari bali'-chanting Hari, Hari; •nande--in pleasure; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; t••ra--His; laila--took; pada-dhãli--the dust of the feet.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu got up and very loudly chanted, "Hari! Hari!"
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was very pleased to see the Lord regain consciousness,
and he took the dust of the Lord's lotus feet.
TEXT 39
TEXT
s•rvabhauma kahe,----¤†ghra karaha madhy•hna
mu‘i bhik£• dimu •ji mah•-pras•d•nna
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kahe--says; ¤†ghra--very soon;
karaha--do; madhya-ahna--midday duties; mu‘i--I; bhik£•--alms; dimu--shall
offer; •ji--today; mah•-pras•da-anna--remnants of food offered to Lord
Jagann•tha.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya informed all of them, "Please take your midday baths
immediately. Today I shall offer you mah•-pras•da, the remnants of food
offered to Lord Jagann•tha."
TEXT 40
TEXT
samudra-sn•na kari' mah•prabhu ¤†ghra •il•
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cara‹a p•kh•li' prabhu •sane vasil•
SYNONYMS
samudra-sn•na--a bath in the sea; kari'--taking; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; ¤†ghra--very soon; •il•--returned; cara‹a--feet; p•kh•li'-washing; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •sane--on a seat; vasil•--sat.
TRANSLATION
After bathing in the sea, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His devotees returned
very soon. The Lord then washed His feet and sat down on a carpet to take
lunch.
TEXT 41
TEXT
bahuta pras•da s•rvabhauma •n•ila
tabe mah•prabhu sukhe bhojana karila
SYNONYMS
bahuta pras•da--varieties of food offered to Lord Jagann•tha; s•rvabhauma-S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; •n•ila--caused to bring them; tabe--at that time;
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sukhe--in happiness; bhojana--lunch;
karila--accepted.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya made arrangements to bring various kinds of mah•pras•da from the Jagann•tha temple. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then accepted
lunch with great happiness.
TEXT 42
TEXT
suvar‹a-th•l†ra anna uttama vya‘jana
bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge prabhu karena bhojana
SYNONYMS
suvar‹a-th•l†ra--on golden plates; anna--rice; uttama--first-class;
vya‘jana--vegetables; bhakta-ga‹a--the devotees; sa•ge--with; prabhu--Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karena--accepts; bhojana--lunch.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu was offered special rice and first-class vegetables on
golden plates. He thus took lunch in the company of His devotees.
TEXT 43
TEXT
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s•rvabhauma parive¤ana karena •pane
prabhu kahe,----more deha l•phr•-vya‘jane
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; parive¤ana--distribution; karena-does; •pane--personally; prabhu kahe--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; more-unto Me; deha--please give; l•phr•-vya‘jane--boiled vegetables.
TRANSLATION
While S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya personally distributed the pras•da, Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu requested him, "Please give Me only boiled vegetables.
PURPORT
L•phr•-vya‘jana is a preparation in which many vegetables are boiled
together, and then a che•k• is added, consisting of spices like cumin, black
pepper and mustard seed.
TEXT 44
TEXT
p†àh•-p•n• deha tumi i•h•-sab•k•re
tabe bhaàà•c•rya kahe yu‚i' dui kare
SYNONYMS
p†àh•-p•n•--cakes and condensed milk; deha--give; tumi--you; i•h•-sab•k•re-to all these devotees; tabe--at that time; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; kahe--said; yu‚i'--folding; dui kare--two hands.
TRANSLATION
"You can offer the cakes and other preparations made with condensed milk to
all the devotees." Hearing this, the Bhaàà•c•rya folded his hands and spoke as
follows.
TEXT 45
TEXT
jagann•tha kaiche kariy•chena bhojana
•ji saba mah•pras•da kara •sv•dana
SYNONYMS
jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; kaiche--as; kariy•chena--has accepted;
bhojana--lunch; •ji--today; saba--all of you; mah•-pras•da--the remnants of
food offered to the Lord; kara--do; •sv•dana--tasting.
TRANSLATION
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"Today, all of you please try to taste the lunch just as Lord Jagann•tha
accepted it."
TEXT 46
TEXT
eta bali' p†àh•-p•n• saba kh•oy•il•
bhik£• kar•‘• •camana kar•il•
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; p†àh•-p•n•--many kinds of cakes and condensed-milk
preparations; saba--all; kh•oy•il•--made to eat; bhik£• kar•‘•--after offering
pras•da; •camana kar•il•--made them wash their hands, feet and mouths.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, he made them all eat the various cakes and condensedmilk preparations. After feeding them, he offered them water to wash their
hands, feet and mouths.
TEXT 47
TEXT
•j‘• m•gi' gel• gop†n•tha •c•ryake la‘•
prabhura nikaàa •il• bhojana kari‘•
SYNONYMS
•j‘• m•gi'--taking permission; gel•--went; gop†n•tha •c•ryake la‘•--taking
Gop†n•tha šc•rya; prabhura--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nikaàa--near; •il•-went; bhojana kari‘•--after taking lunch.
TRANSLATION
Begging permission from Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His devotees,
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya then went with Gop†n•tha šc•rya to take lunch. After
finishing their lunch, they returned to Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 48
TEXT
'namo n•r•ya‹•ya' bali' namask•ra kaila
'k”£‹e matir astu' bali' gos•‘i kahila
SYNONYMS
nama„ n•r•ya‹•ya--I offer my respects to N•r•ya‹a; bali'--saying; namask•ra
kaila--offered respects to Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”£‹e--unto Lord K”£‹a;
mati„ astu--let there be attraction; bali'--saying; gos•‘i--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kahila--spoke.
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TRANSLATION
Offering his obeisances to Caitanya Mah•prabhu, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya
said, "Namo n•r•ya‹•ya" ["I offer my obeisances to N•r•ya‹a"]." In return,
Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "K”£‹e matir astu" ["Let your attention be on
K”£‹a"]."
PURPORT
It is the etiquette among sanny•s†s, those on the fourth platform of
spiritual life, to offer respects by saying o‰ namo n•r•ya‹•ya ("I offer my
respectful obeisances unto N•r•ya‹a"). This greeting is used especially by
M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s. According to the sm”ti scriptures, a sanny•s† should not
expect anything from anyone, nor should he consider himself identical with the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Vai£‹ava sanny•s†s never think of themselves
as being one with the Lord; they always consider themselves eternal servants
of K”£‹a, and they want to see everyone in the world become K”£‹a conscious.
For this reason, a Vai£‹ava sanny•s† always offers his blessings to everyone,
saying k”£‹e matir astu ("May you become K”£‹a conscious").
TEXT 49
TEXT
¤uni' s•rvabhauma mane vic•ra karila
vai£‹ava-sanny•s† i•ho, vacane j•nila
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing this; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; mane--within the
mind; vic•ra karila--considered; vai£‹ava-sanny•s†--Vai£‹ava sanny•s†; i•ho-this person; vacane--by words; j•nila--understood.
TRANSLATION
Hearing these words, S•rvabhauma understood Lord Caitanya to be a Vai£‹ava
sanny•s†.
TEXT 50
TEXT
gop†n•tha •c•ryere kahe s•rvabhauma
gos•‘ira j•nite c•hi k•h•• pãrv•¤rama
SYNONYMS
gop†n•tha •c•ryere--to Gop†n•tha šc•rya; kahe--said; s•rvabhauma-S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; gos•‘ira--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; j•nite--to
know; c•hi--I want; k•h••--what; pãrva-•¤rama--previous situation.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma then said to Gop†n•tha šc•rya, "I want to know Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's previous situation."
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PURPORT
The word pãrv•¤rama refers to one's previous situation in life. Sometimes a
person will accept the renounced order from householder life, and sometimes
even from student (brahmac•r†) life. S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya wanted to know of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's previous situation as a householder.
TEXT 51
TEXT
gop†n•th•c•rya kahe,----navadv†pe ghara
'jagann•tha'----n•ma, padav†----'mi¤ra purandara'
SYNONYMS
gop†n•tha-•c•rya kahe--Gop†n•tha šc•rya replied; navadv†pe--in Navadv†pa;
ghara--residence; jagann•tha--of the name Jagann•tha; n•ma--named; padav†--the
surname; mi¤ra purandara--Mi¤ra Purandara.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya replied, "There was a man named Jagann•tha, who was a
resident of Navadv†pa, and whose surname was Mi¤ra Purandara.
TEXT 52
TEXT
'vi¤vambhara'----n•ma i•h•ra, t••ra i•ho putra
n†l•mbara cakravart†ra hayena dauhitra
SYNONYMS
vi¤vambhara--of the name Vi¤vambhara; n•ma--the name; i•h•ra--His; t••ra-of Jagann•tha Mi¤ra; i•ho--He; putra--son; n†l•mbara cakravart†ra--of
N†l•mbara Cakravart†; hayena--is; dauhitra--grandson (daughter's son).
TRANSLATION
"Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu is the son of that Jagann•tha Mi¤ra, and His
former name was Vi¤vambhara Mi¤ra. He also happens to be the grandson of
N†l•mbara Cakravart†."
TEXT 53
TEXT
s•rvabhauma kahe,----n†l•mbara cakravart†
vi¤•radera sam•dhy•y†,----ei t••ra khy•ti
SYNONYMS
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s•rvabhauma kahe--S•rvabhauma said; n†l•mbara cakravart†--the gentleman
named N†l•mbara Cakravart†; vi¤•radera--of Mahe¤vara Vi¤•rada (S•rvabhauma's
father); sam•dhy•y†--class friend; ei--this; t••ra--of him; khy•ti-acquaintance.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya said, "N†l•mbara Cakravart† was a classmate of my father,
Mahe¤vara Vi¤•rada. I knew him as such.
TEXT 54
TEXT
'mi¤ra purandara' t••ra m•nya, hena j•ni
pit•ra sambandhe do•h•ke pãjya kari' m•ni
SYNONYMS
mi¤ra purandara--Jagann•tha Mi¤ra Purandara; t••ra--his; m•nya-respectable; hena--thus; j•ni--I know; pit•ra sambandhe--in relationship to my
father; do•h•ke--both of them (N†l•mbara Cakravart† and Jagann•tha Mi¤ra);
pãjya--respectable; kari'--thinking; m•ni--I accept.
TRANSLATION
"Jagann•tha Mi¤ra Purandara was respected by my father. Thus because of
their relationship with my father, I respect both Jagann•tha Mi¤ra and
N†l•mbara Cakravart†."
TEXT 55
TEXT
nad†y•-sambandhe s•rvabhauma h”£àa hail•
pr†ta ha‘• gos•‘ire kahite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
nad†y•-sambandhe--in connection with Nad†y•; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; h”£àa--pleased; hail•--became; pr†ta ha‘•--thus being pleased;
gos•‘ire--unto Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kahite l•gil•--began to speak.
TRANSLATION
Hearing that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu belonged to the Nad†y• district,
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya became very pleased and addressed the Lord as follows.
TEXT 56
TEXT
'sahajei pãjya tumi, •re ta' sanny•sa
ataeva ha• tom•ra •mi nija-d•sa'
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SYNONYMS
sahajei--naturally; pãjya--respectable; tumi--You; •re--over and above
this; ta'--certainly; sanny•sa--the renounced order of life; ataeva-therefore; ha•--am; tom•ra--Your; •mi--I; nija-d•sa--personal servant.
TRANSLATION
"You are naturally respectable. Besides, You are a sanny•s†; thus I wish to
become Your personal servant."
PURPORT
A sanny•s† is always to be worshiped and offered all kinds of respect by
the g”hasthas (householders). Although S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was older than
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, S•rvabhauma respected Him as a sanny•s† and as one
who had attained the topmost platform of spiritual ecstasy. Thus the
Bhaàà•c•rya certainly accepted Him as his master.
TEXT 57
TEXT
¤uni' mah•prabhu kaila ¤r†-vi£‹u smara‹a
bhaàà•c•rye kahe kichu vinaya vacana
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing this; mah•prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kaila--did; ¤r†vi£‹u smara‹a--remembering Lord Vi£‹u; bhaàà•c•rye--to S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; kahe--speaks; kichu--some; vinaya vacana--very humble statements.
TRANSLATION
As soon as Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard this from the Bhaàà•c•rya, He
immediately remembered Lord Vi£‹u and began to speak humbly to him as follows.
TEXT 58
TEXT
"tumi jagad-guru----sarvaloka-hita-kart•
ved•nta pa‚•o, sanny•s†ra upakart•
SYNONYMS
tumi jagat-guru--you are the master of all people; sarva-loka--of all
people; hita-kart•--the well-wisher; ved•nta pa‚•o--you teach Ved•nta
philosophy; sanny•s†ra--of the mendicants in the renounced order of life;
upakart•--the benefactor.
TRANSLATION
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"Because you are a teacher of Ved•nta philosophy, you are the master of all
the people in the world and their well-wisher as well. You are also the
benefactor of all kinds of sanny•s†s.
PURPORT
Because the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s teach Ved•nta philosophy to their students
or disciples, they are customarily called jagad-guru. This indicates that they
are the benefactors of all people. Although S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was not a
sanny•s† but a householder, he used to invite all the sanny•s†s to his home
and offer them pras•da. Thus he was accepted as the best well-wisher and
friend of all the sanny•s†s.
TEXT 59
TEXT
•mi b•laka-sanny•s†----bh•nda-manda n•hi j•ni
tom•ra •¤raya nilu•, guru kari' m•ni
SYNONYMS
•mi--I; b•laka-sanny•s†--a young sanny•s†; bh•nda-manda--good and bad;
n•hi--not; j•ni--know; tom•ra--your; •¤raya--shelter; nilu•--have taken; guru-spiritual master; kari'--taking as; m•ni--I accept.
TRANSLATION
"I am a young sanny•s†, and I actually have no knowledge of what is good
and what is bad. Therefore I am taking shelter of you and accepting you as My
spiritual master.
TEXT 60
TEXT
tom•ra sa•ga l•gi' mora ih•• •gamana
sarva-prak•re karibe •m•ya p•lana
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--your; sa•ga--association; l•gi'--for the sake of; mora--My; ih••-here; •gamana--arrival; sarva-prak•re--in all respects; karibe--you will do;
•m•ya--unto Me; p•lana--maintaining.
TRANSLATION
"I have come here only to associate with you, and I am now taking shelter
of you. Will you kindly maintain Me in all respects?
TEXT 61
TEXT
•ji ye haila •m•ra ba‚a-i vipatti
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t•h• haite kaile tumi •m•ra avy•hati"
SYNONYMS
•ji--today; ye--that which; haila--happened; •m•ra--My; ba‚a-i--very great;
vipatti--obstacle; t•h•--that danger; haite--from; kaile--did; tumi--you;
•m•ra--My; avy•hati--relief.
TRANSLATION
"The incident that happened today was a great obstacle for Me, but you have
kindly relieved Me of it."
TEXT 62
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya kahe,----ekale tumi n• y•iha dar¤ane
•m•ra sa•ge y•be, kimv• •m•ra loka-sane
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya kahe--the Bhaàà•c•rya said; ekale--alone; tumi--You; n•--not;
y•iha--go; dar¤ane--to see the Deity; •m•ra sa•ge--with me; y•be--You should
go; kimv•--or; •m•ra loka-sane--with my men.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "Do not go alone to see the Deity at the
Jagann•tha temple. It is better that You go with me or my men."
TEXT 63
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----'mandira bhitare n• y•iba
garu‚era p•¤e rahi' dar¤ana kariba'
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya replied; mandira--the temple; bhitare--inside;
n•--never; y•iba--I shall go; garu‚era--of the column known as the Garu‚astambha; p•¤e--by the side; rahi'--staying; dar¤ana--seeing; kariba--I shall
do.
TRANSLATION
The Lord said, "I shall never enter the temple but shall always view the
Lord from the side of the Garu‚a-stambha."
TEXT 64
TEXT
gop†n•th•c•ryake kahe s•rvabhauma
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'tumi gos•‘ire la‘• kar•iha dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
gop†n•tha-•c•ryake--to Gop†n•tha šc•rya; kahe--says; s•rvabhauma-S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; tumi--you; gos•‘ire--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘•-taking; kar•iha--make Him do; dara¤ana--seeing of Lord Jagann•tha.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya then told Gop†n•tha šc•rya, "Take Gosv•m†j† and
show Him Lord Jagann•tha.
TEXT 65
TEXT
•m•ra m•t”-svas•-g”ha----nirjana sth•na
t•h•• v•s• deha, kara sarva sam•dh•na'
SYNONYMS
•m•ra--my; m•t”-svas•--of the aunt; g”ha--the home; nirjana sth•na--very
solitary place; t•h••--there; v•s•--an apartment; deha--give; kara--make;
sarva--all; sam•dh•na--arrangements.
TRANSLATION
"Also, the apartment belonging to my maternal aunt is in a very solitary
place. Make all arrangements for Him to stay there."
TEXT 66
TEXT
gop†n•tha prabhu la‘• t•h•• v•s• dila
jala, jala-p•tr•dika sarva s•m•dh•na kaila
SYNONYMS
gop†n•tha--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘•-taking; t•h••--there; v•s•--apartment; dila--gave; jala--water; jala-p•tra•dika--waterpots and other vessels; sarva--all; s•m•dh•na--arrangements;
kaila--made.
TRANSLATION
Thus Gop†n•tha šc•rya took Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu to the residential
quarters and showed Him where to find water, tubs and waterpots. Indeed, he
arranged everything.
TEXT 67
TEXT
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•ra dina gop†n•tha prabhu sth•ne giy•
¤ayyotth•na dara¤ana kar•ila la‘•
SYNONYMS
•ra dina--the next day; gop†n•tha--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; prabhu--of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sth•ne--to the place; giy•--going; ¤ayy•-utth•na--the
rising from bed of Lord Jagann•tha; dara¤ana--seeing; kar•ila--caused; la‘•-taking Him.
TRANSLATION
The next day Gop†n•tha šc•rya took Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu to see the
early rising of Lord Jagann•tha.
TEXT 68
TEXT
mukunda-datta la‘• •il• s•rvabhauma sth•ne
s•rvabhauma kichu t••re balil• vacane
SYNONYMS
mukunda-datta--of the name Mukunda Datta; la‘•--taking; •il•--went;
s•rvabhauma--of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; sth•ne--to the place; s•rvabhauma-S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kichu--something; t••re--to Mukunda Datta; balil•-said; vacane--in words.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya then took Mukunda Datta with him and went to S•rvabhauma's
house. When they arrived, S•rvabhauma addressed Mukunda Datta as follows.
TEXT 69
TEXT
'prak”ti-vin†ta, sanny•s† dekhite sundara
•m•ra bahu-pr†ti b•‚e i•h•ra upara
SYNONYMS
prak”ti-vin†ta--by nature very humble and meek; sanny•s†--renouncer;
dekhite--to see; sundara--very beautiful; •m•ra--my; bahu-pr†ti--great
affection; b•‚e--increases; i•h•ra--Him; upara--upon.
TRANSLATION
"The sanny•s† is very meek and humble by nature, and His person is very
beautiful to see. Consequently my affection for Him increases.
PURPORT
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S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya considered ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu a very humble
and meek person because although Caitanya Mah•prabhu was a sanny•s†, He still
retained His brahmac•r† name. The Lord took sanny•sa from Ke¤ava Bh•rat† in
the Bh•rat† samprad•ya, in which the brahmac•r†s (the assistants of the
sanny•s†s) are named "Caitanya." Even after accepting sanny•sa, Caitanya
Mah•prabhu retained the name "Caitanya," meaning a humble servant of a
sanny•s†. S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya appreciated this very much.
TEXT 70
TEXT
kon samprad•ye sanny•sa kary•chena graha‹a
kib• n•ma i•h•ra, ¤unite haya mana'
SYNONYMS
kon samprad•ye--in which community; sanny•sa--the renounced order of life;
kary•chena--has made; graha‹a--acceptance; kib•--what; n•ma--name; i•h•ra-His; ¤unite--to hear; haya--it is; mana--my mind.
TRANSLATION
"From which samprad•ya has He accepted the sanny•sa order, and what is His
name?"
TEXT 71
TEXT
gop†n•tha kahe,----n•ma ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya
guru i•h•ra ke¤ava-bh•rat† mah•-dhanya
SYNONYMS
gop†n•tha kahe--Gop†n•tha šc•rya replied; n•ma--His name; ¤r†-k”£‹acaitanya--of the name ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya; guru--sanny•sa-guru; i•h•ra--His;
ke¤ava-bh•rat†--of the name Ke¤ava Bh•rat†; mah•-dhanya--the greatly fortunate
personality.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya replied, "The Lord's name is ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya, and His
sanny•sa preceptor is the greatly fortunate Ke¤ava Bh•rat†."
TEXT 72
TEXT
s•rvabhauma kahe,----'i•h•ra n•ma sarvottama
bh•rat†-samprad•ya i•ho----hayena madhyama'
SYNONYMS
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s•rvabhauma kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied; i•h•ra--His; n•ma--name;
sarva-uttama--first-class; bh•rat†-samprad•ya--the community of the Bh•rat†
sanny•s†s; i•ho--He; hayena--becomes; madhyama--middle-class.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said, " '¥r† K”£‹a' is a very good name, but He
belongs to the Bh•rat† community. Therefore He is a second-class sanny•s†."
TEXT 73
TEXT
gop†n•tha kahe,----i•h•ra n•hi b•hy•pek£•
ataeva ba‚a samprad•yera n•hika apek£•
SYNONYMS
gop†n•tha kahe--Gop†n•tha šc•rya replied; i•h•ra--of the Lord; n•hi--there
is not; b•hya-apek£•--dependence on any external formality; ataeva--therefore;
ba‚a--big; samprad•yera--of a community; n•hika--there is not; apek£•-necessity.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya replied, "¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu does not rely on
any external formality. There is no need for Him to accept the sanny•sa order
from a superior samprad•ya."
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted sanny•sa from the Bh•rat† samprad•ya
(community), which belongs to the disciplic succession of ¥a•kar•c•rya.
¥a•kar•c•rya introduced names for his sanny•sa disciples, and these are ten in
number. Out of these, the surnames T†rtha, š¤rama and Sarasvat† are considered
topmost. In the monastery at ¥”•ger†, the surname Sarasvat† is considered
first class, Bh•rat† second class and Pur† third class. A sanny•s† who has
very nicely understood the slogan tat tvam asi and who takes his bath at the
confluence of the rivers Ganges, Yamun• and Sarasvat† is called a T†rtha. A
person who is very eager to accept sanny•sa, who is detached from worldly
activities, who has no desire for any kind of material facilities, and who is
thus saved from repeated birth and death is known as š¤rama. When a sanny•s†
lives in a beautiful, solitary place in the forest and is freed from all
material desires, he is called Vana. A sanny•s† who always lives in the forest
and renounces all connection with the world in order to be elevated to the
heavenly planets, where he can live in the Nandana-k•nana, is called Ara‹ya.
One who prefers living in the mountains engaging in the study of the Bhagavadg†t• and whose intelligence is fixed is called Giri. One who prefers living in
great mountains, even among ferocious animals, to attain the summit of
philosophical speculation (understanding that the essence of this material
world is useless) is called Parvata. A sanny•s† who has dipped into the ocean
of the Absolute Truth and collected some valuable stones of knowledge from
that ocean, who never falls from the regulative principles of a sanny•s†, is
called S•gara. One who has learned the classical art of music, who engages in
its culture, and who has become expert and completely aloof from material
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attachment is called Sarasvat†. Sarasvat† is the goddess of music and
learning, and in one hand she holds a musical instrument called a v†‹•. A
sanny•s† who is always engaged in music for spiritual elevation is called
Sarasvat†. One who has become completely educated and is freed from all kinds
of ignorance and who is never unhappy, even in a distressed condition, is
called Bh•rat†. One who has become very expert in absolute knowledge, who is
situated in the Absolute Truth, and who always discusses the Absolute Truth is
called Pur†.
All these sanny•s†s are assisted by brahmac•r†s, who are described as
follows: One who knows his real identity and is fixed in his particular
occupational duty, who is always happy in spiritual understanding, is called
Svarãpa-brahmac•r†. One who completely knows the Brahman effulgence and is
always engaged in the practice of yoga is called Prak•¤a-brahmac•r†. One who
has acquired absolute knowledge and who always meditates on the Absolute
Truth, knowledge, the unlimited and the Brahman effulgence, thus keeping
himself in transcendental bliss, is called šnanda-brahmac•r†. One who is able
to distinguish between matter and spirit, who is never disturbed by material
transformations, and who meditates on the unlimited, inexhaustible, auspicious
Brahman effulgence is a first-class, learned brahmac•r† and is named Caitanya.
When S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was talking with Gop†n•tha šc•rya about ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu's sanny•sa community, he appreciated the first name, "¥r†
K”£‹a," but did not like the surname, "Caitanya," which is the name for a
brahmac•r† belonging to the Bh•rat† community. He therefore suggested that the
Lord be elevated to the Sarasvat† community. However, Gop†n•tha šc•rya pointed
out that the Lord does not depend on any external formality. Gop†n•tha šc•rya
was firmly convinced that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was K”£‹a Himself and
therefore independent of any external ritual or formality. If one wants to
engage in pure devotional service, he does not require titular superiority as
a Bh•rat† or a Sarasvat†.
TEXT 74
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya kahe,----'i•h•ra prau‚ha yauvana
kemate sanny•sa-dharma ha-ibe rak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied; i•h•ra--His; prau‚ha-full; yauvana--youth; kemate--how; sanny•sa-dharma--principles of a sanny•s†;
ha-ibe--there will be; rak£a‹a--protection.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya inquired, "¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is in His full-fledged
youthful life. How can He keep the principles of sanny•sa?
TEXT 75
TEXT
nirantara i•h•ke ved•nta ¤un•iba
vair•gya-advaita-m•rge prave¤a kar•iba
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SYNONYMS
nirantara--continuously; i•h•ke--to Him; ved•nta--Ved•nta philosophy;
¤un•iba--I shall recite; vair•gya--of renunciation; advaita--of monism; m•rge-on the path; prave¤a--entrance; kar•iba--I shall cause Him to make.
TRANSLATION
"I shall continuously recite Ved•nta philosophy before Caitanya Mah•prabhu
so that He may remain fixed in His renunciation and thus enter upon the path
of monism."
PURPORT
According to Sarvabhauma Bhattacarya, among sanny•s†s the cultivation of
Ved•nta philosophy helps in becoming detached from sense gratification. Thus a
sanny•s† can protect the prestige of wearing a loincloth (kaup†na). One has to
practice sense control as well as mind control and subdue the six forces of
speech, mind, anger, tongue, belly and genitals. Then one can become expert in
understanding the devotional service of the Lord and thus become a perfect
sanny•s†. For that purpose one must cultivate knowledge and renunciation
regularly. When one is attached to material sense gratification, he cannot
protect his sanny•sa order. S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya suggested that by the
study of vair•gya (renunciation) ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu might be saved from
the clutches of full-fledged youthful desires.
TEXT 76
TEXT
kahena yadi, punarapi yoga-paààa diy•
sa‰sk•ra kariye uttama-samprad•ye •niy•'
SYNONYMS
kahena--says; yadi--if; punarapi--again; yoga-paààa diy•--offering Him
saffron cloth; sa‰sk•ra--reformatory process; kariye--I perform; uttama-first-class; samprad•ye--to the community; •niy•--bringing.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya then suggested, "If ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would
like, I could bring Him into a first-class samprad•ya by offering Him saffron
cloth and performing the reformatory process again."
PURPORT
The Bhaàà•c•rya wanted to reinstate ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu into the
Sarasvat† samprad•ya because he did not like the Lord's belonging to the
Bh•rat† samprad•ya or Pur† samprad•ya. Actually, he did not know the position
of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu. As the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Caitanya
Mah•prabhu did not depend on an inferior or superior samprad•ya. The Supreme
Personality of Godhead remains in the supreme position in all circumstances.
TEXT 77
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TEXT
¤uni' gop†n•tha-mukunda du•he du„kh• hail•
gop†n•th•c•rya kichu kahite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; gop†n•tha-mukunda--Gop†n•tha šc•rya and Mukunda Datta;
du•he--both; du„kh•--unhappy; hail•--became; gop†n•tha-•c•rya--of the name
Gop†n•tha šc•rya; kichu--something; kahite--to speak; l•gil•--began.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya and Mukunda Datta became very unhappy when they heard
this. Gop†n•tha šc•rya therefore addressed S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya as follows.
TEXT 78
TEXT
'bhaàà•c•rya' tumi i•h•ra n• j•na mahim•
bhagavatt•-lak£a‹era i•h•tei s†m•
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--my dear Bhaàà•c•rya; tumi--you; i•h•ra--of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; n•--not; j•na--know; mahim•--the greatness; bhagavatt•--of being
the Supreme Personality of Godhead; lak£a‹era--of symptoms; i•h•tei--in Him;
s†m•--the highest degree.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Bhaàà•c•rya, you do not know the greatness of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. All the symptoms of the Supreme Personality of Godhead are found
in Him to the highest degree."
PURPORT
Since the Bhaàà•c•rya was an impersonalist, he had no idea of the Absolute
Truth beyond the impersonal effulgence. However, Gop†n•tha šc•rya informed him
that Caitanya Mah•prabhu was the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Those who
know the Absolute Truth know it in three phases, as explained in ¥r†madBh•gavatam (1.2.11):
vadanti tat tattva-vidas
tattva‰ yaj j‘•nam advayam
brahmeti param•tmeti
bhagav•n iti ¤abdyate
"Those who are in knowledge of the nondual Absolute Truth know very clearly
what is Brahman, what is Param•tm•, and what is the Supreme Personality of
Godhead." The Supreme Personality of Godhead is £a‚-ai¤varya-pãr‹a, complete
with six opulences. Gop†n•tha šc•rya emphasized that all those six opulences
were completely existing in ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
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TEXT 79
TEXT
t•h•te vikhy•ta i•ho parama-†¤vara
aj‘a-sth•ne kichu nahe vij‘era gocara'
SYNONYMS
t•h•te--therefore; vikhy•ta--celebrated; i•ho--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
parama-†¤vara--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; aj‘a-sth•ne--before an
ignorant person; kichu--any; nahe--not; vij‘era--of the person who knows;
gocara--information.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya continued, "Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu is celebrated as the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Those who are ignorant in this connection find
the conclusion of knowledgeable men very difficult to understand."
TEXT 80
TEXT
¤i£ya-ga‹a kahe,----'†¤vara kaha kon pram•‹e'
•c•rya kahe,----'vij‘a-mata †¤vara-lak£a‹e'
SYNONYMS
¤i£ya-ga‹a kahe--the disciples of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said; †¤vara
kaha--you say the Supreme Personality of Godhead; kon pram•‹e--by what
evidence; •c•rya kahe--Gop†n•tha šc•rya replied; vij‘a-mata--statements of
authorized persons; †¤vara-lak£a‹e--in understanding the Supreme Personality
of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
The disciples of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya retaliated, "By what evidence do
you conclude that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is the Supreme Lord?" Gop†n•tha
šc•rya replied, "The statements of authorized •c•ryas who understand the
Supreme Personality of Godhead are proof."
PURPORT
Since the appearance of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, there have been many
pseudo incarnations in India who do not present authorized evidence. Five
hundred years ago the disciples of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, being very learned
scholars, were certainly right in asking Gop†n•tha šc•rya for evidence. If a
person proposes that he himself is God or that someone else is an incarnation
of God or God Himself, he must cite evidence from ¤•stra to prove his claim.
Thus the request of the Bhaàà•c•rya's disciples is quite bona fide.
Unfortunately, at the present moment it has become fashionable to present
someone as an incarnation of God without referring to the ¤•stras. Before an
intelligent person accepts someone as an incarnation of God, however, he must
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ask about the evidence. When the disciples of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya
challenged Gop†n•tha šc•rya, he immediately replied correctly: "We must hear
the statements of great personalities in order to understand the Supreme
Personality of Godhead." Lord K”£‹a is established as the Supreme Personality
of Godhead by statements from authorized persons like Brahm•, N•rada,
Vy•sadeva, Asita, Arjuna and many others. Similarly, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
is also established as the Supreme Personality of Godhead by evidence from the
same personalities. This will be explained later.
TEXT 81
TEXT
¤i£ya kahe,----'†¤vara-tattva s•dhi anum•ne'
•c•rya kahe,----'anum•ne nahe †¤vara-j‘•ne
SYNONYMS
¤i£ya kahe--the disciples said; †¤vara-tattva--the truth of the Absolute;
s•dhi--derive; anum•ne--by hypothesis; •c•rya kahe--Gop†n•tha šc•rya replied;
anum•ne--by hypothesis; nahe--there is not; †¤vara-j‘•ne--real knowledge of
the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
The disciples of the Bhaàà•c•rya said, "We derive knowledge of the Absolute
Truth by logical hypothesis." Gop†n•tha šc•rya replied, "One cannot attain
real knowledge of the Supreme Personality of Godhead by such logical
hypothesis and argument."
PURPORT
The M•y•v•d† philosophers in particular make certain hypotheses about the
Absolute Truth. They reason that in the material world we experience that
everything is created. If we trace the history of anything, we find a creator.
Therefore there must be a creator of this huge cosmic manifestation. By such
reasoning they come to the conclusion that a higher power has created this
cosmic manifestation. The M•y•v•d†s do not accept this great power to be a
person. Their brains cannot accommodate the fact that this huge cosmic
manifestation can be created by a person. They doubt this because as soon as
they think of a person, they think of a person within the material world with
limited potency. Sometimes the M•y•v•d† philosophers will accept Lord K”£‹a or
Lord R•ma as Bhagav•n, but they think of the Lord as a person having a
material body. The M•y•v•d†s do not understand that the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, K”£‹a, has a spiritual body. They think of K”£‹a as a great
personality, a human being, within whom there is the supreme impersonal power,
Brahman. Therefore they finally conclude that the impersonal Brahman is the
Supreme, not the personality K”£‹a. This is the basis of M•y•v•d† philosophy.
However, from the ¤•stras we can understand that the Brahman effulgence is the
bodily rays of K”£‹a:
yasya prabh• prabhavato jagad-a‹‚a-koàikoti£v a¤e£a-vasudh•di-vibhãti-bhinnam
tad brahma ni£kalam anantam a¤e£a-bhãta‰
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
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"I serve the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Govinda, the primeval Lord,
the effulgence of whose transcendental body is known as the brahmajyoti. That
brahmajyoti, which is unlimited, unfathomed and all-pervasive, is the cause of
the creation of unlimited numbers of planets with varieties of climates and
specific conditions of life." (Brahma-sa‰hit• 5.40)
M•y•v•d† philosophers study the Vedic literature, but they do not
understand that the Absolute Truth in the last stage of realization is the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a. They do accept the fact that there is a
creator of this cosmic manifestation, but that is anum•na (hypothesis). The
M•y•v•d† philosopher's logic is something like seeing smoke on a hill. When
there is a forest fire on a high hill, smoke is first of all visible. The
smoke is created when there is fire. Just as one can conclude that there is
fire from seeing smoke, from seeing this cosmic manifestation the M•y•v•d†
philosophers conclude that there must be a creator.
The disciples of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya wanted evidence to show that ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu was actually the creator of the cosmic manifestation. Only
then would they accept Him as the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the original
cause of creation. Gop†n•tha šc•rya replied that one could not understand the
Supreme Personality of Godhead by guesswork. As K”£‹a says in the Bhagavadg†t• (7.25):
n•ha‰ prak•¤a„ sarvasya
yoga-m•y•-sam•v”ta„
mã‚ho 'ya‰ n•bhij•n•ti
loko m•m ajam avyayam
"I am never manifest to the foolish and unintelligent. For them I am
covered by My eternal creative potency [yogam•y•]; and so the deluded world
knows Me not, who am unborn and infallible." (Bg. 7.25) The Supreme
Personality of Godhead reserves the right of not being exposed to nondevotees.
He can only be understood by bona fide devotees. Lord K”£‹a says elsewhere in
the Bhagavad-g†t• (18.55), bhakty• m•m abhij•n•ti: "One can understand Me only
by the devotional process." In the Fourth Chapter of the Bhagavad-g†t• (4.3)
Lord K”£‹a says, bhakto 'si me sakh• ceti rahasya‰ hy etad uttamam. Here Lord
K”£‹a informs Arjuna that He is disclosing the secrets of Bhagavad-g†t• to him
because he is His devotee. Arjuna was not a sanny•s†, nor was he a Ved•ntist
or br•hma‹a. He was, however, a devotee of K”£‹a. The conclusion is that we
have to understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead from the devotees. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu Himself says, guru-k”£‹a-pras•de p•ya bhakti-lat•-b†ja.
(Cc. Madhya 19.151)
More evidence can be cited to show that without the mercy of a devotee or
the mercy of K”£‹a, one cannot understand what is K”£‹a and what is the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. This is confirmed in the next verse.
TEXT 82
TEXT
anum•na pram•‹a nahe †¤vara-tattva-j‘•ne
k”p• vin• †¤varere keha n•hi j•ne
SYNONYMS
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anum•na pram•‹a--evidence by hypothesis; nahe--there is not; †¤vara-tattvaj‘•ne--in understanding the Absolute Truth, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; k”p• vin•--without His mercy; †¤varere--the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; keha--anyone; n•hi--not; j•ne--knows.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya continued, "One can understand the Supreme Personality of
Godhead only by His mercy, not by guesswork or hypothesis."
PURPORT
One cannot understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead simply by
exhibiting some mundane magic. Foolish people are enchanted by magical
demonstrations, and when they see a few wonderful things done by mystical
power, they accept a magician as the Personality of Godhead or an incarnation.
This is not the way of realization. Nor should one guess or speculate about an
incarnation of God or the Personality of Godhead. One has to learn from the
bona fide person or from the Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself, as Arjuna
did, by the mercy of K”£‹a. K”£‹a Himself also gives many hints about His
potencies as the Supreme Personality of Godhead. One should understand the
Supreme Personality of Godhead only through the evidence presented by the
¤•stras and the mah•janas. In any case, one must have the mercy of the Lord in
order to understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead by devotional service.
TEXT 83
TEXT
†¤varera k”p•-le¤a haya ta' y•h•re
sei ta' †¤vara-tattva j•nib•re p•re
SYNONYMS
†¤varera--of the Personality of Godhead; k”p•-le¤a--a little mercy; haya-there is; ta'--certainly; y•h•re--upon whom; sei ta'--he certainly; †¤varatattva--the Absolute Truth; j•nib•re--to know; p•re--is able.
TRANSLATION
The šc•rya continued, "If one receives but a tiny bit of the Lord's favor
by dint of devotional service, he can understand the nature of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 84
TEXT
ath•pi te deva pad•mbuja-dvayapras•da-le¤•nug”h†ta eva hi
j•n•ti tattva‰ bhagavan-mahimno
na c•nya eko 'pi cira‰ vicinvan
SYNONYMS
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atha--therefore; api--indeed; te--Your; deva--my Lord; pada-ambuja-dvaya-of the two lotus feet; pras•da--of the mercy; le¤a--by only a trace;
anug”h†ta„--favored; eva--certainly; hi--indeed; j•n•ti--one knows; tattvam-the truth; bhagavat--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; mahimna„--of the
greatness; na--never; ca--and; anya„--another; eka„--one; api--although;
ciram--for a long period; vicinvan--speculating.
TRANSLATION
" 'My Lord, if one is favored by even a slight trace of the mercy of Your
lotus feet, he can understand the greatness of Your personality. But those who
speculate in order to understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead are unable
to know You, even though they continue to study the Vedas for many years.' "
PURPORT
The above verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.14.29). The Brahma-sa‰hit•
states, vede£u durlabham adurlabham •tma-bhaktau (Brahma-sa‰hit• 5.33).
Although the Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, is the ultimate goal of
knowledge (vedai¤ ca sarvair aham eva vedya„), one who is not a pure devotee
and who is not engaged in the service of the Lord cannot understand Him. Lord
Brahm• therefore confirms this. Vede£u durlabham: "It is very difficult to
understand the Supreme Lord simply through one's studies." Adurlabham •tmabhaktau: "However, it is very easy for the devotees to capture the Lord." The
Lord is known as ajita (unconquerable). No one can conquer the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, but the Lord consents to be conquered by His devotees.
That is His nature. As stated in the Padma Pur•‹a:
ata„ ¤r†-k”£‹a-n•m•di
na bhaved gr•hyam indriyai„
sevonmukhe hi jihv•dau
svayam eva sphuraty ada„
Being pleased by devotional activities, the Lord reveals Himself to His
devotees. That is the way to understand Him.
The verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam quoted by Gop†n•tha šc•rya was originally
spoken by Lord Brahm• when he was defeated by Lord K”£‹a. Lord Brahm• had
stolen all the calves and cowherd boys in order to test K”£‹a's power. Lord
Brahm• admitted that his own extraordinary powers within the universe were not
in the least comparable to the unlimited powers of Lord K”£‹a. If Lord Brahm•
can make a mistake in understanding K”£‹a, what to speak of ordinary persons,
who either misunderstand K”£‹a or falsely present a so-called incarnation of
K”£‹a for their own sense gratification.
TEXTS 85-86
TEXT
yadyapi jagad-guru tumi----¤•stra-j‘•nav•n
p”thiv†te n•hi pa‹‚ita tom•ra sam•na
†¤varera k”p•-le¤a n•hika tom•te
ataeva †¤vara-tattva n• p•ra j•nite
SYNONYMS
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yadyapi--although; jagat-guru--a teacher of many disciples; tumi--you;
¤•stra-j‘•nav•n--well versed in Vedic knowledge; p”thiv†te--on this earth;
n•hi--there is not; pa‹‚ita--a learned scholar; tom•ra--your; sam•na--equal;
†¤varera--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; k”p•--of mercy; le¤a--a bit;
n•hika--there is not; tom•te--on you; ataeva--therefore; †¤vara-tattva--the
Absolute Truth (the Supreme Personality of Godhead); n• p•ra--are not able;
j•nite--to know.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya then addressed S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya: "You are a great
scholar and a teacher of may disciples. Indeed, there is no other scholar like
you on earth. Nonetheless, because you are bereft of even a pinch of the
Lord's mercy, you cannot understand Him, even though He is present in your
home.
TEXT 87
TEXT
tom•ra n•hika do£a, ¤•stre ei kahe
p•‹‚ity•dye †¤vara-tattva-j‘•na kabhu nahe'
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--your; n•hika--there is not; do£a--fault; ¤•stre--the scriptures;
ei--this; kahe--mention; p•‹‚itya-•dye--simply by scholarship, etc.; †¤varatattva-j‘•na--knowledge of the principles of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; kabhu--ever; nahe--there is not.
TRANSLATION
"It is not your fault; it is the verdict of the scriptures. You cannot
understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead simply by scholarship."
PURPORT
This is a very important verse. Even big scholars cannot understand K”£‹a,
yet they dare comment on the Bhagavad-g†t•. Reading the Bhagavad-g†t• means
understanding K”£‹a, yet we actually see many scholars making blunders in
trying to understand K”£‹a. Gop†n•tha šc•rya's statement is confirmed in many
places in Vedic literature. In the Kaàha Upani£ad (1.2.23) it is stated:
n•yam •tm• pravacanena labhyo
na medhay• na bahun• ¤rutena
yam evai£a v”‹ute tena labhyas
tasyai£a •tm• viv”‹ute tanã‰ sv•m
It is also stated in Kaàha Upani£ad (1.2.9):
nai£• tarke‹a matir •paney•
prokt•nyenaiva suj‘•n•ya pre£àha
y•‰ tvam •pa„ satya-dh”tir bat•si
tv•d”• no bhãy•n naciketa„ pra£à•
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The fact is that the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the Supersoul, cannot
be attained simply by explanations, logic and erudite scholarship. One cannot
understand Him simply by one's brain substance. Even by studying all Vedic
literature, one cannot understand the Supreme Lord. However, if one is
slightly favored by the mercy of the Lord, if the Lord is pleased, one can
understand Him. But who are the candidates eligible to receive the mercy of
the Lord? Only the devotees. They alone can understand what is the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. The Lord reveals Himself to the sincere devotee when
He is pleased with his service: svayam eva sphuraty ada„. One should not try
to understand the Lord simply from the statements of the Vedas, nor should one
uselessly attempt to decry these statements through reasoning and logic.
TEXT 88
TEXT
s•rvabhauma kahe,----•c•rya, kaha s•vadh•ne
tom•te †¤vara-k”p• ithe ki pram•‹e
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya says; •c•rya--my dear Gop†n•tha
šc•rya; kaha--kindly speak; s•vadh•ne--very carefully; tom•te--unto you;
†¤vara-k”p•--mercy of the Lord; ithe--in this matter; ki pram•‹e--by what
evidence.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "My dear Gop†n•tha šc•rya, please speak
with great care. What is the proof that you have received the mercy of the
Lord?"
TEXT 89
TEXT
•c•rya kahe,----"vastu-vi£aye haya vastu-j‘•na
vastu-tattva-j‘•na haya k”p•te pram•‹a
SYNONYMS
•c•rya kahe--Gop†n•tha šc•rya replied; vastu-vi£aye--in the matter of the
summum bonum; haya--there is; vastu-j‘•na--knowledge of the Supreme; vastutattva--of the Absolute Truth; j‘•na--knowledge; haya--is; k”p•te--of the
mercy; pram•‹a--the evidence.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya replied, "Knowledge of the summum bonum, the Absolute
Truth, is evidence of the mercy of the Supreme Lord."
PURPORT
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S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya informed his brother-in-law, Gop†n•tha šc•rya, "The
Supreme Personality of Godhead may not have shown mercy to me, but what is the
proof of His having shown it to you? Kindly let us know about this." in reply
to this, Gop†n•tha šc•rya said that the summum bonum, the Absolute Truth, and
His different potencies are identical. Therefore one can understand the
substance of the Absolute Truth by the manifestation of His different
potencies. The summum bonum includes all potencies in one unit. The Absolute
Truth combined with different characteristics is the original substance
(vastu): par•sya ¤aktir vividhaiva ¤rãyate.
Thus the Vedas state that the Absolute Truth has different potencies. When
one understands the characteristics of the potencies of the Absolute Truth,
one is aware of the Absolute Truth. On the material platform as well, one can
understand the substance by the manifestation of its symptoms. For example,
when there is heat, it is to be understood that there is fire. The heat of the
fire is perceived directly. The fire may not be visible, but one can search
out the fire by feeling heat. Similarly, if one can perceive the
characteristics of the Absolute Truth, we can know that he has understood the
substance of the Absolute Truth by the mercy of the Lord.
In the Bhagavad-g†t• (7.25) it is said, n•ha‰ prak•¤a„ sarvasya The Supreme
Personality of Godhead reserves the right of not being exposed to everyone.
Sevonmukhe hi jihv•dau svayam eva sphuraty ada„: "The Lord reveals Himself to
a devotee when He is completely satisfied by the devotee's service." Thus one
cannot understand the Supreme Lord without His mercy. The Absolute Truth
cannot be understood by speculation, and this is the conclusion of the
Bhagavad-g†t•.
TEXT 90
TEXT
i•h•ra ¤ar†re saba †¤vara-lak£a‹a
mah•-prem•ve¤a tumi p•‘•cha dar¤ana
SYNONYMS
i•hara--His; ¤ar†re--in the body; saba--all; †¤vara-lak£a‹a-characteristics of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; mah•-prema-•ve¤a-absorption in transcendental ecstasy; tumi--you; p•‘•cha--have obtained;
dar¤ana--seeing.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya continued, "You have seen the symptoms of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead in the body of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu during His
absorption in an ecstatic mood.
TEXT 91
TEXT
tabu ta' †¤vara-j‘•na n• haya tom•ra
†¤varera m•y• ei----bali vyavah•ra
SYNONYMS
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tabu ta'--still, however; †¤vara-j‘•na--knowledge of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; n•--not; haya--there is; tom•ra--your; †¤varera--of
the Lord; m•y•--the illusion; ei--this; bali--saying; vyavah•ra--the general
term.
TRANSLATION
"Despite directly perceiving the symptoms of the Supreme Lord in the body
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, you cannot understand Him. This is commonly called
illusion.
PURPORT
Gop†n•tha šc•rya is pointing out that S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya had already
seen uncommon symptoms of ecstasy in the body of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
These uncommon symptoms of ecstatic love indicated the Supreme Person, but
despite having seen all these symptoms, the Bhaàà•c•rya could not understand
the Lord's transcendental nature. He was considering the Lord's pastimes to be
mundane. This was certainly due to illusion.
TEXT 92
TEXT
dekhile n• dekhe t•re bahirmukha jana"
¤uni' h•si' s•rvabhauma balila vacana
SYNONYMS
dekhile--even after seeing; n•--not; dekhe--sees; t•re--the Supreme Person;
bahi„-mukha jana--a person influenced by the external energy; ¤uni'--hearing
this; h•si'--smiling; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; balila--said;
vacana--the words.
TRANSLATION
"A person influenced by the external energy is called bahirmukha jana, a
mundane person, because despite his perception, he cannot understand the real
substance." Hearing Gop†n•tha šc•rya say this, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya smiled
and began to speak as follows.
PURPORT
When one's heart is not cleansed, one cannot awaken the transcendental
nature of devotional service. As confirmed in the Bhagavad-g†t• (7.28):
ye£•‰ tv anta-gata‰ p•pa‰
jan•n•‰ pu‹ya-karma‹•m
te dvandva-moha-nirmukt•
bhajante m•‰ d”‚ha-vrat•„
"Persons who have acted piously in previous lives and in this life and
whose sinful actions are completely eradicated are freed from the dualities of
delusion, and they engage themselves in My service with determination."
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When one is actually engaged in pure devotional service, it is understood
that he has already attained freedom from all reactions to sinful activities.
In other words, it is to be understood that devotees are already freed from
sin. A sinful person, a miscreant (du£k”t†, cannot engage in devotional
service. Nor can one engage in devotional service simply on the basis of
scholarly speculation. One has to wait for the mercy of the Lord in order to
render pure devotional service.
TEXT 93
TEXT
i£àa-go£àh† vic•ra kari, n• kariha ro£a
¤•stra-d”£àye kahi, kichu n• la-iha do£a
SYNONYMS
i£àa-go£àh†--discussion among friends; vic•ra--consideration; kari--we do;
n•--not; kariha--make; ro£a--anger; ¤•stra-d”£àye--according to the conclusion
of scriptures; kahi--we speak; kichu--any; n•--not; la-iha--take; do£a--fault.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya said, "We are just having a discussion among friends and
considering the points described in the scriptures. Do not become angry. I am
simply speaking on the strength of the ¤•stras. Please don't take any offense.
TEXT 94
TEXT
mah•-bh•gavata haya caitanya-gos•‘i
ei kali-k•le vi£‹ura avat•ra n•i
SYNONYMS
mah•-bh•gavata--a great devotee; haya--is; caitanya-gos•‘i--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ei--this; kali-k•le--in the Age of Kali; vi£‹ura--of Lord
Vi£‹u; avat•ra--incarnation; n•i--there is not.
TRANSLATION
"¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is certainly a great, uncommon devotee, but we
cannot accept Him as an incarnation of Lord Vi£‹u because, according to
¤•stra, there is no incarnation in this Age of Kali.
TEXT 95
TEXT
ataeva 'tri-yuga' kari' kahi vi£‹u-n•ma
kali-yuge avat•ra n•h†,----¤•stra-j‘•na
SYNONYMS
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ataeva--therefore; tri-yuga--the Lord, who appears in three yugas only;
kari'--making; kahi--we say; vi£‹u-n•ma--the holy name of Lord Vi£‹u; kaliyuge--in the Age of Kali; avat•ra--incarnation; n•hi--there is not; ¤•straj‘•na--the verdict of the scriptures.
TRANSLATION
"Another name for Lord Vi£‹u is Triyuga because there is no incarnation of
Lord Vi£‹u in Kali-yuga. Indeed, this is the verdict of revealed scriptures."
PURPORT
The Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord Vi£‹u, is known as Triyuga, which
means that He is manifest in three yugas. However, this means that in the Age
of Kali the Lord appears not directly but in disguise. This is confirmed in
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (7.9.38):
ittha‰ n”-tiryag-”£i-deva-jha£•vat•rair
lok•n vibh•vayasi ha‰si jagat-prat†p•n
dharma‰ mah•-puru£a p•si yug•nuv”tta‰
channa„ kalau yad abhavas tri-yugo 'tha sa tvam
"My Lord, You kill all the enemies of the world in Your multifarious
incarnations in the families of men, animals, demigods, ”£is, aquatics and so
on. Thus You illuminate the worlds with transcendental knowledge. In the Age
of Kali, O Mah•puru£a, You sometimes appear in a covered incarnation.
Therefore You are known as Triyuga [one who appears in only three yugas].")
¥r†la ¥r†dhara Sv•m† has also verified that Lord Vi£‹u appears in the Age
of Kali but does not act as He does in other ages. Lord Vi£‹u incarnates for
two purposes: paritr•‹•ya s•dhãn•‰ vin•¤•ya ca du£k”t•m. That is, He comes to
engage in pastimes with His devotees and to annihilate the demons. These
purposes are visible in the Satya, Tret• and Dv•para yugas, but in Kali-yuga
the Lord appears disguised. He does not directly kill demons and give
protection to the faithful. Because the Lord is not directly perceived in
Kali-yuga but is directly known in the other three yugas, His name is Triyuga.
TEXT 96
TEXT
¤uniy• •c•rya kahe du„kh† ha‘• mane
¤•stra-j‘a kari‘• tumi kara abhim•ne
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing this; •c•rya--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; kahe--says; du„kh†-unhappy; ha‘•--becoming; mane--in the mind; ¤•stra-j‘a--well versed in Vedic
scriptures; kari‘•--taking as; tumi--you; kara--do; abhim•ne--pride.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing this, Gop†n•tha šc•rya became very unhappy. He said to the
Bhaàà•c•rya, "You consider yourself the knower of all Vedic scriptures.
TEXT 97
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TEXT
bh•gavata-bh•rata dui ¤•strera pradh•na
sei dui-grantha-v•kye n•hi avadh•na
SYNONYMS
bh•gavata--¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; bh•rata--Mah•bh•rata; dui--two; ¤•strera--of
all Vedic scriptures; pradh•na--the most prominent; sei--those; dui-grantha-of the two scriptures; v•kye--in the statements; n•hi--there is not; avadh•na-attention.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam and the Mah•bh•rata are the two most important Vedic
scriptures, but you have paid no attention to their statements.
TEXT 98
TEXT
sei dui kahe kalite s•k£•t-avat•ra
tumi kaha,----kalite n•hi vi£‹ura prac•ra
SYNONYMS
sei--those; dui--two; kahe--say; kalite--in this Age of Kali; s•k£•t-direct; avat•ra--incarnation; tumi--you; kaha--say; kalite--in this Age of
Kali; n•hi--there is not; vi£‹ura--of Lord Vi£‹u; prac•ra--manifestation.
TRANSLATION
"In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam and Mah•bh•rata it is stated that the Lord appears
directly, but you say that in this age there is no manifestation or
incarnation of Lord Vi£‹u.
TEXT 99
TEXT
kali-yuge l†l•vat•ra n• kare bhagav•n
ataeva 'tri-yuga' kari' kahi t•ra n•ma
SYNONYMS
kali-yuge--in this Age of Kali; l†l•-avat•ra--a pastime incarnation; n•-not; kare--does; bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; ataeva-therefore; tri-yuga--of the name Triyuga (manifested in three yugas); kari'-accepting; kahi--I say; t•ra n•ma--His holy name.
TRANSLATION
"In this Age of Kali there is no l†l•-avat•ra of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; therefore He is known as Triyuga. That is one of His holy names."
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PURPORT
A l†l•-avat•ra is an incarnation of the Lord who performs a variety of
activities without making any special endeavor. He always has one pastime
after another, all full of transcendental pleasure, and these pastimes are
fully controlled by the Supreme Person. The Supreme Person is totally
independent of all others in these pastimes. While teaching San•tana Gosv•m†
(Cc. Madhya 20.296-298), ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu pointed out that one cannot
count the number of l†l•-avat•ras:
l†l•vat•ra k”£‹era n• y•ya ga‹ana
pradh•na kariy• kahi dig-dara¤ana
"However," the Lord told San•tana, "I shall explain the chief l†l•avat•ras."
matsya, kãrma, raghun•tha, n”si‰ha, v•mana
var•h•di----lekh• y••ra n• y•ya ga‹ana
Thus the Lord's incarnations were enumerated, including Matsya, the fish
incarnation; Kãrma, the tortoise; Lord R•macandra; N”si‰hadeva; V•manadeva;
and Var•ha, the boar incarnation. Thus there are innumerable l†l•-avat•ras,
and all of these exhibit wonderful pastimes. Lord Var•ha, the boar
incarnation, lifted the entire planet earth from the depths of the Garbhodaka
Ocean. The tortoise incarnation, Lord Kãrma, became a pivot for the
emulsification of the whole sea, and Lord N”si‰hadeva appeared as half-man,
half-lion. These are some of the wonderful and uncommon features of l†l•avat•ras.
In his book Laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† has enumerated the
following twenty-five l†l•-avat•ras: Catu„-sana, N•rada, Var•ha, Matsya,
Yaj‘a, Nara-N•r•ya‹a, Kapila, Datt•treya, Haya¤†r£a (Hayagr†va), Ha‰sa,
P”¤nigarbha, ™£abha, P”thu, N”si‰ha, Kãrma, Dhanvantari, Mohin†, V•mana,
Para¤ur•ma, R•ghavendra, Vy•sa, Balar•ma, K”£‹a, Buddha and Kalki.
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is not mentioned as a l†l•-avat•ra because He is an
incarnation in disguise (channa-avat•ra). In this Age of Kali there are no
l†l•-avat•ras, but there is an incarnation of the Lord manifested in the body
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. This has been explained in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
TEXT 100
TEXT
pratiyuge karena k”£‹a yuga-avat•ra
tarka-ni£àha h”daya tom•ra n•hika vic•ra
SYNONYMS
prati-yuge--in every age or millennium; karena--makes; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a;
yuga-avat•ra--incarnation for the age; tarka-ni£àha--hardened by argument;
h”daya--heart; tom•ra--your; n•hika--there is not; vic•ra--consideration.
TRANSLATION
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Gop†n•tha šc•rya continued, "There is certainly an incarnation in every
age, and such an incarnation is called the yuga-avat•ra. But your heart has
become so hardened by logic and argument that you cannot consider all these
facts.
TEXT 101
TEXT
•san var‹•s trayo hy asya
g”h‹ato 'nu-yuga‰ tanã„
¤uklo raktas tath• p†ta
id•n†‰ k”£‹at•‰ gata„
SYNONYMS
•san--there were; var‹•„--colors; traya„--three; hi--indeed; asya--of Him;
g”h‹ata„--accepting; anu-yugam--according to the age; tanã„--bodies; ¤ukla„-white; rakta„--red; tath•--also; p†ta„--yellow; id•n†m--at the present moment;
k”£‹at•m--blackish; gata„--has accepted.
TRANSLATION
" 'In the past, your son has had bodies of three different colors,
according to the age. These colors were white, red and yellow. In this age
[Dv•para-yuga] He has accepted a blackish body.'
PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.8.13) was spoken by Garga Muni when
he was performing the rituals at Lord K”£‹a's name-giving ceremony. He states
that the incarnations of the Lord in other ages had been white, red and
yellow. This yellow color refers to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, whose bodily
complexion was yellowish. This confirms that in the past Kali-yugas, the Lord
also had incarnated in a body that was yellow in hue. It is understood that
the Lord incarnates in different colors for the different yugas (Satya, Tret•,
Dv•para and Kali). Accepting the color yellow (p†ta), as well as other
characteristics, the Lord incarnated as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. This is the
verdict of all Vedic authorities.
TEXT 102
TEXT
iti dv•para urv-†¤a
stuvanti jagad-†¤varam
n•n•-tantra-vidh•nena
kal•v api tath• ¤”‹u
SYNONYMS
iti--thus; dv•pare--in Dv•para-yuga; uru-†¤a--O King; stuvanti--offer
prayers; jagat-†¤varam--unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead; n•n•-various; tantra--of the supplementary Vedic literature; vidh•nena--by
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regulative principles; kalau--in the Age of Kali; api--certainly; tath•--so
also; ¤”‹u--hear.
TRANSLATION
" 'In the Age of Kali, as well as in Dv•para-yuga, the people offer prayers
to the Supreme Personality of Godhead by various mantras and observe the
regulative principles of the supplementary Vedic literature. Now please hear
of this from me.
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.31).
TEXT 103
TEXT
k”£‹a-var‹a‰ tvi£•k”£‹a‰
s••gop••g•stra-p•r£adam
yaj‘ai„ sa•k†rtana-pr•yair
yajanti hi su-medhasa„
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-var‹am--chanting the two syllables k”£ and ‹a; tvi£•--by complexion;
ak”£‹am--not blackish; sa-a•ga--accompanied by personal expansions; upa-a•ga-devotees; astra--the weapon of chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra; p•r£adam--and
associates like Gad•dhara, Svarãpa D•modara, etc.; yaj‘ai„--by sacrifice;
sa•k†rtana--congregational chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mantra; pr•yai„--chiefly
consisting of; yajanti--worship; hi--indeed; su-medhasa„--those who are
intelligent.
TRANSLATION
" 'In this Age of Kali, those who are intelligent perform the
congregational chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra, worshiping the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, who appears in this age always describing the glories
of K”£‹a. That incarnation is yellowish in hue and is always associated with
His plenary expansions [such as ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu] and personal expansions
[such as Gad•dhara], as well as His devotees and associates [such as Svarãpa
D•modara].'
PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.32) is explained by ¥r† J†va
Gosv•m† in his Krama-sandarbha, as quoted by ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura in
regard to the explanation of šdi-l†l•, Third Chapter, verse 52.
TEXT 104
TEXT
suvar‹a-var‹o hem••go
var••ga¤ candan••gad†
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sanny•sa-k”c chama„ ¤•nto
ni£àh•-¤•nti-par•ya‹a„
SYNONYMS
suvar‹a-var‹a„--whose complexion is like gold; hema-a•ga„--having a body
like molten gold; vara-a•ga„--whose body is very beautifully constructed;
candana-a•gad†--smeared with the pulp of sandalwood; sanny•sa-k”t--accepting
the renounced order of life; ¤ama„--self-controlled; ¤•nta„--peaceful; ni£àh•-firmly fixed; ¤•nti--bringing peace by propagating the Hare K”£‹a mah•mantra; par•ya‹a„--always in the ecstatic mood of devotional service.
TRANSLATION
" 'The Lord [in the incarnation of Gaurasundara] has a golden complexion.
Indeed, His entire body, which is very nicely constituted, is like molten
gold. Sandalwood pulp is smeared all over His body. He will take the fourth
order of spiritual life [sanny•sa] and will be very self-controlled. He will
be distinguished from M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s in that He will be fixed in
devotional service and will spread the sa•k†rtana movement.' "
PURPORT
Gop†n•tha šc•rya quoted this verse from the Mah•bh•rata's Vi£‹u-sahasran•ma-stotra.
TEXT 105
TEXT
tom•ra •ge eta kath•ra n•hi prayojana
ã£ara-bhãmite yena b†jera ropa‹a
SYNONYMS
tom•ra •ge--before you; eta--so many; kath•ra--of words; n•hi--there is
not; prayojana--necessity; ã£ara-bhãmite--in barren land; yena--like; b†jera-of the seed; ropa‹a--sowing.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya then said, "There is no need to quote so much evidence
from the ¤•stras, for you are a very dry speculator. There is no need to sow
seeds in barren land.
TEXT 106
TEXT
tom•ra upare t••ra k”p• yabe habe
e-saba siddh•nta tabe tumiha kahibe
SYNONYMS
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tom•ra upare--upon you; t••ra--the Lord's; k”p•--mercy; yabe--when; habe-there will be; e-saba--all these; siddh•nta--conclusions; tabe--at that time;
tumiha--you also; kahibe--will quote.
TRANSLATION
"When the Lord will be pleased with you, you will also understand these
conclusions and will quote from the ¤•stras.
TEXT 107
TEXT
tom•ra ye ¤i£ya kahe kutarka, n•n•-v•da
ih•ra ki do£a----ei m•y•ra pras•da
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--your; ye--which; ¤i£ya--disciples; kahe--say; ku-tarka--false
arguments; n•n•-v•da--jugglery of philosophy; ih•ra--their; ki--what; do£a-fault; ei--this; m•y•ra--of illusion; pras•da--benediction.
TRANSLATION
"The false arguments and philosophical word jugglery of your disciples are
not faults of theirs. They have simply received the benediction of M•y•v•da
philosophy.
TEXT 108
TEXT
yac-chaktayo vadat•‰ v•din•‰ vai
viv•da-sa‰v•da-bhuvo bhavanti
kurvanti cai£•‰ muhur •tma-moha‰
tasmai namo 'nanta-gu‹•ya bhãmne
SYNONYMS
yat--whose; ¤aktaya„--potencies; vadat•m--contending; v•din•m--of the
opposing disputants; vai--indeed; viv•da--of opposition; sa‰v•da--of
agreement; bhuva„--objects; bhavanti--become; kurvanti--do; ca--also; e£•m--of
them; muhu„--always; •tma-moham--illusion of the self; tasmai--unto Him;
nama„--obeisances; ananta--unlimited; gu‹•ya--who has qualities; bhãmne--the
Supreme.
TRANSLATION
" 'I offer my respectful obeisances unto the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, who is full of unlimited qualities and whose different potencies
bring about agreement and disagreement between disputants. Thus the illusory
energy again and again covers the self-realization of both disputants.'
PURPORT
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This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (6.4.31).
TEXT 109
TEXT
yukta‰ ca santi sarvatra
bh•£ante br•hma‹• yath•
m•y•‰ mad†y•m udg”hya
vadat•‰ ki‰ nu durghaàam
SYNONYMS
yuktam--quite befitting; ca--also; santi--are; sarvatra--everywhere;
bh•£ante--speak; br•hma‹•„--the learned; yath•--as much; m•y•m--illusion;
mad†y•m--of Me; udg”hya--accepting; vadat•m--of the speculators; kim--what;
nu--certainly; durghaàam--impossible.
TRANSLATION
" 'In almost all cases, whatever learned br•hma‹as speak becomes accepted;
nothing is impossible for one who takes shelter of My illusory energy and
speaks under her influence.' "
PURPORT
In this verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.22.4), the Supreme Personality of
Godhead explains that His illusory energy can perform the impossible; such is
the power of the illusory energy. In many cases philosophical speculators have
covered the real truth and have boldly set forth false theories. In ancient
times philosophers like Kapila, Gautama, Jaimini, Ka‹•da and similar br•hma‹as
propounded useless philosophical theories, and in modern days so-called
scientists are setting forth many false theories about the creation, backed up
by seemingly logical arguments. This is all due to the influence of the
Supreme Lord's illusory energy. The illusory energy, therefore, sometimes
appears correct because it is emanating from the Supreme Correct. To avoid the
very bewildering illusory influence, one must accept the words of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead as they are. Only then can one escape the influence of
the illusory energy.
TEXT 110
TEXT
tabe bhaàà•c•rya kahe, y•ha gos•‘ira sthane
•m•ra n•me ga‹a-sahita kara nimantra‹e
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kahe--says; y•ha-please go; gos•‘ira sthane--to the place of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •m•ra
n•me--in my name; ga‹a-sahita--with His associates; kara--make; nimantra‹e-invitation.
TRANSLATION
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After hearing this from Gop†n•tha šc•rya, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said,
"First go to the place where ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is staying and invite Him
here with His associates. Ask Him on my account.
TEXT 111
TEXT
pras•da •ni' t••re kar•ha •ge bhik£•
pa¤c•t •si' •m•re kar•iha ¤ik£•
SYNONYMS
pras•da •ni'--bringing jagann•tha-pras•da; t••re--unto Him; kar•ha--make;
•ge--first; bhik£•--acceptance; pa¤c•t--afterwards; •si'--coming here; •m•re-unto me; kar•iha--cause; ¤ik£•--teaching.
TRANSLATION
"Take jagann•tha-pras•da and first give it to Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His
associates. After that, come back here and teach me well."
TEXT 112
TEXT
•c•rya----bhagin†-pati, ¤y•laka----bhaàà•c•rya
nind•-stuti-h•sye ¤ik£• kar•'na •c•rya
SYNONYMS
•c•rya--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; bhagin†-pati--sister's husband; ¤y•laka--wife's
brother; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; nind•--sometimes blaspheming;
stuti--sometimes by praising; h•sye--sometimes by laughing; ¤ik£•-instruction; kar•'na--causes; •c•rya--Gop†n•tha šc•rya.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya was the brother-in-law of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
therefore their relationship was very sweet and intimate. Under the
circumstances, Gop†n•tha šc•rya taught him by sometimes blaspheming him,
sometimes praising him and sometimes laughing at him. This had been going on
for some time.
TEXT 113
TEXT
•c•ryera siddh•nte mukundera haila santo£a
bhaàà•c•ryera v•kya mane haila du„kha-ro£a
SYNONYMS
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•c•ryera--of Gop†n•tha šc•rya; siddh•nte--with the conclusions; mukundera-of Mukunda Datta; haila--there was; santo£a--satisfaction; bhaàà•c•ryera--of
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; v•kye--by the words; mane--in the mind; haila--there
was; du„kha--unhappiness; ro£a--and anger.
TRANSLATION
¥r†la Mukunda Datta felt very satisfied to hear the conclusive statements
of Gop†n•tha šc•rya, but he became very unhappy and angry to hear the
statements put forward by S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
TEXT 114
TEXT
gos•‘ira sth•ne •c•rya kaila •gamana
bhaàà•c•ryera n•me t••re kaila nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
gos•‘ira sth•ne--to the place where ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was staying;
•c•rya--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; kaila--did; •gamana--coming; bhaàà•c•ryera n•me--on
behalf of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; t••re--unto Him; kaila--made; nimantra‹a-invitation.
TRANSLATION
According to the instructions of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, Gop†n•tha šc•rya
went to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and invited Him on the Bhaàà•c•rya's behalf.
TEXT 115
TEXT
mukunda-sahita kahe bhaàà•c•ryera kath•
bhaàà•c•ryera nind• kare, mane p•‘• vyath•
SYNONYMS
mukunda-sahita--along with Mukunda; kahe--describes; bhaàà•c•ryera kath•-all the words of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; bhaàà•c•ryera--of S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; nind•--defamation; kare--does; mane--in the mind; p•‘•--getting;
vyath•--some pain.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya's statements were discussed before ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
Gop†n•tha šc•rya and Mukunda Datta disapproved of the Bhaàà•c•rya's statements
because they caused mental pain.
TEXT 116
TEXT
¤uni mah•prabhu kahe aiche mat kaha
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•m• prati bhaàà•c•ryera haya anugraha
SYNONYMS
¤uni--hearing them; mah•prabhu--Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kahe--says; aiche-such; mat kaha--do not speak; •m• prati--toward Me; bhaàà•c•ryera--of
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; haya--there is; anugraha--mercy.
TRANSLATION
Hearing this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Do not speak like that.
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya has shown great affection and mercy toward Me.
TEXT 117
TEXT
•m•ra sanny•sa-dharma c•hena r•khite
v•tsalye karu‹• karena, ki do£a ih•te
SYNONYMS
•m•ra--My; sanny•sa-dharma--regulative principles of sanny•sa; c•hena--he
wants; r•khite--to keep; v•tsalye--out of paternal affection; karu‹•--mercy;
karena--does; ki--what; do£a--fault; ih•te--in this connection.
TRANSLATION
"Out of paternal affection for Me, he wants to protect Me and see that I
follow the regulative principles of a sanny•s†. What fault is there in this?"
TEXT 118
TEXT
•ra dina mah•prabhu bhaàà•c•rya-sane
•nande karil• jagann•tha dara¤ane
SYNONYMS
•ra dina--the next day; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhaàà•c•ryasane--along with S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; •nande--in great pleasure; karil•-did; jagann•tha--to Lord Jagann•tha; dara¤ane--visit.
TRANSLATION
The next morning, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya
together visited the temple of Lord Jagann•tha. Both of them were in a very
pleasant mood.
TEXT 119
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya-sa•ge t••ra mandire •il•
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prabhure •sana diy• •pane vasil•
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya-sa•ge--along with S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; t••ra--His (Lord
Jagann•tha's); mandire--to the temple; •il•--came; prabhure--unto Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •sana--sitting place; diy•--giving; •pane--personally;
vasil•--sat down.
TRANSLATION
When they entered the temple, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya offered Caitanya
Mah•prabhu a seat, while he himself sat down on the floor out of due respect
for a sanny•s†.
TEXT 120
TEXT
ved•nta pa‚•ite tabe •rambha karil•
sneha-bhakti kari' kichu prabhure kahil•
SYNONYMS
ved•nta--Ved•nta philosophy; pa‚•ite--to instruct; tabe--then; •rambha-beginning; karil•--made; sneha--affection; bhakti--and devotion; kari'-showing; kichu--something; prabhure--unto the Lord; kahil•--said.
TRANSLATION
He then began to instruct Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu on Ved•nta philosophy,
and out of affection and devotion, he spoke to the Lord as follows.
PURPORT
The Ved•nta- or Brahma-sãtra, written by ¥r†la Vy•sadeva, is a book studied
by all advanced spiritual students, especially by the sanny•s†s of all
religious communities (samprad•yas). The sanny•s†s must read the Ved•nta-sãtra
to establish their final conclusions concerning Vedic knowledge. Here, of
course, the Ved•nta mentioned is the commentary of ¥a•kar•c•rya, known as
¥•r†raka-bh•£ya. S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya intended to convert Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, who was a Vai£‹ava sanny•s†, into a M•y•v•d† sanny•s†. He
therefore made this arrangement to instruct Him in the Ved•nta-sãtra according
to the ¥•r†raka commentary of ¥a•kar•c•rya. All the sanny•s†s of the ¥a•karasamprad•ya enjoy seriously studying the Ved•nta-sãtra with the ¥•r†raka-bh•£ya
commentary. It is said, ved•nta-v•kye£u sad• ramanta„: "One should always
enjoy the studies of the Ved•nta-sãtra."
TEXT 121
TEXT
ved•nta-¤rava‹a,----ei sanny•s†ra dharma
nirantara kara tumi ved•nta ¤rava‹a
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SYNONYMS
ved•nta-¤rava‹a--hearing of Ved•nta philosophy; ei--this; sanny•s†ra--of a
person in the renounced order; dharma--factual occupation; nirantara-incessantly; kara--do; tumi--You; ved•nta--of Ved•nta philosophy; ¤rava‹a-hearing.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya said, "Hearing Ved•nta philosophy is a sanny•s†'s main
business. Therefore without hesitation You should study Ved•nta philosophy,
hearing it without cessation from a superior person."
TEXT 122
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----'more tumi kara anugraha
sei se kartavya, tumi yei more kaha'
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; more--unto Me; tumi--you; kara--show;
anugraha--mercy; sei se--that; kartavya--duty; tumi--you; yei--whatever; more-unto Me; kaha--say.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya replied, "You are very merciful to Me, and therefore I think
it is My duty to obey your order."
TEXT 123
TEXT
s•ta dina paryanta aiche karena ¤rava‹e
bh•la-manda n•hi kahe, vasi' m•tra ¤une
SYNONYMS
s•ta dina--seven days; paryanta--up to; aiche--in this way; karena--does;
¤rava‹e--hearing; bh•la--right; manda--wrong; n•hi--not; kahe--says; vasi'-sitting; m•tra--only; ¤une--hears.
TRANSLATION
Thus for seven days continually, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu listened to the
Ved•nta philosophy expounded by S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya. However, Caitanya
Mah•prabhu did not say anything and did not indicate whether it was right or
wrong. He simply sat there and listened to the Bhaàà•c•rya.
TEXT 124
TEXT
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a£àama-divase t••re puche s•rvabhauma
s•ta dina kara tumi ved•nta ¤rava‹a
SYNONYMS
a£àama-divase--on the eighth day; t••re--unto Him; puche--inquires;
s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; s•ta dina--seven days; kara--do; tumi-You; ved•nta--Ved•nta philosophy; ¤rava‹a--hearing.
TRANSLATION
On the eighth day, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said to Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
"You have been listening to Ved•nta philosophy from me continually for seven
days.
TEXT 125
TEXT
bh•la-manda n•hi kaha, raha mauna dhari'
bujha, ki n• bujha,----ih• bujhite n• p•ri
SYNONYMS
bh•la-manda--right or wrong; n•hi kaha--not speak; raha--keep; mauna-silence; dhari'--holding; bujha--understand; ki--or; n•--not; bujha-understand; ih•--this; bujhite--to understand; n•--not; p•ri--I am able.
TRANSLATION
"You have simply been listening, fixed in Your silence. Since You do not
say whether You think it is right or wrong, I cannot know whether You are
actually understanding Ved•nta philosophy or not."
TEXT 126
TEXT
prabhu kahe----"mãrkha •mi, n•hi adhyayana
tom•ra •j‘•te m•tra kariye ¤rava‹a
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; mãrkha •mi--I am a fool; n•hi--there is not;
adhyayana--study; tom•ra--your; •j‘•te--by the order; m•tra--only; kariye--I
do; ¤rava‹a--hearing.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "I am a fool, and consequently I do not
study the Ved•nta-sãtra. I am just trying to hear it from you because you have
ordered Me.
TEXT 127
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TEXT
sanny•s†ra dharma l•gi' ¤rava‹a m•tra kari
tumi yei artha kara, bujhite n• p•ri"
SYNONYMS
sanny•s†ra--of one in the renounced order of life; dharma--the occupation;
l•gi'--for the matter of; ¤rava‹a--hearing; m•tra--only; kari--I do; tumi-you; yei--whatever; artha--meaning; kara--present; bujhite--to understand; n•-not; p•ri--I am able.
TRANSLATION
"Only for the sake of executing the duties of the renounced order of
sanny•sa do I listen. Unfortunately, I cannot in the least understand the
meaning you are presenting."
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu presented Himself as if He were a sanny•s† in name
only or, in other words, a number-one fool. M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s in India are
very accustomed to declaring themselves jagad-gurus, teachers of the world,
although they have no information of the outside world and are limited in
their experience to a small town or village, or perhaps to the country of
India. Nor do such sanny•s†s have sufficient education. Unfortunately, at the
present moment there are many foolish sanny•s†s, both in India and elsewhere,
who simply read and study Vedic literature without understanding the purports.
When Caitanya Mah•prabhu was having His discussion with the Chand Kazi, the
Muslim magistrate of Navadv†pa, He recited a verse from Vedic literature to
the effect that the order of sanny•sa is prohibited in this Age of Kali. Only
those who are very serious and who follow the regulative principles and study
Vedic literature should accept sanny•sa. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu approved of a
sanny•s†'s reading the Ved•nta-sãtra, or Brahma-sãtra, but He did not approve
the ¥•r†raka commentary of ¥a•kar•c•rya. Indeed, He said elsewhere, m•y•v•dibh•£ya ¤unile haya sarva-n•¤a: "If one hears the ¥•r†raka-bh•£ya of
¥a•kar•c•rya, he is doomed." Thus a sanny•s†, a transcendentalist, must read
the Ved•nta-sãtra regularly, but he should not read the ¥•r†raka-bh•£ya. This
is the conclusion of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. The real commentary on the
Ved•nta-sãtra is ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. Artho 'ya‰ brahma-sãtr•n•m: ¥r†madBh•gavatam is the original commentary on the Ved•nta-sãtra written by the
author himself, ¥r†la Vy•sadeva.
TEXT 128
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya kahe,----n• bujhi', hena j‘•na y•ra
bujhib•ra l•gi' seha puche punarb•ra
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied; n• bujhi'--not
understanding; hena--this; j‘•na--the knowledge; y•ra--of someone; bujhib•ra
l•gi'--just to understand; seha--he also; puche--inquires; puna„-b•ra--again.
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TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "I accept that You do not understand, yet
even one who does not understand inquires about the subject matter.
TEXT 129
TEXT
tumi ¤uni' ¤uni' raha mauna m•tra dhari'
h”daye ki •che tom•ra, bujhite n• p•ri
SYNONYMS
tumi--You; ¤uni'--hearing; ¤uni'--hearing; raha--keep; mauna--silence;
m•tra--only; dhari'--holding; h”daye--in the heart; ki--what; •che--there is;
tom•ra--Your; bujhite--to understand; n•--not; p•ri--am able.
TRANSLATION
"You are hearing again and again, yet You keep silent. I cannot understand
what is actually within Your mind."
TEXT 130
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"sãtrera artha bujhiye nirmala
tom•ra vy•khy• ¤uni' mana haya ta' vikala
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; sãtrera artha--the meaning of the sãtras;
bujhiye--I can understand; nirmala--very clearly; tom•ra--your; vy•khy•-explanation; ¤uni'--hearing; mana--mind; haya--becomes; ta'--indeed; vikala-disturbed.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then revealed His mind, saying, "I can understand
the meaning of each sãtra very clearly, but your explanations have simply
agitated My mind.
PURPORT
The factual meaning of the aphorisms of the Ved•nta-sãtra is as clear as
sunshine. The M•y•v•d† philosophers simply try to cover the sunshine with the
clouds of interpretations imagined by ¥a•kar•c•rya and his followers.
TEXT 131
TEXT
sãtrera artha bh•£ya kahe prak•¤iy•
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tumi, bh•£ya kaha----sãtrera artha •cch•diy•
SYNONYMS
sãtrera artha--meanings of the sãtras; bh•£ya--the purport; kahe--one
speaks; prak•¤iy•--clearly manifesting; tumi--you; bh•£ya kaha--make a
comment; sãtrera--of the sãtras; artha--the meanings; •cch•diy•--covering.
TRANSLATION
"The meaning of the aphorisms in the Ved•nta-sãtra contain clear purports
in themselves, but other purports you presented simply covered the meaning of
the sãtras like a cloud.
PURPORT
Please refer to šdi-l†l•, Seventh Chapter, verses 106-146, for an
explanation of this verse.
TEXT 132
TEXT
sãtrera mukhya artha n• karaha vy•khy•na
kalpan•rthe tumi t•h• kara •cch•dana
SYNONYMS
sãtrera--of the sãtras; mukhya--direct; artha--of meanings; n•--not;
karaha--you do; vy•khy•na--explanation; kalpan•-arthe--because of imaginative
meaning; tumi--you; t•h•--of that; kara--do; •cch•dana--covering.
TRANSLATION
"You do not explain the direct meaning of the Brahma-sãtras. Indeed, it
appears that your business is to cover their real meaning."
PURPORT
This is typical of all M•y•v•d†s or atheists who interpret the meaning of
Vedic literature in their own imaginative way. The real purpose of such
foolish people is to impose the impersonalist conclusion on all Vedic
literature. The M•y•v•d† atheists also interpret the Bhagavad-g†t•. In every
verse of ¥r†mad Bhagavad-g†t• it is clearly stated that K”£‹a is the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. In every verse Vy•sadeva says, ¤r†-bhagav•n uv•ca,
"the Supreme Personality of Godhead said," or "the Blessed Lord said." It is
clearly stated that the Blessed Lord is the Supreme Person, but M•y•v•d†
atheists still try to prove that the Absolute Truth is impersonal. In order to
present their false, imaginary meanings, they must adopt so much word jugglery
and grammatical interpretation that they finally become ludicrous. Therefore
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu remarked that no one should hear the M•y•v•d†
commentaries or purports to any Vedic literature.
TEXT 133
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TEXT
upani£ad-¤abde yei mukhya artha haya
sei artha mukhya,----vy•sa-sãtre saba kaya
SYNONYMS
upani£ad--of the Vedas; ¤abde--by the words; yei--whatever; mukhya--direct;
artha--meaning; haya--is; sei--that; artha--meaning; mukhya--chief; vy•sasãtre--in the Ved•nta-sãtra; saba--all; kaya--describes.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "The Ved•nta-sãtra is the summary of all the
Upani£ads; therefore whatever direct meaning is there in the Upani£ads is also
recorded in the Ved•nta-sãtra, or Vy•sa-sãtra.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† has explained the word upani£ad in his
Anubh•£ya. Please refer to šdi-l†l•, Second Chapter, fifth verse, and šdil†l•, Seventh Chapter, verses 106 and 108, for his explanation.
TEXT 134
TEXT
mukhy•rtha ch•‚iy• kara gau‹•rtha kalpan•
'abhidh•'-v”tti ch•‚i' kara ¤abdera lak£a‹•
SYNONYMS
mukhya-artha--direct meaning; ch•‚iy•--giving up; kara--you do; gau‹aartha--indirect meaning; kalpan•--imagining; abhidh•-v”tti--the meaning that
is understood immediately; ch•‚i'--giving up; kara--you do; ¤abdera--of the
words; lak£a‹•--interpretation.
TRANSLATION
"For each sãtra the direct meaning must be accepted without interpretation.
However, you simply abandon the direct meaning and proceed with your
imaginative interpretation.
TEXT 135
TEXT
pram•‹era madhye ¤ruti pram•‹a----pradh•na
¤ruti ye mukhy•rtha kahe, sei se pram•‹a
SYNONYMS
pram•‹era--of the evidences; madhye--in the midst; ¤ruti--the Vedic
version; pram•‹a--evidence; pradh•na--chief; ¤ruti--the Vedic version; ye--
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whatever; mukhya-artha--chief meaning; kahe--says; sei se--that indeed;
pram•‹a--evidence.
TRANSLATION
"Although there is other evidence, the evidence given in the Vedic version
must be taken as foremost. Vedic versions understood directly are first-class
evidence."
PURPORT
Works that should be consulted are ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m†'s Tattva-sandarbha
(10-11), ¥r†la Baladeva Vidy•bhã£a‹a's commentary on that, and the following
verses of the Brahma-sãtra: ¤•stra-yonitv•t (1.1.3), tark•prati£àh•n•t
(2.1.11) and ¤rutes tu ¤abda-mãlatv•t (2.1.27), as commented upon by ¥r†
R•m•nuj•c•rya, ¥r† Madhv•c•rya, ¥r† Nimb•rk•c•rya and ¥r†la Baladeva
Vidy•bhã£a‹a. In his book Sarva-sa‰v•din†, ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m† has noted that
although there are ten kinds of evidence--direct perception, the Vedic
version, historical reference, hypothesis, and so on--and although they are
all generally accepted as evidence, the person presenting a hypothesis,
reading the Vedic version, perceiving or interpreting by his experience is
certain to be imperfect in four ways. That is, he is subject to commiting
mistakes, to becoming illusioned, to cheating and to having imperfect senses.
Although the evidence may be correct, the person himself is in danger of being
misled due to his material defects. Apart from the direct presentation, there
is a chance that an interpretation may not be perfect. Therefore the
conclusion is that only a direct presentation can be considered evidence. An
interpretation cannot be accepted as evidence, but may be considered proof of
evidence.
In the Bhagavad-g†t•, at the very beginning it is stated:
dh”tar•£àra uv•ca
dharma-k£etre kuru-k£etre
samavet• yuyutsava„
m•mak•„ p•‹‚av•¤ caiva
kim akurvata sa‘jaya
The statements of the Bhagavad-g†t• are themselves proof that there is a
place of religious pilgrimage named Kuruk£etra where the P•‹‚avas and Kurus
met to fight. After meeting there, what did they do? This was Dh”tar•£àra's
inquiry to Sa‘jaya. Although these statements are very clear, atheists try to
interpret different meanings of the words dharma-k£etra and kuru-k£etra.
Therefore ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m† has warned us not to depend on any kind of
interpretation. It is better to take the verses as they are, without
interpretation.
TEXT 136
TEXT
j†vera asthi-vi£àh• dui----¤a•kha-gomaya
¤ruti-v•kye sei dui mah•-pavitra haya
SYNONYMS
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j†vera--of the living entity; asthi--the bone; vi£àh•--stool; dui--two;
¤a•kha--conchshell; go-maya--cow dung; ¤ruti-v•kye--in the words of the Vedic
version; sei--that; dui--two; mah•--greatly; pavitra--pure; haya--are.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "Conchshells and cow dung are nothing but
the bones and the stool of some living entities, but according to the Vedic
version they are both considered very pure.
PURPORT
According to Vedic principles, bones and dung are generally considered very
impure. If one touches a bone or stool, he must take a bath immediately. That
is the Vedic injunction. Yet the Vedas also enjoin that a conchshell, although
the bone of an animal, and cow dung, although the stool of an animal, are very
sanctified. Even though such statements appear contradictory, on the basis of
the Vedic version we still accept the fact that conchshells and cow dung are
pure and sanctified.
TEXT 137
TEXT
svata„-pram•‹a veda satya yei kaya
'lak£a‹•' karile svata„-pr•m•‹ya-h•ni haya
SYNONYMS
svata„-pram•‹a--self-evidence; veda--Vedic literature; satya--truth; yei-whatever; kaya--say; lak£a‹•--interpretation; karile--by making; svata„pr•m•‹ya--self-evidential proof; h•ni--lost; haya--becomes.
TRANSLATION
"The Vedic statements are self-evident. Whatever is stated there must be
accepted. If we interpret according to our own imagination, the authority of
the Vedas is immediately lost."
PURPORT
Out of four main types of evidence--direct perception, hypothesis,
historical reference and the Vedas--Vedic evidence is accepted as the
foremost. If we want to interpret the Vedic version, we must imagine an
interpretation according to what we want to do. First of all, we set forth
such an interpretation as a suggestion or hypothesis. As such, it is not
actually true, and the self-evident proof is lost.
¥r†la Madhv•c•rya, commenting on the aphorism d”¤yate tu (Ved•nta-sãtra
2.1.6), quotes the Bhavi£ya Pur•‹a as follows:
”g-yaju„-s•m•tharv•¤ ca
bh•rata‰ pa‘car•trakam
mãla-r•m•ya‹a‰ caiva
veda ity eva ¤abdit•„
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pur•‹•ni ca y•n†ha
vai£‹av•ni vido vidu„
svata„-pr•m•‹yam ete£•‰
n•tra ki‘cid vic•ryate
The ™g Veda, Yajur Veda, S•ma Veda, Atharva Veda, Mah•bh•rata, Pa‘car•tra
and original R•m•ya‹a are all considered Vedic literature. The Pur•‹as (such
as the Brahma-vaivarta Pur•‹a, N•rad†ya Pur•‹a, Vi£‹u Pur•‹a and Bh•gavata
Pur•‹a) are especially meant for Vai£‹avas and are also Vedic literature. As
such, whatever is stated within the Pur•‹as, Mah•bh•rata and R•m•ya‹a is selfevident. There is no need for interpretation. The Bhagavad-g†t• is also within
the Mah•bh•rata; therefore all the statements of the Bhagavad-g†t• are selfevident. There is no need for interpretation, and if we do interpret, the
entire authority of the Vedic literature is lost.
TEXT 138
TEXT
vy•sa-sãtrera artha----yaiche sãryera kira‹a
sva-kalpita bh•£ya-meghe kare •cch•dana
SYNONYMS
vy•sa-sãtrera--of the Ved•nta-sãtra, by Vy•sadeva; artha--the meanings;
yaiche--just as; sãryera--of the sun; kira‹a--shining rays; sva-kalpita-imaginative; bh•£ya--of the commentary; meghe--by the cloud; kare--does;
•cch•dana--covering.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "The Brahma-sãtra, compiled by ¥r†la
Vy•sadeva, is as radiant as the sun. One who tries to interpret its meaning
simply covers that sunshine with a cloud.
TEXT 139
TEXT
veda-pur•‹e kahe brahma-nirãpa‹a
sei brahma----b”had-vastu, †¤vara-lak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
veda-pur•‹e--in the Vedas and the Pur•‹as; kahe--it is stated; brahmanirãpa‹a--explaining the Supreme; sei brahma--that Supreme; b”hat-vastu--the
greatest; †¤vara-lak£a‹a--feature of the Supreme Personality.
TRANSLATION
"All the Vedas and literature that strictly follows the Vedic principles
explain that the Supreme Brahman is the Absolute Truth, the greatest of all,
and a feature of the Supreme Lord.
PURPORT
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The greatest of everything is ¥r† K”£‹a. Lord K”£‹a states in the Bhagavadg†t• (15.15), vedai¤ ca sarvair aham eva vedya„: "By all the Vedas, I am to be
known.") In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam it is said that the Absolute Truth is understood
in three phases--namely, Brahman, Param•tm• and Bhagav•n, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead (brahmeti param•tmeti bhagav•n iti ¤abdyate). Thus the
Supreme Personality of Godhead is the last word in understanding the Absolute
Truth, Brahman.
TEXT 140
TEXT
sarvai¤varya-paripãr‹a svaya‰ bhagav•n
t••re nir•k•ra kari' karaha vy•khy•na
SYNONYMS
sarva-ai¤varya-paripãr‹a--full with all opulences; svayam--personally;
bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; t••re--Him; nir•k•ra-impersonal; kari'--making; karaha--you make; vy•khy•na--explanation.
TRANSLATION
"Actually, the Supreme Absolute Truth is a person, the Supreme Personality
of Godhead, full with all opulences. You are trying to explain Him as
impersonal and formless.
PURPORT
Brahman means b”hattva, the greatest of all. The greatest of all is ¥r†
K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. He possesses all potencies and
opulence in full; therefore the Absolute Truth, the greatest of all, is the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Whether one says "Brahman" or "the Supreme
Personality of Godhead," the fact is the same, for they are identical. In the
Bhagavad-g†t•, Arjuna accepted K”£‹a as para‰ brahma para‰ dh•ma. Although the
living entities or material nature are sometimes described as Brahman, Para‰
Brahma--the Supreme, the greatest of all Brahmans--is still K”£‹a, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. He is full with all opulences, and as such He
possesses all riches, all strength, all reputation, all knowledge, all beauty
and all renunciation. He is eternally a person and eternally supreme. If one
tries to explain the Supreme impersonally, one distorts the real meaning of
Brahman.
TEXT 141
TEXT
'nirvi¤e£a' t••re kahe yei ¤ruti-ga‹a
'pr•k”ta' ni£edhi kare 'apr•k”ta' sth•pana
SYNONYMS
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nirvi¤e£a--impersonal; t••re--Him; kahe--say; yei--whatever; ¤ruti-ga‹a-the Vedas; pr•k”ta--mundane; ni£edhi--forbidding; kare--does; apr•k”ta-transcendental; sth•pana--confirmation.
TRANSLATION
"Wherever there is an impersonal description in the Vedas, the Vedas mean
to establish that everything belonging to the Supreme Personality of Godhead
is transcendental and free of mundane characteristics."
PURPORT
There are many impersonal statements about the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. As stated in the ¥vet•¤vatara Upani£ad (3.19):
ap•‹i-p•do javano grah†t•
pa¤yaty acak£u„ sa ¤”‹oty akar‹a„
sa vetti vedya‰ na ca tasy•sti vett•
tam •hur agrya‰ puru£a‰ mah•ntam
Although the Supreme Lord is described as having no hands and legs, He
nonetheless accepts all sacrificial offerings. He has no eyes, yet He sees
everything. He has no ears, yet He hears everything. When it is stated that
the Supreme Lord has no hands and legs, one should not think that He is
impersonal. Rather, He has no mundane hands or legs like ours. "He has no
eyes, yet He sees." This means that He does not have mundane, limited eyes
like ours. Rather, He has such eyes that He can see past, present and future,
everywhere, in every corner of the universe and in every corner of the heart
of every living entity. Thus the impersonal descriptions in the Vedas intend
to deny mundane characteristics in the Supreme Lord. They do not intend to
establish the Supreme Lord as impersonal.
TEXT 142
TEXT
y• y• ¤rutir jalpati nirvi¤e£a‰
s• s•bhidhatte sa-vi¤e£am eva
vic•ra-yoge sati hanta t•s•‰
pr•yo bal†ya„ sa-vi¤e£am eva
SYNONYMS
y• y•--whatever; ¤ruti„--the Vedic hymns; jalpati--describe; nirvi¤e£am-impersonal truth; s•--that; s•--that; abhidhatte--directly describes (like a
dictionary meaning); sa-vi¤e£am--personality; eva--certainly; vic•ra-yoge-when accepted by intelligence; sati--being; hanta--alas; t•s•m--of all the
Vedic mantras; pr•ya„--mostly; bal†ya„--more powerful; sa-vi¤e£am--personal
variety; eva--certainly.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, " 'Whatever Vedic mantras describe the
Absolute Truth impersonally only prove in the end that the Absolute Truth is a
person. The Supreme Lord is understood in two features--impersonal and
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personal. If one considers the Supreme Personality of Godhead in both
features, he can actually understand the Absolute Truth. He knows that the
personal understanding is stronger because we see that everything is full of
variety. No one can see anything that is not full of variety.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the ¥r† Caitanya-candrodaya-n•àaka (6.67), by
Kavi-kar‹apura.
TEXT 143
TEXT
brahma haite janme vi¤va, brahmete j†vaya
sei brahme punarapi haye y•ya laya
SYNONYMS
brahma haite--from the Supreme Brahman; janme--emanates; vi¤va--the whole
cosmic manifestation; brahmete--in the Absolute Truth; j†vaya--exists; sei-that; brahme--in the Absolute Truth; punarapi--again; haye--being; y•ya--goes;
laya--to annihilation.
TRANSLATION
"Everything in the cosmic manifestation emanates from the Absolute Truth.
It remains in the Absolute Truth, and after annihilation it again enters the
Absolute Truth.
PURPORT
In the Taittir†ya Upani£ad (3.1) it is said, yato v• im•ni bhãt•ni j•yante:
"The entire material cosmic manifestation is born of the Supreme Brahman."
Also, the Brahma-sãtra begins with the verse janm•dy asya yata„: "The Absolute
Truth is that from whom everything emanates." (Brahma-sãtra 1.1.2) That
Absolute Truth is K”£‹a. In the Bhagavad-g†t• (10.8), K”£‹a says, aha‰
sarvasya prabhavo matta„ sarva‰ pravartate: "I am the source of all spiritual
and material worlds. Everything emanates from Me." Therefore K”£‹a is the
original Absolute Truth, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Again, K”£‹a
states in the Bhagavad-g†t• (9.4), may• tatam ida‰ sarva‰ jagad avyaktamãrtin•: "By Me, in My unmanifested form, this entire universe is pervaded."
And as confirmed in the Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.37), goloka eva nivasaty akhil•tmabhãta„: "Although the Lord always stays in His abode, Goloka V”nd•vana, He is
still all-pervading." His all-pervasive feature is understood to be impersonal
because one does not find the form of the Lord in that all-pervasiveness.
Actually, everything is resting on the rays of His bodily effulgence. The
Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.40) also states:
yasya prabh• prabhavato jagad-a‹‚a-koàikoài£v a¤e£a-vasudh•di-vibhãti-bhinnam
"Due to the rays of the Lord's bodily effulgence, millions of universes are
created, just as planets are created from the sun."
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TEXT 144
TEXT
'ap•d•na,' 'kara‹a,' 'adhikara‹a'-k•raka tina
bhagav•nera savi¤e£e ei tina cihna
SYNONYMS
ap•d•na--ablative; kara‹a--instrumental; adhikara‹a--locative; k•raka-cases; tina--three; bhagav•nera--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; savi¤e£a--in the personality; ei--these; tina--three; cihna--symptoms.
TRANSLATION
"The personal features of the Supreme Personality of Godhead are
categorized in three cases--namely ablative, instrumental and locative."
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura states in his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya that
according to the injunction of the Upani£ads ("the Supreme Absolute Truth is
He from whom everything emanates"), it is understood that the whole cosmic
manifestation emanated from Brahman, the Supreme Absolute Truth. The creation
subsists by the energy of the Supreme Brahman and, after annihilation, merges
into the Supreme Brahman. From this we can understand that the Absolute Truth
can be categorized in three cases--ablative, instrumental and locative.
According to these three cases, the Absolute Truth is positively personified.
In this connection, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† quotes the Aitareya
Upani£ad (1.1.1):
•tm• v• idam eka ev•gra •s†n n•nyat ki‘cana m†£at sa †k£ata lok•n nu s”j• iti.
Similarly, in the ¥vet•¤vatara Upani£ad (4.9) it is stated:
chand•‰si yaj‘•„ kratavo vrat•ni
bhãta‰ bhavya‰ yac ca ved• vadanti
yasm•n m•y† s”jate vi¤vam etat
tasmi‰¤ c•nyo m•yay• sanniruddha„
And in the Taittir†ya Upani£ad (3.1):
yato v• im•ni bhãt•ni j•yante, yena j•t•ni j†vanti, yat prayanty
abhisa‰vi¤anti, tad vijij‘•sasva, tad brahma.
This was the answer given by father Varu‹a when questioned by his son
V•ru‹† Bh”gu about the Absolute Truth. In this mantra, the word yata„, the
Absolute Truth from which the cosmic manifestation has emanated, is in the
ablative case; that Brahman by which this universal creation is maintained is
in the instrumental case (yena); and that Brahman into which the whole cosmic
manifestation merges is in the locative case (yat or yasmin). It is stated in
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.5.20):
ida‰ hi vi¤va‰ bhagav•n ivetaro
yato jagat-sth•na-nirodha-sambhav•„
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"The entire universal creation is contained in the gigantic form of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Everything emanates from Him, everything rests
in His energy, and after annihilation everything merges into His person."
TEXTS 145-146
TEXT
bhagav•n bahu haite yabe kaila mana
pr•k”ta-¤aktite tabe kaila vilokana
se k•le n•hi janme 'pr•k”ta' mano-nayana
ataeva 'apr•k”ta' brahmera netra-mana
SYNONYMS
bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; bahu--many; haite--to become;
yabe--when; kaila--made; mana--His mind; pr•k”ta--material; ¤aktite--on the
energy; tabe--at that time; kaila--did; vilokana--glancing; se k•le--at that
time; n•hi--not; janme--in creation; pr•k”ta--mundane; mana„-nayana--mind and
eyes; ataeva--therefore; apr•k”ta--transcendental; brahmera--of the Absolute
Truth; netra-mana--eyes and mind.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "When the Supreme Personality of Godhead
wished to become many, He glanced over the material energy. Before the
creation there were no mundane eyes or mind; therefore the transcendental
nature of the Absolute Truth's mind and eyes is confirmed.
PURPORT
In the Ch•ndogya Upani£ad (6.2.3), it is said, tad aik£ata bahu sy•‰
praj•yeya. This verse confirms the fact that when the Supreme Personality of
Godhead wishes to become many, the cosmic manifestation arises simply by His
glancing over material energy. It may be noted that the Supreme Lord glanced
over the material nature before the creation of this cosmic manifestation.
Before the creation there were no material minds or material eyes; therefore
the mind by which the Supreme Personality of Godhead desired to create is
transcendental, and the eyes with which He glanced over material nature are
also transcendental. Thus the Lord's mind, eyes and other senses are all
transcendental.
TEXT 147
TEXT
brahma-¤abde kahe pãr‹a svaya‰ bhagav•n
svaya‰ bhagav•n k”£‹a,----¤•strera pram•‹a
SYNONYMS
brahma-¤abde--by the word "Brahman"; kahe--it is said; pãr‹a--complete;
svayam--personally; bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; svayam-476

personally; bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a;
¤•strera pram•‹a--the verdict of all Vedic literature.
TRANSLATION
"The word 'Brahman' indicates the complete Supreme Personality of Godhead,
who is ¥r† K”£‹a. That is the verdict of all Vedic literature.
PURPORT
This is also confirmed in the Bhagavad-g†t• (15.15), where the Lord says,
vedai¤ ca sarvair aham eva vedya„. The ultimate object in all Vedic literature
is K”£‹a. Everyone is searching for Him. This is also confirmed elsewhere in
the Bhagavad-g†t• (7.19):
bahãn•‰ janman•m ante
j‘•nav•n m•‰ prapadyate
v•sudeva„ sarvam iti
sa mah•tm• sudurlabha„
"After many births and deaths, he who is actually in knowledge surrenders
unto Me, knowing Me to be the cause of all causes and all that is. Such a
great soul is very rare."
When one has actually become wise through the study of Vedic literature, he
surrenders unto V•sudeva, Bhagav•n ¥r† K”£‹a. This is also confirmed in
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.2.7-8):
v•sudeve bhagavati
bhakti-yoga„ prayojita„
janayaty •¤u vair•gya‰
j‘•na‰ ca yad ahaitukam
dharma„ svanu£àhita„ pu‰s•‰
vi£vaksena-kath•su ya„
notp•dayed yadi rati‰
¤rama eva hi kevalam
Understanding V•sudeva is real knowledge. By engaging in the devotional
service of V•sudeva, K”£‹a, one acquires perfect knowledge and Vedic
understanding. Thus one becomes detached from the material world. This is the
perfection of human life. Although one may perfectly follow religious rituals
and ceremonies, he is simply wasting his time (¤rama eva hi kevalam) if he
does not attain this perfection.
Before the creation of the cosmic manifestation, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead possessed His totally transcendental mind and eyes. That Supreme
Personality of Godhead is K”£‹a. A person may think that there is no direct
statement about K”£‹a in the Upani£ads, but the fact is that the Vedic mantras
cannot be understood by people with mundane senses. As stated in the Padma
Pur•‹a, ata„-¤r† k”£‹a n•m•di na bhaved gr•hyam indriyai„: a person with
mundane senses cannot fully understand the name, qualities, form and pastimes
of ¥r† K”£‹a. The Pur•‹as are therefore meant to explain and supplement Vedic
knowledge. The great sages present the Pur•‹as in order to make the Vedic
mantras understandable for common men (str†-¤ãdra-dvija-bandhãn•m).
Considering that women, ¤ãdras and dvija-bandhus (unworthy sons of the twiceborn) cannot understand the Vedic hymns directly, ¥r†la Vy•sadeva compiled the
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Mah•bh•rata. Actually, the Supreme Personality of Godhead is vede£u durlabham
(untraceable in the Vedas), but when the Vedas are properly understood or when
Vedic knowledge is received from devotees, one can understand that all Vedic
knowledge leads to ¥r† K”£‹a.
The Brahma-sãtra (1.1.3) confirms this fact also: ¤•stra-yonitv•t.
Commenting upon this Brahma-sãtra aphorism (¤•stra-yonitv•t), ¥r† Madhv•c•rya
says: "The ™g Veda, Yajur Veda, S•ma Veda, Atharva Veda, Mah•bh•rata,
Pa‘car•tra and the original V•lm†ki R•m•ya‹a are all works of Vedic
literature. Any literary work following the conclusive statements of these
Vedic scripttures is also to be considered Vedic literature. That literature
which does not conform to Vedic literature is simply misleading."
Therefore when reading Vedic literature, we must take the path traversed by
great •c•ryas: mah•-jano yena gata„ sa panth•„. Unless one follows the path
traversed by great •c•ryas, he cannot understand the real purport of the
Vedas.
TEXT 148
TEXT
vedera nigã‚ha artha bujhana n• haya
pur•‹a-v•kye sei artha karaya ni¤caya
SYNONYMS
vedera--of the Vedic literature; nigã‚ha--confidential; artha--meaning;
bujhana--understanding; n•--not; haya--is; pur•‹a-v•kye--by the words of the
Pur•‹as; sei--that; artha--meaning; karaya--makes; ni¤caya--certain.
TRANSLATION
"The confidential meaning of the Vedas is not easily understood by common
men; therefore that meaning is supplemented by the words of the Pur•‹as.
TEXT 149
TEXT
aho bh•gyam aho bh•gya‰
nanda-gopa-vrajaukas•m
yan-mitra‰ param•nanda‰
pãr‹a‰ brahma san•tanam
SYNONYMS
aho--what great; bh•gyam--fortune; aho--what great; bh•gyam--fortune;
nanda--of Mah•r•ja Nanda; gopa--of other cowherd men; vraja-okas•m--of the
inhabitants of Vrajabhãmi; yat--of whom; mitram--friend; parama-•nandam--the
supreme bliss; pãr‹am--complete; brahma--the Absolute Truth; san•tanam-eternal.
TRANSLATION
" 'How greatly fortunate are Nanda Mah•r•ja, the cowherd men and all the
inhabitants of Vrajabhãmi! There is no limit to their fortune, because the
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Absolute Truth, the source of transcendental bliss, the eternal Supreme
Brahman, has become their friend.'
PURPORT
This quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.14.32) is spoken by Lord Brahm•.
TEXT 150
TEXT
'ap•‹i-p•da'-¤ruti varje 'pr•k”ta' p•‹i-cara‹a
puna„ kahe, ¤†ghra cale, kare sarva graha‹a
SYNONYMS
ap•‹i-p•da-¤ruti--the ¤ruti-mantra beginning ap•ni-p•da„; varje--rejects;
pr•k”ta--material; p•‹i-cara‹a--hands and legs; puna„--again; kahe--says;
¤†ghra cale--walks very fast; kare--does; sarva--of everything; graha‹a-accepting.
TRANSLATION
"The Vedic 'ap•‹i-p•da' mantra rejects material hands and legs, yet it
states that the Lord goes very fast and accepts everything offered to Him.
TEXT 151
TEXT
ataeva ¤ruti kahe, brahma----savi¤e£a
'mukhya' ch•‚i' 'lak£a‹•'te m•ne nirvi¤e£a
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; ¤ruti--Vedic mantras; kahe--say; brahma--the Absolute
Truth; sa-vi¤e£a--personal; mukhya--direct meaning; ch•‚i'--giving up;
lak£a‹•'te--by interpretation; m•ne--accept; nirvi¤e£a--impersonal.
TRANSLATION
"All these mantras confirm that the Absolute Truth is personal, but the
M•y•v•d†s, throwing away the direct meaning, interpret the Absolute Truth as
impersonal.
PURPORT
As mentioned above, the ¥vet•¤vatara Upani£ad (3.19) states:
ap•‹i-p•do javano grah†t•
pa¤yaty acak£u„ sa ¤”‹oty akar‹a„
sa vetti vedya‰ na ca tasy•sti vett•
tam •hur agrya‰ puru£a‰ mah•ntam
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This Vedic mantra clearly states, puru£a‰ mah•ntam. The word puru£a means
"person." That person is confirmed in the Bhagavad-g†t• by Arjuna when he
addresses K”£‹a, puru£a‰ ¤•¤vatam: "You are the original person." (Bg. 10.12)
This puru£a‰ mah•ntam is ¥r† K”£‹a. His hands and legs are not mundane, but
are completely transcendental. However, when He comes, fools take Him to be an
ordinary person (avaj•nanti m•‰ mã‚h• m•nu£†‰ tanum •¤ritam). One who has no
Vedic knowledge, who has not studied the Vedas from a bona fide spiritual
master, does not know K”£‹a. Therefore he is a mã‚ha. Such fools take K”£‹a to
be an ordinary person (para‰ bh•vam aj•nanta„). They do not actually know what
K”£‹a is. Manu£y•‹•‰ sahasre£u ka¤cid yatati siddhaye. It is not possible to
understand K”£‹a simply by studying the Vedas perfectly. One must have the
mercy of a devotee (yat-p•dam). Unless one is favored by a devotee, he cannot
understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Arjuna confirms this in the
Bhagavad-g†t• (10.14): "My Lord, it is very difficult to understand Your
personality." The less intelligent class of men cannot understand the Supreme
Personality of Godhead without being favored by His devotee. Therefore the
Bhagavad-g†t• (4.34) contains another injunction:
tad viddhi pra‹ip•tena
paripra¤nena sevay•
upadek£yanti te j‘•na‰
j‘•ninas tattva-dar¤ina„
One has to approach a bona fide spiritual master and surrender to him. Only
then can one understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead as a person.
TEXT 152
TEXT
£a‚-ai¤varya-pãr‹•nanda-vigraha y••h•ra
hena-bhagav•ne tumi kaha nir•k•ra ?
SYNONYMS
£aà-ai¤varya-pãr‹a--with six opulences in full; •nanda--blissful; vigraha-form; y••h•ra--whose; hena-bhagav•ne--unto that Supreme Personality of
Godhead; tumi--you; kaha--said; nir•k•ra--without any form.
TRANSLATION
"Are you describing as formless that Supreme Personality of Godhead whose
transcendental form is complete with six transcendental opulences?
PURPORT
If the Supreme Personality of Godhead is formless, how can He be said to
walk very fast and accept everything offered to Him? Rejecting the direct
meaning of the Vedic mantras, the M•y•v•d† philosophers interpret them and try
to establish the Absolute Truth as formless. Actually, the Supreme Lord has an
eternal personal form full of all opulence. The M•y•v•d† philosophers try to
interpret the Absolute Truth as being without potency. However, in the
¥vet•¤vatara Upani£ad (6.8) it is clearly said, par•sya ¤aktir vividhaiva
¤rãyate: "The Absolute Truth has multipotencies."
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TEXT 153
TEXT
sv•bh•vika tina ¤akti yei brahme haya
'ni„¤aktika' kari' t••re karaha ni¤caya?
SYNONYMS
sv•bh•vika--by nature; tina--three; ¤akti--potencies; yei--which; brahme-in the Absolute Truth; haya--there are; ni„¤aktika--without potency; kari'-making; t••re--Him; karaha--you do; ni¤caya--proof.
TRANSLATION
"The Supreme Personality of Godhead has three primary potencies. Are you
trying to prove that He has no potencies?
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu now quotes four verses from the Vi£‹u Pur•‹a
(6.7.61-63 and 1.12.69) to explain the different potencies of the Lord.
TEXT 154
TEXT
vi£‹u-¤akti„ par• prokt•
k£etra-j‘•khy• tath• par•
avidy•-karma-sa‰j‘•ny•
t”t†y• ¤aktir i£yate
SYNONYMS
vi£‹u-¤akti„--the internal potency of Lord Vi£‹u, the Supreme Personality
of Godhead; par•--spiritual; prokt•--said; k£etra-j‘a--the living entities;
•khy•--known as; tath•--also; par•--spiritual; avidy•--nescience, or
godlessness; karma--and fruitive activities; sa‰j‘•--known as; any•--another;
t”t†y•--third; ¤akti„--potency; i£yate--is accepted as.
TRANSLATION
" 'The internal potency of the Supreme Lord, Vi£‹u, is spiritual, as
verified by the ¤•stras. There is another spiritual potency, known as k£etraj‘a, or the living entity. The third potency, which is known as nescience,
makes the living entity godless and fills him with fruitive activity.
PURPORT
In the Bhagavad-g†t•, in ¥r† K”£‹a's discourse on the k£etra and the
k£etra-j‘a, it is clearly stated that the k£etra-j‘a is the living entity who
knows his field of activities. The living entities in the material world are
forgetful of their eternal relationship with the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. This forgetfulness is called avidy•, or nescience. The avidy•-¤akti,
the avidy• potency of the material world, provokes fruitive activity. Although
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this avidy•-¤akti (material energy, or nescience) is also an energy of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, it is especially intended to keep the living
entities in a state of forgetfulness. This is due to their rebellious attitude
toward the Lord. Thus although the living entities are constitutionally
spiritual, they come under the influence of the potency of nescience. How this
happens is described in the following verse.
TEXT 155
TEXT
yay• k£etra-j‘a-¤akti„ s•
ve£àit• n”pa sarva-g•
sa‰s•ra-t•p•n akhil•n
av•pnoty atra santat•n
SYNONYMS
yay•--by which; k£etra-j‘a-¤akti„--the living entities, known as the
k£etra-j‘a potency; s•--that potency; ve£àit•--covered; n”pa--O King; sarvag•--capable of going anywhere in the spiritual or material worlds; sa‰s•rat•p•n--miseries due to the cycle of repeated birth and death; akhil•n--all
kinds of; av•pnoti--obtains; atra--in this material world; santat•n--arising
from suffering or enjoying various kinds of reactions to fruitive activities.
TRANSLATION
" 'O King, the k£etra-j‘a-¤akti is the living entity. Although he has the
facility to live in either the material or the spiritual world, he suffers the
threefold miseries of material existence because he is influenced by the
avidy• [nescience] potency, which covers his constitutional position.
TEXT 156
TEXT
tay• tirohitatv•c ca
¤akti„ k£etra-j‘a-sa‰j‘it•
sarva-bhãte£u bhã-p•la
t•ratamyena vartate
SYNONYMS
tay•--by her; tirohitatv•t„a--from being freed from the influence; ca-also; ¤akti„--the potency; k£etra-j‘a--k£etra-j‘a; sa‰j‘it•--known by the
name; sarva-bhãte£u--in different types of bodies; bhã-p•la--O King;
t•ratamyena--in different degrees; vartate--exists.
TRANSLATION
" 'This living entity, covered by the influence of nescience, exists in
different forms in the material condition. O King, he is thus proportionately
freed from the influence of material energy, to a greater or lesser degree.'
PURPORT
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The material energy acts on the living entity in different degrees,
according to how he acquires the association of the three modes of material
nature. There are 8,400,000 species of life, some inferior, some superior and
some mediocre. The gradations of the bodies are calculated according to the
covering of material energy. In the lower categories--including aquatics,
trees, plants, insects, birds and so forth--spiritual consciousness is almost
nonexistent. In the mediocre category--the human form of life--spiritual
consciousness is comparatively awakened. In the superior life forms, spiritual
consciousness is fully awakened. Then the living entity understands his real
position and tries to escape the influence of material energy by developing
K”£‹a consciousness.
TEXT 157
TEXT
hl•din† sandhin† samvit
tvayy ek• sarva-sa‰¤raye
hl•da-t•pa-kar† mi¤r•
tvayi no gu‹a-varjite
SYNONYMS
hl•din†--the pleasure potency; sandhin†--the eternity potency; samvit--the
knowledge potency; tvayi--in You; ek•--one spiritual (cit) potency; sarvasa‰¤raye--the shelter of everything; hl•da--pleasure; t•pa-kar†--causing
displeasure; mi¤r•--mixed; tvayi--in You; na u--not; gu‹a-varjite--devoid of
all material qualities.
TRANSLATION
" 'The Supreme Personality of Godhead is sac-cid-•nanda-vigraha. This means
that He originally has three potencies--the pleasure potency, the potency of
eternality and the potency of knowledge. Together these are called the cit
potency, and they are present in full in the Supreme Lord. For the living
entities, who are part and parcel of the Lord, the pleasure potency in the
material world is sometimes displeasing and sometimes mixed. This is not the
case with the Supreme Personality of Godhead, because He is not under the
influence of the material energy or its modes.'
TEXT 158
TEXT
sac-cid-•nanda-maya haya †¤vara-svarãpa
tina a‰¤e cic-chakti haya tina rãpa
SYNONYMS
sat-cit-•nanda-maya--full of eternity, knowledge and bliss; haya--is;
†¤vara--of the Supreme Lord; svarãpa--the transcendental form; tina a‰¤e--in
three parts; cit-¤akti--the spiritual potency; haya--becomes; tina--three;
rãpa--forms.
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TRANSLATION
"The Supreme Personality of Godhead in His original form is full of
eternity, knowledge and bliss. The spiritual potency in these three portions
[sat, cit and •nanda] assumes three different forms.
PURPORT
According to the verdict of all Vedic literature, the Supreme Personality
of Godhead, the living entity and the illusory energy (this material world)
constitute the subject matter of knowledge. Everyone should try to understand
the relationships among them. First of all, one should try to understand the
nature of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. From the ¤•stras we understand
that the nature of the Supreme Personality of Godhead is the sum total of
eternity, bliss and knowledge. As stated in verse 154 (vi£‹u-¤akti„ par•
prokt•), the Supreme Personality of Godhead is the reservoir of all potencies,
and His potencies are all spiritual.
TEXT 159
TEXT
•nand•‰¤e 'hl•din†,' sad-a‰¤e 'sandhin†'
cid-a‰¤e 'samvit', y•re j‘•na kari m•ni
SYNONYMS
•nanda-a‰¤e--in the part of bliss; hl•din†--the pleasure potency; sat-a‰¤e-in the part of eternity; sandhin†--the sandhin† potency; cit-a‰¤e--in the
part of knowledge; samvit--the samvit potency; y•re--which; j‘•na--as
knowledge; kari m•ni--we accept.
TRANSLATION
"The three portions of the spiritual potency are called hl•din† [the bliss
portion], sandhin† [the eternity portion] and samvit [the knowledge portion].
We accept knowledge of these as full knowledge of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead.
PURPORT
To acquire knowledge of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, one must take
shelter of the samvit potency of the Supreme Lord.
TEXT 160
TEXT
antara•g•----cic-chakti, taàasth•----j†va-¤akti
bahira•g•----m•y•,----tine kare prema-bhakti
SYNONYMS
antara•g•--the internal potency; cit-¤akti--the spiritual potency;
taàasth•--the marginal potency; j†va-¤akti--the living entities; bahira•g•-484

the external potency; m•y•--the illusory energy; tine--all three of them;
kare--do; prema-bhakti--devotional service in love.
TRANSLATION
"The spiritual potency of the Supreme Personality of Godhead also appears
in three phases--internal, marginal and external. These are all engaged in His
devotional service in love.
PURPORT
The spiritual potency of the Lord is manifested in three phases--the
internal, or spiritual, potency, the marginal potency, which is the living
entities, and the external potency, known as m•y•-¤akti. We must understand
that in each of these three phases the original spiritual potencies of
pleasure, eternity and knowledge remain intact. When the potencies of
spiritual pleasure and knowledge are both bestowed upon the conditioned souls,
the conditioned souls can escape the clutches of the external potency, m•y•,
which acts as a cover obscuring one's spiritual identity. When freed, the
living entity awakens to K”£‹a consciousness and engages in devotional service
with love and affection.
TEXT 161
TEXT
£a‚-vidha ai¤varya----prabhura cic-chakti-vil•sa
hena ¤akti n•hi m•na,----parama s•hasa
SYNONYMS
£aà-vidha--six kinds; ai¤varya--of opulences; prabhura--of the Lord; cit¤akti-vil•sa--enjoyment in the spiritual potency; hena ¤akti--such sublime
potencies; n•hi--not; m•na--you accept; parama s•hasa--great impudence.
TRANSLATION
"In His spiritual potency, the Supreme Lord enjoys six kinds of opulence.
You do not accept this spiritual potency, and this is due to your great
impudence.
PURPORT
The Supreme Personality of Godhead is full with six opulences. All of these
potencies are on the transcendental platform. To understand the Supreme
Personality of Godhead as impersonal and devoid of potency is to go completely
against Vedic information.
TEXT 162
TEXT
'm•y•dh†¤a' 'm•y•-va¤a'----†¤vare-j†ve bheda
hena-j†ve †¤vara-saha kaha ta' abheda
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SYNONYMS
m•y•-adh†¤a--the Lord of energy; m•y•-va¤a--subjected to the influence of
m•y•; †¤vare--in the Supreme Personality of Godhead; j†ve--in the living
entities; bheda--the difference; hena-j†ve--such living entities; †¤vara-saha-with the Supreme Personality of Godhead; kaha--you say; ta'--indeed; abheda-one and the same.
TRANSLATION
"The Lord is the master of the potencies, and the living entity is the
servant of them. That is the difference between the Lord and the living
entity. However, you declare that the Lord and the living entities are one and
the same.
PURPORT
The Supreme Personality of Godhead is by nature the master of all
potencies. By nature, the living entities, being infinitesimal, are always
under the influence of the Lord's potencies. According to the Mu‹‚aka Upani£ad
(3.1.1-2):
dv• supar‹• sayuj• sakh•y•
sam•na‰ v”k£a‰ pari£asvaj•te
tayor anya„ pippala‰ sv•dv atty
ana¤nann anyo 'bhic•ka¤†ti
sam•ne v”k£e puru£o nimagno
'n†¤ay• ¤ocati muhyam•na„
ju£àa‰ yad• pa¤yaty anyam †¤am
asya mahim•nam eti v†ta-¤oka„
The Mu‹‚aka Upani£ad completely distinguishes the Lord from the living
entities. The living entity is subjected to the reactions of fruitive
activity, whereas the Lord simply witnesses such activity and bestows the
results. According to the living entity's desires, he is wandering from one
body to another and from one planet to another, under the direction of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, Param•tm•. However, when the living entity
comes to his senses by the mercy of the Lord, he is awarded devotional
service. Thus he is saved from the clutches of m•y•. At such a time he can see
his eternal friend, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and become free from
all lamentation and hankering. This is confirmed in the Bhagavad-g†t• (18.54),
where the Lord says, brahma-bhãta„ prasann•tm• na ¤ocati na k••k£ati: "One who
is thus transcendentally situated at once realizes the Supreme Brahman and
becomes fully joyful. He never laments or desires to have anything." Thus it
is definitely proved that the Supreme Personality of Godhead is the master of
all potencies and that the living entities are always subjected to these
potencies. That is the difference between m•y•dh†¤a and m•y•-va¤a.
TEXT 163
TEXT
g†t•-¤•stre j†va-rãpa '¤akti' kari' m•ne
hena j†ve 'bheda' kara †¤varera sane
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SYNONYMS
g†t•-¤•stre--in the Bhagavad-g†t•; j†va-rãpa--the identity of the living
entity; ¤akti--potency; kari'--making; m•ne--accepts; hena--such; j†ve--living
entity; bheda--different; kara--you make; †¤varera--the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; sane--with.
TRANSLATION
"In the Bhagavad-g†t• the living entity is established as the marginal
potency of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Yet you say that the living
entity is completely different from the Lord.
PURPORT
The Brahma-sãtra states that according to the principle of ¤akti¤aktimatayor abheda„, the living entity is simultaneously one with and
different from the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Qualitatively the living
entity and the Supreme Lord are one, but in quantity they are different.
According to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's philosophy (acintya-bhed•bheda-tattva),
the living entity and the Supreme Lord are accepted as one and different at
the same time.
TEXT 164
TEXT
bhãmir •po 'nalo v•yu„
kha‰ mano buddhir eva ca
aha•k•ra it†ya‰ me
bhinn• prak”tir a£àadh•
SYNONYMS
bhãmi„--earth; •pa„--water; anala„--fire; v•yu„--air; kham--ether; mana„-mind; buddhi„--intelligence; eva--certainly; ca--and; aha•k•ra„--false ego;
iti--thus; iyam--this; me--My; bhinn•--separated; prak”ti„--energy; a£àadh•-eightfold.
TRANSLATION
" 'Earth, water, fire, air, ether, mind, intelligence and false ego are My
eightfold separated energies.
TEXT 165
TEXT
apareyam itas tv any•‰
prak”ti‰ viddhi me par•m
j†va-bhãt•‰ mah•-b•ho
yayeda‰ dh•ryate jagat
SYNONYMS
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apar•--inferior; iyam--this; ita„--from this; tu--but; any•m--another;
prak”tim--nature; viddhi--know; me--My; par•m--transcendental; j†va-bhãt•m-existing as the living entities; mah•-b•ho--O mighty-armed one; yay•--by
which; idam--this; dh•ryate--is sustained; jagat--material world.
TRANSLATION
" 'Besides these inferior energies, which are material, there is another
energy, a spiritual energy, and this is the living being, O mighty-armed one.
The entire material world is sustained by the living entities.'
PURPORT
Verses 164 and 165 are quotations from the Bhagavad-g†t• (7.4-5).
TEXT 166
TEXT
†¤varera ¤r†-vigraha sac-cid-•nand•k•ra
se-vigrahe kaha sattva-gu‹era vik•ra
SYNONYMS
†¤varera--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; ¤r†-vigraha--the form;
sat-cit-•nanda-•k•ra--complete in eternity, cognizance and bliss; se-vigrahe-about that form of the Lord; kaha--you say; sattva-gu‹era--of the quality of
material goodness; vik•ra--transformation.
TRANSLATION
"The transcendental form of the Supreme Personality of Godhead is complete
in eternity, cognizance and bliss. However, you describe this transcendental
form as a product of material goodness.
TEXT 167
TEXT
¤r†-vigraha ye n• m•ne, sei ta' p•£a‹‚†
ad”¤ya asp”¤ya, sei haya yama-da‹‚†
SYNONYMS
¤r†-vigraha--the form of the Lord; ye--anyone who; n•--not; m•ne--accepts;
sei--he; ta'--indeed; p•£a‹‚†--agnostic; ad”¤ya--not to be seen; asp”¤ya-untouchable; sei--he; haya--is; yama-da‹‚†--subject to be punished by
Yamar•ja.
TRANSLATION
"One who does not accept the transcendental form of the Lord is certainly
an agnostic. Such a person should be neither seen nor touched. Indeed, he is
subject to be punished by Yamar•ja.
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PURPORT
According to the Vedic instructions, the Supreme Personality of Godhead has
His eternal, transcendental form, which is always blissful and full of
knowledge. Impersonalists think that "material" refers to the forms within our
experience and that "spiritual" refers to an absence of form. However, one
should know that beyond this material nature is another nature, which is
spiritual. Just as there are material forms in this material world, there are
spiritual forms in the spiritual world. This is confirmed by all Vedic
literature. The spiritual forms in the transcendental world have nothing to do
with the negative conception of formlessness. The conclusion is that a person
is an agnostic when he does not agree to worship the transcendental form of
the Lord.
Actually, at the present moment all systems of religion deny the worship of
the form of the Lord due to ignorance of His transcendental form. The firstclass materialists (the M•y•v•d†s) imagine five specific forms of the Lord,
but when they try to equate the worship of such imaginary forms with bhakti,
they are immediately condemned. Lord ¥r† K”£‹a confirms this in the Bhagavadg†t• (7.15), where He says, na m•‰ du£k”tino mã‚h•„ prapadyante nar•dham•„.
Bereft of real knowledge due to agnosticism, the M•y•v•d† philosophers should
not even be seen by the devotees of the Lord, nor touched, because those
philosophers are liable to be punished by Yamar•ja, the superintendent demigod
who judges the activities of sinful men. The M•y•v•d† agnostics wander within
this universe in different species of life due to their nondevotional
activities. Such living entities are subjected to the punishments of Yamar•ja.
Only the devotees, who are always engaged in the service of the Lord, are
exempt from the jurisdiction of Yamar•ja.
TEXT 168
TEXT
veda n• m•niy• bauddha haya ta' n•stika
ved•¤raya n•stikya-v•da bauddhake adhika
SYNONYMS
veda--the Vedic literature; n•--not; m•niy•--accepting; bauddha--the
Buddhists; haya--are; ta'--indeed; n•stika--agnostics; veda-•¤raya--taking
shelter of Vedic civilization; n•stikya-v•da--agnosticism; bauddhake--even
Buddhists; adhika--surpassing.
TRANSLATION
"The Buddhists do not recognize the authority of the Vedas; therefore they
are considered agnostics. However, those who have taken shelter of the Vedic
scriptures yet preach agnosticism in accordance with the M•y•v•da philosophy
are certainly more dangerous than the Buddhists.
PURPORT
Although the Buddhists are directly opposed to Vai£‹ava philosophy, it can
easily be understood that the ¥a•karites are more dangerous because they
accept the authority of the Vedas yet act contrary to Vedic instruction.
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Ved•¤raya n•stikya-v•da means "agnosticism under the shelter of Vedic culture"
and refers to the monistic philosophy of the M•y•v•d†s. Lord Buddha abandoned
the authority of the Vedic literature and therefore rejected the ritualistic
ceremonies and sacrifices recommended in the Vedas. His nirv•‹a philosophy
means stopping all material activities. Lord Buddha did not recognize the
presence of transcendental forms and spiritual activities beyond the material
world. He simply described voidism beyond this material existence. The
M•y•v•d† philosophers offer lip service to Vedic authority but try to escape
the Vedic ritualistic ceremonies. They concoct some idea of a transcendental
position and call themselves N•r•ya‹a, or God. However, God's position is
completely different from their concoction. Such M•y•v•d† philosophers
consider themselves above the influence of karma-k•‹‚a (fruitive activities
and their reactions). For them, the spiritual world is equated with the
Buddhist voidism. There is very little difference between impersonalism and
voidism. Voidism can be directly understood, but the impersonalism enunciated
by M•y•v•d† philosophers is not very easily understandable. Of course,
M•y•v•d† philosophers accept a spiritual existence, but they do not know about
the spiritual world and spiritual beings. According to ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(10.2.32):
ye 'nye 'ravind•k£a vimukta-m•ninas
tvayy asta-bh•v•d avi¤uddha-buddhaya„
•ruhya k”cchre‹a para‰ pada‰ tata„
patanty adho 'n•d”ta-yu£mad-a•ghraya„
The intelligence of the M•y•v•d†s is not purified; therefore even though
they practice austerities for self-realization, they cannot remain within the
impersonal brahmajyoti. Consequently, they fall down again into this material
world.
The M•y•v•d†s' conception of spiritual existence is almost identical to the
negation of material existence. The M•y•v•d†s believe that there is nothing
positive in spiritual life. As a result, they cannot understand devotional
service or the worship of the Supreme Person, sac-cid-•nanda-vigraha. The
M•y•v•d† philosophers consider Deity worship in devotional service to be
pratibimba-v•da, or the worship of a form that is the reflection of a false
material form. Thus the Lord's transcendental form, which is eternally
blissful and full of knowledge, is unknown to M•y•v•d† philosophers. Although
the term "Bhagav•n" is explicitly described in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, they cannot
understand it. Brahmeti param•tmeti bhagav•n iti ¤abdyate: "The Absolute Truth
is called Brahman, Param•tm• and Bhagav•n." (Bh•g. 1.2.11) The M•y•v•d†s try
to understand Brahman only, or, at the most, Param•tm•. However, they are
unable to understand Bhagav•n. Therefore the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
K”£‹a, says: m•yay•pah”ta-j‘•n•„. Because of the M•y•v•d† philosophers'
temperament, real knowledge is taken from them. Because they cannot receive
the mercy of the Lord, they will always be bewildered by His transcendental
form. Impersonal philosophy destroys the three phases of knowledge--j‘•na,
j‘eya and j‘•t•. As soon as one speaks of knowledge, there must be a person
who is the knower, the knowledge itself and the object of knowledge. M•y•v•da
philosophy combines these three categories; therefore the M•y•v•d†s cannot
understand how the spiritual potencies of the Supreme Personality of Godhead
act. Because of their poor fund of knowledge, they cannot understand the
distinction in the spiritual world between knowledge, the knower and the
object of knowledge. Because of this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu considers the
M•y•v•d† philosophers more dangerous than the Buddhists.
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TEXT 169
TEXT
j†vera nist•ra l•gi' sãtra kaila vy•sa
m•y•v•di-bh•£ya ¤unile haya sarva-n•¤a
SYNONYMS
j†vera--of the living entities; nist•ra--deliverance; l•gi'--for the matter
of; sãtra--the Ved•nta-sãtra; kaila--made; vy•sa--¥r†la Vy•sadeva; m•y•v•di-of the impersonalists; bh•£ya--commentary; ¤unile--if hearing; haya--becomes;
sarva-n•¤a--all destruction.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†la Vy•sadeva presented Ved•nta philosophy for the deliverance of
conditioned souls, but if one hears the commentary of ¥a•kar•c•rya, everything
is spoiled.
PURPORT
Factually, the devotional service of the Lord is described in the Ved•ntasãtra, but the M•y•v•d† philosophers, the ¥a•karites, prepared a commentary
known as ¥•r†raka-bh•£ya, in which the transcendental form of the Lord is
denied. The M•y•v•d† philosophers think that the living entity is identical
with the Supreme Soul, Brahman. Their commentaries on the Ved•nta-sãtra are
completely opposed to the principle of devotional service. Caitanya Mah•prabhu
therefore warns us to avoid these commentaries. If one indulges in hearing the
¥a•karite ¥•r†raka-bh•£ya, he will certainly be bereft of all real knowledge.
The ambitious M•y•v•d† philosophers desire to merge into the existence of
the Lord, and this may be accepted as s•yujya-mukti. However, this form of
mukti means denying one's individual existence. In other words, it is a kind
of spiritual suicide. This is absolutely opposed to the philosophy of bhaktiyoga. Bhakti-yoga offers immortality to the individual conditioned soul. If
one follows the M•y•v•d† philosophy, he misses his opportunity to become
immortal after giving up the material body. The immortality of the individual
person is the highest perfectional stage a living entity can attain.
TEXT 170
TEXT
'pari‹•ma-v•da'----vy•sa-sãtrera sammata
acintya-¤akti †¤vara jagad-rãpe pari‹ata
SYNONYMS
pari‹•ma-v•da--the theory of transformation; vy•sa-sãtrera--of the Ved•ntasãtra; sammata--purpose; acintya-¤akti--inconceivable power; †¤vara--the
Supreme Personality of Godhead; jagat-rãpe--in the form of the cosmic
manifestation; pari‹ata--transformed.
TRANSLATION
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"The Ved•nta-sãtra aims at establishing that the cosmic manifestation has
come into being by the transformation of the inconceivable potency of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead.
PURPORT
For a further explanation of pari‹•ma-v•da, refer to šdi-l†l•, Seventh
Chapter, verses 121-133.
TEXT 171
TEXT
ma‹i yaiche avik”te prasabe hema-bh•ra
jagad-rãpa haya †¤vara, tabu avik•ra
SYNONYMS
ma‹i--the touchstone; yaiche--just as; avik”te--without being transformed;
prasabe--produces; hema-bh•ra--volumes of gold; jagat-rãpa--the cosmic
manifestation; haya--becomes; †¤vara--the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
tabu--still; avik•ra--unchanged.
TRANSLATION
"The touchstone, after touching iron, produces volumes of gold without
being changed. Similarly, the Supreme Personality of Godhead manifests Himself
as the cosmic manifestation by His inconceivable potency, yet He remains
unchanged in His eternal, transcendental form.
PURPORT
According to the commentary of ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura, the
purpose of the janm•dy asya verse in the Ved•nta-sãtra is to establish that
the cosmic manifestation is the result of the transformation of the potencies
of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The Supreme Lord is the master of
innumerable eternal energies, which are unlimited. Sometimes these energies
are manifested, and sometimes they are not. In any case, all energies are
under His control; therefore He is the original energetic, the abode of all
energies. A common brain in the conditioned state cannot conceive of how these
inconceivable energies abide in the Supreme Personality of Godhead, how He
exists in His innumerable forms as the master of both spiritual and material
energies, how He is the master of both manifest and potential powers, and how
contradictory potencies can abide in Him. As long as the living entity is
within this material world, in the condition of illusion, he cannot understand
the activities of the inconceivable energies of the Lord. Thus the Lord's
energies, though factual, are simply beyond the power of the common brain to
understand.
When the atheistic philosophers or the M•y•v•d†s, being unable to
understand the inconceivable energies of the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
imagine an impersonal void, their imagination is only the counterpart of
materialistic thinking. Within the material world, there is nothing
inconceivable. High-thinking philosophers and scientists can tackle the
material energy, but not being able to understand the spiritual energy, they
can simply imagine an inactive state, such as the impersonal Brahman. This is
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simply the negative side of material life. By such imperfect knowledge, the
M•y•v•d† philosophers conclude that the cosmic manifestation is a
transformation of the Supreme. Thus they must necessarily also accept the
theory of the illusion of the Supreme (vivarta-v•da). However, if we accept
the inconceivable potencies of the Lord, we can understand how the Supreme
Personality of Godhead can appear within this material world without being
touched or contaminated by the three modes of material nature.
From the ¤•stras we learn that there is a stone or jewel called a
touchstone that can transform iron into gold. Although the touchstone turns
iron into gold many times, it remains in its original condition. If such a
material stone can maintain its inconceivable energy after producing volumes
of gold, certainly the Supreme Personality of Godhead can remain in His
original sac-cid-•nanda form after creating the cosmic world. As confirmed in
the Bhagavad-g†t• (9.10), He acts only through His different energies.
May•dhyak£e‹a prak”ti„: K”£‹a directs the material energy, and that potency
works in this material world. This is also confirmed in the Brahma-sa‰hit•
(5.44):
s”£ài-sthiti-pralaya-s•dhana-¤aktir ek•
ch•yeva yasya bhuvan•ni bibharti durg•
icch•nurãpam api yasya ca ce£àate s•
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
The durg•-¤akti (material energy) acts under the direction of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, and the universal creation, maintenance and
destruction are being carried out by the durg•-¤akti. K”£‹a's direction is in
the background. The conclusion is that the Supreme Personality of Godhead
remains as He is, even though directing His energy, which makes the diverse
cosmic manifestation work so wonderfully.
TEXT 172
TEXT
vy•sa----bhr•nta bali' sei sãtre do£a diy•
'vivarta-v•da' sth•piy•che kalpan• kariy•
SYNONYMS
vy•sa--¥r†la Vy•sadeva; bhr•nta--mistaken; bali'--saying; sei--that; sãtre-in the Ved•nta-sãtra; do£a--fault; diy•--accusing; vivarta-v•da--the theory
of illusion; sth•piy•che--has established; kalpan•--imagination; kariy•-doing.
TRANSLATION
"¥a•kar•c•rya's theory states that the Absolute Truth is transformed. By
accepting this theory, the M•y•v•d† philosophers denigrate ¥r†la Vy•sadeva by
accusing him of error. They thus find fault in the Ved•nta-sãtra and interpret
it to try to establish the theory of illusion.
PURPORT
The first verse of the Brahma-sãtra is ath•to brahma-jij‘•s•: "We must now
inquire into the Absolute Truth." The second verse immediately answers,
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janm•dy asya yata„: "The Absolute Truth is the original source of everything."
Janm•dy asya yata„ does not suggest that the original person has been
transformed. Rather, it clearly indicates that He produces this cosmic
manifestation through His inconceivable energy. This is also clearly explained
in the Bhagavad-g†t• (10.8), where K”£‹a says, matta„ sarva‰ pravartate: "From
Me, everything emanates.") This is also confirmed in the Taittir†ya Upani£ad
(3.1.1): yato v• im•ni bhãt•ni j•yante. "The Supreme Absolute Truth is that
from which everything is born." Similarly, in the Mu‹‚aka Upani£ad (1.1.7) it
is stated, yathor‹a-n•bhi„ s”jate g”h‹ate ca: "[The Lord creates and destroys
the cosmic manifestation] as a spider creates a web and draws it back within
itself." All of these sãtras indicate the transformation of the Lord's energy.
It is not that the Lord undergoes direct transformation, which is called
pari‹•ma-v•da. However, being very anxious to protect ¥r†la Vy•sadeva from
criticism, ¥a•kar•c•rya became a pseudo gentleman and put forward his theory
of illusion (vivarta-v•da). ¥a•kar•c•rya concocted this meaning of pari‹•mav•da, and by word jugglery he endeavored very hard to establish pari‹•ma-v•da
as vivarta-v•da.
TEXT 173
TEXT
j†vera dehe •tma-buddhi----sei mithy• haya
jagat ye mithy• nahe, na¤vara-m•tra haya
SYNONYMS
j†vera--of the living entities; dehe--in the body; •tma-buddhi--considering
as the self; sei--that; mithy•--untruth; haya--is; jagat--the cosmic
manifestation; ye--that; mithy•--untruth; nahe--not; na¤vara-m•tra--only
temporary; haya--is.
TRANSLATION
"The theory of illusion can be applied only when the living entity
identifies himself with the body. As far as the cosmic manifestation is
concerned, it cannot be called false, although it is certainly temporary.
PURPORT
The living entity is the eternal servant of K”£‹a. Being part and parcel of
the Lord, he is constitutionally pure, but due to his contact with material
energy, he identifies himself with either the gross or the subtle material
body. Such identification is certainly false and constitutes the genuine
platform of the theory of illusion. The living entity is eternal: he can never
be subjected to the limits of time, as are his gross and subtle bodies. The
cosmic manifestation is never false, but it is subject to change by the
influence of the time factor. For a living entity to accept this cosmic
manifestation as the field for his sense enjoyment is certainly illusory. This
material world is the manifestation of the material energy of the Lord. This
is explained by K”£‹a in the Bhagavad-g†t• (7.4):
bhãmir •po 'nalo v•yu„
kha‰ mano buddhir eva ca
aha•k•ra it†ya‰ me
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bhinn• prak”tir a£àadh•
The material world is the inferior energy of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, but it is not a fact that the Supreme Lord has been transformed into
this material world. The M•y•v•d† philosophers, devoid of true understanding,
have confused the theory of illusion and the theory of the cosmic
manifestation by word jugglery. The theory of illusion can be applied to a
person who identifies himself with the body. The living entity is the superior
energy of the Supreme Lord, and the material world is the inferior energy.
Both, however, are prak”ti (energy). Although the energies are simultaneously
one with the Lord and different from Him, the Lord never loses His personal
form due to the transformation of His different energies.
TEXT 174
TEXT
'pra‹ava' ye mah•-v•kya----†¤varera mãrti
pra‹ava haite sarva-veda, jagat-utpatti
SYNONYMS
pra‹ava--o‰k•ra; ye--that which; mah•-v•kya--transcendental vibration;
†¤varera--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; mãrti--the form; pra‹ava-o‰k•ra; haite--from; sarva-veda--all Vedic literature; jagat--of the material
world; utpatti--production.
TRANSLATION
"The transcendental vibration o‰k•ra is the sound form of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. All Vedic knowledge and this cosmic manifestation are
produced from this sound representation of the Supreme Lord.
PURPORT
O‰k•ra is the representation of the Supreme Personality of Godhead in
sound. This form of His holy name is accepted as the transcendental vibration
(mah•-v•kya), by virtue of which the temporary material manifestation has come
into being. If one takes shelter of the sound representation of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead (o‰k•ra), he can realize his constitutional identity
and engage in devotional service even though in conditional life.
TEXT 175
TEXT
'tat tvam asi'----j†va-hetu pr•de¤ika v•kya
pra‹ava n• m•ni' t•re kahe mah•-v•kya
SYNONYMS
tat tvam asi--you are the same; j†va-hetu--for the enlightenment of the
conditioned soul; pr•de¤ika--subsidiary; v•kya--vibration; pra‹ava--the o‰k•ra
incarnation; n•--not; m•ni'--accepting; t•re--that; kahe--says; mah•-v•kya-transcendental vibration.
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TRANSLATION
"The subsidiary vibration tat tvam asi ["you are the same"] is meant for
the understanding of the living entity, but the principal vibration is o‰k•ra.
Not caring for o‰k•ra, ¥a•kar•c•rya has stressed the vibration tat tvam asi."
PURPORT
Tat tvam asi is accepted as the primary vibration by one who does not
accept pra‹ava, the transcendental sound incarnation of the holy name of the
Lord, as the chief principle in Vedic literature. By word jugglery,
¥a•kar•c•rya tried to create an illusory presentation of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead in His relationship with the living entities and the
cosmic manifestation. Tat tvam asi is a warning to the living entity not to
mistake the body for the self. Therefore tat tvam asi is especially meant for
the conditioned soul. The chanting of o‰k•ra or the Hare K”£‹a mantra is meant
for the liberated soul. ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† has said, ayi mukta-kulair
up•syam•nam (N•m•£àaka 1). Thus the holy name of the Lord is chanted by the
liberated souls. Similarly, Par†k£it Mah•r•ja says, niv”tta-tar£air
upag†yam•n•t (Bh•g. 10.1.4). The holy name of the Lord can be chanted by those
who have fully satisfied their material desires or who are fully situated on
the transcendental platform and devoid of material desire. The name of the
Lord can be chanted by one who is completely freed from material contamination
(any•bhil•£it•-¤ãnya‰ j‘•na-karm•dy-an•v”tam). ¥a•kar•c•rya has indirectly
minimized the value of the principal Vedic mantra (o‰k•ra) by accepting a
subordinate vibration (tat tvam asi) as the most important Vedic mantra.
TEXT 176
TEXT
ei-mate kalpita bh•£ye ¤ata do£a dila
bhaàà•c•rya pãrva-pak£a ap•ra karila
SYNONYMS
ei-mate--in this way; kalpita--imagined; bh•£ye--in the commentary; ¤ata-hundreds; do£a--of faults; dila--gave; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
pãrva-pak£a--opposing elements; ap•ra--unlimitedly; karila--manifested.
TRANSLATION
Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu criticized ¥a•kar•c•rya's ¥•r†raka-bh•£ya as
imaginary, and He pointed out hundreds of faults in it. To defend
¥a•kar•c•rya, however, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya presented unlimited opposition.
TEXT 177
TEXT
vita‹‚•, chala, nigrah•di aneka uàh•ila
saba kha‹‚i' prabhu nija-mata se sth•pila
SYNONYMS
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vita‹‚•--counterarguments; chala--imaginary interpretations; nigraha-•di-repulses to the opposite party; aneka--various; uàh•ila--raised; saba--all;
kha‹‚i'--refuting; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nija-mata--His own
conviction; se--that; sth•pila--established.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya presented various types of false arguments with pseudo
logic and tried to defeat his opponent in many ways. However, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu refuted all these arguments and established His own conviction.
PURPORT
The word vita‹‚• indicates that a debater, not touching the main point or
establishing his own point, simply tries to refute the other person's
argument. When one does not touch the direct meaning but tries to divert
attention by misinterpretation, he engages in chala. The word nigraha also
means always trying to refute the arguments of the other party.
TEXT 178
TEXT
bhagav•n----'sambandha', bhakti----'abhidheya' haya
prem•----'prayojana', vede tina-vastu kaya
SYNONYMS
bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; sambandha--relationship;
bhakti--devotional service; abhidheya--transcendental activities; haya--is;
prem•--love of Godhead; prayojana--the ultimate goal of life; vede--the Vedas;
tina-vastu--three subject matters; kaya--describe.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "The Supreme Personality of Godhead is
the central point of all relationships, acting in devotional service to Him is
one's real occupation, and the attainment of love of Godhead is the ultimate
goal of life. These three subject matters are described in the Vedic
literature.
PURPORT
The Bhagavad-g†t• (15.15) also confirms this statement: vedai¤ ca sarvair
aham eva vedya„. The actual purpose in reading the Vedas is to learn how to
become a devotee of the Supreme Lord. The Lord Himself advises, man-man• bhava
mad-bhakto mad-y•j† m•‰ namaskuru (Bg. 9.34). Therefore, after studying the
Vedas, one must then execute devotional service by thinking always of the
Supreme Lord (man-man•), becoming His devotee, worshiping Him and always
offering Him obeisances. This is called vi£‹u-•r•dhana, and it is the supreme
occupational duty of all human beings. It is properly discharged in the
var‹•¤rama-dharma system, which divides society into brahmacarya, g”hastha,
v•naprastha, sanny•sa, and br•hma‹a, k£atriya, vai¤ya and ¤ãdra. This is the
whole scheme of Vedic civilization. However, this institution is very
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difficult to establish in this age; therefore ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu advises
that we not worry about the Vedic system of var‹•¤rama-dharma. Rather, we
should take directly to the chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mantra and simply hear
about the Supreme Personality of Godhead from pure devotees. This is the
process recommended by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and this is the purpose for
studying the Vedas.
TEXT 179
TEXT
•ra ye ye-kichu kahe, sakala-i kalpan•
svata„-pram•‹a veda-v•kye kalpena lak£a‹•
SYNONYMS
•ra--except this; ye ye--whatever; kichu--something; kahe--says; sakala-i-all; kalpan•--imagination; svata„-pram•‹a--self-evident; veda-v•kye--in the
Vedic version; kalpena--he imagines; lak£a‹•--an interpretation.
TRANSLATION
"If one tries to explain the Vedic literature in a different way, he is
indulging in imagination. Any interpretation of the self-evident Vedic version
is simply imaginary.
PURPORT
When a conditioned soul is purified, he is called a devotee. A devotee has
his relationship only with the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and his only
occupational duty is to execute devotional service to satisfy the Lord. This
service is rendered through the Lord's representative, the spiritual master:
yasya deve par• bhaktir yath• deve tath• gurau. When the devotee executes
devotional service properly, he attains the highest perfection of life--love
of Godhead: sa vai pu‰s•‰ paro dharmo yato bhaktir adhok£aje. The ultimate
goal of understanding the Vedas is to be elevated to the platform of rendering
loving service to the Lord. The M•y•v•d† philosophers, however, consider the
central point of relationship to be the impersonal Brahman, the function of
the living entity to be the acquisition of knowledge of Brahman, resulting in
detachment from material activity, and the ultimate goal of life to be
liberation, or merging into the existence of the Supreme. All of this,
however, is simply due to the imagination of the conditioned soul. It simply
opposes him to material activities. One should always remember that all Vedic
scriptures are self-evident. No one is allowed to interpret the Vedic verses.
If one does so, he indulges in imagination, and that has no value.
TEXT 180
TEXT
•c•ryera do£a n•hi, †¤vara-•j‘• haila
ataeva kalpan• kari' n•stika-¤•stra kaila
SYNONYMS
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•c•ryera--of ¥a•kar•c•rya; do£a--fault; n•hi--there is not; †¤vara-•j‘•-the order of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; haila--there was; ataeva-therefore; kalpan•--imagination; kari'--making; n•stika--atheistic; ¤•stra-scriptures; kaila--prepared.
TRANSLATION
"Actually there is no fault on the part of ¥a•kar•c•rya. He simply carried
out the order of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. He had to imagine some
kind of interpretation, and therefore he presented a kind of Vedic scripture
that is full of atheism.
TEXT 181
TEXT
sv•gamai„ kalpitais tva‰ ca
jan•n mad-vimukh•n kuru
m•‰ ca gopaya yena sy•t
s”£àir e£ottarottar•
SYNONYMS
sva-•gamai„--with your own theses; kalpitai„--imagined; tvam--you; ca-also; jan•n--the people in general; mat-vimukh•n--averse to Me and addicted to
fruitive activities and speculative knowledge; kuru--make; m•m--Me, the
Supreme Personality of Godhead; ca--and; gopaya--just cover; yena--by which;
sy•t--there may be; s”£ài„--material advancement; e£•--this; uttar•-uttara-more and more.
TRANSLATION
" '[Addressing Lord ¥iva, the Supreme Personality of Godhead said,] Please
make the general populace averse to Me by imagining your own interpretation of
the Vedas. Also, cover Me in such a way that people will take more interest in
advancing material civilization just to propagate a population bereft of
spiritual knowledge.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Padma Pur•‹a, Uttara-kha‹‚a (62.31).
TEXT 182
TEXT
m•y•v•dam asac-ch•stra‰
pracchanna‰ bauddham ucyate
mayaiva vihita‰ devi
kalau br•hma‹a-mãrtin•
SYNONYMS
m•y•v•dam--the philosophy of M•y•v•da; asat-¤•stram--false scriptures;
pracchannam--covered; bauddham--Buddhism; ucyate--it is said; may•--by me;
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eva--only; vihitam--taught; devi--O goddess of the material world; kalau--in
the Age of Kali; br•hma‹a-mãrtin•--having the body of a br•hma‹a.
TRANSLATION
"[Lord ¥iva informed the Goddess Durg•, the superintendent of the material
world,] 'In the Age of Kali I take the form of a br•hma‹a and explain the
Vedas through false scriptures in an atheistic way, similar to Buddhist
philosophy.' "
PURPORT
The word br•hma‹a-mãrtin• in this verse refers to the founder of M•y•v•da
philosophy, ¥a•kar•c•rya, who was born in the M•labara district of southern
India. M•y•v•da philosophy states that the Supreme Lord, the living entities
and the cosmic manifestation are all transformations of illusory energy. To
support this atheistic theory, the M•y•v•d†s cite false scriptures, which make
people bereft of transcendental knowledge and addicted to fruitive activities
and mental speculation.
This verse is a quotation from the Padma Pur•‹a, Uttara-kha‹‚a (25.7).
TEXT 183
TEXT
¤uni' bhaàà•c•rya haila parama vismita
mukhe n• ni„sare v•‹†, ha-il• stambhita
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; haila--became;
parama--very much; vismita--astonished; mukhe--in the mouth; n•--not; ni„sare-vibrates; v•‹†--words; ha-il•--became; stambhita--stunned.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya became very astonished upon hearing this. He became
stunned and said nothing.
TEXT 184
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----bhaàà•c•rya, n• kara vismaya
bhagav•ne bhakti----parama-puru£•rtha haya
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; bhaàà•c•rya--My dear Bhaàà•c•rya; n•--not;
kara--do; vismaya--astonishment; bhagav•ne--unto the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; bhakti--devotional service; parama--the Supreme; puru£a-artha--human
interest; haya--is.
TRANSLATION
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Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then told him, "Do not be astonished.
Actually, devotional service unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead is the
highest perfection of human activity.
TEXT 185
TEXT
'•tm•r•ma' paryanta kare †¤vara bhajana
aiche acintya bhagav•nera gu‹a-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
•tm•-•r•ma--self-satisfied; paryanta--up to; kare--do; †¤vara bhajana-devotional service to the Lord; aiche--such; acintya--inconceivable;
bhagav•nera--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; gu‹a-ga‹a--transcendental
qualities.
TRANSLATION
"Even the self-satisfied sages perform devotional service to the Supreme
Lord. Such are the transcendental qualities of the Lord. They are full of
inconceivable spiritual potency.
TEXT 186
TEXT
•tm•r•m•¤ ca munayo
nirgranth• apy urukrame
kurvanty ahaituk†‰ bhaktim
ittham-bhãta-gu‹o hari„
SYNONYMS
•tm•-•r•m•„--persons who take pleasure in being transcendentally situated
in the service of the Lord; ca--also; munaya„--great saintly persons who have
completely rejected material aspirations, fruitive activities and so forth;
nirgranth•„--without interest in any material desire; api--certainly;
urukrame--unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, whose activities are
wonderful; kurvanti--do; ahaituk†m--causeless, or without material desires;
bhaktim--devotional service; ittham-bhãta--so wonderful as to attract the
attention of the self-satisfied; gu‹a„--who has transcendental qualities;
hari„--the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'Those who are self-satisfied and unattracted by external material
desires are also attracted to the loving service of ¥r† K”£‹a, whose qualities
are transcendental and whose activities are wonderful. Hari, the Personality
of Godhead, is called K”£‹a because He has such transcendentally attractive
features.' "
PURPORT
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This is the famous •tm•r•ma verse (Bh•g. 1.7.10).
TEXT 187
TEXT
¤uni' bhaàà•c•rya kahe,----'¤una, mah•¤aya
ei ¤lokera artha ¤unite v•‘ch• haya'
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing this; bhaàà•c•rya kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said; ¤una-please hear; mah•-•¤aya--my dear Sir; ei ¤lokera--of this verse; artha--the
meaning; ¤unite--to hear; v•‘ch•--a desire; haya--there is.
TRANSLATION
After hearing the •tm•r•ma verse, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya addressed ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, "My dear Sir, please explain this verse. I have a great
desire to hear Your explanation of it."
TEXT 188
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----'tumi ki artha kara, t•h• •ge ¤uni'
p•che •mi kariba artha, yeb• kichu j•ni'
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; tumi--you; ki--what; artha--meaning; kara--do;
t•h•--that; •ge--first of all; ¤uni'--hearing; p•che--after that; •mi--I;
kariba--shall do; artha--meaning; yeb•--whatever; kichu--something; j•ni--I
know.
TRANSLATION
The Lord replied, "First let Me hear your explanation. After that, I shall
try to explain what little I know."
TEXT 189
TEXT
¤uni' bhaàà•c•rya ¤loka karila vy•khy•na
tarka-¤•stra-mata uàh•ya vividha vidh•na
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing this; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; ¤loka--of the
verse; karila--did; vy•khy•na--explanation; tarka-¤•stra--scriptures dealing
with logic; mata--according to; uàh•ya--raises; vividha--various; vidh•na-propositions.
TRANSLATION
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S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya then began to explain the •tm•r•ma verse, and
according to the principles of logic, he put forward various propositions.
TEXT 190
TEXT
nava-vidha artha kaila ¤•stra-mata la‘•
¤uni' prabhu kahe kichu †£at h•siy•
SYNONYMS
nava-vidha--nine kinds; artha--meanings; kaila--did; ¤•stra-mata--the
principles of authorized scriptures; la‘•--taking; ¤uni'--after hearing that;
prabhu--Lord Caitanya; kahe--began to speak; kichu--something; †£at--slightly;
h•siy•--smiling.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya explained the •tm•r•ma verse in nine different ways on the
basis of scripture. After hearing his explanation, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
smiling a little, began to speak.
PURPORT
The •tm•r•ma verse was discussed at Naimi£•ra‹ya at a meeting of many great
sages, headed by ¥aunaka ™£i. They questioned ¥r†la Sãta Gosv•m†, who presided
at the meeting, about why ¥r†la ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†, a paramaha‰sa already in the
transcendental position, was attracted to a discussion of the qualities of
K”£‹a. In other words, they wanted to know why ¥r† ¥ukadeva Gosv•m† engaged in
the study of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
TEXT 191
TEXT
'bhaàà•c•rya', j•ni----tumi s•k£•t b”haspati
¤•stra-vy•khy• karite aiche k•ro n•hi ¤akti
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--My dear Bhaàà•c•rya; j•ni--I know; tumi--you; s•k£•t-directly; b”haspati--the learned priest of the demigods named B”haspati;
¤•stra-vy•khy•--explanation of the scriptures; karite--to do; aiche--such;
k•ro--of anyone else; n•hi--there is not; ¤akti--power.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "My dear Bhaàà•c•rya, you are exactly like
B”haspati, the priest of the heavenly kingdom. Indeed, no one within this
world has the power to explain the scriptures in such a way.
TEXT 192
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TEXT
kintu tumi artha kaile p•‹‚itya-pratibh•ya
ih• va-i ¤lokera •che •ro abhipr•ya
SYNONYMS
kintu--but; tumi--you; artha--meaning; kaile--have shown; p•‹‚itya-scholarly; pratibh•ya--with prowess; ih• va-i--besides this; ¤lokera--of the
verse; •che--there is; •ro--another; abhipr•ya--purport.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Bhattacarya, you have certainly explained this verse by the
prowess of your vast learning, but you should know that, besides this
scholarly explanation, there is another purport to this verse."
TEXT 193
TEXT
bhaàà•c•ryera pr•rthan•te prabhu vy•khy• kaila
t••ra nava artha-madhye eka n• chu•ila
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•ryera--of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; pr•rthan•te--on the request;
prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vy•khy•--explanation; kaila--made;
t••ra--his; nava artha--of the nine different types of explanations; madhye-in the midst; eka--one; n•--not; chu•ila--touched.
TRANSLATION
Upon the request of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu began
to explain the verse, without touching upon the nine explanations given by the
Bhaàà•c•rya.
TEXT 194
TEXT
•tm•r•m•¤ ca-¤loke 'ek•da¤a' pada haya
p”thak p”thak kaila padera artha ni¤caya
SYNONYMS
•tm•r•m•¤ ca--known as such; ¤loke--in the verse; ek•da¤a--eleven; pada-words; haya--there are; p”thak p”thak--separately one after another; kaila-made; padera--of the words; artha--the meaning; ni¤caya--certainty.
TRANSLATION
There are eleven words in the •tm•r•ma verse, and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
explained each word, one after the other.
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PURPORT
The words in the •tm•r•ma verse are •tm•r•m•„, ca, munaya„, nirgranth•„,
api, urukrame, kurvanti, ahaituk†m, bhaktim, ittham-bhãta-gu‹a„ and hari„.
TEXT 195
TEXT
tat-tat-pada-pr•dh•nye '•tm•r•ma' mil•‘•
a£à•da¤a artha kaila abhipr•ya la‘•
SYNONYMS
tat-tat-pada--all those items; pr•dh•nye--principally; •tm•r•ma--the word
•tm•r•ma; mil•‘•--causing to meet; a£à•da¤a--eighteen; artha--meanings; kaila-did; abhipr•ya--purpose; la‘•--accepting.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu took each word specifically and combined it with
the word "•tm•r•ma." He thus explained the word "•tm•r•ma" in eighteen
different ways.
TEXT 196
TEXT
bhagav•n, t••ra ¤akti, t••ra gu‹a-ga‹a
acintya prabh•va tinera n• y•ya kathana
SYNONYMS
bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; t••ra ¤akti--His potencies;
t••ra gu‹a-ga‹a--His transcendental qualities; acintya--inconceivable;
prabh•va--the influence; tinera--of the three; n•--not; y•ya--possible;
kathana--to speak.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "The Supreme Personality of Godhead, His
different potencies and His transcendental qualities all have inconceivable
prowess. It is not possible to explain them fully.
TEXT 197
TEXT
anya yata s•dhya-s•dhana kari' •cch•dana
ei tine hare siddha-s•dhakera mana
SYNONYMS
anya--other; yata--all; s•dhya-s•dhana--objectives and transcendental
practices; kari'--doing; •cch•dana--covering; ei tine--these three; hare--take
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away; siddha--successful; s•dhakera--of the student engaged in spiritual
activities; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
"These three items attract the mind of a perfect student engaged in
spiritual activities and overcome all other processes of spiritual activity."
PURPORT
Spiritual activities other than bhakti-yoga are divided into three
categories--speculative activity conducted by the j‘•na-samprad•ya (learned
scholars), fruitive activity conducted by the general populace according to
Vedic regulations, and the activities of transcendentalists not engaged in
devotional service. There are many different branches of these categories, but
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, by His inconceivable potencies and
transcendental qualities, attracts the mind of the student engaged in the
activities of karma, j‘•na, yoga, and so forth. The Supreme Lord is full of
inconceivable potencies, which are related to His person, His energies and His
transcendental qualities. All of these are very attractive to the serious
student. Consequently the Lord is known as K”£‹a, the all-attractive one.
TEXT 198
TEXT
sanak•di-¤ukadeva t•h•te pram•‹a
ei-mata n•n• artha karena vy•khy•na
SYNONYMS
sanaka-•di--the four Sanas; ¤ukadeva--and ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†; t•h•te--in
that; pram•‹a--the evidence; ei-mata--in this way; n•n•--varieties; artha-meaning; karena--does; vy•khy•na--explanation.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu explained the meaning of the verse by giving
evidence concerning ¥ukadeva Gosv•m† and the four ”£is Sanaka, Sanat-kum•ra,
San•tana and Sanandana. Thus the Lord gave various meanings and explanations.
PURPORT
That K”£‹a is all-attractive is verified by the activities of the four ”£is
and ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†. All of them were liberated persons, yet they were
attracted by the qualities and pastimes of the Lord. It is therefore said:
mukt• api l†lay• vigraha‰ k”tv• bhagavanta‰ bhajante. (Cc. Madhya 24.112) Even
liberated persons are attracted by the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a and thus engage
in devotional service. From the very beginning of their lives, ¥ukadeva
Gosv•m† and the four Kum•ras, known as catu„-sana, were liberated and selfrealized on the Brahman platform. Nonetheless, they were attracted by the
qualities of K”£‹a, and they engaged in His service. The four Kum•ras were
attracted by the aroma of the flowers offered at the lotus feet of K”£‹a, and
in this way they became devotees. ¥ukadeva Gosv•m† heard ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam by
the mercy of his father, Vy•sadeva, and he was consequently attracted to K”£‹a
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and became a great devotee. The conclusion is that the transcendental bliss
experienced in the service of the Lord must be superior to brahm•nanda, the
bliss derived from realizing the impersonal Brahman.
TEXT 199
TEXT
¤uni' bhaàà•c•ryera mane haila camatk•ra
prabhuke k”£‹a j•ni' kare •pan• dhikk•ra
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing this; bhaàà•c•ryera--of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; mane--in
the mind; haila--there was; camatk•ra--wonder; prabhuke--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; j•ni'--accepting as; kare--does; •pan•-himself; dhikk•ra--condemnation.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing Caitanya Mah•prabhu's explanation of the •tm•r•ma verse,
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was struck with wonder. He then understood Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu to be K”£‹a in person, and he thus condemned himself in
the following words.
TEXT 200
TEXT
'i•ho ta' s•k£•t k”£‹a,----mu‘i n• j•niy•
mah•-apar•dha kainu garvita ha-iy•'
SYNONYMS
i•ho--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ta'--indeed; s•k£•t--directly; k”£‹a--Lord
K”£‹a; mu‘i--I; n•--not; j•niy•--knowing; mah•-apar•dha--a great offense;
kainu--did; garvita--proud; ha-iy•--being.
TRANSLATION
"Caitanya Mah•prabhu is certainly Lord K”£‹a Himself. Because I could not
understand Him and was very proud of my own learning, I have committed many
offenses."
TEXT 201
TEXT
•tma-nind• kari' laila prabhura ¤ara‹a
k”p• karib•re tabe prabhura haila mana
SYNONYMS
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•tma-nind•--self-indictment; kari'--doing; laila--took; prabhura--of the
Lord; ¤ara‹a--shelter; k”p•--mercy; karib•re--to do; tabe--then; prabhura--of
the Lord; haila--it was; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
When S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya denounced himself as an offender and took
shelter of the Lord, the Lord desired to show him mercy.
TEXT 202
TEXT
nija-rãpa prabhu t••re kar•ila dar¤ana
catur-bhuja-rãpa prabhu h•-il• takhana
SYNONYMS
nija-rãpa--personal form; prabhu--the Lord; t••re--unto him; kar•ila--made;
dar¤ana--seeing; catu„-bhuja--four-handed; rãpa--form; prabhu--the Lord; hail•--became; takhana--at that time.
TRANSLATION
To show him mercy, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu allowed him to see His Vi£‹u
form. Thus He immediately assumed four hands.
TEXT 203
TEXT
dekh•ila t••re •ge catur-bhuja-rãpa
p•che ¤y•ma-va‰¤†-mukha svak†ya svarãpa
SYNONYMS
dekh•ila--showed; t••re--unto him; •ge--at first; catur-bhuja-rãpa--the
form with four hands; p•che--afterwards; ¤y•ma--blackish; va‰¤†-mukha--with a
flute to the mouth; svak†ya--personal; svarãpa--form.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu first showed him the four-handed form and then
appeared before him in His original form of K”£‹a, with a blackish complexion
and a flute to His lips.
TEXT 204
TEXT
dekhi' s•rvabhauma da‹‚avat kari' pa‚i'
puna„ uàhi' stuti kare dui kara yu‚i'
SYNONYMS
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dekhi'--seeing that; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; da‹‚avat-obeisances; kari'--doing; pa‚i'--falling flat; puna„--again; uàhi'--standing
up; stuti--prayer; kare--does; dui--two; kara--hands; yu‚i'--folding.
TRANSLATION
When Sarvabhauma Bhattacarya saw the form of Lord K”£‹a manifested in
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he immediately fell down flat to offer Him obeisances.
Then he stood up and with folded hands began to offer prayers.
TEXT 205
TEXT
prabhura k”p•ya t••ra sphurila saba tattva
n•ma-prema-d•na-•di var‹ena mahattva
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of the Lord; k”p•ya--by the mercy; t••ra--to him; sphurila-manifested; saba--all; tattva--truths; n•ma--the holy name; prema-d•na-distribution of love of Godhead; •di--and so on; var‹ena--describes; mahattva-the importance.
TRANSLATION
By the mercy of the Lord, all truths were revealed to S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya, and he could understand the importance of chanting the holy name
and distributing love of Godhead everywhere.
TEXT 206
TEXT
¤ata ¤loka kaila eka da‹‚a n• y•ite
b”haspati taiche ¤loka n• p•re karite
SYNONYMS
¤ata--one hundred; ¤loka--verses; kaila--composed; eka--one; da‹‚a--a
duration of twenty-four minutes; n•--not; y•ite--passing; b”haspati-B”haspati, the priest of the heavenly planets; taiche--such; ¤loka--verses;
n•--not; p•re--able; karite--to compose.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya composed one hundred verses in a very short time.
Indeed, not even B”haspati, the priest of the heavenly planets, could compose
verses as quickly.
PURPORT
The name of the book of one hundred beautiful verses composed by
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya is Su¤loka-¤ataka.
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TEXT 207
TEXT
¤uni' sukhe prabhu t••re kaila •li•gana
bhaàà•c•rya prem•ve¤e haila acetana
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; sukhe--in happiness; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
t••re--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kaila--did; •li•gana--embracing; bhaàà•c•rya-S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; prema-•ve¤e--in the ecstasy of love of God; haila-became; acetana--unconscious.
TRANSLATION
After hearing the one hundred verses, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu happily
embraced S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, who was immediately overwhelmed in ecstatic
love of Godhead and fell unconscious.
TEXT 208
TEXT
a¤ru, stambha, pulaka, sveda, kampa tharahari
n•ce, g•ya, k•nde, pa‚e prabhu-pada dhari'
SYNONYMS
a¤ru--tears; stambha--a stunned condition; pulaka--standing of hair; sveda-perspiration; kampa--trembling; tharahari--with great shaking; n•ce--dances;
g•ya--sings; k•nde--cries; pa‚e--falls down; prabhu-pada--the lotus feet of
the Lord; dhari'--catching.
TRANSLATION
Out of ecstatic love of God, the Bhaàà•c•rya shed tears, and his body was
stunned. He exhibited an ecstatic mood, and he perspired, shook and trembled.
He sometimes danced, sometimes chanted, sometimes cried and sometimes fell
down to touch the lotus feet of the Lord.
TEXT 209
TEXT
dekhi' gop†n•th•c•rya hara£ita-mana
bhaàà•c•ryera n”tya dekhi' h•se prabhura ga‹a
SYNONYMS
dekhi'--seeing this; gop†n•tha-•c•rya--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; hara£ita-mana--a
pleased mind; bhaàà•c•ryera--of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; n”tya--dancing;
dekhi'--seeing; h•se--laughs; prabhura ga‹a--the associates of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
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TRANSLATION
While S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was in this ecstasy. Gop†n•tha šc•rya was
very pleased, The associates of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu all laughed to see the
Bhaàà•c•rya dance so.
TEXT 210
TEXT
gop†n•th•c•rya kahe mah•prabhura prati
'sei bhaàà•c•ryera prabhu kaile ei gati'
SYNONYMS
gop†n•tha-•c•rya--of the name Gop†n•tha šc•rya; kahe--said; mah•prabhura-¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prati--to; sei bhaàà•c•ryera--of that Bhaàà•c•rya;
prabhu--my Lord; kaile--You have made; ei gati--such a situation.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya told Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu, "Sir, You have brought all
this upon S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya."
TEXT 211
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----'tumi bhakta, tom•ra sa•ga haite
jagann•tha i•h•re k”p• kaila bh•la-mate'
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; tumi bhakta--you are a devotee; tom•ra sa•ga
haite--on account of your association; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; i•h•re-unto him; k”p•--mercy; kaila--showed; bh•la-mate--very well.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "You are a devotee. Because of your
association, Lord Jagann•tha has shown him mercy."
TEXT 212
TEXT
tabe bhaàà•c•rye prabhu susthira karila
sthira ha‘• bhaàà•c•rya bahu stuti kaila
SYNONYMS
tabe--then; bhaàà•c•rye--unto S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; prabhu--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; su-sthira--pacification; karila--did; sthira ha‘•--being
pacified; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; bahu--many; stuti--prayers;
kaila--offered.
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TRANSLATION
After this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu pacified the Bhaàà•c•rya, and when he
was quieted, he offered many prayers to the Lord.
TEXT 213
TEXT
'jagat nist•rile tumi,----seha alpa-k•rya
•m• uddh•rile tumi,----e ¤akti •¤carya
SYNONYMS
jagat--the whole world; nist•rile--have delivered; tumi--You; seha--that;
alpa-k•rya--minor activity; •m•--me; uddh•rile--have delivered; tumi--You; e-this; ¤akti--power; •¤carya--wonderful.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said, "My dear Sir, You have delivered the entire
world, but that is not a very great task. However, You have also delivered me,
and that is certainly the work of very wonderful powers.
TEXT 214
TEXT
tarka-¤•stre ja‚a •mi, yaiche lauha-pi‹‚a
•m• drav•ile tumi, prat•pa praca‹‚a'
SYNONYMS
tarka-¤•stre--due to logical scriptures; ja‚a--dull; •mi--I; yaiche--just
like; lauha-pi‹‚a--an iron bar; •m•--me; drav•ile--melted; tumi--You; prat•pa-power; praca‹‚a--very great.
TRANSLATION
"I had become dull-headed due to reading too many books on logic.
Consequently I had become like an iron bar. Nonetheless, You have melted me,
and therefore Your influence is very great."
TEXT 215
TEXT
stuti ¤uni' mah•prabhu nija v•s• •il•
bhaàà•c•rya •c•rya-dv•re bhik£• kar•il•
SYNONYMS
stuti ¤uni'--after hearing the prayers; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; nija--own; v•s•--to the residence; •il•--returned; bhaàà•c•rya-512

S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; •c•rya-dv•re--through Gop†n•tha šc•rya; bhik£•-luncheon; kar•il•--induced to take.
TRANSLATION
After hearing the prayers offered by S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu returned to His residence, and the Bhaàà•c•rya, through Gop†n•tha
šc•rya, induced the Lord to accept lunch there.
TEXT 216
TEXT
•ra dina prabhu gel• jagann•tha-dara¤ane
dar¤ana karil• jagann•tha-¤ayyotth•ne
SYNONYMS
•ra dina--the next day; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; gel•--went;
jagann•tha-dara¤ane--to see Jagann•tha in the temple; dar¤ana karil•--saw;
jagann•tha-¤ayya-utth•ne--the Lord's rising from bed early in the morning.
TRANSLATION
Early the following morning, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to see Lord
Jagann•tha in the temple, and He saw the Lord rise from His bed.
TEXT 217
TEXT
pãj•r† •niy• m•l•-pras•d•nna dil•
pras•d•nna-m•l• p•‘• prabhu har£a hail•
SYNONYMS
pãj•r†--the priest; •niy•--bringing; m•l•--garlands; pras•da-anna--remnants
of food; dil•--offered; pras•da-anna--the pras•da; m•l•--and garlands; p•‘•-getting; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; har£a--pleased; hail•--became.
TRANSLATION
The priest there presented Him with garlands and pras•da that had been
offered to Lord Jagann•tha. This pleased Caitanya Mah•prabhu very much.
TEXT 218
TEXT
sei pras•d•nna-m•l• a‘cale b•ndhiy•
bhaàà•c•ryera ghare •il• tvar•yukta ha‘•
SYNONYMS
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sei pras•da-anna--those remnants of food; m•l•--and garlands; a‘cale--in
the end of His cloth; b•ndhiy•--binding; bhaàà•c•ryera--of S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; ghare--to the house; •il•--went; tvar•-yukta--hasty; ha‘•--being.
TRANSLATION
Carefully tying the pras•da and garlands in a cloth, Caitanya Mah•prabhu
hastened to the house of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
TEXT 219
TEXT
aru‹odaya-k•le haila prabhura •gamana
sei-k•le bhaàà•c•ryera haila j•gara‹a
SYNONYMS
aru‹a-udaya--before sunrise; k•le--at the time; haila--there was; prabhura-of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •gamana--the coming; sei-k•le--at that time;
bhaàà•c•ryera--of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; haila--there was; j•gara‹a--arising
from bed.
TRANSLATION
He arrived at the Bhaàà•c•rya's house a little before sunrise, just when
the Bhaàà•c•rya was arising from bed.
TEXT 220
TEXT
'k”£‹a' 'k”£‹a' sphuàa kahi' bhaàà•c•rya j•gil•
k”£‹a-n•ma ¤uni' prabhura •nanda b•‚il•
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a k”£‹a--chanting the name of K”£‹a; sphuàa--distinctly; kahi'--saying;
bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; j•gil•--got up from the bed; k”£‹a-n•ma-the holy name of Lord K”£‹a; ¤uni'--hearing; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •nanda--pleasure; b•‚il•--increased.
TRANSLATION
As S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya arose from bed, he distinctly chanted, "K”£‹a,
K”£‹a." Lord Caitanya was very pleased to hear him chant the holy name of
K”£‹a.
TEXT 221
TEXT
b•hire prabhura te•ho p•ila dara¤ana
•ste-vyaste •si' kaila cara‹a vandana
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SYNONYMS
b•hire--outside the house; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
te•ho--he; p•ila--got; dara¤ana--sight; •ste-vyaste--with great haste; •si'-coming there; kaila--did; cara‹a vandana--worshiping the lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya noticed ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu outside, and with great
haste he went to Him and offered prayers unto His lotus feet.
TEXT 222
TEXT
vasite •sana diy• du•heta vasil•
pras•d•nna khuli' prabhu t••ra h•te dil•
SYNONYMS
vasite--to sit; •sana--carpet; diy•--offering; du•heta--both of them;
vasil•--sat down; pras•da-anna--the pras•da; khuli'--opening; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••ra--his; h•te--in the hand; dil•--offered.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya offered a carpet for the Lord to sit upon, and both of them
sat there. Then ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu opened the pras•da and placed it in
the hands of the Bhaàà•c•rya.
TEXT 223
TEXT
pras•d•nna p•‘• bhaàà•c•ryera •nanda haila
sn•na, sandhy•, danta-dh•vana yadyapi n• kaila
SYNONYMS
pras•da-anna--the remnants of food; p•‘•--getting; bhaàà•c•ryera--of
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; •nanda--pleasure; haila--there was; sn•na--bathing;
sandhy•--morning duties; danta-dh•vana--washing the teeth; yadyapi--although;
n•--not; kaila--finished.
TRANSLATION
At that time the Bhaàà•c•rya had not even washed his mouth, nor had he
taken his bath or finished his morning duties. Nonetheless, he was very
pleased to receive the pras•da of Lord Jagann•tha.
TEXT 224
TEXT
caitanya-pras•de manera saba j•‚ya gela
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ei ¤loka pa‚i' anna bhak£a‹a karila
SYNONYMS
caitanya-pras•de--by the mercy of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; manera--of
the mind; saba--all; j•‚ya--dullness; gela--went away; ei ¤loka--these verses;
pa‚i'--reciting; anna--remnants of food; bhak£a‹a--eating; karila--did.
TRANSLATION
By the mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, all the dullness in the mind of
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was eradicated. After reciting the following two
verses, he ate the pras•da offered to him.
TEXT 225
TEXT
¤u£ka‰ paryu£ita‰ v•pi
n†ta‰ v• dãra-de¤ata„
pr•pti-m•tre‹a bhoktavya‰
n•tra k•la-vic•ra‹•
SYNONYMS
¤u£kam--dry; paryu£itam--stale; v•--or; api--although; n†tam--brought; v•-or; dãra-de¤ata„--from a distant country; pr•pti-m•tre‹a--only with the
receiving; bhoktavyam--to be eaten; na--not; atra--in this; k•la-vic•ra‹•-consideration of time or place.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya said, " 'One should eat the mah•-pras•da of the Lord
immediately upon receiving it, even though it is dried up, stale or brought
from a distant country. One should consider neither time nor place.
TEXT 226
TEXT
na de¤a-niyamas tatra
na k•la-niyamas tath•
pr•ptam anna‰ druta‰ ¤i£àair
bhoktavya‰ harir abrav†t
SYNONYMS
na--not; de¤a--of the country; niyama„--regulation; tatra--in that; na-not; k•la--of time; niyama„--regulation; tath•--so also; pr•ptam--received;
annam--pras•da; drutam--hastily; ¤i£àai„--by gentlemen; bhoktavyam--to be
eaten; hari„--the Lord; abrav†t--has said.
TRANSLATION
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" 'The pras•da of Lord K”£‹a is to be eaten by gentlemen as soon as it is
received; there should be no hesitation. There are no regulative principles
concerning time and place. This is the order of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead.' "
PURPORT
These verses are quoted from the Padma Pur•‹a.
TEXT 227
TEXT
dekhi' •nandita haila mah•prabhura mana
prem•vi£àa ha‘• prabhu kail• •li•gana
SYNONYMS
dekhi'--seeing this; •nandita--very much pleased; haila--was; mah•prabhura-of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mana--the mind; prema-•vi£àa--absorbed in the
ecstasy of love of God; ha‘•--becoming; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
kail•--did; •li•gana--embracing.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very pleased to see this. He became ecstatic in
love of Godhead and embraced S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
TEXT 228
TEXT
dui-jane dhari' du•he karena nartana
prabhu-bh”tya du•h• spar¤e, do•h•ra phule mana
SYNONYMS
dui-jane--both of them; dhari'--embracing; du•he--both; karena--do;
nartana--dancing; prabhu-bh”tya--the master and the servant; du•h•--both;
spar¤e--by touching each other; do•h•ra--of both of them; phule--were excited;
mana--minds.
TRANSLATION
The Lord and the servant embraced each other and began to dance. Simply by
touching each other, they became ecstatic.
TEXT 229
TEXT
sveda-kampa-a¤ru du•he •nande bh•sil•
prem•vi£àa ha‘• prabhu kahite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
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sveda--perspiration; kampa--trembling; a¤ru--tears; du•he--both of them;
•nande--in transcendental bliss; bh•sil•--floated; prema-•vi£àa--absorbed in
ecstatic love of Godhead; ha‘•--being; prabhu--the Lord; kahite--to speak;
l•gil•--began.
TRANSLATION
As they danced and embraced, spiritual symptoms manifested in their bodies.
They perspired, trembled and shed tears, and the Lord began to speak in His
ecstasy.
TEXT 230
TEXT
"•ji mu‘i an•y•se jininu tribhuvana
•ji mu‘i karinu vaiku‹àha •roha‹a
SYNONYMS
•ji--today; mu‘i--I; an•y•se--very easily; jininu--conquered; tri-bhuvana-the three worlds; •ji--today; mu‘i--I; karinu--did; vaiku‹àha--to the
spiritual world; •roha‹a--ascending.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Today I have conquered the three worlds very
easily. Today I have ascended to the spiritual world."
PURPORT
The goal of human perfection is stated here in brief. One has to surpass
all the planetary systems of the material universe, pierce through the
covering of the universe and reach the spiritual world, known as
Vaiku‹àhaloka. The Vaiku‹àhalokas are variegated spiritual planets situated in
the Lord's impersonal bodily effulgence, known as the brahmajyoti. One may
aspire to elevate himself to a heavenly planet within the material world, such
as the moon, the sun or Venus, but if one is spiritually advanced in K”£‹a
consciousness, he does not wish to remain within the material universe, even
in a higher planetary system. Rather, he prefers to penetrate the covering of
the universe and attain the spiritual world. He can then be situated in one of
the Vaiku‹àha planets there. However, the devotees under the guidance of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu aspire to reach the topmost spiritual planet, known as
Goloka V”nd•vana, the residence of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a and His eternal associates.
TEXT 231
TEXT
•ji mora pãr‹a haila sarva abhil•£a
s•rvabhaumera haila mah•-pras•de vi¤v•sa
SYNONYMS
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•ji--today; mora--My; pãr‹a--satisfied; haila--became; sarva--all;
abhil•£a--desires; s•rvabhaumera--of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; haila--there
was; mah•-pras•de--in the remnants of the Lord's food; vi¤v•sa--faith.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "I think that today all My desires have been
fulfilled because I see that S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya has acquired faith in the
mah•-pras•da of Lord Jagann•tha.
TEXT 232
TEXT
•ji tumi ni£kapaàe hail• k”£‹•¤raya
k”£‹a •ji ni£kapaàe tom• haila sadaya
SYNONYMS
•ji--today; tumi--you; ni£kapaàe--without a doubt; hail•--have become;
k”£‹a-•¤raya--under the shelter of Lord K”£‹a; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; •ji--today;
ni£kapaàe--without reservation; tom•--unto you; haila--has become; sa-daya-very merciful.
TRANSLATION
"Indeed, today you have undoubtedly taken shelter of the lotus feet of
K”£‹a, and K”£‹a, without reservation, has become very merciful toward you.
TEXT 233
TEXT
•ji se kha‹‚ila tom•ra deh•di-bandhana
•ji tumi chinna kaile m•y•ra bandhana
SYNONYMS
•ji--today; se--that; kha‹‚ila--dismantled; tom•ra--your; deha-•dibandhana--material bondage due to the bodily concept of life; •ji--today;
tumi--you; chinna--cut to pieces; kaile--did; m•y•ra--of illusory energy;
bandhana--the shackles.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Bhaàà•c•rya, today you have been released from material bondage in
the bodily conception of life; you have cut to pieces the shackles of the
illusory energy.
TEXT 234
TEXT
•ji k”£‹a-pr•pti-yogya haila tom•ra mana
veda-dharma la•ghi' kaile pras•da bhak£a‹a"
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SYNONYMS
•ji--today; k”£‹a-pr•pti--for attainment of the lotus feet of K”£‹a; yogya-fit; haila--has become; tom•ra--your; mana--mind; veda--of the four Vedas;
dharma--the principles; la•ghi'--surpassing; kaile--you have done; pras•da-the remnants of food offered to K”£‹a; bhak£a‹a--eating.
TRANSLATION
"Today your mind has become fit to take shelter of the lotus feet of K”£‹a
because, surpassing the Vedic regulative principles, you have eaten the
remnants of food offered to the Lord.
TEXT 235
TEXT
ye£•‰ sa e£a bhagav•n dayayed ananta„
sarv•tman•¤rita-pado yadi nirvyal†kam
te dustar•m atitaranti ca deva-m•y•‰
nai£•‰ mam•ham iti dh†„ ¤va-¤”g•la-bhak£ye
SYNONYMS
ye£•m--unto those who are fully surrendered souls; sa„--He; e£a„--this;
bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; dayayet--may show mercy;
ananta„--the unlimited; sarva-•tman•--fully, without reservation; •¤ritapada„--those who have taken shelter of the Lord; yadi--if; nirvyal†kam-without duplicity; te--such persons; dustar•m--insurmountable; atitaranti-surpass; ca--also; deva-m•y•m--the illusory material energy; na--not; e£•m-this; mama aham--"my" and "I"; iti--such; dh†„--intelligence; ¤va-¤”g•labhak£ye--in the body, which is to be eaten by dogs and jackals.
TRANSLATION
" 'When a person unreservedly takes shelter of the lotus feet of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, the unlimited, merciful Lord bestows His
causeless mercy upon him. Thus he can pass over the insurmountable ocean of
nescience. Those whose intelligence is fixed in the bodily conception, who
think, "I am this body," are fit food for dogs and jackals. The Supreme Lord
never bestows His mercy upon such people.' "
PURPORT
The Supreme Lord never bestows His benediction upon those fixed in the
bodily conception. As K”£‹a clearly states in the Bhagavad-g†t• (18.66):
sarva-dharm•n parityajya
m•m eka‰ ¤ara‹a‰ vraja
aha‰ tv•‰ sarva-p•pebhyo
mok£ayi£y•mi m• ¤uca„
"Abandon all varieties of religion and just surrender unto Me. I shall
deliver you from all sinful reactions. Do not fear."
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In this verse that Caitanya Mah•prabhu has quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(2.7.42), the meaning of ¥r† K”£‹a's statement is explained. K”£‹a bestowed
His causeless mercy upon Arjuna just to get him out of the bodily conception.
This was done at the very beginning of the Second Chapter of the Bhagavad-g†t•
(2.13), where K”£‹a says, dehino 'smin yath• dehe kaum•ra‰ yauvana‰ jar•. In
this body, there is an owner, and one should not consider the body to be the
self. This is the first instruction to be assimilated by a devotee. If one is
under the bodily conception, he is unable to realize his true identity and
engage in the loving devotional service of the Lord. Unless one comes to the
transcendental position, he cannot expect the causeless mercy of the Supreme
Lord, nor can he cross over the vast ocean of material nescience. This is also
confirmed in the Bhagavad-g†t• (7.14): m•m eva ye prapadyante m•y•m et•‰
taranti te. Without surrendering unto the lotus feet of K”£‹a, one cannot
expect release from the clutches of m•y•, the illusory energy. According to
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.2.32), M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s who falsely think of
themselves as liberated from the clutches of m•y• are called vimukta-m•nina„.
Actually, they are not liberated, but they think that they have become
liberated and have become N•r•ya‹a Himself. Although they have apparently
realized that they are not the material body but spirit soul, they nonetheless
neglect the duty of the spirit soul, which is to render service to the Supreme
Soul. Therefore their intelligence remains unsanctified. Unless one's
intelligence is sanctified, one cannot apply it to understanding devotional
service. Devotional service begins when the mind, intelligence and ego are
completely purified. M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s do not purify their intelligence, mind
and ego, and consequently they cannot engage in the service of the Lord or
expect the causeless mercy of the Lord. Although they rise to a very high
position by executing severe austerities and penances, they still hover in the
material world without the benediction of the lotus feet of the Lord.
Sometimes they rise to the Brahman effulgence, but because their minds are not
completely purified, they must return to material existence.
The karm†s are fully under the bodily conception of life, and the j‘•n†s,
although theoretically understanding that they are not the body, also have no
information about the lotus feet of the Lord because they overly stress
impersonalism. Consequently both karm†s and j‘•n†s are unfit for receiving the
mercy of the Lord and becoming devotees. Narottama d•sa áh•kura therefore
says, karma-k•‹‚a j‘•na-k•‹‚a, kevala vi£era bh•‹‚a: those who have taken to
the process of karma-k•‹‚a (fruitive activity) and j‘•na-k•‹‚a (speculation on
the science of transcendence) have simply eaten from poisoned pots. They are
condemned to remain in material existence life after life until they take
shelter of the lotus feet of K”£‹a. This is confirmed in ¥r†mad Bhagavad-g†t•
(7.19):
bahãn•‰ janman•m ante
j‘•nav•n m•‰ prapadyate
v•sudeva„ sarvam iti
sa mah•tm• sudurlabha„
"After many births and deaths, he who is actually in knowledge surrenders
unto Me, knowing Me to be the cause of all causes and all that is. Such a
great soul is very rare."
TEXT 236
TEXT
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eta kahi' mah•prabhu •il• nija-sth•ne
sei haite bhaàà•c•ryera kha‹‚ila abhim•ne
SYNONYMS
eta kahi'--speaking in this way; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •il•-returned; nija-sth•ne--to His own residence; sei haite--from that time;
bhaàà•c•ryera--of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kha‹‚ila--was dismantled; abhim•ne-false pride.
TRANSLATION
After speaking to S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya in this way, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu returned to His residence. From that day on, the Bhaàà•c•rya was
free because his false pride had been dismantled.
TEXT 237
TEXT
caitanya-cara‹a vine n•hi j•ne •na
bhakti vinu ¤•strera •ra n• kare vy•khy•na
SYNONYMS
caitanya-cara‹a--the lotus feet of Lord Caitanya; vine--except; n•hi--not;
j•ne--knows; •na--other; bhakti--devotional service; vinu--except; ¤•strera-of the scripture; •ra--any other; n•--not; kare--does; vy•khy•na--explanation.
TRANSLATION
From that day on, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya did not know anything but the
lotus feet of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and from that day he could explain the
revealed scriptures only in accordance with the process of devotional service.
TEXT 238
TEXT
gop†n•th•c•rya t••ra vai£‹avat• dekhiy•
'hari' 'hari' bali' n•ce h•te t•li diy•
SYNONYMS
gop†n•tha-•c•rya--Gop†n•tha šc•rya, the brother-in-law of S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; t••ra--of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; vai£‹avat•--firm faith in
Vai£‹avism; dekhiy•--seeing; hari hari--the holy name of the Lord; bali'-saying; n•ce--dances; h•te t•li diy•--clapping his two hands.
TRANSLATION
Seeing that S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was firmly fixed in the cult of
Vai£‹avism, Gop†n•tha šc•rya, his brother-in-law, began to dance, clap his
hands and chant "Hari! Hari!"
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TEXT 239
TEXT
•ra dina bhaàà•c•rya •il• dar¤ane
jagann•tha n• dekhi' •il• prabhu-sth•ne
SYNONYMS
•ra dina--the next day; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; •il•--came;
dar¤ane--to see Lord Jagann•tha; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; n• dekhi'-without seeing; •il•--came; prabhu-sth•ne--to the place of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
The next day, the Bhaàà•c•rya went to visit the temple of Lord Jagann•tha,
but before he reached the temple, he went to see Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 240
TEXT
da‹‚avat kari' kaila bahu-vidha stuti
dainya kari' kahe nija pãrva-durmati
SYNONYMS
da‹‚avat kari'--after offering obeisances by falling flat on the ground;
kaila--he did; bahu-vidha--various types of; stuti--prayers; dainya kari'--in
great humbleness; kahe--describes; nija--his personal; pãrva-durmati--previous
bad disposition.
TRANSLATION
When he met Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the Bhaàà•c•rya fell down flat to
offer Him respects. After offering various prayers to Him, he spoke of his
previous bad disposition with great humility.
TEXT 241
TEXT
bhakti-s•dhana-¤re£àha ¤unite haila mana
prabhu upade¤a kaila n•ma-sa•k†rtana
SYNONYMS
bhakti-s•dhana--in the execution of devotional service; ¤re£àha--the most
important item; ¤unite--to hear; haila--it was; mana--the mind; prabhu--Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; upade¤a--advice; kaila--gave; n•ma-sa•k†rtana-chanting of the holy name of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
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Then the Bhaàà•c•rya asked Caitanya Mah•prabhu, "Which item is most
important in the execution of devotional service?" The Lord replied that the
most important item was the chanting of the holy name of the Lord.
PURPORT
There are nine items to be executed in devotional service. These are
enumerated in the following verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (7.5.23):
¤rava‹a‰ k†rtana‰ vi£‹o„
smara‹a‰ p•da-sevanam
arcana‰ vandana‰ d•sya‰
sakhyam •tma-nivedanam
Hearing the glories of the Lord, chanting, remembering, serving the lotus
feet of the Lord, offering worship in the temple, offering prayers, becoming a
servant of the Lord, becoming the Lord's friend, and sarv•tma-nivedana,
offering oneself fully at the lotus feet of the Lord--these are the nine
devotional processes. In The Nectar of Devotion, When S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya
asked the Lord which item was most important, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
immediately answered that the most important item is the chanting of the holy
names of the Lord--Hare K”£‹a, Hare K”£‹a, K”£‹a K”£‹a, Hare Hare. Hare R•ma,
Hare R•ma, R•ma R•ma, Hare Hare. He then quoted the following verse from the
B”han-n•rad†ya Pur•‹a (Thirty-eighth Chapter, verse 126) to confirm His
statement.
TEXT 242
TEXT
harer n•ma harer n•ma
harer n•maiva kevalam
kalau n•sty eva n•sty eva
n•sty eva gatir anyath•
SYNONYMS
hare„ n•ma--the holy name of the Lord Hari; hare„ n•ma--the holy name of
the Lord Hari; hare„ n•ma--the holy name of the Lord; eva--certainly; kevalam-only; kalau--in this Age of Kali; na asti--there is not; eva--certainly; na
asti--there is not; eva--certainly; na asti--there is not; eva--certainly;
gati„--means; anyath•--other.
TRANSLATION
" 'In this age of quarrel and hypocrisy, the only means of deliverence is
the chanting of the holy names of the Lord. There is no other way. There is no
other way. There is no other way.' "
PURPORT
Because the people of this age are so fallen, they can simply chant the
Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. In this way they can rid themselves of the bodily
conception of life and become eligible to engage in the Lord's devotional
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service. One cannot engage in the devotional service of the Lord without being
purified of all contamination. This is confirmed in the Bhagavad-g†t• (7.28):
ye£•‰ tv anta-gata‰ p•pa‰
jan•n•‰ pu‹ya-karma‹•m
te dvandva-moha-nirmukt•
bhajante m•‰ d”‚ha-vrat•„
"Persons who have acted piously in previous lives and in this life and
whose sinful actions are completely eradicated are freed from the dualities of
delusion, and they engage themselves in My service with determination."
Sometimes people are surprised to see young men and women take so seriously to
the K”£‹a consciousness movement. By giving up sinful activity--illicit sex,
meat-eating, intoxication and gambling--and strictly following the injunctions
given by the spiritual master, they have become purified of all contamination.
They can therefore fully engage in the devotional service of the Lord.
In this Age of Kali, hari-k†rtana is very, very important. The importance
of chanting the holy name of the Lord is stated in the following verses from
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (12.3.51-52):
kaler do£a-nidhe r•jann
asti hy eko mah•n gu‹a„
k†rtan•d eva k”£‹asya
mukta-sa•ga„ para‰ vrajet
k”te yad dhy•yato vi£‹u‰
tret•y•‰ yajato makhai„
dv•pare paricary•y•‰
kalau tad dhari-k†rtan•t
"The most important factor in this Age of Kali, which is an ocean of
faults, is that one can be free from all contamination and become eligible to
enter the kingdom of God simply by chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra. The selfrealization that was achieved in the Satya millennium by meditation, in the
Tret• millennium by the performance of different sacrifices, and in the
Dv•para millennium by worship of Lord K”£‹a can be achieved in the Age of Kali
simply by chanting the holy names, Hare K”£‹a." ()
TEXT 243
TEXT
ei ¤lokera artha ¤un•ila kariy• vist•ra
¤uni' bhaàà•c•rya-mane haila camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
ei ¤lokera--of this verse; artha--the meaning; ¤un•ila--made hear; kariy•-doing; vist•ra--extensive description; ¤uni'--hearing; bhaàà•c•rya--of
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; mane--in the mind; haila--there was; camatk•ra-wonder.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu very elaborately explained the harer n•ma verse of
the B”han-n•rad†ya Pur•‹a, and S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was struck with wonder
to hear His explanation.
TEXT 244
TEXT
gop†n•th•c•rya bale,----'•mi pãrve ye kahila
¤una, bhaàà•c•rya, tom•ra sei ta' ha-ila'
SYNONYMS
gop†n•tha-•c•rya--of the name Gop†n•tha šc•rya; bale--says; •mi--I; pãrve-previously; ye--what; kahila--said; ¤una--hear; bhaàà•c•rya--my dear
Bhaàà•c•rya; tom•ra--your; sei--that; ta'--indeed; ha-ila--has happened.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya reminded S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, "My dear Bhaàà•c•rya,
what I foretold to you has now taken place."
PURPORT
Previously Gop†n•tha šc•rya had informed S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya that when
he would be blessed by the Lord he would thoroughly understand the
transcendental process of devotional service. This prediction was now
fulfilled. The Bhaàà•c•rya was fully converted to the cult of Vai£‹avism, and
he was following the principles automatically, without being pressured. in the
Bhagavad-g†t• (2.40) it is therefore said, svalpam apy asya dharmasya tr•yate
mahato bhay•t: "Simply by performing a little devotional service, one can
escape the greatest danger." S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya had been in the greatest
danger because he had adhered to M•y•v•da philosophy. Somehow or other he came
into contact with Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and became a perfect devotee.
In this way he was saved from the great falldown of impersonalism.
TEXT 245
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya kahe t••re kari' namask•re
tom•ra sambandhe prabhu k”p• kaila more
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied; t••re--unto Gop†n•tha
šc•rya; kari'--doing; namask•re--obeisances; tom•ra sambandhe--on account of
your relationship; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”p•--mercy; kaila-showed; more--unto me.
TRANSLATION
Offering his obeisances to Gop†n•tha šc•rya, the Bhaàà•c•rya said, "Because
I am related to you and you are a devotee, by your mercy the Lord has shown
mercy to me.
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TEXT 246
TEXT
tumi----mah•bh•gavata, •mi----tarka-andhe
prabhu k”p• kaila more tom•ra sambandhe
SYNONYMS
tumi--you; mah•-bh•gavata--a first-class devotee; •mi--I; tarka-andhe--in
the darkness of logical arguments; prabhu--the Lord; k”p•--mercy; kaila-showed; more--unto me; tom•ra--your; sambandhe--by the relationship.
TRANSLATION
"You are a first-class devotee, whereas I am in the darkness of logical
arguments. Because of your relationship with the Lord, the Lord has bestowed
His benediction upon me."
TEXT 247
TEXT
vinaya ¤uni' tu£àye prabhu kaila •li•gana
kahila,----y•‘• karaha †¤vara dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
vinaya ¤uni'--upon hearing this humbleness of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
tu£àye--in satisfaction; prabhu--the Lord; kaila--did; •li•gana--embracing;
kahila--said; y•‘•--going; karaha--do; †¤vara dara¤ana--visiting the temple of
Lord Jagann•tha.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very pleased with this humble statement. After
embracing the Bhaàà•c•rya, He said, "Now go see Lord Jagann•tha in the
temple."
TEXT 248
TEXT
jagad•nanda d•modara,----dui sa•ge la‘•
ghare •ila bhaàà•c•rya jagann•tha dekhiy•
SYNONYMS
jagad•nanda--of the name Jagad•nanda; d•modara--of the name D•modara; dui-two persons; sa•ge--with him; la‘•--taking; ghare--to his home; •ila-returned; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha;
dekhiy•--seeing in the temple.
TRANSLATION
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After visiting the temple of Lord Jagann•tha, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya
returned home with Jagad•nanda and D•modara.
TEXT 249
TEXT
uttama uttama pras•da bahuta •nil•
nija-vipra-h•te dui jan• sa•ge dil•
SYNONYMS
uttama uttama--very first-class; pras•da--remnants of food offered to
Jagann•tha; bahuta--in great quantity; •nil•--brought; nija-vipra--of his own
br•hma‹a servant; h•te--in the hand; dui--two; jan•--persons; sa•ge--with him;
dil•--gave.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya brought large quantities of excellent food remnants blessed
by Lord Jagann•tha. All this pras•da was given to his own br•hma‹a servant,
along with Jagad•nanda and D•modara.
TEXT 250
TEXT
nija k”ta dui ¤loka likhiy• t•la-p•te
'prabhuke diha' bali' dila jagad•nanda-h•te
SYNONYMS
nija--by him; k”ta--composed; dui--two; ¤loka--verses; likhiy•--writing;
t•la-p•te--on a leaf of a palm tree; prabhuke diha--give to Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; bali'--saying this; dila--gave it; jagad•nanda-h•te--in the hands
of Jagad•nanda.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya then composed two verses on the leaf of a palm
tree. Giving the palm leaf to Jagad•nanda Prabhu, the Bhaàà•c•rya requested
him to deliver it to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 251
TEXT
prabhu-sth•ne •il• du•he pras•da-patr† la‘•
mukunda datta patr† nila t•ra h•te p•‘•
SYNONYMS
prabhu-sth•ne--to the place where ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was residing;
•il•--went back; du•he--both Jagad•nanda and D•modara; pras•da--the remnants
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of food; patr†--the leaf of a palm tree; la‘•--taking; mukunda datta--of the
name Mukunda Datta; patr†--the leaf of a palm tree; nila--took; t•ra--of
Jagad•nanda; h•te--in the hand; p•‘•--receiving.
TRANSLATION
Jagad•nanda and D•modara then returned to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, bringing
Him both the pras•da and the palm leaf on which the verses were composed. But
Mukunda Datta took the palm leaf from the hands of Jagad•nanda before he could
deliver it to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 252
TEXT
dui ¤loka b•hira-bhite likhiy• r•khila
tabe jagad•nanda patr† prabhuke la‘• dila
SYNONYMS
dui--two; ¤loka--verses; b•hira--outside; bhite--on the wall; likhiy•-writing; r•khila--kept; tabe--thereafter; jagad•nanda--Jagad•nanda Prabhu;
patr†--the palm leaf; prabhuke--to the Lord; la‘•--taking; dila--delivered.
TRANSLATION
Mukunda Datta then copied the two verses on the wall outside the room.
After this, Jagad•nanda took the palm leaf from Mukunda Datta and delivered it
to Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 253
TEXT
prabhu ¤loka pa‚i' patra chi‹‚iy• phelila
bhittye dekhi' bhakta saba ¤loka ka‹àhe kaila
SYNONYMS
prabhu--the Lord; ¤loka--verses; pa‚i'--reading; patra--the palm leaf;
chi‹‚iy•--tearing to pieces; phelila--threw; bhittye--on the outside wall;
dekhi'--seeing; bhakta--the devotees; saba--all; ¤loka--verses; ka‹àhe--within
the throat; kaila--kept.
TRANSLATION
As soon as Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu read the two verses, He immediately
tore up the palm leaf. However, all the devotees read these verses on the
outside wall, and they all kept them within their hearts. The verses read as
follows.
TEXT 254
TEXT
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vair•gya-vidy•-nija-bhakti-yoga¤ik£•rtham eka„ puru£a„ pur•‹a„
¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya-¤ar†ra-dh•r†
k”p•mbudhir yas tam aha‰ prapadye
SYNONYMS
vair•gya--detachment from everything that does not help develop K”£‹a
consciousness; vidy•--knowledge; nija--own; bhakti-yoga--devotional service;
¤ik£•-artham--just to instruct; eka„--the single person; puru£a„--the Supreme
Person; pur•‹a„--very old, or eternal; ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya--of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤ar†ra-dh•r†--accepting the body; k”p•-ambudhi„--the
ocean of transcendental mercy; ya„--who; tam--unto Him; aham--I; prapadye-surrender.
TRANSLATION
"Let me take shelter of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, ¥r† K”£‹a, who
has descended in the form of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu to teach us real
knowledge, His devotional service and detachment from whatever does not foster
K”£‹a consciousness. He has descended because He is an ocean of transcendental
mercy. Let me surrender unto His lotus feet.
PURPORT
This verse and the following verse are included in the Caitanya-candrodayan•àaka (6.74), by ¥r† Kavi-kar‹apura.
TEXT 255
TEXT
k•l•n na£àa‰ bhakti-yoga‰ nija‰ ya„
pr•du£kartu‰ k”£‹a-caitanya-n•m•
•virbhãtas tasya p•d•ravinde
g•‚ha‰ g•‚ha‰ l†yat•‰ citta-bh”•ga„
SYNONYMS
k•l•t--from misuse of material propensities and attachment to fruitive
activities and speculative knowledge over the course of time; na£àam-destroyed; bhakti-yogam--the science of devotional service; nijam--which is
applicable to Him only; ya„--one who; pr•du£kartum--to revive; k”£‹a-caitanyan•m•--named Lord ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •virbhãta„--who has appeared;
tasya--His; p•da-aravinde--in the lotus feet; g•‚ham g•‚ham--very deeply;
l†yat•m--let it be merged; citta-bh”•ga„--my consciousness, like a honeybee.
TRANSLATION
"Let my consciousness, which is like a honeybee, take shelter of the lotus
feet of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who has just now appeared as ¥r†
K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu to teach the ancient system of devotional service to
Himself. This system had almost been lost due to the influence of time."
PURPORT
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As stated in the Bhagavad-g†t• (4.7):
yad• yad• hi dharmasya
gl•nir bhavati bh•rata
abhyutth•nam adharmasya
tad•tm•na‰ s”j•my aham
"Whenever and wherever there is a decline in religious practice, O
descendant of Bharata, and a predominant rise of irreligion--at that time I
descend Myself." (Bg. 4.7)
This is also the case with Caitanya Mah•prabhu's appearance. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu appeared in this world as a disguised incarnation of K”£‹a, but His
appearance is confirmed in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, the Mah•bh•rata and other Vedic
scriptures. He appeared in order to teach the fallen souls in this material
world, for in this Age of Kali almost everyone has become attached to fruitive
and ritualistic activities and mental speculation. Consequently there was a
great need to revive the system of devotional service. The Lord Himself
personally came down disguised as a devotee so that the fallen populace might
take advantage of the Lord's example.
At the conclusion of the Bhagavad-g†t•, Lord K”£‹a advised complete
surrender unto Him, promising all protection to His devotee. Unfortunately,
people are so fallen that they cannot accept the instructions of Lord K”£‹a;
therefore K”£‹a returned with the same mission, but He executed it in a
different way. As Lord ¥r† K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, He
ordered us to surrender unto Himself, but as Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, He
taught us how to surrender to K”£‹a. Therefore He is praised by the Gosv•m†s:
namo mah•-vad•ny•ya k”£‹a-prema-prad•ye te. Lord ¥r† K”£‹a is certainly the
Personality of Godhead, but He is not as magnanimous as ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. Lord K”£‹a simply gave orders for one to become His devotee (manman• bhava mad-bhakta„), but ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu actually taught the
process of K”£‹a consciousness. If one wants to become a devotee of K”£‹a, he
must first take shelter of the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
following in the footsteps of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya and other exalted
devotees.
TEXT 256
TEXT
ei dui ¤loka----bhakta-ka‹àhe ratna-h•ra
s•rvabhaumera k†rti gho£e ‚hakk•-v•dy•k•ra
SYNONYMS
ei dui ¤loka--these two verses; bhakta-ka‹àhe--on the necks of the
devotees; ratna-h•ra--pearl necklaces; s•rvabhaumera--of S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; k†rti--reputation; gho£e--declare; ‚hakk•--of a drum; v•dya--of
the sound; •k•ra--in the form.
TRANSLATION
These two verses composed by S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya will always declare
his name and fame as loudly as a pounding drum because they have become pearl
necklaces around the necks of all devotees.
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TEXT 257
TEXT
s•rvabhauma hail• prabhura bhakta ekat•na
mah•prabhura sev•-vin• n•hi j•ne •na
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; hail•--became; prabhura--of the Lord;
bhakta--a devotee; ekat•na--without deviation; mah•prabhura--of Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sev•--service; vin•--except; n•hi--not; j•ne--knows; •na-anything else.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya became an unalloyed devotee of Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; he did not know anything but the service of the Lord.
TEXT 258
TEXT
'¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya ¤ac†-sãta gu‹a-dh•ma'
ei dhy•na, ei japa, laya ei n•ma
SYNONYMS
¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya--Lord ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤ac†-sãta--the son
of mother ¥ac†; gu‹a-dh•ma--the reservoir of all good qualities; ei--this;
dhy•na--meditation; ei--this; japa--chanting; laya--he takes; ei--this; n•ma-holy name.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya always chanted the holy name of ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya, son of
mother ¥ac† and reservoir of all good qualities. Indeed, chanting the holy
names became his meditation.
TEXT 259
TEXT
eka-dina s•rvabhauma prabhu-•ge •il•
namask•ra kari' ¤loka pa‚ite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
eka-dina--one day; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; prabhu-•ge--in
front of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •il•--came; namask•ra kari'--after
offering obeisances; ¤loka--a verse; pa‚ite l•gil•--began to recite.
TRANSLATION
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One day S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya came before Caitanya Mah•prabhu and, after
offering obeisances, began to recite a verse.
TEXT 260
TEXT
bh•gavatera 'brahma-stave'ra ¤loka pa‚il•
¤loka-¤e£e dui ak£ara-p•àha phir•il•
SYNONYMS
bh•gavatera--from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; brahma-stavera--of the prayers of Lord
Brahm•; ¤loka--a verse; pa‚il•--recited; ¤loka-¤e£e--at the end of the verse;
dui ak£ara--of two syllables; p•àha--the reading; phir•il•--changed.
TRANSLATION
He began to quote one of Lord Brahm•'s prayers from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, but
he changed two syllables at the end of the verse.
TEXT 261
TEXT
tat te 'nukamp•‰ su-sam†k£am•‹o
bhu‘j•na ev•tma-k”ta‰ vip•kam
h”d-v•g-vapurbhir vidadhan namas te
j†veta yo bhakti-pade sa d•ya-bh•k
SYNONYMS
tat--therefore; te--Your; anukamp•m--compassion; su-sam†k£am•‹a„--hoping
for; bhu‘j•na„--enduring; eva--certainly; •tma-k”tam--done by himself;
vip•kam--fruitive results; h”t--with the heart; v•k--words; vapurbhi„--and
body; vidadhan--offering; nama„--obeisances; te--unto You; j†veta--may live;
ya„--anyone who; bhakti-pade--in devotional service; sa„--he; d•ya-bh•k--a
bona fide candidate.
TRANSLATION
[The verse read:] "One who seeks Your compassion and thus tolerates all
kinds of adverse conditions due to the karma of his past deeds, who engages
always in Your devotional service with his mind, words and body, and who
always offers obeisances unto You is certainly a bona fide candidate for
becoming Your unalloyed devotee."
PURPORT
When reading this verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.14.8), S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya changed the original reading from mukti-pade to bhakti-pade. Mukti
means liberation and merging into the impersonal Brahman effulgence. Bhakti
means rendering transcendental service unto the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. Because of having developed pure devotional service, the Bhaàà•c•rya
did not like the word mukti-pade, which refers to the impersonal Brahman
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feature of the Lord. However, he was not authorized to change a word in
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu will explain. Although the
Bhaàà•c•rya changed the word in his devotional ecstasy, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu did not approve of it.
TEXT 262
TEXT
prabhu kahe, 'mukti-pade'----ih• p•àha haya
'bhakti-pade' kene pa‚a, ki tom•ra •¤aya
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; mukti-pade--the word mukti-pade; ih•--this;
p•àha--the reading; haya--is; bhakti-pade--the word bhakti-pade; kene--why;
pa‚a--you read; ki--what; tom•ra--your; •¤aya--intention.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu immediately pointed out, "In that verse the word is
'mukti-pade,' but you have changed it to 'bhakti-pade.' What is your
intention?"
TEXT 263
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya kahe,----'bhakti'-sama nahe mukti-phala
bhagavad-bhakti-vimukhera haya da‹‚a kevala
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kahe--said; bhakti--devotional
service; sama--equal to; nahe--not; mukti--of liberation; phala--the result;
bhagavat-bhakti--to the devotional service of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; vimukhera--of one who is averse to; haya--it is; da‹‚a--the
punishment; kevala--only.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "The awakening of pure love of Godhead,
which is the result of devotional service, far surpasses liberation from
material bondage. For those averse to devotional service, merging into the
Brahman effulgence is a kind of punishment."
PURPORT
In the Brahm•‹‚a Pur•‹a it is said:
siddha-lokas tu tamasa„
p•re yatra vasanti hi
siddh• brahma-sukhe magn•
daity•¤ ca hari‹• hat•„
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"In Siddhaloka [Brahmaloka] there live two kinds of living entities--those
who are killed by the Supreme Personality of Godhead due to their having been
demons in their previous lives and those who are very fond of enjoying the
impersonal effulgence of the Lord." The word tamasa„ means "the coverings of
the universe." Layers of material elements cover the universe, and outside
these coverings is the impersonal Brahman effulgence. If one is destined to
remain in the Lord's impersonal effulgence, he misses the opportunity to
render service to the Personality of Godhead. Therefore devotees consider
remaining in the impersonal Brahman effulgence a kind of punishment. Sometimes
devotees think of merging into the Brahman effulgence, and consequently they
are promoted to Siddhaloka. Because of their impersonal understanding, they
are actually punished. S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya continues to explain the
distinction between mukti-pada and bhakti-pada in the following verses.
TEXTS 264-265
TEXT
k”£‹era vigraha yei satya n•hi m•ne
yei nind•-yuddh•dika kare t••ra sane
sei duira da‹‚a haya----'brahma-s•yujya-mukti'
t•ra mukti phala nahe, yei kare bhakti
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a; vigraha--the transcendental form; yei--anyone
who; satya--as truth; n•hi--not; m•ne--accepts; yei--anyone who; nind•-blaspheming; yuddha-•dika--fighting and so forth; kare--does; t••ra sane--with
Him, ¥r† K”£‹a; sei--these; duira--of the two; da‹‚a haya--there is
punishment; brahma-s•yujya-mukti--merging into the Brahman effulgence; t•ra-of him; mukti--such liberation; phala--the result; nahe--not; yei--who; kare-executes; bhakti--devotional service.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya continued, "The impersonalists, who do not accept the
transcendental form of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a, and the demons, who are always engaged
in blaspheming and fighting with Him, are punished by being merged into the
Brahman effulgence. But that does not happen to the person engaged in the
devotional service of the Lord.
TEXT 266
TEXT
yadyapi se mukti haya pa‘ca-parak•ra
s•lokya-s•m†pya-s•rãpya-s•r£ài-s•yujya •ra
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; se--that; mukti--liberation; haya--is; pa‘ca-parak•ra-of five different varieties; s•lokya--of the name s•lokya; s•m†pya--of the
name s•m†pya; s•rãpya--of the name s•rãpya; s•r£ài--of the name s•r£ài;
s•yujya--of the name s•yujya; •ra--and.
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TRANSLATION
"There are five kinds of liberation: s•lokya, s•m†pya, s•rãpya, s•r£ài and
s•yujya.
PURPORT
S•lokya means that after material liberation one is promoted to the planet
where the Supreme Personality of Godhead resides. S•m†pya means remaining an
associate of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. S•rãpya means attaining a
four-handed form exactly like that of the Lord. S•r£ài means attaining
opulences like those of the Supreme Lord, and s•yujya means merging into the
Brahman effulgence of the Lord. These are the five types of liberation.
TEXT 267
TEXT
's•loky•di' c•ri yadi haya sev•-dv•ra
tabu kad•cit bhakta kare a•g†k•ra
SYNONYMS
s•lokya-•di--beginning with s•lokya; c•ri--four kinds of liberation; yadi-if; haya--are; sev•-dv•ra--a means of rendering service to the Lord; tabu-still; kad•cit--occasionally; bhakta--a pure devotee; kare--makes; a•g†k•ra-acceptance.
TRANSLATION
"If there is a chance to serve the Supreme Personality of Godhead, a pure
devotee sometimes accepts the s•lokya, s•rãpya, s•m†pya or s•r£ài forms of
liberation, but never s•yujya.
TEXT 268
TEXT
's•yujya' ¤unite bhaktera haya gh”‹•-bhaya
naraka v•‘chaye, tabu s•yujya n• laya
SYNONYMS
s•yujya--liberation by merging into the effulgence; ¤unite--even to hear;
bhaktera--of the devotee; haya--there is; gh”‹•--hatred; bhaya--fear; naraka-a hellish condition of life; v•‘chaye--he desires; tabu--still; s•yujya-merging into the effulgence of the Lord; n• laya--never accepts.
TRANSLATION
"A pure devotee does not like even to hear about s•yujya-mukti, which
inspires him with fear and hatred. Indeed, the pure devotee would rather go to
hell than merge into the effulgence of the Lord."
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PURPORT
¥r†la Prabodh•nanda Sarasvat† has sung: kaivalya‰ narak•yate. The
impersonalist's conception of becoming one with the effulgence of the Lord is
exactly like hell. Therefore, of the five types of liberation, the first four
(s•lokya, s•m†pya, s•rãpya and s•r£ài) are not so undesirable because they can
be avenues of service to the Lord. Nonetheless, a pure devotee of Lord K”£‹a
rejects even these types of liberation; he aspires only to serve K”£‹a birth
after birth. He is not very interested in stopping the repetition of birth,
for he simply desires to serve the Lord, even in hellish circumstances.
Consequently the pure devotee hates and fears s•yujya-mukti, merging into the
effulgence of the Lord. This merging is due to an offense committed against
the transcendental loving service of the Lord, and therefore it is not at all
desirable for a pure devotee.
TEXT 269
TEXT
brahme, †¤vare s•yujya dui ta' prak•ra
brahma-s•yujya haite †¤vara-s•yujya dhikk•ra
SYNONYMS
brahme--in the Brahman effulgence; †¤vare--in the body of the Lord;
s•yujya--merging; dui--two; ta'--indeed; prak•ra--varieties; brahma-s•yujya-merging into the Brahman effulgence; haite--than; †¤vara-s•yujya--merging into
the body of the Lord; dhikk•ra--more abominable.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya continued, "There are two kinds of s•yujya-mukti:
merging into the Brahman effulgence and merging into the personal body of the
Lord. Merging into the Lord's body is even more abominable than merging into
His effulgence."
PURPORT
According to the opinion of the M•y•v•d† Ved•ntists, the living entity's
ultimate success is to merge into the impersonal Brahman. The impersonal
Brahman, or bodily effulgence of the Supreme Lord, is known as Brahmaloka or
Siddhaloka. According to the Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.40), yasya prabh• prabhavato
jagad-a‹‚a-koài: the material universes are generated from the bodily rays of
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Yog†s who follow the principles of
Pata‘jali accept the personality of the Absolute Truth, but they want to merge
into the transcendental body of the Supreme Lord. That is their desire. Being
the greatest authority, the Supreme Lord can easily allow many millions of
living entities to merge into His body. The origin of everything is the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, Bhagav•n, and His bodily effulgence is known
as the brahmajyoti, Brahmaloka or Siddhaloka. Thus Brahmaloka or Siddhaloka is
a place where many sparklike living entities, parts and parcels of the Supreme
Lord, are assembled. Because these living entities do not wish to keep their
individual existences, they are combined and allowed to remain in Brahmaloka
like so many atomic particles of sunshine emanating from the sun.
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The word siddha is very significant. Siddha refers to one who has realized
the Brahman effulgence and who has complete knowledge that the living entity
is not a material atom but a spiritual spark. This understanding is described
in the Bhagavad-g†t• as brahma-bhãta. In the conditioned state, the living
entity is known as j†va-bhãta, or "the living force within matter." Brahmabhãta living entities are allowed to stay in Brahmaloka or Siddhaloka, but
unfortunately they sometimes again fall into the material world because they
are not engaged in devotional service. This is supported by ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(10.2.32): ye 'nye 'ravind•k£a. These semi-liberated souls falsely claim to be
liberated, but unless one engages in devotional service to the Lord, he is
still materially contaminated. Therefore these living entities have been
described as vimukta-m•nina„, meaning that they falsely consider themselves
liberated although their intelligence is not yet purified. Although these
living entities undergo severe austerities to rise to the platform of
Siddhaloka, they cannot remain there perpetually, for they are bereft of
•nanda (bliss). Even though these living entities attain the brahma-bhãta
stage and realize the Supreme Personality of Godhead through His bodily
effulgence, they nonetheless fall down due to neglecting the Lord's service.
They do not properly utilize whatever little knowledge they have of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Not attaining •nanda, or bliss, they come down
to the material world to enjoy. This is certainly a falldown for one who is
actually liberated. The bhaktas consider such a falldown equal to achieving a
place in hell.
The followers of the Pata‘jali yoga system actually want to merge into the
body of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This indicates that they do not
want to engage in His service despite their knowledge of Him, and thus their
position is even more abominable than that of those who want to merge into the
Lord's effulgence. These yog†s meditate on the four-handed Vi£‹u form of the
Lord in order to merge into His body. The Pata‘jali system describes the form
of the Lord as kle¤a-karma-vip•k•¤ayair apar•m”£àa„ puru£a-vi¤e£a †¤vara„:
"The Supreme Personality of Godhead is a person who does not partake of a
miserable material life." The yog†s accept the eternity of the Supreme Person
in one of their mantras--sa pãrve£•m api guru„ k•l•navac-ched•t: "Such a
person is always supreme and is not influenced by the element of time." The
followers of the Pata‘jali system therefore accept the eternity of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, yet, according to them: puru£•rtha-¤ãny•n•‰
pratiprasava„ kaivalya‰ svarãpa-prati£àh• v• citi-¤aktir iti. They believe
that in the perfectional stage, the conception of puru£a is vanquished.
According to their description: citi-¤aktir iti. They believe that when one
becomes perfect, he cannot remain a person. This yoga system is therefore
abominable because its final conception is impersonal. In the beginning, these
yog†s accept the Supreme Personality of Godhead, but they ultimately give up
this idea in order to become impersonal. They are most unfortunate because
although they have a personal conception of the Absolute Truth, they neglect
to render devotional service to the Lord and thus fall down again into the
material world. This is supported by ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.2.32). šruhya
k”cchre‹a para‰ pada‰ tata„ patanty adho 'n•d”ta-yu£mad-a•ghraya„: due to
neglecting the lotus feet of the Lord, these yog†s again fall down into the
material existence (patanty adha„). Consequently this path of yoga is more
abominable than the impersonalists' path. This conclusion is also supported by
Lord Kapiladeva in the following verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.29.13).
TEXT 270
TEXT
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s•lokya-s•r£ài-s•m†pyas•rãpyaikatvam apy uta
d†yam•na‰ na g”h‹anti
vin• mat-sevana‰ jan•„
SYNONYMS
s•lokya--the liberation of living in the same planet as the Lord; s•r£ài-to have opulence exactly like that of the Lord; s•m†pya--to associate always
with the Lord; s•rãpya--to achieve a body like that of the Lord; ekatvam--to
merge into the body of the Lord; api--although; uta--it is said; d†yam•nam-being offered; na--not; g”h‹anti--do accept; vin•--without; mat--My; sevanam-service; jan•„--the pure devotees.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya concluded, " 'Even though he is offered all kinds
of liberation, the pure devotee does not accept them. He is fully satisfied
engaging in the service of the Lord.' "
TEXT 271
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----'mukti-pade'ra •ra artha haya
mukti-pada-¤abde 's•k£•t †¤vara' kahaya
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; mukti-padera--of the term mukti-pade; •ra-another; artha--meaning; haya--there is; mukti-pada-¤abde--by the word muktipada; s•k£•t--directly; †¤vara--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; kahaya--is
said.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "The word 'mukti-pade' has another
meaning. Mukti-pada directly refers to the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 272
TEXT
mukti pade y••ra, sei 'mukti-pada' haya
kimv• navama pad•rtha 'muktira' sam•¤raya
SYNONYMS
mukti--liberation; pade--at the lotus feet; y••ra--of whom; sei--such a
person; mukti-pada haya--is known as mukti-pada; kimv•--or; navama--ninth;
pada-artha--subject matter; muktira--of liberation; sam•¤raya--shelter.
TRANSLATION
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"All kinds of liberation exist under the feet of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; therefore He is known as mukti-pada. According to another meaning,
mukti is the ninth subject, and the Supreme Personality of Godhead is the
shelter of liberation.
PURPORT
Lord ¥r† K”£‹a is also known as Mukunda, or He who gives transcendental
bliss by offering all kinds of mukti. ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam is divided into twelve
cantos, and in the Ninth Canto different kinds of mukti are described. But the
Tenth Canto is the actual center of all discussions of mukti because the
Personality of Godhead ¥r† K”£‹a, who is the tenth subject discussed in
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, is the exclusive subject of the Tenth Canto. Since all
types of muktis reside at the lotus feet of ¥r† K”£‹a, He may be called muktipada.
TEXT 273
TEXT
dui-arthe 'k”£‹a' kahi, kene p•àha phiri
s•rvabhauma kahe,----o-p•àha kahite n• p•ri
SYNONYMS
dui-arthe--by two interpretations; k”£‹a--Lord ¥r† K”£‹a; kahi--I accept;
kene--why; p•àha--reading; phiri--changing; s•rvabhauma kahe--S•rvabhauma
replied; o-p•àha--such a reading; kahite--to say; n•--not; p•ri--am able.
TRANSLATION
"Since I can understand K”£‹a according to these two meanings," Caitanya
Mah•prabhu said, "what point is there in changing the verse?" S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "I was not able to give that reading to the verse.
TEXT 274
TEXT
yadyapi tom•ra artha ei ¤abde kaya
tath•pi '•¤li£ya-do£e' kahana n• y•ya
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; tom•ra--Your; artha--meaning; ei--this; ¤abde--by the
word; kaya--is said; tath•pi--still; •¤li£ya-do£e--by the fault of ambiguity;
kahana--to say; n•--not; y•ya--possible.
TRANSLATION
"Although Your explanation is correct, it should not be used because there
is ambiguity in the word 'mukti-pada.'
TEXT 275
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TEXT
yadyapi 'mukti'-¤abdera haya pa‘ca v”tti
rã‚hi-v”ttye kahe tabu 's•yujye' prat†ti
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; mukti--liberation; ¤abdera--of the word; haya--there is;
pa‘ca v”tti--five meanings; rã‚hi-v”ttye--by the chief or direct meaning;
kahe--it says; tabu--still; s•yujye--to become one with the Supreme; prat†ti-the conception.
TRANSLATION
"The word 'mukti' refers to five kinds of liberation. Usually its direct
meaning conveys the idea of becoming one with the Lord.
TEXT 276
TEXT
mukti-¤abda kahite mane haya gh”‹•-tr•sa
bhakti-¤abda kahite mane haya ta' ull•sa
SYNONYMS
mukti-¤abda--the word mukti; kahite--by pronouncing; mane--in the mind;
haya--there is; gh”‹•--hatred; tr•sa--and fear; bhakti-¤abda--the word bhakti;
kahite--to speak; mane--in the mind; haya--there is; ta'--indeed; ull•sa-transcendental joy.
TRANSLATION
"The very sound of the word 'mukti' immediately induces hate and fear, but
when we say the word 'bhakti,' we naturally feel transcendental bliss within
the mind."
TEXT 277
TEXT
¤uniy• h•sena prabhu •nandita-mane
bhaàà•c•rya kaila prabhu d”‚ha •li•gane
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing this explanation; h•sena--laughs; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •nandita-mane--with great pleasure in His mind; bhaàà•c•rya--unto
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kaila--did; prabhu--the Lord; d”‚ha--firm; •li•gane-embracing.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing this explanation, the Lord began to laugh and, with great
pleasure, immediately embraced S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya very firmly.
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TEXT 278
TEXT
yei bhaàà•c•rya pade pa‚•ya m•y•v•de
t••ra aiche v•kya sphure caitanya-pras•de
SYNONYMS
yei--that; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; pa‚e--reads; pa‚•ya-teaches; m•y•v•de--the philosophy of M•y•v•da impersonalism; t••ra--his;
aiche--such; v•kya--explanation; sphure--manifested; caitanya-pras•de--by the
mercy of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, that very person who was accustomed to reading and teaching
M•y•v•da philosophy was now even hating the word "mukti." This was possible
only by the mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 279
TEXT
loh•ke y•vat spar¤i' hema n•hi kare
t•vat spar¤a-ma‹i keha cinite n• p•re
SYNONYMS
loh•ke--iron; y•vat--as long as; spar¤i'--touching; hema--gold; n•hi--not;
kare--transforms; t•vat--until then; spar¤a-ma‹i--the touchstone; keha-someone; cinite--to recognize; n•--not; p•re--is able.
TRANSLATION
As long as it does not turn iron into gold by its touch, no one can
recognize an unknown stone to be a touchstone.
TEXT 280
TEXT
bhaàà•c•ryera vai£‹avat• dekhi' sarva-jana
prabhuke j•nila----'s•k£•t vrajendra-nandana'
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•ryera--of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; vai£‹avat•--clear understanding
of Vai£‹ava philosophy; dekhi'--seeing; sarva-jana--all persons; prabhuke-Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; j•nila--knew; s•k£•t--directly; vrajendranandana--K”£‹a, the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda.
TRANSLATION
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Upon seeing transcendental Vai£‹avism in S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, everyone
could understand that Lord Caitanya was none other than K”£‹a, the son of
Nanda Mah•r•ja.
TEXT 281
TEXT
k•¤†-mi¤ra-•di yata n†l•cala-v•s†
¤ara‹a la-ila sabe prabhu-pade •si'
SYNONYMS
k•¤†-mi¤ra--of the name K•¤† Mi¤ra; •di--heading the list; yata--all;
n†l•cala-v•s†--the residents of Jagann•tha Pur†; ¤ara‹a--shelter; la-ila-took; sabe--all; prabhu-pade--to the lotus feet of the Lord; •si'--coming.
TRANSLATION
After this incident, all the inhabitants of Jagann•tha Pur†, headed by K•¤†
Mi¤ra, came to take shelter of the lotus feet of the Lord.
TEXT 282
TEXT
sei saba kath• •ge kariba var‹ana
s•rvabhauma kare yaiche prabhura sevana
SYNONYMS
sei saba--all these; kath•--narrations; •ge--later; kariba--I shall make;
var‹ana--description; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kare--does;
yaiche--as; prabhura--of the Lord; sevana--service.
TRANSLATION
Later I shall describe how S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya always engaged in the
service of the Lord.
TEXT 283
TEXT
yaiche parip•à† kare bhik£•-nirv•hana
vist•riy• •ge t•h• kariba var‹ana
SYNONYMS
yaiche--how; parip•à†--perfectly; kare--does; bhik£•--of offering alms;
nirv•hana--the execution; vist•riy•--in full detail; •ge--later; t•h•--that;
kariba var‹ana--I shall describe.
TRANSLATION
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I shall also describe in full detail how S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya perfectly
rendered service to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu by offering Him alms.
TEXTS 284-285
TEXT
ei mah•prabhura l†l•----s•rvabhauma-milana
ih• yei ¤raddh• kari' karaye ¤rava‹a
j‘•na-karma-p•¤a haite haya vimocana
acire milaye t••re caitanya-cara‹a
SYNONYMS
ei--this; mah•prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; l†l•--pastime;
s•rvabhauma-milana--meeting with S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; ih•--this; yei-anyone who; ¤raddh•--faith; kari'--having; karaye--does; ¤rava‹a--hearing;
j‘•na-karma--of speculation and fruitive activities; p•¤a--the net; haite-from; haya--there is; vimocana--liberation; acire--very soon; milaye--meets;
t••re--such a devotee; caitanya-cara‹a--the lotus feet of Lord Caitanya.
TRANSLATION
If one hears with faith and love these pastimes concerning Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's meeting with S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, he very soon is freed from
the net of speculation and fruitive activity and attains the shelter of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu's lotus feet.
TEXT 286
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Sixth Chapter, describing the liberation of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
Chapter 7
The Lord's Tour of South India
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In his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya, ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura summarizes the
Seventh Chapter as follows. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted the renounced
order of life in the month of M•gha (January-February) and went to Jagann•tha
Pur† in the month of Ph•lguna (February-March). He saw the Dola-y•tr• festival
during the month of Ph•lguna, and in the month of Caitra He liberated
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya. During the month of Vai¤•kha, He began to tour South
India. When He proposed to travel to South India alone, ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu
gave Him a br•hma‹a assistant named K”£‹ad•sa. When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
was beginning His tour, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya gave Him four sets of clothes
and requested Him to see R•m•nanda R•ya, who was residing at that time on the
bank of the river God•var†. Along with other devotees, Nity•nanda Prabhu
accompanied the Lord to šl•lan•tha, but there Lord Caitanya left them all
behind and went ahead with the br•hma‹a K”£‹ad•sa. The Lord began chanting the
mantra "k”£‹a k”£‹a k”£‹a k”£‹a k”£‹a k”£‹a k”£‹a he." In whatever village He
spent the night, whenever a person came to see Him in His shelter, the Lord
implored him to preach the K”£‹a consciousness movement. After teaching the
people of one village, the Lord proceeded to other villages to increase
devotees. In this way He finally reached Kãrma-sth•na. While there, He
bestowed His causeless mercy upon a br•hma‹a called Kãrma and cured another
br•hma‹a, named V•sudeva, who was suffering from leprosy. After curing this
br•hma‹a leper, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu received the title V•sudev•m”ta-prada,
meaning "one who delivered nectar to the leper V•sudeva."
TEXT 1
TEXT
dhanya‰ ta‰ naumi caitanya‰
v•sudeva‰ day•rdra„-dh†
na£àa-ku£àha‰ rãpa-pu£àa‰
bhakti-tu£àa‰ cak•ra ya„
SYNONYMS
dhanyam--auspicious; tam--unto Him; naumi--I offer obeisances; caitanyam-¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; v•sudevam--unto the br•hma‹a V•sudeva; day•-•rdra„dh†--being compassionate; na£àa-ku£àham--cured the leprosy; rãpa-pu£àam-beautiful; bhakti-tu£àam--satisfied in devotional service; cak•ra--made; ya„-the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu, being very compassionate toward a br•hma‹a named
V•sudeva, cured him of leprosy. He transformed him into a beautiful man
satisfied with devotional service. I offer my respectful obeisances unto the
glorious Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†-caitanya jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
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jaya jaya--all glories; ¤r†-caitanya--to Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jaya-all glories; nity•nanda--to Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya advaita-candra--all
glories to Advaita šc•rya; jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda--all glories to the
devotees of Lord Caitanya.
TRANSLATION
All glories to Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Lord Nity•nanda
Prabhu! All glories to Advaita šc•rya! And all glories to the devotees of Lord
Caitanya!
TEXT 3
TEXT
ei-mate s•rvabhaumera nist•ra karila
dak£i‹a-gamane prabhura icch• upajila
SYNONYMS
ei-mate--in this way; s•rvabhaumera--of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; nist•ra-the liberation; karila--was executed; dak£i‹a-gamane--in going to South India;
prabhura--of the Lord; icch•--a desire; upajila--arose.
TRANSLATION
After delivering S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, the Lord desired to go to South
India to preach.
TEXT 4
TEXT
m•gha-¤ukla-pak£e prabhu karila sanny•sa
ph•lgune •siy• kaila n†l•cale v•sa
SYNONYMS
m•gha-¤ukla-pak£e--in the waxing fortnight of the month of M•gha; prabhu-the Lord; karila--accepted; sanny•sa--the renounced order of life; ph•lgune-in the next month, Ph•lguna; •siy•--coming; kaila--did; n†l•cale--at
Jagann•tha Pur†; v•sa--residence.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted the renounced order during the waxing
fortnight of the month of M•gha. During the following month, Ph•lguna, He went
to Jagann•tha Pur† and resided there.
TEXT 5
TEXT
ph•lgunera ¤e£e dola-y•tr• se dekhila
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prem•ve¤e t••h• bahu n”tya-g†ta kaila
SYNONYMS
ph•lgunera--of the month of Ph•lguna; ¤e£e--at the end; dola-y•tr•--the
Dola-y•tr• festival; se--that; dekhila--saw; prema-•ve¤e--in the ecstasy of
love of Godhead; t••h•--there; bahu--much; n”tya-g†ta--chanting and dancing;
kaila--performed.
TRANSLATION
At the end of the month of Ph•lguna, He witnessed the Dola-y•tr• ceremony,
and in His usual ecstatic love of God, He chanted and danced in various ways
on the occasion.
TEXT 6
TEXT
caitre rahi' kaila s•rvabhauma-vimocana
vai¤•khera prathame dak£i‹a y•ite haila mana
SYNONYMS
caitre--in the month of Caitra (March-April); rahi'--residing there; kaila-did; s•rvabhauma-vimocana--liberation of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; vai¤•khera-of the month of Vai¤•kha; prathame--in the beginning; dak£i‹a--to South
India; y•ite--to go; haila--it was; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
During the month of Caitra, while living at Jagann•tha Pur†, the Lord
delivered S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, and in the beginning of the next month
(Vai¤•kha), He decided to go to South India.
TEXTS 7-8
TEXT
nija-ga‹a •ni' kahe vinaya kariy•
•li•gana kari' sab•ya ¤r†-haste dhariy•
tom•-sab• j•ni •mi pr•‹•dhika kari'
pr•‹a ch•‚• y•ya, tom•-sab• ch•‚ite n• p•ri
SYNONYMS
nija-ga‹a •ni'--calling all the devotees; kahe--said; vinaya--humbleness;
kariy•--showing; •li•gana kari'--embracing; sab•ya--all of them; ¤r†-haste-with His hands; dhariy•--catching them; tom•-sab•--all of you; j•ni--I know;
•mi--I; pr•‹a-adhika--more than My life; kari'--taking; pr•‹a ch•‚•--giving up
life; y•ya--is possible; tom•-sab•--all of you; ch•‚ite--to give up; n• p•ri-I am not able.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu called all His devotees together and, holding them
by the hand, humbly informed them, "You are all more dear to Me than My life.
I can give up My life, but to give up you is difficult for Me.
TEXT 9
TEXT
tumi-saba bandhu mora bandhu-k”tya kaile
ih•• •ni' more jagann•tha dekh•ile
SYNONYMS
tumi-saba--all of you; bandhu--friends; mora--My; bandhu-k”tya--duties of a
friend; kaile--you have executed; ih••--here; •ni'--bringing; more--to Me;
jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; dekh•ile--you have shown.
TRANSLATION
"You are all My friends, and you have properly executed the duties of
friends by bringing Me here to Jagann•tha Pur† and giving Me the chance to see
Lord Jagann•tha in the temple.
TEXT 10
TEXT
ebe sab•-sth•ne mu‘i m•go• eka d•ne
sabe meli' •j‘• deha, y•iba dak£i‹e
SYNONYMS
ebe--now; sab•-sth•ne--from all of you; mu‘i--I; m•go•--beg; eka d•ne--one
gift; sabe meli'--all combining together; •j‘• deha--give permission; y•iba--I
shall go; dak£i‹e--to South India.
TRANSLATION
"I now beg all of you for one bit of charity. Please give Me permission to
leave for a tour of South India.
TEXT 11
TEXT
vi¤varãpa-udde¤e ava¤ya •mi y•ba
ek•k† y•iba, k•ho sa•ge n• la-iba
SYNONYMS
vi¤varãpa-udde¤e--to find Vi¤varãpa; ava¤ya--certainly; •mi--I; y•ba--shall
go; ek•k†--alone; y•iba--I shall go; k•ho--someone; sa•ge--in association; n•-not; la-iba--I shall take.
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TRANSLATION
"I shall go to search out Vi¤varãpa. Please forgive Me, but I want to go
alone; I do not wish to take anyone with Me.
TEXT 12
TEXT
setubandha haite •mi n• •si y•vat
n†l•cale tumi saba rahibe t•vat
SYNONYMS
setubandha--the extreme southern point of India; haite--from; •mi--I; n•-not; •si--returning; y•vat--as long as; n†l•cale--in Jagann•tha Pur†; tumi-you; saba--all; rahibe--should stay; t•vat--that long.
TRANSLATION
"Until I return from Setubandha, all of you dear friends should remain at
Jagann•tha Pur†."
TEXT 13
TEXT
vi¤varãpa-siddhi-pr•pti j•nena sakala
dak£i‹a-de¤a uddh•rite karena ei chala
SYNONYMS
vi¤varãpa--of Vi¤varãpa; siddhi--of perfection; pr•pti--achievement;
j•nena--the Lord knows; sakala--everything; dak£i‹a-de¤a--South India;
uddh•rite--just to liberate; karena--makes; ei--this; chala--pretense.
TRANSLATION
Knowing everything, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was aware that Vi¤varãpa had
already passed away. A pretense of ignorance was necessary, however, so that
He could go to South India and liberate the people there.
TEXT 14
TEXT
¤uniy• sab•ra mane haila mah•-du„kha
ni„¤abda ha-il•, sab•ra ¤uk•ila mukha
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing this; sab•ra--of all the devotees; mane--in the minds;
haila--there was; mah•-du„kha--great unhappiness; ni„¤abda--silent; ha-il•-became; sab•ra--of everyone; ¤uk•ila--dried up; mukha--the faces.
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TRANSLATION
Upon hearing this message from ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, all the devotees
became very unhappy and remained silent with sullen faces.
TEXT 15
TEXT
nity•nanda-prabhu kahe,----"aiche kaiche haya
ek•k† y•ibe tumi, ke ih• sahaya
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda-prabhu kahe--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu replied; aiche kaiche haya-how is this possible; ek•k†--alone; y•ibe--shall go; tumi--You; ke--who; ih•-this; sahaya--can tolerate.
TRANSLATION
Nity•nanda Prabhu then said, "How is it possible for You to go alone? Who
can tolerate this?
TEXT 16
TEXT
dui-eka sa•ge caluka, n• pa‚a haàha-ra•ge
y•re kaha sei dui caluk tom•ra sa•ge
SYNONYMS
dui--two; eka--or one; sa•ge--with You; caluka--let go; n•--do not; pa‚a-fall; haàha-ra•ge--in the clutches of thieves and rogues; y•re--whoever; kaha-You say; sei--those; dui--two; caluk--let go; tom•ra--You; sa•ge--along with.
TRANSLATION
"Let one or two of us go with You; otherwise You may fall into the clutches
of thieves and rogues along the way. They may be whomever You like, but two
persons should go with You.
TEXT 17
TEXT
dak£i‹era t†rtha-patha •mi saba j•ni
•mi sa•ge y•i, prabhu, •j‘• deha tumi"
SYNONYMS
dak£i‹era--of South India; t†rtha-patha--the ways to different places of
pilgrimage; •mi--I; saba--all; j•ni--know; •mi--I; sa•ge--with You; y•i--go;
prabhu--O My Lord; •j‘•--order; deha--give; tumi--You.
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TRANSLATION
"Indeed, I know all the paths to the different places of pilgrimage in
South India. Just order Me, and I shall go with You."
TEXT 18
TEXT
prabhu kahe, "•mi----nartaka, tumi----sãtra-dh•ra
tumi yaiche n•c•o, taiche nartana •m•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; •mi--I; nartaka--a dancer; tumi--You; sãtradh•ra--wire-puller; tumi--You; yaiche--just as; n•c•o--make dance; taiche--in
that way; nartana--dancing; •m•ra--My.
TRANSLATION
The Lord replied, "I am simply a dancer, and You are the wire-puller.
However You pull the wires to make Me dance, I shall dance in that way.
TEXT 19
TEXT
sanny•sa kariy• •mi calil•• v”nd•vana
tumi •m• la‘• •ile advaita-bhavana
SYNONYMS
sanny•sa kariy•--after accepting the renounced order; •mi--I; calil••-went; v”nd•vana--toward V”nd•vana; tumi--You; •m•--Me; la‘•--taking; •ile-went; advaita-bhavana--to the house of Advaita Prabhu.
TRANSLATION
"After accepting the sanny•sa order, I decided to go to V”nd•vana, but You
took Me instead to the house of Advaita Prabhu.
TEXT 20
TEXT
n†l•cala •site pathe bh••gil• mora da‹‚a
tom•-sab•ra g•‚ha-snehe •m•ra k•rya-bha•ga
SYNONYMS
n†l•cala--to Jagann•tha Pur†; •site--going there; pathe--on the road;
bh••gil•--You broke; mora--My; da‹‚a--sanny•sa staff; tom•-sab•ra--of all of
you; g•‚ha-snehe--on account of the deep affection; •m•ra--My; k•rya-bha•ga-disturbance of activities.
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TRANSLATION
"While on the way to Jagann•tha Pur†, You broke My sanny•sa staff. I know
that all of you have great affection for Me, but such things disturb My
activities.
TEXT 21
TEXT
jagad•nanda c•he •m• vi£aya bhu‘j•ite
yei kahe sei bhaye c•hiye karite
SYNONYMS
jagad•nanda--Jagad•nanda; c•he--wants; •m•--Me; vi£aya--sense
gratification; bhu‘j•ite--to cause to enjoy; yei kahe--whatever he says; sei-that; bhaye--out of fear; c•hiye--I want; karite--to do.
TRANSLATION
"Jagad•nanda wants Me to enjoy bodily sense gratification, and out of fear
I do whatever he tells Me.
TEXT 22
TEXT
kabhu yadi i•h•ra v•kya kariye anyath•
krodhe tina dina more n•hi kahe kath•
SYNONYMS
kabhu--sometimes; yadi--if; i•h•ra--of Jagad•nanda; v•kya--the words;
kariye--I do; anyath•--other than; krodhe--in anger; tina dina--for three
days; more--to Me; n•hi--not; kahe--speaks; kath•--words.
TRANSLATION
"If I sometimes do something against his desire, out of anger he will not
talk to Me for three days.
TEXT 23
TEXT
mukunda hayena du„kh† dekhi' sanny•sa-dharma
tinab•re ¤†te sn•na, bhãmite ¤ayana
SYNONYMS
mukunda--Mukunda; hayena--becomes; du„kh†--unhappy; dekhi'--seeing;
sanny•sa-dharma--My regulative principles in the renounced order; tina-b•re-three times; ¤†te--in the winter; sn•na--bath; bhãmite--on the ground; ¤ayana-lying down.
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TRANSLATION
"Being a sanny•s†, I have a duty to lie down on the ground and take a bath
three times a day, even during the winter. But Mukunda becomes very unhappy
when he sees My severe austerities.
TEXT 24
TEXT
antare du„kh† mukunda, n•hi kahe mukhe
ih•ra du„kha dekhi' mora dvi-gu‹a haye du„khe
SYNONYMS
antare--within himself; du„kh†--unhappy; mukunda--Mukunda; n•hi--not; kahe-says; mukhe--in the mouth; ih•ra--of him; du„kha--the unhappiness; dekhi'-seeing; mora--My; dvi-gu‹a--twice; haye--there is; du„khe--the unhappiness.
TRANSLATION
"Of course, Mukunda does not say anything, but I know that he is very
unhappy within, and upon seeing him unhappy, I become twice as unhappy.
TEXT 25
TEXT
•mi ta'----sanny•s†, d•modara----brahmac•r†
sad• rahe •m•ra upara ¤ik£•-da‹‚a dhari'
SYNONYMS
•mi ta'--I indeed; sanny•s†--in the renounced order of life; d•modara--of
the name D•modara; brahmac•r†--in a stage of complete celibacy; sad•--always;
rahe--remains; •m•ra upara--on Me; ¤ik£•-da‹‚a--a stick for My education;
dhari'--keeping.
TRANSLATION
"Although I am in the renounced order of life and D•modara is a brahmac•r†,
he still keeps a stick in his hand just to educate Me.
TEXT 26
TEXT
i•h•ra •ge •mi n• j•ni vyavah•ra
i•h•re n• bh•ya svatantra caritra •m•ra
SYNONYMS
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i•h•ra •ge--in front of him; •mi--I; n•--not; j•ni--know; vyavah•ra--social
etiquette; i•h•re--for him; n•--not; bh•ya--exists; svatantra--independent;
caritra--character; •m•ra--My.
TRANSLATION
"According to D•modara, I am still a neophyte as far as social etiquette is
concerned; therefore he does not like My independent nature.
TEXT 27
TEXT
lok•pek£• n•hi i•h•ra k”£‹a-k”p• haite
•mi lok•pek£• kabhu n• p•ri ch•‚ite
SYNONYMS
loka-apek£•--care for society; n•hi--there is none; i•h•ra--of D•modara;
k”£‹a-k”p•--the mercy of the Lord; haite--from; •mi--I; loka-apek£•-dependence on public opinion; kabhu--at any time; n•--not; p•ri--able;
ch•‚ite--to give up.
TRANSLATION
"D•modara Pa‹‚ita and others are more advanced in receiving the mercy of
Lord K”£‹a; therefore they are independent of public opinion. As such, they
want Me to enjoy sense gratification, even though it be unethical. But since I
am a poor sanny•s†, I cannot abandon the duties of the renounced order, and
therefore I follow them strictly.
PURPORT
A brahmac•r† is supposed to assist a sanny•s†; therefore a brahmac•r†
should not try to instruct a sanny•s†. That is the etiquette. Consequently
D•modara should not have advised Caitanya Mah•prabhu of His duty.
TEXT 28
TEXT
ataeva tumi saba raha n†l•cale
dina kata •mi t†rtha bhramiba ekale"
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; tumi--you; saba--all; raha--remain; n†l•cale--at
Jagann•tha Pur†; dina--days; kata--some; •mi--I; t†rtha--the sacred places of
pilgrimage; bhramiba--I shall tour; ekale--alone.
TRANSLATION
"You should all therefore remain here in N†l•cala for some days while I
tour the sacred places of pilgrimage alone."
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TEXT 29
TEXT
i•h•-sab•ra va¤a prabhu haye ye ye gu‹e
do£•ropa-cchale kare gu‹a •sv•dane
SYNONYMS
i•h•-sab•ra--of all the devotees; va¤a--controlled; prabhu--the Lord; haye-is; ye ye--whatever; gu‹e--by the qualities; do£a-•ropa-chale--on the plea of
attributing faults; kare--does; gu‹a--high qualities; •sv•dane--tasting.
TRANSLATION
Actually the Lord was controlled by the good qualities of all His devotees.
On the pretense of attributing faults, He tasted all these qualities.
PURPORT
All the accusations made by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu against His beloved
devotees actually showed His great appreciation of their intense love for Him.
Yet He mentioned these faults one after another as if He were offended by
their intense affection. The personal associates of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
sometimes behaved contrary to regulative principles out of intense love for
the Lord, and because of their love ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu Himself sometimes
violated the regulative principles of a sanny•s†. In the eyes of the public,
such violations are not good, but ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was so controlled by
His devotees' love that He was obliged to break some of the rules. Although
accusing them, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was indirectly indicating that He was
very satisfied with their behavior in pure love of Godhead. Therefore in verse
27 He mentions that His devotees and associates place more importance on love
of K”£‹a than on social etiquette. There are many instances of devotional
service rendered by previous •c•ryas who did not care about social behavior
when intensely absorbed in love for K”£‹a. Unfortunately, as long as we are
within this material world, we must observe social customs to avoid criticism
by the general populace. This is ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's desire.
TEXT 30
TEXT
caitanyera bhakta-v•tsalya----akathya-kathana
•pane vair•gya-du„kha karena sahana
SYNONYMS
caitanyera--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhakta-v•tsalya--the love for
His devotees; akathya-kathana--indescribable by words; •pane--personally;
vair•gya--of the renounced order; du„kha--unhappiness; karena--does; sahana-toleration.
TRANSLATION
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No one can properly describe Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's affection for
His devotees. He always tolerated all kinds of personal unhappiness resulting
from His acceptance of the renounced order of life.
TEXT 31
TEXT
sei du„kha dekhi' yei bhakta du„kha p•ya
sei du„kha t••ra ¤aktye sahana n• y•ya
SYNONYMS
sei du„kha--that unhappiness; dekhi'--seeing; yei--whatever; bhakta--the
devotees; du„kha--unhappiness; p•ya--get; sei du„kha--that unhappiness; t••ra-His; ¤aktye--by the power; sahana--toleration; n•--not; y•ya--possible.
TRANSLATION
The regulative principles observed by Caitanya Mah•prabhu were sometimes
intolerable, and all the devotees became greatly affected by them. Although
strictly observing the regulative principles, Caitanya Mah•prabhu could not
tolerate the unhappiness felt by His devotees.
TEXT 32
TEXT
gu‹e do£odg•ra-cchale sab• ni£edhiy•
ek•k† bhramibena t†rtha vair•gya kariy•
SYNONYMS
gu‹e--in the good qualities; do£a-udg•ra-chale--on the plea of attributing
faults; sab•--all of them; ni£edhiy•--forbidding; ek•k†--alone; bhramibena-will tour; t†rtha--the sacred places of pilgrimage; vair•gya--regulative
principles of the renounced order of life; kariy•--observing.
TRANSLATION
Therefore, to prevent them from accompanying Him and becoming unhappy, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu declared their good qualities to be faults.
PURPORT
The Lord wanted to tour all the places of pilgrimage alone and strictly
observe the duties of the renounced order.
TEXT 33
TEXT
tabe c•ri-jana bahu minati karila
svatantra †¤vara prabhu kabhu n• m•nila
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SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; c•ri-jana--four men; bahu--many; minati--petitions;
karila--submitted; svatantra--independent; †¤vara--the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kabhu--at any time; n•--not; m•nila-accepted.
TRANSLATION
Four devotees then humbly insisted that they go with the Lord, but ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, being the independent Supreme Personality of Godhead, did
not accept their request.
TEXT 34
TEXT
tabe nity•nanda kahe,----ye •j‘• tom•ra
du„kha sukha ye ha-uk kartavya •m•ra
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereupon; nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; kahe--says; ye •j‘•-whatever order; tom•ra--Your; du„kha sukha--distress or happiness; ye-whatever; ha-uk--let there be; kartavya--the duty; •m•ra--My.
TRANSLATION
Thereupon Lord Nity•nanda said, "Whatever You order is My duty, regardless
of whether it results in happiness or unhappiness.
TEXT 35
TEXT
kintu eka nivedana karo• •ra b•ra
vic•ra kariy• t•h• kara a•g†k•ra
SYNONYMS
kintu--but; eka--one; nivedana--petition; karo•--I do; •ra b•ra--again;
vic•ra--consideration; kariy•--giving; t•h•--that; kara--do; a•g†k•ra-acceptance.
TRANSLATION
"Yet I still submit one petition to You. Please consider it, and if You
think it proper, please accept it.
TEXT 36
TEXT
kaup†na, bahir-v•sa •ra jala-p•tra
•ra kichu n•hi y•be, sabe ei m•tra
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SYNONYMS
kaup†na--loincloth; bahir-v•sa--outer garments; •ra--and; jala-p•tra-waterpot; •ra kichu--anything else; n•hi--not; y•be--will go; sabe--all; ei-this; m•tra--only.
TRANSLATION
"You must take with You a loincloth, external clothes and a waterpot. You
should take nothing more than this.
TEXT 37
TEXT
tom•ra dui hasta baddha n•ma-ga‹ane
jala-p•tra-bahirv•sa vahibe kemane
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--Your; dui--two; hasta--hands; baddha--engaged; n•ma--the holy name;
ga‹ane--in counting; jala-p•tra--waterpot; bahir-v•sa--external garments;
vahibe--will carry; kemane--how.
TRANSLATION
"Since Your two hands will always be engaged in chanting and counting the
holy names, how will You be able to carry the waterpot and external garments?
PURPORT
From this verse it is clear that Caitanya Mah•prabhu was chanting the holy
names a fixed number of times daily. The Gosv•m†s used to follow in the
footsteps of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and Harid•sa áh•kura also followed this
principle. Concerning the Gosv•m†s--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†, ¥r†la San•tana
Gosv•m†, ¥r†la Raghun•tha Bhaààa Gosv•m†, ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m†, ¥r†la Gop•la
Bhaààa Gosv•m† and ¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†--¥r†niv•sa šc•rya confirms:
sa•khy•-pãrvaka-n•ma-g•na-natibhi„. (¢a‚-gosv•my-a£àaka 6) In addition to
other duties, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu introduced the system of chanting the
holy name of the Lord a fixed number of times daily, as confirmed in this
verse (tom•ra dui hasta baddha n•ma-ga‹ane). Caitanya Mah•prabhu used to count
on His fingers. While one hand was engaged in chanting, the other hand kept
the number of rounds. This is corroborated in the Caitanya-candr•m”ta and also
in ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†'s Stava-m•l•:
badhnan prema-bhara-prakampita-karo granth†n kaà†-dorakai„
sa•khy•tu‰ nija-loka-ma•gala-hare-k”£‹eti n•mn•‰ japan
(Caitanya-candr•m”ta 16)
hare k”£‹ety uccai„ sphurita-rasano n•ma-ga‹an•k”ta-granthi-¤re‹†-subhaga-kaài-sãtrojjvala-kara„
(Prathama-Caitany•£àaka 5)
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Therefore devotees in the line of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu must chant at
least sixteen rounds daily, and this is the number prescribed by the
International Society for Krishna Consciousness. Harid•sa áh•kura daily
chanted 300,000 names. Sixteen rounds is about 28,000 names. There is no need
to imitate Harid•sa áh•kura or the other Gosv•m†s, but chanting the holy name
a fixed number of times daily is essential for every devotee.
TEXT 38
TEXT
prem•ve¤e pathe tumi habe acetana
e-saba s•magr† tom•ra ke kare rak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love of God; pathe--on the way; tumi--You; habe-will be; acetana--unconscious; e-saba--all this; s•magr†--paraphernalia;
tom•ra--Your; ke--who; kare--does; rak£a‹a--protection.
TRANSLATION
"When, along the way, You fall unconscious in ecstatic love of Godhead, who
will protect Your belongings--the waterpot, garments and so forth?"
TEXT 39
TEXT
'k”£‹ad•sa'-n•me ei sarala br•hma‹a
i•ho sa•ge kari' laha, dhara nivedana
SYNONYMS
k”£‹ad•sa-n•me--named K”£‹ad•sa; ei--this; sarala--simple; br•hma‹a-br•hma‹a; i•ho--he; sa•ge--with You; kari'--accepting; laha--take; dhara--just
catch; nivedana--the petition.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu continued, "Here is a simple br•hma‹a named
K”£‹ad•sa. Please accept him and take him with You. That is My request.
PURPORT
This K”£‹ad•sa, known as K•l• K”£‹ad•sa, is not the K•l• K”£‹ad•sa
mentioned in the Eleventh Chapter, verse 37, of the šdi-l†l•. The K•l•
K”£‹ad•sa mentioned in the Eleventh Chapter is one of the twelve gop•las
(cowherd boys) who appeared to substantiate the pastimes of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. He is known as a great devotee of Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu. The
br•hma‹a named K•l• K”£‹ad•sa who went with ¥r† Caitanya to South India and
later to Bengal is mentioned in the Madhya-l†l•, Tenth Chapter, verses 62-79.
One should not take these two to be the same person.
TEXT 40
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TEXT
jala-p•tra-vastra vahi' tom•-sa•ge y•be
ye tom•ra icch•, kara, kichu n• balibe
SYNONYMS
jala-p•tra--waterpot; vastra--and garments; vahi'--carrying; tom•-sa•ge-with You; y•be--will go; ye--whatever; tom•ra icch•--Your desire; kara--You
do; kichu n• balibe--he will not say anything.
TRANSLATION
"He will carry Your waterpot and garments. You may do whatever You like; he
will not say a word."
TEXT 41
TEXT
tabe t••ra v•kya prabhu kari' a•g†k•re
t•h•-sab• la‘• gel• s•rvabhauma-ghare
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereupon; t••ra--of Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; v•kya--the words;
prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kari'--doing; a•g†k•re--acceptance; t•h•sab•--all of them; la‘•--taking; gel•--went; s•rvabhauma-ghare--to the house
of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
TRANSLATION
Accepting the request of Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu, Lord Caitanya took all His
devotees and went to the house of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
TEXT 42
TEXT
namaskari' s•rvabhauma •sana nivedila
sab•k•re mili' tabe •sane vasila
SYNONYMS
namaskari'--offering obeisances; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
•sana--sitting places; nivedila--offered; sab•k•re--all of them; mili'-meeting; tabe--after that; •sane vasila--he took his seat.
TRANSLATION
As soon as they entered his house, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya offered the Lord
obeisances and a place to sit. After seating all the others, the Bhaàà•c•rya
took his seat.
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TEXT 43
TEXT
n•n• k”£‹a-v•rt• kahi' kahila t••h•re
'tom•ra àh•‘i •il•• •j‘• m•gib•re
SYNONYMS
n•n•--various; k”£‹a-v•rt•--topics on Lord K”£‹a; kahi'--discussing;
kahila--He informed; t••h•re--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; tom•ra àh•‘i--to your
place; •il••--I have come; •j‘•--order; m•gib•re--to beg.
TRANSLATION
After they had discussed various topics about Lord K”£‹a, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu informed S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, "I have come to your place just
to receive your order.
TEXT 44
TEXT
sanny•sa kari' vi¤varãpa giy•che dak£i‹e
ava¤ya kariba •mi t••ra anve£a‹e
SYNONYMS
sanny•sa kari'--after accepting the sanny•sa order; vi¤varãpa--Vi¤varãpa
(the elder brother of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu); giy•che--has gone; dak£i‹e--to
South India; ava¤ya--certainly; kariba--shall do; •mi--I; t••ra--of Him;
anve£a‹e--searching for.
TRANSLATION
"My elder brother, Vi¤varãpa, has taken sanny•sa and gone to South India.
Now I must go search for Him.
TEXT 45
TEXT
•j‘• deha, ava¤ya •mi dak£i‹e caliba
tom•ra •j‘•te sukhe leuài' •siba'
SYNONYMS
•j‘• deha--please give permission; ava¤ya--certainly; •mi--I; dak£i‹e--in
South India; caliba--shall go; tom•ra--your; •j‘•te--by the order; sukhe--in
happiness; leuài'--returning; •siba--I shall come.
TRANSLATION
"Please permit Me to go, for I must tour South India. With your permission,
I shall soon return very happily."
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TEXT 46
TEXT
¤uni' s•rvabhauma hail• atyanta k•tara
cara‹e dhariy• kahe vi£•da-uttara
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing this; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; hail•--became;
atyanta--greatly; k•tara--agitated; cara‹e--the lotus feet; dhariy•--taking;
kahe--says; vi£•da--of lamentation; uttara--a reply.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing this, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya became very agitated. Catching
hold of the lotus feet of Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he gave this sorrowful reply.
TEXT 47
TEXT
'bahu-janmera pu‹ya-phale p•inu tom•ra sa•ga
hena-sa•ga vidhi mora karileka bha•ga
SYNONYMS
bahu-janmera--of many births; pu‹ya-phale--as the fruit of pious
activities; p•inu--I got; tom•ra--Your; sa•ga--association; hena-sa•ga--such
association; vidhi--providence; mora--my; karileka--has done; bha•ga-breaking.
TRANSLATION
"After many births, due to some pious activity I got Your association. Now
providence is breaking this invaluable association.
TEXT 48
TEXT
¤ire vajra pa‚e yadi, putra mari' y•ya
t•h• sahi, tom•ra viccheda sahana n• y•ya
SYNONYMS
¤ire--on the head; vajra--a thunderbolt; pa‚e--falls; yadi--if; putra--son;
mari'--dying; y•ya--goes; t•h•--that; sahi--I can tolerate; tom•ra--Your;
viccheda--separation; sahana--enduring; n• y•ya--cannot be done.
TRANSLATION
"If a thunderbolt falls on my head or if my son dies, I can tolerate it.
But I cannot endure the unhappiness of Your separation.
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TEXT 49
TEXT
svatantra-†¤vara tumi karibe gamana
dina katho raha, dekhi tom•ra cara‹a'
SYNONYMS
svatantra-†¤vara--the independent Supreme Personality of Godhead; tumi-You; karibe--will make; gamana--departure; dina--days; katho--some; raha-please stay; dekhi--I may see; tom•ra cara‹a--Your lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, You are the independent Supreme Personality of Godhead.
Certainly You will depart. I know that. Still, I ask You to stay here a few
days more so that I can see Your lotus feet."
TEXT 50
TEXT
t•h•ra vinaye prabhura ¤ithila haila mana
rahila divasa katho, n• kaila gamana
SYNONYMS
t•h•ra--of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; vinaye--on the request; prabhura--of
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤ithila--slackened; haila--became; mana--the
mind; rahila--stayed; divasa--days; katho--a few; n•--not; kaila--did; gamana-departure.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya's request, Caitanya Mah•prabhu
relented. He stayed a few days longer and did not depart.
TEXT 51
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya •graha kari' karena nimantra‹a
g”he p•ka kari' prabhuke kar•'na bhojana
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; •graha--eagerness; kari'--showing;
karena--did; nimantra‹a--invitation; g”he--at home; p•ka--cooking; kari'-doing; prabhuke--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kar•'na--made; bhojana--eating.
TRANSLATION
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The Bhaàà•c•rya eagerly invited Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu to his home and
fed Him very nicely.
TEXT 52
TEXT
t••h•ra br•hma‹†, t••ra n•ma----'£•àh†ra m•t•'
r•ndhi' bhik£• dena te•ho, •¤carya t••ra kath•
SYNONYMS
t••h•ra br•hma‹†--his wife; t••ra n•ma--her name; £•àh†ra m•t•--the mother
of ¢•àh†; r•ndhi'--cooking; bhik£• dena--offers food; te•ho--she; •¤carya-wonderful; t••ra--her; kath•--narration.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya's wife, whose name was ¢•àh†m•t• (the mother of ¢•àh†), did
the cooking. The narrations of these pastimes are very wonderful.
TEXT 53
TEXT
•ge ta' kahiba t•h• kariy• vist•ra
ebe kahi prabhura dak£i‹a-y•tr•-sam•c•ra
SYNONYMS
•ge--later; ta'--indeed; kahiba--I shall speak; t•h•--all those incidents;
kariy•--doing; vist•ra--elaboration; ebe--now; kahi--let me describe;
prabhura--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dak£i‹a--in South India; y•tr•--of the
touring; sam•c•ra--the narration.
TRANSLATION
Later I shall tell about this in elaborate detail, but at present I wish to
describe ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's South Indian tour.
TEXT 54
TEXT
dina p••ca rahi' prabhu bhaàà•c•rya-sth•ne
calib•ra l•gi' •j‘• m•gil• •pane
SYNONYMS
dina p••ca--five days; rahi'--staying; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; bhaàà•c•rya-sth•ne--at S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya's place; calib•ra
l•gi'--for starting; •j‘•--order; m•gil•--begged; •pane--personally.
TRANSLATION
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After staying five days at the home of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu personally asked his permission to depart for South India.
TEXT 55
TEXT
prabhura •grahe bhaàà•c•rya sammata ha-il•
prabhu t••re la‘• jagann•tha-mandire gel•
SYNONYMS
prabhura •grahe--by the eagerness of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhaàà•c•rya-S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; sammata ha-il•--became agreeable; prabhu--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--him (S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya); la‘•--taking;
jagann•tha-mandire--to the temple of Lord Jagann•tha; gel•--went.
TRANSLATION
After receiving the Bhaàà•c•rya's permission, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu went
to see Lord Jagann•tha in the temple. He took the Bhaàà•c•rya with Him.
TEXT 56
TEXT
dar¤ana kari' àh•kura-p•¤a •j‘• m•gil•
pãj•r† prabhure m•l•-pras•da •ni' dil•
SYNONYMS
dar¤ana kari'--visiting the Lord; àh•kura-p•¤a--from the Lord; •j‘• m•gil•-begged permission; pãj•r†--the priest; prabhure--unto Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; m•l•--garland; pras•da--remnants of food; •ni'--bringing; dil•-delivered.
TRANSLATION
Seeing Lord Jagann•tha, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu also begged His permission.
The priest then immediately delivered pras•da and a garland to Lord Caitanya.
TEXT 57
TEXT
•j‘•-m•l• p•‘• har£e namask•ra kari'
•nande dak£i‹a-de¤e cale gaurahari
SYNONYMS
•j‘•-m•l•--the garland of permission; p•‘•--getting; har£e--in great
jubilation; namask•ra--obeisances; kari'--offering; •nande--with great
pleasure; dak£i‹a-de¤e--to South India; cale--goes; gaurahari--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
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TRANSLATION
Thus receiving Lord Jagann•tha's permission in the form of a garland, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu offered obeisances, and then in great jubilation He
prepared to depart for South India.
TEXT 58
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya-sa•ge •ra yata nija-ga‹a
jagann•tha pradak£i‹a kari' karil• gamana
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya-sa•ge--with S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; •ra--and; yata--all; nijaga‹a--personal devotees; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; pradak£i‹a-circumambulation; kari'--finishing; karil•--made; gamana--departure.
TRANSLATION
Accompanied by His personal associates and S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu circumambulated the altar of Jagann•tha. The Lord then
departed on His South Indian tour.
TEXT 59
TEXT
samudra-t†re t†re •l•lan•tha-pathe
s•rvabhauma kahilena •c•rya-gop†n•the
SYNONYMS
samudra-t†re--on the shore of the sea; t†re--on the shore; •l•lan•thapathe--on the path to the temple of šl•lan•tha; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; kahilena--said; •c•rya-gop†n•the--to Gop†n•tha šc•rya.
TRANSLATION
While the Lord was going along the path to šl•lan•tha, which was located on
the seashore, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya gave the following orders to Gop†n•tha
šc•rya.
TEXT 60
TEXT
c•ri kop†na-bahirv•sa r•khiy•chi ghare
t•h•, pras•d•nna, la‘• •isa vipra-dv•re
SYNONYMS
c•ri kop†na-bahirv•sa--four sets of loincloths and external clothing;
r•khiy•chi--I have kept; ghare--at home; t•h•--that; pras•da-anna--remnants of
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food of Lord Jagann•tha; la‘•--taking; •isa--come here; vipra-dv•re--by means
of some br•hma‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Bring the four sets of loincloths and outer garments I keep at home, and
also some pras•da of Lord Jagann•tha's. You may carry these things with the
help of some br•hma‹a."
TEXT 61
TEXT
tabe s•rvabhauma kahe prabhura cara‹e
ava¤ya p•libe, prabhu, mora nivedane
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kahe--said;
prabhura cara‹e--unto the lotus feet of the Lord; ava¤ya--certainly; p•libe-You will keep; prabhu--my Lord; mora--my; nivedane--request.
TRANSLATION
While Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was departing, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya
submitted the following at His lotus feet, "My Lord, I have one final request
that I hope You will kindly fulfill.
TEXT 62
TEXT
'r•m•nanda r•ya' •che god•var†-t†re
adhik•r† hayena te•ho vidy•nagare
SYNONYMS
r•m•nanda r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya; •che--there is; god•var†-t†re--on the bank
of river God•var†; adhik•r†--a responsible officer; hayena--is; te•ho--he;
vidy•-nagare--in the town known as Vidy•nagara.
TRANSLATION
"In the town of Vidy•nagara, on the bank of the God•var†, there is a
responsible government officer named R•m•nanda R•ya.
PURPORT
In his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya, Bhaktivinoda áh•kura states that Vidy•nagara
is today known as Porbandar. There is another Porbandar in western India in
the province of Gujarat.
TEXT 63
TEXT
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¤ãdra vi£ayi-j‘•ne upek£• n• karibe
•m•ra vacane t••re ava¤ya milibe
SYNONYMS
¤ãdra--the fourth social division; vi£ayi-j‘•ne--by the impression of being
a worldly man; upek£•--negligence; n• karibe--should not do; •m•ra--my;
vacane--on the request; t••re--him; ava¤ya--certainly; milibe--You shouid
meet.
TRANSLATION
"Please do not neglect him, thinking he belongs to a ¤ãdra family engaged
in material activities. It is my request that You meet him without fail."
PURPORT
In the var‹•¤rama-dharma, the ¤ãdra is the fourth division in the social
status. Paricary•tmaka‰ karma ¤ãdrasy•pi svabh•va-jam (Bg. 18.44). ¥ãdras are
meant to engage in the service of the three higher classes--br•hma‹as,
k£atriyas and vai¤yas. ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya belonged to the kara‹a class, which
is the equivalent of the k•yastha class in Bengal. This class is regarded all
over India as ¤ãdra. It is said that the Bengali k•yasthas were originally
engaged as servants of br•hma‹as who came from North India to Bengal. Later,
the clerical class became the k•yasthas in Bengal. Now there are many mixed
classes known as k•yastha. Sometimes it is said in Bengal that those who
cannot claim any particular class belong to the k•yastha class. Although these
k•yasthas or kara‹as are considered ¤ãdras, they are very intelligent and
highly educated. Most of them are professionals such as lawyers or
politicians. Thus in Bengal the k•yasthas are sometimes considered k£atriyas.
In Orissa, however, the k•yastha class, which includes the kara‹as, is
considered in the ¤ãdra category. ¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya belonged to this kara‹a
class; therefore he was considered a ¤ãdra. He was also the governor of South
India under the regime of Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra of Orissa. In other words,
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya informed Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu that R•m•nanda R•ya,
although belonging to the ¤ãdra class, was a highly responsible government
officer. As far as spiritual advancement is concerned, materialists,
politicians and ¤ãdras are generally disqualified. S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya
therefore requested that Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu not neglect R•m•nanda R•ya,
who was highly advanced spiritually although he was born a ¤ãdra and a
materialist.
A vi£ay† is one who is attached to family life and is interested only in
wife, children and worldly sense gratification. The senses can be engaged
either in worldly enjoyment or in the service of the Lord. Those who are not
engaged in the service of the Lord and are interested only in material sense
gratification are called vi£ay†. ¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya was engaged in
government service, and he belonged to the kara‹a class. He was certainly not
a sanny•s† in saffron cloth, yet he was in the transcendental position of a
paramaha‰sa householder. Before becoming Caitanya Mah•prabhu's disciple,
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya considered R•m•nanda R•ya an ordinary vi£ay† because
he was a householder engaged in government service. However, when the
Bhaàà•c•rya was actually enlightened in Vai£‹ava philosophy, he could
understand the exalted transcendental position of ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya;
therefore he referred to him as adhik•r†. An adhik•r† is one who knows the
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transcendental science of K”£‹a and is engaged in His service; therefore all
g”hastha devotees are designated as d•sa adhik•r†.
TEXT 64
TEXT
tom•ra sa•gera yogya te•ho eka jana
p”thiv†te rasika bhakta n•hi t••ra sama
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--Your; sa•gera--of association; yogya--fit; te•ho--he (R•m•nanda
R•ya); eka--one; jana--person; p”thiv†te--in the world; rasika--expert in
transcendental mellows; bhakta--devotee; n•hi--there is none; t••ra sama--like
him.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya continued, "R•m•nanda R•ya is a fit person to
associate with You; no other devotee can compare with him in knowledge of the
transcendental mellows.
TEXT 65
TEXT
p•‹‚itya •ra bhakti-rasa,----du•hera te•ho s†m•
sambh•£ile j•nibe tumi t••h•ra mahim•
SYNONYMS
p•‹‚itya--learning; •ra--and; bhakti-rasa--the mellows of devotional
service; du•hera--of these two; te•ho--he; s†m•--the limit; sambh•£ile--when
You talk with him; j•nibe--will know; tumi--You; t••h•ra--his; mahim•-glories.
TRANSLATION
"He is a most learned scholar as well as an expert in devotional mellows.
Actually he is most exalted, and if You talk with him, You will see how
glorious he is.
TEXT 66
TEXT
alaukika v•kya ce£à• t••ra n• bujhiy•
parih•sa kariy•chi t••re 'vai£‹ava' baliy•
SYNONYMS
alaukika--uncommon; v•kya--words; ce£à•--endeavor; t••ra--his; n•--without;
bujhiy•--understanding; parih•sa--joking; kariy•chi--I have done; t••re--unto
him; vai£‹ava--a devotee of the Lord; baliy•--as.
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TRANSLATION
"I could not realize when I first spoke with R•m•nanda R•ya that his topics
and endeavors were all transcendentally uncommon. I made fun of him simply
because he was a Vai£‹ava."
PURPORT
Anyone who is a not a Vai£‹ava, or an unalloyed devotee of the Supreme
Lord, must be a materialist. A Vai£‹ava living according to ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's injunctions is certainly not on the materialistic platform.
Caitanya means "spiritual force." All of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's activities
were carried out on the platform of spiritual understanding; therefore only
those who are on the spiritual platform are able to understand the activities
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Materialistic persons who cannot are generally
known as karm†s or j‘•n†s. The j‘•n†s are mental speculators who simply try to
understand what is spirit and what is soul. Their process is neti neti: "This
is not spirit, this is not Brahman." The j‘•n†s are a little more advanced
than the dull-headed karm†s, who are simply interested in sense gratification.
Before becoming a Vai£‹ava, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was a mental speculator
(j‘•n†), and being such, he always cut jokes with Vai£‹avas. A Vai£‹ava never
agrees with the speculative system of the j‘•n†s. Both the j‘•n†s and karm†s
depend on direct sense perception for their imperfect knowledge. The karm†s
never agree to accept anything not directly perceived, and the j‘•n†s put
forth only hypotheses. However, the Vai£‹avas, the unalloyed devotees of the
Lord, do not follow the process of acquiring knowledge by direct sense
perception or mental speculation. Because they are servants of the Supreme
Lord, devotees receive knowledge directly from the Supreme Personality of
Godhead as He speaks it in the Bhagavad-g†t•, or sometimes as He imparts it
from within as the caitya-guru. As stated in the Bhagavad-g†t• (10.10):
te£•‰ satata-yukt•n•‰
bhajat•‰ pr†ti-pãrvakam
dad•mi buddhi-yoga‰ ta‰
yena m•m upay•nti te
"To those who are constantly devoted to serving Me with love, I give the
understanding by which they can come to Me." (Bg. 10.10)
The Vedas are considered to have been spoken by the Supreme Lord. They were
first realized by Brahm•, who is the first created being within the universe
(tene brahma h”d• ya •di-kavaye). Our process is to receive knowledge through
the parampar• system, from K”£‹a to Brahm•, to N•rada, Vy•sa, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and the six Gosv•m†s. By disciplic succession, Lord Brahm• was
enlightened from within by the original person, K”£‹a. Our knowledge is fully
perfect due to being handed from master to disciple. A Vai£‹ava is always
engaged in the transcendental loving service of the Lord, and thus neither
karm†s nor j‘•n†s can understand the activities of a Vai£‹ava. It is said,
vai£‹avera kriy•-mudr• vij‘eha n• bujhaya: even the most learned man depending
on direct perception of knowledge cannot understand the activities of a
Vai£‹ava. After being initiated into Vai£‹avism by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
Bhaàà•c•rya realized what a mistake he had made in trying to understand
R•m•nanda R•ya, who was very learned and whose endeavors were all directed to
rendering transcendental loving service to the Lord.
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TEXT 67
TEXT
tom•ra pras•de ebe j•ninu t••ra tattva
sambh•£ile j•nibe t••ra yemana mahattva
SYNONYMS
tom•ra pras•de--by Your mercy; ebe--now; j•ninu--I have understood; t••ra-of him (R•m•nanda R•ya); tattva--the truth; sambh•£ile--in talking together;
j•nibe--You will know; t••ra--his; yemana--such; mahattva--greatness.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya said, "By Your mercy I can now understand the truth about
R•m•nanda R•ya. In talking with him, You also will acknowledge his greatness."
TEXT 68
TEXT
a•g†k•ra kari' prabhu t••h•ra vacana
t••re vid•ya dite t••re kaila •li•gana
SYNONYMS
a•g†k•ra kari'--accepting this proposal; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
t••h•ra--of him (S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya); vacana--the request; t••re--unto
him; vid•ya dite--to offer farewell; t••re--him; kaila--did; •li•gana-embracing.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya's request
that He meet R•m•nanda R•ya. Bidding S•rvabhauma farewell, the Lord embraced
him.
TEXT 69
TEXT
"ghare k”£‹a bhaji' more kariha •¤†rv•de
n†l•cale •si' yena tom•ra pras•de"
SYNONYMS
ghare--at home; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; bhaji'--worshiping; more--unto Me;
kariha--do; •¤†rv•de--blessing; n†l•cale--at Jagann•tha Pur†; •si'--returning;
yena--so that; tom•ra--your; pras•de--by the mercy.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked the Bhaàà•c•rya to bless Him while he engaged
in the devotional service of Lord K”£‹a at home, so that by S•rvabhauma's
mercy the Lord could return to Jagann•tha Pur†.
PURPORT
The word kariha •¤†rv•de means "continue to bestow your blessings upon Me."
Being a sanny•s†, Caitanya Mah•prabhu was on the highest platform of respect
and adoration, whereas S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, as a householder, was on the
second platform. Therefore a sanny•s† is supposed to offer blessings to a
g”hastha. Now ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu by His practical behavior requested the
blessings of a g”hastha. This is the special significance of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's preaching. He gave equal status to everyone, regardless of
material considerations. His movement is thoroughly spiritual. Although
apparently a g”hastha (householder), S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was unlike the
so-called karm†s interested in sense gratification. After being initiated by
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the Bhaàà•c•rya was perfectly situated in the
spiritual order; therefore it was quite possible for him to offer blessings
even to a sanny•s†. He was always engaged in the service of the Lord even at
home. In our disciplic line we have the example of a perfect householder
paramaha‰sa--¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura. In his book ¥ara‹•gati, Bhaktivinoda
áh•kura stated: ye-dina g”he, bhajana dekhi', g”hete goloka bh•ya (¥ara‹•gati
31.6). Whenever a householder glorifies the Supreme Lord in his home, his
activities are immediately transformed into the activities of Goloka
V”nd•vana, spiritual activities taking place in the Goloka V”nd•vana planet of
K”£‹a. Activities exhibited by K”£‹a Himself at Bhauma V”nd•vana, the
V”nd•vana-dh•ma existing on this planet, are not different from His activities
on the planet Goloka V”nd•vana. This is proper realization of V”nd•vana
anywhere. In our K”£‹a consciousness movement we inaugurated the New V”nd•vana
activities, wherein devotees are always engaged in the transcendental loving
service of the Lord, and this is not different from Goloka V”nd•vana. The
conclusion is that one who acts strictly in the line of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu is competent to offer blessings to sanny•s†s, even though he be a
g”hastha householder. Although he is in an exalted position, a sanny•s† yet
must elevate himself to the transcendental platform by rendering service to
the Lord. By his actual behavior, Caitanya Mah•prabhu begged the blessings of
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya. He set the example of how one should expect blessings
from a Vai£‹ava, regardless of his social position.
TEXT 70
TEXT
eta bali' mah•prabhu karil• gamana
mãrcchita ha‘• t•h•• pa‚il• s•rvabhauma
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karil•--made;
gamana--departure; mãrcchita--fainted; ha‘•--becoming; t•h••--there; pa‚il•-fell down; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
TRANSLATION
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Saying this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu departed on His tour, and S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya immediately fainted and fell to the ground.
TEXT 71
TEXT
t••re upek£iy• kaila ¤†ghra gamana
ke bujhite p•re mah•prabhura citta-mana
SYNONYMS
t••re--unto S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; upek£iy•--not paying serious
attention; kaila--did; ¤†ghra--very fast; gamana--walking; ke--who; bujhite-to understand; p•re--is able; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cittamana--the mind and intention.
TRANSLATION
Although S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya fainted, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu did not
take notice of him. Rather, He left quickly. Who can understand the mind and
intention of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu?
PURPORT
It was naturally expected that when S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya fainted and
fell to the ground ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would have taken care of him and
waited for him to regain consciousness, but He did not do so. Rather, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu immediately started on His tour. It is therefore very
difficult to understand the activities of a transcendental person. Sometimes
they may seem rather odd, but a transcendental personality remains in his
position, unaffected by material considerations.
TEXT 72
TEXT
mah•nubh•vera cittera svabh•va ei haya
pu£pa-sama komala, kaàhina vajra-maya
SYNONYMS
mah•-anubh•vera--of a great personality; cittera--of the mind; svabh•va-the nature; ei haya--this is; pu£pa-sama--like a flower; komala--soft;
kaàhina--hard; vajra-maya--like a thunderbolt.
TRANSLATION
This is the nature of the mind of an uncommon personality. Sometimes it is
soft like a flower, but sometimes it is as hard as a thunderbolt.
PURPORT
The softness of a flower and the hardness of a thunderbolt are reconciled
in the behavior of a great personality. The following quotation from Uttara573

r•ma-carita (2.7) explains this behavior. One may also consult Madhya-l†l•,
Third Chapter, verse 212.
TEXT 73
TEXT
vajr•d api kaàhor•‹i
m”dãni kusum•d api
lokottar•‹•‰ cet•‰si
ko nu vij‘•tum †¤vara„
SYNONYMS
vajr•t api--than a thunderbolt; kaàhor•‹i--harder; m”dãni--softer; kusum•t
api--than a flower; loka-uttar•‹•m--persons above the human platform of
behavior; cet•‰si--the hearts; ka„--who; nu--but; vij‘•tum--to understand;
†¤vara„--able.
TRANSLATION
"The hearts of those above common behavior are sometimes harder than a
thunderbolt and sometimes softer than a flower. How can one accommodate such
contradictions in great personalities?"
TEXT 74
TEXT
nity•nanda prabhu bhaàà•c•rye uàh•ila
t••ra loka-sa•ge t••re ghare p•àh•ila
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda prabhu--Lord ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu; bhaàà•c•rye--S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; uàh•ila--raised; t••ra--His; loka-sa•ge--along with associates;
t••re--him (the Bhaàà•c•rya); ghare--to his home; p•àh•ila--sent.
TRANSLATION
Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu raised S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya and with the help of
His men saw him to his home.
TEXT 75
TEXT
bhakta-ga‹a ¤†ghra •si' laila prabhura s•tha
vastra-pras•da la‘• tabe •il• gop†n•tha
SYNONYMS
bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; ¤†ghra--very swiftly; •si'--coming; laila--took;
prabhura--of the Lord; s•tha--the company; vastra--the garments; pras•da--and
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Lord Jagann•tha's pras•da; la‘•--with; tabe--thereafter; •il•--came;
gop†n•tha--Gop†n•tha šc•rya.
TRANSLATION
Immediately all the devotees came and partook of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
company. Afterwards, Gop†n•tha šc•rya came with the garments and pras•da.
TEXT 76
TEXT
sab•-sa•ge prabhu tabe •l•lan•tha •il•
namask•ra kari' t•re bahu-stuti kail•
SYNONYMS
sab•-sa•ge--with all of them; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; tabe-then; •l•lan•tha--the place named šl•lan•tha; •il•--reached; namask•ra kari'-offering obeisances; t•re--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bahu-stuti--many
prayers; kail•--offered.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees followed ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to a place known as
šl•lan•tha. There they all offered respects and various prayers.
TEXT 77
TEXT
prem•ve¤e n”tya-g†ta kaila kata-k£a‹a
dekhite •il• t•h•• vaise yata jana
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in the great ecstasy of love of Godhead; n”tya-g†ta--dancing
and chanting; kaila--performed; kata-k£a‹a--for some time; dekhite--to see;
•il•--came; t•h••--there; vaise--who live; yata jana--all the men.
TRANSLATION
In great ecstasy, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced and chanted for some time.
Indeed, all the neighbors came to see Him.
TEXT 78
TEXT
caudikete saba loka bale 'hari' 'hari'
prem•ve¤e madhye n”tya kare gaurahari
SYNONYMS
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caudikete--all around; saba loka--all persons; bale--shout; hari hari--the
holy name of the Lord; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; madhye--in the middle;
n”tya kare--dances; gaurahari--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All around ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who is also known as Gaurahari, people
began to shout the holy name of Hari. Lord Caitanya, immersed in His usual
ecstasy of love, danced in the midst of them.
TEXT 79
TEXT
k•‘cana-sad”¤a deha, aru‹a vasana
pulak•¤ru-kampa-sveda t•h•te bhã£a‹a
SYNONYMS
k•‘cana-sad”¤a--like molten gold; deha--a body; aru‹a--saffron; vasana-garments; pulaka-a¤ru--standing of hair and crying; kampa--trembling; sveda-perspiration; t•h•te--therein; bhã£a‹a--the ornaments.
TRANSLATION
The body of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was naturally very beautiful. It was
like molten gold dressed in saffron cloth. Indeed, He was most beautiful for
being ornamented with the ecstatic symptoms, which caused His hair to stand on
end, tears to well in His eyes, and His body to tremble and perspire all over.
TEXT 80
TEXT
dekhiy• lokera mane haila camatk•ra
yata loka •ise, keha n•hi y•ya ghara
SYNONYMS
dekhiy•--seeing all this; lokera--of the people; mane--in the minds; haila-there was; camatk•ra--astonishment; yata--all; loka--people; •ise--came
there; keha--anyone; n•hi--not; y•ya--goes; ghara--home.
TRANSLATION
Everyone present was astonished to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's dancing
and His bodily transformations. Whoever came did not want to return home.
TEXT 81
TEXT
keha n•ce, keha g•ya, '¤r†-k”£‹a' 'gop•la'
premete bh•sila loka,----str†-v”ddha-•b•la
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SYNONYMS
keha n•ce--someone dances; keha g•ya--someone chants; ¤r†-k”£‹a--Lord ¥r†
K”£‹a's name; gop•la--Gop•la's name; premete--in love of Godhead; bh•sila-floated; loka--all the people; str†--women; v”ddha--old men; •-b•la--from the
children.
TRANSLATION
Everyone--including children, old men and women--began to dance and chant
the holy names of ¥r† K”£‹a and Gop•la. In this way they all floated in the
ocean of love of Godhead.
TEXT 82
TEXT
dekhi' nity•nanda prabhu kahe bhakta-ga‹e
ei-rãpe n”tya •ge habe gr•me-gr•me
SYNONYMS
dekhi'--seeing this; nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; prabhu--the Lord;
kahe--says; bhakta-ga‹e--unto the devotees; ei-rãpe--in this way; n”tya-dancing; •ge--ahead; habe--there will be; gr•me-gr•me--in every village.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing the chanting and dancing of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, Lord
Nity•nanda predicted that later there would be dancing and chanting in every
village.
PURPORT
This prediction of ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu is applicable not only in India
but also all over the world. That is now happening by His grace. The members
of the International Society for Krishna Consciousness are now traveling from
one village to another in the Western countries and are even carrying the
Deity with them. These devotees distribute various scriptures all over the
world. We hope that these devotees who are preaching the message of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu will very seriously follow strictly in His footsteps. If
they follow the rules and regulations and chant sixteen rounds daily, their
endeavor to preach the cult of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu will certainly be
successful.
TEXT 83
TEXT
atik•la haila, loka ch•‚iy• n• y•ya
tabe nity•nanda-gos•‘i s”jil• up•ya
SYNONYMS
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atik•la--very late; haila--it was; loka--the people in general; ch•‚iy•-giving up; n• y•ya--do not go; tabe--at that time; nity•nanda--¥r†la
Nity•nanda Prabhu; gos•‘i--the spiritual master; s”jil•--invented; up•ya--a
means.
TRANSLATION
Seeing that it was already getting late, Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu, the
spiritual master, invented a means to disperse the crowd.
TEXT 84
TEXT
madhy•hna karite gel• prabhuke la‘•
t•h• dekhi' loka •ise caudike dh•‘•
SYNONYMS
madhy•hna karite--to take lunch at noon; gel•--went; prabhuke--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘•--taking; t•h• dekhi'--seeing that; loka--the people
in general; •ise--came; caudike--all around; dh•‘•--running.
TRANSLATION
When Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu took ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu for lunch at noon,
everyone came running around Them.
TEXT 85
TEXT
madhy•hna kariy• •il• devat•-mandire
nija-ga‹a prave¤i' kap•àa dila bahir-dv•re
SYNONYMS
madhy•hna kariy•--performing bathing, etc; •il•--came back; devat•-mandire-to the temple of the Lord; nija-ga‹a prave¤i'--allowing His own men; kap•àa
dila--shut; bahir-dv•re--the outside door.
TRANSLATION
After finishing Their baths, They returned at noon to the temple. Admitting
His own men, ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu closed the outside door.
TEXT 86
TEXT
tabe gop†n•tha dui-prabhure bhik£• kar•ila
prabhura ¤e£a pras•d•nna sabe b••ài' kh•ila
SYNONYMS
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tabe--thereupon; gop†n•tha--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; dui-prabhure--unto the two
Lords Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Nity•nanda Prabhu; bhik£• kar•ila--gave pras•da
to eat; prabhura--of the Lord; ¤e£a--the remnants; pras•da-anna--food; sabe-all of them; b••ài'--sharing; kb•ila--ate.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya then brought pras•da for the two Lords to eat, and after
They had eaten, the remnants of the food were distributed to all the devotees.
TEXT 87
TEXT
¤uni' ¤uni' loka-saba •si' bahir-dv•re
'hari' 'hari' bali' loka kol•hala kare
SYNONYMS
¤uni' ¤uni'--hearing this; loka-saba--all the people; •si'--coming there;
bahir-dv•re--to the outside door; hari hari--the holy name of the Lord; bali'-chanting; loka--all the people; kol•hala--tumultuous sound; kare--made.
TRANSLATION
Hearing about this, everyone there came to the outside door and began
chanting the holy name, "Hari! Hari!" Thus there was a tumultuous sound.
TEXT 88
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu dv•ra kar•ila mocana
•nande •siy• loka p•ila dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereupon; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dv•ra--the door;
kar•ila--made; mocana--opening; •nande--in great pleasure; •siy•--coming;
loka--all the people; p•ila--got; dara¤ana--sight.
TRANSLATION
After lunch, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu made them open the door. In this way
everyone received His audience with great pleasure.
TEXT 89
TEXT
ei-mata sandhy• paryanta loka •se, y•ya
'vai£‹ava' ha-ila loka, sabe n•ce, g•ya
SYNONYMS
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ei-mata--in this way; sandhy• paryanta--until evening; loka--people; •se
y•ya--come and go; vai£‹ava--devotees; ha-ila--became; loka--all the people;
sabe--all of them; n•ce--dance; g•ya--and chant.
TRANSLATION
The people came and went until evening, and all of them became Vai£‹ava
devotees and began to chant and dance.
TEXT 90
TEXT
ei-rãpe sei àh•‘i bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge
sei r•tri go••il• k”£‹a-kath•-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
ei-rãpe--in this way; sei àh•‘i--in that place; bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge--with the
devotees; sei r•tri--that night; go••il•--passed; k”£‹a-kath•-ra•ge--in great
pleasure discussing Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then passed the night there and discussed the
pastimes of Lord K”£‹a with His devotees with great pleasure.
TEXT 91
TEXT
pr•ta„-k•le sn•na kari' karil• gamana
bhakta-ga‹e vid•ya dil• kari' •li•gana
SYNONYMS
pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning; sn•na--bath; kari'--after taking; karil•-started; gamana--tour; bhakta-ga‹e--to all the devotees; vid•ya--farewell;
dil•--gave; kari'--doing; •li•gana--embracing.
TRANSLATION
The next morning, after taking His bath, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu started on
His South Indian tour. He bade farewell to the devotees by embracing them.
TEXT 92
TEXT
mãrcchita ha‘• sabe bhãmite pa‚il•
t••h•-sab• p•ne prabhu phiri' n• c•hil•
SYNONYMS
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mãrcchita ha‘•--becoming unconscious; sabe--all; bhãmite--to the ground;
pa‚il•--fell down; t••h•-sab•--all of them; p•ne--toward; prabhu--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; phiri'--turning; n•--not; c•hil•--saw.
TRANSLATION
Although they all fell to the ground unconscious, the Lord did not turn to
see them but proceeded onward.
TEXT 93
TEXT
vicchede vy•kula prabhu calil• du„kh† ha‘•
p•che k”£‹ad•sa y•ya jala-p•tra la‘•
SYNONYMS
vicchede--in separation; vy•kula--perturbed; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; calil•--went on; du„kh†--unhappy; ha‘•--becoming; p•che--just
behind; k”£‹ad•sa--His servant K”£‹ad•sa; y•ya--went; jala-p•tra--the
waterpot; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
In separation, the Lord became very perturbed and walked on unhappily. His
servant, K”£‹ad•sa, who was carrying His waterpot, followed behind.
TEXT 94
TEXT
bhakta-ga‹a upav•s† t•h••i rahil•
•ra dine du„kh† ha‘• n†l•cale •il•
SYNONYMS
bhakta-ga‹a--the devotees; upav•s†--fasting; t•h••i--there; rahil•-remained; •ra dine--on the next day; du„kh†--unhappy; ha‘•--becoming;
n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; •il•--returned.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees remained there and fasted, but the next day they all
unhappily returned to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 95
TEXT
matta-si‰ha-pr•ya prabhu karil• gamana
prem•ve¤e y•ya kari' n•ma-sa•k†rtana
SYNONYMS
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matta-si‰ha--a mad lion; pr•ya--almost like; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; karil•--did; gamana--touring; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; y•ya-goes; kari'--performing; n•ma-sa•k†rtana--chanting K”£‹a's name.
TRANSLATION
Almost like a mad lion, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went on His tour
filled with ecstatic love and performing sa•k†rtana, chanting K”£‹a's names as
follows.
TEXT 96
TEXT
k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! he
k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! he
k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! rak£a m•m
k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! k”£‹a! p•hi m•m
r•ma! r•ghava! r•ma! r•ghava! r•ma! r•ghava! rak£a m•m
k”£‹a! ke¤ava! k”£‹a! ke¤ava! k”£‹a! ke¤ava! p•hi m•m
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; he--O; rak£a--please protect; m•m--Me; p•hi--please
maintain; r•ma--Lord R•ma; r•ghava--descendant of King Raghu; ke¤ava--killer
of the Ke¤† demon.
TRANSLATION
The Lord chanted:
K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! he
K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! he
K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! Rak£a m•m
K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! K”£‹a! P•hi m•m
That is, "O Lord K”£‹a, please protect Me and maintain Me." He also
chanted:
R•ma! R•ghava! R•ma! R•ghava! R•ma! R•ghava! Rak£a m•m
K”£‹a! Ke¤ava! K”£‹a! Ke¤ava! K”£‹a! Ke¤ava! p•hi m•m
That is, "O Lord R•ma, descendant of King Raghu, please protect Me. O
K”£‹a, O Ke¤ava, killer of the Ke¤† demon, please maintain Me."
TEXT 97
TEXT
ei ¤loka pa‚i' pathe calil• gaurahari
loka dekhi' pathe kahe,----bala 'hari' 'hari'
SYNONYMS
ei ¤loka pa‚i'--reciting this verse k”£‹a! k”£‹a!; pathe--on the way;
calil•--went; gaurahari--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; loka dekhi'--seeing
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other people; pathe--on the way; kahe--He says; bala--say; hari hari--the holy
name of Lord Hari.
TRANSLATION
Chanting this verse, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, known as Gaurahari, went
on His way. As soon as He saw someone, He would request him to chant "Hari!
Hari!"
TEXT 98
TEXT
sei loka prema-matta ha‘• bale 'hari' 'k”£‹a'
prabhura p•che sa•ge y•ya dar¤ana-sat”£‹a
SYNONYMS
sei loka--that person; prema-matta--maddened in love of Godhead; ha‘•-becoming; bale--says; hari k”£‹a--the holy name of Lord Hari and Lord K”£‹a;
prabhura p•che--behind the Lord; sa•ge--with Him; y•ya--goes; dar¤ana-sat”£‹a-being very eager to see Him.
TRANSLATION
Whoever heard Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu chant "Hari, Hari," also chanted the
holy name of Lord Hari and K”£‹a. In this way they all followed the Lord, very
eager to see Him.
TEXT 99
TEXT
kata-k£a‹e rahi' prabhu t•re •li•giy•
vid•ya karila t•re ¤akti sa‘c•riy•
SYNONYMS
kata-k£a‹e rahi'--after remaining for some time; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; t•re--them; •li•giy•--embracing; vid•ya karila--bade farewell;
t•re--in them; ¤akti--spiritual potency; sa‘c•riy•--investing.
TRANSLATION
After some time the Lord would embrace these people and bid them to return
home, having investing them with spiritual potency.
PURPORT
In his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya, ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura explains that this
spiritual potency is the essence of the pleasure potency and the knowledge
potency. By these two potencies, one is empowered with devotional service.
Lord K”£‹a Himself or His representative, the unalloyed devotee, can
mercifully bestow these combined potencies upon any man. Being thus endowed
with such potencies, one can become an unalloyed devotee of the Lord. Anyone
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favored by Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was empowered with this bhakti-¤akti.
Thus the Lord's followers were able to preach K”£‹a consciousness by divine
grace.
TEXT 100
TEXT
sei-jana nija-gr•me kariy• gamana
'k”£‹a' bali' h•se, k•nde, n•ce anuk£a‹a
SYNONYMS
sei-jana--that person; nija-gr•me--to his own village; kariy• gamana-returning there; k”£‹a bali'--saying the holy name of Lord K”£‹a; h•se-laughs; k•nde--cries; n•ce--dances; anuk£a‹a--always.
TRANSLATION
Being thus empowered, they would return to their own villages, always
chanting the holy name of K”£‹a and sometimes laughing, crying and dancing.
TEXT 101
TEXT
y•re dekhe, t•re kahe,----kaha k”£‹a-n•ma
ei-mata 'vai£‹ava' kaila saba nija-gr•ma
SYNONYMS
y•re dekhe--whomever he meets; t•re--to him; kahe--he says; kaha k”£‹an•ma--kindly chant the Hare K”£‹a mantra; ei-mata--in this way; vai£‹ava-devotees of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; kaila--made; saba--all; nijagr•ma--his own village.
TRANSLATION
These empowered people used to request everyone and anyone--whomever they
saw--to chant the holy name of K”£‹a. In this way all the villagers would also
become devotees of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
PURPORT
In order to become an empowered preacher, one must be favored by Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu or His devotee, the spiritual master. One must also
request everyone to chant the mah•-mantra. In this way, such a person can
convert others to Vai£‹avism, showing them how to become pure devotees of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 102
TEXT
gr•m•ntara haite dekhite •ila yata jana
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t••ra dar¤ana-k”p•ya haya t••ra sama
SYNONYMS
gr•ma-antara haite--from different villages; dekhite--to see; •ila--came;
yata jana--all the persons; t••ra--his; dar¤ana-k”p•ya--by the mercy of seeing
him; haya--become; t••ra sama--similar Vai£‹avas.
TRANSLATION
Simply by seeing such empowered individuals, people from different villages
would become like them by the mercy of their glance.
TEXT 103
TEXT
sei y•i' gr•mera loka vai£‹ava karaya
anya-gr•m† •si' t••re dekhi' vai£‹ava haya
SYNONYMS
sei--that Vai£‹ava; y•i'--going to his own village; gr•mera loka--all the
people of the village; vai£‹ava--devotees; karaya--makes; anya-gr•m†-inhabitants from different villages; •si'--coming there; t••re dekhi'--by
seeing them; vai£‹ava haya--become devotees.
TRANSLATION
When these individuals returned to their villages, they also converted
others into devotees. When others came to see them, they also were converted.
TEXT 104
TEXT
sei y•i' •ra gr•me kare upade¤a
ei-mata 'vai£‹ava' haila saba dak£i‹a-de¤a
SYNONYMS
sei--that man; y•i'--going; •ra--different; gr•me--to the villages; kare-gives; upade¤a--instruction; ei-mata--in this way; vai£‹ava--devotees; haila-became; saba--all; dak£i‹a-de¤a--the people of South India.
TRANSLATION
In this way, as those men went from one village to another, all the people
of South India became devotees.
TEXT 105
TEXT
ei-mata pathe y•ite ¤ata ¤ata jana
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'vai£‹ava' karena t••re kari' •li•gana
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; pathe--on the way; y•ite--while passing; ¤ata ¤ata-hundreds and hundreds; jana--persons; vai£‹ava--devotees; karena--makes;
t••re--Him; kari'--doing; •li•gana--embracing.
TRANSLATION
Thus many hundreds of people became Vai£‹avas when they passed the Lord on
the way and were embraced by Him.
TEXT 106
TEXT
yei gr•me rahi' bhik£• karena y••ra ghare
sei gr•mera yata loka •ise dekhib•re
SYNONYMS
yei gr•me--in whatever village; rahi'--staying; bhik£•--alms; karena-accepts; y••ra--whose; ghare--at home; sei--that; gr•mera--of the village;
yata loka--all the persons; •ise--come; dekhib•re--to see.
TRANSLATION
In whatever village ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stayed to accept alms, many
people came to see Him.
TEXT 107
TEXT
prabhura k”p•ya haya mah•bh•gavata
sei saba •c•rya ha‘• t•rila jagat
SYNONYMS
prabhura k”p•ya--by the mercy of the Lord; haya--become; mah•-bh•gavata-first-class devotees; sei saba--all such persons; •c•rya--teachers; ha‘•-becoming; t•rila--liberated; jagat--the whole world.
TRANSLATION
By the mercy of the Supreme Lord, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, everyone became
a first-class devotee. Later they became teachers or spiritual masters and
liberated the entire world.
TEXT 108
TEXT
ei-mata kail• y•vat gel• setubandhe
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sarva-de¤a 'vai£‹ava' haila prabhura sambandhe
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; kail•--performed; y•vat--until; gel•--went;
setubandhe--to the southernmost part of India; sarva-de¤a--all the countries;
vai£‹ava--devotees; haila--became; prabhura--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
sambandhe--in connection with.
TRANSLATION
In this way the Lord went to the extreme southern part of India, and He
converted all the provinces to Vai£‹avism.
TEXT 109
TEXT
navadv†pe yei ¤akti n• kail• prak•¤e
se ¤akti prak•¤i' nist•rila dak£i‹a-de¤e
SYNONYMS
navadv†pe--at Navadv†pa; yei--that which; ¤akti--the potency; n•--not;
kail•--did; prak•¤e--manifestation; se--that; ¤akti--potency; prak•¤i'-manifesting; nist•rila--delivered; dak£i‹a-de¤e--South India.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu did not manifest His spiritual potencies at
Navadv†pa, but He did manifest them in South India and liberated all the
people there.
PURPORT
At that time there were many sm•rtas (nondevotee followers of Vedic
rituals) at the holy place of Navadv†pa, which was also the birthplace of Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Followers of the sm”ti-¤•stra are called sm•rtas.
Most of them are nondevotees, and their main business is following the
brahminical principles strictly. However, they are not enlightened in
devotional service. In Navadv†pa all the learned scholars are followers of the
sm”ti-¤•stra, and Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu did not attempt to convert them.
Therefore the author has remarked that the spiritual potency Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu did not manifest at Navadv†pa was by His grace manifest in South
India. Thus everyone there became a Vai£‹ava. By this it is to be understood
that people are really interested in preaching in a favorable situation. If
the candidates for conversion are too disturbing, a preacher may not attempt
to spread K”£‹a consciousness amongst them. It is better to go where the
situation is more favorable. This K”£‹a consciousness movement was first
attempted in India, but the people of India, being absorbed in political
thoughts, did not take to it. They were entranced by the political leaders. We
preferred, therefore, to come to the West, following the order of our
spiritual master, and by the grace of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu this movement
is becoming successful.
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TEXT 110
TEXT
prabhuke ye bhaje, t•re t••ra k”p• haya
sei se e-saba l†l• satya kari' laya
SYNONYMS
prabhuke--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ye--anyone who; bhaje--worships;
t•re--unto him; t••ra--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”p•--the mercy; haya-there is; sei se--such person; e-saba--all these; l†l•--pastimes; satya-truth; kari'--accepting as; laya--takes.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's empowering of others can be understood by
one who is actually a devotee of the Lord and who has received His mercy.
TEXT 111
TEXT
alaukika-l†l•ya y•ra n• haya vi¤v•sa
iha-loka, para-loka t•ra haya n•¤a
SYNONYMS
alaukika--uncommon; l†l•ya--in the pastimes; y•ra--of someone; n•--not;
haya--there is; vi¤v•sa--faith; iha-loka--in this world; para-loka--in the
next world; t•ra--of him; haya--there is; n•¤a--destruction.
TRANSLATION
If one does not believe in the uncommon, transcendental pastimes of the
Lord, he is vanquished both in this world and in the next.
TEXT 112
TEXT
prathamei kahila prabhura ye-rãpe gamana
ei-mata j•niha y•vat dak£i‹a-bhrama‹a
SYNONYMS
prathamei--at the beginning; kahila--I have explained; prabhura--of Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ye-rãpe--as; gamana--the touring; ei-mata--in this
way; j•niha--you should know; y•vat--as long as; dak£i‹a-bhrama‹a--touring in
South India.
TRANSLATION
Whatever I have stated about the beginning of the Lord's movement should
also be understood to hold for as long as the Lord toured South India.
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TEXT 113
TEXT
ei-mata y•ite y•ite gel• kãrma-sth•ne
kãrma dekhi' kaila t••re stavana-pra‹•me
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; y•ite y•ite--while passing; gel•--He went; kãrmasth•ne--to the place of pilgrimage known as Kãrma-k£etra; kãrma dekhi'--seeing
Lord Kãrma; kaila--offered; t••re--unto Him; stavana--prayers; pra‹•me--and
obeisances.
TRANSLATION
When Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu came to the holy place known as Kãrmak£etra, He saw the Deity and offered prayers and obeisances.
PURPORT
This Kãrma-sth•na is a well-known place of pilgrimage. There is a temple
there of Kãrmadeva. In the Prapann•m”ta it is said that Lord Jagann•tha took
¥r† R•m•nuj•c•rya from Jagann•tha Pur† and one night threw him to Kãrmak£etra. This Kãrma-k£etra is situated on the line of the Southern Railway in
India. One has to go to the railway station known as Cik• Kola Road. From this
station one goes eight miles to the east to reach the holy place known as
Kãrm•cala. Those who speak the Telugu language consider this holy place very
important. This statement is reported in the government gazette known as
Ga‘j•ma Manual. There is the Deity of Kãrma there, and ¥r†la R•m•nuj•c•rya was
thrown from Jagann•tha Pur† to this place. At that time he thought that the
Deity of Kãrma was Lord ¥iva's deity; therefore he was fasting there. Later,
when he understood that the kãrma-mãrti was another form of Lord Vi£‹u, he
instituted very gorgeous worship of Lord Kãrma. This statement is found in the
Prapann•m”ta (Chapter Thirty-six). This holy place of Kãrma-k£etra, or Kãrmasth•na, was actually reestablished by ¥r†p•da R•m•nuj•c•rya under the
influence of Lord Jagann•tha-deva at Jagann•tha Pur†. Later the temple came
under the jurisdiction of the king of Vijaya-nagara. The Deity was worshiped
by the Vai£‹avas of the Madhv•c•rya-samprad•ya. In the temple there are some
inscriptions said to be written by ¥r† Narahari T†rtha, who was in the
disciplic succession of Madhv•c•rya. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura
explains those inscriptions as follows: (1) ¥r† Puru£ottama Yati appeared as
the instructor of many learned men. He was a very favorite devotee of Lord
Vi£‹u. (2) His preaching was accepted throughout the world with great respect,
and by his power he would liberate many nondevotees with strong reason and
logic. (3) He initiated šnanda T†rtha and converted many foolish men to accept
sanny•sa and punished them with his rod. (4) All his writings and words are
very potent. He gave people devotional service to Lord Vi£‹u so they could be
elevated to liberation in the spiritual world. (5) His instructions in
devotional service were able to elevate any man to the lotus feet of the Lord.
(6) Narahari T†rtha was also initiated by him, and he became the ruler of the
Kali•ga province. (7) Narahari T†rtha fought with the ¥abaras, who were
ca‹‚•las, or hunters, and thus saved the temple of Kãrma. (8) Narahari T†rtha
was a very religious and powerful king. (9) He died in the ¥aka Era 1203, in
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the month of Vai¤•kha in the fortnight of the moon's waxing period, on the day
of Ek•da¤†, after the temple was constructed and dedicated to the holy name of
Yog•nanda N”si‰hadeva. The tablet is dated A.D. 1281, 29 March, Saturday.
TEXT 114
TEXT
prem•ve¤e h•si' k•ndi' n”tya-g†ta kaila
dekhi' sarva lokera citte camatk•ra haila
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in great ecstasy of love of Godhead; h•si'--laughing; k•ndi'-crying; n”tya-g†ta--dancing and chanting; kaila--performed; dekhi'--seeing;
sarva lokera--of all the people there; citte--within the hearts; camatk•ra-astonishment; haila--there was.
TRANSLATION
While at this place, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was in His usual ecstasy
of love of Godhead and was laughing, crying, dancing and chanting. Everyone
who saw Him was astonished.
TEXT 115
TEXT
•¤carya ¤uniy• loka •ila dekhib•re
prabhura rãpa-prema dekhi' hail• camatk•re
SYNONYMS
•¤carya--wonderful occurrence; ¤uniy•--hearing; loka--people; •ila--came;
dekhib•re--to see; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; rãpa--beauty;
prema--and love of Godhead; dekhi'--seeing; hail•--there was; camatk•re-astonishment.
TRANSLATION
After hearing of these wonderful occurrences, everyone came to see Him
there. When they saw the beauty of the Lord and His ecstatic condition, they
were all struck with wonder.
TEXT 116
TEXT
dar¤ane 'vai£‹ava' haila, bale 'k”£‹a' 'hari'
prem•ve¤e n•ce loka ãrdhva b•hu kari'
SYNONYMS
dar¤ane--in seeing; vai£‹ava haila--they became devotees; bale--started to
say; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; hari--Lord Hari; prema-•ve¤e--in the great ecstasy of
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love of Godhead; n•ce--dance; loka--all the people; ãrdhva b•hu kari'--raising
the arms.
TRANSLATION
Just by seeing Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu, everyone became a devotee. They
began to chant "K”£‹a" and "Hari" and all the holy names. They all were merged
in a great ecstasy of love, and they began to dance, raising their arms.
TEXT 117
TEXT
k”£‹a-n•ma loka-mukhe ¤uni' avir•ma
sei loka 'vai£‹ava' kaila anya saba gr•ma
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of Lord K”£‹a; loka-mukhe--from the mouth of
those people; ¤uni'--hearing; avir•ma--always; sei loka--those persons;
vai£‹ava--devotees; kaila--made; anya--other; saba--all; gr•ma--villages.
TRANSLATION
Always hearing them chant the holy names of Lord K”£‹a, the residents of
all the other villages also became Vai£‹avas.
TEXT 118
TEXT
ei-mata parampar•ya de¤a 'vai£‹ava' haila
k”£‹a-n•m•m”ta-vany•ya de¤a bh•s•ila
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; parampar•ya--by disciplic succession; de¤a--the
country; vai£‹ava haila--became devotees; k”£‹a-n•ma-am”ta--of the nectar of
the holy name of K”£‹a; vany•ya--in the inundation; de¤a--the whole country;
bh•s•ila--overflooded.
TRANSLATION
By hearing the holy name of K”£‹a, the entire country became Vai£‹ava. It
was as if the nectar of the holy name of K”£‹a overflooded the entire country.
TEXT 119
TEXT
kata-k£a‹e prabhu yadi b•hya prak•¤il•
kãrmera sevaka bahu samm•na karil•
SYNONYMS
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kata-k£a‹e--after some time; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yadi--when;
b•hya--external consciousness; prak•¤il•--manifested; kãrmera--of the Lord
Kãrma Deity; sevaka--a servant; bahu--much; samm•na--respect; karil•--showed.
TRANSLATION
After some time, when Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu manifested His external
consciousness, a priest of the Lord Kãrma Deity gave Him various offerings.
TEXT 120
TEXT
yei gr•me y•ya t•h•• ei vyavah•ra
eka àh•‘i kahila, n• kahiba •ra b•ra
SYNONYMS
yei gr•me--to whichever village; y•ya--He goes; t•h••--there; ei--this;
vyavah•ra--behavior; eka àh•‘i--one place; kahila--described; n•--not; kahiba-shall describe; •ra--another; b•ra--time.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mode of preaching has already been explained, and
I shall not repeat the explanation. In whichever village the Lord entered, His
behavior was the same.
TEXT 121
TEXT
'kãrma'-n•me sei gr•me vaidika br•hma‹a
bahu ¤raddh•-bhaktye kaila prabhura nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
kãrma-n•me--of the name Kãrma; sei--that; gr•me--in the village; vaidika
br•hma‹a--a Vedic br•hma‹a; bahu--much; ¤raddh•-bhaktye--with faith and
devotion; kaila--made; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nimantra‹a-invitation.
TRANSLATION
In one village there was a Vedic br•hma‹a named Kãrma. He invited Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu to his home with great respect and devotion.
TEXT 122
TEXT
ghare •ni' prabhura kaila p•da prak£•lana
sei jala va‰¤a-sahita karila bhak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
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ghare •ni'--after bringing Him home; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kaila--did; p•da prak£•lana--washing of the lotus feet; sei jala-that water; va‰¤a-sahita--with all the family members; karila bhak£a‹a--drank.
TRANSLATION
This br•hma‹a brought Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu to his home, washed His
lotus feet and, with his family members, drank that water.
TEXT 123
TEXT
aneka-prak•ra snehe bhik£• kar•ila
gos•‘ira ¤e£•nna sa-va‰¤e kh•ila
SYNONYMS
aneka-prak•ra--various kinds; snehe--in affection; bhik£•--food; kar•ila-made Him eat; gos•‘ira--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤e£a-anna--remnants of
food; sa-va‰¤e--with all the members of the family; kh•ila--ate.
TRANSLATION
With great affection and respect, that Kãrma br•hma‹a made ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu eat all kinds of food. After that, the remnants were shared by all
the members of the family.
TEXT 124
TEXT
'yei p•da-padma tom•ra brahm• dhy•na kare
sei p•da-padma s•k£•t •ila mora ghare
SYNONYMS
yei--those; p•da-padma--lotus feet; tom•ra--Your; brahm•--Lord Brahm•;
dhy•na kare--meditates on; sei p•da-padma--those lotus feet; s•k£•t--directly;
•ila--have come; mora--my; ghare--to the home.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a then began to pray, "O my Lord, Your lotus feet are meditated
upon by Lord Brahm•, and these very lotus feet have come into my home.
TEXT 125
TEXT
mora bh•gyera s†m• n• y•ya kahana
•ji mora ¤l•ghya haila janma-kula-dhana
SYNONYMS
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mora--my; bh•gyera--of the fortune; s†m•--the limit; n•--not; y•ya-possible; kahana--describing; •ji--today; mora--my; ¤l•ghya--glorious; haila-became; janma--birth; kula--family; dhana--and wealth.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, there is no limit to my great fortune. It cannot be
described. Today my family, birth and riches have all been glorified."
TEXT 126
TEXT
k”p• kara, prabhu, more, y•• tom•-sa•ge
sahite n• p•ri du„kha vi£aya-tara•ge'
SYNONYMS
k”p• kara--kindly show favor; prabhu--O my Lord; more--unto me; y••--I go;
tom•-sa•ge--with You; sahite n• p•ri--I cannot tolerate; du„kha--the troubles;
vi£aya-tara•ge--in the waves of materialistic life.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a begged Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu, "My dear Lord, kindly show me
favor and let me go with You. I can no longer tolerate the waves of misery
caused by materialistic life."
PURPORT
This statement is applicable for everyone, regardless of how rich or
prosperous one may be. Narottama d•sa áh•kura has confirmed this statement:
sa‰s•ra-vi£•nale, div•-ni¤i hiy• jvale. He states that the materialistic way
of life causes a burning in the heart. One cannot make any provisions for the
troublesome life of the material world. It is a fact that one may be very
happy as far as riches are concerned and one may be very opulent in every
respect, yet one has to manage the vi£ayas to meet the demands of the body and
of so many family members and subordinates. One has to take so much trouble to
minister to others. Narottama d•sa áh•kura therefore prays: vi£aya ch•‚iy•
kabe ¤uddha habe mana. Thus one must become freed from the materialistic way
of life. One has to merge himself in the ocean of transcendental bliss. In
other words, one cannot relish transcendental bliss without being freed from
the materialistic way of life. It appears that the br•hma‹a named Kãrma was
materially very happy, for he expressed his family tradition as janma-kuladhana. Now, being glorious, he wanted to leave all these material opulences.
He wanted to travel with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. According to the Vedic way
of civilization, one should leave his family after attaining fifty years of
age and go to the forest of V”nd•vana to devote the rest of his life to the
service of the Lord.
TEXT 127
TEXT
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prabhu kahe,----"aiche b•t kabhu n• kahib•
g”he rahi' k”£‹a-n•ma nirantara laib•
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; aiche b•t--such words; kabhu--at
any time; n• kahib•--you should not speak; g”he rahi'--staying at home; k”£‹an•ma--the holy name of the Lord; nirantara--always; laib•--you should chant.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "Don't speak like that again. Better to
remain at home and chant the holy name of K”£‹a always.
PURPORT
It is not advisable in this Age of Kali to leave one's family suddenly, for
people are not trained as proper brahmac•r†s and g”hasthas. Therefore ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu advised the br•hma‹a not to be too eager to give up family
life. It would be better to remain with his family and try to become purified
by chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra regularly under the direction of a
spiritual master. This is the instruction of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. If this
principle is followed by everyone, there is no need to accept sanny•sa. In the
next verse ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu advises everyone to become an ideal
householder by offenselessly chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra and teaching the
same principle to everyone he meets.
TEXT 128
TEXT
y•re dekha, t•re kaha 'k”£‹a'-upade¤a
•m•ra •j‘•ya guru ha‘• t•ra' ei de¤a
SYNONYMS
y•re--whomever; dekha--you meet; t•re--him; kaha--tell; k”£‹a-upade¤a--the
instruction of the Bhagavad-g†t• as it is spoken by the Lord or of ¥r†madBh•gavatam, which advises one to worship ¥r† K”£‹a; •m•ra •j‘•ya--under My
order; guru ha‘•--becoming a spiritual master; t•ra'--deliver; ei de¤a--this
country.
TRANSLATION
"Instruct everyone to follow the orders of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a as they are given
in the Bhagavad-g†t• and ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. In this way become a spiritual
master and try to liberate everyone in this land."
PURPORT
This is the sublime mission of the International Society for Krishna
Consciousness. Many people come and inquire whether they have to give up
family life to join the Society, but that is not our mission. One can remain
comfortably in his residence. We simply request everyone to chant the mah•mantra: Hare K”£‹a, Hare K”£‹a, K”£‹a K”£‹a, Hare Hare. Hare R•ma, Hare R•ma,
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R•ma R•ma, Hare Hare. If one is a little literate and can read the Bhagavadg†t• As It Is and ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, that is so much the better. These works
are now available in an English translation and are done very authoritatively
to appeal to all classes of men. Instead of living engrossed in material
activities, people throughout the world should take advantage of this movement
and chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra at home with their families. One should
also refrain from sinful activities--illicit sex, meat-eating, gambling and
intoxication. Out of these four items, illicit sex is very sinful. Every
person must get married. Every woman especially must get married. If the women
outnumber the men, some men can accept more than one wife. In that way there
will be no prostitution in society. If men can marry more than one wife,
illicit sex life will be stopped. One can also produce many nice preparations
to offer K”£‹a--grain, fruit, flowers and milk. Why should one indulge in
unnecessary meat-eating and maintain horrible slaughterhouses? What is the use
of smoking and drinking tea and coffee? People are already intoxicated by
material enjoyment, and if they indulge in further intoxication, what chance
is there for self-realization? Similarly, one should not partake in gambling
and unnecessarily agitate the mind. The real purpose of human life is to
attain the spiritual platform and return to Godhead. That is the summum bonum
of spiritual realization. The K”£‹a consciousness movement is trying to
elevate human society to the perfection of life by pursuing the method
described by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in His advice to the br•hma‹a Kãrma. That
is, one should stay at home, chant the Hare K”£‹a mantra and preach the
instructions of K”£‹a as they are given in the Bhagavad-g†t• and ¥r†madBh•gavatam.
TEXT 129
TEXT
kabhu n• b•dhibe tom•ra vi£aya-tara•ga
punarapi ei àh•‘i p•be mora sa•ga"
SYNONYMS
kabhu--at any time; n•--not; b•dhibe--will obstruct; tom•ra--your; vi£ayatara•ga--materialistic way of life; punarapi--again; ei àh•‘i--at this place;
p•be--you will get; mora--My; sa•ga--association.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu further advised the br•hma‹a Kãrma, "If you follow
this instruction, your materialistic life at home will not obstruct your
spiritual advancement. Indeed, if you follow these regulative principles, we
will again meet here, or, rather, you will never lose My company."
PURPORT
This is an opportunity for everyone. If one simply follows the instructions
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, under the guidance of His representative, and
chants the Hare K”£‹a mantra, teaching everyone as far as possible the same
principle, the contamination of the materialistic way of life will not even
touch him. It does not matter whether one lives in a holy place like
V”nd•vana, Navadv†pa or Jagann•tha Pur† or in the midst of European cities,
where the materialistic way of life is very prominent. If a devotee follows
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the instructions of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he lives in the company of the
Lord. Wherever he lives, he converts that place into V”nd•vana and Navadv†pa.
This means that materialism cannot touch him. This is the secret of success
for one advancing in K”£‹a consciousness.
TEXT 130
TEXT
ei mata y••ra ghare kare prabhu bhik£•
sei aiche kahe, t••re kar•ya ei ¤ik£•
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; y••ra--of whom; ghare--at the home; kare--does;
prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhik£•--accepting pras•da; sei--that
man; aiche--similarly; kahe--says; t••re--unto him; kar•ya--does; ei--this;
¤ik£•--enlightenment.
TRANSLATION
At whosoever's house ¥r† Caitanya accepted His alms by taking pras•da, He
would convert the dwellers to His sa•k†rtana movement and advise them just as
He advised the br•hma‹a named Kãrma.
PURPORT
The cult of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is explained here very nicely. One who
surrenders to Him and is ready to follow Him with heart and soul does not need
to change his location. Nor is it necessary for one to change status. One may
remain a householder, a medical practitioner, an engineer or whatever. It
doesn't matter. One only has to follow the instruction of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra and instruct relatives and
friends in the teachings of the Bhagavad-g†t• and ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. One has
to learn humility and meekness at home, following the instructions of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and in that way one's life will be spiritually
successful. One should not try to be an artificially advanced devotee,
thinking, "I am a first-class devotee." Such thinking should be avoided. It is
best not to accept any disciples. One has to become purified at home by
chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra and preaching the principles enunciated by
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Thus one can become a spiritual master and be freed
from the contamination of material life.
There are many sahajiy•s who decry the activities of the six Gosv•m†s-¥r†la Rãpa, San•tana, Raghun•tha d•sa, Bhaààa Raghun•tha, J†va and Gop•la
Bhaààa Gosv•m†s--who are the personal associates of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
and who enlightened society by writing books on devotional service. Similarly,
Narottama d•sa áh•kura and other great •c•ryas like Madhv•c•rya, R•m•nuj•c•rya
and others accepted many thousands of disciples to induce them to render
devotional service. However, there is a class of sahajiy•s who think that
these activities are opposed to the principles of devotional service. Indeed,
they consider such activities simply another phase of materialism. Thus
opposing the principles of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, they commit offenses at
His lotus feet. They should better consider His instructions and, instead of
seeking to be considered humble and meek, should refrain from criticizing the
followers of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu who engage in preaching. To protect His
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preachers, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has given much clear advice in these verses
of ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta.
TEXTS 131-132
TEXT
pathe y•ite dev•laye rahe yei gr•me
y••ra ghare bhik£• kare, sei mah•-jane
kãrme yaiche r†ti, taiche kaila sarva-àh•‘i
n†l•cale puna„ y•vat n• •il• gos•‘i
SYNONYMS
pathe y•ite--while passing on the road; dev•laye--in a temple; rahe--He
stays; yei gr•me--in any village; y••ra ghare--at whose place; bhik£• kare-takes alms or eats; sei mah•-jane--to such a great personality; kãrme--unto
the br•hma‹a Kãrma; yaiche--just as; r†ti--the process; taiche--in the same
way; kaila--did; sarva-àh•‘i--in all places; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†;
puna„--again; y•vat--until; n•--not; •il•--returned; gos•‘i--the Lord.
TRANSLATION
While on His tour, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would spend the night at a
temple or on the roadside. Whenever He accepted food from a person, He would
give him the same advice He gave the br•hma‹a named Kãrma. He adopted this
process until He returned from His South Indian tour to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 133
TEXT
ataeva ih•• kahil•• kariy• vist•ra
ei-mata j•nibe prabhura sarvatra vyavah•ra
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; ih••--here; kahil••--I have described; kariy• vist•ra-elaborately; ei-mata--in this way; j•nibe--you will know; prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sarvatra--everywhere; vyavah•ra--the behavior.
TRANSLATION
Thus I have described the Lord's behavior elaborately in the case of Kãrma.
In this way, you will know ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's dealings throughout South
India.
TEXT 134
TEXT
ei-mata sei r•tri t•h••i rahil•
pr•ta„-k•le prabhu sn•na kariy• calil•
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SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; sei r•tri--that night; t•h••i--there; rahil•--stayed;
pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sn•na--bath;
kariy•--taking; calil•--again started.
TRANSLATION
Thus Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would remain at night in one place and
the next morning, after bathing, start again.
TEXT 135
TEXT
prabhura anuvraji' kãrma bahu dãra •il•
prabhu t••re yatna kari' ghare p•àh•il•
SYNONYMS
prabhura--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; anuvraji'--following behind; kãrma-the br•hma‹a named Kãrma; bahu--much; dãra--distance; •il•--came; prabhu-Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--him; yatna kari'--taking much care;
ghare--to his home; p•àh•il•--sent.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu left, the br•hma‹a Kãrma followed Him a great
distance, but eventually Lord Caitanya took care to send him back home.
TEXT 136
TEXT
'v•sudeva'-n•ma eka dvija mah•¤aya
sarv••ge galita ku£àha, t•te k†‚•-maya
SYNONYMS
v•sudeva-n•ma--of the name V•sudeva; eka dvija--one br•hma‹a; mah•¤aya--a
great person; sarva-a•ge--all over his body; galita--acute; ku£àha--leprosy;
t•te--in that; k†‚•-maya--full of living worms.
TRANSLATION
There was also a br•hma‹a named V•sudeva, who was a great person but was
suffering from leprosy. Indeed, his body was filled with living worms.
TEXT 137
TEXT
a•ga haite yei k†‚• khasiy• pa‚aya
uàh•‘• sei k†‚• r•khe sei àh•‘a
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SYNONYMS
a•ga haite--from his body; yei--which; k†‚•--a worm; khasiy•--drops;
pa‚aya--falling off; uàh•‘•--picking up; sei--that; k†‚•--worm; r•khe--places;
sei àh•‘a--in the same place.
TRANSLATION
Although suffering from leprosy, the br•hma‹a V•sudeva was enlightened. As
soon as one worm fell from his body, he would pick it up and place it back
again in the same location.
TEXT 138
TEXT
r•trite ¤unil• te•ho gos•‘ira •gamana
dekhib•re •il• prabh•te kãrmera bhavana
SYNONYMS
r•trite--at night; ¤unil•--heard; te•ho--he; gos•‘ira--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •gamana--the arrival; dekhib•re--to see Him; •il•--he came;
prabh•te--in the morning; kãrmera--of the br•hma‹a named Kãrma; bhavana--to
the house.
TRANSLATION
Then one night V•sudeva heard of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu's arrival, and in
the morning he came to see the Lord at the house of Kãrma.
TEXT 139
TEXT
prabhura gamana kãrma-mukhete ¤uni‘•
bhãmite pa‚il• du„khe mãrcchita ha‘•
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; gamana--the going; kãrmamukhete--from the mouth of the br•hma‹a Kãrma; ¤uni‘•--hearing; bhãmite--on
the ground; pa‚il•--fell down; du„khe--in great distress; mãrcchita -unconsciousness; ha‘•--becoming.
TRANSLATION
When the leper V•sudeva came to Kãrma's house to see Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
he was informed that the Lord had already left. The leper then fell to the
ground unconscious.
TEXT 140
TEXT
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aneka prak•ra vil•pa karite l•gil•
sei-k£a‹e •si' prabhu t••re •li•gil•
SYNONYMS
aneka prak•ra--various kinds; vil•pa--lamentation; karite--to do; l•gil•-began; sei-k£a‹e--immediately; •si'--coming back; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; t••re--him; •li•gil•--embraced.
TRANSLATION
When V•sudeva, the leper br•hma‹a, was lamenting due to not being able to
see Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the Lord immediately returned to that spot and
embraced him.
TEXT 141
TEXT
prabhu-spar¤e du„kha-sa•ge ku£àha dãre gela
•nanda sahite a•ga sundara ha-ila
SYNONYMS
prabhu-spar¤e--by the touch of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; du„kha-sa•ge--along
with his unhappiness; ku£àha--the infection of leprosy; dãre--to a distant
place; gela--went; •nanda sahite--with great pleasure; a•ga--whole body;
sundara--beautiful; ha-ila--became.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu touched him, both the leprosy and his distress
went to a distant place. Indeed, V•sudeva's body became very beautiful, to his
great happiness.
TEXT 142
TEXT
prabhura k”p• dekhi' t••ra vismaya haila mana
¤loka pa‚i' p•ye dhari, karaye stavana
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”p•--the mercy; dekhi'--seeing;
t••ra--of the br•hma‹a V•sudeva; vismaya haila mana--there was astonishment in
his mind; ¤loka pa‚i'--reciting a verse; p•ye dhari--touching His lotus feet;
karaye stavana--offers prayers.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a V•sudeva was astonished to behold the wonderful mercy of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and he began to recite a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam,
touching the Lord's lotus feet.
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TEXT 143
TEXT
kv•ha‰ daridra„ p•p†y•n
kva k”£‹a„ ¤r†-niketana„
brahma-bandhur iti sm•ha‰
b•hubhy•‰ parirambhita„
SYNONYMS
kva--who; aham--I; daridra„--poor; p•p†y•n--sinful; kva--who; k”£‹a„--the
Supreme Personality of Godhead; ¤r†-niketana„--the transcendental form of all
opulence; brahma-bandhu„--the friend of a br•hma‹a, not fit even to be called
a br•hma‹a; iti--thus; sma--certainly; aham--I; b•hubhy•m--by the arms;
parirambhita„--embraced.
TRANSLATION
He said, " 'Who am I? A sinful, poor friend of a br•hma‹a. And who is
K”£‹a? The Supreme Personality of Godhead, full in six opulences. Nonetheless,
He has embraced me with His two arms.' "
PURPORT
This verse was spoken by Sud•m• Br•hma‹a in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.81.16),
in connection with his meeting Lord K”£‹a.
TEXTS 144-145
TEXT
bahu stuti kari' kahe,----¤una, day•-maya
j†ve ei gu‹a n•hi, tom•te ei haya
more dekhi' mora gandhe pal•ya p•mara
hena-more spar¤a' tumi,----svatantra †¤vara
SYNONYMS
bahu--many; stuti--prayers; kari'--presenting; kahe--says; ¤una--kindly
hear; day•-maya--O greatly merciful Lord; j†ve--in the living entity; ei-this; gu‹a--quality; n•hi--there is not; tom•te--in You; ei--this; haya--is;
more dekhi'--by seeing me; mora gandhe--from smelling my body; pal•ya--runs
away; p•mara--even a sinful man; hena-more--such a person as me; spar¤a'-touch; tumi--You; svatantra--fully independent; †¤vara--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a V•sudeva continued, "O my merciful Lord,
possible for ordinary living entities. Such mercy can be
Upon seeing me, even a sinful person goes away due to my
You have touched me. Such is the independent behavior of
Personality of Godhead."

such mercy is not
found only in You.
bad bodily odor. Yet
the Supreme
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TEXT 146
TEXT
kintu •chil•• bh•la adhama ha‘•
ebe aha•k•ra mora janmibe •siy•
SYNONYMS
kintu--but; •chil••--I was; bh•la--all right; adhama--the lowest of
mankind; ha‘•--being; ebe--now; aha•k•ra--pride; mora--my; janmibe--will
appear; •siy•--coming.
TRANSLATION
Being meek and humble, the br•hma‹a V•sudeva worried that he would become
proud after being cured by the grace of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 147
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"kabhu tom•ra n• habe abhim•na
nirantara kaha tumi 'k”£‹a' 'k”£‹a' n•ma
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; kabhu--at any time; tom•ra--your; n•--not;
habe--there will be; abhim•na--pride; nirantara--incessantly; kaha--chant;
tumi--you; k”£‹a k”£‹a n•ma--the holy name of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
To protect the br•hma‹a, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu advised him to chant the
Hare K”£‹a mantra incessantly. By doing so, he would never become
unnecessarily proud.
TEXT 148
TEXT
k”£‹a upade¤i' kara j†vera nist•ra
acir•te k”£‹a tom• karibena a•g†k•ra"
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a upade¤i'--instructing about K”£‹a; kara--just do; j†vera--of all
living entities; nist•ra--the liberation; acir•te--very soon; k”£‹a--Lord
K”£‹a; tom•--you; karibena--will make; a•g†k•ra--acceptance.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu also advised V•sudeva to preach about K”£‹a and
thus liberate living entities. As a result, K”£‹a would very soon accept him
as His devotee.
PURPORT
Although V•sudeva Vipra was a leper and had suffered greatly, still ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu cured him. The only return the Lord wanted was that
V•sudeva preach the instructions of K”£‹a and liberate all human beings. That
is the process of the International Society for Krishna Consciousness. Each
and every member of this Society was rescued from a very abominable condition,
but now they are engaged in preaching the cult of K”£‹a consciousness. They
are not only cured of the disease called materialism but are also living a
very happy life. Everyone accepts them as great devotees of K”£‹a, and their
qualities are manifest in their very faces. If one wants to be recognized as a
devotee by K”£‹a, he should take to preaching work, following the advice of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Then one will undoubtedly attain the lotus feet of
¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya, Lord K”£‹a Himself, without delay.
TEXT 149
TEXT
eteka kahiy• prabhu kaila antardh•ne
dui vipra gal•gali k•nde prabhura gu‹e
SYNONYMS
eteka--so much; kahiy•--speaking; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
kaila--made; antardh•ne--disappearance; dui vipra--the two br•hma‹as, Kãrma
and V•sudeva; gal•gali--embracing one another; k•nde--cry; prabhura gu‹e--due
to the mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
After instructing the br•hma‹a V•sudeva in that way, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu disappeared from that place. Then the two br•hma‹as, Kãrma and
V•sudeva, embraced each other and began to cry, remembering the transcendental
qualities of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 150
TEXT
'v•sudevoddh•ra' ei kahila •khy•na
'v•sudev•m”ta-prada' haila prabhura n•ma
SYNONYMS
v•sudeva-uddh•ra--giving liberation to V•sudeva; ei--this; kahila--is
described; •khy•na--narration; v•sudeva-am”ta-prada--the giver of nectar to
V•sudeva; haila--became; prabhura n•ma--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's holy
name.
TRANSLATION
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Thus I have described how ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu reclaimed the leper
V•sudeva and so received the name V•sudev•m”ta-prada.
TEXT 151
TEXT
ei ta' kahila prabhura prathama gamana
kãrma-dara¤ana, v•sudeva-vimocana
SYNONYMS
ei ta' kahila--thus I have described; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; prathama gamana--the first tour; kãrma-dara¤ana--visiting the
temple of Kãrma; v•sudeva-vimocana--and liberating the leper br•hma‹a of the
name V•sudeva.
TRANSLATION
Thus I end my description of the first tour of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, His
visiting the temple of Kãrma and His liberating the leper br•hma‹a V•sudeva.
TEXT 152
TEXT
¤raddh• kari' ei l†l• ye kare ¤rava‹a
acir•te milaye t•re caitanya-cara‹a
SYNONYMS
¤raddh• kari'--with great faith; ei l†l•--this pastime; ye--anyone; kare-does; ¤rava‹a--hearing; acir•te--very soon; milaye--meets; t•re--him;
caitanya-cara‹a--the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
One who hears these pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu with great faith
will surely very soon attain the lotus feet of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 153
TEXT
caitanya-l†l•ra •di-anta n•hi j•ni
sei likhi, yei mah•ntera mukhe ¤uni
SYNONYMS
caitanya-l†l•ra--of the pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •di-beginning; anta--and end; n•hi--not; j•ni--I know; sei--that; likhi--I write;
yei--which; mah•ntera--of the great personalities; mukhe--from the mouths;
¤uni--I hear.
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TRANSLATION
I admit that I do not know the beginning or the end of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's pastimes. However, whatever I have written I have heard from the
mouths of great personalities.
PURPORT
The name V•sudev•m”ta-prada is mentioned in the verses composed by
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya. When a person actually revives his consciousness with
thoughts of K”£‹a by the mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he revives his
spiritual life and becomes addicted to the service of the Lord. Only then can
he act as an •c•rya. In other words, everyone should engage in preaching,
following in the footsteps of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. In this way one will be
very much appreciated by Lord K”£‹a and will quickly be recognized by Him.
Actually a devotee of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu must engage in preaching in
order to increase the followers of the Lord. By thus preaching actual Vedic
knowledge all over the world, one will benefit all mankind.
TEXT 154
TEXT
ithe apar•dha mora n• la-io, bhakta-ga‹a
tom•-sab•ra cara‹a----mora ek•nta ¤ara‹a
SYNONYMS
ithe--in this; apar•dha--offenses; mora--my; n• la-io--do not take; bhaktaga‹a--O devotees; tom•--of your; sab•ra--of all; cara‹a--the lotus feet; mora-my; ek•nta--only; ¤ara‹a--shelter.
TRANSLATION
O devotees, please do not consider my offenses in this regard. Your lotus
feet are my only shelter.
TEXT 155
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
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Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Seventh Chapter, describing the liberation of the br•hma‹a V•sudeva and
the Lord's tour of South India.
Chapter 8
Talks Between ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and R•m•nanda R•ya
The summary of the Eighth Chapter is given by ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura in
his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya.
After visiting the temple of Jiya‚a-n”si‰ha, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went
to the banks of the river God•var†, to a place known as Vidy•nagara. When
¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya went there to take his bath, they met. After being
introduced, ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya requested ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to remain in
the village for some days. Honoring his request, Caitanya Mah•prabhu stayed
there in the home of some Vedic br•hma‹as. In the evening, ¥r†la R•m•nanda
R•ya used to come to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. R•m•nanda R•ya, who was
clothed in ordinary dress, offered the Lord respectful obeisances. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu questioned him on the object and process of worship and
also asked him to recite verses from Vedic literature.
First of all, ¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya enunciated the system of the var‹•¤rama
institution. He recited various verses about karm•rpa‹a, stating that
everything should be dedicated to the Lord. He then spoke of detached action,
knowledge mixed with devotional service, and finally the spontaneous loving
service of the Lord. After hearing ¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya recite some verses,
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted the principle of pure devotional service
devoid of all kinds of speculation. After this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked
R•m•nanda R•ya to explain the higher platform of devotional service. Then
¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya explained unalloyed devotional service, love of Godhead,
and serving the Lord in the moods of pure servitude, fraternity and parental
love. Finally he spoke of serving the Lord in conjugal love. He then spoke of
how conjugal love can be developed in various ways. This conjugal love attains
its highest perfection in ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s love for K”£‹a. He next
described the position of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and the transcendental mellows of
love of God. ¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya then recited a verse of his own concerning
the platform of ecstatic vision, technically called prema-vil•sa-vivarta.
¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya also explained that all stages of conjugal love can be
attained through the mercy of the residents of V”nd•vana, especially by the
mercy of the gop†s. All these subject matters were thus vividly described.
Gradually R•m•nanda R•ya could understand the position of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, and when ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu exhibited His real form,
R•m•nanda R•ya fell unconscious. After some days, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
asked R•m•nanda R•ya to retire from government service and come to Jagann•tha
Pur†. These descriptions of the meetings between R•m•nanda R•ya and ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu are taken from the notebook of Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†.
TEXT 1
TEXT
sa‘c•rya r•m•bhidha-bhakta-meghe
sva-bhakti-siddh•nta-cay•m”t•ni
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gaur•bdhir etair amun• vit†r‹ais
taj-j‘atva-ratn•layat•‰ pray•ti
SYNONYMS
sa‘c•rya--by empowering; r•ma-abhidha--of the name R•ma; bhakta-meghe--in
the cloudlike devotee; sva-bhakti--of His own devotional service; siddh•nta-of conclusions; caya--all collections; am”t•ni--nectar; gaura-abdhi„--the
ocean known as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; etai„--by these; amun•--by the cloud
known as R•m•nanda R•ya; vit†r‹ai„--distributed; tat-j‘atva--of knowledge of
devotional service; ratna-•layat•m--the quality of being an ocean containing
valuable jewels; pray•ti--achieved.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who is known as Gaur••ga, is the ocean of all
conclusive knowledge in devotional service. He empowered ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya,
who may be likened to a cloud of devotional service. This cloud was filled
with the water of all the conclusive purports of devotional service and was
empowered by the ocean to spread this water over the ocean of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu Himself. Thus the ocean of Caitanya Mah•prabhu became filled with
the jewels of the knowledge of pure devotional service.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†-caitanya jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; ¤r†-caitanya--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jaya-all glories; nity•nanda--to Lord Nity•nanda; jaya advaita-candra--all glories
to Advaita šc•rya; jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda--all glories to the devotees of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All glories to Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Lord
Nity•nanda! All glories to Advaita šc•rya! And all glories to all the devotees
of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu!
TEXT 3
TEXT
pãrva-r†te prabhu •ge gamana karil•
'jiya‚a-n”si‰ha'-k£etre kata-dine gel•
SYNONYMS
pãrva-r†te--according to His previous program; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •ge--ahead; gamana--going; karil•--did; jiya‚a-n”si‰ha--of the
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name Jiya‚a-n”si‰ha; k£etre--at the place of pilgrimage; kata-dine--after some
days; gel•--arrived.
TRANSLATION
According to His previous program, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went
forward on His tour and after some days arrived at the place of pilgrimage
known as Jiya‚a-n”si‰ha.
PURPORT
The Jiya‚a-n”si‰ha temple is situated on the top of a hill about five miles
away from Visakhapatnam. There is a railway station on the South Indian
Railway known as Si‰h•cala. The temple known as Si‰h•cala is the best temple
in the vicinity of Visakhapatnam. This temple is very affluent and is a
typical example of the architecture of the area. In one stone tablet it is
mentioned that formerly a queen covered the Deity with gold plate. This is
mentioned in the Visakhapatnam Gazetteer. About the temple, there are
residential quarters for the priests and devotees. Indeed, at the present
moment there are many residential quarters to accommodate visiting devotees.
The original Deity is situated within the depths of the temple, but there is
another Deity, a duplicate, known as the vijaya-mãrti. This smaller Deity can
be moved from the temple and taken on public processions. Priests who
generally belong to the R•m•nuja-samprad•ya are in charge of the Deity
worship.
TEXT 4
TEXT
n”si‰ha dekhiy• kaila da‹‚avat-pra‹ati
prem•ve¤e kaila bahu n”tya-g†ta-stuti
SYNONYMS
n”si‰ha dekhiy•--by seeing Lord N”si‰ha in the temple; kaila--did;
da‹‚avat-pra‹ati--offering of obeisances, falling flat before the Deity;
prem•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; kaila--did; bahu--all kinds of; n”tya--dancing;
g†ta--chanting; stuti--and offering of prayers.
TRANSLATION
After seeing the Deity of Lord N”si‰ha in the temple, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu offered His respectful obeisances by falling flat. Then, in
ecstatic love, He performed various dances, chanted, and offered prayers.
TEXT 5
TEXT
"¤r†-n”si‰ha, jaya n”si‰ha, jaya jaya n”si‰ha
prahl•de¤a jaya padm•-mukha-padma-bh”•ga"
SYNONYMS
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¤r†-n”si‰ha--Lord N”si‰ha with Lak£m†; jaya n”si‰ha--all glories to Lord
N”si‰ha; jaya jaya--again and again glories; n”si‰ha--to N”si‰hadeva;
prahl•da-†¤a--to the Lord of Prahl•da Mah•r•ja; jaya--all glories; padm•--of
the goddess of fortune; mukha-padma--of the lotuslike face; bh”•ga--the bee.
TRANSLATION
" 'All glories to N”si‰hadeva! All glories to N”si‰hadeva, who is the Lord
of Prahl•da Mah•r•ja and, like a honeybee, is always engaged in beholding the
lotuslike face of the goddess of fortune.
PURPORT
The goddess of fortune is always embraced by Lord N”si‰hadeva. This is
mentioned in the commentary on ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam written by the great
commentator ¥r†la ¥r†dhara Sv•m†. The following verse was composed by ¥r†dhara
Sv•m† in his commentary on ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.87.1):
v•g-†¤• yasya vadane
lak£m†r yasya ca vak£asi
yasy•ste h”daye samvit
ta‰ n”si‰ham aha‰ bhaje
"Lord N”si‰hadeva is always assisted by Sarasvat†, the goddess of learning,
and He is always embracing to His chest the goddess of fortune. The Lord is
always complete in knowledge within Himself. Let us offer obeisances unto
N”si‰hadeva."
Similarly, in his commentary on the First Canto of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(1.1.1), ¥r†dhara Sv•m† describes Lord N”si‰hadeva in this way:
prahl•da-h”day•hl•da‰
bhakt•vidy•-vid•ra‹am
¤arad-indu-ruci‰ vande
p•r†ndra-vadana‰ harim
"Let me offer my obeisances unto Lord N”si‰hadeva, who is always
enlightening Prahl•da Mah•r•ja within his heart and who always kills the
nescience that attacks the devotees. His mercy is distributed like moonshine,
and His face is like that of a lion. Let me offer my obeisances unto Him again
and again."
TEXT 6
TEXT
ugro 'py anugra ev•ya‰
sva-bhakt•n•‰ n”-ke¤ar†
ke¤ar†va sva-pot•n•m
anye£•‰ ugra-vikrama„
SYNONYMS
ugra„--ferocious; api--although; anugra„--not ferocious; eva--certainly;
ayam--this; sva-bhakt•n•m--to His pure devotees; n”-ke¤ar†--having the body of
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a human being and a lion; ke¤ar† iva--like a lioness; sva-pot•n•m--to her
young cubs; anye£•m--to others; ugra--ferocious; vikrama„--whose strength.
TRANSLATION
" 'Although very ferocious, the lioness is very kind to her cubs.
Similarly, although very ferocious to nondevotees like Hira‹yaka¤ipu, Lord
N”si‰hadeva is very, very soft and kind to devotees like Prahl•da Mah•r•ja.' "
PURPORT
This verse was composed by ¥r†dhara Sv•m† in his commentary on ¥r†madBh•gavatam (7.9.1).
TEXT 7
TEXT
ei-mata n•n• ¤loka pa‚i' stuti kaila
n”si‰ha-sevaka m•l•-pras•da •ni' dila
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; n•n•--various; ¤loka--verses; pa‚i'--reciting; stuti-prayers; kaila--offered; n”si‰ha-sevaka--the priest of Lord N”si‰hadeva in
the temple; m•l•--garlands; pras•da--and remnants of the food of Lord
N”si‰hadeva; •ni'--bringing; dila--offered.
TRANSLATION
In this way Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu recited different verses from the
¤•stra. The priest of Lord N”si‰hadeva then brought garlands and the remnants
of the Lord's food and offered them to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 8
TEXT
pãrvavat kona vipre kaila nimantra‹a
sei r•tri t•h•• rahi' karil• gamana
SYNONYMS
pãrva-vat--as previously; kona--some; vipre--br•hma‹a; kaila--made;
nimantra‹a--invitation; sei r•tri--that night; t•h••--there; rahi'--staying;
karil•--did; gamana--touring.
TRANSLATION
As usual, a br•hma‹a offered ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu an invitation. The
Lord passed the night in the temple and then commenced His tour again.
TEXT 9
TEXT
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prabh•te uàhiy• prabhu calil• prem•ve¤e
dig-vidik n•hi j‘•na r•tri-divase
SYNONYMS
prabh•te--in the morning; uàhiy•--rising; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; calil•--went; prema-•ve¤e--in great ecstatic love; dik-vidik--the
right or wrong direction; n•hi--there was not; j‘•na--knowledge; r•tri-divase-day and night.
TRANSLATION
The next morning, in the great ecstasy of love, Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu started on His tour with no knowledge of the proper direction, and
He continued the whole day and night.
TEXT 10
TEXT
pãrvavat 'vai£‹ava' kari' sarva loka-ga‹e
god•var†-t†re prabhu •il• kata-dine
SYNONYMS
pãrva-vat--as previously; vai£‹ava--devotees; kari'--making; sarva--all;
loka-ga‹e--the people; god•var†-t†re--on the bank of the river God•var†;
prabhu--the Lord; •il•--arrived; kata-dine--after some days.
TRANSLATION
As previously, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu converted to Vai£‹avism many people
He met on the road. After some days, the Lord reached the banks of the River
God•var†.
TEXT 11
TEXT
god•var† dekhi' ha-ila 'yamun•'-smara‹a
t†re vana dekhi' sm”ti haila v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
god•var†--the River God•var†; dekhi'--seeing; ha-ila--there was; yamun•
smara‹a--remembrance of the River Yamun•; t†re--on the banks; vana--the
forests; dekhi'--seeing; sm”ti--remembrance; haila--there was; v”nd•vana--¥r†
V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
When He saw the River God•var†, the Lord remembered the River Yamun•, and
when He saw the forest on the banks of the river, He remembered ¥r† V”nd•vanadh•ma.
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TEXT 12
TEXT
sei vane kata-k£a‹a kari' n”tya-g•na
god•var† p•ra ha‘• t•h•• kaila sn•na
SYNONYMS
sei vane--in that forest; kata-k£a‹a--for some time; kari'--performing;
n”tya-g•na--dancing and chanting; god•var†--the river; p•ra ha‘•--crossing;
t•h••--there; kaila--took; sn•na--bath.
TRANSLATION
After performing His usual chanting and dancing for some time in this
forest, the Lord crossed the river and took His bath on the other bank.
TEXT 13
TEXT
gh•àa ch•‚i' kata-dãre jala-sannidh•ne
vasi' prabhu kare k”£‹a-n•ma-sa•k†rtane
SYNONYMS
gh•àa ch•‚i'--leaving the bathing place; kata-dãre--a short distance away;
jala-sannidh•ne--near the water; vasi'--sitting; prabhu--the Lord; kare--does;
k”£‹a-n•ma-sa•k†rtane--chanting of the holy name of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
After bathing in the river, the Lord walked a little distance from the
bathing place and engaged in chanting the holy name of K”£‹a.
TEXT 14
TEXT
hena-k•le dol•ya ca‚i' r•m•nanda r•ya
sn•na karib•re •il•, b•jan• b•j•ya
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--at this time; dol•ya ca‚i'--riding on a palanquin; r•m•nanda
r•ya--¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya; sn•na--bath; karib•re--to take; •il•--came there;
b•jan• b•j•ya--accompanied by a musical band.
TRANSLATION
At that time, accompanied by the sounds of music, Ramananda Raya came there
on a palanquin to take his bath.
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TEXT 15
TEXT
t••ra sa•ge bahu •il• vaidika br•hma‹a
vidhi-mate kaila te•ho sn•n•di-tarpa‹a
SYNONYMS
t••ra sa•ge--with him; bahu--many; •il•--came; vaidika--following the Vedic
principles; br•hma‹a--br•hma‹as; vidhi-mate--according to ritualistic
ceremonies; kaila--did; te•ho--he, ¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya; sn•na-•di-tarpa‹a-bathing and offering oblations, etc.
TRANSLATION
Many br•hma‹as, following the Vedic principles, accompanied R•m•nanda R•ya.
According to the Vedic rituals, R•m•nanda R•ya took his bath and offered
oblations to his forefathers.
TEXT 16
TEXT
prabhu t••re dekhi' j•nila----ei r•ma-r•ya
t••h•re milite prabhura mana uàhi' dh•ya
SYNONYMS
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--him; dekhi'--seeing; j•nila--could
understand; ei--this; r•ma-r•ya--¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya; t••h•re--him; milite-to meet; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mana--mind; uàhi'--rising;
dh•ya--runs after.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu could understand that the person who had come to
bathe in the river was R•m•nanda R•ya. The Lord wanted so much to meet him
that His mind immediately began running after him.
TEXT 17
TEXT
tath•pi dhairya dhari' prabhu rahil• vasiy•
r•m•nanda •il• apãrva sanny•s† dekhiy•
SYNONYMS
tath•pi--still; dhariya dhari'--keeping patient; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; rahil•--remained; vasiy•--sitting; r•m•nanda--¥r†la R•m•nanda
R•ya; •il•--arrived; apãrva--wonderful; sanny•s†--renunciant; dekhiy•--seeing.
TRANSLATION
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Although ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was running after him mentally, He
patiently remained sitting. R•m•nanda R•ya, seeing the wonderful sanny•s†,
then came to see Him.
TEXT 18
TEXT
sãrya-¤ata-sama k•nti, aru‹a vasana
subalita prak•‹‚a deha, kamala-locana
SYNONYMS
sãrya-¤ata--hundreds of suns; sama--like; k•nti--luster; aru‹a--saffron;
vasana--garments; subalita--very strongly built; prak•‹‚a--big; deha--body;
kamala-locana--eyes like lotus petals.
TRANSLATION
¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya then saw ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to be as brilliant as
a hundred suns. The Lord was covered by a saffron garment. He was large in
body and very strongly built, and His eyes were like lotus petals.
TEXT 19
TEXT
dekhiy• t••h•ra mane haila camatk•ra
•siy• karila da‹‚avat namask•ra
SYNONYMS
dekhiy•--seeing; t••h•ra--his; mane--in the mind; haila--there was;
camatk•ra--wonder; •siy•--coming there; karila--did; da‹‚a-vat--like a rod;
namask•ra--obeisances.
TRANSLATION
When R•m•nanda R•ya saw the wonderful sanny•s†, he was struck with wonder.
He went to Him and immediately offered his respectful obeisances, falling down
flat like a rod.
TEXT 20
TEXT
uàhi' prabhu kahe,----ãàha, kaha 'k”£‹a' 'k”£‹a'
t•re •li•gite prabhura h”daya sat”£‹a
SYNONYMS
uàhi'--rising; prabhu--the Lord; kahe--said; uàha--get up; kaha--chant;
k”£‹a k”£‹a--the holy name of Lord K”£‹a; t•re--him; •li•gite--to embrace;
prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; h”daya--the heart; sa-t”£‹a--very
eager.
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TRANSLATION
The Lord stood up and asked R•m•nanda R•ya to arise and chant the holy name
of K”£‹a. Indeed, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very eager to embrace him.
TEXT 21
TEXT
tath•pi puchila,----tumi r•ya r•m•nanda?
te•ho kahe,----sei ha•a d•sa ¤ãdra manda
SYNONYMS
tath•pi--still; puchila--He inquired; tumi--you; r•ya r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda
R•ya; te•ho kahe--he replied; sei ha•a--I am that; d•sa--servant; ¤ãdra-belonging to the ¤ãdra community; manda--very low.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then inquired whether he was R•m•nanda R•ya, and he
replied, "Yes, I am Your very low servant, and I belong to the ¤ãdra
community."
TEXT 22
TEXT
tabe t•re kaila prabhu d”‚ha •li•gana
prem•ve¤e prabhu-bh”tya do•he acetana
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; t•re--him; kaila--did; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; d”‚ha--firm; •li•gana--embracing; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love;
prabhu-bh”tya--the servant and the master; do•he--both; acetana--unconscious.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then embraced ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya very firmly.
Indeed, both the master and the servant almost lost consciousness due to
ecstatic love.
TEXT 23
TEXT
sv•bh•vika prema do•h•ra udaya karil•
du•h• •li•giy• du•he bhãmite pa‚il•
SYNONYMS
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sv•bh•vika--natural; prema--love; do•h•ra--of both of them; udaya-awakening; karil•--there was; du•h•--both; •li•giy•--embracing; du•he--both of
them; bhãmite--on the ground; pa‚il•--fell down.
TRANSLATION
Their natural love for each other was awakened in them both, and they
embraced and fell down on the ground.
PURPORT
¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya was an incarnation of the gop† Vi¤•kh•. Since ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu was Lord K”£‹a Himself, there was naturally an awakening
of love between Vi¤•kh• and K”£‹a. ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu is the
combination of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and K”£‹a. The gop† Vi¤•kh• is a principal
gop† assisting ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. R•m•nanda R•ya and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
embraced, since their natural love also was awakened.
TEXT 24
TEXT
stambha, sveda, a¤ru, kampa, pulaka, vaivar‹ya
du•h•ra mukhete ¤uni' gadgada 'k”£‹a' var‹a
SYNONYMS
stambha--paralysis; sveda--perspiration; a¤ru--tears; kampa--shivering;
pulaka--horripilation; vaivar‹ya--paleness; du•h•ra--of both of them; mukhete-in the mouth; ¤uni'--hearing; gadgada--faltering; k”£‹a var‹a--K”£‹a's name.
TRANSLATION
When they embraced each other, ecstatic symptoms--paralysis, perspiration,
tears, shivering, paleness and standing up of the bodily hairs--appeared. The
word "K”£‹a" came from their mouths falteringly.
TEXT 25
TEXT
dekhiy• br•hma‹a-ga‹era haila camatk•ra
vaidika br•hma‹a saba karena vic•ra
SYNONYMS
dekhiy•--seeing this; br•hma‹a-ga‹era--of the ritualistic br•hma‹as; haila-there was; camatk•ra--wonder; vaidika--followers of Vedic ritualistic
ceremonies; br•hma‹a--the br•hma‹as; saba--all; karena--did; vic•ra-consideration.
TRANSLATION
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When the stereotyped, ritualistic br•hma‹as who were following the Vedic
principles saw this ecstatic manifestation of love, they were struck with
wonder. All these br•hma‹as began to reflect as follows.
TEXT 26
TEXT
ei ta' sanny•s†ra teja dekhi brahma-sama
¤ãdre •li•giy• kene karena krandana
SYNONYMS
ei ta'--this indeed; sanny•s†ra--of the sanny•s†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
teja--bodily effulgence; dekhi--we see; brahma-sama--exactly like Brahman;
¤ãdre--a ¤ãdra, or worker; •li•giy•--embracing; kene--why; karena--does;
krandana--crying.
TRANSLATION
These br•hma‹as began to think, "We can see that this sanny•s† has a luster
like the effulgence of Brahman, but how is it He is crying upon embracing a
¤ãdra, a member of the fourth caste in the social order?"
TEXT 27
TEXT
ei mah•r•ja----mah•-pa‹‚ita, gambh†ra
sanny•s†ra spar¤e matta ha-il• asthira
SYNONYMS
ei mah•r•ja--this R•m•nanda R•ya, who is the Governor; mah•-pa‹‚ita--a very
learned person; gambh†ra--grave; sanny•s†ra spar¤e--by touching a sanny•s†;
matta--mad; ha-il•--became; asthira--restless.
TRANSLATION
They thought, "This R•m•nanda R•ya is the Governor of Madras, a highly
learned and grave person, a mah•-pa‹‚ita, but upon touching this sanny•s† he
has become restless like a madman."
TEXT 28
TEXT
ei-mata vipra-ga‹a bh•ve mane mana
vij•t†ya loka dekhi, prabhu kaila sa‰vara‹a
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; vipra-ga‹a--all the br•hma‹as; bh•ve--think; mane
mana--within their minds; vij•t†ya loka--outside people; dekhi--seeing;
prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kaila--did; sa‰vara‹a--restraining.
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TRANSLATION
While the br•hma‹as were thinking in this way about the activities of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu and R•m•nanda R•ya, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw those
outsiders and restrained His transcendental emotions.
PURPORT
R•m•nanda R•ya was intimately related to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; therefore
he can be accepted as a saj•t†ya, a person within the intimate circle of the
Lord. The br•hma‹as, however, were followers of the Vedic rituals and were not
able to have an intimate connection with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Consequently
they are called vij•t†ya-loka. In other words, they were not pure devotees.
One may be a highly learned br•hma‹a, but if he is not a pure devotee he is a
vij•t†ya, an outcaste, one outside devotional service--in other words, a
nondevotee. Although ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and R•m•nanda R•ya were embracing
in ecstasy, the Lord restrained His transcendental emotions upon seeing the
outsider br•hma‹as.
TEXT 29
TEXT
sustha ha‘• du•he sei sth•nete vasil•
tabe h•si' mah•prabhu kahite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
su-stha ha‘•--becoming steady; du•he--both of them; sei--that; sth•nete--in
the place; vasil•--sat down; tabe--then; h•si'--smiling; mah•prabhu--Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kahite--to speak; l•gil•--began.
TRANSLATION
When they regained their sanity, they both sat down, and ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu smiled and began to speak as follows.
TEXT 30
TEXT
'sarvabhauma bhaàà•c•rya kahila tom•ra gu‹e
tom•re milite more karila yatane
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma bhaàà•c•rya--of the name S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kahila--has
spoken; tom•ra--your; gu‹e--good qualities; tom•re--you; milite--to meet;
more--Me; karila--made; yatane--endeavor.
TRANSLATION
"S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya spoke of your good qualities, and he made a great
endeavor to convince Me to meet you.
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TEXT 31
TEXT
tom• milib•re mora eth• •gamana
bh•la haila, an•y•se p•ilu• dara¤ana'
SYNONYMS
tom•--you; milib•re--to meet; mora--My; eth•--here; •gamana--coming; bh•la
haila--it was very good; an•y•se--without difficulty; p•ilu•--I have gotten;
dara¤ana--interview.
TRANSLATION
"Indeed, I have come here just to meet you. It is very good that even
without making an effort I have gotten your interview here."
TEXT 32
TEXT
r•ya kahe,----s•rvabhauma kare bh”tya-j‘•na
parok£eha mora hite haya s•vadh•na
SYNONYMS
r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
kare--does; bh”tya-j‘•na--thinks of me as his servant; parok£eha--in my
absence; mora--of me; hite--for the benefit; haya--is; s•vadh•na--always
careful.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya thinks of me as his
servant. Even in my absence he is very careful to do me good.
TEXT 33
TEXT
t••ra k”p•ya p•inu tom•ra dara¤ana
•ji saphala haila mora manu£ya-janama
SYNONYMS
t••ra k”p•ya--by his mercy; p•inu--I have gotten; tom•ra--Your; dara¤ana-interview; •ji--today; sa-phala--successful; haila--has become; mora--my;
manu£ya-janama--birth as a human being.
TRANSLATION
"By his mercy I have received Your interview here. Consequently I consider
that today I have become a successful human being.
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TEXT 34
TEXT
s•rvabhaume tom•ra k”p•,----t•ra ei cihna
asp”¤ya spar¤ile ha‘• t••ra prem•dh†na
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhaume--unto S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; tom•ra--Your; k”p•--mercy; t•ra-of such mercy; ei--this; cihna--the symptom; asp”¤ya--untouchable; spar¤ile-You have touched; ha‘•--becoming; t••ra--his; prema-adh†na--influenced by
love.
TRANSLATION
"I can see that You have bestowed special mercy upon S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya. Therefore You have touched me, although I am untouchable. This is
due only to his love for You.
TEXT 35
TEXT
k•h•• tumi----s•k£•t †¤vara n•r•ya‹a
k•h•• mu‘i----r•ja-sev† vi£ay† ¤ãdr•dhama
SYNONYMS
k•h••--whereas; tumi--You; s•k£•t--directly; †¤vara n•r•ya‹a--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; k•h••--whereas; mu‘i--I; r•ja-sev†--government
servant; vi£ay†--materialist; ¤ãdra-adhama--worse than a ¤ãdra, or fourthclass man.
TRANSLATION
"You are the Supreme Personality of Godhead, N•r•ya‹a Himself, and I am
only a government servant interested in materialistic activities. Indeed, I am
the lowest amongst men of the fourth caste.
TEXT 36
TEXT
mora spar¤e n• karile gh”‹•, veda-bhaya
mora dar¤ana tom• vede ni£edhaya
SYNONYMS
mora--of me; spar¤e--by the touch; n•--not; karile--You did; gh”‹•--hatred;
veda-bhaya--afraid of the injunctions of the Vedas; mora--of me; dar¤ana-seeing; tom•--You; vede--the Vedic injunctions; ni£edhaya--forbid.
TRANSLATION
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"You do not fear the Vedic injunctions stating that You should not
associate with a ¤ãdra. You were not contemptuous of my touch, although in the
Vedas You are forbidden to associate with ¤ãdras.
PURPORT
In the Bhagavad-g†t• (9.32) the Lord says:
m•‰ hi p•rtha vyap•¤ritya
ye 'pi syu„ p•pa-yonaya„
striyo vai¤y•s tath• ¤ãdr•s
te 'pi y•nti par•‰ gatim
"O son of P”th•, those who take shelter in Me, though they be of lower
birth--women, vai¤yas [merchants], as well as ¤ãdras [workers]--can attain the
supreme destination."
The word p•pa-yonaya„ means "born of lower-caste women." The vai¤yas are
merchants, and the ¤ãdras or workers are servants. According to Vedic
classifications, they belong to a lower social order. A low life means a life
without K”£‹a consciousness. High and low positions in society were calculated
by considering a person's K”£‹a consciousness. A br•hma‹a is considered to be
on the highest platform because he knows Brahman, the Absolute Truth. The
second caste, the k£atriya caste, also know Brahman, but not as well as the
br•hma‹as. The vai¤yas and ¤ãdras do not clearly understand God consciousness,
but if they take to K”£‹a consciousness by the mercy of K”£‹a and the
spiritual master, they do not remain in the lower castes (p•pa-yonaya„). It is
clearly stated: te 'pi y•nti par•‰ gatim.
Unless one has attained the highest standard of life, one cannot return
home, back to Godhead. One may be a ¤ãdra, vai¤ya or woman, but if one is
situated in the service of the Lord in K”£‹a consciousness, one should not be
considered str†, ¤ãdra, vai¤ya or lower than ¤ãdra.
Though a person may be
from a lowborn family, if he is engaged in the Lord's service he should never
be considered to belong to a lowborn family. The Padma Pur•‹a forbids: v†k£ate
j•ti-s•m•ny•t sa y•ti naraka‰-dhruvam. A person goes to hell quickly when he
considers a devotee of the Lord in terms of birth. Although ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya
supposedly took birth in a ¤ãdra family, he is not to be considered a ¤ãdra,
for he was a great advanced devotee. Indeed, he was on the transcendental
platform. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu therefore embraced him. Out of spiritual
humility, ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya presented himself as a ¤ãdra (r•ja-sev† vi£ay†
¤ãdr•dhama). Even though one may engage in government service or in any other
pound-shilling-pence business--in short, in materialistic life--he need only
take to K”£‹a consciousness. K”£‹a consciousness is a very simple process. One
need only chant the holy names of the Lord and strictly follow the principles
forbidding sinful activity. In this way one can no longer be considered an
untouchable, a vi£ay† or a ¤ãdra. One who is advanced in spiritual life should
not associate with nondevotees--namely men in government service and men
engaged in materialistic activity for sense gratification or in the service of
others. Such men are considered vi£ay†, materialistic. It is said:
ni£ki‘canasya bhagavad-bhajanonmukhasya
p•ra‰ para‰ jigami£or bhava-s•garasya
sandar¤ana‰ vi£ayi‹•m atha yo£it•‰ ca
h• hanta hanta vi£a-bhak£a‹ato 'py as•dhu
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"A person who is very seriously engaged in cultivating devotional service
with a view to crossing the ocean of nescience and who has completely
abandoned all material activities should never see a ¤ãdra, a vai¤ya or a
woman." (¥r† Caitanya-candrodaya-n•àaka 8.23)
TEXT 37
TEXT
tom•ra k”p•ya tom•ya kar•ya nindya-karma
s•k£•t †¤vara tumi, ke j•ne tom•ra marma
SYNONYMS
tom•ra k”p•ya--Your mercy; tom•ya--unto You; kar•ya--induces; nindya-karma-forbidden actions; s•k£•t †¤vara--directly the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; tumi--You; ke j•ne--who can know; tom•ra--Your; marma--purpose.
TRANSLATION
"You are the Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself; therefore no one can
understand Your purpose. By Your mercy You are touching me, although this is
not sanctioned by the Vedas.
PURPORT
A sanny•s† is strictly forbidden to see the vi£ay†s, the materialistic
people. But ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, out of His boundless and causeless mercy,
could show favor to anyone, regardless of birth and position.
TEXT 38
TEXT
•m• nist•rite tom•ra ih•• •gamana
parama-day•lu tumi patita-p•vana
SYNONYMS
•m• nist•rite--to deliver me; tom•ra--Your; ih••--here; •gamana-appearance; parama-day•lu--greatly merciful; tumi--You; patita-p•vana--the
deliverer of all fallen souls.
TRANSLATION
"You have come here specifically to deliver me. You are so merciful that
You alone can deliver all fallen souls.
PURPORT
¥r†la Narottama d•sa áh•kura sings in his Pr•rthan• (39):
¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya-prabhu day• kara more,
tom• vin• ke day•lu jagat-sa‰s•re
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patita-p•vana-hetu tava avat•ra,
mo sama patita prabhu n• p•ibe •ra
"My dear Lord, please be merciful to me. Who can be more merciful than Your
Lordship within these three worlds? You appear as an incarnation just to
reclaim the conditioned, fallen souls, but I assure You that You will not find
a soul more fallen than me."
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's specific mission is to deliver fallen souls. Of
course, in this Age of Kali there is hardly anyone who is not fallen according
to the calculations of Vedic behavior. In His instructions to Rãpa Gosv•m†,
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu described the so-called followers of Vedic religion in
this way (Madhya 19.146):
veda-ni£àha-madhye ardheka veda 'mukhe' m•ne
veda-ni£iddha p•pa kare, dharma n•hi ga‹e
So-called followers of Vedic principles simply accept the Vedas formally,
but they act against Vedic principles. This is symptomatic of this Age of
Kali. People claim to follow a certain type of religion, saying formally, "I
am Hindu," "I am Muslim," "I am Christian," "I am this or that," but actually
no one follows the principles enunciated in religious scriptures. This is the
disease of this age. But the merciful ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has simply
advised us to chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra: harer n•ma harer n•ma harer
n•maiva kevalam. The Lord can deliver anyone and everyone, even though one may
have fallen from the injunctions of revealed scriptures. This is ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's special mercy. Consequently He is known as patita-p•vana, the
deliverer of all fallen souls.
TEXT 39
TEXT
mah•nta-svabh•va ei t•rite p•mara
nija k•rya n•hi tabu y•na t•ra ghara
SYNONYMS
mah•nta-svabh•va--the nature of saintly persons; ei--this; t•rite--to
deliver; p•mara--fallen souls; nija--own; k•rya--business; n•hi--there is not;
tabu--still; y•na--goes; t•ra--his; ghara--house.
TRANSLATION
"It is the general practice of all saintly people to deliver the fallen.
Therefore they go to people's houses, although they have no personal business
there.
PURPORT
A sanny•s† is supposed to beg from door to door. He does not beg simply
because he is hungry. His real purpose is to enlighten the occupant of every
house by preaching K”£‹a consciousness. A sanny•s† does not abandon his
superior position and become a beggar just for the sake of begging. Similarly,
a person in householder life may be very important, but he may also
voluntarily take to the mendicant way of life. Rãpa Gosv•m† and San•tana
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Gosv•m† were ministers, but they voluntarily accepted the mendicant's life in
order to humbly preach ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's message. It is said about
them: tyaktv• tãr‹am a¤e£a-ma‹‚ala-pati-¤re‹†‰ sad• tuccha-vat bhãtv• d†naga‹e¤akau karu‹ay• kaup†na-kanth•¤ritau. Although the Gosv•m†s were very
aristocratic, they became mendicants just to deliver the fallen souls
according to the order of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. One should also consider
that those who engage in the missionary activities of K”£‹a consciousness are
under the guidance of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. They are not actually beggars;
their real business is to deliver fallen souls. Therefore they may go from
door to door just to introduce a book about K”£‹a consciousness so that people
can become enlightened by reading. Formerly brahmac•r†s and sanny•s†s used to
beg from door to door. At the present moment, especially in the Western
countries, a person may be handed over to the police if he begs from door to
door. In Western countries, begging is considered criminal. Members of the
K”£‹a consciousness movement have no business begging. Instead, they work very
hard to introduce some books about K”£‹a consciousness so that people can read
them and be benefited. But if one gives some contribution to a K”£‹a conscious
man, he never refuses it.
TEXT 40
TEXT
mahad-vicalana‰ n”‹•‰
g”hi‹•‰ d†na-cetas•m
ni„¤reyas•ya bhagavan
n•nyath• kalpate kvacit
SYNONYMS
mahat-vicalanam--the wandering of saintly persons; n”‹•m--of human beings;
g”hi‹•m--who are householders; d†na-cetas•m--low-minded; ni„¤reyas•ya--for the
ultimate benefit; bhagavan--O my Lord; na anyath•--not any other purpose;
kalpate--one imagines; kvacit--at any time.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear Lord, sometimes great saintly persons go to the homes of
householders, although these householders are generally low-minded. When a
saintly person visits their homes, one can understand that it is for no other
purpose than to benefit the householders.'
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.8.4).
TEXT 41
TEXT
•m•ra sa•ge br•hma‹•di sahasreka jana
tom•ra dar¤ane sab•ra drav†-bhãta mana
SYNONYMS
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•m•ra sa•ge--with me; br•hma‹a-•di--br•hma‹as and others; sahasreka--more
than one thousand; jana--persons; tom•ra--of You; dar¤ane--in seeing; sab•ra-of all of them; drav†-bhãta--became melted; mana--the hearts.
TRANSLATION
"Along with me there are about a thousand men--including the br•hma‹as--and
all of them appear to have had their hearts melted simply by seeing You.
TEXT 42
TEXT
'k”£‹a' 'k”£‹a' n•ma ¤uni sab•ra vadane
sab•ra a•ga----pulakita, a¤ru----nayane
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a k”£‹a--"K”£‹a," "K”£‹a"; n•ma--the holy name; ¤uni--I hear; sab•ra-of everyone; vadane--in the mouths; sab•ra--of all; a•ga--the bodies;
pulakita--gladdened; a¤ru--tears; nayane--in the eyes.
TRANSLATION
"I hear everyone chanting the holy name of K”£‹a. Everyone's body is
thrilled with ecstasy, and there are tears in everyone's eyes.
TEXT 43
TEXT
•k”tye-prak”tye tom•ra †¤vara-lak£a‹a
j†ve n• sambhave ei apr•k”ta gu‹a
SYNONYMS
•k”tye--in bodily features; prak”tye--in behavior; tom•ra--of You; †¤vara-of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; lak£a‹a--the symptoms; j†ve--in an
ordinary living being; n•--not; sambhave--possible; ei--these; apr•k”ta-transcendental; gu‹a--qualities.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Sir, according to Your behavior and bodily features, You are the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. It is impossible for ordinary living beings to
possess such transcendental qualities."
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's bodily features were uncommon. Indeed, His body
was extraordinary in its measurements. The measurement of His chest and the
measurement of His forearms were the same length. This is called nyagrodhaparima‹‚ala. As far as His nature is concerned, He was kind to everyone. No
one but the Supreme Personality of Godhead can be kind to everyone. Therefore
the Lord's name is K”£‹a, "all-attractive." As stated in the Bhagavad-g†t•
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(14.4), K”£‹a is kind to everyone. In every species of life (sarva-yoni£u), He
is the original father, the seed-giver (b†ja-prada„ pit•). How, then, can He
be unkind to any living entity? One may be a man, an animal or even a tree,
but the Lord is kind to everyone. That is God's qualification. He also says in
the Bhagavad-g†t• (9.29), samo 'ham sarva-bhãte£u: the Lord is equally kind to
everyone. And He advises, sarva-dharm•n parityajya m•m eka‰ ¤ara‹a‰ vraja.
This instruction is meant not only for Arjuna but for all living entities.
Whoever takes advantage of this offer is immediately immune to all sinful
activity and returns home, back to Godhead. While present on this planet, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu made the same offer.
TEXT 44
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----tumi mah•-bh•gavatottama
tom•ra dar¤ane sab•ra drava haila mana
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; tumi--you; mah•-bh•gavata-uttama--the best
of the topmost devotees; tom•ra dar¤ane--by seeing you; sab•ra--of everyone;
drava--melted; haila--became; mana--the heart.
TRANSLATION
The Lord replied to R•m•nanda R•ya, "Sir, you are the best of the topmost
devotees; therefore simply the sight of you has melted everyone's heart.
PURPORT
Unless one is a first-class devotee, he cannot be a preacher. A preacher is
generally a topmost devotee, but in order to meet the general populace, he has
to come to distinguish between devotees and nondevotees. Otherwise, an
advanced devotee makes no such distinctions. Indeed, he always sees that
everyone is engaged in the service of the Lord. When one engages in preaching
work, he must distinguish between people and understand that some people are
not engaged in the devotional service of the Lord. The preacher then has to
take compassion upon such innocent people who do not know how to worship the
Lord. In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.45), the symptoms of a topmost devotee are
described as follows:
sarva-bhãte£u ya„ pa¤yed
bhagavad-bh•vam •tmana„
bhãt•ni bhagavaty •tmany
e£a bh•gavatottama„
"The advanced devotee sees that all living entities are part and parcel of
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Everyone is in K”£‹a, and K”£‹a is also
within everyone. Such a vision is possible only for a person who is very
advanced in devotional service."
TEXT 45
TEXT
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anyera ki kath•, •mi----'m•y•v•d† sanny•s†'
•miha tom•ra spar¤e k”£‹a-preme bh•si
SYNONYMS
anyera--of others; ki kath•--what to speak; •mi--I; m•y•v•d† sanny•s†--a
sanny•s† of the M•y•v•d† sect; •miha--I; tom•ra--of you; spar¤e--by the touch;
k”£‹a--of K”£‹a; preme--in love; bh•si--float.
TRANSLATION
"Although I am a M•y•v•d† sanny•s†, a nondevotee, I am also floating in the
ocean of love of K”£‹a simply by touching you. And what to speak of others?
TEXT 46
TEXT
ei j•ni' kaàhina mora h”daya ¤odhite
s•rvabhauma kahilena tom•re milite
SYNONYMS
ei j•ni'--knowing this; kaàhina--very hard; mora--My; h”daya--heart;
¤odhite--to rectify; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kahilena--asked;
tom•re--you; milite--to meet.
TRANSLATION
"Knowing this, in order to rectify My heart, which is very hard,
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya asked Me to meet you."
TEXT 47
TEXT
ei-mata du•he stuti kare du•h•ra gu‹a
du•he du•h•ra dara¤ane •nandita mana
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; du•he--both of them; stuti--praise; kare--offer;
du•h•ra--of both of them; gu‹a--qualities; du•he--both of them; du•h•ra--of
both of them; dara¤ane--by the seeing; •nandita--pleased; mana--the minds.
TRANSLATION
In this way each of them praised the qualities of the other, and both of
them were pleased to see each other.
TEXT 48
TEXT
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hena-k•le vaidika eka vai£‹ava br•hma‹a
da‹‚avat kari' kaila prabhure nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--at this time; vaidika--a follower of the Vedic ritualistic
ceremonies; eka--one; vai£‹ava br•hma‹a--a br•hma‹a following Vai£‹ava
principles; da‹‚avat--obeisances offered by falling flat; kari'--offering;
kaila--made; prabhure--unto Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nimantra‹a-invitation.
TRANSLATION
At this time a br•hma‹a Vai£‹ava following the Vedic principles came and
offered obeisances. He fell flat before ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and invited
Him for lunch.
TEXT 49
TEXT
nimantra‹a m•nila t••re vai£‹ava j•niy•
r•m•nande kahe prabhu †£at h•siy•
SYNONYMS
nimantra‹a--the invitation; m•nila--accepted; t••re--him (the br•hma‹a);
vai£‹ava--a devotee; j•niy•--understanding; r•m•nande--unto R•m•nanda; kahe-said; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; †£at--a little; h•siy•--smiling.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted the br•hma‹a's invitation, knowing
him to be a devotee, and, slightly smiling, spoke as follows to R•m•nanda
R•ya.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted the invitation of the Vai£‹ava br•hma‹a.
Even though one is a br•hma‹a strictly following all the rules and regulations
of brahminical culture, if he is not a devotee, a follower of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, one should not accept his invitation. At the present moment people
have become so degraded that they do not even follow the Vedic principles, to
say nothing of Vai£‹ava principles. They eat anything and everything--whatever
they like--and therefore the members of this K”£‹a consciousness movement
should be very cautious about accepting invitations.
TEXT 50
TEXT
tom•ra mukhe k”£‹a-kath• ¤unite haya mana
punarapi p•i yena tom•ra dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
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tom•ra mukhe--in your mouth; k”£‹a-kath•--talks on K”£‹a; ¤unite--to hear;
haya--there is; mana--My mind; punarapi--again; p•i--I may get; yena--if
possible; tom•ra--your; dara¤ana--interview.
TRANSLATION
"I wish to hear from you about Lord K”£‹a. Indeed, My mind is inclined to
desire this; therefore I wish to see you again."
TEXTS 51-52
TEXT
r•ya kahe, •il• yadi p•mara ¤odhite
dar¤ana-m•tre ¤uddha nahe mora du£àa citte
dina p••ca-s•ta rahi' karaha m•rjana
tabe ¤uddha haya mora ei du£àa mana
SYNONYMS
r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; •il•--You have come; yadi--although;
p•mara--a fallen soul; ¤odhite--to rectify; dar¤ana-m•tre--simply seeing You;
¤uddha nahe--not purified; mora--my; du£àa--polluted; citte--consciousness;
dina--days; p••ca-s•ta--five or seven; rahi'--staying; karaha--kindly do;
m•rjana--cleansing; tabe--then; ¤uddha--pure; haya--it is; mora--my; ei--this;
du£àa--polluted; mana--mind.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "My Lord, although You have come to correct me, a
fallen soul, my mind is not yet purified simply by seeing You. Please stay for
five or seven days and kindly cleanse my polluted mind. After that much time,
my mind will certainly be pure."
TEXT 53
TEXT
yadyapi viccheda do•h•ra sahana n• y•ya
tath•pi da‹‚avat kari' calil• r•ma-r•ya
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; viccheda--separation; do•h•ra--of both of them; sahana-toleration; n•--not; y•ya--possible; tath•pi--still; da‹‚avat--obeisances;
kari'--offering; calil•--departed; r•ma-r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya.
TRANSLATION
Although neither could tolerate the other's separation, R•m•nanda R•ya
nonetheless offered his obeisances to Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and
departed.
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TEXT 54
TEXT
prabhu y•i' sei vipra-ghare bhik£• kaila
dui jan•ra utka‹à„•ya •si' sandhy• haila
SYNONYMS
prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; y•i'--going; sei--that; vipra-ghare-to the house of the br•hma‹a; bhik£•--lunch; kaila--accepted; dui--two;
jan•ra--of the persons; utka‹àh•ya--in the impatience; •si'--coming; sandhy•-evening; haila--appeared.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then went to the house of the br•hma‹a who had
invited Him and took His lunch there. When the evening of that day arrived,
both R•m•nanda R•ya and the Lord were eager to meet each other again.
TEXT 55
TEXT
prabhu sn•na-k”tya kari' •chena vasiy•
eka-bh”tya-sa•ge r•ya milil• •siy•
SYNONYMS
prabhu--the Lord; sn•na-k”tya--the daily duty of bathing; kari'--finishing;
•chena--was; vasiy•--sitting; eka--one; bh”tya--servant; sa•ge--with; r•ya-R•ya R•m•nanda; milil•--met; •siy•--coming.
TRANSLATION
After finishing His evening bath, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu sat down and
waited for R•m•nanda R•ya to come. Then R•m•nanda R•ya, accompanied by one
servant, came to meet Him.
PURPORT
A Vai£‹ava who is supposed to be advanced in spiritual understanding--be he
a householder or a sanny•s†--must bathe three times a day: morning, noon and
evening. When one is engaged in the service of the Deity, he must especially
follow the principles of the Padma Pur•‹a and take regular baths. He should
also, after bathing, decorate his body with the twelve tilakas.
TEXT 56
TEXT
namask•ra kaila r•ya, prabhu kaila •li•gane
dui jane k”£‹a-kath• kaya raha„-sth•ne
SYNONYMS
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namask•ra--obeisances; kaila--offered; r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya; prabhu--Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kaila--did; •li•gane--embracing; dui--two; jane--the
persons; k”£‹a-kath•--talks about K”£‹a; kaya--discussed; raha„-sth•ne--in a
secluded place.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya approached Lord ¥r† Caitanya and offered his respectful
obeisances, and the Lord embraced him. Then they began to discuss K”£‹a in a
secluded place.
PURPORT
The word raha„-sth•ne, "in a secluded place," is very significant. Talks
about K”£‹a and His pastimes--especially His pastimes in V”nd•vana and His
dealings with the gop†s--are all very confidential. They are not subject
matter for public discussion because those who have no understanding of the
transcendental nature of K”£‹a's pastimes always commit great offenses,
thinking K”£‹a to be an ordinary human being and the gop†s ordinary girls.
Following the principle of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who never discussed
the dealings between K”£‹a and the gop†s publicly, devotees in the K”£‹a
consciousness movement are enjoined not to discuss the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a
in V”nd•vana in public. For the general public, sa•k†rtana is the most
effective method to awaken K”£‹a consciousness. If possible, one should
discuss the principles enunciated in the Bhagavad-g†t•. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu followed this principle very strictly and discussed the philosophy
of the Bhagavad-g†t• with learned scholars like S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya and
Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†. However, He taught the principles of the bhakti cult
to students like San•tana Gosv•m† and Rãpa Gosv•m†, and He discussed with ¥r†
R•m•nanda R•ya the topmost devotional dealings between K”£‹a and the gop†s.
For the general populace, He performed sa•k†rtana very vigorously. We must
also follow these principles in preaching K”£‹a consciousness all over the
world.
TEXT 57
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"pa‚a ¤loka s•dhyera nir‹aya"
r•ya kahe,----"sva-dharm•cara‹e vi£‹u-bhakti haya"
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; pa‚a--just recite; ¤loka--a
verse from the revealed scriptures; s•dhyera--of the aim of life; nir‹aya--an
ascertainment; r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; sva-dharma-•cara‹e--by
executing one's occupational duty; vi£‹u-bhakti--devotional service to Lord
Vi£‹u; haya--there is.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu ordered R•m•nanda R•ya to recite a verse from the
revealed scriptures concerning the ultimate goal of life. R•m•nanda replied
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that if one executes the prescribed duties of his social position, he awakens
his original K”£‹a consciousness.
PURPORT
In this connection, ¥r† R•m•nuj•c•rya stated in the Ved•rtha-sa•graha that
devotional service is naturally very dear to the living entity. Indeed, it is
life's goal. This devotional service is supreme knowledge, or K”£‹a
consciousness, and it brings detachment from all material activity. In the
transcendental position, a living being can perfectly acknowledge the
superiority of serving the Supreme Lord. The devotees attain the Supreme Lord
only by devotional service. Having such knowledge, one engages in his
occupational duty, and that is called bhakti-yoga. By performing bhakti-yoga,
one can rise to the platform of pure devotional service.
A great saint, the father of ¥r†la Vy•sadeva, Par•¤ara Muni, has
specifically mentioned that devotional service to the Lord can ultimately be
awakened in human society by the discharge of duties in accordance with the
var‹•¤rama system. The Supreme Personality of Godhead instituted var‹•¤ramadharma to give human beings a chance to return home, back to Godhead. The
Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord ¥r† K”£‹a, who is known in the Bhagavadg†t• as Puru£ottama--the greatest of all personalities--personally came and
declared that the institution of var‹•¤rama-dharma was founded by Him. As
stated in the Bhagavad-g†t• (4.13):
c•tur-var‹ya‰ may• s”£àa‰
gu‹a-karma-vibh•ga¤a„
tasya kart•ram api m•‰
viddhy akart•ram avyayam
Elsewhere in the Bhagavad-g†t• (18.45-46) the Lord says:
sve sve karma‹y abhirata„
sa‰siddhi‰ labhate nara„
sva-karma-nirata„ siddhi‰
yath• vindati tac ch”‹u
yata„ prav”ttir bhãt•n•‰
yena sarvam ida‰ tatam
sva-karma‹• tam abhyarcya
siddhi‰ vindati m•nava„
Human society should be divided into four divisions--br•hma‹a, k£atriya,
vai¤ya and ¤ãdra--and everyone should always engage in his occupational duty.
The Lord says that those engaged in their occupational duty can attain
perfection simply by rendering loving devotional service to the Lord while
executing their particular duty. Actually the modern ideal of a classless
society can be introduced only by K”£‹a consciousness. Let men perform their
occupational duty, and let them give their profits to the service of the Lord.
In other words, one can attain the perfection of life by discharging one's
occupational duty and employing the results in the service of the Lord. This
method is confirmed by great personalities like Bodh•yana, Ta•ka, Drami‚a,
Guhadeva, Kapardi and Bh•ruci. It is also confirmed by the Ved•nta-sãtra.
TEXT 58
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TEXT
var‹•¤ram•c•ra-vat•
puru£ena para„ pum•n
vis‹ur •r•dhyate panth•
n•nyat tat-to£a-k•ra‹am
SYNONYMS
var‹a-•¤rama-•c•ra-vat•--who behaves according to the system of four
divisions of social order and four divisions of spiritual life; puru£e‹a--by a
man; para„--the supreme; pum•n--person; vi£‹u„--Lord Vi£‹u; •r•dhyate--is
worshiped; panth•--way; na--not; anyat--another; tat-to£a-k•ra‹am--cause of
satisfying the Lord.
TRANSLATION
"The Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord Vi£‹u, is worshiped by the proper
execution of prescribed duties in the system of var‹a and •¤rama. There is no
other way to satisfy the Supreme Personality of Godhead. One must be situated
in the institution of the four var‹as and •¤ramas."
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Vi£‹u Pur•‹a (3.8.9). As stated by ¥r†la
Bhaktivinoda áh•kura in his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya: "The purport is that one can
realize life's perfection simply by satisfying the Supreme Personality of
Godhead." This is also confirmed in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.2.13):
ata„ pumbhir dvija-¤re£àh•
var‹•¤rama-vibh•ga¤a„
svanu£àhitasya dharmasya
sa‰siddhir hari-to£a‹am
"O best among the twice-born, it is therefore concluded that the highest
perfection one can achieve, by discharging his prescribed duties [dharma]
according to caste divisions and order of life, is to please Lord Hari."
Every man should perform his occupational duty in the light of his
particular tendency. According to his abilities, one should accept a position
in the var‹•¤rama institution. The divisions of br•hma‹a, k£atriya, vai¤ya and
¤ãdra are natural divisions within society. Indeed, everyone has a prescribed
duty according to the var‹•¤rama-dharma. Those who properly execute their
prescribed duties live peacefully and are not disturbed by material
conditions. The spiritual orders--brahmacarya, g”hastha, v•naprastha and
sanny•sa--are called •¤ramas. If one executes his prescribed duty in both the
social and spiritual order, the Supreme Personality of Godhead is satisfied.
If one neglects his duties, however, he becomes a transgressor and a candidate
for a hellish condition. Actually we see that different people are engaged in
different ways; therefore there must be divisions according to work. To attain
perfection, one must make devotional service the center of life. In this way
one can awaken his natural instincts by work, association and education. One
should accept the var‹•¤rama divisions by qualification, not by birth. Unless
this system is introduced, human activities cannot be systematically executed.
The br•hma‹as are the intellectuals who can understand the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. They are always engaged in the cultivation of
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knowledge. It does not matter whether one is born in India or outside India.
Those who are naturally very heroic and who tend to rule over others are
called k£atriyas. Those who tend to produce food by agricultural methods,
protect cows and other animals and engage in trade are called vai¤yas, or
merchants. Those who are not sufficiently intelligent to be br•hma‹as,
k£atriyas or vai¤yas are required to serve a master and are called ¤ãdras.
Thus everyone can engage in the service of the Lord and thus awaken his
natural K”£‹a consciousness. If a society does not function according to such
natural divisions, the social orders become degraded. The conclusion is that
the scientific method of var‹•¤rama-dharma should be adopted by society.
TEXT 59
TEXT
prabhu kahe, "eho b•hya, •ge kaha •ra"
r•ya kahe, "k”£‹e karm•rpa‹a----sarva-s•dhya-s•ra"
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; eho--this; b•hya--external; •ge--ahead; kaha-say; •ra--more; r•ya kahe--¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya said; k”£‹e--unto K”£‹a; karmaarpa‹a--offering the results of activities; sarva-s•dhya-s•ra--the essence of
all means of perfection.
TRANSLATION
The Lord replied, "This is external. You had better tell Me of some other
means." R•m•nanda replied, "To offer the results of one's activities to K”£‹a
is the essence of all perfection."
TEXT 60
TEXT
yat karo£i yad a¤n•si
yaj juho£i dad•si yat
yat tapasyasi kaunteya
tat kuru£va mad-arpa‹am
SYNONYMS
yat--whatever; karo£i--you do; yat--whatever; a¤n•si--you eat; yat-whatever; juho£i--you offer in sacrifice; dad•si--you give in charity; yat-whatever; yat--whatever; tapasyasi--you perform as austerity; kaunteya--O son
of Kunt†; tat--that; kuru£va--just do; mat--unto Me; arpa‹am--offering.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya continued, " 'My dear son of Kunt†, whatever you do,
whatever you eat, whatever you offer in sacrifice, whatever you give in
charity, and whatever austerities you perform, all the results of such
activities should be offered to Me, K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead.' "
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PURPORT
The Lord has said that the var‹•¤rama-dharma is not properly executed in
this Age of Kali; therefore He ordered R•m•nanda R•ya to go further into the
matter. R•m•nanda replied with this verse from the Bhagavad-g†t• (9.27), which
instructs that while remaining in the system of var‹•¤rama-dharma one may
offer the results of his activities to Lord ¥r† K”£‹a in loving service.
Naturally Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was asking R•m•nanda R•ya about the
execution of devotional service. R•m•nanda R•ya first enunciated the principle
of var‹•¤rama-dharma in consideration of materialistic people. However, this
conception is not transcendental. As long as one is in the material world, he
must follow the principles of var‹•¤rama-dharma, but devotional service is
transcendental. The system of var‹•¤rama-dharma refers to the three modes of
material nature, but transcendental devotional service is on the absolute
platform. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu belonged to the spiritual world, and His
methods for propagating the sa•k†rtana movement were also imported from the
spiritual world. ¥r†la Narottama d•sa áh•kura has sung: golokera prema-dhana,
hari-n•ma-sa•k†rtana, rati na janmila kene t•ya. This states that the
sa•k†rtana movement has nothing to do with this material world. It is imported
from the spiritual world, Goloka V”nd•vana. Narottama d•sa áh•kura laments
that mundane people do not take this sa•k†rtana movement seriously.
Considering the position of devotional service and the sa•k†rtana movement,
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu deemed the system of var‹•¤rama-dharma to be material,
although it aims at elevation to the spiritual platform. However, the
sa•k†rtana movement can raise one immediately to the spiritual platform.
Consequently it is said that var‹•¤rama-dharma is external, and Caitanya
Mah•prabhu requested R•m•nanda R•ya to proceed deeper into the matter and
uncover the spiritual platform.
Sometimes materialists consider Lord Vi£‹u a material conception.
Impersonalists think that above Lord Vi£‹u is the impersonal Brahman. The
impersonalists misunderstand the worship of Lord Vi£‹u. They worship Lord
Vi£‹u to merge into His body. In order that vi£‹u-•r•dhana not be
misunderstood, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu requested that ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya
proceed further and clear up the issue. R•m•nanda R•ya quoted the verse from
the Bhagavad-g†t• stating that the results of one's occupational duty may be
offered to Lord Vi£‹u or K”£‹a. In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.2.8) it is also said:
dharma„ svanu£àhita„ pu‰s•‰
vi£vaksena-kath•su ya„
notp•dayed yadi rati‰
¤rama eva hi kevalam
"If one executes the occupational duties of var‹•¤rama-dharma but does not
cultivate his dormant K”£‹a consciousness, his activities are futile. His
occupation simply becomes unnecessary labor."
TEXT 61
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"eho b•hya, •ge kaha •ra"
r•ya kahe,----"svadharma-ty•ga, ei s•dhya-s•ra"
SYNONYMS
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prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; eho--this; b•hya--external; •ge--ahead;
kaha--speak; •ra--more; r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; sva-dharma-ty•ga-relinquishing one's occupational duties; ei--this; s•dhya-s•ra--the essence of
all perfection.
TRANSLATION
"This is also external," ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said. "Please proceed and
speak further on this matter." R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "To give up one's
occupational duties in the var‹•¤rama is the essence of perfection."
PURPORT
A br•hma‹a may renounce his family and accept sanny•sa. Others also-k£atriyas and vai¤yas--may also give up their families and take to K”£‹a
consciousness. Such renunciation is called karma-ty•ga. By such renunciation,
the Supreme Personality of Godhead is satisfied. But this renouncing of one's
activities to K”£‹a is not uncontaminated and is therefore on the material
platform. Such activities are considered within the material universe because,
according to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, they refer to the material universe and
are therefore external. To correct this, R•m•nanda R•ya recommended that one
take to the renounced order of life in order to transcend material activities.
This is supported by the following verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.11.32).
TEXT 62
TEXT
•j‘•yaiva‰ gu‹•n do£•n
may•di£à•n api svak•n
dharm•n sa‰tyajya ya„ sarv•n
m•‰ bhajet sa ca sattama„
SYNONYMS
•j‘•ya--knowing perfectly; evam--thus; gu‹•n--qualities; do£•n--faults;
may•--by Me; •di£à•n--instructed; api--although; svak•n--own; dharm•n-occupational duties; sa‰tyajya--giving up; ya„--anyone who; sarv•n--all; m•m-unto Me; bhajet--may render service; sa„--he; ca--and; sattama„--a first-class
person.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya continued, " 'Occupational duties are described in the
religious scriptures. If one analyzes them, he can fully understand their
qualities and faults and then give them up completely to render service unto
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Such a person is considered a first-class
man.'
TEXT 63
TEXT
sarva-dharm•n parityajya
m•m eka‰ ¤ara‹a‰ vraja
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aha‰ tv•‰ sarva-p•pebhyo
mok£ayi£y•mi m• ¤uca„
SYNONYMS
sarva-dharm•n--all kinds of occupational duties; parityajya--giving up; m•m
ekam--unto Me only; ¤ara‹am--as shelter; vraja--go; aham--I; tv•m--unto you;
sarva-p•pebhya„--from all the reactions of sinful life; mok£ayi£y•mi--will
give liberation; m•--don't; ¤uca„--worry.
TRANSLATION
"As stated in scripture [Bg. 18.66], 'After giving up all kinds of
religious and occupational duties, if you come to Me, the Supreme Personality
of Godhead, and take shelter, I will give you protection from all of life's
sinful reactions. Do not worry.' "
PURPORT
In this connection, ¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m† instructs in his book
Mana„-¤iks• (2):
na dharma‰ n•dharma‰ ¤ruti-ga‹a-nirukta‰ kila kuru
vraje r•dh•-k”£‹a-pracura-paricary•m iha tanu
He has thus enjoined that we should not perform religious or irreligious
activities as prescribed in the Vedas. The best course is to engage always in
the service of Lord K”£‹a and R•dh•r•‹†. That is the perfection of everything
in this life. Similarly, in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (4.29.46) it is said by N•rada
Muni:
yad• yasy•nug”h‹•ti
bhagav•n •tma-bh•vita„
sa jah•ti mati‰ loke
vede ca parini£àhit•m
"When one actually takes to the loving service of the Supreme Personality
of Godhead, he gives up all duties in the material world, as well as all
duties prescribed by the Vedic literature. In this way one is fixed in the
service of the Lord."
TEXT 64
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"eho b•hya, •ge kaha •ra"
r•ya kahe,----"j‘•na-mi¤r• bhakti----s•dhya-s•ra"
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; eho--this; b•hya--external; •ge--ahead; kaha-say; •ra--more; r•ya kahe--R•ya replied; j‘•na-mi¤r• bhakti--devotional
service mixed with empiric knowledge; s•dhya-s•ra--is the essence of
perfection.
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TRANSLATION
After hearing
Mah•prabhu again
more." R•m•nanda
knowledge is the

R•m•nanda R•ya speak in this way, Lord ¥r† Caitanya
rejected his statement and said, "Go ahead and say something
R•ya then replied, "Devotional service mixed with empiric
essence of perfection."
PURPORT

Devotional service mixed with non-Vedic speculative knowledge is certainly
not pure devotional service. Therefore ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† in his
Anubh•£ya preached that self-realization following the execution of
ritualistic ceremonies is in the neutral stage between liberation and
conditioned life. It is the place beyond this material world in the river
Viraj•, where the three modes of material nature are subdued or neutralized in
the unmanifest stage. However, the spiritual world is a manifestation of
spiritual energy and is known as Vaiku‹àhaloka, "the place where there is no
anxiety." The material world, known as brahm•‹‚a is the creation of the
external energy. Between the two creations--the material creation and the
spiritual creation--is a river known as Viraj• as well as a place known as
Brahmaloka. Viraj•-nad† and Brahmaloka are shelters for living entities
disgusted with material life and inclined to impersonal existence by way of
denying material variegatedness. Since these places are not situated in the
Vaiku‹à„alokas, or the spiritual world, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu proclaims them
to be external. In the Brahmaloka and Viraj•-nad†, one cannot conceive of the
Vaiku‹àhalokas. Brahmaloka and Viraj•-nad† are also attained after difficult
austerities, but in these realms there is no understanding of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead and His transcendental loving service. Without such
spiritual knowledge, simple detachment from material conditions is but another
side of material existence. From the spiritual point of view, it is all
external. When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu rejected this proposal, R•m•nanda R•ya
suggested that devotional service based on philosophy and logic is a more
advanced position. He therefore quoted the following verse from the Bhagavadg†t• (18.54).
TEXT 65
TEXT
brahma-bhãta„ prasann•tm•
na ¤ocati na k••k£ati
sama„ sarve£u bhãte£u
mad-bhakti‰ labhate par•m
SYNONYMS
brahma-bhãta„--freed from material conceptions of life but attached to an
impersonal situation; prasanna-•tm•--fully joyful; na ¤ocati--he does not
lament; na k••k£ati--he does not hanker; sama„--equally disposed; sarve£u-all; bhãte£u--to the living entities; mat-bhaktim--My devotional service;
labhate--achieves; par•m--transcendental.
TRANSLATION
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R•m•nanda R•ya continued, "According to the Bhagavad-g†t•, 'One who is thus
transcendentally situated at once realizes the Supreme Brahman and becomes
fully joyful. He never laments or desires to have anything. He is equally
disposed toward every living entity. In that state he attains pure devotional
service unto Me.' "
PURPORT
In the Bhagavad-g†t• (18.54) it is said that a person who accepts the
theory of monism--being always engaged in empiric philosophical discussions
about spiritual life--becomes joyful and is relieved from all material
lamentation and hankering. At that stage, one is equipoised. He sees all
living entities as spiritual beings. After attaining this elevated stage, one
can attain pure devotional service. The conclusion is that devotional service
mixed with ritualistic fruitive activity is inferior to spiritual service
based on empiric philosophic discussion.
TEXT 66
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"eho b•hya, •ge kaha •ra"
r•ya kahe,----"j‘•na-¤ãny• bhakti----s•dhya-s•ra"
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; eho--this; b•hya--external; •ge--ahead; kaha-speak; •ra--further; r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; j‘•na-¤ãny• bhakti-devotional service independent of logic and empiric philosophy; s•dhya-s•ra-the essence of the perfection of life.
TRANSLATION
After hearing this, the Lord, as usual, rejected it, considering it to be
external devotional service. He again asked R•m•nanda R•ya to speak further,
and R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "Pure devotional service without any touch of
speculative knowledge is the essence of perfection."
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura in his Anubh•£ya commentary says
that this stage--devotional service mixed with speculative knowledge--is also
external and not within the jurisdiction of pure devotional service as
practiced in Vaiku‹àhaloka. As soon as there is some conception of
materialistic thought--be it positive or negative--the service is not
spiritual. It may be free from material contamination, but because there is
mental speculation the devotional service is not pure and freed from the
contamination of material life. A living entity who wants to be completely
pure must be above this material conception. The negation of material
existence does not necessarily mean spiritual existence. After material
existence is negated, spiritual existence--namely sac-cid-•nanda--still may
not be manifest. Until one comes to the stage of actually understanding one's
eternal relationship with the Supreme Lord, he cannot enter into spiritual
life. Spiritual life means becoming detached from material life and engaging
in the loving service of the Lord. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu therefore asked
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R•m•nanda R•ya to explain something transcendental to devotional service mixed
with speculative knowledge. A pure devotee is completely surrendered to the
lotus feet of the Lord, and only by his love does he conquer K”£‹a, who cannot
be conquered by anyone. K”£‹a always stands victorious over everything. No one
can conquer Him. One can attain the stage of pure devotion simply by fully
surrendering. This is next corroborated by ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.14.3),
wherein Lord Brahm•, defeated by the potency of ¥r† K”£‹a, fully surrendered
unto the Lord.
TEXT 67
TEXT
j‘•ne pray•sam udap•sya namanta eva
j†vanti san-mukharit•‰ bhavad†ya-v•rt•m
sth•ne sthit•„ ¤ruti-gat•‰ tanu-v••-manobhir
ye pr•ya¤o 'jita jito 'py asi tais tri-loky•m
SYNONYMS
j‘•ne--in gaining knowledge; pray•sam--unnecessary endeavor; udap•sya-setting far aside; namanta„--completely surrendering; eva--certainly; j†vanti-live; sat-mukharit•m--declared by great realized devotees; bhavad†ya-v•rt•m-discussions about You, the Supreme Personality of Godhead; sth•ne sthit•„-situated in their own positions; ¤ruti-gat•m--received aurally; tanu-v•kmanobhi„--by the body, words and mind; ye--those who; pr•ya¤a„--almost always;
ajita--O my unconquerable Lord (beyond perception and unlimitedly
independent); jita„--conquered; api--indeed; asi--You are; tai„--by such pure
devotees; tri-loky•m--within the three worlds.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya continued, "Lord Brahm• said, 'My dear Lord, those devotees
who have thrown away the impersonal conception of the Absolute Truth and have
therefore abandoned discussing empiric philosophical truths should hear from
self-realized devotees about Your holy name, form, pastimes and qualities.
They should completely follow the principles of devotional service and remain
free from illicit sex, gambling, intoxication and animal slaughter.
Surrendering themselves fully with body, words and mind, they can live in any
•¤rama or social status. Indeed, You are conquered by such persons, although
You are always unconquerable.' "
TEXT 68
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"eho haya, •ge kaha •ra"
r•ya kahe, "prema-bhakti----sarva-s•dhya-s•ra"
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; eho haya--this is all right; •ge kaha •ra-speak something more; r•ya kahe--R•ya replied; prema-bhakti--ecstatic love in
devotional service to the Lord; sarva-s•dhya-s•ra--the essence of all
perfection.
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TRANSLATION
At this point, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "This is all right, but
still you can speak more on the subject." R•m•nanda R•ya then replied,
"Ecstatic love for the Supreme Personality of Godhead is the essence of all
perfection."
PURPORT
In this connection, ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura in his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya
says that after hearing R•m•nanda R•ya, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, eho
haya, •ge kaha •ra. This means that this is the process accepted in devotional
service, but there is something more than this. Therefore Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu requested him to explain what was beyond. Simply executing the
duties of all var‹as and •¤ramas is not as good as offering all the results of
one's activities to the Lord. When one gives up all fruitive activity and
fully surrenders to the Lord, he attains sva-dharma-ty•ga, wherein he abandons
the social order and takes to the renounced order. That is certainly better.
However, better than the renounced order is cultivation of knowledge mixed
with devotional service. Yet all these activities are external to the
activities of the spiritual world. There is no touch of pure devotional
service in them. Pure devotional service cannot be attained by empiric
philosophy, nor can perfection be attained simply by good association.
Devotional service by self-realization is a different subject matter. It is
untouched by fruitive activity, for one surrenders the results of activities
to the Lord, abandons prescribed duties and accepts the renounced order of
life. Such devotional service is situated on a higher platform than that of
empiric philosophical speculation with a mixture of bhakti. This is verified
by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† in his Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.1.11):
any•bhil•£it•-¤ãnya‰
j‘•na-karm•dy-an•v”tam
•nukãlyena k”£‹•nu¤†lana‰ bhaktir uttam•
"One should render transcendental loving service to the Supreme Lord K”£‹a
favorably and without desire for material profit or gain through fruitive
activities or philosophical speculation. That is called pure devotional
service."
Devotional activities, however, sometimes appear to be impure in the
neophyte stage, but in the mature stage they are completely pure, or free from
material activity. Therefore R•m•nanda R•ya replied after hearing the last
statement of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu: prema-bhakti--sarva-s•dhya-s•ra. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu actually accepted this verse (j‘•ne pray•sam) as the basic
principle of perfection. One has to practice this principle in order to make
further progress. When further progress is actually made, one comes to the
platform of ecstatic loving service to the Lord. This first stage is
technically called s•dhana-bhakti, or devotional service in practice. The
result of s•dhana-bhakti must be ecstatic love, attachment for the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, which is also called prema-bhakti. In the neophyte
stage, s•dhana-bhakti includes faith, association with devotees, and
practicing devotional service. Thus one is freed from all unwanted things. One
then becomes fixed in devotional service and increases his desire to act in
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devotional service. Thus one becomes attached to the Lord and His devotional
service.
TEXT 69
TEXT
n•nopac•ra-k”ta-pãjanam •rta-bandho„
prem‹aiva bhakta-h”daya‰ sukha-vidruta‰ sy•t
y•vat k£ud asti jaàhare jaraàh• pip•s•
t•vat sukh•ya bhavato nanu bhak£ya-peye
SYNONYMS
n•n•-upac•ra--by varieties of offerings; k”ta--performed; pãjanam-worshiping; •rta-bandho„--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is the
friend of all distressed persons; prem‹•--by ecstatic love; eva--indeed;
bhakta-h”dayam--the heart of a devotee; sukha-vidrutam--melted in
transcendental bliss; sy•t--becomes; y•vat--as long as; k£ut--appetite; asti-there is; jaàhare--in the stomach; jaraàh•--strong; pip•s•--thirst; t•vat--so
long; sukh•ya--for happiness; bhavata„--are; nanu--indeed; bhak£ya--eatables;
peye--and drinkables.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya continued, " 'As long as there is hunger and thirst within
the stomach, varieties of food and drink make one feel very happy. Similarly,
when the Lord is worshiped with pure love, the various activities performed in
the course of that worship awaken transcendental bliss in the heart of the
devotee.'
TEXT 70
TEXT
k”£‹a-bhakti-rasa-bh•vit• mati„
kr†yat•‰ yadi kuto 'pi labhyate
tatra laulyam api mãlyam ekala‰
janma-koài-suk”tair na labhyate
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-bhakti-rasa-bh•vit•--absorbed in the mellows of executing devotional
service to K”£‹a; mati„--intelligence; kr†yat•m--let it be purchased; yadi-if; kuta„ api--somewhere; labhyate--is available; tatra--there; laulyam-greed; api--indeed; mãlyam--price; ekalam--only; janma-koài--of millions of
births; suk”tai„--by pious activities; na--not; labhyate--is obtained.
TRANSLATION
" 'Pure devotional service in K”£‹a consciousness cannot be had even by
pious activity in hundreds and thousands of lives. It can be attained only by
paying one price--that is, intense greed to obtain it. If it is available
somewhere, one must purchase it without delay.' "
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PURPORT
The previous two verses are included in the Pady•val† (13, 14), an
anthology compiled by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†. Verse 69 refers to devotional
service in faith, and verse 70 refers to devotional service rendered out of
intense greed. The first is devotional service rendered in accordance with the
regulative principles, and the second refers to spontaneous loving service of
the Lord without extraneous endeavor. Henceforward the basic principle
underlying the talks between ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and R•m•nanda R•ya will
be spontaneous loving service to the Lord. The regulative principles according
to the injunctions of the ¤•stras are necessary insofar as one's original
dormant K”£‹a consciousness is not spontaneously awakened. An example of
spontaneous action is the flowing of rivers into the ocean. Nothing can stop
this flow of water. Similarly, when one's dormant K”£‹a consciousness is
awakened, it spontaneously flows to the lotus feet of K”£‹a without
impediment. Whatever will be spoken henceforth by R•m•nanda R•ya based on
spontaneous love will be agreeable to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and the Lord
will ask him more and more about this subject.
TEXT 71
TEXT
prabhu kahe, "eho haya, •ge kaha •ra"
r•ya kahe, "d•sya-prema----sarva-s•dhya-s•ra"
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; eho haya--this is all right; •ge kaha •ra-please speak more; r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; d•sya-prema--spontaneous
love in the humor of servitude; sarva-s•dhya-s•ra--the essence of perfection.
TRANSLATION
Hearing up to the point of spontaneous love, the Lord said, "This is all
right, but if you know more, please tell Me." In reply, R•m•nanda R•ya said,
"Spontaneous loving service in servitude--as exchanged by master and servant-is the highest perfection.
PURPORT
Spontaneous loving service to the Lord is called devotional service with an
intimate attachment between the servitor and the served. This intimacy is
called mamat•. Between the servitor and the served there is a feeling of
oneness. This mamat• begins with d•sya-prema, service rendered to the master
by the servant. Unless there is such a relationship, the loving affairs
between the Lord and His devotee are not actually fixed. When the devotee
feels "The Lord is my master" and renders service unto Him, K”£‹a
consciousness is awakened. This fixed consciousness is on a higher platform
than simple cognizance of love of Godhead.
TEXT 72
TEXT
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yan-n•ma-¤ruti-m•tre‹a
pum•n bhavati nirmala„
tasya t†rtha-pada„ ki‰ v•
d•s•n•m ava¤i£yate
SYNONYMS
yat--of whom; n•ma--of the name; ¤ruti-m•tre‹a--simply by hearing; pum•n--a
person; bhavati--becomes; nirmala„--pure; tasya--of Him; t†rtha-pada„--of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, at whose lotus feet are all places of
pilgrimage; kim--what; v•--more; d•s•n•m--of the servants; ava¤i£yate--is
remaining.
TRANSLATION
" 'A man becomes purified simply by hearing the holy name of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, whose lotus feet create the holy places of pilgrimage.
Therefore what remains to be attained by those who have become His servants?'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (9.5.16) and is an admission by
the great sage Durv•s• Muni. Durv•s• Muni, a caste br•hma‹a and great yog†,
used to hate Mah•r•ja Ambar†£a. When he decided to chastise Mah•r•ja Ambar†£a
through his yogic powers, he was chased by the Sudar¤ana cakra of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. When things were settled, he said, "When the holy name
of the Supreme Personality of Godhead is heard by any person, that person is
immediately sanctified. The Supreme Lord is master of the devotees, and the
devotees, under His shelter, naturally come to own His opulences."
TEXT 73
TEXT
bhavantam ev•nucaran nirantara„
pra¤•nta-ni„¤e£a-mano-rath•ntara„
kad•ham aik•ntika-nitya-ki•kara„
prahar£ayi£y•mi sa-n•tha-j†vitam
SYNONYMS
bhavantam--You; eva--certainly; anucaran--serving; nirantara„--always;
pra¤•nta--pacified; ni„¤e£a--all; mana„-ratha--desires; antara„--other; kad•-when; aham--I; aik•ntika--exclusive; nitya--eternal; ki•kara„--servant;
prahar£ayi£y•mi--I shall become joyful; sa-n•tha--with a fitting master;
j†vitam--living.
TRANSLATION
" 'By serving You constantly, one is freed from all material desires and is
completely pacified. When shall I engage as Your permanent eternal servant and
always feel joyful to have such a perfect master?' "
PURPORT
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This is a statement made by the great saintly devotee Y•mun•c•rya in his
Stotra-ratna (43).
TEXT 74
TEXT
prabhu kahe, "eho haya, kichu •ge •ra"
r•ya kahe, "sakhya-prema----sarva-s•dhya-s•ra"
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; eho haya--this is also right; kichu--something;
•ge--ahead; •ra--more; r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; sakhya-prema-transcendental loving service in fraternity; sarva-s•dhya-s•ra--the highest
perfectional stage.
TRANSLATION
Hearing this from R•m•nanda R•ya, the Lord again requested him to go a step
further. In reply, R•m•nanda R•ya said, "Loving service to K”£‹a rendered in
fraternity is the highest perfection.
PURPORT
As long as loving service is rendered to the Lord in the master-servant
relationship, there is some fear, for the servant is always afraid of the
master, despite the intimacy of self-interest. In this stage the servant is
always afraid of the master and respectful of Him. When the devotee is further
advanced, he has nothing to fear. He considers the Lord and himself on an
equal level. At such a time, the devotee is fully convinced that Lord K”£‹a is
a friend and cannot at all be dissatisfied if the devotee lives with Him on an
equal level. This understanding is called vi¤rambha, that is, devoid of a
respectful attitude. When this attitude is chosen, it becomes sakhya-prema, or
love of Godhead in friendship. On this stage there is developed consciousness
of equality between the Lord and the devotee.
TEXT 75
TEXT
ittha‰ sat•‰ brahma-sukh•nubhãty•
d•sya‰ gat•n•‰ para-daivatena
m•y•¤rit•n•‰ nara-d•rake‹a
s•ka‰ vijahru„ k”ta-pu‹ya-pu‘j•„
SYNONYMS
ittham--in this way; sat•m--of persons who prefer the impersonal feature of
the Lord; brahma--of the impersonal effulgence; sukha--by the happiness;
anubhãty•--who is realized; d•syam--the mode of servitude; gat•n•m--of those
who have accepted; para-daivatena--who is the supreme worshipable Deity; m•y••¤rit•n•m--for ordinary persons under the clutches the of external energy;
nara-d•rake‹a--with Him, who is like a boy of this material world; s•kam--in
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friendship; vijahru„--played; k”ta-pu‹ya-pu‘j•„--those who have accumulated
volumes of pious activities.
TRANSLATION
" 'Neither those who are engaged in self-realization, appreciating the
Brahman effulgence of the Lord, nor those engaged in devotional service while
accepting the Supreme Personality of Godhead as master, nor those who are
under the clutches of M•y•, thinking the Lord an ordinary person, can
understand that certain exalted personalities--after accumulating volumes of
pious activities--are now playing with the Lord in friendship as cowherd
boys.' "
PURPORT
This is a statement made by ¥ukadeva Gosv•m† (Bh•g. 10.12.11), who
appreciated the good fortune of the cowherd boys who played with K”£‹a and ate
with Him on the banks of the Yamun•.
TEXT 76
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"eho uttama, •ge kaha •ra"
r•ya kahe, "v•tsalya-prema----sarva-s•dhya-s•ra"
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; eho uttama--it is very good; •ge--still
further; kaha--speak; •ra--more; r•ya kahe--R•ya replied; v•tsalya-prema-loving service to the Lord in the stage of paternal love; sarva-s•dhya-s•ra-the highest perfectional stage.
TRANSLATION
The Lord said, "This statement is very good, but please proceed even
further." R•m•nanda R•ya then replied, "Loving service to the Lord in the
parental relationship is the highest perfectional stage."
PURPORT
The stage of loving service to the Lord in paternal affection is an
advanced stage of love in fraternity. In the fraternal relationship there is a
sense of equality, but when that sense of equality is advanced in affection,
one attains the platform of parental love. In this connection, the following
verse is cited from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.8.46), wherein ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†
voices his appreciation of Nanda Mah•r•ja's and mother Ya¤od•'s intense love
for K”£‹a.
TEXT 77
TEXT
nanda„ kim akarod brahman
¤reya eva‰ mahodayam
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ya¤od• v• mah•-bh•g•
papau yasy•„ stana‰ hari„
SYNONYMS
nanda„--Nanda Mah•r•ja; kim--what; akarot--has performed; brahman--O
br•hma‹a; ¤reya„--auspicious activities; evam--thus; mah•-udayam--rising to
such an exalted position as the father of K”£‹a; ya¤od•--mother Ya¤od•; v•-or; mah•-bh•g•--most fortunate; papau--drank; yasy•„--of whom; stanam--by the
breasts; hari„--the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya continued, " 'O br•hma‹a, what pious activities did Nanda
Mah•r•ja perform by which he received the Supreme Personality of Godhead K”£‹a
as his son, and what pious activities did mother Ya¤od• perform that made the
Absolute Supreme Personality of Godhead K”£‹a call her "mother" and suck her
breasts?'
TEXT 78
TEXT
nema‰ viri‘co na bhavo
na ¤r†r apy a•ga-sa‰¤ray•
pras•da‰ lebhire gop†
yat tat pr•pa vimukti-d•t
SYNONYMS
na--not; imam--this (love of Godhead); viri‘ca„--Lord Brahm•; na--not;
bhava„--Lord ¥iva; na--nor; ¤r†„--the goddess of fortune; api--even; a•ga--on
the chest of Vi£‹u; sa‰¤ray•--who is sheltered; pras•dam--favor; lebhire--have
obtained; gop†--mother Ya¤od•; yat--which; tat--that; pr•pa--obtained;
vimukti-d•t--from the person who gives liberation.
TRANSLATION
" 'The favor mother Ya¤od• obtained from ¥r† K”£‹a, the bestower of
liberation, was never obtained even by Lord Brahm• or Lord ¥iva, nor even by
the goddess of fortune, who always remains on the chest of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead Vi£‹u.' "
PURPORT
This is a statement from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.9.20). K”£‹a agreed to be
bound by mother Ya¤od• after she had given up trying to bind K”£‹a with ropes.
This is another appreciation made by ¥ukadeva Gosv•m† in his narration of the
pastimes of K”£‹a before Mah•r•ja Par†k£it.
TEXT 79
TEXT
prabhu kahe, "eho uttama, •ge kaha •ra"
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r•ya kahe, "k•nt•-prema sarva-s•dhya-s•ra"
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; eho uttama--this is very good; •ge--ahead;
kaha--speak; •ra--more; r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; k•nt•-prema--loving
service between husband and wife; sarva-s•dhya-s•ra--the highest perfectional
stage.
TRANSLATION
The Lord said, "Your statements are certainly getting better and better one
after the other, but surpassing all of them is another transcendental mellow,
and you can speak of that as the most sublime." R•m•nanda R•ya then replied,
"Conjugal attachment for K”£‹a is the topmost position in love of Godhead.
PURPORT
In general, love of Godhead is devoid of the intimacy of ownership. In the
case of love in servitude, there is a want of confidence. There is a want of
increased affection in the fraternal relationship, but when this affection
increases in the paternal relationship, there is nonetheless a want of
complete freedom. However, when one becomes a conjugal lover of K”£‹a,
everything lacking in the other relationships is completely manifest. Love of
Godhead lacks nothing in the conjugal stage. The summary of this verse is that
paternal love of Godhead is certainly higher than fraternal love and that
conjugal love is higher yet. It was when ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu requested
R•m•nanda R•ya to go further that he came to the point of the conjugal
relationship, which is the highest perfectional stage of transcendental love.
TEXT 80
TEXT
n•ya‰ ¤riyo '•ga u nit•nta-rate„ pras•da„
svar-yo£it•‰ nalina-gandha-ruc•‰ kuto 'ny•„
r•sotsave 'sya bhuja-da‹‚a-g”h†ta-ka‹àhalabdh•¤i£•‰ ya udag•d vraja-sundar†‹•m
SYNONYMS
na--not; ayam--this; ¤riya„--of the goddess of fortune; a•ge--on the chest;
u--alas; nit•nta-rate„--who is very intimately related; pras•da„--the favor;
sva„--of the heavenly planets; yo£it•m--of women; nalina--of the lotus flower;
gandha--having the aroma; ruc•m--and bodily luster; kuta„--much less; any•„-others; r•sa-utsave--in the festival of the r•sa dance; asya--of Lord ¥r†
K”£‹a; bhuja-da‹‚a--by the arms; g”h†ta--embraced; ka‹àha--their necks;
labdha-•¤i£•m--who achieved such a blessing; ya„--which; udag•t--became
manifest; vraja-sundar†‹•m--of the beautiful gop†s, the transcendental girls
of Vrajabhãmi.
TRANSLATION
" 'When Lord ¥r† K”£‹a was dancing with the gop†s in the r•sa-l†l•, He put
His arms around their necks and embraced them. This transcendental favor was
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never bestowed upon the goddess of fortune or the other consorts in the
spiritual world. Nor was such a thing even imagined by the most beautiful
girls in the heavenly planets, girls whose bodily luster and aroma resemble
the lotus flower. And what to speak of worldly women who may be very, very
beautiful according to material estimation?'
PURPORT
This verse (Bh•g. 10.47.60) was spoken by Uddhava when he visited ¥r†
V”nd•vana to deliver a message from K”£‹a to the gop†s. Uddhava remained in
V”nd•vana to observe the movements of the gop†s there. When he saw the
ecstatic love for K”£‹a in separation manifested by the gop†s, he appreciated
their supreme love and therefore expressed his feelings in this verse. He
admitted that the fortune of the gop†s could not be compared even to the
fortune of the goddess of fortune, to say nothing of the beautiful girls in
the heavenly planets.
TEXT 81
TEXT
t•s•m •virabhãc chauri„
smayam•na-mukh•mbuja„
p†t•mbara-dhara„ sragv†
s•k£•n manmatha-manmatha„
SYNONYMS
t•s•m--among them; •virabhãt--appeared; ¤auri„--Lord K”£‹a; smayam•na-smiling; mukha-ambuja„--with a face like a lotus flower; p†ta-ambara-dhara„-wearing yellow garments; sragv†--garlanded with flowers; s•k£•t--directly;
manmatha--of Cupid; manmatha„--the bewilderer.
TRANSLATION
" 'Suddenly, due to the their feelings of separation, Lord K”£‹a appeared
among the gop†s dressed in yellow garments and wearing a flower garland. His
lotus face was smiling, and He was directly attracting the mind of Cupid.'
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.32.2). When the r•sa dance was
going on, K”£‹a suddenly disappeared, and the gop†s became so overwhelmed, due
to His separation and their intense love for Him, that K”£‹a was obliged to
appear again.
TEXT 82
TEXT
k”£‹a-pr•ptira up•ya bahu-vidha haya
k”£‹a-pr•pti-t•ratamya bahuta •chaya
SYNONYMS
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k”£‹a-pr•ptira--of achieving the lotus feet of K”£‹a; up•ya--means; bahuvidha--various; haya--there are; k”£‹a-pr•pti--of achieving the favor of Lord
K”£‹a; t•ratamya--comparisons; bahuta--various; •chaya--there are.
TRANSLATION
"There are various means and processes by which one may attain the favor of
Lord K”£‹a. All those transcendental processes will be studied from the
viewpoint of comparative importance.
TEXT 83
TEXT
kintu y••ra yei rasa, sei sarvottama
taàa-stha ha‘• vic•rile, •che tara-tama
SYNONYMS
kintu--nevertheless; y••ra--of some devotees; yei rasa--whatever the mellow
of exchanges of love; sei--that; sarva-uttama--the best; taàa-stha--neutral;
ha‘•--being; vic•rile--if considering; •che--there is; tara-tama--lower and
higher levels.
TRANSLATION
"It is true that whatever relationship a particular devotee has with the
Lord is the best for him; still, when we study all the different methods from
a neutral position, we can understand that there are higher and lower degrees
of love.
PURPORT
In this regard, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura explains that this
verse does not advocate the whimsical invention of some methods of love of
Godhead. Such inventions cannot be accepted as topmost. Indeed, such
concoctions are not recommended in these verses. ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† has said
in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.101):
¤ruti-sm”ti-pur•‹•dipa‘car•tra-vidhi‰ vin•
aik•ntik† harer bhaktir
utp•t•yaiva kalpate
He clearly mentions in this verse that one must refer to the Vedic
literature and other, supplementary literatures and follow the conclusion of
the Vedas. An invented devotional attitude simply creates disturbances in the
transcendental realm. If a person overly addicted to family life takes to
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam or K”£‹a consciousness to earn a livelihood, his activity is
certainly offensive. One should not become a caste guru and sell mantras for
the benefit of mundane customers, nor should one make disciples for a
livelihood. All these activities are offensive. One should not make a
livelihood by forming a professional band to carry out congregational
chanting, nor should one perform devotional service when one is attached to
mundane society, friendship and love. Nor should one be dependent on so-called
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social etiquette. All of this is mental speculation. None of these things can
be compared to unalloyed devotional service. No one can compare unalloyed
devotional service, K”£‹a consciousness, to mundane activities. There are many
unauthorized parties pretending to belong to the ¥r† Caitanya cult, and some
are known as •ula, b•ula, kart•bhaj•, ne‚•, darave¤a, s••i, sakh†bhek†,
sm•rta, j•ta-gos•‘i, ativ•‚i, cã‚•dh•r† and gaur••ga-n•gari.
Moreover, there are those who take the caste gosv•m†s' opinions of such
parties as bona fide, comparing these opinions to those of the six Gosv•m†s,
headed by ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† San•tana. This is simply another cheating process.
There are also nondevotees who compose unauthorized songs, who establish
different temples for money, who worship the Deity as priests for salaries,
who accept caste brahmanism as all in all, and who do not know the value of a
pure Vai£‹ava. Actually the caste br•hma‹as of the sm•rta community are
opposed to the principles of the S•tvata-pa‘car•tra. Furthermore, there are
many M•y•v•d†s and those overly addicted to material sense enjoyment. None of
these can be compared to a person who is purely engaged in preaching K”£‹a
consciousness. Every K”£‹a conscious person is constantly endeavoring to
utilize different transcendental devices in the service of the Lord. Such a
devotee renounces all material enjoyment and completely dedicates himself to
the service of his spiritual master and Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. He may
be a perfect celibate, a restrained householder, a regulated v•naprastha or a
trida‹‚i-sanny•s† in the renounced order. It doesn't matter. The pseudo
transcendentalists and the pure devotees cannot be compared, nor can one argue
that a person can invent his own way of worship.
The purport in presenting this verse necessitates explaining the
comparative positions of the transcendental mellows known as ¤•nta, d•sya,
sakhya, v•tsalya and m•dhurya. All these rasas, or mellows, are situated on
the transcendental platform. Pure devotees take shelter of one of them and
thus progress in spiritual life. Actually one can take shelter of such
spiritual mellows only when one is completely uncontaminated by material
attachment. When one is completely free from material attachment, the feelings
of the transcendental mellows are awakened in the heart of the devotee. That
is svarãpa-siddhi, the perfection of
one's eternal relationship with the Supreme Lord. Svarãpa-siddhi, the
eternal relationship with the Supreme Lord, may be situated in one of the
transcendental mellows. Each and every one of them is as perfect as the
others. But by comparative study an unbiased person can realize that the
mellow of servitorship is better than the mellow of neutrality. The mellow of
fraternity is better than the mellow of servitorship. Similarly, the parental
mellow is better than that of fraternity. Above all these mellows is the
mellow of conjugal love. However, these are all spiritually situated on the
same platform because all these relationships of perfection in love are based
on a central point--K”£‹a.
These mellows cannot be compared to the feelings one derives from demigod
worship. K”£‹a is one, but the demigods are different. They are material. Love
for K”£‹a cannot be compared to material love for different demigods. Because
M•y•v•d†s are on the material platform, they recommend the worship of ¥iva or
Durg• and say that worship of K•l† and K”£‹a are the same. However, on the
spiritual platform there is no demigod worship. The only worshipable object is
K”£‹a. Therefore although there is no difference between a devotee in ¤•ntarasa or d•sya-rasa, v•tsalya-rasa or m•dhurya-rasa, one can still make a
comparative study of the intensity of love in these different transcendental
positions. For example, it may be said that d•sya-rasa is better than ¤•ntarasa, yet transcendental love of God is there in both of them. Similarly, we
can judge that love of Godhead in fraternity is better than love of Godhead in
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neutrality and servitorship. Similarly, love of Godhead in paternal affection
is better than love in fraternity. And, as stated before, love of God in the
conjugal rasa is superior to that in the paternal rasa.
The analysis of different types of love of Godhead has been made by expert
•c•ryas who know all about devotional service on the transcendental platform.
Unfortunately, inexperienced and unauthorized persons in the mundane world,
not understanding the transcendental position of pure love, try to find some
material fault in the transcendental process. This is simply impudence on the
part of spiritually inexperienced people. Such faultfinding is symptomatic of
unfortunate mundane wranglers.
TEXT 84
TEXT
yathottaram asau sv•davi¤e£oll•sa-mayy api
ratir v•sanay• sv•dv†
bh•sate k•pi kasyacit
SYNONYMS
yath• uttaram--one after another; asau--that; sv•da-vi¤e£a--of particular
tastes; ull•sa--pleasing; may†--empowered with; api--although; rati„--love;
v•sanay•--by desire; sv•dv†--sweet; bh•sate--appears; k• api--someone;
kasyacit--one of them.
TRANSLATION
" 'Increasing love is experienced in various tastes, one above another. But
that love which has the highest taste in the gradual succession of desires
manifests itself in the form of conjugal love.'
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†'s Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (2.5.38),
and it also appears in the šdi-l†l•, Chapter Four, verse 45.
TEXT 85
TEXT
pãrva-pãrva-rasera gu‹a----pare pare haya
dui-tina ga‹ane pa‘ca paryanta b•‚aya
SYNONYMS
pãrva-pãrva--of each previous; rasera--of the mellow; gu‹a--the qualities;
pare pare--in each subsequent; haya--there are; dui-tina--two and then three;
ga‹ane--in counting; pa‘ca--five; paryanta--up to; b•‚aya--increases.
TRANSLATION
"There is a gradual order of improvement in transcendental mellows from the
initial ones to the later ones. In each subsequent mellow the qualities of the
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previous mellows are manifest, counting from two, then three, and up to the
point of five complete qualities.
TEXT 86
TEXT
gu‹•dhikye sv•d•dhikya b•‚e prati-rase
¤•nta-d•sya-sakhya-v•tsalyera gu‹a madhurete vaise
SYNONYMS
gu‹a-•dhikye--by the increase of transcendental qualities; sv•da-•dhikya-increase of taste; b•‚e--increases; prati-rase--in each mellow; ¤•nta--of
neutrality; d•sya--of servitude; sakhya--of fraternity; v•tsalyera--and of
paternal affection; gu‹a--the qualities; madhurete--in the conjugal mellow;
vaise--appear.
TRANSLATION
"As the qualities increase, so the taste also increases in each and every
mellow. Therefore the qualities found in ¤•nta-rasa, d•sya-rasa, sakhya-rasa
and v•tsalya-rasa are all manifest in conjugal love [m•dhurya-rasa].
TEXT 87
TEXT
•k•¤•dira gu‹a yena para-para bhãte
dui-tina krame b•‚e pa‘ca p”thiv†te
SYNONYMS
•k•¤a-•dira--of the sky, air and so on; gu‹a--the qualities; yena--just as;
para-para--one after another; bhãte--in the material elements; dui-tina--two
and then three; krame--by gradations; b•‚e--increase; pa‘ca--all five;
p”thiv†te--in earth.
TRANSLATION
"The qualities in the material elements--sky, air, fire, water and earth-increase one after another by a gradual process of one, two and three, and at
the last stage, in the element earth, all five qualities are completely
visible.
TEXT 88
TEXT
paripãr‹a-k”£‹a-pr•pti ei 'prem•' haite
ei prem•ra va¤a k”£‹a----kahe bh•gavate
SYNONYMS
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paripãr‹a--completely full; k”£‹a-pr•pti--achievement of the lotus feet of
Lord K”£‹a; ei--this; prem•--love of Godhead; haite--from; ei prem•ra--of this
type of love of Godhead; va¤a--under the control; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; kahe--it
is said; bh•gavate--in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
TRANSLATION
"Complete attainment of the lotus feet of Lord K”£‹a is made possible by
love of Godhead, specifically m•dhurya-rasa, or conjugal love. Lord K”£‹a is
indeed captivated by this standard of love. This is stated in ¥r†madBh•gavatam.
PURPORT
To explain the topmost quality of conjugal love, ¥r†la K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja
Gosv•m† gives the example of the material elements--sky, air, fire, water and
earth. In the sky (space) there is the quality of sound. Similarly, in air
there are the qualities of sound and touch. In fire, there are three
qualities--sound, touch and form. In water there are four qualities--sound,
touch, form and taste. Finally, in earth there are all five qualities--sound,
touch, form, taste and also smell. Now, one can see that the quality of the
sky is in all--namely in air, fire, water and earth. In earth we can find all
the qualities of material nature. The same can be applied to the rasa known as
m•dhurya-rasa, or conjugal love. In conjugal love there are the qualities of
neutrality, servitorship, fraternity and paternal affection, as well as
conjugal love itself. The conclusion is that through conjugal love the Lord is
completely satisfied.
Conjugal love (m•dhurya-rasa) is also known as ¤”•g•ra-rasa. It is the
conclusion of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam that in the complete combination of loving
service to the Lord--namely in conjugal love--the Supreme Lord fully agrees to
be under the control of the devotee. The highest form of conjugal love is
represented by ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; therefore in the pastimes of R•dh• and K”£‹a
we can see that K”£‹a is always subjugated by ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s influence.
TEXT 89
TEXT
mayi bhaktir hi bhãt•n•m
am”tatv•ya kalpate
di£ày• yad •s†n mat-sneho
bhavat†n•‰ mad-•pana„
SYNONYMS
mayi--unto Me; bhakti„--devotional service; hi--certainly; bhãt•n•m--of all
living entities; am”tatv•ya--for becoming eternal; kalpate--is meant; di£ày•-fortunately; yat--what; •s†t--there is; mat-sneha„--affection for Me;
bhavat†n•m--of all of you; mat-•pana„--the means of getting My favor.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a told the gop†s, 'The means of attaining My favor is loving
service unto Me, and fortunately you are all thus engaged. Those living beings
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who render service unto Me are eligible to be transferred to the spiritual
world and attain eternal life with knowledge and bliss.'
PURPORT
The fulfillment of human life is summarized in this verse from ¥r†madBh•gavatam (10.82.44). There are two important words in this verse: bhakti
(devotional service) and am”tatva (eternal life). The aim of human life is to
attain the natural position of eternal life. This eternal life can be achieved
only by devotional service.
TEXT 90
TEXT
k”£‹era pratij‘• d”‚ha sarva-k•le •che
ye yaiche bhaje, k”£‹a t•re bhaje taiche
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; pratij‘•--the promise; d”‚ha--firm; sarva-k•le--in
all times; •che--there is; ye--anyone; yaiche--just as; bhaje--renders
service; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; t•re--him; bhaje--reciprocates with; taiche--so
for all time.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a has made a firm promise for all time. If one renders service
unto Him, K”£‹a correspondingly gives him an equal amount of success in
devotional service to the Lord.
PURPORT
It is a completely mistaken idea that one can worship K”£‹a in any form or
in any way and still attain the ultimate result of receiving the favor of the
Lord. This is a decision made by gross materialists. Generally such men say
that you can manufacture your own way of worshiping the Supreme Lord and that
any type of worship is sufficient to approach the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. Certainly there are different means for attaining different results
in fruitive activity, speculative knowledge, mystic yoga and austerity. Crude
men therefore say that if one adopts any of these methods one achieves the
Supreme Personality of Godhead's favor. They claim that it doesn't matter what
kind of method one adopts. A general example is given: If one wishes to arrive
at a certain place, there are many roads leading there, and one can go to that
place by any one of these roads. Similarly, these gross materialists say,
there are different ways to attain the favor of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. They claim that one can conceive of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead as Goddess Durg•, Goddess K•l†, Lord ¥iva, Demigod Ga‹e¤a, Lord
R•macandra, K”£‹a, the impersonal Brahman or whatever, and one can chant the
Lord's name in any way and in any form. Such materialists claim that since
ultimately all these names and forms are one, the result is the same. They
also give the example that a man who has different names will answer if called
by any one of them. Therefore, they claim, there is no need to chant the Hare
K”£‹a mantra. If one chants the name of K•l†, Durg•, ¥iva, Ga‹e¤a or anyone
else, the result will be the same.
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Such claims made by mental speculators are no doubt very pleasing to mental
speculators, but those who are actually in knowledge do not admit such
conclusions, which are against the authority of the ¤•stras. A bona fide
•c•rya will certainly not accept such a conclusion. As K”£‹a clearly states in
the Bhagavad-g†t• (9.25):
y•nti deva-vrat• dev•n
pit–n y•nti pit”-vrat•„
bhãt•ni y•nti bhãtejy•
y•nti mad-y•jino 'pi m•m
"Those who worship the demigods will take birth among the demigods, those
who worship the ancestors go to the ancestors, those who worship ghosts and
spirits will take birth among such beings, and those who worship Me will live
with Me." (Bg. 9.25)
Only the devotees of the Lord can be admitted to His kingdom--not the
demigod worshipers, karm†s, yog†s or anyone else. A person who desires
elevation to the heavenly planets worships various demigods, and material
nature may be pleased to offer such devotees their desired positions. The
material nature gives a person his own nature, by which he increases affection
for different types of demigods. However, the Bhagavad-g†t• (7.20) says that
demigod worship is meant for men who have lost all their intelligence:
k•mais tais tair h”ta-j‘•n•„
prapadyante 'nya-devat•„
ta‰ ta‰ niyamam •sth•ya
prak”ty• niyat•„ svay•
"Those whose intelligence has been stolen by material desires surrender
unto demigods and follow the particular rules and regulations of worship
according to their own natures."
Although one may be elevated to the heavenly planets, the results of such a
benediction are limited:
anta-vat tu phala‰ te£•‰
tad bhavaty alpa-medhas•m
dev•n deva-yajo y•nti
mad-bhakt• y•nti m•m api
"Men of small intelligence worship the demigods, and their fruits are
limited and temporary. Those who worship the demigods go to the planets of the
demigods, but My devotees ultimately reach My supreme planet." (Bg. 7.23)
Being elevated to the heavenly planets or other material planets does not
mean attaining an eternal life of knowledge and bliss. At the end of the
material world, all attainments of material elevation will also end. Again,
according to K”£‹a in the Bhagavad-g†t• (18.55), only those who engage in His
loving devotional service will be admitted to the spiritual world and return
to Godhead, not others:
bhakty•
y•v•n ya¤
tato m•‰
vi¤ate

m•m abhij•n•ti
c•smi tattvata„
tattvato j‘•tv•
tad-anantaram
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"One can understand Me as I am, as the Supreme Personality of Godhead, only
by devotional service. And when one is in full consciousness of Me by such
devotion, he can enter into the kingdom of God."
Impersonalists cannot understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
therefore it is not possible for them to enter into the spiritual kingdom of
God and return home, back to Godhead. Actually one attains different results
by different means. It is not that all achievements are one and the same.
Those interested in the four principles of dharma, artha, k•ma and mok£a
cannot be compared to those interested in the unalloyed devotional service of
the Lord. ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.1.2) therefore says:
dharma„ projjhita-kaitavo 'tra paramo nirmatsar•‹•‰ sat•‰
vedya‰ v•stavam atra vastu ¤iva-da‰ t•pa-trayonmãlanam
¤r†mad-bh•gavate mah•-muni-k”te ki‰ v• parair †¤vara„
sadyo h”dy avarudhyate 'tra k”tibhi„ ¤u¤rã£ubhis tat-k£a‹•t
"Completely rejecting all religious activities which are materially
motivated, this Bh•gavata Pur•‹a propounds the highest truth, which is
understandable by those devotees who are pure in heart. The highest truth is
reality distinguished from illusion for the welfare of all. Such truth uproots
the threefold miseries. This beautiful Bh•gavatam, compiled by the great sage
¥r† Vy•sadeva, is sufficient in itself for God realization. As soon as one
attentively and submissively hears the message of Bh•gavatam, he becomes
attached to the Supreme Lord."
Those who aspire after liberation attempt to merge into the impersonal
Brahman. To this end they execute ritualistic religious ceremonies, but
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam considers this a cheating process. Indeed, such people can
never dream of returning home, back to Godhead. There is a gulf of difference
between the goal of dharma, artha, k•ma and mok£a and the goal of devotional
service.
The goddess Durg• is the superintending deity of this material world, which
is made of material elements. The demigods are simply different directors
engaged in operating the departments of material activities, and they are
under the influence of the same material energy. K”£‹a's internal potencies,
however, have nothing to do with the creation of this cosmic material world.
The spiritual world and all spiritual activities are under the direction of
the internal, spiritual energy, and such activities are performed by Yogam•y•,
the spiritual energy. Yogam•y• is the spiritual or internal energy of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Those who are interested in being promoted to
the spiritual world and engaging in the service of the Lord attain spiritual
perfection under the control of Yogam•y•. Those who are interested in material
promotion engage in ritualistic religious ceremonies and economic development
to develop sense gratification. They ultimately attempt to merge into the
impersonal existence of the Lord. Such people generally become impersonalists.
They are interested in worshiping Lord ¥iva or Goddess Durg•, but their return
is one hundred percent materialistic.
Following the example of the gop†s, the devotees sometimes worship the
goddess K•ty•yan†, but they understand that K•ty•yan† is an incarnation of
Yogam•y•. The gop†s worshiped K•ty•yan†, Yogam•y•, to attain K”£‹a as their
husband. On the other hand, it is stated in the Sapta-¤at† scripture that a
k£atriya king named Suratha and a rich vai¤ya named Sam•dhi worshiped material
nature in the form of Goddess Durg• to attain material perfection. If one
tries to mingle the worship of Yogam•y• with Mah•m•y•, considering them one
and the same, he does not really show very high intelligence. The idea that
everything is one is a kind of foolishness indulged in by those with less
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brain substance. Fools and rascals say that the worship of Yogam•y• and
Mah•m•y• is the same. This conclusion is simply the result of mental
speculation, and it has no practical effect. In the material world, sometimes
one gives an exalted title to an utterly worthless thing; in Bengal this is
known as giving a blind child a name like Padmalocana, which means "lotuseyed." One may foolishly call a blind child Padmalocana, but such an
appellation does not bear any meaning.
In the spiritual world the Absolute Lord is always identical with His name,
fame, form, qualities and pastimes. Such identity is impossible in the
material world, where the name of a person is different from the person
himself. The Supreme Lord has many holy names like Param•tm•, Brahman and "the
creator," but one who worships the Lord as the creator cannot understand the
relationship between a devotee and the Lord in the five types of
transcendental mellow, nor can he understand the conception of K”£‹a. One
cannot understand the six transcendental opulences of the Lord simply by
understanding the Supreme Personality of Godhead as impersonal Brahman.
Impersonal realization of the Absolute Truth is certainly transcendental,
but this does not mean that one who has attained this realization can
understand the sac-cid-•nanda form of the Lord. Similarly, Param•tm•
realization--realization of the plenary expansion of the Absolute Truth within
everyone's heart--is also an incomplete understanding of the Absolute Truth.
Even a devotee of the Personality of Godhead N•r•ya‹a cannot actually
understand the transcendental attractive features of K”£‹a. Indeed, a devotee
of K”£‹a who is attached to the sublime attractive features of the Lord does
not consider N•r•ya‹a very important. When the gop†s sometimes saw K”£‹a in
the form of N•r•ya‹a, they were not very attracted to Him. The gop†s never
addressed K”£‹a as Rukmi‹†-rama‹a. K”£‹a's devotees in V”nd•vana address Him
as R•dh•rama‹a, Nandanandana and Ya¤od•nandana, but not as Vasudeva-nandana or
Devak†-nandana. Although according to the material conception N•r•ya‹a,
Rukmi‹†-rama‹a and K”£‹a are one and the same, in the spiritual world one
cannot use the name Rukmi‹†-rama‹a or N•r•ya‹a in place of the name K”£‹a. If
one does so out of a poor fund of knowledge, his mellow with the Lord becomes
spiritually faulty and is called ras•bh•sa, an overlapping of transcendental
mellows. The advanced devotee who has actually realized the transcendental
features of the Lord will not commit the mistake of creating a ras•bh•sa
situation by using one name for another. Because of the influence of Kaliyuga, there is much ras•bh•sa in the name of extravagance and liberalmindedness. Such fanaticism is not very much appreciated by pure devotees.
TEXT 91
TEXT
ye yath• m•‰ prapadyante
t•‰s tathaiva bhaj•my aham
mama vartm•nuvartante
manu£y•„ p•rtha sarva¤a„
SYNONYMS
ye--they; yath•--as; m•m--unto Me; prapadyante--surrender; t•n--unto them;
tath• eva--in the same proportion; bhaj•mi--bestow My favor; aham--I; mama-My; vartma--way; anuvartante--follow; manu£y•„--men; p•rtha--My dear Arjuna;
sarva¤a„--in all respects.
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TRANSLATION
"According to Lord K”£‹a in the Bhagavad-g†t• [4.11],'As all surrender unto
Me, I reward them accordingly. Everyone follows My path in all respects, O son
of P”th•.'
TEXT 92
TEXT
ei 'preme'ra anurãpa n• p•re bhajite
ataeva '”‹†' haya----kahe bh•gavate
SYNONYMS
ei--this; premera--of love of God; anurãpa--exactly to the proportion; n•-not; p•re--is able; bhajite--to reciprocate; ataeva--therefore; ”‹†--debtor;
haya--becomes; kahe--is stated; bh•gavate--in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
TRANSLATION
"In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam [10.32.22] it is said that Lord K”£‹a cannot
proportionately reciprocate devotional service in the m•dhurya-rasa; therefore
He always remains a debtor to such devotees.
TEXT 93
TEXT
na p•raye 'ha‰ niravadya-sa‰yuj•‰
sva-s•dhu-k”tya‰ vibudh•yu£•pi va„
y• m•bhajan durjara-geha-¤”•khal•„
sa‰v”¤cya tad va„ pratiy•tu s•dhun•
SYNONYMS
na--not; p•raye--am able; aham--I; niravadya--without duplicity; sa‰yuj•m-meeting; sva-s•dhu-k”tyam--your own honest activities; vibudha-•yu£• api--even
with a duration of life like that of the demigods; va„--you; y•--who; m•--Me;
abhajan--have worshiped; durjara--difficult to surmount; geha--of household
life; ¤”•khal•„--the chains; sa‰v”¤cya--cutting off; tat--that; va„--your;
pratiy•tu--let there be a return; s•dhun•--by pious activities.
TRANSLATION
"When the gop†s were overwhelmed with dissatisfaction due to Lord K”£‹a's
absence from the r•sa-l†l•, K”£‹a returned to them and told them, 'My dear
gop†s, our meeting is certainly free from all material contamination. I must
admit that in many lives it would be impossible for Me to repay My debt to you
because you have cut off the bondage of family life just to search for Me.
Consequently I am unable to repay you. Therefore please be satisfied with your
honest activities in this regard.'
TEXT 94
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TEXT
yadyapi k”£‹a-saundarya----m•dhuryera dhurya
vraja-dev†ra sa•ge t••ra b•‚aye m•dhurya
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; k”£‹a-saundarya--the beauty of Lord K”£‹a; m•dhuryera-of sweetness; dhurya--the supermost; vraja-dev†ra--the gop†s; sa•ge--in
company with; t••ra--His; b•‚aye--increases; m•dhurya--the sweetness.
TRANSLATION
"Although K”£‹a's unparalleled beauty is the topmost sweetness of love of
Godhead, His sweetness increases unlimitedly when He is in the company of the
gop†s. Consequently K”£‹a's exchange of love with the gop†s is the topmost
perfection of love of Godhead.
PURPORT
K”£‹a and His devotees become perfectly intimate in conjugal love of
Godhead. In other mellows, the Lord and the devotees do not enjoy
transcendental bliss as perfectly. The next verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(10.33.6) will illustrate this verse.
TEXT 95
TEXT
tatr•ti¤u¤ubhe t•bhir
bhagav•n devak†-suta„
madhye ma‹†n•‰ haim•n•‰
mah•-marakato yath•
SYNONYMS
tatra--there; ati-¤u¤ubhe--was very beautiful; t•bhi„--by them; bhagav•n-the Supreme Personality of Godhead; devak†-suta„--son of Devak†; madhye--in
the midst; ma‹†n•m--of valuable jewels; haim•n•m--lined with gold; mah•marakata„--the jewel of the name marakata; yath•--as.
TRANSLATION
" 'Although the son of Devak†, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is also
the reservoir of all kinds of beauty, when He is among the gop†s He
nonetheless becomes more beautiful, for He resembles a m•rakata jewel
surrounded by gold and other jewels.' "
TEXT 96
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----ei 's•dhy•vadhi' suni¤caya
k”p• kari' kaha, yadi •ge kichu haya
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SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied; ei--this; s•dhya-avadhi-the highest limit of perfection; su-ni¤caya--certainly; k”p• kari'--being
merciful to Me; kaha--please speak; yadi--if; •ge--further; kichu haya--there
is something.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "This is certainly the limit of
perfection, but please be merciful to Me and speak more if there is more."
TEXT 97
TEXT
r•ya kahe,----†h•ra •ge puche hena jane
eta-dina n•hi j•ni, •chaye bhuvane
SYNONYMS
r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; ih•ra •ge--beyond this point; puche-inquires; hena--such; jane--a person; eta-dina--until this day; n•hi j•ni--I
did not know; •chaye--there is; bhuvane--within this material world.
TRANSLATION
R•ya R•m•nanda replied, "Until this day I did not know anyone within this
material world who could inquire beyond this perfectional stage of devotional
service.
TEXT 98
TEXT
i•h•ra madhye r•dh•ra prema----'s•dhya-¤iroma‹i'
y••h•ra mahim• sarva-¤•strete v•kh•ni
SYNONYMS
i•h•ra madhye--among the loving affairs of the gop†s; r•dh•ra prema--the
love of Godhead of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; s•dhya-¤iroma‹i--the topmost perfection;
y••h•ra--of which; mahim•--the glorification; sarva-¤•strete--in every
scripture; v•kh•ni--description.
TRANSLATION
"Among the loving affairs of the gop†s," R•m•nanda R•ya continued, "¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†'s love for ¥r† K”£‹a is topmost. Indeed, the glories of ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹† are highly esteemed in all revealed scriptures.
TEXT 99
TEXT
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yath• r•dh• priy• vi£‹os
tasy•„ ku‹‚a‰ priya‰ tath•
sarva-gop†£u saivaik•
vi£‹or atyanta-vallabh•
SYNONYMS
yath•--just as; r•dh•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; priy•--very dear; vi£‹o„--to Lord
K”£‹a; tasy•„--Her; ku‹‚am--bathing place; priyam--very dear; tath•--so also;
sarva-gop†£u--among all the gop†s; s•--She; eva--certainly; ek•--alone;
vi£‹o„--of Lord K”£‹a; atyanta-vallabh•--very dear.
TRANSLATION
" 'Just as ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is most dear to ¥r† K”£‹a, Her bathing place
known [R•dh•-ku‹‚a] is also dear to Him. Among all the gop†s, ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹† is supermost and very dear to Lord K”£‹a.'
PURPORT
This verse is from the Padma Pur•‹a and is included in the Laghubh•gavat•m”ta (2.1.45), by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†. It also appears in šdi-l†l•,
Chapter Four, verse 215, and again in Madhya-l†l•, Chapter Eighteen, verse 8.
TEXT 100
TEXT
anay•r•dhito nãna‰
bhagav•n harir †¤vara„
yan no vih•ya govinda„
pr†to y•m anayad raha„
SYNONYMS
anay•--by Her; •r•dhita„--worshiped; nãnam--indeed; bhagav•n--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; hari„--K”£‹a; †¤vara„--the Lord; yat--from which; na„-us; vih•ya--rejecting; govinda„--Lord ¥r† K”£‹a; pr†ta„--satisfied; y•m-whom; anayat--brought; raha„--a secluded place.
TRANSLATION
"When the gop†s began to talk among themselves, they said, 'Dear friends,
the gop† who has been taken away by K”£‹a to a secluded place must have
worshiped the Lord more than anyone else.' "
PURPORT
The name R•dh• is derived from this verse (Bh•g. 10.30.28), from the words
anay•r•dhita„, meaning "by Her the Lord is worshiped." Sometimes the critics
of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam find it difficult to find R•dh•r•‹†'s holy name, but the
secret is disclosed here in the word •r•dhita„, from which the name R•dh• has
come. Of course, the name of R•dh•r•‹† is directly mentioned in other Pur•‹as.
This gop†'s worship of K”£‹a is topmost, and therefore Her name is R•dh•, or
the topmost worshiper.
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TEXT 101
TEXT
prabhu kahe----•ge kaha, ¤unite p•i sukhe
apãrv•m”ta-nad† vahe tom•ra mukhe
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; •ge--ahead; kaha--please speak; ¤unite--to
hear; p•i--I get; sukhe--happiness; apãrva-am”ta--of unprecedented nectar;
nad†--a river; vahe--flows; tom•ra mukhe--from your mouth.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Please speak on. I am very happy to
hear you because a river of unprecedented nectar is flowing from your mouth.
TEXT 102
TEXT
curi kari' r•dh•ke nila gop†-ga‹era ‚are
any•pek£• haile premera g•‚hat• n• sphure
SYNONYMS
curi kari'--stealing; r•dh•ke--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; nila--took away; gop†ga‹era--of the gop†s; ‚are--out of fear; anya-apek£•--dependence on others;
haile--if there is; premera--of love; g•‚hat•--the intensity; n•--not; sphure-manifests.
TRANSLATION
"During the r•sa dance ¥r† K”£‹a did not exchange loving affairs with
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† due to the presence of the other gop†s. Because of the
dependence of the others, the intensity of love between R•dh• and K”£‹a was
not manifest. Therefore He stole Her away.
PURPORT
Out of fear of the other gop†s, Lord ¥r† K”£‹a took ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† to a
secluded place. In this regard, the verse ka‰s•rir api (verse 106 in this
chapter) will be quoted from the G†ta-govinda of Jayadeva Gosv•m†.
TEXT 103
TEXT
r•dh• l•gi' gop†re yadi s•k£•t kare ty•ga
tabe j•ni,----r•dh•ya k”£‹era g•‚ha-anur•ga
SYNONYMS
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r•dh• l•gi'--for the sake of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; gop†re--the gop†s; yadi-if; s•k£•t--directly; kare--does; ty•ga--rejection; tabe--then; j•ni--we can
understand; r•dh•ya--in ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; g•‚ha-intense; anur•ga--affection.
TRANSLATION
"If Lord K”£‹a rejected the company of the other gop†s for ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†, we can understand that Lord ¥r† K”£‹a has intense affection for
Her."
TEXT 104
TEXT
r•ya kahe,----tabe ¤una premera mahim•
tri-jagate r•dh•-premera n•hika upam•
SYNONYMS
r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; tabe--then; ¤una--please hear; premera-of that love; mahim•--the glories; tri-jagate--within the three worlds; r•dh•premera--of the loving affairs of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; n•hika--there is not;
upam•--comparison.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya continued, "Please therefore hear from me about the glories
of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s loving affairs. They are beyond compare within these
three worlds.
TEXT 105
TEXT
gop†-ga‹era r•sa-n”tya-ma‹‚al† ch•‚iy•
r•dh• c•hi' vane phire vil•pa kariy•
SYNONYMS
gop†-ga‹era--of the gop†s; r•sa-n”tya--of r•sa dancing; ma‹‚al†--the
circle; ch•‚iy•--rejecting; r•dh•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; c•hi'--desiring; vane-in the forest; phire--wanders; vil•pa--lamentation; kariy•--doing.
TRANSLATION
"Finding Herself treated equally with all the other gop†s, ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹† displayed Her tricky behavior and left the circle of the r•sa dance.
Missing ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s presence, K”£‹a became very unhappy and began to
lament and wander throughout the forest to search Her out.
TEXT 106
TEXT
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ka‰s•rir api sa‰s•rav•san•-baddha-¤”•khal•m
r•dh•m •dh•ya h”daye
taty•ja vraja-sundar†„
SYNONYMS
ka‰sa-•ri„--the enemy of Ka‰sa; api--moreover; sa‰s•ra-v•san•--desirous of
the essence of enjoyment (r•sa-l†l•); baddha-¤”•khal•m--being perfectly
attracted to such activities; r•dh•m--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; •dh•ya--taking;
h”daye--within the heart; taty•ja--left aside; vraja-sundar†„--the other
beautiful gop†s.
TRANSLATION
" 'Lord K”£‹a, the enemy of Ka‰sa, took ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† within His heart,
for He desired to dance with Her. Thus He left the arena of the r•sa dance and
the company of all the other beautiful damsels of Vraja.'
TEXT 107
TEXT
itas tatas t•m anus”tya r•dhik•m
ana•ga-b•‹a-vra‹a-khinna-m•nasa„
k”t•nut•pa„ sa kalinda-nandin†
taà•nta-ku‘je vi£as•da m•dhava„
SYNONYMS
ita„ tata„--hither and thither; t•m--Her; anus”tya--searching out;
r•dhik•m--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; ana•ga--of Cupid; b•‹a-vra‹a--by a wound from the
arrow; khinna-m•nasa„--whose heart is injured; k”ta-anut•pa„--repentant for
misbehavior; sa„--He (Lord K”£‹a); kalinda-nandin†--of the river Yamun•; taàaanta--on the edge of the bank; ku‘je--in the bushes; vi£as•da--lamented;
m•dhava„--Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
" 'Being afflicted by the arrow of Cupid and unhappily regretting His
mistreating R•dh•r•‹†, M•dhava, Lord K”£‹a, began to search for ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹† along the banks of the Yamun• River. When He failed to find Her, He
entered the bushes of V”nd•vana and began to lament.'
PURPORT
These two verses are from the G†ta-govinda (3.1, 2), written by Jayadeva
Gosv•m†.
TEXT 108
TEXT
ei dui-¤lokera artha vic•rile j•ni
vic•rite uàhe yena am”tera khani
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SYNONYMS
ei--these; dui--two; ¤lokera--of the verses; artha--the meanings; vic•rile-if considering; j•ni--I can understand; vic•rite--while considering; uàhe-arises; yena--like; am”tera--of nectar; khani--a mine.
TRANSLATION
"Simply by considering these two verses one can understand what nectar
there is in such dealings. It is exactly like freeing a mine of nectar.
TEXT 109
TEXT
¤ata-koài gop†-sa•ge r•sa-vil•sa
t•ra madhye eka-mãrtye rahe r•dh•-p•¤a
SYNONYMS
¤ata-koài--hundreds of thousands; gop†-sa•ge--with the gop†s; r•sa-vil•sa-dancing in the r•sa dance; t•ra madhye--among them; eka-mãrtye--by one of His
transcendental forms; rahe--remains; r•dh•-p•¤a--by the side of ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†.
TRANSLATION
"Although K”£‹a was in the midst of hundreds of thousands of gop†s during
the r•sa dance, He still kept Himself in one of His transcendental forms by
the side of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
TEXT 110
TEXT
s•dh•ra‹a-preme dekhi sarvatra 'samat•'
r•dh•ra kuàila-preme ha-ila 'v•mat•'
SYNONYMS
s•dh•ra‹a-preme--in general love of Godhead; dekhi--we see; sarvatra-everywhere; samat•--equality; r•dh•ra--of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; kuàila-preme--in
the crooked love of Godhead; ha-ila--there was; v•mat•--opposition.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a is equal to everyone in His general dealings, but due to the
conflicting ecstatic love of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, there were opposing elements.
TEXT 111
TEXT
aher iva gati„ prem‹a„
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svabh•va-kuàil• bhavet
ato hetor aheto¤ ca
yãnor m•na uda‘cati
SYNONYMS
ahe„--of the snake; iva--like; gati„--the movement; prem‹a„--of the loving
affairs; svabh•va--by nature; kuàil•--crooked; bhavet--is; ata„--therefore;
heto„--from some cause; aheto„--from the absence of a cause; ca--and; yãno„-of the young couple; m•na„--anger; uda‘cati--appears.
TRANSLATION
" 'The progress of loving affairs between a young boy and a young girl is
like the movement of a snake. On account of this, two types of anger arise
between a young boy and girl--anger with cause and anger without cause.'
PURPORT
During the r•sa dance, one form of K”£‹a was between every two gop†s. But
by the side of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† there was only one K”£‹a. Although this was
the case, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† still manifested disagreement with K”£‹a. This
verse is from the Ujjvala-n†lama‹i (¥”•g•ra-bheda-kathana 102), written by
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†.
TEXT 112
TEXT
krodha kari' r•sa ch•‚i' gel• m•na kari'
t••re n• dekhiy• vy•kula haila ¤r†-hari
SYNONYMS
krodha kari'--becoming angry; r•sa ch•‚i'--leaving the r•sa dance; gel•-went; m•na kari'--being resentful; t••re--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; n• dekhiy•--not
seeing; vy•kula--very anxious; haila--became; ¤r†-hari--Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"When R•dh•r•‹† left the r•sa dance out of anger and resentment, Lord ¥r†
K”£‹a became very anxious because He could not see Her.
TEXT 113
TEXT
samyak-s•ra v•san• k”£‹era r•sa-l†l•
r•sa-l†l•-v•san•te r•dhik• ¤”•khal•
SYNONYMS
samyak-s•ra--the complete and essential; v•san•--desire; k”£‹era--of Lord
K”£‹a; r•sa-l†l•--the dancing in the r•sa-l†l•; r•sa-l†l•-v•san•te--in the
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desire to dance the r•sa dance; r•dhik•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; ¤”•khal•--the
medium of bondage.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a's desire in the r•sa-l†l• circle is perfectly complete, but
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is the binding link in that desire.
TEXT 114
TEXT
t••h• vinu r•sa-l†l• n•hi bh•ya citte
ma‹‚al† ch•‚iy• gel• r•dh• anve£ite
SYNONYMS
t••h• vinu--without Her; r•sa-l†l•--the r•sa dance; n•hi--not; bh•ya-illuminates; citte--within the heart; ma‹‚al† ch•‚iy•--leaving the circle of
the r•sa dance; gel•--went; r•dh•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; anve£ite--to search for.
TRANSLATION
"The r•sa dance does not shine in the heart of K”£‹a without ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†. Therefore, He also gave up the circle of the r•sa dance and went
out to search for Her.
TEXT 115
TEXT
itas-tata„ bhrami' k•h•• r•dh• n• p•‘•
vi£•da karena k•ma-b•‹e khinna ha‘•
SYNONYMS
ita„-tata„--here and there; bhrami'--wandering; k•h••--anywhere; r•dh•-¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; n•--not; p•‘•--finding; vi£•da--lamentation; karena--does;
k•ma-b•‹e--by the arrow of Cupid; khinna--hurt; ha‘•--becoming.
TRANSLATION
"When K”£‹a went out to search for ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, He wandered here and
there. But not finding Her, He became afflicted by the arrow of Cupid and
began to lament.
TEXT 116
TEXT
¤ata-koài-gop†te nahe k•ma-nirv•pa‹a
t•h•tei anum•ni ¤r†-r•dhik•ra gu‹a
SYNONYMS
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¤ata-koài--hundreds and thousands; gop†te--in the midst of gop†s; nahe-there is not; k•ma-nirv•pa‹a--satisfaction of lust; t•h•tei--by that way;
anum•ni--we can imagine; ¤r†-r•dhik•ra gu‹a--the transcendental quality of
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
TRANSLATION
"Since K”£‹a's lusty desires were not satisfied even in the midst of
hundreds of thousands of gop†s and He was thus searching after ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†, we can easily imagine how transcendentally qualified She is."
TEXT 117
TEXT
prabhu kahe----ye l•gi' •il•ma tom•-sth•ne
sei saba tattva-vastu haila mora j‘•ne
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; ye l•gi'--for the matter of which; •il•ma--I
have come; tom•-sth•ne--to your place; sei saba--all those; tattva-vastu-objects of truth; haila--were; mora--My; j‘•ne--in knowledge.
TRANSLATION
After hearing this, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu said to R•m•nanda R•ya, "That
for which I have come to your residence has now become an object of truth in
My knowledge.
TEXT 118
TEXT
ebe se j•nilu• s•dhya-s•dhana-nir‹aya
•ge •ra •che kichu, ¤unite mana haya
SYNONYMS
ebe--now; se--that; j•nilu•--I have understood; s•dhya--of the ultimate
goal; s•dhana--and of the process; nir‹aya--the ascertainment; •ge--ahead;
•ra--more; •che--there is; kichu--something; ¤unite--to hear; mana--the mind;
haya--it is.
TRANSLATION
"Now I have come to understand the sublime goal of life and the process of
achieving it. Nevertheless, I think that there is something more ahead, and My
mind is desiring to have it.
TEXT 119
TEXT
'k”£‹era svarãpa' kaha 'r•dh•ra svarãpa'
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'rasa' kon tattva, 'prema'----kon tattva-rãpa
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord
r•dh•ra--of ¥r†mat†
mellows; kon--what;
tattva-rãpa--actual

K”£‹a; svarãpa--the transcendental features; kaha--speak;
R•dh•r•‹†; svarãpa--the transcendental features; rasa-tattva--that truth; prema--love of Godhead; kon--what;
form.
TRANSLATION

"Kindly explain the transcendental features of K”£‹a and ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
Also explain the truth of transcendental mellows and the transcendental form
of love of Godhead.
TEXT 120
TEXT
k”p• kari' ei tattva kaha ta' •m•re
tom•-vin• keha ih• nirãpite n•re
SYNONYMS
k”p• kari'--showing your mercy; ei tattva--all these truths; kaha--explain;
ta'--certainly; •m•re--unto Me; tom•-vin•--except for you; keha--someone; ih•-this; nirãpite--to explain; n•re--not able.
TRANSLATION
"Kindly explain all these truths to Me. But for yourself, no one can do
so."
TEXT 121
TEXT
r•ya kahe,----ih• •mi kichui n• j•ni
tumi yei kah•o, sei kahi •mi v•‹†
SYNONYMS
r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya said; ih•--this; •mi--I; kichui--something; n•-not; j•ni--know; tumi--You; yei--whatever; kah•o--make me say; sei--those;
kahi--speak; •mi--I; v•‹†--words.
TRANSLATION
¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "I do not know anything about this. I simply
vibrate the sound You make me speak.
TEXT 122
TEXT
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tom•ra ¤ik£•ya pa‚i yena ¤uka-p•àha
s•k£•t †¤vara tumi, ke bujhe tom•ra n•àa
SYNONYMS
tom•ra ¤ik£•ya--by Your instruction; pa‚i--I recite; yena--like; ¤ukap•àha--the reciting of a parrot; s•k£•t--directly; †¤vara--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; tumi--You; ke--who; bujhe--can understand; tom•ra-Your; n•àa--dramatic performance.
TRANSLATION
"I simply repeat like a parrot whatever instructions You have given me. You
are the Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself. Who can understand Your
dramatic performances?
TEXT 123
TEXT
h”daye prera‹a kara, jihv•ya kah•o v•‹†
ki kahiye bh•la-manda, kichui n• j•ni
SYNONYMS
h”daye--within the heart; prera‹a--direction; kara--You give; jihv•ya--on
the tongue; kah•o--You make me speak; v•‹†--words; ki--what; kahiye--I am
speaking; bh•la-manda--good or bad; kichui--something; n•--not; j•ni--I know.
TRANSLATION
"You inspire me within the heart and make me speak with the tongue. I do
not know whether I am speaking well or badly."
TEXT 124
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----m•y•v•d† •mi ta' sanny•s†
bhakti-tattva n•hi j•ni, m•y•v•de bh•si
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; m•y•v•d†--a follower of the M•y•v•da
philosophy; •mi--I; ta'--certainly; sanny•s†--one in the renounced order of
life; bhakti-tattva--the truths of transcendental loving service; n•hi--not;
j•ni--I know; m•y•v•de--in the philosophy of impersonalism; bh•si--I float.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "I am a M•y•v•d† in the renounced order of
life, and I do not even know what transcendental loving service to the Lord
is. I simply float in the ocean of M•y•v•da philosophy.
TEXT 125
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TEXT
s•rvabhauma-sa•ge mora mana nirmala ha-ila
'k”£‹a-bhakti-tattva kaha,' t••h•re puchila
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma-sa•ge--in the company of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; mora--My;
mana--mind; nirmala--clarified; ha-ila--became; k”£‹a-bhakti-tattva--the
truths of transcendental loving service to K”£‹a; kaha--please explain;
t••h•re--to him; puchila--I inquired.
TRANSLATION
"Due to the association of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, My mind has been
enlightened. Therefore I have asked S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya about the truths
of transcendental loving service to K”£‹a.
TEXT 126
TEXT
te•ho kahe----•mi n•hi j•ni k”£‹a-kath•
sabe r•m•nanda j•ne, te•ho n•hi eth•
SYNONYMS
te•ho kahe--he replied; •mi--I; n•hi--not; j•ni--know; k”£‹a-kath•--topics
of Lord K”£‹a; sabe--all; r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda R•ya; j•ne--knows; te•ho--he;
n•hi--not; eth•--here.
TRANSLATION
"S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya told me, 'I do not actually know about the topics
of Lord K”£‹a. They are all known only to R•m•nanda R•ya, but he is not
present here.' "
TEXT 127
TEXT
tom•ra àh•‘i •il••a tom•ra mahim• ¤uniy•
tumi more stuti kara 'sanny•s†' j•niy•
SYNONYMS
tom•ra àh•‘i--to your presence; •il••a--I have come; tom•ra--your; mahim•-glories; ¤uniy•--hearing; tumi--you; more--Me; stuti--praising; kara--do;
sanny•s†--a person in the renounced order of life; j•niy•--knowing as.
TRANSLATION
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Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "After hearing about your glories,
I have come to your place. But you are offering Me words of praise out of
respect for a sanny•s†, one in the renounced order of life.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura explains that a mundane person,
being enriched by mundane opulences, must always know that the transcendental
opulences of the advanced devotees are far more important than the
materialistic opulences of a person like himself. A materialistic person with
material opulences should not be very proud or puffed up before a
transcendental devotee. If one approaches a transcendental devotee on the
strength of one's material heritage, opulence, education and beauty and does
not offer respect to the advanced devotee of the Lord, the Vai£‹ava devotee
may offer formal respects to such a materially puffed-up person, but he may
not deliver transcendental knowledge to him. Indeed, the devotee sees him as a
non-br•hma‹a or ¤ãdra. Such a puffed-up person cannot understand the science
of K”£‹a. A proud person is deceived in transcendental life and, despite
having attained a human form, will again glide into hellish conditions. By His
personal example, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu explains how one should be
submissive and humble before a Vai£‹ava, even though one may be situated on a
high platform. Such is the teaching of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as the •c•rya
of the world, the supreme spiritual master and teacher.
TEXT 128
TEXT
kib• vipra, kib• ny•s†, ¤ãdra kene naya
yei k”£‹a-tattva-vett•, sei 'guru' haya
SYNONYMS
kib•--whether; vipra--a br•hma‹a; kib•--whether; ny•s†--a sanny•s†; ¤ãdra-a ¤ãdra; kene--why; naya--not; yei--anyone who; k”£‹a-tattva-vett•--a knower
of the science of K”£‹a; sei--that person; guru--the spiritual master; haya-is.
TRANSLATION
"Whether one is a br•hma‹a, a sanny•s† or a ¤ãdra--regardless of what he
is--he can become a spiritual master if he knows the science of K”£‹a."
PURPORT
This verse is very important to the K”£‹a consciousness movement. In his
Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya, ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura explains that one should not
think that because ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was born a br•hma‹a and was
situated in the topmost spiritual order as a sanny•s†, it was improper for Him
to receive instructions from ¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya, who belonged to the ¤ãdra
caste. To clarify this matter, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu informed R•m•nanda R•ya
that knowledge of K”£‹a consciousness is more important than caste. In the
system of var‹•¤rama-dharma there are various duties for the br•hma‹as,
k£atriyas, vai¤yas and ¤ãdras. Actually the br•hma‹a is supposed to be the
spiritual master of all other var‹as, or sects, but as far as K”£‹a
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consciousness is concerned, everyone is capable of becoming a spiritual master
because knowledge in K”£‹a consciousness is on the platform of the spirit
soul. To spread K”£‹a consciousness, one need only be cognizant of the science
of the spirit soul. It does not matter whether one is a br•hma‹a, k£atriya,
vai¤ya, ¤ãdra, sanny•s†, g”hastha or whatever. If one simply understands this
science, he can become a spiritual master.
It is stated in the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa that one should not accept
initiation from a person who is not in the brahminical order if there is a fit
person in the brahminical order present. This instruction is meant for those
who are overly dependent on the mundane social order and is suitable for those
who want to remain in mundane life. If one understands the truth of K”£‹a
consciousness and seriously desires to attain transcendental knowledge for the
perfection of life, he can accept a spiritual master from any social status,
provided the spiritual master is fully conversant with the science of K”£‹a.
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura also states that although one is
situated as a br•hma‹a, k£atriya, vai¤ya, ¤ãdra, brahmac•r†, v•naprastha,
g”hastha or sanny•s†, if he is conversant in the science of K”£‹a he can
become a spiritual master as vartma-pradar¤aka-guru, d†k£•-guru or ¤ik£•-guru.
The spiritual master who first gives information about spiritual life is
called the vartma-pradar¤aka-guru, the spiritual master who initiates
according to the regulations of the ¤•stras is called the d†k£•-guru, and the
spiritual master who gives instructions for elevation is called the ¤ik£•guru. Factually the qualifications of a spiritual master depend on his
knowledge of the science of K”£‹a. It does not matter whether he is a
br•hma‹a, k£atriya, sanny•s† or ¤ãdra. This injunction given by ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu is not at all against the injunctions of the ¤•stras. In the Padma
Pur•‹a it is said:
na ¤ãdr•„ bhagavad-bhakt•s
te 'pi bh•gavatottam•„
sarva-var‹e£u te ¤ãdr•
ye na bhakt• jan•rdane
One who is actually advanced in spiritual knowledge of K”£‹a is never a
¤ãdra, even though he may have been born in a ¤ãdra family. However, even if a
vipra, or br•hma‹a, is very expert in the six brahminical activities (paàhana,
p•àhana, yajana, y•jana, d•na, pratigraha) and is also well versed in the
Vedic hymns, he cannot become a spiritual master unless he is a Vai£‹ava. But
if one is born in the family of ca‹‚•las yet is well versed in K”£‹a
consciousness, he can become a guru. These are the ¤•stric injunctions, and
strictly following these injunctions, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, as a g”hastha
named ¥r† Vi¤vambhara, was initiated by a sanny•s†-guru named •¤vara Pur†.
Similarly, ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu was initiated by M•dhavendra Pur†, a
sanny•s†. According to others, however, He was initiated by Lak£m†pati T†rtha.
Advaita šc•rya, although a g”hastha, was initiated by M•dhavendra Pur†, and
¥r† Rasik•nanda, although born in a br•hma‹a family, was initiated by ¥r†
¥y•m•nanda Prabhu, who was not born in a caste br•hma‹a family. There are many
instances in which a born br•hma‹a took initiation from a person who was not
born in a br•hma‹a family. The brahminical symptoms are explained in ¥r†madBh•gavatam (7.11.35), wherein it is stated:
yasya yal-lak£a‹a‰ prokta‰
pu‰so var‹•bhivya‘jakam
yad anyatr•pi d”¤yeta
tat tenaiva vinirdi¤et
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If a person is born in a ¤ãdra family but has all the qualities of a
spiritual master, he should be accepted not only as a br•hma‹a but as a
qualified spiritual master also. This is also the instruction of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura therefore introduced the
sacred thread ceremony for all Vai£‹avas according to the rules and
regulations.
Sometimes a Vai£‹ava who is a bhajan•nand† does not take the s•vitrasa‰sk•ra (sacred thread initiation), but this does not mean that this system
should be used for preaching work. There are two kinds of Vai£‹avas-bhajan•nand† and go£àhy-•nand†. A bhajan•nand† is not interested in preaching
work, but a go£àhy-•nand† is interested in spreading K”£‹a consciousness to
benefit the people and increase the number of Vai£‹avas. A Vai£‹ava is
understood to be above the position of a br•hma‹a. As a preacher, he should be
recognized as a br•hma‹a; otherwise there may be a misunderstanding of his
position as a Vai£‹ava. However, a Vai£‹ava br•hma‹a is not selected on the
basis of his birth but according to his qualities. Unfortunately, those who
are unintelligent do not know the difference between a br•hma‹a and a
Vai£‹ava. They are under the impression that unless one is a br•hma‹a he
cannot be a spiritual master. For this reason only, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
makes the statement in this verse:
kib• vipra, kib• ny•s†, ¤ãdra kene naya
yei k”£‹a-tattva-vett•, sei 'guru' haya
If one becomes a guru, he is automatically a br•hma‹a. Sometimes a caste
guru says that ye k”£‹a-tattva-vett•, sei guru haya means that one who is not
a br•hma‹a may become a ¤ik£•-guru or a vartma-pradar¤aka-guru but not an
initiator guru. According to such caste gurus, birth and family ties are
considered foremost. However, the hereditary consideration is not acceptable
to Vai£‹avas. The word guru is equally applicable to the vartma-pradar¤akaguru, ¤ik£•-guru and d†k£•-guru. Unless we accept the principle enunciated by
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, this K”£‹a consciousness movement cannot spread all
over the world. According to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's intentions: p”thiv†te
•che yata nagar•di-gr•ma sarvatra prac•ra haibe mora n•ma. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's cult must be preached all over the world. This does not mean that
people should take to His teachings and remain ¤ãdras or ca‹‚•las. As soon as
one is trained as a pure Vai£‹ava, he must be accepted as a bona fide
br•hma‹a. This is the essence of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's instructions in
this verse.
TEXT 129
TEXT
'sanny•s†' baliy• more n• kariha va‘cana
k”£‹a-r•dh•-tattva kahi' pãr‹a kara mana
SYNONYMS
sanny•s†--a person in the renounced order of life; baliy•--taking as; more-Me; n• kariha--do not do; va‘cana--cheating; k”£‹a-r•dh•-tattva--the truth
about R•dh•-K”£‹a; kahi'--describing; pãr‹a--complete; kara--make; mana--my
mind.
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TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "Please do not try to cheat me, thinking
of Me as a learned sanny•s†. Please satisfy My mind by just describing the
truth of R•dh• and K”£‹a."
TEXTS 130-131
TEXT
yadyapi r•ya----prem†, mah•-bh•gavate
t••ra mana k”£‹a-m•y• n•re •cch•dite
tath•pi prabhura icch•----parama prabala
j•nileha r•yera mana haila àalamala
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya; prem†--a great lover of K”£‹a;
mah•-bh•gavate--a topmost devotee; t••ra--his; mana--mind; k”£‹a-m•y•--the
illusory energy of K”£‹a; n•re--not able; •cch•dite--to cover; tath•pi--still;
prabhura icch•--the Lord's desire; parama prabala--very intense; j•nileha-even though it was known; r•yera mana--the mind of R•m•nanda R•ya; haila-there was; àalamala--agitation.
TRANSLATION
¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya was a great devotee of the Lord and a lover of God, and
although his mind could not be covered by K”£‹a's illusory energy, and
although he could understand the mind of the Lord, which was very strong and
intense, R•m•nanda's mind became a little agitated.
PURPORT
The perfect devotee always acts according to the desires of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. But a materialistic man is carried away by the waves
of the material energy. ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura has said, m•y•ra va¤e,
y•ccha bhese', kh•ccha h•bu‚ubu, bh•i.
A person under the grip of the
material energy is carried away by the waves of that illusory energy. In other
words, a person in the material world is a servant of m•y•. However, a person
in the spiritual energy is a servant of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
Although R•m•nanda R•ya knew that nothing was unknown to ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, he nonetheless began to speak further on the subject because the
Lord desired it.
TEXT 132
TEXT
r•ya kahe,----"•mi----naàa, tumi----sãtra-dh•ra
yei mata n•c•o, taiche c•hi n•cib•ra
SYNONYMS
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r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; •mi--I; naàa--dancer; tumi--You; sãtradh•ra--the puller of the strings; yei--whatever; mata--way; n•c•o--You make me
dance; taiche--in that way; c•hi--I want; n•cib•ra--to dance.
TRANSLATION
¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya said, "I am just a dancing puppet, and You pull the
strings. Whichever way You make me dance, I will dance.
TEXT 133
TEXT
mora jihv•----v†‹•-yantra, tumi----v†‹•-dh•r†
tom•ra mane yei uàhe, t•h•i ucc•ri
SYNONYMS
mora jihv•--my tongue; v†‹•-yantra--a stringed instrument; tumi--You; v†n•‚h•r†--the player of the stringed instrument; tom•ra mane--in Your mind; yei
uàhe--whatever arises; t•h•i--that; ucc•ri--I vibrate.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, my tongue is just like a stringed instrument, and You are
its player. Therefore I simply vibrate whatever arises in Your mind."
TEXT 134
TEXT
parama †¤vara k”£‹a----svaya‰ bhagav•n
sarva-avat•r†, sarva-k•ra‹a-pradh•na
SYNONYMS
parama--supreme; †¤vara--controller; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; svayam--personally;
bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; sarva-avat•r†--the source of all
incarnations; sarva-k•ra‹a-pradh•na--the supreme cause of all causes.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya then began to speak on k”£‹a-tattva. "K”£‹a is the Supreme
Personality of Godhead," he said. "He is personally the original Godhead, the
source of all incarnations and the cause of all causes.
TEXT 135
TEXT
ananta vaiku‹àha, •ra ananta avat•ra
ananta brahm•‹‚a ih••,----sab•ra •dh•ra
SYNONYMS
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ananta vaiku‹àha--innumerable Vaiku‹àha planets; •ra--and; ananta avat•ra-innumerable incarnations; ananta brahm•‹‚a--innumerable universes; ih••--in
this material world; sab•ra--of all of them; •dh•ra--the resting place.
TRANSLATION
"There are innumerable Vaiku‹àha planets as well as innumerable
incarnations. In the material world also there are innumerable universes, and
K”£‹a is the supreme resting place for all of them.
TEXT 136
TEXT
sac-cid-•nanda-tanu, vrajendra-nandana
sarvai¤varya-sarva¤akti-sarvarasa-pãr‹a
SYNONYMS
sat-cit-•nanda-tanu--K”£‹a's body is transcendental, full of knowledge,
bliss and eternity; vrajendra-nandana--the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda; sarvaai¤varya--all opulences; sarva-¤akti--all potencies; sarva-rasa-pãr‹a--the
reservoir of all transcendental mellows.
TRANSLATION
"The transcendental body of ¥r† K”£‹a is eternal and full of bliss and
knowledge. He is the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja. He is full of all opulences and
potencies, as well as all spiritual mellows.
TEXT 137
TEXT
†¤vara„ parama„ k”£‹a„
sac-cid-•nanda-vigraha„
an•dir •dir govinda„
sarva-k•ra‹a-k•ra‹am
SYNONYMS
†¤vara„--the controller; parama„--supreme; k”£‹a„--Lord K”£‹a; sat--eternal
existence; cit--absolute knowledge; •nanda--absolute bliss; vigraha„--whose
form; an•di„--without beginning; •di„--the origin of everything; govinda„--a
name of Lord K”£‹a; sarva--all; k•ra‹a--of causes; k•ra‹am--He is the original
cause.
TRANSLATION
" 'K”£‹a, who is known as Govinda, is the supreme controller. He has an
eternal, blissful, spiritual body. He is the origin of all. He has no other
origin, for He is the prime cause of all causes.'
PURPORT
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This verse is from the Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.1).
TEXT 138
TEXT
v”nd•vane 'apr•k”ta nav†na madana'
k•ma-g•yatr† k•ma-b†je y••ra up•sana
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vane--in V”nd•vana; apr•k”ta--spiritual; nav†na--new; madana--Cupid;
k•ma-g•yatr†--hymns of desire; k•ma-b†je--by the spiritual seed of desire
called kl†m; y••ra--of whom; up•sana--the worship.
TRANSLATION
"In the spiritual realm of V”nd•vana, K”£‹a is the spiritual ever-fresh
Cupid. He is worshiped by the chanting of the K•ma-g•yatr† mantra with the
spiritual seed kl†m.
PURPORT
This V”nd•vana is described in the Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.56) in this way:
¤riya„ k•nt•„ k•nta„ parama-puru£a„ kalpa-taravo
drum• bhãmi¤ cint•ma‹i-ga‹a-may† toyam am”tam
kath• g•na‰ n•àya‰ gamanam api va‰¤† priya-sakh†
cid-•nanda‰ jyoti„ param api tad •sv•dyam api ca
sa yatra k£†r•bdhi„ sravati surabh†bhya¤ ca su-mah•n
nime£•rdh•khyo v• vrajati na hi yatr•pi samaya„
bhaje ¤vetadv†pa‰ tam aham iha golokam iti ya‰
vidantas te santa„ k£iti-virala-c•r•„ katipaye
The spiritual realm of V”nd•vana is always spiritual. The goddess of
fortune and the gop†s are always present there. They are K”£‹a's beloveds, and
all of them are as spiritual as K”£‹a. In V”nd•vana, K”£‹a is the Supreme
Person and is the husband of all the gop†s and the goddess of fortune. The
trees in V”nd•vana are wish-fulfilling trees. The land is made of touchstone,
and the water is nectar. Words are musical vibrations, and all movements are
dancing. The flute is the Lord's constant companion. The planet Goloka
V”nd•vana is self-luminous like the sun and is full of spiritual bliss. The
perfection of life lies in tasting that spiritual existence; therefore
everyone should cultivate its knowledge. In V”nd•vana, spiritual cows are
always supplying spiritual milk. Not a single moment is wasted there--in other
words, there is no past, present or future. Not a single particle of time is
wasted. Within this material universe, the devotees worship that
transcendental abode as Goloka V”nd•vana. Lord Brahm• himself said, "Let me
worship that spiritual land where K”£‹a is present." This transcendental
V”nd•vana is not appreciated by those who are not devotees or self-realized
souls because this V”nd•vana-dh•ma is all spiritual. The pastimes of the Lord
there are also spiritual. None are material. According to a prayer by ¥r†la
Narottama d•sa áh•kura (Pr•rthan• 1):
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•ra kabe nit•i-c••dera karu‹• haibe
sa‰s•ra-v•san• mora kabe tuccha habe
"When will Lord Nity•nanda have mercy upon me so that I can realize the
uselessness of material pleasure?"
vi£aya ch•‚iy• kabe ¤uddha habe mana
kabe h•ma heraba ¤r†-v”nd•vana
"When will my mind be cleansed of all material dirt so that I will be able
to feel the presence of spiritual V”nd•vana?"
rãpa-raghun•tha-pade haibe •kuti
kabe h•ma bujhaba se yugala-pir†ti
"When will I be attracted to the instructions of the Gosv•m†s so that I
will be able to understand what is R•dh• and K”£‹a and what is V”nd•vana?"
These verses indicate that one first has to be purified of all material
desires and all attraction for fruitive activity and speculative knowledge if
one wishes to understand V”nd•vana.
In reference to the words apr•k”ta nav†na madana, apr•k”ta refers to that
which is the very opposite of the material conception. The M•y•v•d†s consider
this to be zero or impersonal, but that is not the case. Everything in the
material world is dull, but in the spiritual world everything is alive. The
desire for enjoyments is present both in K”£‹a and in His parts and parcels,
the living entities. In the spiritual world, such desires are also spiritual.
No one should mistakenly consider such desires to be material. In the material
world, if one is sexually inclined and enjoys sex life, he enjoys something
temporary. His enjoyment vanishes after a few minutes. However, in the
spiritual world the same enjoyment may be there, but it never vanishes. It is
continuously enjoyed. In the spiritual world such sex pleasure appears to the
enjoyer to be more and more relishable with each new feature. In the material
world, however, sex enjoyment becomes distasteful after a few minutes only,
and it is never permanent. Because K”£‹a appears very much sexually inclined,
He is called the new Cupid in the spiritual world. There is no material
inebriety in such desire, however.
G•yanta‰ tr•yate yasm•d g•yatr† tva‰ tata„ sm”t•: One who chants the
G•yatr† mantra is gradually delivered from the material clutches. In other
words, That which delivers one from material entanglement is called G•yatr†.
An explanation of the G•yatr† mantra can be found in Madhya-l†l•, Chapter
Twenty-one, text 125:
k•ma-g•yatr†-mantra-rãpa, haya k”£‹era svarãpa,
s•rdha-cabbi¤a ak£ara t•ra haya
se ak£ara 'candra' haya, k”£‹e kari' udaya,
trijagat kail• k•mamaya
The K•ma-g•yatr† mantra is just like a Vedic hymn, but it is the Supreme
Personality of Godhead Himself. There is no difference between the K•mag•yatr† and K”£‹a. Both are composed of twenty-four and a half transcendental
syllables (see Cc. Madhya 21.125-29) The mantra depicted in letters is also
K”£‹a, and the mantra rises just like the moon. Due to this, there is a
perverted reflection of desire in human society and among all kinds of living
entities. In the mantra kl†‰ k•ma-dev•ya vidmahe pu£pa-b•‹•ya dh†mahi tan no
'na•ga„ pracoday•t, K”£‹a is called K•ma-deva, Pu£pa-b•‹a and Ana•ga. K•ma681

deva is Madana-mohana, the Deity who establishes our relationship with K”£‹a.
Pu£pa-b•‹a ("He who carries an arrow made of flowers") is Govinda, the
Personality of Godhead who accepts our devotional service. And Ana•ga is
Gop†jana-vallabha, who satisfies all the gop†s and is the ultimate goal of
life. This K•ma-g•yatr† (kl†‰ k•ma-dev•ya vidmahe pu£pa-b•‹•ya dh†mahi tan no
'na•ga„ pracoday•t) simply does not belong to this material world. When one is
advanced in spiritual understanding, he can worship the Supreme Personality of
Godhead with his spiritually purified senses and fulfill the desires of the
Lord.
man-man• bhava mad-bhakto
mad-y•j† m•‰ namaskuru
m•m evai£yasi satya‰ te
pratij•ne priyo 'si me
"Always think of Me and become My devotee. Worship Me and offer your homage
unto Me. Thus you will come to Me without fail. I promise you this because you
are My very dear friend." (Bg. 18.65)
In the Brahma-sa‰hit• it is stated (5.27-29):
atha ve‹u-nin•dasya
tray†-mãrti-may† gati„
sphurant† pravive¤•¤u
mukh•bj•ni svaya‰bhuva„
g•yatr†‰ g•yatas tasm•d
adhigatya saroja-ja„
sa‰sk”ta¤ c•di-guru‹•
dvijat•m agamat tata„
trayy• prabuddho 'tha vidhir
vij‘•ta-tattva-s•gara„
tu£à•va veda-s•re‹a
stotre‹•nena ke¤avam
"Then G•yatr†, mother of the Vedas, having been manifested by the divine
sound of ¥r† K”£‹a's flute, entered the lotus mouth of Brahm•, the self-born,
through his eight earholes. Thus the lotus-born Brahm• received the G•yatr†
mantra, which had sprung from the song of ¥r† K”£‹a's flute. In this way he
attained twice-born status, having been initiated by the supreme primal
preceptor, Godhead Himself. Enlightened by the recollection of that G•yatr†,
which embodies the three Vedas, Brahm• became acquainted with the expanse of
the ocean of truth. Then he worshiped ¥r† K”£‹a, the essence of all the Vedas,
with a hymn."
The vibration of K”£‹a's flute is the origin of the Vedic hymns. Lord
Brahm•, who is seated on a lotus flower, heard the sound vibration of K”£‹a's
flute and was thereby initiated by the G•yatr† mantra.
TEXT 139
TEXT
puru£a, yo£it, kib• sth•vara-ja•gama
sarva-citt•kar£aka, s•k£•t manmatha-madana
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SYNONYMS
puru£a--a male; yo£it--a female; kib•--all; sth•vara-ja•gama--living
entities who cannot move and living entities who can move; sarva--of everyone;
citta-•kar£aka--the attractor of the minds; s•k£•t--directly; manmatha-madana-captivator of Cupid himself.
TRANSLATION
"The very name K”£‹a means that He attracts even Cupid. He is therefore
attractive to everyone--male and female, moving and inert living entities.
Indeed, K”£‹a is known as the all-attractive one.
PURPORT
Just as there are many orbs in the material world called stars or planets,
in the spiritual world there are many spiritual planets called Vaiku‹àhalokas.
The spiritual universe, however, is situated far, far away from the cluster of
material universes. Material scientists cannot even estimate the number of
planets and stars within this universe. They are also incapable of traveling
to other stars by spaceship. According to the Bhagavad-g†t• (8.20), there is
also a spiritual world:
paras tasm•t tu bh•vo 'nyo
'vyakto 'vyakt•t san•tana„
ya„ sa sarve£u bhãtesu
na¤yatsu na vina¤yati
"Yet there is another unmanifested nature, which is eternal and is
transcendental to this manifested and unmanifested matter. It is supreme and
is never annihilated. When all in this world is annihilated, that part remains
as it is." (Bg. 8.20)
Thus there is another nature, which is superior to material nature. The
word bh•va or svabh•va refers to nature. The spiritual nature is eternal, and
even when all the material universes are destroyed, the planets in the
spiritual world abide. They remain exactly as the spirit soul remains even
after the annihilation of the material body. That spiritual world is called
apr•k”ta, or the antimaterial world. In this transcendental spiritual world or
universe, the highest planetary system is known as Goloka V”nd•vana. That is
the abode of Lord K”£‹a Himself, who is also all-spiritual. K”£‹a is known
there as Apr•k”ta-madana. The name Madana refers to Cupid, but K”£‹a is the
spiritual Madana. His body is not material like the body of Cupid in this
material universe. K”£‹a's body is all-spiritual--sac-cid-•nanda-vigraha.
Therefore He is called Apr•k”ta-madana. He is also known as Manmatha-madana,
which means that He is attractive even to Cupid. Sometimes K”£‹a's activities
and attractive features are misinterpreted by gross materialists who accuse
Him of being immoral because He danced with the gop†s, but such an accusation
results from not knowing that K”£‹a is beyond this material world. His body is
sac-cid-•nanda-vigraha, completely spiritual. There is no material
contamination in His body, and one should not consider His body a lump of
flesh and bones. The M•y•v•d† philosophers conceive of K”£‹a's body as
material, and this is an abominable, gross, materialistic conception. Just as
K”£‹a is completely spiritual, the gop†s are also spiritual, and this is
confirmed in the Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.37):
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•nanda-cin-maya-rasa-pratibh•vit•bhis
t•bhir ya eva nija-rãpatay• kal•bhi„
goloka eva nivasaty akhil•tma-bhãto
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
"I worship Govinda, the primeval Lord. He resides in His own realm, Goloka,
with R•dh•, who resembles His own spiritual figure and who embodies the
ecstatic potency (hl•din†). Their companions are Her confidantes, who embody
extensions of Her bodily form and who are imbued and permeated with everblissful spiritual rasa."
The gop†s are also of the same spiritual quality (nija-rãpatay•) because
they are expansions of K”£‹a's pleasure potency. Neither K”£‹a nor the gop†s
have anything to do with lumps of matter or the material conception. In the
material world the living entity is encaged within a material body, and due to
ignorance he thinks that he is the body. Therefore here the enjoyment of lusty
desires between male and female is all material. One cannot compare the lusty
desires of a materialistic man to the transcendental lusty desires of K”£‹a.
Unless one is advanced in spiritual science, he cannot understand the lusty
desires between K”£‹a and the gop†s. In the Caitanya-carit•m”ta the lusty
desire of the gop†s is compared to gold. The lusty desires of a materialistic
man, on the other hand, are compared to iron. At no stage can iron and gold be
compared. The living entities--moving and nonmoving--are part and parcel of
K”£‹a; therefore they originally have the same kind of lusty desire as His.
But when this lusty desire is expressed through matter, it is abominable. When
a living entity is spiritually advanced and liberated from material bondage,
he can understand K”£‹a in truth. As stated in the Bhagavad-g†t• (4.9):
janma karma ca me divyam
eva‰ yo vetti tattvata„
tyaktv• deha‰ punar janma
naiti m•m eti so 'rjuna
"One who knows the transcendental nature of My appearance and activities
does not, upon leaving the body, take his birth again in this material world
but attains My eternal abode, O Arjuna."
When one can understand the body of K”£‹a as well as the Lord's lusty
desires, one is immediately liberated. A conditioned soul encaged within the
material body cannot understand K”£‹a. As stated in the Bhagavad-g†t• (7.3):
manu£y•‹•‰ sahasre£u
ka¤cid yatati siddhaye
yatat•m api siddh•n•‰
ka¤cin m•‰ vetti tattvata„
"Out of many thousands among men, one may endeavor for perfection, and of
those who have achieved perfection, hardly one knows Me in truth."
The word siddhaye indicates liberation. Only after being liberated from
material conditioning can one understand K”£‹a. When one can understand K”£‹a
as He is (tattvata„), one actually lives in the spiritual world, although
apparently living within the material body. This technical science can be
understood when one is actually spiritually advanced.
In his Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.187), ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† says:
†h• yasya harer d•sye karma‹• manas• gir•
nikhil•sv apy avasth•su j†van-mukta„ sa ucyate
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When a person in this material world desires only to serve K”£‹a with love
and devotion, he is liberated, even though functioning within this material
world. As the Bhagavad-g†t• (14.26) confirms:
m•‰ ca yo 'vyabhic•re‹a
bhakti-yogena sevate
sa gu‹•n samat†tyait•n
brahma-bhãy•ya kalpate
"One who engages in full devotional service, unfailing in all
circumstances, at once transcends the modes of material nature and thus comes
to the level of Brahman."
Simply by engaging in the loving service of the Lord one can attain
liberation. As stated in the Bhagavad-g†t• (18.54): brahma-bhãta„ prasann•tm•
na ¤ocati na k••k£ati. A person who is highly advanced in spiritual knowledge
and who has attained the brahma-bhãta stage neither laments nor hankers for
anything material. That is the stage of spiritual realization.
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura considered the brahma-bhãta stage in two
divisions--svarãpa-gata and vastu-gata. One who has understood K”£‹a in truth
but is still maintaining some material connection is known to be situated in
his svarãpa, his original consciousness. When that original consciousness is
completely spiritual, it is called K”£‹a consciousness. One who lives in such
consciousness is actually living in V”nd•vana. He may live anywhere; material
location doesn't matter. When by the grace of K”£‹a one thus advances, he
becomes completely uncontaminated by the material body and mind and at that
time factually lives in V”nd•vana. That stage is called vastu-gata.
One should execute his spiritual activities in the svarãpa-gata stage of
consciousness. He should also chant the cin-may† G•yatr†, the spiritual
mantras: o‰ namo bhagavate v•sudev•ya, kl†‰ k”£‹•ya govind•ya gop†janavallabh•ya sv•h•, and kl†‰ k•ma-dev•ya vidmahe pu£pa-b•‹•ya dh†mahi tan no
'na•ga„ pracoday•t. These are the K•ma-g•yatr† or k•ma-b†ja mantras. One
should be initiated by a bona fide spiritual master and worship K”£‹a with
these transcendental mantras, known as K•ma-g•yatr† or k•ma-b†ja.
As explained by K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m† in the previous verse and the
current verse:
v”nd•vane 'apr•k”ta nav†na madana'
k•ma-g•yatr† k•ma-b†je y••ra up•sana
puru£a, yo£it, kib• sth•vara-ja•gama
sarva-citt•kar£aka, s•k£•t manmatha-madana
(Cc. Madhya 8.138-139)
A person who is properly purified and initiated by the spiritual master
worships the Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, by chanting this mantra,
the K•ma-g•yatr† with the k•ma-b†ja. As the Bhagavad-g†t• (18.65) confirms,
one should engage in transcendental worship in order to be fit for being
attracted by K”£‹a, the all-attractive.
man-man• bhava mad-bhakto
mad-y•j† m•‰ namaskuru
m•m evai£yasi satya‰ te
pratij•ne priyo 'si me
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"Always think of Me and become My devotee. Worship Me and offer your homage
unto Me. Thus you will come to Me without fail. I promise you this because you
are My very dear friend."
Since every living entity is part and parcel of K”£‹a, K”£‹a is naturally
attractive. Due to material covering, one's attraction for K”£‹a is checked.
One is not usually attracted by K”£‹a in the material world, but as soon as
one is liberated from material conditioning, he is naturally attracted.
Therefore it is said in this verse, sarva-citt•kar£aka: "Everyone is naturally
attracted by K”£‹a." This attraction is within everyone's heart, and when the
heart is cleansed, that attraction is manifest (ceto-darpa‹a-m•rjana‰ bhavamah•-d•v•gni-nirv•pa‹am).
TEXT 140
TEXT
t•s•m •virabhãc chauri„
smayam•na-mukh•mbuja„
p†t•mbara-dhara„ sragv†
s•k£•n manmatha-manmatha„
SYNONYMS
t•s•m--among them; •virabhãt--appeared; ¤auri„--Lord K”£‹a; smayam•na-smiling; mukha-ambuja„--lotus face; p†ta-ambara-dhara„--dressed with yellow
garments; sragv†--decorated with a flower garland; s•k£•t--directly; manmatha-of Cupid; manmatha„--Cupid.
TRANSLATION
" 'When K”£‹a left the r•sa-l†l• dance, the gop†s became very morose, and
when they were grieving, K”£‹a reappeared dressed in yellow garments. Wearing
a flower garland and smiling, He was attractive even to Cupid. In this way
K”£‹a appeared among the gop†s.'
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.32.2).
TEXT 141
TEXT
n•n•-bhaktera ras•m”ta n•n•-vidha haya
sei saba ras•m”tera 'vi£aya' '•¤raya'
SYNONYMS
n•n•-bhaktera--of various types of devotees; rasa-am”ta--the nectar of
devotion or transcendental mellows; n•n•-vidha--different varieties; haya-there are; sei saba--all these; rasa-am”tera--of the nectar of devotion;
vi£aya--subject; •¤raya--object.
TRANSLATION
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"Each and every devotee has a certain type of transcendental mellow in
relation to K”£‹a. But in all transcendental relationships the devotee is the
worshiper [•¤raya], and K”£‹a is the object of worship [vi£aya].
TEXT 142
TEXT
akhila-ras•m”ta-mãrti„
pras”mara-ruci-ruddha-t•rak•-p•li„
kalita-¤y•m•-lalito
r•dh•-prey•n vidhur jayati
SYNONYMS
akhila-rasa-am”ta-mãrti„--the reservoir of all pleasure, in which exist all
the mellows of devotional service, namely ¤•nta, d•sya, sakhya, v•tsalya and
m•dhurya; pras”mara--spreading forth; ruci--by His bodily luster; ruddha--who
has subjugated; t•rak•--the gop† named T•rak•; p•li„--the gop† named P•li;
kalita--who has absorbed the minds of; ¤y•m•--the gop† named Sy•m•; lalita„-and the gop† named Lalit•; r•dh•-prey•n--dearmost to ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†;
vidhu„--K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead; jayati--all glories to.
TRANSLATION
" 'Let K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, be glorified! By virtue
of His expanding attractive features, He subjugated the gop†s named T•rak• and
P•li and absorbed the minds of ¥y•m• and Lalit•. He is the most attractive
lover of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and is the reservoir of pleasure for devotees in
all devotional mellows.'
PURPORT
Everyone has a particular transcendental mellow by which he loves and
serves K”£‹a. K”£‹a is the most attractive feature for every kind of devotee.
He is therefore called akhila-ras•m”ta-mãrti, the transcendental form of
attraction for all kinds of devotees, whether the devotee be in the ¤•ntarasa, d•sya-rasa, sakhya-rasa, v•tsalya-rasa or m•dhurya-rasa.
This is the opening verse of the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu, by ¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m†.
TEXT 143
TEXT
¤”•g•ra-rasar•ja-maya-mãrti-dhara
ataeva •tma-paryanta-sarva-citta-hara
SYNONYMS
¤”•g•ra-rasa-r•ja-maya--consisting of the mellow of conjugal love, which is
the king of mellows; mãrti-dhara--K”£‹a, the personified reservoir of all
pleasure; ataeva--therefore; •tma-paryanta--even up to His own self; sarva-all; citta--of hearts; hara--the attractor.
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TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a is all-attractive for devotees in all devotional mellows because He
is the personification of the conjugal mellow. K”£‹a is attractive not only to
all the devotees, but to Himself as well.
TEXT 144
TEXT
vi¤ve£•m anura‘janena janayann •nandam ind†vara¤re‹†-¤y•mala-komalair upanayann a•gair ana•gotsavam
svacchanda‰ vraja-sundar†bhir abhita„ praty-a•gam •li•gita„
¤”•g•ra„ sakh† mãrtim•n iva madhau mugdho hari„ kr†‚ati
SYNONYMS
vi¤ve£•m--of all the gop†s; anura‘janena--by the act of pleasing; janayan-producing; •nandam--the bliss; ind†vara-¤re‹†--like a row of blue lotuses;
¤y•mala--bluish black; komalai„--and soft; upanayan--bringing; a•gai„--with
His limbs; ana•ga-utsavam--a festival for Cupid; svacchandam--without
restriction; vraja-sundar†bhi„--by the young women of Vraja; abhita„--on both
sides; prati-a•gam--each limb; •li•gita„--embraced; ¤”•g•ra„--amorous love;
sakh†--O friend; mãrti-m•n--embodied; iva--like; madhau--in the springtime;
mugdha„--perplexed; hari„--Lord Hari; kr†‚ati--plays.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear friends, just see how ¥r† K”£‹a is enjoying the season of
spring! With the gop†s embracing each of His limbs, He is like amorous love
personified. With His transcendental pastimes, He enlivens all the gop†s and
the entire creation. With His soft bluish black arms and legs, which resemble
blue lotus flowers, He has created a festival for Cupid.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from the G†ta-govinda (1.11). See also Caitanya-carit•m”ta,
šdi-l†l•, Chapter Four, text 224.
TEXT 145
TEXT
lak£m†-k•nt•di avat•rera hare mana
lak£m†-•di n•r†-ga‹era kare •kar£a‹a
SYNONYMS
lak£m†-k•nta-•di--goddess of fortune's husband (N•r•ya‹a); avat•rera--of
the incarnation; hare--He enchants; mana--the mind; lak£m†--the goddess of
fortune; •di--headed by; n•r†-ga‹era--of all women; kare--does; •kar£a‹a-attraction.
TRANSLATION
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"He also attracts N•r•ya‹a, who is the incarnation of Sa•kar£a‹a and the
husband of the goddess of fortune. He attracts not only N•r•ya‹a but also all
women, headed by the goddess of fortune, the consort of N•r•ya‹a.
TEXT 146
TEXT
dvij•tmaj• me yuvayor did”k£u‹•
mayopan†t• bhuvi dharma-guptaye
kal•vat†r‹•v avaner bhar•sur•n
hatveha bhãyas tvarayetam anti me
SYNONYMS
dvija-•tma-j•„--the sons of the br•hma‹a; me--by Me; yuvayo„--of both of
you; did”k£u‹•--desiring the sight; may•--by Me; upan†t•„--brought; bhuvi--in
the world; dharma-guptaye--for the protection of religious principles; kal•-with all potencies; avat†r‹au--who descended; avane„--of the world; bhar•asur•n--the heavy load of demons; hatv•--having killed; iha--here in the
spiritual world; bhãya„--again; tvaray•--very soon; itam--please come back;
anti--near; me--Me.
TRANSLATION
"Addressing K”£‹a and Arjuna, Lord Mah•-Vi£‹u [the Mah•puru£a] said, 'I
wanted to see both of you, and therefore I have brought the sons of the
br•hma‹a here. Both of you have appeared in the material world to reestablish
religious principles, and you have both appeared here with all your potencies.
After killing all the demons, please quickly return to the spiritual world.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.89.58) concerning K”£‹a's
endeavor to take Arjuna beyond the material universe when Arjuna was searching
for the sons of a br•hma‹a.
Lord Mah•-Vi£‹u, who is situated beyond this material world, was also
attracted by the bodily features of K”£‹a. Mah•-Vi£‹u had actually stolen the
sons of the br•hma‹a in Dv•rak• so that K”£‹a and Arjuna would come visit Him.
This verse is quoted to show that K”£‹a is so attractive that He attracts
Mah•-Vi£‹u.
TEXT 147
TEXT
kasy•nubh•vo 'sya na deva vidmahe
tav••ghri-re‹u-spara¤•dhik•ra„
yad-v•‘chay• ¤r†r lalan•carat tapo
vih•ya k•m•n su-cira‰ dh”ta-vrat•
SYNONYMS
kasya--of what; anubh•va„--a result; asya--of the serpent (K•liya); na-not; deva--my Lord; vidmahe--we know; tava a•ghri--of Your lotus feet; re‹u-689

of the dust; spara¤a--for touching; adhik•ra„--qualification; yat--which;
v•‘chay•--by desiring; ¤r†„--the goddess of fortune; lalan•--the topmost
woman; acarat--performed; tapa„--austerity; vih•ya--giving up; k•m•n--all
desires; su-ciram--for a long time; dh”ta--a law upheld; vrat•--as a vow
TRANSLATION
" 'O Lord, we do not know how the serpent K•liya attained such an
opportunity to be touched by the dust of Your lotus feet. For this end, the
goddess of fortune performed austerities for centuries, giving up all other
desires and observing austere vows. Indeed, we do not know how this serpent
K•liya got such an opportunity.'
PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.16.36) was spoken by the wives of the
K•liya demon.
TEXT 148
TEXT
•pana-m•dhurye hare •pan•ra mana
•pan• •pani c•he karite •li•gana
SYNONYMS
•pana--own; m•dhurye--by sweetness; hare--steals; •pan•ra--His own; mana-mind; •pan•--Himself; •pani--He; c•he--wants; karite--to do; •li•gana-embracing.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a's sweetness is so attractive that it steals away His own mind.
Thus He even wants to embrace Himself.
TEXT 149
TEXT
aparikalita-pãrva„ ka¤ camatk•ra-k•r†
sphurati mama gar†y•n e£a m•dhurya-pãra„
ayam aham api hanta prek£ya ya‰ lubdha-cet•„
sa-rabhasam upabhoktu‰ k•maye r•dhikeva
SYNONYMS
aparikalita-pãrva„--not previously experienced; ka„--who; camatk•ra-k•r†-causing wonder; sphurati--manifests; mama--My; gar†y•n--more great; e£a„-this; m•dhurya-pãra„--abundance of sweetness; ayam--this; aham--I; api--even;
hanta--alas; prek£ya--seeing; yam--which; lubdha-cet•„--My mind being
bewildered; sa-rabhasam--impetuously; upabhoktum--to enjoy; k•maye--desire;
r•dhik• iva--like ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
TRANSLATION
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" 'Upon seeing His own reflection in a bejeweled pillar of His Dv•rak•
palace, K”£‹a desired to embrace it, saying, "Alas, I have never seen such a
person before. Who is He? Just by seeing Him I have become eager to embrace
Him, exactly like ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†." ' "
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†'s Lalita-m•dhava (8.34).
TEXT 150
TEXT
ei ta' sa•k£epe kahila k”£‹era svarãpa
ebe sa•k£epe kahi ¤una r•dh•-tattva-rãpa
SYNONYMS
ei ta'--thus; sa•k£epe--in brief; kahila--I have said; k”£‹era--of Lord
K”£‹a; svarãpa--the original form; ebe--now; sa•k£epe--in summary; kahi--I
shall speak; ¤una--please hear; r•dh•--of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; tattva-rãpa--the
actual position.
TRANSLATION
¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya then said, "I have thus briefly explained the original
form of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Now let me describe the position
of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
TEXT 151
TEXT
k”£‹era ananta-¤akti, t•te tina----pradh•na
'cic-chakti', 'm•y•-¤akti', 'j†va-¤akti'-n•ma
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; ananta-¤akti--unlimited potencies; t•te--in that;
tina--three; pradh•na--chief; cit-¤akti--spiritual potency; m•y•-¤akti-material potency; j†va-¤akti--marginal potency, or living entities; n•ma-named.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a has unlimited potencies, which can be divided into three main parts.
These are the spiritual potency, the material potency and the marginal
potency, which is known as the living entities.
TEXT 152
TEXT
'antara•g•', 'bahira•g•', 'taàasth•' kahi y•re
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antara•g• 'svarãpa-¤akti'----sab•ra upare
SYNONYMS
antara•g•--internal; bahira•g•--external; taàa-sth•--marginal; kahi--we
say; y•re--to whom; antara•g•--the internal potency; svarãpa-¤akti--the
personal energy; sab•ra upare--above all.
TRANSLATION
"In other words, these are all potencies of God--internal, external and
marginal. But the internal potency is the Lord's personal energy and stands
over the other two.
TEXT 153
TEXT
vi£‹u-¤akti„ par• prokt•
k£etraj‘•khy• tath• par•
avidy•-karma-sa‰j‘•ny•
t”t†y• ¤aktir i£yate
SYNONYMS
vi£‹u-¤akti„--the potency of Lord Vi£‹u; par•--spiritual; prokt•--it is
said; k£etraj‘a-•khy•--the potency known as k£etra-j‘a; tath•--as well as;
par•--spiritual; avidy•--ignorance; karma--fruitive activities; sa‰j‘•--known
as; any•--other; t”t†y•--third; ¤akti„--potency; i£yate--known thus.
TRANSLATION
" 'The original potency of Lord Vi£‹u is superior, or spiritual. The living
entity actually belongs to that superior energy, but there is another energy,
called the material energy, and this third energy is full of ignorance.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Vi£‹u Pur•‹a (6.7.61).
TEXT 154
TEXT
sac-cid-•nanda-maya k”£‹era svarãpa
ataeva svarãpa-¤akti haya tina rãpa
SYNONYMS
sat-cit-•nanda-maya--eternal bliss and knowledge; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a;
svarãpa--the real transcendental form; ataeva--therefore; svarãpa-¤akti--His
spiritual personal potency; haya--is; tina rãpa--three forms.
TRANSLATION
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"Originally Lord K”£‹a is sac-cid-•nanda-vigraha, the transcendental form
of eternity, bliss and knowledge; therefore His personal potency, the internal
potency, has three different forms.
TEXT 155
TEXT
•nand•‰¤e 'hl•din†', sad-a‰¤e 'sandhin†'
cid-a‰¤e 'samvit', y•re j‘•na kari' m•ni
SYNONYMS
•nanda-a‰¤e--in bliss; hl•din†--the pleasure-giving potency; sat-a‰¤e--in
eternity; sandhin†--the creative potency; cit-a‰¤e--in knowledge; samvit--the
knowledge potency; y•re--which; j‘•na--knowledge; kari'--taking as; m•ni--I
accept.
TRANSLATION
"Hl•din† is His aspect of bliss; sandhin†, of eternal existence; and
samvit, of cognizance, which is also accepted as knowledge.
TEXT 156
TEXT
hl•din† sandhin† samvit
tvayy ek• sarva-sa‰¤raye
hl•da-t•pa-kar† mi¤r•
tvayi no gu‹a-varjite
SYNONYMS
hl•din†--that which generates pleasure; sandhin†--the potency of existence;
samvit--the potency of knowledge; tvayi--unto You; ek•--principal internal
potency; sarva-sa‰¤raye--You are the reservoir of all potencies; hl•da-pleasure; t•pa-kar†--generator of pains; mi¤r•--mixed; tvayi--unto You; na u-never; gu‹a-varjite--You, the transcendence, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear Lord, You are the transcendental reservoir of all transcendental
qualities. Your pleasure potency, existence potency and knowledge potency are
actually all one spiritual internal potency. The conditioned soul, although
actually spiritual, sometimes experiences pleasure, sometimes pain and
sometimes a mixture of pain and pleasure. This is due to his being touched by
matter. But because You are above all material qualities, these are not found
in You. Your superior spiritual potency is completely transcendental, and for
You there is no such thing as relative pleasure, pleasure mixed with pain, or
pain itself.'
PURPORT
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This is a quotation from the Vi£‹u Pur•‹a (1.12.69).
TEXT 157
TEXT
k”£‹ake •hl•de, t•'te n•ma----'hl•din†'
sei ¤akti-dv•re sukha •sv•de •pani
SYNONYMS
k”£‹ake--unto K”£‹a; •hl•de--gives pleasure; t•'te--therefore; n•ma--the
name; hl•din†--pleasure-giving potency; sei ¤akti--that potency; dv•re--by
means of; sukha--happiness; •sv•de--tastes; •pani--Lord K”£‹a personally.
TRANSLATION
"The potency called hl•din† gives K”£‹a transcendental pleasure. Through
this pleasure potency, K”£‹a personally tastes all spiritual pleasure.
TEXT 158
TEXT
sukha-rãpa k”£‹a kare sukha •sv•dana
bhakta-ga‹e sukha dite 'hl•din†'----k•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
sukha-rãpa--embodiment of pleasure; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; kare--does; sukha-happiness; •sv•dana--tasting; bhakta-ga‹e--unto the devotees; sukha-happiness; dite--to give; hl•din†--the pleasure potency; k•ra‹a--the cause.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a tastes all kinds of transcendental happiness, although He
Himself is happiness personified. The pleasure relished by His pure devotees
is also manifest by His pleasure potency.
TEXT 159
TEXT
hl•din†ra s•ra a‰¤a, t•ra 'prema' n•ma
•nanda-cinmaya-rasa premera •khy•na
SYNONYMS
hl•din†ra--of this pleasure potency; s•ra--the essential; a‰¤a--part; t•ra-its; prema--love of God; n•ma--name; •nanda--full of pleasure; cit-maya-rasa-the platform of spiritual mellows; premera--of love of Godhead; •khy•na--the
explanation.
TRANSLATION
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"The most essential part of this pleasure potency is love of Godhead
[prema]. Consequently, the explanation of love of Godhead is also a
transcendental mellow full of pleasure.
TEXT 160
TEXT
premera parama-s•ra 'mah•bh•va' j•ni
sei mah•bh•va-rãp• r•dh•-àh•kur•‹†
SYNONYMS
premera--of love of Godhead; parama-s•ra--the essential part; mah•-bh•va-the transcendental ecstasy of the name mah•bh•va; j•ni--we know; sei--that;
mah•-bh•va-rãp•--the personification of the mah•bh•va transcendental ecstasy;
r•dh•-àh•kur•‹†--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
TRANSLATION
"The essential part of love of Godhead is called mah•bh•va, transcendental
ecstasy, and that ecstasy is represented by ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
TEXT 161
TEXT
tayor apy ubhayor madhye
r•dhik• sarvath•dhik•
mah•bh•va-svarãpeya‰
gu‹air ativar†yas†
SYNONYMS
tayo„--of them; api--even; ubhayo„--of both (Candr•val† and R•dh•r•‹†);
madhye--in the middle; r•dhik•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; sarvath•--in every way;
adhik•--greater; mah•-bh•va-svarãp•--the form of mah•bh•va; iyam--this one;
gu‹ai„--with good qualities; ativar†yas†--the best of all.
TRANSLATION
" 'Among the gop†s of V”nd•vana, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and another gop† are
considered chief. But when we compare the gop†s, it appears that ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹† is most important because Her real feature expresses the highest
ecstasy of love. The ecstasy of love experienced by the other gop†s cannot be
compared to that of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†'s Ujjvala-n†lama‹i (4.3).
TEXT 162
TEXT
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premera 'svarãpa-deha'----prema-vibh•vita
k”£‹era preyas†-¤re£àh• jagate vidita
SYNONYMS
premera--love of Godhead; svarãpa-deha--actual body; prema--by love of
Godhead; vibh•vita--influence; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; preyas†--of the dear
friends; ¤re£àh•--topmost; jagate--throughout the whole world; vidita--known.
TRANSLATION
"The body of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is a veritable transformation of love of
Godhead; She is the dearmost friend of K”£‹a, and this is known throughout the
world.
TEXT 163
TEXT
•nanda-cinmaya-rasa-pratibh•vit•bhis
t•bhir ya eva nija-rãpatay• kal•bhi„
goloka eva nivasty akhil•tma-bhãto
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
SYNONYMS
•nanda--bliss; cit--knowledge; maya--consisting of; rasa--mellows; prati-every second; bh•vit•bhi„--who are engrossed with; t•bhi„--with those; ya„-who; eva--certainly; nija-rãpatay•--with His own form; kal•bhi„--who are parts
of portions of His pleasure potency; goloke--in Goloka V”nd•vana; eva-certainly; nivasti--resides; akhila-•tma--as the soul of all; bhãta„--who
exists; govindam--Lord Govinda; •di-puru£am--the original personality; tam-Him; aham--I; bhaj•mi--worship.
TRANSLATION
" 'I worship Govinda, the primeval Lord, who resides in His own realm,
Goloka, with R•dh•, who resembles His own spiritual figure and who embodies
the ecstatic potency [hl•din†]. Their companions are Her confidantes, who
embody extensions of Her bodily form and who are imbued and permeated with
ever-blissful spiritual rasa.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.37).
TEXT 164
TEXT
sei mah•bh•va haya 'cint•ma‹i-s•ra'
k”£‹a-v•‘ch• pãr‹a kare ei k•rya t••ra
SYNONYMS
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sei--that; mah•-bh•va--supreme ecstasy; haya--is; cint•ma‹i-s•ra--the
essence of spiritual life; k”£‹a-v•‘ch•--all the desires of Lord K”£‹a; pãr‹a
kare--fulfills; ei--this; k•rya--business; t••ra--Her.
TRANSLATION
"That supreme ecstasy of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is the essence of spiritual
life. Her only business is to fulfill all the desires of K”£‹a.
TEXT 165
TEXT
'mah•bh•va-cint•ma‹i' r•dh•ra svarãpa
lalit•di sakh†----t••ra k•ya-vyãha-rãpa
SYNONYMS
mah•-bh•va--of the topmost spiritual ecstasy; cint•-ma‹i--the touchstone;
r•dh•ra svarãpa--the transcendental form of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; lalit•-•di
sakh†--the gop† associates of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; t••ra k•ya-vyãha-rãpa-expansions of Her spirituai body.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is the topmost spiritual gem, and the other gop†s-Lalit•, Vi¤•kh• and so on--are expansions of Her spiritual body.
TEXT 166
TEXT
r•dh•-prati k”£‹a-sneha----sugandhi udvartana
t•'te ati sugandhi deha----ujjvala-vara‹a
SYNONYMS
r•dh•-prati--toward ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; k”£‹a-sneha--the affection of Lord
K”£‹a; su-gandhi udvartana--perfumed massage; t•'te--in that; ati--very; sugandhi--perfumed; deha--the body; ujjvala--brilliant; vara‹a--luster.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s transcendental body is brilliant in luster and full of
all transcendental fragrances. Lord K”£‹a's affection for Her is like a
perfumed massage.
PURPORT
Sugandhi udvartana refers to a paste made of several perfumes and fragrant
oils. This paste is massaged all over the body, and in this way the body's
dirt and perspiration are removed. ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s body is automatically
perfumed, but when Her body is massaged with the scented paste of Lord K”£‹a's
affection, Her entire body is doubly perfumed and made brilliant and lustrous.
This is the beginning of K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†'s description of ¥r†mat†
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R•dh•r•‹†'s transcendental body. This description is based on the book known
as Prem•mbhoja-maranda compiled by ¥r† Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†. ¥r†la Kavir•ja
Gosv•m†'s descriptions in verses 165-181 are based on this book. A translation
of the original Sanskrit as described by ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura reads as
follows:
"The love of the gop†s for K”£‹a is full of transcendental ecstasy. It
appears to be a brilliant jewel, and enlightened by such a transcendental
jewel, R•dh•r•‹†'s body is further perfumed and decorated with ku•kuma. In the
morning Her body is bathed in the nectar of compassion, in the afternoon in
the nectar of youth, and in the evening in the nectar of luster itself. In
this way the bathing is performed, and Her body becomes as brilliant as the
cint•ma‹i jewel. Her dress is composed of various kinds of silken garments,
which may be compared to Her natural shyness.
"Her beauty is more and more enhanced, being decorated with ku•kuma, which
is compared to beauty itself, and with blackish musk, which is compared to
conjugal love. Thus Her body is decorated with different colors. The ku•kuma
is red, and the musk is black. Her ornaments embody the natural symptoms of
ecstasy--trembling, tears, jubilation, stunning, perspiration, faltering of
the voice, bodily redness, madness and dullness. In this way the entire body
is bedecked with these nine different jewels. Over and above this, the beauty
of Her body is enhanced by Her transcendental qualities, which hang as a
flower garland on Her body. The ecstasy of love for K”£‹a is known as dh†ra
and adh†ra, sober and restless. Such ecstasy constitutes the covering of
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s body, and it is adorned by camphor. Her transcendental
anger toward K”£‹a is embodied as the arrangement of the hair on Her head, and
the tilaka of Her great fortune shines on Her beautiful forehead. The earrings
of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† are the holy names of K”£‹a, as well as the hearing of
His name and fame. Her lips are always reddish due to the betel nut of
ecstatic affection for K”£‹a. The black ointment around Her eyes is Her tricky
behavior with K”£‹a brought about by love. Her joking with K”£‹a and gentle
smiling is the camphor with which She is perfumed. She sleeps in Her room with
the aroma of pride, and when She lies down in Her bed, the transcendental
variety of Her loving ecstasies is like a jeweled locket in the midst of Her
necklace of separation. Her transcendental breasts are covered by Her sari in
the form of affection and anger toward K”£‹a. She has a stringed instrument
known as a kacchap†-v†‹•, which is the fame and fortune that actually dries up
the faces and breasts of the other gop†s. She always keeps Her hands on the
shoulder of Her gop† friend, who is compared to Her youthful beauty, and
although She is highly qualified with so many spiritual assets, She is
nonetheless affected by the Cupid known as K”£‹a. Thus She is defeated. ¥r†la
Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m† offers his respectful obeisances to ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†,
taking a straw in his mouth. Indeed, he prays, 'O G•ndharvik•, ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†, just as Lord K”£‹a never rejects a surrendered soul, please don't
reject me.' " This is a summary translation of the Prem•mbhoja-maranda, which
Kavir•ja Gosv•m† quotes.
TEXT 167
TEXT
k•ru‹y•m”ta-dh•r•ya sn•na prathama
t•ru‹y•m”ta-dh•r•ya sn•na madhyama
SYNONYMS
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k•ru‹ya-am”ta--of the nectar of mercy; dh•r•ya--in the shower; sn•na--bath;
prathama--first; t•ru‹ya-am”ta--of the nectar of youth; dh•r•ya--in the
shower; sn•na--bath; madhyama--in the middle.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† takes Her first bath in the shower of the nectar of
compassion, and She takes Her second bath in the nectar of youth.
PURPORT
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† first smears Her body with the paste of affection for
K”£‹a. She then takes Her bath in the water of mercy. After passing the
pauga‹‚a age (from five to ten years), ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† first appears as
mercy. The second bath, taken at noon, is taken in the water of t•ru‹y•m”ta,
or the nectar of youth. This is the actual expression of Her new youthfulness.
TEXT 168
TEXT
l•va‹y•m”ta-dh•r•ya tad-upari sn•na
nija-lajj•-¤y•ma-paààas•ài-paridh•na
SYNONYMS
l•va‹ya-am”ta-dh•r•ya--in the shower of the nectar of bodily luster; tatupari--over and above that; sn•na--the bath; nija--own; lajj•--shyness; ¤y•ma-blackish; paààa--silk; s•ài--garments; paridh•na--wearing.
TRANSLATION
"After Her midday bath, R•dh•r•‹† takes another bath in the nectar of
bodily luster, and She puts on the garment of shyness, which is exactly like a
black silk sari.
PURPORT
Over and above the other baths, the bath taken in the afternoon is taken in
the nectar of full beauty. This nectar represents the personal qualities of
beauty and luster. Thus there are three baths in different kinds of water.
R•dh•r•‹† then puts on two garments--a lower and an upper garment. The upper
garment is pinkish and is Her affection and attraction for K”£‹a, and the
lower garment, a blackish silk sari, is Her shyness.
TEXT 169
TEXT
k”£‹a-anur•ga dvit†ya aru‹a-vasana
pra‹aya-m•na-ka‘culik•ya vak£a •cch•dana
SYNONYMS
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k”£‹a-anur•ga--attraction for K”£‹a; dvit†ya--second; aru‹a-vasana--pinkish
garment; pra‹aya--of love; m•na--and anger; ka‘culik•ya--by a short blouse;
vak£a--breasts; •cch•dana--covering.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s affection for K”£‹a is the upper garment, which is
pinkish in color. She then covers Her breasts with another garment, comprised
of affection and anger toward K”£‹a.
TEXT 170
TEXT
saundarya----ku•kuma, sakh†-pra‹aya----candana
smita-k•nti----karpãra, tine----a•ge vilepana
SYNONYMS
saundarya--Her personal beauty; ku•kuma--a red powder known as ku•kuma;
sakh†-pra‹aya--Her love for Her associates; candana--the sandalwood pulp;
smita-k•nti--the sweetness of Her smile; karpãra--camphor; tine--by these
three things; a•ge--on the body; vilepana--smearing.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s personal beauty
known as ku•kuma. Her affection for Her
pulp, and the sweetness of Her smile is
combined together, are smeared over Her

is compared to the reddish powder
associates is compared to sandalwood
compared to camphor. All these,
body.

TEXT 171
TEXT
k”£‹era ujjvala-rasa----m”gamada-bhara
sei m”gamade vicitrita kalevara
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; ujjvala-rasa--the conjugal mellow; m”ga-mada--of
musk; bhara--an abundance; sei--that; m”ga-made--made by the aroma of the
musk; vicitrita--decorated; kalevara--Her whole body.
TRANSLATION
"Conjugal love for K”£‹a is just like an abundance of musk. By that musk,
Her whole body is decorated.
TEXT 172
TEXT
pracchanna-m•na v•mya----dhammilla-viny•sa
'dh†r•dh†r•tmaka' gu‹a----a•ge paàa-v•sa
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SYNONYMS
pracchanna--covered; m•na--anger; v•mya--craftiness; dhammilla--of the
bunches of hair; viny•sa--arrangement; dh†ra-adh†ra-•tmaka--consisting of
anger due to jealousy, which anger is sometimes expressed and sometimes
suppressed; gu‹a--the quality; a•ge--on the body; paàa-v•sa--silk covering.
TRANSLATION
"Craftiness and covered anger constitute the arrangement of Her hair. The
quality of anger due to jealousy is just like the silk garment covering Her
body.
TEXT 173
TEXT
r•ga-t•mbãla-r•ge adhara ujjvala
prema-kauàilya----netra-yugale kajjala
SYNONYMS
r•ga--of love; t•mbãla--of the betel nut; r•ge--by the reddish color;
adhara--lips; ujjvala--brilliant; prema-kauàilya--the double dealings in
loving affairs; netra-yugale--on the two eyes; kajjala--the ointment.
TRANSLATION
"Her attachment for K”£‹a is the reddish color of betel nuts on Her
brilliant lips. Her double-dealings in loving affairs are just like the black
ointment around Her eyes.
TEXT 174
TEXT
'sãdd†pta-s•ttvika' bh•va, har£•di 'sa‘c•r†'
ei saba bh•va-bhã£a‹a saba-a•ge bhari'
SYNONYMS
su-udd†pta-s•ttvika bh•va--blazing ecstasies of goodness; har£a-•di--like
jubilation; sa‘c•r†--the continuously existing ecstasies; ei saba--all these;
bh•va--ecstasies; bhã£a‹a--ornaments; saba--all; a•ge--body; bhari'--filling.
TRANSLATION
"The decorated ornaments on Her body are the blazing ecstasies of goodness,
and these constantly existing ecstasies are headed by jubilation. All these
ecstasies are like ornaments all over Her body.
TEXT 175
TEXT
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'kila-ki‘cit•di'-bh•va-vi‰¤ati-bhã£ita
gu‹a-¤re‹†-pu£pam•l• sarv••ge pãrita
SYNONYMS
kila-ki‘cita-•di--headed by kila-ki‘cita; bh•va--with the ecstasies;
vi‰¤ati--twenty; bhã£ita--decorated; gu‹a-¤re‹†--of Her attractive qualities;
pu£pa-m•l•--as a garland of flowers; sarva-a•ge--all over the body; pãrita-filled.
TRANSLATION
"These bodily ornaments constitute twenty kinds of ecstatic symptoms,
beginning with kila-ki‘cita. Her transcendental qualities are the flower
garland hanging in fullness over Her body.
PURPORT
The twenty different moods headed by kila-ki‘cita are described as follows.
First, in connection with the body, there are bh•va (ecstasy), h•va (gestures)
and hel• (negligence); in relation to the self there are ¤obh• (beauty), k•nti
(luster), d†pti (brilliance), m•dhurya (sweetness), pragalbhat• (impudence),
aud•rya (magnanimity) and dhairya (patience); and in relation to nature, there
are l†l• (pastimes), vil•sa (enjoyment), vicchitti (breaking off) and vibhrama
(puzzlement). There are no English equivalents for the words kila-ki‘cita,
moàà•yita and kuààamita.
A flower garland constitutes the qualities of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and is
divided into mental, verbal and bodily parts. Her attitude of forgiveness and
mercy is all mental. Her talks, which are very pleasing to the ear, are
verbal. The physical qualities--age, beauty, luster and grace--are bodily
qualities.
TEXT 176
TEXT
saubh•gya-tilaka c•ru-lal•àe ujjvala
prema-vaicittya----ratna, h”daya----tarala
SYNONYMS
saubh•gya-tilaka--the tilaka of good fortune; c•ru--beautiful; lal•àe--on
the forehead; ujjvala--brilliant; prema--of love of Godhead; vaicittya-diversity; ratna--the jewel; h”daya--the heart; tarala--the locket.
TRANSLATION
"The tilaka of good fortune is on Her beautiful broad forehead. Her various
loving affairs are a gem, and Her heart is the locket.
TEXT 177
TEXT
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madhya-vayasa, sakh†-skandhe kara-ny•sa
k”£‹al†l•-manov”tti-sakh† •¤a-p•¤a
SYNONYMS
madhya-vayasa--adolescence; sakh†--of a friend; skandhe--on the shoulder;
kara--hand; ny•sa--keeping; k”£‹a--of Lord K”£‹a; l†l•--the pastimes; mana„-of the mind; v”tti--activities; sakh†--gop†s; •¤a-p•¤a--here and there.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s gop† friends are Her mental activities, which are
concentrated on the pastimes of ¥r† K”£‹a. She keeps Her hand on the shoulder
of a friend, who represents youth.
PURPORT
R•dh•r•‹†'s eight companions (a£àa-sakh†) are different varieties of
pleasure connected with the pastimes of K”£‹a. Following those pastimes of ¥r†
K”£‹a are other activities, which are represented by the assistants of the
gop†s.
TEXT 178
TEXT
nij••ga-saurabh•laye garva-parya•ka
t•'te vasi' •che, sad• cinte k”£‹a-sa•ga
SYNONYMS
nija-a•ga--Her personal body; saurabha-•laye--in the abode of aroma; garva-pride; parya•ka--bedstead; t•'te--on that; vasi'--lying; •che--there is;
sad•--always; cinte--thinks; k”£‹a-sa•ga--the association of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s bedstead is pride itself, and it is situated in the
abode of Her bodily aroma. She is always seated there thinking of K”£‹a's
association.
TEXT 179
TEXT
k”£‹a-n•ma-gu‹a-ya¤a----avata‰sa k•‹e
k”£‹a-n•ma-gu‹a-ya¤a-prav•ha-vacane
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a--of Lord K”£‹a; n•ma--the holy name; gu‹a--the qualities; ya¤a--the
fame; avata‰sa--ornaments; k•‹e--on the ear; k”£‹a--of Lord K”£‹a; n•ma--of
the holy name; gu‹a--of the qualities; ya¤a--of the fame; prav•ha--waves;
vacane--in Her talking.
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TRANSLATION
"¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s earrings represent the name, fame and qualities of
Lord K”£‹a. The glories of Lord K”£‹a's name, fame and qualities are always
inundating Her speech.
TEXT 180
TEXT
k”£‹ake kar•ya ¤y•ma-rasa-madhu p•na
nirantara pãr‹a kare k”£‹era sarva-k•ma
SYNONYMS
k”£‹ake--unto K”£‹a; kar•ya--She induces; ¤y•ma-rasa--of the mellow of
conjugal love; madhu--the honey; p•na--drinking; nirantara--constantly; pãr‹a-complete; kare--makes; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; sarva-k•ma--all kinds of lusty
desires.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† induces K”£‹a to drink the honey of the conjugal
relationship. She is therefore engaged in satisfying all the lusty desires of
K”£‹a.
TEXT 181
TEXT
k”£‹era vi¤uddha-prema-ratnera •kara
anupama-gu‹aga‹a-pãr‹a kalevara
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; vi¤uddha-prema--of pure transcendental love;
ratnera--of the valuable jewel; •kara--a mine; anupama--unparalleled; gu‹aga‹a--of groups of qualities; pãr‹a--full; kalevara--transcendental body.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is exactly like a mine filled with valuable jewels of
love for K”£‹a. Her transcendental body is complete with unparalleled
spiritual qualities.
TEXT 182
TEXT
k• k”£‹asya pra‹aya-jani-bhã„ ¤r†mat† r•dhikaik•
k•sya preyasy anupama-gu‹• r•dhikaik• na c•ny•
jaihmya‰ ke¤e d”¤i taralat• ni£àhuratva‰ kuce 'sy•
v•‘ch•-pãrtyai prabhavati hare r•dhikaik• na c•ny•
SYNONYMS
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k•--who; k”£‹asya--of Lord K”£‹a; pra‹aya-jani-bhã„--the birthplace of love
of K”£‹a; ¤r†mat†--all-beautiful; r•dhik•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; ek•--alone; k•-who; asya--His; preyas†--most dear friend; anupama-gu‹•--having unparalleled
qualities; r•dhik•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; ek•--alone; na--not; ca--also; any•-anyone else; jaihmyam--crookedness; ke¤e--in the hair; d”¤i--in the eyes;
taralat•--unsteadiness; ni£àhuratvam--firmness; kuce--in the breasts; asy•„-Her; v•‘ch•--of the desires; pãrtyai--to fulfill; prabhavati--manifests;
hare„--of Lord K”£‹a; r•dhik•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; ek•--alone; na--not; ca
any•--anyone else.
TRANSLATION
" 'If one asks about the origin of love of K”£‹a, the answer is that the
origin is in ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† alone. Who is the most dear friend of K”£‹a?
The answer again is ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† alone. No one else. ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s
hair is very curly, Her two eyes are always moving to and fro, and Her breasts
are firm. Since all transcendental qualities are manifest in ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†, She alone is able to fulfill all the desires of K”£‹a. No one
else.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r† Govinda-l†l•m”ta (11.122) by K”£‹ad•sa
Kavir•ja Gosv•m†. It is a verse in the form of questions and answers
describing the glories of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
TEXTS 183-184
TEXT
y••ra saubh•gya-gu‹a v•‘che satyabh•m•
y••ra àh•‘i kal•-vil•sa ¤ikhe vraja-r•m•
y••ra saundary•di-gu‹a v•‘che lak£m†-p•rvat†
y••ra pativrat•-dharma v•‘che arundhat†
SYNONYMS
y••ra--whose; saubh•gya--of good fortune; gu‹a--quality; v•‘che--desires;
satyabh•m•--Satyabh•m•, one of the queens of K”£‹a; y••ra àh•‘i--from whom;
kal•-vil•sa--the sixty-four arts; ¤ikhe--learn; vraja-r•m•--all the gop†s in
V”nd•vana; y••ra--whose; saundarya-•di--such as beauty; gu‹a--qualities;
v•‘che--desires; lak£m†--the goddess of fortune; p•rvat†--the wife of Lord
¥iva; y••ra--whose; pati-vrat•--of chastity; dharma--principle; v•‘che-desires; arundhat†--the wife of Vasi£àha Muni.
TRANSLATION
"Even Satyabh•m•, one of the queens of ¥r† K”£‹a, desires the fortunate
position and excellent qualities of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. All the gop†s learn the
art of dressing from ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, and even the goddess of fortune,
Lak£m†, and the wife of Lord ¥iva, P•rvat†, desire Her beauty and qualities.
Indeed, Arundhat†, the celebrated chaste wife of Vasi£àha, also wants to
imitate the chastity and religious principles of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
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TEXT 185
TEXT
y••ra sadgu‹a-ga‹ane k”£‹a n• p•ya p•ra
t••ra gu‹a ga‹ibe kemane j†va ch•ra
SYNONYMS
y••ra--whose; sat-gu‹a--good qualities; ga‹ane--in counting; k”£‹a--Lord
K”£‹a; n•--not; p•ya--obtains; p•ra--the limit; t••ra--Her; gu‹a--qualities;
ga‹ibe--can count; kemane--how; j†va--a living entity; ch•ra--most
insignificant.
TRANSLATION
"Even Lord K”£‹a Himself cannot reach the limit of the transcendental
qualities of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. How, then, can an insignificant living entity
count them?"
TEXT 186
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----j•nilu• k”£‹a-r•dh•-prema-tattva
¤unite c•hiye du•h•ra vil•sa-mahattva
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya replied; j•nilu•--now I have understood;
k”£‹a--of Lord K”£‹a; r•dh•--of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; prema--of the loving
affairs; tattva--the truth; ¤unite--to hear; c•hiye--I desire; du•h•ra--of
both of Them; vil•sa-mahattva--the greatness of the enjoyment.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "Now I have come to understand the
truth of the loving affairs between R•dh• and K”£‹a. Nonetheless, I still want
to hear how both of Them gloriously enjoy such love."
TEXT 187
TEXT
r•ya kahe,----k”£‹a haya 'dh†ra-lalita'
nirantara k•ma-kr†‚•----y••h•ra carita
SYNONYMS
r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; haya--is; dh†ralalita--a person who can keep his girlfriend always in subjugation by
different qualities; nirantara--constantly; k•ma-kr†‚•--pastimes of sexual
enjoyment; y••h•ra--of whom; carita--the character.
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TRANSLATION
R•ya R•m•nanda replied, "Lord K”£‹a is dh†ra-lalita, for He can always keep
His girlfriends in a subjugated state. Thus His only business is enjoying
sense gratification.
PURPORT
We should always remember that K”£‹a's sense gratification is never to be
compared to the sense gratification of the material world. As we have already
explained, K”£‹a's sense gratification is just like gold. The perverted
reflection of that sense gratification found in the material world is just
like iron. The purport is that K”£‹a is not impersonal. He has all the desires
that are manifest in the perverted reflection within this material world.
However, the qualities are different--one is spiritual, and the other is
material. Just as there is a difference between life and death, there is a
difference between spiritual sense gratification and material sense
gratification.
TEXT 188
TEXT
vidagdho nava-t•ru‹ya„
parih•sa-vi¤•rada„
ni¤cinto dh†ra-lalita„
sy•t pr•ya„ preyas†-va¤a„
SYNONYMS
vidagdha„--clever; nava-t•ru‹ya„--always freshly youthful; parih•sa--in
joking; vi¤•rada„--expert; ni¤cinta„--without anxiety; dh†ra-lalita„--a hero
in loving affairs; sy•t--is; pr•ya„--almost always; preyas†-va¤a„--one who
keeps His girlfriends subjugated.
TRANSLATION
" 'A person who is very cunning and always youthful, expert in joking and
without anxiety, and who can keep his girlfriends always subjugated, is called
dh†ra-lalita.'
PURPORT
This verse is from the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (2.1.230).
TEXT 189
TEXT
r•tri-dina ku‘je kr†‚• kare r•dh•-sa•ge
kai¤ora vayasa saphala kaila kr†‚•-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
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r•tri-dina--day and night; ku‘je--in the gardens or bushes of V”nd•vana;
kr†‚•--pastimes; kare--performs; r•dh•-sa•ge--with R•dh•r•‹†; kai¤ora--the
pre-youthful; vayasa--age; sa-phala--fruitful; kaila--made; kr†‚•-ra•ge-taking pleasure in different pastimes.
TRANSLATION
"Day and night Lord ¥r† K”£‹a enjoys the company of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† in
the bushes of V”nd•vana. Thus His pre-youthful age is fulfilled through His
affairs with ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
TEXT 190
TEXT
v•c• sãcita-¤arvar†-rati-kal•-pr•galbhyay• r•dhik•‰
vr†‚•-ku‘cita-locan•‰ viracayann agre sakh†n•m asau
tad-vak£oruha-citra-keli-makar†-p•‹‚itya-p•ra‰ gata„
kai¤ora‰ saphal†-karoti kalayan ku‘je vih•ra‰ hari„
SYNONYMS
v•c•--by speech; sãcita--revealing; ¤arvar†--of the night; rati--in amorous
pastimes; kal•--of the portion; pr•galbhyay•--the importance; r•dhik•m-¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; vr†‚•--from shame; ku‘cita-locan•m--having Her eyes closed;
viracayan--making; agre--before; sakh†n•m--Her friends; asau--that one; tat-of Her; vak£a„-ruha--on the breasts; citra-keli--with variegated pastimes;
makar†--in drawing dolphins; p•‹‚itya--of cleverness; p•ram--the limit; gata„-who reached; kai¤oram--adolescence; sa-phal†-karoti--makes successful;
kalayan--performing; ku‘je--in the bushes; vih•ram--pastimes; hari„--the
Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'Thus Lord ¥r† K”£‹a spoke of the sexual activities of the previous
night. In this way He made ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† close Her eyes out of shyness.
Taking this opportunity, ¥r† K”£‹a painted various types of dolphins on Her
breasts. Thus He became a very expert artist for all the gop†s. During such
pastimes, the Lord enjoyed the fulfillment of His youth.' "
PURPORT
This quotation is also found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (2.1.231).
TEXT 191
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"eho haya, •ge kaha •ra"
r•ya kahe,----"†h• va-i buddhi-gati n•hi •ra"
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; eho haya--this is all right;
•ge kaha •ra--please go forward and say more; r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya
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replied; ih• va-i--except this; buddhi-gati--movement of my intelligence;
n•hi--there is not; •ra--any more.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "This is all right, but please continue." At
that time R•ya R•m•nanda replied, "I don't think my intelligence goes beyond
this."
TEXT 192
TEXT
yeb• 'prema-vil•sa-vivarta' eka haya
t•h• ¤uni' tom•ra sukha haya, ki n• haya
SYNONYMS
yeb•--whatever; prema-vil•sa-vivarta--the resultant bewilderment or
revolution in the ecstasy of loving affairs; eka haya--there is one topic;
t•h•--that; ¤uni'--hearing; tom•ra--Your; sukha--happiness; haya--is; ki--or;
n•--not; haya--is.
TRANSLATION
R•ya R•m•nanda then informed ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu that there was another
topic, known as prema-vil•sa-vivarta. "You may hear of this from me,"
R•m•nanda R•ya said, "but I do not know whether You will be happy with it or
not."
PURPORT
These statements are set forth for our understanding, according to ¥r†la
Bhaktivinoda áh•kura in his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya. In essence, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu told R•m•nanda R•ya, "My dear R•m•nanda, the explanation you have
given about the goal of life and the pastimes of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and K”£‹a
is certainly the truth. Although this is factual, you can continue telling Me
more if there is anything more to say." In reply, R•m•nanda R•ya said, "I do
not think I have anything to say beyond this, but there is a topic known as
prema-vil•sa-vivarta, which I may explain to You. I do not know whether it
will bring You happiness or not."
TEXT 193
TEXT
eta bali' •pana-k”ta g†ta eka g•hila
preme prabhu sva-haste t••ra mukha •cch•dila
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; •pana-k”ta--composed by himself; g†ta--song; eka-one; g•hila--sang; preme--in love of Godhead; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
sva-haste--by His own hand; t••ra--his (R•m•nanda R•ya's); mukha--mouth;
•cch•dila--covered.
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TRANSLATION
Saying this, R•m•nanda R•ya began to sing a song he had composed, but ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, out of the ecstasy of love of Godhead, immediately
covered R•m•nanda's mouth with His own hand.
PURPORT
The topics that are about to be discussed between Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and R•m•nanda R•ya cannot be understood by a materialistic poet,
nor by intelligence or material perception. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat†
áh•kura states that the spiritual mellow can be realized only when one is
situated on the transcendental platform beyond the material stage of goodness.
That platform is called vi¤uddha-sattva (sattva‰ vi¤uddha‰ vasudeva-¤abditam).
Realization of the vi¤uddha-sattva is beyond the pale of the material world
and is not perceived by bodily senses or mental speculation. Our
identification with the gross body and subtle mind is different from spiritual
understanding. Since the intelligence and mind are material, the loving
affairs of ¥r† R•dh• and K”£‹a are beyond their perception. Sarvop•dhivinirmukta‰ tat-paratvena nirmalam: when we are free from all material
designations and our senses are completely purified by the bhakti process, we
can understand the sense activities of the Absolute Truth (h”£†ke‹a h”£†ke¤asevana‰ bhaktir ucyate).
The spiritual senses are beyond the material senses. A materialist can
think only of the negation of material variety; he cannot understand spiritual
variety. He thinks that spiritual variety simply contradicts material variety
and is a negation or void, but such conceptions cannot even reach the
precincts of spiritual realization. The wonderful activities of the gross body
and subtle mind are always imperfect. They are below the degree of spiritual
understanding and are ephemeral. The spiritual mellow is eternally wonderful
and is described as pãr‹a, ¤uddha, nitya-mukta--that is, complete, perfectly
pure and eternally liberated from all material conceptions. When we are unable
to fulfill our material desires, there is certainly sorrow and confusion. This
may be described as vivarta. But in spiritual life there is no sorrow,
inebriety or imperfection. ¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya was expert in realizing the
spiritual activities of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and K”£‹a, and R•m•nanda's spiritual
experience was placed before ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as he inquired whether
the Lord approved his realization of spiritual truth.
There are three books prominent in this connection. One was written by
Bhakta d•sa B•ula and is called Vivarta-vil•sa. Another was compiled by
Jagad•nanda Pa‹‚ita and is called Prema-vivarta. ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya's book is
called Prema-vil•sa-vivarta. The Vivarta-vil•sa by Bhakta d•sa B•ula is
completely different from the other two books. Sometimes a university student
or professor tries to study these transcendental literary works and attempts
to put forth a critical analysis from the mundane view, with an end to
receiving degrees like a Ph.D. Such realization is certainly different from
that of R•m•nanda R•ya. If one actually wants to take a Ph.D. degree from ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu and be approved by R•m•nanda R•ya, he must first become
free from all material designations (sarvop•dhi-vinirmukta‰ tat-paratvena
nirmalam). A person who identifies with his material body cannot understand
these talks between ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Man-made
religious scriptures and transcendental philosophical talks are quite
different. Indeed, there is a gulf of difference between the two. This subject
matter has been very diligently described by ¥r†man Madhv•c•rya. Since
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material philosophers are situated in the material conception of life, they
are unable to realize the spiritual prema-vil•sa-vivarta. They cannot
accommodate an elephant upon a dish. Similarly, mundane speculators cannot
capture the spiritual elephant within their limited conception. It is just
like a frog's trying to measure the Atlantic Ocean by imagining it so many
times larger than his well. Materialistic philosophers and sahajiy•s cannot
understand the talks between R•m•nanda R•ya and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
concerning the pastimes of ¥r† R•dh• and K”£‹a. The only tendency of the
impersonalists or the pr•k”ta-sahajiy•s is to face the platform of
impersonalism. They cannot understand spiritual variegatedness. Consequently,
when R•m•nanda R•ya attempted to sing his own verses, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
stopped him by covering his mouth with His own hand.
TEXT 194
TEXT
pahilehi r•ga nayana-bha•ge bhela
anudina b•‚hala, avadhi n• gela
n• so rama‹a, n• h•ma rama‹†
du•hu-mana manobhava pe£ala j•ni'
e sakh†, se-saba prema-k•hin†
k•nu-àh•me kahabi vichurala j•ni'
n• kho•jalu• dãt†, n• kho•jalu• •n
du•hukeri milane madhya ta p••ca-b•‹a
ab sohi vir•ga, tu•hu bheli dãt†
su-purukha-premaki aichana r†ti
SYNONYMS
pahilehi--in the beginning; r•ga--attraction; nayana-bha•ge--by activities
of the eyes; bhela--there was; anu-dina--gradually, day after day; b•‚hala-increased; avadhi--limit; n•--not; gela--reached; n•--not; so--He; rama‹a--the
enjoyer; n•--not; h•ma--I; rama‹†--the enjoyed; du•hu-mana--both the minds;
mana„-bhava--the mental situation; pe£ala--pressed together; j•ni'--knowing;
e--this; sakh†--My dear friend; se-saba--all those; prema-k•hin†--affairs of
love; k•nu-àh•me--before K”£‹a; kahabi--you will say; vichurala--He has
forgotten; j•ni'--knowing; n•--not; kho•jalu•--searched out; dãt†--a
messenger; n•--not; kho•jalu•--searched out; •n--anyone else; du•hukeri--of
both of Us; milane--by the meeting; madhya--in the middle; ta--indeed; p••cab•‹a--five arrows of Cupid; ab--now; sohi--that; vir•ga--separation; tu•hu-you; bheli--became; dãt†--the messenger; su-purukha--of a beautiful person;
premaki--of loving affairs; aichana--such; r†ti--the consequence.
TRANSLATION
" 'Alas, before We met there was an initial attachment between Us brought
about by an exchange of glances. In this way attachment evolved. That
attachment has gradually grown, and there is no limit to it. Now that
attachment has become a natural sequence between Ourselves. It is not that it
is due to K”£‹a, the enjoyer, nor is it due to Me, for I am the enjoyed. It is
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not like that. This attachment was made possible by mutual meeting. This
mutual exchange of attraction is known as manobhava, or Cupid. K”£‹a's mind
and My mind have merged together. Now, during this time of separation, it is
very difficult to explain these loving affairs. My dear friend, K”£‹a might
have forgotten all these things. However, you can understand and bring this
message to Him, but during Our first meeting there was no messenger between
Us, nor did I request anyone to see Him. Indeed, Cupid's five arrows were Our
via media. Now, during this separation, that attraction has increased to
another ecstatic state. My dear friend, please act as a messenger on My behalf
because if one is in love with a beautiful person, this is the consequence.'
PURPORT
These verses were originally composed and sung by R•m•nanda R•ya himself.
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura suggests that during the time of enjoyment, the
attachment might be compared to Cupid himself. However, during the period of
separation, Cupid becomes a messenger of highly elevated love. This is called
prema-vil•sa-vivarta. When there is a separation, enjoyment itself acts like a
messenger, and that messenger was addressed by ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† as a friend.
The essence of this transaction is simple: loving affairs are as relishable
during separation as during enjoyment. When ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† was fully
absorbed in love of K”£‹a, She mistook a black tam•la tree for K”£‹a and
embraced it. Such a mistake is called prema-vil•sa-vivarta.
TEXT 195
TEXT
r•dh•y• bhavata¤ ca citta-jatun† svedair vil•pya kram•d
yu‘jann adri-niku‘ja-ku‘jara-pate nirdhãta-bheda-bhramam
citr•ya svayam anvara‘jayad iha brahm•‹‚a-harmyodare
bhãyobhir nava-r•ga-hi•gula-bharai„ ¤”•g•ra-k•ru„ k”t†
SYNONYMS
r•dh•y•„--of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; bhavata„ ca--and of You; citta-jatun†--the
two minds like shellac; svedai„--by perspiration; vil•pya--melting; kram•t-gradually; yu‘jan--making; adri--of Govardhana Hill; niku‘ja--in a solitary
place for enjoyment; ku‘jara-pate--O king of the elephants; nirdhãta-completely taken away; bheda-bhramam--the misunderstanding of differentiation;
citr•ya--for increasing the wonder; svayam--personally; anvara‘jayat--colored;
iha--in this world; brahm•‹‚a--of the universe; harmya-udare--within the
palace; bhãyobhi„--by varieties of means; nava-r•ga--of new attraction;
hi•gula-bharai„--by the vermilion; ¤”•g•ra--of loving affairs; k•ru„--the
craftsman; k”t†--very expert.
TRANSLATION
" 'O my Lord, You live in the forest of Govardhana Hill, and, like the king
of elephants, You are expert in the art of conjugal love. O master of the
universe, Your heart and ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s heart are just like shellac and
are now melted in Your spiritual perspiration. Therefore one can no longer
distinguish between You and ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. Now You have mixed Your newly
invoked affection, which is like vermilion, with Your melted hearts, and for
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the benefit of the whole world You have painted both Your hearts red within
this great palace of the universe.' "
PURPORT
This verse quoted by R•m•nanda R•ya is included in ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†'s
Ujjvala-n†lama‹i (14.155).
TEXT 196
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----'s•dhya-vastura avadhi' ei haya
tom•ra pras•de ih• j•nilu• ni¤caya
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu confirmed; s•dhya-vastura--of the
object of life; avadhi'--the limit; ei--this; haya--is; tom•ra--of you;
pras•de--by the mercy; ih•--this; j•nilu•--I have understood; ni¤caya-conclusively.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu confirmed these verses recited by ¥r† R•m•nanda
R•ya, saying, "This is the limit of the goal of human life. Only by your mercy
have I come to understand it conclusively.
TEXT 197
TEXT
's•dhya-vastu' 's•dhana' vinu keha n•hi p•ya
k”p• kari' kaha, r•ya, p•b•ra up•ya
SYNONYMS
s•dhya-vastu--the goal of life; s•dhana vinu--without practicing the
process; keha n•hi p•ya--no one achieves; k”p• kari'--very mercifully; kaha-please explain; r•ya--My dear R•m•nanda R•ya; p•b•ra up•ya--the means of
achieving.
TRANSLATION
"The goal of life cannot be achieved unless one practices the process. Now,
being merciful upon Me, please explain that means by which this goal can be
attained."
TEXT 198
TEXT
r•ya kahe,----yei kah•o, sei kahi v•‹†
ki kahiye bh•la-manda, kichui n• j•ni
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SYNONYMS
r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; yei--whatever; kah•o--You make me speak;
sei--that; kahi--I speak; v•‹†--message; ki--what; kahiye--I am speaking;
bh•la-manda--good or bad; kichui n• j•ni--I do not know anything.
TRANSLATION
¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "I do not know what I am saying, but You have
made me speak what I have spoken, be it good or bad. I am simply repeating
that message.
TEXT 199
TEXT
tribhuvana-madhye aiche haya kon dh†ra
ye tom•ra m•y•-n•àe ha-ibeka sthira
SYNONYMS
tri-bhuvana-madhye--within the three worlds; aiche--so much; haya--there
is; kon--who; dh†ra--patient; ye--who; tom•ra--Your; m•y•-n•àe--in the
manipulation of different energies; ha-ibeka--will be; sthira--steady.
TRANSLATION
"Within these three worlds who is so undisturbed that he can remain steady
as You manipulate Your different energies?
TEXT 200
TEXT
mora mukhe vakt• tumi, tumi hao ¤rot•
atyanta rahasya, ¤una, s•dhanera kath•
SYNONYMS
mora mukhe--in my mouth; vakt•--speaker; tumi--You are; tumi--You; hao-are; ¤rot•--the hearer; atyanta rahasya--extremely mysterious; ¤una--now
please hear; s•dhanera kath•--the discussion of the process.
TRANSLATION
"Actually You are speaking through my mouth, and at the same time You are
listening. This is very mysterious. Anyway, kindly hear the explanation by
which the goal can be attained.
PURPORT
¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m† has advised us to hear about K”£‹a from a Vai£‹ava.
He has explicitly forbidden us to hear from an avai£‹ava.
avai£‹ava-mukhodg†r‹a‰
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pãta‰ hari-kath•m”tam
¤rava‹a‰ naiva kartavya‰
sarpocchi£àa‰ yath• paya„
Thus quoting from Padma Pur•‹a, ¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m† warns that one
should not hear anything about K”£‹a from an avai£‹ava, however great a
mundane scholar he may be. Milk touched by the lips of a serpent has poisonous
effects; similarly, talks about K”£‹a given by an avai£‹ava are also
poisonous. However, because a Vai£‹ava is surrendered to the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, his talks are spiritually potent. In the Bhagavad-g†t•
(10.10) the Supreme Lord says,
te£•‰ satata-yukt•n•‰
bhajat•‰ pr†ti-pãrvakam
dad•mi buddhi-yoga‰
ta‰ yena m•m upay•nti te
"To those who are constantly devoted to worshiping Me with love, I give the
understanding by which they can come to Me." When a pure Vai£‹ava speaks, he
speaks perfectly. How is this? His speech is managed by K”£‹a Himself from
within the heart. ¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya accepts this benediction from ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; therefore he admits that whatever he was speaking was not
derived from his own intelligence. Rather, everything was coming from ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. According to the Bhagavad-g†t• (15.15):
sarvasya c•ha‰ h”di sannivi£ào
matta„ sm”tir j‘•nam apohana‰ ca
vedai¤ ca sarvair aham eva vedyo
ved•nta-k”d veda-vid eva c•ham
"I am seated in everyone's heart, and from Me come remembrance, knowledge
and forgetfulness. By all the Vedas, I am to be known. Indeed I am the
compiler of Ved•nta, and I am the knower of the Vedas."
All intelligence emanates from the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the
Supersoul within the heart of everyone. Nondevotees want to ask the Supreme
Lord for sense gratification; therefore nondevotees come under the influence
of m•y•, the illusory energy. A devotee, however, is directed by the Supreme
Personality of Godhead and comes under the influence of yogam•y•. Consequently
there is a gulf of difference between statements made by a devotee and those
made by a nondevotee.
TEXT 201
TEXT
r•dh•-k”£‹era l†l• ei ati gã‚hatara
d•sya-v•tsaly•di-bh•ve n• haya gocara
SYNONYMS
r•dh•-k”£‹era l†l•--the pastimes of R•dh• and K”£‹a; ei--this is; ati--very
much; gã‚hatara--more confidential; d•sya--of servitude; v•tsalya-•di--and of
paternal love, etc.; bh•ve--in the moods; n• haya--is not; gocara-appreciated.
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TRANSLATION
"The pastimes of R•dh• and K”£‹a are very confidential. They cannot be
understood through the mellows of servitude, fraternity or paternal affection.
TEXT 202
TEXT
sabe eka sakh†-ga‹era ih•• adhik•ra
sakh† haite haya ei l†l•ra vist•ra
SYNONYMS
sabe--only; eka--one; sakh†-ga‹era--of the gop†s; ih••--in this; adhik•ra-qualification; sakh†--the gop†s; haite--from; haya--is; ei l†l•ra--of these
pastimes; vist•ra--the expansion.
TRANSLATION
"Actually, only the gop†s have the right to appreciate these transcendental
pastimes, and only from them can these pastimes be expanded.
TEXT 203
TEXT
sakh† vin• ei l†l• pu£àa n•hi haya
sakh† l†l• vist•riy•, sakh† •sv•daya
SYNONYMS
sakh† vin•--without the gop†s; ei l†l•--these pastimes; pu£àa--nourished;
n•hi haya--are never; sakh†--the gop†s; l†l•--the pastimes; vist•riy•-expanding; sakh†--the gop†s; •sv•daya--taste this mellow.
TRANSLATION
"Without the gop†s, these pastimes between R•dh• and K”£‹a cannot be
nourished. Only by their cooperation are such pastimes broadcast. It is their
business to taste the mellows.
TEXTS 204-205
TEXT
sakh† vin• ei l†l•ya anyera n•hi gati
sakh†-bh•ve ye t••re kare anugati
r•dh•-k”£‹a-ku‘jasev•-s•dhya sei p•ya
sei s•dhya p•ite •ra n•hika up•ya
SYNONYMS
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sakh† vin•--without the gop†s; ei l†l•ya--in these pastimes; anyera--of
others; n•hi--there is not; gati--entrance; sakh†-bh•ve--in the mood of the
gop†s; ye--anyone who; t••re--Lord K”£‹a; kare--does; anugati--following;
r•dh•-k”£‹a--of R•dh• and K”£‹a; ku‘ja-sev•--of service in the ku‘jas, or
gardens, of V”nd•vana; s•dhya--the goal; sei p•ya--he gets; sei--that; s•dhya-achievement; p•ite--to receive; •ra--other; n•hika--there is not; up•ya-means.
TRANSLATION
"Without the help of the gop†s, one cannot enter into these pastimes. Only
he who worships the Lord in the ecstasy of the gop†s, following in their
footsteps, can engage in the service of ¥r† ¥r† R•dh•-K”£‹a in the bushes of
V”nd•vana. Only then can one understand the conjugal love between R•dh• and
K”£‹a. There is no other procedure for understanding.
PURPORT
The means for returning home, for going back to Godhead, is devotional
service, but everyone has a different taste in the Lord's service. One may be
inclined to serve the Lord in servitude (d•sya-rasa), fraternity (sakhyarasa), or paternal love (v•tsalya-rasa), but none of these can enable one to
enter into the service of the Lord in conjugal love. To attain such service,
one has to follow in the footsteps of the gop†s in the ecstasy of sakh†-bh•va.
Then only can one understand the transcendental mellow of conjugal love.
In the Ujjvala-n†lama‹i, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† advises:
prema-l†l•-vih•r•‹•‰
samyag vist•rik• sakh†
vi¤rambha-ratna-peà† ca
One who expands the conjugal love of K”£‹a and His enjoyment among the
gop†s is called a sakh†. Such a person is a confidential gop† in the conjugal
affairs. Such assistants are like jewels in the form of K”£‹a's confidantes.
The actual business of the sakh†s is described thus in Ujjvala-n†lama‹i:
mitha„ prema-gunotk†rtis
tayor •sakti-k•rit•
abhis•ro dvayor eva
sakhy•„ k”£‹e samarpa‹am
narm•¤v•sana-nepathya‰
h”dayodgh•àa-p•àavam
chidra-sa‰v”tir etasy•„
paty-•de„ pariva‘can•
¤ik£• sa•gamana‰ k•le
sevana‰ vyajan•dibhi„
tayor dvayor up•lambha„
sande¤a-pre£a‹a‰ tath•
n•yik•-pr•‹a-sa‰rak£•
prayatn•dy•„ sakh†-kriy•„
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In the conjugal pastimes of K”£‹a, K”£‹a is the hero (n•yaka), and R•dhik•
is the heroine (n•yik•). The first business of the gop†s is to chant the
glories of both the hero and the heroine. Their second business is to
gradually create a situation in which the hero may be attracted to the heroine
and vice versa. Their third business is to induce both of Them to approach
each another. Their fourth business is to surrender unto K”£‹a, the fifth is
to create a jovial atmosphere, the sixth to give Them assurance to enjoy Their
pastimes, the seventh to dress and decorate both hero and heroine, the eighth
to show expertise in expressing Their desires, the ninth to conceal the faults
of the heroine, the tenth to cheat their respective husbands and relatives,
the eleventh to educate, the twelfth to enable both hero and heroine to meet
at the proper time, the thirteenth to fan both hero and heroine, the
fourteenth to sometimes reproach the hero and heroine, the fifteenth to set
conversations in motion, and the sixteenth to protect the heroine by various
means.
Some material sahajiy•s who cannot actually understand the pastimes of
R•dh• and K”£‹a manufacture their own life-styles without referring to
authority. Such sahajiy•s are called sakh†-bhek†, and sometimes they are
called gaura-n•gar†. They believe that the material body, which is fit to be
eaten by jackals and dogs, is enjoyable for K”£‹a. Consequently they
artificially decorate the material body to attract K”£‹a, thinking themselves
sakh†s. But K”£‹a is never attracted by the artificial grooming of the
material body. As far as ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and Her gop†s are concerned, their
bodies, homes, dresses, ornaments, endeavors and activities are all spiritual.
All of these are meant to satisfy the spiritual senses of K”£‹a. Indeed, they
are so pleasing and endearing to K”£‹a that He is subjugated by the influence
of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and Her friends. They have nothing to do with anything
mundane within the fourteen planetary systems of the universe. Although K”£‹a
is attractive to everyone, He is nonetheless attracted by the gop†s and
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
One should not be misled by mental concoctions, supposing his material body
to be perfect and deeming oneself a sakh†. This is something like
aha•grahop•san•, that is, a M•y•v•d†'s worship of his own body as the Supreme.
¥r†la J†va Gosv•m† has cautioned mundaners to abstain from such conceptions.
He also warns that thinking oneself one of the associates of the Supreme
without following in the footsteps of the gop†s is as offensive as thinking
oneself the Supreme. Such thinking is an apar•dha. One has to practice living
in V”nd•vana by hearing about the talks of the gop†s with K”£‹a. However, one
should not consider himself a gop†, for this is offensive.
TEXT 206
TEXT
vibhur api sukha-rãpa„ sva-prak•¤o 'pi bh•va„
k£a‹am api na hi r•dh•-k”£‹ayor y• ”te sv•„
pravahati rasa-pu£ài‰ cid-vibhãt†r ive¤a„
¤rayati na padam •s•‰ ka„ sakh†n•‰ rasa-j‘a„
SYNONYMS
vibhu„--all-powerful; api--although; sukha-rãpa„--happiness personified;
sva-prak•¤a„--self-effulgent; api--although; bh•va„--the completely spiritual
activities; k£a‹am api--even for a moment; na--never; hi--certainly; r•dh•k”£‹ayo„--of ¥r† R•dh• and K”£‹a; y•„--whom; ”te--without; sv•„--His own
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entourage (the gop†s); pravahati--leads to; rasa-pu£àim--completion of the
highest humor; cit-vibhãt†„--spiritual potencies; iva--like; †¤a„--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; ¤rayati--takes shelter of; na--not; padam--the
position; •s•m--of them; ka„--who; sakh†n•m--of the personal associates; rasaj‘a„--one who is conversant with the science of mellows.
TRANSLATION
" 'The pastimes of ¥r† R•dh• and K”£‹a are self-effulgent. They are
happiness personified, unlimited and all-powerful. Even so, the spiritual
humors of such pastimes are never complete without the gop†s, the Lord's
personal friends. The Supreme Personality of Godhead is never complete without
His spiritual potencies; therefore unless one takes shelter of the gop†s, one
cannot enter into the company of R•dh• and K”£‹a. Who can be interested in
Their spiritual pastimes without taking their shelter?'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Govinda-l†l•m”ta (10.17).
TEXT 207
TEXT
sakh†ra svabh•va eka akathya-kathana
k”£‹a-saha nija-l†l•ya n•hi sakh†ra mana
SYNONYMS
sakh†ra--of the gop†s; svabh•va--natural inclination; eka--one; akathya-inexplicable; kathana--narration; k”£‹a-saha--with K”£‹a; nija-l†l•ya--in His
personal pastimes; n•hi--not; sakh†ra--of the gop†s; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
"There is an inexplicable fact about the natural inclinations of the gop†s.
The gop†s never want to enjoy themselves with K”£‹a personally.
TEXT 208
TEXT
k”£‹a saha r•dhik•ra l†l• ye kar•ya
nija-sukha haite t•te koài sukha p•ya
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a saha--with K”£‹a; r•dhik•ra--of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; l†l•--the
pastimes; ye--which; kar•ya--they bring about; nija-sukha--personal happiness;
haite--than; t•te--in that; koài--ten million times; sukha--the happiness;
p•ya--they derive.
TRANSLATION
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"The happiness of the gop†s increases ten million times when they serve to
engage ¥r† ¥r† R•dh• and K”£‹a in Their transcendental pastimes.
TEXT 209
TEXT
r•dh•ra svarãpa----k”£‹a-prema-kalpalat•
sakh†-ga‹a haya t•ra pallava-pu£pa-p•t•
SYNONYMS
r•dh•ra svarãpa--the spiritual nature of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; k”£‹a-prema--of
love of K”£‹a; kalpa-lat•--a creeper; sakh†-ga‹a--the gop†s; haya--are; t•ra-of that creeper; pallava--the twigs; pu£pa--flowers; p•t•--and leaves.
TRANSLATION
"By nature, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is just like a creeper of love of Godhead,
and the gop†s are the twigs, flowers and leaves of that creeper.
TEXT 210
TEXT
k”£‹a-l†l•m”ta yadi lat•ke si‘caya
nija-sukha haite pallav•dyera koài-sukha haya
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-l†l•m”ta--the nectar of K”£‹a's pastimes; yadi--if; lat•ke--the
creeper; si‘caya--sprinkles; nija-sukha haite--than personal happiness;
pallava-•dyera--of the twigs, flowers and leaves; koài--ten million times;
sukha--the happiness; haya--there is.
TRANSLATION
"When the nectar of K”£‹a's pastimes is sprinkled on that creeper, the
happiness derived by the twigs, flowers and leaves is ten million times
greater than that derived by the creeper itself.
PURPORT
In his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya, ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura states, "¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹† is the creeper of love of Godhead, and the gop†s are exactly like
twigs, flowers and leaves. When water is sprinkled on the creeper, the twigs,
flowers and leaves indirectly receive all the benefits of the creeper itself.
But water sprinkled directly on the twigs, leaves and flowers is not as
effective as water sprinkled on the creeper's root. The gop†s are not as
pleased when they directly mix with K”£‹a as when they serve to unite ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹† with K”£‹a. Their transcendental pleasure lies in uniting Them."
TEXT 211
TEXT
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sakhya„ ¤r†-r•dhik•y• vraja-kumuda-vidhor hl•din†-n•ma-¤akte„
s•r•‰¤a-prema-vally•„ kisalaya-dala-pu£p•di-tuly•„ sva-tuly•„
sikt•y•‰ k”£‹a-l†l•m”ta-rasa-nicayair ullasanty•m amu£y•‰
j•toll•s•„ sva-sek•c chata-gu‹am adhika‰ santi yat tan na citram
SYNONYMS
sakhya„--friends like Lalit• and Vi¤•kh•; ¤r†-r•dhik•y•„--of ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†; vraja-kumuda--of the lotuslike inhabitants of Vrajabhãmi; vidho„-of the moon (K”£‹a); hl•din†--pleasure-giving; n•ma--of the name; ¤akte„--of
the potency; s•ra-a‰¤a--the active principle; prema-vally•„--of the creeper of
love of Godhead; kisalaya--newly grown; dala--leaves; pu£pa--flowers; •di--and
so on; tuly•„--equal to; sva-tuly•„--equal to Herself; sikt•y•m--when
sprinkled; k”£‹a-l†l•--of the pastimes of K”£‹a; am”ta--of the nectar; rasanicayai„--by drops of the juice; ullasanty•m--shining; amu£y•m--of Her,
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; j•ta-ull•s•„--having awakened pleasure; sva-sek•t--than her
own sprinkling; ¤ata-gu‹am--a hundred times; adhikam--more; santi--are; yat-which; tat--that; na--not; citram--wonderful.
TRANSLATION
" 'All the gop†s, the personal friends of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, are equal to
Her. K”£‹a is pleasing to the inhabitants of Vrajabhãmi, just as the moon is
pleasing to the lotus flower. His pleasure-giving potency is known as
•hl•din†, of which the active principle is ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. She is compared
to a creeper with newly grown flowers and leaves. When the nectar of K”£‹a's
pastimes is sprinkled on ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, all Her friends, the gop†s,
immediately appreciate the pleasure a hundred times more than if they were
sprinkled themselves. Actually this is not at all wonderful.'
PURPORT
This verse is also from the Govinda-l†l•m”ta (10.16).
TEXT 212
TEXT
yadyapi sakh†ra k”£‹a-sa•game n•hi mana
tath•pi r•dhik• yatne kar•na sa•gama
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; sakh†ra--of the gop†s; k”£‹a-sa•game--directly enjoying
with K”£‹a; n•hi--not; mana--the mind; tath•pi--still; r•dhik•--¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†; yatne--with great endeavor; kar•na--causes; sa•gama--association
with K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Although the gop†s, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s friends, do not desire to enjoy
themselves directly with K”£‹a, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† makes a great endeavor to
induce K”£‹a to enjoy Himself with the gop†s.
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TEXT 213
TEXT
n•n•-cchale k”£‹e preri' sa•gama kar•ya
•tma-k”£‹a-sa•ga haite koài-sukha p•ya
SYNONYMS
n•n•-chale--under different pleas; k”£‹e--unto K”£‹a; preri'--sending;
sa•gama--direct association; kar•ya--induces; •tma-k”£‹a-sa•ga--personal
association with K”£‹a; haite--than; koài-sukha--ten million times more
happiness; p•ya--She gets.
TRANSLATION
"Presenting various pleas for the gop†s, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† sometimes sends
the gop†s to K”£‹a just to enable them to associate with Him directly. At such
times, She enjoys a happiness ten million times greater than that enjoyed
through direct association.
TEXT 214
TEXT
anyonye vi¤uddha preme kare rasa pu£àa
t••-sab•ra prema dekhi' k”£‹a haya tu£àa
SYNONYMS
anyonye--by one another; vi¤uddha--transcendental; preme--in love of
Godhead; kare--makes; rasa--the mellow; pu£àa--nourished; t••-sab•ra--of all
of them; prema--the love of Godhead; dekhi'--seeing; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; haya-becomes; tu£àa--satisfied.
TRANSLATION
"The transcendental mellow is nourished by that mutual behavior in
transcendental love of Godhead. When Lord K”£‹a sees how the gop†s have
developed pure love for Him, He becomes very satisfied.
PURPORT
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and the gop†s are not interested in their personal
happiness derived from association with K”£‹a. Rather, they become happy by
seeing one another associate with K”£‹a. In this way their dealings are
further nourished by love of Godhead, and seeing this, K”£‹a is very pleased.
TEXT 215
TEXT
sahaja gop†ra prema,----nahe pr•k”ta k•ma
k•ma-kr†‚•-s•mye t•ra kahi 'k•ma'-n•ma
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SYNONYMS
sahaja--natural; gop†ra--of the gop†s; prema--love of Godhead; nahe--is
not; pr•k”ta--material; k•ma--lust; k•ma-kr†‚•--lusty affairs; s•mye--in
appearing equal to; t•ra--of such activities; kahi--I speak; k•ma-n•ma--the
name "lust."
TRANSLATION
"It is to be noted that the natural characteristic of the gop†s is to love
the Supreme Lord. Their lusty desire is not to be compared to material lust.
Nonetheless, because their desire sometimes appears to resemble material lust,
their transcendental love for K”£‹a is sometimes described as lust.
PURPORT
Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura says that material lust should never be
attributed to K”£‹a, who is full of transcendental knowledge. Material lust
cannot be engaged in the service of the Lord, for it is applicable to
materialists, not to K”£‹a. Only prema, or love of Godhead, is applicable for
the satisfaction of K”£‹a. Prema is full service rendered unto the Lord. The
lusty affairs of the gop†s actually constitute the topmost love of Godhead
because the gop†s never act for their own personal satisfaction. They are
simply pleased by engaging other gop†s in the service of the Lord. The gop†s
derive more transcendental pleasure from indirectly engaging other gop†s in
the service of K”£‹a than from engaging in His service themselves. That is the
difference between material lust and love of Godhead. Lust applies to the
material world, and love of Godhead applies only to K”£‹a.
TEXT 216
TEXT
premaiva gopa-r•m•‹•‰
k•ma ity agamat prath•m
ity uddhav•dayo 'py eta‰
v•‘chanti bhagavat-priy•„
SYNONYMS
prem•--love of Godhead; eva--certainly; gopa-r•m•‹•m--of all the gop†s;
k•ma„--lust; iti--thus; agamat--became current; prath•m--the process; iti-thus; uddhava-•daya„--all devotees, headed by Uddhava; api--certainly; etam-this type of behavior; v•‘chanti--desire; bhagavat-priy•„--those who are very,
very dear to the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'The dealings of the gop†s with K”£‹a are on the platform of pure love of
Godhead, yet they are sometimes considered to be lusty. But because such
dealings are completely spiritual, Uddhava and all the other dearmost devotees
of the Lord desire to participate in them.'
PURPORT
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This is a quotation from the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.285).
TEXT 217
TEXT
nijendriya-sukha-hetu k•mera t•tparya
k”£‹a-sukha-t•tparya gop†-bh•va-varya
SYNONYMS
nija-indriya--of one's own senses; sukha--of the happiness; hetu--for the
reason; k•mera--of lusty desire; t•tparya--intention; k”£‹a--of K”£‹a; sukha-the happiness; t•tparya--intention; gop†-bh•va-varya--the foremost mood of the
gop†s.
TRANSLATION
"Lusty desires are experienced when one is concerned with his own personal
sense gratification. The mood of the gop†s is not like that. Their only desire
is to satisfy the senses of K”£‹a.
TEXT 218
TEXT
nijendriya-sukha-v•‘ch• n•hi gopik•ra
k”£‹e sukha dite kare sa•gama-vih•ra
SYNONYMS
nija-indriya-sukha--for personal sense gratification; v•‘ch•--the desire;
n•hi--there is not; gopik•ra--of the gop†s; k”£‹e--unto K”£‹a; sukha-happiness; dite--to give; kare--do; sa•gama-vih•ra--mingling and enjoying with
K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Among the gop†s, there is not a pinch of desire for sense gratification.
Their only desire is to give pleasure to K”£‹a, and this is why they mingle
with Him and enjoy with Him.
TEXT 219
TEXT
yat te suj•ta-cara‹•mburuha‰ stane£u
bh†t•„ ¤anai„ priya dadh†mahi karka¤e£u
ten•àav†m aàasi tad vyathate na ki‰ svit
kãrp•dibhir bhramati dh†r bhavad-•yu£•‰ na„
SYNONYMS
yat--because; te--Your; suj•ta--delicate; cara‹a-ambu-ruham--lotus feet;
stane£u--on the breasts; bh†t•„--being afraid of; ¤anai„--very carefully;
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priya--O dear one; dadh†mahi--we place; karka¤e£u--very rough and hard; tena-by such lotus feet; aàav†m--the forest; aàasi--You wander; tat vyathate--that
are pained; na--not; kim svit--whether; kãrpa-•dibhi„--by the small particles
of stone; bhramati--bewilders; dh†„--intelligence; bhavat-•yu£•m--of persons
who consider You as the duration of life; na„--of us.
TRANSLATION
"All the gop†s said, 'Dear K”£‹a, we carefully hold Your delicate lotus
feet upon our hard breasts. When You walk in the forest, Your soft lotus feet
are pricked by small bits of stone. We fear that this is paining You. Since
You are our life and soul, and our minds are very disturbed when Your lotus
feet are pained.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.31.19).
TEXT 220
TEXT
sei gop†-bh•v•m”te y••ra lobha haya
veda-dharma-loka tyaji' se k”£‹e bhajaya
SYNONYMS
sei--that; gop†--of the gop†s; bh•va-am”te--in the nectar of the ecstasy;
y••ra--whose; lobha--attachment; haya--is; veda-dharma--religious principles
of the Vedas; loka--popular opinion; tyaji'--giving up; se--he; k”£‹e--unto
K”£‹a; bhajaya--renders loving service.
TRANSLATION
"One who is attracted by that ecstatic love of the gop†s does not care
about popular opinion or the regulative principles of Vedic life. Rather, he
completely surrenders unto K”£‹a and renders service unto Him.
TEXT 221
TEXT
r•g•nuga-m•rge t••re bhaje yei jana
sei-jana p•ya vraje vrajendra-nandana
SYNONYMS
r•ga-anuga--of spontaneous attachment; m•rge--on the path; t••re--K”£‹a;
bhaje--worships; yei--who; jana--a person; sei-jana--that person; p•ya--gets;
vraje--in V”nd•vana; vrajendra-nandana--the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda.
TRANSLATION
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"If one worships the Lord on the path of spontaneous love and goes to
V”nd•vana, he receives the shelter of Vrajendra-nandana, the son of Nanda
Mah•r•ja.
PURPORT
In all, there are sixty-four items listed for the rendering of service unto
K”£‹a, and these are the regulative principles enjoined in the ¤•stras and
given by the spiritual master. One has to serve K”£‹a according to these
regulative principles, but if one develops spontaneous love for K”£‹a as
exhibited in the activities of those who live in Vrajabhãmi, one attains the
platform of r•g•nuga-bhakti. One who has developed this spontaneous love is
eligible for elevation to the platform enjoyed by the inhabitants of
Vrajabhãmi. In Vrajabhãmi, there are no regulative principles set forth for
K”£‹a's service. Rather, everything is carried out in spontaneous, natural
love for K”£‹a. There is no question of following the principles of the Vedic
system. Such principles are followed within this material world, and as long
as one is on the material platform, he has to execute them. However,
spontaneous love of K”£‹a is transcendental. It may seem that the regulative
principles are being violated, but the devotee is on the transcendental
platform. Such service is called gu‹•t†ta, or nirgu‹a, for it is not
contaminated by the three modes of material nature.
TEXT 222
TEXT
vraja-lokera kona bh•va la‘• yei bhaje
bh•va-yogya deha p•‘• k”£‹a p•ya vraje
SYNONYMS
vraja-lokera--of the planet known as Goloka V”nd•vana; kona--some; bh•va-mood; la‘•--accepting; yei--anyone who; bhaje--executes devotional service;
bh•va-yogya--suitable for that spiritual attraction; deha--a body; p•‘•-getting; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; p•ya--gets; vraje--in V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
"In his liberated stage the devotee is attracted by one of the five humors
in the transcendental loving service of the Lord. As he continues to serve the
Lord in that transcendental mood, he attains a spiritual body to serve K”£‹a
in Goloka V”nd•vana.
TEXT 223
TEXT
t•h•te d”£à•nta----upani£ad ¤ruti-ga‹a
r•ga-m•rge bhaji' p•ila vrajendra-nandana
SYNONYMS
t•h•te--in this matter; d”£à•nta--the example; upani£ad ¤ruti-ga‹a--the
great sages known as the personified Upani£ads or ¤rutis; r•ga-m•rge--on the
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path of spontaneous love; bhaji'--worshiping; p•ila--obtained; vrajendranandana--the lotus feet of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Those saintly persons who presented the Upani£ads are vivid examples of
this. By worshiping the Lord on the path of spontaneous love, they attained
the lotus feet of Vrajendra-nandana, the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja.
PURPORT
In the Goloka V”nd•vana planet, K”£‹a's servants are headed by Raktaka and
Patraka. K”£‹a's friends are headed by ¥r†d•m•, Subala and others. There are
also elderly gop†s and the cowherd men, headed by Nanda Mah•r•ja, mother
Ya¤od• and others. All of these personalities are eternally engaged in the
loving service of the Lord in accordance with their specific attachments for
K”£‹a. One who wants to return home to serve the Lord directly may be
attracted to K”£‹a as a servant, friend, father or mother. If a person
continuously serves K”£‹a during this life in a particular ecstasy, upon
giving up the material body he attains a suitable spiritual body to serve
K”£‹a in terms of his particular attachment. One may serve as a servant,
friend, father or mother. In the same way, one who wants to serve K”£‹a in
conjugal love can also attain a body under the guidance of the gop†s. The most
vivid example in this connection is those saintly personalities known as
¤rutis, who represent the Upani£ads. These ¤rutis understand that without
serving K”£‹a and following in the footsteps of the gop†s there is no
possibility of entering the kingdom of God. Therefore they engage in
spontaneous loving service unto K”£‹a and follow in the footsteps of the
gop†s.
TEXT 224
TEXT
nibh”ta-marun-mano 'k£a-d”‚ha-yoga-yujo h”di yan
munaya up•sate tad arayo 'pi yayu„ smara‹•t
striya uragendra-bhoga-bhuja-da‹‚a-vi£akta-dhiyo
vayam api te sam•„ sama-d”¤o '•ghri-saroja-sudh•„
SYNONYMS
nibh”ta--controlled; marut--the life air; mana„--the mind; ak£a--senses;
d”‚ha--strong; yoga--in the mystic yoga process; yuja„--who are engaged; h”di-within the heart; yat--who; munaya„--the great sages; up•sate--worship; tat-that; araya„--the enemies; api--also; yayu„--obtain; smara‹•t--from
remembering; striya„--the gop†s; uraga-indra--of serpents; bhoga--like the
bodies; bhuja--the arms; da‹‚a--like rods; vi£akta--fastened to; dhiya„--whose
minds; vayam api--we also; te--Your; sam•„--equal to them; sama-d”¤a„--having
the same ecstatic emotions; a•ghri-saroja--of the lotus feet; sudh•„--the
nectar.
TRANSLATION
" 'Great sages conquer the mind and senses by practicing the mystic yoga
system and controlling their breath. Thus engaging in mystic yoga, they see
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the Supersoul within their hearts and ultimately enter into impersonal
Brahman. But even the enemies of the Supreme Personality of Godhead attain
that position simply by thinking of the Supreme Lord. However, the damsels of
Vraja, the gop†s, being attracted by the beauty of K”£‹a, simply wanted to
embrace Him and His arms, which are like serpents. Thus the gop†s ultimately
tasted the nectar of the lotus feet of the Lord. Similarly, we Upani£ads can
also taste the nectar of His lotus feet by following in the footsteps of the
gop†s.' "
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.87.23) spoken by the ¤rutis,
the personified Vedas.
TEXT 225
TEXT
'sama-d”¤a„'-¤abde kahe 'sei bh•ve anugati'
'sam•„'-¤abde kahe ¤rutira gop†-deha-pr•pti
SYNONYMS
sama-d”¤a„ ¤abde--by the word sama-d”¤a„; kahe--it says; sei--that; bh•ve-in the emotion; anugati--following; sam•„ ¤abde--by this word sam•„; kahe--it
says; ¤rutira--of the persons known as the ¤rutis; gop†-deha--the bodies of
gop†s; pr•pti--attainment.
TRANSLATION
"The word 'sama-d”¤a„,' mentioned in the fourth line of the previous verse,
means 'following the mood of the gop†s.' The word 'sam•„' means 'the ¤rutis'
attaining a body like those of the gop†s.'
TEXT 226
TEXT
'a•ghri-padma-sudh•'ya kahe 'k”£‹a-sa•g•nanda'
vidhi-m•rge n• p•iye vraje k”£‹a-candra
SYNONYMS
a•ghri-padma-sudh•ya--by the nectar derived from the lotus feet of K”£‹a;
kahe--it says; k”£‹a-sa•ga-•nanda--transcendental bliss by the association of
K”£‹a; vidhi-m•rge--on the path of regulative principles; n• p•iye--one does
not get; vraje--in Goloka V”nd•vana; k”£‹a-candra--Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"The word 'a•ghri-padma-sudh•' means 'associating intimately with K”£‹a.'
One can attain such perfection only by spontaneous love of God. One cannot
obtain K”£‹a in Goloka V”nd•vana simply by serving the Lord according to
regulative principles.
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TEXT 227
TEXT
n•ya‰ sukh•po bhagav•n
dehin•‰ gopik•-suta„
j‘•nin•‰ c•tma-bhãt•n•‰
yath• bhakti-mat•m iha
SYNONYMS
na--not; ayam--this Lord ¥r† K”£‹a; sukha-•pa„--easily available; bhagav•n-the Supreme Personality of Godhead; dehin•m--for materialistic persons who
have accepted the body as the self; gopik•-suta„--the son of mother Ya¤od•;
j‘•nin•m--for persons addicted to mental speculation; ca--and; •tma-bhãt•n•m-for persons performing severe austerities and penances; yath•--as; bhaktimat•m--for persons engaged in spontaneous devotional service; iha--in this
world.
TRANSLATION
" 'The Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, the son of mother Ya¤od•, is
accessible to those devotees engaged in spontaneous loving service, but He is
not as easily accessible to mental speculators, to those striving for selfrealization by severe austerities and penances, or to those who consider the
body the same as the self.'
PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.9.21) is spoken by ¥r†la ¥ukadeva
Gosv•m†. It appears within a passage in which he glorifies mother Ya¤od• and
other devotees of K”£‹a by describing how they can subjugate Him with their
love.
TEXT 228
TEXT
ataeva gop†-bh•va kari a•g†k•ra
r•tri-dina cinte r•dh•-k”£‹era vih•ra
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; gop†-bh•va--the loving mood of the gop†s; kari--making;
a•g†k•ra--acceptance; r•tri-dina--day and night; cinte--one thinks; r•dh•k”£‹era--of R•dh• and K”£‹a; vih•ra--the pastimes.
TRANSLATION
"Therefore one should accept the mood of the gop†s in their service. In
such a transcendental mood, one should always think of the pastimes of ¥r†
R•dh• and K”£‹a.
TEXT 229
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TEXT
siddha-dehe cinti' kare t•h••‘i sevana
sakh†-bh•ve p•ya r•dh•-k”£‹era cara‹a
SYNONYMS
siddha-dehe--in the perfected stage; cinti'--by remembering; kare--does;
t•h••‘i--in the spiritual world; sevana--service; sakh†-bh•ve--in mood of the
gop†s; p•ya--gets; r•dh•-k”£‹era--of R•dh• and K”£‹a; cara‹a--the lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
"After thinking of R•dh• and K”£‹a and Their pastimes for a long time and
after getting completely free from material contamination, one is transferred
to the spiritual world. There the devotee attains an opportunity to serve
R•dh• and K”£‹a as one of the gop†s.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura comments that the word siddha-deha,
"perfected spiritual body," refers to a body beyond the material gross body
composed of five elements and the subtle astral body composed of mind,
intelligence and false ego. In other words, one attains a completely spiritual
body fit to render service to the transcendental couple R•dh• and K”£‹a:
sarvop•dhi-vinirmukta‰ tat-paratvena nirmalam.
When one is situated in his spiritual body, which is beyond this gross and
subtle material body, he is fit to serve R•dh• and K”£‹a. That body is called
siddha-deha. The living entity attains a particular type of gross body in
accordance with his past activities and mental condition. In this life the
mental condition changes in different ways, and the same living entity gets
another body in the next life according to his desires. The mind, intelligence
and false ego are always engaged in an attempt to dominate material nature.
According to that subtle astral body, one attains a gross body to enjoy the
objects of one's desires. According to the activities of the present body, one
prepares another subtle body. And according to the subtle body, one attains
another gross body. This is the process of material existence. However, when
one is spiritually situated and does not desire a gross or subtle body, he
attains his original spiritual body. As confirmed by the Bhagavad-g†t• (4.9):
tyaktv• deha‰ punar janma naiti m•m eti so 'rjuna.
One is elevated to the spiritual world by the spiritual body and is
situated either in Goloka V”nd•vana or in another Vaiku‹àha planet. In the
spiritual body there are no longer material desires, and one is fully
satisfied by rendering service to the Supreme Personality of Godhead, R•dh•
and K”£‹a. This is the platform of bhakti (h”£†ke‹a h”£†ke¤a-sevana‰ bhaktir
ucyate). When the spiritual body, mind and senses are completely purified, one
can render service to the Supreme Personality of Godhead and His consort. In
Vaiku‹àha the consort is Lak£m†, and in Goloka V”nd•vana the consort is
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. In the spiritual body, free from material contamination,
one can serve R•dh•-K”£‹a and Lak£m†-N•r•ya‹a. When one is thus spiritually
situated, he no longer thinks of his own personal sense gratification. This
spiritual body is called siddha-deha, the body by which one can render
transcendental service unto R•dh• and K”£‹a. The process is that of engaging
the transcendental senses in loving devotional service. This verse
specifically mentions, sakh†-bh•ve p•ya r•dh•-k”£‹era cara‹a: only
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transcendentally elevated persons in the mood of the gop†s can engage in the
service of the lotus feet of R•dh• and K”£‹a.
TEXT 230
TEXT
gop†-•nugatya vin• ai¤varya-j‘•ne
bhajileha n•hi p•ya vrajendra-nandane
SYNONYMS
gop†-•nugatya--subservience to the gop†s; vin•--without; ai¤varya-j‘•ne--in
the knowledge of opulence; bhajileha--if serving the Supreme Lord; n•hi--not;
p•ya--gets; vrajendra-nandane--the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda, K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Unless one follows in the footsteps of the gop†s, he cannot attain the
service of the lotus feet of K”£‹a, the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja. If one is
overcome by knowledge of the Lord's opulence, he cannot attain the Lord's
lotus feet, even though he is engaged in devotional service.
PURPORT
One can worship Lak£m†-N•r•ya‹a by the process of vidhi-m•rga, worshiping
the Lord with regulative principles according to the instructions of the
¤•stra and the spiritual master. But the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
R•dh•-K”£‹a, cannot be directly worshiped by this process. The dealings
between R•dh• and K”£‹a and the gop†s are devoid of the opulences of Lak£m†N•r•ya‹a. The process of vidhi-m•rga, following the regulative principles, is
utilized in the worship of Lak£m†-N•r•ya‹a, whereas the process of spontaneous
service--following in the footsteps of the gop†s, who are the denizens of
V”nd•vana--is transcendentally more advanced and is the process whereby R•dh•
and K”£‹a are worshiped. One cannot attain this elevated position while
worshiping the Lord in His opulence. Those attracted by the conjugal love
between R•dh• and K”£‹a must follow in the footsteps of the gop†s. Only then
is it possible to enter into the Lord's service in Goloka V”nd•vana and
directly associate with R•dh• and K”£‹a.
TEXT 231
TEXT
t•h•te d”£à•nta----lak£m† karila bhajana
tath•pi n• p•ila vraje vrajendra-nandana
SYNONYMS
t•h•te--in that; d”£à•nta--the evidence; lak£m†--the goddess of fortune;
karila--did; bhajana--worship; tath•pi--still; n•--not; p•ila--got; vraje--in
V”nd•vana; vrajendra-nandana--the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda, K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
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"The unspoken example in this connection is the goddess of fortune, who
worshiped Lord K”£‹a in order to attain His pastimes in V”nd•vana. But due to
her opulent life-style, she could not attain the service of K”£‹a in
V”nd•vana.
TEXT 232
TEXT
n•ya‰ ¤riyo '•ga u nit•nta-rate„ pras•da„
svar-yo£it•‰ nalina-gandha-ruc•‰ kuto 'ny•„
r•sotsave 'sya bhuja-da‹‚a-g”h†ta-ka‹àhalabdh•¤i£•‰ ya udag•d vraja-sundar†‹•m
SYNONYMS
na--not; ayam--this; ¤riya„--of the goddess of fortune; a•ge--on the chest;
u--alas; nit•nta-rate„--who is very intimately related; pras•da„--the favor;
sva„--of the heavenly planets; yo£it•m--of women; nalina--of the lotus flower;
gandha--having the aroma; ruc•m--and bodily luster; kuta„--much less; any•„-others; r•sa-utsave--in the festival of the r•sa dance; asya--of Lord ¥r†
K”£‹a; bhuja-da‹‚a--by the arms; g”h†ta--embraced; ka‹àha--their necks;
labdha-•¤i£•m--who achieved such a blessing; ya„--which; udag•t--became
manifest; vraja-sundar†‹•m--of the beautiful gop†s, the transcendental girls
of Vrajabhãmi.
TRANSLATION
" 'When Lord ¥r† K”£‹a was dancing with the gop†s in the r•sa-l†l•, the
gop†s were embraced around the neck by the Lord's arms. This transcendental
favor was never enjoyed by the goddess of fortune or other consorts in the
spiritual world. Nor was such a thing ever imagined by the most beautiful
girls from the heavenly planets, whose bodily luster and aroma exactly
resemble a lotus flower. And what to speak of worldly women who are very
beautiful according to the material estimation?' "
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.47.60).
TEXT 233
TEXT
eta ¤uni' prabhu t••re kaila •li•gana
dui jane gal•gali karena krandana
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing so much; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re-unto R•m•nanda R•ya; kaila--did; •li•gana--embracing; dui jane--both of them;
gal•gali--embracing shoulder to shoulder; karena--did; krandana--crying.
TRANSLATION
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After hearing this, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu embraced R•m•nanda R•ya,
and both of them, embracing shoulder to shoulder, began to cry.
TEXT 234
TEXT
ei-mata prem•ve¤e r•tri go••il•
pr•ta„-k•le nija-nija-k•rye du•he gel•
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love of Godhead; r•tri--the
night; go••il•--passed; pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning; nija-nija-k•rye--to their
own respective duties; du•he--both of them; gel•--departed.
TRANSLATION
The entire night was passed in this way, in ecstatic love of Godhead. In
the morning they both departed to tend to their respective duties.
TEXT 235
TEXT
vid•ya-samaye prabhura cara‹e dhariy•
r•m•nanda r•ya kahe vinati kariy•
SYNONYMS
vid•ya-samaye--at the point of departure; prabhura cara‹e--the lotus feet
of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dhariy•--capturing; r•m•nanda r•ya--R•m•nanda
R•ya; kahe--says; vinati kariy•--with great humility.
TRANSLATION
Before departing from ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, R•m•nanda R•ya fell to the
ground and caught hold of the Lord's lotus feet. He then spoke submissively as
follows.
TEXT 236
TEXT
'more k”p• karite tom•ra ih•• •gamana
dina da¤a rahi' ¤odha mora du£àa mana
SYNONYMS
more--unto me; k”p•--mercy; karite--to do; tom•ra--Your; ih••--here;
•gamana--coming; dina da¤a rahi'--remaining at least ten days; ¤odha--purify;
mora--my; du£àa mana--polluted mind.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya said, "You have come here just to show me Your causeless
mercy. Therefore stay here for at least ten days and purify my polluted mind.
TEXT 237
TEXT
tom• vin• anya n•hi j†va uddh•rite
tom• vin• anya n•hi k”£‹a-prema dite'
SYNONYMS
tom• vin•--without You; anya--anyone else; n•hi--there is not; j†va--the
living entity; uddh•rite--to liberate; tom• vin•--without You; anya--anyone
else; n•hi--there is not; k”£‹a-prema dite--to bestow love of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"But for You, there is no one who can deliver all the living entities, for
You alone can deliver love of K”£‹a."
TEXT 238
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----•il••a ¤uni' tom•ra gu‹a
k”£‹a-kath• ¤uni, ¤uddha kar•ite mana
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; •il••a--I have come; ¤uni'--hearing; tom•ra-your; gu‹a--qualities; k”£‹a-kath•--these topics about K”£‹a; ¤uni--I hear;
¤uddha kar•ite--just to make pure; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
The Lord replied, "Having heard about your good qualities, I have come
here. I have come to hear about K”£‹a from you and thus purify My mind.
TEXT 239
TEXT
yaiche ¤unilu•, taiche dekhilu• tom•ra mahim•
r•dh•-k”£‹a-premarasa-j‘•nera tumi s†m•
SYNONYMS
yaiche--as much; ¤unilu•--as I have heard; taiche--that much; dekhilu•--I
have seen; tom•ra mahim•--your glories; r•dh•-k”£‹a-prema-rasa-j‘•nera--of
transcendental knowledge about the loving affairs of R•dh• and K”£‹a; tumi-you; s†m•--the ultimate goal.
TRANSLATION
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"Now that I have actually seen your glories, what I heard about you is
confirmed. As far as the pastimes of R•dh• and K”£‹a in a loving mood are
concerned, you are the limit of knowledge."
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu found R•m•nanda R•ya to be the best authority in
transcendental knowledge of the loving affairs between R•dh• and K”£‹a. In
this verse the Lord actually states that R•m•nanda R•ya was the limit of this
knowledge.
TEXT 240
TEXT
da¤a dinera k•-kath• y•vat •mi j†ba'
t•vat tom•ra sa•ga ch•‚ite n•riba
SYNONYMS
da¤a dinera--of ten days; k•-kath•--what to speak; y•vat--as long as; •mi-I; j†ba'--shall live; t•vat--that long; tom•ra--of you; sa•ga--the
association; ch•‚ite--to give up; n•riba--I shall not be able.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "To say nothing of ten days, as long as
I live I shall find it impossible to give up your company.
TEXT 241
TEXT
n†l•cale tumi-•mi th•kiba eka-sa•ge
sukhe go••iba k•la k”£‹a-kath•-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
n†l•cale--in Jagann•tha Pur†; tumi--you; •mi--I; th•kiba--shall stay; ekasa•ge--together; sukhe--in happiness; go••iba--will pass; k•la--time; k”£‹akath•-ra•ge--in the joy of talking about K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"You and I shall remain together at Jagann•tha Pur†. We shall pass our time
together in joy, talking about K”£‹a and His pastimes."
TEXT 242
TEXT
eta bali' du•he nija-nija k•rye gel•
sandhy•-k•le r•ya puna„ •siy• milil•
SYNONYMS
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eta bali'--saying this; du•he--both of them; nija-nija--their own
respective; k•rye--in the duties; gel•--departed; sandhy•-k•le--in the
evening; r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya; puna„--again; •siy•--coming there; milil•--met.
TRANSLATION
In this way they both departed to perform their respective duties. Then, in
the evening, R•m•nanda R•ya returned to see Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 243
TEXT
anyonye mili' du•he nibh”te vasiy•
pra¤nottara-go£àh† kahe •nandita ha‘•
SYNONYMS
anyonye--each another; mili'--meeting; du•he--both of them; nibh”te--in a
secluded place; vasiy•--sitting; pra¤na-uttara--of questions and answers;
go£àh†--a discussion; kahe--spoke; •nandita--jubilant; ha‘•--becoming.
TRANSLATION
Thus they met time and time again, sitting in a secluded place and
jubilantly discussing devotional service by the question and answer process.
TEXT 244
TEXT
prabhu puche, r•m•nanda karena uttara
ei mata sei r•tre kath• paraspara
SYNONYMS
prabhu puche--the Lord inquires; r•m•nanda--R•ya R•m•nanda; karena--gives;
uttara--answers; ei mata--in this way; sei r•tre--on that night; kath•-discussion; paraspara--mutual.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked the questions, and ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya gave
the answers. In this way they were engaged in discussion throughout the night.
TEXT 245
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"kon vidy• vidy•-madhye s•ra?"
r•ya kahe,----"k”£‹a-bhakti vin• vidy• n•hi •ra"
SYNONYMS
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prabhu kahe--the Lord inquired; kon--what; vidy•--knowledge; vidy•-madhye-in the midst of knowledge; s•ra--the most important; r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya
answered; k”£‹a-bhakti--devotional service to K”£‹a; vin•--except; vidy•-education; n•hi--there is not; •ra--any other.
TRANSLATION
On one occasion the Lord inquired, "Of all types of education, which is the
most important?" R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "No education is important other than
the transcendental devotional service of K”£‹a."
PURPORT
Texts 245 to 257 are all questions and answers between ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and R•m•nanda R•ya. In these exchanges there is an attempt to show
the difference between material and spiritual existence. Education in K”£‹a
consciousness is always transcendental and is the best of all forms of
education. Material education aims at increasing the activities of material
sense gratification. Beyond material sense gratification is another negative
form of knowledge called brahma-vidy•, or transcendental knowledge. But beyond
that brahma-vidy•, or knowledge of the impersonal Brahman, is knowledge of
devotional service to the Supreme Lord, Vi£‹u. This knowledge is higher. And
higher still is devotional service to Lord K”£‹a, which is the topmost form of
education. According to ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (4.29.49): tat karma hari-to£a‰ yat
s• vidy• tan-matir yay•: "Work meant for pleasing the Supreme Lord is the
best, and education that enhances one's K”£‹a consciousness is the best."
Also, according to ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (7.5.23-24):
¤rava‹a‰ k†rtana‰ vi£‹o„
smara‹a‰ p•da-sevanam
arcana‰ vandana‰ d•syam
sakhyam •tma-nivedanam
iti pu‰s•rpit• vi£‹au
bhakti¤ cen nava-lak£a‹•
kriyeta bhagavaty addh•
tan manye 'dh†tam uttamam
This is a statement given by Prahl•da Mah•r•ja in answer to a question
raised by his father. Prahl•da Mah•r•ja said, "To hear or chant about Lord
Vi£‹u, to remember Him, to serve His lotus feet, to worship Him, to offer
prayers to Him, to become His servant and His friend, to sacrifice everything
for His service--all these are varieties of devotional service. One who is
engaged in such activities is understood to be educated to the topmost
perfection."
TEXT 246
TEXT
'k†rti-ga‹a-madhye j†vera kon ba‚a k†rti?'
'k”£‹a-bhakta baliy• y••h•ra haya khy•ti'
SYNONYMS
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k†rti-ga‹a-madhye--among glorious activities; j†vera--of the living entity;
kon--which; ba‚a--greatest; k†rti--glory; k”£‹a-bhakta--a devotee of Lord
K”£‹a; baliy•--as; y••h•ra--of whom; haya--there is; khy•ti--the reputation.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then asked R•m•nanda R•ya, "Out of all glorious
activities, which is the most glorious?" R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "That person
who is reputed to be a devotee of Lord K”£‹a enjoys the utmost fame and
glory."
PURPORT
The greatest reputation a living being can have is to be a devotee of K”£‹a
and to act in K”£‹a consciousness. In the material world everyone is trying to
be famous by accumulating a large bank balance or material opulence. There is
a steady competition among karm†s attempting to advance in a wealthy society.
The whole world is turning in accordance with that competitive mood. But this
kind of name and fame is temporary, for it lasts only as long as the temporary
material body exists. One may become famous as a brahma-j‘•n†, an
impersonalist scholar, or one may become a materially opulent person. In
either case, such reputations are inferior to the reputation of K”£‹a's
devotee. In the Garu‚a Pur•‹a it is said:
kalau bh•gavata‰ n•ma
durlabha‰ naiva labhyate
brahma-rudra-padotk”£àa‰
guru‹• kathita‰ mama
"In this Age of Kali, the fame of one who is known as a great devotee is
very rare. However, such a position is superior to that of the great demigods
like Brahm• and Mah•deva. This is the opinion of all spiritual masters."
In the Itih•sa-samuccaya, N•rada tells Pu‹‚ar†ka:
janm•ntara-sahasre£u
yasya sy•d buddhir †d”¤†
d•so 'ha‰ v•sudevasya
sarv•… lok•n samuddharet
"After many, many births, when a person realizes that he is the eternal
servant of V•sudeva, he can deliver all the worlds."
In the šdi Pur•‹a, in a conversation between K”£‹a and Arjuna, it is said,
bhakt•n•m anugacchanti muktaya„ ¤rutibhi„ saha: "The most exalted position of
liberation is given by Vedic knowledge. Everyone follows in the footsteps of
the devotee."
Similarly, in the B”han-n•rad†ya Pur•‹a, it is further stated, ady•pi ca
muni-¤re£àh• brahm•dy• api devat•„: "Until now, even the great demigods like
Brahm• and Lord ¥iva did not know the influence of a devotee."
The Garu‚a Pur•‹a similarly states:
br•hma‹•n•‰ sahasrebhya„
satra-y•j† vi¤i£yate
satra-y•ji-sahasrebhya„
sarva-ved•nta-p•raga„
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sarva-ved•nta-vit-koày•
vi£‹u-bhakto vi¤i£yate
vai£‹av•n•‰ sahasrebhya
ek•nty eko vi¤i£yate
"It is said that out of thousands of br•hma‹as, one is qualified to perform
sacrifices, and out of many thousands of such qualified br•hma‹as expert in
sacrificial offerings, one learned br•hma‹a may have passed beyond all Vedic
knowledge. He is considered the best among all these br•hma‹as. And yet, out
of thousands of such br•hma‹as who have surpassed Vedic knowledge, one person
may be a vi£‹u-bhakta, and he is most famous. Out of many thousands of such
Vai£‹avas, one who is completely fixed in the service of Lord K”£‹a is most
famous. Indeed, a person who is completely devoted to the service of the Lord
certainly returns home, back to Godhead."
There is also the following statement in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.13.4):
¤rutasya pu‰s•‰ sucira-¤ramasya
nanv a‘jas• sãribhir †‚ito 'rtha„
tat-tad-gu‹•nu¤rava‹a‰ mukundap•d•ravinda‰ h”daye£u ye£•m
"After much hard labor, a person highly learned in Vedic literature
certainly becomces very famous. However, one who is always hearing and
chanting the glories of the lotus feet of Mukunda within his heart is
certainly superior."
In the N•r•ya‹a-vyãha-stava it is said:
n•ha‰ brahm•pi bhãy•sa‰
tvad-bhakti-rahito hare
tvayi bhaktas tu k†ào 'pi
bhãy•sa‰ janma-janmasu
"I do not aspire to take birth as a Brahm• if that Brahm• is not a devotee
of the Lord. I shall be satisfied simply to take birth as an insect if I am
given a chance to remain in the house of a devotee,"
There are many similar verses in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, especially 3.25.38,
4.24.29, 4.31.22, 7.9.24, and 10.14.30.
It was Lord ¥iva who said: "I do not know the truth about K”£‹a, but a
devotee of Lord K”£‹a knows all the truth. Out of all the devotees of Lord
K”£‹a, Prahl•da is the greatest."
Above Prahl•da, the P•‹‚avas are supposedly more advanced. Above the
P•‹‚avas are the members of the Yadu dynasty, who are even more advanced. In
the Yadu dynasty, Uddhava is the furthest advanced, and above Uddhava are the
damsels of Vraja-dh•ma, the gop†s themselves.
In the B”had-v•mana Pur•‹a, Lord Brahm• tells Bh”gu:
£a£ài-var£a-sahasr•‹i
may• tapta‰ tapa„ pur•
nanda-gopa-vraja-str†‹•‰
p•da-re‹ãpalabdhaye
"I underwent meditation and austerities for sixty thousand years just to
understand the dust of the lotus feet of the gop†s. Still, I could not
understand it. To say nothing of me, even Lord ¥iva, Lord ¥e£a and the goddess
of fortune Lak£m† could not understand it."
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In the šdi Pur•‹a the Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself says:
na tath• me priyatamo
brahm• rudra¤ ca p•rthiva
na ca lak£m†r na c•tm• ca
yath• gop†-jano mama
"Lord Brahm•, Lord ¥iva, the goddess of fortune and even My own self are
not as dear to Me as the gop†s." Of all the gop†s, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is the
topmost. Rãpa Gosv•m† and San•tana Gosv•m† are the most exalted servitors of
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Those who adhere to their
service are known as rãp•nuga devotees. Caitanya-candr•m”ta (26) gives the
following statement about ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†:
•st•‰ vair•gya-koàir bhavatu ¤ama-dama-k£•nti-maitry-•di-koàis
tattv•nudhy•na-koàir bhavatu bhavatu v• vai£‹av† bhakti-koài„
koày-a‰¤o 'py asya na sy•t tad api gu‹a-ga‹o ya„ svata„-siddha •ste
¤r†mac-caitanyacandra-priya-cara‹a-nakha-jyotir •moda-bh•j•m
The qualities of one engaged in the service of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu--such as reputation, austerities, penances and knowledge--are not
to be compared to the good qualities of others. Such is the perfection of a
devotee always engaged in the service of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 247
TEXT
'sampattira madhye j†vera kon sampatti ga‹i?'
'r•dh•-k”£‹e prema y••ra, sei ba‚a dhan†'
SYNONYMS
sampattira--riches; madhye--among; j†vera--of the living entities; kon-what; sampatti--the wealth; ga‹i--we accept; r•dh•-k”£‹e--to ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†
and K”£‹a; prema--loving service; y••ra--whose; sei--he; ba‚a--very great;
dhan†--capitalist.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked, "Of the many capitalists who possess great
riches, who is the topmost?" R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "He who is richest in
love for R•dh• and K”£‹a is the greatest capitalist."
PURPORT
Everyone in this material world is attempting to acquire riches to satisfy
the senses. Actually no one cares for anything other than acquiring material
possessions and maintaining them. The wealthy are generally accepted as the
most important personalities in this material world, but when we compare a
material man of wealth to one wealthy in devotional service to R•dh• and
K”£‹a, the latter is found to be the greatest capitalist. According to ¥r†madBh•gavatam (10.39.2):
kim alabhya‰ bhagavati
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prasanne ¤r†-niketane
tath•pi tat-par• r•jan
na hi v•‘chanti ki‘cana
"What is difficult for the devotees of Lord K”£‹a, who is the shelter of
the goddess of fortune? Although such devotees can obtain anything, O King,
they do not desire anything."
TEXT 248
TEXT
'du„kha-madhye kona du„kha haya gurutara?'
'k”£‹a-bhakta-viraha vin• du„kha n•hi dekhi para'
SYNONYMS
du„kha-madhye--among the miserable conditions of life; kona--what; du„kha-misery; haya--is; gurutara--more painful; k”£‹a-bhakta-viraha--separation from
the devotee of Lord K”£‹a; vin•--besides; du„kha--unhappiness; n•hi--there is
not; dekhi--I see; para--other.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked, "Of all kinds of distress, what is the most
painful?"
¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "Apart from separation from the devotee of
K”£‹a, I know of no unbearable unhappiness."
PURPORT
Concerning this, the Lord states in the Vedic literature:
m•m an•r•dhya du„kh•rta„
kuàumb•sakta-m•nasa„
sat-sa•ga-rahito martyo
v”ddha-sev•-paricyuta„
"A person who does not worship Me, who is unduly attached to family and who
does not stick to devotional service must be considered a most unhappy person.
Similarly, one who does not associate with Vai£‹avas, or who does not render
service to his superior, is also a most unhappy person."
There is also a statement given in the B”had-bh•gavat•m”ta (1.5.51):
sva-j†van•dhika‰ pr•rthya‰
¤r†-vi£‹u-jana-sa•gata„
vicchedena k£a‹a‰ c•tra
na sukh•‰¤a‰ labh•mahe
"[King Yudhi£àhira said:] 'Out of all kinds of desirable things experienced
in the life of a living entity, association with the devotees of the Lord is
the greatest. When we are separated from a devotee even for a moment, we
cannot enjoy happiness.' "
TEXT 249
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TEXT
'mukta-madhye kon j†va mukta kari' m•ni?'
'k”£‹a-prema y••ra, sei mukta-¤iroma‹i'
SYNONYMS
mukta-madhye--among the liberated; kon--what; j†va--living entity; mukta-liberated; kari'--considering as; m•ni--We accept; k”£‹a-prema--one who loves
K”£‹a; y••ra--of whom; sei--such a person; mukta-¤iroma‹i--the topmost of all
liberated souls.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then inquired, "Out of all liberated persons, who
should be accepted as the greatest?"
R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "He who has love for K”£‹a has attained the topmost
liberation."
PURPORT
In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (6.14.5), it is said:
mukt•n•m api siddh•n•‰
n•r•ya‹a-par•ya‹a„
su-durlabha„ pra¤•nt•tm•
koti£v api mah•-mune
"O great sage, of the many millions of liberated persons and of the
millions who have attained perfection, he who is a devotee of Lord N•r•ya‹a is
very, very rare. Indeed, he is the most perfect and peaceful person."
TEXT 250
TEXT
'g•na-madhye kona g•na----j†vera nija dharma?'
'r•dh•-k”£‹era prema-keli'----yei g†tera marma'
SYNONYMS
g•na-madhye--among songs; kona g•na--which song; j†vera--of the living
entity; nija--his own; dharma--religion; r•dh•-k”£‹era prema-keli--the loving
affairs of R•dh• and K”£‹a; yei--which; g†tera--of the song; marma--purport.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu next asked R•m•nanda R•ya, "Among many songs, which
song is to be considered the actual religion of the living entity?"
R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "That song describing the loving affairs of ¥r†
R•dh• and K”£‹a is superior to all other songs."
PURPORT
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As stated in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.33.36):
anugrah•ya bhakãt•n•‰
m•nu£a‰ deham •sthita„
bhajate t•d”¤†„ kr†‚•
y•„ ¤rutv• tat-paro bhavet
"Lord K”£‹a descends apparently as a human being, and He exhibits His
transcendental pastimes in V”nd•vana so that the conditioned soul may be
attracted to hearing His transcendental activities." Nondevotees are strictly
prohibited from participating in songs celebrating the loving affairs of R•dh•
and K”£‹a. Unless one is a devotee, it is very dangerous to hear the songs
about the pastimes of R•dh• and K”£‹a that were written by Jayadeva Gosv•m†,
Ca‹‚†d•sa and other exalted devotees. Lord ¥iva drank an ocean of poison, but
one should not imitate this. One must first become a pure devotee of Lord
K”£‹a. Only then can one enjoy hearing the songs of Jayadeva and relish
transcendental bliss. If one simply imitates the activities of Lord ¥iva and
drinks poison, one will certainly meet with death.
Talks between Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and R•m•nanda R•ya were meant
for advanced devotees only. Those who are on the mundane platform and who
study these talks in order to put forward some thesis for a Ph.D. will not be
able to understand them. Instead, these conversations will have a poisonous
effect.
TEXT 251
TEXT
'¤reyo-madhye kona ¤reya„ j†vera haya s•ra?'
'k”£‹a-bhakta-sa•ga vin• ¤reya„ n•hi •ra'
SYNONYMS
¤reya„-madhye--among beneficial activities; kona--which; ¤reya„--beneficial
function; j†vera--of the living entity; haya--is; s•ra--the essence; k”£‹abhakta-sa•ga--for associating with the devotees of Lord K”£‹a; vin•--except;
¤reya„--beneficial activity; n•hi--there is not; •ra--another.
TRANSLATION
"Out of all auspicious and beneficial activities, which is best for the
living entity?"
R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "The only auspicious activity is association with
the devotees of K”£‹a."
PURPORT
According to ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.30):
ata •tyantika‰ k£ema‰
p”cch•mo bhavato 'nagh•„
sa‰s•re 'smin k£a‹•rdho 'pi
sat-sa•ga„ ¤evadhir n”‹•m
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"We are asking you to tell us what is the most perfect welfare activity. I
think that in this material world, association with devotees--even if it be
for a moment--is the greatest treasure house for mankind."
TEXT 252
TEXT
'k••h•ra smara‹a j†va karibe anuk£a‹a?'
'k”£‹a-n•ma-gu‹a-l†l•----pradh•na smara‹a'
SYNONYMS
k••h•ra--of whom; smara‹a--remembering; j†va--the living entity; karibe-should do; anuk£a‹a--constantly; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of Lord K”£‹a;
gu‹a-l†l•--His qualities and pastimes; pradh•na smara‹a--most important
remembrance.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked, "What should all living entities constantly
remember?"
R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "The chief objects of remembrance are always the
Lord' s holy name, qualities and pastimes."
PURPORT
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.2.36) states:
tasm•t sarv•tman• r•jan
hari„ sarvatra sarvad•
¤rotavya„ k†rtitavya¤ ca
smartavyo bhagav•n n”‹•m
"[¥ukadeva Gosv•m† concludes:] 'The business of the living entity is to
always remember the Supreme Personality of Godhead in every circumstance. The
Lord should be heard about, glorified and remembered by all human beings.' "
TEXT 253
TEXT
'dhyeya-madhye j†vera kartavya kon dhy•na?'
'r•dh•-k”£‹a-pad•mbuja-dhy•na----pradh•na'
SYNONYMS
dhyeya-madhye--out of all types of meditation; j†vera--of the living
entity; kartavya--the duty; kon--what; dhy•na--meditation; r•dh•-k”£‹a-padaambuja--on the lotus feet of R•dh• and K”£‹a; dhy•na--meditation; pradh•na--is
the chief.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu further inquired, "Out of many types of meditation,
which is required for all living entities?"
¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "The chief duty of every living entity is to
meditate upon the lotus feet of R•dh• and K”£‹a."
PURPORT
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.2.14) states:
tasm•d ekena manas•
bhagav•n s•tvat•‰ pati„
¤rotavya„ k†rtitavya¤ ca
dhyeya„ pãjya¤ ca nityad•
"[Sãta Gosv•m† replied to the sages headed by ¥aunaka:] 'Everyone should
very attentively listen to the pastimes of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
One should glorify His activities and meditate upon Him regularly.' "
TEXT 254
TEXT
'sarva tyaji' j†vera kartavya k•h•• v•sa?'
'vraja-bhãmi v”nd•vana y•h•• l†l•-r•sa'
SYNONYMS
sarva--everything; tyaji'--giving up; j†vera--of the living entity;
kartavya--to be done; k•h••--where; v•sa--residence; vraja-bhãmi--the land
known as Vrajabhãmi; v”nd•vana--the holy place named V”nd•vana; y•h••--where;
l†l•-r•sa--Lord K”£‹a performed His r•sa dance.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked, "Where should the living entity live,
abandoning all other places?"
R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "The holy place known as V”nd•vana or Vrajabhãmi,
where the Lord performed His r•sa dance."
PURPORT
According to ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.47.61):
•s•m aho cara‹a-re‹u-ju£•m aha‰ sy•m
v”nd•vane kim api gulma-latau£adh†n•m
y• dustyaja‰ sva-janam •rya-patha‰ ca hitv•
bhejur mukunda-padav†‰ ¤rutibhir vim”gy•m
"[Uddhava said:] 'Let me become one of V”nd•vana's herbs and plants
are trampled by the gop†s, who gave up all connections with family and
and decided to worship the lotus feet of Mukunda. Those lotus feet are
by all great saintly persons expert in the study of Vedic literature.'

that
friends
sought
"

TEXT 255
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TEXT
'¤rava‹a-madhye j†vera kon ¤re£àha ¤rava‹a?'
'r•dh•-k”£‹a-prema-keli kar‹a-ras•yana'
SYNONYMS
¤rava‹a-madhye--out of all topics for hearing; j†vera--of the living
entity; kon--what; ¤re£àha--most important; ¤rava‹a--topic of hearing; r•dh•k”£‹a-prema-keli--the loving affairs between R•dh• and K”£‹a; kar‹a-rasaayana--most pleasing to the ear.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked, "Out of all topics people listen to, which
is best for all living entities?"
R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "Hearing about the loving affairs between R•dh• and
K”£‹a is most pleasing to the ear."
PURPORT
According to ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.33.39):
vikr†‚ita‰ vraja-vadhãbhir ida‰ ca vi£‹o„
¤raddh•nvito 'nu¤”‹uy•d atha var‹ayed ya„
bhakti‰ par•‰ bhagavati pratilabhya k•ma‰
h”d-rogam •¤v apahinoty acire‹a dh†ra„
"He who faithfully hears about the dealings between Lord K”£‹a and the
gop†s in the r•sa dance and he who describes these activities attain to the
perfectional stage of devotional service and simultaneously lose material,
lusty desires."
A liberated person who hears about the loving affairs of R•dh• and K”£‹a is
not inclined to have lusty desires. One mundane rogue once said that when the
Vai£‹avas chant the name "R•dh•, R•dh•," he simply remembers a barber's wife
named R•dh•. This is a practical example. Unless one is liberated, he should
not try to hear about the loving affairs between R•dh• and K”£‹a. If one is
not liberated and listens to a relation of the r•sa dance, he may remember his
mundane activities and illicit connections with some woman whose name may also
be R•dh•. In the conditioned stage one should not even try to remember such
things. By practicing the regulative principles, one should rise to the
platform of spontaneous attraction for K”£‹a. Then and only then should one
hear about r•dh•-k”£‹a-l†l•. Although these affairs may be very pleasing both
to conditioned and to liberated souls, the conditioned soul should not try to
hear them. The talks between R•m•nanda R•ya and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are
conducted on the platform of liberation.
TEXT 256
TEXT
'up•syera madhye kon up•sya pradh•na?'
'¤re£àha up•sya----yugala 'r•dh•-k”£‹a' n•ma'
SYNONYMS
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up•syera--objects of worship; madhye--among; kon--which; up•sya-worshipable object; pradh•na--the chief; ¤re£àha--the chief; up•sya-worshipable object; yugala--the couple; r•dh•-k”£‹a n•ma--the holy name of
R•dh•-K”£‹a, or Hare K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked, "Among all worshipable objects, which is the
chief?"
R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "The chief worshipable object is the holy name of
R•dh• and K”£‹a, the Hare K”£‹a mantra."
PURPORT
According to ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (6.3.22):
et•v•n eva loke 'smin
pu‰s•‰ dharma„ para„ sm”ta„
bhakti-yogo bhagavati
tan-n•ma-graha‹•dibhi„
"In this material world the living entity's only business is to accept the
path of bhakti-yoga and chant the holy name of the Lord."
TEXT 257
TEXT
'mukti, bhukti v•‘che yei, k•h•• du•h•ra gati?'
'sth•vara-deha, deva-deha yaiche avasthiti'
SYNONYMS
mukti--liberation; bhukti--sense enjoyment; v•‘che--desires; yei--one who;
k•h••--where; du•h•ra--of both of them; gati--the destination; sth•vara-deha-the body of a tree; deva-deha--the body of a demigod; yaiche--just as;
avasthiti--situated.
TRANSLATION
"And what is the destination of those who desire liberation and those who
desire sense gratification?" ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked.
R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "Those who attempt to merge into the existence of
the Supreme Lord will have to accept a body like that of a tree. And those who
are overly inclined toward sense gratification will attain the bodies of
demigods."
PURPORT
Those who desire liberation by merging into the existence of God do not
desire sense gratification within the material world. On the other hand, they
have no information about serving the lotus feet of the Lord. Consequently,
they are doomed to stand like trees for many thousands of years. Although
trees are living entities, they are nonmoving. The liberated soul who merges
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into the existence of the Lord is no better than the trees. Trees also stand
in the Lord's existence because material energy and the Lord's energy are the
same. Similarly, the Brahman effulgence is also the energy of the Supreme
Lord. It is the same whether one remains in the Brahman effulgence or in the
material energy because in either there is no spiritual activity. Better
situated are those who desire sense gratification and promotion to the
heavenly planets. Such people want to enjoy themselves like denizens of heaven
in the gardens of paradise. They at least retain their individuality in order
to enjoy life. But the impersonalists, who try to lose their individuality,
also lose both material and spiritual pleasure. The last destination of the
Buddhist philosophers is to become just like a stone, which is immovable and
has neither material nor spiritual activity. As far as the hard-working karm†s
are concerned, ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam states (11.10.23):
i£àveha devat• yaj‘ai„
svar-loka‰ y•ti y•j‘ika„
bhu‘j†ta deva-vat tatra
bhog•n divy•n nij•rjit•n
"After performing various sacrificial rituals for elevation to the heavenly
planets, the karm†s go there and enjoy themselves with the demigods to the
extent that they have obtained the results of pious activities."
In the Bhagavad-g†t• (9.20-21) Lord K”£‹a states:
trai-vidy• m•‰ soma-p•„ pãta-p•p•
yaj‘air i£àv• svar-gati‰ pr•rthayante
te pu‹yam •s•dya surendra-lokam
a¤nanti divy•n divi deva-bhog•n
te ta‰ bhuktv• svarga-loka‰ vi¤•la‰
k£†‹e pu‹ye martya-loka‰ vi¤anti
eva‰ tray†-dharmam anuprapann•
gat•gata‰ k•ma-k•m• labhante
"Those who study the Vedas and drink soma juice, seeking the heavenly
planets, worship Me indirectly. Purified of sinful reactions, they take birth
on the pious, heavenly planet of Indra, where they enjoy godly delights. When
they have thus enjoyed vast heavenly sense pleasure and the results of their
pious activities are exhausted, they return to this mortal planet again. Thus
those who seek sense enjoyment by adhering to the principles of the three
Vedas achieve only repeated birth and death."
Therefore after finishing the results of pious activities, the karm†s again
return to this planet in the form of rain, and they begin their life as grass
and plants in the evolutionary process.
TEXT 258
TEXT
arasa-j‘a k•ka cã£e j‘•na-nimba-phale
rasa-j‘a kokila kh•ya prem•mra-mukule
SYNONYMS
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arasa-j‘a--those who are without mellows; k•ka--the crows; cã£e--suck;
j‘•na--of knowledge; nimba-phale--on the bitter nimba fruit; rasa-j‘a--those
who enjoy transcendental mellows; kokila--the cuckoos; kh•ya--eat; prema-•mramukule--the buds of the mango of love of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya continued, "Those who are devoid of all transcendental
mellows are like the crows that suck the juice from the bitter fruits of the
nimba tree of knowledge, whereas those who enjoy mellows are like the cuckoos
who eat the buds of the mango tree of love of Godhead."
PURPORT
The speculative process of empiric philosophy is as bitter as the fruit of
the nimba tree. Tasting this fruit is the business of crows. In other words,
the philosophical process of realizing the Absolute Truth is a process taken
up by crowlike men. But the cuckoolike devotees have very sweet voices with
which to chant the holy name of the Lord and taste the sweet fruit of the
mango tree of love of Godhead. Such devotees relish sweet mellows with the
Lord.
TEXT 259
TEXT
abh•giy• j‘•n† •sv•daye ¤u£ka j‘•na
k”£‹a-prem•m”ta p•na kare bh•gyav•n
SYNONYMS
abh•giy•--unfortunate; j‘•n†--the philosophical speculators; •sv•daye-taste; ¤u£ka--dry; j‘•na--empiric knowledge; k”£‹a-prema-am”ta--the nectar of
love of K”£‹a; p•na--drinking; kare--do; bh•gyav•n--the fortunate.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya concluded, "The unfortunate empiric philosophers taste the
dry process of philosophical knowledge, whereas the devotees regularly drink
the nectar of love of K”£‹a. Therefore they are most fortunate of all."
TEXT 260
TEXT
ei-mata dui jana k”£‹a-kath•-rase
n”tya-g†ta-rodane haila r•tri-¤e£e
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; dui jana--both of them (Lord Caitanya and R•m•nanda
R•ya); k”£‹a-kath•-rase--in the mellows of discussing topics about K”£‹a;
n”tya-g†ta--in dancing and chanting; rodane--in crying; haila--there was;
r•tri-¤e£e--the end of the night.
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TRANSLATION
In this way Caitanya Mah•prabhu and R•m•nanda R•ya passed the full night
relishing the mellow of k”£‹a-kath•, topics about K”£‹a. While they were
chanting, dancing and crying, the night ended.
TEXT 261
TEXT
do•he nija-nija-k•rye calil• vih•ne
sandhy•-k•le r•ya •si' milil• •ra dine
SYNONYMS
do•he--both of them; nija-nija-k•rye--in their respective duties; calil•-departed; vih•ne--in the morning; sandhy•-k•le--in the evening; r•ya-R•m•nanda R•ya; •si'--coming again; milil•--met; •ra--next; dine--on the day.
TRANSLATION
The next morning they both departed to perform their respective duties, but
in the evening R•m•nanda R•ya returned to meet the Lord again.
TEXT 262
TEXT
i£àa-go£àh† k”£‹a-kath• kahi' kata-k£a‹a
prabhu-pada dhari' r•ya kare nivedana
SYNONYMS
i£àa-go£àh†--spiritual discussion; k”£‹a-kath•--topics of K”£‹a; kahi'-talking; kata-k£a‹a--for some time; prabhu-pada--the lotus feet of the Lord;
dhari'--catching; r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya; kare--makes; nivedana--submission.
TRANSLATION
That next evening, after discussing the topic of K”£‹a for some time,
R•m•nanda R•ya caught hold of the lotus feet of the Lord and spoke as follows.
TEXT 263
TEXT
'k”£‹a-tattva', 'r•dh•-tattva', 'prema-tattva-s•ra'
'rasa-tattva' 'l†l•-tattva' vividha prak•ra
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-tattva--the truth about K”£‹a; r•dh•-tattva--the truth about R•dha;
prema-tattva-s•ra--the essence of Their loving affairs; rasa-tattva--the truth
about transcendental mellows; l†l•-tattva--the truth about the pastimes of the
Lord; vividha prak•ra--of different varieties.
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TRANSLATION
"There is transcendental variety in talks about K”£‹a and R•dh•r•‹† and
Their transcendental loving affairs, humors and pastimes."
TEXT 264
TEXT
eta tattva mora citte kaile prak•¤ana
brahm•ke veda yena pa‚•ila n•r•ya‹a
SYNONYMS
eta tattva--all these varieties of truth; mora citte--in my heart; kaile-you did; prak•¤ana--manifesting; brahm•ke--unto Lord Brahm•; veda--the Vedic
knowledge; yena--as; pa‚•ila--taught; n•r•ya‹a--the Supreme Lord.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya then admitted, "You have manifested many transcendental
truths in my heart. This is exactly the way N•r•ya‹a educated Lord Brahm•."
PURPORT
The heart of Brahm• was enlightened by the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
This is Vedic information given in the ¥vet•¤vatara Upani£ad (6.18):
yo brahm•‹a‰ vidadh•ti pãrva‰
yo vai ved•‰¤ ca prahi‹oti tasmai
ta‰ ha devam •tma-buddhi-prak•¤a‰
mumuk£ur vai ¤ara‹am aha‰ prapadye
"Because I desire liberation, let me surrender unto the Supreme Personality
of Godhead, who first enlightened Lord Brahm• in Vedic knowledge through Lord
Brahm•'s heart. The Lord is the original source of all enlightenment and
spiritual advancement." In this connection one may also refer to ¥r†madBh•gavatam 2.9.30-35, 11.14.3, 12.4.40 and 12.13.19.
TEXT 265
TEXT
antary•m† †¤varera ei r†ti haye
b•hire n• kahe, vastu prak•¤e h”daye
SYNONYMS
antary•m†--the Supersoul; †¤varera--of the Personality of Godhead; ei-this; r†ti--the system; haye--is; b•hire--externally; n• kahe--does not speak;
vastu--the facts; prak•¤e--manifests; h”daye--within the heart.
TRANSLATION
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R•m•nanda R•ya continued, "The Supersoul within everyone's heart speaks not
externally but from within. He instructs the devotees in all respects, and
that is His way of instruction."
PURPORT
Here ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya admits that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is the
Supersoul. It is the Supersoul that inspires the devotee; therefore He is the
original source of the G•yatr† mantra which states, o‰ bhãr bhuva„ sva„ tat
savitur vare‹ya‰ bhargo devasya dh†mahi dhiyo yo na„ pracoday•t. Savit•” is
the original source of all intelligence. That savit•” is Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. This is confirmed in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.4.22):
pracodit• yena pur• sarasvat†
vitanvat•jasya sat†‰ sm”ti‰ h”di
sva-lak£a‹• pr•durabhãt kil•syata„
sa me ”£†‹•m ”£abha„ pras†dat•m
"May the Lord, who in the beginning of the creation amplified the potent
knowledge of Brahm• from within his heart and inspired him with full knowledge
of creation and His own self, and who appeared to be generated from the mouth
of Brahm•, be pleased with me." This was spoken by ¥ukadeva Gosv•m† when he
invoked the blessing of the Supreme Personality of Godhead before delivering
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam to Mah•r•ja Par†k£it.
TEXT 266
TEXT
janm•dy asya yato 'nvay•d itarata¤ c•rthe£v abhij‘a„ sva-r•à
tene brahma h”d• ya •di-kavaye muhyanti yat sãraya„
tejo-v•ri-m”d•‰ yath• vinimayo yatra tri-sargo 'm”£•
dh•mn• svena sad• nirasta-kuhaka‰ satya‰ para‰ dh†mahi
SYNONYMS
janma-•di--creation, maintenance and dissolution; asya--of this (the
universe); yata„--from whom; anvay•t--directly from the spiritual connection;
itarata„--indirectly from the lack of material contact; ca--also; arthe£u--in
all affairs; abhij‘a„--perfectly cognizant; sva-r•à--independent; tene-imparted; brahma--the Absolute Truth; h”d•--through the heart; ya„--who; •dikavaye--unto Lord Brahm•; muhyanti--are bewildered; yat--in whom; sãraya„-great personalities like Lord Brahm• and other demigods or great br•hma‹as;
teja„-v•ri-m”d•m--of fire, water and earth; yath•--as; vinimaya„--the
exchange; yatra--in whom; tri-sarga„--the material creation of three modes;
am”£•--factual; dh•mn•--with the abode; svena--His own personal; sad•--always;
nirasta-kuhakam--devoid of all illusion; satyam--the truth; param--absolute;
dh†mahi--let us meditate upon.
TRANSLATION
" 'O my Lord, ¥r† K”£‹a, son of Vasudeva, O all-pervading Personality of
Godhead, I offer my respectful obeisances unto You. I meditate upon Lord ¥r†
K”£‹a because He is the Absolute Truth and the primeval cause of all causes of
the creation, sustenance and destruction of the manifested universes. He is
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directly and indirectly conscious of all manifestations, and He is independent
because there is no other cause beyond Him. It is He only who first imparted
the Vedic knowledge unto the heart of Brahm•j†, the original living being. By
Him even the great sages and demigods are placed into illusion, as one is
bewildered by the illusory representations of water seen in fire, or land seen
on water. Only because of Him do the material universes, temporarily
manifested by the reactions of the three modes of nature, appear factual,
although they are unreal. I therefore meditate upon Him, Lord Sri K”£‹a, who
is eternally existent in the transcendental abode, which is forever free from
the illusory representations of the material world. I meditate upon Him, for
He is the Absolute Truth.' "
PURPORT
This is the opening verse of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.1.1).
TEXT 267
TEXT
eka sa‰¤aya mora •chaye h”daye
k”p• kari' kaha more t•h•ra ni¤caye
SYNONYMS
eka sa‰¤aya--one doubt; mora--my; •chaye--there is; h”daye--in the heart;
k”p• kari'--being merciful; kaha--please say; more--unto me; t•h•ra--of that;
ni¤caye--the ascertainment.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya then said that he had but one doubt within his heart, and he
petitioned the Lord, "Please be merciful upon me and just remove my doubt."
TEXT 268
TEXT
pahile dekhilu• tom•ra sanny•si-svarãpa
ebe tom• dekhi mu‘i ¤y•ma-gopa-rãpa
SYNONYMS
pahile--in the beginning; dekhilu•--I saw; tom•ra--Your; sanny•si-svarãpa-form as a person in the renounced order; ebe--now; tom•--You; dekhi--see;
mu‘i--I; ¤y•ma-gopa-rãpa--form as ¥y•masundara, the cowherd boy.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya then told Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, "At first I saw You
appear like a sanny•s†, but now I am seeing You as ¥y•masundara, the cowherd
boy.
TEXT 269
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TEXT
tom•ra sammukhe dekhi k•‘cana-pa‘c•lik•
t••ra gaura-k•ntye tom•ra sarva a•ga ‚h•k•
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--of You; sammukhe--in front; dekhi--I see; k•‘cana-pa‘c•lik•--a doll
made of gold; t••ra--of it; gaura-k•ntye--by a golden complexion; tom•ra-Your; sarva--all; a•ga--body; ‚h•k•--covering.
TRANSLATION
"I now see You appearing like a golden doll, and Your entire body appears
covered by a golden luster.
PURPORT
¥y•masundara is blackish, but here R•m•nanda R•ya says that he saw ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu appear golden. The lustrous body of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu was covered by the bodily complexion of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
TEXT 270
TEXT
t•h•te prakaàa dekho• sa-va‰¤† vadana
n•n• bh•ve ca‘cala t•he kamala-nayana
SYNONYMS
t•h•te--in that; prakaàa--manifested; dekho•--I see; sa-va‰¤†--with the
flute; vadana--the face; n•n• bh•ve--in various modes; ca‘cala--restless;
t•he--in that; kamala-nayana--the lotus eyes.
TRANSLATION
"I see that You are holding a flute to Your mouth, and Your lotus eyes are
moving very restlessly due to various ecstasies.
TEXT 271
TEXT
ei-mata tom• dekhi' haya camatk•ra
akapaàe kaha, prabhu, k•ra‹a ih•ra
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; tom•--You; dekhi'--seeing; haya--there is; camatk•ra-wonder; akapaàe--without duplicity; kaha--please tell; prabhu--my Lord;
k•ra‹a--the cause; ih•ra--of this.
TRANSLATION
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"I actually see You in this way, and this is very wonderful. My Lord,
please tell me without duplicity what is causing this."
TEXT 272
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----k”£‹e tom•ra g•‚ha-prema haya
prem•ra svabh•va ei j•niha ni¤caya
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; k”£‹e--unto K”£‹a; tom•ra--your; g•‚haprema--deep love; haya--there is; prem•ra--of such transcendental love;
svabh•va--the nature; ei--this; j•niha--please know; ni¤caya--certainly.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "You have a deep love for K”£‹a, and
one who has such deep ecstatic love for the Lord naturally sees things in such
a way. Please take this from Me to be certain.
TEXT 273
TEXT
mah•-bh•gavata dekhe sth•vara-ja•gama
t•h•• t•h•• haya t••ra ¤r†-k”£‹a-sphura‹a
SYNONYMS
mah•-bh•gavata--a first-class advanced devotee; dekhe--sees; sth•varaja•gama--the movable and inert; t•h•• t•h••--here and there; haya--is; t••ra-his; ¤r†-k”£‹a-sphura‹a--manifestation of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"A devotee advanced on the spiritual platform sees everything movable and
inert as the Supreme Lord. For him, everything he sees here and there is but a
manifestation of Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 274
TEXT
sth•vara-ja•gama dekhe, n• dekhe t•ra mãrti
sarvatra haya nija i£àa-deva-sphãrti
SYNONYMS
sth•vara-ja•gama--movable and inert; dekhe--he sees; n•--not; dekhe--sees;
t•ra--its; mãrti--form; sarvatra--everywhere; haya--there is; nija--his own;
i£àa-deva--worshipable Lord; sphãrti--manifestation.
TRANSLATION
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"The mah•-bh•gavata, the advanced devotee, certainly sees everything mobile
and immobile, but he does not exactly see their forms. Rather, everywhere he
immediately sees manifest the form of the Supreme Lord."
PURPORT
Due to his deep ecstatic love for K”£‹a, the mah•-bh•gavata sees K”£‹a
everywhere and nothing else. This is confirmed in the Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.38):
prem•‘jana-cchurita-bhakti-vilocanena santa„ sadaiva h”daye£u vilokayanti.
As soon as a devotee sees something--be it movable or inert--he immediately
remembers K”£‹a. An advanced devotee is advanced in knowledge. This knowledge
is very natural to a devotee, for he has already read in the Bhagavad-g†t• how
to awaken K”£‹a consciousness. According to Lord K”£‹a in the Bhagavad-g†t•
(7.8):
raso 'ham apsu kaunteya
prabh•smi ¤a¤i-sãryayo„
pra‹ava„ sarva-vede£u
¤abda„ khe pauru£a‰ n”£u
"O son of Kunt† [Arjuna], I am the taste of water, the light of the sun and
the moon, the syllable o‰ in the Vedic mantras; I am the sound in ether and
ability in man."
Thus when a devotee drinks water or any other liquid, he immediately
remembers K”£‹a. For a devotee there is no difficulty in awakening K”£‹a
consciousness twenty-four hours a day. Caitanya Mah•prabhu therefore says
here:
sth•vara ja•gama dekhe n• dekhe t•ra mãrti
sarvatra haya nija i£àa-deva-sphãrti
A saintly person, an advanced devotee, sees K”£‹a twenty-four hours a day
and nothing else. As far as movable and inert things are concerned, a devotee
sees them all as transformations of K”£‹a's energy. As Lord K”£‹a states in
the Bhagavad-g†t• (7.4):
bhãmir •po 'nalo v•yu„
kha‰ mano buddhir eva ca
aha•k•ra it†ya‰ me
bhinn• prak”tir a£àadh•
"Earth, water, fire, air, ether, mind, intelligence and false ego--all
together these eight constitute My separated material energies."
Actually nothing is separate from K”£‹a. When a devotee sees a tree, he
knows that the tree is a combination of two energies--material and spiritual.
The inferior energy, which is material, forms the body of the tree; however,
within the tree is the living entity, the spiritual spark, which is part and
parcel of K”£‹a. This is the superior energy of K”£‹a within this world.
Whatever living thing we see is simply a combination of these two energies.
When an advanced devotee thinks of these energies, he immediately understands
that they are manifestations of the Supreme Lord. As soon as we see the sun
rise in the morning, we arise and set about doing our morning duties.
Similarly, as soon as a devotee sees the energy of the Lord, he immediately
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remembers Lord ¥r† K”£‹a. This is explained in this verse: sarvatra haya nija
i£àa-deva-sphãrti
A devotee who has purified his existence through devotional service sees
only K”£‹a in every step of life. This is also explained in the next verse,
which is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.45).
TEXT 275
TEXT
sarva-bhãte£u ya„ pa¤yed
bhagavad-bh•vam •tmana„
bhãt•ni bhagavaty •tmany
e£a bh•gavatottama„
SYNONYMS
sarva-bhãte£u--in all objects (in matter, spirit and combinations of matter
and spirit); ya„--anyone who; pa¤yet--sees; bhagavat-bh•vam--the ability to be
engaged in the service of the Lord; •tmana„--of the supreme spirit soul or the
Transcendence beyond the material conception of life; bhãt•ni--all beings;
bhagavati--in the Supreme Personality of Godhead; •tmani--the basic principle
of all existence; e£a„--this; bh•gavata-uttama„--a person advanced in
devotional service.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, " 'A
service sees within everything the soul of
Godhead, ¥r† K”£‹a. Consequently he always
Personality of Godhead as the cause of all
things are situated in Him.'

person advanced in devotional
souls, the Supreme Personality of
sees the form of the Supreme
causes and understands that all

TEXT 276
TEXT
vana-lat•s tarava •tmani vi£‹u‰
vya‘jayantya iva pu£pa-phal•‚hy•„
pra‹ata-bh•ra-viàap• madhu-dh•r•„
prema-h”£àa-tanavo vav”£u„ sma
SYNONYMS
vana-lat•„--the herbs and plants; tarava„--the trees; •tmani--in the
Supreme Soul; vi£‹um--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; vya‘jayantya„-manifesting; iva--like; pu£pa-phala-•‚hy•„--filled with luxuriant fruits and
flowers; pra‹ata-bh•ra--bowed down because of loads; viàap•„--the trees;
madhu-dh•r•„--showers of honey; prema-h”£àa--inspired by love of Godhead;
tanava„--whose bodies; vav”£u„--constantly rained; sma--certainly.
TRANSLATION
" 'The plants, creepers and trees were full of fruits and flowers due to
ecstatic love of K”£‹a. Indeed, being so full, they were bowing down. They
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were inspired by such deep love for K”£‹a that they were constantly pouring
showers of honey. In this way the gop†s saw all the forest of V”nd•vana.' "
PURPORT
This verse (Bh•g. 10.35.9) is one of the songs the gop†s sang during
K”£‹a's absence. In K”£‹a's absence the gop†s were always absorbed in thought
of Him. Similarly, the mah•-bh•gavata, the advanced devotee, sees everything
as potentially serving the Lord. ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† states:
pr•pa‘cikatay• buddhy•
hari-sambandhi-vastuna„
mumuk£ubhi„ parity•go
vair•gya‰ phalgu kathyate
(Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu 1.2.126)
The advanced devotee does not see anything that is not connected with
K”£‹a. Unlike the M•y•v•d† philosophers, a devotee does not see the material
world as false. Rather, he sees everything in the material world connected to
K”£‹a. A devotee knows how to utilize such things in the service of the Lord,
and this is characteristic of the mah•-bh•gavata. The gop†s saw the plants,
creepers and forest trees loaded with fruits and flowers and ready to serve
K”£‹a. In this way they immediately remembered their worshipable Lord ¥r†
K”£‹a. They did not simply see plants, creepers and trees the way a mundaner
sees them.
TEXT 277
TEXT
r•dh•-k”£‹e tom•ra mah•-prema haya
y•h•• t•h•• r•dh•-k”£‹a tom•re sphuraya
SYNONYMS
r•dh•-k”£‹e--unto R•dh• and K”£‹a; tom•ra--your; mah•-prema--great love;
haya--there is; y•h•• t•h••--anywhere and everywhere; r•dh•-k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a
and ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; tom•re--unto you; sphuraya--appear.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "My dear R•ya, you are an advanced
devotee and are always filled with ecstatic love for R•dh• and K”£‹a.
Therefore whatever you see--anywhere and everywhere--simply awakens your K”£‹a
consciousness."
TEXT 278
TEXT
r•ya kahe,----prabhu tumi ch•‚a bh•ri-bhãri
mora •ge nija-rãpa n• kariha curi
SYNONYMS
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r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; prabhu--my Lord; tumi--You; ch•‚a--give
up; bh•ri-bhãri--these grave talks; mora--of me; •ge--in front; nija-rãpa-Your real form; n•--not; kariha--do; curi--stealing.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "My dear Lord, please give up all these serious
talks. Please do not conceal Your real form from me."
TEXT 279
TEXT
r•dhik•ra bh•va-k•nti kari' a•g†k•ra
nija-rasa •sv•dite kariy•cha avat•ra
SYNONYMS
r•dhik•ra--of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; bh•va-k•nti--ecstatic love and luster;
kari'--making; a•g†k•ra--acceptance; nija-rasa--Your own transcendental
mellow; •sv•dite--to taste; kariy•cha--You have made; avat•ra--incarnation.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya continued, "My dear Lord, I can understand that You have
assumed the ecstasy and bodily complexion of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. By accepting
this, You are tasting Your own personal transcendental humor and have
therefore appeared as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 280
TEXT
nija-gã‚ha-k•rya tom•ra----prema •sv•dana
•nu£a•ge prema-maya kaile tribhuvana
SYNONYMS
nija-gã‚ha-k•rya--own confidential business; tom•ra--Your; prema-transcendental love; •sv•dana--tasting; •nu£a•ge--simultaneously; prema-maya-transformed into love of God; kaile--You have made; tri-bhuvana--all the
world.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, You have descended in this incarnation of Lord Caitanya for
Your own personal reasons. You have come to taste Your own spiritual bliss,
and at the same time You are transforming the whole world by spreading the
ecstasy of love of Godhead.
TEXT 281
TEXT
•pane •ile more karite uddh•ra
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ebe kapaàa kara,----tom•ra kona vyavah•ra
SYNONYMS
•pane--personally; •ile--You have come; more--unto me; karite--to make;
uddh•ra--deliverance; ebe--now; kapaàa--duplicity; kara--You do; tom•ra--Your;
kona--what; vyavah•ra--behavior.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, by Your causeless mercy You have appeared before me to grant
me liberation. Now You are playing in a duplicitous way. What is the reason
for this behavior?"
TEXT 282
TEXT
tabe h•si' t••re prabhu dekh•ila svarãpa
'rasa-r•ja' 'mah•bh•va'----dui eka rãpa
SYNONYMS
tabe--therefore; h•si'--smiling; t••re--unto him (R•m•nanda R•ya); prabhu-the Lord; dekh•ila--showed; svarãpa--His personal form; rasa-r•ja--the king of
all transcendental humors; mah•-bh•va--the condition of ecstatic love; dui-two; eka--one; rãpa--form.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† K”£‹a is the reservoir of all pleasure, and ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is
the personification of ecstatic love of Godhead. These two forms has combined
as one in ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. This being the case, Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu revealed His real form to R•m•nanda R•ya.
PURPORT
This is described as r•dh•-bh•va-dyuti-suvalita‰ naumi k”£‹a-svarãpam. Lord
¥r† K”£‹a was absorbed in the features of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. This was
disclosed to R•m•nanda R•ya when he saw Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. An
advanced devotee can understand ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya, r•dh•-k”£‹a nahe anya. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, being a combination of K”£‹a and R•dh•, is nondifferent
from R•dh•-K”£‹a combined. This is explained by Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†:
r•dh• k”£‹a-pra‹aya-vik”tir hl•din† ¤aktir asm•d
ek•tm•n•v api bhuvi pur• deha-bheda‰ gatau tau
caitany•khya‰ prakaàam adhun• tad-dvaya‰ caikyam •pta‰
r•dh•-bh•va-dyuti-suvalita‰ naumi k”£‹a-svarãpam
(Cc. šdi 1.5)
R•dh•-K”£‹a is one. R•dh•-K”£‹a is K”£‹a and K”£‹a's pleasure potency
combined. When K”£‹a exhibits His pleasure potency, He appears to be two-R•dh• and K”£‹a. Otherwise, R•dh• and K”£‹a are one. This oneness may be
perceived by advanced devotees through the grace of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
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This was the case with R•m•nanda R•ya. One may aspire to attain such a
position, but one should not try to imitate the mah•-bh•gavata.
TEXT 283
TEXT
dekhi' r•m•nanda hail• •nande mãrcchite
dharite n• p•re deha, pa‚il• bhãmite
SYNONYMS
dekhi'--seeing this form; r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda R•ya; hail•--there was;
•nande--in ecstasy; mãrcchite--fainting; dharite--to hold him; n•--not; p•re-able; deha--the body; pa‚il•--fell down; bhãmite--on the ground.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing this form, R•m•nanda R•ya lost consciousness in transcendental
bliss. Unable to remain standing, he fell to the ground.
TEXT 284
TEXT
prabhu t••re hasta spar¤i' kar•il• cetana
sanny•s†ra ve£a dekhi' vismita haila mana
SYNONYMS
prabhu--the Lord; t••re--unto R•m•nanda R•ya; hasta--the hand; spar¤i'-touching; kar•il•--made; cetana--conscious; sanny•s†ra--of the sanny•s†; ve£a-the dress; dekhi'--seeing; vismita--struck with wonder; haila--became; mana-the mind.
TRANSLATION
When R•m•nanda R•ya fell to the ground unconscious, Caitanya Mah•prabhu
touched his hand, and he immediately regained consciousness. But when he saw
Lord Caitanya in the dress of a sanny•s†, he was struck with wonder.
TEXT 285
TEXT
•li•gana kari' prabhu kaila •¤v•sana
tom• vin• ei-rãpa n• dekhe anya-jana
SYNONYMS
•li•gana kari'--embracing him; prabhu--the Lord; kaila--did; •¤v•sana-pacifying; tom• vin•--but for you; ei-rãpa--this form; n•--not; dekhe--sees;
anya-jana--anyone else.
TRANSLATION
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After embracing Ramananda Raya, the Lord pacified him, informing him, "But
for you, no one has ever seen this form."
In the Bhagavad-g†t• (7.25) Lord K”£‹a states:
n•ha‰ prak•¤a„ sarvasya
yoga-m•y•-sam•v”ta„
mã‚ho 'ya‰ n•bhij•n•ti
loko m•m ajam avyayam
"I am never manifest to the foolish and unintelligent. For them I am
covered by My internal potency [yogam•y•], and so they do not know Me, who am
unborn and infallible."
The Lord always reserves the right of not being exposed to everyone. The
devotees, however, are always engaged in the service of the Lord, serving with
the tongue by chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra and tasting mah•-pras•da.
Gradually the sincere devotee pleases the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and
the Supreme Lord reveals Himself. One cannot see the Supreme Lord by making
personal efforts. Rather, when the Lord is pleased by the service of a
devotee, He reveals Himself.
TEXT 286
TEXT
mora tattva-l†l•-rasa tom•ra gocare
ataeva ei-rãpa dekh•ilu• tom•re
SYNONYMS
mora--My; tattva-l†l•--truth and pastimes; rasa--and mellows; tom•ra--of
you; gocare--within the knowledge; ataeva--therefore; ei-rãpa--this form;
dekh•ilu•--I have shown; tom•re--unto you.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu confirmed, "All the truths about My pastimes and
mellows are within your knowledge. Therefore I have shown this form to you.
TEXT 287
TEXT
gaura a•ga nahe mora----r•dh••ga-spar¤ana
gopendra-suta vin• te•ho n• spar¤e anya-jana
SYNONYMS
gaura--golden; a•ga--body; nahe--not; mora--My; r•dh•-a•ga--of the body of
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; spar¤ana--the touching; gopendra-suta--the son of Nanda
Mah•r•ja; vin•--except; te•ho--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; n•--not; spar¤e--touches;
anya-jana--anyone else.
TRANSLATION
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"Actually My body does not have a golden complexion. It only appears so
because it has touched the body of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. However, She does not
touch anyone but the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja.
TEXT 288
TEXT
t••ra bh•ve bh•vita kari' •tma-mana
tabe nija-m•dhurya kari •sv•dana
SYNONYMS
t••ra--of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; bh•ve--in the ecstasy; bh•vita--enlightened;
kari'--making; •tma-mana--body and mind; tabe--thereupon; nija-m•dhurya--My
own transcendental humor; kari--I do; •sv•dana--tasting.
TRANSLATION
"I have now converted My body and mind into the ecstasy of ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†; thus I am tasting My own personal sweetness in that form."
PURPORT
Gaurasundara here informed ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya, "My dear R•m•nanda R•ya, you
were actually seeing a separate person with a golden-complexioned body.
Actually I am not golden. Being ¥r† K”£‹a, the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja, I am
blackish, but when I come in touch with ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† I become goldencomplexioned eternally. ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† does not touch the body of anyone
but K”£‹a. I taste My own transcendental features by accepting the complexion
of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. Without R•dh•r•‹†, one cannot taste the transcendental
pleasure of K”£‹a's conjugal love." In this regard, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta
Sarasvat† áh•kura comments on the pr•k”ta-sahajiy•-samprad•ya, which considers
K”£‹a and Lord Caitanya to possess different bodies. They misinterpret the
words gaura a•ga nahe mora in Text 287. From that verse and the present verse
we can understand that Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu is nondifferent from K”£‹a.
Both are the same Supreme Personality of Godhead. In the form of K”£‹a, the
Lord enjoys spiritual bliss and remains the shelter of all devotees, vi£ayavigraha. And in His Gaur••ga feature K”£‹a tastes separation from K”£‹a in the
ecstasy of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. This ecstatic form is ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya. ¥r†
K”£‹a is always the transcendental reservoir of all pleasure, and He is
technically called dh†ra-lalita. ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is the embodiment of
spiritual energy, personified as ecstatic love for K”£‹a; therefore only K”£‹a
can touch Her. The dh†ra-lalita aspect is not seen in any other form of the
Lord, including Vi£‹u nor in N•r•ya‹a. ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is therefore known as
Govinda-nandin† and Govinda-mohin†, for She is the only source of
transcendental pleasure for ¥r† K”£‹a and the only person who can enchant His
mind.
TEXT 289
TEXT
tom•ra àh•‘i •m•ra kichu gupta n•hi karma
luk•ile prema-bale j•na sarva-marma
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SYNONYMS
tom•ra àh•‘i--before you; •m•ra--My; kichu--anything; gupta--hidden; n•hi-is not; karma--action; luk•ile--even if I conceal; prema-bale--by the force of
your love; j•na--you know; sarva-marma--everything in detail.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu then admitted to His pure devotee, R•m•nanda R•ya,
"Now there is no confidential activity unknown to you. Even though I try to
conceal My activities, you can understand everything in detail by virtue of
your advanced love for Me."
TEXT 290
TEXT
gupte r•khiha, k•h•• n• kario prak•¤a
•m•ra b•tula-ce£à• loke upah•sa
SYNONYMS
gupte--in secret; r•khiha--keep; k•h••--anywhere; n•--not; kario--make;
prak•¤a--exposure; •m•ra--My; b•tula-ce£à•--activities like a madman; loke-among the general people; upah•sa--laughter.
TRANSLATION
The Lord then requested R•m•nanda R•ya, "Keep all these talks a secret.
Please do not expose them anywhere and everywhere. Since My activities appear
to be like those of a madman, people may take them lightly and laugh."
TEXT 291
TEXT
•mi----eka b•tula, tumi----dvit†ya b•tula
ataeva tom•ya •m•ya ha-i sama-tula
SYNONYMS
•mi--I; eka--one; b•tula--madman; tumi--you; dvit†ya--second; b•tula-madman; ataeva--therefore; tom•ya--you; •m•ya--Me; ha-i--are; sama-tula--on an
equal level.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu then said, "Indeed, I am a madman, and you are also a
madman. Therefore both of us are on the same platform."
PURPORT
All these conversations between R•m•nanda R•ya and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
appear ludicrous to a common man who is not a devotee. The entire world is
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filled with material conceptions, and people are unable to understand these
conversations due to the conditioning of mundane philosophy. Those who are
overly attached to mundane activities cannot understand the ecstatic
conversations between R•m•nanda R•ya and Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Consequently the
Lord requested that R•m•nanda R•ya keep all these conversations secret and not
expose them to the general populace. If one is actually advanced in K”£‹a
consciousness, he can understand these confidential talks; otherwise they
appear crazy. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu therefore informed R•m•nanda R•ya that
they both appeared like madmen and were therefore on the same platform. It is
confirmed in the Bhagavad-g†t• (2.69):
y• ni¤• sarva-bhãt•n•‰
tasy•‰ j•garti sa‰yam†
yasy•‰ j•grati bhãt•ni
s• ni¤• pa¤yato mune„
"What is night for all beings is the time of awakening for the selfcontrolled; and the time of awakening for all beings is night for the
introspective sage."
Sometimes K”£‹a consciousness appears like a type of madness to mundane
people, just as the activities of mundaners are considered a form of madness
by K”£‹a conscious men.
TEXT 292
TEXT
ei-rãpa da¤a-r•tri r•m•nanda-sa•ge
sukhe go••il• prabhu k”£‹a-kath•-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
ei-rãpa--in this way; da¤a-r•tri--ten nights; r•m•nanda sa•ge--with ¥r†
R•m•nanda R•ya; sukhe--in great happiness; go••il•--passed; prabhu--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”£‹a-kath•-ra•ge--in transcendental pleasure by
discussing talks of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
For ten nights Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu and R•m•nanda R•ya spent a happy
time discussing the pastimes of K”£‹a.
TEXT 293
TEXT
nigã‚ha vrajera rasa-l†l•ra vic•ra
aneka kahila, t•ra n• p•ila p•ra
SYNONYMS
nigã‚ha--very confidential; vrajera--of V”nd•vana, or Vrajabhãmi; rasal†l•ra--of the pastimes of conjugal love between K”£‹a and the gop†s; vic•ra-consideration; aneka--various; kahila--spoke; t•ra--of that; n•--not; p•ila-got; p•ra--the limit.
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TRANSLATION
The conversations between R•m•nanda R•ya and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
contain the most confidential subject matters touching the conjugal love
between R•dh• and K”£‹a in V”nd•vana [Vrajabhãmi]. Although they talked at
great length about these pastimes, they could not reach the limit of
discussion.
TEXT 294
TEXT
t•m•, k••s•, rãp•, son•, ratna-cint•ma‹i
keha yadi k•h•• pot• p•ya eka-kh•ni
SYNONYMS
t•m•--copper; k••s•--bell metal; rãp•--silver; son•--gold; ratna-cint•ma‹i-touchstone the basis of all metals; keha--somebody; yadi--if; k•h••-somewhere; pot•--buried; p•ya--finds; eka-kh•ni--in one place.
TRANSLATION
Actually, these conversations are like a great mine where, from a single
place, one can extract all kinds of metals--copper, bell metal, silver and
gold--and also touchstone, the basis of all metals.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura gives the following summary of the conversations
between R•m•nanda R•ya and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. R•m•nanda R•ya replied to
five questions of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and these questions and their
replies are recorded in verses 57-67. The first answer is compared to copper,
the second to a better metal, bell metal, the third to a still better metal,
silver, and the fourth to the best metal of all, gold. But the fifth answer is
compared to the most valuable gem, touchstone, because it deals with unalloyed
devotion, the ultimate goal of devotional life, and illuminates the preceding
four subordinate answers.
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura points out that in Vrajabhãmi there
is the Yamun• River with its sandy banks. There are kadamba trees, cows,
K”£‹a's sticks with which He herds cows, and K”£‹a's flute. All of these
belong to the ¤•nta-rasa, the mellow of neutrality in devotional service.
There are also the direct servants of K”£‹a, such as Citraka, Patraka and
Raktaka, and these are the embodiments of service in the mellow of servitude.
There are also friends like ¥r†d•m• and Sud•m• who embody service in
fraternity. Nanda Mah•r•ja and mother Ya¤od• are the embodiments of paternal
love. Above all of these are ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and Her assistants, the gop†s
Lalit•, Vi¤•kh• and others, who embody conjugal love. In this way all five
mellows--¤•nta, d•sya, sakhya, v•tsalya and m•dhurya--exist eternally in
Vrajabhãmi. They are compared respectively to copper, bell metal, silver, gold
and touchstone, the basis of all metals. ¥r†la Kavir•ja Gosv•m† therefore
refers to a mine eternally existing in V”nd•vana, Vrajabhãmi.
TEXT 295
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TEXT
krame uàh•ite seha uttama vastu p•ya
aiche pra¤nottara kaila prabhu-r•mar•ya
SYNONYMS
krame--gradually; uàh•ite--to raise; seha--that person; uttama--best;
vastu--metal; p•ya--gets; aiche--so also; pra¤na-uttara--the questions and
answers; kaila--have done; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; r•ma-r•ya--and
R•m•nanda R•ya.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and R•m•nanda R•ya worked like miners, excavating
all kinds of valuable metals, each one better than the other. Their questions
and answers are exactly like that.
TEXT 296
TEXT
•ra dina r•ya-p•¤e vid•ya m•gil•
vid•yera k•le t••re ei •j‘• dil•
SYNONYMS
•ra dina--the next day; r•ya-p•¤e--before R•m•nanda R•ya; vid•ya m•gil•-begged farewell; vid•yera k•le--at the time of departure; t••re--unto him; ei-this; •j‘•--order; dil•--gave.
TRANSLATION
The next day Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu begged Ramananda Raya to give Him
permission to leave, and at the time of farewell the Lord gave him the
following orders.
TEXT 297
TEXT
vi£aya ch•‚iy• tumi y•ha n†l•cale
•mi t†rtha kari' t••h• •siba alpa-k•le
SYNONYMS
vi£aya--material engagement; ch•‚iy•--giving up; tumi--you; y•ha--go;
n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; •mi--I; t†rtha kari'--finishing My touring and
pilgrimage; t••h•--there; •siba--shall return; alpa-k•le--very soon.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu told him, "Give up all material engagements and
come to Jagann•tha Pur†. I will return there very soon after finishing My tour
and pilgrimage.
TEXT 298
TEXT
dui-jane n†l•cale rahiba eka-sa•ge
sukhe go••iba k•la k”£‹a-kath•-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
dui-jane--both of us; n†l•cale--at Jagann•tha Pur†; rahiba--shall stay;
eka-sa•ge--together; sukhe--in happiness; go••iba--shall pass; k•la--time;
k”£‹a-kath•-ra•ge--in the pleasure of discussing topics about K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"The two of us shall remain together at Jagann•tha Pur† and happily pass
our time discussing K”£‹a."
TEXT 299
TEXT
eta bali' r•m•nande kari' •li•gana
t••re ghare p•àh•iy• karila ¤ayana
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; r•m•nande--to ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya; kari'--doing;
•li•gana--embracing; t••re--him; ghare--to his home; p•àh•iy•--sending;
karila--did; ¤ayana--lying down.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then embraced ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya, and after sending
him back to his home, the Lord took rest.
TEXT 300
TEXT
pr•ta„-k•le uàhi' prabhu dekhi' hanum•n
t••re namaskari' prabhu dak£i‹e karil• pray•‹a
SYNONYMS
pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning; uàhi'--rising; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; dekhi'--visiting; hanum•n--the village deity Hanum•n; t••re--unto
him; namaskari'--offering obeisances; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
dak£i‹e--to the south; karil•--made; pray•‹a--departure.
TRANSLATION
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After rising from bed the next morning, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited the
local temple, where there was a deity of Hanum•n. After offering him
obeisances, the Lord departed for South India.
PURPORT
In almost all the cities and towns of India there are temples of Hanum•nj†,
the eternal servant of Lord R•macandra. There is even a temple of Hanum•n near
Govindaj† temple in V”nd•vana. Formerly this temple was in front of the
Gop•laj† temple, but that Deity Gop•laj† went to Orissa to remain as S•k£igop•la. Being the eternal servant of Lord R•macandra, Hanum•nj† has been
respectfully worshiped for many hundreds and thousands of years. Here even
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu set the example in showing how one should offer
respects to Hanum•nj†.
TEXT 301
TEXT
'vidy•pãre' n•n•-mata loka vaise yata
prabhu-dar¤ane 'vai£‹ava' haila ch•‚i' nija-mata
SYNONYMS
vidy•pãre--in the town of Vidy•nagara; n•n•-mata--various opinions; loka-people; vaise--reside; yata--all; prabhu-dar¤ane--in seeing ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; vai£‹ava--devotees of Lord Vi£‹u; haila--became; ch•‚i'--giving
up; nija-mata--own opinions.
TRANSLATION
All the residents of Vidy•nagara were of different faiths, but after seeing
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, they abandoned their own faiths and became Vai£‹avas.
TEXT 302
TEXT
r•m•nanda hail• prabhura virahe vihvala
prabhura dhy•ne rahe vi£aya ch•‚iy• sakala
SYNONYMS
r•m•nanda--¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya; hail•--became; prabhura--of Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; virahe--in separation; vihvala--overwhelmed; prabhura
dhy•ne--in meditation on ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; rahe--remains; vi£aya-worldly business; ch•‚iy•--giving up; sakala--all.
TRANSLATION
When R•m•nanda R•ya began to feel separation from ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
he was overwhelmed. Meditating on the Lord, he gave up all his material
business.
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TEXT 303
TEXT
sa•k£epe kahilu• r•m•nandera milana
vist•ri' var‹ite n•re sahasra-vadana
SYNONYMS
sa•k£epe--in brief; kahilu•--I have described; r•m•nandera milana--meeting
with ¥r†la R•m•nanda R•ya; vist•ri'--expanding; var‹ite--to describe; n•re-not able; sahasra-vadana--Lord ¥e£a N•ga, who has thousands of hoods.
TRANSLATION
I have briefly described the meeting between ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and
R•m•nanda R•ya. No one can actually describe this meeting exhaustively. It is
even impossible for Lord ¥e£a N•ga, who has thousands of hoods.
TEXT 304
TEXT
sahaje caitanya-caritra----ghana-dugdha-pãra
r•m•nanda-caritra t•he kha‹‚a pracura
SYNONYMS
sahaje--generally; caitanya-caritra--the activities of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; ghana-dugdha-pãra--like condensed milk; r•m•nanda-caritra--the
story of R•m•nanda R•ya; t•he--in that; kha‹‚a--sugar candy; pracura--a large
quantity.
TRANSLATION
The activities of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are like condensed milk, and the
activities of R•m•nanda R•ya are like large quantities of sugar candy.
TEXT 305
TEXT
r•dh•-k”£‹a-l†l•----t•te karpãra-milana
bh•gyav•n yei, sei kare •sv•dana
SYNONYMS
r•dh•-k”£‹a-l†l•--the pastimes of ¥r† R•dh• and K”£‹a; t•te--in that
composition; karpãra--the camphor; milana--mixture; bh•gyav•n--fortunate; yei-one who; sei--that person; kare--does; •sv•dana--tasting.
TRANSLATION
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Their meeting is exactly like a mixture of condensed milk and sugar candy.
When they talk of the pastimes of R•dh• and K”£‹a, camphor is added. One who
tastes this combined preparation is most fortunate.
TEXT 306
TEXT
ye ih• eka-b•ra piye kar‹a-dv•re
t•ra kar‹a lobhe ih• ch•‚ite n• p•re
SYNONYMS
ye--anyone; ih•--this; eka-b•ra--once; piye--drinks; kar‹a-dv•re--through
aural reception; t•ra--his; kar‹a--ears; lobhe--in greed; ih•--this; ch•‚ite-to give up; n•--not; p•re--are able.
TRANSLATION
This wonderful preparation has to be taken aurally. If one takes it, he
becomes greedy to relish it even further.
TEXT 307
TEXT
'rasa-tattva-j‘•na' haya ih•ra ¤rava‹e
'prema-bhakti' haya r•dh•-k”£‹era cara‹e
SYNONYMS
rasa-tattva-j‘•na--transcendental knowledge of the humors of conjugal love
between R•dh• and K”£‹a; haya--is; ih•ra--of this; ¤rava‹e--by hearing; premabhakti--pure love of Godhead; haya--becomes possible; r•dh•-k”£‹era cara‹e--at
the lotus feet of R•dh• and K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
By hearing the talks between R•m•nanda R•ya and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
one becomes enlightened with the transcendental knowledge of the mellows of
R•dh•'s and K”£‹a's pastimes. Thus one can develop unalloyed love for the
lotus feet of R•dh• and K”£‹a.
TEXT 308
TEXT
caitanyera gã‚ha-tattva j•ni ih• haite
vi¤v•sa kari' ¤una, tarka n• kariha citte
SYNONYMS
caitanyera--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; gã‚ha-tattva--the confidential
truth; j•ni--we can learn; ih• haite--from these talks; vi¤v•sa kari'--having
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firm faith; ¤una--hear; tarka--arguments; n•--not; kariha--do; citte--within
the heart.
TRANSLATION
The author requests every reader to hear these talks with faith and without
argument. By studying them in this way, one will be able to understand the
confidential truth of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 309
TEXT
alaukika l†l• ei parama nigã‚ha
vi¤v•se p•iye, tarke haya bahu-dãra
SYNONYMS
alaukika--uncommon; l†l•--pastimes; ei--this; parama--most; nigã‚ha-confidential; vi¤v•se--by faith; p•iye--we can get; tarke--by argument; haya-is; bahu-dãra--far away.
TRANSLATION
This part of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's pastimes is most confidential. One
can derive benefit quickly only by faith; otherwise by arguing one will always
remain far away.
TEXT 310
TEXT
¤r†-caitanya-nity•nanda-advaita-cara‹a
y••h•ra sarvasva, t••re mile ei dhana
SYNONYMS
¤r†-caitanya--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nity•nanda--of Lord
Nity•nanda; advaita-cara‹a--and the lotus feet of ¥r† Advaita Prabhu; y••h•ra
sarva-sva--whose everything; t••re--him; mile--meets; ei--this; dhana-treasure.
TRANSLATION
He who has accepted as everything the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, Nity•nanda Prabhu and Advaita Prabhu can attain this
transcendental treasure.
PURPORT
¥r† Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura says that K”£‹a is obtainable for the
faithful, but for those who are accustomed to argue, K”£‹a is far, far away.
Similarly, these talks between R•m•nanda R•ya and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu can
be understood by a person who has firm faith. Those who are not in the
disciplic succession, the asauta-panth†s, cannot have faith in these talks.
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They are always doubting and engaging in mental concoctions. These talks
cannot be understood by such whimsical people. Transcendental topics remain
far, far away from those engaged in mundane arguments. In this regard, the
Vedic mantras in the Kaàha Upani£ad (1.2.9) state, nai£• tarke‹a matir •paney•
prokt•nyenaiva su-j‘•n•ya pre£àha. According to the Mu‹‚aka Upani£ad (3.2.3):
n•yam •tm• pravacanena labhyo
na medhay• na bahun• ¤rutena
yam evai£a v”‹ute tena labhyas
tasyai£a •tm• viv”‹ute tanã‰ sv•m
And according to the Brahma-sãtra (2.1.11), tark•prati£àh•n•t.
All Vedic scriptures declare that transcendental subjects cannot be
understood simply by argument or logic. Spiritual matters are far above
experimental knowledge. Only by K”£‹a's mercy can one who is interested in His
transcendental loving affairs understand them. If one tries to understand
these transcendental topics simply by using one's material brain substance,
the attempt will be futile. Whether one is a pr•k”ta-sahajiy• or a mundane
opportunist or scholar, one's labor to understand these topics by mundane
means will ultimately be frustrated. One therefore has to give up all mundane
attempts and try to become a pure devotee of Lord Vi£‹u. When a devotee
follows the regulative principles, the truth of these talks will be revealed
to him. This is confirmed in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.234):
ata„ ¤r†-k”£‹a-n•m•di
na bhaved gr•hyam indriyai„
sevonmukhe hi jihv•dau
svayam eva sphuraty ada„
One cannot understand the Lord's holy name, pastimes, form, qualities, or
entourage with one's blunt material senses. However, when the senses are
purified by the constant rendering of service, the spiritual truth of the
pastimes of R•dh• and K”£‹a are revealed. As confirmed in the Mu‹‚aka
Upani£ad: yam evai£a v”‹ute tena labhyas. Only one who is favored by the
Supreme Personality of Godhead can understand the transcendental features of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 311
TEXT
r•m•nanda r•ye mora koà† namask•ra
y••ra mukhe kaila prabhu rasera vist•ra
SYNONYMS
r•m•nanda r•ye--unto ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya; mora--my; koà†--ten million;
namask•ra--obeisances; y••ra mukhe--in whose mouth; kaila--did; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; rasera vist•ra--the expansion of transcendental mellows.
TRANSLATION
I offer ten million obeisances unto the lotus feet of ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya
because from his mouth much spiritual information has been expanded by ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
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TEXT 312
TEXT
d•modara-svarãpera ka‚ac•-anus•re
r•m•nanda-milana-l†l• karila prac•re
SYNONYMS
d•modara-svarãpera--of Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†; ka‚ac•--with the
notebooks; anus•re--in accordance; r•m•nanda-milana-l†l•--the pastimes of the
meeting with R•m•nanda; karila--have done; prac•re--distribution.
TRANSLATION
I have tried to preach the pastimes of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
meeting with R•m•nanda R•ya in accordance with the notebooks of ¥r† Svarãpa
D•modara.
PURPORT
At the end of every chapter, the author admits the value of the disciplic
succession. He never claims to have written this transcendental literature by
carrying out research work. He simply admits his indebtedness to the notes
taken by Svarãpa D•modara, Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m† and other authoritative
persons. This is the way of writing transcendental books, which are never
meant for so-called scholars and research workers. The process is mah•-jano
yena gata„ sa panth•„: one has to strictly follow great personalities and
•c•ryas. šc•rya-v•n puru£o veda: one who has the favor of the •c•rya knows
everything. This statement made by Kavir•ja Gosv•m† is very valuable for all
pure devotees. Sometimes the pr•k”t• sahajiy•s claim that they have heard the
truth from their guru. But one cannot have transcendental knowledge simply by
hearing from a guru who is not bona fide. The guru must be bona fide, and he
must have heard from his bona fide guru. Only then will his message be
accepted as bona fide. Lord K”£‹a confirms this in the Bhagavad-g†t• (4.1):
¤r†-bhagav•n uv•ca
ima‰ vivasvate yoga‰
proktav•n aham avyayam
vivasv•n manave pr•ha
manur ik£v•kave 'brav†t
"The Supreme Lord said, 'I instructed this imperishable science of yoga to
the sun-god, Vivasv•n, and Vivasv•n instructed it to Manu, the father of
mankind, and Manu in turn instructed it to Ik£v•ku."
In this way the message is transmitted in the bona fide spiritual disciplic
succession from bona fide spiritual master to bona fide student. ¥r†la
Kavir•ja Gosv•m† therefore as usual concludes this chapter by reasserting his
faith in the lotus feet of the six Gosv•m†s. Thus he is able to set forth this
transcendental scripture, Caitanya-carit•m”ta.
TEXT 313
TEXT
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¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Eighth Chapter, describing the talks between ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and
R•m•nanda R•ya.
Chapter 9
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's Travels to the Holy Places
A summary of the Ninth Chapter is given by ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura.
After leaving Vidy•nagara, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited such places of
pilgrimage as Gautam†-ga•g•, Mallik•rjuna, Ahovala-n”si‰ha, Siddhavaàa,
Skanda-k£etra, Trimaàha, V”ddhak•¤†, Bauddha-sth•na, Tirupati, Tirumala, P•n•n”si‰ha, ¥iva-k•‘c†, Vi£‹u-k•‘c†, Trik•la-hast†, V”ddhakola, ¥iy•l†-bhairav†,
K•ver†-t†ra and Kumbhakar‹a-kap•la.
Finally the Lord went to ¥r† Ra•ga-k£etra, where He converted a br•hma‹a
named Ve•kaàa Bhaààa, who, along with his family, became a devotee of K”£‹a.
After leaving ¥r† Ra•ga, Caitanya Mah•prabhu reached ™£abha-parvata, where He
met Param•nanda Pur†, who later arrived at Jagann•tha Pur†. Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu then proceeded farther, arriving at Setubandha R•me¤vara. At ¥r†
¥aila-parvata, the Lord met Lord ¥iva and his wife Durg• in the dress of a
br•hma‹a and br•hma‹†. From there He went to K•mako£àh†-pur† and later arrived
at southern Mathur•. A br•hma‹a devotee of Lord R•macandra's talked with Him.
Then the Lord took His bath in the river K”tam•l•. On the hill known as
Mahendra-¤aila, the Lord saw Para¤ur•ma. Then the Lord went to Setubandha and
took His bath at Dhanus-t†rtha. He also visited R•me¤vara, where He collected
some papers connected with S†t•dev†, whose illusory form was kidnapped by
R•va‹a. The Lord next visited the places known as P•‹‚ya-de¤a, T•mrapar‹†,
Naya-tripad†, Ciya‚atal•, Tila-k•‘c†, Gajendra-mok£a‹a, P•n•ga‚i, C•mt•pura,
¥r† Vaiku‹àha, Malaya-parvata and Kany•-kum•r†. The Lord then met the
Bhaààath•ris at Mall•ra-de¤a and saved K•l• K”£‹ad•sa from their clutches. The
Lord also collected the Brahma-sa‰hit•, Fifth Chapter, on the banks of the
Payasvin† River. He then visited Payasvin†, ¥”•gavera-pur†-maàha and Matsyat†rtha. At the village of U‚up† He saw the Gop•la Deity installed by ¥r†
Madhv•c•rya. He then defeated the Tattvav•d†s in ¤•stric conversation. The
Lord next visited Phalgu-t†rtha, Tritakãpa, Pa‘c•psar•, Sãrp•raka and
Kol•pura. At ¥r† Ra•gapur† the Lord received news of ¥a•kar•ra‹ya's
disappearance. He then went to the banks of the K”£‹ave‹v• River, where He
collected from among the Vai£‹ava br•hma‹as a book written by Bilvama•gala,
K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta. The Lord then visited T•pt†, M•hi£mat†-pura, Narmad•-t†ra and
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™£yamãka-parvata. He entered Da‹‚ak•ra‹ya and liberated the seven palm trees.
From there He visited a place known as Pamp•-sarovara and visited Pa‘cavaà†,
N•sika, Brahmagiri and also the source of the God•var† River, Ku¤•varta. Thus
the Lord visited almost all the holy places in South India. He finally
returned to Jagann•tha Pur† by taking the same route, after visiting
Vidy•nagara again.
TEXT 1
TEXT
n•n•-mata-gr•ha-grast•n
d•k£i‹•tya-jana-dvip•n
k”p•ri‹• vimucyait•n
gaura¤ cakre sa vai£‹av•n
SYNONYMS
n•n•-mata--by various philosophies; gr•ha--like crocodiles; grast•n-captured; d•k£i‹•tya-jana--the inhabitants of South India; dvip•n--like
elephants; k”p•-ari‹•--by His disc of mercy; vimucya--liberating; et•n--all
these; gaura„--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cakre--converted; sa„--He; vai£‹av•n-to the Vai£‹ava cult.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu converted the inhabitants of South India.
These people were as strong as elephants, but they were in the clutches of the
crocodiles of various philosophies, such as the Buddhist, Jain and M•y•v•da
philosophies. With His disc of mercy the Lord delivered them all by converting
them into Vai£‹avas, devotees of the Lord.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's converting the people of South India into
Vai£‹avas is compared herein to Lord Vi£‹u's delivering Gajendra the elephant
from the attack of a crocodile. When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited southern
India, almost all the residents were within the jaws of the crocodiles of
Buddhist, Jain and M•y•v•da philosophy. Here Kavir•ja Gosv•m† states that
although these people were as strong as elephants, they were almost in the
clutches of death because they were being attacked by the crocodiles of
various philosophies. However, as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in the form of Vi£‹u
mercifully saved the elephant Gajendra from the clutches of a crocodile, so He
saved all the people of South India from the clutches of various philosophies
by converting them into Vai£‹avas.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†-caitanya jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
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jaya jaya--all glories; ¤r†-caitanya--to Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jaya-all glories; nity•nanda--unto Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya advaita-candra--all
glories to Advaita Prabhu; jaya--all glories; gaura-bhakta-v”nda--to the
devotees of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All glories to Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Lord Nity•nanda
Prabhu! All glories to ¥r† Advaita Prabhu! And all glories to the devotees of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu!
TEXT 3
TEXT
dak£i‹a-gamana prabhura ati vilak£a‹a
sahasra sahasra t†rtha kaila dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
dak£i‹a-gamana--touring in South India; prabhura--of the Lord; ati--very;
vilak£a‹a--extraordinary; sahasra sahasra--thousands and thousands; t†rtha-holy places; kaila--did; dara¤ana--visit.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's tour of South India was certainly very
extraordinary because He visited many thousands of places of pilgrimage there.
TEXT 4
TEXT
sei saba t†rtha spar¤i' mah•-t†rtha kaila
sei chale sei de¤era loka nist•rila
SYNONYMS
sei saba--all those; t†rtha--holy places; spar¤i'--touching; mah•-t†rtha-into great places of pilgrimage; kaila--made them; sei chale--under that plea;
sei de¤era--of those countries; loka--the people; nist•rila--He delivered.
TRANSLATION
On the plea of visiting all those holy places, the Lord converted many
thousands of residents and thus delivered them. Simply by touching the holy
places, He made them into great places of pilgrimage.
PURPORT
It is said: t†rth†-kurvanti t†rth•ni.
A t†rtha, or holy place, is a place
where great saintly personalities visit or reside. Although the holy places
were already places of pilgrimage, they were all purified by ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's visit. Many people go to these holy places and leave their sinful
activities there, thus becoming free from contamination. When these
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contaminations pile up, they are counteracted by the visit of great
personalities like ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His strict followers. Many
kinds of patients come to a hospital, which may be infected by many types of
disease. Actually the hospital is always infected, but the expert physician
keeps the hospital sterilized by his expert presence and management.
Similarly, places of pilgrimage are always infected by the sins left by the
sinners who go there, but when a personality like ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
visits such a place, all contaminations vanish.
TEXT 5
TEXT
sei saba t†rthera krama kahite n• p•ri
dak£i‹a-v•me t†rtha-gamana haya pher•pheri
SYNONYMS
sei saba--all those; t†rthera--of holy places; krama--the chronological
order; kahite--to tell of; n• p•ri--I am unable; dak£i‹a-v•me--left and right;
t†rtha-gamana--visiting the holy places; haya--is; pher•pheri--going and
coming back
TRANSLATION
I cannot chronologically record all the places of pilgrimage visited by
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. I can only summarize everything by saying that
the Lord visited all holy places right and left, coming and going.
TEXT 6
TEXT
ataeva n•ma-m•tra kariye ga‹ana
kahite n• p•ri t•ra yath• anukrama
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; n•ma-m•tra--only as a token record; kariye ga‹ana--I
count; kahite--to tell; n• p•ri--I am unable; t•ra--of that; yath•--as;
anukrama--chronological order.
TRANSLATION
Because it is impossible for me to record all these places in chronological
order, I simply make a token gesture of recording them.
TEXTS 7-8
TEXT
pãrvavat pathe y•ite ye p•ya dara¤ana
yei gr•me y•ya, se gr•mera yata jana
sabei vai£‹ava haya, kahe 'k”£‹a' 'hari'
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anya gr•ma nist•raye sei 'vai£‹ava' kari'
SYNONYMS
pãrva-vat--as done previously; pathe--on the way; y•ite--while going; ye-anyone who; p•ya--gets; dara¤ana--audience; yei--which; gr•me--in the village;
y•ya--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu goes; se--that; gr•mera--of the village;
yata--all; jana--people; sabei--all of them; vai£‹ava haya--become devotees;
kahe--say; k”£‹a hari--the holy names of Lord K”£‹a and Hari; anya gr•ma-other villages; nist•raye--delivers; sei--He; vai£‹ava--devotees; kari'-making.
TRANSLATION
As previously stated, all the residents of the villages visited by Lord
Caitanya became Vai£‹avas and began to chant "Hari" and "K”£‹a." In this way,
in all the villages visited by the Lord, everyone became a Vai£‹ava, a
devotee.
PURPORT
The holy names of K”£‹a and Hari, or the chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mah•mantra, are so spiritually powerful that even today, as our preachers go to
remote parts of the world, people immediately begin chanting Hare K”£‹a. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu was the Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself. There
cannot be anyone who can compare to Him or His potencies. However, because we
are following in His footsteps and are also chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•mantra, the effect is almost as potent as during the time of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. Our preachers mainly belong to European and American countries,
yet by the grace of Lord Caitanya they have tremendous success wherever they
go to open branches. Indeed, everywhere people are very seriously chanting
Hare K”£‹a, Hare K”£‹a, K”£‹a K”£‹a, Hare Hare. Hare R•ma, Hare R•ma, R•ma
R•ma, Hare Hare.
TEXT 9
TEXT
dak£i‹a de¤era loka aneka prak•ra
keha j‘•n†, keha karm†, p•£a‹‚† ap•ra
SYNONYMS
dak£i‹a de¤era--of South India; loka--people; aneka--many; prak•ra-varieties; keha--someone; j‘•n†--philosophical speculator; keha--someone;
karm†--fruitive worker; p•£a‹‚†--nondevotees; ap•ra--innumerable.
TRANSLATION
In South India there were many types of people. Some were philosophical
speculators, and some were fruitive workers, but in any case there were
innumerable nondevotees.
TEXT 10
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TEXT
sei saba loka prabhura dar¤ana-prabh•ve
nija-nija-mata ch•‚i' ha-ila vai£‹ave
SYNONYMS
sei saba loka--all those people; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
dar¤ana-prabh•ve--by the influence of His visit; nija-nija--their own; mata-opinion; ch•‚i'--giving up; ha-ila--became; vai£‹ave--devotees.
TRANSLATION
By the influence of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, all these people abandoned
their own opinions and became Vai£‹avas, devotees of K”£‹a.
TEXT 11
TEXT
vai£‹avera madhye r•ma-up•saka saba
keha 'tattvav•d†', keha haya '¤r†-vai£‹ava'
SYNONYMS
vai£‹avera madhye--amongst Vai£‹avas; r•ma-up•saka saba--all worshipers of
Lord ¥r† R•macandra; keha--someone; tattva-v•d†--followers of Madhv•c•rya;
keha--someone; haya--is; ¤r†-vai£‹ava--devotees following the disciplic
succession of ¥r† R•m•nuj•c•rya
TRANSLATION
At the time, all the South Indian Vai£‹avas were worshipers of Lord
R•macandra. Some were Tattvav•d†s, and some were followers of R•m•nuj•c•rya.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura points out that the word
"Tattvav•d†" refers to the followers of ¥r†la Madhv•c•rya. To distinguish his
disciplic succession from the M•y•v•d† followers of ¥a•kar•c•rya, ¥r†la
Madhv•c•rya named his party the Tattvav•d†s. Impersonal monists are always
attacked by these Tattvav•d†s, who attempt to defeat their philosophy of
impersonalism. Generally, they establish the supremacy of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. Actually the disciplic succession of Madhv•c•rya is
known as the Brahm• Vai£‹ava sect; that is the sect coming down from Lord
Brahm•. Consequently the Tattvav•d†s, or followers of Madhv•c•rya, do not
accept the incident of Lord Brahm•'s illusion, which is recorded in the Tenth
Canto of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. ¥r†la Madhv•c•rya has purposefully avoided
commenting on that portion of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam in which brahma-mohana, the
illusion of Lord Brahm•, is mentioned. ¥r†la M•dhavendra Pur† was one of the
•c•ryas in the Tattvav•da disciplic succession, and he established the
ultimate goal of transcendentalism to be attainment of pure devotional
service, love of Godhead. Those Vai£‹avas belonging to the Gau‚†ya-samprad•ya,
the disciplic succession following ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, are distinct from
the Tattvav•d†s, although they belong to the same Tattvav•da-samprad•ya. The
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followers of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are therefore known as the MadhvaGau‚†ya-samprad•ya.
The word p•£a‹‚† refers to those who are opposed to pure devotional
service. In particular, these are the M•y•v•d†s, the impersonalists. A
definition of p•£a‹‚† is given in the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa (1.73), wherein it is
stated:
yas tu n•r•ya‹a‰ deva‰
brahma-rudr•di-daivatai„
samatvenaiva v†k£eta
sa p•£a‹‚† bhaved dhruvam
A p•£a‹‚† is one who thinks that the Supreme Lord N•r•ya‹a, the Personality
of Godhead, is on the same level with the demigods, headed by Lord Brahm• and
Lord ¥iva. The devotee never considers Lord N•r•ya‹a to be on the same
platform with Lord Brahm• and Lord ¥iva. The Madhv•c•rya-samprad•ya and
R•m•nuja-samprad•ya are mainly worshipers of Lord R•macandra, although the ¥r†
Vai£‹avas are supposed to be worshipers of Lord N•r•ya‹a and Lak£m† and the
Tattvav•d†s are supposed to be worshipers of Lord K”£‹a. At present, in most
of the monasteries belonging to the Madhva-samprad•ya, Lord R•macandra is
worshiped.
In the book known as Adhy•tma-r•m•ya‹a, there are statements in Chapters
Twelve to Fifteen about the worship of the Deities ¥r† R•macandra and S†t•.
There it is stated that during Lord R•macandra's time there was a br•hma‹a who
took a vow to fast until he saw Lord R•macandra. Sometimes, due to business,
Lord R•macandra was absent from His capital for a full week and could not be
seen by citizens during that time. Because of his vow, the br•hma‹a could not
take even a drop of water during that week. Later, after eight or nine days,
when the br•hma‹a could see Lord R•macandra personally, he would break his
fast. Upon observing the br•hma‹a's rigid vow, Lord ¥r† R•macandra ordered His
younger brother Lak£ma‹a to deliver a pair of S†t•-R•ma Deities to the
br•hma‹a. The br•hma‹a received the Deities from ¥r† Lak£ma‹aj† and worshiped
Them faithfully as long as he lived. At the time of his death, he delivered
the Deities to ¥r† Hanum•nj†, who, for many years, hung Them around his neck
and served Them with all devotion. After many years, when Hanum•nj† departed
on the hill known as Gandha-m•dana, he delivered the Deities to Bh†masena, one
of the P•‹‚avas, and Bh†masena brought Them to his palace, where he kept Them
very carefully. The last king of the P•‹‚avas, K£emak•nta, worshiped the
Deities in that palace. Later, the same Deities were kept in the custody of
the kings of Orissa known as Gajapatis. One of the •c•ryas, known as Narahari
T†rtha, who was in the disciplic succession of Madhv•c•rya, received these
Deities from the King of Orissa.
It may be noted that these particular Deities of R•ma and S†t• have been
worshiped from the time of King Ik£v•ku. Indeed, they were worshiped by the
royal princes even before the appearance of Lord R•macandra. Later, during
Lord R•macandra's presence, the Deities were worshiped by Lak£ma‹a. It is said
that just three months before his disappearance, ¥r† Madhv•c•rya received
these Deities and installed them in the U‚up† temple. Since then the Deities
have been worshiped by the Madhv•c•rya-samprad•ya at that monastery. As far as
the ¥r† Vai£‹avas are concerned, beginning with R•m•nuj•c•rya, they also
worshiped Deities of S†t•-R•ma. S†t•-R•ma Deities are also being worshiped in
Tirupati and other places. From the ¥r† R•m•nuja-samprad•ya there is another
branch known as R•m•nand† or R•m•t, and the followers of that branch also
worship Deities of S†t•-R•ma very rigidly. The R•m•nuja-samprad•ya Vai£‹avas
prefer the worship of Lord R•macandra to that of R•dh•-K”£‹a.
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TEXT 12
TEXT
sei saba vai£‹ava mah•prabhura dar¤ane
k”£‹a-up•saka haila, laya k”£‹a-n•me
SYNONYMS
sei saba--all those; vai£‹ava--devotees; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; dar¤ane--by seeing; k”£‹a-up•saka--devotees of Lord K”£‹a; haila-became; laya--took; k”£‹a-n•me--the holy name of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
After meeting ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, all those different Vai£‹avas became
devotees of K”£‹a and began chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra.
TEXT 13
TEXT
r•ma! r•ghava! r•ma! r•ghava! r•ma! r•ghava! p•hi m•m
k”£‹a! ke¤ava! k”£‹a! ke¤ava! k”£‹a! ke¤ava! rak£a m•m
SYNONYMS
r•ma--O R•ma; r•ghava--O descendant of Raghu; p•hi--please protect; m•m-me; k”£‹a--O K”£‹a; ke¤ava--O killer of Ke¤†; rak£a--protect; m•m--me.
TRANSLATION
" 'O Lord R•macandra, descendant of Mah•r•ja Raghu, kindly protect me! O
Lord K”£‹a, killer of the Ke¤† demon, kindly protect me!' "
TEXT 14
TEXT
ei ¤loka pathe pa‚i' karil• pray•‹a
gautam†-ga•g•ya y•i' kaila ga•g•-sn•na
SYNONYMS
ei ¤loka--this Sanskrit verse; pathe--on the way; pa‚i'--reciting; karil•-did; pray•‹a--going; gautam†-ga•g•ya--to the bank of the Gautam†-ga•g•; y•i'-going; kaila--did; ga•g•-sn•na--bathing in the Ganges.
TRANSLATION
While walking on the road, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu used to chant this R•ma
R•ghava mantra. Chanting in this way, He arrived at the banks of the Gautam†ga•g• and took His bath there.
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PURPORT
The Gautam†-ga•g• is another branch of the river God•var†. Formerly a great
sage named Gautama ™£i used to live on the bank of this river opposite the
city of R•jamahendri, and consequently this branch was called the Gautam†ga•g•.
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura says that ¥r†la Kavir•ja Gosv•m† has recorded
the names of the holy places visited by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu but that there
is no chronological order of the places visited. However, there is a notebook
of Govinda d•sa's containing a chronological order and references to
geographical positions. ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura requests the readers to
refer to that book. According to Govinda d•sa, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to
Trimanda from the Gautam†-ga•g•. From there He went to •hu‹‚ir•ma-t†rtha,
another place of pilgrimage. According to this book, after visiting the
Gautam†-ga•g•, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to Mallik•rjuna-t†rtha.
TEXT 15
TEXT
mallik•rjuna-t†rthe y•i' mahe¤a dekhila
t•h•• saba loke k”£‹a-n•ma laoy•ila
SYNONYMS
mallik•rjuna-t†rthe--to the holy place known as Mallik•rjuna; y•i'--going;
mahe¤a--the deity of Lord ¥iva; dekhila--He saw; t•h••--there; saba loke--all
the people; k”£‹a-n•ma--Lord K”£‹a's holy name; laoy•ila--He induced to chant.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then went to Mallik•rjuna-t†rtha and saw the deity
of Lord ¥iva there. He also induced all the people to chant the Hare K”£‹a
mah•-mantra.
PURPORT
Mallik•rjuna is also known as ¥r† Saila. It is situated about seventy miles
south of Kar‹ula on the right bank of the K”£‹• River. There are great walls
all around the village, and within the walls resides the deity known as
Mallik•rjuna. It is a deity of Lord ¥iva and is one of the Jyotirli•gas.
TEXT 16
TEXT
r•mad•sa mah•deve karila dara¤ana
ahovala-n”si‰here karil• gamana
SYNONYMS
r•ma-d•sa--R•mad•sa; mah•-deve--of Mah•deva; karila--did; dara¤ana--seeing;
ahovala-n”si‰here--to Ahovala-n”si‰ha; karil•--did; gamana--going.
TRANSLATION
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There he saw Lord Mah•deva [¥iva], the servant of Lord R•ma. He then went
to Ahovala-n”si‰ha.
TEXT 17
TEXT
n”si‰ha dekhiy• t••re kaila nati-stuti
siddhavaàa gel• y•h•• mãrti s†t•pati
SYNONYMS
n”si‰ha dekhiy•--after seeing the Lord N”si‰ha Deity; t••re--unto Him;
kaila--did; nati-stuti--offering of various prayers; siddhavaàa--to
Siddhavaàa; gel•--He went; y•h••--where; mãrti--the Deity; s†t•-pati--Lord
R•macandra.
TRANSLATION
After seeing the Ahovala-n”si‰ha Deity, Caitanya Mah•prabhu offered many
prayers unto the Lord. He then went to Siddhavaàa, where He saw the Deity of
R•macandra, the Lord of S†t•dev†.
PURPORT
Siddhavaàa, also known as Sidhauàa, is ten miles east of the village
Ku‚•p•. Previously this place was also known as southern Benares. There is a
great banyan tree there, and it is therefore known as Siddhavaàa. Vaàa means
banyan tree.
TEXT 18
TEXT
raghun•tha dekhi' kaila pra‹ati stavana
t•h•• eka vipra prabhura kaila nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
raghu-n•tha dekhi'--after seeing Lord R•macandra, the descendant of
Mah•r•ja Raghu; kaila--offered; pra‹ati--obeisances; stavana--prayers; t•h••-there; eka--one; vipra--br•hma‹a; prabhura--to Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
kaila--did; nimantra‹a--invitation.
TRANSLATION
After seeing the Deity of Lord R•macandra, the descendant of King Raghu,
the Lord offered His prayers and obeisances. Then a br•hma‹a invited the Lord
to take lunch.
TEXT 19
TEXT
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sei vipra r•ma-n•ma nirantara laya
'r•ma"r•ma' vin• anya v•‹† n• kahaya
SYNONYMS
sei vipra--that br•hma‹a; r•ma-n•ma--the holy name of Lord R•macandra;
nirantara--constantly; laya--chants; r•ma r•ma--the holy names R•ma R•ma;
vin•--without; anya--other; v•‹†--vibration; n•--does not; kahaya--speak.
TRANSLATION
That br•hma‹a constantly chanted the holy name of R•macandra. Indeed, but
for chanting Lord R•macandra's holy name, that br•hma‹a did not speak a word.
TEXT 20
TEXT
sei dina t••ra ghare rahi' bhik£• kari'
t••re k”p• kari' •ge calil• gaurahari
SYNONYMS
sei dina--on that day; t••ra ghare--the house of that br•hma‹a; rahi'-staying; bhik£• kari'--accepting pras•da; t••re--unto him; k”p• kari'--showing
mercy; •ge--ahead; calil•--departed; gaura-hari--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
That day, Lord Caitanya remained there and accepted pras•da at his house.
After bestowing mercy upon him in this way, the Lord proceeded ahead.
TEXT 21
TEXT
skanda-k£etra-t†rthe kaila skanda dara¤ana
trimaàha •il•, t•h•• dekhi' trivikrama
SYNONYMS
skanda-k£etra-t†rthe--in the holy place known as Skanda-k£etra; kaila--did;
skanda dara¤ana--visiting Lord Skanda (K•rttikeya, son of Lord ¥iva);
trimaàha--at Trimaàha; •il•--arrived; t•h••--there; dekhi'--seeing;
trivikrama--a form of Lord Vi£‹u, Trivikrama.
TRANSLATION
At the holy place known as Skanda-k£etra, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
visited the temple of Skanda. From there He went to Trimaàha, where He saw the
Vi£‹u Deity Trivikrama.
TEXT 22
TEXT
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puna„ siddhavaàa •il• sei vipra-ghare
sei vipra k”£‹a-n•ma laya nirantare
SYNONYMS
puna„--again; siddha-vaàa--to the place known as Siddhavaàa; •il•-returned; sei--that; vipra-ghare--in the house of the br•hma‹a; sei vipra-that br•hma‹a; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of Lord K”£‹a; laya--chants;
nirantare--constantly.
TRANSLATION
After visiting the temple of Trivikrama, the Lord returned to Siddhavaàa,
where He again visited the house of the br•hma‹a, who was now constantly
chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra.
TEXT 23
TEXT
bhik£• kari' mah•prabhu t••re pra¤na kaila
"kaha vipra, ei tom•ra kon da¤• haila
SYNONYMS
bhik£• kari'--after accepting lunch; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
t••re--unto him; pra¤na kaila--asked a question; kaha vipra--My dear br•hma‹a
friend, please say; ei--this; tom•ra--your; kon--what; da¤•--situation; haila-became.
TRANSLATION
After finishing His lunch there, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked the
br•hma‹a, "My dear friend, kindly tell Me what your position is now.
TEXT 24
TEXT
pãrve tumi nirantara laite r•ma-n•ma
ebe kene nirantara lao k”£‹a-n•ma"
SYNONYMS
pãrve--formerly; tumi--you; nirantara--constantly; laite--used to chant;
r•ma-n•ma--the holy name of Lord R•macandra; ebe--now; kene--why; nirantara-constantly; lao--you chant; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Formerly you were constantly chanting the holy name of Lord R•ma. Why are
you now constantly chanting the holy name of K”£‹a?"
TEXT 25
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TEXT
vipra bale,----ei tom•ra dar¤ana-prabh•ve
tom• dekhi' gela mora •janma svabh•ve
SYNONYMS
vipra bale--the br•hma‹a replied; ei--this; tom•ra dar¤ana-prabh•ve--by the
influence of Your visit; tom• dekhi'--after seeing You; gela--went; mora--my;
•-janma--from childhood; svabh•ve--nature.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a replied, "This is all due to Your influence, sir. After seeing
You, I have lost my lifelong practice.
TEXT 26
TEXT
b•ly•vadhi r•ma-n•ma-graha‹a •m•ra
tom• dekhi' k”£‹a-n•ma •ila eka-b•ra
SYNONYMS
b•lya-avadhi--since the days of my childhood; r•ma-n•ma-graha‹a--chanting
the holy name of Lord R•macandra; •m•ra--my; tom• dekhi'--upon seeing You;
k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of Lord K”£‹a; •ila--came; eka-b•ra--once only.
TRANSLATION
"From my childhood I have been chanting the holy name of Lord R•macandra,
but upon seeing You I chanted the holy name of Lord K”£‹a just once.
TEXT 27
TEXT
sei haite k”£‹a-n•ma jihv•te vasil•
k”£‹a-n•ma sphure, r•ma-n•ma dãre gel•
SYNONYMS
sei haite--since that time; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of Lord K”£‹a;
jihv•te--on the tongue; vasil•--was seated tightly; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name
of Lord K”£‹a; sphure--automatically comes; r•ma-n•ma--the holy name of Lord
R•macandra; dãre--far away; gel•--went.
TRANSLATION
"Since then, the holy name of K”£‹a has been tightly fixed upon my tongue.
Indeed, since I have been chanting the holy name of K”£‹a, the holy name of
Lord R•macandra has gone far away.
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TEXT 28
TEXT
b•lya-k•la haite mora svabh•va eka haya
n•mera mahim•-¤•stra kariye sa‘caya
SYNONYMS
b•lya-k•la haite--from my childhood; mora--my; svabh•va--practice; eka-one; haya--there is; n•mera--of the holy name; mahim•--concerning the glories;
¤•stra--the revealed scriptures; kariye sa‘caya--I collect.
TRANSLATION
"From my childhood I have been practicing this chanting and have been
collecting the glories of the holy name from revealed scriptures.
TEXT 29
TEXT
ramante yogino 'nante
saty•nande cid-•tmani
iti r•ma-paden•sau
para‰ brahm•bhidh†yate
SYNONYMS
ramante--take pleasure; yogina„--transcendentalists; anante--in the
unlimited; satya-•nande--real pleasure; cit-•tmani--in spiritual existence;
iti--thus; r•ma--R•ma; padena--by the word; asau--He; param--supreme; brahma-truth; abhidh†yate--is called.
TRANSLATION
" 'The Supreme Absolute Truth is called R•ma because the transcendentalists
take pleasure in the unlimited true pleasure of spiritual existence.'
PURPORT
This is the eighth verse of the ¥ata-n•ma-stotra of Lord R•macandra, which
is found in the Padma Pur•‹a.
TEXT 30
TEXT
k”£ir bhã-v•caka„ ¤abdo
‹a¤ ca nirv”ti-v•caka„
tayor aikya‰ para‰ brahma
k”£‹a ity abhidh†yate
SYNONYMS
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k”£i„--the verbal root k”£; bhã--attractive existence; v•caka„--signifying;
¤abda„--word; ‹a„--the syllable ‹a; ca--and; nirv”ti--spiritual pleasure;
v•caka„--indicating; tayo„--of both; aikyam--amalgamation; param--supreme;
brahma--Absolute Truth; k”£‹a„--Lord K”£‹a; iti--thus; abhidh†yate--is called.
TRANSLATION
" 'The word "k”£" is the attractive feature of the Lord's existence, and
"‹a" means spiritual pleasure. When the verb "k”£" is added to the affix "‹a,"
it becomes "K”£‹a," which indicates the Absolute Truth.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from the Mah•bh•rata (Udyoga-parva 71.4).
TEXT 31
TEXT
para‰ brahma dui-n•ma sam•na ha-ila
puna„ •ra ¤•stre kichu vi¤e£a p•ila
SYNONYMS
param brahma--the Absolute Truth; dui-n•ma--two names (R•ma and K”£‹a);
sam•na--on an equal level; ha-ila--were; puna„--again; •ra--further; ¤•stre-in revealed scriptures; kichu--some; vi¤e£a--specification; p•ila--is found.
TRANSLATION
"As far as the holy names of R•ma and K”£‹a are concerned, they are on an
equal level, but for further advancement we receive some specific information
from revealed scriptures.
TEXT 32
TEXT
r•ma r•meti r•meti
r•me rame manorame
sahasra-n•mabhis tulya‰
r•ma-n•ma var•nane
SYNONYMS
r•ma--R•ma; r•ma--R•ma; iti--thus; r•ma--R•ma; iti--thus; r•me--I enjoy;
rame--in the holy name of R•ma; mana„-rame--most beautiful; sahasra-n•mabhi„-with the one thousand names; tulyam--equal; r•ma-n•ma--the holy name of R•ma;
vara-•nane--O lovely-faced woman.
TRANSLATION
" 'Lord ¥iva addressed his wife Durg• as Var•nan• and explained, "I chant
the holy name of R•ma, R•ma, R•ma and thus enjoy this beautiful sound. This
holy name of R•macandra is equal to one thousand holy names of Lord Vi£‹u."'
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PURPORT
This is a verse from the B”had-vi£‹u-sahasran•ma-stotra in the Uttarakha‹‚a of the Padma Pur•‹a (72.335).
TEXT 33
TEXT
sahasra-n•mn•‰ pu‹y•n•‰
trir-•v”tty• tu yat phalam
ek•v”tty• tu k”£‹asya
n•maika‰ tat prayacchati
SYNONYMS
sahasra-n•mn•m--of one thousand names; pu‹y•n•m--holy; tri„-•v”tty•--by
thrice chanting; tu--but; yat--which; phalam--result; eka-•v”tty•--by one
repetition; tu--but; k”£‹asya--of Lord K”£‹a; n•ma--holy name; ekam--only one;
tat--that result; prayacchati--gives.
TRANSLATION
" 'The pious results derived from chanting the thousand holy names of Vi£‹u
three times can be attained by only one utterance of the holy name of K”£‹a.'
PURPORT
This verse from the Brahm•‹‚a Pur•‹a is found in the Laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta
(1.5.354), by Rãpa Gosv•m†. Simply by chanting the name of K”£‹a once, one can
attain the same results achieved by chanting the holy name of R•ma three
times.
TEXT 34
TEXT
ei v•kye k”£‹a-n•mera mahim• ap•ra
tath•pi la-ite n•ri, ¤una hetu t•ra
SYNONYMS
ei v•kye--in this statement; k”£‹a-n•mera--of the holy name of K”£‹a;
mahim•--glories; ap•ra--unlimited; tath•pi--still; la-ite--to chant; n•ri--I
am unable; ¤una--just hear; hetu--the reason; t•ra--of that.
TRANSLATION
"According to this statement of the ¤•stras, the glories of the holy name
of K”£‹a are unlimited. Still I could not chant His holy name. Please hear the
reason for this.
TEXT 35
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TEXT
i£àa-deva r•ma, t••ra n•me sukha p•i
sukha p•‘• r•ma-n•ma r•tri-dina g•i
SYNONYMS
i£àa-deva--my worshipable Lord; r•ma--Lord ¥r† R•macandra; t••ra n•me--in
His holy name; sukha p•i--I get happiness; sukha p•‘•--getting such
transcendental happiness; r•ma-n•ma--the holy name of Lord R•ma; r•tri-dina-day and night; g•i--I chant.
TRANSLATION
"My worshipable Lord has been Lord R•macandra, and by chanting His holy
name I received happiness. Because I received such happiness, I chanted the
holy name of Lord R•ma day and night.
TEXT 36
TEXT
tom•ra dar¤ane yabe k”£‹a-n•ma •ila
t•h•ra mahim• tabe h”daye l•gila
SYNONYMS
tom•ra dar¤ane--by meeting You; yabe--when; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of
K”£‹a; •ila--appeared; t•h•ra--His; mahim•--glories; tabe--at that time;
h”daye--in the heart; l•gila--became fixed.
TRANSLATION
"By Your appearance, Lord K”£‹a's holy name also appeared, and at that time
the glories of K”£‹a's name awoke in my heart."
TEXT 37
TEXT
sei k”£‹a tumi s•k£•t----ih• nirdh•rila
eta kahi' vipra prabhura cara‹e pa‚ila
SYNONYMS
sei--that; k”£‹a--the Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a; tumi--You; s•k£•t-directly; ih•--this; nirdh•rila--concluded; eta kahi'--saying this; vipra--the
br•hma‹a; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cara‹e--at the lotus feet;
padila--fell down.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a concluded, "Sir, You are that Lord K”£‹a Himself. This is my
conclusion." Saying this, the br•hma‹a fell down at the lotus feet of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
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TEXT 38
TEXT
t••re k”p• kari' prabhu calil• •ra dine
v”ddhak•¤† •si' kaila ¤iva-dara¤ane
SYNONYMS
t••re--unto him; k”p• kari'--showing mercy; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; calil•--traveled; •ra dine--the next day; v”ddhak•¤†--to
V”ddhak•¤†; •si'--coming; kaila--did; ¤iva-dara¤ane--visiting Lord ¥iva's
temple.
TRANSLATION
After showing mercy to the br•hma‹a, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu left the
next day and arrived at V”ddhak•¤†, where He visited the temple of Lord ¥iva.
PURPORT
V”ddhak•¤†'s present name is V”ddh•calam. It is situated in the southern
Arcot district on the bank of the river Ma‹imukha. This place is also known as
K•lahastipura. Lord ¥iva's temple there was worshiped for many years by
Govinda, the cousin of R•m•nuj•c•rya.
TEXT 39
TEXT
t•h•• haite cali' •ge gel• eka gr•me
br•hma‹a-sam•ja t•h••, karila vi¤r•me
SYNONYMS
t•h•• haite--from there; cali'--going; •ge--forward; gel•--went; eka--one;
gr•me--to a village; br•hma‹a-sam•ja--assembly of br•hma‹as; t•h••--there;
karila vi¤r•me--He rested.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then left V”ddhak•¤† and proceeded further. In one
village He saw that most of the residents were br•hma‹as, and He took His rest
there.
TEXT 40
TEXT
prabhura prabh•ve loka •ila dara¤ane
lak£•rbuda loka •ise n• y•ya ga‹ane
SYNONYMS
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prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prabh•ve--by the influence;
loka--people; •ila--came; dara¤ane--to see Him; lak£a-arbuda--many millions;
loka--persons; •ise--came; n•--not; y•ya ga‹ane--can be counted.
TRANSLATION
Due to the influence of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu, many millions of men came
just to see Him. Indeed, the assembly being unlimited, its members could not
be counted.
TEXT 41
TEXT
gos•‘ira saundarya dekhi' t•te prem•ve¤a
sabe 'k”£‹a' kahe, 'vai£‹ava' haila sarva-de¤a
SYNONYMS
gos•‘ira--of the Lord; saundarya--the beauty; dekhi'--seeing; t•te--in
that; prema-•ve¤a--ecstatic love; sabe--everyone; k”£‹a kahe--uttered the holy
name of K”£‹a; vai£‹ava--Vai£‹ava devotees; haila--became; sarva-de¤a-everyone.
TRANSLATION
The Lord's bodily features were very beautiful, and in addition He was
always in the ecstasy of love of Godhead. Simply by seeing Him, everyone began
chanting the holy name of K”£‹a, and thus everyone became a Vai£‹ava devotee.
TEXT 42
TEXT
t•rkika-m†m•‰saka, yata m•y•v•di-ga‹a
s••khya, p•ta‘jala, sm”ti, pur•‹a, •gama
SYNONYMS
t•rkika--logicians; m†m•‰saka--followers of M†m•‰s• philosophy; yata--all;
m•y•v•di-ga‹a--followers of ¥a•kar•c•rya; s••khya--followers of Kapila;
p•ta‘jala--followers of mystic yoga; sm”ti--supplementary Vedic literature;
pur•‹a--Pur•‹as; •gama--the tantra-¤•stras.
TRANSLATION
There are many kinds of philosophers. Some are logicians who follow Gautama
or Ka‹•da. Some follow the M†m•‰s• philosophy of Jaimini. Some follow the
M•y•v•da philosophy of ¥a•kar•c•rya, and others follow Kapila's S••khya
philosophy or the mystic yoga system of Pata‘jali. Some follow the sm”ti¤•stra composed of twenty religious scriptures, and others follow the Pur•‹as
and the tantra-¤•stra. In this way there are many different types of
philosophers.
TEXT 43
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TEXT
nija-nija-¤•strodgr•he sab•i praca‹‚a
sarva mata du£i' prabhu kare kha‹‚a kha‹‚a
SYNONYMS
nija-nija--their own; ¤•stra--of the scripture; udgr•he--to establish the
conclusion; sab•i--all of them; praca‹‚a--very powerful; sarva--all; mata-opinions; du£i'--condemning; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare--does;
kha‹‚a kha‹‚a--breaking to pieces.
TRANSLATION
All of these adherents of various scriptures were ready to present the
conclusions of their respective scriptures, but ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu broke
all their opinions to pieces and established His own cult of bhakti based on
the Vedas, Ved•nta, the Brahma-sãtra and the philosophy of acintya-bhed•bhedatattva.
TEXT 44
TEXT
sarvatra sth•paya prabhu vai£‹ava-siddh•nte
prabhura siddh•nta keha n• p•re kha‹‚ite
SYNONYMS
sarvatra--everywhere; sth•paya--establishes; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; vai£‹ava-siddh•nte--the conclusion of the Vai£‹avas; prabhura--of
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; siddh•nta--conclusion; keha--anyone; n• p•re--is
not able; kha‹‚ite--to defy.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu established the devotional cult everywhere. No one
could defeat Him.
TEXT 45
TEXT
h•ri' h•ri' prabhu-mate karena prave¤a
ei-mate 'vai£‹ava' prabhu kaila dak£i‹a de¤a
SYNONYMS
h•ri' h•ri'--being defeated; prabhu-mate--into the cult of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; karena prave¤a--enter; ei-mate--in this way; vai£‹ava--Vai£‹ava
devotees; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kaila--made; dak£i‹a--South
India; de¤a--country.
TRANSLATION
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Being thus defeated by Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, all these philosophers
and their followers entered into His cult. In this way Lord Caitanya made
South India into a country of Vai£‹avas.
TEXT 46
TEXT
p•£a‹‚† •ila yata p•‹‚itya ¤uniy•
garva kari' •ila sa•ge ¤i£ya-ga‹a la‘•
SYNONYMS
p•£a‹‚†--nonbelievers; •ila--came there; yata--all; p•‹‚itya--erudition;
¤uniy•--hearing; garva kari'--with great pride; •ila--came there; sa•ge--with;
¤i£ya-ga‹a--disciples; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
When the nonbelievers heard of the erudition of Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu,
they came to Him with great pride, bringing their disciples with them.
TEXT 47
TEXT
bauddh•c•rya mah•-pa‹‚ita nija nava-mate
prabhura •ge udgr•ha kari' l•gil• balite
SYNONYMS
bauddha-•c•rya--the leader in Buddhist philosophy; mah•-pa‹‚ita--greatly
learned scholar; nija--own; nava--nine; mate--philosophical conclusions;
prabhura •ge--before Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; udgr•ha--argument; kari'-making; l•gil•--began; balite--to speak.
TRANSLATION
One of them was a leader of the Buddhist cult and was a very learned
scholar. To establish the nine philosophical conclusions of Buddhism, he came
before the Lord and began to speak.
TEXT 48
TEXT
yadyapi asambh•£ya bauddha ayukta dekhite
tath•pi balil• prabhu garva kha‹‚•ite
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; asambh•£ya--not fit for discussion; bauddha--followers
of Buddha's philosophy; ayukta--not fit; dekhite--to see; tath•pi--still;
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balil•--spoke; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; garva--pride; kha‹‚•ite-to diminish.
TRANSLATION
Although the Buddhists are unfit for discussion and should not be seen by
Vai£‹avas, Caitanya Mah•prabhu spoke to them just to decrease their false
pride.
TEXT 49
TEXT
tarka-pradh•na bauddha-¤•stra 'nava mate'
tarkei kha‹‚ila prabhu, n• p•re sth•pite
SYNONYMS
tarka-pradh•na--argumentative; bauddha-¤•stra--scriptures of the Buddhist
cult; nava mate--in nine basic principles; tarkei--by argument; kha‹‚ila-refuted; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n•--not; p•re--can; sth•pite-establish.
TRANSLATION
The scriptures of the Buddhist cult are chiefly based on argument and
logic, and they contain nine chief principles. Because ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
defeated them in their argument, they could not establish their cult.
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura states that according to the Buddhist cult there
are two ways of understanding philosophy. One is called H†n•y•na, and the
other is called Mah•y•na•. Along the Buddhist path there are nine principles:
(1) The creation is eternal; therefore there is no need to accept a creator.
(2) This cosmic manifestation is false. (3) "I am" is the truth. (4) There is
repetition of birth and death. (5) Lord Buddha is the only source of
understanding the truth. (6) The principle of nirv•‹a, or annihilation, is the
ultimate goal. (7) The philosophy of Buddha is the only philosophical path.
(8) The Vedas are compiled by human beings. (9) Pious activities, showing
mercy to others and so on are advised.
No one can attain the Absolute Truth by argument. One may be very expert in
logic, and another person may be even more expert in the art of argument.
Because there is so much word jugglery in logic, one can never come to the
real conclusion about the Absolute Truth by argument. The followers of Vedic
principles understand this. However, it is seen here that ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu defeated the Buddhist philosophy by argument. Those who are
preachers in ISKCON will certainly meet many people who believe in
intellectual arguments. Most of these people do not believe in the authority
of the Vedas. Nevertheless, they accept intellectual speculation and argument.
Therefore the preachers of K”£‹a consciousness should be prepared to defeat
others by argument, just as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu did. In this verse it is
clearly said, tarkei kha‹‚ila prabhu. Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu put forward
such a strong argument that they could not counter Him to establish their
cult.
Their first principle is that the creation is always existing. But if this
is the case, there can be no theory of annihilation. The Buddhists maintain
that annihilation, or dissolution, is the highest truth. If the creation is
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eternally existing, there is no question of dissolution or annihilation. This
argument is not very strong because by practical experience we see that
material things have a beginning, a middle and an end. The ultimate aim of the
Buddhist philosophy is to dissolve the body. This is proposed because the body
has a beginning. Similarly, the entire cosmic manifestation is also a gigantic
body, but if we accept the fact that it is always existing, there can be no
question of annihilation. Therefore the attempt to annihilate everything in
order to attain zero is an absurdity. By our own practical experience we have
to accept the beginning of creation, and when we accept the beginning, we must
accept a creator. Such a creator must possess an all-pervasive body, as
pointed out in the Bhagavad-g†t• (13.14):
sarvata„ p•‹i-p•da‰ tat
sarvato-'k£i-¤iro-mukham
sarvata„ ¤ruti-mal loke
sarvam •v”tya ti£àhati
"Everywhere are His hands and legs, His eyes, heads and faces, and He has
ears everywhere. In this way the Supersoul exists, pervading everything."
The Supreme Person must be present everywhere. His body existed before the
creation; otherwise He could not be the creator. If the Supreme Person is a
created being, there can be no question of a creator. The conclusion is that
the cosmic manifestation is certainly created at a certain time, and the
creator existed before the creation; therefore the creator is not a created
being. The creator is Para‰ Brahman, or the Supreme Spirit. Matter is not only
subordinate to spirit but is actually created on the basis of spirit. When the
spirit soul enters the womb of a mother, the body is created by material
ingredients supplied by the mother. Everything is created in the material
world, and consequently there must be a creator who is the Supreme Spirit and
who is distinct from matter. It is confirmed in the Bhagavad-g†t• that the
material energy is inferior and that the spiritual energy is the living
entity. Both inferior and superior energies belong to a supreme person.
The Buddhists argue that the world is false, but this is not valid. The
world is temporary, but it is not false. As long as we have the body, we must
suffer the pleasures and pains of the body, even though we are not the body.
We may not take these pleasures and pains very seriously, but they are factual
nonetheless. We cannot actually say that they are false. If the bodily pains
and pleasures were false, the creation would be false also, and consequently
no one would take very much interest in it. The conclusion is that the
material creation is not false or imaginary, but it is temporary.
The Buddhists maintain that the principle "I am" is the Ultimate Truth, but
this excludes the individuality of "I" and "you." If there is no "I" and
"you," or individuality, there is no possibility of argument. The Buddhist
philosophy depends on argument, but there can be no argument if one simply
depends on "I am." There must be a "you," or another person also. The
philosophy of duality--the existence of the individual soul and the Supersoul-must be there. This is confirmed in the Second Chapter of the Bhagavad-g†t•
(2.12), wherein the Lord says:
na tv ev•ha‰ j•tu n•sa‰
na tva‰ neme jan•dhip•„
na caiva na bhavi£y•ma„
sarve vayam ata„ param
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"Never was there a time when I did not exist, nor you, nor all these kings;
nor in the future shall any of us cease to be."
We existed in the past in different bodies, and after the annihilation of
this body we shall exist in another body. The principle of the soul is
eternal, and it exists in this body or in another body. Even in this lifetime
we experience existence in a child's body, a youth's body, a man's body and an
old body. After the annihilation of the body, we acquire another body. The
Buddhist cult also accepts the philosophy of transmigration, but the Buddhists
do not properly explain the next birth. There are 8,400,000 species of life,
and our next birth may be in any one of them; therefore this human body is not
guaranteed.
According to the Buddhist's fifth principle, Lord Buddha is the only source
for the attainment of knowledge. We cannot accept this, for Lord Buddha
rejected the principles of Vedic knowledge. One must accept a principle of
standard knowledge because one cannot attain the Absolute Truth simply by
intellectual speculation. If everyone is an authority, or if everyone accepts
his own intelligence as the ultimate criterion--as is presently fashionable-the scriptures will be interpreted in many different ways, and everyone will
claim that his own philosophy is supreme. This has become a very great
problem, and everyone is interpreting scripture in his own way and setting up
his own basis of authority. Yata mata tata patha. Now everybody and anybody is
trying to establish his own theory as the ultimate truth. The Buddhists
theorize that annihilation, or nirv•‹a, is the ultimate goal. Annihilation
applies to the body, but the spirit soul transmigrates from one body to
another. If this were not the case, how can so many multifarious bodies come
into existence? If the next birth is a fact, the next bodily form is also a
fact. As soon as we accept a material body, we must accept the fact that that
body will be annihilated and that we will have to accept another body. If all
material bodies are doomed to annihilation, we must obtain a nonmaterial body,
or a spiritual body, if we wish the next birth to be anything but false. How
the spiritual body is attained is explained by Lord K”£‹a in the Bhagavad-g†t•
(4.9):
janma karma ca me divyam
eva‰ yo vetti tattvata„
tyaktv• deha‰ punar janma
naiti m•m eti so 'rjuna
"One who knows the transcendental nature of My appearance and activities
does not, upon leaving the body, take his birth again in this material world,
but attains My eternal abode, O Arjuna."
This is the highest perfection--to give up one's material body and not
accept another but to return home, back to Godhead. It is not that perfection
means one's existence becomes void or zero. Existence continues, but if we
positively want to annihilate the material body, we have to accept a spiritual
body; otherwise there can be no eternality for the soul.
We cannot accept the theory that the Buddhist philosophy is the only way,
for there are so many defects in that philosophy. A perfect philosophy is one
that has no defects, and that is Ved•nta philosophy. No one can point out any
defects in Ved•nta philosophy, and therefore we can conclude that Ved•nta is
the supreme philosophical way of understanding the truth. According to the
Buddhist cult, the Vedas are compiled by ordinary human beings. If this were
the case, they would not be authoritative. From the Vedic literature we
understand that shortly after the creation Lord Brahm• was instructed in the
Vedas.
It is not that the Vedas were created by Brahm•, although Brahm• is
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the original person in the universe. If Brahm• did not create the Vedas but he
is acknowledged as the first created being, wherefrom did Vedic knowledge come
to Brahm•? Obviously the Vedas did not come from an ordinary person born in
this material world. According to ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, tene brahma h”d• ya •dikavaye: after the creation, the Supreme Person imparted Vedic knowledge within
the heart of Brahm•. There was no person in the beginning of the creation
other than Brahm•, yet he did not compile the Vedas; therefore the conclusion
is that the Vedas were not compiled by any created being. Vedic knowledge was
given by the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who created this material world.
This is also accepted by ¥a•kar•c•rya, although he is not a Vai£‹ava.
It is stated that mercy is one of the qualities of a Buddhist, but mercy is
a relative thing. We show our mercy to a subordinate or to one who is
suffering more than ourselves. However, if there is a superior person present,
the superior person cannot be the object of our mercy. Rather, we are objects
for the mercy of the superior person. Therefore showing compassion and mercy
is a relative activity. It is not the Absolute Truth. Apart from this, we also
must know what actual mercy is. To give a sick man something forbidden for him
to eat is not mercy. Rather, it is cruelty. Unless we know what mercy really
is, we may create an undesirable situation. If we wish to show real mercy, we
will preach K”£‹a consciousness in order to revive the lost consciousness of
human beings, the living entity's original consciousness. Since the Buddhist
philosophy does not admit the existence of the spirit soul, the so-called
mercy of the Buddhists is defective.
TEXT 50
TEXT
bauddh•c•rya 'nava pra¤na' saba uàh•ila
d”‚ha yukti-tarke prabhu kha‹‚a kha‹‚a kaila
SYNONYMS
bauddha-•c•rya--the teacher of the Buddhist cult; nava pra¤na--nine
different types of questions; saba--all; uàh•ila--raised; d”‚ha--strong;
yukti--argument; tarke--with logic; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
kha‹‚a kha‹‚a kaila--broke into pieces.
TRANSLATION
The teacher of the Buddhist cult set forth the nine principles, but ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu broke them to pieces with His strong logic.
TEXT 51
TEXT
d•r¤anika pa‹‚ita sab•i p•ila par•jaya
loke h•sya kare, bauddha p•ila lajj•-bhaya
SYNONYMS
d•r¤anika--philosophical speculators; pa‹‚ita--scholars; sab•i--all of
them; p•ila par•jaya--were defeated; loke--people in general; h•sya kare-laugh; bauddha--the Buddhists; p•ila--got; lajj•--shame; bhaya--fear.
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TRANSLATION
All mental speculators and learned scholars were defeated by ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, and when the people began to laugh, the Buddhist philosophers felt
both shame and fear.
PURPORT
These philosophers were all atheists, for they did not believe in the
existence of God. Atheists may be very expert in mental speculation and may be
so-called great philosophers, but they can be defeated by a Vai£‹ava firmly
situated in his conviction and God consciousness. Following in the footsteps
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, all the preachers engaged in the service of ISKCON
should be very expert in putting forward strong arguments and defeating all
types of atheists.
TEXT 52
TEXT
prabhuke vai£‹ava j•ni' bauddha ghare gela
sakala bauddha mili' tabe kumantra‹• kaila
SYNONYMS
prabhuke--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vai£‹ava j•ni'--knowing to be a
Vai£‹ava; bauddha--the Buddhists; ghare gela--returned home; sakala bauddha-all the Buddhists; mili'--coming together; tabe--thereafter; ku-mantra‹•-plot; kaila--made.
TRANSLATION
The Buddhists could understand that Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was a
Vai£‹ava, and they returned home very unhappy. Later, however, they began to
plot against the Lord.
TEXT 53
TEXT
apavitra anna eka th•lite bhariy•
prabhu-•ge nila 'mah•-pras•da' baliy•
SYNONYMS
apavitra--polluted; anna--food; eka--one; th•lite--plate; bhariy•--filling;
prabhu-•ge--in front of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nila--brought; mah•pras•da baliy•--calling it mah•-pras•da.
TRANSLATION
Having made their plot, the Buddhists brought a plate of untouchable food
before Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and called it mah•-pras•da.
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PURPORT
The word apavitra anna refers to food that is unacceptable for a Vai£‹ava.
In other words, a Vai£‹ava cannot accept any food offered by an avai£‹ava in
the name of mah•-pras•da. This should be a principle for all Vai£‹avas. When
asked, "What is the behavior of a Vai£‹ava?" ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied,
"A Vai£‹ava must avoid the company of an avai£‹ava [asat]." The word asat
refers to an avai£‹ava, that is, one who is not a Vai£‹ava. Asat-sa•ga-ty•ga,-ei vai£‹ava-•c•ra (Cc. Madhya 22.87). A Vai£‹ava must be very strict in this
respect and should not at all cooperate with an avai£‹ava. If an avai£‹ava
offers food in the name of mah•-pras•da, it should not be accepted. Such food
cannot be pras•da because an avai£‹ava cannot offer anything to the Lord.
Sometimes preachers in the K”£‹a consciousness movement have to accept food in
a home where the householder is an avai£‹ava; however, if this food is offered
to the Deity, it can be taken. Ordinary food cooked by an avai£‹ava should not
be accepted by a Vai£‹ava. Even if an avai£‹ava cooks food without fault, he
cannot offer it to Lord Vi£‹u, and it cannot be accepted as mah•-pras•da.
According to Lord K”£‹a in the Bhagavad-g†t• (9.26):
patra‰ pu£pa‰ phala‰ toya‰
yo me bhakty• prayacchati
tad aha‰ bhakty-upah”tam
a¤n•mi prayat•tmana„
"If one offers Me with love and devotion a leaf, a flower, a fruit or
water, I will accept it."
K”£‹a can accept anything offered by His devotee with devotion. An
avai£‹ava may be a vegetarian and a very clean cook, but because he cannot
offer the food he cooks to Vi£‹u, it cannot be accepted as mah•-pras•da. It is
better that a Vai£‹ava abandon such food as untouchable.
TEXT 54
TEXT
hena-k•le mah•-k•ya eka pak£† •ila
àho•àe kari' anna-saha th•li la‘• gela
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--at this time; mah•-k•ya--having a large body; eka--one; pak£†-bird; •ila--appeared there; àho•àe kari'--by the beak; anna-saha--with food;
th•li--the plate; la‘•--taking; gela--went away.
TRANSLATION
When the contaminated food was offered to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, a very
large bird appeared on the spot, picked up the plate in its beak and flew
away.
TEXT 55
TEXT
bauddha-ga‹era upare anna pa‚e amedhya haiy•
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bauddh•c•ryera m•th•ya th•li pa‚ila b•jiy•
SYNONYMS
bauddha-ga‹era--all the Buddhists; upare--upon; anna--the food; pa‚e--began
to fall down; amedhya--untouchable; haiy•--being; bauddha-•c•ryera--of the
teacher of the Buddhists; m•th•ya--on the head; th•li--the plate; pa‚ila--fell
down; b•jiy•--making a great sound.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, the untouchable food fell upon the Buddhists, and the large bird
dropped the plate on the head of the chief Buddhist teacher. When it fell on
his head, it made a big sound.
TEXT 56
TEXT
terache pa‚ila th•li,----m•th• k•ài' gela
mãrcchita ha‘• •c•rya bhãmite pa‚ila
SYNONYMS
terache--at an angle; pa‚ila--fell down; th•li--the plate; m•th•--the head;
k•ài'--cutting; gela--went; mãrcchita--unconscious; ha‘•--becoming; •c•rya-the teacher; bhãmite--on the ground; pa‚ila--fell down.
TRANSLATION
The plate was made of metal, and when its edge hit the head of the teacher,
it cut him, and the teacher immediately fell to the ground unconscious.
TEXT 57
TEXT
h•h•k•ra kari' k•nde saba ¤i£ya-ga‹a
sabe •si' prabhu-pade la-ila ¤ara‹a
SYNONYMS
h•h•-k•ra--a roaring sound; kari'--making; k•nde--cry; saba--all; ¤i£yaga‹a--disciples; sabe--all of them; •si'--coming; prabhu-pade--to the lotus
feet of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la-ila--took; ¤ara‹a--shelter.
TRANSLATION
When the teacher fell unconscious, his Buddhist disciples cried aloud and
ran to the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu for shelter.
TEXT 58
TEXT
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tumi ta' †¤vara s•k£•t, k£ama apar•dha
j†y•o •m•ra guru, karaha pras•da
SYNONYMS
tumi--You; ta'--indeed; †¤vara--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; s•k£•t-directly; k£ama--please excuse; apar•dha--offense; j†y•o--bring back to
consciousness; •m•ra--our; guru--spiritual master; karaha--do; pras•da--this
mercy.
TRANSLATION
They all prayed to Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, addressing Him as the
Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself and saying, "Sir, please excuse our
offense. Please have mercy upon us and bring our spiritual master back to
life."
TEXT 59
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----sabe kaha 'k”£‹a' 'k”£‹a' 'hari'
guru-kar‹e kaha k”£‹a-n•ma ucca kari'
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; sabe--all of you; kaha-chant; k”£‹a k”£‹a hari--the holy names of Lord K”£‹a and Hari; guru-kar‹e-near the ear of your spiritual master; kaha--chant; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name
of Lord K”£‹a; ucca kari'--very loudly.
TRANSLATION
The Lord then replied to the Buddhist disciples, "You should all chant the
names of K”£‹a and Hari very loudly near the ear of your spiritual master.
TEXT 60
TEXT
tom•-sab•ra 'guru' tabe p•ibe cetana
saba bauddha mili' kare k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana
SYNONYMS
tom•-sab•ra--all of you; guru--the spiritual master; tabe--then; p•ibe-will get; cetana--consciousness; saba bauddha--all the Buddhist disciples;
mili'--coming together; kare--do; k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana--chanting of the Hare K”£‹a
mantra.
TRANSLATION
"By this method your spiritual master will regain his consciousness."
Following ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's advice, all the Buddhist disciples began
to chant the holy name of K”£‹a congregationally.
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TEXT 61
TEXT
guru-kar‹e kahe sabe 'k”£‹a' 'r•ma' 'hari'
cetana p•‘• •c•rya bale 'hari' 'hari'
SYNONYMS
guru-kar‹e--into the ear of the spiritual master; kahe--they said; sabe-all together; k”£‹a r•ma hari--the holy names of the Lord, namely K”£‹a, R•ma
and Hari; cetana--consciousness; p•‘•--getting; •c•rya--the teacher; bale-chanted; hari hari--the name of Lord Hari.
TRANSLATION
When all the disciples chanted the holy names K”£‹a, R•ma and Hari, the
Buddhist teacher regained consciousness and immediately began to chant the
holy name of Lord Hari.
PURPORT
¥r† Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura comments that all the Buddhist
disciples were actually initiated by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu into the chanting
of the holy name of K”£‹a, and when they chanted, they actually became
different persons. At that time they were not Buddhists or atheists but
Vai£‹avas. Consequently they immediately accepted ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
order. Their original K”£‹a consciousness was revived, and they were
immediately able to chant Hare K”£‹a and begin worshiping the Supreme Lord
Vi£‹u.
It is the spiritual master who delivers the disciple from the clutches of
m•y• by initiating him into the chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. In
this way a sleeping human being can revive his consciousness by chanting Hare
K”£‹a, Hare K”£‹a, K”£‹a K”£‹a, Hare Hare. Hare R•ma, Hare R•ma, R•ma R•ma,
Hare Hare. In other words, the spiritual master awakens the sleeping living
entity to his original consciousness so that he can worship Lord Vi£‹u. This
is the purpose of d†k£•, or initiation. Initiation means receiving the pure
knowledge of spiritual consciousness.
One point to note in this regard is that the spiritual master of the
Buddhists did not initiate his disciples. Rather, his disciples were initiated
by ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and they in turn were able to initiate their
so-called spiritual master. This is the parampar• system. The so-called
spiritual master of the Buddhists was actually in the position of a disciple,
and after his disciples were initiated by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, they acted
as his spiritual masters. This was possible only because the disciples of the
Buddhist •c•rya received the mercy of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Unless one
is favored by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in the disciplic succession, one cannot
act as a spiritual master. We should take the instructions of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, the spiritual master of the whole universe, to understand how one
becomes a spiritual master and a disciple.
TEXT 62
TEXT
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k”£‹a bali' •c•rya prabhure karena vinaya
dekhiy• sakala loka ha-ila vismaya
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a bali'--chanting the holy name of K”£‹a; •c•rya--the so-called
spiritual master of the Buddhists; prabhure--unto Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; karena--does; vinaya--submission; dekhiy•--seeing this; sakala
loka--all the people; ha-ila--became; vismaya--astonished.
TRANSLATION
When the spiritual master of the Buddhists began to chant the holy name of
K”£‹a and submitted to Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, all the people who were
gathered there were astonished.
TEXT 63
TEXT
ei-rãpe kautuka kari' ¤ac†ra nandana
antardh•na kaila, keha n• p•ya dar¤ana
SYNONYMS
ei-rãpe--in this way; kautuka kari'--making fun; ¤ac†ra nandana--the son of
mother ¥ac†; antardh•na kaila--disappeared; keha--anyone; n•--does not; p•ya-get; dar¤ana--audience.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the son of ¥ac†dev†, then suddenly and humorously
disappeared from everyone's sight, and it was impossible for anyone to find
Him.
TEXT 64
TEXT
mah•prabhu cali' •il• tripati-trimalle
catur-bhuja mãrti dekhi' vye•kaà•drye cale
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cali' •il•--arrived by walking;
tripati-trimalle--at the holy places named Tirupati and Tirumala; catur-bhuja-fourhanded; mãrti--Deity; dekhi'--seeing; vye•kaàa-adrye--to the holy place
Ve•kaàa Hill; cale--began to proceed.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu next arrived at Tirupati and Tirumala, where He saw
a four-handed Deity. Then He next proceeded toward Ve•kaàa Hill.
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PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura has actually described the
chronological order of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu's visit. The Tirupati temple
is sometimes called Tirupaàura. It is situated on the northern side of Arcot
in the district of Candragiri. It is a famous holy place of pilgrimage. In
pursuance of His name, Ve•kaàe¤vara, the four-handed Lord Vi£‹u, the Deity of
B•l•j†, with His potencies named ¥r† and Bhã, is located on Ve•kaàa Hill,
about eight miles from Tirupati. This Ve•kaàe¤vara Deity is in the form of
Lord Vi£‹u, and the place where He is situated is known as Ve•kaàa-k£etra.
There are many temples in southern India, but this B•l•j† temple is especially
opulent. A great fair is held there in the months of September and October.
There is a railway station called Tirupati on the southern railway. Nimnatirupati is located in the valley of the Ve•kaàa Hill. There are several
temples there also, among which are those of Govindar•ja and Lord R•macandra.
TEXT 65
TEXT
tripati •siy• kaila ¤r†-r•ma dara¤ana
raghun•tha-•ge kaila pra‹•ma stavana
SYNONYMS
tripati •siy•--coming to Tirupati; kaila ¤r†-r•ma dara¤ana--visited the
temple of R•macandra; raghun•tha-•ge--before Lord R•macandra; kaila--did;
pra‹•ma--obeisances; stavana--offering prayers.
TRANSLATION
After arriving at Tirupati, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited the temple
of Lord R•macandra. He offered His prayers and obeisances before R•macandra,
the descendant of King Raghu.
TEXT 66
TEXT
sva-prabh•ve loka-sab•ra kar•‘• vismaya
p•n•-n”si‰he •il• prabhu day•-maya
SYNONYMS
sva-prabh•ve--by His own influence; loka-sab•ra--of all the people; kar•‘•-inducing; vismaya--astonishment; p•n•-n”si‰he--to the Lord named P•n•n”si‰ha; •il•--came; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; day•-maya--the most
merciful.
TRANSLATION
Everywhere ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went, His influence astonished everyone.
He next arrived at the temple of P•n•-n”si‰ha. The Lord is so merciful.
PURPORT
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P•n•-n”si‰ha, or P•n•kal-narasi‰ha, is located in the district of Krishn•
in the hills known as Ma•galagiri, about seven miles from a city known as
Vijayawada. One must climb six hundred steps to reach the temple. It is said
that when the Lord is offered food with syrup here, He does not take more than
half. Within this temple is a conchshell presented by the late king of Tanjor,
and it is said that this shell was used by Lord K”£‹a Himself. During the
month of March, a great fair takes place in this temple.
TEXT 67
TEXT
n”si‰he pra‹ati-stuti prem•ve¤e kaila
prabhura prabh•ve loka camatk•ra haila
SYNONYMS
n”si‰he--unto Lord N”si‰ha; pra‹ati-stuti--obeisances and prayers; prema•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; kaila--offered; prabhura--of the Lord; prabh•ve--by
the influence; loka--the people; camatk•ra haila--were astonished.
TRANSLATION
In great ecstatic love, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu offered obeisances and
prayers unto Lord N”si‰ha. The people were astonished to see Lord Caitanya's
influence.
TEXT 68
TEXT
¤iva-k•‘c† •siy• kaila ¤iva dara¤ana
prabh•ve 'vai£‹ava' kaila saba ¤aiva-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
¤iva-k•‘c†--to the holy place named ¥iva-k•‘c†; •siy•--coming; kaila--did;
¤iva dara¤ana--visiting the temple of Lord ¥iva; prabh•ve--by His influence;
vai£‹ava kaila--turned into Vai£‹avas; saba--all; ¤aiva-ga‹a--the devotees of
Lord ¥iva.
TRANSLATION
Arriving at ¥iva-k•‘c†, Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited the deity of Lord ¥iva.
By His influence, He converted all the devotees of Lord ¥iva into Vai£‹avas.
PURPORT
¥iva-k•‘c† is also known as Ka‘j†varam•, or the Benares of southern India.
In ¥iva-k•‘c† there are hundreds of temples containing symbolic
representations of Lord ¥iva, and one of these temples is said to be very,
very old.
TEXT 69
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TEXT
vi£‹u-k•‘c† •si' dekhila lak£m†-n•r•ya‹a
pra‹•ma kariy• kaila bahuta stavana
SYNONYMS
vi£‹u-k•‘c†--to the holy place named Vi£‹u-k•‘c†; •si'--coming; dekhila-the Lord saw; lak£m†-n•r•ya‹a--the Deity of Lord N•r•ya‹a with mother Lak£m†,
the goddess of fortune; pra‹•ma kariy•--after offering obeisances; kaila-made; bahuta stavana--many prayers.
TRANSLATION
The Lord then visited a holy place known as Vi£‹u-k•‘c†. There He saw
Lak£m†-N•r•ya‹a Deities, and He offered His respects and many prayers to
please Them.
PURPORT
Vi£‹u-k•‘c† is situated about five miles away from Ka‘j†varam•. It is here
that Lord Varadar•ja, another form of Lord Vi£‹u, resides. There is also a big
lake known as Ananta-sarovara.
TEXT 70
TEXT
prem•ve¤e n”tya-g†ta bahuta karila
dina-dui rahi' loke 'k”£‹a-bhakta' kaila
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; n”tya-g†ta--dancing and chanting; bahuta-much; karila--performed; dina-dui--for two days; rahi'--staying; loke--the
people in general; k”£‹a-bhakta--devotees of Lord K”£‹a; kaila--made.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stayed at Vi£‹u-k•‘c† for two days, He danced
and performed k†rtana in ecstasy. When all the people saw Him, they were
converted into devotees of Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 71
TEXT
trimalaya dekhi' gel• trik•la-hasti-sth•ne
mah•deva dekhi' t••re karila pra‹•me
SYNONYMS
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trimalaya dekhi'--after seeing Trimalaya; gel•--went; trik•la-hasti-sth•ne-to the place named Trik•la-hasti; mah•deva--Lord ¥iva; dekhi'--seeing; t••re-unto him; karila pra‹•me--offered obeisances.
TRANSLATION
After visiting Trimalaya, Caitanya Mahaprabhu went to see Trik•la-hasti.
There He saw Lord ¥iva and offered him all respects and obeisances.
PURPORT
Trik•la-hasti is situated about twenty-two miles northeast of Tirupati. On
its northern side is a river known as Suvar‹a-mukh†. The temple of Trik•lahasti is located on the southern side of the river. The place is generally
known as ¥r† K•lahasti or K•lahasti and is famous for its temple of Lord ¥iva.
There he is called V•yu-li•ga ¥iva.
TEXT 72
TEXT
pak£i-t†rtha dekhi' kaila ¤iva dara¤ana
v”ddhakola-t†rthe tabe karil• gamana
SYNONYMS
pak£i-t†rtha dekhi'--after visiting the place known as Pak£i-t†rtha; kaila-did; ¤iva dara¤ana--visiting the temple of Lord ¥iva; v”ddhakola-t†rthe--to
the holy place known as V”ddhakola; tabe--then; karil• gamana--went.
TRANSLATION
At Pak£i-t†rtha, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited the temple of Lord
¥iva. Then He went to the V”ddhakola place of pilgrimage.
PURPORT
Pak£i-t†rtha, also called Tiruk•‚i-ku‹‚am, is located nine miles southeast
of Ci‰lipaà. It has a five-hundred-foot elevation and is situated in a chain
of hills known as Vedagiri or Ved•calam. There is a temple of Lord ¥iva there,
and the deity is known as Vedagir†¤vara. Two birds come there daily to receive
food from the temple priest, and it is claimed that they have been coming
since time immemorial.
TEXT 73
TEXT
¤veta-var•ha dekhi, t••re namaskari'
p†t•mbara-¤iva-sth•ne gel• gaurahari
SYNONYMS
¤veta-var•ha--the white boar incarnation; dekhi--seeing; t••re--unto Him;
namaskari'--offering respect; p†ta-ambara--dressed with yellow garments; ¤iva809

sth•ne--to the temple of Lord ¥iva; gel•--went; gaurahari--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
At V”ddhakola, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited the temple of ¥vetavar•ha, the white boar incarnation. After offering Him respects, the Lord
visited the temple of Lord ¥iva, wherein the deity is dressed with yellow
garments.
PURPORT
The temple of the white boar incarnation is situated at V”ddhakola. The
temple is made of stone and is located about one mile south of an oasis known
as Balip†àham. There is a Deity of the white boar incarnation, above whose
head ¥e£a N•ga serves as an umbrella. The deity of Lord ¥iva is known as
P†t•mbara and also as Cid•mbaram. This temple is located twenty-six miles
south of Cuddalore‚•, and the deity there is also known as šk•¤a-li•ga. The
deity is in the form of Lord ¥iva. This temple is situated on about thirtynine acres of land, and all this land is surrounded by a wall sixty feet high.
TEXT 74
TEXT
¤iy•l† bhairav† dev† kari' dara¤ana
k•ver†ra t†re •il• ¤ac†ra nandana
SYNONYMS
¤iy•l† bhairav†--¥iy•l†-bhairav†; dev†--goddess; kari' dara¤ana--visiting;
k•ver†ra t†re--on the bank of the river K•ver†; •il•--came; ¤ac†ra nandana-the son of mother ¥ac†.
TRANSLATION
After visiting the temple of ¥iy•l†-bhairav† [another form of the goddess
Durg•], ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the son of mother ¥ac†, went to the bank of
the river K•ver†.
PURPORT
¥iy•l†-bhairav† is located in the Tanjore•‘ district, about forty-eight
miles northeast of Tanjore•‘ City. There is a very much celebrated temple of
Lord ¥iva there and also a very large lake. It is said that once a small boy
who was a devotee of Lord ¥iva came to that temple and the goddess Durg•,
known as Bhairav†, gave him her breast to suck. After visiting this temple,
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to the bank of the river K•ver† via the district
of Tiruchchir•palli. The K•ver† is mentioned in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.40) as
a very pious river.
TEXT 75
TEXT
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go-sam•je ¤iva dekhi' •il• ved•vana
mah•deva dekhi' t••re karil• vandana
SYNONYMS
go-sam•je--at the place named Go-sam•ja; ¤iva dekhi'--seeing the deity of
Lord ¥iva; •il• ved•vana--He arrived at Ved•vana; mah•deva dekhi'--seeing Lord
¥iva; t••re--unto him; karil• vandana--offered prayers.
TRANSLATION
The Lord then visited a place known as Go-sam•ja, where He saw Lord ¥iva's
temple. He then arrived at Ved•vana, where He saw another deity of Lord ¥iva
and offered him prayers.
PURPORT
Go-sam•ja is a place of pilgrimage for the devotees of Lord ¥iva. It is
very important and is located next to Ved•vana.
TEXT 76
TEXT
am”tali•ga-¤iva dekhi' vandana karila
saba ¤iv•laye ¤aiva 'vai£‹ava' ha-ila
SYNONYMS
am”ta-li•ga-¤iva--the Lord ¥iva deity named Am”ta-li•ga; dekhi'--seeing;
vandana karila--offered obeisances; saba ¤iva-•laye--in all the temples of
Lord ¥iva; ¤aiva--devotees of Lord ¥iva; vai£‹ava ha-ila--became devotees of
Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
Seeing the ¥iva deity named Am”ta-li•ga, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu offered
His obeisances. Thus He visited all the temples of Lord ¥iva and converted the
devotees of Lord ¥iva into Vai£‹avas.
TEXT 77
TEXT
deva-sth•ne •si' kaila vi£‹u dara¤ana
¤r†-vai£‹avera sa•ge t•h•• go£àh† anuk£a‹a
SYNONYMS
deva-sth•ne--to the place known as Devasth•na; •si'--coming; kaila--did;
vi£‹u dara¤ana--visiting the temple of Lord Vi£‹u; ¤r†-vai£‹avera sa•ge--with
the Vai£‹avas in the disciplic succession of R•m•nuja; t•h••--there; go£àh†-discussion; anuk£a‹a--always.
TRANSLATION
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At Devasth•na, Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited the temple of Lord Vi£‹u, and
there He talked with the Vai£‹avas in the disciplic succession of
R•m•nuj•c•rya. These Vai£‹avas are known as ¥r† Vai£‹avas.
TEXT 78
TEXT
kumbhakar‹a-kap•le dekhi' sarovara
¤iva-k£etre ¤iva dekhe gaur••ga-sundara
SYNONYMS
kumbhakar‹a-kap•le--at Kumbhakar‹a-kap•la; dekhi'--after seeing; sarovara-the lake; ¤iva-k£etre--at ¥iva-k£etra; ¤iva--Lord ¥iva; dekhe--sees; gaur••gasundara--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
At Kumbhakar‹a-kap•la, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw a great lake and then
the holy place named ¥iva-k£etra, where a temple of Lord ¥iva is located.
PURPORT
Kumbhakar‹a is the name of the brother of R•va‹a. At the present moment the
city of Kumbhakar‹a-kap•la is known as Kumbhakon‹am; it is situated twenty
miles northeast of the city of Tanjore•‘. There are twelve temples of Lord
¥iva located at Kumbhakon‹am, as well as four Vi£‹u temples and one temple to
Lord Brahm•. ¥iva-k£etra, within the city of Tanjore•‘, is situated near a big
lake known as ¥iva-ga•g•. At this place is a large temple of Lord ¥iva known
as B”hat†¤vara-¤iva-mandira.
TEXT 79
TEXT
p•pa-n•¤ane vi£‹u kaila dara¤ana
¤r†-ra•ga-k£etre tabe karil• gamana
SYNONYMS
p•pa-n•¤ane--at the place named P•pan•¤ana; vi£‹u--Lord Vi£‹u; kaila--did;
dara¤ana--visiting; ¤r†-ra•ga-k£etre--to the holy place named ¥r† Ra•gak£etra; tabe--then; karil•--did; gamana--departure.
TRANSLATION
After visiting the holy place named ¥iva-k£etra, Caitanya Mah•prabhu
arrived at P•pan•¤ana and there saw the temple of Lord Vi£‹u. Then He finally
reached ¥r† Ra•ga-k£etra.
PURPORT
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According to some, the place known as P•pan•¤ana was located eight miles
southwest of Kumbhakon‹am. Others say that in the district of Tinebheli there
is a city known as P•lamakoà• and that Twenty miles west of there is the holy
place known as P•pan•¤ana, near the river T•mrapar‹†. ¥r† Ra•ga-k£etra is a
very famous place. Near Tiruchchir•palli is a river named K•ver†, or Kolirana.
A city known as ¥r† Ra•gam is located on this river in the district of
Tanjore•‘, about ten miles west of Kumbhakon‹am. The ¥r† Ra•ga temple is the
largest in India, and there are seven walls surrounding it. There are also
seven roads leading to ¥r† Ra•ga. The ancient names of these roads are the
road of Dharma, the road of R•jamahendra, the road of Kula¤ekhara, the road of
šlin•‚ana, the road of Tiruvikrama, the Tirubi‚i road of M•‚am•‚i-g•isa, and
the road of A‚a-iy•vala-ind•na. The temple was founded before the reign of
Dharmavarma, who reigned before R•jamahendra. Many celebrated kings like
Kula¤ekhara, and others such as šlaband•ru, resided in the temple of ¥r†
Ra•gam. Y•mun•c•rya, ¥r† R•m•nuja, Sudar¤an•c•rya and others also supervised
this temple.
The incarnation of the goddess of fortune known as God•dev†, who was one of
the twelve liberated persons known as divya-sãris, was married to the Deity,
Lord ¥r† Ra•gan•tha. Later she entered into the body of the Lord. An
incarnation of K•rmuka, Tiruma•ga (one of the Alwars), acquired some money by
stealing and built the fourth boundary wall of ¥r† Ra•gam. It is said that in
the year 289 of the Age of Kali, the Alwar of the name To‹‚ara‚ippa‚i was
born. While engaged in devotional service, he fell victim to a prostitute, and
¥r† Ra•gan•tha, seeing His devotee so degraded, sent one of His servants with
a golden plate to that prostitute. When the golden plate was discovered
missing from the temple, there was a search, and it was found in the
prostitute's house. When the devotee saw Ra•gan•tha's mercy upon this
prostitute, his mistake was rectified. He then prepared the third boundary
wall of the Ra•gan•tha temple and cultivated a tulas† garden there.
There was also a celebrated disciple of R•m•nuj•c•rya's known as Kãre¤a.
¥r† R•mapill• was the son of Kãre¤a, and his son was V•gvijaya Bhaààa, whose
son was Vedavy•sa Bhaààa, or ¥r† Sudar¤an•c•rya. When Sudar¤an•c•rya was an
old man, the Mohammedans attacked the temple of Ra•gan•tha and killed about
twelve hundred ¥r† Vai£‹avas. At that time the Deity of Ra•gan•tha was
transferred to the temple of Tirupati in the kingdom of Vijaya-nagara. The
governor of Gingee•, Goppa‹•rya, brought ¥r† Ra•gan•tha from the temple of
Tirupati to a place known as Si‰ha-brahma, where the Lord was situated for
three years. In the year 1293 ¥aka (A.D. 1372) the Deity was reinstalled in
the Ra•gan•tha temple. On the eastern wall of the Ra•gan•tha temple is an
inscription written by Ved•nta-de¤ika relating how Ra•gan•tha was returned to
the temple.
TEXT 80
TEXT
k•ver†te sn•na kari' dekhi' ra•gan•tha
stuti-pra‹ati kari' m•nil• k”t•rtha
SYNONYMS
k•ver†te--in the river known as K•ver†; sn•na kari'--after bathing; dekhi'-visiting; ra•ga-n•tha--the Ra•gan•tha temple; stuti--prayers; pra‹ati-obeisances; kari'--offering; m•nil•--thought Himself; k”ta-artha--very
successful.
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TRANSLATION
After bathing in the river K•ver†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw the temple
of Ra•gan•tha and offered His ardent prayers and obeisances. Thus He felt
Himself successful.
TEXT 81
TEXT
prem•ve¤e kaila bahuta g•na nartana
dekhi' camatk•ra haila saba lokera mana
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in the ecstasy of love; kaila--did; bahuta--various; g•na-songs; nartana--dancing; dekhi'--seeing which; camatk•ra--astonished; haila-were; saba--all; lokera--of persons; mana--minds.
TRANSLATION
In the temple of Ra•gan•tha, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu chanted and danced in
ecstatic love of Godhead. Seeing His performance, everyone was struck with
wonder.
TEXT 82
TEXT
¤r†-vai£‹ava eka,----'vye•kaàa bhaààa' n•ma
prabhure nimantra‹a kaila kariy• samm•na
SYNONYMS
¤r†-vai£‹ava eka--a devotee belonging to the R•m•nuja-samprad•ya; vye•kaàa
bhaààa--Ve•kaàa Bhaààa; n•ma--named; prabhure--unto Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
nimantra‹a--invitation; kaila--did; kariy•--offering; samm•na--great respect.
TRANSLATION
One Vai£‹ava known as Ve•kaàa Bhaààa then invited ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
to his home with great respect.
PURPORT
¥r† Ve•kaàa Bhaààa was a Vai£‹ava br•hma‹a and an inhabitant of ¥r† Ra•gak£etra. He belonged to the disciplic succession of ¥r† R•m•nuj•c•rya. ¥r†
Ra•ga is one of the places of pilgrimage in the province of T•mil Nadu¤. The
inhabitants of that province do not retain the name Ve•kaàa. It is therefore
supposed that Ve•kaàa Bhaààa did not belong to that province, although he may
have been residing there for a very long time. Ve•kaàa Bhaààa was in a branch
of the R•m•nuja-samprad•ya known as Ba‚agala†. He had a brother in the
R•m•nuja-samprad•ya known as ¥r†p•da Prabodh•nanda Sarasvat†. The son of
Ve•kaàa Bhaààa was later known in the Gau‚†ya-samprad•ya as Gop•la Bhaààa
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Gosv•m†, and he established the R•dh•rama‹a temple in V”nd•vana. More
information about him may be found in a book known as Bhakti-ratn•kara, by
Narahari Cakravart†.
TEXT 83
TEXT
nija-ghare la‘• kaila p•da-prak£•lana
sei jala la‘• kaila sa-va‰¤e bhak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
nija-ghare--to his own home; la‘•--bringing; kaila--did; p•da-prak£•lana-washing of the feet; sei jala--that water; la‘•--taking; kaila--did; sa-va‰¤e-with all the family members; bhak£a‹a--drinking.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Ve•kaàa Bhaààa took ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to his home. After he
washed the Lord's feet, all the members of his family drank the water.
TEXT 84
TEXT
bhik£• kar•‘• kichu kaila nivedana
c•turm•sya •si' prabhu, haila upasanna
SYNONYMS
bhik£• kar•‘•--after offering lunch; kichu--some; kaila--did; nivedana-submission; c•turm•sya--the period of C•turm•sya; •si'--coming; prabhu--my
Lord; haila upasanna--has already arrived.
TRANSLATION
After offering lunch to the Lord, Ve•kaàa Bhaààa submitted that the period
of C•turm•sya had already arrived.
TEXT 85
TEXT
c•turm•sye k”p• kari' raha mora ghare
k”£‹a-kath• kahi' k”p•ya uddh•ra' •m•re
SYNONYMS
c•turm•sye--during this period of C•turm•sya; k”p• kari'--being merciful;
raha--please stay; mora ghare--at my place; k”£‹a-kath•--topics of Lord K”£‹a;
kahi'--speaking; k”p•ya--by Your mercy; uddh•ra' •m•re--kindly deliver me.
TRANSLATION
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Ve•kaàa Bhaààa said, "Please be merciful to me and stay at my house during
C•turm•sya. Speak about Lord K”£‹a's pastimes and kindly deliver me by Your
mercy."
TEXT 86
TEXT
t••ra ghare rahil• prabhu k”£‹a-kath•-rase
bhaààa-sa•ge go••ila sukhe c•ri m•se
SYNONYMS
t••ra ghare--in his home; rahil•--stayed; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; k”£‹a-kath•-rase--enjoying the transcendental mellow of discussing
Lord K”£‹a's pastimes; bhaààa-sa•ge--with Ve•kaàa Bhaààa; go••ila--passed;
sukhe--in happiness; c•ri m•se--four months.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu remained at the house of Ve•kaàa Bhaààa for four
continuous months. The Lord passed His days in great happiness, enjoying the
transcendental mellow of discussing Lord K”£‹a's pastimes.
TEXT 87
TEXT
k•ver†te sn•na kari' ¤r†-ra•ga dar¤ana
pratidina prem•ve¤e karena nartana
SYNONYMS
k•ver†te--in the river known as K•ver†; sn•na kari'--taking a bath; ¤r†ra•ga dar¤ana--visiting the temple of ¥r† Ra•ga; prati-dina--every day; prema•ve¤e--in great happiness; karena--does perform; nartana--dancing.
TRANSLATION
While there, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took His bath in the river K•ver† and
visited the temple of ¥r† Ra•ga. Every day the Lord also danced in ecstasy.
TEXT 88
TEXT
saundary•di prem•ve¤a dekhi, sarva-loka
dekhib•re •ise, dekhe, kha‹‚e du„kha-¤oka
SYNONYMS
saundarya-•di--the beauty of the body, etc.; prema-•ve¤a--His ecstatic
love; dekhi--seeing; sarva-loka--all men; dekhib•re--to see; •ise--come there;
dekhe--and see; kha‹‚e du„kha-¤oka--are relieved from all unhappiness and
distress.
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TRANSLATION
The beauty of Lord Caitanya's body and His ecstatic love of God were
witnessed by everyone. Many people used to come see Him, and as soon as they
saw Him, all their unhappiness and distress vanished.
TEXT 89
TEXT
lak£a lak£a loka •ila n•n•-de¤a haite
sabe k”£‹a-n•ma kahe prabhuke dekhite
SYNONYMS
lak£a lak£a--many hundreds of thousands; loka--of people; •ila--came there;
n•n•-de¤a--different countries; haite--from; sabe--all of them; k”£‹a-n•ma
kahe--chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra; prabhuke--the Lord; dekhite--seeing.
TRANSLATION
Many hundreds of thousands of people from various countries came to see the
Lord, and after seeing Him they all chanted the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra.
TEXT 90
TEXT
k”£‹a-n•ma vin• keha n•hi kahe •ra
sabe k”£‹a-bhakta haila,----loke camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-n•ma vin•--without chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra; keha--anyone;
n•hi--does not; kahe--speak; •ra--anything else; sabe--all of them; k”£‹abhakta--Lord K”£‹a's devotees; haila--became; loke--the people; camatk•ra-astonished.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, they did not chant anything but the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra, and all
of them became Lord K”£‹a's devotees. Thus the general populace was
astonished.
TEXT 91
TEXT
¤r†-ra•ga-k£etre vaise yata vai£‹ava-br•hma‹a
eka eka dina sabe kaila nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
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¤r†-ra•ga-k£etre--in ¥r† Ra•ga-k£etra; vaise--residing; yata--all;
vai£‹ava-br•hma‹a--Vai£‹ava br•hma‹as; eka eka dina--every day; sabe--all of
them; kaila nimantra‹a--invited the Lord.
TRANSLATION
All the Vai£‹ava br•hma‹as residing in ¥r† Ra•ga-k£etra invited the Lord to
their homes. Indeed, He had an invitation every day.
TEXT 92
TEXT
eka eka dine c•turm•sya pãr‹a haila
kataka br•hma‹a bhik£• dite n• p•ila
SYNONYMS
eka eka dine--day by day; c•turm•sya--the period of C•turm•sya; pãr‹a
haila--became filled; kataka br•hma‹a--some of the br•hma‹as; bhik£• dite--to
offer Him lunch; n•--did not; p•ila--get the opportunity.
TRANSLATION
Each day the Lord was invited by a different br•hma‹a, but some of the
br•hma‹as did not get the opportunity to offer Him lunch because the period of
C•turm•sya came to an end.
TEXT 93
TEXT
sei k£etre rahe eka vai£‹ava-br•hma‹a
dev•laye •si' kare g†t• •vartana
SYNONYMS
sei k£etre--in that holy place; rahe--there was; eka--one; vai£‹avabr•hma‹a--a br•hma‹a following the Vai£‹ava cult; deva-•laye--in the temple;
•si'--coming; kare--does; g†t•--of the Bhagavad-g†t•; •vartana--recitation.
TRANSLATION
In the holy place of ¥r† Ra•ga-k£etra, a br•hma‹a Vai£‹ava used to visit
the temple daily and recite the entire text of the Bhagavad-g†t•.
TEXT 94
TEXT
a£à•da¤•dhy•ya pa‚e •nanda-•ve¤e
a¤uddha pa‚ena, loka kare upah•se
SYNONYMS
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a£à•da¤a-adhy•ya--eighteen chapters; pa‚e--reads; •nanda-•ve¤e--in great
ecstasy; a¤uddha pa‚ena--could not pronounce the text correctly; loka--people
in general; kare--do; upah•se--joking.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a regularly read the eighteen chapters of the Bhagavad-g†t• in
great transcendental ecstasy, but because he could not pronounce the words
correctly, people used to joke about him.
TEXT 95
TEXT
keha h•se, keha ninde, t•h• n•hi m•ne
•vi£àa ha‘• g†t• pa‚e •nandita-mane
SYNONYMS
keha h•se--someone laughs; keha ninde--someone criticizes; t•h•--that; n•hi
m•ne--he does not care for; •vi£àa ha‘•--being in great ecstasy; g†t• pa‚e-reads the Bhagavad-g†t•; •nandita--in great happiness; mane--his mind.
TRANSLATION
Due to his incorrect pronunciation, people sometimes criticized him and
laughed at him, but he did not care. He was full of ecstasy due to reading the
Bhagavad-g†t• and was personally very happy.
TEXT 96
TEXT
pulak•¤ru, kampa, sveda,----y•vat paàhana
dekhi' •nandita haila mah•prabhura mana
SYNONYMS
pulaka--standing of the hairs of the body; a¤ru--tears; kampa--trembling;
sveda--perspiration; y•vat--during; paàhana--the reading of the book; dekhi'-seeing this; •nandita--very happy; haila--became; mah•prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
While reading the book, the br•hma‹a experienced transcendental bodily
transformations. His hair stood on end, tears welled in his eyes, and his body
trembled and perspired as he read. Seeing this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu became
very happy.
PURPORT
Although the br•hma‹a could not pronounce the words very well due to
illiteracy, he still experienced ecstatic symptoms while reading the Bhagavadg†t•. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very much pleased to observe these symptoms,
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and this indicates that the Supreme Personality of Godhead is pleased by
devotion, not by erudite scholarship. Even though the words were imperfectly
pronounced, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, Lord K”£‹a Himself, did not think this
very serious. Rather, the Lord was pleased by the bh•va (devotion). In ¥r†madBh•gavatam (1.5.11) this is confirmed:
tad-v•g-visargo janat•gha-viplavo
yasmin prati-¤lokam abaddhavaty api
n•m•ny anantasya ya¤o-'•kit•ni yat
¤”‹vanti g•yanti g”‹anti s•dhava„
"On the other hand, that literature which is full of descriptions of the
transcendental glories of the name, fame, forms and pastimes of the unlimited
Supreme Lord is a different creation, full of transcendental words directed
toward bringing about a revolution in the impious lives of this world's
misdirected civilization. Such transcendental literature, even though
imperfectly composed, is heard, sung and accepted by purified men who are
thoroughly honest."
The purport to this verse may be considered for further information on this
subject.
TEXT 97
TEXT
mah•prabhu puchila t••re, ¤una, mah•¤aya
kon artha j•ni' tom•ra eta sukha haya
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; puchila--inquired; t••re--from him;
¤una--please hear; mah•-•¤aya--My dear sir; kon--what; artha--meaning; j•ni'-knowing; tom•ra--your; eta--so great; sukha--happiness; haya--is.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked the br•hma‹a, "My dear sir, why are you in
such ecstatic love? Which portion of the Bhagavad-g†t• gives you such
transcendental pleasure?"
TEXT 98
TEXT
vipra kahe,----mãrkha •mi, ¤abd•rtha n• j•ni
¤uddh•¤uddha g†t• pa‚i, guru-•j‘• m•ni'
SYNONYMS
vipra kahe--the br•hma‹a replied; mãrkha •mi--I am illiterate; ¤abda-artha-the meaning of the words; n• j•ni--I do not know; ¤uddha-a¤uddha--sometimes
correct and sometimes not correct; g†t•--the Bhagavad-g†t•; pa‚i--I read;
guru-•j‘•--the order of my spiritual master; m•ni'--accepting.
TRANSLATION
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The br•hma‹a replied, "I am illiterate and therefore do not know the
meaning of the words. Sometimes I read the Bhagavad-g†t• correctly and
sometimes incorrectly, but in any case I am doing this in compliance with the
orders of my spiritual master."
PURPORT
This is a good example of a person who had become so successful that he was
able to capture the attention of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu even while reading
the Bhagavad-g†t• incorrectly. His spiritual activities did not depend on
material things such as correct pronunciation. Rather, his success depended on
strictly following the instructions of his spiritual master.
yasya deve par• bhaktir
yath• deve tath• gurau
tasyaite kathit• hy arth•„
prak•¤ante mah•tmana„
"Only unto those great souls who have implicit faith in both the Lord and
the spiritual master are all the imports of Vedic knowledge automatically
revealed."(¥vet•¤vatara Upani£ad 6.23)
Actually the meaning of the words of the Bhagavad-g†t• or ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
are revealed to one strictly following the orders of the spiritual master.
They are also revealed to one who has equal faith in the Supreme Personality
of Godhead. In other words, being faithful to both K”£‹a and the spiritual
master is the secret of success in spiritual life.
TEXT 99
TEXT
arjunera rathe k”£‹a haya rajju-dhara
vasiy•che h•te totra ¤y•mala sundara
SYNONYMS
arjunera--of Arjuna; rathe--in the chariot; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; haya--is;
rajju-dhara--holding the reins; vasiy•che--He was sitting there; h•te--in the
hand; totra--a bridle; ¤y•mala--blackish; sundara--very beautiful.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a continued, "Actually I only see Lord K”£‹a sitting on a
chariot as Arjuna's charioteer. Taking the reins in His hands, He appears very
beautiful and blackish.
TEXT 100
TEXT
arjunere kahitechena hita-upade¤a
t••re dekhi' haya mora •nanda-•ve¤a
SYNONYMS
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arjunere--unto Arjuna; kahitechena--He is speaking; hita-upade¤a--good
instruction; t••re--Him; dekhi'--seeing; haya--there is; mora--my; •nanda-transcendental happiness; •ve¤a--ecstasy.
TRANSLATION
"While seeing Lord K”£‹a sitting in a chariot and instructing Arjuna, I am
filled with ecstatic happiness.
TEXT 101
TEXT
y•vat pa‚o•, t•vat p••a t••ra dara¤ana
ei l•gi' g†t•-p•àha n• ch•‚e mora mana
SYNONYMS
y•vat--as long as; pa‚o•--I read; t•vat--so long; p••a--I get; t••ra--His;
dara¤ana--audience; ei l•gi'--for this reason; g†t•-p•àha--reading the
Bhagavad-g†t•; n• ch•‚e--does not quit; mora mana--my mind.
TRANSLATION
"As long as I read the Bhagavad-g†t•, I simply see the Lord's beautiful
features. It is for this reason that I am reading the Bhagavad-g†t•, and my
mind cannot be distracted from this."
TEXT 102
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----g†t•-p•àhe tom•r•-i adhik•ra
tumi se j•naha ei g†t•ra artha-s•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; g†t•-p•àhe--in reading the Bhagavad-g†t•;
tom•r•i adhik•ra--you have the proper authority; tumi--you; se--that; j•naha-know; ei--this; g†t•ra--of the Bhagavad-g†t•; artha-s•ra--the real purport.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu told the br•hma‹a, "Indeed, you are an authority in
the reading of the Bhagavad-g†t•. Whatever you know constitutes the real
purport of the Bhagavad-g†t•."
PURPORT
According to the ¤•stras: bhakty• bh•gavata‰ gr•hya‰ na buddhy• na ca
à†kay•. One should understand the Bhagavad-g†t• and ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam by
hearing them from a real devotee. One cannot understand them simply by erudite
scholarship or sharp intelligence. It is also said:
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g†t•dh†t• ca yen•pi
bhakti-bh•vena cetas•
veda-¤•stra-pur•‹•ni
ten•dh†t•ni sarva¤a„
To one who reads the Bhagavad-g†t• with faith and devotion, the essence of
Vedic knowledge is revealed. And according to the ¥vet•¤vatara Upani£ad
(6.23):
yasya deve par• bhaktir
yath• deve tath• gurau
tasyaite kathit• hy arth•„
prak•¤ante mah•tmana„
All Vedic scriptures are to be understood with faith and devotion, not by
mundane scholarship. We therefore present the Bhagavad-g†t• As It Is. There
are many so-called scholars and philosophers who read the Bhagavad-g†t• in a
scholarly way. They simply waste their time and mislead those who read their
commentaries.
TEXT 103
TEXT
eta bali' sei vipre kaila •li•gana
prabhu-pada dhari' vipra karena rodana
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; sei vipre--that br•hma‹a; kaila •li•gana--He
embraced; prabhu-pada--the lotus feet of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dhari'-catching; vipra--the br•hma‹a; karena--does; rodana--crying.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu embraced the br•hma‹a, and the
br•hma‹a, catching the lotus feet of the Lord, began to cry.
TEXT 104
TEXT
tom• dekhi' t•h• haite dvi-gu‹a sukha haya
sei k”£‹a tumi,----hena mora mane laya
SYNONYMS
tom• dekhi'--by seeing You; t•h• haite--than the vision of Lord K”£‹a; dvigu‹a--twice as much; sukha--happiness; haya--there is; sei k”£‹a--that Lord
K”£‹a; tumi--You are; hena--such; mora--my; mane--in the mind; laya--takes.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a said, "Upon seeing You, my happiness is doubled. I take it
that You are the same Lord K”£‹a."
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TEXT 105
TEXT
k”£‹a-sphãrtye t••ra mana ha‘•che nirmala
ataeva prabhura tattva j•nila sakala
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-sphãrtye--by revelation of Lord K”£‹a; t••ra--his; mana--mind;
ha‘•che--did become; nirmala--purified; ataeva--therefore; prabhura--of Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; tattva--truth; j•nila--could understand; sakala--all.
TRANSLATION
The mind of the br•hma‹a was purified by the revelation of Lord K”£‹a, and
therefore he could understand the truth of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in all
details.
TEXT 106
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu t••re kar•ila ¤ik£a‹a
ei b•t k•h•• n• kariha prak•¤ana
SYNONYMS
tabe--then; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto the br•hma‹a;
kar•ila--made; ¤ik£a‹a--instruction; ei b•t--this version; k•h••--anywhere;
n•--do not; kariha--do; prak•¤ana--revelation.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then taught the br•hma‹a very thoroughly and
requested him not to disclose the fact that He was Lord K”£‹a Himself.
TEXT 107
TEXT
sei vipra mah•prabhura ba‚a bhakta haila
c•ri m•sa prabhu-sa•ga kabhu n• ch•‚ila
SYNONYMS
sei vipra--that br•hma‹a; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ba‚a-big; bhakta--devotee; haila--became; c•ri m•sa--for four months; prabhu-sa•ga-association of the Lord; kabhu--at any time; n•--did not; ch•‚ila--give up.
TRANSLATION
That br•hma‹a became a great devotee of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and for
four continuous months he did not give up the Lord's company.
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TEXT 108
TEXT
ei-mata bhaààa-g”he rahe gauracandra
nirantara bhaààa-sa•ge k”£‹a-kath•nanda
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; bhaààa-g”he--in the house of Ve•kaàa Bhaààa; rahe-remained; gauracandra--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nirantara--constantly; bhaààasa•ge--with Ve•kaàa Bhaààa; k”£‹a-kath•-•nanda--the transcendental bliss of
talking about K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu remained at the house of Ve•kaàa Bhaààa and
constantly talked with him about Lord K”£‹a. In this way He was very happy.
TEXT 109
TEXT
¤r†-vai£‹ava' bhaààa seve lak£m†-n•r•ya‹a
t••ra bhakti dekhi' prabhura tu£àa haila mana
SYNONYMS
¤r†-vai£‹ava--a devotee of the R•m•nuja-samprad•ya; bhaààa--Ve•kaàa Bhaààa;
seve--used to worship; lak£m†-n•r•ya‹a--the Deities of Lord N•r•ya‹a and the
goddess of fortune, Lak£m†; t••ra--his; bhakti--devotion; dekhi'--seeing;
prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; tu£àa--happy; haila--became; mana-the mind.
TRANSLATION
Being a Vai£‹ava in the R•m•nuja-samprad•ya, Ve•kaàa Bhaààa worshiped the
Deities of Lak£m† and N•r•ya‹a. Seeing his pure devotion, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu was very much satisfied.
TEXT 110
TEXT
nirantara t••ra sa•ge haila sakhya-bh•va
h•sya-parih•se du•he sakhyera svabh•va
SYNONYMS
nirantara--constantly; t••ra sa•ge--being associated with him; haila--there
was; sakhya-bh•va--a friendly relationship; h•sya--laughing; parih•se--joking;
du•he--both of them; sakhyera--of fraternity; svabh•va--nature.
TRANSLATION
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Constantly associating with each other, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Ve•kaàa
Bhaààa gradually developed a friendly relationship. Indeed, sometimes they
laughed and joked together.
TEXT 111
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----bhaààa, tom•ra lak£m†-àh•kur•‹†
k•nta-vak£a„-sthit•, pativrat•-¤iroma‹i
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; bhaààa--My dear
Bhaàà•c•rya; tom•ra--your; lak£m†-àh•kur•‹†--goddess of fortune; k•nta--of her
husband, N•r•ya‹a; vak£a„-sthit•--situated on the chest; pati-vrat•--chaste
woman; ¤iroma‹i--the topmost.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu told the Bhaàà•c•rya, "Your worshipable goddess of
fortune, Lak£m†, always remains on the chest of N•r•ya‹a, and she is certainly
the most chaste woman in the creation.
TEXT 112
TEXT
•m•ra àh•kura k”£‹a----gopa, go-c•raka
s•dhv† ha‘• kene c•he t••h•ra sa•gama
SYNONYMS
•m•ra àh•kura--My worshipable Deity; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; gopa--cowherd; goc•raka--a tender of cows; s•dhv† ha‘•--being so chaste; kene--why; c•he-wants; t••h•ra--His; sa•gama--association.
TRANSLATION
"However, my Lord is Lord ¥r† K”£‹a, a cowherd boy who is engaged in
tending cows. Why is it that Lak£m†, being such a chaste wife, wants to
associate with My Lord?
TEXT 113
TEXT
ei l•gi' sukha-bhoga ch•‚i' cira-k•la
vrata-niyama kari' tapa karila ap•ra
SYNONYMS
ei l•gi'--for this reason; sukha-bhoga--the enjoyment of Vaiku‹àha; ch•‚i'-giving up; cira-k•la--for a long time; vrata-niyama--vows and regulative
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principles; kari'--accepting; tapa--austerity; karila ap•ra--performed
unlimitedly.
TRANSLATION
"Just to associate with K”£‹a, Lak£m† abandoned all transcendental
happiness in Vaiku‹àha and for a long time accepted vows and regulative
principles and performed unlimited austerities."
TEXT 114
TEXT
kasy•nubh•vo 'sya na deva vidmahe
tav••ghri-re‹u-spara¤•dhik•ra„
yad-v•‘chay• ¤r†r lalan•carat tapo
vih•ya k•m•n su-cira‰ dh”ta-vrat•
SYNONYMS
kasya--of what; anubh•va„--a result; asya--of the serpent (K•liya); na-not; deva--O Lord; vidmahe--we know; tava a•ghri--of Your lotus feet; re‹u--of
the dust; spara¤a--for touching; adhik•ra„--qualification; yat--which;
v•‘chay•--by desiring; ¤r†„--the goddess of fortune; lalan•--the topmost
woman; acarat--performed; tapa„--austerity; vih•ya--giving up; k•m•n--all
desires; su-ciram--for a long time; dh”ta--a law upheld; vrat•--as a vow.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mahaprabhu then said, " 'O
K•liya attained such an opportunity to
feet. Even the goddess of fortune, for
centuries, giving up all other desires
do not know how the serpent K•liya got

Lord, we do not know how the serpent
be touched by the dust of Your lotus
this end, performed austerities for
and observing austere vows. Indeed, we
such an opportunity."'

PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.16.36); it was spoken by the
wives of the K•liya serpent.
TEXT 115
TEXT
bhaààa kahe, k”£‹a-n•r•ya‹a----eka-i svarãpa
k”£‹ete adhika l†l•-vaidagdhy•di-rãpa
SYNONYMS
bhaààa kahe--Ve•kaàa Bhaààa said; k”£‹a-n•r•ya‹a--K”£‹a and N•r•ya‹a; eka-i
svarãpa--one and the same; k”£‹ete--in Lord K”£‹a; adhika--more; l†l•-pastimes; vaidagdhya-•di-rãpa--sportive nature.
TRANSLATION
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Ve•kaàa Bhaààa then said, "Lord K”£‹a and Lord N•r•ya‹a are one and the
same, but the pastimes of K”£‹a are more relishable due to their sportive
nature.
TEXT 116
TEXT
t•ra spar¤e n•hi y•ya pativrat•-dharma
kautuke lak£m† c•hena k”£‹era sa•gama
SYNONYMS
t•ra spar¤e--by the touching of K”£‹a by Lak£m†; n•hi--does not; y•ya-disappear; pati-vrat•-dharma--the vow of chastity; kautuke--in great fun;
lak£m†--the goddess of fortune; c•hena--wants; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a;
sa•gama--association.
TRANSLATION
"Since K”£‹a and N•r•ya‹a are the same personality, Lak£m†'s association
with K”£‹a does not break her vow of chastity. Rather, it was in great fun
that the goddess of fortune wanted to associate with Lord K”£‹a."
PURPORT
This is an answer to Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's question, and from this
we can understand that Ve•kaàa Bhaààa knew the truth. He told ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu that N•r•ya‹a is a form of K”£‹a associated with transcendental
opulence. Although K”£‹a is two-armed and N•r•ya‹a four-armed, there is no
difference in the person. They are one and the same. N•r•ya‹a is as beautiful
as K”£‹a, but K”£‹a's pastimes are more sportive. It is not that the sportive
pastimes of K”£‹a make Him different from N•r•ya‹a. Lak£m†'s desiring to
associate with K”£‹a was perfectly natural. In other words, it is
understandable that a chaste woman wants to associate with her husband in all
his different dresses. Therefore one should not criticize Lak£m† for wanting
to associate with K”£‹a.
TEXT 117
TEXT
siddh•ntatas tv abhede 'pi
¤r†¤a-k”£‹a-svarãpayo„
rasenotk”£yate k”£‹arãpam e£• rasa-sthiti„
SYNONYMS
siddh•ntata„--in reality; tu--but; abhede--no difference; api--although;
¤r†-†¤a--of the husband of Lak£m†, N•r•ya‹a; k”£‹a--of Lord K”£‹a; svarãpayo„-between the forms; rasena--by transcendental mellows; utk”£yate--is superior;
k”£‹a-rãpam--the form of Lord K”£‹a; e£•--this; rasa-sthiti„--reservoir of
pleasure.
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TRANSLATION
Ve•kaàa Bhaààa continued, " 'According to transcendental realization, there
is no difference between the forms of N•r•ya‹a and K”£‹a. Yet in K”£‹a there
is a special transcendental attraction due to the conjugal mellow, and
consequently He surpasses N•r•ya‹a. This is the conclusion of transcendental
mellows.'
PURPORT
This verse quoted by Ve•kaàa Bhaààa is also found in Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu
(1.2.59).
TEXT 118
TEXT
k”£‹a-sa•ge pativrat•-dharma nahe n•¤a
adhika l•bha p•iye, •ra r•sa-vil•sa
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-sa•ge--in the association of Lord K”£‹a; pati-vrat•--of chastity;
dharma--vow; nahe--is not; n•¤a--lost; adhika--more; l•bha--profit; p•iye--I
get; •ra--also; r•sa-vil•sa--the enjoyment in the r•sa dance.
TRANSLATION
"The goddess of fortune considered that her vow of chastity would not be
damaged by her relationship with K”£‹a. Rather, by associating with K”£‹a she
could enjoy the benefit of the r•sa dance."
TEXT 119
TEXT
vinodin† lak£m†ra haya k”£‹e abhil•£a
ih•te ki do£a, kene kara parih•sa
SYNONYMS
vinodin†--the enjoyer; lak£m†ra--of the goddess of fortune; haya--there is;
k”£‹e--for Lord K”£‹a; abhil•£a--desire; ih•te--in this; ki--what; do£a-fault; kene--why; kara--You do; parih•sa--joking.
TRANSLATION
Ve•kaàa Bhaààa further explained, "Mother Lak£m†, the goddess of fortune,
is also an enjoyer of transcendental bliss; therefore if she wanted to enjoy
herself with K”£‹a, what fault is there? Why are You joking so about this?"
TEXT 120
TEXT
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prabhu kahe,----do£a n•hi, ih• •mi j•ni
r•sa n• p•ila lak£m†, ¤•stre ih• ¤uni
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; do£a n•hi--there is no fault; ih• •mi j•ni-this I know; r•sa n• p•ila lak£m†--Lak£m†, the goddess of fortune, could not
join the r•sa dance; ¤•stre ih• ¤uni--we get this information from revealed
scriptures.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "I know that there is no fault on the
part of the goddess of fortune, but still she could not enter into the r•sa
dance. We hear this from revealed scriptures.
TEXT 121
TEXT
n•ya‰ ¤riyo '•ga u nit•nta-rate„ pras•da„
svar-yo£it•‰ nalina-gandha-ruc•‰ kuto 'ny•„
r•sotsave 'sya bhuja-da‹‚a-g”h†ta-ka‹àhalabdh•¤i£•‰ ya udag•d vraja-sundar†‹•m
SYNONYMS
na--not; ayam--this; ¤riya„--of the goddess of fortune; a•ge--on the chest;
u--alas; nit•nta-rate„--one who is very intimately related; pras•da„--the
favor; sva„--of the heavenly planets; yo£it•m--of women; nalina--of the lotus
flower; gandha--having the aroma; ruc•m--and bodily luster; kuta„--much less;
any•„--others; r•sa-utsave--in the festival of the r•sa dance; asya--of Lord
¥r† K”£‹a; bhuja-da‹‚a--by the arms; g”h†ta--embraced; ka‹àha--their necks;
labdha-•¤i£•m--who achieved such a blessing; ya„--which; udag•t--became
manifest; vraja-sundar†‹•m--of the beautiful gop†s, the transcendental girls
of Vrajabhãmi.
TRANSLATION
" 'When Lord ¥r† K”£‹a was dancing with the gop†s in the r•sa-l†l•, He put
His arms around their necks and embraced them. This transcendental favor was
never bestowed upon the goddess of fortune or the other consorts in the
spiritual world. Nor was such a thing ever imagined by the most beautiful
girls in the heavenly planets, girls whose bodily luster and aroma exactly
resemble the lotus flower. And what to speak of worldly women, who may be
very, very beautiful according to material estimation?'
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.47.60).
TEXT 122
TEXT
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lak£m† kene n• p•ila, ih•ra ki k•ra‹a
tapa kari' kaiche k”£‹a p•ila ¤ruti-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
lak£m†--the goddess of fortune; kene--why; n•--did not; p•ila--get; ih•ra-of this; ki--what; k•ra‹a--cause; tapa kari'--undergoing severe austerities;
aiche--how; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; p•ila--attained; ¤ruti-ga‹a--Vedic authorities.
TRANSLATION
"But can you tell Me why the goddess of fortune, Lak£m†, could not enter
the r•sa dance? The authorities of Vedic knowledge could enter the dance and
associate with K”£‹a.
TEXT 123
TEXT
nibh”ta-marun-mano-'k£a-d”‚ha-yoga-yujo h”di yanmunaya up•sate tad arayo 'pi yayu„ smara‹•t
striya uragendra-bhoga-bhuja-da‹‚a-vi£akta-dhiyo
vayam api te sam•„ samad”¤o '•ghri-saroja-sudh•„
SYNONYMS
nibh”ta--controlled; marut--the life air; mana„--the mind; ak£a--the
senses; d”‚ha--strong; yoga--in the mystic yoga process; yuja„--who are
engaged; h”di--within the heart; yat--who; munaya„--the great sages; up•sate-worship; tat--that; araya„--the enemies; api--also; yayu„--obtain; smara‹•t-from remembering; striya„--the gop†s; uraga-indra--of serpents; bhoga--like
the bodies; bhuja--the arms; da‹‚a--like rods; vi£akta--fastened to; dhiya„-whose minds; vayam api--we also; te--Your; sam•„--equal to them; sama-d”¤a„-having the same ecstatic emotions; a•ghri-saroja--of the lotus feet; sudh•„-the nectar.
TRANSLATION
" 'Great sages conquer the mind and senses by practicing the mystic yoga
system and controlling the breath. Thus engaging in mystic yoga, they see the
Supersoul within their hearts and ultimately enter into impersonal Brahman.
But even the enemies of the Supreme Personality of Godhead attain that
position simply by thinking of the Supreme Lord. However, the damsels of
Vraja, the gop†s, being attracted by the beauty of K”£‹a, simply wanted to
embrace Him and His arms, which are like serpents. Thus the gop†s ultimately
tasted the nectar of the lotus feet of the Lord. Similarly, we Upani£ads can
also taste the nectar of His lotus feet by following in the footsteps of the
gop†s.' "
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.87.23).
TEXT 124
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TEXT
¤ruti p•ya, lak£m† n• p•ya, ithe ki k•ra‹a
bhaààa kahe,----ih• prave¤ite n•re mora mana
SYNONYMS
¤ruti p•ya--the Vedic authorities got admission; lak£m† n• p•ya--and the
goddess of fortune could not get admission; ithe ki k•ra‹a--what must be the
reason for this; bhaààa kahe--Ve•kaàa Bhaààa replied; ih•--this; prave¤ite--to
enter; n•re--is not able; mora--my; mana--mind.
TRANSLATION
Having been asked by Caitanya Mah•prabhu why the goddess of fortune could
not enter into the r•sa dance whereas the authorities on Vedic knowledge
could, Ve•kaàa Bhaààa replied, "I cannot enter into the mysteries of this
behavior."
TEXT 125
TEXT
•mi j†va,----k£udra-buddhi, sahaje asthira
†¤varera l†l•----koài-samudra-gambh†ra
SYNONYMS
•mi j†va--I am an ordinary living being; k£udra-buddhi--possessing limited
intelligence; sahaje asthira--very easily agitated; †¤varera l†l•--the
pastimes of the Lord; koài-samudra--as millions of oceans; gambh†ra--as deep.
TRANSLATION
Ve•kaàa Bhaààa then admitted, "I am an ordinary human being. Since my
intelligence is very much limited and I am easily agitated, my mind cannot
enter within the deep ocean of the pastimes of the Lord.
TEXT 126
TEXT
tumi s•k£•t sei k”£‹a, j•na nija-karma
y•re j•n•ha, sei j•ne tom•ra l†l•-marma
SYNONYMS
tumi--You; s•k£•t--directly; sei--that; k”£‹a--the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; j•na--You know; nija-karma--Your activities; y•re j•n•ha--and unto
whom You make it known; sei--that person; j•ne--knows; tom•ra--Your; l†l•marma--the purport of the pastimes.
TRANSLATION
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"You are the Supreme Personality of Godhead K”£‹a Himself. You know the
purpose of Your activities, and the person whom You enlighten can also
understand Your pastimes."
PURPORT
The Supreme Personality of Godhead K”£‹a and His pastimes cannot be
understood by blunt material senses. One has to purify the senses by rendering
transcendental loving service unto the Lord. When the Lord is pleased and
reveals Himself, one can understand the transcendental form, name, qualities
and pastimes of the Lord. This is confirmed in the Kaàha Upani£ad (2.23) and
in the Mu‹‚aka Upani£ad (3.2.3): yam evai£a v”‹ute tena labhyas tasyai£a •tm•
viv”‹ute tanã‰ sv•m. "Anyone who is favored by the Supreme Personality of
Godhead can understand His transcendental name, qualities, form and pastimes."
TEXT 127
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----k”£‹era eka svabh•va vilak£a‹a
sva-m•dhurye sarva citta kare •kar£a‹a
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; eka--one; svabh•va-characteristic; vilak£a‹a--special; sva-m•dhurye--His conjugal love; sarva-all; citta--hearts; kare--does; •kar£a‹a--attraction.
TRANSLATION
The Lord replied, "Lord K”£‹a has a special characteristic: He attracts
everyone's heart by the mellow of His personal conjugal love.
TEXT 128
TEXT
vraja-lokera bh•ve p•iye t••h•ra cara‹a
t••re †¤vara kari' n•hi j•ne vraja-jana
SYNONYMS
vraja-lokera--of the inhabitants of Goloka V”nd•vana; bh•ve--in the
ecstasy; p•iye--one gets; t••h•ra--Lord K”£‹a's; cara‹a--lotus feet; t••re-unto Him; †¤vara--the Supreme Person; kari'--accepting; n•hi--do not; j•ne-know; vraja-jana--the inhabitants of Vrajabhãmi.
TRANSLATION
"By following in the footsteps of the inhabitants of the planet known as
Vrajaloka or Goloka V”nd•vana one can attain the shelter of the lotus feet of
¥r† K”£‹a. However, in that planet the inhabitants do not know that Lord K”£‹a
is the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 129
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TEXT
keha t••re putra-j‘•ne udukhale b•ndhe
keha sakh•-j‘•ne jini' ca‚e t••ra k•ndhe
SYNONYMS
keha--someone; t••re--Him; putra-j‘•ne--by accepting as a son; udukhale--to
a big mortar; b•ndhe--ties; keha--someone; sakh•-j‘•ne--by accepting as a
friend; jini'--conquering; ca‚e--gets up; t••ra--His; k•ndhe--on the shoulder.
TRANSLATION
"There someone may accept Him as a son and sometimes bind Him to a grinding
mortar. Someone else may accept Him as an intimate friend and, attaining
victory over Him, playfully mount His shoulders.
TEXT 130
TEXT
'vrajendra-nandana' bali' t••re j•ne vraja-jana
ai¤varya-j‘•ne n•hi kona sambandha-m•nana
SYNONYMS
vrajendra-nandana--the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja, the King of Vrajabhãmi;
bali'--as; t••re--Him; j•ne--know; vraja-jana--the inhabitants of Vrajabhãmi;
ai¤varya-j‘•ne--in opulence; n•hi--there is not; kona--any; sambandha-relationship; m•nana--regarding.
TRANSLATION
"The inhabitants of Vrajabhãmi know K”£‹a as the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda, the
King of Vrajabhãmi, and they consider that they can have no relationship with
the Lord in the rasa of opulence.
TEXT 131
TEXT
vraja-lokera bh•ve yei karaye bhajana
sei jana p•ya vraje vrajendra-nandana
SYNONYMS
vraja-lokera--of the inhabitants of Vrajabhãmi; bh•ve--in the ecstasy; yei-anyone who; karaye--does; bhajana--worship; sei jana--that person; p•ya-attains; vraje--in Vraja; vrajendra-nandana--Lord K”£‹a, the son of Mah•r•ja
Nanda.
TRANSLATION
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"One who worships the Lord by following in the footsteps of the inhabitants
of Vrajabhãmi attains Him in the transcendental planet of Vraja, where He is
known as the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda."
PURPORT
The inhabitants of Vrajabhãmi, or Goloka V”nd•vana, know K”£‹a as the son
of Mah•r•ja Nanda. They do not accept Him as the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, as people in general do. The Lord is the supreme maintainer of
everyone and the chief personality among all personalities. In Vrajabhãmi
K”£‹a is certainly the central point of love, but no one knows Him there as
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Rather, a person may know Him as a friend,
son, lover or master. In any case, the center is K”£‹a. The inhabitants of
Vrajabhãmi are related to the Lord in servitude, friendship, parental love and
conjugal love. A person engaged in devotional service may accept any one of
these transcendental relationships, which are known as mellows. When such a
person reaches the perfectional stage, he returns home, back to K”£‹a, in his
pure spiritual identity.
TEXT 132
TEXT
n•ya‰ sukh•po bhagav•n
dehin•‰ gopik•-suta„
j‘•nin•‰ c•tma-bhãt•n•‰
yath• bhakti-mat•m iha
SYNONYMS
na--not; ayam--this Lord ¥r† K”£‹a; sukha-•pa„--easily available; bhagav•n-the Supreme Personality of Godhead; dehin•m--for materialistic persons who
have accepted the body as the self; gopik•-suta„--the son of mother Ya¤od•;
j‘•nin•m--for persons addicted to mental speculation; ca--and; •tma-bhãt•n•m-for persons performing severe austerities and penances; yath•--as; bhaktimat•m--for persons engaged in spontaneous devotional service; iha--in this
world.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu then quoted, " 'The Supreme Personality of Godhead,
K”£‹a, the son of mother Ya¤od•, is accessible to those devotees engaged in
spontaneous loving service, but He is not as easily accessible to mental
speculators, to those striving for self-realization by severe austerities and
penances, or to those who consider the body the same as the self.'
PURPORT
This verse, also given in Madhya-l†l• 8.227, is quoted from ¥r†madBh•gavatam (10.9.21).
TEXT 133
TEXT
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¤ruti-ga‹a gop†-ga‹era anugata ha‘•
vraje¤var†-suta bhaje gop†-bh•va la‘•
SYNONYMS
¤ruti-ga‹a--the authorities of Vedic hymns; gop†-ga‹era--of the gop†s;
anugata ha‘•--following in the footsteps; vraje¤var†-suta--the son of mother
Ya¤od•; bhaje--worship; gop†-bh•va--the ecstasy of the gop†s; la‘•--accepting.
TRANSLATION
"The authorities in the Vedic literature who are known as the ¤ruti-ga‹a
worshiped Lord K”£‹a in the ecstasy of the gop†s and followed in their
footsteps.
PURPORT
The authorities in the Vedic literature known as the ¤ruti-ga‹a desired to
enter into Lord ¥r† K”£‹a's r•sa dance; therefore they began to worship the
Lord in the ecstasy of the gop†s. In the beginning, however, they were
unsuccessful. When they could not enter the dance simply by thinking of K”£‹a
in the ecstasy of the gop†s, they actually accepted bodies like those of the
gop†s. They even took birth in Vrajabhãmi just like the gop†s and consequently
became engrossed in the ecstasy of the gop†s' love. In this way they were
allowed to enter into the r•sa-l†l• dance of the Lord.
TEXT 134
TEXT
b•hy•ntare gop†-deha vraje yabe p•ila
sei dehe k”£‹a-sa•ge r•sa-kr†‚• kaila
SYNONYMS
b•hya-antare--externally and internally; gop†-deha--the body of a gop†;
vraje--in Vrajabhãmi; yabe--when; p•ila--they got; sei dehe--in that body;
k”£‹a-sa•ge--with K”£‹a; r•sa-kr†‚•--pastimes of the r•sa dance; kaila-performed.
TRANSLATION
"The personified authorities on the Vedic hymns acquired bodies like those
of the gop†s and took birth in Vrajabhãmi. In those bodies they were allowed
to enter into the Lord's r•sa-l†l• dance.
TEXT 135
TEXT
gopa-j•ti k”£‹a, gop†----preyas† t••h•ra
dev† v• anya str† k”£‹a n• kare a•g†k•ra
SYNONYMS
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gopa-j•ti--belonging to the cowherd community; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; gop†--the
damsels of Vrajabhãmi, the gop†s; preyas†--dearmost; t••h•ra--His; dev†--the
wives of the demigods; v•--or; anya--other; str†--women; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a;
n•--does not; kare--do; a•g†k•ra--acceptance.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a belongs to the cowherd community, and the gop†s are the
dearmost lovers of K”£‹a. Although the wives of the denizens of the heavenly
planets are most opulent within the material world, neither they nor any other
women in the material universe can acquire K”£‹a's association.
TEXT 136
TEXT
lak£m† c•he sei dehe k”£‹era sa•gama
gopik•-anug• ha‘• n• kaila bhajana
SYNONYMS
lak£m†--the goddess of fortune; c•he--wants; sei--that; dehe--in the body;
k”£‹era sa•gama--the association of K”£‹a; gopik•--of the gop†s; anug•-follower; ha‘•--becoming; n•--did not; kaila--perform; bhajana--worship.
TRANSLATION
"The goddess of fortune, Lak£m†, wanted to enjoy K”£‹a and at the same time
retain her spiritual body in the form of Lak£m†. However, she did not follow
in the footsteps of the gop†s in her worship of K”£‹a.
TEXT 137
TEXT
anya dehe n• p•iye r•sa-vil•sa
ataeva 'n•ya‰' ¤loka kahe veda-vy•sa
SYNONYMS
anya dehe--in a body other than those of the gop†s; n•--not; p•iye--one
gets; r•sa-vil•sa--the pastimes of the r•sa dance; ataeva--therefore; n•yam-beginning with the word n•yam; ¤loka--the Sanskrit verse; kahe--says; vedavy•sa--Dvaip•yana Vedavy•sa.
TRANSLATION
"Vy•sadeva, the supreme authority on Vedic literature, composed the verse
beginning 'n•ya‰ sukh•po bhagav•n' because no one can enter into the r•sa-l†l•
dance in any body other than that of a gop†."
PURPORT
This verse confirms a verse of the Bhagavad-g†t• (9.25):
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y•nti deva-vrat• dev•n
pit–n y•nti pit”-vrat•„
bhãt•ni y•nti bhãtejy•
y•nti mad-y•jino 'pi m•m
"[Lord K”£‹a said:] 'Those who worship the demigods will take birth among
the demigods; those who worship the ancestors go the ancestors; those who
worship ghosts and spirits will take birth among such beings; and those who
worship Me will live with Me.' "
In the material world, every conditioned soul changes his material body
again and again, but when the spirit soul is purified of all material
coverings, there is no longer a chance of his accepting a material body. Such
a soul then remains in his original, spiritual identity, a state that is
possible to achieve only by understanding K”£‹a in truth through the practice
of K”£‹a consciousness. As K”£‹a says in the Bhagavad-g†t• (4.9),
janma karma ca me divyam
eva‰ yo vetti tattvata„
tyaktv• deha‰ punar janma
naiti m•m eti so 'rjuna
"One who knows the transcendental nature of My appearance and activities
does not, upon leaving the body, take his birth again in this material world,
but attains My eternal abode, O Arjuna."
Only when one regains his original spiritual body can he enter into the
spiritual kingdom. As far as the r•sa-l†l• pastimes of the Lord are concerned,
it is futile for one who is within the material world to attempt to imitate
the Lord's dances.. One has to attain a spiritual body like that of a gop† to
enter into the pastimes of the r•sa-l†l•.
In the n•ya‰ sukh•po verse, the
devotees are referred to as bhaktimat, that is, fully engaged in devotional
service and devoid of material contamination. One cannot enter into K”£‹a's
r•sa-l†l• dance simply by artificially imitating it or artificially thinking
oneself a sakh† and dressing up like one. K”£‹a's r•sa-l†l• dance is
completely spiritual. It has nothing to do with material contamination;
therefore no one can enter into this pastime by artificial, material means.
That is the instruction of the n•ya‰ sukh•po verse, and it must be strictly
understood.
TEXT 138
TEXT
pãrve bhaààera mane eka chila abhim•na
'¤r†-n•r•ya‹a' hayena svaya‰-bhagav•n
SYNONYMS
pãrve--before this; bhaààera--of Ve•kaàa Bhaààa; mane--in the mind; eka-one; chila--there was; abhim•na--an impression; ¤r†-n•r•ya‹a--the form of the
Lord as N•r•ya‹a; hayena--is; svayam--personally; bhagav•n--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
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Before this explanation was given by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, Ve•kaàa
Bhaààa thought that ¥r† N•r•ya‹a was the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 139
TEXT
t••h•ra bhajana sarvopari-kak£• haya
¤r†-vai£‹ave'ra bhajana ei sarvopari haya
SYNONYMS
t••h•ra bhajana--worship of N•r•ya‹a; sarva-upari--topmost; kak£•-department; haya--is; ¤r†-vai£‹avera--of the followers of R•m•nuj•c•rya;
bhajana--worship; ei--this; sarva-upari haya--is the topmost.
TRANSLATION
Thinking in this way, Ve•kaàa Bhaààa believed that worship of N•r•ya‹a was
the supreme form of worship, superior to all other processes of devotional
service, for it was followed by the ¥r† Vai£‹ava disciples of R•m•nuj•c•rya.
TEXT 140
TEXT
ei t••ra garva prabhu karite kha‹‚ana
parih•sa-dv•re uàh•ya eteka vacana
SYNONYMS
ei--this; t••ra--his (Ve•kaàa Bhaààa's); garva--pride; prabhu--Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karite kha‹‚ana--to curb; parih•sa-dv•re--by joking;
uàh•ya--raises; eteka--so many; vacana--words.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had understood this misconception of Ve•kaàa
Bhaààa's, and to correct it the Lord talked so much in a joking way.
TEXT 141
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----bhaààa, tumi n• kariha sa‰¤aya
'svaya‰-bhagav•n' k”£‹a ei ta' ni¤caya
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; bhaààa--My dear Ve•kaàa Bhaààa; tumi--you; n•
kariha--do not do; sa‰¤aya--doubt; svayam-bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; k”£‹a--is Lord K”£‹a; ei ta' ni¤caya--this is the conclusion.
TRANSLATION
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The Lord then continued, "My dear Ve•kaàa Bhaààa, please do not continue
doubting. Lord K”£‹a is the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and this is the
conclusion of the Vedic literature.
TEXT 142
TEXT
k”£‹era vil•sa-mãrti----¤r†-n•r•ya‹a
ataeva lak£m†-•dyera hare te•ha mana
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; vil•sa-mãrti--form for enjoyment; ¤r†-n•r•ya‹a-Lord N•r•ya‹a; ataeva--therefore; lak£m†-•dyera--of the goddess of fortune and
her followers; hare--attracts; te•ha--He (Lord N•r•ya‹a); mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
"Lord N•r•ya‹a, the opulent form of K”£‹a, attracts the minds of the
goddess of fortune and her followers.
TEXT 143
TEXT
ete c•‰¤a-kal•„ pu‰sa„
k”£‹as tu bhagav•n svayam
indr•ri-vy•kula‰ loka‰
m”‚ayanti yuge yuge
SYNONYMS
ete--these; ca--and; a‰¤a--plenary portions; kal•„--parts of plenary
portions; pu‰sa„--of the puru£a-avat•ras; k”£‹a„--Lord K”£‹a; tu--but;
bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; svayam--Himself; indra-ari--the
enemies of Lord Indra; vy•kulam--full of; lokam--the world; m”‚ayanti--make
happy; yuge yuge--at the right time in each age.
TRANSLATION
" 'All these incarnations of Godhead are either plenary portions or parts
of the plenary portions of the puru£a-avat•ras. But K”£‹a is the Supreme
Personality of Godhead Himself. In every age He protects the world through His
different features when the world is disturbed by the enemies of Indra.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.3.28).
TEXT 144
TEXT
n•r•ya‹a haite k”£‹era as•dh•ra‹a gu‹a
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ataeva lak£m†ra k”£‹e t”£‹• anuk£a‹a
SYNONYMS
n•r•ya‹a haite--over and above N•r•ya‹a; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; as•dh•ra‹a
gu‹a--uncommon qualities; ataeva--therefore; lak£m†ra--of the goddess of
fortune; k”£‹e--unto K”£‹a; t”£‹•--desire; anuk£a‹a--always.
TRANSLATION
"Because K”£‹a has four extraordinary qualities not possessed by Lord
N•r•ya‹a, the goddess of fortune, Lak£m†, always desires His company.
PURPORT
Lord N•r•ya‹a has sixty transcendental qualities. Over and above these,
K”£‹a has four extraordinary transcendental qualities absent in Lord N•r•ya‹a.
These four qualities are: (1) His wonderful pastimes, which are compared to an
ocean; (2) His association in the circle of the supreme devotees in conjugal
love (the gop†s); (3) His playing on the flute, whose vibration attracts the
three worlds; and (4) His extraordinary beauty, which surpasses the beauty of
the three worlds. Lord K”£‹a's beauty is unequaled and unsurpassed.
TEXT 145
TEXT
tumi ye pa‚il• ¤loka, se haya pram•‹a
sei ¤loke •ise 'k”£‹a----svaya‰ bhagav•n'
SYNONYMS
tumi--you; ye--which; pa‚il•--have recited; ¤loka--verse; se--that; haya-is; pram•‹a--evidence; sei ¤loke--in that verse; •ise k”£‹a--K”£‹a is; svayam
bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"You have recited the ¤loka beginning with 'siddh•ntatas tv abhede 'pi.'
That very verse is evidence that K”£‹a is the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 146
TEXT
siddh•ntatas tv abhede 'pi
¤r†¤a-k”£‹a-svarãpayo„
rasenotk”£yate k”£‹arãpam e£• rasa-sthiti„
SYNONYMS
siddh•ntata„--in reality; tu--but; abhede--no difference; api--although;
¤r†-†¤a--of the husband of Lak£m†, N•r•ya‹a; k”£‹a--of Lord K”£‹a; svarãpayo„-between the forms; rasena--by transcendental mellows; utk”£yate--is superior;
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k”£‹a-rãpam--the form of Lord K”£‹a; e£•--this; rasa-sthiti„--the reservoir of
pleasure.
TRANSLATION
" 'According to transcendental realization, there is no difference between
the forms of K”£‹a and N•r•ya‹a. Yet in K”£‹a there is a special
transcendental attraction due to the conjugal mellow, and consequently He
surpasses N•r•ya‹a. This is the conclusion of transcendental mellows.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.59). Here ¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja says that Lord Caitanya spoke the verse to Ve•kata Bhaààa,
and earlier he said that Ve•kata Bhaààa spoke it to the Lord. But since their
conversation took place long, long before the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu was
composed, the question my be raised as to how either of them quoted the verse.
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura explains that this verse and many others like it
were current among devotees long before the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu was
composed. Thus devotees would always quote them and explain their purport in
ecstasy.
TEXT 147
TEXT
svaya‰ bhagav•n 'k”£‹a' hare lak£m†ra mana
gopik•ra mana harite n•re 'n•r•ya‹a'
SYNONYMS
svayam bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; k”£‹a--is Lord K”£‹a;
hare--attracts; lak£m†ra--of the goddess of fortune; mana--the mind; gopik•ra-of the gop†s; mana--the minds; harite--to attract; n•re--is not able;
n•r•ya‹a--Lord N•r•ya‹a.
TRANSLATION
"The Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, attracts the mind of the
goddess of fortune, but Lord N•r•ya‹a cannot attract the minds of the gop†s.
This proves the superexcellence of K”£‹a.
TEXT 148
TEXT
n•r•ya‹era k• kath•, ¤r†-k”£‹a •pane
gopik•re h•sya kar•ite haya 'n•r•ya‹e'
SYNONYMS
n•r•ya‹era--of Lord N•r•ya‹a; k• kath•--what to speak; ¤r†-k”£‹a--Lord ¥r†
K”£‹a; •pane--Himself; gopik•re--the gop†s; h•sya kar•ite--to make them
jubilant; haya--becomes; n•r•ya‹e--in the form of N•r•ya‹a.
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TRANSLATION
"To say nothing of Lord N•r•ya‹a personally, Lord K”£‹a Himself appeared as
N•r•ya‹a just to play a joke on the gop†s.
TEXT 149
TEXT
'catur-bhuja-mãrti' dekh•ya gop†-ga‹era •ge
sei 'k”£‹e' gopik•ra nahe anur•ge
SYNONYMS
catur-bhuja-mãrti--four-handed form; dekh•ya--exhibits; gop†-ga‹era--of the
gop†s; •ge--in front; sei k”£‹e--unto that K”£‹a; gopik•ra--of the gop†s;
nahe--not; anur•ge--attraction.
TRANSLATION
"Although K”£‹a assumed the four-armed form of N•r•ya‹a, He could not
attract the serious attention of the gop†s in ecstatic love.
TEXT 150
TEXT
gop†n•‰ pa¤upendra-nandana-ju£o bh•vasya kas t•‰ k”t†
vij‘•tu‰ k£amate durãha-padav†-sa‘c•ri‹a„ prakriy•m
•vi£kurvati vai£‹av†m api tanu‰ tasmin bhujair ji£‹ubhir
y•s•‰ hanta caturbhir adbhuta-ruci‰ r•godaya„ ku‘cati
SYNONYMS
gop†n•m--of the gop†s; pa¤upa-indra-nandana-ju£a„--of the service of the
son of Vraja's King, Mah•r•ja Nanda; bh•vasya--ecstatic; ka„--what; t•m--that;
k”t†--learned man; vij‘•tum--to understand; k£amate--is able; durãha--very
difficult to understand; padav†--the position; sa‘c•ri‹a„--which provokes;
prakriy•m--activity; •vi£kurvati--He manifests; vai£‹av†m--of Vi£‹u; api-certainly; tanum--the body; tasmin--in that; bhujai„--with arms; ji£‹ubhi„-very beautiful; y•s•m--of whom (the gop†s); hanta--alas; caturbhi„--four;
adbhuta--wonderfully; rucim--beautiful; r•ga-udaya„--the evoking of ecstatic
feelings; ku‘cati--cripples.
TRANSLATION
" 'Once Lord ¥r† K”£‹a playfully manifested Himself as N•r•ya‹a, with four
victorious hands and a very beautiful form. When the gop†s saw this exalted
form, however, their ecstatic feelings were crippled. A learned scholar,
therefore, cannot understand the gop†s' ecstatic feelings, which are firmly
fixed upon the original form of Lord K”£‹a as the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja. The
wonderful feelings of the gop†s in ecstatic parama-rasa with K”£‹a constitute
the greatest mystery in spiritual life.' "
PURPORT
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This is a verse spoken by N•rada Muni in the Lalita-m•dhava-n•àaka (6.14),
a drama written by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†.
TEXT 151
TEXT
eta kahi' prabhu t••ra garva cãr‹a kariy•
t••re sukha dite kahe siddh•nta phir•iy•
SYNONYMS
eta kahi'--saying this; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••ra--his
(of Ve•kaàa Bhaààa); garva--pride; cãr‹a kariy•--smashing into pieces; t••re-unto him; sukha dite--to give happiness; kahe--says; siddh•nta phir•iy•-turning the whole conversation.
TRANSLATION
In this way Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu deflated the pride of Ve•kaàa
Bhaààa, but just to make him happy again, He spoke as follows.
TEXT 152
TEXT
du„kha n• bh•viha, bhaààa, kailu• parih•sa
¤•stra-siddh•nta ¤una, y•te vai£‹ava-vi¤v•sa
SYNONYMS
du„kha--unhappiness; n•--do not; bh•viha--bear; bhaààa--My dear Ve•kaàa
Bhaààa; kailu• parih•sa--I was simply making a joke; ¤•stra-siddh•nta--the
conclusion of the revealed scriptures; ¤una--hear; y•te--in which; vai£‹avavi¤v•sa--the faith of the Vai£‹avas.
TRANSLATION
The Lord pacified Ve•kaàa Bhaààa by saying, "Actually whatever I have said
is by way of jest. Now you can hear from Me the conclusion of the ¤•stras, in
which every Vai£‹ava devotee has firm faith.
TEXT 153
TEXT
k”£‹a-n•r•ya‹a, yaiche eka-i svarãpa
gop†-lak£m†-bheda n•hi haya eka-rãpa
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-n•r•ya‹a--Lord K”£‹a and Lord N•r•ya‹a; yaiche--as; eka-i--one;
svarãpa--form; gop†--the gop†s; lak£m†--the goddess of fortune; bheda-difference; n•hi--there is not; haya--there is; eka-rãpa--one form.
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TRANSLATION
"There is no difference between Lord K”£‹a and Lord N•r•ya‹a, for They are
of the same form. Similarly, there is no difference between the gop†s and the
goddess of fortune, for they also are of the same form.
TEXT 154
TEXT
gop†-dv•re lak£m† kare k”£‹a-sa•g•sv•da
†¤varatve bheda m•nile haya apar•dha
SYNONYMS
gop†-dv•re--through the gop†s; lak£m†--the goddess of fortune; kare--does;
k”£‹a-sa•ga-•sv•da--tasting the sweetness of the association of Lord K”£‹a;
†¤varatve--in the Supreme Personality of Godhead; bheda--difference; m•nile-if one considers; haya--there is; apar•dha--offense.
TRANSLATION
"The goddess of fortune enjoys the association of K”£‹a through the gop†s.
One should not see a difference between the forms of the Lord, for such a
conception is offensive.
TEXT 155
TEXT
eka †¤vara----bhaktera dhy•na-anurãpa
eka-i vigrahe kare n•n•k•ra rãpa
SYNONYMS
eka †¤vara--the Lord is one; bhaktera--of the devotees; dhy•na--meditation;
anurãpa--according to; eka-i--one; vigrahe--in form; kare--exhibits; n•n••k•ra--different; rãpa--forms.
TRANSLATION
"There is no difference between the transcendental forms of the Lord.
Different forms are manifest due to different attachments of different
devotees. Actually the Lord is one, but He appears in different forms just to
satisfy His devotees.
PURPORT
In the Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.33) it is stated:
advaitam acyutam an•dim ananta-rãpam
•dya‰ pur•‹a-puru£a‰ nava-yauvana‰ ca
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The Lord is advaita, without differentiation. There is no difference
between the forms of K”£‹a, R•ma, N•r•ya‹a and Vi£‹u. All of them are one.
Sometimes foolish people ask whether when we chant "R•ma" in the Hare K”£‹a
mantra we refer to Lord R•macandra or Lord Balar•ma. If a devotee says that
the name R•ma in the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra refers to Balar•ma, a foolish
person may become angry because to him the name R•ma refers to Lord
R•macandra. Actually there is no difference between Balar•ma and Lord R•ma. It
does not matter if one chants Hare R•ma referring to Balar•ma or Lord
R•macandra, for there is no difference between Them. However, it is offensive
to think that Balar•ma is superior to Lord R•macandra or vice versa. Neophyte
devotees do not understand this ¤•stric conclusion, and consequently they
unnecessarily create an offensive situation. In text 154 ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu clarified this in a very lucid way: †¤varatve bheda m•nile haya
apar•dha. "It is offensive for one to differentiate between the forms of the
Lord." On the other hand, one should not think that the forms of the Lord are
the same as the forms of the demigods. This is certainly offensive, as
confirmed by the Vai£‹ava-tantra:
yas tu n•r•ya‹a‰ deva‰
brahm•-rudr•di-daivatai„
samatvenaiva v†k£eta
sa p•£a‹‚† bhaved dhruvam
"A p•£a‹‚† is one who considers the great demigods such as Lord Brahm• and
Lord ¥iva equal to the Supreme Personality of Godhead, N•r•ya‹a." (Haribhakti-vil•sa 7.117)
The conclusion is that we should neither differentiate between the forms of
the Lord nor equate the forms of the Lord with the forms of demigods or human
beings. For instance, sometimes foolish sanny•s†s, thinking the body of the
Lord to be material, equate daridra-n•r•ya‹a with N•r•ya‹a, and this is
certainly offensive. Unless one is instructed by a bona fide spiritual master,
he cannot perfectly understand these different forms. The Brahma-sa‰hit•
confirms, vede£u durlabham adurlabham •tma-bhaktau. One cannot understand the
differences between the forms of the Lord simply by academic study or by
reading Vedic literature. One must learn from a realized devotee. Only then
can one learn how to distinguish between one form of the Lord and another. The
conclusion is that there is no difference between the forms of the Lord, but
there is a difference between His forms and those of the demigods.
TEXT 156
TEXT
ma‹ir yath• vibh•gena
n†la-p†t•dibhir yuta„
rãpa-bhedam av•pnoti
dhy•na-bhed•t tath•cyuta„
SYNONYMS
ma‹i„--jewel, specifically the jewel known as vaidãrya; yath•--as;
vibh•gena--separately; n†la--blue; p†ta--yellow; •dibhi„--and with other
colors; yuta„--joined; rãpa-bhedam--difference of form; av•pnoti--gets;
dhy•na-bhed•t--by different types of meditation; tath•--similarly; acyuta„-the infallible Supreme Personality of Godhead.
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TRANSLATION
" 'When the jewel known as vaidãrya touches various other materials, it
appears to be separated into different colors, and consequently its forms also
appear different. Similarly, according to the meditational ecstasy of the
devotee, the Lord, who is known as Acyuta [infallible], appears in different
forms, although He is essentially one.' "
PURPORT
This is a verse quoted from ¥r† N•rada-pa‘car•tra.
TEXT 157
TEXT
bhaààa kahe,----k•h•• •mi j†va p•mara
k•h•• tumi sei k”£‹a,----s•k£•t †¤vara
SYNONYMS
bhaààa kahe--Ve•kaàa Bhaààa said; k•h••--whereas; •mi--I; j†va--an ordinary
living being; p•mara--fallen; k•h••--whereas; tumi--You; sei k”£‹a--the same
Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a; s•k£•t †¤vara--directly the Lord.
TRANSLATION
Ve•kaàa Bhaààa then said, "I am an ordinary fallen living entity, but You
are K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself.
TEXT 158
TEXT
ag•dha †¤vara-l†l• kichui n• j•ni
tumi yei kaha, sei satya kari' m•ni
SYNONYMS
ag•dha--unfathomable; †¤vara-l†l•--pastimes of the Lord; kichui--anything;
n• j•ni--I do not know; tumi--You; yei--whatever; kaha--say; sei satya--that
is right; kari' m•ni--I accept.
TRANSLATION
"The transcendental pastimes of the Lord are unfathomable, and I do not
know anything about them. Whatever You say I accept as the truth.
PURPORT
This is the way to understand the truth about the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. After hearing the Bhagavad-g†t•, Arjuna said very much the same
thing:
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sarvam etad ”ta‰ manye
yan m•‰ vadasi ke¤ava
na hi te bhagavan vyakti‰
vidur dev• na d•nav•„
"O K”£‹a, I totally accept as truth all that You have told me. Neither the
demigods nor the demons, O Lord, can understand Your personality." (Bg. 10.14)
It is not possible to understand the truth about the pastimes of the Lord
simply by using our own logic, argument and academic education. We must
receive bona fide information from the Supreme Personality of Godhead, just as
Arjuna received information when K”£‹a spoke the Bhagavad-g†t•. We have to
accept the Bhagavad-g†t• or any other Vedic literature in good faith. These
Vedic scriptures are the only source of knowledge about the Lord. We must
understand that we cannot comprehend the Absolute Truth by the speculative
process.
TEXT 159
TEXT
more pãr‹a k”p• kaila lak£m†-n•r•ya‹a
t••ra k”p•ya p•inu tom•ra cara‹a-dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
more--unto me; pãr‹a--complete; k”p•--mercy; kaila--did; lak£m†-n•r•ya‹a-the Deity of mother goddess of fortune and N•r•ya‹a; t••ra k”p•ya--by Their
mercy; p•inu--I have gotten; tom•ra--Your; cara‹a-dara¤ana--vision of the
lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
"I have been engaged in the service of Lak£m†-N•r•ya‹a, and it is due to
Their mercy that I have been able to see Your lotus feet.
TEXT 160
TEXT
k”p• kari' kahile more k”£‹era mahim•
y••ra rãpa-gu‹ai¤varyera keha n• p•ya s†m•
SYNONYMS
k”p• kari'--showing causeless mercy; kahile--You have spoken; more--unto
me; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; mahim•--the glories; y••ra--whose; rãpa-gu‹aai¤varyera--of forms, qualities and opulence; keha--anyone; n•--not; p•ya-gets; s†m•--the limit.
TRANSLATION
"Out of Your causeless mercy You have told me of the glories of Lord K”£‹a.
No one can reach the end of the opulence, qualities and forms of the Lord.
TEXT 161
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TEXT
ebe se j•ninu k”£‹a-bhakti sarvopari
k”t•rtha karile, more kahile k”p• kari'
SYNONYMS
ebe--now; se--that; j•ninu--I understand; k”£‹a-bhakti--devotional service
to Lord K”£‹a; sarva-upari--above all; k”ta-artha--successful; karile--You
have made; more--unto me; kahile--You have spoken; k”p• kari'--by Your
causeless mercy.
TRANSLATION
"I can now understand that devotional service unto Lord K”£‹a is the
supreme form of worship. Out of Your causeless mercy You have made my life
successful simply by explaining the facts."
TEXT 162
TEXT
eta bali' bhaààa pa‚il• prabhura cara‹e
k”p• kari' prabhu t••re kail• •li•gane
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; bhaààa--Ve•kaàa Bhaààa; pa‚il•--fell down; prabhura
cara‹e--at the lotus feet of the Lord; k”p• kari'--showing him mercy; prabhu-Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto him; kail•--did; •li•gane-embracing.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, Ve•kaàa Bhaààa fell down before the lotus feet of the
Lord, and the Lord, out of His causeless mercy, embraced him.
TEXT 163
TEXT
c•turm•sya pãr‹a haila, bhaààa-•j‘• la‘•
dak£i‹a calil• prabhu ¤r†-ra•ga dekhiy•
SYNONYMS
c•turm•sya--the period of C•turm•sya; pãr‹a haila--became completed;
bhaààa-•j‘• la‘•--taking permission from Ve•kaàa Bhaààa; dak£i‹a--south;
calil•--proceeded; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤r†-ra•ga dekhiy•-visiting ¥r† Ra•ga.
TRANSLATION
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When the period of C•turm•sya was completed, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took
permission to leave Ve•kaàa Bhaààa, and after visiting ¥r† Ra•ga He proceeded
further toward southern India.
TEXT 164
TEXT
sa•gete calil• bhaààa, n• y•ya bhavane
t••re vid•ya dil• prabhu aneka yatane
SYNONYMS
sa•gete--along with Him; calil•--began to go; bhaààa--Ve•kaàa Bhaààa; n•
y•ya bhavane--does not return to his home; t••re--unto him; vid•ya dil•--gave
farewell; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; aneka yatane--with great endeavor.
TRANSLATION
Ve•kaàa Bhaààa did not want to return home but also wanted to go with the
Lord. It was with great endeavor that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu bade him
farewell.
TEXT 165
TEXT
prabhura viyoge bhaààa haila acetana
ei ra•ga-l†l• kare ¤ac†ra nandana
SYNONYMS
prabhura viyoge--on account of separation from ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
bhaààa--Ve•kaàa Bhaààa; haila--became; acetana--unconscious; ei--this; ra•gal†l•--pastime at ¥r† Ra•ga-k£etra; kare--does; ¤ac†ra nandana--the son of
mother ¥ac†.
TRANSLATION
When He did so, Ve•kaàa Bhaààa fell down unconscious. Such are the pastimes
of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the son of mother ¥ac†, at ¥r† Ra•ga-k£etra.
TEXT 166
TEXT
”£abha-parvate cali' •il• gaurahari
n•r•ya‹a dekhil• t••h• nati-stuti kari'
SYNONYMS
”£abha-parvate--to the ™£abha Hill; cali'--walking; •il•--arrived;
gaurahari--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n•r•ya‹a--the Deity of Lord N•r•ya‹a;
dekhil•--saw; t••h•--there; nati-stuti kari'--offering obeisances and prayers.
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TRANSLATION
When the Lord arrived at ™£abha Hill, He saw the temple of Lord N•r•ya‹a
and offered obeisances and various prayers.
PURPORT
™£abha Hill is in southern Kar‹•àa, in the district of Madurai. Twelve
miles north of Madurai City is a place called šn•ga‚a-malaya-parvata, which is
situated within the forest of Kuàak•cala. Within this forest Lord ™£abhadeva
burned Himself to ashes. Now this place is known as Palni Hill.
TEXT 167
TEXT
param•nanda-pur† t•h•• rahe catur-m•sa
¤uni' mah•prabhu gel• pur†-gos•‘ira p•¤a
SYNONYMS
param•nanda-pur†--Param•nanda Pur†; t•h••--there; rahe--remained; caturm•sa--four months; ¤uni'--hearing; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; gel•-went; pur†--Param•nanda Pur†; gos•‘ira--the spiritual master; p•¤a--near.
TRANSLATION
Param•nanda Pur† was staying at ™£abha Hill during the four months of the
rainy season, and when ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard this, He immediately went
to see him.
TEXT 168
TEXT
pur†-gos•‘ira prabhu kaila cara‹a vandana
preme pur† gos•‘i t••re kaila •li•gana
SYNONYMS
pur†-gos•‘ira--of Param•nanda Pur†; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kaila-did; cara‹a vandana--worship of the lotus feet; preme--in ecstasy; pur†
gos•‘i--Param•nanda Pur†; t••re--unto Him; kaila--did; •li•gana--embracing.
TRANSLATION
Upon meeting Param•nanda Pur†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu offered him all
respects, touching his lotus feet, and Param•nanda Pur† embraced the Lord in
ecstasy.
TEXT 169
TEXT
tina-dina preme do•he k”£‹a-kath•-ra•ge
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sei vipra-ghare do•he rahe eka-sa•ge
SYNONYMS
tina-dina--three days; preme--in ecstasy; do•he--both; k”£‹a-kath•-discussing topics of K”£‹a; ra•ge--in jubilation; sei vipra-ghare--in the home
of a br•hma‹a; do•he--both of them; rahe--stayed; eka-sa•ge--together.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stayed with Param•nanda Pur† in the br•hma‹a's
house where he was residing. The two of them passed three days there
discussing topics of K”£‹a.
TEXT 170
TEXT
pur†-gos•‘i bale,----•mi y•ba puru£ottame
puru£ottama dekhi' gau‚e y•ba ga•g•-sn•ne
SYNONYMS
pur†-gos•‘i--Param•nanda Pur†; bale--said; •mi--I; y•ba--shall go;
puru£ottame--to Jagann•tha Pur†; puru£ottama dekhi'--after visiting Jagann•tha
Pur†; gau‚e y•ba--I shall go to Bengal; ga•g•-sn•ne--for bathing in the
Ganges.
TRANSLATION
Param•nanda Pur† informed ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu that he was going to see
Puru£ottama at Jagann•tha Pur†. After seeing Lord Jagann•tha there, he would
go to Bengal to bathe in the Ganges.
TEXT 171
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----tumi puna„ •isa n†l•cale
•mi setubandha haite •siba alpa-k•le
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; tumi--you; puna„--again; •isa--come; n†l•cale-to Jagann•tha Pur†; •mi--I; setubandha haite--from R•me¤vara; •siba--shall
return; alpa-k•le--very soon.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then told him, "Please return to Jagann•tha Pur†,
for I will return there very soon from R•me¤vara [Setubandha].
TEXT 172
TEXT
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tom•ra nikaàe rahi,----hena v•‘ch• haya
n†l•cale •sibe more ha‘• sadaya
SYNONYMS
tom•ra nikaàe--with you; rahi--I may stay; hena--such; v•‘ch• haya--is My
desire; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; •sibe--please come; more--unto Me; ha‘•-being; sa-daya--merciful.
TRANSLATION
"It is My desire to stay with you, and therefore if you would return to
Jagann•tha Pur†, you would show great mercy to Me."
TEXT 173
TEXT
eta bali' t••ra àh•‘i ei •j‘• la‘•
dak£i‹e calil• prabhu hara£ita ha‘•
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; t••ra àh•‘i--from him; ei •j‘• la‘•--taking
permission; dak£i‹e calil•--departed for southern India; prabhu--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; hara£ita ha‘•--being very much pleased.
TRANSLATION
After talking in this way with Param•nanda Pur†, the Lord took his
permission to leave and, very much pleased, departed for southern India.
TEXT 174
TEXT
param•nanda pur† tabe calil• n†l•cale
mah•prabhu cali cali •il• ¤r†-¤aile
SYNONYMS
param•nanda pur†--Param•nanda Pur†; tabe--then; calil• n†l•cale--departed
for Jagann•tha Pur†; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cali cali--walking;
•il•--came; ¤r†-¤aile--to ¥r† ¥aila.
TRANSLATION
Thus Param•nanda Pur† started for Jagann•tha Pur†, and ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu began walking toward ¥r† ¥aila.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura remarks, "Which ¥r† ¥aila is being
indicated by K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m† is not clearly understood. There is no
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temple of Mallik•rjuna in this area because the ¥r† ¥aila located in the
district of Dh•rw•d cannot possibly be there. That ¥r† ¥aila is on the
southern side of Belgaum•, and the ¥iva temple of Mallik•rjuna is located
there. (Refer to text fifteen of this chapter.) It is said that on that hill
Lord ¥iva lived with Dev†. Also, Lord Brahm• lived there with all the
demigods."
TEXT 175
TEXT
¤iva-durg• rahe t•h•• br•hma‹era ve¤e
mah•prabhu dekhi' do•h•ra ha-ila ull•se
SYNONYMS
¤iva-durg•--Lord ¥iva and his wife, Durg•; rahe t•h••--stayed there;
br•hma‹era ve¤e--in the dress of br•hma‹as; mah•prabhu dekhi'--seeing ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; do•h•ra--of both of them; ha-ila--there was; ull•se-great pleasure.
TRANSLATION
It was in ¥r† ¥aila that Lord ¥iva and his wife Durg• lived in the dress of
br•hma‹as, and when they saw ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, they became very much
pleased.
TEXT 176
TEXT
tina dina bhik£• dila kari' nimantra‹a
nibh”te vasi' gupta-v•rt• kahe dui jana
SYNONYMS
tina dina--for three days; bhik£• dila--offered alms; kari' nimantra‹a-inviting Him; nibh”te--in a solitary place; vasi'--sitting together; guptav•rt•--confidential talks; kahe--speak; dui jana--both of them.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥iva, dressed like a br•hma‹a, gave alms to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
and invited Him to spend three days in a solitary place. Sitting there
together, they talked very confidentially.
TEXT 177
TEXT
t••ra sa•ge mah•prabhu kari i£àago£àh†
t••ra •j‘• la‘• •il• pur† k•mako£àh†
SYNONYMS
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t••ra sa•ge--with him; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kari i£àago£àh†--discussing spiritual subject matter; t••ra--his; •j‘•--order; la‘•-taking; •il•--came; pur† k•mako£àh†--to K•mako£àh†-pur†.
TRANSLATION
After talking with Lord ¥iva, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took his permission
to leave and went to K•mako£àh†-pur†.
TEXT 178
TEXT
dak£i‹a-mathur• •il• k•mako£àh† haite
t•h•• dekh• haila eka br•hma‹a-sahite
SYNONYMS
dak£i‹a-mathur•--at southern Mathur•; •il•--arrived; k•mako£àh† haite--from
K•mako£àh†; t•h••--there; dekh• haila--He met; eka--one; br•hma‹a-sahite--with
a br•hma‹a.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu arrived at southern Mathur• from K•mako£àh†,
He met a br•hma‹a.
PURPORT
Southern Madurai, presently known as M•dur•, is situated on the banks of
the Bh•g•i River. This place of pilgrimage is specifically meant for the
devotees of Lord ¥iva; therefore it is called ¥aiva-k£etra, that is, the place
where Lord ¥iva is worshiped. In this area there are mountains and forests.
There are also two ¥iva temples, one known as R•me¤vara and the other known as
Sundare¤vara. There is also a temple to Dev† called the M†n•k£†-dev† temple,
which displays very great architectural craftsmanship. It was built under the
supervision of the kings of the P•‹‚ya Dynasty, and when the Muslims attacked
this temple, as well as the temple of Sundare¤vara, great damage was done. In
the Christian year 1372, a king named Kampanna Udaiyara reigned on the throne
of M•dur•. Long ago, Emperor Kula¤ekhara ruled this area, and during his reign
he established a colony of br•hma‹as. A well-known king named Anantagu‹a
P•‹‚ya is an eleventh-generation descendant of Emperor Kula¤ekhara.
TEXT 179
TEXT
sei vipra mah•prabhuke kaila nimantra‹a
r•ma-bhakta sei vipra----virakta mah•jana
SYNONYMS
sei vipra--that br•hma‹a; mah•prabhuke--unto Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
kaila--did; nimantra‹a--invitation; r•ma-bhakta--devotee of Lord R•macandra;
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sei--that; vipra--br•hma‹a; virakta--very much detached; mah•jana--a great
devotee and authority.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a who met ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu invited the Lord to his home.
This br•hma‹a was a great devotee and an authority on Lord ¥r† R•macandra. He
was always detached from material activities.
TEXT 180
TEXT
k”tam•l•ya sn•na kari' •il• t••ra ghare
bhik£• ki dibena vipra,----p•ka n•hi kare
SYNONYMS
k”tam•l•ya--in the K”tam•l• River; sn•na kari'--bathing; •il•--came; t••ra-of the br•hma‹a; ghare--to the home; bhik£•--offering of alms; ki dibena-what shall give; vipra--the br•hma‹a; p•ka--cooking; n•hi kare--did not do.
TRANSLATION
After bathing in the river K”tam•l•, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to the
br•hma‹a's house to take lunch, but He saw that the food was unprepared
because the br•hma‹a had not cooked it.
TEXT 181
TEXT
mah•prabhu kahe t••re,----¤una mah•¤aya
madhy•hna haila, kene p•ka n•hi haya
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; t••re--unto him; ¤una
mah•¤aya--please hear, My dear sir; madhya-ahna haila--it is already noon;
kene--why; p•ka n•hi haya--you did not cook.
TRANSLATION
Seeing this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "My dear sir, please tell Me why
you have not cooked. It is already noon."
TEXT 182
TEXT
vipra kahe,----prabhu, mora ara‹ye vasati
p•kera s•magr† vane n• mile samprati
SYNONYMS
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vipra kahe--the br•hma‹a replied; prabhu--O Lord; mora--my; ara‹ye--in the
forest; vasati--residence; p•kera s•magr†--the ingredients for cooking; vane-in the forest; n• mile--are not available; samprati--at this time.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a replied, "My dear Lord, we are living in the forest. For the
time being we cannot get all the ingredients for cooking.
TEXT 183
TEXT
vanya ¤•ka-phala-mãla •nibe lak£ma‹a
tabe s†t• karibena p•ka-prayojana
SYNONYMS
vanya--of the forest; ¤•ka--vegetables; phala-mãla--fruits and roots;
•nibe--will bring; lak£ma‹a--Lak£ma‹a; tabe--that time; s†t•--mother S†t•;
karibena--will do; p•ka-prayojana--the necessary cooking.
TRANSLATION
"When Lak£ma‹a brings all the vegetables, fruits and roots from the forest,
S†t• will do the necessary cooking."
TEXT 184
TEXT
t••ra up•san• ¤uni' prabhu tu£àa hail•
•ste-vyaste sei vipra randhana karil•
SYNONYMS
t••ra--his; up•san•--method of worship; ¤uni'--hearing; prabhu--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; tu£àa hail•--was very much pleased; •ste-vyaste--with
great haste; sei--that; vipra--br•hma‹a; randhana karil•--began to cook.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very much satisfied to hear about the
br•hma‹a's method of worship. Finally the br•hma‹a hastily made arrangements
for cooking.
TEXT 185
TEXT
prabhu bhik£• kaila dinera t”t†ya-prahare
nirvi‹‹a sei vipra upav•sa kare
SYNONYMS
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prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhik£• kaila--took His luncheon; dinera-of the day; t”t†ya-prahare--at about three o'clock; nirvi‹‹a--sorrowful; sei-that; vipra--br•hma‹a; upav•sa kare--fasted.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took His lunch at about three o'clock, but the
br•hma‹a, being very sorrowful, fasted.
TEXT 186
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----vipra k••he kara upav•sa
kene eta du„kha, kene karaha hut•¤a
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; vipra--My dear br•hma‹a;
k••he--why; kara upav•sa--you are fasting; kene--why; eta--so much; du„kha-unhappiness; kene--why; karaha hut•¤a--you express so much worry.
TRANSLATION
While the br•hma‹a was fasting, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked him, "Why are
you fasting? Why are you so unhappy? Why are you so worried?"
TEXT 187
TEXT
vipra kahe,----j†vane mora n•hi prayojana
agni-jale prave¤iy• ch•‚iba j†vana
SYNONYMS
vipra kahe--the br•hma‹a said; j†vane mora--for my life; n•hi--there is
not; prayojana--necessity; agni--in fire; jale--in water; prave¤iy•--entering;
ch•‚iba--I shall give up; j†vana--life.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a replied, "I have no reason to live. I shall give up my life by
entering either fire or water.
TEXT 188
TEXT
jagan-m•t• mah•-lak£m† s†t•-àh•kur•‹†
r•k£ase spar¤ila t••re,----ih• k•ne ¤uni
SYNONYMS
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jagat-m•t•--the mother of the universe; mah•-lak£m†--the supreme goddess of
fortune; s†t•-àh•kur•‹†--mother S†t•; r•k£ase--the demon R•va‹a; spar¤ila-touched; t••re--her; ih•--this; k•ne ¤uni--I have heard.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Sir, mother S†t• is the mother of the universe and the supreme
goddess of fortune. She has been touched by the demon R•va‹a, and I am
troubled upon hearing this news.
TEXT 189
TEXT
e ¤ar†ra dharib•re kabhu n• yuy•ya
ei du„khe jvale deha, pr•‹a n•hi y•ya
SYNONYMS
e ¤ar†ra--this body; dharib•re--to keep; kabhu--ever; n•--not; yuy•ya-deserve; ei du„khe--in this unhappiness; jvale deha--my body is burning;
pr•‹a--my life; n•hi y•ya--does not go away.
TRANSLATION
"Sir, due to my unhappiness I cannot continue living. Although my body is
burning, my life is not leaving."
TEXT 190
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----e bh•van• n• kariha •ra
pa‹‚ita ha‘• kene n• karaha vic•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; e bh•van•--this kind of thinking; n•--do not;
kariha--do; •ra--anymore; pa‹‚ita ha‘•--being a learned pa‹‚ita; kena--why; n•
karaha--you do not make; vic•ra--consideration.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "Please do not think this way any longer.
You are a learned pa‹‚ita. Why don't you consider the case?"
TEXT 191
TEXT
†¤vara-preyas† s†t•----cid-•nanda-mãrti
pr•k”ta-indriyera t••re dekhite n•hi ¤akti
SYNONYMS
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†¤vara-preyas†--the dearmost wife of the Lord; s†t•--mother S†t•; cit•nanda-mãrti--spiritual blissful form; pr•k”ta--material; indriyera--of the
senses; t••re--her; dekhite--to see; n•hi--there is not; ¤akti--power.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "S†t•dev†, the dearmost wife of the
Supreme Lord R•macandra, certainly has a spiritual form full of bliss. No one
can see her with material eyes, for no materialist has such power.
TEXT 192
TEXT
spar¤ib•ra k•rya •chuka, n• p•ya dar¤ana
s†t•ra •k”ti-m•y• harila r•va‹a
SYNONYMS
spar¤ib•ra--to touch; k•rya--business; •chuka--let it be; n•--does not;
p•ya--get; dar¤ana--sight; s†t•ra--of mother S†t•; •k”ti-m•y•--the form made
of m•y•; harila--took away; r•va‹a--the demon R•va‹a.
TRANSLATION
"To say nothing of touching mother S†t•, a person with material senses
cannot even see her. When R•va‹a kidnapped her, he kidnapped only her
material, illusory form.
TEXT 193
TEXT
r•va‹a •sitei s†t• antardh•na kaila
r•va‹era •ge m•y•-s†t• p•àh•ila
SYNONYMS
r•va‹a--the demon R•va‹a; •sitei--as soon as he arrived; s†t•--mother S†t•;
antardh•na kaila--disappeared; r•va‹era •ge--before the demon R•va‹a; m•y•s†t•--illusory, material form of S†t•; p•àh•ila--sent.
TRANSLATION
"As soon as R•va‹a arrived before S†t•, she disappeared. Then just to cheat
R•va‹a she sent an illusory, material form.
TEXT 194
TEXT
apr•k”ta vastu nahe pr•k”ta-gocara
veda-pur•‹ete ei kahe nirantara
SYNONYMS
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apr•k”ta--spiritual; vastu--substance; nahe--not; pr•k”ta--of matter;
gocara--within the jurisdiction; veda-pur•‹ete--the Vedas and the Pur•‹as; ei-this; kahe--say; nirantara--always.
TRANSLATION
"Spiritual substance is never within the jurisdiction of the material
conception. This is always the verdict of the Vedas and Pur•‹as."
PURPORT
As stated in the Kaàha Upani£ad (2.3.9, 12):
na sa‰d”¤e ti£àhati rãpam asya
na cak£u£• pa¤yati ka¤canainam
h”d• man†£• manas•bhik€pto
ya etad vidur am”t•s te bhavanti
naiva v•c• na manas•
pr•ptu‰ ¤akyo na cak£u£•
"Spirit is not within the jurisdiction of material eyes, words or mind."
Similarly, ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.84.13) states:
yasy•tma-buddhi„ ku‹ape tri-dh•tuke
sva-dh†„ kalatr•di£u bhauma ijya-dh†„
yat-t†rtha-buddhi„ salile na karhicij
jane£v abhij‘e£u sa eva go-khara„
"A human being who identifies his body made of three elements with his
self, who considers the by-products of his body to be his kinsmen, who
considers the land of his birth worshipable, and who goes to a place of
pilgrimage simply to take a bath rather than to meet men of transcendental
knowledge there, is to be considered like an ass or a cow."
These are some Vedic statements about spiritual substance. Spiritual
substance cannot be seen by the unintelligent, because they do not have the
eyes or the mentality to see the spirit soul. Consequently they think that
there is no such thing as spirit. But the followers of the Vedic injunctions
take their information from Vedic statements, such as the verses from the
Kaàha Upani£ad and ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam quoted above.
TEXT 195
TEXT
vi¤v•sa karaha tumi •m•ra vacane
punarapi ku-bh•van• n• kariha mane
SYNONYMS
vi¤v•sa karaha--believe; tumi--you; •m•ra--My; vacane--in the words;
punarapi--again; ku-bh•van•--misconception; n• kariha--do not do; mane--in the
mind.
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TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then assured the br•hma‹a, "Have faith in My words
and do not burden your mind any longer with this misconception."
PURPORT
This is the process of spiritual understanding. Acinty• khalu ye bh•v• na
t•‰s tarke‹a yojayet: "We should not try to understand things beyond our
material conception by argument and counterargument." Mah•-jano yena gata„ sa
panth•„: "We have to follow in the footsteps of great authorities coming down
in the parampar• system." If we approach a bona fide •c•rya and keep faith in
his words, spiritual realization will be easy.
TEXT 196
TEXT
prabhura vacane viprera ha-ila vi¤v•sa
bhojana karila, haila j†vanera •¤a
SYNONYMS
prabhura vacane--in the words of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; viprera--of
the br•hma‹a; ha-ila--was; vi¤v•sa--faith; bhojana karila--he took his lunch;
haila--there was; j†vanera--for living; •¤a--hope.
TRANSLATION
Although the br•hma‹a was fasting, he had faith in the words of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu and accepted food. In this way his life was saved.
TEXT 197
TEXT
t••re •¤v•siy• prabhu karil• gamana
k”tam•l•ya sn•na kari •il• durva¤ana
SYNONYMS
t••re •¤v•siy•--assuring him; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karil•
gamana--departed; k”tam•l•ya--in the river known as K”tam•l•; sn•na kari-bathing; •il•--came; durva¤ana--to Durva¤ana.
TRANSLATION
After thus assuring the br•hma‹a, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu proceeded further
into southern India and finally arrived at Durva¤ana, where He bathed in the
river K”tam•l•.
PURPORT
Presently the K”tam•l• River is known as the river Bh•g•i. This river has
three tributaries, named Surul†, Var•ha-nad† and Baààilla-gu‹‚u. The river
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K”tam•l• is also mentioned in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.39) by the sage
Karabh•jana.
TEXT 198
TEXT
durva¤ane raghun•the kaila dara¤ana
mahendra-¤aile para¤ur•mera kaila vandana
SYNONYMS
durva¤ane--at Durva¤ana; raghun•the--Lord R•macandra; kaila dara¤ana--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited; mahendra-¤aile--on Mahendra-¤aila; para¤u-r•mera-to Lord Para¤ur•ma; kaila vandana--offered prayers.
TRANSLATION
At Durva¤ana ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited the temple of Lord R•macandra,
and on the hill known as Mahendra-¤aila He saw Lord Para¤ur•ma.
PURPORT
In Durva¤ana, or Darbha¤ayana, seven miles east of Ramnad, there is a
temple of Lord R•macandra overlooking the ocean. The hill known as Mahendra¤aila is near Tirunelveli, and at the end of this hill is a city known as
Tiruchendur‚. West of Mahendra-¤aila is the territory of Trib••kura. There is
mention of Mahendra-¤aila in the R•m•ya‹a.
TEXT 199
TEXT
setubandhe •si' kaila dhanust†rthe sn•na
r•me¤vara dekhi' t•h•• karila vi¤r•ma
SYNONYMS
setubandhe •si'--coming to Setubandha; kaila--did; dhanu„-t†rthe sn•na-bathing at the holy place known as Dhanust†rtha; r•me¤vara dekhi'--visiting
the holy place R•me¤vara; t•h••--there; karila vi¤r•ma--took rest.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then went to Setubandha [R•me¤vara], where He took
His bath at the place called Dhanust†rtha. From there He visited the R•me¤vara
temple and then took rest.
PURPORT
The path through the ocean to the islands known as Mand‹‚apam and Pambam
consists partly of sand and partly of water. The island of Pambam is about
eleven miles long and six miles wide. On this island, four miles north of
Pambam Harbor, is Setubandha, where the temple of R•me¤vara is located. This
is a temple of Lord ¥iva, and the name R•me¤vara indicates that he is a great
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personality whose worshipable Deity is Lord R•ma. Thus the Lord ¥iva found in
the temple of R•me¤vara is a great devotee of Lord R•macandra. It is said,
dev†-pattanam •rabhya gaccheyu„ setu-bandhanam: "After visiting the temple of
the goddess Durg•, one should go to the temple of R•me¤vara."
In this area there are twenty-four different holy places, one of which is
Dhanust†rtha, located about twelve miles southeast of R•me¤vara. It is near
the last station of the South Indian Railway, a station called Ramnad•. It is
said that here, on the request of R•va‹a's younger brother Vibh†£a‹a, Lord
R•macandra destroyed the bridge to La•k• with His bow while returning to His
capital. It is also said that one who visits Dhanust†rtha is liberated from
the cycle of birth and death, and that one who bathes there gets all the
fruitive results of performing the yaj‘a known as agni£àoma.
TEXT 200
TEXT
vipra-sabh•ya ¤une t••h• kãrma-pur•‹a
t•ra madhye •il• pativrat•-up•khy•na
SYNONYMS
vipra-sabh•ya--among the assembly of br•hma‹as; ¤une--hears; t••h•--there;
kãrma-pur•‹a--the Kãrma Pur•‹a; t•ra madhye--within that book; •il•--there
was; pati-vrat•--of the chaste woman; up•khy•na--narration.
TRANSLATION
There, among the br•hma‹as, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu listened to the Kãrma
Pur•‹a, wherein was mentioned the chaste woman's narration.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura remarks that only two kha‹‚as of
the Kãrma Pur•‹a are now available, namely the Pãrva-kha‹‚a and Uttara-kha‹‚a.
Sometimes it is said that the Kãrma Pur•‹a contains six thousand verses, but
originally the Kãrma Pur•‹a contained seventeen thousand verses. According to
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, there are seventeen thousand verses in the Kãrma Pur•‹a,
which is one of the eighteen Mah•-pur•‹as. The Kãrma Pur•‹a is considered the
fifteenth of these Mah•-pur•‹as.
TEXT 201
TEXT
pativrat•-¤iroma‹i janaka-nandin†
jagatera m•t• s†t•----r•mera g”hi‹†
SYNONYMS
pati-vrat•--chaste woman; ¤iroma‹i--the topmost; janaka-nandin†--is the
daughter of King Janaka; jagatera--of all the three worlds; m•t•--the mother;
s†t•--S†t•; r•mera--of Lord R•macandra; g”hi‹†--wife.
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TRANSLATION
¥r†mat† S†t•dev† is the mother of the three worlds and the wife of Lord
R•macandra. Among chaste women she is supreme, and she is the daughter of King
Janaka.
TEXT 202
TEXT
r•va‹a dekhiy• s†t• laila agnira ¤ara‹a
r•va‹a haite agni kaila s†t•ke •vara‹a
SYNONYMS
r•va‹a dekhiy•--after seeing R•va‹a; s†t•--mother S†t•; laila--took;
agnira--of fire; ¤ara‹a--shelter; r•va‹a--R•va‹a; haite--from; agni--fire;
kaila--did; s†t•ke--unto mother S†t•; •vara‹a--covering.
TRANSLATION
When R•va‹a came to kidnap mother S†t• and she saw him, she took shelter of
the fire-god, Agni. The fire-god covered the body of mother S†t•, and in this
way she was protected from the hands of R•va‹a.
TEXT 203
TEXT
'm•y•-s†t•' r•va‹a nila, ¤unil• •khy•ne
¤uni' mah•prabhu haila •nandita mane
SYNONYMS
m•y•-s†t•--false, illusory S†t•; r•va‹a--the demon R•va‹a; nila--took;
¤unil•--heard; •khy•ne--in the narration of the Kãrma Pur•‹a; ¤uni'--hearing
this; mah•prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; haila--became; •nandita--very
happy; mane--within the mind.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing from the Kãrma Pur•‹a how R•va‹a had kidnapped a false form of
mother S†t•, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu became very much satisfied.
TEXT 204
TEXT
s†t• la‘• r•khilena p•rvat†ra sth•ne
'm•y•-s†t•' diy• agni va‘cil• r•va‹e
SYNONYMS
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s†t• la‘•--taking away mother S†t•; r•khilena--kept; p•rvat†ra sth•ne--with
mother P•rvat†, or goddess Durg•; m•y•-s†t•--the false, illusory form of S†t•;
diy•--delivering; agni--fire-god; va‘cil•--cheated; r•va‹e--the demon R•va‹a.
TRANSLATION
The fire-god, Agni, took away the real S†t• and brought her to the place of
P•rvat†, goddess Durg•. An illusory form of mother S†t• was then delivered to
R•va‹a, and in this way R•va‹a was cheated.
TEXT 205
TEXT
raghun•tha •si' yabe r•va‹e m•rila
agni-par†k£• dite yabe s†t•re •nila
SYNONYMS
raghun•tha--Lord R•macandra; •si'--coming; yabe--when; r•va‹e--R•va‹a;
m•rila--killed; agni-par†k£•--test by fire; dite--to give; yabe--when; s†t•re-S†t•; •nila--brought.
TRANSLATION
After R•va‹a was killed by Lord R•macandra, S†t•dev† was brought before the
fire and tested.
TEXT 206
TEXT
tabe m•y•-s†t• agni kari antardh•na
satya-s†t• •ni' dila r•ma-vidyam•na
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; m•y•-s†t•--the illusory form of S†t•; agni--the firegod; kari--doing; antardh•na--disappearing; satya-s†t•--real S†t•; •ni'-bringing; dila--delivered; r•ma--of R•macandra; vidyam•na--in the presence.
TRANSLATION
When the illusory S†t• was brought before the fire by Lord R•macandra, the
fire-god made the illusory form disappear and delivered the real S†t• to Lord
R•macandra.
TEXT 207
TEXT
¤uni‘• prabhura •nandita haila mana
r•mad•sa-viprera kath• ha-ila smara‹a
SYNONYMS
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¤uni‘•--hearing; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •nandita--very much
pleased; haila--became; mana--the mind; r•mad•sa-viprera--of the br•hma‹a
known as R•mad•sa; kath•--words; ha-ila smara‹a--He remembered.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard this story, He was very much pleased,
and He remembered the words of R•mad•sa Vipra.
TEXT 208
TEXT
e-saba siddh•nta ¤uni' prabhura •nanda haila
br•hma‹era sth•ne m•gi' sei patra nila
SYNONYMS
e-saba siddh•nta--all these conclusive statements; ¤uni'--hearing;
prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •nanda--happiness; haila--there
was; br•hma‹era sth•ne--from the br•hma‹as; m•gi'--asking; sei--those; patra-leaves; nila--took.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, when ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard these conclusive statements from
the Kãrma Pur•‹a, He felt great happiness. After asking the br•hma‹as'
permission, He took possession of those manuscript leaves.
TEXT 209
TEXT
nãtana patra lekh•‘• pustake deoy•ila
prat†ti l•gi' pur•tana patra m•gi' nila
SYNONYMS
nãtana--new; patra--leaves; lekh•‘•--getting written; pustake--the book;
deoy•ila--He gave; prat†ti l•gi'--for direct evidence; pur•tana--the old;
patra--leaves; m•gi'--requesting; nila--He took.
TRANSLATION
Since the Kãrma Pur•‹a was very old, the manuscript was also very old. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu took possession of the original leaves in order to have
direct evidence. The text was copied onto new leaves in order that the Pur•‹a
be replaced.
TEXT 210
TEXT
patra la‘• puna„ dak£i‹a-mathur• •il•
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r•mad•sa vipre sei patra •ni dil•
SYNONYMS
patra la‘•--taking those leaves; puna„--again; dak£i‹a-mathur•--to southern
Mathur•; •il•--came; r•mad•sa vipre--unto the br•hma‹a known as R•mad•sa; sei
patra--those leaves; •ni--bringing back; dil•--delivered.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu returned to southern Mathur• [Madurai] and
delivered the original manuscript of the Kãrma Pur•‹a to R•mad•sa Vipra.
TEXTS 211-212
TEXT
s†tay•r•dhito vahni¤
ch•y•-s†t•m aj†janat
t•‰ jah•ra da¤a-gr†va„
s†t• vahni-pura‰ gat•
par†k£•-samaye vahni‰
ch•y•-s†t• vive¤a s•
vahni„ s†t•‰ sam•n†ya
tat-purast•d an†nayat
SYNONYMS
s†tay•--by mother S†t•; •r•dhita„--being called for; vahni„--the fire-god;
ch•y•-s†t•m--the illusory form of mother S†t•; aj†janat--created; t•m--her;
jah•ra--kidnapped; da¤a-gr†va„--the ten-faced R•va‹a; s†t•--mother S†t•;
vahni-puram--to the abode of the fire-god; gat•--departed; par†k£•-samaye--at
the time of testing; vahnim--the fire; ch•y•-s†t•--the illusory form of S†t•;
vive¤a--entered; s•--she; vahni„--the fire-god; s†t•m--the original mother
S†t•; sam•n†ya--bringing back; tat-purast•t--in His presence; an†nayat-brought back.
TRANSLATION
"When he was petitioned by mother S†t•, the fire-god, Agni, brought forth
an illusory form of S†t•, and R•va‹a, who had ten heads, kidnapped the false
S†t•. The original S†t• then went to the abode of the fire-god. When Lord
R•macandra tested the body of S†t•, it was the false, illusory S†t• that
entered the fire. At that time the fire-god brought the original S†t• from his
abode and delivered her to Lord R•macandra."
PURPORT
These two verses are taken from the Kãrma Pur•‹a.
TEXT 213
TEXT
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patra p•‘• viprera haila •nandita mana
prabhura cara‹e dhari' karaye krandana
SYNONYMS
patra p•‘•--getting the leaves; viprera--of the br•hma‹a; haila--there was;
•nandita--pleased; mana--mind; prabhura cara‹e--the lotus feet of Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dhari'--taking; karaye--does; krandana--crying.
TRANSLATION
R•mad•sa Vipra was very much pleased to receive the original leaf
manuscript of the Kãrma Pur•‹a, and he immediately fell down before the lotus
feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and began to cry.
TEXT 214
TEXT
vipra kahe,----tumi s•k£•t ¤r†-raghunandana
sanny•s†ra ve£e more dil• dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
vipra kahe--the br•hma‹a said; tumi--You; s•k£•t--directly; ¤r†raghunandana--Lord ¥r† R•macandra; sanny•s†ra ve£e--in the dress of a
mendicant; more--unto me; dil•--You gave; dara¤ana--audience.
TRANSLATION
After receiving the manuscript, the br•hma‹a, being very much pleased,
said, "Sir, You are Lord R•macandra Himself and have come in the dress of a
sanny•s† to give me audience.
TEXT 215
TEXT
mah•-du„kha ha-ite more karil• nist•ra
•ji mora ghare bhik£• kara a•g†k•ra
SYNONYMS
mah•-du„kha--great unhappiness; ha-ite--from; more--me; karil• nist•ra--You
delivered; •ji--today; mora--my; ghare--at home; bhik£•--lunch; kara--do;
a•g†k•ra--accept.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Sir, You have delivered me from a very unhappy condition. I
request that You take Your lunch at my place. Please accept this invitation.
TEXT 216
TEXT
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mano-du„khe bh•la bhik£• n• dila sei dine
mora bh•gye punarapi p•ilu• dara¤ane
SYNONYMS
mano-du„khe--out of great mental distress; bh•la bhik£•--good lunch; n•
dila--could not give You; sei dine--that day; mora bh•gye--because of my good
fortune; punarapi--again; p•ilu•--I have gotten; dara¤ane--visit.
TRANSLATION
"Due to my mental distress I could not give You a very nice lunch the other
day. Now, by good fortune, You have come again to my home."
TEXT 217
TEXT
eta bali' sei vipra sukhe p•ka kaila
uttama prak•re prabhuke bhik£• kar•ila
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; sei vipra--that br•hma‹a; sukhe--in great
happiness; p•ka kaila--cooked; uttama prak•re--very nicely; prabhuke--unto
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhik£•--lunch; kar•ila--gave.
TRANSLATION
Saying this, the br•hma‹a very happily cooked food, and a first-class
dinner was offered to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 218
TEXT
sei r•tri t•h•• rahi' t••re k”p• kari'
p•‹‚ya-de¤e t•mrapar‹† gel• gaurahari
SYNONYMS
sei r•tri--that night; t•h••--there; rahi'--staying; t••re--unto the
br•hma‹a; k”p• kari'--showing mercy; p•‹‚ya-de¤e--in the country known as
P•‹‚yade¤a; t•mrapar‹†--to the place named T•mrapar‹†; gel•--went; gaurahari-Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu passed that night in the house of the br•hma‹a.
Then, after showing him mercy, the Lord started toward T•mrapar‹† in P•‹‚yade¤a.
PURPORT
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P•‹‚ya-de¤a is situated in the southern part of India known as Kerala and
Cola. In all these areas there were many kings with the title P•‹‚ya who ruled
over Madurai and R•me¤vara. In the R•m•ya‹a the name of T•mrapar‹† is
mentioned. T•mrapar‹† is also known as Puru‹ai and is situated on the bank of
the Tinebheli River. This river flows into the Bay of Bengal. T•mrapar‹† is
also mentioned in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.39<footnote>).
TEXT 219
TEXT
t•mrapar‹† sn•na kari' t•mrapar‹†-t†re
naya tripati dekhi' bule kutãhale
SYNONYMS
t•mrapar‹†--in the T•mrapar‹† River; sn•na kari'--taking a bath;
t•mrapar‹†-t†re--on the bank of the T•mrapar‹† River; naya tripati--the Deity
named Naya-tripati; dekhi'--after seeing; bule--wandered on; kutãhale--in
great curiosity.
TRANSLATION
There was also a temple of Lord Vi£‹u at Naya-tripati on the bank of the
river T•mrapar‹†, and after bathing in the river, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw
the Deity with great curiosity and wandered on.
PURPORT
This Naya-tripati is also called Alwar Tirunagarai. It is a town about
seventeen miles southeast of Tirunelveli. There are nine temples there of
¥r†pati, or Vi£‹u. All the Deities of the temples assemble together during a
yearly festival in the town.
TEXT 220
TEXT
ciya‚atal• t†rthe dekhi' ¤r†-r•ma-lak£ma‹a
tila-k•‘c† •si' kaila ¤iva dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
ciya‚atal•--named Ciya‚atal•; t†rthe--at the holy place; dekhi'--seeing;
¤r†-r•ma-lak£ma‹a--the Deity of Lord R•ma and Lak£ma‹a; tila-k•‘c†--to Tilak•‘c†; •si'--coming; kaila--did; ¤iva dara¤ana--visiting the temple of Lord
¥iva.
TRANSLATION
After this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to a holy place known as
Ciya‚atal•, where He saw the Deities of the two brothers Lord R•macandra and
Lak£ma‹a. He then proceeded to Tila-k•‘c†, where He saw the temple of Lord
¥iva.
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PURPORT
Ciya‚atal• is sometimes known as Cheratal•. It is near the city of Kaila,
and there is a temple there dedicated to Lord ¥r† R•macandra and His brother
Lak£ma‹a. Tila-k•‘c† is about thirty miles northeast of the city of
Tirunelveli.
TEXT 221
TEXT
gajendra-mok£a‹a-t†rthe dekhi vi£‹u-mãrti
p•n•ga‚i-t†rthe •si' dekhila s†t•pati
SYNONYMS
gajendra-mok£a‹a-t†rthe--at the holy place named Gajendra-mok£a‹a; dekhi-seeing; vi£‹u-mãrti--the Deity of Lord Vi£‹u; p•n•ga‚i-t†rthe--to the holy
place P•n•ga‚i; •si'--coming; dekhila--saw; s†t•-pati--Lord ¥r† R•macandra and
S†t•dev†.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then visited the holy place named Gajendramok£a‹a, where He went to a temple of Lord Vi£‹u. He then came to P•n•ga‚i, a
holy place where He saw the Deities of Lord R•macandra and S†t•.
PURPORT
The Gajendra-mok£a‹a temple is sometimes mistaken for a temple of Lord
¥iva. It is about two miles south of the city of Kaivera. Actually the Deity
is not of Lord ¥iva but of Vi£‹u. P•n•ga‚i is about thirty miles south of
Tirunelveli. Formerly the temple there contained the Deity of ¥r† R•macandra,
but later the devotees of Lord ¥iva replaced Lord R•macandra with a deity of
Lord ¥iva named R•me¤vara or R•ma-li•ga ¥iva.
TEXT 222
TEXT
c•mt•pure •si' dekhi' ¤r†-r•ma-lak£ma‹a
¤r†-vaiku‹àhe •si' kaila vi£‹u dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
c•mt•pure--to C•mt•pura; •si'--coming; dekhi'--seeing; ¤r†-r•ma-lak£ma‹a-Lord R•macandra and Lak£ma‹a; ¤r†-vaiku‹àhe •si'--coming to ¥r† Vaiku‹àha;
kaila--did; vi£‹u dara¤ana--seeing the temple of Lord Vi£‹u.
TRANSLATION
Later the Lord went to C•mt•pura, where He saw the Deities of Lord
R•macandra and Lak£ma‹a. He then went to ¥r† Vaiku‹àha and saw the temple of
Lord Vi£‹u there.
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PURPORT
C•mt•pura is sometimes called Ce•g•nura and is located in the state of
Trib••kura. A temple of Lord R•macandra and Lak£ma‹a is located there. ¥r†
Vaiku‹àha--about four miles north of Alwar Tirunagarai and sixteen miles
southeast of Tirunelveli--is situated on the bank of the T•mrapar‹† River.
TEXT 223
TEXT
malaya-parvate kaila agastya-vandana
kany•-kum•r† t••h•• kaila dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
malaya-parvate--in the Malaya Hills; kaila--did; agastya-vandana-obeisances to Agastya Muni; kany•-kum•r†--Kany•-kum•r†; t••h••--there; kaila
dara¤ana--visited.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then went to Malaya-parvata and offered prayers to
Agastya Muni. He then visited Kany•-kum•r† [Cape Comorin].
PURPORT
The range of mountains in South India beginning at Kerala and extending to
Cape Comorin is called Malaya-parvata. Concerning Agastya, there are four
opinions: (1) There is a temple of Agastya Muni in the village of
Agastyampall† in the district of Tanjore•‘. (2) There is a temple of Lord
Skanda on a hill known as ¥iva-giri, and it is supposed to have been
established by Agastya Muni. (3) Some say that near Cape Comorin there is a
hill known as Paàhiy•, which was supposed to have served as Agastya Muni's
residence. (4) There is a place known as Agastya-malaya, which is a range of
hills on both sides of the T•mrapar‹† River. Cape Comorin itself is known as
Kany•-kum•r†.
TEXT 224
TEXT
•mlital•ya dekhi' ¤r†-r•ma gaurahari
mall•ra-de¤ete •il• yath• bhaààath•ri
SYNONYMS
•mlital•ya--at šmlital•; dekhi'--seeing; ¤r†-r•ma--the Deity of R•macandra;
gaurahari--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mall•ra-de¤ete--to Mall•ra-de¤a; •il•-came; yath•--where; bhaààath•ri--the Bhaààath•ri community.
TRANSLATION
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After visiting Kany•-kum•r†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu came to šmlital•,
where He saw the Deity of ¥r† R•macandra. Thereafter He went to a place known
as Mall•ra-de¤a, where a community of Bhaààath•ris lived.
PURPORT
North of Mall•ra-de¤a is South Kanara‚•. To the east is Coorg and
Mysore†¤ã, to the south is Cochin, and to the west is the Arabian Sea. As far
as the Bhaààath•ris are concerned, they are a nomadic community. They camp
wherever they like and have no fixed place of residence. Outwardly they take
up the dress of sanny•s†s, but their real business is stealing and cheating.
They allure others to supply women for their camp, and they cheat many women
and keep them within their community. In this way they increase their
population. In Bengal also there is a similar community. Actually, all over
the world there are nomadic communities whose business is simply to allure,
cheat and steal innocent women.
TEXT 225
TEXT
tam•la-k•rtika dekhi' •ila vet•pani
raghun•tha dekhi' t•h•• va‘cil• rajan†
SYNONYMS
tam•la-k•rtika--the place named Tam•la-k•rtika; dekhi'--seeing; •ila--came;
vet•pani--to Vet•pani; raghun•tha dekhi'--seeing the temple of Lord
R•macandra; t•h••--there; va‘cil• rajan†--passed the night.
TRANSLATION
After visiting Mall•ra-de¤a, Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to Tam•la-k•rtika and
then to Vet•pani. There He saw the temple of Raghun•tha, Lord R•macandra, and
passed the night.
PURPORT
Tam•la-k•rtika is forty-four miles south of Tirunelveli and two miles south
of Aramavall† Mountain. It is located within the jurisdiction of Tovalai. At
Tam•la-k•rtika is a temple of Subrahma‹ya, or Lord K•rtika, the son of Lord
¥iva. Vet•pani, or V•t•p•‹†, is north of Kaila in the Trivandrum district. It
is also known as Bhãtapa‹‚i and is within the jurisdiction of the Tobala
district. It is understood that formerly there was a Deity of Lord R•macandra
there. Later the Deity was replaced with a deity of Lord ¥iva known as
R•me¤vara or Bhãtan•tha.
TEXT 226
TEXT
gos•‘ira sa•ge rahe k”£‹ad•sa br•hma‹a
bhaààath•ri-saha t•h•• haila dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
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gos•‘ira--the Lord; sa•ge--with; rahe--there was; k”£‹ad•sa br•hma‹a--a
br•hma‹a servant named K”£‹ad•sa; bhaààath•ri-saha--with the Bhaààath•ris;
t•h••--there; haila--there was; dara¤ana--a meeting.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was accompanied by His servant, K”£‹ad•sa. He was a
br•hma‹a, but he met with the Bhaààath•ris there.
TEXT 227
TEXT
str†-dhana dekh•‘• t••ra lobha janm•ila
•rya sarala viprera buddhi-n•¤a kaila
SYNONYMS
str†-dhana--women; dekh•‘•--showing; t••ra--his; lobha--attraction;
janm•ila--they created; •rya--gentleman; sarala--simple; viprera--of the
br•hma‹a; buddhi-n•¤a--loss of intelligence; kaila--they made.
TRANSLATION
With women the Bhaààath•ris allured the br•hma‹a K”£‹ad•sa, who was simple
and gentle. By virtue of their bad association, they polluted his
intelligence.
TEXT 228
TEXT
pr•te uàhi' •il• vipra bhaààath•ri-ghare
t•h•ra udde¤e prabhu •il• satvare
SYNONYMS
pr•te--in the morning; uàhi'--rising from bed; •il•--came; vipra--the
br•hma‹a K”£‹ad•sa; bhaààath•ri-ghare--to the place of the Bhaààath•ris;
t•h•ra udde¤e--for him; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •il•--came; satvare-very soon.
TRANSLATION
Allured by the Bhaààath•ris, K”£‹ad•sa went to their place early in the
morning. The Lord also went there very quickly just to find him out.
TEXT 229
TEXT
•siy• kahena saba bhaààath•ri-ga‹e
•m•ra br•hma‹a tumi r•kha ki k•ra‹e
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SYNONYMS
•siy•--coming; kahena--He said; saba--all; bhaààath•ri-ga‹e--to the
Bhaààath•ris; •m•ra--My; br•hma‹a--br•hma‹a assistant; tumi--you; r•kha--are
keeping; ki--for what; k•ra‹e--reason.
TRANSLATION
Upon reaching their community, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked the
Bhaààath•ris, "Why are you keeping My br•hma‹a assistant?
TEXT 230
TEXT
•miha sanny•s† dekha, tumiha sanny•s†
more du„kha deha,----tom•ra 'ny•ya' n•hi v•si
SYNONYMS
•miha--I; sanny•s†--in the renounced order of life; dekha--you see; tumiha-you; sanny•s†--in the renounced order of life; more--unto Me; du„kha--pains;
deha--you give; tom•ra--your; ny•ya--logic; n•hi v•si--I do not find.
TRANSLATION
"I am in the renounced order of life, and so are you. Yet you are
purposefully giving Me pain, and I do not see any good logic in this."
TEXT 231
TEXT
suna' saba bhaààath•ri uàhe astra la‘•
m•rib•re •ila sabe c•ri-dike dh•‘•
SYNONYMS
suna'--hearing; saba--all; bhaààath•ri--nomads; uàhe--rise up; astra-weapons; la‘•--taking; m•rib•re--to kill; •ila--came; sabe--all; c•ri-dike-all around; dh•‘•--running.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, all the Bhaààath•ris came running
from all sides with weapons in their hands, desiring to hurt the Lord.
TEXT 232
TEXT
t•ra astra t•ra a•ge pa‚e h•ta haite
kha‹‚a kha‹‚a haila bhaààath•ri pal•ya c•ri bhite
SYNONYMS
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t•ra astra--their weapons; t•ra a•ge--on their bodies; pa‚e--fall; h•ta
haite--from their hands; kha‹‚a kha‹‚a--cut into pieces; haila--became;
bhaààath•ri--the nomads; pal•ya--run away; c•ri bhite--in the four directions.
TRANSLATION
However, their weapons fell from their hands and struck their own bodies.
When some of the Bhaààath•ris were thus cut to pieces, the others ran away in
the four directions.
TEXT 233
TEXT
bhaààath•ri-ghare mah• uàhila krandana
ke¤e dhari' vipre la‘• karila gamana
SYNONYMS
bhaààath•ri-ghare--at the home of the Bhaààath•ris; mah•--great; uàhila-there arose; krandana--crying; ke¤e dhari'--catching by the hair; vipre--the
br•hma‹a K”£‹ad•sa; la‘•--taking; karila--did; gamana--departure.
TRANSLATION
While there was much roaring and crying at the Bhaààath•ri community, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu grabbed K”£‹ad•sa by the hair and took him away.
TEXT 234
TEXT
sei dina cali' •il• payasvin†-t†re
sn•na kari' gel• •di-ke¤ava-mandire
SYNONYMS
sei dina--on that very day; cali'--walking; •il•--came; payasvin†-t†re--to
the bank of the Payasvin† River; sn•na kari'--bathing; gel•--went; •di-ke¤avamandire--to the temple of šdi-ke¤ava.
TRANSLATION
That very night, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His assistant K”£‹ad•sa
arrived at the bank of the Payasvin† River. They took their bath and then went
to see the temple of šdi-ke¤ava.
TEXT 235
TEXT
ke¤ava dekhiy• preme •vi£àa hail•
nati, stuti, n”tya, g†ta, bahuta karil•
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SYNONYMS
ke¤ava dekhiy•--after seeing the Deity of Lord Ke¤ava; preme--in ecstasy;
•vi£àa hail•--became overwhelmed; nati--obeisances; stuti--prayer; n”tya-dancing; g†ta--chanting; bahuta karil•--performed in various ways.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord saw the šdi-ke¤ava temple, He was immediately overwhelmed
with ecstasy. Offering various obeisances and prayers, He chanted and danced.
TEXT 236
TEXT
prema dekhi' loke haila mah•-camatk•ra
sarva-loka kaila prabhura parama satk•ra
SYNONYMS
prema dekhi'--seeing His ecstatic features; loke--people; haila--became;
mah•-camatk•ra--greatly astonished; sarva-loka--all people; kaila--did;
prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; parama satk•ra--great reception.
TRANSLATION
All the people there were greatly astonished to see the ecstatic pastimes
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. They all received the Lord very well.
TEXT 237
TEXT
mah•-bhakta-ga‹a-saha t•h•• go£àh† kaila
'brahma-sa‰hit•dhy•ya'-pu•thi t•h•• p•ila
SYNONYMS
mah•-bhakta-ga‹a-saha--among highly advanced devotees; t•h••--there; go£àh†
kaila--discussed; brahma-sa‰hit•-adhy•ya--one chapter of the Brahma-sa‰hit•;
pu•thi--scripture; t•h••--there; p•ila--found.
TRANSLATION
In the temple of šdi-ke¤ava, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu discussed spiritual
matters among highly advanced devotees. While there, He found a chapter of the
Brahma-sa‰hit•.
TEXT 238
TEXT
pu•thi p•‘• prabhura haila •nanda ap•ra
kamp•¤ru-sveda-stambha-pulaka vik•ra
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SYNONYMS
pu•thi p•‘•--getting that scripture; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; haila--there was; •nanda--happiness; ap•ra--unlimited; kampa-trembling; a¤ru--tears; sveda--perspiration; stambha--being stunned; pulaka-jubilation; vik•ra--transformations.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was greatly happy to find a chapter of that
scripture, and symptoms of ecstatic transformation--trembling, tears,
perspiration, trance and jubilation--were manifest in His body.
TEXTS 239-240
TEXT
siddh•nta-¤•stra n•hi 'brahma-sa‰hit•'ra sama
govinda-mahim• j‘•nera parama k•ra‹a
alp•k£are kahe siddh•nta ap•ra
sakala-vai£‹ava-¤•stra-madhye ati s•ra
SYNONYMS
siddh•nta-¤•stra--conclusive scripture; n•hi--there is not; brahmasa‰hit•ra sama--like the scripture Brahma-sa‰hit•; govinda-mahim•--of the
glories of Lord Govinda; j‘•nera--of knowledge; parama--final; k•ra‹a--cause;
alpa-ak£are--briefly; kahe--expresses; siddh•nta--conclusion; ap•ra-unlimited; sakala--all; vai£‹ava-¤•stra--devotional scriptures; madhye--among;
ati s•ra--very essential.
TRANSLATION
There is no scripture equal to the Brahma-sa‰hit• as far as the final
spiritual conclusion is concerned. Indeed, that scripture is the supreme
revelation of the glories of Lord Govinda, for it reveals the topmost
knowledge about Him. Since all conclusions are briefly presented in the
Brahma-sa‰hit•, it is essential among all the Vai£‹ava scriptures.
PURPORT
The Brahma-sa‰hit• is a very important scripture. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
acquired the Fifth Chapter from the šdi-ke¤ava temple. In that Fifth Chapter,
the philosophical conclusion of acintya-bhed•bheda-tattva (simultaneous
oneness and difference) is presented. The chapter also presents methods of
devotional service; the eighteen-syllable Vedic hymn; discourses on the soul,
the Supersoul and fruitive activity; an explanation of K•ma-g•yatr†, k•ma-b†ja
and the original Mah•-Vi£‹u; and a detailed description of the spiritual
world, specifically Goloka V”nd•vana. Brahma-sa‰hit• also explains the demigod
Ga‹e¤a; Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u; the origin of the G•yatr† mantra; the form of
Govinda and His transcendental position and abode; the living entities; the
highest goal; the goddess Durg•; the meaning of austerity; the five gross
elements; love of Godhead; impersonal Brahman; the initiation of Lord Brahm•;
and the vision of transcendental love enabling one to see the Lord. The steps
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of devotional service are also explained. The mind; yoga-nidr•; the goddess of
fortune; devotional service in spontaneous ecstasy; incarnations beginning
with Lord R•macandra; Deities; the conditioned soul and its duties; the truth
about Lord Vi£‹u; prayers; Vedic hymns; Lord ¥iva; the Vedic literature;
personalism and impersonalism; good behavior; and many other subjects are also
discussed. There is also a description of the sun and the universal form of
the Lord. All these subjects are conclusively explained in a nutshell in the
Brahma-sa‰hit•.
TEXT 241
TEXT
bahu yatne sei pu•thi nila lekh•iy•
'ananta padman•bha' •il• hara£ita ha‘•
SYNONYMS
bahu yatne--with great attention; sei pu•thi--that scripture; nila--took;
lekh•iy•--having it copied; ananta-padman•bha--to Ananta Padman•bha; •il•-came; hara£ita--in great happiness; ha‘•--being.
TRANSLATION
Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu copied the Brahma-sa‰hit• and afterwards, with
great pleasure, went to a place known as Ananta Padman•bha.
PURPORT
Concerning Ananta Padman•bha, one should refer to Madhya-l†l•, Chapter One,
text 115.
TEXT 242
TEXT
dina-dui padman•bhera kaila dara¤ana
•nande dekhite •il• ¤r†-jan•rdana
SYNONYMS
dina-dui--two days; padman•bhera--of the Deity known as Padman•bha; kaila
dara¤ana--visited the temple; •nande--in great ecstasy; dekhite--to see; •il•-came; ¤r†-jan•rdana--to the temple of ¥r† Jan•rdana.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu remained for two or three days at Ananta Padman•bha
and visited the temple there. Then, in great ecstasy He went to see the temple
of ¥r† Jan•rdana.
PURPORT
The temple of ¥r† Jan•rdana is situated twenty-six miles north of
Trivandrum, near the Vark•la railway station.
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TEXT 243
TEXT
dina-dui t•h•• kari' k†rtana-nartana
payasvin† •siy• dekhe ¤a•kara n•r•ya‹a
SYNONYMS
dina-dui--two days; t•h••--there; kari'--performing; k†rtana-nartana-chanting and dancing; payasvin† •siy•--coming to the bank of the Payasvin†
River; dekhe--sees; ¤a•kara n•r•ya‹a--the temple of ¥a•kara-n•r•ya‹a.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu chanted and danced at ¥r† Jan•rdana for two days.
He then went to the bank of the Payasvin† River and visited the temple of
¥a•kara-n•r•ya‹a.
TEXT 244
TEXT
¤”•geri-maàhe •il• ¤a•kar•c•rya-sth•ne
matsya-t†rtha dekhi' kaila tu•gabhadr•ya sn•ne
SYNONYMS
¤”•geri-maàhe--to the ¥”•geri monastery; •il•--came; ¤a•kar•c•rya-sth•ne-at the place of ¥a•kar•c•rya; matsya-t†rtha--the holy place named Matsyat†rtha; dekhi'--seeing; kaila--did; tu•gabhadr•ya sn•ne--bathing in the river
Tu•gabhadr•.
TRANSLATION
Then He saw the monastery known as ¥”•geri-maàha, the abode of šc•rya
¥a•kara. He then visited Matsya-t†rtha, a place of pilgrimage, and took a bath
in the river Tu•gabhadr•.
PURPORT
The monastery known as ¥”•geri-maàha is situated in the state of
Karnataka†¤ã, in the district of Shimoga. This monastery is located on the
left bank of the river Tu•gabhadr•, seven miles south of Harihara-pura. The
real name of this place is ¥”•ga-giri or ¥”•gavera-pur†, and it is the
headquarters of ¥a•kar•c•rya.
¥a•kar•c•rya had four principal disciples, and he established four centers
under their management. In North India at Badarik•¤rama, the monastery named
Jyotir-maàha was established. At Puru£ottama, the Bhogavardhana or Govardhana
monastery was established. In Dv•rak•, the S•rad• monastery was established.
And the fourth monastery, established in South India, is known as ¥”•gerimaàha. In the ¥”•geri-maàha the sanny•s†s assume the designations Sarasvat†,
Bh•rat† and Pur†. They are all ekada‹‚i-sanny•s†s, distinguished from the
Vai£‹ava sanny•s†s, who are known as trida‹‚i-sanny•s†s. The ¥”•geri-maàha is
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situated in South India in a portion of the country known as šndhra, Dravi‚a,
Kar‹•àa and Kerala. The community is called Bhãriv•ra, and the dynasty is
called Bhãr-bhuva„. The place is called R•me¤vara, and the slogan is aha‰
brahm•smi. The Deity is Lord Var•ha, and the energetic power is K•m•k£†. The
•c•rya is Hast•malaka, and the brahmac•r† assistants of the sanny•s†s are
known as Caitanya. The place of pilgrimage is called Tu•gabhadr•, and the
subject for Vedic study is the Yajur Veda.
The list of the disciplic succession from ¥a•kar•c•rya is available, and
the names of the •c•ryas and the dates of their accepting sanny•sa, according
to the ¥aka era (or ¥ak•bda), are as follows (for approximate Christian-era
dates, add 79 years): ¥a•kar•c•rya, 622 ¥aka; Sure¤var•c•rya, 630;
Bodhan•c•rya, 680; J‘•nadhan•c•rya, 768; J‘•nottama-¤iv•c•rya, 827; J‘•nagiri
šc•rya, 871; Si‰hagiri šc•rya, 958; •¤vara T†rtha, 1019; Narasi‰ha T†rtha,
1067; Vidy•t†rtha Vidy•-¤a•kara, 1150; Bh•rat†-k”£‹a T†rtha, 1250; Vidy•ra‹ya
Bh•rat†, 1253; Candra¤ekhara Bh•rat†, 1290; Narasi‰ha Bh•rat†, 1309;
Puru£ottama Bh•rat†, 1328; ¥a•kar•nanda, 1350; Candra¤ekhara Bh•rat†, 1371;
Narasi‰ha Bh•rat†, 1386; Puru£ottama Bh•rat†, 1398; R•macandra Bh•rat†, 1430;
Narasi‰ha Bh•rat†, 1479; Narasi‰ha Bh•rat†, 1485; Abhinava-narasi‰ha Bh•rat†,
1521; Saccid•nanda Bh•rat†, 1544; Narasi‰ha Bh•rat†, 1585; Saccid•nanda
Bh•rat†, 1627; Abhinava-saccid•nanda Bh•rat†, 1663; N”si‰ha Bh•rat†, 1689;
Saccid•nanda Bh•rat†, 1692; Abhinava-saccid•nanda Bh•rat†, 1730; Narasi‰ha
Bh•rat†, 1739; Saccid•nanda ¥iv•bhinava Vidy•-narasi‰ha Bh•rat†, 1788.
Regarding ¥a•kar•c•rya, it is understood that he was born in the year 608
of the ¥ak•bda era, in the month of Vai¤•kha, on the third day of the waxing
moon, in a place in South India known as K•l•‚i. His father's name was
¥ivaguru, and he lost his father at an early age. When ¥a•kar•c•rya was only
eight years old, he completed his study of all scriptures and took sanny•sa
from Govinda, who was residing on the banks of the Narmad•. After accepting
sanny•sa, ¥a•kar•c•rya stayed with his spiritual master for some days. He then
took his permission to go to V•r•‹as†, and from there he went to
Badarik•¤rama, where he stayed until his twelfth year. While there, he wrote a
commentary on the Brahma-sãtra, as well as on ten Upani£ads and the Bhagavadg†t•. He also wrote Sanat-suj•t†ya and a commentary on the N”si‰ha-t•pin†.
Among his many disciples, his four chief disciples are Padmap•da, Sure¤vara,
Hast•malaka and Troàaka. After departing from V•r•‹as†, ¥a•kar•c•rya went to
Pray•ga, where he met a great learned scholar called Kum•rila Bhaààa.
¥a•kar•c•rya wanted to discuss the authority of the scriptures, but Kum•rila
Bhaààa, being on his deathbed, sent him to his disciple Ma‹‚ana, in the city
of M•hi£mat†. It was there that ¥a•kar•c•rya defeated Ma‹‚ana Mi¤ra in a
discussion of the ¤•stras.
Ma‹‚ana had a wife named Sarasvat†, or Ubhayabh•rat†, who served as mediator between ¥a•kar•c•rya and her husband. It is
said that she wanted to discuss erotic principles and amorous love with
¥a•kar•c•rya, but ¥a•kar•c•rya had been a brahmac•r† since birth and therefore
had no experience in amorous love. He took a month's leave from Ubhaya-bh•rat†
and, by his mystic power, entered the body of a king who had just died. In
this way ¥a•kar•c•rya experienced the erotic principles. After attaining this
experience, he wanted to discuss erotic principles with Ubhaya-bh•rat†, but
without hearing his discussion she blessed him and assured the continuous
existence of the ¥”•geri-maàha. She then took leave of material life.
Afterwards, Ma‹‚ana Mi¤ra took the order of sanny•sa from ¥a•kar•c•rya and
became known as Sure¤vara. ¥a•kar•c•rya defeated many scholars throughout
India and converted them to his M•y•v•da philosophy. He left the material body
at the age of thirty-three.
As far as Matsya-t†rtha is concerned, it was supposedly situated beside the
ocean in the district of Malabar.
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TEXT 245
TEXT
madhv•c•rya-sth•ne •il• y••h• 'tattvav•d†'
u‚up†te 'k”£‹a' dekhi, t•h•• haila premonm•d†
SYNONYMS
madhva-•c•rya-sth•ne--at the place of Madhv•c•rya; •il•--arrived; y••h•-where; tattva-v•d†--philosophers known as Tattvav•d†s; u‚up†te--at the place
known as U‚up†; k”£‹a--the Deity of Lord K”£‹a; dekhi--seeing; t•h••--there;
haila--became; prema-unm•d†--mad in ecstasy.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu next arrived at U‚up†, the place of Madhv•c•rya, where
the philosophers known as Tattvav•d†s resided. There He saw the Deity of Lord
K”£‹a and became mad with ecstasy.
PURPORT
¥r†p•da Madhv•c•rya took his birth at U‚up†, which is situated in the South
Kanara‚• district of South India, just west of Sahy•dri. This is the chief
city of the South Kanara‚• province and is near the city of Mangalore, which
is situated to the south of U‚up†. In the city of U‚up† is a place called
P•jak•-k£etra, where Madhv•c•rya took his birth in a ¥iv•ll†-br•hma‹a dynasty
as the son of Madhyageha Bhaààa, in the year 1040 ¥ak•bda (A.D. 1119).
According to some, he was born in the year 1160 ¥ak•bda (A.D. 1239).
In his childhood Madhv•c•rya was known as V•sudeva, and there are some
wonderful stories surrounding him. It is said that once when his father had
piled up many debts, Madhv•c•rya converted tamarind seeds into actual coins to
pay them off. When he was five years old, he was offered the sacred thread. A
demon named Ma‹im•n lived near his abode in the form of a snake, and at the
age of five Madhv•c•rya killed that snake with the toe of his left foot. When
his mother was very much disturbed, he would appear before her in one jump. He
was a great scholar even in childhood, and although his father did not agree,
he accepted sanny•sa at the age of twelve. Upon receiving sanny•sa from Acyuta
Prek£a, he received the name Pãr‹apraj‘a T†rtha. After traveling all over
India, he finally discussed scriptures with Vidy•¤a•kara, the exalted leader
of S”•geri-maàha. Vidy•¤a•kara was actually diminished in the presence of
Madhv•c•rya. Accompanied by Satya T†rtha, Madhv•c•rya went to Badarik•¤rama.
It was there that he met Vy•sadeva and explained his commentary on the
Bhagavad-g†t• before him. Thus he became a great scholar by studying before
Vy•sadeva.
By the time he came to the šnanda-maàha from Badarik•¤rama, Madhv•c•rya had
finished his commentary on the Bhagavad-g†t•. His companion Satya T†rtha wrote
down the entire commentary. When Madhv•c•rya returned from Badarik•¤rama, he
went to Ga‘j•ma, which is on the bank of the river God•var†. There he met with
two learned scholars named ¥obhana Bhaààa and Sv•m† ¥•str†. Later these
scholars became known in the disciplic succession of Madhv•c•rya as Padman•bha
T†rtha and Narahari T†rtha. When he returned to U‚up†, he would sometimes
bathe in the ocean. On such an occasion he composed a prayer in five chapters.
Once, while sitting beside the sea engrossed in meditation upon Lord ¥r†
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K”£‹a, he saw that a large boat containing goods for Dv•rak• was in danger. He
gave some signs by which the boat could approach the shore, and it was saved.
The owners of the boat wanted to give him a present, and at the time
Madhv•c•rya agreed to take some gop†-candana. He received a big lump of gop†candana, and as it was being brought to him, it broke apart and revealed a
large Deity of Lord K”£‹a. The Deity had a stick in one hand and a lump of
food in the other. As soon as Madhv•c•rya received the Deity of K”£‹a in this
way, he composed a prayer. The Deity was so heavy that not even thirty people
could lift it. Madhv•c•rya personally brought this Deity to U‚up†. Madhv•c•rya
had eight disciples, all of whom took sanny•sa from him and became directors
of his eight monasteries. Worship of the Lord K”£‹a Deity is still going on at
U‚up† according to the plans Madhv•c•rya established.
Madhv•c•rya then for the second time visited Badarik•¤rama. While he was
passing through Maharashtra, the local king was digging a big lake for the
public benefit. As Madhv•c•rya passed through that area with his disciples, he
was also obliged to help in the excavation. After some time, when Madhv•c•rya
visited the king, he engaged the king in that work and departed with his
disciples.
Often in the province of G••ga-prade¤a there were fights between Hindus and
Muslims. The Hindus were on one bank of the river, and the Muslims on the
other. Due to the community tension, no boat was available for crossing the
river. The Muslim soldiers were always stopping passengers on the other side,
but Madhv•c•rya did not care for these soldiers. He crossed the river anyway,
and when he met the soldiers on the other side, he was brought before the
king. The Muslim king was so pleased with him that he wanted to give him a
kingdom and some money, but Madhv•c•rya refused. While walking on the road, he
was attacked by some dacoits, but by his bodily strength he killed them all.
When his companion Satya T†rtha was attacked by a tiger, Madhv•c•rya separated
them by virtue of his great strength. When he met Vy•sadeva, he received from
him the ¤•lagr•ma-¤il• known as A£àamãrti. After this, he summarized the
Mah•bh•rata.
Madhv•c•rya's devotion to the Lord and his erudite scholarship became known
throughout India. Consequently the owners of the ¥”•geri-maàha, established by
¥a•kar•c•rya, became a little perturbed. At that time the followers of
¥a•kar•c•rya were afraid of Madhv•c•rya's rising power, and they began to
tease Madhv•c•rya's disciples in many ways. There was even an attempt to prove
that the disciplic succession of Madhv•c•rya was not in line with Vedic
principles. A person named Pu‹‚ar†ka Pur†, a follower of the M•y•v•da
philosophy of ¥a•kar•c•rya, came before Madhv•c•rya to discuss the ¤•stras. It
is said that all of Madhv•c•rya's books were taken away, but later they were
found with the help of King Jayasi‰ha, ruler of Kumla. In discussion,
Pu‹‚ar†ka Pur† was defeated by Madhv•c•rya. A great personality named
Trivikram•c•rya, who was a resident of Vi£‹uma•gala, became Madhv•c•rya's
disciple, and his son later became N•r•ya‹•c•rya, the composer of ¥r† Madhvavijaya. After the death of Trivikram•c•rya, the younger brother of
N•r•ya‹•c•rya took sanny•sa and later became known as Vi£‹u T†rtha.
It was reputed that there was no limit to the bodily strength of
Pãr‹apraj‘a, Madhv•c•rya. There was a person named Ka‚a‘jari who was famed for
possessing the strength of thirty men. Madhv•c•rya placed the big toe of his
foot upon the ground and asked the man to separate it from the ground, but the
great strong man could not do so even after great effort. ¥r†la Madhv•c•rya
passed from this material world at the age of eighty while writing a
commentary on the Aitareya Upani£ad. For further information about
Madhv•c•rya, one should read Madhva-vijaya, by N•r•ya‹•c•rya.
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The •c•ryas of the Madhva-samprad•ya established U‚up† as the chief center,
and the monastery there was known as Uttarar•‚h†-maàha.
A list of the
different centers of the Madhv•c•rya-samprad•ya can be found at U‚up†, and
their maàha commanders are (1) Vi£‹u T†rtha (¥oda-maàha), (2) Jan•rdana T†rtha
(K”£‹apura-maàha), (3) V•mana T†rtha (Kanura-maàha), (4) Narasi‰ha T†rtha
(Adamara-maàha), (5) Upendra T†rtha (Puttug†-maàha), (6) R•ma T†rtha (¥iruramaàha), (7) H”£†ke¤a T†rtha (Palimara-maàha), and (8) Ak£obhya T†rtha
(Pej•vara-maàha). The disciplic succession of the Madhv•c•rya-samprad•ya is as
follows (the dates are those of birth): (1) Ha‰sa Param•tm•; (2) Caturmukha
Brahm•; (3) Sanak•di; (4) Durv•s•; (5) J‘•nanidhi; (6) Garu‚a-v•hana; (7)
Kaivalya T†rtha; (8) J‘•ne¤a T†rtha; (9) Para T†rtha; (10) Satyapraj‘a T†rtha;
(11) Pr•j‘a T†rtha; (12) Acyuta Prek£•c•rya T†rtha; (13) ¥r† Madhv•c•rya, 1040
¥aka; (14) Padman•bha, 1120; Narahari, 1127; M•dhava, 1136; and Ak£obhya 1159;
(15) Jaya T†rtha, 1167; (16) Vidy•dhir•ja, 1190; (17) Kav†ndra, 1255; (18)
V•g†¤a, 1261; (19) R•macandra, 1269; (20) Vidy•nidhi, 1298; (21) ¥r†
Raghun•tha, 1366; (22) Rayuvarya (who spoke with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu),
1424; (23) Raghãttama, 1471; (24) Vedavy•sa, 1517; (25) Vidy•dh†¤a, 1541; (26)
Vedanidhi, 1553; (27) Satyavrata, 1557; (28) Satyanidhi, 1560; (29)
Satyan•tha, 1582; (30) Saty•bhinava, 1595; (31) Satyapãr‹a, 1628; (32)
Satyavijaya, 1648; (33) Satyapriya, 1659; (34) Satyabodha, 1666; (35)
Satyasandha, 1705; (36) Satyavara, 1716; (37) Satyadharma, 1719; (38)
Satyasa•kalpa, 1752; (39) Satyasantu£àa, 1763; (40) Satyapar•ya‹a, 1763; (41)
Satyak•ma, 1785; (42) Satye£àa, 1793; (43) Satyapar•krama, 1794; (44)
Satyadh†ra, 1801; (45) Satyadh†ra T†rtha, 1808. (For approximate Christian era
dates, add seventy-nine years.)
After the sixteenth •c•rya (Vidy•dhir•ja T†rtha), there was another
disciplic succession, including R•jendra T†rtha, 1254; Vijayadhvaja;
Puru£ottama; Subrahma‹ya; and Vy•sa R•ya, 1470-1520. The nineteenth •c•rya,
R•macandra T†rtha, had another disciplic succession, including Vibudhendra,
1218; Jit•mitra, 1348; Raghunandana; Surendra; Vijendra; Sudh†ndra; and
R•ghavendra T†rtha, 1545.
To date, in the U‚up† monastery there are another fourteen Madhva-t†rtha
sanny•s†s.
As stated, U‚up† is situated beside the sea in South Kanara‚•,
about thirty-six miles north of Mangalore.
Most of the information in this purport is available from the South K•n•‚•
Manual and the Bombay Gazette.
TEXT 246
TEXT
nartaka gop•la dekhe parama-mohane
madhv•c•rye svapna diy• •il• t••ra sth•ne
SYNONYMS
nartaka gop•la--dancing Gop•la; dekhe--saw; parama-mohane--most beautiful;
madhva-•c•rye--unto Madhv•c•rya; svapna diy•--appearing in a dream; •il•-came; t••ra--his; sth•ne--to the place.
TRANSLATION
While at the U‚up† monastery, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw "dancing Gop•la,"
a most beautiful Deity. This Deity appeared to Madhv•c•rya in a dream.
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TEXT 247
TEXT
gop†-candana-tale •chila ‚i•g•te
madhv•c•rya sei k”£‹a p•il• kona-mate
SYNONYMS
gop†-candana-tale--under heaps of gop†-candana (yellowish clay used for
tilaka); •chila--came; ‚i•g•te--in a boat; madhva-•c•rya--Madhv•c•rya; sei
k”£‹a--that K”£‹a Deity; p•il•--got; kona-mate--somehow or other.
TRANSLATION
Madhv•c•rya had somehow or other acquired the Deity of K”£‹a from a heap of
gop†-candana that had been transported in a boat.
TEXT 248
TEXT
madhv•c•rya •ni' t••re karil• sth•pana
ady•vadhi sev• kare tattvav•di-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
madhva-•c•rya--Madhv•c•rya; •ni'--bringing; t••re--Him; karil• sth•pana-installed; adya-avadhi--to date; sev• kare--worship; tattvav•di-ga‹a--the
Tattvav•d†s.
TRANSLATION
Madhv•c•rya brought this dancing Gop•la Deity to U‚up† and installed Him in
the temple. To date, the followers of Madhv•c•rya, known as Tattvav•d†s,
worship this Deity.
TEXT 249
TEXT
k”£‹a-mãrti dekhi' prabhu mah•-sukha p•ila
prem•ve¤e bahu-k£a‹a n”tya-g†ta kaila
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-mãrti dekhi'--seeing the Deity of Lord K”£‹a; prabhu--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mah•-sukha--great happiness; p•ila--got; prema-•ve¤e--in
ecstatic love; bahu-k£a‹a--for a long time; n”tya-g†ta--dancing and singing;
kaila--performed.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu received great pleasure in seeing this beautiful
form of Gop•la. For a long time He danced and chanted in ecstatic love.
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TEXT 250
TEXT
tattvav•di-ga‹a prabhuke 'm•y•v•d†' j‘•ne
prathama dar¤ane prabhuke n• kaila sambh•£a‹e
SYNONYMS
tattvav•di-ga‹a--the Tattvav•d†s; prabhuke--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
m•y•v•d† j‘•ne--considering as a M•y•v•d† sanny•s†; prathama dar¤ane--in the
first meeting; prabhuke--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n•--did not; kaila--do;
sambh•£a‹e--addressing.
TRANSLATION
When they first saw Him, the Tattvav•d† Vai£‹avas considered ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu a M•y•v•d† sanny•s†. Therefore they did not talk to Him.
TEXT 251
TEXT
p•che prem•ve¤a dekhi' haila camatk•ra
vai£‹ava-j‘•ne bahuta karila satk•ra
SYNONYMS
p•che--later; prema-•ve¤a--ecstatic love; dekhi'--seeing; haila camatk•ra-became struck with wonder; vai£‹ava-j‘•ne--understanding as a Vai£‹ava;
bahuta--much; karila--did; satk•ra--reception.
TRANSLATION
Later, after seeing Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu in ecstatic love, they were
struck with wonder. Then, considering Him a Vai£‹ava, they gave Him a nice
reception.
TEXT 252
TEXT
'vai£‹avat•' sab•ra antare garva j•ni'
†£at h•siy• kichu kahe gaurama‹i
SYNONYMS
vai£‹avat•--Vai£‹avism; sab•ra--of all of them; antare--within the mind;
garva--pride; j•ni'--knowing; †£at--mildly; h•siy•--smiling; kichu--something;
kahe--says; gaura-ma‹i--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu could understand that the Tattvav•d†s were very
proud of their Vai£‹avism. He therefore smiled and began to speak to them.
TEXT 253
TEXT
t••-sab•ra antare garva j•ni gauracandra
t••-sab•-sa•ge go£àh† karil• •rambha
SYNONYMS
t••-sab•ra--of all of them; antare--within the mind; garva--pride; j•ni-knowing; gaura-candra--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••-sab•-sa•ge--with them;
go£àh†--discussion; karil•--made; •rambha--beginning.
TRANSLATION
Considering them very proud, Caitanya Mah•prabhu began His discussion.
TEXT 254
TEXT
tattvav•d† •c•rya----saba ¤•strete prav†‹a
t••re pra¤na kaila prabhu ha‘• yena d†na
SYNONYMS
tattvav•d† •c•rya--the chief preacher of the Tattvav•da community; saba-all; ¤•strete--in revealed scriptures; prav†‹a--experienced; t••re--unto him;
pra¤na--question; kaila--did; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ha‘•--becoming;
yena--as if; d†na--very humble.
TRANSLATION
The chief •c•rya of the Tattvav•da community was very learned in the
revealed scriptures. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu humbly questioned him.
TEXT 255
TEXT
s•dhya-s•dhana •mi n• j•ni bh•la-mate
s•dhya-s•dhana-¤re£àha j•n•ha •m•te
SYNONYMS
s•dhya-s•dhana--the aim of life and how to achieve it; •mi--I; n•--not;
j•ni--know; bh•la-mate--very well; s•dhya-s•dhana--the aim of life and how to
achieve it; ¤re£àha--the best; j•n•ha--kindly explain; •m•te--unto Me.
TRANSLATION
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Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "I do not know very well the aim of life and how
to achieve it. Please tell Me of the best ideal for humanity and how to attain
it."
TEXT 256
TEXT
•c•rya kahe,----'var‹•¤rama-dharma, k”£‹e samarpa‹a'
ei haya k”£‹a-bhaktera ¤re£àha 's•dhana'
SYNONYMS
•c•rya kahe--the •c•rya said; var‹a-•¤rama-dharma--the institution of four
castes and four •¤ramas; k”£‹e--unto K”£‹a; samarpa‹a--to dedicate; ei haya-this is; k”£‹a-bhaktera--of the devotee of K”£‹a; ¤re£àha s•dhana--the best
means of achievement.
TRANSLATION
The •c•rya replied, "When the activities of the four castes and the four
•¤ramas are dedicated to K”£‹a, they constitute the best means whereby one can
attain the highest goal of life.
TEXT 257
TEXT
'pa‘ca-vidha mukti' p•‘• vaiku‹àhe gamana
's•dhya-¤re£àha' haya,----ei ¤•stra-nirãpa‹a
SYNONYMS
pa‘ca-vidha mukti--five kinds of liberation; p•‘•--getting; vaiku‹àhe--to
the spiritual world; gamana--transference; s•dhya-¤re£àha haya--is the highest
achievement of the goal of life; ei--this; ¤•stra-nirãpa‹a--the verdict of all
revealed scriptures.
TRANSLATION
"When
eligible
world in
revealed

one dedicates the duties of var‹•¤rama-dharma to K”£‹a, he is
for five kinds of liberation. Thus he is transferred to the spiritual
Vaiku‹àha. This is the highest goal of life and the verdict of all
scriptures."
TEXT 258
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----¤•stre kahe ¤rava‹a-k†rtana
k”£‹a-prema-sev•-phalera 'parama-s•dhana'
SYNONYMS
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prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; ¤•stre kahe--in the ¤•stra
it is said; ¤rava‹a-k†rtana--the process of chanting and hearing; k”£‹a-premasev•--of loving service to Lord K”£‹a; phalera--of the result; parama-s•dhana-best process of achievement.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "According to the verdict of the ¤•stras, the
process of hearing and chanting is the best means to attain loving service to
K”£‹a.
PURPORT
According to the Tattvav•d†s, the best process for achieving the highest
goal of life is to execute the duties of the four var‹as and •¤ramas. In the
material world, unless one is situated in one of the var‹as (br•hma‹a,
k£atriya, vai¤ya or ¤ãdra) one cannot manage social affairs properly to attain
the ultimate goal. One also has to follow the principles of the •¤ramas
(brahmacarya, g”hastha, v•naprastha and sanny•sa), for these principles are
considered essential for the attainment of the highest goal. In this way the
Tattvav•d†s establish that the execution of the principles of var‹a and •¤rama
for the sake of K”£‹a is the best way to attain the topmost goal. The
Tattvav•d†s thus established their principles in terms of human society. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, however, differed when He said that the best process is
hearing and chanting about Lord Vi£‹u. According to the Tattvav•d†s, the
highest goal is returning home, back to Godhead, but in ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's opinion the highest goal is attaining love of Godhead, either in
the material world or in the spiritual world. In the material world this is
practiced according to ¤•stric injunction, and in the spiritual world the real
achievement is already there.
TEXTS 259-260
TEXT
¤rava‹a‰ k†rtana‰ vi£‹o„
smara‹a‰ p•da-sevanam
arcana‰ vandana‰ d•sya‰
sakhyam •tma-nivedanam
iti pu‰s•rpit• vi£‹au
bhakti¤ cen nava-lak£a‹•
kriyeta bhagavaty addh•
tan manye 'dh†tam uttamam
SYNONYMS
¤rava‹am--hearing of the holy name, form, qualities, entourage and
pastimes, all of which must pertain to Lord Vi£‹u; k†rtanam--vibrating
transcendental sounds pertaining to the holy name, form, qualities and
entourage, and inquiring about them (these also should be only in relationship
to Vi£‹u); vi£‹o„--of Lord Vi£‹u; smara‹am--remembering the holy name, form
and entourage, and inquiring about them, also only for Vi£‹u; p•da-sevanam-executing devotional service according to time, circumstances and situation,
only in relationship with Vi£‹u; arcanam--worshiping the Deity of Lord K”£‹a,
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Lord R•macandra, Lak£m†-N•r•ya‹a or the other forms of Vi£‹u; vandanam-offering prayers to the Supreme Personality of Godhead; d•syam--always
thinking oneself an eternal servant of the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
sakhyam--making friends with the Supreme Personality of Godhead; •tmanivedanam--dedicating everything (body, mind and soul) for the service of the
Lord; iti--thus; pu‰s•--by the human being; arpit•--dedicated; vi£‹au--unto
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Vi£‹u; bhakti„--devotional service; cet-if; nava-lak£a‹•--possessing nine different systems, as above mentioned;
kriyeta--one should execute; bhagavati--unto the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; addh•--directly (not indirectly through karma, j‘•na or yoga); tat-that; manye--I understand; adh†tam--studied; uttamam--first class.
TRANSLATION
" 'This process entails hearing, chanting and remembering the holy name,
form, pastimes, qualities and entourage of the Lord, offering service
according to the time, place and performer, worshiping the Deity, offering
prayers, always considering oneself the eternal servant of K”£‹a, making
friends with Him and dedicating everything unto Him. These nine items of
devotional service, when directly offered to K”£‹a, constitute the highest
attainment of life. This is the verdict of the revealed scriptures.'
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu quoted these verses from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (7.5.2324).
TEXT 261
TEXT
¤rava‹a-k†rtana ha-ite k”£‹e haya 'prem•'
sei pa‘cama puru£•rtha----puru£•rthera s†m•
SYNONYMS
¤rava‹a-k†rtana--hearing and chanting; ha-ite--from; k”£‹e--unto Lord
K”£‹a; haya--there is; prem•--transcendental love; sei--that; pa‘cama puru£aartha--the fifth platform of perfection of life; puru£a-arthera s†m•--the
limit of goals of life.
TRANSLATION
"When one comes to the platform of loving service to Lord K”£‹a by
executing these nine processes beginning with hearing and chanting, he has
attained the fifth platform of success and the limit of life's goals.
PURPORT
Everyone is after success in religion, economic development, sense
gratification and ultimately merging into the existence of Brahman. These are
the general practices of the common man, but according to the strict
principles of the Vedas, the highest attainment is to rise to the platform of
¤rava‹a‰ k†rtanam, hearing and chanting about the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. This is confirmed in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.1.2):
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dharma„ projjhita-kaitavo 'tra paramo nirmatsar•‹•‰ sat•‰
vedya‰ v•stavam atra vastu ¤iva-da‰ t•pa-trayonmãlanam
¤r†mad-bh•gavate mah•-muni-k”te ki‰ v• parair †¤vara„
sadyo h”dy avarudhyate 'tra k”tibhi„ ¤u¤rã£ubhis tat-k£a‹•t
"Completely rejecting all religious activities which are materially
motivated, this Bh•gavata Pur•‹a propounds the highest truth, which is
understandable by those devotees who are fully pure in heart. The highest
truth is reality distinguished from illusion for the welfare of all. Such
truth uproots the threefold miseries. This beautiful Bh•gavatam, compiled by
the great sage ¥r† Vy•sadeva, is sufficient in itself for God realization.
What is the need of any other scripture? As soon as one attentively and
submissively hears the message of Bh•gavatam, by this culture of knowledge the
Supreme Lord is established within his heart." This verse of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
rejects as cheating processes all religious activities that aim at achieving
materialistic goals, including dharma, artha, k•ma and even mok£a, or
liberation.
According to ¥r†dhara Sv•m†, the material conception of success (mok£a, or
liberation) is desired by those in material existence. Devotees, however, not
being situated in material existence, have no desire for liberation.
A devotee is always liberated in all stages of life because he is always
engaged in the nine items of devotional service (¤rava‹am, k†rtanam, etc.).
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's philosophy holds that devotional service to K”£‹a
always exists in everyone's heart. It simply has to be awakened by the process
of ¤rava‹a‰ k†rtana‰ vi£‹o„. ¥rava‹•di ¤uddha-citte karaye udaya (Cc. Madhya
22.107). When a person is actually engaged in devotional service, his eternal
relationship with the Lord, the servant-master relationship, is awakened.
TEXT 262
TEXT
eva‰-vrata„ sva-priya-n•ma-k†rty•
j•t•nur•go druta-citta uccai„
hasaty atho roditi rauti g•yaty
unm•da-van n”tyati loka-b•hya„
SYNONYMS
evam-vrata„--when one thus engages in a vow to chant and dance; sva--own;
priya--very dear; n•ma--holy name; k†rty•--by chanting; j•ta--in this way
develops; anur•ga„--attachment; druta-citta„--very eagerly; uccai„--loudly;
hasati--laughs; atho--also; roditi--cries; rauti--becomes agitated; g•yati-chants; unm•da-vat--like a madman; n”tyati--dances; loka-b•hya„--without
caring for outsiders.
TRANSLATION
" 'When a person is actually advanced and takes pleasure in chanting the
holy name of the Lord, who is very dear to him, he is agitated and loudly
chants the holy name. He also laughs, cries, becomes agitated and chants just
like a madman, not caring for outsiders.'
PURPORT
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This verse is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.40).
TEXT 263
TEXT
karma-nind•, karma-ty•ga, sarva-¤•stre kahe
karma haite prema-bhakti k”£‹e kabhu nahe
SYNONYMS
karma-nind•--condemnation of fruitive activities; karma-ty•ga--renunciation
of fruitive activities; sarva-¤•stre kahe--is announced in every revealed
scripture; karma haite--from fruitive activities; prema-bhakti--devotional
service in ecstatic love; k”£‹e--for K”£‹a; kabhu nahe--can never be achieved.
TRANSLATION
"In every revealed scripture there is condemnation of fruitive activities.
It is advised everywhere to give up engagement in fruitive activities, for by
executing them no one can attain the highest goal of life, love of Godhead.
PURPORT
In the Vedas there are three k•‹‚as, or divisions: karma-k•‹‚a, j‘•na-k•‹‚a
and up•san•-k•‹‚a. The karma-k•‹‚a portion stresses the execution of fruitive
activities, although ultimately it is advised that one abandon both karmak•‹‚a and j‘•na-k•‹‚a (speculative knowledge) and accept only up•san•-k•‹‚a,
or bhakti-k•‹‚a. One cannot attain love of Godhead by executing karma-k•‹‚a or
j‘•na-k•‹‚a. But by dedicating one's karma, or fruitive activities, to the
Supreme Lord, one may be relieved from the polluted mind, and becoming free
from mental pollution helps elevate one to the spiritual platform. Then,
however, one needs the association of a pure devotee, for only by a pure
devotee's association can one become a pure devotee of the Supreme Personality
of Godhead, K”£‹a. When one comes to the stage of pure devotional service, the
process of ¤rava‹a‰ k†rtanam is very essential. By executing the nine items of
devotional service, beginning with ¤rava‹a‰ k†rtanam, one is completely
purified. Any•bhil•£it•-¤ãnya‰ j‘•na-karm•dy-an•v”tam (Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu
1.1.12). Only then is one able to execute K”£‹a's orders in the Bhagavad-g†t•
(18.65-66):
man-man• bhava mad-bhakto
mad-y•j† m•‰ namaskuru
m•m evai£yasi satya‰ te
pratij•ne priyo 'si me
sarva-dharm•n parityajya
m•m eka‰ ¤ara‹a‰ vraja
aha‰ tv•‰ sarva-p•pebhyo
mok£ayi£y•mi m• ¤uca„
"Always think of Me, become My devotee, worship Me and offer your homage
unto Me. Thus you will come to Me without fail. I promise you this because you
are My very dear friend. Abandon all varieties of religion and just surrender
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unto Me. I shall deliver you from all sinful reactions. Do not fear." In this
way one develops his original constitutional position of rendering loving
service to the Lord.
One cannot be elevated to the highest platform of devotional service by
karma-k•‹‚a or j‘•na-k•‹‚a. Pure devotional service can be understood and
attained only through the association of pure devotees. In this regard, ¥r†la
Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura states that there are two types of karmak•‹‚a activities--pious and impious. Pious activities are certainly better
than impious activities, but even pious activities cannot help one achieve
ecstatic love of God, K”£‹a. Pious and impious activities bring about material
happiness and distress, but there is no possibility of one's becoming a pure
devotee simply by acting piously or impiously. Bhakti, devotional service,
means satisfying K”£‹a. In every revealed scripture, whether stressing j‘•nak•‹‚a or karma-k•‹‚a, the principle of renunciation is always praised. The
ripened fruit of Vedic knowledge, ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, is the supreme Vedic
evidence. In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.5.12) it is said:
nai£karmyam apy acyuta-bh•va-varjita‰
na ¤obhate j‘•nam ala‰ nira‘janam
kuta„ puna„ ¤a¤vad abhadram †¤vare
na c•rpita‰ karma yad apy ak•ra‹am
"Knowledge of self-realization, even though free from all material
affinity, does not look well if devoid of a conception of the Infallible
[God]. What, then, is the use of fruitive activities, which are naturally
painful from the very beginning and transient by nature, if they are not
utilized for the devotional service of the Lord?" This means that even
knowledge, which is superior to fruitive activity, is not successful if it is
devoid of devotional service. Therefore in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam--in the
beginning, middle and end--karma-k•‹‚a and j‘•na-k•‹‚a are condemned. For
example, in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam 1.1.2 it is said: dharma„ projjhita-kaitavo
'tra.
This is explained in the following verses taken from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(11.11.32) and the Bhagavad-g†t• (18.66).
TEXT 264
TEXT
•j‘•yaiva‰ gu‹•n do£•n
may•di£à•n api svak•n
dharm•n santyajya ya„ sarv•n
m•‰ bhajet sa ca sattama„
SYNONYMS
•j‘•ya--knowing perfectly; evam--thus; gu‹•n--qualities; do£•n--faults;
may•--by Me; •di£à•n--instructed; api--although; svak•n--own; dharm•n-occupational duties; santyajya--giving up; ya„--anyone who; sarv•n--all; m•m-unto Me; bhajet--may render service; sa„--he; ca--and; sat-tama„--first-class
person.
TRANSLATION
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" 'Occupational duties are described in the religious scriptures. If one
analyzes them, he can fully understand their qualities and faults and then
give them up completely to render service unto the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. A person who does so is considered a first-class man.'
TEXT 265
TEXT
sarva-dharm•n parityajya
m•m eka‰ ¤ara‹a‰ vraja
aha‰ tv•‰ sarva-p•pebhyo
mok£ayi£y•mi m• ¤uca„
SYNONYMS
sarva-dharm•n--all kinds of occupational duties; parityajya--giving up; m•m
ekam--unto Me only; ¤ara‹am--as shelter; vraja--go; aham--I; tv•m--unto you;
sarva-p•pebhya„--from all the reactions of sinful life; mok£ayi£y•mi--will
give liberation; m•--do not; ¤uca„--worry.
TRANSLATION
" 'Abandon all varieties of religion and just surrender unto Me. I shall
deliver you from all sinful reactions. Do not fear.'
TEXT 266
TEXT
t•vat karm•‹i kurv†ta
na nirvidyeta y•vat•
mat-kath•-¤rava‹•dau v•
¤raddh• y•van na j•yate
SYNONYMS
t•vat--up to that time; karm•‹i--fruitive activities; kurv†ta--one should
execute; na nirvidyeta--is not satiated; y•vat•--as long as; mat-kath•--of
discourses about Me; ¤rava‹a-•dau--in the matter of ¤rava‹am, k†rtanam, and so
on; v•--or; ¤raddh•--faith; y•vat--as long as; na--not; j•yate--is awakened.
TRANSLATION
" 'As long as one is not satiated by fruitive activity and has not awakened
his taste for devotional service by ¤rava‹a‰ k†rtana‰ vi£‹o„, one has to act
according to the regulative principles of the Vedic injunctions.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.20.9).
TEXT 267
TEXT
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pa‘ca-vidha mukti ty•ga kare bhakta-ga‹a
phalgu kari' 'mukti' dekhe narakera sama
SYNONYMS
pa‘ca-vidha--five kinds of; mukti--liberation; ty•ga kare--give up; bhaktaga‹a--devotees; phalgu--insignificant; kari'--considering; mukti--liberation;
dekhe--see; narakera--to hell; sama--equal.
TRANSLATION
"Pure devotees reject the five kinds of liberation; indeed, for them
liberation is very insignificant because they see it as hellish.
TEXT 268
TEXT
s•lokya-s•r£ài-s•m†pyas•rãpyaikatvam apy uta
d†yam•na‰ na g”h‹anti
vin• mat-sevana‰ jan•„
SYNONYMS
s•lokya--to live on the same planet as the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
s•r£ài--to possess opulence equal to the Lord's; s•m†pya--to always associate
with the Supreme Personality of Godhead; s•rãpya--to possessing bodily
features equal to the Lord's; ekatvam--to merge into the body of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; api--even; uta--certainly; d†yam•nam--being offered;
na--never; g”h‹anti--accept; vin•--without; mat--My; sevanam--devotional
service; jan•„--devotees.
TRANSLATION
" 'Pure devotees always reject the five kinds of liberation, which include
living in the spiritual Vaiku‹àha planets, possessing the same opulences as
those possessed by the Supreme Lord, having the same bodily features as the
Lord's, associating with the Lord and merging into the body of the Lord. The
pure devotees do not accept these benedictions without the service of the
Lord.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.29.13).
TEXT 269
TEXT
yo dustyaj•n k£iti-suta-svajan•rtha-d•r•n
pr•rthy•‰ ¤riya‰ sura-varai„ saday•valok•m
naicchan n”pas tad ucita‰ mahat•‰ madhu-dviàsev•nurakta-manas•m abhavo 'pi phalgu„
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SYNONYMS
ya„--one who; dustyaj•n--very difficult to give up; k£iti--land; suta-children; svajana--relatives; artha--riches; d•r•n--and wife; pr•rthy•m-desirable; ¤riyam--fortune; sura-varai„--by the best of the demigods; sa-day•-merciful; avalok•m--whose glance; na aicchat--did not desire; n”pa„--the King
(Mah•r•ja Bharata); tat--that; ucitam--is befitting; mahat•m--of great
personalities; madhu-dvià--of the killer of the demon Madhu; sev•-anurakta-engaged in the service; manas•m--the minds of whom; abhava„--cessation of the
repetition of birth and death; api--even; phalgu„--insignificant.
TRANSLATION
" 'It is very difficult to give up material opulence, land, children,
society, friends, riches, wife or the blessings of the goddess of fortune,
which are desired even by great demigods. But King Bharata did not desire such
things, and this was quite befitting his position, because for a pure devotee
whose mind is always engaged in service of the Lord, even the liberation of
merging into the existence of the Lord is insignificant. And what to speak of
material opportunities?'
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (5.14.44) concerning the
glorification of King Bharata, whom ¥ukadeva Gosv•m† was describing to King
Par†k£it.
TEXT 270
TEXT
n•r•ya‹a-par•„ sarve
na kuta¤cana bibhyati
svarg•pavarga-narake£v
api tuly•rtha-dar¤ina„
SYNONYMS
n•r•ya‹a-par•„--persons who are devotees of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead N•r•ya‹a; sarve--all; na--never; kuta¤cana--anywhere; bibhyati--are
afraid; svarga--in the heavenly planetary system; apavarga--on the path of
liberation; narake£u--or in a hellish condition of life; api--even; tulya-equal; artha--value; dar¤ina„--seers of.
TRANSLATION
" 'A person who is a devotee of Lord N•r•ya‹a is not afraid of a hellish
condition because he considers it the same as elevation to the heavenly
planets or liberation. The devotees of Lord N•r•ya‹a are accustomed to seeing
all these things on the same level.'
PURPORT
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This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (6.17.28) regarding the personality
Citraketu. Once when Citraketu saw the goddess P•rvat† sitting on the lap of
Lord ¥ambhu (¥iva), he criticized Lord ¥iva for being shameless and sitting
just like an ordinary man with his wife on his lap. For this reason Citraketu
was cursed by P•rvat†. Later he became a demon named V”tr•sura. Citraketu was
a very powerful king and a devotee, and he could certainly retaliate even
against Lord ¥iva, but when P•rvat† cursed him, he immediately accepted the
curse with a bowed head. When he agreed to accept this curse, Lord ¥iva
praised him and told P•rvat† that a devotee of Lord N•r•ya‹a is never afraid
of accepting any position provided there is a chance to serve the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. This is the purport of n•r•ya‹a-par•„ sarve na
kuta¤cana bibhyati.
TEXT 271
TEXT
mukti, karma----dui vastu tyaje bhakta-ga‹a
sei dui sth•pa' tumi 's•dhya', 's•dhana'
SYNONYMS
mukti--liberation; karma--fruitive activities; dui--two; vastu--things;
tyaje--give up; bhakta-ga‹a--the devotees; sei--those; dui--two; sth•pa'-establish; tumi--you; s•dhya--the goal of life; s•dhana--the process of
achievement.
TRANSLATION
"Both liberation and fruitive activity are rejected by devotees. You are
trying to establish these things as life's goal and the process for attaining
it."
TEXT 272
TEXT
sanny•s† dekhiy• more karaha va‘cana
n• kahil• te‘i s•dhya-s•dhana-lak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
sanny•s†--a person in the renounced order of life; dekhiy•--seeing; more-unto Me; karaha--you do; va‘cana--duplicity; n• kahil•--did not describe;
te‘i--therefore; s•dhya--objective; s•dhana--process of achievement; lak£a‹a-symptoms.
TRANSLATION
Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu continued speaking to the Tattvav•d† •c•rya:
"Seeing that I am a mendicant in the renounced order of life, you have been
playing with Me in a duplicitous way. You have not actually described the
process and ultimate objective."
TEXT 273
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TEXT
¤uni' tattv•c•rya hail• antare lajjita
prabhura vai£‹avat• dekhi, ha-il• vismita
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; tattva-•c•rya--the •c•rya of the Tattvav•da-samprad•ya;
hail•--became; antare--within the mind; lajjita--ashamed; prabhura--of Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vai£‹avat•--devotion in Vai£‹avism; dekhi--seeing;
ha-il•--became; vismita--struck with wonder.
TRANSLATION
After hearing ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the •c•rya of the Tattvav•dasamprad•ya became very much ashamed. Upon observing ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
rigid faith in Vai£‹avism, he was struck with wonder.
TEXT 274
TEXT
•c•rya kahe,----tumi yei kaha, sei satya haya
sarva-¤•stre vai£‹avera ei suni¤caya
SYNONYMS
•c•rya kahe--the Tattvav•d† •c•rya said; tumi--You; yei--whatever; kaha-say; sei--that; satya--truth; haya--is; sarva-¤•stre--in all revealed
scriptures; vai£‹avera--of the devotees of Lord Vi£‹u; ei--this; su-ni¤caya-conclusion.
TRANSLATION
The Tattvav•d† •c•rya replied, "What You have said is certainly factual. It
is the conclusion of all the revealed scriptures of the Vai£‹avas.
TEXT 275
TEXT
tath•pi madhv•c•rya ye kariy•che nirbandha
sei •cariye sabe samprad•ya-sambandha
SYNONYMS
tath•pi--still; madhva-•c•rya--Madhv•c•rya; ye--whatever; kariy•che-formulated; nirbandha--rules and regulations; sei--that; •cariye--we practice;
sabe--all; samprad•ya--party; sambandha--relationship.
TRANSLATION
"Still, whatever Madhv•c•rya has established as the formula for our party,
we practice as a party policy."
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TEXT 276
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----karm†, j‘•n†,----dui bhakti-h†na
tom•ra samprad•ye dekhi sei dui cihna
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; karm†--fruitive worker;
j‘•n†--mental speculator; dui--both of them; bhakti-h†na--nondevotees; tom•ra-your; samprad•ye--in the community; dekhi--I see; sei--those; dui--both;
cihna--symptoms.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Both the fruitive worker and the speculative
philosopher are considered nondevotees. We see both elements present in your
samprad•ya.
TEXT 277
TEXT
sabe, eka gu‹a dekhi tom•ra samprad•ye
satya-vigraha kari' †¤vare karaha ni¤caye
SYNONYMS
sabe--in all; eka--one; gu‹a--quality; dekhi--I see; tom•ra--your;
samprad•ye--in the party; satya-vigraha--the form of the Lord as truth; kari'-accepting; †¤vare--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; karaha--you do;
ni¤caye--conviction.
TRANSLATION
"The only qualification that I see in your samprad•ya is that you accept
the form of the Lord as truth."
PURPORT
Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu wanted to point out to the Tattvav•d† •c•rya, who
belonged to the Madhv•c•rya-samprad•ya, that the general behavior of the
Tattvav•d†s did not favor pure devotional service, which must be devoid of the
taints of fruitive activity and speculative knowledge. As far as fruitive
activity is concerned, the contamination is the desire for elevation to a
higher standard of life, and for speculative knowledge the contamination is
the desire to merge into the existence of the Absolute Truth. The Tattvav•dasamprad•ya of the Madhv•c•rya school sticks to the principle of var‹•¤ramadharma, which involves fruitive activity. Their ultimate goal (mukti) is
simply a form of material desire. A pure devotee should be free from all kinds
of material desire. He simply engages in the service of the Lord. Nonetheless,
Caitanya Mah•prabhu was pleased that the Madhv•c•rya-samprad•ya, or the
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Tattvav•da-samprad•ya, accepted the transcendental form of the Lord. This is
the great qualification of the Vai£‹ava samprad•yas.
It is the M•y•v•da-samprad•ya that does not accept the transcendental form
of the Lord. If a Vai£‹ava samprad•ya is also carried away by that impersonal
attitude, that samprad•ya has no position at all. It is a fact that there are
many so-called Vai£‹avas whose ultimate aim is to merge into the existence of
the Lord. For example, the sahajiy•s' Vai£‹ava philosophy is to become one
with the Supreme. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu points out that ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur†
accepted Madhv•c•rya only because his samprad•ya accepted the transcendental
form of the Lord.
TEXT 278
TEXT
ei-mata t••ra ghare garva cãr‹a kari'
phalgu-t†rthe tabe cali •il• gaurahari
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; t••ra ghare--at his place; garva--pride; cãr‹a-broken; kari'--making; phalgu-t†rthe--to the holy place named Phalgu-t†rtha;
tabe--then; cali--walking; •il•--came; gaurahari--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu broke the pride of the Tattvav•d†s to pieces.
He then went to the holy place known as Phalgu-t†rtha.
TEXT 279
TEXT
tritakãpe vi¤•l•ra kari' dara¤ana
pa‘c•psar•-t†rthe •il• ¤ac†ra nandana
SYNONYMS
tritakãpe--to Tritakãpa; vi¤•l•ra--of the Deity named Vi¤•l•; kari'--doing;
dara¤ana--visiting; pa‘ca-apsar•-t†rthe--to Pa‘c•psar•-t†rtha; •il•--came;
¤ac†ra nandana--the son of mother ¥ac†.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the son of mother ¥ac†, went to Tritakãpa, and
after seeing the Vi¤•l• Deity there, He went to the holy place known as
Pa‘c•psar•-t†rtha.
PURPORT
The Apsar•s, denizens of the heavenly planets, are generally known as
dancing girls. The girls in the heavenly planets are exquisitely beautiful,
and if a woman on earth is found to be very beautiful, she is compared to the
Apsar•s. There were five Apsar•s named Lat•, Budbud•, Sam†c†, Saurabhey† and
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Var‹•. It is said that these five beautiful dancing girls were sent by Indra
to break the severe austerity of a saintly person called Acyuta ™£i. This
action was typical of Indra, the King of heaven. Whenever Indra discovered
someone undergoing severe austerities, he would begin to fear for his post.
Indra was always anxious about his position, fearing that if someone became
more powerful than him he would lose his elevated position. Thus as soon as he
would see a saint undergoing severe austerities, he would send dancing girls
to distract him. Even the great saint Vi¤v•mitra Muni fell victim to his plan.
When the five Apsar•s went to break Acyuta ™£i's meditation, they were all
chastised and cursed by the saint. As a result, the girls turned into
crocodiles in a lake that came to be known as Pa‘c•psar•. Lord R•macandra also
visited this place. From ¥r† N•rada Muni's narration, it is understood that
when Arjuna went to visit the holy places, he learned about the condemnation
of the five Apsar•s. He delivered them from their abominable condition, and
from that day the lake known as Pa‘c•psar• became a place of pilgrimage.
TEXT 280
TEXT
gokar‹e ¤iva dekhi' •il• dvaip•yani
sãrp•raka-t†rthe •il• ny•si-¤iroma‹i
SYNONYMS
gokar‹e--in the place named Gokar‹a; ¤iva--the temple of Lord Siva; dekhi'-seeing; •il•--came; dvaip•yani--to Dvaip•yani; sãrp•raka-t†rthe--to the holy
place named Sãrp•raka; •il•--came; ny•si-¤iroma‹i--the best of the sanny•s†s,
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
After seeing Pa‘c•psar•, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to Gokar‹a. While
there, He visited the temple of Lord ¥iva, and then He went to Dvaip•yani. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the crown jewel of all sanny•s†s, then went to Sãrp•rakat†rtha.
PURPORT
Gokar‹a is situated in North Karnara‚• It is about twenty miles southeast
of Karwar. This place is very famous for the temple of Lord ¥iva known as
Mah•-bale¤vara. Hundreds and thousands of pilgrims come to see this temple.
Sãrp•raka (nowadays known as Sop•r•) is about twenty-six miles north of
Bombay, in the Maharashtra province, in the district known as Th•ne. Sãrp•raka
is mentioned in the Mah•bh•rata (¥•nti-parva, Chapter 41, verses 66-67).
TEXT 281
TEXT
kol•pure lak£m† dekhi' dekhena k£†ra-bhagavat†
l••ga-ga‹e¤a dekhi' dekhena cora-p•rvat†
SYNONYMS
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kol•pure--at Kol•pura; lak£m†--the goddess of fortune; dekhi'--seeing;
dekhena--He visited; k£†ra-bhagavat†--the temple of K£†ra-bhagavat†; l••gaga‹e¤a--the deity L••ga-ga‹e¤a; dekhi'--seeing; dekhena--He sees; corap•rvat†--the goddess P•rvat†, who is known as a thief.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then visited the town of Kol•pura, where He saw the
goddess of fortune in the temple of K£†ra-bhagavat† and L••ga-ga‹e¤a in
another temple, known as Cora-p•rvat†.
PURPORT
Kol•pura is a town in the Maharashtra province formerly known as Bombay
Prade¤a. Formerly it was a native state, and it is bordered on the north by
the district of Satara, on the east and south by the district of Belgaum•, and
on the west by the district of Ratnagiri. In this place there is a river named
Ur‹•. From the Bombay Gazette it is understood that there were about 250
temples there, out of which six are very famous. These are (1) Amb•b•i, or
Mah•lak£m† Mandira, (2) Viàhob• Mandira, (3) áembl•i Mandira, (4) Mah•k•l†
Mandira, (5) Phir••ga-i, or Pratya•gir• Mandira, and (6) Yy•ll•mm• Mandira.
TEXT 282
TEXT
tath• haite p•‹‚arapure •il• gauracandra
viàhàhala-àh•kura dekhi' p•il• •nanda
SYNONYMS
tath• haite--from there; p•‹‚ara-pure--to P•‹‚arapura; •il•--came;
gauracandra--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; viàhàhala-àh•kura--the Deity known
as Viàhàhala; dekhi'--seeing; p•il•--got; •nanda--great happiness.
TRANSLATION
From there ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to P•‹‚arapura, where He happily
saw the temple of Viàhàhala áh•kura.
PURPORT
This city of P•‹‚arapura is situated on the river Bh†m•. It is said that
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu initiated Tuk•r•ma when He visited P•‹‚arapura. This
Tuk•r•ma šc•rya became very famous in the Maharashtra province, and he spread
the sa•k†rtana movement all over the province. The sa•k†rtana party belonging
to Tuk•r•ma is still very popular in Bombay and throughout the province of
Maharashtra. Tuk•r•ma was a disciple of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and his book
is known as Abha•ga. His sa•k†rtana party exactly resembles the Gau‚†yaVai£‹ava sa•k†rtana parties, for they chant the holy name of the Lord with
m”da•ga and karat•las.
The Lord Viàhàhaladeva mentioned in this verse is a form of Lord Vi£‹u with
four hands. He is N•r•ya‹a.
TEXT 283
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TEXT
prem•ve¤e kaila bahuta k†rtana-nartana
t•h•• eka vipra t••re kaila nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in the great ecstasy of love; kaila--performed; bahuta--much;
k†rtana-nartana--chanting and dancing; t•h••--there; eka--one; vipra-br•hma‹a; t••re--unto Him; kaila--did; nimantra‹a--invitation.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu chanted and danced in various ways as usual. A
br•hma‹a, seeing Him in ecstatic love, was very much pleased and invited the
Lord to his home for lunch.
TEXT 284
TEXT
bahuta •dare prabhuke bhik£• kar•ila
bhik£• kari' tath• eka ¤ubha-v•rt• p•ila
SYNONYMS
bahuta •dare--with great love; prabhuke--unto Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
bhik£• kar•ila--offered lunch; bhik£• kari'--after finishing His lunch; tath•-there; eka--one; ¤ubha-v•rt•--auspicious news; p•ila--got.
TRANSLATION
This br•hma‹a offered ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu food with great respect and
love. After finishing His lunch, the Lord received auspicious news.
TEXT 285
TEXT
m•dhava-pur†ra ¤i£ya '¤r†-ra•ga-pur†' n•ma
sei gr•me vipra-g”he karena vi¤r•ma
SYNONYMS
m•dhava-pur†ra ¤i£ya--a disciple of M•dhavendra Pur†; ¤r†-ra•ga-pur†--¥r†
Ra•ga Pur†; n•ma--named; sei gr•me--in that village; vipra-g”he--in the house
of a br•hma‹a; karena vi¤r•ma--rests.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu received word that ¥r† Ra•ga Pur†, one of the
disciples of ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur†, was present in that village at the home of
a br•hma‹a.
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TEXT 286
TEXT
¤uniy• calil• prabhu t••re dekhib•re
vipra-g”he vasi' •chena, dekhil• t••h•re
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing; calil•--went; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--him;
dekhib•re--to see; vipra-g”he--at the house of the br•hma‹a; vasi'--sitting;
•chena--was; dekhil•--saw; t••h•re--him.
TRANSLATION
Hearing this news, ¥r† Caitanya Mahaprabhu immediately went to see Sri
Ra•ga Pur† at the br•hma‹a's home. Upon entering, the Lord saw him sitting
there.
TEXT 287
TEXT
prem•ve¤e kare t••re danda-para‹•ma
a¤ru, pulaka, kampa, sarv••ge pa‚e gh•ma
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; kare--does; t••re--unto him; da‹‚a-para‹•ma-obeisances, falling flat; a¤ru--tears; pulaka--jubilation; kampa--trembling;
sarva-a•ge--all over the body; pa‚e--there was; gh•ma--perspiration.
TRANSLATION
As soon as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw the br•hma‹a, He immediately offered
him obeisances in ecstatic love, falling flat to the ground. The symptoms of
transcendental transformation were visible--namely, tears, jubilation,
trembling and perspiration.
TEXT 288
TEXT
dekhiy• vismita haila ¤r†-ra•ga-pur†ra mana
'uàhaha ¤r†p•da' bali' balil• vacana
SYNONYMS
dekhiy•--seeing; vismita--astonished; haila--became; ¤r†-ra•ga-pur†ra--of
¥r† Ra•ga Pur†; mana--the mind; uàhaha--get up; ¤r†-p•da--Your Holiness;
bali'--saying; balil• vacana--began to speak.
TRANSLATION
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Upon seeing ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in such an ecstatic mood, ¥r† Ra•ga
Pur† said, "Your Holiness, please get up.
TEXT 289
TEXT
¤r†p•da, dhara mora gos•‘ira sambandha
t•h• vin• anyatra n•hi ek prem•ra gandha
SYNONYMS
¤r†-p•da--O Your Holiness; dhara--You hold; mora--my; gos•‘ira--with ¥r†
M•dhavendra Pur†; sambandha--relationship; t•h• vin•--without him; anyatra-elsewhere; n•hi--there is not; ei--this; prem•ra--of ecstasy; gandha-fragrance.
TRANSLATION
"Your Holiness is certainly related to ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur†, without whom
there is no fragrance of ecstatic love."
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura remarks that only Lord K”£‹a was
worshiped in the disciplic succession of Madhv•c•rya up to the advent of His
Holiness ¥r†p•da Lak£m†pati T†rtha. After ¥r†la M•dhavendra Pur†, worship of
both R•dh• and K”£‹a was established. For this reason ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur† is
accepted as the root of worship in ecstatic love. Unless one is connected to
the disciplic succession of M•dhavendra Pur†, there is no possibility of
awakening the symptoms of ecstatic love. The word gos•‘i is significant in
this connection. The spiritual master who is fully surrendered unto the
Supreme Personality of Godhead and has no business other than the Lord's
service is called the best of the paramaha‰sas. A paramaha‰sa has no program
for sense gratification; he is interested only in satisfying the senses of the
Lord. One who has control of the senses in this way is called a gos•‘i or a
gosv•m†, master of the senses. The senses cannot be controlled unless one is
engaged in the service of the Lord; therefore the bona fide spiritual master,
who has full control over his senses, engages twenty-four hours a day in the
Lord's service. He can therefore be addressed as gos•‘i or gosv•m†. The title
gosv•m† cannot be inherited but can be given only to a bona fide spiritual
master.
There were six great Gosv•m†s of V”nd•vana--¥r†la Rãpa, San•tana, Bhaààa
Raghun•tha, ¥r† J†va, Gop•la Bhaààa and D•sa Raghun•tha--and none of them
inherited the title of gosv•m†. All the Gosv•m†s of V”nd•vana were bona fide
spiritual masters situated on the highest platform of devotional service, and
for that reason they were called gosv•m†s. All the temples of V”nd•vana were
certainly started by the six Gosv•m†s. Later the worship in the temples was
entrusted to some householder disciples of the Gosv•m†s, and since then the
hereditary title of gosv•m† has been used. However, only one who is a bona
fide spiritual master expanding the cult of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the K”£‹a
consciousness movement, and who is in full control of his senses can be
addressed as a gosv•m†. Unfortunately, the hereditary process is going on;
therefore at the present moment, in most cases the title is being misused due
to ignorance of the word's etymology.
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TEXT 290
TEXT
eta bali' prabhuke uth•‘• kaila •li•gana
gal•gali kari' du•he karena krandana
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; prabhuke--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; uth•‘•-lifting up; kaila--did; •li•gana--embracing; gal•gali--shoulder to shoulder;
kari'--doing; du•he--both of them; karena--do; krandana--crying.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, ¥r† Ra•ga Pur† lifted ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu up and
embraced Him. As the two of them embraced shoulder to shoulder, they began to
cry in ecstasy.
TEXT 291
TEXT
k£a‹eke •ve¤a ch•‚i' du•h•ra dhairya haila
†¤vara-pur†ra sambandha gos•‘i j•n•ila
SYNONYMS
k£a‹eke--after just a few moments; •ve¤a--ecstasy; ch•‚i'--giving up;
du•h•ra--of both of them; dhairya--patience; haila--there was; †¤vara-pur†ra-of •¤vara Pur†; sambandha--relationship; gos•‘i--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
j•n•ila--disclosed.
TRANSLATION
After some moments, they came to their senses and became patient. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu then informed ¥r† Ra•ga Pur† about His relationship with
•¤vara Pur†.
TEXT 292
TEXT
adbhuta premera vany• du•h•ra uthalila
du•he m•nya kari' du•he •nande vasila
SYNONYMS
adbhuta--wonderful; premera--of love of Godhead; vany•--inundation;
du•h•ra--of both of them; uthalila--arose; du•he--both of them; m•nya kari'-offering respect; du•he--both of them; •nande--with great happiness; vasila-sat down.
TRANSLATION
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They were both inundated by the wonderful ecstasy of love that was aroused
in them. Finally they sat down and respectfully began to converse.
TEXT 293
TEXT
dui jane k”£‹a-kath• kahe r•tri-dine
ei-mate go••ila p••ca-s•ta dine
SYNONYMS
dui jane--both the persons; k”£‹a-kath•--topics of K”£‹a; kahe--speak;
r•tri-dine--day and night; ei-mate--in this way; go••ila--passed; p••ca-s•ta-five to seven; dine--days.
TRANSLATION
In this way they discussed topics about Lord K”£‹a continually for five to
seven days.
TEXT 294
TEXT
kautuke pur† t••re puchila janma-sth•na
gos•‘i kautuke kahena 'navadv†pa' n•ma
SYNONYMS
kautuke--out of curiosity; pur†--¥r† Ra•ga Pur†; t••re--Him; puchila-asked; janma-sth•na--the place of birth; gos•‘i--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
kautuke--as a matter of course; kahena--said; navadv†pa--Navadv†pa; n•ma-name.
TRANSLATION
Out of curiosity, ¥r† Ra•ga Pur† asked ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu about His
birthplace, and the Lord informed him that it was Navadv†pa-dh•ma.
TEXT 295
TEXT
¤r†-m•dhava-pur†ra sa•ge ¤r†-ra•ga-pur†
pãrve •siy•chil• te•ho nad†y•-nagar†
SYNONYMS
¤r†-m•dhava-pur†ra sa•ge--with ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur†; ¤r†-ra•ga-pur†--¥r†
Ra•ga Pur†; pãrve--formerly; •siy•chil•--came; te•ho--he; nad†y•-nagar†--to
the city of Nadia.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Ra•ga Pur† had formerly gone to Navadv†pa with ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur†,
and he therefore remembered the incidents that took place there.
TEXT 296
TEXT
jagann•tha-mi¤ra-ghare bhik£• ye karila
apãrva moc•ra gha‹àa t•h•• ye kh•ila
SYNONYMS
jagann•tha-mi¤ra-ghare--in the house of ¥r† Jagann•tha Mi¤ra; bhik£•-lunch; ye--that; karila--took; apãrva--unprecedented; moc•ra gha‹àa--curry
made of plantain flowers; t•h••--there; ye--that; kh•ila--ate.
TRANSLATION
As soon as ¥r† Ra•ga Pur† recalled Navadv†pa, he also recalled accompanying
¥r† M•dhavendra Pur† to the house of Jagann•tha Mi¤ra, where he had taken
lunch. He even remembered the taste of an unprecedented curry made of banana
flowers.
TEXT 297
TEXT
jagann•thera br•hma‹†, te•ha----mah•-pativrat•
v•tsalye hayena te•ha yena jagan-m•t•
SYNONYMS
jagann•thera--of Jagann•tha Mi¤ra; br•hma‹†--wife; te•ha--she; mah•--great;
pati-vrat•--devoted to her husband; v•tsalye--in affection; hayena--was;
te•ha--she; yena--as if; jagat-m•t•--the mother of the whole universe.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Ra•ga Pur† also remembered the wife of Jagann•tha Mi¤ra. She was very
much devoted and chaste. As for her affection, she was exactly like the mother
of the universe.
TEXT 298
TEXT
randhane nipu‹• t••-sama n•hi tribhuvane
putra-sama sneha karena sanny•si-bhojane
SYNONYMS
randhane--in cooking; nipu‹•--very expert; t••-sama--like her; n•hi--there
is none; tri-bhuvane--in the three worlds; putra-sama--like to her own sons;
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sneha karena--she was affectionate; sanny•si-bhojane--in feeding the
sanny•s†s.
TRANSLATION
He also remembered how ¥r† Jagann•tha Mi¤ra's wife, ¥ac†m•t•, was expert in
cooking. He recalled that she was very affectionate toward the sanny•s†s and
fed them exactly like her own sons.
TEXT 299
TEXT
t••ra eka yogya putra kariy•che sanny•sa
'¤a•kar•ra‹ya' n•ma t••ra alpa vayasa
SYNONYMS
t••ra--her; eka--one; yogya--deserving; putra--son; kariy•che--has
accepted; sanny•sa--the renounced order of life; ¤a•kar•ra‹ya--¥a•kar•ra‹ya;
n•ma--named; t••ra--his; alpa--little; vayasa--age.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Ra•ga Pur† also remembered that one of her deserving sons had accepted
the renounced order at a very young age. His name was ¥a•kar•ra‹ya.
TEXT 300
TEXT
ei t†rthe ¤a•kar•ra‹yera siddhi-pr•pti haila
prast•ve ¤r†-ra•ga-pur† eteka kahila
SYNONYMS
ei t†rthe--in this holy place; ¤a•kar•ra‹yera--of ¥a•kar•ra‹ya; siddhipr•pti--attainment of perfection; haila--became fulfilled; prast•ve--in the
course of conversation; ¤r†-ra•ga-pur†--¥r† Ra•ga Pur†; eteka--thus; kahila-spoke.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Ra•ga Pur† informed ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu that the sanny•s† named
¥a•kar•ra‹ya had attained perfection in that holy place, P•‹‚arapura.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's elder brother was named Vi¤varãpa. He left home
before ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and accepted the sanny•sa order under the name
of ¥a•kar•ra‹ya Sv•m†. He traveled all over the country and finally went to
P•‹‚arapura, where he passed away after attaining perfection. In other words,
he entered the spiritual world after giving up his mortal body at P•‹‚arapura.
¥r† Ra•ga Pur†, a disciple of ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur† and godbrother of •¤vara
Pur†, disclosed this important news to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
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TEXT 301
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----pãrv•¤rame te•ha mora bhr•t•
jagann•tha mi¤ra----pãrv•¤rame mora pit•
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; pãrva-•¤rame--in My previous •¤rama; te•ha-He; mora bhr•t•--My brother; jagann•tha mi¤ra--Jagann•tha Mi¤ra; pãrva-•¤rame-in My previous •¤rama; mora pit•--My father.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "In My previous •¤rama, ¥a•kar•ra‹ya was My
brother and Jagann•tha Mi¤ra was My father."
TEXT 302
TEXT
ei-mata dui-jane i£àa-go£àh† kari'
dv•rak• dekhite calil• ¤r†-ra•ga-pur†
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; dui-jane--both of them; i£àa-go£àh† kari'--discussing
many topics; dv•rak• dekhite--to see Dv•rak•; calil•--started; ¤r†-ra•ga-pur†-¥r† Ra•ga Pur†.
TRANSLATION
After finishing his talks with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, ¥r† Ra•ga Pur†
started for Dv•rak•-dh•ma.
TEXT 303
TEXT
dina c•ri tath• prabhuke r•khila br•hma‹a
bh†m•-nad† sn•na kari' karena viàhàhala dar¤ana
SYNONYMS
dina--days; c•ri--four; tath•--there; prabhuke--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
r•khila--kept; br•hma‹a--the br•hma‹a; bh†m•-nad†--in the river Bh†m•; sn•na
kari'--bathing; karena--does; viàhàhala dar¤ana--visit the temple of
Viàhàhala.
TRANSLATION
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After ¥r† Ra•ga Pur† departed for Dv•rak•, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu remained
with the br•hma‹a at P•‹‚arapura for four more days. He took His bath in the
Bh†m• River and visited the temple of Viàhàhala.
TEXT 304
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu •il• k”£‹a-ve‹v•-t†re
n•n• t†rtha dekhi' t•h•• devat•-mandire
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •il•--came; k”£‹ave‹v•-t†re--to the bank of the river K”£‹a-ve‹v•; n•n•--various; t†rtha--holy
places; dekhi'--seeing; t•h••--there; devat•-mandire--in the temples of some
gods.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu next went to the bank of the K”£‹a-ve‹v• River,
where He visited many holy places and the temples of various gods.
PURPORT
This river is a branch of the river K”£‹•. It is said that áh•kura
Bilvama•gala resided on the banks of this river, which is also called the
V†‹•, the Ve‹†, the Sin• and the Bh†m•.
TEXT 305
TEXT
br•hma‹a-sam•ja saba----vai£‹ava-carita
vai£‹ava sakala pa‚e 'k”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta'
SYNONYMS
br•hma‹a-sam•ja--the community of br•hma‹as; saba--all; vai£‹ava-carita-pure devotees; vai£‹ava sakala--all the Vai£‹avas; pa‚e--study; k”£‹akar‹•m”ta--the K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta of Bilvama•gala áh•kura.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a community there was composed of pure devotees, who regularly
studied a book entitled K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta, which was composed by Bilvama•gala
áh•kura.
PURPORT
This book was composed by Bilvama•gala áh•kura in 112 verses. There are two
or three other books bearing the same name, and there are also two
commentaries on Bilvama•gala's book. One commentary was written by K”£‹ad•sa
Kavir•ja Gosv•m† and the other by Caitanya d•sa Gosv•m†.
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TEXT 306
TEXT
k”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta ¤uni' prabhura •nanda haila
•graha kariy• pu•thi lekh•‘• laila
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta ¤uni'--after hearing the K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta; prabhura--of Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •nanda haila--there was great happiness; •graha
kariya--with great eagerness; pu•thi--the book; lekh•‘•--getting copied;
laila--took.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very much pleased to hear the book K”£‹akar‹•m”ta, and with great eagerness He had it copied and took it with Him.
TEXT 307
TEXT
'kar‹•m”ta'-sama vastu n•hi tribhuvane
y•h• haite haya k”£‹e ¤uddha-prema-j‘•ne
SYNONYMS
kar‹•m”ta--the K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta; sama--like; vastu n•hi--there is nothing;
tri-bhuvane--in the three worlds; y•h• haite--from which; haya--there is;
k”£‹e--unto Lord K”£‹a; ¤uddha-prema-j‘•ne--knowledge of pure devotional
service.
TRANSLATION
There is no comparison to the K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta within the three worlds. By
studying this book, one is elevated to the knowledge of pure devotional
service to K”£‹a.
TEXT 308
TEXT
saundarya-m•dhurya-k”£‹a-l†l•ra avadhi
sei j•ne, ye 'kar‹•m”ta' pa‚e niravadhi
SYNONYMS
saundarya--beauty; m•dhurya--sweetness; k”£‹a-l†l•ra--of the pastimes of
Lord K”£‹a; avadhi--limit; sei j•ne--he knows; ye--one who; kar‹•m”ta--the
book K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta; pa‚e--studies; niravadhi--constantly.
TRANSLATION
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One who constantly reads the K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta can fully understand the
beauty and melodious taste of the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 309
TEXT
'brahma-sa‰hit•', 'kar‹•m”ta' dui pu•thi p•‘•
mah•-ratna-pr•ya p•i •il• sa•ge la‘•
SYNONYMS
brahma-sa‰hit•--the book Brahma-sa‰hit•; kar‹•m”ta--the book K”£‹akar‹•m”ta; dui--two; pu•thi--books; p•‘•--getting; mah•-ratna-pr•ya--like the
most valuable jewels; p•i--getting; •il•--came back; sa•ge--with Him; la‘•-taking.
TRANSLATION
The Brahma-sa‰hit• and K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta were two books that ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu considered to be most valuable jewels. Therefore He took them with
Him on His return trip.
TEXT 310
TEXT
t•p† sn•na kari' •il• m•hi£mat†-pure
n•n• t†rtha dekhi t•h•• narmad•ra t†re
SYNONYMS
t•p†--in the T•p† River; sn•na kari'--taking a bath; •il•--arrived;
m•hi£mat†-pure--at M•hi£mat†-pura; n•n• t†rtha--many holy places; dekhi-seeing; t•h••--there; narmad•ra t†re--on the bank of the river Narmad•.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu next arrived at the banks of the river T•p†. After
bathing there, He went to M•hi£mat†-pura. While there, He saw many holy places
on the banks of the river Narmad•.
PURPORT
The river T•p† is presently known as T•pti. The river's source is a
mountain called Mult•i, and the river flows westward through the state of
Saur•£àra and into the Arabian Sea. M•hi£mat†-pura is mentioned in Mah•bh•rata
in connection with Sahadeva's victory. Sahadeva, the youngest brother of the
P•‹‚avas, conquered that part of the country. As stated in the Mah•bh•rata:
tato ratn•ny up•d•ya
pur†‰ m•hi£mat†‰ yayau
tatra n†lena r•j‘• sa
cakre yuddha‰ narar£abha„
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"After acquiring jewels, Sahadeva went to the city of M•hi£mat†, where he
fought with a king called N†la."
TEXT 311
TEXT
dhanus-t†rtha dekhi' karil• nirvindhy•te sn•ne
”£yamãka-giri •il• da‹‚ak•ra‹ye
SYNONYMS
dhanus„-t†rtha--Dhanus-t†rtha; dekhi'--seeing; karil•--did; nirvindhy•te-in the river Nirvindhy•; sn•ne--bathing; ”£yamãka-giri--at the ™£yamãka
Mountain; •il•--arrived; da‹‚aka-ara‹ye--in the forest known as Da‹‚ak•ra‹ya.
TRANSLATION
The Lord next arrived at Dhanus-t†rtha, where He took His bath in the river
Nirvindhy•. He then arrived at ™£yamãka Mountain and then went to the forest
called Da‹‚ak•ra‹ya.
PURPORT
According to some opinions, ™£yamãka is a chain of mountains beginning at
the village of H•mpi-gr•ma in the district of Bel•ri. The mountain chain
begins along the bank of the river Tu•gabhadr•, which gradually reaches the
state of Hyderabad. According to other opinions, this hill is situated in
Madhya Pradesh and bears the present name of R•mpa. Da‹‚ak•ra‹ya is a spacious
tract of land which begins north of Kh•nde¤a and extends south to Ahmadnagar,
west to N•sika, and east to Aurangabad. The God•var† River flows through this
tract of land, and there is a great forest there where Lord R•macandra lived.
TEXT 312
TEXT
'saptat•la-v”k£a' dekhe k•nana-bhitara
ati v”ddha, ati sthãla, ati uccatara
SYNONYMS
sapta-t•la-v”k£a--seven palm trees; dekhe--sees; k•nana bhitara--within the
forest; ati v”ddha--very old; ati sthãla--very bulky; ati uccatara--very high.
TRANSLATION
Within that forest ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then visited a place called
Saptat•la. The seven palm trees there were very old, very bulky and very high.
PURPORT
The name Saptat•la is mentioned in the Ki£kindhy• Chapter of the R•m•ya‹a
and is described in the eleventh and twelfth sections of this chapter.
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TEXT 313
TEXT
saptat•la dekhi' prabhu •li•gana kaila
sa¤ar†re saptat•la vaiku‹àhe calila
SYNONYMS
sapta-t•la dekhi'--after seeing the seven palm trees; prabhu--Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •li•gana kaila--embraced; sa-¤ar†re--with their bodies; saptat•la--the seven palm trees; vaiku‹àhe calila--returned to Vaiku‹àhaloka.
TRANSLATION
After seeing the seven palm trees, Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu embraced them.
As a result, they all returned to Vaiku‹àhaloka, the spiritual world.
TEXT 314
TEXT
¤ãnya-sthala dekhi' lokera haila camatk•ra
loke kahe, e sanny•s†----r•ma-avat•ra
SYNONYMS
¤ãnya-sthala--the vacant place; dekhi'--seeing; lokera--of the people in
general; haila--there was; camatk•ra--astonishment; loke kahe--all people
began to say; e sanny•s†--this sanny•s†; r•ma-avat•ra--incarnation of Lord
R•macandra.
TRANSLATION
After the seven palm trees had departed for Vaiku‹àha, everyone was
astonished to see them gone. The people then began to say, "This sanny•s†
called ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu must be an incarnation of Lord R•macandra.
TEXT 315
TEXT
sa¤ar†re t•la gela ¤r†-vaiku‹àha-dh•ma
aiche ¤akti k•ra haya, vin• eka r•ma
SYNONYMS
sa-¤ar†re--with the material body; t•la--the palm trees; gela--went; ¤r†vaiku‹àha-dh•ma--to the spiritual kingdom, known as Vaiku‹àha; aiche--such;
¤akti--power; k•ra--whose; haya--is; vin•--without; eka--one; r•ma--Lord
R•macandra.
TRANSLATION
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"Only Lord R•macandra has the power to send seven palm trees to the
spiritual Vaiku‹àha planets."
TEXT 316
TEXT
prabhu •si' kaila pamp•-sarovare sn•na
pa‘cavaà† •si, t•h•• karila vi¤r•ma
SYNONYMS
prabhu--Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu; •si'--coming; kaila--did; pamp•-sarovare-in the lake known as Pamp•; sn•na--bathing; pa‘cavaà† •si--then coming to
Pa‘cavaà†; t•h••--there; karila--took; vi¤r•ma--rest.
TRANSLATION
Eventually ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu arrived at a lake known as Pamp•, where
He took His bath. He then went to a place called Pa‘cavaà†, where He rested.
PURPORT
According to some, the old name of the Tu•gabhadr• River was Pamb•.
According to others, Vijaya-nagara, the capital of the state, was known as
Pamp•t†rtha. Yet according to others, the lake near An•gu‹‚i, in the direction
of Hyderabad, is Pamp•-sarovara. The river Tu•gabhadr• also flows through
there. There are many different opinions about the lake called Pamp•-sarovara.
TEXT 317
TEXT
n•sike tryambaka dekhi' gel• brahmagiri
ku¤•varte •il• y•h•• janmil• god•var†
SYNONYMS
n•sike--at the holy place N•sika; tryambaka--a deity of Lord ¥iva; dekhi'-after seeing; gel•--went; brahmagiri--to the place known as Brahmagiri;
ku¤•varte •il•--then He came to the holy place known as Ku¤•varta; y•h••-where; janmil•--took birth; god•var†--the river God•var†.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then visited N•sika, where He saw the deity of
Tryambaka [Lord ¥iva]. He then went to Brahma-giri and then to Ku¤•varta, the
source of the river God•var†.
PURPORT
Ku¤•varta is located in the western gh•àa, at Sahy•dri. It is near N•sika,
a holy place, but according to some it was situated in the valley of Vindhya.
TEXT 318
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TEXT
sapta god•var† •il• kari' t†rtha bahutara
punarapi •il• prabhu vidy•nagara
SYNONYMS
sapta god•var†--to the place known as Sapta-god•var†; •il•--came; kari'
t†rtha bahutara--visiting various holy places; punarapi--again; •il•--came
back; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vidy•nagara--to the place where He met
R•m•nanda R•ya.
TRANSLATION
After visiting many other holy places, the Lord went to Sapta-god•vari. At
last He returned to Vidy•nagara.
PURPORT
In this way ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu traveled from the source of the
God•var† River and eventually visited the northern side of Hyderabad state. He
finally arrived at the state of Kali•ga.
TEXT 319
TEXT
r•m•nanda r•ya ¤uni' prabhura •gamana
•nande •siy• kaila prabhu-saha milana
SYNONYMS
r•m•nanda r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya; ¤uni'--hearing; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •gamana--return; •nande--in great happiness; •siy•--coming; kaila-did; prabhu-saha--with Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; milana--meeting.
TRANSLATION
When R•m•nanda R•ya heard of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's arrival, he was very
much pleased, and he immediately went to see Him.
TEXT 320
TEXT
da‹‚avat ha‘• pa‚e cara‹e dhariy•
•li•gana kaila prabhu t••re uàh•‘•
SYNONYMS
da‹‚avat ha‘•--like a stick; pa‚e--fell; cara‹e--the lotus feet; dhariy•-catching; •li•gana--embracing; kaila--did; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
t••re--him; uàh•‘•--getting up.
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TRANSLATION
When R•m•nanda R•ya fell flat, touching the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, the Lord immediately raised him to his feet and embraced him.
TEXT 321
TEXT
dui jane prem•ve¤e karena krandana
prem•nande ¤ithila haila du•h•k•ra mana
SYNONYMS
dui jane--both of them; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; karena--do;
krandana--crying; prema-•nande--in ecstatic love; ¤ithila haila--became
slackened; du•h•k•ra--of both of them; mana--minds.
TRANSLATION
In great ecstatic love they both began to cry, and thus their minds were
slackened.
TEXT 322
TEXT
kata-k£a‹e dui jan• susthira ha‘•
n•n• i£àa-go£àh† kare ekatra vasiy•
SYNONYMS
kata-k£a‹e--after some time; dui--two; jan•--people; su-sthira ha‘•--coming
to their senses; n•n•--various; i£àa-go£àh†--discussions; kare--do; ekatra-together; vasiy•--sitting.
TRANSLATION
After some time they regained their senses and sat together to discuss
various subjects.
TEXT 323
TEXT
t†rtha-y•tr•-kath• prabhu sakala kahil•
kar‹•m”ta, brahma-sa‰hit•,----dui pu•thi dil•
SYNONYMS
t†rtha-y•tr•-kath•--topics of His pilgrimage; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; sakala kahil•--described everything; kar‹•m”ta--the book named
K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta; brahma-sa‰hit•--the book named Brahma-sa‰hit•; dui--two;
pu•thi--scriptures; dil•--delivered.
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TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu gave R•m•nanda R•ya a vivid description of His
travels to the holy places and told him how He had acquired the two books
named K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta and Brahma-sa‰hit•. The Lord delivered the books to
R•m•nanda R•ya.
TEXT 324
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----tumi yei siddh•nta kahile
ei dui pu•thi sei saba s•k£† dile
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; tumi--you; yei--whatever; siddh•nta-conclusion; kahile--informed; ei dui--these two; pu•thi--books; sei--that;
saba--everything; s•k£†--evidence; dile--gave.
TRANSLATION
The Lord said, "Whatever you have told Me about devotional service is all
supported by these two books."
TEXT 325
TEXT
r•yera •nanda haila pustaka p•iy•
prabhu-saha •sv•dila, r•khila likhiy•
SYNONYMS
r•yera--of R•ya R•m•nanda; •nanda--happiness; haila--there was; pustaka
p•iy•--getting those two books; prabhu-saha--with the Lord; •sv•dila--tasted;
r•khila--kept; likhiy•--writing.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya was very happy to receive these books. He tasted their
contents along with the Lord and made a copy of each of them.
TEXT 326
TEXT
'gos•‘i' •il•' gr•me haila kol•hala
prabhuke dekhite loka •ila sakala
SYNONYMS
gos•‘i--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •il•'--has returned; gr•me--in the
village; haila--there was; kol•hala--commotion; prabhuke--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; dekhite--to see; loka--people; •ila--came there; sakala--all.
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TRANSLATION
News spread in the village of Vidy•nagara about the arrival of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, and everyone came to see Him once again.
TEXT 327
TEXT
loka dehki' r•m•nanda gel• nija-ghare
madhy•hne uàhil• prabhu bhik£• karib•re
SYNONYMS
loka dekhi'--seeing the people; r•m•nanda--R•ya R•m•nanda; gel•--departed;
nija-ghare--to his own home; madhy•hne--at noon; uàhil• prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu got up; bhik£• karib•re--to take His lunch.
TRANSLATION
After seeing the people who gathered there, ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya returned to
his own home. At noon, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu got up to take His lunch.
TEXT 328
TEXT
r•tri-k•le r•ya puna„ kaila •gamana
dui jane k”£‹a-kath•ya kaila j•gara‹a
SYNONYMS
r•tri-k•le--at night; r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya; puna„--again; kaila--did;
•gamana--coming; dui jane--the two of them; k”£‹a-kath•ya--in discourses on
topics of K”£‹a; kaila--did; j•gara‹a--keeping awake through the night.
TRANSLATION
¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya returned at night, and he and the Lord discussed topics
concerning K”£‹a. Thus they passed the night.
TEXT 329
TEXT
dui jane k”£‹a-kath• kahe r•tri-dine
parama-•nande gela p••ca-s•ta dine
SYNONYMS
dui jane--both of them; k”£‹a-kath•--topics of K”£‹a; kahe--speak; r•tridine--day and night; parama-•nande--in great happiness; gela--passed; p••cas•ta dine--five to seven days.
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TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu discussed K”£‹a day and night,
and thus they passed from five to seven days in great happiness.
TEXT 330
TEXT
r•m•nanda kahe,----prabhu, tom•ra •j‘• p•‘•
r•j•ke likhilu• •mi vinaya kariy•
SYNONYMS
r•m•nanda kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya said; prabhu--my dear Lord; tom•ra •j‘•-Your permission; p•‘•--getting; r•j•ke likhilu•--have written a letter to the
King; •mi--I; vinaya kariy•--with great humility.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya said, "My dear Lord, with Your permission I have already
written a letter to the King with great humility.
TEXT 331
TEXT
r•j• more •j‘• dila n†l•cale y•ite
calib•ra udyoga •mi l•giy•chi karite
SYNONYMS
r•j•--the King; more--unto me; •j‘• dila--has given an order; n†l•cale
y•ite--to go to Jagann•tha Pur†; calib•ra--to go; udyoga--arrangement; •mi--I;
l•giy•chi--began; karite--to do.
TRANSLATION
"The King has already given me an order to return to Jagann•tha Pur†, and I
am making arrangements to do this."
TEXT 332
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----eth• mora e-nimitte •gamana
tom• la‘• n†l•cale kariba gamana
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; eth•--here; mora--My; enimitte--for this reason; •gamana--coming back; tom• la‘•--taking you;
n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; kariba--I shall do; gamana--going.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then said, "It is for this purpose alone that I
have returned. I want to take you with Me to Jagann•tha Pur†."
TEXT 333
TEXT
r•ya kahe,----prabhu, •ge cala n†l•cale
mora sa•ge h•t†-gho‚•, sainya-kol•hale
SYNONYMS
r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; prabhu--Lord; •ge cala--You go ahead;
n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; mora sa•ge--with me; h•t†-gho‚•--elephants and
horses; sainya--soldiers; kol•hale--tumultuous roaring.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya said, "My dear Lord, it is better that You proceed to
Jagann•tha Pur† alone because with me there will be many horses, elephants and
soldiers, all roaring tumultuously.
TEXT 334
TEXT
dina-da¤e ih•-sab•ra kari' sam•dh•na
tom•ra p•che p•che •mi kariba pray•‹a
SYNONYMS
dina-da¤e--within ten days; ih•-sab•ra--of all of this; kari' sam•dh•na-making adjustment; tom•ra--You; p•che p•che--following; •mi--I; kariba--shall
do; pray•‹a--going.
TRANSLATION
"I shall make arrangements within ten days. Following You, I shall go to
N†l•cala without delay."
TEXT 335
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu t••re •site •j‘• diy•
n†l•cale calil• prabhu •nandita ha‘•
SYNONYMS
tabe--then; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto him; •site--to
come; •j‘• diy•--giving an order; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; calil•-departed; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •nandita ha‘•--with great
pleasure.
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TRANSLATION
Giving orders to R•m•nanda R•ya to come to N†l•cala, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu departed for Jagann•tha Pur† with great pleasure.
TEXT 336
TEXT
yei pathe pãrve prabhu kail• •gamana
sei pathe calil• dekhi, sarva vai£‹ava-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
yei pathe--the path by which; pãrve--formerly; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kail• •gamana--came; sei pathe--by that way; calil•--departed;
dekhi--seeing; sarva--all; vai£‹ava-ga‹a--Vai£‹avas.
TRANSLATION
Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu returned by the same road He formerly took to
Vidy•nagara, and all the Vai£‹avas along the way saw Him again.
TEXT 337
TEXT
y•h•• y•ya, loka uàhe hari-dhvani kari'
dekhi' •nandita-mana hail• gaurahari
SYNONYMS
y•h•• y•ya--wherever He goes; loka uàhe--people stand up; hari-dhvani
kari'--vibrating the holy name of the Hare K”£‹a mantra; dekhi'--by seeing;
•nandita--happy; mana--in mind; hail•--became; gaurahari--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Wherever ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went, the holy name of ¥r† Hari was
vibrated. Seeing this, the Lord became very happy.
TEXT 338
TEXT
•l•lan•the •si' k”£‹ad•se p•àh•ila
nity•nanda-•di nija-ga‹e bol•ila
SYNONYMS
•l•lan•the--to the place known as šl•lan•tha; •si'--coming; k”£‹ad•se-K”£‹ad•sa, His assistant; p•àh•ila--sent ahead; nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda;
•di--and others; nija-ga‹e--personal associates; bol•ila--called for.
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TRANSLATION
When the Lord reached šl•lan•tha, He sent His assistant K”£‹ad•sa ahead to
call for Nity•nanda and other personal associates.
TEXT 339
TEXT
prabhura •gamana ¤uni' nity•nanda r•ya
uàhiy• calil•, preme theha n•hi p•ya
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of Lord Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu; •gamana--arrival; ¤uni'-hearing; nity•nanda r•ya--Lord Nity•nanda; uàhiy• calil•--got up and started;
preme--in great ecstasy; theha--patience; n•hi p•ya--does not get.
TRANSLATION
As soon as Nity•nanda received news of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's arrival,
He immediately got up and started out to see Him. Indeed, He was very
impatient in His great ecstasy.
TEXT 340
TEXT
jagad•nanda, d•modara-pa‹‚ita, mukunda
n•ciy• calil•, dehe n• dhare •nanda
SYNONYMS
jagad•nanda--Jagad•nanda; d•modara-pa‹‚ita--D•modara Pa‹‚ita; mukunda-Mukunda; n•ciy•--dancing; calil•--departed; dehe--the body; n• dhare--does not
hold; •nanda--happiness.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Nity•nanda R•ya, Jagad•nanda, D•modara Pa‹‚ita and Mukunda all became
ecstatic in their happiness, and dancing along the way, they went to meet the
Lord.
TEXT 341
TEXT
gop†n•th•c•rya calil• •nandita ha‘•
prabhure milil• sabe pathe l•g p•‘•
SYNONYMS
gop†n•tha-•c•rya--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; calil•--departed; •nandita--in
happiness; ha‘•--being; prabhure--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; milil•--met;
sabe--all; pathe--along the way; l•g--contact; p•‘•--getting.
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TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya also went in a very happy mood. They all went to meet the
Lord, and they finally contacted Him on the way.
TEXT 342
TEXT
prabhu prem•ve¤e sab•ya kaila •li•gana
prem•ve¤e sabe kare •nanda-krandana
SYNONYMS
prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love;
sab•ya--all of them; kaila •li•gana--embraced; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love;
sabe kare--all of them did; •nanda-krandana--crying in pleasure.
TRANSLATION
The Lord was also filled with ecstatic love, and He embraced them all. Out
of their love, they began to cry with pleasure.
TEXT 343
TEXT
s•rvabhauma bhaàà•c•rya •nande calil•
samudrera t†re •si' prabhure milil•
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; •nande--in pleasure;
calil•--went; samudrera t†re--on the beach by the ocean; •si'--coming;
prabhure milil•--met the Lord.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya also went to see the Lord with great pleasure, and
he met Him on the beach by the sea.
TEXT 344
TEXT
s•rvabhauma mah•prabhura pa‚il• cara‹e
prabhu t••re uàh•‘• kaila •li•gane
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; mah•prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; pa‚il•--fell down; cara‹e--at the feet; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; t••re--him; uàh•‘•--making get up; kaila •li•gane--embraced.
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TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya fell down at the lotus feet of the Lord, and the
Lord pulled him up and embraced him.
TEXT 345
TEXT
prem•ve¤e s•rvabhauma karil• rodane
sab•-sa•ge •il• prabhu †¤vara-dara¤ane
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma; karil• rodane-cried; sab•-sa•ge--with all of them; •il•--came; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; †¤vara-dara¤ane--to see the Jagann•tha temple.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya cried in great ecstatic love. Then the Lord,
accompanied by them all, went to the temple of Jagann•tha.
TEXT 346
TEXT
jagann•tha-dara¤ana prem•ve¤e kaila
kampa-sveda-pulak•¤rute ¤ar†ra bh•sila
SYNONYMS
jagann•tha-dara¤ana--visiting Lord Jagann•tha; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic
love; kaila--made; kampa--trembling; sveda--perspiration; pulaka--jubilation;
a¤rute--with tears; ¤ar†ra--the whole body; bh•sila--was inundated.
TRANSLATION
Due to ecstatic love experienced upon visiting Lord Jagann•tha, inundations
of trembling, perspiration, tears and jubilation swept the body of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 347
TEXT
bahu n”tya-g†ta kaila prem•vi£àa ha‘•
p•‹‚•-p•la •ila sabe m•l•-pras•da la‘•
SYNONYMS
bahu--much; n”tya-g†ta--dancing and chanting; kaila--performed; prema•vi£àa--in ecstatic love; ha‘•--being; p•‹‚•-p•la--the priests and attendants;
•ila--came; sabe--all; m•l•-pras•da--a garland and remnants of the food of
Jagann•tha; la‘•--offering.
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TRANSLATION
In ecstatic love ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced and chanted. At that time
all the attendants and priests came to offer Him a garland and the remnants of
Lord Jagann•tha's food.
PURPORT
Those who are priests engaged in Lord Jagann•tha's service are called
p•‹‚•s or pa‹‚itas, and they are br•hma‹as. The attendants who look after the
temple's external affairs are called p•las. The priests and attendants went
together to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 348
TEXT
m•l•-pras•da p•‘• prabhu susthira ha-il•
jagann•thera sevaka saba •nande milil•
SYNONYMS
m•l•-pras•da--the garland and pras•da; p•‘•--getting; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; su-sthira ha-il•--became patient; jagann•thera--of Lord
Jagann•tha; sevaka--servants; saba--all; •nande milil•--met Him in great
pleasure.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu became patient after receiving the garland and
pras•da of Lord Jagann•tha. All the servants of Lord Jagann•tha met ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu with great pleasure.
TEXT 349
TEXT
k•¤†-mi¤ra •si' prabhura pa‚il• cara‹e
m•nya kari' prabhu t••re kaila •li•gane
SYNONYMS
k•¤†-mi¤ra--K•¤† Mi¤ra; •si'--coming; prabhura--of the Lord; pa‚il•--fell
down; cara‹e--at the feet; m•nya kari'--with great respect; prabhu--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto him; kaila--did; •li•gane--embracing.
TRANSLATION
Afterward, K•¤† Mi¤ra came and fell down at the lotus feet of the Lord, and
the Lord respectfully embraced him.
TEXT 350
TEXT
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prabhu la‘• s•rvabhauma nija-ghare gel•
mora ghare bhik£• bali' nimantra‹a kail•
SYNONYMS
prabhu la‘•--taking Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; nija-ghare--to his own home; gel•--went; mora--my; ghare--at
home; bhik£•--luncheon; bali'--saying; nimantra‹a kail•--invited.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya then took the Lord with him to his home, saying,
"Today's luncheon will be at my home." In this way he invited the Lord.
TEXT 351
TEXT
divya mah•-pras•da aneka •n•ila
p†àh•-p•n• •di jagann•tha ye kh•ila
SYNONYMS
divya--very nice; mah•-pras•da--remnants of food from Jagann•tha; aneka-various; •n•ila--brought; p†àh•-p•n• •di--such as cakes and condensed milk;
jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; ye--which; kh•ila--ate.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya brought various types of food remnants that had
been left by Lord Jagann•tha. He brought all kinds of cakes and condensed-milk
preparations.
TEXT 352
TEXT
madhy•hna karil• prabhu nija-ga‹a la‘•
s•rvabhauma-ghare bhik£• karil• •siy•
SYNONYMS
madhy•hna--noon lunch; karil•--performed; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
nija-ga‹a la‘•--accompanied by associates; s•rvabhauma-ghare--at the home of
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; bhik£•--lunch; karil•--performed; •siy•--coming.
TRANSLATION
Accompanied by all His associates, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya's house and took His noon lunch there.
TEXT 353
TEXT
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bhik£• kar•‘• t••re kar•ila ¤ayana
•pane s•rvabhauma kare p•da-sa‰v•hana
SYNONYMS
bhik£• kar•‘•--after giving lunch; t••re--Him; kar•ila--made; ¤ayana--lie
down to rest; •pane--personally; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kare-does; p•da-sa‰v•hana--massaging the legs.
TRANSLATION
After offering food to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya
made Him lie down to rest, and he personally began to massage the legs of the
Lord.
TEXT 354
TEXT
prabhu t••re p•àh•ila bhojana karite
sei r•tri t••ra ghare rahil• t••ra pr†te
SYNONYMS
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--him; p•àh•ila--sent; bhojana
karite--to take lunch; sei r•tri--that night; t••ra ghare--at his home;
rahil•--remained; t••ra pr†te--just to satisfy him.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then sent S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya to take his
lunch, and the Lord remained that night in his home just to please him.
TEXT 355
TEXT
s•rvabhauma-sa•ge •ra la‘• nija-ga‹a
t†rtha-y•tr•-kath• kahi' kaila j•gara‹a
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma-sa•ge--with S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; •ra--and; la‘• nija-ga‹a-taking His own associates; t†rtha-y•tr•-kath•--topics of the pilgrimage;
kahi'--telling; kaila--did; j•gara‹a--keeping awake through the night.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His personal associates remained with
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya. They all stayed awake the entire night as the Lord
spoke of His pilgrimage.
TEXT 356
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TEXT
prabhu kahe,----eta t†rtha kailu• paryaàana
tom•-sama vai£‹ava n• dekhilu• eka-jana
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; eta t†rtha--to so many holy places; kailu•
paryaàana--I have traveled; tom•-sama--like you; vai£‹ava--devotee; n•--not;
dekhilu•--I could see; eka-jana--one man.
TRANSLATION
The Lord told S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, "I have traveled to many holy
places, but I could not find a Vai£‹ava as good as you anywhere."
PURPORT
In the ¥r† Caitanya-candrodaya-n•àaka (eighth part) ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
said, "S•rvabhauma, I have traveled to many holy places, but I cannot find a
Vai£‹ava as good as you anywhere. However, I must admit that R•m•nanda R•ya is
wonderful."
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "Therefore, my Lord, I requested that You
see him."
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then said, "There are, of course, many Vai£‹avas in
these holy places, and most of them worship Lord N•r•ya‹a. Others, who are
called Tattvav•d†s, are also Lak£m†-N•r•ya‹a worshipers, but they do not
belong to the pure Vai£‹ava cult. There are many worshipers of Lord ¥iva, and
there are also many atheists. Regardless, My dear Bhaàà•c•rya, I very much
like R•m•nanda R•ya and his opinions."
TEXT 357
TEXT
eka r•m•nanda r•ya bahu sukha dila
bhaààa kahe,----ei l•gi' milite kahila
SYNONYMS
eka--one; r•m•nanda r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya; bahu sukha--much pleasure; dila-gave; bhaààa kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied; ei l•gi'--for this reason;
milite--to meet; kahila--I requested.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "I received much pleasure from the talks
of R•m•nanda R•ya."
The Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "For this reason I requested that You meet him."
TEXT 358
TEXT
t†rtha-y•tr•-kath• ei kailu• sam•pana
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sa•k£epe kahilu•, vist•ra n• y•ya var‹ana
SYNONYMS
t†rtha-y•tr•-kath•--topics of the pilgrimage; ei--these; kailu• sam•pana--I
have finished; sa•k£epe kahilu•--I have described in brief; vist•ra-expansively; n• y•ya var‹ana--it is not possible to describe.
TRANSLATION
Thus I have ended my narration about ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's pilgrimage,
describing it in brief. It cannot be described very broadly.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura points out that in the seventyfourth verse of this chapter it is stated that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited
the temple of ¥iy•l†-bhairav†, but actually at ¥iy•l†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
visited the temple of ¥r† Bhã-var•ha. Near ¥iy•l† and Cidambaram there is a
temple known as ¥r† Mu£‹am. In this temple there is a Deity of ¥r† Bhã-var•ha.
In the jurisdiction of Cidambaram there is a district known as southern Arcot.
The town of ¥iy•l† is in that district. There is a temple of ¥r† Bhãvar•hadeva nearby, not Bhairav†-dev†. This is ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat†
áh•kura's conclusion.
TEXT 359
TEXT
ananta caitanya-l†l• kahite n• j•ni
lobhe lajj• kh•‘• t•ra kari à•n•à•ni
SYNONYMS
ananta--unlimited; caitanya-l†l•--pastimes of Lord Caitanya; kahite--to
speak; n• j•ni--I do not know; lobhe--out of greed; lajj• kh•‘•--becoming
shameless; t•ra--of them; kari--I do; à•n•à•ni--some attempt only.
TRANSLATION
The pastimes of Lord Caitanya are unlimited. No one can properly describe
His activities, yet I make the attempt out of greed. This but reveals my
shamelessness.
TEXT 360
TEXT
prabhura t†rtha-y•tr•-kath• ¤une yei jana
caitanya-cara‹e p•ya g•‚ha prema-dhana
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t†rtha-y•tr•--touring of sacred
places of pilgrimage; kath•--topics about; ¤une--hears; yei--who; jana-932

person; caitanya-cara‹e--at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; p•ya-gets; g•‚ha--deep; prema-dhana--riches of ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
Whoever hears of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's pilgrimage to various holy
places attains the riches of very deep ecstatic love.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura remarks, "The impersonalists
imagine some forms of the Absolute Truth through the direct perception of
their senses. The impersonalists worship such imaginary forms, but neither
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam nor ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepts this sense gratificatory
worship to be of any spiritual significance." The M•y•v•d†s imagine themselves
to be the Supreme. They imagine that the Supreme has no personal form and that
all His forms are imaginary like the will-o'-the-wisp or a flower in the sky.
Both M•y•v•d†s and those who imagine forms of God are misguided. According to
them, worship of the Deity or any other form of the Lord is a result of the
conditioned soul's illusion. However, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu confirms the
conclusion of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam on the strength of His philosophy of acintyabhed•bheda-tattva. That philosophy holds that the Supreme Lord is
simultaneously one with and different from His creation. That is to say, there
is unity in diversity. In this way ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu proved the
impotence of fruitive workers, speculative empiric philosophers and mystic
yog†s. The realization of such men is simply a waste of time and energy.
To set the example, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu personally visited temples in
various holy places. Wherever He visited, He immediately exhibited His
ecstatic love for the Supreme Personality of Godhead. When a Vai£‹ava visits
the temple of a demigod, his vision of that demigod is different from the
vision of the impersonalists and M•y•v•d†s. The Brahma-sa‰hit• supports this.
A Vai£‹ava's visit to the temple of Lord ¥iva, for example, is different from
a nondevotee's visit. The nondevotee considers the deity of Lord ¥iva an
imaginary form because he ultimately thinks that the Supreme Absolute Truth is
void. However, a Vai£‹ava sees Lord ¥iva as being simultaneously one with and
different from the Supreme Lord. In this regard, the example of milk and
yogurt is given. Yogurt is actually nothing but milk, but at the same time it
is not milk. It is simultaneously one with milk yet different from it. This is
the philosophy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and it is confirmed by Lord K”£‹a
in the Bhagavad-g†t• (9.4):
may• tatam ida‰ sarva‰
jagad avyakta-mãrtin•
mat-sth•ni sarva-bhãt•ni
na c•ha‰ te£v avasthita„
"By Me, in My unmanifested form, this entire universe is pervaded. All
beings are in Me, but I am not in them."
The Absolute Truth, God, is everything, but this does not mean that
everything is God. For this reason ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His followers
visited the temples of all the demigods, but they did not see them in the same
way an impersonalist sees them. Everyone should follow in the footsteps of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu and visit all temples. Sometimes mundane sahajiy•s suppose
that the gop†s visited the temple of K•ty•yan† in the same way mundane people
visit the temple of Dev†. However, the gop†s prayed to K•ty•yan† to grant them
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K”£‹a as their husband, whereas mundaners visit the temple of K•ty•yan† to
receive some material profit. That is the difference between a Vai£‹ava's
visit and a nondevotee's visit.
Not understanding the process of disciplic succession, so-called logicians
put forward the theory of pa‘cop•san•, in which a person worships one of five
deities--namely Vi£‹u, ¥iva, Durg•, the sun-god or Gane¤a. In this conception
the impersonalists accept one of these five deities as supreme and reject the
others. Such philosophical speculation, which is certainly idol worship, is
not accepted by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu or by Vai£‹avas. This imaginary deity
worship has recently been transformed into M•y•v•da impersonalism. For want of
K”£‹a consciousness, people are victimized by the M•y•v•da philosophy, and
consequently they sometimes become staunch atheists. However, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu established the process of self-realization by His own personal
behavior. As stated in Caitanya-carit•m”ta (Madhya 8.274):
sth•vara-ja•gama dekhe, n• dekhe t•ra mãrti
sarvatra haya nija i£àa-deva-sphãrti
"A Vai£‹ava never sees the material form of anything, moving or nonmoving.
Rather, everywhere he looks he sees the energy of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, and immediately he remembers the transcendental form of the Lord."
TEXT 361
TEXT
caitanya-carita ¤una ¤raddh•-bhakti kari'
m•tsarya ch•‚iy• mukhe bala 'hari' 'hari'
SYNONYMS
caitanya-carita--the activities of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤una-hear; ¤raddh•--faith; bhakti--devotion; kari'--accepting; m•tsarya--envy;
ch•‚iy•--giving up; mukhe--by the mouth; bala--say; hari hari--the holy name
of the Lord (Hari, Hari).
TRANSLATION
Please hear the transcendental pastimes of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
with faith and devotion. Giving up envy of the Lord, everyone chant the Lord's
holy name, Hari.
TEXT 362
TEXT
ei kali-k•le •ra n•hi kona dharma
vai£‹ava, vai£‹ava-¤•stra, ei kahe marma
SYNONYMS
ei kali-k•le--in this Age of Kali; •ra--other; n•hi kona--there is not any;
dharma--religious principle; vai£‹ava--devotee; vai£‹ava-¤•stra--devotional
literature; ei kahe marma--this is the purport.
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TRANSLATION
In this Age of Kali there are no genuine religious principles other than
those established by Vai£‹ava devotees and Vai£‹ava scriptures. This is the
sum and substance of everything.
PURPORT
One must have firm faith in the process of devotional service and the
scriptures that support it. If one hears the activities of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu with this faith, he can be freed from his envious position. ¥r†madBh•gavatam is meant for such nonenvious persons (nirmatsar•‹•‰ sat•m). In this
age a person should not envy ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's movement but should
chant the holy names of Hari and K”£‹a, the mah•-mantra. That is the sum and
substance of the eternal religion, known as san•tana-dharma. In this verse the
word vai£‹ava refers to a pure devotee and fully realized soul, and the word
vai£‹ava-¤•stra refers to ¤ruti, or the Vedas, which are called ¤abda-pram•‹a,
the evidence of transcendental sound. One who strictly follows the Vedic
literature and chants the holy name of the Supreme Personality of Godhead will
actually be situated in the transcendental disciplic succession. Those who
want to attain life's ultimate goal must follow this principle. In ¥r†madBh•gavatam (11.19.17), it is said:
¤ruti„ pratyak£am aitihyam
anum•na‰ catu£àayam
pram•‹e£v anavasth•n•d
vikalp•t sa virajyate
"Vedic literature, direct perception, history and hypothesis are the four
kinds of evidential proofs. Everyone should stick to these principles for the
realization of the Absolute Truth."
TEXT 363
TEXT
caitanya-candrera l†l•----ag•dha, gambh†ra
prave¤a karite n•ri,----spar¤i rahi' t†ra
SYNONYMS
caitanya-candrera l†l•--the pastimes of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
ag•dha--unfathomable; gambh†ra--deep; prave¤a karite--to enter into; n•ri--I
am unable; spar¤i--I touch; rahi' t†ra--standing on the bank.
TRANSLATION
The pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are just like an unfathomable
ocean. It is not possible for me to enter into them. Simply standing on the
shore, I am but touching the water.
TEXT 364
TEXT
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caitanya-carita ¤raddh•ya ¤une yei jana
yateka vic•re, tata p•ya prema-dhana
SYNONYMS
caitanya-carita--the pastimes of Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu; ¤raddh•ya--with
faith; ¤une--hears; yei jana--which person; yateka vic•re--as far as he
analytically studies; tata--so far; p•ya--he gets; prema-dhana--the riches of
ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
The more one hears the pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu with faith,
analytically studying them, the more one attains the ecstatic riches of love
of Godhead.
TEXT 365
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
PURPORT
As usual the author concludes the chapter by reciting the names of ¥r† Rãpa
and Raghun•tha and reinstating himself at their lotus feet.
SYNONYMS
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Ninth Chapter, describing ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's travels to many holy
places in South India.
Chapter 10
The Lord's Return to Jagann•tha Pur†
While ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was traveling in South India, S•rvabhauma the
Bhaàà•c•rya had many talks with King Prat•parudra. When Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra
requested the Bhaàà•c•rya to arrange an interview with the Lord, the
Bhaàà•c•rya assured him that he would try to do so as soon as Caitanya
Mah•prabhu returned from South India. When the Lord returned to Jagann•tha
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Pur† from His South Indian tour, He lived at the home of K•¤† Mi¤ra.
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya introduced many Vai£‹avas to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
after His return. The father of R•m•nanda R•ya, Bhav•nanda R•ya, offered
another son named V•‹†n•tha Paààan•yaka for the Lord's service. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu informed His associates about the pollution of K”£‹ad•sa brought
about by his association with the Bhaààath•ris, and thus the Lord proposed to
give him leave. Nity•nanda Prabhu sent K”£‹ad•sa to Bengal to inform the
Navadv†pa devotees about the Lord's return to Jagann•tha Pur†. All the
devotees of Navadv†pa thus began arranging to come to Jagann•tha Pur†. At this
time Param•nanda Pur† was at Navadv†pa, and immediately upon hearing news of
the Lord's return, he started for Jagann•tha Pur† accompanied by a br•hma‹a
named Kamal•k•nta. Puru£ottama Bhaàà•c•rya, a resident of Navadv†pa, was
educated at V•r•‹as†. He accepted the renounced order from Caitany•nanda, but
he took the name of Svarãpa. Thus he arrived at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. After the demise of ¥r† •¤vara Pur†, his disciple Govinda,
following his instructions, went to see Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Due to his
relationship with Ke¤ava Bh•rat†, Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† was also respectfully
received by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. When he arrived at Jagann•tha Pur†, he
was advised to give up the deerskin clothing he wore. When Brahm•nanda
understood ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu correctly, he accepted Him as K”£‹a
himself. However, when S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya addressed ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu as K”£‹a, the Lord immediately protested. In the meantime,
K•¤†¤vara Gosv•m† also came to see Caitanya Mah•prabhu. In this chapter,
devotees from many different areas come to see Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and they
are exactly like many rivers that come from many places to finally flow into
the sea.
TEXT 1
TEXT
ta‰ vande gaura-jalada‰
svasya yo dar¤an•m”tai„
vicched•vagraha-ml•nabhakta-¤asy•ny aj†vayat
SYNONYMS
tam--unto Him; vande--I offer my respectful obeisances; gaura--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; jala-dam--rain cloud; svasya--of Himself; ya„--He who; dar¤anaam”tai„--by the nectar of the audience; viccheda--because of separation;
avagraha--scarcity of rain; ml•na--morose, dried up; bhakta--devotees;
¤asy•ni--food grains; aj†vayat--saved.
TRANSLATION
I offer my respectful obeisances unto Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who is
compared to a cloud that pours water on fields of grain, which are like
devotees suffering due to a shortage of rain. Separation from ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu is like a drought, but when the Lord returns, His presence is like
a nectarean rain that falls on all the grains and saves them from perishing.
TEXT 2
TEXT
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jaya jaya ¤r†-caitanya jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; ¤r†-caitanya--to Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
jaya--all glories; nity•nanda--to Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya--all glories;
advaita-candra--to Advaita šc•rya; jaya--all glories; gaura-bhakta-v”nda--to
all the devotees of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All glories to Lord Caitanya All glories to Nity•nanda! All glories to
Advaitacandra! And all glories to all the devotees of Lord Caitanya!
TEXT 3
TEXT
pãrve yabe mah•prabhu calil• dak£i‹e
prat•parudra r•j• tabe bol•ila s•rvabhaume
SYNONYMS
pãrve--formerly; yabe--when; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; calil•-departed; dak£i‹e--for His South Indian tour; prat•parudra--Prat•parudra;
r•j•--the King; tabe--at that time; bol•ila--called for; s•rvabhaume-S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu departed for South India, King Prat•parudra
called S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya to his palace.
TEXT 4
TEXT
vasite •sana dila kari' namask•re
mah•prabhura v•rt• tabe puchila t••h•re
SYNONYMS
vasite--to sit; •sana--sitting place; dila--offered; kari'--doing;
namask•re--obeisances; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; v•rt•--news;
tabe--at that time; puchila--inquired; t••h•re--from him.
TRANSLATION
When S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya met with the King, the King offered him a seat
with all respects and inquired about news of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 5
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TEXT
¤unil••a tom•ra ghare eka mah•¤aya
gau‚a ha-ite •il•, te•ho mah•-k”p•maya
SYNONYMS
¤unil••a--I have heard; tom•ra--your; ghare--at home; eka--one; mah•¤aya-great personality; gau‚a ha-ite--from Bengal; •il•--has come; te•ho--He; mah•k”p•-maya--very merciful.
TRANSLATION
The King said to the Bhaàà•c•rya, "I have heard that a great personality
has come from Bengal and is staying at your home. I have also heard that He is
very, very merciful.
TEXT 6
TEXT
tom•re bahu k”p• kail•, kahe sarva-jana
k”p• kari' kar•ha more t••h•ra dar¤ana
SYNONYMS
tom•re--unto you; bahu k”p•--great mercy; kail•--showed; kahe--says; sarvajana--everyone; k”p• kari'--being merciful; kar•ha--arrange; more--for me;
t••h•ra--His; dar¤ana--interview.
TRANSLATION
"I have also heard that this great personality has shown you great favor.
At any rate, this is what I hear from many different people. Now, being
merciful upon me, you should do me the favor of arranging an interview."
TEXT 7
TEXT
bhaààa kahe,--ye ¤unil• saba satya haya
t••ra dar¤ana tom•ra ghaàana n• haya
SYNONYMS
bhaààa kahe--the Bhaàà•c•rya replied; ye--what; ¤unil•--you have heard;
saba--all; satya--true; haya--is; t••ra dar¤ana--His interview; tom•ra--of
you; ghaàana--happening; n• haya--is not.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "All that you have heard is true, but as far as an
interview is concerned, it is very difficult to arrange.
TEXT 8
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TEXT
virakta sanny•s† te•ho rahena nirjane
svapneha n• karena te•ho r•ja-dara¤ane
SYNONYMS
virakta--detached; sanny•s†--in the renounced order; te•ho--He; rahena-keeps Himself; nirjane--in a solitary place; svapneha--even in dreams; n•-does not; karena--do; te•ho--He; r•ja-dara¤ane--interview with a king.
TRANSLATION
"¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is in the renounced order and is very much
detached from worldly affairs. He stays in solitary places, and even in dreams
He does not grant interviews to a king.
TEXT 9
TEXT
tath•pi prak•re tom• kar•it•ma dara¤ana
samprati karil• te•ho dak£i‹a gamana
SYNONYMS
tath•pi--yet; prak•re--somehow or other; tom•--you; kar•it•ma--I would have
arranged; dara¤ana--interview; samprati--recently; karil•--has done; te•ho-He; dak£i‹a--to the southern part of India; gamana--departure.
TRANSLATION
"Still, I would have tried to arrange your interview, but He has recently
left to tour South India."
TEXT 10
TEXT
r•j• kahe,--jagann•tha ch•‚i' kene gel•
bhaààa kahe,--mah•ntera ei eka l†l•
SYNONYMS
r•j• kahe--the King said; jagann•tha ch•‚i'--leaving the place of Lord
Jagann•tha; kene gel•--why did He leave; bhaààa kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya
replied; mah•ntera--of a great person; ei--this; eka--one; l†l•--pastime.
TRANSLATION
The King asked, "Why has He left Jagann•tha Pur†?"
The Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "Such are the pastimes of a great personality.
TEXT 11
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TEXT
t†rtha pavitra karite kare t†rtha-bhrama‹a
sei chale nist•raye s•‰s•rika jana
SYNONYMS
t†rtha--holy places; pavitra karite--to purify; kare--does; t†rthabhrama‹a--touring in places of pilgrimage; sei chale--on that plea; nist•raye-delivers; s•‰s•rika--conditioned; jana--souls.
TRANSLATION
"Great saints go to holy places of pilgrimage in order to purify them. For
that reason Caitanya Mah•prabhu is visiting many t†rthas and delivering many,
many conditioned souls.
TEXT 12
TEXT
bhavad-vidh• bh•gavat•s
t†rth†-bhãt•„ svaya‰ vibho
t†rth†-kurvanti t†rth•ni
sv•nta„-sthena gad•-bh”t•
SYNONYMS
bhavat--your good self; vidh•„--like; bh•gavat•„--devotees; t†rth†--as holy
places of pilgrimage; bhãt•„--existing; svayam--themselves; vibho--O almighty
one; t†rth†-kurvanti--make into holy places of pilgrimage; t†rth•ni--the holy
places; sva-anta„-sthena--being situated in their hearts; gad•-bh”t•--by the
Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'Saints of your caliber are themselves places of pilgrimage. Because of
their purity, they are constant companions of the Lord, and therefore they can
purify even the places of pilgrimage.'
PURPORT
This verse, spoken by Mah•r•ja Yudhi£àhira to Vidura in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(1.13.10), is also quoted in the šdi-l†l• (1.63).
TEXT 13
TEXT
vai£‹avera ei haya eka svabh•va ni¤cala
te•ho j†va nahena, hana svatantra †¤vara
SYNONYMS
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vai£‹avera--of great devotees; ei--this; haya--is; eka--one; svabh•va-nature; ni¤cala--unflinching; te•ho--He; j†va--conditioned soul; nahena--is
not; hana--is; svatantra--independent; †¤vara--controller.
TRANSLATION
"A Vai£‹ava travels to places of pilgrimage to purify them and reclaim
fallen conditioned souls. This is one of the duties of a Vai£‹ava. Actually,
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is not a living entity but the Supreme Personality of
Godhead Himself. Consequently, He is a fully independent controller, yet in
His position as a devotee, He carries out the activities of a devotee."
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura points out that because there are
many permanent residents in holy places who do not precisely follow the rules
and regulations governing living in a sacred place, exalted devotees have to
go to these places to reclaim such persons. This is the business of a
Vai£‹ava. A Vai£‹ava is unhappy to see others materially enmeshed. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu taught these activities of a Vai£‹ava although He is the
worshipable Deity of all Vai£‹avas, the complete and independent Supreme
Personality of Godhead. He is pãr‹a„ ¤uddho nitya-mukta„--complete, completely
uncontaminated and eternally liberated. He is san•tana, for He has no
beginning or end.
TEXT 14
TEXT
r•j• kahe,--t••re tumi y•ite kene dile
p•ya pa‚i' yatna kari' kene n• r•khile
SYNONYMS
r•j• kahe--the King said; t••re--Him; tumi--you; y•ite--to go; kene--why;
dile--allowed; p•ya--at His lotus feet; pa‚i'--falling; yatna kari'-endeavoring very much; kene--why; n•--not; r•khile--kept.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing this, the King replied, "Why did you allow Him to leave? Why
didn't you fall at His lotus feet and keep Him here?"
TEXT 15
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya kahe,--te•ho svaya‰ †¤vara svatantra
s•k£•t ¤r†-k”£‹a, te•ho nahe para-tantra
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya kahe--S•rvabhauma replied; te•ho--He; svayam--personally;
†¤vara--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; svatantra--independent; s•k£•t--
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directly; ¤r†-k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; te•ho--He; nahe--is not; para-tantra-dependent on anyone.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is the Supreme
Personality of Godhead Himself and is completely independent. Being Lord K”£‹a
Himself, He is not dependent on anyone.
TEXT 16
TEXT
tath•pi r•khite t••re bahu yatna kailu•
†¤varera svatantra icch•, r•khite n•rilu•
SYNONYMS
tath•pi--still; r•khite--to keep; t••re--Him; bahu--various; yatna-endeavors; kailu•--I made; †¤varera--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
svatantra--independent; icch•--desire; r•khite--to keep; n•rilu•--I was
unable.
TRANSLATION
"Still, I endeavored very hard to keep Him here, but because He is the
Supreme Personality of Godhead and completely independent, I was not
successful."
TEXT 17
TEXT
r•j• kahe,--bhaààa tumi vij‘a-¤iroma‹i
tumi t••re 'k”£‹a' kaha, t•te satya m•ni
SYNONYMS
r•j• kahe--the King said; bhaààa--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; tumi--you;
vij‘a-¤iroma‹i--the most experienced learned scholar; tumi--you; t••re--Him;
k”£‹a kaha--address as Lord K”£‹a; t•te--your statement; satya m•ni--I accept
as true.
TRANSLATION
The King said, "Bhaàà•c•rya, you are the most learned and experienced
person I know. Therefore when you address ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as Lord
K”£‹a, I accept this as the truth.
PURPORT
This is the way to advance in spiritual science. One must accept the words
of an •c•rya, a bona fide spiritual master, to clear the path for spiritual
advancement. This is the secret of success. However, one's guide must be a
spiritual master who is actually an unalloyed devotee strictly following the
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instructions of the previous •c•rya without deviation. Whatever the spiritual
master says must be accepted by the disciple. Only then is success certain.
This is the Vedic system.
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was a br•hma‹a and a realized soul, whereas
Prat•parudra was a k£atriya. K£atriya kings used to obey very faithfully the
orders of learned br•hma‹as and saintly persons, and in this way they would
rule their country. Similarly, vai¤yas used to follow the king's orders, and
¤ãdras used to serve the three higher castes. In this way the br•hma‹as,
k£atriyas, vai¤yas and ¤ãdras used to live cooperatively, performing their
respective duties. Consequently society was peaceful, and people were able to
discharge the duties of K”£‹a consciousness. Thus they were happy in this life
and able to return home, back to Godhead.
TEXT 18
TEXT
punarapi ih•• t••ra haile •gamana
eka-b•ra dekhi' kari saphala nayana
SYNONYMS
punarapi--again; ih••--here; t••ra--His; haile--when there is; •gamana-arrival; eka-b•ra--once; dekhi'--seeing; kari--I make; sa-phala--fruitful;
nayana--my eyes.
TRANSLATION
"When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu returns again, I wish to see Him just once in
order to make my eyes perfect."
TEXT 19
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya kahe,--te•ho •sibe alpa-k•le
rahite t••re eka sth•na c•hiye virale
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied; te•ho--He; •sibe--will
come; alpa-k•le--very soon; rahite--to keep; t••re--Him; eka--one; sth•na-place; c•hiye--I want; virale--secluded.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "His Holiness Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
will return very soon. I wish to have a nice place ready for Him, a place
solitary and peaceful.
TEXT 20
TEXT
àh•kurera nikaàa, •ra ha-ibe nirjane
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e-mata nir‹aya kari' deha' eka sth•ne
SYNONYMS
àh•kurera nikaàa--near the place of Lord Jagann•tha; •ra--also; ha-ibe-must be; nirjane--secluded; e-mata--in this way; nir‹aya kari'--considering
carefully; deha'--please give; eka sth•ne--one place.
TRANSLATION
"Lord Caitanya's residence should be very much secluded and also near the
temple of Jagann•tha. Please consider this proposal and give me a nice place
for Him."
TEXT 21
TEXT
r•j• kahe,--aiche k•¤†-mi¤rera bhavana
àh•kurera nikaàa, haya parama nirjana
SYNONYMS
r•j• kahe--the King replied; aiche--exactly like that; k•¤†-mi¤rera
bhavana--the house of K•¤† Mi¤ra; àh•kurera nikaàa--near Lord Jagann•tha;
haya--is; parama--very much; nirjana--secluded.
TRANSLATION
The King replied, "K•¤† Mi¤ra's house is exactly what you require. It is
near the temple and is very much secluded, calm and quiet."
TEXT 22
TEXT
eta kahi' r•j• rahe utka‹àhita ha‘•
bhaàà•c•rya k•¤†-mi¤re kahila •siy•
SYNONYMS
eta kahi'--saying this; r•j•--the King; rahe--remained; utka‹àhita--very
anxious; ha‘•--being; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; k•¤†-mi¤re--unto
K•¤† Mi¤ra; kahila--said; •siy•--coming.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, the King became very anxious for the Lord to return.
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya then went to K•¤† Mi¤ra to convey the King's desire.
TEXT 23
TEXT
k•¤†-mi¤ra kahe,--•mi ba‚a bh•gyav•n
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mora g”he 'prabhu-p•dera' habe avasth•na
SYNONYMS
k•¤†-mi¤ra kahe--K•¤† Mi¤ra said; •mi--I; ba‚a--very much; bh•gyav•n-fortunate; mora g”he--in my home; prabhu-p•dera--of the Lord of the prabhus;
habe--there will be; avasth•na--staying.
TRANSLATION
When K•¤† Mi¤ra heard the proposal, he said, "I am very fortunate that ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the Lord of all prabhus, will stay at my home."
PURPORT
In this verse the word prabhup•da, referring to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, is
significant. Regarding this, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† Gosv•m†
Prabhup•da comments, "¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is the Supreme Personality of
Godhead Himself, ¥r† K”£‹a, and all His servants address Him as Prabhup•da.
This means that there are many prabhus taking shelter under His lotus feet."
The pure Vai£‹ava is addressed as prabhu, and this address is an etiquette
observed between Vai£‹avas. When many prabhus remain under the shelter of the
lotus feet of another prabhu, the address Prabhup•da is given. ¥r† Nity•nanda
Prabhu and ¥r† Advaita Prabhu are also addressed as Prabhup•da. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, ¥r† Advaita Prabhu and ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu are all vi£‹u-tattva,
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord Vi£‹u. Therefore all living entities
are under Their lotus feet. Lord Vi£‹u is the eternal Lord of everyone, and
the representative of Lord Vi£‹u is the Lord's confidential servant. Such a
person acts as the spiritual master for neophyte Vai£‹avas; therefore the
spiritual master is as respectable as ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya or Lord Vi£‹u
Himself. For this reason the spiritual master is addressed as O‰ Vi£‹up•da or
Prabhup•da. The •c•rya, the spiritual master, is generally respected by others
as ¥r†p•da, and the initiated Vai£‹avas are addressed as Prabhu. Prabhu,
Prabhup•da and Vi£‹up•da are described in revealed scriptures like ¥r†madBh•gavatam, Caitanya-carit•m”ta and Caitanya-bh•gavata. In this regard, these
scriptures present evidence accepted by unalloyed devotees.
The pr•k”ta-sahajiy•s are not even worthy of being called Vai£‹avas. They
think that only caste gosv•m†s should be called Prabhup•da. Such ignorant
sahajiy•s call themselves vai£‹ava-d•sa-anud•sa, which means the servant of
the servant of the Vai£‹avas. However, they are opposed to addressing a pure
Vai£‹ava as Prabhup•da. In other words, they are envious of a bona fide
spiritual master who is addressed as Prabhup•da, and they commit offenses by
considering a bona fide spiritual master an ordinary human being or a member
of a certain caste. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura describes such
sahajiy•s as most unfortunate. Because of their misconceptions, they fall into
a hellish condition.
TEXT 24
TEXT
ei-mata puru£ottama-v•s† yata jana
prabhuke milite sab•ra utka‹àhita mana
SYNONYMS
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ei-mata--in this way; puru£ottama-v•s†--the residents of Jagann•tha Pur†;
yata--all; jana--persons; prabhuke--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; milite--to
meet; sab•ra--of everyone; utka‹àhita--anxious; mana--mind.
TRANSLATION
Thus all the residents of Jagann•tha Pur†, which is also known as
Puru£ottama, became anxious to meet ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu again.
TEXT 25
TEXT
sarva-lokera utka‹àh• yabe atyanta b•‚ila
mah•prabhu dak£i‹a haite tabahi •ila
SYNONYMS
sarva-lokera--of all people; utka‹àh•--anxieties; yabe--when; atyanta--very
much; b•‚ila--increased; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dak£i‹a haite-from South India; tabahi--at that very time; •ila--returned.
TRANSLATION
When all the residents of Jagann•tha Pur† became extremely anxious to meet
the Lord again, He returned from South India.
TEXT 26
TEXT
¤uni' •nandita haila sab•k•ra mana
sabe •si' s•rvabhaume kaila nivedana
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; •nandita--happy; haila--were; sab•k•ra--of everyone; mana-the minds; sabe •si'--everyone coming; s•rvabhaume--unto S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; kaila--did; nivedana--submission.
TRANSLATION
Hearing of the Lord's return, everyone became very happy, and they all went
to S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya and spoke to him as follows.
TEXT 27
TEXT
prabhura sahita •m•-sab•ra kar•ha milana
tom•ra pras•de p•i prabhura cara‹a
SYNONYMS
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prabhura sahita--with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •m•-sab•ra--of all of us;
kar•ha--arrange; milana--meeting; tom•ra--your; pras•de--by mercy; p•i--we
get; prabhura cara‹a--the lotus feet of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
"Please arrange our meeting with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. It is only by
your mercy that we can attain the shelter of the lotus feet of the Lord."
TEXT 28
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya kahe,--k•li k•¤†-mi¤rera ghare
prabhu y•ibena, t•h•• mil•ba sab•re
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya kahe--the Bhaàà•c•rya replied; k•li--tomorrow; k•¤†-mi¤rera
ghare--in the house of K•¤† Mi¤ra; prabhu--the Lord; y•ibena--will go; t•h••-there; mil•ba sab•re--I shall arrange for a meeting with all of you.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya replied to the people, "Tomorrow the Lord will be at the
house of K•¤† Mi¤ra. I shall arrange for you all to meet Him."
TEXT 29
TEXT
•ra dina mah•prabhu bhaàà•c•ryera sa•ge
jagann•tha dara¤ana kaila mah•-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
•ra dina--the next day; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhaàà•c•ryera
sa•ge--with S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; jagann•tha--of Lord Jagann•tha; dara¤ana-visiting the temple; kaila--did; mah•-ra•ge--with great enthusiasm.
TRANSLATION
The next day ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu arrived and went with S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya, with great enthusiasm, to see the temple of Lord Jagann•tha.
TEXT 30
TEXT
mah•-pras•da diy• t•h•• milil• sevaka-ga‹a
mah•prabhu sab•k•re kaila •li•gana
SYNONYMS
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mah•-pras•da--remnants of the food of Lord Jagann•tha; diy•--delivering;
t•h••--there; milil•--met; sevaka-ga‹a--the servants of Lord Jagann•tha;
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sab•k•re--unto all of them; kaila--did;
•li•gana--embracing.
TRANSLATION
All the servants of Lord Jagann•tha delivered remnants of the Lord's food
to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. In return, Caitanya Mah•prabhu embraced them all.
TEXT 31
TEXT
dar¤ana kari' mah•prabhu calil• b•hire
bhaàà•c•rya •nila t••re k•¤†-mi¤ra-ghare
SYNONYMS
dar¤ana kari'--seeing Lord Jagann•tha; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
calil•--departed; b•hire--outside; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
•nila--brought; t••re--Him; k•¤†-mi¤ra-ghare--to the house of K•¤† Mi¤ra.
TRANSLATION
After seeing Lord Jagann•tha, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu left the temple. The
Bhaàà•c•rya then took Him to the house of K•¤† Mi¤ra.
TEXT 32
TEXT
k•¤†-mi¤ra •si' pa‚ila prabhura cara‹e
g”ha-sahita •tm• t••re kaila nivedane
SYNONYMS
k•¤†-mi¤ra--K•¤† Mi¤ra; •si'--coming; pa‚ila--fell down; prabhura--of Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cara‹e--at the lotus feet; g”ha-sahita--with his
house; •tm•--his personal self; t••re--unto Him; kaila--did; nivedane-submission.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu arrived at his house, K•¤† Mi¤ra immediately
fell down at His lotus feet and surrendered himself and all his possessions.
TEXT 33
TEXT
prabhu catur-bhuja-mãrti t••re dekh•ila
•tmas•t kari' t•re •li•gana kaila
SYNONYMS
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prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; catur-bhuja-mãrti--four-armed form; t••re-unto him; dekh•ila--showed; •tmas•t kari'--accepting; t•re--him; •li•gana
kaila--embraced.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then showed K•¤† Mi¤ra His four-armed form. Then,
accepting him for His service, the Lord embraced him.
TEXT 34
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu t•h•• vasil• •sane
caudike vasil• nity•nand•di bhakta-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t•h••--there;
vasil•--sat down; •sane--on His seat; cau-dike--on four sides; vasil•--sat
down; nity•nanda-•di--headed by Lord Nity•nanda; bhakta-ga‹e--all the
devotees.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu next sat down at the place prepared for Him, and
all the devotees, headed by Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu, surrounded Him.
TEXT 35
TEXT
sukh† hail• dekhi' prabhu v•s•ra sa‰sth•na
yei v•s•ya haya prabhura sarva-sam•dh•na
SYNONYMS
sukh† hail•--became very happy; dekhi'--by seeing; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; v•s•ra--of the residential quarters; sa‰sth•na--situation; yei
v•s•ya--at which place; haya--there is; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
sarva-sam•dh•na--fulfillment of all necessities.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very happy to see His residential quarters, in
which all His necessities were taken care of.
TEXT 36
TEXT
s•rvabhauma kahe,--prabhu, yogya tom•ra v•s•
tumi a•g†k•ra kara,--k•¤†-mi¤rera •¤•
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SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kahe--said; prabhu--my dear Lord;
yogya--just befitting; tom•ra--Your; v•s•--residential quarters; tumi--You;
a•g†k•ra kara--accept; k•¤†-mi¤rera •¤•--the hope of K•¤† Mi¤ra.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said, "This place is just befitting You. Please
accept it. It is the hope of K•¤† Mi¤ra that You do."
TEXT 37
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--ei deha tom•-sab•k•ra
yei tumi kaha, sei sammata •m•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; ei deha--this body; tom•sab•k•ra--belongs to all of you; yei--whatever; tumi--you; kaha--say; sei-that; sammata •m•ra--accepted by Me.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "My body belongs to all of you. Therefore I
agree to whatever you say."
TEXT 38
TEXT
tabe s•rvabhauma prabhura dak£i‹a-p•r¤ve vasi'
mil•ite l•gil• saba puru£ottama-v•s†
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; dak£i‹a-p•r¤ve--by the right side; vasi'--sitting; mil•ite--to
introduce; l•gil•--began; saba--all; puru£ottama-v•s†--residents of
Puru£ottama (Jagann•tha Pur†).
TRANSLATION
After this, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, sitting at the right hand of the Lord,
began to introduce all the inhabitants of Puru£ottama, Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 39
TEXT
ei saba loka, prabhu, vaise n†l•cale
utka‹àhita ha‘•che sabe tom• milib•re
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SYNONYMS
ei saba loka--all these people; prabhu--my Lord; vaise--reside; n†l•cale-at Jagann•tha Pur†; utka‹àhita ha‘•che--they have become very anxious; sabe-all; tom•--You; milib•re--to meet.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya said, "My dear Lord, all these people who are residents of
N†l•cala, Jagann•tha Pur†, have been very anxious to meet You.
TEXT 40
TEXT
t”£ita c•taka yaiche kare h•h•k•ra
taiche ei saba,--sabe kara a•g†k•ra
SYNONYMS
t”£ita--thirsty; c•taka--the c•taka bird; yaiche--just as; kare--does;
h•h•-k•ra--vibration of disappointment; taiche--similarly; ei saba--all of
these; sabe--all of them; kara a•g†k•ra--kindly accept.
TRANSLATION
"In Your absence all these people have been exactly like thirsty c•taka
birds crying in disappointment. Kindly accept them."
TEXT 41
TEXT
jagann•tha-sevaka ei, n•ma--jan•rdana
anavasare kare prabhura ¤r†-a•ga-sevana
SYNONYMS
jagann•tha-sevaka--servitor of Lord Jagann•tha; ei--this; n•ma--named;
jan•rdana--Jan•rdana; anavasare--during the time of renovation; kare--does;
prabhura--of the Lord; ¤r†-a•ga--of the transcendental body; sevana--service.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya first introduced Jan•rdana, saying, "Here is
Jan•rdana, servant of Lord Jagann•tha. He renders service to the Lord when it
is time to renovate His transcendental body."
PURPORT
During Anavasara, after the Sn•na-y•tr• ceremony, Lord Jagann•tha is absent
from the temple for fifteen days so He can be renovated. This occurs annually.
Jan•rdana, who is here being introduced to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, was
rendering this service at the time. The renovation of Lord Jagann•tha is also
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known as Nava-yauvana, which indicates that the Jagann•tha Deity is being
fully restored to youth.
TEXT 42
TEXT
k”£‹ad•sa-n•ma ei suvar‹a-vetra-dh•r†
¤ikhi m•h•ti-n•ma ei likhan•dhik•r†
SYNONYMS
k”£‹ad•sa--K”£‹ad•sa; n•ma--named; ei--this; suvar‹a--golden; vetra-dh•r†-carrier of the cane; ¤ikhi m•h•ti--¥ikhi M•hiti; n•ma--named; ei--this;
likhana-adhik•r†--entrusted with writing.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya continued, "This is K”£‹ad•sa, who carries a golden
cane, and here is ¥ikhi M•hiti, who is in charge of writing.
PURPORT
The person in charge of writing is also called deula-kara‹a-pada-pr•pta
karmac•r†. He is employed especially to write the calendar called M•tal•p••ji.
TEXT 43
TEXT
pradyumna-mi¤ra i•ha vai£‹ava pradh•na
jagann•thera mah•-soy•ra i•ha 'd•sa' n•ma
SYNONYMS
pradyumna-mi¤ra--Pradyumna Mi¤ra; i•ha--this person; vai£‹ava pradh•na-chief of all the Vai£‹avas; jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha; mah•-soy•ra-great servitor; i•ha--this; d•sa n•ma--designated as D•sa.
TRANSLATION
"This is Pradyumna Mi¤ra, who is chief of all Vai£‹avas. He is a great
servitor of Jagann•tha, and his name is D•sa.
PURPORT
In Orissa most of the br•hma‹as have the title D•sa. Generally it is
understood that the word d•sa refers to those other than the br•hma‹as, but in
Orissa the br•hma‹as use the D•sa title. This is confirmed by Culli Bhaààa.
Actually, everyone is d•sa because everyone is a servant of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. In that sense, the bona fide br•hma‹a has first claim
to the appellation d•sa. Therefore in this case the designation d•sa is not
incompatible.
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TEXT 44
TEXT
mur•ri m•h•ti i•ha--¤ikhi-m•h•tira bh•i
tom•ra cara‹a vinu •ra gati n•i
SYNONYMS
mur•ri m•h•ti--Mur•ri M•hiti; i•ha--this; ¤ikhi-m•h•tira--of ¥ikhi M•hiti;
bh•i--younger brother; tom•ra--Your; cara‹a--lotus feet; vinu--without; •ra-any other; gati--destination; n•i--he does not have.
TRANSLATION
"This is Mur•ri M•hiti, the brother of ¥ikhi M•hiti. He has nothing other
than Your lotus feet.
TEXT 45
TEXT
candane¤vara, si‰he¤vara, mur•ri br•hma‹a
vi£‹ud•sa,--i•ha dhy•ye tom•ra cara‹a
SYNONYMS
candane¤vara--Candane¤vara; si‰he¤vara--Si‰he¤vara; mur•ri br•hma‹a--the
br•hma‹a named Mur•ri; vi£‹ud•sa--Vi£‹ud•sa; i•ha--all of them; dhy•ye-meditate; tom•ra--Your; cara‹a--on the lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
"Here are Candane¤vara, Si‰he¤vara, Mur•ri Br•hma‹a and Vi£‹ud•sa. They are
all constantly engaged in meditating on Your lotus feet.
TEXT 46
TEXT
praharar•ja mah•p•tra i•ha mah•-mati
param•nanda mah•p•tra i•h•ra sa‰hati
SYNONYMS
praharar•ja--Praharar•ja; mah•p•tra--Mah•p•tra; i•ha--this; mah•-mati--very
intelligent; param•nanda mah•p•tra--Param•nanda Mah•p•tra; i•h•ra--of him;
sa‰hati--combination.
TRANSLATION
"This is Param•nanda Praharar•ja, who is also known as Mah•p•tra. He is
very, very intelligent.
PURPORT
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Praharar•ja is a designation given to br•hma‹as who represent the king when
the throne is vacant. In Orissa, between the time of a king's death and the
enthronement of another king, a representative must sit on the throne. This
representative is called Praharar•ja. The Praharar•ja is generally selected
from a family of priests close to the king. During the time of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, the Praharar•ja was Param•nanda Praharar•ja.
TEXT 47
TEXT
e-saba vai£‹ava--ei k£etrera bhã£a‹a
ek•nta-bh•ve cinte sabe tom•ra cara‹a
SYNONYMS
e-saba vai£‹ava--all these pure devotees; ei k£etrera--of this holy place;
bhã£a‹a--ornaments; ek•nta-bh•ve--without deviation; cinte--meditate; sabe-all; tom•ra cara‹a--on Your lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
"All these pure devotees serve as ornaments to Jagann•tha Pur†. They are
always undeviatingly meditating upon Your lotus feet."
TEXT 48
TEXT
tabe sabe bhãme pa‚e da‹‚avat ha‘•
sab• •li•gil• prabhu pras•da kariy•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; sabe--all of them; bhãme--on the ground; pa‚e--fell down;
da‹‚a-vat--flat like rods; ha‘•--becoming; sab•--all of them; •li•gil•-embraced; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pras•da kariy•--being very
merciful.
TRANSLATION
After this introduction, everyone fell to the ground like rods. Being very
merciful upon them all, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu embraced each one of them.
TEXT 49
TEXT
hena-k•le •il• tath• bhav•nanda r•ya
c•ri-putra-sa•ge pa‚e mah•prabhura p•ya
SYNONYMS
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hena-k•le--at this time; •il•--came; tath•--there; bhav•nanda r•ya-Bhav•nanda R•ya; c•ri-putra-sa•ge--with four of his sons; pa‚e--fell down;
mah•prabhura p•ya--at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
At this time Bhav•nanda R•ya appeared with four of his sons, and all of
them fell down at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
PURPORT
Bhav•nanda R•ya had five sons, one of whom was the exalted personality
known as R•m•nanda R•ya. Bhav•nanda R•ya first met ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
after His return from South India. At that time R•m•nanda R•ya was still
serving at his government post; therefore when Bhav•nanda R•ya went to see ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he went with his other four sons. They were named
V•‹†n•tha, Gop†n•tha, Kal•nidhi and Sudh•nidhi. A description of Bhav•nanda
R•ya and his five sons is given in the šdi-l†l• (10.133-34).
TEXT 50
TEXT
s•rvabhauma kahe,--ei r•ya bhav•nanda
i•h•ra prathama putra--r•ya r•m•nanda
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya continued to speak; ei--this
person; r•ya bhav•nanda--Bhav•nanda R•ya; i•h•ra--his; prathama putra--first
son; r•ya r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda R•ya.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya continued, "This is Bhav•nanda R•ya, the father of
¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya, who is his first son."
TEXT 51
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu t••re kaila •li•gana
stuti kari' kahe r•m•nanda-vivara‹a
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereupon; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto him;
kaila--did; •li•gana--embracing; stuti kari'--praising very highly; kahe-said; r•m•nanda--of R•m•nanda R•ya; vivara‹a--description.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu embraced Bhav•nanda R•ya and with great respect
spoke of his son R•m•nanda R•ya.
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TEXT 52
TEXT
r•m•nanda-hena ratna y••h•ra tanaya
t••h•ra mahim• loke kahana n• y•ya
SYNONYMS
r•m•nanda-hena--like R•m•nanda R•ya; ratna--jewel; y••h•ra--whose; tanaya-son; t••h•ra--his; mahim•--glorification; loke--within this world; kahana--to
describe; n•--not; y•ya--is possible.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu honored Bhav•nanda R•ya by saying, "The glories of
a person who has a jewel of a son like R•m•nanda R•ya cannot be described
within this mortal world.
TEXT 53
TEXT
s•k£•t p•‹‚u tumi, tom•ra patn† kunt†
pa‘ca-p•‹‚ava tom•ra pa‘ca-putra mah•-mati
SYNONYMS
s•k£•t p•‹‚u--directly Mah•r•ja P•‹‚u; tumi--you; tom•ra--your; patn†-wife; kunt†--like Kunt†dev†; pa‘ca-p•‹‚ava--five P•‹‚avas; tom•ra--your;
pa‘ca-putra--five sons; mah•-mati--all highly intellectual.
TRANSLATION
"You are Mah•r•ja P•‹‚u himself, and your wife is Kunt†dev† herself. All
your highly intellectual sons are representatives of the five P•‹‚avas."
TEXT 54
TEXT
r•ya kahe,--•mi ¤ãdra, vi£ay†, adhama
tabu tumi spar¤a,--ei †¤vara-lak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
r•ya kahe--Bhav•nanda R•ya replied; •mi ¤ãdra--I belong to the fourth class
of the social divisions; vi£ay†--engaged in mundane affairs; adhama--very much
fallen; tabu--still; tumi--You; spar¤a--touch; ei--this; †¤vara-lak£a‹a--sign
of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
After hearing ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's praise, Bhav•nanda R•ya submitted,
"I am in the fourth class of the social order, and I engage in mundane
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affairs. Although I am very much fallen, You have still touched me. This is
proof that You are the Supreme Personality of Godhead."
PURPORT
As stated in the Bhagavad-g†t• (5.18):
vidy•-vinaya-sampanne
br•hma‹e gavi hastini
¤uni caiva ¤va-p•ke ca
pa‹‚it•„ sama-dar¤ina„
"The humble sages, by virtue of true knowledge, see with equal vision a
learned and gentle br•hma‹a, a cow, an elephant, a dog and a dog-eater
[outcaste]."
Those who are highly advanced in spiritual understanding do not care about
a person's material condition. A spiritually advanced person sees the
spiritual identity of every living being, and consequently he makes no
distinction between a learned br•hma‹a, a dog, a ca‹‚•la or anyone else. He is
not influenced by the material body but sees a person's spiritual identity.
Consequently Bhav•nanda R•ya appreciated ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's statement,
which showed that the Lord did not consider the social position of Bhav•nanda
R•ya, who belonged to the ¤ãdra caste engaged in mundane activities. Rather,
the Lord considered the spiritual position of Bhav•nanda R•ya, along with that
of R•m•nanda R•ya and his brothers. The servant of the Lord is also similarly
inclined. He gives shelter to any person--any living entity--regardless of
whether he belongs to a br•hma‹a family or a ca‹‚•la family. The spiritual
master reclaims all people and encourages everyone in spiritual life. By
taking shelter of such a devotee, one can make his life successful. As
confirmed in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.4.18):
kir•ta-hã‹•ndhra-pulinda-pulka¤•
•bh†ra-¤umbh• yavan•„ khas•daya„
ye 'nye ca p•p• yad-ap•¤ray•¤ray•„
¤udhyanti tasmai prabhavi£‹ave nama„
"Members of the Kir•ta, Hã‹a, šndhra, Pulinda, Pulka¤a, šbh†ra, ¥umbha,
Yavana and Khasa races, and even others addicted to sinful acts, can be
purified by taking shelter of the devotees of the Lord, due to His being the
supreme power. I beg to offer my respectful obeisances unto Him."
Whoever takes shelter of the Supreme Personality of Godhead or His pure
devotee is elevated to the spiritual order and purified from material
contamination. This is also confirmed by K”£‹a in the Bhagavad-g†t• (9.32):
m•‰ hi p•rtha vyap•¤ritya
ye 'pi syu„ p•pa-yonaya„
striyo vai¤y•s tath• ¤ãdr•s
te 'pi y•nti par•‰ gatim
"O son of P”th•, those who take shelter in Me, though they be of lower
birth--women, vai¤yas [merchants] and ¤ãdras [workers]--can attain the supreme
destination."
TEXT 55
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TEXT
nija-g”ha-vitta-bh”tya-pa‘ca-putra-sane
•tm• samarpilu• •mi tom•ra cara‹e
SYNONYMS
nija--own; g”ha--house; vitta--wealth; bh”tya--servants; pa‘ca-putra--five
sons; sane--with; •tm•--self; samarpilu•--surrender; •mi--I; tom•ra--Your;
cara‹e--at the lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
Appreciating ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's favor, Bhav•nanda R•ya also said,
"Along with my home, riches, servants and five sons, I surrender myself at
Your lotus feet.
PURPORT
This is the process of surrender. As ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura sings:
m•nasa, deha, geha, yo kichu mora
arpilu• tuy• pade nanda-ki¤ora!
(¥ara‹•gati)
When one surrenders unto the lotus feet of the Lord, he does so with
everything in his possession--his house, his body, his mind and whatever else
he possesses. If there is any obstruction to this surrendering process, one
should immediately give it up without attachment. If one can surrender with
all his family members, there is no need to take sanny•sa. However, if the
surrendering process is hampered by so-called family members, one should
immediately give them up to complete the surrendering process.
TEXT 56
TEXT
ei v•‹†n•tha rahibe tomara cara‹e
yabe yei •j‘•, t•h• karibe sevane
SYNONYMS
ei v•‹†n•tha--this V•‹†n•tha; rahibe--will remain; tom•ra cara‹e--at Your
lotus feet; yabe--when; yei--whatever; •j‘•--order; t•h•--that; karibe--will
execute; sevane--service.
TRANSLATION
"This son V•‹†n•tha will remain at Your lotus feet to always immediately
attend to Your orders and serve You.
TEXT 57
TEXT
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•tm†ya-j‘•ne more sa•koca n• karibe
yei yabe icch•, tabe sei •j‘• dibe
SYNONYMS
•tm†ya-j‘•ne--by considering as a relative; more--me; sa•koca--hesitation;
n•--do not; karibe--do; yei--whatever; yabe--whenever; icch•--Your desire;
tabe--then; sei--that; •j‘•--order; dibe--kindly give.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, please consider me Your relative. Do not hesitate to order
whatever You desire at any time You desire it."
TEXT 58
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--ki sa•koca, tumi naha para
janme janme tumi •m•ra sava‰¤e ki•kara
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; ki sa•koca--what hesitation; tumi--you;
naha--are not; para--outsider; janme janme--birth after birth; tumi--you;
•m•ra--My; sa-va‰¤e--with family members; ki•kara--servant.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted Bhav•nanda R•ya's offer, saying, "I accept
without hesitation because you are not an outsider. Birth after birth you have
been My servant along with your family members.
TEXT 59
TEXT
dina-p••ca-s•ta bhitare •sibe r•m•nanda
t••ra sa•ge pãr‹a habe •m•ra •nanda
SYNONYMS
dina-p••ca-s•ta--five or seven days; bhitare--within; •sibe--will come;
r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda; t••ra sa•ge--with him; pãr‹a habe--will be full; •m•ra-My; •nanda--pleasure.
TRANSLATION
"¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya is coming within five to seven days. As soon as he
arrives, My desires will be fulfilled. I take great pleasure in his company."
TEXT 60
TEXT
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eta bali' prabhu t••re kaila •li•gana
t••ra putra saba ¤ire dharila cara‹a
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto him;
kaila--did; •li•gana--embracing; t••ra putra--his sons; saba--all; ¤ire--on
the head; dharila--kept; cara‹a--His feet.
TRANSLATION
Saying this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu embraced Bhav•nanda R•ya. The Lord
then touched the heads of his sons with His lotus feet.
TEXT 61
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu t••re ghare p•àh•ila
v•‹†n•tha-paààan•yake nikaàe r•khila
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--him
(Bhav•nanda R•ya); ghare--to his home; p•àh•ila--sent back; v•‹†n•thapaààan•yake--V•‹†n•tha Paààan•yaka; nikaàe--near; r•khila--kept.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then sent Bhav•nanda R•ya back to his home, and He
kept only V•‹†n•tha Paààan•yaka in His personal service.
TEXT 62
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya saba loke vid•ya kar•ila
tabe prabhu k•l•-k”£‹ad•se bol•ila
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; saba loke--all persons; vid•ya
kar•ila--asked to leave; tabe--at that time; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
k•l•-k”£‹ad•se--K•l• K”£‹ad•sa; bol•ila--called for.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya then asked all the people to leave. Afterward, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu called for K•l• K”£‹ad•sa, who had accompanied the Lord
during His South Indian tour.
TEXT 63
TEXT
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prabhu kahe,--bhaàà•c•rya, ¤unaha i•h•ra carita
dak£i‹a giy•chila i•ha •m•ra sahita
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; bhaàà•c•rya--My dear
Bhaàà•c•rya; ¤unaha--just hear; i•h•ra carita--his character; dak£i‹a
giy•chila--went to South India; i•ha--this man; •m•ra sahita--with Me.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "My dear Bhaàà•c•rya, just consider this
man's character. He went with Me to South India.
TEXT 64
TEXT
bhaààath•ri-k•che gel• •m•re ch•‚iy•
bhaààath•ri haite i•h•re •nilu• uddh•riy•
SYNONYMS
bhaààath•ri-k•che--in the association of the Bhaààath•ris; gel•--he went;
•m•re ch•‚iy•--giving up My company; bhaààath•ri haite--from the Bhaààath•ris;
i•h•re--him; •nilu•--I brought; uddh•riy•--after rescuing.
TRANSLATION
"He left My company to associate with the Bhaààath•ris, but I rescued him
from their company and brought him here.
TEXT 65
TEXT
ebe •mi ih•• •ni' karil••a vid•ya
y•h•• icch•, y•ha, •m•-sane n•hi •ra d•ya
SYNONYMS
ebe--now; •mi--I; ih••--here; •ni'--bringing; karil••a vid•ya--have asked
to go away; y•h•• icch•--wherever he likes; y•ha--go; •m•-sane--with Me; n•hi
•ra--there is no more; d•ya--responsibility.
TRANSLATION
"Now that I have brought him here, I am asking him to leave. Now he can go
wherever he likes, for I am no longer responsible for him."
PURPORT
K•l• K”£‹ad•sa was influenced and allured by nomads or gypsies, who enticed
him with women. M•y• is so strong that K•l• K”£‹ad•sa left ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's company to join gypsy women. Even though a person may associate
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with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he can be allured by m•y• and leave the Lord's
company due to his slight independence. Only one who is overwhelmed by m•y•
can be so unfortunate as to leave ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's company, yet
unless one is very conscientious, the influence of m•y• can drag one away,
even though he be the personal assistant of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. And what
to speak of others? The Bhaààath•ris used to increase their numbers by using
women to allure outsiders. This is factual evidence showing that it is
possible at any time to fall down from the Lord's association. One need only
misuse his little independence. Once fallen and separated from the Supreme
Personality of Godhead's association, one becomes a candidate for suffering in
the material world. Although rejected by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, K•l•
K”£‹ad•sa was given another chance, as the following verses relate.
TEXT 66
TEXT
eta ¤uni' k”£‹ad•sa k•ndite l•gila
madhy•hna karite mah•prabhu cali' gela
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; k”£‹ad•sa--K•l• K”£‹ad•sa; k•ndite l•gila--began
to cry; madhy•hna--noon lunch; karite--to execute; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; cali' gela--left.
TRANSLATION
Hearing the Lord reject him, K•l• K”£‹ad•sa began to cry. However, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, not caring for him, immediately left to take His noon
lunch.
TEXT 67
TEXT
nity•nanda, jagad•nanda, mukunda, d•modara
c•ri-jane yukti tabe karil• antara
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; jagad•nanda--Jagad•nanda; mukunda-Mukunda; d•modara--D•modara; c•ri-jane--four persons; yukti--plan; tabe-thereupon; karil•--did; antara--within the mind.
TRANSLATION
After this, the other devotees--headed by Nity•nanda Prabhu, Jagad•nanda,
Mukunda and D•modara--began to consider a certain plan.
PURPORT
Even though a person is rejected by the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the
devotees of the Lord do not reject him; therefore the Lord's devotees are more
merciful than the Lord Himself. ¥r†la Narottama d•sa áh•kura thus sings,
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ch•‚iy• vai£‹ava-sev• nist•ra p•yeche keb•: one cannot be relieved from the
material clutches without engaging in the service of pure devotees. The Lord
Himself may sometimes be very hard, but the devotees are always kind. Thus
K•l• K”£‹ad•sa received the mercy of the four devotees mentioned above.
TEXT 68
TEXT
gau‚a-de¤e p•àh•ite c•hi eka-jana
'•i'ke kahibe y•i, prabhura •gamana
SYNONYMS
gau‚a-de¤e--to Bengal; p•àh•ite--to send; c•hi--we want; eka-jana--one
person; •ike--mother ¥ac†dev†; kahibe--will inform; y•i--going; prabhura--of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •gamana--arrival.
TRANSLATION
The Lord's four devotees considered, "We want a person to go to Bengal just
to inform ¥ac†m•t• about ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's arrival at Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 69
TEXT
advaita-¤r†v•s•di yata bhakta-ga‹a
sabei •sibe ¤uni' prabhura •gamana
SYNONYMS
advaita--Advaita Prabhu; ¤r†v•sa-•di--and all the devotees like ¥r†v•sa;
yata--all; bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; sabei--all; •sibe--will come; ¤uni'-hearing; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •gamana--arrival.
TRANSLATION
"After hearing news of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's arrival, devotees like
Advaita and ¥r†v•sa will certainly come to see Him.
TEXT 70
TEXT
ei k”£‹ad•se diba gau‚e p•àh•‘•
eta kahi' t•re r•khilena •¤v•siy•
SYNONYMS
ei--this; k”£‹ad•se--K•l• K”£‹ad•sa; diba--away; gau‚e--to Bengal; p•àh•‘•-let us send; eta kahi'--saying this; t•re--him; r•khilena--they kept;
•¤v•siy•--giving assurance.
TRANSLATION
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"Let us therefore send K”£‹ad•sa to Bengal." Saying this, they kept
K”£‹ad•sa engaged in the service of the Lord and gave him assurance.
PURPORT
Because ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu rejected him, K•l• K”£‹ad•sa became very,
very sorry and began to cry. Therefore the Lord's devotees took compassion
upon him, gave him assurance and encouraged him to continue to engage in the
Lord's service.
TEXT 71
TEXT
•ra dine prabhu-sth•ne kaila nivedana
•j‘• deha' gau‚a-de¤e p•àh•i eka-jana
SYNONYMS
•ra dine--next day; prabhu-sth•ne--before Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
kaila--did; nivedana--submission; •j‘• deha'--please give permission; gau‚ade¤e--to Bengal; p•àh•i--we may send; eka-jana--one person.
TRANSLATION
The next day, all the devotees asked ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, "Please give
permission for a person to go to Bengal.
TEXT 72
TEXT
tom•ra dak£ina-gamana ¤uni' ¤ac† '•i'
advait•di bhakta saba •che du„kha p•i'
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--Your; dak£i‹a-gamana--South Indian tour; ¤uni'--hearing; ¤ac† •i-mother ¥ac†; advaita-•di--¥r† Advaita Prabhu and others; bhakta--devotees;
saba--all; •che--remain; du„kha p•i'--in great unhappiness.
TRANSLATION
"Mother ¥ac† and all the devotees headed by Advaita Prabhu are all very
unhappy due to not receiving news about Your return from Your South Indian
tour.
TEXT 73
TEXT
eka-jana y•i' kahuk ¤ubha sam•c•ra
prabhu kahe,--sei kara, ye icch• tom•ra
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SYNONYMS
eka-jana--one person; y•i'--going; kahuk--may inform; ¤ubha sam•c•ra--this
auspicious news; prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; sei kara--do that; ye-whatever; icch•--desire; tom•ra--your.
TRANSLATION
"One person should go to Bengal and inform them about the auspicious news
of Your return to Jagann•tha Pur†."
Upon hearing this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "Do whatever you
decide."
TEXT 74
TEXT
tabe sei k”£‹ad•se gau‚e p•àh•ila
vai£‹ava-sab•ke dite mah•-pras•da dila
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; sei--that; k”£‹ad•se--K”£‹ad•sa; gau‚e--to Bengal;
p•àh•ila--sent; vai£‹ava-sab•ke--to all the Vai£‹avas; dite--to deliver; mah•pras•da--the remnants of Jagann•tha's food; dila--they gave.
TRANSLATION
In this way K•l• K”£‹ad•sa was sent to Bengal, and he was given sufficient
quantities of Lord Jagann•tha's food remnants to distribute there.
TEXT 75
TEXT
tabe gau‚a-de¤e •il• k•l•-k”£‹ad•sa
navadv†pe gela te•ha ¤ac†-•i-p•¤a
SYNONYMS
tabe--then; gau‚a-de¤e--to Bengal; •il•--came; k•l•-k”£‹ad•sa--K•l•
K”£‹ad•sa; navadv†pe--to Navadv†pa; gela--went; te•ha--he; ¤ac†-•i-p•¤a-before mother ¥ac†.
TRANSLATION
Thus K•l• K”£‹ad•sa went to Bengal, and he first went to Navadv†pa to see
mother ¥ac†.
TEXT 76
TEXT
mah•-pras•da diy• t••re kaila namask•ra
dak£i‹a haite •il• prabhu,--kahe sam•c•ra
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SYNONYMS
mah•-pras•da diy•--delivering the mah•-pras•da; t••re--unto ¥ac†m•t•; kaila
namask•ra--he offered respects by bowing down; dak£i‹a haite--from the South
India tour; •il•--came back; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kahe
sam•c•ra--he delivered this news.
TRANSLATION
Upon reaching mother ¥ac†, K•l• K”£‹ad•sa first offered his obeisances and
delivered the food remnants [mah•-pras•da]. He then informed her of the good
news that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had returned from His South Indian tour.
TEXT 77
TEXT
¤uniy• •nandita haila ¤ac†m•t•ra mana
¤r†v•s•di •ra yata yata bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing; •nandita--very happy; haila--became; ¤ac†-m•t•ra--of
mother ¥ac†; mana--mind; ¤r†v•sa-•di--headed by ¥r†v•sa; •ra--and others; yata
yata--all; bhakta-ga‹a--devotees.
TRANSLATION
This good news gave much pleasure to mother ¥ac†, as well as to all the
devotees of Navadv†pa, headed by ¥r†v•sa áh•kura.
TEXT 78
TEXT
¤uniy• sab•ra haila parama ull•sa
advaita-•c•rya-g”he gel• k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing; sab•ra--of all; haila--there was; parama--supreme; ull•sa-happiness; advaita-•c•rya--of Advaita šc•rya Prabhu; g”he--to the home; gel•-went; k”£‹ad•sa--K”£‹ad•sa.
TRANSLATION
Hearing of Lord Caitanya's return to Pur†, everyone became very glad.
K”£‹ad•sa next went to the house of Advaita šc•rya.
TEXT 79
TEXT
•c•ryere pras•da diy• kari' namask•ra
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samyak kahila mah•prabhura sam•c•ra
SYNONYMS
•c•ryere--unto ¥r† Advaita šc•rya; pras•da--the remnants of Jagann•tha's
food; diy•--delivering; kari'--making; namask•ra--obeisances; samyak-completely; kahila--informed; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
sam•c•ra--news.
TRANSLATION
After paying Him respectful obeisances, K”£‹ad•sa offered mah•-pras•da to
Advaita šc•rya. He then informed Him of the news of Lord Caitanya in complete
detail.
TEXT 80
TEXT
¤uni' •c•rya-gos•‘ira •nanda ha-ila
prem•ve¤e hu•k•ra bahu n”tya-g†ta kaila
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; gos•‘ira--of the spiritual master;
•nanda ha-ila--there was much jubilation; prema-•ve¤e--in great ecstasy;
hu•k•ra--rumbling sound; bahu--various; n”tya-g†ta--chanting and dancing;
kaila--performed.
TRANSLATION
When Advaita šc•rya Gosv•m† heard of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's return, He
became very much pleased. In His great ecstasy of love, He made a rumbling
sound and danced and chanted for a long time.
TEXT 81
TEXT
harid•sa àh•kurera haila parama •nanda
v•sudeva datta, gupta mur•ri, sena ¤iv•nanda
SYNONYMS
harid•sa àh•kurera--of Harid•sa áh•kura; haila--was; parama--topmost;
•nanda--ecstasy; v•sudeva datta--V•sudeva Datta; gupta mur•ri--Mur•ri Gupta;
sena ¤iv•nanda--¥iv•nanda Sena.
TRANSLATION
Also hearing this auspicious news, Harid•sa áh•kura became very much
pleased. So also did V•sudeva Datta, Mur•ri Gupta and ¥iv•nanda Sena.
TEXT 82
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TEXT
•c•ryaratna, •ra pa‹‚ita vakre¤vara
•c•ryanidhi, •ra pa‹‚ita gad•dhara
SYNONYMS
•c•ryaratna--šc•ryaratna; •ra--and; pa‹‚ita vakre¤vara--Vakre¤vara Pa‹‚ita;
•c•ryanidhi--šc•ryanidhi; •ra--also; pa‹‚ita gad•dhara--Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita.
TRANSLATION
šc•ryaratna, Vakre¤vara Pa‹‚ita, šc•ryanidhi and Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita were all
very much pleased to hear this news.
TEXT 83
TEXT
¤r†r•ma pa‹‚ita •ra pa‹‚ita d•modara
¤r†m•n pa‹‚ita, •ra vijaya, ¤r†dhara
SYNONYMS
¤r†-r•ma pa‹‚ita--¥r†r•ma Pa‹‚ita; •ra--and; pa‹‚ita d•modara--D•modara
Pa‹‚ita; ¤r†m•n pa‹‚ita--¥r†m•n Pa‹‚ita; •ra--and; vijaya--Vijaya; ¤r†dhara-¥r†dhara.
TRANSLATION
¥r†r•ma Pa‹‚ita, D•modara Pa‹‚ita, ¥r†m•n Pa‹‚ita, Vijaya and ¥r†dhara were
also very much pleased to hear it.
TEXT 84
TEXT
r•ghava-pa‹‚ita, •ra •c•rya nandana
kateka kahiba •ra yata prabhura ga‹a
SYNONYMS
r•ghava-pa‹‚ita--R•ghava Pa‹‚ita; •ra--and; •c•rya nandana--the son of
Advaita šc•rya; kateka--how many; kahiba--shall I describe; •ra--other; yata-all; prabhura ga‹a--associates of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
R•ghava Pa‹‚ita, the son of Advaita šc•rya and all the devotees became very
much satisfied. How many can I describe?
TEXT 85
TEXT
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¤uniy• sab•ra haila parama ull•sa
sabe meli' gel• ¤r†-advaitera p•¤a
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing; sab•ra--of everyone; haila--there was; parama ull•sa-great ecstasy; sabe meli'--all together; gel•--went; ¤r†-advaitera p•¤a--to
the house of ¥r† Advaita šc•rya.
TRANSLATION
Everyone was very much pleased, and they all gathered together at the house
of Advaita šc•rya.
TEXT 86
TEXT
•c•ryera sabe kaila cara‹a vandana
•c•rya-gos•‘i sab•re kaila •li•gana
SYNONYMS
•c•ryera--of Advaita šc•rya; sabe--all; kaila--did; cara‹a vandana-offering obeisances at the lotus feet; •c•rya-gos•‘i--Advaita šc•rya; sab•re-to all; kaila--did; •li•gana--embracing.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees offered respectful obeisances at the lotus feet of Advaita
šc•rya, and in return Advaita šc•rya embraced them all.
TEXT 87
TEXT
dina dui-tina •c•rya mahotsava kaila
n†l•cala y•ite •c•rya yukti d”‚ha kaila
SYNONYMS
dina dui-tina--for two or three days; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; mahotsava-festival; kaila--performed; n†l•cala--to Jagann•tha Pur†; y•ite--to go;
•c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; yukti--consideration; d”‚ha--firm; kaila--made.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya then held a festival that lasted two or three days.
Thereafter, they all made a firm decision to go to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 88
TEXT
sabe meli' navadv†pe ekatra ha‘•
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n†l•dri calila ¤ac†m•t•ra •j‘• la‘•
SYNONYMS
sabe--all; meli'--meeting; navadv†pe--at Navadv†pa; ekatra ha‘•--being
together; n†l•dri--to Jagann•tha Pur†; calila--departed; ¤ac†-m•t•ra--of
mother ¥ac†; •j‘•--permission; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees met together at Navadv†pa and, with mother ¥ac†'s
permission, departed for N†l•dri, Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 89
TEXT
prabhura sam•c•ra ¤uni' kul†na-gr•ma-v•s†
satyar•ja-r•m•nanda milil• sabe •si'
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sam•c•ra--news; ¤uni'--hearing;
kul†na-gr•ma-v•s†--the inhabitants of Kul†na-gr•ma; satyar•ja--Satyar•ja;
r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda; milil•--met; sabe--all; •si'--coming.
TRANSLATION
The inhabitants of Kul†na-gr•ma--Satyar•ja, R•m•nanda and all the other
devotees there--came and joined Advaita šc•rya.
TEXT 90
TEXT
mukunda, narahari, raghunandana kha‹‚a haite
•c•ryera àh•‘i •il• n†l•cala y•ite
SYNONYMS
mukunda--Mukunda; narahari--Narahari; raghunandana--Raghunandana; kha‹‚a
haite--from the place known as Kha‹‚a; •c•ryera àh•‘i--to Advaita šc•rya;
•il•--came; n†l•cala y•ite--to go to N†l•cala (Jagann•tha Pur†).
TRANSLATION
Mukunda, Narahari, Raghunandana and all the others came from Kha‹‚a to
Advaita šc•rya's home to accompany Him to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 91
TEXT
se-k•le dak£i‹a haite param•nanda-pur†
ga•g•-t†re-t†re •il• nad†y• nagar†
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SYNONYMS
se-k•le--at that time; dak£i‹a haite--from the South; param•nanda-pur†-Param•nanda Pur†; ga•g•-t†re-t†re--along the bank of the Ganges; •il•--came;
nad†y• nagar†--to the town of Nadia.
TRANSLATION
At that time Param•nanda Pur† came from South India. Traveling along the
banks of the Ganges, he ultimately reached the town of Nadia.
TEXT 92
TEXT
•ira mandire sukhe karil• vi¤r•ma
•i t••re bhik£• dil• kariy• samm•na
SYNONYMS
•ira mandire--at the house of ¥ac†m•t•; sukhe--in happiness; karil•--took;
vi¤r•ma--lodging; •i--mother ¥ac†; t••re--unto him; bhik£• dil•--gave
boarding; kariy• samm•na--with great respect.
TRANSLATION
At Navadv†pa, Param•nanda Pur† took his board and lodging at the house of
¥ac†m•t•. She provided him with everything very respectfully.
TEXT 93
TEXT
prabhura •gamana te•ha t•h••i ¤unila
¤†ghra n†l•cala y•ite t••ra icch• haila
SYNONYMS
prabhura •gamana--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's return; te•ha--he; t•h••i-there; ¤unila--heard; ¤†ghra--very soon; n†l•cala--to Jagann•tha Pur†; y•ite-to go; t••ra--his; icch•--desire; haila--became.
TRANSLATION
While residing at the house of ¥ac†m•t•, Param•nanda Pur† heard the news of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's return to Jagann•tha Pur†. He therefore decided to
go there as soon as possible.
TEXT 94
TEXT
prabhura eka bhakta--'dvija kamal•k•nta' n•ma
t••re la‘• n†l•cale karil• pray•‹a
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SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; eka bhakta--one devotee; dvija
kamal•k•nta--Dvija Kamal•k•nta; n•ma--named; t••re--him; la‘•--accepting as
his companion; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; karil•--did; pray•‹a--departure.
TRANSLATION
There was a devotee of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's named Dvija Kamal•k•nta,
whom Param•nanda Pur† took with him to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 95
TEXT
satvare •siy• te•ha milil• prabhure
prabhura •nanda haila p•‘• t••h•re
SYNONYMS
satvare--very soon; •siy•--coming; te•ha--he; milil•--met; prabhure--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •nanda--happiness;
haila--was; p•‘•--getting; t••h•re--him.
TRANSLATION
Param•nanda Pur† very soon arrived at ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's place. The
Lord was very happy to see him.
TEXT 96
TEXT
prem•ve¤e kaila t••ra cara‹a vandana
te•ha prem•ve¤e kaila prabhure •li•gana
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in great ecstasy; kaila--did; t••ra--his; cara‹a vandana-worshiping the feet; te•ha--Param•nanda Pur†; prema-•ve¤e--in great ecstasy;
kaila--did; prabhure--unto ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •li•gana--embracing.
TRANSLATION
In the great ecstasy of love, the Lord worshiped the lotus feet of
Param•nanda Pur†, and in turn Param•nanda Pur† embraced the Lord in great
ecstasy.
TEXT 97
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--tom•-sa•ge rahite v•‘ch• haya
more k”p• kari' kara n†l•dri •¤raya
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SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; tom•-sa•ge--with you; rahite--to
stay; v•‘ch• haya--I desire; more--unto Me; k”p• kari'--doing a favor; kara-accept; n†l•dri--at Jagann•tha Pur†; •¤raya--shelter.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Please stay with Me and thus show Me favor,
accepting the shelter of Jagann•tha Pur†."
TEXT 98
TEXT
pur† kahe,--tom•-sa•ge rahite v•‘ch• kari'
gau‚a haite cali' •il••a n†l•cala-pur†
SYNONYMS
pur† kahe--Param•nanda Pur† replied; tom•-sa•ge--with You; rahite--to stay;
v•‘ch• kari'--desiring; gau‚a haite--from Bengal; cali'--traveling; •il••a--I
have come; n†l•cala-pur†--to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TRANSLATION
Param•nanda Pur† replied, "I also wish to stay with You. Therefore I have
come from Bengal, Gau‚a, to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 99
TEXT
dak£i‹a haite ¤uni' tom•ra •gamana
¤ac† •nandita, •ra yata bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
dak£i‹a haite--from South India; ¤uni'--hearing; tom•ra •gamana--Your
return; ¤ac†--mother ¥ac†; •nandita--very happy; •ra--and; yata--all; bhaktaga‹a--devotees.
TRANSLATION
"At Navadv†pa, mother ¥ac† and all the other devotees were very glad to
hear about Your return from South India.
TEXT 100
TEXT
sabe •sitechena tom•re dekhite
t••-sab•ra vilamba dekhi' •il••a tvarite
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SYNONYMS
sabe--all; •sitechena--are coming; tom•re--You; dekhite--to see; t••sab•ra--of all of them; vilamba--delay; dekhi'--seeing; •il••a--I have come;
tvarite--very quickly.
TRANSLATION
"They are all coming here to see You, but seeing that they were delayed, I
came alone very quickly."
TEXT 101
TEXT
k•¤†-mi¤rera •v•se nibh”te eka ghara
prabhu t••re dila, •ra sev•ra ki•kara
SYNONYMS
k•¤†-mi¤rera--of K•¤† Mi¤ra; •v•se--at the house; nibh”te--solitary; eka-one; ghara--room; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto Param•nanda
Pur†; dila--gave; •ra--and; sev•ra--to serve him; ki•kara--one servant.
TRANSLATION
There was a solitary room at K•¤† Mi¤ra's house, and ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu gave it to Param•nanda Pur†. He also gave him one servant.
TEXT 102
TEXT
•ra dine •il• svarãpa d•modara
prabhura atyanta marm†, rasera s•gara
SYNONYMS
•ra dine--next day; •il•--came; svarãpa d•modara--Svarãpa D•modara;
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; atyanta--very; marm†--intimate friend;
rasera--of transcendental mellows; s•gara--ocean.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara also arrived the next day. He was a very intimate friend
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and he was an ocean of transcendental mellows.
PURPORT
"Svarãpa" is one of the names of a brahmac•r† in ¥a•kar•c•rya's disciplic
succession. In the Vedic discipline there are ten names for sanny•s†s, and it
is customary for a brahmac•r† assisting a sanny•s† of the designation T†rtha
or š¤rama to receive the title Svarãpa. D•modara Svarãpa was formerly a
resident of Navadv†pa, and his name was Puru£ottama šc•rya. When he went to
V•r•‹as†, he took sanny•sa from a sanny•s† designated T†rtha. Although he
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received the title Svarãpa in his brahmac•r† stage, he did not change his name
when he took sanny•sa. Actually as a sanny•s† he should have been called
T†rtha, but he chose to retain his original brahmac•r† title as Svarãpa.
TEXT 103
TEXT
'puru£ottama •c•rya' t••ra n•ma pãrv•¤rame
navadv†pe chil• te•ha prabhura cara‹e
SYNONYMS
puru£ottama •c•rya--Puru£ottama šc•rya; t••ra--his; n•ma--name; pãrva•¤rame--in the previous •¤rama; navadv†pe--at Navadv†pa; chil•--was; te•ha-he; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cara‹e--at the feet.
TRANSLATION
When Svarãpa D•modara was residing at Navadv†pa under the shelter of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, his name was Puru£ottama šc•rya.
TEXT 104
TEXT
prabhura sanny•sa dekhi' unmatta ha‘•
sanny•sa graha‹a kaila v•r•‹as† giy•
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sanny•sa dekhi'--when he saw the
sanny•sa order; unmatta ha‘•--he became just like a madman; sanny•sa graha‹a
kaila--he also accepted the renounced order of life; v•r•‹as†--to V•r•‹as†;
giy•--going.
TRANSLATION
After seeing that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted the renounced order,
Puru£ottama šc•rya became like a madman and immediately went to V•r•‹as† to
take sanny•sa.
TEXT 105
TEXT
'caitany•nanda' guru t••ra •j‘• dilena t••re
ved•nta pa‚iy• pa‚•o samasta lokere
SYNONYMS
caitanya-•nanda--of the name Caitany•nanda Bh•rat†; guru--spiritual master;
t••ra--his; •j‘•--order; dilena--gave; t••re--to him; ved•nta pa‚iy•--reading
the Ved•nta-sãtra; pa‚•o--teach; samasta--all; lokere--people.
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TRANSLATION
At the conclusion of his sanny•sa, his spiritual master, Caitany•nanda
Bh•rat†, ordered him, "Read Ved•nta-sãtra and teach it to all others."
TEXT 106
TEXT
parama virakta te•ha parama pa‹‚ita
k•ya-mane •¤riy•che ¤r†-k”£‹a-carita
SYNONYMS
parama--very; virakta--renounced; te•ha--he; parama--great; pa‹‚ita-learned scholar; k•ya-mane--with body and mind; •¤riy•che--took shelter of;
¤r†-k”£‹a-carita--the Personality of Godhead ¥r† K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara was a great renunciant as well as a great learned scholar.
With heart and soul he took shelter of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, ¥r†
K”£‹a.
TEXT 107
TEXT
'ni¤cinte k”£‹a bhajiba' ei ta' k•ra‹e
unm•de karila te•ha sanny•sa graha‹e
SYNONYMS
ni¤cinte--without disturbance; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; bhajiba--I shall worship;
ei--for this; ta'--certainly; k•ra‹e--reason; unm•de--ecstatic; karila--did;
te•ha--he; sanny•sa--the renounced order of life; graha‹e--taking.
TRANSLATION
He was very enthusiastic to worship ¥r† K”£‹a without disturbance, and
therefore, almost in madness, he accepted the sanny•sa order.
TEXT 108
TEXT
sanny•sa karil• ¤ikh•-sãtra-ty•ga-rãpa
yoga-paààa n• nila, n•ma haila 'svarãpa'
SYNONYMS
sanny•sa karil•--accepted the sanny•sa order; ¤ikh•--tuft of hair; sãtra-sacred thread; ty•ga--giving up; rãpa--in the form of; yoga-paààa--saffroncolored dress; n• nila--did not accept; n•ma--name; haila--was; svarãpa-Svarãpa.
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TRANSLATION
Upon accepting sanny•sa, Puru£ottama šc•rya followed the regulative
principles by giving up his tuft of hair and sacred thread, but he did not
accept the saffron-colored dress. Also, he did not accept a sanny•s† title but
remained as a nai£àhika-brahmac•r†.
PURPORT
There are regulative principles governing the renounced order. One has to
perform eight kinds of ¤r•ddha. One must offer oblations to one's forefathers
and perform the sacrifice of viraj•-homa Then one must cut off the tuft of
hair called a ¤ikh• and also give up the sacred thread. These are preliminary
processes in the acceptance of sanny•sa, and Svarãpa D•modara accepted all
these. However, Puru£ottama šc•rya did not accept the saffron color, a
sanny•s† name or a da‹‚a, and for this reason he retained his brahmac•r† name.
Actually Puru£ottama šc•rya did not accept the sanny•sa order formally, but he
renounced worldly life. He did not want to be disturbed by the formality of
the sanny•sa order. He simply wanted to worship Lord ¥r† K”£‹a without
disturbance; therefore with heart and soul he took up the renounced order but
not the formalities accompanying it. Renunciation means not doing anything but
serving the Supreme Personality of Godhead, ¥r† K”£‹a. When one acts on this
platform, trying to please the Supreme Personality of Godhead, one is both a
sanny•s† and a yog†. This is confirmed in the Bhagavad-g†t• (6.1):
¤r†-bhagav•n uv•ca
an•¤rita„ karma-phala‰
k•rya‰ karma karoti ya„
sa sanny•s† ca yog† ca
na niragnir na c•kriya„
"The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: One who is unattached to the
fruits of his work and who works as he is obligated is in the renounced order
of life, and he is the true mystic, not he who lights no fire and performs no
work."
TEXT 109
TEXT
guru-àh•‘i •j‘• m•gi' •il• n†l•cale
r•tri-dine k”£‹a-prema-•nanda-vihvale
SYNONYMS
guru-àh•‘i--from his spiritual master; •j‘• m•gi'--asking permission; •il•-came; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; r•tri-dine--day and night; k”£‹a-prema•nanda--by ecstatic love of K”£‹a; vihvale--overwhelmed.
TRANSLATION
After taking permission from his sanny•sa-guru, Svarãpa D•modara went to
N†l•cala and accepted the shelter of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Then all day and
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night, in ecstatic love of K”£‹a, he enjoyed transcendental mellows in the
loving service of the Lord.
TEXT 110
TEXT
p•‹‚ityera avadhi, v•kya n•hi k•ro sane
nirjane rahaye, loka saba n•hi j•ne
SYNONYMS
p•‹‚ityera avadhi--the limit of learned scholarship; v•kya n•hi--no word;
k•ro sane--with anyone; nirjane--in a solitary place; rahaye--stays; loka-people in general; saba--all; n•hi j•ne--do not know.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara was the limit of all learned scholarship, but he did not
exchange words with anyone. He simply remained in a solitary place, and no one
could understand where he was.
TEXT 111
TEXT
k”£‹a-rasa-tattva-vett•, deha--prema-rãpa
s•k£•t mah•prabhura dvit†ya svarãpa
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-rasa--of transcendental mellows in relationship with K”£‹a; tattva-of the truth; vett•--cognizant; deha--body; prema-rãpa--personified prema;
s•k£•t--directly; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dvit†ya--second;
svarãpa--representation.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Svarãpa D•modara was the personification of ecstatic love, fully
cognizant of the transcendental mellows in relationship with K”£‹a. He
directly represented ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as His second expansion.
TEXT 112
TEXT
grantha, ¤loka, g†ta keha prabhu-p•¤e •ne
svarãpa par†k£• kaile, p•che prabhu ¤une
SYNONYMS
grantha--scriptures; ¤loka--verses; g†ta--songs; keha--anyone; prabhu-p•¤e-to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •ne--brings; svarãpa--Svarãpa D•modara; par†k£•
kaile--after he examined; p•che--later; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤une-hears.
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TRANSLATION
If someone wrote a book or composed verses and songs and wanted to recite
them before ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, Svarãpa D•modara would first examine them
and then correctly present them. Only then would ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu agree
to listen.
TEXT 113
TEXT
bhakti-siddh•nta-viruddha, •ra ras•bh•sa
¤unite n• haya prabhura cittera ull•sa
SYNONYMS
bhakti-siddh•nta--conclusive statements about the science of devotional
service; viruddha--opposing; •ra--and; rasa-•bh•sa--overlapping of
transcendental mellows; ¤unite--to hear; n•--not; haya--becomes; prabhura--of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cittera--of the heart; ull•sa--jubilation.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was never pleased to hear books or verses opposed
to the conclusive statements of devotional service. The Lord did not like
hearing ras•bh•sa, the overlapping of transcendental mellows.
PURPORT
Bhakti-siddh•nta-viruddha refers to that which is against the principle of
unity in diversity, philosophically known as acintya-bhed•bheda--simultaneous
oneness and difference--while ras•bh•sa is something that may appear to be a
transcendental mellow but actually is not. Those who are pure Vai£‹avas should
avoid both these things opposed to devotional service. These misconceptions
practically parallel the M•y•v•da philosophy. If one indulges in M•y•v•da
philosophy, he gradually falls down from the platform of devotional service.
By overlapping mellows (ras•bh•sa) one eventually becomes a pr•k”ta-sahajiy•
and takes everything to be very easy. One may also become a member of the
b•ula community and gradually become attracted to material activities. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu has therefore advised us to avoid bhakti-siddh•ntaviruddha and ras•bh•sa. In this way the devotee can remain pure and free from
falldowns. Everyone should try to remain aloof from bhakti-siddh•nta-viruddha
and ras•bh•sa.
TEXT 114
TEXT
ataeva svarãpa •ge kare par†k£a‹a
¤uddha haya yadi, prabhure kar•'na ¤rava‹a
SYNONYMS
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ataeva--therefore; svarãpa--Svarãpa D•modara; •ge--at first; kare--does;
par†k£a‹a--examination; ¤uddha--pure; haya--is; yadi--if; prabhure--unto Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kar•'na--causes; ¤rava‹a--hearing.
TRANSLATION
It was the practice of Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† to examine all works of
literature to find out whether their conclusions were correct. Only then would
he allow them to be heard by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura says that if something impedes the
execution of devotional service, it should be understood to be impure. Pure
devotees of the Lord do not accept impure principles. Impure devotees accept
ras•bh•sa, or overlapping, contradictory mellows, and other principles opposed
to the bhakti path. The followers of such impure principles are never accepted
as pure devotees. There are many parties following the path of ras•bh•sa, and
the followers are sometimes adored by ordinary men. Those who adopt the
conclusions of ras•bh•sa and bhakti-siddh•nta-viruddha are never accepted as
devotees of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† never approved
such followers as Gau‚†ya Vai£‹avas, nor did he allow them even to meet the
Supreme Lord, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 115
TEXT
vidy•pati, ca‹‚†d•sa, ¤r†-g†ta-govinda
ei tina g†te kar•'na prabhura •nanda
SYNONYMS
vidy•pati--an old Vai£‹ava poet from the province of Mithil•; ca‹‚†d•sa--a
Bengali Vai£‹ava poet born in the village of N•nnura, in the Birbhum district;
¤r†-g†ta-govinda--a celebrated poem by Jayadeva Gosv•m†; ei--these; tina-three; g†te--songs; kar•'na--cause; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
•nanda--happiness.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Svarãpa D•modara used to read the poems of Vidy•pati and Ca‹‚†d•sa and
Jayadeva Gosv•m†'s ¥r† G†ta-govinda. He used to make ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
very happy by singing these songs.
TEXT 116
TEXT
sa•g†te--gandharva-sama, ¤•stre b”haspati
d•modara-sama •ra n•hi mah•-mati
SYNONYMS
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sa•g†te--in music; gandharva-sama--just like the Gandharvas; ¤•stre--in
discussions of the revealed scriptures; b”haspati--like B”haspati, the priest
of the heavenly demigods; d•modara-sama--equal to Svarãpa D•modara; •ra-anyone else; n•hi--there is not; mah•-mati--great personality.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara was as expert a musician as the Gandharvas, and in
scriptural discussion he was just like B”haspati, the priest of the heavenly
gods. Therefore it is to be concluded that there was no great personality
quite like Svarãpa D•modara.
PURPORT
Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† was very expert in music as well as the Vedic
scriptures. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu used to call him D•modara because of his
expert singing and musical skills. The name D•modara was given by ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and added to the name given by his sanny•sa-guru. He was therefore
known as Svarãpa D•modara, or D•modara Svarãpa. He compiled a book of music
named Sa•g†ta-d•modara.
TEXT 117
TEXT
advaita-nity•nandera parama priyatama
¤r†v•s•di bhakta-ga‹era haya pr•‹a-sama
SYNONYMS
advaita--of Advaita šc•rya; nity•nandera--of Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu;
parama--very; priya-tama--dear; ¤r†v•sa-•di--beginning with ¥r†v•sa; bhaktaga‹era--of the devotees; haya--is; pr•‹a-sama--exactly like the life and soul.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Svarãpa D•modara was very dear to Advaita šc•rya and Nity•nanda Prabhu,
and he was the life and soul of all the devotees, headed by ¥r†v•sa áh•kura.
TEXT 118
TEXT
sei d•modara •si' da‹‚avat hail•
cara‹e pa‚iy• ¤loka pa‚ite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
sei d•modara--that Svarãpa D•modara; •si'--coming; da‹‚a-vat hail•--fell
flat to offer obeisances; cara‹e pa‚iy•--falling down at the lotus feet;
¤loka--a verse; pa‚ite l•gil•--began to recite.
TRANSLATION
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When Svarãpa D•modara came to Jagann•tha Pur†, he fell flat before the
lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, offering Him obeisances and reciting a
verse.
TEXT 119
TEXT
heloddhãnita-kheday• vi¤aday• pronm†lad-•moday•
¤•myac-ch•stra-viv•day• rasa-day• citt•rpitonm•day•
¤a¤vad-bhakti-vinoday• sa-maday• m•dhurya-mary•day•
¤r†-caitanya day•-nidhe tava day• bhãy•d amandoday•
SYNONYMS
hel•--very easily; uddhãnita--driven away; kheday•--lamentation; vi¤aday•-which purifies everything; pronm†lat--awakening; •moday•--transcendental
bliss; ¤•myat--mitigating; ¤•stra--of revealed scriptures; viv•day•-disagreements; rasa-day•--distributing all transcendental mellows; citta--in
the heart; arpita--fixed; unm•day•--jubilation; ¤a¤vat--always; bhakti-devotional service; vinoday•--stimulating; sa-maday•--full of ecstasy;
m•dhurya--of conjugal love; mary•day•--the limit; ¤r†-caitanya--O Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; day•-nidhe--ocean of mercy; tava--Your; day•--mercy;
bhãy•t--let it be; amanda--of good fortune; uday•--in which there is
awakening.
TRANSLATION
"O ocean of mercy, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu! Let there be an awakening of
Your auspicious mercy, which easily drives away all kinds of material
lamentation. By Your mercy, everything is made pure and blissful. It awakens
transcendental bliss and covers all material pleasures. By Your auspicious
mercy, quarrels and disagreements arising among different scriptures are
vanquished. Your auspicious mercy causes the heart to jubilate by pouring
forth transcendental mellows. Your mercy always stimulates devotional service,
which is full of joy. You are always glorifying the conjugal love of God. May
transcendental bliss be awakened within my heart by Your causeless mercy."
PURPORT
This important verse (¥r† Caitanya-candrodaya-n•àaka 8.10) specifically
describes the Lord's causeless mercy. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura
explains that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who is the most magnanimous Personality
of Godhead, distributes His causeless mercy in three ways to the conditioned
soul. Every living entity is morose in the material world because he is always
in want. He undergoes a great struggle for existence and tries to minimize his
miserable condition by squeezing the utmost pleasure out of this world. But
the living entity is never successful in this endeavor. While in a miserable
condition, a person sometimes seeks the favor of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, but this is very difficult for materialistic people to obtain.
However, when one becomes K”£‹a conscious by the grace of the Lord, the
fragrance of the lotus feet of the Lord expands, and in this way a materialist
may gain freedom from his miseries. Actually his mind is cleansed by his
transcendental connection with the lotus feet of the Lord. At such a time one
is enlightened by the loving service of the Lord.
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There are many different kinds of scriptures, and by reading them one often
becomes puzzled. But when one receives the mercy of the Lord, his confusion is
mitigated. Not only are scriptural disparities resolved, but a kind of
transcendental bliss is awakened, and in this way one is fully satisfied. The
transcendental loving service of the Lord constantly engages the conditioned
soul in serving the Lord's lotus feet. Through such fortunate engagement,
one's transcendental love for K”£‹a is increased. One's position is thus
completely purified, and one is filled with transcendental bliss accompanied
by the spirit soul's jubilation.
Thus the transcendental causeless mercy of Lord K”£‹a is manifest in the
heart of the devotee. At such a time, material needs no longer exist. The
lamentation that invariably accompanies material desires also vanishes. By the
grace of the Lord one is elevated to the transcendental position, and then the
transcendental mellows of the spiritual world are manifest in him. One's
devotional service then becomes firm, and one engages in the Lord's
transcendental loving service with great determination. All these combine to
fully awaken the devotee's heart with love of K”£‹a.
In the beginning, a conditioned soul is bereft of K”£‹a consciousness and
is always morose in his material activities. Later, by associating with a pure
devotee, one becomes inquisitive to know the Absolute Truth. In this way one
begins to engage in the transcendental service of the Lord. Next, by the
Lord's grace all misconceptions are vanquished and the heart is cleansed of
all material dirt. It is only then that the pleasure of transcendental bliss
is awakened. By the Lord's mercy one is completely convinced of the value of
devotional service. When one can see the pastimes of the Lord everywhere, he
is firmly situated in transcendental bliss. Such a devotee is relieved of all
kinds of material desires, and he preaches the glories of the Lord all over
the world. These K”£‹a conscious activities separate him from material
activities and the desire for liberation, for at every step the devotee feels
himself connected with the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Although such a
devotee may sometimes be involved in household life, he is untouched by
material existence due to his constant engagement in devotional service. Thus
everyone is advised to take shelter of devotional service to become happy and
liberated.
TEXT 120
TEXT
uàh•‘• mah•prabhu kaila •li•gana
dui-jane prem•ve¤e haila acetana
SYNONYMS
uàh•‘•--after raising him; mah•prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kaila-made; •li•gana--embracing; dui-jane--two persons; prema-•ve¤e--in the ecstasy
of love; haila--became; acetana--unconscious.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu raised Svarãpa D•modara to his feet and embraced
him. They both became ecstatic in love and fell unconscious.
TEXT 121
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TEXT
kata-k£a‹e dui jane sthira yabe hail•
tabe mah•prabhu t••re kahite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
kata-k£a‹e--after some time; dui jane--both persons; sthira--patient; yabe-when; hail•--became; tabe--at that time; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
t••re--unto him; kahite--to speak; l•gil•--began.
TRANSLATION
After they had regained their patience, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu began to
speak.
TEXT 122
TEXT
tumi ye •sibe, •ji svapnete dekhila
bh•la haila, andha yena dui netra p•ila
SYNONYMS
tumi--you; ye--that; •sibe--will come; •ji--today; svapnete--in dream;
dekhila--I saw; bh•la haila--it is very good; andha--a blind man; yena--as if;
dui--two; netra--eyes; p•ila--got back.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "I saw in a dream that you were coming, and
so this is very auspicious. I have been like a blind man, but your coming here
restores My vision."
TEXT 123
TEXT
svarãpa kahe,--prabhu, mora k£ama' apar•dha
tom• ch•‚i' anyatra genu, karinu pram•da
SYNONYMS
svarãpa kahe--Svarãpa D•modara said; prabhu--my Lord; mora--my; k£ama'-please excuse; apar•dha--offense; tom•--You; ch•‚i'--giving up; anyatra-elsewhere; genu--I went; karinu--I have done; pram•da--great mistake.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa said, "My dear Lord, please excuse my offense. I gave up Your
company to go elsewhere, and that was my great mistake.
TEXT 124
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TEXT
tom•ra cara‹e mora n•hi prema-le¤a
tom• ch•‚i' p•p† mu‘i genu anya de¤a
SYNONYMS
tom•ra cara‹e--at Your lotus feet; mora--my; n•hi--there is not; premale¤a--a trace of love; tom•--You; ch•‚i'--giving up; p•p†--sinful; mu‘i--I;
genu--went; anya de¤a--to another country.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, I do not even possess a trace of love at Your lotus feet. If
I did, how could I go to another country? I am therefore a most sinful man.
TEXT 125
TEXT
mu‘i tom• ch•‚ila, tumi more n• ch•‚il•
k”p•-p•¤a gale b•ndhi' cara‹e •nil•
SYNONYMS
mu‘i--I; tom•--You; ch•dila--gave up; tumi--You; more--me; n•--did not;
ch•‚il•--give up; k”p•--of mercy; p•¤a--by the rope; gale--by the neck;
b•ndhi'--binding; cara‹e--at Your lotus feet; •nil•--You brought back.
TRANSLATION
"I gave up Your company, but You did not give me up. By Your rope of mercy
You have bound me by the neck and brought me back again to Your lotus feet."
TEXT 126
TEXT
tabe svarãpa kaila nit•ira cara‹a vandana
nity•nanda-prabhu kaila prema-•li•gana
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; svarãpa--Svarãpa D•modara; kaila--did; nit•ira--of
Nity•nanda Prabhu; cara‹a--of the lotus feet; vandana--worship; nity•nandaprabhu--Lord Nity•nanda; kaila--did; prema-•li•gana--embracing in love.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara then worshiped the lotus feet of Nity•nanda Prabhu, and
Nity•nanda in turn embraced him in the ecstasy of love.
TEXT 127
TEXT
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jagad•nanda, mukunda, ¤a•kara, s•rvabhauma
sab•-sa•ge yath•-yogya karila milana
SYNONYMS
jagad•nanda--Jagad•nanda; mukunda--Mukunda; ¤a•kara--¥a•kara; s•rvabhauma-S•rvabhauma; sab•-sa•ge--with all; yath•-yogya--as is befitting; karila--did;
milana--meeting.
TRANSLATION
After worshiping Nity•nanda Prabhu, Svarãpa D•modara met Jagad•nanda,
Mukunda, ¥a•kara and S•rvabhauma, as was befitting.
TEXT 128
TEXT
param•nanda pur†ra kaila cara‹a vandana
pur†-gos•‘i t••re kaila prema-•li•gana
SYNONYMS
param•nanda pur†ra--of Param•nanda Pur†; kaila--he did; cara‹a vandana-worshiping the lotus feet; pur†-gos•‘i--Param•nanda Pur†; t••re--unto him;
kaila--did; prema-•li•gana--embracing in love.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara also offered his worshipful prayers at the lotus feet of
Param•nanda Pur†, who, in return, embraced him in ecstatic love.
TEXT 129
TEXT
mah•prabhu dila t••re nibh”te v•s•-ghara
jal•di-paricary• l•gi' dila eka ki•kara
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dila--gave; t••re--unto him; nibh”te-in a solitary place; v•s•-ghara--residential quarters; jala-•di--supplying
water, etc.; paricary•--service; l•gi'--for the purpose of; dila--gave; eka-one; ki•kara--servant.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then gave Svarãpa D•mod•ra residence in a solitary
place and ordered a servant to serve him with a supply of water and other
necessities.
TEXT 130
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TEXT
ara dina s•rvabhauma-•di bhakta-sa•ge
vasiy• •chena mah•prabhu k”£‹a-kath•-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
•ra dina--the next day; s•rvabhauma-•di--headed by S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
bhakta-sa•ge--with the devotees; vasiy• •chena--was sitting; mah•prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”£‹a-kath•-ra•ge--engaged in discussions of topics
concerning K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
The next day ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu sat with all the devotees, headed by
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, and they discussed the pastimes of K”£‹a.
TEXT 131
TEXT
hena-k•le govindera haila •gamana
da‹‚avat kari' kahe vinaya-vacana
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--at that time; govindera--of Govinda; haila--there was; •gamana-arrival; da‹‚avat kari'--offering obeisances; kahe--says; vinaya-vacana-submissive words.
TRANSLATION
At that time Govinda appeared on the scene, offered his respectful
obeisances and spoke submissively.
TEXT 132
TEXT
†¤vara-pur†ra bh”tya,--'govinda' mora n•ma
pur†-gos•‘ira •j‘•ya •inu tom•ra sth•na
SYNONYMS
†¤vara-pur†ra bh”tya--servant of •¤vara Pur†; govinda mora n•ma--my name is
Govinda; pur†-gos•‘ira--of •¤vara Pur†; •j‘•ya--on the order; •inu--I have
come; tom•ra--to your; sth•na--place.
TRANSLATION
"I am the servant of •¤vara Pur†. My name is Govinda, and following the
orders of my spiritual master, I have come here.
TEXT 133
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TEXT
siddha-pr•pti-k•le gos•‘i •j‘• kaila more
k”£‹a-caitanya-nikaàe rahi seviha t••h•re
SYNONYMS
siddhi-pr•pti-k•le--at the time of his departure from this mortal world to
achieve the highest perfection of life; gos•‘i--my spiritual master; •j‘•-order; kaila--made; more--unto me; k”£‹a-caitanya-nikaàe--at the place of ¥r†
K”£‹a Caitanya; rahi--remaining; seviha--render service; t••h•re--unto Him.
TRANSLATION
"Just before his departure from this mortal world to attain the highest
perfection, •¤vara Pur† told me that I should go to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
and render service unto Him.
TEXT 134
TEXT
k•¤†¤vara •sibena saba t†rtha dekhiy•
prabhu-•j‘•ya mu‘i •inu tom•-pade dh•‘•
SYNONYMS
k•¤†¤vara--K•¤†¤vara; •sibena--will come; saba--all; t†rtha--holy places;
dekhiy•--visiting; prabhu-•j‘•ya--under the order of my spiritual master;
mu‘i--I; •inu--have come; tom•--to Your; pade--lotus feet; dh•‘•--running.
TRANSLATION
"K•¤†¤vara will also come here after visiting all the holy places. However,
following the orders of my spiritual master, I have hastily come to be present
at Your lotus feet."
TEXT 135
TEXT
gos•‘i kahila, 'pur†¤vara' v•tsalya kare more
k”p• kari' mora àh•‘i p•àh•il• tom•re
SYNONYMS
gos•‘i kahila--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied; pur†¤vara--•¤vara Pur†;
v•tsalya--paternal affection; kare--does; more--unto Me; k”p• kari'--being
merciful; mora àh•‘i--to My place; p•àh•il•--sent; tom•re--you.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "My spiritual master, •¤vara Pur†, always
favors Me with paternal affection. Therefore, out of his causeless mercy, he
has sent you here."
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TEXT 136
TEXT
eta ¤uni' s•rvabhauma prabhure puchila
pur†-gos•‘i ¤ãdra-sevaka k••he ta' r•khila
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; prabhure-unto the Lord; puchila--inquired; pur†-gos•‘i--•¤vara Pur†; ¤ãdra-sevaka--a
servant who is a ¤ãdra; k••he ta'--why; r•khila--kept.
TRANSLATION
After hearing this, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya asked ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
"Why did •¤vara Pur† keep a servant who comes from a ¤ãdra family?"
PURPORT
Both K•¤†¤vara and Govinda were personal servants of •¤vara Pur†. After
•¤vara Pur†'s demise, K•¤†¤vara went to visit all the holy places of India.
Following the orders of his spiritual master, Govinda immediately went to ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu for shelter. Govinda came from a ¤ãdra family, but because
he was initiated by •¤vara Pur†, he was certainly a br•hma‹a. S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya here asked ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu why •¤vara Pur† accepted a
disciple from a ¤ãdra family. According to the sm”ti-¤•stra, which gives
directions for the management of the var‹•¤rama institution, a br•hma‹a cannot
accept a disciple from the lower castes. In other words, a k£atriya, vai¤ya or
¤ãdra cannot be accepted as a servant. If a spiritual master accepts such a
person, he is contaminated. S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya therefore asked why •¤vara
Pur† accepted a servant or disciple born of a ¤ãdra family.
In answer to this question, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied that His
spiritual master, •¤vara Pur†, was so empowered that he was as good as the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. As such, •¤vara Pur† was the spiritual master
of the whole world. He was not a servant of any mundane rule or regulation. An
empowered spiritual master like •¤vara Pur† can bestow his mercy upon anyone,
irrespective of caste or creed. The conclusion is that a spiritual master who
is authorized and empowered by K”£‹a and his own guru should be considered as
good as the Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself. That is the verdict of
Vi¤van•tha Cakravart†: s•k£•d-dharitvena¤•. An authorized spiritual master is
as good as Hari, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. As Hari is free to act as
He likes, the empowered spiritual master is also free. As Hari is not subject
to mundane rules and regulations, the spiritual master empowered by Him is
also not subject. According to the Caitanya-carit•m”ta (Antya-l†l• 7.11),
k”£‹a-¤akti vin• nahe t•ra pravartana. An authorized spiritual master
empowered by K”£‹a can spread the glories of the holy name of the Lord, for he
has power of attorney from the Supreme Personality of Godhead. In the mundane
world, anyone possessing his master's power of attorney can act on behalf of
his master. Similarly, a spiritual master empowered by K”£‹a through his own
bona fide spiritual master should be considered as good as the Supreme
Personality of Godhead Himself. That is the meaning of s•k£•d-dharitvena. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu therefore describes the activities of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead and the bona fide spiritual master as follows.
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TEXT 137
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--†¤vara haya parama svatantra
†¤varera k”p• nahe veda-paratantra
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; †¤vara--the Supreme Personality
of Godhead or •¤vara Pur†; haya--is; parama--supremely; svatantra-independent; †¤varera--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead or of •¤vara
Pur†; k”p•--the mercy; nahe--is not; veda-paratantra--subject to the Vedic
rules.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Both the Supreme Personality of Godhead and
My spiritual master, •¤vara Pur†, are completely independent. Therefore
neither the mercy of the Supreme Personality of Godhead nor that of •¤vara
Pur† is subject to any Vedic rules or regulations.
TEXT 138
TEXT
†¤varera k”p• j•ti-kul•di n• m•ne
vidurera ghare k”£‹a karil• bhojane
SYNONYMS
†¤varera k”p•--the mercy of the Lord; j•ti--caste; kula-•di--family, etc.;
n• m•ne--does not obey; vidurera--of Vidura; ghare--at the home; k”£‹a--Lord
K”£‹a; karil•--did; bhojane--eating.
TRANSLATION
"The mercy of the Supreme Personality of Godhead is not restricted to the
jurisdiction of caste and creed. Vidura was a ¤ãdra, yet K”£‹a accepted lunch
at his home.
TEXT 139
TEXT
sneha-le¤•pek£• m•tra ¤r†-k”£‹a-k”p•ra
sneha-va¤a ha‘• kare svatantra •c•ra
SYNONYMS
sneha--of affection; le¤a--on a trace; apek£•--reliance; m•tra--only; ¤r†k”£‹a--of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a; k”p•ra--of the mercy; sneha-va¤a--obliged by
affection; ha‘•--being; kare--does; svatantra--independent; •c•ra--behavior.
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TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a's mercy is dependent only on affection. Being obliged only by
affection, Lord K”£‹a acts very independently.
PURPORT
Lord ¥r† K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is merciful, but His
mercy does not depend on mundane rules and regulations. He is dependent only
on affection and nothing else. Service to Lord K”£‹a can be rendered in two
ways. One can serve the Lord in affection or in veneration. When service is
rendered in affection, it is the Lord's special mercy. When service is
rendered in veneration, it is doubtful whether K”£‹a's mercy is actually
involved. If K”£‹a's mercy is there, it is not dependent on any prescribed
caste or creed. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu wanted to inform S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya that Lord K”£‹a is the spiritual master of everyone, and He does
not care for mundane caste or creed. Therefore ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu cited
the example of Lord K”£‹a's accepting food at the house of Vidura, who was a
¤ãdra by birth. By the same token, •¤vara Pur†, an empowered spiritual master,
could show mercy to anyone. As such, he accepted Govinda, although the boy was
born in a ¤ãdra family. When Govinda was initiated, he became a br•hma‹a and
was accepted as •¤vara Pur†'s personal servant. In the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa, ¥r†
San•tana Gosv•m† states that one who is initiated by a bona fide spiritual
master immediately becomes a br•hma‹a. A pseudo spiritual master cannot
transform a person into a br•hma‹a, but an authorized spiritual master can do
so. This is the verdict of ¤•stra, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and all the
Gosv•m†s.
TEXT 140
TEXT
mary•d• haite koài sukha sneha-•cara‹e
param•nanda haya y•ra n•ma-¤rava‹e
SYNONYMS
mary•d• haite--greater than veneration and awe; koài--millions of times;
sukha--happiness; sneha--with affection; •cara‹e--in dealings; parama-•nanda-transcendental bliss; haya--there is; y•ra--whose; n•ma--holy name; ¤rava‹e-by hearing.
TRANSLATION
"In conclusion, dealings in affection with the Supreme Personality of
Godhead bring happiness many millions of times greater than dealings with Him
in awe and veneration. Simply by hearing the holy name of the Lord, the
devotee is merged in transcendental bliss."
TEXT 141
TEXT
eta bali' govindere kaila •li•gana
govinda karila prabhura cara‹a vandana
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SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; govindere--unto Govinda; kaila--did; •li•gana-embracing; govinda--Govinda; karila--did; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; cara‹a vandana--worshiping the lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu embraced Govinda, and Govinda in
turn offered his respectful obeisances unto ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's lotus
feet.
TEXT 142
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--bhaàà•c•rya, karaha vic•ra
gurura ki•kara haya m•nya se •m•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; bhaàà•c•rya--My dear
Bhaàà•c•rya; karaha vic•ra--just consider; gurura ki•kara--the servant of the
spiritual master; haya--is; m•nya--respectable; se--he; •m•ra--to Me.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then continued speaking to S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya:
"Consider this point. The servant of the spiritual master is always
respectable for Me.
TEXT 143
TEXT
t••h•re •pana-sev• kar•ite n• yuy•ya
guru •j‘• diy•chena, ki kari up•ya
SYNONYMS
t••h•re--him; •pana-sev•--personal service; kar•ite--to engage to do; n•
yuy•ya--is not befitting; guru--the spiritual master; •j‘•--order; diy•chena-has given; ki--what; kari--can I do; up•ya--remedy.
TRANSLATION
"As such, it is not befitting that the guru's servant should engage in My
personal service. Yet My spiritual master has given this order. What shall I
do?"
PURPORT
A guru's servants or disciples are all Godbrothers to one another, and as
such they should all respect one another as prabhu, or master. No one should
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disrespect his Godbrother or try to engage him as a servant. For this reason
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya what to do about
Govinda. Govinda was the personal servant of •¤vara Pur†, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's spiritual master, and now •¤vara Pur† had ordered Govinda to
become ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's personal servant. So what was to be done?
This was the inquiry ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu placed before S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya, an experienced friend.
TEXT 144
TEXT
bhaààa kahe,--gurura •j‘• haya balav•n
guru-•j‘• n• la•ghiye, ¤•stra--pram•‹a
SYNONYMS
bhaààa kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said; gurura •j‘•--the order of the
spiritual master; haya--is; balav•n--strong; guru-•j‘•--the order of the
spiritual master; n•--not; la•ghiye--we can disobey; ¤•stra--scriptural;
pram•‹a--injunction.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said, "The order of the spiritual master is very
strong and cannot be disobeyed. That is the injunction of the ¤•stras, the
revealed scriptures.
TEXT 145
TEXT
sa ¤u¤ruv•n m•tari bh•rgave‹a
pitur niyog•t prah”ta‰ dvi£ad-vat
pratyag”h†d agraja-¤•sana‰ tad
•j‘• gurã‹•‰ hy avic•ra‹†y•
SYNONYMS
sa„--He (Lak£ma‹a, the brother of Lord R•macandra); ¤u¤ruv•n--hearing;
m•tari--unto the mother; bh•rgave‹a--by Para¤ur•ma; pitu„--of the father;
niyog•t--by the order; prah”tam--killing; dvi£at-vat--like an enemy;
pratyag”h†t--accepted; agraja-¤•sanam--the order of the elder brother; tat-that; •j‘•--order; gurã‹•m--of superior persons, such as the spiritual master
or father; hi--because; avic•ra‹†y•--to be obeyed without consideration.
TRANSLATION
" 'Being ordered by his father, Para¤ur•ma killed his mother, Re‹uk•, just
as if she were an enemy. When Lak£ma‹a, the younger brother of Lord
R•macandra, heard of this, He immediately engaged Himself in the service of
His elder brother and accepted His orders. The order of the spiritual master
must be obeyed without consideration.'
PURPORT
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This is a quotation from the Raghu-va‰¤a (14.46). Lord R•macandra's
statement to S†t• given below is from the R•m•ya‹a (Ayodhy•-k•‹‚a 22.9).
TEXT 146
TEXT
nirvic•ra‰ guror •j‘•
may• k•ry• mah•tmana„
¤reyo hy eva‰ bhavaty•¤ ca
mama caiva vi¤e£ata„
SYNONYMS
nirvic•ram--to be obeyed without consideration; guro„--of the spiritual
master; •j‘•--the order; may•--by Me; k•ry•--must be done; mah•-•tmana„--of
the great soul; ¤reya„--good fortune; hi--indeed; evam--thus; bhavaty•„--for
you; ca--and; mama--for Me; ca--also; eva--certainly; vi¤e£ata„--specifically.
TRANSLATION
" 'The order of a great personality like a father must be executed without
consideration because there is good fortune in such an order for both of us.
In particular, there is good fortune for Me.' "
TEXT 147
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu t••re kaila a•g†k•ra
•pana-¤r†-a•ga-sev•ya dila adhik•ra
SYNONYMS
tabe--after that; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto Govinda;
kaila--did; a•g†k•ra--acceptance; •pana--personal; ¤r†-a•ga--of the
transcendental body; sev•ya--in the service; dila--gave; adhik•ra-responsibility.
TRANSLATION
After S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu embraced
Govinda and engaged him in the service of His personal body.
TEXT 148
TEXT
prabhura priya bh”tya kari' sabe kare m•na
sakala vai£‹avera govinda kare sam•dh•na
SYNONYMS
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prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; priya--dear; bh”tya--servant;
kari'--understanding; sabe--all; kare--do; m•na--respect; sakala--all;
vai£‹avera--of devotees; govinda--Govinda; kare--does; sam•dh•na--service.
TRANSLATION
Everyone respected Govinda as the dearest servant of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, and Govinda served all the Vai£‹avas and saw to their needs.
TEXT 149
TEXT
choàa-ba‚a-k†rtan†y•--dui harid•sa
r•m•i, nand•i rahe govindera p•¤a
SYNONYMS
choàa-ba‚a--junior and senior; k†rtan†y•--musicians; dui--two; harid•sa-Harid•sas; r•m•i--R•m•i; nand•i--Nand•i; rahe--stay; govindera p•¤a--with
Govinda.
TRANSLATION
Both Harid•sa senior and Harid•sa junior, who were musicians, as well as
R•m•i and Nand•i, used to stay with Govinda.
TEXT 150
TEXT
govindera sa•ge kare prabhura sevana
govindera bh•gya-s†m• n• y•ya var‹ana
SYNONYMS
govindera sa•ge--with Govinda; kare--do; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; sevana--service; govindera--of Govinda; bh•gya-s†m•--the limit of
good fortune; n•--not; y•ya var‹ana--can be described.
TRANSLATION
They all remained with Govinda to serve ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; therefore
no one could estimate the good fortune of Govinda.
TEXT 151
TEXT
•ra dine mukunda-datta kahe prabhura sth•ne
brahm•nanda-bh•rat† •il• tom•ra dara¤ane
SYNONYMS
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•ra dine--the next day; mukunda-datta--Mukunda Datta; kahe--said; prabhura-of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sth•ne--at the place; brahm•nanda-bh•rat†-Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†; •il•--has come; tom•ra dara¤ane--to see You.
TRANSLATION
The next day Mukunda Datta informed ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, "Brahm•nanda
Bh•rat† has come to see You."
TEXT 152
TEXT
•j‘• deha' yadi t••re •niye eth•i
prabhu kahe,--guru te•ha, y•ba t••ra àh•‘i
SYNONYMS
•j‘• deha'--order; yadi--if; t••re--him; •niye--I can bring; eth•i--here;
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; guru te•ha--he is My spiritual
master; y•ba--I shall go; t••ra àh•‘i--to his place.
TRANSLATION
Mukunda Datta then asked the Lord, "Shall I bring him here?"
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† is like My spiritual
master. It is better that I go to him."
TEXT 153
TEXT
eta bali' mah•prabhu bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge
cali' •il• brahm•nanda-bh•rat†ra •ge
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhakta-ga‹asa•ge--with the devotees; cali'--walking; •il•--came; brahm•nanda-bh•rat†ra-of Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†; •ge--in the presence.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His devotees came into the
presence of Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†.
TEXT 154
TEXT
brahm•nanda pariy•che m”ga-carm•mbara
t•h• dekhi' prabhu du„kha p•il• antara
SYNONYMS
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brahm•nanda--Brahm•nanda; pariy•che--did wear; m”ga-carma-ambara--a garment
made of deerskin; t•h• dekhi'--seeing that; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
du„kha--unhappiness; p•il•--got; antara--within Himself.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His devotees approached him, they saw that
he was covered with a deerskin. Seeing this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu became
very unhappy.
PURPORT
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† belonged to the ¥a•kara-samprad•ya. (The title bh•rat†
indicates a member of one of that samprad•ya's ten classes of sanny•s†s.) It
is customary for a person who has renounced the world to cover his body with a
deerskin or the bark of a tree. This is enjoined by the Manu-sa‰hit•. But if a
sanny•s† who has renounced the world simply wears a deerskin and does not
spiritually advance, he is bewildered by false prestige. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu did not like to see Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† wearing a deerskin.
TEXT 155
TEXT
dekhiy• ta' chadma kaila yena dekhe n•‘i
mukundere puche,--k•h•• bh•rat†-gos•‘i
SYNONYMS
dekhiy•--seeing; ta'--certainly; chadma kaila--pretended; yena--as if;
dekhe--sees; n•‘i--not; mukundere puche--inquired from Mukunda; k•h••--where;
bh•rat†-gos•‘i--Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†, my spiritual master.
TRANSLATION
Seeing Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† wearing the deerskin, Caitanya Mah•prabhu
pretended not to see him. Instead, He asked Mukunda Datta, "Where is
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†, My spiritual master?"
TEXT 156
TEXT
mukunda kahe,--ei •ge dekha vidyam•na
prabhu kahe,--te•ha nahena, tumi agey•na
SYNONYMS
mukunda kahe--Mukunda said; ei •ge--here in front; dekha--see; vidyam•na-present; prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied; te•ha nahena--he is
not; tumi agey•na--you are incorrect.
TRANSLATION
Mukunda Datta replied, "Here is Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†, in Your presence."
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The Lord replied, "You are incorrect. This is not Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†.
TEXT 157
TEXT
anyere anya kaha, n•hi tom•ra j‘•na
bh•rat†-gos•‘i kene paribena c•ma
SYNONYMS
anyere--another; anya kaha--you talk of someone else; n•hi--there is not;
tom•ra--your; j‘•na--knowledge; bh•rat†--Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†; gos•‘i--My
spiritual master; kene--why; paribena--should wear; c•ma--skin.
TRANSLATION
"You must be talking of someone else, for this is surely not Brahm•nanda
Bh•rat†. You simply have no knowledge. Why should Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† wear a
deerskin?"
TEXT 158
TEXT
¤uni' brahm•nanda kare h”daye vic•re
mora carm•mbara ei n• bh•ya i•h•re
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; brahm•nanda--Brahm•nanda; kare--does; h”daye--within
himself; vic•re--consideration; mora--my; carma-ambara--deerskin garment; ei-this; n•--not; bh•ya--is approved; i•h•re--by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
When Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† heard this, he thought, "My deerskin is not
approved by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu."
TEXT 159
TEXT
bh•la kahena,----carm•mbara dambha l•gi' pari
carm•mbara-paridh•ne sa‰s•ra n• tari
SYNONYMS
bh•la--well; kahena--He said; carma-ambara--the garment of deerskin;
dambha--prestige; l•gi'--for the matter of; pari--I put on; carma-ambaraparidh•ne--by putting on a garment of skin; sa‰s•ra--the material world; n•
tari--I cannot cross.
TRANSLATION
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Thus admitting his mistake, Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† thought, "He spoke well. I
put on this deerskin only for prestige. I cannot cross over the ocean of
nescience simply by wearing a deerskin.
TEXT 160
TEXT
•ji haite n• pariba ei carm•mbara
prabhu bahirv•sa •n•il• j•niy• antara
SYNONYMS
•ji haite--from today; n• pariba--I shall not put on; ei--this; carmaambara--deerskin garment; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bahir„-v•sa--the
cloth of a sanny•s†; •n•il•--had someone bring; j•niy•--knowing; antara--his
contemplation.
TRANSLATION
"From today on I shall not wear this deerskin." As soon as Brahm•nanda
Bh•rat† decided this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, understanding his mind,
immediately sent for the robes of a sanny•s†.
TEXT 161
TEXT
carm•mbara ch•‚i' brahm•nanda parila vasana
prabhu •si' kaila t••ra cara‹a vandana
SYNONYMS
carma-ambara ch•‚i'--giving up the deerskin garment; brahm•nanda-Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†; parila--put on; vasana--cloth garment; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •si'--coming; kaila--did; t••ra--his; cara‹a vandana-worshiping the feet.
TRANSLATION
As soon as Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† gave up his deerskin and covered himself
with sanny•s† robes, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu came and offered His respects at
his lotus feet.
TEXT 162
TEXT
bh•rat† kahe,--tom•ra •c•ra loka ¤ikh•ite
puna„ n• karibe nati, bhaya p••a citte
SYNONYMS
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bh•rat† kahe--Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† said; tom•ra--Your; •c•ra--behavior;
loka--people in general; ¤ikh•ite--to teach; puna„--again; n•--not; karibe-will do; nati--obeisances; bhaya--fear; p••a--I get; citte--within the mind.
TRANSLATION
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† said, "You instruct the general populace by Your
behavior. I will not do anything against Your wishes; otherwise You will not
offer me respects but will neglect me. I am afraid of this.
TEXT 163
TEXT
s•mpratika 'dui brahma' ih•• 'cal•cala'
jagann•tha--acala brahma, tumi ta' sacala
SYNONYMS
s•mpratika--at the present moment; dui brahma--two Brahmans, or spiritual
identities; ih••--here; cala-acala--moving and not moving; jagann•tha--Lord
Jagann•tha; acala brahma--not moving Brahman; tumi--You; ta'--but; sa-cala-moving Brahman.
TRANSLATION
"At the present moment I see two Brahmans. One Brahman is Lord Jagann•tha,
who does not move, and the other Brahman, who is moving, is You. Lord
Jagann•tha is the arc•-vigraha, the worshipable Deity, and it is He who is the
nonmoving Brahman. But You are Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and You are
moving here and there. The two of You are the same Brahman, master of the
material nature, but You are playing two parts--one moving and one not moving.
In this way two Brahmans are now residing at Jagann•tha Pur†, Puru£ottama.
TEXT 164
TEXT
tumi--gaura-var‹a, te•ha--¤y•mala-var‹a
dui brahme kaila saba jagat-t•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
tumi--You; gaura-var‹a--having a golden or fair complexion; te•ha--He;
¤y•mala-var‹a--having a blackish complexion; dui brahme--both Brahmans; kaila-performed; saba jagat--of the whole world; t•ra‹a--deliverance.
TRANSLATION
"Of the two Brahmans, You are fair-complexioned, and the other, Lord
Jagann•tha, is blackish. Both of You are delivering the whole world."
TEXT 165
TEXT
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prabhu kahe,--satya kahi, tomara •gamane
dui brahma prakaàila ¤r†-puru£ottame
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; satya kahi--I speak the
truth; tom•ra •gamane--by your presence; dui brahma--two Brahmans; prakaàila-appeared; ¤r†-puru£ottame--at Jagann•tha Pur†.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "Actually, to tell you the truth, due
to your presence there are now two Brahmans at Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 166
TEXT
'brahm•nanda' n•ma tumi--gaura-brahma 'cala'
¤yama-var‹a jagann•tha vasiy•chena 'acala'
SYNONYMS
brahm•nanda--Brahm•nanda; n•ma tumi--your name; gaura-brahma--the Brahman
of the name Gaura; cala--both of them are moving; ¤y•ma-var‹a--of blackish
hue; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; vasiy•chena--is sitting; acala--without
movement.
TRANSLATION
"Both Brahm•nanda and Gaurahari are moving, whereas the blackish Lord
Jagann•tha is sitting tight and immobile."
PURPORT
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† wanted to prove that there is no difference between the
Supreme Lord and the j†va, while Caitanya Mah•prabhu wanted to prove that He
and Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† were j†vas and that although the j†vas are Brahman,
they are many, but the Supreme Lord, the Supreme Brahman, is one. On the other
hand, Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† also wanted to prove that Jagann•tha and ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu are one, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, but that to
fulfill His mission ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu appeared to be moving whereas Lord
Jagann•tha appeared to be inert. Thus this jolly argument was going on.
Finally, Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† referred the whole matter to S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya for a final decision.
TEXT 167
TEXT
bh•rat† kahe,--s•rvabhauma, madhyastha ha‘•
i•h•ra sane •m•ra 'ny•ya' bujha' mana diy•
SYNONYMS
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bh•rat† kahe--Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† said; s•rvabhauma--O S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; madhya-stha ha‘•--becoming a mediator; i•h•ra sane--with Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •m•ra--my; ny•ya--logic; bujha'--try to understand; mana
diy•--with attention.
TRANSLATION
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† said, "My dear S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, please become
the mediator in this logical argument between ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and me."
TEXT 168
TEXT
'vy•pya' 'vy•paka'-bh•ve 'j†va'-'brahme' j•ni
j†va--vy•pya, brahma--vy•paka, ¤•strete v•kh•ni
SYNONYMS
vy•pya--localized; vy•paka--all-pervading; bh•ve--in this way; j†va--living
entity; brahme--the Supreme Lord; j•ni--I know; j†va--the living entity;
vy•pya--localized; brahma--the Supreme Lord; vy•paka--all-pervading; ¤•strete-in the revealed scripture; v•kh•ni--description.
TRANSLATION
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† continued, "The living entity is localized, whereas the
Supreme Brahman is all-pervading. That is the verdict of the revealed
scriptures.
PURPORT
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† drew S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya's attention because he
wanted him to judge the argument. He then stated that Brahman, the Supreme
Lord, is all-pervading. This is confirmed by Lord K”£‹a in the Bhagavad-g†t•
(13.3):
k£etra-j‘a‰ c•pi m•‰ viddhi
sarva-k£etre£u bh•rata
k£etra-k£etraj‘ayor j‘•na‰
yat taj j‘•na‰ mata‰ mama
"O scion of Bharata, you should understand that I am also the knower in all
bodies, and to understand this body and its knower is called knowledge. That
is My opinion."
The Supreme Personality of Godhead in His Param•tm• feature is expanded
everywhere. The Brahma-sa‰hit• says, a‹‚•ntara-stha-param•‹u-cay•ntara-stham:
by virtue of His all-pervasive nature, the Supreme Lord is within the universe
as well as within all elements of the universe. He is even within the atom. In
this way the Supreme Lord Govinda is all-pervasive. On the other hand, the
living entities are very, very small. It is said that the living entity is one
ten-thousandth of the tip of a hair. Therefore the living entity is localized.
Living entities rest on the Brahman effulgence, the bodily rays of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead.
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TEXT 169
TEXT
carma ghuc•‘• kaila •m•re ¤odhana
do•h•ra vy•pya-vy•pakatve ei ta' k•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
carma--deerskin; ghuc•‘•--taking away; kaila--did; •m•re--unto me; ¤odhana-purification; do•h•ra--of both of us; vy•pya--being localized; vy•pakatve-being all-pervasive; ei--this; ta'--indeed; k•ra‹a--the cause.
TRANSLATION
"¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu purified me by taking away my deerskin. This is
proof that He is all-pervasive and all-powerful and that I am subordinate to
Him.
PURPORT
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† herein asserts that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is the
Supreme Brahman and that he is the subordinate Brahman. This is confirmed in
the Vedas: nityo nity•n•‰ cetana¤ cetan•n•m. The Supreme Personality of
Godhead is Brahman or Para‰brahman, the chief of all living entities. Both the
Supreme Brahman, or the Personality of Godhead, and the living entities are
persons, but the Supreme Brahman is the predominator, whereas the living
entities are predominated.
TEXT 170
TEXT
suvar‹a-var‹o hem••go
var••ga¤ candan••gad†
sanny•sa-k”c chama„ ¤•nto
ni£àh•-¤•nti-par•ya‹a„
SYNONYMS
suvar‹a--of gold; var‹a„--having the color; hema-a•ga„--whose body was like
molten gold; vara-a•ga„--having a most beautiful body; candana-a•gad†--whose
body was smeared with sandalwood; sanny•sa-k”t--practicing the renounced order
of life; ¤ama„--equipoised; ¤•nta„--peaceful; ni£àh•--of devotion; ¤•nti--and
of peace; par•ya‹a„--the highest resort.
TRANSLATION
" 'His bodily hue is golden, and His whole body is like molten gold. Every
part of His body is very beautifully constructed and smeared with sandalwood
pulp. Accepting the renounced order, the Lord is always equipoised. He is
firmly fixed in His mission of chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra, and He is
firmly situated in His dualistic conclusion and in His peace.'
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PURPORT
This is a quote from the Mah•bh•rata's Vi£‹u-sahasra-n•ma-stotra.
TEXT 171
TEXT
ei saba n•mera i•ha haya nij•spada
candan•kta pras•da-‚ora--¤r†-bhuje a•gada
SYNONYMS
ei saba--all these; n•mera--of names; i•ha--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; haya-is; nija-•spada--the reservoir; candana-akta--smeared with the pulp of
sandalwood; pras•da-‚ora--the thread received from the Jagann•tha temple; ¤r†bhuje--on His arms; a•gada--ornaments.
TRANSLATION
"All the symptoms mentioned in the verse from the Vi£‹u-sahasra-n•ma-stotra
are visible in the body of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. His arms are decorated
with sandalwood pulp and the thread received from the ¥r† Jagann•tha Deity,
and these are His ornamental bangles."
TEXT 172
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya kahe,--bh•rat†, dekhi tom•ra jaya
prabhu kahe,--yei kaha, sei satya haya
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya kahe--the Bhaàà•c•rya said; bh•rat†--O Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†;
dekhi--I see; tum•ra jaya--your victory; prabhu kahe--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu
said; yei kaha--whatever you say; sei--that; satya--true; haya--is.
TRANSLATION
After hearing this, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya rendered his judgment, saying,
"Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†, I see that you are victorious."
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu immediately said, "I accept whatever Brahm•nanda
Bh•rat† has said. It is quite all right with Me."
TEXT 173
TEXT
guru-¤i£ya-ny•ye satya ¤i£yera par•jaya
bh•rat† kahe,--eho nahe, anya hetu haya
SYNONYMS
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guru-¤i£ya-ny•ye--when there is a logical argument between the spiritual
master and the disciple; satya--certainly; ¤i£yera--of the disciple; par•jaya-defeat; bh•rat† kahe--Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† said; eho nahe--in this case it is
not the fact; anya hetu--another cause; haya--there is.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu thus posed Himself as a disciple and accepted
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† as His spiritual master. He then said, "The disciple is
certainly defeated in an argument with the spiritual master."
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† immediately countered these words, saying, "This is not
the cause of Your defeat. There is another cause.
TEXT 174
TEXT
bhakta àh•‘i h•ra' tumi,--e tom•ra svabh•va
•ra eka ¤una tumi •pana prabh•va
SYNONYMS
bhakta àh•‘i--in the presence of a devotee; h•ra'--become defeated; tumi-You; e--this; tom•ra--Your; svabh•va--nature; •ra--another; eka--one; ¤una-hear; tumi--You; •pana prabh•va--Your own influence.
TRANSLATION
"It is Your natural characteristic to accept defeat at the hands of Your
devotee. There is also another glory of Yours, which I ask You to hear
attentively.
TEXT 175
TEXT
•janma karinu mu‘i 'nir•k•ra'-dhy•na
tom• dekhi' 'k”£‹a' haila mora vidyam•na
SYNONYMS
•-janma--since my birth; karinu--have done; mu‘i--I; nir•k•ra-dhy•na-meditation on impersonal Brahman; tom• dekhi'--by seeing You; k”£‹a--Lord
K”£‹a; haila--became; mora--my; vidyam•na--experience.
TRANSLATION
"I have been meditating on the impersonal Brahman since my birth, but since
I have seen You, I have fully experienced K”£‹a."
PURPORT
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† admitted that when there is an argument between the
spiritual master and the disciple, the spiritual master is naturally
victorious, although the disciple may put forward a strong argument. In other
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words, it is customary that the words of the spiritual master are more
worshipable than the words of a disciple. Under the circumstances, since
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† was in the position of a spiritual master, he emerged
victorious over ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who considered Himself Brahm•nanda
Bh•rat†'s disciple. However, Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† reversed the argument and
took the position of a devotee, admitting that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a. This means that the Lord was
voluntarily defeated out of affection for His devotee. He was defeated
voluntarily, because no one can defeat the Supreme Lord. Concerning this, the
words of Bh†£ma in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.9.37) are important:
sva-nigamam apah•ya mat-pratij‘•m
”tam adhikartum avapluto ratha-stha„
dh”ta-ratha-cara‹o 'bhyay•c calad-gur
harir iva hantum ibha‰ gatottar†ya„
"Fulfilling my desire and sacrificing His own promise, He got down from the
chariot, took up its wheel and ran toward me hurriedly, just as a lion goes to
kill an elephant. He even dropped His outer garment on the way."
K”£‹a promised not to fight in the Battle of Kuruk£etra, but in order to
break K”£‹a's promise, Bh†£ma attacked Arjuna in such a vigorous way that
K”£‹a was obliged to take up a chariot wheel and attack Bh†£ma. The Lord did
this to show that His devotee was being maintained at the sacrifice of His own
promise. Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† said, "Since the beginning of my life I was
attached to impersonal Brahman realization, but as soon as I saw You, I became
very much attached to the Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a." Therefore ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu is Lord K”£‹a Himself, and thus Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† became
His devotee.
TEXT 176
TEXT
k”£‹a-n•ma sphure mukhe, mane netre k”£‹a
tom•ke tad-rãpa dekhi' h”daya--sat”£‹a
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of Lord K”£‹a; sphure--is manifest; mukhe--in the
mouth; mane--in the mind; netre--before the eyes; k”£‹a--the presence of Lord
K”£‹a; tom•ke--You; tat-rãpa--His form; dekhi'--I see; h”daya--my heart; sat”£‹a--very eager.
TRANSLATION
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† continued, "Since I have seen You, I have been feeling
Lord K”£‹a's presence in my mind and have been seeing Him before my eyes. I
now want to chant the holy name of Lord K”£‹a. Over and above this, within my
heart I consider You to be K”£‹a, and I am therefore very eager to serve You.
TEXT 177
TEXT
bilvama•gala kaila yaiche da¤• •pan•ra
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ih•• dekhi' sei da¤• ha-ila •m•ra
SYNONYMS
bilvama•gala--Bilvama•gala; kaila--did; yaiche--as; da¤•--condition;
•pan•ra--his own; ih••--here; dekhi'--I see; sei da¤•--that condition; ha-ila-became; •m•ra--mine.
TRANSLATION
"Bilvama•gala áh•kura abandoned his impersonal realization for the
realization of the Personality of Godhead. I now see that my condition is
similar to his, for it has already changed."
PURPORT
In his early life, Bilvama•gala áh•kura was an impersonalistic monist, and
he used to meditate upon the impersonal Brahman effulgence. Later he became a
devotee of Lord K”£‹a, and his explanation for this change is given in a verse
(text 178) that is quoted in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu. Sometimes a devotee
gradually comes to the stage of Bhagav•n realization, realization of the
Supreme Person, after having attained the lower stages of realization-impersonal Brahman realization and localized Param•tm• realization. The
condition of such a devotee is described in the Caitanya-candr•m”ta (5) by
Prabodh•nanda Sarasvat†:
kaivalya‰ narak•yate tri-da¤a-pãr •k•¤a-pu£p•yate
durd•ntendriya-k•la-sarpa-paàal† protkh•ta-da‰£àr•yate
vi¤va‰ pãr‹a-sukh•yate vidhi-mahendr•di¤ ca k†à•yate
yat-k•ru‹ya-kaà•k£a-vaibhavavat•‰ ta‰ gauram eva stuma„
Kaivalya, oneness in the effulgence of Brahman, appears hellish to the
devotee. The heavenly planets, the abodes of the demigods, appear to a devotee
like phantasmagoria. The yog†s meditate for sense control, but for the devotee
the senses appear like serpents with broken teeth. The devotee doesn't have to
control his senses, for his senses are already engaged in the Lord's service.
Consequently there is no possibility that the senses will act like serpents.
In the material condition, the senses are as strong as poisonous snakes. But
when the senses are engaged in the Lord's service, they are like poisonous
snakes with their fangs removed, and so they are no longer dangerous. The
entire world is a replica of Vaiku‹àha for the devotee because he has no
anxiety. He sees that everything belongs to K”£‹a, and he does not want to
enjoy anything for himself. He does not even aspire for the position of Lord
Brahm• or Indra. He simply wants to engage everything in the service of the
Lord; therefore he has no problem. He stands in his original constitutional
position. All this is possible when one receives ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
merciful glance.
In the Caitanya-candr•m”ta there are many more verses illustrating this
same principle.
dhik kurvanti ca brahma-yoga-vidu£as ta‰ gauracandra‰ numa„
t•vad brahma-kath• vimukta-padav† t•van na tikt†-bhavet
t•vac c•pi vi¤”•khalatvam ayate no loka-veda-sthiti„
t•vac ch•stra-vid•‰ mitha„ kala-kalo n•n•-bahir-vartmasu
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¤r†-caitanya-pad•mbuja-priya-jano y•van na dig-gocara„
gaura¤ caura„ sakalamaharat ko 'pi me t†vra-v†rya„
A discussion of the impersonal Brahman is not very palatable to a devotee.
The so-called regulations of the ¤•stras also appear null and void to him.
There are many people who argue over the ¤•stras, but for a devotee such
discussions are but tumultuous roaring. By the influence of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, all these problems disappear.
TEXT 178
TEXT
advaita-v†th†-pathikair up•sy•„
sv•nanda-si‰h•sana-labdha-d†k£•„
¤aàhena ken•pi vaya‰ haàhena
d•s†-k”t• gopa-vadhã-viàena
SYNONYMS
advaita-v†th†--of the path of monism; pathikai„--by the wanderers; up•sy•„-worshipable; sva-•nanda--of self-realization; si‰ha-•sana--on the throne;
labdha-d†k£•„--being initiated; ¤aàhena--by a cheater; kena api--some; vayam-I; haàhena--by force; d•s†-k”t•--made into a maidservant; gopa-vadhã-viàena-by a boy engaged in joking with the gop†s.
TRANSLATION
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† concluded, " 'Although I was worshiped by those on the
path of monism and initiated into self-realization through the yoga system, I
have nonetheless been forcibly turned into a maidservant by some cunning boy
who is always joking with the gop†s.' "
PURPORT
This is a verse written by Bilvama•gala áh•kura. It is quoted in the
Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (3.1.44).
TEXT 179
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--k”£‹e tom•ra g•‚ha prem• haya
y•h•• netra pa‚e, t•h•• ¤r†-k”£‹a sphuraya
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied; k”£‹e--unto K”£‹a;
tom•ra--your; g•‚ha--deep; prem•--love; haya--there is; y•h••--wherever;
netra--eyes; pa‚e--fall; t•h••--there; ¤r†-k”£‹a--Lord ¥r† K”£‹a; sphuraya-becomes manifest.
TRANSLATION
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Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "You have a deep ecstatic love for
K”£‹a; therefore wherever you turn your eyes, you simply heighten your K”£‹a
consciousness."
TEXT 180
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya kahe,--do•h•ra susatya vacana
•ge yadi k”£‹a dena s•k£•t dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said; do•h•ra--of both; su-satya-correct; vacana--statements; •ge--first; yadi--if; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; dena-gives; s•k£•t--direct; dara¤ana--audience.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said, "The statements of both of you are correct.
K”£‹a gives direct audience through His own mercy.
TEXT 181
TEXT
prema vin• kabhu nahe t••ra s•k£•tk•ra
i•h•ra k”p•te haya dara¤ana i•h•ra
SYNONYMS
prema vin•--without ecstatic love; kabhu nahe--there is never; t••ra--His;
s•k£•tk•ra--direct meeting; i•h•ra k”p•te--by the mercy of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; haya--becomes possible; dara¤ana--visit; i•h•ra--of Brahm•nanda
Bh•rat†.
TRANSLATION
"Without having ecstatic love for K”£‹a, one cannot see Him directly.
Therefore through the mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†
has acquired direct vision of the Lord."
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "You are Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†, an advanced
devotee who ecstatically loves the Supreme Lord. Therefore you see K”£‹a
everywhere, and there is no doubt about it." S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was a
mediator between ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†, and his
judgment was that an advanced devotee like Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† was seeing
K”£‹a by K”£‹a's mercy. K”£‹a directly presents Himself before the vision of
an advanced devotee. Since Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† was an advanced devotee, he saw
K”£‹a in the person of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. In the words of the Brahmasa‰hit• (5.38):
prem•‘jana-cchurita-bhakti-vilocanena
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santa„ sadaiva h”daye£u vilokayanti
ya‰ ¤y•masundaram acintya-gu‹a-svarãpa‰
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
"I worship the primeval, Lord Govinda, who is always seen by the devotee
whose eyes are anointed with the pulp of love. He is seen in His eternal form
of ¥y•masundara, situated within the heart of the devotee."
TEXT 182
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--'vi£‹u' 'vi£‹u', ki kaha s•rvabhauma
'ati-stuti' haya ei nind•ra lak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; vi£‹u vi£‹u--Lord Vi£‹u, Lord
Vi£‹u; ki kaha--what are you speaking; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
ati-stuti--overly glorifying; haya--is; ei--this; nind•ra lak£a‹a--symptom of
blasphemy.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, what are you
saying? Lord Vi£‹u, save Me! Such glorification is simply another form of
blasphemy."
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was a little embarrassed by the Bhaàà•c•rya's
statement; therefore He uttered the name Vi£‹u to save Himself. The Lord
herein confirms that if one is overestimated, glorification is just another
form of blasphemy. In this way He protests this so-called offensive statement.
TEXT 183
TEXT
eta bali' bh•rat†re la‘• nija-v•s• •il•
bh•rat†-gos•‘i prabhura nikaàe rahil•
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; bh•rat†re--Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†; la‘•--taking with
Him; nija-v•s• •il•--returned to His own residence; bh•rat†-gos•‘i-Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†; prabhura nikaàe--in the shelter of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; rahil•--remained.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† with
Him to His residence. From that time on, Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† remained with ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
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TEXT 184
TEXT
r•mabhadr•c•rya, •ra bhagav•n •c•rya
prabhu-pade rahil• du•he ch•‚i' sarva k•rya
SYNONYMS
r•mabhadra-•c•rya--R•mabhadra šc•rya; •ra--and; bhagav•n •c•rya--Bhagav•n
šc•rya; prabhu-pade--under the shelter of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; rahil•-remained; du•he--both of them; ch•‚i'--giving up; sarva k•rya--all other
responsibilities.
TRANSLATION
Later, R•mabhadra šc•rya and Bhagav•n šc•rya also joined them and, giving
up all other responsibilities, remained under ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
shelter.
TEXT 185
TEXT
k•¤†¤vara gos•‘i •il• •ra dine
samm•na kariy• prabhu r•khil• nija sth•ne
SYNONYMS
k•¤†¤vara gos•‘i--K•¤†¤vara Gos•‘i, another devotee; •il•--came; •ra dine-the next day; samm•na kariy•--giving all respect; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; r•khil•--kept; nija sth•ne--at His own place.
TRANSLATION
The next day, K•¤†¤vara Gos•‘i also came and remained with ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, who received him with great respect.
TEXT 186
TEXT
prabhuke la‘• kar•'na †¤vara dara¤ana
•ge loka-bhi‚a saba kari' niv•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
prabhuke--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘•--taking; kar•'na--helps in; †¤vara
dara¤ana--visiting Lord Jagann•tha; •ge--in front of; loka-bhi‚a--crowds of
people; saba--all; kari' niv•ra‹a--restraining.
TRANSLATION
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K•¤†¤vara used to usher ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu into the Jagann•tha temple.
He would precede the Lord into the crowd and keep the people from touching
Him.
TEXT 187
TEXT
yata nada nad† yaiche samudre milaya
aiche mah•prabhura bhakta y•h•• t•h•• haya
SYNONYMS
yata--all; nada nad†--rivers; yaiche--as; samudre--in the sea; milaya-meet; aiche--similarly; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhakta-devotees; y•h•• t•h••--wherever; haya--they were.
TRANSLATION
As all the rivers flow into the sea, all the devotees throughout the
country finally came to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's shelter.
TEXT 188
TEXT
sabe •si' milil• prabhura ¤r†-cara‹e
prabhu k”p• kari' sab•ya r•khila nija sth•ne
SYNONYMS
sabe--all; •si'--coming; milil•--met; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
¤r†-cara‹e--under the shelter; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”p• kari'-showing mercy; sab•ya--every one of them; r•khila--kept; nija sth•ne--under
His protection.
TRANSLATION
Since all the devotees came to Him for shelter, Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu showed them all mercy and kept them under His protection.
TEXT 189
TEXT
ei ta' kahila prabhura vai£‹ava-milana
ih• yei ¤une, p•ya caitanya-cara‹a
SYNONYMS
ei ta'--thus; kahila--I have described; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; vai£‹ava-milana--meeting with all the Vai£‹avas; ih•--this
narration; yei--anyone who; ¤une--hears; p•ya--gets; caitanya-cara‹a--the
shelter of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
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TRANSLATION
Thus I have described the meeting of all the Vai£‹avas with ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. Whoever hears this description ultimately attains His shelter.
TEXT 190
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Tenth Chapter, describing the Lord's meeting the Vai£‹avas upon His
return to Jagann•tha Pur† from South India.
Chapter 11
The Be‚•-k†rtana Pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
Bhaktivinoda áh•kura summarizes the Eleventh Chapter in his Am”ta-prav•habh•£ya.
When S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya tried his best to arrange a meeting between
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and King Prat•parudra, the Lord flatly denied his
request. At this time ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya returned from his governmental post,
and he praised King Prat•parudra highly in Lord Caitanya's presence. Because
of this, the Lord became a little soft. The King also made promises to
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, who hinted how the King might meet the Lord. During
Anavasara, while Lord Jagann•tha was resting for fifteen days, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, being unable to see Lord Jagann•tha, went to šl•lan•tha. Later,
when the devotees from Bengal came to see Him, He returned to Jagann•tha Pur†.
While Advaita šc•rya and the other devotees were coming to Jagann•tha Pur†,
Svarãpa D•modara and Govinda, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's two personal
assistants, went to receive all the devotees with garlands. From the roof of
his palace, King Prat•parudra could see all the devotees arriving. Gop†n•tha
šc•rya stood on the roof with the King, and, following S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya's instructions, identified each and every devotee. The King
discussed the devotees with Gop†n•tha šc•rya, and he mentioned that the
devotees were accepting pras•da without observing the regulative principles
governing pilgrimages. They accepted pras•da without having shaved, and they
neglected to fast in a holy place. Nonetheless, the King arranged residential
quarters for all the devotees and saw to their pras•da. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu talked very happily with V•sudeva Datta and other devotees.
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Harid•sa áh•kura also came, and due to his humble and submissive attitude, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu gave him a nice solitary place near the temple. After
this, the Lord began performing sa•k†rtana, dividing all the devotees into
four divisions. After sa•k†rtana, all the devotees left for their residential
quarters.
TEXT 1
TEXT
aty-udda‹‚a‰ t•‹‚ava‰ gauracandra„
kurvan bhaktai„ ¤r†-jagann•tha-gehe
n•n•-bh•v•la•k”t••ga„ sva-dh•mn•
cakre vi¤va‰ prema-vany•-nimagnam
SYNONYMS
ati--very much; udda‹‚am--high jumping; t•‹‚avam--very graceful dancing;
gaura-candra„--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kurvan--performing; bhaktai„-with the devotees; ¤r†-jagann•tha-gehe--in the temple of Lord Jagann•tha;
n•n•-bh•va-ala•k”ta-a•ga„--having many ecstatic symptoms manifested in His
transcendental body; sva-dh•mn•--by the influence of His ecstatic love; cakre-made; vi¤vam--the whole world; prema-vany•-nimagnam--merged into the
inundation of ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu merged the entire world into the ocean of ecstatic
love by performing His beautiful dances within the temple of Jagann•tha. He
danced exquisitely and jumped high.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†-caitanya jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; ¤r†-caitanya--to Lord Caitanya; jaya--all glories;
nity•nanda--to Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya--all glories; advaita-candra--to
Advaita Prabhu; jaya--all glories; gaura-bhakta-v”nda--to the devotees of Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All glories to Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Lord Nity•nanda
Prabhu! All glories to ¥r† Advaita Prabhu! And all glories to the devotees of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu!
TEXT 3
TEXT
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•ra dina s•rvabhauma kahe prabhu-sth•ne
abhaya-d•na deha' yadi, kari nivedane
SYNONYMS
•ra dina--the next day; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kahe--says;
prabhu-sth•ne--in the presence of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; abhaya-d•na--the
charity of fearlessness; deha'--You give; yadi--if; kari--I do; nivedane-submission.
TRANSLATION
The next day S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya requested Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
to give him permission to submit a statement without fear.
TEXT 4
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--kaha tumi, n•hi kichu bhaya
yogya haile kariba, ayogya haile naya
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; kaha tumi--yes, you can
speak; n•hi--there is not; kichu--any; bhaya--fear; yogya--befitting; haile-if it is; kariba--I shall grant; ayogya--not befitting; haile--if it is; naya-then I shall not.
TRANSLATION
The Lord gave the Bhaàà•c•rya assurance that he could speak without fear,
but added that if his statement were suitable He would accept it, and if it
were not, He would reject it.
TEXT 5
TEXT
s•rvabhauma kahe--ei prat•parudra r•ya
utka‹àh• ha‘•che, tom• milib•re c•ya
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said; ei--this; prat•parudra
r•ya--King Prat•parudra of Jagann•tha Pur†; utka‹àh• ha‘•che--has been very
anxious; tom•--You; milib•re--to meet; c•ya--he wants.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said, "There is a king named Prat•parudra R•ya. He
is very anxious to meet You, and he wants Your permission."
TEXT 6
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TEXT
kar‹e hasta diy• prabhu smare 'n•r•ya‹a'
s•rvabhauma, kaha kena ayogya vacana
SYNONYMS
kar‹e--on the ears; hasta--hands; diy•--placing; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; smare--remembers; n•r•ya‹a--the holy name of Lord N•r•ya‹a;
s•rvabhauma--My dear S•rvabhauma; kaha--you say; kena--why; ayogya vacana--a
request that is not suitable.
TRANSLATION
As soon as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard this proposal, He immediately
covered His ears with His hands and said, "My dear S•rvabhauma, why are you
requesting such an undesirable thing from Me?
TEXT 7
TEXT
virakta sanny•s† •m•ra r•ja-dara¤ana
str†-dara¤ana-sama vi£era bhak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
virakta--unattached; sanny•s†--person in the renounced order; •m•ra--My;
r•ja-dara¤ana--meeting a king; str†-dara¤ana--meeting a woman; sama--like;
vi£era--of poison; bhak£a‹a--drinking.
TRANSLATION
"Since I am in the renounced order, it is as dangerous for Me to meet a
king as to meet a woman. To meet either would be just like drinking poison."
TEXT 8
TEXT
ni£ki‘cana£ya bhagavad-bhajanonmukhasya
p•ra‰ para‰ jigami£or bhava-s•garasya
sandar¤ana‰ vi£ayi‹•m atha yo£it•‰ ca
h• hanta hanta vi£a-bhak£a‹ato 'py as•dhu
SYNONYMS
ni£ki‘canasya--of a person who has completely detached himself from
material enjoyment; bhagavat--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; bhajana--in
serving; unmukhasya--who is eager to be engaged; p•ram--to the other side;
param--distant; jigami£o„--who is desiring to go; bhava-s•garasya--of the
ocean of material existence; sandar¤anam--the seeing (for some material
purpose); vi£ayi‹•m--of persons engaged in material activities; atha--as well
as; yo£it•m--of women; ca--also; h•--alas; hanta hanta--expression of great
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lamentation; vi£a-bhak£a‹ata„--than the act of drinking poison; api--even;
as•dhu--more abominable.
TRANSLATION
Greatly lamenting, the Lord then informed S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, " 'Alas,
for a person who is seriously desiring to cross the material ocean and engage
in the transcendental loving service of the Lord without material motives,
seeing a materialist engaged in sense gratification or seeing a woman who is
similarly interested is more abominable than drinking poison willingly.' "
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r† Caitanya-candrodaya-n•àaka (8.23). Thus ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu enunciates the principles for a sanny•s† renouncing the
material world for spiritual advancement. Spiritual advancement is not meant
for magic shows and jugglery but for crossing the material world and being
transferred to the spiritual world. P•ra‰ para‰ jigami£o„ means desiring to go
to the other side of the material world. There is a river called Vaitara‹†,
and on one side of this river is the material world, and on the other side is
the spiritual world. Since the Vaitara‹† River is compared to a great ocean,
it is named bhava-s•gara, the ocean of repeated birth and death. Spiritual
life aims at stopping this repetition of birth and death and entering into the
spiritual world, where one can live eternally cognizant and blissful.
Unfortunately, the general populace does not know anything about spiritual
life or the spiritual world. The spiritual world is mentioned in the Bhagavadg†t• (8.20):
paras tasm•t tu bh•vo 'nyo
'vyakto 'vyakt•t san•tana„
ya„ sa sarve£u bhãte£u
na¤yatsu na vina¤yati
"Yet there is another unmanifest nature, which is eternal and is
transcendental to this manifested and unmanifested matter. It is supreme and
is never annihilated. When all in this world is annihilated, that part remains
as it is."
Thus there is a spiritual nature beyond this material world, and that
spiritual nature exists eternally. Spiritual advancement means stopping
material activities and entering into spiritual activities. This is the
process of bhakti-yoga. In the material world, the via media for sense
gratification is mainly a woman. One who is seriously interested in spiritual
life should strictly avoid women. A sanny•s† should never see a man or a woman
for material benefit. In addition, talks with materialistic men and women are
also dangerous, and they are compared to drinking poison. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu was very strict on this point. He therefore refused to see King
Prat•parudra, who was naturally always engaged in political and economic
affairs. The Lord even refused to see the King despite the request of a
personality like S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, who was the Lord's intimate friend
and devotee.
TEXT 9
TEXT
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s•rvabhauma kahe,--satya tom•ra vacana
jagann•tha-sevaka r•j• kintu bhaktottama
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied; satya--true; tom•ra-Your; vacana--statement; jagann•tha-sevaka--servant of Lord Jagann•tha; r•j•-the King; kintu--but; bhakta-uttama--a great devotee.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "My dear Lord, what You have said is
correct, but this King is not an ordinary king. He is a great devotee and
servant of Lord Jagann•tha."
TEXT 10
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--tath•pi r•j• k•la-sarp•k•ra
k•£àha-n•r†-spar¤e yaiche upaje vik•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied; tath•pi--still; r•j•-the King; k•la-sarpa-•k•ra--just like a venomous snake; k•£àha-n•r†--a woman
made of wood; spar¤e--by touching; yaiche--as; upaje--arises; vik•ra-agitation.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said,"Although it is correct that the King is a
great devotee, he is still to be considered a venomous snake. Similarly, even
though a woman be made of wood, one becomes agitated simply by touching her
form.
PURPORT
Sri C•‹akya Pa‹‚ita in his moral instructions has stated: tyaja durjanasa‰sarga‰ bhaja s•dhu-sam•gamam. This means that one has to abandon the
association of materialistic people and associate with spiritually advanced
people. However qualified a materialist may be, he is no better than a
venomous serpent. Everyone knows that a snake is dangerous and poisonous, and
when its hood is decorated with jewels, it is no less poisonous or dangerous.
However qualified a materialist may be, he is no better than a snake decorated
with jewels. One should therefore be careful in dealing with such
materialists, just as one would be careful in dealing with a bejeweled
serpent.
Even though a woman be made of wood or stone, she becomes attractive when
decorated. One becomes sexually agitated even by touching the form. Therefore
one should not trust his mind, which is so fickle that it can give way to
enemies at any moment. The mind is always accompanied by six enemies--namely,
k•ma, krodha, mada, moha, m•tsarya and bhaya--that is, lust, anger,
intoxication, illusion, envy and fear. Although the mind may be merged in
spiritual consciousness, one should always be very careful in dealing with it,
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just as one is careful in dealing with a snake. One should never think that
his mind is trained and that he can do whatever he likes. One interested in
spiritual life should always engage his mind in the service of the Lord so
that the enemies of the mind, who always accompany the mind, will be subdued.
If the mind is not engaged in K”£‹a consciousness at every moment, there is a
chance that it will give way to its enemies. In this way we become victims of
the mind.
Chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra engages the mind at the lotus feet of K”£‹a
constantly; thus the mind's enemies do not have a chance to strike. Following
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's example in these verses, we should be very careful
in dealing with the mind, which should not be indulged in any circumstance.
Once we indulge the mind, it can create havoc in this life, even though we may
be spiritually advanced. The mind is specifically agitated through the
association of materialistic men and women. Therefore ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
through His personal behavior, warns everyone to avoid meeting a materialistic
person or a woman.
TEXT 11
TEXT
•k•r•d api bhetavya‰
str†‹•‰ vi£ayi‹•m api
yath•her manasa„ k£obhas
tath• tasy•k”ter api
SYNONYMS
•k•r•t--from bodily features; api--even; bhetavyam--to be feared; str†‹•m-of women; vi£ayi‹•m--of materialistic persons; api--even; yath•--as; ahe„-from a serpent; manasa„--of the mind; k£obha„--agitation; tath•--so; tasya--of
it; •k”te„--from the appearance; api--even.
TRANSLATION
" 'Just as one is immediately frightened upon seeing a live serpent or even
the form of a serpent, one endeavoring for self-realization should similarly
fear a materialistic person and a woman. Indeed, he should not even glance at
their bodily features.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Sri Caitanya-candrodaya-n•àaka (8.24).
TEXT 12
TEXT
aiche b•ta punarapi mukhe n• •nibe
kaha yadi, tabe •m•ya eth• n• dekhibe
SYNONYMS
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aiche b•ta--such a request; punarapi--again; mukhe--in the mouth; n•--do
not; •nibe--bring; kaha yadi--if you speak; tabe--then; •m•ya--Me; eth•--here;
n•--not; dekhibe--you will see.
TRANSLATION
"Bhaàà•c•rya, if you continue to speak like this, you will never see Me
here again. Therefore you should never let such a request come from your
mouth."
TEXT 13
TEXT
bhaya p•‘• s•rvabhauma nija ghare gel•
v•s•ya giy• bhaàà•c•rya cintita ha-il•
SYNONYMS
bhaya p•‘•--being afraid; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma; nija--own; ghare--to
home; gel•--returned; v•s•ya giy•--reaching his residential place;
bhaàà•c•rya--the Bhaàà•c•rya; cintita ha-il•--became meditative.
TRANSLATION
Being afraid, S•rvabhauma returned home and began to meditate on the
matter.
TEXT 14
TEXT
hena k•le prat•parudra puru£ottame •il•
p•tra-mitra-sa•ge r•j• dara¤ane calil•
SYNONYMS
hena k•le--at this time; prat•parudra--King Prat•parudra; puru£ottame--at
Jagann•tha Pur†; •il•--arrived; p•tra-mitra-sa•ge--accompanied by his
secretaries, ministers, military officers and so on; r•j•--the King; dara¤ane-to visit Lord Jagann•tha; calil•--departed.
TRANSLATION
At this time, Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra arrived at Jagann•tha Pur†,
Puru£ottama, and, accompanied by his secretaries, ministers and military
officers, went to visit the temple of Lord Jagann•tha.
PURPORT
It appears that Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra used to live at Kaàaka, his capital.
Later he shifted his capital to Khurd•, a few miles from Jagann•tha Pur†.
Presently there is a railway station there called Khurd• Road.
TEXT 15
1021

TEXT
r•m•nanda r•ya •il• gajapati-sa•ge
prathamei prabhure •si' milil• bahu-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
r•m•nanda r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya; •il•--came; gajapati-sa•ge--with the King;
prathamei--in the first instance; prabhure--unto Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
•si'--coming; milil•--met; bahu-ra•ge--with great pleasure.
TRANSLATION
When King Prat•parudra returned to Jagann•tha Pur†, R•m•nanda R•ya also
came with him. R•m•nanda R•ya immediately went to meet ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
with great pleasure.
PURPORT
All Indian kings are given titles. Sometimes they are known as Chatrapati,
sometimes as Narapati, sometimes as A¤vapati, and so on. The King of Orissa is
addressed as Gajapati.
TEXT 16
TEXT
r•ya pra‹ati kaila, prabhu kaila •li•gana
dui jane prem•ve¤e karena krandana
SYNONYMS
r•ya pra‹ati kaila--R•m•nanda R•ya offered his obeisances; prabhu--the
Lord; kaila--did; •li•gana--embracing; dui jane--both of them; prema-•ve¤e--in
ecstatic love; karena--did; krandana--crying.
TRANSLATION
Upon meeting ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, R•m•nanda R•ya offered his
obeisances. The Lord embraced him, and both of them began to cry in the great
ecstasy of love.
TEXT 17
TEXT
r•ya-sa•ge prabhura dekhi' sneha-vyavah•ra
sarva bhakta-ga‹era mane haila camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
r•ya-sa•ge--with R•m•nanda R•ya; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
dekhi'--seeing; sneha-vyavah•ra--very intimate behavior; sarva--all; bhakta-
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ga‹era--of all the devotees; mane--in the mind; haila--there was; camatk•ra-astonishment.
TRANSLATION
Seeing Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's intimate dealings with ¥r† R•m•nanda
R•ya, all the devotees there were astonished.
TEXT 18
TEXT
r•ya kahe,--tom•ra •j‘• r•j•ke kahila
tom•ra icch•ya r•j• mora vi£aya ch•‚•ila
SYNONYMS
r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya said; tom•ra •j‘•--Your order; r•j•ke kahila--I
informed the King; tom•ra icch•ya--by Your grace; r•j•--the King; mora--my;
vi£aya--material activities; ch•‚•ila--gave me relief from.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya said, "I duly informed King Prat•parudra of Your order for
me to retire from service. By Your grace, the King was pleased to relieve me
of these material activities.
PURPORT
Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu requested R•m•nanda R•ya to retire from his
governorship, and according to the Lord's desire, R•m•nanda R•ya petitioned
the King. The King was very much pleased to give him relief, and thus
R•m•nanda R•ya retired from service and received a pension from the
government.
TEXT 19
TEXT
•mi kahi,--•m• haite n• haya 'vi£aya'
caitanya-cara‹e raho•, yadi •j‘• haya
SYNONYMS
•mi kahi--I said; •m• haite--by me; n•--not; haya--is possible; vi£aya-government service; caitanya-cara‹e--at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; raho•--I may stay; yadi •j‘• haya--if you kindly give me
permission.
TRANSLATION
"I said, 'Your Majesty, I am now not willing to engage in political
activities. I desire only to stay at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. Kindly give me permission.'
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TEXT 20
TEXT
tom•ra n•ma ¤uni' r•j• •nandita haila
•sana haite uàhi' more •li•gana kaila
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--Your; n•ma--name; ¤uni'--hearing; r•j•--the King; •nandita--very
much pleased; haila--became; •sana haite--from his throne; uàhi'--standing;
more--me; •li•gana kaila--embraced.
TRANSLATION
"When I submitted this proposal, the King immediately became very much
pleased upon hearing Your name. Indeed, he instantly arose from his throne and
embraced me.
TEXT 21
TEXT
tom•ra n•ma ¤uni' haila mah•-prem•ve¤a
mora h•te dhari' kare pir†ti vi¤e£a
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--Your; n•ma--name; ¤uni'--hearing; haila--became; mah•--great;
prema-•ve¤a--ecstasy of love; mora h•te--my hand; dhari'--catching; kare-does; pir†ti--loving symptoms; vi¤e£a--specific.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, as soon as the King heard Your holy name, he was immediately
overwhelmed by great ecstatic love. Catching my hand, he displayed all the
symptoms of love.
TEXT 22
TEXT
tom•ra ye vartana, tumi kh•o sei vartana
ni¤cinta ha‘• bhaja caitanyera cara‹a
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--Your; ye--whatever; vartana--remuneration; tumi--you; kh•o--take;
sei--that; vartana--pension; ni¤cinta ha‘•--without anxiety; bhaja--just
worship; caitanyera--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cara‹a--the lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
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"As soon as he heard my petition, he immediately granted me a pension
without reductions. Thus the King granted me a full salary as a pension and
requested me to engage without anxiety in the service of Your lotus feet.
TEXT 23
TEXT
•mi--ch•ra, yogya nahi t••ra dara¤ane
t••re yei bhaje t••ra saphala j†vane
SYNONYMS
•mi--I; ch•ra--very much fallen; yogya--fit; nahi--not; t••ra--His;
dara¤ane--for interviewing; t••re--Him; yei--anyone who; bhaje--worships;
t••ra--his; saphala--successful; j†vane--life.
TRANSLATION
"Then Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra very humbly said, 'I am most fallen and
abominable, and I am unfit to receive an interview with the Lord. One's life
is successful if one engages in His service.'
TEXT 24
TEXT
parama k”p•lu te•ha vrajendra-nandana
kona-janme more ava¤ya dibena dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
parama--very much; k”p•lu--merciful; te•ha--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
vrajendra-nandana--the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda; kona-janme--in some future
birth; more--unto me; ava¤ya--certainly; dibena--will give; dara¤ana-interview.
TRANSLATION
"The King then said, '¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is K”£‹a, the son of Mah•r•ja
Nanda. He is very merciful, and I hope that in a future birth He will allow me
an interview.'
TEXT 25
TEXT
ye t••h•ra prema-•rti dekhilu• tom•te
t•ra eka prema-le¤a n•hika •m•te
SYNONYMS
ye--whatever; t••h•ra--his; prema-•rti--painful feelings of love of
Godhead; dekhilu•--I saw; tom•te--unto You; t•ra--of that; eka--one; premale¤a--fraction of love; n•hika--there is not; •m•te--in me.
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TRANSLATION
"My Lord, I don't think that there is even a fraction of Mah•r•ja
Prat•parudra's loving ecstasy in me."
TEXT 26
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--tumi k”£‹a-bhakata-pradh•na
tom•ke ye pr†ti kare, sei bh•gyav•n
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; tumi--you; k”£‹a-bhakatapradh•na--the chief of the devotees of Lord K”£‹a; tom•ke--unto you; ye-anyone who; pr†ti kare--shows love; sei--such a person; bh•gyav•n--most
fortunate.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then said, "My dear R•m•nanda R•ya, you are the
foremost of all the devotees of K”£‹a; therefore whoever loves you is
certainly a very fortunate person.
TEXT 27
TEXT
tom•te ye eta pr†ti ha-ila r•j•ra
ei gu‹e k”£‹a t••re karibe a•g†k•ra
SYNONYMS
tom•te--unto you; ye--that; eta--so much; pr†ti--love; ha-ila--was; r•j•ra-of the King; ei gu‹e--for this reason; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; t••re--him; karibe
a•g†k•ra--will accept.
TRANSLATION
"Because the King has shown so much love for you, Lord K”£‹a will certainly
accept him.
PURPORT
King Prat•parudra requested an interview with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
through the Bhaàà•c•rya, who duly submitted the request. The Lord, however,
immediately refused this interview. Now when R•m•nanda R•ya informed the Lord
how eager the King was to see Him, the Lord was immediately pleased. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu requested R•m•nanda R•ya to retire from his government
post and come to ¥r† Puru£ottama-k£etra (Jagann•tha Pur†) to live with Him.
When this proposal was submitted to King Prat•parudra, he immediately accepted
it and also encouraged R•m•nanda R•ya by allowing him a full pension. This was
very much appreciated by the Lord, and this confirms the fact that the Lord is
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more pleased when one serves the servant of the Lord. In ordinary parlance it
is said, "If you love me, love my dog." To approach the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, one has to go through His confidential servant. This is the method.
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu clearly says, "Because the King loves you, R•m•nanda
R•ya, he is very fortunate. K”£‹a will certainly accept him due to his love
for you."
TEXT 28
TEXT
ye me bhakta-jan•„ p•rtha
na me bhakt•¤ ca te jan•„
mad-bhakt•n•‰ ca ye bhakt•s
te me bhakta-tam• mat•„
SYNONYMS
ye--those who; me--My; bhakta-jan•„--devotees; p•rtha--O P•rtha; na--not;
me--My; bhakt•„--devotees; ca--and; te--those; jan•„--persons; mat-bhakt•n•m-of My devotees; ca--certainly; ye--those who; bhakt•„--devotees; te--such
persons; me--My; bhakta-tam•„--most advanced devotees; mat•„--that is My
opinion.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a told Arjuna, 'Those who are My direct devotees are actually not
My devotees, but those who are the devotees of My servant are factually My
devotees.'
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu quotes this verse from the šdi Pur•‹a. The verse is
also included in the Laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta (2.6).
TEXTS 29-30
TEXT
•dara„ paricary•y•‰
sarv••gair abhivandanam
mad-bhakta-pãj•bhyadhik•
sarva-bhãte£u man-mati„
mad-arthe£v a•ga-ce£à• ca
vacas• mad-gu‹era‹am
mayy arpa‹a‰ ca manasa„
sarva-k•ma-vivarjanam
SYNONYMS
•dara„--respect, care; paricary•y•m--in service; sarva-a•gai„--by all the
parts of the body; abhivandanam--offering obeisances; mat-bhakta--of My
devotees; pãj•--worshiping; abhyadhik•--very high; sarva-bhãte£u--in all
living entities; mat-mati„--realization of having a relationship with Me; mat1027

arthe£u--for the sake of My service; a•ga-ce£à•„--engaging the bodily energy;
ca--and; vacas•--by words; mat-gu‹a-†ra‹am--describing My glories; mayi--unto
Me; arpa‹am--dedicating; ca--and; manasa„--of the mind; sarva-k•ma--all
material desires; vivarjanam--giving up.
TRANSLATION
" 'My devotees take great care and respect in rendering Me service. They
offer obeisances to Me with all their bodily limbs. They worship other
devotees and find all living entities related to Me. For Me they engage the
entire energy of their bodies. They engage the power of speech in the
glorification of My qualities and form. They also dedicate their minds unto Me
and try to give up all kinds of material desires. Thus My devotees are
characterized.'
PURPORT
These two verses are quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.19.21-22). They were
spoken by the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord K”£‹a, who was answering
Uddhava's inquiry about devotional service.
TEXT 31
TEXT
•r•dhan•n•‰ sarve£•‰
vi£‹or •r•dhana‰ param
tasm•t paratara‰ devi
tad†y•n•‰ samarcanam
SYNONYMS
•r•dhan•n•m--of varieties of worship; sarve£•m--all; vi£‹o„--of Lord Vi£‹u;
•r•dhanam--worship; param--the most exalted; tasm•t--and above such worship of
Lord Vi£‹u; parataram--of greater value; devi--O goddess; tad†y•n•m--of
persons in relationship with Lord Vi£‹u; samarcanam--rigid and firm worship.
TRANSLATION
"Lord ¥iva told the goddess Durg•, 'My dear Dev†, although the Vedas
recommend worship of demigods, the worship of Lord Vi£‹u is topmost. However,
above the worship of Lord Vi£‹u is the rendering of service to Vai£‹avas, who
are related to Lord Vi£‹u.'
PURPORT
The Vedas are divided into three divisions--karma-k•‹‚a, j‘•na-k•‹‚a and
up•san•-k•‹‚a. These are activities dealing with fruitive work, empiric
philosophical speculation and worship. There are recommendations in the Vedas
for the worship of various demigods as well as Lord Vi£‹u. In this quotation
from the Padma Pur•‹a, Lord ¥iva answers a question posed to him by the
goddess Durg•. This verse is also included in the Laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta (2.4),
by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†. The words vi£‹or •r•dhanam refer to the worship of Lord
Vi£‹u, or K”£‹a. Thus the supreme form of worship is the satisfaction of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead ¥r† K”£‹a. It is further concluded that the
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worshiper of Lord Vi£‹u renders better service by worshiping the devotee of
Lord K”£‹a. There are different types of devotees--those in ¤•nta-rasa, d•syarasa, sakhya-rasa, v•tsalya-rasa and m•dhurya-rasa. Although all the rasas are
on the transcendental platform, m•dhurya-rasa is the supreme transcendental
mellow. Consequently it is concluded that the worship of devotees engaged in
the Lord's service in m•dhurya-rasa is the supreme spiritual activity. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His followers mainly worship Lord K”£‹a in m•dhuryarasa. Other Vai£‹ava •c•ryas recommended worship up to v•tsalya-rasa.
Therefore ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† in his Vidagdha-m•dhava (1.2) describes ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu's cult as supreme:
anarpita-car†‰ cir•t karu‹ay•vat†r‹a„ kalau
samarpayitum unnatojjvala-ras•‰ sva-bhakti-¤riyam
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu appeared in this Age of Kali to exhibit the
superexcellence of m•dhurya-rasa, a gift never previously bestowed by any
•c•rya or incarnation. Consequently ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is accepted as the
most magnanimous incarnation. It is He only who distributed love of K”£‹a
while exhibiting the superexcellence of loving K”£‹a in the conjugal rasa.
TEXT 32
TEXT
dur•p• hy alpa-tapasa„
sev• vaiku‹àha-vartmasu
yatropag†yate nitya‰
deva-devo jan•rdana„
SYNONYMS
dur•p•--very difficult to achieve; hi--certainly; alpa-tapasa„--by a person
not advanced in spiritual life; sev•--service; vaiku‹àha-vartmasu--unto
persons on the path back home, back to Godhead; yatra--wherein; upag†yate--is
worshiped and glorified; nityam--regularly; deva-deva„--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; jan•rdana„--Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
" 'Those whose austerity is meager can hardly obtain the service of the
pure devotees progressing on the path back to the kingdom of Godhead, the
Vaiku‹àhas. Pure devotees engage one hundred percent in glorifying the Supreme
Lord, who is the Lord of the demigods and the controller of all living
entities.' "
PURPORT
This verse is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.7.20). It was spoken by
Vidura in his conversation with Maitreya ™£i, a great devotee of the Lord.
TEXT 33
TEXT
pur†, bh•rat†-gos•‘i, svarãpa, nity•nanda
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jagad•nanda, mukund•di yata bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
pur†--Param•nanda Pur†; bh•rat†--Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†; gos•‘i--on the level
of the spiritual master; svarãpa--Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†; nity•nanda--Lord
Nity•nanda Prabhu; jagad•nanda--Jagad•nanda; mukunda--Mukunda; •di--and
others; yata--all; bhakta-v”nda--devotees of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Param•nanda Pur†, Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† Gos•‘i, Svarãpa D•modara Gos•‘i, Lord
Nity•nanda, Jagad•nanda, Mukunda and others were present before the Lord at
that time.
TEXT 34
TEXT
c•ri gos•‘ira kaila r•ya cara‹a vandana
yath•-yogya saba bhaktera karila milana
SYNONYMS
c•ri gos•‘ira--of the four gos•‘is, or spiritual masters; kaila--did; r•ya-R•m•nanda R•ya; cara‹a vandana--worshiping the lotus feet; yath•-yogya--as it
is befitting; saba--all; bhaktera--of the devotees; karila--did; milana-meeting.
TRANSLATION
¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya therefore offered his obeisances to all the Lord's
devotees, in particular to the four spiritual masters. Thus R•m•nanda R•ya
suitably met all the devotees.
PURPORT
The four spiritual masters referred to in this verse are Param•nanda Pur†,
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†, Svarãpa D•modara and Lord Nity•nanda.
TEXT 35
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--r•ya, dekhile kamala-nayana?
r•ya kahe--ebe y•i p•ba dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; r•ya--My dear R•m•nanda R•ya; dekhile--have you
seen; kamala-nayana--the lotus-eyed Lord Jagann•tha; r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya
replied; ebe y•i--now I shall go; p•ba dara¤ana--I shall visit the temple.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu next asked R•m•nanda R•ya, "Have you already
visited the temple of the lotus-eyed Lord Jagann•tha?"
R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "I shall now go visit the temple."
TEXT 36
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--r•ya, tumi ki k•rya karile?
†¤vare n• dekhi' kene •ge eth• •ile?
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; r•ya--My dear R•m•nanda R•ya;
tumi--you; ki k•rya--what; karile--have done; †¤vare--the Supreme Personality
of Godhead; n• dekhi'--without seeing; kene--why; •ge--first; eth•--here;
•ile--you came.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "What have you done, My dear R•ya? Why did
you not first see Lord Jagann•tha and then come here? Why have you come here
first?"
TEXT 37
TEXT
r•ya kahe, cara‹a--ratha, h”daya--s•rathi
y•h•• la‘• y•ya, t•h•• y•ya j†va-rath†
SYNONYMS
r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; cara‹a--the legs; ratha--chariot;
h”daya--the heart; s•rathi--chariot driver; y•h••--wherever; la‘•--taking;
y•ya--goes; t•h••--there; y•ya--goes; j†va-rath†--the living entity on the
chariot.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya said, "The legs are like the chariot, and the heart is like
the charioteer. Wherever the heart takes the living entity, the living entity
is obliged to go."
PURPORT
In the Bhagavad-g†t• (18.61) Lord K”£‹a explains:
†¤vara„ sarva-bhãt•n•‰
h”d-de¤e 'rjuna ti£àhati
bhr•mayan sarva-bhãt•ni
yantr•rã‚h•ni m•yay•
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"The Supreme Lord is situated in everyone's heart, O Arjuna, and is
directing the wanderings of all living entities, who are seated as on a
machine made of material energy."
Thus the living entity wanders within this universe riding upon a chariot
(the body) bestowed by material nature. A similar explanation is given in the
Kaàha Upani£ad (1.3.3-4):
•tm•na‰ rathina‰ viddhi
¤ar†ra‰ ratham eva tu
buddhi‰ tu s•rathi‰ viddhi
mana„ pragraham eva ca
indriy•‹i hay•n •hur
vi£ay•‰s te£u gocar•n
•tmendriya-mano-yukta‰
bhoktety •hur man†£i‹a„
Here it is said that the living entity is the passenger riding in the
chariot of the body, which is offered by material nature. The intelligence is
the charioteer, the mind is the reins controlling the horses, and the senses
are the horses. Thus the living entity is the false enjoyer of the material
world.
One who is advanced in K”£‹a consciousness can control the mind and
intelligence and in this way rein in the horses, the senses, even though they
are very powerful. One who can control the senses by his mind and intelligence
can very easily approach the Supreme Personality of Godhead, or Vi£‹u, who is
the ultimate goal of life. Tad vi£‹o„ parama‰ pada‰ sad• pa¤yanti sãraya„.
Those who are actually advanced approach Lord Vi£‹u, their ultimate goal. Such
people are never captivated by Lord Vi£‹u's external energy, the material
world.
TEXT 38
TEXT
•mi ki kariba, mana ih•• la‘• •ila
jagann•tha-dara¤ane vic•ra n• kaila
SYNONYMS
•mi--I; ki--what; kariba--shall do; mana--my mind; ih••--here; la‘•-taking; •ila--arrived; jagann•tha-dara¤ane--to see Lord Jagann•tha; vic•ra-consideration; n•--did not; kaila--make.
TRANSLATION
¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya continued, "What shall I do? My mind has brought me
here. I could not consider going first to Lord Jagann•tha's temple."
TEXT 39
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--¤†ghra giy• kara dara¤ana
aiche ghara y•i' kara kuàumba milana
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SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; ¤†ghra giy•--going hastily;
kara dara¤ana--see Lord Jagann•tha; aiche--similarly; ghara y•i'--going home;
kara--just do; kuàumba--family; milana--meeting.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu advised, "Immediately go to Lord Jagann•tha's
temple to see the Lord. Then go home and meet your family members."
TEXT 40
TEXT
prabhu •j‘• p•‘• r•ya calil• dara¤ane
r•yera prema-bhakti-r†ti bujhe kon jane
SYNONYMS
prabhu •j‘•--the Lord's permission; p•‘•--getting; r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya;
calil•--departed; dara¤ane--to see Lord Jagann•tha; r•yera--of R•m•nanda R•ya;
prema-bhakti--of ecstatic love for K”£‹a; r†ti--process; bujhe--understands;
kon jane--what person.
TRANSLATION
Having received ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's permission, R•m•nanda R•ya
hastily went to the temple of Lord Jagann•tha. Who can understand the
devotional service of R•ya R•m•nanda?
TEXT 41
TEXT
k£etre •si' r•j• s•rvabhaume bol•il•
s•rvabhaume namaskari' t••h•re puchil•
SYNONYMS
k£etre--to Jagann•tha Pur†; •si'--coming; r•j•--the King; s•rvabhaume--for
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; bol•il•--called; s•rvabhaume--unto S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; namaskari'--offering obeisances; t••h•re puchil•--he asked him.
TRANSLATION
When King Prat•parudra returned to Jagann•tha Pur†, he called for
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya. When the Bhaàà•c•rya went to see the King, the King
offered him respects and made the following inquiries.
TEXT 42
TEXT
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mora l•gi' prabhu-pade kaile nivedana?
s•rvabhauma kahe,--kainu aneka yatana
SYNONYMS
mora l•gi'--on my behalf; prabhu-pade--at the lotus feet of the Lord; kaile
nivedana--did you submit my petition; s•rvabhauma kahe--S•rvabhauma replied;
kainu--I did; aneka yatana--much endeavor.
TRANSLATION
The King asked, "Have you submitted my petition to the Lord?"
S•rvabhauma replied, "Yes, with much endeavor I have tried my best.
TEXT 43
TEXT
tath•pi n• kare te•ha r•ja-dara¤ana
k£etra ch•‚i' y•bena puna„ yadi kari nivedana
SYNONYMS
tath•pi--yet; n• kare--does not do; te•ha--He; r•ja-dara¤ana--visiting a
king; k£etra ch•‚i'--leaving Jagann•tha-k£etra; y•bena--He will go away;
puna„--again; yadi--if; kari nivedana--I request.
TRANSLATION
"Yet despite my great endeavor, the Lord would not agree to see a king.
Indeed, He said that if He were asked again, He would quit Jagann•tha Pur† and
go elsewhere."
TEXT 44
TEXT
¤uniy• r•j•ra mane du„kha upajila
vi£•da kariy• kichu kahite l•gila
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing; r•j•ra--of the King; mane--in the mind; du„kha-unhappiness; upajila--arose; vi£•da--lamentation; kariy•--doing; kichu-something; kahite--to speak; l•gila--began.
TRANSLATION
Hearing this, the King became very unhappy and, greatly lamenting, began to
speak as follows.
TEXT 45
TEXT
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p•p† n†ca uddh•rite t••ra avat•ra
jag•i m•dh•i te•ha karil• uddh•ra
SYNONYMS
p•p†--sinful; n†ca--lowborn; uddh•rite--to deliver; t••ra--His; avat•ra-incarnation; jag•i--Jag•i; m•dh•i--M•dh•i; te•ha--He; karil• uddh•ra-delivered.
TRANSLATION
The King said, "¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has descended just to deliver all
kinds of sinful, lowborn persons. Consequently He has delivered sinners like
Jag•i and M•dh•i.
TEXT 46
TEXT
prat•parudra ch•‚i' karibe jagat nist•ra
ei pratij‘• kari' kariy•chena avat•ra?
SYNONYMS
prat•parudra ch•‚i'--except for Prat•parudra; karibe--He will do; jagat--of
the whole universe; nist•ra--deliverance; ei pratij‘•--this promise; kari'-making; kariy•chena--has made; avat•ra--incarnation.
TRANSLATION
"Alas, has ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu incarnated to deliver all kinds of
sinners with the exception of a king named Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra?
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mission is thus described by Narottama d•sa
áh•kura: patita-p•vana-hetu tava avat•ra. mo-sama patita prabhu n• p•ibe •ra.
If ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu descended to reclaim sinners, then one who is the
most sinful and lowborn is the first candidate for the Lord's consideration.
Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra considered himself a most fallen soul because he had to
deal with material things constantly and enjoy material profits. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's business was the deliverance of the most fallen. How, then, could
He reject the King? The more fallen a person is, the more he has the right to
be delivered by the Lord--provided, of course, he surrenders unto the Lord.
Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra was a fully surrendered soul; therefore the Lord could
not refuse him on the grounds that he was a worldly pounds-shillings man.
TEXT 47
TEXT
adar¤an†y•n api n†ca-j•t†n
sa‰v†k£ate hanta tath•pi no m•m
mad-eka-varja‰ k”payi£yat†ti
nir‹†ya ki‰ so 'vatat•ra deva„
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SYNONYMS
adar¤an†y•n--upon those who are unfit to be seen; api--although; n†caj•t†n--the lower class of men; sa‰v†k£ate--puts His merciful glance; hanta-alas; tath• api--still; na u--not; m•m--upon me; mat--myself; eka--alone;
varjam--rejecting; k”payi£yati--He will bestow His mercy; iti--thus; nir‹†ya-deciding; kim--whether; sa„--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; avatat•ra--has
descended; deva„--the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'Alas, has ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu made His advent deciding that He will
deliver all others with the exception of me? He bestows His merciful glance
upon many lower-class men who are usually not even to be seen.' "
PURPORT
This verse is found in the ¥r† Caitanya-candrodaya-n•àaka (8.28).
TEXT 48
TEXT
t••ra pratij‘•--more n• karibe dara¤ana
mora pratij‘•--t••h• vin• ch•‚iba j†vana
SYNONYMS
t••ra pratij‘•--His determination; more--unto me; n•--not; karibe--will do;
dara¤ana--seeing; mora pratij‘•--my promise; t••h• vin•--without Him; ch•‚iba-I will give up; j†vana--life.
TRANSLATION
Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra continued, "If ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is determined
not to see me, then I am determined to give up my life if I do not see Him.
PURPORT
A devotee with Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra's determination will certainly be
victorious in advancing in K”£‹a consciousness. ¥r† K”£‹a confirms this in the
Bhagavad-g†t• (9.14):
satata‰ k†rtayanto m•‰
yatanta¤ ca d”‚ha-vrat•„
namasyanta¤ ca m•‰ bhakty•
nitya-yukt• up•sate
"Always chanting My glories, endeavoring with great determination, bowing
down before Me, these great souls perpetually worship Me with devotion."
These are the symptoms of a mah•tm• engaged in the Lord's service in full
K”£‹a consciousness. Thus Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra's determination is very much
exalted and is called d”‚ha-vrata. Because of this determination, he was
finally able to receive Lord Caitanya's direct mercy.
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TEXT 49
TEXT
yadi sei mah•prabhura n• p•i k”p•-dhana
kib• r•jya, kib• deha,--saba ak•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
yadi--if; sei--that; mah•prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n•-not; p•i--I get; k”p•-dhana--the treasure of mercy; kib• r•jya--what is the
value of my kingdom; kib• deha--what is the value of this body; saba ak•ra‹a-everything useless.
TRANSLATION
"If I do not receive ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mercy, my body and my
kingdom are certainly useless."
PURPORT
This is an excellent example of d”‚ha-vrata, determination. If one does not
receive the Supreme Personality of Godhead's mercy, one's life is defeated. In
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (5.5.5) it is said: par•bhavas t•vad abodha-j•to y•van na
jij‘•sata •tma-tattvam. Unless one inquires into spiritual life, everything is
useless. Without spiritual inquiry, our labor and the object of our labor are
simply a waste of time.
TEXT 50
TEXT
eta ¤uni' s•rvabhauma ha-il• cintita
r•j•ra anur•ga dekhi' ha-il• vismita
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma; ha-il•--became; cintita-very thoughtful; r•j•ra--of the King; anur•ga--attachment; dekhi'--seeing;
ha-il•--became; vismita--astonished.
TRANSLATION
Hearing King Prat•parudra's determination, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya became
thoughtful. Indeed, he was very much astonished to see the King's
determination.
PURPORT
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was astonished because such determination is not
possible for a worldly man attached to material enjoyment. The King certainly
had ample opportunity for material enjoyment, but he was thinking that his
kingdom and everything else was useless if he could not see ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. This is certainly sufficient cause for astonishment. In ¥r†mad1037

Bh•gavatam it is stated that bhakti, devotional service, must be
unconditional. No material impediments can actually check the advancement of
devotional service, be it executed by a common man or a king. In any case,
devotional service rendered to the Lord is always complete, despite the
devotee's material position. Devotional service is so exalted that it can be
executed by anyone in any position. One must simply be d”‚ha-vrata, firmly
determined.
TEXT 51
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya kahe--deva n• kara vi£•da
tom•re prabhura ava¤ya ha-ibe pras•da
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya kahe--the Bhaàà•c•rya said; deva--O King; n• kara vi£•da--do
not be worried; tom•re--unto you; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
ava¤ya--certainly; ha-ibe--there must be; pras•da--mercy.
TRANSLATION
Finally S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said, "My dear King, do not worry. Because
of your firm determination, I am sure that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mercy
will definitely be bestowed upon you."
PURPORT
Due to King Prat•parudra's firm determination, the Bhaàà•c•rya predicted
that the King would receive ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mercy without fail. As
confirmed elsewhere in Caitanya-carit•m”ta (Madhya 19.151), guru-k”£‹a-pras•de
p•ya bhakti-lat•-b†ja: "By the mercy of the spiritual master and K”£‹a, one
gets the seed of devotional service." The Bhaàà•c•rya was the spiritual master
of King Prat•parudra, and he gave his blessings to the effect that the Lord
would be merciful upon the King. The mercy of the spiritual master and K”£‹a
combine to grant success to a devotee engaged in K”£‹a consciousness. This is
confirmed by the Vedas:
yasya deve par• bhaktir
yath• deve tath• gurau
tasyaite kathit• hy arth•„
prak•¤ante mah•tmana„
"Only unto those great souls who have implicit faith in both the Lord and
the spiritual master are all the imports of Vedic knowledge automatically
revealed." (¥vet•¤vatara Upani£ad 6.23)
Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra had firm faith in the Bhaàà•c•rya, who declared ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu to be the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Having firm
faith in the Bhaàà•c•rya as his spiritual master, King Prat•parudra
immediately accepted ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as the Supreme Lord. Thus he
began worshiping ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in his mind. This is the process of
devotional service. According to Lord K”£‹a in the Bhagavad-g†t• (9.34):
man-man• bhava mad-bhakto
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mad-y•j† m•‰ namaskuru
m•m evai£yasi yuktvaivam
•tm•na‰ mat-par•ya‹a„
"Engage your mind always in thinking of Me, become My devotee, offer
obeisances to Me and worship Me. Being completely absorbed in Me, surely you
will come to Me."
This process is very simple. One need only be firmly convinced by the
spiritual master that K”£‹a is the Supreme Personality of Godhead. If one
decides this, he can make further progress by thinking of K”£‹a, chanting of
K”£‹a and glorifying Him. There is then no doubt that such a fully surrendered
devotee will receive the blessings of Lord K”£‹a. ¥r†la S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya explains this further.
TEXT 52
TEXT
te•ha--prem•dh†na, tom•ra prema--g•‚hatara
ava¤ya karibena k”p• tom•ra upara
SYNONYMS
te•ha--He (¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu); prema-adh†na--under the control of
love; tom•ra prema--your love; g•‚ha-tara--very deep; ava¤ya--certainly;
karibena k”p•--He will bestow mercy; tom•ra upara--upon you.
TRANSLATION
As soon as the Bhaàà•c•rya saw the King's firm determination, he declared,
"The Supreme Lord is approached only by pure love. Your love for ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu is very, very deep; therefore without a doubt He will be merciful
upon you."
PURPORT
Such determination is the first qualification. As confirmed by Rãpa Gosv•m†
(Upade¤•m”ta 3): uts•h•n ni¤cay•d dhairy•t. One must first have firm
determination, firm faith. When one engages in devotional service, he must
maintain this firm determination. Then K”£‹a will be pleased with his service.
The spiritual master can show the path of devotional service. If the disciple
follows the principles rigidly and undeviatingly, he will certainly receive
the mercy of K”£‹a. This is confirmed by the ¤•stras.
TEXT 53
TEXT
tath•pi kahiye •mi eka up•ya
ei up•ya kara' prabhu dekhibe y•h•ya
SYNONYMS
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tath•pi--still; kahiye--say; •mi--I; eka up•ya--one means; ei up•ya--this
means; kara'--try to adopt; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhibe-will see you; y•h•ya--by that.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya then suggested, "There is one means by which you
can directly see Him.
TEXT 54
TEXT
ratha-y•tr•-dine prabhu saba bhakta la‘•
ratha-•ge n”tya karibena prem•vi£àa ha‘•
SYNONYMS
ratha-y•tr•-dine--on the day of the car festival ceremony; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; saba--all; bhakta--devotees; la‘•--taking with Him;
ratha--the chariot; •ge--in front of; n”tya karibena--will dance; prema-•vi£àa
ha‘•--in great ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
"On the day of the car festival, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu will dance before
the Deity in great ecstatic love.
TEXT 55
TEXT
prem•ve¤e pu£pody•ne karibena prave¤a
sei-k•le ekale tumi ch•‚i' r•ja-ve¤a
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; pu£pa-udy•ne--into the garden at Gu‹‚ic•
where the Lord stays; karibena prave¤a--will enter; sei-k•le--at that time;
ekale--alone; tumi--you; ch•‚i'--giving up; r•ja-ve¤a--the royal dress.
TRANSLATION
"On that Ratha-y•tr• festival day, after dancing before the Lord, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu will enter the Gu‹‚ic• garden. At that time you should go
there alone, stripped of your royal dress.
TEXT 56
TEXT
'k”£‹a-r•sa-pa‘c•dhy•ya' karite paàhana
ekale y•i' mah•prabhura dharibe cara‹a
SYNONYMS
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k”£‹a-r•sa-pa‘ca-adhy•ya--the five chapters in the Tenth Canto of ¥r†madBh•gavatam in which Lord K”£‹a's pastimes of the r•sa dance are described;
karite paàhana--to recite; ekale y•i'--going alone; mah•prabhura--of Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dharibe cara‹a--catch hold of the lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
"When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu enters the Gu‹‚ic•, you should also go there
and read the five chapters about Lord K”£‹a's dancing with the gop†s. In this
way you can catch hold of the Lord's lotus feet.
TEXT 57
TEXT
b•hya-j‘•na n•hi, se-k•le k”£‹a-n•ma ¤uni,
•li•gana karibena tom•ya 'vai£‹ava' j•ni'
SYNONYMS
b•hya-j‘•na n•hi--without external consciousness; se-k•le--at that time;
k”£‹a-n•ma ¤uni'--by hearing the holy name of Lord K”£‹a; •li•gana karibena-He will embrace; tom•ya--you; vai£‹ava j•ni'--taking you to be a Vai£‹ava.
TRANSLATION
"Lord Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu will be in a mood of ecstatic love, without
external consciousness. At that time, as you recite those chapters from
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, He will embrace you, knowing you to be a pure Vai£‹ava.
PURPORT
A Vai£‹ava is always ready to help another Vai£‹ava progress toward
realization of the Absolute Truth. S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya could understand
the King's position as a pure Vai£‹ava. The King was always thinking of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and the Bhaàà•c•rya wanted to help him approach the Lord.
A Vai£‹ava is always compassionate, especially when he sees a prospective
devotee very much determined (d”‚ha-vrata). Consequently the Bhaàà•c•rya was
ready to help the King.
TEXT 58
TEXT
r•m•nanda r•ya, •ji tom•ra prema-gu‹a
prabhu-•ge kahite prabhura phiri' gela mana
SYNONYMS
r•m•nanda r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya; •ji--today; tom•ra--your; prema-gu‹a-quality of love; prabhu-•ge--in front of the Lord; kahite--when he described;
prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; phiri' gela--became changed; mana-the mind.
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TRANSLATION
"The Lord has already changed His mind due to R•m•nanda R•ya's description
of your pure love for Him."
PURPORT
At first the Lord did not want to see the King, but due to the
Bhaàà•c•rya's and R•m•nanda R•ya's earnest endeavors, the Lord's mind was
changed. The Lord already declared that K”£‹a would be merciful upon the King
due to the King's service to the devotees. This is the process by which one
can advance in K”£‹a consciousness. First there must be the devotee's mercy;
then K”£‹a's mercy will descend. Yasya pras•d•d bhagavat-pras•do.
yasy•pras•d•n na gati„ kuto 'pi. Our first duty, therefore, is to satisfy the
spiritual master, who can arrange for the Lord's mercy. A common man must
first begin to serve the spiritual master, or the devotee. Then, through the
mercy of the devotee, the Lord will be satisfied. Unless one receives the dust
of a devotee's lotus feet on one's head, there is no possibility of
advancement. This is also confirmed by a statement of Prahl•da Mah•r•ja's in
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (7.5.32):
nai£•‰ matis t•vad urukram••ghri‰
sp”¤aty anarth•pagamo yad-artha„
mah†yas•‰ p•da-rajo-'bhi£eka‰
ni£ki‘can•n•‰ na v”‹†ta y•vat
Unless one approaches a pure devotee, he cannot understand the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra worshiped both R•m•nanda R•ya
and S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya. Thus he touched the lotus feet of pure devotees
and was able thereby to approach ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 59
TEXT
¤uni' gajapatira mane sukha upajila
prabhure milite ei mantra‹• d”‚ha kaila
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; gajapatira--of King Prat•parudra; mane--in the mind; sukha-happiness; upajila--awakened; prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; milite--to
meet; ei--this; mantra‹•--instruction; d”‚ha kaila--decided to accept rigidly.
TRANSLATION
Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra took the Bhaàà•c•rya's advice and firmly decided to
follow his instructions. Thus he felt transcendental happiness.
TEXT 60
TEXT
sn•na-y•tr• kabe habe puchila bhaààere
bhaààa kahe,--tina dina •chaye y•tr•re
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SYNONYMS
sn•na-y•tr•--the bathing ceremony of Lord Jagann•tha; kabe--when; habe-will be; puchila--he inquired; bhaààere--from the Bhaàà•c•rya; bhaààa kahe-the Bhaàà•c•rya said; tina dina--three days; •chaye--there are still; y•tr•re-until the festival.
TRANSLATION
When the King asked the Bhaàà•c•rya when the bathing ceremony [Sn•na-y•tr•]
of Lord Jagann•tha would take place, the Bhaàà•c•rya replied that there were
only three days left before the ceremony.
TEXT 61
TEXT
r•j•re prabodhiy• bhaààa gel• nij•laya
sn•na-y•tr•-dine prabhura •nanda h”daya
SYNONYMS
r•j•re--the King; prabodhiy•--encouraging; bhaààa--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
gel•--departed; nija-•laya--to his own home; sn•na-y•tr•-dine--on the day of
the bathing ceremony of Lord Jagann•tha; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
•nanda--full of happiness; h”daya--heart.
TRANSLATION
After thus encouraging the King, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya returned home. On
the day of Lord Jagann•tha's bathing ceremony, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was
very happy at heart.
TEXT 62
TEXT
sn•na-y•tr• dekhi' prabhura haila ba‚a sukha
†¤varera 'anavasare' p•ila ba‚a du„kha
SYNONYMS
sn•na-y•tr•--the bathing ceremony of Lord Jagann•tha; dekhi'--seeing;
prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; haila--became; ba‚a--very much;
sukha--happiness; †¤varera--of the Lord; anavasare--during the pastime of
retirement; p•ila--got; ba‚a--very much; du„kha--unhappiness.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing the bathing ceremony of Lord Jagann•tha, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu became very happy. But when Lord Jagann•tha retired after the
ceremony, Lord Caitanya became very unhappy because He could not see Him.
PURPORT
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After the bathing ceremony of ¥r† Jagann•tha, which takes place just a
fortnight before the Ratha-y•tr• ceremony, the body of the Lord Jagann•tha
Deity is repainted, and this takes just about a fortnight to complete. This
period is called Anavasara. There are many who visit the temple to see Lord
Jagann•tha regularly every day, and for them His retirement after the bathing
ceremony is unbearable. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu felt Lord Jagann•tha's absence
from the temple very much.
TEXT 63
TEXT
gop†-bh•ve virahe prabhu vy•kula ha‘•
•l•lan•the gel• prabhu sab•re ch•‚iy•
SYNONYMS
gop†-bh•ve--in the mood of the gop†s; virahe--in separation; prabhu--Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vy•kula--agitated; ha‘•--being; •l•lan•the--to
šl•lan•tha; gel•--went; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sab•re--all;
ch•‚iy•--having given up.
TRANSLATION
Due to separation from Lord Jagann•tha, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu felt the
same great anxiety the gop†s feel in separation from K”£‹a. In this condition
He gave up all association and went to šl•lan•tha.
TEXT 64
TEXT
p•che prabhura nikaàa •il• bhakta-ga‹a
gau‚a haite bhakta •ise,--kaila nivedana
SYNONYMS
p•che--behind; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nikaàa--in the
presence; •il•--came; bhakta-ga‹a--the devotees; gau‚a haite--from Bengal;
bhakta--devotees; •ise--come; kaila nivedana--submitted.
TRANSLATION
The devotees who had followed the Lord came into His presence and requested
Him to return to Pur†. They submitted that the devotees from Bengal were
coming to Puru£ottama-k£etra.
TEXT 65
TEXT
s•rvabhauma n†l•cale •il• prabhu la‘•
prabhu •il•,--r•j•-àh•‘i kahilena giy•
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SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; •il•-came; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘•--taking; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •il•--arrived; r•j•-àh•‘i--to the King; kahilena--said; giy•-after going.
TRANSLATION
In this way S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya brought Lord Caitanya back to
Jagann•tha Pur†. He then went to King Prat•parudra and informed him of the
Lord's arrival.
TEXT 66
TEXT
hena-k•le •il• tath• gop†n•th•c•rya
r•j•ke •¤†rv•da kari' kahe,--¤una bhaàà•c•rya
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--during this time; •il•--came; tath•--there; gop†n•tha-•c•rya-Gop†n•tha šc•rya; r•j•ke--unto the King; •¤†rv•da kari'--offering a
benediction; kahe--said; ¤una bhaàà•c•rya--my dear Bhaàà•c•rya, kindly listen.
TRANSLATION
At this time, Gop†n•tha šc•rya came there while S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was
with King Prat•parudra. Being a br•hma‹a, he offered his benediction to the
King and addressed S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya as follows.
TEXT 67
TEXT
gau‚a haite vai£‹ava •sitechena dui-¤ata
mah•prabhura bhakta saba--mah•-bh•gavata
SYNONYMS
gau‚a haite--from Bengal; vai£‹ava--devotees; •sitechena--are coming; dui¤ata--numbering about two hundred; mah•prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; bhakta--the devotees; saba--all; mah•-bh•gavata--greatly advanced
devotees.
TRANSLATION
"About two hundred devotees are coming from Bengal. All of them are greatly
advanced devotees and specifically devoted to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 68
TEXT
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narendre •siy• sabe haila vidyam•na
t••-sab•re c•hi v•s• pras•da-sam•dh•na
SYNONYMS
narendre--on the bank of Lake Narendra; •siy•--coming; sabe--all of them;
haila vidyam•na--staying; t••-sab•re--for all of them; c•hi--I want; v•s•-residential quarters; pras•da--for distributing pras•da; sam•dh•na-arrangement.
TRANSLATION
"All of them have already arrived on the bank of Lake Narendra and are
waiting there. I desire residential quarters and pras•da arrangements for
them."
PURPORT
Narendra is a small lake still existing in Jagann•tha Pur†, where the
Candana-y•tr• festival takes place. Up to the present date, all the Bengali
devotees who visit the Jagann•tha temple first take their bath in this lake.
There they wash their hands and feet before entering the temple.
TEXT 69
TEXT
r•j• kahe,--pa‚ich•ke •mi •j‘• diba
v•s• •di ye c•hiye,--pa‚ich• saba diba
SYNONYMS
r•j• kahe--the King said; pa‚ich•ke--unto the attendant; •mi--I; •j‘• diba-shall give orders; v•s•--residential quarters; •di--and other arrangements;
ye c•hiye--whatever you want; pa‚ich•--the attendant; saba--everything; diba-will supply.
TRANSLATION
The King replied, "I shall give orders to the attendant in the temple. He
will arrange for everyone's residential quarters and pras•da, as you desire.
TEXT 70
TEXT
mah•prabhura ga‹a yata •ila gau‚a haite
bhaàà•c•rya, eke eke dekh•ha •m•te
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ga‹a--associates; yata--all;
•ila--who have come; gau‚a haite--from Bengal; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; eke eke--one after another; dekh•ha--please show; •m•te--to me.
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TRANSLATION
"S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, please show me, one after another, all of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu's devotees who are coming from Bengal."
TEXT 71
TEXT
bhaààa kahe,--aàà•lik•ya kara •roha‹a
gop†n•tha cine sab•re, kar•be dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
bhaààa kahe--the Bhaàà•c•rya said; aàà•lik•ya--on the roof of the palace;
kara •roha‹a--just go up; gop†n•tha--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; cine--knows; sab•re-everyone; kar•be dara¤ana--he will show.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya requested the King, "Go up on the roof of the
palace. Gop†n•tha šc•rya knows every one of the devotees. He will identify
them for you.
TEXT 72
TEXT
•mi k•ho n•hi cini, cinite mana haya
gop†n•th•c•rya sab•re kar•'be paricaya
SYNONYMS
•mi--I; k•ho--anyone; n•hi--do not; cini--know; cinite mana haya--I desire
to know; gop†n•tha-•c•rya--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; sab•re--all of them; kar•'be
paricaya--will identify.
TRANSLATION
"Actually I do not know any of them, although I have a desire to know them.
Since Gop†n•tha šc•rya knows them all, he will give you their names."
TEXT 73
TEXT
eta bali' tina jana aàà•lik•ya ca‚ila
hena-k•le vai£‹ava saba nikaàe •ila
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying
Gop†n•tha šc•rya and
palace; ca‚ila--went
devotees; saba--all;

this; tina jana--the three persons (namely, the King,
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya); aàà•lik•ya--on the roof of the
up; hena-k•le--at this time; vai£‹ava--the Vai£‹ava
nikaàe--nearby; •ila--came.
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TRANSLATION
After S•rvabhauma said this, he went up to the top of the palace with the
King and Gop†n•tha šc•rya. At this time all the Vai£‹ava devotees from Bengal
drew closer to the palace.
TEXT 74
TEXT
d•modara-svarãpa, govinda,--dui jana
m•l•-pras•da la‘• y•ya, y•h•• vai£‹ava-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
d•modara-svarãpa--Svarãpa D•modara; govinda--Govinda; dui jana--two
persons; m•l•-pras•da--flower garlands and remnants of Lord Jagann•tha's food;
la‘•--taking; y•ya--went; y•h••--where; vai£‹ava-ga‹a--the Vai£‹avas.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara and Govinda, taking the flower garlands and pras•da of
Lord Jagann•tha, proceeded to where all the Vai£‹avas were standing.
TEXT 75
TEXT
prathamete mah•prabhu p•àh•il• du•h•re
r•j• kahe, ei dui kon cin•ha •m•re
SYNONYMS
prathamete--at first; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; p•àh•il•--sent;
du•h•re--two persons; r•j• kahe--the King said; ei dui--these two; kon--who
are they; cin•ha--kindly identify; •m•re--to me.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu first sent them both in advance. The King
inquired, "Who are these two? Please let me know their identities."
TEXT 76
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya kahe,--ei svarãpa-d•modara
mah•prabhura haya i•ha dvit†ya kalevara
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya kahe--the Bhaàà•c•rya said; ei--this gentleman; svarãpad•modara--his name is Svarãpa D•modara; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
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Mah•prabhu; haya--is; i•ha--he; dvit†ya--the second; kalevara--expansion of
the body.
TRANSLATION
¥r† S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "Here is Svarãpa D•modara, who is
practically the second expansion of the body of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 77
TEXT
dvit†ya, govinda--bh”tya, ih•• do•h• diy•
m•l• p•àh•‘•chena prabhu gaurava kariy•
SYNONYMS
dvit†ya--the second; govinda--Govinda; bh”tya--personal servant; ih••-here; do•h• diy•--through these two persons; m•l•--flower garlands;
p•àh•‘•chena--has sent; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; gaurava kariy•-giving much honor.
TRANSLATION
"The second person is Govinda, Lord Caitanya's personal servant. The Lord
has sent garlands and remnants of Lord Jagann•tha's food with these two
persons simply to honor the devotees from Bengal."
TEXT 78
TEXT
•dau m•l• advaitere svarãpa par•ila
p•che govinda dvit†ya m•l• •ni' t••re dila
SYNONYMS
•dau--in the beginning; m•l•--a garland; advaitere--unto Advaita šc•rya;
svarãpa--Svarãpa D•modara; par•ila--offered; p•che--after that; govinda-Govinda, the Lord's personal servant; dvit†ya--a second; m•l•--garland; •ni'-bringing; t••re dila--delivered to Him.
TRANSLATION
At the beginning, Svarãpa D•modara came forward and garlanded Advaita
šc•rya. Govinda next came and offered a second garland to Advaita šc•rya.
TEXT 79
TEXT
tabe govinda da‹‚avat kaila •c•ryere
t••re n•hi cine •c•rya, puchila d•modare
SYNONYMS
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tabe--at that time; govinda--Govinda; da‹‚avat--falling flat to offer
obeisances; kaila--did; •c•ryere--unto Advaita šc•rya; t••re--him; n•hi--not;
cine--recognized; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; puchila--inquired; d•modare--to
Svarãpa D•modara.
TRANSLATION
When Govinda offered his obeisances by falling down flat before Advaita
šc•rya, Advaita šc•rya asked Svarãpa D•modara about his identity, for He did
not know Govinda at that time.
TEXT 80
TEXT
d•modara kahe,--ih•ra 'govinda' n•ma
†¤vara-pur†ra sevaka ati gu‹av•n
SYNONYMS
d•modara kahe--D•modara said; ih•ra--of him; govinda--Govinda; n•ma--the
name; †¤vara-pur†ra sevaka--servant of •¤vara Pur†; ati gu‹av•n--very much
qualified.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara informed Him, "Govinda was the servant of •¤vara Pur†. He
is very highly qualified.
TEXT 81
TEXT
prabhura sev• karite pur† •j‘• dila
ataeva prabhu i•h•ke nikaàe r•khila
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sev•--the service; karite--to
perform; pur†--•¤vara Pur†; •j‘• dila--ordered; ataeva--therefore; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; i•h•ke--him; nikaàe--by His side; r•khila--kept.
TRANSLATION
"•¤vara Pur† ordered Govinda to serve ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Thus the
Lord keeps him by His side."
TEXT 82
TEXT
r•j• kahe,--y••re m•l• dila dui-jana
•¤carya teja, ba‚a mah•nta,--kaha kon jana?
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SYNONYMS
r•j• kahe--the King inquired; y••re--unto which person; m•l•--garlands;
dila--offered; dui-jana--Svarãpa D•modara and Govinda; •¤carya teja-wonderfully effulgent; ba‚a mah•nta--a very great devotee; kaha kon jana-kindly let me know who He is.
TRANSLATION
The King inquired, "To whom did Svarãpa D•modara and Govinda offer the two
garlands? His bodily effulgence is so great that He must be a very great
devotee. Please let me know who He is."
TEXT 83
TEXT
•c•rya kahe,--i•h•ra n•ma advaita •c•rya
mah•prabhura m•nya-p•tra, sarva-¤irodh•rya
SYNONYMS
•c•rya kahe--Gop†n•tha šc•rya said; i•h•ra n•ma--His name; advaita •c•rya-Advaita šc•rya; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; m•nya-p•tra-honorable; sarva-¤irodh•rya--the topmost devotee.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya replied, "His name is Advaita šc•rya. He is honored even
by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and He is therefore the topmost devotee.
TEXT 84
TEXT
¤r†v•sa-pa‹‚ita i•ha, pa‹‚ita-vakre¤vara
vidy•nidhi-•c•rya, i•ha pa‹‚ita-gad•dhara
SYNONYMS
¤r†v•sa-pa‹‚ita--¥r†v•sa Pa‹‚ita; i•ha--here; pa‹‚ita-vakre¤vara-Vakre¤vara Pa‹‚ita; vidy•nidhi-•c•rya--Vidy•nidhi šc•rya; i•ha--here; pa‹‚itagad•dhara--Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita.
TRANSLATION
"Here are ¥r†v•sa Pa‹‚ita, Vakre¤vara Pa‹‚ita, Vidy•nidhi šc•rya and
Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita.
TEXT 85
TEXT
•c•ryaratna i•ha, pa‹‚ita-purandara
ga•g•d•sa pa‹‚ita i•ha, pa‹‚ita-¤a•kara
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SYNONYMS
•c•ryaratna--Candra¤ekhara; i•ha--here; pa‹‚ita-purandara--Purandara
Pa‹‚ita; ga•g•d•sa pa‹‚ita--Ga•g•d•sa Pa‹‚ita; i•ha--here; pa‹‚ita-¤a•kara-¥a•kara Pa‹‚ita.
TRANSLATION
"Here are šc•ryaratna, Purandara Pa‹‚ita, Ga•g•d•sa Pa‹‚ita and ¥a•kara
Pa‹‚ita.
TEXT 86
TEXT
ei mur•ri gupta, i•ha pa‹‚ita n•r•ya‹a
harid•sa àh•kura i•ha bhuvana-p•vana
SYNONYMS
ei--this; mur•ri gupta--Mur•ri Gupta; i•ha--here; pa‹‚ita n•r•ya‹a-N•r•ya‹a Pa‹‚ita; harid•sa àh•kura--Harid•sa áh•kura; i•ha--here; bhuvanap•vana--deliverer of the whole universe.
TRANSLATION
"Here are Mur•ri Gupta, Pa‹‚ita N•r•ya‹a and Harid•sa áh•kura, the
deliverer of the whole universe.
TEXT 87
TEXT
ei hari-bhaààa, ei ¤r†-n”si‰h•nanda
ei v•sudeva datta, ei ¤iv•nanda
SYNONYMS
ei--this; hari-bhaààa--Hari Bhaààa; ei--this; ¤r†-n”si‰h•nanda--¥r†
N”si‰h•nanda; ei--this; v•sudeva datta--V•sudeva Datta; ei--this; ¤iv•nanda-¥iv•nanda.
TRANSLATION
"Here is Hari Bhaààa, and there is N”si‰h•nanda. Here are V•sudeva Datta
and ¥iv•nanda Sena.
TEXT 88
TEXT
govinda, m•dhava gho£a, ei v•su-gho£a
tina bh•ira k†rtane prabhu p•yena santo£a
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SYNONYMS
govinda--Govinda Gho£a; m•dhava gho£a--M•dhava Gho£a; ei--this; v•su-gho£a-V•sudeva Gho£a; tina bh•ira--of the three brothers; k†rtane--in the
sa•k†rtana; prabhu--the Lord; p•yena santo£a--gets very much pleasure.
TRANSLATION
"Here also are Govinda Gho£a, M•dhava Gho£a and V•sudeva Gho£a. They are
three brothers, and their sa•k†rtana, congregational chanting, pleases the
Lord very much.
PURPORT
Govinda Gho£a belonged to the k•yastha dynasty of the Uttara-r•‚h†ya
section, and he was known as Gho£a áh•kura. Even to the present day there is a
place named Agradv†pa, near Katwa, where a fair takes place and is named after
Gho£a áh•kura. As far as V•sudeva Gho£a is concerned, he composed many nice
songs about Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and these are all authorized
Vai£‹ava songs, like the songs of Narottama d•sa áh•kura, Bhaktivinoda
áh•kura, Locana d•sa áh•kura, Govinda d•sa áh•kura and other great Vai£‹avas.
TEXT 89
TEXT
r•ghava pa‹‚ita, i•ha •c•rya nandana
¤r†m•n pa‹‚ita ei, ¤r†k•nta, n•r•ya‹a
SYNONYMS
r•ghava pa‹‚ita--R•ghava Pa‹‚ita; i•ha--here; •c•rya nandana--šc•rya
Nandana; ¤r†m•n pa‹‚ita--¥r†m•n Pa‹‚ita; ei--this; ¤r†k•nta--¥r†k•nta;
n•r•ya‹a--and also N•r•ya‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Here is R•ghava Pa‹‚ita, here is šc•rya Nandana, there is ¥r†m•n Pa‹‚ita,
and here are ¥r†k•nta and N•r•ya‹a."
PURPORT
Narottama d•sa áh•kura, honoring the personal associates of Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, has sung as follows (Pr•rthan• 13):
gaur••gera sa•gi-ga‹e,
nitya-siddha kari' m•ne
se y•ya vrajendra-suta-p•¤a
One who is intelligent understands that all the personal associates and
devotees of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are ever liberated. This means that
they do not belong to this material world because they are always engaged in
the devotional service of the Lord. One who is engaged in the Lord's
devotional service twenty-four hours daily and never forgets the Lord is
called nitya-siddha. ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† confirms this statement:
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†h• yasya harer d•sye
karma‹• manas• gir•
nikhil•sv apy avasth•su
j†van-mukta„ sa ucyate
"A person acting in the service of K”£‹a with body, mind, intelligence and
words is a liberated person even within the material world, although he may be
engaged in many so-called material activities." (Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu
1.2.187)
A devotee is always thinking of how better to serve Lord K”£‹a, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, and how to broadcast His name, fame and qualities
throughout the world. One who is nitya-siddha has no business other than
broadcasting the glories of the Lord all over the world according to his
ability. Such people are already associates of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
Therefore Narottama d•sa áh•kura says, nitya-siddha kari' m•ne. One should not
think that because ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was personally present five hundred
years ago, only His associates were liberated. Rather, ¥r†la Narottama d•sa
áh•kura says that anyone is a nitya-siddha if he acts on behalf of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu by spreading the glories of the holy name of the Lord. We
should respect those devotees preaching the glories of the Lord as nityasiddha and should not consider them conditioned.
m•‰ ca yo 'vyabhic•re‹a
bhakti-yogena sevate
sa gu‹•n samat†tyait•n
brahma-bhãy•ya kalpate
(Bg. 14.26)
One who has transcended the material modes of nature is said to be on the
Brahman platform. That is also the platform of nitya-siddha. The nitya-siddha
not only stays on the Brahman platform but also works on that platform. Simply
by accepting the associates of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu as nitya-siddha, one
can very easily go back home, back to Godhead.
TEXT 90
TEXT
¤ukl•mbara dekha, ei ¤r†dhara, vijaya
vallabha-sena, ei puru£ottama, sa‘jaya
SYNONYMS
¤ukl•mbara--¥ukl•mbara; dekha--see; ei--this; ¤r†dhara--¥r†dhara; vijaya-Vijaya; vallabha-sena--Vallabha Sena; ei--this; puru£ottama--Puru£ottama;
sa‘jaya--Sa‘jaya.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya continued to point out the devotees. "Here is ¥ukl•mbara.
See, there is ¥r†dhara. Here is Vijaya, and there is Vallabha Sena. Here is
Puru£ottama, and there is Sa‘jaya.
TEXT 91
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TEXT
kul†na-gr•ma-v•s† ei satyar•ja-kh•na
r•m•nanda-•di sabe dekha vidyam•na
SYNONYMS
kul†na-gr•ma-v•s†--residents of the village known as Kul†na-gr•ma; ei-these; satyar•ja-kh•na--Satyar•ja Kh•n; r•m•nanda-•di--headed by R•m•nanda;
sabe--everyone; dekha--you see; vidyam•na--present.
TRANSLATION
"And here are all the residents of Kul†na-gr•ma, such as Satyar•ja Kh•n and
R•m•nanda. Indeed, all of them are present here. Please see.
TEXT 92
TEXT
mukunda-d•sa, narahari, ¤r†-raghunandana
kha‹‚a-v•s† cira‘j†va, •ra sulocana
SYNONYMS
mukunda-d•sa--Mukunda d•sa; narahari--Narahari; ¤r†-raghunandana--¥r†
Raghunandana; kha‹‚a-v•s†--residents of Kha‹‚a; cira‘j†va--Cira‘j†va; •ra-and; sulocana--Sulocana.
TRANSLATION
"Here are Mukunda d•sa, Narahari, ¥r† Raghunandana, Cira‘j†va and Sulocana,
all residents of Kha‹‚a.
TEXT 93
TEXT
kateka kahiba, ei dekha yata jana
caitanyera ga‹a, saba--caitanya-j†vana
SYNONYMS
kateka kahiba--how many shall I speak; ei--these; dekha--see; yata jana-all the persons; caitanyera ga‹a--associates of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; saba-all of them; caitanya-j†vana--considering ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu their life
and soul.
TRANSLATION
"How many names shall I speak to you? All the devotees you see here are
associates of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who is their life and soul."
TEXT 94
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TEXT
r•j• kahe--dekhi' mora haila camatk•ra
vai£‹avera aiche teja dekhi n•hi •ra
SYNONYMS
r•j• kahe--the King said; dekhi'--after seeing; mora--my; haila--there is;
camatk•ra--astonishment; vai£‹avera--of the devotees of the Lord; aiche--such;
teja--effulgence; dekhi--I see; n•hi--not; •ra--anyone else.
TRANSLATION
The King said, "Upon seeing all these devotees, I am very much astonished,
for I have never seen such an effulgence.
TEXT 95
TEXT
koài-sãrya-sama saba--ujjvala-vara‹a
kabhu n•hi ¤uni ei madhura k†rtana
SYNONYMS
koài-sãrya-sama--equal to the shining of millions of suns; saba--all of
them; ujjvala-vara‹a--very bright luster; kabhu n•hi ¤uni--I have never heard;
ei--this; madhura k†rtana--such melodious performance of congregational
chanting.
TRANSLATION
"Indeed, their effulgence is like the brilliance of a million suns. Nor
have I ever heard the Lord's names chanted so melodiously.
PURPORT
Such are the symptoms of pure devotees when they are chanting. All the pure
devotees are as bright as sunshine, and their bodily luster is very effulgent.
In addition, their performance of sa•k†rtana is unparalleled. There are many
professional chanters who can perform congregational chanting with various
musical instruments in an artistic and musical way, but their chanting cannot
be as attractive as the congregational chanting of pure devotees. If a devotee
sticks strictly to the principles governing Vai£‹ava behavior, his bodily
luster will naturally be attractive, and his singing and chanting of the holy
names of the Lord will be effective. People will appreciate such k†rtana
without hesitation. Even dramas about the pastimes of Lord Caitanya or ¥r†
K”£‹a should be played by devotees. Such dramas will immediately interest an
audience and be full of potency. The students of the International Society for
Krishna Consciousness should note these two points and try to apply these
principles in their spreading of the Lord's glories.
TEXT 96
TEXT
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aiche prema, aiche n”tya, aiche hari-dhvani
k•h•• n•hi dekhi, aiche k•h•• n•hi ¤uni
SYNONYMS
aiche--such; prema--ecstatic love; aiche n”tya--such dancing; aiche haridhvani--such vibration of the chanting of the holy name; k•h••--anywhere; n•hi
dekhi--I have never seen; aiche--such; k•h••--anywhere; n•hi ¤uni--I never
heard.
TRANSLATION
"I have never before seen such ecstatic love, nor heard the vibration of
the holy name of the Lord chanted in such a way, nor seen such dancing during
sa•k†rtana."
PURPORT
Because the temple of Lord Jagann•tha is situated at Jagann•tha Pur†, many
devotees from all parts of the world came to perform sa•k†rtana in
glorification of the Lord. All these devotees were certainly seen and heard by
Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra, but he herein admits that the k†rtana performed by the
associates of the Lord was unique. He had never before heard such sa•k†rtana
nor seen such attractive features manifest by the devotees. The members of the
International Society for Krishna Consciousness should go to India during the
birthday ceremony of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu at M•y•pura and perform
sa•k†rtana congregationally. This will attract the attention of all the
important personalities in India, just as the beauty, bodily luster and
sa•k†rtana performance by the associates of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu attracted
the attention of Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra. The associates of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu were unlimited during the Lord's presence on this planet, but
anyone who is pure in life and devoted to the mission of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu is to be understood as a nitya-siddha associate of the Lord.
TEXT 97
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya kahe ei madhura vacana
caitanyera s”£ài--ei prema-sa•k†rtana
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kahe--replied; ei--this; madhura
vacana--transcendental sweetness of the voice; caitanyera s”£ài--the creation
of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ei--this; prema-sa•k†rtana--chanting in the
ecstasy of love of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "This sweet transcendental sound is a
special creation of the Lord known as prema-sa•k†rtana, congregational
chanting in love of Godhead.
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TEXT 98
TEXT
avatari' caitanya kaila dharma-prac•ra‹a
kali-k•le dharma--k”£‹a-n•ma-sa•k†rtana
SYNONYMS
avatari'--descending; caitanya--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kaila--did;
dharma-prac•ra‹a--preaching of real religion; kali-k•le--in this Age of Kali;
dharma--religious principle; k”£‹a-n•ma--of the holy name of Lord K”£‹a;
sa•k†rtana--chanting.
TRANSLATION
"In this Age of Kali, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has descended to preach the
religion of K”£‹a consciousness. Therefore the chanting of the holy names of
Lord K”£‹a is the religious principle for this age.
TEXT 99
TEXT
sa•k†rtana-yaj‘e t••re kare •r•dhana
sei ta' sumedh•, •ra--kali-hata-jana
SYNONYMS
sa•k†rtana-yaj‘e--in the performance of congregational chanting; t••re-unto ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare--does; •r•dhana--worship; sei ta'--such a
person; su-medh•--sharply intelligent; •ra--others; kali-hata-jana--victims of
this Age of Kali.
TRANSLATION
"Anyone who worships Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu by congregational chanting
should be understood to be very intelligent. One who does not do so must be
considered a victim of this age and bereft of all intelligence.
PURPORT
Rascals propose that anyone can invent his own religious process, and this
proposition is condemned herein. If one actually wants to become religious, he
must take up the chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. The real meaning of
religion is stated in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (6.3.19-22).
dharma‰ tu s•k£•d bhagavat-pra‹†ta‰
na vai vidur ”£ayo n•pi dev•„
na siddha-mukhy• asur• manu£y•„
kuto nu vidy•dhara-c•ra‹•daya„
svayambhãr n•rada„ ¤ambhu„
kum•ra„ kapilo manu„
prahl•do janako bh†£mo
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balir vaiy•sakir vayam
dv•da¤aite vij•n†mo
dharma‰ bh•gavata‰ bhaà•„
guhya‰ vi¤uddha‰ durbodha‰
ya‰ j‘•tv•m”tam a¤nute
et•v•n eva loke 'smin
pu‰s•‰ dharma„ para„ sm”ta„
bhakti-yogo bhagavati
tan-n•ma-graha‹•dibhi„
The purport of these verses is that dharma, or religion, cannot be
manufactured by a human being. Religion is the law or code of the Lord.
Consequently religion cannot be manufactured even by great saintly persons,
demigods or siddha-mukhyas, and what to speak of asuras, human beings,
Vidy•dharas, C•ra‹as, and so on. The principles of dharma, religion, come down
in the parampar• system beginning with twelve personalities--namely, Lord
Brahm•; the great saint N•rada; Lord ¥iva; the four Kum•ras; Kapila, the son
of Devahãti; Sv•yambhuva Manu; Prahl•da Mah•r•ja; King Janaka; grandfather
Bh†£ma; Bali Mah•r•ja; ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†; and Yamar•ja. The principles of
religion are known to these twelve personalities. Dharma refers to the
religious principles by which one can understand the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. Dharma is very confidential, uncontaminated by any material
influence, and very difficult for ordinary men to understand. However, if one
actually understands dharma, he immediately becomes liberated and is
transferred to the kingdom of God. Bh•gavata-dharma, or the principle of
religion enunciated by the parampar• system, is the supreme principle of
religion. In other words, dharma refers to the science of bhakti-yoga, which
begins by the novice's chanting the holy name of the Lord (tan-n•magraha‹•dibhi„).
Therefore in this Age of Kali, as recommended here in the Caitanyacarit•m”ta (text 98), kali-k•le dharma--k”£‹a-n•ma-sa•k†rtana: the chanting of
the holy name of the Lord is the method of religion approved by all Vedic
scriptures. In the next text of the Caitanya-carit•m”ta, quoted from ¥r†madBh•gavatam (11.5.32), this principle is further stressed.
TEXT 100
TEXT
k”£‹a-var‹a‰ tvi£•k”£‹a‰
s••gop••g•stra-p•r£adam
yaj‘ai„ sa•k†rtana-pr•yair
yajanti hi su-medhasa„
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-var‹am--repeating the syllables k”£-‹a; tvi£•--with a luster;
ak”£‹am--not black (golden); sa-a•ga--along with associates; up••ga-servitors; astra--weapons; p•r£adam--confidential companions; yaj‘ai„--by
sacrifice; sa•k†rtana-pr•yai„--consisting chiefly of congregational chanting;
yajanti--they worship; hi--certainly; su-medhasa„--intelligent persons.
TRANSLATION
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" 'In the Age of Kali, intelligent persons perform congregational chanting
to worship the incarnation of Godhead who constantly sings the name of K”£‹a.
Although His complexion is not blackish, He is K”£‹a Himself. He is
accompanied by His associates, servants, weapons and confidential companions.'
"
PURPORT
52.

For an explanation of this verse, refer to šdi-l†l•, Chapter Three, verse
TEXT 101
TEXT
r•j• kahe,--¤•stra-pram•‹e caitanya hana k”£‹a
tabe kene pa‹‚ita saba t••h•te vit”£‹a?
SYNONYMS

r•j• kahe--the King said; ¤•stra-pram•‹e--by the evidence of revealed
scripture; caitanya--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; hana--is; k”£‹a--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, Lord K”£‹a; tabe--therefore; kene--why; pa‹‚ita--socalled learned scholars; saba--all; t••h•te--unto Him; vit”£‹a--indifferent.
TRANSLATION
The King said, "According to evidence given in the revealed scriptures, it
is concluded that Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is Lord K”£‹a Himself. Why,
then, are learned scholars sometimes indifferent to Him?"
TEXT 102
TEXT
bhaààa kahe,--t••ra k”p•-le¤a haya y••re
sei se t••h•re 'k”£‹a' kari' la-ite p•re
SYNONYMS
bhaààa kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said; t••ra k”p•--of Lord Caitanya's
mercy; le¤a--even a fraction; haya--there is; y••re--unto whom; sei se--that
person only; t••h•re--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”£‹a kari'--accepting as
K”£‹a; la-ite p•re--can take up.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "A person who has received but a small fraction of
mercy from ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu can understand that He is Lord K”£‹a. No
one else can.
PURPORT
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The sa•k†rtana movement can be spread by a person who is especially favored
by Lord K”£‹a (k”£‹a-¤akti vin• nahe t•ra pravartana). Without first obtaining
the mercy of the Lord, one cannot spread the holy name of the Lord. One who
can spread the Lord's name is called labdha-caitanya in the words of
Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat†. The labdha-caitanya is one who has actually
awakened his original consciousness, K”£‹a consciousness. The influence of the
pure devotees in K”£‹a consciousness is such that it can awaken others to
become immediately K”£‹a conscious and engage themselves in the transcendental
loving service of K”£‹a. In this way the descendants of pure devotees
increase, and Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu takes much pleasure in seeing the
increase of His devotees. The word su-medhasa„ means "sharply intelligent."
When one's intelligence is sharp, he can increase the interests of common men
in loving Caitanya Mah•prabhu and through Him in loving R•dh•-K”£‹a. Those not
interested in understanding ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are simply material in
their attempts at professional chanting and dancing for money, despite their
supposed artistry. If one does not have full faith in ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
he cannot properly chant and dance in the sa•k†rtana movement. Artificial
chanting and dancing may be due to sentiments or sentimental agitation, but
this cannot help one advance in K”£‹a consciousness.
TEXT 103
TEXT
t••ra k”p• nahe y•re, pa‹‚ita nahe kene
dekhile ¤unileha t••re '†¤vara' n• m•ne
SYNONYMS
t••ra k”p•--His mercy; nahe--there is not; y•re--unto whom; pa‹‚ita-learned scholar; nahe--even though; kene--nevertheless; dekhile--even by
seeing; ¤unileha--even by listening; t••re--Him; †¤vara--as the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; n• m•ne--does not accept.
TRANSLATION
"If the mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is not bestowed upon a person-regardless of how learned a scholar that person may be and regardless of his
seeing or listening--he cannot accept Lord Caitanya as the Supreme Personality
of Godhead.
PURPORT
The same principles can be applied to demoniac persons, even though they be
in the samprad•ya of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Without receiving the
Lord's special power, one cannot preach His glories all over the world. Even
though one may celebrate himself as a learned follower of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, and even though one may attempt to preach the holy name of the
Lord all over the world, if he is not favored by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu he
will find fault with the pure devotee and will not be able to understand how a
preacher is empowered by Lord Caitanya. One must be considered bereft of the
mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu when he criticizes the K”£‹a consciousness
movement now spreading all over the world or finds fault with this movement or
the leader of the movement.
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TEXT 104
TEXT
ath•pi te deva pad•mbuja-dvayapras•da-le¤•nug”h†ta eva hi
j•n•ti tattva‰ bhagavan-mahimno
na c•nya eko 'pi cira‰ vicinvan
SYNONYMS
atha--therefore; api--indeed; te--Your; deva--my Lord; pada-ambuja-dvaya-of the two lotus feet; pras•da--of the mercy; le¤a--by only a trace;
anug”h†ta„--favored; eva--certainly; hi--indeed; j•n•ti--one knows; tattvam-the truth; bhagavat--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; mahimna„--of the
greatness; na--never; ca--and; anya„--another; eka„--one; api--although;
ciram--for a long period; vicinvan--speculating.
TRANSLATION
" 'My Lord, if one is favored by even a slight trace of the mercy of Your
lotus feet, he can understand the greatness of Your personality. But those who
speculate to understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead are unable to know
You, even though they continue to study the Vedas for many years.' "
PURPORT
This verse is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.14.29). It is
explained in the Madhya-l†l•, in the Sixth Chapter, text 84.
TEXT 105
TEXT
r•j• kahe,--sabe jagann•tha n• dekhiy•
caitanyera v•s•-g”he calil• dh•‘•
SYNONYMS
r•j• kahe--the King said; sabe--all of them; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha;
n• dekhiy•--without visiting; caitanyera--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
v•s•-g”he--to the residential place; calil•--they went; dh•‘•--running.
TRANSLATION
The King said, "Instead of visiting the temple of Lord Jagann•tha, all the
devotees are running toward the residence of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu."
TEXT 106
TEXT
bhaààa kahe,--ei ta' sv•bh•vika prema-r†ta
mah•prabhu milib•re utka‹àhita cita
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SYNONYMS
bhaààa kahe--the Bhaàà•c•rya replied; ei ta'--this is; sv•bh•vika-spontaneous; prema-r†ta--attraction of love; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; milib•re--for meeting; utka‹àhita--anxious; cita--mind.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "This is spontaneous love. All the
devotees are very anxious to meet ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 107
TEXT
•ge t••re mili' sabe t••re sa•ge la‘•
t••ra sa•ge jagann•tha dekhibena giy•
SYNONYMS
•ge--first; t••re--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mili'--meeting; sabe--all the
devotees; t••re--Him; sa•ge--with them; la‘•--taking; t••ra sa•ge--with Him;
jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; dekhibena--they will see; giy•--going.
TRANSLATION
"First the devotees will meet ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and then take Him
with them to the temple to see Lord Jagann•tha."
TEXT 108
TEXT
r•j• kahe,--bhav•nandera putra v•‹†n•tha
pras•da la‘• sa•ge cale p••ca-s•ta
SYNONYMS
r•j• kahe--the King said; bhav•nandera putra--the son of Bhav•nanda;
v•‹†n•tha--V•‹†n•tha; pras•da la‘•--taking mah•-pras•da; sa•ge--along; cale-goes; p••ca-s•ta--five or seven men.
TRANSLATION
The King said, "The son of Bhav•nanda R•ya named V•‹†n•tha, along with five
or seven other men, went there to obtain the remnants of Lord Jagann•tha's
food.
TEXT 109
TEXT
mah•prabhura •laye karila gamana
eta mah•-pras•da c•hi'--kaha ki k•ra‹a
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SYNONYMS
mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •laye--the residential place;
karila gamana--he has already gone; eta--so much; mah•-pras•da--mah•-pras•da;
c•hi'--requiring; kaha--please tell; ki k•ra‹a--what is the reason.
TRANSLATION
"Indeed, V•‹†n•tha has already gone to the residence of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and has taken a huge quantity of mah•-pras•da. Please let me know
the reason for this."
TEXT 110
TEXT
bhaààa kahe,--bhakta-ga‹a •ila j•ni‘•
prabhura i•gite pras•da y•ya t••r• la‘•
SYNONYMS
bhaààa kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees;
•ila--have come; j•ni‘•--knowing; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
i•gite--by the indication; pras•da--remnants of the food of Jagann•tha; y•ya-go; t••r•--all of them; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said, "Understanding that all the devotees have
come, Lord Caitanya gave the sign, and therefore V•‹†n•tha and the others have
brought such great quantities of mah•-pras•da."
TEXT 111
TEXT
r•j• kahe,--upav•sa, k£aura--t†rthera vidh•na
t•h• n• kariy• kene kh•iba anna-p•na
SYNONYMS
r•j• kahe--the King said; upav•sa--fasting; k£aura--shaving; t†rthera
vidh•na--this is the regulation for visiting a holy place; t•h•--that; n•
kariy•--without performing; kene--why; kh•iba--they shall eat; anna-p•na-solid and liquid food.
TRANSLATION
The King then asked the Bhaàà•c•rya, "Why have the devotees not observed
the regulations for visiting the pilgrimage place, such as fasting, shaving
and so on? Why have they first eaten pras•da?"
TEXT 112
TEXT
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bhaààa kahe,--tumi yei kaha, sei vidhi-dharma
ei r•ga-m•rge •che sãk£ma-dharma-marma
SYNONYMS
bhaààa kahe--the Bhaàà•c•rya said; tumi yei kaha--whatever you say; sei
vidhi-dharma--that is a regulative principle; ei r•ga-m•rge--in this
spontaneous love; •che--there are; sãk£ma-dharma-marma--subtle intricacies of
the religious system.
TRANSLATION
The Bhaàà•c•rya told the King, "What you have said is right according to
the regulative principles governing the visiting of holy places, but there is
another path, which is the path of spontaneous love. According to those
principles, there are subtle intricacies involved in the execution of
religious principles.
PURPORT
According to the Vedic regulative principles, one has to be celibate before
entering a holy place of pilgrimage. Generally people are very much addicted
to sense gratification, and unless they have sex at night, they cannot sleep.
The regulative principles therefore enjoin that before a common man goes to a
holy place of pilgrimage, he should observe complete celibacy. As soon as one
enters a holy place, he must observe fasting for the day, and after shaving
his head clean, he must take a bath in a river or ocean near the holy place.
These methods are adopted to neutralize the effects of sinful activities.
Visiting a holy place of pilgrimage means neutralizing the reactions of a
sinful life. Those who go to holy places of pilgrimage actually unload the
reactions of their sinful lives, and consequently holy places are overloaded
with sinful activities left there by visitors.
When a saintly person or pure devotee visits such a holy place, he absorbs
the sinful effects left by the common man and again purifies the holy place.
T†rth†-kurvanti t†rth•ni (Bh•g. 1.13.10). Therefore a common man's visit to a
holy place and an exalted saintly person's visit there are different. The
common man leaves his sins in the holy place, and a saintly person or devotee
cleanses these sins simply by his presence. The devotees of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu were not common men, and they could not be subjected to the rules
and regulations governing the visiting of holy places. Rather, they exhibited
their spontaneous love for ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Immediately upon arrival
at the holy place, they went to see Lord Caitanya, and by His order they took
mah•-pras•da without following the regulations governing holy places.
TEXT 113
TEXT
†¤varera parok£a •j‘•--k£aura, upo£a‹a
prabhura s•k£•t •j‘•--pras•da-bhojana
SYNONYMS
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†¤varera--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; parok£a--indirect; •j‘•-order; k£aura--shaving; upo£a‹a--fasting; prabhura--of the Lord; s•k£•t-direct; •j‘•--order; pras•da-bhojana--to take the pras•da.
TRANSLATION
"The scriptural injunctions for shaving and fasting are indirect orders of
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. However, when there is a direct order from
the Lord to take pras•da, naturally the devotees take pras•da as their first
duty.
TEXT 114
TEXT
t•h•• upav•sa, y•h•• n•hi mah•-pras•da
prabhu-•j‘•-pras•da-ty•ge haya apar•dha
SYNONYMS
t•h••--there; upav•sa--fasting; y•h••--where; n•hi--there is not; mah•pras•da--remnants of food of the Lord; prabhu-•j‘•--direct order of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pras•da--remnants of food; ty•ge--giving up; haya--there
is; apar•dha--offense.
TRANSLATION
"When mah•-pras•da is not available, there must be fasting, but when the
Supreme Personality of Godhead directly orders one to take pras•da, neglecting
such an opportunity is offensive.
TEXT 115
TEXT
vi¤e£e ¤r†-haste prabhu kare parive¤ana
eta l•bha ch•‚i' kon kare upo£a‹a
SYNONYMS
vi¤e£e--especially; ¤r†-haste--with His transcendental hands; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare--does; parive¤ana--distribution; eta--so much;
l•bha--profit; ch•‚i'--giving up; kon--who; kare--does; upo£a‹a--fasting.
TRANSLATION
"When Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu is distributing pras•da with His
transcendental hand, who will neglect such an opportunity and accept the
regulative principle of fasting?
TEXT 116
TEXT
pãrve prabhu more pras•da-anna •ni' dila
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pr•te ¤ayy•ya vasi' •mi se anna kh•ila
SYNONYMS
pãrve--before this; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; more--unto me;
pras•da-anna--rice mah•-pras•da; •ni'--bringing; dila--delivered; pr•te--early
in the morning; ¤ayy•ya--on my bed; vasi'--sitting; •mi--I; se--that; anna-rice; kh•ila--ate.
TRANSLATION
"Previously the Lord gave me mah•-pras•da rice one morning, and I ate that
just sitting on my bed, without having even washed my mouth.
TEXT 117
TEXT
y••re k”p• kari' karena h”daye prera‹a
k”£‹•¤raya haya, ch•‚e veda-loka-dharma
SYNONYMS
y••re--in whomever; k”p•--mercy; kari'--bestowing; karena--does; h”daye--in
the heart; prera‹a--inspiration; k”£‹a-•¤raya--shelter of Lord K”£‹a; haya-there is; ch•‚e--he gives up; veda--Vedic principles; loka-dharma--social
etiquette.
TRANSLATION
"The man to whom the Lord shows His mercy by inspiring him within the heart
takes shelter only of Lord K”£‹a and abandons all Vedic and social customs.
PURPORT
This is also the teaching of Lord K”£‹a in the Bhagavad-g†t• (18.66):
sarva-dharm•n parityajya
m•m eka‰ ¤ara‹a‰ vraja
aha‰ tv•‰ sarva-p•pebhyo
mok£ayi£y•mi m• ¤uca„
"Abandon all varieties of religion and just surrender unto Me. I shall
deliver you from all sinful reactions. Do not fear." Such firm faith in the
Supreme Personality of Godhead is possible only by the mercy of the Lord. The
Lord is sitting within everyone's heart, and when He personally inspires His
devotee, the devotee does not stick to the Vedic principles or social customs
but rather devotes himself to the transcendental loving service of the Lord.
This is confirmed in the following verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (4.29.46).
TEXT 118
TEXT
yad• yam anug”h‹•ti
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bhagav•n •tma-bh•vita„
sa jah•ti mati‰ loke
vede ca parini£àhit•m
SYNONYMS
yad•--when; yam--to whom; anug”h‹•ti--shows special favor; bhagav•n--the
Supreme Personality of Godhead; •tma-bh•vita„--who is seated in everyone's
heart; sa„--that person; jah•ti--gives up; matim--attention; loke--to social
behavior; vede--to Vedic injunctions; ca--also; parini£àhit•m--attached.
TRANSLATION
" 'When one is inspired by the Lord, who is sitting in everyone's heart, he
does not care for social custom or Vedic regulative principles.' "
PURPORT
This instruction (Bh•g. 4.29.46) was given by N•rada Gosv•m† to King
Pr•c†nabarhi in connection with the story of Pura‘jana. Here N•rada implies
that without the mercy of the Supreme Personality of Godhead one cannot
extricate himself from the fruitive activities that are under the jurisdiction
of the Vedas. In previous verses (Bh•g. 4.29.42-44) N•rada admits that even
personalities like Lord Brahm•, Lord ¥iva, Manu, the Praj•patis (headed by
Dak£a), the four Kum•ras, Mar†ci, Atri, A•gira, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu,
Bh”gu, Vasi£àha and even N•rada himself could not properly receive the
causeless mercy of the Lord.
TEXT 119
TEXT
tabe r•j• aàà•lik• haite talete •il•
k•¤†-mi¤ra, pa‚ich•-p•tra, du•he •n•il•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; r•j•--the King; aàà•lik• haite--from the top of the
palace; talete--to the ground; •il•--came down; k•¤†-mi¤ra--of the name K•¤†
Mi¤ra; pa‚ich•-p•tra--the inspector of the temple; du•he--both of them;
•n•il•--called for.
TRANSLATION
After this, King Prat•parudra came down from the top of his palace to the
ground and called for K•¤† Mi¤ra and the inspector of the temple.
TEXTS 120-121
TEXT
prat•parudra •j‘• dila sei dui jane
prabhu-sth•ne •siy•chena yata prabhura ga‹e
sab•re svacchanda v•s•, svacchanda pras•da
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svacchanda dar¤ana kar•iha, nahe yena b•dha
SYNONYMS
prat•parudra--King Prat•parudra; •j‘• dila--ordered; sei dui jane--to those
two persons; prabhu-sth•ne--at the place of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
•siy•chena--have arrived; yata--all the devotees who; prabhura ga‹e-associates of the Lord; sab•re--to all of them; svacchanda--convenient; v•s•-residential places; svacchanda--convenient; pras•da--remnants of the food of
Jagann•tha; svacchanda dar¤ana--convenient visit; kar•iha--arrange for; nahe
yena b•dha--so that there will not be any difficulties.
TRANSLATION
Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra then told both K•¤† Mi¤ra and the temple inspector,
"Provide all the devotees and associates of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu with
comfortable residences, convenient eating facilities for pras•da and
convenient visiting arrangements at the temple so that there will not be any
difficulty.
TEXT 122
TEXT
prabhura •j‘• p•liha du•he s•vadh•na ha‘•
•j‘• nahe, tabu kariha, i•gita bujhiy•
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •j‘•--the order; p•liha--carry
out; du•he--both of you; s•vadh•na--careful; ha‘•--becoming; •j‘• nahe-although there is no direct order; tabu--still; kariha--do; i•gita-indication; bujhiy•--understanding.
TRANSLATION
"The orders of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu must be carefully carried out.
Although the Lord may not give direct orders, you are still to carry out His
desires simply by understanding His indications."
TEXT 123
TEXT
eta bali' vid•ya dila sei dui-jane
s•rvabhauma dekhite •ila vai£‹ava-milane
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; vid•ya dila--granted permission to go; sei duijane--to those two persons; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; dekhite--to
see; •ila--came; vai£‹ava-milane--in the meeting of all the Vai£‹avas.
TRANSLATION
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Saying this, the King gave them permission to leave. S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya also went to see the assembly of all the Vai£‹avas.
TEXT 124
TEXT
gop†n•th•c•rya bhaàà•c•rya s•rvabhauma
dãre rahi' dekhe prabhura vai£‹ava-milana
SYNONYMS
gop†n•tha-•c•rya--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; bhaàà•c•rya s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; dãre rahi'--standing a little off; dekhe--see; prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vai£‹ava-milana--meeting with the Vai£‹avas.
TRANSLATION
From a distant place both Gop†n•tha šc•rya and S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya
watched the meeting of all the Vai£‹avas with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 125
TEXT
si‰ha-dv•ra ‚•hine ch•‚i' saba vai£‹ava-ga‹a
k•¤†-mi¤ra-g”ha-pathe karil• gamana
SYNONYMS
si‰ha-dv•ra ‚•hine--on the right side of the lion gate; ch•‚i'--leaving
aside; saba--all; vai£‹ava-ga‹a--devotees of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
k•¤†-mi¤ra-g”ha--to the house of K•¤† Mi¤ra; pathe--on the way; karil• gamana-began to proceed.
TRANSLATION
Beginning from the right side of the lion gate, or the main gate of the
temple, all the Vai£‹avas began to proceed toward the house of K•¤† Mi¤ra.
TEXT 126
TEXT
hena-k•le mah•prabhu nija-ga‹a-sa•ge
vai£‹ave milil• •si' pathe bahu-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--at this time; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nila-ga‹asa•ge--in the association of His personal assistants; vai£‹ave--all the
Vai£‹avas; milil•--met; •si'--coming; pathe--on the road; bahu-ra•ge--in great
jubilation.
TRANSLATION
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In the meantime, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, accompanied by His personal
associates, met all the Vai£‹avas on the road with great jubilation.
TEXT 127
TEXT
advaita karila prabhura cara‹a vandana
•c•ryere kaila prabhu prema-•li•gana
SYNONYMS
advaita--Advaita šc•rya; karila--did; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; cara‹a--of the lotus feet; vandana--worship; •c•ryere--unto
Advaita šc•rya; kaila--did; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prema-•li•gana-embracing in ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
First Advaita šc•rya offered prayers to the lotus feet of the Lord, and the
Lord immediately embraced Him in ecstatic love.
TEXT 128
TEXT
prem•nande hail• du•he parama asthira
samaya dekhiy• prabhu hail• kichu dh†ra
SYNONYMS
prema-•nande--in ecstatic love; hail•--became; du•he--both of them; parama
asthira--greatly agitated; samaya--the time; dekhiy•--seeing; prabhu--the
Lord; hail•--became; kichu--a little; dh†ra--patient.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Advaita šc•rya displayed agitation due
to ecstatic love. Seeing the time and circumstance, however, Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu remained patient.
TEXT 129
TEXT
¤r†v•s•di karila prabhura cara‹a vandana
pratyeke karila prabhu prema-•li•gana
SYNONYMS
¤r†v•sa-•di--devotees headed by ¥r†v•sa áh•kura; karila--did; prabhura--of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cara‹a vandana--worshiping the lotus feet; pratyeke-to everyone; karila--did; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prema-•li•gana-embracing in love.
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TRANSLATION
After this, all the devotees, headed by ¥r†v•sa áh•kura, offered prayers to
the lotus feet of the Lord, and the Lord embraced each and every one of them
in great love and ecstasy.
TEXT 130
TEXT
eke eke sarva-bhakte kaila sambh•£a‹a
sab• la‘• abhyantare karil• gamana
SYNONYMS
eke eke--one after another; sarva-bhakte--to every devotee; kaila--did;
sambh•£a‹a--address; sab• la‘•--taking all of them; abhyantare--inside; karil•
gamana--entered.
TRANSLATION
The Lord addressed all the devotees one after another and took all of them
with Him into the house.
TEXT 131
TEXT
mi¤rera •v•sa sei haya alpa sth•na
asa•khya vai£‹ava t•h•• haila parim•‹a
SYNONYMS
mi¤rera •v•sa--the residence of K•¤† Mi¤ra; sei--that; haya--is; alpa
sth•na--insufficient place; asa•khya--unlimited; vai£‹ava--devotees; t•h••-there; haila--were; parim•‹a--overcrowded.
TRANSLATION
Since the residence of K•¤† Mi¤ra was insufficient, all the assembled
devotees were very much overcrowded.
TEXT 132
TEXT
•pana-nikaàe prabhu sab• vas•il•
•pani ¤r†-haste sab•re m•lya-gandha dil•
SYNONYMS
•pana-nikaàe--by His own side; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sab•--all
of them; vas•il•--made sit; •pani--personally Himself; ¤r†-haste--with His
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hand; sab•re--unto everyone; m•lya--garland; gandha--sandalwood pulp; dil•-offered.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu made all the devotees sit at His side, and with His
own hand He offered them garlands and sandalwood pulp.
TEXT 133
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya, •c•rya tabe mah•prabhura sth•ne
yath•-yogya milil• sab•k•ra sane
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; •c•rya--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; tabe-thereafter; mah•prabhura sth•ne--at the place of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
yath•-yogya--as it is befitting; milil•--met; sab•k•ra sane--with all the
Vai£‹avas assembled there.
TRANSLATION
After this, Gop†n•tha šc•rya and S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya met all the
Vai£‹avas at the place of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in a befitting manner.
TEXT 134
TEXT
advaitere kahena prabhu madhura vacane
•ji •mi pãr‹a ha-il••a tom•ra •gamane
SYNONYMS
advaitere--unto Advaita šc•rya Prabhu; kahena--says; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; madhura vacane--in sweet language; •ji--today; •mi--I; pãr‹a-perfect; ha-il••a--became; tom•ra--Your; •gamane--on arrival.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu addressed Advaita šc•rya Prabhu, saying sweetly,
"My dear Sir, today I have become perfect because of Your arrival."
TEXTS 135-136
TEXT
advaita kahe,--†¤varera ei svabh•va haya
yadyapi •pane pãr‹a, sarvai¤varya-maya
tath•pi bhakta-sa•ge haya sukholl•sa
bhakta-sa•ge kare nitya vividha vil•sa
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SYNONYMS
advaita kahe--Advaita šc•rya Prabhu said; †¤varera--of the Lord; ei--this;
svabh•va--feature; haya--becomes; yadyapi--although; •pane--Himself; pãr‹a-all-perfect; sarva-ai¤varya-maya--full of all opulences; tath•pi--still;
bhakta-sa•ge--in the association of devotees; haya--there is; sukha-ull•sa-great jubilation; bhakta-sa•ge--with devotees; kare--does; nitya--eternally;
vividha--various; vil•sa--pastimes.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya Prabhu replied, "This is a natural characteristic of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Although He is personally complete and full of
all opulences, He takes transcendental pleasure in the association of His
devotees, with whom He has a variety of eternal pastimes."
TEXT 137
TEXT
v•sudeva dekhi' prabhu •nandita ha‘•
t••re kichu kahe t••ra a•ge hasta diy•
SYNONYMS
v•sudeva--V•sudeva; dekhi'--seeing; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
•nandita ha‘•--becoming very much pleased; t••re--unto him; kichu kahe--says
something; t••ra a•ge--on his body; hasta diy•--placing His hand.
TRANSLATION
As soon as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw V•sudeva Datta, the father of
Mukunda Datta, He immediately became very happy and, placing His hand on his
body, began to speak.
TEXT 138
TEXT
yadyapi mukunda--•m•-sa•ge ¤i¤u haite
t••h• haite adhika sukha tom•re dekhite
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; mukunda--Mukunda; •m•-sa•ge--with Me; ¤i¤u haite--from
childhood; t••h• haite--than him; adhika--still more; sukha--happiness; tom•re
dekhite--to see you.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Although Mukunda is My friend from
childhood, I nonetheless take greater pleasure in seeing you than in seeing
him."
PURPORT
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V•sudeva Datta was the father of Mukunda Datta, who was the childhood
friend of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. It is naturally a great pleasure to see a
friend, but ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu informed the father that although it was
His pleasure to see His friend, His pleasure was increased by seeing the
father.
TEXT 139
TEXT
v•su kahe,--mukunda •dau p•ila tom•ra sa•ga
tom•ra cara‹a p•ila sei punar-janma
SYNONYMS
v•su kahe--V•sudeva Datta said; mukunda--Mukunda; •dau--in the beginning;
p•ila--got; tom•ra sa•ga--Your association; tom•ra cara‹a--Your lotus feet;
p•ila--got; sei--that; puna„-janma--transcendental rebirth.
TRANSLATION
V•sudeva replied, "Mukunda got Your association in the beginning. As such,
he has taken shelter at Your lotus feet. That is his transcendental rebirth."
TEXT 140
TEXT
choàa ha‘• mukunda ebe haila •m•ra jye£àha
tom•ra k”p•-p•tra t•te sarva-gu‹e ¤re£àha
SYNONYMS
choàa ha‘•--being junior; mukunda--Mukunda; ebe--now; haila--has become;
•m•ra--my; jye£àha--senior; tom•ra--Your; k”p•-p•tra--favorite; t•te-therefore; sarva-gu‹e--in all good qualities; ¤re£àha--superior.
TRANSLATION
Thus V•sudeva Datta admitted his inferiority to Mukunda, his son. "Although
Mukunda is my junior," he said, "he first received Your favor. Consequently he
became transcendentally senior to me. Besides that, You very much favored
Mukunda. Thus he is superior in all good qualities."
TEXT 141
TEXT
puna„ prabhu kahe--•mi tom•ra nimitte
dui pustaka •niy•chi 'dak£i‹a' ha-ite
SYNONYMS
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puna„--again; prabhu kahe--the Lord said; •mi--I; tom•ra nimitte--for your
sake; dui--two; pustaka--books; •niy•chi--have brought; dak£i‹a ha-ite--from
South India.
TRANSLATION
The Lord said, "For your sake only, I have brought two books from South
India.
TEXT 142
TEXT
svarãpera àh••i •che, laha t• likhiy•
v•sudeva •nandita pustaka p•‘•
SYNONYMS
svarãpera àh••i--in the possession of Svarãpa D•modara; •che--they are;
laha--you take; t•--them; likhiy•--copying; v•sudeva--V•sudeva; •nandita--very
glad; pustaka--the books; p•‘•--getting.
TRANSLATION
"The books are kept with Svarãpa D•modara, and you can get them copied."
Hearing this, V•sudeva became very glad.
TEXT 143
TEXT
pratyeka vai£‹ava sabe likhiy• la-ila
krame krame dui grantha sarvatra vy•pila
SYNONYMS
pratyeka--each and every; vai£‹ava--devotee; sabe--all; likhiy•--copying;
la-ila--took; krame krame--by and by; dui grantha--the two books; sarvatra-everywhere; vy•pila--become broadcast.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, each and every Vai£‹ava copied the two books. By and by, the two
books [the Brahma-sa‰hit• and ¥r† K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta] were broadcast all over
India.
TEXT 144
TEXT
¤r†v•s•dye kahe prabhu kari' mah•-pr†ta
tom•ra c•ri-bh•ira •mi ha-inu vikr†ta
SYNONYMS
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¤r†v•sa-•dye--unto ¥r†v•sa and his three brothers; kahe--says; prabhu--the
Lord; kari'--giving; mah•-pr†ta--great love; tom•ra--of you; c•ri-bh•ira--of
four brothers; •mi--I; ha-inu--became; vikr†ta--purchased.
TRANSLATION
The Lord addressed ¥r†v•sa and his brothers with great love and affection,
saying, "I am so obliged that I am purchased by you four brothers."
TEXT 145
TEXT
¤r†v•sa kahena,--kene kaha vipar†ta
k”p•-mãlye c•ri bh•i ha-i tom•ra kr†ta
SYNONYMS
¤r†v•sa kahena--¥r†v•sa áh•kura replied; kene--why; kaha vipar†ta--do You
speak just the opposite; k”p•-mãlye--by the price of Your mercy; c•ri bh•i--we
four brothers; ha-i--become; tom•ra--of You; kr†ta--purchased.
TRANSLATION
¥r†v•sa then replied to the Lord, "Why are You speaking in a contradictory
way? Rather, we four brothers have been purchased by Your mercy."
TEXT 146
TEXT
¤a•kare dekhiy• prabhu kahe d•modare
sagaurava-pr†ti •m•ra tom•ra upare
SYNONYMS
¤a•kare dekhiy•--seeing ¥a•kara; prabhu--the Lord; kahe--says; d•modare-unto D•modara; sa-gaurava-pr†ti--affection with awe and reverence; •m•ra--My;
tom•ra upare--upon you.
TRANSLATION
After seeing ¥a•kara, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu told D•modara, "My
affection for you is on the platform of awe and reverence.
PURPORT
Here the Lord is addressing D•modara Pa‹‚ita, who is different from Svarãpa
D•modara. D•modara Pa‹‚ita is the elder brother of ¥a•kara. Thus the Lord
informed D•modara that His affection toward him was on the platform of awe and
reverence. However, the Lord's affection toward his younger brother, ¥a•kara,
was on the platform of pure love.
TEXT 147
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TEXT
¤uddha kevala-prema ¤a•kara-upare
ataeva tom•ra sa•ge r•khaha ¤a•kare
SYNONYMS
¤uddha kevala-prema--pure unalloyed affection; ¤a•kara-upare--upon ¥a•kara;
ataeva--therefore; tom•ra sa•ge--along with you; r•khaha--keep; ¤a•kare-¥a•kara.
TRANSLATION
"Therefore keep your younger brother ¥a•kara with you because he is
connected to Me by pure unalloyed love."
TEXT 148
TEXT
d•modara kahe,--¤a•kara choàa •m• haite
ebe •m•ra ba‚a bh•i tom•ra k”p•te
SYNONYMS
d•modara kahe--D•modara Pa‹‚ita replied; ¤a•kara--¥a•kara; choàa--younger;
•m• haite--than me; ebe--now; •m•ra--my; ba‚a bh•i--elder brother; tom•ra--of
You; k”p•te--by the mercy.
TRANSLATION
D•modara Pa‹‚ita replied, "¥a•kara is my younger brother, but from today he
becomes my elder brother because of Your special mercy upon him."
TEXT 149
TEXT
¤iv•nande kahe prabhu,--tom•ra •m•te
g•‚ha anur•ga haya, j•ni •ge haite
SYNONYMS
¤iv•nande--unto ¥iv•nanda Sena; kahe--says; prabhu--the Lord; tom•ra--your;
•m•te--upon Me; g•‚ha anur•ga--deep affection; haya--there is; j•ni--I know;
•ge haite--from the very beginning.
TRANSLATION
Then turning toward ¥iv•nanda Sena, the Lord said, "I know that from the
very beginning your affection for Me has been very great."
TEXT 150
TEXT
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¤uni' ¤iv•nanda-sena prem•vi£àa ha‘•
da‹‚avat ha‘• pa‚e ¤loka pa‚iy•
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; ¤iv•nanda-sena--¥iv•nanda Sena; prema-•vi£àa ha‘•--becoming
absorbed in pure love; da‹‚avat ha‘•--offering obeisances; pa‚e--falls down;
¤loka--a verse; pa‚iy•--reciting.
TRANSLATION
Immediately upon hearing this, ¥iv•nanda Sena became absorbed in ecstatic
love and fell down on the ground, offering obeisances to the Lord. He then
began to recite the following verse.
TEXT 151
TEXT
nimajjato 'nanta bhav•r‹av•nta¤
cir•ya me kãlam iv•si labdha„
tvay•pi labdha‰ bhagavann id•n†m
anuttama‰ p•tram ida‰ day•y•„
SYNONYMS
nimajjata„--being immersed; ananta--O unlimited one; bhava-ar‹ava-anta„-within the ocean of nescience; cir•ya--after a long time; me--of me; kãlam-the shore; iva--like; asi--You are; labdha„--obtained; tvay•--by You; api-also; labdham--has been gained; bhagavan--O my Lord; id•n†m--now; anuttamam-the best; p•tram--candidate; idam--this; day•y•„--for showing Your mercy.
TRANSLATION
" 'O my Lord! O unlimited one! Although I was merged in the ocean of
nescience, I have now, after a long time, attained You, just as one may attain
the seashore. My dear Lord, by getting me, You have obtained the right person
upon whom to bestow Your causeless mercy.' "
PURPORT
This is a verse from the Stotra-ratna (21), composed by šlaband•ru
Y•mun•c•rya. One's relationship with the Supreme Personality of Godhead may be
reestablished even after one has fallen into the ocean of nescience, which is
the ocean of material existence involving the repetition of birth, death, old
age and disease, all arising out of the acceptance of the material body. There
are 8,400,000 species of material life, but in the human body one attains a
chance to get release from the repetition of birth and death. When one becomes
the Lord's devotee, he is rescued from this dangerous ocean of birth and
death. The Lord is always prepared to show His mercy to the fallen souls
struggling against miserable material conditions. As Lord K”£‹a states in the
Bhagavad-g†t• (15.7):
mamaiv•‰¤o j†va-loke
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j†va-bhãta„ san•tana„
mana„-£a£àh•n†ndriy•‹i
prak”ti-sth•ni kar£ati
"The living entities in this conditioned world are My eternal fragmental
parts. Due to conditioned life, they are struggling very hard with the six
senses, which include the mind."
Thus every living being is struggling hard in this material nature.
Actually the living entity is part and parcel of the Supreme Lord, and when he
surrenders unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead, he attains release from
the ocean of birth and death. The Lord, being very kind to fallen souls, is
always anxious to get the living entity out of the ocean of nescience. If the
living entity understands his position and surrenders to the Lord, his life
becomes successful.
TEXT 152
TEXT
prathame mur•ri-gupta prabhure n• miliy•
b•hirete pa‚i' •che da‹‚avat ha‘•
SYNONYMS
prathame--at first; mur•ri-gupta--Mur•ri Gupta; prabhure--to ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; n•--without; miliy•--meeting; b•hirete--outside; pa‚i'--falling
down; •che--was there; da‹‚avat--falling flat like a stick; ha‘•--becoming so.
TRANSLATION
Mur•ri Gupta at first did not meet the Lord but rather remained outside the
door, falling down like a stick to offer obeisances.
TEXT 153
TEXT
mur•ri n• dekhiy• prabhu kare anve£a‹a
mur•ri la-ite dh•‘• •il• bahu-jana
SYNONYMS
mur•ri--Mur•ri; n•--without; dekhiy•--seeing; prabhu--the Lord; kare--does;
anve£a‹a--inquiry; mur•ri--Mur•ri Gupta; la-ite--to take; dh•‘•--running;
•il•--came; bahu-jana--many persons.
TRANSLATION
When Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu could not see Mur•ri amongst the
devotees, He inquired about him. Thereupon many people immediately went to
Mur•ri, running to take him to the Lord.
TEXT 154
TEXT
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t”‹a dui-guccha mur•ri da¤ane dhariy•
mah•prabhu •ge gel• dainy•dh†na ha‘•
SYNONYMS
t”‹a--of straw; dui--two; guccha--bunches; mur•ri--Mur•ri; da¤ane--in his
teeth; dhariy•--catching; mah•prabhu--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •ge--in
front; gel•--went; dainya-adh†na--under obligation of meekness; ha‘•-becoming.
TRANSLATION
Thus Mur•ri Gupta, catching two bunches of straw in his teeth, went before
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu with humility and meekness.
TEXT 155
TEXT
mur•ri dekhiy• prabhu •il• milite
p•che bh•ge mur•ri, l•gil• kahite
SYNONYMS
mur•ri--Mur•ri; dekhiy•--seeing; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •il•-came out; milite--to meet; p•che--thereafter; bh•ge--runs away; mur•ri-Mur•ri; l•gil•--began; kahite--to speak.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing Mur•ri come to meet Him, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went up
to him, but Mur•ri began to run away and speak as follows.
TEXT 156
TEXT
more n• chu•iha, prabhu, mu‘i ta' p•mara
tom•ra spar¤a-yogya nahe p•pa kalevara
SYNONYMS
more--me; n• chu•iha--do not touch; prabhu--my Lord; mu‘i--I; ta'-certainly; p•mara--most abominable; tom•ra--of You; spar¤a-yogya--fit to be
touched; nahe--not; p•pa--sinful; kalevara--body.
TRANSLATION
"My Lord, please do not touch me. I am most abominable and am not fit for
You to touch because my body is sinful."
TEXT 157
TEXT
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prabhu kahe,--mur•ri, kara dainya sa‰vara‹a
tom•ra dainya dekhi' mora vid†r‹a haya mana
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; mur•ri--My dear Mur•ri; kara dainya sa‰vara‹a-please restrain your great humility; tom•ra--your; dainya--humility; dekhi'-seeing; mora--My; vid†r‹a haya mana--mind becomes disturbed.
TRANSLATION
The Lord said, "My dear Mur•ri, please restrain your unnecessary humility.
My mind is disturbed to see your meekness."
TEXT 158
TEXT
eta bali' prabhu t••re kaila •li•gana
nikaàe vas•‘• kare a•ga samm•rjana
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; prabhu--the Lord; t••re--him; kaila--did; •li•gana-embrace; nikaàe--nearby; vas•‘•--making sit down; kare--does; a•ga--of his
body; samm•rjana--cleansing.
TRANSLATION
Saying this, the Lord embraced Mur•ri and had him sit down by His side. The
Lord then began to cleanse his body with His own hands.
TEXTS 159-160
TEXT
•c•ryaratna, vidy•nidhi, pa‹‚ita gad•dhara
ga•g•d•sa, hari-bhaààa, •c•rya purandara
pratyeke sab•ra prabhu kari' gu‹a g•na
puna„ puna„ •li•giy• karila samm•na
SYNONYMS
•c•ryaratna--šc•ryaratna; vidy•nidhi--Vidy•nidhi; pa‹‚ita gad•dhara-Pa‹‚ita Gad•dhara; ga•g•d•sa--Ga•g•d•sa; hari-bhaààa--Hari Bhaààa; •c•rya
purandara--šc•rya Purandara; pratyeke--each and every one of them; sab•ra--of
all of them; prabhu--the Lord; kari' gu‹a g•na--glorifying the qualities;
puna„ puna„--again and again; •li•giy•--embracing; karila--did; samm•na-honor.
TRANSLATION
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Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then again and again embraced all the
devotees, including šc•ryaratna, Vidy•nidhi, Pa‹‚ita Gad•dhara, Ga•g•d•sa,
Hari Bhaààa and šc•rya Purandara. The Lord described their good qualities and
glorified them again and again.
TEXT 161
TEXT
sab•re samm•ni' prabhura ha-ila ull•sa
harid•se n• dekhiy• kahe,--k•h•• harid•sa
SYNONYMS
sab•re samm•ni'--respecting everyone; prabhura--of the Lord; ha-ila--there
was; ull•sa--jubilation; harid•se--Harid•sa áh•kura; n• dekhiy•--without
seeing; kahe--says; k•h•• harid•sa--where is Harid•sa.
TRANSLATION
After thus offering respect to each and every devotee, Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu became very jubilant. However, not seeing Harid•sa áh•kura, He
inquired, "Where is Harid•sa?"
TEXT 162
TEXT
dãra haite harid•sa gos•‘e dekhiy•
r•japatha-pr•nte pa‚i' •che da‹‚avat ha‘•
SYNONYMS
dãra haite--from a distance; harid•sa gos•‘e--Harid•sa áh•kura; dekhiy•-seeing; r•japatha-pr•nte--at the side of the common road; pa‚i'--falling down;
•che--he was; da‹‚avat ha‘•--offering obeisances.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then saw in the distance that Harid•sa áh•kura was
lying down flat on the road offering obeisances.
TEXT 163
TEXT
milana-sth•ne •si' prabhure n• milil•
r•japatha-pr•nte dãre pa‚iy• rahil•
SYNONYMS
milana-sth•ne--in the meeting place; •si'--coming; prabhure--unto Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n•--not; milil•--did meet; r•japatha-pr•nte--on the side
of the common road; dãre--at a distant place; pa‚iy•--falling flat; rahil•-remained.
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TRANSLATION
Harid•sa áh•kura did not come to the Lord's meeting place but remained
fallen flat on the common road at a distance.
TEXT 164
TEXT
bhakta saba dh•‘• •ila harid•se nite
prabhu tom•ya milite c•he, calaha tvarite
SYNONYMS
bhakta--devotees; saba--all; dh•‘•--running; •ila--came; harid•se-Harid•sa; nite--to take; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; tom•ya--you;
milite--to meet; c•he--wants; calaha--just come; tvarite--very soon.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees then went to Harid•sa áh•kura, saying, "The Lord wants to
meet you. Please come immediately."
TEXT 165
TEXT
harid•sa kahe,--mu‘i n†ca-j•ti ch•ra
mandira-nikaàe y•ite mora n•hi •dhik•ra
SYNONYMS
harid•sa kahe--Harid•sa áh•kura said; mu‘i--I; n†ca-j•ti--low caste; ch•ra-abominable; mandira-nikaàe--near the temple; y•ite--to go; mora--my; n•hi-there is not; •dhik•ra--authority.
TRANSLATION
Harid•sa áh•kura replied, "I cannot go near the temple because I am a lowcaste, abominable person. I have no authority to go there."
PURPORT
Although Harid•sa áh•kura was such a highly exalted Vai£‹ava that he was
addressed as Harid•sa Gosv•m†, he still did not like to disturb the common
sense of the general populace. Harid•sa áh•kura was so exalted that he was
addressed as àh•kura and gos•‘i, and these titles are offered to the most
advanced Vai£‹avas. The spiritual master is generally called gos•‘i, and
àh•kura is used to address the paramaha‰sas, those in the topmost rank of
spirituality. Nonetheless, Harid•sa áh•kura did not want to go near the
temple, although he was called there by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu Himself. The
Jagann•tha temple still accepts only those Hindus who are in the var‹•¤rama
order. Other castes, especially those who are not Hindu, are not allowed to
enter the temple. This is a long-standing regulation, and thus Harid•sa
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áh•kura, although certainly competent and qualified to enter the temple, did
not want even to go near it. This is called Vai£‹ava humility.
TEXT 166
TEXT
nibh”te àoà•-madhye sth•na yadi p••a
t•h•• pa‚i' raho, ekale k•la go•••a
SYNONYMS
nibh”te--in a solitary place; àoà•-madhye--within the gardens; sth•na-place; yadi--if; p••a--I get; t•h••--there; pa‚i' raho--I shall stay; ekale-alone; k•la--time; go•••a--I shall pass.
TRANSLATION
Harid•sa áh•kura then expressed his desire: "If I could just get a solitary
place near the temple, I could stay there alone and pass my time.
TEXT 167
TEXT
jagann•tha-sevakera mora spar¤a n•hi haya
t•h•• pa‚i' raho•,--mora ei v•‘ch• haya
SYNONYMS
jagann•tha-sevakera--of the servants of Lord Jagann•tha; mora--my; spar¤a-touching; n•hi--not; haya--takes place; t•h••--there; pa‚i' raho•--I stay;
mora--my; ei--this; v•‘ch•--desire; haya--is.
TRANSLATION
"I do not wish the servants of Lord Jagann•tha to touch me. I would remain
there in the garden alone. That is my desire."
TEXT 168
TEXT
ei kath• loka giy• prabhure kahila
¤uniy• prabhura mane ba‚a sukha ha-ila
SYNONYMS
ei kath•--this message; loka--people; giy•--going; prabhure--unto Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kahila--informed; ¤uniy•--hearing; prabhura mane--in the
mind of the Lord; ba‚a--very much; sukha--happiness; ha-ila--became.
TRANSLATION
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When this message was relayed to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu by the people, the
Lord became very happy to hear it.
TEXT 169
TEXT
hena-k•le k•¤†-mi¤ra, pa‚ich•,--dui jana
•siy• karila prabhura cara‹a vandana
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--at this time; k•¤†-mi¤ra--K•¤† Mi¤ra; pa‚ich•--the
superintendent; dui jana--two persons; •siy•--coming; karila--did; prabhura-of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cara‹a vandana--worshiping the lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
At this time, K•¤† Mi¤ra, along with the superintendent of the temple, came
and offered his respects unto the lotus feet of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 170
TEXT
sarva vai£‹ava dekhi' sukha ba‚a p•il•
yath•-yogya sab•-sane •nande milil•
SYNONYMS
sarva vai£‹ava--all the Vai£‹avas; dekhi'--seeing; sukha--happiness; ba‚a-very much; p•il•--got; yath•-yogya--as is befitting; sab•-sane--along with
everyone; •nande--in happiness; milil•--met.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing all the Vai£‹avas together, K•¤† Mi¤ra and the superintendent
became very happy. With great happiness they met with the devotees in a
befitting manner.
TEXT 171
TEXT
prabhu-pade dui jane kaila nivedane
•j‘• deha',--vai£‹avera kari sam•dh•ne
SYNONYMS
prabhu-pade--unto the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dui jane--both
of them; kaila--did; nivedane--submission; •j‘• deha'--please order;
vai£‹avera--of all the Vai£‹avas; kari--let us do; sam•dh•ne--accommodation.
TRANSLATION
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Both submitted to Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, "Please give us orders so
that we may make proper arrangements to accommodate all the Vai£‹avas.
TEXT 172
TEXT
sab•ra kariy•chi v•s•-g”ha-sth•na
mah•-pras•da sab•k•re kari sam•dh•na
SYNONYMS
sab•ra--for all of them; kariy•chi--we have arranged; v•s•-g”ha-sth•na-residential places for staying; mah•-pras•da--remnants of food of Jagann•tha;
sab•k•re--to all of them; kari--let us do; sam•dh•na--distribution.
TRANSLATION
"Accommodations have been arranged for all the Vai£‹avas. Now let us
distribute mah•-pras•da to all of them."
TEXT 173
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--gop†n•tha, y•ha' vai£‹ava la‘•
y•h•• y•h•• kahe v•s•, t•h•• deha' la‘•
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; gop†n•tha--My dear
Gop†n•tha; y•ha'--please go; vai£‹ava la‘•--taking all the Vai£‹avas; y•h••
y•h••--wherever; kahe--they say; v•s•--staying place; t•h••--there; deha'-give; la‘•--accepting.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu immediately told Gop†n•tha šc•rya, "Please go with
the Vai£‹avas and accommodate them in whatever residences K•¤† Mi¤ra and the
temple superintendent offer."
TEXT 174
TEXT
mah•-pras•d•nna deha v•‹†n•tha-sth•ne
sarva-vai£‹avera i•ho karibe sam•dh•ne
SYNONYMS
mah•-pras•da-anna--the remnants of food; deha--deliver; v•‹†n•tha-sth•ne-unto V•‹†n•tha; sarva-vai£‹avera--unto all the Vai£‹avas; i•ho--he; karibe-will do; sam•dh•ne--distribution.
TRANSLATION
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Then the Lord told K•¤† Mi¤ra and the temple superintendent, "As for the
remnants of food left by Jagann•tha, let them be delivered to V•‹†n•tha R•ya's
charge, for he can take care of all the Vai£‹avas and distribute mah•-pras•da
to them."
TEXT 175
TEXT
•m•ra nikaàe ei pu£pera udy•ne
eka-kh•ni ghara •che parama-nirjane
SYNONYMS
•m•ra nikaàe--nearby My place; ei--this; pu£pera udy•ne--in a garden of
flowers; eka-kh•ni--one; ghara--room; •che--there is; parama-nirjane--in a
very solitary place.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then said, "Nearby My place, in this garden of
flowers, is a single room that is very solitary.
TEXT 176
TEXT
sei ghara •m•ke deha'--•che prayojana
nibh”te vasiy• t•h•• kariba smara‹a
SYNONYMS
sei ghara--that room; •m•ke deha'--please give to Me; •che prayojana--there
is necessity; nibh”te--in the solitary place; vasiy•--sitting; t•h••--there;
kariba smara‹a--I shall remember the lotus feet of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
"Please give that room to Me, for I have a need for it. Indeed, I shall
remember the lotus feet of the Lord sitting in that solitary place."
PURPORT
This statement of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is significant. Nibh”te vasiy•
t•h•• kariba smara‹a: "I shall sit down there in that solitary place and
remember the lotus feet of the Lord." Neophyte students are not to imitate
sitting in a solitary place and remembering the lotus feet of the Lord by
chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. We should always remember that it was ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu Himself who wanted such a place, either for Himself or
Harid•sa áh•kura. No one can suddenly attain the level of Harid•sa áh•kura and
sit down in a solitary place to chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra and remember
the lotus feet of the Lord. Only an exalted person like Harid•sa áh•kura or
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who is personally exhibiting the proper behavior for
an •c•rya, can engage in such a practice.
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At the present moment we see that some of the members of the International
Society for Krishna Consciousness are tending to leave their preaching
activities in order to sit in a solitary place. This is not a very good sign.
It is a fact that ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura has condemned this
process for neophytes. He has even stated in a song, prati£àh•ra tare,
nirjanera ghare, tava hari-n•ma kevala kaitava: "Sitting in a solitary place
intending to chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra is considered a cheating
process." This practice is not possible for neophytes at all. The neophyte
devotee must act and work very laboriously under the direction of the
spiritual master, and he must thus preach the cult of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
Only after maturing in devotion can he sit down in a solitary place to chant
the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu Himself did. Although
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is the Supreme Personality of Godhead, He nonetheless
traveled all over India continuously for six years and then retired at
Jagann•tha Pur† to teach us a lesson. Even at Jagann•tha Pur† the Lord chanted
the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra in great meetings at the Jagann•tha temple. The
point is that one should not try to imitate Harid•sa áh•kura at the beginning
of one's transcendental life. One must first become very mature in devotion
and thus receive the approval of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Only at such a time
may one actually sit down peacefully in a solitary place to chant the Hare
K”£‹a mah•-mantra and remember the lotus feet of the Lord. The senses are very
strong, and if a neophyte devotee imitates Harid•sa áh•kura, his enemies
(k•ma, krodha, lobha, moha, mada and m•tsarya) will disturb and fatigue him.
Instead of chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra, the neophyte will simply sleep
soundly. Preaching work is meant for advanced devotees, and when an advanced
devotee is further elevated on the devotional scale, he may retire to chant
the Hare K”£‹a mantra in a solitary place. However, if one simply imitates
advanced spiritual life, he will fall down, just like the sahajiy•s in
V”nd•vana.
TEXT 177
TEXT
mi¤ra kahe,--saba tom•ra, c•ha ki k•ra‹e?
•pana-icch•ya laha, yei tom•ra mane
SYNONYMS
mi¤ra kahe--K•¤† Mi¤ra said; saba--everything; tom•ra--Yours; c•ha ki
k•ra‹e--why do You beg; •pana-icch•ya--by Your own will; laha--You take; yei-whatever; tom•ra mane--is in Your mind.
TRANSLATION
K•¤† Mi¤ra then told ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu: "Everything belongs to You.
What is the use of Your begging? By Your own will You can take whatever You
like.
TEXT 178
TEXT
•mi-dui ha-i tom•ra d•sa •j‘•k•r†
ye c•ha, sei •j‘• deha' k”p• kari'
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SYNONYMS
•mi--we; dui--two; ha-i--are; tom•ra--Your; d•sa--servants; •j‘•-k•r†-order-carriers; ye c•ha--whatever You want; sei •j‘•--that order; deha'--give;
k”p• kari'--being merciful.
TRANSLATION
"My Lord, we are Your two servants and are here just to carry out Your
orders. By Your mercy, please tell us to do whatever You want."
TEXT 179
TEXT
eta kahi' dui jane vid•ya la-ila
gop†n•tha, v•‹†n•tha--du•he sa•ge nila
SYNONYMS
eta kahi'--saying this; dui jane--both of them; vid•ya la-ila--took leave;
gop†n•tha--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; v•‹†n•tha--V•‹†n•tha R•ya; du•he sa•ge nila--took
both of them with them.
TRANSLATION
Saying this, K•¤† Mi¤ra and the temple inspector took their leave, and
Gop†n•tha and V•‹†n•tha went with them.
TEXT 180
TEXT
gop†n•the dekh•ila saba v•s•-ghara
v•‹†n•tha-àh•‘i dila pras•da vistara
SYNONYMS
gop†n•the--unto Gop†n•tha šc•rya; dekh•ila--showed; saba--all; v•s•-ghara-residential places; v•‹†n•tha-àh•‘i--unto V•‹†n•tha R•ya; dila--delivered;
pras•da vistara--remnants of food in large quantities.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha was then shown all the residential places, and V•‹†n•tha was
given large quantities of food [mah•-pras•da] left by Lord Jagann•tha.
TEXT 181
TEXT
v•‹†n•tha •il• bahu pras•da piàh• la‘•
gop†n•tha •il• v•s• sa‰sk•ra kariy•
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SYNONYMS
v•‹†n•tha--V•‹†n•tha; •il•--returned; bahu--a very large quantity of;
pras•da--remnants of food; piàh• la‘•--also taking cakes with them; gop†n•tha-Gop†n•tha šc•rya; •il•--returned; v•s•--residential places; sa‰sk•ra kariy•-cleansing.
TRANSLATION
Thus V•‹†n•tha R•ya returned with large quantities of Lord Jagann•tha's
food remnants, including cakes and other good eatables. Gop†n•tha šc•rya also
returned after cleansing all the residential quarters.
TEXT 182
TEXT
mah•prabhu kahe,--¤una, sarva vai£‹ava-ga‹a
nija-nija-v•s• sabe karaha gamana
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; ¤una--kindly listen;
sarva vai£‹ava-ga‹a--all Vai£‹avas; nija-nija-v•s•--to the respective
residential quarters; sabe--all of you; karaha--make; gamana--departure.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then addressed all the Vai£‹avas and requested that
they listen to Him. He said, "Now you can go to your respective residential
quarters.
TEXT 183
TEXT
samudra-sn•na kari' kara cã‚• dara¤ana
tabe •ji iha• •si' karibe bhojana
SYNONYMS
samudra-sn•na--bathing in the sea; kari'--finishing; kara--just do; cã‚•
dara¤ana--observing the top of the temple; tabe--thereafter; •ji--today; iha•-here; •si'--coming back; karibe bhojana--take your lunch.
TRANSLATION
"Go to the sea and bathe and look at the top of the temple. After so doing,
please come back here and take your lunch."
TEXT 184
TEXT
prabhu namaskari' sabe v•s•te calil•
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gop†n•th•c•rya sabe v•s•-sth•na dil•
SYNONYMS
prabhu namaskari'--after offering obeisances to Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; sabe--all the devotees; v•s•te calil•--departed for their
residential quarters; gop†n•tha-•c•rya--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; sabe--to everyone;
v•s•--residential quarters; sth•na--place; dil•--delivered.
TRANSLATION
After offering obeisances to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, all the devotees
departed for their residences, and Gop†n•tha šc•rya showed them their
respective quarters.
TEXT 185
TEXT
mah•prabhu •il• tabe harid•sa-milane
harid•sa kare preme n•ma-sa•k†rtane
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •il•--came; tabe--thereafter;
harid•sa-milane--to meet áh•kura Harid•sa; harid•sa--áh•kura Harid•sa; kare-does; preme--in ecstatic love; n•ma-sa•k†rtane--chanting of the holy name.
TRANSLATION
After this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to meet Harid•sa áh•kura, and He
saw him engaged in chanting the mah•-mantra with ecstatic love. Harid•sa
chanted, "Hare K”£‹a, Hare K”£‹a, K”£‹a K”£‹a, Hare Hare. Hare R•ma, Hare
R•ma, R•ma R•ma, Hare Hare."
TEXT 186
TEXT
prabhu dekhi' pa‚e •ge da‹‚avat ha‘•
prabhu •li•gana kaila t••re uàh•‘•
SYNONYMS
prabhu dekhi'--after seeing the Lord; pa‚e--fell down; •ge--in front of
Him; da‹‚avat--flat like a stick; ha‘•--becoming; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •li•gana kaila--embraced; t••re--him; uàh•‘•--raising him up.
TRANSLATION
As soon as Harid•sa áh•kura saw ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he immediately
fell down like a stick to offer Him obeisances, and Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu raised him up and embraced him.
TEXT 187
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TEXT
dui-jane prem•ve¤e karena krandane
prabhu-gu‹e bh”tya vikala, prabhu bh”tya-gu‹e
SYNONYMS
dui-jane--both of them; prema-•ve¤e--in loving ecstasy; karena krandane-were crying; prabhu-gu‹e--by the quality of the Lord; bh”tya--servant; vikala-transformed; prabhu--the Lord; bh”tya-gu‹e--by the quality of the servant.
TRANSLATION
Then both the Lord and His servant began to cry in ecstatic love. Indeed,
the Lord was transformed by the quality of His servant, and the servant was
transformed by the quality of his master.
PURPORT
The M•y•v•d† philosophers say that the living entity and the Supreme Lord
are nondifferent, and therefore they equate the transformation of the living
entity with the transformation of the Lord. In other words, M•y•v•d†s say that
if the living entity is pleased, the Lord is also pleased, and if the living
entity is displeased, the Lord is also displeased. By juggling words in this
way, M•y•v•d†s try to prove that there is no difference between the living
entity and the Lord. This, however, is not a fact. In this verse K”£‹ad•sa
Kavir•ja Gosv•m† explains: prabhu-gu‹e bh”tya vikala, prabhu bh”tya-gu‹e. The
Lord and the living entity are not equal, for the Lord is always the master,
and the living entity is always the servant. Transformation takes place due to
transcendental qualities, and it is thus said that the servant of the Lord is
the heart of the Lord, and the Lord is the heart of the servant. This is also
explained by Lord K”£‹a in the Bhagavad-g†t• (4.11):
ye yath• m•‰ prapadyante
t•‰s tathaiva bhaj•my aham
mama vartm•nuvartante
manu£y•„ p•rtha sarva¤a„
"As all surrender unto Me, I reward them accordingly. Everyone follows My
path in all respects, O son of P”th•."
The Lord is always eager to congratulate the servant because of the
servant's transcendental quality. The servant pleasingly renders service unto
the Lord, and the Lord also very pleasingly reciprocates, rendering even more
service unto the servant.
TEXT 188
TEXT
harid•sa kahe,--prabhu, n• chu•io more
mu‘i--n†ca, asp”¤ya, parama p•mare
SYNONYMS
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harid•sa kahe--Harid•sa áh•kura said; prabhu--my dear Lord; n• chu•io more-please do not touch me; mu‘i--I; n†ca--most fallen; asp”¤ya--untouchable;
parama p•mare--the lowest of mankind.
TRANSLATION
Harid•sa áh•kura said, "My dear Lord, please do not touch me, for I am most
fallen and untouchable and am the lowest among men."
TEXT 189
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--tom• spar¤i pavitra ha-ite
tom•ra pavitra dharma n•hika •m•te
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; tom• spar¤i--I touch you; pavitra ha-ite--just
to become purified; tom•ra--your; pavitra--purified; dharma--occupation;
n•hika--is not; •m•te--in Me.
TRANSLATION
The Lord said, "I wish to touch you just to be purified, for your purified
activities do not exist in Me."
PURPORT
This is an example of the reciprocation of feelings between master and
servant. The servant thinks that he is most impure and that the master should
not touch him, and the master thinks that because He has become impure by
associating with so many impure living entities, He should touch a pure
devotee like Harid•sa áh•kura just to purify Himself. Actually both the
servant and the master are already purified because neither of them is in
touch with the impurities of material existence. They are already equal in
quality because both of them are the purest. There is a difference in
quantity, however, because the master is unlimited and the servant is limited.
Consequently the servant always remains subordinate to the master, and this
relationship is eternal and undisturbed. As soon as the servant feels like
becoming the master, he falls into m•y•. Thus it is by misuse of free will
that one falls under the influence of m•y•.
The M•y•v•d† philosophers try to explain the equality of master and servant
in terms of quantity, but they fail to explain why, if the master and servant
are equal, the servant falls victim to m•y•. They try to explain that when the
servant, the living entity, is out of the clutches of m•y•, he immediately
becomes the so-called master again. Such an explanation is never satisfactory.
Being unlimited, the master cannot become a victim of m•y•, for in such a case
His unlimitedness would be crippled or limited. Thus the M•y•v•da explanation
is not correct. The fact is that the master is always master and unlimited,
and the servant, being limited, is sometimes curtailed by the influence of
m•y•. M•y• is also the master's energy and is also unlimited; therefore the
limited servant or limited living entity is forced to remain under the master
or the master's potency, m•y•. Being freed from m•y•'s influence, one can
again become a pure servant and equal qualitatively to the Lord. The
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relationship between master and servant continues due to their being unlimited
and limited respectively.
TEXT 190
TEXT
k£a‹e k£a‹e kara tumi sarva-t†rthe sn•na
k£a‹e k£a‹e kara tumi yaj‘a-tapo-d•na
SYNONYMS
k£a‹e k£a‹e--at every moment; kara--do; tumi--you; sarva-t†rthe sn•na-bathing in all the holy places of pilgrimage; k£a‹e k£a‹e--at every moment;
kara--perform; tumi--you; yaj‘a--sacrifices; tapa„--austerities; d•na-charity.
TRANSLATION
Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu exalted Harid•sa áh•kura, stating, "At every moment
you take your bath in all the holy places of pilgrimage, and at every moment
you perform great sacrifices, austerity and charity.
TEXT 191
TEXT
nirantara kara c•ri veda adhyayana
dvija-ny•s† haite tumi parama-p•vana
SYNONYMS
nirantara--constantly; kara--you do; c•ri--four; veda--of the Vedas;
adhyayana--study; dvija--br•hma‹a; ny•s†--sanny•s†; haite--than; tumi--you;
parama-p•vana--supremely pure.
TRANSLATION
"You are constantly studying the four Vedas, and you are far better than
any br•hma‹a or sanny•s†."
TEXT 192
TEXT
aho bata ¤va-paco 'to gar†y•n
yaj-jihv•gre vartate n•ma tubhyam
tepus tapas te juhuvu„ sasnur •ry•
brahm•nãcur n•ma g”‹anti ye te
SYNONYMS
aho bata--how wonderful it is; ¤va-paca„--dog-eaters; ata„--than the
initiated br•hma‹a; gar†y•n--more glorious; yat--of whom; jihv•-agre--on the
tongue; vartate--remains; n•ma--holy name; tubhyam--of You, my Lord; tepu„-1095

have performed; tapa„--austerity; te--they; juhuvu„--have performed
sacrifices; sasnu„--have bathed in all holy places; •ry•„--really belonging to
the šryan race; brahma--all the Vedas; anãcu„--have studied; n•ma--holy name;
g”‹anti--chant; ye--who; te--they.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then recited the following verse: " 'My dear Lord,
one who always keeps Your holy name on his tongue becomes greater than an
initiated br•hma‹a. Although he may be born in a family of dog-eaters and
therefore by material calculation may be the lowest among men, he is still
glorious. This is the wonderful effect of chanting the holy name of the Lord.
It is therefore concluded that one who chants the holy name of the Lord should
be understood to have performed all kinds of austerities and great sacrifices
mentioned in the Vedas. He has already taken his bath in all the holy places
of pilgrimage. He has studied all the Vedas, and he is actually an šryan.' "
PURPORT
The word šryan means advanced. Unless one is spiritually advanced, he
cannot be called an šryan, and this is the difference between šryan and nonšryan. Non-šryans are those who are not spiritually advanced. By following the
Vedic culture, by performing great sacrifices and by becoming a strict
follower of the Vedic instructions, one may become a br•hma‹a, a sanny•s† or
an šryan. It is not possible to become a br•hma‹a, sanny•s† or šryan without
being properly qualified. Bh•gavata-dharma never allows one to become a cheap
br•hma‹a, sanny•s† or šryan. The qualities or qualifications described herein
are quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.33.7) and were spoken by Devahãti, the
mother of Kapiladeva, when she understood the influence of devotional service
(bhakti-yoga). In this way Devahãti praised the devotee, pointing out his
greatness in all respects.
TEXT 193
TEXT
eta bali t••re la‘• gel• pu£pody•ne
ati nibh”te t••re dil• v•s•-sth•ne
SYNONYMS
eta bali--saying this; t••re la‘•--taking him; gel•--went; pu£pa-udy•ne--in
the flower garden; ati nibh”te--in a very much secluded place; t••re--unto
him; dil•--delivered; v•s•-sth•ne--a place to remain.
TRANSLATION
Saying this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took Harid•sa áh•kura within the
flower garden, and there, in a very much secluded place, He showed him his
residence.
TEXT 194
TEXT
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ei-sth•ne rahi' kara n•ma sa•k†rtana
prati-dina •si' •mi kariba milana
SYNONYMS
ei-sth•ne--in this place; rahi'--remaining; kara--perform; n•ma sa•k†rtana-chanting of the holy name; prati-dina--every day; •si'--coming; •mi--I;
kariba--shall do; milana--meeting.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu requested Harid•sa áh•kura, "Remain here and chant
the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. I shall personally come here to meet you daily.
TEXT 195
TEXT
mandirera cakra dekhi' kariha pra‹•ma
ei àh•‘i tom•ra •sibe pras•d•nna
SYNONYMS
mandirera--of the temple of Jagann•tha; cakra--the wheel on the top;
dekhi'--seeing; kariha pra‹•ma--offer your obeisances; ei àh•‘i--in this
place; tom•ra--your; •sibe--will come; pras•da-anna--remnants of food of
Jagann•tha.
TRANSLATION
"Remain here peacefully and look at the cakra on the top of the temple and
offer obeisances. As far as your pras•da is concerned, I shall arrange to have
that sent here."
Since he was born in a Muslim family, ¥r†la Harid•sa áh•kura could not
enter the temple of Jagann•tha due to temple restrictions. Nonetheless, he was
recognized by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as N•m•c•rya Harid•sa áh•kura. Harid•sa
áh•kura, however, considered himself unfit to enter the Jagann•tha temple. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu could have personally taken Harid•sa áh•kura into the
Jagann•tha temple if He wished, but the Lord did not like to disturb a popular
custom. Consequently the Lord asked His servant simply to look at the Vi£‹u
wheel on top of the temple and offer obeisances (namask•ra). This means that
if one is not allowed to enter the temple, or if he thinks himself unfit to
enter the temple, he can look at the wheel from outside the temple, and that
is as good as seeing the Deity within.
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu promised to come daily to see ¥r†la Harid•sa
áh•kura, and this indicates that ¥r†la Harid•sa áh•kura was so advanced in
spiritual life that, although considered unfit to enter the temple, he was
being personally visited by the Lord every day. Nor was there any need for his
going outside his residence to collect food. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu assured
Harid•sa áh•kura that the remnants of His food would be sent there. As the
Lord states in the Bhagavad-g†t• (9.22), yoga-k£ema‰ vah•my aham: "I arrange
all life's necessities for My devotees."
A reference is made here for those who are very anxious to imitate the
behavior of áh•kura Harid•sa in an unnatural way. One must receive the order
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu or His representative before adopting such a way of
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life. The duty of a pure devotee or a servant of the Lord is to carry out the
order of the Lord. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked Nity•nanda Prabhu to go to
Bengal and preach, and He asked the Gosv•m†s, Rãpa and San•tana, to go to
V”nd•vana and excavate the lost places of pilgrimage. In this case the Lord
asked Harid•sa áh•kura to remain there at Jagann•tha Pur† and constantly chant
the holy names of the Lord. Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu gave different
persons different orders, and consequently one should not try to imitate the
behavior of Harid•sa áh•kura without being ordered by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
or His representative. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura condemns such
imitations in this way:
du£àa mana! tumi kisera vai£‹ava?
prati£àh•ra tare, nirjanera ghare,
tava hari-n•ma kevala kaitava
"My dear mind, you are trying to imitate Harid•sa áh•kura and chant the
Hare K”£‹a mantra in a secluded place, but you are not worth being called a
Vai£‹ava because what you want is cheap popularity and not the actual
qualifications of Harid•sa áh•kura. If you try to imitate him you will fall
down, for your neophyte position will cause you to think of women and money.
Thus you will fall into the clutches of m•y•, and your so-called chanting in a
secluded place will bring about your downfall."
TEXT 196
TEXT
nity•nanda, jagad•nanda, d•modara, mukunda
harid•se mili' sabe p•ila •nanda
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda--Nity•nanda; jagad•nanda--Jagad•nanda; d•modara--D•modara;
mukunda--Mukunda; harid•se--Harid•sa; mili'--meeting; sabe--all of them;
p•ila--got; •nanda--great pleasure.
TRANSLATION
When Nity•nanda Prabhu, Jagad•nanda Prabhu, D•modara Prabhu and Mukunda
Prabhu met Harid•sa áh•kura, they all became very much pleased.
TEXT 197
TEXT
samudra-sn•na kari' prabhu •il• nija sth•ne
advait•di gel• sindhu karib•re sn•ne
SYNONYMS
samudra-sn•na kari'--after bathing in the sea; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •il•--came; nija sth•ne--to His own place; advaita-•di--devotees,
headed by Advaita Prabhu; gel•--went; sindhu--to the ocean; karib•re--just to
take; sn•ne--bath.
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TRANSLATION
When Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu returned to His residence after taking a bath
in the sea, all the devotees, headed by Advaita Prabhu, went to bathe in the
sea.
TEXT 198
TEXT
•si' jagann•thera kaila cã‚• dara¤ana
prabhura •v•se •il• karite bhojana
SYNONYMS
•si'--coming back; jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha; kaila--did; cã‚•
dara¤ana--looking at the top of the temple; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •v•se--at the residence; •il•--came; karite bhojana--to take their
luncheon.
TRANSLATION
After bathing in the sea, all the devotees, headed by Advaita Prabhu,
returned, and on their return they saw the top of the Jagann•tha temple. They
then went to the residence of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to take their luncheon.
TEXT 199
TEXT
sab•re vas•il• prabhu yogya krama kari'
¤r†-haste parive¤ana kaila gaurahari
SYNONYMS
sab•re--all the devotees; vas•il•--made to sit; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; yogya--befitting; krama--in order, one after another; kari'-setting; ¤r†-haste--by His own transcendental hand; parive¤ana--distribution;
kaila--did; gaurahari--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
One after the other, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu made all the devotees sit in
their proper places. He then began to distribute pras•da with His own
transcendental hand.
TEXT 200
TEXT
alpa anna n•hi •ise dite prabhura h•te
dui-tinera anna dena eka eka p•te
SYNONYMS
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alpa anna--a small quantity of pras•da; n•hi--does not; •ise--come; dite-to give; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; h•te--in the hand; dui--two;
tinera--or of three; anna--food; dena--He delivers; eka eka p•te--on each and
every plantain leaf.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees were served pras•da on plantain leaves, and ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu distributed on each leaf a quantity suitable for two or three men
to eat, for His hand could not distribute less than that.
TEXT 201
TEXT
prabhu n• kh•ile keha n• kare bhojana
ãrdhva-haste vasi' rahe sarva bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n• kh•ile--without eating; keha--anyone;
n•--not; kare--does; bhojana--eating; ãrdhva-haste--raising the hand; vasi'-sitting; rahe--remain; sarva--all; bhakta-ga‹a--devotees.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees kept their hands raised over the pras•da distributed to
them, for they did not want to eat without seeing the Lord eat first.
TEXT 202
TEXT
svarãpa-gos•‘i prabhuke kaila nivedana
tumi n• vasile keha n• kare bhojana
SYNONYMS
svarãpa-gos•‘i--Svarãpa D•modara Gos•‘i; prabhuke--unto ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kaila--did; nivedana--submission; tumi--You; n• vasile--if not
sitting; keha--anyone; n•--not; kare--does; bhojana--eating.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† then informed ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, "Unless You
sit and take pras•da, no one will accept it.
TEXT 203
TEXT
tom•-sa•ge rahe yata sanny•s†ra ga‹a
gop†n•th•c•rya t••re kariy•che nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
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tom•-sa•ge--along with You; rahe--remain; yata--as many as; sanny•s†ra
ga‹a--rank of sanny•s†s; gop†n•tha-•c•rya--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; t••re--all of
them; kariy•che--has done; nimantra‹a--invitation.
TRANSLATION
"Gop†n•tha šc•rya has invited all the sanny•s†s who remained with You to
come and take pras•da.
TEXT 204
TEXT
•c•rya •siy•chena bhik£•ra pras•d•nna la‘•
pur†, bh•rat† •chena tom•ra apek£• kariy•
SYNONYMS
•c•rya--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; •siy•chena--has come; bhik£•ra--for eating;
pras•da-anna la‘•--taking the remnants of all kinds of food; pur†--Param•nanda
Pur†; bh•rat†--Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†; •chena--are; tom•ra--for You; apek£•
kariy•--waiting.
TRANSLATION
"Gop†n•tha šc•rya has already come bringing sufficient remnants of food to
distribute to all the sanny•s†s, and sanny•s†s like Param•nanda Pur† and
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† are waiting for You.
TEXT 205
TEXT
nity•nanda la‘• bhik£• karite vaisa tumi
vai£‹avera parive¤ana karitechi •mi
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda la‘•--taking along ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu; bhik£•--luncheon;
karite--to take; vaisa--sit down; tumi--You; vai£‹avera--to all the devotees;
parive¤ana--distribution of pras•da; karitechi--am doing; •mi--I.
TRANSLATION
"You may sit down and accept the luncheon with Nity•nanda Prabhu, and I
shall distribute the pras•da to all the Vai£‹avas."
TEXT 206
TEXT
tabe prabhu pras•d•nna govinda-h•te dil•
yatna kari' harid•sa-àh•kure p•àh•il•
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SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pras•da-anna--remnants
of Jagann•tha's food; govinda-h•te--in the hand of Govinda; dil•--delivered;
yatna kari'--with great attention; harid•sa-àh•kure--unto Harid•sa áh•kura;
p•àh•il•--sent.
TRANSLATION
After this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu carefully delivered some pras•da into
the hands of Govinda to be given to Harid•sa áh•kura.
TEXT 207
TEXT
•pane vasil• saba sanny•s†re la‘•
parive¤ana kare •c•rya hara£ita ha‘•
SYNONYMS
•pane--personally; vasil•--sat down; saba--all; sanny•s†re la‘•--taking
with Him the sanny•s†s; parive¤ana kare--distributes; •c•rya--Gop†n•tha
šc•rya; hara£ita ha‘•--with great pleasure.
TRANSLATION
Then ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu personally sat down to accept lunch with the
other sanny•s†s, and Gop†n•tha šc•rya began to distribute the pras•da with
great pleasure.
TEXT 208
TEXT
svarãpa gos•‘i, d•modara, jagad•nanda
vai£‹avere parive¤e tina jane--•nanda
SYNONYMS
svarãpa gos•‘i--Svarãpa Gos•‘i; d•modara--D•modara; jagad•nanda-Jagad•nanda; vai£‹avere parive¤e--distributed to the Vai£‹avas; tina jane--the
three persons; •nanda--very jubilant.
TRANSLATION
Then Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†, D•modara Pa‹‚ita and Jagad•nanda all began
to distribute pras•da to the devotees with great pleasure.
TEXT 209
TEXT
n•n• piàh•-p•n• kh•ya •ka‹àha pãriy•
madhye madhye 'hari' kahe •nandita ha‘•
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SYNONYMS
n•n•--various; piàh•-p•n•--cakes and sweet rice; kh•ya--eat; •-ka‹àha
pãriy•--filling up to the throat; madhye madhye--occasionally; hari--the holy
name of K”£‹a; kahe--they speak; •nandita ha‘•--in great jubilation.
TRANSLATION
They ate all kinds of cakes and sweet rice, filling themselves up to their
throats, and at intervals they vibrated the holy name of the Lord in great
jubilation.
PURPORT
It is the practice of Vai£‹avas while taking
of Lord Hari at intervals and also sing various
j•la. Those who are honoring pras•da, accepting
to the Deity, must always remember that pras•da
is transcendental. We are therefore reminded:

pras•da to chant the holy name
songs, such as ¤ar†ra avidy•the remnants of food offered
is not ordinary food. Pras•da

mah•-pras•de govinde
n•ma-brahma‹i vai£‹ave
sv-alpa-pu‹ya-vat•‰ r•jan
vi¤v•so naiva j•yate
Those who are not pious cannot understand the value of mah•-pras•da or the
holy name of the Lord. Both pras•da and the Lord's name are on the Brahman
platform, or spiritual platform. One should never consider pras•da to be like
ordinary hotel cooking. Nor should one touch any kind of food not offered to
the Deity. Every Vai£‹ava strictly follows this principle and does not accept
any food that is not pras•da. One should take pras•da with great faith and
should chant the holy name of the Lord and worship the Deity in the temple,
always remembering that the Deity, mah•-pras•da and the holy name do not
belong to the mundane platform. By worshiping the Deity, eating pras•da and
chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra, one can always remain on the spiritual
platform (brahma-bhãy•ya kalpate).
TEXT 210
TEXT
bhojana sam•pta haila, kaila •camana
sab•re par•ila prabhu m•lya-candana
SYNONYMS
bhojana--lunch; sam•pta--ending; haila--there was; kaila--did; •camana-washing the mouth; sab•re--on everyone; par•ila--put; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; m•lya-candana--a garland and sandalwood pulp.
TRANSLATION
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After everyone had finished his lunch and washed his mouth and hands, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu personally decorated everyone with flower garlands and
sandalwood pulp.
TEXT 211
TEXT
vi¤r•ma karite sabe nija v•s• gel•
sandhy•-k•le •si' puna„ prabhuke milil•
SYNONYMS
vi¤r•ma karite--going to take rest; sabe--all the Vai£‹avas; nija--to their
own; v•s•--residential quarters; gel•--went; sandhy•-k•le--in the evening;
•si'--coming; puna„--again; prabhuke milil•--met ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
After thus accepting pras•da, they all went to take rest at their
respective residences, and in the evening they again came to meet ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 212
TEXT
hena-k•le r•m•nanda •il• prabhu-sth•ne
prabhu mil•ila t••re saba vai£‹ava-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--at this time; r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda; •il•--came; prabhu-sth•ne-at the place of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
mil•ila--caused to meet; t••re--him (¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya); saba--all; vai£‹avaga‹e--the devotees of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
At this time R•m•nanda R•ya also came to meet ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and
the Lord took the opportunity to introduce all the Vai£‹avas to him.
TEXT 213
TEXT
sab• la‘• gel• prabhu jagann•th•laya
k†rtana •rambha tath• kaila mah•¤aya
SYNONYMS
sab• la‘•--taking all of them; gel•--went; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
jagann•tha-•laya--to the temple of Lord Jagann•tha; k†rtana--congregational
chanting; •rambha--beginning; tath•--there; kaila--did; mah•¤aya--the great
personality.
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TRANSLATION
The great Personality of Godhead, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, then took all of
them to the temple of Jagann•tha and began the congregational chanting of the
holy name there.
TEXT 214
TEXT
sandhy•-dhãpa dekhi' •rambhil• sa•k†rtana
pa‚ich• •si' sab•re dila m•lya-candana
SYNONYMS
sandhy•-dhãpa--dhãpa-•rati just in the beginning of the evening; dekhi'-they all saw; •rambhil•--began; sa•k†rtana--congregational chanting; pa‚ich•-the inspector of the temple; •si'--coming; sab•re--unto everyone; dila-offered; m•lya-candana--flower garlands and sandalwood pulp.
TRANSLATION
After seeing the dhãpa-•rati of the Lord, they all began congregational
chanting. Then the pa‚ich•, the superintendent of the temple, came and offered
flower garlands and sandalwood pulp to everyone.
TEXT 215
TEXT
c•ri-dike c•ri samprad•ya karena k†rtana
madhye n”tya kare prabhu ¤ac†ra nandana
SYNONYMS
c•ri-dike--in the four directions; c•ri--four; samprad•ya--groups; karena-performed; k†rtana--congregational chanting; madhye--in the middle; n”tya
kare--dances; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤ac†ra nandana--the son of
mother ¥ac†.
TRANSLATION
Four parties were then distributed in four directions to perform
sa•k†rtana, and in the middle of them the Lord Himself, known as the son of
mother ¥ac†, began to dance.
TEXT 216
TEXT
a£àa m”da•ga b•je, batri¤a karat•la
hari-dhvani kare sabe, bale--bh•la, bh•la
SYNONYMS
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a£àa m”da•ga--eight m”da•gas; b•je--sounded; batri¤a--thirty-two; karat•la-cymbals; hari-dhvani--vibrating the transcendental sound; kare--does; sabe-every one of them; bale--says; bh•la bh•la--very good, very good.
TRANSLATION
In the four groups there were eight m”da•gas and thirty-two cymbals. All
together they began to vibrate the transcendental sound, and everyone said,
"Very good! Very good!"
TEXT 217
TEXT
k†rtanera dhvani mah•-ma•gala uàhila
caturda¤a loka bhari' brahm•‹‚a bhedila
SYNONYMS
k†rtanera dhvani--the vibration of the sa•k†rtana; mah•-ma•gala uàhila--all
good fortune awakened; caturda¤a--fourteen; loka--planetary systems; bhari'-filling up; brahm•‹‚a--the whole universe; bhedila--penetrated.
TRANSLATION
When the tumultuous vibration of sa•k†rtana resounded, all good fortune
immediately awakened, and the sound penetrated the whole universe through the
fourteen planetary systems.
TEXT 218
TEXT
k†rtana-•rambhe prema uthali' calila
n†l•cala-v•s† loka dh•‘• •ila
SYNONYMS
k†rtana-•rambhe--in the beginning of the sa•k†rtana; prema--ecstasy of
love; uthali'--overpowering; calila--began to proceed; n†l•cala-v•s†--all the
residents of Jagann•tha Pur†; loka--people; dh•‘•--running; •ila--came.
TRANSLATION
When the congregational chanting began, ecstatic love immediately
overflooded everything, and all the residents of Jagann•tha Pur† came running.
TEXT 219
TEXT
k†rtana dekhi' sab•ra mane haila camatk•ra
kabhu n•hi dekhi aiche premera vik•ra
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SYNONYMS
k†rtana dekhi'--seeing the performance of sa•k†rtana; sab•ra--of all of
them; mane--in the mind; haila--there was; camatk•ra--astonishment; kabhu--at
any time; n•hi--never; dekhi--see; aiche--such; premera--of ecstatic love;
vik•ra--transformation.
TRANSLATION
Everyone was astonished to see such a performance of sa•k†rtana, and they
all agreed that never before had k†rtana been so performed and ecstatic love
of God so exhibited.
TEXT 220
TEXT
tabe prabhu jagann•thera mandira be‚iy•
pradak£i‹a kari' bulena nartana kariy•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; prabhu--Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu; jagann•thera--of Lord
Jagann•tha; mandira--temple; be‚iy•--walking all around; pradak£i‹a-circumambulation; kari'--doing; bulena--walks; nartana kariy•--dancing.
TRANSLATION
At this time ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu circumambulated the temple of
Jagann•tha and continuously danced about the whole area.
TEXT 221
TEXT
•ge-p•che g•na kare c•ri samprad•ya
•ch•‚era k•le dhare nity•nanda r•ya
SYNONYMS
•ge-p•che--in front and in the rear; g•na--singing; kare--do; c•ri--four;
samprad•ya--groups; •ch•‚era--of falling down; k•le--at the time; dhare-captures; nity•nanda r•ya--Lord ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu.
TRANSLATION
As the circumambulation was performed, the four k†rtana parties sang in
front and in the rear. When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu fell down to the ground,
¥r† Nity•nanda R•ya Prabhu lifted Him up.
TEXT 222
TEXT
a¤ru, pulaka, kampa, sveda, gambh†ra hu•k•ra
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premera vik•ra dekhi' loke camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
a¤ru--tears; pulaka--jubilation; kampa--trembling; sveda--perspiration;
gambh†ra hu•k•ra--deep resounding; premera--of ecstatic love; vik•ra-transformation; dekhi'--seeing; loke--all the people; camatk•ra--were
astonished.
TRANSLATION
While k†rtana was going on, there was a transformation of ecstatic love and
much tears, jubilation, trembling, perspiration and deep resounding in the
body of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Upon seeing this transformation, all the
people present became very much astonished.
TEXT 223
TEXT
pick•ri-dh•r• jini' a¤ru nayane
c•ri-dikera loka saba karaye si•c•ne
SYNONYMS
pick•ri-dh•r•--like water coming in force from a syringe; jini'-conquering; a¤ru--tears; nayane--in the eyes; c•ri-dikera--in all four
directions; loka--people; saba--all; karaye si•c•ne--moistened.
TRANSLATION
The tears from the eyes of the Lord came out with great force, like water
from a syringe. Indeed, all the people who surrounded Him were moistened by
His tears.
TEXT 224
TEXT
'be‚•-n”tya' mah•prabhu kari' kata-k£a‹a
mandirera p•che rahi' karaye k†rtana
SYNONYMS
be‚•-n”tya--the dancing surrounding the temple; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kari'--performing; kata-k£a‹a--for some time; mandirera p•che--at
the rear of the temple; rahi'--staying; karaye--performed; k†rtana-congregational chanting.
TRANSLATION
After circumambulating the temple, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu for some time
remained at the rear of the temple and continued His sa•k†rtana.
TEXT 225
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TEXT
c•ri-dike c•ri samprad•ya uccai„svare g•ya
madhye t•‹‚ava-n”tya kare gaurar•ya
SYNONYMS
c•ri-dike--on four sides; c•ri samprad•ya--the four groups; uccai„-svare-very loudly; g•ya--chant; madhye--in the middle; t•‹‚ava-n”tya--jumping and
dancing; kare--performs; gaurar•ya--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
On all four sides the four sa•k†rtana groups chanted very loudly, and in
the middle ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced, jumping high.
TEXT 226
TEXT
bahu-k£a‹a n”tya kari' prabhu sthira hail•
c•ri mah•ntere tabe n•cite •j‘• dil•
SYNONYMS
bahu-k£a‹a--for a long period; n”tya kari'--dancing; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; sthira hail•--became silent; c•ri mah•ntere--to four great
personalities; tabe--then; n•cite--to dance; •j‘• dil•--ordered.
TRANSLATION
After dancing for a long time, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu became still and
ordered four great personalities to begin to dance.
TEXT 227
TEXT
eka samprad•ye n•ce nity•nanda-r•ye
advaita-•c•rya n•ce •ra samprad•ye
SYNONYMS
eka samprad•ye--in one group; n•ce--dances; nity•nanda-r•ye--Lord
Nity•nanda; advaita-•c•rya--Advaita šc•rya Prabhu; n•ce--dances; •ra--another;
samprad•ye--in a group.
TRANSLATION
In one group Nity•nanda Prabhu began to dance, and in another group Advaita
šc•rya began to dance.
TEXT 228
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TEXT
•ra samprad•ye n•ce pa‹‚ita-vakre¤vara
¤r†v•sa n•ce •ra samprad•ya-bhitara
SYNONYMS
•ra samprad•ye--in another samprad•ya, or group; n•ce--dances; pa‹‚itavakre¤vara--Vakre¤vara Pa‹‚ita; ¤r†v•sa--¥r†v•sa áh•kura; n•ce--dances; •ra-another; samprad•ya-bhitara--in the middle of a group.
TRANSLATION
Vakre¤vara Pa‹‚ita began to dance in another group, and in yet another
group ¥r†v•sa áh•kura began to dance.
TEXT 229
TEXT
madhye rahi' mah•prabhu karena dara¤ana
t•h•• eka ai¤varya t••ra ha-ila prakaàana
SYNONYMS
madhye rahi'--keeping in the middle; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
karena dara¤ana--looks over; t•h••--there; eka--one; ai¤varya--miracle; t••ra-of Him; ha-ila--became; prakaàana--exhibited.
TRANSLATION
While this dancing was going on, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu watched them and
performed a miracle.
TEXT 230
TEXT
c•ri-dike n”tya-g†ta kare yata jana
sabe dekhe,--prabhu kare •m•re dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
c•ri-dike--on four sides; n”tya-g†ta--chanting and dancing; kare--does;
yata jana--all people; sabe dekhe--everyone sees; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kare--does; •m•re dara¤ana--looking at me.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stood in the middle of the dancers, and all the
dancers in all directions perceived that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was looking
at them.
TEXT 231
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TEXT
c•ri janera n”tya dekhite prabhura abhil•£a
sei abhil•£e kare ai¤varya prak•¤a
SYNONYMS
c•ri janera--of the four persons; n”tya--dancing; dekhite--to see;
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; abhil•£a--desire; sei abhil•£e--for that
purpose; kare--does; ai¤varya prak•¤a--exhibition of a miracle.
TRANSLATION
Wanting to see the dancing of the four great personalities, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu exhibited Himself in such a way to appear as if He were seeing
everyone.
TEXT 232
TEXT
dar¤ane •ve¤a t••ra dekhi' m•tra j•ne
kemane caudike dekhe,--ih• n•hi j•ne
SYNONYMS
dar¤ane--while looking over; •ve¤a--emotional ecstasy; t••ra--His; dekhi'-seeing; m•tra j•ne--only knows; kemane--how; cau-dike--on four sides; dekhe-He sees; ih• n•hi j•ne--one does not know.
TRANSLATION
Everyone who saw ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu could understand that He was
performing a miracle, but they did not know how it was that He could see on
all four sides.
TEXT 233
TEXT
pulina-bhojane yena k”£‹a madhya-sth•ne
caudikera sakh• kahe,--•m•re neh•ne
SYNONYMS
pulina-bhojane--eating on the bank of Yamun•; yena--as; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a;
madhya-sth•ne--sitting in the middle; cau-dikera--on four sides; sakh•-cowherd boyfriends; kahe--say; •m•re neh•ne--just seeing me.
TRANSLATION
In His own pastimes in V”nd•vana, when K”£‹a used to eat on the bank of the
Yamun• and sit in the center of His friends, every one of the cowherd boys
would perceive that K”£‹a was looking at him. In the same way, when Caitanya
Mah•prabhu was dancing, everyone saw that Caitanya Mah•prabhu was facing him.
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TEXT 234
TEXT
n”tya karite yei •ise sannidh•ne
mah•prabhu kare t••re d”‚ha •li•gane
SYNONYMS
n”tya karite--dancing; yei--anyone who; •ise--comes; sannidh•ne--nearby;
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare--does; t••re--unto him; d”‚ha-tight; •li•gane--embracing.
TRANSLATION
When someone came nearby while dancing, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would
tightly embrace him.
TEXT 235
TEXT
mah•-n”tya, mah•-prema, mah•-sa•k†rtana
dekhi' prem•ve¤e bh•se n†l•cala-jana
SYNONYMS
mah•-n”tya--great dancing; mah•-prema--great love; mah•-sa•k†rtana--great
congregational chanting; dekhi'--seeing; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; bh•se-float; n†l•cala-jana--all the residents of Jagann•tha Pur†.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing the great dancing, great love and great sa•k†rtana, all the
people of Jagann•tha Pur† floated in an ecstatic ocean of love.
TEXT 236
TEXT
gajapati r•j• ¤uni' k†rtana-mahattva
aàà•lik• ca‚i' dekhe svaga‹a-sahita
SYNONYMS
gajapati r•j•--the King of Orissa; ¤uni'--hearing; k†rtana-mahattva--the
greatness of sa•k†rtana; aàà•lik• ca‚i'--ascending to the top of the palace;
dekhe--sees; svaga‹a-sahita--along with his personal associates.
TRANSLATION
Hearing the greatness of the sa•k†rtana, King Prat•parudra went up to the
top of his palace and watched the performance with his personal associates.
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TEXT 237
TEXT
k†rtana dekhiy• r•j•ra haila camatk•ra
prabhuke milite utka‹àh• b•‚ila ap•ra
SYNONYMS
k†rtana dekhiy•--seeing the performance of k†rtana; r•j•ra--of the King;
haila--there was; camatk•ra--astonishment; prabhuke--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
milite--to meet; utka‹àh•--anxiety; b•‚ila--increased; ap•ra--unlimitedly.
TRANSLATION
The King was very much astonished to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's k†rtana,
and the King's anxiety to meet Him increased unlimitedly.
TEXT 238
TEXT
k†rtana-sam•ptye prabhu dekhi' pu£p•‘jali
sarva vai£‹ava la‘• prabhu •il• v•s• cali'
SYNONYMS
k†rtana-sam•ptye--at the end of the performance of k†rtana; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhi'--after seeing; pu£p•‘jali--offering flowers to the
Lord Jagann•tha Deity; sarva vai£‹ava--all the devotees; la‘•--accompanying;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •il•--returned; v•s•--to His residence;
cali'--going.
TRANSLATION
After the sa•k†rtana ended, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu watched the offering of
flowers to the Lord Jagann•tha Deity. Then He and all the Vai£‹avas returned
to His residence.
TEXT 239
TEXT
pa‚ich• •niy• dila pras•da vistara
sab•re b••àiy• t•h• dilena †¤vara
SYNONYMS
pa‚ich•--the superintendent of the temple; •niy•--bringing; dila-delivered; pras•da--of remnants of Jagann•tha's food; vistara--a large
quantity; sab•re--unto everyone; b••àiy•--distributing; t•h•--that; dilena-gave; †¤vara--the Lord.
TRANSLATION
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The superintendent of the temple then brought large quantities of pras•da,
which ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu personally distributed to all the devotees.
TEXT 240
TEXT
sab•re vid•ya dila karite ¤ayana
ei-mata l†l• kare ¤ac†ra nandana
SYNONYMS
sab•re--unto everyone; vid•ya--bidding farewell; dila--gave; karite ¤ayana-to take rest; ei-mata--in this way; l†l•--pastimes; kare--performed; ¤ac†ra
nandana--the son of ¥ac†.
TRANSLATION
Finally they all departed to rest in bed. In this way ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, the son of ¥ac†m•t•, performed His pastimes.
TEXT 241
TEXT
y•vat •chil• sabe mah•prabhu-sa•ge
prati-dina ei-mata kare k†rtana-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
y•vat--so long; •chil•--remained; sabe--all the devotees; mah•prabhu-sa•ge-along with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prati-dina--every day; ei-mata--in this
way; kare--performed; k†rtana-ra•ge--sa•k†rtana in great pleasure.
TRANSLATION
As long as the devotees remained at Jagann•tha Pur† with ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, the pastime of sa•k†rtana was performed with great jubilation
every day.
TEXT 242
TEXT
ei ta' kahilu• prabhura k†rtana-vil•sa
yeb• ih• ¤une, haya caitanyera d•sa
SYNONYMS
ei ta' kahilu•--thus I have explained; prabhura--of the Lord; k†rtanavil•sa--pastimes in yeb•--anyone who; ih•--this; ¤une--listens to; haya-becomes; caitanyera d•sa--a servant of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
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In this way I have explained the Lord's pastime of sa•k†rtana, and I bless
everyone with this benediction: By listening to this description, one will
surely become a servant of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 243
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Eleventh Chapter, describing the be‚•-k†rtana pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
Chapter 12
The Cleansing of the Gu‹‚ic• Temple
In his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya, ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura summarizes this
chapter as follows.
The King of Orissa, Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra, tried his best to see Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. ¥r†la Nity•nanda Prabhu and the other devotees informed
the Lord about the King's desire, but ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would not agree
to see him. At that time ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu devised a plan, and He sent a
piece of the Lord's outward garment to the King. The next day, when R•m•nanda
R•ya again entreated ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to see the King, the Lord,
denying the request, asked R•m•nanda R•ya to bring the King's son before Him.
The prince visited the Lord dressed like a Vai£‹ava, and this awakened
remembrance of K”£‹a. Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu delivered the son of
Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra.
After this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu washed the Gu‹‚ic• temple before the
Ratha-y•tr• took place. He then took His bath at Indradyumna Lake and partook
of pras•da in the garden nearby. While ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu washed the
temple of Gu‹‚ic•, a Gau‚†ya Vai£‹ava washed the lotus feet of the Lord and
drank the water. This incident is very significant, for it awoke within the
devotee ecstatic love. Then again, the son of Advaita Prabhu named Gop•la
fainted during k†rtana, and when he did not come to his senses, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu favored him by awakening him. There was also some humorous talk
between Nity•nanda Prabhu and Advaita Prabhu during pras•da. Advaita Prabhu
said that Nity•nanda Prabhu was unknown to anyone and that it was not the duty
of a householder br•hma‹a to accept dinner with a person unknown in society.
In answer to this humorous statement, ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu replied that
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Advaita šc•rya was a monist and that one could not know how his mind could be
turned by eating with such an impersonalist. The conversation of these two
prabhus--Nity•nanda Prabhu and Advaita Prabhu--carried a deep meaning that
only an intelligent man can understand. After all the Vai£‹avas finished their
luncheon, Svarãpa D•modara and others took their pras•da within the room. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu took great pleasure when He saw the Jagann•tha Deity after
the period of the Deity's retirement. At that time Lord Caitanya was
accompanied by all the devotees, and all of them were very much pleased.
TEXT 1
TEXT
¤r†-gu‹‚ic•-mandiram •tma-v”ndai„
samm•rjayan k£•lanata„ sa gaura„
sva-citta-vac ch†talam ujjvala‰ ca
k”£‹opave¤aupayika‰ cak•ra
SYNONYMS
¤r†-gu‹‚ic•--known as Gu‹‚ic•; mandiram--the temple; •tma-v”ndai„--with His
associates; samm•rjayan--washing; k£•lanata„--by cleansing; sa„--that; gaura„-¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sva-citta-vat--like His own heart; ¤†talam--cool and
calm; ujjvalam--bright and clean; ca--and; k”£‹a--of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a; upave¤a-for the sitting; aupayikam--befitting; cak•ra--made.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu washed and cleansed the Gu‹‚ic• temple with His
devotees and associates. In this way He made the temple as cool and bright as
His own heart, and thus He made the place befitting for Lord ¥r† K”£‹a to sit.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya gauracandra jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; gauracandra--to Gauracandra, Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; jaya--all glories; nity•nanda--to Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya--all
glories; advaita-candra--to Advaita Prabhu; jaya--all glories; gaura-bhaktav”nda--to the devotees of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All glories to Gauracandra! All glories to Nity•nanda! All glories to
Advaitacandra! And all glories to the devotees of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu!
TEXT 3
TEXT
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jaya jaya ¤r†v•s•di gaura-bhakta-ga‹a
¤akti deha,--kari yena caitanya var‹ana
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; ¤r†v•sa-•di--headed by ¥r†v•sa áh•kura; gaurabhakta-ga‹a--to the devotees of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤akti deha--please
give me power; kari yena--so that I may do; caitanya--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; var‹ana--description.
TRANSLATION
All glories to the devotees of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, headed by
¥r†v•sa áh•kura! I beg their power so that I can properly describe ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 4
TEXT
pãrve dak£i‹a haite prabhu yabe •il•
t••re milite gajapati utka‹àhita hail•
SYNONYMS
pãrve--formerly; dak£i‹a haite--from South India; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; yabe--when; •il•--returned; t••re--Him; milite--to meet; gajapati-the King of Orissa; utka‹àhita--full of anxieties; hail•--became.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu returned from His South Indian tour, Mah•r•ja
Prat•parudra, the King of Orissa, became very anxious to meet Him.
TEXT 5
TEXT
kaàaka haite patr† dila s•rvabhauma-àh•‘i
prabhura •j‘• haya yadi, dekhib•re y•i
SYNONYMS
kaàaka haite--from Kaàaka, the capital of Orissa; patr†--a letter; dila-sent; s•rvabhauma--of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; àh•‘i--to the place; prabhura-of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •j‘•--order; haya--there is; yadi--if; dekhib•re
y•i--I can go and see.
TRANSLATION
The King sent a letter from his capital, Kaàaka, to S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya, entreating him to obtain the Lord's permission so that he could
go and see Him.
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TEXT 6
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya likhila,--prabhura •j‘• n• haila
punarapi r•j• t••re patr† p•àh•ila
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya likhila--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied; prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •j‘•--order; n•--not; haila--there is; punarapi--again;
r•j•--the King; t••re--unto him; patr†--a letter; p•àh•ila--dispatched.
TRANSLATION
Replying to the King's letter, the Bhaàà•c•rya wrote that ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu had not given His permission. After this, the King wrote him
another letter.
TEXT 7
TEXT
prabhura nikaàe •che yata bhakta-ga‹a
mora l•gi' t••-sab•re kariha nivedana
SYNONYMS
prabhura nikaàe--in the place of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •che--there are;
yata--all; bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; mora l•gi'--for me; t••-sab•re--unto all of
them; kariha--please submit; nivedana--petition.
TRANSLATION
In this letter the King requested S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, "Please appeal
to all the devotees associated with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and submit this
petition to them on my behalf.
TEXT 8
TEXT
sei saba day•lu more ha‘• sadaya
mora l•gi' prabhu-pade karibe vinaya
SYNONYMS
sei saba--all of them; day•lu--merciful; more--unto me; ha‘•--becoming; sadaya--favorably disposed; mora l•gi'--for me; prabhu-pade--at the lotus feet
of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karibe--will do; vinaya--humble submission.
TRANSLATION
"If all the devotees associated with the Lord are favorably disposed toward
me, they can submit my petition at the lotus feet of the Lord.
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TEXT 9
TEXT
t••-sab•ra pras•de mile ¤r†-prabhura p•ya
prabhu-k”p• vin• mora r•jya n•hi bh•ya
SYNONYMS
t••-sab•ra pras•de--by the mercy of all of them; mile--one gets; ¤r†prabhura p•ya--the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prabhu-k”p•--the
mercy of the Lord; vin•--without; mora--my; r•jya--kingdom; n•hi--does not;
bh•ya--appeal to me.
TRANSLATION
"By the mercy of all the devotees, one can attain the shelter of the lotus
feet of the Lord. Without His mercy, my kingdom does not appeal to me.
TEXT 10
TEXT
yadi more k”p• n• karibe gaurahari
r•jya ch•‚i' yog† ha-i' ha-iba bhikh•r†
SYNONYMS
yadi--if; more--unto me; k”p•--mercy; n•--not; karibe--will do; gaurahari-¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; r•jya ch•‚i'--giving up the kingdom; yog†--mendicant;
ha-i'--becoming; ha-iba--I shall become; bhikh•r†--a beggar.
TRANSLATION
"If Gaurahari, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, will not show mercy to me, I
shall give up my kingdom, become a mendicant and beg from door to door."
TEXT 11
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya patr† dekhi' cintita ha‘•
bhakta-ga‹a-p•¤a gel• sei patr† la‘•
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; patr†--the letter; dekhi'--seeing;
cintita ha‘•--becoming very anxious; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; p•¤a-near; gel•--went; sei--that; patr†--letter; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
When the Bhaàà•c•rya received this letter, he became very anxious. He then
took the letter and went to the devotees of the Lord.
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TEXT 12
TEXT
sab•re miliy• kahila r•ja-vivara‹a
piche sei patr† sab•re kar•ila dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
sab•re--everyone; miliy•--meeting; kahila--said; r•ja-vivara‹a--description
of the King's desire; piche--later; sei patr†--that letter; sab•re--unto
everyone; kar•ila dara¤ana--showed.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya met with all the devotees and described the King's
wishes. Then he presented the letter to all of them for inspection.
TEXT 13
TEXT
patr† dekhi' sab•ra mane ha-ila vismaya
prabhu-pade gajapatira eta bhakti haya!!
SYNONYMS
patr†--the letter; dekhi'--seeing; sab•ra--of everyone; mane--in the mind;
ha-ila--there was; vismaya--astonishment; prabhu-pade--unto the lotus feet of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; gajapatira--of the King of Orissa; eta--so much;
bhakti--devotion; haya--there is.
TRANSLATION
Upon reading the letter, everyone was astonished to see that King
Prat•parudra had so much devotion for the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 14
TEXT
sabe kahe,--prabhu t••re kabhu n• milibe
•mi-saba kahi yadi, du„kha se m•nibe
SYNONYMS
sabe kahe--everyone said; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto
him; kabhu--at any time; n•--not; milibe--would see; •mi-saba--all of us;
kahi--say; yadi--if; du„kha--unhappiness; se--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
m•nibe--will feel.
TRANSLATION
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The devotees gave their opinion and said, "The Lord will never meet the
King, and if we requested Him to do so, the Lord will surely feel very
unhappy."
TEXT 15
TEXT
s•rvabhauma kahe,--sabe cala' eka-b•ra
milite n• kahiba, kahiba r•ja-vyavah•ra
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said; sabe cala'--let all of us
go; eka-b•ra--once; milite--to meet; n• kahiba--we shall not request; kahiba-we shall simply describe; r•ja-vyavah•ra--the behavior of the King.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya then said, "We shall go once again to the Lord, but
we shall not request Him to meet the King. Rather, we shall simply describe
the good behavior of the King."
TEXT 16
TEXT
eta bali' sabe gel• mah•prabhura sth•ne
kahite unmukha sabe, n• kahe vacane
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--deciding like this; sabe--all of them; gel•--went; mah•prabhura-of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sth•ne--to the place; kahite--to speak; unmukha-ready; sabe--all; n•--do not; kahe--say; vacane--any word.
TRANSLATION
Having thus reached a decision, they all went to the place of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. There, although ready to speak, they could not even utter a word.
TEXT 17
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--ki kahite sab•ra •gamana
dekhiye kahite c•ha,--n• kaha, ki k•ra‹a?
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; ki--what; kahite--to speak;
sab•ra--of all of you; •gamana--there is the presence here; dekhiye--I see;
kahite c•ha--you want to speak; n• kaha--but do not speak; ki k•ra‹a--what is
the reason.
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TRANSLATION
After they arrived at ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's place, the Lord, seeing
them, said, "What have you all come here to say? I see that you want to say
something, but you do not speak. What is the reason?"
TEXT 18
TEXT
nity•nanda kahe,--tom•ya c•hi nivedite
n• kahile rahite n•ri, kahite bhaya citte
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda kahe--Lord Nity•nanda said; tom•ya--unto You; c•hi--we want;
nivedite--to submit; n• kahile--if we do not speak; rahite n•ri--we cannot
stay; kahite--but to speak; bhaya citte--we are very fearful.
TRANSLATION
Nity•nanda Prabhu then said, "We want to tell You something. Although we
cannot stay without speaking, we are still very much afraid to speak.
TEXT 19
TEXT
yogy•yogya tom•ya saba c•hi nivedite
tom• n• milile r•j• c•he yog† haite
SYNONYMS
yogya--befitting; ayogya--not befitting; tom•ya--unto You; saba--we all;
c•hi--want; nivedite--to submit; tom•--You; n• milile--if he does not meet;
r•j•--the King; c•he--wants; yog† haite--to become a mendicant.
TRANSLATION
"We want to submit before You something that may or may not be befitting.
The matter is this: unless he sees You, the King of Orissa will become a
mendicant."
TEXT 20
TEXT
k•‹e mudr• la-i' mu‘i ha-iba bhikh•r†
r•jya-bhoga nahe citte vin• gaurahari
SYNONYMS
k•‹e mudr•--a kind of earring; la-i'--taking; mu‘i--I; ha-iba--shall
become; bhikh•r†--a beggar; r•jya-bhoga--enjoyment of the kingdom; nahe--not;
citte--in the mind; vin•--without; gaurahari--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
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TRANSLATION
Nity•nanda Prabhu continued, "The King has decided to become a mendicant
and accept the sign of a mendicant by wearing an ivory earring. He does not
want to enjoy his kingdom without seeing the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu."
PURPORT
In India there is still a class of professional mendicants who are very
much like the gypsies of Western countries. They know some magical art and
mystical processes, and their business is to beg from door to door, sometimes
pleading and sometimes threatening. Such mendicants are sometimes called yog†s
and sometimes k•‹aph•à• yog†s. The word k•‹aph•à• refers to one who has put a
hole in his ear to wear an earring made of ivory. Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra was so
depressed by not getting to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu that he decided to
become such a yog†. Ordinary men think that a yog† must have an ivory earring
in his ear, but this is not the sign of a real yog†. Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra
also thought that to become a mendicant yog†, one must wear such an earring.
TEXT 21
TEXT
dekhiba se mukha-candra nayana bhariy•
dhariba se p•da-padma h”daye tuliy•
SYNONYMS
dekhiba--I shall see; se--that; mukha-candra--moonlike face; nayana
bhariy•--to the fulfillment of the eyes; dhariba--I shall catch; se--those;
p•da-padma--lotus feet; h”daye--on my heart; tuliy•--raising.
TRANSLATION
Nity•nanda Prabhu continued, "The King also expressed his desire to see the
moonlike face of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to his eye's full satisfaction. He
would like to raise the lotus feet of the Lord to his heart."
TEXT 22
TEXT
yadyapi ¤uniy• prabhura komala haya mana
tath•pi b•hire kahe ni£àhura vacana
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; ¤uniy•--hearing; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; komala--softened; haya--becomes; mana--mind; tath•pi--still;
b•hire--externally; kahe--He says; ni£àhura vacana--hard words.
TRANSLATION
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Hearing all these statements, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mind was certainly
softened, but externally He wished to speak some harsh words.
TEXT 23
TEXT
tom•-sab•ra icch•,--ei •m•re la‘•
r•j•ke milaha iha• kaàakete giy•
SYNONYMS
tom•-sab•ra--of all of you; icch•--the desire; ei--is; •m•re la‘•--taking
Me; r•j•ke--the King; milaha--meet; iha•--here; kaàakete giy•--by going to
Kaàaka.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "I can understand that you all desire to take
Me to Kaàaka to see the King."
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is naturally the reservoir of all kindness, and as
soon as He heard the statement made by the King, His heart immediately
softened. Thus the Lord was ready to go see the King even at Kaàaka. He did
not even consider allowing the King to come from Kaàaka to Jagann•tha Pur† to
see Him. It is significant that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was so kind that He
was ready to go see the King at Kaàaka. Apparently it was never expected that
the King wanted to see the Lord at His place, but by way of being externally
harsh, the Lord indicated that if all the devotees so desired, He would go to
Kaàaka to see the King.
TEXT 24
TEXT
param•rtha th•kuka--loke karibe nindana
loke rahu--d•modara karibe bhartsana
SYNONYMS
parama-artha th•kuka--what to speak of spiritual advancement; loke--people
in general; karibe nindana--will blaspheme; loke rahu--what to speak of people
in general; d•modara--D•modara Pa‹‚ita; karibe--will do; bhartsana-chastisement.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "What to speak of spiritual advancement-all the people will blaspheme Me. And what to speak of all the people-D•modara would chastise Me.
TEXT 25
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TEXT
tom•-sab•ra •j‘•ya •mi n• mili r•j•re
d•modara kahe yabe, mili tabe t••re
SYNONYMS
tom•-sab•ra--of all of you; •j‘•ya--by the order; •mi--I; n•--not; mili-shall meet; r•j•re--the King; d•modara--D•modara Pa‹‚ita; kahe--says; yabe-when; mili--I shall meet; tabe--then; t••re--him.
TRANSLATION
"I shall not meet the King at the request of all the devotees, but I shall
do so if D•modara will give his permission."
PURPORT
From the spiritual point of view, a sanny•s† is strictly forbidden to see
materialistic people, especially a king who is always engaged in counting
pounds, shillings and pence. Indeed, the meeting between a sanny•s† and a king
is always considered abominable. A sanny•s† is always subjected to public
criticism, and a small fault on his part is taken seriously by the public.
People actually expect a sanny•s† to preach and not take part in any social or
political matters. If a sanny•s† is subject to public criticism, his preaching
will not be fruitful. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu specifically wanted to avoid
such criticism so that His preaching work would not be hampered. It so
happened that while the Lord was talking to His disciples at that time, the
devotee D•modara Pa‹‚ita was present. This D•modara Pa‹‚ita was a very
faithful devotee and a staunch lover of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Whenever
there was anything that might touch or taint the character of the Lord,
D•modara Pa‹‚ita would immediately point it out, not even considering the
exalted position of the Lord. It is sometimes said that fools rush in where
angels dare not, and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu wanted to point out D•modara
Pa‹‚ita's foolishness in coming forward to criticize the Lord. This is why the
Lord stated that if D•modara Pa‹‚ita would give Him permission, He would go to
see the King. There was deep meaning in this statement, for it is a warning
that D•modara should not dare criticize the Lord any more, for it was not
befitting his position as a devotee. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was considered
the guide and spiritual master of all the devotees living with Him. D•modara
Pa‹‚ita was one of them, and the Lord rendered D•modara Pa‹‚ita a special
favor by warning him to avoid criticizing Him any further. A devotee or a
disciple should never attempt to criticize the Lord or His representative, the
spiritual master.
TEXT 26
TEXT
d•modara kahe,--tumi svatantra †¤vara
kartavy•kartavya saba tom•ra gocara
SYNONYMS
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d•modara kahe--Pa‹‚ita D•modara said; tumi--You; svatantra--fully
independent; †¤vara--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; kartavya--duty which
is permissible; akartavya--duty which is not permissible; saba--all; tom•ra-of You; gocara--within knowledge.
TRANSLATION
D•modara immediately replied, "My Lord, You are the fully independent
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Since everything is known to You, You know
what is permissible and what is not permissible.
TEXT 27
TEXT
•mi kon k£udra-j†va, tom•ke vidhi diba?
•pani milibe t••re, t•h•o dekhiba
SYNONYMS
•mi kon--I am just some; k£udra-j†va--insignificant living entity; tom•ke-unto You; vidhi--injunction; diba--I shall give; •pani--You; milibe--will
meet; t••re--the King; t•h•o dekhiba--I shall see it.
TRANSLATION
"I am merely an insignificant j†va, so what power do I have to give
directions to You? By Your own personal choice You will meet with the King. I
shall see it.
TEXT 28
TEXT
r•j• tom•re sneha kare, tumi--sneha-va¤a
t••ra snehe kar•be t••re tom•ra para¤a
SYNONYMS
r•j•--the King; tom•re--You; sneha kare--loves; tumi--You; sneha-va¤a-controlled by love and affection; t••ra--his; snehe--by love; kar•be--will do;
t••re--unto him; tom•ra--Your; para¤a--touching.
TRANSLATION
"The King is very much attached to You, and You are feeling affection and
love toward him. Thus I can understand that by virtue of the King's affection
for You, You will touch him.
TEXT 29
TEXT
yadyapi †¤vara tumi parama svatantra
tath•pi svabh•ve hao prema-paratantra
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SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; †¤vara--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; tumi--You;
parama--supremely; svatantra--independent; tath•pi--still; svabh•ve--by Your
nature; hao--You become; prema-paratantra--subordinate to love.
TRANSLATION
"Although You are the Supreme Personality of Godhead and are completely
independent, still You are dependent on the love and affection of Your
devotees. That is Your nature."
TEXT 30
TEXT
nity•nanda kahe--aiche haya kon jana
ye tom•re kahe, 'kara r•ja-dara¤ana'
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda kahe--Nity•nanda Prabhu said; aiche--such; haya--there is; kon
jana--any person; ye--who; tom•re--unto You; kahe--orders; kara--do; r•jadara¤ana--meeting the King.
TRANSLATION
Nity•nanda Prabhu then said, "Who is there in the three worlds who can ask
You to see the King?
TEXT 31
TEXT
kintu anur•g† lokera svabh•va eka haya
i£àa n• p•ile nija pr•‹a se ch•‚aya
SYNONYMS
kintu--still; anur•g†--affectionate; lokera--of the people; svabh•va-nature; eka--one; haya--there is; i£àa--desirable; n• p•ile--without getting;
nija--own; pr•‹a--life; se--he; ch•‚aya--gives up.
TRANSLATION
"Still, isn't it the nature of an attached man to give up his life if he
does not attain his desired object?
TEXT 32
TEXT
y•j‘ika-br•hma‹† saba t•h•te pram•‹a
k”£‹a l•gi' pati-•ge ch•‚ileka pr•‹a
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SYNONYMS
y•j‘ika-br•hma‹†--the wives of the br•hma‹as who were engaged in performing
great sacrifices; saba--all; t•h•te--in that connection; pram•‹a--evidence;
k”£‹a l•gi'--for the matter of K”£‹a; pati-•ge--in front of their husbands;
ch•‚ileka pr•‹a--gave up their lives.
TRANSLATION
"For instance, some of the wives of the br•hma‹as who were performing
sacrifices gave up their lives in the presence of their husbands for the sake
of K”£‹a."
PURPORT
This refers to the day Lord ¥r† K”£‹a and His cowherd boys and flocks of
animals were present on the pasturing grounds near Mathur•. At that time the
cowherd boys, being a little hungry, requested food, and Lord K”£‹a asked them
to go to the br•hma‹as who were engaged nearby in performing yaj‘a, or
sacrifice, and to get some food from that yaj‘a. Being so ordered by the Lord,
all the cowherd boys went to the br•hma‹as and asked them for food, but they
were denied. After this, the cowherd boys begged food from the wives of the
br•hma‹as. All these wives were very much devoted to Lord K”£‹a in spontaneous
love, and as soon as they heard the request of the cowherd boys and understood
that K”£‹a wanted some food, they immediately left the place of sacrifice.
They were very much chastised for this by their husbands, and they were ready
to give up their lives. It is the nature of a pure devotee to sacrifice his
life for the transcendental loving service of the Lord.
TEXT 33
TEXT
eka yukti •che, yadi kara avadh•na
tumi n• milileha t••re, rahe t••ra pr•‹a
SYNONYMS
eka yukti--one plan; •che--there is; yadi--if; kara avadh•na--You consider
it; tumi--You; n• milileha--may not meet; t••re--with him; rahe--remains;
t••ra--his; pr•‹a--life.
TRANSLATION
Nity•nanda Prabhu then submitted one suggestion for the Lord's
consideration. "There is a way," He suggested, "by which You need not meet the
King but which would enable the King to continue living.
TEXT 34
TEXT
eka bahirv•sa yadi deha' k”p• kari'
t•h• p•‘• pr•‹a r•khe tom•ra •¤• dhari'
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SYNONYMS
eka bahirv•sa--one outward covering; yadi--if; deha'--You give; k”p• kari'-by Your mercy; t•h• p•‘•--getting that; pr•‹a r•khe--he would live; tom•ra
•¤• dhari'--hoping to meet You some time in the future.
TRANSLATION
"If You, out of Your mercy, send one of Your outward garments to the King,
the King would live hoping to see You some time in the future."
PURPORT
¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu was thus very tactfully suggesting that Caitanya
Mah•prabhu give a piece of His old clothing to the King. Even though the King
was not to meet the Lord, the King would then be pacified by receiving such a
cloth. The King was very anxious to see the Lord, yet it was not possible for
the Lord to see him. Just to resolve the situation, Nity•nanda Prabhu
suggested that the Lord send an old piece of clothing. Thus the King would
understand that the Lord was showing mercy to him. The King would then not do
anything drastic like giving up his life or becoming a mendicant.
TEXT 35
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--tumi-saba parama vidv•n
yei bh•la haya, sei kara sam•dh•na
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; tumi-saba--all of you; parama vidv•n-greatly learned personalities; yei--whatever; bh•la haya--is right; sei--that;
kara sam•dh•na--execute.
TRANSLATION
The Lord said, "Since you are all very learned personalities, whatever you
decide I shall accept."
TEXT 36
TEXT
tabe nity•nanda-gos•‘i govindera p•¤a
m•giy• la-ila prabhura eka bahirv•sa
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; nity•nanda-gos•‘i--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; govindera
p•¤a--from Govinda, the personal servant of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; m•giy•-requesting; la-ila--took; prabhura--of the Lord; eka--one; bahirv•sa--outer
garment.
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TRANSLATION
Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu then obtained an external garment used by the Lord
by requesting it from Govinda.
TEXT 37
TEXT
sei bahirv•sa s•rvabhauma-p•¤a dila
s•rvabhauma sei vastra r•j•re p•àh•'la
SYNONYMS
sei--that; bahirv•sa--garment; s•rvabhauma-p•¤a--in the care of S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; dila--delivered; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; sei--that;
vastra--cloth; r•j•re--unto the King; p•àh•'la--sent.
TRANSLATION
Thus Nity•nanda Prabhu delivered the old cloth to the care of S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya, and S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya sent it to the King.
TEXT 38
TEXT
vastra p•‘• r•j•ra haila •nandita mana
prabhu-rãpa kari' kare vastrera pãjana
SYNONYMS
vastra p•‘•--getting that cloth; r•j•ra--of the King; haila--there was;
•nandita mana--very happy mind; prabhu-rãpa kari'--accepting as ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu Himself; kare--executes; vastrera--of the cloth; pãjana--worship.
TRANSLATION
When the King received the old cloth, he began to worship it exactly as he
would worship the Lord personally.
PURPORT
This is also the conclusion of the Vedic injunctions. Since the Supreme
Personality of Godhead is the Absolute Truth, everything in relation to Him is
also on the same platform. The King had great affection for ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, and although he did not see the Lord, he had nonetheless already
attained the conclusion of devotional service. Immediately upon receiving the
cloth from S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, the King began to worship it, accepting it
as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. The Lord's clothing, bedding, slippers and
everything required as an ordinary necessity are all transformations of ¥e£a,
Vi£‹u, the expansion of ¥r† Baladeva. Thus the cloth and other paraphernalia
of the Supreme Personality of Godhead are but other forms of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. Everything connected to the Lord is worshipable. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu instructs us that just as K”£‹a is worshipable, K”£‹a's
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place, V”nd•vana, is also worshipable. And as V”nd•vana is worshipable,
similarly the paraphernalia in V”nd•vana--the trees, roads, river, everything-is worshipable. A pure devotee thus sings, jaya jaya v”nd•vana-v•s† yata
jana: "All glories to the residents of V”nd•vana." If a devotee has a staunch
devotional attitude, all these conclusions will be awakened or revealed within
the heart.
yasya deve par• bhaktir
yath• deve tath• gurau
tasyaite kathit• hy arth•„
prak•¤ante mah•tmana„
"Only unto those great souls who have implicit faith in both the Lord and
the spiritual master are all the imports of Vedic knowledge automatically
revealed." (¥vet•¤vatara Upani£ad 6.23)
Thus following in the footsteps of Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra and other
devotees, we should learn to worship everything belonging to the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. This is referred to by Lord ¥iva as tad†y•n•m. In the
Padma Pur•‹a it is said:
•r•dhan•n•‰ sarve£•‰
vi£‹or •r•dhana‰ param
tasm•t paratara‰ devi
tad†y•n•‰ samarcanam
"O Dev†, the most exalted system of worship is the worship of Lord Vi£‹u.
Greater than that is the worship of tad†ya, or anything belonging to Vi£‹u."
¥r† Vi£‹u is sac-cid-•nanda-vigraha. Similarly, the most confidential servant
of K”£‹a, the spiritual master, and all devotees of Vi£‹u are tad†ya. The saccid-•nanda-vigraha, guru, Vai£‹avas, and things used by them must be
considered tad†ya and without a doubt worshipable by all living beings.
TEXT 39
TEXT
r•m•nanda r•ya yabe 'dak£i‹a' haite •il•
prabhu-sa•ge rahite r•j•ke nivedil•
SYNONYMS
r•m•nanda r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya; yabe--when; dak£i‹a--South India; haite-from; •il•--returned; prabhu-sa•ge--with Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; rahite-to stay; r•j•ke--unto the King; nivedil•--requested.
TRANSLATION
After returning from his service in South India, R•m•nanda R•ya requested
the King to allow him to remain with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 40
TEXT
tabe r•j• santo£e t••h•re •j‘• dil•
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•pani milana l•gi' s•dhite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; r•j•--the King; santo£e--in great satisfaction;
t••h•re--unto R•m•nanda R•ya; •j‘• dil•--gave the order; •pani--personally;
milana l•gi'--to meet; s•dhite l•gil•--began to solicit.
TRANSLATION
When R•m•nanda R•ya requested the King to allow him to stay with the Lord,
the King immediately gave him permission with great satisfaction. As for the
King himself, he began to solicit R•m•nanda R•ya to make a meeting
arrangement.
TEXT 41
TEXT
mah•prabhu mah•-k”p• karena tom•re
more milib•re ava¤ya s•dhibe t••h•re
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mah•-k”p•--great mercy; karena--does;
tom•re--unto you; more--me; milib•re--for meeting; ava¤ya--certainly; s•dhibe-you must solicit; t••h•re--Him.
TRANSLATION
The King told R•m•nanda R•ya, "¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is very, very
merciful to you. Therefore please solicit my meeting with Him without fail."
TEXT 42
TEXT
eka-sa•ge dui jana k£etre yabe •il•
r•m•nanda r•ya tabe prabhure milil•
SYNONYMS
eka-sa•ge--together; dui jana--these two persons; k£etre--at Jagann•thak£etra (Jagann•tha Pur†); yabe--when; •il•--came back; r•m•nanda r•ya-R•m•nanda R•ya; tabe--at that time; prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; milil•-met.
TRANSLATION
The King and R•m•nanda R•ya returned together to Jagann•tha-k£etra [Pur†],
and ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya met ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 43
TEXT
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prabhu-pade prema-bhakti j•n•ila r•j•ra
prasa•ga p•‘• aiche kahe b•ra-b•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhu-pade--unto the lotus feet of the Lord; prema-bhakti--ecstatic love;
j•n•ila--informed; r•j•ra--of the King; prasa•ga--discussion; p•‘•--getting;
aiche--thus; kahe--says; b•ra-b•ra--again and again.
TRANSLATION
At that time, R•m•nanda R•ya informed ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu about the
ecstatic love of the King. Indeed, as soon as there was some opportunity, he
repeatedly informed the Lord about the King.
TEXT 44
TEXT
r•ja-mantr† r•m•nanda--vyavah•re nipu‹a
r•ja-pr†ti kahi' drav•ila prabhura mana
SYNONYMS
r•ja-mantr†--diplomatic minister; r•m•nanda--¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya; vyavah•re-in general behavior; nipu‹a--very expert; r•ja-pr†ti--the love of the King
for ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kahi'--describing; drav•ila--softened; prabhura-of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya was indeed a diplomatic minister for the King. His
general behavior was very expert, and simply by describing the King's love for
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he gradually softened the Lord's mind.
PURPORT
A diplomat in the material world knows how to deal with people, especially
in political affairs. Some of the great devotees of the Lord--like R•m•nanda
R•ya, Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†, San•tana Gosv•m† and Rãpa Gosv•m†--were
government officers and had a background of very opulent householder life.
Consequently they knew how to deal with people. In many instances we have seen
the diplomacy of Rãpa Gosv•m†, Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m† and R•m•nanda R•ya
employed in the service of the Lord. When Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†'s father and
uncle were to be arrested by government officials, Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m† hid
them and personally met the government officers and settled the affair
diplomatically. This is but one instance. Similarly, San•tana Gosv•m†, after
resigning his ministership, was thrown in jail, and he bribed the attendant of
the jail so he could leave the clutches of the Nawab and live with ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Now we see R•m•nanda R•ya, a most confidential devotee of
the Lord, diplomatically soften the heart of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, despite
the fact that the Lord definitely decided not to meet the King. The diplomacy
of R•m•nanda R•ya and entreaties of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya and all the other
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great devotees succeeded. The conclusion is that diplomacy used for the
service of the Lord is a form of devotional service.
TEXT 45
TEXT
utka‹àh•te prat•parudra n•re rahib•re
r•m•nanda s•dhilena prabhure milib•re
SYNONYMS
utka‹àh•te--in great anxiety; prat•parudra--King Prat•parudra; n•re
rahib•re--could not stay; r•m•nanda--¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya; s•dhilena--solicited;
prabhure--unto ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; milib•re--to meet.
TRANSLATION
Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra, in great anxiety, could not endure not seeing the
Lord; therefore ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya, by his diplomacy, arranged a meeting with
the Lord for the King.
TEXT 46
TEXT
r•m•nanda prabhu-p•ya kaila nivedana
eka-b•ra prat•parudre dekh•ha cara‹a
SYNONYMS
r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda; prabhu-p•ya--at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kaila--did; nivedana--submission; eka-b•ra--once only;
prat•parudre--unto Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra; dekh•ha--show; cara‹a--Your lotus
feet.
TRANSLATION
¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya frankly requested ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, "Please show
Your lotus feet to the King at least once."
TEXT 47
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--r•m•nanda, kaha vic•riy•
r•j•ke milite yuy•ya sanny•s† ha‘•?
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; r•m•nanda--My dear R•m•nanda;
kaha--please ask Me; vic•riy•--after due consideration; r•j•ke--the King;
milite--to meet; yuy•ya--is it befitting; sanny•s†--in the renounced order of
life; ha‘•--being.
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TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "My dear R•m•nanda, you should make this
request after duly considering whether it is befitting for a sanny•s† to meet
a king.
TEXT 48
TEXT
r•j•ra milane bhik£ukera dui loka n•¤a
paraloka rahu, loke kare upah•sa
SYNONYMS
r•j•ra milane--by meeting with a king; bhik£ukera--of the mendicant; dui
loka--in two worlds; n•¤a--destruction; para-loka--spiritual world; rahu--let
alone; loke--in this material world; kare--do; upah•sa--joking.
TRANSLATION
"If a mendicant meets a king, this world and the next world are both
destroyed for the mendicant. Indeed, what is there to say of the next world?
In this world, people will joke if a sanny•s† meets a king."
TEXT 49
TEXT
r•m•nanda kahe,--tumi †¤vara svatantra
k•re tom•ra bhaya, tumi naha paratantra
SYNONYMS
r•m•nanda kahe--R•m•nanda said; tumi--You; †¤vara--the Supreme Lord;
svatantra--independent; k•re tom•ra bhaya--why should You be afraid of anyone;
tumi naha--You are not; para-tantra--dependent.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "My Lord, You are the supreme independent
personality. You have nothing to fear from anyone because You are not
dependent on anyone."
TEXT 50
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--•mi manu£ya •¤rame sanny•s†
k•ya-mano-v•kye vyavah•re bhaya v•si
SYNONYMS
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prabhu kahe--the Lord said; •mi manu£ya--I am a human being; •¤rame--in the
social order; sanny•s†--a renounced person; k•ya-mana„-v•kye--with My body,
mind and words; vyavah•re--in general dealings; bhaya--fear; v•si--I do.
TRANSLATION
When R•m•nanda R•ya addressed ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, Caitanya Mah•prabhu objected, saying, "I am not the
Supreme Personality of Godhead but an ordinary human being. Therefore I must
fear public opinion in three ways--with My body, mind and words.
TEXT 51
TEXT
¤ukla-vastre masi-bindu yaiche n• luk•ya
sanny•s†ra alpa chidra sarva-loke g•ya
SYNONYMS
¤ukla-vastre--on white cloth; masi-bindu--a spot of ink; yaiche--as much
as; n•--does not; luk•ya--become hidden; sanny•s†ra--of a sanny•s†; alpa--a
very little; chidra--fault; sarva-loke--the general public; g•ya--advertise.
TRANSLATION
"As soon as the general public finds a little fault in the behavior of a
sanny•s†, they advertise it like wildfire. A black spot of ink cannot be
hidden on a white cloth. It is always very prominent."
TEXT 52
TEXT
r•ya kahe,--kata p•p†ra kariy•cha avy•hati
†¤vara-sevaka tom•ra bhakta gajapati
SYNONYMS
r•ya kahe--R•m•nanda R•ya replied; kata p•p†ra--of numberless sinful
persons; kariy•cha--You have done; avy•hati--deliverance; †¤vara-sevaka--a
servitor of the Lord; tom•ra--Your; bhakta--devotee; gajapati--the King.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya replied, "My dear Lord, You have delivered so many sinful
people. This King Prat•parudra, the King of Orissa, is actually a servitor of
the Lord and Your devotee."
TEXT 53
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--pãr‹a yaiche dugdhera kalasa
sur•-bindu-p•te keha n• kare para¤a
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SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; pãr‹a--completely filled; yaiche--just as;
dugdhera--of milk; kalasa--container; sur•-bindu-p•te--with simply a drop of
liquor; keha--anyone; n• kare--does not; para¤a--touch.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then said, "There may be much milk in a big pot,
but if it is contaminated by a drop of liquor, it is untouchable.
TEXT 54
TEXT
yadyapi prat•parudra--sarva-gu‹av•n
t••h•re malina kaila eka 'r•j•'-n•ma
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; prat•parudra--the King; sarva-gu‹a-v•n--qualified in
every respect; t••h•re--unto him; malina kaila--makes impure; eka--one; rajan•ma--the name "king."
TRANSLATION
"The King certainly possesses all good qualities, but simply by taking up
the name 'king,' he has infected everything.
TEXT 55
TEXT
tath•pi tom•ra yadi mah•graha haya
tabe •ni' mil•ha tumi t••h•ra tanaya
SYNONYMS
tath•pi--still; tom•ra--your; yadi--if; mah•-•graha--great eagerness; haya-there is; tabe--then; •ni'--bringing; mil•ha--cause to meet; tumi--you;
t••h•ra--his; tanaya--son.
TRANSLATION
"But if you are still very eager for the King to meet with Me, please first
bring his son to meet Me.
TEXT 56
TEXT
"•tm• vai j•yate putra„"--ei ¤•stra-v•‹†
putrera milane yena milibe •pani
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SYNONYMS
•tm• vai j•yate putra„--his self appears as the son; ei--this; ¤•stra-v•‹†-the indication of revealed scriptures; putrera milane--by meeting the son;
yena--as if; milibe--he will meet; •pani--personally.
TRANSLATION
"It is indicated in the revealed scriptures that the son represents the
father; therefore the son's meeting with Me would be just as good as the
King's meeting with Me."
PURPORT
In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.78.36) it is said: •tm• vai putra utpanna iti
ved•nu¤•sanam. The Vedas enjoin that one is born as his own son. The son is
nondifferent from the father, and this is admitted in every revealed
scripture. In Christian theology it is believed that Christ, the son of God,
is also God. Both of them are identical.
TEXT 57
TEXT
tabe r•ya y•i' saba r•j•re kahil•
prabhura •j‘•ya t••ra putra la‘• •il•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya; y•i'--going; saba--everything;
r•j•re--unto the King; kahil•--described; prabhura •j‘•ya--under the order of
the Lord; t••ra putra--his son; la‘• •il•--he brought with him.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya then went to inform the King about his talks with ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and, following the Lord's orders, brought the King's son
to see Him.
TEXT 58
TEXT
sundara, r•j•ra putra--¤y•mala-vara‹a
ki¤ora vayasa, d†rgha kamala-nayana
SYNONYMS
sundara--beautiful; r•j•ra putra--the son of the King; ¤y•mala-vara‹a-blackish complexion; ki¤ora vayasa--the age just before youth; d†rgha--long;
kamala-nayana--lotus eyes.
TRANSLATION
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The prince, just entering upon his youth, was very beautiful. He was
blackish in complexion and had large lotus eyes.
TEXT 59
TEXT
p†t•mbara, dhare a•ge ratna-•bhara‹a
¤r†-k”£‹a-smara‹e te•ha hail• 'udd†pana'
SYNONYMS
p†ta-ambara--dressed in yellow cloth; dhare--carries; a•ge--on the body;
ratna-•bhara‹a--ornaments of jewels; ¤r†-k”£‹a-smara‹e--for remembering ¥r†
K”£‹a; te•ha--he; hail•--was; udd†pana--stimulation.
TRANSLATION
The prince was dressed in yellow cloth, and there were jeweled ornaments
decorating his body. Therefore anyone who saw him would remember Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 60
TEXT
t••re dekhi, mah•prabhura k”£‹a-sm”ti haila
prem•ve¤e t••re mili' kahite l•gila
SYNONYMS
t••re dekhi--seeing him; mah•prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
k”£‹a-sm”ti--remembrance of K”£‹a; haila--there was; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic
love; t••re--him; mili'--meeting; kahite l•gila--began to say.
TRANSLATION
Seeing the boy, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu immediately remembered K”£‹a.
Meeting the boy in ecstatic love, the Lord began to speak.
TEXT 61
TEXT
ei--mah•-bh•gavata, y••h•ra dar¤ane
vrajendra-nandana-sm”ti haya sarva-jane
SYNONYMS
ei--here is; mah•-bh•gavata--a first-class devotee; y••h•ra dar¤ane--by the
sight of whom; vrajendra-nandana--of the son of the King of Vraja; sm”ti-remembrance; haya--becomes; sarva-jane--for everyone.
TRANSLATION
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"Here is a great devotee," ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said. "Upon seeing him,
everyone can remember the Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, son of
Mah•r•ja Nanda."
PURPORT
On his Anubh•£ya, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura states that a
materialist mistakenly accepts the body and mind as the source of material
enjoyment. In other words, a materialist accepts the bodily conception of
life. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu did not regard the son of Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra
with the idea that he was a materialist, being the son of a materialist. Nor
did He consider Himself the enjoyer. M•y•v•d† philosophers make a great
mistake by assuming that the sac-cid-•nanda-vigraha, the transcendental form
of the Lord, is like a material body. However, there is no material
contamination in transcendence, nor is there any possibility of imagining a
spirituality in matter. One cannot accept matter as spirit. As indicated by
the technical words bhauma ijya-dh†„ (Bh•g. 10.84.13), materialistic M•y•v•d†s
imagine the form of God in matter, although according to their imagination,
God is unlimitedly formless. This is simply mental speculation. Even though
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is the Supreme Personality of Godhead, He placed
Himself in the position of a gop†. He also accepted the King's son directly as
the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda, Vrajendra-nandana Hari. This is perfect vision
according to the direction of the Vedic culture, as confirmed in ¥r†mad
Bhagavad-g†t• (pa‹‚it•„ sama-dar¤ina„). Such acceptance of the Absolute Truth
according to Vai£‹ava philosophy is explained in both the Mu‹‚aka Upani£ad
(3.2.3) and the Kaàha Upani£ad (1.2.23) in the following words:
n•yam •tm• pravacanena labhyo
na medhay• na bahun• ¤rutena
yam evai£a v”‹ute tena labhyas
tasyai£a •tm• viv”‹ute tanã‰ sv•m
"The Supreme Lord is not obtained by expert explanations, by vast
intelligence, nor even by much hearing. He is obtained only by one whom He
Himself chooses. To such a person He manifests His own form."
The living entity is entangled in material existence due to his lack of
such spiritual vision. ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura has sung in his Kaly•‹akalpataru: sa‰s•re •siy• prak”ti bhajiy• 'puru£a' abhim•ne mari. When the
living entity comes to the material world, he thinks himself the enjoyer. Thus
he becomes more and more entangled.
TEXT 62
TEXT
k”t•rtha ha-il••a •mi i•h•ra dara¤ane
eta bali' puna„ t•re kaila •li•gane
SYNONYMS
k”ta-artha ha-il••a--have become very much obligated; •mi--I; i•h•ra--of
this boy; dara¤ane--by seeing; eta bali'--saying this; puna„--again; t•re-him; kaila--did; •li•gane--embrace.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "I have become very much obligated just
by seeing this boy." After saying this, the Lord again embraced the prince.
TEXT 63
TEXT
prabhu-spar¤e r•ja-putrera haila prem•ve¤a
sveda, kampa, a¤ru, stambha, pulaka vi¤e£a
SYNONYMS
prabhu-spar¤e--because of being touched by the Lord; r•ja-putrera--of the
King's son; haila--there was; prema-•ve¤a--ecstatic love; sveda--perspiration;
kampa--trembling; a¤ru--tears; stambha--being stunned; pulaka--jubilation;
vi¤e£a--specifically.
TRANSLATION
As soon as the prince was touched by Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, symptoms
of ecstatic love immediately manifested themselves in his body. These symptoms
included perspiration, trembling, tears, being stunned and jubilation.
TEXT 64
TEXT
'k”£‹a' 'k”£‹a' kahe, n•ce, karaye rodana
t••ra bh•gya dekhi' ¤l•gh• kare bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a k”£‹a--O K”£‹a, O K”£‹a; kahe--chants; n•ce--dances; karaye--does;
rodana--crying; t••ra--his; bh•gya--fortune; dekhi'--seeing; ¤l•gh•--praise;
kare--do; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees.
TRANSLATION
The boy began to cry and dance, and he chanted, "K”£‹a! K”£‹a!" Upon seeing
his bodily symptoms and his chanting and dancing, all the devotees praised him
for his great spiritual fortune.
TEXT 65
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu t••re dhairya kar•ila
nitya •si' •m•ya miliha--ei •j‘• dila
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--the boy;
dhairya--patient; kar•ila--caused to be; nitya--daily; •si'--coming; •m•ya-Me; miliha--meet; ei •j‘•--this order; dila--gave.
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TRANSLATION
At that time, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu calmed the youth and ordered him to
come there daily to meet Him.
TEXT 66
TEXT
vid•ya ha‘• r•ya •ila r•ja-putre la‘•
r•j• sukha p•ila putrera ce£à• dekhiy•
SYNONYMS
vid•ya ha‘•--taking leave; r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya; •ila--came back; r•japutre la‘•--taking the King's son; r•j•--the King; sukha p•ila--felt great
happiness; putrera--of his son; ce£à•--activities; dekhiy•--seeing.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya and the boy then departed from ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and
R•m•nanda took him back to the King's palace. The King was very happy when he
heard of his son's activities.
TEXT 67
TEXT
putre •li•gana kari' prem•vi£àa hail•
s•k£•t para¤a yena mah•prabhura p•il•
SYNONYMS
putre--his son; •li•gana--embracing; kari'--doing; prema-•vi£àa hail•--he
became ecstatic; s•k£•t--directly; para¤a--touch; yena--as if; mah•prabhura-of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; p•il•--he got.
TRANSLATION
Just by embracing his son, the King was filled with ecstatic love, just as
if he had touched ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu directly.
TEXT 68
TEXT
sei haite bh•gyav•n r•j•ra nandana
prabhu-bhakta-ga‹a-madhye hail• eka-jana
SYNONYMS
sei haite--from that day; bh•gyav•n--the most fortunate; r•j•ra nandana-the son of the King; prabhu-bhakta-ga‹a-madhye--among the intimate devotees of
the Lord; hail•--became; eka-jana--one of them.
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TRANSLATION
From then on, the fortunate prince was one of the most intimate devotees of
the Lord.
PURPORT
In this regard, ¥r†la Prabodh•nanda Sarasvat† writes: yat-k•ru‹ya-kaà•k£avaibhava-vat•m. If ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu simply glanced at someone for a
moment, that person immediately turned into one of the most confidential
devotees of the Lord. The prince came to see the Lord for the first time, but
by the Lord's mercy the boy immediately became a topmost devotee. This was not
in theory but in practice. We cannot apply the nagna-m•t”k•-ny•ya formula.
This states that if one's mother was naked in her childhood, she should
continue to remain naked, even though she has become a mother of so many
children. If a person is actually blessed by the mercy of the Lord, he can
immediately become a topmost devotee of the Lord. The logic of nagna-m•t”k•
states that if a person is not elevated on such and such a date, he cannot
become an exalted devotee overnight, as it were. This particular instance
offers evidence to contradict that theory. On the previous day, the boy was
simply an ordinary prince, and the next day he was counted as one of the
topmost devotees of the Lord. This was all made possible by the causeless
mercy of the Lord. The Lord is omnipotent, all-powerful and almighty, and He
can act as He likes.
TEXT 69
TEXT
ei-mata mah•prabhu bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge
nirantara kr†‚• kare sa•k†rtana-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhakta-ga‹asa•ge--in the society of His pure devotees; nirantara--constantly; kr†‚• kare-performs pastimes; sa•k†rtana-ra•ge--in the course of His sa•k†rtana
movement.
TRANSLATION
Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu acts in the society of His pure devotees,
performing His pastimes and spreading the sa•k†rtana movement.
TEXT 70
TEXT
•c•ry•di bhakta kare prabhure nimantra‹a
t•h•• t•h•• bhik£• kare la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
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•c•rya-•di--headed by Advaita šc•rya; bhakta--devotees; kare--do; prabhure-unto ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nimantra‹a--invitation; t•h•• t•h••--here and
there; bhik£• kare--takes His lunch; la‘•--taking; bhakta-ga‹a--all the
devotees.
TRANSLATION
Some of the prominent devotees like Advaita šc•rya used to invite ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu to take His meals at their homes. The Lord accepted such
invitations accompanied by His devotees.
TEXT 71
TEXT
ei-mata n•n• ra•ge dina kata gela
jagann•thera ratha-y•tr• nikaàa ha-ila
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; n•n• ra•ge--in great jubilation; dina kata--some
days; gela--passed; jagann•thera--of Lord ¥r† Jagann•tha; ratha-y•tr•--the car
festival; nikaàa ha-ila--became nearer.
TRANSLATION
In this way, the Lord passed some days in great jubilation. Then the car
festival of Lord Jagann•tha approached.
TEXT 72
TEXT
prathamei k•¤†-mi¤re prabhu bol•ila
pa‚ich•-p•tra, s•rvabhaume bol•‘• •nila
SYNONYMS
prathamei--in the beginning; k•¤†-mi¤re--K•¤† Mi¤ra; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; bol•ila--called for; pa‚ich•-p•tra--the superintendent of the
temple; s•rvabhaume--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; bol•‘•--calling; •nila--brought.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu first of all called for K•¤† Mi¤ra, then for the
superintendent of the temple, then for S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
TEXT 73
TEXT
tina-jana-p•¤e prabhu h•siy• kahila
gu‹‚ic•-mandira-m•rjana-sev• m•gi' nila
SYNONYMS
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tina-jana-p•¤e--in the presence of the three persons; prabhu--the Lord;
h•siy•--smiling; kahila--said; gu‹‚ic•-mandira-m•rjana--of washing the temple
known as Gu‹‚ic•; sev•--service; m•gi' nila--obtained by begging.
TRANSLATION
When these three people came before the Lord, He begged them for permission
to wash the temple known as Gu‹‚ic•.
PURPORT
The Gu‹‚ic• temple is situated two miles northeast of the Jagann•tha
temple. At the time of the Ratha-y•tr• festival, Lord Jagann•tha goes to the
Gu‹‚ic• temple from His original temple and stays there for one week. After
one week, He returns to His original temple. It is understood by hearsay that
the wife of Indradyumna, the King who established the Jagann•tha temple, was
known as Gu‹‚ic•. There is also mention of the name of the Gu‹‚ic• temple in
authoritative scripture. The area of the Gu‹‚ic• temple is estimated to be 288
cubits by 215 cubits. The main temple inside is about 36 cubits by 30 cubits,
and the k†rtana hall is 32 cubits by 30 cubits.
TEXT 74
TEXT
pa‚ich• kahe,--•mi-saba sevaka tom•ra
ye tom•ra icch• sei kartavya •m•ra
SYNONYMS
pa‚ich• kahe--the superintendent said; •mi-saba--we are all; sevaka tom•ra-Your servants; ye tom•ra--whatever Your; icch•--desire; sei--that; kartavya
•m•ra--our duty.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing the Lord's request for them to wash the Gu‹‚ic• temple, the
pa‚ich•, the superintendent of the temple, said, "My dear sir, we are all Your
servants. Whatever You desire is our duty to perform.
TEXT 75
TEXT
vi¤e£e r•j•ra •j‘• ha‘•che •m•re
prabhura •j‘• yei, sei ¤†ghra karib•re
SYNONYMS
vi¤e£e--specifically; r•j•ra--of the King; •j‘•--order; ha‘•che--there is;
•m•re--upon me; prabhura--of Your Lordship; •j‘•--order; yei--whatever; sei-that; ¤†ghra karib•re--to execute without delay.
TRANSLATION
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"The King gave a special order for me to do without delay whatever Your
Lordship orders.
TEXT 76
TEXT
tom•ra yogya sev• nahe mandira-m•rjana
ei eka l†l• kara, ye tom•ra mana
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--of You; yogya--befitting; sev•--service; nahe--not; mandiram•rjana--washing the temple; ei--this; eka--one; l†l•--pastime; kara--You
perform; ye tom•ra mana--as You like.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, washing the temple is not service befitting You.
Nonetheless, if You wish to do so, it is to be accepted as one of Your
pastimes.
TEXT 77
TEXT
kintu ghaàa, samm•rjan† bahuta c•hiye
•j‘• deha--•ji saba ih•• •ni diye
SYNONYMS
kintu--but; ghaàa--waterpots; samm•rjan†--brooms; bahuta--many; c•hiye--You
require; •j‘• deha--just order; •ji--immediately today; saba--everything;
ih••--here; •ni diye--I shall bring and deliver.
TRANSLATION
"To wash the temple, You need many waterpots and brooms. Therefore order
me. I can immediately bring all these things to You."
TEXT 78
TEXT
nãtana eka-¤ata ghaàa, ¤ata samm•rjan†
pa‚ich• •niy• dila prabhura icch• j•ni'
SYNONYMS
nãtana--new; eka-¤ata--one hundred; ghaàa--waterpots; ¤ata--hundred;
samm•rjan†--brooms; pa‚ich•--the superintendent; •niy•--bringing; dila-delivered; prabhura--of the Lord; icch•--the desire; j•ni'--knowing.
TRANSLATION
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As soon as the superintendent understood the desire of the Lord, he
immediately delivered a hundred new waterpots and a hundred brooms for
sweeping the temple.
TEXT 79
TEXT
•ra dine prabh•te la‘• nija-ga‹a
¤r†-haste sab•ra a•ge lepil• candana
SYNONYMS
•ra dine--on the next day; prabh•te--in the morning; la‘•--taking; nijaga‹a--His personal devotees; ¤r†-haste--by His own hand; sab•ra a•ge--on
everyone's body; lepil• candana--smeared pulp of sandalwood.
TRANSLATION
The next day, early in the morning, the Lord took His personal associates
with Him and, with His own hand, smeared sandalwood pulp on their bodies.
TEXT 80
TEXT
¤r†-haste dila sab•re eka eka m•rjan†
saba-ga‹a la‘• prabhu calil• •pani
SYNONYMS
¤r†-haste--by His own hand; dila--delivered; sab•re--unto every one of
them; eka eka--one by one; m•rjan†--a broom; saba-ga‹a--all the associates;
la‘•--taking; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; calil•--went; •pani-personally.
TRANSLATION
He then gave each devotee a broom with His own hand, and taking all of them
personally with Him, the Lord went to Gu‹‚ic•.
TEXT 81
TEXT
gu‹‚ic•-mandire gel• karite m•rjana
prathame m•rjan† la‘• karila ¤odhana
SYNONYMS
gu‹‚ic•-mandire--to the temple known as Gu‹‚ic•; gel•--went; karite--to do;
m•rjana--washing; prathame--in the first instance; m•rjan†--the brooms; la‘•-taking; karila--did; ¤odhana--cleansing.
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TRANSLATION
In this way the Lord and His associates went to cleanse the Gu‹‚ic• temple.
At first they cleansed the temple with the brooms.
TEXT 82
TEXT
bhitara mandira upara,--sakala m•jila
si‰h•sana m•ji' puna„ sth•pana karila
SYNONYMS
bhitara mandira--of the interior of the temple; upara--the ceiling; sakala
m•jila--cleansed everything; si‰h•sana--the sitting place of the Lord; m•ji'-cleansing; puna„--again; sth•pana--setting down; karila--did.
TRANSLATION
The Lord cleansed everything inside the temple very nicely, including the
ceiling. He then took up the sitting place [si‰h•sana], cleansed it and again
put it in its original place.
TEXT 83
TEXT
choàa-ba‚a-mandira kaila m•rjana-¤odhana
p•che taiche ¤odhila ¤r†-jagamohana
SYNONYMS
choàa-ba‚a-mandira--all the small and big temples; kaila--did; m•rjana¤odhana--proper cleansing; p•che--thereafter; taiche--in the similar way;
¤odhila--cleansed; ¤r†-jagamohana--the place between the original temple and
the k†rtana hall.
TRANSLATION
Thus the Lord and His companions cleansed and swept all the temple's
buildings, big and small, and finally cleansed the area between the temple and
the k†rtana hall.
TEXT 84
TEXT
c•ri-dike ¤ata bhakta samm•rjan†-kare
•pani ¤odhena prabhu, ¤ikh•'na sab•re
SYNONYMS
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c•ri-dike--all around; ¤ata--hundreds of; bhakta--devotees; samm•rjan†kare--do the cleansing work; •pani--personally; ¤odhena--cleanses; prabhu--the
Lord; ¤ikh•'na sab•re--teaching all others.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, hundreds of devotees were engaged in cleansing all around the
temple, and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was personally carrying out the operation
just to instruct others.
TEXT 85
TEXT
premoll•se ¤odhena, layena k”£‹a-n•ma
bhakta-ga‹a 'k”£‹a' kahe, kare nija-k•ma
SYNONYMS
prema-ull•se--in great jubilation; ¤odhena--cleanses; layena--chants;
k”£‹a--Hare K”£‹a; n•ma--name; bhakta-ga‹a--the devotees; k”£‹a kahe--chant
K”£‹a; kare--do; nija-k•ma--their own duty.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu washed and cleansed the temple in great jubilation,
chanting the holy name of Lord K”£‹a all the time. Similarly, all the devotees
were also chanting and at the same time performing their respective duties.
TEXT 86
TEXT
dhãli-dhãsara tanu dekhite ¤obhana
k•h•• k•h•• a¤ru-jale kare samm•rjana
SYNONYMS
dhãli--dust; dhãsara--dirt; tanu--body; dekhite--to see; ¤obhana--very
beautiful; k•h•• k•h••--somewhere; a¤ru-jale--with tears; kare--does;
samm•rjana--washing.
TRANSLATION
The entire beautiful body of the Lord was covered with dust and dirt. In
this way it became transcendentally beautiful. At times, when cleansing the
temple, the Lord shed tears, and in some places He even cleansed with those
tears.
TEXT 87
TEXT
bhoga-mandira ¤odhana kari' ¤odhila pr••ga‹a
sakala •v•sa krame karila ¤odhana
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SYNONYMS
bhoga-mandira--the place where food is placed; ¤odhana kari'--cleansing;
¤odhila pr••ga‹a--cleansed the yard; sakala--all; •v•sa--residential places;
krame--one after another; karila ¤odhana--cleansed.
TRANSLATION
After this, the place where the Deity's food was kept [bhoga-mandira] was
cleansed. Then the yard was cleansed, and then all the residential quarters,
one after the other.
TEXT 88
TEXT
t”‹a, dhãli, jhi•kura, saba ekatra kariy•
bahirv•se la‘• phel•ya b•hira kariy•
SYNONYMS
t”‹a--straws; dhãli--dust; jhi•kura--grains of sand; saba--all; ekatra--in
one place; kariy•--combining; bahirv•se la‘•--taking on His personal cloth;
phel•ya--throws; b•hira kariy•--outside.
TRANSLATION
After ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu collected all the straw, dust and grains of
sand in one place, He gathered it all in His cloth and threw it outside.
TEXT 89
TEXT
ei-mata bhakta-ga‹a kari' nija-v•se
t”‹a, dhãli b•hire phel•ya parama hari£e
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--similarly; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; kari'--doing; nija-v•se-in their own cloths; t”‹a--straw; dhãli--dust; b•hire phel•ya--throw outside;
parama hari£e--with great jubilation.
TRANSLATION
Following the example of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, all the devotees, in
great jubilation, began to gather straws and dust with their own cloths and
throw them outside the temple.
TEXT 90
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--ke kata kariy•cha samm•rjana
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t”‹a, dhãli dekhilei j•niba pari¤rama
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; ke--every one of you; kata--how much;
kariy•cha--have done; samm•rjana--cleansing; t”‹a--straw; dhãli--dust;
dekhilei--when I see; j•niba--I can understand; pari¤rama--how much you have
labored.
TRANSLATION
The Lord then told the devotees, "I can tell how much you have labored and
how well you have cleansed the temple simply by seeing all the straw and dust
you have collected outside."
TEXT 91
TEXT
sab•ra jhy••à•na bojh• ekatra karila
sab• haite prabhura bojh• adhika ha-ila
SYNONYMS
sab•ra--of all; jhy••à•na--the dirt collected; bojh•--load; ekatra-combined in one place; karila--made; sab• haite--than all of them; prabhura
bojh•--the pile of dirt collected by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; adhika ha-ila-was greater.
TRANSLATION
Even though all the devotees collected dirt in one pile, the dirt collected
by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was much greater.
TEXT 92
TEXT
ei-mata abhyantara karila m•rjana
puna„ sab•k•re dila kariy• va‹àana
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; abhyantara--inside; karila--did; m•rjana--cleansing;
puna„--again; sab•k•re--to all of them; dila--gave; kariy• va‹àana--allotting
areas.
TRANSLATION
After the inside of the temple was cleansed, the Lord again allotted areas
for the devotees to cleanse.
TEXT 93
TEXT
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sãk£ma dhãli, t”‹a, k••kara, saba karaha dãra
bh•la-mate ¤odhana karaha prabhura anta„pura
SYNONYMS
sãk£ma dhãli--fine dust; t”‹a--straw; k••kara--grains of sand; saba--all;
karaha--do; dãra--away; bh•la-mate--very well; ¤odhana--cleansing; karaha--do;
prabhura--of the Lord; anta„pura--inside.
TRANSLATION
The Lord then ordered everyone to cleanse the inside of the temple very
perfectly by taking finer dust, straws and grains of sand and throwing them
outside.
TEXT 94
TEXT
saba vai£‹ava la‘• yabe dui-b•ra ¤odhila
dekhi' mah•prabhura mane santo£a ha-ila
SYNONYMS
saba--all; vai£‹ava--devotees; la‘•--taking; yabe--when; dui-b•ra--for the
second time; ¤odhila--cleansed; dekhi'--seeing; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; mane--in the mind; santo£a--satisfaction; ha-ila--there was.
TRANSLATION
After ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and all the Vai£‹avas cleansed the temple for
the second time, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very happy to see the cleansing
work.
TEXT 95
TEXT
•ra ¤ata jana ¤ata ghaàe jala bhari'
prathamei la‘• •che k•la apek£• kari'
SYNONYMS
•ra--other; ¤ata jana--about one hundred men; ¤ata ghaàe--in a hundred
waterpots; jala--water; bhari'--filling; prathamei--in the first instance;
la‘•--taking; •che--were; k•la--the time; apek£• kari'--awaiting.
TRANSLATION
While the temple was being swept, about a hundred men stood ready with
filled waterpots, and they simply awaited the Lord's order to throw the water
from them.
TEXT 96
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TEXT
'jala •na' bali' yabe mah•prabhu kahila
tabe ¤ata ghaàa •ni' prabhu-•ge dila
SYNONYMS
jala •na--bring water; bali'--saying; yabe--when; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kahila--ordered; tabe--at that time; ¤ata ghaàa--one hundred pots;
•ni'--bringing; prabhu-•ge--before the Lord; dila--delivered.
TRANSLATION
As soon as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu called for water, all the men
immediately brought the hundred waterpots, which were completely filled, and
delivered them before the Lord.
TEXT 97
TEXT
prathame karila prabhu mandira prak£•lana
ãrdhva-adho bhitti, g”ha-madhya, si‰h•sana
SYNONYMS
prathame--in the first instance; karila--did; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; mandira prak£•lana--washing of the temple; ãrdhva--on the ceiling;
adha„--on the floor; bhitti--walls; g”ha-madhya--within the home; si‰h•sana-the sitting place of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
In this way, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu first washed the main temple and then
thoroughly washed the ceiling, the walls, the floor, the sitting place
[si‰h•sana] and everything else within the room.
TEXT 98
TEXT
kh•par• bhariy• jala ãrdhve c•l•ila
sei jale ãrdhva ¤odhi bhitti prak£•lila
SYNONYMS
kh•par•--basin; bhariy•--filling; jala--water; ãrdhve--on the ceiling;
c•l•ila--began to throw; sei jale--with that water; ãrdhva ¤odhi--washing the
ceiling; bhitti--walls and floor; prak£•lila--washed.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu Himself and His devotees began to throw water onto
the ceiling. When this water fell, it washed the walls and floor.
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TEXT 99
TEXT
¤r†-haste karena si‰h•sanera m•rjana
prabhu •ge jala •ni' deya bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
¤r†-haste--with His own hand; karena--does; si‰h•sanera m•rjana--washing of
the sitting place of the Lord; prabhu •ge--before the Lord; jala--water; •ni'-bringing; deya--deliver; bhakta-ga‹a--all devotees.
TRANSLATION
Then ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu began to wash the sitting place of Lord
Jagann•tha with His own hands, and all the devotees began to bring water to
the Lord.
TEXT 100
TEXT
bhakta-ga‹a kare g”ha-madhya prak£•lana
nija nija haste kare mandira m•rjana
SYNONYMS
bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; kare--do; g”ha-madhya--within the room; prak£•lana-washing; nija nija--each one of them; haste--in the hand; kare--does; mandira
m•rjana--cleansing of the temple.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees within the temple began to wash. Each one had a broom in
his hand, and in this way they cleansed the temple of the Lord.
TEXT 101
TEXT
keha jala •ni' deya mah•prabhura kare
keha jala deya t••ra cara‹a-upare
SYNONYMS
keha--someone; jala •ni'--bringing water; deya--delivers; mah•prabhura
kare--to the hand of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; keha--someone; jala deya--pours
water; t••ra--His; cara‹a-upare--on the lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
Someone brought water to pour into the hands of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
and someone poured water on His lotus feet.
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TEXT 102
TEXT
keha luk•‘• kare sei jala p•na
keha m•gi' laya, keha anye kare d•na
SYNONYMS
keha--someone; luk•‘•--concealing himself; kare--does; sei jala--of that
water; p•na--drinking; keha--someone; m•gi' laya--begging, takes; keha-another; anye--to another; kare--gives; d•na--in charity.
TRANSLATION
The water that fell from the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was
drunk by someone who hid himself. Someone else begged for that water, and
another person was giving that water in charity.
TEXT 103
TEXT
ghara dhui' pra‹•lik•ya jala ch•‚i' dila
sei jale pr••ga‹a saba bhariy• rahila
SYNONYMS
ghara dhui'--washing the room; pra‹•lik•ya--unto the outlet; jala--water;
ch•‚i' dila--let go; sei jale--by that water; pr••ga‹a--the yard; saba--all;
bhariy•--filled; rahila--remained.
TRANSLATION
After the room was washed, the water was let out through an outlet, and it
then flowed and filled the yard outside.
TEXT 104
TEXT
nija-vastre kaila prabhu g”ha samm•rjana
mah•prabhu nija-vastre m•jila si‰h•sana
SYNONYMS
nija-vastre--by His own garment; kaila--did; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; g”ha--room; samm•rjana--mopping; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; nija-vastre--by His own garment; m•jila--polished; si‰h•sana-throne.
TRANSLATION
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The Lord mopped the rooms with His own clothes, and He polished the throne
with them also.
TEXT 105
TEXT
¤ata ghaàa jale haila mandira m•rjana
mandira ¤odhiy• kaila--yena nija mana
SYNONYMS
¤ata--one hundred; ghaàa--of waterpots; jale--by the water; haila--became;
mandira--the temple; m•rjana--cleansed; mandira--the temple; ¤odhiy•-cleansing; kaila--did; yena--as if; nija mana--his own mind.
TRANSLATION
In this way all the rooms were cleansed with a hundred waterpots. After the
rooms had been cleansed, the minds of the devotees were as clean as the rooms.
TEXT 106
TEXT
nirmala, ¤†tala, snigdha karila mandire
•pana-h”daya yena dharila b•hire
SYNONYMS
nirmala--purified; ¤†tala--cool; snigdha--pleasing; karila--made; mandire-the temple; •pana-h”daya--own heart; yena--as if; dharila--kept; b•hire-outside.
TRANSLATION
When the temple was cleansed, it was purified, cool and pleasing, just as
if the Lord's own pure mind had appeared.
TEXT 107
TEXT
¤ata ¤ata jana jala bhare sarovare
gh•àe sth•na n•hi, keha kãpe jala bhare
SYNONYMS
¤ata ¤ata jana--hundreds of men; jala bhare--draw water; sarovare--from the
lake; gh•àe--on the bank; sth•na--place; n•hi--there is not; keha--someone;
kãpe--from the well; jala bhare--draws the water.
TRANSLATION
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Since hundreds of men were engaged in bringing water from the lake, there
was no place to stand on the banks. Consequently someone began to draw water
from a well.
TEXT 108
TEXT
pãr‹a kumbha la‘• •ise ¤ata bhakta-ga‹a
¤ãnya ghaàa la‘• y•ya •ra ¤ata jana
SYNONYMS
pãr‹a kumbha--a filled waterpot; la‘•--taking; •ise--come; ¤ata bhaktaga‹a--hundreds of devotees; ¤ãnya ghaàa--an empty waterpot; la‘•--taking back;
y•ya--go; •ra--another; ¤ata jana--hundreds of men.
TRANSLATION
Hundreds of devotees brought water in the pots, and hundreds took the empty
pots away to fill them up again.
TEXT 109
TEXT
nity•nanda, advaita, svarãpa, bh•rat†, pur†
i•h• vinu •ra saba •ne jala bhari'
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda--Nity•nanda Prabhu; advaita--Advaita šc•rya; svarãpa--Svarãpa
D•modara; bh•rat†--Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†; pur†--Param•nanda Pur†; i•h•--these;
vinu--except; •ra--others; saba--all; •ne--bring; jala--water; bhari'--filling
up.
TRANSLATION
With the exception of Nity•nanda Prabhu, Advaita šc•rya, Svarãpa D•modara,
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† and Param•nanda Pur†, everyone was engaged in filling the
waterpots and bringing them there.
TEXT 110
TEXT
ghaàe ghaàe àheki' kata ghaàa bh••gi' gela
¤ata ¤ata ghaàa loka t•h•• la‘• •ila
SYNONYMS
ghaàe ghaàe àheki'--when there was a collision between one pot and another;
kata--so many; ghaàa--pots; bh••gi' gel•--became broken; ¤ata ¤ata--hundreds
of; ghaàa--pots; loka--people; t•h••--there; la‘•--bringing; •ila--came.
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TRANSLATION
Many of the waterpots were broken when people collided with one another,
and hundreds of men had to bring new waterpots to fill.
TEXT 111
TEXT
jala bhare, ghara dhoya, kare hari-dhvani
'k”£‹a' 'hari' dhvani vin• •ra n•hi ¤uni
SYNONYMS
jala bhare--they were drawing water; ghara dhoya--washing the rooms; kare
hari-dhvani--chanting the holy name of Hari; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; hari--the holy
name of Hari; dhvani--vibration; vin•--except; •ra--anything else; n•hi--there
was not; ¤uni--hearing.
TRANSLATION
Some people were filling the pots, and others were washing the rooms, but
everyone was engaged in chanting the holy name of K”£‹a and Hari.
TEXT 112
TEXT
'k”£‹a' 'k”£‹a' kahi' kare ghaàera pr•rthana
'k”£‹a' 'k”£‹a' kahi' kare ghaàa samarpa‹a
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a k”£‹a kahi'--while chanting "K”£‹a, K”£‹a"; kare--do; ghaàera--for
the waterpots; pr•rthana--begging; k”£‹a k”£‹a--the holy name of Lord K”£‹a;
kahi'--chanting; kare--does; ghaàa--of the waterpots; samarpa‹a--delivery.
TRANSLATION
One person begged for a waterpot by chanting the holy names "K”£‹a, K”£‹a,"
and another delivered a pot while chanting "K”£‹a, K”£‹a."
TEXT 113
TEXT
yei yei kahe, sei kahe k”£‹a-n•me
k”£‹a-n•ma ha-ila sa•keta saba-k•me
SYNONYMS
yei yei kahe--anyone who was speaking; sei--he; kahe--says; k”£‹a-n•me--by
uttering the holy name of K”£‹a; k”£‹a-n•ma ha-ila--the holy name of K”£‹a
became; sa•keta--indication; saba-k•me--for everyone who wanted something.
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TRANSLATION
Whenever anyone had to speak, he did so by uttering the holy name of K”£‹a.
Consequently, the holy name of K”£‹a became an indication for everyone who
wanted something.
TEXT 114
TEXT
prem•ve¤e prabhu kahe 'k”£‹a' 'k”£‹a'-n•ma
ekale prem•ve¤e kare ¤ata-janera k•ma
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kahe-says; k”£‹a k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of Lord K”£‹a; ekale--alone; prema•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; kare--does; ¤ata-janera k•ma--the work of hundreds of
men.
TRANSLATION
As ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was vibrating the holy name of K”£‹a in ecstatic
love, He Himself was performing the work of hundreds of men.
TEXT 115
TEXT
¤ata-haste karena yena k£•lana-m•rjana
pratijana-p•¤e y•i' kar•na ¤ik£ana
SYNONYMS
¤ata-haste--with one hundred hands; karena--He does; yena--as if; k£•lanam•rjana--rinsing and washing; pratijana-p•¤e y•i'--going to the side of
everyone; kar•na ¤ik£a‹a--He was teaching them.
TRANSLATION
It appeared as though ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu were cleansing and washing
with a hundred hands. He approached every devotee just to teach him how to
work.
TEXT 116
TEXT
bh•la karma dekhi' t•re kare prasa‰¤ana
mane n• milile kare pavitra bhartsana
SYNONYMS
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bh•la--good; karma--work; dekhi'--seeing; t•re--to him; kare--does;
prasa‰¤ana--praising; mane--in His mind; n•--not; milile--being approved;
kare--He does; pavitra--purified, ungrudgingly; bhartsana--chastisement.
TRANSLATION
When He saw someone doing nicely, the Lord praised him, but if He saw that
someone was not working to His satisfaction, He immediately chastised that
person, not bearing him any grudge.
TEXT 117
TEXT
tumi bh•la kariy•cha, ¤ikh•ha anyere
ei-mata bh•la karma seho yena kare
SYNONYMS
tumi--you; bh•la kariy•cha--have done well; ¤ikh•ha anyere--teach others;
ei-mata--in this way; bh•la karma--good work; seho--he also; yena--so that;
kare--performs.
TRANSLATION
The Lord would say, "You have done well. Please teach this to others so
that they may act in the same way."
TEXT 118
TEXT
e-kath• ¤uniy• sabe sa•kucita ha‘•
bh•la-mate karma kare sabe mana diy•
SYNONYMS
e-kath• ¤uniy•--hearing these words; sabe--all; sa•kucita ha‘•--being
ashamed; bh•la-mate--very well; karma kare--do work; sabe--all; mana diy•-with attention.
TRANSLATION
As soon as they heard ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu say this, everyone became
ashamed. Thus the devotees began to work with great attention.
TEXT 119
TEXT
tabe prak£•lana kaila ¤r†-jagamohana
bhoga-mandira-•di tabe kaila prak£•lana
SYNONYMS
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tabe--thereafter; prak£•lana--washing; kaila--performed; ¤r†-jagamohana--in
front of the temple; bhoga-mandira--the place where food is offered; •di--all
such places; tabe--then; kaila prak£•lana--washed.
TRANSLATION
They washed the Jagamohana area and then the place where food was kept. All
other places were also washed.
TEXT 120
TEXT
n•àa¤•l• dhui' dhuila catvara-pr••ga‹a
p•ka¤•l•-•di kari' karila prak£•lana
SYNONYMS
n•àa-¤•l•--the meeting place; dhui'--washing; dhuila--washed; catvarapr••ga‹a--the yard and the raised sitting place; p•ka-¤•l•--the kitchen; •di-and so on; kari'--making; karila prak£•lana--washed.
TRANSLATION
In this way the meeting place was washed, the entire yard, the raised
sitting places, the kitchen and every other room.
TEXT 121
TEXT
mandirera catur-dik prak£•lana kaila
saba anta„pura bh•la-mate dhoy•ila
SYNONYMS
mandirera--the temple; catur„-dik--all around; prak£•lana kaila--washed;
saba--all; anta„pura--inside the rooms; bh•la-mate--with great care; dhoy•ila-washed.
TRANSLATION
Thus all places around the temple were thoroughly washed within and
without.
TEXT 122
TEXT
hena-k•le gau‚†y• eka subuddhi sarala
prabhura cara‹a-yuge dila ghaàa-jala
SYNONYMS
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hena-k•le--at this time; gau‚†y•--Vai£‹ava from Bengal; eka--one; subuddhi--very intelligent; sarala--simple; prabhura cara‹a-yuge--on the lotus
feet of the Lord; dila--poured; ghaàa-jala--one potful of water.
TRANSLATION
After everything was thoroughly washed, a Vai£‹ava from Bengal, who was
very intelligent and simple, came and poured water on the lotus feet of the
Lord.
TEXT 123
TEXT
sei jala la‘• •pane p•na kaila
t•h• dekhi' prabhura mane du„kha ro£a haila
SYNONYMS
sei jala--that water; la‘•--taking; •pane--personally; p•na kaila--drank;
t•h• dekhi'--seeing that; prabhura--of the Lord; mane--in the mind; du„kha-unhappiness; ro£a--anger; haila--there was.
TRANSLATION
The Gau‚†ya Vai£‹ava then took that water and drank it himself. Seeing
that, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu felt a little unhappy and was also outwardly
angry.
TEXT 124
TEXT
yadyapi gos•‘i t•re ha‘•che santo£a
dharma-sa‰sth•pana l•gi' b•hire mah•-ro£a
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; gos•‘i--the Lord; t•re--with him; ha‘•che--became;
santo£a--satisfied; dharma-sa‰sth•pana l•gi'--for establishing the etiquette
of religious principles; b•hire--externally; mah•-ro£a--very angry.
TRANSLATION
Although the Lord was certainly satisfied with him, He became angry
externally in order to establish the etiquette of religious principles.
TEXT 125
TEXT
¤ik£• l•gi' svarãpe ‚•ki' kahila t••h•re
ei dekha tom•ra 'gau‚†y•'ra vyavah•re
SYNONYMS
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¤ik£• l•gi'--for instruction; svarãpe--unto Svarãpa D•modara; ‚•ki'-calling; kahila--said; t••h•re--unto him; ei dekha--just see here; tom•ra-your; gau‚†y•ra--of this Vai£‹ava from Bengal; vyavah•re--behavior.
TRANSLATION
The Lord then called for Svarãpa D•modara and told him, "Just see the
behavior of your Bengali Vai£‹ava.
TEXT 126
TEXT
†¤vara-mandire mora pada dhoy•ila
sei jala •pani la‘• p•na kaila
SYNONYMS
†¤vara-mandire--in the temple of the Lord; mora--My; pada--feet; dhoy•ila-washed; sei jala--that water; •pani--personally; la‘•--taking; p•na kaila-drank.
TRANSLATION
"This person from Bengal has washed My feet within the temple of the
Personality of Godhead. Not only that, but he has drunk the water himself.
TEXT 127
TEXT
ei apar•dhe mora k•h•• habe gati
tom•ra 'gau‚†y•' kare eteka phaijati!
SYNONYMS
ei apar•dhe--by such an offense; mora--of Me; k•h••--where; habe--will be;
gati--destination; tom•ra gau‚†y•--your Bengali Vai£‹ava; kare--does; eteka-such; phaijati--implication.
TRANSLATION
"I now do not know what My destination is because of this offense. Indeed,
your Bengali Vai£‹ava has greatly implicated Me."
PURPORT
It is significant that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu told Svarãpa D•modara
Gosv•m† that the Bengali Vai£‹ava was "your Gau‚†ya Vai£‹ava." This means that
all Gau‚†ya Vai£‹avas who are followers of the Caitanya cult are subordinate
to Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†. The parampar• system is very strictly observed by
Gau‚†ya Vai£‹avas. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's personal secretary was Svarãpa
D•modara Gosv•m†. The next group of devotees was the six Gosv•m†s, then
Kavir•ja Gosv•m†. It is necessary to observe the parampar• system of the
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Caitanya cult. There are many offenses one can commit while serving the Lord,
and these are described in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu, Hari-bhakti-vil•sa and
other books. According to the rules and regulations, no one should accept
obeisances in the temple of the Lord before the Deity. Nor is it proper for a
devotee to offer obeisances and touch the feet of the spiritual master before
the Deity. This is considered an offense. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu Himself was
personally the Supreme Personality of Godhead; therefore it was not actually
offensive to wash His lotus feet in the temple. However, because He was
playing the part of an •c•rya, the Lord considered Himself an ordinary human
being. He also wanted to give instructions to ordinary human beings. The point
is that even though one plays the part of a spiritual master, he should not
accept obeisances or permit a disciple to wash his feet before the Deity. This
is a matter of etiquette.
TEXT 128
TEXT
tabe svarãpa gos•‘i t•ra gh•‚e h•ta diy•
‚hek• m•ri' pur†ra b•hira r•khilena la‘•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; svarãpa gos•‘i--Svarãpa D•modara Gos•‘i; t•ra--of him;
gh•‚e--on the neck; h•ta diy•--touching with the hand; ‚hek• m•ri'--pushing a
little; pur†ra b•hira--out of the temple of Gu‹‚ic• Pur†; r•khilena--kept;
la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
At this point Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† caught the Gau‚†ya Vai£‹ava by the
neck and, giving him a little push, ejected him from the Gu‹‚ic• Pur† temple
and made him stay outside.
TEXT 129
TEXT
puna„ •si' prabhu p•ya karila vinaya
'aj‘a-apar•dha' k£am• karite yuy•ya
SYNONYMS
puna„ •si'--again coming back; prabhu p•ya--at the lotus feet of the Lord;
karila vinaya--made a submission; aj‘a-apar•dha--offense by innocent person;
k£am• karite--to be excused; yuy•ya--deserves.
TRANSLATION
After Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† returned within the temple, he requested ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu to excuse that innocent person.
TEXT 130
TEXT
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tabe mah•prabhura mane santo£a ha-il•
s•ri kari' dui p•¤e sab•re vas•il•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mane--in the
mind; santo£a ha-il•--there was satisfaction; s•ri kari'--making a line; dui
p•¤e--on two sides; sab•re--all of them; vas•il•--made to sit.
TRANSLATION
After this incident, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very much satisfied. He
then asked all of the devotees to sit down in two lines on both sides.
TEXT 131
TEXT
•pane vasiy• m•jhe, •pan•ra h•te
t”‹a, k••kara, kuà• l•gil• ku‚•ite
SYNONYMS
•pane--personally; vasiy• m•jhe--sitting in the middle; •pan•ra h•te--with
His own hand; t”‹a--straw; k••kara--grains of sand; kuà•--dirt; l•gil•--began;
ku‚•ite--to pick up.
TRANSLATION
The Lord then personally sat down in the middle and picked up all kinds of
straw, grains of sand and dirty things.
TEXT 132
TEXT
ke kata ku‚•ya, saba ekatra kariba
y•ra alpa, t•ra àh•‘i piàh•-p•n• la-iba
SYNONYMS
ke kata ku‚•ya--how much one has collected; saba--all; ekatra--in one
place; kariba--I shall gather; y•ra--of whom; alpa--small; t•ra àh•‘i--from
him; piàh•-p•n• la-iba--I will ask for cakes and sweet rice as a fine.
TRANSLATION
While ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was picking up the straws and grains of sand,
He said, "I shall gather everyone's collection, and I shall ask whoever has
collected less than all the others to pay a fine of sweet cakes and sweet
rice."
TEXT 133
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TEXT
ei mata saba pur† karila ¤odhana
¤†tala, nirmala kaila--yena nija-mana
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; saba pur†--all of Gu‹‚ic• Pur†; karila ¤odhana--they
cleansed; ¤†tala--cool; nirmala--clean; kaila--made; yena--as; nija-mana--his
own mind.
TRANSLATION
In this way all the quarters of the Gu‹‚ic• temple were completely cleansed
and cleared. All quarters were cool and spotless, like one's cleansed and
pacified mind.
TEXT 134
TEXT
pra‹•lik• ch•‚i' yadi p•ni vah•ila
nãtana nad† yena samudre milila
SYNONYMS
pra‹•lik•--water from the outlets; ch•‚i'--releasing; yadi--when; p•ni-water; vah•ila--flowed; nãtana--new; nad†--river; yena--as if; samudre--in the
ocean; milila--met.
TRANSLATION
When the water from the different rooms was finally let out through the
halls, it appeared as if new rivers were rushing out to meet the waters of the
ocean.
TEXT 135
TEXT
ei-mata puradv•ra-•ge patha yata
sakala ¤odhila, t•h• ke var‹ibe kata
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; pura-dv•ra--of the gateway of the temple; •ge--in
front; patha yata--as many avenues; sakala--all; ¤odhila--were cleansed; t•h•-that; ke var‹ibe--who can describe; kata--how much.
TRANSLATION
Outside the gateway of the temple, all the roads were also cleansed, and no
one could tell exactly how this was done.
PURPORT
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In commenting on the cleansing of the Gu‹‚ic• temple, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta
Sarasvat† áh•kura says that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, as the world leader, was
personally giving instructions on how one should receive Lord K”£‹a, the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, within one's cleansed and pacified heart. If
one wants to see K”£‹a seated in his heart, he must first cleanse the heart,
as prescribed by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in His ¥ik£•£àaka: ceto-darpa‹am•rjanam. In this age, everyone's heart is especially unclean, as confirmed in
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam: h”dy anta„-stho hy abhadr•‹i. To wash away all dirty things
accumulated within the heart, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu advised everyone to
chant the Hare K”£‹a mantra. The first result will be that the heart is
cleansed (ceto-darpa‹a-m•rjanam). Similarly, ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.2.17)
confirms this statement:
¤”‹vat•‰ sva-kath•„ k”£‹a„
pu‹ya-¤rava‹a-k†rtana„
h”dy anta„-stho hy abhadr•‹i
vidhunoti suh”t sat•m
"¥r† K”£‹a, the Personality of Godhead, who is the Param•tm• [Supersoul] in
everyone's heart and the benefactor of the truthful devotee, cleanses desire
for material enjoyment from the heart of the devotee who relishes His
messages, which are in themselves virtuous when properly heard and chanted."
If a devotee at all wants to cleanse his heart, he must chant and hear the
glories of the Lord, ¥r† K”£‹a (¤”‹vat•‰ sva-kath•„ k”£‹a„). This is a simple
process. K”£‹a Himself will help cleanse the heart because He is already
seated there. K”£‹a wants to continue living within the heart, and the Lord
wants to give directions, but one has to keep his heart as clean as Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu kept the Gu‹‚ic• temple. The devotee therefore has to
cleanse his heart just as the Lord cleansed the Gu‹‚ic• temple. In this way
one can be pacified and enriched in devotional service. If the heart is filled
with straw, grains of sand, weeds or dust (in other words, any•bhil•£a-pãr‹a),
one cannot enthrone the Supreme Personality of Godhead there. The heart must
be cleansed of all material motives brought about through fruitive work,
speculative knowledge, the mystic yoga system and so many other forms of socalled meditation. The heart must be cleansed without ulterior motive. As
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† says: any•bhil•£it•-¤ãnya‰ j‘•na-karm•dy-an•v”tam. In other
words, there should not be any external motive. One should not attempt
material upliftment, understanding the Supreme by speculative knowledge,
fruitive activity, severe austerity and penance, and so on. All these
activities are against the natural growth of spontaneous love of Godhead. As
soon as these are present within the heart, the heart should be understood to
be unclean and therefore unfit to serve as K”£‹a's sitting place. We cannot
perceive the Lord's presence in our hearts unless our hearts are cleansed.
A material desire is explained as a desire to enjoy the material world to
its fullest extent. In modern language, this is called economic development.
An inordinate desire for economic development is considered to be like straws
and grains of sand within the heart. If one is overly engaged in material
activity, the heart will always remain disturbed. As stated by Narottama d•sa
áh•kura:
sa‰s•ra vi£•nale,
div•-ni¤i hiy• jvale,
ju‚•ite n• kainu up•ya
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In other words, endeavor for material opulence is against the principle of
devotional service. Material enjoyment includes activities such as great
sacrifices for auspicious activity, charity, austerity, elevation to the
higher planetary system, and even living happily within the material world.
Modernized material benefits are like the dust of material contamination.
When this dust is agitated by the whirlwind of fruitive activity, it overcomes
the heart. Thus the mirror of the heart is covered with dust. There are many
desires for performing auspicious and inauspicious activities, but people do
not know how life after life they are keeping their hearts unclean. One who
cannot give up the desire for fruitive activity is understood to be covered by
the dust of material contamination. Karm†s generally think that the
interaction of fruitive activities can be counteracted by another karma, or
fruitive activity. This is certainly a mistaken conception. If one is deluded
by such a conception, he is cheated by his own activity. Such activities have
been compared to an elephant's bathing. An elephant may bathe very thoroughly,
but as soon as it comes out of the river, it immediately takes some sand from
the land and throws it all over its body. If one suffers due to his past
fruitive activities, he cannot counteract his suffering by performing
auspicious activities. The sufferings of human society cannot be counteracted
by material plans. The only way suffering can be mitigated is by K”£‹a
consciousness. When one takes to K”£‹a consciousness and engages himself in
the devotional service of the Lord--beginning with chanting and hearing the
glories of the Lord--the cleansing of the heart begins. When the heart is
actually cleansed, one can clearly see the Lord sitting there without any
disturbance. In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (9.4.68) the Lord confirms that He sits
within the heart of the pure devotee: s•dhavo h”daya‰ mahya‰ s•dhãn•‰ h”daya‰
tv aham.
Impersonal speculation, monism (merging into the existence of the Supreme),
speculative knowledge, mystic yoga and meditation are all compared to grains
of sand. They simply cause irritation to the heart. No one can satisfy the
Supreme Personality of Godhead by such activities, nor do we give the Lord a
chance to sit in our hearts peacefully. Rather, the Lord is simply disturbed
by them. Sometimes yog†s and j‘•n†s in the beginning take to the chanting of
the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra as a way to begin their various practices. But when
they falsely think that they have attained release from the bondage of
material existence, they give up chanting. They do not consider that the
ultimate goal is the form of the Lord or the name of the Lord. Such
unfortunate creatures are never favored by the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
for they do not know what devotional service is. Lord K”£‹a describes them in
the Bhagavad-g†t• in this way:
t•n aha‰ dvi£ata„ krãr•n
sa‰s•re£u nar•dham•n
k£ip•my ajasram a¤ubh•n
•sur†£v eva yoni£u
"Those who are envious and mischievous, who are the lowest among men, I
perpetually cast into the ocean of material existence, into various demoniac
species of life." (Bg. 16.19)
By His practical example, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has shown us that all the
grains of sand must be picked up thoroughly and thrown outside. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu also cleansed the outside of the temple, fearing that the grains of
sand would again come within. In this connection ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta
Sarasvat† áh•kura explains that even though one may become free from the
desire for fruitive activity, sometimes the subtle desire for fruitive
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activity again comes into being within the heart. One often thinks of
conducting business to improve devotional activity. But the contamination is
so strong that it may later develop into misunderstanding, described as kuàin•ài (faultfinding) and prati£àh•¤• (the desire for name and fame and for high
position), j†va-hi‰s• (envy of other living entities), ni£iddh•c•ra (accepting
things forbidden in the ¤•stra), k•ma (desire for material gain) and pãj•
(hankering for popularity). The word kuài-n•ài means "duplicity." As an
example of prati£àh•¤•, one may attempt to imitate ¥r†la Harid•sa áh•kura by
living in a solitary place. One's real desire may be for name and fame--in
other words, one thinks that fools will accept one to be as good as Harid•sa
áh•kura just because one lives in a solitary place. These are all material
desires. A neophyte devotee is certain to be attacked by other material
desires as well, namely desires for women and money. In this way the heart is
again filled with dirty things and becomes harder and harder, like that of a
materialist. Gradually one desires to become a reputed devotee or an avat•ra
(incarnation).
The word j†va-hi‰s• (envy of other living entities) actually means stopping
the preaching of K”£‹a consciousness. Preaching work is described as
paropak•ra, welfare activity for others. Those who are ignorant of the
benefits of devotional service must be educated by preaching. If one stops
preaching and simply sits down in a solitary place, he is engaging in material
activity. If one desires to make a compromise with the M•y•v•d†s, he is also
engaged in material activity. A devotee should never make compromises with
nondevotees. By acting as a professional guru, mystic yog† or miracle man, one
may cheat and bluff the general public and gain fame as a wonderful mystic,
but all this is considered to be dust, straw and grains of sand within the
heart. In addition, one should follow the regulative principles and not desire
illicit sex, gambling, intoxicants or meat.
To give us practical instructions, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu cleansed
the temple twice. His second cleansing was more thorough. The idea was to
throw away all the stumbling blocks on the path of devotional service. He
cleansed the temple with firm conviction, as is evident from His using His own
personal garments for cleaning. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu wanted to see
personally that the temple was thoroughly cleansed to the standard of clean
marble. Clean marble gives a cooling effect. Devotional service means
attaining peace from all disturbances caused by material contamination. In
other words, it is the process by which the mind is cooled. The mind can be
peaceful and thoroughly cleansed when one no longer desires anything but
devotional service.
Even though all dirty things may be cleansed away, sometimes subtle desires
remain in the mind for impersonalism, monism, success and the four principles
of religious activity (dharma, artha, k•ma and mok£a). All these are like
spots on clean cloth. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu also wanted to cleanse all these
away.
By His practical activity, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu informed us how to
cleanse our hearts. Once the heart is cleansed, we should invite Lord ¥r†
K”£‹a to sit down, and we should observe the festival by distributing pras•da
and chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu used to teach
every devotee by His personal behavior. Everyone who spreads the cult of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepts a similar responsibility. The Lord was personally
chastising and praising individuals in the course of the cleaning, and those
who are engaged as •c•ryas must learn from ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu how to
train devotees by personal example. The Lord was very much pleased with those
who could cleanse the temple by taking out undesirable things accumulated
within. This is called anartha-niv”tti, cleansing the heart of all unwanted
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things. Thus the cleansing of the Gu‹‚ic•-mandira was conducted by ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu to let us know how the heart should be cleansed and
soothed to receive Lord ¥r† K”£‹a and enable Him to sit within the heart
without disturbance.
TEXT 136
TEXT
n”si‰ha-mandira-bhitara-b•hira ¤odhila
k£a‹eka vi¤r•ma kari' n”tya •rambhila
SYNONYMS
n”si‰ha-mandira--the temple of N”si‰hadeva; bhitara--inside; b•hira-outside; ¤odhila--cleansed; k£a‹eka--for a few moments; vi¤r•ma--rest; kari'-after taking; n”tya--dancing; •rambhila--began.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu also cleansed the N”si‰ha temple inside and
outside. Finally, He rested a few minutes and then began dancing.
PURPORT
The N”si‰ha temple is a nice temple just outside the Gu‹‚ic• temple. In
this temple there is a great festival on the day of N”si‰ha-caturda¤†. There
is also a N”si‰ha temple at Navadv†pa where the same festival is observed, as
described by Mur•ri Gupta in his book Caitanya-c•rita.
TEXT 137
TEXT
cari-dike bhakta-ga‹a karena k†rtana
madhye n”tya karena prabhu matta-si‰ha-sama
SYNONYMS
c•ri-dike--all around; bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; karena--performed; k†rtana-congregational chanting; madhye--in the middle; n”tya--dancing; karena--does;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; matta-si‰ha-sama--just like a maddened lion.
TRANSLATION
All around ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu all the devotees performed
congregational chanting. The Lord, just like a maddened lion, danced in the
middle.
TEXT 138
TEXT
sveda, kampa, vaivar‹y•¤ru pulaka, hu•k•ra
nija-a•ga dhui' •ge cale a¤ru-dh•ra
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SYNONYMS
sveda--perspiration; kampa--trembling; vaivar‹ya--fading; a¤ru--tears;
pulaka--jubilation; hu•k•ra--roaring; nija-a•ga--personal body; dhui'-washing; •ge--forward; cale--goes; a¤ru-dh•ra--a flow of tears.
TRANSLATION
As usual, when Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced, there were perspiration,
trembling, fading, tears, jubilation and roaring. Indeed, the tears from His
eyes washed His body and those before Him.
TEXT 139
TEXT
c•ri-dike bhakta-a•ga kaila prak£•lana
¤r•va‹era megha yena kare vari£a‹a
SYNONYMS
c•ri-dike--all around; bhakta-a•ga--the bodies of the devotees; kaila--did;
prak£•lana--washing; ¤r•va‹era megha--exactly like a cloud in the month of
¥r•va‹a (July-August); yena--as if; kare vari£a‹a--pour.
TRANSLATION
In this way ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu washed the bodies of all the devotees
with the tears from His eyes. The tears poured like rains in the month of
¥r•va‹a.
TEXT 140
TEXT
mah•-ucca-sa•k†rtane •k•¤a bharila
prabhura udda‹‚a-n”tye bhãmi-kampa haila
SYNONYMS
mah•-ucca-sa•k†rtane--by a great and loud performance of chanting; •k•¤a-the sky; bharila--became filled; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
udda‹‚a-n”tye--by dancing and jumping high; bhãmi-kampa--earthquake; haila-there was.
TRANSLATION
The sky was filled with the great and loud chanting of sa•k†rtana, and the
earth shook from the jumping and dancing of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 141
TEXT
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svarãpera ucca-g•na prabhure sad• bh•ya
•nande udda‹‚a n”tya kare gaurar•ya
SYNONYMS
svarãpera--of Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†; ucca-g•na--loud singing; prabhure-to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sad• bh•ya--always very pleasing; •nande--in
jubilation; udda‹‚a n”tya--jumping high and dancing; kare--performs;
gaurar•ya--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu always liked the loud chanting of Svarãpa D•modara.
Therefore when Svarãpa D•modara sang, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced and
jumped high in jubilation.
TEXT 142
TEXT
ei-mata kata-k£a‹a n”tya ye kariy•
vi¤r•ma karil• prabhu samaya bujhiy•
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; kata-k£a‹a--for some time; n”tya--dancing; ye--that;
kariy•--after performing; vi¤r•ma karil•--rested; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; samaya bujhiy•--understanding the time.
TRANSLATION
The Lord thus chanted and danced for some time. Finally, understanding the
circumstances, He stopped.
TEXT 143
TEXT
•c•rya-gos•‘ira putra ¤r†-gop•la-n•ma
n”tya karite t••re •j‘• dila gauradh•ma
SYNONYMS
•c•rya-gos•‘ira--of ¥r† Advaita šc•rya; putra--son; ¤r†-gop•la-n•ma--named
¥r† Gop•la; n”tya karite--to dance; t••re--unto him; •j‘•--order; dila--gave;
gauradh•ma--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then ordered ¥r† Gop•la, the son of Advaita šc•rya,
to dance.
TEXT 144
TEXT
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prem•ve¤e n”tya kari' ha-il• mãrcchite
acetana ha‘• te•ha pa‚il• bhãmite
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; n”tya kari'--dancing; ha-il• mãrcchite-fainted; acetana ha‘•--being unconscious; te•ha--he; pa‚il•--fell; bhãmite--on
the ground.
TRANSLATION
While dancing in ecstatic love, ¥r† Gop•la fainted and fell to the ground
unconscious.
TEXT 145
TEXT
•ste-vyaste •c•rya t••re kaila kole
¤v•sa-rahita dekhi' •c•rya hail• vikale
SYNONYMS
•ste-vyaste--with great haste; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; t••re--him; kaila-took; kole--on His lap; ¤v•sa-rahita--without breathing; dekhi'--seeing;
•c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; hail•--became; vikale--agitated.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Gop•la fainted, Advaita šc•rya hastily took him upon His lap.
Seeing that he was not breathing, He became very much agitated.
TEXT 146
TEXT
n”si‰hera mantra pa‚i' m•re jala-ch••ài
hu•k•rera ¤abde brahm•‹‚a y•ya ph•ài'
SYNONYMS
n”si‰hera mantra--prayers to N”si‰hadeva; pa‚i'--chanting; m•re--throws;
jala-ch••ài--sprinkling of water; hu•k•rera ¤abde--by the sound of roaring;
brahm•‹‚a--the whole universe; y•ya--becomes; ph•ài'--cracking.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya and others began to chant the holy name of Lord N”si‰ha and
sprinkle water. The roaring of the chant was so great that it seemed to shake
the entire universe.
TEXT 147
TEXT
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aneka karila, tabu n• haya cetana
•c•rya k•ndena, k•nde saba bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
aneka karila--much endeavor was done; tabu--still; n• haya--there was not;
cetana--consciousness; •c•rya k•ndena--Advaita šc•rya began to cry; k•nde-cried; saba bhakta-ga‹a--all the other devotees.
TRANSLATION
When the boy did not regain consciousness after some time, Advaita šc•rya
and the other devotees began to cry.
TEXT 148
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu t••ra buke hasta dila
'uàhaha gop•la' bali' uccai„svare kahila
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••ra buke--on his
chest; hasta--hand; dila--placed; uàhaha gop•la--stand up, Gop•la; bali'-saying; uccai„-svare--very loudly; kahila--said.
TRANSLATION
Then ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu placed His hand on the chest of ¥r† Gop•la and
said loudly, "Gop•la, stand up."
TEXT 149
TEXT
¤unitei gop•lera ha-ila cetana
'hari' bali' n”tya kare sarva-bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
¤unitei--upon hearing; gop•lera--of ¥r† Gop•la; ha-ila--there was; cetana-consciousness; hari bali'--chanting the holy name of Hari; n”tya kare--danced;
sarva-bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees.
TRANSLATION
As soon as Gop•la heard the voice of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he
immediately came to his senses. All the devotees then began to dance, chanting
the holy name of Hari.
TEXT 150
TEXT
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ei l†l• var‹iy•chena d•sa v”nd•vana
ataeva sa•k£epa kari' karilu• var‹ana
SYNONYMS
ei l†l•--this pastime; var‹iy•chena--has described; d•sa v”nd•vana-V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura; ataeva--therefore; sa•k£epa--briefly; kari'--doing;
karilu• var‹ana--I have described.
TRANSLATION
This incident has been described in detail by V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura.
Therefore I have described it only in brief.
PURPORT
This is a matter of etiquette. If a previous •c•rya has already written
about something, there is no need to repeat it for personal sense
gratification or to outdo the previous •c•rya. Unless there is some definite
improvement, one should not repeat.
TEXT 151
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu k£a‹eka vi¤r•ma kariy•
sn•na karib•re gel• bhakta-ga‹a la‘•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k£a‹eka--for some
time; vi¤r•ma kariy•--taking rest; sn•na karib•re--for bathing; gel•--went;
bhakta-ga‹a la‘•--taking all the devotees.
TRANSLATION
After taking rest, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and all the devotees departed to
take their baths.
TEXT 152
TEXT
t†re uàhi' parena prabhu ¤u£ka vasana
n”si‰ha-deve namaskari' gel• upavana
SYNONYMS
t†re uàhi'--getting on the bank; parena--puts on; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; ¤u£ka vasana--dry garments; n”si‰ha-deve--unto Lord N”si‰hadeva;
namaskari'--offering obeisances; gel• upavana--entered a garden.
TRANSLATION
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After bathing, the Lord stood on the bank of the lake and put on dry
garments. After offering obeisances to Lord N”si‰hadeva, whose temple was
nearby, the Lord entered a garden.
TEXT 153
TEXT
udy•ne vasil• prabhu bhakta-ga‹a la‘•
tabe v•‹†n•tha •il• mah•-pras•da la‘•
SYNONYMS
udy•ne--in the garden; vasil•--sat down; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
bhakta-ga‹a la‘•--with the devotees; tabe--at that time; v•‹†n•tha--V•‹†n•tha
R•ya; •il•--came; mah•-pras•da la‘•--bringing all kinds of mah•-pras•da.
TRANSLATION
In the garden, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu sat down with the other devotees.
V•‹†n•tha R•ya then came and brought all kinds of mah•-pras•da.
TEXTS 154-155
TEXT
k•¤†-mi¤ra, tulas†-pa‚ich•--dui jana
pa‘ca-¤ata loka yata karaye bhojana
tata anna-piàh•-p•n• saba p•àh•ila
dekhi' mah•prabhura mane santo£a ha-ila
SYNONYMS
k•¤†-mi¤ra--K•¤† Mi¤ra; tulas†-pa‚ich•--Tulas†, the superintendent of the
temple; dui jana--two persons; pa‘ca-¤ata loka--five hundred men; yata--as
much; karaye bhojana--eat; tata--so; anna-piàh•-p•n•--rice, cakes and sweet
rice; saba--all; p•àh•ila--sent; dekhi'--seeing; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; mane--in the mind; santo£a--satisfaction; ha-ila--there was.
TRANSLATION
K•¤† Mi¤ra and Tulas†, the superintendent of the temple, brought as much
pras•da as five hundred men could eat. Seeing the large quantity of pras•da,
which consisted of rice, cakes, sweet rice and a variety of vegetables, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very much satisfied.
TEXT 156
TEXT
pur†-gos•‘i, mah•prabhu, bh•rat† brahm•nanda
advaita-•c•rya, •ra prabhu-nity•nanda
SYNONYMS
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pur†-gos•‘i--Param•nanda Pur†; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bh•rat†
brahm•nanda--Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†; advaita-•c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; •ra--and;
prabhu-nity•nanda--Nity•nanda Prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Among the devotees present with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu were Param•nanda
Pur†, Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†, Advaita šc•rya and Nity•nanda Prabhu.
TEXT 157
TEXT
•c•ryaratna, •c•ryanidhi, ¤r†v•sa, gad•dhara
¤a•kara, nandan•c•rya, •ra r•ghava, vakre¤vara
SYNONYMS
•c•ryaratna--Candra¤ekhara; •c•ryanidhi--šc•ryanidhi; ¤r†v•sa--¥r†v•sa
áh•kura; gad•dhara--Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; ¤a•kara--¥a•kara; nandana-•c•rya-Nandan•c•rya; •ra--and; r•ghava--R•ghava Pa‹‚ita; vakre¤vara--Vakre¤vara.
TRANSLATION
šc•ryaratna, šc•ryanidhi, ¥r†v•sa áh•kura, Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita, ¥a•kara,
Nandan•c•rya, R•ghava Pa‹‚ita and Vakre¤vara were also present.
TEXT 158
TEXT
prabhu-•j‘• p•‘• vaise •pane s•rvabhauma
pi‹‚•ra upare prabhu vaise la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
prabhu-•j‘•--the order of the Lord; p•‘•--getting; vaise--sits down; •pane-personally; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; pi‹‚•ra upare--on raised
platforms; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vaise--sits; la‘•--along with;
bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees.
TRANSLATION
Receiving the permission of the Lord, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya sat down. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu and all His devotees sat on raised wooden seats.
TEXT 159
TEXT
t•ra tale, t•ra tale kari' anukrama
udy•na bhari' vaise bhakta karite bhojana
SYNONYMS
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t•ra tale--below them; t•ra tale--below them; kari'--in this way; anukrama-consecutively; udy•na bhari'--filling the entire garden; vaise--sit; bhakta-all the devotees; karite bhojana--to take lunch.
TRANSLATION
In this way all the devotees sat down to take their lunch in consecutive
lines, one beside the other.
TEXT 160
TEXT
'harid•sa' bali' prabhu ‚•ke ghane ghana
dãre rahi' harid•sa kare nivedana
SYNONYMS
harid•sa bali'--calling Harid•sa; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ‚•ke-calls; ghane ghana--repeatedly; dãre rahi'--standing at a distance; harid•sa-áh•kura Harid•sa; kare nivedana--submitted.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was repeatedly calling, "Harid•sa, Harid•sa," and
at that time Harid•sa, standing at a distance, spoke as follows.
TEXT 161
TEXT
bhakta-sa•ge prabhu karuna pras•da a•g†k•ra
e-sa•ge vasite yogya nahi mu‘i ch•ra
SYNONYMS
bhakta-sa•ge prabhu--let ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu sit down with the
devotees; karuna--let Him do; pras•da--of remnants of food; a•g†k•ra-accepting; e-sa•ge--with this batch; vasite--to sit down; yogya--befitting;
nahi--am not; mu‘i--I; ch•ra--most abominable.
TRANSLATION
Harid•sa áh•kura said, "Let Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu take His lunch
with the devotees. Since I am abominable, I cannot sit down among you.
TEXT 162
TEXT
p•che more pras•da govinda dibe bahirdv•re
mana j•ni' prabhu puna„ n• balila t••re
SYNONYMS
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p•che--at last; more--unto me; pras•da--remnants of food; govinda--the
personal servant of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dibe--will deliver; bahir-dv•re-outside the door; mana j•ni'--understanding the mind; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; puna„--again; n•--not; balila--called; t••re--him.
TRANSLATION
"Govinda will give me pras•da later, outside the door." Understanding his
mind, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu did not call him again.
TEXTS 163-164
TEXT
svarãpa-gos•‘i, jagad•nanda, d•modara
k•¤†¤vara, gop†n•tha, v•‹†n•tha, ¤a•kara
parive¤ana kare t•h•• ei s•ta-jana
madhye madhye hari-dhvani kare bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
svarãpa-gos•‘i--Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†; jagad•nanda--Jagad•nanda;
d•modara--D•modara Pa‹‚ita; k•¤†¤vara--K•¤†¤vara; gop†n•tha, v•‹†n•tha,
¤a•kara--Gop†n•tha, V•‹†n•tha and ¥a•kara; parive¤ana kare--distribute; t•h••-there; ei--these; s•ta-jana--seven persons; madhye madhye--at intervals;
hari-dhvani--resounding of the holy name of Hari; kare--do; bhakta-ga‹a--all
the devotees.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†, Jagad•nanda, D•modara Pa‹‚ita, K•¤†¤vara,
Gop†n•tha, V•‹†n•tha and ¥a•kara distributed pras•da, and the devotees chanted
the holy names at intervals.
TEXT 165
TEXT
pulina-bhojana k”£‹a pãrve yaiche kaila
sei l†l• mah•prabhura mane sm”ti haila
SYNONYMS
pulina--in the forest; bhojana--eating; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; pãrve--formerly;
yaiche--as; kaila--performed; sei l†l•--the same pastime; mah•prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mane--in the mind; sm”ti haila--there was remembrance.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† K”£‹a had previously taken His lunch in the forest, and that very
pastime was remembered by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 166
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TEXT
yadyapi prem•ve¤e prabhu hail• asthira
samaya bujhiy• prabhu hail• kichu dh†ra
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; hail•--became; asthira--agitated; samaya bujhiy•--understanding
the time and circumstances; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; hail•--became;
kichu--somewhat; dh†ra--patient.
TRANSLATION
Just by remembering the pastimes of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
was agitated by ecstatic love. But considering the time and circumstance, He
remained somewhat patient.
TEXT 167
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--more deha' l•phr•-vya‘jane
piàh•-p•n•, am”ta-guàik• deha' bhakta-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; more--unto Me; deha'--give; l•phr•-vya‘jane-ordinary vegetable; piàh•-p•n•--cakes and sweet rice; am”ta-guàik•--and the
preparation named am”ta-guàik•; deha'--deliver; bhakta-ga‹e--to the devotees.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "You can give Me the ordinary vegetable known
as l•phr•-vya‘jana, and you may deliver to all the devotees better
preparations like cakes, sweet rice and am”ta-guàik•."
PURPORT
L•phr•-vya‘jana is a combination of several green vegetables all mixed
together. It is often mixed with rice and delivered to poor men. Am”ta-guàik•
is a preparation of thick pur† mixed with condensed milk. It is also known as
am”ta-ras•val†.
TEXT 168
TEXT
sarvaj‘a prabhu j•nena y••re yei bh•ya
t••re t••re sei deoy•ya svarãpa-dv•r•ya
SYNONYMS
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sarva-j‘a prabhu--the omniscient Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; j•nena-knows; y••re--to whom; yei--whatever; bh•ya--appeals; t••re t••re--unto each
person; sei--that; deoy•ya--orders to administer; svarãpa-dv•r•ya--by Svarãpa
D•modara.
TRANSLATION
Since Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is omniscient, He knew what type of
preparation each person liked. He therefore had Svarãpa D•modara deliver these
preparations to their full satisfaction.
TEXT 169
TEXT
jagad•nanda be‚•ya parive¤ana karite
prabhura p•te bh•la-dravya dena •cambite
SYNONYMS
jagad•nanda--Jagad•nanda; be‚•ya--walks; parive¤ana--distribution of
pras•da; karite--to do; prabhura p•te--on the plate of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; bh•la-dravya--the first-class preparations; dena--puts; •cambite-suddenly.
TRANSLATION
Jagad•nanda went to distribute pras•da, and suddenly he placed all the
first-class preparations on the plate of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 170
TEXT
yadyapi dile prabhu t••re karena ro£a
bale-chale tabu dena, dile se santo£a
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; dile--by such deliverance; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto him; karena--does; ro£a--anger; bale-chale--somehow or
other (sometimes by tricks, sometimes by force); tabu--still; dena--delivers;
dile--when he delivers; se santo£a--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very much
pleased.
TRANSLATION
When such nice pras•da was put on the plate of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the
Lord was outwardly very angry. Nonetheless, when the preparations were placed
on His plate sometimes by tricks and sometimes by force, the Lord was
satisfied.
TEXT 171
TEXT
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punarapi sei dravya kare nir†k£a‹a
t••ra bhaye prabhu kichu karena bhak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
punarapi--again; sei dravya--that very thing; kare nir†k£a‹a--sees
carefully; t••ra bhaye--out of fear of Jagad•nanda; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kichu--something; karena--does; bhak£a‹a--eating.
TRANSLATION
When the food was thus delivered, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu looked at it for
some time. Being afraid of Jagad•n•nda, He finally ate something.
TEXT 172
TEXT
na kh•ile jagad•nanda karibe upav•sa
t••ra •ge kichu kh•'na--mane ai tr•sa
SYNONYMS
n• kh•ile--if He did not eat; jagad•nanda--Jagad•nanda; karibe--will
observe; upav•sa--fasting; t••ra •ge--before him; kichu kh•'na--eats
something; mane--within the mind; ai--that; tr•sa--fear.
TRANSLATION
The Lord knew that if He did not eat the food offered by Jagad•nanda,
Jagad•nanda would certainly fast. Being afraid of this, Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu ate some of the pras•da he offered.
TEXT 173
TEXT
svarãpa-gos•‘i bh•la mi£àa-pras•da la‘•
prabhuke nivedana kare •ge d•‹‚•‘•
SYNONYMS
svarãpa-gos•‘i--Svarãpa D•modara; bh•la--first-class; mi£àa-pras•da-sweetmeats; la‘•--taking; prabhuke--unto Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nivedana
kare--offered; •ge--in front of Him; d•‹‚•‘•--standing.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† then brought some excellent sweetmeats and,
standing before the Lord, offered them to Him.
TEXT 174
TEXT
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ei mah•-pras•da alpa karaha •sv•dana
dekha, jagann•tha kaiche kary•chena bhojana
SYNONYMS
ei mah•-pras•da--this mah•-pras•da; alpa--a little; karaha •sv•dana--You
must taste; dekha--just see; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; kaiche--how;
kary•chena--has done; bhojana--eating.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† then said, "Just take a little of this mah•pras•da, and see how it is that Lord Jagann•tha has accepted it."
TEXT 175
TEXT
eta bali' •ge kichu kare samarpa‹a
t••ra snehe prabhu kichu karena bhojana
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; •ge--in front; kichu--something; kare samarpa‹a-offers; t••ra--of him; snehe--out of affection; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kichu--some; karena bhojana--eats.
TRANSLATION
Upon saying this, Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† placed some food before the
Lord, and the Lord, out of affection, ate it.
TEXT 176
TEXT
ei mata dui-jana kare b•ra-b•ra
vicitra ei dui bhaktera sneha-vyavah•ra
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; dui-jana--both persons (Svarãpa D•modara and
Jagad•nanda); kare--do; b•ra-b•ra--again and again; vicitra--uncommon; ei-these; dui--two; bhaktera--of devotees; sneha-vyavah•ra--affectionate
behavior.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara and Jagad•nanda again and again offered the Lord some
food. Thus they behaved affectionately with the Lord. This was very, very
uncommon.
TEXT 177
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TEXT
s•rvabhaume prabhu vas•‘•chena v•ma-p•¤e
dui bhaktera sneha dekhi' s•rvabhauma h•se
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhaume--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; prabhu--the Lord; vas•‘•chena--made
to sit; v•ma-p•¤e--on His left side; dui bhaktera--of the two devotees; sneha-the affection; dekhi'--seeing; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; h•se-smiles.
TRANSLATION
The Lord made S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya sit on His left side, and when
S•rvabhauma saw the behavior of Svarãpa D•modara and Jagad•nanda, he smiled.
TEXT 178
TEXT
s•rvabhaume dey•na prabhu pras•da uttama
sneha kari' b•ra-b•ra kar•na bhojana
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhaume--unto S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; dey•na--causes others to
deliver; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pras•da--remnants of food; uttama-first-class; sneha kari'--out of affection; b•ra-b•ra--again and again;
kar•na--causes; bhojana--his eating.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu also wanted to offer S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya
first-class food; therefore, out of affection, He had the servers put firstclass food on his plate again and again.
TEXT 179
TEXT
gop†n•th•c•rya uttama mah•-pras•da •ni'
s•rvabhaume diy• kahe sumadhura v•‹†
SYNONYMS
gop†n•tha-•c•rya--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; uttama--first-class; mah•-pras•da-remnants of food; •ni'--bringing; s•rvabhaume--to S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
diy•--delivering; kahe--says; su-madhura--very sweet; v•‹†--words.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya also brought first-class food and offered it to
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya while speaking sweet words.
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TEXT 180
TEXT
k•h•• bhaàà•c•ryera pãrva ja‚a-vyavah•ra
k•h•• ei param•nanda,--karaha vic•ra
SYNONYMS
k•h••--where; bhaàà•c•ryera--of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; pãrva--previous;
ja‚a-vyavah•ra--material behavior; k•h••--where; ei--this; parama-•nanda-transcendental bliss; karaha vic•ra--just try to consider.
TRANSLATION
After serving the Bhaàà•c•rya with first-class pras•da, Gop†n•tha šc•rya
said, "Just consider what the Bhaàà•c•rya's previous mundane behavior was!
Just consider how at present he is enjoying transcendental bliss!"
PURPORT
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was previously a sm•rta-br•hma‹a--that is, one who
strictly follows the Vedic principles on the mundane platform. On the mundane
platform one cannot believe that pras•da is transcendental, that Govinda is
the original form of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, or that a Vai£‹ava is
a liberated person. These transcendental considerations are out of the
ordinary Vedic scholar's jurisdiction. Most Vedic scholars are called
Ved•ntists. These so-called followers of Ved•nta philosophy consider the
Absolute Truth to be impersonal. They also believe that a person born in a
particular caste cannot change his caste until he dies and takes rebirth. The
sm•rta-br•hma‹as also reject the fact that mah•-pras•da (food offered to the
Deity) is transcendental and materially uncontaminated. Originally,
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was subjected to all the rules and regulations of the
Vedic principles on the mundane platform. Now Gop†n•tha šc•rya pointed out how
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya had been converted by the causeless mercy of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Being converted, S•rvabhauma partook of pras•da with the
Vai£‹avas. Indeed, he sat by the side of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 181
TEXT
s•rvabhauma kahe,--•mi tarkika kubuddhi
tom•ra pras•de mora e sampat-siddhi
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied; •mi--I; t•rkika--a
mundane logician; ku-buddhi--less intelligent; tom•ra pras•de--by your mercy;
mora--my; e--this; sampat--opulence; siddhi--perfection.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "I was simply a less intelligent logician.
But by your grace I have received this opulence of perfection.
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TEXT 182
TEXT
mah•prabhu vin• keha n•hi day•maya
k•kere garu‚a kare,--aiche kon haya
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vin•--except; keha--anybody;
n•hi--there is not; day•-maya--so merciful; k•kere--unto a crow; garu‚a--the
biggest eagle; kare--transformed; aiche--such; kon haya--who is another.
TRANSLATION
"But for ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu," S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya continued, "who
is so merciful? He has converted a crow into a Garu‚a. Who could be so
merciful?
TEXT 183
TEXT
t•rkika-¤”g•la-sa•ge bheu-bheu kari
sei mukhe ebe sad• kahi 'k”£‹a' 'hari'
SYNONYMS
t•rkika--logician; ¤”g•la--jackals; sa•ge--in the association of; bheu-bheu
kari--barking; sei mukhe--in that very mouth; ebe--now; sad•--always; kahi-speak; k”£‹a--the holy name of Lord K”£‹a; hari--Hari.
TRANSLATION
"In the association of the jackals known as logicians, I simply continued
to bark a resounding 'bheu bheu.' Now, from the same mouth I am chanting the
holy names K”£‹a and Hari.
TEXT 184
TEXT
k•h•• bahirmukha t•rkika-¤i£yaga‹a-sa•ge
k•h•• ei sa•ga-sudh•-samudra-tara•ge
SYNONYMS
k•h••--whereas; bahir„-mukha--nondevotees; t•rkika--of logic; ¤i£ya-ga‹a-disciples; sa•ge--with; k•h••--now; ei--this; sa•ga--association; sudh•--of
nectar; samudra--of the ocean; tara•ge--in the waves.
TRANSLATION
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"Whereas I once associated with the disciples of logic, all nondevotees, I
am now merged in the waves of the nectarean ocean of the association of
devotees."
PURPORT
As ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura explains, the word bahirmukha
refers to a person who is very busy tasting material enjoyment. Such a person
always poses himself as an enjoyer of the external energy of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. Being attracted by external opulence, the nondevotee
always forgets his intimate relationship with K”£‹a. Such a person does not
like the idea of becoming K”£‹a conscious. This is explained by ¥r†la Prahl•da
Mah•r•ja in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (7.5.30-31):
matir na k”£‹e parata„ svato v•
mitho 'bhipadyeta g”ha-vrat•n•m
ad•nta-gobhir vi¤at•‰ tamisra‰
puna„ puna¤ carvita-carva‹•n•m
na te vidu„ sv•rtha-gati‰ hi vi£‹u‰
dur•¤ay• ye bahir-artha-m•nina„
andh• yath•ndhair upan†yam•n•s
te 'p†¤a-tantry•m uru-d•mni baddh•„
Materialists who are overly attracted to the material body, material world
and material enjoyment, who cannot control their material senses, are carried
to the darkest regions of material existence. Such people cannot become K”£‹a
conscious, either by themselves or by congregational effort. Such people do
not understand that the goal of life for a human being is to understand the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, Vi£‹u. A human life is especially meant for
this purpose, and one has to go through all kinds of penances and austerities
and set aside the propensity for sense gratification. Materialists always
remain blind because they are always guided by blind rascals. A materialistic
person considers himself free to act as he likes. He does not know that he is
rigidly controlled by the stringent laws of nature, nor does he know that he
has to transmigrate from one body to another and perpetually rot in material
existence. Such rascals and foolish people are lured by the prayers of their
foolish leaders for sense gratification, and they cannot understand what is
meant by K”£‹a consciousness. The material world exists outside the spiritual
sky, and a foolish materialist cannot estimate the extent of this material
sky. What, then, can he know of the spiritual sky? Materialists simply believe
their imperfect senses and do not take instructions from the revealed
scriptures. According to Vedic civilization, one has to see through the
authority of the revealed scriptures. ¥•stra-cak£u„: one should see everything
through the medium of the Vedic literature. In this way, one can distinguish
between the spiritual world and material world. Those who ignore such
instructions cannot be convinced of the existence of the spiritual world.
Because they have forgotten their spiritual identity, such materialists take
this material world as the all in all. They are therefore called bahirmukha.
TEXT 185
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--pãrve siddha k”£‹e tom•ra pr†ti
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tom•-sa•ge •m•-sab•ra haila k”£‹e mati
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord said; pãrve--previously; siddha--perfected; k”£‹e--in
K”£‹a consciousness; tom•ra--your; pr†ti--love for K”£‹a; tom•-sa•ge--by your
association; •m•-sab•ra--of all of us; haila--there was; k”£‹e--unto K”£‹a;
mati--consciousness.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said to S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, "From your
previous birth you have been in K”£‹a consciousness. Thus you love K”£‹a so
much that simply by your association we are all developing K”£‹a
consciousness."
TEXT 186
TEXT
bhakta-mahim• b•‚•ite, bhakte sukha dite
mah•prabhu vin• anya n•hi trijagate
SYNONYMS
bhakta-mahim•--the glories of the devotees; b•‚•ite--to increase; bhakte-unto the devotees; sukha dite--to give pleasure; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; vin•--except; anya--anyone else; n•hi--there is no one; trijagate--within these three worlds.
TRANSLATION
Thus there is no one within these three worlds--save for ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu--who is always so willing to increase the glories of the devotees
and give them satisfaction.
PURPORT
In this regard, one should consult the discussion between Kapiladeva and
Devahãti on the subject matter of devotional service. This is found in ¥r†madBh•gavatam, Third Canto.
TEXT 187
TEXT
tabe prabhu pratyeke, saba bhaktera n•ma la‘•
piàh•-p•n• deoy•ila pras•da kariy•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pratyeke--individually;
saba bhaktera--of all the devotees; n•ma--the names; la‘•--calling; piàh•p•n•--cakes and sweet rice; deoy•ila--administered; pras•da--remnants of food;
kariy•--making.
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TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then took all the remnants of food offered to
Jagann•tha, such as cakes and sweet rice, and distributed them to all the
other devotees, calling them individually.
TEXT 188
TEXT
advaita-nity•nanda vasiy•chena eka àh•‘i
dui-jane kr†‚•-kalaha l•gila tath•i
SYNONYMS
advaita-nity•nanda--Advaita šc•rya and Nity•nanda Prabhu; vasiy•chena--sat;
eka àh•‘i--in one place; dui-jane--those two persons; kr†‚•-kalaha--mock
fighting; l•gila--began; tath•i--there.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Advaita šc•rya and Nity•nanda Prabhu sat side by side, and when pras•da
was being distributed They engaged in a type of mock fighting.
TEXT 189
TEXT
advaita kahe,--avadhãtera sa•ge eka pa•kti
bhojana karilu•, n• j•ni habe kon gati
SYNONYMS
advaita kahe--Advaita šc•rya said; avadhãtera sa•ge--with a mendicant; eka
pa•kti--in one line; bhojana karilu•--I am taking My food; n• j•ni--I do not
know; habe--will be; kon--what; gati--destination.
TRANSLATION
First Advaita šc•rya said, "I am sitting in line with an unknown mendicant,
and because I am eating with Him, I do not know what kind of destination is
awaiting Me.
TEXT 190
TEXT
prabhu ta' sanny•s†, u•h•ra n•hi apacaya
anna-do£e sanny•s†ra do£a n•hi haya
SYNONYMS
prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ta'--indeed; sanny•s†--in the
renounced order of life; u•h•ra--for Him; n•hi--there is not; apacaya--any
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discrepancy; anna-do£e--by contamination of food; sanny•s†ra--of a person in
the renounced order; do£a--fault; n•hi--not; haya--there is.
TRANSLATION
"¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is in the renounced order of life. Consequently He
does not recognize discrepancies. As a matter of fact, a sanny•s† is not
affected by eating food from anywhere and everywhere.
TEXT 191
TEXT
"n•nna-do£e‹a maskar†"--ei ¤•stra-pram•‹a
•mi ta' g”hastha-br•hma‹a, •m•ra do£a-sth•na
SYNONYMS
na anna-do£e‹a maskar†--a sanny•s† does not become affected by faulty
acceptance of food; ei--this; ¤•stra-pram•‹a--evidence of revealed scriptures;
•mi--I; ta'--indeed; g”hastha-br•hma‹a--a householder br•hma‹a; •m•ra--My;
do£a--faulty; sth•na--situation.
TRANSLATION
"According to the ¤•stras, there is no discrepancy in a sanny•s†'s eating
at another's house. But for a householder br•hma‹a, this kind of eating is
faulty.
TEXT 192
TEXT
janma-kula-¤†l•c•ra n• j•ni y•h•ra
t•ra sa•ge eka pa•kti--ba‚a an•c•ra
SYNONYMS
janma--birth; kula--family; ¤†la--character; •c•ra--behavior; n•--not;
j•ni--I know; y•h•ra--of whom; t•ra sa•ge--with him; eka pa•kti--in one line;
ba‚a an•c•ra--a great discrepancy.
TRANSLATION
"It is not proper for householders to dine with those whose previous birth,
family, character and behavior are unknown."
TEXT 193
TEXT
nity•nanda kahe--tumi advaita-•c•rya
'advaita-siddh•nte' b•dhe ¤uddha-bhakti-k•rya
SYNONYMS
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nity•nanda kahe--¥r†la Nity•nanda Prabhu said; tumi--You; advaita-•c•rya-Advaita šc•rya, or a teacher of impersonal monism; advaita-siddh•nte--in that
monistic conclusion; b•dhe--is greatly hindered; ¤uddha-bhakti-k•rya--the
matter of pure devotional service.
TRANSLATION
Nity•nanda Prabhu immediately refuted ¥r†la Advaita šc•rya, saying, "You
are a teacher of impersonal monism, and the monistic conclusion is a great
hindrance to progressive, pure devotional service.
TEXT 194
TEXT
tom•ra siddh•nta-sa•ga kare yei jane
'eka' vastu vin• sei 'dvit†ya' n•hi m•ne
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--Your; siddh•nta-sa•ga--acceptance of the conclusion; kare--does;
yei jane--the person who; eka--one; vastu--substance; vin•--except; sei--such
a person; dvit†ya--a second thing; n•hi m•ne--does not accept.
TRANSLATION
"One who participates in Your impersonal monistic philosophy does not
accept anything but the one Brahman."
PURPORT
The impersonal monist does not believe that God is the only object of
worship and that the living entities are His eternal servants. According to
the monists, God and the devotee may be separate in the material state, but
when they are spiritually situated, there is no difference between them. This
is called advaita-siddh•nta, the conclusion of the monists. Monists consider
devotional service of the Lord to be material activity; therefore they
consider such devotional activities to be the same as karma, or fruitive
activity. This monistic mistake is a great stumbling block on the road to
devotional service.
Actually this discussion between Advaita šc•rya and Nity•nanda was a mock
fight to serve as a great instruction for all devotees. ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu
wanted to point out that Advaita šc•rya, a pure devotee, did not agree with
the monistic conclusion. The conclusion of devotional service is:
vadanti tat tattva-vidas
tattva‰ yaj j‘•nam advayam
brahmeti param•tmeti
bhagav•n iti ¤abdyate
"Learned transcendentalists who know the Absolute Truth call this nondual
substance Brahman, Param•tm• or Bhagav•n." (Bh•g. 1.2.11)
Absolute knowledge consists of Brahman, Param•tm• and Bhagav•n. This
conclusion is not the same as that of the monists. ¥r†la Advaita šc•rya was
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given the title of •c•rya because He spread the bhakti cult, not the
philosophy of monism. The true conclusion of advaita-siddh•nta, expressed at
the very beginning of the Caitanya-carit•m”ta (šdi 1.3), is not the same as
the philosophy of the monists. Here advaita-siddh•nta means advaya-j‘•na, or
oneness in variety. Actually ¥r†la Nity•nanda Prabhu was praising ¥r†la
Advaita šc•rya through friendly mock fighting. He was giving the Vai£‹ava
conclusion in terms of the Bh•gavatam's conclusive words, vadanti tat tattvavida„. This is also the conclusion of a mantra in the Ch•ndogya Upani£ad, ekam
ev•dvit†yam.
A devotee knows that there is oneness in diversity. The mantras of the
¤•stras do not support the monistic conclusions of the impersonalists, nor
does Vai£‹ava philosophy accept impersonalism without variety. Brahman is the
greatest, He who includes everything, and that is oneness. As K”£‹a says in
the Bhagavad-g†t• (7.7), matta„ paratara‰ n•nyat: there is no one superior to
K”£‹a Himself. He is the original substance because every category emanates
from Him. Thus He is simultaneously one with and different from all other
categories. The Lord is always engaged in a variety of spiritual activities,
but the monist cannot understand spiritual variety. The conclusion is that
although the powerful and the power are one and the same, within the energy of
the powerful there are varieties. In those varieties there is a difference
between one's personal self, between types of the same category and between
types of different categories. In other words, there is always variety in the
categories, which are understood as knowledge, the knower and the knowable.
Due to the eternal existence of knowledge, the knower and the knowable,
devotees everywhere know about the eternal existence of the form, name,
qualities, pastimes and entourage of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
Devotees never agree with the monist's preaching of oneness. Unless one
adheres to the conceptions of the knower, the knowable and knowledge, there is
no possibility of understanding spiritual variety, nor can one taste the
transcendental bliss of spiritual variety.
The philosophy of monism is an adjustment of the Buddhist philosophy of
voidism. In a mock fight with ¥r† Advaita šc•rya, ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu was
refuting this type of monistic philosophy. Vai£‹avas certainly accept Lord ¥r†
K”£‹a as the ultimate "one," and that which is without K”£‹a is called m•y•,
or that which has no existence. External m•y• is exhibited in two phases-j†va-m•y•, the living entities, and gu‹a-m•y•, the material world. In the
material world there is prak”ti (material nature) and pradh•na (the
ingredients of material nature). However, for one who becomes K”£‹a conscious,
the difference between material and spiritual varieties does not exist. An
advanced devotee like Prahl•da Mah•r•ja sees everything as one--K”£‹a. As
stated in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (7.4.37), k”£‹a-graha-g”h†t•tm• na veda jagad
†d”¤am•. One who is in full K”£‹a consciousness does not distinguish between
things material and spiritual; he takes everything to be related to K”£‹a and
therefore spiritual. By advaya-j‘•na-dar¤ana, ¥r†la Advaita šc•rya has
glorified pure devotional service. ¥r†la Nity•nanda Prabhu herein
sarcastically condemns the philosophy of the impersonal monists and praises
the correct nondual philosophy of ¥r† Advaita Prabhu.
TEXT 195
TEXT
hena tom•ra sa•ge mora ekatre bhojana
n• j•ni, tom•ra sa•ge kaiche haya mana
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SYNONYMS
hena--thus; tom•ra--Your; sa•ge--in association; mora--My; ekatre-together; bhojana--eating; n• j•ni--I do not know; tom•ra sa•ge--by Your
association; kaiche--how; haya mana--My mind will turn.
TRANSLATION
Nity•nanda Prabhu continued: "You are such a monist! And now I am eating
beside You. I do not know how My mind will be affected in this way."
PURPORT
Sa•g•t sa‘j•yate k•ma„ (Bg. 2.62). One develops his consciousness according
to society and association. As ¥r†la Nity•nanda Prabhu admits, a devotee
should be very careful when associating with those who are not devotees. When
asked by a householder devotee what the behavior of a devotee should be, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu immediately replied:
asat-sa•ga-ty•ga,----ei vai£‹ava-•c•ra
'str†-sa•g†'----eka as•dhu, 'k”£‹•bhakta' •ra
(Cc. Madhya 22.87)
A Vai£‹ava, a devotee, should simply discard intimate association with
nondevotees. In his Upade¤•m”ta, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† has described the symptoms
of intimate relationships in this way:
dad•ti pratig”h‹•ti
guhyam •khy•ti p”cchati
bhu•kte bhojayate caiva
£a‚-vidha‰ pr†ti-lak£a‹am
The words bhu•kte bhojayate indicate that one should eat with devotees. One
should carefully avoid eating food offered by nondevotees. Indeed, a devotee
should be very strict in not accepting food from a nondevotee, especially food
prepared in restaurants or hotels or on airplanes. ¥r†la Nity•nanda Prabhu's
reference in this connection is meant to emphasize that one should avoid
eating with M•y•v•d†s and covert M•y•v•d†s like the sahajiy• Vai£‹avas, who
are materially affected.
TEXT 196
TEXT
ei-mata dui-jane kare bal•bali
vy•ja-stuti kare du•he, yena g•l•g•li
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; dui-jane--two persons; kare--do; bal•bali--accusing
and counteraccusing; vy•ja-stuti--praise in the form of accusations; kare--do;
du•he--both of Them; yena--as if; g•l•g•li--exchanges of ill names.
TRANSLATION
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Thus They both went on talking and praising one another, although Their
praise appeared negative, for it appeared as if They exchanged ill names.
TEXT 197
TEXT
tabe prabhu sarva-vai£‹avera n•ma la‘•
mah•-pras•da dena mah•-am”ta si‘ciy•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sarva-vai£‹avera--of all
the Vai£‹avas; n•ma--names; la‘•--calling; mah•-pras•da--the remnants of the
food of Lord Jagann•tha; dena--delivers; mah•-am”ta--transcendental nectar;
si‘ciy•--sprinkling.
TRANSLATION
Thereafter, calling all the Vai£‹avas, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu distributed
mah•-pras•da as if sprinkling nectar. At that time the mock fight between
Advaita šc•rya and Nity•nanda Prabhu became more and more delicious.
TEXT 198
TEXT
bhojana kari' uàhe sabe hari-dhvani kari'
hari-dhvani uàhila saba svarga-martya bhari'
SYNONYMS
bhojana kari'--after eating; uàhe--stood up; sabe--all; hari-dhvani--the
sound of Hari; kari'--making; hari-dhvani--the sound of Hari; uàhila--rose;
saba--all; svarga-martya--the upper and lower planetary systems; bhari'-filling.
TRANSLATION
After taking their lunch, all the Vai£‹avas stood up and chanted the holy
name of Hari, and the resounding noise filled all the upper and lower
planetary systems.
TEXT 199
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu saba nija-bhakta-ga‹e
sab•k•re ¤r†-haste dil• m•lya-candane
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; saba--all; nijabhakta-ga‹e--personal devotees; sab•k•re--unto all of them; ¤r†-haste--with
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His own hand; dil•--delivered; m•lya-candane--flower garlands and sandalwood
pulp.
TRANSLATION
After this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu offered flower garlands and sandalwood
pulp to all His devoted personal associates.
TEXT 200
TEXT
tabe parive¤aka svarãp•di s•ta jana
g”hera bhitare kaila pras•da bhojana
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; parive¤aka--the distributors of pras•da; svarãpa-•di-headed by Svarãpa D•modara; s•ta jana--seven men; g”hera bhitare--within the
room; kaila--did; pras•da bhojana--eating of pras•da.
TRANSLATION
The seven persons headed by Svarãpa D•modara who were engaged in
distributing pras•da to others then took their meals within the room.
TEXT 201
TEXT
prabhura ava¤e£a govinda r•khila dhariy•
sei anna harid•se kichu dila la‘•
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ava¤e£a--remnants; govinda-Govinda; r•khila--saved; dhariy•--keeping; sei anna--that pras•da; harid•se-unto Harid•sa áh•kura; kichu--some; dila--delivered; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
Govinda saved some remnants of food left by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and
kept them carefully. Later, one portion of these remnants was delivered to
Harid•sa áh•kura.
TEXT 202
TEXT
bhakta-ga‹a govinda-p•¤a kichu m•gi' nila
sei pras•d•nna govinda •pani p•ila
SYNONYMS
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bhakta-ga‹a--all the other devotees; govinda-p•¤a--from Govinda; kichu--a
little; m•gi'--begging; nila--took; sei--those; pras•da-anna--remnants of
food; govinda--Govinda; •pani--personally; p•ila--partook.
TRANSLATION
The remnants of food left by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu were later distributed
among devotees who begged for them, and finally Govinda personally took the
last remnants.
TEXT 203
TEXT
svatantra †¤vara prabhu kare n•n• khel•
'dhoy•-p•khal•' n•ma kaila ei eka l†l•
SYNONYMS
svatantra †¤vara--the independent Personality of Godhead; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare--performs; n•n•--various; khel•--pastimes; dhoy•p•khal•--washing and cleansing; n•ma--named; kaila--performed; ei--this; eka-one; l†l•--pastime.
TRANSLATION
The fully independent Supreme Personality of Godhead performs various types
of pastimes. The pastime of washing and cleansing the Gu‹‚ic• temple is but
one of them.
TEXT 204
TEXT
•ra dine jagann•thera 'netrotsava' n•ma
mahotsava haila bhaktera pr•‹a-sam•na
SYNONYMS
•ra dine--the next day; jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha; netra-utsava--the
festival of seeing the eyes; n•ma--named; mah•-utsava--great festival; haila-performed; bhaktera--of the devotees; pr•‹a-sam•na--the life and soul.
TRANSLATION
The next day marked the performance of the festival of Netrotsava. This
great festival was the life and soul of the devotees.
PURPORT
After the bathing ceremony of Lord Jagann•tha, during the fortnight before
the Ratha-y•tr• ceremony, the body of Lord Jagann•tha, having been washed,
needs repainting. This is known as a•ga-r•ga. The Netrotsava festival,
performed gorgeously in the early morning of the Nava-yauvana day, constitutes
the life and soul of the devotees.
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TEXT 205
TEXT
pak£a-dina du„kh† loka prabhura adar¤ane
dar¤ana kariy• loka sukha p•ila mane
SYNONYMS
pak£a-dina--for a fortnight; du„kh†--unhappy; loka--devotees; prabhura--of
Lord Jagann•tha; adar¤ane--without the sight; dar¤ana kariy•--by seeing; loka-all the devotees; sukha--happiness; p•ila--got; mane--in the mind.
TRANSLATION
Everyone was unhappy for a fortnight because they could not see the Deity
of Lord Jagann•tha. Upon seeing the Lord at the festival, the devotees were
very happy.
TEXT 206
TEXT
mah•prabhu sukhe la‘• saba bhakta-ga‹a
jagann•tha-dara¤ane karil• gamana
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sukhe--in great happiness; la‘•-taking; saba--all; bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; jagann•tha-dara¤ane--for visiting
Lord Jagann•tha; karil• gamana--went.
TRANSLATION
On this occasion, greatly happy, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took all the
devotees with Him and visited the Lord in the temple.
TEXT 207
TEXT
•ge k•¤†¤vara y•ya loka niv•riy•
p•che govinda y•ya jala-kara•ga la‘•
SYNONYMS
•ge--in front; k•¤†¤vara--K•¤†¤vara; y•ya--goes; loka--the crowd; niv•riy•-checking; p•che--at the end; govinda--Govinda; y•ya--goes; jala--of water;
kara•ga--a pitcher carried by saintly persons; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
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When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to visit the temple, K•¤†¤vara walked in
front, checking the crowds of people, and Govinda walked in the rear, bringing
the sanny•s†'s pitcher filled with water.
PURPORT
The kara•ga is a kind of waterpot especially carried by M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s
and generally carried by all other sanny•s†s.
TEXT 208
TEXT
prabhura •ge pur†, bh•rat†,--du•h•ra gamana
svarãpa, advaita,--du•hera p•r¤ve dui-jana
SYNONYMS
prabhura •ge--in front of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pur†--Param•nanda
Pur†; bh•rat†--Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†; du•h•ra gamana--first they went; svarãpa-Svarãpa D•modara; advaita--Advaita šc•rya; du•hera--of both; p•r¤ve--on the
two sides; dui-jana--two persons.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went toward the temple, Param•nanda Pur† and
Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† walked in front of Him, and at His two sides walked
Svarãpa D•modara and Advaita šc•rya.
TEXT 209
TEXT
p•che p•che cali' y•ya •ra bhakta-ga‹a
utka‹àh•te gel• saba jagann•tha-bhavana
SYNONYMS
p•che p•che--following; cali' y•ya--walk; •ra--other; bhakta-ga‹a-devotees; utka‹àh•te--in great anxiety; gel•--they went; saba--all;
jagann•tha-bhavana--in the temple of Lord Jagann•tha.
TRANSLATION
With great anxiety all the other devotees followed them into the temple of
Lord Jagann•tha.
TEXT 210
TEXT
dar¤ana-lobhete kari' mary•d• la•ghana
bhoga-ma‹‚ape y•‘• kare ¤r†-mukha dar¤ana
SYNONYMS
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dar¤ana-lobhete--being very anxious to see; kari'--doing; mary•d• la•ghana-transgressions of regulative principles; bhoga-ma‹‚ape--in the room for
offering food; y•‘•--going; kare--do; ¤r†-mukha dar¤ana--seeing the lotus
face.
TRANSLATION
Out of great eagerness to see the Lord, they all neglected the regulative
principles and, just to see the Lord's face, went to the place where the food
was offered.
PURPORT
There are many regulative principles of Deity worship. For example, one is
not allowed to enter the room where food is offered to Lord Jagann•tha. But in
this case, being very anxious because of not having seen the Lord for fifteen
days, all the people overruled the regulative principles and entered the room.
TEXT 211
TEXT
t”£•rta prabhura netra--bhramara-yugala
g•‚ha t”£‹•ya piye k”£‹era vadana-kamala
SYNONYMS
t”£•-•rta--thirsty; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; netra--eyes;
bhramara-yugala--like two bumblebees; g•‚ha--deep; t”£‹•ya--in thirst; piye-drinks; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; vadana-kamala--the lotuslike face.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very thirsty to see the Lord, and His eyes
became like two bumblebees drinking the honey from the lotuslike eyes of Lord
Jagann•tha, who is K”£‹a Himself.
TEXT 212
TEXT
praphulla-kamala jini' nayana-yugala
n†lama‹i-darpa‹a-k•nti ga‹‚a jhalamala
SYNONYMS
praphulla-kamala--blossoming lotus flower; jini'--conquering; nayanayugala--two eyes; n†lama‹i--sapphire; darpa‹a--mirror; k•nti--luster; ga‹‚a-neck; jhalamala--bright.
TRANSLATION
The eyes of Lord Jagann•tha conquered the beauty of blossoming lotus
flowers, and His neck was as lustrous as a mirror made of sapphires.
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PURPORT
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu usually saw Lord Jagann•tha from a distance,
standing behind the column of Garu‚a. But because he had not seen Lord
Jagann•tha for fifteen days, Caitanya Mah•prabhu felt great separation from
Him. In great anxiety, Caitanya Mah•prabhu crossed the meeting hall and
entered the room where food was offered, just to see the face of Lord
Jagann•tha. In verse 210, this action is called mary•d•-la•ghana, a violation
of the regulative principles. This indicates that one should not come very
near a superior. Both the Lord's Deity form and the spiritual master should be
seen from a distant place. This is called mary•d•. Otherwise, as it is said,
familiarity breeds contempt. Sometimes coming too near the Deity or the
spiritual master degrades the neophyte devotee. Personal servants of the Deity
and the spiritual master should therefore always be very careful, for
negligence may overcome them in their duty.
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's eyes have been compared to thirsty
bumblebees, and ¥r† Jagann•tha's eyes have been compared to blossoming lotus
flowers. The author has made these comparisons in order to describe Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu while the Lord was deeply absorbed in ecstatic love for
Lord Jagann•tha.
TEXT 213
TEXT
b•ndhul†ra phula jini' adhara sura•ga
†£at hasita k•nti--am”ta-tara•ga
SYNONYMS
b•ndhul†ra phula--a kind of red flower named b•ndhul†; jini'--conquering;
adhara--chin; su-ra•ga--buff color; †£at--mild; hasita--smiling; k•nti-luster; am”ta--nectar; tara•ga--waves.
TRANSLATION
The chin of the Lord, tinged with buff color, conquered the beauty of the
b•ndhul† flower. This increased the beauty of His mild smiling, which was like
lustrous waves of nectar.
TEXT 214
TEXT
¤r†-mukha-sundara-k•nti b•‚he k£a‹e k£a‹e
koài-bhakta-netra-bh”•ga kare madhu-p•ne
SYNONYMS
¤r†-mukha--of His beautiful face; sundara-k•nti--attractive luster; b•‚he-increases; k£a‹e k£a‹e--at every moment; koài-bhakta--of millions of devotees;
netra-bh”•ga--eyes like bumblebees; kare--engaged; madhu-p•ne--in drinking the
honey.
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TRANSLATION
The luster of His beautiful face increased at every moment, and the eyes of
hundreds and thousands of devotees drank its honey like bumblebees.
TEXT 215
TEXT
yata piye tata t”£‹• b•‚he nirantara
mukh•mbuja ch•‚i' netra n• y•ya antara
SYNONYMS
yata--as much; piye--they drink; tata--so much; t”£‹•--thirst; b•‚he-increases; nirantara--incessantly; mukha-ambuja--the lotuslike face; ch•‚i'-giving up; netra--the eyes; n•--do not; y•ya--go; antara--separate.
TRANSLATION
As their eyes began to drink the nectarean honey of His lotus face, their
thirst increased. Thus their eyes did not leave Him.
PURPORT
In the Laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta (1.5.538), ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† has described the
beauty of the Lord in this way:
asam•nordhva-m•dhuryatara•g•m”ta-v•ridhi„
ja•gama-sth•varoll•sirãpo gopendra-nandana„
"The beauty of the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda is incomparable. Nothing is higher
than His beauty, and nothing can equal it. His beauty is like waves in an
ocean of nectar. This beauty is attractive both for moving and for nonmoving
objects."
Similarly, in the Tantra-¤•stra, there is another description of the Lord's
beauty:
kandarpa-koày-arbuda-rãpa-¤obhan†r•jya-p•d•bja-nakh•‰ calasya
kutr•py ad”£àa-¤ruta-ramya-k•nter
dhy•na‰ para‰ nanda-sutasya vak£ye
"I shall relate the supreme meditation upon Lord ¥r† K”£‹a, the son of
Nanda Mah•r•ja. The tips of the toes of His lotus feet reflect the beauty of
the bodies of unlimited millions of Cupids, and His bodily luster has never
been seen or heard of anywhere."
One may also consult ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.29.14) in this connection.
TEXT 216
TEXT
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ei-mata mah•prabhu la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
madhy•hna paryanta kaila ¤r†-mukha dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘•--taking;
bhakta-ga‹a--His associates; madhy•hna paryanta--up to midday; kaila-performs; ¤r†-mukha dara¤ana--seeing the face of Lord Jagann•tha.
TRANSLATION
Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His devotees enjoyed transcendental bliss
upon seeing the face of Jagann•tha. This continued to midday.
TEXT 217
TEXT
sveda, kampa, a¤ru-jala vahe sarva-k£a‹a
dar¤anera lobhe prabhu kare sa‰vara‹a
SYNONYMS
sveda--perspiring; kampa--trembling; a¤ru-jala--tears from the eyes; vahe-flowed; sarva-k£a‹a--always; dar¤anera--of seeing; lobhe--by greed; prabhu-¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare--does; sa‰vara‹a--checking.
TRANSLATION
As usual, there were transcendental blissful symptoms in Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's body. He perspired and trembled, and a constant flow of tears
fell from His eyes. But the Lord checked these tears so they would not disturb
His seeing the face of the Lord.
TEXT 218
TEXT
madhye madhye bhoga l•ge, madhye dara¤ana
bhogera samaye prabhu karena k†rtana
SYNONYMS
madhye madhye--at intervals; bhoga l•ge--there were offerings of food;
madhye--sometimes; dara¤ana--seeing; bhogera samaye--at the time of offering
pras•da; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karena k†rtana--performed
congregational chanting.
TRANSLATION
Their looking at the face of Lord Jagann•tha was interrupted only when He
was offered food. Afterwards they would again look upon His face. When the
food was being offered to the Lord, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu performed His
k†rtana.
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TEXT 219
TEXT
dar¤ana-•nande prabhu saba p•saril•
bhakta-ga‹a madhy•hna karite prabhure la‘• gel•
SYNONYMS
dar¤ana-•nande--because of pleasure due to seeing the face of the Lord;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; saba--everything; p•saril•--forgot; bhaktaga‹a--the devotees; madhy•hna--noontime lunch; karite--to accept; prabhure-¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘• gel•--took.
TRANSLATION
Feeling such great pleasure upon seeing the face of Lord Jagann•tha, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu forgot everything. The devotees, however, took Him to His
lunch at noontime.
TEXT 220
TEXT
pr•ta„-k•le ratha-y•tr• habeka j•niy•
sevaka l•g•ya bhoga dvigu‹a kariy•
SYNONYMS
pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning; ratha-y•tr•--the car festival; habeka--would
take place; j•niy•--knowing; sevaka--the priestly servants of the Lord;
l•g•ya--offer; bhoga--food; dvi-gu‹a kariy•--increasing to double.
TRANSLATION
Knowing that the car festival would take place in the morning, all the
servants of Lord Jagann•tha were doubling their offerings of food.
TEXT 221
TEXT
gu‹‚ic•-m•rjana-l†l• sa•k£epe kahila
y•h• dekhi' ¤uni' p•p†ra k”£‹a-bhakti haila
SYNONYMS
gu‹‚ic•-m•rjana-l†l•--the pastimes of washing the Gu‹‚ic• temple; sa•k£epe
kahila--I have described in brief; y•h• dekhi' ¤uni'--by seeing and hearing
which; p•p†ra--of sinful men; k”£‹a-bhakti haila--there was awakening of K”£‹a
consciousness.
TRANSLATION
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I have briefly described the pastimes of the Lord in washing and cleansing
the Gu‹‚ic• temple. By seeing or hearing these pastimes, even sinful men can
awaken their K”£‹a consciousness.
TEXT 222
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Chapter Twelve, describing the washing and cleansing of the Gu‹‚ic•
temple.
Chapter 13
The Ecstatic Dancing of the Lord at Ratha-yatra
A summary of this chapter is given by ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura in his
Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya as follows. After bathing early in the morning, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw the Deities (Jagann•tha, Baladeva and Subhadr•) get
aboard Their three carts. This function is called P•‹‚u-vijaya. At that time,
King Prat•parudra took a broom with a golden handle and began to cleanse the
road. Lord Jagann•tha took permission from the goddess of fortune and then
started in the car for the Gu‹‚ic• temple. The road to the temple led along a
broad, sandy beach, and on both sides of the road were residential quarters,
houses and gardens. Along that road the servants called gau‚as began to pull
the cars. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu divided His sa•k†rtana party into seven
divisions. With two m”da•gas in each division, there were altogether fourteen
m”da•gas While performing k†rtana, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu exhibited various
symptoms of transcendental ecstasy, and Jagann•tha and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
exchanged Their feelings very blissfully. When the cars reached the place
known as Balaga‹‚i, the devotees offered the Deities simple food. At this
time, in a nearby garden, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His devotees took a
brief rest from the dancing.
TEXT 1
TEXT
sa j†y•t k”£‹a-caitanya„
¤r†-rath•gre nanarta ya„
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yen•s†j jagat•‰ citra‰
jagann•tho 'pi vismita„
SYNONYMS
sa„--He; j†y•t--may live long; k”£‹a-caitanya„--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; ¤r†-ratha-agre--in the front of the car; nanarta--danced; ya„-who; yena--by whom; •s†t--there was; jagat•m--of the whole universe; citram-wonder; jagann•tha„--Lord Jagann•tha; api--also; vismita„--was astonished.
TRANSLATION
May the Supreme Personality of Godhead, ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya, who danced in
front of the car of ¥r† Jagann•tha, be all glorified! By seeing His dancing,
not only was the whole universe held in wonder, but Lord Jagann•tha Himself
became very much astonished.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya--to Lord ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; nity•nanda--to Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya--all glories; advaitacandra--to Advaita šc•rya; jaya--all glories; gaura-bhakta-v”nda--to the
devotees of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All glories to ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya and Prabhu Nity•nanda! All glories to
Advaitacandra! And all glories to the devotees of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu!
TEXT 3
TEXT
jaya ¤rot•-ga‹a, ¤una, kari' eka mana
ratha-y•tr•ya n”tya prabhura parama mohana
SYNONYMS
jaya--all glories; ¤rot•-ga‹a--to the listeners; ¤una--please hear; kari'-keeping yourself; eka mana--in one attention; ratha-y•tr•ya--in the car
festival; n”tya--dancing; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; parama-extremely; mohana--enchanting.
TRANSLATION
All glories to the listeners of Caitanya-carit•m”ta. Please hear the
description of the dancing of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu at the Ratha-y•tr•
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festival. His dancing is very enchanting. Please hear of it with great
attention.
TEXT 4
TEXT
•ra dina mah•prabhu ha‘• s•vadh•na
r•tre uàhi' ga‹a-sa•ge kaila pr•ta„-sn•na
SYNONYMS
•ra dina--the next day; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ha‘•-becoming; s•vadh•na--very careful; r•tre uàhi'--getting up at night; ga‹asa•ge--with His personal devotees; kaila--took; pr•ta„-sn•na--bathing early in
the morning.
TRANSLATION
The next day, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His personal associates got up in
the dark and attentively took their early morning baths.
TEXT 5
TEXT
p•‹‚u-vijaya dekhib•re karila gamana
jagann•tha y•tr• kaila ch•‚i' si‰h•sana
SYNONYMS
p•‹‚u-vijaya--the ceremony named P•‹‚u-vijaya; dekhib•re--for seeing;
karila--did; gamana--go; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; y•tr•--departure; kaila-did; ch•‚i'--leaving; si‰h•sana--the throne.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His personal associates then went to see the
ceremony of P•‹‚u-vijaya. During this ceremony, Lord Jagann•tha leaves His
throne and gets up onto the car.
TEXT 6
TEXT
•pani prat•parudra la‘• p•tra-ga‹a
mah•prabhura ga‹e kar•ya vijaya-dar¤ana
SYNONYMS
•pani--personally; prat•parudra--King Prat•parudra; la‘•--taking with him;
p•tra-ga‹a--his associates; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ga‹e-associates; kar•ya--causes; vijaya-dar¤ana--seeing the P•‹‚u-vijaya ceremony.
TRANSLATION
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King Prat•parudra in person, as well as his entourage, allowed the P•‹‚uvijaya ceremony to be seen by all the associates of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 7
TEXT
advaita, nit•i •di sa•ge bhakta-ga‹a
sukhe mah•prabhu dekhe †¤vara-gamana
SYNONYMS
advaita--Advaita šc•rya; nit•i--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; •di--headed by;
sa•ge--with; bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; sukhe--in great happiness; mah•prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhe--sees; †¤vara-gamana--how the Lord is starting.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His prominent devotees--Advaita šc•rya,
Nity•nanda Prabhu and others--were very happy to observe how Lord Jagann•tha
began the Ratha-y•tr•.
TEXT 8
TEXT
bali£àha dayit•' ga‹a--yena matta h•t†
jagann•tha vijaya kar•ya kari' h•t•h•ti
SYNONYMS
bali£àha dayit•' ga‹a--very strong dayit•s, or carriers of Jagann•tha;
yena--as if; matta h•t†--drunken elephants; jagann•tha--of Lord Jagann•tha;
vijaya--departure; kar•ya--cause; kari'--performing; h•t•h•ti--hand to hand.
TRANSLATION
The very strongly built dayit•s [carriers of the Jagann•tha Deity] were as
powerful as drunken elephants. They manually carried Lord Jagann•tha from the
throne to the car.
PURPORT
The word dayit• refers to one who has received the mercy of the Lord. Lord
Jagann•tha has a number of stalwart servants known as dayit•s. These servants
do not come from very high-caste families (br•hma‹as, k£atriyas or vai¤yas),
but because they are engaged in the service of the Lord, they have been
elevated to a respected position. Thus they are known as dayit•s. These
servants of Lord Jagann•tha take care of the Lord from the day of the Sn•nay•tr• up to the time the Lord is carried from the throne to the Ratha car. In
the K£etra-m•h•tmya these dayit•s are said to come from the ¤abaras, a caste
that keeps and sells pigs. However, among the dayit•s there are also many who
come from the br•hma‹a caste. Those dayit•s coming from the br•hma‹a families
are called dayit•-patis, or leaders of the dayit•s. The dayit•-patis offer
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food such as sweetmeats to Lord Jagann•tha during the anavasara, the resting
period after Sn•na-y•tr•. They also make the early morning offering of
sweetmeats daily, It is said that during the anavasara Lord Jagann•tha suffers
from fever and that the dayit•-patis offer Him an infusion of drugs
represented by fruit juice. It is said that in the beginning Lord Jagann•tha
was worshiped by the ¤abaras and was known as the Deity N†la M•dhava. Later,
when the Deity was established in the temple, the Lord became known as
Jagann•tha. Because the Deities were taken from the ¤abaras, all the ¤abara
devotees were elevated to the position of dayit•s.
TEXT 9
TEXT
kataka dayit• kare skandha •lambana
kataka dayit• dhare ¤r†-padma-cara‹a
SYNONYMS
kataka dayit•--some of the dayit•s; kare--do; skandha--of the shoulders;
•lambana--capturing; kataka--some; dayit•--servants called dayit•s; dhare-catch; ¤r†-padma-cara‹a--the lotus feet of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
While carrying the Deity of Lord Jagann•tha, some of the dayit•s took hold
of the shoulders of the Lord, and some caught His lotus feet.
TEXT 10
TEXT
kaài-taàe baddha, d”‚ha sthãla paààa-‚or†
dui dike dayit•-ga‹a uàh•ya t•h• dhari'
SYNONYMS
kaài-taàe--on the waist; baddha--bound; d”‚ha--strong; sthãla--thick;
paààa-‚or†--rope made of silk; dui dike--from two sides; dayit•-ga‹a--the
dayit•s; uàh•ya--raise; t•h•--that rope; dhari'--catching.
TRANSLATION
The Lord Jagann•tha Deity was bound at the waist by a strong, thick rope
made of silk. From two sides the dayit•s caught hold of this rope and raised
the Deity.
TEXT 11
TEXT
ucca d”‚ha tul† saba p•ti' sth•ne sth•ne
eka tul† haite tvar•ya •ra tul†te •ne
SYNONYMS
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ucca--puffed up; d”‚ha--strong; tul†--pads made of cotton; saba--all;
p•ti'--spreading; sth•ne sth•ne--from one place to another; eka tul†--one pad;
haite--from; tvar•ya--very soon; •ra--next; tul†te--on the pad; •ne--bring.
TRANSLATION
Strong, puffed-up cotton pads called tul†s were spread out from the throne
to the car, and the heavy Deity of Lord Jagann•tha was carried from one
pillow-like pad to the next by the dayit•s.
TEXT 12
TEXT
prabhu-pad•gh•te tul† haya kha‹‚a kha‹‚a
tul• saba u‚i' y•ya, ¤abda haya praca‹‚a
SYNONYMS
prabhu-pada-•gh•te--by the kicking of Lord Jagann•tha; tul†--the pads;
haya--become; kha‹‚a kha‹‚a--broken to pieces; tul•--cotton from inside; saba-all; u‚i' y•ya--rises; ¤abda--sound; haya--there is; praca‹‚a--very much.
TRANSLATION
While the dayit•s carried the heavy Jagann•tha Deity from one pad to the
next, some of the pads broke, and the cotton contents floated into the air.
When they broke, they made a heavy, cracking sound.
TEXT 13
TEXT
vi¤vambhara jagann•the ke c•l•ite p•re?
•pana icch•ya cale karite vih•re
SYNONYMS
vi¤vambhara--the maintainer of the universe; jagann•the--Lord Jagann•tha;
ke--who; c•l•ite--cause to be carried; p•re--can; •pana--personal; icch•ya--by
His will; cale--moves; karite--to act; vih•re--in pastimes.
TRANSLATION
Lord Jagann•tha is the maintainer of the whole universe. Who can carry Him
from one place to another? However, the Lord moves by His personal will just
to perform His pastimes.
TEXT 14
TEXT
mah•prabhu 'ma‹im•' 'ma‹im•' kare dhvani
n•n•-v•dya-kol•hale kichui n• ¤uni
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SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ma‹im•--Ma‹im•; ma‹im•--Ma‹im•; kare-makes; dhvani--the sound; n•n•--various; v•dya--of musical instruments;
kol•hale--by the tumultuous sound; kichui--anything; n•--not; ¤uni--can hear.
TRANSLATION
While the Lord was transported from the throne to the car, tumultuous
sounds were made on various musical instruments. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was
chanting "Ma‹im• Ma‹im•," but He could not be heard.
PURPORT
The word ma‹im• is used to address a respectable person in Orissa. Lord
Jagann•tha was being respectfully addressed by ¥r† Caitanya in this way.
TEXT 15
TEXT
tabe prat•parudra kare •pane sevana
suvar‹a-m•rjan† la‘• kare patha samm•rjana
SYNONYMS
tabe--at this time; prat•parudra--King Prat•parudra; kare--does; •pane-personally; sevana--service; suvar‹a--golden; m•rjan†--broom; la‘•--taking;
kare--does; patha--road; samm•rjana--cleansing.
TRANSLATION
While the Lord was being carried from the throne to the car, King
Prat•parudra personally engaged in the Lord's service by cleansing the road
with a broom that had a golden handle.
TEXT 16
TEXT
candana-jalete kare patha ni£ecane
tuccha sev• kare vasi' r•ja-si‰h•sane
SYNONYMS
candana-jalete--with sandalwood water; kare--does; patha--road; ni£ecane-sprinkling; tuccha--insignificant, menial; sev•--service; kare--performs;
vasi'--although in possession of; r•ja-si‰h•sane--the royal throne.
TRANSLATION
The King sprinkled the road with sandalwood-scented water. Although he was
the owner of the royal throne, he engaged in menial service for the sake of
Lord Jagann•tha.
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TEXT 17
TEXT
uttama ha‘• r•j• kare tuccha sevana
ataeva jagann•thera k”p•ra bh•jana
SYNONYMS
uttama ha‘•--although very respectable; r•j•--the King; kare--accepts;
tuccha--menial; sevana--service; ataeva--therefore; jagann•thera--of Lord
Jagann•tha; k”p•ra--in the matter of mercy; bh•jana--suitable candidate.
TRANSLATION
Although the King was the most exalted respectable person, still he
accepted menial service for the Lord; he, therefore, became a suitable
candidate for receiving the Lord's mercy.
TEXT 18
TEXT
mah•prabhu sukha p•ila se-sev• dekhite
mah•prabhura k”p• haila se-sev• ha-ite
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sukha p•ila--felt very happy; se-sev•-that kind of service; dekhite--to see; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; k”p•--mercy; haila--there was; se-sev• ha-ite--because of that
service.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing the King engaged in such menial service, Caitanya Mah•prabhu
became very happy. Simply by rendering this service, the King received the
mercy of the Lord.
PURPORT
Unless one receives the mercy of the Lord, he cannot understand the Supreme
Personality of Godhead or engage in His devotional service.
ath•pi te deva pad•mbuja-dvayapras•da-le¤•nug”h†ta eva hi
j•n•ti tattva‰ bhagavan-mahimno
na c•nya eko 'pi cira‰ vicinvan
(Bh•g. 10.14.29)
Only a devotee who has received a small fraction of the mercy of the Lord
can understand Him. Others may engage in theoretical speculation to understand
the Lord, but they can not know anything about Him. Although Mah•r•ja
Prat•parudra was very eager to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the Lord refused
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to see him. However, when ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw the King engaged in
menial service for Lord Jagann•tha, He became very happy. Thus the King became
eligible to receive ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mercy. If a devotee accepts Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as the universal guru and Lord Jagann•tha as the
Supreme Personality of Godhead K”£‹a, he is benefited by the combined mercy of
K”£‹a and guru. That is stated by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in His instructions
to Rãpa Gosv•m†. (Cc. Madhya 19.151)
brahm•‹‚a bhramite kona bh•gyav•n j†va
guru-k”£‹a-pras•de p•ya bhakti-lat•-b†ja
The seed of devotional service fructifies and becomes a transcendental
creeper. Finally it reaches the lotus feet of the Lord in the spiritual sky.
This seed is obtained by the mercy of the Lord and the guru. By the Lord's
mercy one gets the association of a bona fide guru, and by the mercy of the
guru, one gets a chance to render devotional service. Devotional service, the
science of bhakti-yoga, carries one from this material world to the spiritual
world.
TEXT 19
TEXT
rathera s•jani dekhi' loke camatk•ra
nava hemamaya ratha--sumeru-•k•ra
SYNONYMS
rathera--of the car; s•jani--decoration; dekhi'--by seeing; loke--everyone;
camatk•ra--astonished; nava--new; hema-ma ya--golden; ratha--chariot car;
sumeru-•k•ra--as high as the mountain Sumeru.
TRANSLATION
Everyone was astonished to see the decorations on the Ratha car. The car
appeared to be newly made of gold, and it was as high as Mount Sumeru.
PURPORT
In the year 1973 there was a gorgeous Ratha-y•tr• festival in London,
England, and the car was brought to Trafalgar Square. The London daily
newspaper the Guardian published a front-page photo caption: "ISKCON Rathay•tr• is rival to the Nelson Column in Trafalgar Square." The Nelson Column is
a very impressive statue of Lord Nelson and can be seen from a good distance.
Just as the residents of Pur† compared the Ratha-y•tr• car to Mount Sumeru,
the residents of London considered the car rival to the Nelson Monument.
TEXT 20
TEXT
¤ata ¤ata su-c•mara-darpa‹e ujjvala
upare pat•k• ¤obhe c••doy• nirmala
SYNONYMS
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¤ata ¤ata--hundreds upon hundreds; su-c•mara--beautiful white whisks;
darpa‹e--with mirrors; ujjvala--very bright; upare--on the top; pat•k•--flag;
¤obhe--looks beautiful; c••doy•--canopy; nirmala--thoroughly cleansed.
TRANSLATION
The decorations included bright mirrors and hundreds and hundreds of
c•maras [white whisks made of yak tails]. On top of the car were a neat and
clean canopy and very beautiful flag.
TEXT 21
TEXT
gh•ghara, ki•ki‹† b•je, gha‹à•ra kva‹ita
n•n• citra-paààa-vastre ratha vibhã£ita
SYNONYMS
gh•ghara--gongs; ki•ki‹†--ankle bells; b•je--were sounding; gha‹à•ra--of
bells; kva‹ita--tinkling sound; n•n•--various; citra--pictures; paààa-vastre-with silken cloth; ratha--the car; vibhã£ita--decorated.
TRANSLATION
The car was also decorated with silken cloth and various pictures. Many
brass bells, gongs and ankle bells rang.
TEXT 22
TEXT
l†l•ya ca‚ila †¤vara rathera upara
•ra dui rathe ca‚e subhadr•, haladhara
SYNONYMS
l†l•ya--for the matter of pastimes; ca‚ila--got up; †¤vara--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; rathera--a car; upara--aboard; •ra dui--another two;
rathe--in the cars; ca‚e--got up; subhadr•--the sister of Lord Jagann•tha;
haladhara--Balar•ma.
TRANSLATION
For the pastimes of the Ratha-y•tr• ceremony, Lord Jagann•tha got aboard
one car, and His sister, Subhadr•, and elder brother, Balar•ma, got aboard two
other cars.
TEXT 23
TEXT
pa‘ca-da¤a dina †¤vara mah•-lak£m† la‘•
t••ra sa•ge kr†‚• kaila nibh”te vasiy•
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SYNONYMS
pa‘ca-da¤a dina--fifteen days; †¤vara--the Lord; mah•-lak£m†--the supreme
goddess of fortune; la‘•--with; t••ra sa•ge--in her company; kr†‚•--enjoyment;
kaila--performed; nibh”te--in a solitary place; vasiy•--sitting.
TRANSLATION
For fifteen days the Lord had remained in a secluded place with the supreme
goddess of fortune and had performed His pastimes with her.
PURPORT
The fifteen-day period of anavasara is also called nibh”ta, in honor of the
solitary place where the supreme goddess of fortune lives. After living there
a fortnight, Lord Jagann•tha took permission from the goddess of fortune to
leave.
TEXT 24
TEXT
t••h•ra sammati la‘• bhakte sukha dite
rathe ca‚i' b•hira haila vih•ra karite
SYNONYMS
t••h•ra sammati--her permission; la‘•--taking; bhakte--the devotees; sukha
dite--to please; rathe ca‚i'--riding on the car; b•hira haila--came out;
vih•ra karite--to perform pastimes.
TRANSLATION
Having taken permission from the goddess of fortune, the Lord came out to
ride on the Ratha car and perform His pastimes for the pleasure of the
devotees.
PURPORT
In this connection, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura comments that
as an ideal husband, Lord Jagann•tha remained fifteen days in a secluded place
with His wife, the supreme goddess of fortune. Nonetheless, the Lord wanted to
come out of seclusion to give happiness to His devotees. The Lord enjoys
Himself in two ways, known as svak†ya and parak†ya. The Lord's conjugal love
in the svak†ya-rasa relates to the regulative principles observed in Dv•rak•.
There the Lord has many married queens, but in V”nd•vana the conjugal love of
the Lord is not with His married wives but with His girl friends, the gop†s.
Conjugal love with the gop†s is called parak†ya-rasa. Lord Jagann•tha leaves
the secluded place where He enjoys the company of the supreme goddess of
fortune in svak†ya-rasa, and He goes to V”nd•vana where He enjoys the
parak†ya-rasa. Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura therefore reminds us that the
Lord's pleasure in parak†ya-rasa is superior to His pleasure in svak†ya-rasa.
In the material world, parak†ya-rasa, or loving affairs with unmarried girl
friends, is a most degraded relationship, but in the spiritual world this type
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of loving affair is considered the supreme enjoyment. In the material world
everything is but a reflection of the spiritual world, and that reflection is
perverted. We cannot understand the affairs of the spiritual world on the
basis of our experience in the material world. The Lord's pastimes with the
gop†s are therefore misunderstood by mundane scholars and word-wranglers. The
parak†ya-rasa of the spiritual world should not be discussed except by one who
is very advanced in pure devotional service. The parak†ya-rasa in the
spiritual world and that in the material world are not comparable. The former
is like gold, and the latter is like iron. Because the difference between the
two is so great, they cannot actually be compared. However, one can easily
distinguish the value of gold by seeing the value of iron. One who has the
proper realization can easily distinguish the transcendental activities of the
spiritual world from material activities.
TEXT 25
TEXT
sãk£ma ¤veta-b•lu pathe pulinera sama
dui dike àoà•, saba--yena v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
sãk£ma--fine; ¤veta-b•lu--white sand; pathe--on the path; pulinera sama-just like the bank of the Yamun•; dui dike--on two sides; àoà•--gardens; saba-all; yena--like; v”nd•vana--the holy place V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
The fine, white sand spread all over the path resembled the bank of the
Yamun•, and the small gardens on both sides looked just like those in
V”nd•vana.
TEXT 26
TEXT
rathe ca‚i' jagann•tha karil• gamana
dui-p•r¤ve dekhi' cale •nandita-mana
SYNONYMS
rathe ca‚i'--riding on the car; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; karil• gamana-was passing; dui-p•r¤ve--on both sides; dekhi'--seeing; cale--goes; •nandita-full of pleasure; mana--mind.
TRANSLATION
As Lord Jagann•tha rode in His car and saw the beauty on both sides, His
mind was filled with pleasure.
TEXT 27
TEXT
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'gau‚a' saba ratha à•ne kariy• •nanda
k£a‹e ¤†ghra cale ratha, k£a‹e cale manda
SYNONYMS
gau‚a--the pullers of the car; saba--all; ratha--the car; à•ne--pull;
kariy•--feeling; •nanda--happiness; k£a‹e--sometimes; ¤†ghra cale--goes very
fast; ratha--the car; k£a‹e--sometimes; cale--goes; manda--very slow.
TRANSLATION
The pullers of the car were known as gau‚as, and they pulled with great
pleasure. However, the car sometimes went very fast and sometimes very slow.
TEXT 28
TEXT
k£a‹e sthira ha‘• rahe, à•nileha n• cale
†¤vara-icch•ya cale, n• cale k•ro bale
SYNONYMS
k£a‹e--sometimes; sthira--still; ha‘•--becoming; rahe--stays; à••ileha--in
spite of being pulled; n• cale--does not go; †¤vara-icch•ya--by the will of
the Lord; cale--goes; n• cale--does not go; k•ro--of anyone; bale--by the
strength.
TRANSLATION
Sometimes the car would stand still and not move, even though it was pulled
very vigorously. The chariot therefore moved by the will of the Lord, not by
the strength of any ordinary person.
TEXT 29
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu saba la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
svahaste par•ila sabe m•lya-candana
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; saba--all; la‘•-taking; bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; sva-haste--by His own hand; par•ila--decorated;
sabe--everyone; m•lya-candana--with flower garlands and pulp of sandalwood.
TRANSLATION
As the car stood still, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu gathered all His devotees
and, with His own hand, decorated them with flower garlands and sandalwood
pulp.
TEXT 30
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TEXT
param•nanda pur†, •ra bh•rat† brahm•nanda
¤r†-haste candana p•‘• b•‚ila •nanda
SYNONYMS
param•nanda pur†--Param•nanda Pur†; •ra--and; bh•rat† brahm•nanda-Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†; ¤r†-haste--by the hand of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
candana--sandalwood pulp; p•‘•--getting; b•‚ila--increased; •nanda-transcendental bliss.
TRANSLATION
Param•nanda Pur† and Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† were both personally given
garlands and sandalwood pulp from the very hands of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
This increased their transcendental pleasure.
TEXT 31
TEXT
advaita-•c•rya, •ra prabhu-nity•nanda
¤r†-hasta-spar¤e du•h•ra ha-ila •nanda
SYNONYMS
advaita-•c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; •ra--and; prabhu-nity•nanda--Lord
Nity•nanda Prabhu; ¤r†-hasta-spar¤e--by the touch of the transcendental hand
of Lord Caitanya; du•h•ra--of both of Them; ha-ila--there was; •nanda-transcendental bliss.
TRANSLATION
Similarly, when Advaita šc•rya and Nity•nanda Prabhu felt the touch of the
transcendental hand of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, They were both very pleased.
TEXT 32
TEXT
k†rtan†y•-ga‹e dila m•lya-candana
svarãpa, ¤r†v•sa,--y•h•• mukhya dui-jana
SYNONYMS
k†rtan†y•-ga‹e--unto the performers of sa•k†rtana; dila--gave; m•lyacandana--garlands and sandalwood pulp; svarãpa--Svarãpa; ¤r†v•sa--¥r†v•sa;
y•h••--where; mukhya--principal; dui-jana--two persons.
TRANSLATION
The Lord also gave garlands and sandalwood pulp to the performers of
sa•k†rtana. The chief two performers were Svarãpa D•modara and ¥r†v•sa
áh•kura.
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TEXT 33
TEXT
c•ri samprad•ye haila cabbi¤a g•yana
dui dui m•rda•gika haila a£àa jana
SYNONYMS
c•ri samprad•ye--in the four parties; haila--there were; cabbi¤a--twentyfour; g•yana--performers of k†rtana; dui dui--two in each party; m•rda•gika-players of m”da•ga drums; haila--there were; a£àa jana--eight persons.
TRANSLATION
There were altogether four parties of k†rtana performers, comprising
twenty-four chanters. In each party there were also two m”da•ga players,
making an additional eight persons.
TEXT 34
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu mane vic•ra kariy•
c•ri samprad•ya dila g•yana b••àiy•
SYNONYMS
tabe--after this; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mane--in the mind;
vic•ra kariy•--considering; c•ri samprad•ya--four parties; dila--gave; g•yana
b••àiy•--dividing the singers.
TRANSLATION
When the four parties were formed, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, after some
consideration, divided the chanters.
TEXT 35
TEXT
nity•nanda, advaita, harid•sa, vakre¤vare
c•ri jane •j‘• dila n”tya karib•re
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda; advaita--Advaita šc•rya; harid•sa--Harid•sa
áh•kura; vakre¤vare--Vakre¤vara Pa‹‚ita; c•ri jane--to these four persons;
•j‘• dila--the Lord gave an order; n”tya karib•re--to dance.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu ordered Nity•nanda Prabhu, Advaita šc•rya, Harid•sa
áh•kura and Vakre¤vara Pa‹‚ita to dance in each of the four respective
parties.
TEXT 36
TEXT
prathama samprad•ye kaila svarãpa--pradh•na
•ra pa‘ca-jana dila t••ra p•lig•na
SYNONYMS
prathama samprad•ye--in the first party; kaila--fixed; svarãpa--Svarãpa
D•modara; pradh•na--as the chief; •ra--another; pa‘ca-jana--five persons;
dila--gave; t••ra--his; p•lig•na--responders.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara was chosen as the leader of the first party and was given
five assistants to respond to his chanting.
TEXT 37
TEXT
d•modara, n•r•ya‹a, datta govinda
r•ghava pa‹‚ita, •ra ¤r†-govind•nanda
SYNONYMS
d•modara--D•modara Pa‹‚ita; n•r•ya‹a--N•r•ya‹a; datta govinda--Govinda
Datta; r•ghava pa‹‚ita--R•ghava Pa‹‚ita; •ra--and; ¤r†-govind•nanda--¥r†
Govind•nanda.
TRANSLATION
The five who responded to the singing of Svarãpa D•modara were D•modara
Pa‹‚ita, N•r•ya‹a, Govinda Datta, R•ghava Pa‹‚ita and ¥r† Govind•nanda.
TEXT 38
TEXT
advaitere n”tya karib•re •j‘• dila
¤r†v•sa--pradh•na •ra samprad•ya kaila
SYNONYMS
advaitere--unto Advaita šc•rya; n”tya--dancing; karib•re--for performing;
•j‘•--order; dila--gave; ¤r†v•sa--¥r†v•sa áh•kura; pradh•na--chief; •ra-another; samprad•ya--group; kaila--formed.
TRANSLATION
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Advaita šc•rya Prabhu was ordered to dance in the first group. The Lord
then formed another group with ¥r†v•sa áh•kura as the chief man.
PURPORT
In the first group, D•modara Svarãpa was appointed chief singer, and the
responding singers were D•modara Pa‹‚ita, N•r•ya‹a, Govinda Datta, R•ghava
Pa‹‚ita and Govind•nanda. ¥r† Advaita šc•rya was appointed as a dancer. The
next group was formed, and the chief singer was ¥r†v•sa áh•kura.
TEXT 39
TEXT
ga•g•d•sa, harid•sa, ¤r†m•n, ¤ubh•nanda
¤r†-r•ma pa‹‚ita, t•h•• n•ce nity•nanda
SYNONYMS
ga•g•d•sa--Ga•g•d•sa; harid•sa--Harid•sa; ¤r†m•n--¥r†m•n; ¤ubh•nanda-¥ubh•nanda; ¤r†-r•ma pa‹‚ita--¥r† R•ma Pa‹‚ita; t•h••--there; n•ce--dances;
nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda.
TRANSLATION
The five singers who responded to the singing of ¥r†v•sa áh•kura were
Ga•g•d•sa, Harid•sa, ¥r†m•n, ¥ubh•nanda and ¥r† R•ma Pa‹‚ita. ¥r† Nity•nanda
Prabhu was appointed as a dancer.
TEXT 40
TEXT
v•sudeva, gop†n•tha, mur•ri y•h•• g•ya
mukunda--pradh•na kaila •ra samprad•ya
SYNONYMS
v•sudeva--V•sudeva; gop†n•tha--Gop†n•tha; mur•ri--Mur•ri; y•h••--where;
g•ya--sing; mukunda--Mukunda; pradh•na--chief; kaila--formed; •ra--another;
samprad•ya--group.
TRANSLATION
Another group was formed consisting of V•sudeva, Gop†n•tha, and Mur•ri. All
these were responsive singers, and Mukunda was the chief singer.
TEXT 41
TEXT
¤r†k•nta, vallabha-sena •ra dui jana
harid•sa-àh•kura t•h•• karena nartana
SYNONYMS
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¤r†k•nta, vallabha-sena--¥r†k•nta and Vallabha Sena; •ra--another; dui
jana--two persons; harid•sa-àh•kura--Harid•sa áh•kura; t•h••--there; karena-performs; nartana--dancing.
TRANSLATION
Another two persons, ¥r†k•nta and Vallabha Sena, joined as responsive
singers. In this group, Harid•sa áh•kura [the senior] was the dancer.
PURPORT
In the third group, Mukunda was appointed the chief singer. This party was
composed of V•sudeva, Gop†n•tha, Mur•ri, ¥r†k•nta and Vallabha Sena. The
senior Harid•sa áh•kura was the dancer.
TEXT 42
TEXT
govinda-gho£a--pradh•na kaila •ra samprad•ya
harid•sa, vi£‹ud•sa, r•ghava, y•h•• g•ya
SYNONYMS
govinda-gho£a--Govinda Ghosh; pradh•na--the chief; kaila--formed; •ra-another; samprad•ya--group; harid•sa--the younger Harid•sa; vi£‹ud•sa-Vi£‹ud•sa; r•ghava--R•ghava; y•h••--where; g•ya--sing.
TRANSLATION
The Lord formed another group, appointing Govinda Ghosh as leader. In this
group the younger Harid•sa, Vi£‹ud•sa and R•ghava were the responding singers.
TEXT 43
TEXT
m•dhava, v•sudeva-gho£a,--dui sahodara
n”tya karena t•h•• pa‹‚ita-vakre¤vara
SYNONYMS
m•dhava--M•dhava; v•sudeva-gho£a--V•sudeva Ghosh; dui sahodara--two
brothers; n”tya karena--dances; t•h••--there; pa‹‚ita-vakre¤vara--Vakre¤vara
Pa‹‚ita.
TRANSLATION
Two brothers named M•dhava Ghosh and V•sudeva Ghosh also joined this group
as responsive singers. Vakre¤vara Pa‹‚ita was the dancer.
TEXT 44
TEXT
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kul†na-gr•mera eka k†rtan†y•-sam•ja
t•h•• n”tya karena r•m•nanda, satyar•ja
SYNONYMS
kul†na-gr•mera--of the village known as Kul†na-gr•ma; eka--one; k†rtan†y•sam•ja--sa•k†rtana party; t•h••--there; n”tya karena--dances; r•m•nanda-R•m•nanda; satyar•ja--Satyar•ja Kh•n.
TRANSLATION
There was a sa•k†rtana party from the village known as Kul†na-gr•ma, and
R•m•nanda and Satyar•ja were appointed the dancers in this group.
TEXT 45
TEXT
¤•ntipurera •c•ryera eka samprad•ya
acyut•nanda n•ce tath•, •ra saba g•ya
SYNONYMS
¤•ntipurera--of ¥•ntipura; •c•ryera--of Advaita šc•rya; eka--one;
samprad•ya--group; acyut•nanda--the son of Advaita šc•rya; n•ce--dances;
tath•--there; •ra--the rest; saba--all; g•ya--were singing.
TRANSLATION
There was another party that came from ¥•ntipura and was formed by Advaita
šc•rya. Acyut•nanda was the dancer, and the rest of the men were singers.
TEXT 46
TEXT
kha‹‚era samprad•ya kare anyatra k†rtana
narahari n•ce t•h•• ¤r†-raghunandana
SYNONYMS
kha‹‚era--of the place named Kha‹‚a; samprad•ya--party; kare--performs;
anyatra--in a different place; k†rtana--chanting; narahari--Narahari; n•ce-dances; t•h••--there; ¤r†-raghunandana--Raghunandana.
TRANSLATION
Another party was formed by the people of Kha‹‚a. These people were singing
in a different place. In that group, Narahari Prabhu and Raghunandana were
dancing.
TEXT 47
TEXT
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jagann•thera •ge c•ri samprad•ya g•ya
dui p•¤e dui, p•che eka samprad•ya
SYNONYMS
jagann•thera •ge--in front of the Deity Lord Jagann•tha; c•ri samprad•ya
g•ya--four groups were chanting; dui p•¤e--on two sides; dui--another two
groups; p•che--at the rear; eka samprad•ya--another group.
TRANSLATION
Four parties chanted and danced in front of Lord Jagann•tha, and on both
sides were two other parties. Another was at the rear.
TEXT 48
TEXT
s•ta samprad•ye b•je caudda m•dala
y•ra dhvani ¤uni' vai£‹ava haila p•gala
SYNONYMS
s•ta samprad•ye--in seven groups; b•je--were beating; caudda--fourteen;
m•dala--drums; y•ra--of which; dhvani--the sound; ¤uni'--hearing; vai£‹ava-all the devotees; haila--became; p•gala--mad.
TRANSLATION
There were altogether seven parties of sa•k†rtana, and in each party two
men were beating drums. Thus fourteen drums were being played at once. The
sound was tumultuous, and all the devotees became mad.
TEXT 49
TEXT
vai£‹avera megha-ghaà•ya ha-ila b•dala
k†rtan•nande saba var£e netra-jala
SYNONYMS
vai£‹avera--of the devotees; megha-ghaà•ya--by the assembly of clouds; haila--there was; b•dala--rainfall; k†rtana-•nande--in the blissful situation of
chanting; saba--all of them; var£e--rain; netra-jala--tears from the eyes.
TRANSLATION
All the Vai£‹avas came together like an assembly of clouds. As the devotees
chanted the holy names, tears fell in great ecstasy like rainfall from their
eyes.
TEXT 50
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TEXT
tri-bhuvana bhari' uàhe k†rtanera dhvani
anya v•dy•dira dhvani kichui n• ¤uni
SYNONYMS
tri-bhuvana bhari'--filling the three worlds; uàhe--arose; k†rtanera
dhvani--vibration of sa•k†rtana; anya--other; v•dya-•dira--of musical
instruments; dhvani--the sound; kichui--anything; n•--not; ¤uni--hears.
TRANSLATION
When the sa•k†rtana resounded, it filled the three worlds. Indeed, no one
could hear mundane sounds or musical instruments other than the sa•k†rtana.
TEXT 51
TEXT
s•ta àh•‘i bule prabhu 'hari' 'hari' bali'
'jaya jagann•tha', balena hasta-yuga tuli'
SYNONYMS
s•ta àh•‘i--in the seven places; bule--wanders; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; hari hari bali'--chanting the holy names Hari, Hari; jaya
jagann•tha--all glories to Lord Jagann•tha; balena--says; hasta-yuga--His two
arms; tuli'--raising.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu wandered through all seven groups chanting the
holy name,"Hari, Hari!" Raising His arms, He shouted, "All glories to Lord
Jagann•tha!"
TEXT 52
TEXT
•ra eka ¤akti prabhu karila prak•¤a
eka-k•le s•ta àh•‘i karila vil•sa
SYNONYMS
•ra--another; eka--one; ¤akti--mystic power; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; karila--made; prak•¤a--manifest; eka-k•le--simultaneously; s•ta
àh•‘i--in seven places; karila--performed; vil•sa--pastimes.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu then exhibited another mystic power by performing
pastimes simultaneously in all seven groups.
TEXT 53
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TEXT
sabe kahe,--prabhu •chena mora samprad•ya
anya àh•‘i n•hi y•'na •m•re day•ya
SYNONYMS
sabe kahe--everyone said; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •chena--is
present; mora samprad•ya--in my group; anya àh•‘i--in other places; n•hi--does
not; y•'na--go; •m•re--unto me; day•ya--bestows His mercy.
TRANSLATION
Everyone said, "Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu is present in my group. Indeed, He
does not go anywhere else. He is bestowing His mercy upon us."
TEXT 54
TEXT
keha lakhite n•re prabhura acintya-¤akti
antara•ga-bhakta j•ne, y••ra ¤uddha-bhakti
SYNONYMS
keha--anyone; lakhite--see; n•re--cannot; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; acintya--inconceivable; ¤akti--power; antara•ga--intimate; bhakta-devotee; j•ne--knows; y••ra--whose; ¤uddha-bhakti--pure devotional service.
TRANSLATION
Actually, no one could see the inconceivable potency of the Lord. Only the
most confidential devotees, those in pure, unalloyed devotional service, could
understand.
TEXT 55
TEXT
k†rtana dekhiy• jagann•tha hara£ita
sa•k†rtana dekhe ratha kariy• sthagita
SYNONYMS
k†rtana dekhiy•--by seeing the performance of sa•k†rtana; jagann•tha--Lord
Jagann•tha; hara£ita--very pleased; sa•k†rtana--performance of sa•k†rtana;
dekhe--sees; ratha--the car; kariy• sthagita--stopping.
TRANSLATION
Lord Jagann•tha was very pleased by the sa•k†rtana, and He brought His car
to a standstill just to see the performance.
TEXT 56
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TEXT
prat•parudrera haila parama vismaya
dekhite viva¤a r•j• haila premamaya
SYNONYMS
prat•parudrera--of King Prat•parudra; haila--there was; parama--very much;
vismaya--astonishment; dekhite--to see; viva¤a--inactive; r•j•--the King;
haila--became; prema-maya--in ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
King Prat•parudra also was astonished to see the sa•k†rtana. He became
inactive and was converted to ecstatic love of K”£‹a.
TEXT 57
TEXT
k•¤†-mi¤re kahe r•j• prabhura mahim•
k•¤†-mi¤ra kahe,--tom•ra bh•gyera n•hi s†m•
SYNONYMS
k•¤†-mi¤re--unto K•¤† Mi¤ra; kahe--said; r•j•--the King; prabhura mahim•-the glories of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k•¤†-mi¤ra kahe--K•¤† Mi¤ra said;
tom•ra--your; bh•gyera--of fortune; n•hi--there is not; s†m•--a limit.
TRANSLATION
When the King informed K•¤† Mi¤ra of the glories of the Lord, K•¤† Mi¤ra
replied,"O King, your fortune has no limit!"
TEXT 58
TEXT
s•rvabhauma-sa•ge r•j• kare àh•r•àh•ri
•ra keha n•hi j•ne caitanyera curi
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma-sa•ge--with S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; r•j•--the King; kare-does; àh•r•àh•ri--indication; •ra--further; keha--anyone; n•hi--not; j•ne-knows; caitanyera--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; curi--tricks.
TRANSLATION
The King and S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya were both aware of the Lord's
activities, but no one else could see the tricks of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 59
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TEXT
y•re t••ra k”p•, sei j•nib•re p•re
k”p• vin• brahm•dika j•nib•re n•re
SYNONYMS
y•re--upon whom; t••ra--His; k”p•--mercy; sei--that person; j•nib•re--to
know; p•re--is able; k”p•--mercy; vin•--without; brahma-•dika--the demigods,
headed by Lord Brahm•; j•nib•re--to know; n•re--are not able.
TRANSLATION
Only a person who has received the mercy of the Lord can understand.
Without the Lord's mercy, even the demigods, headed by Lord Brahm•, cannot
understand.
TEXT 60
TEXT
r•j•ra tuccha sev• dekhi' prabhura tu£àa mana
sei ta' pras•de p•ila 'rahasya-dar¤ana'
SYNONYMS
r•j•ra--of the King; tuccha--insignificant, menial; sev•--service; dekhi'-seeing; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; tu£àa--satisfied; mana--mind;
sei--that; ta'--indeed; pras•de--by mercy; p•ila--got; rahasya-dar¤ana--seeing
of the mystery of the activities.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very satisfied to see the King accept the
menial task of sweeping the street, and for this humility, the King received
the mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. He could therefore observe the mystery
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's activities.
PURPORT
The mystery of the Lord's activities is described by ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta
Sarasvat† áh•kura. Lord Jagann•tha was astonished to see the transcendental
dancing and chanting of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and He stopped His car just
to see the dancing. Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu then danced in such a mystical
way that He pleased Lord Jagann•tha. The seer and the dancer were one and the
same Supreme Person, but the Lord, being one and many at the same time, was
exhibiting the variegatedness of His pastimes. This is the meaning behind His
mysterious exhibition. By the mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the King could
understand how both of Them were enjoying each other's activities. Another
mysterious exhibition was ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's simultaneous presence in
seven groups. By the mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the King could
understand that also.
TEXT 61
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TEXT
s•k£•te n• deya dekh•, parok£e ta' day•
ke bujhite p•re caitanya-candrera m•y•
SYNONYMS
s•k£•te--directiy; n•--not; deya--gives; dekh•--interview; parok£e-indirectly; ta'--indeed; day•--there was mercy; ke--who; bujhite--to
understand; p•re--is able; caitanya-candrera--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
m•y•--internal potency.
TRANSLATION
Although the King was refused an interview, he was indirectly bestowed
causeless mercy. Who can understand the internal potency of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu?
PURPORT
As ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was playing the part of a world teacher, He did
not agree to see the King because a king is a mundane person interested in
money and women. Indeed, the very name "king" suggests one who is always
surrounded by money and women. As a sanny•s†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was
afraid of both money and women. The very word "king" is repugnant to one who
is in the renounced order of life. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu refused to see the
King, but indirectly, by the Lord's causeless mercy, the King was able to
understand the Lord's mysterious activities. Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
activities were exhibited sometimes to reveal Him as the Supreme Personality
of Godhead and sometimes to show Him as a devotee. Both kinds of activity are
mysterious and appreciated only by pure devotees.
TEXT 62
TEXT
s•rvabhauma, k•¤†-mi¤ra,--dui mah•¤aya
r•j•re pras•da dekhi' ha-il• vismaya
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; k•¤†-mi¤ra--K•¤† Mi¤ra; dui mah•¤aya-two great personalities; r•j•re--unto the King; pras•da--mercy; dekhi'-seeing; ha-il•--became; vismaya--astonished.
TRANSLATION
When the two great personalities S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya and K•¤† Mi¤ra saw
Caitanya Mah•prabhu's causeless mercy upon the King, they were astonished.
TEXT 63
TEXT
ei-mata l†l• prabhu kaila kata-k£a‹a
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•pane g•yena, n•c•'na nija-bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; l†l•--pastimes; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
kaila--performed; kata-k£a‹a--for some time; •pane g•yena--personally sings;
n•c•'na--made to dance; nija-bhakta-ga‹a--His own personal devotees.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu performed His pastimes for some time in this
way. He personally sang and induced His personal associates to dance.
TEXT 64
TEXT
kabhu eka mãrti, kabhu hana bahu-mãrti
k•rya-anurãpa prabhu prak•¤aye ¤akti
SYNONYMS
kabhu--sometimes; eka mãrti--one form; kabhu--sometimes; hana--becomes;
bahu-mãrti--many forms; k•rya-anurãpa--according to the program of activities;
prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prak•¤aye--exhibits; ¤akti--His internal
potency.
TRANSLATION
According to His need, the Lord sometimes exhibited one form and sometimes
many. This was being executed by His internal potency.
TEXT 65
TEXT
l†l•ve¤e prabhura n•hi nij•nusandh•na
icch• j•ni 'l†l• ¤akti' kare sam•dh•na
SYNONYMS
l†l•-•ve¤e--in the ecstasy of transcendental pastimes; prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n•hi--there was not; nija-anusandh•na--understanding
about His personal self; icch• j•ni--knowing His desire; l†l• ¤akti--the
potency known as l†l•-¤akti; kare--does; sam•dh•na--all arrangements.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, the Personality of Godhead forgot Himself in the course of His
transcendental pastimes, but His internal potency [l†l•-¤akti], knowing the
intentions of the Lord, made all arrangements.
PURPORT
It is stated in the Upani£ads:
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par•sya ¤aktir vividhaiva ¤rãyate
sv•bh•vik† j‘•na-bala-kriy• ca
"The Supreme Lord has multi-potencies which act so perfectly that all
consciousness, strength and activity are being directed solely by His will."
(¥vet•¤vatara Upani£ad 6.8)
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu exhibited His mystic power in presenting Himself
simultaneously in each and every sa•k†rtana group. Most people thought that He
was one, but some saw that He was many. The internal devotees could understand
that the Lord, although one, was exhibiting Himself as many in the different
sa•k†rtana groups. When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced, He forgot Himself and
was simply absorbed in ecstatic bliss. However, His internal potency arranged
everything perfectly. This is the difference between the internal and external
potency. In the material world, the external potency (material energy) can act
only after one endeavors at great length, but when the Supreme Lord desires,
everything is performed automatically by the internal potency. By His will,
things happen so nicely and perfectly that they appear to be carried out
automatically. Sometimes the activities of the internal potency are exhibited
in the material world. In fact, all the activities of material nature are
actually performed by the inconceivable energies of the Lord, but so-called
scientists and students of material nature are unable to understand ultimately
how things are happening. They evasively conclude that everything is being
done by nature, but they do not know that behind nature is the potent Supreme
Personality of Godhead. This is explained in Bhagavad-g†t•:
may•dhyak£e‹a prak”ti„
sãyate sa-car•caram
hetun•nena kaunteya
jagad viparivartate
"This material nature is working under My direction, O son of Kunt†, and it
is producing all moving and unmoving beings. By its rule this manifestation is
created and annihilated again and again." (Bg. 9.10)
TEXT 66
TEXT
pãrve yaiche r•s•di l†l• kaila v”nd•vane
alaukika l†l• gaura kaila k£a‹e k£a‹e
SYNONYMS
pãrve--formerly; yaiche--as; r•sa-•di l†l•--the r•sa-l†l• and other
pastimes; kaila--performed; v”nd•vane--at V”nd•vana; alaukika--uncommon; l†l•-pastimes; gaura--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kaila--performed; k£a‹e k£a‹e-moment after moment.
TRANSLATION
Just as Lord ¥r† K”£‹a formerly performed the r•sa-l†l• dance and other
pastimes at V”nd•vana, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu performed uncommon
pastimes moment after moment.
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TEXT 67
TEXT
bhakta-ga‹a anubhave, n•hi j•ne •na
¤r†-bh•gavata-¤•stra t•h•te pram•‹a
SYNONYMS
bhakta-ga‹a--all devotees; anubhave--could perceive; n•hi j•ne--do not
know; •na--others; ¤r†-bh•gavata-¤•stra--the revealed scripture ¥r†madBh•gavatam; t•h•te--in that connection; pram•‹a--evidence.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's dancing before the Ratha-y•tr• car could be
perceived only by pure devotees. Others could not understand. Descriptions of
Lord K”£‹a's uncommon dancing can be found in the revealed scripture ¥r†madBh•gavatam.
PURPORT
Lord ¥r† K”£‹a expanded Himself into many forms while engaged in the r•sal†l• dance, and He also expanded Himself when He married 16,000 wives in
Dv•rak•. The same process was adopted by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu when He
expanded Himself into seven forms to dance in each and every group of the
sa•k†rtana party. These expansions were appreciated by pure devotees,
including King Prat•parudra. Although for reasons of external formality ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu refused to see King Prat•parudra because he was a king,
King Prat•parudra became one of the Lord's most confidential devotees by the
Lord's special mercy upon Him. The King could see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
simultaneously present in all seven groups. As confirmed in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam,
one cannot see the expansions of the transcendental forms of the Lord unless
one is a pure devotee of the Lord.
TEXT 68
TEXT
ei-mata mah•prabhu kare n”tya-ra•ge
bh•s•ila saba loka premera tara•ge
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare--performs;
n”tya-ra•ge--dancing in great pleasure; bh•s•ila--inundated; saba--all; loka-people; premera tara•ge--in waves of ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
In this way ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced in great jubilation and
inundated all the people with waves of ecstatic love.
TEXT 69
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TEXT
ei-mata haila k”£‹era rathe •roha‹a
t•ra •ge prabhu n•c•ila bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; haila--there was; k”£‹era--of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a; rathe-on the car; •roha‹a--getting up; t•ra •ge--before it; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; n•c•ila--caused to dance; bhakta-ga‹a--all devotees.
TRANSLATION
Thus Lord Jagann•tha mounted His car, and Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
inspired all His devotees to dance in front of it.
TEXT 70
TEXT
•ge ¤una jagann•thera gu‹‚ic•-gamana
t•ra •ge prabhu yaiche karil• nartana
SYNONYMS
•ge--ahead; ¤una--hear; jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha; gu‹‚ic•-gamana-going to the Gu‹‚ic• temple; t•ra •ge--before that; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; yaiche--as; karil•--did; nartana--dancing.
TRANSLATION
Now please hear about Lord Jagann•tha's going to the Gu‹‚ic• temple while
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced before the Ratha car.
TEXT 71
TEXT
ei-mata k†rtana prabhu karila kata-k£a‹a
•pana-udyoge n•c•ila bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; k†rtana--chanting; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
karila--performed; kata-k£a‹a--for some time; •pana--personal; udyoge--by
endeavor; n•c•ila--caused to dance; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees.
TRANSLATION
The Lord performed k†rtana for some time and, through His own endeavor,
inspired all the devotees to dance.
TEXT 72
TEXT
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•pani n•cite yabe prabhura mana haila
s•ta samprad•ya tabe ekatra karila
SYNONYMS
•pani--personally; n•cite--to dance; yabe--when; prabhura--of Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mana--mind; haila--became; s•ta samprad•ya--all the seven
parties; tabe--at that time; ekatra karila--combined.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord Himself wanted to dance, all seven groups combined together.
TEXT 73
TEXT
¤r†v•sa, r•m•i, raghu, govinda, mukunda
harid•sa, govind•nanda, m•dhava, govinda
SYNONYMS
¤r†v•sa--¥r†v•sa; r•m•i--R•m•i; raghu--Raghu; govinda--Govinda; mukunda-Mukunda; harid•sa--Harid•sa; govind•nanda--Govind•nanda; m•dhava--M•dhava;
govinda--Govinda.
TRANSLATION
The Lord's devotees--including ¥r†v•sa, R•m•i, Raghu, Govinda, Mukunda,
Harid•sa, Govind•nanda, M•dhava and Govinda--all combined together.
TEXT 74
TEXT
udda‹‚a-n”tye prabhura yabe haila mana
svarãpera sa•ge dila ei nava jana
SYNONYMS
udda‹‚a-n”tye--in the dancing with high jumps; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; yabe--when; haila mana--it was the mind; svarãpera--Svarãpa
D•modara; sa•ge--with; dila--gave; ei--these; nava jana--nine persons.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu desired to jump high while dancing, He placed
these nine people in the charge of Svarãpa D•modara.
TEXT 75
TEXT
ei da¤a jana prabhura sa•ge g•ya, dh•ya
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•ra saba samprad•ya c•ri dike g•ya
SYNONYMS
ei da¤a jana--these ten persons; prabhura--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sa•ge-with; g•ya--chant; dh•ya--run; •ra--others; saba--all; samprad•ya--groups of
men; c•ri dike--all around; g•ya--chant.
TRANSLATION
These devotees [Svarãpa D•modara and the devotees in his charge] sang along
with the Lord, and they also ran beside Him. All the other groups of men also
sang.
TEXT 76
TEXT
da‹‚avat kari, prabhu yu‚i' dui h•ta
ãrdhva-mukhe stuti kare dekhi' jagann•tha
SYNONYMS
da‹‚avat kari--offering obeisances; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yu‚i'-folding; dui h•ta--two hands; ãrdhva-mukhe--raising the face upward; stuti
kare--offers prayer; dekhi'--seeing; jagann•tha--the Deity of Lord Jagann•tha.
TRANSLATION
Offering obeisances to the Lord with folded hands, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
raised His face toward Jagann•tha and prayed as follows.
TEXT 77
TEXT
namo brahma‹ya-dev•ya
go-br•hma‹a-hit•ya ca
jagad-dhit•ya k”£‹•ya
govind•ya namo nama„
SYNONYMS
nama„--all obeisances; brahma‹ya-dev•ya--to the Lord worshipable by persons
in brahminical culture; go-br•hma‹a--for cows and br•hma‹as; hit•ya-beneficial; ca--also; jagat-hit•ya--to one who always is benefiting the whole
world; k”£‹•ya--unto K”£‹a; govind•ya--unto Govinda; nama„ nama„--repeated
obeisances.
TRANSLATION
" 'Let me offer my respectful obeisances unto Lord K”£‹a, who is the
worshipable Deity for all brahminical men, who is the well-wisher of cows and
br•hma‹as, and who is always benefiting the whole world. I offer my repeated
obeisances to the Personality of Godhead, known as K”£‹a and Govinda.'
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PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Vi£‹u Pur•‹a (1.19.65).
TEXT 78
TEXT
jayati jayati devo devak†-nandano 'sau
jayati jayati ko v”£‹i-va‰¤a-prad†pa„
jayati jayati megha-¤y•mala„ komal••go
jayati jayati p”thv†-bh•ra-n•¤o mukunda„
SYNONYMS
jayati--all glories; jayati--all glories; deva„--to the Supreme Personality
of Godhead; devak†-nandana„--the son of Devak†; asau--He; jayati jayati--all
glories; k”£‹a„--to Lord K”£‹a; v”£‹i-va‰¤a-prad†pa„--the light of the dynasty
of V”£‹i; jayati jayati--all glories; megha-¤y•mala„--to the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, who looks like a blackish cloud; komala-a•ga„--with a
body as soft as a lotus flower; jayati jayati--all glories; p”thv†-bh•ran•¤a„--to the deliverer of the whole world from its burden; mukunda„--the
deliverer of liberation to everyone.
TRANSLATION
" 'All glories unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead who is known as the
son of Devak†. All glories to the Supreme Personality of Godhead who is known
as the light of the dynasty of V”£‹i. All glories to the Supreme Personality
of Godhead whose bodily luster is like that of a new cloud and whose body is
as soft as a lotus flower. All glories to the Supreme Personality of Godhead
who appeared on this planet to deliver the world from the burden of demons and
who can offer liberation to everyone.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from the Mukunda-m•l• (3).
TEXT 79
TEXT
jayati jana-niv•so devak†-janma-v•do
yadu-vara-pari£at svair dorbhir asyann adharmam
sthira-cara-v”jina-ghna„ susmita-¤r†-mukhena
vraja-pura-vanit•n•‰ vardhayan k•ma-devam
SYNONYMS
jayati--eternally lives gloriously; jana-niv•sa„--He who lives among human
beings like the members of the Yadu dynasty and is the ultimate resort of all
living entities; devak†-janma-v•da„--known as the son of Devak† (No one can
actually become the father or mother of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
Therefore devak†-janma-v•da means that He is known as the son of Devak†.
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Similarly, He is also known as the son of mother Ya¤od•, Vasudeva or Nanda
Mah•r•ja.); yadu-vara-pari£at--served by the members of the Yadu dynasty or
the cowherd men of V”nd•vana (all of whom are constant associates of the
Supreme Lord and are the Lord's eternal servants); svai„ dorbhi„--by His own
arms, or by His devotees like Arjuna who are just like His own arms; asyan-killing; adharmam--demons or the impious; sthira-cara-v”jina-ghna„--the
destroyer of all the ill fortune of all living entities, moving and not
moving; su-smita--always smiling; ¤r†-mukhena--by His beautiful face; vrajapura-vanit•n•m--of the damsels of V”nd•vana; vardhayan--increasing; k•madevam--the lusty desires.
TRANSLATION
" 'Lord ¥r† K”£‹a is He who is known as jana-niv•sa, the ultimate resort of
all living entities, and who is also known as Devak†-nandana or Ya¤od•nandana, the son of Devak† and Ya¤od•. He is the guide of the Yadu dynasty,
and with His mighty arms He kills everything inauspicious as well as every man
who is impious. By His presence He destroys all things inauspicious for all
living entities, moving and inert. His blissful smiling face always increases
the lusty desires of the gop†s of V”nd•vana. May He be all glorious and
happy!'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.90.48).
TEXT 80
TEXT
n•ha‰ vipro na ca nara-patir n•pi vai¤yo na ¤ãdro
n•ha‰ var‹† na ca g”ha-patir no vanastho yatir v•
kintu prodyan-nikhila-param•nanda-pãrn•m”t•bdher
gop†-bhartu„ pada-kamalayor d•sa-d•s•nud•sa„
SYNONYMS
na--not; aham--I; vipra„--a br•hma‹a; na--not; ca--also; nara-pati„--a king
or k£atriya; na--not; api--also; vai¤ya„--belonging to the mercantile class;
na--not; ¤ãdra„--belonging to the worker class; na--not; aham--I; var‹†-belonging to any caste, or brahmac•r† (A brahmac•r† may belong to any caste.
Anyone can become a brahmac•r† or lead a life of celibacy.); na--not; ca-also; g”ha-pati„--householder; no--not; vana-stha„--v•naprastha, one who,
after retirement from family life, goes to the forest to learn how to be
detached from family life; yati„--mendicant or renunciant; v•--either; kintu-but; prodyan--brilliant; nikhila--universal; parama-•nanda--with
transcendental bliss; pãr‹a--complete; am”ta-abdhe„--who is the ocean of
nectar; gop†-bhartu„--of the Supreme Person, who is the maintainer of the
gop†s; pada-kamalayo„--of the two lotus feet; d•sa--of the servant; d•saanud•sa„--the servant of the servant.
TRANSLATION
" 'I am not a br•hma‹a, I am not a k£atriya, I am not a vai¤ya or a ¤ãdra.
Nor am I a brahmac•r†, a householder, a v•naprastha or a sanny•s†. I identify
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Myself only as the servant of the servant of the servant of the lotus feet of
Lord ¥r† K”£‹a, the maintainer of the gop†s. He is like an ocean of nectar,
and He is the cause of universal transcendental bliss. He is always existing
with brilliance.' "
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Pady•val† (74).
TEXT 81
TEXT
eta pa‚i' punarapi karila pra‹•ma
yo‚a-h•te bhakta-ga‹a vande bhagav•n
SYNONYMS
eta pa‚i'--reciting these; punarapi--again; karila--the Lord offered;
pra‹•ma--obeisances; yo‚a-h•te--with folded hands; bhakta-ga‹a--all the
devotees; vande--offer prayer; bhagav•n--unto the Supreme Personality of
Godhead.
TRANSLATION
Having recited all these verses from scripture, the Lord again offered His
obeisances, and all the devotees, with folded hands, also offered prayers to
the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 82
TEXT
udda‹‚a n”tya prabhu kariy• hu•k•ra
cakra-bhrami bhrame yaiche al•ta-•k•ra
SYNONYMS
udda‹‚a--jumping; n”tya--dancing; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kariy•-making; hu•k•ra--loud vibration; cakra-bhrami--making a circular movement like
a wheel; bhrame--moves; yaiche--as if; al•ta-•k•ra--circle of fire.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced and jumped high, roaring like thunder
and moving in a circle like a wheel, He appeared like a circling firebrand.
PURPORT
If a burning cinder of a firebrand is whirled about very swiftly, it gives
the appearance of a circle of fire. This is called al•ta-•k•ra, or a firebrand
circle. This whole circle is not actually made of fire but is a single fire in
motion. Similarly, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is a single personality, but
when He danced and jumped high in a circle, He appeared like the al•ta-cakra.
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TEXT 83
TEXT
n”tye prabhura y•h•• y••h• pa‚e pada-tala
sas•gara-¤aila mah† kare àalamala
SYNONYMS
n”tye--while dancing; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; y•h•• y••h•-wherever; pa‚e--steps; pada-tala--His foot; sa-s•gara--with the oceans; ¤aila-hills and mountains; mah†--the earth; kare--does; àalamala--tilting.
TRANSLATION
Wherever ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stepped while dancing, the whole earth,
with its hills and seas, appeared to tilt.
TEXT 84
TEXT
stambha, sveda, pulaka, a¤ru, kampa, vaivar‹ya
n•n•-bh•ve viva¤at•, garva, har£a, dainya
SYNONYMS
stambha--being stunned; sveda--perspiration; pulaka--jubilation; a¤ru-tears; kampa--trembling; vaivar‹ya--change of color; n•n•-bh•ve--in various
ways; viva¤at•--helplessness; garva--pride; har£a--exuberation; dainya-humility.
TRANSLATION
When Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced, He displayed various blissful
transcendental changes in His body. Sometimes He appeared as though stunned.
Sometimes the hairs of His body stood on end. Sometimes He perspired, cried,
trembled and changed color, and sometimes He exhibited symptoms of
helplessness, pride, exuberance and humility.
TEXT 85
TEXT
•ch•‚a kh•‘• pa‚e bhãme ga‚i' y•ya
suvar‹a-parvata yaiche bhãmete loà•ya
SYNONYMS
•ch•‚a kh•‘•--crashing; pa‚e--falls; bhãme--on the ground; ga‚i'--rolling;
y•ya--goes; suvar‹a-parvata--a golden mountain; yaiche--as if; bhãmete--on the
ground; loà•ya--rolls.
TRANSLATION
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When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu fell down with a crash while dancing, He would
roll on the ground. At such times it appeared that a golden mountain was
rolling on the ground.
TEXT 86
TEXT
nity•nanda-prabhu dui h•ta pras•riy•
prabhure dharite c•he •¤a-p•¤a dh•‘•
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda-prabhu--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; dui--two; h•ta--hands;
pras•riy•--stretching; prabhure--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dharite--to
catch; c•he--wants; •¤a-p•¤a--here and there; dh•‘•--running.
TRANSLATION
Nity•nanda Prabhu would stretch out His two hands and try to catch the Lord
when He was running here and there.
TEXT 87
TEXT
prabhu-p•che bule •c•rya kariy• hu•k•ra
'hari-bola' 'hari-bola' bale b•ra b•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhu-p•che--behind the Lord; bule--was walking; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya;
kariy•--making; hu•k•ra--a loud vibration; hari-bola hari-bola--chant the holy
name of Hari; bale--says; b•ra b•ra--again and again.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya would walk behind the Lord and loudly chant "Hari bol! Hari
bol!" again and again.
TEXT 88
TEXT
loka niv•rite haila tina ma‹‚ala
prathama-ma‹‚ale nity•nanda mah•-bala
SYNONYMS
loka--the people; niv•rite--to check; haila--there were; tina--three;
ma‹‚ala--circles; prathama-ma‹‚ale--in the first circle; nity•nanda--Lord
Nity•nanda; mah•-bala--of great strength.
TRANSLATION
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Just to check the crowds from coming too near the Lord, they formed three
circles. The first circle was guided by Nity•nanda Prabhu, who is Balar•ma
Himself, the possessor of great strength.
TEXT 89
TEXT
k•¤†¤vara govind•di yata bhakta-ga‹a
h•t•h•ti kari' haila dvit†ya •vara‹a
SYNONYMS
k•¤†¤vara--K•¤†¤vara; govinda-•di--headed by Govinda; yata--all; bhaktaga‹a--devotees; h•t•h•ti--linked hand to hand; kari'--doing; haila--became;
dvit†ya--a second; •vara‹a--covering circle.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees headed by K•¤†¤vara and Govinda linked hands and formed a
second circle around the Lord.
TEXT 90
TEXT
b•hire prat•parudra la‘• p•tra-ga‹a
ma‹‚ala ha‘• kare loka niv•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
b•hire--outside; prat•parudra--King Prat•parudra; la‘•--taking; p•tra-ga‹a-his own associates; ma‹‚ala--circle; ha‘•--becoming; kare--does; loka--of the
crowd; niv•ra‹a--checking.
TRANSLATION
Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra and his personal assistants formed a third circle
around the two inner circles just to check the crowd from coming too near.
TEXT 91
TEXT
haricandanera skandhe hasta •lambiy•
prabhura n”tya dekhe r•j• •vi£àa ha‘•
SYNONYMS
haricandanera--of Haricandana; skandhe--on the shoulder; hasta--hand;
•lambiy•--putting; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n”tya dekhe--sees the
dancing; r•j•--Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra; •vi£àa ha‘•--in great ecstasy.
TRANSLATION
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With his hands on the shoulders of Haricandana, King Prat•parudra could see
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu dancing, and the King felt great ecstasy.
TEXT 92
TEXT
hena-k•le ¤r†niv•sa prem•vi£àa-mana
r•j•ra •ge rahi' dekhe prabhura nartana
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--at this time; ¤r†niv•sa--¥r†v•sa áh•kura; prema-•vi£àa-mana-with a greatly ecstatic mind; r•j•ra •ge--in front of the King; rahi'--keeping
himself; dekhe--sees; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nartana--the
dancing.
TRANSLATION
While the King beheld the dancing, ¥r†v•sa áh•kura, standing in front of
him, became ecstatic as he saw the dancing of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 93
TEXT
r•j•ra •ge haricandana dekhe ¤r†niv•sa
haste t••re spar¤i' kahe,--hao eka-p•¤a
SYNONYMS
r•j•ra •ge--in front of the King; haricandana--Haricandana; dekhe--sees;
¤r†niv•sa--¥r†v•sa áh•kura; haste--with his hand; t••re--him; spar¤i'-touching; kahe--says; hao--please come; eka-p•¤a--to one side.
TRANSLATION
Seeing ¥r†v•sa áh•kura standing before the King, Haricandana touched
¥r†v•sa with his hand and requested him to step aside.
TEXT 94
TEXT
n”ty•ve¤e ¤r†niv•sa kichui n• j•ne
b•ra b•ra àhele, te•ho krodha haila mane
SYNONYMS
n”tya-•ve¤e--fully absorbed in seeing the dancing of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; ¤r†niv•sa--¥r†v•sa áh•kura; kichui--anything; n•--does not; j•ne-know; b•ra b•ra--again and again; àhele--when he pushes; te•ho--¥r†v•sa;
krodha--angry; haila--became; mane--in the mind.
TRANSLATION
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Absorbed in watching ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu dance, ¥r†v•sa áh•kura could
not understand why he was being touched and pushed. After he was pushed again
and again, he became angry.
TEXT 95
TEXT
c•pa‚a m•riy• t•re kaila niv•ra‹a
c•pa‚a kh•‘• kruddha hail• haricandana
SYNONYMS
c•pa‚a m•riy•--slapping; t•re--him; kaila niv•ra‹a--stopped; c•pa‚a kh•‘•-getting the slap; kruddha--angry; hail•--became; haricandana--Haricandana.
TRANSLATION
¥r†v•sa áh•kura slapped Haricandana to stop him from pushing him. In turn,
this made Haricandana angry.
TEXT 96
TEXT
kruddha ha‘• t••re kichu c•he balib•re
•pani prat•parudra niv•rila t•re
SYNONYMS
kruddha ha‘•--becoming angry; t••re--unto ¥r†v•sa áh•kura; kichu-something; c•he--wants; balib•re--to speak; •pani--personally; prat•parudra-King Prat•parudra; niv•rila--stopped; t•re--unto him.
TRANSLATION
As the angered Haricandana was about to speak to ¥r†v•sa áh•kura,
Prat•parudra Mah•r•ja personally stopped him.
TEXT 97
TEXT
bh•gyav•n tumi--i•h•ra hasta-spar¤a p•il•
•m•ra bh•gye n•hi, tumi k”t•rtha hail•
SYNONYMS
bh•gyav•n tumi--you are very fortunate; i•h•ra--of ¥r†v•sa áh•kura; hasta-of the hand; spar¤a--touch; p•il•--have received; •m•ra bh•gye--in my fortune;
n•hi--there is no such thing; tumi--you; k”ta-artha hail•--have become graced.
TRANSLATION
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King Prat•parudra said, "You are very fortunate, for you have been graced
by the touch of ¥r†v•sa áh•kura. I am not so fortunate. You should feel
obliged to him."
TEXT 98
TEXT
prabhura n”tya dekhi' loke haila camatk•ra
anya •chuk, jagann•thera •nanda ap•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n”tya--dancing; dekhi'--seeing; loke-everyone; haila--became; camatk•ra--astonished; anya •chuk--let alone others;
jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha; •nanda ap•ra--there was extreme happiness.
TRANSLATION
Everyone was astonished by the dancing of Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and even
Lord Jagann•tha became extremely happy to see Him.
TEXT 99
TEXT
ratha sthira kaila, •ge n• kare gamana
animi£a-netre kare n”tya dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
ratha--the car; sthira kaila--stopped; •ge--forward; n•--not; kare--does;
gamana--moving; animi£a--unblinking; netre--with eyes; kare--does; n”tya--of
the dancing; dara¤ana--seeing.
TRANSLATION
The car came to a complete standstill and remained immobile while Lord
Jagann•tha, with unblinking eyes, watched the dancing of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 100
TEXT
subhadr•-balar•mera h”daye ull•sa
n”tya dekhi' dui jan•ra ¤r†-mukhete h•sa
SYNONYMS
subhadr•--of the goddess Subhadr•; balar•mera--and of Balar•ma; h”daye--in
the hearts; ull•sa--ecstasy; n”tya--dancing; dekhi'--seeing; dui jan•ra--of
the two persons; ¤r†-mukhete--in the beautiful mouths; h•sa--smiling.
TRANSLATION
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The goddess of fortune, Subhadr•, and Lord Balar•ma both felt great
happiness and ecstasy within Their hearts. Indeed, They were seen smiling at
the dancing.
TEXT 101
TEXT
udda‹‚a n”tye prabhura adbhuta vik•ra
a£àa s•ttvika bh•va udaya haya sama-k•la
SYNONYMS
udda‹‚a--jumping; n”tye--by dancing; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
adbhuta--wonderful; vik•ra--transformations; a£àa s•ttvika--eight
transcendental kinds; bh•va--ecstasy; udaya haya--awaken; sama-k•la-simultaneously.
TRANSLATION
When Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced and jumped high, eight wonderful
transformations indicative of divine ecstasy were seen in His body. All these
symptoms were visible simultaneously.
TEXT 102
TEXT
m•‰sa-vra‹a sama roma-v”nda pulakita
¤imul†ra v”k£a yena ka‹àaka-ve£àita
SYNONYMS
m•‰sa--skin; vra‹a--pimples; sama--like; roma-v”nda--the hairs of the body;
pulakita--erupted; ¤imul†ra v”k£a--cotton tree; yena--as if; ka‹àaka--by
thorns; ve£àita--surrounded.
TRANSLATION
His skin erupted with goose pimples, and the hairs of His body stood on
end. His body resembled the ¤imul† [silk cotton tree], all covered with
thorns.
TEXT 103
TEXT
eka eka dantera kampa dekhite l•ge bhaya
loke j•ne, danta saba khasiy• pa‚aya
SYNONYMS
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eka eka--one after another; dantera--of teeth; kampa--movement; dekhite--to
see; l•ge--there is; bhaya--fear; loke j•ne--the people understood; danta--the
teeth; saba--all; khasiy•--being loosened; pa‚aya--fall down.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, the people became afraid just to see His teeth chatter, and they
even thought that His teeth would fall out.
TEXT 104
TEXT
sarv••ge prasveda chuàe t•te raktodgama
jaja gaga' 'jaja gaga'--gadgada-vacana
SYNONYMS
sarv••ge--all over the body; prasveda--perspiration; chuàe--flows; t•te-along with it; rakta-udgama--oozing out of blood; jaja gaga jaja gaga--a sound
indicating the name Jagann•tha; gadgada--choked up due to ecstasy; vacana-words.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's whole body flowed with perspiration and at the
same time oozed blood. He made the sounds "jaja gaga, jaja gaga" in a voice
choked with ecstasy.
TEXT 105
TEXT
jalayantra-dh•r• yaiche vahe a¤ru-jala
•¤a-p•¤e loka yata bhijila sakala
SYNONYMS
jala-yantra--from a syringe; dh•r•--pouring of water; yaiche--as if; vahe-are flowing; a¤ru-jala--tears from the eyes; •¤a-p•¤e--on all sides; loka-people; yata--as many as there were; bhijila--become wet; sakala--all.
TRANSLATION
Tears came forcefully from the eyes of the Lord, as if from a syringe, and
all the people surrounding Him became wet.
TEXT 106
TEXT
deha-k•nti gaura-var‹a dekhiye aru‹a
kabhu k•nti dekhi yena mallik•-pu£pa-sama
SYNONYMS
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deha-k•nti--of the luster of the body; gaura-var‹a--white complexion;
dekhiye--everyone saw; aru‹a--pink; kabhu--sometimes; k•nti--the luster;
dekhi--seeing; yena--as if; mallik•-pu£pa-sama--resembling the mallik• flower.
TRANSLATION
Everyone saw the complexion of His body change from white to pink, so that
His luster resembled that of the mallik• flower.
TEXT 107
TEXT
kabhu stambha, kabhu prabhu bhãmite loà•ya
¤u£ka-k•£àha-sama pada-hasta n• calaya
SYNONYMS
kabhu--sometimes; stambha--stunned; kabhu--sometimes; prabhu--Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; bhãmite--on the ground; loà•ya--rolls; ¤u£ka--dry; k•£àha--wood;
sama--like; pada-hasta--legs and hands; n•--do not; calaya--move.
TRANSLATION
Sometimes He appeared stunned, and sometimes He rolled on the ground.
Indeed, sometimes His legs and hands became as hard as dry wood, and He did
not move.
TEXT 108
TEXT
kabhu bhãme pa‚e, kabhu ¤v•sa haya h†na
y•h• dekhi' bhakta-ga‹era pr•‹a haya k£†‹a
SYNONYMS
kabhu--sometimes; bhãme--on the ground; pa‚e--falls down; kabhu--sometimes;
¤v•sa--breathing; haya--becomes; h†na--nil; y•h• dekhi'--seeing which; bhaktaga‹era--of the devotees; pr•‹a--life; haya--becomes; k£†‹a--feeble.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord fell on the ground, sometimes His breathing almost stopped.
When the devotees saw this, their lives also became very feeble.
TEXT 109
TEXT
kabhu netre n•s•ya jala, mukhe pa‚e phena
am”tera dh•r• candra-bimbe vahe yena
SYNONYMS
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kabhu--sometimes; netre--from the eyes; n•s•ya--from the nostrils; jala-water; mukhe--from the mouth; pa‚e--fell; phena--foam; am”tera--of nectar;
dh•r•--torrents; candra-bimbe--from the moon; vahe--flow; yena--as if.
TRANSLATION
Water flowed from His eyes and sometimes through His nostrils, and foam
fell from His mouth. These flowings appeared to be torrents of nectar
descending from the moon.
TEXT 110
TEXT
sei phena la‘• ¤ubh•nanda kaila p•na
k”£‹a-prema-rasika te•ho mah•-bh•gyav•n
SYNONYMS
sei phena--that foam; la‘•--taking; ¤ubh•nanda--a devotee named ¥ubh•nanda;
kaila--did; p•na--drinking; k”£‹a-prema-rasika--relisher of ecstatic love of
K”£‹a; te•ho--he; mah•-bh•gyav•n--very fortunate.
TRANSLATION
The foam which fell from the mouth of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was taken and
drunk by ¥ubh•nanda because he was very fortunate and expert in relishing the
mellow of ecstatic love of K”£‹a.
TEXT 111
TEXT
ei-mata t•‹‚ava-n”tya kaila kata-k£a‹a
bh•va-vi¤e£e prabhura prave¤ila mana
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; t•‹‚ava-n”tya--devastating dancing; kaila--performed;
kata-k£a‹a--for some time; bh•va-vi¤e£e--in a particular ecstasy; prabhura--of
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prave¤ila mana--the mind entered.
TRANSLATION
After performing His devastating dance for some time, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's mind entered into a mood of ecstatic love.
TEXT 112
TEXT
t•‹‚ava-n”tya ch•‚i' svarãpere •j‘• dila
h”daya j•niy• svarãpa g•ite l•gila
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SYNONYMS
t•‹‚ava-n”tya ch•‚i'--giving up such devastating dancing; svarãpere--unto
Svarãpa D•modara; •j‘• dila--gave an order; h”daya--mind; j•niy•--knowing;
svarãpa--Svarãpa D•modara; g•ite l•gila--began to sing.
TRANSLATION
After abandoning the dancing, the Lord ordered Svarãpa D•modara to sing.
Understanding His mind, Svarãpa D•modara began to sing as follows.
TEXT 113
TEXT
"sei ta par•‹a-n•tha p•inu
y•h• l•gi' madana-dahane jhuri' genu"
SYNONYMS
sei ta--that indeed; par•‹a-n•tha--the master of My life; p•inu--I have
gotten; y•h• l•gi'--for whom; madana-dahane--being burned by Cupid; jhuri'
genu--I became dried up.
TRANSLATION
"Now I have gained the Lord of My life, in the absence of whom I was being
burned by Cupid and was withering away."
PURPORT
This song refers to ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s meeting with K”£‹a at the holy
place of Kuruk£etra, where Lord ¥r† K”£‹a and His brother and sister came to
visit when there was a solar eclipse. It is a song of separation from K”£‹a.
When R•dh•r•‹† met K”£‹a at Kuruk£etra, She remembered His intimate
association in V”nd•vana, and She thought, "Now I have gained the Lord of my
life. In His absence I was being burned by the arrow of Cupid, and thus I was
withering away. Now I have My life again."
TEXT 114
TEXT
ei dhuy• uccai„-svare g•ya d•modara
•nande madhura n”tya karena †¤vara
SYNONYMS
ei dhuy•--this refrain; uccai„-svare--loudly; g•ya--sings; d•modara-Svarãpa D•modara; •nande--in great ecstasy; madhura--rhythmic; n”tya--dancing;
karena--performs; †¤vara--the Lord.
TRANSLATION
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When this refrain was loudly sung by Svarãpa D•modara, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu again began rhythmically dancing in transcendental bliss.
TEXT 115
TEXT
dh†re dh†re jagann•tha karena gamana
•ge n”tya kari' calena ¤ac†ra nandana
SYNONYMS
dh†re dh†re--slowly, slowly; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; karena--does;
gamana--movement; •ge--in front; n”tya--dancing; kari'--performing; calena-goes forward; ¤ac†ra nandana--the son of mother ¥ac†.
TRANSLATION
The car of Lord Jagann•tha began to move slowly while the son of mother
¥ac† went ahead and danced in front.
TEXT 116
TEXT
jagann•the netra diy• sabe n•ce, g•ya
k†rtan†y• saha prabhu p•che p•che y•ya
SYNONYMS
jagann•the--on Lord Jagann•tha; netra--the eyes; diy•--keeping; sabe--all
the devotees; n•ce g•ya--dance and sing; k†rtan†y•--the performers of
sa•k†rtana; saha--with; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; p•che p•che--at the
rear; y•ya--goes forward.
TRANSLATION
While dancing and singing, all the devotees in front of Lord Jagann•tha
kept their eyes on Him. Caitanya Mah•prabhu then went to the end of the
procession with the sa•k†rtana performers.
TEXT 117
TEXT
jagann•the magna prabhura nayana-h”daya
¤r†-hasta-yuge kare g†tera abhinaya
SYNONYMS
jagann•the--into Lord Jagann•tha; magna--absorbed; prabhura--of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nayana-h”daya--the eyes and mind; ¤r†-hasta-yuge--with
His two arms; kare--performed; g†tera--of the song; abhinaya--dramatic
movement.
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TRANSLATION
His eyes and mind fully absorbed in Lord Jagann•tha, Caitanya Mah•prabhu
began to play the drama of the song with His two arms.
TEXT 118
TEXT
gaura yadi p•che cale, ¤y•ma haya sthire
gaura •ge cale, ¤y•ma cale dh†re-dh†re
SYNONYMS
gaura--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yadi--if; p•che cale--goes behind; ¤y•ma-Jagann•tha; haya--becomes; sthire--still; gaura--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •ge
cale--goes forward; ¤y•ma--Lord Jagann•tha; cale--goes; dh†re-dh†re--slowly.
TRANSLATION
When Caitanya Mah•prabhu was dramatically enacting the song, He would
sometimes fall behind in the procession. At such times, Lord Jagann•tha would
come to a standstill. When Caitanya Mah•prabhu again went forward, Lord
Jagann•tha's car would slowly start again.
TEXT 119
TEXT
ei-mata gaura-¤y•me, do•he àhel•àheli
svarathe ¤y•mere r•khe gaura mah•-bal†
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; gaura-¤y•me--Lord Jagann•tha and Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; do•he--between both of Them; àhel•àheli--competition of pushing
forward; sva-rathe--in His own car; ¤y•mere--Lord Jagann•tha; r•khe--keeps;
gaura--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mah•-bal†--greatly powerful.
TRANSLATION
Thus there was a sort of competition between Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Lord
Jagann•tha in seeing who would lead, but Caitanya Mah•prabhu was so strong
that He made Lord Jagann•tha wait in His car.
PURPORT
After giving up the company of the gop†s in V”nd•vana, ¥r† K”£‹a, the son
of Mah•r•ja Nanda, engaged in His pastimes at Dv•rak•. When K”£‹a went to
Kuruk£etra with His brother and sister and others from Dv•rak•, He again met
the inhabitants of V”nd•vana. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is r•dh•-bh•va-dyutisuvalita, that is, K”£‹a Himself assuming the part of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† in
order to understand K”£‹a. Lord Jagann•tha-deva is K”£‹a, and ¥r† K”£‹a
Caitanya Mah•prabhu is ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. Caitanya Mah•prabhu's leading Lord
Jagann•tha toward Gu‹‚ic• temple corresponded to ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s leading
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K”£‹a toward V”nd•vana. ¥r† K£etra, Jagann•tha Pur†, was taken as the kingdom
of Dv•rak•, the place where K”£‹a enjoys supreme opulence. However, He was
being led by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to V”nd•vana, the simple village where
all the inhabitants are filled with ecstatic love for K”£‹a. ¥r† K£etra is a
place of ai¤varya-l†l•, just as V”nd•vana is the place of m•dhurya-l†l•. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu's following at the rear of the ratha indicated that Lord
Jagann•tha, K”£‹a, was forgetting the inhabitants of V”nd•vana. Although K”£‹a
neglected the inhabitants of V”nd•vana, He could not forget them. Thus in His
opulent Ratha-y•tr•, He was returning to V”nd•vana. In the role of ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was examining whether the Lord still
remembered the inhabitants of V”nd•vana. When Caitanya Mah•prabhu fell behind
the Ratha car, Jagann•tha-deva, K”£‹a Himself, understood the mind of ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†. Therefore, Jagann•tha sometimes fell behind the dancing ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu to indicate to ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† that He had not
forgotten. Thus Lord Jagann•tha would wait on the ratha for their forward
march. In this way Lord Jagann•tha agreed that without the ecstasy of ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹† He could not feel satisfied. While Jagann•tha was thus waiting,
Gaurasundara, Caitanya Mah•prabhu, in His ecstasy of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†,
immediately came forward to K”£‹a. At such times, Lord Jagann•tha would
proceed ahead very slowly. These competitive exchanges were all part of the
love affair between K”£‹a and ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. In that competition between
Lord Caitanya's ecstasy for Jagann•tha and Jagann•tha's ecstasy for ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†, Caitanya Mah•prabhu emerged successful.
TEXT 120
TEXT
n•cite n•cite prabhura hail• bh•v•ntara
hasta tuli' ¤loka pa‚e kari' uccai„-svara
SYNONYMS
n•cite n•cite--while dancing; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; hail•-there was; bh•va-antara--a change of ecstasy; hasta tuli'--raising the arms;
¤loka pa‚e--recites one verse; kari'--making; uccai„-svara--loud voice.
TRANSLATION
While ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was dancing, His ecstasy changed. Raising His
two arms, He began to recite the following verse in a loud voice.
TEXT 121
TEXT
ya„ kaum•ra-hara„ sa eva hi varas t• eva caitra-k£ap•s
te conm†lita-m•lat†-surabhaya„ prau‚h•„ kadamb•nil•„
s• caiv•smi tath•pi tatra surata-vy•p•ra-l†l•-vidhau
rev•-rodhasi vetas†-taru-tale ceta„ samutka‹àhate
SYNONYMS
ya„--that same person who; kaum•ra-hara„--the thief of my heart during
youth; sa„--he; eva hi--certainly; vara„--lover; t•„--these; eva--certainly;
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caitra-k£ap•„--moonlit nights of the month of Caitra; te--those; ca--and;
unm†lita--fructified; m•lat†--of m•lat† flowers; surabhaya„--fragrances;
prau‚h•„--full; kadamba--with the fragrance of the kadamba flower; anil•„--the
breezes; s•--that one; ca--also; eva--certainly; asmi--I am; tath•pi--still;
tatra--there; surata-vy•p•ra--in intimate transactions; l†l•--of pastimes;
vidhau--in the manner; rev•--of the river named Rev•; rodhasi--on the bank;
vetas†--of the name Vetas†; taru-tale--underneath the tree; ceta„--my mind;
samutka‹àhate--is very eager to go.
TRANSLATION
"That very personality who stole away my heart during my youth is now again
my master. These are the same moonlit nights of the month of Caitra. The same
fragrance of m•lat† flowers is there, and the same sweet breezes are blowing
from the kadamba forest. In our intimate relationship, I am also the same
lover, yet still my mind is not happy here. I am eager to go back to that
place on the bank of the Rev• under the Vetas† tree. That is my desire."
PURPORT
This verse appears in the Pady•val† (382), an anthology of verses compiled
by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†.
TEXT 122
TEXT
ei ¤loka mah•prabhu pa‚e b•ra b•ra
svarãpa vin• artha keha n• j•ne ih•ra
SYNONYMS
ei ¤loka--this verse; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pa‚e--recites;
b•ra b•ra--again and again; svarãpa vin•--except for Svarãpa D•modara; artha-meaning; keha--anyone; n• j•ne--does not know; ih•ra--of this.
TRANSLATION
This verse was recited by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu again and again. But for
Svarãpa D•modara, no one could understand its meaning.
TEXT 123
TEXT
ei ¤lok•rtha pãrve kariy•chi vy•khy•na
¤lokera bh•v•rtha kari sa•k£epe •khy•na
SYNONYMS
ei ¤loka-artha--the meaning of this verse; pãrve--previously; kariy•chi--I
have done; vy•khy•na--explanation; ¤lokera--of the same verse; bh•va-artha-purport; kari--I do; sa•k£epe--in brief; •khy•na--description.
TRANSLATION
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I have already explained this verse. Now I shall simply describe it in
brief.
PURPORT
84.

In this connection, see Madhya-l†l•, Chapter One, verses 53, 77-80 and 82TEXT 124
TEXT
pãrve yaiche kuruk£etre saba gop†-ga‹a
k”£‹era dar¤ana p•‘• •nandita mana
SYNONYMS

pãrve yaiche--as previously; kuru-k£etre--in the holy place known as
Kuruk£etra; saba gop†-ga‹a--all the gop†s of V”nd•vana; k”£‹era--of Lord
K”£‹a; dar-¤ana--interview; p•‘•--getting; •nandita mana--very much pleased
within the mind.
TRANSLATION
Formerly, all the gop†s of V”nd•vana were very pleased when they met with
K”£‹a in the holy place Kuruk£etra.
TEXT 125
TEXT
jagann•tha dekhi' prabhura se bh•va uàhila
sei bh•v•vi£àa ha‘• dhuy• g•oy•ila
SYNONYMS
jagann•tha dekhi'--by seeing Lord Jagann•tha; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; se bh•va--that ecstasy; uàhila--awakened; sei--that; bh•va-•vi£àa-absorbed in that ecstasy; ha‘•--becoming; dhuy•--refrain; g•oy•ila--caused to
sing.
TRANSLATION
Similarly, after seeing Lord Jagann•tha, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu awoke with
the ecstasy of the gop†s. Being absorbed in this ecstasy, He asked Svarãpa
D•modara to sing the refrain.
TEXT 126
TEXT
ave¤e£e r•dh• k”£‹e kare nivedana
sei tumi, sei •mi, sei nava sa•gama
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SYNONYMS
ava¤e£e--at last; r•dh•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; k”£‹e--unto Lord K”£‹a; kare-does; nivedana--submission; sei tumi--You are the same K”£‹a; sei •mi--I am
the same R•dh•r•‹†; sei nava sa•gama--We are meeting in the same new spirit as
in the beginning.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu spoke thus to Lord Jagann•tha: "You are the same
K”£‹a, and I am the same R•dh•r•‹†. We are meeting again in the same way that
We met in the beginning of Our lives.
TEXT 127
TEXT
tath•pi •m•ra mana hare v”nd•vana
v”nd•vane udaya kar•o •pana-cara‹a
SYNONYMS
tath•pi--yet; •m•ra--my; mana--mind; hare--attracts; v”nd•vana--¥r†
V”nd•vana; v”nd•vane--at V”nd•vana; udaya kar•o--please cause to reappear;
•pana-cara‹a--the brilliance of Your lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
"Although We are both the same, My mind is still attracted to V”nd•vanadh•ma. I wish that You will please again appear with Your lotus feet in
V”nd•vana.
TEXT 128
TEXT
ih•• lok•ra‹ya, h•t†, gho‚•, ratha-dhvani
t•h•• pu£p•ra‹ya, bh”•ga-pika-n•da ¤uni
SYNONYMS
ih••--at this place, Kuruk£etra; loka-ara‹ya--too great a crowd of people;
h•t†--elephants; gho‚•--horses; ratha-dhvani--the rattling sound of chariots;
t•h••--there, in V”nd•vana; pu£pa-ara‹ya--the garden of flowers; bh”•ga--of
bumblebees; pika--of the birds; n•da--sound; ¤uni--I hear.
TRANSLATION
"Kuruk£etra is crowded with people, their elephants and horses, and the
rattling of chariots. In V”nd•vana, however, there are flower gardens, and the
humming of the bees and chirping of the birds can be heard.
TEXT 129
TEXT
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ih•• r•ja-ve¤a, sa•ge saba k£atriya-ga‹a
t•h•• gopa-ve¤a, sa•ge mural†-v•dana
SYNONYMS
ih••--here, at Kuruk£etra; r•ja-ve¤a--dressed like a royal prince; sa•ge-with You; saba--all; k£atriya-ga‹a--great warriors; t•h••--there, in
V”nd•vana; gopa-ve¤a--dressed like a cowherd boy; sa•ge--with You; mural†v•dana--the blowing of Your transcendental flute.
TRANSLATION
"Here at Kuruk£etra You are dressed like a royal prince, accompanied by
great warriors, but in V”nd•vana You appeared just like an ordinary cowherd
boy, accompanied only by Your beautiful flute.
TEXT 130
TEXT
vraje tom•ra sa•ge yei sukha-•sv•dana
sei sukha-samudrera ih•• n•hi eka ka‹a
SYNONYMS
vraje--at V”nd•vana; tom•ra--of You; sa•ge--in the company; yei--what;
sukha-•sv•dana--taste of transcendental bliss; sei--that; sukha-samudrera--of
the ocean of transcendental bliss; ih••--here, at Kuruk£etra; n•hi--there is
not; eka--one; ka‹a--drop.
TRANSLATION
"Here there is not even a drop of the ocean of transcendental happiness
that I enjoyed with You in V”nd•vana.
TEXT 131
TEXT
•m• la‘• puna„ l†l• karaha v”nd•vane
tabe •m•ra mano-v•‘ch• haya ta' pãra‹e
SYNONYMS
•m• la‘•--taking Me; puna„--again; l†l•--pastimes; karaha--perform;
v”nd•vane--at V”nd•vana; tabe--then; •m•ra mana„-v•‘ch•--the desire of My
mind; haya--becomes; ta'--indeed; pãra‹e--in fulfillment.
TRANSLATION
"I therefore request You to come to V”nd•vana and enjoy pastimes with Me.
If You do so, My ambition will be fulfilled."
TEXT 132
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TEXT
bh•gavate •che yaiche r•dhik•-vacana
pãrve t•h• sãtra-madhye kariy•chi var‹ana
SYNONYMS
bh•gavate--in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; •che--there is; yaiche--as; r•dhik•vacana--the statement of ¥r†mat† R•dhik•; pãrve--previously; t•h•--that;
sãtra-madhye--in the synopsis; kariy•chi var‹ana--I have described.
TRANSLATION
I have already described in brief ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s statement from
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
TEXT 133
TEXT
sei bh•v•ve¤e prabhu pa‚e •ra ¤loka
sei saba ¤lokera artha n•hi bujhe loka
SYNONYMS
sei--that; bh•va-•ve¤e--in ecstasy; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pa‚e-recites; •ra--another; ¤loka--verse; sei--those; saba ¤lokera--of all verses;
artha--meaning; n•hi--do not; bujhe--understand; loka--people in general.
TRANSLATION
In that ecstatic mood, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu recited many other verses,
but people in general cannot understand their meaning.
TEXT 134
TEXT
svarãpa-gos•‘i j•ne, n• kahe artha t•ra
¤r†-rãpa-gos•‘i kaila se artha prac•ra
SYNONYMS
svarãpa-gos•‘i--Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†; j•ne--knows; n•--does not; kahe-say; artha--the meaning; t•ra--of those verses; ¤r†-rãpa-gos•‘i--¥r† Rãpa
Gosv•m†; kaila--did; se--that; artha--of meaning; prac•ra--broadcasting.
TRANSLATION
The meaning of those verses was known to Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†, but he
did not reveal it. However, ¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m† has broadcast the meaning.
TEXT 135
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TEXT
svarãpa sa•ge y•ra artha kare •sv•dana
n”tya-madhye sei ¤loka karena paàhana
SYNONYMS
svarãpa sa•ge--in the association of Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†; y•ra--of
which; artha--meaning; kare--does; •sv•dana--taste; n”tya-madhye--in the midst
of dancing; sei ¤loka--that verse; karena paàhana--recites.
TRANSLATION
While dancing, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu again began to recite that verse,
which He tasted in the association of Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†.
TEXT 136
TEXT
•hu¤ ca te nalina-n•bha pad•ravinda‰
yoge¤varair h”di vicintyam ag•dha-bodhai„
sa‰s•ra-kãpa-patitottara‹•valamba‰
geha‰ ju£•m api manasy udiy•t sad• na„
SYNONYMS
•hu„--the gop†s said; ca--and; te--Your; nalina-n•bha--O Lord, whose navel
is just like a lotus flower; pada-aravindam--lotus feet; yoga-†¤varai„--by
great mystic yog†s; h”di--within the heart; vicintyam--to be meditated upon;
ag•dha-bodhai„--who are highly learned philosophers; sa‰s•ra-kãpa--in the dark
well of material existence; patita--of those fallen; uttara‹a--for
deliverance; avalambam--the only shelter; geham--in family affairs; ju£•m--of
those engaged; api--although; manasi--in the minds; udiy•t--let be awakened;
sad•--always; na„--our.
TRANSLATION
"The gop†s spoke thus: 'Dear Lord, whose navel is just like a lotus flower,
Your lotus feet are the only shelter for those who have fallen into the deep
well of material existence. Your feet are worshiped and meditated upon by
great mystic yog†s and highly learned philosophers. We wish that these lotus
feet may also be awakened within our hearts, although we are only ordinary
persons engaged in household affairs.' "
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.82.48). The gop†s were never
interested in karma-yoga, j‘•na-yoga, or dhy•na-yoga. They were simply
interested in bhakti-yoga. Unless they were forced, they never liked to
meditate on the lotus feet of the Lord. Rather, they preferred to take the
lotus feet of the Lord and place them on their breasts. Sometimes they
regretted that their breasts were so hard, fearing that K”£‹a might not be
very pleased to keep His soft lotus feet there. When those lotus feet were
pricked by the grains of sand in the V”nd•vana pasturing ground, the gop†s
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were pained and began to cry. The gop†s wanted to keep K”£‹a at home always,
and in this way their minds were absorbed in K”£‹a consciousness. Such pure
K”£‹a consciousness can arise only in V”nd•vana. Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
began to explain His own mind, which was saturated in the ecstasy of the
gop†s.
TEXT 137
TEXT
anyera h”da ya--mana, mora mana--v”nd•vana,
'mane' 'vane' eka kari' j•ni
t•h•• tom•ra pada-dvaya, kar•ha yadi udaya,
tabe tom•ra pãr‹a k”p• m•ni
SYNONYMS
anyera--of others; h”daya--consciousness; mana--mind; mora mana--My mind;
v”nd•vana--V”nd•vana consciousness; mane--with the mind; vane--with V”nd•vana;
eka kari'--as one and the same; j•ni--I know; t•h••--there, at V”nd•vana;
tom•ra--Your; pada-dvaya--two lotus feet; kar•ha--You do; yadi--if; udaya-appearance; tabe--then; tom•ra--Your; pãr‹a--complete; k”p•--mercy; m•ni--I
accept.
TRANSLATION
Speaking in the mood of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, " 'For
most people, the mind and heart are one, but because My mind is never
separated from V”nd•vana, I consider My mind and V”nd•vana to be one. My mind
is already V”nd•vana, and since You like V”nd•vana, will You please place Your
lotus feet there? I would deem that Your full mercy.
PURPORT
Only when the mind is free from designations can one desire the association
of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The mind must have some occupation. If
a person is to be free of material things, his mind cannot be vacant; there
must be subject matters for thinking, feeling and willing. Unless one's mind
is filled with thoughts of K”£‹a, feelings for K”£‹a and a desire to serve
K”£‹a, the mind will be filled with material activities. Those who have given
up all material activities and have ceased thinking of them should always
retain the ambition to think of K”£‹a. Without K”£‹a, one cannot live, just as
a person cannot live without some enjoyment for his mind.
TEXT 138
TEXT
pr•‹a-n•tha, ¤una mora satya nivedana
vraja--•m•ra sadana, t•h•• tom•ra sa•gama,
n• p•ile n• rahe j†vana
SYNONYMS
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pr•‹a-n•tha--O My Lord, master of My life; ¤una--please hear; mora--My;
satya--true; nivedana--submission; vraja--V”nd•vana; •m•ra--My; sadana--place;
t•h••--there; tom•ra--Your; sa•gama--association; n• p•ile--if I do not get;
n•--not; rahe--does remain; j†vana--life.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear Lord, kindly hear My true submission. My home is V”nd•vana, and
I wish Your association there. But if I do not get it, then it will be very
difficult for Me to keep My life.
TEXT 139
TEXT
pãrve uddhava-dv•re, ebe s•k£•t •m•re,
yoga-j‘•ne kahil• up•ya
tumi--vidagdha, k”p•maya, j•naha •m•ra h”daya,
more aiche kahite n• yuy•ya
SYNONYMS
pãrve--previously; uddhava-dv•re--through Uddhava; ebe--now; s•k£•t-directly; •m•re--unto Me; yoga--mystic yogic meditation; j‘•ne--philosophical
speculation; kahil•--You have said; up•ya--the means; tumi--You; vidagdha-very humorous; k”p•-maya--mercifu1; j•naha--You know; •m•ra--My; h”daya--mind;
more--unto Me; aiche--in that way; kahite--to speak; n• yuy•ya--is not at all
befitting.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear K”£‹a, formerly, when You were staying in Mathur•, You sent
Uddhava to teach Me speculative knowledge and mystic yoga. Now You Yourself
are speaking the same thing, but My mind doesn't accept it. There is no place
in My mind for j‘•na-yoga or dhy•na-yoga. Although You know Me very well, You
are still instructing Me in j‘•na-yoga and dhy•na-yoga. It is not right for
You to do so.' "
PURPORT
The process of mystic yoga, the speculative method for searching out the
Supreme Absolute Truth, does not appeal to one who is always absorbed in
thoughts of K”£‹a. A devotee is not at all interested in speculative
activities. Instead of cultivating speculative knowledge or practicing mystic
yoga, a devotee should worship the Deity in the temple and continuously engage
in the Lord's service. Temple Deity worship is realized by the devotees to be
the same as direct service to the Lord. The Deity is known as arc•-vigraha or
arc•-avat•ra, an incarnation of the Supreme Lord in the form of a material
manifestation (brass, stone or wood). Ultimately there is no difference
between K”£‹a manifest in matter or K”£‹a manifest in spirit because both are
His energies. For K”£‹a, there is no distinction between matter and spirit.
His manifestation in material form, therefore, is as good as His original
form, sac-cid-•nanda-vigraha. A devotee constantly engaged in Deity worship
according to the rules and regulations laid down in the ¤•stras and given by
the spiritual master realizes gradually that he is in direct contact with the
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Supreme Personality of Godhead. Thus he loses all interest in so-called
meditation, yoga practice and mental speculation.
TEXT 140
TEXT
citta k•‚hi' tom• haite, vi£aye c•hi l•g•ite,
yatna kari, n•ri k•‚hib•re
t•re dhy•na ¤ik£• kar•ha, loka h•s•‘• m•ra,
sth•n•sth•na n• kara vic•re
SYNONYMS
citta k•‚hi'--withdrawing the consciousness; tom• haite--from You; vi£aye-in mundane subject matters; c•hi--Iwant; l•g•ite--to engage; yatna kari--I
endeavor; n•ri k•‚hib•re--I cannot withdraw; t•re--to such a servant; dhy•na-of meditation; ¤ik£•--instruction; kar•ha--You give; loka--people in general;
h•s•‘•--laugh; m•ra--You kill; sth•na-asth•na--proper or improper place; n•
kara--You do not make; vic•re--consideration.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued: " 'I would like to withdraw My consciousness
from You and engage it in material activities, but even though I try, I cannot
do so. I am naturally inclined to You only. Your instructions for Me to
meditate on You are therefore simply ludicrous. In this way, You are killing
Me. It is not very good for You to think of Me as a candidate for Your
instructions.
PURPORT
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† says in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.1.11):
any•bhil•£it•-¤ãnya‰
j‘•na-karm•dy-an•v”tam
•nukãlyena k”£‹•nu¤†lana‰ bhaktir uttam•
For a pure devotee, there is no scope for indulgence in mystic yoga
practice or the cultivation of speculative philosophy. It is indeed impossible
for a pure devotee to engage his mind in such unwanted activities. Even if a
pure devotee wanted to, his mind would not allow him to do so. That is a
characteristic of a pure devotee--he is transcendental to all fruitive
activity, speculative philosophy and mystic yoga meditation. The gop†s
therefore expressed themselves as follows.
TEXT 141
TEXT
nahe gop† yoge¤vara, pada-kamala tom•ra,
dhy•na kari' p•ibe santo£a
tom•ra v•kya-parip•à†, t•ra madhye kuàin•à†,
¤uni' gop†ra •ro b•‚he ro£a
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SYNONYMS
nahe--not; gop†--gop†s; yoge¤vara--masters of mystic yoga practice; padakamala tom•ra--Your lotus feet; dhy•na kari'--by meditation; p•ibe santo£a--we
get satisfaction; tom•ra--Your; v•kya--words; parip•à†--very kindly composed;
t•ra madhye--within that; kuàin•à†--duplicity; ¤uni'--hearing; gop†ra--of the
gop†s; •ro--more and more; b•‚he--increases; ro£a--anger.
TRANSLATION
" 'The gop†s are not like the mystic yog†s. They will never be satisfied
simply by meditating on Your lotus feet and imitating the so-called yog†s.
Teaching the gop†s about meditation is another kind of duplicity. When they
are instructed to undergo mystic yoga practice, they are not at all satisfied.
On the contrary, they become more angry with You.' "
PURPORT
¥r†la Prabodh•nanda Sarasvat† has stated (Caitanya-candr•m”ta 5):
kaivalya‰ narak•yate tri-da¤a-pãr •k•¤a-pu£p•yate
durd•ntendriya-k•la-sarpa-paàal† protkh•ta-da‰£àr•yate
vi¤va‰ pãr‹a-sukh•yate vidhi-mahendr•di¤ ca k†à•yate
yat k•ru‹ya-kat•k£a-vaibhavavat•‰ ta‰ gauram eva stuma„
For a pure devotee who has realized K”£‹a consciousness through ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the monistic philosophy by which one becomes one with the
Supreme appears hellish. The mystic yoga practice by which the mind is
controlled and the senses subjugated also appears ludicrous to a pure devotee.
The devotee's mind and senses are already engaged in the transcendental
service of the Lord. In this way the poisonous effects of sense activities are
removed. If one's mind is always engaged in the service of the Lord, there is
no possibility that one will think, feel or act materially. Similarly, the
fruitive workers' attempt to attain heavenly planets is nothing more than
phantasmagoria for the devotee. After all, the heavenly planets are material,
and in due course of time they will all be dissolved. Devotees do not care for
such temporary things. They engage in transcendental devotional activities
because they desire elevation to the spiritual world, where they can live
eternally and peacefully and with full knowledge of K”£‹a. In V”nd•vana, the
gop†s, cowherd boys and even the calves, cows, trees and water are fully
conscious of K”£‹a. They are never satisfied with anything but K”£‹a.
TEXT 142
TEXT
deha-sm”ti n•hi y•ra, sa‰s•ra-kãpa k•h•• t•ra,
t•h• haite n• c•he uddh•ra
viraha-samudra-jale, k•ma-timi•gile gile,
gop†-ga‹e neha' t•ra p•ra
SYNONYMS
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deha-sm”ti--bodily concept of life; n•hi--not; y•ra--one whose; sa‰s•rakãpa--blind well of material life; k•h••--where is; t•ra--his; t•h• haite-from that; n•--does not; c•he--want; uddh•ra--liberation; viraha-samudra-jale-in the water of the ocean of separation; k•ma-timi•gile--the transcendental
Cupid in the form of timi•gila fish; gile--swallow; gop†-ga‹e--the gop†s;
neha'--please take out; t•ra p•ra--beyond that.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued: " 'The gop†s are fallen in the great
ocean of separation, and they are being devoured by the timi•gila fish, which
represent their ambition to serve You. The gop†s are to be delivered from the
mouths of these timi•gila fish, for they are pure devotees. Since they have no
material conception of life, why should they aspire for liberation? The gop†s
do not want that liberation desired by yog†s and j‘•n†s, for they are already
liberated from the ocean of material existence.
PURPORT
The bodily conception is created by the desire for material enjoyment. This
is called vipada-sm”ti, which is the opposite of real life. The living entity
is eternally the servant of K”£‹a, but when he desires to enjoy the material
world, he cannot progress in spiritual life. One can never be happy by
advancing materially. This is also stated in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (7.5.30):
ad•nta-gobhir vi¤at•‰ tamisra‰ puna„-puna¤-carvita-carva‹•n•m. Through the
uncontrolled senses, one may advance one's hellish condition. He may continue
to chew the chewed; that is, repeatedly accept birth and death. The
conditioned souls use the duration of life between birth and death only to
engage in the same hackneyed activities--eating, sleeping, mating and
defending. In the lower animal species, we find the same activities. Since
these activities are repeated, engaging in them is like chewing that which has
already been chewed. If one can give up his ambition to engage in hackneyed
material life and take to K”£‹a consciousness instead, he will be liberated
from the stringent laws of material nature. One does not need to make a
separate attempt to become liberated. If one simply engages in the service of
the Lord, he will be liberated automatically. As ¥r†la Bilvama•gala áh•kura
therefore says, mukti„ svaya‰ mukulit•‘jali sevate 'sm•n: "Liberation stands
before me with folded hands, begging to serve me."
TEXT 143
TEXT
v”nd•vana, govardhana, yamun•-pulina, vana,
sei ku‘je r•s•dika l†l•
sei vrajera vraja-jana, m•t•, pit•, bandhu-ga‹a,
ba‚a citra, kemane p•saril•
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vana--the transcendental land known as V”nd•vana; govardhana-Govardhana Hill; yamun•-pulina--the bank of the Yamun•; vana--all the forests
where the pastimes of the Lord took place; sei ku‘je--in the bushes in that
forest; r•sa-•dika l†l•--the pastimes of the r•sa dance; sei--that; vrajera-of V”nd•vana; vraja-jana--inhabitants; m•t•--mother; pit•--father; bandhu1262

ga‹a--friends; ba‚a citra--most wonderful; kemane p•saril•--how have You
forgotten.
TRANSLATION
" 'It is amazing that You have forgotten the land of V”nd•vana. And how is
it that You have forgotten Your father, mother and friends? How have You
forgotten Govardhana Hill, the bank of the Yamun•, and the forest where You
enjoyed the r•sa-l†l• dance?
TEXT 144
TEXT
vidagdha, m”du, sad-gu‹a, su¤†la, snigdha, karu‹a,
tumi, tom•ra n•hi do£•bh•sa
tabe ye tom•ra mana, n•hi smare vraja-jana,
se--•m•ra durdaiva-vil•sa
SYNONYMS
vidagdha--most refined; m”du--gentle; sat-gu‹a--endowed with all good
qualities; su-¤†la--well-behaved; snigdha--softhearted; karu‹a--merciful;
tumi--You; tom•ra--Your; n•hi--there is not; do£a-•bh•sa--even a tinge of
fault; tabe--still; ye--indeed; tom•ra--Your; mana--mind; n•hi--does not;
smare--remember; vraja-jana--the inhabitants of V”nd•vana; se--that; •m•ra-My; durdaiva-vil•sa--suffering of past misdeeds.
TRANSLATION
" 'K”£‹a, You are certainly a refined gentleman with all good qualities.
You are well-behaved, softhearted and merciful. I know that there is not even
a tinge of fault to be found in You, yet Your mind does not even remember the
inhabitants of V”nd•van•. This is only My misfortune, and nothing else.
TEXT 145
TEXT
na ga‹i •pana-du„kha, dekhi' vraje¤var†-mukha,
vraja-janera h”daya vidare
kib• m•ra' vraja-v•s†, kib• j†y•o vraje •si',
kena j†y•o du„kha sah•ib•re?
SYNONYMS
n• ga‹i--I do not care; •pana-du„kha--My personal unhappiness; dekhi'-seeing; vraje¤var†-mukha--the face of mother Ya¤od•; vraja-janera--of all the
inhabitants of V”nd•vana; h”daya vidare--the hearts break; kib•--whether;
m•ra' vraja-v•s†--You want to kill the inhabitants of V”nd•vana; kib•--or;
j†y•o--You want to keep their lives; vraje •si'--coming in V”nd•vana; kena-why; j†y•o--You let them live; du„kha sah•ib•re--just to cause to suffer
unhappiness.
TRANSLATION
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" 'I do not care for My personal unhappiness, but when I see the morose
face of Your mother Ya¤od• and the hearts of all the inhabitants of V”nd•vana
breaking because of You, I wonder whether You want to kill them all. Is it
that You want to enliven them by coming there? Why is it You are simply
keeping them alive in a state of suffering?
TEXT 146
TEXT
tom•ra ye anya ve¤a, anya sa•ga, anya de¤a,
vraja-jane kabhu n•hi bh•ya
vraja-bhãmi ch•‚ite n•re, tom• n• dekhile mare,
vraja-janera ki habe up•ya
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--Your; ye--that; anya ve¤a--different dress; anya sa•ga--other
associates; anya de¤a--other countries; vraja-jane--to the inhabitants of
V”nd•vana; kabhu--at any time; n•hi--does not; bh•ya--appeal; vraja-bhãmi--the
land of V”nd•vana; ch•‚ite n•re--they do not like to leave; tom•--You; n•-not; dekhile--seeing; mare--they die; vraja-janera--of the inhabitants of
V”nd•vana; ki--what; habe--will be; up•ya--means.
TRANSLATION
" 'The inhabitants of V”nd•vana do not want You dressed like a prince, nor
do they want You to associate with great warriors in a different country. They
cannot leave the land of V”nd•vana, and without Your presence, they are all
dying. What is their condition to be?
TEXT 147
TEXT
tumi--vrajera j†vana, vraja-r•jera pr•‹a-dhana,
tumi vrajera sakala sampad
k”p•rdra tom•ra mana, •si' j†y•o vraja-jana,
vraje udaya kar•o nija-pada
SYNONYMS
tumi--You; vrajera j†vana--the life and soul of V”nd•vana; vraja-r•jera-and of the King of Vraja, Nanda Mah•r•ja; pr•‹a-dhana--the only life; tumi-You; vrajera--of V”nd•vana; sakala sampad--all opulence; k”p•-ardra--melting
with kindness; tom•ra mana--Your mind; •si'--coming; j†y•o--give life; vrajajana--to all the inhabitants of V”nd•vana; vraje--in V”nd•vana; udaya kar•o-cause to appear; nija-pada--Your lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear K”£‹a, You are the life and soul of V”nd•vana-dh•ma. You are
especially the life of Nanda Mah•r•ja. You are the only opulence in the land
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of V”nd•vana, and You are very merciful. Please come and let them all live.
Kindly keep Your lotus feet again in V”nd•vana.'
PURPORT
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† did not express Her personal unhappiness at being
separated from K”£‹a. She wanted to evoke K”£‹a's feelings for the condition
of all others in V”nd•vana-dh•ma--mother Ya¤od•, Mah•r•ja Nanda, the cowherd
boys, the gop†s, the birds and bees on the banks of the Yamun•, the water of
the Yamun•, the trees, forests and all other paraphernalia associated with
K”£‹a before He left V”nd•vana for Mathur•. These feelings of ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹† were manifested by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and therefore He invited
Lord Jagann•tha, K”£‹a, to return to V”nd•vana. That is the purport of the
Ratha-y•tr• car's going from Jagann•tha Pur† to the Gu‹‚ic• temple.
TEXT 148
TEXT
¤uniy• r•dhik•-v•‹†, vraja-prema mane •ni,
bh•ve vy•kulita deha-mana
vraja-lokera prema ¤uni', •pan•ke '”‹†' m•ni',
kare k”£‹a t••re •¤v•sana
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--after hearing; r•dhik•-v•‹†--the statement of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†;
vraja-prema--the love of Vraja; mane •ni--remembering; bh•ve--in that ecstasy;
vy•kulita--very much perturbed; deha-mana--the body and mind; vraja-lokera--of
the inhabitants of V”nd•vana; prema ¤uni'--after hearing of the loving
affairs; •pan•ke--Himself; ”‹† m•ni'--considering very indebted; kare--does;
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; t••re--unto Her; •¤v•sana--pacification.
TRANSLATION
"After hearing ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s statements, Lord K”£‹a's love for the
inhabitants of V”nd•vana was evoked, and His body and mind became very
perturbed. After hearing of their love for Him, He immediately thought Himself
to be always indebted to the residents of V”nd•vana. Then K”£‹a began to
pacify ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† as follows.
TEXT 149
TEXT
pr•‹a-priye, ¤una, mora e-satya-vacana
tom•-sab•ra smara‹e, jhuro• mu‘i r•tri-dine,
mora du„kha n• j•ne kona jana
SYNONYMS
pr•‹a-priye--O My dearmost; ¤una--please hear; mora--of Me; e-satya-vacana-this true statement; tom•-sab•ra--of all of you; smara‹e--by remembrance;
jhuro•--cry; mu‘i--I; r•tri-dine--both day and night; mora du„kha--My
distress; n• j•ne--does not know; kona jana--anyone.
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TRANSLATION
" 'My dearest ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, please hear Me. I am speaking the truth. I
cry day and night simply upon remembering all you inhabitants of V”nd•vana. No
one knows how unhappy this makes Me.'
PURPORT
It is said: v”nd•vana‰ parityajya padam eka‰ na gacchati. In one sense,
K”£‹a, the original Personality of Godhead (†¤vara„ parama„ k”£‹a„ sac-cid•nanda-vigraha„), does not even take one step away from V”nd•vana. However, in
order to take care of various duties, K”£‹a had to leave V”nd•vana. He had to
go to Mathur• to kill Ka‰sa, and then He was taken by His father to Dv•rak•,
where He was busy with state affairs and disturbances created by demons. K”£‹a
was away from V”nd•vana, and He was not at all happy, as He plainly disclosed
to ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. She is the dearmost life and soul of ¥r† K”£‹a, and He
expressed His mind to Her as follows.
TEXT 150
TEXT
vraja-v•s† yata jana, m•t•, pit•, sakh•-ga‹a,
sabe haya mora pr•‹a-sama
t••ra madhye gop†-ga‹a, s•k£•t mora j†vana,
tumi mora j†vanera j†vana
SYNONYMS
vraja-v•s† yata jana--all the inhabitants of V”nd•vana-dh•ma; m•t•--mother;
pit•--father; sakh•-ga‹a--boy friends; sabe--all; haya--are; mora pr•‹a-sama-as good as My life; t••ra madhye--among them; gop†-ga‹a--the gop†s; s•k£•t-directly; mora j†vana--My life and soul; tumi--You; mora j†vanera j†vana--the
life of My life.
TRANSLATION
"¥r† K”£‹a continued: 'All the inhabitants of V”nd•vana-dh•ma--My mother,
father, cowherd boy friends and everything else--are like My life and soul.
And among all the inhabitants of V”nd•vana, the gop†s are My very life and
soul. Among the gop†s, You, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, are the chief. Therefore You
are the very life of My life.
PURPORT
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is the center of all V”nd•vana's activities. In
V”nd•vana, K”£‹a is the instrument of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; therefore all the
inhabitants of V”nd•vana still chant "Jaya R•dhe." From K”£‹a's own statement
given herein, it appears that R•dh•r•‹† is the Queen of V”nd•vana and that
K”£‹a is simply Her decoration. K”£‹a is known as Madana-mohana, the enchanter
of Cupid, but ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is the enchanter of K”£‹a. Consequently
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is called Madana-mohana-mohin†, the enchanter of the
enchanter of Cupid.
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TEXT 151
TEXT
tom•-sab•ra prema-rase, •m•ke karila va¤e,
•mi tom•ra adh†na kevala
tom•-sab• ch•‚•‘•, •m• dãra-de¤e la‘•,
r•khiy•che durdaiva prabala
SYNONYMS
tom•-sab•ra--of all of you; prema-rase--by the ecstasy and mellows of
loving affairs; •m•ke--Me; karila--you have made; va¤e--subservient; •mi--I;
tom•ra--of you; adh†na--subservient; kevala--only; tom•-sab•--from all of you;
ch•‚•‘•--separating; •m•--Me; dãra-de¤e--to distant countries; la‘•--taking;
r•khiy•che--has kept; durdaiva--misfortune; prabala--very powerful.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, I am always subservient to the loving affairs
of all of you. I am under your control only. My separation from you and
residence in distant places have occurred due to My strong misfortune.
TEXT 152
TEXT
priy• priya-sa•ga-h†n•, priy• priya-sa•ga vin•,
n•hi j†ye,--e satya pram•‹a
mora da¤• ¤one yabe, t••ra ei da¤• habe,
ei bhaye du•he r•khe pr•‹a
SYNONYMS
priy•--a woman beloved; priya-sa•ga-h†n•--being separated from the man
beloved; priy•--the man beloved; priya-sa•ga vin•--being separated from the
woman beloved; n•hi j†ye--cannot live; e satya pram•‹a--this is factual
evidence; mora--My; da¤•--situation; ¤one yabe--when one hears; t••ra--his;
ei--this; da¤•--situation; habe--there will be; ei bhaye--out of this fear;
du•he--both; r•khe pr•‹a--keep their life.
TRANSLATION
"
from
only
will

'When a woman is separated from the man she loves or a man is separated
his beloved woman, neither of them can live. It is a fact that they live
for one another, for if one dies and the other hears of it, he or she
die also.
TEXT 153
TEXT
sei sat† premavat†, premav•n sei pati,
viyoge ye v•‘che priya-hite
n• ga‹e •pana-du„kha, v•‘che priyajana-sukha,
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sei dui mile acir•te
SYNONYMS
sei sat†--that chaste wife; prema-vat†--full of love; prema-v•n--loving;
sei pati--that husband; viyoge--in separation; ye--who; v•‘che--desire; priyahite--for the welfare of the other; n• ga‹e--and do not care; •pana-du„kha-for personal unhappiness; v•‘che--desire; priya-jana-sukha--the happiness of
the dearmost beloved; sei--those; dui--two; mile--meet; acir•te--without
delay.
TRANSLATION
" 'A loving, chaste wife and a loving husband who desire all welfare for
each other in separation and do not care for personal happiness, desire only
one another's well-being. Such a pair certainly meet again without delay.
TEXT 154
TEXT
r•khite tom•ra j†vana, sevi •mi n•r•ya‹a,
t••ra ¤aktye •si niti-niti
tom•-sane kr†‚• kari', niti y•i yadu-pur†,
t•h• tumi m•naha mora sphãrti
SYNONYMS
r•khite--just to keep; tom•ra j†vana--Your life; sevi •mi n•r•ya‹a--I
always worship Lord N•r•ya‹a; t••ra ¤aktye--by His potency; •si niti-niti--I
come to You daily; tom•-sane--with You; kr†‚• kari'--enjoying pastimes; niti-daily; y•i yadu-pur†--I return to Dv•rak•-dh•ma, known as Yadu-pur†; t•h•-that; tumi--You; m•naha--experience; mora--My; sphãrti--manifestation.
TRANSLATION
" 'You are My most dear, and I know that in My absence You cannot live for
a moment. Just to keep You living, I worship Lord N•r•ya‹a. By His merciful
potency, I come to V”nd•vana every day to enjoy pastimes with You. I then
return to Dv•rak•-dh•ma. Thus You can always feel My presence here in
V”nd•vana.
TEXT 155
TEXT
mora bh•gya mo-vi£aye, tom•ra ye prema haye,
sei prema--parama prabala
luk•‘• •m• •ne, sa•ga kar•ya tom•-sane,
prakaàeha •nibe satvara
SYNONYMS
mora bh•gya--My fortune; mo-vi£aye--in relation with Me; tom•ra--Your; ye-whatever; prema--love; haye--there is; sei prema--that love; parama pra-bala-1268

very powerful; luk•‘•--secretly; •m• •ne--brings Me; sa•ga kar•ya--obliges Me
to associate; tom•-sane--with You; prakaàeha--directly manifested; •nibe--will
bring; satvara--very soon.
TRANSLATION
" 'Our love affair is more powerful because of My good fortune in receiving
N•r•ya‹a's grace. This allows Me to come here unseen by others. I hope that
very soon I will be visible to everyone.
PURPORT
K”£‹a has two kinds of presence--prakaàa and aprakaàa, manifest and
unmanifest. Both are identical to the sincere devotee. Even if K”£‹a is not
physically present, the devotee's absorption in the affairs of K”£‹a makes Him
present. This is confirmed in the Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.38):
prem•‘jana-cchurita-bhakti-vilocanena
santa„ sadaiva h”daye£u vilokayanti
ya‰ ¤y•masundaram acintya-gu‹a-svarãpa‰
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
Due to his intense love, the pure devotee always sees Lord K”£‹a present
within his heart. All glories to Govinda, the primeval Personality of Godhead!
When K”£‹a is not manifest before the inhabitants of V”nd•vana, they are
always absorbed in thoughts of Him. Therefore even though K”£‹a was living at
that time at Dv•rak•, He was simultaneously present before all the inhabitants
of V”nd•vana. This was His aprakaàa presence. Devotees who are always absorbed
in thoughts of K”£‹a will soon see K”£‹a face to face without a doubt.
Devotees who are always engaged in K”£‹a consciousness and are fully absorbed
in thoughts of K”£‹a certainly return home, back to Godhead. They then see
K”£‹a directly, face to face, take pras•da with Him and enjoy His company.
This is confirmed in Bhagavad-g†t•: tyaktv• deha‰ punar janma naiti m•m eti so
'rjuna (Bg. 4.9).
During his lifetime, a pure devotee is always speaking of K”£‹a and
engaging in His service, and as soon as he gives up his body, he immediately
returns to Goloka V”nd•vana, where K”£‹a is personally present. He then meets
K”£‹a directly. This is successful human life. This is the meaning of
prakaàeha •nibe satvara. The pure devotee will soon see the personal
manifestation of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a.
TEXT 156
TEXT
y•davera vipak£a, yata du£àa ka‰sa-pak£a,
t•h• •mi kailu• saba k£aya
•che dui-c•ri jana, t•h• m•ri' v”nd•vana,
•il•ma •mi, j•niha ni¤caya
SYNONYMS
y•davera vipak£a--all the enemies of the Yadu dynasty; yata--all; du£àa-mischievous; ka‰sa-pak£a--the party of Ka‰sa; t•h•--them; •mi--I; kailu• saba
k£aya--have annihilated all; •che--there are still; dui-c•ri jana--two or four
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demons; t•h• m•ri'--after killing them; v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana; •il•ma •mi--I
am coming very soon; j•niha ni¤caya--please know it very well.
TRANSLATION
" 'I have already killed all the mischievous demons who are enemies of the
Yadu dynasty, and I have also killed Ka‰sa and his allies. However, there are
two or four demons still living. I want to kill them, and after doing so I
shall very soon return to V”nd•vana. Please know this for certain.
PURPORT
Just as K”£‹a does not take a step away from V”nd•vana, K”£‹a's devotee
also does not like to leave V”nd•vana. However, when he has to tend to K”£‹a's
business, he leaves V”nd•vana. After finishing his mission, a pure devotee
returns home, back to V”nd•vana, back to Godhead. K”£‹a assured R•dh•r•‹† that
after killing the demons outside V”nd•vana, He would return. "I am coming back
very soon," He promised, "as soon as I have killed the few remaining demons."
TEXT 157
TEXT
sei ¤atru-ga‹a haite, vraja-jana r•khite,
rahi r•jye ud•s†na ha‘•
yeb• str†-putra-dhane, kari r•jya •vara‹e,
yadu-ga‹era santo£a l•giy•
SYNONYMS
sei--those; ¤atru-ga‹a haite--from enemies; vraja-jana--to the inhabitants
of V”nd•vana; r•khite--to give protection; rahi--I remain; r•jye--in My
kingdom; ud•s†na--indifferent; ha‘•--becoming; yeb•--whatever; str†-putradhane--with wives, sons and wealth; kari r•jya •vara‹e--I decorate My kingdom;
yadu-ga‹era--of the Yadu dynasty; santo£a--satisfaction; l•giy•--for the
matter of.
TRANSLATION
" 'I wish to protect the inhabitants of V”nd•vana from the attacks of My
enemies. That is why I remain in My kingdom; otherwise I am indifferent to My
royal position. Whatever wives, sons and wealth I maintain in the kingdom are
only for the satisfaction of the Yadus.
TEXT 158
TEXT
tom•ra ye prema-gu‹a, kare •m• •kar£a‹a,
•nibe •m• dina da¤a bi¤e
puna„ •si' v”nd•vane, vraja-vadhã tom•-sane,
vilasiba rajan†-divase
SYNONYMS
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tom•ra--Your; ye--whatever; prema-gu‹a--qualities in ecstatic love; kare-do; •m•--Me; •kar£a‹a--attracting; •nibe--will bring; •m•--Me; dina da¤a bi¤e-within ten or twenty days; puna„--again; •si'--coming; v”nd•vane--to
V”nd•vana; vraja-vadhã--all the damsels of V”nd•vana; tom•-sane--with You;
vilasiba--I shall enjoy; rajan†-divase--both day and night.
TRANSLATION
" 'Your loving qualities always attract Me to V”nd•vana. Indeed, they will
bring Me back within ten or twenty days, and when I return I shall enjoy both
day and night with You and all the damsels of Vrajabhãmi.'
TEXT 159
TEXT
eta t••re kahi k”£‹a, vraje y•ite sat”£‹a,
eka ¤loka pa‚i' ¤un•ila
sei ¤loka ¤uni' r•dh•, kh•‹‚ila sakala b•dh•,
k”£‹a-pr•ptye prat†ti ha-ila
SYNONYMS
eta--so much; t••re--unto R•dh•r•‹†; kahi--speaking; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a;
vraje--in V”nd•vana; y•ite--to go; sa-t”£‹a--very anxious; eka ¤loka--one
verse; pa‚i'--reciting; ¤un•ila--making Her hear; sei ¤loka--that verse;
¤uni,--hearing; r•dh•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; kh•‹‚ila--disappeared; sakala--all
kinds of; b•dh•--hindrances; k”£‹a-pr•ptye--in achieving K”£‹a; prat†ti haila--there was assurance.
TRANSLATION
"While speaking to ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, K”£‹a became very anxious to return
to V”nd•vana. He made Her listen to a verse which banished all Her
difficulties and which assured Her that She would again attain K”£‹a.
TEXT 160
TEXT
mayi bhaktir hi bhãt•n•m
am”tatv•ya kalpate
di£ày• yad •s†n mat-sneho
bhavat†n•‰ mad-•pana„
SYNONYMS
mayi--unto Me; bhakti„--the nine kinds of devotional service, such as
¤rava‹a, k†rtana and smara‹a; hi--certainly; bhãt•n•m--of all living entities;
am”tatv•ya--for becoming eternal associates of the Lord; kalpate--is quite
befitting; di£ày•--by good fortune; yat--whatever; •s†t--there was; matsneha„--love and affection for Me; bhavat†n•m--of all you gop†s; mat-•pana„-the cause for getting Me back.
TRANSLATION
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"Lord ¥r† K”£‹a said: 'Devotional service unto Me is the only way to attain
Me. My dear gop†s, whatever love and affection you have attained for Me by
good fortune is the only reason for My returning to you.' "
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.82.44).
TEXT 161
TEXT
ei saba artha prabhu svarãpera sane
r•tri-dine ghare vasi' kare •sv•dane
SYNONYMS
ei saba--all these; artha--meanings; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
svarãpera sane--with Svarãpa D•modara; r•tri-dine--both day and night; ghare
vasi'--sitting within His room; kare--does; •sv•dane--taste.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would sit in His room with Svarãpa D•modara and
taste the topics of these verses day and night.
TEXT 162
TEXT
n”tya-k•le sei bh•ve •vi£àa ha‘•
¤loka pa‚i' n•ce jagann•tha-mukha c•‘•
SYNONYMS
n”tya-k•le--while dancing; sei bh•ve--in such ecstasy; •vi£àa--absorbed;
ha‘•--becoming; ¤loka pa‚i'--reciting these verses; n•ce--dances; jagann•thamukha--the face of Jagann•tha; c•‘•--looking upon.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced completely absorbed in ecstatic emotion.
While looking at the face of Lord Jagann•tha, He danced and recited these
verses.
TEXT 163
TEXT
svarãpa-gos•‘ira bh•gya n• y•ya var‹ana
prabhute •vi£àa y••ra k•ya, v•kya, mana
SYNONYMS
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svarãpa-gos•‘ira--of Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†; bh•gya--the fortune; n•-not; y•ya var‹ana--can be described; prabhute--in the service of the Lord;
•vi£àa--fully absorbed; y••ra--of whom; k•ya--body; v•kya--words; mana--mind.
TRANSLATION
No one can describe the good fortune of Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†, for he is
always absorbed in the service of the Lord with his body, mind and words.
TEXT 164
TEXT
svarãpera indriye prabhura nijendriya-ga‹a
•vi£àa ha‘• kare g•na-•sv•dana
SYNONYMS
svarãpera--of Svarãpa D•modara; indriye--in the senses; prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nija-indriya-ga‹a--own senses; •vi£àa ha‘•--being fully
absorbed; kare--does; g•na--the singing; •sv•dana--tasting.
TRANSLATION
The senses of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu were identical with the senses
of Svarãpa. Therefore Caitanya Mah•prabhu used to become fully absorbed in
tasting the singing of Svarãpa D•modara.
TEXT 165
TEXT
bh•vera •ve¤e kabhu bhãmite vasiy•
tarjan†te bhãme likhe adhomukha ha‘•
SYNONYMS
bh•vera •ve¤e--because of ecstatic emotion; kabhu--sometimes; bhãmite--on
the ground; vasiy•--sitting; tarjan†te--with the ring finger; bhãme--on the
ground; likhe--writes; adhomukha ha‘•--looking down.
TRANSLATION
In emotional ecstasy, Caitanya Mah•prabhu would sometimes sit on the ground
and, looking down, would write on the ground with His finger.
TEXT 166
TEXT
a•gulite k£ata habe j•ni' d•modara
bhaye nija-kare niv•raye prabhu-kara
SYNONYMS
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a•gulite--on the finger; k£ata--injury; habe--will take place; j•ni'-knowing; d•modara--Svarãpa D•modara; bhaye--out of fear; nija-kare--by his own
hand; niv•raye--checks; prabhu-kara--the hand of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
Feeling that the Lord would injure His finger by writing in this way,
Svarãpa D•modara checked Him with his own hand.
TEXT 167
TEXT
prabhura bh•v•nurãpa svarãpera g•na
yabe yei rasa t•h• kare mãrtim•n
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bh•va-anurãpa--following the ecstatic
emotions; svarãpera--of Svarãpa D•modara; g•na--the singing; yabe--when; yei-whatever; rasa--mellow; t•h•--that; kare--makes; mãrtim•n--personified.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara used to sing exactly according to the ecstatic emotion of
the Lord. Whenever a particular mellow was being tasted by ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, Svarãpa D•modara would personify it by singing.
TEXT 168
TEXT
¤r†-jagann•thera dekhe ¤r†-mukha-kamala
t•h•ra upara sundara nayana-yugala
SYNONYMS
¤r†-jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha; dekhe--sees; ¤r†-mukha-kamala--the
lotuslike face; t•h•ra upara--upon this; sundara--beautiful; nayana-yugala--a
pair of eyes.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu looked upon the beautiful lotuslike face and eyes
of Lord Jagann•tha.
TEXT 169
TEXT
sãryera kira‹e mukha kare jhalamala
m•lya, vastra, divya ala•k•ra, parimala
SYNONYMS
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sãryera--of the sun; kira‹e--by the rays of sunshine; mukha--the face;
kare--does; jhalamala--glittering; m•lya--garland; vastra--garments; divya
ala•k•ra--beautiful ornaments; parimala--surrounded by a fragrance.
TRANSLATION
Lord Jagann•tha was garlanded, dressed with nice garments and adorned with
beautiful ornaments. His face was glittering from the rays of sunshine, and
the entire atmosphere was fragrant.
TEXT 170
TEXT
prabhura h”daye •nanda-sindhu uthalila
unm•da, jha‘jh•-v•ta tat-k£a‹e uàhila
SYNONYMS
prabhura h”daye--in the heart of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •nanda-sindhu-the ocean of transcendental bliss; uthalila--arose; unm•da--madness; jha‘jh•-v•ta--hurricane; tat-k£a‹e--immediately; uàhila--intensified.
TRANSLATION
An ocean of transcendental bliss expanded in the heart of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, and symptoms of madness immediately intensified like a hurricane.
TEXT 171
TEXT
•nandonm•de uàh•ya bh•vera tara•ga
n•n•-bh•va-sainye upajila yuddha-ra•ga
SYNONYMS
•nanda-unm•de--the madness of transcendental bliss; uàh•ya--causes to
arise; bh•vera--of emotion; tara•ga--waves; n•n•--various; bh•va--emotions;
sainye--among soldiers; upajila--there appeared; yuddha-ra•ga--fighting.
TRANSLATION
The madness of transcendental bliss created waves of various emotions. The
emotions appeared like opposing soldiers staging a fight.
TEXT 172
TEXT
bh•vodaya, bh•va-¤•nti, sandhi, ¤•balya
sa‘c•r†, s•ttvika, sth•y† svabh•va-pr•balya
SYNONYMS
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bh•va-udaya--awakening of emotion; bh•va-¤•nti--emotions of peace; sandhi-the junction of different emotions; ¤•balya--mixing of all emotions; sa‘c•r†-impetuses for all kinds of emotion; s•ttvika--transcendental; sth•y†-prevalent; svabh•va--natural emotion; pr•balya--increase.
TRANSLATION
There was an increase in all the natural emotional symptoms. Thus there
were awakening emotions, peacefulness, joined, mixed, transcendental and
prevalent emotions, and impetuses for emotion.
TEXT 173
TEXT
prabhura ¤ar†ra yena ¤uddha-hem•cala
bh•va-pu£pa-druma t•he pu£pita sakala
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤ar†ra--body; yena--as if; ¤uddha-transcendental; hem•cala--Himalayan mountain; bh•va--emotional; pu£pa-druma-flower trees; t•he--in that situation; pu£pita--blooming with flowers; sakala-all.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's body appeared like a transcendental Himalayan
mountain bearing ecstatic emotional flower trees, all of them blooming.
TEXT 174
TEXT
dekhite •kar£aye sab•ra citta-mana
prem•m”ta-v”£àye prabhu si‘ce sab•ra mana
SYNONYMS
dekhite--by seeing; •kar£aye--attracts; sab•ra--of everyone; citta-mana-mind and consciousness; prema-am”ta-v”£àye--by pouring of the nectar of
transcendental love for God; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; si‘ce-sprinkled; sab•ra--everyone's; mana--mind.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing all these symptoms, everyone's mind and consciousness were
attracted. Indeed, the Lord sprinkled everyone's mind with the nectar of
transcendental love of Godhead.
TEXT 175
TEXT
jagann•tha-sevaka yata r•ja-p•tra-ga‹a
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y•trika loka, n†l•cala-v•s† yata jana
SYNONYMS
jagann•tha-sevaka--the servants of Lord Jagann•tha; yata--all; r•ja-p•traga‹a--and the government officers; y•trika--pilgrim visitors; loka--people in
general; n†l•cala-v•s†--the residents of Jagann•tha Pur†; yata jana--as many
people as there were.
TRANSLATION
He sprinkled the minds of the servants of Lord Jagann•tha, the government
officers, the pilgrim visitors, the general populace and all the residents of
Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 176
TEXT
prabhura n”tya prema dekhi' haya camatk•ra
k”£‹a-prema uchalila h”daye sab•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n”tya--dancing; prema--love; dekhi'-seeing; haya--become; camatk•ra--astonished; k”£‹a-prema--love of K”£‹a;
uchalila--infatuated; h”daye--in the hearts; sab•ra--of everyone.
TRANSLATION
After seeing the dancing and ecstatic love of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
everyone became astonished. In their hearts they became infatuated with love
of K”£‹a.
TEXT 177
TEXT
preme n•ce, g•ya, loka, kare kol•hala
prabhura n”tya dekhi' sabe •nande vihvala
SYNONYMS
preme--in ecstatic love; n•ce--dance; g•ya--chant; loka--people in general;
kare--make; kol•hala--a great noise; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
n”tya--dancing; dekhi'--seeing; sabe--everyone; •nande--in transcendental
bliss; vihvala--overwhelmed.
TRANSLATION
Everyone danced and chanted in ecstatic love, and a great noise resounded.
Everyone was overwhelmed with transcendental bliss just to see the dancing of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 178
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TEXT
anyera ki k•ya, jagann•tha-haladhara
prabhura n”tya dekhi' sukhe calil• manthara
SYNONYMS
anyera ki k•ya--apart from the actions of others; jagann•tha--Lord
Jagann•tha; haladhara--Balar•ma; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n”tya-the dancing; dekhi'--seeing; sukhe--in great happiness; calil•--moved;
manthara--slowly.
TRANSLATION
Apart from the others, even Lord Jagann•tha and Lord Balar•ma, with great
happiness, began to move very slowly upon seeing the dancing of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 179
TEXT
kabhu sukhe n”tya-ra•ga dekhe ratha r•khi'
se kautuka ye dekhila, sei t•ra s•k£†
SYNONYMS
kabhu--sometimes; sukhe--in great happiness; n”tya-ra•ga--amusement in
dancing; dekhe--sees; ratha--the car; r•khi'--stopping; se kautuka--that
amusement; ye--anyone who; dekhila--saw; sei--he; t•ra--of that; s•k£†-witness.
TRANSLATION
Lord Jagann•tha and Lord Balar•ma sometimes stopped the car and happily
observed Lord Caitanya's dancing. Anyone who was able to see Them stop and
watch the dancing bore witness to Their pastimes.
TEXT 180
TEXT
ei-mata prabhu n”tya karite bhramite
prat•parudrera •ge l•gil• pa‚ite
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n”tya karite-dancing; bhramite--wandering; prat•parudrera--of King Prat•parudra; •ge--in
front; l•gil•--began; pa‚ite--to fall down.
TRANSLATION
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When Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was dancing and wandering in this way, He
fell down in front of Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra.
TEXT 181
TEXT
sambhrame prat•parudra prabhuke dharila
t••h•ke dekhite prabhura b•hya-j‘•na ha-ila
SYNONYMS
sambhrame--with great respect; prat•parudra--King Prat•parudra; prabhuke-Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dharila--picked up; t••h•ke--Him; dekhite--to
see; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; b•hya-j‘•na--external
consciousness; ha-ila--there was.
TRANSLATION
Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra picked the Lord up with great respect, but upon
seeing the King, Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu came to His external senses.
TEXT 182
TEXT
r•j• dekhi' mah•prabhu karena dhikk•ra
chi, chi, vi£ay†ra spar¤a ha-ila •m•ra
SYNONYMS
r•j• dekhi'--by seeing the King; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
karena--does; dhik-k•ra--condemnation; chi chi--how pitiable it is; vi£ay†ra-of a person interested in mundane affairs; spar¤a ha-ila--there has been
touching; •m•ra--of Me.
TRANSLATION
After seeing the King, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu condemned Himself, saying,
"Oh, how pitiful it is that I have touched a person who is interested in
mundane affairs."
TEXT 183
TEXT
•ve¤ete nity•nanda n• hail• s•vadh•ne
k•¤†¤vara-govinda •chil• anya-sth•ne
SYNONYMS
•ve¤ete--in great ecstasy; nity•nanda--Nity•nanda Prabhu; n•--not; hail•-became; s•vadh•ne--careful; k•¤†¤vara--K•¤†¤vara; govinda--Govinda; •chil•-were; anya-sth•ne--in another place.
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TRANSLATION
Not even Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu, K•¤†¤vara or Govinda took care of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu when He fell down. Nity•nanda was in great ecstasy, and
K•¤†¤vara and Govinda were elsewhere.
TEXT 184
TEXT
yadyapi r•j•ra dekhi' h•‚ira sevana
prasanna ha‘•che t••re milib•re mana
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; r•j•ra--of the King; dekhi'--seeing; h•‚ira sevana--the
service of a sweeper; prasanna ha‘•che--was satisfied; t••re milib•re--to see
him; mana--His mind.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had already been satisfied by the King's behavior,
for the King had accepted the service of a sweeper for Lord Jagann•tha.
Therefore Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu actually desired to see the King.
TEXT 185
TEXT
tath•pi •pana-ga‹e karite s•vadh•na
b•hye kichu ro£•bh•sa kail• bhagav•n
SYNONYMS
tath•pi--still; •pana-ga‹e--to personal associates; karite--to do;
s•vadh•na--warning; b•hye--externally; kichu--some; ro£a-•bh•sa--apparent
anger; kail•--showed; bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
However, just to warn His personal associates, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, externally expressed feelings of anger.
PURPORT
When Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra asked to see the Lord, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
immediately refused, saying:
ni£ki‘canasya bhagavad-bhajanonmukhasya
p•ra‰ para‰ jigami£or bhava-s•garasya
sandar¤ana‰ vi£ayi‹•m atha yo£it•‰ ca
h• hanta hanta vi£a-bhak£a‹ato 'py as•dhu
(Cc. Madhya 11.8)
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The word ni£ki‘canasya refers to a person who has finished his material
activities. Such a person can begin to execute his activities in K”£‹a
consciousness to cross over the ocean of nescience. It is very dangerous for
such a person to have intimate relationships with mundane people or to become
intimately related with women. This formality is to be observed by anyone who
is serious about going back home, back to Godhead. To teach His personal
associates these principles, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu expressed external anger
when touched by the King. Since the Lord was very satisfied with the humble
behavior of the King, He intentionally allowed the King to touch Him, but
externally He expressed anger just to warn His personal associates.
TEXT 186
TEXT
prabhura vacane r•j•ra mane haila bhaya
s•rvabhauma kahe,--tumi n• kaya sa‰¤aya
SYNONYMS
prabhura vacane--by the words of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; r•j•ra--of the
King; mane--in the mind; haila--there was; bhaya--fear; s•rvabhauma kahe-S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said; tumi--you (the King); n• kaya sa‰¤aya--do not be
worried.
TRANSLATION
King Prat•parudra became frightened when Lord Caitanya showed external
anger, but S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya told the King, "Don't worry."
TEXT 187
TEXT
tom•ra upare prabhura suprasanna mana
tom• lak£ya kari' ¤ikh•yena nija ga‹a
SYNONYMS
tom•ra upare--upon you; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; suprasanna--very satisfied; mana--the mind; tom•--you; lak£ya kari'--pointing
out; ¤ikh•yena--He teaches; nija ga‹a--His personal associates.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya informed the King, "The Lord is very satisfied with
you. By pointing you out, He was teaching His personal associates how to
behave with mundane people."
PURPORT
Although outwardly the King was a mundane man interested in money and
women, internally he was purified by devotional activities. He showed this by
engaging as a street sweeper to please Lord Jagann•tha. A person may appear to
be a pounds-and-shillings man interested in money and women, but if he is
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actually very meek and humble and surrendered to the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, he is not mundane. Such a judgment can be made only by ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and His very confidential devotees. As a general principle,
however, no devotee should intimately mix with mundane people interested in
money and women.
TEXT 188
TEXT
avasara j•ni' •mi kariba nivedana
sei-k•le y•i' kariha prabhura milana
SYNONYMS
avasara j•ni'--understanding an opportune moment; •mi--I; kariba--shall do;
nivedana--submission; sei-k•le--at that time; y•i'--coming; kariha--you do;
prabhura milana--meeting with Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya continued, "I shall submit your petition when there
is an opportune moment. It will then be easy for you to come and meet the
Lord."
TEXT 189
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu ratha pradak£i‹a kariy•
ratha-p•che y•i' àhele rathe m•th• diy•
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ratha--the car;
pradak£i‹a--circumambulation; kariy•--doing; ratha-p•che--to the rear of the
car; y•i'--going; àhele--pushes; rathe--on the car; m•th• diy•--by placing the
head.
TRANSLATION
After circumambulating Jagann•tha, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went behind the
car and began pushing it with His head.
TEXT 190
TEXT
àhelitei calila ratha 'ha‚a' 'ha‚a' kari'
catur-dike loka saba bale 'hari' 'hari'
SYNONYMS
àhelitei--as soon as He pushed; calila--departed; ratha--the car; ha‚a ha‚a
kari'--making a rattling noise; catu„-dike--all around; loka--people in
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general; saba--all; bale--chant; hari hari--the holy name of the Lord, Hari
Hari.
TRANSLATION
As soon as He pushed, the car immediately started to move, making a
rattling noise. The people all around began to chant the holy name of the
Lord, "Hari! Hari!"
TEXT 191
TEXT
tabe prabhu nija-bhakta-ga‹a la‘• sa•ge
baladeva-subhadr•gre n”tya kare ra•ge
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nija--personal;
bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; la‘•--taking; sa•ge--with Him; baladeva--of Lord
Balar•ma; subhadr•--of the goddess of fortune Subhadr•; agre--in front; n”tya-dancing; kare--performed; ra•ge--in great amusement.
TRANSLATION
As the car began to move, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took His personal
associates in front of the cars occupied by Lord Balar•ma and Subhadr•, the
goddess of fortune. Greatly inspired, He then began to dance in front of Them.
TEXT 192
TEXT
t•h•• n”tya kari' jagann•tha •ge •il•
jagann•tha dekhi' n”tya karite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
t•h••--there; n”tya kari'--after performing the dance; jagann•tha--of Lord
Jagann•tha; •ge--in front; •il•--appeared; jagann•tha dekhi'--seeing Lord
Jagann•tha; n”tya--dancing; karite--to perform; l•gil•--began.
TRANSLATION
After finishing the dance before Lord Baladeva and Subhadr•, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu came before Lord Jagann•tha's car. Upon seeing Lord Jagann•tha, He
began to dance again.
TEXT 193
TEXT
caliy• •ila ratha 'balaga‹‚i'-sth•ne
jagann•tha ratha r•khi' dekhe ‚•hine v•me
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SYNONYMS
caliy•--moving; •ila--came; ratha--the car; balaga‹‚i-sth•ne--at the place
known as Balaga‹‚i; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; ratha--car; r•khi'--after
stopping; dekhe--sees; ‚•hine v•me--left and right.
TRANSLATION
When they reached the place called Balaga‹‚i, Lord Jagann•tha stopped His
car and began to look left and right.
TEXT 194
TEXT
v•me--'vipra-¤•sana' n•rikela-vana
‚•hine ta' pu£pody•na yena v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
v•me--on the left; vipra-¤•sana--the place known as vipra-¤•sana; n•rikelavana--coconut grove; ‚•hine--on the right side; ta'--indeed; pu£pa-udy•na-flower gardens; yena--as if; v”nd•vana--V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
On the left side, Lord Jagann•tha saw the neighborhood of br•hma‹as known
as vipra-¤•sana and the coconut tree grove. On the right side, He saw nice
flower gardens resembling those in the holy place V”nd•vana.
PURPORT
Vipra-¤•sana is a name generally used in the Orissa province for the
quarters where br•hma‹as live.
TEXT 195
TEXT
•ge n”tya kare gaura la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
ratha r•khi' jagann•tha karena dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
•ge--in front; n”tya kare--dances; gaura--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘•-accompanied by; bhakta-ga‹a--the devotees; ratha r•khi'--after stopping the
car; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; karena dara¤ana--sees.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His devotees were dancing in front of the car,
and, having stopped the car, Lord Jagann•tha watched the dancing.
TEXT 196
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TEXT
sei sthale bhoga l•ge,--•chaye niyama
koài bhoga jagann•tha kare •sv•dana
SYNONYMS
sei sthale--in that place; bhoga l•ge--food is offered; •chaye niyama--it
is the custom; koài bhoga--millions of dishes; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha;
kare--does; •sv•dana--tasting.
TRANSLATION
It was customary that food be offered to the Lord at vipra-¤•sana. Indeed,
innumerable dishes of food were offered, and Lord Jagann•tha tasted each one
of them.
TEXT 197
TEXT
jagann•thera choàa-ba‚a yata bhakta-ga‹a
nija nija uttama-bhoga kare samarpa‹a
SYNONYMS
jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha; choàa--neophyte; ba‚a--advanced; yata-all; bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; nija nija--personally cooked; uttama-bhoga-firstclass food; kare--do; samarpa‹a--offering.
TRANSLATION
All kinds of devotees of Lord Jagann•tha--from neophytes to the most
advanced--offered their best cooked food to the Lord.
TEXT 198
TEXT
r•j•, r•ja-mahi£†-v”nda, p•tra, mitra-ga‹a
n†l•cala-v•s† yata choàa-ba‚a jana
SYNONYMS
r•j•--the King; r•ja-mahi£†-v”nda--the queens of the King; p•tra-ministers; mitra-ga‹a--friends; n†l•cala-v•s†--all the residents of Jagann•tha
Pur†; yata--as many; choàa-ba‚a--small and big; jana--persons.
TRANSLATION
This included the King, his queens, his ministers and friends and all other
big and small residents of Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 199
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TEXT
n•n•-de¤era de¤† yata y•trika jana
nija-nija-bhoga t•h•• kare samarpa‹a
SYNONYMS
n•n•-de¤era--of various countries; de¤†--local; yata--all kinds of;
y•trika--visiting; jana--people; nija-nija--personally cooked; bhoga--food;
t•h••--there; kare--do; samarpa‹a--offering.
TRANSLATION
All the visitors who had come from different countries to Jagann•tha Pur†,
as well as the local devotees, offered their personally cooked food to the
Lord.
TEXT 200
TEXT
•ge p•che, dui p•r¤ve pu£pody•na-vane
yei y•h• p•ya, l•g•ya,--n•hika niyame
SYNONYMS
•ge p•che--in front or at the end; dui p•r¤ve--on two sides; pu£pa-udy•navane--in the flower gardens; yei--one who; y•h• p•ya--gets the opportunity;
l•g•ya--offers; n•hika niyame--there are no hard-and-fast rules.
TRANSLATION
The devotees offered their foods everywhere, in front and behind the car,
on the two sides and within the flower garden. Wherever possible, they made
their offering to the Lord, for there were no hard-and-fast rules.
TEXT 201
TEXT
bhogera samaya lokera mah• bhi‚a haila
n”tya ch•‚i' mah•prabhu upavane gela
SYNONYMS
bhogera samaya--at the time the food was offered; lokera--of all the
people; mah•--great; bhi‚a--crowd; haila--there was; n”tya ch•‚i'--giving up
His dancing; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; upavane gela--went to a
nearby garden.
TRANSLATION
While the food was being offered, a large crowd of people gathered. At that
time ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stopped His dancing and went to a nearby garden.
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TEXT 202
TEXT
prem•ve¤e mah•prabhu upavana p•‘•
pu£pody•ne g”ha-pi‹‚•ya rahil• pa‚iy•
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; upavana
p•‘•--having come to a nice nearby garden; pu£pa-udy•ne--in that flower
garden; g”ha-pi‹‚•ya--on the raised platform; rahil•--remained; pa‚iy•-falling flat.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to the garden. Immersed in a great ecstatic
emotion, He fell flat on a raised platform there.
TEXT 203
TEXT
n”tya-pari¤rame prabhura dehe ghana gharma
sugandhi ¤†tala-v•yu karena sevana
SYNONYMS
n”tya-pari¤rame--by fatigue due to dancing; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; dehe--on the body; ghana gharma--much perspiration; sugandhi-fragrant; ¤†tala-v•yu--cool breeze; karena sevana--enjoyed very much.
TRANSLATION
The Lord was very fatigued from the hard labor of dancing, and there was
perspiration all over His body. He therefore enjoyed the fragrant, cool breeze
of the garden.
TEXT 204
TEXT
yata bhakta k†rtan†y• •siy• •r•me
prati-v”k£a-tale sabe karena vi¤r•me
SYNONYMS
yata bhakta--all the devotees; k†rtan†y•--who were performing sa•k†rtana;
•siy•--coming; •r•me--in the resting place; prati-v”k£a-tale--under each and
every tree; sabe--all of them; karena--take; vi¤r•me--rest.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees who were performing sa•k†rtana came there and took rest
under each and every tree.
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TEXT 205
TEXT
ei ta' kahila prabhura mah•-sa•k†rtana
jagann•thera •ge yaiche karila nartana
SYNONYMS
ei ta'--in this way; kahila--I have described; prabhura--of Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mah•-sa•k†rtana--the great congregational chanting;
jagann•thera •ge--in front of Lord Jagann•tha; yaiche--as; karila--He did;
nartana--dancing.
TRANSLATION
Thus I have described the great performance of congregational chanting by
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as He danced in front of Lord Jagann•tha.
TEXT 206
TEXT
rath•grete prabhu yaiche karil• nartana
caitany•£àake rãpa-gos•‘i kary•che var‹ana
SYNONYMS
ratha-agrete--in front of the car; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yaiche-as; karil•--performed; nartana--dancing; caitanya-a£àake--in the prayer named
Caitany•£àaka; rãpa-gos•‘i--Rãpa Gosv•m†; kary•che--has done; var‹ana--a vivid
description.
TRANSLATION
In his prayer known as the Caitany•£àaka, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† has given a
vivid description of the Lord's dancing before the car of Jagann•tha.
PURPORT
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† composed three prayers, each with the title
Caitany•£àaka. The verse next quoted is from the first of the Caitany•£àaka
prayers included in the book Stava-m•l•.
TEXT 207
TEXT
rath•rã‚hasy•r•d adhipadavi n†l•cala-pater
adabhra-premormi-sphurita-naàanoll•sa-viva¤a„
sahar£a‰ g•yadbhi„ pariv”ta-tanur vai£‹ava-janai„
sa caitanya„ ki‰ me punar api d”¤or y•syati padam
SYNONYMS
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ratha-•rã‚hasya--of the Supreme Lord, who was placed aboard the car; •r•t-in front; adhipadavi--on the main road; n†l•cala-pate„--of Lord Jagann•tha,
the Lord of N†l•cala; adabhra--great; prema-urmi--by waves of love of Godhead;
sphurita--which was manifested; naàana-ull•sa-viva¤a„--being overwhelmed by
the transcendental bliss of dancing; sa-har£am--with great pleasure;
g•yadbhi„--who were singing; pariv”ta--surrounded; tanu„--body; vai£‹avajanai„--by the devotees; sa„ caitanya„--that Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
kim--whether; me--my; puna„ api--again; d”¤o„--of vision; y•syati--will enter;
padam--the path.
TRANSLATION
"¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced down the main road in great ecstasy before
Lord Jagann•tha, the master of N†l•cala, who was sitting on His car.
Overwhelmed by the transcendental bliss of dancing and surrounded by Vai£‹avas
who sang the holy names, He manifested waves of ecstatic love of Godhead. When
will ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu again be visible to my vision?"
TEXT 208
TEXT
ih• yei ¤une sei ¤r†-caitanya p•ya
sud”‚ha vi¤v•sa-saha prema-bhakti haya
SYNONYMS
ih•--this; yei--anyone who; ¤une--hears; sei--that person; ¤r†-caitanya
p•ya--will achieve ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; su-d”‚ha--firm; vi¤v•sa-conviction; saha--with; prema-bhakti--devotional service in great love; haya-there is.
TRANSLATION
Anyone who hears this description of the car festival will attain ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. He will also attain the elevated state by which he will
have firm conviction in devotional service and love of Godhead.
TEXT 209
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
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Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Thirteenth Chapter, describing ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's ecstatic
dancing at Lord Jagann•tha's car festival.
Chapter 14
Performance of the V”nd•vana Pastimes
Dressing himself as a Vai£‹ava, Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra entered a garden
alone and began reciting verses from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. He then took the
opportunity to massage the lotus feet of the Lord. The Lord, in His ecstatic
love for K”£‹a, immediately embraced the King and thus bestowed mercy upon
him. When there was an offering of pras•da in the garden, Lord Caitanya also
partook of it. After this, when Lord Jagann•tha's Ratha car stopped moving,
King Prat•parudra called for many elephants to pull it, but they were
unsuccessful. Seeing this, Lord Caitanya began to push the car from behind
with His head, and the chariot began moving. Then the devotees began pulling
the chariot with ropes. Near the Gu‹‚ic• temple is a place known as šiàoà•.
This place was fixed up for ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to rest in. When Lord
Jagann•tha was seated at Sundar•cala, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw it as
V”nd•vana. He performed sporting pastimes in the water of the lake known as
Indradyumna. For nine continuous days during Ratha-y•tr•, the Lord remained at
Jagann•tha Pur†, and on the fifth day He and Svarãpa D•modara observed the
pastimes of Lak£m†, the goddess of fortune. During that time, there was much
talk about the pastimes of the gop†s. When the ratha was again being drawn and
the chanting resumed, R•m•nanda Vasu of Kul†na-gr•ma and Satyar•ja Kh•n were
requested to bring silk ropes every year for the Ratha-y•tr• ceremony.
TEXT 1
TEXT
gaura„ pa¤yann •tma-v”ndai„
¤r†-lak£m†-vijayotsavam
¤rutv• gop†-rasoll•sa‰
h”£àa„ prem‹• nanarta sa„
SYNONYMS
gaura„--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pa¤yan--by seeing; •tma-v”ndai„--with
His personal associates; ¤r†-lak£m†--of the goddess of fortune; vijaya
utsavam--the grand festival; ¤rutv•--by hearing; gop†--of the gop†s; rasaull•sam--the superexcellence of the mellows; h”£àa„--being very pleased;
prem‹•--in great ecstatic love; nanarta--danced; sa„--He, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Accompanied by His personal devotees, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to the
festival known as Lak£m†-vijayotsava. There He discussed the superexcellent
love of the gop†s. Just by hearing about them, He became very pleased and
danced in great ecstatic love for the Lord.
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TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya gauracandra ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya
jaya jaya nity•nanda jay•dvaita dhanya
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; gauracandra--to Gauracandra; ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya-Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jaya jaya--all glories; nity•nanda--to
Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya--all glories; advaita--to Advaita šc•rya; dhanya-exalted.
TRANSLATION
All glories to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, known as Gauracandra! All glories
to Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu! All glories to Advaita šc•rya, who is so exalted!
TEXT 3
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†v•s•di gaura-bhakta-ga‹a
jaya ¤rot•-ga‹a,--y••ra gaura pr•‹a-dhana
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; ¤r†v•sa-•di--headed by ¥r†v•sa; gaura-bhakta-ga‹a-to the devotees of Lord Caitanya; jaya--all glories; ¤rot•-ga‹a--to the
hearers; y••ra--of whom; gaura--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pr•‹a-dhana--the life
and soul.
TRANSLATION
All glories to all the devotees, headed by ¥r†v•sa áh•kura! All glories to
the readers who have taken ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as their life and soul.
TEXT 4
TEXT
ei-mata prabhu •chena premera •ve¤e
hena-k•le prat•parudra karila prave¤e
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •chena--was;
premera •ve¤e--in the ecstatic emotion of love; hena-k•le--at this time;
prat•parudra--King Prat•parudra; karila prave¤e--entered.
TRANSLATION
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While ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was resting in ecstatic love, Mah•r•ja
Prat•parudra entered the garden.
TEXT 5
TEXT
s•rvabhauma-upade¤e ch•‚i' r•ja-ve¤a
ekal• vai£‹ava-ve¤e karila prave¤a
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma--of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; upade¤e--under instructions;
ch•‚i'--giving up; r•ja-ve¤a--the royal dress; ekal•--alone; vai£‹ava-ve¤e--in
the dress of a Vai£‹ava; karila prave¤a--entered.
TRANSLATION
Following S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya's instructions, the King had given up his
royal dress. He now entered the garden in the dress of a Vai£‹ava.
PURPORT
Sometimes members of the International Society for Krishna Consciousness-especially in the Western countries--find it difficult to approach people to
distribute books because people are unfamiliar with the traditional saffron
robes of the devotees. The devotees have therefore inquired whether they can
wear European and American dress before the general public. From the
instructions given to King Prat•parudra by S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, we can
understand that we may change our dress in any way to facilitate our service.
When our members change their dress to meet the public or to introduce our
books, they are not breaking the devotional principles. The real principle is
to spread this K”£‹a consciousness movement, and if one has to change into
regular Western dress for this purpose, there should be no objection.
TEXT 6
TEXT
saba-bhaktera •j‘• nila yo‚a-h•ta ha‘•
prabhu-pada dhari' pa‚e s•hasa kariy•
SYNONYMS
saba-bhaktera--of all the devotees; •j‘• nila--took permission; yo‚a-h•ta
ha‘•--with folded hands; prabhu-pada dhari'--catching the feet of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; pa‚e--falls; s•hasa kariy•--with great courage.
TRANSLATION
Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra was so humble that with folded hands he first took
permission from all the devotees. Then, with great courage, he fell down and
touched the lotus feet of the Lord.
TEXT 7
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TEXT
••khi mudi' prabhu preme bhãmite ¤ay•na
n”pati naipu‹ye kare p•da-sa‰v•hana
SYNONYMS
••khi mudi'--with closed eyes; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; preme--in
ecstatic love; bhãmite--on the ground; ¤ay•na--lying down; n”pati--the King;
naipu‹ye--very expertly; kare--performs; p•da-sa‰v•hana--massaging the legs.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was lying on the ground with His eyes closed in
ecstatic love and emotion, and the King very expertly began to massage His
legs.
TEXT 8
TEXT
r•sa-l†l•ra ¤loka pa‚i' karena stavana
"jayati te 'dhika‰" adhy•ya karena paàhana
SYNONYMS
r•sa-l†l•ra--of the r•sa-l†l• dance; ¤loka--verses; pa‚i'--reciting;
karena--offers; stavana--prayers; jayati te 'dhikam--beginning with the words
jayati te 'dhikam; adhy•ya--chapter; karena--does; paàhana--recitation.
TRANSLATION
The King began to recite verses about the r•sa-l†l• from ¥r†mad Bh•gavatam.
He recited the chapter beginning with the words "jayati te 'dhikam."
PURPORT
These verses from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, Canto Ten, Chapter Thirty-one,
constitute what is known as the Gop†-g†t•.
TEXT 9
TEXT
¤unite ¤unite prabhura santo£a ap•ra
'bala, bala' bali' prabhu bale b•ra b•ra
SYNONYMS
¤unite ¤unite--by hearing; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
santo£a ap•ra--great satisfaction; bala bala--go on reciting; bali'--saying;
prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bale--says; b•ra b•ra--again and again.
TRANSLATION
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When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard these verses, He was pleased beyond
limits, and He said again and again,"Go on reciting, go on reciting."
TEXT 10
TEXT
"tava kath•m”ta‰" ¤loka r•j• ye pa‚ila
uàhi' prem•ve¤e prabhu •li•gana kaila
SYNONYMS
tava kath•m”tam--beginning with the words tava kath•m”tam; ¤loka--the
verse; r•j•--the King; ye pa‚ila--as he recited; uàhi'--getting up; prema•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •li•gana kaila-embraced.
TRANSLATION
As soon as the King recited the verse beginning with the words "tava
kath•m”tam," the Lord immediately arose in ecstatic love and embraced him.
TEXT 11
TEXT
tumi more dile bahu amãlya ratana
mora kichu dite n•hi, dilu• •li•gana
SYNONYMS
tumi--you; more--unto Me; dile--delivered; bahu--various; amãlya-incalculable; ratana--gems; mora--of Me; kichu--anything; dite--to give; n•hi-there is not; dilu•--I give; •li•gana--embracing.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing the verses recited by the King, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said,
"You have given Me invaluable gems, but I have nothing to give you in return.
Therefore I am simply embracing you."
TEXT 12
TEXT
eta bali' sei ¤loka pa‚e b•ra b•ra
dui-jan•ra a•ge kampa, netre jala-dh•ra
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; sei ¤loka--that verse; pa‚e--recites; b•ra b•ra-again and again; dui-jan•ra--of both of them (¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and the
King Prat•parudra); a•ge--in the bodies; kampa--trembling; netre--in the eyes;
jala-dh•ra--flow of water.
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TRANSLATION
After saying this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu began to recite the same verse
again and again. Both the King and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu were trembling, and
tears were flowing from their eyes.
TEXT 13
TEXT
tava kath•m”ta‰ tapta-j†vana‰
kavibhir †‚ita‰ kalma£•paham
¤rava‹a-ma•gala‰ ¤r†mad-•tata‰
bhuvi g”‹anti ye bhãrid• jan•„
SYNONYMS
tava--Your; kath•-am”tam--the nectar of words; tapta-j†vanam--life for
persons very much aggrieved in the material world; kavibhi„--by greatly
exalted persons; †‚itam--described; kalma£a-apaham--that which drives away all
kinds of sinful reaction; ¤rava‹a-ma•galam--giving all spiritual benefit to
anyone who hears; ¤r†-mat--filled with all spiritual power; •tatam--broadcast
all over the world; bhuvi--in the material world; g”‹anti--chant and spread;
ye--those who; bhãri-d•„--most beneficent; jan•„--persons.
TRANSLATION
"My Lord, the nectar of Your words and the descriptions of Your activities
are the life and soul of those who are always aggrieved in this material
world. These narrations are transmitted by exalted personalities, and they
eradicate all sinful reactions. Whoever hears these narrations attains all
good fortune. These narrations are broadcast all over the world and are filled
with spiritual power. Those who spread the message of Godhead are certainly
the most munificent welfare workers."
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.31.9).
TEXT 14
TEXT
'bhãrid•' 'bhãrid•' bali' kare •li•gana
i•ho n•hi j•ne,--iho• haya kon jana
SYNONYMS
bhãri-d•--the most munificent; bhãri-d•--the most munificent; bali'-crying; kare--does; •li•gana--embracing; i•ho--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n•hi
j•ne--does not know; iho•--Prat•parudra Mah•r•ja; haya--is; kon jana--who.
TRANSLATION
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After hearing the recitation of this verse, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
immediately embraced the reciter, King Prat•parudra, and cried, "You are the
most munificent! You are the most munificent!" At this point ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu did not even know who the King was.
TEXT 15
TEXT
pãrva-sev• dekhi' t••re k”p• upajila
anusandh•na vin• k”p•-pras•da karila
SYNONYMS
pãrva-sev•--previous service; dekhi'--seeing; t••re--unto him; k”p•--mercy;
upajila--awakened; anusandh•na--inquiry; vin•--without; k”p•--of mercy;
pras•da--grace; karila--bestowed.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mercy was aroused because of the King's previous
service. Therefore without even asking who he was, the Lord immediately
bestowed His mercy upon him.
TEXT 16
TEXT
ei dekha,--caitanyera k”p•-mah•bala
t•ra anusandh•na vin• kar•ya saphala
SYNONYMS
ei--this; dekha--just see; caitanyera--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”pamah•-bala--how greatly powerful is the mercy; t•ra anusandh•na--inquiring
about him; vin•--without; kar•ya--He makes; sa-phala--successful.
TRANSLATION
How powerful is the mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu! Without even
inquiring about the King, the Lord made everything successful.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mercy is so powerful that it acts automatically.
If a person renders loving service to K”£‹a, it never goes in vain. It is
recorded in a spiritual account, and in due time it will fructify. This is
confirmed by the Bhagavad-g†t• (2.40). Svalpam apy asya dharmasya tr•yate
mahato bhay•t: "In this endeavor there is no loss or diminution, and a little
advancement on this path can protect one from the most dangerous type of
fear."
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has particularly bestowed upon all fallen souls in
this age the most potent method of devotional service, and whoever takes to it
through the mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is immediately elevated to the
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transcendental position. ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam recommends: yaj‘ai„ sa•k†rtanapr•yair yajanti hi su-medhasa„ (Bh•g. 11.5.32).
A student of K”£‹a consciousness must receive ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
mercy; then his devotional service will quickly succeed. This was the case
with King Prat•parudra. One has to be noticed by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and
a little service with sincere efforts will convince the Lord that one is a
proper candidate for returning home, back to Godhead. Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra
did not have a chance to meet ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, but when the Lord saw
that the King was serving Lord Jagann•tha as a menial sweeper, the Lord's
mercy upon the King became a solid fact. When Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra, in the
dress of a Vai£‹ava, was serving the Lord, the Lord did not even inquire who
he was. Rather, He had compassion upon him and began to embrace him.
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m† wants to point out that nothing could compare to
the Lord's mercy toward Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra; therefore he uses the word
dekha ("just see") and caitanyera k”p•-mah•bala ("how powerful is the mercy of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu"). This is also confirmed by Prabodh•nanda Sarasvat†:
yat-k•ru‹ya-kaà•k£a-vaibhava-vat•m (Caitanya-candr•m”ta 5). Even a little of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mercy serves as a great asset for spiritual
advancement. Therefore the K”£‹a consciousness movement must be spread through
the mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. When Rãpa Gosv•m† experienced the mercy
and magnanimity of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he said:
namo mah•-vad•ny•ya
k”£‹a-prema-prad•ya te
k”£‹•ya k”£‹a-caitanyan•mne gaura-tvi£e nama„
"I offer my respectful obeisances unto the Supreme Lord ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya
who is more magnanimous than any other avat•ra, even K”£‹a Himself, because He
is bestowing freely what no one else has ever given--pure love of K”£‹a."
¥r†la Locana d•sa áh•kura has also sung, parama karu‹a, pahu• dui jana, nit•igaura-candra: "The two brothers Nit•i and Gaura are so kind that no one can
compare to them." Similarly, ¥r†la Narottama d•sa àh•kura has sung:
vrajendra-nandana yei,
¤ac†-suta haila sei,
balar•ma haila nit•i,
d†na-h†na yata chila,
hari-n•me uddh•rila,
t•'ra s•k£† jag•i-m•dh•i
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's special mission is the deliverance of all fallen
souls in Kali-yuga. Devotees of K”£‹a must persistently seek the favor and
mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to become fit to return home, back to
Godhead.
TEXT 17
TEXT
prabhu bale,--ke tumi, karil• mora hita?
•cambite •si' piy•o k”£‹a-l†l•m”ta?
SYNONYMS
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prabhu bale--the Lord said; ke tumi--who are you; karil•--you have done;
mora--My; hita--welfare; •cambite--all of a sudden; •si'--coming; piy•o--you
make Me drink; k”£‹a-l†l•-am”ta--the nectar of the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
Finally ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Who are you? You have done so much
for Me. All of a sudden you have come here and made Me drink the nectar of the
pastimes of Lord K”£‹a."
TEXT 18
TEXT
r•j• kahe,--•mi tom•ra d•sera anud•sa
bh”tyera bh”tya kara,--ei mora •¤a
SYNONYMS
r•j• kahe--the King said; •mi--I; tom•ra--Your; d•sera anud•sa--most
obedient servant of Your servant; bh”tyera bh”tya--servant of the servant;
kara--make (me); ei--this; mora •¤a--my desire.
TRANSLATION
The King replied, "My Lord, I am the most obedient servant of Your
servants. It is my ambition that You will accept me as the servant of Your
servants."
PURPORT
The greatest achievement for a devotee is to become a servant of the
servants. Actually no one should desire to become the direct servant of the
Lord. That is not a very good idea. When Prahl•da Mah•r•ja was offered a
benediction by N”si‰hadeva, Prahl•da rejected all kinds of material
benediction, but he prayed to become the servant of the servant of the Lord.
When Dhruva Mah•r•ja was offered a benediction by Kuvera, the treasurer of the
demigods, Dhruva could have asked for unlimited material opulence, but he
simply asked for the benediction of becoming the servant of the servants of
the Lord. Khol•vec• ¥r†dhara was a very poor man, but when ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu wanted to give him a benediction, he also prayed to the Lord to be
allowed to remain a servant of the servants of the Lord. The conclusion is
that being the servant of the servants of the Supreme Personality of Godhead
is the highest benediction one can desire.
TEXT 19
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu t••re ai¤varya dekh•ila
'k•reha n• kahibe' ei ni£edha karila
SYNONYMS
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tabe--at that time; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--to the
King; ai¤varya--divine power; dekh•ila--showed; k•reha n• kahibe--do not speak
to anyone; ei--this; ni£edha karila--forbade.
TRANSLATION
At that time, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu displayed some of His divine
opulences to the King, and He forbade him to disclose this to anyone.
TEXT 20
TEXT
'r•j•'--hena j‘•na kabhu n• kaila prak•¤a
antare sakala j•nena, b•hire ud•sa
SYNONYMS
r•j•--the King; hena j‘•na--such knowledge; kabhu--at any time; n•--not;
kaila prak•¤a--manifested; antare--within the heart; sakala--everything;
j•nena--knows; b•hire--externally; ud•sa--indifferent.
TRANSLATION
Although within His heart Caitanya Mah•prabhu knew everything that was
happening, externally He did not disclose it. Nor did He disclose that He knew
He was talking with King Prat•parudra.
TEXT 21
TEXT
prat•parudrera bh•gya dekhi' bhakta-ga‹e
r•j•re pra¤a‰se sabe •nandita-mane
SYNONYMS
prat•parudrera--of King Prat•parudra; bh•gya--the fortune; dekhi'--seeing;
bhakta-ga‹e--all the devotees; r•j•re--the King; pra¤a‰se--praised; sabe--all;
•nandita-mane--with blissful minds.
TRANSLATION
Seeing the Lord's special mercy upon King Prat•parudra, the devotees
praised the King's fortune, and their minds became open and blissful.
PURPORT
This is a characteristic of a Vai£‹ava. He is never envious if one receives
the mercy and strength of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. A pure Vai£‹ava is very
happy to see a person elevated in devotional service. Unfortunately, there are
many so-called Vai£‹avas who become envious to see someone actually recognized
by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. It is a fact that no one can preach Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's message without receiving the special mercy of the Lord. This is
known to every Vai£‹ava, yet there are some envious people who cannot tolerate
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the expansion of this K”£‹a consciousness movement all over the world. They
find fault with a pure devotee preacher and do not praise him for the
excellent service he renders in fulfilling ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mission.
TEXT 22
TEXT
da‹‚avat kari' r•j• b•hire calil•
yo‚a hasta kari' saba bhaktere vandil•
SYNONYMS
da‹‚avat kari'--offering obeisances; r•j•--the King; b•hire--outside;
calil•--departed; yo‚a--folded; hasta--hands; kari'--making; saba--all;
bhaktere--unto the devotees; vandil•--offered prayers.
TRANSLATION
Submissively offering prayers to the devotees with folded hands and
offering obeisances to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the King went outside.
TEXT 23
TEXT
madhy•hna karil• prabhu la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
v•‹†n•tha pras•da la‘• kaila •gamana
SYNONYMS
madhy•hna karil•--accepted lunch; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘•-accompanied by; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; v•‹†n•tha--V•‹†n•tha; pras•da
la‘•--taking all kinds of remnants of Jagann•tha's food; kaila--did; •gamana-arrival.
TRANSLATION
After this, V•‹†n•tha R•ya brought all kinds of pras•da, and ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu accepted lunch with the devotees.
TEXT 24
TEXT
s•rvabhauma-r•m•nanda-v•‹†n•the diy•
pras•da p•àh•'la r•j• bahuta kariy•
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda R•ya; v•‹†n•the
diy•--through V•‹†n•tha R•ya; pras•da--pras•da; p•àh•'la--had sent; r•j•--the
King; bahuta kariy•--in a large quantity.
TRANSLATION
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The King also sent a large quantity of pras•da through S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya, R•m•nanda R•ya and V•‹†n•tha R•ya.
TEXT 25
TEXT
'balaga‹‚i bhoge'ra pras•da--uttama, ananta
'ni-saka‚i' pras•da •ila, y•ra n•hi anta
SYNONYMS
balaga‹‚i bhogera--of food offered at Balaga‹‚i; pras•da--remnants; uttama-all of the foremost quality; ananta--of all varieties; ni-saka‚i--uncooked
food like milk products and fruits; pras•da--remnants of food; •ila--arrived;
y•ra--of which; n•hi--there is not; anta--end.
TRANSLATION
The pras•da sent by the King had been offered at the Balaga‹‚i festival and
included uncooked milk products and fruits. It was all of the finest quality,
and there was no end to the variety.
TEXT 26
TEXT
ch•n•, p•n•, pai‚a, •mra, n•rikela, k••àh•la
n•n•-vidha kadalaka, •ra b†ja-t•la
SYNONYMS
ch•n•--curd; p•n•--fruit juice; pai‚a--coconut; •mra--mango; n•rikela-dried coconut; k••àh•la--jackfruit; n•n•-vidha--various kinds of; kadalaka-bananas; •ra--and; b†ja-t•la--palm fruit seeds.
TRANSLATION
There was curd, fruit juice, coconut, mango, dried coconut, jackfruit,
various kinds of bananas and palm fruit seeds.
PURPORT
This is the first list of pras•da offered to Lord Jagann•tha.
TEXT 27
TEXT
n•ra•ga, chola•ga, à•b•, kamal•, b†ja-pãra
b•d•ma, choh•r•, dr•k£•, pi‹‚a-kharjura
SYNONYMS
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n•ra•ga--oranges; chola•ga--grapefruits; à•b•--another type of orange;
kamal•--tangerines; b†ja-pãra--another type of tangerine; b•d•ma--almonds;
choh•r•--dried fruit; dr•k£•--raisins; pi‹‚a-kharjura--dates.
TRANSLATION
There were also oranges, grapefruit, tangerines, almonds, dried fruit,
raisins and dates.
TEXT 28
TEXT
manohar•-l•‚u •di ¤ateka prak•ra
am”ta-guàik•-•di, k£†ras• ap•ra
SYNONYMS
manohar•-l•‚u--a kind of sande¤a; •di--and others; ¤ateka prak•ra--hundreds
of varieties; am”ta-guàik•--round sweetmeats; •di--and others; k£†ras•-condensed milk; ap•ra--of various qualities.
TRANSLATION
There were hundreds of different types of sweetmeats like manohar•-l•‚u,
sweets like am”ta-guàik• and various types of condensed milk.
TEXT 29
TEXT
am”ta-ma‹‚•, saravat†, •ra kum‚•-kur†
sar•m”ta, sarabh•j•, •ra sarapur†
SYNONYMS
am”ta-ma‹‚•--a variety of papaya; saravat†--a kind of orange; •ra--and;
kum‚•-kur†--crushed squash; sar•m”ta--cream; sara-bh•j•--fried cream; •ra-and; sara-pur†--a kind of pur† made with cream.
TRANSLATION
There were also papayas and saravat†, a type of orange, and also crushed
squash. There was also regular cream, fried cream and a type of pur† made with
cream.
TEXT 30
TEXT
hari-vallabha, se•oti, karpãra, m•lat†
‚•lim• marica-l•‚u, nav•ta, am”ti
SYNONYMS
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hari-vallabha--a sweetmeat like bread fried in ghee (like a doughnut);
se•oti--a sweetmeat made of a kind of fragrant flower; karpãra--a flower;
m•lat†--another flower; ‚•lim•--pomegranate; marica-l•‚u--a sweetmeat made
with black pepper; nav•ta--another kind of sweetmeat, made with fused sugar;
am”ti--a preparation generally called am”ti-jilipi, made with rice powder and
chick-pea flour, mixed with yogurt, fried in ghee and immersed in sugar water.
TRANSLATION
There were also sweets like hari-vallabha and sweets made of se•oti
flowers, karpãra flowers and m•lat† flowers. There were pomegranates, sweets
made with black pepper, sweets made with fused sugar, and am”ti-jilipi.
TEXT 31
TEXT
padmacini, candrak•nti, kh•j•, kha‹‚as•ra
viyari, kadm•, til•kh•j•ra prak•ra
SYNONYMS
padma-cini--sugar obtained from lotus flowers; candra-k•nti--a kind of
bread made from urad dhal; kh•j•--a crispy sweetmeat; kha‹‚a-s•ra--sugar
candy; viyari--a sweetmeat made from fried rice; kadm•--a sweetmeat made from
sesame seeds; til•kh•j•ra--cookies made from sesame seeds; prak•ra--all
varieties.
TRANSLATION
There was lotus flower sugar, a kind of bread made from urad dhal, crispy
sweetmeats, sugar candy, fried rice sweets, sesame seed sweets and cookies
made from sesame seeds.
TEXT 32
TEXT
n•ra•ga-chola•ga-•mra-v”k£era •k•ra
phula-phala-patra-yukta kha‹‚era vik•ra
SYNONYMS
n•ra•ga-chola•ga-•mra-v”k£era •k•ra--sweetmeats in the shape of varieties
of oranges, lemons and mangoes; phula-phala-patra-yukta--dressed with fruits,
flowers and leaves; kha‹‚era vik•ra--made from sugar candy.
TRANSLATION
There were sweetmeats made from sugarcane candy in the form of oranges,
lemons and mangoes along with fruits, flowers and leaves.
TEXT 33
TEXT
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dadhi, dugdha, nan†, takra, ras•l•, ¤ikhari‹†
sa-lava‹a mudg••kura, •d• kh•ni kh•ni
SYNONYMS
dadhi--yogurt; dugdha--milk; nan†--butter; takra--buttermilk; ras•l•--fruit
juice; ¤ikhari‹†--a preparation made of fried yogurt and sugar candy; salava‹a--salty; mudga-a•kura--mung dhal sprouts; •d•--ginger; kh•ni kh•ni--cut
into pieces.
TRANSLATION
There was yogurt, milk, butter, buttermilk, fruit juice, a preparation made
of fried yogurt and sugar candy, and salty mung dhal sprouts with shredded
ginger.
TEXT 34
TEXT
lembu-kula-•di n•n•-prak•ra •c•ra
likhite n• p•ri pras•da kateka prak•ra
SYNONYMS
lembu--lemon; kula--berries; •di--and so on; n•n•-prak•ra--varieties of;
•c•ra--pickles; likhite--to write; n•--not; p•ri--I am able; pras•da--food
offered to Jagann•tha; kateka prak•ra--how many varieties.
TRANSLATION
There were also various types of pickles--lemon pickle, berry pickle and so
on. Indeed, I am not able to describe the variety of food offered to Lord
Jagann•tha.
PURPORT
In verses 26-34, the author describes the various foods offered to Lord
Jagann•tha. He has described them as far as possible, but he finally admits
his inability to describe them completely.
TEXT 35
TEXT
pras•de pãrita ha-ila ardha upavana
dekhiy• santo£a haila mah•prabhura mana
SYNONYMS
pras•de--with all the pras•da; pãrita ha-ila--became filled; ardha upavana-half of the garden; dekhiy•--seeing; santo£a--satisfaction; haila--there was;
mah•prabhura mana--in the mind of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
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TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw half the garden filled with a variety of
pras•da, He was very satisfied.
TEXT 36
TEXT
ei-mata jagann•tha karena bhojana
ei sukhe mah•prabhura ju‚•ya nayana
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; karena bhojana--accepts
His food; ei sukhe--in this happiness; mah•prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; ju‚•ya--become fully satisfied; nayana--the eyes.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was fully satisfied just to see how Lord
Jagann•tha accepted all the food.
PURPORT
Following in the footsteps of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, a Vai£‹ava should be
fully satisfied simply to see a variety of food offered to the Deity of
Jagann•tha or R•dh•-K”£‹a. A Vai£‹ava should not hunger for a variety of food
for his own sake; rather, his satisfaction is in seeing various foods being
offered to the Deity. In his Gurv-a£àaka, ¥r†la Vi¤van•tha Cakravart† áh•kura
writes:
catur-vidha-¤r†-bhagavat-pras•dasv•dv-anna-t”pt•n hari-bhakta-sa•gh•n
k”tvaiva t”pti‰ bhajata„ sadaiva
vande guro„ ¤r†-cara‹•ravindam
"The spiritual master is always offering K”£‹a four kinds of delicious food
[analyzed as that which is licked, chewed, drunk and sucked]. When the
spiritual master sees that the devotees are satisfied by eating bhagavatpras•da, he is satisfied. I offer my respectful obeisances unto the lotus feet
of such a spiritual master."
The spiritual master's duty is to engage his disciples in preparing
varieties of nice food to offer the Deity. After being offered, this food is
distributed as pras•da to the devotees. These activities satisfy the spiritual
master, although he himself does not eat or require such a variety of pras•da.
By seeing to the offering and distribution of pras•da, he himself is
encouraged in devotional service.
TEXT 37
TEXT
key•-patra-dro‹† •ila bojh• p••ca-s•ta
eka eka jane da¤a don• dila,--eta p•ta
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SYNONYMS
key•-patra-dro‹†--plates made of leaves of the ketak† tree; •ila--arrived;
bojh•--in loads; p••ca-s•ta--five or seven; eka eka jane--to each and every
man; da¤a don• dila--ten such plates were given; eta p•ta--so many dishes.
TRANSLATION
There then arrived five or seven loads of plates made of the leaves of the
ketak† tree. Each man was supplied ten of these plates, and in this way the
dishes were served.
TEXT 38
TEXT
k†rtan†y•ra pari¤rama j•ni' gaurar•ya
t••-sab•re kh•oy•ite prabhura mana dh•ya
SYNONYMS
k†rtan†y•ra--of all the singers; pari¤rama--labor; j•ni'--knowing;
gaurar•ya--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••-sab•re--all of them; kh•oy•ite--to
fill; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mana dh•ya--the mind was very
eager.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu understood the labor of all the k†rtana chanters;
therefore He was very eager to feed them sumptuously.
TEXT 39
TEXT
p••ti p••ti kari' bhakta-ga‹e vas•il•
parive¤ana karib•re •pane l•gil•
SYNONYMS
p••ti p••ti kari'--in different lines; bhakta-ga‹e--all the devotees;
vas•il•--made seated; parive¤ana--distribution; karib•re--to do; •pane-personally; l•gil•--began.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees sat down in lines, and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu personally
began to distribute the pras•da.
TEXT 40
TEXT
prabhu n• kh•ile, keha n• kare bhojana
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svarupa-gos•‘i tabe kaila nivedana
SYNONYMS
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n• kh•ile--without eating; keha--anyone;
n•--not; kare bhojana--accepts the pras•da; svarãpa-gos•‘i--Svarãpa D•modara
Gosv•m†; tabe--at that time; kaila nivedana--submitted.
TRANSLATION
However, the devotees could not accept the pras•da until Caitanya
Mah•prabhu took it. It was Svarãpa Gosv•m† who informed the Lord of this.
TEXT 41
TEXT
•pane vaisa, prabhu, bhojana karite
tumi n• kh•ile, keha n• p•re kh•ite
SYNONYMS
•pane vaisa--You personally sit down; prabhu--my Lord; bhojana karite--to
eat; tumi n• kh•ile--without Your eating; keha--anyone; n• p•re--is not able;
kh•ite--to eat.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara said, "My Lord, would You please sit down. No one will eat
until You do."
TEXT 42
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu vaise nija-ga‹a la‘•
bhojana kar•ila sab•ke •ka‹àha pãriy•
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vaise--sits; nijaga‹a la‘•--with His personal associates; bhojana kar•ila--fed; sab•ke--all of
them; •ka‹àha pãriy•--filling to the neck.
TRANSLATION
At that time, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu sat down with His personal associates
and fed everyone of them very sumptuously until they were filled to the necks.
TEXT 43
TEXT
bhojana kari' vasil• prabhu kari' •camana
pras•da ubarila, kh•ya sahasreka jana
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SYNONYMS
bhojana kari'--after eating; vasil• prabhu--the Lord sat down; kari'-finishing; •camana--washing the mouth; pras•da--remnants of food; ubarila-there was so much excess; kh•ya--ate; sahasreka jana--thousands of men.
TRANSLATION
After finishing, the Lord washed His mouth and sat down. There was so much
extra pras•da that it was distributed to thousands.
TEXT 44
TEXT
prabhura •j‘•ya govinda d†na-h†na jane
du„kh† k••g•la •ni' kar•ya bhojane
SYNONYMS
prabhura •j‘•ya--on the order of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; govinda--His
personal servant; d†na-h†na jane--unto all poor men; du„kh†--unhappy; k••g•la-beggars; •ni'--inviting; kar•ya bhojane--fed sumptuously.
TRANSLATION
Following the orders of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, Govinda, His personal
servant, called for all the poor beggars, who were unhappy due to their
poverty, and fed them sumptuously.
TEXT 45
TEXT
k••g•lera bhojana-ra•ga dekhe gaurahari
'hari-bola' bali' t•re upade¤a kari
SYNONYMS
k••g•lera--of the beggars; bhojana-ra•ga--process of eating; dekhe--sees;
gaurahari--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; hari-bola bali'--chanting "Hari bol";
t•re--them; upade¤a kari--instructs.
TRANSLATION
Observing the beggars eating pras•da, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu chanted,
"Hari bol!" and instructed them to chant the holy name.
PURPORT
In a song, ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura chants:
miche m•y•ra va¤e, y•ccha bhese',
kh•ccha h•bu‚ubu, bh•i
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j†va k”£‹a-d•sa, e vi¤v•sa,
ka'rle ta' •ra du„kha n•i
"Everyone is captivated by the waves of the ocean of nescience, but if
everyone would immediately accept Lord ¥r† K”£‹a as their eternal master,
there would be no chance of being carried away by the waves of illusion. Then
all sufferings would stop." K”£‹a conducts the material world under the three
modes of material nature, and consequently there are three platforms of life-higher, middle and lower. On whatever platform one may be situated, one is
tossed by the waves of material nature. Someone may be rich, someone may be
middle class, and someone may be a poor beggar--it doesn't matter. As long as
one is under the spell of the three modes of material nature, he must continue
to experience these divisions.
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu therefore advised the beggars to chant "Hari bol!"
while taking pras•da. Chanting means accepting one's self as the eternal
servant of K”£‹a. This is the only solution, regardless of social position.
Everyone is suffering under the spell of m•y•; therefore the best course is to
learn how to get out of the clutches of m•y•. That is the verdict of the
Bhagavad-g†t• (14.26):
m•‰ ca yo 'vyabhic•re‹a
bhakti-yogena sevate
sa gu‹•n samat†tyait•n
brahma-bhãy•ya kalpate
"One who engages in full devotional service, who does not fall down in any
circumstance, at once transcends the modes of material nature and thus comes
to the level of Brahman."
One can overcome the spell of m•y• and attain the transcendental platform
by agreeing to engage in the devotional service of the Lord. Devotional
service begins with ¤rava‹a‰ k†rtanam; therefore ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
advised the beggars to chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra for elevation to the
transcendental position. On the transcendental platform, there is no
distinction between the rich, the middle class and the poor.
TEXT 46
TEXT
'hari-bola' bali' k••g•la preme bh•si' y•ya
aichana adbhuta l†l• kare gaurar•ya
SYNONYMS
hari-bola bali'--by chanting "Hari bol"; k••g•la--the poor section of
people; preme--in ecstatic love; bh•si' y•ya--began to float; aichana--such;
adbhuta--wonderful; l†l•--pastimes; kare--performs; gaurar•ya--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
As soon as the beggars chanted the holy name, "Hari bol," they were
immediately absorbed in ecstatic love of Godhead. In this way ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu performed wonderful pastimes.
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PURPORT
To feel the emotion of ecstatic love of God is to be on the transcendental
platform. If one can keep himself in that transcendental position, he will
surely return home, back to Godhead. In the spiritual world there are no
higher, middle or lower classes. This is confirmed by •¤opani£ad, Mantra
Seven:
yasmin sarv•‹i bhãt•ny
•tmaiv•bhãd vij•nata„
tatra ko moha„ ka„ ¤oka
ekatvam anupa¤yata„
"One who always sees all living entities as spiritual sparks, in quality
one with the Lord, becomes a true knower of things. What, then, can be
illusion or anxiety for him?"
TEXT 47
TEXT
ih•• jagann•thera ratha-calana-samaya
gau‚a saba ratha à•ne, •ge n•hi y•ya
SYNONYMS
ih••--outside the garden; jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha; ratha-calanasamaya--at the time of drawing the car; gau‚a--the workers named gau‚as who
draw the car; saba--all; ratha à•ne--pull the car; •ge--forward; n•hi y•ya--it
does not go.
TRANSLATION
Outside the garden, when it was time to pull Jagann•tha's car, all the
workers called gau‚as tried to pull it, but it would not move forward.
TEXT 48
TEXT
à•nite n• p•re gau‚a, ratha ch•‚i' dila
p•tra-mitra la‘• r•j• vyagra ha‘• •ila
SYNONYMS
à•nite n• p•re--they could not pull; gau‚a--the gau‚as; ratha ch•‚i' dila-gave up the attempt; p•tra-mitra--all the officers and friends; la‘•--taking
with him; r•j•--the King; vyagra--in great anxiety; ha‘•--being; •ila-arrived.
TRANSLATION
When the gau‚as saw that they could not budge the car, they abandoned the
attempt. Then the King arrived in great anxiety, and he was accompanied by his
officers and friends.
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TEXT 49
TEXT
mah•-malla-ga‹e dila ratha c•l•ite
•pane l•gil• ratha, n• p•re à•nite
SYNONYMS
mah•-malla-ga‹e--unto the big wrestlers; dila--gave; ratha--the car;
c•l•ite--to pull out; •pane--personally; l•gil•--engaged; ratha--the car; n•
p•re à•nite--could not move.
TRANSLATION
The King then arranged for big wrestlers to try to pull the car, and even
the King himself joined in, but the car could not be moved.
TEXT 50
TEXT
vyagra ha‘• •ne r•j• matta-h•t†-ga‹a
ratha c•l•ite rathe karila yojana
SYNONYMS
vyagra ha‘•--with eagerness; •ne--brings; r•j•--the King; matta-h•t†-ga‹a-very strong elephants; ratha c•l•ite--to make the car move; rathe--to the car;
karila yojana--harnessed.
TRANSLATION
Becoming even more eager to move the car, the King had very strong
elephants brought forth and harnessed to it.
TEXT 51
TEXT
matta-hasti-ga‹a à•ne y•ra yata bala
eka pada n• cale ratha, ha-ila acala
SYNONYMS
matta-hasti-ga‹a--the strong elephants; à•ne--started pulling; y•ra yata
bala--with whatever strength they had; eka pada--a single step; n• cale--does
not move; ratha--the car; ha-ila--was; acala--still.
TRANSLATION
The strong elephants pulled with all their strength, but still the car
remained at a standstill, not budging an inch.
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TEXT 52
TEXT
¤uni' mah•prabhu •il• nija-ga‹a la‘•
matta-hast† ratha à•ne,--dekhe d•‹‚•‘•
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--after hearing; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •il•--came;
nija-ga‹a la‘•--with His personal devotees; matta-hast†--strong elephants;
ratha à•ne--trying to pull the car; dekhe--He saw; d•‹‚•‘•--standing there.
TRANSLATION
As soon as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard this news, He went there with all
His personal associates. They then stood there and watched the elephants try
to pull the car.
TEXT 53
TEXT
a•ku¤era gh•ya hast† karaye citk•ra
ratha n•hi cale, loke kare h•h•k•ra
SYNONYMS
a•ku¤era--of the elephant-goad; gh•ya--by striking; hast†--the elephants;
karaye--made; citk•ra--crying; ratha--the car; n•hi cale--does not move; loke-all the people; kare--exclaim; h•h•-k•ra--alas.
TRANSLATION
The elephants, being beaten by the elephant-goad, were crying, but still
the car would not move. The assembled people cried out, "Alas!"
TEXT 54
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu saba hast† ghuc•ila
nija-ga‹e ratha-k•chi à•nib•re dila
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; saba--all; hast†-the elephants; ghuc•ila--let free; nija-ga‹e--to His own men; ratha-k•chi--the
rope of the car; à•nib•re dila--gave to pull.
TRANSLATION
At that time, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu let all the elephants go free and
placed the car's ropes in the hands of His own men.
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TEXT 55
TEXT
•pane rathera p•che àhele m•th• diy•
ha‚ ha‚ kari, ratha calila dh•iy•
SYNONYMS
•pane--personally; rathera p•che--at the back of the car; àhele--pushes;
m•th• diy•--with His head; ha‚ ha‚ kari--making a rattling sound; ratha--the
car; calila--began to move; dh•iy•--running.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then went to the back of the car and began to push
with His head. It was then that the car began to move and ramble along, making
a rattling sound.
TEXT 56
TEXT
bhakta-ga‹a k•chi h•te kari' m•tra dh•ya
•pane calila ratha, à•nite n• p•ya
SYNONYMS
bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; k•chi--the rope; h•te--in the hand; kari'-taking; m•tra--only; dh•ya--run; •pane--automatically; calila--moved; ratha-the car; à•nite--to pull; n• p•ya--they had no chance.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, the car began to move automatically, and the devotees simply
carried the rope in their hands. Since it was moving effortlessly, they did
not need to pull it.
TEXT 57
TEXT
•nande karaye loka 'jaya' 'jaya'-dhvani
'jaya jagann•tha' ba-i •ra n•hi ¤uni
SYNONYMS
•nande--in great pleasure; karaye--do; loka--all the people; jaya jayadhvani--the sound of "all glories, all glories"; jaya jagann•tha--all glories
to Lord Jagann•tha; ba-i--except for this; •ra n•hi ¤uni--no one could hear
anything else.
TRANSLATION
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When the car moved forward, everyone began to chant with great pleasure,
"All glories! All glories!" and "All glories to Lord Jagann•tha!" No one could
hear anything else.
TEXT 58
TEXT
nime£e ta' gela ratha gu‹‚ic•ra dv•ra
caitanya-prat•pa dekhi' loke camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
nime£e--in a moment; ta'--indeed; gela--arrived; ratha--the car; gu‹‚ic•ra
dv•ra--at the door of the Gu‹‚ic• temple; caitanya-prat•pa--the strength of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhi'--seeing; loke--all the people; camatk•ra-astonished.
TRANSLATION
In a moment the car reached the door of the Gu‹‚ic• temple. Upon seeing the
uncommon strength of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, all the people were struck with
wonder.
TEXT 59
TEXT
'jaya gauracandra', jaya ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya'
ei-mata kol•hala loke dhanya dhanya
SYNONYMS
jaya gauracandra--all glories to Gaurahari; jaya ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya--all
glories to Lord ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ei-mata--in this way; kol•hala-a tumultuous sound; loke--people in general; dhanya dhanya--began to chant,
"Wonderful, wonderful!"
TRANSLATION
The crowd made a tumultuous vibration, chanting, "Jaya Gauracandra! Jaya
¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya!" Then the people began to chant, "Wonderful! Wonderful!"
TEXT 60
TEXT
dekhiy• prat•parudra p•tra-mitra-sa•ge
prabhura mahim• dekhi' preme phule a•ge
SYNONYMS
dekhiy•--seeing; prat•parudra--King Prat•parudra; p•tra-mitra-sa•ge--with
his ministers and friends; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mahim•--the
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greatness; dekhi'--by seeing; preme--in love; phule--eruptions; a•ge--on the
body.
TRANSLATION
Seeing the greatness of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, Prat•parudra Mah•r•ja and
his ministers and friends were so moved by ecstatic love that their hair stood
on end.
TEXT 61
TEXT
p•‹‚u-vijaya tabe kare sevaka-ga‹e
jagann•tha vasil• giy• nija-si‰h•sane
SYNONYMS
p•‹‚u-vijaya--the getting down from the car; tabe--at that time; kare--do;
sevaka-ga‹e--all the servants; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; vasil•--sat; giya-going; nija-si‰h•sane--on His own throne.
TRANSLATION
All the servants of Lord Jagann•tha then took Him down from the car, and
the Lord went to sit on His throne.
TEXT 62
TEXT
subhadr•-balar•ma nija-si‰h•sane •il•
jagann•thera sn•na-bhoga ha-ite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
subhadr•-balar•ma--Subhadr• and Balar•ma; nija--own; si‰h•sane--on thrones;
•il•--arrived; jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha; sn•na-bhoga--bathing and
offering food; ha-ite l•gil•--began to take place.
TRANSLATION
Subhadr• and Balar•ma also sat on their respective thrones. There followed
the bathing of Lord Jagann•tha and finally the offering of food.
TEXT 63
TEXT
••gin•te mah•prabhu la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
•nande •rambha kaila nartana-k†rtana
SYNONYMS
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••gin•te--in the yard of the temple; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
la‘• bhakta-ga‹a--with His devotees; •nande--in great pleasure; •rambha kaila-began; nartana-k†rtana--chanting and dancing.
TRANSLATION
While Lord Jagann•tha, Lord Balar•ma and Subhadr• sat on their respective
thrones, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His devotees began to perform sa•k†rtana
with great pleasure, chanting and dancing in the yard of the temple.
TEXT 64
TEXT
•nande mah•prabhura prema uthalila
dekhi' saba loka prema-s•gare bh•sila
SYNONYMS
•nande--in great ecstasy; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prema-love; uthalila--flooded; dekhi'--seeing; saba loka--all people; prema-s•gare-in the ocean of love of Godhead; bh•sila--were flooded.
TRANSLATION
While ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was chanting and dancing, He was overwhelmed
with ecstatic love, and all the people who saw Him were also flooded in the
ocean of love of Godhead.
TEXT 65
TEXT
n”tya kari' sandhy•-k•le •rati dekhila
•iàoà• •si' prabhu vi¤r•ma karila
SYNONYMS
n”tya kari'--after dancing; sandhy•-k•le--in the evening; •rati dekhila-observed the •rati ceremony; •iàoà• •si'--coming to the place known as •iàoà•;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vi¤r•ma karila--took rest for the night.
TRANSLATION
In the evening, after finishing His dancing in the yard of the Gu‹‚ic•
temple, the Lord observed the •rati ceremony. Thereafter He went to a place
called šiàoà• and took rest for the night.
TEXT 66
TEXT
advait•di bhakta-ga‹a nimantra‹a kaila
mukhya mukhya nava jana nava dina p•ila
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SYNONYMS
advaita-•di--headed by Advaita •c•rya; bhakta-ga‹a--the devotees;
nimantra‹a kaila--invited Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mukhya mukhya--chief and
important; nava jana--nine persons; nava dina--nine days; p•ila--got.
TRANSLATION
For nine days, nine chief devotees, headed by Advaita šc•rya, got an
opportunity to invite the Lord to their homes.
TEXT 67
TEXT
•ra bhakta-ga‹a c•turm•sye yata dina
eka eka dina kari' karila ba‹àana
SYNONYMS
•ra bhakta-ga‹a--the remaining devotees; c•turm•sye--in the four months of
the rainy season; yata dina--all the days; eka eka dina kari'--one day each;
karila ba‹àana--shared.
TRANSLATION
During the four months of the rainy season, the remaining devotees extended
invitations to the Lord for one day each. In this way they shared invitations.
TEXT 68
TEXT
c•ri m•sera dina mukhya-bhakta b••ài' nila
•ra bhakta-ga‹a avasara n• p•ila
SYNONYMS
c•ri m•sera dina--the days of four months; mukhya-bhakta--the chief
devotees; b••ài' nila--shared among themselves; •ra bhakta-ga‹a--other
devotees; avasara--opportunity; n• p•ila--did not get.
TRANSLATION
For the four-month period, all the daily invitations were shared among the
important devotees. The rest of the devotees did not get an opportunity to
extend an invitation to the Lord.
TEXT 69
TEXT
eka dina nimantra‹a kare dui-tine mili'
ei-mata mah•prabhura nimantra‹a-keli
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SYNONYMS
eka dina--one day; nimantra‹a--invitation; kare--make; dui-tine--two or
three persons; mili'--combining; ei-mata--in this way; mah•prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nimantra‹a--invitation; keli--pastimes.
TRANSLATION
Since they could not get one day each, two or three devotees combined to
extend an invitation. These are the pastimes of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
acceptance of invitations.
TEXT 70
TEXT
pr•ta„-k•le sn•na kari' dekhi' jagann•tha
sa•k†rtane n”tya kare bhakta-ga‹a s•tha
SYNONYMS
pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning; sn•na kari'--taking a bath; dekhi'--after
seeing; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; sa•k†rtane--in the performance of
sa•k†rtana; n”tya kare--dances; bhakta-ga‹a s•tha--with the devotees.
TRANSLATION
After taking His bath early in the morning, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would
go see Lord Jagann•tha in the temple. Then He would perform sa•k†rtana with
His devotees.
TEXT 71
TEXT
kabhu advaite n•c•ya, kabhu nity•nande
kabhu harid•se n•c•ya, kabhu acyut•nande
SYNONYMS
kabhu--sometimes; advaite--Advaita •c•rya; n•c•ya--made dance; kabhu
nity•nande--sometimes Nity•nanda Prabhu; kabhu harid•se n•c•ya--sometimes made
Harid•sa áh•kura dance; kabhu--sometimes; acyut•nande--Acyut•nanda.
TRANSLATION
By chanting and dancing, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu induced Advaita šc•rya to
dance. Sometimes He induced Nity•nanda, Harid•sa áh•kura and Acyut•nanda to
dance.
TEXT 72
TEXT
kabhu vakre¤vare, kabhu •ra bhakta-ga‹e
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trisandhy• k†rtana kare gu‹‚ic•-pr••ga‹e
SYNONYMS
kabhu vakre¤vare--sometimes Vakre¤vara Pa‹‚ita; kabhu--sometimes; •ra
bhakta-ga‹e--other devotees; tri-sandhy•--three times (morning, evening and
noon); k†rtana kare--performs k†rtana; gu‹‚ic•-pr••ga‹e--in the yard of the
Gu‹‚ic• temple.
TRANSLATION
Sometimes ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu engaged Vakre¤vara and other devotees in
chanting and dancing. Three times daily--morning, noon and evening--He would
perform sa•k†rtana in the yard of the Gu‹‚ic• temple.
TEXT 73
TEXT
v”nd•vane •il• k”£‹a--ei prabhura j‘•na
k”£‹era viraha-sphãrti haila avas•na
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vane--at V”nd•vana; •il• k”£‹a--K”£‹a arrived; ei prabhura j‘•na--this
is consciousness of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”£‹era--from Lord K”£‹a;
viraha-sphãrti--feelings of separation; haila avas•na--ended.
TRANSLATION
At this time ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu felt that Lord K”£‹a had returned to
V”nd•vana. Thinking this, His feelings of separation from K”£‹a subsided.
TEXT 74
TEXT
r•dh•-sa•ge k”£‹a-l†l•--ei haila j‘•ne
ei rase magna prabhu ha-il• •pane
SYNONYMS
r•dh•-sa•ge--with R•dh•r•‹†; k”£‹a-l†l•--pastimes of Lord K”£‹a; ei haila
j‘•ne--this was His consciousness; ei rase magna--merged in this mellow;
prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ha-il• •pane--remained personally.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was always thinking of the pastimes of R•dh• and
K”£‹a, and He remained personally merged in this consciousness.
TEXT 75
TEXT
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n•nody•ne bhakta-sa•ge v”nd•vana-l†l•
'indradyumna'-sarovare kare jala-khel•
SYNONYMS
n•n•-udy•ne--in various gardens; bhakta-sa•ge--with the devotees;
v”nd•vana-l†l•--pastimes of V”nd•vana; indradyumna--Indradyumna; sarovare--in
the lake; kare jala-khel•--performed sports in the water.
TRANSLATION
There were many gardens near the Gu‹‚ic• temple, and ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and His devotees used to perform the pastimes of V”nd•vana in each
of them. In the lake named Indradyumna, He sported in the water.
TEXT 76
TEXT
•pane sakala bhakte si‘ce jala diy•
saba bhakta-ga‹a si‘ce caudike be‚iy•
SYNONYMS
•pane--personally; sakala bhakte--all the devotees; si‘ce--sprinkles; jala
diy•--with water; saba bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; si‘ce--sprinkle; caudike be‚iy•--surrounding the Lord on all sides.
TRANSLATION
The Lord personally splashed all the devotees with water, and the devotees,
surrounding Him on all sides, also splashed the Lord.
TEXT 77
TEXT
kabhu eka ma‹‚ala, kabhu aneka ma‹‚ala
jala-ma‹‚ãka-v•dye sabe b•j•ya karat•la
SYNONYMS
kabhu eka ma‹‚ala--sometimes one circle; kabhu--sometimes; aneka ma‹‚ala-various circles; jala-ma‹‚ãka-v•dye--like the croaking sound of frogs in the
water; sabe--all of them; b•j•ya--play; karat•la--cymbals.
TRANSLATION
While in the water they sometimes formed a circle and sometimes many
circles, and while in the water they used to play cymbals and imitate the
croaking of frogs.
TEXT 78
TEXT
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dui-dui jane meli' kare jala-ra‹a
keha h•re, keha jine--prabhu kare dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
dui-dui jane--forming a party of two men; meli'--joining; kare--do; jalara‹a--fighting in the water; keha h•re--someone is defeated; keha jine-someone is victorious; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare dara¤ana--sees.
TRANSLATION
Sometimes two would pair off to fight in the water. One would emerge
victorious and the other defeated, and the Lord would watch all this fun.
TEXT 79
TEXT
advaita-nity•nande jala-phel•pheli
•c•rya h•riy• p•che kare g•l•g•li
SYNONYMS
advaita-nity•nande--both Advaita šc•rya and Nity•nanda Prabhu; jalaphel•pheli--throwing water on each other; •c•rya h•riy•--Advaita šc•rya, after
being defeated; p•che--at the end; kare--does; g•l•g•li--accusing.
TRANSLATION
The first sporting took place between Advaita šc•rya and Nity•nanda Prabhu,
who threw water upon one another. Advaita šc•rya was defeated, and He later
began to rebuke Nity•nanda Prabhu, calling Him bad names.
TEXT 80
TEXT
vidy•nidhira jala-keli svarãpera sane
gupta-datte jala-keli kare dui jane
SYNONYMS
vidy•nidhira--of Vidy•nidhi; jala-keli--water sports; svarãpera sane--with
Svarãpa D•modara; gupta-datte--both Mur•ri Gupta and V•sudeva Datta; jalakeli--water sports; kare--do; dui jane--two persons.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara and Vidy•nidhi also threw water upon one another, and
Mur•ri Gupta and V•sudeva Datta also sported in that way.
TEXT 81
TEXT
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¤r†v•sa-sahita jala khele gad•dhara
r•ghava-pa‹‚ita sane khele vakre¤vara
SYNONYMS
¤r†v•sa-sahita--with ¥r†v•sa áh•kura; jala khele--performs this water
sport; gad•dhara--Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; r•ghava-pa‹‚ita sane--with R•ghava
Pa‹‚ita; khele--sports; vakre¤vara--Vakre¤vara Pa‹‚ita.
TRANSLATION
Another duel took place between ¥r†v•sa áh•kura and Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita, and
yet another between R•ghava Pa‹‚ita and Vakre¤vara Pa‹‚ita. Thus they all
engaged in throwing water.
TEXT 82
TEXT
s•rvabhauma-sa•ge khele r•m•nanda-r•ya
g•mbh†rya gela do•h•ra, haila ¤i¤u-pr•ya
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma-sa•ge--with S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; khele--sports; r•m•nandar•ya--¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya; g•mbh†rya--gravity; gela--disappeared; do•h•ra--of
both of them; haila--became; ¤i¤u-pr•ya--like children.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya engaged in water sports with ¥r† R•m•nanda
R•ya, and they both lost their gravity and became like children.
TEXT 83
TEXT
mah•prabhu t•• do•h•ra c•‘calya dekhiy•
gop†n•th•c•rye kichu kahena h•siy•
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t•• do•h•ra--of these two persons;
c•‘calya--restlessness; dekhiy•--seeing; gop†n•tha-•c•rye--unto Gop†n•tha
šc•rya; kichu--something; kahena--says; h•siy•--smiling.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw the exuberance of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya
and R•m•nanda R•ya, He smiled and spoke to Gop†n•tha šc•rya.
TEXT 84
TEXT
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pa‹‚ita, gambh†ra, du•he--pr•m•‹ika jana
b•la-c•‘calya kare, kar•ha varjana
SYNONYMS
pa‹‚ita--learned scholars; gambh†ra--very grave; du•he--both of them;
pr•m•‹ika jana--authoritative persons; b•la-c•‘calya kare--sport like
children; kar•ha varjana--ask them to stop.
TRANSLATION
"Tell Bhaàà•c•rya and R•m•nanda R•ya to stop their childish play because
they are both learned scholars and very grave and great personalities."
TEXT 85
TEXT
gop†n•tha kahe,--tom•ra k”p•-mah•sindhu
uchalita kare yabe t•ra eka bindu
SYNONYMS
gop†n•tha kahe--Gop†n•tha šc•rya replied; tom•ra k”p•--of Your mercy; mah•sindhu--the great ocean; uchalita kare--rises; yabe--when; t•ra--of that; eka
bindu--a drop.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya replied, "I believe that one drop of the ocean of Your
great mercy has swelled up upon them.
TEXT 86
TEXT
meru-mandara-parvata ‚ub•ya yath• tath•
ei dui--ga‹‚a-¤aila, ih•ra k• kath•
SYNONYMS
meru-mandara--Sumeru and Mandara; parvata--big mountains; ‚ub•ya--drowns;
yath• tath•--anywhere; ei dui--these two; ga‹‚a-¤aila--very small hills; ih•ra
k• kath•--what to speak of these.
TRANSLATION
"A drop from the ocean of Your mercy can drown great mountains like Sumeru
and Mandara. Since these two gentlemen are little hills by comparison, there
is no wonder that they are being drowned in the ocean of Your mercy.
TEXT 87
TEXT
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¤u£ka-tarka-khali kh•ite janma gela y••ra
t••re l†l•m”ta piy•o,--e k”p• tom•ra
SYNONYMS
¤u£ka-tarka--of dry logic; khali--oil cakes; kh•ite--eating; janma--the
whole life; gela--passed; y••ra--of whom; t••re--him; l†l•-am”ta--the nectar
of Your pastimes; piy•o--You caused to drink; e--this; k”p•--mercy; tom•ra-Your.
TRANSLATION
"Logic is like a dry oil cake from which all the oil has been extracted.
Bhaàà•c•rya passed his life in eating such dry cakes, but now You have made
him drink the nectar of transcendental pastimes. It is certainly Your great
mercy upon him."
TEXT 88
TEXT
h•si' mah•prabhu tabe advaite •nila
jalera upare t••re ¤e£a-¤ayy• kaila
SYNONYMS
h•si'--smiling; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; tabe--at that time;
advaite •nila--called for Advaita šc•rya; jalera upare--on the surface of the
water; t••re--Him; ¤e£a-¤ayy•--the ¥e£a N•ga bed; kaila--made.
TRANSLATION
After Gop†n•tha šc•rya finished talking, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu smiled
and, calling for Advaita šc•rya, made Him act like the ¥e£a N•ga bed.
TEXT 89
TEXT
•pane t••h•ra upara karila ¤ayana
'¤e£a-¤•y†-l†l•' prabhu kaila prakaàana
SYNONYMS
•pane--personally; t••h•ra upara--upon Advaita šc•rya; karila ¤ayana--lay
down; ¤e£a-¤•y†-l†l•--the pastimes of ¥e£a¤•y† Vi£‹u; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kaila prakaàana--demonstrated.
TRANSLATION
Lying down on Advaita Prabhu, who was floating on the water, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu demonstrated the pastime of ¥e£a¤•y† Vi£‹u.
TEXT 90
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TEXT
advaita nija-¤akti prakaàa kariy•
mah•prabhu la‘• bule jalete bh•siy•
SYNONYMS
advaita--Advaita šc•rya; nija-¤akti--His personal potency; prakaàa kariy•-after manifesting; mah•prabhu la‘•--carrying ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bule-moves; jalete--on the water; bh•siy•--floating.
TRANSLATION
Manifesting His personal potency, Advaita šc•rya floated about on the
water, carrying ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 91
TEXT
ei-mata jala-kr†‚• kari' kata-k£a‹a
•iàoà• •il• prabhu la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; jala-kr†‚•--sporting in the water; kari'--after
performing; kata-k£a‹a--for some time; •iàoà•--to the place named šiàoà•;
•il•--came back; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘• bhakta-ga‹a-accompanied by the devotees.
TRANSLATION
After sporting in the water for some time, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu returned
to His place at šiàoà•, accompanied by His devotees.
TEXT 92
TEXT
pur†, bh•rat† •di yata mukhya bhakta-ga‹a
•c•ryera nimantra‹e karil• bhojana
SYNONYMS
pur†--Param•nanda Pur†; bh•rat†--Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†; •di--beginning with;
yata--all; mukhya--chief; bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; •c•ryera--of Advaita šc•rya;
nimantra‹e--by the invitation; karil• bhojana--accepted their lunch.
TRANSLATION
Param•nanda Pur†, Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† and all the other chief devotees of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took lunch at the invitation of Advaita šc•rya.
TEXT 93
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TEXT
v•‹†n•tha •ra yata pras•da •nila
mah•prabhura ga‹e sei pras•da kh•ila
SYNONYMS
v•‹†n•tha--V•‹†n•tha R•ya; •ra--extra; yata--whatever; pras•da--remnants of
food; •nila--brought; mah•prabhura ga‹e--the personal associates of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sei--those; pras•da--remnants of food; kh•ila--ate.
TRANSLATION
Whatever extra pras•da was brought by V•‹†n•tha R•ya was taken by the other
associates of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 94
TEXT
apar•hne •si' kaila dar¤ana, nartana
ni¤•te udy•ne •si' karil• ¤ayana
SYNONYMS
apar•hne--in the afternoon; •si'--coming; kaila--performed; dar¤ana
nartana--visiting the Lord and dancing; ni¤•te--at night; udy•ne--in the
garden; •si'--coming; karil• ¤ayana--took rest.
TRANSLATION
In the afternoon, the Lord went to the Gu‹‚ic• temple to visit the Lord and
dance. At night He went to the garden to take rest.
TEXT 95
TEXT
•ra dina •si' kaila †¤vara dara¤ana
pr••ga‹e n”tya-g†ta kaila kata-k£a‹a
SYNONYMS
•ra dina--the next day; •si'--coming; kaila--performed; †¤vara dara¤ana-seeing the Lord; pr••ga‹e--in the yard; n”tya-g†ta--chanting and dancing;
kaila--performed; kata-k£a‹a--for some time.
TRANSLATION
The next day, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu also went to the temple of Gu‹‚ic•
and saw the Lord. He then chanted and danced in the yard for some time.
TEXT 96
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TEXT
bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge prabhu udy•ne •siy•
v”nd•vana-vih•ra kare bhakta-ga‹a la‘•
SYNONYMS
bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge--with the devotees; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
udy•ne--in the garden; •siy•--coming; v”nd•vana-vih•ra--the pastimes of
V”nd•vana; kare--performs; bhakta-ga‹a la‘•--with all the devotees.
TRANSLATION
Accompanied by His devotees, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then went into the
garden and enjoyed the pastimes of V”nd•vana.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura has pointed out that this
v”nd•vana-vih•ra--the pastimes of V”nd•vana--does not refer to K”£‹a's mixing
with the gop†s or the transcendental mellow of parak†ya-rasa. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's v”nd•vana-l†l• in the garden of Jagann•tha Pur† did not involve
association with women or with other people's wives in the fashion
transcendentally demonstrated by ¥r† K”£‹a. In His v”nd•vana-l†l•, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu conceived of Himself as the assistant of ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†. When ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† enjoyed the company of K”£‹a, Her
maidservants were very pleased. One should not compare ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's v”nd•vana-vih•ra in the garden of Jagann•tha with the activities
of the gaur••ga-n•gar†s.
TEXT 97
TEXT
v”k£a-vall† praphullita prabhura dara¤ane
bh”•ga-pika g•ya, vahe ¤†tala pavane
SYNONYMS
v”k£a-vall†--trees and creepers; praphullita--joyful; prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dara¤ane--by the sight; bh”•ga--bumblebees; pika--birds;
g•ya--chant; vahe--were blowing; ¤†tala--cool; pavane--breezes.
TRANSLATION
There were multifarious trees and creepers in the garden, and they were all
jubilant to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Indeed, the birds were chirping, the
bees were buzzing, and a cool breeze was blowing.
TEXT 98
TEXT
prati-v”k£a-tale prabhu karena nartana
v•sudeva-datta m•tra karena g•yana
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SYNONYMS
prati-v”k£a-tale--underneath each tree; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
karena nartana--dances; v•sudeva-datta--V•sudeva Datta; m•tra--only; karena-performs; g•yana--chanting.
TRANSLATION
As ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced beneath each and every tree, V•sudeva
Datta sang alone.
TEXT 99
TEXT
eka eka v”k£a-tale eka eka g•na g•ya
parama-•ve¤e ek• n•ce gaurar•ya
SYNONYMS
eka eka v”k£a-tale--under each and every tree; eka eka--a different; g•na-song; g•ya--sings; parama-•ve¤e--in great ecstasy; ek•--alone; n•ce--dances;
gaurar•ya--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
As V•sudeva Datta sang a different song beneath each and every tree, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced there alone in great ecstasy.
TEXT 100
TEXT
tabe vakre¤vare prabhu kahil• n•cite
vakre¤vara n•ce, prabhu l•gil• g•ite
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; vakre¤vare--unto Vakre¤vara Pa‹‚ita; prabhu--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kahil•--ordered; n•cite--to dance; vakre¤vara n•ce-Vakre¤vara Pa‹‚ita began to dance; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; l•gil•-began; g•ite--to sing.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then ordered Vakre¤vara Pa‹‚ita to dance, and as he
began to dance, the Lord began to sing.
TEXT 101
TEXT
prabhu-sa•ge svarãp•di k†rtan†y• g•ya
dik-vidik n•hi j‘•na premera vany•ya
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SYNONYMS
prabhu-sa•ge--with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; svarãpa-•di--headed by Svarãpa
D•modara; k†rtan†y•--chanters; g•ya--sing; dik-vidik--of time and
circumstances; n•hi--not; j‘•na--knowledge; premera--of ecstatic love;
vany•ya--by inundation.
TRANSLATION
Then devotees like Svarãpa D•modara and other k†rtana performers began to
sing along with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Being inundated with ecstatic love,
they lost all consideration of time and circumstance.
TEXT 102
TEXT
ei mata kata-k£a‹a kari' vana-l†l•
narendra-sarovare gel• karite jala-khel•
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; kata-k£a‹a--for some time; kari'--performing; vanal†l•--pastimes in the garden; narendra-sarovare--in the lake known as
Narendrasarovara; gel•--they went; karite--to do; jala-khel•--sporting in the
water.
TRANSLATION
After thus performing pastimes in the garden for some time, they all went
to a lake called Narendra-sarovara and there enjoyed sporting in the water.
TEXT 103
TEXT
jala-kr†‚• kari' puna„ •il• udy•ne
bhojana-l†l• kail• prabhu la‘• bhakta-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
jala-kr†‚•--sporting in the water; kari'--performing; puna„--again; •il•-came; udy•ne--in the garden; bhojana-l†l•--pastimes of accepting pras•da;
kail•--performed; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘• bhakta-ga‹e--with all
the devotees.
TRANSLATION
After sporting in the water, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu returned to the garden
and accepted pras•da with the devotees.
TEXT 104
TEXT
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nava dina gu‹‚ic•te rahe jagann•tha
mah•prabhu aiche l†l• kare bhakta-s•tha
SYNONYMS
nava dina--nine days; gu‹‚ic•te--in the temple of Gu‹‚ic•; rahe--stays;
jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; aiche--in
the above-mentioned way; l†l•--pastimes; kare--performs; bhakta-s•tha--with
His devotees.
TRANSLATION
For nine continuous days His Lordship ¥r† Jagann•tha-deva stayed at the
Gu‹‚ic• temple. During this time ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu also stayed there and
performed the pastimes with His devotees that have already been described.
TEXT 105
TEXT
'jagann•tha-vallabha' n•ma ba‚• pu£p•r•ma
nava dina karena prabhu tath•i vi¤r•ma
SYNONYMS
jagann•tha-vallabha--Jagann•tha-vallabha; n•ma--named; ba‚a--very big;
pu£pa-•r•ma--garden; nava dina--nine days; karena--does; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; tath•i--there; vi¤r•ma--resting.
TRANSLATION
The garden of His pastimes was very large and was named Jagann•tha
vallabha. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took his rest there for nine days.
TEXT 106
TEXT
'her•-pa‘cam†'ra dina •ila j•niy•
k•¤†-mi¤re kahe r•j• sayatna kariy•
SYNONYMS
her•-pa‘cam†ra dina--the day of Her•-pa‘cam†; •ila--was nearing; j•niy•-knowing; k•¤†-mi¤re--unto K•¤† Mi¤ra; kahe--says; r•j•--the King; sa-yatna
kariy•--with great attention.
TRANSLATION
Knowing that the Her•-pa‘cam† festival was drawing near, King Prat•parudra
attentively talked with K•¤† Mi¤ra.
TEXT 107
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TEXT
kalya 'her•-pa‘cam†' habe lak£m†ra vijaya
aiche utsava kara yena kabhu n•hi haya
SYNONYMS
kalya--tomorrow; her•-pa‘cam†--the function of Her•-pa‘cam†; habe--will be;
lak£m†ra--of the goddess of fortune; vijaya--welcome; aiche--such; utsava-festival; kara--perform; yena--as; kabhu--at any time; n•hi haya--did not take
place.
TRANSLATION
"Tomorrow will be the function of Her•-pa‘cam† or Lak£m†-vijaya. Hold this
festival in a way that it has never been held before."
PURPORT
This Her•-pa‘cam† festival takes place five days after the Ratha-y•tr•
festival. Lord Jagann•tha has left His wife, the goddess of fortune, and gone
to V”nd•vana, which is the Gu‹‚ic• temple. Due to separation from the Lord,
the goddess of fortune decides to come to see the Lord at Gu‹‚ic•. The coming
of the goddess of fortune to Gu‹‚ic• is celebrated by Her•-pa‘cam†. Sometimes
this is misspelled as Har•-pa‘cam† the section known as ativ•‚†. The word her•
means "to see" and refers to the goddess of fortune going to see Lord
Jagann•tha. The word pa‘cam† means "the fifth day" and is used because this
takes place on the fifth day of the moon.
TEXT 108
TEXT
mahotsava kara taiche vi¤e£a sambh•ra
dekhi' mah•prabhura yaiche haya camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
mahotsava--the festival; kara--perform; taiche--in such a way; vi¤e£a
sambh•ra--with great gorgeousness; dekhi'--after seeing; mah•prabhura--of Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yaiche--so that; haya--there is; camatk•ra-astonishment.
TRANSLATION
King Prat•parudra said, "Hold this festival in such a gorgeous way that
upon seeing it, Caitanya Mah•prabhu will be completely pleased and astonished.
TEXT 109
TEXT
àh•kurera bh•‹‚•re •ra •m•ra bh•‹‚•re
citra-vastra-ki•ki‹†, •ra chatra-c•mare
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SYNONYMS
àh•kurera--of the Deity; bh•‹‚•re--in the storehouse; •ra--and; •m•ra--my;
bh•‹‚•re--in the storehouse; citra-vastra--printed cloth; ki•ki‹†--small
bells; •ra--and; chatra--umbrellas; c•mare--yak-tail whisks.
TRANSLATION
"Take as many printed cloths, small bells, umbrellas and c•maras as there
are in my storehouse and in the Deity's storehouse.
TEXT 110
TEXT
dhvaj•v”nda-pat•k•-gha‹à•ya karaha ma‹‚ana
n•n•-v•dya-n”tya-dol•ya karaha s•jana
SYNONYMS
dhvaj•-v”nda--all kinds of flags; pat•k•--big flags; gha‹à•ya--with ringing
bells; karaha--make; ma‹‚ana--decoration; n•n•-v•dya--all kinds of musical
parties; n”tya--dancing; dol•ya--on the carrier; karaha s•jana--decorate
attractively.
TRANSLATION
"Collect all kinds of small and large flags and ringing bells. Then
decorate the carrier and have various musical and dancing parties accompany
it. In this way decorate the carrier attractively.
TEXT 111
TEXT
dvigu‹a kariy• kara saba upah•ra
ratha-y•tr• haite yaiche haya camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
dvi-gu‹a kariy•--making a double portion; kara--make; saba--all kinds of;
upah•ra--presentations; ratha-y•tr• haite--than the car festival; yaiche--so
that; haya--it becomes; camatk•ra--more wonderful.
TRANSLATION
"You should also double the quantity of pras•da. Make so much that it will
even surpass the Ratha-y•tr• festival.
TEXT 112
TEXT
seita' kariha,--prabhu la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
svacchande •siy• yaiche karena dara¤ana
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SYNONYMS
seita' kariha--do that; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘• bhakta-ga‹a-taking with Him all the devotees; svacchande--freely; •siy•--coming; yaiche-as; karena dara¤ana--pays a visit to the temple.
TRANSLATION
"Arrange the festival in such a way that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu may freely
go with His devotees to visit the Deity without difficulty."
TEXT 113
TEXT
pr•ta„-k•le mah•prabhu nija-ga‹a la‘•
jagann•tha dar¤ana kaila sundar•cale y•‘•
SYNONYMS
pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nija-ga‹a
la‘•--taking His associates; jagann•tha dar¤ana--visiting Lord Jagann•tha;
kaila--performed; sundar•cale--to the Gu‹‚ic• temple; y•‘•--going.
TRANSLATION
In the morning, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took His personal associates with
Him to see Lord Jagann•tha at Sundar•cala.
PURPORT
Sundar•cala is the Gu‹‚ic• temple. The temple of Jagann•tha at Jagann•tha
Pur† is called N†l•cala, and the temple at Gu‹‚ic• is called Sundar•cala.
TEXT 114
TEXT
n†l•cale •il• puna„ bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge
dekhite utka‹àh• her•-pa‘cam†ra ra•ge
SYNONYMS
n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; •il•--returned; puna„--again; bhakta-ga‹asa•ge--with His devotees; dekhite--to see; utka‹àh•--very eager; her•pa‘cam†ra ra•ge--performance of the festival known as Her•-pa‘cam†.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His personal devotees returned to N†l•cala with
great eagerness to see the Her•-pa‘cam† festival.
TEXT 115
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TEXT
k•¤†-mi¤ra prabhure bahu •dara kariy•
svaga‹a-saha bh•la-sth•ne vas•ila la‘•
SYNONYMS
k•¤†-mi¤ra--K•¤† Mi¤ra; prabhure--unto ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bahu--very
much; •dara kariy•--offering respect; sva-ga‹a-saha--with His associates;
bh•la-sth•ne--in a nice place; vas•ila--made seated; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
K•¤† Mi¤ra received Caitanya Mah•prabhu with great respect, and taking the
Lord and His associates to a very nice place, he had them seated.
TEXT 116
TEXT
rasa-vi¤e£a prabhura ¤unite mana haila
†£at h•siy• prabhu svarãpe puchila
SYNONYMS
rasa-vi¤e£a--a particular mellow; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
¤unite--to hear; mana haila--there was a desire; †£at h•siy•--smiling mildly;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; svarãpe puchila--inquired from Svarãpa
D•modara.
TRANSLATION
After taking His seat, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu wanted to hear about a
particular mellow of devotional service; therefore, mildly smiling, He began
to question Svarãpa D•modara.
TEXTS 117-118
TEXT
yadyapi jagann•tha karena dv•rak•ya vih•ra
sahaja prakaàa kare parama ud•ra
tath•pi vatsara-madhye haya eka-b•ra
v”nd•vana dekhite t••ra utka‹àh• ap•ra
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; karena--does; dv•rak•ya--in
Dv•rak•-dh•ma; vih•ra--enjoyment; sahaja--natural; prakaàa--manifestation;
kare--does; parama--sublime; ud•ra--liberal; tath•pi--still; vatsara-madhye-within a year; haya--becomes; eka-b•ra--once; v”nd•vana dekhite--to visit
V”nd•vana; t••ra--His; utka‹àh•--eagerness; ap•ra--unlimited.
TRANSLATION
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"Although Lord Jagann•tha enjoys His pastimes at Dv•rak•-dh•ma and
naturally manifests sublime liberality there, still, once a year, He becomes
unlimitedly eager to see V”nd•vana."
TEXT 119
TEXT
v”nd•vana-sama ei upavana-ga‹a
t•h• dekhib•re utka‹àhita haya mana
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vana-sama--exactly resembling V”nd•vana; ei--all these; upavana-ga‹a-neighboring gardens; t•h•--those gardens; dekhib•re--for seeing; utka‹àhita-very eager; haya mana--His mind becomes.
TRANSLATION
Pointing out the neighboring gardens, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "All
these gardens exactly resemble V”nd•vana; therefore Lord Jagann•tha is very
eager to see them again.
TEXT 120
TEXT
b•hira ha-ite kare ratha-y•tr•-chala
sundar•cale y•ya prabhu ch•‚i' n†l•cala
SYNONYMS
b•hira ha-ite--externally; kare--makes; ratha-y•tr•-chala--an excuse to
enjoy the car festival; sundar•cale--to Sundar•cala, the Gu‹‚ic• temple; y•ya-goes; prabhu--Lord Jagann•tha; ch•‚i'--leaving; n†l•cala--Jagann•tha Pur†.
TRANSLATION
"Externally He gives the excuse that He wants to participate in the Rathay•tr• festival, but actually He wants to leave Jagann•tha Pur† to go to
Sundar•cala, Gu‹‚ic• temple, the replica of V”nd•vana.
TEXT 121
TEXT
n•n•-pu£pody•ne tath• khele r•tri-dine
lak£m†dev†re sa•ge n•hi laya ki k•ra‹e?
SYNONYMS
n•n•-pu£pa-udy•ne--in the various flower gardens; tath•--there; khele--He
plays; r•tri-dine--both day and night; lak£m†-dev†re--Lak£m†dev†, the goddess
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of fortune; sa•ge--with Him; n•hi--does not; laya--take; ki k•ra‹e--what is
the reason.
TRANSLATION
"The Lord enjoys His pastimes day and night in various flower gardens
there. But why did He not take Lak£m†dev†, the goddess of fortune, with Him?"
TEXT 122
TEXT
svarãpa kahe,--¤una, prabhu, k•ra‹a ih•ra
v”nd•vana-kr†‚•te lak£m†ra n•hi adhik•ra
SYNONYMS
svarãpa kahe--Svarãpa replied; ¤una--please hear; prabhu--O my Lord; k•ra‹a
ih•ra--the reason for this; v”nd•vana-kr†‚•te--in the pastimes of V”nd•vana;
lak£m†ra--of the goddess of fortune; n•hi--there is not; adhik•ra--admission.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara replied, "My dear Lord, please hear the reason for this.
Lak£m†dev†, the goddess of fortune, cannot be admitted to the pastimes of
V”nd•vana.
TEXT 123
TEXT
v”nd•vana-l†l•ya k”£‹era sah•ya gop†-ga‹a
gop†-ga‹a vin• k”£‹era harite n•re mana
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vana-l†l•ya--in the pastimes of V”nd•vana; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a;
sah•ya--assistants; gop†-ga‹a--all the gop†s; gop†-ga‹a vin•--except for the
gop†s; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; harite--to attract; n•re--no one is able; mana-the mind.
TRANSLATION
"In the pastimes of V”nd•vana, the only assistants are the gop†s. But for
the gop†s, no one can attract the mind of K”£‹a."
TEXT 124
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--y•tr•-chale k”£‹era gamana
subhadr• •ra baladeva, sa•ge dui jana
SYNONYMS
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prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; y•tr•-chale--on the plea of the
car festival; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; gamana--departure; subhadr•--His sister;
•ra--and; baladeva--His brother; sa•ge--with Him; dui jana--two persons.
TRANSLATION
The Lord said, "Using the car festival as an excuse, K”£‹a goes there with
Subhadr• and Baladeva.
TEXT 125
TEXT
gop†-sa•ge yata l†l• haya upavane
nigã‚ha k”£‹era bh•va keha n•hi j•ne
SYNONYMS
gop†-sa•ge--with the gop†s; yata l†l•--all pastimes; haya upavane--that are
in those gardens; nigã‚ha--very confidential; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; bh•va-ecstasies; keha--anyone; n•hi--does not; j•ne--know.
TRANSLATION
"All the pastimes with the gop†s that take place in those gardens are very
confidential ecstasies of Lord K”£‹a. No one knows them.
TEXT 126
TEXT
ataeva k”£‹era pr•kaàye n•hi kichu do£a
tabe kene lak£m†dev† kare eta ro£a?
SYNONYMS
ataeva--since; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; pr•kaàye--by such a manifestation;
n•hi--there is not; kichu--any; do£a--fault; tabe--therefore; kene--why;
lak£m†-dev†--the goddess of fortune; kare--does; eta--so much; ro£a--anger.
TRANSLATION
"Since there is no fault at all in K”£‹a's pastimes, why does the goddess
of fortune become angry?"
TEXT 127
TEXT
svarãpa kahe,--premavat†ra ei ta' svabh•va
k•ntera aud•sya-le¤e haya krodha-bh•va
SYNONYMS
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svarãpa kahe--Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† replied; prema-vat†ra--of the girl
who is too afflicted by love; ei--this; ta'--indeed; sva-bh•va--the nature;
k•ntera--of the beloved; aud•sya--of negligence; le¤e--even by a fractional
part; haya--there is; krodha-bh•va--anger.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara replied, "It is the nature of a girl afflicted by love to
become immediately angry upon finding neglect on the part of her lover."
TEXT 128
TEXT
hena-k•le, khacita y•he vividha ratana
suvar‹era caudol• kari' •roha‹a
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--while Svarãpa D•modara and Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu were
talking; khacita--were bedecked; y•he--on which; vividha--varieties; ratana-gems; suvar‹era--made of gold; caudol•--a palanquin carried by four men; kari'
•roha‹a--riding upon.
TRANSLATION
While Svarãpa D•modara and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu were talking, the
procession of the goddess of fortune came by. She was riding upon a golden
palanquin carried by four men and bedecked with a variety of jewels.
TEXT 129
TEXT
chatra-c•mara-dhvaj• pat•k•ra ga‹a
n•n•-v•dya-•ge n•ce deva-d•s†-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
chatra--of umbrellas; c•mara--and whisks; dhvaj•--and flags; pat•k•ra--and
big flags; ga‹a--congregation; n•n•-v•dya--varieties of musical parties; •ge-in front; n•ce--dance; deva-d•s†-ga‹a--dancing girls.
TRANSLATION
The palanquin was also surrounded by people carrying umbrellas, c•mara
whisks and flags, and it was preceded by musicians and dancing girls.
TEXT 130
TEXT
t•mbãla-sampuàa, jh•ri, vyajana, c•mara
s•the d•s† ¤ata, h•ra divya bhã£•mbara
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SYNONYMS
t•mbãla-sampuàa--boxes containing the ingredients for betel nut
preparation; jh•ri--water pitchers; vyajana--fans; c•mara--whisks; s•the-along with; d•s†--maidservants; ¤ata--hundreds; h•ra--necklaces; divya-valuable; bhã£•mbara--dresses.
TRANSLATION
The maidservants were carrying water pitchers, c•mara whisks and boxes for
betel nuts. There were hundreds of maidservants, all attractively dressed with
valuable necklaces.
TEXT 131
TEXT
alaukika ai¤varya sa•ge bahu-pariv•ra
kruddha ha‘• lak£m†dev† •il• si‰ha-dv•ra
SYNONYMS
alaukika--uncommon; ai¤varya--opulence; sa•ge--accompanied by; bahupariv•ra--many members of the family; kruddha ha‘•--being angry; lak£m†-dev†-the goddess of fortune; •il•--arrived; si‰ha-dv•ra--at the main gate of the
temple.
TRANSLATION
In an angry mood, the goddess of fortune arrived at the main gate of the
temple accompanied by many members of her family, all of whom exhibited
uncommon opulence.
TEXT 132
TEXT
jagann•thera mukhya mukhya yata bh”tya-ga‹e
lak£m†dev†ra d•s†-ga‹a karena bandhane
SYNONYMS
jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha; mukhya mukhya--the principal; yata--all;
bh”tya-ga‹e--servants; lak£m†-dev†ra--of the goddess of fortune; d•s†-ga‹a-maidservants; karena bandhane--arrested.
TRANSLATION
When the procession arrived, the maidservants of the goddess of fortune
began to arrest all the principal servants of Lord Jagann•tha.
TEXT 133
TEXT
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b•ndhiy• •niy• p•‚e lak£m†ra cara‹e
core yena da‹‚a kari' laya n•n•-dhane
SYNONYMS
b•ndhiy•--after binding; •niy•--bringing; p•‚e--make them fall down;
laksm†ra cara‹e--at the lotus feet of the goddess of fortune; core--a thief;
yena--as if; da‹‚a kari'--after punishing; laya--take away; n•n•-dhane--all
kinds of riches.
TRANSLATION
The maidservants bound the servants of Jagann•tha, handcuffed them, and
made them fall down at the lotus feet of the goddess of fortune. Indeed, they
were arrested just like thieves who have all their riches taken away.
PURPORT
When Lord Jagann•tha starts His car festival, He gives assurance to the
goddess of fortune that He will return the next day. When He does not return,
the goddess of fortune, after waiting two or three days, begins to feel that
her husband has neglected her. She naturally becomes quite angry. Gorgeously
decorating herself and her associates, she comes out of the temple and stands
before the main gate. All the principal servants of Lord Jagann•tha are then
arrested by her maidservants, brought before her and forced to fall down at
her lotus feet.
TEXT 134
TEXT
acetanavat t•re karena t•‚ane
n•n•-mata g•li dena bha‹‚a-vacane
SYNONYMS
acetana-vat--almost unconscious; t•re--unto the servants; karena--does;
t•‚ane--chastisement; n•n•-mata--various kinds of; g•li--amusement; dena-speaks; bha‹‚a-vacane--various loose language.
TRANSLATION
When the servants fall down before the lotus feet of the goddess of
fortune, they almost fall unconscious. They are chastised and made the butt of
jokes and loose language.
TEXT 135
TEXT
lak£m†-sa•ge d•s†-ga‹era pr•galbhya dekhiy•
h•se mah•prabhura ga‹a mukhe hasta diy•
SYNONYMS
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lak£m†-sa•ge--in the company of the goddess of fortune; d•s†-ga‹era--of the
maidservants; pr•galbhya--impudence; dekhiy•--after seeing; h•se--smile;
mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ga‹a--the companions; mukhe--on
their faces; hasta--hands; diy•--covering.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's associates saw such impudence exhibited by
the maidservants of the goddess of fortune, they covered their faces with
their hands and began to smile.
TEXT 136
TEXT
d•modara kahe,--aiche m•nera prak•ra
trijagate k•h•• n•hi dekhi ¤uni •ra
SYNONYMS
d•modara kahe--Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† said; aiche--such; m•nera--of
egoistic pride; prak•ra--kind; tri-jagate--within the three worlds; k•h••-anywhere; n•hi--not; dekhi--I see; ¤uni--I hear; •ra--other.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara said, "There is no egoistic pride like this within the
three worlds. At least I have neither seen nor heard of it.
TEXT 137
TEXT
m•nin† niruts•he ch•‚e vibhã£a‹a
bhãme vasi' nakhe lekhe, malina-vadana
SYNONYMS
m•nin†--proud, egoistic woman; niruts•he--because of disappointment; ch•‚e-gives up; vibhã£a‹a--all kinds of ornaments; bhãme vasi'--sitting on the
floor; nakhe--with the nails; lekhe--marks lines; malina-vadana--with a morose
face.
TRANSLATION
"When a woman is neglected and disappointed, out of egoistic pride she
gives up her ornaments and morosely sits down on the floor, marking lines on
it with her nails.
TEXT 138
TEXT
pãrve satyabh•m•ra ¤uni eva‰-vidha m•na
vraje gop†-ga‹era m•na--rasera nidh•na
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SYNONYMS
pãrve--previously; satyabh•m•ra--of Queen Satyabh•m•; ¤uni--I hear; eva‰vidha m•na--this kind of egoistic pride; vraje--in V”nd•vana; gop†-ga‹era--of
the gop†s; m•na--pride; rasera nidh•na--the reservoir of all humorous mellows.
TRANSLATION
"I have heard of this kind of pride in Satyabh•m•, K”£‹a's proudest Queen,
and I have also heard of it in the gop†s of V”nd•vana, who are the reservoirs
of all transcendental mellows.
TEXT 139
TEXT
i•ho nija-sampatti saba prakaàa kariy•
priyera upara y•ya sainya s•j•‘a
SYNONYMS
i•ho--this; nija-sampatti--her opulence; saba--all; prakaàa kariy•-manifesting; priyera upara--against her beloved husband; y•ya--goes; sainya
s•j•‘a--accompanied by soldiers.
TRANSLATION
"But in the case of the goddess of fortune, I see a different kind of
pride. She manifests her own opulences and even goes with her soldiers to
attack her husband."
PURPORT
After seeing the impudence of the goddess of fortune, Svarãpa D•modara
Gosv•m† wanted to inform ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu about the superexcellence of
the gop†s' loving affairs. He therefore said, "My Lord, I never experienced
anything like the behavior of the goddess of fortune. We sometimes see a
beloved wife becoming proud of her position and then frustrated due to some
neglect. She then gives up caring for her appearance, accepts dirty clothes
and morosely sits on the floor and draws lines with her nails. We have heard
of such egoistic pride in Satyabh•m• and the gop†s of V”nd•vana, but what we
see in the goddess of fortune here at Jagann•tha Pur† is completely different.
She becomes very angry with her husband, and attacks Him with her great
opulence."
TEXT 140
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--kaha vrajera m•nera prak•ra
svarãpa kahe,--gop†-m•na-nad† ¤ata-dh•ra
SYNONYMS
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prabhu kahe--the Lord said; kaha--please tell; vrajera--of V”nd•vana;
m•nera--of the egoistic pride; prak•ra--the varieties; svarãpa kahe--Svarãpa
D•modara replied; gop†-m•na--the pride of the gop†s; nad†--like a river; ¤atadh•ra--with hundreds of branches.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Please tell me of the varieties of egoistic
pride manifest in V”nd•vana." Svarãpa D•modara replied, "The pride of the
gop†s is like a river flowing with hundreds of tributaries.
TEXT 141
TEXT
n•yik•ra svabh•va, prema-v”tte bahu bheda
sei bhede n•n•-prak•ra m•nera udbheda
SYNONYMS
n•yik•ra--of the heroine; sva-bh•va--nature; prema-v”tte--in the matter of
loving affairs; bahu--many; bheda--varieties; sei--that; bhede--in each
variety; n•n•-prak•ra--various types; m•nera--of the jealous anger of a woman;
udbheda--subdivisions.
TRANSLATION
"The characteristics and modes of love are different in different women.
Their jealous anger also takes on different varieties and qualities.
TEXT 142
TEXT
samyak gopik•ra m•na n• y•ya kathana
eka-dui-bhede kari dig-dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
samyak--fully; gopik•ra--of the gop†s; m•na--jealous anger; n•--not; y•ya-is possible; kathana--to speak; eka-dui--one, two; bhede--in different types;
kari--I make; dik-dara¤ana--indication.
TRANSLATION
"It is not possible to give a complete statement about the different types
of jealous anger manifest by the gop†s, but a few principles may serve as an
indication.
TEXT 143
TEXT
m•ne keha haya 'dh†r•,' keha ta' 'adh†r•'
ei tina-bhede, keha haya 'dh†r•dh†r•'
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SYNONYMS
m•ne--on the platform of jealous anger; keha--some women; haya dh†ra--are
very sober; keha ta'--and some of them; adh†ra--very restless; ei tina-bhede-and there is a third division; keha haya--some are; dh†ra-adh†ra--a mixture of
sober and restless.
TRANSLATION
"There are three types of women experiencing jealous anger: sober women,
restless women and women both restless and sober.
TEXT 144
TEXT
'dh†r•' k•nte dãre dekhi' kare pratyutth•na
nikaàe •sile, kare •sana prad•na
SYNONYMS
dh†ra--the sober; k•nte--the hero; dãre--from a distance; dekhi'--after
seeing; kare pratyutth•na--stands up; nikaàe •sile--when the hero comes
nearby; kare--does; •sana--of a seat; prad•na--offering.
TRANSLATION
"When a sober heroine sees her hero approaching from a distance, she
immediately stands up to receive him. When he comes near, she immediately
offers him a place to sit.
TEXT 145
TEXT
h”daye kopa, mukhe kahe madhura vacana
priya •li•gite, t•re kare •li•gana
SYNONYMS
h”daye--within the heart; kopa--anger; mukhe--in the mouth; kahe--speaks;
madhura--sweet; vacana--words; priya--lover; •li•gite--when embracing; t•re-him; kare •li•gana--embraces.
TRANSLATION
"The sober heroine conceals her anger within her heart and externally
speaks sweet words. When her lover embraces her, she also returns his embrace.
TEXT 146
TEXT
sarala vyavah•ra, kare m•nera po£a‹a
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kimv• sollu‹àha-v•kye kare priya-nirasana
SYNONYMS
sarala vyavah•ra--plain dealings; kare--does; m•nera--of jealous anger;
po£a‹a--maintenance; kimv•--or; sollu‹àha--smiling a little; v•kye--by words;
kare--does; priya--of the lover; nirasana--refutation.
TRANSLATION
"The sober heroine is very simple in her behavior. She keeps her jealous
anger within her heart, but with mild words and smiles she refutes the
advances of her lover.
TEXT 147
TEXT
'adh†r•' ni£àhura-v•kye karaye bhartsana
kar‹otpale t•‚e, kare m•l•ya bandhana
SYNONYMS
adh†r•--the restless heroine; ni£àhura-v•kye--by cruel words; karaye--does;
bhartsana--chastisement; kar‹a-utpale t•‚e--pulls the ear; kare--does; m•l•ya-with a garland; bandhana--binding.
TRANSLATION
"The restless heroine, however, sometimes chastises her lover with cruel
words, sometimes pulls his ear and sometimes binds him with a flower garland.
TEXT 148
TEXT
'dh†r•dh†r•' vakra-v•kye kare upah•sa
kabhu stuti, kabhu nind•, kabhu v• ud•sa
SYNONYMS
dh†ra-adh†ra--the heroine who is a combination of sobriety and
restlessness; vakra-v•kye kare upah•sa--jokes with equivocal words; kabhu
stuti--sometimes praise; kabhu nind•--sometimes blasphemy; kabhu v• ud•sa-sometimes indifference.
TRANSLATION
"The heroine who is a combination of sobriety and restlessness always jokes
with equivocal words. She sometimes praises her lover, sometimes blasphemes
him and sometimes remains indifferent.
TEXT 149
TEXT
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'mugdh•', 'madhy•', 'pragalbh•',--tina n•yik•ra bheda
'mugdh•' n•hi j•ne m•nera vaidagdhya-vibheda
SYNONYMS
mugdh•--captivated; madhy•--intermediate; pragalbh•--impudent; tina--three;
n•yik•ra--of heroines; bheda--divisions; mugdh•--the captivated; n•hi j•ne-does not know; m•nera--of jealous anger; vaidagdhya-vibheda--the intricacies
of cunning behavior.
TRANSLATION
"Heroines may also be classified as captivated, intermediate and impudent.
The captivated heroine does not know very much about the cunning intricacies
of jealous anger.
TEXT 150
TEXT
mukha •cch•diy• kare kevala rodana
k•ntera priya-v•kya ¤uni' haya parasanna
SYNONYMS
mukha •cch•diy•--covering the face; kare--performs; kevala--only; rodana-crying; k•ntera--of the lover; priya-v•kya--sweet words; ¤uni'--hearing; haya-becomes; parasanna--satisfied.
TRANSLATION
"The captivated heroine simply covers her face and goes on crying. When she
hears sweet words from her lover, she is very satisfied.
TEXT 151
TEXT
'madhy•' 'pragalbh•' dhare dh†r•di-vibheda
t•ra madhye sab•ra svabh•ve tina bheda
SYNONYMS
madhy•--the intermediate; pragalbh•--the impudent; dhare--contain; dh†ra•di-vibheda--the three divisions of dh†ra, adh†ra and dh†r•dh†r•; t•ra madhye-among them; sab•ra--of all of them; sva-bh•ve--in nature; tina bheda--three
divisions.
TRANSLATION
"Both the intermediate and impudent heroines can be classified as sober,
restless and both sober and restless. All their characteristics can be further
classified in three divisions.
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TEXT 152
TEXT
keha 'prakhar•', keha 'm”du', keha haya 'sam•'
sva-svabh•ve k”£‹era b•‚•ya prema-s†m•
SYNONYMS
keha--some; prakhar•--very talkative; keha--some; m”du--very mild; keha
haya--some of them are; sam•--equipoised; sva-svabh•ve--by their own
characteristics; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; b•‚•ya--increases; prema-s†m•--limit
of loving ecstasy.
TRANSLATION
"Some of them are very talkative, some are mild, and some are equipoised.
Each heroine, according to her own character, increases ¥r† K”£‹a's loving
ecstasy.
TEXT 153
TEXT
pr•kharya, m•rdava, s•mya svabh•va nirdo£a
sei sei svabh•ve k”£‹e kar•ya santo£a
SYNONYMS
pr•kharya--talkativeness; m•rdava--mildness; s•mya--being equipoised; svabh•va--nature; nirdo£a--faultless; sei sei sva-bh•ve--in those transcendental
qualities; k”£‹e--Lord K”£‹a; kar•ya--they make; santo£a--happy.
TRANSLATION
"Although some of the gop†s are talkative, some mild and some equipoised,
all of them are transcendental and faultless. They please K”£‹a by their
unique characteristics."
TEXT 154
TEXT
e-kath• ¤uniy• prabhura •nanda ap•ra
'kaha, kaha, d•modara',--bale b•ra b•ra
SYNONYMS
e-kath• ¤uniy•--hearing this description; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •nanda ap•ra--unlimited happiness; kaha kaha--please go on
speaking; d•modara--My dear D•modara; bale b•ra b•ra--He said again and again.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu felt unlimited happiness upon hearing these
descriptions, and He again and again requested Svarãpa D•modara to continue
speaking.
TEXT 155
TEXT
d•modara kahe,--k”£‹a rasika-¤ekhara
rasa-•sv•daka, rasamaya-kalevara
SYNONYMS
d•modara kahe--D•modara said; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; rasika-¤ekhara--the master
of transcendental mellows; rasa-•sv•daka--the taster of transcendental
mellows; rasa-maya-kalevara--whose body is made of all transcendental bliss.
TRANSLATION
D•modara Gosv•m† said, "K”£‹a is the master of all transcendental mellows.
He is the taster of transcendental mellows, and His body is composed of
transcendental bliss.
TEXT 156
TEXT
premamaya-vapu k”£‹a bhakta-prem•dh†na
¤uddha-preme, rasa-gu‹e, gopik•--prav†‹a
SYNONYMS
prema-maya-vapu--body of love and ecstasy; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; bhakta-premaadh†na--always subordinate to the loving feelings of His devotees; ¤uddhapreme--in pure uncontaminated love; rasa-gu‹e--and in the qualities of
transcendental mellows; gopik•--the gop†s; prav†‹a--very experienced.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a is full of ecstatic love and always subordinate to the love of his
devotees. The gop†s are very experienced in pure love and in the dealings of
transcendental mellows.
TEXT 157
TEXT
gopik•ra preme n•hi ras•bh•sa-do£a
ataeva k”£‹era kare parama santo£a
SYNONYMS
gopik•ra--of the gop†s; preme--in the loving affairs; n•hi--there is not;
rasa-•bh•sa--of an adulterated taste of mellow; do£a--fault; ataeva--
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therefore; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; kare--they do; parama santo£a--highest
satisfaction.
TRANSLATION
"There is no flaw or adulteration in the love of the gop†s; therefore they
give K”£‹a the highest pleasure.
PURPORT
Ras•bh•sa occurs when one's relationship with K”£‹a is adulterated. There
are different types of ras•bh•sa--first-, second-and third-class. The word
r•sa means "mellow," and •bh•sa means "a shadow." If one tastes one kind of
mellow and something extra is imposed, that is uparasa. If something is
derived from the original mellow, it is called anurasa. If something is
appreciated that is far removed from the original mellow, it is called
aparasa. Uparasa, anurasa and aparasa are, respectively, first-, second-and
third-class ras•bh•sas. As stated in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (4.9):
pãrvam ev•nu¤i£àena vikal• rasa-lak£a‹•
ras• eva ras•bh•s• rasa-j‘air anuk†rtit•„
syus tridhoparas•¤ c•nuras•¤ c•paras•¤ ca te
uttam• madhyam•„ prokt•„ kani£àh•¤ cety am† kram•t
TEXT 158
TEXT
eva‰ ¤a¤a•k•‰¤u-vir•jit• ni¤•„
sa satya-k•mo 'nurat•bal•-ga‹a„
si£eva •tmany avaruddha-saurata„
sarv•„ ¤arat-k•vya-kath•-ras•¤ray•„
SYNONYMS
evam--thus; ¤a¤a•ka-a‰¤u--with rays of moonshine; vir•jit•„--beautifully
existing; ni¤•„--nights; sa„--He; satya-k•ma„--the Absolute Truth; anurata--to
whom are attracted; abal•-ga‹a„--women; si£eva--performed; •tmani--in His own
self; avaruddha-saurata„--His transcendental erotic love was checked; sarv•„-all; ¤arat--in autumn; k•vya--poetic; kath•--words; rasa-•¤ray•„--full of all
transcendental mellows.
TRANSLATION
" 'Lord ¥r† K”£‹a, who is the Absolute Truth, enjoyed His r•sa dance every
night during the autumn season. He performed this dance in the moonlight and
with full transcendental mellows. He used poetic words and surrounded Himself
with women who were very much attracted to Him.'
PURPORT
This verse is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.33.25). The gop†s are
all transcendental spirit souls. One should never think that the gop†s and
K”£‹a have material bodies. V”nd•vana-dh•ma is also a spiritual abode, and
there the days and nights, the trees, flowers, water and everything else are
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spiritual. There is not even a trace of material contamination. K”£‹a, who is
the Supreme Brahman and Supersoul, is not at all interested in anything
material. His activities with the gop†s are all spiritual and take place
within the spiritual world. They have nothing to do with the material world.
Lord K”£‹a's lusty desires and all His dealings with the gop†s are on the
spiritual platform. One has to be transcendentally realized before even
considering relishing the pastimes of K”£‹a with the gop†s. One who is on the
mundane platform must first purify himself by following the regulative
principles. Only then can he try to understand K”£‹a and the gop†s. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† are here talking about the
relationship between K”£‹a and the gop†s: therefore the subject matter is
neither mundane nor erotic. Being a sanny•s†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very
strict in His dealings with women. Unless the gop†s were on the spiritual
platform, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would have never even mentioned them to
Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†. Therefore these descriptions do not at all pertain
to material activity.
TEXT 159
TEXT
'v•m•' eka gop†-ga‹a, 'dak£i‹•' eka ga‹a
n•n•-bh•ve kar•ya k”£‹e rasa •sv•dana
SYNONYMS
v•m•--left wing; eka--one; gop†-ga‹a--party of gop†s; dak£i‹•--right wing;
eka--another; ga‹a--party of gop†s; n•n•-bh•ve--in varieties of ecstatic love;
kar•ya--cause to do; k”£‹e--unto K”£‹a; rasa •sv•dana--tasting of
transcendental mellows.
TRANSLATION
"The gop†s can be divided into a left wing and a right wing. Both wings
induce K”£‹a to taste transcendental mellows by various manifestations of
ecstatic love.
TEXT 160
TEXT
gop†-ga‹a-madhye ¤re£àh• r•dh•-àh•kur•‹†
nirmala-ujjvala-rasa-prema-ratna-khani
SYNONYMS
gop†-ga‹a-madhye--of all the gop†s; ¤re£àh•--the chief; r•dh•-àh•kur•‹†-¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; nirmala--purified; ujjvala--brilliant; rasa--in mellows;
prema--of ecstatic love; ratna-khani--the jewel mine.
TRANSLATION
"Of all the gop†s, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is the chief. She is a jewel mine of
ecstatic love and the source of all purified transcendental conjugal mellows.
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TEXT 161
TEXT
vayase 'madhyam•' te•ho svabh•vete 'sam•'
g•‚ha prema-bh•ve te•ho nirantara 'v•m•'
SYNONYMS
vayase madhyam•--grown up; te•ho--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; sva-bh•vete--in
character; sam•--equipoised; g•‚ha--deep; prema-bh•ve--in ecstatic love;
te•ho--She; nirantara--constantly; v•m•--of the group of the left-wing gop†s.
TRANSLATION
"R•dh•r•‹† is grown up, and Her character is equipoised. She is always
deeply absorbed in ecstatic love and always feeling in the mood of a left-wing
gop†.
PURPORT
The left wing and right wing of the gop†s has been explained by Rãpa
Gosv•m† in Ujjvala-n†lama‹i. The left wing is described in this way:
mana-grahe sadodyukt•
tac-chaithilye ca kopan•
abhedy• n•yake pr•ya„
krãr• v•meti k†rtyate
"A gop† who is always eager to be jealously angered,
enthusiastic for that position, who immediately becomes
who is never under the control of a hero and who always
v•m•, or a leftwing gop†."
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† describes the right-wing gop†s in

who is very
angry when defeated,
opposes Him is called
this way:

asahy• m•na-nirbandhe
n•yake yukta-v•din†
s•mabhis tena bhedy• ca
dak£i‹• parik†rtit•
"A gop† who cannot tolerate womanly anger, who speaks suitable words to the
hero and who is satisfied by His sweet words is called a dak£i‹•, or a rightwing gopi."
TEXT 162
TEXT
v•mya-svabh•ve m•na uàhe nirantara
t•ra madhye uàhe k”£‹era •nanda-s•gara
SYNONYMS
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v•mya-svabh•ve--because of left-wing character; m•na--womanly anger; uàhe-awakens; nirantara--always; t•ra madhye--in that dealing; uàhe--is awakening;
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; •nanda-s•gara--an ocean of transcendental bliss.
TRANSLATION
"Because She is a left-wing gop†, Her womanly anger is always awakening,
but K”£‹a derives transcendental bliss from Her activities.
TEXT 163
TEXT
aher iva gati„ prem‹a„
svabh•va-kuàil• bhavet
ato hetor aheto¤ ca
yãnor m•na uda‘cati
SYNONYMS
ahe„--of the snake; iva--like; gati„--the movement; prem‹a„--of the loving
affairs; sva-bh•va--by nature; kuàil•--crooked; bhavet--is; ata„--therefore;
heto„--from some cause; aheto„--from the absence of a cause; ca--and; yãno„-of the young couple; m•na„--anger; uda‘cati--appears.
TRANSLATION
" 'The progress of loving affairs between young couples is by nature
crooked, like the movement of a snake. Because of this, two types of anger
arise between young couples--anger with a cause and anger without a cause.' "
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†'s Ujjvala-n†lama‹i (¥”•g•rabheda-prakara‹a 102).
TEXT 164
TEXT
eta ¤uni' b•‚e prabhura •nanda-s•gara
'kaha, kaha' kahe prabhu, bale d•modara
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; b•‚e--increased; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •nanda-s•gara--the ocean of transcendental bliss; kaha kaha--go on
speaking; kahe prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued to request; bale
d•modara--D•modara Gosv•m† continued to reply.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard these talks, His ocean of transcendental
bliss increased. He therefore told Svarãpa D•modara, "Go on speaking, go on
speaking." And thus Svarãpa D•modara continued.
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TEXT 165
TEXT
'adhirã‚ha mah•bh•va'--r•dhik•ra prema
vi¤uddha, nirmala, yaiche da¤a-v•‹a hema
SYNONYMS
adhirã‚ha mah•-bh•va--highly elevated ecstatic love; r•dhik•ra prema--the
loving affairs of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; vi¤uddha--completely uncontaminated;
nirmala--purified; yaiche--as if; da¤a-v•‹a--ten times purified; hema--gold.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s love is a highly advanced ecstasy. All Her dealings
are completely pure and devoid of material tinge. Indeed, Her dealings are ten
times purer than gold.
TEXT 166
TEXT
k”£‹era dar¤ana yadi p•ya •cambite
n•n•-bh•va-vibhã£a‹e haya vibhã£ite
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; dar¤ana--interview; yadi--if; p•ya--gets; •cambite-all of a sudden; n•n•--various; bh•va--ecstatic; vibhã£a‹e--with ornaments;
haya--is; vibhã£ite--decorated.
TRANSLATION
"As soon as R•dh•r•‹† gets a chance to see K”£‹a, Her body is suddenly
decorated with various ecstatic ornaments.
TEXT 167
TEXT
a£àa 's•ttvika', har£•di 'vyabhic•r†' y••ra
'sahaja prema', vi‰¤ati 'bh•va'-ala•k•ra
SYNONYMS
a£àa--eight; s•ttvika--transcendental symptoms; har£a-•di--like jubilation;
vyabhic•r†--distinctive features; y••ra--of whose; sahaja prema--natural love;
vi‰¤ati--twenty; bh•va--of ecstasy; ala•k•ra--ornaments.
TRANSLATION
"The transcendental ornaments of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s body include the eight
s•ttvikas, or transcendental symptoms, the thirty-three vyabhic•r†bh•vas,
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beginning with har£a, or jubilation in natural love, and the twenty bh•vas, or
ecstatic emotional ornaments.
PURPORT
The thirty-three vyabhic•r†-bh•vas, bodily symptoms manifest in ecstatic
love, are as follows: (1) nirveda, indifference; (2) vi£•da, moroseness; (3)
dainya, meekness; (4) gl•ni, a feeling that one is in a faulty position; (5)
¤rama, fatigue; (6) mada, madness; (7) garva, pride; (8) ¤a•k•, doubt; (9)
tr•sa, shock; (10) •vega, intense emotion; (11) unm•da, craziness; (12)
apasm•ra, forgetfulness; (13) vy•dhi, disease; (14) moha, bewilderment; (15)
m”ti, death; (16) •lasya, laziness; (17) j•‚ya, invalidity; (18) vr†‚•, shame;
(19) avahitth•, concealment; (20) sm”ti, remembrance; (21) vitarka, argument;
(22) cint•, contemplation; (23) mati, attention; (24) dh”ti, forbearance; (25)
har£a, jubilation; (26) autsukya, eagerness; (27) augrya, violence; (28)
amar£a, anger; (29) asãy•, jealousy; (30) c•palya, impudence; (31) nidr•,
sleep; (32) supti, deep sleep and (33) prabodha, awakening.
TEXT 168
TEXT
'kila-ki‘cita', 'kuààamita', 'vil•sa', 'lalita'
'vivvoka', 'moàà•yita', •ra 'maugdhya', 'cakita'
SYNONYMS
kila-ki‘cita--a particular type of ornament at the time of seeing K”£‹a;
kuààamita--the symptom explained in verse 197; vil•sa--the symptom explained
in verse 187; lalita--the symptom explained in verse 192; vivvoka--neglecting
the presentation given by the hero; moàà•yita--awakening of lusty desires by
the remembrance and words of the hero; •ra--and; maugdhya--assuming the
position of not knowing things although everything is known; cakita--a
position in which the heroine appears very afraid although she is not at all
afraid.
TRANSLATION
"Some of the symptoms critically explained in the following verses are
kilaki‘cita, kuààamita, vil•sa, lalita, vivvoka, moàà•yita, maugdhya and
cakita.
TEXT 169
TEXT
eta bh•va-bhã£•ya bhã£ita ¤r†-r•dh•ra a•ga
dekhite uthale k”£‹a-sukh•bdhi-tara•ga
SYNONYMS
eta--so many; bh•va-bhã£•ya--with the ornaments of ecstasy; bhã£ita-decorated; ¤r†-r•dh•ra--of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; a•ga--the body; dekhite--to see;
uthale--awakens; k”£‹a-sukha-abdhi--of the ocean of K”£‹a's happiness;
tara•ga--waves.
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TRANSLATION
"When ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s body manifests the ornaments of many ecstatic
symptoms, the ocean of K”£‹a's happiness immediately displays transcendental
waves.
TEXT 170
TEXT
kila-ki‘cit•di-bh•vera ¤una vivara‹a
ye bh•va-bhã£•ya r•dh• hare k”£‹a-mana
SYNONYMS
kila-ki‘cita-•di--beginning with the ecstasy named kila-ki‘cita; bh•vera-of ecstasies; ¤una--hear; vivara‹a--the description; ye bh•va-bhã£•ya--with
these ecstatic ornaments; r•dh•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; hare--enchants; k”£‹amana--the mind of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Now hear a description of different ecstasies, beginning with kilaki‘cita. With these ecstatic ornaments, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† enchants the mind of
K”£‹a.
TEXT 171
TEXT
r•dh• dekhi' k”£‹a yadi chu•ite kare mana
d•na-gh•ài-pathe yabe varjena gamana
SYNONYMS
r•dh•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; dekhi'--after seeing; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; yadi-if; chu•ite--to touch; kare mana--desires; d•na-gh•ài-pathe--on the way
leading toward the spot from where one crosses the river to the other side;
yabe--when; varjena--prohibits; gamana--going.
TRANSLATION
"When ¥r† K”£‹a sees ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and wants to touch Her body, He
prohibits Her from going to the spot where one can cross the River Yamun•.
TEXT 172
TEXT
yabe •si' m•n• kare pu£pa uàh•ite
sakh†-•ge c•he yadi g•ye h•ta dite
SYNONYMS
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yabe--when; •si'--coming nearby; m•n• kare--prohibits; pu£pa uàh•ite--to
pick up flowers; sakh†-•ge--in front of the friends of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†;
c•he--wants; yadi--if; g•ye--in the body; h•ta dite--touch with the hand.
TRANSLATION
"Approaching Her, K”£‹a prohibits ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† from picking flowers.
He may also touch Her in front of Her friends.
TEXT 173
TEXT
ei-saba sth•ne 'kila-ki‘cita' udgama
prathame 'har£a' sa‘c•r†--mãla k•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
ei-saba sth•ne--in such places; kila-ki‘cita--of the symptom of the ecstasy
known as kila-ki‘cita; udgama--awakening; prathame--in the beginning; har£a-jubilation; sa‘c•r†--ecstatic emotion; mãla k•ra‹a--the root cause.
TRANSLATION
"At such times, the ecstatic symptoms of kila-ki‘cita are awakened. First
there is jubilation in ecstatic love, which is the root cause of these
symptoms.
PURPORT
Whenever ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† leaves Her house, She is always well-dressed and
attractive. It is Her womanly nature to attract ¥r† K”£‹a's attention, and
upon seeing Her so attractively dressed, ¥r† K”£‹a desires to touch Her body.
The Lord then finds some fault in Her and prohibits Her from going to a river
crossing and stops Her from picking flowers. Such are the pastimes between
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and ¥r† K”£‹a. Being a cowherd girl, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†
regularly carries a container of milk and often goes to sell it on the other
side of the Yamun•. To cross the river, She has to pay the boatman, and the
spot where the boatman collects his fares is called the d•na-gh•ài. Lord ¥r†
K”£‹a stops Her from going, telling Her, "First You have to pay the fee; then
You will be allowed to go." This pastime is called d•na-keli-l†l•. Similarly,
if ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† wants to pick a flower, ¥r† K”£‹a claims to be the
garden's proprietor and prohibits Her. This pastime is called kila-ki‘cita.
R•dh•r•‹†'s shyness arises due to ¥r† K”£‹a's prohibitions, and ecstatic
loving bodily symptoms called kila-ki‘cita-bh•va are manifest at this time.
These ecstatic symptoms are explained in the following verse, which is from
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†'s Ujjvala-n†lama‹i (Anubh•va-prakara‹a 44).
TEXT 174
TEXT
garv•bhil•£a-ruditasmit•sãy•-bhaya-krudh•m
sa•kar†-kara‹a‰ har£•d
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ucyate kila-ki‘citam
SYNONYMS
garva--pride; abhil•£a--ambition; rudita--crying; smita--smiling; asãy•-envying; bhaya--fearing; krudh•m--anger; sa•kar†-kara‹am--the act of shrinking
away; har£•t--because of jubilation; ucyate--is called; kila-ki‘citam-ecstatic symptoms known as kila-ki‘cita.
TRANSLATION
" 'Pride, ambition, weeping, smiling, envy, fear and anger are the seven
ecstatic loving symptoms manifest by a jubilant shrinking away, and these
symptoms are called kila-ki‘cita-bh•va.'
TEXT 175
TEXT
•ra s•ta bh•va •si' sahaje milaya
asta-bh•va-sammilane 'mah•bh•va' haya
SYNONYMS
•ra--other; s•ta--seven; bh•va--ecstatic symptoms; •si'--coming together;
sahaje--naturally; milaya--become mixed; a£àa-bh•va--of eight kinds of
ecstatic emotional symptoms; sammilane--by the combining; mah•-bh•va haya-there is mah•bh•va.
TRANSLATION
"There are seven other transcendental ecstatic symptoms, and when they
combine on the platform of jubilation, the combination is called mah•bh•va.
TEXT 176
TEXT
garva, abhil•£a, bha ya, ¤u£ka-rudita
krodha, asãy• haya, •ra manda-smita
SYNONYMS
garva--pride; abhil•£a--ambition; bhaya--fear; ¤u£ka-rudita--dry,
artificial crying; krodha--anger; asãy•--envy; haya--there is; •ra--also;
manda-smita--mild smiling.
TRANSLATION
"The seven combined ingredients of mah•bh•va are pride, ambition, fear, dry
artificial crying, anger, envy and mild smiling.
TEXT 177
TEXT
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n•n•-sv•du a£àa-bh•va ekatra milana
y•h•ra •sv•de t”pta haya k”£‹a-mana
SYNONYMS
n•n•--various; sv•du--tasteful; a£àa-bh•va--eight kinds of ecstatic
symptoms; ekatra--at one place; milana--meeting; y•h•ra--of which; •sv•de--by
the tasting; t”pta--satisfied; haya--is; k”£‹a-mana--the mind of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"There are eight symptoms of ecstatic love on the platform of
transcendental jubilation, and when they are combined and tasted by K”£‹a, the
Lord's mind is completely satisfied.
TEXT 178
TEXT
dadhi, kha‹‚a, gh”ta, madhu, mar†ca, karpãra
el•ci-milane yaiche ras•l• madhura
SYNONYMS
dadhi--yogurt; kha‹‚a--candy; gh”ta--ghee; madhu--honey; mar†ca--black
pepper; karpãra--camphor; el•ci--cardamom; milane--by combining together;
yaiche--as; ras•l•--very tasteful; madhura--and sweet.
TRANSLATION
"Indeed, they are compared to a combination of yogurt, candy, ghee, honey,
black pepper, camphor and cardamom, which, when mixed together, are very tasty
and sweet.
TEXT 179
TEXT
ei bh•va-yukta dekhi' r•dh•sya-nayana
sa•gama ha-ite sukha p•ya koài-gu‹a
SYNONYMS
ei bh•va--with these ecstatic symptoms; yukta--combined together; dekhi'-seeing; r•dh•-asya-nayana--the face and eyes of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; sa•gama haite--than direct embracing; sukha p•ya--enjoys happiness; koài-gu‹a--millions
of times more.
TRANSLATION
"Lord ¥r† K”£‹a is thousands upon thousands of times more satisfied when He
sees ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s face light up from this combination of ecstatic love
than He is by direct union with Her.
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This is further explained in the following verse from the Ujjvala-n†lama‹i
(Anubh•va-prakara‹a 46) of ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†.
TEXT 180
TEXT
anta„ smeratayojjval• jala-ka‹a-vy•k†r‹a-pak£m••kur•
ki‘cit p•àalit•‘cal• rasikatotsikt• pura„ ku‘cat†
ruddh•y•„ pathi m•dhavena madhura-vy•bhugna-torottar•
r•dh•y•„ kila-ki‘cita-stavakin† d”£ài„ ¤riya‰ va„ kriy•t
SYNONYMS
anta„--internally or not manifested; smeratay• ujjvala--brightened by mild
smiling; jala-ka‹a--with drops of water; vy•k†r‹a--scattered; pak£ma-a•kur•-from the eyelashes; ki‘cit--very little; p•àalita-a‘cal•--a tinge of redness,
mixed with whiteness, on the borders of the eyes; rasikata-utsikt•--being
merged in the cunning behavior of the Lord; pura„--in the front; ku‘cat†-shrinks; ruddh•y•„--having been blocked; pathi--on the way; m•dhavena--by
K”£‹a; madhura--sweet; vy•bhugna--curved; tor•-uttar•--the eyes; r•dh•y•„--of
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; kila-ki‘cita--the ecstatic symptom named kila-ki‘cita;
stavakin†--like a bouquet of flowers; d”£ài„--glance; ¤riyam--good fortune;
va„--of all of you; kriy•t--may perform.
TRANSLATION
" 'May the sight of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s kila-ki‘cita ecstasy, which is like
a bouquet, bring good fortune to all. When ¥r† K”£‹a blocked R•dh•r•‹†'s way
to the d•na-gh•ài, there was laughter within Her heart. Her eyes grew bright,
and fresh tears flowed from Her eyes, reddening them. Due to Her sweet
relationship with K”£‹a, Her eyes were enthusiastic, and when Her crying
subsided, She appeared even more beautiful.'
TEXT 181
TEXT
b•£pa-vy•kulit•ru‹•‘cala-calan-netra‰ rasoll•sita‰
heloll•sa-cal•dhara‰ kuàilita-bhrã-yugmam udyat-smitam
r•dh•y•„ kila-ki‘cit•‘citam asau v†k£y•nana‰ sa•gam•d
•nanda‰ tam av•pa koài-gu‹ita‰ yo 'bhãn na g†r-gocara„
SYNONYMS
b•£pa--by tears; vy•kulita--agitated; aru‹a-a‘cala--with a reddish tinge;
calan--moving; netram--eyes; rasa-ull•sitam--because of being agitated by
transcendental mellows; hela-ull•sa--because of neglectful jubilation; calaadharam--moving lips; kuàilita--curved; bhrã-yugmam--two eyebrows; udyat-awakening; smitam--smiling; r•dh•y•„--of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; kila-ki‘cita--with
the ecstatic symptom named kila-ki‘cita; a‘citam--expression; asau--He
(K”£‹a); v†k£ya--after glancing over; •nanam--the face; sa•gam•t--even than
embracing; •nandam--happiness; tam--that; av•pa--got; koài-gu‹itam--millions
upon millions times more; ya„--which; abhãt--became; na--not; g†„-gocara„--the
subject of being described.
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TRANSLATION
" 'Agitated by tears, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s eyes were tinged with red, just
like the eastern horizon at sunrise. Her lips began to move with jubilation
and lusty desire. Her eyebrows curved, and Her lotus-like face smiled mildly.
Seeing R•dh•r•‹†'s face exhibit such emotion, Lord ¥r† K”£‹a felt a million
times happier than when He embraced Her. Indeed, Lord ¥r† K”£‹a's happiness is
not at all mundane.' "
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Govinda-l†l•m”ta (9.18).
TEXT 182
TEXT
eta ¤uni' prabhu hail• •nandita mana
sukh•vi£àa ha‘• svarãpe kail• •li•gana
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; hail•--became;
•nandita mana--very happy in His mind; sukha-•vi£àa ha‘•--being absorbed in
happiness; svarãpe--unto Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†; kail•--did; •li•gana-embracing.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu became very happy, and, being
absorbed in this happiness, He embraced Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†.
TEXT 183
TEXT
'vil•s•di'-bh•va-bhã£•ra kaha ta' lak£a‹a
yei bh•ve r•dh• hare govindera mana?
SYNONYMS
vil•sa-•di--beginning with transcendental enjoyment; bh•va--of ecstasy;
bhã£•ra--of the ornaments; kaha--please speak; ta'--indeed; lak£a‹a--the
symptoms; yei bh•ve--by which symptoms; r•dh•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; hare-enchants; govindera mana--the mind of ¥r† Govinda.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then asked Svarãpa D•modara, "Please speak of the
ecstatic ornaments decorating the body of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, by which She
enchants the mind of ¥r† Govinda."
TEXT 184
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TEXT
tabe ta' svarãpa-gos•‘i kahite l•gil•
¤uni' prabhura bhakta-ga‹a mah•-sukha p•il•
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; ta'--indeed; svarãpa-gos•‘i--Svarãpa D•modara; kahite
l•gil•--began to speak; ¤uni'--hearing; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; mah•-sukha p•il•--achieved great happiness.
TRANSLATION
Being thus requested, Svarãpa D•modara began to speak. All the devotees of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu were very happy to hear him.
TEXT 185
TEXT
r•dh• vasi' •che, kib• v”nd•vane y•ya
t•h•• yadi •cambite k”£‹a-dara¤ana p•ya
SYNONYMS
r•dh• vasi' •che--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is sitting; kib•--or; v”nd•vane y•ya-is going to V”nd•vana; t•h••--there; yadi--if; •cambite--all of a sudden;
k”£‹a-dara¤ana p•ya--gets the opportunity to see K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Sometimes when ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is sitting or when She is going to
V”nd•vana, She sometimes sees K”£‹a.
TEXT 186
TEXT
dekhite n•n•-bh•va haya vilak£a‹a
se vailak£a‹yera n•ma 'vil•sa'-bhã£a‹a
SYNONYMS
dekhite--while seeing; n•n•-bh•va--of various ecstasies; haya--there are;
vilak£a‹a--symptoms; se--those; vailak£a‹yera--of different symptoms; n•ma-the name; vil•sa--vil•sa; bhã£a‹a--ornaments.
TRANSLATION
"The symptoms of various ecstasies that become manifest at that time are
called vil•sa.
PURPORT
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This is described in the following verse, taken from the Ujjvala-n†lama‹i
(Anubh•va-prakara‹a 31).
TEXT 187
TEXT
gati-sth•n•san•d†n•‰
mukha-netr•di-karma‹•m
t•tk•lika‰ tu vai¤i£àya‰
vil•sa„ priya-sa•gajam
SYNONYMS
gati--moving; sth•na--standing; •sana-•d†n•m--and of sitting and so on;
mukha--or the face; netra--of the eyes; •di--and so on; karma‹•m--of the
activities; t•t-k•likam--relating to that time; tu--then; vai¤i£àyam--various
symptoms; vil•sa„--of the name vil•sa; priya-sa•ga-jam--produced from meeting
her beloved.
TRANSLATION
" 'The various symptoms manifested in a woman's face, eyes, and the other
parts of her body and the way she moves, stands or sits when she meets her
beloved are called vil•sa.' "
TEXT 188
TEXT
lajj•, har£a, abhil•£a, sambhrama, v•mya, bhaya
eta bh•va mili' r•dh•ya ca‘cala karaya
SYNONYMS
lajj•--timidity; har£a--jubilation; abhil•£a--ambition; sambhrama--respect;
v•mya--characteristics of the left-wing gop†s; bhaya--fear; eta--these; bh•va-ecstatic symptoms; mili'--coming together; r•dh•ya--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†;
ca‘cala karaya--agitate.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara said, "Timidity, jubilation, ambition, respect, fear and
the characteristics of the left-wing gop†s were all ecstatic symptoms combined
to agitate ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
PURPORT
This is explained in the following verse found in the Govinda-l†l•m”ta
(9.11).
TEXT 189
TEXT
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pura„ k”£‹•lok•t sthagita-kuàil•sy• gatir abhãt
tira¤c†na‰ k”£‹•mbara-dara-v”ta‰ ¤r†-mukham api
calat-t•ra‰ sph•ra‰ nayana-yugam •bhugnam iti s•
vil•s•khya-sv•la•kara‹a-valit•s†t priya-mude
SYNONYMS
pura„--in front of Her; k”£‹a-•lok•t--by seeing Lord K”£‹a; sthagitakuàil•--stopped and assumed an attitude of crookedness; asy•„--of ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†; gati„--the progress; abhãt--became; tira¤c†nam--being crooked;
k”£‹a-ambara--by a blue cloth; dara-v”tam--covered; ¤r†-mukham api--Her face
also; calat-t•ram--like moving stars; sph•ram--wide; nayana-yugam--the pair of
eyes; •bhugnam--very curved; iti--thus; s•--She (R•dh•r•‹†); vil•sa-•khya-named vil•sa; sva-ala•kara‹a--by personal ornaments; valita--decorated; •s†t-was; priya-mude--just to increase the pleasure of ¥r† K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
" 'When ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† saw Lord K”£‹a just before Her, Her progress
stopped, and She assumed an attitude of opposition. Although Her face was
slightly covered by a blue garment, Her two starry eyes were agitated, being
wide and curved. Thus She was decorated with the ornaments of vil•sa, and Her
beauty increased to give pleasure to ¥r† K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead.'
TEXT 190
TEXT
k”£‹a-•ge r•dh• yadi rahe d•‹‚•‘•
tina-a•ga-bha•ge rahe bhrã n•c•‘•
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-•ge--in front of K”£‹a; r•dh•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; yadi--if; rahe-remains; d•‹‚•‘•--standing; tina-a•ga-bha•ge--with three bends in the body;
rahe--remains; bhrã--eyebrows; n•c•‘•--dancing.
TRANSLATION
"When ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† stands before K”£‹a, She stands bent in three
places--Her neck, waist and legs--and Her eyebrows dance.
TEXT 191
TEXT
mukhe-netre haya n•n•-bh•vera udg•ra
ei k•nt•-bh•vera n•ma 'lalita'-ala•k•ra
SYNONYMS
mukhe--on the mouth; netre--on the eyes; haya--there are; n•n•-bh•vera--of
various ecstasies; udg•ra--the awakening; ei--this; k•nt•-bh•vera--of the
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condition of the female; n•ma--the name; lalita--of lalita; ala•k•ra--the
ornament.
TRANSLATION
"When there is an awakening of various ecstatic features on ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†'s face and in Her eyes, the lalita ornaments are manifest.
TEXT 192
TEXT
viny•sa-bha•gir a•g•n•‰
bhrã-vil•sa-manohar•
sukum•r• bhaved yatra
lalita‰ tad ud•h”tam
SYNONYMS
viny•sa--in arrangement; bha•gi„--curvature; a•g•n•m--of bodily limbs;
bhrã-vil•sa--due to the pastimes of the eyebrows; manohar•--very beautiful;
su-kum•r•--delicate; bhavet--may be; yatra--where; lalitam--lalita; tat--that;
ud•h”tam--called.
TRANSLATION
" 'When the bodily features are delicate and expertly curved, and when the
eyebrows are very beautifully agitated, the ornament of charm, called lalita
ala•k•ra, is manifest.'
PURPORT
This verse is from Ujjvala-n†lama‹i (Anubh•va-prakara‹a 56).
TEXT 193
TEXT
lalita-bhã£ita r•dh• dekhe yadi k”£‹a
du•he du•h• milib•re hayena sat”£‹a
SYNONYMS
lalita-bhã£ita--decorated with lalita-ala•k•ra; r•dh•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†;
dekhe--sees; yadi--if; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; du•he--both of Them; du•h•--the two
of Them; milib•re--to meet; hayena--become; sa-t”£‹a--very anxious.
TRANSLATION
"When Lord ¥r† K”£‹a happens to see ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† decorated with these
lalita ornaments, They both anxiously want to meet one another.
TEXT 194
TEXT
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hriy• tiryag-gr†v•-cara‹a-kaài-bha•g†-sumadhur•
calac-cill†-vall†-dalita-ratin•thorjita-dhanu„
priya-premoll•sollasita-lalit•l•lita-tanu„
priya-pr†tyai s•s†d udita-lalit•la•k”ti-yut•
SYNONYMS
hriy•--by Her attitude of shyness; tiryak--going crosswise; gr†v•--of the
neck; cara‹a--of the knees; kaài--of the waist; bha•g†--by the curve; sumadhura--very sweet; calat-cill†--of moving eyebrows; vall†--by the creepers;
dalita--conquered; rati-n•tha--of Cupid; ãrjita--powerful; dhanu„--by which
the bow; priya-prema-ull•sa--because of the loving attitude of the beloved;
ullasita--being inspired; lalita--by the mood known as lalita; •l•lita-tanu„-whose body is covered; priya-pr†tyai--for the sake of pleasing the beloved;
s•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; •s†t--was; udita--awakened; lalita-ala•k”ti-yut•-possessing the lalita-ala•k•ra.
TRANSLATION
" 'When ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† was decorated with the ornament of lalitaala•k•ra, just to increase ¥r† K”£‹a's love, an attractive curve was manifest
by Her neck, knees and waist. This was brought about by Her timidity and
apparent desire to avoid K”£‹a. The flickering movements of Her eyebrows could
conquer the powerful bow of Cupid. To increase the joy of Her beloved's love,
Her body was decorated with the ornaments of lalita-ala•k•ra.'
PURPORT
This verse is quoted from the Govinda-l†l•m”ta (9.14).
TEXT 195
TEXT
lobhe •si' k”£‹a kare ka‘cuk•kar£a‹a
antare ull•sa, r•dh• kare niv•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
lobhe--in greed; •si'--coming; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; kare--does; ka‘cuka•kar£a‹a--snatching the border of Her sari; antare--within; ull•sa--very much
pleased; r•dh•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; kare--does; niv•ra‹a--stopping.
TRANSLATION
"When K”£‹a comes forward and greedily snatches at the border of
R•dh•r•‹†'s sari, She is actually very pleased within, but overtly She tries
to stop Him.
TEXT 196
TEXT
b•hire v•mat•-krodha, bhitare sukha mane
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'kuààamita'-n•ma ei bh•va-vibhã£a‹e
SYNONYMS
b•hire--externally; v•mat•--opposition; krodha--anger; bhitare--within;
sukha--happiness; mane--in the mind; kuààamita--kuààamita; n•ma--named; ei-this; bh•va-vibhã£a‹e--ornament of an ecstatic attitude.
TRANSLATION
"This ecstatic dress of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s is called kuààamita. When it is
manifest, She externally tries to avoid K”£‹a, and She apparently becomes
angry, although She is very happy within.
TEXT 197
TEXT
stan•dhar•di-graha‹e
h”t-pr†t•v api sambhram•t
bahi„ krodho vyathitavat
prokta‰ kuààamita‰ budhai„
SYNONYMS
stana--breasts; adhara--lips; •di--and so on; graha‹e--when capturing; h”tpr†tau--satisfaction of the heart; api--even though; sambhram•t--because of
respectfulness; bahi„--externally; krodha„--anger; vyathita--aggrieved; vat-as if; proktam--called; kuààamitam--the technical term kuààamita; budhai„--by
learned scholars.
TRANSLATION
" 'When the border of Her sari and the cloth veiling Her face are caught,
She externally appears offended and angry, but within Her heart She is very
happy. Learned scholars call this attitude kuààamita.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Ujjvala-n†lama‹i (Anubh•va-prakara‹a 49).
TEXT 198
TEXT
k”£‹a-v•‘ch• pãr‹a haya, kare p•‹i-rodha
antare •nanda r•dh•, b•hire v•mya-krodha
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-v•‘ch•--the desire of Lord K”£‹a; pãr‹a--fulfilled; haya--let it be;
kare--does; p•‹i-rodha--checking with Her hand; antare--within the heart;
•nanda--transcendental bliss; r•dh•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; b•hire--externally;
v•mya--opposition; krodha--and anger.
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TRANSLATION
"Although ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† was checking Her sari with Her hand, internally
She was thinking, 'Let K”£‹a satisfy His desires.' In this way She was very
pleased within, although She externally displayed opposition and anger.
TEXT 199
TEXT
vyath• p•‘•' kare yena ¤u£ka rodana
†£at h•siy• k”£‹e karena bhartsana
SYNONYMS
vyath• p•‘•'--being offended; kare--does; yena--as if; ¤u£ka--dry; rodana-crying; †£at--mildly; h•siy•--smiling; k”£‹e--unto K”£‹a; karena--does;
bhartsana--admonition.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† externally displays a kind of dry crying, as if She is
offended. Then She mildly smiles and admonishes Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 200
TEXT
p•‹i-rodham avirodhita-v•‘cha‰
bhartsan•¤ ca madhura-smita-garbh•„
m•dhavasya kurute karabhorur
h•ri ¤u£ka-rudita‰ ca mukhe 'pi
SYNONYMS
p•‹i--the hand; rodham--obstructing; avirodhita--unobstructed; v•‘cham--the
desire of K”£‹a; bhartsan•„--admonitions; ca--and; madhura--sweet; smitagarbh•„--containing a gentle smiling attitude; m•dhavasya--of ¥r† K”£‹a;
kurute--does; karabha-ãru„--whose thigh is like the trunk of a baby elephant;
h•ri--charming; ¤u£ka-ruditam--dry crying; ca--and; mukhe--on the face; api-also.
TRANSLATION
"
with
baby
such

'Actually She has no desire to stop K”£‹a's endeavor to touch Her body
His hands, yet ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, whose thighs are like the trunk of a
elephant, protests His advances and, sweetly smiling, admonishes Him. At
times She cries without tears on Her charming face.'
TEXT 201
TEXT
ei-mata •ra saba bh•va-vibhã£a‹a
y•h•te bhã£ita r•dh• hare k”£‹a mana
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SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; •ra--also; saba--all; bh•va-vibhã£a‹a--ecstatic
ornaments; y•h•te--by which; bhã£ita--being decorated; r•dh•--¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†; hare--attracts; k”£‹a mana--the mind of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"In this way, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is ornamented and decorated with various
ecstatic symptoms, which attract the mind of ¥r† K”£‹a.
TEXT 202
TEXT
ananta k”£‹era l†l• n• y•ya var‹ana
•pane var‹ena yadi 'sahasra-vadana'
SYNONYMS
ananta--unlimited; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; l†l•--pastimes; n•--not; y•ya-is possible; var‹ana--description; •pane--personally; var‹ena--describes;
yadi--if; sahasra-vadana--the thousand-mouthed ¥e£a.
TRANSLATION
"It is not at all possible to describe the unlimited pastimes of ¥r† K”£‹a,
even though He Himself describes them in His incarnation of Sahasra-vadana,
the thousand-mouthed ¥e£a N•ga."
TEXT 203
TEXT
¤r†v•sa h•siy• kahe,--¤una, d•modara
•m•ra lak£m†ra dekha sampatti vistara
SYNONYMS
¤r†v•sa--¥r†v•sa áh•kura; h•siy•--smiling; kahe--says; ¤una--please hear;
d•modara--O D•modara Gosv•m†; •m•ra lak£m†ra--of my goddess of fortune; dekha-just see; sampatti vistara--the great opulence.
TRANSLATION
This time, ¥r†v•sa áh•kura smiled and told D•modara Pa‹‚ita, "My dear sir,
please hear! Just see how opulent my goddess of fortune is!
TEXT 204
TEXT
v”nd•vanera sampad dekha,--pu£pa-kisalaya
giridh•tu-¤ikhipiccha-gu‘j•phala-maya
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SYNONYMS
v”nd•vanera--of V”nd•vana; sampad--the opulence; dekha--see; pu£pakisalaya--a few flowers and twigs; giri-dh•tu--some minerals from the hills;
¤ikhi-piccha--some peacock feathers; gu‘j•-phala-maya--some gu‘j•-phala.
TRANSLATION
"As far as V”nd•vana's opulence is concerned, it consists of a few flowers
and twigs, some minerals from the hills, a few peacock feathers and the plant
known as gu‘j•.
TEXT 205
TEXT
v”nd•vana dekhib•re gel• jagann•tha
¤uni' lak£m†-dev†ra mane haila •soy•tha
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vana--V”nd•vana-dh•ma; dekhib•re--to see; gel•--went; jagann•tha--Lord
Jagann•tha; ¤uni'--hearing; lak£m†-dev†ra--of the goddess of fortune; mane--in
the mind; haila--there was; •soy•tha--envy.
TRANSLATION
"When Jagann•tha decided to see V”nd•vana, He went there, and upon hearing
this, the goddess of fortune experienced restlessness and jealousy.
TEXT 206
TEXT
eta sampatti ch•‚i' kene gel• v”nd•vana
t••re h•sya karite lak£m† karil• s•jana
SYNONYMS
eta sampatti--so much opulence; ch•‚i'--giving up; kene--why; gel•--He
went; v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana; t••re h•sya karite--to make Him a
laughingstock; lak£m†--the goddess of fortune; karil•--made; s•jana--so much
decoration.
TRANSLATION
"She wondered, 'Why did Lord Jagann•tha give up so much opulence and go to
V”nd•vana?' To make Him a laughingstock, the goddess of fortune made
arrangements for much decoration.
TEXT 207
TEXT
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"tom•ra àh•kura, dekha eta sampatti ch•‚i'
patra-phala-phula-lobhe gel• pu£pa-b•‚†
SYNONYMS
tom•ra àh•kura--your Lord; dekha--just see; eta sampatti ch•‚i'--giving so
much opulence; patra-phala-phula--leaves, fruits and flowers; lobhe--for the
sake of; gel•--went; pu£pa-b•‚†--to the flower garden of Gu‹‚ic•.
TRANSLATION
"Then the maidservants of the goddess of fortune said to the servants of
Lord Jagann•tha, 'Why did your Lord Jagann•tha abandon the great opulence of
the goddess of fortune and, for the sake of a few leaves, fruits and flowers,
go see the flower garden of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†?
TEXT 208
TEXT
ei karma kare k•h•• vidagdha-¤iroma‹i?
lak£m†ra agrete nija prabhure deha' •ni' "
SYNONYMS
ei--this; karma--work; kare--does; k•h••--where; vidagdha-¤iroma‹i--the
chief of all experts; lak£m†ra--of the goddess of fortune; agrete--in front;
nija--your own; prabhure--master; deha'--present; •ni'--bringing.
TRANSLATION
" 'Your master is so expert at everything, but why does He do such things?
Please bring your master before the goddess of fortune.'
TEXT 209
TEXT
eta bali' mah•-lak£m†ra saba d•s†-ga‹e
kaài-vastre b•ndhi' •ne prabhura nija-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; mah•-lak£m†ra--of the goddess of fortune; saba-all; d•s†-ga‹e--maidservants; kaài-vastre--by their waist clothes; b•ndhi'-binding; •ne--bring; prabhura--of Jagann•tha; nija-ga‹e--personal servants.
TRANSLATION
"In this way all the maidservants of the goddess of fortune arrested the
servants of Jagann•tha, bound them around the waist and brought them before
the goddess of fortune.
TEXT 210
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TEXT
lak£m†ra cara‹e •ni' kar•ya pra‹ati
dhana-da‹‚a laya, •ra kar•ya minati
SYNONYMS
lak£m†ra cara‹e--at the lotus feet of the goddess of fortune; •ni'-bringing; kar•ya pra‹ati--made to bow down; dhana-da‹‚a laya--take a fine;
•ra--also; kar•ya--make them perform; minati--submission.
TRANSLATION
"When all the maidservants brought Lord Jagann•tha's servants before the
lotus feet of the goddess of fortune, the Lord's servants were fined and
forced to submit.
TEXT 211
TEXT
rathera upare kare da‹‚era t•‚ana
cora-pr•ya kare jagann•thera sevaka-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
rathera upare--on the car; kare--do; da‹‚era t•‚ana--chastisement by
sticks; cora-pr•ya--almost like thieves; kare--they treated; jagann•thera--of
Lord Jagann•tha; sevaka-ga‹a--the personal servants.
TRANSLATION
"All the maidservants began to beat the Ratha car with sticks, and they
treated the servants of Lord Jagann•tha almost like thieves.
TEXT 212
TEXT
saba bh”tya-ga‹a kahe,--yo‚a kari' h•ta
'k•li •ni diba tom•ra •ge jagann•tha,
SYNONYMS
saba bh”tya-ga‹a kahe--all the servants said; yo‚a kari' h•ta--folding the
hands; k•li--tomorrow; •ni--bringing; diba--we shall give; tom•ra--of you;
•ge--in front; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha.
TRANSLATION
"Finally all of Lord Jagann•tha's servants submitted to the goddess of
fortune with folded hands, assuring her that they would bring Lord Jagann•tha
before her the very next day.
TEXT 213
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TEXT
tabe ¤•nta ha‘• lak£m† y•ya nija ghara
•m•ra lak£m†ra sampad--v•kya-agocara
SYNONYMS
tabe--then; ¤•nta ha‘•--being pacified; lak£m†--the goddess of fortune;
y•ya--goes back; nija ghara--to her own apartment; •m•ra--my; lak£m†ra--of the
goddess of fortune; sampad--the opulence; v•kya-agocara--beyond description.
TRANSLATION
"Being thus pacified, the goddess of fortune returned to her apartment.
Just see! My goddess of fortune is opulent beyond all description."
TEXT 214
TEXT
dugdha •uài' dadhi mathe tom•ra gop†-ga‹e
•m•ra àh•kur•‹† vaise ratna-si‰h•sane
SYNONYMS
dugdha •uài'--boiling milk; dadhi--into yogurt; mathe--churn; tom•ra--your;
gop†-ga‹e--gop†s; •m•ra--my; àh•kur•‹†--mistress; vaise--sits down; ratnasi‰h•sane--on a throne of gems.
TRANSLATION
¥r†v•sa áh•kura continued to address Svarãpa D•modara: "Your gop†s are
engaged in boiling milk and churning it to turn it into yogurt, but my
mistress, the goddess of fortune, sits on a throne made of jewels and gems."
TEXT 215
TEXT
n•rada-prak”ti ¤r†v•sa kare parih•sa
¤uni' h•se mah•prabhura yata nija-d•sa
SYNONYMS
n•rada-prak”ti--with the nature of N•rada Muni; ¤r†v•sa--¥r†v•sa áh•kura;
kare--does; parih•sa--joking; ¤uni'--hearing; h•se--smile; mah•prabhura--of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yata--all; nija-d•sa--personal servants.
TRANSLATION
¥r†v•sa áh•kura, who was enjoying the mood of N•rada Muni, thus made jokes.
Hearing him, all the personal servants of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu began to
smile.
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TEXT 216
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--¤r†v•sa, tom•te n•rada-svabh•va
ai¤varya-bh•ve tom•te, †¤vara-prabh•va
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu says; ¤r†v•sa--My dear ¥r†v•sa;
tom•te--in you; n•rada-svabh•va--the nature of N•rada; ai¤varya-bh•ve--the
mood of full opulence; tom•te--in you; †¤vara-prabh•va--the power of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then told ¥r†v•sa áh•kura, "My dear ¥r†v•sa, your
nature is exactly like that of N•rada Muni. The Supreme Personality of
Godhead's opulence is having a direct influence upon you.
TEXT 217
TEXT
i•ho d•modara-svarãpa--¤uddha-vrajav•s†
ai¤varya n• j•ne i•ho ¤uddha-preme bh•si'
SYNONYMS
i•ho--here; d•modara-svarãpa--Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†; ¤uddha-vraja-v•s†-a pure inhabitant of V”nd•vana; ai¤varya n• j•ne--he does not know opulence;
i•ho--he; ¤uddha-preme--in pure devotional service; bh•si'--floating.
TRANSLATION
"Svarãpa D•modara is a pure devotee of V”nd•vana. He does not even know
what opulence is, for he is simply absorbed in pure devotional service."
TEXT 218
TEXT
svarãpa kahe,--¤r†v•sa, ¤una s•vadh•ne
v”nd•vana-sampad tom•ra n•hi pa‚e mane?
SYNONYMS
svarãpa kahe--Svarãpa D•modara said; ¤r†v•sa--my dear ¥r†v•sa; ¤una
s•vadh•ne--carefully please hear; v”nd•vana-sampad--the opulence of V”nd•vana;
tom•ra--your; n•hi--not; pa‚e--falls; mane--in the mind.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara then retorted, "My dear ¥r†v•sa, please hear me with
attention. You have forgotten the transcendental opulence of V”nd•vana.
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TEXT 219
TEXT
v”nd•vane s•hajika ye sampat-sindhu
dv•rak•-vaiku‹àha-sampat--t•ra eka bindu
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vane--at V”nd•vana; s•hajika--natural; ye--whatever; sampat-sindhu-ocean of opulence; dv•rak•--of Dv•rak•; vaiku‹àha-sampat--all the opulence of
the spiritual world; t•ra--of that; eka bindu--one drop.
TRANSLATION
"The natural opulence of V”nd•vana is just like an ocean. The opulence of
Dv•rak• and Vaiku‹àha is not even to be compared to a drop.
TEXT 220
TEXT
parama puru£ottama svaya‰ bhagav•n
k”£‹a y•h•• dhan† t•h•• v”nd•vana-dh•ma
SYNONYMS
parama puru£a-uttama--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; svayam bhagav•n-personally the Lord; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; y•h••--where; dhan†--actually opulent;
t•h••--there; v”nd•vana-dh•ma--V”nd•vana-dh•ma.
TRANSLATION
"¥r† K”£‹a is the Supreme Personality of Godhead full of all opulences, and
His complete opulences are exhibited only in V”nd•vana-dh•ma.
TEXT 221
TEXT
cint•ma‹i-maya bhãmi ratnera bhavana
cint•ma‹i-ga‹a d•s†-cara‹a-bhã£a‹a
SYNONYMS
cint•ma‹i-maya--made of transcendental touchstone; bhãmi--the ground;
ratnera--of gems; bhavana--the original source; cint•ma‹i-ga‹a--such
touchstones; d•s†-cara‹a-bhã£a‹a--foot decorations of the maidservants of
V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
"V”nd•vana-dh•ma is made of transcendental touchstone. Its entire surface
is the source of all valuable jewels, and the cint•ma‹i stone is used to
decorate the lotus feet of the maidservants of V”nd•vana.
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TEXT 222
TEXT
kalpav”k£a-lat•ra--y•h•• s•hajika-vana
pu£pa-phala vin• keha n• m•ge anya dhana
SYNONYMS
kalpa-v”k£a-lat•ra--of creepers and kalpa-v”k£a, or desire trees; y•h••-where; s•hajika-vana--natural forest; pu£pa-phala vin•--except for fruits and
flowers; keha--anyone; n• m•ge--does not want; anya--any other; dhana--riches.
TRANSLATION
"Vrndavana is a natural forest of desire trees and creepers, and the
inhabitants do not want anything but the fruits and flowers of those desire
trees.
TEXT 223
TEXT
ananta k•ma-dhenu t•h•• phire vane vane
dugdha-m•tra dena, keha n• m•ge anya dhane
SYNONYMS
ananta--unlimited; k•ma-dhenu--cows that can fulfill all desires; t•h••-there; phire--graze; vane vane--from forest to forest; dugdha-m•tra dena-deliver milk only; keha--anyone; n•--not; m•ge--wants; anya dhane--any other
riches.
TRANSLATION
"In V”nd•vana there are cows that fulfill all desires [k•ma-dhenus], and
their number is unlimited. They graze from forest to forest and deliver only
milk. The people want nothing else.
TEXT 224
TEXT
sahaja lokera kath•--y•h•• divya-g†ta
sahaja gamana kare,--yaiche n”tya-prat†ta
SYNONYMS
sahaja lokera kath•--the talks of all the plain people; y•h••--where;
divya-g†ta--transcendental music; sahaja gamana--natural walking; kare--they
do; yaiche--like; n”tya-prat†ta--appearing like dancing.
TRANSLATION
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"In V”nd•vana, the natural speech of the people sounds like music, and
their natural motion resembles a dance.
TEXT 225
TEXT
sarvatra jala--y•h•• am”ta-sam•na
cid-•nanda jyoti„ sv•dya--y•h•• mãrtim•n
SYNONYMS
sarvatra--everywhere; jala--the water; y•h••--where; am”ta-sam•na--equal to
nectar; cit-•nanda--transcendental bliss; jyoti„--effulgence; sv•dya-perceived; y•h••--where; mãrtim•n--assuming a form.
TRANSLATION
"The water in V”nd•vana is nectar, and the brahmajyoti effulgence, which is
full of transcendental bliss, is directly perceived there in its form.
TEXT 226
TEXT
lak£m† jini' gu‹a y•h•• lak£m†ra sam•ja
k”£‹a-va‰¤† kare y•h•• priya-sakh†-k•ya
SYNONYMS
lak£m†--the goddess of fortune; jini'--conquering; gu‹a--qualities; y•h••-where; lak£m†ra sam•ja--the society of the gop†s; k”£‹a-va‰¤†--Lord ¥r†
K”£‹a's flute; kare--in His hand; y•h••--where; priya-sakh†-k•ya--a dear
companion.
TRANSLATION
"The gop†s there are also goddesses of fortune, and they surpass the
goddess of fortune who abides in Vaiku‹àha. In V”nd•vana, Lord K”£‹a is always
playing His transcendental flute, which is His dear companion.
TEXT 227
TEXT
¤riya„ k•nt•„ k•nta„ parama-puru£a„ kalpa-taravo
drum• bhãmi¤ cint•ma‹i-ga‹a-may† toyam am”tam
kath• g•na‰ n•àya‰ gamanam api va‰¤† priya-sakh†
cid-•nanda‰ jyoti„ param api tad •sv•dyam api ca
SYNONYMS
¤riya„--the goddess of fortune; k•nt•„--the damsels; k•nta„--the enjoyer;
parama-puru£a„--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; kalpa-tarava„--desire
trees; drum•„--all the trees; bhãmi„--the land; cint•ma‹i-ga‹a-may†--made of
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the transcendental touchstone jewel; toyam--the water; am”tam--nectar; kath•-talking; g•nam--song; n•àyam--dancing; gamanam--walking; api--also; va‰¤†--the
flute; priya-sakh†--constant companion; cit-•nandam--transcendental bliss;
jyoti„--effulgence; param--the supreme; api--also; tat--that; •sv•dyam-everywhere perceived; api ca--also.
TRANSLATION
" 'The damsels of V”nd•vana, the gop†s, are super goddesses of fortune. The
enjoyer in V”nd•vana is the Supreme Personality of Godhead K”£‹a. The trees
there are all wish-fulfilling trees, and the land is made of transcendental
touchstone. The water is all nectar, the talking is singing, the walking is
dancing, and the constant companion of K”£‹a is His flute. The effulgence of
transcendental bliss is experienced everywhere. Therefore V”nd•vana-dh•ma is
the only relishable abode.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.56).
TEXT 228
TEXT
cint•ma‹i¤ cara‹a-bhã£a‹am a•gan•n•‰
¤”•g•ra-pu£pa-taravas tarava„ sur•‹•m
v”nd•vane vraja-dhana‰ nanu k•ma-dhenuv”nd•ni ceti sukha-sindhur aho vibhãti„
SYNONYMS
cint•ma‹i„--transcendental touchstone; cara‹a--of the lotus feet; bhã£a‹am-the ornament; a•gan•n•m--of all the women of V”nd•vana; ¤”•g•ra--for
dressing; pu£pa-tarava„--the flower trees; tarava„--the trees; sur•‹•m--of the
demigods (desire trees); v”nd•vane--at V”nd•vana; vraja-dhanam--the special
wealth of the inhabitants of Vraja; nanu--certainly; k•ma-dhenu--of k•ma-dhenu
cows that can deliver unlimited milk; v”nd•ni--groups; ca--and; iti--thus;
sukha-sindhu„--the ocean of happiness; aho--oh, how much; vibhãti„--opulence.
TRANSLATION
" 'The anklets on the damsels of Vraja-bhãmi are made of cint•ma‹i stone.
The trees are wish-fulfilling trees, and they produce flowers with which the
gop†s decorate themselves. There are also wish-fulfilling cows [k•ma dhenus],
which deliver unlimited quantities of milk. These cows constitute the wealth
of V”nd•vana. Thus V”nd•vana's opulence is blissfully exhibited.' "
PURPORT
This is a verse written by Bilvama•gala áh•kura.
TEXT 229
TEXT
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¤uni' prem•ve¤e n”tya kare ¤r†niv•sa
kak£a-t•li b•j•ya, kare aààa-aààa h•sa
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; n”tya--dancing; kare--does;
¤r†niv•sa--¥r†v•sa áh•kura; kak£a-t•li--his armpits with his palms; b•j•ya-sounds; kare--does; aààa-aààa h•sa--very loud laughing.
TRANSLATION
¥r†v•sa then began to dance in ecstatic love. He vibrated sounds by
slapping his armpits with the palms of his hands, and he laughed very loudly.
TEXT 230
TEXT
r•dh•ra ¤uddha-rasa prabhu •ve¤e ¤unila
sei ras•ve¤e prabhu n”tya •rambhila
SYNONYMS
r•dh•ra--of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; ¤uddha-rasa--pure transcendental mellows;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •ve¤e ¤unila--heard with great ecstasy; sei-that; rasa-•ve¤e--in absorption in ecstatic love; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; n”tya •rambhila--began dancing.
TRANSLATION
Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard these discussions about the pure
transcendental mellow of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. Absorbed in transcendental
ecstasy, the Lord began to dance.
TEXT 231
TEXT
ras•ve¤e prabhura n”tya, svarãpera g•na
'bala' 'bala' bali' prabhu p•te nija-k•‹a
SYNONYMS
rasa-•ve¤e--in ecstatic mellows; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
n”tya--the dancing; svarãpera g•na--and singing by Svarãpa D•modara; bala
bala--go on speaking, go on speaking; bali'--saying; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; p•te--extends; nija-k•‹a--own ear.
TRANSLATION
While ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was dancing in ecstatic love and Svarãpa
D•modara was singing, the Lord said, "Go on singing! Go on singing!" The Lord
then extended His own ears.
TEXT 232
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TEXT
vraja-rasa-g†ta ¤uni' prema uthalila
puru£ottama-gr•ma prabhu preme bh•s•ila
SYNONYMS
vraja-rasa-g†ta--songs about the mellows of V”nd•vana-dh•ma; ¤uni'-hearing; prema--transcendental bliss; uthalila--awakened; puru£ottama-gr•ma-the place known as Puru£ottama, Jagann•tha Pur†; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; preme--with ecstatic love; bh•s•ila--inundated.
TRANSLATION
Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's ecstatic love was awakened by hearing the
songs of V”nd•vana. In this way He inundated Puru£ottama, Jagann•tha Pur†,
with love of Godhead.
TEXT 233
TEXT
lak£m†-dev† yath•-k•le gel• nija-ghara
prabhu n”tya kare, haila t”t†ya prahara
SYNONYMS
lak£m†-dev†--the goddess of fortune; yath•-k•le--in due course of time;
gel•--returned; nija-ghara--to her apartment; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
n”tya kare--dances; haila--there arrived; t”t†ya prahara--the third period of
the day, the afternoon.
TRANSLATION
Finally the goddess of fortune returned to her apartment. In due course of
time, as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was dancing, afternoon arrived.
TEXT 234
TEXT
c•ri samprad•ya g•na kari' bahu ¤r•nta haila
mah•prabhura prem•ve¤a dvigu‹a b•‚ila
SYNONYMS
c•ri samprad•ya--four groups of sa•k†rtana parties; g•na kari'--after
singing; bahu--much; ¤r•nta haila--were fatigued; mah•prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prema-•ve¤a--the ecstatic love; dvi-gu‹a--twofold;
b•‚ila--increased.
TRANSLATION
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After much singing, all four sa•k†rtana parties grew fatigued, but ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu's ecstatic love increased twofold.
TEXT 235
TEXT
r•dh•-prem•ve¤e prabhu hail• sei mãrti
nity•nanda dãre dekhi' karilena stuti
SYNONYMS
r•dh•-prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; hail•--became; sei mãrti--exactly that same form;
nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda; dãre dekhi'--seeing from a distant place;
karilena stuti--offered prayers.
TRANSLATION
While dancing absorbed in ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s ecstatic love, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu appeared in Her very form. Seeing this from a distant place,
Nity•nanda Prabhu offered prayers.
TEXT 236
TEXT
nity•nanda dekhiy• prabhura bh•v•ve¤a
nikaàe n• •ise, rahe kichu dãra-de¤a
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda; dekhiy•--seeing; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; bh•va-•ve¤a--the ecstatic love; nikaàe--nearby; n• •ise--does not
come; rahe--keeps; kichu--a little; dãra-de¤a--far away.
TRANSLATION
Seeing the ecstatic love of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, Nity•nanda Prabhu did
not approach but remained a little distance away.
TEXT 237
TEXT
nity•nanda vin• prabhuke dhare kon jana
prabhura •ve¤a n• y•ya, n• rahe k†rtana
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda vin•--except for Nity•nanda Prabhu; prabhuke--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; dhare--can catch; kon jana--what person; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •ve¤a--the ecstasy; n• y•ya--does not go away; n• rahe--could not
be continued; k†rtana--k†rtana.
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TRANSLATION
Only Nity•nanda Prabhu could catch ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, but the
ecstatic mood of the Lord would not stop. At the same time, k†rtana could not
be continued.
TEXT 238
TEXT
bha•gi kari' svarãpa sab•ra ¤rama j•n•ila
bhakta-ga‹era ¤rama dekhi' prabhura b•hya haila
SYNONYMS
bha•gi kari'--showing an indication; svarãpa--Svarãpa D•modara; sab•ra--of
everyone; ¤rama--the fatigue; j•n•ila--made known; bhakta-ga‹era--of the
devotees; ¤rama--the fatigue; dekhi'--seeing; prabhura--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; b•hya haila--become externally conscious.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara then informed the Lord that all the devotees were
fatigued. Seeing this situation, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu came to His external
senses.
TEXT 239
TEXT
saba bhakta la‘• prabhu gel• pu£pody•ne
vi¤r•ma kariy• kail• m•dhy•hnika sn•ne
SYNONYMS
saba bhakta la‘•--with all the devotees; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
gel•--went; pu£pa-udy•ne--in the flower garden; vi¤r•ma kariy•--resting;
kail•--performed; m•dhy•hnika sn•ne--bath in the afternoon.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then entered the flower garden with all His
devotees. After resting there for some time, He finished His afternoon bath.
TEXT 240
TEXT
jagann•thera pras•da •ila bahu upah•ra
lak£m†ra pras•da •ila vividha prak•ra
SYNONYMS
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jagann•thera pras•da--the pras•da offered to Jagann•tha; •ila--arrived;
bahu--many; upah•ra--offerings; lak£m†ra pras•da--food offered to Lak£m†dev†;
•ila--arrived; vividha prak•ra--all varieties.
TRANSLATION
Then there arrived in large quantities a variety of food that had been
offered to ¥r† Jagann•tha and a variety that had been offered to the goddess
of fortune.
TEXT 241
TEXT
sab• la‘• n•n•-ra•ge karil• bhojana
sandhy• sn•na kari' kaila jagann•tha dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
sab• la‘•--with all the devotees; n•n•-ra•ge--in great jubilation; karil•
bhojana--took the pras•da; sandhy• sn•na kari'--after taking an evening bath;
kaila--made; jagann•tha dara¤ana--visit to Lord Jagann•tha.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu finished His afternoon lunch, and after His evening
bath, He went to see Lord Jagann•tha.
TEXT 242
TEXT
jagann•tha dekhi' karena nartana-k†rtana
narendre jala-kr†‚• kare la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; dekhi'--after seeing; karena--performs;
nartana-k†rtana--chanting and dancing; narendre--in the lake known as
Narendrasarovara; jala-kr†‚•--sporting in the water; kare--performs; la‘•
bhakta-ga‹a--with the devotees.
TRANSLATION
As soon as He saw Lord Jagann•tha, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu began to chant
and dance. Afterward, accompanied by His devotees, the Lord enjoyed sporting
in the lake called Narendra-sarovara.
TEXT 243
TEXT
udy•ne •siy• kaila vana-bhojana
ei-mata kr†‚• kaila prabhu a£àa-dina
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SYNONYMS
udy•ne--to the garden; •siy•--coming; kaila--performed; vana-bhojana-picnic in the forest; ei-mata--in this way; kr†‚•--pastimes; kaila--performed;
prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; a£àa-dina--constantly for eight days.
TRANSLATION
Then, entering the flower garden, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took His meal. In
this way He continuously performed all kinds of pastimes for eight days.
TEXT 244
TEXT
•ra dine jagann•thera bhitara-vijaya
rathe ca‚i' jagann•tha cale nij•laya
SYNONYMS
•ra dine--on the next day; jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha; bhitaravijaya--coming out from inside the temple; rathe ca‚i'--riding on the car;
jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; cale--returns; nija-•laya--to His own home.
TRANSLATION
The next day Lord Jagann•tha came out from the temple and, riding on the
car, returned to His own abode.
TEXT 245
TEXT
pãrvavat kaila prabhu la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
parama •nande karena nartana-k†rtana
SYNONYMS
pãrva-vat--as previously; kaila--did; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
la‘•--taking; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; parama •nande--in great pleasure;
karena--performs; nartana-k†rtana--chanting and dancing.
TRANSLATION
As previously, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His devotees again chanted and
danced with great pleasure.
TEXT 246
TEXT
jagann•thera puna„ p•‹‚u-vijaya ha-ila
eka guài paààa-‚or† t••h• àuài' gela
SYNONYMS
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jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha; puna„--again; p•‹‚u-vijaya--the function
of carrying the Lord; ha-ila--there was; eka guài--one bunch; paààa-‚or†-ropes of silk; t••h•--there; àuài' gela--broke.
TRANSLATION
During the P•‹‚u-vijaya, Lord Jagann•tha was carried, and while He was
being carried, a bunch of silken ropes broke.
TEXT 247
TEXT
p•‹‚u-vijayera tuli ph•ài-phuài y•ya
jagann•thera bhare tul• u‚iy• pal•ya
SYNONYMS
p•‹‚u-vijayera--of the ceremony of P•‹‚u-vijaya; tuli--batches of cotton;
ph•ài-phuài y•ya--become broken; jagann•thera bhare--by the weight of Lord
Jagann•tha; tul•--the cotton; u‚iy• pal•ya--floats in the air.
TRANSLATION
When the Jagann•tha Deity is carried, at intervals He is placed on cotton
pads. When the ropes broke, the cotton pads also broke due to the weight of
Lord Jagann•tha, and the cotton floated in the air.
TEXT 248
TEXT
kul†na-gr•m† r•m•nanda, satyar•ja kh••na
t••re •j‘• dila prabhu kariy• samm•na
SYNONYMS
kul†na-gr•m†--the inhabitants of the village known as Kul†na-gr•ma;
r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda; satyar•ja kh••na--Satyar•ja Kh•n; t••re--to them; •j‘•
dila--gave an order; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kariy• samm•na--showing
great respect.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda and Satyar•ja Kh•n were present from Kul†na-gr•ma, and ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, with great respect, gave them the following orders.
TEXT 249
TEXT
ei paààa-‚or†ra tumi hao yajam•na
prati-vatsara •nibe '‚or†' kariy• nirm•‹a
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SYNONYMS
ei paààa-‚or†ra--of these paààa-‚or†s, silken ropes; tumi--you; hao-become; yajam•na--the worshipers; prati-vatsara--every year; •nibe--you must
bring; ‚or†--ropes; kariy• nirm•‹a--manufacturing.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu ordered R•m•nanda and Satyar•ja Kh•n to become the
worshipers of these ropes and every year bring silken ropes from their
village.
PURPORT
It is understood that silken rope was being manufactured by the local
inhabitants of Kul†na-gr•ma; therefore ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked R•m•nanda
Vasu and Satyar•ja Kh•n to get ropes every year for Lord Jagann•tha's service.
TEXT 250
TEXT
eta bali' dila t••re chi‹‚• paààa-‚or†
ih• dekhi' karibe ‚or† ati d”‚ha kari'
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; dila--delivered; t••re--to them; chi‹‚•--broken;
paààa-‚or†--silken ropes; ih• dekhi'--seeing this; karibe--you must make;
‚or†--the ropes; ati--very much; d”‚ha kari'--making strong.
TRANSLATION
After telling them this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu showed them the broken
silken ropes, saying, "Just look at this sample. You must make ropes that are
much stronger."
TEXT 251
TEXT
ei paààa-‚or†te haya '¤e£a'-adhi£àh•na
da¤a-mãrti ha‘• ye•ho seve bhagav•n
SYNONYMS
ei paààa-‚or†te--in this rope; haya--there is; ¤e£a-adhi£àh•na--the abode
of ¥e£a N•ga; da¤a-mãrti ha‘•--expanding into ten forms; ye•ho--who; seve-worships; bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then informed R•m•nanda and Satyar•ja Kh•n that
this rope was the abode of Lord ¥e£a, who expands Himself into ten forms and
serves the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
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PURPORT
For a description of ¥e£a N•ga, refer to šdi-l†l• (5.123-124).
TEXT 252
TEXT
bh•gyav•n satyar•ja vasu r•m•nanda
sev•-•j‘• p•‘• haila parama-•nanda
SYNONYMS
bh•gyav•n--very fortunate; satyar•ja--Satyar•ja; vasu r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda
Vasu; sev•-•j‘•--order for service; p•‘•--getting; haila--became; parama-supremely; •nanda--happy.
TRANSLATION
After receiving orders from the Lord for the rendering of service, the
fortunate Satyar•ja and R•m•nanda Vasu were highly pleased.
TEXT 253
TEXT
prati vatsara gu‹‚ic•te bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge
paààa-‚or† la‘• •ise ati ba‚a ra•ge
SYNONYMS
prati vatsara--every year; gu‹‚ic•te--to the Gu‹‚ic• temple cleansing
ceremony; bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge--with other devotees; paààa-‚or†--silken rope;
la‘•--taking; •ise--came; ati--extremely; ba‚a--great; ra•ge--with pleasure.
TRANSLATION
Every year thereafter, when the Gu‹‚ic• temple was being cleansed,
Satyar•ja and R•m•nanda Vasu would come with other devotees and with great
pleasure bring silken rope.
TEXT 254
TEXT
tabe jagann•tha y•i' vasil• si‰h•sane
mah•prabhu ghare •il• la‘• bhakta-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; y•i'--going; vasil•--sat;
si‰h•sane--on His throne; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ghare--to His
residence; •il•--went back; la‘•--taking; bhakta-ga‹e--the devotees.
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TRANSLATION
Thus Lord Jagann•tha returned to His temple and sat on His throne while ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu returned to His residence with His devotees.
TEXT 255
TEXT
ei-mata bhakta-ga‹e y•tr• dekh•ila
bhakta-ga‹a la‘• v”nd•vana-keli kaila
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; bhakta-ga‹e--to all the devotees; y•tr•--the Rathay•tr• festival; dekh•ila--showed; bhakta-ga‹a--the devotees; la‘•--with;
v”nd•vana-keli--pastimes of V”nd•vana; kaila--performed.
TRANSLATION
Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu showed the Ratha-y•tr• ceremony to His
devotees and performed the V”nd•vana pastimes with them.
TEXT 256
TEXT
caitanya-gos•‘ira l†l•--ananta, ap•ra
'sahasra-vadana' y•ra n•hi p•ya p•ra
SYNONYMS
caitanya-gos•‘ira--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; l†l•--the pastimes;
ananta--unlimited; ap•ra--without end; sahasra-vadana--Lord ¥e£a, who has
thousands of hoods; y•ra--of which; n•hi--not; p•ya--gets; p•ra--the limit.
TRANSLATION
The pastimes of Lord Caitanya are unlimited and endless. Even
Sahasravadana, Lord ¥e£a, cannot reach the limits of His pastimes.
TEXT 257
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
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TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Fourteenth Chapter, describing the Her•-pa‘cam†-y•tr•.
Chapter 15
The Lord Accepts Pras•da at the House of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya
The following summary of this chapter is given by ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda
áh•kura in his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya. After the Ratha-y•tr• festival, ¥r†
Advaita šc•rya Prabhu worshiped ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu with flowers and
tulas†. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, in return, worshiped Advaita šc•rya with the
flowers and tulas† that remained on the offered plate and said a mantra, yo
'si so 'si ("What You are, You are"). Then Advaita šc•rya Prabhu invited ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu for pras•da. When Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His
devotees performed the Nandotsava ceremony, the Lord personally dressed
Himself as a cowherd boy. Thus the ceremony was very jubilant. Then the Lord
and His devotees observed Vijay•da¤am†, the day of victory when Lord
R•macandra conquered La•k•. The devotees all became soldiers of Lord
R•macandra, and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, in the ecstasy of Hanum•n, manifested
various transcendentally blissful activities. Thereafter, the Lord and His
devotees observed various other ceremonies.
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then asked all the devotees to return to Bengal.
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu sent Nity•nanda Prabhu to Bengal for preaching
and also sent R•mad•sa, Gad•dhara d•sa and several other devotees with Him.
Then ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, with great humility, sent some Jagann•tha
pras•da and a cloth from Lord Jagann•tha to His mother through ¥r†v•sa
áh•kura. When the Lord bade farewell to R•ghava Pa‹‚ita, V•sudeva Datta, the
residents of Kul†nagr•ma and other devotees, He praised them for their
transcendental qualities. R•m•nanda Vasu and Satyar•ja Kh•n asked some
questions, and Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu instructed them that all
householder devotees must engage themselves in the service of Vai£‹avas
exclusively devoted to chanting the holy name of the Lord. He also directed
the Vai£‹avas from Kha‹‚a, instructed S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya and Vidy•v•caspati, and praised Mur•ri Gupta for his firm faith in the lotus feet of
Lord R•macandra. Considering the humble prayer of V•sudeva Datta, He
established that Lord ¥r† K”£‹a is qualified to deliver all the conditioned
souls.
Thereafter, when ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was accepting pras•da at the house
of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, S•rvabhauma's son-in-law, Amogha, created trouble
in the family with his criticisms. The following morning, he was attacked by
the disease of visãcik• (cholera). Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu very kindly
saved him from death and enlivened him in chanting the holy name of Lord
K”£‹a.
TEXT 1
TEXT
s•rvabhauma-g”he bhu‘jan
sva-nindakam amoghakam
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a•g†kurvan sphuà•‰ cakre
gaura„ sv•‰ bhakta-va¤yat•m
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma-g”he--at the house of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; bhu‘jan--while
eating; sva-nindakam--a person who was criticizing Him; amoghakam--named
Amogha; a•g†kurvan--accepting; sphuà•m--manifested; cakre--made; gaura„--Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sv•m--His; bhakta-va¤yat•m--obligation to His
devotees.
TRANSLATION
While ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was accepting pras•da at the house of
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, Amogha criticized Him. At that time the Lord also
showed how much He was obliged to His devotees.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†-caitanya jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; ¤r†-caitanya--to Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jaya-all glories; nity•nanda--unto Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya advaita-candra--all
glories to Advaita Prabhu; jaya--all glories; gaura-bhakta-v”nda--to the
devotees of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All glories to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Lord Nity•nanda
Prabhu! All glories to Advaitacandra! And all glories to all the devotees of
Lord Caitanya!
TEXT 3
TEXT
jaya ¤r†-caitanya-carit•m”ta-¤rot•-ga‹a
caitanya-carit•m”ta----y••ra pr•‹a-dhana
SYNONYMS
jaya--all glories; ¤r†-caitanya-carit•m”ta-¤rot•-ga‹a--to the listeners of
¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta; caitanya-carit•m”ta--Caitanya-carit•m”ta; y••ra--of
whom; pr•‹a-dhana--the life and soul.
TRANSLATION
All glories to the listeners of ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta who have accepted
it as their life and soul.
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TEXT 4
TEXT
ei-mata mah•prabhu bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge
n†l•cale rahi' kare n”tya-g†ta-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhakta-ga‹asa•ge--with His devotees; n†l•cale rahi'--staying at N†l•cala, Jagann•tha
Pur†; kare--performs; n”tya-g†ta-ra•ge--chanting and dancing with great
pleasure.
TRANSLATION
While ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stayed at Jagann•tha Pur†, He constantly
enjoyed chanting and dancing with His devotees.
TEXT 5
TEXT
pratham•vasare jagann•tha-dara¤ana
n”tya-g†ta kare da‹‚a-para‹•ma, stavana
SYNONYMS
prathama-avasare--in the beginning; jagann•tha-dara¤ana--seeing the Deity
of Lord Jagann•tha; n”tya-g†ta kare--performs chanting and dancing; da‹‚apara‹•ma--offering obeisances; stavana--offering prayers.
TRANSLATION
In the beginning, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw the Deity of Lord Jagann•tha
in the temple. He offered Him obeisances and prayers and danced and sang
before Him.
TEXT 6
TEXT
'upala-bhoga' l•gile kare b•hire vijaya
harid•sa mili' •ise •pana nilaya
SYNONYMS
upala-bhoga l•gile--when there is an offering of food known as upala-bhoga;
kare b•hire vijaya--He remains outside; harid•sa mili'--meeting Harid•sa
áh•kura; •ise--comes back; •pana nilaya--to His residence.
TRANSLATION
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After visiting the temple, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would remain outside
during the upala-bhoga offering. He would then go meet Harid•sa áh•kura and
return to His residence.
PURPORT
At noon, when there was an upala-bhoga offering in a place called bhogavardhana-kha‹‚a, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would go outside the temple. Before
going outside, He used to stand near the Garu‚a-stambha column and offer His
obeisances and prayers. Afterwards, the Lord would visit Siddha-bakula, where
Harid•sa áh•kura lived. After visiting with Harid•sa áh•kura, the Lord would
return to His own place at the abode of K•¤† Mi¤ra.
TEXT 7
TEXT
ghare vasi' kare prabhu n•ma sa•k†rtana
advaita •siy• kare prabhura pãjana
SYNONYMS
ghare vasi'--sitting in His room; kare--performs; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; n•ma sa•k†rtana--chanting on beads; advaita--Advaita šc•rya;
•siy•--coming; kare--performs; prabhura pãjana--worship of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
Sitting in His room, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would chant on His beads, and
Advaita Prabhu would come there to worship the Lord.
TEXT 8
TEXT
sugandhi-salile dena p•dya, •camana
sarv••ge lepaye prabhura sugandhi candana
SYNONYMS
su-gandhi-salile--with scented water; dena--offers; p•dya--water for
washing the feet; •camana--washing the mouth; sarva-a•ge--all over the body;
lepaye--smears; prabhura--of the Lord; su-gandhi candana--fragrant sandalwood
pulp.
TRANSLATION
While worshiping ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, Advaita šc•rya would offer Him
scented water to wash His mouth and feet. Then Advaita šc•rya would smear very
fragrant sandalwood pulp all over His body.
TEXT 9
TEXT
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gale m•l• dena, m•th•ya tulas†-ma‘jar†
yo‚a-h•te stuti kare pade namaskari'
SYNONYMS
gale--on the neck; m•l•--garland; dena--offers; m•th•ya--on the head;
tulas†-ma‘jar†--flowers of tulas†; yo‚a-h•te--with folded hands; stuti kare-offers prayers; pade--unto the lotus feet; namaskari'--offering obeisances.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Advaita Prabhu would also place a flower garland around the Lord's neck
and tulas† flowers [ma‘jar†s] on His head. Then, with folded hands, Advaita
šc•rya would offer obeisances and prayers unto the Lord.
TEXT 10
TEXT
pãj•-p•tre pu£pa-tulas† ¤e£a ye •chila
sei saba la‘• prabhu •c•rye pãjila
SYNONYMS
pãj•-p•tre--on the dish that holds flowers and tulas†; pu£pa-tulas†-flowers and tulas†; ¤e£a--remaining; ye •chila--whatever there were; sei saba-all of them; la‘•--taking; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •c•rye pãjila-worshiped Advaita šc•rya.
TRANSLATION
After being worshiped by Advaita šc•rya, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would take
the dish containing flowers and tulas† and, with whatever paraphernalia
remained, would also worship Advaita šc•rya.
TEXT 11
TEXT
"yo 'si so 'si namo 'stu te" ei mantra pa‚e
mukha-v•dya kari' prabhu h•s•ya •c•ryere
SYNONYMS
ya„ asi--whatever You are; sa„ asi--so You are; nama„ astu te--I offer My
respects unto You; ei mantra pa‚e--chants this mantra; mukha-v•dya kari'-making a sound within the mouth; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; h•s•ya-causes to laugh; •c•ryere--Advaita šc•rya.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would worship Advaita šc•rya by chanting the
mantra, "Whatever You are, You are-but I offer My respects unto You." In
addition, the Lord would make some sounds within His mouth that would make
Advaita šc•rya laugh.
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TEXT 12
TEXT
ei-mata anyonye karena namask•ra
prabhure nimantra‹a kare •c•rya b•ra b•ra
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; anyonye--to one another; karena--offer; namask•ra-obeisances; prabhure--unto Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nimantra‹a--invitation;
kare--does; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; b•ra b•ra--again and again.
TRANSLATION
In this way both Advaita šc•rya and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would offer
Their respectful obeisances unto one another. Then Advaita šc•rya would extend
invitations to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu again and again.
TEXT 13
TEXT
•c•ryera nimantra‹a----•¤carya-kathana
vist•ri' var‹iy•chena d•sa-v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
•c•ryera nimantra‹a--the invitation of Advaita šc•rya; •¤carya-kathana-wonderful story; vist•ri'--very vividly; var‹iy•chena--described; d•sav”nd•vana--V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, ¥r† Advaita šc•rya's invitation is another wonderful story. It has
been very vividly described by V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura.
TEXT 14
TEXT
punarukti haya, t•h• n• kailu• var‹ana
•ra bhakta-ga‹a kare prabhure nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
puna„-ukti--reputation; haya--there is; t•h•--that; n•--not; kailu•--I have
done; var‹ana--description; •ra bhakta-ga‹a--other devotees; kare--do;
prabhure--unto Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nimantra‹a--invitation.
TRANSLATION
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Since Advaita šc•rya's invitation has been described by V”nd•vana d•sa
áh•kura, I shall not repeat the story. However, I shall say that other
devotees also extended invitations to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 15
TEXT
eka eka dina eka eka bhakta-g”he mahotsava
prabhu-sa•ge t•h•• bhojana kare bhakta saba
SYNONYMS
eka eka dina--each and every day; eka eka bhakta-g”he--in the house of one
devotee after another; mahotsava--festival; prabhu-sa•ge--with Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t•h••--there; bhojana--lunch; kare--accept; bhakta-devotees; saba--all.
TRANSLATION
Every day one devotee after another would invite ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
and the other devotees to lunch and would also hold a festival.
TEXT 16
TEXT
c•ri-m•sa rahil• sabe mah•prabhu-sa•ge
jagann•thera n•n• y•tr• dekhe mah•-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
c•ri-m•sa--four months; rahil•--remain; sabe--all the devotees; mah•prabhusa•ge--with Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha; n•n•
y•tr•--many festivals; dekhe--they see; mah•-ra•ge--with great pleasure.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees remained at Jagann•tha Pur† for four continuous months,
and they observed all Lord Jagann•tha's festivals with great pleasure.
TEXT 17
TEXT
k”£‹a-janma-y•tr•-dine nanda-mahotsava
gopa-ve¤a hail• prabhu la‘• bhakta saba
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-janma-y•tr•--observance of the birth of Lord K”£‹a; dine--on the day
of; nanda-mahotsava--the festival observed by Nanda Mah•r•ja, the father of
K”£‹a; gopa-ve¤a hail•--dressed Himself as a cowherd boy; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; la‘•--taking; bhakta saba--all the devotees.
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TRANSLATION
The devotees also celebrated the festival of Janm•£àam†, K”£‹a's birthday,
which is also called Nanda-mahotsava, the festival of Nanda Mah•r•ja. At that
time ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His devotees dressed themselves as cowherd
boys.
TEXT 18
TEXT
dadhi-dugdha-bh•ra sabe nija-skandhe kari'
mahotsava-sth•ne •il• bali 'hari' 'hari'
SYNONYMS
dadhi-dugdha--of milk and yogurt; bh•ra--carriers; sabe--all of them; nijaskandhe--on their shoulders; kari'--keeping; mahotsava-sth•ne--to the place of
the festival; •il•--came; bali hari hari--chanting Hari, Hari.
TRANSLATION
Having dressed up like cowherd boys, all the devotees carried pots of milk
and yogurt balanced on rods over their shoulders. Thus they all arrived at the
festival grounds chanting the holy name of Hari.
TEXT 19
TEXT
k•n•‘i-khuàiy• •chena 'nanda'-ve¤a dhari'
jagann•tha-m•h•ti ha‘•chena 'vraje¤var†'
SYNONYMS
k•n•‘i-khuàiy•--K•n•‘i Khuàiy•; •chena--is; nanda-ve¤a dhari'--in the dress
of Nanda Mah•r•ja; jagann•tha-m•h•ti--Jagann•tha M•h•ti; ha‘•chena--was;
vraje¤var†--mother Ya¤od•.
TRANSLATION
K•n•‘i Khuàiy• dressed himself like Nanda Mah•r•ja, and Jagann•tha M•h•ti
dressed himself as mother Ya¤od•.
TEXT 20
TEXT
•pane prat•parudra, •ra mi¤ra-k•¤†
s•rvabhauma, •ra pa‚ich•-p•tra tulas†
SYNONYMS
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•pane prat•parudra--personally King Prat•parudra; •ra--and; mi¤ra-k•¤†-K•¤† Mi¤ra; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; •ra--and; pa‚ich•-p•tra
tulas†--Pa‚ich•p•tra Tulas†, the temple superintendent.
TRANSLATION
At that time, King Prat•parudra was also personally present with K•¤†
Mi¤ra, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya and Tulas† Pa‚ich•p•tra.
TEXT 21
TEXT
i•h•-sab• la‘• prabhu kare n”tya-ra•ga
dadhi-dugdha haridr•-jale bhare sab•ra a•ga
SYNONYMS
i•h•-sab• la‘•--taking all of them; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare
n”tya-ra•ga--performed dancing in jubilation; dadhi--yogurt; dugdha--milk;
haridr•--turmeric; jale--with water; bhare--covered; sab•ra--of all of them;
a•ga--bodies.
TRANSLATION
As usual, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced jubilantly. Everyone was covered
with milk, yogurt and yellow turmeric water.
TEXT 22
TEXT
advaita kahe,----satya kahi, n• kariha kopa
lagu‚a phir•ite p•ra, tabe j•ni gopa
SYNONYMS
advaita kahe--Advaita šc•rya says; satya kahi--I speak the truth; n• kariha
kopa--please do not be angry; lagu‚a--stick, staff; phir•ite p•ra--if You can
wheel around; tabe j•ni--then I shall understand; gopa--cowherd boy.
TRANSLATION
It was at this time that ¥r†la Advaita šc•rya said, "Please do not be
angry. I speak the truth. I shall know whether You are a cowherd boy only if
You can wheel this rod about."
TEXT 23
TEXT
tabe lagu‚a la‘• prabhu phir•ite l•gil•
b•ra b•ra •k•¤e pheli' luphiy• dharil•
SYNONYMS
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tabe--then; lagu‚a--rod; la‘•--taking; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
phir•ite l•gil•--began to wheel it around; b•ra b•ra--again and again; •k•¤e-in the sky; pheli'--throwing; luphiy•--tossing; dharil•--He captured.
TRANSLATION
Accepting Advaita šc•rya's challenge, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took a big
rod and began to wheel it around and around. Again and again He threw the rod
into the sky and caught it when it fell.
TEXT 24
TEXT
¤irera upare, p”£àhe, sammukhe, dui-p•¤e
p•da-madhye phir•ya lagu‚a,----dekhi' loka h•se
SYNONYMS
¤irera upare--over the head; p”£àhe--behind the back; sammukhe--in front;
dui-p•¤e--on the two sides; p•da-madhye--between the two legs; phir•ya--wheels
around; lagu‚a--the rod; dekhi'--seeing; loka h•se--all the people began to
laugh.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu wheeled and threw the rod, sometimes over His head,
sometimes behind His back, sometimes in front of Him, sometimes to His side
and sometimes between His legs. Indeed, all the people laughed to see this.
TEXT 25
TEXT
al•ta-cakrera pr•ya lagu‚a phir•ya
dekhi' sarva-loka-citte camatk•ra p•ya
SYNONYMS
al•ta-cakrera--the circle of a firebrand; pr•ya--like; lagu‚a phir•ya-wheels the rod; dekhi'--seeing; sarva-loka--all the people; citte--within the
heart; camatk•ra p•ya--became very astonished.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu whirled the rod in a circle like a firebrand,
the heart of everyone who saw it was astonished.
TEXT 26
TEXT
ei-mata nity•nanda phir•ya lagu‚a
ke bujhibe t••h• du•h•ra gopa-bh•va gã‚ha
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SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; phir•ya lagu‚a-wheels a rod; ke--who; bujhibe--will understand; t••h•--there; du•h•ra--of
both of Them; gopa-bh•va--the ecstasy of the cowherd boys; gã‚ha--very deep.
TRANSLATION
Nity•nanda Prabhu also played at whirling the rod. Who can understand how
They were ecstatically immersed in the deep emotions of the cowherd boys?
TEXT 27
TEXT
prat•parudrera •j‘•ya pa‚ich•-tulas†
jagann•thera pras•da-vastra eka la‘• •si
SYNONYMS
prat•parudrera--of King Prat•parudra; •j‘•ya--on the order; pa‚ich•-tulas†-the temple superintendent named Tulas†; jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha;
pras•da-vastra--used cloth; eka--one; la‘•--taking; •si--came.
TRANSLATION
Following the orders of Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra, the temple superintendent
named Tulas† brought one of Lord Jagann•tha's used cloths.
TEXT 28
TEXT
bahu-mãlya vastra prabhu-mastake b•ndhila
•c•ry•di prabhura ga‹ere par•ila
SYNONYMS
bahu-mãlya--very valuable; vastra--cloth; prabhu-mastake--on the head of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; b•ndhila--wrapped; •c•rya-•di--headed by Advaita
šc•rya; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ga‹ere--on the associates;
par•ila--put.
TRANSLATION
This valuable cloth was wrapped around the head of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
The other devotees, headed by Advaita šc•rya, also had cloths wrapped about
their heads.
TEXT 29
TEXT
k•n•‘i-khuàiy•, jagann•tha,----dui-jana
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•ve¤e bil•ila ghare chila yata dhana
SYNONYMS
k•n•‘i-khuàiy•--K•n•‘i Khuàiy•; jagann•tha--Jagann•tha M•h•ti; dui-jana-two persons; •ve¤e--in ecstatic love; bil•ila--distributed; ghare--at home;
chila--was; yata--all; dhana--riches.
TRANSLATION
In ecstasy, K•n•‘i Khuàiy•, who was dressed as Nanda Mah•r•ja, and
Jagann•tha M•h•ti, who was dressed as mother Ya¤od•, distributed all the
riches they had stocked at home.
TEXT 30
TEXT
dekhi' mah•prabhu ba‚a santo£a p•il•
m•t•-pit•-j‘•ne du•he namask•ra kail•
SYNONYMS
dekhi'--seeing; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ba‚a--very much;
santo£a--satisfaction; p•il•--felt; m•t•-pit•-j‘•ne--accepting as father and
mother; du•he--unto both of them; namask•ra kail•--offered obeisances.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was greatly satisfied to see this. Accepting them
both as His father and mother, He offered them obeisances.
TEXT 31
TEXT
parama-•ve¤e prabhu •il• nija-ghara
ei-mata l†l• kare gaur••ga-sundara
SYNONYMS
parama-•ve¤e--in great ecstasy; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •il•-returned; nija-ghara--to His own residence; ei-mata--in this way; l†l•-pastimes; kare--performed; gaur••ga-sundara--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
In great ecstasy, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu returned to His residence. In
this way, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, known as Gaur••ga-sundara, performed
various pastimes.
TEXT 32
TEXT
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vijay•-da¤am†----la•k•-vijayera dine
v•nara-sainya kail• prabhu la‘• bhakta-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
vijay•--victory; da¤am†--tenth day; la•k•-vijayera dine--on the day
celebrating the conquering of La•k•; v•nara-sainya--monkey soldiers; kail•-arranged; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘• bhakta-ga‹e--taking all the
devotees.
TRANSLATION
On the victory day celebrating the conquest of La•k•--a day known as
Vijay•-da¤am†--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu dressed up all His devotees like monkey
soldiers.
TEXT 33
TEXT
hanum•n-•ve¤e prabhu v”k£a-¤•kh• la‘•
la•k•-ga‚e ca‚i' phele ga‚a bh••giy•
SYNONYMS
hanum•n-•ve¤e--in the emotion of being Hanum•n; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; v”k£a-¤•kh• la‘•--taking a large branch of a tree; la•k•-ga‚e--on
the La•k• fort; ca‚i'--ascending; phele--breaks down; ga‚a--the fort;
bh••giy•--dismantling.
TRANSLATION
Displaying the emotions of Hanum•n, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took up a large
tree branch, and, mounting the walls of the La•k• fort, began to dismantle it.
TEXT 34
TEXT
'k•h••re r•v‹•' prabhu kahe krodh•ve¤e
jagan-m•t• hare p•p†, m•rimu sava‰¤e'
SYNONYMS
k•h••re r•v‹•--where is the rascal R•va‹a; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
kahe--says; krodha-•ve¤e--in great anger; jagat-m•t•--the mother of the
universe; hare--kidnaps; p•p†--sinful; m•rimu--I shall kill; sa-va‰¤e--with
all his family.
TRANSLATION
In the ecstasy of Hanum•n, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu angrily said, "Where is
the rascal R•va‹a? He has kidnapped the universal mother, S†t•. Now I shall
kill him and all his family."
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TEXT 35
TEXT
gos•‘ira •ve¤a dekhi' loke camatk•ra
sarva-loka jaya' jaya' bale b•ra b•ra
SYNONYMS
gos•‘ira--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •ve¤a--ecstasy; dekhi'--by seeing;
loke--all people; camatk•ra--astonished; sarva-loka--all people; jaya jaya-all glories; bale--speak; b•ra b•ra--again and again.
TRANSLATION
Everyone became very astonished to see the emotional ecstasy of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and everyone began to chant, "All glories! All glories!"
again and again.
TEXT 36
TEXT
ei-mata r•sa-y•tr•, •ra d†p•val†
utth•na-dv•da¤†-y•tr• dekhil• sakali
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; r•sa-y•tr•--r•sa dancing of Lord K”£‹a; •ra--and;
d†pa-•val†--a row of lights, the day of D†p•val†; utth•na-dv•da¤†-y•tr•--the
festival of Utth•na-dv•da¤†; dekhil• sakali--participated in all of them.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His devotees participated in all the festivals
known as R•sa-y•tr•, D†p•val† and Utth•na-dv•da¤†.
PURPORT
The D†p•val† festival takes place on the dark-moon night in the month of
K•rttika (October-November). The R•sa-y•tr•, or r•sa dancing of K”£‹a, takes
place on the full-moon night of the same month. Utth•na-dv•da¤† takes place
the day after Ek•da¤† in the waxing fortnight of the moon in the same month.
All the devotees of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu participated in all these
festivals.
TEXT 37
TEXT
eka-dina mah•prabhu nity•nande la‘•
dui bh•i yukti kaila nibh”te vasiy•
SYNONYMS
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eka-dina--one day; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nity•nande la‘•-taking Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; dui bh•i--two brothers; yukti kaila--consulted;
nibh”te vasiy•--sitting in a solitary place.
TRANSLATION
One day the two brothers, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Nity•nanda Prabhu,
consulted one another, sitting together in a solitary place.
TEXT 38
TEXT
kib• yukti kaila du•he, keha n•hi j•ne
phale anum•na p•che kaila bhakta-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
kib• yukti kaila--what consultation They had; du•he--both of Them; keha
n•hi j•ne--no one knows; phale--by the result; anum•na--guess; p•che--later;
kaila--did; bhakta-ga‹e--all the devotees.
TRANSLATION
No one could understand what the brothers discussed between Themselves, but
later all the devotees could guess what the subject matter was.
TEXT 39
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu saba bhakte bol•ila
gau‚a-de¤e y•ha sabe vid•ya karila
SYNONYMS
tabe mah•prabhu--thereafter ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; saba--all; bhakte--the
devotees; bol•ila--called; gau‚a-de¤e--to Bengal; y•ha--return; sabe--all of
you; vid•ya karila--bade farewell.
TRANSLATION
Thereafter, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu called for all the devotees and asked
them to return to Bengal. In this way, He bade farewell to them.
TEXT 40
TEXT
sab•re kahila prabhu----pratyabda •siy•
gu‹‚ic• dekhiy• y•be •m•re miliy•
SYNONYMS
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sab•re--to all of them; kahila--said; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
prati-abda--every year; •siy•--coming; gu‹‚ic•--the function at the Gu‹‚ic•
temple; dekhiy•--seeing; y•be--you should go; •m•re miliy•--after meeting Me.
TRANSLATION
Bidding farewell to all the devotees, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu requested
them to return to Jagann•tha Pur† every year to see Him and then see the
cleansing of the Gu‹‚ic• temple.
TEXT 41
TEXT
•c•ryere •j‘• dila kariy• samm•na
'•-ca‹‚•la •di k”£‹a-bhakti dio d•na'
SYNONYMS
•c•ryere--unto Advaita šc•rya; •j‘• dila--ordered; kariy• samm•na--with
great respect; •-ca‹‚•la--even to the lowest of men, known as the ca‹‚•la;
•di--beginning with; k”£‹a-bhakti--K”£‹a consciousness, or devotional service
to Lord K”£‹a; dio--deliver; d•na--in charity.
TRANSLATION
With great respect, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu requested Advaita šc•rya, "Give
K”£‹a consciousness, devotion to K”£‹a, even to the lowest of men [ca‹‚•las]."
PURPORT
This is ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's order to all His devotees. K”£‹a-bhakti,
devotion to K”£‹a, is open to everyone, even low-class men like ca‹‚•las. One
should follow this order in the disciplic succession stemming from ¥r† Advaita
and Nity•nanda Prabhu and distribute K”£‹a consciousness without
discrimination throughout the world.
There are different kinds of men, beginning with the br•hma‹a and going
down to the lowest platform known as ca‹‚•la. Whatever one's position,
everyone in this Age of Kali needs to be enlightened in K”£‹a consciousness.
That is the greatest need of the day. Everyone is acutely feeling the pangs of
material existence. Even in the ranks and files of the American Senate, the
pinpricks of material existence are felt, so much so that April 30, 1974, was
actually set aside as Prayer Day. Thus everyone is feeling the resultant
pinpricks of Kali-yuga brought about by human society's indulging in illicit
sex, meat-eating, gambling and intoxication. Now is the time for the members
of the International Society for Krishna Consciousness to distribute k”£‹abhakti all over the world and thus follow the orders of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. The Lord has ordered everyone to become a guru (Cc. Madhya 7.128):
•m•ra •j‘•ya guru ha‘• t•ra' ei de¤a. Everyone in every town and village
should be enlightened by the instructions of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. K”£‹a
consciousness should be distributed to everyone indiscriminately. In this way,
the entire world will be peaceful and happy, and everyone will glorify ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, as He desires.
The word ca‹‚•la actually refers to a dog-eater, who is considered the
lowest of men. Even ca‹‚•las can be enlightened in K”£‹a consciousness due to
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's benedictions. K”£‹a-bhakti is not the monopoly of a
certain caste. Everyone is eligible to receive this great benediction given by
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Everyone should be given a chance to receive it and
be happy.
The word d•na, meaning "charity," is also significant in this verse.
Whoever engages in the distribution of K”£‹a consciousness is a charitable
person. Professional men recite ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam and discuss k”£‹a-bhakti for
an exchange of money. They cannot distribute such exalted transcendental
property to everyone and anyone. Only pure devotees who have no motive other
than serving K”£‹a can give such transcendentally valuable benedictions out of
charity.
TEXT 42
TEXT
nity•nande •j‘• dila,----'y•ha gau‚a-de¤e
anargala prema-bhakti kariha prak•¤e
SYNONYMS
nity•nande--unto Nity•nanda Prabhu; •j‘• dila--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
ordered; y•ha gau‚a-de¤e--go to Gau‚a-de¤a (Bengal); anargala--without
restriction; prema-bhakti--devotional service in love of Godhead; kariha
prak•¤e--manifest.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu ordered Nity•nanda Prabhu,"Go to Bengal and,
without restriction, manifest devotional service to the Lord, K”£‹a
consciousness."
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu thus ordered Nity•nanda Prabhu to deliver all the
Bengalis to devotional service. In Bhagavad-g†t• (9.32) it is said:
m•‰ hi p•rtha vyap•¤ritya
ye 'pi syu„ p•pa-yonaya„
striyo vai¤y•s tath• ¤ãdr•s
te 'pi y•nti par•‰ gatim
"O son of P”th•, those who take shelter in Me, though they be of lower
birth--women, vai¤yas [merchants], as well as ¤ãdras [workers]--can approach
the supreme destination." Whoever takes to K”£‹a consciousness and follows the
regulative principles can return home, back to Godhead.
In his Anubh•£ya, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura writes: "There is
a class of so-called devotees called pr•k”ta-sahajiy•s who think that
Nity•nanda Prabhu is an ordinary human being. They have spread the news that
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu ordered Nity•nanda Prabhu to return to Bengal from
Orissa just to marry and beget children. This is certainly a great offense
against Nity•nanda Prabhu."
Such an offense is called p•£a‹‚a-buddhi, or an atheistic remark. Offenders
consider Nity•nanda Prabhu to be like one of them, an ordinary human being.
They do not know of Nity•nanda Prabhu's identity with the vi£‹u-tattva.
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Thinking Nity•nanda Prabhu to be an ordinary human being is the business of
mental speculators known as ku‹ap•tma-v•d†s. These people accept the material
body, which is a bag of three material elements (ku‹ape tri-dh•tuke), as
themselves. They think that Nity•nanda Prabhu's body was similarly material
and that it was meant for sense gratification. Whoever thinks in this way is a
candidate for the darkest regions of hell. Those who hanker after women and
money, who are self-interested and have the mentality of merchants, can
certainly discover many things with their fertile brains and speak against the
authorized revealed scriptures. They also engage in some moneymaking
businesses to cheat innocent people, and they try to support their business
programs by making such offensive statements. Actually Nity•nanda Prabhu,
being the expansion of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, is the most munificent
incarnation. No one should consider Him an ordinary human being or an entity
like the praj•patis, who were ordered by Brahm• to increase generation.
Nity•nanda Prabhu should not be considered instrumental for sense
gratification. Although professional so-called preachers support this, such
statements are not found in any authorized revealed scriptures. Actually there
is no support for these statements made by sahajiy•s or other professional
distributors of k”£‹a-bhakti.
TEXT 43
TEXT
r•ma-d•sa, gad•dhara •di kata jane
tom•ra sah•ya l•gi' dilu tom•ra sane
SYNONYMS
r•ma-d•sa--R•mad•sa; gad•dhara--Gad•dhara d•sa; •di--and others; kata jane-some people; tom•ra--Your; sah•ya--assistants; l•gi'--as; dilu--I give;
tom•ra sane--with You.
TRANSLATION
Nity•nanda Prabhu was given assistants like R•mad•sa, Gad•dhara d•sa and
several others. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "I give them to You to assist
You.
TEXT 44
TEXT
madhye madhye •mi tom•ra nikaàa y•iba
alak£ite rahi' tom•ra n”tya dekhiba'
SYNONYMS
madhye madhye--at intervals; •mi--I; tom•ra nikaàa--near You; y•iba--shall
go; alak£ite rahi'--keeping invisible; tom•ra n”tya--Your dancing; dekhiba--I
shall see.
TRANSLATION
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"I shall also go to see You at intervals. Keeping Myself invisible, I shall
watch You dance."
TEXT 45
TEXT
¤r†v•sa-pa‹‚ite prabhu kari' •li•gana
ka‹àhe dhari' kahe t••re madhura vacana
SYNONYMS
¤r†v•sa-pa‹‚ite--unto ¥r†v•sa Pa‹‚ita; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kari'--doing; •li•gana--embracing; ka‹àhe dhari'--catching his
neck; kahe--says; t••re--unto him; madhura vacana--sweet words.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then embraced ¥r†v•sa Pa‹‚ita and, with His arm
about his neck, began to speak to him in sweet words.
TEXT 46
TEXT
tom•ra ghare k†rtane •mi nitya n•ciba
tumi dekh• p•be, •ra keha n• dekhiba
SYNONYMS
tom•ra ghare--in your house; k†rtane--in the performance of congregational
chanting; •mi--I; nitya--daily; n•ciba--shall dance; tumi--you; dekh• p•be-will be able to see; •ra--else; keha--anyone; n• dekhiba--will not see.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu requested ¥r†v•sa áh•kura, "Perform congregational
chanting daily, and be assured that I shall also dance in your presence. You
will be able to see this dancing, but not others.
TEXT 47
TEXT
ei vastra m•t•ke diha', ei saba pras•da
da‹‚avat kari' •m•ra k£am•iha apar•dha
SYNONYMS
ei vastra--this cloth; m•t•ke diha'--deliver to My mother, ¥ac†dev†; ei
saba pras•da--all these remnants of the food of Jagann•tha; da‹‚avat kari'-offering obeisances; •m•ra--My; k£am•iha--cause to be excused; apar•dha-offenses.
TRANSLATION
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"Take this pras•da of Lord Jagann•tha's and this cloth and deliver them to
My mother, ¥ac†dev†. After offering her obeisances, please request her to
excuse My offenses.
TEXT 48
TEXT
t••ra sev• ch•‚i' •mi kariy•chi sanny•sa
dharma nahe, kari •mi nija dharma-n•¤a
SYNONYMS
t••ra sev• ch•‚i'--giving up her service; •mi--I; kariy•chi--accepted;
sanny•sa--the renounced order of life; dharma nahe--it is not My religion;
kari--perform; •mi--I; nija dharma-n•¤a--destruction of My religious
principles.
TRANSLATION
"I have given up the service of My mother and have accepted the sanny•sa
order. Actually I should not have done this, for by so doing, I have destroyed
My religious principles.
TEXT 49
TEXT
t••ra prema-va¤a •mi, t••ra sev•----dharma
t•h• ch•‚i' kariy•chi v•tulera karma
SYNONYMS
t••ra prema-va¤a--subordinate to her love; •mi--I; t••ra sev•--her service;
dharma--My religion; t•h• ch•‚i'--giving up that; kariy•chi--I performed;
v•tulera karma--the acts of a madman.
TRANSLATION
"I am subordinate to the love of My mother, and it is My duty to serve her
in return. Instead of doing so, I have accepted this renounced order.
Certainly this is the act of a madman.
TEXT 50
TEXT
v•tula b•lakera m•t• n•hi laya do£a
ei j•ni' m•t• more n• karaya ro£a
SYNONYMS
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v•tula b•lakera--of a mad son; m•t•--mother; n•hi--does not; laya--accept;
do£a--fault; ei j•ni'--knowing this; m•t•--mother; more--unto Me; n• karaya
ro£a--is not at all angry.
TRANSLATION
"A mother is not offended by her mad son, and, knowing this, My mother is
not offended by Me.
TEXT 51
TEXT
ki k•ya sanny•se mora, prema nija-dhana
ye-k•le sanny•sa kailu•, channa haila mana
SYNONYMS
ki k•ya--what business; sanny•se--in the renounced order; mora--of Me;
prema--love; nija-dhana--My real wealth; ye-k•le--at which time; sanny•sa
kailu•--I accepted the renounced order; channa--deranged; haila--was; mana-mind.
TRANSLATION
"I had no business in accepting this renounced order and sacrificing My
love for My mother, which is My real property. Actually I was in a crazy state
of mind when I accepted sanny•sa.
TEXT 52
TEXT
n†l•cale •cho• mu‘i t••h•ra •j‘•te
madhye madhye •simu t••ra cara‹a dekhite
SYNONYMS
n†l•cale •cho•--stay at Jagann•tha Pur†, N†l•cala; mu‘i--I; t••h•ra •j‘•te-under her order; madhye madhye--at intervals; •simu--I shall go; t••ra--her;
cara‹a dekhite--to see the lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
"I am staying here at Jagann•tha Pur†, N†l•cala, to comply with her orders.
However, at intervals I shall go see her lotus feet.
TEXT 53
TEXT
nitya y•i' dekhi mu‘i t••h•ra cara‹e
sphãrti-j‘•ne te•ho t•h• satya n•hi m•ne
SYNONYMS
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nitya y•i'--going daily; dekhi--see; mu‘i--I; t••h•ra cara‹e--her lotus
feet; sphãrti-j‘•ne--feeling My appearance; te•ho--she; t•h•--that; satya n•hi
m•ne--does not accept as true.
TRANSLATION
"Indeed, I go there daily to see her lotus feet. She is able to feel My
presence, although she does not believe it to be true.
TEXTS 54-55
TEXT
eka-dina ¤•lyanna, vya‘jana p••ca-s•ta
¤•ka, moc•-gha‹àa, bh”£àa-paàola-nimba-p•ta
lembu-•d•-kha‹‚a, dadhi, dugdha, kha‹‚a-s•ra
¤•lagr•me samarpilena bahu upah•ra
SYNONYMS
eka-dina--one day; ¤•li-anna--cooked rice made of ¤•li paddy; vya‘jana-vegetables; p••ca-s•ta--five to seven different kinds; ¤•ka--spinach; moc•gha‹àa--curry made from banana flowers; bh”£àa--fried; paàola--paàola
vegetables; nimba-p•ta--with leaves of the nimba tree; lembu--lemon; •d•kha‹‚a--pieces of ginger; dadhi--yogurt; dugdha--milk; kha‹‚a-s•ra--sugar
candy; ¤•lagr•me--unto Lord Vi£‹u in the form of the ¤•lagr•ma; samarpilena-offered; bahu upah•ra--many other varieties of food.
TRANSLATION
"One day My mother, ¥ac†, offered food to ¥•lagr•ma Vi£‹u. She offered rice
cooked from ¤•li paddies, various kinds of vegetables, spinach, curry made of
banana flowers, fried paàola with nimba leaves, pieces of ginger with lemon,
and also yogurt, milk, sugar candy and many other foods.
TEXT 56
TEXT
pras•da la‘• kole karena krandana
nim•ira priya mora----e-saba vya‘jana
SYNONYMS
pras•da la‘•--taking the remnants of food; kole--on her lap; karena
krandana--was crying; nim•ira--of Nim•i; priya--favorite; mora--My; e-saba
vya‘jana--all these varieties of cooked food.
TRANSLATION
"Taking the food upon her lap, Mother was crying to think that all that
food was very dear to her Nim•i.
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TEXT 57
TEXT
nim•‘i n•hika eth•, ke kare bhojana
mora dhy•ne a¤ru-jale bharila nayana
SYNONYMS
nim•‘i--Nim•i; n•hika eth•--is not present here; ke kare bhojana--who will
eat them; mora dhy•ne--on meditation upon Me; a¤ru-jale--with tears; bharila
nayana--eyes become filled.
TRANSLATION
"My mother was thinking, 'Nim•i is not here. Who will accept all this
food?' As she meditated upon Me in this way, her eyes filled with tears.
TEXT 58
TEXT
¤†ghra y•i' mu‘i saba karinu bhak£a‹a
¤ãnya-p•tra dekhi' a¤ru kariy• m•rjana
SYNONYMS
¤†ghra--very soon; y•i'--going; mu‘i--I; saba--all; karinu bhak£a‹a--ate;
¤ãnya-p•tra dekhi'--seeing the dish empty; a¤ru--tears; kariy• m•rjana-smearing with her hands.
TRANSLATION
"While she was thus thinking and crying, I immediately went there with
great haste and ate everything. Seeing the dish empty, she wiped her tears
away.
TEXT 59
TEXT
'ke anna-vya‘jana kh•ila, ¤ãnya kene p•ta?
b•lagop•la kib• kh•ila saba bh•ta?
SYNONYMS
ke--who; anna-vya‘jana kh•ila--has eaten all this food; ¤ãnya kene p•ta-why is the dish empty; b•la-gop•la--the Deity B•la-gop•la; kib• kh•ila--did He
eat; saba bh•ta--all the rice.
TRANSLATION
"She then began to wonder who had eaten all that food. 'Why is the plate
empty?' she wondered, doubting that B•la-gop•la had eaten it all.
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TEXT 60
TEXT
kib• mora kath•ya mane bhrama ha‘• gela!
kib• kona jantu •si' sakala kh•ila?
SYNONYMS
kib•--or; mora kath•ya--when I was thinking like that; mane--in the mind;
bhrama ha‘• gela--I was mistaken; kib•--or; kona jantu--some animal; •si'-coming; sakala kh•ila--ate everything.
TRANSLATION
"She began to wonder whether there was actually anything on the plate in
the first place. Then again she thought that some animal might have come and
eaten everything.
TEXT 61
TEXT
kib• •mi anna-p•tre bhrame n• b•‚ila!'
eta cinti' p•ka-p•tra y•‘• dekhila
SYNONYMS
kib•--or; •mi--I; anna-p•tre--on the plate for food; bhrame--by mistake; n•
b•‚ila--did not put anything; eta cinti'--thinking this; p•ka-p•tra--the
kitchen pots; y•‘• dekhila--went and saw.
TRANSLATION
"She thought, 'Perhaps by mistake I did not put any food on the plate.' So
thinking, she went into the kitchen and saw the pots.
TEXT 62
TEXT
anna-vya‘jana-pãr‹a dekhi' sakala bh•jane
dekhiy• sa‰¤aya haila kichu camatk•ra mane
SYNONYMS
anna-vya‘jana-pãr‹a--filled with rice and vegetables; dekhi'--seeing;
sakala bh•jane--all the cooking pots; dekhiy•--seeing; sa‰¤aya haila--there
was doubt; kichu--some; camatk•ra--wonder; mane--in the mind.
TRANSLATION
"When she saw that all the pots were still filled with rice and vegetables,
there was some doubt in her mind, and she was astonished.
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TEXT 63
TEXT
†¤•ne bol•‘• puna„ sth•na lep•ila
punarapi gop•lake anna samarpila
SYNONYMS
†¤•ne--to •¤•na, the servant; bol•‘•--calling; puna„--again; sth•na--the
place; lep•ila--cleaned; punarapi--again; gop•lake--unto Gop•la; anna--cooked
rice and vegetables; samarpila--offered.
TRANSLATION
"Thus wondering, she called •¤•na, the servant, and had the place cleaned
again. She then offered another plate to Gop•la.
TEXT 64
TEXT
ei-mata yabe karena uttama randhana
more kh•oy•ite kare utka‹àh•ya rodana
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; yabe--when; karena--does; uttama randhana--firstclass cooking; more--Me; kh•oy•ite--to feed; kare--does; utka‹àh•ya--with
great anxiety; rodana--crying.
TRANSLATION
"Now whenever she prepares some good cooked food and wants to feed it to
Me, she cries in great anxiety.
TEXT 65
TEXT
t••ra preme •ni' •m•ya kar•ya bhojane
antare m•naye sukha, b•hye n•hi m•ne
SYNONYMS
t••ra preme--by her love; •ni'--bringing; •m•ya--Me; kar•ya bhojane--causes
to eat; antare--within herself; m•naye--she feels; sukha--happiness; b•hye-externally; n•hi m•ne--does not accept.
TRANSLATION
"Being obliged by her love, I am brought there to eat. Mother knows all
these things internally and feels happiness, but externally she does not
accept them.
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TEXT 66
TEXT
ei vijay•-da¤am†te haila ei r†ti
t••h•ke puchiy• t••ra kar•iha prat†ti
SYNONYMS
ei vijay•-da¤am†te--on the previous Vijay•-da¤am† day; haila--there was; ei
r†ti--such an incident; t••h•ke--unto her; puchiy•--asking; t••ra--her;
kar•iha--make; prat†ti--belief.
TRANSLATION
"Such an incident took place on the last Vijay•-da¤am† day. You can ask her
about this incident and thus make her believe that I actually go there."
TEXT 67
TEXT
eteka kahite prabhu vihvala ha-il•
loka vid•ya karite prabhu dhairya dharil•
SYNONYMS
eteka kahite--saying this; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vihvala
ha-il•--became overwhelmed; loka vid•ya karite--to bid farewell to the
devotees; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dhairya dharil•--maintained
patience.
TRANSLATION
While describing all this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was a little
overwhelmed, but just to finish bidding farewell to the devotees, He remained
patient.
TEXT 68
TEXT
r•ghava pa‹‚ite kahena vacana sarasa
'tom•ra ¤uddha preme •mi ha-i' tom•ra va¤a'
SYNONYMS
r•ghava pa‹‚ite--unto R•ghava Pa‹‚ita; kahena--says; vacana--words; sarasa--very relishable; tom•ra--your; ¤uddha preme--by pure devotional service;
•mi ha-i'--I become; tom•ra--your; va¤a--under obligation.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu next spoke some relishable words to R•ghava
Pa‹‚ita. He said, "I am obliged to you due to your pure love for Me."
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TEXT 69
TEXT
i•h•ra k”£‹a-sev•ra kath• ¤una, sarva-jana
parama-pavitra sev• ati sarvottama
SYNONYMS
i•h•ra--of him; k”£‹a-sev•ra--of service to Lord K”£‹a; kath•--stories;
¤una--hear; sarva-jana--all people; parama-pavitra--supremely pure; sev•-service; ati--very much; sarva-uttama--well accomplished.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then informed everyone, "Just hear about the pure
devotional service rendered to K”£‹a by R•ghava Pa‹‚ita. Indeed, R•ghava
Pa‹‚ita's service is supremely pure and highly accomplished.
TEXT 70
TEXT
•ra dravya rahu----¤una n•rikelera kath•
p••ca ga‹‚• kari' n•rikela vik•ya tath•
SYNONYMS
•ra dravya rahu--apart from the other commodities; ¤una--just hear;
n•rikelera kath•--the incident of offering coconuts; p••ca ga‹‚• kari'--at the
price of five ga‹‚•s; n•rikela--coconut; vik•ya--is sold; tath•--there.
TRANSLATION
"Apart from other commodities, just hear about his coconut offering. A
coconut is sold at the rate of five ga‹‚•s each.
TEXT 71
TEXT
v•àite kata ¤ata v”k£e lak£a lak£a phala
tath•pi ¤unena yath• mi£àa n•rikela
SYNONYMS
v•àite--in his garden; kata ¤ata--how many hundreds of; v”k£e--trees; lak£a
lak£a phala--millions of fruits; tath•pi--still; ¤unena--hears; yath•--where;
mi£àa n•rikela--sweet coconut.
TRANSLATION
"Although he already has hundreds of trees and millions of fruits, he is
still very eager to hear about the place where sweet coconut is available.
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TEXT 72
TEXT
eka eka phalera mãlya diy• c•ri-c•ri pa‹a
da¤a-kro¤a haite •n•ya kariy• yatana
SYNONYMS
eka eka phalera--of each and every fruit; mãlya--price; diy•--giving; c•ric•ri pa‹a--four pa‹as each (one pa‹a equals twenty ga‹‚•s); da¤a-kro¤a--twenty
miles away; haite--from; •n•ya--brings; kariy• yatana--with great endeavor.
TRANSLATION
"He collects coconut with great endeavor from a place twenty miles away,
and he gives four pa‹as each for them.
TEXT 73
TEXT
prati-dina p••ca-s•ta phala chol•‘•
su¤†tala karite r•khe jale ‚ub•i‘•
SYNONYMS
prati-dina--each day; p••ca-s•ta--five to seven; phala--fruits; chol•‘•-clipping; su-¤†tala karite--to make it very cool; r•khe--keeps; jale--in
water; ‚ub•i‘•--immersing.
TRANSLATION
"Every day five to seven coconuts are clipped and put into water to keep
cool.
TEXT 74
TEXT
bhogera samaya puna„ chuli' sa‰skari'
k”£‹e samarpa‹a kare mukha chidra kari'
SYNONYMS
bhogera samaya--at the time of offering bhoga; puna„--again; chuli'-clipping; sa‰skari'--cleansing; k”£‹e--unto Lord K”£‹a; samarpa‹a--offering;
kare--makes; mukha--at the top; chidra kari'--making a hole.
TRANSLATION
"At the time of offering bhoga, the coconuts are again clipped and
cleansed. After holes are made in them, they are offered to Lord K”£‹a.
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TEXT 75
TEXT
k”£‹a sei n•rikela-jala p•na kari'
kabhu ¤ãnya phala r•khena, kabhu jala bhari'
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; sei--that; n•rikela-jala--water of the coconut; p•na
kari'--drinking; kabhu--sometimes; ¤ãnya--vacant; phala r•khena--leaves the
fruit; kabhu--sometimes; jala bhari'--being filled with water.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a used to drink the juice from these coconuts, and sometimes the
coconuts were left drained of juice. At other times the coconuts were filled
with juice.
TEXT 76
TEXT
jala-¤ãnya phala dekhi' pa‹‚ita----hara£ita
phala bh••gi' ¤asye kare sat-p•tra pãrita
SYNONYMS
jala-¤ãnya--without water; phala--fruit; dekhi'--by seeing; pa‹‚ita-R•ghava Pa‹‚ita; hara£ita--very pleased; phala bh••gi'--breaking the fruit;
¤asye--with the pulp; kare--makes; sat-p•tra--another plate; pãrita--filled.
TRANSLATION
"When R•ghava Pa‹‚ita saw that the juice had been drunk from the coconuts,
he was very pleased. He would then break the coconut, take out the pulp and
put it on another plate.
TEXT 77
TEXT
¤asya samarpa‹a kari' b•hire dhey•na
¤asya kh•‘• k”£‹a kare ¤ãnya bh•jana
SYNONYMS
¤asya--the pulp; samarpa‹a kari'--offering; b•hire--outside the temple
room; dhey•na--meditates; ¤asya kh•‘•--eating the pulp; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a;
kare--makes; ¤ãnya--vacant; bh•jana--the plate.
TRANSLATION
"After offering the pulp, he would meditate outside the temple door. In the
meantime, Lord K”£‹a, having eaten the pulp, would leave the plate empty.
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TEXT 78
TEXT
kabhu ¤asya kh•‘• puna„ p•tra bhare ¤•‰se
¤raddh• b•‚e pa‹‚itera, prema-sindhu bh•se
SYNONYMS
kabhu--sometimes; ¤asya kh•‘•--eating the pulp; puna„--again; p•tra--the
plate; bhare--fills; ¤•‰se--with pulp; ¤raddh•--faith; b•‚e--increases;
pa‹‚itera--of R•ghava Pa‹‚ita; prema-sindhu--in the ocean of love; bh•se-floats.
TRANSLATION
"Sometimes, after eating the pulp, K”£‹a would fill the plate again with
new pulp. In this way, R•ghava Pa‹‚ita's faith increases, and he floats in an
ocean of love.
TEXT 79
TEXT
eka dina phala da¤a sa‰sk•ra kariy•
bhoga l•g•ite sevaka •ila la‘•
SYNONYMS
eka dina--one day; phala--fruits; da¤a--ten; sa‰sk•ra kariy•--after
cleansing; bhoga l•g•ite--to offer bhoga; sevaka--servant; •ila--came; la‘•-taking.
TRANSLATION
"One day it so happened that about ten coconuts were properly clipped and
brought by a servant to offer to the Deity.
TEXT 80
TEXT
avasara n•hi haya, vilamba ha-ila
phala-p•tra-h•te sevaka dv•re ta' rahila
SYNONYMS
avasara n•hi haya--there was little time; vilamba ha-ila--it was late;
phala-p•tra--the pot of fruits; h•te--in the hands; sevaka--the servant;
dv•re--at the door; ta'--indeed; rahila--remained.
TRANSLATION
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"When the coconuts were brought, there was little time to offer them
because it was already late. The servant, holding the container of coconuts,
remained standing at the door.
TEXT 81
TEXT
dv•rera upara bhite te•ho h•ta dila
sei h•te phala chu•ila, pa‹‚ita dekhila
SYNONYMS
dv•rera upara--above the door; bhite--on the ceiling; te•ho--he; h•ta dila-brushed his hand; sei h•te--with that hand; phala chu•ila--touched the fruit;
pa‹‚ita--R•ghava Pa‹‚ita; dekhila--saw.
TRANSLATION
"R•ghava Pa‹‚ita then saw that the servant touched the ceiling above the
door and then touched the coconuts with the same hand.
TEXT 82
TEXT
pa‹‚ita kahe,----dv•re loka kare gat•y•te
t•ra pada-dhãli u‚i' l•ge upara bhite
SYNONYMS
pa‹‚ita kahe--R•ghava Pa‹‚ita said; dv•re--through the door; loka--people
in general; kare--do; gat•y•te--coming and going; t•ra--their; pada-dhãli-dust of the feet; u‚i'--being blown; l•ge--touches; upara--upward; bhite--the
ceiling.
TRANSLATION
"R•ghava Pa‹‚ita then said, 'People are always coming and going through
that door. The dust from their feet blows up and touches the ceiling.
TEXT 83
TEXT
sei bhite h•ta diy• phala para¤il•
k”£‹a-yogya nahe, phala apavitra hail•
SYNONYMS
sei bhite--on that ceiling; h•ta diy•--touching your hand; phala--the
fruit; para¤il•--touched; k”£‹a-yogya nahe--is not fit to be offered to K”£‹a;
phala--the fruit; apavitra hail•--has become contaminated.
TRANSLATION
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" 'After touching the ceiling above the door, you have touched the
coconuts. Now they are no longer fit to be offered to K”£‹a because they are
contaminated.'
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura states that R•ghava Pa‹‚ita was not
simply a crazy fellow suffering from some cleansing phobia. He did not belong
to the mundane world. In lower consciousness, accepting something to be
spiritual when it is actually material is called bhauma-ijya-dh†„. R•ghava
Pa‹‚ita was an eternal servant of K”£‹a, and everything he saw was related to
the service of the Lord. He was always absorbed in the transcendental thought
of how he could always serve K”£‹a with everything. Sometimes neophytes,
devotees on the lower platform, try to imitate R•ghava Pa‹‚ita on the platform
of material purity and impurity. Such imitation will not help anyone. As
explained in Caitanya-carit•m”ta, (Antya-l†l• 4.174): bhadr•bhadra-vastu-j‘•na
n•hika 'pr•k”te'. On the transcendental platform there is no higher or lower,
pure or impure. On the material platform, distinction is made between good and
bad, but on the spiritual platform everything is of the same quality.
'dvaite' bhadr•bhadra-j‘•na, saba----'manodharma'
'ei bh•la, ei manda',----ei saba 'bhrama'
"In the material world, conceptions of good and bad are all mental
speculations. Therefore, saying, 'This is good, and this is bad, is all a
mistake."(Cc. Antya 4.176)
TEXT 84
TEXT
eta bali' phala phele pr•c†ra la•ghiy•
aiche pavitra prema-sev• jagat jiniy•
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; phala phele--throws away the fruits; pr•c†ra
la•ghiy•--across the boundary wall; aiche--such; pavitra--pure; prema-sev•-service in love; jagat jiniy•--conquering all the world.
TRANSLATION
"Such was the service of R•ghava Pa‹‚ita. He did not accept the coconuts
but threw them over the wall. His service is purely based on unalloyed love,
and it conquers the whole world.
TEXT 85
TEXT
tabe •ra n•rikela sa‰sk•ra kar•ila
parama pavitra kari' bhoga l•g•ila
SYNONYMS
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tabe--thereafter; •ra--other; n•rikela--coconuts; sa‰sk•ra kar•ila--made
clipped and cleaned; parama pavitra kari'--with great attention to keep them
pure; bhoga l•g•ila--offered for eating.
TRANSLATION
"Thereafter, R•ghava Pa‹‚ita had other coconuts gathered, cleansed and
clipped, and with great attention he offered them to the Deity to eat.
TEXT 86
TEXT
ei-mata kal•, •mra, n•ra•ga, k••àh•la
y•h• y•h• dãra-gr•me ¤uniy•che bh•la
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; kal•--bananas; •mra--mangoes; n•ra•ga--oranges;
k••àh•la--jackfruit; y•h• y•h•--whatever; dãra-gr•me--in distant villages;
¤uniy•che--he heard; bh•la--good.
TRANSLATION
"In this way he collected excellent bananas, mangoes, oranges, jackfruits
and whatever first-class fruits from distant villages he had heard about.
TEXT 87
TEXT
bahu-mãlya diy• •ni' kariy• yatana
pavitra sa‰sk•ra kari' kare nivedana
SYNONYMS
bahu-mãlya--high price; diy•--offering; •ni'--bringing; kariy• yatana--with
great attention; pavitra--purified; sa‰sk•ra kari'--trimming; kare nivedana-offers to the Deity.
TRANSLATION
"All these fruits were collected from distant places and were bought at a
high price. After trimming them with great care and purity, R•ghava Pa‹‚ita
offered them to the Deity.
TEXT 88
TEXT
ei mata vya‘janera ¤•ka, mãla, phala
ei mata ci‚•, hu‚uma, sande¤a sakala
SYNONYMS
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ei mata--in this way; vya‘janera--of vegetables; ¤•ka--spinach; mãla-radishes; phala--fruits; ei mata--in this way; ci‚•--chipped rice; hu‚uma-powdered rice; sande¤a--sweetmeats; sakala--all.
TRANSLATION
"Thus with great care and attention R•ghava Pa‹‚ita would prepare spinach,
other vegetables, radishes, fruits, chipped rice, powdered rice and
sweetmeats.
TEXT 89
TEXT
ei-mata piàh•-p•n•, k£†ra-odana
parama pavitra, •ra kare sarvottama
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; piàh•-p•n•--cakes and sweet rice; k£†ra-odana-concentrated milk; parama pavitra--highly purified; •ra--and; kare--he makes;
sarva-uttama--first class, tasteful.
TRANSLATION
"He prepared cakes, sweet rice, concentrated milk and everything else with
great attention, and the cooking conditions were purified so that the food was
first class and tasteful.
TEXT 90
TEXT
k•¤amdi, •c•ra •di aneka prak•ra
gandha, vastra, ala•k•ra, sarva dravya-s•ra
SYNONYMS
k•¤amdi--a kind of pickle; •c•ra--other pickles; •di--and so on; aneka prak•ra--of many varieties; gandha--scents; vastra--clothing; ala•k•ra-ornaments; sarva--all; dravya--of things; s•ra--best.
TRANSLATION
"R•ghava Pa‹‚ita would also offer all kinds of pickles, such as k•¤amdi. He
offered various scents, garments, ornaments and the best of everything.
TEXT 91
TEXT
ei-mata premera sev• kare anupama
y•h• dekhi' sarva-lokera ju‚•na nayana
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SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; premera sev•--service in love; kare--performs;
anupama--without comparison; y•h• dekhi'--seeing which; sarva-lokera--of all
people; ju‚•na--become pleased; nayana--the eyes.
TRANSLATION
"Thus R•ghava Pa‹‚ita would serve the Lord in an incomparable way. Everyone
was very satisfied just to see him."
TEXT 92
TEXT
eta bali' r•ghavere kaila •li•gane
ei-mata samm•nila sarva bhakta-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; r•ghavere--R•ghava Pa‹‚ita; kaila •li•gane--He
embraced; ei-mata--in this way; samm•nila--showed respect; sarva--all; bhaktaga‹e--to the devotees.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then mercifully embraced R•ghava Pa‹‚ita. The Lord
also offered all the other devotees a reception with similar respect.
TEXT 93
TEXT
¤iv•nanda sene kahe kariy• samm•na
v•sudeva-dattera tumi kariha sam•dh•na
SYNONYMS
¤iv•nanda sene--unto ¥iv•nanda Sena; kahe--says; kariy• samm•na--with great
respect; v•sudeva-dattera--of V•sudeva Datta; tumi--you; kariha--take;
sam•dh•na--care.
TRANSLATION
The Lord also respectfully told ¥iv•nanda Sena, "Take care of V•sudeva
Datta very nicely.
TEXT 94
TEXT
parama ud•ra i•ho, ye dina ye •ise
sei dine vyaya kare, n•hi r•khe ¤e£e
SYNONYMS
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parama ud•ra--very liberal; i•ho--he; ye dina--every day; ye •ise--whatever
he gets; sei dine--on that very day; vyaya kare--spends; n•hi--does not;
r•khe--keep; ¤e£e--any balance.
TRANSLATION
"V•sudeva Datta is very liberal. Every day, whatever income he receives, he
spends. He does not keep any balance.
TEXT 95
TEXT
'g”hastha' hayena i•ho, c•hiye sa‘caya
sa‘caya n• kaile kuàumba-bhara‹a n•hi haya
SYNONYMS
g”hastha--householder; hayena--is; i•ho--he (V•sudeva Datta); c•hiye
sa‘caya--requires to save some money; sa‘caya n• kaile--without saving money;
kuàumba-bhara‹a--maintenance of a family; n•hi haya--is not possible.
TRANSLATION
"Being a householder, V•sudeva Datta needs to save some money. Because he
is not doing so, it is very difficult for him to maintain his family.
TEXT 96
TEXT
ih•ra gharera •ya-vyaya saba----tom•ra sth•ne
'sara-khela' ha‘• tumi kariha sam•dh•ne
SYNONYMS
ih•ra--of V•sudeva Datta; gharera--of household affairs; •ya-vyaya--income
and expenditures; saba--all; tom•ra sth•ne--at your place; sara-khela ha‘•-being the manager; tumi--you; kariha sam•dh•ne--arrange.
TRANSLATION
"Please take care of V•sudeva Datta's family affairs. Become his manager
and make the proper adjustments.
PURPORT
Both V•sudeva Datta and ¥iv•nanda Sena were living in the same
neighborhood, which is presently called Kum•rahaààa or H•lisahara.
TEXT 97
TEXT
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prati-var£e •m•ra saba bhakta-ga‹a la‘•
gu‹‚ic•ya •sibe sab•ya p•lana kariy•
SYNONYMS
prati-var£e--each and every year; •m•ra--My; saba--all; bhakta-ga‹a la‘•-accompanied by the devotees; gu‹‚ic•ya--to perform the Gu‹‚ic• cleansing
festival; •sibe--you will come; sab•ya--to everyone; p•lana kariy•--providing
maintenance.
TRANSLATION
"Come every year and bring all My devotees with you to the Gu‹‚ic•
festival. I also request you to maintain all of them."
TEXT 98
TEXT
kul†na-gr•m†re kahe samm•na kariy•
pratyabda •sibe y•tr•ya paààa-‚or† la‘•
SYNONYMS
kul†na-gr•m†re--unto the inhabitants of Kul†na-gr•ma; kahe--says; samm•na
kariy•--with great respect; prati-abda--each year; •sibe--please come;
y•tr•ya--during the Ratha-y•tr• festival; paààa-‚or†--silken rope; la‘•-taking.
TRANSLATION
The Lord then with great respect extended an invitation to all the
inhabitants of Kul†na-gr•ma, asking them to come every year and bring silken
rope to carry Lord Jagann•tha during the Ratha-y•tr• festival.
TEXT 99
TEXT
gu‹ar•ja-kh••na kaila ¤r†-k”£‹a-vijaya
t•h•• eka-v•kya t••ra •che premamaya
SYNONYMS
gu‹ar•ja-kh••na--Gu‹ar•ja Kh•n; kaila--compiled; ¤r†-k”£‹a-vijaya--the book
named ¥r† K”£‹a-vijaya; t•h••--there; eka-v•kya--one sentence; t••ra--of it;
•che--is; prema-maya--full of love of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then said, "Gu‹ar•ja Kh•n of Kul†na-gr•ma compiled
a book named ¥r† K”£‹a-vijaya in which there is a sentence revealing the
author's ecstatic love of K”£‹a."
PURPORT
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¥r† K”£‹a-vijaya is a book of poems considered to be the first poetry book
written in Bengal. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura states that this
book was compiled in the year 1395 ¤ak•bda (A.D. 1474). After seven years, it
was completed (1402 ¤ak•bda). This book was written in plain language, and
even half-educated Bengalis and women could read it very clearly. Even
ordinary men with little knowledge of the alphabet could read this book and
understand it. Its language is not very ornamental, and sometimes the poetry
is not very sweet to hear. Although according to the sonnet style each line
should contain fourteen syllables, there are sometimes sixteen, twelve and
thirteen syllables in his verse. Many words used in those days could be
understood only by local inhabitants, yet this book is still so popular that
no book store is complete without it. It is very valuable for those who are
interested in advancing in K”£‹a consciousness.
¥r† Gu‹ar•ja Kh•n was one of the topmost Vai£‹avas, and he has translated
the Tenth and Eleventh Cantos of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam for the understanding of
the common man. The book ¥r† K”£‹a-vijaya was highly praised by ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, and it is very valuable for all Vai£‹avas. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta
Sarasvat† áh•kura gives a genealogical table and family history of Gu‹ar•ja
Kh•n. When a Bengali emperor named šdi¤ãra first came from K•nyakubja, or
K•nowj, he brought with him five br•hma‹as and five k•yasthas. Since the king
is supposed to be accompanied by his associates, the br•hma‹as accompanied the
King to help him in higher spiritual matters. The k•yasthas were to render
other services. In the northern Indian high country, the k•yasthas are
accepted as ¤ãdras, but in Bengal the k•yasthas are considered among the
higher castes. It is a fact that the k•yasthas came to Bengal from northern
India, specifically from K•nyakubja, or K•nowj. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta
Sarasvat† áh•kura says that the k•yasthas who came from K•nyakubja were highclass men. Of them, Da¤aratha Vasu was a great personality, and the thirteenth
generation of his family included Gu‹ar•ja Kh•n.
His real name was M•l•dhara Vasu, but the title Kh•n was given to him by
the Emperor of Bengal. Thus he became known as Gu‹ar•ja Kh•n. Bhaktisiddh•nta
Sarasvat† áh•kura gives the following genealogical table of Gu‹ar•ja Kh•n: (1)
Da¤aratha Vasu; (2) Ku¤ala; (3) ¥ubha¤a•kara; (4) Ha‰sa; (5) ¥aktir•ma
(B•g•‹‚•), Muktir•ma (M•inagara) and Ala•k•ra (Ba•gaja); (6) D•modara; (7)
Anantar•ma; (8) Gu‹†n•yaka and V†‹•n•yaka. The twelfth generation included
Bhag†ratha, and the thirteenth M•l•dhara Vasu, or Gu‹ar•ja Kh•n. ¥r† Gu‹ar•ja
Kh•n had fourteen sons, of whom the second son, Lak£m†n•thavasu, received the
title Satyar•ja Kh•n. His son was ¥r† R•m•nanda Vasu; therefore R•m•nanda Vasu
belonged to the fifteenth generation. Gu‹ar•ja Kh•n was a very well known and
wealthy man. His palace, fort and temples are still existing, and from these
we can deduce that the opulence of Gu‹ar•ja Kh•n was certainly very great. ¥r†
Gu‹ar•ja Kh•n never cared for the artificial aristocracy introduced by Ball•l
Sena.
TEXT 100
TEXT
"nandanandana k”£‹a----mora pr•‹a-n•tha"
ei v•kye vik•inu t••ra va‰¤era h•ta
SYNONYMS
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nanda-nandana k”£‹a--K”£‹a, the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja; mora pr•‹a-n•tha--my
life and soul; ei v•kye--because of this statement; vik•inu--I became sold;
t••ra--of him; va‰¤era h•ta--in the hands of the descendants.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, " 'K”£‹a, the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja, is my
life and soul.' By this statement I am sold into the hands of the descendants
of Gu‹ar•ja Kh•n.
PURPORT
The full verse referred to here is:
eka-bh•ve vanda hari yo‚a kari' h•ta
nandanandana k”£‹a----mora pr•‹a-n•tha
"With folded hands I offer my prayers unto K”£‹a, the son of Nanda
Mah•r•ja, who is my life and soul."
TEXT 101
TEXT
tom•ra ki kath•, tom•ra gr•mera kukkura
sei mora priya, anya-jana rahu dãra
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--of you; ki kath•--what to speak; tom•ra--of your; gr•mera--village;
kukkura--a dog; sei--that; mora--to Me; priya--very dear; anya-jana--others;
rahu dãra--apart from.
TRANSLATION
"To say nothing of you, even a dog living in your village is very dear to
Me. What, then, to speak of others?"
TEXT 102
TEXT
tabe r•m•nanda, •ra satyar•ja kh••na
prabhura cara‹e kichu kaila nivedana
SYNONYMS
tabe--after this; r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda Vasu; •ra--and; satyar•ja kh••na-Satyar•ja Kh•n; prabhura cara‹e--at the lotus feet of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kichu--some; kaila--made; nivedana--submission.
TRANSLATION
After this, R•m•nanda Vasu and Satyar•ja Kh•n both submitted questions at
the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
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TEXT 103
TEXT
g”hastha vi£ay† •mi, ki mora s•dhane
¤r†-mukhe •j‘• kara prabhu----nivedi cara‹e
SYNONYMS
g”hastha--householder; vi£ay†--materialistic man; •mi--I; ki--what; mora
s•dhane--the process of my advancement in spiritual life; ¤r†-mukhe--from Your
own mouth; •j‘• kara--please order; prabhu--my Lord; nivedi cara‹e--I submit
unto Your lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
Satyar•ja Kh•n said, "My dear Lord, being a householder and a materialistic
man, I do not know the process of advancing in spiritual life. I therefore
submit myself unto Your lotus feet and request You to give me orders."
TEXT 104
TEXT
prabhu kahena,----'k”£‹a-sev•', 'vai£‹ava-sevana'
'nirantara kara k”£‹a-n•ma-sa•k†rtana'
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahena--the Lord replied; k”£‹a-sev•--serving K”£‹a; vai£‹avasevana--abiding by the orders of Vai£‹avas; nirantara--without cessation;
kara--do; k”£‹a-n•ma-sa•k†rtana--chanting of the holy name of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "Without cessation continue chanting the
holy name of Lord K”£‹a. Whenever possible, serve Him and His devotees, the
Vai£‹avas."
TEXT 105
TEXT
satyar•ja bale,----vai£‹ava ciniba kemane?
ke vai£‹ava, kaha t••ra s•m•nya lak£a‹e
SYNONYMS
satyar•ja bale--Satyar•ja Kh•n said; vai£‹ava--a Vai£‹ava; ciniba kemane-how shall I recognize; ke vai£‹ava--who is a Vai£‹ava; kaha--please say;
t••ra--of him; s•m•nya lak£a‹e--common symptoms.
TRANSLATION
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Upon hearing this, Satyar•ja said, "How can I recognize a Vai£‹ava? Please
let me know what a Vai£‹ava is. What are his common symptoms?"
TEXT 106
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"y••ra mukhe ¤uni eka-b•ra
k”£‹a-n•ma, sei pãjya,----¤re£àha sab•k•ra"
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied; y••ra mukhe--in whose
mouth; ¤uni--I hear; eka-b•ra--once; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of Lord K”£‹a;
sei pãjya--he is worshipable; ¤re£àha sab•k•ra--the best of all human beings;
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "Whoever chants the holy name of K”£‹a
just once is worshipable and is the topmost human being.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura says that simply by chanting the
holy name of K”£‹a once, a person becomes perfect. Such a person is understood
to be a Vai£‹ava. With such faith and belief, one may begin a life of K”£‹a
consciousness, but an ordinary person cannot chant the holy name of K”£‹a with
such faith. This is confirmed by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† in his Upade¤•m”ta:
k”£‹eti yasya giri ta‰ manas•driyeta. One should accept the holy name of K”£‹a
to be identical with the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Transcendence
Himself. The holy name of K”£‹a is also identical with K”£‹a and is also
cint•ma‹i. The name K”£‹a is the personification of sound perfectly
transcendental and eternally liberated from material contamination. One should
understand that the name K”£‹a and K”£‹a are identical. Having such faith, one
must continue to chant the holy name. When one is situated on the neophyte
platform, one cannot understand the devotional ingredients of a pure,
unalloyed devotee. However, when the novice engages in devotional service-especially in Deity worship--and follows the order of a bona fide spiritual
master, he becomes a pure devotee. Anyone can take advantage of hearing about
K”£‹a consciousness from a pure devotee and thus gradually become purified.
A devotee who believes that the holy name of the Lord is identical with the
Lord is a pure devotee, even though he may be in the neophyte stage. By his
association, others may also become Vai£‹avas.
One is known as a materialistic devotee if he simply worships the Deity of
Hari with faith but does not show proper respect to the devotees and to
others. This is confirmed in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.47):
arc•y•m eva haraye
pãj•‰ ya„ ¤raddhayehate
na tad-bhakte£u c•nye£u
sa bhakta„ pr•k”ta„ sm”ta„
"Anyone who engages with faith in the worship of the Deity of Hari but does
not show proper respect to the devotees and to others is known as a
materialistic devotee." However, by associating with a neophyte devotee who
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believes that the holy name of the Lord is identical with the Lord, one can
become a devotee also. When Lord Caitanya was teaching San•tana Gosv•m†, He
said:
¤raddh•v•n jana haya bhakti-adhik•r†
'uttama', 'madhyama;', 'kani£àha'----¤raddh•-anus•r†
y•h•ra komala-¤raddh•, se 'kani£àha' jana
krame krame te•ho bhakta ha-ibe 'uttama'
rati-prema-t•ratamye bhakta-taratama
"A person who has attained firm faith is a real candidate for advancing in
K”£‹a consciousness. According to the faith, there are first-class, secondclass and neophyte devotees. One who has preliminary faith is called kani£àha,
or a neophyte. The neophyte, however, can become an advanced devotee if he
strictly follows the regulative principles set down by the spiritual master.
The pure devotee whose faith advances becomes a madhyama-adhik•r† and uttamaadhik•r†." (Cc. Madhya 22.64,69--70)
It is thus concluded that even a neophyte devotee is superior to the karm†s
and j‘•n†s because he has full faith in chanting the holy name of the Lord. A
karm† or a j‘•n†, regardless of his greatness, has no faith in Lord Vi£‹u, His
holy name or His devotional service. One may be advanced religiously, but if
he is not trained in devotional service, he has very little credit on the
transcendental platform. Even a neophyte devotee engaged in Deity worship in
accordance with the regulations set forth by the spiritual master is in a
position superior to that of the fruitive worker and speculative philosopher.
TEXT 107
TEXT
"eka k”£‹a-n•me kare sarva-p•pa k£aya
nava-vidh• bhakti pãr‹a n•ma haite haya
SYNONYMS
eka k”£‹a-n•me--one holy name of K”£‹a; kare--can do; sarva-p•pa--of all
sinful reactions; k£aya--destruction; nava-vidh•--nine processes; bhakti--of
devotional service; pãr‹a--complete; n•ma haite--simply by chanting the holy
name; haya--are.
TRANSLATION
"Simply by chanting the holy name of K”£‹a, one is relieved from all the
reactions of a sinful life. One can complete the nine processes of devotional
service simply by chanting the holy name.
PURPORT
The nine types of devotional service are mentioned in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(7.5.23):
¤rava‹a‰ k†rtana‰ vi£‹o„
smara‹a‰ p•da-sevanam
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arcana‰ vandana‰ d•sya‰
sakhyam •tma-nivedanam
iti pu‰s•rpit• vi£‹au
bhakti¤ cen nava-lak£a‹•
kriyeta bhagavaty addh•
tan manye 'dh†tam uttamam
These are the activities of hearing, chanting, remembering, serving,
worshiping, praying, obeying, maintaining friendship and surrendering
everything. As far as chanting the holy name of K”£‹a is concerned, one can be
freed from all sinful reactions by chanting the holy name without committing
offenses. If one chants offenselessly, he may be saved from all sinful
reactions. It is very important in devotional service to chant the holy name
of the Lord without committing offenses. The nine devotional processes such as
¤rava‹a and k†rtana can all be attained at once if one simply chants the holy
name of the Lord offenselessly.
In this regard, ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m† states in his book Bhakti-sandarbha
(173): yadyapi any• bhakti„ kalau kartavy•, tada k†rtan•khya-bhaktisa‰yogenaiva. Out of the nine processes of devotional service, k†rtana is very
important. ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m† therefore instructs that the other processes,
such as arcana, vandana, d•sya and sakhya, should be executed, but they must
be preceded and followed by k†rtana, the chanting of the holy name. We have
therefore introduced this system in all of our centers. Arcana, •rati, bhoga
offering, Deity dressing and decoration are all preceded and followed by the
chanting of the holy name of the Lord--Hare K”£‹a, Hare K”£‹a, K”£‹a K”£‹a,
Hare Hare. Hare R•ma, Hare R•ma, R•ma R•ma, Hare Hare.
TEXT 108
TEXT
d†k£•-pura¤cary•-vidhi apek£• n• kare
jihv•-spar¤e •-ca‹‚•la sab•re uddh•re
SYNONYMS
d†k£•--initiation; pura¤cary•--activities before initiation; vidhi-regulative principles; apek£•--reliance on; n•--not; kare--does; jihv•--the
tongue; spar¤e--by touching; •-ca‹‚•la--even to the lowest of men, the
ca‹‚•la; sab•re--everyone; uddh•re--delivers.
TRANSLATION
"One does not have to undergo initiation or execute the activities required
before initiation. One simply has to vibrate the holy name with his lips. Thus
even a man in the lowest class [ca‹‚•la] can be delivered.
PURPORT
¥r†la J†va Gosv•m† explains d†k£• in his Bhakti-sandarbha (283):
divya‰ j‘•na‰ yato dady•t
kury•t p•pasya sa•k£ayam
tasm•d d†k£eti s• prokt•
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de¤ikais tattva-kovidai„
"D†k£• is the process by which one can awaken his transcendental knowledge
and vanquish all reactions caused by sinful activity. A person expert in the
study of the revealed scriptures knows this process as d†k£•." The regulative
principles of d†k£• are explained in the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa (2.3,4) and in
Bhakti-sandarbha (283). As stated:
dvij•n•m anupet•n•‰ svakarm•dhyayan•di£u
yath•dhik•ro n•st†ha sy•c copanayan•d anu
tath•tr•d†k£it•n•‰ tu mantra-dev•rcan•di£u
n•dhik•ro 'sty ata„ kury•d •tm•na‰ ¤iva-sa‰stutam
"Even though born in a br•hma‹a family, one cannot engage in Vedic rituals
without being initiated and having a sacred thread. Although born in a
br•hma‹a family, one becomes a br•hma‹a after initiation and the sacred thread
ceremony. Unless one is initiated as a br•hma‹a, he cannot worship the holy
name properly."
According to the Vai£‹ava regulative principles, one must be initiated as a
br•hma‹a. The Hari-bhakti-vil•sa (2.6) quotes the following injunction from
the Vi£‹u-y•mala:
ad†k£itasya v•moru
k”ta‰ sarva‰ nirarthakam
pa¤u-yonim av•pnoti
d†k£•-virahito jana„
"Unless one is initiated by a bona fide spiritual master, all his
devotional activities are useless. A person who is not properly initiated can
descend again into the animal species."
Hari-bhakti-vil•sa (2.10) further quotes:
ato guru‰ pra‹amyaiva‰
sarva-sva‰ vinivedya ca
g”h‹†y•d vai£‹ava‰ mantra‰
d†k£•-pãrva‰ vidh•nata„
"It is the duty of every human being to surrender to a bona fide spiritual
master. Giving him everything-body, mind and intelligence-one must take a
Vai£‹ava initiation from him."
The Bhakti-sandarbha (298) gives the following quotation from the Tattvas•gara:
yath• k•‘canat•‰ y•ti
k•sya‰ rasa-vidh•nata„
tath• d†k£•-vidh•nena
dvijatva‰ j•yate n”‹•m
"By chemical manipulation, bell metal is turned into gold when touched by
mercury; similarly, when a person is properly initiated, he can acquire the
qualities of a br•hma‹a."
The Hari-bhakti-vil•sa (17.11,12) in discussing the pura¤cary• process,
quotes the following verses from Agastya-sa‰hit•:
pãj• traik•lik† nitya‰
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japas tarpa‹am eva ca
homo br•hma‹a-bhukti¤ ca
pura¤cara‹am ucyate
guror labdhasya mantrasya
pras•dena yath•-vidhi
pa‘c••gop•san•-siddhyai
pura¤ caitad vidh†yate
"In the morning, afternoon and evening, one should worship the Deity, chant
the Hare K”£‹a mantra, offer oblations, perform a fire sacrifice, and feed the
br•hma‹as. These five activities constitute pura¤cary•. To attain full success
when taking initiation from the spiritual master, one should first perform
these pura¤cary• processes."
The word pura„ means "before" and cary• means "activities." Due to the
necessity of these activities, we do not immediately initiate disciples in the
International Society for Krishna Consciousness. For six months, a candidate
for initiation must first attend •rati and classes in the ¤•stras, practice
the regulative principles and associate with other devotees. When one is
actually advanced in the pura¤cary•-vidhi, he is recommended by the local
temple president for initiation. It is not that anyone can be suddenly
initiated without meeting the requirements. When one is further advanced by
chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra sixteen rounds daily, following the regulative
principles and attending classes, he receives the sacred thread (brahminical
recognition) after the second six months.
In the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa (17.4,5,7) it is stated:
vin• yena na siddha„ sy•n
mantro var£a-¤atair api
k”tena yena labhate
s•dhako v•‘chita‰ phalam
pura¤cara‹a-sampanno
mantro hi phala-dh•yaka„
ata„ pura£kriy•‰ kury•t
mantravit siddhi-ka•ksay•
pura£kriy• hi mantr•‹•‰
pradh•na‰ v†ryam ucyate
v†rya-h†no yath• deh†
sarva-karmasu na k£ama„
pura¤cara‹a-h†no hi
tath• mantra„ prak†rtita„
"Without performing the pura¤cary• activities, one cannot become perfect
even by chanting this mantra for hundreds of years. However, one who has
undergone the pura¤cary•-vidhi process can attain success very easily. If one
wishes to perfect his initiation, he must first undergo the pura¤cary•
activities. The pura¤cary• process is the life-force by which one is
successful in chanting the mantra. Without the life-force, one cannot do
anything; similarly, without the life force of pura¤cary•-vidhi, no mantra can
be perfected."
In his Bhakti-sandarbha (283), ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m† states:
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yadyapi ¤r†-bh•gavata-mate pa‘car•tr•di-vat arcana-m•rgasya •va¤yakatva‰
n•sti, tad vin•pi ¤ara‹•patty•d†n•m ekatare‹•pi puru£•rtha-siddher
abhihitatv•t, tath•pi ¤r†-n•rad•di-vartm•nusaradbhi„ ¤r†-bhagavat• saha
sambandha-vi¤e£a‰ d†k£•-vidh•nena ¤r†-guru-cara‹a-samp•dita‰ cik†r£adbhi„
k”t•y•‰ d†k£•y•m arcanam ava¤ya‰ kriyetaiva.
Of similar importance is d†k£•, which is explained as follows in Bhaktisandarbha (284):
yadyapi svarãpato n•sti, tath•pi pr•ya„ svabh•vato deh•di-sambandhena kardaya¤†l•n•‰ vik£ipta-citt•n•‰ jan•n•‰ tat-tat-sa•koc†-kara‹•ya ¤r†mad-”£iprabh”tibhir atr•rcana-m•rge kvacit kvacit k•cit k•cin mary•d• sth•pit•sti.
Similarly in the R•m•rcana-candrik• it is stated:
vinaiva d†k£•‰ viprendra
pura¤cary•‰ vinaiva hi
vinaiva ny•sa-vidhin•
japa-m•tre‹a siddhid•
In other words, the chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra is so powerful
that it does not depend on official initiation, but if one is initiated and
engages in pa‘car•tra-vidhi (Deity worship), his K”£‹a consciousness will
awaken very soon, and his identification with the material world will be
vanquished. The more one is freed from material identification, the more one
can realize that the spirit soul is qualitatively as good as the Supreme Soul.
At such a time, when one is situated on the absolute platform, he can
understand that the holy name of the Lord and the Lord Himself are identical.
At that stage of realization, the holy name of the Lord, the Hare K”£‹a
mantra, cannot be identified with any material sound. If one accepts the Hare
K”£‹a mah•-mantra as a material vibration, he falls down. One should worship
and chant the holy name of the Lord by accepting it as the Lord Himself. One
should therefore be initiated properly according to revealed scriptures under
the direction of a bona fide spiritual master. Although chanting the holy name
is good for both the conditioned and liberated soul, it is especially
beneficial to the conditioned soul because by chanting it one is liberated.
When a person who chants the holy name is liberated, he attains the ultimate
perfection by returning home, back to Godhead. In the words of ¥r† Caitanyacarit•m”ta (šdi 7.73):
k”£‹a-mantra haite habe sa‰s•ra-mocana
k”£‹a-n•ma haite p•be k”£‹era cara‹a
"Simply by chanting the holy name of K”£‹a one can obtain freedom from
material existence. Indeed, simply by chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra one will
be able to see the lotus feet of the Lord."
The offenseless chanting of the holy name does not depend on the initiation
process. Although initiation may depend on pura¤cary• or pura¤cara‹a, the
actual chanting of the holy name does not depend on pura¤cary•-vidhi, or the
regulative principles. If one chants the holy name once without committing an
offense, he attains all success. During the chanting of the holy name, the
tongue must work. Simply by chanting the holy name, one is immediately
delivered. The tongue is sevonmukha-jihv•-it is controlled by service. One
whose tongue is engaged in tasting material things and also talking about them
cannot use the tongue for absolute realization.
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ata„ ¤r†-k”£‹a-n•m•di
na bhaved gr•hyam indriyai„
sevonmukhe hi jihv•dau
svayam eva sphuraty ada„
According to Caitanya-carit•m”ta (Madhya 17.134):
ataeva k”£‹era 'n•ma', 'deha', 'vil•sa'
pr•k”tendriya-gr•hya nahe, haya sva-prak•¤a
"With these material senses, one cannot understand the transcendental holy
name of the Lord or His form, activities and pastimes. However, when one
actually engages in devotional service, utilizing the tongue, the Lord is
revealed."
TEXT 109
TEXT
anu£a•ga-phale kare sa‰s•rera k£aya
citta •kar£iy• kar•ya k”£‹e premodaya
SYNONYMS
anu£a•ga-phale--as a simultaneous result; kare--does; sa‰s•rera k£aya-annihilation of entanglement in the material world; citta--thought; •kar£iy•-attracting; kar•ya--causes; k”£‹e--unto Lord K”£‹a; prema-udaya--arousal of
transcendental love.
TRANSLATION
"By chanting the holy name of the Lord, one dissolves his entanglement in
material activities. After this, one becomes very attracted to K”£‹a, and thus
dormant love for K”£‹a is awakened.
TEXT 110
TEXT
•k”£ài„ k”ta-cetas•‰ sumanas•m ucc•àana‰ c•‰has•m
•ca‹‚•lam amãka-loka-sulabho va¤ya¤ ca mukti-¤riya„
no d†k£•‰ na ca sat-kriy•‰ na ca pura¤cary•‰ man•g †k£ate
mantro 'ya‰ rasan•-sp”g eva phalati ¤r†-k”£‹a-n•m•tmaka„
SYNONYMS
•k”£ài„--attraction; k”ta-cetas•m--of saintly persons; su-manas•m--of the
most liberal-minded; ucc•àanam--annihilator; ca--also; a‰has•m--of sinful
reactions; •-ca‹‚•lam--even to the ca‹‚•las; amãka--except the dumb; lokasulabha„--very easy to achieve for all persons; va¤ya„--full controller; ca-and; mukti-¤riya„--of the opulence of liberation; no--not; d†k£•m--initiation;
na--not; ca--also; sat-kriy•m--pious activities; na--not; ca--also;
pura¤cary•m--regulative principles before initiation; man•k--slightly; †k£ate-depends upon; mantra„--mantra; ayam--this; rasan•--tongue; sp”k--touching;
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eva--simply; phalati--is fruitful; ¤r†-k”£‹a-n•ma-•tmaka„--consisting of the
holy name of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
" 'The holy name of Lord K”£‹a is an attractive feature for many saintly,
liberal people. It is the annihilator of all sinful reactions and is so
powerful that save for the dumb who cannot chant it, it is readily available
to everyone, including the lowest type of man, the ca‹‚•la. The holy name of
K”£‹a is the controller of the opulence of liberation, and it is identical
with K”£‹a. Simply by touching the holy name with one's tongue, immediate
effects are produced. Chanting the holy name does not depend on initiation,
pious activities or the pura¤cary• regulative principles generally observed
before initiation. The holy name does not wait for all these activities. It is
self-sufficient.' "
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Pady•val† (29) by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†.
TEXT 111
TEXT
"ataeva y••ra mukhe eka k”£‹a-n•ma
sei ta' vai£‹ava, kariha t••h•ra samm•na"
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; y••ra mukhe--in whose mouth; eka--one; k”£‹a-n•ma--the
holy name of K”£‹a; sei ta' vai£‹ava--he is a Vai£‹ava; kariha--offer;
t••h•ra--to him; samm•na--respect.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then finally advised, "One who is chanting the Hare
K”£‹a mantra is understood to be a Vai£‹ava; therefore you should offer all
respects to him."
PURPORT
In his Upade¤•m”ta, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† states: k”£‹eti yasya giri ta‰
manas•driyeta d†k£•sti cet. An advanced devotee should respect a person who
has been initiated by a bona fide spiritual master and who is situated on the
transcendental platform, chanting the holy name with faith and obeisances and
following the instructions of the spiritual master. ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura
comments that serving Vai£‹avas is most important for householders. Whether a
Vai£‹ava is properly initiated or not is not a subject for consideration. One
may be initiated and yet contaminated by the M•y•v•da philosophy, but a person
who chants the holy name of the Lord offenselessly will not be so
contaminated. A properly initiated Vai£‹ava may be imperfect, but one who
chants the holy name of the Lord offenselessly is all-perfect. Although he may
apparently be a neophyte, he still has to be considered a pure unalloyed
Vai£‹ava. It is the duty of the householder to offer respects to such an
unalloyed Vai£‹ava. This is ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's instruction.
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TEXT 112
TEXT
kha‹‚era mukunda-d•sa, ¤r†-raghunandana
¤r†-narahari,----ei mukhya tina jana
SYNONYMS
kha‹‚era--of the place known as Kha‹‚a; mukunda-d•sa--Mukunda d•sa; ¤r†raghunandana--¥r† Raghunandana; ¤r†-narahari--¥r† Narahari; ei--these; mukhya-chief; tina--three; jana--persons.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then turned His attention to three persons--Mukunda
d•sa, Raghunandana and ¥r† Narahari--inhabitants of the place called Kha‹‚a.
TEXT 113
TEXT
mukunda d•sere puche ¤ac†ra nandana
'tumi----pit•, putra tom•ra----¤r†-raghunandana?
SYNONYMS
mukunda d•sere--unto Mukunda d•sa; puche--inquired; ¤ac†ra nandana--the son
of mother ¥ac†; tumi--you; pit•--father; putra--son; tom•ra--your; ¤r†raghunandana--¥r† Raghunandana.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the son of mother ¥ac†, next asked Mukunda d•sa,
"You are the father, and your son is Raghunandana. Is that so?
TEXT 114
TEXT
kib• raghunandana----pit•, tumi----t•ra tanaya?
ni¤caya kariy• kaha, y•uka sa‰¤aya'
SYNONYMS
kib•--or; raghunandana--Raghunandana; pit•--father; tumi--you; t•ra--his;
tanaya--son; ni¤caya kariy•--making certain; kaha--just speak; y•uka sa‰¤aya-let My doubts be dissipated.
TRANSLATION
"Or is ¥r†la Raghunandana your father whereas you are his son? Please let
Me know the facts so that My doubts will go away."
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TEXT 115
TEXT
mukunda kahe,----raghunandana mora 'pit•' haya
•mi t•ra 'putra',----ei •m•ra ni¤caya
SYNONYMS
mukunda kahe--Mukunda d•sa replied; raghunandana--my son Raghunandana;
mora--my; pit•--father; haya--is; •mi--I; t•ra--his; putra--son; ei--this;
•m•ra--my; ni¤caya--decision.
TRANSLATION
Mukunda replied,"Raghunandana is my father, and I am his son. This is my
decision.
TEXT 116
TEXT
•m• sab•ra k”£‹a-bhakti raghunandana haite
ataeva pit•----raghunandana •m•ra ni¤cite
SYNONYMS
•m• sab•ra--of all of us; k”£‹a-bhakti--devotion to K”£‹a; raghunandana
haite--because of Raghunandana; ataeva--therefore; pit•--father; raghunandana-Raghunandana; •m•ra ni¤cite--my decision.
TRANSLATION
"All of us have attained devotion to K”£‹a due to Raghunandana. Therefore
in my mind he is my father."
TEXT 117
TEXT
¤uni' har£e kahe prabhu----"kahile ni¤caya
y••h• haite k”£‹a-bhakti sei guru haya"
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; har£e--in great jubilation; kahe prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu said; kahile ni¤caya--you have spoken correctly; y••h• haite--from
whom; k”£‹a-bhakti--devotion to K”£‹a; sei--that person; guru haya--is the
spiritual master.
TRANSLATION
Hearing Mukunda d•sa give this proper decision, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
confirmed it, saying,"Yes, it is correct. One who awakens devotion to K”£‹a is
certainly a spiritual master."
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TEXT 118
TEXT
bhaktera mahim• prabhu kahite p•ya sukha
bhaktera mahim• kahite haya pa‘ca-mukha
SYNONYMS
bhaktera mahim•--the glories of a devotee; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
kahite--to speak; p•ya sukha--gets happiness; bhaktera mahim•--the glories of
a devotee; kahite--to speak; haya--becomes; pa‘ca-mukha--five faced.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu became very happy just to speak of the glories of
His devotees. Indeed, when He spoke of their glories, it was as if He had five
faces.
TEXT 119
TEXT
bhakta-ga‹e kahe,----¤una mukundera prema
nigã‚ha nirmala prema, yena dagdha hema
SYNONYMS
bhakta-ga‹e kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu informed His devotees; ¤una-please hear; mukundera prema--Mukunda's love of Godhead; nigã‚ha--very deep;
nirmala--pure; prema--ecstatic love; yena--as if; dagdha--clarified; hema-gold.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then informed all His devotees, "Please hear about
Mukunda's love of Godhead. It is a very deep and pure love and can only be
compared with purified gold.
TEXT 120
TEXT
b•hye r•ja-vaidya i•ho kare r•ja-sev•
antare k”£‹a-prema i•h•ra j•nibeka keb•
SYNONYMS
b•hye--externally; r•ja-vaidya--royal physician; i•ho--he; kare--performs;
r•ja-sev•--government service; antare--within the heart; k”£‹a-prema--love of
K”£‹a; i•h•ra--of Mukunda d•sa; j•nibeka--can know; keb•--who.
TRANSLATION
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"Mukunda d•sa externally appears to be a royal physician engaged in
governmental service, but internally he has a deep love for K”£‹a. Who can
understand his love?
PURPORT
Unless ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu discloses the fact, no one can
understand who is actually a great devotee of the Lord engaged in His service.
It is therefore said in Caitanya-carit•m”ta (Madhya 23.39), t••ra v•kya,
kriy•, mudr• vij‘eha n• bujhaya: even the most perfect and learned scholar
cannot understand a Vai£‹ava's activities. A Vai£‹ava may be engaged in
governmental service or in a professional business so that externally one
cannot understand his position. Internally, however, he may be a nitya-siddha
Vai£‹ava-that is, an eternally liberated Vai£‹ava. Externally Mukunda d•sa was
a royal physician, but internally he was the most liberated paramaha‰sa
devotee. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu knew this very well, but ordinary men could
not understand it, for the activities and plans of a Vai£‹ava cannot be
understood by ordinary men. However, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His
representative understand everything about a devotee, even though the devotee
may externally pretend to be an ordinary householder and professional
businessman.
TEXT 121
TEXT
eka dina mleccha-r•j•ra ucca-àu•gite
cikits•ra v•t kahe t••h•ra agrete
SYNONYMS
eka dina--one day; mleccha-r•j•ra--of the Mohammedan King; ucca-àu•gite--on
a high platform; cikits•ra v•t--talk of medical treatment; kahe--was speaking;
t••h•ra agrete--before him.
TRANSLATION
"One day Mukunda d•sa, the royal physician, was seated with the Mohammedan
King on a high platform and was telling the King about medical treatment.
TEXT 122
TEXT
hena-k•le eka mayãra-pucchera •‚•n†
r•ja-¤iropari dhare eka sevaka •ni'
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--at this time; eka--one; mayãra-pucchera--of peacock feathers;
•‚•n†--fan; r•ja-¤ira-upari--above the head of the King; dhare--holds; eka-one; sevaka--servant; •ni'--bringing.
TRANSLATION
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"While the King and Mukunda d•sa were conversing, a servant brought a fan
made of peacock feathers to shade the head of the King from the sun.
Consequently he held the fan above the King's head.
TEXT 123
TEXT
¤ikhi-piccha dekhi' mukunda prem•vi£àa hail•
ati-ucca àu•gi haite bhãmite pa‚il•
SYNONYMS
¤ikhi-piccha--peacock feathers; dekhi'--seeing; mukunda--Mukunda d•sa;
prema-•vi£àa hail•--became ecstatic in love of Godhead; ati-ucca--very high;
àu•gi--platform; haite--from; bhãmite--on the ground; pa‚il•--fell down.
TRANSLATION
"Just by seeing the peacock-feathered fan, Mukunda d•sa became absorbed in
ecstatic love of Godhead and fell from the high platform onto the ground.
TEXT 124
TEXT
r•j•ra j‘•na,----r•ja-vaidyera ha-ila mara‹a
•pane n•miy• tabe kar•ila cetana
SYNONYMS
r•j•ra j‘•na--the King thought; r•ja-vaidyera--of the royal physician; haila mara‹a--there was death; •pane--personally; n•miy•--getting down; tabe-thereupon; kar•ila cetana--brought him to consciousness.
TRANSLATION
"The King, fearing that the royal physician was killed, personally
descended and brought him to his consciousness.
TEXT 125
TEXT
r•j• bale----vyath• tumi p•ile kona àh•‘i?
mukunda kahe,----ati-ba‚a vyath• p•i n•i
SYNONYMS
r•j• bale--the King said; vyath•--pain; tumi p•ile--you have gotten; kona
àh•‘i--where; mukunda kahe--Mukunda replied; ati-ba‚a vyath•--very much pain;
p•i n•i--I have not gotten.
TRANSLATION
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"When the King asked Mukunda, 'Where is it paining you?' Mukunda replied,
'I am not very much pained.'
TEXT 126
TEXT
r•j• kahe,----mukunda, tumi pa‚il• ki l•gi'?
mukunda kahe, r•j•, mora vy•dhi •che m”g†
SYNONYMS
r•j• kahe--the King inquired; mukunda--O Mukunda; tumi pa‚il•--you fell; ki
l•gi'--for what reason; mukunda kahe--Mukunda replied; r•j•--my dear King;
mora--of me; vy•dhi--disease; •che--is; m”g†--epilepsy.
TRANSLATION
"The King then inquired, 'Mukunda, why did you fall down?' Mukunda replied,
'My dear King, I have a disease that is like epilepsy.'
TEXT 127
TEXT
mah•-vidagdha r•j•, sei saba j•ne
mukundere haila t••ra 'mah•-siddha'-j‘•ne
SYNONYMS
mah•-vidagdha--highly intelligent; r•j•--the King; sei--he; saba j•ne-knows everything; mukundere--upon Mukunda; haila--was; t••ra--his; mah•siddha-j‘•ne--calculation as the most perfect devotee.
TRANSLATION
"Being extraordinarily intelligent, the King could understand the whole
affair. In his estimation, Mukunda was a most uncommon, exalted, liberated
personality.
TEXTS 128-129
TEXT
raghunandana sev• kare k”£‹era mandire
dv•re pu£kari‹†, t•ra gh•àera upare
kadambera eka v”k£e phuàe b•ra-m•se
nitya dui phula haya k”£‹a-avata‰se
SYNONYMS
raghunandana--Raghunandana; sev• kare--serves; k”£‹era mandire--in the
temple of Lord K”£‹a; dv•re--near the door; pu£kari‹†--a lake; t•ra--of it;
gh•àera upare--on the bank; kadambera--of kadamba flowers; eka v”k£e--on one
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tree; phuàe--blossom; b•ra-m•se--all year around; nitya--daily; dui phala--two
flowers; haya--become; k”£‹a-avata‰se--decoration for Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Raghunandana is constantly engaged in serving the temple of Lord K”£‹a.
Beside the entrance of the temple is a lake, and on its banks is a kadamba
tree, which daily delivers two flowers to be used for K”£‹a's service."
TEXT 130
TEXT
mukundere kahe puna„ madhura vacana
'tom•ra k•rya----dharme dhana-up•rjana
SYNONYMS
mukundere--to Mukunda; kahe--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu says; puna„--again;
madhura vacana--sweet words; tom•ra k•rya--your duty; dharme dhana-up•rjana-to earn both material and spiritual wealth.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu again spoke to Mukunda with sweet words: "Your duty
is to earn both material and spiritual wealth.
TEXT 131
TEXT
raghunandanera k•rya----k”£‹era sevana
k”£‹a-sev• vin• i•h•ra anya n•hi mana
SYNONYMS
raghunandanera k•rya--the duty of Raghunandana; k”£‹era sevana--worshiping
Lord K”£‹a; k”£‹a-sev• vin•--except for worshiping K”£‹a; i•h•ra--of him;
anya--other; n•hi--there is not; mana--intention.
TRANSLATION
"Furthermore it is the duty of Raghunandana to always engage in Lord
K”£‹a's service. He has no other intention but the service of Lord K”£‹a."
TEXT 132
TEXT
narahari rahu •m•ra bhakta-ga‹a-sane
ei tina k•rya sad• karaha tina jane,
SYNONYMS
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narahari--Narahari; rahu--let him remain; •m•ra--My; bhakta-ga‹a-sane-along with other devotees; ei tina k•rya--these three divisions of duty; sad•-always; karaha--execute; tina jane--you three persons.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then ordered Narahari: "I wish you to remain here
with My devotees. In this way the three of you should always execute these
three duties for the service of the Lord."
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu set forth three duties for three different people.
Mukunda was to earn money and follow the religious principles, whereas
Narahari was to remain with the Lord's devotees, and Raghunandana was to
engage in the Lord's service in the temple. Thus one person worships in the
temple, another earns money honestly by executing his professional duty, and
yet another preaches K”£‹a consciousness with the devotees. Apparently these
three types of service appear separate, but actually they are not. When K”£‹a
or ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is the center, everyone can engage in different
activities for the service of the Lord. That is the verdict of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 133
TEXT
s•rvabhauma, vidy•-v•caspati,----dui bh•i
dui-jane k”p• kari' kahena gos•‘i
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; vidy•-v•caspati--Vidy•-v•caspati; dui
bh•i--two brothers; dui-jane--unto the two; k”p• kari'--out of His causeless
mercy; kahena--says; gos•‘i--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Out of His causeless mercy, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu gave the following
directions to the brothers S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya and Vidy•-v•caspati.
TEXT 134
TEXT
'd•ru'-jala'-rãpe k”£‹a prakaàa samprati
'dara¤ana'-'sn•ne' kare j†vera mukati
SYNONYMS
d•ru--wood; jala--water; rãpe--in the forms of; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; prakaàa-manifested; samprati--at the present moment; dara¤ana--by seeing; sn•ne--by
bathing; kare--does; j†vera mukati--the deliverance of the conditioned souls.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "In this Age of Kali, K”£‹a is manifest in
two forms--wood and water. Thus He helps conditioned souls to become liberated
by seeing the wood and bathing in the water.
TEXT 135
TEXT
'd•ru-brahma'-rãpe----s•k£•t ¤r†-puru£ottama
bh•g†rath† hana s•k£•t 'jala-brahma'-sama
SYNONYMS
d•ru-brahma-rãpe--in the form of Brahman as wood; s•k£•t--directly; ¤r†puru£ottama--Lord Jagann•tha; bh•g†rath†--the River Ganges; hana--is; s•k£•t-directly; jala-brahma-sama--the Supreme in the form of water.
TRANSLATION
"Lord Jagann•tha is the Supreme Lord Himself in the form of wood, and the
River Ganges is the Supreme Lord Himself in the form of water.
PURPORT
The Vedas enjoin, sarva‰ khalv ida‰ brahma: everything is the energy of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, the Supreme Brahman or Para‰ Brahman. Parasya
brahma‹a„ ¤aktis tathedam akhila‰ jagat: everything is a manifestation of the
energy of the Supreme Brahman. Since the energy and energetic are identical,
actually everything is K”£‹a, Para‰ Brahman. Bhagavad-g†t• (9.4) confirms
this:
may• tatam ida‰ sarva‰
jagad avyakta-mãrtin•
mat-sth•ni sarva-bhãt•ni
na c•ha‰ te£v avasthita„
"By Me, in My unmanifested form, this entire universe is pervaded. All
beings are in Me, but I am not in them."
K”£‹a is spread throughout the whole universe in His impersonal form. Since
everything is a manifestation of the Lord's energy, the Lord can manifest
Himself through any energy. In this age, the Lord is manifest through wood as
Lord Jagann•tha, and He is manifest through water as the River Ganges.
Therefore ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu ordered the two brothers--S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya and Vidy•-v•caspati--to worship Lord Jagann•tha and the River
Ganges.
TEXT 136
TEXT
s•rvabhauma, kara 'd•ru-brahma'-•r•dhana
v•caspati, kara jala-brahmera sevana
SYNONYMS
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s•rvabhauma--O S•rvabhauma; kara--be engaged in; d•ru-brahma--of wooden
Brahman; •r•dhana--worship; v•caspati--and you, V•caspati; kara--do; jalabrahmera--of Para‰ Brahman manifested in water; sevana--worship.
TRANSLATION
"S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, you should engage in the worship of Lord
Jagann•tha Puru£ottama, and V•caspati should worship mother Ganges."
TEXT 137
TEXT
mur•ri-guptere prabhu kari' •li•gana
t••ra bhakti-ni£àh• kahena, ¤une bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
mur•ri-guptere--Mur•ri Gupta; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kari'
•li•gana--embracing; t••ra--his; bhakti-ni£àh•--faith in devotional service;
kahena--says; ¤une bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees hear.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then embraced Mur•ri Gupta and began to speak about
his firm faith in devotional service. This was heard by all the devotees.
TEXT 138
TEXT
pãrve •mi i•h•re lobh•ila b•ra b•ra
parama madhura, gupta, vrajendra-kum•ra
SYNONYMS
pãrve--previously; •mi--I; i•h•re--him; lobh•ila--induced to be allured;
b•ra b•ra--again and again; parama madhura--very sweet; gupta--O Gupta;
vrajendra-kum•ra--Lord K”£‹a, the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Previously I induced Mur•ri Gupta again and
again to be allured by Lord K”£‹a. I said to him, 'My dear Gupta, Lord ¥r†
K”£‹a, Vrajendra-kum•ra, is the supreme sweetness.
TEXT 139
TEXT
svaya‰ bhagav•n k”£‹a----sarv•‰¤†, sarv•¤raya
vi¤uddha-nirmala-prema, sarva-rasamaya
SYNONYMS
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svayam bhagav•n k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a is the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
sarva-a‰¤†--the source of all others; sarva-•¤raya--the reservoir of all
energies; vi¤uddha--transcendental; nirmala--free from all material
contamination; prema--love; sarva-rasa-maya--the reservoir of all pleasure.
TRANSLATION
" 'K”£‹a is the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the origin of all
incarnations and the source of everything. He is pure transcendental love
itself, and He is the reservoir of all pleasure.
TEXT 140
TEXT
sakala-sadgu‹a-v”nda-ratna-ratn•kara
vidagdha, catura, dh†ra, rasika-¤ekhara
SYNONYMS
sakala--all; sat-gu‹a--transcendental qualities; v”nda--multitude; ratna-of gems; ratna-•kara--the mine; vidagdha--intelligent; catura--expert; dh†ra-sober; rasika-¤ekhara--master of all humor.
TRANSLATION
" 'K”£‹a is the reservoir of all transcendental qualities. He is like a
mine of gems. He is expert at everything, very intelligent and sober, and He
is the summit of all humors.
TEXT 141
TEXT
madhura-caritra k”£‹era madhura-vil•sa
c•turya-vaidagdhya kare y••ra l†l•-rasa
SYNONYMS
madhura-caritra--pleasing character; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; madhuravil•sa--melodious pastimes; c•turya--expertise; vaidagdhya--intelligence;
kare--manifests; y••ra--whose; l†l•--of pastimes; rasa--mellows.
TRANSLATION
" 'His character is very sweet, and His pastimes are melodious. He is
expert in intelligence, and thus He enjoys all His pastimes and mellows.'
TEXT 142
TEXT
sei k”£‹a bhaja tumi, hao k”£‹•¤raya
k”£‹a vin• anya-up•san• mane n•hi laya
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SYNONYMS
sei k”£‹a--that Lord K”£‹a; bhaja tumi--engage yourself in His service; hao
k”£‹a-•¤raya--take shelter of K”£‹a; k”£‹a vin•--except for K”£‹a; anyaup•san•--any other worship; mane n•hi laya--does not appeal to the mind.
TRANSLATION
"I then requested Mur•ri Gupta, 'Worship K”£‹a and take shelter of Him. But
for His service, nothing appeals to the mind.'
TEXT 143
TEXT
ei-mata b•ra b•ra ¤uniy• vacana
•m•ra gaurave kichu phiri' gela mana
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; b•ra b•ra--again and again; ¤uniy• vacana--hearing
these words; •m•ra gaurave--because of My influence; kichu--somewhat; phiri'
gela--transformed; mana--his mind.
TRANSLATION
"In this way, he heard from Me again and again. By My influence, his mind
was a little converted.
TEXT 144
TEXT
•m•re kahena,----•mi tom•ra ki•kara
tom•ra •j‘•k•r† •mi n•hi svatantara
SYNONYMS
•m•re kahena--he said unto Me; •mi--I; tom•ra ki•kara--Your servant; tom•ra
•j‘•-k•r†--Your order carrier; •mi--I; n•hi--am not; svatantara--independent.
TRANSLATION
"Mur•ri Gupta then replied, 'I am Your servant and Your order carrier. I
have no independent existence.'
TEXT 145
TEXT
eta bali' ghare gela, cinti' r•tri-k•le
raghun•tha-ty•ga-cint•ya ha-ila vikale
SYNONYMS
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eta bali'--saying this; ghare gela--went to his house; cinti'--thinking;
r•tri-k•le--at night; raghun•tha--Lord R•macandra; ty•ga--giving up; cint•ya-by thoughts of; ha-ila vikale--became overwhelmed.
TRANSLATION
"After this, Mur•ri Gupta went home and spent the whole night thinking how
he would be able to give up the association of Raghun•tha, Lord R•macandra.
Thus he was overwhelmed.
TEXT 146
TEXT
kemane ch•‚iba raghun•thera cara‹a
•ji r•trye prabhu mora kar•ha mara‹a
SYNONYMS
kemane ch•‚iba--how shall I give up; raghun•thera cara‹a--the lotus feet of
Lord Raghun•tha; •ji r•trye--this night; prabhu--O Lord Raghun•tha; mora--my;
kar•ha mara‹a--please cause death.
TRANSLATION
"Mur•ri Gupta then began to pray at the lotus feet of Lord R•macandra. He
prayed that death would come that night because it was not possible for him to
give up the service of the lotus feet of Raghun•tha.
TEXT 147
TEXT
ei mata sarva-r•tri karena krandana
mane soy•sti n•hi, r•tri kaila j•gara‹a
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; sarva-r•tri--the whole night; karena krandana--cried;
mane--in the mind; soy•sti n•hi--there is no rest; r•tri--the whole night;
kaila--kept; j•gara‹a--awake.
TRANSLATION
"Thus Mur•ri Gupta cried the entire night. There was no rest for his mind;
therefore he could not sleep but stayed awake the entire night.
TEXT 148
TEXT
pr•ta„-k•le •si' mora dharila cara‹a
k•ndite k•ndite kichu kare nivedana
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SYNONYMS
pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning; •si'--coming; mora--My; dharila--caught hold
of; cara‹a--feet; k•ndite k•ndite--continuously crying; kichu kare nivedana-submits some appeals.
TRANSLATION
"In the morning Mur•ri Gupta came to see Me. Catching hold of My feet and
crying, he submitted an appeal.
TEXT 149
TEXT
raghun•thera p•ya mu‘i veciy•cho• m•th•
k•‚hite n• p•ri m•th•, mane p•i vyath•
SYNONYMS
raghun•thera p•ya--unto the lotus feet of Lord Raghun•tha; mu‘i--I;
veciy•cho•--sold; m•th•--head; k•‚hite--to cut off; n• p•ri--I am unable;
m•th•--my head; mane--in my mind; p•i vyath•--I get too much pain.
TRANSLATION
"Mur•ri Gupta said, 'I have sold my head to the lotus feet of Raghun•tha. I
cannot withdraw my head, for that would give me too much pain.
TEXT 150
TEXT
¤r†-raghun•tha-cara‹a ch•‚•na n• y•ya
tava •j‘•-bha•ga haya, ki karo• up•ya
SYNONYMS
¤r†-raghun•tha-cara‹a--the lotus feet of Lord R•macandra; ch•‚•na n• y•ya-cannot be given up; tava--Your; •j‘•--order; bha•ga--broken; haya--is; ki-what; karo•--shall I do; up•ya--remedy.
TRANSLATION
" 'It is not possible for me to give up the service of Raghun•tha's lotus
feet. At the same time, if I do not do so I shall break your order. What can I
do?'
TEXT 151
TEXT
t•te more ei k”p• kara, day•maya
tom•ra •ge m”tyu ha-uka, y•uka sa‰¤aya
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SYNONYMS
t•te--therefore; more--unto me; ei--this; k”p•--mercy; kara--bestow; day•maya--O merciful one; tom•ra •ge--before You; m”tyu ha-uka--let me die; y•uka
sa‰¤aya--and let all doubts go away.
TRANSLATION
"In this way Mur•ri Gupta appealed to Me, saying, 'Kindly grant me this
mercy because You are all-merciful. Let me die before You so that all my
doubts will be finished.'
TEXT 152
TEXT
eta ¤uni' •mi ba‚a mane sukha p•ilu•
i•h•re uàh•‘• tabe •li•gana kailu•SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; •mi--I; ba‚a--very great; mane--in the mind;
sukha--happiness; p•ilu•--got; i•h•re--him; uàh•‘•--raising; tabe--at that
time; •li•gana kailu•--I embraced.
TRANSLATION
"Hearing this, I became very happy. I then raised Mur•ri Gupta and embraced
him.
TEXT 153
TEXT
s•dhu s•dhu, gupta, tom•ra sud”‚ha bhajana
•m•ra vacaneha tom•ra n• àalila mana
SYNONYMS
s•dhu s•dhu--all glories unto you; gupta--Mur•ri Gupta; tom•ra--your; sud”‚ha--firmly fixed; bhajana--method of worship; •m•ra--My; vacaneha--even on
the request; tom•ra--your; n• àalila--did not budge; mana--mind.
TRANSLATION
"I said to him, 'All glories to you, Mur•ri Gupta! Your method of worship
is very firmly fixed--so much so that even upon My request your mind did not
turn.
TEXT 154
TEXT
ei-mata sevakera pr†ti c•hi prabhu-p•ya
prabhu ch•‚•ileha, pada ch•‚•na n• y•ya
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SYNONYMS
ei-mata--like this; sevakera--of the servitor; pr†ti--love; c•hi--is
wanted; prabhu-p•ya--unto the lotus feet of the Lord; prabhu ch•‚•ileha--even
though the Lord causes separation; pada--the lotus feet of the Lord; ch•‚•na
n• y•ya--cannot be given up.
TRANSLATION
" 'The servitor must have love and affection for the lotus feet of the Lord
exactly like this. Even if the Lord wants separation, a devotee cannot abandon
the shelter of His lotus feet.
PURPORT
The word prabhu, or master, indicates that the Lord is to be continuously
served by His devotee. The original prabhu is the Lord, ¥r† K”£‹a.
Nonetheless, there are many devotees attached to Lord R•macandra, and Mur•ri
Gupta is a vivid example of such unalloyed devotion. He never agreed to give
up Lord R•macandra's worship, not even upon ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's request.
Such is the chastity of devotional service, as stated in the Antya-l†l• of
Caitanya-carit•m”ta (4.46-47):
sei bhakta dhanya, ye n• ch•‚e prabhura cara‹a
sei prabhu dhanya, ye n• ch•‚e nija-jana
durdaive sevaka yadi y•ya anya sth•ne
sei àh•kura dhanya t•re cule dhari' •ne
In a firm relationship with the Lord, the devotee does not give up the
Lord's service under any circumstance. As far as the Lord Himself is
concerned, if the devotee chooses to leave, the Lord brings him back again,
dragging him by the hair.
TEXT 155
TEXT
ei-mata tom•ra ni£àh• j•nib•ra tare
tom•re •graha •mi kailu• b•re b•re
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; tom•ra--your; ni£àh•--firm faith; j•nib•ra tare--to
understand; tom•re--unto you; •graha--persistence; •mi kailu•--I did; b•re
b•re--again and again.
TRANSLATION
" 'Just to test your firm faith in your Lord, I requested you again and
again to change your worship from Lord R•macandra to K”£‹a.'
TEXT 156
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TEXT
s•k£•t hanum•n tumi ¤r†-r•ma-ki•kara
tumi kene ch•‚ibe t••ra cara‹a-kamala
SYNONYMS
s•k£•t--directly; hanum•n--Hanum•n; tumi--you; ¤r†-r•ma-ki•kara--the
servant of ¥r† R•ma; tumi--you; kene--why; ch•‚ibe--should give up; t••ra-His; cara‹a-kamala--lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
"In this way, I congratulated Mur•ri Gupta, saying, 'Indeed, you are the
incarnation of Hanum•n. Consequently you are the eternal servant of Lord
R•macandra. Why should you give up the worship of Lord R•macandra and His
lotus feet?' "
TEXT 157
TEXT
sei mur•ri-gupta ei----mora pr•‹a sama
i•h•ra dainya ¤uni' mora ph•àaye j†vana
SYNONYMS
sei mur•ri-gupta--that Mur•ri Gupta; ei--this; mora pr•‹a sama--not
different from My life and soul; i•h•ra--of him; dainya--humility; ¤uni'-hearing; mora--My; ph•àaye--perturbs; j†vana--life.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "I accept this Mur•ri Gupta as My life
and soul. When I hear of his humility, it perturbs My very life."
TEXT 158
TEXT
tabe v•sudeve prabhu kari' •li•gana
t••ra gu‹a kahe ha‘• sahasra-vadana
SYNONYMS
tabe--then; v•sudeve--V•sudeva; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kari'
•li•gana--embracing; t••ra gu‹a--his good qualities; kahe--began to explain;
ha‘•--becoming; sahasra-vadana--possessing thousands of mouths.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then embraced V•sudeva Datta and began to speak of
his glories as if He had a thousand mouths.
TEXT 159
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TEXT
nija-gu‹a ¤uni' datta mane lajj• p•‘•
nivedana kare prabhura cara‹e dhariy•
SYNONYMS
nija-gu‹a--his personal qualities; ¤uni'--hearing; datta--V•sudeva Datta;
mane--in the mind; lajj• p•‘•--being ashamed; nivedana kare--submits;
prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cara‹e dhariy•--catching the lotus
feet.
TRANSLATION
When Caitanya Mah•prabhu glorified him, V•sudeva Datta immediately became
very embarrassed and shy. He then submitted himself, touching the Lord's lotus
feet.
TEXT 160
TEXT
jagat t•rite prabhu tom•ra avat•ra
mora nivedana eka karaha a•g†k•ra
SYNONYMS
jagat t•rite--to deliver the whole world; prabhu--my Lord; tom•ra--Your;
avat•ra--incarnation; mora--my; nivedana--petition; eka--one; karaha a•g†k•ra-please accept.
TRANSLATION
V•sudeva Datta told Caitanya Mah•prabhu, "My dear Lord, You incarnate just
to deliver all conditioned souls. I have now one petition, which I wish You
would accept.
TEXT 161
TEXT
karite samartha tumi hao, day•maya
tumi mana kara, tabe an•y•se haya
SYNONYMS
karite--to execute; samartha--capable; tumi--You; hao--are; day•-maya--O
merciful one; tumi mana kara--if You so desire; tabe--then; an•y•se--without
difficulty; haya--it becomes possible.
TRANSLATION
"My Lord, You are certainly capable of doing whatever You like, and You are
indeed merciful. If You so desire, You can very easily do whatever You want.
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TEXT 162
TEXT
j†vera du„kha dekhi' mora h”daya bidare
sarva-j†vera p•pa prabhu deha' mora ¤ire
SYNONYMS
j†vera--of all conditioned souls; du„kha dekhi'--by seeing the sufferings;
mora--my; h”daya--heart; bidare--breaks; sarva-j†vera--of all living entities;
p•pa--the sinful reactions; prabhu--My dear Lord; deha'--just put; mora ¤ire-upon my head.
TRANSLATION
"My Lord, my heart breaks to see the sufferings of all conditioned souls;
therefore I request You to transfer the karma of their sinful lives upon my
head.
TEXT 163
TEXT
j†vera p•pa la‘• mu‘i karo• naraka bhoga
sakala j†vera, prabhu, ghuc•ha bhava-roga
SYNONYMS
j†vera--of all conditioned souls; p•pa la‘•--accepting the sinful
reactions; mu‘i--I; karo•--do; naraka--hellish life; bhoga--suffering; sakala
j†vera--of all living entities; prabhu--my dear Lord; ghuc•ha--please finish;
bhava-roga--the material disease.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, let me suffer perpetually in a hellish condition, accepting
all the sinful reactions of all living entities. Please finish their diseased
material life."
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura gives the following commentary on
this verse. In the Western countries, Christians believe that Lord Jesus
Christ, their spiritual master, appeared in order to eradicate all the sins of
his disciples. To this end, Lord Jesus Christ appeared and disappeared. Here,
however, we find ¥r† V•sudeva Datta áh•kura and ¥r†la Harid•sa áh•kura to be
many millions of times more advanced even when compared to Lord Jesus Christ.
Jesus Christ relieved only his followers from all sinful reactions, but
V•sudeva Datta is here prepared to accept the sins of everyone in the
universe. A Vai£‹ava is so liberal that he is prepared to risk everything to
rescue conditioned souls from material existence. ¥r†la V•sudeva Datta áh•kura
is universal love itself, for he was willing to sacrifice everything and fully
engage in the service of the Supreme.
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¥r†la V•sudeva Datta knew very well that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was the
original Personality of Godhead. He was transcendence itself, above the
material conception of illusion and m•y•. Lord Jesus Christ certainly finished
the sinful reactions of his followers by his mercy, but that does not mean
that he completely delivered them from the pangs of material existence. A
person may be relieved from sins once, but it is a practice among Christians
to confess sins and yet commit them again. By getting freed from sins and
again engaging in them, one cannot attain freedom from the pangs of material
existence. A diseased person may go to a physician for relief, but after he
leaves the hospital he may again be infected due to his unclean habits. Thus
material existence continues. ¥r†la V•sudeva Datta wanted to completely
relieve the conditioned souls from material existence so that they would no
longer have an opportunity to commit sinful acts. This is the difference
between ¥r†la V•sudeva Datta and Lord Jesus Christ. It is a great offense to
receive pardon for sins and then commit the same sins again. Such an offense
is more dangerous than the sinful activity itself. V•sudeva Datta was so
liberal that he requested ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to transfer all offensive
activity upon him so the conditioned souls might be purified. This prayer was
certainly without duplicity.
V•sudeva Datta's example is unique not only within this world but within
the universe. It is beyond the conception of fruitive actors or the
speculation of mundane philosophers. Due to being illusioned by the external
energy and due to a poor fund of knowledge, people tend to envy one another.
Because of this they are entangled in fruitive activity, and they try to
escape this fruitive activity by mental speculation. Consequently neither
karm†s nor j‘•n†s are purified. In the words of ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta áh•kura,
they are kukarm†s and kuj‘•n†s--bad actors and bad speculators. The M•y•v•d†s
and karm†s should therefore turn their attention to the magnanimous V•sudeva
Datta, who wanted to suffer for others in a hellish condition. Nor should one
consider V•sudeva Datta a mundane philanthropist or welfare worker. He was not
interested in merging into the Brahman effulgence, nor was he interested in
material honor or reputation. He was far above philanthropists, philosophers
and fruitive actors. He was a most exalted personality who wanted to show
mercy upon conditioned souls. This is not an exaggeration of his
transcendental qualities. It is perfectly true. Actually there cannot be any
comparison to V•sudeva Datta. He was a Vai£‹ava--para-du„kha-du„kh†--very much
aggrieved to see others suffer. The entire world is purified simply by the
appearance of such a great devotee. By his presence the whole world is
glorified, and all conditioned souls--due to his transcendental presence--are
also glorified. As Narottama d•sa áh•kura confirms, V•sudeva Datta is the
ideal devotee of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
gaur••gera sa•gi-ga‹e,
nitya-siddha kari' m•ne,
se y•ya vrajendra-suta-p•¤a
One who executes ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mission must be considered to be
eternally liberated. He is a transcendental person and does not belong to this
material world. Such a devotee engaging in the deliverance of the total
population is as magnanimous as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu Himself.
namo mah•-vad•ny•ya
k”£‹a-prema-prad•ya te
k”£‹•ya k”£‹a-caitanyan•mne gaura-tvi£e nama„
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Such a personality factually represents ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu because his
heart is always filled with compassion for conditioned souls.
TEXT 164
TEXT
eta ¤uni' mah•prabhura citta dravil•
a¤ru-kampa-svarabha•ge kahite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; citta-heart; dravil•--became softened; a¤ru--tears; kampa--trembling; svara-bha•ge-with faltering of the voice; kahite--to speak; l•gil•--began.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard V•sudeva Datta's statement, His heart
became very soft. Tears flowed from His eyes, and He began to tremble. In a
faltering voice He spoke as follows.
TEXT 165
TEXT
"tom•ra vicitra nahe, tumi----s•k£•t prahl•da
tom•ra upare k”£‹era sampãr‹a pras•da
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--in you; vicitra nahe--this is not extraordinary; tumi--you; s•k£•t
prahl•da--incarnation of Prahl•da Mah•r•ja; tom•ra upare--upon you; k”£‹era-of Lord K”£‹a; sampãr‹a--complete; pras•da--mercy.
TRANSLATION
Accepting V•sudeva Datta as a great devotee, the Lord said, "Such a
statement is not at all astonishing because you are the incarnation of
Prahl•da Mah•r•ja. It appears that Lord K”£‹a has bestowed complete mercy upon
you. There is no doubt about it.
TEXT 166
TEXT
k”£‹a sei satya kare, yei m•ge bh”tya
bh”tya-v•‘ch•-pãrti vinu n•hi anya k”tya
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; sei--that; satya kare--fulfills as true; yei--whatever;
m•ge--wants; bh”tya--servant; bh”tya-v•‘ch•--the desire of His servant; pãrti-fulfilling; vinu--without; n•hi--there is not; anya--other; k”tya--duty.
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TRANSLATION
"Whatever a pure devotee wants from his master, Lord K”£‹a doubtlessly
grants because He has no duty other than to fulfill the desire of His devotee.
TEXT 167
TEXT
brahm•‹‚a j†vera tumi v•‘chile nist•ra
vin• p•pa-bhoge habe sab•ra uddh•ra
SYNONYMS
brahm•‹‚a--of the universe; j†vera--of all living entities; tumi v•‘chile-if you desire; nist•ra--deliverance; vin•--without; p•pa-bhoge--undergoing
tribulations of sinful activities; habe--there will be; sab•ra--everyone's;
uddh•ra--liberation.
TRANSLATION
"If you desire the deliverance of all living entities within the universe,
then all of them can be delivered even without your undergoing the
tribulations of sinful activity.
TEXT 168
TEXT
asamartha nahe k”£‹a, dhare sarva bala
tom•ke v• kene bhu‘j•ibe p•pa-phala?
SYNONYMS
asamartha nahe--is not unable; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; dhare--possesses; sarva
bala--all potencies; tom•ke--you; v•--then; kene--why; bhu‘j•ibe--would cause
to suffer; p•pa-phala--results of sinful reactions.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a is not incapable, for He has all potencies. Why would He induce you
to suffer the sinful reactions of other living entities?
TEXT 169
TEXT
tumi y••ra hita v•‘cha', se haila 'vai£‹ava'
vai£‹avera p•pa k”£‹a dãra kare saba
SYNONYMS
tumi--you; y••ra--of whom; hita v•‘cha'--desire the welfare; se--such a
person; haila--immediately becomes; vai£‹ava--a devotee; vai£‹avera--of a
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Vai£‹ava; p•pa--the accidental sinful life; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; dãra kare-vanquishes; saba--all.
TRANSLATION
"Whosever welfare you desire immediately becomes a Vai£‹ava, and K”£‹a
delivers all Vai£‹avas from the reactions of their past sinful activities.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu here informed V•sudeva Datta that since K”£‹a is
all-powerful, He can immediately deliver all conditioned souls from material
existence. In essence, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "You desire the
liberation of all kinds of living entities without discrimination. You are
very anxious for their good fortune, and I say that simply by your prayer all
living entities within the universe can be liberated. You do not even have to
take up the burden of their sinful activities. Thus there is no need for you
to suffer for their sinful lives. Whoever receives your compassion becomes a
Vai£‹ava immediately, and K”£‹a delivers all Vai£‹avas from the reactions to
their past sinful activities." This is also promised in Bhagavad-g†t• (18.66):
sarva-dharm•n parityajya
m•m eka‰ ¤ara‹a‰ vraja
aha‰ tv•‰ sarva-p•pebhyo
mok£ayi£y•mi m• ¤uca„
"Abandon all varieties of religion and just surrender unto Me. I shall
deliver you from all sinful reaction. Do not fear."
As soon as one fully surrenders to K”£‹a, he becomes a Vai£‹ava. In this
verse from Bhagavad-g†t•, K”£‹a promises to relieve His devotee from all the
reactions to sinful life. It is a fact that a fully surrendered Vai£‹ava is
completely out of the range of material infection. This is to say that he does
not suffer the results of pious or impious actions. Unless one is freed from a
sinful life, he cannot become a Vai£‹ava. In other words, if one is a
Vai£‹ava, his sinful life is certainly ended. According to Padma Pur•‹a:
apr•rabdha-phala‰ p•pa‰
kãàa‰ b†ja‰ phalonmukham
krame‹aiva pral†yeta
vi£‹u-bhakti-rat•tman•m
"There are different stages of dormant reactions to sinful activities to be
observed in a sinful life. Sinful reactions may be just waiting to take effect
[phalonmukha], reactions may be still further dormant [kãàa], or the reactions
may be in a seedlike state [b†ja]. In any case, all types of sinful reactions
are vanquished one after another if a person engages in the devotional service
of Lord Vi£‹u.
TEXT 170
TEXT
yas tv indra-gopam athavendram aho sva-karmabandh•nurãpa-phala-bh•janam •tanoti
karm•‹i nirdahati kintu ca bhakti-bh•j•‰
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govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
SYNONYMS
ya„--He who (Govinda); tu--but; indra-gopam--to the small red insect called
indra-gopa; athav•--or even; indram--to Indra, King of heaven; aho--oh; svakarma--of one's own fruitive activities; bandha--bondage; anurãpa--according
to; phala--of reactions; bh•janam--enjoying or suffering; •tanoti--bestows;
karm•‹i--all fruitive activities and their reactions; nirdahati--destroys;
kintu--but; ca--certainly; bhakti-bh•j•m--of persons engaged in devotional
service; govindam--unto Lord Govinda; •di-puru£am--the original person; tam-unto Him; aham--I; bhaj•mi--offer my obeisances.
TRANSLATION
" 'Let me offer my respectful obeisances unto the original Personality of
Godhead, Govinda, who regulates the sufferings and enjoyments of fruitive
activity for everyone-from the heavenly King Indra down to the smallest insect
[indra-gopa]. That very Personality of Godhead destroys the fruitive karma of
one engaged in devotional service.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.54).
TEXT 171
TEXT
tom•ra icch•-m•tre habe brahm•‹‚a-mocana
sarva mukta karite k”£‹era n•hi kichu ¤rama
SYNONYMS
tom•ra icch•-m•tre--simply by your desire; habe--there will be; brahm•‹‚amocana--deliverance of the universe; sarva--everyone; mukta karite--to
liberate; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; n•hi--there is not; kichu--even a little;
¤rama--labor.
TRANSLATION
"Because of your honest desire, all living entities within the universe
will be delivered, for K”£‹a does not have to do anything to deliver all the
living entities of the universe.
TEXT 172
TEXT
eka u‚umbara v”k£e l•ge koài-phale
koài ye brahm•‹‚a bh•se viraj•ra jale
SYNONYMS
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eka u‚umbara v”k£e--in one u‚umbara tree; l•ge--there are; koài-phale-millions of fruits; koài--millions; ye--which; brahm•‹‚a--of universes; bh•se-float; viraj•ra--of the Viraj• River; jale--in the water.
TRANSLATION
"Just as there are millions of fruits on the u‚umbara tree, millions of
universes float on the waters of the river Viraj•.
PURPORT
Viraj• is a river that divides the material world from the spiritual world.
On one side of the river Viraj• is the effulgence of Brahmaloka and
innumerable Vaiku‹àha planets, and on the other side is this material world.
It is to be understood that this side of the Viraj• River is filled with
material planets floating in the Causal Ocean. The name Viraj• indicates a
marginal position between the spiritual and material worlds, but this Viraj•
River is not under the control of material energy. Consequently it is devoid
of the three gu‹as.
TEXT 173
TEXT
t•ra eka phala pa‚i' yadi na£àa haya
tath•pi v”k£a n•hi j•ne nija-apacaya
SYNONYMS
t•ra--of the tree; eka phala--one fruit; pa‚i'--falling down; yadi--if;
na£àa haya--becomes destroyed; tath•pi--still; v”k£a--the tree; n•hi j•ne-does not know; nija-apacaya--its loss.
TRANSLATION
"The u‚umbara tree is filled with millions of fruits, and if one falls down
and is destroyed, the tree does not even consider the loss.
TEXT 174
TEXT
taiche eka brahm•‹‚a yadi mukta haya
tabu alpa-h•ni k”£‹era mane n•hi laya
SYNONYMS
taiche--similarly; eka brahm•‹‚a--one universe; yadi--if; mukta haya-becomes liberated; tabu--still; alpa-h•ni--very little loss; k”£‹era--of Lord
K”£‹a; mane--the mind; n•hi laya--does not take it very seriously.
TRANSLATION
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"In the same way, if one universe is vacated due to the living entities'
having been liberated, that is a very little thing for K”£‹a. He does not take
it very seriously.
TEXT 175
TEXT
ananta ai¤varya k”£‹era vaiku‹àh•di-dh•ma
t•ra ga‚a-kh•i----k•ra‹•bdhi y•ra n•ma
SYNONYMS
ananta--unlimited; ai¤varya--opulence; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; vaiku‹àha•di-dh•ma--innumerable Vaiku‹àha planets; t•ra--of Vaiku‹àhaloka; ga‚a-kh•i-surrounding water; k•ra‹a-abdhi--Causal Ocean; y•ra--of which; n•ma--name.
TRANSLATION
"The entire spiritual world constitutes the unlimited opulence of K”£‹a,
and there are innumerable Vaiku‹àha planets there. The Causal Ocean is
considered the surrounding waters of Vaiku‹àhaloka.
TEXT 176
TEXT
t•te bh•se m•y• la‘• ananta brahm•‹‚a
ga‚a-kh•ite bh•se yena r•i-pãr‹a bh•‹‚a
SYNONYMS
t•te--in that water; bh•se--floats; m•y•--the material energy; la‘•-taking; ananta--unlimited; brahm•‹‚a--universes; ga‚a-kh•ite--in the
surrounding water; bh•se--floats; yena--as if; r•i-pãr‹a bh•‹‚a--a pot filled
with mustard seeds.
TRANSLATION
"M•y• and her unlimited material universes are situated in that Causal
Ocean. Indeed, m•y• appears to be floating like a pot filled with mustard
seeds.
TEXT 177
TEXT
t•ra eka r•i-n•¤e h•ni n•hi m•ni
aiche eka a‹‚a-n•¤e k”£‹era n•hi h•ni
SYNONYMS
t•ra--of it; eka--one; r•i-n•¤e--loss of a mustard seed; h•ni--loss; n•hi-does not; m•ni--notice; aiche--in that way; eka--one; a‹‚a--universe; n•¤e-being lost; k”£‹era--of K”£‹a; n•hi h•ni--there is no loss.
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TRANSLATION
"Of the millions of mustard seeds floating in that pot, if one seed is
lost, the loss is not at all significant. Similarly, if one universe is lost,
it is not significant to Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 178
TEXT
saba brahm•‹‚a saha yadi 'm•y•'ra haya k£aya
tath•pi n• m•ne k”£‹a kichu apacaya
SYNONYMS
saba brahm•‹‚a--all the universes; saha--with; yadi--if; m•y•ra--of the
material energy; haya k£aya--there is destruction; tath•pi--still; n•--not;
m•ne--considers; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; kichu--any; apacaya--lost.
TRANSLATION
"To say nothing of one universal mustard seed, even if all the universes
and the material energy [m•y•] are destroyed, K”£‹a does not even consider the
loss.
TEXT 179
TEXT
koài-k•madhenu-patira ch•g† yaiche mare
£a‚-ai¤varya-pati k”£‹era m•y• kib• kare?
SYNONYMS
koài--of millions; k•ma-dhenu--of desire cows; patira--of the master;
ch•g†--one she-goat; yaiche--as; mare--dies; £aà-ai¤varya-pati--the master of
six opulences; k”£‹era--of K”£‹a; m•y•--external energy; kib•--what; kare--can
do.
TRANSLATION
"If a person possessing millions of wish-fulfilling cows loses one shegoat, he does not consider the loss. K”£‹a owns all six opulences in full. If
the entire material energy is destroyed, what does He lose?"
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura, in clarifying verses 171--179, states that the
meaning of these stanzas is very simple but that the purport is a little
difficult to understand. Generally, conditioned souls forget K”£‹a when they
are enticed by the material, external energy. Consequently they are called
k”£‹a-bahirmukha--bereft of their relationship with K”£‹a. When such a living
entity comes under the jurisdiction of the material energy, he is sent into
one of the innumerable material universes created by the material energy to
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give a chance to conditioned souls to enjoy their desires in the material
world. Being very eager to enjoy the fruits of their activities, conditioned
souls become involved in the actions and reactions of material life.
Consequently one has to enjoy and suffer the results of karma. However, if a
conditioned soul becomes K”£‹a conscious, the karma of his pious and impious
activities is completely destroyed. Simply by becoming a devotee, one is
bereft of all the reactions of karma. Similarly, simply by the desire of a
devotee, a conditioned soul can attain liberation and transcend the results of
karma. If everyone is liberated in this way, one may conclude that according
to the sweet will of the devotee, the material world exists or does not exist.
Ultimately, however, it is not the sweet will of the devotee but the will of
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who, if He so desires, can completely
annihilate the material creation. There is no loss on His part. The owner of
millions of cows does not consider the loss of one she-goat. Similarly, Lord
K”£‹a is the proprietor of both material and spiritual universes. The material
world constitutes only one-fourth of His creative energy. If, according to the
desire of the devotee, the Lord completely destroys the creation, He is so
opulent that He will not mind the loss.
TEXT 180
TEXT
jaya jaya jahy aj•m ajita do£a-g”bh†ta-gu‹•‰
tvam asi yad •tman• samavaruddha-samasta-bhaga„
aga-jagad-okas•m akhila-¤akty-avabodhaka te
kvacid ajay•tman• ca carato 'nucaren nigama„"
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--kindly exhibit Your glory; jahi--please conquer; aj•m-nescience, m•y•; ajita--O unconquerable one; do£a--faulty; g”bh†ta-gu‹•m--by
which the qualities are accepted; tvam--You; asi--are; yat--because; •tman•-by Your internal potency; samavaruddha--possessing; samasta-bhaga„--all kinds
of opulences; aga--nonmoving; jagat--moving; okas•m--of the embodied living
entities; akhila--all; ¤akti--of potencies; avabodhaka--master; te--You;
kvacit--sometimes; ajay•--by the external energy; •tman•--of Your self; ca-also; carata„--manifesting pastimes (by Your glance); anucaret--confirm;
nigama„--all the Vedas.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, " 'O my Lord, O unconquerable one, O
master of all potencies, please exhibit Your internal potency to conquer the
nescience of all moving and inert living entities. Due to nescience, they
accept all kinds of faulty things, thus provoking a fearful situation. O Lord,
please show Your glories! You can do this very easily, for Your internal
potency is beyond the external potency, and You are the reservoir of all
opulence. You are also the demonstrator of the material potency. You are also
always engaged in Your pastimes in the spiritual world. You exhibit Your
reserved internal potency and sometimes exhibit the external potency by
glancing over it. Thus You manifest Your pastimes. The Vedas confirm Your two
potencies and accept both types of pastimes due to them.' "
PURPORT
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This verse is taken from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.87.14). It is from the
prayers of the ¤ruti-ga‹a, the personified Vedas who glorify the Lord.
The almighty Personality of Godhead has three potencies--internal, external
and marginal. When the conditioned souls are condemned due to forgetfulness,
the external potency creates the material world and puts the living entities
under its control. The three modes of material nature keep the living entity
in a constant state of fear. Bhaya‰ dvit†y•bhinive¤ata„. The controlled
conditioned soul is always fearful due to being controlled by the external
potency; therefore the conditioned soul should always pray to the almighty
Lord to conquer the external potency (m•y•) so that she will no longer
manifest her powers, which bind all living entities, moving and inert.
TEXT 181
TEXT
ei mata sarva-bhaktera kahi' saba gu‹a
sab•re vid•ya dila kari' •li•gana
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; sarva-bhaktera--of all the devotees; kahi'-describing; saba gu‹a--all the good qualities; sab•re--unto everyone; vid•ya
dila--bade farewell; kari' •li•gana--embracing.
TRANSLATION
In this way, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu described the good qualities of His
devotees one after the other. He then embraced them and bade them farewell.
TEXT 182
TEXT
prabhura vicchede bhakta karena rodana
bhaktera vicchede prabhura vi£a‹‹a haila mana
SYNONYMS
prabhura--from Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vicchede--by separation;
bhakta--all the devotees; karena--do; rodana--crying; bhaktera--of the
devotees; vicchede--by the separation; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
vi£a‹‹a--morose; haila--became; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
Due to the impending separation from ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, all the
devotees began to cry. The Lord was also morose due to separation from the
devotees.
TEXT 183
TEXT
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gad•dhara-pa‹‚ita rahil• prabhura p•¤e
yame¤vare prabhu y••re kar•il• •v•se
SYNONYMS
gad•dhara-pa‹‚ita--Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; rahil•--remained; prabhura p•¤e-along with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yame¤vare--at Yame¤vara; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; y••re--unto whom; kar•il•--made to take; •v•se-residence.
TRANSLATION
Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita remained with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and he was given a
place to live at Yame¤vara.
PURPORT
Yame¤vara is on the southwest side of the Jagann•tha temple. Gad•dhara
Pa‹‚ita resided there, and there was a small garden and a sandy beach known as
Yame¤vara-àoà•.
TEXTS 184-185
TEXT
pur†-gos•‘i, jagad•nanda, svarãpa-d•modara
d•modara-pa‹‚ita, •ra govinda, k•¤†¤vara
ei-saba-sa•ge prabhu vaise n†l•cale
jagann•tha-dara¤ana nitya kare pr•ta„-k•le
SYNONYMS
pur†-gos•‘i--Param•nanda Pur†; jagad•nanda--Jagad•nanda; svarãpa-d•modara-Svarãpa D•modara; d•modara-pa‹‚ita--D•modara Pa‹‚ita; •ra--and; govinda-Govinda; k•¤†¤vara--K•¤†¤vara; ei-saba--all these personalities; sa•ge-accompanied by; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vaise--stays; n†l•cale--at
Jagann•tha Pur†; jagann•tha-dara¤ana--seeing Lord Jagann•tha; nitya--daily;
kare--does; pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu remained at Jagann•tha Pur†, N†l•cala, with
Param•nanda Pur†, Jagad•nanda, Svarãpa D•modara, D•modara Pa‹‚ita, Govinda and
K•¤†¤vara. It was ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's daily business to see Lord
Jagann•tha in the morning.
TEXT 186
TEXT
prabhu-p•¤a •si' s•rvabhauma eka dina
yo‚a-h•ta kari' kichu kaila nivedana
SYNONYMS
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prabhu-p•¤a--in the presence of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •si'--coming;
s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; eka dina--one day; yo‚a-h•ta kari'--with
folded hands; kichu--some; kaila--did; nivedana--submission.
TRANSLATION
One day Sarvabhauma Bhattacarya came before ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu with
folded hands and submitted a request.
TEXT 187
TEXT
ebe saba vai£‹ava gau‚a-de¤e cali' gela
ebe prabhura nimantra‹e avasara haila
SYNONYMS
ebe--now; saba--all; vai£‹ava--devotees; gau‚a-de¤e--to Bengal; cali, gela-have returned; ebe--now; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
nimantra‹e--for invitations; avasara haila--there is a chance.
TRANSLATION
Since all the Vai£‹avas had returned to Bengal, there was a good chance
that the Lord would accept an invitation.
TEXT 188
TEXT
ebe mora ghare bhik£• karaha 'm•sa' bhari'
prabhu kahe,----dharma nahe, karite n• p•ri
SYNONYMS
ebe--now; mora ghare--at my place; bhik£•--lunch; karaha--accept; m•sa
bhari'--for one month; prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied; dharma-religious principle; nahe--it is not; karite--to do; n• p•ri--I am unable.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said, "Please accept my invitation for lunch for
one month." The Lord replied,"That is not possible because it is against the
religious principles of a sanny•s†."
TEXT 189
TEXT
s•rvabhauma kahe,----bhik£• karaha vi¤a dina
prabhu kahe,----eha nahe yati-dharma-cihna
SYNONYMS
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s•rvabhauma kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said; bhik£• karaha--accept
lunch; vi¤a dina--for twenty days; prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
said; eha nahe--this is not; yati-dharma-cihna--the symptom of a person in the
renounced order of life.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma then said, "Please accept the invitation for twenty days," but
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "It is not a religious principle of the
renounced order."
TEXT 190
TEXT
s•rvabhauma kahe puna„,----dina 'pa‘ca-da¤a'
prabhu kahe,----tom•ra bhik£• 'eka' divasa
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said; puna„--again; dina pa‘cada¤a--fifteen days; prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; tom•ra bhik£•--lunch at
your place; eka divasa--only one day.
TRANSLATION
When S•rvabhauma requested Caitanya Mah•prabhu to accept lunch for fifteen
days, the Lord said, "I shall accept lunch at your place for one day only."
TEXT 191
TEXT
tabe s•rvabhauma prabhura cara‹e dhariy•
'da¤a-dina bhik£• kara' kahe vinati kariy•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; prabhura--of Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cara‹e dhariy•--catching the lotus feet; da¤a-dina-for ten days; bhik£• kara--accept lunch; kahe--says; vinati kariy•--with great
submission.
TRANSLATION
Sarvabhauma Bhattacarya then caught hold of the Lord's lotus feet and
submissively begged,"Please accept lunch for at least ten days."
TEXT 192
TEXT
prabhu krame krame p••ca-dina gh•à•ila
p••ca-dina t••ra bhik£• niyama karila
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SYNONYMS
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; krame krame--gradually; p••ca-dina--to
five days; gh•à•ila--reduced; p••ca-dina--for five days; t••ra--his; bhik£•-invitation for lunch; niyama karila--accepted regularly.
TRANSLATION
In this way, by and by, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu reduced the duration to
five days. Thus for five days He regularly accepted the invitation to lunch.
TEXT 193
TEXT
tabe s•rvabhauma kare •ra nivedana
tom•ra sa•ge sanny•s† •che da¤a-jana
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kare--does; •ra-another; nivedana--submission; tom•ra sa•ge--with You; sanny•s†--in the
renounced order of life; •che--there are; da¤a-jana--ten persons.
TRANSLATION
After this, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said, "My Lord, there are ten sanny•s†s
with You."
PURPORT
A sanny•s† should not cook food for himself or accept an invitation to eat
at a devotee's house continuously for many days. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was
very kind and affectionate toward His devotees, yet He would not accept a long
invitation at S•rvabhauma's house. Out of affection, He accepted only five
days in the month. The ten sanny•s†s living with the Lord were (1) Param•nanda
Pur†, (2) Svarãpa D•modara, (3) Brahm•nanda Pur†, (4) Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†, (5)
Vi£‹u Pur†, (6) Ke¤ava Pur†, (7) K”£‹•nanda Pur†, (8) N”si‰ha T†rtha, (9)
Sukh•nanda Pur† and (10) Saty•nanda Bh•rat†.
TEXT 194
TEXT
pur†-gos•‘ira bhik£• p••ca-dina mora ghare
pãrve •mi kahiy•cho• tom•ra gocare
SYNONYMS
pur†-gos•‘ira--of Param•nanda Pur†; bhik£•--invitation for lunch; p••cadina--five days; mora ghare--at my home; pãrve--previously; •mi--I;
kahiy•cho•--mentioned; tom•ra gocare--it is known to you.
TRANSLATION
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S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya then submitted that Param•nanda Pur† Gosv•m† should
accept a five-day invitation at his place. This was settled before the Lord.
TEXT 195
TEXT
d•modara-svarãpa,----ei b•ndhava •m•ra
kabhu tom•ra sa•ge y•be, kabhu eke¤vara
SYNONYMS
d•modara-svarãpa--Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†; ei--this; b•ndhava •m•ra--my
very intimate friend; kabhu--sometimes; tom•ra sa•ge--with You; y•be--will
come; kabhu--sometimes; eke¤vara--alone.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said, "D•modara Svarãpa is my intimate friend. He
will come sometimes with You and sometimes alone.
TEXT 196
TEXT
•ra a£àa sanny•s†ra bhik£• dui dui divase
eka eka-dina, eka eka jane pãr‹a ha-ila m•se
SYNONYMS
•ra--other; a£àa--eight; sanny•s†ra--of sanny•s†s; bhik£•--invitation for
lunch; dui dui divase--two days each; eka eka-dina--on each day; eka eka jane-one person; pãr‹a--filled; ha-ila--will be; m•se--the month.
TRANSLATION
"The other eight sanny•s†s will accept invitations for two days each. In
this way there will be engagements for each and every day during the entire
month.
PURPORT
For the entire month consisting of thirty days, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
would visit five days, Param•nanda Pur† Gosv•m† five days, Svarãpa D•modara
four days, and the eight other sanny•s†s two days each. In this way the thirty
days of the month were completed.
TEXT 197
TEXT
bahuta sanny•s† yadi •ise eka àh•‘i
samm•na karite n•ri, apar•dha p•i
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SYNONYMS
bahuta sanny•s†--many sanny•s†s; yadi--if; •ise--come; eka àh•‘i--together;
samm•na karite n•ri--I cannot receive them properly; apar•dha p•i--I shall be
an offender.
TRANSLATION
"If all the sanny•s†s come together, it would not be possible for me to pay
them proper respects. Therefore I would be an offender.
TEXT 198
TEXT
tumiha nija-ch•ye •sibe mora ghara
kabhu sa•ge •sibena svarãpa-d•modara
SYNONYMS
tumiha--You; nija-ch•ye--alone; •sibe--will come; mora ghara--to my place;
kabhu--sometimes; sa•ge--with You; •sibena--will come; svarãpa-d•modara-Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
"Sometimes You will come alone to my place, and sometimes You will be
accompanied by Svarãpa D•modara."
TEXT 199
TEXT
prabhura i•gita p•‘• •nandita mana
sei dina mah•prabhura kaila nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; i•gita--acceptance; p•‘•--receiving;
•nandita--very happy; mana--mind; sei dina--on that day; mah•prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kaila--made; nimantra‹a--invitation.
TRANSLATION
Having this arrangement confirmed by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the
Bhaàà•c•rya became very glad and immediately invited the Lord to his house on
that very day.
TEXT 200
TEXT
'£•àh†ra m•t•' n•ma, bhaàà•c•ryera g”hi‹†
prabhura mah•-bhakta te•ho, snehete janan†
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SYNONYMS
£•àh†ra m•t•--the mother of ¢•àh†; n•ma--named; bhaàà•c•ryera g”hi‹†--the
wife of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mah•bhakta--a great devotee; te•ho--she; snehete--in affection; janan†--just like
a mother.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya's wife was known as the mother of ¢•àh†. She was a
great devotee of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and she was affectionate like a
mother.
TEXT 201
TEXT
ghare •si' bhaàà•c•rya t••re •j‘• dila
•nande £•àh†ra m•t• p•ka ca‚•ila
SYNONYMS
ghare •si'--coming home; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; t••re--her;
•j‘• dila--ordered; •nande--with great satisfaction; £•àh†ra m•t•--the mother
of ¢•àh†; p•ka ca‚•ila--began cooking.
TRANSLATION
After returning to his home, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya gave orders to his
wife, and his wife, known as ¢•àh†ra M•t•, the mother of ¢•àh†, began cooking
with great pleasure.
TEXT 202
TEXT
bhaàà•c•ryera g”he saba dravya •che bhari'
yeb• ¤•ka-phal•dika, •n•ila •hari'
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•ryera g”he--at the house of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; saba dravya-all kinds of ingredients; •che--there are; bhari'--filling; yeb•--whatever;
¤•ka--spinach; phala-•dika--fruits and so on; •n•ila--he brought; •hari'-collecting.
TRANSLATION
At S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya's house, there was always a full stock of food.
Whatever spinach, vegetables, fruit and so on were required, he collected and
brought back home.
TEXT 203
TEXT
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•pani bhaàà•c•rya kare p•kera saba karma
£•àh†ra m•t•----vicak£a‹•, j•ne p•ka-marma
SYNONYMS
•pani--personally; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kare--arranges;
p•kera--of cooking; saba karma--all activities; £•àh†ra m•t•--the mother of
¢•àh†; vicak£a‹•--very experienced; j•ne--knows; p•ka-marma--how to cook.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya personally began to help his wife cook. His wife,
the mother of ¢•àh†, was very experienced, and she knew how to cook nicely.
TEXT 204
TEXT
p•ka-¤•l•ra dak£i‹e----dui bhog•laya
eka-ghare ¤•lagr•mera bhoga-sev• haya
SYNONYMS
p•ka-¤•l•ra dak£i‹e--on the southern side of the kitchen; dui bhoga-•laya-two rooms for offering food; eka-ghare--in one room; ¤•lagr•mera--of Lord
¥•lagr•ma; bhoga-sev•--offering of food; haya--there is.
TRANSLATION
On the southern side of the kitchen were two rooms for offering food, and
in one of them the food was offered to ¥•lagr•ma N•r•ya‹a.
PURPORT
Among the followers of the Vedic way, ¤•lagr•ma-¤il•, the vigraha of
N•r•ya‹a, is worshiped in the form of a stone ball. In India, every br•hma‹a
still worships the ¤•lagr•ma-¤il• in his home. The vai¤yas and k£atriyas may
also engage in this worship, but it is compulsory in the house of a br•hma‹a.
TEXT 205
TEXT
•ra ghara mah•prabhura bhik£•ra l•giy•
nibh”te kariy•che bhaààa nãtana kariy•
SYNONYMS
•ra ghara--the other room; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
bhik£•ra l•giy•--for taking lunch; nibh”te kariy•che--constructed in a
solitary place; bhaààa--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; nãtana kariy•--newly done.
TRANSLATION
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The other room was for ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's lunch. The Lord's lunch
room was very secluded, and it was newly constructed by Bhaàà•c•rya.
TEXT 206
TEXT
b•hye eka dv•ra t•ra, prabhu prave¤ite
p•ka-¤•l•ra eka dv•ra anna parive¤ite
SYNONYMS
b•hye--outside; eka dv•ra--one door; t•ra--of this room; prabhu prave¤ite-for the entrance of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; p•ka-¤•l•ra--of the kitchen;
eka dv•ra--another door; anna--food; parive¤ite--to serve.
TRANSLATION
The room was so constructed that there was only one door as an entrance
from the outside for ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. There was another door attached
to the kitchen, and it was through this door that the food was brought.
TEXT 207
TEXT
batti¤•-•àhiy• kal•ra ••gaàiy• p•te
tina-m•na ta‹‚ulera ubh•rila bh•te
SYNONYMS
batti¤•-•àhiy•--named batti¤•-•àhiy•; kal•ra--of the banana tree; ••gaàiy•-without being divided; p•te--on a leaf; tina--three; m•na--m•nas (a certain
weight); ta‹‚ulera--of rice; ubh•rila--poured; bh•te--cooked rice.
TRANSLATION
First, three m•nas of cooked rice-almost six pounds-was poured on a big
banana leaf.
PURPORT
This is the beginning of a description of the food prepared for ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. This description is given by Kavir•ja Gosv•m†, who, it is
assumed, was an expert cook who knew both how to prepare and how to serve
food.
TEXT 208
TEXT
p†ta-sugandhi-gh”te anna sikta kaila
c•ri-dike p•te gh”ta vahiy• calila
SYNONYMS
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p†ta--yellowish; su-gandhi--fragrant; gh”te--with clarified butter; anna-rice; sikta--mixed; kaila--made; c•ri-dike--on all sides; p•te--the leaf;
gh”ta--the clarified butter; vahiy• calila--began to flood.
TRANSLATION
Then, the whole stack of rice was mixed with so much yellowish and fragrant
clarified butter that it began to overflow the leaf.
TEXT 209
TEXT
key•patra-kal•khol•-‚o•g• s•ri s•ri
c•ri-dike dhariy•che n•n• vya‘jana bhari'
SYNONYMS
key•-patra--the leaf of the key• plant; kal•-khol•--the skin of the banana
tree; ‚o•g•--pots; s•ri s•ri--one after another; c•ri-dike--on all sides;
dhariy•che--were holding; n•n•--various; vya‘jana--cooked vegetables; bhari'-filled.
TRANSLATION
There were a number of pots made of the bark of banana trees and the leaves
of the key• plant. These pots were filled with various cooked vegetables and
placed on all sides of the leaf.
TEXT 210
TEXT
da¤a-prak•ra ¤•ka, nimba-tikta-sukhta-jhola
maricera jh•la, ch•n•-ba‚•, ba‚i ghola
SYNONYMS
da¤a-prak•ra ¤•ka--spinach of ten varieties; nimba-tikta-sukhta-jhola--a
soup called sukhta, made with bitter nimba leaf; maricera jh•la--a pungent
preparation made with black pepper; ch•n•-ba‚•--a mild cake made of fried
curd; ba‚i ghola--buttermilk with small pieces of fried dhal.
TRANSLATION
There were about ten kinds of spinach, a soup called sukhta, which was made
with bitter nimba leaves, a pungent preparation made with black pepper, a mild
cake made of fried curd, and buttermilk mixed with small fried pieces of dhal.
TEXT 211
TEXT
dugdha-tumb†, dugdha-ku£m•‹‚a, vesara, l•phr•
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moc•-gha‹àa, moc•-bh•j•, vividha ¤•kr•
SYNONYMS
dugdha-tumb†--squash cooked with milk; dugdha-ku£m•‹‚a--pumpkin cooked with
milk; vesara--a preparation made from chick-pea flour; l•phr•--a combination
of several vegetables; moc•-gha‹àa--boiled banana flowers; moc•--bh•j•--fried
banana flowers; vividha--various; ¤•kr•--vegetables.
TRANSLATION
There were preparations of dugdha-tumb†, dugdha-ku£m•‹‚a, vesara, l•phr•,
moc•-gha‹àa, moc•-bh•j• and other vegetables.
TEXT 212
TEXT
v”ddha-ku£m•‹‚a-ba‚†ra vya‘jana ap•ra
phulaba‚†-phala-mãla vividha prak•ra
SYNONYMS
v”ddha-ku£m•‹‚a-ba‚†ra--of small pieces of fried dhal mixed with ripe
pumpkin; vya‘jana--vegetables; ap•ra--unlimited; phula-ba‚†--small fried
pieces of another kind of dhal; phala--fruits; mãla--roots; vividha prak•ra-of different varieties.
TRANSLATION
There were unlimited quantities of v”ddha-ku£m•‹‚a-ba‚†, phula-ba‚†, fruits
and various roots.
TEXT 213
TEXT
nava-nimbapatra-saha bh”£àa-v•rt•k†
phula-ba‚i paàola-bh•j•, ku£m•‹‚a-m•na-c•k†
SYNONYMS
nava--newly grown; nimba-patra--nimba leaves; saha--along with; bh”£àav•rt•k†--fried eggplant; phula-ba‚†--light ba‚†; paàola-bh•j•--fried paàola
vegetable; ku£m•‹‚a--of pumpkin; m•na--of squash; c•k†--rounds.
TRANSLATION
Other preparations included eggplant mixed with newly grown nimba leaves
fried together, light ba‚†, fried paàola, and fried rounds of squash and
pumpkin.
TEXT 214
TEXT
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bh”£àa-m•£a-mudga-sãpa am”ta nindaya
madhur•mla, ba‚•ml•di amla p••ca chaya
SYNONYMS
bh”£àa--fried; m•£a--urd dhal; mudga--mung dhal; sãpa--soup; am”ta--nectar;
nindaya--defeating; madhura-amla--sweet chutney; ba‚a-amla--sour preparation
made with fried dhal; •di--and so on; amla--sour; p••ca chaya--five or six
kinds.
TRANSLATION
There was a soup made with fried urad dhal and mung dhal, defeating nectar.
There were also sweet chutney and five or six kinds of sour preparations,
beginning with ba‚•mla.
TEXT 215
TEXT
mudga-ba‚•, m•£a-ba‚•, kal•-ba‚• mi£àa
k£†ra-puli, n•rikela-pul† •ra yata pi£àa
SYNONYMS
mudga-ba‚•--fried cakes made of mung dhal; m•£a-ba‚•--fried cakes made of
urd dhal; kal•-ba‚•--fried cakes made of banana; mi£àa--very sweet; k£†rapuli--cakes made with sweet rice; n•rikela-pul†--coconut cake; •ra--and; yata-varieties of; pi£àa--cakes.
TRANSLATION
There were bharats made of mung dhal, of urd dhal and of sweet bananas, and
there was sweet rice cake, coconut cake and various other cakes.
TEXT 216
TEXT
k••ji-ba‚•, dugdha-ci‚•, dugdha-laklak†
•ra yata piàh• kaila, kahite n• ¤aki
SYNONYMS
k••ji-ba‚•--cakes made with sour rice-water; dugdha-ci‚•--sweet rice mixed
with milk; dugdha-laklak†--another preparation of milk and cakes to be licked
up; •ra--and; yata--various types of; piàh•--cakes; kaila--made; kahite--to
describe; n• ¤aki--I am not able.
TRANSLATION
There was k••ji-ba‚•, dugdha-ci‚•, dugdha-laklak† and various cakes, which
I am unable to describe.
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TEXT 217
TEXT
gh”ta-sikta param•nna, m”t-ku‹‚ik• bhari'
c••p•kal•-ghanadugdha-•mra t•h• dhari
SYNONYMS
gh”ta-sikta parama-anna--sweet rice mixed with ghee; m”t-ku‹‚ik• bhari'-filling an earthen pot; c••p•-kal•--a kind of banana; ghana-dugdha--condensed
milk; •mra--mango pulp; t•h•--that; dhari--including.
TRANSLATION
Sweet rice mixed with ghee was poured into an earthen pot and mixed with
c••p•-kal•, condensed milk and mango.
TEXT 218
TEXT
ras•l•-mathita dadhi, sande¤a ap•ra
gau‚e utkale yata bhak£yera prak•ra
SYNONYMS
ras•l•--delicious; mathita--churned; dadhi--curd; sande¤a--a sweetmeat;
ap•ra--unlimited; gau‚e--in Bengal; utkale--in Orissa; yata--all; bhak£yera-of eatables; prak•ra--kinds.
TRANSLATION
Other preparations included a very delicious churned curd and a variety of
sande¤a sweetmeats. Indeed, all the various eatables available in Bengal and
Orissa were prepared.
TEXT 219
TEXT
¤raddh• kari' bhaàà•c•rya saba kar•ila
¤ubhra-p†àhopari sãk£ma vasana p•tila
SYNONYMS
¤raddh• kari'--with great respect; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
saba kar•ila--had them all prepared; ¤ubhra--white; p†àha--a wooden platform;
upari--over; sãk£ma--fine; vasana--cloth; p•tila--spread.
TRANSLATION
Thus Bhaàà•c•rya prepared a great variety of food and spread a fine cloth
over a white wooden platform.
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TEXT 220
TEXT
dui p•¤e sugandhi ¤†tala jala-jh•r†
anna-vya‘janopari dila tulas†-ma‘jar†
SYNONYMS
dui p•¤e--on two sides; su-gandhi--nicely scented; ¤†tala--cold; jalajh•ri--pitchers of water; anna-vya‘jana-upari--over the rice and vegetables;
dila--placed; tulas†-ma‘jar†--flowers of tulas†.
TRANSLATION
On two sides of the stack of food were pitchers filled with scented cold
water. The flowers of the tulas† tree were placed above the mound of rice.
TEXT 221
TEXT
am”ta-guàik•, piàh•-p•n• •n•ila
jagann•tha-pras•da saba p”thak dharila
SYNONYMS
am”ta-guàik•--the sweet named am”ta-guàik•; piàh•-p•n•--cakes and sweet
rice; •n•ila--brought; jagann•tha-pras•da--remnants of the food of Lord
Jagann•tha; saba--all; p”thak dharila--kept separately.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya also included several types of food that had been
offered to Lord Jagann•tha. This included sweetballs known as am”ta-guàik•,
sweet rice and cakes. All these were kept separately.
PURPORT
Although the remnants of food left by Jagann•tha were brought into
Bhaàà•c•rya's house, they were kept separate from the preparations he had made
at his home. It sometimes happens that pras•da is mixed with a larger quantity
of food and then distributed, but in this case we find that S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya kept the jagann•tha-pras•da separate. He kept it aside
particularly for the satisfaction of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 222
TEXT
hena-k•le mah•prabhu madhy•hna kariy•
ekale •ila t••ra h”daya j•niy•
SYNONYMS
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hena-k•le--at this time; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; madhy•hna
kariy•--finishing His midday duties; ekale--alone; •ila--came; t••ra--of
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; h”daya--the heart; j•niy•--knowing.
TRANSLATION
When everything was ready, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu came there alone after
finishing His midday duties. He knew the heart of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
TEXT 223
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya kaila tabe p•da prak£•lana
gharera bhitare gel• karite bhojana
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kaila--performed; tabe--thereafter;
p•da prak£•lana--washing the feet; gharera bhitare--within the room; gel•-entered; karite bhojana--to take lunch.
TRANSLATION
After S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya washed the Lord's feet, the Lord entered the
room to take His lunch.
TEXT 224
TEXT
ann•di dekhiy• prabhu vismita ha‘•
bhaàà•c•rye kahe kichu bha•gi kariy•
SYNONYMS
anna-•di dekhiy•--seeing the arrangement of food; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; vismita ha‘•--being astonished; bhaàà•c•rye kahe--said to
Bhaàà•c•rya; kichu--some; bha•gi--gesture; kariy•--making.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was a little astonished to see the gorgeous
arrangement, and, gesturing, He spoke to S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
TEXT 225
TEXT
alaukika ei saba anna-vya‘jana
dui prahara bhitare kaiche ha-ila randhana?
SYNONYMS
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alaukika--uncommon; ei--this; saba--all; anna-vya‘jana--rice and
vegetables; dui prahara bhitare--within six hours; kaiche--how; ha-ila
randhana--cooking was finished.
TRANSLATION
"This is most uncommon! How was this arrangement of rice and vegetables
finished within six hours?
TEXT 226
TEXT
¤ata cul•ya ¤ata jana p•ka yadi kare
tabu ¤†ghra eta dravya r•ndhite n• p•re
SYNONYMS
¤ata cul•ya--in one hundred ovens; ¤ata jana--one hundred men; p•ka yadi
kare--if engaged in cooking; tabu--still; ¤†ghra--so soon; eta dravya--so many
preparations; r•ndhite n• p•re--could not cook.
TRANSLATION
"Even a hundred men cooking on a hundred ovens could not possibly finish
all these preparations within so short a time.
TEXT 227
TEXT
k”£‹era bhoga l•g•‘•cha,----anum•na kari
upare dekhiye y•te tulas†-ma‘jar†
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era bhoga l•g•‘•cha--you have offered to K”£‹a; anum•na kari--I hope;
upare--upon the food; dekhiye--I see; y•te--since; tulas†-ma‘jar†--flowers of
the tulas† tree.
TRANSLATION
"I hope the food has already been offered to K”£‹a, since I see there are
tulas† flowers over the plates.
TEXT 228
TEXT
bh•gyav•n tumi, saphala tom•ra udyoga
r•dh•-k”£‹e l•g•‘•cha et•d”¤a bhoga
SYNONYMS
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bh•gyav•n tumi--you are fortunate; sa-phala--successful; tom•ra--your;
udyoga--endeavor; r•dh•-k”£‹e--unto Their Lordships R•dh• and K”£‹a;
l•g•‘•cha--you offered; et•d”¤a--such; bhoga--food.
TRANSLATION
"You are most fortunate, and your endeavor is successful, for you have
offered such wonderful food to R•dh•-K”£‹a.
TEXT 229
TEXT
annera saurabhya, var‹a----ati manorama
r•dh•-k”£‹a s•k£•t ih•• kariy•chena bhojana
SYNONYMS
annera saurabhya--the flavor of the cooked rice; var‹a--color; ati
manorama--very attractive; r•dh•-k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a and R•dh•r•‹†; s•k£•t-directly; ih••--all this; kariy•chena bhojana--have eaten.
TRANSLATION
"The color of the rice is so attractive and its aroma so good that it
appears R•dh• and K”£‹a have directly taken it.
TEXT 230
TEXT
tom•ra bahuta bh•gya kata pra¤a‰siba
•mi----bh•gyav•n, ih•ra ava¤e£a p•ba
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--your; bahuta--great; bh•gya--fortune; kata--how much; pra¤a‰siba-shall I praise; •mi--I; bh•gyav•n--fortunate; ih•ra--of this; ava¤e£a-remnants; p•ba--shall get.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Bhattacarya, your fortune is very great. How much shall I praise
you? I also am very fortunate to be able to take the remnants of this food.
TEXT 231
TEXT
k”£‹era •sana-p†àha r•khaha uàh•‘•
more pras•da deha' bhinna p•trete kariy•
SYNONYMS
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k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; •sana-p†àha--the sitting place; r•khaha--keep
aside; uth•‘•--raising; more--unto Me; pras•da--pras•da; deha'--give; bhinna-separate; p•trete--on a plate; kariy•--putting.
TRANSLATION
"Take away K”£‹a's sitting place and put it aside. Then give me pras•da on
a different plate."
TEXT 232
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya bale----prabhu n• karaha vismaya
yei kh•be, t••h•ra ¤aktye bhoga siddha haya
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya bale--Bhaàà•c•rya said; prabhu--my Lord; n• karaha vismaya--do
not become astonished; yei kh•be--whoever shall eat; t••h•ra ¤aktye--by His
grace; bhoga--the food; siddha haya--has been prepared.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said, "It is not so wonderful, my Lord. Everything
has been made possible by the energy and mercy of He who will eat the food.
TEXT 233
TEXT
udyoga n• chila mora g”hi‹†ra randhane
y••ra ¤aktye bhoga siddha, sei t•h• j•ne
SYNONYMS
udyoga--exertion; n• chila--there was not; mora--of me; g”hi‹†ra--of my
wife; randhane--in cooking; y••ra ¤aktye--by whose potency; bhoga siddha--the
food has been prepared; sei--He; t•h• j•ne--knows that.
TRANSLATION
"My wife and I did not especially exert ourselves in the cooking. He by
whose power the food has been prepared knows everything.
TEXT 234
TEXT
eita •sane vasi' karaha bhojana
prabhu kahe,----pãjya ei k”£‹era •sana
SYNONYMS
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eita •sane--on this sitting place; vasi'--sitting; karaha bhojana--take
Your lunch; prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; pãjya--worshipable; ei-this; k”£‹era •sana--sitting place of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Now please sit in this place and take Your lunch." Caitanya Mah•prabhu
replied, "This place is worshipable because it was used by K”£‹a."
PURPORT
According to etiquette, things used by K”£‹a should not be used by anyone
else. Similarly, things used by the spiritual master should also not be used
by anyone else. That is etiquette. Whatever is used by K”£‹a or the spiritual
master is worshipable. In particular, their sitting or eating places should
not be used by anyone else. A devotee must be very careful to observe this.
TEXT 235
TEXT
bhaààa kahe,----anna, p†àha,----sam•na pras•da
anna kh•be, p†àhe vasite k•h•• apar•dha?
SYNONYMS
bhaààa kahe--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said; anna--food; p†àha--sitting
place; sam•na--equal; pras•da--mercy remnants of the Lord; anna kh•be--You
will eat the food; p†àhe vasite--to sit on the place; k•h•• apar•dha--where is
the offense.
TRANSLATION
Bhaàà•c•rya said, "Both the food and the sitting place are the Lord's
mercy. If You can eat the remnants of the food, what is the offense in Your
sitting in this place?"
TEXT 236
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----bh•la kaile, ¤•stra-•j‘• haya
k”£‹era sakala ¤e£a bh”tya •sv•daya
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied; bh•la kaile--you have
spoken correctly; ¤•stra-•j‘• haya--there is such an order in the revealed
scripture; k”£‹era sakala ¤e£a--everything left by K”£‹a; bh”tya--the servant;
•sv•daya--partakes of.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu then said, "Yes, you have spoken correctly. The ¤•stras
enjoin that the devotee can partake of everything left by K”£‹a.
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TEXT 237
TEXT
tvayopayukta-srag-gandhav•so 'la•k•ra-carcit•„
ucchi£àa-bhojino d•s•s
tava m•y•‰ jayema hi
SYNONYMS
tvay•--by You; upayukta--used; srak--flower garlands; gandha--scented
substances like sandalwood pulp; v•sa„--garments; ala•k•ra--ornaments;
carcit•„--being decorated with; ucchi£àa--remnants of food; bhojina„--eating;
d•s•„--servants; tava--Your; m•y•m--illusory energy; jayema--can conquer over;
hi--certainly.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear Lord, the garlands, scented substances, garments, ornaments and
other such things that have been offered to You may later be used by Your
servants. By partaking of these things and eating the remnants of food You
have left, we will be able to conquer the illusory energy.' "
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.6.46). In the Hare K”£‹a
movement, the chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra, the dancing in ecstasy
and the eating of the remnants of food offered to the Lord are very, very
important. One may be illiterate or incapable of understanding the philosophy,
but if he partakes of these three items, he will certainly be liberated
without delay.
This verse was spoken by Uddhava to Lord K”£‹a. This was during the time
when the Uddhava-g†t• was spoken. At that time there was some disturbance in
Dv•rak•, and Lord K”£‹a had to leave the material world and enter the
spiritual world. Uddhava could understand the situation, and he talked with
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The verse quoted above is an excerpt from
their conversations. ¥r† K”£‹a's pastimes in this material world are called
prakaàa-l†l• (manifested pastimes), and His pastimes in the spiritual world
are called aprakaàa-l†l• (unmanifested pastimes). By unmanifested we mean that
they are not present before our eyes. It is not that Lord K”£‹a's pastimes are
unmanifest. They are going on exactly as the sun is going on perpetually, but
when the sun is present before our eyes, we call it daytime (manifest), and
when it is not present, we call it night (unmanifest). Those who are above the
jurisdiction of night are always in the spiritual world, where the Lord's
pastimes are constantly manifest to them. As the Brahma-sa‰hit• confirms:
•nanda-cinmaya-rasa-pratibh•vit•bhis
t•bhir ya eva nija-rãpatay• kal•bhi„
goloka eva nivasaty akhil•tma-bhãto
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
prem•‘jana-cchurita-bhakti-vilocanena
santa„ sadaiva h”daye£u vilokayanti
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ya‰ ¤y•masundaram acintya-gu‹a-svarãpa‰
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
"I worship Govinda, the primeval Lord, who resides in His own realm,
Goloka, with R•dh•, who resembles His own spiritual figure and who embodies
the ecstatic potency [hl•din†]. Their companions are Her confidantes, who
embody extensions of Her bodily form and who are imbued and permeated with
everblissful spiritual rasa. I worship Govinda, the primeval Lord, who is
¥y•masundara, K”£‹a Himself with inconceivable innumerable attributes, whom
the pure devotees see in their heart of hearts with the eye of devotion tinged
with the salve of love." (Bs. 5.37-38)
TEXT 238
TEXT
tath•pi eteka anna kh•ona n• y•ya
bhaààa kahe,----j•ni, kh•o yateka yuy•ya
SYNONYMS
tath•pi--still; eteka--so much; anna--food; kh•ona--eating; n• y•ya--is not
possible; bhaààa kahe--Bhaàà•c•rya said; j•ni--I know; kh•o--You can eat;
yateka--how much; yuy•ya--is possible.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then said, "There is so much food here that it is
impossible to eat." Bhaàà•c•rya replied,"I know how much You can eat.
TEXT 239
TEXT
n†l•cale bhojana tumi kara b•y•nna b•ra
eka eka bhogera anna ¤ata ¤ata bh•ra
SYNONYMS
n†l•cale--at Jagann•tha Pur†; bhojana--accepting lunch; tumi--You; kara-do; b•y•nna b•ra--fifty-two times; eka eka bhogera--of each and every
offering; anna--eatables; ¤ata ¤ata bh•ra--hundreds of buckets.
TRANSLATION
"After all, at Jagann•tha Pur† You eat fifty-two times a day, and each time
You eat hundreds of buckets filled with pras•da.
TEXT 240
TEXT
dv•rak•te £ola-sahasra mahi£†-mandire
a£à•da¤a m•t•, •ra y•davera ghare
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SYNONYMS
dv•rak•te--at Dv•rak•-dh•ma; £ola-sahasra--sixteen thousand; mahi£†-queens; mandire--palaces; a£à•da¤a m•t•--eighteen mothers; •ra--and; y•davera
ghare--in the house of the Yadu dynasty.
TRANSLATION
"At Dv•rak•, You keep sixteen thousand queens in sixteen thousand palaces.
Also, there are eighteen mothers and numerous friends and relatives of the
Yadu dynasty.
TEXT 241
TEXT
vraje jyeàh•, khu‚•, m•m•, pis•di gopa-ga‹a
sakh•-v”nda sab•ra ghare dvisandhy•-bhojana
SYNONYMS
vraje--at V”nd•vana; jyeàh•--the father's elder brothers; khu‚•--the
father's younger brothers; m•m•--the mother's brothers; pis•--the husbands of
aunts; •di--and so on; gopa-ga‹a--cowherd men; sakh•-v”nda--hundreds of
friends; sab•ra--of all of them; ghare--in the houses; dvi-sandhy•--twice a
day; bho-jana--eating.
TRANSLATION
"In V”nd•vana You also have Your father's elder brothers, Your father's
younger brothers, maternal uncles, husbands of Your father's sisters and many
cowherd men. There are also cowherd boy friends, and You eat twice a day,
morning and evening, in the house of each and every one.
PURPORT
In Dv•rak•, Lord K”£‹a had eighteen mothers like Devak†, Rohi‹† and others.
Besides these was. His foster mother Ya¤od• in V”nd•vana. Lord K”£‹a also had
two uncles, who were brothers of Nanda Mah•r•ja. As stated by ¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m† in his ¥r†-k”£‹a-ga‹odde¤a-d†pik•, upanando 'bhinanda¤ ca pit”vyau
pãr-va-jau pitu„: "The elder brothers of Nanda Mah•r•ja were Upananda and
Abhinanda." Similarly, in the same book the names of the younger brothers of
Nanda Mah•r•ja are given. Pit”vyau tu kan†y•‰sau sy•t•‰ sannanda-nandanau:
"Sannanda and Nandana, or Sunanda and P•‹‚ava, were the younger brothers of
K”£‹a's father, Nanda Mah•r•ja." ¥r† K”£‹a's maternal uncles were also
described there. Ya¤odhara-ya¤odeva-sudev•dy•s tu m•tul•„: "Ya¤odhara,
Ya¤odeva and Sudeva were the maternal uncles of K”£‹a." K”£‹a's uncles are
also mentioned. Mah•n†la„ sun†la¤ ca rama‹•v etayo„ kram•t: "Mah•n†la and
Sun†la are the husbands of K”£‹a's aunts."
TEXT 242
TEXT
govardhana-yaj‘e anna kh•il• r•¤i r•¤i
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t•ra lekh•ya ei anna nahe eka gr•s†
SYNONYMS
govardhana-yaj‘e--in the Govardhana-pãj• sacrifice; anna--food; kh•il•--You
ate; r•¤i r•¤i--stacks; t•ra--to that; lekh•ya--in comparison; ei--this; anna-food; nahe--not; eka gr•s†--one morsel.
TRANSLATION
"Indeed," S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya continued, "at the Govardhana-pãj•
ceremony You ate stacks of rice. In comparison to that, this small quantity is
not even a morsel for You.
TEXT 243
TEXT
tumi ta' †¤vara, mu‘i----k£udra j†va ch•ra
eka-gr•sa m•dhukar† karaha a•g†k•ra
SYNONYMS
tumi--You; ta'--certainly; †¤vara--the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
mu‘i--I; k£udra j†va--insignificant living being; ch•ra--worthless; eka-gr•sa-one small quantity; m•dhu-kar†--as collected by the bees; karaha--please do;
a•g†k•ra--accept.
TRANSLATION
"You are the Supreme Personality of Godhead, whereas I am a most
insignificant living being. Therefore You may accept a little quantity of food
from my house."
PURPORT
A sanny•s† is expected to collect a little food from each and every
householder. That is to say, he should take whatever he requires to eat. This
system is called m•dhukar†. The word m•dhukar† comes from the word m•dhukara
and means "honey-collecting bees." Bees collect a little honey from each
flower, but all these small quantities of honey accumulate to become a
beehive. Sanny•s†s should collect a little from each and every householder and
should eat simply what is necessary to maintain the body. Being a sanny•s†,
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu could collect a little food from the house of
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, and this was the Bhaàà•c•rya's request. Compared to
the food eaten by the Lord on other occasions, Bhaàà•c•rya's feast was not
even a morsel. This is what Bhaàà•c•rya is pointing out to the Lord.
TEXT 244
TEXT
eta ¤uni' h•si' prabhu vasil• bhojane
jagann•thera pras•da bhaààa dena har£a-mane
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SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; h•si'--smiling; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; vasil• bhojane--sat down to eat; jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha;
pras•da--remnants of food; bhaààa--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; dena har£a-mane-delivers in great happiness.
TRANSLATION
Hearing this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu smiled and sat down to eat.
Bhaàà•c•rya, with great pleasure, first offered Him the pras•da from the
Jagann•tha temple.
TEXT 245
TEXT
hena-k•le 'amogha,'----bhaàà•c•ryera j•m•t•
kul†na, nindaka te•ho £•àh†-kany•ra bhart•
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--exactly at this time; amogha--Amogha; bhaàà•c•ryera j•m•t•--the
son-in-law of Bhaàà•c•rya; kul†na--of aristocratic birth; nindaka--blasphemer;
te•ho--he; £•àh†-kany•ra bhart•--the husband of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya's
daughter named ¢•àh†.
TRANSLATION
At this time Bhaàà•c•rya had a son-in-law named Amogha, who was the husband
of his daughter named ¢•àh†. Although born in an aristocratic br•hma‹a family,
this Amogha was a great faultfinder and blasphemer.
TEXT 246
TEXT
bhojana dekhite c•he, •site n• p•re
l•àh†-h•te bhaàà•c•rya •chena duy•re
SYNONYMS
bhojana--the eating; dekhite c•he--he wanted to see; •site n• p•re--could
not come; l•àh†-h•te--with a stick in his hand; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; •chena--was; duy•re--on the threshold.
TRANSLATION
Amogha wanted to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu eat, but he was not allowed to
enter. Indeed, Bhaàà•c•rya guarded the threshold of his house with a stick in
his hand.
TEXT 247
TEXT
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te•ho yadi pras•da dite hail• •na-mana
amogha •si' anna dekhi' karaye nindana
SYNONYMS
te•ho--he (Bhaàà•c•rya); yadi--when; pras•da dite--supplying the pras•da;
hail•--became; •na-mana--inattentive; amogha--Amogha; •si'--coming; anna
dekhi'--seeing the food; karaye nindana--began blaspheming.
TRANSLATION
However, as soon as Bhaàà•c•rya began distributing pras•da and was a little
inattentive, Amogha came in. Seeing the quantity of food, he began to
blaspheme.
TEXT 248
TEXT
ei anne t”pta haya da¤a b•ra jana
ekel• sanny•s† kare eteka bhak£a‹a!
SYNONYMS
ei anne--with so much food; t”pta haya--can be satisfied; da¤a b•ra jana-at least ten to twelve men; ekel•--alone; sanny•s†--this person in the
renounced order; kare--does; eteka--so much; bhak£a‹a--eating.
TRANSLATION
"This much food is sufficient to satisfy ten or twelve men, but this
sanny•s† alone is eating so much!"
TEXT 249
TEXT
¤unitei bhaàà•c•rya ulaài' c•hila
t••ra avadh•na dekhi' amogha pal•ila
SYNONYMS
¤unitei--hearing; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; ulaài' c•hila-turned his eyes upon him; t••ra--his; avadh•na--attention; dekhi'--seeing;
amogha--Amogha; pal•ila--left.
TRANSLATION
As soon as Amogha said this, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya turned his eyes upon
him. Seeing Bhaàà•c•rya's attitude, Amogha immediately left.
TEXT 250
TEXT
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bhaàà•c•rya l•àhi la‘• m•rite dh•ila
pal•ila amogha, t•ra l•ga n• p•ila
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; l•àhi la‘•--taking a stick; m•rite-to strike; dh•ila--ran; pal•ila--fled; amogha--Amogha; t•ra--him; l•ga n•
p•ila--could not catch.
TRANSLATION
Bhaàà•c•rya ran after him to strike him with a stick, but Amogha fled so
fast that Bhaàà•c•rya could not catch him.
TEXT 251
TEXT
tabe g•li, ¤•pa dite bhaàà•c•rya •il•
nind• ¤uni' mah•prabhu h•site l•gil•
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; g•li--calling by ill names; ¤•pa dite--cursing;
bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; •il•--came back; nind• ¤uni'--hearing
the criticism; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; h•site l•gil•--began to
laugh.
TRANSLATION
Bhaàà•c•rya then began to curse and call his son-in-law ill names. When
Bhaàà•c•rya returned, he saw that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was laughing to hear
him criticize Amogha.
TEXT 252
TEXT
¤uni' £•àh†ra m•t• ¤ire-buke gh•ta m•re
'£•àh† r•‹‚† ha-uka'----ih• bale b•re b•re
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; £•àh†ra m•t•--the mother of ¢•àh†; ¤ire--on the head; buke-on the chest; gh•ta m•re--strikes; £•àh† r•‹‚† ha-uka--let ¢•àh† become a
widow; ih• bale--says this; b•re b•re--again and again.
TRANSLATION
When ¢•àh†'s mother, Bhaàà•c•rya's wife, heard of this incident, she
immediately began to strike her head and chest, saying again, "Let ¢•àh†
become a widow!"
TEXT 253
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TEXT
du•h•ra du„kha dekhi' prabhu du•h• prabodhiy•
du•h•ra icch•te bhojana kaila tu£àa ha‘•
SYNONYMS
du•h•ra du„kha dekhi'--seeing the lamentation of both; prabhu--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; du•h• prabodhiy•--pacifying them; du•h•ra icch•te--by the
will of both of them; bhojana kaila--took His lunch; tu£àa ha‘•--with great
satisfaction.
TRANSLATION
Seeing the lamentation of both husband and wife, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
tried to pacify them. According to their desire, He ate the pras•da and was
very satisfied.
TEXT 254
TEXT
•camana kar•‘• bhaààa dila mukha-v•sa
tulas†-ma‘jar†, lava•ga, el•ci rasa-v•sa
SYNONYMS
•camana kar•‘•--washing the mouth, hands and legs of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; bhaààa--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; dila mukha-v•sa--gave some
flavored spices; tulas†-ma‘jar†--the flowers of tulas†; lava•ga--cloves;
el•ci--cardamom; rasa-v•sa--that which brings saliva.
TRANSLATION
After ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu finished eating, Bhaàà•c•rya washed His
mouth, hands and legs and offered Him flavored spices, tulas†-ma‘jar†, cloves,
and cardamom.
TEXT 255
TEXT
sarv••ge par•ila prabhura m•lya-candana
da‹‚avat ha‘• bale sadainya vacana
SYNONYMS
sarva-a•ge--all over the body; par•ila--put; prabhura--of the Lord; m•lyacandana--a flower garland and sandalwood pulp; da‹‚avat ha‘•--offering
obeisances; bale--says; sa-dainya--humble; vacana--statement.
TRANSLATION
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The Bhaàà•c•rya then placed a flower garland over ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
and smeared His body with sandalwood pulp. After offering obeisances, the
Bhaàà•c•rya submitted the following humble statement.
TEXT 256
TEXT
nind• kar•ite tom• •ninu nija-ghare
ei apar•dha, prabhu, k£am• kara more
SYNONYMS
nind• kar•ite--just to cause blasphemy; tom•--You; •ninu--I brought; nijaghare--to my place; ei apar•dha--this offense; prabhu--my Lord; k£am• kara-please pardon; more--me.
TRANSLATION
"I brought You to my home just to have You blasphemed. This is a great
offense. Please excuse me. I beg Your pardon."
TEXT 257
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----nind• nahe, 'sahaja' kahila
ih•te tom•ra kib• apar•dha haila?
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; nind• nahe--not blasphemy;
sahaja--rightly; kahila--he spoke; ih•te--in this; tom•ra--your; kib•--what;
apar•dha--offense; haila--was there.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "What Amogha has said is correct; therefore
it is not blasphemy. What is your offense?"
TEXT 258
TEXT
eta bali' mah•prabhu calil• bhavane
bhaàà•c•rya t••ra ghare gel• t••ra sane
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; calil•
bhavane--returned to His residence; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
t••ra ghare--to His place; gel•--went; t••ra sane--with Him.
TRANSLATION
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After saying this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu left and returned to His
residence. S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya also followed Him.
TEXT 259
TEXT
prabhu-pade pa‚i' bahu •tma-nind• kaila
t••re ¤•nta kari' prabhu ghare p•àh•ila
SYNONYMS
prabhu-pade--at the feet of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pa‚i'--falling
down; bahu--much; •tma-nind• kaila--made self-reproach; t••re--him; ¤•nta
kari'--making pacified; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ghare p•àh•ila--sent
back to his home.
TRANSLATION
Falling down at the Lord's feet, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said many things
in self-reproach. The Lord then pacified him and sent him back to his home.
TEXT 260
TEXT
ghare •si' bhaàà•c•rya £•àh†ra m•t•-sane
•pan• nindiy• kichu balena vacane
SYNONYMS
ghare •si'--returning home; bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; £•àh†ra
m•t•-sane--with the mother of ¢•àh†; •pan• nindiy•--condemning himself; kichu-some; balena vacane--speaks words.
TRANSLATION
After returning to his home, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya consulted with his
wife, the mother of ¢•àh†. After personally condemning himself, he began to
speak as follows.
TEXT 261
TEXT
caitanya-gos•‘ira nind• ¤unila y•h• haite
t•re vadha kaile haya p•pa-pr•ya¤citte
SYNONYMS
caitanya-gos•‘ira--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nind•--blasphemy; ¤unila--I
have heard; y•h• haite--from whom; t•re vadha kaile--if he is killed; haya-there is; p•pa-pr•ya¤citte--atonement for the sinful act.
TRANSLATION
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"If the man who blasphemed ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is killed, his sinful
action may be atoned."
PURPORT
The Hari-bhakti-vil•sa cites the following quotation from Skanda Pur•‹a
concerning the blaspheming of a Vai£‹ava:
yo hi bh•gavata‰ lokam
upah•sa‰ n”pottama
karoti tasya na¤yanti
artha-dharma-ya¤a„-sut•„
nind•‰ kurvanti ye mã‚h•
vai£‹av•n•‰ mah•tman•m
patanti pit”bhi„ s•rdha‰
mah•-raurava-sa‰j‘ite
hanti nindati vai dve£ài
vai£‹av•n n•bhinandati
krudhyate y•ti no har£a‰
dar¤ane patan•ni £aà
In this conversation between M•rka‹‚eya and Bhag†ratha, it is said: "My
dear King, if one derides an exalted devotee, he loses the results of his
pious activities, his opulence, his reputation and his sons. Vai£‹avas are all
great souls. Whoever blasphemes them falls down to the hell known as
Mah•raurava. He is also accompanied by his forefathers. Whoever kills or
blasphemes a Vai£‹ava and whoever is envious of a Vai£‹ava or angry with him,
or whoever does not offer him obeisances or feel joy upon seeing a Vai£‹ava,
certainly falls into a hellish condition."
The Hari-bhakti-vil•sa (10.314) also gives the following quotation from
Dv•rak•-m•h•tmya:
kara-patrai¤ ca ph•lyante
sut†vrair yama-¤•sanai„
nind•‰ kurvanti ye p•p•
vai£‹av•n•‰ mah•tman•m
In a conversation between Prahl•da Mah•r•ja and Bali Mah•r•ja, it is said,
"Those sinful people who blaspheme Vai£‹avas, who are all great souls, are
subjected very severely to the punishment offered by Yamar•ja."
In the Bhakti-sandarbha (313) there is a statement concerning the
blaspheming of Lord Vi£‹u.
ye nindanti h”£†ke¤a‰
tad-bhakta‰ pu‹ya-rãpi‹am
¤ata-janm•rjita‰ pu‹ya‰
te£•‰ na¤yati ni¤citam
te pacyante mah•-ghore
kumbh†p•ke bhay•nake
bhak£it•„ k†àa-sa•ghena
y•vac candra-div•karau
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¤r†-vi£‹or avam•nan•d
gurutara‰ ¤r†-vai£‹avolla•ghanam
tad†ya-dã£aka-jan•n
na pa¤yet puru£•dham•n
tai„ s•rdha‰ va‘caka-janai„
saha-v•sa‰ na k•rayet
"One who criticizes Lord Vi£‹u and His devotees loses all the benefits
accrued in a hundred pious births. Such a person rots in the Kumbh†p•ka hell
and is bitten by worms as long as the sun and moon exist. One should therefore
not even see the face of a person who blasphemes Lord Vi£‹u and His devotees.
Never try to associate with such persons."
In his Bhakti-sandarbha (265), J†va Gosv•m† further quotes from ¥r†madBh•gavatam (10.74.40):
nind•‰ bhagavata„ ¤”‹van
tat-parasya janasya v•
tato n•paiti ya„ so 'pi
y•ty adha„ suk”t•c cyuta„
"If one does not immediately leave upon hearing the Lord or the Lord's
devotee blasphemed, he falls down from devotional service." Similarly, Lord
¥iva's wife Sat† states in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (4.4.17):
kar‹au pidh•ya niray•d yad akalpa †¤e
dharm•vitary as”‹ibhir n”bhir asyam•ne
chindy•t prasahya ru¤at†m asat†‰ prabhu¤ cej
jihv•m asãn api tato vis”jet sa dharma„
"If one hears an irresponsible person blaspheme the master and controller
of religion, he should block his ears and go away if unable to punish him. But
if one is able to kill, then one should by force cut out the blasphemer's
tongue and kill the offender, and after that he should give up his own life."
TEXT 262
TEXT
kimv• nija-pr•‹a yadi kari vimocana
dui yogya nahe, dui ¤ar†ra br•hma‹a
SYNONYMS
kimv•--or; nija-pr•‹a--my own life; yadi--if; kari vimocana--I give up;
dui--both such actions; yogya nahe--are not befitting; dui ¤ar†ra--both the
bodies; br•hma‹a--br•hma‹as.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya continued, "Or, if I give up my own life, this
sinful action may be atoned. However, neither of these ideas are befitting
because both bodies belong to br•hma‹as.
TEXT 263
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TEXT
puna„ sei nindakera mukha n• dekhiba
parity•ga kailu•, t•ra n•ma n• la-iba
SYNONYMS
puna„--again; sei--that; nindakera--of the blasphemer; mukha--face; n•-not; dekhiba--I shall see; parity•ga--giving up; kailu•--I do; t•ra--his;
n•ma--name; n•--not; la-iba--I shall take.
TRANSLATION
"Instead, I shall never see the face of that blasphemer. I reject him and
give up his relationship. I shall never even speak his name.
TEXT 264
TEXT
£•àh†re kaha----t•re ch•‚uka, se ha-ila 'patita'
'patita' ha-ile bhart• tyajite ucita
SYNONYMS
£•àh†re kaha--inform ¢•àh†; t•re ch•‚uka--let her give him up; se ha-ila-he has become; patita--fallen; patita ha-ile--when one has fallen; bhart•-such a husband; tyajite--to give up; ucita--is the duty.
TRANSLATION
"Inform my daughter ¢•àh† to abandon her relationship with her husband
because he has fallen down. When the husband falls down, it is the wife's duty
to relinquish the relationship.
PURPORT
¥r†la S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya considered that if Amogha were killed, one
would suffer sinful reactions for killing the body of a br•hma‹a. For the same
reason, it would have been undesirable for Bhaàà•c•rya to commit suicide
because he also was a br•hma‹a. Since neither course could be accepted,
Bhaàà•c•rya decided to give up his relationship with Amogha and never see his
face.
As far as killing the body of a br•hma‹a is concerned, ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(1.7.53) gives the following injunction:
¤r†-bhagav•n uv•ca
brahma-bandhur na hantavya
•tat•y† vadh•r-ha‹a„
mayaivobhayam •mn•ta‰
parip•hy anu¤•sanam
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"The Personality of Godhead ¥r† K”£‹a said: A friend of a br•hma‹a is not
to be killed, but if he is an aggressor, he must be killed. All these rulings
are in the scriptures, and you should act accordingly."
Quoting from the sm”ti, ¥r†la ¥r†dhara Sv•m† comments on this quotation
from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam:
•tat•yinam •y•ntam
api ved•nta-p•ragam
jigh•‰-santa‰ jigh•‰s†y•n
na tena brahmah• bhavet
"Even though an aggressor may be a very learned scholar of Ved•nta, he
should be killed because of his envy in killing others. In such a case, it is
not sinful to kill a br•hma‹a."
It is also stated in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.7.57):
vapana‰ dravi‹•d•na‰
sth•n•n niry•pa‹a‰ tath•
e£a hi brahma-bandhãn•‰
vadho n•nyo 'sti daihika„
"Cutting the hair from his head, depriving him of his wealth and driving
him from his residence are the prescribed punishments for the relative of a
br•hma‹a. There is no injunction for killing the body."
Such punishment is sufficient for a brahma-bandhu. There is no need to
personally kill his body. As far as ¢•àh†, the daughter of S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya, was concerned, she was advised to give up her relationship with
her husband. Concerning this, ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (5.5.18) states, na pati¤ ca
sa sy•n na mocayed ya„ samupeta-m”tyum: "One cannot be a husband if he cannot
liberate his dependents from inevitable death." If a person is not in K”£‹a
consciousness and is bereft of spiritual power, he cannot protect his wife
from the path of repeated birth and death. Consequently such a person cannot
be accepted as a husband. A wife should dedicate her life and everything to
K”£‹a for further advancement in K”£‹a consciousness. If she gives up her
connection with her husband, who abandons K”£‹a consciousness, she follows in
the footsteps of the dvija-patn†, the wives of the br•hma‹as who were engaged
in performing sacrifices. The wife is not to be condemned for cutting off such
a relationship. In this regard, ¥r† K”£‹a states in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(10.23.31--32):
patayo n•bhyasãyeran
pit”-bhr•t”-sut•daya„
lok•¤ ca vo mayopet•
dev• apy anumanvate
na pr†taye 'nur•g•ya
hy a•ga-sa•go n”‹•m iha
tan mano mayi yu‘j•n•
acir•n m•m av•psyatha
Such a separation is never condemned by the supreme will. No one should be
envious of the order of K”£‹a. Even demigods support such action. In this
material world, one does not become beloved simply by maintaining a bodily
relationship. However, one can attain complete perfection by associating in
K”£‹a consciousness.
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TEXT 265
TEXT
pati‰ ca patita‰ tyajet
SYNONYMS
patim--husband; ca--and; patitam--fallen; tyajet--one should give up.
TRANSLATION
"When a husband is fallen, his relationship must be given up."
PURPORT
This is a quotation from sm”ti-¤•stram. As stated in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(7.11.28):
santu£à•lolup• dak£•
dharma-j‘• priya-satya-v•k
apramatt• ¤uci„ snigdh•
pati‰ tv apatita‰ bhajet
"A wife who is satisfied, who is not greedy, who is expert and knows
religious principles, who speaks what is dear and truthful and is not
bewildered, who is always clean and affectionate, should be very devoted to
her husband who is not fallen."
TEXT 266
TEXT
sei r•tre amogha k•h•• pal•‘• gela
pr•ta„-k•le t•ra visãcik•-vy•dhi haila
SYNONYMS
sei r•tre--that night; amogha--the son-in-law of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
k•h••--where; pal•‘• gela--fled; pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning; t•ra--his;
visãcik•-vy•dhi--infection of cholera; haila--there was.
TRANSLATION
That night Amogha, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya's son-in-law, fled, and in the
morning he immediately fell sick with cholera.
TEXT 267
TEXT
amogha marena----¤uni' kahe bhaàà•c•rya
sah•ya ha-iy• daiva kaila mora k•rya
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SYNONYMS
amogha marena--Amogha is dying; ¤uni'--hearing; kahe bhaàà•c•rya-Bhaàà•c•rya said; sah•ya ha-iy•--helping; daiva--Providence; kaila--did; mora-my; k•rya--duty.
TRANSLATION
When Bhaàà•c•rya heard that Amogha was dying of cholera, he thought, "It is
the favor of Providence that He is doing what I want to do.
TEXT 268
TEXT
†¤vare ta' apar•dha phale tata-k£a‹a
eta bali' pa‚e dui ¤•strera vacana
SYNONYMS
†¤vare--unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead; ta'--indeed; apar•dha-offense; phale--brings results; tata-k£a‹a--immediately; eta bali'--saying
this; pa‚e--recites; dui--two; ¤•strera vacana--quotations from revealed
scriptures.
TRANSLATION
"When one offends the Supreme Personality of Godhead, karma immediately
takes effect." After saying this, he recited two verses from revealed
scripture.
TEXT 269
TEXT
mahat• hi prayatnena
hasty-a¤va-ratha-pattibhi„
asm•bhir yad anu£àheya‰
gandharvais tad anu£àhitam
SYNONYMS
mahat•--very great; hi--certainly; prayatnena--by endeavor; hasti-elephants; a¤va--horses; ratha--chariots; pattibhi„--and by infantry soldiers;
asm•bhi„--by ourselves; yat--whatever; anu£àheya‰--has to be arranged;
gandharvai„--by the Gandharvas; tat--that; anu£àhitam--done.
TRANSLATION
" 'What we have had to arrange with great endeavor by collecting elephants,
horses, chariots and infantry soldiers has already been accomplished by the
Gandharvas.'
PURPORT
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This is a quotation from the Mah•bh•rata (Vana-parva 241.15). Bh†masena
made this statement when all the P•‹‚avas were living incognito. At that time
there was a fight between the Kauravas and the Gandharvas. The Kaurava
soldiers were under the command of Kar‹a, but the commander-in-chief of the
Gandharvas was able to arrest all the Kauravas by virtue of superior military
strength. At that time Duryodhana's ministers and commanders, who were living
in the forest, requested Mah•r•ja Yudhi£àhira to help. After being thus
petitioned, Bh†masena spoke the verse given above, remembering Duryodhana's
former nefarious and atrocious activities against them. Indeed, Bh†masena felt
it very fitting that Duryodhana and his company were arrested. This could have
been accomplished by the P•‹‚avas only with great endeavor.
TEXT 270
TEXT
•yu„ ¤riya‰ ya¤o dharma‰
lok•n •¤i£a eva ca
hanti ¤rey•‰si sarv•‹i
pu‰so mahad-atikrama„
SYNONYMS
•yu„--duration of life; ¤riyam--opulence; ya¤a„--reputation; dharmam-religion; lok•n--possessions; •¤i£a„--benedictions; eva--certainly; ca--and;
hanti--destroys; ¤rey•‰si--good fortune; sarv•‹i--all; pu‰sa„--of a person;
mahat--of great souls; atikrama„--violation.
TRANSLATION
" 'When a person mistreats great souls, his life span, opulence,
reputation, religion, possessions and good fortune are all destroyed.'
PURPORT
This is a statement made by ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†, who was relating ¥r†madBh•gavatam (10.4.46) to Mah•r•ja Par†k£it. This quotation concerns the
attempted killing of K”£‹a's sister (Yogam•y•), who appeared before K”£‹a's
birth as the daughter of mother Ya¤od•. This daughter Yogam•y• and K”£‹a were
born simultaneously, and Vasudeva replaced K”£‹a by taking Yogam•y• away. When
she was brought to Mathur• and Ka‰sa attempted to kill her, Yogam•y• slipped
out of his hands. She could not be killed. She then informed Ka‰sa about the
birth of his enemy, K”£‹a, and being thus baffled, Ka‰sa consulted his
associates, who were all demons. When this big conspiracy was taking place,
this verse was spoken by ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†. He points out that a demon can lose
everything because of his nefarious activities.
The word mahad-atikrama„, meaning "envy of Lord Vi£‹u and His devotees," is
significant in this verse. The word mahat indicates a great personality, a
devotee or the Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself. Being always engaged in
the Lord's service, the devotees themselves are as great as the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. The word mahat is also explained in Bhagavad-g†t•
(9.13):
mah•tm•nas tu m•‰ p•rtha
daiv†‰ prak”tim •¤rit•„
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bhajanty ananya-manaso
j‘•tv• bhãt•dim avyayam
"O son of P”th•, those who are not deluded, the great souls, are under the
protection of the divine nature. They are fully engaged in devotional service
because they know Me as the Supreme Personality of Godhead, original and
inexhaustible."
Being envious of the Lord and His devotees is not at all auspicious for a
demon. By such envy, a demon loses everything considered beneficial.
TEXT 271
TEXT
gop†n•th•c•rya gel• prabhu-dara¤ane
prabhu t••re puchila bhaàà•c•rya-vivara‹e
SYNONYMS
gop†n•th•c•rya--Gop†n•tha šc•rya; gel•--went; prabhu-dara¤ane--to see Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto
Him; puchila--inquired; bhaàà•c•rya-vivara‹e--the affairs in the house of
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
TRANSLATION
At this time, Gop†n•tha šc•rya went to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and the
Lord asked him about the events taking place in S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya's
house.
TEXT 272
TEXT
acarya kahe,----upav•sa kaila dui jana
visãcik•-vy•dhite amogha ch•‚iche j†vana
SYNONYMS
•c•rya kahe--Gop†n•tha šc•rya informed; upav•sa--fasting; kaila--observed;
dui jana--the two persons; visãcik•-vy•dhite--by the disease of cholera;
amogha--Amogha; ch•‚iche j†vana--is going to die.
TRANSLATION
Gop†n•tha šc•rya informed the Lord that both the husband and wife were
fasting and that their son-in-law Amogha was dying of cholera.
TEXT 273
TEXT
¤uni' k”p•maya prabhu •il• dh•‘•
amoghere kahe t•ra buke hasta diy•
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SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; k”p•-maya--merciful; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
•il•--came; dh•‘•--running; amoghere--unto Amogha; kahe--He says; t•ra--His;
buke--on the chest; hasta diy•--keeping His hand.
TRANSLATION
As soon as Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard that Amogha was going to die, He
immediately ran to him in great haste. Placing His hand on Amogha's chest, He
spoke as follows.
TEXT 274
TEXT
sahaje nirmala ei 'br•hma‹a'-h”daya
k”£‹era vasite ei yogya-sth•na haya
SYNONYMS
sahaje--by nature; nirmala--without contamination; ei--this; br•hma‹ah”daya--heart of a br•hma‹a; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; vasite--to sit down; ei-this; yogya-sth•na--proper place; haya--is.
TRANSLATION
"The heart of a br•hma‹a is by nature very clean; therefore it is a proper
place for K”£‹a to sit.
TEXT 275
TEXT
'm•tsarya'-ca‹‚•la kene ih•• vas•ile
parama pavitra sth•na apavitra kaile
SYNONYMS
m•tsarya--jealousy; ca‹‚•la--the lowest of the men; kene--why; ih••--here;
vas•ile--you allowed to sit; parama pavitra--most purified; sth•na--place;
apavitra--impure; kaile--you have made.
TRANSLATION
"Why have you allowed jealousy to sit here also? Because of this, you have
become like a ca‹‚•la, the lowest of men, and you have also contaminated a
most purified place--your heart.
TEXT 276
TEXT
s•rvabhauma-sa•ge tom•ra 'kalu£a' haila k£aya
'kalma£a' ghucile j†va 'k”£‹a-n•ma' laya
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SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma-sa•ge--by the association of S•rvabhauma; tom•ra--your; kalu£a-contamination; haila k£aya--is now vanquished; kalma£a--contamination;
ghucile--when dispelled; j†va--the living entity; k”£‹a-n•ma--the Hare K”£‹a
mah•-mantra; laya--can chant.
TRANSLATION
"However, due to the association of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, all your
contamination is now vanquished. When a person's heart is cleansed of all
contamination, he is able to chant the mah•-mantra, Hare K”£‹a.
TEXT 277
TEXT
uàhaha, amogha, tumi lao k”£‹a-n•ma
acire tom•re k”p• karibe bhagav•n
SYNONYMS
uàhaha--get up; amogha--Amogha; tumi--you; lao--chant; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy
name of Lord K”£‹a; acire--very soon; tom•re--unto you; k”p•--mercy; karibe-will bestow; bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"Therefore, Amogha, get up and chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra! If you do
so, K”£‹a will unfailingly bestow mercy upon you."
PURPORT
The Absolute Truth is realized in three phases--impersonal Brahman,
Param•tm• and the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Bhagav•n. All of these are
one and the same truth, but Brahman, Param•tm• and Bhagav•n constitute three
different features. Whoever understands Brahman is called a br•hma‹a, and when
a br•hma‹a engages in the Lord's devotional service, he is called a Vai£‹ava.
Unless one comes to understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead, his
realization of impersonal Brahman is imperfect. A br•hma‹a can chant the Hare
K”£‹a mantra on the platform of n•m•bh•sa, but not on the platform of pure
vibration. When a br•hma‹a engages in the Lord's service, fully understanding
his eternal relationship, his devotional service is called abhidheya. When one
attains that stage, he is called a bh•gavata or a Vai£‹ava. This indicates
that he is free from contamination and material attachment. This is confirmed
by Bhagavad-g†t• (7.28):
ye£•‰ tv anta-gata‰ p•pa‰
jan•n•‰ pu‹ya-karma‹•m
te dvandva-moha-nirmukt•
bhajante m•‰ d”‚ha-vrat•„
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"Persons who have acted piously in previous lives and in this life, whose
sinful actions are completely eradicated and who are freed from the duality of
delusion, engage themselves in My service with determination."
A br•hma‹a may be a very learned scholar, but this does not mean that he is
free from material contamination. A br•hma‹a's contamination, however, is in
the mode of goodness. In the material world, the three modes are goodness,
passion and ignorance, and all of these are simply different gradations of
contamination. Unless a br•hma‹a transcends such contamination and approaches
the platform of unalloyed devotional service, he cannot be accepted as a
Vai£‹ava. An impersonalist may be aware of the impersonal Brahman feature of
the Absolute Truth, but his activities are on the impersonal platform.
Sometimes he imagines a form of the Lord (sagu‹a-up•san•), but such an attempt
is never successful in helping one attain complete realization. The
impersonalist may consider himself a br•hma‹a and may be situated in the mode
of goodness, but nonetheless he is conditioned by one of the modes of material
nature. This means that he is not yet liberated, for liberation cannot be
attained unless one is completely free from the modes. In any case, the
M•y•v•da philosophy keeps one conditioned. If one becomes a Vai£‹ava through
proper initiation, he automatically becomes a br•hma‹a. There is no doubt
about it. The Garu‚a Pur•‹a confirms this:
br•hma‹•n•‰ sahasrebhya„
satra-y•j† vi¤i£yate
satra-y•ji-sahasrebhya„
sarva-ved•nta-p•raga„
sarva-ved•nta-vit-koày•
vi£‹u-bhakto vi¤i£yate
"Out of many thousands of br•hma‹as, one may become qualified to perform
yaj‘a. Out of many thousands of such qualified br•hma‹as, one may be fully
aware of the Ved•nta philosophy. Out of many millions of learned Ved•nta
scholars, there may be one vi£‹u-bhakta, or devotee of Lord Vi£‹u. It is he
who is most exalted."
Unless one is a fully qualified br•hma‹a, he cannot advance in the
spiritual science. A real br•hma‹a is never envious of Vai£‹avas. If he is, he
is considered an imperfect neophyte. Impersonalist br•hma‹as are always
opposed to Vai£‹ava principles. They are envious of Vai£‹avas because they do
not know the goal of life. Na te vidu„ sv•rtha-gati‰ hi vi£‹um. However, when
a br•hma‹a becomes a Vai£‹ava, there is no duality. If a br•hma‹a does not
become a Vai£‹ava, he certainly falls down from the br•hma‹a platform. This is
confirmed by ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.3): na bhajanty avaj•nanti sth•n•d
bhra£à•„ patanty adha„.
We can actually see that in this Age of Kali many so-called br•hma‹as are
envious of Vai£‹avas. The Kali-contaminated br•hma‹as consider Deity worship
to be imaginative: arcye vi£‹au ¤il•-dh†r guru£u nara-matir vai£‹ave j•tibuddhi„. Such a contaminated br•hma‹a may superficially imagine a form of the
Lord, but actually he considers the Deity in the temple to be made of stone or
wood. Similarly, such a contaminated br•hma‹a considers the guru to be an
ordinary human being, and he objects when a Vai£‹ava is created by the K”£‹a
consciousness movement. Many so-called br•hma‹as attempt to fight us, saying,
"How can you create a br•hma‹a out of a European or American? A br•hma‹a can
be born only in a br•hma‹a family." They do not consider that this is never
stated in any revealed scripture. It is specifically stated in Bhagavad-g†t•
(4.13): c•tur-var‹ya‰ may• s”£àa‰ gu‹a-karma-vibh•ga¤a„. "According to the
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three modes of material nature and the work ascribed to them, the four
divisions of human society were created by Me."
Thus a br•hma‹a is not a result of the caste system. He becomes a br•hma‹a
only by qualification. Similarly, a Vai£‹ava does not belong to a particular
caste; rather, his designation is determined by the rendering of devotional
service.
TEXT 278
TEXT
¤uni' 'k”£‹a' 'k”£‹a' bali' amogha uàhil•
premonm•de matta ha‘• n•cite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; k”£‹a k”£‹a--the holy name of K”£‹a; bali'--speaking;
amogha uàhil•--Amogha stood up; premonm•de--in ecstatic love of K”£‹a; matta
ha‘•--becoming maddened; n•cite l•gil•--began to dance.
TRANSLATION
After hearing ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and being touched by Him, Amogha, who
was on his deathbed, immediately stood up and began to chant the holy name of
K”£‹a. Thus he became mad with ecstatic love and began to dance emotionally.
TEXT 279
TEXT
kampa, a¤ru, pulaka, stambha, sveda, svara-bha•ga
prabhu h•se dekhi' t•ra premera tara•ga
SYNONYMS
kampa--trembling; a¤ru--tears; pulaka--jubilation; stambha--being stunned;
sveda--perspiration; svara-bha•ga--faltering of the voice; prabhu h•se--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu began to laugh; dekhi'--seeing; t•ra--Amogha's; premera
tara•ga--waves of ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
While Amogha danced in ecstatic love, he manifested all the ecstatic
symptoms-trembling, tears, jubilation, trance, perspiration and a faltering
voice. Seeing these waves of ecstatic emotion, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu began
to laugh.
TEXT 280
TEXT
prabhura cara‹e dhari' karaye vinaya
apar•dha k£ama more, prabhu, day•maya
SYNONYMS
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prabhura cara‹e--the lotus feet of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dhari'-catching; karaye--does; vinaya--submission; apar•dha--offense; k£ama--kindly
excuse; more--me; prabhu--O Lord; day•-maya--merciful.
TRANSLATION
Amogha then fell before the Lord's lotus feet and submissively said, "O
merciful Lord, please excuse my offense."
TEXT 281
TEXT
ei ch•ra mukhe tom•ra karinu nindane
eta bali' •pana g•le ca‚•ya •pane
SYNONYMS
ei ch•ra mukhe--in this abominable mouth; tom•ra--Your; karinu--I did;
nindane--blaspheming; eta bali'--saying this; •pana--his own; g•le--cheeks;
ca‚•ya--he slapped; •pane--himself.
TRANSLATION
Not only did Amogha beg the Lord's pardon, but he also began slapping his
own cheeks, saying, "By this mouth I have blasphemed You."
TEXT 282
TEXT
ca‚•ite ca‚•ite g•la phul•ila
h•te dhari' gop†n•th•c•rya ni£edhila
SYNONYMS
ca‚•ite ca‚•ite--slapping over and over again; g•la--the cheeks; phul•ila-he made them swollen; h•te dhari'--catching his hands; gop†n•tha-•c•rya-Gop†n•tha šc•rya; ni£edhila--forbade.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, Amogha continued slapping his face over and over until his cheeks
were swollen. Finally Gop†n•tha šc•rya stopped him by catching hold of his
hands.
TEXT 283
TEXT
prabhu •¤v•sana kare spar¤i' t•ra g•tra
s•rvabhauma-sambandhe tumi mora sneha-p•tra
SYNONYMS
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prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •¤v•sana kare--pacifies; spar¤i'-touching; t•ra--his; g•tra--body; s•rvabhauma-sambandhe--because of a relation
to S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; tumi--you; mora--My; sneha-p•tra--object of
affection.
TRANSLATION
After this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu pacified Amogha by touching his body
and saying, "You are the object of My affection because you are the son-in-law
of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
TEXT 284
TEXT
s•rvabhauma-g”he d•sa-d•s†, ye kukkura
seha mora priya, anya jana rahu dãra
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma-g”he--at the house of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; d•sa-d•s†-servants and maidservants; ye kukkura--even a dog; seha--all of them; mora--to
Me; priya--very dear; anya jana--others; rahu dãra--what to speak of.
TRANSLATION
"Everyone in S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya's house is very dear to Me, including
his maids and servants and even his dog. And what to speak of his relatives?
TEXT 285
TEXT
apar•dha' n•hi, sad• lao k”£‹a-n•ma
eta bali' prabhu •il• s•rvabhauma-sth•na
SYNONYMS
apar•dha' n•hi--do not commit offenses; sad•--always; lao--chant; k”£‹an•ma--the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra; eta bali'--saying this; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •il•--came; s•rvabhauma-sth•na--to the place of S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya.
TRANSLATION
"Amogha, always chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra and do not commit any
further offenses." After giving Amogha this instruction, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu went to S•rvabhauma's house."
TEXT 286
TEXT
prabhu dekhi' s•rvabhauma dharil• cara‹e
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prabhu t••re •li•giy• vasil• •sane
SYNONYMS
prabhu dekhi'--seeing Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; s•rvabhauma-S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; dharil• cara‹e--caught hold of His feet; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--him; •li•giy•--embracing; vasil• •sane--sat down
on the seat.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing the Lord, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya immediately caught hold of
His lotus feet. The Lord also embraced him and sat down.
TEXT 287
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----amogha ¤i¤u, kib• t•ra do£a
kene upav•sa kara, kene kara ro£a
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; amogha ¤i¤u--Amogha is a child;
kib•--what; t•ra do£a--his fault; kene--why; upav•sa kara--are you fasting;
kene--why; kara ro£a--are you angry.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu pacified S•rvabhauma, saying, "After all, Amogha,
your son-in-law, is a child. So what is his fault? Why are you fasting, and
why are you angry?
TEXT 288
TEXT
uàha, sn•na kara, dekha jagann•tha-mukha
¤†ghra •si, bhojana kara, tabe mora sukha
SYNONYMS
uàha--get up; sn•na kara--take your bath; dekha--see; jagann•tha-mukha-Lord Jagann•tha's face; ¤†ghra •si--coming back very soon; bhojana kara--take
your lunch; tabe mora sukha--then I shall be very happy.
TRANSLATION
"Just get up and take your bath and go see the face of Lord Jagann•tha.
Then return here to eat your lunch. In this way I shall be happy.
TEXT 289
TEXT
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t•vat rahiba •mi eth•ya vasiy•
y•vat n• kh•ibe tumi pras•da •siy•
SYNONYMS
t•vat--as long as; rahiba--shall stay; •mi--I; eth•ya--here; vasiy•-sitting; y•vat--as long as; n• kh•ibe--will not eat; tumi--you; pras•da-remnants of the food of Jagann•tha; •siy•--coming here.
TRANSLATION
"I shall stay here until you return to take Lord Jagann•tha's remnants for
your lunch."
TEXT 290
TEXT
prabhu-pada dhari' bhaààa kahite l•gil•
marita' amogha, t•re kene j†y•il•
SYNONYMS
prabhu-pada--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's lotus feet; dhari'--catching hold
of; bhaààa--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; kahite l•gil•--began to speak; marita'
amogha--Amogha would have died; t•re--him; kene--why; j†y•il•--have You
brought to life.
TRANSLATION
Catching hold of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's lotus feet, Bhaàà•c•rya said,
"Why did You bring Amogha back to life? It would have been better had he
died."
TEXT 291
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----amogha ¤i¤u, tom•ra b•laka
b•laka-do£a n• laya pit•, t•h•te p•laka
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; amogha ¤i¤u--Amogha is a child;
tom•ra b•laka--your son; b•laka-do£a--the offense of a child; n• laya--does
not accept; pit•--the father; t•h•te--unto him; p•laka--the maintainer.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Amogha is a child and your son. The father
does not take the faults of his son seriously, especially when he is
maintaining him.
TEXT 292
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TEXT
ebe 'vai£‹ava' haila, t•ra gela 'apar•dha'
t•h•ra upare ebe karaha pras•da
SYNONYMS
ebe--now; vai£‹ava haila--has become a Vai£‹ava; t•ra--his; gela--went
away; apar•dha--offenses; t•h•ra upare--upon him; ebe--now; karaha pras•da-show mercy.
TRANSLATION
"Now that he has become a Vai£‹ava, he is offenseless. You can bestow your
mercy upon him without hesitation."
TEXT 293
TEXT
bhaààa kahe,----cala, prabhu, †¤vara-dara¤ane
sn•na kari' t••h• mu‘i •sicho• ekhane
SYNONYMS
bhaààa kahe--Bhaàà•c•rya said; cala--go; prabhu--my Lord; †¤vara-dara¤ane-to see Lord Jagann•tha, the Personality of Godhead; sn•na kari'--taking my
bath; t••h•--there; mu‘i--I; •sicho•--shall come back; ekhane--here.
TRANSLATION
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said, " Please go, my Lord, to see Lord Jagann•tha.
After taking my bath, I shall go there and then return."
TEXT 294
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----gop†n•tha, ih•‘i rahib•
i•ho pras•da p•ile, v•rt• •m•ke kahib•
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; gop†n•tha--Gop†n•tha; ih•‘i
rahib•--please stay here; i•ho--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; pras•da p•ile--when
he takes his lunch; v•rt•--the news; •m•ke kahib•--inform Me.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then told Gop†n•tha, "Stay here and inform Me when
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya has taken his pras•da."
TEXT 295
TEXT
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eta bali' prabhu gel• †¤vara-dara¤ane
bhaààa sn•na dar¤ana kari' karil• bhojane
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; gel•--went;
†¤vara-dara¤ane--to see Lord Jagann•tha; bhaààa--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
sn•na dar¤ana kari'--finishing his bathing and seeing of Lord Jagann•tha;
karil• bhojane--accepted food.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to see Lord Jagann•tha.
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya completed his bath, went to see Lord Jagann•tha and
then returned to his house to accept food.
TEXT 296
TEXT
sei amogha haila prabhura bhakta 'ek•nta'
preme n•ce, k”£‹a-n•ma laya mah•-¤•nta
SYNONYMS
sei amogha--that same Amogha; haila--became; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; bhakta--devotee; ek•nta--unflinching; preme n•ce--dances in
ecstasy; k”£‹a-n•ma laya--chants the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra; mah•-¤•nta--very
peaceful.
TRANSLATION
Thereafter, Amogha became an unalloyed devotee of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
He danced in ecstasy and peacefully chanted the holy name of Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 297
TEXT
aiche citra-l†l• kare ¤ac†ra nandana
yei dekhe, ¤une, t••ra vismaya haya mana
SYNONYMS
aiche--in this way; citra-l†l•--varieties of pastimes; kare--performs;
¤ac†ra nandana--the son of mother ¥ac†; yei dekhe--anyone who sees; ¤une-hears; t••ra--his; vismaya--astonished; haya--becomes; mana--mind.
TRANSLATION
In this way, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu performed His various pastimes.
Whoever sees them or hears of them becomes truly astonished.
TEXT 298
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TEXT
aiche bhaààa-g”he kare bhojana-vil•sa
t•ra madhye n•n• citra-caritra-prak•¤a
SYNONYMS
aiche--in this way; bhaààa-g”he--in the house of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
kare--performs; bhojana-vil•sa--pastime of eating; t•ra madhye--within that
pastime; n•n•--various; citra-caritra--of varieties of activities; prak•¤a-manifestation.
TRANSLATION
Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu enjoyed eating in S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya's
house. Within that one pastime, many wonderful pastimes were manifest.
TEXT 299
TEXT
s•rvabhauma-ghare ei bhojana-carita
s•rvabhauma-prema y••h• ha-il• vidita
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma-ghare--in the house of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; ei--these;
bhojana-carita--eating affairs; s•rvabhauma-prema--love of S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; y••h•--where; ha-il•--became; vidita--well known.
TRANSLATION
These are the peculiar characteristics of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
pastimes. Thus the Lord ate in S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya's house, and in this
way S•rvabhauma's love for the Lord has become very well known.
PURPORT
As stated in the ¥•kh•-nir‹ay•m”ta:
amogha-pa‹‚ita‰ vande
¤r†-gaure‹•tma-s•tk”tam
prema-gadgada-s•ndr••ga‰
pulak•kula-vigraham
"I offer my obeisances unto Amogha Pa‹‚ita, who was accepted by Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. As a result of this acceptance, he was always merged in
ecstatic love, and he manifested ecstatic symptoms such as choking of the
voice and standing of the hairs on his body."
TEXT 300
TEXT
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£•àh†ra m•t•ra prema, •ra prabhura pras•da
bhakta-sambandhe y•h• k£amila apar•dha
SYNONYMS
£•àh†ra m•t•ra prema--the love of the mother of ¢•àh†; •ra--and; prabhura
pras•da--the mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhakta-sambandhe--because of a
relationship with a devotee; y•h•--where; k£amila apar•dha--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu excused the offense.
TRANSLATION
Thus I have related the ecstatic love of S•rvabhauma's wife, who is known
as the mother of ¢•àh†. I have also related ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's great
mercy, which He manifested by excusing Amogha's offense. He did so due to
Amogha's relationship with a devotee.
PURPORT
Amogha was an offender because he blasphemed the Lord. As a result, he was
about to die of cholera. Amogha did not receive an opportunity to be freed
from all offenses after being attacked by the disease, but S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya and his wife were very dear to the Lord. Because of their
relationship, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu excused Amogha. Instead of being
punished by the Lord, he was saved by the Lord's mercy. All this was due to
the unflinching love of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya for ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
Externally, Amogha was S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya's son-in-law, and he was being
maintained by S•rvabhauma. Consequently if Amogha were not excused, his
punishment would have directly affected S•rvabhauma. Amogha's death would have
indirectly brought about the death of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
TEXT 301
TEXT
¤raddh• kari' ei l†l• ¤une yei jana
acir•t p•ya sei caitanya-cara‹a
SYNONYMS
¤raddh• kari'--with faith and love; ei l†l•--this pastime; ¤une--hears; yei
jana--whoever; acir•t--very soon; p•ya--attains; sei--he; caitanya-cara‹a--the
lotus feet of Lord Caitanya.
TRANSLATION
Whoever hears these pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu with faith and love
will attain the shelter of the Lord's lotus feet very soon.
TEXT 302
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
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SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Fifteenth Chapter, describing the Lord's eating at the house of
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya.
Chapter 16
The Lord's Attempt to Go to V”nd•vana
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura gives the following summary of this chapter in
his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya. When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu wanted to go to
V”nd•vana, R•m•nanda R•ya and S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya indirectly presented
many obstructions. In due course of time, all the devotees of Bengal visited
Jagann•tha Pur† for the third year. This time, all the wives of the Vai£‹avas
brought many types of food, intending to extend invitations to ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu at Jagann•tha Pur†. When the devotees arrived, Caitanya Mah•prabhu
sent his blessings in the form of garlands. In that year also, the Gu‹‚ic•
temple was cleansed, and when the C•turm•sya period was over, all the devotees
returned to their homes in Bengal. Caitanya Mah•prabhu forbade Nity•nanda to
visit N†l•cala every year. Questioned by the inhabitants of Kul†na-gr•ma,
Caitanya Mah•prabhu again repeated the symptoms of a Vai£‹ava. Vidy•nidhi also
came to Jagann•tha Pur† and saw the festival of O‚ana-£a£àh†. When the
devotees bade farewell to the Lord, the Lord was determined to go to
V”nd•vana, and on the day of Vijaya-da¤am†, He departed.
Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra made various arrangements for ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's trip to V”nd•vana. When He crossed the River Citrotpal•,
R•m•nanda R•ya, Mardar•ja and Haricandana went with Him. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu requested Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita to go to N†l•cala, Jagann•tha Pur†, but
he did not abide by this order. From Kaàaka, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu again
requested Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita to return to N†l•cala, and He bade farewell to
R•m•nanda R•ya from Bhadraka. After this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu crossed the
border of Orissa state, and He arrived at P•nih•ài by boat. Thereafter He
visited the house of R•ghava Pa‹‚ita, and from there He went to Kum•rahaààa
and eventually to Kuliy•, where He excused many offenders. From there He went
to R•makeli, where He saw ¥r† Rãpa and San•tana and accepted them as His chief
disciples. Returning from R•makeli, He met Raghun•tha d•sa and after giving
him instructions sent him back home. Thereafter the Lord returned to N†l•cala
and began to make plans to go to V”nd•vana without a companion.
TEXT 1
TEXT
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gau‚ody•na‰ gaura-megha„
si‘can sv•lokan•m”tai„
bhav•gni-dagdha-janat•v†rudha„ samaj†vayat
SYNONYMS
gau‚a-udy•nam--upon the garden known as Gau‚a-de¤a; gaura-megha„--the cloud
known as Gaura; si‘can--pouring water; sva--His own; •lokana-am”tai„--with the
nectar of the glance; bhava-agni--by the blazing fire of material existence;
dagdha--having been burnt; janat•--the people in general; v†rudha„--who are
like creepers and plants; samaj†vayat--revived.
TRANSLATION
By the nectar of His personal glance, the cloud known as ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu poured water upon the garden of Gau‚a-de¤a and revived the people,
who were like creepers and plants burning in the forest fire of material
existence.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya gauracandra jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; gauracandra--to Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jaya-all glories; nity•nanda--to Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya--all glories; advaitacandra--to Advaita šc•rya; jaya--all glories; gaura-bhakta-v”nda--to the
devotees of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All glories to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Lord Nity•nanda! All
glories to Advaitacandra! All glories to all the devotees of the Lord!
TEXT 3
TEXT
prabhura ha-ila icch• y•ite v”nd•vana
¤uniy• prat•parudra ha-il• vimana
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ha-ila--there was; icch•--the
desire; y•ite--to go; v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana; ¤uniy•--hearing; prat•parudra-Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra; ha-il• vimana--became morose.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu decided to go to V”nd•vana, and Mah•r•ja
Prat•parudra became very morose upon hearing this news.
TEXT 4
TEXT
s•rvabhauma, r•m•nanda, •ni' dui jana
du•h•ke kahena r•j• vinaya-vacana
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma; r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda; •ni'--calling; dui jana-two persons; du•h•ke--unto both of them; kahena--said; r•j•--the King; vinayavacana--submissive words.
TRANSLATION
The King therefore called for S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya and R•m•nanda R•ya,
and he spoke the following submissive words to them.
TEXT 5
TEXT
n†l•dri ch•‚i' prabhura mana anyatra y•ite
tomar• karaha yatna t••h•re r•khite
SYNONYMS
n†l•dri--Jagann•tha Pur†; ch•‚i'--giving up; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; mana--the mind; anyatra--elsewhere; y•ite--to go; tomar•--both of
you; karaha--make; yatna--endeavor; t••h•re--Him; r•khite--to keep.
TRANSLATION
Prat•parudra Mah•r•ja said, "Please endeavor to keep ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu here at Jagann•tha Pur†, for now He is thinking of going elsewhere.
TEXT 6
TEXT
t••h• vin• ei r•jya more n•hi bh•ya
gos•‘i r•khite karaha n•n• up•ya
SYNONYMS
t••h• vin•--without Him; ei r•jya--this kingdom; more--to me; n•hi bh•ya-is not very pleasing; gos•‘i--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; r•khite--to keep;
karaha--do; n•n• up•ya--various sorts of devices.
TRANSLATION
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"Without ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, this kingdom is not pleasing to me.
Therefore please try to devise some plan to enable the Lord to stay here."
TEXT 7
TEXT
r•m•nanda, s•rvabhauma, dui-jan•-sth•ne
tabe yukti kare prabhu----'y•ba v”nd•vane'
SYNONYMS
r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma; dui-jan•-sth•ne--before the
two persons; tabe--then; yukti kare--consulted; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; y•ba v”nd•vane--I shall go to V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
After this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu Himself consulted R•m•nanda R•ya and
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, saying,"I shall go to V”nd•vana."
TEXT 8
TEXT
du•he kahe,----ratha-y•tr• kara dara¤ana
k•rtika •ile, tabe kariha gamana
SYNONYMS
du•he kahe--both of them said; ratha-y•tr•--the Ratha-y•tr• festival; kara
dara¤ana--please see; k•rtika •ile--when the month of K•rttika arrives; tabe-at that time; kariha gamana--You can go.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya and S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya requested the Lord to observe
first the Ratha-y•tr• festival. Then when the month of K•rttika arrived, He
could go to V”nd•vana.
TEXT 9
TEXT
k•rtika •ile kahe----ebe mah•-¤†ta
dola-y•tr• dekhi' y•o----ei bh•la r†ta
SYNONYMS
k•rtika •ile--when the month of K•rttika arrived; kahe--both of them said;
ebe--now; mah•-¤†ta--very cold; dola-y•tr• dekhi'--after seeing the Dola-y•tr•
ceremony; y•o--You go; ei--this; bh•la r†ta--a very nice program.
TRANSLATION
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However, when the month of K•rttika came, they both told the Lord, "Now it
is very cold. It is better that You wait to see the Dola-y•tr• festival and
then go. That will be very nice."
TEXT 10
TEXT
•ji-k•li kari' uàh•ya vividha up•ya
y•ite sammati n• deya vicchedera bhaya
SYNONYMS
•ji-k•li kari'--delaying today and tomorrow; uàh•ya--they put forward;
vividha up•ya--many devices; y•ite--to go; sammati--permission; n• deya--did
not give; vicchedera bhaya--because of fearing separation.
TRANSLATION
In this way they both presented many impediments, indirectly not granting
the Lord permission to go to V”nd•vana. They did this because they were afraid
of separation from Him.
TEXT 11
TEXT
yadyapi svatantra prabhu nahe niv•ra‹a
bhakta-icch• vin• prabhu n• kare gamana
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; svatantra--fully independent; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; nahe niv•ra‹a--there is no checking Him; bhakta-icch• vin•-without the permission of devotees; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n• kare
gamana--does not go.
TRANSLATION
Although the Lord is completely independent and incapable of being checked
by anyone, He still did not go without the permission of His devotees.
TEXT 12
TEXT
t”t†ya vatsare saba gau‚era bhakta-ga‹a
n†l•cale calite sab•ra haila mana
SYNONYMS
t”t†ya vatsare--in the third year; saba--all; gau‚era bhakta-ga‹a--devotees
from Bengal; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; calite--to go; sab•ra--of everyone;
haila--there was; mana--the mind.
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TRANSLATION
Then, for the third year, all the devotees of Bengal wanted to return again
to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 13
TEXT
sabe meli' gel• advaita •c•ryera p•¤e
prabhu dekhite •c•rya calil• ull•se
SYNONYMS
sabe--everyone; meli'--after assembling together; gel•--went; advaita-Advaita; •c•ryera--of the leader of Navadv†pa; p•¤e--in the presence; prabhu
dekhite--to see Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; calil•-departed; ull•se--in great jubilation.
TRANSLATION
All the Bengali devotees gathered around Advaita šc•rya, and in great
jubilation Advaita šc•rya departed to Jagann•tha Pur† to see ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXTS 14-15
TEXT
yadyapi prabhura •j‘• gau‚ete rahite
nity•nanda-prabhuke prema-bhakti prak•¤ite
tath•pi calil• mah•prabhure dekhite
nity•nandera prema-ce£à• ke p•re bujhite
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •j‘•--the order;
gau‚ete rahite--to stay in Bengal; nity•nanda-prabhuke--unto Nity•nanda
Prabhu; prema-bhakti--ecstatic love of Godhead; prak•¤ite--to preach; tath•pi-still; calil•--departed; mah•prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhite--to
see; nity•nandera--of Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; prema-ce£à•--the activities of
ecstatic love; ke--who; p•re--is able; bujhite--to understand.
TRANSLATION
Although the Lord told Nity•nanda Prabhu to stay in Bengal and spread
ecstatic love of God, Nity•nanda left to go see Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Who can
understand Nity•nanda Prabhu's ecstatic love?
TEXTS 16-17
TEXT
•c•ryaratna, vidy•nidhi, ¤r†v•sa, r•m•i
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v•sudeva, mur•ri, govind•di tina bh•i
r•ghava pa‹‚ita nija-jh•li s•j•‘•
kul†na-gr•ma-v•s† cale paààa-‚or† la‘•
SYNONYMS
•c•ryaratna--šc•ryaratna; vidy•nidhi--Vidy•nidhi; ¤r†v•sa--¥r†v•sa; r•m•i-R•m•i; v•sudeva--V•sudeva; mur•ri--Mur•ri; govinda-•di tina bh•i--Govinda and
his two brothers; r•ghava pa‹‚ita--R•ghava Pa‹‚ita; nija-jh•li--his own bags;
s•j•‘•--assorting; kul†na-gr•ma-v•s†--the inhabitants of Kul†na-gr•ma; cale-went; paààa-‚or† la‘•--taking silken ropes.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees of Navadv†pa departed, including šc•ryaratna, Vidy•nidhi,
¥r†v•sa, R•m•i, V•sudeva, Mur•ri, Govinda and his two brothers and R•ghava
Pa‹‚ita, who took bags of assorted foods. The inhabitants of Kul†na-gr•ma,
carrying silken ropes, also departed.
TEXT 18
TEXT
kha‹‚a-v•s† narahari, ¤r†-raghunandana
sarva-bhakta cale, t•ra ke kare ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
kha‹‚a-v•s† narahari--Narahari, a resident of the village Kha‹‚a; ¤r†raghunandana--¥r† Raghunandana; sarva-bhakta--all the devotees; cale--went;
t•ra--of that; ke--who; kare ga‹ana--can count.
TRANSLATION
Narahari and ¥r† Raghunandana, who were from the village of Kha‹‚a, and
many other devotees also departed. Who can count them?
TEXT 19
TEXT
¤iv•nanda-sena kare gh•ài sam•dh•na
sab•re p•lana kari' sukhe la‘• y•na
SYNONYMS
¤iv•nanda-sena--¥iv•nanda Sena; kare--made; gh•ài sam•dh•na--arrangements
for expenditures to clear the tax collecting centers; sab•re--everyone;
p•lana--maintaining; kari'--doing; sukhe--in happiness; la‘•--taking; y•na-goes.
TRANSLATION
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¥iv•nanda Sena, who was in charge of the party, made arrangements to clear
the tax collecting centers. He took care of all the devotees and happily
traveled with them.
TEXT 20
TEXT
sab•ra sarva-k•rya karena, dena v•s•-sth•na
¤iv•nanda j•ne u‚iy•-pathera sandh•na
SYNONYMS
sab•ra--of all of them; sarva-k•rya--everything necessary to be done;
karena--he does; dena--gives; v•s•-sth•na--residential places; ¤iv•nanda-¥iv•nanda; j•ne--knows; u‚iy•-pathera--of the roads in Orissa; sandh•na--the
junctions.
TRANSLATION
¥iv•nanda Sena took care of all the necessities the devotees required. In
particular, he made arrangements for residential quarters, and he knew the
roads of Orissa.
TEXT 21
TEXT
se vatsara prabhu dekhite saba àh•kur•‹†
calil• •c•rya-sa•ge acyuta-janan†
SYNONYMS
se vatsara--that year; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhite--to see;
saba àh•kur•‹†--all the wives of the devotees; calil•--went; •c•rya-sa•ge-with Advaita šc•rya; acyuta-janan†--the mother of Acyut•nanda.
TRANSLATION
That year also all the wives of the devotees [àh•kur•‹†s] also went to see
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. S†t•dev†, the mother of Acyut•nanda, went with
Advaita šc•rya.
TEXT 22
TEXT
¤r†v•sa pa‹‚ita-sa•ge calil• m•lin†
¤iv•nanda-sa•ge cale t••h•ra g”hi‹†
SYNONYMS
¤r†v•sa pa‹‚ita-sa•ge--with ¥r†v•sa Pa‹‚ita; calil•--went; m•lin†--his
wife, M•lin†; ¤iv•nanda-sa•ge--with ¥iv•nanda Sena; cale--goes; t••h•ra--his;
g”hi‹†--wife.
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TRANSLATION
¥r†v•sa Pa‹‚ita also took his wife, M•lin†, and the wife of ¥iv•nanda Sena
also went with her husband.
TEXT 23
TEXT
¤iv•nandera b•laka, n•ma----caitanya-d•sa
te•ho caliy•che prabhure dekhite ull•sa
SYNONYMS
¤iv•nandera b•laka--the son of ¥iv•nanda; n•ma--named; caitanya-d•sa-Caitanya d•sa; te•ho--he; caliy•che--was going; prabhure--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; dekhite--to see; ull•sa--jubilantly.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya d•sa, the son of ¥iv•nanda Sena, also jubilantly accompanied them
as they went to see the Lord.
TEXT 24
TEXT
•c•ryaratna-sa•ge cale t••h•ra g”hi‹†
t••h•ra premera kath• kahite n• j•ni
SYNONYMS
•c•ryaratna-sa•ge--with Candra¤ekhara; cale--goes; t••h•ra--his; g”hi‹†-wife; t••h•ra--his; premera kath•--the description of the ecstatic love;
kahite--to speak; n• j•ni--I do not know how.
TRANSLATION
The wife of Candra¤ekhara [šc•ryaratna] also went. I cannot speak of the
greatness of Candra¤ekhara's love for the Lord.
TEXT 25
TEXT
saba àh•kur•‹† mah•prabhuke bhik£• dite
prabhura n•n• priya dravya nila ghara haite
SYNONYMS
saba àh•kur•‹†--all the wives of the great devotees; mah•prabhuke--to ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhik£• dite--to offer food; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; n•n•--various; priya dravya--pleasing foods; nila--took; ghara
haite--from home.
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TRANSLATION
To offer ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu various types of food, all the wives of
the great devotees brought from home various things that pleased Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 26
TEXT
¤iv•nanda-sena kare saba sam•dh•na
gh•àiy•la prabodhi' dena sab•re v•s•-sth•na
SYNONYMS
¤iv•nanda-sena--¥iv•nanda Sena; kare--does; saba sam•dh•na--all
arrangements; gh•àiy•la--the men in charge of levying taxes; prabodhi'-satisfying; dena--gives; sab•re--to everyone; v•s•-sth•na--resting places.
TRANSLATION
As stated, ¥iv•nanda Sena used to make all arrangements for the party's
necessities. In particular, he used to pacify the men in charge of levying
taxes, and he found resting places for everyone.
TEXT 27
TEXT
bhak£ya diy• karena sab•ra sarvatra p•lane
parama •nande y•na prabhura dara¤ane
SYNONYMS
bhak£ya diy•--supplying food; karena--he does; sab•ra--of everyone;
sarvatra--everywhere; p•lane--maintenance; parama •nande--in great pleasure;
y•na--he goes; prabhura dara¤ane--to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
¥iv•nanda Sena also supplied food to all the devotees and took care of them
along the way. In this way, feeling great happiness he went to see ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu at Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 28
TEXT
remu‹•ya •siy• kaila gop†n•tha dara¤ana
•c•rya karila t•h•• k†rtana, nartana
SYNONYMS
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remu‹•ya--to Remu‹•; •siy•--after coming; kaila--performed; gop†n•tha
dara¤ana--visiting the temple of Gop†n•tha; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; karila-performed; t•h••--there; k†rtana--chanting; nartana--dancing.
TRANSLATION
When they all arrived at Remu‹•, they went to see Lord Gop†n•tha. In the
temple there, Advaita šc•rya danced and chanted.
TEXT 29
TEXT
nity•nandera paricaya saba sevaka sane
bahuta samm•na •si' kaila sevaka-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
nity•nandera--of Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; paricaya--there was acquaintance;
saba--all; sevaka sane--with the priests of the temple; bahuta samm•na--great
respect; •si'--coming; kaila--offered; sevaka-ga‹e--all the priests.
TRANSLATION
All the priests of the temple had been previously acquainted with ¥r†
Nity•nanda Prabhu; therefore they all came to offer great respects to the
Lord.
TEXT 30
TEXT
sei r•tri saba mah•nta t•h•‘i rahil•
b•ra k£†ra •ni' •ge sevaka dharil•
SYNONYMS
sei r•tri--that night; saba mah•nta--all the great devotees; t•h•‘i rahil•-remained there; b•ra--twelve pots; k£†ra--condensed milk; •ni'--bringing;
•ge--in front of Nity•nanda Prabhu; sevaka--the priests; dharil•--placed.
TRANSLATION
That night, all the great devotees remained in the temple, and the priests
brought twelve pots of condensed milk, which they placed before Lord
Nity•nanda Prabhu.
TEXT 31
TEXT
k£†ra b••ài' sab•re dila prabhu-nity•nanda
k£†ra-pras•da p•‘• sab•ra b•‚ila •nanda
SYNONYMS
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k£†ra--the condensed milk; b••ài'--dividing; sab•re--unto everyone; dila-gave; prabhu-nity•nanda--Nity•nanda Prabhu; k£†ra-pras•da--remnants of
condensed milk from the Deity; p•‘•--getting; sab•ra--of everyone; b•‚ila-increased; •nanda--the transcendental bliss.
TRANSLATION
When the condensed milk was placed before Nity•nanda Prabhu, He distributed
the pras•da to everyone, and thus everyone's transcendental bliss increased.
TEXT 32
TEXT
m•dhava-pur†ra kath•, gop•la-sth•pana
t••h•re gop•la yaiche m•gila candana
SYNONYMS
m•dhava-pur†ra kath•--the narration of M•dhavendra Pur†; gop•la-sth•pana-installation of the Deity of Gop•la; t••h•re--unto him; gop•la--Lord Gop•la;
yaiche--just as; m•gila--He begged; candana--sandalwood.
TRANSLATION
They then all discussed the story of ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur†'s installation of
the Gop•la Deity, and they discussed how Gop•la begged sandalwood from him.
TEXT 33
TEXT
t••ra l•gi' gop†n•tha k£†ra curi kaila
mah•prabhura mukhe •ge e kath• ¤unila
SYNONYMS
t••ra l•gi'--for him (M•dhavendra Pur†); gop†n•tha--the Deity named
Gop†n•tha; k£†ra--condensed milk; curi--stealing; kaila--performed;
mah•prabhura mukhe--from the mouth of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •ge-previously; e kath•--this incident; ¤unila--heard.
TRANSLATION
It was Gop†n•tha who stole condensed milk for the sake of M•dhavendra Pur†.
This incident had been previously related by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu Himself.
TEXT 34
TEXT
sei kath• sab•ra madhye kahe nity•nanda
¤uniy• vai£‹ava-mane b•‚ila •nanda
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SYNONYMS
sei kath•--that incident; sab•ra madhye--among all of them; kahe--says;
nity•nanda--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; ¤uniy•--hearing; vai£‹ava-mane--in the
minds of all the Vai£‹avas; b•‚ila--increased; •nanda--the transcendental
bliss.
TRANSLATION
This same narration was again related by Lord Nity•nanda to all the
devotees, and their transcendental bliss increased as they heard the story
again.
PURPORT
The words mah•prabhura mukhe, "from the mouth of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,"
are significant because ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu first heard the story of
M•dhavendra Pur† from His spiritual master, ¥r†p•da •¤vara Pur†. For this
story refer to Madhya-l†l•, Chapter Four, verse eighteen. After staying at ¥r†
Advaita's house in ¥•ntipura for some time, the Lord narrated the story of
M•dhavendra Pur† to Nity•nanda Prabhu, Jagad•nanda Prabhu, D•modara Pa‹‚ita
and Mukunda d•sa. When they went to Remu‹• to the temple of Gop†n•tha, He
described M•dhavendra Pur†'s installation of the Gop•la Deity as well as
Gop†n•tha's stealing condensed milk. Due to this incident, Lord Gop†n•tha
became well known as K£†racor•, the thief who stole condensed milk.
TEXT 35
TEXT
ei-mata cali' cali' kaàaka •il•
s•k£i-gop•la dekhi' sabe se dina rahil•
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; cali' cali'--walking and walking; kaàaka •il•--they
reached the town known as Kaàaka; s•k£i-gop•la dekhi'--after seeing the Deity
known as S•k£i-gop•la; sabe--all the devotees; se dina--that day; rahil•-stayed.
TRANSLATION
Walking and walking in this way, the devotees arrived at the city of
Kaàaka, where they remained for a day and saw the temple of S•k£i-gop•la.
TEXT 36
TEXT
s•k£i-gop•lera kath• kahe nity•nanda
¤uniy• vai£‹ava-mane b•‚ila •nanda
SYNONYMS
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s•k£i-gop•lera--of the Deity known as S•k£i-gop•la; kath•--the narration;
kahe--describes; nity•nanda--Nity•nanda Prabhu; ¤uniy•--hearing; vai£‹avamane--in the minds of all the Vai£‹avas; b•‚ila--increased; •nanda--the
transcendental bliss.
TRANSLATION
When Nity•nanda Prabhu described all the activities of S•k£i-gop•la,
transcendental bliss increased in the minds of all the Vai£‹avas.
PURPORT
For these activities refer to Madhya-l†l•, Chapter Five, verses 8-138.
TEXT 37
TEXT
prabhuke milite sab•ra utka‹àh• antare
¤†ghra kari' •il• sabe ¤r†-n†l•cale
SYNONYMS
prabhuke milite--to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sab•ra--of everyone;
utka‹àh•--anxiety; antare--within the heart; ¤†ghra kari'--making great haste;
•il•--reached; sabe--all of them; ¤r†-n†l•cale--Jagann•tha Pur†.
TRANSLATION
Everyone in the party was very anxious at heart to see Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
therefore they hastily went on to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 38
TEXT
•àh•ran•l•ke •il• gos•‘i ¤uniy•
dui-m•l• p•àh•il• govinda-h•te diy•
SYNONYMS
•àh•ran•l•ke--šàh•ran•l•; •il•--they have reached; gos•‘i--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; ¤uniy•--hearing; dui-m•l•--two garlands; p•àh•il•--sent; govindah•te diy•--through the hands of Govinda.
TRANSLATION
When they all arrived at a bridge called šàh•ran•l•, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, hearing the news of their arrival, sent two garlands with Govinda.
TEXT 39
TEXT
dui m•l• govinda dui-jane par•ila
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advaita, avadhãta-gos•‘i ba‚a sukha p•ila
SYNONYMS
dui m•l•--the two garlands; govinda--Govinda; dui-jane par•ila--placed on
the necks of two personalities; advaita--Advaita šc•rya; avadhãta-gos•‘i-Nity•nanda Prabhu; ba‚a sukha p•ila--became very happy.
TRANSLATION
Govinda offered the two garlands to Advaita šc•rya and Nity•nanda Prabhu,
and They both became very happy.
TEXT 40
TEXT
t•h•‘i •rambha kaila k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana
n•cite n•cite cali' •il• dui-jana
SYNONYMS
t•h•‘i--on that very spot; •rambha kaila--began; k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana--chanting
the holy name of Lord K”£‹a; n•cite n•cite--dancing and dancing; cali'--going;
•il•--reached; dui-jana--both of Them.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, They began chanting the holy name of K”£‹a on that very spot, and,
dancing and dancing, both Advaita šc•rya and Nity•nanda Prabhu reached
Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 41
TEXT
puna„ m•l• diy• svarãp•di nija-ga‹a
•gu b•‚i' p•àh•ila ¤ac†ra nandana
SYNONYMS
puna„--again; m•l•--garlands; diy•--offering; svarãpa-•di--Svarãpa D•modara
Gosv•m† and others; nija-ga‹a--personal associates; •gu b•‚i'--going forward;
p•àh•ila--sent; ¤ac†ra nandana--the son of mother ¥ac†.
TRANSLATION
Then, for the second time, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu sent garlands through
Svarãpa D•modara and other personal associates. Thus they went forward, sent
by the son of mother ¥ac†.
TEXT 42
TEXT
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narendra •siy• t•h•• sab•re milil•
mah•prabhura datta m•l• sab•re par•il•
SYNONYMS
narendra--to the lake named Narendra; •siy•--coming; t•h••--there; sab•re-everyone; milil•--met; mah•prabhura--by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; datta--given;
m•l•--garlands; sab•re par•il•--offered to everyone.
TRANSLATION
When the devotees from Bengal reached Lake Narendra, Svarãpa D•modara and
the others met them and offered them the garlands given by ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 43
TEXT
si‰ha-dv•ra-nikaàe •il• ¤uni' gaurar•ya
•pane •siy• prabhu milil• sab•ya
SYNONYMS
si‰ha-dv•ra--the lion gate; nikaàe--near; •il•--arrived; ¤uni'--hearing;
gaurar•ya--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •pane--personally; •siy•--coming;
prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; milil• sab•ya--met them all.
TRANSLATION
When the devotees finally reached the lion gate, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
heard the news and personally went to meet them.
TEXT 44
TEXT
sab• la‘• kaila jagann•tha-dara¤ana
sab• la‘• •il• puna„ •pana-bhavana
SYNONYMS
sab• la‘•--taking all of them; kaila--performed; jagann•tha-dara¤ana-seeing Lord Jagann•tha; sab• la‘•--taking them all; •il•--went back; puna„-again; •pana-bhavana--to His own residence.
TRANSLATION
Then ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and all His devotees visited Lord Jagann•tha.
Finally, accompanied by them all, He returned to His own residence.
TEXT 45
TEXT
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v•‹†n•tha, k•¤†-mi¤ra pras•da •nila
svahaste sab•re prabhu pras•da kh•oy•ila
SYNONYMS
v•‹†n•tha--V•‹†n•tha; k•¤†-mi¤ra--K•¤† Mi¤ra; pras•da •nila--brought all
kinds of pras•da; sva-haste--with His own hand; sab•re--unto everyone; prabhu-¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pras•da--the remnants of the food of Jagann•tha;
kh•oy•ila--fed.
TRANSLATION
V•‹†n•tha R•ya and K•¤† Mi¤ra then brought a large quantity of pras•da, and
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu distributed it with His own hand and fed them all.
TEXT 46
TEXT
pãrva vatsare y••ra yei v•s•-sth•na
t•h•• sab• p•àh•‘• kar•ila vi¤r•ma
SYNONYMS
pãrva vatsare--in the previous year; y••ra--of whom; yei--wherever; v•s•sth•na--place to stay; t•h••--there; sab•--all of them; p•àh•‘•--sending;
kar•ila vi¤r•ma--made them rest.
TRANSLATION
In the previous year, everyone had his own particular residence, and the
same residences were again offered. Thus they all went to take rest.
TEXT 47
TEXT
ei-mata bhakta-ga‹a rahil• c•ri m•sa
prabhura sahita kare k†rtana-vil•sa
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; bhakta-ga‹a--the devotees; rahil•--remained; c•ri
m•sa--for four months; prabhura sahita--with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare-performed; k†rtana-vil•sa--the pastimes of sa•k†rtana.
TRANSLATION
For four continuous months all the devotees remained there and enjoyed
chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 48
TEXT
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pãrvavat ratha-y•tr•-k•la y•be •ila
sab• la‘• gu‹‚ic•-mandira prak£•lila
SYNONYMS
pãrva-vat--as in the previous year; ratha-y•tr•-k•la--the time for Rathay•tr• festival; y•be--when; •ila--arrived; sab• la‘•--taking all of them;
gu‹‚ic•-mandira--the temple of Gu‹‚ic•; prak£•lila--washed.
TRANSLATION
As in the previous year, they all washed the Gu‹‚ic• temple when the time
for Ratha-y•tr• arrived.
TEXT 49
TEXT
kul†na-gr•m† paààa-‚or† jagann•the dila
pãrvavat ratha-agre nartana karila
SYNONYMS
kul†na-gr•m†--the residents of Kul†na-gr•ma; paààa-‚or†--silken ropes;
jagann•the dila--offered to Lord Jagann•tha; pãrva-vat--like the previous
year; ratha-agre--in front of the car; nartana karila--danced.
TRANSLATION
The inhabitants of Kul†na-gr•ma delivered silken ropes to Lord Jagann•tha,
and as previously they all danced before the Lord's car.
TEXT 50
TEXT
bahu n”tya kari' puna„ calila udy•ne
v•p†-t†re t•h•• y•i' karila vi¤r•me
SYNONYMS
bahu n”tya kari'--after dancing a great deal; puna„--again; calila--started
for; udy•ne--the garden; v•p†-t†re--on the bank of the lake; t•h•• y•i'--going
there; karila vi¤r•me--took rest.
TRANSLATION
After dancing a great deal, they all went to a nearby garden and took rest
beside a lake.
TEXT 51
TEXT
r•‚h† eka vipra, te•ho----nity•nanda d•sa
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mah•-bh•gyav•n te•ho, n•ma----k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
r•‚h† eka vipra--one br•hma‹a resident of R•‚ha-de¤a (where the Ganges does
not flow); te•ho--he; nity•nanda d•sa--servant of Lord Nity•nanda; mah•bh•gyav•n--greatly fortunate; te•ho--he; n•ma--named; k”£‹ad•sa--K”£‹ad•sa.
TRANSLATION
One br•hma‹a named K”£‹ad•sa, who was a resident of R•‚ha-de¤a and a
servant of Lord Nity•nanda's, was a very fortunate person.
TEXT 52
TEXT
ghaàa bhari' prabhura te•ho abhi£eka kaila
t••ra abhi£eke prabhu mah•-t”pta haila
SYNONYMS
ghaàa bhari'--filling one waterpot; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
te•ho--he; abhi£eka kaila--performed the bathing; t••ra--his; abhi£eke--by the
act of bathing the Lord; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mah•-t”pta haila-became very satisfied.
TRANSLATION
It was K”£‹ad•sa who filled a great waterpot and poured it over the Lord
while He was taking His bath. The Lord was greatly satisfied by this.
TEXT 53
TEXT
balaga‹‚i-bhogera bahu pras•da •ila
sab• sa•ge mah•prabhu pras•da kh•ila
SYNONYMS
balaga‹‚i-bhogera--of the food offered at Balaga‹‚i; bahu pras•da--a great
quantity of pras•da; •ila--arrived; sab• sa•ge--with all the devotees;
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pras•da--remnants of the food of
Jagann•tha; kh•ila--ate.
TRANSLATION
The remnants of food offered to the Lord at Balaga‹‚i then arrived in great
quantity, and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and all His devotees ate it.
PURPORT
In reference to Balaga‹‚i, see Madhya-l†l• (13.193).
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TEXT 54
TEXT
pãrvavat ratha-y•tr• kaila dara¤ana
her•-pa‘cam†-y•tr• dekhe la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
pãrva-vat--as in the previous year; ratha-y•tr•--the car festival; kaila
dara¤ana--saw; her•-pa‘cam†-y•tr•--the festival of Her•-pa‘cam†; dekhe--He
sees; la‘• bhakta-ga‹a--with all the devotees.
TRANSLATION
As in the previous year, the Lord, with all the devotees, saw the Rathay•tr• festival and the Her•-pa‘cam† festival as well.
TEXT 55
TEXT
•c•rya-gos•‘i prabhura kaila nimantra‹a
t•ra madhye kaila yaiche jha‚a-vari£a‹a
SYNONYMS
•c•rya-gos•‘i--Advaita šc•rya; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kaila-made; nimantra‹a--invitation; t•ra madhye--within that episode; kaila-occurred; yaiche--just as; jha‚a-vari£a‹a--rainstorm.
TRANSLATION
Advaita šc•rya then extended an invitation to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and
there was a great rainstorm connected with that incident.
TEXT 56
TEXT
vist•ri' var‹iy•chena d•sa-v”nd•vana
¤r†v•sa prabhure tabe kaila nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
vist•ri'--elaborating; var‹iy•chena--has described; d•sa-v”nd•vana-V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura; ¤r†v•sa--¥r†v•sa; prabhure--to ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; tabe--then; kaila nimantra‹a--gave an invitation.
TRANSLATION
All these episodes have been elaborately described by ¥r†la V”nd•vana d•sa
áh•kura. Then one day ¥r†v•sa áh•kura extended an invitation to the Lord.
PURPORT
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Caitanya-bh•gavata (Antya-l†l•, Chapter Eight) gives the following
description. One day ¥r†la Advaita šc•rya, having extended an invitation to
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, thought that if the Lord came alone He would feed Him to
His great satisfaction. It then so happened that when the other sanny•s†s were
going to Advaita šc•rya's to take lunch, there was a big rainstorm, and they
could not reach His house. Thus, according to Advaita šc•rya's desires, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu came alone and accepted the pras•da.
TEXT 57
TEXT
prabhura priya-vya‘jana saba r•ndhena m•lin†
'bhaktye d•s†'-abhim•na, 'snehete janan†'
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; priya-vya‘jana--favorite
vegetables; saba--all; r•ndhena--cooks; m•lin†--the wife of ¥r†v•sa áh•kura;
bhaktye d•s†--in devotion she was just like a maidservant; abhim•na--it was
her conception; snehete--in affection; janan†--exactly like a mother.
TRANSLATION
The Lord's favorite vegetables were cooked by M•lin†dev†, the wife of
¥r†v•sa áh•kura. She devotedly considered herself a maidservant of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu's, but in affection she was just like a mother.
TEXT 58
TEXT
•c•ryaratna-•di yata mukhya bhakta-ga‹a
madhye madhye prabhure karena nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
•c•ryaratna--Candra¤ekhara; •di--and others; yata--all; mukhya bhakta-ga‹a-chief devotees; madhye madhye--at intervals; prabhure--to ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; karena nimantra‹a--gave invitations.
TRANSLATION
All the chief devotees, headed by Candra¤ekhara [šc•ryaratna] used to
extend invitations to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu periodically.
TEXT 59
TEXT
c•turm•sya-ante puna„ nity•nande la‘•
kib• yukti kare nitya nibh”te vasiy•
SYNONYMS
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c•turm•sya-ante--at the end of C•turm•sya; puna„--again; nity•nande--¥r†
Nity•nanda Prabhu; la‘•--taking into confidence; kib•--what; yukti kare--They
consult; nitya--daily; nibh”te--in a solitary place; vasiy•--sitting.
TRANSLATION
At the end of the four-month C•turm•sya period, Caitanya Mah•prabhu again
consulted with Nity•nanda Prabhu daily in a solitary place. No one could
understand what Their consultation was about.
TEXT 60
TEXT
•c•rya-gos•‘i prabhuke kahe àh•re-àhore
•c•rya tarj• pa‚e, keha bujhite n• p•re
SYNONYMS
•c•rya-gos•‘i--Advaita šc•rya; prabhuke--unto ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
kahe--speaks; àh•re-àhore--by indications; •c•rya--Advaita šc•rya; tarj• pa‚e-reads some poetic passages; keha--anyone; bujhite--to understand; n• p•re-was not able.
TRANSLATION
Then ¥r†la Advaita šc•rya said something to Caitanya Mah•prabhu through
gestures and read some poetic passages, which no one understood.
TEXT 61
TEXT
t••ra mukha dekhi' h•se ¤ac†ra nandana
a•g†k•ra j•ni' •c•rya karena nartana
SYNONYMS
t••ra mukha--His face; dekhi'--seeing; h•se--smiles; ¤ac†ra nandana--Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; a•g†k•ra j•ni'--understanding the acceptance; •c•rya-Advaita šc•rya; karena--performed; nartana--dancing.
TRANSLATION
Seeing the face of Advaita šc•rya, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu smiled.
Understanding that the Lord had accepted the proposal, Advaita šc•rya started
to dance.
TEXT 62
TEXT
kib• pr•rthan•, kib• •j‘•----keha n• bujhila
•li•gana kari' prabhu t••re vid•ya dila
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SYNONYMS
kib•--what; pr•rthan•--the request; kib•--what; •jn•--the order; keha-anyone; n• bujhila--did not know; •li•gana kari'--embracing; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--to Him; vid•ya dila--bade farewell.
TRANSLATION
No one knew what Advaita šc•rya requested or what the Lord ordered. After
embracing the šc•rya, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu bade Him farewell.
TEXT 63
TEXT
nity•nande kahe prabhu,----¤unaha, ¤r†p•da
ei •mi m•gi, tumi karaha pras•da
SYNONYMS
nity•nande--unto ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu; kahe--says; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; ¤unaha--please hear; ¤r†-p•da--O holy man; ei--this; •mi--I; m•gi-request; tumi--You; karaha--kindly show; pras•da--mercy.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then told Nity•nanda Prabhu, "Please hear Me, O
holy man: I now request something of You. Kindly grant My request.
TEXT 64
TEXT
prati-var£a n†l•cale tumi n• •sib•
gau‚e rahi' mora icch• saphala karib•
SYNONYMS
prati-var£a--every year; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; tumi--You; n• •sib•-do not come; gau‚e rahi'--staying in Bengal; mora icch•--My desire; sa-phala
karib•--make successful.
TRANSLATION
"Do not come to Jagann•tha Pur† every year, but stay in Bengal and fulfill
My desire."
PURPORT
The mission of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is to spread the only medicine
effective in this fallen age of Kali--the chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mah•mantra. Following the orders of His mother, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was
residing at Jagann•tha Pur†, and the devotees were coming to see Him. However,
the Lord felt that this message must be spread very elaborately in Bengal, and
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in His absence there was not a second person capable of doing it. Consequently
the Lord requested Nity•nanda Prabhu to stay there and broadcast the message
of K”£‹a consciousness. The Lord also entrusted a similar preaching
responsibility to Rãpa and San•tana. Nity•nanda Prabhu was requested not to
come every year to Jagann•tha Pur†, although seeing Lord Jagann•tha greatly
benefits everyone. Does this mean that the Lord was refusing Nity•nanda Prabhu
a fortunate opportunity? No. One who is a faithful servant of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu must execute His order, even if one has to sacrifice going to
Jagann•tha Pur† to see Lord Jagann•tha there. In other words, it is a greater
fortune to carry out ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's order than to satisfy one's
senses by seeing Lord Jagann•tha.
Preaching Caitanya Mah•prabhu's cult throughout the world is more important
than staying in V”nd•vana or Jagann•tha Pur† for one's own personal
satisfaction. Spreading K”£‹a consciousness is ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
mission; therefore His sincere devotees must carry out His desire.
p”thiv†te •che yata nagar•di gr•ma
sarvatra prac•ra haibe mora n•ma
The devotees of Lord Caitanya must preach K”£‹a consciousness in every
village and town in the world. That will satisfy the Lord. It is not that one
should act whimsically for his own personal satisfaction. This order comes
down through the parampar• system, and the spiritual master presents these
orders to the disciple so that he can spread the message of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. It is the duty of every disciple to carry out the order of the
bona fide spiritual master and spread Lord Caitanya's message all over the
world.
TEXT 65
TEXT
t•h•• siddhi kare----hena anye n• dekhiye
•m•ra 'du£kara' karma, tom• haite haye
SYNONYMS
t•h••--there; siddhi--success; kare--makes; hena--such; anye--other person;
n•--not; dekhiye--I see; •m•ra--My; du£kara--difficult to perform; karma-work; tom•--You; haite--from; haye--becomes successful.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "You can perform a task that even I
cannot do. But for You, I cannot find anyone in Gau‚a-de¤a who can fulfill My
mission there."
PURPORT
Lord Caitanya's mission is to deliver the fallen souls of this age. In this
Age of Kali, practically cent percent of the population is fallen. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu certainly delivered many fallen souls, but His disciples
mainly came from the upper classes. For example, He delivered ¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m†, San•tana Gosv•m†, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya and many others who were
socially elevated but fallen from the spiritual point of view. ¥r†la Rãpa and
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San•tana Gosv•m†s were situated in government service, and S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya was the topmost scholar of India. Similarly, Prak•¤•nanda
Sarasvat† was a leader of many thousands of M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s. It was ¥r†la
Nity•nanda Prabhu, however, who delivered persons like Jag•i and M•dh•i.
Therefore, Lord Caitanya says, •m•ra 'du£kara' karma, tom• haite haye. Jag•i
and M•dh•i were delivered solely by Nity•nanda Prabhu's mercy. When they
injured Nity•nanda Prabhu, Lord Caitanya became angry and decided to kill them
with His Sudar¤ana cakra, but Nity•nanda Prabhu saved them from the Lord's
wrath and delivered them. In the incarnation of Gaura-Nit•i, the Lord is not
supposed to kill demons but deliver them by preaching K”£‹a consciousness. In
the case of Jag•i and M•dh•i, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was so angry that He
would have immediately killed them, but Nity•nanda Prabhu was so kind that He
not only saved them from death but elevated them to the transcendental
position. Thus what was not possible for ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was carried
out by Nity•nanda Prabhu.
Similarly, if one is true to Gaura-Nit•i's service in the disciplic
succession, he can even excel Nity•nanda Prabhu's service. This is the process
of disciplic succession. Nity•nanda Prabhu delivered Jag•i and M•dh•i, but a
servant of Nity•nanda Prabhu, by His grace, can deliver many thousands of
Jag•i's and M•dh•i's. That is the special benediction of the disciplic
succession. One who is situated in the disciplic succession can be understood
by the result of his activities. This is always true as far as the activities
of the Lord and His devotees are concerned. Therefore Lord ¥iva says:
•r•dhan•n•‰ sarve£•‰
vi£‹or •r•dhana‰ para‰
tasm•t paratara‰ devi
tad†y•n•‰ samarcanam
"Of all types of worship, worship of Lord Vi£‹u is best, and better than
the worship of Lord Vi£‹u is the worship of His devotee, the Vai£‹ava." (Padma
Pur•‹a)
By the grace of Vi£‹u, a Vai£‹ava can render better service than Vi£‹u;
that is the special prerogative of a Vai£‹ava. The Lord actually wants to see
His servants work more gloriously than Himself. For instance, on the
Battlefield of Kuruk£etra, ¥r† K”£‹a provoked Arjuna to fight because all the
warriors on the battlefield were to die by K”£‹a's plan. K”£‹a Himself did not
want to take credit; rather, He wanted Arjuna to take credit. Therefore He
asked him to fight and win fame.
tasm•t tvam utti£àha ya¤o labhasva
jitv• ¤atrãn bhu•k£va r•jya‰ sam”ddham
mayaivaite nihat•„ pãrvam eva
nimitta-m•tra‰ bhava savyas•cin
"Therefore get up and prepare to fight. After conquering your enemies, you
will enjoy a flourishing kingdom. They are already put to death by My
arrangement, and you, O Savyas•cin, can be but an instrument in the fight."
(Bg. 11.33)
Thus the Supreme Personality of Godhead gives credit to a devotee who
performs any heavy task perfectly. Hanum•nj†, or Vajr••gaj†, the servant of
Lord R•macandra, also serves as another example. It was Hanum•nj† who jumped
over the sea in one leap and reached the shore of La•k• from the shore of
Bh•rata-var£a. When Lord R•macandra chose to go there, He paved the way with
stones, although by His will the stones were able to float on the sea. If we
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simply follow ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's instructions and follow in the
footsteps of ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu, this K”£‹a consciousness movement can
advance, and even more difficult tasks can be performed by the preachers
remaining faithful to the service of the Lord.
TEXT 66
TEXT
nity•nanda kahe,----•mi 'deha' tumi 'pr•‹a'
'deha' 'pr•‹a' bhinna nahe,----ei ta pram•‹a
SYNONYMS
nity•nanda kahe--Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu said; •mi--I; deha--the body; tumi-You; pr•‹a--the life; deha--the body; pr•‹a--the life; bhinna nahe--not
separate; ei ta pram•‹a--this is the evidence.
TRANSLATION
Nity•nanda Prabhu replied, "O Lord, You are the life, and I am the body.
There is no difference between the body and life itself, but life is more
important than the body.
TEXT 67
TEXT
acintya-¤aktye kara tumi t•h•ra ghaàana
ye kar•ha, sei kari, n•hika niyama
SYNONYMS
acintya-¤aktye--by inconceivable energy; kara--do; tumi--You; t•h•ra--of
that relationship; ghaàana--the operation; ye--whatever; kar•ha--You make Me
do; sei--that; kari--I do; n•hika--there is not; niyama--restriction.
TRANSLATION
"By Your inconceivable energy, You can do whatever You like, and whatever
You make Me do, I do without restriction."
PURPORT
As stated in the beginning of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam: tene brahma h”d• ya •dikavaye. Lord Brahm• is the first living creature within this universe, and he
is also the creator of this universe. How is this possible? Although he is the
first living entity, Lord Brahm• is not in the category of vi£‹u-tattva.
Rather, he is part of the j†va-tattva. Nonetheless, by the grace of the Lord,
who instructed him through the heart (tene brahma h”d•), Lord Brahm• could
create a huge universe. Those who are actually pure devotees of the Lord are
instructed by the Lord through the heart, where the Lord is always situated.
•¤vara„ sarva-bhãt•n•‰ h”d-de¤e 'rjuna ti£àhati (Bg. 18.61). If he follows the
instructions of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the living entity, even
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though an insignificant creature, can perform the most difficult tasks by the
Lord's grace. This also is confirmed in Bhagavad-g†t•:
te£•‰ satata-yukt•n•‰
bhajat•‰ pr†ti-pãrvakam
dad•mi buddhi-yoga‰ ta‰
yena m•m upay•nti te
"To those who are constantly devoted and worship Me with love, I give the
understanding by which they can come to Me," (Bg. 10.10)
Everything is possible for a pure devotee because he acts under the
instructions of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Through His inconceivable
energy, a pure devotee can perform tasks that are supposed to be very, very
difficult. He can perform tasks not even previously performed by the Lord
Himself. Therefore Nity•nanda Prabhu told ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, ye kar•ha,
sei kari, n•hika niyama: "I do not know by what regulative principle I am
carrying out this wonderful work, but I know for certain that I will do
whatever You desire." Although the Lord wants to give all credit to His
devotee, the devotee himself never takes credit, for he acts only under the
Lord's direction. Consequently all credit goes to the Lord. This is the nature
of the relationship between the Lord and His devotee. The Lord wants to give
all credit to His servant, but the servant does not take any credit, for he
knows that everything is carried out by the Lord.
TEXT 68
TEXT
t••re vid•ya dila prabhu kari' •li•gana
ei-mata vid•ya dila saba bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
t••re--unto Him (Nity•nanda Prabhu); vid•ya dila--bade farewell; prabhu-Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kari'--doing; •li•gana--embracing; ei-mata--in
this way; vid•ya dila--bade farewell; saba--to all; bhakta-ga‹a--the devotees.
TRANSLATION
In this way, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu embraced Nity•nanda Prabhu and bade
Him farewell. He then bade farewell to all the other devotees.
TEXT 69
TEXT
kul†na-gr•m† pãrvavat kaila nivedana
"prabhu, •j‘• kara,----•m•ra kartavya s•dhana"
SYNONYMS
kul†na-gr•m†--one of the residents of Kul†na-gr•ma; pãrva-vat--like last
year; kaila--submitted; nivedana--petition; prabhu--my Lord; •j‘• kara--order;
•m•ra--my; kartavya--necessary; s•dhana--performance.
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TRANSLATION
As in the previous year, one of the inhabitants of Kul†na-gr•ma submitted a
petition to the Lord, saying, "My Lord, kindly tell me what my duty is and how
I should execute it."
TEXT 70
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"vai£‹ava-sev•, n•ma-sa•k†rtana
dui kara, ¤†ghra p•be ¤r†-k”£‹a-cara‹a"
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord replied; vai£‹ava-sev•--service to the Vai£‹avas;
n•ma-sa•k†rtana--chanting the holy name of the Lord; dui kara--you perform
these two things; ¤†ghra--very soon; p•be--you will get; ¤r†-k”£‹a-cara‹a-shelter at the lotus feet of the Lord, ¥r† K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
The Lord replied, "You should engage yourself in the service of the
servants of K”£‹a and always chant the holy name of K”£‹a. If you do these two
things, you will very soon attain shelter at K”£‹a's lotus feet."
TEXT 71
TEXT
te•ho kahe,----"ke vai£‹ava, ki t••ra lak£a‹a?"
tabe h•si' kahe prabhu j•ni' t••ra mana
SYNONYMS
te•ho kahe--he said; ke--who; vai£‹ava--a Vai£‹ava; ki--what; t••ra--of
him; lak£a‹a--the symptoms; tabe--thereafter; h•si'--smiling; kahe--says;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; j•ni'--knowing; t••ra mana--his mind.
TRANSLATION
The inhabitant of Kul†na-gr•ma said, "Please let me know who is actually a
Vai£‹ava and what his symptoms are." Understanding his mind, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu smiled and gave the following reply.
TEXT 72
TEXT
"k”£‹a-n•ma nirantara y••h•ra vadane
sei vai£‹ava-¤re£àha, bhaja t••h•ra cara‹e
SYNONYMS
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k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of Lord K”£‹a; nirantara--incessantly; y••h•ra-whose; vadane--in the mouth; sei--such a person; vai£‹ava-¤re£àha--a firstclass Vai£‹ava; bhaja--worship; t••h•ra cara‹e--his lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
"A person who is always chanting the holy name of the Lord is to be
considered a first-class Vai£‹ava, and your duty is to serve his lotus feet."
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura says that any Vai£‹ava who is
constantly chanting the holy name of the Lord should be considered to have
attained the second platform of Vai£‹avism. Such a devotee is superior to a
neophyte Vai£‹ava who has just learned to chant the holy name of the Lord. A
neophyte devotee simply tries to chant the holy name, whereas the advanced
devotee is accustomed to chanting and takes pleasure in it. Such an advanced
devotee is called madhyama-bh•gavata, which indicates that he has attained the
intermediate stage between the neophyte and the perfect devotee. Generally a
devotee in the intermediate stage becomes a preacher. A neophyte devotee or an
ordinary person should worship the madhyama-bh•gavata, who is a via medium.
In his Upade¤•m”ta ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† says: pra‹atibhi¤ ca bhajantam †¤am.
This means that madhyama-adhik•r† devotees should exchange obeisances between
themselves.
The word nirantara, meaning "without cessation, continuously, constantly,"
is very important in this verse. The word antara means "interval." if one has
desires other than a desire to perform devotional service--in other words, if
one sometimes engages in devotional service and sometimes strives for sense
gratification--his service will be interrupted. A pure devotee, therefore,
should have no other desire than to serve K”£‹a. He should be above fruitive
activity and speculative knowledge. In his Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu, ¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m† says:
any•bhil•£it•-¤ãnya‰
j‘•na-karm•dy-an•v”tam
•nukãlyena k”£‹•nu¤†lana‰ bhaktir uttam•
This is the platform of pure devotional service. One should not be
motivated by fruitive activity or mental speculation but should simply serve
K”£‹a favorably. That is first-class devotion.
Another meaning of antara is "this body." The body is an impediment to
self-realization because it is always engaged in sense gratification.
Similarly, antara means "money." If money is not used in K”£‹a's service, it
is also an impediment. Antara also means janat•, "people in general." The
association of ordinary persons may destroy the principles of devotional
service. Similarly, antara may mean "greed," greed to acquire more money or
enjoy more sense gratification. Finally, the word antara may also mean
"atheistic ideas" by which one considers the temple Deity to be made of stone,
wood or gold. All of these are impediments. The Deity in the temple is not
material--He is the Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself. Similarly,
considering the spiritual master an ordinary human being (guru£u nara-mati„)
is also an impediment. Nor should one consider a Vai£‹ava a member of a
particular caste or nation. Nor should a Vai£‹ava be considered material.
Cara‹•m”ta should not be considered ordinary drinking water, and the holy name
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of the Lord should not be considered an ordinary sound vibration. Nor should
one look on Lord K”£‹a as an ordinary human being, for He is the origin of all
vi£‹u-tattvas; nor should one regard the Supreme Lord as a demigod.
Intermingling the spiritual with the material causes one to look on
transcendence as material and the mundane as spiritual. This is all due to a
poor fund of knowledge. One should not consider Lord Vi£‹u and things related
to him as being different. All this is offensive.
In the Bhakti-sandarbha (265), ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m† writes: n•maika‰ yasya
v•ci smara‹a-patha-gatam ity•dau deha-dravi‹•di-nimittaka-'p•£a‹‚a'-¤abdena ca
da¤a apar•dh• lak£yante, p•£a‹‚amayatv•t te£•m.
The M•y•v•d†s look on Vi£‹u and Vai£‹avas imperfectly due to their poor
fund of knowledge, and this is condemned. In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.46), the
intermediate Vai£‹ava is described as follows:
†¤vare tad-adh†ne£u
b•li¤e£u dvi£atsu ca
prema-maitr†-k”popek£•
ya„ karoti sa madhyama„
"The intermediate Vai£‹ava has to love God, make friends with the devotees,
instruct the innocent and reject jealous people." These are the four functions
of the Vai£‹ava in the intermediate stage. In Caitanya-carit•m”ta (Madhya
22.64) ¥r† San•tana Gosv•m† is taught:
¤raddh•v•n jana haya bhakti-adhik•r†
'uttama', 'madhyama', 'kani£àha'----¤raddh•-anus•r†
"One who is faithful is a proper candidate for devotional service. In terms
of one's degree of faith in devotional service, one is a first-class, secondclass or neophyte Vai£‹ava."
¤•stra-yukti n•hi j•ne d”‚ha, ¤raddh•v•n
'madhyama-adhik•r†' sei mah•-bh•gyav•n
"One who has attained the intermediate stage is not very advanced in
¤•stric knowledge, but he has firm faith in the Lord. Such a person is very
fortunate to be situated on the intermediate platform." (Cc. Madhya 22.67)
rati-prema-t•ratamye bhakta-tara-tama
"Attraction and love are the ultimate goal of devotional service. The
degrees of such attraction and love for God distinguish the different stages
of devotion--neophyte, intermediate and perfectional." (Cc. Madhya 22.71) An
intermediate devotee is greatly attracted to chanting the holy name, and by
chanting he is elevated to the platform of love. If one chants the holy name
of the Lord with great attachment, he can understand his position as an
eternal servant of the spiritual master, other Vai£‹avas and K”£‹a Himself.
Thus the intermediate Vai£‹ava considers himself k”£‹a-d•sa, K”£‹a's servant.
He therefore preaches K”£‹a consciousness to innocent neophytes and stresses
the importance of chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. An intermediate devotee
can identify the nondevotee or motivated devotee. The motivated devotee or the
nondevotee are on the material platform, and they are called pr•k”ta. The
intermediate devotee does not mix with such materialistic people. However, he
understands that the Supreme Personality of Godhead and everything related to
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Him are on the same transcendental platform. Actually none of them are
mundane.
TEXT 73
TEXT
var£•ntare puna„ t••r• aiche pra¤na kaila
vai£‹avera t•ratamya prabhu ¤ikh•ila
SYNONYMS
var£•ntare--after one year; puna„--again; t••r•--they (the inhabitants of
Kul†na-gr•ma); aiche--such; pra¤na--a question; kaila--made; vai£‹avera--of
Vai£‹avas; t•ratamya--upper and lower gradations; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; ¤ikh•ila--taught.
TRANSLATION
The following year, the inhabitants of Kul†na-gr•ma again asked the Lord
the same question. Hearing this question, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu again taught
them about the different types of Vai£‹avas.
TEXT 74
TEXT
y••h•ra dar¤ane mukhe •ise k”£‹a-n•ma
t••h•re j•niha tumi 'vai£‹ava-pradh•na'
SYNONYMS
y••h•ra dar¤ane--by the sight of whom; mukhe--in the mouth; •ise-automatically awakens; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of K”£‹a; t••h•re--him;
j•niha--must know; tumi--you; vai£‹ava-pradh•na--the first-class Vai£‹ava.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "A first-class Vai£‹ava is he whose very
presence makes others chant the holy name of K”£‹a."
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura says that if an observer
immediately remembers the holy name of K”£‹a upon seeing a Vai£‹ava, that
Vai£‹ava should be considered a mah•-bh•gavata, a first-class devotee. Such a
Vai£‹ava is always aware of his K”£‹a conscious duty, and he is enlightened in
self-realization. He is always in love with the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, K”£‹a, and this love is without adulteration. Because of this love,
he is always awake to transcendental realization. Because he knows that K”£‹a
consciousness is the basis of knowledge and action, he sees everything
connected with K”£‹a. Such a person is able to chant the holy name of K”£‹a
perfectly. Such a mah•-bh•gavata Vai£‹ava has the transcendental eyes to see
who is sleeping under the spell of m•y•, and he engages himself in awakening
sleeping conditioned beings by spreading the knowledge of K”£‹a consciousness.
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He opens eyes that are closed by forgetfulness of K”£‹a. Thus the living
entity is liberated from the dullness of material energy and is engaged fully
in the service of the Lord. The madhyama-adhik•r† Vai£‹ava can awaken others
to K”£‹a consciousness and engage them in duties whereby they can advance. It
is therefore said in Caitanya-carit•m”ta (Madhya-l†l•, Chapter Six, verse
279):
loh•ke y•vat spar¤i' hema n•hi kare
t•vat spar¤a-ma‹i keha cinite n• p•re
"One cannot understand the value of touchstone until it turns iron into
gold." One should judge by action, not by promises. A mah•-bh•gavata can turn
a living entity from abominable material life to the Lord's service. This is
the test of a mah•-bh•gavata. Although preaching is not meant for a mah•bh•gavata, a mah•-bh•gavata can descend to the platform of madhyama-bh•gavata
just to convert others to Vai£‹avism. Actually a mah•-bh•gavata is fit to
spread K”£‹a consciousness, but he does not distinguish where K”£‹a
consciousness should be spread from where it should not. He thinks that
everyone is competent to accept K”£‹a consciousness if the chance is provided.
A neophyte and intermediate devotee should always be anxious to hear the mah•bh•gavata and serve him in every respect. The neophyte and intermediate
devotees can gradually rise to the platform of uttama-adhik•r† and become
first-class devotees. Symptoms of a first-class devotee are given in ¥r†madBh•gavatam (11.2.45):
sarva-bhãte£u ya„ pa¤yed
bhagavad-bh•vam •tmana„
bhãt•ni bhagavaty •tmany
e£a bh•gavatottama„
When teaching San•tana Gosv•m†, the Lord further said:
¤•stra-yuktye sunipu‹a, d”‚ha-¤raddh• y••ra
'uttama-adhik•r†' se t•raye sa‰s•ra
"If one is expert in Vedic literature and has full faith in the Supreme
Lord, then he is an uttama-adhik•r†, a first-class Vai£‹ava, a topmost
Vai£‹ava who can deliver the whole world and turn everyone to K”£‹a
consciousness." (Cc. Madhya 22.65) With great love and affection, the mah•bh•gavata observes the Supreme Personality of Godhead, devotional service and
the devotee. He observes nothing beyond K”£‹a, K”£‹a consciousness and K”£‹a's
devotees. The mah•-bh•gavata knows that everyone is engaged in the Lord's
service in different ways. He therefore descends to the middle platform to
elevate everyone to the K”£‹a conscious position.
TEXT 75
TEXT
krama kari' kahe prabhu 'vai£‹ava'-lak£a‹a
'vai£‹ava', 'vai£‹avatara', •ra 'vai£‹avatama'
SYNONYMS
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krama kari'--dividing according to grades; kahe prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu spoke; vai£‹ava-lak£a‹a--the symptoms of Vai£‹avas; vai£‹ava--the
ordinary Vai£‹ava (the positive platform); vai£‹ava-tara--the better Vai£‹ava
(the comparative platform); •ra--and; vai£‹ava-tama--the best Vai£‹ava (the
superlative platform).
TRANSLATION
In this way, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu instructed different types of
Vai£‹avas-the Vai£‹ava, Vai£‹avatara and Vai£‹avatama. He thus successively
explained all the symptoms of a Vai£‹ava to the inhabitants of Kul†na-gr•ma.
TEXT 76
TEXT
ei-mata saba vai£‹ava gau‚e calil•
vidy•nidhi se vatsara n†l•dri rahil•
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; saba--all; vai£‹ava--devotees; gau‚e calil•--returned
to Bengal; vidy•nidhi--Pu‹‚ar†ka Vidy•nidhi; se vatsara--that year; n†l•dri
rahil•--remained at N†l•dri, Jagann•tha Pur†.
TRANSLATION
Finally all the Vai£‹avas returned to Bengal, but that year Pu‹‚ar†ka
Vidy•nidhi remained at Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 77
TEXT
svarãpa-sahita t••ra haya sakhya-pr†ti
dui-jan•ya k”£‹a-kath•ya ekatra-i sthiti
SYNONYMS
svarãpa-sahita--with Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†; t••ra--his; haya--there is;
sakhya-pr†ti--very intimate friendship; dui-jan•ya--both of them; k”£‹akath•ya--in topics of K”£‹a; ekatra-i--on the same level; sthiti--position.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† and Pu‹‚ar†ka Vidy•nidhi had a friendly, intimate
relationship, and as far as discussing topics about K”£‹a, they were situated
on the same platform.
TEXT 78
TEXT
gad•dhara-pa‹‚ite te•ho puna„ mantra dila
o‚ana-£a£àh†ra dine y•tr• ye dekhila
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SYNONYMS
gad•dhara-pa‹‚ite--unto Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; te•ho--Pu‹‚ar†ka Vidy•nidhi;
puna„--again, the second; mantra--initiation; dila--gave; o‚ana-£a£àh†ra dine-on the day of performing the O‚ana-£a£àh† function; y•tr•--festival; ye-indeed; dekhila--he saw.
TRANSLATION
Pu‹‚ar†ka Vidy•nidhi initiated Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita for the second time, and
on the day of O‚ana-£a£àh† he saw the festival.
PURPORT
At the beginning of winter, there is a ceremony known as the O‚ana-£a£àh†.
This ceremony indicates that from that day forward, a winter covering should
be given to Lord Jagann•tha. That covering is directly purchased from a
weaver. According to the arcana-m•rga, a cloth should first be washed to
remove all the starch, and then it can be used to cover the Lord. Pu‹‚ar†ka
Vidy•nidhi saw that the priest neglected to wash the cloth before covering
Lord Jagann•tha. Since he wanted to find some fault in the devotees, he became
indignant.
TEXT 79
TEXT
jagann•tha parena tath• 'm•‚uy•' vasana
dekhiy• sagh”‹a haila vidy•nidhira mana
SYNONYMS
jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; parena--puts on; tath•--there; m•‚uy• vasana-cloth with starch; dekhiy•--seeing; sa-gh”‹a--with hatred; haila--was;
vidy•nidhira mana--the mind of Vidy•nidhi.
TRANSLATION
When Pu‹‚ar†ka Vidy•nidhi saw that Lord Jagann•tha was given a starched
garment, he became a little hateful. In this way his mind was polluted.
TEXT 80
TEXT
sei r•trye jagann•tha-bal•i •siy•
dui-bh•i ca‚•'na t••re h•siy• h•siy•
SYNONYMS
sei r•trye--on that night; jagann•tha--Lord Jagann•tha; bal•i--Lord
Balar•ma; •siy•--coming; dui-bh•i--both brothers; ca‚•'na--slapped; t••re-him; h•siy• h•siy•--smiling.
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TRANSLATION
That night the brothers Lord Jagann•tha and Balar•ma came to Pu‹‚ar†ka
Vidy•nidhi and, smiling, began to slap him.
TEXT 81
TEXT
g•la phulila, •c•rya antare ull•sa
vist•ri' var‹iy•chena v”nd•vana-d•sa
SYNONYMS
g•la--the cheeks; phulila--became swollen; •c•rya--Pu‹‚ar†ka Vidy•nidhi;
antare--within the heart; ull•sa--very happy; vist•ri'--elaborating;
var‹iy•chena--has narrated; v”nd•vana-d•sa--¥r†la V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura.
TRANSLATION
Although his cheeks were swollen from the slapping, Pu‹‚ar†ka Vidy•nidhi
was very happy within. This incident has been elaborately described by áh•kura
V”nd•vana d•sa.
TEXT 82
TEXT
ei-mata pratyabda •ise gau‚era bhakta-ga‹a
prabhu-sa•ge rahi' kare y•tr•-dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; prati-abda--every year; •ise--come; gau‚era--of
Bengal; bhakta-ga‹a--the devotees; prabhu-sa•ge--with Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Prabhu; rahi'--residing; kare--do; y•tr•-dara¤ana--observing the Ratha-y•tr•
festival.
TRANSLATION
Every year the devotees of Bengal would come and stay with ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu to see the Ratha-y•tr• festival.
TEXT 83
TEXT
t•ra madhye ye ye var£e •chaye vi¤e£a
vist•riy• •ge t•h• kahiba ni„¤e£a
SYNONYMS
t•ra madhye--within those episodes; ye ye--whatever; var£e--in years;
•chaye--there is; vi¤e£a--particular occurrence; vist•riy•--elaborating; •ge-ahead; t•h•--that; kahiba--I shall say; ni„¤e£a--completely.
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TRANSLATION
Whatever happened during those years that is worth noting shall be
described later.
TEXT 84
TEXT
ei-mata mah•prabhura c•ri vatsara gela
dak£i‹a y•‘• •site dui vatsara l•gila
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; c•ri--four;
vatsara--years; gela--passed; dak£i‹a y•‘•--after touring southern India;
•site--to come back; dui vatsara l•gila--He took two years.
TRANSLATION
Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu passed four years. He spent the first two
years on His tour in South India.
TEXT 85
TEXT
•ra dui vatsara c•he v”nd•vana y•ite
r•m•nanda-haàhe prabhu n• p•re calite
SYNONYMS
•ra dui vatsara--another two years; c•he--He wanted; v”nd•vana y•ite--to go
to V”nd•vana; r•m•nanda-haàhe--by the tricks of R•m•nanda R•ya; prabhu--Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n• p•re--was not able; calite--to go.
TRANSLATION
The other two years, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu wanted to go to V”nd•vana, but
He could not leave Jagann•tha Pur† because of R•m•nanda R•ya's tricks.
TEXT 86
TEXT
pa‘cama vatsare gau‚era bhakta-ga‹a •il•
ratha dekhi' n• rahil•, gau‚ere calil•
SYNONYMS
pa‘cama vatsare--on the fifth year; gau‚era--of Bengal; bhakta-ga‹a--the
devotees; •il•--came; ratha dekhi'--seeing the Ratha-y•tr• festival; n•
rahil•--did not stay; gau‚ere calil•--returned to Bengal.
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TRANSLATION
During the fifth year, the devotees from Bengal came to see the Ratha-y•tr•
festival. After seeing it, they did not stay but returned to Bengal.
TEXT 87
TEXT
tabe prabhu s•rvabhauma-r•m•nanda-sth•ne
•li•gana kari' kahe madhura vacane
SYNONYMS
tabe--then; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; s•rvabhauma-r•m•nanda-sth•ne-before S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya and R•m•nanda R•ya; •li•gana kari'--embracing;
kahe--says; madhura vacane--sweet words.
TRANSLATION
Then ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu placed a proposal before S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya and R•m•nanda R•ya. He embraced them and spoke sweet words.
TEXT 88
TEXT
bahuta utka‹àh• mora y•ite v”nd•vana
tom•ra haàhe dui vatsara n• kailu• gamana
SYNONYMS
bahuta utka‹àh•--great anxiety; mora--My; y•ite v”nd•vana--to go to
V”nd•vana; tom•ra haàhe--by your tricks; dui vatsara--for two years; n•
kailu•--I did not do; gamana--going.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "My desire to go to V”nd•vana has very much
increased. Because of your tricks, I have not been able to go there for the
past two years.
TEXT 89
TEXT
ava¤ya caliba, du•he karaha sammati
tom•-du•h• vin• mora n•hi anya gati
SYNONYMS
ava¤ya--certainly; caliba--I shall go; du•he--both of you; karaha sammati-kindly agree to this proposal; tom•-du•h• vin•--except you two; mora--My;
n•hi--there is not; anya gati--other resort.
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TRANSLATION
"This time I must go. Will you please give Me permission? Save for you two,
I have no other resort.
TEXT 90
TEXT
gau‚a-de¤e haya mora 'dui sam•¤raya'
'janan†' j•hnav†',----ei dui day•maya
SYNONYMS
gau‚a-de¤e--in Bengal; haya--there are; mora--My; dui--two; sam•¤raya-shelters; janan†--the mother; j•hnav†--mother Ganges; ei dui--these two; day•maya--very merciful.
TRANSLATION
"In Bengal I have two shelters--my mother and the River Ganges. Both of
them are very merciful.
TEXT 91
TEXT
gau‚a-de¤a diy• y•ba t••-sab• dekhiy•
tumi du•he •j‘• deha' parasanna ha‘•
SYNONYMS
gau‚a-de¤a--the country known as Bengal; diy•--through; y•ba--I shall go;
t••-sab•--both of them; dekhiy•--seeing; tumi du•he--both of you; •j‘• deha'-give Me permission; parasanna ha‘•--being very pleased.
TRANSLATION
"I shall go to V”nd•vana through Bengal and see both My mother and the
River Ganges. Now would you two be pleased to give Me permission?"
TEXT 92
TEXT
¤uniy• prabhura v•‹† mane vic•raya
prabhu-sane ati haàha kabhu bh•la naya
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; v•‹†--the
words; mane--in their minds; vic•raya--considered; prabhu-sane--with Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ati--very much; haàha--tricks; kabhu--at any time; bh•la
naya--s not very good.
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TRANSLATION
When S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya and R•m•nanda R•ya heard these words, they
began to consider that it was not at all good that they played so many tricks
on the Lord.
TEXT 93
TEXT
du•he kahe,----ebe var£•, calite n•rib•
vijay•-da¤am† •ile ava¤ya calib•
SYNONYMS
du•he kahe--both of them said; ebe--now; var£•--rainy season; calite
n•rib•--You will not be able to go; vijay•-da¤am†--the Vijay•-da¤am† day;
•ile--when it arrives; ava¤ya--certainly; calib•--You will go.
TRANSLATION
They both said, "Now that the rainy season is here, it will be difficult
for You to travel. It is better to wait for Vijay•-da¤am† before departing for
V”nd•vana."
TEXT 94
TEXT
•nande mah•prabhu var£• kaila sam•dh•na
vijay•-da¤am†-dine karila pay•na
SYNONYMS
•nande--in great pleasure; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; var£•--the
rainy season; kaila sam•dh•na--passed; vijay•-da¤am†-dine--on Vijay•-da¤am†,
the day when the victory was won by Lord R•macandra; karila pay•na--He
departed.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very pleased to thus receive their permission.
He waited until the rainy season passed, and when the day of Vijay•-da¤am†
arrived, He departed for V”nd•vana.
TEXT 95
TEXT
jagann•thera pras•da prabhu yata p•‘•chila
ka‚•ra, candana, ‚ora, saba sa•ge laila
SYNONYMS
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jagann•thera--of Lord Jagann•tha; pras•da--the remnants of food; prabhu-¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yata--all; p•‘•chila--had obtained; ka‚•ra--a kind of
tilaka; candana--sandalwood; ‚ora--ropes; saba--all; sa•ge laila--He took with
Him.
TRANSLATION
The Lord collected whatever remnants of food were left by Lord Jagann•tha.
He also took remnants of the Lord's ka‚•ra ointment, sandalwood and ropes with
Him.
TEXT 96
TEXT
jagann•the •j‘• m•gi' prabh•te calil•
u‚iy•-bhakta-ga‹a sa•ge p•che cali' •il•
SYNONYMS
jagann•the--from Lord Jagann•tha; •j‘• m•gi'--taking permission; prabh•te-early in the morning; calil•--departed; u‚iy•-bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees of
Orissa; sa•ge--with Him; p•che--following; cali' •il•--went.
TRANSLATION
After taking Lord Jagann•tha's permission early in the morning, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu departed, and all the devotees of Orissa began following
Him.
TEXT 97
TEXT
u‚iy•-bhakta-ga‹e prabhu yatne niv•ril•
nija-ga‹a-sa•ge prabhu 'bhav•n†pura, •il•
SYNONYMS
u‚iy•-bhakta-ga‹e--the devotees of Orissa; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
yatne--with great care; niv•ril•--stopped; nija-ga‹a-sa•ge--with His personal
associates; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhav•n†pura •il•--came to
Bhav•n†pura.
TRANSLATION
It was with great care that Caitanya Mah•prabhu forbade the Orissa devotees
to follow Him. Accompanied by personal associates, He first went to
Bhav•n†pura.
PURPORT
One goes through Bhav•n†pura before reaching a well-known place named
J•nk•dei-pura, or J•nak†dev†-pura.
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TEXT 98
TEXT
r•m•nanda •il• p•che dol•ya ca‚iy•
v•‹†n•tha bahu pras•da dila p•àh•‘•
SYNONYMS
r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda R•ya; •il•--came; p•che--behind; dol•ya ca‚iy•--riding
on a palanquin; v•‹†n•tha--V•‹†n•tha R•ya; bahu--a large quantity of; pras•da-remnants of the food of Jagann•tha; dila--gave; p•àh•‘•--sending.
TRANSLATION
After Lord Caitanya reached Bhav•n†pura, R•m•nanda R•ya arrived on his
palanquin, and V•‹†n•tha R•ya had a large quantity of pras•da sent to the
Lord.
TEXT 99
TEXT
pras•da bhojana kari' tath•ya rahil•
pr•ta„-k•le cali' prabhu'bhuvane¤vara' •il•
SYNONYMS
pras•da bhojana kari'--after taking the pras•da; tath•ya rahil•--He stayed
there; pr•ta„-k•le--early in the morning; cali'--walking; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; bhuvane¤vara •il•--reached the place known as Bhuvane¤vara.
TRANSLATION
After taking pras•da, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu remained there for the night.
Early in the morning, He began walking and finally reached Bhuvane¤vara.
TEXT 100
TEXT
'kaàake' •siy• kaila 'gop•la' dara¤ana
svapne¤vara-vipra kaila prabhura nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
kaàake--to the city of Kaàaka; •siy•--coming; kaila--did; gop•la dara¤ana-seeing Lord Gop•la; svapne¤vara-vipra--the br•hma‹a named Svapne¤vara; kaila-did; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nimantra‹a--invitation.
TRANSLATION
After reaching the city of Kaàaka, He saw the temple of Gop•la, and a
br•hma‹a there named Svapne¤vara invited the Lord to eat.
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TEXT 101
TEXT
r•m•nanda-r•ya saba-ga‹e nimantrila
b•hira udy•ne •si' prabhu v•s• kaila
SYNONYMS
r•m•nanda-r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya; saba-ga‹e--all the followers of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nimantrila--invited; b•hira udy•ne--in an outside garden;
•si'--coming; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; v•s• kaila--made His resting
place.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya invited all the others for their meals, and ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu made His resting place in a garden outside the temple.
TEXT 102
TEXT
bhik£• kari' bakula-tale karil• vi¤r•ma
prat•parudra-àh•‘i r•ya karila pay•na
SYNONYMS
bhik£• kari'--after taking lunch; bakula-tale--underneath a bakula flower
tree; karil• vi¤r•ma--took rest; prat•parudra-àh•‘i--to the presence of
Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra; r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya; karila pay•na--departed.
TRANSLATION
While ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was taking rest beneath a bakula tree,
R•m•nanda R•ya immediately went to Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra.
TEXT 103
TEXT
¤uni' •nandita r•j• ati-¤†ghra •il•
prabhu dekhi' da‹‚avat bhãmete padil•
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; •nandita--very pleased; r•j•--the King; ati-¤†ghra-hastily; •il•--came; prabhu dekhi'--seeing Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
da‹‚avat--obeisances offered falling flat; bhãmete--on the ground; pa‚il•-fell down. obeisances offered falling flat; bhãmete--on the ground; pa‚il•-fell down.
TRANSLATION
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The King was very happy to hear the news, and he hastily went there. Upon
seeing the Lord, he fell flat to offer Him obeisances.
TEXT 104
TEXT
puna„ uàhe, puna„ pa‚e pra‹aya-vihvala
stuti kare, pulak••ga, pa‚e a¤ru-jala
SYNONYMS
puna„--again; uàhe--he arose; puna„--again; pa‚e--he fell down; pra‹ayavihvala--overwhelmed with love; stuti kare--offers prayers; pulaka-a•ga--the
entire body quivering in joy; pa‚e--fell down; a¤ru-jala--tears.
TRANSLATION
Being overwhelmed with love, the King again and again got up and fell down.
When he offered prayers, his whole body shivered, and tears fell from his
eyes.
TEXT 105
TEXT
t••ra bhakti dekhi' prabhura tu£àa haila mana
uàhi' mah•prabhu t••re kail• •li•gana
SYNONYMS
t••ra bhakti--his devotion; dekhi'--seeing; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; tu£àa--pleased; haila--was; mana--mind; uàhi'--standing up;
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--him; kail• •li•gana--embraced.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very pleased to see the King's devotion, and He
therefore stood up and embraced him.
TEXT 106
TEXT
puna„ stuti kari' r•j• karaye pra‹•ma
prabhu-k”p•-a¤rute t••ra deha haila sn•na
SYNONYMS
puna„--again; stuti kari'--offering prayers; r•j•--the King; karaye
pra‹•ma--offered obeisances; prabhu k”p•--of the mercy of the Lord; a¤rute--by
the tears; t••ra--of the Lord; deha--the body; haila--became; sn•na--bathed.
TRANSLATION
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When the Lord embraced the King, the King again and again offered prayers
and obeisances. In this way, the Lord's mercy brought tears from the King, and
the Lord's body was bathed with these tears.
TEXT 107
TEXT
sustha kari, r•m•nanda r•j•re vas•il•
k•ya-mano-v•kye prabhu t••re k”p• kail•
SYNONYMS
sustha kari--comforting him; r•m•nanda--R•ya R•m•nanda; r•j•re vas•il•-made the King sit down; k•ya-mano-v•kye--with body, mind and words; prabhu-¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto the King; k”p• kail•--showed His mercy.
TRANSLATION
Finally R•m•nanda R•ya pacified the King and made him sit down. The Lord
also bestowed mercy upon him through His body, mind and words.
TEXT 108
TEXT
aiche t••h•re k”p• kaila gaurar•ya
"prat•parudra-santr•t•" n•ma haila y•ya
SYNONYMS
aiche--such; t••h•re--unto the King; k”p•--mercy; kaila--showed; gaurar•ya-¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prat•parudra-santr•t•--the deliverer of Mah•r•ja
Prat•parudra; n•ma--the name; haila--became; y•ya--by which.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu showed such mercy to the King that from that day on
the Lord became known as Prat•parudra-santr•t•, the deliverer of Mah•r•ja
Prat•parudra.
TEXT 109
TEXT
r•ja-p•tra-ga‹a kaila prabhura vandana
r•j•re vid•ya dil• ¤ac†ra nandana
SYNONYMS
r•ja-p•tra-ga‹a--the officers of the King; kaila--did; prabhura vandana-glorifying the Lord; r•j•re--unto the King; vid•ya dil•--bade farewell; ¤ac†ra
nandana--the son of mother ¥ac†.
TRANSLATION
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All the governmental officers also paid their respects to the Lord, and
finally the King and his men were bade farewell by the son of mother ¥ac†.
TEXT 110
TEXT
b•hire •si' r•j• •j‘•-patra lekh•ila
nija-r•jye yata 'vi£ay†', t•h•re p•àh•ila
SYNONYMS
b•hire •si'--coming outside; r•j•--the King; •j‘•-patra--letters of
command; lekh•ila--had written; nija-r•jye--in his own kingdom; yata--all;
vi£ay†--government servants; t•h•re--unto them; p•àh•ila--sent.
TRANSLATION
The King then went outside and had orders written down and sent to the
government servants within his kingdom.
TEXT 111
TEXT
'gr•me-gr•me' nãtana •v•sa karib•
p••ca-s•ta navya-g”he s•magrye bharib•
SYNONYMS
gr•me-gr•me--in every village; nãtana--new; •v•sa--residential places;
karib•--you should construct; p••ca-s•ta--five to seven; navya-g”he--in new
houses; s•magrye--with food; bharib•--you should fill.
TRANSLATION
His orders read: "In every village you should construct new residences, and
in five or seven new houses, you should store all kinds of food.
TEXT 112
TEXT
•pani prabhuke la‘• t•h•• uttarib•
r•tri-dib• vetra-haste sev•ya rahib•
SYNONYMS
•pani--personally, yourself; prabhuke--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘•-taking; t•h•• uttarib•--you should go there; r•tri-dib•--night and day; vetrahaste--with a cane in the hands; sev•ya rahib•--should remain engaged in His
service.
TRANSLATION
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"You should personally take the Lord to these newly constructed houses. Day
and night you should engage in His service with a stick in your hands."
TEXT 113
TEXT
dui mah•-p•tra,----'haricandana', 'mardar•ja'
t••re •j‘• dila r•j•----'kariha sarva k•ya
SYNONYMS
dui mah•-p•tra--two respectable officers; haricandana--Haricandana;
mardar•ja--Mardar•ja; t••re--to them; •j‘• dila--gave orders; r•j•--the King;
kariha--do; sarva k•ya--everything needed.
TRANSLATION
The King ordered two respectable officers named Haricandana and Mardar•ja
to do whatever was necessary to carry out these orders.
TEXTS 114-115
TEXT
eka navya-nauk• •ni' r•khaha nad†-t†re
y•h•• sn•na kari' prabhu y•'na nad†-p•re
t•h•• stambha ropa‹a kara 'mah•-t†rtha' kari'
nitya sn•na kariba t•h••, t•h•• yena mari
SYNONYMS
eka--one; navya--new; nauk•--boat; •ni'--bringing; r•khaha--keep; nad†t†re--on the bank of the river; y•h••--where; sn•na kari'--taking bath;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; y•'na--goes; nad†-p•re--on the other bank of
the river; t•h••--there; stambha--a memorial column; ropa‹a kara--establish;
mah•-t†rtha kari'--making that place a great place of pilgrimage; nitya-daily; sn•na kariba--I shall bathe; t•h••--there; t•h••--there; yena mari--let
me die.
TRANSLATION
The King also ordered them to maintain a new boat on the banks of the
river, and wherever ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took His bath or crossed to the
other side of the river, they should establish a memorial column and make that
place a great place of pilgrimage. "Indeed," said the King, "I will take my
bath there. And let me also die there."
TEXT 116
TEXT
caturdv•re karaha uttama navya v•sa
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r•m•nanda, y•ha tumi mah•prabhu-p•¤a
SYNONYMS
caturdv•re--at the place named Caturdv•ra; karaha--make; uttama--very nice;
navya v•sa--new residential quarters; r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda R•ya; y•ha tumi-you please go; mah•prabhu-p•¤a--near ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
The King continued, "At Caturdv•ra, please construct new residential
quarters. Now, R•m•nanda, you can return to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu."
TEXT 117
TEXT
sandhy•te calibe prabhu,----n”pati ¤unila
hast†-upara t•mbu-g”he str†-ga‹e ca‚•ila
SYNONYMS
sandhy•te--in the evening; calibe prabhu--the Lord will start; n”pati
¤unila--the King heard; hast†-upara--upon the backs of elephants; t•mbu-g”he-in tents; str†-ga‹e--all the ladies; ca‚•ila--made get up.
TRANSLATION
When the King heard that the Lord was leaving that evening, he immediately
made arrangements for some elephants with small tents on their backs to be
brought there. Then all the ladies of the palace got on the elephants.
TEXT 118
TEXT
prabhura calib•ra pathe rahe s•ri ha‘•
sandhy•te calil• prabhu nija-ga‹a la‘•
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of the Lord; calib•ra pathe--on the route of walking; rahe-remained; s•ri ha‘•--being in a line; sandhy•te--in the evening; calil•
prabhu--the Lord departed; nija-ga‹a la‘•--taking His own men.
TRANSLATION
All these ladies went to the road the Lord was taking and remained there in
a line. That evening, the Lord departed with His devotees.
TEXT 119
TEXT
'citrotpal•-nad†' •si' gh•àe kaila sn•na
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mahi£†-sakala dekhi' karaye pra‹•ma
SYNONYMS
citrotpal•-nad†--to the river named Citrotpal•; •si'--coming; gh•àe--on the
bank; kaila sn•na--took a bath; mahi£†-sakala--all the queens and ladies of
the palace; dekhi'--seeing; karaye pra‹•ma--offered their obeisances.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to the bank of the River Citrotpal• to
take His bath, all the queens and ladies of the palace offered their
obeisances to Him.
TEXT 120
TEXT
prabhura dara¤ane sabe haila premamaya
'k”£‹a' 'k”£‹a' kahe, netra a¤ru vari£aya
SYNONYMS
prabhura dara¤ane--by seeing the Lord; sabe--all of them; haila--became;
prema-maya--overwhelmed with love; k”£‹a k”£‹a kahe--chanted the holy name of
K”£‹a; netra--the eyes; a¤ru--tears; vari£aya--poured.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing the Lord, they all felt themselves overwhelmed with love of
Godhead, and, tears pouring from their eyes, they began to chant the holy
name, "K”£‹a! K”£‹a!"
TEXT 121
TEXT
emana k”p•lu n•hi ¤uni tribhuvane
k”£‹a-prem• haya y••ra dãra dara¤ane
SYNONYMS
emana k”p•lu--such a merciful person; n•hi--not; ¤uni--we hear; tribhuvane--within the three worlds; k”£‹a-prem• haya--one gets love of K”£‹a;
y••ra--of whom; dãra dara¤ane--by seeing from a distance.
TRANSLATION
There is no one as merciful as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu within all three
worlds. Simply by seeing Him from a distance, one is overwhelmed with love of
Godhead.
TEXT 122
TEXT
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nauk•te ca‚iy• prabhu haila nad† p•ra
jyotsn•vat† r•trye cali' •il• caturdv•ra
SYNONYMS
nauk•te ca‚iy•--getting on the boat; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
haila--was; nad† p•ra--across the river; jyotsn•vat†--lighted by the full
moon; r•trye--in the night; cali'--walking; •il•--came; caturdv•ra--to
Caturdv•ra.
TRANSLATION
The Lord then got into a new boat and crossed the river. Walking in the
full moonlight, He finally reached the town known as Caturdv•ra.
TEXT 123
TEXT
r•trye tath• rahi' pr•te sn•na-k”tya kaila
hena-k•le jagann•thera mah•-pras•da •ila
SYNONYMS
r•trye--on that night; tath• rahi'--staying there; pr•te--in the morning;
sn•na-k”tya kaila--took His bath; hena-k•le--at that time; jagann•thera--of
Lord Jagann•tha; mah•-pras•da •ila--remnants of food arrived.
TRANSLATION
The Lord spent the night there and in the morning took His bath. At that
time, remnants of Lord Jagann•tha's food arrived.
TEXT 124
TEXT
r•j•ra •j‘•ya pa‚ich• p•àh•ya dine-dine
bahuta pras•da p•àh•ya diy• bahu-jane
SYNONYMS
r•j•ra •j‘•ya--by the order of the King; pa‚ich•--the superintendent of the
temple; p•àh•ya--sent; dine-dine--day after day; bahuta pras•da--a large
quantity of food; p•àh•ya--he sent; diy• bahu-jane--carried by many persons.
TRANSLATION
Following the King's orders, the superintendent of the temple sent large
quantities of pras•da every day, and it was carried by many persons.
TEXT 125
TEXT
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svaga‹a-sahite prabhu pras•da a•g†kari'
uàhiy• calil• prabhu bali' 'hari' 'hari'
SYNONYMS
sva-ga‹a-sahite--with His personal associates; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; pras•da--the remnants of food; a•g†kari'--accepting; uàhiy•-standing up; calil•--started; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bali'-uttering; hari hari--Hari, Hari.
TRANSLATION
After accepting the pras•da, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stood up and started
to go, chanting the holy names,"Hari! Hari!"
TEXT 126
TEXT
r•m•nanda, mardar•ja, ¤r†-haricandana
sa•ge sev• kari' cale ei tina jana
SYNONYMS
r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda; mardar•ja--Mardar•ja; ¤r†-haricandana--¥r†
Haricandana; sa•ge--in company; sev• kari'--rendering service; cale--went; ei
tina jana--these three gentlemen.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya, Mardar•ja and ¥r† Haricandana always went with ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and rendered various services.
TEXTS 127-129
TEXT
prabhu-sa•ge pur†-gos•‘i, svarãpa-d•modara
jagad•nanda, mukunda, govinda, k•¤†¤vara
harid•sa-àh•kura, •ra pa‹‚ita-vakre¤vara
gop†n•th•c•rya, •ra pa‹‚ita-d•modara
r•m•i, nand•i, •ra bahu bhakta-ga‹a
pradh•na kahilu•, sab•ra ke kare ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
prabhu-sa•ge--with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pur†-gos•‘i--Param•nanda Pur†;
svarãpa-d•modara--Svarãpa D•modara; jagad•nanda--Jagad•nanda; mukunda-Mukunda; govinda--Govinda; k•¤†¤vara--K•¤†¤vara; harid•sa-àh•kura--Harid•sa
áh•kura; •ra--and; pa‹‚ita-vakre¤vara--Pa‹‚ita Vakre¤vara; gop†n•tha-•c•rya-Gop†n•tha šc•rya; •ra--and; pa‹‚ita-d•modara--Pa‹‚ita D•modara; r•m•i--R•m•i;
nand•i--Nand•i; •ra--and; bahu bhakta-ga‹a--many devotees; pradh•na--the
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chief; kahilu•--I have mentioned; sab•ra--of all of them; ke--who; kare
ga‹ana--can make an account.
TRANSLATION
Param•nanda Pur† Gosv•m†, Svarãpa D•modara, Jagad•nanda, Mukunda, Govinda,
K•¤†¤vara, Harid•sa áh•kura, Vakre¤vara Pa‹‚ita, Gop†n•tha šc•rya, D•modara
Pa‹‚ita, R•m•i, Nand•i and many other devotees accompanied the Lord. I have
mentioned only the chief devotees. No one can describe the total number.
TEXT 130
TEXT
gad•dhara-pa‹‚ita yabe sa•gete calil•
'k£etra-sanny•sa n• ch•‚iha'----prabhu ni£edhil•
SYNONYMS
gad•dhara-pa‹‚ita--Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; yabe--when; sa•gete--with ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; calil•--started to go; k£etra-sanny•sa--the renounced
order of life at a holy place of pilgrimage; n• ch•‚iha--do not give up;
prabhu ni£edhil•--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu forbade.
TRANSLATION
When Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita started to go with the Lord, he was forbidden to
come and was asked not to give up the vow of k£etra-sanny•sa.
PURPORT
When one takes k£etra-sanny•sa, he leaves his household life and goes to a
place of pilgrimage devoted to Lord Vi£‹u. Such places include Puru£ottama
(Jagann•tha Pur†), Navadv†pa-dh•ma and Mathur•-dh•ma. The k£etra-sanny•s†
lives in these places alone or with his family. ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura
considers k£etra-sanny•sa to be the preferable v•naprastha situation in this
Age of Kali. S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya lived in this way, and he has been called
a k£etra-sanny•s†--that is, a sanny•s† living in Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 131
TEXT
pa‹‚ita kahe,----"y•h•• tumi, sei n†l•cala
k£etra-sanny•sa mora y•uka ras•tala"
SYNONYMS
pa‹‚ita kahe--Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita said; y•h••--wherever; tumi--You are
situated; sei--that; n†l•cala--Jagann•tha Pur†; k£etra-sanny•sa--vow to remain
in a holy place of pilgrimage; mora--my; y•uka--let it go; ras•tala--to hell.
TRANSLATION
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When he was requested to return to Jagann•tha Pur†, Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita told
the Lord, "Wherever You are staying is Jagann•tha Pur†. Let my so-called
k£etra-sanny•sa go to hell."
TEXT 132
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"i•h• kara gop†n•tha sevana"
pa‹‚ita kahe,----"koài-sev• tvat-p•da-dar¤ana"
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; i•h•--here; kara--just do;
gop†n•tha sevana--worship of Gop†n•tha; pa‹‚ita kahe--the pa‹‚ita said; koàisev•--millions of times the service; tvat-p•da-dar¤ana--seeing Your lotus
feet.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita to remain at
Jagann•tha Pur† and engage in Gop†n•tha's service, Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita replied,
"One renders service to Gop†n•tha a million times simply by seeing Your lotus
feet."
TEXT 133
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"sev• ch•‚ibe, •m•ya l•ge do£a
i•h• rahi' sev• kara,----•m•ra santo£a"
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; sev• ch•‚ibe--you will give
up the service; •m•ya--to Me; l•ge--will attach; do£a--fault; i•h• rahi'-staying here; sev• kara--just be engaged in service; •m•ra--My; santo£a-satisfaction.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then said, "If you abandon His service, it will be
My fault. It is better that you remain here and render service. That will be
My satisfaction."
TEXT 134
TEXT
pa‹‚ita kahe,----"saba do£a •m•ra upara
tom•-sa•ge n• y•iba, y•iba eke¤vara
SYNONYMS
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pa‹‚ita kahe--the Pa‹‚ita said; saba--all; do£a--fault; •m•ra upara--upon
me; tom•-sa•ge--with You; n• y•iba--I shall not go; y•iba--I shall go;
eke¤vara--alone.
TRANSLATION
The Pa‹‚ita replied, "Do not worry. All the faults will be on my head. I
shall not accompany You but shall go alone.
TEXT 135
TEXT
•i'ke dekhite y•iba, n• y•iba tom• l•gi'
'pratij‘•'-'sev•'-ty•ga-do£a, t•ra •mi bh•g†"
SYNONYMS
•i'ke--mother ¥ac†dev†; dekhite--to see; y•iba--I shall go; n• y•iba--I
shall not go; tom• l•gi'--for Your sake; pratij‘•-sev•--the vow and service to
Gop†n•tha; ty•ga-do£a--the fault of giving up; t•ra--for that; •mi bh•g†--I am
responsible.
TRANSLATION
"I shall go to see ¥ac†m•t•, but I shall not go for Your sake. I shall be
responsible for the abandoning of my vow and service to Gop†n•tha."
TEXT 136
TEXT
eta bali' pa‹‚ita-gos•‘i p”thak calil•
kaàaka •si' prabhu t••re sa•ge •n•il•
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; pa‹‚ita-gos•‘i--Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; p”thak calil•-proceeded separately; kaàaka •si'--when He came to Kaàaka; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--him; sa•ge--with Him; •n•il•--brought.
TRANSLATION
Thus Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita Gosv•m† traveled alone, but when they all arrived at
Kaàaka, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu called him, and he went in the Lord's company.
TEXT 137
TEXT
pa‹‚itera gaur••ga-prema bujhana n• y•ya
'pratij‘•', '¤r†-k”£‹a-sev•' ch•‚ila t”‹a-pr•ya
SYNONYMS
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pa‹‚itera--of Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; gaur••ga-prema--the love for ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; bujhana--understanding; n• y•ya--is not possible; pratij‘•--a vow;
¤r†-k”£‹a-sev•--the service of the Lord; ch•‚ila--gave up; t”‹a-pr•ya--almost
like straw.
TRANSLATION
No one can understand the loving intimacy between Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita and ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita gave up his vow and service to
Gop†n•tha just as one gives up a piece of straw.
PURPORT
Just to get ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's association, Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita gave
up his life's vow to engage in Gop†n•tha's service. This kind of loving
affection can be understood only by very confidential devotees. Ordinarily, no
one can understand its purport.
TEXT 138
TEXT
t••h•ra caritre prabhu antare santo£a
t••h•ra h•te dhari' kahe kari' pra‹aya-ro£a
SYNONYMS
t••h•ra caritre--in his behavior; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; antare-within His heart; santo£a--very satisfied; t••h•ra h•te dhari'--catching his
hand; kahe--says; kari'--exhibiting; pra‹aya-ro£a--anger in love.
TRANSLATION
Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita's behavior was very pleasing to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
heart. Nevertheless, the Lord took his hand and spoke to him, displaying the
anger of love.
TEXT 139
TEXT
'pratij‘•', 'sev•' ch•‚ibe,----e tom•ra 'udde¤a'
se siddha ha-ila----ch•‚i' •il• dãra de¤a
SYNONYMS
pratij‘•--the vow; sev•--and service; ch•‚ibe--will give up; e--this;
tom•ra--your; udde¤a--purpose; se--that; siddha--complete; ha-ila--has become;
ch•‚i'--giving up; •il•--have come; dãra de¤a--to a distant place.
TRANSLATION
"You have abandoned Gop†n•tha's service and broken your vow to live in
Pur†. All that is now complete because you have come so far.
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TEXT 140
TEXT
•m•ra sa•ge rahite c•ha,----v•‘cha nija-sukha
tom•ra dui dharma y•ya,----•m•ra haya 'du„kha'
SYNONYMS
•m•ra sa•ge--with Me; rahite--to remain; c•ha--you want; v•‘cha--you
desire; nija-sukha--your own sense gratification; tom•ra--your; dui dharma-two principles; y•ya--go away; •m•ra--of Me; haya--there is; du„kha-unhappiness.
TRANSLATION
"Your wanting to go with Me is simply a desire for sense gratification. In
this way, you are breaking two religious principles, and because of this I am
very unhappy.
TEXT 141
TEXT
mora sukha c•ha yadi, n†l•cale cala
•m•ra ¤apatha, yadi •ra kichu bala
SYNONYMS
mora--of Me; sukha--the satisfaction; c•ha--you want; yadi--if; n†l•cale
cala--go back to Jagann•tha Pur† (N†l•cala); •m•ra ¤apatha--My condemnation;
yadi--if; •ra--more; kichu--something; bala--you say.
TRANSLATION
"If you want My happiness, please return to N†l•cala. You will simply
condemn Me if you say any more about this matter."
TEXT 142
TEXT
eta bali' mah•prabhu nauk•te ca‚il•
mãrcchita ha‘• pa‹‚ita tath•i pa‚il•
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nauk•te
ca‚il•--got on a boat; mãrcchita ha‘•--fainting; pa‹‚ita--Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita
Gosv•m†; tath•i--there; pa‚il•--fell down.
TRANSLATION
Saying this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu got into a boat, and Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita
immediately fell down in an unconscious state.
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TEXT 143
TEXT
pa‹‚ite la‘• y•ite s•rvabhaume •j‘• dil•
bhaàà•c•rya kahe,----"uàha, aiche prabhura l†l•
SYNONYMS
pa‹‚ite la‘•--taking the Pa‹‚ita; y•ite--to go; s•rvabhauma--unto
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; •j‘• dil•--gave an order; bhaàà•c•rya kahe-S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya said; uàha--please get up; aiche--such; prabhura l†l•-the way of the Lord's pastimes.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu ordered S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya to take Gad•dhara
Pa‹‚ita with him. The Bhaàà•c•rya told Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita,"Get up! Such are the
pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 144
TEXT
tumi j•na, k”£‹a nija-pratij‘• ch•‚il•
bhakta k”p•-va¤e bh†£mera pratij‘• r•khil•
SYNONYMS
tumi j•na--you know; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; nija-pratij‘•--His own promise;
ch•‚il•--gave up; bhakta k”p•-va¤e--being obliged by the devotional service of
a devotee; bh†£mera--of Grandfather Bh†£ma; pratij‘• r•khil•--kept the
promise.
TRANSLATION
"You should know that Lord K”£‹a Himself violated His own promise just to
keep the promise of Grandfather Bh†£ma.
TEXT 145
TEXT
svanigamam apah•ya mat-pratij‘•m
”tam adhikartum avapluto ratha-stha„
dh”ta-ratha-cara‹o 'bhyay•c caladgur
harir iva hantum ibha‰ gatottar†ya„
SYNONYMS
sva-nigamam--His own promise not to take a weapon and fight on behalf of
the P•‹‚avas; apah•ya--giving up; mat-pratij‘•m--my promise; ”tam--true;
adhikartum--to make more; avapluta„--having jumped down; ratha-stha„--who was
on the chariot (Lord K”£‹a); dh”ta--who took up; ratha-cara‹a„--the wheel of
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the chariot; abhyay•t--ran forward; calat-gu„--making the entire planet
tremble; hari„--a lion; iva--like; hantum--to kill; ibham--an elephant; gatauttar†ya„--losing the outer garment.
TRANSLATION
" 'Intending to make my promise true, Lord K”£‹a broke His own promise not
to take up a weapon at Kuruk£etra. With His outer garment falling off, Lord
¥r† K”£‹a jumped from His chariot, picked up a wheel and came running at me to
kill me. Indeed, He rushed at me like a lion going to kill an elephant, and He
caused the whole earth to tremble.'
PURPORT
Lord K”£‹a promised not to fight in the battle of Kuruk£etra or even take
up a weapon. But when Bh†£ma wanted to keep his own promise to break the
promise of the Lord, the Lord immediately got down from the chariot, and to
make Bh†£ma's promise true He picked up a chariot wheel and rushed forward to
kill him. This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.9.37).
TEXT 146
TEXT
ei-mata prabhu tom•ra viccheda sahiy•
tom•ra pratij‘• rak£• kaila yatna kariy•"
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; tom•ra--of you;
viccheda sahiy•--tolerating the separation; tom•ra pratij‘•--your vow; rak£•
kaila--protected; yatna kariy•--with great endeavor.
TRANSLATION
"Similarly, tolerating your separation, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has
protected your vow with great endeavor."
TEXT 147
TEXT
ei-mata kahi' t••re prabodha karil•
dui-jane ¤ok•kula n†l•cale •il•
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; kahi'--speaking; t••re--him; prabodha karil•--awoke;
dui-jane--the two persons; ¤oka-•kula--overwhelmed with grief; n†l•cale--to
Jagann•tha Pur†; •il•--went back.
TRANSLATION
In this way S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya revived Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita. Then both of
them, very much grief-stricken, returned to Jagann•tha Pur†, N†l•cala.
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TEXT 148
TEXT
prabhu l•gi' dharma-karma ch•‚e bhakta-ga‹a
bhakta-dharma-h•ni prabhura n• haya sahana
SYNONYMS
prabhu l•gi'--for the sake of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dharma-karma--all
prescribed duties; ch•‚e--give up; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; bhaktadharma--of the duty of a devotee; h•ni--the abandonment; prabhura--to ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n• haya--is not; sahana--tolerable.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees would abandon all kinds of duties for ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's sake, yet the Lord did not like the devotees' giving up their
promised duties.
TEXT 149
TEXT
'premera vivarta' ih• ¤une yei jana
acire miliye t••re caitanya-cara‹a
SYNONYMS
premera vivarta--the misgivings of loving affairs; ih•--this; ¤une-listens; yei jana--any person who; acire--very soon; miliye--meet; t••re--him;
caitanya-cara‹a--the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All these are the misgivings of loving affairs. Whoever listens to these
incidents gets ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's shelter very soon.
TEXT 150
TEXT
dui r•ja-p•tra yei prabhu-sa•ge y•ya
'y•japura' •si' prabhu t•re dilena vid•ya
SYNONYMS
dui r•ja-p•tra--the two government officers; yei--who; prabhu-sa•ge--with
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; y•ya--go; y•japura •si'--when coming to Y•japura;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t•re--unto them; dilena vid•ya--bade
farewell.
TRANSLATION
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When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His party arrived at Y•japura, the Lord
asked the two government officers who had come with Him to return.
PURPORT
The place called Y•japura is very well known in Orissa. It is a subdivision
of the Kaàaka district and is situated on the southern side of the Vaitara‹†
River. Formerly great sages performed sacrifices on the northern bank of the
Vaitara‹† River; consequently the place is known as Y•japura--"the place where
sacrifices are performed." Some people say that this was one of the capital
cities of King Yay•ti and that from the name Yay•ti-nagara the name Y•japura
has come. As stated in Mah•bh•rata (Vana-parva Chapter 114):
ete kali•g•„ kaunteya
yatra vaitara‹† nad†
yatr•yajata dharmo 'pi
dev•n ¤ara‹am etya vai
atra vai ”£ayo 'nye ca
pur• kratubhir †jire
According to the Mah•bh•rata, great sages formerly performed sacrifices in
this place. There are still many temples of demigods and incarnations there,
and there is also a Deity of ¥r† Var•hadeva. This Deity is especially
important and is visited by many pilgrims. Those who worship the Supreme
Lord's energy worship V•r•h†, Vai£‹av† and Indr•‹†, as well as many similar
forms of Dev†, the internal energy. There are many deities of Lord ¥iva, and
there are many places along the river known as Da¤•¤vamedha-gh•àa. Sometimes
Y•japura is also called N•bhi-gay• or Viraj•-k£etra.
TEXT 151
TEXT
prabhu vid•ya dila, r•ya y•ya t••ra sane
k”£‹a-kath• r•m•nanda-sane r•tri-dine
SYNONYMS
prabhu vid•ya dila--the Lord bade them farewell; r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya;
y•ya--goes; t••ra sane--with Him; k”£‹a-kath•--discussion of topics of Lord
K”£‹a; r•m•nanda-sane--with R•m•nanda; r•tri-dine--day and night.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu bade farewell to the officers, and R•ya R•m•nanda
continued on with the Lord. The Lord talked to R•m•nanda R•ya about ¥r† K”£‹a
day and night.
TEXT 152
TEXT
prati-gr•me r•ja-•j‘•ya r•ja-bh”tya-ga‹a
navya g”he n•n•-dravye karaye sevana
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SYNONYMS
prati-gr•me--in each village; r•ja-•j‘•ya--by the order of the King; r•jabh”tya-ga‹a--the government servants; navya g”he--in newly constructed houses;
n•n•-dravye--with all kinds of food grains; karaye sevana--rendered service.
TRANSLATION
In each and every village, in compliance with the King's order, government
officers constructed new houses and filled each of them with stocks of grains.
Thus they served the Lord.
TEXT 153
TEXT
ei-mata cali' prabhu 'remu‹•' •il•
tath• haite r•m•nanda-r•ye vid•ya dil•
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; cali'--walking; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
remu‹• •il•--came to Remu‹•; tath• haite--from there; r•m•nanda-r•ye--unto
R•m•nanda R•ya; vid•ya dil•--bade farewell.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu finally arrived at Remu‹•, where He bade farewell
to ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya.
PURPORT
It was stated in the First Chapter of Madhya-l†l•, verse 149, that
R•m•nanda R•ya was bade farewell from Bhadraka. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta
Sarasvat† áh•kura states that in those days the place called Remu‹• also
included Bhadraka.
TEXT 154
TEXT
bhãmete pa‚il• r•ya n•hika cetana
r•ye kole kari' prabhu karaye krandana
SYNONYMS
bhãmete pa‚il•--fell down on the ground; r•ya--R•m•nanda R•ya; n•hika
cetana--there was no consciousness; r•ye--R•m•nanda R•ya; kole kari'--taking
on the lap; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karaye krandana--began crying.
TRANSLATION
When R•m•nanda R•ya fell to the ground and lost consciousness, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu took him upon His lap and began to cry.
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TEXT 155
TEXT
r•yera vid•ya-bh•va n• y•ya sahana
kahite n• p•ri ei t•h•ra var‹ana
SYNONYMS
r•yera vid•ya-bh•va--feelings of separation from R•m•nanda R•ya; n• y•ya-not possible; sahana--to tolerate; kahite--to speak; n• p•ri--I am not able;
ei--this; t•h•ra--of that; var‹ana--a description.
TRANSLATION
R•m•nanda R•ya's separation from Caitanya Mah•prabhu is very difficult to
describe. It is almost intolerable, and therefore I cannot describe it
further.
TEXT 156
TEXT
tabe 'o‚hra-de¤a-s†m•' prabhu cali' •il•
tath• r•ja-adhik•r† prabhure milil•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; o‚hra-de¤a-s†m•--the boundary of Orissa; prabhu--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cali'--traveling; •il•--reached; tath•--there; r•jaadhik•r†--a government officer; prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; milil•-met.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu finally arrived at the border of the state of
Orissa, a government officer came there to meet Him.
TEXT 157
TEXT
dina dui-c•ri te•ho karila sevana
•ge calib•re sei kahe vivara‹a
SYNONYMS
dina dui-c•ri--two or four days; te•ho--he; karila sevana--served the Lord;
•ge--forward; calib•re--for going; sei--that officer; kahe--spoke; vivara‹a-detailed information.
TRANSLATION
For two or four days, the government officer served the Lord. He also gave
the Lord detailed information of what was ahead.
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TEXT 158
TEXT
madyapa yavana-r•j•ra •ge adhik•ra
t••ra bhaye pathe keha n•re calib•ra
SYNONYMS
madyapa--drunkard; yavana--Mohammedan; r•j•ra--of a king; •ge--ahead;
adhik•ra--the government; t••ra bhaye--being afraid of such a king; pathe--on
the road; keha--anyone; n•re--not able; calib•ra--to travel.
TRANSLATION
He informed the Lord that the territory ahead was ruled by a Moslem
governor, who was a drunkard. Out of fear for this king, no one could walk the
road freely.
TEXT 159
TEXT
pichalad• paryanta saba t••ra adhik•ra
t••ra bhaye nad† keha haite n•re p•ra
SYNONYMS
pichalad•--the place named Pichalad•; paryanta--up to; saba--everything;
t••ra--of him; adhik•ra--under the authority; t••ra bhaye--because of fear of
him; nad†--the river; keha--anyone; haite--to cross; n•re--not able; p•ra--to
the other side.
TRANSLATION
The jurisdiction of the Mohammedan government extended up to Pichalad•. Due
to fear of the Mohammedans, no one would cross the river.
PURPORT
During the old days, Pichalad• was part of Tamaluka and Bengal. Pichalad•
is located about fourteen miles south of Tamaluka. The River Rãpa-n•r•ya‹a is
well known in Tamaluka, and Pichalad• was situated on the bank of the Rãpan•r•ya‹a River.
TEXT 160
TEXT
dina kata raha----sandhi kari' t••ra sane
tabe sukhe nauk•te kar•iba gamane
SYNONYMS
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dina kata raha--stay here for a few days; sandhi kari'--making peaceful
negotiations; t••ra sane--with him; tabe--then; sukhe--in happiness; nauk•te-on the boat; kar•iba gamane--I will help You start.
TRANSLATION
Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra's government officer further informed ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu that He should stay at the Orissa border for some days so that a
peaceful agreement could be negotiated with the Mohammedan governor. In that
way, the Lord would be able to cross the river peacefully in a boat.
TEXT 161
TEXT
sei k•le se yavanera eka anucara
'u‚iy•-kaàake' •ila kari' ve¤•ntara
SYNONYMS
sei k•le--at that time; se yavanera--of the Mohammedan governor; eka
anucara--one follower; u‚iy•-kaàake--to the camp of Orissan soldiers; •ila-came; kari' ve¤a-antara--changing the dress.
TRANSLATION
At that time, a follower of the Mohammedan governor arrived at the Orissa
encampment dressed in disguise.
TEXTS 162-163
TEXT
prabhura sei adabhuta caritra dekhiy•
hindu-cara kahe sei yavana-p•¤a giy•
'eka sanny•s† •ila jagann•tha ha-ite
aneka siddha-puru£a haya t••h•ra sahite
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sei--that; adabhuta caritra-wonderful characteristics; dekhiy•--seeing; hindu-cara--the Hindu spy; kahe-says; sei--that; yavana-p•¤a giy•--going to the Mohammedan king; eka sanny•si-one mendicant; •ila--has come; jagann•tha ha-ite--from Jagann•tha Pur†;
aneka--many; siddha-puru£a--liberated persons; haya--are; t••h•ra sahite--with
Him.
TRANSLATION
The Mohammedan spy saw the wonderful characteristics of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, and when he returned to the Mohammedan governor, he told him, "A
mendicant has come from Jagann•tha Pur† with many liberated persons.
TEXT 164
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TEXT
nirantara kare sabe k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana
sabe h•se, n•ce, g•ya, karaye krandana
SYNONYMS
nirantara--without stopping; kare--perform; sabe--all; k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana-chanting of the holy name of the Lord; sabe--all of them; h•se--laugh; n•ce-dance; g•ya--sing; karaye krandana--and cry.
TRANSLATION
"All these saintly people incessantly chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra, and
they all laugh, dance, chant and cry.
TEXT 165
TEXT
lak£a lak£a loka •ise t•h• dekhib•re
t••re dekhi' punarapi y•ite n•re ghare
SYNONYMS
lak£a lak£a--millions upon millions; loka--people; •ise--come; t•h•--that;
dekhib•re--to see; t••re dekhi'--after seeing Him; punarapi--again; y•ite--to
go; n•re--are not able; ghare--home.
TRANSLATION
"Many millions upon millions of people come to see Him, and after they see
Him, they cannot return home.
TEXT 166
TEXT
sei saba loka haya b•ulera pr•ya
'k”£‹a' kahi' n•ce, k•nde, ga‚•ga‚i y•ya
SYNONYMS
sei saba loka--all those persons; haya--are; b•ulera pr•ya--almost like
madmen; k”£‹a kahi'--chanting the holy name of K”£‹a; n•ce--they dance; k•nde-they cry; ga‚•ga‚i y•ya--they roll on the ground.
TRANSLATION
"All these people become like madmen. They simply dance and chant the holy
name of K”£‹a. Sometimes they even cry and roll on the ground.
TEXT 167
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TEXT
kahib•ra kath• nahe----dekhile se j•ni
t••h•ra prabh•ve t••re '†¤vara' kari' m•ni'
SYNONYMS
kahib•ra kath•--describable topic; nahe--this is not; dekhile--if one sees;
se j•ni--he can understand; t••h•ra prabh•ve--by His influence; t••re--Him;
†¤vara kari'--as the Supreme Personality of Godhead; m•ni--I accept.
TRANSLATION
"Actually these things cannot even be described. One can understand them
only by seeing. By His influence, I accept Him as the Supreme Personality of
Godhead."
TEXT 168
TEXT
eta kahi' sei cara 'hari' 'k”£‹a' g•ya
h•se, k•nde, n•ce, g•ya b•ulera pr•ya
SYNONYMS
eta kahi'--saying this; sei cara--that messenger; hari--Hari; k”£‹a--K”£‹a;
g•ya--chants; h•se--laughs; k•nde--cries; n•ce--dances; g•ya--sings; b•ulera
pr•ya--just like a madman.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, the messenger began to chant the holy names of Hari and
K”£‹a. He also began to laugh and cry, dance and sing exactly like a madman.
TEXT 169
TEXT
eta ¤uni' yavanera mana phiri' gela
•pana-'vi¤v•sa' u‚iy• sth•ne p•àh•ila
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--after hearing this; yavanera--of the Mohammedan governor; mana-the mind; phiri' gela--became changed; •pana--own; vi¤v•sa--secretary; u‚iy•-of the representative of the Orissan government; sth•ne--to the place;
p•àh•ila--sent.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing this, the mind of the Mohammedan governor was changed. He then
sent his own secretary to the representative of the Orissan government.
TEXT 170
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TEXT
'vi¤v•sa' •siy• prabhura cara‹a vandila
'k”£‹a' 'k”£‹a' kahi' preme vihvala ha-ila
SYNONYMS
vi¤v•sa--the secretary; •siy•--coming; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; cara‹a--the lotus feet; vandila--worshiped; k”£‹a k”£‹a--the holy
name of the Lord, K”£‹a, K”£‹a; kahi'--uttering; preme--in ecstasy; vihvala-overwhelmed; ha-ila--became.
TRANSLATION
The Mohammedan secretary came to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. When he
offered his respects to the Lord's lotus feet and uttered the holy name of the
Lord, "K”£‹a, K”£‹a," he also was overwhelmed with ecstatic love.
TEXT 171
TEXT
dhairya ha‘• u‚iy•ke kahe namaskari'
'tom•-sth•ne p•àh•il• mleccha adhik•r†
SYNONYMS
dhairya ha‘•--becoming calm; u‚iy•ke--to the representative of the Orissan
government; kahe--says; namaskari'--offering respect; tom•-sth•ne--to your
place; p•àh•il•--has sent; mleccha--the Mohammedan; adhik•r†--governor.
TRANSLATION
After calming down, the Mohammedan secretary offered his respects and
informed the representative of the Orissan government, "The Mohammedan
governor has sent me here.
TEXT 172
TEXT
tumi yadi •j‘• deha' eth•ke •siy•
yavana adhik•r† y•ya prabhuke miliy•
SYNONYMS
tumi--you; yadi--if; •j‘•--order; deha'--give; eth•ke--here; •siy•--coming;
yavana adhik•r†--the Mohammedan governor; y•ya--may go; prabhuke--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; miliy•--after meeting.
TRANSLATION
"If you agree, the Mohammedan governor will come here to meet ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and then return.
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TEXT 173
TEXT
bahuta utka‹àh• t••ra, kary•che vinaya
tom•-sane ei sandhi, n•hi yuddha-bhaya'
SYNONYMS
bahuta--very much; utka‹àh•--anxiety; t••ra--his; kary•che--has made;
vinaya--submissive petition; tom•-sane--with you; ei--this; sandhi--a peace
proposal; n•hi--there is not; yuddha-bhaya--fear of fighting.
TRANSLATION
"The Mohammedan governor is very eager, and he has submitted this petition
with great respect. It is a proposal for peace. You need not fear that we will
fight."
TEXT 174
TEXT
¤uni' mah•-p•tra kahe ha‘• vismaya
'madyapa yavanera citta aiche ke karaya!
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; mah•-p•tra--the representative of the Orissan government;
kahe--says; ha‘• vismaya--becoming astonished; madyapa--drunkard; yavanera--of
the Mohammedan; citta--the heart; aiche--in this way; ke karaya--who has made.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing this proposal, the representative of the Orissan government,
the mah•-p•tra, was very astonished. He thought, "The Mohammedan governor is a
drunkard. Who has changed his mind?
TEXT 175
TEXT
•pane mah•prabhu t••ra mana phir•ila
dar¤ana-smara‹e y••ra jagat t•rila'
SYNONYMS
•pane--personally; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••ra--his; mana-mind; phir•ila--changed; dar¤ana--by a personal visit; smara‹e--by
remembrance; y••ra--of whom; jagat--the whole world; t•rila--He has delivered.
TRANSLATION
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"It must be ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu Himself who has changed the
Mohammedan's mind. Due to His presence and even due to His remembrance, the
whole world is liberated."
PURPORT
From this we can understand that the Mohammedan governor was a drunkard
(madyapa). Ordinarily, there was no chance that he would change, but Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu could turn anyone's mind to K”£‹a consciousness. One can
be delivered from material existence simply by remembering ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's holy name or by visiting Him. This K”£‹a consciousness movement
is being spread throughout the world, but not even one yavana or mleccha
addicted to drinking could have changed and accepted K”£‹a consciousness
without ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's grace. People are often astonished to see
many thousands of Westerners converted to Vai£‹avism. Generally Westerners are
addicted to meat-eating, drinking, gambling and illicit sex; therefore their
taking up K”£‹a consciousness is astonishing. In India, especially, there is
much astonishment at this. The answer, however, is given here: dar¤ana-smara‹e
y••ra jagat t•rila. This change is made possible simply by the remembrance of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. The Western devotees are very sincerely chanting the
holy names of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His associates: ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya
prabhu nity•nanda ¤r†-advaita gad•dhara ¤r†v•s•di-gaura-bhakta-v”nda. By the
mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His associates, people are being purified
and their consciousness directed from m•y• to K”£‹a.
The word vi¤v•sa refers to a secretary. This title is generally found among
the k•yastha caste in the Hindu community. In Bengal, the title vi¤v•sa is
still used by the k•yasthas. The word vi¤v•sa means "faithful," and a vi¤v•s†
is a person in whom one can place faith. ¥r† Bhaktivinoda áh•kura states that
during the Mohammedan reign in Bengal, there was a secretariat entitled
vi¤v•sa-kh•n•. The office of vi¤v•sa-kh•n• was a secretariat office in which
only the most reliable people were employed. They were elected from the
k•yastha community, a community that is still very expert in managing business
and government affairs. The secretariat, or vi¤v•sa-kh•n•, is generally a very
reliable and faithful servant. Whenever some confidential service was needed,
these officers were employed.
TEXT 176
TEXT
eta bali' vi¤v•sere kahila vacana
"bh•gya t••ra----•si' karuka prabhu dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; vi¤v•sere--unto the secretary of the Mohammedan
governor; kahila vacana--spoke the following words; bh•gya--great fortune;
t••ra--his; •si'--coming; karuka--let him do; prabhu dara¤ana--visiting ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
After thinking this, the mah•-p•tra immediately informed the Mohammedan
secretary, "It is a great fortune for your governor. Let him come visit ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
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TEXT 177
TEXT
prat†ta kariye----yadi nirastra ha‘•
•sibeka p••ca-s•ta bh”tya sa•ge la‘•?"
SYNONYMS
prat†ta--understood; kariye--I make; yadi--if; nirastra ha‘•--being without
weapons; •sibeka--he will come; p••ca-s•ta--five to seven; bh”tya--servants;
sa•ge--in company; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
"However, let me make it understood that he should come here without
weapons. He may bring with him five or seven servants."
TEXT 178
TEXT
'vi¤v•sa' y•‘• t••h•re sakala kahila
hindu-ve¤a dhari' sei yavana •ila
SYNONYMS
vi¤v•sa--the secretary; y•‘•--returning; t••h•re--unto the Mohammedan
governor; sakala kahila--told everything; hindu-ve¤a dhari'--accepting the
dress of a Hindu; sei yavana--that Mohammedan governor; •ila--came.
TRANSLATION
The secretary returned to the Mohammedan governor and informed him of this
news. Dressing himself like a Hindu, the Mohammedan governor then came to see
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 179
TEXT
dãra haite prabhu dekhi' bhãmete pa‚iy•
da‹‚avat kare a¤ru-pulakita ha‘•
SYNONYMS
dãra haite--from a distance; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhi'-seeing; bhãmete pa‚iy•--falling down on the ground; da‹‚avat kare--offered
obeisances; a¤ru--tears; pulakita--jubilant; ha‘•--becoming.
TRANSLATION
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Upon seeing ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu from a distant place, the Mohammedan
governor fell to the ground and offered obeisances. Tears came to his eyes,
and he was jubilant with ecstatic emotions.
TEXT 180
TEXT
mah•-p•tra •nila t••re kariy• samm•na
yo‚a-h•te prabhu-•ge laya k”£‹a-n•ma
SYNONYMS
mah•-p•tra--the Orissan representative; •nila--brought; t••re--him; kariy•
samm•na--showing great respect; yo‚a-h•te--with folded hands; prabhu-•ge-before ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; laya k”£‹a-n•ma--chanted the holy name of
K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
Arriving in that way, the Mohammedan governor was respectfully brought
before ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu by the mah•-p•tra. The governor then stood
before the Lord with folded hands, and he chanted the holy name of K”£‹a.
TEXT 181
TEXT
"adhama yavana-kule kena janma haila
vidhi more hindu-kule kena n• janm•ila
SYNONYMS
adhama--low; yavana-kule--in the family of a Mohammedan; kena--why; janma
haila--there was birth; vidhi--providence; more--me; hindu-kule--in the family
of a Hindu; kena--why; n•--not; janm•ila--caused to be born.
TRANSLATION
The governor then submissively asked,"Why was I born in a Mohammedan
family? This is considered a low birth. Why didn't supreme Providence grant me
a birth in a Hindu family?
TEXT 182
TEXT
'hindu' haile p•it•ma tom•ra cara‹a-sannidh•na
vyartha mora ei deha, y•uka par•‹a"
SYNONYMS
hindu haile--if I was born in a Hindu family; p•it•ma--I would have gotten;
tom•ra--of You; cara‹a--of the lotus feet; sannidh•na--proximity; vyartha-useless; mora--my; ei--this; deha--body; y•uka par•‹a--let me die immediately.
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TRANSLATION
"If I had taken birth in a Hindu family, it would have been easy for me to
remain near Your lotus feet. Since my body is now useless, let me die
immediately."
TEXT 183
TEXT
eta ¤uni' mah•-p•tra •vi£àa ha‘•
prabhuke karena stuti cara‹e dhariy•
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; mah•-p•tra--the representative of the Orissan
government; •vi£àa ha‘•--being overwhelmed; prabhuke--unto ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; karena--makes; stuti--prayers; cara‹e dhariy•--catching His feet.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing the governor's submissive statement, the mah•-p•tra was
overwhelmed with joy. He clasped the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and
began to offer the following prayers.
TEXT 184
TEXT
'ca‹‚•la----pavitra y••ra ¤r†-n•ma-¤rava‹e
hena-tom•ra ei j†va p•ila dara¤ane
SYNONYMS
ca‹‚•la--the dog-eater, the lowest of mankind; pavitra--purified; y••ra--of
whom; ¤r†-n•ma-¤rava‹e--by hearing the holy name; hena-tom•ra--of such a one
as You; ei j†va--this conditioned living entity; p•ila--has gotten; dara¤ane-the personal visit.
TRANSLATION
"Simply by hearing Your holy name, a ca‹‚•la, lowest of men, can be
purified. Now this conditioned soul has received Your personal interview.
TEXT 185
TEXT
i•h•ra ye ei gati, ithe ki vismaya?
tom•ra dar¤ana-prabh•va ei-mata haya'
SYNONYMS
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i•h•ra--of this Mohammedan governor; ye--which; ei--this; gati--result;
ithe--in this; ki--what; vismaya--the wonder; tom•ra--of You; dar¤anaprabh•va--influence of seeing; ei-mata haya--is like this.
TRANSLATION
"It is no wonder that this Mohammedan governor has attained such results.
Simply by seeing You, all this is possible.
TEXT 186
TEXT
yan-n•madheya-¤rava‹•nuk†rtan•d
yat-prahva‹•d yat-smara‹•d api kvacit
¤v•do 'pi sadya„ savan•ya kalpate
kuta„ punas te bhagavan nu dar¤an•t
SYNONYMS
yat--of whom; n•madheya--of the name; ¤rava‹a--from hearing; anuk†rtan•t-and thereafter from chanting; yat--to whom; prahva‹•t--from offering respects;
yat--of whom; smara‹•t--from simply remembering; api--also; kvacit--sometimes;
¤v•da„--a dog-eater; api--even; sadya„--immediately; savan•ya--for performing
Vedic sacrifices; kalpate--becomes eligible; kuta„--what to speak; puna„-again; te--of You; bhagavan--O Supreme Personality of Godhead; nu--certainly;
dar¤an•t--from seeing.
TRANSLATION
" 'To say nothing of the spiritual advancement of persons who see the
Supreme Person face to face, even a person born in a family of dog-eaters
becomes immediately eligible to perform Vedic sacrifices if he once utters the
holy name of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, or chants about Him, hears
about His pastimes, offers Him obeisances or even remembers Him.'"
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.33.6). According to this
verse, it doesn't matter what position a person holds. One may be the lowest
of the low--a ca‹‚•la, or dog-eater--but if he takes to chanting and hearing
the holy name of the Lord, he is immediately eligible to perform Vedic
sacrifices. This is especially true in this Age of Kali.
harer n•ma harer n•ma
harer n•maiva kevalam
kalau n•sty eva n•sty eva
n•sty eva gatir anyath•
(B”han-n•rad†ya Pur•‹a 38.126)
A person born in a br•hma‹a family cannot perform Vedic sacrifices until he
is properly purified and has attained his sacred thread. However, according to
this verse, it is understood that even a lowborn person can immediately
perform sacrifices if he sincerely chants and hears the holy name of the Lord.
Sometimes envious people ask how Europeans and Americans in this K”£‹a
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consciousness movement can become br•hma‹as and perform sacrifices. They do
not know that the Europeans and Americans have already been purified by
chanting the holy name of the Lord--Hare K”£‹a, Hare K”£‹a, K”£‹a K”£‹a, Hare
Hare. Hare R•ma, Hare R•ma, R•ma R•ma, Hare Hare. This is the proof. ¥v•do 'pi
sadya„ savan•ya kalpate. One may be born in a family of dog-eaters, but he can
perform sacrifices simply by chanting the mah•-mantra.
Those who find fault in the Western Vai£‹avas should consider this
statement from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam and the commentary on this verse by ¥r†la
J†va Gosv•m†. In this regard, ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m† has stated that to become a
br•hma‹a, one has to wait for purification and undergo the sacred thread
ceremony, but a chanter of the holy name does not have to wait for the sacred
thread ceremony. We do not allow devotees to perform sacrifices until they are
properly initiated in the sacred thread ceremony. Yet according to this verse,
an offenseless chanter of the holy name is already fit to perform a fire
ceremony, even though he is not doubly initiated by the sacred thread
ceremony. This is the verdict given by Lord Kapiladeva in His instructions to
His mother, Devahãti. It was Lord Kapiladeva who instructed Devahãti in pure
S••khya philosophy.
TEXT 187
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu t••re k”p•-d”£ài kari'
•¤v•siy• kahe,----tumi kaha 'k”£‹a' 'hari'
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto him;
k”p•-d”£ài kari'--glancing with mercy; •¤v•siy•--giving assurance; kahe--says;
tumi--you; kaha--utter; k”£‹a--the holy name K”£‹a; hari--the holy name Hari.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then glanced with mercy at the Mohammedan governor.
Giving him assurance, He asked him to chant the holy names K”£‹a and Hari.
PURPORT
It is ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mercy that He advises everyone--even
ca‹‚•las, mlecchas and yavanas--to chant the holy name of the Lord. In other
words, one who has taken to chanting the holy names K”£‹a and Hari has already
received ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mercy. The Lord's request to chant the holy
name of K”£‹a is now extended to everyone in the world through this K”£‹a
consciousness movement. Whoever follows ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's instructions
will certainly be purified, and one who sincerely chants the holy name
offenselessly is already more than a br•hma‹a. Unfortunately there are many
fools and rascals in India who do not allow Western Vai£‹avas to enter certain
temples. Such rascals do not clearly understand the Vedas. As stated
previously: yan-n•madheya-¤rava‹•nuk†rtan•d.
TEXT 188
TEXT
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sei kahe,----'more yadi kail• a•g†k•ra
eka •j‘• deha,----sev• kari ye tom•ra
SYNONYMS
sei kahe--the Mohammedan governor said; more--me; yadi--if; kail• a•g†k•ra-You have accepted; eka •j‘•--one order; deha--give; sev•--service; kari--I
may render; ye--so that; tom•ra--Your.
TRANSLATION
The Mohammedan governor then said, "Since You have so kindly accepted me,
please give me some order so that I can render You some service."
PURPORT
If one is purified by following ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's orders--that is,
by chanting the holy name of K”£‹a--one must certainly be eager to render
service to the Lord. This is the test. When one engages enthusiastically in
the Lord's service, it is to be understood that he is reaping the results of
chanting the names of K”£‹a and Hari.
TEXT 189
TEXT
go-br•hma‹a-vai£‹ave hi‰s• kary•chi ap•ra
sei p•pa ha-ite mora ha-uka nist•ra
SYNONYMS
go-br•hma‹a-vai£‹ave--to the cows, br•hma‹as and Vai£‹avas; hi‰s•--violence
and envy; kary•chi--I have done; ap•ra--unlimitedly; sei p•pa ha-ite--from
those sinful activities; mora--my; ha-uka--let there be; nist•ra--liberation.
TRANSLATION
The Mohammedan governor then prayed for liberation from the unlimited
sinful activities he had previously incurred by being envious of br•hma‹as and
Vai£‹avas and killing cows.
PURPORT
By chanting the holy names K”£‹a and Hari, one is certainly liberated from
sinful activities, such as killing cows or insulting br•hma‹as and Vai£‹avas.
It is most sinful to kill cows and insult br•hma‹as and Vai£‹avas. The karma
incurred by such activity is very great, but one can immediately nullify all
this karma by surrendering to Lord K”£‹a and chanting His holy name. After
being released from one's sinful reactions (karma), one becomes eager to serve
the Lord. This is the test. Since the Mohammedan governor was immediately
purified in the presence of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he could utter the names
of K”£‹a and Hari. Consequently he was anxious to render some service, and the
Lord, anxious to fulfill his desires, immediately had the devotee Mukunda
Datta inform the governor that there was some service to render.
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TEXT 190
TEXT
tabe mukunda datta kahe,----'¤una, mah•¤aya
ga•g•-t†ra y•ite mah•prabhura mana haya
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; mukunda datta kahe--Mukunda Datta, a devotee of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, said; ¤una mah•¤aya--my dear sir, kindly hear me; ga•g•t†ra y•ite--to go to the bank of the Ganges; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; mana--the mind or desire; haya--is.
TRANSLATION
Mukunda Datta then told the Mohammedan governor, "My dear sir, please hear.
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu wishes to go to the bank of the Ganges.
TEXT 191
TEXT
t•h•• y•ite kara tumi sah•ya-prak•ra
ei ba‚a •j‘•, ei ba‚a upak•ra'
SYNONYMS
t•h•• y•ite--to go there; kara--do; tumi--you; sah•ya-prak•ra--all kinds of
assistance; ei ba‚a •j‘•--this is a great order; ei ba‚a upak•ra--this is a
great favor.
TRANSLATION
"Please give Him all assistance so that He can go there. This is your first
great order, and if you can comply, you will render a great service."
TEXT 192
TEXT
tabe sei mah•prabhura cara‹a vandiy•
sab•ra cara‹a vandi' cale h”£àa ha‘•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; sei--the governor; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; cara‹a vandiy•--after worshiping the lotus feet; sab•ra cara‹a
vandi'--offering respect to the feet of all the other devotees; cale-departed; h”£àa ha‘•--being very pleased.
TRANSLATION
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After this, the Mohammedan governor offered prayers to the lotus feet of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as well as to the lotus feet of all His devotees.
After that, the governor departed. Indeed, he was very pleased.
TEXT 193
TEXT
mah•-p•tra t••ra sane kaila kol•kuli
aneka s•magr† diy• karila mit•li
SYNONYMS
mah•-p•tra--the Orissan representative; t••ra sane--with him; kaila-performed; kol•kuli--embracing; aneka--various; s•magr†--materials; diy•-giving as gift; karila mit•li--established friendship.
TRANSLATION
Before the governor left, the mah•-p•tra embraced him and offered him many
material gifts. He thus established a friendship with him.
TEXT 194
TEXT
pr•ta„-k•le sei bahu nauk• s•j•‘•
prabhuke •nite dila vi¤v•sa p•àh•‘•
SYNONYMS
pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning; sei--the governor; bahu--many; nauk•--boats;
s•j•‘•--decorating; prabhuke--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •nite--to bring; dila-gave; vi¤v•sa--the secretary; p•àh•‘•--sending.
TRANSLATION
The next morning the governor sent his secretary with many nicely decorated
boats to bring ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to the other side of the river.
TEXT 195
TEXT
mah•-p•tra cali' •il• mah•prabhura sane
mleccha •si' kaila prabhura cara‹a vandane
SYNONYMS
mah•-p•tra--the Orissan government representative; cali'--moving; •il•-went; mah•prabhura sane--with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mleccha--the governor
of the other side; •si'--coming; kaila--performed; prabhura cara‹a vandane-worshiping the lotus feet of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
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The mah•-p•tra crossed the river with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and when
they reached the other shore, the Mohammedan governor personally received the
Lord and worshiped His lotus feet.
TEXT 196
TEXT
eka nav†na nauk•, t•ra madhye ghara
svaga‹e ca‚•il• prabhu t•h•ra upara
SYNONYMS
eka--one; nav†na--new; nauk•--boat; t•ra--of which; madhye--in the middle;
ghara--a room; sva-ga‹e--with His associates; ca‚•il•--put on board; prabhu-¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t•h•ra upara--on it.
TRANSLATION
One of the boats had been newly constructed, and it had a room in the
middle. It was on this boat that they put ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His
associates.
TEXT 197
TEXT
mah•-p•tre mah•prabhu karil• vid•ya
k•ndite k•ndite sei t†re rahi' c•ya
SYNONYMS
mah•-p•tre--unto the mah•-p•tra; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
karil• vid•ya--bade farewell; k•ndite k•ndite--crying and crying; sei--that
mah•-p•tra; t†re--on the bank; rahi' c•ya--stood and watched.
TRANSLATION
Finally ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu bade farewell to the mah•-p•tra. Standing
on the river bank and looking at the boat, the mah•-p•tra began to cry.
TEXT 198
TEXT
jala-dasyu-bhaye sei yavana calila
da¤a nauk• bhari' bahu sainya sa•ge nila
SYNONYMS
jala-dasyu-bhaye--because of fearing pirates; sei--that; yavana--Mohammedan
governor; calila--went along; da¤a nauk• bhari'--filling ten boats; bahu-many; sainya--soldiers; sa•ge--with him; nila--took.
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TRANSLATION
The Mohammedan governor then personally accompanied ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. Because of pirates, the governor took ten boats, which were full
with many soldiers.
TEXT 199
TEXT
'mantre¤vara'-du£àa-nade p•ra kar•ila
'pichald•' paryanta sei yavana •ila
SYNONYMS
mantre¤vara--named Mantre¤vara; du£àa-nade--at a dangerous spot in the
river; p•ra kar•ila--arranged to cross; pichald• paryanta--up to the place
named Pichald•; sei--that; yavana--Mohammedan governor; •ila--accompanied ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
The Mohammedan governor accompanied ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu past
Mantre¤vara. This place was very dangerous due to pirates. He took the Lord to
a place named Pichald•, which was near Mantre¤vara.
PURPORT
The very wide mouth of the Ganges near present-day Diamond Harbor was
called Mantre¤vara. Through the Ganges, the boat entered the Rãpa-n•r•ya‹a
River and reached the village of Pichald•. Pichald• and Mantre¤vara are
located very close together. After passing Mantre¤vara, the Mohammedan
governor accompanied the Lord as far as Pichald•.
TEXT 200
TEXT
t••re vid•ya dila prabhu sei gr•ma haite
se-k•le t••ra prema-ce£à• n• p•ri var‹ite
SYNONYMS
t••re--unto the governor; vid•ya dila--bade farewell; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; sei gr•ma haite--from the village known as Pichald•; se-k•le--in
those days; t••ra--his; prema-ce£à•--activities in ecstatic love; n• p•ri--I
am not able; var‹ite--to describe.
TRANSLATION
Finally ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu bade the governor farewell. The intense
ecstatic love exhibited by the governor cannot be described.
PURPORT
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu bade farewell to the Mohammedan governor at
Pichald•. K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m† herein states that the governor
experienced symptoms of ecstatic love due to being separated from ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. These symptoms, he admits, cannot be described.
TEXT 201
TEXT
alaukika l†l• kare ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya
yei ih• ¤une t••ra janma, deha dhanya
SYNONYMS
alaukika--uncommon; l†l•--pastimes; kare--performs; ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yei--anyone who; ih•--this; ¤une--hears; t••ra--his;
janma--birth; deha--body; dhanya--glorified.
TRANSLATION
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's pastimes are all uncommon. Whoever listens
to His activities becomes glorious, and his life becomes perfect.
TEXT 202
TEXT
sei nauk• ca‚i' prabhu •il• 'p•nih•ài'
n•vikere par•ila nija-k”p•-s•à†
SYNONYMS
sei nauk• ca‚i'--boarding the same boat; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
•il•--reached; p•nih•ài--the place named P•nih•ài; n•vikere--the captain of
the boat; par•ila--He put on; nija-k”p•-s•à†--His own used cloth as special
mercy.
TRANSLATION
The Lord finally reached P•nih•ài, and, as an act of mercy, He gave the
captain of the boat one of His personal garments.
TEXT 203
TEXT
'prabhu •il•' bali' loke haila kol•hala
manu£ya bharila saba, kib• jala, sthala
SYNONYMS
prabhu •il•--the Lord has arrived; bali'--saying; loke--among the
residents; haila--there was; kol•hala--great broadcasting; manu£ya--all kinds
of men; bharila--filled; saba--all; kib• jala--either on the water; sthala--or
on land.
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TRANSLATION
The place called P•nih•ài was located on the bank of the Ganges. After
hearing that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had arrived, all kinds of men assembled
both on land and on the water.
PURPORT
The village of P•nih•ài is situated on the banks of the Ganges near
Kha‚adaha.
TEXT 204
TEXT
r•ghava-pa‹‚ita •si' prabhu la‘• gel•
pathe y•ite loka-bhi‚e ka£àe-s”£àye •il•
SYNONYMS
r•ghava-pa‹‚ita--R•ghava Pa‹‚ita; •si'--coming; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; la‘•--taking; gel•--went to his place; pathe y•ite--passing on the
road; loka-bhi‚e--in the crowd of men; ka£àe-s”£àye--with great difficulty;
•il•--reached.
TRANSLATION
At length ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was taken away by R•ghava Pa‹‚ita. There
was a great crowd assembled along the way, and the Lord reached R•ghava
Pa‹‚ita's residence with great difficulty.
TEXT 205
TEXT
eka-dina prabhu tath• kariy• niv•sa
pr•te kum•rahaààe •il•,----y•h•• ¤r†niv•sa
SYNONYMS
eka-dina--one day; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; tath•--there; kariy•
niv•sa--residing; pr•te--in the morning; kum•rahaààe--the town named
Kum•rahaààa; •il•--reached; y•h••--where; ¤r†niv•sa--the home of ¥r†niv•sa
áh•kura.
TRANSLATION
The Lord stayed at R•ghava Pa‹‚ita's place for only one day. The next
morning, He went to Kum•rahaààa, where ¥r†v•sa áh•kura lived.
PURPORT
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The present name of Kum•rahaààa is H•lisahara. After ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu accepted sanny•sa, ¥r†v•sa áh•kura--due to separation from ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu--left Navadv†pa and went to H•lisahara to live.
From Kum•rahaààa, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to K•‘canapall† (known as
K••ca‚•p•‚•), where ¥iv•nanda Sena lived. After staying two days at
¥iv•nanda's house, the Lord went to the house of V•sudeva Datta. From there He
went to the western side of Navadv†pa to the village called Vidy•nagara. From
Vidy•nagara He went to Kuliy•-gr•ma and stayed at M•dhava d•sa's house. He
stayed there one week and excused the offenses of Dev•nanda and others. Due to
Kavir•ja Gosv•m†'s mentioning the name of ¥•ntipur•c•rya, some people think
that Kuliy• is a village near K••ca‚•p•‚•. Due to this mistaken idea, they
invented another place known as New Kuliy•ra P•àa. Actually such a place does
not exist. Leaving the house of V•sudeva Datta, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went
to the house of Advaita šc•rya. From there He went to the western side of
Navadv†pa to Vidy•nagara and stayed at the house of Vidy•-v•caspati. These
accounts are given in the Caitanya-bh•gavata, Caitanya-ma•gala, Caitanyacandrodaya-n•àaka and Caitanya-carita-k•vya. ¥r†la Kavir•ja Gosv•m† has not
vividly described this entire tour; therefore, on the basis of Caitanyacarit•m”ta, some unscrupulous people have invented a place called Kuliy•ra
P•àa near K••ca‚•p•‚•.
TEXT 206
TEXT
t•h•• haite •ge gel• ¤iv•nanda-ghara
v•sudeva-g”he p•che •il• †¤vara
SYNONYMS
t•h•• haite--from there; •ge--ahead; gel•--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
proceeded; ¤iv•nanda-ghara--to the house of ¥iv•nanda Sena; v•sudeva-g”he--to
the house of V•sudeva Datta; p•che--after this; •il•--came; †¤vara--the Lord.
TRANSLATION
From the house of ¥r†v•sa áh•kura, the Lord went to the house of ¥iv•nanda
Sena and then to the house of V•sudeva Datta.
TEXT 207
TEXT
'v•caspati-g”he' prabhu yemate rahil•
loka-bhi‚a bhaye yaiche 'kuliy•' •il•
SYNONYMS
v•caspati-g”he--at the house of Vidy•-v•caspati; prabhu--the Lord; yemate-as; rahil•--stayed there for some time; loka-bhi‚a bhaye--due to fear of
crowds of people; yaiche--just as; kuliy• •il•--He came to Kuliy•, the present
city of Navadv†pa.
TRANSLATION
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The Lord remained some time at the house of Vidy•-v•caspati, but then,
because it was too crowded, He went to Kuliy•.
PURPORT
The house of Vidy•-v•caspati was located at Vidy•nagara, which was near
Koladv†pa, or Kuliy•. It was here that Dev•nanda Pa‹‚ita was residing. This
information is found in Caitanya-bh•gavata (Madhya-l†l•, Chapter Twenty-one).
In Caitanya-candrodaya-n•àaka, the following statement is given about Kuliy•.
Tata„ kum•rahaààe ¤r†v•sa-pa‹‚ita-v•ày•m abhy•yayau: "From there the Lord went
to the house of ¥r†v•sa Pa‹‚ita in Kum•rahaààa." Tato 'dvaita-v•à†m abhyetya
harid•sen•bhivanditas tathaiva tara‹†-vartman• navadv†pasya p•re kuliy•-n•magr•me m•dhava-d•sa-v•ày•m utt†r‹av•n. eva‰ sapta-din•ni tatra sthitv• punas
taàa-vartman• eva calitav•n: "From the house of ¥r†v•sa šc•rya, the Lord went
to the house of Advaita šc•rya, where He was offered obeisances by Harid•sa
áh•kura. The Lord then took a boat to the other side of Navadv†pa to a place
called Kuliy•, where He stayed seven days at the house of M•dhava d•sa. He
then proceeded along the banks of the Ganges."
In the ¥r† Caitanya-carita-mah•-k•vya, it is stated, anyedyu„ sa ¤r†navadv†pa-bhãme„ p•re ga•ga‰ pa¤cime kv•pi de¤e, ¤r†m•n sarva-pr•‹in•‰ tattad-a•gair netr•nanda‰ samyag •gatya tene: "The Lord went to the eastern side
of the Ganges at Navadv†pa, and everyone was pleased to see the Lord coming."
In the Caitanya-bh•gavata (Antya-kha‹‚a, Chapter Three), it is stated,
sarva-p•ri£ada-sa•ge ¤r†-gaurasundara. •cambite •si' uttaril• t••ra ghara:
"The Lord suddenly came to Vidy•nagara with a full party and stayed there in
the house of Vidy•-v•caspati," Navadv†p•di sarva-dike haila dhvani: "Thus
throughout Navadv†pa, the Lord's arrival was made known." V•caspati-ghare •il•
ny•si-cã‚•ma‹i: "Thus the chief of all the sanny•s†s, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
arrived at the house of Vidy•-v•caspati." As further stated:
ananta arbuda loka bali' 'hari' 'hari'
calilena dekhib•re gaur••ga ¤r†-hari
patha n•hi p•ya keho lokera gahale
vana‚•la bh••gi' loka da¤a-dike cale
lokera gahale yata ara‹ya •chila
k£a‹eke sakala divya pathamaya haila
k£a‹eke •ila saba loka khey•-gh•àe
khey•r† karite p•ra pa‚ila sa•kaàe
satvare •sil• v•caspati mah•¤aya
karilena aneka nauk•ra samuccaya
nauk•ra apek£• •ra keho n•hi kare
n•n• mate p•ra haya ye yemate p•re
hena-mate ga•g• p•ra ha-i' sarva-jana
sabhei dharena v•caspatira cara‹a
luk•‘• gel• prabhu kuliy•-nagara
kuliy•ya •ilena vaiku‹àha-†¤vara
sarva-loka'hari' bali' v•caspati-sa•ge
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sei-k£a‹e sabhe calilena mah•-ra•ge
kuliy•-nagare •ilena ny•si-ma‹i
sei-k£a‹e sarva-dike haila mah•-dhvani
sabe ga•g• madhye nad†y•ya-kuliy•ya
¤uni' m•tra sarva-loke mah•nande dh•ya
v•caspatira gr•me (vidy•nagare) chila yateka gahala
t•ra koài koài-gu‹e pãrila sakala
lak£a lak£a nauk• v• •ila koth• haite
n• j•ni kateka p•ra haya kata-mate
lak£a lak£a loka bh•se j•hnav†ra jale
sabhe p•ra hayena parama kutãhale
ga•g•ya ha‘• p•ra •pan•-•pani
kol•koli kari' sabhe kare hari-dhvani
k£a‹eke kuliy•-gr•ma----nagara pr•ntara
paripãr‹a haila sthala, n•hi avasara
k£a‹eke •il• mah•¤aya v•caspati
te•ho n•hi p•yena prabhura koth• sthiti
kuliy•ya prak•¤e yateka p•p† chila
uttama, madhyama, n†ca,----sabe p•ra haila
kuliy•-gr•mete •si' ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya
hena n•hi, y•re prabhu n• karil• dhanya
"When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stayed at Vidy•-v•caspati's house, many
hundreds and thousands of people went to see Him and chant the holy name of
Hari. It was so crowded that people could not even find a place to walk;
therefore they made room by clearing out the jungles near the village. Many
roads were automatically excavated, and many people also came by boat to see
the Lord. So many came that it was difficult for the boatmen to get them
across the river. When Vidy•-v•caspati suddenly arrived, he made arrangements
for many boats to receive these people, but the people would not wait for the
boats. Somehow or other they crossed the river and hurried toward the house of
Vidy•-v•caspati. Due to this great crowd, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu secretly
went to Kuliy•-nagara. After the Lord left Vidy•nagara, however, all the
people heard news of His leaving. They then accompanied V•caspati to Kuliy•nagara. Since the news of the Lord's arrival was immediately broadcast, large
crowds arrived and greeted ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu with great jubilation.
Indeed, when the crowd went to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, it increased ten
thousand times in number. No one could say how many people crossed the river
to see Him, but many hundreds of thousands made a great tumult when crossing
the River Ganges. After crossing the river, everyone began to embrace one
another because they heard the good news of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's arrival.
Thus all the inhabitants of Kuliy•, the sinful, intermediate, and spiritually
advanced, were delivered and glorified by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu."
As stated in Caitanya-bh•gavata (Antya-kha‹‚a, Chapter Six):
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kh•n•yo‚•, ba‚ag•chi, •ra dog•chiy•
ga•g•ra op•ra kabhu y•yena 'kuliy•'
As stated in Caitanya-ma•gala:
ga•g•-sn•na kari prabhu r•‚ha-de¤a diy•
krame krame uttaril• nagara 'kuliy•'
m•yera vacane puna„ gel• navadv†pa
v•rako‹•-gh•àa, nija v•‚†ra sam†pa
In the commentary of Premad•sa it is said:
nad†y•ra m•jhakh•ne, sakala lokete
j•ne, 'kuliy•-p•h•‚apura' n•me sth•na.
¥r† Narahari Cakravart†, or Ghana¤y•ma d•sa, has written in his Bhaktiratn•kara:
kuliy• p•h•‚apura dekha ¤r†niv•sa
pãrve 'koladv†pa'-parvat•khya----e prac•ra
In a book named Navadv†pa-parikrama, also written by Ghana¤y•ma d•sa, it is
stated: kuliy•-p•h•‚apura gr•ma pãrve koladv†pa-parvat•khy•nanda n•ma.
Therefore one can conclude that the present-day city of Navadv†pa and the
places known as B•hirdv†pa, Kolera Ga‘ja, Kola-•m•da, Kolera Daha, Gadakh•li,
etc. were known as Kuliy•, but the so-called Kuliy•ra P•àa is not the original
Kuliy•.
TEXT 208
TEXT
m•dhava-d•sa-g”he tath• ¤ac†ra nandana
lak£a-koài loka tath• p•ila dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
m•dhava-d•sa-g”he--at the house of M•dhava d•sa; tath•--there; ¤ac†ra
nandana--the son of mother ¥ac†; lak£a-koài loka--many hundreds and thousands
of people; tath•--there; p•ila dara¤ana--got His audience.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord stayed at the house of M•dhava d•sa, many hundreds and
thousands of people came to see Him.
PURPORT
M•dhava d•sa is identified as follows. In the family of ¥r†kara
Caààop•dhy•ya, Yudhi£àhira Caààop•dhy•ya took his birth. Formerly, he and his
family members lived in Bilvagr•ma and P•àãli. From there he went to Kuliy•
P•h•‚apura, formerly known as P•‚apura. The eldest son of Yudhi£àhira
Caààop•dhy•ya is known as M•dhava d•sa, the second son was called Harid•sa,
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and the youngest son was called K”£‹asampatti Caààop•dhy•ya. The three
brothers' nicknames were Chaka‚i, Tinaka‚i and Duka‚i. The grandson of M•dhava
d•sa was named Va‰¤†vadana, and his grandson R•macandra and their descendants
are still living at V•ghn•p•‚•, or Vai‘c†.
TEXT 209
TEXT
s•ta dina rahi' tath• loka nist•ril•
saba apar•dhi-ga‹e prak•re t•ril•
SYNONYMS
s•ta dina--seven days; rahi'--staying; tath•--there; loka--the people;
nist•ril•--He liberated; saba--all; apar•dhi-ga‹e--the offenders; prak•re--in
some fashion; t•ril•--delivered.
TRANSLATION
The Lord stayed there for seven days and delivered all kinds of offenders
and sinners.
TEXT 210
TEXT
'¤•ntipur•c•rya'-g”he aiche •il•
¤ac†-m•t• mili' t••ra du„kha kha‹‚•il•
SYNONYMS
¤•ntipura-•c•rya--of Advaita šc•rya; g”he--to the house; aiche--similarly;
•il•--went; ¤ac†-m•t•--mother ¥ac†; mili'--meeting; t••ra--her; du„kha-unhappiness; kha‹‚•il•--pacified.
TRANSLATION
After leaving Kuliy•, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited the house of Advaita
šc•rya at ¥•ntipura. It was there that the Lord's mother, ¥ac†m•t•, met Him
and was thus relieved of her great unhappiness.
TEXT 211
TEXT
tabe 'r•makeli'-gr•me prabhu yaiche gel•
'n•àa¤•l•' haite prabhu puna„ phiri' •il•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; r•makeli-gr•me--in the village known as R•makeli; prabhu-Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yaiche--similarly; gel•--went; n•àa¤•l•--the
place known as K•n•i N•àa¤•l•; haite--from; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
puna„--again; phiri' •il•--returned.
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TRANSLATION
The Lord then visited the village known as R•makeli and the place known as
K•n•i N•àa¤•l•. From there He returned to ¥•ntipura.
TEXT 212
TEXT
¤•ntipure puna„ kaila da¤a-dina v•sa
vist•ri' var‹iy•chena v”nd•vana-d•sa
SYNONYMS
¤•ntipure--at ¥•ntipura; puna„--again; kaila--made; da¤a-dina--for ten
days; v•sa--residence; vist•ri'--elaborating; var‹iy•chena--has described;
v”nd•vana-d•sa--V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stayed in ¥•ntipura for ten days. This has all been
described very elaborately by V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura.
TEXT 213
TEXT
ataeva ih•• t•ra n• kailu• vist•ra
punarukti haya, grantha b•‚aye ap•ra
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; ih••--here; t•ra--of that incident; n• kailu•--I did not
give; vist•ra--elaboration; punarukti--repetition; haya--it is; grantha--the
book; b•‚aye--increases; ap•ra--unlimitedly.
TRANSLATION
I will not narrate these incidents because they have already been described
by V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura. There is no need to repeat the same information,
for such repetition would unlimitedly increase the size of this book.
TEXTS 214-215
TEXT
t•ra madhye milil• yaiche rãpa-san•tana
n”si‰h•nanda kaila yaiche pathera s•jana
sãtra-madhye sei l†l• •mi ta' var‹ilu•
ataeva puna„ t•h• ih•• n• likhilu•
SYNONYMS
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t•ra madhye--within that; milil•--He met; yaiche--how; rãpa-san•tana--the
two brothers Rãpa and San•tana; n”si‰h•nanda--N”si‰h•nanda; kaila--did;
yaiche--how; pathera s•jana--decoration of the road; sãtra-madhye--in the
synopsis; sei l†l•--those pastimes; •mi--I; ta'--indeed; var‹ilu•--have
described; ataeva--therefore; puna„--again; t•h•--that; ih••--here; n•
likhilu•--I have not written.
TRANSLATION
Those narrations tell how ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu met the brothers Rãpa and
San•tana and how N”si‰h•nanda decorated the road. I have already described
these in an earlier synopsis of this book; therefore I will not repeat the
narrations here.
PURPORT
This information is given in šdi-l†l• (Chapter Ten, verse 35) and Madhyal†l• (Chapter One, verses 155--162 and 175--226).
TEXT 216
TEXT
punarapi prabhu yadi '¤•ntipura' •il•
raghun•tha-d•sa •si' prabhure milil•
SYNONYMS
punarapi--again; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yadi--when; ¤•ntipura
•il•--came to ¥•ntipura; raghun•tha-d•sa--Raghun•tha d•sa; •si'--coming;
prabhure milil•--met ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu returned to ¥•ntipura, Raghun•tha d•sa came to
meet Him.
TEXT 217
TEXT
'hira‹ya', 'govardhana',----dui sahodara
saptagr•me b•ra-lak£a mudr•ra †¤vara
SYNONYMS
hira‹ya--Hira‹ya; govardhana--Govardhana; dui sahodara--two brothers;
saptagr•me--in the village named Saptagr•ma; b•ra-lak£a--1,200,000; mudr•ra-of coins; †¤vara--the masters.
TRANSLATION
Two brothers named Hira‹ya and Govardhana, who were residents of
Saptagr•ma, had an income of 1,200,000 rupees.
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PURPORT
Hira‹ya and Govardhana were inhabitants of Saptagr•ma in the district of
Hugal†. Actually they were inhabitants not of Saptagr•ma, but a nearby village
named K”£‹apura. They took their birth in a big k•yastha family, and although
their family title has not been ascertained, it is known that they came from
an aristocratic family. The elder brother's name was Hira‹ya Majumad•ra, and
the younger brother's name was Govardhana Majumad•ra. ¥r† Raghun•tha d•sa was
the son of Govardhana Majumad•ra. Their family priest was Balar•ma šc•rya, who
was a favorite of Harid•sa áh•kura's, and the family's spiritual master was
Yadunandana šc•rya, a favorite of V•sudeva Datta's.
The village of Saptagr•ma is located on the eastern railway from Calcutta
to Burdwan, and presently the railway station is called Tri¤abigh•. In those
days there was a large river there known as the Sarasvat†, and present-day
Tri¤abigh• is a great port. In 1592, the P•àh•nas invaded, and due to a
flooding of the Sarasvat† River in the year 1632, this great port was
partially destroyed. It is said that in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Centuries, Portuguese businessmen used to come aboard their ships. In those
days, Saptagr•ma, situated on the southern side of Bengal, was very rich and
popular. The merchants, who were the principal residents, were called
Saptagr•ma suvar‹a-va‹ik. There were very many rich people there, and Hira‹ya
Majumad•ra and Govardhana Majumad•ra belonged to the k•yastha community. They
also were very rich, so much so that it is mentioned in this verse that their
annual income as landlords amounted to 1,200,000 rupees. In this connection,
one may refer to šdi-l†l• (Chapter Eleven, verse 41), which describes
Uddh•ra‹a Datta, who also belonged to the Saptagr•m† suvar‹a-va‹ik community.
TEXT 218
TEXT
mahai¤varya-yukta du•he----vad•nya, brahma‹ya
sad•c•r†, satkul†na, dh•rmik•gra-ga‹ya
SYNONYMS
mah•-ai¤varya-yukta--very opulent in riches; du•he--both the brothers;
vad•nya--very magnanimous; brahma‹ya--devoted to brahminical culture; sat•c•r†--well-behaved; sat-kul†na--aristocratic; dh•rmika-agra-ga‹ya--on the top
of the list of religious persons.
TRANSLATION
Both Hira‹ya Majumad•ra and Govardhana Majumad•ra were very opulent and
magnanimous. They were well-behaved and devoted to brahminical culture. They
belonged to an aristocratic family, and among religionists they were
predominant.
TEXT 219
TEXT
nad†y•-v•s†, br•hma‹era upaj†vya-pr•ya
artha, bhãmi, gr•ma diy• karena sah•ya
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SYNONYMS
nad†y•-v•s†--inhabitants of Nadia; br•hma‹era--of all br•hma‹as; upaj†vyapr•ya--almost the entire source of income; artha--money; bhãmi--land; gr•ma-villages; diy•--giving as charity; karena sah•ya--give help.
TRANSLATION
Practically all the br•hma‹as residing in Nadia were dependent on the
charity of Hira‹ya and Govardhana, who gave them money, land and villages.
PURPORT
Although Navadv†pa was very opulent and populous during ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's time, practically all the br•hma‹as depended on the charity of
Hira‹ya and Govardhana. Because the brothers highly respected the br•hma‹as,
they very liberally gave them money.
TEXT 220
TEXT
n†l•mbara cakravart†----•r•dhya du•h•ra
cakravart† kare du•h•ya 'bhr•t”'-vyavah•ra
SYNONYMS
n†l•mbara cakravart†--the grandfather of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •r•dhya
du•h•ra--very worshipable for these two; cakravart†--N†l•mbara Cakravart†;
kare--does; du•h•ya--to the two of them; bhr•t”-vyavah•ra--treating as
brothers.
TRANSLATION
N†l•mbara Cakravart†, the grandfather of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, was much
worshiped by the two brothers, but N†l•mbara Cakravart† used to treat them as
his own brothers.
TEXT 221
TEXT
mi¤ra-purandarera pãrve kary•chena sevane
ataeva prabhu bh•la j•ne dui-jane
SYNONYMS
mi¤ra-purandarera--to Purandara Mi¤ra, the father of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; pãrve--previously; kary•chena sevane--had rendered service;
ataeva--therefore; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bh•la--very well; j•ne-knew; dui-jane--the two brothers.
TRANSLATION
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Formerly, these two brothers rendered much service to Mi¤ra Purandara, the
father of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Because of this, the Lord knew them very
well.
TEXT 222
TEXT
sei govardhanera putra----raghun•tha d•sa
b•lya-k•la haite te•ho vi£aye ud•sa
SYNONYMS
sei--that; govardhanera putra--son of Govardhana Majumad•ra; raghun•tha
d•sa--Raghun•tha d•sa; b•lya-k•la haite--from his very childhood; te•ho--he;
vi£aye ud•sa--indifferent to material happiness.
TRANSLATION
Raghun•tha d•sa was the son of Govardhana Majumad•ra. From childhood, he
was uninterested in material enjoyment.
TEXT 223
TEXT
sanny•sa kari' prabhu yabe ¤•ntipura •il•
tabe •si' raghun•tha prabhure milil•
SYNONYMS
sanny•sa kari'--after accepting the sanny•sa order; prabhu--the Lord; yabe-when; ¤•ntipura •il•--went to ¥•ntipura; tabe--at that time; •si'--coming;
raghun•tha--Raghun•tha d•sa; prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; milil•--met.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu returned to ¥•ntipura after accepting the
renounced order, Raghun•tha d•sa met Him.
TEXT 224
TEXT
prabhura cara‹e pa‚e prem•vi£àa ha‘•
prabhu p•da-spar¤a kaila karu‹• kariy•
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cara‹e--at the lotus feet; pa‚e--fell
down; prema-•vi£àa--absorbed in ecstatic love; ha‘•--becoming; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; p•da-spar¤a kaila--touched with His feet; karu‹•--mercy;
kariy•--showing.
TRANSLATION
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When Raghun•tha d•sa went to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he fell at the
Lord's lotus feet in ecstatic love. Showing him mercy, the Lord touched him
with His feet.
TEXT 225
TEXT
t••ra pit• sad• kare •c•rya-sevana
ataeva •c•rya t••re hail• parasanna
SYNONYMS
t••ra pit•--his father; sad•--always; kare--performs; •c•rya-sevana-worship of Advaita šc•rya; ataeva •c•rya--therefore Advaita šc•rya; t••re-upon him; hail• parasanna--became pleased.
TRANSLATION
Raghun•tha d•sa's father, Govardhana, always rendered much service to
Advaita šc•rya. Consequently Advaita šc•rya was very pleased with the family.
TEXT 226
TEXT
•c•rya-pras•de p•ila prabhura ucchi£àa-p•ta
prabhura cara‹a dekhe dina p••ca-s•ta
SYNONYMS
•c•rya-pras•de--by the mercy of Advaita šc•rya; p•ila--got; prabhura--of
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ucchi£àa-p•ta--remnants of food; prabhura--of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cara‹a--lotus feet; dekhe--sees; dina--days; p••cas•ta--five to seven.
TRANSLATION
When Raghun•tha d•sa was there, Advaita šc•rya favored him by giving him
the food remnants left by the Lord. Raghun•tha d•sa was thus engaged for five
or seven days by rendering service to the Lord's lotus feet.
TEXT 227
TEXT
prabhu t••re vid•ya diy• gel• n†l•cala
te•ho ghare •si' hail• premete p•gala
SYNONYMS
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto Raghun•tha d•sa; vid•ya diy•-bidding farewell; gel•--went back; n†l•cala--to Jagann•tha Pur†; te•ho--he;
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ghare •si'--returning home; hail•--became; premete p•gala--mad in ecstatic
love.
TRANSLATION
After bidding farewell to Raghun•tha d•sa, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu returned
to Jagann•tha Pur†. After returning home, Raghun•tha d•sa became mad with
ecstatic love.
TEXT 228
TEXT
b•ra b•ra pal•ya te•ho n†l•dri y•ite
pit• t••re b•ndhi' r•khe •ni' patha haite
SYNONYMS
b•ra b•ra--again and again; pal•ya--leaves home; te•ho--he; n†l•dri y•ite-to go to Jagann•tha Pur†; pit•--his father; t••re--him; b•ndhi'--binding;
r•khe--keeps; •ni'--bringing back; patha haite--from the road.
TRANSLATION
Raghun•tha d•sa used to run away from home again and again to go to
Jagann•tha Pur†, but his father kept binding him and bringing him back.
TEXT 229
TEXT
pa‘ca p•ika t••re r•khe r•tri-dine
c•ri sevaka, dui br•hma‹a rahe t••ra sane
SYNONYMS
pa‘ca--five; p•ika--watchmen; t••re--him (Raghun•tha d•sa); r•khe--keep;
r•tri-dine--day and night; c•ri sevaka--four personal servants; dui br•hma‹a-two br•hma‹as to cook; rahe--remain; t••ra sane--with him.
TRANSLATION
His father even had five watchmen guard him day and night. Four personal
servants were employed to look after his comfort, and two br•hma‹as were
employed to cook for him.
TEXT 230
TEXT
ek•da¤a jana t••re r•khe nirantara
n†l•cale y•ite n• p•ya, du„khita antara
SYNONYMS
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ek•da¤a--eleven; jana--persons; t••re--him; r•khe--keep; nirantara--day and
night; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; y•ite--to go; n• p•ya--was not able;
du„khita antara--very unhappy within the mind.
TRANSLATION
In this way, eleven people were incessantly keeping Raghun•tha d•sa under
control. Thus he could not go to Jagann•tha Pur†, and because of this he was
very unhappy.
TEXT 231
TEXT
ebe yadi mah•prabhu '¤•ntipura' •il•
¤uniy• pit•re raghun•tha nivedil•
SYNONYMS
ebe--now; yadi--when; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤•ntipura--to
¥•ntipura; •il•--came; ¤uniy•--hearing; pit•re--unto his father; raghun•tha-Raghun•tha d•sa; nivedil•--submitted.
TRANSLATION
When Raghun•tha d•sa learned that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had arrived at
¥•ntipura, he submitted a request to his father.
TEXT 232
TEXT
"•j‘• deha', y•‘• dekhi prabhura cara‹a
anyath•, n• rahe mora ¤ar†re j†vana"
SYNONYMS
•j‘• deha'--kindly give me permission; y•‘•--going; dekhi--I may see;
prabhura cara‹a--the lotus feet of the Lord; anyath•--otherwise; n• rahe--will
not remain; mora--my; ¤ar†re--within the body; j†vana--life.
TRANSLATION
Raghun•tha d•sa asked his father, "Please give me permission to go see the
lotus feet of the Lord. If you do not, my life will not remain within this
body."
TEXT 233
TEXT
¤uni' t••ra pit• bahu loka-dravya diy•
p•àh•ila bali' '¤†ghra •siha phiriy•'
SYNONYMS
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¤uni'--hearing; t••ra--his; pit•--father; bahu--many; loka-dravya--servants
and materials; diy•--giving; p•àh•ila--sent; bali'--saying; ¤†ghra--very soon;
•siha--come; phiriy•--returning.
TRANSLATION
Hearing this request, Raghun•tha d•sa's father agreed. Giving him many
servants and materials, the father sent him to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
requesting him to return soon.
TEXT 234
TEXT
s•ta dina ¤•ntipure prabhu-sa•ge rahe
r•tri-divase ei mana„-kath• kahe
SYNONYMS
s•ta dina--for seven days; ¤•ntipure--at ¥•ntipura; prabhu-sa•ge--in the
association of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; rahe--stayed; r•tri-divase--both day
and night; ei--these; mana„-kath•--words in his mind; kahe--says.
TRANSLATION
For seven days Raghun•tha d•sa associated with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in
¥•ntipura. During those days and nights, he had the following thoughts.
TEXT 235
TEXT
'rak£akera h•te mu‘i kemane chuàiba!
kemane prabhura sa•ge n†l•cale y•ba?'
SYNONYMS
rak£akera h•te--from the clutches of the watchmen; mu‘i--I; kemane--how;
chuàiba--shall get release; kemane--how; prabhura sa•ge--with ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; y•ba--I shall go.
TRANSLATION
Raghun•tha d•sa thought, "How shall I be able to get free from the hands of
the watchmen? How shall I be able to go with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to
N†l•cala?"
TEXT 236
TEXT
sarvaj‘a gaur••ga-prabhu j•ni' t••ra mana
¤ik£•-rãpe kahe t••re •¤v•sa-vacana
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SYNONYMS
sarva-j‘a--omniscient; gaur••ga-prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; j•ni'-knowing; t••ra--his; mana--mind; ¤ik£•-rãpe--as an instruction; kahe--says;
t••re--unto Raghun•tha d•sa; •¤v•sa-vacana--words of assurance.
TRANSLATION
Since ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was omniscient, He could understand
Raghun•tha d•sa's mind. The Lord therefore instructed him with the following
reassuring words.
TEXT 237
TEXT
"sthira ha‘• ghare y•o, n• hao v•tula
krame krame p•ya loka bhava-sindhu-kãla
SYNONYMS
sthira ha‘•--being patient; ghare y•o--go back home; n•--do not; hao-become; v•tula--crazy; krame krame--gradually; p•ya--gets; loka--a person;
bhava-sindhu-kãla--the far shore of the ocean of material existence.
TRANSLATION
"Be patient and return home. Don't be a crazy fellow. By and by you will be
able to cross the ocean of material existence.
PURPORT
As stated in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.14.58):
sam•¤rit• ye pada-pallava-plava‰
mahat-pada‰ pu‹ya-ya¤o-mur•re„
bhav•mbudhir vatsa-pada‰ para‰ pada‰
pada‰ pada‰ yad vipad•‰ na te£•m
This material world is just like a big ocean. It begins with Brahmaloka and
extends to P•t•laloka, and there are many planets, or islands, in this ocean.
Not knowing about devotional service, the living entity wanders about this
ocean, just as a man tries to swim to reach the shore. Our struggle for
existence is similar to this. Everyone is trying to get out of the ocean of
material existence. One cannot immediately reach the coast, but if one
endeavors, he can cross the ocean by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mercy. One may
be very eager to cross this ocean, but he cannot attain success by acting like
a madman. He must swim over the ocean very patiently and intelligently under
the instructions of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu or His representative. Then, one
day, he will reach the shore and return home, back to Godhead.
TEXT 238
TEXT
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markaàa-vair•gya n• kara loka dekh•‘•
yath•-yogya vi£aya bhu‘ja' an•sakta ha‘•
SYNONYMS
markaàa-vair•gya--monkey renunciation; n• kara--do not do; loka--to the
people; dekh•‘•--showing off; yath•-yogya--as it is befitting; vi£aya-material things; bhu‘ja'--enjoy; an•sakta--without attachment; ha‘•--being.
TRANSLATION
"You should not make yourself a showbottle devotee and become a false
renunciant. For the time being, enjoy the material world in a befitting way
and do not become attached to it."
PURPORT
The word markaàa-vair•gya, indicating false renunciation, is very important
in this verse. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura, in commenting on this
word, points out that monkeys make an external show of renunciation by not
accepting clothing and by living naked in the forest. In this way they
consider themselves renunciants, but actually they are very busy enjoying
sense gratification with dozens of female monkeys. Such renunciation is called
markaàa-vair•gye--the renunciation of a monkey. One cannot be really renounced
until one actually becomes disgusted with material activity and sees it as a
stumbling block to spiritual advancement. Renunciation should not be phalgu,
temporary, but should exist throughout one's life. Temporary renunciation, or
monkey renunciation, is like the renunciation one feels at a cremation ground.
When a man takes a dead body to the crematorium, he sometimes thinks, "This is
the final end of the body. Why am I working so hard day and night?" Such
sentiments naturally arise in the mind of any man who goes to a crematorial
gh•àa. However, as soon as he returns from the cremation grounds, he again
engages in material activity for sense enjoyment. This is called ¤ma¤•navair•gya, or markaàa-vair•gya.
In order to render service to the Lord, one may accept necessary things. If
one lives in this way, he may actually become renounced. In the Bhaktiras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.108), it is said:
y•vat• sy•t sva-nirv•ha„
sv†kury•t t•vad arthavit
•dhikye nyãnat•y•‰ ca
cyavate param•rthata„
"The bare necessities of life must be accepted, but one should not
superfluously increase his necessities. Nor should they be unnecessarily
decreased. One should simply accept what is necessary to help one advance
spiritually."
In his Durgama-sa•gaman†, ¥r† J†va Gosv•m† comments that the word svanirv•ha„ actually means sva-sva-bhakti-nirv•ha„. The experienced devotee will
accept only those material things that will help him render service to the
Lord. In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.256), markaàa-vair•gya, or phalguvair•gya, is explained as follows:
pr•pa‘cikatay• buddhy•
hari-sambandhi-vastuna„
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mumuk£ubhi„ parity•go
vair•gya‰ phalgu kathyate
"Whatever is favorable for the rendering of service to the Lord should be
accepted and should not be rejected as a material thing." Yukta-vair•gya, or
befitting renunciation, is thus explained:
an•saktasya vi£ay•n
yath•rham upayu‘jata„
nirbandha„ k”£‹a-sambandhe
yukta‰ vair•gyam ucyate
"Things should be accepted for the Lord's service and not for one's
personal sense gratification. If one accepts something without attachment and
accepts it because it is related to K”£‹a, one's renunciation is called yuktavair•gya." Since K”£‹a is the Absolute Truth, whatever is accepted for His
service is also the Absolute Truth.
The word markaàa-vair•gya is used by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to indicate
so-called Vai£‹avas who dress themselves in loincloths trying to imitate ¥r†la
Rãpa Gosv•m†. Such people carry a beadbag and chant, but at heart they are
always thinking about getting women and money. Unknown to others, these
markaàa-vair•g†s maintain women but externally present themselves as
renunciants. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very much opposed to these markaàavair•g†s, or pseudo-Vai£‹avas.
TEXT 239
TEXT
antare ni£àh• kara, b•hye loka-vyavah•ra
acir•t k”£‹a tom•ya karibe uddh•ra
SYNONYMS
antare--within the heart; ni£àh• kara--keep strong faith; b•hye-externally; loka-vyavah•ra--behavior like ordinary men; acir•t--very soon;
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; tom•ya--unto you; karibe--will do; uddh•ra--liberation
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued: "Within your heart, you should keep
yourself very faithful, but externally you may behave like an ordinary man.
Thus K”£‹a will soon be very pleased and deliver you from the clutches of
m•y•.
TEXT 240
TEXT
v”nd•vana dekhi' yabe •siba n†l•cale
tabe tumi •m•-p•¤a •siha kona chale
SYNONYMS
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v”nd•vana dekhi'--after visiting V”nd•vana; yabe--when; •siba--I shall come
back; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; tabe--at that time; tumi--you; •m•-p•¤a-to Me; •siha--please come; kona chale--by some pretext.
TRANSLATION
"You may see me at N†l•cala, Jagann•tha Pur†, when I return after visiting
V”nd•vana. By that time you can think of some trick to escape.
TEXT 241
TEXT
se chala se-k•le k”£‹a sphur•be tom•re
k”£‹a-k”p• y••re, t•re ke r•khite p•re"
SYNONYMS
se chala--that trick; se-k•le--at that time; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; sphur•be-will show; tom•re--unto you; k”£‹a-k”p•--the mercy of K”£‹a; y••re--upon whom;
t•re--him; ke--who; r•khite--to keep; p•re--is able.
TRANSLATION
"What kind of means you will have to use at that time will be revealed by
K”£‹a. If one has K”£‹a's mercy, no one can check him."
PURPORT
Although ¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa was very anxious to join ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, the Lord advised him to wait for the mercy of Lord K”£‹a. He
recommended that Raghun•tha d•sa keep his K”£‹a consciousness firmly fixed in
his heart while externally behaving like an ordinary man. This is a trick for
everyone advanced in K”£‹a consciousness. One can live in society like an
ordinary human being, but at the same time one's own business should be to
satisfy K”£‹a and spread His glories. A K”£‹a conscious person should not be
absorbed in material things, for his only business is the devotional service
of the Lord. If one is engaged in this way, K”£‹a will certainly bestow His
mercy. As ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu advised Raghun•tha d•sa: yath•-yogya vi£aya
bhu‘ja' an•sakta ha‘•. The same is repeated: antare ni£àh• kara, b•hye lokavyavah•ra. This means that one must have no other desire within his heart than
to serve K”£‹a. On the basis of such a conviction, one can cultivate K”£‹a
consciousness. This is confirmed in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.200):
laukik† vaidik† v•pi
y• kriy• kriyate mune
hari-sev•nukãlaiva
s• k•ry• bhaktim icchat•
A devotee may act as an ordinary human being or as a strict follower of
Vedic injunctions. In either case, everything he does is favorable for the
advancement of devotional service because he is in K”£‹a consciousness.
TEXT 242
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TEXT
eta kahi' mah•prabhu t••re vid•ya dila
ghare •si' mah•prabhura ¤ik£• •carila
SYNONYMS
eta kahi'--saying this; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto
Raghun•tha d•sa; vid•ya dila--bade farewell; ghare •si'--returning home;
mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤ik£•--the instruction; •carila-practiced.
TRANSLATION
In this way, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu bade farewell to Raghun•tha d•sa, who
returned home and did exactly what the Lord told him.
TEXT 243
TEXT
b•hya vair•gya, v•tulat• sakala ch•‚iy•
yath•-yogya k•rya kare an•sakta ha‘•
SYNONYMS
b•hya vair•gya--external renunciation; v•tulat•--craziness; sakala--all;
ch•‚iy•--giving up; yath•-yogya--as it is befitting; k•rya--duties; kare-performs; an•sakta ha‘•--being without attachment.
TRANSLATION
After returning home, Raghun•tha d•sa gave up all craziness and external
pseudo renunciation and engaged in his household duties without attachment.
TEXT 244
TEXT
dekhi' t••ra pit•-m•t• ba‚a sukha p•ila
t••h•ra •vara‹a kichu ¤ithila ha-ila
SYNONYMS
dekhi'--seeing; t••ra--his; pit•-m•t•--father and mother; ba‚a--very much;
sukha--happiness; p•ila--got; t••h•ra •vara‹a--strong vigilance upon him;
kichu--something; ¤ithila ha-ila--became slackened.
TRANSLATION
When Raghun•tha d•sa's father and mother saw that their son was acting like
a householder, they became very happy. Because of this, they slackened their
guard.
PURPORT
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When Raghun•tha d•sa's father and mother saw that their son was no longer
acting like a crazy fellow and was responsibly attending to his duties, they
became very happy. The eleven people--five watchmen, four personal servants
and two br•hma‹as--who were guarding him became less strict in their
vigilance. When Raghun•tha d•sa actually took up his household affairs, his
parents reduced the number of guards.
TEXTS 245-246
TEXT
ih•• prabhu ekatra kari' saba bhakta-ga‹a
advaita-nity•nand•di yata bhakta-jana
sab• •li•gana kari' kahena gos•‘i
sabe •j‘• deha'----•mi n†l•cale y•i
SYNONYMS
ih••--here (at ¥•ntipura); prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ekatra kari'-assembling in one place; saba bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; advaitanity•nanda-•di--headed by Advaita šc•rya and Nity•nanda Prabhu; yata bhaktajana--all the devotees; sab• •li•gana kari'--embracing every one of them;
kahena gos•‘i--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; sabe--all of you; •j‘• deha'-just give Me permission; •mi--I; n†l•cale--to N†l•cala, Jagann•tha Pur†; y•i-may go.
TRANSLATION
Meanwhile, at ¥•ntipura, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu assembled all His
devotees--headed by Advaita šc•rya and Nity•nanda Prabhu--embraced them all
and asked their permission to return to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 247
TEXT
sab•ra sahita ih•• •m•ra ha-ila milana
e var£a 'n†l•dri' keha n• kariha gamana
SYNONYMS
sab•ra sahita--with everyone; ih••--here; •m•ra--of Me; ha-ila--there was;
milana--meeting; e var£a--this year; n†l•dri--to Jagann•tha Pur†; keha--any of
you; n•--not; kariha gamana--go.
TRANSLATION
Because He had met them all at ¥•ntipura, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu requested
all the devotees not to go to Jagann•tha Pur† that year.
TEXT 248
TEXT
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t•h•• haite ava¤ya •mi 'v”nd•vana' y•ba
sabe •j‘• deha', tabe nirvighne •siba
SYNONYMS
t•h•• haite--from there; ava¤ya--certainly; •mi--I; v”nd•vana y•ba--shall
go to V”nd•vana; sabe--all of you; •j‘• deha'--give Me permission; tabe--then;
nirvighne--without disturbance; •siba--I shall come back.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "I shall certainly go to V”nd•vana from
Jagann•tha Pur†. If all of you give Me permission, I shall return here again
without difficulty."
TEXT 249
TEXT
m•t•ra cara‹e dhari' bahu vinaya karila
v”nd•vana y•ite t••ra •j‘• la-ila
SYNONYMS
m•t•ra--of ¥ac†m•t•; cara‹e--the feet; dhari'--catching; bahu vinaya
karila--submitted most humbly; v”nd•vana y•ite--to go to V”nd•vana; t••ra-her; •j‘•--permission; la-ila--took.
TRANSLATION
Clasping the feet of His mother, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu very humbly
requested her permission. Thus she gave Him leave to go to V”nd•vana.
TEXT 250
TEXT
tabe navadv†pe t••re dila p•àh•‘•
n†l•dri calil• sa•ge bhakta-ga‹a la‘•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; navadv†pe--to Navadv†pa; t••re--her; dila p•àh•‘•--sent
back; n†l•dri--to Jagann•tha Pur†; calil•--departed; sa•ge--with Him; bhaktaga‹a la‘•--taking all the devotees.
TRANSLATION
¥r†mat† ¥ac†dev† was sent back to Navadv†pa, and the Lord and His devotees
started for Jagann•tha Pur†, N†l•dri.
TEXT 251
TEXT
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sei saba loka pathe karena sevana
sukhe n†l•cala •il• ¤ac†ra nandana
SYNONYMS
sei saba loka--all those persons; pathe--on the road; karena sevana-rendered all service; sukhe--in great happiness; n†l•cala--to Jagann•tha Pur†;
•il•--came back; ¤ac†ra nandana--the son of mother ¥ac†.
TRANSLATION
The devotees who accompanied ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu rendered all kinds of
service on the way to N†l•cala, Jagann•tha Pur†. Thus in great happiness the
Lord returned.
TEXT 252
TEXT
prabhu •si' jagann•tha dara¤ana kaila
'mah•prabhu •il•'----gr•me kol•hala haila
SYNONYMS
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •si'--returning; jagann•tha--to Lord
Jagann•tha; dara¤ana--visit; kaila--made; mah•prabhu •il•--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu has come back; gr•me--in the town; kol•hala haila--there was great
agitation.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu arrived in Jagann•tha Pur†, He visited the
temple of the Lord. News then spread all over the city that He had returned.
TEXT 253
TEXT
•nandita bhakta-ga‹a •siy• milil•
prema-•li•gana prabhu sab•re karil•
SYNONYMS
•nandita--very pleased; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; •siy•--came; milil•-met; prema-•li•gana--embracing in love; prabhu--the Lord; sab•re--to all
devotees; karil•--offered.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees then came and met the Lord with great happiness. The Lord
also embraced each of them in great ecstatic love.
TEXT 254
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TEXT
k•¤†-mi¤ra, r•m•nanda, pradyumna, s•rvabhauma
v•‹†n•tha, ¤ikhi-•di yata bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
k•¤†-mi¤ra--K•¤† Mi¤ra; r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda; pradyumna--Pradyumna;
s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma; v•‹†n•tha--V•‹†n•tha; ¤ikhi-•di--¥ikhi M•hiti and
others; yata bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees.
TRANSLATION
K•¤† Mi¤ra, R•m•nanda R•ya, Pradyumna, S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, V•‹†n•tha
R•ya, ¥ikhi M•hiti and all the other devotees met ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 255
TEXT
gad•dhara-pa‹‚ita •si' prabhure milil•
sab•ra agrete prabhu kahite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
gad•dhara-pa‹‚ita--Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; •si'--coming; prabhure milil•--met
the Lord; sab•ra agrete--in front of all the devotees; prabhu--the Lord;
kahite l•gil•--began to say.
TRANSLATION
Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita also came and met the Lord. Then, before all the
devotees, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu began to speak as follows.
TEXT 256
TEXT
'v”nd•vana y•ba •mi gau‚a-de¤a diy•
nija-m•t•ra, ga•g•ra cara‹a dekhiy•
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vana y•ba--shall go to V”nd•vana; •mi--I; gau‚a-de¤a diy•--through
Bengal; nija-m•t•ra--of My own mother; ga•g•ra--of the River Ganges; cara‹a-the feet; dekhiy•--seeing.
TRANSLATION
"It was My decision to go to V”nd•vana through Bengal in order to see My
mother and the River Ganges.
TEXT 257
TEXT
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eta mate kari' kailu• gau‚ere gamana
sahasreka sa•ge haila nija-bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
eta--such; mate--decision; kari'--making; kailu•--I did; gau‚ere--to
Bengal; gamana--going; sahasreka--thousands of men; sa•ge--with Me; haila-there were; nija-bhakta-ga‹a--My own devotees.
TRANSLATION
"Thus I went to Bengal, but thousands of devotees began to follow Me.
TEXT 258
TEXT
lak£a lak£a loka •ise kauàuka dekhite
lokera sa•ghaààe patha n• p•ri calite
SYNONYMS
lak£a lak£a loka--many thousands of people; •ise--came; kauàuka--out of
curiosity; dekhite--to see; lokera sa•ghaààe--by the assembly of so many men;
patha--the road; n• p•ri--I was not able; calite--to pass through.
TRANSLATION
"Many hundreds and thousands of people came to see Me out of curiosity, and
due to such a large crowd I could not travel very freely on the road.
TEXT 259
TEXT
yath• rahi, tath• ghara-pr•c†ra haya cãr‹a
yath• netra pa‚e tath• loka dekhi pãr‹a
SYNONYMS
yath• rahi--wherever I stayed; tath•--there; ghara-pr•c†ra--the building
and the boundary walls; haya--became; cãr‹a--broken; yath•--wherever; netra-the eyes; pa‚e--fell; tath•--there; loka--people; dekhi--I see; pãr‹a--filled.
TRANSLATION
"Indeed, the crowd was so large that the house and the boundary walls of
the house where I stayed were destroyed, and wherever I looked I could see
only large crowds.
TEXT 260
TEXT
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ka£àe-s”£àye kari' gel••a r•makeli-gr•ma
•m•ra àh•‘i •il• 'rãpa' 'san•tana' n•ma
SYNONYMS
ka£àe-s”£àye--with great difficulty; kari'--doing; gel••a--I went;
r•makeli-gr•ma--to the village of R•makeli; •m•ra àh•‘i--before me; •il•-came; rãpa san•tana n•ma--the two brothers named Rãpa and San•tana.
TRANSLATION
"With great difficulty I went to the town of R•makeli, where I met two
brothers named Rãpa and San•tana.
TEXT 261
TEXT
dui bh•i----bhakta-r•ja, k”£‹a-k”p•-p•tra
vyavah•re----r•ja-mantr† haya r•ja-p•tra
SYNONYMS
dui bh•i--two brothers; bhakta-r•ja--kings of devotees; k”£‹a-k”p•-p•tra-suitable candidates for K”£‹a's mercy; vyavah•re--in behavior; r•ja-mantr†-ministers of the government; haya--are; r•ja-p•tra--government officers.
TRANSLATION
"These two brothers are great devotees and suitable recipients of K”£‹a's
mercy, but in their ordinary dealings they are government officials, ministers
to the King.
TEXT 262
TEXT
vidy•-bhakti-buddhi-bale parama prav†‹a
tabu •pan•ke m•ne t”‹a haite h†na
SYNONYMS
vidy•--education; bhakti--devotion; buddhi--and intelligence; bale--in
strength; parama--very; prav†‹a--experienced; tabu--still; •pan•ke-themselves; m•ne--they think; t”‹a--a straw; haite--than; h†na--lower.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†la Rãpa and San•tana are very experienced in education, devotional
service, intelligence and strength, yet they think themselves inferior to
straw in the street.
TEXTS 263-264
TEXT
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t••ra dainya dekhi' ¤uni' p•£•‹a bidare
•mi tu£àa ha‘• tabe kahilu• do•h•re
"uttama ha‘• h†na kari' m•naha •pan•re
acire karibe k”£‹a tom•ra uddh•re"
SYNONYMS
t••ra dainya dekhi'--by seeing their humility; ¤uni'--or even hearing about
it; p•£•‹a--stone; bidare--becomes melted; •mi--I; tu£àa ha‘•--being very
pleased; tabe--then; kahilu• do•h•re--said to both of them; uttama ha‘•--being
actually superior in every respect; h†na--inferior; kari'--proposing as;
m•naha--you accept; •pan•re--yourselves; acire--very soon; karibe--will do;
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; tom•ra--of you; uddh•re--liberation.
TRANSLATION
"Indeed, the humility of these two brothers could even melt stone. Because
I was very pleased with their behavior, I told them, 'Although you are both
very exalted, you consider yourselves inferior, and because of this, K”£‹a
will very soon deliver you.'
PURPORT
Such are the qualifications of a pure devotee. Materially one may be very
opulent, experienced, influential and educated, but if one still thinks
himself lower than straw in the street, one attracts the attention of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu or Lord K”£‹a. Although Mah•r•ja Prat•parudra was a king,
he took up a broom to cleanse the road for Lord Jagann•tha's Ratha chariot.
Because of this humble service, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very pleased with
the King, and for that reason the Lord embraced him. According to ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's instructions, a devotee should never be puffed up by material
power. He should know that material power is the result of one's past good
activities (karma) and is consequently transient. At any moment all one's
material opulence can be finished; therefore a devotee is never proud of such
opulence. He is always humble and meek, considering himself lower than a piece
of straw. Because of this, the devotees are eligible to return home, back to
Godhead.
TEXTS 265-266
TEXT
eta kahi' •mi yabe vid•ya t••re dila
gamana-k•le san•tana 'prahel†' kahila
y••ra sa•ge haya ei loka lak£a koài
v”nd•vana y•ib•ra ei nahe parip•à†
SYNONYMS
eta kahi'--saying this; •mi--I; yabe--when; vid•ya--farewell; t••re--unto
them; dila--gave; gamana-k•le--while going; san•tana--San•tana; prahel†-enigma; kahila--said; y••ra sa•ge--with whom; haya--is; ei--this; loka--crowd
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of people; lak£a koài--hundreds of thousands; v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana-dh•ma;
y•ib•ra--for going; ei--this; nahe--not; parip•à†--the method.
TRANSLATION
"After speaking to them in this way, I bade them farewell. As I was
leaving, San•tana told Me, 'It is not appropriate for one to be followed by a
crowd of thousands when one goes to V”nd•vana.'
TEXT 267
TEXT
tabu •mi ¤unilu• m•tra, n• kailu• avadh•na
pr•te cali' •il••a 'k•n•ira n•àa¤•l•'-gr•ma
SYNONYMS
tabu--still; •mi--I; ¤unilu•--heard; m•tra--only; n•--not; kailu•--paid;
avadh•na--any attention; pr•te--in the morning; cali' •il••a--I walked;
k•n•ira n•àa¤•l•--to K•n•i N•àa¤•l•; gr•ma--the place.
TRANSLATION
"Although I heard this, I did not pay it any attention. In the morning,
however, I went to the place named K•n•i N•àa¤•l•.
TEXT 268
TEXT
r•tri-k•le mane •mi vic•ra karila
san•tana more kib• 'prahel†' kahila
SYNONYMS
r•tri-k•le--at night; mane--in the mind; •mi--I; vic•ra karila--considered;
san•tana--San•tana; more--unto Me; kib•--what; prahel†--enigma; kahila--spoke.
TRANSLATION
"At night, however, I considered what San•tana had told Me.
TEXT 269
TEXT
bh•lata' kahila,----mora eta loka sa•ge
loka dekhi' kahibe more----'ei eka ‚ha•ge'
SYNONYMS
bh•lata' kahila--he has spoken very well; mora--of Me; eta--so much; loka-crowd; sa•ge--in the company; loka--the people; dekhi'--seeing; kahibe more-will speak about Me; ei--this; eka--one; ‚ha•ge--imposter.
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TRANSLATION
"I decided that San•tana had spoken very well. I was certainly being
followed by a large crowd, and when people would see so many men, they would
surely rebuke Me, saying, 'Here is another imposter.'
TEXT 270
TEXT
'durlabha' 'durgama' sei 'nirjana' v”nd•vana
ek•k† y•iba, kib• sa•ge eka-jana
SYNONYMS
durlabha--very rare; durgama--invincible; sei--that; nirjana--solitary;
v”nd•vana--the land of V”nd•vana; ek•k†--alone; y•iba--I shall go; kib•--or;
sa•ge--with Me; eka-jana--only one person.
TRANSLATION
"I then began to consider that V”nd•vana is a very solitary place. It is
invincible and very difficult to attain. I therefore decided to go there alone
or, at the most, take only one person with Me.
TEXT 271
TEXT
m•dhavendra-pur† tath• gel• 'eke¤vare'
dugdha-d•na-cchale k”£‹a s•k£•t dila t••re
SYNONYMS
m•dhavendra-pur†--M•dhavendra Pur†; tath•--there; gel•--went; eke¤vare-alone; dugdha-d•na-chale--on the plea of giving milk in charity; k”£‹a--Lord
K”£‹a; s•k£•t--direct audience; dila--gave; t••re--unto him.
TRANSLATION
"M•dhavendra Pur† went to V”nd•vana alone, and K”£‹a, on the pretext of
giving him milk, granted him an audience.
TEXT 272
TEXT
b•diy•ra b•ji p•ti' calil••a tath•re
bahu-sa•ge v”nd•vana gamana n• kare
SYNONYMS
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b•diy•ra--of a gypsy; b•ji--the magic; p•ti'--demonstrating; calil••a--I
went; tath•re--there; bahu-sa•ge--with many men; v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana
dh•ma; gamana--going; n• kare--no one does.
TRANSLATION
"I then understood that I was going to V”nd•vana like a magician with his
show, and this is certainly not good. No one should go to V”nd•vana with so
many men.
TEXT 273
TEXT
ek• y•iba, kib• sa•ge bh”tya eka-jana
tabe se ¤obhaya v”nd•vanera gamana
SYNONYMS
ek• y•iba--I shall go alone; kib•--or; sa•ge--with Me; bh”tya--servant;
eka-jana--one; tabe--in that way; se--that; ¤obhaya--is beautiful; v”nd•vanera
gamana--going to V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
"I have therefore resolved to go alone or, at the utmost, with one servant.
In this way, My journey to V”nd•vana will be beautiful.
TEXT 274
TEXT
v”nd•vana y•ba k•h•• 'ek•k†' ha‘•!
sainya sa•ge caliy•chi ‚h•ka b•j•‘•!
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vana y•ba--I should go to V”nd•vana; k•h••--whereas; ek•k† ha‘•--being
alone; sainya--soldiers; sa•ge--along with; caliy•chi--I am going; ‚h•ka
b•j•‘•--beating the drum.
TRANSLATION
"I thought, 'Instead of going to V”nd•vana alone, I am going with soldiers
and the beating of drums.'
TEXT 275
TEXT
dhik, dhik •pan•ke bali' ha-il••a asthira
niv”tta ha‘• puna„ •il••a ga•g•-t†ra
SYNONYMS
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dhik dhik--fie! fie!; •pan•ke--on Myself; bali'--saying; ha-il••a--I
became; asthira--agitated; niv”tta ha‘•--stopping such an action; puna„-again; •il••a--I came back; ga•g•-t†ra--to the bank of the Ganges.
TRANSLATION
"I therefore said, 'Fie upon Me!' and being very agitated, I returned to
the banks of the Ganges.
TEXT 276
TEXT
bhakta-ga‹e r•khiy• •inu nija nija sth•ne
•m•-sa•ge •il• sabe p••ca-chaya jane
SYNONYMS
bhakta-ga‹e--the devotees; r•khiy•--keeping; •inu--I came; nija nija
sth•ne--in their respective places; •m•-sa•ge--with Me; •il•--came; sabe-only; p••ca-chaya jane--five or six men.
TRANSLATION
"I then left all the devotees there and brought only five or six persons
with Me.
TEXT 277
TEXT
nirvighne ebe kaiche y•iba v”nd•vane
sabe meli' yukti deha' ha‘• parasanne
SYNONYMS
nirvighne--without obstacles; ebe--now; kaiche--how; y•iba--I shall go;
v”nd•vane--to V”nd•vana; sabe meli'--altogether; yukti deha'--give Me
consultation; ha‘• parasanne--being very pleased with Me.
TRANSLATION
"Now I wish that you all will be pleased with Me and give Me good
consultation. Tell Me how I shall be able to go to V”nd•vana without
impediments.
TEXT 278
TEXT
gad•dhare ch•‚i' genu, i•ho du„kha p•ila
sei hetu v”nd•vana y•ite n•rila
SYNONYMS
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gad•dhare ch•‚i'--leaving aside Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; genu--I went; i•ho-Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; du„kha p•ila--became unhappy; sei hetu--for that reason;
v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana-dh•ma; y•ite n•rila--I was unable to go.
TRANSLATION
"I left Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita here, and he became very unhappy. For this reason
I could not go to V”nd•vana."
TEXT 279
TEXT
tabe gad•dhara-pa‹‚ita prem•vi£àa ha‘•
prabhu-pada dhari' kahe vinaya kariy•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereupon; gad•dhara pa‹‚ita--Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; prema-•vi£àa ha‘•-being absorbed in ecstatic love; prabhu-pada dhari'--catching hold of the
lotus feet of the Lord; kahe--says; vinaya kariy•--with great humility.
TRANSLATION
Being encouraged by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's words, Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita
became absorbed in ecstatic love. Immediately clasping the lotus feet of the
Lord, he began to speak with great humility.
TEXT 280
TEXT
tumi y•h••-y•h•• raha, t•h•• 'v”nd•vana'
t•h•• yamun•, ga•g•, sarva-t†rtha-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
tumi--You; y•h••-y•h••--wherever; raha--stay; t•h•• v”nd•vana--that place
is V”nd•vana; t•h••--there; yamun•--the River Yamun•; ga•g•--the River Ga•g•;
sarva-t†rtha-ga‹a--all other holy places of pilgrimage.
TRANSLATION
Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita said, "Wherever You stay is V”nd•vana, as well as the
River Yamun•, the River Ganges and all other places of pilgrimage.
TEXT 281
TEXT
tabu v”nd•vana y•ha' loka ¤ikh•ite
seita karibe, tom•ra yei laya citte
SYNONYMS
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tabu--still; v”nd•vana y•ha'--You go to V”nd•vana; loka ¤ikh•ite--to teach
the people in general; seita--that; karibe--You will do; tom•ra--of You; yei-what; laya--takes; citte--in the mind.
TRANSLATION
"Although wherever You stay is V”nd•vana, You still go to V”nd•vana just to
instruct people. Otherwise, You do whatever You think best."
PURPORT
It was not essential for ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to go to V”nd•vana, for
wherever He stayed was immediately converted to V”nd•vana. Indeed, there was
also the River Ganges, the River Yamun• and all other places of pilgrimage.
This was also expressed by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu Himself when He danced in
the Ratha-y•tr•. At that time He said that His very mind was V”nd•vana (moramana--v”nd•vana). Because His mind was V”nd•vana, all the pastimes of R•dh•
and K”£‹a were taking place within Himself. Nonetheless, just to teach people,
He visited bhauma-v”nd•vana, V”nd•vana-dh•ma in this material world. In this
way the Lord instructed everyone to visit V”nd•vana-dh•ma, which is a very
holy place. Materialists consider V”nd•vana-dh•ma an unclean city because
there are many monkeys and dogs there, and along the bank of the Yamun• there
is refuse. Some time ago, a materialistic man asked me, "Why are you living in
V”nd•vana? Why have you selected such a dirty place to live after retiring?"
Such a person cannot understand that V”nd•vana-dh•ma is always a
representation of the original V”nd•vana-dh•ma. Consequently V”nd•vana-dh•ma
is as worshipable as Lord K”£‹a. šr•dhyo bhagav•n vraje¤a-tanayas tad-dh•ma
v”nd•vanam: according to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's philosophy, Lord ¥r† K”£‹a
and His abode, V”nd•vana, are equally worshipable. Sometimes materialistic
people who have no spiritual understanding go to V”nd•vana as tourists. One
who goes to V”nd•vana with such materialistic vision cannot derive any
spiritual benefit. Such a person is not convinced that K”£‹a and V”nd•vana are
identical. Since they are identical, V”nd•vana is as worshipable as Lord
K”£‹a. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's vision (mora-mana-v”nd•vana) is different
from the vision of an ordinary materialistic person. At the Ratha-y•tr•
festival, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, absorbed in the ecstasy of ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†, dragged Lord K”£‹a back to V”nd•vana-dh•ma. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
spoke of this in the verses beginning •hu¤ ca te (Madhya 13.136).
In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.84.13) it is stated:
yasy•tma-buddhi„ ku‹ape tridh•tuke
svadh†„ kalatr•di£u bhauma ijya-dh†„
yat-t†rtha-buddhi„ salile na karhicij
jane£v abhij‘e£u sa eva gokhara„
"A human being who identifies this body made of three elements with his
self, who considers the by-products of the body to be his kinsmen, who
considers the land of birth as worshipable, and who goes to the place of
pilgrimage simply to take a bath rather than meet men of transcendental
knowledge there, is to be considered like an ass or a cow."
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu personally renovated V”nd•vana-dh•ma and advised
His chief disciples, Rãpa and San•tana, to develop it and open it to attract
the spiritual vision of the general populace. At present there are about five
thousand temples in V”nd•vana, and still our society, the International
Society for Krishna Consciousness, is constructing a huge, magnificent temple
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for the worship of Lord Balar•ma, R•dh•-K”£‹a and Guru-Gaur••ga. Since there
is no prominent K”£‹a-Balar•ma temple in V”nd•vana, we are attempting to
construct one so that people will be attracted to K”£‹a-Balar•ma, or Nit•iGauracandra. Vrajendra-nandana yei, ¤ac† suta haila sei. Narottama d•sa
áh•kura says that Balar•ma and the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda have advented
Themselves as Gaura-Nit•i. To propagate this fundamental principle, we are
establishing a K”£‹a-Balar•ma temple to broadcast to the world that worship of
Gaura-Nit•i is the same as worship of K”£‹a-Balar•ma.
Although it is very difficult to enter into the R•dh•-K”£‹a pastimes, most
of the devotees of V”nd•vana are attracted to the R•dh•-K”£‹a l†l•. However,
since Nit•i-Gauracandra are direct incarnations of Balar•ma and K”£‹a, we can
be directly in touch with Lord Balar•ma and Lord K”£‹a through ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and Nity•nanda Prabhu. Those who are highly elevated in K”£‹a
consciousness can enter into the pastimes of R•dh•-K”£‹a through the mercy of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. It is said: ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya r•dh•-k”£‹a nahe anya.
¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu is a combination of R•dh• and K”£‹a.
Sometimes materialists, forgetting the pastimes of R•dh•-K”£‹a and K”£‹aBalar•ma, go to V”nd•vana, accept the land's spiritual facilities and engage
in material activity. This is against the teachings of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. The pr•k”ta-sahajiy•s proclaim themselves vraja-v•s† or dh•mav•s†, but they are mainly engaged in sense gratification. Thus they become
more and more implicated in the materialistic way of life. Those who are pure
devotees in K”£‹a consciousness condemn their activities. The eternal vrajav•s†s like Svarãpa D•modara did not even come to V”nd•vana-dh•ma. ¥r†
Pu‹‚ar†ka Vidy•nidhi, ¥r† Harid•sa áh•kura, ¥r†v•sa Pa‹‚ita, ¥iv•nanda Sena,
¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya, ¥r† ¥ikhi M•hiti, ¥r† M•dhav†dev† and ¥r† Gad•dhara
Pa‹‚ita Gosv•m† never visited V”nd•vana-dh•ma. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat†
áh•kura points out that we have no authorized documents stating that these
exalted personalities visited V”nd•vana. Nonetheless, we find many
nondevotees, M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s, pr•k”ta-sahajiy•s, fruitive workers, mental
speculators and many others with material motives going to V”nd•vana to live.
Many of these people go there to solve their economic problems by becoming
beggars. Although anyone living in V”nd•vana somehow or other is benefited,
the real V”nd•vana is appreciated only by a pure devotee. As stated in the
Brahma-sa‰hit•: prem•‘jana-cchurita-bhakti-vilocanena. When one has purified
eyes, he can see that ¥r† V”nd•vana and the original Goloka V”nd•vana planet
in the spiritual sky are identical.
¥r†la Narottama d•sa áh•kura, ¥r†niv•sa šc•rya, ¥r† Jagann•tha d•sa B•b•j†
Mah•r•ja, ¥r† Bhagav•n d•sa B•b•j† Mah•r•ja, ¥r†la Gauraki¤ora d•sa B•b•j†
Mah•r•ja and later ¥r† Bhaktivinoda áh•kura of Calcutta always engaged in
n•ma-bhajana and certainly did not live anywhere but V”nd•vana. Presently, the
members of the Hare K”£‹a movement throughout the world live in materially
opulent cities, such as London, New York, Los Angeles, Paris, Moscow, Zurich
and Stockholm. However, we are satisfied with following in the footsteps of
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura and other •c•ryas. Because we live in the temples
of R•dh•-K”£‹a and continuously hold hari-n•ma-sa•k†rtana--the chanting of
Hare K”£‹a--we consequently live in V”nd•vana and nowhere else. We are also
following in the footsteps of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu by attempting to
construct a temple in V”nd•vana for our disciples throughout the world to
visit.
TEXT 282
TEXT
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ei •ge •il•, prabhu, var£•ra c•ri m•sa
ei c•ri m•sa kara n†l•cale v•sa
SYNONYMS
ei--just; •ge--ahead; •il•--have come; prabhu--my Lord; var£•ra c•ri m•sa-the four months of the rainy season; ei c•ri m•sa--these four months; kara-just do; n†l•cale--at Jagann•tha Pur†; v•sa--living.
TRANSLATION
Taking this opportunity, Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita said, "Just now the four months
of the rainy season have begun. You should therefore spend the next four
months in Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 283
TEXT
p•che sei •carib•, yei tom•ra mana
•pana-icch•ya cala, raha,----ke kare v•ra‹a"
SYNONYMS
p•che--thereafter; sei--that; •carib•--You will do; yei--what; tom•ra mana-You like; •pana-icch•ya--by Your sweet will; cala--You always go; raha--You
remain; ke--who; kare v•ra‹a--can stop You.
TRANSLATION
"After remaining here for four months, You may be free to do as You like.
Actually no one can stop You from going or remaining."
TEXT 284
TEXT
¤uni' saba bhakta kahe prabhura cara‹e
sab•k•ra icch• pa‹‚ita kaila nivedane
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; saba--all; bhakta--devotees; kahe--said; prabhura cara‹e-unto the lotus feet of the Lord; sab•k•ra icch•--everyone's desire; pa‹‚ita-Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; kaila--has made; nivedane--submission.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing this statement, the devotees present at the lotus feet of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu stated that Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita had properly presented their
desire.
TEXT 285
TEXT
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sab•ra icch•ya prabhu c•ri m•sa rahil•
¤uniy• prat•parudra •nandita hail•
SYNONYMS
sab•ra icch•ya--because of everyone's desire; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; c•ri m•sa--for four months; rahil•--remained; ¤uniy•--hearing;
prat•parudra--King Prat•parudra; •nandita hail•--became very, very happy.
TRANSLATION
Being requested by all the devotees, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu agreed to
remain at Jagann•tha Pur† for four months. Hearing this, King Prat•parudra
became very happy.
TEXT 286
TEXT
sei dina gad•dhara kaila nimantra‹a
t•h•• bhik£• kaila prabhu la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
sei dina--that day; gad•dhara--Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; kaila nimantra‹a--gave an
invitation; t•h••--at his place; bhik£• kaila--took lunch; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘•--with; bhakta-ga‹a--His devotees.
TRANSLATION
That day Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita extended an invitation to ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, and the Lord took His lunch at his place with the other devotees.
TEXT 287
TEXT
bhik£•te pa‹‚itera sneha, prabhura •sv•dana
manu£yera ¤aktye dui n• y•ya var‹ana
SYNONYMS
bhik£•te--in feeding; pa‹‚itera--of Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; sneha--the
affection; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •sv•dana--tasting; manu£yera-of an ordinary human being; ¤aktye--in the power; dui--these two; n• y•ya-not possible; var‹ana--the description.
TRANSLATION
No ordinary human being can possibly describe Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita's
affectionate presentation of food and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's tasting this
food.
TEXT 288
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TEXT
ei mata gaura-l†l•----ananta, ap•ra
sa•k£epe kahiye, kah• n• y•ya vist•ra
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; gaura-l†l•--pastimes of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
ananta--unlimited; ap•ra--unfathomed; sa•k£epe--in brief; kahiye--I describe;
kah•--describing; n• y•ya vist•ra--no one can do elaborately and completely.
TRANSLATION
In this way, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu performs His pastimes, which are
unlimited and unfathomable. Somehow or other, these have briefly been
described. It is not possible to describe them elaborately.
TEXT 289
TEXT
sahasra-vadane kahe •pane 'ananta'
tabu eka l†l•ra te•ho n•hi p•ya anta
SYNONYMS
sahasra-vadane--in thousands of mouths; kahe--speaks; •pane--personally;
ananta--Anantadeva; tabu--still; eka l†l•ra--of one pastime only; te•ho--He
(Anantadeva); n•hi--not; p•ya--gets; anta--the end.
TRANSLATION
Although Lord Anantadeva is always describing the pastimes of the Lord with
His thousands of mouths, He cannot reach the end of even one of the Lord's
pastimes.
TEXT 290
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha pade y•ra •¤a
¤r†-caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
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Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and Raghun•tha, always desiring their
mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Sixteenth Chapter, describing Lord Caitanya's attempt to go to
V”nd•vana.
Chapter 17
The Lord Travels to V”nd•vana
The following summary of the Seventeenth Chapter is given by Bhaktivinoda
áh•kura in his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya. After attending the Ratha-y•tr• ceremony
of ¥r† Jagann•tha, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu decided to start for V”nd•vana. ¥r†
R•m•nanda R•ya and Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† selected a br•hma‹a named
Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya to personally assist ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Early in
the morning before sunrise, the Lord started for the town of Kaàaka. North of
Kaàaka, He penetrated a dense forest and visited many tigers and elephants,
whom He engaged in chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. Whenever He had a
chance to visit a village, He would beg alms and acquire some rice and
vegetables. If there were no village, He would cook whatever rice remained and
collect some spinach from the forest to eat. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very
pleased with the behavior of Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya.
In this way the Lord passed through the jungle of Jh•rikha‹‚a and finally
reached V•r•‹as†. After taking His bath at the Ma‹ikar‹ik•-gh•àa at V•r•‹as†,
He met Tapana Mi¤ra, who took the Lord to his place and respectfully gave Him
a comfortable residence. At V•r•‹as†, Vaidya Candra¤ekhara, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's old friend, also rendered service unto Him. Seeing the behavior
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, one Mah•r•£àr†ya br•hma‹a informed Prak•¤•nanda
Sarasvat†, the leader of the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s. Prak•¤•nanda made various
accusations against the Lord. The Mah•r•£àr†ya br•hma‹a was very sorry about
this, and he brought the news to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, inquiring from Him
why the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s did not utter the holy name of K”£‹a. In reply, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu said that they were offenders and that one should not
associate with them. In this way the Lord bestowed His blessings upon the
br•hma‹a.
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu next passed through Pray•ga and Mathur• and then
took His lunch at the home of a S•no‚iy• br•hma‹a, a disciple of M•dhavendra
Pur†. He bestowed His blessings upon the br•hma‹a by accepting lunch at his
place. Thereafter the Lord visited the twelve forests of V”nd•vana and was
filled with great ecstatic love. As He toured the V”nd•vana forests, He heard
the chirping of parrots and other birds.
TEXT 1
TEXT
gacchan v”nd•vana‰ gauro
vy•ghrebhai‹a-khag•n vane
premonmatt•n sahonn”ty•n
vidadhe k”£‹a-jalpina„
SYNONYMS
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gacchan--going; v”nd•vanam--to V”nd•vana-dh•ma; gaura„--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; vy•ghra--tigers; ibha--elephants; e‹a--deer; khag•n--and birds;
vane--in the forest; prema-unmatt•n--maddened by ecstatic love; saha--with;
unn”ty•n--dancing; vidadhe--made; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a's name; jalpina„-chanting.
TRANSLATION
On His way to V”nd•vana, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu passed through the
forest of Jh•rikha‹‚a and made all the tigers, elephants, deer and birds dance
and chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. Thus all these animals were overwhelmed
by ecstatic love.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya gauracandra jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; gauracandra--to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jaya--all
glories; nity•nanda--to Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya--all glories; advaita-candra-to Advaita šc•rya; jaya--all glories; gaura-bhakta-v”nda--to the devotees of
Lord Caitanya.
TRANSLATION
All glories to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Lord Nity•nanda! All
glories to Advaitacandra! All glories to all the devotees of the Lord!
TEXT 3
TEXT
¤arat-k•la haila, prabhura calite haila mati
r•m•nanda-svarãpa-sa•ge nibh”te yukati
SYNONYMS
¤arat-k•la haila--autumn arrived; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; calite--to travel; haila--was; mati--desire; r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda
R•ya; svarãpa--Svarãpa D•modara; sa•ge--with; nibh”te--solitary; yukati-consultation.
TRANSLATION
When autumn arrived, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu decided to go to V”nd•vana. In
a solitary place, He consulted with R•m•nanda R•ya and Svarãpa D•modara
Gosv•m†.
TEXT 4
TEXT
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"mora sah•ya kara yadi, tumi-dui jana
tabe •mi y•‘• dekhi ¤r†-v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
mora--of Me; sah•ya--help; kara--you do; yadi--if; tumi--you; dui jana--two
persons; tabe--then; •mi--I; y•‘•--going; dekhi--shall see; ¤r†-v”nd•vana--¥r†
V”nd•vana-dh•ma.
TRANSLATION
The Lord requested R•m•nanda R•ya and Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† to help Him
go to V”nd•vana.
TEXT 5
TEXT
r•trye uàhi' vana-pathe pal•‘• y•ba
ek•k† y•iba, k•ho• sa•ge n• la-iba
SYNONYMS
r•trye uàhi'--rising at night; vana-pathe--on the road to the forest;
pal•‘• y•ba--I shall go away secretly; ek•k† y•iba--I shall go alone; k•ho•-anyone; sa•ge--with Me; n• la-iba--I shall not take.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "I shall leave early in the morning and go
incognito, taking the road to the forest. I shall go alone and not take anyone
with Me.
TEXT 6
TEXT
keha yadi sa•ga la-ite p•che uàhi' dh•ya
sab•re r•khib•, yena keha n•hi y•ya
SYNONYMS
keha--someone; yadi--if; sa•ga la-ite--to take company; p•che--behind;
uàhi'--getting up; dh•ya--runs; sab•re--everyone; r•khib•--please stop; yena-so that; keha--anyone; n•hi y•ya--does not go.
TRANSLATION
"If someone wants to follow Me, please stop him. I don't want anyone to go
with Me.
TEXT 7
TEXT
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prasanna ha‘• •j‘• dib•, n• m•nib• 'du„kha'
tom•-sab•ra 'sukhe' pathe habe mora 'sukha' "
SYNONYMS
prasanna ha‘•--being pleased; •j‘• dib•--give permission; n•--do not;
m•nib• du„kha--become unhappy; tom•-sab•ra--of all of you; sukhe--by the
happiness; pathe--on the road; habe--there will be; mora--My; sukha-happiness.
TRANSLATION
"Please give Me your permission with great pleasure and do not be unhappy.
If you are happy, I shall be happy on My way to V”nd•vana."
TEXT 8
TEXT
dui-jana kahe,----'tumi †¤vara 'svatantra'
yei icch•, sei karib•, naha 'paratantra'
SYNONYMS
dui-jana kahe--the two persons replied; tumi--You; †¤vara--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; svatantra--completely independent; yei icch•--whatever
You desire; sei--that; karib•--You will do; naha--You are not; para-tantra-dependent on anyone.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing this, R•m•nanda R•ya and Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† replied,
"Dear Lord, You are completely independent. Since You are not dependent on
anyone, You do whatever You desire.
TEXT 9
TEXT
kintu •m•-du•h•ra ¤una eka nivedane
'tom•ra sukhe •m•ra sukha'----kahil• •pane
SYNONYMS
kintu--but; •m•-du•h•ra--of both of us; ¤una--please hear; eka nivedane-one submission; tom•ra sukhe--by your happiness; •m•ra sukha--our happiness;
kahil•--You have already stated; •pane--personally.
TRANSLATION
"Dear Lord, kindly hear our one petition. You have already said that You
will derive happiness from our happiness. This is Your own statement.
TEXT 10
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TEXT
•m•-du•h•ra mane tabe ba‚a 'sukha' haya
eka nivedana yadi dhara, day•maya
SYNONYMS
•m•-du•h•ra--of us two; mane--in the mind; tabe--therefore; ba‚a--very
much; sukha haya--there is happiness; eka nivedana--one request; yadi--if;
dhara--You accept; day•-maya--merciful.
TRANSLATION
"If You will please accept just one request, we shall be very, very happy.
TEXT 11
TEXT
'uttama br•hma‹a' eka sa•ge ava¤ya c•hi
bhik£• kari' bhik£• dibe, y•be p•tra vahi'
SYNONYMS
uttama br•hma‹a--a high-class br•hma‹a; eka--one; sa•ge--along; ava¤ya-certainly; c•hi--we want; bhik£• kari'--collecting alms; bhik£• dibe--will
give You food; y•be--will go; p•tra vahi'--bearing Your waterpot.
TRANSLATION
"Our Lord, please take one very nice br•hma‹a with You. He will collect
alms for You, cook for You, give You pras•da, and carry Your waterpot while
traveling.
TEXT 12
TEXT
ana-pathe y•ite n•hi 'bhojy•nna'-br•hma‹a
•j‘• kara,----sa•ge caluka vipra eka-jana'
SYNONYMS
vana-pathe--on the forest path; y•ite--going; n•hi--there is not; bhojyaanna-br•hma‹a--a br•hma‹a whose food can be accepted; •j‘• kara--please give
permission; sa•ge--along; caluka--may go; vipra--br•hma‹a; eka-jana--one
person.
TRANSLATION
"When You go through the jungle, there will be no br•hma‹a available from
whom You can accept lunch. Therefore please give permission for at least one
pure br•hma‹a to accompany You."
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TEXT 13
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----nija-sa•g† k••ho n• la-iba
eka-jane nile, •nera mane du„kha ha-iba
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied; nija-sa•g†--of My associates;
k••ho--anyone; n•--not; la-iba--I shall take; eka-jane nile--if I take
someone; •nera mane--in the mind of others; du„kha ha-iba--there will be
unhappiness.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said,"I shall not take any of My associates with Me
because if I choose someone, all the others will be unhappy.
TEXT 14
TEXT
nãtana sa•g† ha-ibeka,----snigdha y••ra mana
aiche yabe p•i, tabe la-i 'eka' jana
SYNONYMS
nãtana--new; sa•g†--associate; ha-ibeka--must be; snigdha--very peaceful;
y••ra--whose; mana--mind; aiche--such; yabe--if; p•i--I get; tabe--then; la-i-I take; eka jana--one person.
TRANSLATION
"Such a person must be a new man, and he must have a peaceful mind. If I
can obtain such a man, I shall agree to take him with Me."
PURPORT
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu formerly went to South India, a br•hma‹a named
K•l• K”£‹ad•sa went with Him. It was K•l• K”£‹ad•sa who fell victim to a
woman, and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had to take the trouble to free him from
the clutches of the gypsies. Therefore the Lord here says that He wants a new
man who is peaceful in mind. One whose mind is not peaceful is agitated by
certain drives, especially sex desire, even though he be in the company of
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Such a man will become a victim of women and will fall
down even in the company of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. M•y• is so
strong that unless one is determined not to fall victim, even the Supreme
Personality of Godhead cannot give protection. The Supreme Lord and His
representative always want to give protection, but a person must take
advantage of their personal contact. If one thinks that the Supreme
Personality of Godhead or His representative is an ordinary man, he will
certainly fall down. Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu did not want a person like
K•l• K”£‹ad•sa to accompany Him. He wanted someone who was determined, who had
a peaceful mind and who was not agitated by ulterior motives.
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TEXT 15
TEXT
svarãpa kahe,----ei balabhadra-bhaàà•c•rya
tom•te susnigdha ba‚a, pa‹‚ita, s•dhu, •rya
SYNONYMS
svarãpa kahe--Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† said; ei--this; balabhadrabhaàà•c•rya--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; tom•te--unto You; su-snigdha-affectionate; ba‚a--very; pa‹‚ita--educated; s•dhu--honest; •rya--advanced in
spiritual consciousness.
TRANSLATION
Svarãpa D•modara then said, "Here is Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya, who has great
love for You. He is an honest, learned scholar, and he is advanced in
spiritual consciousness.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu wanted a new man, not a person like K•l• K”£‹ad•sa
who would fall for women. Svarãpa D•modara therefore immediately pointed out a
new br•hma‹a named Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya. ¥r† Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† had
studied this person very thoroughly and had seen that he had great love for
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Not only did he love the Lord, but he was also
learned and honest. He was not duplicitous, and he was advanced in K”£‹a
consciousness. According to a Bengali proverb, ati bhakti corera lak£a‹a: "Too
much devotion is a symptom of a thief." A person who assumes himself to be a
great devotee but mentally is thinking of something else is duplicitous. One
who is not duplicitous is called s•dhu. Svarãpa D•modara immediately pointed
out that Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya was quite fit to accompany the Lord because he
was a learned scholar and was simple and had great love for ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. He was also advanced in K”£‹a consciousness; therefore he was
considered appropriate to accompany the Lord as a personal servant.
The word snigdha (very peaceful) and the word su-snigdha (affectionate) are
used in verses fourteen and fifteen, and they are also found in ¥r†madBh•gavatam (1.1.8): brãyu„ snigdhasya ¤i£yasya guravo guhyam apy uta. "A
disciple who has actual love for his spiritual master is endowed, by the
blessings of the spiritual master, with all confidential knowledge." ¥r†la
¥r†dhara Sv•m† has commented that the word snigdhasya means prema-vata„. The
word prema-vata„ indicates that one has great love for his spiritual master.
TEXT 16
TEXT
prathamei tom•-sa•ge •il• gau‚a haite
i•h•ra icch• •che 'sarva-t†rtha' karite
SYNONYMS
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prathamei--in the beginning; tom•-sa•ge--with You; •il•--came; gau‚a haite-from Bengal; i•h•ra icch•--his desire; •che--is; sarva-t†rtha--all places of
pilgrimage; karite--to go see.
TRANSLATION
"In the beginning, he came with You from Bengal. It is his desire to see
and visit all the holy places of pilgrimage.
TEXT 17
TEXT
i•h•ra sa•ge •che vipra eka 'bh”tya'
i•ho pathe karibena sev•-bhik£•-k”tya
SYNONYMS
i•h•ra sa•ge--with him; •che--is; vipra--br•hma‹a; eka--one; bh”tya-servant; i•ho--this man; pathe--on the way; karibena--will do; sev•--service;
bhik£•-k”tya--and arrangements for cooking.
TRANSLATION
"In addition, You may take another br•hma‹a who would act as a servant en
route and make arrangements for Your food.
TEXT 18
TEXT
i•h•re sa•ge laha yadi, sab•ra haya 'sukha'
vana-pathe y•ite tom•ra nahibe kona 'du„kha'
SYNONYMS
i•h•re--him; sa•ge--along; laha--You accept; yadi--if; sab•ra haya sukha-everyone will be happy; vana-pathe--on the path through the jungle; y•ite-going; tom•ra--Your; nahibe--there will not be; kona--any; du„kha--difficulty.
TRANSLATION
"If You can also take him with You, we will be very happy. If two people go
with You through the jungle, there will certainly be no difficulty or
inconvenience.
TEXT 19
TEXT
sei vipra vahi' nibe vastr•mbu-bh•jana
bhaàà•c•rya bhik£• dibe kari' bhik£•àana
SYNONYMS
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sei vipra--the other br•hma‹a; vahi' nibe--will carry; vastra-ambu-bh•jana-the cloth and waterpot; bhaàà•c•rya--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; bhik£• dibe-will arrange for cooking; kari'--performing; bhik£•-aàana--collecting alms.
TRANSLATION
"The other br•hma‹a can carry Your cloth and waterpot, and Balabhadra
Bhaàà•c•rya will collect alms and cook for You."
TEXT 20
TEXT
t••h•ra vacana prabhu a•g†k•ra kaila
balabhadra-bhaàà•c•rye sa•ge kari' nila
SYNONYMS
t••h•ra vacana--his words; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; a•g†k•ra kaila-accepted; balabhadra-bhaàà•c•rye--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; sa•ge kari' nila-took with Him.
TRANSLATION
Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted the request of Svarãpa D•modara
Pa‹‚ita and agreed to take Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya with Him.
TEXT 21
TEXT
pãrva-r•trye jagann•tha dekhi' '•j‘•' la‘•
¤e£a-r•tre uàhi' prabhu calil• luk•‘•
SYNONYMS
pãrva-r•trye--on the previous night; jagann•tha dekhi'--seeing Lord
Jagann•tha; •j‘• la‘•--taking permission; ¤e£a-r•tre--near the end of night;
uàhi'--rising; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; calil•--started; luk•‘•-without being seen.
TRANSLATION
On the previous night, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had visited Lord Jagann•tha
and taken His permission. Now, near the end of night, the Lord got up and
started immediately. He was not seen by others.
TEXT 22
TEXT
pr•ta„-k•le bhakta-ga‹a prabhu n• dekhiy•
anve£a‹a kari' phire vy•kula ha‘•
SYNONYMS
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pr•ta„-k•le--early in the morning; bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees; prabhu-Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n• dekhiy•--not seeing; anve£a‹a kari'-searching; phire--wander; vy•kula ha‘•--becoming very anxious.
TRANSLATION
Because the Lord had departed, the devotees, unable to see Him early in the
morning, began to search for Him with great anxiety.
TEXT 23
TEXT
svarãpa-gos•‘i sab•ya kaila niv•ra‹a
niv”tta ha‘• rahe sabe j•ni' prabhura mana
SYNONYMS
svarãpa-gos•‘i--Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†; sab•ya--unto everyone; kaila-did; niv•ra‹a--forbidding; niv”tta ha‘•--being restrained; rahe--remain; sabe-all; j•ni'--knowing; prabhura mana--the mind of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
While all the devotees were searching for the Lord, Svarãpa D•modara
restrained them. Then everyone fell silent, knowing the mind of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 24
TEXT
prasiddha patha ch•‚i' prabhu upapathe calil•
'kaàaka' ‚•hine kari' vane prave¤il•
SYNONYMS
prasiddha--well-known; patha--public way; ch•‚i'--giving up; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; upapathe--through a bypass; calil•--began to walk;
kaàaka--the city of Kaàaka; ‚•hine--on the right side; kari'--keeping; vane-within the forest; prave¤il•--entered.
TRANSLATION
The Lord abandoned walking on the well-known public road and went instead
along a bypass. He thus kept the city of Kaàaka on His right as He entered the
forest.
TEXT 25
TEXT
nirjana-vane cale prabhu k”£‹a-n•ma la‘•
hasti-vy•ghra patha ch•‚e prabhure dekhiy•
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SYNONYMS
nirjana-vane--in a solitary forest; cale--walks; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; k”£‹a-n•ma la‘•--chanting the holy name of K”£‹a; hasti-elephants; vy•ghra--tigers; patha ch•‚e--leave the path; prabhure--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhiy•--seeing.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord passed through the solitary forest chanting the holy name of
K”£‹a, the tigers and elephants, seeing Him, gave way.
TEXT 26
TEXT
p•le-p•le vy•ghra, hast†, ga‹‚•ra, ¤ãkara-ga‹a
t•ra madhye •ve¤e prabhu karil• gamana
SYNONYMS
p•le-p•le--in flocks; vy•ghra--tigers; hast†--elephants; ga‹‚•ra-rhinoceros; ¤ãkara-ga‹a--boars; t•ra madhye--through them; •ve¤e--in ecstasy;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karil• gamana--passed.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord passed through the jungle in great ecstasy, packs of tigers,
elephants, rhinoceros and boars came, and the Lord passed right through them.
TEXT 27
TEXT
dekhi' bhaàà•c•ryera mane haya mah•-bhaya
prabhura prat•pe t•r• eka p•¤a haya
SYNONYMS
dekhi'--seeing; bhaàà•c•ryera--of Bhaàà•c•rya; mane--in the mind; haya-there was; mah•-bhaya--great fear; prabhura prat•pe--by the influence of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t•r•--they; eka p•¤a haya--stand to one side.
TRANSLATION
Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya was very much afraid to see them, but by ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu's influence, all the animals stood to one side.
TEXT 28
TEXT
eka-dina pathe vy•ghra kariy•che ¤ayana
•ve¤e t•ra g•ye prabhura l•gila cara‹a
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SYNONYMS
eka-dina--one day; pathe--on the path; vy•ghra--a tiger; kariy•che ¤ayana-was lying down; •ve¤e--in ecstatic love; t•ra g•ye--on his body; prabhura--of
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; l•gila--touched; cara‹a--lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
One day a tiger was lying on the path, and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, walking
along the path in ecstatic love, touched the tiger with His feet.
TEXT 29
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----kaha 'k”£‹a', vy•ghra uàhila
'k”£‹a' 'k”£‹a' kahi' vy•ghra n•cite l•gila
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; kaha k”£‹a--please chant Hare
K”£‹a; vy•ghra uàhila--the tiger got up; k”£‹a k”£‹a kahi'--chanting the holy
name of K”£‹a; vy•ghra--the tiger; n•cite--to dance; l•gila--began.
TRANSLATION
The Lord said, "Chant the holy name of K”£‹a!" The tiger immediately got up
and began to dance and chant,"K”£‹a! K”£‹a!"
TEXT 30
TEXT
•ra dine mah•prabhu kare nad† sn•na
matta-hasti-yãtha •ila karite jala-p•na
SYNONYMS
•ra dine--another day; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare--does;
nad† sn•na--bathing in the river; matta-hasti-yãtha--a herd of maddened
elephants; •ila--came; karite--to do; jala-p•na--drinking water.
TRANSLATION
Another day, while ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was bathing in a river, a herd
of maddened elephants came there to drink water.
TEXT 31
TEXT
prabhu jala-k”tya kare, •ge hast† •il•
'k”£‹a kaha' bali' prabhu jala pheli' m•ril•
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SYNONYMS
prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jala-k”tya kare--bathed and was
chanting the G•yatr† mantra within the water; •ge--in front; hast†--the
elephants; •il•--came; k”£‹a kaha--chant Hare K”£‹a; bali'--saying; prabhu-Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jala pheli'--throwing water; m•ril•--struck.
TRANSLATION
While the Lord was bathing and murmuring the G•yatr† mantra, the elephants
came before Him. The Lord immediately splashed some water on the elephants and
asked them to chant the name of K”£‹a.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was the Supreme personality of Godhead playing the
part of a very great advanced devotee. On the mah•-bh•gavata platform, the
devotee makes no distinction between friends and enemies. On that platform he
sees everyone as a servant of K”£‹a. As stated in Bhagavad-g†t•:
vidy•-vinaya-sampanne
br•hma‹e gavi hastini
¤uni caiva ¤vap•ke ca
pa‹‚it•„ sama-dar¤ina„
"The humble sage, by virtue of true knowledge, sees with equal vision a
learned and gentle br•hma‹a, a cow, an elephant, a dog, and a dog-eater
[outcaste]." (Bg. 5.18)
A mah•-bh•gavata, being learned and advanced in spiritual consciousness,
sees no difference between a tiger, an elephant or a learned scholar. The test
of advanced spiritual consciousness is that one becomes fearless. He envies no
one, and he is always engaged in the Lord's service. He sees every living
entity as an eternal part and parcel of the Lord, rendering service according
to his capacity by the will of the Supreme Lord. As Bhagavad-g†t• confirms:
sarvasya c•ha‰ h”di sannivi£ào
matta„ sm”tir j‘•nam apohana‰ ca
"I am seated in everyone's heart, and from Me come remembrance, knowledge
and forgetfulness." (Bg. 15.15)
The mah•-bh•gavata knows that K”£‹a is in everyone's heart. K”£‹a is
dictating, and the living entity is following His dictations. K”£‹a is within
the heart of the tiger, elephant and boar. Therefore K”£‹a tells them, "Here
is a mah•-bh•gavata. Please do not disturb him." Why, then, should the animals
be envious of such a great personality? Those who are neophytes or even a
little progressed in devotional service should not try to imitate the mah•bh•gavata. Rather, they should only follow in their footsteps. The word
anukara means "imitating," and anusara means "trying to follow in the
footsteps." We should not try to imitate the activities of a mah•-bh•gavata or
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Our best efforts should be exerted in trying to
follow them according to our ability. The mah•-bh•gavata's heart is completely
freed from material contamination, and he can become very dear even to fierce
animals like tigers and elephants. Indeed, the mah•-bh•gavata treats them as
his very intimate friends. On this platform there is no question of envy. When
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the Lord was passing through the forest, He was in ecstasy, thinking the
forest to be V”nd•vana. He was simply searching for K”£‹a.
TEXT 32
TEXT
sei jala-bindu-ka‹• l•ge y•ra g•ya
sei 'k”£‹a' 'k”£‹a' kahe, preme n•ce, g•ya
SYNONYMS
sei--those; jala--of water; bindu--drops; ka‹•--particles; l•ge--touch;
y•ra--whose; g•ya--body; sei--they; k”£‹a k”£‹a--K”£‹a, K”£‹a; kahe--say;
preme--in ecstasy; n•ce--dance; g•ya--sing.
TRANSLATION
The elephants whose bodies were touched by the water splashed by the Lord
began to chant,"K”£‹a! K”£‹a!" and dance and sing in ecstasy.
TEXT 33
TEXT
keha bhãme pa‚e, keha karaye citk•ra
dekhi' bhaàà•c•ryera mane haya camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
keha--some of them; bhãme--on the ground; pa‚e--fall down; keha--some of
them; karaye--perform; cit-k•ra--screaming; dekhi'--seeing; bhaàà•c•ryera--of
Bhaàà•c•rya; mane--in the mind; haya--there was; camatk•ra--astonishment.
TRANSLATION
Some of the elephants fell to the ground, and some screamed in ecstasy.
Seeing this, Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya was completely astonished.
TEXT 34
TEXT
pathe y•ite kare prabhu ucca sa•k†rtana
madhura ka‹àha-dhvani ¤uni' •ise m”g†-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
pathe y•ite--while passing on the path; kare--does; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; ucca--loud; sa•k†rtana--chanting of Hare K”£‹a; madhura--sweet;
ka‹àha-dhvani--the voice from His throat; ¤uni'--hearing; •ise--came; m”g†ga‹a--she-deer.
TRANSLATION
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Sometimes ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu chanted very loudly while passing through
the jungle. Hearing His sweet voice, all the does came near Him.
TEXT 35
TEXT
‚•hine-v•me dhvani ¤uni' y•ya prabhu-sa•ge
prabhu t•ra a•ga muche, ¤loka pa‚e ra•ge
SYNONYMS
‚•hine-v•me--right and left; dhvani--vibration; ¤uni'--hearing; y•ya--they
follow; prabhu-sa•ge--with the Lord; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t•ra-their; a•ga--bodies; muche--pats; ¤loka--verse; pa‚e--recites; ra•ge--in great
curiosity.
TRANSLATION
Hearing the Lord's great vibration, all the does followed Him left and
right. While reciting a verse with great curiosity, the Lord patted them.
TEXT 36
TEXT
dhany•„ sma mã‚ha-matayo 'pi hari‹ya et•
y• nanda-nandanam up•tta-vicitra-ve¤am
•kar‹ya ve‹u-ra‹ita‰ saha-k”£‹a-s•r•„
pãj•‰ dadhur viracit•‰ pra‹ay•valokai„
SYNONYMS
dhany•„--fortunate, blessed; sma--certainly; mã‚ha-mataya„--foolish,
without good sense; api--although; hari‹ya„--she-deer; et•„--these; y•„--who;
nanda-nandanam--the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda; up•tta-vicitra-ve¤am--dressed very
attractively; •kar‹ya--hearing; ve‹u-ra‹itam--the sound of His flute; sahak”£‹a-s•r•„--accompanied by the black deer (their husbands); pãj•m dadhu„-they worshiped; viracit•m--performed; pra‹aya-avalokai„--by their affectionate
glances.
TRANSLATION
"Blessed are all these foolish deer because they have approached the son of
Mah•r•ja Nanda, who is gorgeously dressed and is playing on His flute. Indeed,
both the does and the bucks worship the Lord with looks of love and
affection."
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.21.11) spoken by the gop†s of
V”nd•vana.
TEXT 37
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TEXT
hena-k•le vy•ghra tath• •ila p••ca-s•ta
vy•ghra-m”g† mili' cale mah•prabhura s•tha
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--at this time; vy•ghra--tigers; tath•--there; •ila--came; p••cas•ta--five to seven; vy•ghra-m”g†--the tigers and deer; mili'--coming
together; cale--go; mah•prabhura s•tha--with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
While ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was passing through the jungle, five or seven
tigers came. Joining the deer, the tigers began to follow the Lord.
TEXT 38
TEXT
dekhi' mah•prabhura 'v”nd•vana'-sm”ti haila
v”nd•vana-gu‹a-var‹ana ¤loka pa‚ila
SYNONYMS
dekhi'--seeing; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; v”nd•vana--of the
holy land of V”nd•vana; sm”ti haila--there was remembrance; v”nd•vana--of ¥r†
V”nd•vana; gu‹a--of the qualities; var‹ana--description; ¤loka--verse; pa‚ila-recited.
TRANSLATION
Seeing the tigers and deer following Him, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
immediately remembered the land of V”nd•vana. He then began to recite a verse
describing the transcendental quality of V”nd•vana.
TEXT 39
TEXT
yatra naisarga-durvair•„
sah•san n”-m”g•daya„
mitr•‹†v•jit•v•sadruta-ruà-tar£a‹•dikam
SYNONYMS
yatra--where; naisarga--by nature; durvair•„--living in enmity; saha-•san-live together; n”--human beings; m”ga-•daya„--and animals; mitr•‹i--friends;
iva--like; ajita--of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a; •v•sa--residence; druta--gone away; ruj-anger; tar£a‹a-•dikam--thirst and so on.
TRANSLATION
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"V”nd•vana is the transcendental abode of the Lord. There is no hunger,
anger or thirst there. Though naturally inimical, both human beings and fierce
animals live together there in transcendental friendship."
PURPORT
This is a statement from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.13.60). After stealing the
cowherd boys, calves and cows of ¥r† K”£‹a, Lord Brahm• kept them asleep and
hid them. After a moment, Brahm• returned to see K”£‹a's condition. When he
saw that K”£‹a was still busy with His cowherd boyfriends and animals and was
not disturbed, Lord Brahm• appreciated the transcendental opulence of
V”nd•vana.
TEXT 40
TEXT
'k”£‹a k”£‹a kaha' kari' prabhu yabe balila
'k”£‹a' kahi' vy•ghra-m”ga n•cite l•gila
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a k”£‹a kaha--chant K”£‹a, K”£‹a; kari'--in this way; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yabe--when; balila--uttered; k”£‹a kahi'--chanting the
holy name of K”£‹a; vy•ghra-m”ga--the tigers and deer; n•cite l•gila--began to
dance.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said,"Chant K”£‹a! K”£‹a!" the tigers and deer
began to dance and chant, "K”£‹a!"
TEXT 41
TEXT
n•ce, kunde vy•ghra-ga‹a m”g†-ga‹a-sa•ge
balabhadra-bhaàà•c•rya dekhe apãrva-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
n•ce--dance; kunde--jump; vy•ghra-ga‹a--the tigers; m”g†-ga‹a-sa•ge--with
the does; balabhadra-bhaàà•c•rya--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; dekhe--sees; apãrvara•ge--with great wonder.
TRANSLATION
When all the tigers and does danced and jumped, Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya saw
them and was struck with wonder.
TEXT 42
TEXT
vy•ghra-m”ga anyonye kare •li•gana
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mukhe mukha diy• kare anyonye cumbana
SYNONYMS
vy•ghra-m”ga--the tigers and deer; anyonye--one another; kare--do;
•li•gana--embracing; mukhe mukha diy•--touching one anothers' mouths; kare-do; anyonye cumbana--kissing one another.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, the tigers and deer began to embrace one another, and, touching
mouths, they began to kiss.
TEXT 43
TEXT
kautuka dekhiy• prabhu h•site l•gil•
t•-sab•ke t•h•• ch•‚i' •ge cali' gel•
SYNONYMS
kautuka dekhiy•--seeing this fun; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; h•site
l•gil•--began to smile; t•-sab•ke--all of them; t•h•• ch•‚i'--leaving there;
•ge--forward; cali' gel•--advanced.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw all this fun, He began to smile. Finally
He left the animals and continued on His way.
TEXT 44
TEXT
mayãr•di pak£i-ga‹a prabhure dekhiy•
sa•ge cale, 'k”£‹a' bali' n•ce matta ha‘•
SYNONYMS
mayãra-•di--beginning with peacocks; pak£i-ga‹a--different types of birds;
prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhiy•--seeing; sa•ge cale--go with Him;
k”£‹a bali'--chanting the holy name of K”£‹a; n•ce--dance; matta ha‘•-becoming mad.
TRANSLATION
Various birds, including the peacock, saw ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and began
to follow Him, chanting and dancing. They were all maddened by the holy name
of K”£‹a.
TEXT 45
TEXT
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'hari-bola' bali' prabhu kare ucca-dhvani
v”k£a-lat•----praphullita, sei dhvani ¤uni'
SYNONYMS
hari-bola--the vibration of Hari-bol; bali'--chanting; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kare--makes; ucca-dhvani--a loud sound; v”k£a-lat•--the trees and
creepers; praphullita--very jubilant; sei--that; dhvani--sound; ¤uni'-hearing.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord loudly chanted "Hari bol!" the trees and creepers became
jubilant to hear Him.
PURPORT
The loud chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mantra is so powerful that it can even
penetrate the ears of trees and creepers--what to speak of animals and human
beings. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu once asked Harid•sa áh•kura how trees and
plants could be delivered, and Harid•sa áh•kura replied that the loud chanting
of the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra would benefit not only trees and plants but
insects and all other living beings. One should therefore not be disturbed by
the loud chanting of Hare K”£‹a, for it is beneficial not only to the chanter
but to everyone who gets an opportunity to hear.
TEXT 46
TEXT
'jh•rikha‹‚e' sth•vara-ja•gama •che yata
k”£‹a-n•ma diy• kaila premete unmatta
SYNONYMS
jh•rikha‹‚e--in the place known as Jh•rikha‹‚a; sth•vara-ja•gama--moving
and not moving; •che--there are; yata--all; k”£‹a-n•ma diy•--giving them the
holy name of Lord K”£‹a; kaila--made; premete--in ecstasy; unmatta--mad.
TRANSLATION
Thus all living entities--some moving and some standing still in the forest
of Jh•rikha‹‚a--became maddened by hearing the holy name of Lord K”£‹a
vibrated by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
PURPORT
The great forest of Jh•rikha‹‚a is a great tract of land including šàaga‚a,
•he•k•nala, š•gula, L•h•r•, Kiya‘jha‚a, B•ma‚•, Bon•i, G••gapura, Choàa
N•gapura, Ya¤apura and Saraguj•. All these places, which are covered with
mountains and jungles, are known as Jh•rikha‹‚a.
TEXT 47
TEXT
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yei gr•ma diy• y•na, y•h•• karena sthiti
se-saba gr•mera lokera haya 'prema-bhakti'
SYNONYMS
yei gr•ma--which villages; diy• y•na--the Lord goes through; y•h••--where;
karena--takes; sthiti--rest; se-saba--all those; gr•mera--of the villages;
lokera--of the people; haya--there is awakening of; prema-bhakti--ecstatic
love of God.
TRANSLATION
In all the villages through which the Lord passed and in all the places He
rested on His journey, everyone was purified and awakened to ecstatic love of
God.
TEXTS 48-49
TEXT
keha yadi t••ra mukhe ¤une k”£‹a-n•ma
t••ra mukhe •na ¤une t••ra mukhe •na
sabe 'k”£‹a' 'hari' bali' n•ce, k•nde, h•se
parampar•ya 'vai£‹ava' ha-ila sarva de¤e
SYNONYMS
keha--someone; yadi--when; t••ra mukhe--from His mouth; ¤une--hears; k”£‹an•ma--chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mantra; t••ra mukhe--from the mouth of such
chanters; •na ¤une--someone else hears; t••ra mukhe--and from his mouth; •na-someone else; sabe--all of them; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a's holy name; hari--another
holy name of the Lord; bali'--chanting; n•ce--dance; k•nde--cry; h•se--smile;
parampar•ya--by disciplic succession; vai£‹ava--devotees; ha-ila--became;
sarva-de¤e--in all countries.
TRANSLATION
When someone heard the chanting of the holy name from the mouth of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and someone else heard this chanting from that second
person, and someone again heard this chanting from the third person, everyone
in all countries became a Vai£‹ava through such disciplic succession. Thus
everyone chanted the holy name of K”£‹a and Hari, and they danced, cried and
smiled.
PURPORT
The transcendental power or potency of the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra is herein
explained. First, the holy name is vibrated by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. When
someone hears from Him directly, he is purified. When another person hears
from that person, he also is purified. In this way the purification process is
advanced among pure devotees. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, and no one can claim His potency. Nonetheless, if one
is a pure devotee, hundreds and thousands of men can be purified by his
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vibration. This potency is within every living being, provided he chants the
Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra offenselessly and without material motives. When a pure
devotee chants offenselessly, another person will become a Vai£‹ava, and from
him another Vai£‹ava will emerge. This is the parampar• system.
TEXT 50
TEXT
yadyapi prabhu loka-sa•ghaààera tr•se
prema 'gupta' karena, b•hire n• prak•¤e
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; loka-sa•ghaààera--of
crowds of people; tr•se--being afraid; prema--ecstasy; gupta karena--keeps
hidden; b•hire--externally; n•--does not; prak•¤e--manifest.
TRANSLATION
The Lord did not always manifest His ecstasy. Being afraid of a great
assembly of people, the Lord kept His ecstasy concealed.
TEXT 51
TEXT
tath•pi t••ra dar¤ana-¤rava‹a-prabh•ve
sakala de¤era loka ha-ila 'vai£‹ave'
SYNONYMS
tath•pi--still; t••ra--His; dar¤ana--of seeing; ¤rava‹a--of hearing;
prabh•ve--by the potency; sakala--all; de¤era--of countries; loka--people; haila--became; vai£‹ave--pure devotees of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
Although ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu did not manifest His natural ecstatic
love, everyone became a pure devotee simply by seeing and hearing Him.
PURPORT
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† has described ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as mah•-vad•nyaavat•ra, the most munificent incarnation. Although ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is
not physically present now, simply by chanting His holy name (¤r†-k”£‹acaitanya prabhu nity•nanda ¤r†-advaita gad•dhara ¤r†v•s•di-gaura-bhakta-v”nda)
people throughout the world are becoming devotees. This is due to the ecstatic
chanting of the holy name of the Lord. It is said that a pure devotee can see
the Lord every moment, and because of this he is empowered by the Lord. This
is confirmed in the Brahma-sa‰hit•: prem•‘jana-cchurita-bhakti-vilocanena
santa„ sadaiva h”daye£u vilokayanti. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu appeared five
hundred years ago, but it cannot be said that now the potency of the Hare
K”£‹a mah•-mantra is less powerful than it was in His presence. By hearing ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu through the parampar• system, one can be purified.
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Therefore in this verse it is said: tath•pi t••ra dar¤ana-¤rava‹a-prabh•ve. It
is not that everyone is able to see K”£‹a or ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu
physically, but if one hears about Him through books like ¥r† Caitanyacarit•m”ta and through the parampar• system of pure Vai£‹avas, there is no
difficulty in becoming a pure Vai£‹ava, free from mundane desires and personal
motivations.
TEXT 52
TEXT
gau‚a, ba•ga, utkala, dak£i‹a-de¤e giy•
lokera nist•ra kaila •pane bhramiy•
SYNONYMS
gau‚a--Bengal; ba•ga--East Bengal; utkala--Orissa; dak£i‹a-de¤e--southern
India; giy•--going; lokera--of all the people; nist•ra--liberation; kaila-did; •pane--personally; bhramiy•--touring.
TRANSLATION
In this way, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu personally toured Bengal, East Bengal,
Orissa and the southern countries, and He delivered all kinds of people by
spreading K”£‹a consciousness.
TEXT 53
TEXT
mathur• y•ib•ra chale •sena jh•rikha‹‚a
bhilla-pr•ya loka t•h•• parama-p•£a‹‚a
SYNONYMS
mathur•--to Mathur•; y•ib•ra--of going; chale--on the pretext; •sena--came;
jh•rikha‹‚a--to Jh•rikha‹‚a; bhilla-pr•ya--like the Bheels, a kind of low
people; loka--people; t•h••--there; parama-p•£a‹‚a--without God consciousness.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu came to Jh•rikha‹‚a on His way to Mathur•, He
found that the people there were almost uncivilized and were devoid of God
consciousness.
PURPORT
The word bhilla refers to a class of men belonging to the Bheels. The
Bheels are like Black Africans, and they are lower than ¤ãdras. Such people
generally live in the jungle, and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had to meet them.
TEXT 54
TEXT
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n•ma-prema diy• kaila sab•ra nist•ra
caitanyera gã‚ha-l†l• bujhite ¤akti k•ra
SYNONYMS
n•ma-prema diy•--bestowing upon them ecstatic love and the holy name;
kaila--did; sab•ra nist•ra--liberation of all of them; caitanyera--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; gã‚ha-l†l•--confidential pastimes; bujhite--to
understand; ¤akti--the power; k•ra--who has.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu gave even the Bheels an opportunity to chant the
holy name and come to the platform of ecstatic love. Thus He delivered all of
them. Who has the power to understand the transcendental pastimes of the Lord?
PURPORT
As evidence of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mercy, we are experiencing that
the people of Africa are taking to K”£‹a consciousness, chanting and dancing
and taking pras•da like other Vai£‹avas. This is all due to the power of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Who can understand how His potency is working all over
the world?
TEXT 55
TEXT
vana dekhi' bhrama haya----ei 'v”nd•vana'
¤aila dekhi' mane haya----ei 'govardhana'
SYNONYMS
vana dekhi'--seeing the forest; bhrama haya--there is illusion; ei--this;
v”nd•vana--V”nd•vana forest; ¤aila dekhi'--seeing a hill; mane haya-considers; ei govardhana--this is Govardhana Hill.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu passed through the Jh•rikha‹‚a forest, He took
it for granted that it was V”nd•vana. When He passed over the hills, He took
it for granted that they were Govardhana.
TEXT 56
TEXT
y•h•• nad† dekhe t•h•• m•naye----'k•lind†'
mah•-prem•ve¤e n•ce prabhu pa‚e k•ndi'
SYNONYMS
y•h••--wherever; nad†--river; dekhe--sees; t•h••--there; m•naye--considers;
k•lind†--the River Yamun•; mah•-prema-•ve¤e--in great ecstatic love; n•ce-dances; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pa‚e--falls down; k•ndi'--crying.
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TRANSLATION
Similarly, whenever ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw a river, He immediately
accepted it as the River Yamun•. Thus while in the forest He was filled with
great ecstatic love, and He danced and fell down crying.
TEXT 57
TEXT
pathe y•ite bhaàà•c•rya ¤•ka-mãla-phala
y•h•• yei p•yena t•h•• layena sakala
SYNONYMS
pathe y•ite--while passing on the way; bhaàà•c•rya--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya;
¤•ka--spinach; mãla--roots; phala--fruits; y•h••--wherever; yei--whatever;
p•yena--he gets; t•h••--there; layena--he takes; sakala--all.
TRANSLATION
Along the way, Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya collected all kinds of spinach, roots
and fruit whenever possible.
TEXT 58
TEXT
ye-gr•me rahena prabhu, tath•ya br•hma‹a
p••ca-s•ta jana •si' kare nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
ye-gr•me--in whatever village; rahena--stays; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; tath•ya--there; br•hma‹a--br•hma‹as; p••ca-s•ta jana--five or
seven persons; •si'--coming; kare--do; nimantra‹a--invitation.
TRANSLATION
Whenever ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited a village, a few br•hma‹as--five
or seven--would come and extend invitations to the Lord.
TEXT 59
TEXT
keha anna •ni' deya bhaàà•c•rya-sth•ne
keha dugdha, dadhi, keha gh”ta, kha‹‚a •ne
SYNONYMS
keha--someone; anna--grains; •ni'--bringing; deya--delivers; bhaàà•c•ryasth•ne--before Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; keha--someone; dugdha--milk; dadhi-yogurt; keha--someone; gh”ta--ghee; kha‹‚a--sugar; •ne--brings.
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TRANSLATION
Some people would bring grains and deliver them to Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya.
Others would bring milk and yogurt, and still others would bring ghee and
sugar.
TEXT 60
TEXT
y•h•• vipra n•hi t•h•• '¤ãdra-mah•jana'
•si' sabe bhaàà•c•rye kare nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
y•h••--wherever; vipra--br•hma‹a; n•hi--there is not; t•h••--there; ¤ãdramah•-jana--devotees born in families other than br•hma‹a; •si'--coming; sabe-all of them; bhaàà•c•rye--to Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; kare nimantra‹a--make
invitation.
TRANSLATION
In some villages there were no br•hma‹as; nonetheless, devotees born in
non-br•hma‹a families came and extended invitations to Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya.
PURPORT
Actually a sanny•s† or a br•hma‹a will not accept an invitation extended by
a person born in a lower family. However, there are many devotees who are
raised to the platform of br•hma‹a by their initiation. These people are
called ¤ãdra-mah•jana. This indicates that one who is born in a non-br•hma‹a
family has accepted the br•hma‹a status by initiation. Such devotees extended
invitations to Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya. A M•y•v•d† sanny•s† will accept an
invitation only from a br•hma‹a family, but a Vai£‹ava does not accept an
invitation from a br•hma‹a if he does not belong to the Vai£‹ava sect.
However, a Vai£‹ava will accept an invitation from a br•hma‹a or ¤ãdramah•jana if that person is an initiated Vai£‹ava. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
Himself accepted invitations from ¤ãdra-mah•janas, and this confirms the fact
that anyone initiated by a Vai£‹ava mantra can be accepted as a br•hma‹a. One
can accept an invitation from such a person.
TEXT 61
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya p•ka kare vanya-vya‘jana
vanya-vya‘jane prabhura •nandita mana
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; p•ka kare--cooks; vanya-vya‘jana--all
varieties of forest vegetables; vanya-vya‘jane--by such forest vegetables;
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •nandita mana--the mind is very happy.
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TRANSLATION
Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya used to cook all kinds of vegetables gathered from
the forest, and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very pleased to accept these
preparations.
TEXTS 62-63
TEXT
dui-c•ri dinera anna r•khena sa‰hati
y•h•• ¤ãnya vana, lokera n•hika vasati
t•h•• sei anna bhaàà•c•rya kare p•ka
phala-mãle vya‘jana kare, vanya n•n• ¤•ka
SYNONYMS
dui-c•ri--two to four; dinera--of days; anna--food grains; r•khena--keeps;
sa‰hati--in stock; y•h••--wherever; ¤ãnya vana--the solitary forest; lokera-of people; n•hika--there is not; vasati--habitation; t•h••--there; sei--those;
anna--food grains; bhaàà•c•rya--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; kare p•ka--cooks;
phala-mãle--with roots and fruits; vya‘jana kare--he prepares vegetables;
vanya--from the forest; n•n• ¤•ka--many kinds of spinach.
TRANSLATION
Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya used to keep a stock of food grains that would last
from two to four days. Where there were no people, he would cook the grains
and prepare vegetables, spinach, roots and fruits collected from the forest.
TEXT 64
TEXT
parama santo£a prabhura vanya-bhojane
mah•-sukha p•na, ye dina rahena nirjane
SYNONYMS
parama--very much; santo£a--satisfaction; prabhura--of the Lord; vanyabhojane--in eating vegetables collected from the forest; mah•-sukha p•na--gets
great happiness; ye dina--on which day; rahena--stays; nirjane--in a solitary
place.
TRANSLATION
The Lord was always very happy to eat these forest vegetables, and He was
even happier when He had an opportunity to stay in a solitary place.
TEXT 65
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya sev• kare, snehe yaiche 'd•sa'
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t••ra vipra vahe jala-p•tra-bahirv•sa
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; sev• kare--renders service; snehe--in
great affection; yaiche--exactly like; d•sa--a servant; t••ra vipra--his
br•hma‹a assistant; vahe--carries; jala-p•tra--the waterpot; bahirv•sa--and
garments.
TRANSLATION
Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya was so affectionate to the Lord that he was
rendering service just like a menial servant. His assistant br•hma‹a carried
the waterpot and garments.
TEXT 66
TEXT
nirjharete u£‹odake sn•na tina-b•ra
dui-sandhy• agni-t•pa k•£àhera ap•ra
SYNONYMS
nirjharete--in the waterfalls; u£‹a-udake--in warm water; sn•na--bath;
tina-b•ra--thrice; dui-sandhy•--morning and evening; agni-t•pa--heating by a
fire; k•£àhera--of wood; ap•ra--without limit.
TRANSLATION
The Lord used to bathe three times a day in the warm water of the
waterfalls. He also used to heat Himself morning and evening with a fire made
of the limitless wood.
TEXT 67
TEXT
nirantara prem•ve¤e nirjane gamana
sukha anubhavi' prabhu kahena vacana
SYNONYMS
nirantara--always; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; nirjane--in a solitary
place; gamana--going; sukha anubhavi'--feeling happiness; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kahena--says; vacana--statement.
TRANSLATION
While traveling in this secluded forest and feeling very happy, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu made the following statement.
TEXT 68
TEXT
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¤una, bhaàà•c•rya,----"•mi gel••a bahu-de¤a
vana-pathe du„khera k•h•• n•hi p•i le¤a
SYNONYMS
¤una--please hear; bhaàà•c•rya--My dear Bhaàà•c•rya; •mi--I; gel••a-traveled; bahu-de¤a--many countries; vana-pathe--through the forest path;
du„khera--of unhappiness; k•h••--anywhere; n•hi p•i--I do not get; le¤a--even
a trace.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Bhaàà•c•rya, I have traveled very far through the forest, and I
have not even slightly received any trouble.
TEXT 69
TEXT
k”£‹a----k”p•lu, •m•ya bahuta k”p• kail•
vana-pathe •ni' •m•ya ba‚a sukha dil•
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; k”p•lu--very kind; •m•ya--upon Me; bahuta--greatly;
k”p•--mercy; kail•--showed; vana-pathe--on the path in the forest; •ni'-bringing; •m•ya--unto Me; ba‚a--very much; sukha--happiness; dil•--gave.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a is very merciful, especially to Me. He has shown His mercy by
bringing Me on this path through the forest. Thus He has given Me great
pleasure.
TEXT 70
TEXT
pãrve v”nd•vana y•ite karil••a vic•ra
m•t•, ga•g•, bhakta-ga‹e dekhiba eka-b•ra
SYNONYMS
pãrve--formerly; v”nd•vana--to the holy place of V”nd•vana; y•ite--to go;
karil••a--I did; vic•ra--consideration; m•t•--mother; ga•g•--the Ganges;
bhakta-ga‹e--and devotees; dekhiba--I shall see; eka-b•ra--once.
TRANSLATION
"Before this, I decided to go to V”nd•vana and on the way see My mother,
the River Ganges and other devotees once again.
TEXT 71
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TEXT
bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge ava¤ya kariba milana
bhakta-ga‹e sa•ge la‘• y•ba 'v”nd•vana'
SYNONYMS
bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge--with all My devotees; ava¤ya--certainly; kariba--shall
do; milana--meeting; bhakta-ga‹e--all the devotees; sa•ge--along with Me;
la‘•--taking; y•ba--I shall go; v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana-dh•ma.
TRANSLATION
"I thought that once again I would see and meet all the devotees and take
them with Me to V”nd•vana.
TEXT 72
TEXT
eta bh•vi' gau‚a-de¤e karilu• gamana
m•t•, ga•g• bhakte dekhi' sukh† haila mana
SYNONYMS
eta bh•vi'--thinking like this; gau‚a-de¤e--to Bengal; karilu• gamana--I
went; m•t•--My mother; ga•g•--the Ganges; bhakte--devotees; dekhi'--seeing;
sukh†--happy; haila--became; mana--My mind.
TRANSLATION
"Thus I went to Bengal, and I was very happy to see My mother, the River
Ganges and the devotees.
TEXT 73
TEXT
bhakta-ga‹e la‘• tabe calil••a ra•ge
lak£a-koài loka t•h•• haila •m•-sa•ge
SYNONYMS
bhakta-ga‹e--all the devotees; la‘•--taking; tabe--then; calil••a ra•ge--I
started with great pleasure; lak£a-koài--many thousands and millions; loka-people; t•h••--there; haila--became; •m•-sa•ge--My companions.
TRANSLATION
"However, when I started for V”nd•vana, many thousands and millions of
people gathered and began to go with Me.
TEXT 74
TEXT
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san•tana-mukhe k”£‹a •m• ¤ikh•il•
t•h• vighna kari' vana-pathe la‘• •il•
SYNONYMS
san•tana-mukhe--from the mouth of San•tana; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; •m•--unto
Me; ¤ikh•il•--gave instructions; t•h•--that; vighna kari'--making a hindrance;
vana-pathe--on the path through the forest; la‘•--taking; •il•--came.
TRANSLATION
"Thus I was going to V”nd•vana with a big crowd, but through the mouth of
San•tana, K”£‹a taught Me a lesson. Thus by making some impediment, He has
brought Me on a path through the forest to V”nd•vana.
TEXT 75
TEXT
k”p•ra samudra, d†na-h†ne day•maya
k”£‹a-k”p• vin• kona 'sukha' n•hi haya"
SYNONYMS
k”p•ra samudra--ocean of mercy; d†na-h†ne--unto the poor and fallen; day•maya--very merciful; k”£‹a-k”p•--the mercy of K”£‹a; vin•--without; kona--any;
sukha--happiness; n•hi haya--there is not.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a is an ocean of mercy. He is especially merciful to the poor and
fallen. Without His mercy, there is no possibility of happiness."
TEXT 76
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rye •li•giy• t••h•re kahila
'tom•ra pras•de •mi eta sukha p•ila'
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rye--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; •li•giy•--embracing; t••h•re--unto
him; kahila--said; tom•ra pras•de--by your kindness; •mi--I; eta--so much;
sukha--happiness; p•ila--got.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then embraced Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya and told him,
"It is only by your kindness that I am now so happy."
TEXT 77
TEXT
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te•ho kahena,----"tumi 'k”£‹a', tumi 'day•maya'
adhama j†va mu‘i, more ha-il• sadaya
SYNONYMS
te•ho kahena--Bhaàà•c•rya said; tumi k”£‹a--You are K”£‹a Himself; tumi-You; day•-maya--merciful; adhama--the lowest of the low; j†va--living entity;
mu‘i--I; more--unto me; ha-il•--You have been; sa-daya--favorable.
TRANSLATION
Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya replied, "My dear Lord, You are K”£‹a Himself, and
therefore You are merciful. I am a fallen living entity, but You have bestowed
a great favor upon me.
TEXT 78
TEXT
mu‘i ch•ra, more tumi sa•ge la‘• •il•
k”p• kari' mora h•te 'prabhu' bhik£• kail•
SYNONYMS
mu‘i--I; ch•ra--most fallen; more--me; tumi--You; sa•ge--with; la‘•-taking; •il•--have come; k”p• kari'--showing great mercy; mora h•te--from my
hand; prabhu--my Lord; bhik£• kail•--You accepted food.
TRANSLATION
"Sir, I am most fallen, yet You have brought me with You. Showing great
mercy, You have accepted food prepared by me.
TEXT 79
TEXT
adhama-k•kere kail• garu‚a-sam•na
'svatantra †¤vara' tumi----svaya‰ bhagav•n"
SYNONYMS
adhama-k•kere--the most condemned crow; kail•--You have made; garu‚asam•na--like Garu‚a; svatantra--independent; †¤vara--Supreme Personality of
Godhead; tumi--You; svayam bhagav•n--the original Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"You have made me Your carrier Garu‚a, although I am no better than a
condemned crow. Thus You are the independent Personality of Godhead, the
original Lord.
TEXT 80
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TEXT
mãka‰ karoti v•c•la‰
pa•gu‰ la•ghayate girim
yat-k”p• tam aha‰ vande
param•nanda-m•dhavam
SYNONYMS
mãkam--a person who cannot speak; karoti--makes; v•c•lam--an eloquent
speaker; pa•gum--a person who cannot even walk; la•ghayate--causes to cross
over; girim--the mountain; yat-k”p•--whose mercy; tam--unto Him; aham--I;
vande--offer obeisances; parama-•nanda--the transcendentally blissful;
m•dhavam--Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'The Supreme Personality of Godhead has the form of sac-cid-•nanda
vigraha, transcendental bliss, knowledge and eternity. I offer my respectful
obeisances unto He who turns the dumb into eloquent speakers and enables the
lame to cross mountains. Such is the mercy of the Lord.' "
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Bh•v•rtha-d†pik• commentary on ¥r†madBh•gavatam (1.1.1).
TEXT 81
TEXT
ei-mata balabhadra karena stavana
prema-sev• kari' tu£àa kaila prabhura mana
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; balabhadra--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; karena--offers;
stavana--prayers; prema-sev• kari'--rendering service in love; tu£àa-pacified; kaila--made; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
In this way Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya offered his prayers to the Lord. By
rendering service unto Him in ecstatic love, He pacified the Lord's mind.
TEXT 82
TEXT
ei-mata n•n•-sukhe prabhu •il• 'k•¤†'
madhy•hna-sn•na kaila ma‹ikar‹ik•ya •si'
SYNONYMS
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ei-mata--in this way; n•n•-sukhe--in great happiness; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •il•--came; k•¤†--to the holy place named K•¤†; madhy•hna-sn•na-afternoon bath; kaila--took; ma‹ikar‹ik•ya--to the bathing place known as
Ma‹ikar‹ik•; •si'--coming.
TRANSLATION
Finally the Lord with great happiness arrived at the holy place called
K•¤†. There He took His bath in the bathing ghat known as Ma‹ikar‹ik•.
PURPORT
K•¤† is another name for V•r•‹as† (Benares). It has been a place of
pilgrimage since time immemorial. Two rivers named Asi„ and Varu‹• merge
there. Ma‹ikar‹ik• is famous because, according to the opinion of great
personalities, a bejeweled earring fell there from the ear of Lord Vi£‹u.
According to some, it fell from the ear of Lord ¥iva. The word ma‹i means
"jewel," and kar‹ika means "from the ear." According to some, Lord Vi¤van•tha
is the great physician who cures the disease of material existence by
delivering a person through the ear, which receives the vibration of the holy
name of Lord R•ma. Because of this, this holy place is called Ma‹i-kar‹ik•. It
is said that there is no better place than where the River Ganges flows, and
the bathing ghat known as Ma‹ikar‹ik• is especially sanctified because it is
very dear to Lord Vi¤van•tha. In the K•¤†-kha‹‚a it is said: sa‰s•ricint•ma‹ir atra yasm•t t•raka‰ sajjana-kar‹ik•y•m. ¤ivo 'bhidhatte saha-s•ntak•le tad g†yate 'sau ma‹i-kar‹iketi. mukti-lak£m† mah•-p†àha-ma‹is tac
cara‹•bjayo„. kar‹ikeya‰ tata„ pr•hur y•‰ jan• ma‹i-kar‹ik•m. According to the
K•¤†-kha‹‚a, if one gives up his body at Ma‹ikar‹ik•, he is liberated simply
by remembering Lord ¥iva's name.
TEXT 83
TEXT
sei-k•le tapana-mi¤ra kare ga•g•-sn•na
prabhu dekhi' haila t••ra kichu vismaya j‘•na
SYNONYMS
sei-k•le--at that time; tapana-mi¤ra--a br•hma‹a named Tapana Mi¤ra; kare
ga•g•-sn•na--was taking his bath in the Ganges; prabhu dekhi'--seeing the
Lord; haila--there was; t••ra--his; kichu--some; vismaya j‘•na--astonishment.
TRANSLATION
At that time, Tapana Mi¤ra was taking his bath in the Ganges, and he was
astonished to see the Lord there.
TEXT 84
TEXT
'pãrve ¤uniy•chi prabhu kary•chena sanny•sa'
ni¤caya kariy• haila h”daye ull•sa
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SYNONYMS
pãrve--formerly; ¤uniy•chi--I have heard; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kary•chena sanny•sa--has accepted the renounced order of life;
ni¤caya kariy•--ascertaining that; haila--there was; h”daye--within the heart;
ull•sa--great jubilation.
TRANSLATION
Tapana Mi¤ra then began to think, "I have heard that ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu has accepted the renounced order." Thinking this, Tapana Mi¤ra
became very jubilant within his heart.
TEXT 85
TEXT
prabhura cara‹a dhari' karena rodana
prabhu t•re uàh•‘• kaila •li•gana
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cara‹a--lotus feet; dhari'--touching;
karena--does; rodana--crying; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t•re--him;
uàh•‘•--raising; kaila--did; •li•gana--embracing.
TRANSLATION
He then clasped the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and began to cry.
The Lord raised him up and embraced him.
TEXT 86
TEXT
prabhu la‘• gel• vi¤ve¤vara-dara¤ane
tabe •si' dekhe bindu-m•dhava-cara‹e
SYNONYMS
prabhu la‘•--taking the Lord; gel•--he went; vi¤ve¤vara-dara¤ane--to visit
the temple of Vi¤ve¤vara; tabe--thereafter; •si'--coming; dekhe--see; bindum•dhava-cara‹e--the lotus feet of Bindu M•dhava.
TRANSLATION
Tapana Mi¤ra then took ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to visit the temple of
Vi¤ve¤vara. Coming from there, they saw the lotus feet of Lord Bindu M•dhava.
PURPORT
This Bindu M•dhava is the oldest Vi£‹u temple in V•r•‹as†. Presently this
temple is known as Ve‹† M•dhava, and it is situated on the banks of the
Ganges. Formerly five rivers converged there, and they were named Dhãtap•p•,
Kira‹•, Sarasvat†, Ga•g• and Yamun•. Now only the River Ganges is visible. The
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old temple of Bindu M•dhava, which was visited by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, was
later dismantled by Aurangzeb, the great Hindu-hating emperor of the Mogul
dynasty. In the place of this temple, he constructed a big maj†da, or mosque.
Later, another temple was constructed by the side of the mosque, and this
temple is still existing. In the temple of Bindu M•dhava there are Deities of
four-handed N•r•ya‹a and the goddess Lak£m†. In front of these Deities is a
column of ¥r† Garu‚a, and along the side are deities of Lord R•ma, S†t•,
Lak£ma‹a and ¥r† Hanum•nj†.
In the province of Mah•r•£àra is a state known as S•t•r•. During the time
of Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura, the native prince belonged to the
Vai£‹ava cult. Being a br•hma‹a, he took charge of worshiping the Deity. He
was known as ¥r†manta B•l•s•heba Pantha Mah•r•ja. The state still bears the
expenditure for temple maintenance. The first king in this dynasty to take
charge of worship in the temple, two hundred years ago, was Mah•r•ja
Jagatj†vana R•o S•heba.
TEXT 87
TEXT
ghare la‘• •il• prabhuke •nandita ha‘•
sev• kari' n”tya kare vastra u‚•‘•
SYNONYMS
ghare la‘•--taking to his home; •il•--came; prabhuke--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •nandita ha‘•--in great happiness; sev• kari'--rendering service;
n”tya kare--began to dance; vastra u‚•‘•--waving his cloth.
TRANSLATION
With great pleasure Tapana Mi¤ra brought ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to his
home and rendered service unto Him. Indeed, he began to dance, waving his
cloth.
TEXT 88
TEXT
prabhura cara‹odaka sava‰¤e kaila p•na
bhaàà•c•ryera pãj• kaila kariy• samm•na
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cara‹a-udaka--the water used to wash
the lotus feet; sa-va‰¤e--with his whole family; kaila p•na--drank;
bhaàà•c•ryera--of Bhaàà•c•rya; pãj•--worship; kaila--performed; kariy•-showing; samm•na--respect.
TRANSLATION
He washed the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and afterwards he and
his whole family drank the wash water. He also worshiped Balabhadra
Bhaàà•c•rya and showed him respect.
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TEXT 89
TEXT
prabhure nimantra‹a kari' ghare bhik£• dila
balabhadra-bhaàà•c•rye p•ka kar•ila
SYNONYMS
prabhure nimantra‹a kari'--inviting the Lord; ghare--at home; bhik£• dila-gave lunch; balabhadra-bhaàà•c•rye--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; p•ka kar•ila--he
had cook.
TRANSLATION
Tapana Mi¤ra invited ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to take lunch at his home, and
he had Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya cook.
PURPORT
While at V•r•‹as† (Benares), ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stayed at the house of
Tapana Mi¤ra. Near Tapana Mi¤ra's house was a bathing ghat known as Pa‘canad†gh•àa. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu used to take His bath daily at this ghat, and
He used to see the temple of Bindu M•dhava. Then He took His lunch at Tapana
Mi¤ra's house. Near the Bindu M•dhava temple is a big banyan tree, and it is
said that after eating, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu used to rest beneath the tree.
That banyan tree is still known today as Caitanya-vaàa. Gradually, due to
changes in language, the name became Yatana-vaàa. The local people still call
that place Yatana-vaàa.
Presently, beside a lane there is a tomb of Vallabh•c•rya, but there is no
sign that Caitanya Mah•prabhu ever lived there. Vallabh•c•rya was also known
as Mah•prabhu among his disciples. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu probably lived at
Yatana-vaàa, but there is no sign of Candra¤ekhara's or Tapana Mi¤ra's house,
nor is there sign of the M•y•v•d† sanny•s† Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†, with whom
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu discussed Ved•nta-sãtra. A little distance from
Yatana-vaàa is a temple of Gaura-Nity•nanda established by ¥a¤ibhã£a‹a Niyog†
Mah•¤aya of Calcutta. This temple is now managed by the mother-in-law of
¥a¤ibhã£a‹a and his brother-in-law N•r•ya‹a-candra Ghosh.
TEXT 90
TEXT
bhik£• kari' mah•prabhu karil• ¤ayana
mi¤ra-putra raghu kare p•da-samv•hana
SYNONYMS
bhik£• kari'--after finishing His lunch; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; karil• ¤ayana--took rest; mi¤ra-putra--the son of Tapana Mi¤ra;
raghu--Raghu; kare--does; p•da-samv•hana--massaging the legs.
TRANSLATION
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When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took His rest after lunch, the son of Tapana
Mi¤ra, named Raghu, used to massage His legs.
TEXT 91
TEXT
prabhura '¤e£•nna' mi¤ra sava‰¤e kh•ila
'prabhu •il•' ¤uni' candra¤ekhara •ila
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤e£a-anna--remnants of food; mi¤ra-Tapana Mi¤ra; sa-va‰¤e--along with his family; kh•ila--ate; prabhu •il•--the
Lord has arrived; ¤uni'--hearing; candra¤ekhara •ila--Candra¤ekhara came.
TRANSLATION
The remnants of food left by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu were taken by the
whole family of Tapana Mi¤ra. When news spread that the Lord had come,
Candra¤ekhara also came to see Him.
TEXT 92
TEXT
mi¤rera sakh• te•ho prabhura pãrva d•sa
vaidya-j•ti, likhana-v”tti, v•r•‹as†-v•sa
SYNONYMS
mi¤rera sakh•--friend of Tapana Mi¤ra; te•ho--he; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; pãrva d•sa--former servant; vaidya-j•ti--by caste a physician;
likhana-v”tti--by profession a clerk; v•r•‹as†-v•sa--resident of V•r•‹as†.
TRANSLATION
Candra¤ekhara happened to be a friend of Tapana Mi¤ra's, and he was long
known to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as His servant. He was a physician by caste,
and by profession he was a clerk. At the time he was living in V•r•‹as†.
TEXT 93
TEXT
•si' prabhu-pade pa‚i' karena rodana
prabhu uàhi' t••re k”p•ya kaila •li•gana
SYNONYMS
•si'--coming; prabhu-pade--at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
pa‚i'--falling down; karena--does; rodana--crying; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; uàhi'--standing; t••re--unto him; k”p•ya--out of mercy; kaila-did; •li•gana--embracing.
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TRANSLATION
When Candra¤ekhara came there, he fell down before the lotus feet of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu and began to cry. The Lord, standing up, embraced him out
of His causeless mercy.
TEXT 94
TEXT
candra¤ekhara kahe,----"prabhu, ba‚a k”p• kail•
•pane •siy• bh”tye dara¤ana dil•
SYNONYMS
candra¤ekhara kahe--Candra¤ekhara said; prabhu--my dear Lord; ba‚a k”p•
kail•--You have shown Your causeless mercy; •pane--personally; •siy•--coming;
bh”tye--unto Your servant; dara¤ana dil•--gave Your audience.
TRANSLATION
Candra¤ekhara said, "My dear Lord, You bestowed Your causeless mercy upon
me because I am Your old servant. Indeed, You have come here personally to
give me Your audience.
TEXT 95
TEXT
•pana-pr•rabdhe vasi' v•r•‹as†-sth•ne
'm•y•', 'brahma' ¤abda vin• n•hi ¤uni k•‹e
SYNONYMS
•pana-pr•rabdhe--because of my past deeds; vasi'--staying; v•r•‹as†-sth•ne-in the place known as V•r•‹as†; m•y•--m•y•; brahma--and brahma; ¤abda--the
words; vin•--except; n•hi ¤uni--I do not hear; k•‹e--in the ear.
TRANSLATION
"Due to my past deeds, I am residing at V•r•‹as†, but here I do not hear
anything but the words m•y• and Brahman."
PURPORT
The word pr•rabdhe (past deeds) is important in this verse. Since
Candra¤ekhara was a devotee, he was always eager to hear about K”£‹a and His
transcendental pastimes. Most of the inhabitants of Benares were and are
impersonalists, worshipers of Lord ¥iva and followers of the pa‘cop•san•
method. The impersonalists imagine some form of the impersonal Brahman, and to
facilitate meditation they concentrate upon the forms of Vi£‹u, ¥iva, Ga‹e¤a,
Sãrya and goddess Durg•. Actually these pa‘cop•sakas are not devotees of
anyone. As it is said, to be a servant of everyone is to be the servant of no
one. V•r•‹as†, or K•¤†, is the chief holy place of pilgrimage for
impersonalists, and it is not at all suitable for devotees. A Vai£‹ava likes
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to live in a vi£‹u-t†rtha, a place where Lord Vi£‹u's temples are present. In
V•r•‹as† there are many hundreds and thousands of Lord ¥iva's temples, or
pa‘cop•saka temples. Consequently Candra¤ekhara expressed great unhappiness as
he informed Lord Caitanya that he was obliged to live at Benares due to his
past misdeeds. In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu it is also said, durj•ty•rambhaka‰ p•pa‰ yat sy•t pr•rabdham eva tat. "According to one's past
misdeeds, one takes birth on a lower platform." In the Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.54)
it is said: karm•‹i nirdahati kintu ca bhakti-bh•j•m. There is no karma
attached to the past deeds or misdeeds of one in devotional service. A devotee
is not subjected to karma-phala, the effect of fruitive activity. Karma-phala
is applicable to karm†s, not bhaktas.
There are three kinds of devotees: those who are eternally on the
transcendental platform (nitya-siddha), those elevated to the transcendental
platform by the execution of devotional service (s•dhana-siddha), and those
who are neophytes advancing toward the perfectional platform (s•dhaka). The
s•dhakas are gradually becoming free from fruitive reaction. Bhakti-ras•m”tasindhu (1.1.17) describes the symptoms of bhakti-yoga thus:
kle¤a-ghn† ¤ubhad• mok£alaghut•k”t sudurlabh•
s•ndr•nanda-vi¤e£•tm•
¤r†-k”£‹•kar£i‹† ca s•
Devotional service is kle¤a-ghn† even for beginners. This means that it
reduces or nullifies all kinds of suffering. The word ¤ubhad• indicates that
devotional service bestows all good fortune, and the words k”£‹a-•kar£i‹†
indicate that devotional service gradually attracts K”£‹a toward the devotee.
Consequently a devotee is not subject to any sinful reaction. In Bhagavad-g†t•
(18.66) K”£‹a says:
sarva-dharm•n parityajya
m•m eka‰ ¤ara‹a‰ vraja
aha‰ tv•‰ sarva-p•pebhyo
mok£ayi£y•mi m• ¤uca„
"Abandon all varieties of religion and just surrender unto Me. I shall
deliver you from all sinful reaction. Do not fear."
Thus a fully surrendered, sincere devotee immediately receives relief from
all kinds of sinful reaction. There are three stages of fructification for
sinful activity. At one stage, one commits the sinful act. Before that, the
seed of this act exists, and before that there is ignorance whereby one
commits the sin. Suffering is involved in all three stages. However, K”£‹a is
merciful to His devotee, and consequently He immediately nullifies all three
stages--the sin, the seed of sin and the ignorance that leads one to sin.
Padma Pur•‹a confirms this:
apr•rabdha-phala‰ p•pa‰
kãàa‰ b†ja‰ phalonmukham
krame‹aiva pral†yeta
vi£‹u-bhakti-rat•tman•m
For a further explanation of this, The Nectar of Devotion should be
consulted.
TEXT 96
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TEXT
£a‚-dar¤ana-vy•khy• vin• kath• n•hi eth•
mi¤ra k”p• kari' more ¤un•na k”£‹a-kath•
SYNONYMS
£aà-dar¤ana--of six kinds of philosophical theses; vy•khy•--explanation;
vin•--except; kath•--talk; n•hi--not; eth•--here; mi¤ra--Tapana Mi¤ra; k”p•
kari'--being very merciful; more--unto me; ¤un•na--explains; k”£‹a-kath•-topics of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
Candra¤ekhara continued, "There is no talk at V•r•‹as† other than
discussions on the six philosophical theses. Nonetheless, Tapana Mi¤ra has
been very kind to me, for he speaks about topics relating to Lord K”£‹a.
PURPORT
The six philosophical treatises are: (1) vai¤e£ika, propounded by Ka‹•da
™£i, (2) ny•ya, propounded by Gautama ™£i, (3) yoga or mysticism, propounded
by Pata‘jali ™£i, (4) the philosophy of s••khya, propounded by Kapila ™£i, (5)
the philosophy of karma-m†m•‰s•, propounded by Jaimini ™£i, and (6) the
philosophy of brahma-m†m•‰s•, or Ved•nta, the ultimate conclusion of the
Absolute Truth (janm•dy asya yata„), propounded by Vedavy•sa. Actually Ved•nta
philosophy is meant for the devotees because in Bhagavad-g†t• Lord K”£‹a says,
ved•nta-k”d veda-vid eva c•ham: "I am the compiler of Ved•nta, and I am the
knower of the Vedas." (Bg. 15.15) Vy•sadeva is an incarnation of K”£‹a, and
consequently K”£‹a is the compiler of Ved•nta philosophy. Therefore K”£‹a
clearly knows the purport of Ved•nta philosophy. As stated in Bhagavad-g†t•,
whoever hears Ved•nta philosophy from K”£‹a is actually aware of the real
meaning of Ved•nta. The M•y•v•d†s who have called themselves Ved•ntists do not
at all understand the purport of Ved•nta philosophy. Not being properly
educated, people in general think that Ved•nta means the ¥a•karite
interpretation.
TEXT 97
TEXT
nirantara du•he cinti tom•ra cara‹a
'sarvaj‘a †¤vara' tumi dil• dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
nirantara--incessantly; du•he--we two; cinti--think of; tom•ra cara‹a--Your
lotus feet; sarva-j‘a--omniscient; †¤vara--Supreme Personality of Godhead;
tumi--You; dil• dara¤ana--gave Your audience.
TRANSLATION
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"My dear Lord, we two think of Your lotus feet incessantly. Although You
are the omniscient Supreme Personality of Godhead, You have granted us Your
audience.
TEXT 98
TEXT
¤uni,----'mah•prabhu' y•bena ¤r†-v”nd•vane
dina kata rahi' t•ra' bh”tya dui-jane"
SYNONYMS
¤uni--I hear; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; y•bena--will go; ¤r†v”nd•vane--to V”nd•vana; dina kata--for some days; rahi'--staying; t•ra'-please deliver; bh”tya--servants; dui-jane--two persons.
TRANSLATION
"My Lord, I have heard that You are going to V”nd•vana. After You stay here
at V•r•‹as† for some days, please deliver us, for we are Your two servants."
TEXT 99
TEXT
mi¤ra kahe,----'prabhu, y•vat k•¤†te rahib•
mora nimantra‹a vin• anya n• m•nib•'
SYNONYMS
mi¤ra kahe--Tapana Mi¤ra said; prabhu--my Lord; y•vat--as long as; k•¤†te
rahib•--You will stay at K•¤†, V•r•‹as†; mora nimantra‹a--my invitation; vin•-besides; anya--others; n• m•nib•--do not accept.
TRANSLATION
Tapana Mi¤ra then said, "My dear Lord, as long as You stay at V•r•‹as†,
please do not accept any invitation other than mine."
TEXT 100
TEXT
ei-mata mah•prabhu dui bh”tyera va¤e
icch• n•hi, tabu tath• rahil• dina-da¤e
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dui--two;
bh”tyera--by servants; va¤e--being obliged; icch• n•hi--there was no such
desire; tabu--still; tath•--there; rahil•--remained; dina-da¤e--for ten days.
TRANSLATION
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Even though He had not made such a plan, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu remained
for ten days at V•r•‹as†, being obligated by the requests of His two servants.
TEXT 101
TEXT
mah•r•£àr†ya vipra •ise prabhu dekhib•re
prabhura rãpa-prema dekhi' haya camatk•re
SYNONYMS
mah•r•£àr†ya--belonging to the Mah•r•£àra state; vipra--one br•hma‹a; •ise-comes; prabhu dekhib•re--to see Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prabhura--of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; rãpa-prema--beauty and ecstatic love; dekhi'--seeing;
haya camatk•re--becomes astonished.
TRANSLATION
At V•r•‹as† there was a Mah•r•£àr†yan br•hma‹a who used to come daily to
see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. This br•hma‹a was simply astonished to see the
Lord's personal beauty and ecstatic love for K”£‹a.
TEXT 102
TEXT
vipra saba nimantraya, prabhu n•hi m•ne
prabhu kahe,----'•ji mora ha‘•che nimantra‹e'
SYNONYMS
vipra--the br•hma‹as; saba--all; nimantraya--invite; prabhu--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n•hi m•ne--does not accept; prabhu kahe--the Lord
replies; •ji--today; mora--My; ha‘•che--has been; nimantra‹e--invitation.
TRANSLATION
When the br•hma‹as of V•r•‹as† would invite ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to
lunch, the Lord would not accept their invitations. He would reply, "I have
already been invited somewhere else."
TEXT 103
TEXT
ei-mata prati-dina karena va‘cana
sanny•s†ra sa•ga-bhaye n• m•nena nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; prati-dina--daily; karena va‘cana--denies other
inviters; sanny•s†ra--of the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s; sa•ga-bhaye--from fear of the
association; n• m•nena--does not accept; nimantra‹a--invitation.
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TRANSLATION
Every day ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu refused their invitation because He
feared associating with M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s.
PURPORT
A Vai£‹ava sanny•s† never accepts an invitation from a party who considers
M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s and Vai£‹ava sanny•s†s to be one and the same. In other
words, Vai£‹ava sanny•s†s do not at all like to associate with M•y•v•d†
sanny•s†s, to say nothing of eating together. This principle must be followed
by the sanny•s†s of the K”£‹a consciousness movement. That is the instruction
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu given by His personal behavior.
TEXT 104
TEXT
prak•¤•nanda ¤r†p•da sabh•te vasiy•
'ved•nta' pa‚•na bahu ¤i£ya-ga‹a la‘•
SYNONYMS
prak•¤•nanda--Prak•¤•nanda; ¤r†p•da--a great sanny•s†; sabh•te--in the
assembly; vasiy•--sitting down; ved•nta--Ved•nta philosophy; pa‚•na-instructs; bahu--many; ¤i£ya-ga‹a--disciples; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
There was a great M•y•v•d† sanny•s† named Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† who used
to teach Ved•nta philosophy to a great assembly of followers.
PURPORT
¥r†p•da Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† was a M•y•v•d† sanny•s†, and his
characteristics have been described in Caitanya-bh•gavata (Madhya-kha‹‚a
Chapter Three):
'hasta', 'pada', 'mukha' mora n•hika 'locana'
veda more ei-mata kare vi‚ambana
k•¤†te pa‚•ya veà• 'prak•¤a-•nanda'
sei veà• kare mora a•ga kha‹‚a-kha‹‚a
v•kh•naye veda, mora vigraha n• m•ne
sarv••ge ha-ila ku£àha, tabu n•hi j•ne
sarva-yaj‘amaya mora ye-a•ga----pavitra
'aja', 'bhava' •di g•ya y••h•ra caritra
'pu‹ya' pavitrat• p•ya ye-a•ga-para¤e
t•h• 'mithy•' bale veà• kemana s•hase
In the Madhya-kha‹‚a, Chapter Twenty, it is said:
sanny•s† 'prak•¤•nanda' vasaye k•¤†te
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more kha‹‚a-kha‹‚a veà• kare bh•la-mate
pa‚•ya 'ved•nta', mora 'vigraha' n• m•ne
ku£àha kar•ilu• a•ge, tabu n•hi j•ne
'satya' mora 'l†l•-karma', 'satya' mora 'sth•na'
ih• 'mithy•' bale, more kare kh•n-kh•n
Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† used to explain impersonalism, the Absolute Truth,
as being without hands, legs, mouths or eyes. In this way he used to cheat the
people by denying the personal form of the Lord. Such a foolish person was
Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†, whose only business was to sever the limbs of the Lord
by proving the Lord impersonal. Although the Lord has form, Prak•¤•nanda
Sarasvat† was attempting to cut off the hands and legs of the Lord. This is
the business of demons. The Vedas state that people who do not accept the
Lord's form are rascals. The form of the Lord is factual, for K”£‹a states in
Bhagavad-g†t• (15.15): vedai¤ ca sarvair aham eva vedya„. When K”£‹a says
aham, He says "I am," which means "I," the person. He adds the word eva, which
is used for conclusive verification. It is by Ved•nta philosophy that one has
to know the Supreme Person. Whoever describes Vedic knowledge as impersonal is
a demon. One becomes successful in life by worshiping the form of the Lord.
The M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s deny the form of the Lord, which delivers all fallen
souls. Indeed, this form is cut to pieces by M•y•v•d† demons.
The Personality of Godhead is worshiped by exalted demigods like Lord
Brahm• and Lord ¥iva. The original M•y•v•d† sanny•s†, ¥a•kar•c•rya, also
accepted the fact that the Lord's form is transcendental. N•r•ya‹a„ paro
'vyakt•t: "N•r•ya‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is beyond the
avyakta, the unmanifested material energy." Avyakt•d a‹‚a-sambhava„: "This
material world is a creation of that unmanifested material energy." However,
N•r•ya‹a has His own eternal form, which is not created by material energy.
Simply by worshiping the form of the Lord, one is purified. However, M•y•v•d†
sanny•s†s are impersonalist philosophers, and they describe the form of the
Lord as m•y•, or false. How can one be purified by worshiping something false?
M•y•v•d† philosophers have no sufficient reason for being impersonalists. They
blindly follow a principle that cannot be supported by reason or argument.
This was the situation with Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†, the chief M•y•v•d†
sanny•s† of Benares. He was supposed to teach Ved•nta philosophy, but he would
not accept the form of the Lord; therefore he was attacked with leprosy.
Nonetheless, he continued to commit sins by describing the Absolute Truth as
impersonal. The Absolute Truth, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, always
displays pastimes and activities, but M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s claim that these
activities are false.
Some people falsely claim that Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† later became known as
Prabodh•nanda Sarasvat†, but this is not a fact. Prabodh•nanda Sarasvat† was
the uncle and spiritual master of Gop•la Bhaààa Gosv•m†. In his g”hastha life,
Prabodh•nanda Sarasvat† was a resident of ¥r† Ra•ga-k£etra, and he belonged to
the Vai£‹ava R•m•nuja-samprad•ya. It is a mistake to consider Prak•¤•nanda
Sarasvat† and Prabodh•nanda Sarasvat† the same man.
TEXT 105
TEXT
eka vipra dekhi' •il• prabhura vyavah•ra
prak•¤•nanda-•ge kahe caritra t••h•ra
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SYNONYMS
eka vipra--one br•hma‹a; dekhi'--seeing; •il•--came; prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vyavah•ra--activities; prak•¤•nanda-•ge--before the
M•y•v•d† sanny•s† Prak•¤•nanda; kahe--says; caritra t••h•ra--His
characteristics.
TRANSLATION
One br•hma‹a who saw the wonderful behavior of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu came
to Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† and described the Lord's characteristics.
TEXT 106
TEXT
"eka sanny•s† •il• jagann•tha haite
t••h•ra mahim•-prat•pa n• p•ri var‹ite
SYNONYMS
eka--one; sanny•s†--person in the renounced order of life; •il•--has come;
jagann•tha haite--from Jagann•tha Pur†; t••h•ra--His; mahim•--glories;
prat•pa--influence; n• p•ri var‹ite--I cannot describe.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a told Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†, "There is a sanny•s† who has come
from Jagann•tha Pur†, and I cannot describe His wonderful influence and
glories.
TEXT 107
TEXT
sakala dekhiye t••te adbhuta-kathana
prak•‹‚a-¤ar†ra, ¤uddha-k•‘cana-vara‹a
SYNONYMS
sakala dekhiye--I see everything; t••te--in Him; adbhuta-kathana--wonderful
description; prak•‹‚a-¤ar†ra--very large body; ¤uddha--pure; k•‘cana--gold;
vara‹a--complexion.
TRANSLATION
"Everything is wonderful about that sanny•s†. He has a very well built and
luxurious body, and His complexion is like purified gold.
TEXT 108
TEXT
•j•nu-lambita bhuja, kamala-nayana
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yata kichu †¤varera sarva sal-lak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
•j•nu-lambita--reaching down to the knees; bhuja--arms; kamala-nayana--eyes
like the petals of a lotus flower; yata--as many as; kichu--any; †¤varera--of
the Supreme Personality of Godhead; sarva--all; sat-lak£a‹a--transcendental
symptoms.
TRANSLATION
"He has arms that extend to His knees, and His eyes are like the petals of
a lotus. In His person are all the transcendental symptoms of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 109
TEXT
t•h• dekhi' j‘•na haya----'ei n•r•ya‹a
yei t••re dekhe, kare k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana
SYNONYMS
t•h• dekhi'--seeing that; j‘•na haya--one comes to the conclusion; ei
n•r•ya‹a--He is the Supreme Personality of Godhead, N•r•ya‹a Himself; yei-anyone who; t••re--Him; dekhe--sees; kare--performs; k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana-chanting of the holy name of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"When one sees all these features, one takes Him to be N•r•ya‹a Himself.
Whoever sees Him immediately begins to chant the holy name of K”£‹a.
TEXT 110
TEXT
'mah•-bh•gavata'-lak£a‹a ¤uni bh•gavate
se-saba lak£a‹a prakaàa dekhiye t••h•te
SYNONYMS
mah•-bh•gavata--of a first-class devotee; lak£a‹a--symptoms; ¤uni--we hear;
bh•gavate--in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; se-saba lak£a‹a--all those symptoms; prakaàa-manifest; dekhiye--I see; t••h•te--in Him.
TRANSLATION
"We have heard about the symptoms of a first-class devotee in ¥r†mad
Bh•gavatam, and all those symptoms are manifest in the body of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 111
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TEXT
'nirantara k”£‹a-n•ma' jihv• t••ra g•ya
dui-netre a¤ru vahe ga•g•-dh•r•-pr•ya
SYNONYMS
nirantara--incessantly; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of the Lord; jihv•-tongue; t••ra--His; g•ya--chants; dui-netre--in the two eyes; a¤ru--tears;
vahe--flow; ga•g•-dh•r•-pr•ya--like the flow of the Ganges.
TRANSLATION
"His tongue is always chanting the holy name of K”£‹a, and from His eyes
tears incessantly fall like the flowing Ganges.
TEXT 112
TEXT
k£a‹e n•ce, h•se, g•ya, karaye krandana
k£a‹e huhu•k•ra kare,----si‰hera garjana
SYNONYMS
k£a‹e--sometimes; n•ce--dances; h•se--laughs; g•ya--sings; karaye krandana-cries; k£a‹e--sometimes; huhu•-k•ra--loud vibrations; kare--makes; si‰hera
garjana--the roaring of a lion.
TRANSLATION
"Sometimes He dances, laughs, sings and cries, and sometimes He roars like
a lion.
TEXT 113
TEXT
jagat-ma•gala t••ra 'k”£‹a-caitanya'-n•ma
n•ma, rãpa, gu‹a t••ra, saba----anupama
SYNONYMS
jagat-ma•gala--all-auspicious to the whole world; t••ra--His; k”£‹acaitanya--¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya; n•ma--name; n•ma--name; rãpa--form; gu‹a--the
quality; t••ra--His; saba--all; anupama--unparalleled.
TRANSLATION
"His name, K”£‹a Caitanya, is all-auspicious to the world. Everything about
Him--His name, form, and qualities--is unparalleled.
TEXT 114
TEXT
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dekhile se j•ni t••ra '†¤varera r†ti'
alaukika kath• ¤uni' ke kare prat†ti?"
SYNONYMS
dekhile--simply by seeing; se--Him; j•ni--I understand; t••ra--His;
†¤varera r†ti--characteristics of the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
alaukika--uncommon; kath•--story; ¤uni'--hearing; ke--who; kare prat†ti--will
believe.
TRANSLATION
"Simply by seeing Him, one understands that He possesses all the
characteristics of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Such characteristics
are certainly uncommon. Who will believe it?"
TEXT 115
TEXT
¤uniy• prak•¤•nanda bahuta h•sil•
vipre upah•sa kari' kahite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing; prak•¤•nanda--Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†; bahuta h•sil•-laughed very much; vipre--at the br•hma‹a; upah•sa kari'--jokingly laughing;
kahite l•gil•--began to speak.
TRANSLATION
Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† laughed very much to hear this description. Joking
and laughing at the br•hma‹a, he began to speak as follows.
TEXT 116
TEXT
"¤uniy•chi gau‚a-de¤era sanny•s†----'bh•vuka'
ke¤ava-bh•rat†-¤i£ya, loka-prat•raka
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•chi--I have heard; gau‚a-de¤era sanny•s†--the sanny•s† from Bengal;
bh•vuka--sentimental; ke¤ava-bh•rat†-¤i£ya--disciple of Ke¤ava Bh•rat†; lokaprat•raka--a first-class pretender.
TRANSLATION
Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† said, "Yes, I have heard about Him. He is a sanny•s†
from Bengal, and He is very sentimental. I have also heard that He belongs to
the Bh•rat†-samprad•ya, for He is a disciple of Ke¤ava Bh•rat†. However, He is
only a pretender."
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PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was considered bh•vuka (sentimental) because He was
always seen in the bh•va stage. That is, He always exhibited ecstatic love for
K”£‹a. However, foolish people considered Him sentimental. In the material
world, so-called devotees sometimes exhibit emotional symptoms. Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's ecstatic love cannot be compared to the imitative emotional
exhibitions of pretenders. Such exhibitions do not continue for very long.
They are temporary. We actually see that some emotional imitators exhibit
certain symptoms, but immediately after their exhibition, they are attracted
to smoking and other things. In the beginning, when Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†
heard of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's activities, he considered them to be those
of a pretender. Consequently he called Him a loka-prat•raka, a pretender.
M•y•v•d†s cannot understand the transcendental symptoms exhibited by a
devotee; therefore when such symptoms are manifest, the M•y•v•d†s equate them
with temporary emotional feelings. However, Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†'s statement
is offensive, and consequently he should be considered an atheist (p•£a‹‚†).
According to ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†, since Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† was not engaged
in the Lord's devotional service, his sanny•sa is to be considered phalguvair•gya. This means that since he did not know how to use things for the
Lord's service, his renunciation of the world was artificial.
TEXT 117
TEXT
'caitanya'-n•ma t••ra, bh•vuka-ga‹a la‘•
de¤e de¤e gr•me gr•me bule n•c•‘•
SYNONYMS
caitanya--Caitanya; n•ma t••ra--His name; bh•vuka-ga‹a la‘•--accompanied by
some sentimentalists; de¤e de¤e--from country to country; gr•me gr•me--from
village to village; bule--travels; n•c•‘•--causing to dance.
TRANSLATION
Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† continued, "I know that His name is ¥r† K”£‹a
Caitanya and that He is accompanied by many sentimentalists. His followers
dance with Him, and He tours from country to country and village to village.
TEXT 118
TEXT
yei t••re dekhe, sei †¤vara kari' kahe
aiche mohana-vidy•----ye dekhe se mohe
SYNONYMS
yei--anyone who; t••re--Him; dekhe--sees; sei--that person; †¤vara kari'-as the Supreme Personality of Godhead; kahe--says; aiche--such; mohana-vidy•-hypnotism; ye dekhe--anyone who sees; se mohe--he becomes illusioned.
TRANSLATION
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"Whoever sees Him accepts Him as the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Since
He has some mystic power by which He hypnotizes people, everyone who sees Him
is illusioned.
TEXT 119
TEXT
s•rvabhauma bhaàà•c•rya----pa‹‚ita prabala
¤uni' caitanyera sa•ge ha-ila p•gala
SYNONYMS
s•rvabhauma bhaàà•c•rya--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; pa‹‚ita prabala--a
learned scholar; ¤uni'--I have heard; caitanyera sa•ge--in the association of
Caitanya; ha-ila p•gala--has become a madman.
TRANSLATION
"S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was a very learned scholar, but I have heard that
he also has become a madman due to his association with this Caitanya.
TEXT 120
TEXT
'sanny•s†'----n•ma-m•tra, mah•-indraj•l†!
'k•¤†pure' n• vik•be t••ra bh•vak•li
SYNONYMS
sanny•s†--in the renounced order of life; n•ma-m•tra--in name only; mah•indraj•l†--first-class magician; k•¤†pure--in K•¤†; n• vik•be--will not sell;
t••ra--His; bh•vak•li--sentimental activities.
TRANSLATION
"This Caitanya is a sanny•s† in name only. Actually He is a first-class
magician. In any case, His sentimentalism cannot be very much in demand here
in K•¤†.
TEXT 121
TEXT
'ved•nta' ¤rava‹a kara, n• y•iha t••ra p•¤a
ucch”•khala-loka-sa•ge dui-loka-n•¤a"
SYNONYMS
ved•nta--the philosophy of Ved•nta; ¤rava‹a kara--go on hearing; n•--do
not; y•iha--go; t••ra p•¤a--near Him; ucch”•khala--upstart; loka--people;
sa•ge--in the association of; dui-loka-n•¤a--destruction in this world and the
next.
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TRANSLATION
"Do not go to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Just continue hearing Ved•nta.
If you associate with upstarts, you will be lost in this world and in the
next."
PURPORT
The word ucch”•khala, meaning "whimsical," is significant in this verse. In
Bhagavad-g†t• (16.23), Lord K”£‹a Himself says:
ya„ ¤•stra-vidhim uts”jya
vartate k•ma-k•rata„
na sa siddhim av•pnoti
na sukha‰ na par•‰ gatim
If one acts whimsically and does not follow the ¤•stric principles, he will
never attain perfection, happiness or the spiritual world.
TEXT 122
TEXT
eta ¤uni' sei vipra mah•-du„kha p•il•
'k”£‹a' 'k”£‹a' kahi' tath• haite uàhi' gel•
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; sei vipra--that br•hma‹a; mah•-du„kha p•il•-became very much aggrieved; k”£‹a k”£‹a kahi'--uttering the holy name of Lord
K”£‹a; tath• haite--from there; uàhi' gel•--got up and went away.
TRANSLATION
When the br•hma‹a heard Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† speak like this about ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he became very grief-stricken. Chanting the holy name of
K”£‹a, he immediately left.
TEXT 123
TEXT
prabhura dara¤ane ¤uddha ha‘•che t••ra mana
prabhu-•ge du„kh† ha‘• kahe vivara‹a
SYNONYMS
prabhura dara¤ane--by seeing personally the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
¤uddha--purified; ha‘•che--was; t••ra mana--his mind; prabhu-•ge--before the
Lord; du„kh† ha‘•--being very much unhappy; kahe vivara‹a--described the
incidents.
TRANSLATION
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The br•hma‹a's mind was already purified by seeing the Supreme Personality
of Godhead, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. He therefore went to ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and described what took place before the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†
Prak•¤•nanda.
TEXT 124
TEXT
¤uni' mah•prabhu tabe †£at h•sil•
punarapi sei vipra prabhure puchil•
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; tabe--then; †£at-mildly; h•sil•--smiled; punarapi--again indeed; sei--that; vipra--br•hma‹a;
prabhure puchil•--inquired from ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Hearing this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu mildly smiled. The br•hma‹a then
spoke again to the Lord.
TEXT 125
TEXT
"t•ra •ge yabe •mi tom•ra n•ma la-ila
seha tom•ra n•ma j•ne,----•pane kahila
SYNONYMS
t•ra •ge--before him; yabe--when; •mi--I; tom•ra--Your; n•ma--name; laila-uttered; seha--he; tom•ra--Your; n•ma--name; j•ne--knows; •pane kahila--he
said himself.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a said, "As soon as I uttered Your name before him, he
immediately confirmed the fact that he knew Your name.
TEXT 126
TEXT
tom•ra 'do£a' kahite kare n•mera ucc•ra
'caitanya' 'caitanya' kari' kahe tina-b•ra
SYNONYMS
tom•ra do£a--Your fault; kahite--describing; kare--does; n•mera--of the
name; ucc•ra--utterances; caitanya caitanya--Caitanya, Caitanya; kari'--in
that way; kahe tina-b•ra--he uttered three times.
TRANSLATION
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"While finding fault with You, he uttered Your name three times, saying,
'Caitanya, Caitanya, Caitanya.'
TEXT 127
TEXT
tina-b•re 'k”£‹a-n•ma' n• •ila t•ra mukhe
'avaj‘•'te n•ma laya, ¤uni' p•i du„khe
SYNONYMS
tina-b•re--three times; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of K”£‹a; n• •ila--did
not come; t•ra mukhe--in his mouth; avaj‘•'te--in contempt; n•ma laya--takes
Your name; ¤uni'--hearing; p•i du„khe--I was very much aggrieved.
TRANSLATION
"Although he spoke Your name three times, he did not utter the name of
K”£‹a. Because he uttered Your name in contempt, I was very much aggrieved.
PURPORT
Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† vilified and blasphemed ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
Words like brahma, caitanya, •tm•, param•tm•, jagad†¤a, †¤vara, vir•à, vibhu,
bhãm•, vi¤varãpa and vy•paka all indirectly indicate K”£‹a. However, the
chanter of these names is not actually attracted to the Supreme Personality of
Godhead K”£‹a and His transcendental pastimes. One may get a little light from
these names, but one cannot understand that the holy name of the Lord is
identical with the Lord. One considers the Lord's names material due to a poor
fund of knowledge. M•y•v•d† philosophers and the pa‘cop•sakas cannot in the
least understand the existence of the spiritual world and the blissful
variegatedness there. They cannot understand the Absolute Truth and its
spiritual varieties--name, form, qualities and pastimes. Consequently they
conclude that K”£‹a's transcendental activities are m•y•. Due to this, one has
to directly cultivate knowledge about the holy name of the Lord. M•y•v•d†
philosophers do not know this fact, and therefore they commit great offenses.
One should not hear anything about K”£‹a or devotional service from the mouths
of M•y•v•d† impersonalists.
TEXT 128
TEXT
ih•ra k•ra‹a more kaha k”p• kari'
tom• dekhi' mukha mora bale 'k”£‹a' 'hari"
SYNONYMS
ih•ra--of this; k•ra‹a--cause; more--unto me; kaha--please speak; k”p•
kari'--by Your causeless mercy; tom• dekhi'--seeing You; mukha--mouth; mora-my; bale--says; k”£‹a hari--the holy names of K”£‹a and Hari.
TRANSLATION
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"Why could Prak•¤•nanda not utter the names of K”£‹a and Hari? He chanted
the name Caitanya thrice. As far as I am concerned, simply by seeing You I am
moved to chant the holy names of K”£‹a and Hari."
TEXT 129
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"m•y•v•d† k”£‹e apar•dh†
'brahma', '•tm•' 'caitanya' kahe niravadhi
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; m•y•v•d†--the impersonalists;
k”£‹e--unto K”£‹a; apar•dh†--great offenders; brahma--brahma; •tm•--•tm•;
caitanya--caitanya; kahe--say; niravadhi--without stopping.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "M•y•v•d† impersonalists are great
offenders unto Lord K”£‹a; therefore they simply utter the words Brahman, •tm•
and caitanya.
TEXT 130
TEXT
ataeva t•ra mukhe n• •ise k”£‹a-n•ma
'k”£‹a-n•ma', 'k”£‹a-svarãpa'----duita 'sam•na'
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; t•ra mukhe--in their mouths; n•--not; •ise--manifests;
k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of K”£‹a; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of K”£‹a; k”£‹asvarãpa--the personality of the Lord; duita sam•na--both identical.
TRANSLATION
"The holy name of K”£‹a is not manifest in their mouths because they are
offenders unto K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is identical
with His holy name.
TEXT 131
TEXT
'n•ma', 'vigraha', 'svarãpa'----tina eka-rãpa
tine 'bheda' n•hi,----tina 'cid-•nanda-rãpa'
SYNONYMS
n•ma--the name; vigraha--form; sva-rãpa--personality; tina--all three; ekarãpa--one and the same; tine--between the three; bheda n•hi--there is no
difference; tina--all three; cit-•nanda-rãpa--transcendentally blissful.
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TRANSLATION
"The Lord's holy name, His form and His personality are all one and the
same. There is no difference between them. Since all of them are absolute,
they are transcendentally blissful.
TEXT 132
TEXT
deha-deh†ra, n•ma-n•m†ra k”£‹e n•hi 'bheda'
j†vera dharma----n•ma-deha-svarãpe 'vibheda'
SYNONYMS
deha-deh†ra--of the body and the owner of the body; n•ma-n•m†ra--of the
name and the owner of the name; k”£‹e--in K”£‹a; n•hi bheda--there is no
difference; j†vera dharma--the situation of the conditioned soul; n•ma--name;
deha--body; sva-rãpe--original form; vibheda--different.
TRANSLATION
"There is no difference between K”£‹a's body and Himself or between His
name and Himself. As far as the conditioned soul is concerned, everything is
different. One's name is different from the body, from one's original form and
so on.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is herein pointing out to the br•hma‹a that
M•y•v•d† philosophers cannot understand that the living entity is equal in
quality with the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Because they do not accept
this, they think that the living entity has been falsely divided from the
original Brahman due to being conditioned by m•y•. M•y•v•d†s believe that the
Absolute Truth is ultimately impersonal. When an incarnation of God or God
Himself comes, they think He is covered by m•y•. In other words, M•y•v•d†
impersonalists think that the Lord's form is also a product of this material
world. Due to a poor fund of knowledge, they cannot understand that K”£‹a has
no body separate from Himself. His body and Himself are both the same Absolute
Truth. Not having perfect knowledge of K”£‹a, such impersonalists certainly
commit offenses at His lotus feet. Therefore they do not utter the original
name of the Absolute Truth, K”£‹a. In their impersonal way, they utter the
name of impersonal Brahman, spirit soul. In other words, they indulge in
indirect indications of the Absolute Truth. Even if they happen to utter the
name of Govinda, K”£‹a or M•dhava, they still cannot understand that these
names are as good as Govinda, K”£‹a or M•dhava the person. Because they are
ultimately impersonalists, their uttering of the personal name has no potency.
Actually they do not believe in K”£‹a but consider all these names to be
material vibrations. Not being able to appreciate the holy name of the Lord,
they simply utter indirect names like Brahman, •tm• and caitanya.
It is a fact, however, that the name of K”£‹a and K”£‹a the person are both
spiritual. Everything about K”£‹a is transcendental, blissful and objective.
For a conditioned soul, the body is different from the soul, and the name
given by the father is also different from the soul. The conditioned living
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entity's identification with material objects keeps him from attaining his
actual position. Although he is an eternal servant of K”£‹a, he acts
differently. The svarãpa, or actual identification of the living entity, is
described by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as j†vera 'svarãpa' haya-k”£‹era 'nityad•sa'. The conditioned soul has forgotten the real activities of his original
position. However, this is not the case with K”£‹a. K”£‹a's name and His
person are identical. There is no such thing as m•y• K”£‹a because K”£‹a is
not a product of the material creation. There is no difference between K”£‹a's
body and His soul. K”£‹a is simultaneously both soul and body. The distinction
between body and soul applies to conditioned souls. The body of the
conditioned soul is different from the soul, and the conditioned soul's name
is different from his body. One may be named Mr. John, but if we call for Mr.
John, Mr. John may never actually appear. However, if we utter the holy name
of K”£‹a, K”£‹a is immediately present on our tongue. In the Padma Pur•‹a,
K”£‹a says, mad-bhakt• yatra g•yanti tatra ti£àh•mi n•rada: "O N•rada, I am
present wherever My devotees are chanting." When the devotees chant the holy
name of K”£‹a--Hare K”£‹a, Hare K”£‹a, K”£‹a K”£‹a, Hare Hare. Hare R•ma, Hare
R•ma, R•ma R•ma, Hare Hare-Lord K”£‹a is immediately present.
TEXT 133
TEXT
n•ma cint•ma‹i„ k”£‹a¤
caitanya-rasa-vigraha„
pãr‹a„ ¤uddho nitya-mukto
'bhinnatv•n n•ma-n•mino„
SYNONYMS
n•ma„--the holy name; cint•ma‹i„--transcendentally blissful giver of all
spiritual benedictions; k”£‹a„--not different from K”£‹a; caitanya-rasavigraha„--the form of all transcendental mellows; pãr‹a„--complete; ¤uddha„-pure, without material contamination; nitya--eternal; mukta„--liberated;
abhinna-tv•t--due to not being different; n•ma--of the holy name; n•mino„--and
of the person who has the name.
TRANSLATION
" 'The holy name of K”£‹a is transcendentally blissful. It bestows all
spiritual benedictions, for it is K”£‹a Himself, the reservoir of all
pleasure. K”£‹a's name is complete, and it is the form of all transcendental
mellows. It is not a material name under any condition, and it is no less
powerful than K”£‹a Himself. Since K”£‹a's name is not contaminated by the
material qualities, there is no question of its being involved with m•y•.
K”£‹a's name is always liberated and spiritual; it is never conditioned by the
laws of material nature. This is because the name of K”£‹a and K”£‹a Himself
are identical.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Padma Pur•‹a.
TEXT 134
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TEXT
ataeva k”£‹era 'n•ma', 'deha', 'vil•sa'
pr•k”tendriya-gr•hya nahe, haya sva-prak•¤a
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; n•ma--the holy name; deha--the
spiritual body; vil•sa--the pastimes; pr•k”ta-indriya--by the dull senses made
of matter; gr•hya--perceptible; nahe--not; haya--are; sva-prak•¤a--selfmanifested.
TRANSLATION
"The holy name of K”£‹a, His body and His pastimes cannot be understood by
blunt material senses. They are manifest independently.
PURPORT
The transcendental body of K”£‹a, His name, form, qualities, pastimes and
entourage all constitute the Absolute Truth and are as good as K”£‹a (sac-cid•nanda-vigraha). As long as the living entity is conditioned by the three
modes of material nature--(goodness, passion and ignorance)--the objects of
his material senses--material form, taste, smell, sound and touch--will not
help him understand spiritual knowledge and bliss. Rather, these are revealed
to the pure devotee. One's material name, form and qualities are certainly
different from one another. In the material world, there is no conception of
absolute; however, when we come to K”£‹a consciousness we find that there is
no material difference between K”£‹a's body and His names, activities and
entourage.
TEXT 135
TEXT
k”£‹a-n•ma, k”£‹a-gu‹a, k”£‹a-l†l•-v”nda
k”£‹era svarãpa-sama----saba cid-•nanda
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of K”£‹a; k”£‹a-gu‹a--the transcendental
qualities of K”£‹a; k”£‹a-l†l•-v”nda--the transcendental pastimes of Lord
K”£‹a; k”£‹era sva-rãpa--K”£‹a's personality; sama--equal; saba--all; cit•nanda--spiritual and full of bliss.
TRANSLATION
"The holy name of K”£‹a, His transcendental qualities and pastimes as well
as Lord K”£‹a Himself are all equal. They are all spiritual and full of bliss.
TEXT 136
TEXT
ata„ ¤r†-k”£‹a-n•m•di
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na bhaved gr•hyam indriyai„
sevonmukhe hi jihv•dau
svayam eva sphuraty ada„
SYNONYMS
ata„--therefore (because K”£‹a's name, form, quality are all on the
absolute platform); ¤r†-k”£‹a-n•ma-•di--Lord K”£‹a's name, form, quality,
pastimes and so on; na--not; bhavet--can be; gr•hyam--perceived; indriyai„--by
the blunt material senses; sev•-unmukhe--to one engaged in His service; hi-certainly; jihv•-•dau--beginning with the tongue; svayam--personally; eva-certainly; sphurati--become manifest; ada„--those (K”£‹a's name, form,
quality, and so on).
TRANSLATION
" 'Therefore material senses cannot appreciate K”£‹a's holy name, form,
qualities and pastimes. When a conditioned soul is awakened to K”£‹a
consciousness and renders service by using his tongue to chant the Lord's holy
name and taste the remnants of the Lord's food, the tongue is purified, and
one gradually comes to understand who K”£‹a really is.'
PURPORT
This verse is recorded in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.234).
TEXT 137
TEXT
brahm•nanda haite pãr‹•nanda l†l•-rasa
brahma-j‘•n† •kar£iy• kare •tma-va¤a
SYNONYMS
brahma-•nanda--the pleasure of self-realization; haite--from; pãr‹a-•nanda-complete pleasure; l†l•-rasa--the mellows of the pastimes of the Lord;
brahma-j‘•n†--those who are on the platform of Brahman understanding;
•kar£iy•--attracting; kare--make; •tma-va¤a--subordinate to K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"The mellows of Lord K”£‹a's pastimes, which are full of bliss, attract the
j‘•n† from the pleasure of Brahman realization and conquer him.
PURPORT
When one understands that he belongs not to the material world but to the
spiritual world, one is called liberated. Being situated in the spiritual
world is certainly pleasurable, but those who realize the transcendental name,
form, qualities and pastimes of Lord K”£‹a enjoy transcendental bliss many
times more than one who has simply realized the self. When one is situated on
the platform of self-realization, he can certainly be easily attracted by
K”£‹a and become a servant of the Lord. This is explained in Bhagavad-g†t•:
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brahma-bhãta„ prasann•tm•
na ¤ocati na k••k£ati
sama„ sarve£u bhãte£u
mad-bhakti‰ labhate par•m
"One who is thus transcendentally situated at once realizes the Supreme
Brahman and becomes joyful. He never laments or desires to have anything; he
is equally disposed to every living entity. In that state he attains pure
devotional service unto Me." (Bg. 18.54)
When one becomes spiritually realized (brahma-bhãta), he becomes happy
(prasann•tm•), for he is relieved from material conceptions. One who has
attained this platform is not agitated by material action and reaction. He
sees everyone on the platform of spirit soul (pa‹‚it•„ sama-dar¤ina„). When
one is completely realized, he can rise to the platform of pure devotional
service (mad-bhakti‰-labhate par•m). When one comes to the platform of bhakti,
devotional service, he automatically realizes who K”£‹a is.
bhakty•
y•v•n ya¤
tato m•‰
vi¤ate

m•m abhij•n•ti
c•smi tattvata„
tattvato j‘•tv•
tad-anantaram

"One can understand the Supreme Personality as He is only by devotional
service. And when one is in full consciousness of the Supreme Lord by such
devotion, he can enter into the kingdom of God." (Bg. 18.55)
It is only on the bhakti platform that one can understand the Supreme
Personality of Godhead K”£‹a and His transcendental name, form, qualities,
pastimes and entourage. Being thus qualified spiritually (vi¤ate tadanantaram), one is allowed to enter the spiritual kingdom of God and return
home, back to Godhead.
TEXT 138
TEXT
svasukha-nibh”ta-cet•s tad vyudast•nya-bh•vo
'py ajita-rucira-l†l•k”£àa-s•ras tad†yam
vyatanuta k”pay• yas tattva-d†pa‰ pura‹a‰
tam akhila-v”jina-ghna‰ vy•sa-sãnu‰ nato 'smi
SYNONYMS
sva-sukha--in happiness of the self; nibh”ta--solitary; cet•„--whose
consciousness; tat--because of that; vyudasta--given up; anya-bh•va„--any
other type of consciousness; api--although; ajita--of ¥r† K”£‹a; rucira-pleasing; l†l•--by the pastimes; •k”£àa--attracted; s•ra„--whose heart;
tad†yam--consisting of the activities of the Lord; vyatanuta--spread,
manifested; k”pay•--mercifully; ya„--who; tattva-d†pam--the bright light of
the Absolute Truth; pur•‹am--the Pur•‹a (¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam); tam--unto him;
akhila-v”jina-ghnam--defeating everything inauspicious; vy•sa-sãnum--the son
of Vy•sadeva; nata„ asmi--I offer my obeisances.
TRANSLATION
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" 'Let me offer my respectful obeisances unto my spiritual master, the son
of Vy•sadeva, ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†. It is he who defeats all inauspicious things
within this universe. Although in the beginning he was absorbed in the
happiness of Brahman realization and was living in a secluded place, giving up
all other types of consciousness, he became attracted by the most melodious
pastimes of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a. He therefore mercifully spoke the supreme Pur•‹a,
known as ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, which is the bright light of the Absolute Truth
and which describes the activities of Lord K”£‹a.'
PURPORT
This verse was spoken by Sãta Gosv•m† in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (12.12.69).
TEXT 139
TEXT
brahm•nanda haite pãr‹•nanda k”£‹a-gu‹a
ataeva •kar£aye •tm•-r•mera mana
SYNONYMS
brahma-•nanda--the pleasure of Brahman realization; haite--from; pãr‹a•nanda--complete bliss; k”£‹a-gu‹a--the qualities of Lord K”£‹a; ataeva-therefore; •kar£aye--attract; •tm•-r•mera mana--the minds of self-realized
persons.
TRANSLATION
"The transcendental qualities of ¥r† K”£‹a are completely blissful and
relishable. Consequently Lord K”£‹a's qualities attract even the minds of
self-realized persons from the bliss of self-realization.
TEXT 140
TEXT
•tm•r•m•¤ ca munayo
nirgranth• apy urukrame
kurvanty ahaituk†‰ bhaktim
ittham-bhãta-gu‹o hari„
SYNONYMS
•tma-•r•ma„--persons who take pleasure in being transcendentally situated
in the service of the Lord; ca--also; munaya„--great saintly persons who have
completely rejected material aspirations, fruitive activities, and so forth;
nirgranth•„--without interest in any material desire; api--certainly;
urukrame--unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, whose activities are
wonderful; kurvanti--do; ahaituk†m--causeless, or without material desires;
bhaktim--devotional service; ittham-bhãta--so wonderful as to attract the
attention of the self-satisfied; gu‹a„--who has transcendental qualities;
hari„--the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
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" 'Those who are self-satisfied and unattracted by external material
desires are also attracted to the loving service of ¥r† K”£‹a, whose qualities
are transcendental and whose activities are wonderful. Hari, the Personality
of Godhead, is called K”£‹a because He has such transcendentally attractive
features.'
TEXT 141
TEXT
ei saba rahu----k”£‹a-cara‹a-sambandhe
•tm•r•mera mana hare tulas†ra gandhe
SYNONYMS
ei saba rahu--apart from the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a; k”£‹a-cara‹asambandhe--in relation to the lotus feet of K”£‹a; •tma-•r•mera--of selfrealized persons; mana--the mind; hare--attracts; tulas†ra gandhe--the aroma
of tulas† leaves.
TRANSLATION
"Apart from the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a, when tulas† leaves are offered at
the lotus feet of ¥r† K”£‹a, even the aroma of the leaves attracts the minds
of self-realized persons.
TEXT 142
TEXT
tasy•ravinda-nayanasya pad•ravindaki‘jalka-mi¤ra-tulas†-makaranda-v•yu„
antargata„ svavivare‹a cak•ra te£•‰
sa•k£obham ak£ara-ju£•m api citta-tanvo„
SYNONYMS
tasya--of Him; aravinda-nayanasya--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
whose eyes are like the petals of a lotus; pada-aravinda--of the lotus feet;
ki‘jalka--with saffron; mi¤ra--mixed; tulas†--of tulas† leaves; makaranda-with the aroma; v•yu„--the air; antargata„--entered; sva-vivare‹a--through the
nostrils; cak•ra--created; te£•m--of them; sa•k£obham--strong agitation;
ak£ara-ju£•m--of the impersonally self-realized (Kum•ras); api--also; cittatanvo„--of the mind and body.
TRANSLATION
" 'When the breeze carrying the aroma of tulas† leaves and saffron from the
lotus feet of the lotus-eyed Personality of Godhead entered through the
nostrils into the hearts of those sages [the Kum•ras], they experienced a
change in both body and mind, even though they were attached to impersonal
Brahman understanding.'
PURPORT
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This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.15.43). Vidura and Maitreya
discussed the pregnancy of Diti. Diti's pregnancy caused the demigods to be
very much afraid, and the demigods went to see Lord Brahm•. Lord Brahm•
explained the original incident involving the cursing of Jaya and Vijaya by
the Catu„-sana Kum•ras. Sometimes the Catu„-sana Kum•ras went to Vaiku‹àha to
visit N•r•ya‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and once they were stopped
from entering the palace at the seventh gate by two doorkeepers named Jaya and
Vijaya. Due to their jealousy, Jaya and Vijaya would not allow the Kum•ras
entry, and consequently the Kum•ras became angry and cursed Jaya and Vijaya,
condemning them to take birth in a family of asuras in the material world. The
omniscient Personality of Godhead could immediately understand the incident,
and He came with His eternal consort the goddess of fortune. The Catu„-sana
Kum•ras immediately offered their obeisances unto the Lord. Simply by seeing
the Lord and smelling the aroma of tulas† and saffron from His lotus feet, the
Kum•ras became devotees and abandoned their long-cherished impersonalism. Thus
the four Kum•ras were turned into Vai£‹avas simply by smelling the aromatic
tulas† mixed with saffron. Those who are actually on the platform of Brahman
realization and who have not offended the lotus feet of K”£‹a can immediately
become Vai£‹avas simply by smelling the aroma of the Lord's lotus feet.
However, those who are offenders or demons are never attracted to the Lord's
personal feature, even though they may visit the Lord's temple many times. In
V”nd•vana we have seen many M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s who do not even come to the
temple of Govindaj†, Gop†n•tha or Madana-mohana because they think that such
temples are m•y•. Therefore they are called M•y•v•d†s. ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya
Mah•prabhu therefore said that the M•y•v•d†s are the greatest offenders.
TEXT 143
TEXT
ataeva 'k”£‹a-n•ma' n• •ise t•ra mukhe
m•y•v•di-ga‹a y•te mah• bahirmukhe
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of K”£‹a; n•--does not; •ise-come; t•ra mukhe--in their mouths; m•y•v•di-ga‹a--all the M•y•v•d†s; y•te-because; mah• bahi„-mukhe--great offenders by dint of strong atheism.
TRANSLATION
"Because the M•y•v•d†s are great offenders and atheistic philosophers, the
holy name of K”£‹a does not come from their mouths.
PURPORT
Because they are constantly blaspheming the Supreme Personality of Godhead
by saying that He has no head, hands or legs, M•y•v•d† philosophers remain
offenders for many, many births, even though they have partially realized
Brahman. However, if such impersonalists are not offenders at the lotus feet
of the Lord, they immediately become devotees in the association of a devotee.
In other words, if an impersonalist is not an offender, he can become a
devotee if he gets a chance to associate with other devotees. If he is an
offender, he cannot be converted even by the association of the Supreme
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Personality of Godhead. ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very much afraid of
this M•y•v•d† offender; therefore He spoke as follows.
TEXT 144
TEXT
bh•vak•li vecite •mi •il••a k•¤†pure
gr•haka n•hi, n• vik•ya, la‘• y•ba ghare
SYNONYMS
bh•vak•li--devotional sentiments; vecite--to sell; •mi--I; •il••a--came;
k•¤†pure--to the city of K•¤†; gr•haka n•hi--there is no customer; n• vik•ya-do not sell; la‘• y•ba ghare--then I must take my commodity back home.
TRANSLATION
"I have come here to sell My emotional ecstatic sentiments in this city of
K•¤†, but I cannot find any customers. If they are not sold, I must take them
back home.
TEXT 145
TEXT
bh•r† bojh• la‘• •il••a, kemane la‘• y•ba?
alpa-svalpa-mãlya p•ile, eth•i veciba
SYNONYMS
bh•r† bojh•--heavy load; la‘•--bearing; •il••a--I came; kemane--how; la‘•
y•ba--shall I take it back; alpa-svalpa-mãlya--a fraction of the real price;
p•ile--if I get; eth•i--here; veciba--I shall sell.
TRANSLATION
"I have brought a heavy load to sell in this city. To take it back again is
a very difficult job; therefore if I get but a fraction of the price, I shall
sell it here in this city of K•¤†."
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was selling the transcendental holy name of the
Lord. However, K•¤† was a city of M•y•v•d†s (impersonalists), and such people
will never chant the holy names of the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. Consequently
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was feeling disappointed. How could He teach the
M•y•v•d†s the importance of chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra? The
attraction for chanting the holy name of the Lord belongs absolutely to pure
devotees, and there was no possibility of finding pure devotees at K•¤†.
Consequently ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's commodity was certainly very heavy. The
Lord therefore suggested that even though there were no pure devotees in K•¤†,
if someone was a little inclined to chant the Hare K”£‹a mantra, He would
deliver this big load, although the proper price was not paid.
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Actually we experienced this when we came to preach the Hare K”£‹a movement
in the West. When we came to New York in 1965, we never expected that the Hare
K”£‹a mah•-mantra would be accepted in this country. Nonetheless, we invited
people to our storefront to join in chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra, and the
Lord's holy name is so attractive that simply by coming to our storefront in
New York, fortunate young people became K”£‹a conscious. Although this mission
was started with insignificant capital, it is now going nicely. The spreading
of the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra in the West has become successful because the
young people were not offenders. The youths who joined this movement were not
very advanced as far as purity was concerned, nor were they very well educated
in Vedic knowledge, but because they were not offenders, they could accept the
importance of the Hare K”£‹a movement. We are now very happy to see that this
movement is advancing more and more in the Western countries. We therefore
conclude that the so-called mlecchas and yavanas of the Western countries are
more purified than offensive M•y•v•d†s or atheistic impersonalists.
TEXT 146
TEXT
eta bali' sei vipre •tmas•tha kari'
pr•te uàhi mathur• calil• gaurahari
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; sei vipre--that br•hma‹a; •tmas•tha kari'-accepting as His devotee; pr•te uàhi--rising early in the morning; mathur•
calil•--started for Mathur•; gaurahari--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted that br•hma‹a as His
devotee. The next morning, rising very early, the Lord started for Mathur•.
TEXT 147
TEXT
sei tina sa•ge cale, prabhu ni£edhila
dãra haite tina-jane ghare p•àh•ila
SYNONYMS
sei tina--those three; sa•ge--with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cale--go;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ni£edhila--forbade; dãra haite--from a
distance; tina-jane--the three persons; ghare--home; p•àh•ila--sent back.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu started for Mathur•, all three devotees
started to go with Him. However, the Lord forbade them to accompany Him, and
from a distance He asked them to return home.
TEXT 148
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TEXT
prabhura virahe tine ekatra miliy•
prabhu-gu‹a g•na kare preme matta ha‘•
SYNONYMS
prabhura virahe--because of separation from the Lord; tine--all three;
ekatra--together; miliy•--meeting; prabhu-gu‹a--the transcendental qualities
of the Lord; g•na kare--chant; preme--with love; matta ha‘•--being mad.
TRANSLATION
Feeling separation from the Lord, the three used to meet and glorify the
holy qualities of the Lord. Thus they were absorbed in ecstatic love.
TEXT 149
TEXT
'pray•ge' •siy• prabhu kaila ve‹†-sn•na
'm•dhava' dekhiy• preme kaila n”tya-g•na
SYNONYMS
pray•ge--to Pray•ga; •siy•--coming; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kaila-did; ve‹†-sn•na--bathing in the confluence of the Ganges and Yamun•; m•dhava-the predominating Deity there, Ve‹† M•dhava; dekhiy•--seeing; preme--in
ecstatic love; kaila--performed; n”tya-g•na--dancing and chanting.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then went to Pray•ga, where He bathed at the
confluence of the Ganges and the Yamun•. He then visited the temple of Ve‹†
M•dhava and chanted and danced there in ecstatic love.
PURPORT
The city of Pray•ga is situated a few miles from the city of Allahabad. The
name Pray•ga is given due to successful sacrifices performed there. It is
said: prak”£àa„ y•ga„ y•ga-phala‰ yasm•t. If one performs sacrifices at
Pray•ga, he certainly gets immediate results without difficulty. Pray•ga is
also called T†rthar•ja, the king of all places of pilgrimage. This holy place
is situated on the confluence of the Rivers Ganges and Yamun•. Every year a
fair takes place there known as M•gha-mel•, and every twelve years a Kumbhamel• is also held. In any case, many people come to bathe there every year.
During M•gha-mel•, people from the local district generally come, and during
Kumbha-mel• people come from all over India to live there and bathe in the
Ganges and Yamun•. Whoever goes there immediately feels the place's spiritual
influence. A fort located there was constructed by the Emperor Akbar about
five hundred years ago, and near the fort is a place called Trive‹†. On the
other side of Pray•ga is an old place known as Prati£àh•na-pura. It is also
well known as Jhu•si. Many saintly people live there, and consequently it is
very attractive from the spiritual point of view.
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TEXT 150
TEXT
yamun• dekhiy• preme pa‚e jh••pa diy•
•ste-vyaste bhaàà•c•rya uàh•ya dhariy•
SYNONYMS
yamun•--the River Yamun•; dekhiy•--seeing; preme--in ecstatic love; pa‚e-falls down; jh••pa diy•--jumping; •ste-vyaste--in great haste; bhaàà•c•rya-Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; uàh•ya--raises; dhariy•--catching.
TRANSLATION
As soon as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw the River Yamun•, He threw Himself
in it. Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya hastily caught the Lord and very carefully
raised Him up again.
TEXT 151
TEXT
ei-mata tina-dina pray•ge rahil•
k”£‹a-n•ma-prema diy• loka nist•ril•
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; tina-dina--for three days; pray•ge--at Pray•ga;
rahil•--remained; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of Lord K”£‹a; prema--and ecstatic
love; diy•--delivering; loka nist•ril•--delivered the people.
TRANSLATION
The Lord stayed at Pray•ga for three days. He delivered the holy name of
K”£‹a and ecstatic love. Thus He delivered many people.
TEXT 152
TEXT
'mathur•' calite pathe yath• rahi' y•ya
k”£‹a-n•ma-prema diy• lokere n•c•ya
SYNONYMS
mathur•--to Mathur•; calite--going; pathe--on the road; yath•--wherever;
rahi'--staying; y•ya--goes; k”£‹a-n•ma-prema--the holy name of K”£‹a and His
ecstatic love; diy•--delivering; lokere n•c•ya--made the people dance.
TRANSLATION
Wherever the Lord stopped to rest on the way to Mathur•, He delivered the
holy name of K”£‹a and ecstatic love of K”£‹a. Thus He made the people dance.
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TEXT 153
TEXT
pãrve yena 'dak£i‹a' y•ite loka nist•ril•
'pa¤cima'-de¤e taiche saba 'vai£‹ava' karil•
SYNONYMS
pãrve--formerly; yena--as; dak£i‹a--South India; y•ite--going to; loka--the
people; nist•ril•--He delivered; pa¤cima-de¤e--in the western countries;
taiche--similarly; saba--all; vai£‹ava--devotees; karil•--made.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord toured South India, He delivered many people, and when He
traveled in the western sector, He similarly converted many people to
Vai£‹avism.
PURPORT
Formerly ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu converted people when He toured southern
and western India. Similarly, this Hare K”£‹a movement is now delivering the
people of the Western world wherever devotees are chanting the holy names.
This is all being done by the Lord's mercy. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu predicted
that He would deliver people in every city and village of the world by giving
them a chance to chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra.
TEXT 154
TEXT
pathe y•h•• y•h•• haya yamun•-dar¤ana
t•h•• jh••pa diy• pa‚e preme acetana
SYNONYMS
pathe--on the road; y•h•• y•h••--wherever; haya--there is; yamun•-dar¤ana-meeting with the Yamun• River; t•h••--there; jh••pa diy• pa‚e--jumps over and
falls down; preme acetana--unconscious in the ecstasy of love.
TRANSLATION
While the Lord was going to Mathur•, He came across the River Yamun•
several times, and as soon as He saw the River Yamun•, He would immediately
jump in, falling unconscious in the water in the ecstasy of love of K”£‹a.
TEXT 155
TEXT
mathur•-nikaàe •il•----mathur• dekhiy•
da‹‚avat ha‘• pa‚e prem•vi£àa ha‘•
SYNONYMS
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mathur•-nikaàe--near Mathur•; •il•--came; mathur• dekhiy•--seeing the city
of Mathur•; da‹‚avat ha‘•--offering obeisances; pa‚e--falls down; prema-•vi£àa
ha‘•--in the great ecstasy of love.
TRANSLATION
When He approached Mathur• and saw the city, He immediately fell to the
ground and offered obeisances with great ecstatic love.
TEXT 156
TEXT
mathur• •siy• kail• 'vi¤r•nti-t†rthe' sn•na
'janma-sth•ne' 'ke¤ava' dekhi' karil• pra‹•ma
SYNONYMS
mathur• •siy•--coming in to Mathur•; kail•--performed; vi¤r•nti-t†rthe--at
the bathing place known as Vi¤r•ma-gh•àa; sn•na--bathing; janma-sth•ne--at the
place of Lord K”£‹a's birth; ke¤ava--the Deity named Ke¤ava; dekhi'--seeing;
karil• pra‹•ma--offered His respectful obeisances.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu entered the city of Mathur•, He took His bath
at Vi¤r•ma-gh•àa. He then visited the birthplace of K”£‹a and saw the Deity
named Ke¤avaj†. He offered His respectful obeisances to this Deity.
PURPORT
At the present moment, the temple of Ke¤avaj† is very much improved. At one
time, Ke¤avaj†-mandira was attacked by the emperor Aurangzeb, who constructed
such a big mosque there that the temple of Ke¤avaj† was insignificant in
comparison. However, with the help of many rich Ma‚waris, the temple has
improved, and a very large temple is now being constructed so that the mosque
is now appearing diminished in comparison. Many archeological discoveries have
been made there, and many people from foreign countries are beginning to
appreciate K”£‹a's birthplace. This K”£‹a consciousness movement is attracting
many foreigners to the Ke¤avaj† temple, and now they will also be attracted by
the K”£‹a-Balar•ma temple in V”nd•vana.
TEXT 157
TEXT
prem•nande n•ce, g•ya, saghana hu•k•ra
prabhura prem•ve¤a dekhi' loke camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
prema-•nande--in ecstatic love; n•ce--dances; g•ya--chants; saghana-repeatedly; hu•k•ra--tumultuous sound vibrations; prabhura--of Lord ¥r†
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Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prema-•ve¤a--ecstatic love; dekhi'--seeing; loke--all
people; camatk•ra--astonished.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu chanted, danced and made loud vibrations, all
the people were astonished to see His ecstatic love.
TEXT 158
TEXT
eka-vipra pa‚e prabhura cara‹a dhariy•
prabhu-sa•ge n”tya kare prem•vi£àa ha‘•
SYNONYMS
eka-vipra--one br•hma‹a; pa‚e--falls down; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; cara‹a dhariy•--catching the lotus feet; prabhu-sa•ge--with ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n”tya kare--he dances; prema-•vi£àa ha‘•--being absorbed
in ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
One br•hma‹a fell at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and then
began to dance with Him in ecstatic love.
TEXT 159
TEXT
du•he preme n”tya kari' kare kol•kuli
hari k”£‹a kaha du•he bale b•hu tuli'
SYNONYMS
du•he--both of them; preme--in ecstatic love; n”tya kari'--dancing; kare-do; kol•kuli--embracing; hari--the holy name of Hari; k”£‹a--the holy name of
K”£‹a; kaha--go on chanting; du•he--both of them; bale--speak; b•hu tuli'-raising the arms.
TRANSLATION
Both of them danced in ecstatic love and embraced one another. Raising
their arms, they said, "Chant the holy names of Hari and K”£‹a!"
TEXT 160
TEXT
loka 'hari' 'hari' bale, kol•hala haila
'ke¤ava'-sevaka prabhuke m•l• par•ila
SYNONYMS
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loka--all the people; hari hari bale--began to chant the holy names Hari,
Hari; kol•hala haila--there was a great uproar; ke¤ava-sevaka--the priest in
the service of Lord Ke¤ava; prabhuke--unto ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; m•l•
par•ila--offered a garland.
TRANSLATION
All the people then began to chant "Hari! Hari!" and there was a great
uproar. The priest in Lord Ke¤ava's service offered ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu a
garland.
TEXT 161
TEXT
loke kahe prabhu dekhi' ha‘• vismaya
aiche hena prema'laukika' kabhu naya
SYNONYMS
loke kahe--the people said; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhi'-seeing; ha‘• vismaya--being struck with wonder; aiche--such; hena--similar;
prema--love of Godhead; laukika--ordinary; kabhu naya--never is.
TRANSLATION
When the people saw ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's dancing and chanting, they
were struck with wonder, and they all said, "Such transcendental love is never
an ordinary thing."
TEXT 162
TEXT
y••h•ra dar¤ane loke preme matta ha‘•
h•se, k•nde, n•ce, g•ya, k”£‹a-n•ma la‘•
SYNONYMS
y••h•ra dar¤ane--by seeing whom; loke--people; preme--in love; matta ha‘•-becoming mad; h•se--laugh; k•nde--cry; n•ce--dance; g•ya--chant; k”£‹a-n•ma
la‘•--taking the holy name of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
The people said, "Simply by seeing ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, everyone is
maddened with love of K”£‹a. Indeed, everyone is laughing, crying, dancing,
chanting and taking the holy name of K”£‹a.
TEXT 163
TEXT
sarvath•-ni¤cita----i•ho k”£‹a-avat•ra
mathur• •il• lokera karite nist•ra
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SYNONYMS
sarvath•--in every respect; ni¤cita--ascertained; i•ho--He; k”£‹a-avat•ra-incarnation of Lord K”£‹a; mathur• •il•--has come to Mathur•; lokera--of the
people; karite--to perform; nist•ra--deliverance.
TRANSLATION
"Certainly ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is in all respects the incarnation of
Lord K”£‹a. Now He has come to Mathur• to deliver everyone."
TEXT 164
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu sei br•hma‹e la‘•
t••h•re puchil• kichu nibh”te vasiy•
SYNONYMS
tabe--after that; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sei--that; br•hma‹e-br•hma‹a; la‘•--taking; t••h•re--unto him; puchil•--inquired; kichu-something; nibh”te vasiy•--sitting in a solitary place.
TRANSLATION
After this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took aside the br•hma‹a. Sitting in a
solitary place, the Lord began to question him.
TEXT 165
TEXT
'•rya, sarala, tumi----v”ddha br•hma‹a
k•h•• haite p•ile tumi ei prema-dhana?'
SYNONYMS
•rya--advanced in devotional service; sarala--simple; tumi--you; v”ddha
br•hma‹a--elderly br•hma‹a; k•h•• haite--from where; p•ile tumi--did you
obtain; ei--this; prema-dhana--transcendental opulence of ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "You are an elderly br•hma‹a, you are
sincere, and you are advanced in spiritual life. Wherefrom have you gotten
this transcendental opulence of ecstatic love for K”£‹a?"
TEXT 166
TEXT
vipra kahe,----'¤r†p•da ¤r†-m•dhavendra-pur†
bhramite bhramite •il• mathur•-nagar†
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SYNONYMS
vipra kahe--the br•hma‹a said; ¤r†p•da--His Holiness; ¤r†-m•dhavendra-pur†-¥r† M•dhavendra Pur†; bhramite bhramite--while touring; •il•--came; mathur•nagar†--to the city of Mathur•.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a replied, "His Holiness ¥r†la M•dhavendra Pur† came to the city
of Mathur• while he was on a tour.
TEXT 167
TEXT
k”p• kari' te•ho mora nilaye •il•
more ¤isya kari' mora h•te 'bhik£•' kail•
SYNONYMS
k”p• kari'--by his causeless mercy; te•ho--he; mora nilaye--to my humble
place; •il•--came; more--me; ¤isya kari'--accepting as his disciple; mora
h•te--from my hand; bhik£• kail•--accepted lunch.
TRANSLATION
"While at Mathur•, ¥r†p•da M•dhavendra Pur† visited my house and accepted
me as a disciple. He even took lunch at my home.
TEXT 168
TEXT
gop•la prakaàa kari' sev• kaila 'mah•¤aya'
ady•piha t••h•ra sev• 'govardhane' haya
SYNONYMS
gop•la--the Deity Gop•la; prakaàa kari'--installing; sev•--service; kaila-did; mah•¤aya--that great personality; ady•piha--still now; t••h•ra--of that
Deity Gop•la; sev•--the service; govardhane--on the Govardhana Hill; haya--is
conducted.
TRANSLATION
"After installing the Deity Gop•la, ¥r†la M•dhavendra Pur† rendered Him
service. That very Deity is still being worshiped at Govardhana Hill."
TEXT 169
TEXT
¤uni' prabhu kaila t••ra cara‹a vandana
bhaya p•‘• prabhu-p•ya padil• br•hma‹a
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SYNONYMS
¤uni'--after hearing; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kaila--did; t••ra-of him; cara‹a vandana--worshiping the feet; bhaya p•‘•--being afraid; prabhupaya--at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pa‚il•--fell down;
br•hma‹a--the br•hma‹a.
TRANSLATION
As soon as Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard about M•dhavendra Pur†'s relationship
with the br•hma‹a, He immediately offered obeisances at his feet. Becoming
fearful, the br•hma‹a also immediately fell at the Lord's feet.
TEXT 170
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"tumi 'guru', •mi '¤i£ya'-pr•ya
'guru' ha‘• '¤i£ye' namask•ra n• yuy•ya
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; tumi--you; guru--My spiritual
master; •mi--I; ¤i£ya-pr•ya--like your disciple; guru ha‘•--being the
spiritual master; ¤i£ye--unto the disciple; namask•ra--obeisances; n• yuy•ya-is not befitting.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "You are on the platform of My spiritual
master, and I am your disciple. Since you are My spiritual master, it is not
befitting that you offer Me obeisances."
TEXT 171
TEXT
¤uniy• vismita vipra kahe bhaya p•‘•
aiche v•t kaha kene sanny•s† ha‘•
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--after hearing; vismita--astonished; vipra--the br•hma‹a; kahe-said; bhaya p•‘•--being afraid; aiche v•t--such a statement; kaha--You say;
kene--why; sanny•s† ha‘•--although You are a sanny•si.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing this, the br•hma‹a became afraid. He then said, "Why do You
speak like this? You are a sanny•s†.
TEXT 172
TEXT
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kintu tom•ra prema dekhi' mane anum•ni
m•dhavendra-pur†ra 'sambandha' dhara----j•ni
SYNONYMS
kintu--still; tom•ra prema--Your ecstatic love; dekhi'--after seeing; mane-in my mind; anum•ni--I imagine; m•dhavendra-pur†ra--of ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur†;
sambandha--relationship; dhara--You have; j•ni--I can understand.
TRANSLATION
"Upon seeing Your ecstatic love, I can just imagine that You must have some
relationship with M•dhavendra Pur†. This is my understanding.
TEXT 173
TEXT
k”£‹a-prem• t••h•, y••h• t••h•ra'sambandha'
t•h•• vin• ei prem•ra k•h•• n•hi gandha
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-prem•--love of K”£‹a; t••h•--there; y••h•--where; t••h•ra--his;
sambandha--relationship; t•h•• vin•--without him; ei prem•ra--of this ecstatic
love; k•h•• n•hi gandha--there is no possibility of even a scent.
TRANSLATION
"This kind of ecstatic love can be experienced only when one has a
relationship with M•dhavendra Pur†. Without him, even a scent of such
transcendental ecstatic love is impossible."
TEXT 174
TEXT
tabe bhaàà•c•rya t•re 'sambandha' kahila
¤uni' •nandita vipra n•cite l•gila
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; bhaàà•c•rya--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; t•re--unto the
br•hma‹a; sambandha kahila--explained the relationship; ¤uni'--after hearing;
•nandita--being pleased; vipra--the br•hma‹a; n•cite l•gila--began to dance.
TRANSLATION
Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya then explained the relationship between M•dhavendra
Pur† and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. After hearing this, the br•hma‹a became very
pleased and began to dance.
TEXT 175
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TEXT
tabe vipra prabhure la‘• •il• nija-ghare
•pana-icch•ya prabhura n•n• sev• kare
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; vipra--the br•hma‹a; prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
la‘•--taking; •il•--came back; nija-ghare--to his home; •pana-icch•ya--by his
own will; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n•n•--various; sev•--services;
kare--rendered.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a then took ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to his home and, out of his
own free will, began to serve the Lord in various ways.
TEXT 176
TEXT
bhik£• l•gi' bhaàà•c•rye kar•il• randhana
tabe mah•prabhu h•si' balil• vacana
SYNONYMS
bhik£• l•gi'--for lunch; bhaàà•c•rye--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; kar•il•
randhana--made to cook; tabe--at that time; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; h•si'--smiling; balil• vacana--said these words.
TRANSLATION
He asked Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya to cook ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's lunch. At
that time, the Lord, smiling, spoke as follows.
TEXT 177
TEXT
"pur†-gos•‘i tom•ra ghare kary•chena bhik£•
more tumi bhik£• deha,----ei mora '¤ik£•' "
SYNONYMS
pur†-gos•‘i--M•dhavendra Pur†; tom•ra ghare--at your place; kary•chena
bhik£•--accepted lunch; more--for Me; tumi bhik£• deha--better for you to
cook; ei--that; mora ¤ik£•--My instruction.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "M•dhavendra Pur† has already taken lunch at
your place. Therefore you may cook and give Me the food. That is My
instruction."
TEXT 178
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TEXT
yad yad •carati ¤re£àhas
tat tad evetaro jana„
sa yat pram•‹a‰ kurute
lokas tad anuvartate
SYNONYMS
yat yat--however; •carati--behaves; ¤re£àa„--the best man; tat tat--that;
eva--certainly; itara„--the lesser; jana„--men; sa„--he; yat--which; pram•‹am-standard; kurute--shows; loka„--the people; tat--that; anuvartate--follow.
TRANSLATION
"Whatever action is performed by a great man, common men follow. And
whatever standards he sets by exemplary acts, all the world pursues."
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Bhagavad-g†t• (3.21).
TEXT 179
TEXT
yadyapi 'sano‚iy•' haya seita br•hma‹a
sano‚iy•-ghare sanny•s† n• kare bhojana
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; sano‚iy•--a priest of the Sano‚iy• community; haya--was;
seita--that; br•hma‹a--br•hma‹a; sano‚iy•-ghare--in the house of a Sano‚iy•
(goldsmith); sanny•s†--a person in the renounced order of life; n• kare
bhojana--does not accept food.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a belonged to the Sano‚iy• br•hma‹a community, and a sanny•s†
does not accept food from such a br•hma‹a.
PURPORT
In northwestern India, vai¤yas are divided in various subdivisions. ¥r†la
Bhaktivinoda áh•kura points out that they are divided as šgaraoy•l•, K•laoy•ra
and S•noy•‚a. Out of them, the šgaraoy•l•s are supposed to be first-class
vai¤yas, and the K•laoy•ras and S•noy•‚as are considered lower due to their
occupational degradation. The K•laoy•ras generally take wine and other
intoxicants. Although they are vai¤yas, they are considered to belong to a
lower class. The priests who guide the K•laoy•ras and the S•noy•‚as are called
Sano‚iy• br•hma‹as. ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura states that the word s•noy•‚a
in Bengal indicates suvar‹a-va‹ik. In Bengal there are priests who guide the
suvar‹a-va‹ik community, which is also considered a low class. There is little
difference between the S•noy•‚a and the suvar‹a-va‹ik. Generally the suvar‹a1705

va‹iks are bankers dealing in gold and silver. In western India, the
šgaraoy•l•s also belong to the banking profession. This is the original
business of the suvar‹a-va‹ik or šgaraoy•l• community. Historically, the
šgaraoy•l•s came from the up-country named Ayodha, and the suvar‹a-va‹ik
community came from Ayodha. It appears that the suvar‹a-va‹iks and the
šgaraoy•l•s belong to the same community. The Sano‚iy• br•hma‹as were the
guides of the K•laoy•ra and S•noy•‚a. They are therefore considered to be
lower-class br•hma‹as, and a sanny•s† is not allowed to take alms or food from
them. However, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted lunch cooked by a Sano‚iy•
br•hma‹a simply because he belonged to M•dhavendra Pur†'s community. ¥r†la
M•dhavendra Pur† was the spiritual master of •¤vara Pur†, who was the
spiritual master of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Thus a spiritual relationship is
established on the spiritual platform without consideration of material
inferiority or superiority.
TEXT 180
TEXT
tath•pi pur† dekhi' t••ra 'vai£‹ava,-•c•ra
'¤i£ya' kari' t••ra bhik£• kaila a•g†k•ra
SYNONYMS
tath•pi--still; pur†--M•dhavendra Pur†; dekhi'--after seeing; t••ra--of the
br•hma‹a; vai£‹ava-•c•ra--behavior like a Vai£‹ava; ¤i£ya kari'--accepting him
as his disciple; t••ra bhik£•--food offered by him; kaila a•g†k•ra--accepted.
TRANSLATION
Although the br•hma‹a belonged to the Sano‚iy• community, ¥r†la M•dhavendra
Pur† saw that he behaved like a Vai£‹ava and therefore accepted him as his
disciple. The food he cooked was also accepted by M•dhavendra Pur†.
TEXT 181
TEXT
mah•prabhu t••re yadi 'bhik£•' m•gila
dainya kari' sei vipra kahite l•gila
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--from him; yadi--when; bhik£•
m•gila--requested lunch; dainya kari'--out of humility; sei vipra--that
br•hma‹a; kahite l•gila--began to speak.
TRANSLATION
Therefore ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu willingly requested food from the
br•hma‹a, and the br•hma‹a, feeling a natural humility, began to speak as
follows.
TEXT 182
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TEXT
tom•re 'bhik£•' diba----ba‚a bh•gya se •m•ra
tumi----†¤vara, n•hi tom•ra vidhi-vyavah•ra
SYNONYMS
tom•re--unto You; bhik£• diba--I shall offer food; ba‚a bh•gya--great
fortune; se--that; •m•ra--my; tumi--You; †¤vara--the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; n•hi--there is not; tom•ra--of You; vidhi-vyavah•ra--regulative
behavior.
TRANSLATION
"It is a great fortune for me to offer You food. You are the Supreme Lord,
and, being in the transcendental position, You are not restricted in any way.
TEXT 183
TEXT
'mãrkha'-loka karibeka tom•ra nindana
sahite n• p•rimu sei 'du£àe'ra vacana
SYNONYMS
mãrkha-loka--foolish persons; karibeka--will do; tom•ra nindana-blaspheming You; sahite n• p•rimu--I shall not be able to tolerate; sei-those; du£àera vacana--words of mischievous persons.
TRANSLATION
"Foolish people will blaspheme You, but I shall not tolerate the words of
such mischievous people."
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura remarks that although the br•hma‹a
did not belong to a superior community, he fearlessly chastised so-called
caste br•hma‹as because he was situated on the platform of pure devotional
service. There are people who are opposed to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
accepting a Vai£‹ava belonging to a lower caste. Such people do not consider
mah•-pras•da transcendental, and therefore they are described here as mãrkha
(foolish) and du£àa (mischievous). A pure devotee has the power to challenge
such high-caste people, and his brave statements are not to be considered
proud or puffed up. On the contrary, he is to be considered straightforward.
Such a person does not like to flatter high-class br•hma‹as who belong to the
non-Vai£‹ava community.
TEXT 184
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----¤ruti, sm”ti, yata ”£i-ga‹a
sabe 'eka'-mata nahe, bhinna bhinna dharma
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SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; ¤ruti--the Vedas; sm”ti-the Pur•‹as; yata--all; ”£i-ga‹a--great sages; sabe--all of them; eka-mata
nahe--do not agree; bhinna bhinna dharma--different grades of religious
principles.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "The Vedas, Pur•‹as and great learned
sages are not always in agreement with one another. Consequently there are
different religious principles.
PURPORT
Unless one comes to the Absolute Truth, there is no possibility of
agreement. N•sav ”£ir yasya mata‰ na bhinnam: it is said that a great learned
scholar or sage cannot be exalted unless he disagrees. On the material
platform, there is no possibility of agreement; therefore there are different
kinds of religious systems. However, the Absolute Truth is one, and when one
is situated in the Absolute Truth, there is no disagreement. On that absolute
platform the Supreme Personality of Godhead is worshipable. As stated in
Bhagavad-g†t• (18.55): bhakty• m•m abhij•n•ti y•v•n ya¤ c•smi tattvata„. On
the absolute platform, the worshipful Deity is one, and the process of worship
is also one. That process is bhakti.
There are many different religions throughout the world because they are
not all on the absolute platform of devotional service. As confirmed in
Bhagavad-g†t• (18.66): sarva-dharm•n parityajya m•m eka‰ ¤ara‹a‰ vraja. The
word ekam means "one," K”£‹a. On this platform, there are no different
religious systems. According to ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.1.2): dharma„ projjhitakaitavo 'tra. On the material platform, religious systems are different.
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam describes them from the very beginning as dharma„ kaitava„,
cheating religions. None of these religions are actually genuine. The genuine
religious system is that which enables one to become a lover of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. In the words of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.2.6):
sa vai pu‰s•‰ paro dharmo
yato bhaktir adhok£aje
ahaituky apratihat•
yay•tm• supras†dati
"The supreme occupation [dharma] for all humanity is that by which men can
attain to loving devotional service unto the transcendent Lord. Such
devotional service must be unmotivated and uninterrupted in order to
completely satisfy the self."
On this platform there is nothing but the service of the Lord. When a
person has no ulterior motive, there is certainly oneness and agreement of
principles. Since everyone has a different body and mind, different types of
religions are needed. But when one is situated on the spiritual platform,
there are no bodily and mental differences. Consequently on the absolute
platform there is oneness in religion.
TEXT 185
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TEXT
dharma-sth•pana-hetu s•dhura vyavah•ra
pur†-gos•‘ira ye •cara‹a, sei dharma s•ra
SYNONYMS
dharma-sth•pana-hetu--to establish the principles of religion; s•dhura
vyavah•ra--behavior of a devotee; pur†-gos•‘ira--of M•dhavendra Pur†; ye
•cara‹a--the behavior; sei--that; dharma s•ra--the essence of all religion.
TRANSLATION
"A devotee's behavior establishes the true purpose of religious principles.
The behavior of M•dhavendra Pur† Gosv•m† is the essence of such religious
principles."
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura gives the following commentary on
this passage. A s•dhu or an honest man is called a mah•jana or a mah•tm•. The
mah•tm• is thus described in Bhagavad-g†t•:
mah•tm•nas tu m•‰ p•rtha
daiv†‰ prak”tim •¤rit•„
bhajanty ananya-manaso
j‘•tv• bhãt•dim avyayam
"O son of P”th•, those who are not deluded, the great souls, are under the
protection of the divine nature. They are fully engaged in devotional service
because they know Me as the Supreme Personality of Godhead, original and
inexhaustible." (Bg. 9.13)
In the material world, the word mah•tm• is understood in different ways by
different religionists. Mundaners also come up with their different angles of
vision. For the conditioned soul busy in sense gratification, a mah•jana is
recognized according to the proportion of sense gratification he offers. For
instance, a businessman may consider a certain banker to be a mah•jana, and
karm†s desiring material enjoyment may consider philosophers like Jaimini to
be mah•janas. There are many yog†s who want to control the senses, and for
them Pata‘jali R£i is a mah•-jana. For the j‘•n†s, the atheist Kapila,
Va¤i£àha, Durv•s•, Datt•treya and other impersonalist philosophers are
mah•janas. For the demons, Hira‹y•k£a, Hira‹yaka¤ipu, R•va‹a, R•va‹a's son
Meghan•da, Jar•sandha and others are accepted as mah•janas. For materialistic
anthropologists speculating on the evolution of the body, a person like Darwin
is a mah•jana. The scientists who are bewildered by K”£‹a's external energy
have no relationship with the Supreme Personality of Godhead, yet they are
accepted by some as mah•janas. Similarly, philosophers, historians, literary
men, public speakers and social and political leaders are sometimes accepted
as mah•janas. Such mah•janas are respected by certain men who have been
described in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.3.19):
¤va-vi‚-var•ho£àra-kharai„
sa‰stuta„ puru£a„ pa¤u„
na yat-kar‹a-pathopeto
j•tu n•ma gad•graja„
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"Men who are like dogs, hogs, camels and asses praise those men who never
listen to the transcendental pastimes of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a, the deliverer from
evils."
Thus on the material platform animalistic leaders are worshiped by animals.
Sometimes physicians, psychiatrists and social workers try to mitigate bodily
pain, distress and fear, but they have no knowledge of spiritual identity and
are bereft of a relationship with God. Yet they are considered mah•janas by
the illusioned. Self-deceived persons sometimes accept leaders or spiritual
masters from a priestly order that has been officially appointed by the codes
of material life. In this way, they are deceived by official priests.
Sometimes people accept as mah•janas those who have been designated by ¥r†la
V”nd•vana d•sa áh•kura as ‚ha•ga-vipras (imposter br•hma‹as). Such imposters
imitate the characteristics of ¥r†la Harid•sa áh•kura, and they envy Harid•sa
áh•kura, who was certainly a mah•jana. They make great artificial endeavors,
advertising themselves as great devotees of the Lord or as mystic hypnotists
knowledgeable in witchcraft, hypnotism and miracles. Sometimes people accept
demons like Pãtan•, T”‹•varta, Vatsa, Baka, Agh•sura and Dhenuka, K•l†ya and
Pralamba. Some people accept imitators and adversaries of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, such as Pau‹‚raka, ¥”g•la V•sudeva, the spiritual
master of the demons (¥ukr•c•rya), or atheists like C•rv•ka, King Vena, Sugata
and Arhat. Such people have no faith in ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. Rather, they accept godless cheaters who present
themselves as incarnations of God and cheat foolish people within the material
world by word jugglery. Thus many rascals are accepted as mah•janas.
In this material world a person may be famous as a karma-v†ra, a successful
fruitive worker, or one may be very successful in performing religious duties,
or he may be known as a hero in mental speculation (j‘•na-v†ra), or he may be
a very famous renunciant. In any case, ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.23.56) gives the
following opinion in this matter.
neha yat karma dharm•ya
na vir•g•ya kalpate
na t†rtha-pada-sev•yai
j†vann api m”to hi sa„
"Anyone whose work is not meant to elevate him to religious life, anyone
whose religious ritualistic performances do not raise him to renunciation, and
anyone situated in renunciation that does not lead him to devotional service
to the Supreme Personality of Godhead must be considered dead, although he is
breathing."
The conclusion is that all pious activity, fruitive activity, religious
principles and renunciation must ultimately lead to devotional service. There
are different types of processes for rendering service. One may serve his
country, people, society, the var‹•¤rama-dharma, the sick, the poor, the rich,
women, demigods and so on. All this comes under the heading of sense
gratification, or enjoyment in the material world. It is most unfortunate that
people are more or less attracted by such material activity and that the
leaders of these activities are accepted as mah•janas, great ideal leaders.
Actually they are only misleaders, but an ordinary man cannot understand how
he is being misled.
Narottama d•sa áh•kura says: s•dhu-¤•stra-guru-v•kya, cittete kariy• aikya.
A s•dhu is a great personality like ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. The ¤•stras are
the injunctions of revealed scriptures. Those who are devoid of devotional
service sometimes mistake those who have mundane motives for mah•janas. The
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only motive must be k”£‹a-bhakti, devotional service to the Lord. Sometimes
fruitive workers, dry philosophers, nondevotees, mystic yog†s and persons
attached to material opulence, women and money are considered mah•janas.
However, ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (6.3.25) gives the following statements about such
unauthorized mah•janas:
pr•ye‹a veda tad ida‰ na mah•jano 'ya‰
devy• vimohita-matir bata m•yay•lam
trayy•‰ ja‚†-k”ta-matir madhu-pu£pit•y•‰
vait•nike mahati karma‹i yujyam•na„
In this material world, karm†s (fruitive actors) are accepted as mah•janas
by foolish people who do not know the value of devotional service. Their
mundane intelligence and mental speculative methods are under the control of
the three modes of material nature. Consequently they cannot understand
unalloyed devotional service. They are attracted by material activities, and
they become worshipers of material nature. Thus they are known as fruitive
actors. They even become entangled in material activities disguised as
spiritual activities. In Bhagavad-g†t•, such people are described as vedav•da-rat•. They do not understand the real purpose of the Vedas, yet they
think of themselves as Vedic authorities. People versed in Vedic knowledge
must know K”£‹a as the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Vedai¤ ca sarvair aham
eva vedya„. (Bg. 15.15)
A man covered by illusion cannot understand the proper way; therefore ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu says: dharma-sth•pana-hetu s•dhura vyavah•ra. The behavior
of a devotee is the criterion for all other behavior. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
Himself followed the devotional principles and taught others to follow them.
Pur†-gos•‘ira ye •cara‹a, sei dharma s•ra. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu personally
followed the behavior of M•dhavendra Pur† and advised others to follow his
principles. Unfortunately, people have been attracted to the material body
since time immemorial.
yasy•tma-buddhi„ ku‹ape tridh•tuke
sva-dh†„ kalatr•di£u bhauma ijya-dh†„
yat-t†rtha-buddhi„ salile na karhicij
jane£v abhij‘e£u sa eva go-khara„
"A human being who identifies this body made of three elements with his
self, who considers the by-products of the body to be his kinsmen, who
considers the land of birth worshipable, and who goes to the place of
pilgrimage simply to take a bath rather than meet men of transcendental
knowledge there is to be considered like an ass or a cow." (Bh•g. 10.84.13)
Those who accept the logic of ga‚-‚alik•-prav•ha and follow in the footsteps
of pseudo-mah•janas are carried away by the waves of m•y•. Bhaktivinoda
áh•kura therefore warns:
miche m•y•ra va¤e, y•ccha bhese',
kh•ccha h•bu‚ubu, bh•i
j†va k”£‹a-d•sa, e vi¤v•sa,
ka'rle ta' •ra du„kha n•i
"Don't be carried away by the waves of m•y•. Just surrender to the lotus
feet of K”£‹a, and all miseries will end." Those who follow social customs and
behavior forget to follow the path chalked out by the mah•janas; thus they are
offenders at the feet of the mah•janas. Sometimes they consider such mah•janas
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very conservative, or they create their own mah•janas. In this way they ignore
the principles of the parampar• system. This is a great misfortune for
everyone. If one does not follow in the footsteps of a real mah•jana, one's
plans for happiness will be frustrated. This is elaborately explained in
Madhya-l†l• (Chapter Twenty-five, verses 55, 56 and 58). It is there stated:
parama k•ra‹a †¤vare keha n•hi m•ne
sva-sva-mata sth•pe para-matera kha‹‚ane
t•te chaya dar¤ana haite 'tattva' n•hi j•ni
'mah•jana' yei kahe, sei 'satya' m•ni
¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya-v•‹†----am”tera dh•ra
ti•ho ye kahaye vastu, sei 'tattva'----s•ra
People are so unfortunate that they do not accept the instructions of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Instead, they want to be supported by socalled mah•janas, authorities. T•te chaya dar¤ana haite 'tattva' n•hi j•ni: we
cannot ascertain the real truth simply by following speculators. We have to
follow the footsteps of the mah•janas in the disciplic succession. Then our
attempt will be successful. ¥r†-k”£‹a-caitanya-v•‹†-am”tera dh•ra: "Whatever
is spoken by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is an incessant flow of nectar." Whoever
accepts His words as reality can understand the essence of the Absolute Truth.
No one can ascertain the Absolute Truth by following the philosophy of S••khya
or Pata‘jali, for the followers of S••khya or Pata‘jali do not accept Lord
Vi£‹u as the Supreme Personality of Godhead (na te vidu„ sv•rtha-gati‰ hi
vi£‹um). The ambition of such people is never fulfilled; therefore they are
attracted by the external energy. Although mental speculators may be renowned
all over the world as great authorities, actually they are not. Such leaders
are themselves conservative and not at all liberal. However, if we preach this
philosophy, people will consider Vai£‹avas very sectarian. ¥r†la M•dhavendra
Pur† was a real mah•jana, but misguided people cannot distinguish the real
from the unreal. However, a person who is awakened to K”£‹a consciousness can
understand the real religious path chalked out by the Lord and His pure
devotees. ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur† was a real mah•jana because he understood the
Absolute Truth properly and throughout his life behaved like a pure devotee.
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu approved the method of ¥r† M•dhavendra Pur†.
Therefore, although from the material viewpoint the Sano‚iy• br•hma‹a was on a
lower platform, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu considered him situated on the highest
platform of spiritual realization.
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (6.3.20) states that there are twelve mah•janas: Brahm•,
N•rada, ¥ambhu, Kum•ra, Kapila, Manu, Prahl•da, Janaka, Bh†£ma, Bali, ¥ukadeva
and Yamar•ja.
To select our mah•janas in the Gau‚†ya-samprad•ya, we have to follow in the
footsteps of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His representatives. His next
representative is ¥r† Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m†, and the next are the six
Gosv•m†s--¥r† Rãpa, ¥r† San•tana, Bhaààa Raghun•tha, ¥r† J†va, Gop•la Bhaààa
and D•sa Raghun•tha. The follower of Vi£‹usv•m† was ¥r†dhara Sv•m†, the most
well known commentator on ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. He was also a mah•jana.
Similarly, Ca‹‚†d•sa, Vidy•pati and Jayadeva were all mah•janas. One who tries
to imitate the mah•janas just to become an imitative spiritual master is
certainly far away from following in the footsteps of the mah•janas. Sometimes
people cannot actually understand how a mah•jana follows other mah•janas. In
this way people are inclined to fall from devotional service.
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TEXT 186
TEXT
tarko 'prati£àha„ ¤rutayo vibhinn•
n•s•v ”£ir yasya mata‰ na bhinnam
dharmasya tattva‰ nihita‰ guh•y•‰
mah•jano yena gata„ sa panth•„
SYNONYMS
tarka„--dry argument; aprati£àha„--not fixed; ¤rutaya„--Vedas; vibhinn•„-possessing different departments; na--not; asau--that; ”£i„--great sage;
yasya--whose; matam--opinion; na--not; bhinnam--separate; dharmasya--of
religious principles; tattvam--truth; nihitam--placed; guh•y•m--in the heart
of a realized person; mah•-jana„--self-realized predecessors; yena--by which
way; gata„--acted; sa„--that; panth•„--the pure unadulterated path.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued," 'Dry arguments are inconclusive. A
great personality whose opinion does not differ from others is not considered
a great sage. Simply by studying the Vedas, which are variegated, one cannot
come to the right path by which religious principles are understood. The solid
truth of religious principles is hidden in the heart of an unadulterated selfrealized person. Consequently, as the ¤•stras confirm, one should accept
whatever progressive path the mah•janas advocate.'"
PURPORT
This is a verse spoken by Yudhi£àhira Mah•r•ja in the Mah•bh•rata, Vanaparva (313.117).
TEXT 187
TEXT
tabe sei vipra prabhuke bhik£• kar•ila
madhu-pur†ra loka saba prabhuke dekhite •ila
SYNONYMS
tabe--after that; sei vipra--that br•hma‹a; prabhuke--unto Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhik£• kar•ila--gave lunch; madhu-pur†ra--of Mathur•;
loka--people in general; saba--all; prabhuke--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhite
•ila--came to see.
TRANSLATION
After this discussion, the br•hma‹a gave lunch to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
Then all the people residing in Mathur• came to see the Lord.
TEXT 188
TEXT
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lak£a-sa•khya loka •ise, n•hika ga‹ana
b•hira ha‘• prabhu dila dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
lak£a-sa•khya--numbering hundreds of thousands; loka •ise--people came;
n•hika ga‹ana--there is no counting; b•hira ha‘•--coming out; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dila dara¤ana--gave audience.
TRANSLATION
People came by hundreds of thousands, and no one could count them.
Therefore ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu came out of the house to give audience to
the people.
TEXT 189
TEXT
b•hu tuli' bale prabhu 'hari-bola'-dhvani
preme matta n•ce loka kari' hari-dhvani
SYNONYMS
b•hu tuli'--raising the arms; bale--says; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
hari-bola-dhvani--the transcendental sound vibration Hari bol; preme--in
ecstasy; matta--maddened; n•ce--dance; loka--the people; kari' hari-dhvani-making the transcendental vibration Hari.
TRANSLATION
When the people assembled, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu raised His arms and said
very loudly, "Hari bol!" The people responded to the Lord and became ecstatic.
As if mad, they began to dance and vibrate the transcendental sound, "Hari!"
TEXT 190
TEXT
yamun•ra 'cabbi¤a gh•àe' prabhu kaila sn•na
sei vipra prabhuke dekh•ya t†rtha-sth•na
SYNONYMS
yamun•ra--of the River Yamun•; cabbi¤a gh•àe--in the twenty-four ghats, or
bathing places; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kaila--performed; sn•na-bathing; sei vipra--that br•hma‹a; prabhuke--unto ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
dekh•ya--shows; t†rtha-sth•na--the holy places of pilgrimage.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu bathed in twenty-four ghats along the banks of the
Yamun•, and the br•hma‹a showed Him all the places of pilgrimage.
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PURPORT
The twenty-four ghats (bathing places) along the Yamun• are (1) Avimukta,
(2) Adhirã‚ha, (3) Guhya-t†rtha, (4) Pray•ga-t†rtha, (5) Kanakhala-t†rtha, (6)
Tinduka, (7) Sãrya-t†rtha, (8) Vaàasv•m†, (9) Dhruva-gh•àa, (10) ™£i-t†rtha,
(11) Mok£a-t†rtha, (12) Bodha-t†rtha, (13) Gokar‹a, (14) K”£‹aga•g•, (15)
Vaiku‹àha, (16) Asi-ku‹‚a, (17) Catu„-s•mudrika-kãpa, (18) Akrãra-t†rtha, (19)
Y•j‘ika-vipra-sth•na, (20) Kubj•-kãpa, (21) Ra•ga-sthala, (22) Ma‘ca-sthala,
(23) Mallayuddha-sth•na and (24) Da¤•¤vamedha.
TEXT 191
TEXT
svayambhu, vi¤r•ma, d†rgha-vi£‹u, bhãte¤vara
mah•vidy•, gokar‹•di dekhil• vistara
SYNONYMS
svayambhu--Svayambhu; vi¤r•ma--Vi¤r•ma; d†rgha-vi£‹u--D†rgha Vi£‹u;
bhãte¤vara--Bhãte¤vara; mah•vidy•--Mah•vidy•; gokar‹a--Gokar‹a; •di--and so
on; dekhil•--saw; vistara--many.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited all the holy places on the banks of the
Yamun•, including Svayambhu, Vi¤r•ma-gh•àa, D†rgha Vi£‹u, Bhãte¤vara,
Mah•vidy• and Gokar‹a.
TEXT 192
TEXT
'vana' dekhib•re yadi prabhura mana haila
sei ta br•hma‹e prabhu sa•gete la-ila
SYNONYMS
vana--the forests; dekhib•re--to see; yadi--when; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; mana--mind; haila--was; sei ta--indeed that; br•hma‹e--br•hma‹a;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sa•gete la-ila--took along.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu wanted to see the various forests of
V”nd•vana, He took the br•hma‹a with Him.
TEXT 193
TEXT
madhu-vana, t•la, kumuda, bahul•-vana gel•
t•h•• t•h•• sn•na kari' prem•vi£àa hail•
SYNONYMS
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madhu-vana--Madhuvana; t•la--T•lavana; kumuda--Kumudavana; bahul•-vana-Bahul•vana; gel•--He visited; t•h•• t•h••--here and there; sn•na kari'--taking
bath; prema-•vi£àa hail•--became overwhelmed by ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited the different forests, including Madhuvana,
T•lavana, Kumudavana and Bahul•vana. Wherever He went, He took His bath with
great ecstatic love.
PURPORT
The word vana means "forest." V”nd•vana is the name given to the forest
where ¥r†mat† V”nd•dev† (Tulas†dev†) grows profusely. Actually it is not a
forest as we ordinarily consider a forest because it is very thick with green
vegetation. There are twelve such vanas in V”nd•vana. Some are located on the
western side of the Yamun• and others on the eastern side. The forests
situated on the eastern side are Bhadravana, Bilvavana, Lauhavana,
Bh•‹‚†ravana and Mah•vana. On the western side are Madhuvana, T•lavana,
Kumudavana, Bahul•vana, K•myavana, Khadiravana and V”nd•vana. These are the
twelve forests of the V”nd•vana area.
TEXT 194
TEXT
pathe g•bh†-ghaà• care prabhure dekhiy•
prabhuke be‚aya •si' hu•k•ra kariy•
SYNONYMS
pathe--on the road; g•bh†-ghaà•--groups of cows; care--graze; prabhure
dekhiy•--after seeing Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prabhuke be‚aya--they
surrounded the Lord; •si'--coming; hu•-k•ra kariy•--making a loud vibration.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu passed through V”nd•vana, herds of grazing
cows saw Him pass and, immediately surrounding Him, began to moo very loudly.
TEXT 195
TEXT
g•bh† dekhi' stabdha prabhu premera tara•ge
v•tsalye g•bh† prabhura c•àe saba-a•ge
SYNONYMS
g•bh† dekhi'--seeing the cows; stabdha--stunned; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; premera tara•ge--in the waves of ecstatic love; v•tsalye--in great
affection; g•bh†--all the cows; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; c•àe-licked; saba-a•ge--all over the body.
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TRANSLATION
Seeing the herds approach Him, the Lord was stunned with ecstatic love. The
cows then began to lick His body in great affection.
TEXT 196
TEXT
sustha ha‘• prabhu kare a•ga-ka‹‚ãyana
prabhu-sa•ge cale, n•hi ch•‚e dhenu-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
sustha ha‘•--becoming patient; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare--does;
a•ga--of the body; ka‹‚ãyana--scratching; prabhu-sa•ge--with ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; cale--go; n•hi ch•‚e--do not give up; dhenu-ga‹a--all the cows.
TRANSLATION
Becoming pacified, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu began to caress the cows, and
the cows, being unable to give up His company, went with Him.
TEXT 197
TEXT
ka£àe-s”£àye dhenu saba r•khila goy•la
prabhu-ka‹àha-dhvani ¤uni' •ise m”g†-p•la
SYNONYMS
ka£àe-s”£àye--with great difficulty; dhenu--the cows; saba--all; r•khila-kept back; goy•la--the cowherd men; prabhu-ka‹àha-dhvani--the musical voice of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤uni'--hearing; •ise--came; m”g†-p•la--flocks of
deer.
TRANSLATION
It was with great difficulty that the cowherd men were able to keep the
cows back. Then when the Lord chanted, all the deer heard His sweet voice and
approached Him.
TEXT 198
TEXT
m”ga-m”g† mukha dekhi' prabhu-a•ga c•àe
bhaya n•hi kare, sa•ge y•ya v•àe-v•àe
SYNONYMS
m”ga-m”g†--the deer, both male and female; mukha dekhi'--seeing His face;
prabhu-a•ga c•àe--began to lick the body of the Lord; bhaya n•hi kare--they
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were not at all afraid; sa•ge y•ya--go with Him; v•àe-v•àe--all along the
road.
TRANSLATION
When the does and bucks came and saw the Lord's face, they began to lick
His body. Not being at all afraid of Him, they accompanied Him along the path.
TEXT 199
TEXT
¤uka, pika, bh”•ga prabhure dekhi' 'pa‘cama' g•ya
¤ikhi-ga‹a n”tya kari' prabhu-•ge y•ya
SYNONYMS
¤uka--parrots; pika--cuckoos; bh”•ga--bumblebees; prabhure--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; dekhi'--seeing; pa‘cama--the fifth musical note; g•ya--sing;
¤ikhi-ga‹a--peacocks; n”tya--dancing; kari'--performing; prabhu-•ge--in front
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; y•ya--go.
TRANSLATION
Bumblebees and birds like the parrot and cuckoo all began to sing loudly on
the fifth note, and the peacocks began to dance in front of the Lord.
TEXT 200
TEXT
prabhu dekhi' v”nd•vanera v”k£a-lat•-ga‹e
a•kura pulaka, madhu-a¤ru vari£a‹e
SYNONYMS
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhi'--seeing; v”nd•vane--of V”nd•vana;
v”k£a-lat•-ga‹e--the trees and creepers; a•kura--twigs; pulaka--jubilant;
madhu-a¤ru--tears in the form of honey; vari£a‹e--pour.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the trees and creepers of V”nd•vana
became jubilant. Their twigs stood up, and they began to shed tears of ecstasy
in the form of honey.
TEXT 201
TEXT
phula-phala bhari' ‚•la pa‚e prabhu-p•ya
bandhu dekhi' bandhu yena'bheàa' la‘• y•ya
SYNONYMS
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phula-phala bhari'--loaded with fruits and flowers; ‚•la--the branches;
pa‚e--fall down; prabhu-p•ya--at the lotus feet of the Lord; bandhu dekhi'-seeing one friend; bandhu--another friend; yena--as if; bheàa--a presentation;
la‘•--taking; y•ya--goes.
TRANSLATION
The trees and creepers, overloaded with fruits and flowers, fell down at
the lotus feet of the Lord and greeted Him with various presentations as if
they were friends.
TEXT 202
TEXT
prabhu dekhi' v”nd•vanera sth•vara-ja•gama
•nandita----bandhu yena dekhe bandhu-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
prabhu dekhi'--seeing the Lord; v”nd•vanera--of V”nd•vana; sth•varaja•gama--all living entities, moving and not moving; •nandita--very jubilant;
bandhu--friend; yena--as if; dekhe--see; bandhu-ga‹a--friends.
TRANSLATION
Thus all the moving and nonmoving living entities of V”nd•vana became very
jubilant to see the Lord. It was as if friends were made happy by seeing
another friend.
TEXT 203
TEXT
t•-sab•ra pr†ti dekhi' prabhu bh•v•ve¤e
sab•-sane kr†‚• kare ha‘• t•ra va¤e
SYNONYMS
t•-sab•ra--of all of them; pr†ti--affection; dekhi'--seeing; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bh•va-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; sab•-sane--with all of
them; kr†‚•--sporting; kare--performs; ha‘•--being; t•ra--their; va¤e--under
control.
TRANSLATION
Seeing their affection, the Lord was moved by ecstatic love. He began to
sport with them exactly as a friend sports with another friend. Thus He
voluntarily came under the control of His friends.
TEXT 204
TEXT
prati v”k£a-lat• prabhu karena •li•gana
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pu£p•di dhy•ne karena k”£‹e samarpa‹a
SYNONYMS
prati--each and every; v”k£a-lat•--tree and creeper; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; karena •li•gana--embraced; pu£pa-•di--all the flowers and fruits;
dhy•ne--in meditation; karena--do; k”£‹e--unto Lord K”£‹a; samarpa‹a-offering.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu began to embrace each and every tree and creeper,
and they began to offer their fruits and flowers as if in meditation.
TEXT 205
TEXT
a¤ru-kampa-pulaka-preme ¤ar†ra asthire
'k”£‹a' bala, 'k”£‹a' bala----bale uccai„svare
SYNONYMS
a¤ru--tears; kampa--trembling; pulaka--jubilation; preme--in ecstatic love;
¤ar†ra--the whole body; asthire--restless; k”£‹a bala--say K”£‹a; k”£‹a bala-say K”£‹a; bale--the Lord says; uccai„-svare--very loudly.
TRANSLATION
The Lord's body was restless, and tears, trembling and jubilation were
manifest. He said very loudly, "Chant K”£‹a! Chant K”£‹a!"
TEXT 206
TEXT
sth•vara-ja•gama mili' kare k”£‹a-dhvani
prabhura gambh†ra-svare yena prati-dhvani
SYNONYMS
sth•vara-ja•gama--all living entities, nonmoving and moving; mili'--meeting
together; kare--perform; k”£‹a-dhvani--vibration of the sound Hare K”£‹a;
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; gambh†ra-svare--deep voice; yena--as if;
prati-dhvani--responsive vibration.
TRANSLATION
All moving and nonmoving creatures then began to vibrate the transcendental
sound of Hare K”£‹a, as if they were echoing the deep sound of Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 207
TEXT
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m”gera gal• dhari' prabhu karena rodane
m”gera pulaka a•ge, a¤ru nayane
SYNONYMS
m”gera--of the deer; gal• dhari'--catching the necks; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; karena--does; rodane--crying; m”gera--of the deer; pulaka a•ge-jubilation; a¤ru--tears; nayane--in the eyes.
TRANSLATION
The Lord then clasped the necks of the deer and began to cry. There was
jubilation manifest in the bodies of the deer, and tears were in their eyes.
TEXT 208
TEXT
v”k£a-‚•le ¤uka-¤•r† dila dara¤ana
t•h• dekhi' prabhura kichu ¤unite haila mana
SYNONYMS
v”k£a-‚•le--on a branch of a tree; ¤uka-¤•r†--male and female parrots;
dila--gave; dara¤ana--appearance; t•h• dekhi'--seeing that; prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kichu--something; ¤unite--to hear; haila--there was;
mana--mind.
TRANSLATION
When a male and female parrot appeared on the branches of a tree, the Lord
saw them and wanted to hear them speak.
TEXT 209
TEXT
¤uka-¤•rik• prabhura h•te u‚i' pa‚e
prabhuke ¤un•‘• k”£‹era gu‹a-¤loka pa‚e
SYNONYMS
¤uka-¤•rik•--the parrots, male and female; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; h•te--on the hand; u‚i'--flying; pa‚e--fall; prabhuke--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤un•‘•--causing to hear; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; gu‹a¤loka pa‚e--chanted verses about the transcendental qualities.
TRANSLATION
Both parrots flew onto the hand of the Lord and began to chant the
transcendental qualities of K”£‹a, and the Lord listened to them.
TEXT 210
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TEXT
saundarya‰ lalan•li-dhairya-dalana‰ l†l• ram•-stambhin†
v†rya‰ kandukit•dri-varyam amal•„ p•re-par•rdha‰ gu‹•„
¤†la‰ sarva-jan•nura‘janam aho yasy•yam asmat-prabhur
vi¤va‰ vi¤va-jan†na-k†rtir avat•t k”£‹o jagan-mohana„
SYNONYMS
saundaryam--the bodily beauty; lalan•-•li--of groups of gop†s; dhairya--the
patience; dalanam--subduing; l†l•--pastimes; ram•--the goddess of fortune;
stambhin†--astounding; v†ryam--strength; kandukita--making like a small ball
for throwing; adri-varyam--the great mountain; amal•„--without a spot; p•repar•rdham--unlimited; gu‹•„--qualities; ¤†lam--behavior; sarva-jana--all kinds
of living entities; anura‘janam--satisfying; aho--oh; yasya--whose; ayam-this; asmat-prabhu„--our Lord; vi¤vam--the whole universe; vi¤va-jan†na--for
the benefit of everyone; k†rti„--whose glorification; avat•t--may He maintain;
k”£‹a„--Lord K”£‹a; jagat-mohana„--the attractor of the whole world.
TRANSLATION
The male parrot sang: "The glorification of Lord K”£‹a, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, is beneficial to everyone in the universe. His beauty
is victorious over the gop†s of V”nd•vana, and it subdues their patience. His
pastimes astound the goddess of fortune, and His bodily strength turns
Govardhana Hill into a small toy like a ball. His spotless qualities are
unlimited, and His behavior satisfies everyone. Lord K”£‹a is attractive to
everyone. Oh, may our Lord maintain the whole universe!"
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Govinda-l†l•m”ta (13.29).
TEXT 211
TEXT
¤uka-mukhe ¤uni' tabe k”£‹era var‹ana
¤•rik• pa‚aye tabe r•dhik•-var‹ana
SYNONYMS
¤uka-mukhe--in the mouth of the male parrot; ¤uni'--hearing; k”£‹era
var‹ana--a description of Lord K”£‹a; ¤•rik•--female parrot; pa‚aye--recites;
tabe--then; r•dhik•-var‹ana--a description of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
TRANSLATION
After hearing this description of Lord K”£‹a from the male parrot, the
female parrot began to recite a description of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
TEXT 212
TEXT
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¤r†-r•dhik•y•„ priyat• surãpat•
su¤†lat• nartana-g•na-c•tur†
gu‹•li-sampat kavit• ca r•jate
jagan-mano-mohana-citta-mohin†
SYNONYMS
¤r†-r•dhik•y•„--of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; priyat•--affection; su-rãpat•-exquisite beauty; su-¤†lat•--good behavior; nartana-g•na--in chanting and
dancing; c•tur†--artistry; gu‹a-•li-sampat--possession of such transcendental
qualities; kavit•--poetry; ca--also; r•jate--shine; jagat-mana„-mohana--of
K”£‹a, who attracts the mind of the whole universe; citta-mohin†--the
attractor of the mind.
TRANSLATION
The female parrot said: "¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s affection, Her exquisite
beauty and good behavior, Her artistic dancing and chanting and Her poetic
compositions are all so attractive that they attract the mind of K”£‹a, who
attracts the mind of everyone in the universe."
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Govinda-l†l•m”ta (13.30).
TEXT 213
TEXT
puna„ ¤uka kahe,----k”£‹a 'madana-mohana'
tabe •ra ¤loka ¤uka karila paàhana
SYNONYMS
puna„--again; ¤uka--the male parrot; kahe--says; k”£‹a madana-mohana--K”£‹a
is the conqueror of the mind of Cupid; tabe--thereafter; •ra--another; ¤loka-verse; ¤uka--the male parrot; karila paàhana--recited.
TRANSLATION
Thereafter the male parrot said, "K”£‹a is the enchanter of the mind of
Cupid." He then began to recite another verse.
TEXT 214
TEXT
vam¤†-dh•r† jagan-n•ricitta-h•r† sa ¤•rike
vih•r† gopa-n•r†bhir
j†y•n madana-mohana„
SYNONYMS
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va‰¤†-dh•r†--the carrier of the flute; jagat-n•r†--of all women of the
universe; citta-h•r†--the stealer of the hearts; sa„--He; ¤•rike--my dear
¤•r†; vih•r†--enjoyer; gopa-n•r†bhi„--with the gop†s; j†y•t--let Him be
glorified; madana--of Cupid; mohana„--the enchanter.
TRANSLATION
The parrot then said, "My dear ¤•r† [female parrot], ¥r† K”£‹a carries a
flute and enchants the hearts of all women throughout the universe. He is
specifically the enjoyer of beautiful gop†s, and He is the enchanter of Cupid
also. Let Him be glorified!"
PURPORT
This verse is also found in the Govinda-l†l•m”ta (13.31).
TEXT 215
TEXT
puna„ ¤•r† kahe ¤uke kari' parih•sa
t•h• ¤uni' prabhura haila vismaya-premoll•sa
SYNONYMS
puna„--again; ¤•r† kahe--the female parrot said; ¤uke--unto the male
parrot; kari' parih•sa--jokingly; t•h• ¤uni'--hearing that; prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; haila--there was; vismaya--wonderful; prema-ull•sa-awakening of ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
Then the female parrot began to speak jokingly to ¤uka, and ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu was struck with wonderful ecstatic love to hear her speak.
TEXT 216
TEXT
r•dh•-sa•ge yad• bh•ti
tad• 'madana-mohana„'
anyath• vi¤va-moho 'pi
svaya‰ 'madana-mohita„'
SYNONYMS
r•dh•-sa•ge--with ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; yad•--when; bh•ti--shines; tad•--at
that time; madana-mohana„--the enchanter of the mind of Cupid; anyath•-otherwise; vi¤va-moha„--the enchanter of the whole universe; api--even though;
svayam--personally; madana-mohita„--enchanted by Cupid.
TRANSLATION
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The parrot ¤•r† said, "When Lord ¥r† K”£‹a is with R•dh•r•‹†, He is the
enchanter of Cupid; otherwise, when He is alone, He Himself is enchanted by
erotic feelings even though He enchants the whole universe."
PURPORT
This is another verse from the Govinda-l†l•m”ta (13.32).
TEXT 217
TEXT
¤uka-¤•r† u‚i' puna„ gela v”k£a-‚•le
mayãrera n”tya prabhu dekhe kutãhale
SYNONYMS
¤uka-¤•r†--the male and female parrots; u‚i'--flying; puna„--again; gela-went; v”k£a-‚•le--to the branch of a tree; mayãrera--of the peacocks; n”tya-dancing; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhe--sees; kutãhale--with
curiosity.
TRANSLATION
Both parrots then flew onto a tree branch, and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
began to watch the dancing of peacocks with curiosity.
TEXT 218
TEXT
mayãrera ka‹àha dekhi' prabhura k”£‹a-sm”ti haila
prem•ve¤e mah•prabhu bhãmite pa‚ila
SYNONYMS
mayãrera--of the peacocks; ka‹àha--necks; dekhi'--seeing; prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”£‹a-sm”ti--remembrance of Lord K”£‹a; haila--there was;
prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhãmite-on the ground; pa‚ila--fell down.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord saw the bluish necks of the peacocks, His remembrance of
K”£‹a immediately awakened, and He fell to the ground in ecstatic love.
TEXT 219
TEXT
prabhure mãrcchita dekhi' sei ta br•hma‹a
bhaàà•c•rya-sa•ge kare prabhura santarpa‹a
SYNONYMS
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prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mãrcchita--unconscious; dekhi'--seeing;
sei ta br•hma‹a--indeed that br•hma‹a; bhaàà•c•rya-sa•ge--with Bhaàà•c•rya;
kare--does; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; santarpa‹a--taking care.
TRANSLATION
When the br•hma‹a saw that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was unconscious, he and
Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya took care of Him.
TEXT 220
TEXT
•ste-vyaste mah•prabhura la‘• bahirv•sa
jala-seka kare a•ge, vastrera v•t•sa
SYNONYMS
•ste-vyaste--with great haste; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
la‘•--taking; bahirv•sa--covering cloth; jala-seka kare--sprinkle water; a•ge-on the body; vastrera v•t•sa--fanning with the cloth.
TRANSLATION
They hastily sprinkled water over the Lord's body. Then they took up His
cloth and began to fan Him with it.
TEXT 221
TEXT
prabhu-kar‹e k”£‹a-n•ma kahe ucca kari'
cetana p•‘• prabhu y•'na ga‚•ga‚i
SYNONYMS
prabhu-kar‹e--in the ear of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy
name of Lord K”£‹a; kahe--chant; ucca kari'--loudly; cetana p•‘•--coming to
consciousness; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; y•'na--goes; ga‚•ga‚i--rolling
on the ground.
TRANSLATION
They then began to chant the holy name of K”£‹a into the Lord's ear. When
the Lord regained consciousness, He began rolling on the ground.
TEXT 222
TEXT
ka‹àaka-durgama vane a•ga k£ata haila
bhaàà•c•rya kole kari' prabhure sustha kaila
SYNONYMS
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ka‹àaka-durgama--difficult to traverse because of thorns; vane--in the
forest; a•ga--the body; k£ata haila--became injured; bhaàà•c•rya--Balabhadra
Bhaàà•c•rya; kole kari'--taking Him on his lap; prabhure--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; sustha kaila--pacified.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord rolled on the ground, sharp thorns injured His body. Taking
Him on his lap, Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya pacified Him.
TEXT 223
TEXT
k”£‹•ve¤e prabhura preme garagara mana
'bol' 'bol' kari' uàhi' karena nartana
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love of K”£‹a; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; preme--by love; garagara--disturbed; mana--mind; bol bol--chant,
chant; kari'--saying; uàhi'--standing up; karena nartana--began to dance.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mind wandered in ecstatic love of K”£‹a. He
immediately stood up and said, "Chant! Chant!" Then He Himself began to dance.
TEXT 224
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya, sei vipra 'k”£‹a-n•ma' g•ya
n•cite n•cite pathe prabhu cali' y•ya
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--Bhaàà•c•rya; sei vipra--that br•hma‹a; k”£‹a-n•ma g•ya--chant
the holy name of K”£‹a; n•cite n•cite--dancing and dancing; pathe--on the
road; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cali' y•ya--goes forward.
TRANSLATION
Being thus ordered by the Lord, both Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya and the
br•hma‹a began to chant the holy name of K”£‹a. Then the Lord, dancing and
dancing, proceeded along the path.
TEXT 225
TEXT
prabhura prem•ve¤a dekhi' br•hma‹a----vismita
prabhura rak£• l•gi' vipra ha-il• cintita
SYNONYMS
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prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prema-•ve¤a--ecstatic love; dekhi'-seeing; br•hma‹a--the br•hma‹a; vismita--astonished; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; rak£• l•gi'--for the protection; vipra--the br•hma‹a; ha-il•-became; cintita--very anxious.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a was astounded to see the symptoms of ecstatic love exhibited
by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. He then became anxious to give the Lord
protection.
TEXT 226
TEXT
n†l•cale chil• yaiche prem•ve¤a mana
v”nd•vana y•ite pathe haila ¤ata-gu‹a
SYNONYMS
n†l•cale--at Jagann•tha Pur†; chil•--was; yaiche--as; prema-•ve¤a mana-always in a mentality of ecstatic love; v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana; y•ite--going;
pathe--on the road; haila--became; ¤ata-gu‹a--one hundred times.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's mind was absorbed in ecstatic love at Jagann•tha
Pur†, but when He passed along the road on the way to V”nd•vana, that love
increased a hundred times.
TEXT 227
TEXT
sahasra-gu‹a prema b•‚e mathur• dara¤ane
lak£a-gu‹a prema b•‚e, bhramena yabe vane
SYNONYMS
sahasra-gu‹a--one thousand times; prema--love; b•‚e--increased; mathur•-Mathur•; dara¤ane--upon seeing; lak£a-gu‹a--a hundred thousand times; prema
b•‚e--love increases; bhramena--wanders; yabe--when; vane--in the forests of
V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
The Lord's ecstatic love increased a thousand times when He visited
Mathur•, but it increased a hundred thousand times when He wandered in the
forests of V”nd•vana.
TEXTS 228-229
TEXT
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anya-de¤a prema uchale 'v”nd•vana'-n•me
s•k£•t bhramaye ebe sei v”nd•vane
preme garagara mana r•tri-divase
sn•na-bhik£•di-nirv•ha karena abhy•se
SYNONYMS
anya-de¤a--in other countries; prema--love; uchale--increases; v”nd•vanan•me--by the name of V”nd•vana; s•k£•t--directly; bhramaye--travels; ebe--now;
sei v”nd•vane--in that V”nd•vana; preme--in ecstatic love; garagara-faltering; mana--mind; r•tri-divase--day and night; sn•na-bhik£•-•di--bathing
and accepting food; nirv•ha--accomplishing; karena--does; abhy•se--by habit.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was elsewhere, the very name of V”nd•vana was
sufficient to increase His ecstatic love. Now, when He was actually traveling
in the V”nd•vana forest, His mind was absorbed in great ecstatic love day and
night. He ate and bathed simply out of habit.
TEXT 230
TEXT
ei-mata prema----y•vat bhramila 'b•ra' vana
ekatra likhilu•, sarvatra n• y•ya var‹ana
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; prema--ecstatic love; y•vat--so long; bhramila--He
traveled; b•ra vana--through the twelve forests of V”nd•vana; ekatra--in one
place; likhilu•--I have written; sarvatra--everywhere; n• y•ya var‹ana--cannot
be described.
TRANSLATION
Thus I have written a description of the ecstatic love Lord Caitanya
manifested while He walked through the twelve forests of V”nd•vana. To
describe it all would be impossible.
TEXT 231
TEXT
v”nd•vane haila prabhura yateka premera vik•ra
koài-granthe 'ananta' likhena t•h•ra vist•ra
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vane--in V”nd•vana; haila--there were; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; yateka--as many; premera vik•ra--transformations of ecstasy; koàigranthe--in millions of books; ananta--Lord Ananta; likhena--writes; t•h•ra-of them; vist•ra--elaboration.
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TRANSLATION
Lord Ananta writes millions of books elaborately describing the
transformations of ecstatic love experienced by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in
V”nd•vana.
TEXT 232
TEXT
tabu likhib•re n•re t•ra eka ka‹a
udde¤a karite kari dig-dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
tabu--yet; likhib•re--to write; n•re--is not able; t•ra--of that; eka--one;
ka‹a--fragment; udde¤a--indication; karite--to make; kari--I perform; dikdara¤ana--pointing out the direction.
TRANSLATION
Since Lord Ananta Himself cannot describe even a fragment of these
pastimes, I am simply pointing out the direction.
TEXT 233
TEXT
jagat bh•sila caitanya-l†l•ra p•th•re
y••ra yata ¤akti tata p•th•re s••t•re
SYNONYMS
jagat--the whole world; bh•sila--floated; caitanya-l†l•ra--of the pastimes
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; p•th•re--in the inundation; y••ra--of whom; yata-as much; ¤akti--power; tata--that much; p•th•re--in the inundation; s••t•re-swims.
TRANSLATION
The whole world became merged in the inundation of the pastimes of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. One can swim in that water to the extent that he has the
strength.
TEXT 234
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-1730

the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Seventeenth Chapter, describing the Lord's traveling to V”nd•vana.
Chapter 18
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's Visit to ¥r† V”nd•vana
The following summary of the Eighteenth Chapter is given by ¥r†la
Bhaktivinoda áh•kura in his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya. In the village of šriàgr•ma, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu discovered the transcendental lakes known as
R•dh•-ku‹‚a and ¥y•ma-ku‹‚a. He then saw the Deity Harideva at Govardhana
Village. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had no desire to climb Govardhana Hill
because the hill is worshiped as K”£‹a. The Gop•la Deity could understand the
mind of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; therefore on the plea of being attacked by
Muslims, Gop•la transferred Himself to the village of G••àhuli-gr•ma. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu then went to G••àhuli-gr•ma to see Lord Gop•la. Some years
later, Lord Gop•la also went to Mathur• to the temple of Viàhàhale¤vara and
stayed there for one month just to give an audience to ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†.
After visiting Nand†¤vara, P•vana-sarovara, ¥e£a¤•y†, Khel•-t†rtha,
Bh•‹‚†ravana, Bhadravana, Lohavana and Mah•vana, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went
to Gokula and then finally returned to Mathur•. Seeing a great crowd in
Mathur•, He moved His residence near Akrãra-gh•àa, and from there He went
every day to V”nd•vana to see K•l†ya-hrada, Dv•da¤•ditya-gh•àa, Ke¤†-gh•àa,
R•sa-sthal†, C†ra-gh•àa and šmli-tal•. At K•l†ya Lake, many people mistook a
fisherman for K”£‹a. When some respectable people came to see ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, they expressed their opinion that when one takes sanny•sa, he
becomes N•r•ya‹a. Their mistake was corrected by the Lord. In this way, their
K”£‹a consciousness was awakened, and they could understand that a sanny•s† is
simply a living entity and not the Supreme personality of Godhead.
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took His bath at Akrãra-gh•àa, He submerged
Himself in the water for a long time. Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya decided to take
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to Pray•ga after visiting the holy place known as
Sorok£etra. While stopping near a village on the way to Pray•ga, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu fainted in ecstatic love. Some P•àh•na soldiers who were passing
through saw ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and falsely concluded that the Lord's
associates, Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya and others, had killed the Lord with a
poison named dhutur• and were taking His wealth. Thus the soldiers arrested
them. However, when ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu regained His senses, His
associates were released. He talked with a person who was supposed to be a
holy man in the party. From the Koran, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu established
devotional service to K”£‹a. Thus the leader of the soldiers, named Vijal†
Kh•n, surrendered to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and he and his party became
devotees of Lord K”£‹a. The same village today is known as the village of
P•àh•na Vai£‹avas. After bathing in the Ganges at Soro, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu arrived at Pray•ga at the confluence of three rivers--the Ganges,
Yamun• and Sarasvat†.
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TEXT 1
TEXT
v”nd•vane sthira-car•n
nandayan sv•valokanai„
•tm•na‰ ca tad-•lok•d
gaur••ga„ parito 'bhramat
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vane--in V”nd•vana; sthira-car•n--to the living entities, both moving
and not moving; nandayan--giving pleasure; sva-avalokanai„--by His personal
glances; •tm•nam--to Himself; ca--also; tat-•lok•t--by seeing them; gaur••ga„-¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; parita„--all around; abhramat--traveled.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu traveled all over V”nd•vana and pleased all living
entities, moving and nonmoving, with His glances. The Lord took much personal
pleasure in seeing everyone. In this way Lord Gaur••ga traveled in V”nd•vana.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya gauracandra jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; gauracandra--to Lord Gauracandra (¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu); jaya--all glories; nity•nanda--to Lord Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya-all glories; advaita-candra--to ¥r† Advaita Gos•‘i; jaya--all glories; gaurabhakta-v”nda--to the devotees of Lord Caitanya.
TRANSLATION
All glories to Lord Gauracandra! All glories to Nity•nanda Prabhu! All
glories to Advaita Prabhu! And all glories to the devotees of Lord Caitanya
headed by ¥r†v•sa áh•kura!
TEXT 3
TEXT
ei-mata mah•prabhu n•cite n•cite
'•rià'-gr•me •si' 'b•hya' haila •cambite
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n•cite n•cite-dancing and dancing; •rià-gr•me--in the village known as šrià-gr•ma; •si,-coming; b•hya--sense perception; haila--there was; •cambite--suddenly.
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TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu danced in ecstasy, but when He arrived at
šriàgr•ma, His sense perception was awakened.
PURPORT
šrià-gr•ma is also called Ari£àa-gr•ma. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu understood
that in that village, Ari£à•sura was killed by ¥r† K”£‹a. While there, He
inquired about R•dh•-ku‹‚a, but no one could tell Him where it was. The
br•hma‹a accompanying Him could also not ascertain its whereabouts. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu could then understand that the holy places known as R•dh•ku‹‚a and ¥y•ma-ku‹‚a were at that time lost to everyone's vision. He
therefore discovered R•dh•-ku‹‚a and ¥y•ma-ku‹‚a, which were two reservoirs of
water in two paddy fields. Although there was very little water, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu was omniscient and could understand that formerly these two ponds
were called ¥r† R•dh•-ku‹‚a and ¥y•ma-ku‹‚a. In this way R•dh•-ku‹‚a and
¥y•ma-ku‹‚a were discovered.
TEXT 4
TEXT
•riàe r•dh•-ku‹‚a-v•rt• puche loka-sth•ne
keha n•hi kahe, sa•gera br•hma‹a n• j•ne
SYNONYMS
•riàe--in the village known as šrià-gr•ma; r•dh•-ku‹‚a-v•rt•--news of
R•dh•ku‹‚a; puche--inquires; loka-sth•ne--from the local people; keha--anyone;
n•hi--not; kahe--could say; sa•gera--the companion; br•hma‹a--br•hma‹a; n•
j•ne--does not know.
TRANSLATION
Sri Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked the local people, "Where is R•dh•-ku‹‚a?" No
one could inform Him, and the br•hma‹a accompanying Him did not know either.
TEXT 5
TEXT
t†rtha 'lupta' j•ni' prabhu sarvaj‘a bhagav•n
dui dh•nya-k£etre alpa-jale kail• sn•na
SYNONYMS
t†rtha--holy place; lupta--lost; j•ni'--knowing; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; sarva-j‘a--omniscient; bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; dui--two; dh•nya-k£etre--in paddy fields; alpa-jale--in not very deep
water; kail• sn•na--took a bath.
TRANSLATION
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The Lord then understood that the holy place called R•dh•-ku‹‚a was no
longer visible. However, being the omniscient Supreme Personality of Godhead,
He discovered R•dh•-ku‹‚a and ¥y•ma-ku‹‚a in two paddy fields. There was only
a little water, but He took His bath there.
TEXT 6
TEXT
dekhi' saba gr•mya-lokera vismaya haila mana
preme prabhu kare r•dh•-ku‹‚era stavana
SYNONYMS
dekhi'--seeing; saba gr•mya-lokera--of all the people of the village;
vismaya haila--became astonished; mana--the minds; preme--in ecstatic love;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare--does; r•dh•-ku‹‚era--of R•dh•-ku‹‚a;
stavana--prayers.
TRANSLATION
When the people of the village saw ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu taking His bath
in those two ponds in the middle of the paddy fields, they were very
astonished. The Lord then offered His prayers to ¥r† R•dh•-ku‹‚a.
TEXT 7
TEXT
saba gop† haite r•dh• k”£‹era preyas†
taiche r•dh•-ku‹‚a priya 'priy•ra sarasi'
SYNONYMS
saba--all; gop†--the gop†s; haite--from; r•dh•--R•dh•r•‹†; k”£‹era--of Lord
K”£‹a; preyas†--most beloved; taiche--similarly; r•dh•-ku‹‚a--R•dh•-ku‹‚a;
priya--very dear; priy•ra saras†--the lake of the most beloved R•dh•r•‹†.
TRANSLATION
"Of all the gop†s, R•dh•r•‹† is the dearmost. Similarly, the lake known as
R•dh•-ku‹‚a is very dear to the Lord because it is very dear to ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†.
TEXT 8
TEXT
yath• r•dh• priy• vi£‹os
tasy•„ ku‹‚a‰ priya‰ tath•
sarva-gop†£u saivaik•
vi£‹or atyanta-vallabh•
SYNONYMS
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yath•--as; r•dh•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; priy•--beloved; vi£‹o„--of Lord K”£‹a;
tasy•„--Her; ku‹‚am--lake; priyam--very dear; tath•--similarly; sarva-gop†£u-among all the gop†s; s•--She; eva--certainly; ek•--alone; vi£‹o„--of Lord
K”£‹a; atyanta--very much; vallabh•--dear.
TRANSLATION
" '¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is most dear to Lord K”£‹a, and Her lake known as
R•dh•-ku‹‚a is also very dear to Him. Of all the gop†s, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is
certainly the most beloved.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from the Padma Pur•‹a.
TEXT 9
TEXT
yei ku‹‚e nitya k”£‹a r•dhik•ra sa•ge
jale jala-keli kare, t†re r•sa-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
yei ku‹‚e--in which lake; nitya--daily; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; r•dhik•ra sa•ge-accompanied by ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; jale--in the water; jala-keli--sporting in
the water; kare--performs; t†re--on the bank; r•sa-ra•ge--His r•sa dance.
TRANSLATION
"In that lake, Lord K”£‹a and ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† used to sport daily in the
water and have a r•sa dance on the bank.
TEXT 10
TEXT
sei ku‹‚e yei eka-b•ra kare sn•na
t••re r•dh•-sama 'prema' k”£‹a kare d•na
SYNONYMS
sei ku‹‚e--in that lake; yei--anyone who; eka-b•ra--once; kare sn•na--takes
a bath; t••re--unto him; r•dh•-sama--like ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; prema--ecstatic
love; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; kare d•na--gives as charity.
TRANSLATION
"Indeed, Lord K”£‹a gives ecstatic love like that of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† to
whoever bathes in that lake even once in his life.
TEXT 11
TEXT
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ku‹‚era 'm•dhur†'----yena r•dh•ra 'madhurim•'
ku‹‚era 'mahim•'----yena r•dh•ra 'mahim•'
SYNONYMS
ku‹‚era--of the lake; m•dhur†--sweetness; yena--as if; r•dh•ra--of ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†; madhurim•--sweetness; ku‹‚era--of the lake; mahim•--glories; yena-as if; r•dh•ra--of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; mahim•--glories.
TRANSLATION
"The attraction of R•dh•-ku‹‚a is as sweet as that of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
Similarly, the glories of the ku‹‚a [lake] are as glorious as ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†.
TEXT 12
TEXT
¤r†-r•dheva hares tad†ya-saras† pre£àh•dbhutai„ svair gu‹air
yasy•‰ ¤r†-yuta-m•dhavendur ani¤a‰ pr†ty• tay• kr†‚ati
prem•smin bata r•dhikeva labhate yasy•‰ sak”t sn•na-k”t
tasy• vai mahim• tath• madhurim• ken•stu var‹ya„ k£itau
SYNONYMS
¤r†-r•dh•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; iva--like; hare„--of K”£‹a; tad†ya--Her;
saras†--lake; pre£àh•--very dear; adbhutai„--by wonderful; svai„--own; gu‹ai„-transcendental qualities; yasy•m--in which; ¤r†-yuta--all-opulent; m•dhava-¥r† K”£‹a; indu„--like the moon; ani¤am--incessantly; pr†ty•--with great
affection; tay•--in association with ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; kr†‚ati--performs
pastimes; prem•--love; asmin--for Lord K”£‹a; bata--certainly; r•dhik• iva-exactly like ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; labhate--obtains; yasy•m--in which; sak”t-once; sn•na-k”t--one who takes a bath; tasy•„--of the lake; vai--certainly;
mahim•--glories; tath•--as well as; madhurim•--sweetness; kena--by whom; astu-can be; var‹ya„--described; k£itau--on this earth.
TRANSLATION
" 'Because of its wonderful transcendental qualities, R•dh•-ku‹‚a is as
dear to K”£‹a as ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†. It was in that lake that the all-opulent
Lord ¥r† K”£‹a performed His pastimes with ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† with great
pleasure and transcendental bliss. Whoever bathes just once in R•dh•-ku‹‚a
attains ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s loving attraction for ¥r† K”£‹a. Who within this
world can describe the glories and sweetness of ¥r† R•dh•-ku‹‚a?' "
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Govinda-l†l•m”ta (7.102).
TEXT 13
TEXT
ei-mata stuti kare prem•vi£àa ha‘•
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t†re n”tya kare ku‹‚a-l†l• sa•ariy•
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; stuti kare--offers prayers; prema-•vi£àa--overwhelmed
by ecstatic love; ha‘•--becoming; t†re--on the bank; n”tya kare--dances;
ku‹‚a-l†l•--pastimes of R•dh•-ku‹‚a; sa•ariy•--remembering.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu thus offered prayers to R•dh•-ku‹‚a. Overwhelmed by
ecstatic love, He danced on the bank, remembering the pastimes Lord K”£‹a
performed on the bank of R•dh•-ku‹‚a.
TEXT 14
TEXT
ku‹‚era m”ttik• la‘• tilaka karila
bhaàà•c•rya-dv•r• m”ttik• sa•ge kari' laila
SYNONYMS
ku‹‚era --of the lake; m”ttik•--earth; la‘•--taking; tilaka karila--formed
tilaka; bhaàà•c•rya-dv•r•--with the help of Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; m”ttik•-earth; sa•ge--along; kari'--making; laila--took.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then marked His body with tilaka made from the mud
of R•dh•-ku‹‚a, and with the help of Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya, He collected some
of the mud and took it with Him.
TEXT 15
TEXT
tabe cali' •il• prabhu 'sumana„-sarovara'
t•h•• 'govardhana' dekhi' ha-il• vihvala
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; cali'--traveling; •il•--came; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; sumana„-sarovara--to the lake known as Sumana„; t•h••--there;
govardhana--Govardhana Hill; dekhi'--seeing; ha-il• vihvala--became
overwhelmed.
TRANSLATION
From R•dh•-ku‹‚a, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to Sumana„ Lake. When He saw
Govardhana Hill from there, He was overwhelmed by joy.
TEXT 16
TEXT
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govardhana dekhi' prabhu ha-il• da‹‚avat
'eka ¤il•' •li•giy• ha-il• unmatta
SYNONYMS
govardhana dekhi'--seeing Govardhana Hill; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
ha-il• da‹‚avat--offered obeisances like a straight rod; eka ¤il•--one piece
of stone; •li•giy•--embracing; ha-il•--became; unmatta--maddened.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord saw Govardhana Hill, He immediately offered obeisances,
falling down on the ground like a rod. He embraced one piece of rock from
Govardhana Hill and became mad.
TEXT 17
TEXT
preme matta cali' •il• govardhana-gr•ma
'harideva' dekhi' t•h•• ha-il• pra‹•ma
SYNONYMS
preme--in ecstatic love; matta--maddened; cali'--proceeding; •il•--came;
govardhana-gr•ma--to the village known as Govardhana; hari-deva--the Deity
named Harideva installed there; dekhi'--seeing; t•h••--there; ha-il• pra‹•ma-offered obeisances.
TRANSLATION
Mad with ecstatic love, the Lord came to the village known as Govardhana.
It was there that He saw the Deity Harideva and offered His obeisances unto
Him.
TEXT 18
TEXT
'mathur•'-padmera pa¤cima-dale y••ra v•sa
'harideva' n•r•ya‹a----•di parak•¤a
SYNONYMS
mathur•-padmera--of the lotus flower of Mathur•; pa¤cima-dale--on the
western petal; y••ra--whose; v•sa--residence; hari-deva--Lord Harideva;
n•r•ya‹a--incarnation of N•r•ya‹a; •di--original; parak•¤a--manifestation.
TRANSLATION
Harideva is an incarnation of N•r•ya‹a, and His residence is on the western
petal of the lotus of Mathur•.
TEXT 19
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TEXT
harideva-•ge n•ce preme matta ha‘•
saba loka dekhite •ila •¤carya ¤uniy•
SYNONYMS
hari-deva-•ge--in front of Harideva; n•ce--dances; preme--in ecstatic love;
matta ha‘•--becoming maddened; saba loka--all the people; dekhite--to see;
•ila--came; •¤carya--wonderful; ¤uniy•--hearing.
TRANSLATION
Mad with ecstatic love, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu began to dance before the
Harideva Deity. Hearing of the Lord's wonderful activities, all the people
came to see Him.
TEXT 20
TEXT
prabhu-prema-saundarya dekhi' loke camatk•ra
haridevera bh”tya prabhura karila satk•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhu--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prema-saundarya--ecstatic love and
beauty; dekhi'--seeing; loke--people; camatk•ra--astonished; hari-devera--of
Lord Harideva; bh”tya--servants; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karila
satk•ra--offered a good reception.
TRANSLATION
The people were astonished when they saw ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's ecstatic
love and personal beauty. The priests who served the Harideva Deity offered
the Lord a good reception.
TEXT 21
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya 'brahma-ku‹‚e' p•ka y•‘• kaila
brahma-ku‹‚e sn•na kari' prabhu bhik£• kaila
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; brahma-ku‹‚e--at the lake called
Brahma-ku‹‚a; p•ka--cooking; y•‘•--going there; kaila--peformed; brahma-ku‹‚e-at Brahma-ku‹‚a; sn•na kari'--taking a bath; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
bhik£• kaila--accepted lunch.
TRANSLATION
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At Brahma-ku‹‚a, Bhaàà•c•rya cooked food, and the Lord, after taking His
bath at Brahma-ku‹‚a, accepted His lunch.
TEXT 22
TEXT
se-r•tri rahil• haridevera ma‹‚ire
r•tre mah•prabhu kare manete vic•re
SYNONYMS
se-r•tri--that night; rahil•--remained; hari-devera--of Harideva; mandire-in the temple; r•tre--at night; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare-does; manete--in the mind; vic•re--consideration.
TRANSLATION
That night the Lord stayed at the temple of Harideva, and during the night
He began to reflect.
TEXT 23
TEXT
'govardhana-upare •mi kabhu n• ca‚iba
gop•la-r•yera dara¤ana kemane p•iba?'
SYNONYMS
govardhana-upare--upon the hill known as Govardhana; •mi--I; kabhu--at any
time; n•--not; ca‚iba--shall climb; gop•la-r•yera--of Lord Gop•la; dara¤ana-visit; kemane--how; p•iba--I shall get.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu thought, "Since I shall not at any time climb
Govardhana Hill, how shall I be able to see Gop•la R•ya?"
TEXT 24
TEXT
eta mane kari' prabhu mauna kari' rahil•
j•niy• gop•la kichu bha•g† uàh•il•
SYNONYMS
eta--so much; mane kari'--considering within the mind; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; mauna--silent; kari'--becoming; rahil•--remained; j•niy•--knowing;
gop•la--the Deity Gop•la; kichu--some; bha•g†--tricks; uàh•il•--raised.
TRANSLATION
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Thinking in this way, the Lord remained silent, and Lord Gop•la, knowing
His contemplation, played a trick.
TEXT 25
TEXT
an•ruruk£ave ¤aila‰
svasmai bhakt•bhim•nine
avaruhya gire„ k”£‹o
gaur•ya svam adar¤ayat
SYNONYMS
an•ruruk£ave--who was unwilling to climb up; ¤ailam--the mountain; svasmai-unto Himself; bhakta-abhim•nine--considering Himself a devotee of Lord K”£‹a;
avaruhya--getting down; gire„--from the hill; k”£‹a„--Lord K”£‹a; gaur•ya-unto ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; svam--Himself; adar¤ayat--showed.
TRANSLATION
Coming down from Govardhana Hill, Lord Gop•la granted an interview to Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who was unwilling to climb the hill, thinking Himself
a devotee of Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 26
TEXT
'annakãàa'-n•me gr•me gop•lera sthiti
r•ja-puta-lokera sei gr•me vasati
SYNONYMS
annakãàa-n•me--by the name Annakãàa; gr•me--in the village; gop•lera--of
Gop•la; sthiti--residence; r•ja-puta-lokera--of people from Rajasthan; sei
gr•me--in that village; vasati--habitation.
TRANSLATION
Gop•la stayed in a village called Annakãàa-gr•ma on Govardhana Hill. The
villagers who lived in that village were mainly from Rajasthan.
PURPORT
The village named Annakãàa-gr•ma is referred to in Bhakti-ratn•kara (Fifth
Wave):
gopa-gop† bhu‘j•yena kautuka ap•ra
ei hetu '•niyora' n•ma se ih•ra
annakãàa-sth•na ei dekha ¤r†niv•sa
e-sth•na dar¤ane haya pãr‹a abhil•£a
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"It is here that all the gop†s and the gopas enjoyed wonderful pastimes
with ¥r† K”£‹a. Therefore this place is also called šniyora. The Annakãàa
ceremony was celebrated here. O ¥r†niv•sa, whoever sees this place has all his
desires fulfilled." It is also stated:
ku‹‚era nikaàa dekha nivi‚a-k•nana
eth•i 'gop•la' chil• ha‘• sa•gopana
"Look at the dense forest near the ku‹‚a. It was there that Gop•la was
concealed." Also, the Stav•val† (8.75) by Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m† states:
vrajendra-vary•rpita-bhogam uccair
dh”tv• b”hat-k•yam agh•rir utka„
vare‹a r•dh•‰ chalayan vibhu•kte
yatr•nna-kãàa‰ tad aha‰ prapadye
TEXT 27
TEXT
eka-jana •si' r•tre gr•m†ke balila
'tom•ra gr•ma m•rite turuka-dh•r† s•jila
SYNONYMS
eka-jana--one person; •si'--coming; r•tre--at night; gr•m†ke--to the
inhabitants of the village; balila--said; tom•ra--your; gr•ma--village;
m•rite--to attack; turuka-dh•r†--Turkish Mohammedan soldiers; s•jila--are
prepared.
TRANSLATION
One person who came to the village informed the inhabitants, "The Turkish
soldiers are now preparing to attack your village.
TEXT 28
TEXT
•ji r•trye pal•ha, n• rahiha eka-jana
àh•kura la‘• bh•ga', •sibe k•li yavana'
SYNONYMS
•ji r•trye--this night; pal•ha--go away; n• rahiha--do not remain; ekajana--one person; àh•kura--the Deity; la‘•--taking; bh•ga'--go away; •sibe-will come; k•li--tomorrow; yavana--the Mohammedan soldiers.
TRANSLATION
"Flee this village tonight, and do not allow one person to remain. Take the
Deity with you and leave, for the Mohammedan soldiers will come tomorrow."
TEXT 29
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TEXT
¤uniy• gr•mera loka cintita ha-ila
prathame gop•la la‘• g••àhuli-gr•me khuila
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing; gr•mera loka--all the people in the village; cintita haila--became very anxious; prathame--first; gop•la la‘•--taking Gop•la;
g••àhuli-gr•me--in the village known as G••àhuli; khuila--kept Him hidden.
TRANSLATION
Hearing this, all the villagers became very anxious. They first took Gop•la
and moved Him to a village known as G••àhuli.
TEXT 30
TEXT
vipra-g”he gop•lera nibh”te sevana
gr•ma uj•‚a haila, pal•ila sarva-jana
SYNONYMS
vipra-g”he--in the house of a br•hma‹a; gop•lera--of Lord Gop•la; nibh”te-very secretly; sevana--worship; gr•ma--the village; uj•‚a haila--became
deserted; pal•ila--fled; sarva-jana--all the people.
TRANSLATION
The Gop•la Deity was kept in the house of a br•hma‹a, and His worship was
conducted secretly. Everyone fled, and thus the village of Annakãàa was
deserted.
TEXT 31
TEXT
aiche mleccha-bhaye gop•la bh•ge b•re-b•re
mandira ch•‚i' ku‘je rahe, kib• gr•m•ntare
SYNONYMS
aiche--in that way; mleccha-bhaye--because of fear of the Mohammedans;
gop•la--the Deity of Gop•la R•ya; bh•ge--runs away; b•re-b•re--again and
again; mandira ch•‚i'--giving up the temple; ku‘je--in the bush; rahe-remains; kib•--or; gr•ma-antare--in a different village.
TRANSLATION
Due to fear of the Mohammedans, the Gop•la Deity was moved from one place
to another again and again. Thus giving up His temple, Lord Gop•la would
sometimes live in a bush and sometimes in one village after another.
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TEXT 32
TEXT
pr•ta„-k•le prabhu 'm•nasa-ga•g•'ya kari' sn•na
govardhana-parikram•ya karil• pray•‹a
SYNONYMS
pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; m•nasaga•g•ya--in the lake named M•nasa-ga•g•; kari'--performing; sn•na--bathing;
govardhana--Govardhana Hill; parikram•ya--in circumambulating; karil•--did;
pray•‹a--starting.
TRANSLATION
In the morning, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took His bath in a lake called
M•nasa-ga•g•. He then circumambulated Govardhana Hill.
TEXT 33
TEXT
govardhana dekhi' prabhu prem•vi£àa ha‘•
n•cite n•cite calil• ¤loka pa‚iy•
SYNONYMS
govardhana dekhi'--seeing Govardhana Hill; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
prema-•vi£àa ha‘•--becoming ecstatic in love; n•cite n•cite--dancing and
dancing; calil•--departed; ¤loka pa‚iy•--reciting the following verse.
TRANSLATION
Just by seeing Govardhana Hill, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu became ecstatic
with love of K”£‹a. While dancing and dancing, He recited the following verse.
TEXT 34
TEXT
hant•yam adrir abal• harid•sa-varyo
yad r•ma-k”£‹a-cara‹a-spara¤a-pramoda„
m•na‰ tanoti saha-go-ga‹ayos tayor yat
p•n†ya-sãyavasa-kandara-kanda-mãlai„
SYNONYMS
hanta--oh; ayam--this; adri„--hill; abal•„--O friends; harid•sa-varya„--the
best among the servants of the Lord; yat--because; r•ma-k”£‹a-cara‹a--of the
lotus feet of Lord K”£‹a and Balar•ma; spara¤a--by the touch; pramoda„-jubilant; m•nam--respects; tanoti--offers; saha--with; go-ga‹ayo„--cows,
calves and cowherd boys; tayo„--to Them (¥r† K”£‹a and Balar•ma); yat-because; p•n†ya--drinking water; sãyavasa--very soft grass; kandara--caves;
kanda-mãlai„--and by roots.
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TRANSLATION
"Of all the devotees, this Govardhana Hill is the best! O My friends, this
hill supplies K”£‹a and Balar•ma, as well as Their calves, cows and cowherd
friends, with all kinds of necessities--water for drinking, very soft grass,
caves, fruits, flowers and vegetables. In this way the hill offers respect to
the Lord. Being touched by the lotus feet of K”£‹a and Balar•ma, Govardhana
Hill appears very jubilant."
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.21.18). It was spoken by the
gop†s when Lord K”£‹a and Balar•ma entered the forest in the autumn. The gop†s
spoke among themselves and glorified K”£‹a and Balar•ma for Their pastimes.
TEXT 35
TEXT
'govinda-ku‹‚•di' t†rthe prabhu kail• sn•na
t•h•• ¤unil•----gop•la gela g••àhuli gr•ma
SYNONYMS
govinda-ku‹‚a-•di--Govinda-ku‹‚a and others; t†rthe--in the holy places;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kail• sn•na--performed bathing; t•h••--there;
¤unil•--heard; gop•la--the Gop•la Deity; gela--has gone; g••àhuli--G••àhuli;
gr•ma--to the village.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then took His bath in a lake called Govinda-ku‹‚a,
and while He was there, He heard that the Deity Gop•la had already gone to
G••àhuli-gr•ma.
TEXT 36
TEXT
sei gr•me giy• kaila gop•la-dara¤ana
prem•ve¤e prabhu kare k†rtana-nartana
SYNONYMS
sei gr•me--to that village; giy•--going; kaila--performed; gop•la-dara¤ana-seeing Lord Gop•la; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kare--performs; k†rtana-nartana--chanting and dancing.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then went to the village of G••àhuli-gr•ma and saw
the Lord Gop•la Deity. Overwhelmed by ecstatic love, He began to chant and
dance.
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TEXT 37
TEXT
gop•lera saundarya dekhi' prabhura •ve¤a
ei ¤loka pa‚i' n•ce, haila dina-¤e£a
SYNONYMS
gop•lera--of Gop•la; saundarya--beauty; dekhi'--seeing; prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •ve¤a--ecstasy; ei ¤loka pa‚i'--reciting the following
verse; n•ce--dances; haila--there was; dina-¤e£a--the end of the day.
TRANSLATION
As soon as the Lord saw the beauty of the Gop•la Deity, He was immediately
overwhelmed by ecstatic love, and He recited the following verse. He then
chanted and danced until the day ended.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura gives the following information
about Govinda-ku‹‚a. There is a village named šniyora on Govardhana Hill, a
little distance from the village of Paiàh•. Govinda-ku‹‚a is situated near
here, and there are two temples to Govinda and Baladeva there. According to
some, Queen Padm•vat† excavated this lake. In the Bhakti-ratn•kara (Fifth
Wave), the following statement is found:
ei ¤r†-govinda-ku‹‚a-mahim• aneka
eth• indra kaila govindera abhi£eka
"Govinda-ku‹‚a is exalted for its many spiritual activities. It was here
that Indra was defeated by Lord K”£‹a, and Indra offered his prayers and
bathed Lord Govinda." In the book Stav•val† (Vraja-vil•sa-stava 74) the
following verse is found:
n†cai„ prau‚ha-bhay•t svaya‰ surapati„ p•dau vidh”tyeha yai„
svar-ga•g•-salilai¤ cak•ra surabhi-dv•r•bhi£ekotsavam
govindasya nava‰ gav•m adhipat• r•jye sphuàa‰ kautuk•t
tair yat pr•durabhãt sad• sphuratu tad govinda-ku‹‚a‰ d”¤o„
In the Mathur•-kha‹‚a it is also stated:
yatr•bhi£ikto bhagav•n
maghon• yadu-vairi‹•
govinda-ku‹‚a‰ taj-j•ta‰
sn•na-m•tre‹a mok£adam
"Simply by bathing in Govinda-ku‹‚a, one is awarded liberation. This lake
was produced when Bhagav•n ¥r† K”£‹a was bathed by Lord Indra."
G••àhuli-gr•ma is situated near the two villages Bilachu and Gop•la-pura.
According to hearsay, R•dh• and K”£‹a first met here. In the Bhakti-ratn•kara
(Fifth Wave), it is stated: sakh† du•ha vastre g••àhi dila sa•gopane. It is
also stated: ph•guy• laiy• keha g••àhi khuli' dil•. For this reason the
village is known as G••àhuli.
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TEXT 38
TEXT
v•mas t•maras•k£asya
bhuja-da‹‚a„ sa p•tu va„
kr†‚•-kandukat•‰ yena
n†to govardhano giri„
SYNONYMS
v•ma„--the left; t•marasa-ak£asya--of K”£‹a, who has eyes like lotus
petals; bhuja-da‹‚a„--arm; sa„--that; p•tu--let it protect; va„--all of you;
kr†‚•-kandukat•m--being like a toy; yena--by which; n†ta„--attained;
govardhana„--named Govardhana; giri„--the hill.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, " 'May the left arm of ¥r† K”£‹a, whose eyes
are like the petals of a lotus flower, always protect you. With His left arm
He raised Govardhana Hill as if it were a toy.' "
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (2.1.62).
TEXT 39
TEXT
ei-mata tina-dina gop•le dekhil•
caturtha-divase gop•la svamandire gel•
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; tina-dina--for three days; gop•le--Gop•la; dekhil•-saw; caturtha-divase--on the fourth day; gop•la--the Deity Gop•la; svamandire--in His own temple; gel•--returned.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw the Gop•la Deity for three days. On the fourth
day, the Deity returned to His own temple.
TEXT 40
TEXT
gop•la sa•ge cali' •il• n”tya-g†ta kari
•nanda-kol•hale loka bale 'hari' 'hari'
SYNONYMS
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gop•la sa•ge--with Gop•la; cali'--walking; •il•--came; n”tya-g†ta kari-chanting and dancing; •nanda-kol•hale--in great jubilation; loka--people;
bale--say; hari hari--Hari, Hari.
TRANSLATION
Caitanya Mah•prabhu walked with the Deity of Gop•la, and He chanted and
danced. A large and jubilant crowd of people also chanted the transcendental
name of K”£‹a, "Hari! Hari!"
TEXT 41
TEXT
gop•la mandire gel•, prabhu rahil• tale
prabhura v•‘ch• pãr‹a saba karila gop•le
SYNONYMS
gop•la--the Deity Gop•la; mandire gel•--returned to His temple; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; rahil• tale--remain at the bottom; prabhura--of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; v•‘ch•--desires; pãr‹a--satisfied; saba--all; karila-made; gop•le--the Deity Gop•la.
TRANSLATION
The Deity Gop•la then returned to His own temple, and ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu remained at the bottom of the hill. Thus all the desires of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu were satisfied by the Deity Gop•la.
TEXT 42
TEXT
ei-mata gop•lera karu‹a svabh•va
yei bhakta janera dekhite haya 'bh•va'
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; gop•lera--of the Deity Gop•la; karu‹a sva-bh•va--kind
behavior; yei--which; bhakta janera--of persons who are devotees; dekhite--to
see; haya--there is; bh•va--ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
This is the way of Lord Gop•la's kind behavior to His devotees. Seeing
this, the devotees were overwhelmed by ecstatic love.
TEXT 43
TEXT
dekhite utka‹àh• haya, n• ca‚e govardhane
kona chale gop•la •si' utare •pane
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SYNONYMS
dekhite--to see; utka‹àh• haya--there was great anxiety; n• ca‚e--does not
go up; govardhane--on the hill known as Govardhana; kona chale--by some trick;
gop•la--the Deity Gop•la; •si'--coming; utare--descends; •pane--personally.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very anxious to see Gop•la, but He did not want
to climb Govardhana Hill. Therefore by some trick the Deity Gop•la personally
descended.
TEXT 44
TEXT
kabhu ku‘je rahe, kabhu rahe gr•m•ntare
sei bhakta, t•h•• •si' dekhaye t••h•re
SYNONYMS
kabhu--sometimes; ku‘je--in the bushes; rahe--remains; kabhu--sometimes;
rahe--He stays; gr•ma-antare--in a different village; sei bhakta--that
devotee; t•h•• •si'--coming there; dekhaye t••h•re--sees Him.
TRANSLATION
In this way, giving some excuse, Gop•la sometimes remains in the bushes of
the forest, and sometimes He stays in a village. One who is a devotee comes to
see the Deity.
TEXT 45
TEXT
parvate n• ca‚e dui----rãpa-san•tana
ei-rãpe t••-sab•re diy•chena dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
parvate--on the hill; n• ca‚e--do not ascend; dui--two; rãpa-san•tana--Rãpa
Gosv•m† and San•tana Gosv•m†; ei-rãpe--in this way; t••-sab•re--unto them;
diy•chena--has given; dara¤ana--interview.
TRANSLATION
The two brothers Rãpa and San•tana did not climb the hill. To them also
Lord Gop•la granted an interview.
TEXT 46
TEXT
v”ddha-k•le rãpa-gos•‘i n• p•re y•ite
v•‘ch• haila gop•lera saundarya dekhite
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SYNONYMS
v”ddha-k•le--in ripe old age; rãpa-gos•‘i--Rãpa Gosv•m†; n• p•re--is not
able; y•ite--to go; v•‘ch• haila--there was a desire; gop•lera--of Gop•la;
saundarya dekhite--to see the beauty.
TRANSLATION
In ripe old age, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† could not go there, but he had a desire
to see the beauty of Gop•la.
TEXT 47
TEXT
mleccha-bhaye •il• gop•la mathur•-nagare
eka-m•sa rahila viàhàhale¤vara-ghare
SYNONYMS
mleccha-bhaye--because of fear of the Muslims; •il•--came; gop•la--the
Deity Gop•la; mathur•-nagare--to the city of Mathur•; eka-m•sa--one month;
rahila--stayed; viàhàhale¤vara-ghare--in the temple of Viàhàhale¤vara.
TRANSLATION
Due to fear of the Mohammedans, Gop•la went to Mathur•, where He remained
in the temple of Viàhàhale¤vara for one full month.
PURPORT
When the two brothers ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† and San•tana Gosv•m† went to
V”nd•vana, they decided to live there. Following ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
example, they did not climb the hill because they considered it nondifferent
from K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. On some pretext, the Gop•la
Deity granted ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu an audience beneath the hill, and Gop•la
similarly favored ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† and San•tana Gosv•m†. During his ripe old
age, when Rãpa Gosv•m† could not go to Govardhana Hill because of invalidity,
Gop•la kindly went to Mathur• and remained at the temple of Viàhàhale¤vara for
one month. It was then that ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† could see Gop•la's beauty to
his heart's content.
TEXT 48
TEXT
tabe rãpa gos•‘i saba nija-ga‹a la‘•
eka-m•sa dara¤ana kail• mathur•ya rahiy•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereupon; rãpa gos•‘i--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; saba--all; nija-ga‹a
la‘•--taking his associates with him; eka-m•sa--for one month; dara¤ana kail•-saw the Deity; mathur•ya rahiy•--staying at the city of Mathur•.
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TRANSLATION
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† and his associates stayed in Mathur• for one month and
saw the Deity Gop•la.
PURPORT
The following description of the temple of Viàhàhale¤vara is given in
Bhakti-ratn•kara (Fifth Wave):
viàhàhalera sev• k”£‹a-caitanya-vigraha
t•h•ra dar¤ane haila parama •graha
¤r†-viàhàhalan•tha----bhaààa-vallabha-tanaya
karil• yateka pr†ti kahile n• haya
g•àholi-gr•me gop•la •il• 'chala' kari'
t••re dekhi' n”tya-g†te magna gaurahari
¤r†-d•sa-gosv•m† •di par•mar¤a kari'
¤r†-viàhàhale¤vare kail• sev•-adhik•r†
pit• ¤r†-vallabha-bhaààa t••ra adar¤ane
kata-dina mathur•ya chilena nirjane
¥r† Vallabha Bhaààa had two sons. The elder, Gop†n•tha, was born in 1432
¥ak•bda Era, and the younger, Viàhàhalan•tha, was born in 1437 and died in
1507. Viàhàhala had seven sons: Giridhara, Govinda, B•lak”£‹a, Gokule¤a,
Raghun•tha, Yadun•tha and Ghana¤y•ma. Viàhàhala completed many of his father's
unfinished books, including his commentary on Ved•nta-sãtra, the Subodhin†
commentary on ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, Vidvan-ma‹‚ana, ¥”•g•ra-rasa-ma‹‚ana and
Ny•s•de¤a-vivara‹a. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to V”nd•vana before the birth
of Viàhàhala. ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† was very old at the time Gop•la stayed at the
house of Viàhàhalan•tha.
TEXT 49
TEXT
sa•ge gop•la-bhaààa, d•sa-raghun•tha
raghun•tha-bhaààa-gos•‘i, •ra lokan•tha
SYNONYMS
sa•ge--with Rãpa Gosv•m†; gop•la-bhaààa--Gop•la Bhaààa; d•sa-raghun•tha-Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha-bhaààa-gos•‘i--Raghun•tha Bhaààa Gosv•m†;
•ra--and; lokan•tha--Lokan•tha d•sa Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
When Rãpa Gosv•m† stayed at Mathur•, he was accompanied by Gop•la Bhaààa
Gosv•m†, Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†, Raghun•tha Bhaààa Gosv•m† and Lokan•tha d•sa
Gosv•m†.
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PURPORT
¥r† Lokan•tha Gosv•m† was a personal associate of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
and a great devotee of the Lord. He was a resident of a village named
T•lakha‚i in the district of Ya¤ohara in Bengal. Previously he lived in
K•cn•p•‚•. His father's name was Padman•bha, and his only younger brother was
Pragalbha. Following the orders of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, ¥r† Lokan•tha went
to V”nd•vana to live. He established a temple named Gokul•nanda. ¥r†la
Narottama d•sa áh•kura selected Lokan•tha d•sa Gosv•m† to be his spiritual
master, and he was his only disciple. Because Lokan•tha d•sa Gosv•m† did not
want his name mentioned in Caitanya-carit•m”ta, we do not often see it in this
celebrated book. On the E.B.R. Railroad, the Ya¤ohara station is located in
Bangladesh. From the railway station one has to go by bus to the village of
Son•kh•li and from there to Khejur•. From there one has to walk, or, during
the rainy season, go by boat to the village of T•lakha‚i. In this village
there are still descendants of Lokan•tha Gosv•m†'s younger brother.
TEXT 50
TEXT
bhãgarbha-gos•‘i, •ra ¤r†-j†va-gos•‘i
¤r†-y•dava-•c•rya, •ra govinda gos•‘i
SYNONYMS
bhãgarbha-gos•‘i--Bhãgarbha Gos•‘i; •ra--and; ¤r†-j†va-gos•‘i--¥r† J†va
Gosv•m†; ¤r†-y•dava-•c•rya--¥r† Y•dava šc•rya; •ra--and; govinda gos•‘i-Govinda Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Bhãgarbha Gosv•m†, ¥r† J†va Gosv•m†, ¥r† Y•dava šc•rya and Govinda Gosv•m†
also accompanied ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†.
TEXT 51
TEXT
¤r†-uddhava-d•sa, •ra m•dhava----dui-jana
¤r†-gop•la-d•sa, •ra d•sa-n•r•ya‹a
SYNONYMS
¤r†-uddhava-d•sa--¥r† Uddhava d•sa; •ra--and; m•dhava--M•dhava; dui-jana-two persons; ¤r†-gop•la-d•sa--¥r† Gop•la d•sa; •ra--and; d•sa-n•r•ya‹a-N•r•ya‹a d•sa.
TRANSLATION
He was also accompanied by ¥r† Uddhava d•sa, M•dhava, ¥r† Gop•la d•sa and
N•r•ya‹a d•sa.
TEXT 52
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TEXT
'govinda' bhakta, •ra v•‹†-k”£‹ad•sa
pu‹‚ar†k•k£a, †¤•na, •ra laghu-harid•sa
SYNONYMS
govinda--Govinda; bhakta--a great devotee; •ra--and; v•‹†-k”£‹ad•sa--V•‹†
K”£‹ad•sa; pu‹‚ar†k•k£a--Pu‹‚ar†k•k£a; †¤•na--•¤•na; •ra--and; laghu-harid•sa-Laghu Harid•sa.
TRANSLATION
The great devotee Govinda, V•‹† K”£‹ad•sa, Pu‹‚ar†k•k£a, •¤•na and Laghu
Harid•sa also accompanied him.
PURPORT
Laghu Harid•sa should not be confused with Junior Harid•sa, who committed
suicide at Pray•ga. Generally a devotee is called Harid•sa, and consequently
there are many Harid•sas. The chief was áh•kura Harid•sa. There was also a
Madhyama Harid•sa.
In Bhakti-ratn•kara (Sixth Wave), there is a list of many of the chief
devotees who accompanied ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†.
gosv•m† gop•la-bhaààa ati day•maya
bhãgarbha, ¤r†-lokan•tha----gu‹era •laya
¤r†-m•dhava, ¤r†-param•nanda-bhaàà•c•rya
¤r†-madhu-pa‹‚ita----y••ra caritra •¤carya
prem† k”£‹ad•sa k”£‹ad•sa brahmac•r†
y•dava •c•rya, n•r•ya‹a k”p•v•n
¤r†-pu‹‚ar†k•k£a-gos•‘i, govinda, †¤•na
¤r†-govinda v•‹†-k”£‹ad•sa aty-ud•ra
¤r†-uddhava----madhye-madhye gau‚e gati y••ra
dvija-harid•sa k”£‹ad•sa kavir•ja
¤r†-gop•la-d•sa y••ra alaukika k•ya
¤r†-gop•la, m•dhav•di yateka vai£‹ava
"The following Vai£‹avas were present with ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†: the merciful
Gop•la Bhaààa Gosv•m†; Bhãgarbha Gosv•m†; ¥r† Lokan•tha d•sa Gosv•m†, a
reservoir of good qualities; ¥r† M•dhava; ¥r† Param•nanda Bhaàà•c•rya; ¥r†
Madhu Pa‹‚ita, whose characteristics are all wonderful; Prem† K”£‹ad•sa;
K”£‹ad•sa Brahmac•r†; Y•dava šc•rya; the merciful N•r•ya‹a; ¥r† Pu‹‚ar†k•k£a
Gosv•m†; Govinda; •¤•na; ¥r† Govinda; the magnanimous V•‹† K”£‹ad•sa; ¥r†
Uddhava, who occasionally visited Bengal; Dvija Harid•sa; K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja;
¥r† Gop•la d•sa, whose body is completely spiritual; ¥r† Gop•la; M•dhava; and
many others."
TEXT 53
TEXT
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ei saba mukhya-bhakta la‘• nija-sa•ge
¤r†-gop•la dara¤ana kail• bahu-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
ei saba--all these; mukhya-bhakta--chief devotees; la‘• nija-sa•ge--taking
with him personally; ¤r†-gop•la dara¤ana--visiting Lord Gop•la; kail• bahura•ge--performed in great jubilation.
TRANSLATION
It was with great jubilation that Rãpa Gosv•m† visited Lord Gop•la
accompanied by all these devotees.
TEXT 54
TEXT
eka-m•sa rahi' gop•la gel• nija-sth•ne
¤r†-rãpa-gos•‘i •il• ¤r†-v”nd•vane
SYNONYMS
eka-m•sa rahi'--staying for one month; gop•la--the Deity Gop•la; gel•-went; nija-sth•ne--to His own place; ¤r†-rãpa-gos•‘i--¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m†; •il•-came back; ¤r†-v”nd•vane--to V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
After staying at Mathur• for one month, the Deity Gop•la returned to His
own place, and ¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m† returned to V”nd•vana.
TEXT 55
TEXT
prast•ve kahilu• gop•la-k”p•ra •khy•na
tabe mah•prabhu gel• '¤r†-k•myavana'
SYNONYMS
prast•ve--in the course of the story; kahilu•--I have stated; gop•lak”p•ra--of the mercy of Gop•la; •khy•na--description; tabe--after this;
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; gel•--went; ¤r†-k•mya-vana--to ¥r†
K•myavana.
TRANSLATION
In the course of this story, I have given a description of Lord Gop•la's
mercy. After seeing the Gop•la Deity, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to ¥r†
K•myavana.
PURPORT
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K•myavana is mentioned in the šdi-var•ha Pur•‹a:
caturtha‰ k•myaka-vana‰
van•n•‰ vanam uttamam
tatra gatv• naro devi
mama loke mah†yate
In the Bhakti-ratn•kara (Fifth Wave) it is also said:
ei k•myavane k”£‹a-l†l• manohara
karibe dar¤ana sth•na ku‹‚a bahutara
k•myavane yata t†rtha lekh• n•hi t•ra
TEXT 56
TEXT
prabhura gamana-r†ti pãrve ye likhila
sei-mata v”nd•vane t•vat dekhila
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; gamana-r†ti--method of touring;
pãrve--formerly; ye--which; likhila--I have written; sei-mata--similarly;
v”nd•vane--at V”nd•vana; t•vat dekhila--saw all the places.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's touring V”nd•vana has been previously described.
In the same ecstatic way, He traveled all over V”nd•vana.
TEXT 57
TEXT
t•h•• l†l•-sthal† dekhi' gel• 'nand†¤vara'
'nand†¤vara' dekhi' preme ha-il• vihvala
SYNONYMS
t•h••--at K•myavana; l†l•-sthal†--all the places of pastimes; dekhi'-visiting; gel• nand†¤vara--went to Nand†¤vara; nand†¤vara dekhi'--while seeing
Nand†¤vara; preme ha-il• vihvala--became overwhelmed by ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
After visiting the places of K”£‹a's pastimes at K•myavana, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu went to Nand†¤vara. While there, He was overwhelmed with ecstatic
love.
PURPORT
Nand†¤vara is the house of Mah•r•ja Nanda.
TEXT 58
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TEXT
'p•van•di' saba ku‹‚e sn•na kariy•
lokere puchila, parvata-upare y•‘•
SYNONYMS
p•vana-•di--P•vana and others; saba ku‹‚e--in every lake; sn•na kariy•-taking a bath; lokere puchila--inquired from persons there; parvata-upare
y•‘•--going up a hill.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu bathed in all the celebrated lakes, beginning with
Lake P•vana. Thereafter He climbed a hill and spoke to the people.
PURPORT
The P•vana-sarovara is described in the Mathur•-m•h•tmya:
p•vane sarasi sn•tv•
k”£‹a‰ nand†¤vare girau
d”£àv• nanda‰ ya¤od•‰ ca
sarv•bh†£àam av•pnuy•t
TEXT 59
TEXT
kichu deva-mãrti haya parvata-upare?
loka kahe,----mãrti haya goph•ra bhitare
SYNONYMS
kichu--any; deva-mãrti--deities; haya--are there; parvata-upare--on the top
of the hill; loka kahe--people said; mãrti haya--there are deities; goph•ra
bhitare--within a cave.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked, "Are there any deities on top of this hill?"
The local people replied, "There are deities on this hill, but they are
located within a cave.
TEXT 60
TEXT
dui-dike m•t•-pit• pu£àa kalevara
madhye eka '¤i¤u' haya tribha•ga-sundara
SYNONYMS
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dui-dike--on two sides; m•t•-pit•--father and mother; pu£àa kalevara--very
well-built body; madhye--between them; eka--one; ¤i¤u--child; haya--there is;
tri-bha•ga--curved in three places; sundara--very beautiful.
TRANSLATION
"There is a father and mother with well-built bodies, and between them is a
very beautiful child who is curved in three places."
TEXT 61
TEXT
¤uni' mah•prabhu mane •nanda p•‘•
'tina' mãrti dekhil• sei goph• ugh•‚iy•
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mane--within the mind;
•nanda p•‘•--getting great pleasure; tina mãrti--the three deities; dekhil•-saw; sei goph• ugh•‚iy•--by excavating the cave.
TRANSLATION
Hearing this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu became very happy. After excavating
the cave, He saw the three deities.
TEXT 62
TEXT
vrajendra-vraje¤var†ra kaila cara‹a vandana
prem•ve¤e k”£‹era kaila sarv••ga-spar¤ana
SYNONYMS
vraja-indra--of the King of Vraja, Nanda Mah•r•ja; vraja-†¤var†ra--and of
the Queen of Vraja, mother Ya¤od•; kaila--did; cara‹a vandana--worshiping the
lotus feet; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; kaila--did;
sarva-a•ga-spar¤ana--touching the whole body.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu offered His respects to Nanda Mah•r•ja and mother
Ya¤od•, and with great ecstatic love He touched the body of Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 63
TEXT
saba dina prem•ve¤e n”tya-g†ta kail•
t•h•• haite mah•prabhu 'khadira-vana, •il•
SYNONYMS
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saba dina--all the days; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; n”tya-g†ta kail•-danced and chanted; t•h•• haite--from there; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; khadira-vana •il•--came to the place known as Khadiravana.
TRANSLATION
Every day the Lord chanted and danced in ecstatic love. Finally He went to
Khadiravana.
PURPORT
Khadiravana is described in the Bhakti-ratn•kara (Fifth Wave):
dekhaha khadira-vana vidita jagate
vi£‹u-loka-pr•pti eth• gamana-m•trete
"Behold the forest named Khadiravana, renowned throughout the universe. If
one comes to Khadiravana, he can immediately be elevated to Vi£‹uloka."
TEXT 64
TEXT
l†l•-sthala dekhi' t•h•• gel• '¤e£a¤•y†'
'lak£m†' dekhi' ei ¤loka pa‚ena gos•‘i
SYNONYMS
l†l•-sthala dekhi'--seeing the places of pastimes; t•h••--there; gel•-departed; ¤e£a-¤•y†--for seeing ¥e£a¤•y†; lak£m†--the goddess of fortune;
dekhi'--seeing; ei--this; ¤loka--verse; pa‚ena--recites; gos•‘i--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
After seeing the places of Lord K”£‹a's pastimes, ¥r† Caitanya went to
¥e£a¤•y†, where He saw Lak£m† and recited the following verse.
TEXT 65
TEXT
yat te suj•ta-cara‹•mburuha‰ stane£u
bh†t•„ ¤anai„ priya dadh†mahi karka¤e£u
ten•àav†m aàasi tad vyathate na ki‰ svit
kãrp•dibhir bhramati dh†r bhavad-•yu£•‰ na„
SYNONYMS
yat--which; te--Your; suj•ta--very fine; cara‹a-ambu-ruham--lotus feet;
stane£u--on the breasts; bh†t•„--being afraid; ¤anai„--gently; priya--O dear
one; dadh†mahi--we place; karka¤e£u--rough; tena--with them; aàav†m--the path;
aàasi--You roam; tat--they; vyathate--are distressed; na--not; kim svit--we
wonder; kãrpa-•dibhi„--by small stones and so on; bhramati--flutters; dh†„--
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the mind; bhavat-•yu£•m--of those of whom Your Lordship is the very life; na„-of us.
TRANSLATION
"O dearly beloved! Your lotus feet are so soft that we place them gently on
our breasts, fearing that Your feet will be hurt. Our life rests only in You.
Our minds, therefore, are filled with anxiety that Your tender feet might be
wounded by pebbles as You roam about on the forest path."
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.31.19) spoken by the gop†s when
K”£‹a left them in the midst of the r•sa-l†l•.
TEXT 66
TEXT
tabe 'khel•-t†rtha' dekhi' 'bh•‹‚†ravana, •il•
yamun• p•ra ha‘• 'bhadra-vana' gel•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; khel•-t†rtha--Khel•-t†rtha; dekhi'--seeing; bh•‹‚†ravana-Bh•‹‚†ravana; •il•--came to; yamun• p•ra ha‘•--crossing the River Yamun•;
bhadra-vana--to Bhadravana; gel•--went.
TRANSLATION
Afterwards, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw Khel•-t†rtha and then went to
Bh•‹‚†ravana. Crossing the Yamun• River, He went to Bhadravana.
PURPORT
In the Bhakti-ratn•kara it is said that ¥r† K”£‹a and Balar•ma used to play
at Khel•-t†rtha with the cowherd boys during the entire day. Mother Ya¤od• had
to call Them to take Their baths and eat Their lunch.
TEXT 67
TEXT
'¤r†vana' dekhi' puna„ gel• 'loha-vana'
'mah•vana' giy• kail• janma-sth•na-dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
¤r†-vana--¥r†vana; dekhi'--seeing; puna„--again; gel•--went; loha-vana--to
Lohavana; mah•-vana--to Mah•vana; giy•--going; kail•--performed; janma-sth•na-birth site; dara¤ana--seeing.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then visited ¥r†vana and Lohavana. He then went to
Mah•vana and saw Gokula, the place of Lord K”£‹a's early childhood pastimes.
PURPORT
Of ¥r†vana (also called Bilvavana), the Bhakti-ratn•kara states, devat•pãjita bilvavana ¤obh•maya: "The beautiful forest of Bilvavana is worshiped by
all the demigods."
About Lohavana, Bhakti-ratn•kara (Fifth Wave) states:
lohavane k”£‹era adbhuta go-c•ra‹a
eth• loha-ja•gh•sure vadhe bhagav•n
"At Lohavana, Lord K”£‹a used to tend cows. The demon named Lohaja•gha was
killed at this place."
Mah•vana is described as follows in Bhakti-ratn•kara (Fifth Wave):
dekha nanda-ya¤od•-•laya mah•vane
ei dekha ¤r†-k”£‹a-candrera janma sthala
¤r†-gokula, mah•vana----dui 'eka' haya
"Behold the house of Nanda and Ya¤od• in Mah•vana. See the birthplace of
Lord K”£‹a. Mah•vana and the birthplace of Lord K”£‹a, Gokula, are one and the
same."
TEXT 68
TEXT
yamal•rjuna-bha•g•di dekhila sei sthala
prem•ve¤e prabhura mana haila àalamala
SYNONYMS
yamala-arjuna-bha•ga--the place where the twin arjuna trees were broken;
•di--beginning with; dekhila--saw; sei sthala--that place; prema-•ve¤e--in
great ecstasy; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mana--mind; haila-became; àalamala--agitated.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing the place where the twin arjuna trees were broken by ¥r† K”£‹a,
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was moved to great ecstatic love.
TEXT 69
TEXT
'gokula' dekhiy• •il• 'mathur•'-nagare
janma-sth•na' dekhi' rahe sei vipra-ghare
SYNONYMS
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gokula dekhiy•--seeing Gokula; •il•--came; mathur•-nagare--in the city of
Mathur•; janma-sth•na--the birthplace of Lord K”£‹a; dekhi'--seeing; rahe-stays; sei vipra-ghare--in the house of the Sano‚iy• br•hma‹a.
TRANSLATION
After seeing Gokula, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu returned to Mathur•, where He
saw the birthplace of the Lord. While there, He stayed at the house of the
Sano‚iy• br•hma‹a.
TEXT 70
TEXT
lokera sa•ghaààa dekhi mathur• ch•‚iy•
ek•nte 'akrãra-t†rthe' rahil• •siy•
SYNONYMS
lokera--of people; sa•ghaààa--crowd; dekhi--seeing; mathur•--the city of
Mathur•; ch•‚iy•--leaving; ek•nte--in a solitary place; akrãra-t†rthe--at
Akrãra-t†rtha; rahil•--stayed; •siy•--coming.
TRANSLATION
Seeing a great crowd assemble at Mathur•, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu left and
went to Akrãra-t†rtha. He remained there in a solitary place.
PURPORT
Akrãra-t†rtha is also mentioned in the Bhakti-ratn•kara (Fifth Wave):
dekha, ¤r†niv•sa, ei akrãra gr•mete
¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya-prabhu chilena nibh”te
"¥r†niv•sa, look at this village of Akrãra. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stayed
there in a solitary place."
TEXT 71
TEXT
•ra dina •il• prabhu dekhite 'v”nd•vana'
'k•l†ya-hrade' sn•na kail• •ra praskandana
SYNONYMS
•ra dina--the next day; •il•--came; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
dekhite--to see; v”nd•vana--V”nd•vana; k•l†ya-hrade--in the K•l†ya Lake; sn•na
kail•--took a bath; •ra--and; praskandana--at Praskandana.
TRANSLATION
The next day, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to V”nd•vana and took His bath
at the K•l†ya Lake and Praskandana.
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PURPORT
K•l†ya-hrada is mentioned in Bhakti-ratn•kara (Fifth Wave):
e k•l†ya-t†rtha p•pa vin•¤aya
k•l†ya-t†rtha-sth•ne bahu-k•rya-siddhi haya
"When one takes a bath in K•l†ya-hrada, he is freed from all sinful
activities. One can also be successful in business by bathing in K•l†yahrada."
TEXT 72
TEXT
'dv•da¤a-•ditya' haite 'ke¤†-t†rthe' •il•
r•sa-sthal† dekhi' preme mãrcchita ha-il•
SYNONYMS
dv•da¤a-•ditya haite--from Dv•da¤•ditya; ke¤†-t†rthe •il•--came to Ke¤†t†rtha; r•sa-sthal† dekhi'--visiting the place of the r•sa dance; preme--in
ecstatic love; mãrcchita ha-il•--became unconscious.
TRANSLATION
After seeing the holy place called Praskandana, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
went to Dv•da¤•ditya. From there He went to Ke¤†-t†rtha, and when He saw the
place where the r•sa dance had taken place, He immediately lost consciousness
due to ecstatic love.
TEXT 73
TEXT
cetana p•‘• puna„ ga‚•ga‚i y•ya
h•se, k•nde, n•ce, pa‚e, uccai„-svare g•ya
SYNONYMS
cetana p•‘•--getting His senses back; puna„--again; ga‚•ga‚i y•ya--rolls on
the ground; h•se--laughs; k•nde--cries; n•ce--dances; pa‚e--falls down;
uccai„-svare g•ya--sings very loudly.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord regained His senses, He began to roll on the ground. He would
sometimes laugh, cry, dance and fall down. He would also chant very loudly.
TEXT 74
TEXT
ei-ra•ge sei-dina tath• go••il•
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sandhy•-k•le akrãre •si' bhik£• nirv•hil•
SYNONYMS
ei-ra•ge--in this amusement; sei-dina--that day; tath• go••il•--passed the
day there; sandhy•-k•le--in the evening; akrãre •si'--returning to Akrãrat†rtha; bhik£• nirv•hil•--took His meal.
TRANSLATION
Being thus transcendentally amused, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu passed that day
happily at Ke¤†-t†rtha. In the evening He returned to Akrãra-t†rtha, where He
took His meal.
TEXT 75
TEXT
pr•te v”nd•vane kail• 'c†ra-gh•àe' sn•na
te•tul†-tal•te •si' karil• vi¤r•ma
SYNONYMS
pr•te--in the morning; v”nd•vane--in V”nd•vana; kail•--performed; c†ragh•àe sn•na--bathing at C†ra-gh•àa; te•tul†-tal•te--underneath the Te•tul†
tree; •si'--coming; karil• vi¤r•ma--took rest.
TRANSLATION
The next morning ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu returned to V”nd•vana and took His
bath at C†ra-gh•àa. He then went to Te•tul†-tal•, where He took rest.
TEXT 76
TEXT
k”£‹a-l†l•-k•lera sei v”k£a pur•tana
t•ra tale pi•‚i-b•ndh• parama-cikka‹a
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-l†l•-k•lera--of the time of Lord K”£‹a's presence; sei v”k£a--that
tamarind tree; pur•tana--very old; t•ra tale--underneath that tree; pi•‚ib•ndh•--a platform; parama-cikka‹a--very shiny.
TRANSLATION
The tamarind tree named Te•tul†-tal• was very old, having been there since
the time of Lord K”£‹a's pastimes. Beneath the tree was a very shiny platform.
TEXT 77
TEXT
nikaàe yamun• vahe ¤†tala sam†ra
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v”nd•vana-¤obh• dekhe yamun•ra n†ra
SYNONYMS
nikaàe--near the Te•tul†-tal•, or šmli-tal•; yamun•--the Yamun•; vahe-flows; ¤†tala sam†ra--very cool breeze; v”nd•vana-¤obh•--the beauty of
V”nd•vana; dekhe--sees; yamun•ra--of the River Yamun•; n†ra--water.
TRANSLATION
Since the River Yamun• flowed near Te•tul†-tal•, a very cool breeze blew
there. While there, the Lord saw the beauty of V”nd•vana and the water of the
River Yamun•.
TEXT 78
TEXT
te•tula-tale vasi' kare n•ma-sa•k†rtana
madhy•hna kari' •si' kare 'akrãre' bhojana
SYNONYMS
te•tula-tale--underneath the tamarind tree; vasi'--sitting down; kare-does; n•ma-sa•k†rtana--chanting the holy name of the Lord; madhy•hna kari'--at
noon; •si'--coming back; kare--performs; akrãre--at Akrãra-t†rtha; bhojana-taking lunch.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu used to sit beneath the old tamarind tree and chant
the holy name of the Lord. At noon He would return to Akrãra-t†rtha to take
lunch.
TEXT 79
TEXT
akrãrera loka •ise prabhure dekhite
loka-bhi‚e svacchande n•re 'k†rtana' karite
SYNONYMS
akrãrera loka--the people at Akrãra-t†rtha; •ise--came; prabhure--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhite--to see; loka-bhi‚e--because of such a crowd of
people; svacchande--without disturbance; n•re--was not able; k†rtana karite-to perform k†rtana.
TRANSLATION
All the people who lived near Akrãra-t†rtha came to see ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, and due to the large crowds, the Lord could not peacefully chant
the holy name.
TEXT 80
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TEXT
v”nd•vane •si' prabhu vasiy• ek•nta
n•ma-sa•k†rtana kare madhy•hna-paryanta
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vane •si'--coming to V”nd•vana; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
vasiy•--sitting; ek•nta--in a solitary place; n•ma-sa•k†rtana kare--performs
chanting of the holy name; madhy•hna-paryanta--until noon.
TRANSLATION
Therefore ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would go to V”nd•vana and sit in a
solitary place. It was there that He chanted the holy name until noon.
TEXT 81
TEXT
t”t†ya-prahare loka p•ya dara¤ana
sab•re upade¤a kare 'n•ma-sa•k†rtana'
SYNONYMS
t”t†ya-prahare--in the afternoon; loka--people; p•ya dara¤ana--get an
interview; sab•re--unto everyone; upade¤a kare--instructs; n•ma-sa•k†rtana-chanting of the holy name of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
In the afternoon, people were able to speak to Him. The Lord told everyone
of the importance of chanting the holy name.
TEXT 82
TEXT
hena-k•le •ila vai£‹ava 'k”£‹ad•sa' n•ma
r•japuta-j•ti,----g”hastha, yamun•-p•re gr•ma
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--at this time; •ila--came; vai£‹ava--a devotee; k”£‹ad•sa n•ma-of the name K”£‹ad•sa; r•japuta-j•ti--belonging to the k£atriya class;
g”hastha--householder; yamun•-p•re gr•ma--his residence on the other side of
the Yamun•.
TRANSLATION
During this time, a Vai£‹ava named K”£‹ad•sa came to see ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. He was a householder belonging to the k£atriya caste, and his
house was located on the other side of the Yamun•.
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TEXT 83
TEXT
'ke¤†' sn•na kari' sei 'k•l†ya-daha' y•ite
•mli-tal•ya gos•‘ire dekhe •cambite
SYNONYMS
ke¤† sn•na kari'--after taking his bath at the place known as Ke¤†-t†rtha;
sei--that person; k•l†ya-daha y•ite--going to the K•l†ya-daha; •mli-tal•ya--at
the place known as šmli-tal•; gos•‘ire--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhe--sees;
•cambite--suddenly.
TRANSLATION
After bathing at Ke¤†-t†rtha, K”£‹ad•sa went toward K•l†ya-daha and
suddenly saw ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu sitting at šmli-tal• [Te•tul†-tal•].
TEXT 84
TEXT
prabhura rãpa-prema dekhi' ha-ila camatk•ra
prem•ve¤e prabhure karena namask•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; rãpa-prema--personal beauty and
ecstatic love; dekhi'--seeing; ha-ila camatk•ra--became astonished; prema•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; prabhure--to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karena
namask•ra--offers obeisances.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing the Lord's personal beauty and ecstatic love, K”£‹ad•sa was
very astonished. Out of ecstatic love, he offered his respectful obeisances
unto the Lord.
TEXT 85
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----ke tumi, k•h•• tom•ra ghara?
k”£‹ad•sa kahe,----mui g”hastha p•mara
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord inquired; ke tumi--who are you; k•h••--where; tom•ra-your; ghara--residence; k”£‹ad•sa kahe--K”£‹ad•sa replied; mui--I; g”hastha-householder; p•mara--most fallen.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked K”£‹ad•sa, "Who are you? Where is your home?"
K”£‹ad•sa replied, "I am a most fallen householder.
TEXT 86
TEXT
r•japuta-j•ti mu‘i, o-p•re mora ghara
mora icch• haya----'ha•a vai£‹ava-ki•kara'
SYNONYMS
r•japuta-j•ti--belong to the R•japuta caste; mu‘i--I; o-p•re--on the other
side of the Yamun•; mora ghara--my residence; mora icch• haya--I wish; ha•a-to become; vai£‹ava-ki•kara--the servant of a Vai£‹ava.
TRANSLATION
"I belong to the R•japuta caste, and my home is just on the other side of
the River Yamun•. However, I wish to be the servant of a Vai£‹ava.
TEXT 87
TEXT
kintu •ji eka mu‘i 'svapna' dekhinu
sei svapna parateka tom• •si' p•inu
SYNONYMS
kintu--but; •ji--today; eka--one; mu‘i--I; svapna--dream; dekhinu--saw; sei
svapna--that dream; parateka--according to; tom•--You; •si'--coming; p•inu--I
have gotten.
TRANSLATION
"Today I have had a dream, and according to that dream I have come here and
found You."
TEXT 88
TEXT
prabhu t••re k”p• kail• •li•gana kari
preme matta haila sei n•ce, bale 'hari'
SYNONYMS
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto him; k”p• kail•--bestowed His
mercy; •li•gana kari--embracing; preme--in ecstatic love; matta haila--became
mad; sei--that K”£‹ad•sa; n•ce--dances; bale--chants; hari--the holy name of
the Lord.
TRANSLATION
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Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu then bestowed upon K”£‹ad•sa His causeless mercy by
embracing him. K”£‹ad•sa became mad with ecstatic love and began to dance and
chant the holy name of Hari.
TEXT 89
TEXT
prabhu-sa•ge madhy•hne akrãra t†rthe •il•
prabhura ava¤i£àa-p•tra-pras•da p•il•
SYNONYMS
prabhu-sa•ge--with the Lord; madhy•hne--in the afternoon; akrãra t†rthe--to
Akrãra-t†rtha; •il•--came; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ava¤i£àap•tra-pras•da--remnants of food; p•il•--got.
TRANSLATION
K”£‹ad•sa returned to Akrãra-t†rtha with the Lord, and remnants of the
Lord's food were given to him.
TEXT 90
TEXT
pr•te prabhu-sa•ge •il• jala-p•tra la‘•
prabhu-sa•ge rahe g”ha-str†-putra ch•‚iy•
SYNONYMS
pr•te--in the morning; prabhu-sa•ge--with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •il•-came; jala-p•tra la‘•--carrying a waterpot; prabhu-sa•ge rahe--remains with
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; g”ha--home; str†--wife; putra--children; ch•‚iy•-leaving aside.
TRANSLATION
The next morning, K”£‹ad•sa went with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to V”nd•vana
and carried His waterpot. K”£‹ad•sa thus left his wife, home and children in
order to remain with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 91
TEXT
v”nd•vane puna„ 'k”£‹a' prakaàa ha-ila
y•h•• t•h•• loka saba kahite l•gila
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vane--at V”nd•vana; puna„--again; k”£‹a--Lord ¥r† K”£‹a; prakaàa haila--became manifested; y•h•• t•h••--everywhere; loka--people; saba--all;
kahite l•gila--began to speak.
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TRANSLATION
Everywhere the Lord went, all the people said, "K”£‹a has again manifest at
V”nd•vana."
TEXT 92
TEXT
eka-dina akrãrete loka pr•ta„-k•le
v”nd•vana haite •ise kari' kol•hale
SYNONYMS
eka-dina--one day; akrãrete--at Akrãra-t†rtha; loka--people; pr•ta„-k•le-in the morning; v”nd•vana haite--from V”nd•vana; •ise--came; kari'--making;
kol•hale--tumult.
TRANSLATION
One morning many people came to Akrãra-t†rtha. As they came from V”nd•vana,
they made a tumultuous sound.
TEXT 93
TEXT
prabhu dekhi' karila loka cara‹a vandana
prabhu kahe,----k•h•• haite karil• •gamana?
SYNONYMS
prabhu dekhi'--seeing Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karila--offered; loka-people; cara‹a vandana--respect unto His lotus feet; prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu said; k•h•• haite--from where; karil• •gamana--have you come.
TRANSLATION
Upon seeing ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, all the people offered respects at His
lotus feet. The Lord then asked them, "Where are you all coming from?"
TEXT 94
TEXT
loke kahe,----k”£‹a prakaàa k•l†ya-dahera jale!
k•l†ya-¤ire n”tya kare, pha‹•-ratna jvale
SYNONYMS
loke kahe--all the people replied; k”£‹a prakaàa--K”£‹a is again manifest;
k•l†ya-dahera jale--in the water of Lake K•l†ya; k•l†ya-¤ire--on the head of
the serpent K•l†ya; n”tya kare--dances; pha‹•-ratna jvale--the jewels on the
hoods blaze.
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TRANSLATION
The people replied, "K”£‹a has again manifest Himself on the waters of the
K•l†ya Lake. He dances on the hoods of the serpent K•l†ya, and the jewels on
those hoods are blazing.
TEXT 95
TEXT
s•k£•t dekhila loka----n•hika sa‰¤aya
¤uni' h•si' kahe prabhu,----saba 'satya' haya
SYNONYMS
s•k£•t--directly; dekhila loka--all the people saw; n•hika sa‰¤aya--there
is no doubt; ¤uni'--hearing; h•si'--laughing; kahe prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu said; saba satya haya--all that you have said is correct.
TRANSLATION
"Everyone has seen Lord K”£‹a Himself. There is no doubt about it." Hearing
this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu began to laugh. He then said, "Everything is
correct."
TEXT 96
TEXT
ei-mata tina-r•tri lokera gamana
sabe •si' kahe,----k”£‹a p•ilu• dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; tina-r•tri--three nights; lokera gamana--people went;
sabe--all; •si'--coming; kahe--say; k”£‹a p•ilu• dara¤ana--we have seen Lord
K”£‹a directly.
TRANSLATION
For three successive nights people went to K•l†ya-daha to see K”£‹a, and
everyone returned saying, "Now we have seen K”£‹a Himself."
TEXT 97
TEXT
prabhu-•ge kahe loka,----¤r†-k”£‹a dekhila
'sarasvat†' ei v•kye 'satya' kah•ila
SYNONYMS
prabhu-•ge--in front of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kahe loka--all the people
began to say; ¤r†-k”£‹a dekhila--that they have seen Lord K”£‹a; sarasvat†--
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the goddess of learning; ei v•kye--this statement; satya--true; kah•ila-caused the people to speak.
TRANSLATION
Everyone came before ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and said, "Now we have
directly seen Lord K”£‹a." Thus by the mercy of the goddess of learning they
were made to speak the truth.
TEXT 98
TEXT
mah•prabhu dekhi' 'satya' k”£‹a-dara¤ana
nij•j‘•ne satya ch•‚i' 'asatye satya-bhrama'
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu dekhi'--by seeing ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; satya--truly; k”£‹adara¤ana--seeing K”£‹a; nija-aj‘•ne--by their personal lack of knowledge;
satya ch•‚i'--giving up the real truth; asatye--untruth; satya-bhrama-mistaking for the truth.
TRANSLATION
When the people saw ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, they actually saw K”£‹a, but
because they were following their own imperfect knowledge, they accepted the
wrong thing as K”£‹a.
TEXT 99
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya tabe kahe prabhura cara‹e
'•j‘• deha', y•i' kari k”£‹a dara¤ane!'
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; tabe--at that time; kahe--says;
prabhura cara‹e--at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •j‘• deha'-please give permission; y•i'--going; kari k”£‹a dara¤ane--I shall see Lord
K”£‹a directly.
TRANSLATION
At that time Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya placed a request at the lotus feet of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. He said, "Please give me permission to go see Lord
K”£‹a directly."
PURPORT
The puzzled people who visited ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu were actually seeing
Lord K”£‹a, but they were mistaken in thinking that Lord K”£‹a had come to
K•l†ya Lake. They all said that they had seen K”£‹a directly performing His
pastimes on the hood of the serpent K•l†ya and that the jewels on K•l†ya's
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hoods were blazing brilliantly. Because they were speculating with their
imperfect knowledge, they saw ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as an ordinary human
being and a boatman's light in the lake as K”£‹a. One must see things as they
are through the mercy of a spiritual master; otherwise if one tries to see
K”£‹a directly, he may mistake an ordinary man for K”£‹a or K”£‹a for an
ordinary man. Everyone has to see K”£‹a according to the verdict of Vedic
literatures presented by the self-realized spiritual master. A sincere person
is able to see K”£‹a through the transparent via medium of ¥r† Gurudeva, the
spiritual master. Unless one is enlightened by the knowledge given by the
spiritual master, he cannot see things as they are, even though he remains
constantly with the spiritual master. This incident at K•l†ya-daha is very
instructive for those eager to advance in K”£‹a consciousness.
TEXT 100
TEXT
tabe t••re kahe prabhu c•pa‚a m•riy•
"mãrkhera v•kye 'mãrkha' hail• pa‹‚ita ha‘•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; t••re--unto Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; kahe--says; prabhu-¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; c•pa‚a m•riy•--slapping; mãrkhera v•kye--by the words
of some rascals and fools; mãrkha hail•--you became a fool; pa‹‚ita ha‘•-being a learned scholar.
TRANSLATION
When Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya asked to see K”£‹a at K•l†ya-daha, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu mercifully slapped him, saying, "You are a learned scholar, but you
have become a fool influenced by the statements of other fools.
PURPORT
M•y• is so strong that even a person like Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya, who was
constantly staying with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, was influenced by the words
of fools. He wanted to see K”£‹a directly by going to K•l†ya-daha, but ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, being the original spiritual master, would not allow His
servant to fall into such foolishness. He therefore chastised him, slapping
him just to bring him to a real sense of K”£‹a consciousness.
TEXT 101
TEXT
k”£‹a kene dara¤ana dibe kali-k•le?
nija-bhrame mãrkha-loka kare kol•hale
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; kene--why; dara¤ana--interview; dibe--would give; kalik•le--in this Age of Kali; nija-bhrame--by their own mistake; mãrkha-loka-foolish persons; kare kol•hale--make a chaotic tumult.
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TRANSLATION
"Why will K”£‹a appear in the Age of Kali? Foolish people who are mistaken
are simply causing agitation and making a tumult.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's first statement (k”£‹a kene dara¤ana dibe kalik•le) refers to the scriptures. According to scripture, K”£‹a appears in
Dv•para-yuga, but He never appears as Himself in Kali-yuga. Rather, He appears
in Kali-yuga in a covered form. As stated in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.32):
k”£‹a-var‹a‰ tvi£•k”£‹a‰ s••gop••g•stra-p•r£adam. K”£‹a appears in the Age of
Kali in the garb of a devotee, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who always associates
with His internal soldiers--¥r† Advaita Prabhu, ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu, ¥r†v•sa
Prabhu and Gad•dhara Prabhu. Although Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya was personally
serving Lord K”£‹a in His role as a devotee (Caitanya Mah•prabhu), he mistook
Lord K”£‹a for an ordinary man and an ordinary man for Lord K”£‹a because he
did not follow the rules set down by ¤•stra and guru.
TEXT 102
TEXT
'v•tula' n• ha-io, ghare rahata vasiy•
'k”£‹a' dara¤ana kariha k•li r•trye y•‘•"
SYNONYMS
v•tula--mad; n• ha-io--do not become; ghare--at home; rahata--keep; vasiy•-sitting; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; dara¤ana--seeing; kariha--you may do; k•li-tomorrow; r•trye--at night; y•‘•--going.
TRANSLATION
"Do not become mad. Simply sit down here, and tomorrow night you will go
see K”£‹a."
TEXT 103
TEXT
pr•ta„-k•le bhavya-loka prabhu-sth•ne •il•
'k”£‹a dekhi' •il•?'----prabhu t••h•re puchil•
SYNONYMS
pr•ta„-k•le--the next morning; bhavya-loka--respectable gentlemen; prabhusth•ne--at the place of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •il•--came; k”£‹a dekhi'-seeing Lord K”£‹a; •il•--have you come; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
t••h•re puchil•--inquired from them.
TRANSLATION
The next morning some respectable gentlemen came to see ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, and the Lord asked them, "Have you seen K”£‹a?"
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TEXT 104
TEXT
loka kahe,----r•trye kaivartya nauk•te ca‚iy•
k•l†ya-dahe matsya m•re, deuà† jv•liy•
SYNONYMS
loka kahe--the sensible respectable persons said; r•trye--at night;
kaivartya--a fisherman; nauk•te--on a boat; ca‚iy•--getting up; k•l†ya-dahe-in the lake of K•l†ya; matsya m•re--catches fish; deuà† jv•liy•--lighting a
torch.
TRANSLATION
These respectable gentlemen replied, "At night in the K•l†ya Lake a
fisherman lighting a torch in his boat catches many fish.
TEXT 105
TEXT
dãra haite t•h• dekhi' lokera haya 'bhrama'
'k•l†yera ¤ar†re k”£‹a kariche nartana'!
SYNONYMS
dãra haite--from a distant place; t•h• dekhi'--seeing that; lokera--of
people in general; haya--there is; bhrama--mistake; k•l†yera--of the snake
K•l†ya; ¤ar†re--on the body; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; kariche nartana--is dancing.
TRANSLATION
"From a distance, people mistakenly think that they are seeing K”£‹a
dancing on the body of the K•l†ya serpent.
TEXT 106
TEXT
nauk•te k•l†ya-j‘•na, d†pe ratna-j‘•ne!
j•liy•re mã‚ha-loka 'k”£‹a' kari' m•ne!
SYNONYMS
nauk•te--on the boat; k•l†ya-j‘•na--knowledge as the K•l†ya snake; d†pe--on
the torch; ratna-j‘•ne--consideration as jewels; j•liy•re--the fisherman;
mã‚ha-loka--foolish men; k”£‹a kari' m•ne--accept as K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"These fools think that the boat is the K•l†ya serpent and the torchlight
the jewels on his hoods. People also mistake the fisherman to be K”£‹a.
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TEXT 107
TEXT
v”nd•vane 'k”£‹a' •il•,----sei 'satya' haya
k”£‹ere dekhila loka,----ih• 'mithy•' naya
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vane--to V”nd•vana; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; •il•--has come back; sei--that;
satya haya--is true; k”£‹ere--K”£‹a; dekhila--saw; loka--the people; ih•
mithy• naya--this is not false.
TRANSLATION
"Actually Lord K”£‹a has again returned to V”nd•vana. That also is a truth,
and people have seen Him.
TEXT 108
TEXT
kintu k•ho• 'k”£‹a' dekhe, k•ho• 'bhrama' m•ne
sth•‹u-puru£e yaiche vipar†ta-j‘•ne
SYNONYMS
kintu--but; k•ho•--where; k”£‹a--K”£‹a; dekhe--one sees; k•ho•--where;
bhrama m•ne--mistakes; sth•‹u-puru£e--the dry tree and a person; yaiche--as;
vipar†ta-j‘•ne--by understanding one to be the other.
TRANSLATION
"But where they are seeing K”£‹a is their mistake. It is like considering a
dry tree to be a person."
PURPORT
The word sth•‹u means "a dry tree without leaves." From a distance one may
mistake such a tree for a person. This is called sth•‹u-puru£a. Although ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu was living in V”nd•vana, the inhabitants considered Him an
ordinary human being, and they mistook the fisherman to be K”£‹a. Every human
being is prone to make such mistakes. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was mistaken for
an ordinary sanny•s†, the fisherman was mistaken for K”£‹a, and the torchlight
was mistaken for bright jewels on K•l†ya's hoods.
TEXT 109
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----'k•h•• p•il• 'k”£‹a dara¤ana?'
loka kahe,----'sanny•s† tumi ja•gama-n•r•ya‹a
SYNONYMS
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prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu further inquired; k•h•• p•il•--where
have you gotten; k”£‹a dara¤ana--sight of K”£‹a; loka kahe--the respectable
persons replied; sanny•s† tumi--You are a sanny•s†; ja•gama-n•r•ya‹a--moving
N•r•ya‹a.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then asked them,"Where have you seen K”£‹a
directly?" The people replied,"You are a sanny•s†, a renunciant; therefore You
are a moving N•r•ya‹a [ja•gama-n•r•ya‹a]."
PURPORT
This is the viewpoint of M•y•v•da philosophy. M•y•v•da philosophy supports
the impersonalist view that N•r•ya‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, has
no form. One can imagine impersonal Brahman in any form--as Vi£‹u, Lord ¥iva,
Vivasv•n, Ga‹e¤a or Dev† Durg•. According to the M•y•v•da philosophy, when one
becomes a sanny•si he is to be considered a moving N•r•ya‹a. M•y•v•da
philosophy holds that the real N•r•ya‹a does not move because, being
impersonal, He has no legs. Thus according to M•y•v•da philosophy, whoever
becomes a sanny•s† declares himself N•r•ya‹a. Foolish people accept such
ordinary human beings as the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This is called
vivarta-v•da.
In this regard, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura comments that
ja•gama-n•r•ya‹a means that the impersonal Brahman takes a shape and moves
here and there in the form of a M•y•v•d† sanny•s†. The M•y•v•da philosophy
confirms this. Da‹‚a-graha‹a-m•tre‹a naro n•r•ya‹o bhavet: "Simply by
accepting the da‹‚a of the order of sanny•sa, one is immediately transformed
into N•r•ya‹a." Therefore M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s address themselves by saying, o‰
namo n•r•ya‹•ya. In this way one N•r•ya‹a worships another N•r•ya‹a.
Actually an ordinary human being cannot become N•r•ya‹a. Even the chief
M•y•v•d† sanny•s†, ¥r† ¥a•kar•c•rya, says, n•r•ya‹a„ paro 'vyakt•t: "N•r•ya‹a
is not a creation of this material world. N•r•ya‹a is above the material
creation." Due to their poor fund of knowledge, M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s think that
N•r•ya‹a, the Absolute Truth, takes birth as a human being and that when He
realizes this, He becomes N•r•ya‹a again. They never consider why N•r•ya‹a,
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, accepts an inferior position as a human
being and then again becomes N•r•ya‹a when He is perfect. Why should N•r•ya‹a
be imperfect? Why should He appear as a human being? ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
very nicely explained these points while at V”nd•vana.
TEXT 110
TEXT
v”nd•vane ha-il• tumi k”£‹a-avat•ra
tom• dekhi' sarva-loka ha-ila nist•ra
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vane--at V”nd•vana; ha-il•--became; tumi--You; k”£‹a-avat•ra-incarnation of K”£‹a; tom• dekhi'--by seeing You; sarva-loka--all people; haila nist•ra--become liberated.
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TRANSLATION
The people then said, "You have appeared in V”nd•vana as an incarnation of
K”£‹a. Just by seeing You, everyone is now liberated."
TEXT 111
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----'vi£‹u' 'vi£‹u' ih• n• kahib•!
j†v•dhame 'k”£‹a'-j‘•na kabhu n• karib•!
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied; vi£‹u vi£‹u--O Vi£‹u, Vi£‹u;
ih•--this; n• kahib•--do not speak; j†va-adhame--fallen conditioned souls;
k”£‹a-j‘•na--accepting as Lord K”£‹a; kabhu--ever; n• karib•--do not do.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu immediately exclaimed,"Vi£‹u! Vi£‹u! Do not call Me
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. A j†va cannot become K”£‹a at any time. Do
not even say such a thing!
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu immediately stated that a living being, however
exalted he may be, should never be compared to the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. All of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's preaching protests the monistic
philosophy of the M•y•v•da school. The central point of K”£‹a consciousness is
that the j†va, the living entity, can never be accepted as K”£‹a or Vi£‹u.
This viewpoint is elaborated in the following verses.
TEXT 112
TEXT
sanny•s†----cit-ka‹a j†va, kira‹a-ka‹a-sama
£a‚-ai¤varya-pãr‹a k”£‹a haya sãryopama
SYNONYMS
sanny•s†--a person in the renounced order of life; cit-ka‹a j†va--a small
fragmental living being; kira‹a--of sunshine; ka‹a--small particle; sama-like; £aà-ai¤varya-pãr‹a--full in six opulences; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; haya--is;
sãrya-upama--compared to the sun.
TRANSLATION
"A sanny•s† in the renounced order is certainly part and parcel of the
complete whole, just as a shining molecular particle of sunshine is part and
parcel of the sun itself. K”£‹a is like the sun, full of six opulences, but
the living entity is only a fragment of the complete whole.
TEXT 113
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TEXT
j†va, †¤vara-tattva----kabhu nahe 'sama'
jvalad-agni-r•¤i yaiche sphuli•gera 'ka‹a'
SYNONYMS
j†va--a living being; †¤vara-tattva--and the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; kabhu--at any time; nahe--not; sama--equal; jvalat-agni-r•¤i--large
flame; yaiche--as; sphuli•gera--of a spark; ka‹a--fragmental portion.
TRANSLATION
"A living entity and the Absolute Personality of Godhead are never to be
considered equal, just as a fragmental spark can never be considered the
original flame.
PURPORT
M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s consider themselves Brahman, and they superficially
speak of themselves as N•r•ya‹a. The monistic disciples of the M•y•v•da school
(known as sm•rta-br•hma‹as) are generally householder br•hma‹as who accept the
M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s as N•r•ya‹a incarnate; therefore they offer their
obeisances to them. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu immediately protested this
unauthorized system, specifically mentioning that a sanny•s† (cit-ka‹a j†va)
is nothing but a fragmental portion of the Supreme. In other words, he is
nothing more than an ordinary living being. He is never N•r•ya‹a, just as a
molecular portion of sunshine is never the sun itself. The living entity is
nothing but a fragmental part of the Absolute Truth; therefore at no stage of
perfection can a living entity become the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This
M•y•v•da viewpoint is always condemned by the Vai£‹ava school. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu Himself protested this philosophy. When the M•y•v•d†s accept
sanny•sa and consider themselves N•r•ya‹a, they become so puffed up that they
do not even enter the temple of N•r•ya‹a to offer respects, for they falsely
think themselves N•r•ya‹a Himself. Although M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s may offer
respects to other sanny•s†s and address them as N•r•ya‹a, they do not go to a
N•r•ya‹a temple and offer respects. These M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s are always
condemned and are described as demons. The Vedas clearly state that living
entities are subordinate parts and parcels of the supreme. Eko bahãn•‰ yo
vidadh•ti k•m•n: the Supreme Being, K”£‹a, maintains all living entities.
TEXT 114
TEXT
hl•diny• sa‰vid-•¤li£àa„
sac-cid-•nanda †¤vara„
sv•vidy•-sa‰v”to j†va„
sa•kle¤a-nikar•kara„
SYNONYMS
hl•diny•--by the hl•din† potency; sa‰vit--by the samvit potency; •¤li£àa„-surrounded; sat-cit-•nanda„--always transcendentally blissful; †¤vara„--the
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supreme controller; sva--own; avidy•--by ignorance; sa‰v”ta„--surrounded;
j†va„--the living entity; sa•kle¤a--of the threefold miseries; nikara--of the
multitude; •kara„--the mine.
TRANSLATION
" 'The Supreme Personality of Godhead, the supreme controller, is always
full of transcendental bliss and is accompanied by the potencies known as
hl•din† and samvit. The conditioned soul, however, is always covered by
ignorance and embarrassed by the threefold miseries of life. Thus he is a
treasure-house of all kinds of tribulations.'
PURPORT
This quotation of Vi£‹usv•m† is cited in ¥r†dhara Sv•m†'s Bh•v•rtha-d†pik•
commentary on ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.7.6).
TEXT 115
TEXT
yei mã‚ha kahe,----j†va †¤vara haya 'sama'
seita 'p•£a‹‚†' haya, da‹‚e t•re yama
SYNONYMS
yei mã‚ha--any foolish person who; kahe--says; j†va--the living entity;
†¤vara--the supreme controller; haya--are; sama--equal; seita--he; p•£a‹‚†
haya--is a first-class atheist; da‹‚e--punishes; t•re--him; yama--the
superintendent of death, Yamar•ja.
TRANSLATION
"A foolish person who says that the Supreme Personality of Godhead is the
same as the living entity is an atheist, and he becomes subject to punishment
by the superintendent of death, Yamar•ja.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura says that the word p•£a‹‚† refers
to one who considers the living entity under the control of the illusory
energy to be equal with the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is
transcendental to all material qualities. Another kind of p•£a‹‚† is one who
does not believe in the spirit soul, the superior potency of the Lord, and
therefore does not distinguish between spirit and matter. While describing one
of the offenses against chanting the holy names, an offense called ¤ruti¤•stra-nindana (blaspheming the Vedic literature), J†va Gosv•m† states in his
Bhakti-sandarbha: yath• p•£a‹‚a-m•rge‹a datt•treyar£abha-devop•sak•n•‰
p•£a‹‚†n•m. Worshipers of impersonalists like Datt•treya are also p•£a‹‚†s.
Concerning the offense of aha‰-mama-buddhi, or deh•tma-buddhi (considering the
body to be the self), J†va Gosv•m† states: deva-dravi‹•di-nimittaka-'p•£a‹‚a'¤abdena ca da¤•par•dh• eva lak£yante, p•£a‹‚amayatv•t te£•m. "Those who are
overly absorbed in the conception of the body and the bodily necessities are
also called p•£a‹‚†s." Elsewhere in Bhakti-sandarbha it is stated:
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uddi¤ya devat• eva
juhoti ca dad•ti ca
sa p•£a‹‚†ti vij‘eya„
svatantro v•pi karmasu
"A p•£a‹‚† is one who considers the demigods and the Supreme Personality of
Godhead to be one; therefore a p•£a‹‚† worships any kind of demigod as the
Supreme Personality of Godhead." One who disobeys the orders of the spiritual
master is also considered a p•£a‹‚†. The word p•£a‹‚† has been described in
many places in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, including 4.2.28, 30, 32; 5.6.9 and 12.2.13,
43.
On the whole, a p•£a‹‚† is a nondevotee who does not accept the Vedic
conclusions. In the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa (1.117) there is a verse quoted from
Padma Pur•‹a describing the p•£a‹‚†. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu quotes this verse
as the following text.
TEXT 116
TEXT
yas tu n•r•ya‹a‰ deva‰
brahma-rudr•di-daivatai„
samatvenaiva v†k£eta
sa p•£a‹‚† bhaved dhruvam
SYNONYMS
ya„--any person who; tu--however; n•r•ya‹am--the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, the master of such demigods as Brahm• and ¥iva; devam--the Lord;
brahma--Lord Brahm•; rudra--Lord ¥iva; •di--and others; daivatai„--with such
demigods; samatvena--on an equal level; eva--certainly; v†k£eta--observes;
sa„--such a person; p•£a‹‚†--p•£a‹‚†; bhavet--must be; dhruvam--certainly.
TRANSLATION
" 'A person who considers demigods like Brahm• and ¥iva to be on an equal
level with N•r•ya‹a is to be considered an offender and a p•£a‹‚†.' "
TEXT 117
TEXT
loka kahe,----tom•te kabhu nahe j†va'-mati
k”£‹era sad”¤a tom•ra •k”ti-prak”ti
SYNONYMS
loka kahe--the people said; tom•te--unto You; kabhu--at any time; nahe-there is not; j†va-mati--considering an ordinary living being; k”£‹era sad”¤a-like Lord K”£‹a; tom•ra--Your; •k”ti--bodily features; prak”ti-characteristics.
TRANSLATION
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After ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu explained the difference between an ordinary
living being and the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the people said, "No one
considers You an ordinary human being. You are like K”£‹a in every respect, in
both bodily features and characteristics.
TEXT 118
TEXT
'•k”tye' tom•re dekhi 'vrajendra-nandana'
deha-k•nti p†t•mbara kaila •cch•dana
SYNONYMS
•k”tye--by bodily features; tom•re--You; dekhi--we see; vrajendra-nandana-directly the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda; deha-k•nti--the luster of the body; p†taambara--golden covering; kaila •cch•dana--covered.
TRANSLATION
"By Your bodily features we can see that You are none other than the son of
Nanda Mah•r•ja, although the golden luster of Your body has covered Your
original complexion.
TEXT 119
TEXT
m”ga-mada vastre b•ndhe, tabu n• luk•ya
'†¤vara-svabh•va' tom•ra à•k• n•hi y•ya
SYNONYMS
m”ga-mada--deer musk; vastre--in cloth; b•ndhe--wraps; tabu--still; n•-not; luk•ya--is concealed; †¤vara-svabh•va--characteristics as the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; tom•ra--of You; à•k• n•hi y•ya--are not concealed.
TRANSLATION
"As the aroma of deer musk cannot be concealed by wrapping it in a cloth,
Your characteristics as the Supreme Personality of Godhead cannot be concealed
by any means.
TEXT 120
TEXT
alaukika 'prak”ti' tom•ra----buddhi-agocara
tom• dekhi' k”£‹a-preme jagat p•gala
SYNONYMS
alaukika--uncommon; prak”ti--characteristics; tom•ra--Your; buddhi-agocara-beyond our imagination; tom• dekhi'--by seeing You; k”£‹a-preme--in ecstatic
love for K”£‹a; jagat--the whole world; p•gala--mad.
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TRANSLATION
"Indeed, Your characteristics are uncommon and beyond the imagination of an
ordinary living being. Simply by seeing You, the entire universe becomes mad
with ecstatic love for K”£‹a.
TEXTS 121-122
TEXT
str†-b•la-v”ddha, •ra 'ca‹‚•la, 'yavana'
yei tom•ra eka-b•ra p•ya dara¤ana
k”£‹a-n•ma laya, n•ce ha‘• unmatta
•c•rya ha-ila sei, t•rila jagata
SYNONYMS
str†--women; b•la--children; v”ddha--old men; •ra--and; ca‹‚•la--the lowest
of men; yavana--persons who eat meat; yei--anyone who; tom•ra--Your; eka-b•ra-once; p•ya dara¤ana--gets the sight; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of K”£‹a;
laya--chants; n•ce--dances; ha‘• unmatta--like a madman; •c•rya ha-ila-becomes a spiritual master; sei--that man; t•rila jagata--delivers the whole
world.
TRANSLATION
"If even women, children, old men, meat-eaters or members of the lowest
caste can see You even once, they immediately chant the holy name of K”£‹a,
dance like madmen and become spiritual masters capable of delivering the whole
world.
TEXT 123
TEXT
dar¤anera k•rya •chuka, ye tom•ra 'n•ma' ¤une
sei k”£‹a-preme matta, t•re tribhuvane
SYNONYMS
dar¤anera k•rya •chuka--aside from seeing You; ye--anyone who; tom•ra-Your; n•ma--holy name; ¤une--hears; sei--that man; k”£‹a-preme--in ecstatic
love of K”£‹a; matta--maddened; t•re--delivers; tri-bhuvane--the three worlds.
TRANSLATION
"Apart from seeing You, whoever listens to Your holy name is made mad with
ecstatic love for K”£‹a and is able to deliver the three worlds.
TEXT 124
TEXT
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tom•ra n•ma ¤uni' haya ¤vapaca 'p•vana'
alaukika ¤akti tom•ra n• y•ya kathana
SYNONYMS
tom•ra--Your; n•ma--holy name; ¤uni'--hearing; haya--become; ¤vapaca--dogeaters, the lowest of men; p•vana--saintly persons; alaukika--uncommon; ¤akti-potency; tom•ra--Your; n•--not; y•ya kathana--can be described.
TRANSLATION
"Simply by hearing Your holy name, dog-eaters become holy saints. Your
uncommon potencies cannot be described in words.
TEXT 125
TEXT
yan-n•madheya-¤rava‹•nuk†rtan•d
yat-prahva‹•d yat-smara‹•d api kvacit
¤v•do 'pi sadya„ savan•ya kalpate
kuta„ punas te bhagavan nu dar¤an•t
SYNONYMS
yat--of whom; n•madheya--of the name; ¤rava‹a--from hearing; anuk†rtan•t-and thereafter from chanting; yat--to whom; prahva‹•t--from offering respects;
yat--of whom; smara‹•t--from simply remembering; api--also; kvacit--sometimes;
¤va-ada„--a dog-eater; api--even; sadya„--immediately; savan•ya--for
performing Vedic sacrifices; kalpate--becomes eligible; kuta„--what to speak;
puna„--again; te--of You; bhagavan--O Supreme Personality of Godhead; nu-certainly; dar¤an•t--from seeing.
TRANSLATION
" 'To say nothing of the spiritual advancement of persons who see the
Supreme Person face to face, even a person born in a family of dog-eaters
becomes immediately eligible to perform Vedic sacrifices if he once utters the
holy name of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, or chants about Him, hears
about His pastimes, offers Him obeisances or even remembers Him.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.33.6). According to this
verse, it doesn't matter what position a person holds. One may be the lowest
of the low--a ca‹‚•la, or dog-eater--but if he takes to chanting and hearing
the holy name of the Lord, he is immediately eligible to perform Vedic
sacrifices. This is especially true in this Age of Kali.
harer n•ma harer n•ma
harer n•maiva kevalam
kalau n•sty eva n•sty eva
n•sty eva gatir anyath•
(B”han-n•rad†ya Pur•‹a 38.126)
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A person born in a br•hma‹a family cannot perform Vedic sacrifices until he
is properly purified and has attained his sacred thread. However, according to
this verse, it is understood that even a lowborn person can immediately
perform sacrifices if he sincerely chants and hears the holy name of the Lord.
Sometimes envious people ask how Europeans and Americans in this K”£‹a
consciousness movement can become br•hma‹as and perform sacrifices. They do
not know that the Europeans and Americans have already been purified by
chanting the holy name of the Lord--Hare K”£‹a, Hare K”£‹a, K”£‹a K”£‹a, Hare
Hare.Hare R•ma, Hare R•ma, R•ma R•ma, Hare Hare. This is the proof. ¥v•do 'pi
sadya„ savan•ya kalpate. One may be born in a family of dog-eaters, but he can
perform sacrifices simply by chanting the mah•-mantra.
Those who find fault in the Western Vai£‹avas should consider this
statement from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam and the commentary on this verse by ¥r†la
J†va Gosv•m†. In this regard, ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m† has stated that to become a
br•hma‹a, one has to wait for purification and undergo the sacred thread
ceremony, but a chanter of the holy name does not have to wait for the sacred
thread ceremony. We do not allow devotees to perform sacrifices until they are
properly initiated in the sacred thread ceremony. Yet according to this verse,
an offenseless chanter of the holy name is already fit to perform a fire
ceremony, even though he is not doubly initiated by the sacred thread
ceremony. This is the verdict given by Lord Kapiladeva in His instructions to
His mother, Devahãti. It was Lord Kapiladeva who instructed Devahãti in pure
S••khya philosophy.
TEXT 126
TEXT
eita' mahim•----tom•ra 'taàastha'-lak£a‹a
'svarãpa'-lak£a‹e tumi----'vrajendra-nandana'
SYNONYMS
eita'--all these; mahim•--glories; tom•ra--Your; taàastha-lak£a‹a--marginal
characteristics; sva-rãpa--original; lak£a‹e--by characteristics; tumi--You;
vrajendra-nandana--the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda.
TRANSLATION
"These glories of Yours are only marginal. Originally You are the son of
Mah•r•ja Nanda."
PURPORT
The original characteristics of a substance are called svarãpa, and the
subsequent corollaries are called taàastha-lak£a‹a, or marginal
characteristics. The glories of the Lord's marginal characteristics prove Him
to be the original Supreme Personality of Godhead, the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda.
As soon as one understands this, one accepts ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu as the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord ¥r† K”£‹a.
TEXT 127
TEXT
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sei saba loke prabhu pras•da karila
k”£‹a-preme matta loka nija-ghare gela
SYNONYMS
sei saba loke--unto all those persons; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
pras•da karila--bestowed His causeless mercy; k”£‹a-preme--in ecstatic love of
K”£‹a; matta--maddened; loka--persons; nija-ghare gela--returned to their own
homes.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then bestowed His causeless mercy upon all the
people there, and everyone became ecstatic with love of God. Finally they all
returned to their homes.
TEXT 128
TEXT
ei-mata kata-dina 'akrãre' rahil•
k”£‹a-n•ma-prema diy• loka nist•ril•
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; kata-dina--for some days; akrãre rahil•--stayed at
Akrãra-t†rtha; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of K”£‹a; prema--ecstatic love; diy•-distributing; loka--everyone; nist•ril•--delivered.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu remained for some days in Akrãra-t†rtha. He
delivered everyone there simply by distributing the holy name of K”£‹a and
ecstatic love for the Lord.
TEXT 129
TEXT
m•dhava-pur†ra ¤i£ya seita br•hma‹a
mathur•ra ghare-ghare kar•'na nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
m•dhava-pur†ra--of M•dhavendra Pur†; ¤i£ya--disciple; seita--that;
br•hma‹a--br•hma‹a; mathur•ra--of Mathur• City; ghare-ghare--home to home;
kar•'na--causes to make; nimantra‹a--invitation.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a disciple of M•dhavendra Pur† went from house to house in
Mathur• and inspired other br•hma‹as to invite Caitanya Mah•prabhu to their
homes.
TEXT 130
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TEXT
mathur•ra yata loka br•hma‹a sajjana
bhaàà•c•rya-sth•ne •si' kare nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
mathur•ra--of Mathur•; yata--all; loka--people; br•hma‹a sat-jana-gentlemen and br•hma‹as; bhaàà•c•rya-sth•ne--unto Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya;
•si'--coming; kare nimantra‹a--offer invitations.
TRANSLATION
Thus all the respectable people of Mathur•, headed by the br•hma‹as, came
to Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya and extended invitations to the Lord.
TEXT 131
TEXT
eka-dina 'da¤a' 'bi¤a' •ise nimantra‹a
bhaàà•c•rya ekera m•tra karena graha‹a
SYNONYMS
eka-dina--in one day; da¤a bi¤a--ten to twenty; •ise--come; nimantra‹a--the
invitations; bhaàà•c•rya--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; ekera--of one of them;
m•tra--only; karena graha‹a--accepts.
TRANSLATION
In one day, ten to twenty invitations were received, but Balabhadra
Bhaàà•c•rya would accept only one of them.
TEXT 132
TEXT
avasara n• p•ya loka nimantra‹a dite
sei vipre s•dhe loka nimantra‹a nite
SYNONYMS
avasara n• p•ya--do not get the opportunity; loka--people; nimantra‹a dite-to offer invitations; sei vipre--unto that br•hma‹a; s•dhe--request; loka-people; nimantra‹a nite--to accept the invitation.
TRANSLATION
Since everyone did not get an opportunity to offer invitations to ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu personally, they requested the Sano‚iy• br•hma‹a to ask
the Lord to accept their invitations.
TEXT 133
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TEXT
k•nyakubja-d•k£i‹•tyera vaidika br•hma‹a
dainya kari, kare mah•prabhura nimantra‹a
SYNONYMS
k•nyakubja--br•hma‹as from K•nyakubja; d•k£i‹•tyera--certain br•hma‹as from
South India; vaidika--followers of the Vedic religion; br•hma‹a--br•hma‹as;
dainya kari--with great humility; kare--do; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; nimantra‹a--invitation.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹as from different places, such as K•nyakubja and South India,
who were all strict followers of the Vedic religion, offered invitations to
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu with great humility.
TEXT 134
TEXT
pr•ta„-k•le akrãre •si' randhana kariy•
prabhure bhik£• dena ¤•lagr•me samarpiy•
SYNONYMS
pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning; akrãre--to Akrãra-t†rtha; •si'--coming;
randhana kariy•--cooking; prabhure--unto ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhik£• dena-offer lunch; ¤•lagr•me samarpiy•--after offering to the ¤•lagr•ma-¤il•.
TRANSLATION
In the morning they would come to Akrãra-t†rtha and cook food. After
offering it to the ¤•lagr•ma-¤il•, they offered it to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
PURPORT
There are br•hma‹as known as pa‘ca-gau‚a-br•hma‹as who come from five
places in northern India, and there are br•hma‹as known as pa‘ca-d•k£i‹•tyabr•hma‹as who come from five places in southern India. In northern India the
places are K•nyakubja, S•rasvata, Gau‚a, Maithila and Utkala. In southern
India the places are šndhra, Kar‹•ta, Gurjara, Dr•vi‚a and Mah•r•£àra. The
br•hma‹as from these places are considered to be very strict followers of the
Vedic principles, and they are accepted as pure br•hma‹as. They strictly
observe Vedic principles and are not polluted by tantric misdeeds. All of
these br•hma‹as respectfully invited Caitanya Mah•prabhu for lunch.
TEXT 135
TEXT
eka-dina sei akrãra-gh•àera upare
vasi' mah•prabhu kichu karena vic•re
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SYNONYMS
eka-dina--once upon a time; sei--that; akrãra-gh•àera--of the Akrãra
bathing ghat; upare--on the bank; vasi'--sitting; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kichu--some; karena--does; vic•re--consideration.
TRANSLATION
One day ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu sat at the bathing ghat of Akrãra-t†rtha
and thought the following thoughts.
PURPORT
Akrãra-t†rtha is located on the road between V”nd•vana and Mathur•. When
K”£‹a and Balar•ma were being taken to Mathur• by Akrãra, the Lord rested at
this place and took His bath in the Yamun•. When K”£‹a and Balar•ma took Their
baths, Akrãra saw the entire world of Vaiku‹àha within the water. The
inhabitants of V”nd•vana also saw the Vaiku‹àha planets within the water.
TEXT 136
TEXT
ei gh•àe akrãra vaiku‹àha dekhila
vrajav•s† loka 'goloka' dar¤ana kaila
SYNONYMS
ei gh•àe--in this bathing place; akrãra--Akrãra; vaiku‹àha dekhila--saw the
spiritual world; vrajav•s† loka--the inhabitants of V”nd•vana; goloka dar¤ana
kaila--saw Goloka.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu thought, "At this bathing place, Akrãra saw
Vaiku‹àha, the spiritual world, and all the inhabitants of Vraja saw Goloka
V”nd•vana."
TEXT 137
TEXT
eta bali' jh••pa dil• jalera upare
‚ubiy• rahil• prabhu jalera bhitare
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; jh••pa dil•--jumped; jalera upare--above the water;
‚ubiy•--sinking; rahil•--remained; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jalera
bhitare--within the water.
TRANSLATION
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While considering how Akrãra remained within the water, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu immediately jumped in and stayed under water for some time.
TEXT 138
TEXT
dekhi' k”£‹ad•sa k•ndi' phuk•ra karila
bhaàà•c•rya ¤†ghra •si' prabhure uàh•ila
SYNONYMS
dekhi'--seeing; k”£‹ad•sa--K”£‹ad•sa; k•ndi'--crying; phu-k•ra karila-called loudly; bhaàà•c•rya--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; ¤†ghra--hastily; •si'-coming; prabhure uàh•ila--raised ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
When K”£‹ad•sa saw that Caitanya Mah•prabhu was drowning, he cried and
shouted very loudly. Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya immediately came and pulled the
Lord out.
TEXT 139
TEXT
tabe bhaàà•c•rya sei br•hma‹e la‘•
yukti karil• kichu nibh”te vasiy•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; bhaàà•c•rya--Bhaàà•c•rya; sei br•hma‹e--the Sano‚iy•
br•hma‹a; la‘•--taking; yukti karil•--consulted; kichu--something; nibh”te
vasiy•--sitting in a solitary place.
TRANSLATION
After this, Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya took the Sano‚iy• br•hma‹a to a secluded
place and consulted with him.
TEXT 140
TEXT
•ji •mi •chil••a uàh•ilu• prabhure
v”nd•vane ‚ubena yadi, ke uàh•be t••re?
SYNONYMS
•ji--today; •mi--I; •chil••a--was present; uàh•ilu•--raised; prabhure--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; v”nd•vane--in V”nd•vana; ‚ubena yadi--if He drowns; ke
uàh•be t••re--who will raise Him.
TRANSLATION
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Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya said, "Since I was present today, it was possible
for me to pull the Lord up. However, if He starts to drown at V”nd•vana, who
will help Him?
TEXT 141
TEXT
lokera sa•ghaààa, •ra nimantra‹era ja‘j•la
nirantara •ve¤a prabhura n• dekhiye bh•la
SYNONYMS
lokera sa•ghaààa--crowds of people; •ra--and; nimantra‹era ja‘j•la--the
disturbance of invitations; nirantara--always; •ve¤a--ecstatic love; prabhura-of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n• dekhiye bh•la--I do not see any good in this.
TRANSLATION
"Now there is a crowd of people here, and these invitations are causing
much disturbance. In addition, the Lord is always ecstatic and emotional. I do
not find the situation here very good.
TEXT 142
TEXT
v”nd•vana haite yadi prabhure k•‚iye
tabe ma•gala haya,----ei bh•la yukti haye
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vana haite--from V”nd•vana; yadi--if; prabhure--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; k•‚iye--I take away; tabe--then; ma•gala haya--there is
auspiciousness; ei--this; bh•la--good; yukti--plan; haye--is.
TRANSLATION
"It would be good if we could get ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu out of V”nd•vana.
That is my final conclusion."
TEXT 143
TEXT
vipra kahe,----pray•ge prabhu la‘• y•i
ga•g•-t†ra-pathe y•i, tabe sukha p•i
SYNONYMS
vipra kahe--the br•hma‹a said; pray•ge--to Pray•ga; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; la‘•--taking; y•i--let us go; ga•g•-t†ra-pathe--on the bank of the
Ganges; y•i--let us go; tabe--then; sukha p•i--we shall get pleasure.
TRANSLATION
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The Sano‚iy• br•hma‹a said, "Let us take Him to Pray•ga and go along the
banks of the Ganges. It will be very pleasurable to go that way.
TEXT 144
TEXT
'soro-k£etre, •ge y•‘• kari' ga•g•-sn•na
sei pathe prabhu la‘• kariye pay•na
SYNONYMS
soro-k£etre--to the holy place named Soro-k£etra; •ge--first, beyond; y•‘•-going; kari' ga•g•-sn•na--having taken bath in the Ganges; sei pathe--that
way; prabhu la‘•--taking Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kariye pay•na--let us
go.
TRANSLATION
"After going to the holy place named Soro-k£etra, and taking bath in the
Ganges, let us take ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu that way and go.
TEXT 145
TEXT
m•gha-m•sa l•gila, ebe yadi y•iye
makare pray•ga-sn•na kata dina p•iye
SYNONYMS
m•gha-m•sa l•gila--the month of M•gha has begun; ebe--now; yadi--if; y•iye-we go; makare--during the Makara-sa•kr•nti; pray•ga-sn•na--bathing at
Pray•ga; kata dina--for a few days; p•iye--we shall get.
TRANSLATION
"It is now the beginning of the month of M•gha. If we go to Pray•ga at this
time, we shall have an opportunity to bathe for a few days during Makarasa•kr•nti."
PURPORT
Bathing during the month of M•gha at M•gha-mel• still takes place. This has
been a very old mel• (assembly) from time immemorial. It is said that the Lord
in the form of Mohin† took a bucket of nectar and kept it at Pray•ga.
Consequently M•gha-mel• has been observed, and there is an assembly of holy
men there every year. Every twelfth year there is a Kumbha-mel•, a great
festival, and all the holy men from all over India assemble there. The
br•hma‹a wanted to take advantage of the M•gha-mel• and bathe there.
Bathing at the confluence of the Ganges and Yamun• near the fort at
Allahabad, Pray•ga, is mentioned in revealed scriptures:
m•ghe m•si gami£yanti
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ga•g•-y•muna-sa•gamam
gav•‰ ¤ata-sahasrasya
samyag datta‰ ca yat-phalam
pray•ge m•gha-m•se vai
tryaha‰ sn•tasya tat-phalam
"If one goes to Pray•ga and bathes at the confluence of the Ganges and
Yamun• in the month of M•gha, he attains the result of giving hundreds and
thousands of cows in charity. Simply by bathing for three days there, he
attains the results of such a pious activity." Because of this, the Sano‚iy•
br•hma‹a was very eager to go to Pray•ga and bathe. Generally karm†s (fruitive
laborers) take advantage of bathing there during the month of M•gha, thinking
that they will be rewarded in the future. Those who are situated in devotional
service do not very strictly follow this karma-k•‹‚†ya process.
TEXT 146
TEXT
•pan•ra du„kha kichu kari' nivedana
'makara-pa•casi pray•ge' kariha sãcana
SYNONYMS
•pan•ra--personal; du„kha--unhappiness; kichu--some; kari'--doing;
nivedana--submission; makara-pa•casi--the full-moon day in the month of M•gha;
pray•ge--to Pray•ga; kariha sãcana--kindly inform.
TRANSLATION
The Sano‚iy• br•hma‹a continued, "Kindly submit to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
the unhappiness you are feeling within yourself. Then propose that we all go
to Pray•ga on the full-moon day of the month of M•gha.
TEXT 147
TEXT
ga•g•-t†ra-pathe sukha j•n•iha t••re
bhaàà•c•rya •si' tabe kahila prabhure
SYNONYMS
ga•g•-t†ra--on the bank of the Ganges; pathe--on the path; sukha-happiness; j•n•iha--kindly let know; t••re--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
bhaàà•c•rya--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; •si'--coming; tabe--thereafter; kahila
prabhure--informed ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
"Tell the Lord of the happiness you will feel in traveling via the banks of
the Ganges." Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya therefore submitted this prayer to ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
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TEXT 148
TEXT
"sahite n• p•ri •mi lokera ga‚aba‚i
nimantra‹a l•gi' loka kare hu‚•hu‚i
SYNONYMS
sahite n• p•ri--cannot tolerate; •mi--I; lokera--of people; ga‚aba‚i-disturbance; nimantra‹a--invitations; l•gi'--for; loka--people; kare--do;
hu‚•hu‚i--hurrying.
TRANSLATION
Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya told the Lord, "I can no longer tolerate the
disturbance of the crowd. People are coming one after another to offer
invitations.
TEXT 149
TEXT
pr•ta„-k•le •ise loka, tom•re n• p•ya
tom•re n• p•‘• loka mora m•th• kh•ya
SYNONYMS
pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning; •ise--come; loka--people; tom•re--You; n•
p•ya--cannot see; tom•re n• p•‘•--not getting You; loka--people; mora m•th•
kh•ya--tax my brain.
TRANSLATION
"Early in the morning people come here, and not seeing You present, they
simply tax my brain.
TEXT 150
TEXT
tabe sukha haya yabe ga•g•-pathe y•iye
ebe yadi y•i, 'makare' ga•g•-sn•na p•iye
SYNONYMS
tabe--then; sukha haya--it will be great happiness for me; yabe--when;
ga•g•-pathe--on the path of the Ganges; y•iye--we go; ebe yadi y•i--if we go
just now; makare--during Makara-sa•kr•nti; ga•g•-sn•na p•iye--we can take bath
in the Ganges.
TRANSLATION
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"I will be very happy if we all leave and take the path by the banks of the
Ganges. Then we can have the opportunity to bathe in the Ganges in Pray•ga
during Makara-sa•kr•nti.
PURPORT
There are two great occasions for bathing in the Ganges during M•gha-mel•.
One is on the day of the dark moon, and the other is on the day of the full
moon during the month of M•gha.
TEXT 151
TEXT
udvigna ha-ila pr•‹a, sahite n• p•ri
prabhura ye •j‘• haya, sei ¤ire dhari"
SYNONYMS
udvigna--agitated; ha-ila--has become; pr•‹a--my mind; sahite--to bear; n•
p•ri--I am unable; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ye--what; •j‘•-order; haya--there is; sei ¤ire dhari--I accept that.
TRANSLATION
"My mind has become very agitated, and I cannot bear this anxiety. May
everything rest on the permission of Your Lordship. I will accept whatever You
want to do."
TEXT 152
TEXT
yadyapi v”nd•vana-ty•ge n•hi prabhura mana
bhakta-icch• pãrite kahe madhura vacana
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; v”nd•vana-ty•ge--to leave V”nd•vana; n•hi prabhura mana-was not the desire of the Lord; bhakta--of the devotee; icch•--desire;
pãrite--to fulfill; kahe--says; madhura vacana--sweet words.
TRANSLATION
Although ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had no desire to leave V”nd•vana, He began
to speak sweet words just to fulfill the desire of His devotee.
TEXT 153
TEXT
"tumi •m•ya •ni' dekh•il• v”nd•vana
ei '”‹a' •mi n•riba karite ¤odhana
SYNONYMS
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tumi--you; •m•ya--Me; •ni'--bringing; dekh•il•--showed; v”nd•vana--the holy
place named V”nd•vana; ei ”‹a--this debt; •mi n•riba--I shall not be able;
karite ¤odhana--to repay.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "You have brought Me here to show Me
V”nd•vana. I am very much indebted to you, and I shall not be able to repay
this debt.
TEXT 154
TEXT
ye tom•ra icch•, •mi seita kariba
y•h•• la‘• y•ha tumi, t•h••i y•iba"
SYNONYMS
ye tom•ra icch•--whatever You like; •mi--I; seita kariba--must act
accordingly; y•h••--wherever; la‘• y•ha--take; tumi--you; t•h••i y•iba--I
shall go there.
TRANSLATION
"Whatever you desire, I must do. Wherever you take Me, I shall go."
TEXT 155
TEXT
pr•ta„-k•le mah•prabhu pr•ta„-sn•na kaila
'v”nd•vana ch•‚iba' j•ni' prem•ve¤a haila
SYNONYMS
pr•ta„-k•le--in the morning; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pr•ta„sn•na kaila--took His morning bath; v”nd•vana ch•‚iba--I shall have to leave
V”nd•vana; j•ni'--knowing; prema-•ve¤a haila--became ecstatic in love.
TRANSLATION
The next morning, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu got up early. After taking His
bath, He became ecstatic with love, knowing that He now had to leave
V”nd•vana.
TEXT 156
TEXT
b•hya vik•ra n•hi, prem•vi£àa mana
bhaàà•c•rya kahe,----cala, y•i mah•vana
SYNONYMS
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b•hya--external; vik•ra--symptoms; n•hi--there were not; prema-•vi£àa mana-the mind was full of ecstatic love; bhaàà•c•rya kahe--Bhaàà•c•rya said; cala-let us go; y•i mah•vana--let us go to Mah•vana.
TRANSLATION
Although the Lord did not exhibit any external symptoms, His mind was
filled with ecstatic love. At that time, Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya said, "Let us
go to Mah•vana [Gokula]."
TEXT 157
TEXT
eta bali' mah•prabhure nauk•ya vas•‘•
p•ra kari' bhaàà•c•rya calil• la‘•
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; mah•prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nauk•ya--on
a boat; vas•‘•--making sit down; p•ra kari'--crossing the river; bhaàà•c•rya-Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; calil•--went; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
Saying this, Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya made ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu sit aboard
a boat. After they crossed the river, he took the Lord with him.
TEXT 158
TEXT
prem† k”£‹ad•sa, •ra seita br•hma‹a
ga•g•-t†ra-pathe y•ib•ra vij‘a dui-jana
SYNONYMS
prem† k”£‹ad•sa--the devotee R•japuta K”£‹ad•sa; •ra--and; seita br•hma‹a-that Sano‚iy• br•hma‹a; ga•g•-t†ra-pathe--on the path by the bank of the
Ganges; y•ib•ra--to go; vij‘a--experienced; dui-jana--two persons.
TRANSLATION
Both R•japuta K”£‹ad•sa and the Sano‚iy• br•hma‹a knew the path along the
Ganges bank very well.
TEXT 159
TEXT
y•ite eka v”k£a-tale prabhu sab• la‘•
vasil•, sab•ra patha-¤r•nti dekhiy•
SYNONYMS
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y•ite--while passing; eka--one; v”k£a-tale--underneath a tree; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sab• la‘•--taking all of them; vasil•--sat down; sab•ra-of all of them; patha-¤r•nti--fatigue because of walking; dekhiy•-understanding.
TRANSLATION
While walking, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, understanding that the others were
fatigued, took them all beneath a tree and sat down.
TEXT 160
TEXT
sei v”k£a-nikaàe care bahu g•bh†-ga‹a
t•h• dekhi' mah•prabhura ullasita mana
SYNONYMS
sei--that; v”k£a-nikaàe--near the tree; care--were grazing; bahu--many;
g•bh†-ga‹a--cows; t•h•--that; dekhi'--seeing; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; ullasita mana--the mind became very pleased.
TRANSLATION
There were many cows grazing near that tree, and the Lord was very pleased
to see them.
TEXT 161
TEXT
•cambite eka gopa va‰¤† b•j•ila
¤uni' mah•prabhura mah•-prem•ve¤a haila
SYNONYMS
•cambite--suddenly; eka gopa--one cowherd boy; va‰¤†--flute; b•j•ila--blew;
¤uni'--hearing; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mah•-prema-•ve¤a-absorption in great ecstatic love; haila--there was.
TRANSLATION
Suddenly a cowherd boy blew on his flute, and immediately the Lord was
struck with ecstatic love.
TEXT 162
TEXT
acetana ha‘• prabhu bhãmite pa‚il•
mukhe phen• pa‚e, n•s•ya ¤v•sa ruddha hail•
SYNONYMS
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acetana--unconscious; ha‘•--becoming; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
bhãmite pa‚il•--fell on the ground; mukhe--at the mouth; phen• pa‚e--there was
foam; n•s•ya--in the nostrils; ¤v•sa--breath; ruddha hail•--stopped.
TRANSLATION
Filled with ecstatic love, the Lord fell unconscious to the ground. He
foamed about the mouth, and His breathing stopped.
TEXT 163
TEXT
hena-k•le t•h•• •¤oy•ra da¤a •il•
mleccha-p•àh•na gho‚• haite uttaril•
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--just at this time; t•h••--there; •¤oy•ra--soldiers; da¤a--ten;
•il•--came; mleccha--Mohammedans; p•àh•na--the race of P•àh•nas; gho‚•-horses; haite--from; uttaril•--got down.
TRANSLATION
While the Lord was unconscious, ten cavalry soldiers belonging to the
Mohammedan P•àh•na military order rode up and dismounted.
TEXT 164
TEXT
prabhure dekhiy• mleccha karaye vic•ra
ei yati-p•¤a chila suvar‹a ap•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhiy•--seeing; mleccha--the
Mohammedans; karaye vic•ra--considered; ei yati-p•¤a--within the possession of
this sanny•s†; chila--there was; suvar‹a ap•ra--a large quantity of gold.
TRANSLATION
Seeing the Lord unconscious, the soldiers thought, "This sanny•s† must have
possessed a large quantity of gold.
TEXT 165
TEXT
ei c•ri b•àoy•ra dhutur• kh•oy•‘•
m•ri' ‚•riy•che, yatira saba dhana la‘•
SYNONYMS
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ei--these; c•ri--four; b•àoy•ra--rogues; dhutur•--dhutur•; kh•oy•‘•--making
Him eat; m•ri' ‚•riy•che--killed; yatira--of the sanny•s†; saba--all; dhana-wealth; la‘•--taking away.
TRANSLATION
"These four rogues here must have taken away that sanny•s†'s riches after
killing Him by making Him take the poison dhutur•."
TEXT 166
TEXT
tabe sei p•àh•na c•ri-janere b••dhila
k•àite c•he, gau‚iy• saba k••pite l•gila
SYNONYMS
tabe--then; sei p•àh•na--the P•àh•na soldiers; c•ri-janere--the four
persons; b••dhila--arrested; k•àite c•he--wanted to kill them; gau‚iy•--the
Bengalis; saba--all; k••pite l•gila--began to tremble.
TRANSLATION
Thinking this, the P•àh•na soldiers arrested the four persons and decided
to kill them. Because of this, the two Bengalis began to tremble.
PURPORT
The four persons were Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya, his assistant br•hma‹a,
R•japuta K”£‹ad•sa and the Sano‚iy• br•hma‹a devotee of M•dhavendra Pur†.
TEXT 167
TEXT
k”£‹ad•sa----r•japuta, nirbhaya se ba‚a
sei vipra----nirbhaya, se----mukhe ba‚a da‚a
SYNONYMS
k”£‹ad•sa--K”£‹ad•sa; r•japuta--belonging to the R•japuta race; nirbhaya-fearless; se--he; ba‚a--very; sei vipra--the Sano‚iy• br•hma‹a; nirbhaya--also
fearless; se--he; mukhe--in the mouth; ba‚a da‚a--very brave.
TRANSLATION
The devotee K”£‹ad•sa, who belonged to the R•japuta race, was very
fearless. The Sano‚iy• br•hma‹a was also fearless, and he spoke very bravely.
TEXT 168
TEXT
vipra kahe,----p•àh•na, tom•ra p•ts•ra doh•i
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cala tumi •mi sikd•ra-p•¤a y•i
SYNONYMS
vipra kahe--the br•hma‹a said; p•àh•na--you P•àh•na soldiers; tom•ra--your;
p•ts•ra--king; doh•i--under the protection of; cala--let us go; tumi--you;
•mi--we; sikd•ra-p•¤a--to the commander; y•i--let us go.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a said, "You P•àh•na soldiers are all under the protection of
your king. Let us go to your commander and get his decision.
TEXT 169
TEXT
ei yati----•m•ra guru, •mi----m•thura br•hma‹a
p•ts•ra •ge •che mora '¤ata jana'
SYNONYMS
ei yati--this sanny•s†; •m•ra guru--my spiritual master; •mi--I; m•thura
br•hma‹a--a br•hma‹a from Mathur•; p•ts•ra •ge--in the service of the
Mohammedan king; •che--there are; mora--my; ¤ata jana--one hundred persons.
TRANSLATION
"This sanny•s† is my spiritual master, and I am from Mathur•. I am a
br•hma‹a, and I know many people who are in the service of the Mohammedan
king.
TEXT 170
TEXT
ei yati vy•dhite kabhu hayena mãrcchita
aba•hi cetana p•ibe, ha-ibe samvita
SYNONYMS
ei yati--this sanny•s†; vy•dhite--under the influence of disease; kabhu-sometimes; hayena mãrcchita--becomes unconscious; aba•hi--very soon; cetana-consciousness; p•ibe--will get back; ha-ibe samvita--will come to His proper
senses.
TRANSLATION
"This sanny•s† sometimes falls unconscious due to the influence of a
disease. Please sit down here, and you will see that He will very soon regain
consciousness and His normal condition.
TEXT 171
TEXT
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k£a‹eka ih•• vaisa, b•ndhi' r•khaha sab•re
i•h•ke puchiy•, tabe m•riha sab•re
SYNONYMS
k£a‹eka--for some time; ih•• vaisa--sit down here; b•ndhi'--arresting;
r•khaha--keep; sab•re--all of us; i•h•ke puchiy•--after questioning Him; tabe-then; m•riha sab•re--you can kill all of us.
TRANSLATION
"Sit down here for a while and keep us all under arrest. When the sanny•s†
regains his senses, you can question Him. Then, if you like, you can kill us
all."
TEXT 172
TEXT
p•àh•na kahe,----tumi pa¤cim• m•thura dui-jana
'gau‚iy•' àhak ei k••pe dui-jana
SYNONYMS
p•àh•na kahe--the soldiers said; tumi--you; pa¤cim•--western Indians;
m•thura--belonging to the district of Mathur•; dui-jana--two of you; gau‚iy•-Bengalis; àhak--rogues; ei--these; k••pe--are trembling; dui-jana--two
persons.
TRANSLATION
The P•àh•na soldiers said, "You are all rogues. Two of you belong to the
district of Mathur•, and the other two, who are trembling, belong to Bengal."
TEXT 173
TEXT
k”£‹ad•sa kahe,----•m•ra ghara ei gr•me
dui-¤ata turk† •che, ¤ateka k•m•ne
SYNONYMS
k”£‹ad•sa kahe--R•japuta K”£‹ad•sa said; •m•ra ghara--my home; ei gr•me--in
this village; dui-¤ata turk†--two hundred Turks; •che--I have; ¤ateka k•m•ne-one hundred cannons.
TRANSLATION
R•japuta K”£‹ad•sa said, "I have my home here, and I also have about two
hundred Turkish soldiers and about one hundred cannons.
TEXT 174
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TEXT
ekhani •sibe saba, •mi yadi phuk•ri
gho‚•-pi‚• luài' labe tom•-sab• m•ri'
SYNONYMS
ekhani--immediately; •sibe saba--all of them will come; •mi--I; yadi--if;
phu-k•ri--call loudly; gho‚•-pi‚•--horses and their saddles; luài'-plundering; labe--will take; tom•-sab• m•ri'--after killing all of you.
TRANSLATION
"If I call loudly, they will come immediately to kill you and plunder your
horses and saddles.
TEXT 175
TEXT
gau‚iy•----'b•àap•‚a' nahe, tumi----'b•àap•‚a'
t†rtha-v•s† luàha', •ra c•ha' m•rib•ra
SYNONYMS
gau‚iy•--the Bengalis; b•àap•‚a nahe--are not rogues; tumi--you; b•àap•‚a-rogues; t†rtha-v•s†--persons visiting places of pilgrimage; luàha'--you
plunder; •ra--and; c•ha'--you want; m•rib•ra--to kill.
TRANSLATION
"The Bengali pilgrims are not rogues. You are rogues, for you want to kill
the pilgrims and plunder them."
TEXT 176
TEXT
¤uniy• p•àh•na mane sa•koca ha-ila
hena-k•le mah•prabhu 'caitanya' p•ila
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing; p•àh•na--the Mohammedan soldiers; mane--in the mind;
sa•koca ha-ila--there was a little hesitation; hena-k•le--at this time;
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; caitanya p•ila--came to his senses.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing this challenge, the P•àh•na soldiers became hesitant. Then
suddenly ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu regained consciousness.
TEXT 177
TEXT
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hu•k•ra kariy• uàhe, bale 'hari' 'hari'
prem•ve¤e n”tya kare ãrdhva-b•hu kari'
SYNONYMS
hu•-k•ra kariy•--resounded very loudly; uàhe--stands up; bale hari hari-chants Hari, Hari; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; n”tya kare--dances; ãrdhvab•hu kari'--raising his arms upward.
TRANSLATION
Coming to His senses, the Lord very loudly began chanting the holy name,
"Hari! Hari!" The Lord raised His arms upward and began to dance in ecstatic
love.
TEXT 178
TEXT
prem•ve¤e prabhu yabe karena citk•ra
mlecchera h”daye yena l•ge ¤eladh•ra
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yabe--when;
karena citk•ra--loudly shouts; mlecchera h”daye--in the hearts of the
Mohammedan soldiers; yena--as if; l•ge--strikes; ¤ela-dh•ra--a thunderbolt.
TRANSLATION
When the Lord shouted very loudly in ecstatic love, it appeared to the
Mohammedan soldiers that their hearts were struck by thunderbolts.
TEXT 179
TEXT
bhaya p•‘• mleccha ch•‚i' dila c•ri-jana
prabhu n• dekhila nija-ga‹era bandhana
SYNONYMS
bhaya p•‘•--being afraid; mleccha--the Mohammedans; ch•‚i' dila--released;
c•ri-jana--the four persons; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n• dekhila--did
not see; nija-ga‹era--of His personal associates; bandhana--the arrest.
TRANSLATION
Seized by fear, all the P•àh•na soldiers immediately released the four
persons. Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu did not see His personal associates
arrested.
TEXT 180
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TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya •si' prabhure dhari' vas•ila
mleccha-ga‹a dekhi' mah•prabhura 'b•hya' haila
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--Bhaàà•c•rya; •si'--immediately coming near; prabhure--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dhari'--taking; vas•ila--made to sit; mleccha-ga‹a
dekhi'--seeing the Mohammedan soldiers; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; b•hya--external consciousness; haila--there was.
TRANSLATION
At that time, Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya went to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and
made Him sit down. Seeing the Mohammedan soldiers, the Lord regained His
normal senses.
TEXT 181
TEXT
mleccha-ga‹a •si' prabhura vandila cara‹a
prabhu-•ge kahe,----ei àhak c•ri-jana
SYNONYMS
mleccha-ga‹a--the Mohammedan soldiers; •si'--after coming there; prabhura-of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vandila cara‹a--worshiped the lotus feet; prabhu•ge kahe--said before the Lord; ei àhak c•ri-jana--these four persons are
rogues.
TRANSLATION
All the Mohammedan soldiers then came before the Lord, worshiped His lotus
feet and said, "Here are four rogues.
TEXT 182
TEXT
ei c•ri mili' tom•ya dhutur• kh•oy•‘•
tom•ra dhana laila tom•ya p•gala kariy•
SYNONYMS
ei c•ri mili'--four rogues together; tom•ya--You; dhutur• kh•oy•‘•--making
to drink poison; tom•ra--Your; dhana--wealth; laila--took away; tom•ya--You;
p•gala--intoxicated; kariy•--making.
TRANSLATION
"These rogues have made You take dhutur•. Having made You mad, they have
taken all Your possessions."
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TEXT 183
TEXT
prabhu kahena,----àhak nahe, mora 'sa•g†' jana
bhik£uka sanny•s†, mora n•hi kichu dhana
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahena--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied; àhak nahe--they are not
rogues; mora sa•g† jana--My associates; bhik£uka--beggar; sanny•s†--sanny•s†;
mora--My; n•hi--are not; kichu--any; dhana--riches.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "These are not rogues. They are My
associates. Being a sanny•s† beggar, I do not possess anything.
TEXT 184
TEXT
m”g†-vy•dhite •mi kabhu ha-i acetana
ei c•ri day• kari' karena p•lana
SYNONYMS
m”g†-vy•dhite--due to epilepsy; •mi--I; kabhu--sometimes; ha-i--become;
acetana--unconscious; ei c•ri--these four men; day• kari'--being merciful;
karena p•lana--maintain Me.
TRANSLATION
"Due to epilepsy, I sometimes fall unconscious. Out of their mercy, these
four men maintain Me."
TEXT 185
TEXT
sei mleccha-madhye eka parama gambh†ra
k•la vastra pare sei,----loke kahe 'p†ra'
SYNONYMS
sei mleccha-madhye--among those Mohammedans; eka--one; parama gambh†ra-very grave; k•la vastra--black garments; pare sei--he wears; loke--people;
kahe--call; p†ra--a saintly person.
TRANSLATION
Among the Mohammedans was a grave person who was wearing a black dress.
People called him a saintly person.
TEXT 186
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TEXT
citta •rdra haila t••ra prabhure dekhiy•
'nirvi¤e£a-brahma' sth•pe sva¤•stra uàh•‘•
SYNONYMS
citta--heart; •rdra--softened; haila--became; t••ra--his; prabhure dekhiy•-seeing Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nirvi¤e£a-brahma--impersonal Brahman;
sth•pe--wanted to establish; sva-¤•stra uàh•‘•--raising his scripture.
TRANSLATION
The heart of that saintly person softened upon seeing ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. He wanted to talk to Him and establish impersonal Brahman on the
basis of his own scripture, the Koran.
TEXT 187
TEXT
'advaita-brahma-v•da' sei karila sth•pana
t•ra ¤•stra-yuktye t•re prabhu kail• kha‹‚ana
SYNONYMS
advaita-brahma-v•da--the impersonal Brahman conception; sei--that saintly
person; karila sth•pana--established; t•ra ¤•stra-yuktye--on the logic of his
scripture; t•re--unto him; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kail•--did;
kha‹‚ana--refutation.
TRANSLATION
When that person established the impersonal Brahman conception of the
Absolute Truth on the basis of the Koran, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu refuted his
argument.
TEXT 188
TEXT
yei yei kahila, prabhu sakali kha‹‚ila
uttara n• •ise mukhe, mah•-stabdha haila
SYNONYMS
yei yei kahila--whatever he spoke; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sakali
kha‹‚ila--refuted everything; uttara--answer; n• •ise--could not come; mukhe-in his mouth; mah•-stabdha haila--he became greatly stunned.
TRANSLATION
Whatever arguments he put forward, the Lord refuted them all. Finally the
person became stunned and could not speak.
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TEXT 189
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----tom•ra ¤•stra sth•pe 'nirvi¤e£e'
t•h• kha‹‚i' 'savi¤e£a' sth•piy•che ¤e£e
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued to speak; tom•ra ¤•stra-your scripture (the Koran); sth•pe--establishes; nirvi¤e£e--impersonalism;
t•h• kha‹‚i'--refuting that; sa-vi¤e£a--personal God; sth•piy•che-established; ¤e£e--at the end.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "The Koran has certainly established
impersonalism, but at the end it refutes that impersonalism and establishes
the personal God.
TEXT 190
TEXT
tom•ra ¤•stre kahe ¤e£e 'eka-i †¤vara'
'sarvai¤varya-pãr‹a te•ho----¤y•ma-kalevara
SYNONYMS
tom•ra ¤•stre--in your scripture; kahe--it says; ¤e£e--at the end; eka-i
†¤vara--there is one God; sarva-ai¤varya-pãr‹a--full of all opulence; te•ho-He; ¤y•ma-kalevara--bodily complexion is blackish.
TRANSLATION
"The Koran accepts the fact that ultimately there is only one God. He is
full of opulence, and His bodily complexion is blackish.
PURPORT
The revealed scripture of the Mohammedans is the Koran. There is one
Mohammedan samprad•ya known as the Sufis. The Sufis accept impersonalism,
believing in the oneness of the living entity with the Absolute Truth. Their
supreme slogan is "analahak." The Sufi samprad•ya was certainly derived from
¥a•kar•c•rya's impersonalists.
TEXT 191
TEXT
sac-cid-•nanda-deha, pãr‹a-brahma-svarãpa
'sarv•tm•', 'sarvaj‘a', nitya sarv•di-svarãpa
SYNONYMS
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sat-cit-•nanda-deha--transcendental, blissful, spiritual body; pãr‹abrahma-svarãpa--the identification of the Absolute Truth; sarva-•tm•--allpervading; sarva-j‘a--omniscient; nitya--eternal; sarva-•di--the origin of
everything; svarãpa--the real form of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
"According to the Koran, the Lord has a supreme, blissful, transcendental
body. He is the Absolute Truth, the all-pervading, omniscient and eternal
being. He is the origin of everything.
TEXT 192
TEXT
s”£ài, sthiti, pralaya t••h• haite haya
sthãla-sãk£ma-jagatera te•ho sam•¤raya
SYNONYMS
s”£ài--creation; sthiti--maintenance; pralaya--dissolution; t••h•--Him;
haite--from; haya--becomes possible; sthãla--gross; sãk£ma--subtle; jagatera-of the cosmic manifestation; te•ho--He; sam•¤raya--the only shelter.
TRANSLATION
"Creation, maintenance and dissolution come from Him. He is the original
shelter of all gross and subtle cosmic manifestations.
TEXT 193
TEXT
sarva-¤re£àha, sarv•r•dhya, k•ra‹era k•ra‹a
t••ra bhaktye haya j†vera sa‰s•ra-t•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
sarva-¤re£àha--the Supreme Truth; sarva-•r•dhya--worshipable by everyone;
k•ra‹era k•ra‹a--the cause of all causes; t••ra--His; bhaktye--by devotional
service; haya--becomes; j†vera--of the living entity; sa‰s•ra-t•ra‹a-deliverance from material existence.
TRANSLATION
"The Lord is the Supreme Truth worshipable by everyone. He is the cause of
all causes. By engaging in His devotional service, the living entity is
relieved from material existence.
TEXT 194
TEXT
t••ra sev• vin• j†vera n• y•ya 'sa‰s•ra'
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t••h•ra cara‹e pr†ti----'puru£•rtha-s•ra'
SYNONYMS
t••ra--His; sev•--service; vin•--without; j†vera--of the conditioned soul;
n•--not; y•ya--finishes; sa‰s•ra--material bondage; t••h•ra--His; cara‹e--at
the lotus feet; pr†ti--love; puru£•rtha-s•ra--the ultimate goal of life.
TRANSLATION
"No conditioned soul can get out of material bondage without serving the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Love at His lotus feet is the ultimate goal of
life.
PURPORT
According to the Mohammedan scripture, without ev•dat, offering prayers at
a mosque or elsewhere five times daily (nam•ja), one cannot be successful in
life. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu pointed out that in the revealed scripture of
the Mohammedans, love of Godhead is the ultimate goal. Karma-yoga and j‘•nayoga are certainly described in the Koran, but ultimately the Koran states
that the ultimate goal is the offering of prayers to the Supreme Person
(ev•dat).
TEXT 195
TEXT
mok£•di •nanda y•ra nahe eka 'ka‹a'
pãr‹•nanda-pr•pti t••ra cara‹a-sevana
SYNONYMS
mok£a-•di--liberation and so on; •nanda--transcendental bliss; y•ra--whose;
nahe--not; eka--even; ka‹a--a fragment; pãr‹a-•nanda-pr•pti--attainment of
completely blissful life; t••ra cara‹a-sevana--service to His lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
"The happiness of liberation, whereby one merges into the Lord's existence,
cannot even be compared to a fragment of the transcendental bliss obtained by
service unto the Lord's lotus feet.
TEXT 196
TEXT
'karma', j‘•na', 'yoga' •ge kariy• sth•pana
saba kha‹‚i' sth•pe '†¤vara', 't••h•ra sevana'
SYNONYMS
karma--fruitive activities; j‘•na--speculative knowledge; yoga--mystic
power; •ge--in the beginning; kariy• sth•pana--establishing; saba kha‹‚i'--
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refuting everything; sth•pe--establishes; †¤vara--the Personality of Godhead;
t••h•ra sevana--His service.
TRANSLATION
"In the Koran there are descriptions of fruitive activity, speculative
knowledge, mystic power and union with the Supreme, but ultimately everything
is refuted as the Lord's personal feature and His devotional service is
established.
TEXT 197
TEXT
tom•ra pa‹‚ita-sab•ra n•hi ¤•stra-j‘•na
pãrv•para-vidhi-madhye 'para'----balav•n
SYNONYMS
tom•ra pa‹‚ita-sab•ra--of the learned scholars of your community; n•hi-there is not; ¤•stra-j‘•na--knowledge of revealed scripture; pãrva-•para-former and latter; vidhi--regulative principles; madhye--among; para--the
conclusion at the end; balav•n--most powerful.
TRANSLATION
"The scholars of the Koran are not very advanced in knowledge. Although
there are many methods prescribed, they do not know that the ultimate
conclusion should be considered the most powerful.
TEXT 198
TEXT
nija-¤•stra dekhi' tumi vic•ra kariy•
ki likhiy•che ¤e£e kaha nir‹aya kariy•
SYNONYMS
nija-¤•stra--your own scripture; dekhi'--seeing; tumi--you; vic•ra kariy•-deliberating; ki likhiy•che--what was written; ¤e£e--at the end; kaha--say;
nir‹aya kariy•--ascertaining.
TRANSLATION
"Seeing your own Koran and deliberating over what is written there, what is
your conclusion?"
TEXT 199
TEXT
mleccha kahe,----yei kaha, sei 'satya' haya
¤•stre likhiy•che, keha la-ite n• p•raya
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SYNONYMS
mleccha kahe--the Mohammedan replied; yei kaha--what You say; sei--that;
satya haya--is true; ¤•stre--in the Koran; likhiy•che--it has been written;
keha--anyone; la-ite--to take; n• p•raya--is not able.
TRANSLATION
The saintly Mohammedan replied, "All that You have said is true. This has
certainly been written in the Koran, but our scholars can neither understand
nor accept it.
TEXT 200
TEXT
'nirvi¤e£a-gos•‘i' la‘• karena vy•khy•na
's•k•ra-gos•‘i'----sevya, k•ro n•hi j‘•na
SYNONYMS
nirvi¤e£a-gos•‘i--the Supreme Personality of Godhead as impersonal; la‘•-taking; karena vy•khy•na--they describe; sa-•k•ra-gos•‘i--the personal feature
of the Lord; sevya--worshipable; k•ro n•hi j‘•na--no one has this knowledge.
TRANSLATION
"Usually they describe the Lord's impersonal aspect, but they hardly know
that the Lord's personal feature is worshipable. They are undoubtedly lacking
this knowledge.
PURPORT
The saintly Mohammedan admitted that those who were supposedly conversant
in the teachings of the Koran could not ultimately understand the essence of
the Koran. Because of this, they accepted only the Lord's impersonal feature.
Generally they recite and explain this portion only. Although the
transcendental body of the Lord is worshipable, most of them are unaware of
this.
TEXT 201
TEXT
seita 'gos•‘i' tumi----s•k£•t '†¤vara'
more k”p• kara, mu‘i----ayogya p•mara
SYNONYMS
seita--that; gos•‘i--Personality of Godhead; tumi--You; s•k£•t--directly;
†¤vara--the Personality of Godhead; more--upon me; k”p• kara--kindly be
merciful; mu‘i--I; ayogya p•mara--very fallen and unfit.
TRANSLATION
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"Since You are that very same Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself,
please be merciful upon me. I am fallen and unfit.
TEXT 202
TEXT
aneka dekhinu mu‘i mleccha-¤•stra haite
's•dhya-s•dhana-vastu' n•ri nirdh•rite
SYNONYMS
aneka--many; dekhinu--have studied; mu‘i--I; mleccha-¤•stra--Mohammedan
scripture; haite--from; s•dhya--the ultimate goal of life; s•dhana--how to
approach it; vastu--matter; n•ri nirdh•rite--I cannot decide conclusively.
TRANSLATION
"I have studied the Mohammedan scripture very extensively, but from it I
cannot conclusively decide what the ultimate goal of life is or how I can
approach it.
TEXT 203
TEXT
tom• dekhi' jihv• mora bale 'k”£‹a-n•ma'
'•mi----ba‚a j‘•n†'----ei gela •bhim•na
SYNONYMS
tom• dekhi'--by seeing You; jihv•--tongue; mora--my; bale k”£‹a-n•ma-chants the Hare K”£‹a mantra; •mi--I; ba‚a j‘•n†--very learned scholar; ei-this; gela •bhim•na--false prestige has gone away.
TRANSLATION
"Now that I have seen You, my tongue is chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•
mantra. The false prestige I felt from being a learned scholar is now gone."
TEXT 204
TEXT
k”p• kari' bala more 's•dhya-s•dhane'
eta bali' pa‚e mah•prabhura cara‹e
SYNONYMS
k”p• kari'--by Your causeless mercy; bala--speak; more--to me; s•dhyas•dhane--the ultimate object of life and the process to achieve it; eta bali'-saying this; pa‚e--falls down; mah•prabhura cara‹e--at the lotus feet of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
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Saying this, the saintly Mohammedan fell at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and requested Him to speak of life's ultimate goal and the process
by which it could be obtained.
TEXT 205
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----uàha, k”£‹a-n•ma tumi la-il•
koài-janmera p•pa gela, 'pavitra' ha-il•
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; uàha--please get up; k”£‹a-n•ma-the holy name of K”£‹a; tumi--you; la-il•--have taken; koài-janmera--of many
millions of births; p•pa gela--your sinful reactions have gone; pavitra hail•--you have become pure.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Please get up. You have chanted the holy
name of K”£‹a; therefore the sinful reactions you have accrued for many
millions of lives are now gone. You are now pure."
TEXT 206
TEXT
'k”£‹a' kaha, 'k”£‹a' kaha,----kail• upade¤a
sabe'k”£‹a' kahe, sab•ra haila prem•ve¤a
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a kaha--just chant "K”£‹a"; k”£‹a kaha--just chant "K”£‹a"; kail•
upade¤a--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu instructed; sabe--all; k”£‹a kahe--chant the
holy name of K”£‹a; sab•ra--of all of them; haila--there was; prema-•ve¤a-ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu then told all the Mohammedans there, "Chant the
holy name of K”£‹a! Chant the holy name of K”£‹a!" As they all began to chant,
they were overwhelmed by ecstatic love.
TEXT 207
TEXT
'r•mad•sa' bali' prabhu t••ra kaila n•ma
•ra eka p•àh•na, t••ra n•ma----'vijul†-kh••na'
SYNONYMS
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r•mad•sa bali'--of the name R•mad•sa; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
t••ra--his; kaila--made; n•ma--name; •ra eka p•àh•na--another Mohammedan;
t••ra n•ma--his name; vijul†-kh••na--Vijul† Kh•n.
TRANSLATION
In this way ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu indirectly initiated the saintly
Mohammedan by advising him to chant the holy name of K”£‹a. The Mohammedan's
name was changed to R•mad•sa. There was also another P•àh•na Moslem present
whose name was Vijul† Kh•n.
PURPORT
After being initiated, the devotees in the K”£‹a consciousness movement
change their names. Whenever a person in the Western world becomes interested
in this K”£‹a consciousness movement, he is initiated by this process. In
India we are falsely accused of converting mlecchas and yavanas into the Hindu
religion. In India there are many M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s known as jagad-guru,
although they have hardly visited the whole world. Some are not even
sufficiently educated, yet they make accusations against our movement and
accuse us of destroying the principles of the Hindu religion by accepting
Mohammedans and yavanas as Vai£‹avas. Such people are simply envious. We are
not spoiling the Hindu system of religion but are simply following in the
footsteps of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu by traveling all over the world and
accepting those who are interested in understanding K”£‹a as K”£‹ad•sa or
R•mad•sa. By the process of a bona fide initiation, their names are changed.
TEXT 208
TEXT
alpa vayasa t••ra, r•j•ra kum•ra
'r•mad•sa' •di p•àh•na----c•kara t••h•ra
SYNONYMS
alpa vayasa t••ra--his age is very young; r•j•ra kum•ra--son of the king;
r•mad•sa--R•mad•sa; •di--heading the list; p•àh•na--the Mohammedans; c•kara
t••h•ra--servants of him.
TRANSLATION
Vijul† Kh•n was very young, and he was the son of the king. All the other
Mohammedans, P•àh•nas, headed by R•mad•sa, were his servants.
TEXT 209
TEXT
'k”£‹a' bali' pa‚e sei mah•prabhura p•ya
prabhu ¤r†-cara‹a dila t••h•ra m•th•ya
SYNONYMS
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k”£‹a bali'--chanting the holy name of K”£‹a; pa‚e--falls down; sei--that
Vijul† Kh•n; mah•prabhura p•ya--at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤r†-cara‹a dila--placed His foot; t••h•ra
m•th•ya--on his head.
TRANSLATION
Vijul† Kh•n also fell down at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
and the Lord placed His foot on his head.
TEXT 210
TEXT
t••-sab•re k”p• kari' prabhu ta' calil•
seita p•àh•na saba 'vair•g†' ha-il•
SYNONYMS
t••-sab•re--to all of them; k”p• kari'--bestowing mercy; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ta'--indeed; calil•--departed; seita--they; p•àh•na--the
Mohammedans of the P•àh•na community; saba--all; vair•g† ha-il•--became
mendicants.
TRANSLATION
Bestowing His mercy upon them in this way, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu left.
All the P•àh•na Mohammedans then became mendicants.
TEXT 211
TEXT
p•àh•na-vai£‹ava bali' haila t••ra khy•ti
sarvatra g•hiy• bule mah•prabhura k†rti
SYNONYMS
p•àh•na-vai£‹ava bali'--known as P•àh•na Vai£‹avas; haila--became; t••ra-their; khy•ti--reputation; sarvatra--everywhere; g•hiy• bule--travel while
chanting; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k†rti--glorious
activities.
TRANSLATION
Later these very P•àh•nas became celebrated as the P•àh•na Vai£‹avas. They
toured all over the country and chanted the glorious activities of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 212
TEXT
sei vijul†-kh••na haila 'mah•-bh•gavata'
sarva-t†rthe haila t••ra parama-mahattva
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SYNONYMS
sei--that; vijul†-kh••na--Vijul† Kh•n; haila--became; mah•-bh•gavata--most
advanced devotee; sarva-t†rthe--in all places of pilgrimage; haila--became;
t••ra--his; parama--great; mahattva--importance.
TRANSLATION
Vijul† Kh•n became a greatly advanced devotee, and his importance was
celebrated at every holy place of pilgrimage.
TEXT 213
TEXT
aiche l†l• kare prabhu ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya
'pa¤cime' •siy• kaila yavan•di dhanya
SYNONYMS
aiche--in that way; l†l•--pastimes; kare--performed; prabhu--the Lord; ¤r†k”£‹a-caitanya--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pa¤cime--to the western part of
India; •siy•--coming; kaila--made; yavana-•di--meat-eaters and others; dhanya-fortunate.
TRANSLATION
In this way Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu performed His pastimes. Coming to
the western part of India, He bestowed good fortune upon the yavanas and
mlecchas.
PURPORT
The word yavana means "meat-eater." Anyone from a meat-eating community is
called a yavana. One who does not strictly observe the Vedic regulative
principles is called a mleccha. These words do not refer to any particular
man. Even if a person is born in a br•hma‹a, k£atriya, vai¤ya or ¤ãdra family,
he is a mleccha or yavana if he does not strictly follow the regulative
principles or if he eats meat.
TEXT 214
TEXT
soro-k£etre •si' prabhu kail• ga•g•-sn•na
ga•g•-t†ra-pathe kail• pray•ge pray•‹a
SYNONYMS
soro-k£etre--to Soro-k£etra; •si'--coming; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
kail•--did; ga•g•-sn•na--bathing in the Ganges; ga•g•-t†ra-pathe--on the path
on the bank of the Ganges; kail•--did; pray•ge pray•‹a--departure for Pray•ga.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu next went to a holy place of pilgrimage called
Soro-k£etra. He took His bath in the Ganges there and started for Pray•ga on
the path along the banks of the Ganges.
TEXT 215
TEXT
sei vipre, k”£‹ad•se, prabhu vid•ya dil•
yo‚a-h•te dui-jana kahite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
sei vipre--to the Sano‚iy• br•hma‹a; k”£‹ad•se--and the R•japuta K”£‹ad•sa;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vid•ya dil•--asked to go back; yo‚a-h•te-with folded hands; dui-jana--two persons; kahite l•gil•--began to say.
TRANSLATION
At Soro-k£etra, the Lord requested the Sano‚iy• br•hma‹a and R•japuta
K”£‹ad•sa to return home, but with folded hands they began to speak as
follows.
TEXT 216
TEXT
pray•ga-paryanta du•he tom•-sa•ge y•ba
tom•ra cara‹a-sa•ga puna„ k•h•• p•ba?
SYNONYMS
pray•ga-paryanta--up to Pray•ga; du•he--both of us; tom•-sa•ge--with You;
y•ba--shall go; tom•ra--Your; cara‹a-sa•ga--association of the lotus feet;
puna„--again; k•h••--where; p•ba--shall we get.
TRANSLATION
They prayed, "Let us go to Pray•ga with You. If we do not go, when shall we
again get the association of Your lotus feet?
TEXT 217
TEXT
mleccha-de¤a, keha k•h•• karaye utp•ta
bhaàà•c•rya----pa‹‚ita, kahite n• j•nena v•t
SYNONYMS
mleccha-de¤a--this is a country occupied by the Mohammedans; keha--anyone;
k•h••--anywhere; karaye utp•ta--can create a disturbance; bhaàà•c•rya-Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; pa‹‚ita--learned scholar; kahite--to speak; n• j•nena-does not know; v•t--language.
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TRANSLATION
"This country is mainly occupied by Mohammedans. At any place someone can
create a disturbance, and although Your companion Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya is a
learned scholar, he does not know how to speak the local language."
TEXT 218
TEXT
¤uni' mah•prabhu †£at h•site l•gil•
sei dui-jana prabhura sa•ge cali' •il•
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; †£at--mildly; h•site
l•gil•--began to smile; sei--those; dui-jana--two persons; prabhura sa•ge-with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cali' •il•--came.
TRANSLATION
Hearing this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted their proposal by smiling
mildly. Thus those two persons continued to accompany Him.
TEXT 219
TEXT
yei yei jana prabhura p•ila dara¤ana
sei preme matta haya, kare k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana
SYNONYMS
yei yei--anyone who; jana--person; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
p•ila dara¤ana--got the sight; sei--that person; preme--with ecstatic love;
matta haya--becomes overwhelmed; kare--performs; k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana--chanting of
the holy name of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
Whoever got to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would feel himself overwhelmed
with ecstatic love and would begin to chant the Hare K”£‹a mantra.
TEXT 220
TEXT
t••ra sa•ge anyonye, t••ra sa•ge •na
ei-mata 'vai£‹ava' kail• saba de¤a-gr•ma
SYNONYMS
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t••ra sa•ge--with Him; anyonye--other; t••ra sa•ge--and with him; •na-another; ei-mata--in this way; vai£‹ava--Vai£‹ava; kail•--made; saba--all;
de¤a-gr•ma--villages and towns.
TRANSLATION
Whoever met ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu became a Vai£‹ava, and whoever met that
Vai£‹ava also became a Vai£‹ava. In this way, all the towns and villages one
after the other became Vai£‹ava.
TEXT 221
TEXT
dak£i‹a y•ite yaiche ¤akti prak•¤il•
sei-mata pa¤cima de¤a, preme bh•s•il•
SYNONYMS
dak£i‹a y•ite--while touring in the southern part of India; yaiche--as;
¤akti prak•¤il•--manifested His spiritual energy; sei-mata--in that way;
pa¤cima de¤a--the western part of India; preme bh•s•il•--inundated with love
of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
Just as the Lord inundated South India on His tour there, He also inundated
the western part of the country with love of Godhead.
PURPORT
According to some opinions, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited Kuruk£etra
while going to Pray•ga from V”nd•vana. There is a temple of Bhadra-k•l† in
Kuruk£etra, and near that temple there is a temple containing the Deity of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 222
TEXT
ei-mata cali' prabhu 'pray•ga' •il•
da¤a-dina trive‹†te makara-sn•na kail•
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; cali'--walking; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
pray•ga--the holy place named Pray•ga; •il•--reached; da¤a-dina--ten days;
trive‹†te--at the confluence of the Rivers Ganges and Yamun•; makara-sn•na
kail•--bathed during the festival of Makara, or M•gha-mel•.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu finally arrived at Pray•ga and for ten successive
days bathed in the confluence of the Rivers Yamun• and Ganges during the
festival of Makara-sa•kr•nti [M•gha-mel•].
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PURPORT
Actually the word trive‹† indicates the confluence of three rivers--namely
the Ganges, Yamun• and Sarasvat†. Presently the Sarasvat† River is not
visible, but the River Ganges and the River Yamun• merge at Allahabad.
TEXT 223
TEXT
v”nd•vana-gamana, prabhu-caritra ananta
'sahasra-vadana' y••ra n•hi p•'na anta
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vana-gamana--going to V”nd•vana; prabhu-caritra--pastimes of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ananta--unlimited; sahasra-vadana--Lord ¥e£a, who has
thousands of hoods; y••ra--whose; n•hi--does not; p•'na--get; anta--limit.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's visit to V”nd•vana and His activities there are
unlimited. Even Lord ¥e£a, who has thousands of hoods, cannot reach the end of
His activities.
TEXT 224
TEXT
t•h• ke kahite p•re k£udra j†va ha‘•
dig-dara¤ana kailu• mu‘i sãtra kariy•
SYNONYMS
t•h•--that; ke kahite p•re--who can describe; k£udra--very little; j†va
ha‘•--being a conditioned soul; dik-dara¤ana kailu•--have simply made an
indication; mu‘i--I; sãtra kariy•--in codes.
TRANSLATION
What ordinary living being can describe the pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu? I have only indicated the general direction in the form of codes.
TEXT 225
TEXT
alaukika-l†l• prabhura alaukika-r†ti
¤unileo bh•gya-h†nera n• haya prat†ti
SYNONYMS
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alaukika-l†l•--uncommon pastimes; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
alaukika-r†ti--uncommon method; ¤unileo--even though one hears; bh•gya-h†nera-of one who is unfortunate; n• haya prat†ti--there is no belief.
TRANSLATION
The pastimes and methods of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are uncommon.
Unfortunate is he who cannot believe even after hearing all these things.
TEXT 226
TEXT
•dyop•nta caitanya-l†l•----'alaukika' j•na'
¤raddh• kari' ¤una ih•, 'satya' kari' m•na'
SYNONYMS
•dya-up•nta--from beginning to end; caitanya-l†l•--the pastimes of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; alaukika j•na'--everyone should know as uncommon; ¤raddh•
kari'--with faith; ¤una ih•--hear this; satya kari' m•na'--accepting it as
true and correct.
TRANSLATION
From beginning to end the pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are uncommon.
Just hear them with faith and accept them as true and correct.
TEXT 227
TEXT
yei tarka kare ih••, sei----'mãrkha-r•ja'
•pan•ra mu‹‚e se •pani p•‚e v•ja
SYNONYMS
yei tarka kare--one who simply argues; ih••--in this matter; sei--that
person; mãrkha-r•ja--a great fool; •pan•ra mu‹‚e--on his own head; se--that
person; •pani--himself; p•‚e v•ja--strikes with a thunderbolt.
TRANSLATION
Whoever argues about this is a great fool. He intentionally and personally
brings a thunderbolt down upon his head.
TEXT 228
TEXT
caitanya-caritra ei----'am”tera sindhu'
jagat •nande bh•s•ya y•ra eka-bindu
SYNONYMS
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caitanya-caritra--pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ei--these; am”tera
sindhu--ocean of nectar; jagat--the whole world; •nande--with bliss; bh•s•ya-inundates; y•ra--of which; eka-bindu--one drop.
TRANSLATION
The pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are an ocean of nectar. Even a drop
of this ocean can inundate the whole world with transcendental bliss.
TEXT 229
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Eighteenth Chapter, describing the Lord's visit to ¥r† V”nd•vana and His
conversion of the Mohammedan soldiers on the way to Pray•ga.
Chapter 19
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu Instructs ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†
A summary of this chapter is given by ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura in his
Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya. Meeting ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in a village called
R•makeli, two brothers, Rãpa and San•tana, began to devise means to get out of
their government service. Both brothers appointed some br•hma‹as to perform
pura¤cara‹a ceremonies and chant the holy name of K”£‹a. ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†
deposited ten thousand gold coins with a grocer, and the balance he brought in
two boats to a place called B•kl• Candradv†pa. There he divided this money
among the br•hma‹as, Vai£‹avas and his relatives, and a portion he kept for
emergency measures and personal needs. He was informed that ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu was going to V”nd•vana from Jagann•tha Pur† through the forest of
Madhya Pradesh; therefore he sent two people to Jagann•tha Pur† to find out
when the Lord would leave for V”nd•vana. In this way Rãpa Gosv•m† retired, but
San•tana Gosv•m† told the Nawab that he was sick and could not attend to his
work. Giving this excuse, he sat home and studied ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam with
learned br•hma‹a scholars. The Nawab Hussain Shah first sent his personal
physician to see what the real facts were; then he personally came to see why
San•tana was not attending to official business. Knowing that he wanted to
resign his post, the Nawab had him arrested and imprisoned. The Nawab then
went off to attack Orissa.
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When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu started for V”nd•vana through the forest of
Madhya Pradesh (Jh•rikha‹‚a), Rãpa Gosv•m† left home and sent news to San•tana
that he was leaving home with his younger brother (Anupama Mallika) to meet
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† finally reached Pray•ga and met
with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu for ten successive days. During this time,
Vallabha Bhaààa extended an invitation to the Lord with great respect. ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu introduced ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† to Vallabha Bhaààa. After
this, a br•hma‹a scholar named Raghupati Up•dhy•ya arrived and discussed K”£‹a
consciousness with the Lord. Kavir•ja Gosv•m† then extensively describes the
living condition of ¥r† Rãpa and San•tana at V”nd•vana. During the ten days at
Pray•ga, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† was instructed by the Lord, who gave him the basic
principles of the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu. The Lord then sent ¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m† to V”nd•vana. The Lord Himself returned to V•r•‹as† and stayed at the
home of Candra¤ekhara.
TEXT 1
TEXT
v”nd•van†y•‰ rasa-keli-v•rt•‰
k•lena lupt•‰ nija-¤aktim utka„
sa‘c•rya rãpe vyatanot puna„ sa
prabhur vidhau pr•g iva loka-s”£àim
SYNONYMS
v”nd•van†y•m--related to V”nd•vana; rasa-keli-v•rt•m--talks about the
pastimes of ¥r† K”£‹a; k•lena--with the course of time; lupt•m--lost; nija¤aktim--His personal potency; utka„--being eager; sa‘c•rya--infusing; rãpe--to
Rãpa Gosv•m†; vyatanot--manifested; puna„--again; sa„--He; prabhu„--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vidhau--unto Lord Brahm•; pr•k iva--as formerly; lokas”£àim--the creation of this cosmic manifestation.
TRANSLATION
Before the creation of this cosmic manifestation, the Lord enlightened the
heart of Lord Brahm• with the details of the creation and manifested the Vedic
knowledge. In exactly the same way, the Lord, being anxious to revive the
V”nd•vana pastimes of Lord K”£‹a, impregnated the heart of Rãpa Gosv•m† with
spiritual potency. By this potency, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† could revive the
activities of K”£‹a in V”nd•vana, activities almost lost to memory. In this
way, He spread K”£‹a consciousness throughout the world.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†-caitanya jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya ¤r†-caitanya--all glories to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jaya
nity•nanda--all glories to Lord Nity•nanda; jaya advaita-candra--all glories
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to Advaita Prabhu; jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda--all glories to the devotees of the
Lord.
TRANSLATION
All glories to Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Lord
Nity•nanda! All glories to Advaitacandra! And all glories to all the devotees
of the Lord!
TEXT 3
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-san•tana rahe r•makeli-gr•me
prabhure miliy• gel• •pana-bhavane
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa-san•tana--the brothers named Rãpa and San•tana; rahe--stayed;
r•makeli-gr•me--in R•makeli; prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; miliy•-meeting; gel•--went back; •pana-bhavane--to their own homes.
TRANSLATION
After meeting ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in the village of R•makeli, the
brothers Rãpa and San•tana returned to their homes.
TEXT 4
TEXT
dui-bh•i vi£aya-ty•gera up•ya s”jila
bhau-dhana diy• dui br•hma‹e varila
SYNONYMS
dui-bh•i--the two brothers; vi£aya-ty•gera--of giving up material
activities; up•ya s”jila--discovered a means; bahu-dhana--much money; diy•-paying; dui br•hma‹e--two br•hma‹as; varila--appointed.
TRANSLATION
The two brothers devised a means whereby they could give up their material
activities. For this purpose, they appointed two br•hma‹as and paid them a
large amount of money.
TEXT 5
TEXT
k”£‹a-mantre kar•ila dui pura¤cara‹a
acir•t p•ib•re caitanya-cara‹a
SYNONYMS
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k”£‹a-mantre--in the holy mantra Hare K”£‹a; kar•ila--caused to perform;
dui--two; pura¤cara‹a--religious ceremonies; acir•t--without delay; p•ib•re-to get; caitanya-cara‹a--the shelter of the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹as performed religious ceremonies and chanted the holy name of
K”£‹a so that the two brothers might attain shelter at the lotus feet of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu very soon.
PURPORT
A pura¤cara‹a is a ritualistic ceremony performed under the guidance of an
expert spiritual master or a br•hma‹a. It is performed for the fulfillment of
certain desires. One rises early in the morning, chants the Hare K”£‹a mantra,
performs arcana by the •rati ceremony and worships the Deities. These
activities are described in the Fifteenth Chapter, verse 108.
TEXT 6
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-gos•‘i tabe nauk•te bhariy•
¤r†-rãpa-gos•‘i •pan•ra ghare •il• bahu-dhana la‘•
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa-gos•‘i--¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m†; tabe--thereafter; nauk•te bhariy•-filling boats; •pan•ra ghare--to his own house; •il•--returned; bahu-dhana
la‘•--taking large amounts of riches.
TRANSLATION
At this time, ¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m† returned home, taking with him large
quantities of riches loaded in boats.
TEXT 7
TEXT
br•hma‹a-vai£‹ave dil• t•ra ardha-dhane
eka cauàhi dhana dil• kuàumba-bhara‹e
SYNONYMS
br•hma‹a-vai£‹ave--to the br•hma‹as and Vai£‹avas; dil•--gave as charity;
t•ra--of the riches; ardha-dhane--fifty percent; eka cauàhi dhana--one-fourth
of the riches; dil•--gave; kuàumba-bhara‹e--to satisfy the relatives.
TRANSLATION
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† divided the wealth that he brought back home. He gave
fifty percent in charity to br•hma‹as and Vai£‹avas and twenty-five percent to
his relatives.
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PURPORT
This is a practical example of how one should divide his money and retire
from household life. Fifty percent of one's money should be distributed to
qualified and pure devotees of the Lord. Twenty-five percent may be given to
family members, and twenty-five percent may be kept for personal use in case
of emergency.
TEXT 8
TEXT
da‹‚a-bandha l•gi' cauàhi sa‘caya karil•
bh•la-bh•la vipra-sth•ne sth•pya r•khil•
SYNONYMS
da‹‚a-bandha l•gi'--in case of legal implications; cauàhi--one-fourth;
sa‘caya karil•--he collected; bh•la-bh•la--very respectable; vipra-sth•ne--in
the custody of a br•hma‹a; sth•pya r•khil•--kept deposited.
TRANSLATION
He kept one-fourth of his wealth with a respectable br•hma‹a. He kept this
for his personal safety because he was expecting some legal complications.
TEXT 9
TEXT
gau‚e r•khila mudr• da¤a-h•j•re
san•tana vyaya kare, r•khe mudi-ghare
SYNONYMS
gau‚e--in Bengal; r•khila--kept; mudr•--coins; da¤a-h•j•re--ten thousand;
san•tana--his elder brother; vyaya kare--spent; r•khe--deposited; mudi-ghare-in the place of a local grocer.
TRANSLATION
He deposited ten thousand coins, which were later spent by ¥r† San•tana
Gosv•m†, in the custody of a local Bengali grocer.
TEXT 10
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa ¤unila prabhura n†l•dri-gamana
vana-pathe y•bena prabhu ¤r†-v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
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¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; ¤unila--heard; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; n†l•dri-gamana--departure for Jagann•tha Pur†; vana-pathe--on the
path through the forest; y•bena--will go; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
¤r†-v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m† heard that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had returned to
Jagann•tha Pur† and was preparing to go to V”nd•vana through the forest.
TEXT 11
TEXT
rãpa-gos•‘i n†l•cale p•àh•ila dui-jana
prabhu yabe v”nd•vana karena gamana
SYNONYMS
rãpa-gos•‘i--Rãpa Gosv•m†; n†l•cale--to Jagann•tha Pur†; p•àh•ila--sent;
dui-jana--two persons; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yabe--when; v”nd•vana-to V”nd•vana; karena--makes; gamana--departure.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m† sent two people to Jagann•tha Pur† to find out when ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu would depart for V”nd•vana.
TEXT 12
TEXT
¤†ghra •si' more t••ra dib• sam•c•ra
¤uniy• tad-anurãpa kariba vyavah•ra
SYNONYMS
¤†ghra •si'--very hastily returning; more--unto me; t••ra--His; dib•--give;
sam•c•ra--news; ¤uniy•--hearing; tat-anurãpa--accordingly; kariba--I shall
make; vyavah•ra--arrangements.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m† told the two men, "You are to return quickly and let me
know when He will depart. Then I shall make the proper arrangements."
TEXT 13
TEXT
eth• san•tana-gos•‘i bh•ve mane mana
r•j• more pr†ti kare, se----mora bandhana
SYNONYMS
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eth•--here (in Gau‚a-de¤a); san•tana-gos•‘i--the elder brother, San•tana
Gosv•m†; bh•ve--considers; mane mana--in the mind; r•j•--the Nawab; more--me;
pr†ti kare--loves very much; se--that; mora--my; bandhana--great obligation.
TRANSLATION
While San•tana Gosv•m† was at Gau‚a-de¤a, he was thinking, "The Nawab is
very pleased with me. I certainly have an obligation.
TEXT 14
TEXT
kona mate r•j• yadi more kruddha haya
tabe avy•hati haya, karilu• ni¤caya
SYNONYMS
kona mate--somehow or other; r•j•--the Nawab; yadi--if; more--upon me;
kruddha haya--becomes angry; tabe--then; avy•hati--escape; haya--there is;
karilu• ni¤caya--I have decided.
TRANSLATION
"Somehow or other, if the Nawab becomes angry with me, I shall be greatly
relieved. That is my conclusion."
TEXT 15
TEXT
asv•sthyera chadma kari' rahe nija-ghare
r•ja-k•rya ch•‚il•, n• y•ya r•ja-dv•re
SYNONYMS
asv•sthyera--of not being well; chadma--pretext; kari'--making; rahe-remains; nija-ghare--at home; r•ja-k•rya--government service; ch•‚il•-relinquished; n• y•ya--did not go; r•ja-dv•re--to the court of the Nawab.
TRANSLATION
On the pretext of bad health, San•tana Gosv•m† remained home. Thus he gave
up government service and did not go to the royal court.
TEXT 16
TEXT
lobh† k•yastha-ga‹a r•ja-k•rya kare
•pane svag”he kare ¤•strera vic•re
SYNONYMS
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lobh†--greedy; k•yastha-ga‹a--persons engaged in secretarial and clerical
work; r•ja-k•rya kare--executed the government service; •pane--personally;
sva-g”he--at home; kare--did; ¤•strera vic•re--discussion of the revealed
scriptures.
TRANSLATION
The greedy masters of his clerical and secretarial staff performed the
government duties while San•tana personally remained home and discussed
revealed scriptures.
PURPORT
San•tana Gosv•m† was the minister in charge of the government secretariat,
and his assistants--the undersecretaries and clerks--all belonged to the
k•yastha community. Formerly the k•yasthas belonged to the clerical and
secretarial staff of the government, and later if one served in such a post,
he was called a k•yastha. Eventually if a person could not identify himself as
a br•hma‹a, k£atriya, vai¤ya or ¤ãdra, he used to introduce himself as a
k•yastha to get a wealthy and honorable position. In Bengal it is said that if
one cannot give the identity of his caste, he calls himself a k•yastha. On the
whole, the k•yastha community is a mixture of all castes, and it especially
includes those engaged in clerical or secretarial work. Materially such people
are always busy occupying responsible government posts.
When San•tana Gosv•m† was relaxing and feeling inclined to retire from
government service, many k•yasthas on his secretarial staff were very eager to
occupy his post. In this regard, ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura states that when
San•tana Gosv•m† was a government minister and the k•yasthas who assisted him
saw that he was reluctant to continue, they became very expert in their
duties. San•tana Gosv•m† was a br•hma‹a belonging to the S•rasvata br•hma‹a
community. It is said that when he resigned, an underworker named Purandara
Kh•n, who was a k•yastha, occupied his post.
TEXT 17
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya pa‹‚ita bi¤a tri¤a la‘•
bh•gavata vic•ra karena sabh•te vasiy•
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya pa‹‚ita--learned scholars known as bhaàà•c•ryas; bi¤a tri¤a-twenty or thirty; la‘•--taking with him; bh•gavata vic•ra--discussion of
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; karena--does; sabh•te vasiy•--sitting in an assembly.
TRANSLATION
¥r† San•tana Gosv•m† used to discuss ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam in an assembly of
twenty or thirty learned br•hma‹a scholars.
PURPORT
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¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura gives the following commentary on
the words bh•gavata vic•ra. As confirmed in the Mu‹‚aka Upani£ad (1.1.4,5),
there are two kinds of educational systems:
dve vidye veditavya iti, ha sma yad brahma-vido vadanti-par• caiv•par• ca.
tatr•par• ”g-vedo yajur-veda„ s•ma-vedo 'tharva-veda„ ¤ik£• kalpo vy•kara‹a‰
nirukta‰ chando jyoti£am iti. atha par• yay• tad-ak£aram adhigamyate.
"There are two kinds of educational systems. One deals with transcendental
knowledge [par• vidy•] and the other with material knowledge [apar• vidy•].
All the Vedas--™g Veda, Yajur Veda, S•ma Veda, Atharva Veda and their
corollaries known as ¤ik£•, kalpa, vy•kara‹a, nirukta, chanda and jyoti£a-belong to the inferior system of material knowledge [apar• vidy•]. By par•
vidy•, one can understand the ak£ara, Brahman or the Absolute Truth." As far
as Vedic literature is concerned, Ved•nta-sãtra is accepted as the par• vidy•.
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam is an explanation of that par• vidy•. Those who aspire for
liberation (mukti or mok£a) and introduce themselves as vaid•ntika are also
equal to those groups aspiring to improve religion (dharma), economic
development (artha) and sense gratification (k•ma). Dharma, artha, k•ma and
mok£a are called catur-varga. They are all within the system of inferior
material knowledge. Any literature giving information about the spiritual
world, spiritual life, spiritual identity and the spirit soul is called par•
vidy•. ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam does not have anything to do with the materialistic
way of life; it gives transcendental information to educate people in the
superior system of par• vidy•. San•tana Gosv•m† was engaged in discussing the
bh•gavata-vidy•, which means he discussed transcendental superior knowledge.
Those who are karm†s, j‘•n†s or yog†s are not actually fit to discuss ¥r†madBh•gavatam. Only Vai£‹avas or pure devotees are fit to discuss that
literature. As stated in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam itself (12.13.18):
¤r†mad-bh•gavata‰ pur•‹am amala‰ yad vai£‹av•n•‰ priya‰
yasmin p•ramaha‰syam ekam amala‰ j‘•na‰ para‰ g†yate
yatra j‘•na-vir•ga-bhakti-sahita‰ nai£karmyam •vi£k”ta‰
tac ch”‹van supaàhan vic•ra‹a-paro bhakty• vimucyen nara„
Although ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam is counted among the Pur•‹as, it is called the
spotless Pur•‹a. Because it does not discuss anything material, it is liked by
transcendental Vai£‹ava devotees. The subject matter found in ¥r†madBh•gavatam is meant for paramaha‰sas. As it is said: paramo-nirmatsar•‹•m. A
paramaha‰sa is one who does not live in the material world and who does not
envy others. In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, devotional service is discussed to arouse
the living entity to the transcendental position of j‘•na (knowledge) and
vair•gya (renunciation). As stated in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.2.12):
tac chraddadh•n•„ munayo
j‘•na-vair•gya-yuktay•
pa¤yanty •tmani c•tm•na‰
bhakty• ¤ruta-g”h†tay•
"That Absolute Truth is realized by the seriously inquisitive student or
sage who is well equipped with knowledge and who has become detached by
rendering devotional service and hearing the Ved•nta-¤ruti."
This is not sentiment. Knowledge and renunciation can be obtained through
devotional service (bhakty• ¤ruta-g”h†tay•), that is, by arousing one's
dormant devotional consciousness, K”£‹a consciousness. When K”£‹a
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consciousness is aroused, it relieves one from fruitive activity, activity for
economic improvement and material enjoyment. This relief is technically called
nai£karma, and when one is relieved, he is no longer interested in working
hard for sense gratification. ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam is ¥r†la Vy•sadeva's last
mature contribution, and one should read and hear it in an assembly of
realized souls while engaging in devotional service. At such a time one can be
liberated from all material bondage. This was the course taken by San•tana
Gosv•m†, who retired from government service to study ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam with
learned scholars.
TEXT 18
TEXT
•ra dina gau‚e¤vara, sa•ge eka-jana
•cambite gos•‘i-sabh•te kaila •gamana
SYNONYMS
•ra dina--one day; gau‚e¤vara--the Nawab of Bengal; sa•ge--with; eka-jana-one other person; •cambite--suddenly; gos•‘i-sabh•te--in the assembly of
San•tana Gosv•m†; kaila •gamana--came.
TRANSLATION
While San•tana Gosv•m† was studying ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam in the assembly of
learned br•hma‹as, one day the Nawab of Bengal and another person suddenly
appeared.
PURPORT
The full name of the Nawab of Bengal (Hussain Shah) was šl•udd†na Saiyada
Husena S•ha Seripha Makk•, and he ruled Bengal for twenty-three years, from
1420 to 1443 ¥ak•bda Era. San•tana Gosv•m† was studying ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam with
the scholars in the year 1424.
TEXT 19
TEXT
p•ts•ha dekhiy• sabe sambhrame uàhil•
sambhrame •sana diy• r•j•re vas•il•
SYNONYMS
p•ts•ha dekhiy•--seeing the Nawab; sabe--all of them; sambhrame--in great
respect; uàhil•--stood up; sambhrame--with great respect; •sana diy•--giving a
sitting place; r•j•re--the King; vas•il•--made to sit.
TRANSLATION
As soon as all the br•hma‹as and San•tana Gosv•m† saw the Nawab appear,
they all stood up and respectfully gave him a sitting place to honor him.
PURPORT
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Although Nawab Hussain Shah was a mleccha-yavana, he was nonetheless the
governor of the country, and the learned scholars and San•tana Gosv•m† offered
him all the respect due a king or a governor. When a person occupies an
exalted executive post, one should consider that he has acquired the grace of
the Lord. In Bhagavad-g†t• it is said:
yad yad vibhãtimat sattva‰
¤r†mad ãrjitam eva v•
tat tad ev•vagaccha tva‰
mama tejo '‰¤a-sa‰bhavam
"Know that all beautiful, glorious and mighty creations spring from but a
spark of My splendor." (Bg. 10.41)
Whenever we see something exalted, we must consider it part of the power of
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. A powerful man (vibhãtimat sattvam) is one
who has obtained the grace of the Lord or has derived some power from Him. In
Bhagavad-g†t• (7.10) K”£‹a says, tejas tejasvin•m aham: "I am the power of the
powerful." The learned br•hma‹a scholars showed respect to Nawab Hussain Shah
because he represented a fraction of K”£‹a's power.
TEXT 20
TEXT
r•j• kahe,----tom•ra sth•ne vaidya p•àh•ilu•
vaidya kahe,----vy•dhi n•hi, sustha ye dekhilu•
SYNONYMS
r•j• kahe--the Nawab said; tom•ra sth•ne--to your place; vaidya--a
physician; p•àh•ilu•--I sent; vaidya kahe--the physician said; vy•dhi n•hi-there is no disease; su-stha--completely healthy; ye--that; dekhilu•--I have
seen.
TRANSLATION
The Nawab said, "I sent my physician to you, and he has reported that you
are not diseased. As far as he could see, you are completely healthy.
TEXT 21
TEXT
•m•ra ye kichu k•rya, saba tom• la‘•
k•rya ch•‚i' rahil• tumi gharete vasiy•
SYNONYMS
•m•ra--my; ye kichu--whatever; k•rya--business; saba--everything; tom•-you; la‘•--with; k•rya ch•‚i'--giving up your duties; rahil•--remained; tumi-you; gharete--at home; vasiy•--sitting.
TRANSLATION
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"I am depending on you to carry out so many of my activities, but you have
given up your governmental duties to sit here at home.
TEXT 22
TEXT
mora yata k•rya-k•ma, saba kail• n•¤a
ki tom•ra h”daye •che, kaha mora p•¤a
SYNONYMS
mora--my; yata--all; k•rya-k•ma--occupational duties; saba--everything;
kail• n•¤a--you have spoiled; ki--what; tom•ra--your; h”daye--within the
heart; •che--there is; kaha--kindly tell; mora p•¤a--to me.
TRANSLATION
"You have spoiled all my activities. What is your intention? Please tell me
frankly."
TEXT 23
TEXT
san•tana kahe,----nahe •m• haite k•ma
•ra eka-jana diy• kara sam•dh•na
SYNONYMS
san•tana kahe--San•tana Gosv•m† replied; nahe--not; •m•--me; haite--from;
k•ma--execution of the duty; •ra eka-jana--someone else; diy•--by means of;
kara sam•dh•na--execute the management.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† replied, "You can no longer expect any service from me.
Please arrange for someone else to tend to the management."
TEXT 24
TEXT
tabe kruddha ha‘• r•j• kahe •ra-b•ra
tom•ra 'ba‚a bh•i' kare dasyu-vyavah•ra
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; kruddha ha‘•--becoming angry; r•j• kahe--the Nawab
said; •ra-b•ra--again; tom•ra ba‚a bh•i--your elder brother; kare--does;
dasyu-vyavah•ra--the activity of a plunderer.
TRANSLATION
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Becoming angry with San•tana Gosv•m†, the Nawab said, "Your elder brother
is acting just like a plunderer.
TEXT 25
TEXT
j†va-bahu m•ri' kaila c•kl• saba n•¤a
eth• tumi kail• mora sarva k•rya n•¤a
SYNONYMS
j†va--living entities; bahu--many; m•ri'--killing; kaila--did; c•kl•--the
province of Bengal; saba--all; n•¤a--destruction; eth•--here; tumi--you;
kail•--did; mora--my; sarva--all; k•rya--plans; n•¤a--destruction.
TRANSLATION
"By killing many living entities, your elder brother has destroyed all
Bengal. Now here you are destroying all my plans."
TEXT 26
TEXT
san•tana kahe,----tumi svatantra gau‚e¤vara
ye yei do£a kare, deha' t•ra phala
SYNONYMS
san•tana kahe--San•tana Gosv•m† said; tumi--you; svatantra--independent;
gau‚a-†¤vara--the ruler of Bengal; ye yei--whatever; do£a--faults; kare--one
commits; deha'--you award; t•ra phala--the results of that.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† said, "You are the supreme ruler of Bengal and are
completely independent. Whenever someone commits a fault, you punish him
accordingly."
TEXT 27
TEXT
eta ¤uni' gau‚e¤vara uàhi' ghare gel•
pal•iba bali' san•tanere b•ndhil•
SYNONYMS
eta ¤uni'--hearing this; gau‚a-†¤vara--the Nawab of Bengal; uàhi'--standing
up; ghare gel•--went back home; pal•iba--I shall run away; bali'--because of
this; san•tanere b•ndhil•--he arrested San•tana.
TRANSLATION
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Hearing this, the Nawab of Bengal stood up and returned to his home. He
ordered the arrest of San•tana Gosv•m† so that he would not be able to leave.
PURPORT
It is said that the relationship between the Nawab of Bengal and San•tana
Gosv•m† was very intimate. The Nawab used to consider San•tana Gosv•m† his
younger brother, and when San•tana Gosv•m† showed a very strong intention to
resign, the Nawab, feeling familial affection, essentially said, "I am your
elder brother, but I do not look after the state management. My only business
is attacking other states with my soldiers and fighting everywhere as a
plunderer. Because I am a meat-eater [yavana], I am used to hunting all kinds
of living beings. In this way I am destroying all kinds of living entities in
Bengal. While engaged in this destructive business, I am hoping that you will
tend to the administration of the state. Since I, your elder brother, am
engaged in such a destructive business, you, being my younger brother, should
look after the state management. If you do not, how will things continue?"
This talk was based on a family relationship, and San•tana Gosv•m† also
replied in an intimate and joking way. Essentially he told the Nawab, "My dear
brother, you are the independent ruler of Bengal. You can act in whatever way
you like, and if someone commits fault, you can punish him accordingly." In
other words, San•tana Gosv•m† was saying that since the Nawab was accustomed
to acting like a plunderer, he should go ahead and take action. Since San•tana
was not showing much enthusiasm in performing his duty, the Nawab should
dismiss him from his service. The Nawab could understand the intention of
San•tana Gosv•m†'s statement. He therefore left in an angry mood and ordered
San•tana Gosv•m†'s arrest.
TEXT 28
TEXT
hena-k•le gela r•j• u‚iy• m•rite
san•tane kahe,----tumi cala mora s•the
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--at this time; gela--went; r•j•--the King; u‚iy• m•rite--to
attack the Orissa province; san•tane kahe--he said to San•tana Gosv•m†; tumi
cala--you come; mora s•the--along with me.
TRANSLATION
At this time, the Nawab was going to attack the province of Orissa, and he
told San•tana Gosv•m†, "Come along with me."
PURPORT
Hussain Shah attacked the province of Orissa in 1424 ¥ak•bda Era. At that
time he conquered the feudal princes of neighboring Orissa.
TEXT 29
TEXT
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te•ho kahe,----y•be tumi devat•ya du„kha dite
mora ¤akti n•hi, tom•ra sa•ge y•ite
SYNONYMS
te•ho kahe--San•tana Gosv•m† replied; y•be--will go; tumi--you; devat•ya-to the Supreme Personality of Godhead; du„kha dite--to give unhappiness; mora
¤akti--my power; n•hi--there is not; tom•ra sa•ge--in company with you; y•ite-to go.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† replied, "You are going to Orissa to give pain to the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. For this reason I am powerless to go with
you."
TEXT 30
TEXT
tabe t••re b•ndhi' r•khi' karil• gamana
eth• n†l•cala haite prabhu calil• v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; t••re--him; b•ndhi'--arresting; r•khi'--keeping; karil•
gamana--he went away; eth•--at this time; n†l•cala haite--from Jagann•tha
Pur†; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; calil• v”nd•vana--departed for
V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
The Nawab again arrested San•tana Gosv•m† and kept him in prison. At this
time, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu departed for V”nd•vana from Jagann•tha Pur†.
TEXT 31
TEXT
tabe sei dui cara rãpa-àh•‘i •ila
'v”nd•vana calil• prabhu'----•siy• kahila
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; sei--those; dui--two; cara--messengers; rãpa-àh•‘i--to
the presence of Rãpa Gosv•m†; •ila--came back; v”nd•vana calil• prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu has departed for V”nd•vana; •siy•--coming; kahila--they
informed.
TRANSLATION
The two persons who went to Jagann•tha Pur† to inquire about the Lord's
departure returned and informed Rãpa Gosv•m† that the Lord had already
departed for V”nd•vana.
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TEXT 32
TEXT
¤uniy• ¤r†-rãpa likhila san•tana-àh•‘i
'v”nd•vana calil• ¤r†-caitanya-gos•‘i
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing; ¤r†-rãpa--¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m†; likhila--wrote; san•tanaàh•‘i--to San•tana Gosv•m†; v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana; calil•--has gone; ¤r†caitanya-gos•‘i--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Upon receiving this message from his two messengers, Rãpa Gosv•m†
immediately wrote a letter to San•tana Gosv•m† saying that ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu had departed for V”nd•vana.
TEXT 33
TEXT
•mi-dui-bh•i calil••a t••h•re milite
tumi yaiche taiche chuài' •isa t•h•• haite
SYNONYMS
•mi-dui-bh•i--we two brothers; calil••a--have gone; t••h•re milite--to meet
Him; tumi--you; yaiche taiche--somehow or other; chuài'--getting free; •isa-come; t•h•• haite--from there.
TRANSLATION
In his letter to San•tana Gosv•m†, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† wrote, "We two
brothers are starting out to go see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. You must also
somehow or other get released and come meet us."
PURPORT
The two brothers herein mentioned are Rãpa Gosv•m† and his younger brother,
Anupama Mallika. Rãpa Gosv•m† was informing San•tana Gosv•m† that he should
join him and his younger brother.
TEXT 34
TEXT
da¤a-sahasra mudr• tath• •che mudi-sth•ne
t•h• diy• kara ¤†ghra •tma-vimocane
SYNONYMS
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da¤a-sahasra mudr•--ten thousand coins; t•th•--there; •che--there are;
mudi-sth•ne--in the grocer's place; t•h• diy•--with this amount; kara--get;
¤†ghra--as soon as possible; •tma-vimocane--release from the internment.
TRANSLATION
Rãpa Gosv•m† further informed ¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m†: "I have left a
deposit of ten thousand coins with the grocer. Use that money to get out of
prison.
TEXT 35
TEXT
yaiche taiche chuài' tumi •isa v”nd•vana'
eta likhi' dui-bh•i karil• gamana
SYNONYMS
yaiche taiche--somehow or other; chuài'--getting released; tumi--you; •isa-come; v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana; eta likhi'--writing this; dui-bh•i--the two
brothers, namely Rãpa Gosv•m† and his younger brother Anupama; karil• gamana-departed.
TRANSLATION
"Somehow or other get yourself released and come to V”nd•vana." After
writing this, the two brothers [Rãpa Gosv•m† and Anupama] went to see ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 36
TEXT
anupama mallika, t••ra n•ma----'¤r†-vallabha'
rãpa-gos•‘ira choàa-bh•i----parama-vai£‹ava
SYNONYMS
anupama mallika--Anupama Mallika; t••ra n•ma--his name; ¤r†-vallabha--¥r†
Vallabha; rãpa-gos•‘ira--of Rãpa Gosv•m†; choàa-bh•i--younger brother; paramavai£‹ava--great devotee.
TRANSLATION
Rãpa Gosv•m†'s younger brother was a great devotee whose actual name was
¥r† Vallabha, but he was given the name Anupama Mallika.
TEXT 37
TEXT
t••h• la‘• rãpa-gos•‘i pray•ge •il•
mah•prabhu t•h•• ¤uni' •nandita hail•
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SYNONYMS
t••h• la‘•--taking him along; rãpa-gos•‘i--¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m†; pra y•ge--to
Pray•ga; •il•--came; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t•h••--there; ¤uni'-hearing; •nandita hail•--were very much pleased.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m† and Anupama Mallika went to Pray•ga, and they were very
pleased to hear news that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was there.
TEXT 38
TEXT
prabhu caliy•chena bindu-m•dhava-dara¤ane
lak£a lak£a loka •ise prabhura milane
SYNONYMS
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; caliy•chena--was going; bindu-m•dhavadara¤ane--to see Lord Bindu M•dhava; lak£a lak£a loka--many hundreds of
thousands of people; •ise--came; prabhura--with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
milane--for meeting.
TRANSLATION
At Pray•ga, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to see the temple of Bindu
M•dhava, and many hundreds of thousands of people followed Him just to meet
Him.
TEXT 39
TEXT
keha k•nde, keha h•se, keha n•ce, g•ya
'k”£‹a' 'k”£‹a' bali' keha ga‚•ga‚i y•ya
SYNONYMS
keha k•nde--some cried; keha h•se--some laughed; keha n•ce--some danced;
g•ya--chanted; k”£‹a k”£‹a bali'--saying K”£‹a, K”£‹a; keha--some; ga‚•ga‚i
y•ya--rolled on the ground.
TRANSLATION
Some of the people following the Lord were crying. Some were laughing, some
dancing and some chanting. Indeed, some of them were rolling on the ground,
exclaiming, "K”£‹a! K”£‹a!"
TEXT 40
TEXT
ga•g•-yamun• pray•ga n•rila ‚ub•ite
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prabhu ‚ub•ila k”£‹a-premera vany•te
SYNONYMS
ga•g•-yamun•--the River Ganges and River Yamun•; pray•ga--Pray•ga; n•rila-were not able; ‚ub•ite--to flood; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ‚ub•ila-flooded; k”£‹a-premera--of ecstatic love of K”£‹a; vany•te--in an inundation.
TRANSLATION
Pray•ga is located at the confluence of two rivers--the Ganges and the
Yamun•. Although these rivers were not able to flood Pray•ga with water, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu inundated the whole area with waves of ecstatic love for
K”£‹a.
TEXT 41
TEXT
bhi‚a dekhi' dui bh•i rahil• nirjane
prabhura •ve¤a haila m•dhava-dara¤ane
SYNONYMS
bhi‚a dekhi'--seeing the crowd; dui bh•i--the two brothers; rahil•-remained; nirjane--in a secluded place; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
•ve¤a--ecstasy; haila--there was; m•dhava-dara¤ane--by seeing the Deity, Bindu
M•dhava.
TRANSLATION
Seeing the great crowd, the two brothers remained standing in a secluded
place. They could see that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was ecstatic to see Lord
Bindu M•dhava.
TEXT 42
TEXT
prem•ve¤e n•ce prabhu hari-dhvani kari'
ãrdhva b•hu kari' bale----bala 'hari' 'hari'
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; n•ce--danced; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; hari-dhvani kari'--vibrating the holy name of Hari; ãrdhva-raised; b•hu--the arms; kari'--making; bale--says; bala hari hari--chant Hari,
Hari.
TRANSLATION
The Lord was loudly chanting the holy name of Hari. Dancing in ecstatic
love and raising His arms, He asked everyone to chant "Hari! Hari!"
TEXT 43
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TEXT
prabhura mahim• dekhi' loke camatk•ra
pray•ge prabhura l†l• n•ri var‹ib•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mahim•--the greatness; dekhi'-seeing; loke--in all people; camatk•ra--astonishment; pray•ge--at Pray•ga;
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; l†l•--the pastimes; n•ri--I am not able;
var‹ib•ra--to describe.
TRANSLATION
Everyone was astounded to see the greatness of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
Indeed, I cannot properly describe the pastimes of the Lord at Pray•ga.
TEXT 44
TEXT
d•k£i‹•tya-vipra-sane •che paricaya
sei vipra nimantriy• nila nij•laya
SYNONYMS
d•k£i‹•tya--Deccan; vipra-sane--with a br•hma‹a; •che--there was; paricaya-acquaintance; sei--that; vipra--br•hma‹a; nimantriy•--inviting; nila-brought; nija-•laya--to his own place.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had made an acquaintance with a br•hma‹a from
Deccan [in South India], and that br•hma‹a invited Him for meals and took Him
to his place.
TEXT 45
TEXT
vipra-g”he •si' prabhu nibh”te vasil•
¤r†-rãpa-vallabha du•he •siy• milil•
SYNONYMS
vipra-g”he--to the house of that br•hma‹a; •si'--coming; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nibh”te--in a solitary place; vasil•--sat down; ¤r†-rãpavallabha--the two brothers Rãpa Gosv•m† and ¥r† Vallabha; du•he--both of them;
•siy•--coming; milil•--met Him.
TRANSLATION
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While ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was sitting in a solitary place in the home
of that Deccan br•hma‹a, Rãpa Gosv•m† and ¥r† Vallabha [Anupama Mallika] came
to meet Him.
TEXT 46
TEXT
dui-guccha t”‹a du•he da¤ane dhariy•
prabhu dekhi' dãre pa‚e da‹‚avat ha‘•
SYNONYMS
dui-guccha--two bunches; t”‹a--straw; du•he--both of them; da¤ane dhariy•-holding in the teeth; prabhu dekhi'--seeing the Lord; dãre--in a distant
place; pa‚e--fell down; da‹‚a-vat--like rods; ha‘•--becoming.
TRANSLATION
Seeing the Lord from a distance, the two brothers put two clumps of straw
between their teeth and immediately fell down on the ground like rods,
offering Him obeisances.
TEXT 47
TEXT
n•n• ¤loka pa‚i' uàhe, pa‚e b•ra b•ra
prabhu dekhi' prem•ve¤a ha-ila du•hara
SYNONYMS
n•n•--various; ¤loka--verses; pa‚i'--reciting; uàhe--stood up; pa‚e--fell
down; b•ra b•ra--again and again; prabhu dekhi'--seeing the Lord; prema-•ve¤a-ecstatic emotion; ha-ila--there was; du•h•ra--of both of them.
TRANSLATION
Both brothers were overwhelmed with ecstatic emotion, and reciting various
Sanskrit verses, they stood up and fell down again and again.
TEXT 48
TEXT
¤r†-rãpe dekhiy• prabhura prasanna haila mana
'uàha, uàha, rãpa, •isa', balil• vacana
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpe dekhiy•--seeing ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; prasanna--very pleased; haila--was; mana--mind; uàha--please stand
up; uàha--please stand up; rãpa--My dear Rãpa; •isa--come; balil•--He said;
vacana--the words.
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TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very pleased to see ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†, and He
told him, "Stand up! Stand up! My dear Rãpa, come here."
TEXT 49
TEXT
k”£‹era karu‹• kichu n• y•ya var‹ane
vi£aya-kãpa haite k•‚ila tom• dui-jane
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; karu‹•--the mercy; kichu--any; n•--not; y•ya--is
possible; var‹ane--to describe; vi£aya-kãpa haite--from the well of material
enjoyment; k•‚ila--delivered; tom•--you; dui-jane--both.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then said, "It is not possible to describe K”£‹a's
mercy, for He has delivered you both from the well of material enjoyment.
TEXT 50
TEXT
na me 'bhakta¤ catur-ved†
mad-bhakta„ ¤vapaca„ priya„
tasmai deya‰ tato gr•hya‰
sa ca pãjyo yath• hy aham
SYNONYMS
na--not; me--My; abhakta„--devoid of pure devotional service; catu„-ved†--a
scholar in the four Vedas; mat-bhakta„--My devotee; ¤va-paca„--even from a
family of dog-eaters; priya„--very dear; tasmai--to him (a pure devotee, even
though born in a very low family); deyam--should be given; tata„--from him;
gr•hyam--should be accepted (remnants of food); sa„--that person; ca--also;
pãjya„--worshipable; yath•--as much as; hi--certainly; aham--I.
TRANSLATION
" 'Even though a person is a very learned scholar of the Sanskrit Vedic
literatures, he is not accepted as My devotee unless he is pure in devotional
service. Even though a person is born in a family of dog-eaters, he is very
dear to Me if he is a pure devotee who has no motive to enjoy fruitive
activities or mental speculation. Indeed, all respects should be given to him,
and whatever he offers should be accepted. Such devotees are as worshipable as
I am.' "
PURPORT
This verse is included in the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa (10.127) compiled by
San•tana Gosv•m†.
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TEXT 51
TEXT
ei ¤loka pa‚i' du•h•re kail• •li•gana
k”p•te du•h•ra m•th•ya dharil• cara‹a
SYNONYMS
ei ¤loka--this verse; pa‚i'--reciting; du•h•re--the two brothers; kail•
•li•gana--embraced; k”p•te--out of causeless mercy; du•h•ra--of both of them;
m•th•ya--on the heads; dharil•--placed; cara‹a--His feet.
TRANSLATION
After reciting this verse, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu embraced both brothers,
and out of His causeless mercy He placed His feet on their heads.
TEXT 52
TEXT
prabhu-k”p• p•‘• du•he dui h•ta yu‚i'
d†na ha‘• stuti kare vinaya •cari'
SYNONYMS
prabhu-k”p•--the Lord's mercy; p•‘•--getting; du•he--both of them; dui-two; h•ta--hands; yu‚i'--folding; d†na ha‘•--most humbly; stuti kare--offer
prayers; vinaya •cari'--with submission.
TRANSLATION
After receiving the Lord's causeless mercy, the brothers folded their hands
and in great humility offered the following prayers unto the Lord.
TEXT 53
TEXT
namo mah•-vad•ny•ya
k”£‹a-prema-prad•ya te
k”£‹•ya k”£‹a-caitanyan•mne gaura-tvi£e nama„
SYNONYMS
nama„--obeisances; mah•-vad•ny•ya--who is most munificent and charitably
disposed; k”£‹a-prema--love of K”£‹a; prad•ya--who can give; te--unto You;
k”£‹•ya--the original Personality of Godhead; k”£‹a-caitanya-n•mne--under the
name K”£‹a Caitanya; gaura-tvi£e--whose complexion is the golden complexion of
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; nama„--obeisances.
TRANSLATION
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"O most munificent incarnation! You are K”£‹a Himself appearing as ¥r†
K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu. You have assumed the golden color of ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†, and You are widely distributing pure love of K”£‹a. We offer our
respectful obeisances unto You.
TEXT 54
TEXT
yo ' j‘•na-matta‰ bhuvana‰ day•lur
ull•ghayann apy akarot pramattam
sva-prema-sampat-sudhay•dbhuteha‰
¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanyam amu‰ prapadye
SYNONYMS
ya„--that Personality of Godhead who; aj‘•na-mattam--maddened by ignorance
or foolishly passing time in karma, j‘•na, yoga and M•y•v•da philosophy;
bhuvanam--the entire three worlds; day•lu„--so merciful; ull•ghayan--subduing
such processes as karma, j‘•na and yoga; api--despite; akarot--made; pramattam--maddened; sva-prema-sampat-sudhay•--by the nectar of His personal
devotional service, which is an invaluable treasure of bliss; adbhuta-†ham-whose activities are wonderful; ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanyam--unto Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; amum--that; prapadye--I surrender.
TRANSLATION
"We offer our respectful obeisances unto that merciful Supreme Personality
of Godhead who has converted all three worlds, which were maddened by
ignorance, and saved them from their diseased condition by making them mad
with the nectar from the treasure-house of love of God. Let us take full
shelter of that Personality of Godhead, ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya, whose activities
are wonderful."
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Govinda-l†l•m”ta (1.2).
TEXT 55
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu t••re nikaàe vas•il•
'san•tanera v•rt• kaha'----t••h•re puchil•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--them; nikaàe-near Him; vas•il•--sat down; san•tanera v•rt•--news of San•tana; kaha--please
tell; t••h•re--them; puchil•--questioned.
TRANSLATION
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After this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu sat them down by His side and asked
them, "What news do you have of San•tana?"
TEXT 56
TEXT
rãpa kahena,----te•ho band† haya r•ja-ghare
tumi yadi uddh•ra', tabe ha-ibe uddh•re
SYNONYMS
rãpa kahena--Rãpa Gosv•m† said; te•ho--he; band†--arrested; haya--is; r•jaghare--in the court of the government; tumi--You; yadi--if; uddh•ra'--kindly
rescue; tabe--then; ha-ibe--he will be; uddh•re--relieved from that
entanglement.
TRANSLATION
Rãpa Gosv•m† replied, "San•tana has now been arrested by the government of
Hussain Shah. If You kindly save him, he can be liberated from that
entanglement."
TEXT 57
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----san•tanera ha‘•che mocana
acir•t •m•-saha ha-ibe milana
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; san•tanera--of San•tana Gosv•m†;
ha‘•che--there has been; mocana--release; acir•t--very soon; •m•saha--with Me;
ha-ibe milana--there will be meeting.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu immediately replied, "San•tana has already been
released from his confinement, and he will very soon meet with Me."
TEXT 58
TEXT
madhy•hna karite vipra prabhure kahil•
rãpa-gos•‘i se-divasa tath•‘i rahil•
SYNONYMS
madhy•hna karite--to accept lunch; vipra--the br•hma‹a of Deccan; prabhure-¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kahil•--requested; rãpa-gos•‘i--Rãpa Gosv•m†; sedivasa--that day; tath•‘i--there; rahil•--remained.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was then requested by the br•hma‹a to accept His
lunch. Rãpa Gosv•m† also remained there that day.
TEXT 59
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya dui bh•iye nimantra‹a kaila
prabhura ¤e£a pras•da-p•tra dui-bh•i p•ila
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya; dui bh•iye--the two brothers;
nimantra‹a kaila--invited to take lunch; prabhura ¤e£a pras•da-p•tra--the
remnants of the plate of food offered to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dui-bh•i
p•ila--the two brothers obtained.
TRANSLATION
Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya invited the two brothers to take lunch also. The
remnants of food from the plate of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu were offered to
them.
TEXT 60
TEXT
trive‹†-upara prabhura v•s•-ghara sth•na
dui bh•i v•s• kaila prabhu-sannidh•na
SYNONYMS
tri-ve‹†-upara--on the bank of the confluence of the Yamun• and Ganges;
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; v•s•-ghara--of the residential house;
sth•na--the place; dui bh•i--the two brothers; v•s• kaila--resided; prabhusannidh•na--near ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu selected His residence beside the confluence of the
Ganges and Yamun• at a place called Trive‹†. The two brothers--Rãpa Gosv•m†
and ¥r† Vallabha--selected their residence near the Lord's.
TEXT 61
TEXT
se-k•le vallabha-bhaààa rahe •‚•ila-gr•me
mah•prabhu •il• ¤uni' •ila t••ra sth•ne
SYNONYMS
se-k•le--at that time; vallabha-bhaààa--Vallabha Bhaààa; rahe--resided;
•‚•ila-gr•me--in the village known as š‚•ila; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
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Mah•prabhu; •il•--has come; ¤uni'--hearing; •ila--came; t••ra sth•ne--to His
place.
TRANSLATION
At that time, ¥r† Vallabha Bhaààa was staying at š‚•ila-gr•ma, and when he
heard that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had arrived, he went to His place to see
Him.
PURPORT
Vallabha Bhaààa was a great learned scholar of Vai£‹avism. In the beginning
he was very much devoted to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, but since he thought that
he could not receive proper respect from Him, he later joined the Vi£‹usv•m†
sect and became •c•rya of that sect. His sect is celebrated as the
Vallabh•c•rya-samprad•ya. This samprad•ya has had great influence in V”nd•vana
near Gokula and in Bombay. Vallabha Bhaààa wrote many books, including a
commentary on ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam called Subodhin†-à†k•, and notes on the
Ved•nta-sãtra, in the form of an Anubh•£ya. He also wrote a combination of
sixteen short works called ¢o‚a¤a-grantha. š‚•ila-gr•ma, where he was staying,
was near the confluence of the Rivers Ganges and Yamun• on the other side of
the Yamun• about one mile from the river. The village there is called A‚el†gr•ma, or š‚•ila-gr•ma. A temple of Lord Vi£‹u there still belongs to the
Vallabha-samprad•ya.
Vallabha Bhaààa was originally from a place in southern India called
Traila•ga. There is a railway station there called Ni‚•‚•bhalu. Sixteen miles
from that station is a village called K••ka‚ab•‚a, or K•ku•rap•‚hu. A learned
br•hma‹a named Lak£ma‹a D†k£ita used to live there, and Vallabha Bhaààa was
his son. There are five sections of the br•hma‹a community of šndhra Pradesh
known as bella-n•à†, veg†-n•à†, muraki-n•ài telagu-n•à† and k•¤ala-n•à†. Out
of these five brahminical communities, Vallabh•c•rya took his birth in the
community of bella-n•à† in the year 1400 ¥ak•bda Era. According to some
people, Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya's father took sanny•sa before Vallabha's birth,
and he returned home to take Vallabh•c•rya as his son. According to the
opinion of others, Vallabh•c•rya was born in 1400 ¥ak•bda Era on the Ek•da¤†
day of the dark moon in the month of Caitra, and he took his birth in a
br•hma‹a family surnamed Khambha‰p•à†b•ru. According to this account, his
father's name was Lak£ma‹a Bhaààa D†k£ita, and he was born in Campak•ra‹ya. In
someone else's opinion, Vallabh•c•rya appeared near the village named C••p•jh•ra-gr•ma, which is near a railway station named R•jima in Madhya Pradesh.
After studying for eleven years at V•r•‹as†, Vallabh•c•rya returned home.
On his return, he heard that his father had departed from the material world.
Keeping his brother and mother at home, he went to the banks of the River
Tu•gabhadr• in a village called Vidy•nagara, and it was there that he
enlightened K”£‹adeva, the grandson of King Bukkar•ja. After that, he traveled
throughout India thrice on trips lasting six years. Thus he passed eighteen
years and became victorious in his discussions of revealed scripture. When he
was thirty years old, he married Mah•lak£m†, who belonged to the same br•hma‹a
community. Near Govardhana Hill he established a Deity in the valley. Finally
he came to š‚•ila, which is on the other side of Pray•ga.
Vallabh•c•rya had two sons, Gop†n•tha and Viàhàhale¤vara, and in his old
age he accepted the renounced order. In 1452 ¥ak•bda Era, he passed away from
the material world at V•r•‹as†. His book known as ¢o‚a¤a-grantha and his
commentaries on Ved•nta-sãtra (Anubh•£ya) and ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (Subodhin†)
are very famous. He has written many other books besides.
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TEXT 62
TEXT
te•ho da‹‚avat kail•, prabhu kaila •li•gana
dui jane k”£‹a-kath• haila kata-k£a‹a
SYNONYMS
te•ho--he; da‹‚avat--obeisances; kaila--made; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kail•--did; •li•gana--embracing; dui jane--between the two of
them; k”£‹a-kath•--topics about Lord K”£‹a; haila--there were; kata-k£a‹a--for
some time.
TRANSLATION
Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya offered ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu his obeisances, and
the Lord embraced him. After that, they discussed topics about K”£‹a for some
time.
TEXT 63
TEXT
k”£‹a-kath•ya prabhura mah•-prema uthalila
bhaààera sa•koce prabhu samvara‹a kaila
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-kath•ya--in the discussion on K”£‹a; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; mah•-prema--great love; uthalila--arose; bhaààera--of Bhaàà•c•rya;
sa•koce--due to shyness; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; samvara‹a kaila-restrained Himself.
TRANSLATION
Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu felt great ecstatic love when they began discussing
K”£‹a, but the Lord checked His feelings because He felt shy before Vallabha
Bhaààa.
TEXT 64
TEXT
antare gara-gara prema, nahe samvara‹a
dekhi' camatk•ra haila vallabha-bhaààera mana
SYNONYMS
antare--inside; gara-gara--raged; prema--ecstatic love; nahe--there was
not; samvara‹a--checking; dekhi'--detecting; camatk•ra--astonishment; haila-there was; vallabha-bhaààera mana--on the mind of Vallabha Bhaààa.
TRANSLATION
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Although the Lord restrained Himself externally, ecstatic love raged
within. There was no checking that. Vallabha Bhaààa was astonished to detect
this.
TEXT 65
TEXT
tabe bhaààa mah•prabhure nimantra‹a kaila
mah•prabhu dui-bh•i t••h•re mil•il•
SYNONYMS
tabe--then; bhaààa--Vallabha Bhaààa; mah•prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
nimantra‹a kail•--invited; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
TRANSLATION
Thereafter, Vallabha Bhaààa invited ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu for lunch, and
the Lord introduced the brothers Rãpa and Vallabha to him.
TEXT 66
TEXT
dui-bh•i dãra haite bhãmite pa‚iy•
bhaààe da‹‚avat kail• ati d†na ha‘•
SYNONYMS
dui-bh•i--the two brothers; dãra haite--from a distance; bhãmite--on the
ground; pa‚iy•--falling flat; bhaààe--to Vallabha Bhaààa; da‹‚avat kail•-offered obeisances; ati d†na ha‘•--being very humble.
TRANSLATION
From a distance, the brothers Rãpa Gosv•m† and ¥r† Vallabha fell on the
ground and offered obeisances to Vallabha Bhaààa with great humility.
TEXT 67
TEXT
bhaààa milib•re y•ya, du•he pal•ya dãre
'asp”¤ya p•mara mu‘i, n• chu•iha more'
SYNONYMS
bhaààa--Vallabha Bhaààa; milib•re--to meet; y•ya--goes; du•he--the two
brothers; pal•ya--ran away; dãre--to a distant place; asp”¤ya--untouchable;
p•mara--most fallen; mu‘i--I; n• chu•iha--do not touch; more--me.
TRANSLATION
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When Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya walked toward them, they ran away to a more
distant place. Rãpa Gosv•m† said, "I am untouchable and most sinful. Please do
not touch me."
TEXT 68
TEXT
bhaààera vismaya haila, prabhura har£a mana
bhaààere kahil• prabhu t••ra vivara‹a
SYNONYMS
bhaààera--of Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya; vismaya haila--there was surprise;
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; har£a--very happy; mana--the mind;
bhaààere kahil•--said to Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; t••ra vivara‹a--description of Rãpa Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya was very surprised at this. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
however, was very pleased, and He therefore spoke to him this description of
Rãpa Gosv•m†.
TEXT 69
TEXT
'i•ho n• spar¤iha, i•ho j•ti ati-h†na!
vaidika, y•j‘ika tumi kul†na prav†‹a!'
SYNONYMS
i•ho--him; n• spar¤iha--do not touch; i•ho--he; j•ti--caste; ati-h†na--very
low; vaidika--a follower of Vedic principles; y•j‘ika--a performer of many
sacrifices; tumi--you; kul†na--aristocratic br•hma‹a; prav†‹a--an experienced
person.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Don't touch him, for he belongs to a very
low caste. You are a follower of Vedic principles and are a well experienced
performer of many sacrifices. You also belong to the aristocracy."
PURPORT
Generally br•hma‹as are puffed up with false prestige because they belong
to the aristocracy and perform many Vedic sacrifices. In South India
especially, this fastidious position is most prominent. At any rate, this was
the case five hundred years ago. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu actually started a
revolution against this brahminical system by inaugurating the chanting of the
Hare K”£‹a mantra. By this chanting, one can be delivered regardless of caste,
creed, color or social position. Whoever chants the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra is
immediately purified due to the transcendental position of devotional service.
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is here hinting to Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya that an
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exalted br•hma‹a who makes sacrifices and follows Vedic principles should not
neglect a person who is engaged in devotional service by chanting the holy
name of the Lord.
Actually Rãpa Gosv•m† did not belong to a lower caste. He was from a highly
aristocratic br•hma‹a family, but due to his association with the Mohammedan
Nawab, he was considered fallen and excommunicated from br•hma‹a society.
However, due to his advanced devotional service, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
accepted him as a gosv•m†. Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya knew all this. One who is a
devotee is above caste and creed, yet Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya felt himself
prestigious.
The present head of the Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya samprad•ya of Bombay is named
D†k£ita Mah•r•ja. He is very friendly to our movement, and whenever we meet
him, this learned br•hma‹a scholar highly praises the activities of the Hare
K”£‹a movement. He is a life member of our Society, and although he is a
learned scholar in the brahminical caste tradition, he accepts our Society and
considers its members bona fide devotees of Lord Vi£‹u.
TEXT 70
TEXT
du•h•ra mukhe nirantara k”£‹a-n•ma ¤uni'
bhaààa kahe, prabhura kichu i•gita-bha•g† j•ni'
SYNONYMS
du•h•ra mukhe--in the mouths of both Rãpa Gosv•m† and his brother Vallabha;
nirantara--continuously; k”£‹a-n•ma ¤uni'--hearing the chanting of the holy
name of K”£‹a; bhaààa kahe--Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya said; prabhura--of Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kichu--some; i•gita--indications; bha•g†--hints; j•ni'-understanding.
TRANSLATION
Hearing the holy name constantly vibrated by the two brothers, Vallabha
Bhaàà•c•rya could understand the hints of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 71
TEXT
'du•h•ra mukhe k”£‹a-n•ma kariche nartana
ei-dui 'adhama' nahe, haya 'sarvottama'
SYNONYMS
du•h•ra mukhe--in the mouths of both; k”£‹a-n•ma--the holy name of Lord
K”£‹a; kariche--is doing; nartana--dancing; ei-dui--both of them; adhama nahe-not fallen; haya--are; sarva-uttama--the most exalted.
TRANSLATION
Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya admitted, "Since these two are constantly chanting the
holy name of K”£‹a, how can they be untouchable? On the contrary, they are
most exalted."
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PURPORT
Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya's admission of the brothers' exalted position should
serve as a lesson to one who is falsely proud of his position as a br•hma‹a.
Sometimes so-called br•hma‹as do not recognize our European and American
disciples as devotees or br•hma‹as, and some br•hma‹as are so proud that they
do not allow them to enter temples. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu herein gives a
great lesson. Although Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya was a great authority on
brahmanism and a learned scholar, he admitted that those who chant the Lord's
holy name are bona fide br•hma‹as and Vai£‹avas and are therefore exalted.
TEXT 72
TEXT
aho bata ¤va-paco 'to gar†y•n
yaj-jihv•gre vartate n•ma tubhyam
tepus tapas te juhuvu„ sasnur •ry•
brahm•nãcur n•ma g”‹anti ye te
SYNONYMS
aho bata--how wonderful it is; ¤va-paca„--dog-eaters; ata„--than the
initiated br•hma‹a; gar†y•n--more glorious; yat--of whom; jihv•-agre--on the
tongue; vartate--remains; n•ma--the holy name; tubhyam--of You, my Lord;
tepu„--have performed; tapa„--austerity; te--they; juhuvu„--have performed
sacrifices; sasnu„--have bathed in all holy places; •ry•„--really belonging to
the šryan race; brahma--all the Vedas; anãcu„--have studied; n•ma--the holy
name; g”‹anti--chant; ye--who; te--they.
TRANSLATION
Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya then recited the following verse: " 'My dear Lord, one
who always keeps Your holy name on his tongue becomes greater than an
initiated br•hma‹a. Although he may be born in a family of dog-eaters and may
therefore, by material calculation, be the lowest among men, he is still
glorious. This is the wonderful effect of chanting the holy name of the Lord.
It is therefore concluded that one who chants the holy name of the Lord should
be understood to have performed all kinds of austerities and great sacrifices
mentioned in the Vedas. He has already taken his bath in all the holy places
of pilgrimage. He has studied all the Vedas, and he is actually an šryan.' "
PURPORT
This verse is quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.33.7).
TEXT 73
TEXT
¤uni' mah•prabhu t••re bahu pra¤a‰¤il•
prem•vi£àa ha‘• ¤loka pa‚ite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
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¤uni'--hearing; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--him; bahu--very
much; pra¤a‰¤il•--praised; prema-•vi£àa ha‘•--becoming ecstatic in love of
Godhead; ¤loka--verses; pa‚ite l•gil•--began to recite.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very pleased to hear Vallabha Bhaààa quoting
from ¤•stra about the position of a devotee. The Lord praised him personally,
and, feeling ecstatic love of Godhead, began to quote many verses from ¤•stra.
TEXT 74
TEXT
¤uci„ sad-bhakti-d†pt•gnidagdha-durj•ti-kalma£a„
¤vap•ko 'pi budhai„ ¤l•gyo
na vedaj‘o 'pi n•stika„
SYNONYMS
¤uci„--a br•hma‹a purified internally and externally; sat-bhakti--of
devotional service without motives; d†pta-agni--by the blazing fire; dagdha-burnt to ashes; durj•ti--such as birth in a low family; kalma£a„--whose sinful
reactions; ¤va-p•ka„ api--even though born in a family of dog-eaters; budhai„-by learned scholars; ¤l•gya„--recognized; na--not; veda-j‘a„ api--even though
completely conversant in Vedic knowledge; n•stika„--an atheist.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, " 'A person who has the pure characteristics
of a br•hma‹a due to devotional service, which is like a blazing fire burning
to ashes all the sinful reactions of past lives, is certainly saved from the
consequences of sinful acts, such as taking birth in a lower family. Even
though he may be born in a family of dog-eaters, he is recognized by learned
scholars. However, although a person may be a learned scholar in Vedic
knowledge, he is not recognized if he is an atheist.
PURPORT
This verse and the next are quoted from the Hari-bhakti-sudhodaya
(3.11,12), a transcendental literature extracted from the Pur•‹as.
TEXT 75
TEXT
bhagavad-bhakti-h†nasya
j•ti„ ¤•stra‰ japas tapa„
apr•‹asyeva dehasya
ma‹‚ana‰ loka-ra‘janam
SYNONYMS
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bhagavat-bhakti-h†nasya--of a person devoid of devotional service to the
Supreme Personality of Godhead; j•ti„--birth in a high caste; ¤•stram-knowledge in revealed scriptures; japa„--pronunciation of mantras; tapa„-austerities and penances; apr•‹asya--which is dead; iva--like; dehasya--of a
body; ma‹‚anam--decoration; loka--to the whims of people in general; ra‘janam-simply pleasing.
TRANSLATION
" 'For a person devoid of devotional service, birth in a great family or
nation, knowledge of revealed scripture, performance of austerities and
penance, and chanting of Vedic mantras are all like ornaments on a dead body.
Such ornaments simply serve the concocted pleasures of the general populace.'"
TEXT 76
TEXT
prabhura prem•ve¤a, •ra prabh•va bhakti-s•ra
saundary•di dekhi' bhaààera haila camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prema-•ve¤a--ecstasy in love of
Godhead; •ra--and; prabh•va--the influence; bhakti-s•ra--the essence of
devotional service; saundarya-•di--personal beauty and other qualities;
dekhi'--seeing; bhaààera--of Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya; haila--there was;
camatk•ra--astonishment.
TRANSLATION
When he saw the Lord's ecstatic love, Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya was certainly
very astonished. He was also astonished by the Lord's knowledge of the essence
of devotional service, as well as by His personal beauty and influence.
TEXT 77
TEXT
saga‹e prabhure bhaààa nauk•te ca‚•‘•
bhik£• dite nija-ghare calil• la‘•
SYNONYMS
sa-ga‹e--with His associates; prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhaààa-Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya; nauk•te--a boat; ca‚•‘•--putting aboard; bhik£• dite--to
offer lunch; nija-ghare--to his own place; calil•--departed; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya then put ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His associates
aboard a boat and took them to his own place to offer them lunch.
TEXT 78
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TEXT
yamun•ra jala dekhi' cikka‹a ¤y•mala
prem•ve¤e mah•prabhu ha-il• vihvala
SYNONYMS
yamun•ra--of the River Yamun•; jala--the water; dekhi'--seeing; cikka‹a-glossy; ¤y•mala--blackish; prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; mah•prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ha-il•--became; vihvala--bewildered.
TRANSLATION
While crossing the River Yamun•, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw the glossy
black water and was immediately bewildered with ecstatic love.
TEXT 79
TEXT
hu•k•ra kari' yamun•ra jale dil• jh••pa
prabhu dekhi' sab•ra mane haila bhaya-k••pa
SYNONYMS
hu•k•ra kari'--making a loud sound; yamun•ra jale--in the water of the
River Yamun•; dil•--gave; jh••pa--a plunge; prabhu dekhi'--seeing Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sab•ra--of everyone; mane--in the mind; haila--there was;
bhaya-k••pa--fear and trembling.
TRANSLATION
Indeed, as soon as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw the River Yamun•, He
immediately made a great sound and jumped into the water. Everyone was filled
with fear and trembling to see this.
TEXT 80
TEXT
•ste-vyaste sabe dhari' prabhure uàh•ila
nauk•ra upare prabhu n•cite l•gila
SYNONYMS
•ste-vyaste--with great haste; sabe--all of them; dhari'--catching;
prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; uàh•ila--raised; nauk•ra--of the boat;
upare--on top; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n•cite l•gila--began to dance.
TRANSLATION
They all hastily grabbed Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu and pulled Him out of the
water. Once on the boat's platform, the Lord began to dance.
TEXT 81
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TEXT
mah•prabhura bhare nauk• kare àalamala
‚ubite l•gila nauk•, jhalake bhare jala
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhare--because of the weight;
nauk•--the boat; kare--does; àalamala--tilting; ‚ubite--to sink; l•gila-began; nauk•--the boat; jhalake--in gushes; bhare--fills; jala--water.
TRANSLATION
Due to the Lord's heavy weight, the boat began to tilt. It began filling up
with water and was on the verge of sinking.
TEXT 82
TEXT
yadyapi bhaààera •ge prabhura dhairya haila mana
durv•ra udbhaàa prema nahe samvara‹a
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; bhaààera--of Vallabh•c•rya; •ge--in front; prabhura--of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dhairya--patient; haila--was; mana--the mind;
durv•ra--difficult to stop; udbhaàa--wonderful; prema--ecstatic love; nahe-there is not; samvara‹a--checking.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu tried to restrain Himself as far as possible before
Vallabh•c•rya, but although He tried to keep calm, His ecstatic love could not
be checked.
TEXT 83
TEXT
de¤a-p•tra dekhi' mah•prabhu dhairya ha-ila
•‚•ilera gh•àe nauk• •si' uttarila
SYNONYMS
de¤a-p•tra dekhi'--seeing the circumstances; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; dhairya ha-ila--became calm; •‚•ilera gh•àe--at the shore of the
village š‚•ila; nauk•--the boat; •si'--coming; uttarila--landed.
TRANSLATION
Seeing the circumstances, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu finally became calm so
that the boat was able to reach the shore of š‚•ila and land there.
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TEXT 84
TEXT
bhaye bhaààa sa•ge rahe, madhy•hna kar•‘•
nija-g”he •nil• prabhure sa•gete la‘•
SYNONYMS
bhaye--with fear; bhaààa--Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya; sa•ge--in ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's association; rahe--remains; madhy•hna kar•‘•--after arranging for
His bath; nija-g”he--to his own home; •nil•--brought; prabhure--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; sa•gete--in company; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
Fearing for the Lord's welfare, Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya stayed in His
association. After arranging for the Lord's bath, he took Him to his own
house.
TEXT 85
TEXT
•nandita ha‘• bhaààa dila divy•sana
•pane karila prabhura p•da-prak£•lana
SYNONYMS
•nandita ha‘•--becoming pleased; bhaààa--Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya; dila--gave;
divya-•sana--a nice sitting place; •pane--personally; karila--did; prabhura-of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; p•da-prak£•lana--washing of the feet.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu arrived at his home, Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya,
being greatly pleased, offered the Lord a nice sitting place and personally
washed His feet.
TEXT 86
TEXT
sava‰¤e sei jala mastake dharila
nãtana kaup†na-bahirv•sa par•ila
SYNONYMS
sa-va‰¤e--with all the family members; sei--that; jala--water; mastake--on
the head; dharila--sprinkled; nãtana--fresh; kaup†na--underwear; bahirv•sa-external covering; par•ila--put on.
TRANSLATION
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Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya and his whole family then sprinkled that water over
their heads. They then offered the Lord new underwear and outer garments.
TEXT 87
TEXT
gandha-pu£pa-dhãpa-d†pe mah•-pãj• kaila
bhaàà•c•rye m•nya kari' p•ka kar•ila
SYNONYMS
gandha--scents; pu£pa--flowers; dhãpa--incense; d†pe--by lamps; mah•-pãj•
kaila--he worshiped the Lord with great pomp; bhaàà•c•rye--to Balabhadra
Bhaàà•c•rya; m•nya kari'--offering respect; p•ka kar•ila--engaging in cooking.
TRANSLATION
Vallabh•c•rya worshiped the Lord with great pomp, offering scents, incense,
flowers and lamps, and with great respect he induced Balabhadra Bhaààa [the
Lord's cook] to cook.
TEXT 88
TEXT
bhik£• kar•ila prabhure sasneha yatane
rãpa-gos•‘i dui-bh•iye kar•ila bhojane
SYNONYMS
bhik£• kar•ila--made take His lunch; prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
sasneha--with affection; yatane--with great care; rãpa-gos•‘i--¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m†; dui-bh•iye--the two brothers; kar•ila bhojane--made eat.
TRANSLATION
Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mahaprabhu was offered lunch with great care and
affection. The brothers Rupa Gosvami and Sri Vallabha were also offered food.
TEXT 89
TEXT
bhaàà•c•rya ¤r†-rãpe deoy•ila 'ava¤e£a'
tabe sei pras•da k”£‹ad•sa p•ila ¤e£a
SYNONYMS
bhaàà•c•rya--Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya; ¤r†-rãpe--to ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†;
deoy•ila--offered; ava¤e£a--the remnants; tabe--thereafter; sei--those;
pras•da--remnants of food; k”£‹ad•sa--K”£‹ad•sa; p•ila--got; ¤e£a--the
balance.
TRANSLATION
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Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya first offered the remnants of the Lord's food to ¥r†la
Rãpa Gosv•m† and then to K”£‹ad•sa.
TEXT 90
TEXT
mukha-v•sa diy• prabhure kar•ila ¤ayana
•pane bhaààa karena prabhura p•da-samv•hana
SYNONYMS
mukha-v•sa--spices; diy•--offering; prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
kar•ila--made to do; ¤ayana--resting; •pane--personally; bhaààa--¥r†la
Vallabha Bhaààa; karena--does; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; p•dasamv•hana--massaging the leg.
TRANSLATION
The Lord was then given spices to purify His mouth. Afterwards He was made
to rest, and Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya personally massaged His legs.
TEXT 91
TEXT
prabhu p•àh•ila t••re karite bhojane
bhojana kari' •il• te•ho prabhura cara‹e
SYNONYMS
prabhu--Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu; p•àh•ila--sent; t••re--him (Vallabha
Bhaàà•c•rya); karite bhojane--to take his lunch; bhojana kari'--after taking
lunch; •il•--came; te•ho--he; prabhura cara‹e--to the lotus feet of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
While Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya was massaging Him, the Lord asked him to go take
pras•da. After taking pras•da, he returned to the lotus feet of the Lord.
TEXT 92
TEXT
hena-k•le •il• raghupati up•dhy•ya
tiruhit• pa‹‚ita, ba‚a vai£‹ava, mah•¤aya
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--at this time; •il•--arrived; raghupati up•dhy•ya--a br•hma‹a
named Raghupati Up•dhy•ya; tiruhit•--belonging to the Tiruhit• state; pa‹‚ita-a very learned scholar; ba‚a--great; vai£‹ava--devotee; mah•¤aya--respectable
gentleman.
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TRANSLATION
At that time there arrived Raghupati Up•dhy•ya, who belonged to the
Tiruhit• district. He was a very learned scholar, a great devotee and a
respectable gentleman.
PURPORT
Tiruhit•, or Tirhuàiy•, is a combination of four districts in Behar:
S•ra‹a, Camp•ra‹a, Majahphara-pura and Dv•rabh••g•. The people of this state
are called Tiruàiy•.
TEXT 93
TEXT
•si' te•ho kaila prabhura cara‹a vandana
'k”£‹e mati rahu' bali' prabhura vacana
SYNONYMS
•si'--coming; te•ho--he; kaila--did; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
cara‹a vandana--worshiping the lotus feet; k”£‹e mati rahu--just remain always
K”£‹a conscious; bali'--saying; prabhura vacana--the blessings of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Raghupati Up•dhy•ya first offered his respects to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
and the Lord gave him His blessings, saying, "Always stay in K”£‹a
consciousness."
TEXT 94
TEXT
¤uni' •nandita haila up•dhy•yera mana
prabhu t••re kahila,----'kaha k”£‹era var‹ana'
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; •nandita--very pleased; haila--became; up•dhy•yera mana-the mind of Up•dhy•ya; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--to him; kahila-spoke; kaha k”£‹era var‹ana--just try to describe K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
Raghupati Up•dhy•ya was very pleased to hear the Lord's blessings. The Lord
then asked him to describe K”£‹a.
TEXT 95
TEXT
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nija-k”ta k”£‹a-l†l•-¤loka pa‚ila
¤uni' mah•prabhura mah• prem•ve¤a haila
SYNONYMS
nija-k”ta--personally composed; k”£‹a-l†l•--on pastimes of K”£‹a; ¤loka-verses; pa‚ila--recited; ¤uni'--hearing; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; mah•--great; prema-•ve¤a--ecstatic love; haila--there was.
TRANSLATION
When Raghupati Up•dhy•ya was requested to describe K”£‹a, he began to
recite some verses he had personally composed about K”£‹a's pastimes. Hearing
those verses, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was overwhelmed with ecstatic love.
TEXT 96
TEXT
¤rutim apare sm”tim itare
bh•ratam anye bhajantu bhava-bh†t•„
aham iha nanda‰ vande
yasy•linde para‰ brahma
SYNONYMS
¤rutim--Vedic literature; apare--someone; sm”tim--corollary to the Vedic
literature; itare--others; bh•ratam--Mah•bh•rata; anye--still others;
bhajantu--let them worship; bhava-bh†t•„--those who are afraid of material
existence; aham--I; iha--here; nandam--Mah•r•ja Nanda; vande--worship; yasya-whose; alinde--in the courtyard; param brahma--the Supreme Brahman, Absolute
Truth.
TRANSLATION
Raghupati Up•dhy•ya recited: "Those who are afraid of material existence
worship Vedic literature. Some worship sm”ti, the corollaries to Vedic
literature, and others worship the Mah•bh•rata. As far as I am concerned, I
worship Mah•r•ja Nanda, the father of K”£‹a, in whose courtyard the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, the Absolute Truth, is playing."
PURPORT
This verse recited by Raghupati Up•dhy•ya was later included in ¥r† Rãpa
Gosv•m†'s Pady•val† (126).
TEXT 97
TEXT
'•ge kaha'----prabhu-v•kye up•dhy•ya kahila
raghupati up•dhy•ya namask•ra kaila
SYNONYMS
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•ge kaha--please speak further; prabhu-v•kye--on the request of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; up•dhy•ya--Raghupati Up•dhy•ya; kahila--said; raghupati
up•dhy•ya--Raghupati Up•dhy•ya; namask•ra kaila--offered ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu obeisances.
TRANSLATION
When Raghupati Up•dhy•ya was requested by the Lord to recite more, he
immediately offered his respects to the Lord and granted His request.
TEXT 98
TEXT
ka‰ prati kathayitum †¤e
samprati ko v• prat†tim •y•tu
go-pati-tanay•-ku‘je
gopa-vadhãà†-viàa‰ brahma
SYNONYMS
kam prati--unto whom; kathayitum--to speak; †¤e--am I able; samprati--now;
ka„--who; v•--or; prat†tim--belief; •y•tu--would do; go-pati--of the sun-god;
tanay•--of the daughter (the Yamun•); ku‘je--in the bushes on the bank; gopavadhãà†--of the cowherd girls; viàam--the hunter; brahma--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"To whom can I speak who will believe me when I say that K”£‹a, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, is hunting the gop†s in the bushes by the banks of the
River Yamun•? In this way the Lord demonstrates His pastimes."
PURPORT
This verse was also later included in pady•val† (98).
TEXT 99
TEXT
prabhu kahena,----kaha, te•ho pa‚e k”£‹a-l†l•
prem•ve¤e prabhura deha-mana •yuy•il•
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahena--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; kaha--please go on speaking;
te•ho--he; pa‚e--recites; k”£‹a-l†l•--the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a; prema-•ve¤e-in great ecstasy of love; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; deha-mana-body and mind; •yuy•il•--became slackened.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu requested Raghupati Up•dhy•ya to continue speaking
about the pastimes of ¥r† K”£‹a. Thus the Lord was absorbed in ecstatic love,
and His mind and body slackened.
PURPORT
Our minds and bodies are always engaged in material activities. When they
are activated on the spiritual platform, they slacken on the material
platform.
TEXT 100
TEXT
prema dekhi' up•dhy•yera haila camatk•ra
'manu£ya nahe, i•ho----k”£‹a'----karila nirdh•ra
SYNONYMS
prema dekhi'--seeing His ecstatic love; up•dhy•yera--of Raghupati
Up•dhy•ya; haila--there was; camatk•ra--wonder; manu£ya nahe--not a human
being; i•ho--He; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a Himself; karila nirdh•ra--made assessment.
TRANSLATION
When Raghupati Up•dhy•ya saw ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's ecstatic symptoms,
he decided that the Lord was not a human being but K”£‹a Himself.
TEXT 101
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----up•dhy•ya, ¤re£àha m•na' k•ya?
'¤y•mam eva para‰ rãpa‰'----kahe up•dhy•ya
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu inquired; up•dhy•ya--My dear
Up•dhy•ya; ¤re£àha--the supermost; m•na'--you consider; k•ya--what; ¤y•mam-¥y•masundara, K”£‹a; eva--certainly; param rãpam--the supreme form; kahe-replied; up•dhy•ya--Raghupati Up•dhy•ya.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked Raghupati Up•dhy•ya, "According to your
decision, who is the foremost being?" Raghupati Up•dhy•ya replied,"Lord
¥y•masundara is the supreme form."
TEXT 102
TEXT
¤y•ma-rãpera v•sa-sth•na ¤re£àha m•na' k•ya?
'pur† madhu-pur† var•'----kahe up•dhy•ya
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SYNONYMS
¤y•ma-rãpera--of the supreme form, ¥y•masundara; v•sa-sth•na--residence;
¤re£àha--the supreme; m•na'--you accept; k•ya--which; pur†--the city; madhupur†--Mathur•; var•--best; kahe--said; up•dhy•ya--Raghupati Up•dhy•ya.
TRANSLATION
"Of all K”£‹a's abodes, which do you think is the best?" Raghupati
Up•dhy•ya said,"Madhu-pur†, or Mathur•-dh•ma, is certainly the best."
PURPORT
Lord K”£‹a has many forms, as stated in the Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.33): advaitam
acyutam an•dim ananta-rãpam. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked Raghupati Up•dhy•ya
which form was the best of Lord K”£‹a's millions of forms, and he immediately
replied that the supreme form was the ¥y•masundara form. In that form, K”£‹a
stands curved in three places and holds His flute. The ¥y•masundara form is
also described in the Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.38):
prem•‘jana-cchurita-bhakti-vilocanena
santa„ sadaiva h”daye£u vilokayanti
ya‰ ¤y•masundaram acintya-gu‹a-svarãpa‰
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
"I worship the primeval Lord, Govinda, who is always seen by the devotee
whose eyes are anointed with the pulp of love. He is seen in His eternal form
of ¥y•masundara situated within the heart of the devotee."
Those who are filled with ecstatic love for K”£‹a always see the form of
¥y•masundara within their hearts. Raghupati Up•dhy•ya confirms that the
Absolute Truth, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, has many incarnations-N•r•ya‹a, N”si‰ha, Var•ha and others--but K”£‹a is distinguished as the
supermost. According to ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam: k”£‹as tu bhagav•n svayam. "K”£‹a
is the original Personality of Godhead." K”£‹a means ¥y•masundara, who plays
His flute in V”nd•vana. Of all forms, this form is the best of all. K”£‹a
lives sometimes in Mathur• and sometimes in Dv•rak•, but Mathur• is considered
the better place. This is also confirmed by Rãpa Gosv•m† in his Upade¤•m”ta
(9): vaiku‹àh•j janito var• madhu-pur†. "Madhu-pur†, or Mathur•, is far
superior to the Vaiku‹àhalokas in the spiritual world."
TEXT 103
TEXT
b•lya, pauga‹‚a, kai¤ore, ¤re£àha m•na' k•ya?
'vaya„ kai¤oraka‰ dhyeya‰'----kahe up•dhy•ya
SYNONYMS
b•lya--childhood; pauga‹‚a--the boyhood age before youth; kai¤ore--the
beginning of youth; ¤re£àha--best; m•na'--you think; k•ya--which; vaya„--the
age; kai¤orakam--kai¤ora or fresh youth; dhyeyam--most worshipable; kahe-said; up•dhy•ya--Raghupati Up•dhy•ya.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked, "Of the three ages of K”£‹a known as
childhood, boyhood and fresh youth, which do you consider best?" Raghupati
Up•dhy•ya replied, "Fresh youth is the best age."
TEXT 104
TEXT
rasa-ga‹a-madhye tumi ¤re£àha m•na' k•ya?
'•dya eva paro rasa„'----kahe up•dhy•ya
SYNONYMS
rasa-ga‹a-madhye--among all the mellows; tumi--you; ¤re£àha--as supreme;
m•na'--accept; k•ya--which one; •dya„--conjugal love; eva--certainly; para„
rasa„--the best of all mellows; kahe--replied; up•dhy•ya--Raghupati Up•dhy•ya.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked, "Among all the mellows, which do you
consider best?" Raghupati Up•dhy•ya replied, "The mellow of conjugal love is
supermost."
TEXT 105
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----bh•la tattva ¤ikh•il• more
eta bali' ¤loka pa‚e gadgada-svare
SYNONYMS
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kahe--said; bh•la--good; tattva-conclusions; ¤ikh•il• more--you have taught Me; eta bali'--saying this; ¤loka
pa‚e--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu recited the full verse; gadgada-svare--in a
faltering voice.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then said, "You have certainly given first-class
conclusions." After saying this, He began to recite the full verse with a
faltering voice.
TEXT 106
TEXT
¤y•mam eva para‰ rãpa‰
pur† madhu-pur† var•
vaya„ kai¤oraka‰ dhyeyam
•dya eva paro rasa„
SYNONYMS
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¤y•mam--the form of ¥y•masundara; eva--certainly; param--supreme; rãpam-form; pur†--the place; madhu-pur†--Mathur•; var•--best; vaya„--the age;
kai¤orakam--fresh youth; dhyeyam--always to be meditated on; •dya„--the
original transcendental mellow, or conjugal love; eva--certainly; para„--the
supreme; rasa„--mellow.
TRANSLATION
" 'The form of ¥y•masundara is the supreme form, the city of Mathur• is the
supreme abode, Lord K”£‹a's fresh youth should always be meditated upon, and
the mellow of conjugal love is the supreme mellow.' "
PURPORT
This verse is found in Pady•val† (82).
TEXT 107
TEXT
prem•ve¤e prabhu t••re kail• •li•gana
prema matta ha‘• te•ho karena nartana
SYNONYMS
prema-•ve¤e--in ecstatic love; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--him;
kail•--did; •li•gana--embracing; prema matta ha‘•--being overwhelmed by
ecstatic love; te•ho--he; karena nartana--began to dance.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then embraced Raghupati Up•dhy•ya in ecstatic love.
Raghupati Up•dhy•ya also was overwhelmed by love, and he began to dance.
TEXT 108
TEXT
dekhi' vallabha-bhaààa mane camatk•ra haila
dui putra •ni' prabhura cara‹e p•‚ila
SYNONYMS
dekhi'--seeing; vallabha-bhaààa--of Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya; mane--in the
mind; camatk•ra haila--there was astonishment; dui putra •ni'--bringing his
two sons; prabhura cara‹e p•‚ila--made them lie at the lotus feet of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya was struck with wonder to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
and Raghupati Up•dhy•ya dance. He even brought forward his two sons and made
them fall down at the Lord's lotus feet.
PURPORT
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The two sons of Vallabh•c•rya were Gop†n•tha and Viàhàhale¤vara. When ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited Pray•ga in the year 1434 or 1435 ¥ak•bda Era,
Viàhàhale¤vara was not yet born. In this regard, one should see Madhya-l†l•
18.47.
TEXT 109
TEXT
prabhu dekhib•re gr•mera saba-loka •ila
prabhu-dara¤ane sabe 'k”£‹a-bhakta' ha-ila
SYNONYMS
prabhu dekhib•re--to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; gr•mera--of the village;
saba-loka--all the people; •ila--came; prabhu-dara¤ane--simply by seeing ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sabe--all of them; k”£‹a-bhakta ha-ila--became devotees
of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
Upon hearing that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had arrived, all the villagers
went to see Him. Simply by seeing Him, they all became devotees of K”£‹a.
TEXT 110
TEXT
br•hma‹a-sakala karena prabhura nimantra‹a
vallabha-bhaààa t••-sab•re karena niv•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
br•hma‹a-sakala--all the br•hma‹as of that village; karena--make; prabhura-of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nimantra‹a--invitations; vallabha-bhaààa-Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya; t••-sab•re--all of them; karena--does; niv•ra‹a-forbidding.
TRANSLATION
All the br•hma‹as of the village were anxious to extend invitations to the
Lord, but Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya forbade them to do so.
TEXT 111
TEXT
'premonm•de pa‚e gos•‘i madhya-yamun•te
pray•ge c•l•iba, ih•• n• diba rahite
SYNONYMS
prema-unm•de--in the madness of ecstatic love; pa‚e--fell down; gos•‘i--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; madhya-yamun•te--in the River Yamun•; pray•ge c•l•iba--I
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shall again take Him to Pray•ga; ih••--here; n•--not; diba--I shall allow Him;
rahite--to stay.
TRANSLATION
Vallabha Bhaààa then decided not to keep ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu at š‚•ila
because the Lord had jumped into the River Yamun• in ecstatic love. Therefore
he decided to bring Him to Pray•ga.
TEXT 112
TEXT
y••ra icch•, pray•ge y•‘• karibe nimantra‹a'
eta bali' prabhu la‘• karila gamana
SYNONYMS
y••ra--of whom; icch•--there is a desire; pray•ge y•‘•--going to Pray•ga;
karibe--may do; nimantra‹a--invitations; eta bali'--saying this; prabhu la‘•-with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karila gamana--he departed for Pray•ga.
TRANSLATION
Vallabha Bhaààa said, "If anyone likes, he can go to Pray•ga and extend
invitations to the Lord." In this way he took the Lord with him and departed
for Pray•ga.
TEXT 113
TEXT
ga•g•-pathe mah•prabhure nauk•te vas•‘•
pray•ge •il• bhaààa gos•‘ire la‘•
SYNONYMS
ga•g•-pathe--on the Ganges; mah•prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nauk•te
vas•‘•--making to sit down on the boat; pray•ge •il•--went to Pray•ga; bhaààa-Vallabha Bhaààa; gos•‘ire la‘•--with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Vallabha Bhaàà•c•rya avoided the River Yamun•. Putting the Lord on a boat
in the River Ganges, he went with Him to Pray•ga.
TEXT 114
TEXT
loka-bhi‚a-bhaye prabhu 'da¤•¤vamedhe' y•‘•
rãpa-gos•‘ire ¤ik£• kar•'na ¤akti sa‘c•riy•
SYNONYMS
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loka-bhi‚a-bhaye--from fear of the great crowd of people; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; da¤•¤vamedhe--to Da¤•¤vamedha-gh•àa; y•‘•--going; rãpagos•‘ire--Rãpa Gosv•m†; ¤ik£• kar•'na--teaches; ¤akti sa‘c•riy•--endowing him
with potency.
TRANSLATION
Due to the great crowds in Pray•ga, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to a place
called Da¤•¤vamedha-gh•àa. It was there that the Lord instructed ¥r† Rãpa
Gosv•m† and empowered him in the philosophy of devotional service.
PURPORT
Par•sya ¤aktir vividhaiva ¤rãyate. The Supreme Lord has multi-potencies,
which the Lord bestows on His fortunate devotees. The Lord has a special
potency by which He spreads the K”£‹a consciousness movement. This is also
explained in Caitanya-carit•m”ta (Antya 7.11). K”£‹a-¤akti vin• nahe t•ra
pravartana: "One cannot spread the holy name of K”£‹a without being
specifically empowered by Lord K”£‹a." A devotee who receives this power from
the Lord must be considered very fortunate. The K”£‹a consciousness movement
is spreading to enlighten people about their real position, their original
relationship with K”£‹a. One requires K”£‹a's special power in order to be
able to do this. People forget their relationship with K”£‹a and work under
the spell of m•y• life after life, transmigrating from one body to another.
This is the process of material existence. The Supreme Lord ¥r† K”£‹a
personally descends to teach people that their position in the material world
is a mistaken one. The Lord again comes as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to induce
people to take to K”£‹a consciousness. The Lord also empowers a special
devotee to teach people their constitutional position.
TEXT 115
TEXT
k”£‹atattva-bhaktitattva-rasatattva-pr•nta
saba ¤ikh•ila prabhu bh•gavata-siddh•nta
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-tattva--of the truth about Lord K”£‹a; bhakti-tattva--of the truth
about devotional service; rasa-tattva--of the truth about transcendental
mellows; pr•nta--the ultimate limit; saba--all; ¤ikh•ila--taught; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bh•gavata-siddh•nta--the conclusions of ¥r†madBh•gavatam.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu taught ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† the ultimate limit of the
truth about Lord K”£‹a, the truth about devotional service and the truth about
transcendental mellows, consummating in conjugal love between R•dh• and K”£‹a.
Finally He told Rãpa Gosv•m† about the ultimate conclusions of ¥r†madBh•gavatam.
TEXT 116
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TEXT
r•m•nanda-p•¤e yata siddh•nta ¤unil•
rãpe k”p• kari' t•h• saba sa‘c•ril•
SYNONYMS
r•m•nanda-p•¤e--from R•m•nanda R•ya; yata--all; siddh•nta--the ultimate
conclusions; ¤unil•--he heard; rãpe--unto ¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m†; k”p• kari'-showing His causeless mercy; t•h• saba--all those; sa‘c•ril•--infused.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu taught Rãpa Gosv•m† all the conclusions He had
heard from R•m•nanda R•ya and duly empowered him so that he could understand
them.
TEXT 117
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-h”daye prabhu ¤akti sa‘c•ril•
sarva-tattva-nirãpa‹e 'prav†‹a' karil•
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa-h”daye--in the heart of ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; prabhu--Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤akti sa‘c•ril•--infused spiritual strength; sarvatattva--all conclusive truths; nirãpa‹e--in ascertaining; prav†‹a karil•--made
him fully experienced.
TRANSLATION
By entering the heart of Rãpa Gosv•m†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu empowered
him to ascertain properly the conclusions of all truths. He made him an
experienced devotee whose decisions correctly agreed with the verdicts of the
disciplic succession. Thus ¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m† was personally empowered by ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
PURPORT
The principles of devotional service are only apparently under the
jurisdiction of material activity. To be rightly guided, one must be
personally guided by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. This was the case with ¥r†la
Rãpa Gosv•m†, San•tana Gosv•m† and other •c•ryas.
TEXT 118
TEXT
¤iv•nanda-senera putra 'kavi-kar‹apãra'
'rãpera milana' sva-granthe likhiy•chena pracura
SYNONYMS
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¤iv•nanda-senera--of ¥iv•nanda Sena; putra--the son; kavi-kar‹apãra--Kavikar‹apãra; rãpera milana--meeting Rãpa Gosv•m†; sva-granthe--in his own book;
likhiy•chena pracura--has written profusely.
TRANSLATION
In his book Caitanya-candrodaya, Kavi-kar‹apãra, the son of ¥iv•nanda Sena,
has elaborately described the meeting between ¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m† and ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 119
TEXT
k•lena v”nd•vana-keli-v•rt•
lupteti t•‰ khy•payitu‰ vi¤i£ya
k”p•m”ten•bhi£i£eca devas
tatraiva rãpa‰ ca san•tana‰ ca
SYNONYMS
k•lena--in the course of time; v”nd•vana-keli-v•rt•--topics concerning the
transcendental mellows of the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a in V”nd•vana; lupt•-almost lost; iti--thus; t•m--all those; khy•payitum--to enunciate; vi¤i£ya-making specific; k”p•-am”tena--with the nectar of mercy; abhi£i£eca-sprinkled; deva„--the Lord; tatra--there; eva--indeed; rãpam--¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m†; ca--and; san•tanam--San•tana Gosv•m†; ca--as well as.
TRANSLATION
"In the course of time, the transcendental news of K”£‹a's pastimes in
V”nd•vana was almost lost. To enunciate explicitly those transcendental
pastimes, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, at Pray•ga, empowered ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†
and San•tana Gosv•m† with the nectar of His mercy to carry out this work in
V”nd•vana.
PURPORT
This verse and the following two verses are from Act Nine (38,29,30) of
Caitanya-candrodaya by ¥r† Kavi-kar‹apãra.
TEXT 120
TEXT
ya„ pr•g eva priya-gu‹a-ga‹air g•‚ha-baddho 'pi mukto
geh•dhy•s•d rasa iva paro mãrta ev•py amãrta„
prem•l•pair d”‚hatara-pari£va•ga-ra•gai„ pray•ge
ta‰ ¤r†-rãpa‰ samam anupamen•nujagr•ha deva„
SYNONYMS
ya„--who; pr•k eva--previously; priya-gu‹a-ga‹ai„--by the desirable
transcendental qualities of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; g•‚ha--deeply; baddha„-attached; api--although; mukta„--liberated; geha-adhy•s•t--from the bondage of
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family life; rasa„--transcendental mellows; iva--like; para„--transcendental;
mãrta„--personal form; eva--certainly; api--although; amãrta„--without having
a material form; prema-•l•pai„--by discussions of transcendental love of the
Supreme; d”‚hatara--firm; pari£va•ga--of embracing; ra•gai„--with great
pleasure; pray•ge--at Pray•ga; tam--to him; ¤r†-rãpam--Rãpa Gosv•m†; samam-with; anupamena--Anupama; anujagr•ha--showed mercy; deva„--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"From the very beginning, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† was deeply attracted by the
transcendental qualities of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Thus he was permanently
relieved from family life. ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† and his younger brother,
Vallabha, were blessed by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Although the Lord was
transcendentally situated in His transcendental eternal form, at Pray•ga He
told Rãpa Gosv•m† about transcendental ecstatic love of K”£‹a. The Lord then
embraced him very fondly and bestowed all His mercy upon him.
TEXT 121
TEXT
priya-svarãpe dayita-svarãpe
prema-svarãpe sahaj•bhirãpe
nij•nurãpe prabhur eka-rãpe
tat•na rãpe svavil•sa-rãpe
SYNONYMS
priya-svarãpe--unto the person whose dear friend was ¥r†la Svarãpa D•modara
Gosv•m†; dayita-svarãpe--who was very dear to Him (¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu);
prema-svarãpe--unto the replica of His personal ecstatic love; sahajaabhirãpe--who was naturally very beautiful; nija-anurãpe--who exactly followed
the principles of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prabhu„--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
eka-rãpe--to the one; tat•na--explained; rãpe--unto Rãpa Gosv•m†; sva-vil•sarãpe--who describes the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Indeed, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†, whose dear friend was Svarãpa D•modara, was
the exact replica of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and he was very, very dear to
the Lord. Being the embodiment of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's ecstatic love,
Rãpa Gosv•m† was naturally very beautiful. He very carefully followed the
principles enunciated by the Lord, and he was a competent person to explain
properly the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu expanded His
mercy to ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† just so he could render service by writing
transcendental literatures."
TEXT 122
TEXT
ei-mata kar‹apãra likhe sth•ne-sth•ne
prabhu k”p• kail• yaiche rãpa-san•tane
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SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; kar‹a-pãra--the poet known as Kavi-kar‹apãra; likhe-writes; sth•ne-sth•ne--in various places; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
k”p• kail•--showed His mercy; yaiche--how; rãpa-san•tane--to ¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m† and ¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
The characteristics of ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† have thus been described in
various places by the poet Kavi-kar‹apãra. An account has also been given of
how ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu bestowed His causeless mercy upon ¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m† and ¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m†.
TEXT 123
TEXT
mah•prabhura yata ba‚a ba‚a bhakta m•tra
rãpa-san•tana----sab•ra k”p•-gaurava-p•tra
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yata--all; ba‚a ba‚a--great,
great; bhakta--devotees; m•tra--up to; rãpa-san•tana--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† and
¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m†; sab•ra--of everyone; k”p•--of the mercy; gaurava--and
honor; p•tra--objects.
TRANSLATION
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† and San•tana Gosv•m† were the objects of love and honor
for all the great stalwart devotees of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 124
TEXT
keha yadi de¤e y•ya dekhi' v”nd•vana
t••re pra¤na karena prabhura p•ri£ada-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
keha--someone; yadi--if; de¤e--to his country; y•ya--goes; dekhi'--after
seeing; v”nd•vana--V”nd•vana; t••re--unto that person; pra¤na karena--put
questions; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; p•ri£ada-ga‹a--personal
associates.
TRANSLATION
If someone returned to his country after seeing V”nd•vana, the associates
of the Lord would ask him questions.
TEXT 125
TEXT
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"kaha,----t•h•• kaiche rahe rãpa-san•tana?
kaiche rahe, kaiche vair•gya, kaiche bhojana?
SYNONYMS
kaha--please describe; t•h••--there; kaiche--how; rahe--remain; rãpa--Rãpa
Gosv•m†; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†; kaiche rahe--how do they live; kaiche
vair•gya--how do they practice renunciation; kaiche bhojana--how do they eat.
TRANSLATION
They would ask those returning from V”nd•vana, "How are Rãpa and San•tana
doing in V”nd•vana? What are their activities in the renounced order? How do
they manage to eat?" These were the questions asked.
TEXT 126
TEXT
kaiche a£àa-prahara karena ¤r†-k”£‹a-bhajana?"
tabe pra¤a‰siy• kahe sei bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
kaiche--how; a£àa-prahara--twenty-four hours; karena--do; ¤r†-k”£‹abhajana--worshiping of Lord K”£‹a; tabe--at that time; pra¤a‰siy•--praising;
kahe--described; sei bhakta-ga‹a--those devotees.
TRANSLATION
The Lord's associates would also ask, "How is it that Rãpa and San•tana are
engaging in devotional service twenty-four hours daily?" At that time the
person who had returned from V”nd•vana would praise ¥r†la Rãpa and San•tana
Gosv•m†.
TEXT 127
e

TEXT
"aniketa du•he, vane yata v”k£a-ga‹a
eka eka v”k£era tale eka eka r•tri ¤ayana
SYNONYMS

aniketa--without a residence; du•he--both of them; vane--in the forest;
yata v”k£a-ga‹a--as many trees as there are; eka eka v”k£era--of one tree
after another; tale--at the base; eka eka r•tri--one night after another;
¤ayana--lying down to sleep.
TRANSLATION
"The brothers actually have no fixed residence. They reside beneath trees-one night under one tree and the next night under another.
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TEXT 128
TEXT
'vipra-g”he' sthãla-bhik£•, k•h•• m•dhu-kar†
¤u£ka ruà†-c•n• civ•ya bhoga parihari'
SYNONYMS
vipra-g”he--in the house of a br•hma‹a; sthãla-bhik£•--full meals; k•h••-sometimes; m•dhu-kar†--begging little by little like honeybees; ¤u£ka--dry;
ruà†--bread; c•n•--chick-peas; civ•ya--chew; bhoga parihari'--giving up all
kinds of material enjoyment.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†la Rãpa and San•tana Gosv•m† beg a little food from the houses of
br•hma‹as. Giving up all kinds of material enjoyment, they only take some dry
bread and fried chick-peas.
TEXT 129
TEXT
karo•y•-m•tra h•te, k••th• chi•‚•, bahirv•sa
k”£‹a-kath•, k”£‹a-n•ma, nartana-ull•sa
SYNONYMS
karo•y•--the waterpot of a sanny•s†; m•tra--only; h•te--in the hand; k••th•
chi•‚•--torn quilt; bahirv•sa--outer garments; k”£‹a-kath•--discussion of
K”£‹a's pastimes; k”£‹a-n•ma--chanting the holy name of Lord K”£‹a; nartanaull•sa--dancing in jubilation.
TRANSLATION
"They carry only waterpots, and they wear torn quilts. They always chant
the holy names of K”£‹a and discuss His pastimes. In great jubilation, they
also dance.
TEXT 130
TEXT
a£àa-prahara k”£‹a-bhajana, c•ri da‹‚a ¤ayane
n•ma-sa•k†rtane seha nahe kona dine
SYNONYMS
a£àa-prahara--twenty-four hours; k”£‹a-bhajana--worshiping Lord K”£‹a; c•ri
da‹‚a--four da‹‚as (one da‹‚a equals twenty-four minutes); ¤ayane--for
sleeping; n•ma-sa•k†rtane--because of chanting the holy name of the Lord;
seha--that much time; nahe--not; kona dine--some days.
TRANSLATION
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"They engage almost twenty-four hours daily in rendering service to the
Lord. They usually sleep only an hour and a half, and some days, when they
continuously chant the Lord's holy name, they do not sleep at all.
TEXT 131
TEXT
kabhu bhakti-rasa-¤•stra karaye likhana
caitanya-kath• ¤une, kare caitanya-cintana"
SYNONYMS
kabhu--sometimes; bhakti-rasa-¤•stra--transcendental literature about the
mellows of devotional service; karaye likhana--write; caitanya-kath•--talks
about the pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤une--they hear; kare--do;
caitanya-cintana--thinking of Lord Caitanya.
TRANSLATION
"Sometimes they write transcendental literatures about devotional service,
and sometimes they hear about ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and spend their time
thinking about the Lord."
TEXT 132
TEXT
ei-kath• ¤uni' mah•ntera mah•-sukha haya
caitanyera k”p• y••he, t••he ki vismaya?
SYNONYMS
ei-kath• ¤uni'--hearing this news; mah•ntera--of all the devotees; mah•sukha--great pleasure; haya--was; caitanyera--of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
k”p•--mercy; y••he--on whom; t••he--in him; ki--what; vismaya--wonderful.
TRANSLATION
When the personal associates of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu would hear of the
activities of Rãpa and San•tana Gosv•m†s, they would say, "What is wonderful
for a person who has been granted the Lord's mercy?"
PURPORT
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† and San•tana Gosv•m† had no fixed residence. They stayed
beneath a tree for one day only and wrote huge volumes of transcendental
literature. They not only wrote books but chanted, danced, discussed K”£‹a and
remembered ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's pastimes. Thus they executed devotional
service.
In V”nd•vana there are pr•k”ta-sahajiy•s who say that writing books or even
touching books is taboo. For them, devotional service means being relieved
from these activities. Whenever they are asked to hear a recitation of Vedic
literature, they refuse, saying, "What business do we have reading or hearing
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transcendental literatures? They are meant for neophytes." They pose
themselves to be too elevated to exert energy for reading, writing and
hearing. However, pure devotees under the guidance of ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†
reject this sahajiy• philosophy. It is certainly not good to write literature
for money or reputation, but to write books and publish them for the
enlightenment of the general populace is real service to the Lord. That was
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat†'s opinion, and he specifically told his
disciples to write books. He actually preferred to publish books rather than
establish temples. Temple construction is meant for the general populace and
neophyte devotees, but the business of advanced and empowered devotees is to
write books, publish them and distribute them widely. According to
Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura, distributing literature is like playing on
a great m”da•ga. Consequently we always request members of the International
Society for Krishna Consciousness to publish as many books as possible and
distribute them widely throughout the world. By thus following in the
footsteps of ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†, one can become a rãp•nuga devotee.
TEXT 133
TEXT
caitanyera k”p• rãpa likhiy•chena •pane
ras•m”ta-sindhu-granthera ma•gal•cara‹e
SYNONYMS
caitanyera--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k”p•--the mercy; rãpa--¥r†la
Rãpa Gosv•m†; likhiy•chena--has written; •pane--personally; ras•m”ta-sindhugranthera--of the book known as Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu; ma•gala-•cara‹e--in
the auspicious introduction.
TRANSLATION
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† has personally spoken about the mercy of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu in his auspicious introduction to his book Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu
[1.1.2].
TEXT 134
TEXT
h”di yasya prera‹ay•
pravartito 'ha‰ var•ka-rãpo 'pi
tasya hare„ pada-kamala‰
vande caitanya-devasya
SYNONYMS
h”di--within the heart; yasya--of whom (the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
who gives His pure devotees intelligence with which to spread the K”£‹a
consciousness movement); prera‹ay•--by the inspiration; pravartita„--engaged;
aham--I; var•ka--insignificant and low; rãpa„--Rãpa Gosv•m†; api--although;
tasya--of Him; hare„--who is Lord Hari, the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
pada-kamalam--to the lotus feet; vande--let me offer my prayers; caitanyadevasya--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
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TRANSLATION
"Although I am the lowest of men and have no knowledge, the inspiration to
write transcendental literatures about devotional service has been mercifully
bestowed upon me. Therefore I am offering my obeisances at the lotus feet of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who has given me
the chance to write these books."
TEXT 135
TEXT
ei-mata da¤a-dina pray•ge rahiy•
¤r†-rãpe ¤ik£• dila ¤akti sa‘c•riy•
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; da¤a-dina--for ten days; pray•ge--at Pray•ga; rahiy•-staying; ¤r†-rãpe--to ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; ¤ik£•--instructions; dila-imparted; ¤akti sa‘c•riy•--bestowing upon him the necessary potency.
TRANSLATION
For ten days ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu stayed at Pray•ga and instructed Rãpa
Gosv•m†, empowering him with the necessary potency.
PURPORT
This is a confirmation of the statement k”£‹a-¤akti vin• nahe t•ra
pravartana. Unless one is specifically empowered by the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, he cannot spread the K”£‹a consciousness movement. An empowered
devotee sees and feels himself to be the lowest of men, for he knows that
whatever he does is due to the inspiration given by the Lord in the heart.
This is also confirmed in Bhagavad-g†t•:
te£•‰ satata-yukt•n•‰
bhajat•‰ pr†ti-pãrvakam
dad•mi buddhi-yoga‰ ta‰
yena m•m upay•nti te
"To those who are constantly devoted and worship Me with love, I give the
understanding by which they can come to Me." (Bg. 10.10)
To be empowered by the Supreme Personality of Godhead, one has to qualify
himself. This means that one must engage twenty-four hours daily in the loving
devotional service of the Lord. The material position of a devotee doesn't
matter because devotional service is not dependent on material considerations.
In his earlier life, Srila Rupa Gosvami was a government officer and a
g”hastha. He was not even a brahmac•r† or sanny•s†. He associated with
mlecchas and yavanas, but because he was always eager to serve, he was a
qualified recipient for the Lord's mercy. A sincere devotee can therefore be
empowered by the Lord regardless of his situation. In the preceding verse from
the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† has described how he was
personally empowered by the Lord. He further states in the Bhakti-ras•m”tasindhu (1.2.187):
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†h• yasya harer d•sye
karma‹• manas• gir•
nikhil•sv apy avasth•su
j†van-mukta„ sa ucyate
"A person acting in the service of K”£‹a with his body, mind and words is a
liberated person even in the material world, although he may be engaged in
many so-called material activities."
To keep oneself free from material contamination and attain the Lord's
favor, one must be sincerely anxious to render service to the Lord. This is
the only qualification necessary. As soon as one is favored by the mercy of
the spiritual master and the Lord, one is immediately given all the power
necessary to write books and propagate the K”£‹a consciousness movement
without being hampered by material considerations.
TEXT 136
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----¤una, rãpa, bhakti-rasera lak£a‹a
sãtra-rãpe kahi, vist•ra n• y•ya var‹ana
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu spoke; ¤una--please listen; rãpa--My
dear Rãpa; bhakti-rasera--of the transcendental mellows in devotional service;
lak£a‹a--the symptoms; sãtra-rãpe--in the form of a synopsis; kahi--I shall
explain; vist•ra--the whole breadth; n•--not; y•ya--is possible; var‹ana-description.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "My dear Rãpa, please listen to Me. It is not
possible to describe devotional service completely; therefore I am just trying
to give you a synopsis of the symptoms of devotional service.
TEXT 137
TEXT
p•r•p•ra-¤ãnya gabh†ra bhakti-rasa-sindhu
tom•ya c•kh•ite t•ra kahi eka 'bindu'
SYNONYMS
p•ra-ap•ra--the length and breadth; ¤ãnya--without; gabh†ra--deep; bhaktirasa--of the mellows in devotional service; sindhu--the ocean; tom•ya--to you;
c•kh•ite--to give a taste; t•ra--of this ocean; kahi--I shall speak; eka--one;
bindu--drop.
TRANSLATION
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"The ocean of the transcendental mellow of devotional service is so big
that no one can estimate its length and breadth. However, just to help you
taste it, I am describing but one drop.
TEXT 138
TEXT
eita brahm•‹‚a bhari' ananta j†va-ga‹a
caur•¤†-lak£a yonite karaye bhrama‹a
SYNONYMS
ei-ta--in this way; brahm•‹‚a--the whole universe; bhari'--filling; ananta-unlimited; j†va-ga‹a--living entities; caur•¤†-lak£a--8,400,000; yonite--in
species of life; karaye--do; bhrama‹a--wandering.
TRANSLATION
"In this universe there are limitless living entities in 8,400,000 species,
and all are wandering within this universe.
PURPORT
This is a challenge to so-called scientists and philosophers who presume
that there are living entities on this planet only. So-called scientists are
going to the moon, and they say that there is no life there. This does not
tally with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's version. He says that everywhere within
the universe there are unlimited numbers of living entities in 8,400,000
different forms. In Bhagavad-g†t• (2.24) we find that the living entities are
sarva-gata„, which means that they can go anywhere. This indicates that there
are living entities everywhere. They exist on land, in water, in air, in fire
and in ether. Thus there are living entities in all types of material
elements. Since the entire material universe is composed of five elements-earth, water, fire, air and ether--why should there be living entities on one
planet and not others? Such a foolish version can never be accepted by Vedic
students. From the Vedic literatures we understand that there are living
entities on each and every planet, regardless of whether the planet is
composed of earth, water, fire or ether. These living entities may not have
the same forms that are found on this planet earth, but they have different
forms composed of different elements. Even on this earth we can see that the
forms of land animals are different from the forms of aquatics. According to
the circumstance, living conditions differ, but undoubtedly there are living
entities everywhere. Why should we deny the existence of living entities on
this or that planet? Those who have claimed to have gone to the moon have not
gone there, or else their imperfect vision cannot actually perceive the
particular type of living entities there.
Living entities are described as ananta, or unlimited; nonetheless, they
are said to belong to 8,400,000 species. As stated in the Vi£‹u Pur•‹a:
jalaj• nava-lak£•‹i
sth•var• lak£a-vi‰¤ati
k”mayo rudra-sa•khyak•„
pak£i‹•‰ da¤a-lak£a‹am
tri‰¤al-lak£•‹i pa¤ava„
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catur-lak£•‹i m•nu£•„
"There are 900,000 species living in the water. There are also 2,000,000
non-moving living entities (sth•vara) such as trees and plants. There are also
1,100,000 species of insects and reptiles, and there are 1,000,000 species of
birds. As far as quadrupeds are concerned there are 3,000,000 varieties, and
there are 400,000 human species." Some of these species may exist on one
planet and not on another, but in any case within all the planets of the
universe--and even in the sun--there are living entities. This is the verdict
of Vedic literatures. As Bhagavad-g†t• (2.20) confirms:
na
n•ya‰
ajo
na

j•yate mriyate v• kad•cin
bhãtv• bhavit• v• na bhãya„
nitya„ ¤•¤vato 'ya‰ pur•‹o
hanyate hanyam•ne ¤ar†re

"For the soul there is never birth nor death. Nor, having once been, does
he ever cease to be. He is unborn, eternal, ever-existing, undying and
primeval. He is not slain when the body is slain."
Since the living entities are never annihilated, they simply transmigrate
from one life form to another. Thus there is an evolution of forms according
to the degree of developed consciousness. One experiences different degrees of
consciousness in different forms. A dog's consciousness is different from a
man's. Even within a species we find that a father's consciousness is
different from his son's and that a child's consciousness is different from a
youth's. Just as we find different forms, we find different states of
consciousness. When we see different states of consciousness, we may take it
for granted that the bodies are different. In other words, different types of
bodies depend on different states of consciousness. This is also confirmed in
Bhagavad-g†t• (8.6): ya‰ ya‰ v•pi smaran bh•vam. One's consciousness at the
time of death determines a type of body of the living entity. This is the
process of transmigration of the soul. A variety of bodies is already there;
we change from one body to another in terms of our consciousness.
TEXT 139
TEXT
ke¤•gra-¤ateka-bh•ga puna„ ¤at•‰¤a kari
t•ra sama sãk£ma j†vera 'svarãpa' vic•ri
SYNONYMS
ke¤a-agra--from the tip of a hair; ¤ata-eka--one hundred; bh•ga--divisions;
puna„--again; ¤ata-a‰¤a--one hundred divisions; kari--making; t•ra sama--equal
to that; sãk£ma--very fine; j†vera--of the living entity; sva-rãpa--the actual
form; vic•ri--I consider.
TRANSLATION
"The length and breadth of the living entity is described as one
tenthousandth part of the tip of a hair. This is the original subtle nature of
the living entity.
TEXT 140
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TEXT
ke¤•gra-¤ata-bh•gasya
¤at•‰¤a-sad”¤•tmaka„
j†va„ sãk£ma-svarãpo 'ya‰
sa•khy•t†to hi cit-ka‹a„
SYNONYMS
ke¤a-agra--of the tip of a hair; ¤ata-bh•gasya--of one hundredth; ¤ataa‰¤a--a hundredth part; sad”¤a--equal to; •tmaka„--whose nature; j†va„--the
living entity; sãk£ma--very fine; sva-rãpa„--identification; ayam--this;
sa•khya-at†ta„--numbering beyond calculation; hi--certainly; cit-ka‹a„-spiritual particle.
TRANSLATION
" 'If we divide the tip of a hair into a hundred parts and then take one of
these parts and divide it again into a hundred parts, that very fine division
is the size of but one of the numberless living entities. They are all citka‹a, particles of spirit, not matter.'
PURPORT
This is quoted from the commentary on the portion of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
wherein the Vedas personified offer their obeisances unto the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. This is confirmed in Bhagavad-g†t• (15.7). Mamaiv•‰¤o
j†va-loke j†va-bhãta„ san•tana„: "The living entities in this conditioned
world are My eternal, fragmental parts."
Lord Sri K”£‹a personally identifies Himself with the minute living
entities. Lord K”£‹a is the supreme spirit, the Supersoul, and the living
entities are His very minute parts and parcels. Of course, we cannot divide
the tip of a hair into such fine particles, but spiritually such small
particles can exist. Spiritual strength is so powerful that a mere atomic
portion of spirit can be the biggest brain in the material world. The same
spiritual spark is within an ant and within the body of Brahm•. According to
his karma, material activities, the spiritual spark attains a certain type of
body. Material activities are carried out in goodness, passion and ignorance
or a combination of these. According to the mixture of the modes of material
nature, the living entity is awarded a particular type of body. This is the
conclusion.
TEXT 141
TEXT
b•l•gra-¤ata-bh•gasya
¤atadh• kalpitasya ca
bh•go j†va„ sa vij‘eya
iti c•ha par• ¤ruti„
SYNONYMS
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b•la-agra--the tip of a hair; ¤ata-bh•gasya--of one hundredth; ¤ata-dh•-into one hundred parts; kalpitasya--divided; ca--and; bh•ga„--minute portion;
j†va„--the living entity; sa„--that; vij‘eya„--to be understood; iti--thus;
ca--and; •ha--have said; par•--chief; ¤ruti„--Vedic mantras.
TRANSLATION
" 'If we divide the tip of a hair into one hundred parts and then take one
part and divide this into another one hundred parts, that ten-thousandth part
is the dimension of the living entity. This is the verdict of the chief Vedic
mantras.'
PURPORT
The first three padas of this verse from the Pa‘cada¤† Citrad†pa (81) are
taken from the ¥vet•¤vatara Upani£ad (5.9).
TEXT 142
TEXT
sãk£m•‹•m apy aha‰ j†va„
SYNONYMS
sãk£m•‹•m--of the minute particles; api--certainly; aham--I; j†va„--the
living entity.
TRANSLATION
" 'Among minute particles, I am the living entity.'
PURPORT
The living entity is one with and different from the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. As spirit soul, the living entity is one in quality with the Supreme
Lord; however, the Supreme Lord is bigger than the biggest, and the living
entity is the smallest of the small. This quote is the third pada of a verse
from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.16.11).
TEXT 143
TEXT
aparimit• dhruv•s tanu-bh”to yadi sarva-gat•s
tarhi na ¤•syateti niyamo dhruva netarath•
ajani ca yan-maya‰ tad avimucya niyant” bhavet
samam anuj•nat•‰ yad amata‰ mata-du£àatay•
SYNONYMS
aparimit•„--unlimited in number; dhruv•„--eternals; tanu-bh”ta„--who have
accepted material bodies; yadi--if; sarva-gat•„--all-pervading; tarhi--then;
na--not; ¤•syat•--controllable; iti--thus; niyama„--regulation; dhruva--O
Supreme Truth; na--not; itarath•--in another manner; ajani--have been born;
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ca--and; yat-mayam--consisting of which; tat--that; avimucya--without giving
up; niyant”--controller; bhavet--may become; samam--equal in all respects;
anu-j•nat•m--of those who follow this philosophical calculation; yat--that;
amatam--not conclusive; mata-du£àatay•--by faulty calculations.
TRANSLATION
" 'O Lord, although the living entities who have accepted material bodies
are spiritual and unlimited in number, if they were all-pervading there would
be no question of their being under Your control. If they are accepted,
however, as particles of the eternally existing spiritual entity--as part of
You, who are the supreme spirit whole--we must conclude that they are always
under Your control. If the living entities are simply satisfied with being
identical with You as spiritual particles, then they will be happy being
controllers of so many things. The conclusion that the living entities and the
Supreme Personality of Godhead are one and the same is a faulty conclusion. It
is not a fact.'
PURPORT
This verse, which is also from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.87.30), was spoken by
the personified Vedas.
TEXT 144
TEXT
t•ra madhye 'sth•vara', ja•gama'----dui bheda
ja•game tiryak-jala-sthalacara-vibheda
SYNONYMS
t•ra madhye--among the living entities who are conditioned within the
material world; sth•vara--immovable; ja•gama--movable; dui bheda--two
divisions; ja•game--among the living entities who can move; tiryak--the living
entities who can move in the air (the birds); jala--or living entities who can
move within the water; sthala-cara--living entities who can move on land;
vibheda--three divisions.
TRANSLATION
"The unlimited living entities can be divided into two divisions--those
that can move and those that cannot move. Among living entities that can move,
there are birds, aquatics and animals.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is giving clear instructions on how the living
entities live under different conditions. There are trees, plants and stones
that cannot move, but still they must be considered living entities, or
spiritual sparks. The soul is present in bodies like those of trees, plants
and stones. They are all living entities. Among moving living entities such as
birds, aquatics and animals, the same spiritual spark is there. As stated
herein, there are living entities that can fly, swim and walk. We must also
conclude that there are living entities that can move within fire and ether.
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Living entities have different material bodies composed of earth, water, air,
fire and ether. The words t•ra madhye mean "within this universe." The entire
material universe is composed of five material elements. It is not true that
living entities reside only within this planet and not within others. Such a
conclusion is completely contradictory to the Vedas. As stated in Bhagavadg†t• (2.24):
acchedyo 'yam ad•hyo 'yam
akledyo '¤o£ya eva ca
nitya„ sarva-gata„ sth•‹ur
acalo 'ya‰ san•tana„
"This individual soul is unbreakable and insoluble, and can be neither
burned nor dried. He is everlasting, all-pervading, unchangeable, immovable
and eternally the same."
The soul has nothing to do with the material elements. Any material element
can be cut to pieces, especially earth. As far as the living entity is
concerned, however, it can neither be burned nor cut to pieces. It can
therefore live within fire. We can conclude that there are also living
entities within the sun. Why should living entities be denied this planet or
that planet? According to the Vedas, the living entities can live anywhere and
everywhere--on land, in water, in air and in fire. Whatever the condition, the
living entity is unchangeable (sth•‹u). From the statements of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and Bhagavad-g†t•, we are to conclude that living entities are
everywhere throughout the universes. They are distributed as trees, plants,
aquatics, birds, human beings and so on.
TEXT 145
TEXT
t•ra madhye manu£ya-j•ti ati alpatara
t•ra madhye mleccha, pulinda, bauddha, ¤abara
SYNONYMS
t•ra madhye--among all such living entities; manu£ya-j•ti--entities born as
human beings; ati--very; alpatara--small in quantity; t•ra madhye--among the
small quantity of human beings; mleccha--uncivilized men who cannot follow the
Vedic principles; pulinda--unregulated; bauddha--followers of Buddhist
philosophy; ¤abara--the lowest of men (the hunter class).
TRANSLATION
"Although the living entities known as human beings are very small in
quantity, that division may be still further subdivided, for there are many
uncultured human beings like mlecchas, pulindas, bauddhas and ¤abaras.
TEXT 146
TEXT
veda-ni£àha-madhye ardheka veda 'mukhe' m•ne
veda-ni£iddha p•pa kare, dharma n•hi ga‹e
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SYNONYMS
veda-ni£àha-madhye--among persons who are followers of the Vedas; ardheka-almost half; veda--Vedic scriptures; mukhe--in the mouth; m•ne--accept; vedani£iddha--forbidden in the Vedas; p•pa--sins; kare--perform; dharma--religious
principles; n•hi--not; ga‹e--count.
TRANSLATION
"Among human beings, those who are followers of the Vedic principles are
considered civilized. Among these, almost half simply give lip service while
committing all kinds of sinful activities against these principles. Such
people do not care for the regulative principles.
PURPORT
The word veda means "knowledge." Supreme knowledge consists of
understanding the Supreme Personality of Godhead and our relationship with Him
and acting according to that relationship. Action in accordance with the Vedic
principles is called religion. Religion means following the orders of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. The Vedic principles are the injunctions given
by the Supreme Personality of Godhead. šryans are civilized human beings who
have been following the Vedic principles since time immemorial. No one can
trace out the history of the Vedic principles set forth so that man might
understand the Supreme Being. Literature or knowledge that seeks the Supreme
Being can be accepted as a bona fide religious system, but there are many
different types of religious systems according to the place, the disciples and
the people's capacity to understand.
The highest type of religious system is described in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(1.2.6) thus: sa vai pu‰s•‰ paro dharmo yato bhaktir adhok£aje. The highest
form of religion is that by which one becomes fully conscious of the existence
of God, His form, name, qualities, pastimes, abode and all-pervasive features.
When everything is completely known, that is the perfection of Vedic
knowledge. The fulfillment of Vedic knowledge is systematic knowledge of the
characteristics of God. This is confirmed in Bhagavad-g†t• (15.15): vedai¤ ca
sarvair aham eva vedya„. The aim of Vedic knowledge is to understand God.
Those who are actually following Vedic knowledge and searching after God
cannot commit sinful activities against the Supreme Lord's order. However, in
this Age of Kali, although men profess to belong to so many different kinds of
religion, most of them commit sinful activities against the orders of the
Vedic scriptures. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu therefore says herein: veda-ni£iddha
p•pa kare, dharma n•hi ga‹e. In this age, men may profess a religion, but they
actually do not follow the principles. Instead, they commit all kinds of sin.
TEXT 147
TEXT
dharm•c•ri-madhye bahuta 'karma-ni£àha'
koài-karma-ni£àha-madhye eka j‘•n†' ¤re£àha
SYNONYMS
dharma-•c•ri-madhye--among persons who actually follow the Vedic principles
or religious system; bahuta--many of them; karma-ni£àha--attracted to fruitive
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activities; koài-karma-ni£àha-madhye--among millions of such performers of
fruitive activities according to Vedic principles; eka--one; j‘•n†--wise man;
¤re£àha--the chief.
TRANSLATION
"Among the followers of Vedic knowledge, most are following the process of
fruitive activity and distinguishing between good and bad work. Out of many
such sincere fruitive actors, there may be one who is actually wise.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura states that the word karma-ni£àha
refers to one who aspires to enjoy the results of his good work and pious
activity. Some followers of Vedic principles offer everything to the Absolute
Truth and do not aspire to enjoy the results of their pious actions. These are
also considered among the karma-ni£àhas. Sometimes we see pious men earn money
with great hardship and then spend the money for some pious cause by opening
public charities, schools and hospitals. Whether one earns money for himself
or for the public benefit, he is called a karma-ni£àha. Out of millions of
karma-ni£àhas there may be one who is wise. Those who try to avoid fruitive
activity and who become silent in order to merge into the spiritual existence
of the Absolute Truth are generally known as j‘•n†s, wise men. They are not
interested in fruitive activity but in merging into the Supreme. In either
case, both are interested in personal benefit. The karm†s are directly
interested in personal benefit within the material world, and the j‘•n†s are
interested in merging into the existence of the Supreme. The j‘•n†s maintain
that fruitive activity is imperfect. For them, perfection is the cessation of
work and the merging into the supreme existence. That is their goal in life.
The j‘•n† wants to extinguish the distinction between knowledge, the knower
and the aim of knowledge. This philosophy is called monism, or oneness, and is
characterized by spiritual silence.
TEXT 148
TEXT
koài-j‘•ni-madhye haya eka-jana 'mukta'
koài-mukta-madhye 'durlabha' eka k”£‹a-bhakta
SYNONYMS
koài-j‘•ni-madhye--out of many millions of such wise men; haya--there is;
eka-jana--one person; mukta--actually liberated; koài-mukta-madhye--out of
many millions of such liberated persons; durlabha--very rare; eka--one; k”£‹abhakta--pure devotee of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Out of many millions of such wise men, one may actually become liberated
[mukta], and out of many millions of such liberated persons, a pure devotee of
Lord K”£‹a is very difficult to find.
PURPORT
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In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam it is said that due to their poor fund of knowledge,
the j‘•n†s are not actually liberated. They simply think that they are
liberated. The perfection of knowledge culminates when one comes to the
platform of knowing the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Brahmeti param•tmeti
bhagav•n iti ¤abdyate. The Absolute Truth (satya-vastu) is described as
Brahman, Param•tm• and Bhagav•n. Knowledge of impersonal Brahman and the
Supersoul is imperfect until one comes to the platform of knowing the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. It is therefore clearly said in this verse: koàimukta-madhye 'durlabha' eka k”£‹a-bhakta. Those who search after the knowledge
of impersonal Brahman or localized Param•tm• are certainly accepted as
liberated, but due to their imperfect knowledge they are described in ¥r†madBh•gavatam as vimukta-m•nina„. Since their knowledge is imperfect, their
conception of liberation is imperfect. Perfect knowledge is possible when one
knows the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This is supported in Bhagavad-g†t•
(5.29):
bhokt•ra‰ yaj‘a-tapas•‰
sarva-loka-mahe¤varam
suh”da‰ sarva-bhãt•n•‰
j‘•tv• m•‰ ¤•ntim ”cchati
"The sages, knowing Me as the ultimate purpose of all sacrifices and
austerities, the Supreme Lord of all planets and demigods and the benefactor
and well-wisher of all living entities, attain peace from the pangs of
material miseries."
Research is going on for the karm†s, j‘•n†s and yog†s, but until the search
is complete, no one can attain peace. Therefore Bhagavad-g†t• says, j‘•tv• m•‰
¤•ntim ”cchati: one can actually attain peace when he knows K”£‹a. This is
described in the next verse.
TEXT 149
TEXT
k”£‹a-bhakta----ni£k•ma, ataeva '¤•nta'
bhukti-mukti-siddhi-k•m†----sakali 'a¤•nta'
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-bhakta--a devotee of Lord K”£‹a; ni£k•ma--actually desireless;
ataeva--therefore; ¤•nta--peaceful; bhukti--of material enjoyment; mukti--of
liberation from material activities; siddhi--of perfection in yogic
performance; k•m†--those who are desirous; sakali--all of them; a¤•nta--not
peaceful.
TRANSLATION
"Because a devotee of Lord K”£‹a is desireless, he is peaceful. Fruitive
workers desire material enjoyment, j‘•n†s desire liberation, and yog†s desire
material opulence; therefore they are all lusty and cannot be peaceful.
PURPORT
The devotee of Lord K”£‹a has no desire other than serving K”£‹a. Even socalled liberated people are full of desires. Fruitive actors desire better
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living accommodations, and j‘•n†s want to be one with the Supreme. Yog†s
desire material opulence, yogic perfections and magic. All of these are lusty
(k•m†). Because they desire something, they cannot have peace.
The peace formula is given by K”£‹a in Bhagavad-g†t•:
bhokt•ra‰ yaj‘a-tapas•‰
sarva-loka-mahe¤varam
suh”da‰ sarva-bhãt•n•‰
j‘•tv• m•‰ ¤•ntim ”cchati
If one can understand that the only supreme enjoyer is K”£‹a, one will
perform all kinds of sacrifices, penances and austerities in order to attain
K”£‹a's devotional service. K”£‹a is the Supreme Being, the proprietor of all
the material worlds; therefore throughout the entire universe He is the only
enjoyer and beneficiary. He is the only friend who can actually do good to all
living entities (suh”da‰ sarva-bhãt•n•m). If one understands K”£‹a, he
immediately becomes desireless (ni£k•ma) because a k”£‹a-bhakta knows that his
friend and protector in all respects is K”£‹a, who is able to do anything for
His devotee. K”£‹a says, kaunteya pratij•n†hi na me bhakta„ pra‹a¤yati: "O son
of Kunt†, declare it boldly that My devotee never perishes." Since K”£‹a gives
this assurance, the devotee lives in K”£‹a and has no desire for personal
benefit. The background for the devotee is the all-good Himself. Why should
the devotee aspire for something good for himself? His only business is to
please the Supreme by rendering service as much as possible. A k”£‹a-bhakta
has no desire for his own personal benefit. He is completely protected by the
Supreme. Ava¤ya rak£ibe k”£‹a vi¤v•sa p•lana. Bhaktivinoda áh•kura says that
he is desireless because K”£‹a will give him protection in all circumstances.
It is not that he expects any assistance from K”£‹a; he simply depends on
K”£‹a just as a child depends on his parents. The child does not know how to
expect service from his parents, but he is always protected nevertheless. This
is called ni£k•ma (desirelessness).
Although karm†s, j‘•n†s and yog†s fulfill their desires by performing
various activities, they are never satisfied. A karm† may work very hard to
acquire a million dollars, but as soon as he gets a million dollars he desires
another million. For the karm†s, there is no end of desire. The more the karm†
gets, the more he desires. The j‘•n†s cannot be desireless because their
intelligence is unsound. They want to merge into the Brahman effulgence, but
even though they may be raised to that platform, they cannot be satisfied
there. There are many j‘•n†s or sanny•s†s who give up the world as false, but
after taking sanny•sa they return to the world to engage in politics or
philanthropy or to open schools and hospitals. This means that they could not
attain the real Brahman (brahma satyam). They have to come down to the
material platform to engage in philanthropic activity. Thus they again
cultivate desires, and when these desires are exhausted, they desire something
different. Therefore the j‘•n† cannot be ni£k•ma, desireless. Nor can the
yog†s be desireless, for they desire yogic perfections in order to exhibit
some magical feats and gain popularity. People gather around these yog†s, and
the yog†s desire more and more adulation. Because they misuse their mystic
power, they fall down again onto the material platform. It is not possible for
them to become ni£k•ma, desireless.
The conclusion is that only the devotees who are simply satisfied in
serving the Lord can actually become desireless. Therefore it is written:
k”£‹a-bhakta ni£k•ma. Since the k”£‹a-bhakta, the devotee of K”£‹a, is
satisfied with K”£‹a, there is no possibility of falldown.
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TEXT 150
TEXT
mukt•n•m api siddh•n•‰
n•r•ya‹a-par•ya‹a„
sudurlabha„ pra¤•nt•tm•
koài£v api mah•-mune
SYNONYMS
mukt•n•m--of persons liberated or freed from the bondage of ignorance; api-even; siddh•n•m--of persons who have achieved perfection; n•r•ya‹a--of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead; par•ya‹a„--the devotee; su-durlabha„--very
rare; pra¤•nta-•tm•--completely satisfied, desireless; koài£u--among many
millions; api--certainly; mah•-mune--O great sage.
TRANSLATION
" 'O great sage, out of many millions
are free from ignorance, and out of many
attained perfection, there is hardly one
devotee is actually completely satisfied

of materially liberated people who
millions of siddhas who have nearly
pure devotee of N•r•ya‹a. Only such a
and peaceful.'

PURPORT
This verse is quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (6.14.5). The n•r•ya‹apar•ya‹a, the devotee of Lord N•r•ya‹a, is the only blissful person. One who
becomes a n•r•ya‹a-par•ya‹a is already liberated from material bondage. He
already possesses all the perfections of yoga. Unless one comes to the
platform of n•r•ya‹a-par•ya‹a and passes over the platform of bhukti-muktisiddhi, he cannot be fully satisfied. That is the pure devotional stage.
any•bhil•£it•-¤ãnya‰
j‘•na-karm•dy-an•v”tam
•nukãlyena k”£‹•nu¤†lana‰ bhaktir uttam•
One who has no other desire but K”£‹a and who is not influenced by the
process of j‘•na-m•rga (cultivation of knowledge) actually becomes free from
ignorance. A first-class person is one who is not influenced by karma
(fruitive activity) or yoga (mystic power). He simply depends on K”£‹a and is
satisfied in his devotional service. According to ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (6.17.28):
n•r•ya‹a-par•„ sarve na kuta¤cana bibhyati. Such a person is never afraid of
anything. For him, heaven and hell are the same. Not knowing the situation of
a n•r•ya‹a-par•ya‹a, rascals become envious. By the grace of N•r•ya‹a, a
devotee is situated in the most opulent position in the material world.
Rascals are envious of N•r•ya‹a and His devotee, but the devotee knows how to
please another devotee of N•r•ya‹a because he knows that by pleasing
N•r•ya‹a's representative, one directly pleases Lord N•r•ya‹a. Therefore a
devotee offers the best facilities to his spiritual master because he knows
that by pleasing N•r•ya‹a's representative, he can please Lord N•r•ya‹a.
Outsiders who have no knowledge of N•r•ya‹a are envious both of N•r•ya‹a and
of His devotee. Consequently when they see that N•r•ya‹a's devotee is
opulently situated, they become envious. But when the devotee of N•r•ya‹a asks
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such foolish people to come live with him in the same comfortable situation,
they do not agree because they cannot give up illicit sex, meat eating,
intoxication and gambling. Therefore the materialist refuses the company of a
n•r•ya‹a-par•ya‹a, although he is envious of the devotee's material situation.
In Western countries when ordinary men--storekeepers and workers--see our
devotees living and eating sumptuously and yet not working, they become very
anxious to know where they get the money. Such people become envious and ask,
"How is it possible to live so comfortably without working? How is it you have
so many cars, bright faces and nice clothes?" Not knowing that K”£‹a looks
after His devotees, such people become surprised, and some become envious.
TEXT 151
TEXT
brahm•‹‚a bhramite kona bh•gyav•n j†va
guru-k”£‹a-pras•de p•ya bhakti-lat•-b†ja
SYNONYMS
brahm•‹‚a bhramite--wandering in this universe; kona--some; bh•gyav•n--most
fortunate; j†va--living being; guru--of the spiritual master; k”£‹a--of K”£‹a;
pras•de--by the mercy; p•ya--gets; bhakti-lat•--of the creeper of devotional
service; b†ja--the seed.
TRANSLATION
"According to their karma, all living entities are wandering throughout the
entire universe. Some of them are being elevated to the upper planetary
systems, and some are going down into the lower planetary systems. Out of many
millions of wandering living entities, one who is very fortunate gets an
opportunity to associate with a bona fide spiritual master by the grace of
K”£‹a. By the mercy of both K”£‹a and the spiritual master, such a person
receives the seed of the creeper of devotional service.
PURPORT
When we speak of brahm•‹‚a, we refer to the whole universe, or to the
cluster of many millions of universes. In all universes, there are innumerable
planets and innumerable living entities upon those planets in the air and in
the water. There are millions and trillions of living entities everywhere, and
they are engaged by m•y• in suffering and enjoying the results of their
fruitive activity life after life. This is the position of the materially
conditioned living entities. Out of many of these living entities, if one is
actually fortunate (bh•gyav•n), he comes in contact with a bona fide spiritual
master by K”£‹a's mercy.
K”£‹a is situated in everyone's heart, and if one desires something, K”£‹a
fulfills one's desire. If the living entity by chance or fortune comes in
contact with the K”£‹a consciousness movement and wishes to associate with
that movement, K”£‹a, who is situated in everyone's heart, gives him the
chance to meet a bona fide spiritual master. This is called guru-k”£‹apras•da. K”£‹a is prepared to bestow His mercy upon all living entities, and
as soon as a living entity desires the Lord's mercy, the Lord immediately
gives him an opportunity to meet a bona fide spiritual master. Such a person
is fortified by both K”£‹a and the spiritual master. He is helped from within
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by K”£‹a and from without by the spiritual master. Both are prepared to help
the sincere living being become free from this material bondage.
How one can become this fortunate can be seen in the life of ¥r†la N•rada
Muni. In his previous life he was born of a maidservant. Although he was not
born into a prestigious position, his mother was fortunately engaged in
rendering service to some Vai£‹avas. When these Vai£‹avas were resting during
the C•turm•sya period, the boy N•rada took the opportunity to engage in their
service. Taking compassion upon the boy, the Vai£‹avas offered him the
remnants of their food.
By serving them and obeying their orders, the boy became the object of
sympathy for the Vai£‹avas, and, by the Vai£‹avas' unknown mercy, he gradually
became a pure devotee. In the next life he was N•rada Muni, the most exalted
of Vai£‹avas and the most important guru and •c•rya of Vai£‹avas.
Following in the footsteps of N•rada Muni, this K”£‹a consciousness
movement is rendering service to humanity by giving everyone a chance to come
in contact with K”£‹a. If one is fortunate, he becomes intimately related with
this movement. Then, by the grace of K”£‹a, one's life becomes successful.
Everyone has dormant k”£‹a-bhakti--love for K”£‹a--and in the association of
good devotees, that love is revealed. As stated in Caitanya-carit•m”ta (Madhya
22.107):
nitya-siddha-k”£‹a-prema 's•dhya' kabhu naya
¤rava‹•di-¤uddha-citte karaye udaya
Dormant devotional service to K”£‹a is within everyone. Simply by
associating with devotees, hearing their good instructions and chanting the
Hare K”£‹a mantra, dormant love for K”£‹a is awakened. In this way one
acquires the seed of devotional service. Guru-k”£‹a-pras•de p•ya bhakti-lat•b†ja.
TEXT 152
TEXT
m•l† ha‘• kare sei b†ja •ropa‹a
¤rava‹a-k†rtana-jale karaye secana
SYNONYMS
m•l† ha‘•--becoming a gardener; kare--does; sei--that; b†ja--seed of
devotional service; •ropa‹a--sowing; ¤rava‹a--of hearing; k†rtana--of
chanting; jale--with the water; karaye--does; secana--sprinkling.
TRANSLATION
"When a person receives the seed of devotional service, he should take care
of it by becoming a gardener and sowing the seed in his heart. If he waters
the seed gradually by the process of ¤rava‹a and k†rtana [hearing and
chanting], the seed will begin to sprout.
PURPORT
To live with devotees or to live in a temple means to associate with the
¤rava‹a-k†rtana process. Sometimes neophyte devotees think that they can
continue the ¤rava‹a-k†rtana process without worshiping the Deity, but the
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execution of ¤rava‹a-k†rtana is meant for highly developed devotees like
Harid•sa áh•kura, who engaged in the ¤rava‹a-k†rtana process without
worshiping the Deity. However, one should not falsely imitate Harid•sa áh•kura
and abandon Deity worship just to try to engage in ¤rava‹a-k†rtana. This is
not possible for neophyte devotees.
The word guru-pras•da indicates that the spiritual master is very merciful
in bestowing the boon of devotional service upon the disciple. That is the
best possible gift the spiritual master has to offer. Those with a background
of pious life are eligible to receive life's supreme benefit, and to bestow
this benefit, the Supreme Personality of Godhead sends His representative to
impart His mercy. Endowed with the mercy of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, the spiritual master distributes the mercy to those who are elevated
and pious. Thus the spiritual master trains his disciples to render devotional
service unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This is called guru-k”p•. It
is k”£‹a-pras•da, K”£‹a's mercy, that He sends a bona fide spiritual master to
the deserving disciple. By the mercy of K”£‹a, one meets the bona fide
spiritual master, and by the mercy of the spiritual master, the disciple is
fully trained in the devotional service of the Lord.
Bhakti-lat•-b†ja means "the seed of devotional service." Everything has an
original cause, or seed. For any idea, program, plan or device, there is first
of all the contemplation of the plan, and that is called b†ja, or the seed.
The methods, rules and regulations by which one is perfectly trained in
devotional service constitute the bhakti-lat•-b†ja, or seed of devotional
service. This bhakti-lat•-b†ja is received from the spiritual master by the
grace of K”£‹a. Other seeds are called any•bhil•£a-b†ja, karma-b†ja and j‘•nab†ja. If one is not fortunate enough to receive the bhakti-lat•-b†ja from the
spiritual master, he instead cultivates the seeds of karma-b†ja, j‘•na-b†ja,
or political and social or philanthropic b†ja. However, bhakti-lat•-b†ja is
different from these other b†jas. Bhakti-lat•-b†ja can be received only
through the mercy of the spiritual master. Therefore one has to satisfy the
spiritual master to get bhakti-lat•-b†ja (yasya pras•d•d bhagavat-pras•da„).
Bhakti-lat•-b†ja is the origin of devotional service. Unless one satisfies the
spiritual master, he gets the b†ja, or root cause, of karma, j‘•na and yoga
without the benefit of devotional service. However, one who is faithful to his
spiritual master gets the bhakti-lat•-b†ja. This bhakti-lat•-b†ja is received
when one is initiated by the bona fide spiritual master. After receiving the
spiritual master's mercy, one must repeat his instructions, and this is called
¤rava‹a--k†rtana-hearing and chanting. One who has not properly heard from the
spiritual master or who does not follow the regulative principles is not fit
for chanting (k†rtana). This is explained in Bhagavad-g†t• (2.41):
vyavas•y•tmik• buddhir ekeha kuru-nandana. One who has not listened carefully
to the instructions of the spiritual master is unfit to chant or preach the
cult of devotional service. One has to water the bhakti-lat•-b†ja after
receiving instructions from the spiritual master.
TEXT 153
TEXT
upajiy• b•‚e lat• 'brahm•‹‚a' bhedi' y•ya
'viraj•' 'brahma-loka' bhedi' 'para-vyoma' p•ya
SYNONYMS
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upajiy•--being cultivated;
service; brahm•‹‚a--the whole
viraj•--the river between the
loka--the Brahman effulgence;
sky; p•ya--attains.

b•‚e--increases; lat•--the creeper of devotional
universe; bhedi'--penetrating; y•ya--goes;
spiritual world and the material world; brahmabhedi'--penetrating; para-vyoma--the spiritual

TRANSLATION
"As one waters the bhakti-lat•-b†ja, the seed sprouts, and the creeper
gradually increases to the point where it penetrates the walls of this
universe and goes beyond the Viraj• River between the spiritual world and the
material world. It attains brahma-loka, the Brahman effulgence, and,
penetrating through that stratum, it reaches the spiritual sky and the
spiritual planet Goloka V”nd•vana.
PURPORT
A creeper generally takes shelter of a big tree, but the bhakti-lat•, being
the creeper of spiritual energy, cannot take shelter of any material planet,
for there is no tree on any material planet that the bhakti-lat• creeper can
utilize for shelter. In other words, devotional service cannot be utilized for
any material purpose. Devotional service is meant only for the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. Sometimes men with a poor fund of knowledge maintain
that bhakti can be applied to material things also. In other words, they say
that devotional service can be rendered to one's country or to the demigods,
but this is not a fact. Devotional service is especially meant for the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, and it is beyond this material range. There is a
river, or causal ocean, between the spiritual and material natures, and this
river is free from the influence of the three modes of material nature;
therefore it is called Viraj•. The word vi means vigata (completely
eradicated), and raja„ means "the influence of the material world." On this
platform, a living entity is completely free from material entanglement. For
the j‘•n†s who want to merge into the Brahman effulgence, there is brahmaloka. Bhakti-lat•, however, has no shelter in the material world, nor has it
shelter in brahma-loka, although brahma-loka is beyond the material world. The
bhakti-lat• increases until it reaches the spiritual sky, where Goloka
V”nd•vana is situated.
TEXT 154
TEXT
tabe y•ya tad-upari 'goloka-v”nd•vana'
'k”£‹a-cara‹a'-kalpa-v”k£e kare •roha‹a
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; y•ya--goes; tat-upari--to the top of that (the spiritual
sky); goloka-v”nd•vana--to the planet known as Goloka V”nd•vana where K”£‹a
lives; k”£‹a-cara‹a--of the lotus feet of Lord K”£‹a; kalpa-v”k£e--on the
desire tree; kare •roha‹a--climbs.
TRANSLATION
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"Being situated in one's heart and being watered by ¤rava‹a-k†rtana, the
bhakti creeper grows more and more. In this way it attains the shelter of the
desire tree of the lotus feet of K”£‹a, who is eternally situated in the
planet known as Goloka V”nd•vana in the topmost region of the spiritual sky.
PURPORT
In the Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.37) it is said:
•nanda-cinmaya-rasa-pratibh•vit•bhis
t•bhir ya eva nija-rãpatay• kal•bhi„
goloka eva nivasaty akhil•tma-bhãto
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
"I worship Govinda, the primeval Lord. He resides in His own realm, Goloka,
with R•dh•, who resembles His own spiritual figure and who embodies the
ecstatic potency [hl•din†]. Their companions are Her confidantes, who embody
extensions of Her bodily form and who are imbued and permeated with everblissful spiritual rasa." In the spiritual world, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, K”£‹a, has expanded Himself in His spiritual potency. He has His
eternal form of bliss and knowledge (sac-cid-•nanda-vigraha). Everything in
the Goloka V”nd•vana planet is a spiritual expansion of sac-cid-•nanda.
Everyone there is of the same potency--•nanda-cinmaya-rasa. The relationship
between the Supreme Personality of Godhead and His servitor is cinmaya-rasa.
K”£‹a and His entourage and paraphernalia are of the same cinmaya potency.
When the cinmaya-rasa potency goes through the material potency, it becomes
all-pervading. Although the Supreme
Personality of Godhead exists on His own planet Goloka V”nd•vana, He is
present everywhere. A‹‚•ntara-stha-param•‹u-cay•ntara-stham. He is present
within all universes, although they are innumerable. He is present within the
atom. •¤vara„ sarva-bhãt•n•‰ h”d-de¤e 'rjuna ti£àhati: He is also present
within the heart of all living entities. This is His all-pervasive potency.
Goloka V”nd•vana is the highest planet in the spiritual world. In order to
go to the spiritual world after penetrating the cover of the material
universe, one must penetrate brahma-loka, the spiritual effulgence. Then one
can come to the Goloka V”nd•vana planet. There are also other planets in the
spiritual world called Vaiku‹àha planets, and on these planets Lord N•r•ya‹a
is worshiped with awe and veneration. On these planets the ¤•nta-rasa is
prevalent, and some of the devotees are also connected with the Supreme
Personality of Godhead in the d•sya-rasa, the mellow of servitorship. As far
as the mellow of fraternity is concerned, the Vaiku‹àha rasa is represented by
gaurava-sakhya, friendship in awe and veneration. The other fraternity rasa is
exhibited as vi¤rambha (friendship in equality), and this is found in the
Goloka V”nd•vana planet. Above that is service to the Lord in v•tsalya-rasa
(paternal love), and above all is the relationship with the Lord in the
m•dhurya-rasa (conjugal love). These five rasas are fully exhibited in the
spiritual world in one's relationship with the Lord. Therefore in the
spiritual world the bhakti-lat• creeper finds its resting place at the lotus
feet of K”£‹a.
TEXT 155
TEXT
t•h•• vist•rita ha‘• phale prema-phala
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ih•• m•l† sece nitya ¤rava‹•di jala
SYNONYMS
t•h••--there in the spiritual world (in the Goloka V”nd•vana planet);
vist•rita--expanded; ha‘•--becoming; phale--produces; prema-phala--the fruit
known as love of Godhead; ih••--in the material world, where the devotee is
still present; m•l†--exactly like a gardener; sece--sprinkles; nitya-regularly, without fail; ¤rava‹a-•di jala--the water of ¤rava‹a, k†rtana and
so on.
TRANSLATION
"The creeper greatly expands in the Goloka V”nd•vana planet, and there it
produces the fruit of love for K”£‹a. Although remaining in the material
world, the gardener regularly sprinkles the creeper with the water of hearing
and chanting.
PURPORT
In Goloka V”nd•vana the devotees have very intimate relationships with the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. The devotee engages in the Lord's service in
great ecstatic love. Such love was exhibited personally by ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu in His teachings to the people of the material world. The fruit of
the devotional creeper is pure desire to serve and please the senses of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. K”£‹endriya-pr†ti-icch• dhare 'prema' n•ma.
(Cc. šdi 4.165) In the spiritual world one has no desire other than to please
the senses of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The conditioned soul within
the material world can neither understand nor appreciate how the devotee in
the material world can render confidential service to the Lord out of feelings
of ecstatic love and always engage in pleasing the Supreme Lord's senses.
Although seen within this material world, the pure devotee always engages in
the confidential service of the Lord. An ordinary neophyte devotee cannot
realize this; therefore it is said, vai£‹avera kriy•-mudr• vij‘•neha n•
bujhaya. The activities of a pure Vai£‹ava cannot be understood even by a
learned scholar in the material world.
Every living entity is wandering within this universe in different species
and on different planetary systems according to his fruitive activities. Out
of many millions of living entities, one may be fortunate enough to receive
the seed of bhakti-lat•, the creeper of devotional service. By the grace of
the spiritual master and K”£‹a, one nourishes the bhakti-lat• by regularly
sprinkling it with the water of ¤rava‹a-k†rtana, hearing and chanting. In this
way the seed of bhakti-lat• sprouts and grows up and up through the whole
universe until it penetrates the covering of the material universe and reaches
the spiritual world. The bhakti-lat• continues to grow until it reaches the
topmost planetary system, Goloka V”nd•vana, where K”£‹a lives. There the
creeper takes shelter at the lotus feet of the Lord, and that is its final
destination. At that time the creeper begins to grow the fruits of ecstatic
love of God. It is the duty of the devotee who nourishes the creeper to be
very careful. It is said that the watering of the creeper must continue: ih••
m•l† sece nitya ¤rava‹•di jala. It is not that at a certain stage one can stop
chanting and hearing and become a mature devotee. If one stops, one certainly
falls down from devotional service. Although one may be very exalted in
devotional service, he should not give up the watering process of ¤rava‹a-
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k†rtana. If one gives up that process, it is due to an offense. This is
described in the following verse.
TEXT 156
TEXT
yadi vai£‹ava-apar•dha uàhe h•t† m•t•
up•‚e v• chi‹‚e, t•ra ¤ukhi' y•ya p•t•
SYNONYMS
yadi--if; vai£‹ava-apar•dha--an offense at the feet of a Vai£‹ava; uàhe-arises; h•t†--an elephant; m•t•--mad; up•‚e--uproots; v•--or; chi‹‚e--breaks;
t•ra--of the creeper; ¤ukhi'--shriveling up; y•ya--goes; p•t•--the leaf.
TRANSLATION
"If the devotee commits an offense
cultivating the creeper of devotional
offense is compared to a mad elephant
In this way the leaves of the creeper

at the feet of a Vai£‹ava while
service in the material world, his
that uproots the creeper and breaks it.
are dried up.

PURPORT
One's devotional attitude increases in the association of a Vai£‹ava.
t••dera cara‹a sevi bhakta-sane v•sa
janame janame haya, ei abhil•£a
By his personal example, Narottama d•sa áh•kura stresses that a devotee
must always remember to please his predecessor •c•rya. The Gosv•m†s are
represented by one's spiritual master. One cannot be an •c•rya (spiritual
master) without following strictly in the disciplic succession of the •c•ryas.
One who is actually serious in advancing in devotional service should desire
only to satisfy the previous •c•ryas. Ei chaya gos•‘i y•ra, mui t•ra d•sa. One
should always think of oneself as a servant of the servant of the •c•ryas, and
thinking this, one should live in the society of Vai£‹avas. However, if one
thinks that he has become very mature and can live separate from the
association of Vai£‹avas and thus gives up all the regulative principles due
to offending a Vai£‹ava, one's position becomes very dangerous. Offenses
against the holy name are explained in šdi-l†l• (Chapter Eight, verse 24).
Giving up the regulative principles and living according to one's whims are
compared to a mad elephant, which by force uproots the bhakti-lat• and breaks
it to pieces. In this way the bhakti-lat• shrivels up. Such an offense is
especially created when one disobeys the instructions of the spiritual master.
This is called guru-avaj‘•. The devotee must therefore be very careful not to
commit offenses against the spiritual master. As soon as one is deviated from
the spiritual master, the uprooting of the bhakti-lat• begins, and gradually
all the leaves dry up.
TEXT 157
TEXT
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t•te m•l† yatna kari' kare •vara‹a
apar•dha-hast†ra yaiche n• haya udgama
SYNONYMS
t•te--therefore; m•l†--the gardener devotee; yatna kari'--with great
attention; kare--makes; •vara‹a--protective fencing; apar•dha--of offenses;
hast†ra--of the elephant; yaiche--so that; n•--not; haya--there is; udgama-birth.
TRANSLATION
"The gardener must defend the creeper by fencing it all around so that the
powerful elephant of offenses may not enter.
PURPORT
While the bhakti-lat• creeper is growing, the devotee must protect it by
fencing it all around. The neophyte devotee must be protected by being
surrounded by pure devotees. In this way he will not give the maddened
elephant a chance to uproot his bhakti-lat• creeper. When one associates with
nondevotees, the maddened elephant is set loose. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has
said: asat-sa•ga-ty•ga,--ei vai£‹ava-•c•ra. The first business of a Vai£‹ava
is to give up the company of nondevotees. A so-called mature devotee, however,
commits a great offense by giving up the company of pure devotees. The living
entity is a social animal, and if one gives up the society of pure devotees,
he must associate with nondevotees (asat-sa•ga). By contacting nondevotees and
engaging in nondevotional activities, a so-called mature devotee will fall
victim to the mad elephant offense. Whatever growth has taken place is quickly
uprooted by such an offense. One should therefore be very careful to defend
the creeper by fencing it in--that is, by following the regulative principles
and associating with pure devotees.
If one thinks that there are many pseudo devotees or nondevotees in the
K”£‹a Consciousness Society, one can keep direct company with the spiritual
master, and if there is any doubt, one should consult the spiritual master.
However, unless one follows the spiritual master's instructions and the
regulative principles governing chanting and hearing the holy name of the
Lord, one cannot become a pure devotee. By one's mental concoctions, one falls
down. By associating with nondevotees, one breaks the regulative principles
and is thereby lost. In the Upade¤•m”ta of ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†, it is said:
aty•h•ra„ pray•sa¤ ca
prajalpo niyam•graha„
jana-sa•ga¤ ca laulya‰ ca
£a‚bhir bhaktir vina¤yati
"One's devotional service is spoiled when he becomes too entangled in the
following six activities: (1) eating more than necessary or collecting more
funds than required, (2) overendeavoring for mundane things that are very
difficult to attain, (3) talking unnecessarily about mundane subject matters,
(4) practicing the scriptural rules and regulations only for the sake of
following them and not for the sake of spiritual advancement, or rejecting the
rules and regulations of the scriptures and working independently or
whimsically, (5) associating with worldly-minded persons who are not
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interested in K”£‹a consciousness, and (6) being greedy for mundane
achievements."
TEXT 158
TEXT
kintu yadi lat•ra sa•ge uàhe 'upa¤•kh•'
bhukti-mukti-v•‘ch•, yata asa•khya t•ra lekh•
SYNONYMS
kintu--but; yadi--if; lat•ra--the creeper of devotional service; sa•ge-with; uàhe--arise; upa¤•kh•--unwanted creepers; bhukti--for material
enjoyment; mukti--for liberation from the material world; v•‘ch•--the desires;
yata--as many as there are; asa•khya--unlimited; t•ra--of those unwanted
creepers; lekh•--the writing.
TRANSLATION
"Sometimes unwanted creepers, such as the creepers of desires for material
enjoyment and liberation from the material world, grow along with the creeper
of devotional service. The varieties of such unwanted creepers are unlimited.
TEXT 159
TEXT
'ni£iddh•c•ra', 'kuà†n•à†', 'j†va-hi‰sana'
'l•bha', 'pãj•', 'prati£àh•di' yata upa¤•kh•-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
ni£iddha-•c•ra--behavior not to be exhibited by a person desiring to become
perfect; kuà†n•à†--diplomacy; j†va-hi‰sana--unnecessarily killing animals or
the soul; l•bha--profit according to material calculations; pãj•--adoration
achieved by satisfying mundane people; prati£àha-•di--becoming an important
man in material calculations, and so on; yata--all these; upa¤•kh•-ga‹a-unnecessary creepers.
TRANSLATION
"Some unnecessary creepers growing with the bhakti creeper are the creepers
of behavior unacceptable for those trying to attain perfection, diplomatic
behavior, animal killing, mundane profiteering, mundane adoration and mundane
importance. All these are unwanted creepers.
PURPORT
There is a certain pattern of behavior prescribed for those actually trying
to become perfect. In our K”£‹a consciousness movement we advise our students
not to eat meat, not to gamble, not to engage in illicit sex and not to
indulge in intoxication. People who indulge in these activities can never
become perfect; therefore these regulative principles are for those interested
in becoming perfect and going back to Godhead. Kuà†n•à†, or diplomatic
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behavior, cannot satisfy the •tm•, the soul. It cannot even satisfy the body
or the mind. The culprit mind is always suspicious; therefore our dealings
should always be straightforward and approved by Vedic authorities. If we
treat people diplomatically or duplicitously, our spiritual advancement is
obstructed. J†va-hi‰sana refers to the killing of animals or to envy of other
living entities. The killing of poor animals is undoubtedly due to envy of
those animals. The human form is meant for the understanding of K”£‹a
consciousness (ath•to brahma-jij‘•s•), for inquiring about the Supreme
Brahman. In the human form, everyone has a chance to understand the Supreme
Brahman. The so-called leaders of human society do not know the real aim of
human life and are therefore busy with economic development. This is
misleading. Every state and every society is busy trying to improve the
quality of eating, sleeping, mating and defending. This human form of life is
meant for more than these four animal principles. Eating, sleeping, mating and
defending are problems found in the animal kingdom, and the animals have
solved their problems without difficulty. Why should human society be so busy
trying to solve these problems? The difficulty is that people are not educated
to understand this simple philosophy. They think that advancement of
civilization means increasing sense gratification.
There are many religious propagandists who do not know how the ultimate
problems of life can be solved, and they also try to educate people in a form
of sense gratification. This is also j†va-hi‰sana. Real knowledge is not
given, and religionists mislead the general populace. As far as material
profits are concerned, one should know that whatever material profit one has
must be abandoned at the time of death. Unfortunately people do not know that
there is life after death; therefore mundane people waste their time amassing
material profit which has to be left behind at the time of death. Such profit
has no eternal benefit. Similarly, adoration by mundane people is valueless
because after death one has to accept another body. Material adoration and
title are decorations that cannot be carried over to the next body. In the
next life, everything is forgotten.
All these obstructions have been described in this verse as unwanted
creepers. They simply present obstacles for the real creeper, bhakti-lat•b†ja. One should be very careful to avoid all these unwanted things. Sometimes
these unwanted creepers look exactly like the bhakti-lat• creeper. They appear
to be of the same size and the same species when they are packed together with
the bhakti-lat• creeper, but in spite of this, the creepers are called
upa¤•kh•. A pure devotee can distinguish between the bhakti-lat• creeper and a
mundane creeper, and he is very alert to distinguish them and keep them
separate.
TEXT 160
TEXT
seka-jala p•‘• upa¤•kh• b•‚i' y•ya
stabdha ha‘• mãla-¤•kh• b•‚ite n• p•ya
SYNONYMS
seka-jala--sprinkling water; p•‘•--getting; upa¤•kh•--the unwanted
creepers; b•‚i' y•ya--grow luxuriantly; stabdha ha‘•--becoming stopped; mãla¤•kh•--the chief creeper; b•‚ite--to increase; n• p•ya--is not able.
TRANSLATION
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"If one does not distinguish between the bhakti-lat• creeper and the other
creepers, the sprinkling of water is misused because the other creepers are
nourished while the bhakti-lat• creeper is curtailed.
PURPORT
If one chants the Hare K”£‹a mantra while committing offenses, these
unwanted creepers will grow. One should not take advantage of chanting the
Hare K”£‹a mantra for some material profit. As mentioned in verse 159:
'ni£iddh•c•ra', 'kuà†n•à†', j†va-hi‰sana'
'l•bha', 'pãj•', 'prati£àh•di' yata upa¤•kh•-ga‹a
The unwanted creepers have been described by ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta
Sarasvat† áh•kura. He states that if one hears and chants without trying to
give up offenses, one becomes materially attached to sense gratification. One
may also desire freedom from material bondage like the M•y•v•d†s, or one may
become attached to the yoga-siddhis and desire wonderful yogic powers. If one
is attached to wonderful material activities, one is called siddhi-lobh†,
greedy for material perfection. One may also be victimized by diplomatic or
crooked behavior, or one may associate with women for illicit sex. Others may
make a show of devotional service like the pr•k”ta-sahajiy•s, or one may try
to support his philosophy by joining some caste or identifying himself with a
certain dynasty, claiming a monopoly on spiritual advancement. Thus with the
support of family tradition, one may become a pseudo guru or so-called
spiritual master. One may become attached to the four sinful activities-illicit sex, intoxication, gambling and meat eating, or one may consider a
Vai£‹ava to belong to a mundane caste or creed. One may think, "This is a
Hindu Vai£‹ava, and this is a European Vai£‹ava. A European Vai£‹ava is not
allowed to enter the temples." In other words, one may consider Vai£‹avas in
terms of birth, thinking one a br•hma‹a Vai£‹ava, a ¤ãdra Vai£‹ava, a mleccha
Vai£‹ava and so on. One may also try to carry out a professional business
while chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra or reading ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, or one may
try to increase his monetary strength by illegal means. One may also try to be
a cheap Vai£‹ava by chanting in a secluded place for material adoration, or
one may desire mundane reputation by making compromises with nondevotees,
compromising one's philosophy or spiritual life, or one may become a supporter
of a hereditary caste system. All these are pitfalls of personal sense
gratification. Just to cheat some innocent people, one makes a show of
advanced spiritual life and becomes known as a s•dhu, mah•tm• or religious
person. All this means that the so-called devotee has become victimized by all
these unwanted creepers and that the real creeper of bhakti-lat•-b†ja has been
stunted.
TEXT 161
TEXT
prathamei upa¤•kh•ra karaye chedana
tabe mãla-¤•kh• b•‚i' y•ya v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
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prathamei--from the very beginning; upa¤•kh•ra--of the unwanted creepers;
karaye--does; chedana--the cutting away; tabe--then only; mãla-¤•kh•--the
chief creeper; b•‚i'--increasing; y•ya--goes; v”nd•vana--to the lotus feet of
Lord ¥r† K”£‹a in V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
"As soon as an intelligent devotee sees an unwanted creeper growing beside
the original creeper, he must cut it down instantly. Then the real creeper of
bhakti-lat•-b†ja grows nicely, returns home, back to Godhead, and seeks
shelter under the lotus feet of K”£‹a.
PURPORT
If one is misled by unwanted creepers and is victimized, he cannot make
progress back to Godhead. Rather, he remains within the material world and
engages in activities having nothing to do with pure devotional service. Such
a person may be elevated to the higher planetary systems, but because he
remains within the material world, he is subjected to the threefold material
miseries.
TEXT 162
TEXT
'prema-phala' p•ki' pa‚e, m•l† •sv•daya
lat• avalambi' m•l† 'kalpa-v”k£a' p•ya
SYNONYMS
prema-phala--the fruit of love of God; p•ki'--becoming mature; pa‚e--falls
down; m•l†--the gardener; •sv•daya--tastes; lat• avalambi'--taking advantage
of the growing bhakti-lat•; m•l†--the gardener; kalpa-v”k£a p•ya--reaches the
desire tree in Goloka V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
"When the fruit of devotional service becomes ripe and falls down, the
gardener tastes the fruit and thus takes advantage of the creeper and reaches
the desire tree of the lotus feet of K”£‹a in Goloka V”nd•vana.
TEXT 163
TEXT
t•h•• sei kalpa-v”k£era karaye sevana
sukhe prema-phala-rasa kare •sv•dana
SYNONYMS
t•h••--there (in Goloka V”nd•vana); sei kalpa-v”k£era--of the lotus feet of
K”£‹a, which are compared to a desire tree; karaye sevana--engages in the
service; sukhe--in transcendental bliss; prema-phala-rasa--the juice of the
fruit of devotional service; kare--does; •sv•dana--tasting.
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TRANSLATION
"There the devotee serves the lotus feet of the Lord, which are compared to
a wish-fulfilling tree. With great bliss he tastes the juice of the fruit of
love and becomes eternally happy.
PURPORT
The word t•h•• indicates that in the spiritual world one can taste the
juice of the fruit of devotional service and thus become blissful.
TEXT 164
TEXT
eita parama-phala 'parama-puru£•rtha'
y••ra •ge t”‹a-tulya c•ri puru£•rtha
SYNONYMS
eita--this; parama-phala--the supreme goal of life; parama--supreme;
puru£a-artha--interest of the living being; y••ra •ge--in the presence of
which; t”‹a-tulya--very insignificant; c•ri--four; puru£a-artha--the different
types of human interests.
TRANSLATION
"To taste the fruit of devotional service at Goloka V”nd•vana is the
highest perfection of life, and in the presence of such perfection, the four
material perfections--religion, economic development, sense gratification and
liberation--are very insignificant achievements.
PURPORT
The highest achievement attained by the j‘•n†s or impersonalists is
becoming one with the Supreme, generally known as mok£a, liberation. The
highest achievements of the yog†s are the eight material perfections such as
a‹im•, laghim• and pr•pti. Yet these are nothing compared to the eternal bliss
of the devotee who returns back to Godhead and tastes the fruit of devotional
service to the lotus feet of the Lord. The material perfections up to the
point of liberation are very insignificant in comparison; therefore the pure
devotee is never interested in such things. His only interest is in perfecting
his devotional service to the Lord. The pleasure of the impersonalist monist
philosophers is condemned in the following verse, which is also found in ¥r†la
Rãpa Gosv•m†'s Lalita-m•dhava.
TEXT 165
TEXT
”ddh• siddhi-vraja-vijayit• satya-dharm• sam•dhir
brahm•nando gurur api camatk•rayaty eva t•vat
y•vat prem‹•‰ madhu-ripu-va¤†k•ra-siddhau£adh†n•‰
gandho 'py anta„-kara‹a-sara‹†-p•nthat•‰ na pray•ti
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SYNONYMS
”ddh•--excellent; siddhi-vraja--of the groups of material perfections of
the yog†s (a‹im•, laghim•, pr•pti and so on); vijayit•--the victory; satyadharm•--the religious principles of perfection (satya, ¤ama, titik£• and so
on); sam•dhi„--the yogic perfection of meditation; brahma-•nanda„--the
spiritually blissful life of the monist; guru„--very high in material
considerations; api--although; camatk•rayati--they appear very important; eva-only; t•vat--that long; y•vat--as long as; prem‹•m--of love of K”£‹a; madhuripu--of K”£‹a, the enemy of the Madhu demon; va¤†k•ra--in the controlling;
siddha-au£adh†n•m--which is like perfect herbs that can control snakes;
gandha„--a light fragrance; api--even; anta„-kara‹a-sara‹†-p•nthat•m--a
traveler on the path of the heart; na pray•ti--does not become.
TRANSLATION
"As long as there is not the slightest fragrance of pure love of K”£‹a,
which is the perfected medicinal herb for controlling Lord K”£‹a within the
heart, the opulences of material perfection--known as the siddhis, the
brahminical perfections [satya, ¤ama, titik£• and so on], the trance of the
yog†s and the monistic bliss of Brahman--all seem wonderful for men.
PURPORT
There are different types of material perfection known as siddhi-vraja,
brahminical qualifications, yogic trance and merging into the Supreme. All
these are certainly very attractive for a mundane person, but their brilliance
exists only as long as one does not take to devotional service. Devotional
service can control the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is the supreme
controller of all universal affairs. The five rasas (mellows) in the
transcendental world are practiced by the inhabitants of Goloka V”nd•vana in
neutrality, servitorship, friendship, paternal affection and conjugal love.
All these please the Lord so much that He is controlled by the devotees. For
instance, mother Ya¤od• was so advanced in devotional service that K”£‹a
agreed to be controlled by her stick. In other words, the five principal
mellows are so great and glorious that they are able to control the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. In the material world, however, the so-called siddhis,
or perfections, manifest their brightness only as long as one is not
interested in devotional service. In other words, the perfection of the
karm†s, j‘•n†s, yog†s and others remains attractive only as long as one does
not come to the point of devotional service, which is so great and significant
that it can control the supreme controller, K”£‹a.
TEXT 166
TEXT
'¤uddha-bhakti' haite haya 'prem•' utpanna
ataeva ¤uddha-bhaktira kahiye 'lak£a‹a'
SYNONYMS
¤uddha-bhakti--pure devotional service without material contaminations;
haite--from; haya--is; prem•--love of the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
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utpanna--produced; ataeva--therefore; ¤uddha-bhaktira--of pure devotional
service; kahiye--let me explain; lak£a‹a--the symptoms.
TRANSLATION
"When one is situated in pure devotional service, he develops love of
Godhead; therefore let me describe some of the symptoms of pure devotional
service.
PURPORT
In Bhagavad-g†t• (18.55) it is said: bhakty• m•m abhij•n•ti y•v•n ya¤ c•smi
tattvata„. One cannot understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead in truth
unless he takes to devotional service.
TEXT 167
TEXT
any•bhil•£it•-¤ãnya‰
j‘•na-karm•dy-an•v”tam
•nukãlyena k”£‹•nu¤†lana‰ bhaktir uttam•
SYNONYMS
anya-abhil•£it•-¤ãnyam--without desires other than those for the service of
Lord K”£‹a, or without material desires (such as those for meat-eating,
illicit sex, gambling and addiction to intoxicants); jnana--by the knowledge
of the philosophy of the monist M•y•v•d†s;*<footnote> karma--by fruitive
activities; •di--by artificially practicing detachment, by the mechanical
practice of yoga, by studying the S••khya philosophy, and so on; an•v”tam-uncovered; •nukãlyena--favorable; k”£‹a-anu¤†lanam--cultivation of service in
relationship to K”£‹a; bhakti„ uttam•--first-class devotional service.
<footnote> Here j‘•na does not refer to perfect knowledge in devotional
service. One has to learn the path of devotional service with full knowledge
of the Vedas (bhaktya sruta-grhitaya--Bhag 1.2.12).
TRANSLATION
"When first-class devotional service develops, one must be devoid of all
material desires, knowledge obtained by monistic philosophy, and fruitive
action. The devotee must constantly serve K”£‹a favorably, as K”£‹a desires.
PURPORT
This verse is also found in ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†'s Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu
(1.1.11). As we can understand from Bhagavad-g†t• (9.34 and 18.65), the
Supreme Personality of Godhead wants everyone to think of Him always (man-man•
bhava mad-bhakta„). Everyone should become His devotee, not the devotee of a
demigod. Everyone should engage in devotional service or arcana Deity worship
in the temple. Man-man• bhava mad-bhakto mad-y•j† m•‰ namaskuru. Everyone
should offer obeisances, from moment to moment, to the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. These are the desires of the Supreme Lord, and one who fulfills His
desires favorably is actually a pure devotee. K”£‹a wants everyone to
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surrender unto Him, and devotional service means preaching this gospel all
over the world. The Lord says openly in Bhagavad-g†t• (18.69): na ca tasm•n
manu£ye£u ka¤cin me priya-k”ttama„. One should preach the gospel of Bhagavadg†t• for the benefit of all. Bhagavad-g†t• is spoken by the Lord so that human
society can be perfectly organized from all angles of vision--politically,
socially, economically, philosophically and religiously. From any point of
view, human society can be reformed by the K”£‹a consciousness movement;
therefore one who spreads this philosophy of K”£‹a consciousness for the
benefit of all conditioned souls in the universe is perfect in pure devotional
service.
The criterion is that a devotee must know what K”£‹a wants him to do. This
can be achieved through the medium of the spiritual master who is a bona fide
representative of K”£‹a. ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† advises, •dau gurv-•¤rayam. One
who is serious in wanting to render pure devotional service to the Lord must
take shelter of the spiritual master who comes in the disciplic succession
from K”£‹a. Eva‰ parampar•-pr•ptam ima‰ r•jar£ayo vidu„. Without accepting a
bona fide spiritual master coming in the disciplic succession, one cannot find
out the real purpose of devotional service. Therefore one has to accept the
shelter of a bona fide spiritual master and agree to be directed by him. The
first business of a pure devotee is to satisfy his spiritual master, whose
only business is to spread K”£‹a consciousness. Yasya pras•d•d bhagavatpras•da„: if one can satisfy the spiritual master, K”£‹a is automatically
satisfied. This is the success of devotional service. This is the meaning of
the word •nukãlyena--that is, favorable devotional service to the Lord. A pure
devotee has no plans other than those for the Lord's service. He is not
interested in attaining success in mundane activities. He simply wants success
in the progress of devotional service. For a devotee, there cannot be worship
of others or demigod worship. A pure devotee does not engage himself in such
pseudo-devotional service. He is interested only in satisfying K”£‹a. If one
lives only for the satisfaction of K”£‹a, he does not have to accept this
order or that order. One's only business should be to satisfy K”£‹a. This
process is completely manifest in the activities of the K”£‹a consciousness
movement. It has been actually proved that the entire world can accept
devotional service without failure. One simply has to follow the instructions
of the representative of K”£‹a.
TEXT 168
TEXT
anya-v•‘ch•, anya-pãj• ch•‚i' j‘•na', 'karma'
•nukãlye sarvendriye k”£‹•nu¤†lana
SYNONYMS
anya-v•‘ch•--other desires; anya-pãj•--other types of worship; ch•‚i'-giving up; j‘•na--material knowledge; karma--material activities; •nukãlye-favorably; sarva-indriye--with all the senses; k”£‹a-anu¤†lana--cultivation of
K”£‹a consciousness.
TRANSLATION
"A pure devotee must not cherish any other desire than to serve K”£‹a. He
should not offer worship to the demigods or to mundane personalities. He
should not cultivate artificial knowledge, which is devoid of K”£‹a
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consciousness, and he should not engage himself in anything other than K”£‹a
conscious activities. One must engage all one's purified senses in the service
of the Lord. This is the favorable execution of K”£‹a conscious activities.
TEXT 169
TEXT
ei '¤uddha-bhakti'----ih• haite 'prem•' haya
pa‘car•tre, bh•gavate ei lak£a‹a kaya
SYNONYMS
ei--this; ¤uddha-bhakti--pure devotional service; ih• haite--from which;
prem•--unalloyed love of K”£‹a; haya--there is; pa‘car•tre--in the Vedic
literature known as the Pa‘car•tras; bh•gavate--also in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; ei-these; lak£a‹a--symptoms; kaya--are described.
TRANSLATION
"These activities are called ¤uddha-bhakti, pure devotional service. If one
renders such pure devotional service, he develops his original love for K”£‹a
in due course of time. In Vedic literatures like the Pa‘car•tras and ¥r†madBh•gavatam, these symptoms are described.
PURPORT
One has to develop his devotional service under the directions of a pure
devotee, the spiritual master, and in accordance with the Vedic directions
given in the Pa‘car•tra and Bh•gavatam systems. The Pa‘car•tra system includes
methods of temple worship, and the Bh•gavatam system includes the spreading of
K”£‹a conscious philosophy through the recitation of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam and the
discussion of philosophy with people who are interested. Through discussion,
one can create an interest and understanding of the Pa‘car•tra and Bh•gavatam
systems.
TEXT 170
TEXT
sarvop•dhi-vinirmukta‰
tat-paratvena nirmalam
h”£†ke‹a h”£†ke¤asevana‰ bhaktir ucyate
SYNONYMS
sarva-up•dhi-vinirmuktam--free from all kinds of material designations, or
free from all desires except the desire to render service to the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; tat-paratvena--by the sole purpose of serving the
Supreme Personality of Godhead; nirmalam--uncontaminated by the effects of
speculative philosophical research or fruitive activity; h”£†ke‹a--by purified
senses freed from all designations; h”£†ke¤a--of the master of the senses;
sevanam--the service to satisfy the senses; bhakti„--devotional service;
ucyate--is called.
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TRANSLATION
" 'Bhakti, or devotional service, means engaging all our senses in the
service of the Lord, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the master of all the
senses. When the spirit soul renders service unto the Supreme, there are two
side effects. One is freed from all material designations, and, simply by
being employed in the service of the Lord, one's senses are purified.'
PURPORT
This verse quoted from the N•rada-pa‘car•tra is found in the Bhaktiras•m”ta-sindhu (1.1.12).
TEXT 171
TEXT
mad-gu‹a-¤ruti-m•tre‹a
mayi sarva-guh•¤aye
manogatir avicchinn•
yath• ga•g•mbhaso 'mbudhau
SYNONYMS
mat--of Me; gu‹a--of the qualities; ¤ruti-m•tre‹a--only by hearing; mayi-to Me; sarva-guh•--in all hearts; •¤aye--who am situated; mana„-gati„--the
movement of the mind; avicchinn•--unobstructed; yath•--just as; ga•g•ambhasa„--of the celestial waters of the Ganges; ambudhau--to the ocean.
TRANSLATION
" 'Just as the celestial waters of the Ganges flow unobstructed into the
ocean, so when My devotees simply hear of Me, their minds come to Me. I reside
in the hearts of all.
PURPORT
This verse and the following three verses quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(3.29.11-14), were spoken by Lord K”£‹a in the form of Kapiladeva.
TEXT 172
TEXT
lak£a‹a‰ bhakti-yogasya
nirgu‹asya hy ud•h”tam
ahaituky avyavahit•
y• bhakti„ puru£ottame
SYNONYMS
lak£a‹am--the symptom; bhakti-yogasya--of devotional service; nirgu‹asya-beyond the three modes of nature; hi--certainly; ud•h”tam--is cited; ahaituk†-
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-causeless; avyavahit•--uninterrupted; y•--which; bhakti„--devotional service;
puru£ottame--to the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'These are the characteristics of transcendental loving service to
Puru£ottama, the Supreme Personality of Godhead: it is causeless, and it
cannot be obstructed in any way.
TEXT 173
TEXT
s•lokya-s•r£ài-s•m†pyas•rãpyaikatvam apy uta
d†yam•na‰ na g”h‹anti
vin• mat-sevana‰ jan•„
SYNONYMS
s•lokya--being on the same planet as Me; s•r£ài--having opulence equal to
Mine; s•m†pya--having direct association with Me; s•rãpya--having the same
form as Me; ekatvam--oneness with Me; api--even; uta--or; d†yam•nam--being
given; na--not; g”h‹anti--accept; vin•--without; mat-sevanam--My service;
jan•„--the devotees.
TRANSLATION
" 'My devotees do not accept s•lokya, s•r£ài, s•rãpya, s•m†pya or oneness
with Me--even if I offer these liberations--in preference to serving Me.
TEXT 174
TEXT
sa eva bhakti-yog•khya
•tyantika ud•h”ta„
yen•tivrajya trigu‹a‰
mad-bh•v•yopapadyate
SYNONYMS
sa„--that (having the above symptoms); eva--certainly; bhakti-yoga-•khya„-called bhakti-yoga; •tyantika„--the ultimate goal of life; ud•h”ta„--described
as; yena--by which; ativrajya--transcending; tri-gu‹am--the three modes of
material nature; mat-bh•v•ya--for direct touch with Me, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, and My nature; upapadyate--one becomes qualified.
TRANSLATION
" 'Bhakti-yoga, as described above, is the ultimate goal of life. By
rendering devotional service to the Supreme Personality of Godhead, one
transcends the modes of material nature and attains the spiritual position on
the platform of direct devotional service'
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TEXT 175
TEXT
bhukti-mukti •di-v•‘ch• yadi mane haya
s•dhana karile prema utpanna n• haya
SYNONYMS
bhukti--material enjoyment; mukti--to become liberated from material
bondage; •di--and so on; v•‘ch•--desires; yadi--if; mane--in the mind; haya-are; s•dhana karile--even executing devotional service according to the
regulative routine; prema--real love of K”£‹a; utpanna--awakened; n•--not;
haya--is.
TRANSLATION
"If one is infected with the desire for material enjoyment or material
liberation, he cannot rise to the platform of pure loving service unto the
Lord, even though he may superficially render devotional service according to
the routine regulative principles.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura mentions that if one maintains
within his heart the desire to enjoy the result of good work, or, being
embarrassed by the material world, the desire to get out of material
entanglement, one will never be able to attain the transcendental mellows of
devotional service. In other words, one must not desire material profit when
rendering devotional service. Even if one follows all the sixty-four
regulative principles, he cannot attain pure devotional service with a
contaminated heart.
TEXT 176
TEXT
bhukti-mukti-sp”h• y•vat
pi¤•c† h”di vartate
t•vad bhakti-sukhasy•tra
katham abhyudayo bhavet
SYNONYMS
bhukti--for material enjoyment; mukti--and for liberation from material
existence; sp”h•--desire; y•vat--as long as; pi¤•c†--the witches; h”di--within
the heart; vartate--remain; t•vat--that long; bhakti--of devotional service;
sukhasya--of the happiness; atra--here; katham--how; abhyudaya„--awakening;
bhavet--can there be.
TRANSLATION
"The material desire to enjoy the material world and the desire to become
liberated from material bondage are considered to be two witches, and they
haunt one like ghosts. As long as these witches remain within the heart, how
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can one feel transcendental bliss? As long as these two witches remain in the
heart, there is no possibility of enjoying the transcendental bliss of
devotional service.
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.22).
TEXT 177
TEXT
s•dhana-bhakti haite haya 'rati'ra udaya
rati g•‚ha haile t•ra 'prema' n•ma kaya
SYNONYMS
s•dhana-bhakti--the process of regularly rendering devotional service;
haite--from; haya--there is; ratira--of attachment; udaya--the awakening;
rati--such attachment; g•‚ha haile--becoming thick; t•ra--of this; prema--love
of Godhead; n•ma--the name; kaya--is said.
TRANSLATION
"By regularly rendering devotional service, one gradually becomes attached
to the Supreme Personality of Godhead. When that attachment is intensified, it
becomes love of Godhead.
PURPORT
Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.2) gives the following information about
s•dhana-bhakti:
k”ti-s•dhy• bhavet s•dhyabh•v• s• s•dhan•bhidh•
nitya-siddhasya bh•vasya
pr•kaàya‰ h”di s•dhyat•
The process of devotional service--beginning with chanting and hearing--is
called s•dhana-bhakti. This includes the regulative principles that are
intended to awaken one to devotional service. Devotional service is always
dormant in everyone's heart, and by the offenseless chanting of the holy names
of the Lord, one's original dormant K”£‹a consciousness is awakened. This
awakening to K”£‹a consciousness is the beginning of s•dhana-bhakti. This can
be divided into many different parts, including faith, association with
devotees, initiation by the spiritual master, engagement in devotional service
under the instructions of a spiritual master, steadiness in devotional service
and the awakening of a taste for devotional service. In this way, one can
become attached to K”£‹a and His service, and when this attachment is
intensified, it results in ecstatic love for K”£‹a. The word rati is explained
in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.3.41) as follows:
vyakta‰ mas”‹atev•ntarlak£yate rati-lak£a‹am
mumuk£u-prabh”t†n•‰ ced
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bhaved e£• ratir na hi
"When a tenderness of the heart is manifest, there is rati, or attachment.
Those who are interested in being liberated from material bondage must
manifest this tenderness called rati." This attachment is not like material
attachment. When one is liberated from material contamination, the awakening
of attachment for K”£‹a's service is called rati. In the material world there
is attachment for material enjoyment, but this is not rati. Transcendental
rati can be awakened only on the spiritual platform. Ecstatic love for K”£‹a
(prema) is described in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.41) as follows:
samya• mas”‹ita-sv•nto
mamatv•ti¤ay••kita„
bh•va„ sa eva s•ndr•tm•
budhai„ prem• nigadyate
"When the heart is completely softened and devoid of all material desires
and when one's emotional feelings become very strong, one becomes very much
attached to K”£‹a. Such purified emotion is known as pure love."
TEXT 178
TEXT
prema v”ddhi-krame n•ma----sneha, m•na, pra‹aya
r•ga, anur•ga, bh•va, mah•bh•va haya
SYNONYMS
prema--ecstatic love for God; v”ddhi-krame--in terms of progressive
increase; n•ma--named; sneha--affection; m•na--abhorrence; pra‹aya--love;
r•ga--attachment; anur•ga--further attachment; bh•va--ecstasy; mah•-bh•va-great ecstasy; haya--are.
TRANSLATION
"The basic aspects of prema, when gradually increasing to different states,
are affection, abhorrence, love, attachment, further attachment, ecstasy and
great ecstasy.
PURPORT
In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (3.2.84) sneha (affection) is described as
follows:
s•ndra¤ citta-drava‰ kurvan
prem• 'sneha' it†ryate
k£a‹ikasy•pi neha sy•d
visle£asya sahi£‹ut•
"That aspect of prema in which the melting of the heart for the lover is
concentrated is called sneha, or affection. The symptom of such affection is
that the lover cannot for a moment remain without the association of the
beloved." A description of m•na can be found in Madhya-l†l• (Chapter Two,
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verse 66). Similarly, a description of pra‹aya is also there. As far as r•ga
is concerned, Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (3.2.87) says:
sneha„ sa r•go yena sy•t
sukha‰ du„kham api sphuàam
tat-sambandha-lave 'py atra
pr†ti„ pr•‹a-vyayair api
"That stage at which affection for the beloved converts unhappiness into
happiness is called r•ga, or attachment. When one has such attachment for
K”£‹a, he can give up his own life to satisfy his beloved K”£‹a." Anur•ga,
bh•va and mah•bh•va are described in the Sixth Chapter of Madhya-l†l•, verse
13. The purport to that verse explains adhirã‚ha-mah•bh•va.
TEXT 179
TEXT
yaiche b†ja, ik£u, rasa, gu‚a, kha‹‚a-s•ra
¤arkar•, sit•, michari, uttama-michari •ra
SYNONYMS
yaiche--just like; b†ja--the seed; ik£u--the sugarcane plant; rasa--the
juice; gu‚a--molasses; kha‹‚a-s•ra--dry molasses; ¤arkar•--sugar; sit•--candy;
michari--rock candy; uttama-michari--lozenges; •ra--and.
TRANSLATION
"The gradual development of love may be compared to different states of
sugar. First there is the seed of the sugarcane, then sugarcane and then the
juice extracted from the cane. When this juice is boiled, it forms a liquid
molasses, then a solid molasses, then sugar, candy, rock candy and finally
lozenges.
TEXT 180
TEXT
ei saba k”£‹a-bhakti-rasera sth•yibh•va
sth•yibh•ve mile yadi vibh•va, anubh•va
SYNONYMS
ei saba--all these; k”£‹a-bhakti--of devotional service to K”£‹a; rasera-of the mellows; sth•yi-bh•va--continuous existence; sth•yi-bh•ve--in this
continuous existence; mile--one meets; yadi--if; vibh•va--special ecstasy;
anubh•va--subecstasy.
TRANSLATION
"All these stages combined are called sth•yibh•va, or continuous love of
Godhead in devotional service. In addition to these stages, there are vibh•va
and anubh•va.
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PURPORT
Attachment for K”£‹a never wanes; it increases more and more as one attains
different stages. All the stages together are called sth•yibh•va, or
continuous existence. The nine forms of devotional service are ¤rava‹a‰
k†rtana‰ vi£‹o„ smara‹a‰ p•da-sevanam arcana‰ vandana‰ d•sya‰ sakhyam •tmanivedanam. When continuous love of Godhead is mixed with the processes of
devotional service, it is called vibh•va, anubh•va, s•ttvika and vyabhic•r†.
The devotee thus enjoys a variety of transcendental bliss. In his Am”taprav•ha-bh•£ya, ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura states that anubh•va can be divided
into thirteen categories: (1) dancing, (2) rolling on the ground, (3) singing,
(4) yelling, (5) jumping, (6) making loud noises, (7) yawning, (8) heavy
breathing, (9) not caring for public opinion, (10) discharging saliva, (11)
roaring laughter, (12) unsteadiness and (13) hiccupping. These are the
symptoms of anubh•va. Thus the transcendental mellows are experienced in
different stages. Similarly, there are many other forms of expression that
have been analytically studied by the Gosv•m†s. In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu,
Rãpa Gosv•m† gives each and every symptom a particular name.
TEXT 181
TEXT
s•ttvika-vyabhic•ri-bh•vera milane
k”£‹a-bhakti-rasa haya am”ta •sv•dane
SYNONYMS
s•ttvika-vyabhic•ri-bh•vera--of s•ttvika and vyabhic•r† with sth•yibh•va;
milane--by mixing; k”£‹a-bhakti-rasa--the transcendental mellows of devotional
service to the Lord; haya--become; am”ta--nectarean; •sv•dane--in tasting.
TRANSLATION
"When the higher standard of ecstatic love is mixed with the symptoms of
s•ttvika and vyabhic•r†, the devotee relishes the transcendental bliss of
loving K”£‹a in a variety of nectarean tastes.
TEXT 182
TEXT
yaiche dadhi, sit•, gh”ta, mar†ca, karpãra
milane,ras•l•' haya am”ta madhura
SYNONYMS
yaiche--just as; dadhi--yogurt; sit•--sugar candy; gh”ta--clarified butter;
mar†ca--black pepper; karpãra--camphor; milane--in mixing together; ras•l•-very tasteful; haya--becomes; am”ta--nectarean; madhura--and sweet.
TRANSLATION
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"These tastes are like a combination of yogurt, sugar candy, ghee
[clarified butter], black pepper and camphor and are as palatable as sweet
nectar.
TEXTS 183-184
TEXT
bhakta-bhede rati-bheda pa‘ca parak•ra
¤•nta-rati, d•sya-rati, sakhya-rati •ra
v•tsalya-rati, madhura-rati,----ei pa‘ca vibheda
rati-bhede k”£‹a-bhakti-rase pa‘ca bheda
SYNONYMS
bhakta-bhede--according to varieties of devotees; rati-bheda--the different
attachments; pa‘ca parak•ra--five categories; ¤•nti-rati--neutral
appreciation; d•sya-rati--attachment in a service attitude; sakhya-rati-attachment by friendly appreciation; •ra--also; v•tsalya-rati--attachment by
paternal affection; madhura-rati--attachment by conjugal love; ei--these;
pa‘ca--five; vibheda--divisions; rati-bhede--by attachment on different
platforms; k”£‹a-bhakti-rase--in mellows derived from devotional service to
K”£‹a; pa‘ca--five; bheda--varieties.
TRANSLATION
"According to the devotee, attachment falls within the five categories of
¤•nta-rati, d•sya-rati, sakhya-rati, v•tsalya-rati and madhura-rati. These
five categories arise from the devotees' different attachments to the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. The transcendental mellows derived from devotional
service are also of five varieties.
PURPORT
¥•nta-rati is described in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (2.5.16, 17, 18) as
follows:
m•nase nirvikalpatva‰
¤ama ity abhidh†yate
"When one is completely free from all doubts and material attachments, he
attains the neutral position called ¤•nta."
vih•ya vi£ayonmukhya‰
nij•nanda-sthitir yata„
•tmana„ kathyate so 'tra
svabh•va„ ¤ama ity asau
pr•ya„ ¤ama-pradh•‘an•‰
mamat•-gandha-varjit•
param•tmatay• k”£‹e
j•t• ¤•nta-ratir mat•
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The ¤•nta-rati realization of K”£‹a is in the neutral stage between the
conception of impersonalism and personalism. This means that one is not very
strongly attached to the personal feature of the Lord. An appreciation of the
greatness of the Lord is called ¤•nta-rati. This is attachment not to the
personal feature but to the impersonal feature. Generally, one in this stage
is attached to the Param•tm• feature of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
†¤vara„ sarva-bhãt•n•‰
h”d-de¤e 'rjuna ti£àhati
bhr•mayan sarva-bhãt•ni
yantr•rã‚h•ni m•yay•
"The Supreme Lord is situated in everyone's heart, O Arjuna, and is
directing the wanderings of all living entities, who are seated as on a
machine, made of the material energy." (Bg. 18.61)
On the strength of this statement from Bhagavad-g†t•, we can understand
that in the ¤•nta-rasa, a devotee sees the Lord's representation everywhere.
D•sya-rati is explained in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (2.5.27) thus:
svasm•d bhavanti ye nyãn•s
te 'nugr•hy• harer mat•„
•r•dhyatv•tmik• te£•‰
rati„ pr†tir it†rit•
tatr•saktik”d anyatra
pr†ti-sa‰h•ri‹† hy asau
When the Supreme Lord in His localized aspect is appreciated and a great
devotee understands his subordinate position, not only does he surrender to
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, but, due to his subordinate position, he
wishes to render some service and thus become favored by the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. A devotee in the ¤•nta-rati is not very much willing
to render service to the Lord, but a devotee in the d•sya-rati voluntarily
wants to render service. Due to this attitude, the devotee in the d•sya-rati
realizes the Supreme Personality of Godhead more fully than a devotee in the
¤•nta-rati. He considers the Lord to be a worshipable object, and this means
that his attachment for the Lord increases. On the d•sya-rati platform a
devotee is attached to rendering service to the Lord, and he is detached from
material activities. The ¤•nta-rati is neither material nor spiritual, but the
d•sya-rati is actually on the spiritual platform. There is no attachment for
material things on the spiritual platform. A devotee in d•sya-rati has no
attachment for anything but K”£‹a's service.
Sakhya-rati is described in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (2.5.30) as follows:
ye syus tuly• mukundasya
te sakh•ya„ sat•‰ mat•„
s•my•d vi¤rambha-rãpai£•‰
rati„ sakhyam ihocyate
According to the opinion of advanced devotees and learned scholars, a
devotee in sakhya-rati feels equal to the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This
is a relationship in friendship. Due to having a friendly relationship with
the Lord, not only is one free from material attachment, but one believes in
equal dealings with the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This is called sakhyarati. The sakhya-rati devotee is so advanced that he treats the Lord on an
equal level and even exchanges joking words. Although one is never equal to
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the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the sakhya-rati devotee feels equal to the
Lord, and he does not feel guilty because of this. Actually it is offensive to
consider oneself equal to the Lord. The M•y•v•d†s consider themselves equal to
the Lord, but such feelings entail bereavement because they are material. The
sakhya-rati, however, is a feeling experienced in the mind by a pure devotee,
and he is eternally related with the Supreme Personality of Godhead in that
feeling.
V•tsalya-rati is described as follows in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu
(2.5.33):
guravo ye harer asya
te pãjy• iti vi¤rut•„
anugrahamay† te£•‰
ratir v•tsalyam ucyate
ida‰ l•lana-bhavy•¤†¤
cibuka-spar¤an•di-k”t
When a living entity is situated on the platform of v•tsalya-rati, he
thinks of the Supreme Personality of Godhead in His childhood feature. In this
feature, the Lord has to be protected by the devotee, and at this time the
devotee takes the position of being worshiped by the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. The feelings of paternal love are called v•tsalya-rati. When the
devotee is situated on this platform, he wants to maintain the Lord like a
son, and he desires all good fortune for the Lord. He offers blessings to the
Lord by touching His feet and head.
Madhura-rati, or attachment in conjugal love, is described as follows:
mitho harer m”g•k£y•¤ ca
sambhogasy•di-k•ra‹am
madhur•para-pary•y•
priyat•khyodit• rati„
asy•‰ kaà•k£a-bhrãk£epapriya-v•‹†-smit•daya„
The conjugal relationship is experienced between the Supreme Personality of
Godhead and the young damsels of Vrajabhãmi, and due to their conjugal love
they continuously exist in eight kinds of remembrances called madhura-rati.
This intimate relationship brought about by conjugal love produces movements
of the eyebrows, glancing, sweet words and exchanges of joking words.
TEXT 185
TEXT
¤•nta, d•sya, sakhya, v•tsalya, madhura-rasa n•ma
k”£‹a-bhakti-rasa-madhye e pa‘ca pradh•na
SYNONYMS
¤•nta--neutrality; d•sya--servitude; sakhya--friendship; v•tsalya--paternal
affection; madhura-rasa--conjugal love; n•ma--different names; k”£‹a-bhakti-of devotional service to the Supreme Personality of Godhead; rasa--the
mellows; madhye--among; e--these; pa‘ca--five; pradh•na--chief.
TRANSLATION
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"The chief transcendental mellows experienced with the Supreme Personality
of Godhead are five--¤•nta, d•sya, sakhya, v•tsalya and madhura.
TEXT 186
TEXT
h•syo 'dbhutas tath• v†ra„
karu‹o raudra ity api
bhay•naka„ sa b†bhatsa
iti gau‹a¤ ca saptadh•
SYNONYMS
h•sya„--laughter; adbhuta„--wonder; tath•--then; v†ra„--chivalry; karu‹a„-compassion; raudra„--anger; iti--thus; api--also; bhay•naka„--fear; sa„--that;
b†bhatsa„--disaster; iti--thus; gau‹a„--indirect; ca--also; sapta-dh•--seven
kinds.
TRANSLATION
"Besides the five direct mellows, there are seven indirect mellows, known
as laughter, wonder, chivalry, compassion, anger, disaster and fear.
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (2.5.116).
TEXT 187
TEXT
h•sya, adbhuta, v†ra, karu‹a, raudra, b†bhatsa, bhaya
pa‘ca-vidha-bhakte gau‹a sapta-rasa haya
SYNONYMS
h•sya--laughter; adbhuta--wonder; v†ra--chivalry; karu‹a--pathetic feeling;
raudra--anger; b†bhatsa--disaster; bhaya--fearfulness; pa‘ca-vidha-bhakte--in
five kinds of devotees; gau‹a--indirect; sapta-rasa--seven kinds of mellows;
haya--there are.
TRANSLATION
"In addition to the five direct mellows, there are seven indirect mellows,
known as laughter, wonder, chivalry, compassion, anger, disaster and fear.
PURPORT
S•nta-bhakti-rasa is described in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (3.1.4, 5,
6)as follows:
vak£yam•‹air vibh•v•dyai„
¤amin•‰ sv•dyat•‰ gata„
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sth•y† ¤•nti-ratir dh†rai„
¤•nta-bhakti-rasa„ sm”ta„
pr•ya„ svasukha-j•t†ya‰
sukha‰ sy•d atra yogin•m
kintv •tma-saukhyam aghana‰
ghana‰ tv †¤am aya‰ sukham
tatr•p†¤a-svarãp•nubhavasyaivoru-hetut•
d•s•di-van-mano-j‘atva-l†l•der na tath• mat•
When ¤•nta-rati (neutral attraction) is continuously existent and mixed
with ecstatic emotion, and when the devotee relishes that neutral position, it
is called ¤•nta-bhakti-rasa. S•nta-bhakti-rasa devotees generally relish the
impersonal feature of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Since their taste of
transcendental bliss is incomplete, it is called aghana, or not concentrated.
A comparison is made between ordinary milk and concentrated milk. When the
same devotee goes beyond the impersonal and tastes the service of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead in His original form as sac-cid-•nanda-vigraha, the
taste is called concentrated (ghana) transcendental bliss. Sometimes the
devotees in the ¤•nta-rasa relish transcendental bliss after meeting the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, but this is not comparable to the
transcendental bliss relished by the devotees situated in d•sya-rasa, the
transcendental mellow in which one renders service to the Supreme Personality
of Godhead.
D•sya-rasa, or d•sya-bhakti-rasa, is described in the Bhakti-ras•m”tasindhu (3.2.4,5) as follows:
•tmocitair vibh•v•dyai„
pr†tir •sv•dan†yat•m
n†t• cetasi bhakt•n•‰
pr†ti-bhakti-raso mata„
anugr•hyasya d•satv•l
l•lyatv•d apy aya‰ dvidh•
bhidyate sambhrama-pr†to
gaurava-pr†ta ity api
When according to the desires of the spirit soul the living entity develops
love for the Supreme Personality of Godhead, this beginning of love is called
d•sya-bhakti-rasa. D•sya-bhakti-rasa is divided into two categories called
sambhrama-d•sya and gaurava-d•sya. In the sambhrama-d•sya, the devotee renders
respectful service to the Supreme Personality of Godhead, but in the more
advanced gaurava-d•sya, his service takes the form of giving protection to the
Lord.
Sakhya-bhakti-rasa is described as follows in Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu
(3.3.1):
sth•yibh•vo vibh•v•dyai„
sakhyam •tmocitair iha
n†ta¤ citte sat•‰ pu£ài‰
rasa„ prey•nud†ryate
"According to one's original consciousness, ecstatic emotions are exhibited
as continuously existing in eternity. When this stage of K”£‹a consciousness
is mature, it is called preyo-rasa or sakhya-bhakti-rasa."
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V•tsalya-bhakti-rasa is described in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (3.4.1) as
follows:
vibh•v•dyais tu v•tsalya‰
sth•y† pu£àim up•gata„
e£a vatsala-n•m•tra
prokto bhakti-raso budhai„
"When eternally existing love of Godhead transforms into paternal love and
is mixed with corresponding emotions, that stage of spiritual existence is
described by learned devotees as v•tsalya-bhakti-rasa."
Madhura-bhakti-rasa is described in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (3.5.1) as
follows:
•tmocitair vibh•v•dyai„
pu£ài‰ n†t• sat•‰ h”di
madhur•khyo bhaved bhaktir
aso 'sau madhur• rati„
"If in accordance with one's own natural development in K”£‹a consciousness
one's attraction leans toward conjugal love within the heart, that is called
attachment in conjugal love, or madhura-rasa."
Similarly, h•sya, adbhuta, v†ra, karu‹a, raudra, bhaya and b†bhatsa--the
seven indirect mellows--are explained in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu. The
h•sya-bhakti-rasa, laughing devotion, is explained as follows (Bhaktiras•m”ta-sindhu 4.1.6):
vak£yam•‹air vibh•v•dyai„
pu£ài‰ h•sa-ratir gat•
h•sya-bhakti-raso n•ma
budhair e£a nigadyate
"When through devotional service a laughing attachment to K”£‹a is
developed, it is called h•sya-bhakti-rasa by learned scholars."
Similarly, adbhuta-rasa is described in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (4.2.1):
•tmocitair vibh•v•dyai„
sv•dyatva‰ bhakta-cetasi
s• vismaya-ratir n†t•dbhuto-bhakti-raso bhavet
"When one's general attachment is fixed in wonder, it is called adbhutabhakti-rasa."
V†ra-bhakti-rasa is described (Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu 4.3.1):
saivots•ha-rati„ sth•y†
vibh•v•dyair nijocita„
•n†yam•n• sv•dyatva‰
v†ra-bhakti-raso bhavet
yuddha-d•na-day•-dharmai¤
caturdh•-v†ra ucyate
"When attachment to K”£‹a mixes with the bellicose tendency, the charitable
tendency or the merciful tendency in the heart of the devotee, such devotion
is called v†ra-bhakti-rasa."
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Karu‹a-bhakti-rasa is described as follows (Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu 4.4.1):
•tmocitair vibh•v•dyair
n†t• pu£ài‰ sat•‰ h”di
bhavec choka-ratir bhaktiraso hi karu‹•bhidha„
"When one's devotional attitude and attachment for K”£‹a is mixed with
lamentation, it is called karu‹a-bhakti-rasa."
Similarly, raudra-bhakti-rasa is described as follows (Bhakti-ras•m”tasindhu 4.5.1):
n†t• krodha-rati„ pu£ài‰
vibh•v•dyair nijocitai„
h”di bhakta-janasy•sau
raudra-bhakti-raso bhavet
"When devotion is mixed with anger in the heart of the devotee, the taste
is called raudra-bhakti-rasa."
Bhay•naka-bhakti-rasa is described as follows (Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu
4.6.1):
vak£yam•‹air vibh•v•dyai„
pu£ài‰ bhaya-ratir gat•
bhay•nak•bhidho bhaktiraso dh†rair ud†ryate
"When devotion is mixed with fear, it is called bhay•naka-bhakti-rasa."
B†bhatsa-bhakti-rasa is described as follows (Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu
4.7.1):
pu£ài‰ nija-vibh•v•dyair
jugups•-ratir •gat•
asau bhakti-raso dh†rair
b†bhats•khya it†ryate
"When one's attachment for K”£‹a develops in an abominable way, and the
devotee enjoys it, that is called b†bhatsa-bhakti-rasa."
In conclusion, when a pure devotee is situated in any of the five principal
mellows (¤•nta, d•sya, sakhya, v•tsalya and madhura), and the mellow is mixed
with the seven indirect bhakti-rasas (h•sya, adbhuta, v†ra, karu‹a, raudra,
bhay•naka and b†bhatsa), the indirect mellows become prominent.
TEXT 188
TEXT
pa‘ca-rasa 'sth•y†' vy•p† rahe bhakta-mane
sapta gau‹a '•gantuka' p•iye k•ra‹e
SYNONYMS
pa‘ca-rasa--five direct transcendental mellows; sth•y†--permanently
existing; vy•p†--expanded; rahe--remain situated; bhakta-mane--in the heart of
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a devotee; sapta gau‹a--seven indirect mellows; •gantuka--accidental; p•iye-appearing; k•ra‹e--under certain conditions.
TRANSLATION
"The five direct transcendental mellows of devotional service are
permanently situated in the heart of the devotee, whereas the seven indirect
emotions appear suddenly under certain conditions and appear more powerful.
TEXT 189
TEXT
¤•nta-bhakta----nava-yogendra, sanak•di •ra
d•sya-bh•va-bhakta----sarvatra sevaka ap•ra
SYNONYMS
¤•nta-bhakta--the neutral devotees; nava--nine; yogendra--saintly persons;
sanaka-•di •ra--and the four Kum•ras, headed by Sanaka; d•sya-bh•va-bhakta-devotees in d•sya-rasa; sarvatra sevaka ap•ra--similar innumerable servants
everywhere.
TRANSLATION
"Examples of ¤•nta-bhaktas are the nine Yogendras and the four Kum•ras.
Examples of devotees in d•sya-bhakti are innumerable, for such devotees exist
everywhere.
PURPORT
The nine Yogendras are Kavi, Havi, Antar†k£a, Prabuddha, Pippal•yana,
švirhotra, Dravi‚a (Drumila), Camasa and Karabh•jana. The four Kum•ras are
Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanat-kum•ra and San•tana. The servant devotees in Gokula
are Raktaka, Citraka, Patraka and so on. In Dv•rak• there are servants like
D•ruka, and in the Lord's pastimes in the material world there are servants
like Hanum•n.
TEXT 190
TEXT
sakhya-bhakta----¤r†d•m•di, pure bh†m•rjuna
v•tsalya-bhakta----m•t• pit•, yata guru-jana
SYNONYMS
sakhya-bhakta--devotees in fraternity; ¤r†d•m•-•di--of ¥r†d•m• and others;
pure--in Dv•rak•; bh†ma-arjuna--Bh†ma and Arjuna; v•tsalya-bhakta--devotees in
parental love; m•t• pit•--the mother and father; yata guru-jana--all other
similarly superior persons.
TRANSLATION
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"In V”nd•vana, examples of devotees in fraternity are ¥r†d•m• and Sud•m•;
in Dv•rak• the Lord's friends are Bh†ma and Arjuna; in V”nd•vana the devotees
in parental love are mother Ya¤od• and father Nanda Mah•r•ja, and in Dv•rak•
the Lord's parents are Vasudeva and Devak†. There are also other superior
persons who are devotees in parental love.
TEXT 191
TEXT
madhura-rase bhakta-mukhya----vraje gop†-ga‹a
mahi£†-ga‹a, lak£m†-ga‹a, asa•khya ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
madhura-rase--in the mellow of conjugal love; bhakta-mukhya--the chief
devotees; vraje--in V”nd•vana; gop†-ga‹a--the gop†s; mahi£†-ga‹a--the queens
in Dv•rak•; lak£m†-ga‹a--the goddesses of fortune in Vaiku‹àha; asa•khya
ga‹ana--of innumerable reckoning.
TRANSLATION
"The chief devotees in conjugal love are the gop†s in V”nd•vana, the queens
in Dv•rak• and the goddesses of fortune in Vaiku‹àha. These devotees are
innumerable.
TEXT 192
TEXT
puna„ k”£‹a-rati haya duita prak•ra
ai¤varya-j‘•na-mi¤r•, keval•-bheda •ra
SYNONYMS
puna„--again; k”£‹a-rati--attachment for K”£‹a; haya--becomes; duita-twofold; prak•ra--varieties; ai¤varya-j‘•na-mi¤r•--knowledge of K”£‹a mixed
with a reverential attitude; keval•--pure attachment; bheda--division; •ra-other.
TRANSLATION
"Attachment for K”£‹a is divided into two categories. One is attachment
with awe and reverence, and the other is pure attachment without reverence.
TEXT 193
TEXT
gokule 'keval•' rati----ai¤varya-j‘•na-h†na
pur†-dvaye, vaiku‹àh•dye----ai¤varya-prav†‹a
SYNONYMS
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gokule--in Gokula V”nd•vana; keval• rati--flawless attachment; ai¤varyaj‘•na-h†na--without reverential considerations; pur†-dvaye--in two pur†s,
namely Mathur• Pur† and Dv•rak• Pur†; vaiku‹àha-•dye--in the Vaiku‹àha
planets; ai¤varya-prav†‹a--prominence of awe and reverence.
TRANSLATION
"Pure attachment without reverence is found in Goloka V”nd•vana. Attachment
in which awe and reverence are prominent is found in the two cities Mathur•
and Dv•rak• and in Vaiku‹àha.
TEXT 194
TEXT
ai¤varya-j‘•na-pr•dh•nye sa•kucita pr†ti
dekhiy• n• m•ne ai¤varya----keval•ra r†ti
SYNONYMS
ai¤varya-j‘•na-pr•dh•nye--in the predominance of awe and veneration;
sa•kucita--crippled; pr†ti--love; dekhiy•--seeing; n• m•ne--does not care;
ai¤varya--opulence; keval•ra r†ti--that is the symptom of pure devotional
service.
TRANSLATION
"When opulence is very prominent, love of Godhead is somewhat crippled.
According to keval• devotion, however, even though the devotee sees the
unlimited potency of K”£‹a, he considers himself equal with Him.
TEXT 195
TEXT
¤•nta-d•sya-rase ai¤varya k•h•• udd†pana
v•tsalya-sakhya-madhure ta' kare sa•kocana
SYNONYMS
¤•nta-d•sya-rase--in the transcendental mellows of neutrality and
servitude; ai¤varya--opulence; k•h••--somewhere; udd†pana--manifested;
v•tsalya-sakhya-madhure--in fraternal love, paternity and conjugal love; ta'-certainly; kare--does; sa•kocana--minimizing.
TRANSLATION
"On the transcendental platform of neutrality and service, sometimes the
opulence of the Lord is prominent. However, in the transcendental mellows of
fraternal, paternal and conjugal love, the opulence is minimized.
TEXT 196
TEXT
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vasudeva-devak†ra k”£‹a cara‹a vandila
ai¤varya-j‘•ne du•h•ra mane bhaya haila
SYNONYMS
vasudeva-devak†ra--of Vasudeva and Devak†; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; cara‹a--to
the lotus feet; vandila--offered prayers; ai¤varya-j‘•ne--because of knowledge
of the opulence; du•h•ra--of both of them; mane--in the minds; bhaya haila-there was fear.
TRANSLATION
"When K”£‹a offered prayers at the lotus feet of His mother and father,
Vasudeva and Devak†, they both felt awe, reverence and fear due to knowledge
of His opulences.
TEXT 197
TEXT
devak† vasudeva¤ ca
vij‘•ya jagad-†¤varau
k”ta-sa‰vandanau putrau
sasvaj•te na ¤a•kitau
SYNONYMS
devak†--Devak†; vasudeva„--Vasudeva; ca--and; vij‘•ya--understanding;
jagat-†¤varau--the two Lords of the universe; k”ta-sa‰vandanau--having paid
obeisances; putrau--the two sons K”£‹a and Balar•ma; sasvaj•te--embraced; na-not; ¤a•kitau--being frightened.
TRANSLATION
" 'When Devak† and Vasudeva understood that their two sons K”£‹a and
Balar•ma, who had paid obeisances to them, were the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, they became fearful and did not embrace Them.'
PURPORT
This verse quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.44.51) refers to the killing
of Ka‰sa by K”£‹a and Balar•ma. Vasudeva and Devak† saw their son kill the
powerful demon Ka‰sa, and after this they were immediately released from their
shackles. Balar•ma and K”£‹a then offered respects to Devak† and Vasudeva.
Both father and mother wanted to embrace their sons, but they understood that
K”£‹a and Balar•ma were the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and they therefore
hesitated to embrace Them. Their parental love for K”£‹a and Balar•ma was
therefore hampered and decreased by awe and reverence.
TEXT 198
TEXT
k”£‹era vi¤va-rãpa dekhi' arjunera haila bhaya
sakhya-bh•ve dh•r£àya k£am•paya kariy• vinaya
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SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; vi¤va-rãpa--the universal form; dekhi'--seeing;
arjunera--of Arjuna; haila bhaya--there was fear; sakhya-bh•ve--as a friend;
dh•r£àya--impudence; k£am•paya--begs pardon for; kariy•--showing; vinaya-submission.
TRANSLATION
"When K”£‹a manifested His universal form, Arjuna became reverent and
fearful, and he begged forgiveness for his past impudence toward K”£‹a as a
friend.
TEXTS 199-200
TEXT
sakheti matv• prasabha‰ yad ukta‰
he k”£‹a he y•dava he sakheti
aj•nat• mahim•na‰ taveda‰
may• pram•d•t pra‹ayena v•pi
yac c•vah•s•rtham asat-k”to 'si
vih•ra-¤ayy•sana-bhojane£u
eko 'thav•py acyuta tat-samak£a‰
tat k£•maye tv•m aham aprameyam
SYNONYMS
sakh•--friend; iti--thus; matv•--thinking; prasabham--forcibly; yat--that
which; uktam--was said; he k”£‹a--O K”£‹a; he y•dava--O descendant of Yadu; he
sakh•--O my dear friend; iti--thus; aj•nat•--without knowing; mahim•nam-greatness; tava--Your; idam--this; may•--by me; pram•d•t--out of ignorance;
pra‹ayena--out of affection; v•--or; api--certainly; yat--whatever; ca--and;
avah•sa-artham--for the matter of joking; asat-k”ta„--insulted; asi--You are;
vih•ra--while enjoying; ¤ayy•-•sana--sitting or lying on the bed; bhojane£u-while eating together; eka„--alone; athav•--or; api--certainly; acyuta--O my
dear K”£‹a; tat-samak£am--in the presence of others; tat--all those; k£•maye-ask pardon; tv•m--unto You; aham--I; aprameyam--who are unlimited.
TRANSLATION
" 'I have in the past addressed You as "O K”£‹a," "O Y•dava," "O my friend"
without knowing Your glories. Please forgive whatever I have done in madness
or in love. I have dishonored You many times while we were relaxing, lying on
the same bed or eating together, sometimes alone and sometimes in front of
many friends. Please excuse me for all my offenses.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Bhagavad-g†t• (11.41-42). In this verse, Arjuna is
addressing K”£‹a, who was exhibiting His universal form on the Battlefield of
Kuruk£etra.
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TEXT 201
TEXT
k”£‹a yadi rukmi‹†re kail• parih•sa
'k”£‹a ch•‚ibena'----j•ni' rukmi‹†ra haila tr•sa
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; yadi--although; rukmi‹†re--unto Rukmi‹†, the first
queen; kail•--did; parih•sa--joking; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; ch•‚ibena--will give
me up; j•ni'--thinking; rukmi‹†ra--of Rukmi‹†; haila--there was; tr•sa--shock.
TRANSLATION
"Although K”£‹a was joking with Queen Rukmi‹†, she was thinking that He was
going to give up her company, and she was therefore shocked.
TEXT 202
TEXT
tasy•„ sudu„kha-bhaya-¤oka-vina£àa-buddher
hast•c chlathad-valayato vyajana‰ pap•ta
deha¤ ca viklava-dhiya„ sahasaiva muhyan
rambheva v•ta-vihat• pravik†rya ke¤•n
SYNONYMS
tasy•„--of her; su-du„kha-bhaya--due to great distress and fear; ¤oka--and
lamentation; vina£àa--lost; buddhe„--whose intelligence; hast•t--from the
hand; ¤lathat--being loose; valayata„--bangles; vyajanam--the fan; pap•ta-fell down; deha„--body; ca--also; viklava--paralyzed by fear; dhiya„--whose
understanding; sahas• eva--suddenly; muhyan--fainting; rambh• iva--like a
banana tree; v•ta-vihat•--dashed by a high wind; pravik†rya--scattering;
ke¤•n--the hair.
TRANSLATION
" 'While K”£‹a was joking with Rukmi‹† in Dv•rak•,
distress, fear and lamentation. She had also lost her
dropped her hand bangles and the fan she was using to
became disarrayed, and she fainted and fell suddenly,
tree knocked down by high winds.'

she was full of
intelligence. She
fan the Lord. Her hair
appearing like a banana

PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.60.24) refers to K”£‹a's speaking to
Rukmi‹† in His bedroom. Just to test her sincerity, He began to joke with her,
presenting Himself as poor, incapable and unfit to be her lover. Not
understanding that He was joking, Rukmi‹† took Him seriously and thought that
He wanted to leave her company. This misunderstanding made her very unhappy,
and her whole body was affected. Her fan and bangles fell to the floor, and
she also fell down like a banana tree knocked down by high winds.
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TEXT 203
TEXT
'keval•'ra ¤uddha-prema 'ai¤varya' n• j•ne
ai¤varya dekhileo nija-sambandha se m•ne
SYNONYMS
keval•ra--of unmixed attraction for K”£‹a; ¤uddha-prema--unalloyed love;
ai¤varya--opulence; n• j•ne--does not know; ai¤varya--opulence; dekhileo--in
spite of experiencing; nija-sambandha--one's own relationship with K”£‹a; se
m•ne--he takes very seriously.
TRANSLATION
"In the stage of keval• [unalloyed devotion] a devotee does not consider
the unlimited opulence of K”£‹a, even though he experiences it. He takes
seriously only his own relationship with K”£‹a.
PURPORT
When a devotee reaches the stage of pure unalloyed devotion, especially in
friendship with K”£‹a, he forgets the Lord's opulences, although he sees them,
and he considers himself equal to K”£‹a. There is no question of actually
comparing oneself to K”£‹a, but because the devotee is so advanced in K”£‹a
consciousness, he is able to behave with K”£‹a as he would with an ordinary
man.
TEXT 204
TEXT
trayy• copani£adbhi¤ ca
s••khya-yogai¤ ca s•tvatai„
upag†yam•na-m•h•tmya‰
hari‰ s• 'manyat•tmajam
SYNONYMS
trayy•--by followers of three Vedas who perform great sacrifices (like the
demigod Indra); ca--also; upani£adbhi„--by the followers of the Upani£ads, the
most exalted portion of Vedic knowledge (as Brahman); ca--also; s••khya--by
the philosophers who analytically study the universe (as the puru£a); yogai„-by mystic yog†s (as the Param•tm• situated everywhere); ca--and; s•tvatai„--by
devotees who follow the method of worship mentioned in the Pa‘car•tra and
other Vedic literature (as Bhagav•n); upag†yam•na--being sung; m•h•tmyam-whose glories; harim--unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead; s•--she (mother
Ya¤od•); amanyata--considered; •tma-jam--as her own son, born of her body.
TRANSLATION
" 'When mother Ya¤od• saw all the universes within K”£‹a's mouth, she was
astonished for the time being. The Lord is worshiped like Indra and other
demigods by the followers of the three Vedas, who offer Him sacrifices. He is
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worshiped as impersonal Brahman by saintly persons who understand His
greatness through studying the Upani£ads, as the puru£a by great philosophers
who analytically study the universe, as the all-pervading Supersoul by great
yog†s, and as the Supreme Personality of Godhead by devotees. Nevertheless,
mother Ya¤od• considered the Lord her own son.'
PURPORT
This verse is quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.8.45). Those who are
spiritually advanced forget K”£‹a's opulence by the mercy of yogam•y•. For
instance, mother Ya¤od• considered K”£‹a an ordinary child.
TEXT 205
TEXT
ta‰ matv•tmajam avyakta‰
martya-li•gam adhok£ajam
gopikolãkhale d•mn•
babandha pr•k”ta‰ yath•
SYNONYMS
tam--Him (K”£‹a); matv•--considering; •tmajam--own son; avyaktam-unmanifested; martya-li•gam--manifested as if perishable; adhok£ajam--beyond
the perception of the senses; gopik•--mother Ya¤od•; ulãkhale--to the mortar;
d•mn•--with rope; babandha--bound; pr•k”tam--an ordinary child; yath•--like.
TRANSLATION
" 'Although K”£‹a is beyond sense perception and is unmanifest to human
beings, he takes up the guise of a human being with a material body. Thus
mother Ya¤od• thought Him to be her son, and she bound Lord K”£‹a with rope to
a wooden mortar, as if He were an ordinary child.'
PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.9.14) is in reference to Lord K”£‹a's
exhibiting Himself like an ordinary child before mother Ya¤od•. He was playing
like a naughty boy stealing butter and breaking butter pots. Mother Ya¤od•
became disturbed and wanted to bind the Lord to a mortar used for pounding
spices. In other words, she considered the Supreme Personality of Godhead an
ordinary child.
TEXT 206
TEXT
uv•ha k”£‹o bhagav•n
¤r†d•m•na‰ par•jita„
v”£abha‰ bhadrasenas tu
pralambo rohi‹†-sutam
SYNONYMS
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uv•ha--carried; k”£‹a„--Lord K”£‹a; bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; ¤r†d•m•nam--¥r†d•m•; par•jita„--being defeated; v”£abham--V”£abha;
bhadrasena„--Bhadrasena; tu--and; pralamba„--Pralamba; rohi‹†-sutam--Balar•ma.
TRANSLATION
" 'When K”£‹a was defeated by ¥r†d•m•, He had to carry him on His
shoulders. Similarly, Bhadrasena carried V”£abha, and Pralamba carried
Balar•ma, the son of Rohi‹†.'
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.18.24). When all the cowherd boys
were playing in the forest of V”nd•vana, the demon Pralamb•sura appeared to
kidnap K”£‹a and Balar•ma. The asura appeared disguised in the form of a
cowherd boy, but K”£‹a could understand his trick. K”£‹a therefore divided all
the cowherd boys into two parties. One party belonged to Balar•ma, and the
other party belonged to K”£‹a Himself. Ultimately K”£‹a was defeated in this
play, and according to the wager, the defeated party had to carry the
victorious party on their shoulders. K”£‹a had to carry ¥r†d•m• on His
shoulders, and Bhadrasena had to carry V”£abha. The demon Pralamb•sura had to
carry Balar•ma, and when Balar•ma mounted his shoulders, the demon ran far
away. Finally the demon began to expand his body to a gigantic size, and
Balar•ma understood that he intended to kill Him. Balar•ma immediately struck
the demon's head with His strong fist, and the demon fell down dead as if he
were a snake whose head had been smashed.
TEXTS 207-209
TEXT
s• ca mene tad•tm•na‰
vari£àh•‰ sarva-yo£it•m
hitv• gop†„ k•may•n•
m•m asau bhajate priya„
tato gatv• vanodde¤a‰
d”pt• ke¤avam abrav†t
na p•raye 'ha‰ calitu‰
naya m•‰ yatra te mana„
evam ukta„ priy•m •ha
skandham •ruhyat•m iti
tata¤ c•ntardadhe k”£‹a„
s• vadhãr anvatapyata
SYNONYMS
s•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; ca--also; mene--considered; tad•--at that time;
•tm•nam--Herself; vari£àh•m--the most glorious; sarva-yo£it•m--among all the
gop†s; hitv•--giving up; gop†„--all the other gop†s; k•may•n•„--who were
desiring the company of K”£‹a; m•m--Me; asau--that ¥r† K”£‹a; bhajate-worships; priya„--the most dear; tata„--thereafter; gatv•--going; vanaudde¤am--to the deep forest; d”pt•--being very proud; ke¤avam--unto K”£‹a;
abrav†t--said; na p•raye--am unable; aham--I; calitum--to walk; naya--just
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carry; m•m--Me; yatra--wherever; te--Your; mana„--mind; evam ukta„--thus being
ordered by ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; priy•m--to this most dear gop†; •ha--said;
skandham--My shoulders; •ruhyat•m--please get on; iti--thus; tata„-thereafter; ca--also; antardadhe--disappeared; k”£‹a„--Lord K”£‹a; s•--¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†; vadhã„--the gop†; anvatapyata--began to lament.
TRANSLATION
" ' "My dearmost K”£‹a, You are worshiping Me and giving up the company of
all the other gop†s who wanted to enjoy themselves with You." Thinking like
this, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† considered Herself K”£‹a's most beloved gop†. She had
become proud and had left the r•sa-l†l• with K”£‹a. In the deep forest She
said, "My dear K”£‹a, I cannot walk any more. You can take Me wherever You
like." When ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† petitioned K”£‹a in this way, K”£‹a said, "Just
get up upon My shoulders." As soon as ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† began to do so, He
disappeared. ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† then began to grieve over Her request and
K”£‹a's disappearance.'
PURPORT
These three verses are quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.30.36-38).
TEXT 210
TEXT
pati-sut•nvaya-bhr•t”-b•ndhav•n
ativila•ghya te 'nty acyut•gat•„
gatividas tavodg†ta-mohit•„
kitava yo£ita„ kas tyajen ni¤i
SYNONYMS
pati--husbands; suta--sons; anvaya--family; bhr•t”--brothers; b•ndhav•n-friends; ativila•ghya--without caring for; te--Your; anti--dear shelter;
acyuta--O infallible one; •gat•„--have come; gati-vida„--who know everything
of our activities; tava--of You; udg†ta--by the singing flute; mohit•„--being
attracted; kitava--O great cheater; yo£ita„--beautiful women; ka„--who;
tyajet--would give up; ni¤i--in the dead of night.
TRANSLATION
" 'Dear K”£‹a, neglecting the order of our husbands and sons, family,
brothers and friends and leaving their company, we gop†s have come to You. You
know everything about our desires. We have only come because we are attracted
by Your supremely musical flute. However, You are a great cheater. Who else
would give up the company of young girls like us in the dead of night?'
PURPORT
This verse, quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.31.16), describes how the
gop†s exposed themselves for K”£‹a's enjoyment in the dead of night. The gop†s
approached K”£‹a to enjoy themselves with Him in the r•sa dance. K”£‹a knew
this very well, but He was superficially trying to avoid them. He is therefore
addressed by the gop†s as kitava, a great cheater, because He first attracted
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them to come dance with Him, and yet when they actually came, neglecting the
orders of their friends and relatives, He tried to avoid them by giving them
good instructions. These cunning instructions were too much for the gop†s to
tolerate; they therefore had a right to address K”£‹a as kitava, a great
cheater. They were all young girls, and they had come to Him to be enjoyed.
How could He avoid them? The gop†s therefore expressed great disappointment in
this verse. They came voluntarily, but K”£‹a was so cunning that He wanted to
avoid their company. The gop†s' lamentation was certainly very appropriate,
and in this way K”£‹a tested their sincerity.
TEXT 211
TEXT
¤•nta-rase----'svarãpa-buddhye k”£‹aika-ni£àhat•'
"¤amo man-ni£àhat• buddhe„" iti ¤r†-mukha-g•th•
SYNONYMS
¤•nta-rase--on the stage of ¤•nta-rasa, or neutrality; svarãpa-buddhye--by
self-realization; k”£‹a-eka-ni£àhat•--fully devoted to the lotus feet of
K”£‹a; ¤ama„--equilibrium; mat--to Me; ni£àhat•--the quality of attachment;
buddhe„--of the mind; iti--thus; ¤r†-mukha--from the mouth of the Supreme
Lord; g•th•--a verse.
TRANSLATION
"When one is fully attached to K”£‹a's lotus feet, one attains the ¤amat•
stage. The word ¤amat• is derived from the word ¤ama; therefore ¤•nta-rasa,
the position of neutrality, means being fully attached to the lotus feet of
K”£‹a. This is the verdict from the mouth of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead Himself. This state is called self-realization.
PURPORT
The word ¤ama is explained by the Supreme Personality of Godhead in the
following verse.
TEXT 212
TEXT
¤amo man-ni£àhat• buddher
iti ¤r†-bhagavad-vaca„
tan-ni£àh• durghaà• buddher
et•‰ ¤•nta-rati‰ vin•
SYNONYMS
¤ama„--equality or neutrality; mat-ni£àhat•--being fixed in My lotus feet;
buddhe„--of the intelligence; iti--thus; ¤r†-bhagavat-vaca„--words of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead; tat-ni£àh•--attachment or attraction for Him;
durghaà•--very difficult to achieve; buddhe„--of intelligence; et•m--thus;
¤•nta-ratim--attachment on the platform of ¤•nta-rasa; vin•--without.
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TRANSLATION
"These are the words of the Supreme Personality of Godhead: 'When one's
intelligence is fully attached to My lotus feet but one does not render
practical service, one has attained the stage called ¤•nta-rati, or ¤ama.
Without ¤•nta-rati, attachment to K”£‹a is very difficult to achieve.'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (3.1.47).
TEXT 213
TEXT
¤amo man-ni£àhat• buddher
dama indriya-sa‰yama„
titik£• du„kha-sammar£o
jihvopastha-jayo dh”ti„
SYNONYMS
¤ama„--neutrality; mat-ni£àhat•--attachment for Me; buddhe„--of
intelligence; dama„--self-control; indriya-sa‰yama„--controlling the
activities of the senses; titik£•--tolerance; du„kha--of unhappiness;
sammar£a„--endurance; jihv•--tongue; upastha--and the urge of the genitals;
jaya„--conquering; dh”ti„--control.
TRANSLATION
" 'The word ¤ama or ¤•nta-rasa indicates that one is attached to the lotus
feet of K”£‹a. Dama means controlling the senses and not being deviated from
the Lord's service. Endurance of unhappiness is titik£•, and dh”ti means
controlling the tongue and the genitals.'
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.19.36). The conditioned soul under
the clutches of m•y•, the material energy, is very much agitated by the urges
of the tongue and the genitals. Control of the urges of the tongue, the belly
and the genitals (which are situated in a straight line) is called dh”ti.
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura says, t•ra madhye jihv• ati, lobhamaya sudurmati.
Among the senses, the tongue is the most formidable enemy of the conditioned
soul. Urged by the tongue, one commits many sinful activities. Although K”£‹a
has given human beings nice food, people still commit sins by killing poor
animals for the satisfaction of the tongue. Not being able to control the
tongue, the conditioned soul eats more than he needs. Of course, everyone must
eat to keep the body fit for the Lord's service, but when one cannot control
the senses, he falls victim to the dictations of the tongue and the belly.
Naturally, genital agitation follows, and one seeks illicit sex. However, if
one is fixed at the lotus feet of K”£‹a, he can control the tongue.
Bhaktivinoda áh•kura further states, k”£‹a ba‚a day•maya, karib•re jihv• jaya,
sva-pras•da-anna dil• bh•i: in order to conquer the tongue, K”£‹a has been
very merciful and has given us nice food that has been offered to Him. When a
person is attached to K”£‹a's lotus feet, he does not eat anything not offered
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to K”£‹a. Sei ann•m”ta kh•o, r•dh•-k”£‹a-gu‹a g•o, preme ‚•ka caitanya-nit•i.
Since a devotee only eats pras•da, he conquers the dictations of the tongue,
belly and genitals. One can control the dictates of the senses when situated
in the position of ¤•nta-rasa. Then one's advancement in K”£‹a consciousness
is assured.
TEXT 214
TEXT
k”£‹a vin• t”£‹•-ty•ga----t•ra k•rya m•ni
ataeva '¤•nta' k”£‹a-bhakta eka j•ni
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a vin•--without K”£‹a; t”£‹•-ty•ga--giving up all desires; t•ra--of
¤•nta-rasa; k•rya--the business; m•ni--I accept; ataeva--therefore; ¤•nta--the
position of equilibrium; k”£‹a-bhakta--a devotee of K”£‹a; eka--only; j•ni--I
know.
TRANSLATION
"Giving up all desires not connected with K”£‹a is the business of one who
is in the ¤•nta-rasa. Only a devotee of K”£‹a can be situated on that
platform. He is thus called a ¤•nta-rasa-bhakta.
PURPORT
In this position, one is freed from all material enjoyment. When one is not
agitated or disturbed, he can immediately realize his relationship with K”£‹a.
A ¤•nta-rasa devotee is therefore always fixed in realization. This
instruction was given by the Lord Himself to Uddhava. The beginning of pure
devotional service is called any•bhil•£it•-¤ãnya. When one is situated on the
platform of neutrality, he is freed from the material platform and fully
situated in spiritual life. The word dama used in verse 213 means indriyasa‰yama--curbing one's senses. The word dama can also mean curbing one's
enemies. A king has to take steps to curb the criminal activities of his
citizens. Great r•jar£is, devotee kings, used to control undesirable elements
in their states, and this also may be called dama. However, dama here refers
to the conditioned soul who must control his senses. Real dama means
controlling the undesirable activities of the senses.
TEXT 215
TEXT
svarga, mok£a k”£‹a-bhakta 'naraka' kari' m•ne
k”£‹a-ni£àh•, t”£‹•-ty•ga----¤•ntera 'dui' gu‹e
SYNONYMS
svarga--the heavenly kingdom; mok£a--liberation from material bondage;
k”£‹a-bhakta--a devotee of Lord K”£‹a; naraka kari' m•ne--considers as good as
hell; k”£‹a-ni£àh•--being fixed at the lotus feet of K”£‹a; t”£‹a-ty•ga--
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giving up all material desires; ¤•ntera--of one on the neutrality platform;
dui gu‹e--two transcendental qualities.
TRANSLATION
"When a devotee is situated on the platform of ¤•nta-rasa, he desires
neither elevation to the heavenly planets nor liberation. These are the
results of karma and j‘•na, and the devotee considers them no better than
hell. A person situated on the ¤•nta-rasa platform manifests the two
transcendental qualities of detachment from all material desire and full
attachment to K”£‹a.
TEXT 216
TEXT
n•r•ya‹a-par•„ sarve
na kuta¤cana bibhyati
svarg•pavarga-narake£v
api tuly•rtha-dar¤ina„
SYNONYMS
n•r•ya‹a-par•„--persons who are attached to the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; sarve--all; na--not; kuta¤cana--from any quarter; bibhyati--are
afraid; svarga--in heavenly planets; apavarga--in liberation; narake£u--or in
hell; api--although; tulya-artha--results as equal; dar¤ina„--who see.
TRANSLATION
" 'A person who is devoted to the Supreme Personality of Godhead, N•r•ya‹a,
is not afraid of anything. Elevation to the heavenly kingdom, condemnation to
hell and liberation from material bondage all appear the same to a devotee.'
PURPORT
This verse is quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (6.17.28). Elevation to the
heavenly planets, liberation from material bondage, and condemnation to hell
are all equal to the devotee. The devotee's only desire is to be attached to
the lotus feet of K”£‹a and to engage in His transcendental loving service.
TEXT 217
TEXT
ei dui gu‹a vy•pe saba bhakta-jane
•k•¤era '¤abda'-gu‹a yena bhãta-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
ei dui--these two; gu‹a--transcendental qualities; vy•pe--expand; saba
bhakta-jane--in the lives of all devotees; •k•¤era--of the sky; ¤abda-gu‹a-the quality of sound; yena--like; bhãta-ga‹e--other material elements.
TRANSLATION
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"These two qualities of the ¤•nta stage spread through the lives of all
devotees. They are like the quality of sound in the sky. Sound vibration is
found in all material elements.
PURPORT
The qualities of ¤•nta-rasa are present in all kinds of devotees, whether
they are in the d•sya-rasa, sakhya-rasa, v•tsalya-rasa or madhura-rasa. The
example of sound is given herein. Sound not only exists in the sky, or ether,
but it is also present in air, fire, water and earth. This is a scientific
explanation of devotional service. Just as sound is present in all material
elements, ¤•nta-rasa is present in all devotees, whether they are on the
platform of d•sya-rasa, sakhya-rasa, v•tsalya-rasa or madhura-rasa.
TEXT 218
TEXT
¤•ntera svabh•va----k”£‹e mamat•-gandha-h†na
'para‰-brahma'-'param•tm•'-j‘•na prav†‹a
SYNONYMS
¤•ntera sva-bh•va--the characteristic of ¤•nta-rasa; k”£‹e--in K”£‹a;
mamat•-gandha-h†na--not even the smallest quantity of intimacy; param-brahma-impersonal Brahman; param•tm•--the localized situation of the Lord; j‘•na-knowledge; prav†‹a--prominence.
TRANSLATION
"It is the nature of ¤•nta-rasa that not even the smallest intimacy exists.
Rather, knowledge of impersonal Brahman and localized Param•tm• is prominent.
PURPORT
Because of an impersonal impression of the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
a devotee in the ¤•nta-rasa relationship worships the impersonal Brahman or
localized aspect of the Absolute Truth (Param•tm•). He does not develop a
personal relationship with the Supreme Personality of Godhead, ¥r† K”£‹a.
TEXT 219
TEXT
kevala 'svarãpa-j‘•na' haya ¤•nta-rase
'pãr‹ai¤varya-prabhu-j‘•na' adhika haya d•sye
SYNONYMS
kevala--only; svarãpa-j‘•na--knowledge of the constitutional position of
one's self; haya--there is; ¤•nta-rase--in the mellow of neutrality; pãr‹aai¤varya-prabhu-j‘•na--knowledge of the full opulences of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; adhika--greater; haya--becomes; d•sye--in the
transcendental mellow of servitude.
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TRANSLATION
"On the platform of ¤•nta-rasa, one only realizes his constitutional
position. However, when one is raised to the platform of d•sya-rasa, he better
understands the full opulence of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 220
TEXT
†¤vara-j‘•na, sambhrama-gaurava pracura
'sev•' kari' k”£‹e sukha dena nirantara
SYNONYMS
†¤vara-j‘•na--knowledge of the supreme controller; sambhrama-gaurava--awe
and veneration; pracura--abundant; sev•--service; kari'--performing; k”£‹e-unto Lord K”£‹a; sukha--happiness; dena--gives; nirantara--constantly.
TRANSLATION
"On the d•sya-rasa platform, knowledge of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead is revealed with awe and veneration. By rendering service unto Lord
K”£‹a, the devotee in d•sya-rasa gives constant happiness to the Lord.
TEXT 221
TEXT
¤•ntera gu‹a d•sye •che, adhika----'sevana'
ataeva d•sya-rasera ei 'dui' gu‹a
SYNONYMS
¤•ntera--of the platform of ¤•nta-rasa; gu‹a--the qualities; d•sye--on the
platform of servitude; •che--are; adhika--additional; sevana--serving; ataeva-therefore; d•sya-rasera--of the platform of d•sya-rasa; ei dui gu‹a--these
two qualities (namely ¤•nta and d•sya).
TRANSLATION
"The qualities of ¤•nta-rasa are also present in d•sya-rasa, but service is
added. Thus the d•sya-rasa platform contains the qualities of both ¤•nta-rasa
and d•sya-rasa.
TEXT 222
TEXT
¤•ntera gu‹a, d•syera sevana----sakhye dui haya
d•syera 'sambhrama-gaurava'-sev•, sakhye 'vi¤v•sa'-maya
SYNONYMS
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¤•ntera gu‹a--qualities of ¤•nta-rasa; d•syera sevana--the service of the
d•sya-rasa; sakhye--on the platform of fraternity; dui--two qualities; haya-there are; d•syera--of the d•sya platform; sambhrama-gaurava--with awe and
veneration; sev•--service; sakhye--on the platform of fraternity; vi¤v•samaya--spread with confidence.
TRANSLATION
"The qualities of ¤•nta-rasa and the service of d•sya-rasa are both present
on the platform of sakhya-rasa. On the platform of fraternity, the qualities
of d•sya-rasa are mixed with the confidence of fraternity instead of awe and
veneration.
TEXT 223
TEXT
k•ndhe ca‚e, k•ndhe ca‚•ya, kare kr†‚•-ra‹a
k”£‹e seve, k”£‹e kar•ya •pana-sevana!
SYNONYMS
k•ndhe--on the shoulders; ca‚e--gets up; k•ndhe ca‚•ya--sometimes takes on
his own shoulders; kare--performs; kr†‚•-ra‹a--mock fighting; k”£‹e seve-serves K”£‹a; k”£‹e--from K”£‹a; kar•ya--causes; •pana-sevana--his own
service.
TRANSLATION
"On the sakhya-rasa platform, the devotee sometimes offers the Lord service
and sometimes makes K”£‹a serve him in exchange. In their mock fighting, the
cowherd boys would sometimes climb on K”£‹a's shoulders, and sometimes they
would make K”£‹a climb on their shoulders.
TEXT 224
TEXT
vi¤rambha-pradh•na sakhya----gaurava-sambhrama-h†na
ataeva sakhya-rasera 'tina' gu‹a----cihna
SYNONYMS
vi¤rambha-pradh•na sakhya--on the platform of fraternity, in which
confidence is prominent; gaurava-sambhrama--awe and veneration; h†na--without;
ataeva--therefore; sakhya-rasera--of the platform of fraternity; tina gu‹a-three qualities, namely ¤•nta, d•sya and sakhya; cihna--the symptom.
TRANSLATION
"Since the platform of fraternity is predominated by confidential service,
awe and veneration are absent. Therefore sakhya-rasa is characterized by three
qualities.
TEXT 225
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TEXT
'mamat•' adhika, k”£‹e •tma-sama j‘•na
ataeva sakhya-rasera va¤a bhagav•n
SYNONYMS
mamat•--intimacy; adhika--increase; k”£‹e--with K”£‹a; •tma-sama j‘•na--the
notion of equality; ataeva--therefore; sakhya-rasera--by the mellow of
fraternity; va¤a--subjected; bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"On the platform of sakhya-rasa, the Supreme Personality of Godhead is
obliged to the devotees who are intimate with K”£‹a and think themselves equal
to Him.
TEXT 226
TEXT
v•tsalye ¤•ntera gu‹a, d•syera sevana
sei sei sevanera ih•• n•ma----'p•lana'
SYNONYMS
v•tsalye--on the platform of parental love; ¤•ntera gu‹a--the qualities of
¤•nta-rasa; d•syera sevana--the service of d•sya-rasa; sei sei sevanera--the
service of ¤•nta-rasa, d•sya-rasa and sakhya-rasa; ih••--on this platform;
n•ma--named; p•lana--maintenance.
TRANSLATION
"On the platform of parental love, the qualities of ¤•nta-rasa, d•sya-rasa
and sakhya-rasa are transformed into a form of service called maintenance.
TEXT 227
TEXT
sakhyera gu‹a----'asa•koca', 'agaurava' s•ra
mamat•dhikye t•‚ana-bhartsana-vyavah•ra
SYNONYMS
sakhyera gu‹a--the quality of fraternity; asa•koca--without any formality;
agaurava--without any veneration; s•ra--the essence; mamat•-adhikye--on
account of greater intimacy; t•‚ana--of chastisement; bhartsana--of rebuking;
vyavah•ra--behavior.
TRANSLATION
"The essence of fraternal love is intimacy devoid of the formality and
veneration found in the d•sya-rasa. Due to a greater sense of intimacy, the
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devotee functioning in paternal love chastises and rebukes the Lord in an
ordinary way.
TEXT 228
TEXT
•pan•re 'p•laka' j‘•na, k”£‹e 'p•lya'-j‘•na
'c•ri' gu‹e v•tsalya rasa----am”ta-sam•na
SYNONYMS
•pan•re--unto himself; p•laka j‘•na--the notion of a caretaker; k”£‹e--in
Lord K”£‹a; p•lya--as object of protection; j‘•na--notion; c•ri--four; gu‹e-in qualities; v•tsalya rasa--the mellow of parental love; am”ta-sam•na--like
nectar.
TRANSLATION
"On the platform of paternal love, the devotee considers himself the Lord's
maintainer. Thus the Lord is the object of maintenance, like a son, and
therefore this mellow is full of the four qualities of ¤•nta-rasa, d•sya-rasa,
fraternity and parental love. This is more transcendental nectar.
PURPORT
In his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya, ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura gives us a short
summary of this complicated description of the different rasas. He states that
by becoming firmly fixed in the Lord's service, one is devoid of all material
desires. There are two transcendental qualities on the ¤•nta-rasa platform. In
all the material elements, sound vibration is found. Similarly, ¤•nta-rasa is
spread over all the other transcendental mellows, which are known as d•syarasa, sakhya-rasa, v•tsalya-rasa and madhura-rasa. Although there is
attachment for K”£‹a in awe and veneration in the ¤•nta-rasa along with two
valuable transcendental qualities--attachment for K”£‹a and detachment from
material desires--nonetheless the sense of intimacy is lacking. Therefore in
the ¤•nta-rasa, attachment for impersonal Brahman and localized Param•tm• is
prominent. The sense of intimacy is lacking. By that intimacy one thinks of
K”£‹a as one's only shelter and only friend. In the ¤•nta-rasa one accepts
K”£‹a as the impersonal Param Brahma or the localized Param•tm•. This is based
on the speculative knowledge of the j‘•n†. However, when this knowledge is
further developed, one is convinced that Param•tm•, the Supreme Lord, is
master and that the living entity is His eternal servant. One then attains the
platform of d•sya-rasa. In d•sya-rasa the Lord is accepted with awe and
veneration. However, although in the ¤•nta-rasa there is no active service, in
the d•sya-rasa active service is prominent. Thus in the d•sya-rasa, the
qualities of ¤•nta-rasa and service are predominantly visible. Similarly, when
this same rasa is developed into fraternity (sakhya-rasa), a friendly intimacy
is added. There is no awe or veneration in the sakhya-rasa.The sakhya-rasa is
invested with three qualities--¤•nta, d•sya, and sakhya. Similarly, on the
platform of parental love, the qualities of ¤•nta-rasa and d•sya-rasa are
fully developed in another form--the sense of maintaining the Lord. Therefore
on the platform of parental love there exists a combination of four
transcendental qualities--¤•nta, d•sya, sakhya, and the qualities of
paternity, which put the devotee in the position of a maintainer. Thus on the
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platform of parental love the four qualities of transcendental love are
present.
TEXT 229
TEXT
se am”t•nande bhakta saha ‚ubena •pane
'k”£‹a----bhakta-va¤a' gu‹a kahe ai¤varya-j‘•ni-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
se--that Lord K”£‹a; am”ta-•nande--in spiritual happiness; bhakta--the
devotee; saha--with; ‚ubena--plunges; •pane--Himself; k”£‹a--K”£‹a; bhaktava¤a--of being subjugated by the devotee; gu‹a--the quality; kahe--say;
ai¤varya-j‘•ni-ga‹e--learned scholars knowing the opulence of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"The exchange of spiritual happiness between K”£‹a and His devotee, in
which K”£‹a is controlled by His devotee, is compared to an ocean of nectar
into which the devotee and K”£‹a plunge. This is the verdict of learned
scholars who appreciate K”£‹a's opulence.
TEXT 230
TEXT
it†d”k-sval†l•bhir •nanda-ku‹‚e
svagho£a‰ nimajjantam •khy•payantam
tad†ye¤ita-j‘e£u bhaktair jitatva‰
puna„ premat•s ta‰ ¤at•v”tti vande
SYNONYMS
iti--thus; †d”k-sva-l†l•bhi„--by this D•modara in His transcendental
pastimes; •nanda-ku‹‚e--in the ocean of transcendental bliss; sva-gho£am--His
personal associates; nimajjantam--plunging; •khy•payantam--declaring; tad†ya-of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; †¤ita-j‘e£u--among learned scholars
expert in the knowledge of the opulences; bhaktai„--by the devotees; jitatvam-the subjugation; puna„--again; premat•„--with love; tam--unto Him; ¤ata•v”tti--hundreds of times; vande--I offer my respectful obeisances.
TRANSLATION
" 'Again let me offer my respectful obeisances unto the Supreme Personality
of Godhead. O my Lord, I offer my obeisances hundreds and thousands of times
with all affection because by Your personal pastimes You plunge the gop†s into
an ocean of nectar. Appreciating Your opulence, devotees generally declare
that You are always subjugated by their feelings.'
PURPORT
This verse is from the D•modar•£àaka in the Padma Pur•‹a. Attachment for
K”£‹a in ¤•nta-rasa, rendering service to the Lord in d•sya-rasa, rendering
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relaxed service in fraternity, and serving in parental love with feelings of
maintenance all combine on the platform of conjugal love when the devotee
wants to serve the Lord by offering Him his personal body. Thus the qualities
of the other rasas combine to form the nectar of conjugal love. On this
platform, all the different feelings of a devotee are amalgamated.
TEXT 231
TEXT
madhura-rase----k”£‹a-ni£àh•, sev• ati¤aya
sakhyera asa•koca, l•lana-mamat•dhikya haya
SYNONYMS
madhura-rase--on the platform of conjugal love; k”£‹a-ni£àh•--attachment
for K”£‹a; sev• ati¤aya--an improved rendering service; sakhyera--of the
platform of fraternity; asa•koca--relaxation; l•lana--maintenance; mamat•adhikya--increase of intimacy; haya--there is.
TRANSLATION
"On the platform of conjugal love, attachment for K”£‹a, rendering service
unto Him, the relaxed feelings of fraternity and the feelings of maintenance
all increase in intimacy.
TEXT 232
TEXT
k•nta-bh•ve nij••ga diy• karena sevana
ataeva madhura-rasera haya 'pa‘ca' gu‹a
SYNONYMS
k•nta-bh•ve--on the platform of conjugal love; nija-a•ga--own body; diy•-offering; karena--executes; sevana--service; ataeva--therefore; madhurarasera--of the mellow of conjugal love; haya--there are; pa‘ca gu‹a--five
kinds of transcendental qualities.
TRANSLATION
"On the platform of conjugal love, the devotee offers his body in the
service of the Lord. Thus on this platform all five transcendental qualities
are present.
TEXT 233
TEXT
•k•¤•di gu‹a yena para para bhãte
eka-dui-tina-c•ri krame pa‘ca p”thiv†te
SYNONYMS
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•k•¤a-•di--beginning with the sky; gu‹a--qualities; yena--as; para para-one after another; bhãte--in the material elements; eka--one; dui--two; tina-three; c•ri--four; krame--in this way; pa‘ca--all five qualities; p”thiv†te-in earth.
TRANSLATION
"All the material qualities evolve one after another in the material
elements, beginning from ether. By gradual evolution, first one quality
develops, then two qualities develop, then three and four, until all five
qualities are found in earth.
TEXT 234
TEXT
ei-mata madhure saba bh•va-sam•h•ra
ataeva •sv•d•dhikye kare camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; madhure--on the platform of conjugal love; saba--all;
bh•va-sam•h•ra--amalgamation of the feelings; ataeva--therefore; •sv•daadhikye--from the increase of tasting by the devotees; kare camatk•ra--is
certainly wonderful.
TRANSLATION
"Similarly, on the platform of conjugal love, all the feelings of the
devotees are amalgamated. The intensified taste is certainly wonderful."
TEXT 235
TEXT
ei bhakti-rasera karil••a, dig-dara¤ana
ih•ra vist•ra mane kariha bh•vana
SYNONYMS
ei--this; bhakti-rasera--of the feelings of devotional service; karil••a--I
have described; dik-dara¤ana--general survey; ih•ra--of this; vist•ra-expansion; mane--within the mind; kariha--you should do; bh•vana-consideration.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then concluded: "I have simply given a general
survey describing the mellows of devotional service. You can consider how to
adjust and expand this.
TEXT 236
TEXT
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bh•vite bh•vite k”£‹a sphuraye antare
k”£‹a-k”p•ya aj‘a p•ya rasa-sindhu-p•re
SYNONYMS
bh•vite bh•vite--in this way when one is strictly in thought; k”£‹a--Lord
K”£‹a; sphuraye antare--manifests within; k”£‹a-k”p•ya--by the mercy of K”£‹a;
aj‘a--one not expert in knowledge; p•ya--reaches; rasa-sindhu-p•re--the shore
of the ocean of transcendental mellows.
TRANSLATION
"When one thinks of K”£‹a constantly, love for Him is manifest within the
heart. Even though one may be ignorant, one can reach the shore of the ocean
of transcendental love by Lord K”£‹a's mercy."
TEXT 237
TEXT
eta bali' prabhu t••re kail• •li•gana
v•r•‹as† calib•re prabhura haila mana
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--unto Rãpa
Gosv•m†; kail•--did; •li•gana--embracing; v•r•‹as†--toward Benares; calib•re-to go; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; haila--was; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu embraced ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†. The
Lord then decided to go to the city of Benares.
TEXT 238
TEXT
prabh•te uàhiy• yabe karil• gamana
tabe t••ra pade rãpa kare nivedana
SYNONYMS
prabh•te--in the morning; uàhiy•--getting up; yabe--when; karil•--made;
gamana--departure; tabe--at that time; t••ra--His; pade--at the lotus feet;
rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; kare--does; nivedana--submission.
TRANSLATION
The next morning, when ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu arose and prepared to leave
for V•r•‹as† [Benares], ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† made the following statement at the
Lord's lotus feet.
TEXT 239
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TEXT
'•j‘• haya, •si mu‘i ¤r†-cara‹a-sa•ge
sahite n• p•ri mu‘i viraha-tara•ge'
SYNONYMS
•j‘• haya--if there is permission; •si--may come; mu‘i--I; ¤r†-cara‹asa•ge--with Your Lordship; sahite--to tolerate; n• p•ri--not able; mu‘i--I;
viraha-tara•ge--the waves of separation.
TRANSLATION
"If You give me permission, I shall go with Your Lordship. It is not
possible for me to tolerate the waves of separation."
TEXT 240
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----tom•ra kartavya, •m•ra vacana
nikaàe •siy•cha tumi, y•ha v”nd•vana
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied; tom•ra kartavya--your duty;
•m•ra vacana--My order; nikaàe •siy•cha--have come near; tumi--you; y•ha--go;
v”nd•vana--to V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "Your duty is to carry out My order. You
have come near V”nd•vana. Now you should go there.
TEXT 241
TEXT
v”nd•vana haite tumi gau‚a-de¤a diy•
•m•re milib• n†l•calete •siy•
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vana haite--from V”nd•vana; tumi--you; gau‚a-de¤a diy•--by way of
Bengal; •m•re--Me; milib•--will meet; n†l•calete--at Jagann•tha Pur†; •siy•-coming.
TRANSLATION
"Later, you can go from V”nd•vana to Jagann•tha Pur† through Bengal [Gau‚ade¤a]. There you will meet Me again."
TEXT 242
TEXT
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t••re •li•giy• prabhu nauk•te ca‚il•
mãrcchita ha‘• te•ho t•h•‘i pa‚il•
SYNONYMS
t••re--him; •li•giy•--embracing; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; nauk•te-in a boat; ca‚il•--got aboard; mãrcchita ha‘•--fainting; te•ho--he (¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m†); t•h•‘i--on the spot; pa‚il•--fell.
TRANSLATION
After embracing Rãpa Gosv•m†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu got into a boat. Rãpa
Gosv•m† fainted and fell down on the spot.
TEXT 243
TEXT
d•k£i‹•tya-vipra t••re ghare la‘• gel•
tabe dui bh•i v”nd•vanere calil•
SYNONYMS
d•k£i‹•tya-vipra--the br•hma‹a from Deccan; t••re--him (Rãpa Gosv•m†);
ghare la‘•--taking to his home; gel•--went; tabe--thereafter; dui bh•i--the
two brothers; v”nd•vanere--toward V”nd•vana; calil•--departed.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a from Deccan took Rãpa Gosv•m† to his home, and thereafter the
two brothers departed for V”nd•vana.
TEXT 244
TEXT
mah•prabhu cali' cali' •il• v•r•‹as†
candra¤ekhara milil• gr•mera b•hire •si'
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cali' cali'--walking and walking;
•il•--arrived; v•r•‹as†--at V•r•‹as†; candra¤ekhara--Candra¤ekhara; milil•--He
met; gr•mera--of the village; b•hire--outside; •si'--coming.
TRANSLATION
After walking and walking, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu finally arrived at
V•r•‹as†, where He met Candra¤ekhara, who was coming out of the city.
TEXT 245
TEXT
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r•tre te•ho svapna dekhe,----prabhu •il• ghare
pr•ta„-k•le •si' rahe gr•mera b•hire
SYNONYMS
r•tre--at night; te•ho--he (Candra¤ekhara); svapna--a dream; dekhe--saw;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •il•--has come; ghare--to his home; pr•ta„k•le--in the morning; •si'--coming; rahe--he remained; gr•mera b•hire--outside
the city.
TRANSLATION
In a dream Candra¤ekhara had seen that Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had
come to his home; therefore in the morning Candra¤ekhara went outside the city
to receive the Lord.
TEXT 246
TEXT
•cambite prabhu dekhi' cara‹e pa‚il•
•nandita ha‘• nija-g”he la‘• gel•
SYNONYMS
•cambite--suddenly; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dekhi'--seeing;
cara‹e--at His feet; pa‚il•--he fell; •nandita ha‘•--becoming very glad; nijag”he--to his own place; la‘•--taking; gel•--went.
TRANSLATION
While Candra¤ekhara was waiting outside the city, he suddenly saw ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu arrive, and he fell down at the Lord's feet. Being very
happy, he took the Lord to his home.
TEXT 247
TEXT
tapana-mi¤ra ¤uni' •si' prabhure milil•
i£àa-go£àh† kari' prabhura nimantra‹a kail•
SYNONYMS
tapana-mi¤ra--Tapana Mi¤ra; ¤uni'--hearing; •si'--coming; prabhure milil•-met the Lord; i£àa-go£àh† kari'--conversing; prabhura--to Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; nimantra‹a--invitation; kail•--made.
TRANSLATION
Tapana Mi¤ra also heard news of the Lord's arrival in V•r•‹as†, and he went
to Candra¤ekhara's house to meet Him. After talking, he invited the Lord to
take lunch at his place.
TEXT 248
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TEXT
nija ghare la‘• prabhure bhik£• kar•ila
bhaàà•c•rye candra¤ekhara nimantra‹a kaila
SYNONYMS
nija ghare--to his own place; la‘•--taking; prabhure--to the Lord; bhiks•
kar•ila--offered lunch; bhaàà•c•rye--unto Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya;
candra¤ekhara--Candra¤ekhara; nimantra‹a--invitation; kaila--made.
TRANSLATION
Tapana Mi¤ra took Caitanya Mah•prabhu to his own house and gave Him lunch.
Candra¤ekhara invited Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya to take lunch at his home.
TEXT 249
TEXT
bhik£• kar•‘• mi¤ra kahe prabhu-p•ya dhari'
eka bhik£• m•gi, more deha' k”p• kari'
SYNONYMS
bhik£• kar•‘•--after offering the lunch; mi¤ra--Tapana Mi¤ra; kahe--said;
prabhu--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; p•ya--the lotus feet; dhari'-touching; eka bhik£•--one favor; m•gi--I beg; more--unto Me; deha'--kindly
deliver; k”p• kari'--by Your causeless mercy.
TRANSLATION
After offering lunch to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, Tapana Mi¤ra begged a
favor from the Lord and requested Him to reward him mercy.
TEXT 250
TEXT
y•vat tom•ra haya k•¤†-pure sthiti
mora ghara vin• bhik£• n• karib• kati
SYNONYMS
y•vat--as long as; tom•ra--Your; haya--there is; k•¤†-pure--at V•r•‹as†;
sthiti--stay; mora ghara--my place; vin•--except; bhik£•--lunch; n• karib•-kindly do not take; kati--anywhere.
TRANSLATION
Tapana Mi¤ra said, "As long as Your Lordship stays in V•r•‹as†, please do
not accept an invitation from anyone but me."
TEXT 251
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TEXT
prabhu j•nena----dina p••ca-s•ta se rahiba
sanny•s†ra sa•ge bhik£• k•h•• n• kariba
SYNONYMS
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; j•nena--knows; dina--days; p••ca-s•ta-five days or at the most a week; se--that; rahiba--I shall stay; sanny•s†ra
sa•ge--with other M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s; bhik£•--lunch; k•h••--at any time; n•
kariba--I shall not take.
TRANSLATION
It was known to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu that He would remain there only
five or seven days. He would not accept any invitation that involved M•y•v•d†
sanny•s†s.
TEXT 252
TEXT
eta j•ni' t••ra bhik£• kail• a•g†k•ra
v•s•-ni£àh• kail• candra¤ekharera ghara
SYNONYMS
eta j•ni'--on this understanding; t••ra--his; bhik£•--lunch; kail•
a•g†k•ra--He accepted; v•s•-ni£àh•--residence; kail•--made; candra¤ekharera
ghara--the house of Candra¤ekhara.
TRANSLATION
With this understanding, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu agreed to accept lunch at
the place of Tapana Mi¤ra. The Lord made His residence at the home of
Candra¤ekhara.
TEXT 253
TEXT
mah•r•£àr†ya vipra •si' t••h•re milil•
prabhu t••re sneha kari' k”p• prak•¤il•
SYNONYMS
mah•r•£àr†ya vipra--the Mah•r•£àr†ya br•hma‹a; •si'--coming; t••h•re--him;
milil•--met; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re--to him; sneha kari'-showing His affection; k”p• prak•¤il•--distributed His mercy.
TRANSLATION
The Mah•r•£àr†ya br•hma‹a came, and the Lord met him. Out of affection, the
Lord bestowed His mercy upon him.
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TEXT 254
TEXT
mah•prabhu •il• ¤uni' ¤i£àa ¤i£àa jana
br•hma‹a, k£atriya •si' karena dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu •il•--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has arrived; ¤uni'--hearing; ¤i£àa
¤i£àa jana--all respectable persons; br•hma‹a--belonging to the br•hma‹a
community; k£atriya--belonging to the k£atriya community; •si'--coming; karena
dara¤ana--see.
TRANSLATION
Hearing that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had come, all the respectable members
of the br•hma‹a and k£atriya communities came to see Him.
TEXT 255
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-upare prabhura yata k”p• haila
atyanta vist•ra-kath• sa•k£epe kahila
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa-upare--upon ¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m†; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; yata--as much; k”p•--mercy; haila--there was; atyanta--very much;
vist•ra-kath•--elaborate topic; sa•k£epe--in brief; kahila--I have described.
TRANSLATION
Much mercy was thus bestowed upon ¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m†, and I have briefly
described all those topics.
TEXT 256
TEXT
¤raddh• kari' ei kath• ¤une ye jane
prema-bhakti p•ya sei caitanya-cara‹e
SYNONYMS
¤raddh• kari'--with faith; ei kath•--this description; ¤une--hears; yei
jane--any person who; prema-bhakti--love of Godhead; p•ya--achieves; sei--that
person; caitanya-cara‹e--at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Whoever hears this narration with faith and love certainly develops love of
God at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
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TEXT 257
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Nineteenth Chapter, describing the Lord's instructions to ¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m† at Pray•ga in the science of devotional service.
Chapter 20
Lord Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu Instructs Sanatana Gosvami in the Science of the
Absolute Truth
The following summary study of this chapter is given by Bhaktivinoda
áh•kura in his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya. When ¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m† was
imprisoned by Nawab Hussain Shah, he received news from Rãpa Gosv•m† that ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu had gone to Mathur•. San•tana Gosv•m† thereafter satisfied
the superintendent of the jail by sweet solicitations and bribery. After
giving the jailer seven thousand gold coins, San•tana Gosv•m† was released. He
then crossed the Ganges and fled. One of his servants, •¤•na, followed him,
carrying eight gold coins. San•tana Gosv•m† and his servant then spent the
night in a small hotel on the way to Benares. The hotel owner knew that
San•tana Gosv•m† and his servant had eight gold coins, and he decided to kill
them and take the money. Making plans in this way, the hotel owner received
them as honorable guests. San•tana Gosv•m†, however, asked his servant how
much money he had, and, taking seven of the gold coins, San•tana offered them
to the hotel owner. Thus the owner helped them reach the hilly tract toward
V•r•‹as†. On the way, San•tana Gosv•m† met his brother-in-law, ¥r†k•nta, at
H•jipura, and ¥r†k•nta helped him after he had heard about all San•tana's
troubles. Thus San•tana Gosv•m† finally arrived at V•r•‹as† and stood before
the door of Candra¤ekhara. Caitanya Mah•prabhu called him in and ordered him
to change his dress so that he could look like a gentleman. For his garment,
he used an old cloth of Tapana Mi¤ra's. Later, he exchanged his valuable
blanket for a torn quilt. At this time Caitanya Mah•prabhu was very pleased
with him, and thus ¥r† San•tana Gosv•m† received knowledge of the Absolute
Truth from the Lord Himself.
First they discussed the constitutional position of the living entities,
and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu explained to San•tana Gosv•m† how the living
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entity is one of Lord K”£‹a's energies. After this, the Lord explained the way
of devotional service. While discussing the Absolute Truth, ¥r† K”£‹a, the
Lord analyzed Brahman, Param•tm• and Bhagav•n, as well as the expansions of
the Lord called svaya‰-rãpa, tad-ek•tma and •ve¤a, which are divided into
various branches known as vaibhava and pr•bhava. Thus the Lord described the
many forms of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. He also described the
incarnations of God within the material world, incarnations such as the
puru£a-avat•ras, manvantara-avat•ras, gu‹a-avat•ras and sakty•ve¤a-avat•ras.
The Lord also discussed the divisions of K”£‹a's different ages, such as b•lya
and pauga‹‚a, and the different pastimes of the different ages. He explained
how K”£‹a attained His permanent form when He reached youth. In this way ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu explained and described everything to San•tana Gosv•m†.
TEXT 1
TEXT
vande 'nant•dbhutai¤varya‰
¤r†-caitanya-mah•prabhum
n†co 'pi yat-pras•d•t sy•d
bhakti-¤•stra-pravartaka„
SYNONYMS
vande--I offer my respectful obeisances; ananta--unlimited; adbhuta-wonderful; ai¤varyam--possessing opulences; ¤r†-caitanya-mah•prabhum--unto ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n†ca„ api--even a person in the lowest status of life;
yat-pras•d•t--by whose mercy; sy•t--may become; bhakti-¤•stra--of the science
of devotional service; pravartaka„--an inaugurator.
TRANSLATION
Let me offer my respectful obeisances unto ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who has
unlimited, wonderful opulences. By His mercy, even a person born as the lowest
of men can spread the science of devotional service.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†-caitanya jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; ¤r†-caitanya--to Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
jaya--all glories; nity•nanda--to Nity•nanda; jaya--all glories; advaitacandra--to Advaita šc•rya; jaya--all glories; gaura-bhakta-v”nda--to all
devotees of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All glories to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Nity•nanda Prabhu!
All glories to Advaita šc•rya! And all glories to all the devotees of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu!
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TEXT 3
TEXT
eth• gau‚e san•tana •che bandi-¤•le
¤r†-rãpa-gos•‘†ra patr† •ila hena-k•le
SYNONYMS
eth•--here; gau‚e--in Bengal; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†; •che--was; bandi¤•le--in prison; ¤r†-rãpa-gos•‘†ra--of ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; patr†--the letter;
•ila--came; hena-k•le--at that time.
TRANSLATION
While San•tana Gosv•m† was imprisoned in Bengal, a letter arrived from
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura informs us that this letter from Rãpa Gosv•m† to
San•tana Gosv•m† is mentioned by the annotator of Udbhaàa-candrik•. ¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m† wrote a note to San•tana Gosv•m† from B•kl•. This note indicated that
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was coming to Mathur•, and it stated:
yadu-pate„ kva gat• mathur•-pur†
raghu-pate„ kva gatottara-ko¤al•
iti vicintya kurusva mana„ sthira‰
na sad ida‰ jagad ity avadh•raya
"Where has the Mathur• Pur† of Yadupati gone? Where has the northern Ko¤al•
of Raghupati gone? By reflection, make the mind steady, thinking, 'This
universe is not eternal.' "
TEXT 4
TEXT
patr† p•‘• san•tana •nandita hail•
yavana-rak£aka-p•¤a kahite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
patr† p•‘•--receiving the note; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†; •nandita hail•-became very pleased; yavana--meat-eater; rak£aka--the superintendent of the
jail; p•¤a--before; kahite l•gil•--began to say.
TRANSLATION
When Sanatana Gosvami received this note from Rãpa Gosv•m†, he became very
pleased. He immediately went to the jail superintendent, who was a meat-eater,
and spoke as follows.
TEXT 5
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TEXT
"tumi eka jind•-p†ra mah•-bh•gyav•n
ket•ba-kor•‹a-¤•stre •che tom•ra j‘•na
SYNONYMS
tumi--you; eka jind•-p†ra--a living saint; mah•-bh•gyav•n--very fortunate;
ket•ba--books; kor•‹a--the Koran; ¤•stre--in the scripture; •che--there is;
tom•ra--your; j‘•na--knowledge.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† told the Mohammedan jailkeeper, "Dear sir, you are a
saintly person and are very fortunate. You have full knowledge of the revealed
scriptures such as the Koran and similar books.
TEXT 6
TEXT
eka band† ch•‚e yadi nija-dharma dekhiy•
sa‰s•ra ha-ite t•re mukta karena gos•‘•
SYNONYMS
eka band†--one imprisoned person; ch•‚e--one releases; yadi--if; nijadharma--one's own religion; dekhiy•--consulting; sa‰s•ra ha-ite--from material
bondage; t•re--him; mukta karena--releases; gos•‘•--the Supreme Personality of
Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"If one releases a conditioned soul or imprisoned person according to
religious principles, he himself is also released from material bondage by the
Supreme Personality of Godhead."
PURPORT
It appears from this statement that San•tana Gosv•m†, who was formerly a
minister of the Nawab, was trying to cheat the Mohammedan superintendent. A
jail superintendent had only an ordinary education, or practically no
education, and he was certainly not supposed to be very advanced in spiritual
knowledge. However, just to satisfy him, San•tana Gosv•m† praised him as a
very learned scholar of the scriptures. The jailkeeper could not deny that he
was a learned scholar because when one is elevated to an exalted position, one
thinks oneself fit for that position. San•tana Gosv•m† was correctly
explaining the effects of spiritual activity, and the jailkeeper connected his
statement with his release from jail. There are innumerable conditioned souls
rotting in the material world, imprisoned by m•y• under the spell of sense
gratification. The living entity is so entranced by the spell of m•y• that in
conditioned life even a pig feels satisfied.
There are two kinds of covering powers exhibited by m•y•. One is called
prak£ep•tmik•, and the other is called •vara‹•tmik•. When one is determined to
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get out of material bondage, the prak£ep•tmik•-¤akti, the spell of diversion,
impels one to remain in conditioned life fully satisfied by sense
gratification. Due to the other power (•vara‹•tmik•), a conditioned soul feels
satisfied even if he is rotting in the body of a pig or a worm in stool. To
release a conditioned soul from material bondage is very difficult because the
spell of m•y• is so strong. Even when the Supreme Personality of Godhead
Himself descends to deliver conditioned souls, asking them to surrender unto
Him, the conditioned souls do not agree to the Lord's proposals. Therefore ¥r†
San•tana Gosv•m† said, "Somehow or other, if one helps another gain release
from the bondage of m•y•, he is certainly recognized immediately by the
Supreme Personality of Godhead." As stated in Bhagavad-g†t• (18.69):
na ca tasm•n manu£ye£u
ka¤cin me priya-k”ttama„
bhavit• na ca me tasm•d
anya„ priyataro bhuvi
The greatest service one can render to the Lord is to try to infuse
devotional service into the heart of the conditioned soul so that the
conditioned soul may be released from conditional life. ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda
áh•kura has said that a Vai£‹ava is recognized by his preaching work--that is,
by convincing the conditioned soul about his eternal position, which is
explained here as nija-dharma. It is the living entity's eternal position to
serve the Lord; therefore to help one get release from material bondage is to
awaken one to the dormant understanding that he is the eternal servant of
K”£‹a. j†vera 'svarãpa' haya--k”£‹era 'nitya-d•sa'. This will be further
explained by the Lord Himself to San•tana Gosv•m†.
TEXT 7
TEXT
pãrve •mi tom•ra kariy•chi upak•ra
tumi •m• ch•‚i' kara pratyupak•ra
SYNONYMS
pãrve--formerly; •mi--I; tom•ra--your; kariy•chi--have done; upak•ra-welfare; tumi--you; •m•--me; ch•‚i'--releasing; kara--do; prati-upak•ra-return welfare.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† continued, "Previously I have done much for you. Now I am
in difficulty. Please return my goodwill by releasing me.
TEXT 8
TEXT
p••ca sahasra mudr• tumi kara a•g†k•ra
pu‹ya, artha,----dui l•bha ha-ibe tom•ra"
SYNONYMS
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p••ca sahasra--five thousand; mudr•--golden coins; tumi--you; kara
a•g†k•ra--please accept; pu‹ya--pious activity; artha--material gain; dui
l•bha--two kinds of achievement; ha-ibe--will be; tom•ra--yours.
TRANSLATION
"Here are five thousand gold coins. Please accept them. By releasing me,
you will receive the results of pious activities and gain material profit as
well. Thus you will profit in two ways simultaneously."
TEXT 9
TEXT
tabe sei yavana kahe,----"¤una, mah•¤aya
tom•re ch•‚iba, kintu kari r•ja-bhaya"
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; sei--that; yavana--meat-eater; kahe--says; ¤una--just
hear; mah•¤aya--my dear sir; tom•re--you; ch•‚iba--I would release; kintu-but; kari r•ja-bhaya--I am afraid of the government.
TRANSLATION
In this way San•tana Gosv•m† convinced the jailkeeper, who replied, "Please
hear me, my dear sir. I am willing to release you, but I am afraid of the
government."
TEXTS 10-11
TEXT
san•tana kahe,----"tumi n• kara r•ja-bhaya
dak£i‹a giy•che yadi leuài' •oyaya
t••h•re kahio----sei b•hya-k”tye gela
ga•g•ra nikaàa ga•g• dekhi' jh••pa dila
SYNONYMS
san•tana kahe--San•tana replied; tumi--you; n•--not; kara--do; r•ja-bhaya-fear of the government; dak£i‹a--to the south; giy•che--has gone; yadi--if;
leuài'--returning; •oyaya--comes; t••h•re--to him; kahio--you say; sei--he;
b•hya-k”tye--to evacuate; gela--went; ga•g•ra nikaàa--near the bank of the
Ganges; ga•g• dekhi'--seeing the Ganges; jh••pa dila--jumped.
TRANSLATION
San•tana replied, "There is no danger. The Nawab has gone to the south. If
he returns, tell him that San•tana went to pass stool near the bank of the
Gages and that as soon as he saw the Ganges, he jumped in.
TEXT 12
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TEXT
aneka dekhila, t•ra l•g n• p•ila
d•‚uk•-sahita ‚ubi k•h•• vahi' gela
SYNONYMS
aneka--for a long time; dekhila--I looked; t•ra--of him; l•g--contact; n•
p•ila--could not obtain; d•‚uk•-sahita--with the shackles; ‚ubi--drowning;
k•h••--somewhere; vahi' gela--washed away.
TRANSLATION
"Tell him, 'I looked for him a long time, but I could not find any trace of
him. He jumped in with his shackles, and therefore he was drowned and washed
away by the waves.'
TEXT 13
TEXT
kichu bhaya n•hi, •mi e-de¤e n• raba
darave¤a ha‘• •mi makk•ke y•iba"
SYNONYMS
kichu--any; bhaya--fear; n•hi--there is not; •mi--I; e-de¤e--in this
country; n• raba--shall not remain; darave¤a ha‘•--becoming a mendicant; •mi-I; makk•ke y•iba--shall go to Mecca.
TRANSLATION
"There is no reason for you to be afraid, for I shall not remain in this
country. I shall become a mendicant and go to the holy city of Mecca."
TEXT 14
TEXT
tath•pi yavana-mana prasanna n• dekhil•
s•ta-h•j•ra mudr• t•ra •ge r•¤i kail•
SYNONYMS
tath•pi--still; yavana-mana--the mind of the meat-eater; prasanna-satisfied; n•--not; dekhil•--he saw; s•ta-h•j•ra--seven thousand; mudr•-golden coins; t•ra--of him; •ge--in front; r•¤i kail•--made a stack.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† could see that the mind of the meat-eater was still not
satisfied. He then stacked Seven thousand gold coins before him.
TEXT 15
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TEXT
lobha ha-ila yavanera mudr• dekhiy•
r•tre ga•g•-p•ra kaila d•‚uk• k•àiy•
SYNONYMS
lobha ha-ila--there was attraction for the money; yavanera--of the meateater; mudr• dekhiy•--seeing the golden coins; r•tre--at night; ga•g•-p•ra
kaila--he got him across the Ganges; d•‚uk•--shackles; k•àiy•--breaking.
TRANSLATION
When the meat-eater saw the coins, he was attracted to them. He then
agreed, and that night he cut Sanatana's shackles and let him cross the
Ganges.
TEXT 16
TEXT
ga‚a-dv•ra-patha ch•‚il•, n•re t•h•• y•ite
r•tri-dina cali' •il• p•ta‚•-parvate
SYNONYMS
ga‚a-dv•ra-patha--the path of the fortress; ch•‚il•--gave up; n•re--not
able; t•h••--there; y•ite--to go; r•tri-dina--night and day; cali'--walking;
•il•--arrived; p•ta‚•-parvate--in the hilly tract of land known as P•ta‚•.
TRANSLATION
In this way, San•tana Gosv•m† was released. However, he was not able to
walk along the path of the fortress. Walking day and night, he finally arrived
at the hilly tract of land known as P•ta‚•.
TEXT 17
TEXT
tath• eka bhaumika haya, t•ra àh•‘i gel•
'parvata p•ra kara •m•'----vinati karil•
SYNONYMS
tath•--there; eka bhaumika--one landowner; haya--there is; t•ra àh•‘i--unto
him; gel•--he went; parvata--the hilly tract; p•ra kara--cross over; •m•--me;
vinati--submission; karil•--he made.
TRANSLATION
After reaching P•ta‚•, he met a landholder and submissively requested him
to get him across that hilly tract of land.
TEXT 18
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TEXT
sei bhã‘•ra sa•ge haya h•ta-ga‹it•
bhã‘•ra k•‹e kahe sei j•ni' ei kath•
SYNONYMS
sei bhã‘•ra--the landlord; sa•ge--with; haya--there is; h•ta-ga‹ita--an
expert in palmistry; bhã‘•ra--of the landlord; k•‹e--in the ear; kahe--says;
sei--that man; j•ni'--knowing; ei kath•--this statement.
TRANSLATION
A man who was expert in palmistry was at that time staying with the
landlord. Knowing about San•tana, he whispered the following in the landlord's
ear.
TEXT 19
TEXT
'i•h•ra àh•‘i suvar‹era a£àa mohara haya'
¤uni' •nandita bhã‘• san•tane kaya
SYNONYMS
i•h•ra àh•‘i--in the possession of this man; suvar‹era--of gold; a£àa-eight; mohara--coins; haya--there are; ¤uni'--hearing; •nandita--pleased;
bhã‘•--the landlord; san•tane--to San•tana; kaya--says.
TRANSLATION
The palmist said, "This man San•tana possesses eight gold coins." Hearing
this, the landlord was very pleased and spoke the following to San•tana
Gosv•m†.
TEXT 20
TEXT
"r•trye parvata p•ra kariba nija-loka diy•
bhojana karaha tumi randhana kariy•"
SYNONYMS
r•trye--at night; parvata--the hilly tract; p•ra kariba--I shall cross;
nija-loka diy•--with my own men; bhojana karaha--just take your meal; tumi-you; randhana kariy•--cooking.
TRANSLATION
The landlord said, "I shall get you across that hilly tract at night with
my own men. Now just take your lunch and cook for yourself."
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TEXT 21
TEXT
eta bali' anna dila kariy• samm•na
san•tana •si' tabe kaila nad†-sn•na
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; anna dila--supplied food grains; kariy• samm•na-showing great respect; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†; •si'--coming; tabe--then;
kaila--did; nad†-sn•na--bathing in the river.
TRANSLATION
Saying this, the landlord offered San•tana grains to cook. San•tana then
went to the riverside and took his bath.
TEXT 22
TEXT
dui upav•se kail• randhana-bhojane
r•ja-mantr† san•tana vic•ril• mane
SYNONYMS
dui upa v•se--fasting for two days; kail•--performed; randhana-bhojane-cooking and eating; r•ja-mantr†--the former minister of the Nawab; san•tana-San•tana; vic•ril•--considered; mane--in the mind.
TRANSLATION
Because San•tana had been fasting for two days, he cooked the food and ate
it. However, having formerly been a minister of the Nawab, he began to
contemplate the situation.
TEXT 23
TEXT
'ei bhã‘• kene more samm•na karila?'
eta cinti' san•tana †¤•ne puchila
SYNONYMS
ei bhã‘•--this landlord; kene--why; more--unto me; samm•na karila--offered
so much respect; eta cinti'--thinking this; san•tana--San•tana; †¤•ne--from
•¤•na, his servant; puchila--inquired.
TRANSLATION
As a former minister for the Nawab, San•tana could certainly understand
diplomacy. He therefore thought, "Why is this landlord offering me such
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respect?" Thinking in this way, he questioned his servant, whose name was
•¤•na.
TEXT 24
TEXT
'tom•ra àh•‘i j•ni kichu dravya •chaya'
†¤•na kahe,----'mora àh•‘i s•ta mohara haya'
SYNONYMS
tom•ra àh•‘i--in your possession; j•ni--I understand; kichu--some; dravya-valuable thing; •chaya--there is; †¤•na kahe--•¤•na replied; mora àh•‘i--in my
possession; s•ta mohara--seven gold coins; haya--there are.
TRANSLATION
San•tana asked his servant, "•¤•na, I think you have some valuable things
with you." •¤•na replied, "Yes, I have seven gold coins."
TEXT 25
TEXT
¤uni' san•tana t•re karil• bhartsana
'sa•ge kene •niy•cha ei k•la-yama?'
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†; t•re--him; karil• bhartsana-chastised; sa•ge--with you; kene--why; •niy•cha--have you brought; ei--this;
k•la-yama--death knell.
TRANSLATION
Hearing this, San•tana Gosv•m† chastised his servant, saying, "Why have you
brought this death knell with you?"
TEXT 26
TEXT
tabe sei s•ta mohara hastete kariy•
bhã‘•ra k•che y•‘• kahe mohara dhariy•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; sei s•ta mohara--these seven golden coins; hastete
kariy•--taking in the hands; bhã‘•ra k•che--to the landlord; y•‘•--going;
kahe--says; mohara dhariy•--holding the golden coins.
TRANSLATION
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Thereupon, San•tana Gosv•m† took the seven gold coins in his hands and went
to the landlord. Holding the gold coins before him, he spoke as follows.
TEXT 27
TEXT
"ei s•ta suvar‹a mohara •chila •m•ra
ih• la‘• dharma dekhi' parvata kara p•ra
SYNONYMS
ei s•ta--these seven; suvar‹a mohara--golden coins; •chila--were; •m•ra-mine; ih• la‘•--accepting them; dharma dekhi'--observing religious principles;
parvata--the hilly tract of land; kara p•ra--kindly get me across.
TRANSLATION
"I have these seven gold coins with me. Please accept them, and from a
religious point of view please get me across that hilly tract of land.
TEXT 28
TEXT
r•ja-band† •mi, gada-dv•ra y•ite n• p•ri
pu‹ya habe, parvata •m• deha' p•ra kari"
SYNONYMS
r•ja-band†--a prisoner of the government; •mi--I; ga‚a-dv•ra y•ite--to go
openly on the road by the ramparts; n• p•ri--I am not able; pu‹ya--pious
activity; habe--there will be; parvata--the hilly tract of land; •m•--to me;
deha'--give help; p•ra kari--by crossing over.
TRANSLATION
"I am a prisoner of the government, and I cannot go along the way of the
ramparts. It will be very pious of you to take this money and kindly get me
across this hilly tract of land."
TEXT 29
TEXT
bhã‘• h•si' kahe,----"•mi j•niy•chi pahile
asta mohara haya tom•ra sevaka-••cale
SYNONYMS
bhã‘•--the landlord; h•si'--smiling; kahe--said; •mi--I; j•niy•chi--knew;
pahile--before this; a£àa mohara--eight golden coins; haya--there are; tom•ra-your; sevaka-••cale--in the pocket of the servant.
TRANSLATION
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Smiling, the landlord said, "Before you offered them, I already knew that
there were eight gold coins in your servant's possession.
TEXT 30
TEXT
tom• m•ri' mohara la-it•ma •jik•ra r•trye
bh•la haila, kahil• tumi, chuàil••a p•pa haite
SYNONYMS
tom• m•ri'--killing you; mohara--golden coins; la-it•ma--I would have
taken; •jik•ra r•trye--on this night; bh•la haila--it was very good; kahil•
tumi--you have spoken; chuàil••a--I am relieved; p•pa haite--from such a sin.
TRANSLATION
"On this very night I would have killed you and taken your coins. It is
very good that you have voluntarily offered them to me. I am now relieved from
such a sinful activity.
TEXT 31
TEXT
santu£àa ha-il••a •mi, mohara n• la-iba
pu‹ya l•gi' parvata tom•' p•ra kari' diba"
SYNONYMS
santu£àa--satisfied; ha-il••a--have become; •mi--I; mohara--the golden
coins; n• la-iba--I shall not take; pu‹ya l•gi'--simply for pious activity;
parvata--the hilly tract of land; tom•'--you; p•ra kari' diba--I shall get
across.
TRANSLATION
"I am very satisfied with your behavior. I shall not accept these gold
coins, but I shall get you across that hilly tract of land simply to perform a
pious activity."
TEXT 32
TEXT
gos•‘i kahe,----"keha dravya la-ibe •m• m•ri'
•m•ra pr•‹a rak£• kara dravya a•g†kari' "
SYNONYMS
gos•‘i kahe--San•tana Gosv•m† said; keha--someone else; dravya--the
valuable coins; la-ibe--will take; •m• m•ri'--killing me; •m•ra--my; pr•‹a-life; rak£• kara--save; dravya a•g†kari'--by accepting these coins.
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TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† replied, "If you do not accept these coins, someone else
will kill me for them. It is better that you save me from the danger by
accepting the coins."
TEXT 33
TEXT
tabe bhã‘• gos•‘ira sa•ge c•ri p•ika dila
r•trye r•trye vana-pathe parvata p•ra kaila
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereupon; bhã‘•--the landlord; gos•‘ira sa•ge--with San•tana
Gosv•m†; c•ri p•ika--four watchmen; dila--gave; r•trye r•trye--during the
whole night; vana-pathe--on the jungle path; parvata--the hilly tract of land;
p•ra kaila--took him across.
TRANSLATION
After this settlement was made, the landlord gave San•tana Gosv•m† four
watchmen to accompany him. They went through the forest path for the whole
night and thus brought him over the hilly tract of land.
TEXT 34
TEXT
tabe p•ra ha‘• gos•‘i puchil• †¤•ne
'j•ni,----¤e£a dravya kichu •che tom• sth•ne"
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; p•ra ha‘•--after crossing; gos•‘i--San•tana Gosv•m†;
puchil•--asked; †¤•ne--•¤•na; j•ni--I know; ¤e£a dravya--something valuable
left; kichu--some; •che--there is; tom• sth•ne--with you.
TRANSLATION
After crossing the hills, San•tana Gosv•m† told his servant, "•¤•na, I
think you still have some balance left from the gold coins."
TEXT 35
TEXT
†¤•na kahe,----"eka mohara •che ava¤e£a"
gos•‘i kahe,----"mohara la‘• y•ha' tumi de¤a"
SYNONYMS
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†¤•na kahe--•¤•na replied; eka--one; mohara--gold coin; •che--is; ava¤e£a-left; gos•‘i--San•tana Gosv•m†; kahe--replied; mohara la‘•--taking this gold
coin; y•ha--return; tumi--you; de¤a--to your country.
TRANSLATION
•¤•na replied, "I still have one gold coin in my possession." San•tana
Gosv•m† then said, "Take the coin and return to your home."
TEXT 36
TEXT
t•re vid•ya diy• gos•‘i calil• ekal•
h•te karo•y•, chi•‚• k•nth•, nirbhaya ha-il•
SYNONYMS
t•re vid•ya diy•--bidding him farewell; gos•‘i--San•tana Gosv•m†; calil•
ekal•--began to travel alone; h•te--in the hand; karo•y•--a beggar's pot;
chi•‚• k•nth•--a torn quilt; nirbhaya ha-il•--he became free from all anxiety.
TRANSLATION
After departing from •¤•na, San•tana Gosv•m† began traveling alone with a
waterpot in his hand. Simply covered with a torn quilt, he thus lost all his
anxiety.
TEXT 37
TEXT
cali' cali' gos•‘i tabe •il• h•jipure
sandhy•-k•le vasil• eka udy•na-bhitare
SYNONYMS
cali' cali'--walking and walking; gos•‘i--San•tana Gosv•m†; tabe--then;
•il•--arrived; h•jipure--at H•jipura; sandhy•-k•le--in the evening; vasil•-sat down; eka--one; udy•na-bhitare--within a garden.
TRANSLATION
Walking and walking, San•tana Gosv•m† finally arrived at a place called
H•jipura. That evening he sat down within a garden.
TEXT 38
TEXT
sei h•jipure rahe----¤r†k•nta t•ra n•ma
gos•‘ira bhagin†-pati, kare r•ja-k•ma
SYNONYMS
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sei--that; h•jipure--in H•jipura; rahe--there is; ¤r†-k•nta--¥r†k•nta;
t•ra--his; n•ma--name; gos•‘ira--of San•tana Gosv•m†; bhagin†-pati--sister's
husband; kare--executes; r•ja-k•ma--government service.
TRANSLATION
In H•jipura there was a gentlemen named ¥r†k•nta, who happened to be the
husband of San•tana Gosv•m†'s sister. He was engaged there in government
service.
TEXT 39
TEXT
tina lak£a mudr• r•j• diy•che t•ra sth•ne
gho‚• mãlya la‘• p•àh•ya p•ts•ra sth•ne
SYNONYMS
tina lak£a--300,000; mudr•--golden coins; r•j•--the king or nawab; diy•che-has given; t•ra sth•ne--in his custody; gho‚•--of horses; mãlya la‘•--taking
the price; p•àh•ya--sends; p•ts•ra sth•ne--to the care of the emperor.
TRANSLATION
¥r†k•nta had 300,000 gold coins with him, which had been given to him by
the emperor for the purchase of horses. Thus ¥r†k•nta was buying horses and
dispatching them to the emperor.
TEXT 40
TEXT
àu•gi upara vasi' sei gos•‘ire dekhila
r•trye eka-jana-sa•ge gos•‘i-p•¤a •ila
SYNONYMS
àu•gi upara vasi'--sitting in an elevated place; sei--that ¥r†k•nta;
gos•‘ire--San•tana Gosv•m†; dekhila--saw; r•trye--at night; eka-jana-sa•ge-with a servant; gos•‘i-p•¤a--near San•tana Gosv•m†; •ila--he came.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r†k•nta was sitting in an elevated place, he could see San•tana
Gosv•m†. That night he took a servant and went to see San•tana Gosv•m†.
TEXT 41
TEXT
dui-jana mili' tath• i£àa-go£àh† kaila
bandhana-mok£a‹a-kath• gos•‘i sakali kahila
SYNONYMS
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dui-jana mili'--meeting together; tath•--there; i£àa-go£àh†--various types
of conversation; kaila--did; bandhana-mok£a‹a--of the arrest and release;
kath•--the story; gos•‘i--San•tana Gosv•m†; sakali--everything; kahila-narrated.
TRANSLATION
When they met, they had many conversations. San•tana Gosv•m† told him in
detail about his arrest and release.
TEXT 42
TEXT
te•ho kahe,----"dina-dui raha ei-sth•ne
bhadra hao, ch•‚a' ei malina vasane"
SYNONYMS
te•ho kahe--he said; dina-dui--at least for two days; raha--stay; eisth•ne--in this place; bhadra hao--become like a gentleman in appearance;
ch•‚a'--give up; ei--this; malina--dirty; vasane--dress.
TRANSLATION
¥r†k•nta then told San•tana Gosv•m†, "Stay here for at least two days and
dress up like a gentleman. Abandon these dirty garments."
TEXT 43
TEXT
gos•‘i kahe,----'eka-k£a‹a ih• n• rahiba
ga•g• p•ra kari' deha' e-k£a‹e caliba"
SYNONYMS
gos•‘i kahe--San•tana Gosv•m† said; eka-k£a‹a--even for one moment; ih•-here; n• rahiba--I shall not stay; ga•g• p•ra kari' deha'--help me cross the
River Ganges; e-k£a‹e--immediately; caliba--I shall go.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† replied, "I shall not stay here even for a moment. Please
help me cross the Ganges. I shall leave immediately."
TEXT 44
TEXT
yatna kari' te•ho eka bhoàa-kambala dila
ga•g• p•ra kari' dila----gos•‘i calila
SYNONYMS
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yatna kari'--with great care; te•ho--he (¥r†k•nta); eka--one; bhoàa-kambala--woolen blanket; dila--gave; ga•g• p•ra kari' dila--got him across the
River Ganges; gos•‘i calila--San•tana Gosv•m† departed.
TRANSLATION
With great care, ¥r†k•nta gave him a woolen blanket and helped him cross
the Ganges. Thus San•tana Gosv•m† departed again.
TEXT 45
TEXT
tabe v•r•‹as† gos•‘i •il• kata-dine
¤uni •nandita ha-il• prabhura •gamane
SYNONYMS
tabe--in this way; v•r•‹as†--to V•r•‹as†; gos•‘i--San•tana Gosv•m†; •il•-came; kata-dine--after a few days; ¤uni--hearing; •nandita--very pleased; hail•--he became; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •gamane--about the
arrival.
TRANSLATION
After a few days, San•tana Gosv•m† arrived at V•r•‹as†. He was very pleased
to hear about ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's arrival there.
TEXT 46
TEXT
candra¤ekharera ghare •si' dv•rete vasil•
mah•prabhu j•ni' candra¤ekhare kahil•
SYNONYMS
candra¤ekharera ghare--to the house of Candra¤ekhara; •si'--going; dv•rete-at the door; vasil•--sat down; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; j•ni'-knowing; candra¤ekhare--to Candra¤ekhara; kahil•--said.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† then went to the house of Candra¤ekhara and sat down by
the door. Understanding what was happening, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu spoke to
Candra¤ekhara.
TEXT 47
TEXT
'dv•re eka 'vai£‹ava haya, bol•ha t••h•re'
candra¤ekhara dekhe----'vai£‹ava' n•hika dv•re
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SYNONYMS
dv•re--at your door; eka vai£‹ava--one Vai£‹ava devotee; haya--there is;
bol•ha t••h•i-e--please call him; candra¤ekhara--Candra¤ekhara; dekhe--sees;
vai£‹ava--a devotee; n•hika--there is not; dv•re--at the door.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "There is a devotee at your door. Please call
him in." Going outside, Candra¤ekhara could not see a Vai£‹ava at his door.
TEXT 48
TEXT
'dv•rete vai£‹ava n•hi'----prabhure kahila
'keha haya' kari' prabhu t•h•re puchila
SYNONYMS
dv•rete--at my door; vai£‹ava n•hi--there is no Vai£‹ava; prabhure kahila-he informed ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; keha haya--is there anyone; kari'--in
this way; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t•h•re puchila--inquired from him.
TRANSLATION
When Candra¤ekhara informed the Lord that no Vai£‹ava was at his door, the
Lord asked him, "Is there anyone at your door at all?"
TEXT 49
TEXT
te•ho kahe,----eka 'darave¤a' •che dv•re
't••re •na' prabhura v•kye kahila t••h•re
SYNONYMS
te•ho kahe--he replied; eka darave¤a--one Muslim mendicant; •che--there is;
dv•re--at the door; t••re •na--bring him; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; v•kye--the order; kahila--said; t••h•re--unto him.
TRANSLATION
Candra¤ekhara replied, "There is a Muslim mendicant." ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu immediately said, "Please bring him here." Candra¤ekhara then spoke
to San•tana Gosv•m†, who was still sitting beside the door.
TEXT 50
TEXT
'prabhu tom•ya bol•ya, •isa, darave¤a!'
¤uni' •nande san•tana karil• prave¤a
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SYNONYMS
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; tom•ya--unto you; bol•ya--calls; •isa-come here; darave¤a--O Muslim mendicant; ¤uni'--hearing; •nande--in great
pleasure; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†; karil• prave¤a--entered.
TRANSLATION
"O Muslim mendicant, please come in. The Lord is calling you." San•tana
Gosv•m† was very pleased to hear this order, and he entered Candra¤ekhara's
house.
TEXT 51
TEXT
t••h•re a•gane dekhi' prabhu dh•‘• •il•
t••re •li•gana kari' prem•vi£àa hail•
SYNONYMS
t••h•re--him; a•gane--in the courtyard; dekhi'--seeing; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dh•‘• •il•--came to see him with great haste; t••re--him;
•li•gana kari'--embracing; prema-•vi£àa hail•--became overwhelmed with
ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
As soon as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw San•tana Gosv•m† in the courtyard,
He immediately went up to him with great haste. After embracing him, the Lord
was overwhelmed with ecstatic love.
TEXT 52
TEXT
prabhu-spar¤e prem•vi£àa ha-il• san•tana
'more n• chu•iha'----kahe gadgada-vacana
SYNONYMS
prabhu-spar¤e--by the touch of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prema-•vi£àa-overwhelmed with ecstatic love; ha-il•--became; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†;
more--me; n•--do not; chu•iha--touch; kahe--says; gadgada-vacana--in a
faltering voice.
TRANSLATION
As soon as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu touched San•tana Gosv•m†, San•tana was
also overwhelmed with ecstatic love. In a faltering voice, he said, "O my
Lord, do not touch me."
TEXT 53
TEXT
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dui-jane gal•gali rodana ap•ra
dekhi' candra¤ekharera ha-ila camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
dui-jane--the two persons; gal•gali--shoulder to shoulder; rodana--crying;
ap•ra--unlimited; dekhi'--seeing; candra¤ekharera--of Candra¤ekhara; ha-ila-there was; camatk•ra--astonishment.
TRANSLATION
Shoulder to shoulder, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and San•tana Gosv•m† began to
cry unlimitedly. Candra¤ekhara was very astonished to see this.
TEXT 54
TEXT
tabe prabhu t••ra h•ta dhari' la‘• gel•
pi‹‚•ra upare •pana-p•¤e vas•il•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••ra--of San•tana
Gosv•m†; h•ta dhari'--catching the hand; la‘• gel•--took him inside; pi‹‚•ra
upare--in an elevated place; •pana-p•¤e--near Him; vas•il•--made San•tana
Gosv•m† sit down.
TRANSLATION
Catching his hand, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took San•tana Gosv•m† inside and
made him sit in an elevated place next to Him.
TEXT 55
TEXT
¤r†-haste karena t••ra a•ga samm•rjana
te•ho kahe,----'more, prabhu, n• kara spar¤ana'
SYNONYMS
¤r†-haste--by the spiritual hand; karena--does; t••ra a•ga--of his body;
samm•rjana--cleansing; te•ho kahe--he said; more--me; prabhu--my Lord; n• kara
spar¤ana--do not touch.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu began cleansing San•tana Gosv•m†'s body with
His own transcendental hand, San•tana Gosv•m† said, "O my Lord, please do not
touch me."
TEXT 56
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TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"tom• spar¤i •tma pavitrite
bhakti-bale p•ra tumi brahm•‹‚a ¤odhite
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied; tom• spar¤i--I touch you;
•tma pavitrite--to purify Myself; bhakti-bale--the strength of your devotional
service; p•ra--are able; tumi--you; brahm•‹‚a--the whole universe; ¤odhite--to
purify.
TRANSLATION
The Lord replied, "I am touching you just to purify Myself because by the
force of your devotional service you can purify the whole universe.
TEXT 57
TEXT
bhavad-vidh• bh•gavat•s
t†rtha-bhãt•„ svaya‰ prabho
t†rth†-kurvanti t†rth•ni
sv•nta„-sthena gad•-bh”t•
SYNONYMS
bhavat-vidh•„--like you; bh•gavat•„--advanced devotees; t†rtha-bhãt•„-personified holy places of pilgrimage; svayam--personally; prabho--my lord;
t†rth†-kurvanti--make into holy places; t†rth•ni--all the holy places of
pilgrimage; sva-anta„-sthena--situated within their hearts; gad•-bh”t•--by
Lord Vi£‹u, who carries a club.
TRANSLATION
" 'Saints of your caliber are themselves places of pilgrimage. Because of
their purity, they are constant companions of the Lord, and therefore they can
purify even the places of pilgrimage.'
PURPORT
This verse was spoken by Mah•r•ja Yudhi£àhira to Vidura in ¥r†madBh•gavatam (1.13.10). Vidura was returning home after visiting sacred places
of pilgrimage, and Mah•r•ja Yudhi£àhira was receiving his saintly uncle. In
essence, Mah•r•ja Yudhi£àhira was saying, "My dear Lord Vidura, you yourself
are a holy place because you are an advanced devotee. People like you always
carry Lord Vi£‹u in their hearts. You can revitalize all holy places after
they have been polluted by the pilgrimages of sinners."
A sinful person goes to a holy place of pilgrimage to be purified. In a
holy place, there are many saintly people and temples of Lord Vi£‹u; however,
the holy place becomes infected with the sins of many visitors. When an
advanced devotee goes to a holy place, he counteracts all the sins of the
pilgrims. Therefore Mah•r•ja Yudhi£àhira addressed Vidura in this way.
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Since an advanced devotee carries Lord Vi£‹u within his heart, he is a
moving temple and a moving Vi£‹u. An advanced devotee does not need to go to
holy places, for wherever he stays is a holy place. In this connection,
Narottama d•sa áh•kura states, t†rtha-y•tr• pari¤rama, kevala manera bhrama:
visiting holy places is simply another type of bewilderment. Since an advanced
devotee does not need to go to a holy place, why does he go? The answer is
that he goes simply to purify the place.
TEXT 58
TEXT
na me 'bhakta¤ catur-ved†
mad-bhakta„ ¤va-paca„ priya„
tasmai deya‰ tato gr•hya‰
sa ca pãjyo yath• hy aham
SYNONYMS
na--not; me--My; abhakta„--devoid of pure devotional service; catu„-ved†--a
scholar in the four Vedas; mat-bhakta„--My devotee; ¤va-paca„--even from a
family of dog-eaters; priya„--very dear; tasmai--to him (a pure devotee, even
though born in a very low family); deyam--should be given; tata„--from him;
gr•hyam--should be accepted (remnants of food); sa„--that person; ca--also;
pãjya„--worshipable; yath•--as much as; hi--certainly; aham--I.
TRANSLATION
" 'Even though a person is a very learned scholar of the Sanskrit Vedic
literatures, he is not accepted as My devotee unless he is pure in devotional
service. However, even though a person is born in a family of dog-eaters, he
is very dear to Me if he is a pure devotee who has no motive to enjoy fruitive
activity or mental speculation. Indeed, all respects should be given to him,
and whatever he offers should be accepted. Such devotees are as worshipable as
I am.'
PURPORT
This verse is included in the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa (10.127) compiled by
San•tana Gosv•m†.
TEXT 59
TEXT
vipr•d dvi£a‚-gu‹a-yut•d aravinda-n•bhap•d•ravinda-vimukh•t ¤va-paca‰ vari£àham
manye tad-arpita-mano-vacanehit•rthapr•‹a‰ pun•ti sa kula‰ na tu bhãri-m•na„
SYNONYMS
vipr•t--than a br•hma‹a; dvi-£aà-gu‹a-yut•t--who is qualified with twelve
brahminical qualifications; aravinda-n•bha--of Lord Vi£‹u, who has a lotuslike
navel; p•da-aravinda--unto the lotus feet; vimukh•t--than a person bereft of
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devotion; ¤va-pacam--a ca‹‚•la, or a person accustomed to eating dogs;
vari£àham--more glorified; manye--I think; tat-arpita--dedicated unto Him;
mana„--mind; vacana--words; †hita--activities; artha--wealth; pr•‹am--life;
pun•ti--purifies; sa„--he; kulam--his family; na tu--but not; bhãri-m•na„--a
br•hma‹a proud of possessing such qualities.
TRANSLATION
" 'One may be born in a br•hma‹a family and have all twelve brahminical
qualities, but if he is not devoted to the lotus feet of Lord K”£‹a, who has a
navel shaped like a lotus, he is not as good as a ca‹‚•la who has dedicated
his mind, words, activities, wealth and life to the service of the Lord.
Simply to take birth in a br•hma‹a family or to have brahminical qualities is
not sufficient. One must become a pure devotee of the Lord. If a ¤va-paca or
ca‹‚•la is a devotee, he delivers not only himself but his whole family,
whereas a br•hma‹a who is not a devotee but simply has brahminical
qualifications cannot even purify himself, not to speak of his family.' "
PURPORT
This verse is spoken by Prahl•da Mah•r•ja in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (7.9.10). A
br•hma‹a is supposed to be qualified with twelve qualities. As stated in the
Mah•bh•rata:
dharma¤ ca satya‰ ca damas tapa¤ ca
am•tsarya‰ hr†s titik£•nasãy•
yaj‘a¤ ca d•na‰ ca dh”ti„ ¤ruta‰ ca
vrat•ni vai dv•da¤a br•hma‹asya
"A br•hma‹a must be perfectly religious. He must be truthful, and he must
be able to control his senses. He must execute severe austerities, and he must
be detached, humble and tolerant. He must not envy anyone, and he must be
expert in performing sacrifices and giving whatever he has in charity. He must
be fixed in devotional service and expert in the knowledge of the Vedas. These
are the twelve qualifications for a br•hma‹a."
Bhagavad-g†t• describes the brahminical qualities in this way:
¤amo damas tapa„ ¤aucam
k£•ntir •rjavam eva ca
j‘•na‰ vij‘•nam •stikya‰
brahma-karma svabh•va-jam
"Peacefulness, self-control, austerity, purity, tolerance, honesty, wisdom,
knowledge, and religiousness--these are the qualities by which the br•hma‹as
work." (Bg. 18.42)
In the Mukt•phala-à†k•, it is said:
¤amo damas tapa„ ¤auca‰
k£•nty-•rjava-virakta ya„
j‘•na-vij‘•na-santo£•„
saty•stikye dvi£a‚ gu‹•„
"Mental equilibrium, sense control, austerity, cleanliness, tolerance,
simplicity, detachment, theoretical and practical knowledge, satisfaction,
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truthfulness and firm faith in the Vedas are the twelve qualities of a
br•hma‹a."
TEXT 60
TEXT
tom• dekhi, tom• spar¤i, g•i tom•ra gu‹a
sarvendriya-phala,----ei ¤•stra-nirãpa‹a
SYNONYMS
tom• dekhi--by seeing you; tom• spar¤i--by touching you; g•i tom•ra gu‹a-praising your transcendental qualities; sarva-indriya-phala--the fulfillment
of the activities of all the senses; ei--this; ¤•stra-nirãpa‹a--the verdict of
the revealed scriptures.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "By seeing you, by touching you and by
glorifying your transcendental qualities, one can perfect the purpose of all
sense activity. This is the verdict of the revealed scriptures.
PURPORT
This is confirmed in the following verse from the Hari-bhakti-sudhodaya
(13.2).
TEXT 61
TEXT
ak£‹o„ phala‰ tv•d”¤a-dar¤ana‰ hi
tano„ phala‰ tv•d”¤a-g•tra-sa•ga„
jihv•-phala‰ tv•d”¤a-k†rtana‰ hi
sudurlabh• bh•gavat• hi loke
SYNONYMS
ak£‹o„--of the eyes; phalam--the perfect result of the action; tv•-d”¤a--a
person like you; dar¤anam--to see; hi--certainly; tano„--of the body; phalam-the perfection of activities; tv•-d”¤a--of a person like you; g•tra-sa•ga„-touching the body; jihv•-phalam--the perfection of the tongue; tv•-d”¤a--a
person like you; k†rtanam--glorifying; hi--certainly; su-durlabh•„--very rare;
bh•gavat•„--pure devotees of the Lord; hi--certainly; loke--in this world.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear Vai£‹ava, seeing a person like you is the perfection of one's
eyesight. Touching your lotus feet is the perfection of the sense of touch.
Glorifying your good qualities is the tongue's real activity, for in the
material world it is very difficult to find a pure devotee of the Lord.' "
TEXT 62
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TEXT
eta kahi kahe prabhu,----"¤una, san•tana
k”£‹a----ba‚a day•maya, patita-p•vana
SYNONYMS
eta kahi--saying this; kahe--continued to speak; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; ¤una--please hear; san•tana--My dear San•tana; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a;
ba‚a--very much; day•-maya--merciful; patita-p•vana--deliverer of the fallen
souls.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "My dear San•tana, please hear from Me.
K”£‹a is very merciful, and He is the deliverer of all fallen souls.
TEXT 63
TEXT
mah•-raurava haite tom• karil• uddh•ra
k”p•ra samudra k”£‹a gambh†ra ap•ra"
SYNONYMS
mah•-raurava haite--from the deepest hellish condition of life; tom•--you;
karil• uddh•ra--has delivered; k”p•ra samudra--the ocean of mercy; k”£‹a-K”£‹a; gambh†ra--very grave; ap•ra--unlimitedly.
TRANSLATION
"My dear San•tana, K”£‹a has saved you from Mah•raurava, life's deepest
hell. He is an ocean of mercy, and His activities are very grave."
PURPORT
As stated in Bhagavad-g†t•, †¤vara„ sarva-bhãt•n•‰ h”d-de¤e 'rjuna
ti£àhati. Staying within everyone's heart, Lord K”£‹a works very gravely. No
one can understand how He is working, but as soon as the Lord understands the
sincere activity of a person in devotional service, He helps him in such a way
that the devotee cannot understand how things are happening. If the devotee is
determined to serve the Lord, the Lord is always prepared to help him (dad•mi
buddhi-yoga‰ ta‰ yena m•m upay•nti te). ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is telling
San•tana Gosv•m† how merciful the Lord is. San•tana Gosv•m† was a minister in
the service of Nawab Hussain Shah. He was always mixing with people materially
inclined, particularly with Mohammedans, meat-eaters. Although he was in
intimate touch with them, by K”£‹a's mercy he came to find such association
distasteful. Therefore he left them. As stated by ¥r†niv•sa šc•rya: tyaktv•
tãr‹am a¤e£a-man-dala-pati-¤re‹†‰ sad• tuccha-vat. K”£‹a enlightened San•tana
Gosv•m† in such a way that he was able to give up his exalted post as
minister. Thinking his material position insignificant, San•tana was prepared
to become a mendicant. Appreciating the activities of San•tana Gosv•m†, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu praised his action and thanked K”£‹a for His mercy upon
him.
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TEXT 64
TEXT
san•tana kahe,----'k”£‹a •mi n•hi j•ni
•m•ra uddh•ra-hetu tom•ra k”p• ma-ni'
SYNONYMS
san•tana kahe--San•tana Gosv•m† said; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; •mi--I; n•hi j•ni-do not know; •m•ra--my; uddh•ra-hetu--the cause of release; tom•ra--Your;
k”p•--mercy; m•ni--I accept.
TRANSLATION
San•tana replied, "I do not know who K”£‹a is. As far as I am concerned, I
have been released from prison only by Your mercy."
TEXT 65
TEXT
'kemane chuàil•' bali prabhu pra¤na kail•
•dyop•nta saba kath• te•ho ¤un•il•
SYNONYMS
kemane chuàil•--how were you released; bali--saying; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; pra¤na kail•--inquired; •dya-up•nta--from beginning to the end;
saba--all; kath•--the narration; te•ho--he; ¤un•il•--described.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then asked San•tana Gosv•m†, "How were you released
from prison?" San•tana then described the story from beginning to end.
TEXT 66
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"tom•ra dui-bh•i pray•ge milil•
rãpa, anupama----du•he v”nd•vana gel•"
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; tom•ra--your; dui-bh•i--two
brothers; pray•ge milil•--met Me at Pray•ga; rãpa--Rãpa Gosv•m†; anupama--his
brother Anupama; du•he--both of them; v”nd•vana gel•--have gone to V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "I met your two brothers, Rãpa and Anupama,
at Pray•ga. They have now gone to V”nd•vana."
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TEXT 67
TEXT
tapana-mi¤rere •ra candra¤ekharere
prabhu-•j‘•ya san•tana milil• do•h•re
SYNONYMS
tapana-mi¤rere--unto Tapana Mi¤ra; •ra--and; candra¤ekharere--unto
Candra¤ekhara; prabhu-•j‘•ya--by the order of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
san•tana--San•tana; milil•--met; do•h•re--both of them.
TRANSLATION
By the order of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, San•tana Gosv•m† met both Tapana
Mi¤ra and Candra¤ekhara.
TEXT 68
TEXT
tapana-mi¤ra tabe t••re kail• nimantra‹a
prabhu kahe,----'k£aura kar•ha, y•ha, san•tana'
SYNONYMS
tapana-mi¤ra--Tapana Mi¤ra; tabe--then; t••re--unto him (San•tana Gosv•m†);
kail•--made; nimantra‹a--invitation; prabhu kahe--Caitanya Mah•prabhu said;
k£aura kar•ha--get shaved; y•ha--go; san•tana--My dear San•tana.
TRANSLATION
Tapana Mi¤ra then extended an invitation to San•tana, and Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu asked San•tana to go get a shave.
TEXT 69
TEXT
candra¤ekharere prabhu kahe bol•‘•
'ei ve£a dãra kara, y•ha i•h•re la‘•'
SYNONYMS
candra¤ekharere--unto Candra¤ekhara; prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
said; bol•‘•--calling; ei ve£a--this kind of dress; dãra kara--take away;
y•ha--go; i•h•re la‘•--taking him with you.
TRANSLATION
After this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu called Candra¤ekhara and asked him to
take San•tana Gosv•m† with him. He also asked him to take away San•tana's
present dress.
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TEXT 70
TEXT
bhadra kar•‘• t••re ga•g•-sn•na kar•ila
¤ekhara •niy• t••re nãtana vastra dila
SYNONYMS
bhadra kar•‘•--making gentle; t••re--him; ga•g•-sn•na--bathing in the
Ganges; kar•ila--caused to do; ¤ekhara--Candra¤ekhara; •niy•--bringing; t••re-to him; nãtana--new; vastra--clothing; dila--delivered.
TRANSLATION
Candra¤ekhara then made San•tana Gosv•m† look like a gentleman. He took him
to bathe in the Ganges, and afterwards he brought him a new set of clothes.
PURPORT
The words bhadra kar•‘• are significant in this verse. Due to his long
hair, moustache and beard, San•tana Gosv•m† looked like a darave¤a, or hippie.
Since ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu did not like San•tana Gosv•m†'s hippie features,
he immediately asked Candra¤ekhara to get him shaved clean. If anyone with
long hair or a beard wants to join this K”£‹a consciousness movement and live
with us, he must similarly shave himself clean. The followers of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu consider long hair objectionable. San•tana Gosv•m† was saved from a
hellish condition (Mah•raurava) by the grace of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
Mah•raurava is a hell wherein animal killers are placed. In this regard, refer
to ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (5.26.10-12).
TEXT 71
TEXT
sei vastra san•tana n• kaila a•g†k•ra
¤uniy• prabhura mane •nanda ap•ra
SYNONYMS
sei vastra--that new dress; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†; n• kaila--did not;
a•g†k•ra--accept; ¤uniy•--hearing; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; mane-in the mind; •nanda ap•ra--unlimited happiness.
TRANSLATION
Candra¤ekhara offered a new set of garments to San•tana Gosv•m†, but
San•tana did not accept them. When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu heard news of this,
he became unlimitedly happy.
TEXT 72
TEXT
madhy•hna kariy• prabhu gel• bhik£• karib•re
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san•tane la‘• gel• tapana-mi¤rera ghare
SYNONYMS
madhy•hna kariy•--finishing bathing at noon; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; gel•--went; bhik£• karib•re--to accept lunch; san•tane--San•tana
Gosv•m†; la‘•--taking; gel•--went; tapana-mi¤rera ghare--to the house of
Tapana Mi¤ra.
TRANSLATION
After bathing at noon, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to the house of Tapana
Mi¤ra for lunch. He took San•tana Gosv•m† with Him.
TEXT 73
TEXT
p•da-prak£•lana kari' bhik£•te vasil•
'san•tane bhik£• deha'----mi¤rere kahil•
SYNONYMS
p•da-prak£•lana--washing the feet; kari'--doing; bhik£•te--to lunch;
vasil•--sat down; san•tane bhik£• deha--give San•tana also lunch; mi¤rere
kahil•--He asked Tapana Mi¤ra.
TRANSLATION
After washing His feet, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu sat down for lunch. He
asked Tapana Mi¤ra to supply San•tana Gosv•m† lunch also.
TEXT 74
TEXT
mi¤ra kahe,----'san•tanera kichu k”tya •che
tumi bhik£• kara, pras•da t••re diba p•che'
SYNONYMS
mi¤ra kahe--Tapana Mi¤ra said; san•tanera--of San•tana Gosv•m†; kichu-some; k”tya--duty; •che--there is; tumi bhik£• kara--You take Your lunch;
pras•da--the remnants of Your food; t••re--unto him; diba--I shall deliver;
p•che--at the end.
TRANSLATION
Tapana Mi¤ra then said, "San•tana has some duty to perform; therefore he
cannot accept lunch now. At the conclusion of the meal, I shall supply
San•tana with some remnants."
TEXT 75
TEXT
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bhik£• kari' mah•prabhu vi¤r•ma karila
mi¤ra prabhura ¤e£a-p•tra san•tane dila
SYNONYMS
bhik£• kari'--after taking His lunch; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
vi¤r•ma karila--took rest; mi¤ra--Tapana Mi¤ra; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; ¤e£a-p•tra--the plate of remnants; san•tane dila--delivered to
San•tana.
TRANSLATION
After eating, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu took rest for a while. Tapana Mi¤ra
then gave San•tana Gosv•m† the remnants of food left by Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 76
TEXT
mi¤ra san•tane dil• nãtana vasana
vastra n•hi nil•, te•ho kaila nivedana
SYNONYMS
mi¤ra--Tapana Mi¤ra; san•tane--unto San•tana; dil•--delivered; nãtana
vasana--new cloth; vastra--the cloth; n•hi nil•--he did not accept; te•ho--he;
kaila--made; nivedana--submission.
TRANSLATION
When Tapana Mi¤ra offered San•tana Gosv•m† a new cloth, he did not accept
it. Instead, he spoke as follows.
TEXT 77
TEXT
"more vastra dite yadi tom•ra haya mana
nija paridh•na eka deha' pur•tana"
SYNONYMS
more--unto me; vastra dite--to offer cloth; yadi--if; tom•ra--your; haya-there is; mana--mind; nija--own; paridh•na--cloth; eka--one; deha'--give;
pur•tana--old.
TRANSLATION
"If you want to give me some cloth according to your desire, please give me
an old cloth you have used."
TEXT 78
TEXT
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tabe mi¤ra pur•tana eka dhuti dila
te•ho dui bahirv•sa-kaup†na karila
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; mi¤ra--Tapana Mi¤ra; pur•tana--old; eka--one; dhuti-dhoti; dila--delivered; te•ho--he (San•tana Gosv•m†); dui--two; bahirv•sa-outer coverings; kaup†na--underwear; karila--made.
TRANSLATION
When Tapana Mi¤ra gave San•tana Gosv•m† a used dhoti, San•tana immediately
tore it in pieces to make two sets of outer cloth and underwear.
TEXT 79
TEXT
mah•r•£àr†ya dvije prabhu mil•il• san•tane
sei vipra t••re kaila mah•-nimantra‹e
SYNONYMS
mah•-r•£àr†ya--from Mah•r•£àra; dvije--the br•hma‹a; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; mil•il•--introduced; san•tane--unto San•tana Gosv•m†; sei--that;
vipra--br•hma‹a; t••re--unto him; kaila--did; mah•--full; nimantra‹e-invitation.
TRANSLATION
When Caitanya Mah•prabhu introduced the Mah•r•£àr†ya br•hma‹a to San•tana,
the br•hma‹a immediately invited San•tana Gosv•m† for full meals.
TEXT 80
TEXT
"san•tana, tumi y•vat k•¤†te rahib•
t•vat •m•ra ghare bhik£• ye karib•"
SYNONYMS
san•tana--O San•tana; tumi--you; y•vat--as long as; k•¤†te--in Benares;
rahib•--will remain; t•vat--so long; •m•ra--my; ghare--at the home; bhik£•-lunch; ye--that; karib•--please accept.
TRANSLATION
The br•hma‹a said, "My dear San•tana, as long as you remain at K•¤†, please
accept lunch at my place."
TEXT 81
TEXT
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san•tana kahe,----"•mi m•dhukar† kariba
br•hma‹era ghare kene ekatra bhik£• laba?"
SYNONYMS
san•tana kahe--San•tana replied; •mi--I; m•dhukar† kariba--shall practice
acceptance of food by m•dhukar† means; br•hma‹era ghare--in the house of a
br•hma‹a; kene--why; ekatra--in one place; bhik£• laba--I should accept lunch.
TRANSLATION
Sanatana replied,"I shall practice the process of m•dhukar†. Why should I
accept full meals in the house of a br•hma‹a?"
PURPORT
The word m•dhukar† comes from the word madhukara, which refers to bees
collecting honey from flower to flower. A m•dhukar† is a saintly person or a
mendicant who does not accept a full meal at one house but begs from door to
door, taking a little food from each householder's place. In this way he does
not overeat or give householders unnecessary trouble. A person in the
renounced order may beg but not cook. His begging should not be a burden for
the householders. The m•dhukar† process is strictly to be followed by a
b•b•j†, that is, one who has attained the paramaha‰sa stage. This practice is
still current in V”nd•vana, and there are many places where alms are offered.
Unfortunately, there are many beggars who have come to V”nd•vana to accept
alms but not follow the principles of San•tana Gosv•m†. People try to imitate
him and lead an idle life by practicing m•dhukar†. It is almost impossible to
strictly follow San•tana Gosv•m† or Rãpa Gosv•m†. It is better to accept food
offered to K”£‹a in the temple than to try to imitate San•tana Gosv•m† and
Rãpa Gosv•m†.
yukt•h•ra-vih•rasya
yukta-ce£àasya karmasu
yukta-svapn•vabodhasya
yogo bhavati du„kha-h•
"He who is temperate in his habits of eating, sleeping, working and
recreation can mitigate all material pains by practicing the yoga system."
(Bg. 6.17)
The ideal sanny•s† strictly follows the ways practiced by the Gosv•m†s.
TEXT 82
TEXT
san•tanera vair•gye prabhura •nanda ap•ra
bhoàa-kambala p•ne prabhu c•he b•re b•ra
SYNONYMS
san•tanera--of San•tana Gosv•m†; vair•gye--by the renunciation; prabhura-of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •nanda--happiness; ap•ra--unlimited; bhoàa-
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kambala--the woolen blanket; p•ne--towards; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
c•he--looks; b•re b•ra--repeatedly.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu felt unlimited happiness to observe San•tana
Gosv•m†'s strict following of the principles of sanny•sa. However, He
repeatedly glanced at the woolen blanket San•tana Gosv•m† was wearing.
TEXT 83
TEXT
san•tana j•nila ei prabhure n• bh•ya
bhoàa ty•ga karib•re cintil• up•ya
SYNONYMS
san•tana j•nila--San•tana Gosv•m† could understand; ei--this; prabhure--by
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n• bh•ya--is not approved; bhoàa--the woolen blanket;
ty•ga--giving up; karib•re--to do; cintil•--considered; up•ya--a means.
TRANSLATION
Because ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was repeatedly glancing at this valuable
woolen blanket, San•tana Gosv•m† could understand that the Lord did not
approve of it. He then began to consider a way to give it up.
TEXT 84
TEXT
eta cinti' gel• ga•g•ya madhy•hna karite
eka gau‚iy• k•nth• dhu‘• diy•che ¤uk•ite
SYNONYMS
eta cinti'--thinking this; gel•--went; ga•g•ya--to the bank of the Ganges;
madhy•hna--bathing at noon; karite--to do; eka--one; gau‚iy•--Bengali
Vai£‹ava; k•nth•--quilt; dhu‘•--washing; diy•che--spread out; ¤uk•ite--to dry.
TRANSLATION
Thinking in this way, San•tana went to the bank of the Ganges to bathe.
While there, he saw that a mendicant from Bengal had washed his quilt and had
spread it out to dry.
TEXT 85
TEXT
t•re kahe,----"ore bh•i, kara upak•re
ei bhoàa la‘• ei k••th• deha' more"
SYNONYMS
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t•re kahe--he said to him; ore bh•i--O my brother; kara upak•re--kindly do
a favor; ei bhoàa--this woolen blanket; la‘•--taking; ei--this; k••th•--quilt;
deha'--give; more--to me.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† then told the Bengali mendicant, "My dear brother, please
do me a favor. Trade me your quilt for this woolen blanket."
TEXT 86
TEXT
sei kahe,----"rahasya kara pr•m•‹ika ha‘•?
bahu-mãlya bhoàa dib• kena k••th• la‘•?"
SYNONYMS
sei kahe--he said; rahasya--joking; kara--you do; pr•m•‹ika ha‘•--although
being a man of authority; bahu-mãlya--very valuable; bhoàa--woolen blanket;
dib•--you would give; kena--why; k••th• la‘•--taking this quilt.
TRANSLATION
The mendicant replied, "Sir, you are a respectable gentleman. Why are you
joking with me? Why would you trade your valuable blanket for my torn quilt?"
TEXT 87
TEXT
te•ho kahe,----"rahasya nahe, kahi satya-v•‹†
bhoàa laha, tumi deha' more k••th•-kh•ni"
SYNONYMS
te•ho kahe--he said; rahasya nahe--there is no joking; kahi satya-v•‹†--I
am speaking the truth; bhoàa laha--take this blanket; tumi--you; deha'--give;
more--to me; k••th•-kh•ni--the quilt.
TRANSLATION
San•tana said, "I am not joking; I am speaking the truth. Kindly take this
blanket in exchange for your torn quilt."
TEXT 88
TEXT
eta bali' k••th• la-ila, bhoàa t••re diy•
gos•‘ira àh••i •il• k••th• gale diy•
SYNONYMS
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eta bali'--saying this; k••th• la-ila--he took the quilt; bhoàa--the
blanket; t••re--unto him; diy•--giving; gos•‘ira àh••i--to Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •il•--returned; k••th•--quilt; gale--onto the shoulder; diy•-keeping.
TRANSLATION
Saying this, San•tana Gosv•m† exchanged the blanket for the quilt. He then
returned to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu with the quilt on his shoulder.
TEXT 89
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----'tom•ra bhoàa-kambala koth• gela?'
prabhu-pade saba kath• gos•‘i kahila
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; tom•ra--your; bhoàa-kambala-woolen blanket; koth• gela--where did it go; prabhu-pade--unto the lotus feet
of Lord Caitanya; saba--all; kath•--narration; gos•‘i--San•tana Gosv•m†;
kahila--said.
TRANSLATION
When San•tana Gosv•m† returned, the Lord asked, "Where is your woolen
blanket?" San•tana Gosv•m† then narrated the whole story to the Lord.
TEXTS 90-91
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"ih• •mi kariy•chi vic•ra
vi£aya-roga kha‹‚•ila k”£‹a ye tom•ra
se kene r•khibe tom•ra ¤e£a vi£aya-bhoga?
roga kha‹‚i' sad-vaidya n• r•khe ¤e£a roga
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; ih•--this; •mi--I; kariy•chi
vic•ra--considered deliberately; vi£aya-roga--the disease of material
attraction; kha‹‚•ila--has now nullified; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; ye--since;
tom•ra--your; se--Lord K”£‹a; kene--why; r•khibe--should allow you to keep;
tom•ra--your; ¤e£a--last; vi£aya-bhoga--attraction for material things; roga
kha‹‚i'--vanquishing the disease; sat-vaidya--a good physician; n• r•khe--does
not keep; ¤e£a--the last part; roga--disease.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then said, "I have already deliberately considered
this matter. Since Lord K”£‹a is very merciful, He has nullified your
attachment for material things. Why should K”£‹a allow you to maintain a last
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bit of material attachment? After vanquishing a disease, a good physician does
not allow any of the disease to remain.
TEXT 92
TEXT
tina mudr•ra bhoàa g•ya, m•dhukar† gr•sa
dharma-h•ni haya, loka kare upah•sa"
SYNONYMS
tina mudr•ra bhoàa--a woolen blanket costing three gold coins; g•ya--on the
body; m•dhukar† gr•sa--and practicing the m•dhukar† system; dharma-h•ni haya-that is a religious discrepancy; loka kare upah•sa--people will joke.
TRANSLATION
"It is contradictory to practice m•dhukar† and at the same time wear a
valuable blanket. One loses his spiritual strength by doing this, and one will
also become an object for jokes."
TEXT 93
TEXT
gos•‘i kahe,----'ye kha‹‚ila kuvi£aya-bhoga
t••ra icch•ya gela mora ¤e£a vi£aya-roga"
SYNONYMS
gos•‘i kahe--San•tana Gosv•m† said; ye kha‹‚ila--the person who has
vanquished; ku-vi£aya-bhoga--enjoyment of sinful material life; t••ra icch•ya-by His desire; gela--has gone; mora--my; ¤e£a--last bit; vi£aya-roga-material disease.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† replied, "The Supreme Personality of Godhead has saved me
from the sinful life of material existence. By His desire, my last piece of
material attraction is now gone."
TEXT 94
TEXT
prasanna ha‘• prabhu t••re k”p• kaila
t••ra k”p•ya pra¤na karite t••ra ¤akti haila
SYNONYMS
prasanna ha‘•--being very pleased; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••re-unto him; k”p• kaila--offered His causeless mercy; t••ra k”p•ya--by His mercy;
pra¤na karite--to inquire; t••ra--his; ¤akti haila--there was strength.
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TRANSLATION
Being pleased with San•tana Gosv•m†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu bestowed His
causeless mercy upon him. By the Lord's mercy, San•tana Gosv•m† received the
spiritual strength to inquire from Him.
TEXTS 95-96
TEXT
pãrve yaiche r•ya-p•¤e prabhu pra¤na kail•
t••ra ¤aktye r•m•nanda t••ra uttara dil•
ih•• prabhura ¤aktye pra¤na kare san•tana
•pane mah•prabhu kare 'tattva'-nirãpa‹a
SYNONYMS
pãrve--formerly; yaiche--as; r•ya-p•¤e--unto R•m•nanda R•ya; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pra¤na kail•--inquired; t••ra ¤aktye--only by His mercy;
r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda R•ya; t••ra--his; uttara--answers; dil•--gave; ih••-here; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤aktye--by the strength; pra¤na-questions; kare--puts; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†; •pane--personally;
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare--does; tattva--the truth; nirãpa‹a-discerning.
TRANSLATION
Formerly, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu asked R•m•nanda R•ya spiritual questions,
and by the Lord's causeless mercy, R•m•nanda R•ya could properly reply. Now,
by the Lord's mercy, San•tana Gosv•m† questioned the Lord, and ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu personally supplied the truth.
TEXT 97
TEXT
k”£‹a-svarãpa-m•dhuryai¤varya-bhakti-ras•¤rayam
tattva‰ san•tan•ye¤a„
k”payopadide¤a sa„
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-svarãpa--of the real identity of ¥r† K”£‹a; m•dhurya--of conjugal
love; ai¤varya--of opulence; bhakti--of devotional service; rasa--of
transcendental mellows; •¤rayam--the shelter; tattvam--the truth; san•tan•ya-unto ¥r† San•tana; †¤a„--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the Supreme Lord; k”pay•--by
His causeless mercy; upadide¤a--instructed; sa„--He.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, personally
told San•tana Gosv•m† about Lord K”£‹a's real identity. He also told him about
the Lord's conjugal love, His personal opulence and the mellows of devotional
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service. All these truths were explained to San•tana Gosv•m† by the Lord
Himself out of His causeless mercy.
TEXT 98
TEXT
tabe san•tana prabhura cara‹e dhariy•
dainya vinati kare dante t”‹a la‘•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; cara‹e--the lotus feet; dhariy•--catching; dainya--humility;
vinati--bowing; kare--does; dante--in the teeth; t”‹a--a straw; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
Putting a straw in his mouth and bowing down, Sanatana Gosvami clasped the
lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and humbly spoke as follows.
TEXT 99
TEXT
"n†ca j•ti, n†ca-sa•g†, patita adhama
kuvi£aya-kãpe pa‚i' go••inu janama!
SYNONYMS
n†ca j•ti--born of a low family; n†ca-sa•g†--associated with low men;
patita--fallen; adhama--the lowest; ku-vi£aya-kãpe--in a well of material
enjoyment; pa‚i'--having fallen down; go••inu--I have passed; janama--my life.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† said, "I was born in a low family, and my associates are
all low-class men. I myself am fallen and am the lowest of men. Indeed, I have
passed my whole life fallen in the well of sinful materialism.
PURPORT
Actually ¥r† San•tana Gosv•m† belonged to a br•hma‹a family because he
belonged to the S•rasvata division of the br•hma‹as and was well cultured and
well educated. Somehow or other he accepted a ministership in the Muslim
government; therefore he had to associate with meat-eaters, drunkards and
gross materialists. San•tana Gosv•m† considered himself fallen, for in the
association of such men, he also fell victim to material enjoyment. Having
passed his life in that way, he considered that he had wasted his valuable
time. This statement about how one can become fallen in this material world is
made by the greatest authority in the Gau‚†ya Vai£‹ava-samprad•ya. Actually
the whole world is presently fallen into material existence. Everyone is a
meat-eater, drunkard, woman hunter, gambler and whatnot. People are enjoying
material life by committing the four basic sins. Although they are fallen, if
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they simply submit themselves at the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
they will be saved from sinful reactions.
TEXT 100
TEXT
•pan•ra hit•hita kichui n• j•ni!
gr•mya-vyavah•re pa‹‚ita, t•i satya m•ni
SYNONYMS
•pan•ra--of my personal self; hita--welfare; ahita--inauspiciousness;
kichui--anything; n• j•ni--I do not know; gr•mya-vyavah•re--in ordinary
dealings; pa‹‚ita--a learned man; t•i satya m•ni--I accept that as truth.
TRANSLATION
"I do not know what is beneficial for me and what is detrimental.
Nonetheless, in ordinary dealings people consider me a learned scholar, and I
am also thinking of myself as such.
TEXT 101
TEXT
k”p• kari' yadi more kariy•cha uddh•ra
•pana-k”p•te kaha 'kartavya' •m•ra
SYNONYMS
k”p• kari'--by Your causeless mercy; yadi--if; more--unto me; kariy•cha-You have done; uddh•ra--deliverance; •pana-k”p•te--by Your own mercy; kaha-please speak; kartavya •m•ra--my duty.
TRANSLATION
"Out of Your causeless mercy, You have delivered me from the materialistic
path. Now, by the same causeless mercy, please tell me what my duty is.
TEXT 102
TEXT
'ke •mi', 'kene •m•ya j•re t•pa-traya'
ih• n•hi j•ni----'kemane hita haya'
SYNONYMS
ke •mi--who am I; kene--why; •m•ya--unto me; j•re--give trouble; t•patraya--the three kinds of miserable conditions; ih•--this; n•hi j•ni--I do not
know; kemane--how; hita--my welfare; haya--there is.
TRANSLATION
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"Who am I? Why do the threefold miseries always give me trouble? If I do
not know this, how can I be benefited?
PURPORT
The threefold material miseries are miseries arising from the body and the
mind, miseries arising from dealings with other living entities, and miseries
arising from natural disturbances. Sometimes we suffer bodily when we are
attacked by a fever, and sometimes we suffer mentally when a close relative
dies. Other living entities also cause us misery. There are living entities
born of the human embryo, of eggs, perspiration and vegetation. Miserable
conditions brought about by natural catastrophes are controlled by the higher
demigods. There may be severe cold or thunderbolts, or a person may be haunted
by ghosts. These threefold miseries are always before us, and they entrap us
in a dangerous situation. Pada‰ pada‰ yad vipad•m. There is danger in every
step of life.
TEXT 103
TEXT
's•dhya'-'s•dhana'-tattva puchite n• j•ni
k”p• kari' saba tattva kaha ta' •pani"
SYNONYMS
s•dhya--of the goal of spiritual life; s•dhana--of the process of obtaining
that goal; tattva--truth; puchite--to inquire; n• j•ni--I do not know; k”p•
kari'--by Your causeless mercy; saba tattva--all such truths; kaha ta' •pani-please personally explain to me.
TRANSLATION
"Actually I do not know how to inquire about the goal of life and the
process for obtaining it. Being merciful upon me, please explain all these
truths."
TEXT 104
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"k”£‹a-k”p• tom•te pãr‹a haya
saba tattva j•na, tom•ra n•hi t•pa-traya
SYNONYMS
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kahe--said; k”£‹a-k”p•--the mercy of
K”£‹a; tom•te--on you; pãr‹a--full; haya--there is; saba tattva--all truths;
j•na--you know; tom•ra--of you; n•hi--there is not; t•pa-traya--the threefold
miseries.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "Lord K”£‹a has bestowed His full mercy upon
you so that all these things are known to you. For you, the threefold miseries
certainly do not exist.
TEXT 105
TEXT
k”£‹a-¤akti dhara tumi, j•na tattva-bh•va
j•ni' d•r‚hya l•gi' puche,----s•dhura svabh•va
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-¤akti--the energy of Lord K”£‹a; dhara--process; tumi--you; j•na-know; tattva-bh•va--the factual position; j•ni'--although knowing all these
things; d•r‚hya l•gi'--for the sake of strictness; puche--he inquires;
s•dhura--of the saintly persons; sva-bh•va--the nature.
TRANSLATION
"Since you possess Lord K”£‹a's potency, you certainly know these things.
However, it is the nature of a s•dhu to inquire. Although he knows these
things, the s•dhu inquires for the sake of strictness.
TEXT 106
TEXT
acir•d eva sarv•rtha„
sidhyaty e£•m abh†psita„
sad-dharmasy•vabodh•ya
ye£•‰ nirbandhin† mati„
SYNONYMS
acir•t--very soon; eva--certainly; sarva-artha„--the goal of life;
sidhyati--becomes fulfilled; e£•m--of these persons; abh†psita„--desired; satdharmasya--of the path of progressive devotional service; avabodh•ya--for
understanding; ye£•m--those whose; nirbandhin†--unflinching; mati„-intelligence.
TRANSLATION
" 'Those who are anxious to awaken their spiritual consciousness, who have
unflinching intelligence and who are not deviated, certainly attain the
desired goal.'
PURPORT
This verse, quoted from the N•rad†ya Pur•‹a, is found in the Bhaktiras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.103).
TEXT 107
TEXT
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yogya-p•tra hao tumi bhakti pravart•ite
krame saba tattva ¤una, kahiye tom•te
SYNONYMS
yogya-p•tra--fit person; hao--are; tumi--you; bhakti--devotional service;
pravart•ite--to propagate; krame--one after another; saba--all; tattva-truths; ¤una--please hear; kahiye--I shall speak; tom•te--to you.
TRANSLATION
"You are fit to propagate the cult of devotional service. Therefore
gradually hear all the truths about it from Me. I shall tell you about them.
TEXTS 108-109
TEXT
j†vera 'svarãpa' haya----k”£‹era 'nitya-d•sa'
k”£‹era 'taàasth•-¤akti' 'bhed•bheda-prak•¤a
sãry•‰¤a-kira‹a, yaiche agni-jv•l•-caya
sv•bh•vika k”£‹era tina-prak•ra '¤akti' haya
SYNONYMS
j†vera--of the living entity; sva-rãpa--the constitutional position; haya-is; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; nitya-d•sa--eternal servant; k”£‹era--of Lord
K”£‹a; taàasth•--marginal; ¤akti--potency; bheda-abheda--one and different;
prak•¤a--manifestation; sãrya-a‰¤a--part and parcel of the sun; kira‹a--a ray
of sunshine; yaiche--as; agni-jv•l•-ca ya--molecular particle of fire;
sv•bh•vika--naturally; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; tina-prak•ra--three varieties;
¤akti--energies; haya--there are.
TRANSLATION
"It is the living entity's constitutional position to be an eternal servant
of K”£‹a because he is the marginal energy of K”£‹a and a manifestation
simultaneously one and different from the Lord, like a molecular particle of
sunshine or fire. K”£‹a has three varieties of energy.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura paraphrases these verses as follows: ¥r†
San•tana Gosv•m† asked ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, "Who am I?" In answer, the
Lord replied, "You are a pure living entity. You are neither the material body
nor the subtle body composed of mind and intelligence. Actually you are a
spirit soul, eternal part and parcel of the Supreme Soul, K”£‹a. Therefore you
are His eternal servant. You belong to K”£‹a's marginal potency. There are two
worlds--the spiritual world and the material world--and you are situated
between the material and spiritual potencies. You have a relationship with
both the material and spiritual worlds; therefore you are called the marginal
potency. You are related with K”£‹a as one and simultaneously different.
Because you are spirit soul, you are one in quality with the Supreme
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Personality of Godhead, but because you are a very minute particle of spirit
soul, you are different from the Supreme Soul. Therefore your position is
simultaneously one with and different from the Supreme Soul. The examples
given are those of the sun itself and the small particles of sunshine and of a
blazing fire and the small particles of fire." Another explanation of these
verses can be found in šdi-l†l• (Chapter Two, verse 96).
TEXT 110
TEXT
eka-de¤a-sthitasy•gner
jyotsn• vist•ri‹† yath•
parasya brahma‹a„ ¤aktis
tathedam akhila‰ jagat
SYNONYMS
eka-de¤a--in one place; sthitasya--being situated; agne„--of fire; jyotsn•-the illumination; vist•ri‹†--expanded everywhere; yath•--just as; parasya--of
the illumination; vist•ri‹†--expanded everywhere; yath•--just as; parasya--of
the Supreme; brahma‹a„--of the Absolute Truth; ¤akti„--the energy; tath•-similarly; idam--this; akhilam--entire; jagat--universe.
TRANSLATION
" 'Just as the illumination of a fire, which is situated in one place, is
spread all over, the energies of the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
Parabrahman, are spread all over this universe.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Vi£‹u Pur•‹a (1.22.53).
TEXT 111
TEXT
k”£‹era sv•bh•vika tina-¤akti-pari‹ati
cic-chakti, j†va-¤akti, •ra m•y•-¤akti
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; sv•bh•vika--natural; tina--three; ¤akti--of
energies; pari‹ati--transformations; cit-¤akti--spiritual potency; j†va-¤akti-spiritual sparks, living entities; •ra--and; m•y•-¤akti--illusory energy.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a naturally has three energetic transformations, and these are
known as the spiritual potency, the living entity potency and the illusory
potency.
TEXT 112
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TEXT
vi£‹u-¤akti„ par• prokt•
k£etraj‘•khy• tath• par•
avidy•-karma-sa‰j‘•n y•
t”t†y• ¤aktir i£yate
SYNONYMS
vi£‹u-¤akti„--the potency of Lord Vi£‹u; par•--spiritual; prokt•--it is
said; k£etra-j‘a-•khy•--the potency known as k£etraj‘a; tath•--as well as;
par•--spiritual; avidy•--ignorance; karma--fruitive activities; sa‰j‘•--known
as; any•--other; t”t†y•--third; ¤akti„--potency; i£yate--known thus.
TRANSLATION
" 'Originally, K”£‹a's energy is spiritual, and the energy known as the
living entity is also spiritual. However, there is another energy, called
illusion, which consists of fruitive activity. That is the Lord's third
potency.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Vi£‹u Pur•‹a (6.7.61). For a further
explanation of this verse, refer to the šdi-l†l•, Chapter Seven, verse 119.
TEXT 113
TEXT
¤aktaya„ sarva-bh•v•n•m
acintya-j‘•na-gocar•„
yato 'to brahma‹as t•s tu
sarg•dy• bh•va-¤aktaya„
bhavanti tapat•‰ ¤re£àha
p•vakasya yatho£‹at•
SYNONYMS
¤aktaya„--energies; sarva-bh•v•n•m--of all types of creation; acintya-inconceivable; j‘•na-gocar•„--by the range of man's knowledge; yata„--from
whom; ata„--therefore; brahma‹a„--from the Absolute Truth; t•„--those; tu-but; sarga-•dy•„--bringing about creation, maintenance and annihilation;
bh•va-¤aktaya„--the creative energies; bhavanti--are; tapat•m--of all the
ascetics; ¤re£àha--O chief; p•vakasya--of fire; yath•--as; u£‹at•--heat.
TRANSLATION
" 'All the creative energies, which are inconceivable to a common man,
exist in the Supreme Absolute Truth. These inconceivable energies act in the
process of creation, maintenance and annihilation. O chief of the ascetics,
just as there are two energies possessed by fire--namely heat and light--these
inconceivable creative energies are the natural characteristics of the
Absolute Truth.'
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PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Vi£‹u Pur•‹a (1.3.2).
TEXT 114
TEXT
yay• k£etra-j‘a-¤akti„ s•
ve£àit• n”pa sarva-g•
sa‰s•ra-t•p•n akhil•n
av•pnoty atra santat•n
SYNONYMS
yay•--by which; k£etra-j‘a-¤akti„--the living entities, known as the
k£etra-j‘a potency; s•--that potency; ve£àita--covered; n”pa--O King; sarvag•--capable of going anywhere in the spiritual or material worlds; sa‰s•rat•p•n--miseries due to the cycle of repeated birth and death; akhil•n--all
kinds of; av•pnoti--obtains; atra--in this material world; santat•n--arising
from suffering or enjoying various kinds of reactions to fruitive activities.
TRANSLATION
" 'O King, the k£etra-j‘a-¤akti is the living entity. Although he has the
facility to live in either the material or spiritual world, he suffers the
threefold miseries of material existence because he is influenced by the
avidy• [nescience] potency, which covers his constitutional position.
PURPORT
This and the following verse are also quoted from the Vi£‹u Pur•‹a (6.7.6263).
TEXT 115
TEXT
tay• tirohitatv•c ca
¤akti„ k£etra-j‘a-sa‰j‘it•
sarva-bhãte£u bhã-p•la
t•ratamyena vartate
SYNONYMS
tay•--by her; tira„-hitatv•t--from being freed from the influence; ca-also; ¤akti„--the potency; k£etra-j‘a--k£etra-j‘a; sa‰j‘it•--known by the
name; sarva-bhãte£u--in different types of bodies; bhã-p•la--O King;
t•ratamyena--in different degrees; vartate--exists.
TRANSLATION
" 'This living entity, covered by the influence of nescience, exists in
different forms in the material condition. O King, he is thus proportionately
freed from the influence of material energy, to greater or lesser degrees.'
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TEXT 116
TEXT
apareyam itas tv anyam
prak”ti‰ viddhi me par•m
j†va-bhãt•‰ mah•-b•ho
yayeda‰ dh•ryate jagat
SYNONYMS
apar•--inferior energy; iyam--this material world; ita„--beyond this; tu-but; any•m--another; prak”tim--energy; viddhi--you must know; me--of Me;
par•m--which is superior energy; j†va-bhãt•m--they are the living entities;
mah•-b•ho--O mighty-armed; yay•--by which; idam--this material world;
dh•ryate--is being conducted; jagat--the cosmic manifestation.
TRANSLATION
" 'Besides this inferior nature, O mighty-armed Arjuna, there is a superior
energy of Mine, which consists of all living entities who are struggling with
material nature and are sustaining the universe.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from Bhagavad-g†t• (7.5). It is also quoted in the šdi-l†l•
(Chapter Seven, verse 118).
TEXT 117
TEXT
k”£‹a bhuli' sei j†va an•di-bahirmukha
ataeva m•y• t•re deya sa‰s•ra-du„kha
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a bhuli'--forgetting K”£‹a; sei j†va--that living entity; an•di--from
time immemorial; bahi„-mukha--attracted by the external feature; ataeva-therefore; m•y•--illusory energy; t•re--to him; deya--gives; sa‰s•ra-du„kha-miseries of material existence.
TRANSLATION
"Forgetting K”£‹a, the living entity has been attracted by the external
feature from time immemorial. Therefore the illusory energy [m•y•] gives him
all kinds of misery in his material existence.
PURPORT
When the living entity forgets his constitutional position as an eternal
servant of K”£‹a, he is immediately entrapped by the illusory, external
energy. The living entity is originally part and parcel of K”£‹a and is
therefore the superior energy of K”£‹a. He is endowed with inconceivable
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minute energy that works inconceivably within the body. However, the living
entity, forgetting his position, is situated in material energy. The living
entity is called the marginal energy because by nature he is spiritual but by
forgetfulness he is situated in the material energy. Thus he has the power to
live either in the material energy or in the spiritual energy, and for this
reason he is called marginal energy. He is sometimes attracted by the external
illusory energy when he stays in the marginal position, and this is the
beginning of his material life. When he enters the material energy, he is
subjected to the threefold time measurement--past, present and future. Past,
present and future belong only to the material world; they do not exist in the
spiritual world. The living entity is eternal, and he existed before the
creation of this material world. Unfortunately he has forgotten his
relationship with K”£‹a. The living entity's forgetfulness is described herein
as an•di, which indicates that it has existed since time immemorial. One
should understand that due to his desire to enjoy himself in competition with
K”£‹a, the living entity comes into material existence.
TEXT 118
TEXT
kabhu svarge uàh•ya, kabhu narake ‚ub•ya
da‹‚ya-jane r•j• yena nad†te cub•ya
SYNONYMS
kabhu--sometimes; svarge--to higher planetary systems; uàh•ya--he rises;
kabhu--sometimes; narake--in hellish conditions of life; ‚ub•ya--he is
drowned; da‹‚ya-jane--a criminal; r•j•--a king; yena--as; nad†te--in the
river; cub•ya--dunks.
TRANSLATION
"In the material condition, the living entity is sometimes raised to higher
planetary systems and material prosperity and sometimes drowned in a hellish
situation. His state is exactly like that of a criminal whom a king punishes
by submerging him in water and then raising him again from the water.
PURPORT
In the Vedas it is stated, asa•go 'ya‰ puru£a„: the living entity is always
free from the contamination of the material world. One who is not materially
infected and who does not forget K”£‹a as his master is called nitya-mukta. In
other words, one who is eternally liberated from material contamination is
called nitya-mukta. From time immemorial the nitya-mukta living entity has
always been a devotee of K”£‹a, and his only attempt has been to serve K”£‹a.
Thus he never forgets his eternal servitorship to K”£‹a. Any living entity who
forgets his eternal relationship with K”£‹a is under the sway of the material
condition. Bereft of the Lord's transcendental loving service, he is subjected
to the reactions of fruitive activity. When he is elevated to the higher
planetary systems due to worldly pious activities, he considers himself well
situated, but when he is subjected to punishment, he thinks himself improperly
situated. Thus material nature awards and punishes the living entity. When the
living entity is materially opulent, material nature is rewarding him. When he
is materially embarrassed, material nature is punishing him.
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TEXT 119
TEXT
bhaya‰ dvit†y•bhinive¤ata„ sy•d
†¤•d apetasya viparyayo 'sm”ti„
tan-m•yay•to budha •bhajet ta‰
bhaktyaikaye¤a‰ guru-devat•tm•
SYNONYMS
bhayam--fear; dvit†ya-abhinive¤ata„--from the misconception of being a
product of material energy; sy•t--arises; †¤•t--from the Supreme Personality
of Godhead, K”£‹a; apetasya--of one who has withdrawn (the conditioned soul);
viparyaya„--reversal of the position; asm”ti„--no conception of his
relationship with the Supreme Lord; tat-m•yay•--because of the illusory energy
of the Supreme Lord; ata„--therefore; budha„--one who is wise; •bhajet--must
worship; tam--Him; bhakty•--by devotional service; ekay•--undiverted to karma
and j‘•na; †¤am--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; guru--as the spiritual
master; devat•--the worshipable Lord; •tm•--the Supersoul.
TRANSLATION
" 'When the living entity is attracted by the material energy, which is
separate from K”£‹a, he is overpowered by fear. Because he is separated from
the Supreme Personality of Godhead by the material energy, his conception of
life is reversed. In other words, instead of being the eternal servant of
K”£‹a, he becomes K”£‹a's competitor. This is called viparyayo 'sm”ti„. To
nullify this mistake, one who is actually learned and advanced worships the
Supreme Personality of Godhead as his spiritual master, worshipful Deity and
source of life. He thus worships the Lord by the process of unalloyed
devotional service.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.37). It is an instruction
given by Kavi ™£i, one of the nine saintly personalities called the nine
Yogendras. When Vasudeva, K”£‹a's father, asked Devar£i N•rada in Dv•rak•
about devotional service, it was mentioned that previously King Nimi, who was
the King of Videha, was instructed by the nine Yogendras. When ¥r† N•rada Muni
discoursed on bh•gavata-dharma, devotional service, he indicated how a
conditioned soul can be liberated by engaging in the loving transcendental
service of the Lord. The Lord is the Supersoul, spiritual master and
worshipable Deity of all conditioned souls. Not only is K”£‹a the supreme
worshipful Deity for all living entities, but He is also the guru, or caityaguru, the Supersoul who always gives the living entity good counsel.
Unfortunately the living entity neglects the Supreme Person's instructions. He
thus identifies with material energy and is consequently overpowered by a kind
of fear resulting from accepting himself as the material body and considering
paraphernalia related to the material body to be his property. All types of
fruitive results actually come from the spirit soul, but because he has
forgotten his real duty, he is embarrassed by many material consequences such
as fear and attachment. The only remedy is to revert to the service of the
Lord and thus be saved from material nature's unwanted harassment.
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TEXT 120
TEXT
s•dhu-¤•stra-k”p•ya yadi k”£‹onmukha haya
sei j†va nistare, m•y• t•h•re ch•‚aya
SYNONYMS
s•dhu--of saintly persons; ¤•stra--of scriptures; k”p•ya--by the mercy;
yadi--if; k”£‹a-unmukha haya--one becomes K”£‹a conscious; sei--that; j†va-living entity; nistare--becomes liberated; m•y•--the illusory energy; t•h•re-him; ch•daya--gives up.
TRANSLATION
"If the conditioned soul becomes K”£‹a conscious by the mercy of saintly
persons who voluntarily preach scriptural injunctions and help him to become
K”£‹a conscious, the conditioned soul is liberated from the clutches of m•y•,
who gives him up.
PURPORT
A conditioned soul is one who has forgotten K”£‹a as his eternal master.
Thinking that he is enjoying the material world, the conditioned soul suffers
the threefold miseries of material existence. Saintly persons (s•dhus),
Vai£‹ava devotees of the Lord, preach K”£‹a consciousness on the basis of
Vedic literature. It is only by their mercy that the conditioned soul is
awakened to K”£‹a consciousness. When awakened, he is no longer eager to enjoy
the materialistic way of life. Instead, he devotes himself to the loving
transcendental service of the Lord. When one engages in the Lord's devotional
service, he becomes detached from material enjoyment.
bhakti„ pare¤•nubhavo viraktir
anyatra cai£a trika eka-k•la„
(Bh•g. 11.2.42)
This is the test by which one can tell whether he is advancing in
devotional service. One must be detached from material enjoyment. Such
detachment means that m•y• has actually given the conditioned soul liberation
from illusory enjoyment. When one is advanced in K”£‹a consciousness, he does
not consider himself as good as K”£‹a. Whenever he thinks that he is the
enjoyer of material advantages, he is imprisoned in the bodily conception.
However, when he is freed from the bodily conception, he can engage in
devotional service, which is his actual position of freedom from the clutches
of m•y•. This is all explained in the following verse from Bhagavad-g†t•
(7.14).
TEXT 121
TEXT
daiv† hy e£• gu‹a-may†
mama m•y• duratyay•
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m•m eva ye prapadyante
m•y•m et•‰ taranti te
SYNONYMS
daiv†--belonging to the Supreme Lord; hi--certainly; e£•--this; gu‹a-may†-made of the three modes; mama--My; m•y•--external energy; duratyay•--very
difficult to surpass; m•m--unto Me; eva--certainly; ye--those who;
prapadyante--surrender fully; m•y•m--illusory energy; et•m--this; taranti-cross over; te--they.
TRANSLATION
" 'This divine energy of Mine, consisting of the three modes of material
nature, is difficult to overcome. But those who have surrendered unto Me can
easily cross beyond it.'
TEXT 122
TEXT
m•y•-mugdha j†vera n•hi svata„ k”£‹a-j‘•na
j†vere k”p•ya kail• k”£‹a veda-pur•‹a
SYNONYMS
m•y•-mugdha--enchanted by the illusory energy; j†vera--of the conditioned
soul; n•hi--there is not; svata„--automatically; k”£‹a-j‘•na--knowledge of
K”£‹a; j†vere--unto the conditioned soul; k”p•ya--out of mercy; kail•-presented; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; veda-pur•‹a--the Vedic literature and the
Pur•‹as (supplements to the Vedic literature).
TRANSLATION
"The conditioned soul cannot revive his K”£‹a consciousness by his own
effort. But out of causeless mercy, Lord K”£‹a compiled the Vedic literature
and its supplements, the Pur•‹as.
PURPORT
A conditioned soul is bewildered by the Lord's illusory energy (m•y•).
M•y•'s business is to keep the conditioned soul forgetful of his real
relationship with K”£‹a. Thus the living entity forgets his real identity as
spirit soul, Brahman, and instead of realizing his factual position thinks
himself the product of the material energy. According to ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(1.7.5):
yay• sammohito j†va
•tm•na‰ tri-gu‹•tmakam
paro 'pi manute 'nartha‰
tat-k”ta‰ c•bhipadyate
"Due to this external energy, the living entity, although transcendental to
the three modes of material nature, thinks of himself as a material product
and thus undergoes the reactions of material miseries."
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This is a description of m•y•'s action upon the conditioned soul. Thinking
himself a product of the material energy, the conditioned soul engages in the
service of material energy in so many ways. He becomes the servant of lust,
anger, greed and envy. In this way one totally becomes a servant of the
illusory energy. Later, the bewildered soul becomes a servant of mental
speculation, but in any case he is simply covered by the illusory energy. Out
of his causeless mercy and compassion, K”£‹a has compiled various Vedic
literatures in His incarnation as Vy•sadeva. Vy•sadeva is a ¤akty•ve¤a-avat•ra
of Lord K”£‹a. He has very kindly presented these literatures to awaken the
conditioned soul to his senses. Unfortunately, at the present moment the
conditioned souls are guided by demons who do not care to read the Vedic
literatures. Although there is an immense treasure-house of knowledge, people
are engaged in reading useless literature that will give them no information
on how to get out of the clutches of m•y•. The purpose of the Vedic
literatures is explained in the following verses.
TEXT 123
TEXT
'¤•stra-guru-•tma'-rãpe •pan•re j•n•na
'k”£‹a mora prabhu, tr•t•'----j†vera haya j‘•na
SYNONYMS
¤•stra-guru-•tma-rãpe--in the form of Vedic literature, the spiritual
master and the Supersoul; •pan•re j•n•na--informs about Himself; k”£‹a--Lord
K”£‹a; mora--my; prabhu--Lord; tr•t•--deliver; j†vera--of the conditioned
soul; haya--there is; j‘•na--knowledge.
TRANSLATION
"The forgetful conditioned soul is educated by K”£‹a through the Vedic
literatures, the realized spiritual master and the Supersoul. Through these,
he can understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead as He is, and he can
understand that Lord K”£‹a is his eternal master and deliverer from the
clutches of m•y•. In this way one can acquire real knowledge of his
conditioned life and can come to understand how to attain liberation.
PURPORT
Being forgetful of his real position, the conditioned soul may take help
from ¤•stra, guru and the Supersoul within his heart. K”£‹a is situated within
everyone's heart as the Supersoul. As stated in Bhagavad-g†t•:
†¤vara„ sarva-bhãt•n•m
h”d-de¤e 'rjuna ti£àhati
bhr•mayan sarva-bhãt•ni
yantr•rã‚h•ni m•yay•
"The Supreme Lord is situated in everyone's heart, O Arjuna, and is
directing the wanderings of all living entities, who are seated as on a
machine, made of the material energy." (Bg. 18.61)
As the ¤akty•ve¤a-avat•ra Vy•sadeva, K”£‹a teaches the conditioned soul
through Vedic literatures. K”£‹a externally appears as the spiritual master
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and trains the conditioned soul to come to K”£‹a consciousness. When his
original K”£‹a consciousness is revived, the conditioned soul is delivered
from the material clutches. Thus a conditioned soul is always helped by the
Supreme Personality of Godhead in three ways--by the scriptures, the spiritual
master and the Supersoul within the heart. The Lord is the deliverer of the
conditioned soul and is accepted as the Supreme Lord of all living entities.
K”£‹a says in Bhagavad-g†t• (18.66):
sarva-dharm•n parityajya
m•m eka‰ ¤ara‹a‰ vraja
aha‰ tv•‰ sarva-p•pebhyo
mok£ayi£y•mi m• ¤uca„
This same instruction is found throughout all Vedic literature. S•dhu,
¤•stra and guru act as the representatives of K”£‹a, and the K”£‹a
consciousness movement is also taking place all over the universe. Whoever
takes advantage of this opportunity becomes liberated.
TEXT 124
TEXT
veda-¤•stra kahe----'sambandha' 'abhidheya' 'prayojana'
'k”£‹a'----pr•pya sambandha, 'bhakti'----pr•ptyera s•dhana
SYNONYMS
veda-¤•stra kahe--the Vedic literature instructs; sambandha--the
conditioned soul's relationship with the Lord; abhidheya--the regulated
activities of the conditioned soul for reviving that relationship; prayojana-and the ultimate goal of life to be attained by the conditioned soul; k”£‹a-Lord K”£‹a; pr•pya--to be awakened; sambandha--the original relationship;
bhakti--devotional service; pr•ptyera s•dhana--the means of attaining K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"The Vedic literatures give information about the living entity's eternal
relationship with K”£‹a, which is called sambandha. The living entity's
understanding of this relationship and acting accordingly is called abhidheya.
Returning home, back to Godhead, is the ultimate goal of life and is called
prayojana.
TEXT 125
TEXT
abhidheya-n•ma 'bhakti' 'prema'----prayojana
puru£•rtha-¤iroma‹i prema mah•-dhana
SYNONYMS
abhidheya--activities to revive one's relationship; n•ma--named; bhakti-devotional service; prema--love of Godhead; prayojana--the ultimate goal of
life; puru£a-artha-¤iroma‹i--the topmost interest of the living entity; prema-love of Godhead; mah•-dhana--the greatest wealth.
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TRANSLATION
"Devotional service, or sense activity for the satisfaction of the Lord, is
called abhidheya because it can develop one's original love of Godhead, which
is the goal of life. This goal is the living entity's topmost interest and
greatest wealth. Thus one attains the platform of transcendental loving
service unto the Lord.
PURPORT
The conditioned soul is bewildered by the external material energy, which
fully engages him in a variety of sense gratification. Due to engagement in
material activities, one's original K”£‹a consciousness is covered. However,
as the supreme father of all living entities, K”£‹a wants His sons to return
home, back to Godhead; therefore He personally comes to deliver Vedic
literatures like Bhagavad-g†t•. He engages His confidential servants who serve
as spiritual masters and enlighten the conditioned living entities. Being
present in everyone's heart, the Lord gives the living entities the conscience
whereby they can accept the Vedas and the spiritual master. In this way the
living entity can understand his constitutional position and his relationship
with the Supreme Lord. As personally enunciated by the Lord Himself in
Bhagavad-g†t• (15.15), vedai¤ ca sarvair aham eva vedya„: through the study of
Ved•nta, one may become fully aware of his relationship with the Supreme Lord
and act accordingly. In this way one may ultimately attain the platform of
loving service to the Lord. It is in the living entity's best interest to
understand the Supreme Lord. Unfortunately, the living entities have
forgotten; therefore ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam says: na te vidu„ sv•rtha-gati‰ hi
vi£‹um (Bh•g. 7.5.31).
Everyone wants to achieve life's ultimate goal, but due to being absorbed
in the material energy, we waste our time with sense gratification. Through
the study of Vedic literatures--of which the essence is Bhagavad-g†t•--one
comes to K”£‹a consciousness. Thus one engages in devotional service, called
abhidheya. When actually developed, love of Godhead is called prayojana, the
living entity's ultimate goal. When one becomes fully K”£‹a conscious, he has
attained the perfection of life.
TEXT 126
TEXT
k”£‹a-m•dhurya-sev•nanda-pr•ptira k•ra‹a
k”£‹a-sev• kare, •ra k”£‹a-rasa-•sv•dana
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-m•dhurya--of an intimate relationship with K”£‹a; sev•-•nanda--of
pleasure from rendering service unto Him; pr•ptira--of achievement; k•ra‹a-because; k”£‹a-sev• kare--one renders service to K”£‹a; •ra--and; k”£‹a-rasa-of the mellows of such service; •sv•dana--tasting.
TRANSLATION
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"When one attains the transcendental bliss of an intimate relationship with
K”£‹a, he renders service to Him and tastes the mellows of K”£‹a
consciousness.
TEXT 127
TEXT
ih•te d”£à•nta----yaiche daridrera ghare
'sarvaj‘a' •si' du„kha dekhi' puchaye t•h•re
SYNONYMS
ih•te--in this connection; d”£à•nta--the example; yaiche--just as;
daridrera ghare--in the house of a poor man; sarva-j‘a--an astrologer; •si'-coming; du„kha--distressed condition; dekhi'--seeing; puchaye t•h•re--inquires
from him.
TRANSLATION
"The following example may be given. Once a learned astrologer came to the
house of a poor man and, seeing his distressed condition, questioned him.
PURPORT
Sometimes we go to an astrologer or palmist when we are in a distressed
condition or when we want to know the future. The living entity in conditioned
life is always distressed by the threefold miseries of material existence.
Under the circumstances, he is inquisitive about his position. For instance,
San•tana Gosv•m† approached the Supreme Personality of Godhead, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, to ask Him why he was in a distressed condition. This is the
position of all conditioned souls. We are always in a distressed condition,
and an intelligent man naturally becomes inquisitive. This position is called
brahma-jij‘•s•. Ath•to brahma-jij‘•s• (Ved•nta-sãtra 1.1.1). Brahma here
refers to Vedic literature. One should consult Vedic literature to know why
the conditioned soul is always in a distressed condition. Vedic literatures
are meant to free the conditioned soul from the miserable conditions of
material existence. In this chapter, the story of the astrologer Sarvaj‘a and
the poor man is very instructive.
TEXT 128
TEXT
'tumi kene du„kh†, tom•ra •che pit”-dhana
tom•re n• kahila, anyatra ch•‚ila j†vana"
SYNONYMS
tumi--you; kene--why; du„kh†--distressed; tom•ra--your; •che--there is;
pit”-dhana--the riches of your father; tom•re--unto you; n• kahila--he did not
disclose; anyatra--somewhere else; ch•‚ila--gave up; j†vana--his life.
TRANSLATION
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"The astrologer asked, 'Why are you unhappy? Your father was very wealthy,
but he did not disclose his wealth to you because he died elsewhere?'
TEXT 129
TEXT
sarvaj‘era v•kye kare dhanera udde¤e
aiche veda-pur•‹a j†ve 'k”£‹a' upade¤e
SYNONYMS
sarvaj‘era--of the astrologer; v•k ye--the words; kare--make; dhanera--of
the riches; udde¤e--news; aiche--similarly; veda-pur•‹a--Vedic literatures;
j†ve--unto the living entity, the conditioned soul; k”£‹a--of Lord K”£‹a;
upade¤e--instructs.
TRANSLATION
"Just as the words of the astrologer Sarvaj‘a gave news of the poor man's
treasure, Vedic literatures advise one about K”£‹a consciousness when one is
inquisitive to know why he is in a distressed material condition.
TEXT 130
TEXT
sarvaj‘era v•kye mãla-dhana anubandha
sarva-¤•stre upade¤e, '¤r†-k”£‹a'----sambandha
SYNONYMS
sarvaj‘era--of the astrologer; v•kye--by the assurance; mãla-dhana--with
the treasure; anubandha--connection; sarva-¤•stre--all Vedic literatures;
upade¤e--instruct; ¤r†-k”£‹a--Lord ¥r† K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; sam-bandha--the central connection.
TRANSLATION
"By the words of the astrologer, the poor man's connection with the
treasure was established. Similarly, Vedic literature advises us that our real
connection is with ¥r† K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
PURPORT
In Bhagavad-g†t• (7.26), ¥r† K”£‹a says:
ved•ha‰ samat†t•ni
vartam•n•ni c•rjuna
bhavi£y•‹i ca bhãt•ni
m•‰ tu veda na ka¤cana
"O Arjuna, as the Supreme Personality of Godhead, I know everything that
has happened in the past, all that is happening in the present, and all things
that are yet to come. I also know all living entities, but Me no one knows."
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Thus K”£‹a knows the cause of the distressed condition of the conditioned
soul. He therefore descends from His original position to instruct the
conditioned soul and inform him about his forgetfulness of his relationship
with K”£‹a. K”£‹a exhibits Himself in His relationships in V”nd•vana and at
the Battle of Kuruk£etra so that people will be attracted to Him and will
again return home, back to Godhead. K”£‹a also says in Bhagavad-g†t• that He
is the proprietor of all universes, the enjoyer of everything that be and the
friend of everyone. Suh”da‰ sarva-bhãt•n•‰ j‘•tv• m•‰ ¤•ntim ”cchati (Bg.
5.29). If we revive our original intimate relationship with K”£‹a, our
distressed condition in the material world will be mitigated. Everyone is
trying to adjust to the distressed conditions of material existence, but the
basic problems cannot be solved unless one is in an intimate relationship with
K”£‹a.
TEXT 131
TEXT
'b•pera dhana •che'----j‘•ne dhana n•hi p•ya
tabe sarvaj‘a kahe t•re pr•ptira up•ya
SYNONYMS
b•pera dhana •che--the father has some treasure; j‘•ne--by this knowledge;
dhana--treasure; n•hi p•ya--one does not get; tabe--then; sarvaj‘a--the
astrologer; kahe--says; t•re--unto the poor man; pr•ptira up•ya--the means of
getting the treasure.
TRANSLATION
"Although being assured of his father's treasure, the poor man cannot
acquire this treasure by such knowledge alone. Therefore the astrologer had to
inform him of the means whereby he could actually find the treasure.
TEXT 132
TEXT
'ei sth•ne •che dhana'----yadi dak£i‹e khudibe
'bh†marula-barul†' uàhibe, dhana n• p•ibe
SYNONYMS
ei sth•ne--at this place; •che--is; dhana--treasure; yadi--if; dak£i‹e--on
the southern side; khudibe--you will dig; bh†marula-barul†--wasps and drones;
uàhibe--will rise; dhana--the riches; n• p•ibe--you will not get.
TRANSLATION
"The astrologer said, 'The treasure is in this place, but if you dig toward
the southern side, the wasps and drones will rise, and you will not get your
treasure.
TEXT 133
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TEXT
'pa¤cime' khudibe, t•h• 'yak£a' eka haya
se vighna karibe,----dhane h•ta n• pa‚aya
SYNONYMS
pa¤cime--on the western side; khudibe--if you dig; t•h•--there; yak£a-ghost; eka--one; haya--there is; se--he; vighna karibe--will create
disturbances; dhane--on the treasure; h•ta--hand; n•--not; pa‚aya--touches.
TRANSLATION
" 'If you dig on the western side, there is a ghost who will create such a
disturbance that your hands will not even touch the treasure.
TEXT 134
TEXT
'uttare' khudile •che k”£‹a 'ajagare'
dhana n•hi p•be, khudite gilibe sab•re
SYNONYMS
uttare--on the northern side; khudile--if you dig; •che--there is; k”£‹a-black; ajagare--snake; dhana--treasure; n•hi--not; p•be--you will get;
khudite--digging; gilibe--will devour; sab•re--everyone.
TRANSLATION
" 'If you dig on the northern side, there is a big black snake that will
devour you if you attempt to dig up the treasure.
TEXT 135
TEXT
pãrva-dike t•te m•à† alpa khudite
dhanera jh•ri pa‚ibeka tom•ra h•tete
SYNONYMS
pãrva-dike--on the eastern side; t•te--there; m•à†--the dirt; alpa--small
quantity; khudite--digging; dhanera--of the treasure; jh•ri--the pot;
pa‚ibeka--you will get; tom•ra--your; h•tete--in the hands.
TRANSLATION
" 'However, if you dig up a small quantity of dirt on the eastern side,
your hands will immediately touch the pot of treasure.'
PURPORT
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The Vedic literatures, including the Pur•‹as, state that according to the
position of the conditioned soul, there are different processes--karma-k•‹‚a,
j‘•na-k•‹‚a, the yogic process and the bhakti-yoga process. Karma-k•‹‚a is
compared to wasps and drones that will simply bite if one takes shelter of
them. j‘•na-k•‹‚a, the speculative process, is simply like a ghost who creates
mental disturbances. Yoga, the mystic process, is compared to a black snake
that devours people by the impersonal cultivation of kaivalya. However, if one
takes to bhakti-yoga, he becomes quickly successful. In other words, through
bhakti-yoga, one's hands touch the hidden treasure without difficulty.
Therefore it is said in Bhagavad-g†t•: vedai¤ ca sarvair aham eva vedya„.
One has to take to devotional service. Although the Vedas enjoin one to search
out K”£‹a and take shelter at His lotus feet, other Vedic processes will not
help. According to Bhagavad-g†t•, only the bhakti process is said to be
definitive. Bhakty• m•m abhij•n•ti. This is the conclusive statement of the
Vedas, and one has to accept this process if one is serious in searching for
K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. In this connection, ¥r†la
Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura gives the following statement. The eastern
side represents devotional service to Lord K”£‹a. The southern side represents
the process of fruitive activity (karma-k•‹‚a), which ends in material gain.
The western side represents j‘•na-k•‹‚a, the process of mental speculation,
sometimes called siddhi-k•‹‚a. The northern side represents the speculative
method sometimes known as the mystic yoga system. It is only the eastern side,
devotional service, that enables one to attain life's real goal. On the
southern side, there are fruitive activities by which one is subject to the
punishment of Yamar•ja. When one follows the system of fruitive activity, his
material desires remain prominent. Consequently the results of this process
are compared to wasps and drones. The living entity is bitten by the wasps and
drones of fruitive activity and thus suffers in material existence birth after
birth. One cannot be free from material desires by following this process. The
propensity for material enjoyment never ends. Therefore the cycle of birth and
death continues, and the spirit soul suffers perpetually.
The mystic yoga process is compared to a black snake that devours the
living entity and injects him with poison. The ultimate goal of the yoga
system is to become one with the Absolute. This means finishing one's personal
existence. However, the spiritual part and parcel of the Supreme Personality
of Godhead has an eternal individual existence. Bhagavad-g†t• confirms that
the individual soul existed in the past, is existing in the present and will
continue to exist as an individual in the future. Artificially trying to
become one with the Absolute is suicidal. One cannot annihilate his natural
condition.
A yak£a, a protector of riches, will not allow anyone to take away riches
for enjoyment. Such a demon will simply create disturbances. In other words, a
devotee will not depend on his material resources but on the mercy of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, who can give real protection. This is called
rak£i£yat†ti vi¤v•sa„ or (in the Bengali poetry of Bhaktivinoda áh•kura's
¥ara‹•gati), 'ava¤ya rak£ibe k”£‹a'--vi¤v•sa p•lana. The surrendered soul must
accept the fact that his real protector is K”£‹a, not his material
acquisitions.
Considering all these points, devotional service to K”£‹a is the real
treasure house for the living entity. When one comes to the platform of
devotional service, he always remains opulent in the association of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. One who is bereft of devotional service is
swallowed by the black snake of the yoga system and bitten by the wasps and
drones of fruitive activity, and he suffers consequent material miseries.
Sometimes the living entity is misled into trying to merge into spiritual
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existence, thinking himself as good as the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
This means that when he comes to the spiritual platform, he will be disturbed
and will again return to the material platform. According to ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(10.2.32):
ye 'nye 'ravind•k£a vimukta-m•ninas
tvayy asta-bh•v•d avi¤uddha-buddhaya„
•ruhya k”cchre‹a para‰ pada‰ tata„
patanty adho 'n•d”ta-yu£mad-a•ghraya„
Such people may become sanny•s†s, but unless they take shelter of K”£‹a's
lotus feet, they will return to the material platform to perform philanthropic
activities. In this way, one's spiritual life is lost. This is to be
understood as being devoured by the black snake.
TEXT 136
TEXT
aiche ¤•stra kahe,----karma, j‘•na, yoga tyaji'
'bhaktye' k”£‹a va¤a haya, bhaktye t••re bhaji
SYNONYMS
aiche--in that way; ¤•stra kahe--Vedic literatures confirm; karma--fruitive
activities; j‘•na--speculative knowledge; yoga--the mystic yoga system;
tyaji'--giving up; bhaktye--by devotional service; k”£‹a--the Supreme Absolute
Personality of Godhead; va¤a haya--becomes satisfied; bhaktye--by devotional
service; t••re--Him; bhaji--we worship.
TRANSLATION
"Revealed scriptures conclude that one should give up fruitive activity,
speculative knowledge and the mystic yoga system and instead take to
devotional service, by which K”£‹a can be fully satisfied.
TEXT 137
TEXT
na s•dhayati m•‰ yogo
na s••khya‰ dharma uddhava
na sv•dhy•yas tapas ty•go
yath• bhaktir mamorjit•
SYNONYMS
na--never; s•dhayati--causes to remain satisfied; m•m--Me; yoga„--the
process of control; na--nor; s••khyam--the process of gaining philosophical
knowledge about the Absolute Truth; dharma„--such an occupation; uddhava--My
dear Uddhava; na--nor; sv•dhy•ya„--study of the Vedas; tapa„--austerities;
ty•ga„--renunciation, acceptance of sanny•sa, or charity; yath•--as much as;
bhakti„--devotional service; mama--unto Me; ãrjit•--developed.
TRANSLATION
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[The Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, said:] " 'My dear Uddhava,
neither through a£à••ga-yoga [the mystic yoga system to control the senses],
nor through impersonal monism or an analytical study of the Absolute Truth,
nor through study of the Vedas, nor through practice of austerities, nor
through charity, nor through acceptance of sanny•sa can one satisfy Me as much
as one can by developing unalloyed devotional service unto Me.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.14.20). The explanation for
this verse is given in šdi-l†l• (17.76).
TEXT 138
TEXT
bhakty•ham ekay• gr•hya„
¤raddhay•tm• priya„ sat•m
bhakti„ pun•ti man-ni£àh•
¤va-p•k•n api sambhav•t
SYNONYMS
bhakty•--by devotional service; aham--I, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; ekay•--unflinching; gr•hya„--obtainable; ¤raddhay•--by faith; •tm•-the most dear; priya„--to be served; sat•m--by the devotees; bhakti„--the
devotional service; pun•ti--purifies; mat-ni£àh•--fixed only on Me; ¤va-p•k•n-the lowest of human beings, who are accustomed to eat dogs; api--certainly;
sambhav•t--from all faults due to birth and other circumstances.
TRANSLATION
" 'Being very dear to the devotees and s•dhus, I am attained through
unflinching faith and devotional service. This bhakti-yoga system, which
gradually increases attachment for Me, purifies even a human being born among
dog-eaters. That is to say, everyone can be elevated to the spiritual platform
by the process of bhakti-yoga.'
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.14.21).
TEXT 139
TEXT
ataeva 'bhakti'----k”£‹a-pr•ptyera up•ya
'abhidheya' bali' t•re sarva-¤•stre g•ya
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; bhakti--devotional service; k”£‹a-pr•ptyera--of
achieving the lotus feet of K”£‹a; up•ya--the only means; abhidheya--
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abhidheya; bali'--calling; t•re--this system; sarva-¤•stre--in all revealed
scriptures; g•ya--is described.
TRANSLATION
"The conclusion is that devotional service is the only means to approach
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This system is therefore called abhidheya.
This is the verdict of all revealed scriptures.
PURPORT
As stated in Bhagavad-g†t• (18.55).
bhakty•
y•v•n ya¤
tato m•‰
vi¤ate

m•m abhij•n•ti
c•smi tattvata„
tattvato j‘•tv•
tad-anantaram

"One can understand the Supreme Personality as He is only by devotional
service. And when one is in full consciousness of the Supreme Lord by such
devotion, he can enter the kingdom of God."
The aim of life is to get rid of the material conditioning and enter into
spiritual existence. Although the ¤•stras prescribe different methods for
different men, the Supreme Personality of Godhead says that one ultimately
must accept the path of devotional service as the assured path of spiritual
advancement. Devotional service to the Lord is the only process actually
confirmed by the Lord. Sarva-dharm•n parityajya m•m eka‰ ¤ara‹a‰ vraja (Bg.
18.66). One must become a devotee if one wants to return home, back to
Godhead, and become eternally blissful.
TEXT 140
TEXT
dhana p•ile yaiche sukha-bhoga phala p•ya
sukha-bhoga haite du„kha •pani pal•ya
SYNONYMS
dhana p•ile--when one gets riches; yaiche--just as; sukha-bhoga--enjoyment
of happiness; phala--result; p•ya--one gets; sukha-bhoga--real enjoyment of
happiness; haite--from; du„kha--all distresses; •pani--themselves; pal•ya--run
away.
TRANSLATION
"When one actually becomes rich, he naturally enjoys all kinds of
happiness. When one is actually in a happy mood, all distressful conditions go
away by themselves. No extraneous endeavor is needed.
TEXT 141
TEXT
taiche bhakti-phale k”£‹e prema upajaya
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preme k”£‹•sv•da haile bhava n•¤a p•ya
SYNONYMS
taiche--similarly; bhakti-phale--by the result of devotional service;
k”£‹e--unto Lord K”£‹a; prema--love; upajaya--arises; preme--in devotional
love; k”£‹a-•sv•da--tasting the association of Lord K”£‹a; haile--when there
is; bhava--the distress of the repetition of birth and death; n•¤a-annihilation; p•ya--obtains.
TRANSLATION
"Similarly, as a result of bhakti, one's dormant love for K”£‹a awakens.
When one is so situated that he can taste the association of Lord K”£‹a,
material existence, the repetition of birth and death, comes to an end.
TEXT 142
TEXT
d•ridrya-n•¤a, bha va-k£a ya,----premera 'phala' naya
prema-sukha-bhoga----mukhya prayojana haya
SYNONYMS
d•ridrya-n•¤a--the end of poverty-stricken life; bhava-k£aya--annihilation
of material existence; premera--of love of Godhead; phala--the result; naya-certainly is not; prema-sukha-bhoga--enjoyment of the happiness of love of
God; mukhya--chief; prayojana--goal of life; haya--is.
TRANSLATION
"The goal of love of Godhead is not to become materially rich or free from
material bondage. The real goal is to be situated in devotional service to the
Lord and to enjoy transcendental bliss.
PURPORT
The results of devotional service are certainly not material benefits or
liberation from material bondage. The goal of devotional service is to be
eternally situated in the loving service of the Lord and to enjoy spiritual
bliss from that service. One is said to be in a poverty-stricken condition
when one forgets the Supreme Personality of Godhead. One has to end such a
life of poverty in order to automatically end the miserable conditions of
material existence. One is automatically liberated from material enjoyment
when one tastes the service of K”£‹a. One does not have to endeavor separately
for opulence. Opulence automatically comes to the pure devotee, even though he
does not desire material happiness.
TEXT 143
TEXT
veda-¤•stre kahe sambandha, abhidheya, prayojana
k”£‹a, k”£‹a-bhakti, prema,----tina mah•-dhana
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SYNONYMS
veda-¤•stre--in Vedic literature; kahe--it is said; sambandha-relationship; abhidheya--execution; pra yojana--goal; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a;
k”£‹a-bhakti--devotional service to the Lord; prema--love of Godhead; tina-these three; mah•-dhana--the supreme treasure.
TRANSLATION
"In Vedic literatures, K”£‹a is the central point of attraction, and His
service is our activity. To attain the platform of love of K”£‹a is life's
ultimate goal. Therefore K”£‹a, K”£‹a's service and love of K”£‹a are the
three great riches of life.
TEXT 144
TEXT
ved•di sakala ¤•stre k”£‹a----mukhya sambandha
t••ra j‘•ne •nu£a•ge y•ya m•y•-bandha
SYNONYMS
veda-•di--beginning with the Vedas; sakala--all; ¤•stre--in the revealed
scriptures; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; mukhya--chief; sambandha--central point or
central attraction; t••ra j‘•ne--by knowledge of Him; •nu£a•ge-simultaneously; y•ya--goes away; m•y•-bandha--the bondage of material
existence.
TRANSLATION
"In all revealed scriptures, beginning with the Vedas, the central point of
attraction is K”£‹a. When complete knowledge of Him is realized, the bondage
of m•y•, the illusory energy, is automatically broken.
TEXT 145
TEXT
vy•moh•ya car•carasya jagatas te te pur•‹•gam•s
t•‰ t•m eva hi devat•‰ paramik•‰ jalpantu kalp•vadhi
siddh•nte punar eka eva bhagav•n vi£‹u„ samast•gamavy•p•re£u vivecana-vyatikara‰ n†te£u ni¤c†yate
SYNONYMS
vy•moh•ya--to increase the illusion and ignorance; cara-acarasya--of all
living entities, moving and nonmoving; jagata„--of the world; te te--those
respective; pur•‹a--the supplementary Vedic literatures called the Pur•‹as;
•gam•„--and Vedas; t•m t•m--that respective; eva hi--certainly; devat•m-demigod; paramik•m--as supreme; jalpantu--let them speak about; kalpa-avadhi-until the end of the millennium; siddh•nte--in conclusion; puna„--but; eka„-one; eva--only; bhagav•n--Supreme Personality of Godhead; vi£‹u„--Lord Vi£‹u;
samasta--all; •gama--of the Vedas; vy•p•re£u--in the dealings; vivecana2015

vyatikaram--to collective consideration; n†te£u--when forcibly brought;
ni¤c†yate--is established.
TRANSLATION
" 'There are many types of Vedic literatures and supplementary Pur•‹as. In
each of them there are particular demigods who are spoken of as the chief
demigods. This is just to create an illusion for moving and nonmoving living
entities. Let them perpetually engage in such imaginations. However, when one
analytically studies all these Vedic literatures collectively, he comes to the
conclusion that Lord Vi£‹u is the one and only Supreme Personality of
Godhead.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from the Padma Pur•‹a.
TEXT 146
TEXT
mukhya-gau‹a-v”tti, ki‰v• anvaya-vyatireke
vedera pratij‘• kevala kahaye k”£‹ake
SYNONYMS
mukhya--chief; gau‹a--secondary; v”tti--meaning; ki‰v•--or; anvayavyatireke--directly or indirectly; vedera pratij‘•--ultimate declaration of
the Vedas; kevala--only; kahaye--speaks; k”£‹ake--about K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"When one accepts Vedic literature by interpretation or even by dictionary
meaning, directly or indirectly the ultimate declaration of Vedic knowledge
points to Lord K”£‹a.
TEXTS 147-148
TEXT
ki‰ vidhatte kim •ca£àe
kim anãdya vikalpayet
ity asy• h”daya‰ loke
n•nyo mad veda ka¤cana
m•‰ vidhatte 'bhidhatte m•‰
vikalpy•pohyate hy aham
et•v•n sarva-ved•rtha„
¤abda •sth•ya m•‰ bhid•m
m•y•-m•tram anãdy•nte
prati£idhya pras†dati
SYNONYMS
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kim--what; vidhatte--direct; kim--what; •ca£àe--declare; kim--what; anãdya-taking as the object; vikalpayet--may conjecture; iti--thus; asy•„--of the
Vedic literature; h”dayam--intention; loke--in this world; na--not; anya„-other; mat--than Me; veda--knows; ka¤cana--anyone; m•m--Me; vidhatte--they
ordain; abhidhatte--set forth; m•m--Me; vikalpya--speculating; aphyate--am
fixed; hi--certainly; aham--I; et•v•n--of such measures; sarva-veda-artha„-the purport of the Vedas; ¤abda„--the Vedas; •sth•ya--taking shelter of; m•m-Me; bhid•m--different; m•y•--illusory energy; m•tram--only; anãdya--saying;
ante--at the end; prati£idhya--driving away; pras†dati--gets satisfaction.
TRANSLATION
" 'What is the direction of all Vedic literatures? On whom do they set
focus? Who is the purpose of all speculation? Outside of Me no one knows these
things. Now you should know that all these activities are aimed at ordaining
and setting forth Me. The purpose of Vedic literature is to know Me by
different speculations, either by indirect understanding or by dictionary
understanding. Everyone is speculating about Me. The essence of all Vedic
literatures is to distinguish Me from m•y•. By considering the illusory
energy, one comes to the platform of understanding Me. In this way one becomes
free from speculation about the Vedas and comes to Me as the conclusion. Thus
one is satisfied.'
PURPORT
These two verses are quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.21.42,43). When
Uddhava asked K”£‹a about the purpose of Vedic speculation, the Lord informed
him of the process of understanding Vedic literature. The Vedas are composed
of karma-k•‹‚a, j‘•na-k•‹‚a and up•san•-k•‹‚a. If one analytically studies the
purpose of the Vedas, he understands that by karma-k•‹‚a, sacrificial
activity, one comes to the conclusion of j‘•na-k•‹‚a, speculative knowledge.
After speculation, one comes to the conclusion that worship of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead is the ultimate. When one comes to this conclusion, he
becomes fully satisfied.
TEXT 149
TEXT
k”£‹era svarãpa----ananta, vaibhava----ap•ra
cic-chakti, m•y•-¤akti, j†va-¤akti •ra
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era sva-rãpa--the transcendental form of K”£‹a; ananta--unlimitedly
expanded; vaibhava--opulence; ap•ra--unlimited; cit-¤akti--internal potency;
m•y•-¤akti--external potency; j†va-¤akti--marginal potency; •ra--and.
TRANSLATION
"The transcendental form of Lord K”£‹a is unlimited and also has unlimited
opulence. He possesses the internal potency, external potency and marginal
potency.
TEXT 150
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TEXT
vaiku‹àha, brahm•‹‚a-ga‹a----¤akti-k•rya ha ya
svarãpa-¤akti ¤akti-k•ryera----k”£‹a sam•¤raya
SYNONYMS
vaiku‹àha--the spiritual world; brahm•‹‚a-ga‹a--universes of the material
world; ¤akti-k•rya haya--they are all activities of K”£‹a's potencies;
svarãpa-¤akti--of the internal potency; ¤akti-k•ryera--of the activities of
the external potency; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; sam•¤raya--the original source.
TRANSLATION
"Both the material and spiritual world are transformations of K”£‹a's
internal and external potencies. Therefore K”£‹a is the original source of
both material and spiritual manifestations.
TEXT 151
TEXT
da¤ame da¤ama‰ lak£yam
•¤rit•¤raya-vigraham
¤r†-k”£‹•khya‰ para‰ dh•ma
jagad-dh•ma nam•mi tat
SYNONYMS
da¤ame--in the Tenth Canto; da¤amam--the tenth subject matter; lak£yam--to
be seen; •¤rita--of the sheltered; •¤raya--of the shelter; vigraham--who is
the form; ¤r†-k”£‹a-•khyam--known as Lord ¥r† K”£‹a; param--supreme; dh•ma-abode; jagat-dh•ma--the abode of the universes; nam•mi--I offer my obeisances;
tat--to Him.
TRANSLATION
" 'The Tenth Canto of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam reveals the tenth object, the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is the shelter of all surrendered souls.
He is known as ¥r† K”£‹a, and He is the ultimate source of all the universes.
Let me offer my obeisances unto Him.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Bh•v•rtha-d†pik•, ¥r†dhara Sv•m†'s commentary on
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.1.1). In the Tenth Canto of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam there is a
description of the •¤raya-tattva, ¥r† K”£‹a. There are two tattvas--•¤rayatattva and •¤rita-tattva. š¤raya-tattva is the objective, and •¤rita-tattva is
the subjective. Since the lotus feet of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a are the shelter of all
devotees, ¥r† K”£‹a is called para‰ dh•ma. In Bhagavad-g†t• it is stated:
para‰ brahma para‰ dh•ma pavitra‰ parama‰ bhav•n. Everything is resting under
the lotus feet of K”£‹a. In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.14.58) it is stated:
sam•¤rit• ye pada-pallava-plava‰
2018

mahat-pada‰ pu‹ya-ya¤o-mur•re„
Under the lotus feet of ¥r† K”£‹a, the entire mahat-tattva is existing.
Since everything is under ¥r† K”£‹a's protection, ¥r† K”£‹a is called •¤rayatattva. Everything else is called •¤rita-tattva. The material creation is also
called •¤rita-tattva. Liberation from material bondage and the attainment of
the spiritual platform are also •¤rita-tattva. K”£‹a is the only •¤rayatattva. In the beginning of the creation there are Mah•-Vi£‹u, Garbhodaka¤•y†
Vi£‹u and K£†rodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u. They are also •¤raya-tattva. K”£‹a is the cause
of all causes (sarva-k•ra‹a-k•ra‹am). To understand K”£‹a perfectly, one has
to make an analytical study of •¤raya-tattva and •¤rita-tattva.
TEXT 152
TEXT
k”£‹era svarãpa-vic•ra ¤una, san•tana
advaya-j‘•na-tattva, vraje vrajendra-nandana
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; svarãpa-vic•ra--consideration of the eternal form;
¤una--please hear; san•tana--My dear San•tana; advaya-j‘•na-tattva--the
Absolute Truth without duality; vraje--in V”nd•vana; vrajendra-nandana--the
son of Nanda Mah•r•ja.
TRANSLATION
"O San•tana, please hear about the eternal form of Lord K”£‹a. He is the
Absolute Truth, devoid of duality but present in V”nd•vana as the son of Nanda
Mah•r•ja.
TEXT 153
TEXT
sarva-•di, sarva-a‰¤†, ki¤ora-¤ekhara
cid-•nanda-deha, sarv•¤raya, sarve¤vara
SYNONYMS
sarva-•di--origin of everything; sarva-a‰¤†--sum total of all parts and
parcels; ki¤ora-¤ekhara--the supreme youth; cit-•nanda-deha--a body of
spiritual blissfulness; sarva-•¤raya--shelter of everyone; sarva-†¤vara-master of everyone.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a is the original source of everything and the sum total of
everything. He appears as the supreme youth, and His whole body is composed of
spiritual bliss. He is the shelter of everything and master of everyone.
PURPORT
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K”£‹a is the origin of all vi£‹u-tattvas, including Mah•-Vi£‹u,
Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u and K£†rodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u. He is the ultimate goal of
Vai£‹ava philosophy. Everything emanates from Him. His body is completely
spiritual and is the source of all spiritual being. Although He is the source
of everything, He Himself has no source. Advaitam acyutam an•dim ananta-rãpa‰,
•dya‰ pur•‹a-puru£a‰ nava-yauvana‰ ca. Although He is the supreme source of
everyone, He is still always a fresh youth.
TEXT 154
TEXT
†¤vara„ parama„ k”£‹a„
sac-cid-•nanda-vigraha„
an•dir •dir govinda„
sarva-k•ra‹a-k•ra‹am
SYNONYMS
†¤vara„--the controller; parama„--supreme; k”£‹a„--Lord K”£‹a; sat--eternal
existence; cit--absolute knowledge; •nanda--absolute bliss; vigraha„--whose
form; an•di„--without beginning; •di„--the origin; govinda„--Lord Govinda;
sarva-k•ra‹a-k•ra‹am--the cause of all causes.
TRANSLATION
" 'K”£‹a, who is known as Govinda, is the supreme controller. He has an
eternal, blissful, spiritual body. He is the origin of all. He has no other
origin, for He is the prime cause of all causes.'
PURPORT
This is the first verse of the Fifth Chapter of Brahma-sa‰hit•.
TEXT 155
TEXT
svaya‰ bhagav•n k”£‹a, 'govinda' para n•ma
sarvai¤varya-pãr‹a y••ra goloka----nitya-dh•ma
SYNONYMS
sva yam--personally; bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; k”£‹a-K”£‹a; govinda--Govinda; para n•ma--another name; sarva-ai¤varya-pãr‹a--full
of all opulences; y••ra--whose; goloka--Goloka V”nd•vana; nitya-dh•ma--eternal
abode.
TRANSLATION
"The original Supreme Personality of Godhead is K”£‹a. His original name is
Govinda. He is full of all opulences, and His eternal abode is known as Goloka
V”nd•vana.
TEXT 156
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TEXT
ete c•‰¤a-kal•„ pu‰sa„
k”£‹as tu bhagav•n svayam
indr•ri-vy•kula‰ loka‰
m”‚ayanti yuge yuge
SYNONYMS
ete--these; ca--and; a‰¤a--plenary portions; kal•„--parts of plenary
portions; pu‰sa„--of the puru£a-avat•ras; k”£‹a„--Lord K”£‹a; tu--but;
bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; svayam--Himself; indra-ari--the
enemies of Lord Indra; vy•kulam--full of; lokam--the world; m”‚ayanti--make
happy; yuge yuge--at the right time in each age.
TRANSLATION
" 'All these incarnations of Godhead are either plenary portions or parts
of the plenary portions of the puru£a-avat•ras. But K”£‹a is the Supreme
Personality of Godhead Himself. In every age He protects the world through His
different features when the world is disturbed by the enemies of Indra.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.3.28). See also šdi-l†l•,
Chapter Two, verse 67.
TEXT 157
TEXT
j‘•na, yoga, bhakti,----tina s•dhanera va¤e
brahma, •tm•, bhagav•n----trividha prak•¤e
SYNONYMS
j‘•na--knowledge; yoga--mystic power; bhakti--devotional service; tina-three; s•dhanera--of the processes of spiritual life; va¤e--under the control;
brahma--impersonal Brahman; •tm•--localized Param•tm•; bhagav•n--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; tri-vidha prak•¤e--three kinds of manifestation.
TRANSLATION
"There are three kinds of spiritual processes for understanding the
Absolute Truth--the processes of speculative knowledge, mystic yoga and
bhakti-yoga. According to these three processes, the Absolute Truth is
manifested as Brahman, Param•tm• and Bhagav•n.
TEXT 158
TEXT
vadanti tat tattva-vidas
tattva‰ yaj j‘•nam advayam
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brahmeti param•tmeti
bhagav•n iti ¤abdyate
SYNONYMS
vadanti--they say; tat--that; tattva-vida„--learned souls; tattvam--the
Absolute Truth; yat--which; j‘•nam--knowledge; advayam--nondual; brahma-Brahman; iti--thus; param•tm•--Param•tm•; iti--thus; bhagav•n--Bhagav•n; iti-thus; ¤abdyate--is known.
TRANSLATION
" 'Learned transcendentalists who know the Absolute Truth call this nondual
substance Brahman, Param•tm• or Bhagav•n.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.2.11). For an explanation,
see also šdi-l†l•, Chapter Two, verse 11.
Those who are interested in the impersonal Brahman effulgence which is not
different from the Supreme Personality of Godhead, can attain that goal by
speculative knowledge. Those who are interested in practicing mystic yoga can
attain the localized aspect of Param•tm•. As stated in Bhagavad-g†t•, †¤vara„
sarva-bhãt•n•‰ h”d-de¤e 'rjuna ti£àhati: the Supreme Personality of Godhead is
situated within the heart as Param•tm•. He witnesses the activities of the
living entities and gives them permission to act.
TEXT 159
TEXT
brahma----a•ga-k•nti t••ra, nirvi¤e£a prak•¤e
sãrya yena carma-cak£e jyotirmaya bh•se
SYNONYMS
brahma--the impersonal Brahman effulgence; a•ga-k•nti--the bodily rays;
t••ra--of Him; nirvi¤e£a--without varieties; prak•¤e--manifestation; sãrya
yena--exactly like the sun; carma-cak£e--with our ordinary material eyes;
jyoti„-maya--simply effulgent; bh•se--appears.
TRANSLATION
"The manifestation of the impersonal Brahman effulgence, which is without
variety, is the rays of K”£‹a's bodily effulgence. It is exactly like the sun.
When the sun is seen by our ordinary eyes, it simply appears to consist of
effulgence.
TEXT 160
TEXT
yasya prabh• prabhavato jagad-a‹‚a-koàikoài£v a¤e£a-vasudh•di-vibhãti-bhinnam
tad brahma ni£kalam anantam a¤e£a-bhãta‰
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govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
SYNONYMS
yasya--of whom; prabh•--the effulgence; prabhavata„--of one who excels in
power; jagat-a‹‚a--of universes; koài-koài£u--in millions and millions; a¤e£a-unlimited; vasudh•-•di--with planets and other manifestations; vibhãti--with
opulences; bhinnam--becoming variegated; tat--that; brahma--Brahman; ni£kalam-without parts; anantam--unlimited; a¤e£a-bhãtam--being complete; govindam-Lord Govinda; •di-puru£am--the original person; tam--Him; aham--I; bhaj•mi-worship.
TRANSLATION
" 'I worship Govinda, the primeval Lord, who is endowed with great power.
The glowing effulgence of His transcendental form is the impersonal Brahman,
which is absolute, complete and unlimited and which displays the varieties of
countless planets, with their different opulences, in millions and millions of
universes.'
PURPORT
This verse is quoted from Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.40). For an explanation, refer
to šdi-l†l•, Chapter Two, verse 14.
TEXT 161
TEXT
param•tm• ye•ho, te•ho k”£‹era eka a‰¤a
•tm•ra '•tm•' haya k”£‹a sarva-avata‰sa
SYNONYMS
param•tm•--the Supersoul within the heart; ye•ho--who; te•ho--He; k”£‹era-of Lord K”£‹a; eka--one; a‰¤a--plenary portion; •tm•ra--of the soul; •tm•--the
soul; haya--is; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; sarva--of everything; avata‰sa--source.
TRANSLATION
"The Param•tm•, the Supersoul feature, is the partial plenary portion of
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is the original source of all living
entities. It is also K”£‹a who is the original source of Param•tm•.
TEXT 162
TEXT
k”£‹am enam avehi tvam
•tm•nam akhil•tman•m
jagad-dhit•ya so 'py atra
deh†v•bh•ti m•yay•
SYNONYMS
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k”£‹am--in the Supreme Personality of Godhead; enam--this; avehi--just try
to understand; tvam--you; •tm•nam--the soul; akhila-•tman•m--of all living
entities; jagat-hita-ya--the benefit of the whole universe; sa„--He; api-certainly; atra--here; deh†--a human being; iva--like; •bh•ti--appears;
m•yay•--by His internal potency.
TRANSLATION
" 'You should know K”£‹a as the original soul of all •tm•s [living
entities]. For the benefit of the whole universe, He has, out of His causeless
mercy, appeared as an ordinary human being. He has done this with the strength
of His own internal potency.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.14.55). Par†k£it Mah•r•ja
asked ¥ukadeva Gosv•m† why K”£‹a was so beloved by the residents of V”nd•vana,
who loved Him even more than their own offspring or life itself. At that time
¥ukadeva Gosv•m† replied that everyone's •tm•, or soul, is very, very dear,
especially to all living entities who have accepted material bodies. However,
that •tm•, the spirit soul, is part and parcel of K”£‹a. For this reason,
K”£‹a is very dear to every living entity. Everyone's body is very dear to
oneself, and one wants to protect the body by all means because within the
body the soul is living. Due to the intimate relationship between the soul and
the body, the body is important and dear to everyone. Similarly, the soul,
being part and parcel of K”£‹a, the Supreme Lord, is very, very dear to all
living entities. Unfortunately, the soul forgets his constitutional position
and thinks he is only the body (deha-•tma-bud-dhi). Thus the soul is subjected
to the rules and regulations of material nature. When a living entity, by his
intelligence, reawakens his attraction for K”£‹a, he can understand that he is
not the body but part and parcel of K”£‹a. Thus filled with knowledge, he no
longer labors under attachment to the body and everything related to the body.
janasya moho 'yam aham mameti. Material existence, wherein one thinks, "I am
the body, and this belongs to me," is also illusory. One must redirect his
attraction to K”£‹a. ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.2.7) states:
v•sudeve bhagavati
bhakti-yoga„ prayojita„
janayaty •¤u vair•gya‰
j‘•na‰ ca yad ahaitukam
"By rendering devotional service unto the Personality of Godhead, Sri
K”£‹a, one immediately acquires causeless knowledge and detachment from the
world."
TEXT 163
TEXT
athav• bahunaitena
ki‰ j‘•tena tav•rjuna
vi£àabhy•ham ida‰ k”tsnam
ek•‰¤ena sthito jagat
SYNONYMS
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athav•--or; bahun•--much; etena--with this; kim--what use; j‘•tena--being
known; tava--by you; arjuna--O Arjuna; vi£àabhya--pervading; aham--I; idam-this; k”tsnam--entire; eka-a‰¤ena--with one portion; sthita„--situated; jagat-universe.
TRANSLATION
" 'But what need is there, Arjuna, for all this detailed knowledge? With a
single fragment of Myself, I pervade and support this entire universe.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Bhagavad-g†t• (10.42).
TEXT 164
TEXT
'bhaktye' bhagav•nera anubhava----pãr‹a-rãpa
eka-i vigrahe t••ra ananta svarãpa
SYNONYMS
bhaktye--by devotional service; bhagav•nera--of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; anubhava--perception; pãr‹a-rãpa--perfectly; eka-i--one; vigrahe--in
the transcendental form; t••ra--His; ananta--unlimited; sva-rãpa--expansions
of plenary portions.
TRANSLATION
"Only by devotional activity can one understand the transcendental form of
the Lord, which is perfect in all respects. Although His form is one, He can
expand His form into unlimited numbers by His supreme will.
TEXT 165
TEXT
sva ya‰-rãpa, tad-ek•tma-rãpa, •ve¤a----n•ma
prathamei tina-rãpe rahena bhagav•n
SYNONYMS
sva yam-rãpa--the personal form; tat-ek•tma-rãpa--the same form,
nondifferent from svaya‰-rãpa; •ve¤a--especially empowered; n•ma--named;
prathamei--in the beginning; tina-rãpe--in three forms; rahena--remains;
bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"The Supreme Personality of Godhead exists in three principal forms-svaya‰-rãpa, tad-ek•tma-rãpa, and •ve¤a-rãpa.
PURPORT
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¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† has described svaya‰-rãpa in his Laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta,
pãrva-kha‹‚a, verse 12, anany•pek£i yad rãpa‰ svaya‰-rãpa„ sa ucyate: the
original form of the Supreme Personality of Godhead does not depend on other
forms. The original form is called svaya‰-rãpa, and it is described in ¥r†madBh•gavatam: k”£‹as tu bhagav•n svayam (1.3.28). K”£‹a's original form as a
cowherd boy in V”nd•vana is called svaya‰-rãpa. It is confirmed in the Brahmasa‰hit• (5.1):
†¤vara„ parama„ k”£‹a„
sac-cid-•nanda-vigraha„
an•dir •dir govinda„
sarva-k•ra‹a-k•ra‹am
There is nothing superior to Govinda. He is the ultimate source and the
cause of all causes. In Bhagavad-g†t• (7.7) the Lord says, matta„ paratara‰
n•nyat: "There is no truth superior to Me.
The tad-ek•tma-rãpa is also described in the Laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta, Pãrvakha‹‚a, verse 14:
yad rãpa‰ tad-abhedena
svarãpe‹a vir•jate
•k”ty•dibhir any•d”k
sa tad-ek•tma-rãpaka„
The tad-ek•tma-rãpa forms exist simultaneously with the svaya‰-rãpa form
and are nondifferent. At the same time, the bodily features and specific
activities appear to be different. This tad-ek•tma-rãpa is also divided into
two categories--sv•‰¤a and vil•sa.
His •ve¤a form is also explained in the Laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta, verse 18:
j‘•na-¤akty•di-kalay•
yatr•vi£ào jan•rdana„
ta •ve¤• nigadyante
j†v• eva mahattam•„
A living entity who is specifically empowered by the Lord with knowledge or
strength is technically called •ve¤a-rãpa. As stated in the Caitanyacarit•m”ta (Antya 7.11), k”£‹a-¤akti vin• nahe t•ra pravartana: unless a
devotee is specifically empowered by the Lord, he cannot preach the holy name
of the Lord all over the world. This is an explanation of the word •ve¤a-rãpa.
TEXT 166
TEXT
'svaya‰-rãpa' 's va ya‰-prak•¤a'----dui rãpe sphãrti
svaya‰-rãpe----eka 'k”£‹a' vraje gopa-mãrti
SYNONYMS
sva yam-rãpa--the original form of the Lord; sva yam-prak•¤a--the personal
manifestation; dui rãpe--in two forms; sphãrti--exhibition; svayam-rãpe--in
the original form; eka--one; k”£‹a--K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
vraje--in V”nd•vana; gopa-mãrti--the cowherd boy.
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TRANSLATION
"The original form of the Lord [svaya‰-rãpa] is exhibited in two forms-svaya‰-rãpa and svaya‰-prak•¤a. In His original form as svaya‰-rãpa, K”£‹a is
observed as a cowherd boy in V”nd•vana.
TEXT 167
TEXT
'pr•bhava-vaibhava'-rãpe dvividha prak•¤e
eka-vapu bahu rãpa yaiche haila r•se
SYNONYMS
pr•bhava--pr•bhava; vaibhava--vaibhava; rãpe--in forms; dvi-vidha pra-k•¤e-twofold manifestations; eka-vapu--the same original form; bahu rãpa--expanded
into unlimited numbers; yaiche--like; haila--it was; r•se--while dancing in
the r•sa dance with the gop†s.
TRANSLATION
"In His original form, K”£‹a manifests Himself in two features--pr•bhava
and vaibhava. He expands His one original form into many, as He did during the
r•sa-l†l• dance.
TEXT 168
TEXT
mahi£†-viv•he haila bahu-vidha mãrti
'pr•bhava prak•¤a'----ei ¤•stra-parasiddhi
SYNONYMS
mahi£†-viv•he--in the matter of marrying 16,108 wives at Dv•rak•; haila-there were; bahu-vidha mãrti--many forms; pr•bhava prak•¤a--called pr•bhavaprak•¤a; ei--this; ¤•stra-parasiddhi--determined by reference to the revealed
scriptures.
TRANSLATION
"When the Lord married 16,108 wives at Dv•rak•, He expanded Himself into
many forms. These expansions and the expansions at the r•sa dance are called
pr•bhava-prak•¤a, according to the directions of revealed scriptures.
TEXT 169
TEXT
saubhary-•di-pr•ya sei k•ya-vyãha naya
k•ya-vyãha haile n•radera vismaya n• haya
SYNONYMS
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saubhari-•di--beginning with the sage named Saubhari; pr•ya--like; sei-that; k•ya-vyãha--the expansion of one's body; naya--is not; k•ya-vyãha-expansions of the body; haile--if there are; n•radera--of N•rada Muni;
vismaya--the astonishment; n• haya--there cannot be.
TRANSLATION
"The pr•bhava-prak•¤a expansions of Lord K”£‹a are not like the expansions
of the sage Saubhari. Had they been so, N•rada would not have been astonished
to see them.
TEXT 170
TEXT
citra‰ bataitad ekena
vapu£• yugapat p”thak
g”he£u dvy-a£àa-s•hasra‰
striya eka ud•vahat
SYNONYMS
citram--wonderful; bata--oh; etat--this; ekena--with one; vapu£•--form;
yugapat--simultaneously; p”thak--separately; g”he£u--in the houses; dvi-astas•hasram--sixteen thousand; striya„--all the queens; eka„--the one ¥r† K”£‹a;
ud•vahat--married.
TRANSLATION
" 'It is astounding that Lord ¥r† K”£‹a, who is one without a second,
expanded Himself in sixteen thousand similar forms to marry sixteen thousand
queens in their respective homes.'
PURPORT
This verse is spoken by N•rada Muni in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.69.2).
TEXT 171
TEXT
sei vapu, sei •k”ti p”thak yadi bh•se
bh•v•ve¤a-bhede n•ma 'vaibhava-prak•¤e'
SYNONYMS
sei vapu--that form; sei •k”ti--that feature; p”thak--different; yadi--if;
bh•se--appears; bh•va-•ve¤a--of the ecstatic emotion; bhede--according to
varieties; n•ma--named; vaibhava-prak•¤e--vaibhava-prak•¤a.
TRANSLATION
"If one form or feature is differently manifested according to different
emotional features, it is called vaibhava-prak•¤a.
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TEXT 172
TEXT
ananta prak•¤e k”£‹era n•hi mãrti-bheda
•k•ra-var‹a-astra-bhede n•ma-vibheda
SYNONYMS
ananta prak•¤e--in innumerable manifestations; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a;
n•hi--there is not; mãrti-bheda--difference of form; •k•ra--of features;
var‹a--of color; astra--of weapons; bhede--according to differentiation; n•mavibheda--difference of names.
TRANSLATION
"When the Lord expands Himself in innumerable forms, there is no difference
in the forms, but due to different features, bodily colors and weapons, the
names are different.
TEXT 173
TEXT
anye ca sa‰sk”t•tm•no
vidhin•bhihitena te
yajanti tvan-may•s tv•‰ vai
bahu-mãrtyeka-mãrtikam
SYNONYMS
anye--different persons; ca--also; sa‰sk”ta-•tm•na„--persons who are
purified; vidhin•--by the regulative principles; abhihitena--stated in the
revealed scriptures; te--such persons; yajanti--worship; tvat-may•„--being
absorbed in You; tv•m--You; vai--certainly; bahu-mãrti--having many forms;
eka-mãrtikam--although one.
TRANSLATION
" 'In different Vedic scriptures, there are prescribed rules and regulative
principles for worshiping different types of forms. When one is purified by
these rules and regulations, he worships You, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. Although manifest in many forms, You are one.'
PURPORT
This verse is quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.40.7). In the Vedas it is
stated that the one becomes many (eko bahu sy•m). The Supreme Personality of
Godhead expands Himself in various forms--vi£‹u-tattva, j†va-tattva and ¤aktitattva.
According to the Vedic literatures, there are different regulative
principles for the worship of each of these forms. If one takes advantage of
the Vedic literatures and purifies himself by following the rules and
regulations, ultimately he worships the Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a.
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K”£‹a says in Bhagavad-g†t• (4.11): mama vartm•nuvartante manu£y•„ p•rtha
sarva¤a„. Worship of the demigods is in a sense worship of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, but such worship is said to be avidhi-pãrvakam,
improper. Actually demigod worship is meant for unintelligent men. One who is
intelligent considers the words of the Supreme Personality of Godhead: sarva
dharm•n parityajya m•m eka‰ ¤ara‹a‰ vraja. One who worships demigods worships
the Supreme Lord indirectly, but according to the revealed scriptures, there
is no need to worship Him indirectly. One can worship Him directly.
TEXT 174
TEXT
vaibhava-prak•¤a k”£‹era----¤r†-balar•ma
var‹a-m•tra-bheda, saba----k”£‹era sam•na
SYNONYMS
vaibhava-prak•¤a--manifestation of the vaibhava feature; k”£‹era--of Lord
K”£‹a; ¤r†-balar•ma--¥r† Balar•ma; var‹a-m•tra--color only; bheda--difference;
saba--everything; k”£‹era sam•na--equal to K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"The first manifestation of the vaibhava feature of K”£‹a is ¥r†
Balar•maj†. ¥r† Balar•ma and K”£‹a have different bodily colors, but otherwise
¥r† Balar•ma is equal to K”£‹a in all respects.
PURPORT
To understand the difference between svaya‰-rãpa, tad-ek•tma-rãpa, •ve¤a,
pr•bhava and vaibhava, ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura has given the following
description. In the beginning, K”£‹a has three bodily features: (1) svaya‰rãpa, as a cowherd boy in V”nd•vana; (2) tad-ek•tma-rãpa, which is divided
into sv•‰¤aka and vil•sa; and (3) •ve¤a-rãpa. The sv•‰¤aka, or expansions of
the personal potency, are (1) K•ra‹odaka¤•y†, Garbhodaka¤•y†, K£†rodaka¤•y†
and (2) incarnations such as the fish, tortoise, boar and N”si‰ha. The vil•sarãpa has a pr•bhava division, including V•sudeva, Sa•kar£a‹a, Pradyumna and
Aniruddha. There is also a vaibhava division in which there are twenty-four
forms, including the second V•sudeva, Sa•kar£a‹a, Pradyumna and Aniruddha. For
each of these, there are three forms; therefore there are twelve forms
altogether. These twelve forms constitute the predominant names for the twelve
months of the year as well as the twelve tilaka marks on the body. Each of the
four Personalities of Godhead expands into two other forms; thus there are
eight forms, such as Puru£ottama, Acyuta, etc. The four forms (V•sudeva,
etc.), the twelve (Ke¤ava, etc.), and the eight (Puru£ottama, etc.) all
together constitute twenty-four forms. All the forms are differently named in
accordance with the weapons They hold in Their four hands.
TEXT 175
TEXT
vaibhava-prak•¤a yaiche devak†-tanuja
dvibhuja-svarãpa kabhu, kabhu haya caturbhuja
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SYNONYMS
vaibhava-prak•¤a--the feature of vaibhava-prak•¤a; yaiche--just as; devak†tanuja--the son of Devak†; dvi-bhuja--two-handed; svarãpa--form; kabhu-sometimes; kabhu--sometimes; haya--is; catu„-bhuja--four-handed.
TRANSLATION
"An example of vaibhava-prak•¤a is the son of Devak†. He sometimes has two
hands and sometimes four hands.
PURPORT
When Lord K”£‹a took His birth, He appeared outside the womb as four-handed
Vi£‹u. Then Devak† and Vasudeva offered their prayers to Him and asked Him to
assume His two-handed form. The Lord immediately assumed His two handed form
and ordered that He be transferred to Gokula on the other side of the River
Yamun•.
TEXT 176
TEXT
ye-k•le dvibhuja, n•ma----vaibhava-prak•¤a
caturbhuja haile, n•ma----pr•bhava-prak•¤a
SYNONYMS
ye-k•le dvi-bhuja--when the Lord appears as two-handed; n•ma--named;
vaibhava-prak•¤a--vaibhava-prak•¤a; catu„-bhuja haile--when He becomes fourhanded; n•ma--named; pr•bhava-prak•¤a--pr•bhava-prak•¤a.
TRANSLATION
"When the Lord is two-handed, He is called vaibhava-prak•¤a, and when He is
four-handed He is called pr•bhava-prak•¤a.
TEXT 177
TEXT
sva ya‰-rãpera gopa-ve¤a, gopa-abhim•na
v•sudevera k£atriya-ve¤a, '•mi----k£atriya'-j‘•na
SYNONYMS
svayam-rãpera--of the original form; gopa-ve¤a--the dress of a cowherd boy;
gopa-abhim•na--thinking Himself a cowherd boy; v•sudevera--of V•sudeva, the
son of Vasudeva and Devak†; k£atriya-ve¤a--the dress is like that of a
k£atriya; •mi--I; k£atriya--a k£atriya; j‘•na--knowledge.
TRANSLATION
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"In His original form, the Lord dresses like a cowherd boy and thinks
Himself one of them. When He appears as V•sudeva, the son of Vasudeva and
Devak†, His dress and consciousness are those of a k£atriya, a warrior.
TEXT 178
TEXT
saundarya, ai¤varya, m•dhurya, vaidagdhya-vil•sa
vrajendra-nandane ih• adhika ull•sa
SYNONYMS
saundarya--the beauty; ai¤varya--the opulence; m•dhurya--the sweetness;
vaidagdhya-vil•sa--the intellectual pastimes; vrajendra-nandane--of the son of
Nanda Mah•r•ja and Ya¤od•; ih•--all these; adhika ull•sa--more jubilant.
TRANSLATION
"When one compares the beauty, opulence, sweetness and intellectual
pastimes of V•sudeva, the warrior, to K”£‹a, the cowherd boy, son of Nanda
Mah•r•ja, one sees that K”£‹a's attributes are more pleasant.
TEXT 179
TEXT
govindera m•dhur† dekhi' v•sudevera k£obha
se m•dhur† •sv•dite upajaya lobha
SYNONYMS
govindera--of Lord Govinda; m•dhur†--the sweetness; dekhi'--seeing;
v•sudevera--of V•sudeva; k£obha--agitation; se--that; m•dhur†--sweetness;
•sv•dite--to taste; upajaya--awakens; lobha--greed.
TRANSLATION
"Indeed, V•sudeva is agitated just to see the sweetness of Govinda, and a
transcendental greed awakens in Him to enjoy that sweetness.
TEXT 180
TEXT
udg†r‹•dbhuta-m•dhur†-parimalasy•bh†ra-l†lasya me
dvaita‰ hanta sam†k£ayan muhur asau citr†yate c•ra‹a„
ceta„ keli-kutãhalottaralita‰ satya‰ sakhe m•maka‰
yasya prek£ya svarãpat•‰ vraja-vadhã-s•rãpyam anvicchati
SYNONYMS
udg†r‹a--overflowing; adbhuta--wonderful; m•dhur†--sweetness; parimalasya-whose fragrance; •bh†ra--of a cowherd boy; l†lasya--who has pastimes; me--My;
dvaitam--second form; hanta--alas; sam†k£ayan--showing; muhu„--again and
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again; asau--that; citr†yate--is acting like a picture; c•ra‹a„--dramatic
actor; ceta„--heart; keli-kutãhala--by longing for pastimes; uttaralitam-greatly excited; satyam--actually; sakhe--O dear friend; m•makam--My; yasya-of whom; prek£ya--by seeing; sva-rãpat•m--similarity to My form; vraja-vadhã-of the damsels of Vrajabhãmi; s•rãpyam--a form like the forms; anvicchati-desires.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear friend, this dramatic actor appears like a second form of My own
self. Like a picture, He displays My pastimes as a cowherd boy overflowing
with wonderfully attractive sweetness and fragrance, which are so dear to the
damsels of Vraja. When I see such a display, My heart becomes greatly excited.
I long for such pastimes and desire a form exactly like the damsels of Vraja.'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Lalita-m•dhava (4.19).
TEXT 181
TEXT
mathur•ya yaiche gandharva-n”tya-dara¤ane
puna„ dv•rak•te yaiche citra-vilokane
SYNONYMS
mathur•ya--at Mathur•; yaiche--just as; gandharva-n”tya--the dance of the
Gandharvas; dara¤ane--by seeing; puna„--again; dv•rak•te--at Dv•rak•; yaiche-just as; citra-vilokane--by seeing a picture of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"One instance of V•sudeva's attraction to K”£‹a occurred when V•sudeva saw
the Gandharva dance at Mathur•. Another instance occurred in Dv•rak• when
V•sudeva was surprised to see a picture of K”£‹a.
TEXT 182
TEXT
aparikalita-pãrva„ ka¤ camatk•ra-k•r†
sphuratu mama gar†y•n e£a m•dhurya-pãra„
ayam aham api hanta prek£ya ya‰ lubdha-cet•„
sarabhasam upabhoktu‰ k•maye r•dhikeva
SYNONYMS
aparikalita--not experienced; pãrva„--previously; ka„--who; camatk•ra-k•r†-causing wonder; sphuratu--manifests; mama--My; gar†y•n--more great; e£a„-this; m•dhurya-pãra„--abundance of sweetness; ayam--this; aham--I; api--even;
hanta--alas; prek£ya--seeing; yam--which; lubdha-cet•„--My mind being
bewildered; sa-rabhasam--impetuously; upabhoktum--to enjoy; k•maye--desire;
r•dhik• iva--like ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
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TRANSLATION
" 'Who manifests an abundance of sweetness greater than Mine, which has
never been experienced before and which causes wonder to all? Alas, I Myself,
My mind bewildered upon seeing this beauty, impetuously desire to enjoy it
like ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.'
PURPORT
This verse spoken by V•sudeva in Dv•rak• is recorded by ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†
in his Lalita-m•dhava (8.34).
TEXT 183
TEXT
sei vapu bhinn•bh•se kichu bhinn•k•ra
bh•v•ve¤•k”ti-bhede 'tad-ek•tma' n•ma t••ra
SYNONYMS
sei vapu--that body; bhinna-•bh•se--manifested differently; kichu--some;
bhinna-•k•ra--bodily differences; bh•va-•ve¤a-•k”ti--forms and transcendental
emotions; bhede--by different; tat-ek•tma n•ma--the name is tad-ek•tma; t••ra-of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"When that body is a little differently manifest and its features a little
different in transcendental emotion and form, it is called tad-ek•tma.
TEXT 184
TEXT
tad-ek•tma-rãpe 'vil•sa', 'sv•‰¤a'----dui bheda
vil•sa, sv•‰¤era bhede vividha vibheda
SYNONYMS
tat-ek•tma-rãpe--in the form of tad-ek•tma; vil•sa--pastime; sv•‰¤a-personal expansion; dui bheda--two divisions; vil•sa--of the pastime
expansion; sv•‰¤era--of the personal expansion; bhede--by differences;
vividha--various; vibheda--distinctions.
TRANSLATION
"In the tad-ek•tma-rãpa there are pastime expansions [vil•sa] and personal
expansions [sv•‰¤a]. Consequently there are two divisions. According to
pastime and personal expansion, there are various differences.
TEXT 185
TEXT
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pr•bhava-vaibhava-bhede vil•sa----dvidh•k•ra
vil•sera vil•sa-bheda----ananta prak•ra
SYNONYMS
pr•bhava-vaibhava-bhede--by the differences between pr•bhava and vaibhava,;
vil•sa--pastime expansion; dvidh•-•k•ra--twofold; vil•sera--of pastime forms;
vil•sa-bheda--by the different pastimes; ananta prak•ra--unlimited varieties.
TRANSLATION
"Again the vil•sa forms are divided into twofold categories--pr•bhava and
vaibhava. Again the pastimes of these forms are of unlimited variety.
PURPORT
In the Laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta, Pãrva-kha‹‚a, verse 17, it is stated:
t•d”¤o nyãna-¤akti‰ yo
vyanakti sv•‰¤a †rita„
sa•kar£a‹•dir matsy•dir
yath• tat-tat-svadh•masu
When a form of K”£‹a is nondifferent from the original form but is less
important and exhibits less potency, it is called sv•‰¤a. Examples of the
sv•‰¤a expansion can be found in the quadruple forms of the Lord residing in
their respective places, beginning with Sa•kar£a‹a, Pradyumna and Aniruddha
and including the puru£a-avat•ras, l†l•-avat•ras, manvantara-avat•ras and
yuga-avat•ras.
TEXT 186
TEXT
pr•bhava-vil•sa----v•sudeva, sa•kar£a‹a
pradyumna, aniruddha,----mukhya c•ri-jana
SYNONYMS
pr•bhava-vil•sa--the pr•bhava-vil•sa forms; v•sudeva--V•sudeva; sa•kar£a‹a-Sa•kar£a‹a; pradyumna--Pradyumna; aniruddha--Aniruddha; mukhya c•ri-jana--the
four chief expansions.
TRANSLATION
"The chief quadruple expansions are named V•sudeva, Sa•kar£a‹a, Pradyumna
and Aniruddha. These are called pr•bhava-vil•sa.
TEXT 187
TEXT
vraje gopa-bh•va r•mera, pure k£atriya-bh•vana
var‹a-ve¤a-bheda, t•te 'vil•sa' t••ra n•ma
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SYNONYMS
vraje--in V”nd•vana; gopa-bh•va--emotion of a cowherd boy; r•mera--of
Balar•ma; pure--in Dv•rak•; k£atriya-bh•vana--the emotion of a k£atriya;
var‹a-ve¤a-bheda--by differences of dress and color; t•te--therefore; vil•sa-pastime expansion; t••ra n•ma--His name.
TRANSLATION
"Balar•ma, who has the same original form of K”£‹a, is Himself a cowherd
boy in V”nd•vana, and He also considers Himself to belong to the k£atriya race
in Dv•rak•. Thus His color and dress are different, and He is called a pastime
form of K”£‹a.
TEXT 188
TEXT
vaibhava-prak•¤e •ra pr•bhava-vil•se
eka-i mãrtye baladeva bh•va-bhede bh•se
SYNONYMS
vaibhava-prak•¤e--in vaibhava manifestation; •ra--and; pr•bhava-vil•se--in
the pr•bhava pastime form; eka-i mãrtye--in one form; baladeva--Lord Baladeva;
bh•va-bhede--according to different emotions; bh•se--exists.
TRANSLATION
"¥r† Balar•ma is a vaibhava-prak•¤a manifestation of K”£‹a. He is also
manifest in the original quadruple expansion of V•sudeva, Sa•kar£a‹a,
Pradyumna and Aniruddha. These are pr•bhava-vil•sa expansions with different
emotions.
TEXT 189
TEXT
•di-catur-vyãha----i•h•ra keha n•hi sama
ananta caturvyãha-ga‹era pr•kaàya-k•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
•di-catu„-vyãha--the original quadruple group; i•h•ra--of this; keha n•hi-no one; sama--equal; ananta--unlimited; catu„-vyãha-ga‹era--of the quadruple
expansions; pr•kaàya--of manifestation; k•ra‹a--the cause.
TRANSLATION
"The first expansion of the caturvyãha, quadruple forms, is unique. There
is nothing to compare with Them. These quadruple forms are the source of
unlimited quadruple forms.
TEXT 190
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TEXT
k”£‹era ei c•ri pr•bhava-vil•sa
dv•rak•-mathur•-pure nitya i•h•ra v•sa
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; ei--these; c•ri--four; pr•bhava-vil•sa--pr•bhava
pastime forms; dv•rak•-mathur•-pure--in the two cities Dv•rak• and Mathur•;
nitya--eternal; i•h•ra--of Them; v•sa--the residential quarters.
TRANSLATION
"These four pr•bhava pastime forms of Lord K”£‹a reside eternally in
Dv•rak• and Mathur•.
TEXT 191
TEXT
ei c•ri haite cabbi¤a mãrti parak•¤a
astra-bhede n•ma-bheda----vaibhava-vil•sa
SYNONYMS
ei c•ri haite--from these four; cabbi¤a--twenty-four; mãrti--forms;
parak•¤a--manifestation; astra-bhede--according to the different weapons;
n•ma-bheda--the difference of names; vaibhava-vil•sa--the vaibhava pastime
expansions.
TRANSLATION
"From the original quadruple expansion, twenty-four forms are manifest.
They differ according to the placement of weapons in Their four hands. They
are called vaibhava-vil•sa.
TEXT 192
TEXT
puna„ k”£‹a catur-vyãha la‘• pãrva-rãpe
paravyoma-madhye vaise n•r•ya‹a-rãpe
SYNONYMS
puna„--again; k”£‹a--K”£‹a; catu„-vyãha--the quadruple expansions; la‘•-taking; pãrva-rãpe--as previously; paravyoma-madhye--in the paravyoma area;
vaise--resides; n•r•ya‹a-rãpe--in the form of four-handed N•r•ya‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a again expands, and within the paravyoma, the spiritual sky, He
is situated in fullness as the four-handed N•r•ya‹a, accompanied by expansions
of the original quadruple form.
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PURPORT
At the top of the paravyoma, the spiritual sky, there is Goloka V”nd•vana,
which is divided into three parts. Two of the parts, called Mathur• and
Dv•rak•, are the residences of K”£‹a in His pr•bhava-vil•sa forms. Balar•ma,
K”£‹a's vaibhava-prak•¤a, is eternally situated in Gokula. From the quadruple
pr•bhava-vil•sa, twenty-four forms of the vaibhava-vil•sa are expanded. Each
has four hands holding weapons in different positions. The topmost planet in
the spiritual sky is Goloka V”nd•vana, and below that planet is the spiritual
sky itself. In that spiritual sky, K”£‹a Himself is four-handed and is
situated as N•r•ya‹a.
TEXT 193
TEXT
t••h• haite puna„ catur-vyãha-parak•¤a
•vara‹a-rãpe c•ri-dike y••ra v•sa
SYNONYMS
t••h• haite--from that original catur-vyãha; puna„--again; catu„-vyãhaparak•¤a--manifestation of quadruple expansions; •vara‹a-rãpe--in the form of
a covering; c•ri-dike--in four directions; y••ra--whose; v•sa--residence.
TRANSLATION
"Thus the original quadruple forms again manifest Themselves in a second
quadruple expansion. The residences of these second quadruple expansions cover
the four directions.
TEXT 194
TEXT
c•ri-janera puna„ p”thak tina tina mãrti
ke¤av•di y•h• haite vil•sera pãrti
SYNONYMS
c•ri-janera--of the original of the four expansions; puna„--again; p”thak-separate; tina tina--three each; mãrti--forms; ke¤ava-•di--beginning with Lord
Ke¤ava; y•h• haite--from which; vil•sera pãrti--the vil•sa expansions are
fulfilled.
TRANSLATION
"Again these quadruple forms expand three times, beginning with Ke¤ava.
That is the fulfillment of the pastime forms.
TEXT 195
TEXT
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cakr•di-dh•ra‹a-bhede n•ma-bheda saba
v•sudevera mãrti----ke¤ava, n•r•ya‹a, m•dhava
SYNONYMS
cakra-•di--of the disc and other weapons; dh•ra‹a--of holding; bhede--by
differences; n•ma--of names; bheda--differences; saba--all; v•sudevera mãrti-the expansions of V•sudeva; ke¤ava--Ke¤ava; n•r•ya‹a--N•r•ya‹a; m•dhava-M•dhava.
TRANSLATION
"Out of the catur-vyãha, there are three expansions of each and every form,
and they are named differently according to the position of the weapons. The
V•sudeva expansions are Ke¤ava, N•r•ya‹a and M•dhava.
TEXT 196
TEXT
sa•kar£a‹era mãrti----govinda, vi£‹u, madhusãdana
e anya govinda----nahe vrajendra-nandana
SYNONYMS
sa•kar£a‹era mãrti--the expansions of Sa•kar£a‹a; govinda--Govinda; vi£‹u-Vi£‹u; madhu-sãdana--Madhusãdana; e--this; anya--another; govinda--Govinda;
nahe vrajendra-nandana--not the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja.
TRANSLATION
"The expansions of Sa•kar£a‹a are Govinda, Vi£‹u and Madhusãdana. This
Govinda is different from the original Govinda, for He is not the son of
Mah•r•ja Nanda.
TEXT 197
TEXT
pradyumnera mãrti----trivikrama, v•mana, ¤r†dhara
aniruddhera mãrti----h”£†ke¤a, padman•bha, d•modara
SYNONYMS
pradyumnera mãrti--expansions of the form of Pradyumna; tri-vikrama-Trivikrama; v•mana--V•mana; ¤r†dhara--¥r†dhara; aniruddhera mãrti--expansions
of Aniruddha; h”£†ke¤a--H”£†ke¤a; padman•bha--Padman•bha; d•modara--D•modara.
TRANSLATION
"The expansions of Pradyumna are Trivikrama, V•mana and ¥r†dhara. The
expansions of Aniruddha are H”£†ke¤a, Padman•bha and D•modara.
TEXT 198
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TEXT
dv•da¤a-m•sera devat•----ei-b•ra jana
m•rga-¤†r£e----ke¤ava, pau£e----n•r•ya‹a
SYNONYMS
dv•da¤a-m•sera--of the twelve months; devat•--predominating Deities; ei-these; b•ra jana--twelve Personalities of Godhead; m•rga-¤†r£e--the month of
Agrah•yana (November-December); ke¤ava--Ke¤ava; pau£e--the month of Pau£a
(December-January); n•r•ya‹a--N•r•ya‹a.
TRANSLATION
"These twelve are the predominating Deities of the twelve months. Ke¤ava is
the predominating Deity of Agrah•yana, and N•r•ya‹a is the predominating Deity
of Pau£a.
TEXT 199
TEXT
m•ghera devat•----m•dhava, govinda----ph•lgune
caitre----vi£‹u, vai¤•khe----¤r†-madhusãdana
SYNONYMS
m•ghera devat•--the predominating Deity of the month of M•gha (JanuaryFebruary); m•dhava--M•dhava; govinda--Govinda; ph•lgune--in the month of
Ph•lguna (February-March); caitre--in the month of Caitra (March-April);
vi£‹u--Lord Vi£‹u; vai¤•khe--in the month of Vai¤•kha (April-May); ¤r†madhusãdana--Madhusãdana.
TRANSLATION
"The predominating Deity for the month of M•gha is M•dhava, and the
predominating Deity for the month of Ph•lguna is Govinda. Vi£‹u is the
predominating Deity for Caitra, and Madhusãdana is the predominating Deity for
Vai¤•kha.
TEXT 200
TEXT
jyai£àhe----trivikrama, •£•‚he----v•mana deve¤a
¤r•va‹e----¤r†dhara, bh•dre----deva h”£†ke¤a
SYNONYMS
jyai£àhe--in the month of Jyai£àha (May-June); trivikrama--Trivikrama;
•£•‚he--in the month of š£•‚ha (June-July); v•mana deva-†¤a--Lord V•mana;
¤r•va‹e--in the month of ¥r•va‹a (July-August); ¤r†dhara--¥r†dhara; bh•dre--in
the month of Bh•dra (August-September); deva h”£†ke¤a--Lord H”£†ke¤a.
TRANSLATION
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"In the month of Jyai£àha, the predominating Deity is Trivikrama. In š£•‚ha
the Deity is V•mana, in ¥r•va‹a the Deity is ¥r†dhara, and in Bh•dra the Deity
is H”£†ke¤a.
TEXT 201
TEXT
•¤vine----padman•bha, k•rtike d•modara
'r•dh•-d•modara' anya vrajendra-ko•ara
SYNONYMS
•¤vine--in the month of š¤vina (September-October); padma-n•bha-Padman•bha; k•rtike--in the month of K•rttika (October-November); d•modara-D•modara; r•dh•-d•modara--the D•modara of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; anya--another;
vrajendra-ko•ara--the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda.
TRANSLATION
"In the month of š¤vina, the predominating Deity is Padman•bha, and in
K•rttika it is D•modara. This D•modara is different from R•dh•-D•modara, the
son of Nanda Mah•r•ja in V”nd•vana.
TEXT 202
TEXT
dv•da¤a-tilaka-mantra ei dv•da¤a n•ma
•camane ei n•me spar¤i tat-tat-sth•na
SYNONYMS
dv•da¤a-tilaka--for twelve marks of tilaka; mantra--the mantra; ei--these;
dv•da¤a n•ma--twelve names; •camane--in washing with water; ei n•me--with
these names; spar¤i--we touch; tat-tat-sth•na--the respective places.
TRANSLATION
"When putting the twelve tilaka marks on the twelve places of the body, one
has to chant the mantra consisting of these twelve Vi£‹u names. After daily
worship, when one anoints the different parts of the body with water, these
names should be chanted as one touches each part of the body.
PURPORT
While marking the body with tilaka, one should chant the following mantra,
which consists of the twelve names of Lord Vi£‹u.
lal•àe ke¤ava‰ dhy•yen
n•r•ya‹am athodare
vak£a„-sthale m•dhava‰ tu
govinda‰ ka‹àha-kãpake
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vi£‹u‰ ca dak£i‹e kuk£au
b•hau ca madhusãdanam
trivikrama‰ kandhare tu
v•mana‰ v•ma-p•r¤vake
¤r†dhara‰ v•ma-b•hau tu
h”£†ke¤a‰ tu kandhare
p”£àhe ca padman•bha‰ ca
kaày•‰ d•modara‰ nyaset
"When one marks the forehead with tilaka, he must remember Ke¤ava. When one
marks the lower abdomen, he must remember N•r•ya‹a. For the chest, one should
remember M•dhava, and when marking the hollow of the neck one should remember
Govinda. Lord Vi£‹u should be remembered while marking the right side of the
belly, and Madhusãdana should be remembered when marking the right arm.
Trivikrama should be remembered when marking the right shoulder, and V•mana
should be remembered when marking the left side of the belly. ¥r†dhara should
be remembered while marking the left arm, and H”£†ke¤a should be remembered
when marking the left shoulder. Padman•bha and D•modara should be remembered
when marking the back."
TEXT 203
TEXT
ei c•ri-janera vil•sa-mãrti •ra a£àa jana
t•• sab•ra n•ma kahi, ¤una san•tana
SYNONYMS
ei c•ri-janera--of the four personalities; vil•sa-mãrti--pastime forms;
•ra--more; a£àa jana--eight personalities; t•• sab•ra--of all of them; n•ma-the holy names; kahi--I shall mention; ¤una--hear; san•tana--O San•tana.
TRANSLATION
"From V•sudeva, Sa•kar£a‹a, Pradyumna and Aniruddha, there are eight
additional pastime expansions. O San•tana, please hear Me as I mention Their
names.
TEXT 204
TEXT
puru£ottama, acyuta, n”si‰ha, jan•rdana
hari, k”£‹a, adhok£aja, upendra,----a£àa-jana
SYNONYMS
puru£ottama--Puru£ottama; acyuta--Acyuta; n”si‰ha--N”si‰ha; jan•rdana-Jan•rdana; hari--Hari; k”£‹a--K”£‹a; adhok£aja--Adhok£aja; upendra--Upendra;
a£àa-jana--eight persons.
TRANSLATION
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"The eight pastime expansions are Puru£ottama, Acyuta, N”si‰ha, Jan•rdana,
Hari, K”£‹a, Adhok£aja and Upendra.
TEXT 205
TEXT
v•sudevera vil•sa dui----adhok£aja, puru£ottama
sa•kar£a‹era vil•sa----upendra, acyuta dui-jana
SYNONYMS
v•sudevera vil•sa--the pastime expansions of V•sudeva; dui--two; adhok£aja-Adhok£aja; puru£ottama--Puru£ottama; sa•kar£a‹era vil•sa--the pastime
expansions of Sa•kar£a‹a; upendra--Upendra; acyuta--Acyuta; dui-jana--the two
persons. persons.
TRANSLATION
"Of these eight expansions, two are pastime forms of V•sudeva. Their names
are Adhok£aja and Puru£ottama. The two pastime forms of Sa•kar£a‹a are Upendra
and Acyuta.
TEXT 206
TEXT
pradyumnera vil•sa----n”si‰ha, jan•rdana
aniruddhera vil•sa----hari, k”£‹a dui-jana
SYNONYMS
pradyumnera vil•sa--the pastime forms of Pradyumna; n”si‰ha--N”si‰ha;
jan•rdana--Jan•rdana; aniruddhera vil•sa--the pastime forms of Aniruddha;
hari--Hari; k”£‹a--K”£‹a; dui-jana--the two persons.
TRANSLATION
"The pastime forms of Pradyumna are N”si‰ha and Jan•rdana, and the pastime
forms of Aniruddha are Hari and K”£‹a.
TEXT 207
TEXT
ei cabbi¤a mãrti----pr•bhava-vil•sa pradh•na
astra-dh•ra‹a-bhede dhare bhinna bhinna n•ma
SYNONYMS
ei cabbi¤a mãrti--all of these twenty-four forms; pr•bhava-vil•sa--pastime
forms of the pr•bhava expansions; pradh•na--chief; astra-dh•ra‹a--of holding
the weapons; bhede--in terms of differences; dhare--accept; bhinna bhinna-separate from one another; n•ma--names.
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TRANSLATION
"All these twenty-four forms constitute the chief pr•bhava-vil•sa pastime
forms of the Lord. They are named differently according to the position of
weapons in Their hands.
TEXT 208
TEXT
i•h•ra madhye y•h•ra haya •k•ra-ve¤a-bheda
sei sei haya vil•sa-vaibhava-vibheda
SYNONYMS
i•h•ra madhye--out of Them all; y•h•ra--of whom; haya--there is; •k•ra--of
bodily features; ve¤a--of dress; bheda--difference; sei sei haya--they are;
vil•sa-vaibhava--of vaibhava-vil•sa; vibheda--the difference.
TRANSLATION
"Of all these, the forms that differ in dress and features are
distinguished as vaibhava-vil•sa.
TEXT 209
TEXT
padman•bha, trivikrama, n”si‰ha, v•mana
hari, k”£‹a •di haya '•k•re' vilak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
padman•bha--Padman•bha; trivikrama--Trivikrama; n”si‰ha--N”si‰ha; v•mana-V•mana; hari--Hari; k”£‹a--K”£‹a; •di--and so on; haya--are; •k•re vilak£a‹a-different in bodily feature.
TRANSLATION
"Of them, Padman•bha, Trivikrama, N”si‰ha, V•mana, Hari, K”£‹a, and so on
all have different bodily features.
TEXT 210
TEXT
k”£‹era pr•bhava-vil•sa----v•sudev•di c•ri jana
sei c•ri-jan•ra vil•sa----vi‰¤ati ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; pr•bhava-vil•sa--pr•bhava pastime forms; v•sudeva•di--V•sudeva and others; c•ri jana--quadruple expansions; sei--those; c•rijan•ra--of the four-personalities; vil•sa--pastime forms; vi‰¤ati ga‹ana-counted as twenty.
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TRANSLATION
"V•sudeva and the three others are direct pr•bhava pastime forms of Lord
K”£‹a. Of these quadruple forms, the pastime expansions are twenty in number.
TEXT 211
TEXT
i•h•-sab•ra p”thak vaiku‹àha----paravyoma-dh•me
pãrv•di a£àa-dike tina tina krame
SYNONYMS
i•h•--of them; sab•ra--of all; p”thak--separate; vaiku‹àha--a Vaiku‹àha
planet; paravyoma-dh•me--in the spiritual world; pãrva-•di--beginning from the
east; a£àa-dike--in the eight directions; tina tina--three in each; krame--in
consecutive order.
TRANSLATION
"All these forms preside over different Vaiku‹àha planets in the spiritual
world, beginning from the east in consecutive order. In each of eight
directions, there are three different forms.
TEXT 212
TEXT
yadyapi paravyoma sab•k•ra nitya-dh•ma
tath•pi brahm•‹‚e k•ro k••ho sannidh•na
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; paravyoma--the spiritual sky; sab•k•ra--of all of Them;
nitya-dh•ma--the eternal abode; tath•pi--still; brahm•‹‚e--in the material
universes; k•ro--of some of Them; k••ho--somewhere; sannidh•na--the
residential places.
TRANSLATION
"Although They all have Their residences eternally in the spiritual sky,
some of Them are situated within the material universes.
TEXT 213
TEXT
paravyoma-madhye n•r•ya‹era nitya-sthiti
paravyoma-upari k”£‹alokera vibhuti
SYNONYMS
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paravyoma-madhye--in the spiritual sky; n•r•ya‹era--of N•r•ya‹a; nityasthiti--eternal residence; paravyoma-upari--in the upper portion of the
spiritual sky; k”£‹a-lokera vibhuti--the opulence of the K”£‹aloka planet.
TRANSLATION
"There is an eternal residence of N•r•ya‹a in the spiritual sky. In the
upper portion of the spiritual sky is a planet known as K”£‹aloka, which is
filled with all opulences.
TEXT 214
TEXT
eka 'k”£‹aloka' haya trividha-prak•ra
gokul•khya, mathur•khya, dv•rak•khya •ra
SYNONYMS
eka--one; k”£‹a-loka--the planet known as K”£‹aloka; haya--there is; trividha-prak•ra--in three different divisions; gokula-•khya--Gokula; mathur••khya--Mathur•; dv•rak•-•khya--Dv•rak•; •ra--and.
TRANSLATION
"The planet of K”£‹aloka is divided into three sections--Gokula, Mathur•
and Dv•rak•.
TEXT 215
TEXT
mathur•te ke¤avera nitya sannidh•na
n†l•cale puru£ottama----jagann•tha' n•ma
SYNONYMS
mathur•te--in Mathur•; ke¤avera--of Lord Ke¤ava; nitya--eternal; sannidh•na--residence; n†l•cale--in N†l•cala (Jagann•tha Pur†); puru£ottama-Puru£ottama; jagann•tha n•ma--also known as Jagann•tha.
TRANSLATION
"Lord Ke¤ava eternally resides at Mathur•, and Lord Puru£ottama, known by
the name Jagann•tha, eternally resides at N†l•cala.
TEXT 216
TEXT
pray•ge m•dhava, mand•re ¤r†-madhusãdana
•nand•ra‹ye v•sudeva, padman•bha jan•rdana
SYNONYMS
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pray•ge--at Pray•ga; m•dhava--Bindu M•dhava; mand•re--at Mand•ra-parvata;
¤r†-madhusãdana--¥r† Madhusãdana; •nanda-ara‹ye--at the place known as
šnand•ra‹ya; v•sudeva--Lord V•sudeva; padman•bha--Lord Padman•bha; jan•rdana-Lord Jan•rdana.
TRANSLATION
"At Pray•ga, the Lord is situated as Bindu M•dhava, and at Mand•ra-parvata,
the Lord is known as Madhusãdana. V•sudeva, Padman•bha and Jan•rdana reside at
šnand•ra‹ya.
TEXT 217
TEXT
vi£‹u-k•‘c†te vi£‹u, hari rahe, m•y•pure
aiche •ra n•n• mãrti brahm•‹‚a-bhitare
SYNONYMS
vi£‹u-k•‘c†te--at Vi£‹u-k•‘c†; vi£‹u--Lord Vi£‹u; hari--Lord Hari; rahe-remains; m•y•pure--at M•y•pur; aiche--similarly; •ra--also; n•n•--various;
mãrti--forms; brahm•‹‚a-bhitare--throughout the universe.
TRANSLATION
"At Vi£‹u-k•‘c† there is Lord Vi£‹u, at M•y•pur Lord Hari, and throughout
the universe a variety of other forms.
PURPORT
All of these forms are mãrti forms, and They are worshiped in the temples.
Their names are Ke¤ava at Mathur•, Puru£ottama or Jagann•tha at N†l•cala, ¥r†
Bindu M•dhava at Pray•ga, Madhusãdana at Mand•ra, and V•sudeva, Padman•bha and
Jan•rdana at šnand•ra‹ya, which is situated in Kerala, South India. At Vi£‹uk•‘c†, which is situated in the Barada state, there is Lord Vi£‹u, and Hari is
situated at M•y•pur, Lord Caitanya's birthsite. Thus in different places
throughout the universe there are various Deities in temples bestowing Their
causeless mercy upon the devotees. All these Deity forms are nondifferent from
the mãrtis in the spiritual world of the Vaiku‹àhas. Although the arc•-mãrti,
the worshipable Deity form of the Lord, appears to be made of material
elements, it is as good as the spiritual forms found in the spiritual
Vaiku‹àhalokas. The Deity in the temple, however, is visible to the material
eyes of the devotee. It is not possible for one in material conditional life
to see the spiritual form of the Lord. To bestow causeless mercy upon us, the
Lord appears as arc•-mãrti so that we can see Him. It is forbidden to consider
the arc•-mãrti to be made of stone or wood. In the Padma Pur•‹a it is said:
arcye vi£‹au ¤il•-dh†r guru£u nara-matir vai£‹ave j•ti-buddhir
vi£‹or v• vai£‹av•n•‰ kali-mala-mathane p•da-t†rthe 'mbu-buddhi„
¤r†-vi£‹or n•mni mantre sakala-kalu£a-he ¤abde-s•m•nya-buddhir
vi£‹au sarve¤vare¤e tad-itara-sama-dh†r yasya v• n•rak† sa„
No one should consider the Deity in the temple to be made of stone or wood,
nor should one consider the spiritual master an ordinary human being. No one
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should consider a Vai£‹ava to belong to a particular caste or creed, and no
one should consider cara‹•m”ta or Ganges water to be like ordinary water. Nor
should anyone consider the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra to be a material vibration.
All these expansions of K”£‹a in the material world are simply demonstrations
of the Lord's mercy and willingness to give facility to His devotees who are
engaged in His devotional service within the material world.
TEXT 218
TEXT
ei-mata brahm•‹‚a-madhye sab•ra 'parak•¤a'
sapta-dv†pe nava-kha‹‚e y••h•ra vil•sa
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; brahm•‹‚a-madhye--within this universe; sab•ra--of
all of Them; parak•¤a--manifestations; sapta-dv†pe--on seven islands; navakha‹‚e--in different sections, nine in number; y••h•ra vil•sa--the pastimes of
whom.
TRANSLATION
"Within the universe the Lord is situated in different spiritual
manifestations. These are situated on seven islands in nine sections. Thus
Their pastimes are going on.
PURPORT
The seven islands are mentioned in the Siddh•nta-¤iroma‹i:
bhãmer ardha‰ k£†ra-sindhor udaka-stha‰
jambu-dv†pa‰ pr•hur •c•rya-vary•„
ardhe 'nyasmin dv†pa-£aàkasya y•mye
k£•ra-k£†r•dy-ambudh†n•‰ nive¤a„
¤•ka‰ tata„ ¤•lmala-matra kau¤a‰
krau‘ca‰ ca go-medaka-pu£kare ca
dvayor dvayor antaram eka‰ ekam
samudrayor dv†pam ud•haranti
The seven islands (dv†pas) are known as (1) Jambu, (2) ¥•ka, (3) ¥•lmal†,
(4) Ku¤a, (5) Krau‘ca, (6) Gomeda, or Plak£a, and (7) Pu£kara. The planets are
called dv†pa. Outer space is like an ocean of air. Just as there are islands
in the watery ocean, these planets in the ocean of space are called dv†pas, or
islands in outer space. There are nine kha‹‚as, known as (1) Bh•rata, (2)
Kinnara, (3) Hari, (4) Kuru, (5) Hira‹maya, (6) Ramyaka, (7) Il•v”ta, (8)
Bhadr•¤va and (9) Ketum•la. These are different parts of the Jambãdv†pa. A
valley between two mountains is called a kha‹‚a or var£a.
TEXT 219
TEXT
sarvatra prak•¤a t••ra----bhakte sukha dite
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jagatera adharma n•¤i' dharma sth•pite
SYNONYMS
sarvatra--everywhere; prak•¤a--manifestations; t••ra--His; bhakte--to the
devotees; sukha dite--to give happiness; jagatera--of the material world;
adharma--irreligious principles; n•¤i'--destroying; dharma--religious
principles; sth•pite--to establish.
TRANSLATION
"The Lord is situated in all the universes in different forms just to
please His devotees. Thus the Lord destroys irreligious principles and
establishes religious principles.
PURPORT
In the material world the Lord is situated in different arc•-mãrtis
(Deities) in the temples, just to decrease the material activities of the
conditioned soul and increase his spiritual activities. Particularly in India
there are many temples throughout the country. Devotees may take advantage of
them and go see the Lord at Jagann•tha Pur†, V”nd•vana, Pray•ga, Mathur•,
Hardwar and Vi£‹u-k•‘c†. When the devotees travel to these places and see the
Lord, they become very happy in devotional service.
TEXT 220
TEXT
i•h•ra madhye k•ro haya 'avat•re' ga‹ana
yaiche vi£‹u, trivikrama, n”si‰ha, v•mana
SYNONYMS
i•h•ra madhye--of Them; k•ro--of some; haya--there is; avatare--as
incarnations; ga‹ana--counting; yaiche--as; vi£‹u--Lord Vi£‹u; trivikrama-Lord Trivikrama; n”si‰ha--Lord N”si‰ha; v•mana--Lord V•mana.
TRANSLATION
"Of these forms, some are considered incarnations. Examples are Lord Vi£‹u,
Lord Trivikrama, Lord N”si‰ha and Lord V•mana.
TEXT 221
TEXT
astra-dh”ti-bheda----n•ma-bhedera k•ra‹a
cakr•di-dh•ra‹a-bheda ¤una, san•tana
SYNONYMS
astra-dh”ti--of holding the weapon; bheda--difference; n•ma-bhedera--of
differences of names; k•ra‹a--the cause; cakra-•di--of weapons, beginning with
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the disc; dh•ra‹a--of holding; bheda--differences; ¤una--please hear;
san•tana--O San•tana.
TRANSLATION
"My dear San•tana, just hear from Me as I tell you how the different vi£‹umãrtis hold Their weapons, beginning with the disc, and how They are named
differently according to the placement of objects in Their hands.
TEXT 222
TEXT
dak£i‹•dho hasta haite v•m•dha„ paryanta
cakr•di astra-dh•ra‹a-ga‹an•ra anta
SYNONYMS
dak£i‹a-adha„--the lower right; hasta--hand; haite--from; v•ma-adha„--the
lower left hand; paryanta--up to; cakra-•di--beginning with the disc; astradh•ra‹a--of holding the weapons; ga‹an•ra--of counting; anta--the end.
TRANSLATION
"The procedure for counting begins with the lower right hand and goes to
the upper right hand, the upper left hand, and the lower left hand. Lord Vi£‹u
is named according to the order the objects are held in His hands.
TEXT 223
TEXT
siddh•rtha-sa‰hit• kare cabbi¤a mãrti ga‹ana
t•ra mate kahi •ge cakr•di-dh•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
siddh•rtha-sa‰hit•--the revealed scripture named Siddh•rtha-sa‰hit•; kare-does; cabbi¤a--twenty-four; mãrti--forms; ga‹ana--counting; t•ra mate-according to the opinion of Siddh•rtha-sa‰hit•; kahi--I shall describe; •ge-first; cakra-•di-dh•ra‹a--holding of the weapons, beginning with the disc.
TRANSLATION
"According to the Siddh•rtha-sa‰hit• there are twenty-four forms of Lord
Vi£‹u. First I shall describe, according to the opinion of that book, the
location of the weapons, beginning with the disc.
PURPORT
The twenty-four forms are (1) V•sudeva, (2) Sa•kar£a‹a, (3) Pradyumna, (4)
Aniruddha, (5) Ke¤ava, (6) N•r•ya‹a, (7) M•dhava, (8) Govinda, (9) Vi£‹u, (10)
Madhusãdana, (11) Trivikrama, (12) V•mana, (13) ¥r†dhara, (14) H”£†ke¤a, (15)
Padman•bha, (16) D•modara, (17) Puru£ottama, (18) Acyuta, (19) N”si‰ha, (20)
Jan•rdana, (21) Hari, (22) K”£‹a, (23) Adhok£aja and (24) Upendra.
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TEXT 224
TEXT
v•sudeva----gad•-¤a•kha-cakra-padma-dhara
sa•kar£a‹a----gad•-¤a•kha-padma-cakra-kara
SYNONYMS
v•sudeva--V•sudeva; gad•--club; ¤a•kha--conchshell; cakra--disc; padma-lotus flower; dhara--holding; sa•kar£a‹a--Sa•kar£a‹a; gad•--club; ¤a•kha-conchshell; padma--lotus flower; cakra-kara--the disc in the hand.
TRANSLATION
"In His lower right hand, Lord V•sudeva holds a club, in the upper right
hand a conchshell, in the upper left hand a disc and in the lower left hand a
lotus flower. In His lower right hand, Sa•kar£a‹a holds a club, in His upper
right hand a conchshell, in His upper left hand a lotus flower and in His
lower left hand a disc.
TEXT 225
TEXT
pradyumna----cakra-¤a•kha-gad•-padma-dhara
aniruddha----cakra-gad•-¤a•kha-padma-kara
SYNONYMS
pradyumna--Lord Pradyumna; cakra--disc; ¤a•kha--conch; gad•--club; padma-lotus; dhara--holding; aniruddha--Lord Aniruddha; cakra--disc; gad•--club;
¤a•kha--conch; padma-kara--lotus flower in hand.
TRANSLATION
"Pradyumna holds the disc, conch, club and lotus. Aniruddha holds the disc,
club, conch and lotus.
TEXT 226
TEXT
paravyome v•sudev•di----nija nija astra-dhara
t••ra mata kahi, ye-saba astra-kara
SYNONYMS
para-vyome--in the spiritual sky; v•sudeva-•di--beginning with Lord
V•sudeva; nija nija--Their own respective; astra-dhara--holding of different
weapons; t••ra mata kahi--I am speaking the opinion of Siddh•rtha-sa‰hit•; yesaba--all; astra-kara--weapons in the different hands.
TRANSLATION
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"Thus in the spiritual sky the expansions, headed by V•sudeva, hold weapons
in Their own respective order. I am repeating the opinion of Siddh•rthasa‰hit• in describing Them.
TEXT 227
TEXT
¤r†-ke¤ava----padma-¤a•kha-cakra-gad•-dhara
n•r•ya‹a----¤a•kha-padma-gad•-cakra-dhara
SYNONYMS
¤r†-ke¤ava--Lord Ke¤ava; padma--lotus; ¤a•kha--conch; cakra--disc; gad•-club; dhara--holding; n•r•ya‹a--Lord N•r•ya‹a; ¤a•kha--conch; padma--lotus;
gad•--club; cakra--disc; dhara--holding.
TRANSLATION
"Lord Ke¤ava holds the lotus, conch, disc and club. Lord N•r•ya‹a holds the
conch, lotus, club and disc.
TEXT 228
TEXT
¤r†-m•dhava----gad•-cakra-¤a•kha-padma-kara
¤r†-govinda----cakra-gad•-padma-¤a•kha-dhara
SYNONYMS
¤r†-m•dhava--Lord M•dhava; gad•--club; cakra--disc; ¤a•kha--conch; padma-lotus; kara--in the hands; ¤r†-govinda--Lord Govinda; cakra--disc; gad•--club;
padma--lotus; ¤a•kha--conch; dhara--holding.
TRANSLATION
"Lord M•dhava holds the club, disc, conch and lotus. Lord Govinda holds the
disc, club, lotus and conch.
TEXT 229
TEXT
vi£‹u-mãrti----gad•-padma-¤a•kha-cakra-kara
madhusãdana----cakra-¤a•kha-padma-gad•-dhara
SYNONYMS
vi£‹u-mãrti--Lord Vi£‹u; gad•--club; padma--lotus; ¤a•kha--conch; cakra-disc; kara--in the hands; madhusãdana--Lord Madhusãdana; cakra--disc; ¤a•kha-conch; padma--lotus; gad•--club; dhara--holding.
TRANSLATION
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"Lord Vi£‹u holds the club, lotus, conch and disc. Lord Madhusãdana holds
the disc, conch, lotus and club.
TEXT 230
TEXT
trivikrama----padma-gad•-cakra-¤a•kha-kara
¤r†-v•mana----¤a•kha-cakra-gad•-padma-dhara
SYNONYMS
trivikrama--Lord Trivikrama; padma--lotus; gad•--club; cakra--disc; ¤a•kha-conch; kara--in the hands; ¤r†-v•mana--Lord V•mana; ¤a•kha--conch; cakra-disc; gad•--club; padma--lotus; dhara--holding.
TRANSLATION
"Lord Trivikrama holds the lotus, club, disc and conch. Lord V•mana holds
the conch, disc, club and lotus.
TEXT 231
TEXT
¤r†dhara----padma-cakra-gad•-¤a•kha-kara
h”£†ke¤a----gad•-cakra-padma-¤a•kha-dhara
SYNONYMS
¤r†dhara--Lord ¥r†dhara; padma--lotus; cakra--disc; gad•--club; ¤a•kha-conch; kara--in the hands; h”£†ke¤a--Lord H”£†ke¤a; gad•--club; cakra--disc;
padma--lotus; ¤a•kha--conch; dhara--holding.
TRANSLATION
"Lord ¥r†dhara holds the lotus, disc, club and conch. Lord H”£†ke¤a holds
the club, disc, lotus and conch.
TEXT 232
TEXT
padman•bha----¤a•kha-padma-cakra-gad•-kara
d•modara----padma-cakra-gad•-¤a•kha-dhara
SYNONYMS
padman•bha--Lord Padman•bha; ¤a•kha--conch; padma--lotus; cakra--disc;
gad•--club; kara--in the hands; d•modara--Lord D•modara; padma--lotus; cakra-disc; gad•--club; ¤a•kha--conch; dhara--holding.
TRANSLATION
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"Lord Padman•bha holds the conch, lotus, disc and club. Lord D•modara holds
the lotus, disc, club and conch.
TEXT 233
TEXT
puru£ottama----cakra-padma-¤a•kha-gad•-dhara
¤r†-acyuta----gad•-padma-cakra-¤a•kha-dhara
SYNONYMS
puru£ottama--Lord Puru£ottama; cakra--disc; padma--lotus; ¤a•kha--conch;
gad•--club; dhara--holding; ¤r†-acyuta--Lord Acyuta; gad•--club; padma--lotus;
cakra--disc; ¤a•kha--conch; dhara--holding.
TRANSLATION
"Lord Puru£ottama holds the disc, lotus, conch and club. Lord Acyuta holds
the club, lotus, disc and conch.
TEXT 234
TEXT
¤r†-n”si‰ha----cakra-padma-gad•-¤a•kha-dhara
jan•rdana----padma-cakra-¤a•kha-gad•-kara
SYNONYMS
¤r†-n”si‰ha--Lord N”si‰ha; cakra--disc; padma--lotus; gad•--club; ¤a•kha-conch; dhara--holding; jan•rdana--Lord Jan•rdana; padma--lotus; cakra--disc;
¤a•kha--conch; gad•--club; kara--in the hands.
TRANSLATION
"Lord N”si‰ha holds the disc, lotus, club and conch. Lord Jan•rdana holds
the lotus, disc, conch and club.
TEXT 235
TEXT
¤r†-hari----¤a•kha-cakra-padma-gad•-kara
¤r†-k”£‹a----¤a•kha-ga d•-padma-cakra-kara
SYNONYMS
¤r†-hari--Lord Hari; ¤a•kha--conch; cakra--disc; padma--lotus; gad•--club;
kara--in the hand; ¤r†-k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; ¤a•kha--conch; gad•--club; padma-lotus; cakra--disc; kara--in the hands.
TRANSLATION
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"¥r† Hari holds the conch, disc, lotus and club. Lord ¥r† K”£‹a holds the
conch, club, lotus and disc.
TEXT 236
TEXT
adhok£aja----padma-gad•-¤a•kha-cakra-kara
upendra----¤a•kha-gad•-cakra-padma-kara
SYNONYMS
adhok£aja--Lord Adhok£aja; padma--lotus; gad•--club; ¤a•kha--conch; cakra-disc; kara--in hand; upendra--Lord Upendra; ¤a•kha--conch; gad•--club; cakra-disc; padma--lotus; kara--in hand.
TRANSLATION
"Lord Adhok£aja holds the lotus, club, conch and disc. Lord Upendra holds
the conch, club, disc and lotus.
TEXT 237
TEXT
haya¤†r£a-pa‘car•tre kahe £ola-jana
t•ra mate kahi ebe cakr•di-dh•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
haya¤†r£a-pa‘car•tre--the revealed scripture named the Haya¤†r£apa‘car•tra; kahe--says; £ola-jana--sixteen personalities; t•ra mate--according
to this opinion; kahi--I shall describe; ebe--now; cakra-•di-dh•ra‹a--the
holding of weapons, beginning with the disc.
TRANSLATION
"According to the Haya¤†r£a-pa‘car•tra, there are sixteen personalities. I
shall now describe that opinion of how They hold the weapons.
PURPORT
The sixteen personalities are as follows: (1) V•sudeva, (2) Sa•kar£a‹a, (3)
Pradyumna, (4) Aniruddha, (5) Ke¤ava, (6) N•r•ya‹a, (7) M•dhava, (B) Govinda,
(9) Vi£‹u, (10) Madhusãdana, (11) Trivikrama, (12) V•mana, (13) ¥r†dhara, (14)
H”£†ke¤a, (15) Padman•bha, (16) D•modara.
TEXT 238
TEXT
ke¤ava-bhede padma-¤a•kha-gad•-cakra-dhara
m•dhava-bhede cakra-gad•-¤a•kha-padma-kara
SYNONYMS
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ke¤ava-bhede--according to the
lotus; ¤a•kha--conch; gad•--club;
bhede--according to the different
M•dhava; cakra--disc; gad•--club;
hands.

different opinion about Lord Ke¤ava; padma-cakra--and disc; dhara--holding; m•dhavaopinion about the bodily features of Lord
¤a•kha--conch; padma--lotus; kara--in the

TRANSLATION
"Ke¤ava is described differently as holding the lotus, conch, club and
disc, and M•dhava is described as holding disc, club, conch and lotus in His
hands.
TEXT 239
TEXT
n•r•ya‹a-bhede n•n• astra-bheda-dhara
ity•dika bheda ei saba astra-kara
SYNONYMS
n•r•ya‹a-bhede--according to the different opinion about the bodily
features of Lord N•r•ya‹a; n•n•--various; astra--of weapons; bheda-dhara-differences in holding; iti-•dika--in this way; bheda--differentiated; ei
saba--all these; astra-kara--weapons in the hands.
TRANSLATION
"According to the Haya¤†r£a Pa‘car•tra, N•r•ya‹a and others are also
presented differently as holding the weapons in different hands.
TEXT 240
TEXT
'svaya‰ bhagav•n' •ra 'l†l•-puru£ottama'
ei dui n•ma dhare vrajendra-nandana
SYNONYMS
svayam bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; •ra--and; l†l•puru£ottama--the Lord Puru£ottama of pastimes; ei dui--these two; n•ma--names;
dhare--takes; vrajendra-nandana--K”£‹a, the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a, the original Supreme Personality of Godhead, indicated as the son
of Mah•r•ja Nanda, has two names. One is svaya‰ bhagav•n, and the other is
l†l•-puru£ottama.
TEXT 241
TEXT
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pur†ra •vara‹a-rãpe pur†ra nava-de¤e
nava-vyãha-rãpe nava-mãrti parak•¤e
SYNONYMS
pur†ra--of Dv•rak• Pur†; •vara‹a-rãpe--as a covering for the four sides;
pur†ra nava-de¤e--in nine different parts of the city; nava-vyãha-rãpe--in
nine Deities; nava-mãrti--nine forms; parak•¤e--manifests.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a personally surrounds Dv•rak• Pur† as its protector. In
different parts of the Pur†, in nine places, He expands in nine different
forms.
TEXT 242
TEXT
catv•ro v•sudev•dy•
n•r•ya‹a-n”si‰hakau
hayagr†vo mah•kro‚o
brahm• ceti navodit•„
SYNONYMS
catv•ra„--four principal protectors; v•sudeva-•dy•„--V•sudeva, Sa•kar£a‹a,
Pradyumna and Aniruddha; n•r•ya‹a--including Lord N•r•ya‹a; n”si‰hakau--as
well as Lord N”si‰ha; hayagr†va„--Lord Hayagr†va; mah•kro‚a„--Lord Var•ha;
brahm•--Lord Brahm•; ca--also; iti--thus; nava-udit•„--nine personalities.
TRANSLATION
" 'The nine personalities mentioned are V•sudeva, Sa•kar£a‹a, Pradyumna,
Aniruddha, N•r•ya‹a, N”si‰ha, Hayagr†va, Var•ha and Brahm•.'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta (1.451). The Brahm•
mentioned herein is not a living entity. Sometimes, when there is a scarcity
of living entities to take charge of Brahm•'s post, Mah•-Vi£‹u expands Himself
as Lord Brahm•. This Brahm• is not considered to be a living entity; He is an
expansion of Vi£‹u.
TEXT 243
TEXT
prak•¤a-vil•sera ei kailu• vivara‹a
sv•‰¤era bheda ebe ¤una, san•tana
SYNONYMS
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prak•¤a-vil•sera--of pastime forms and manifestations; ei--this; kailu•--I
have made; vivara‹a--description; sv•‰¤era--of personal expansions; bhede--the
differences; ebe--now; ¤una--please hear; san•tana--O San•tana Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
"I have already described the pastime and prak•¤a forms. Now please hear
about the different personal expansions.
TEXT 244
TEXT
sa•kar£a‹a, matsy•dika,----dui bheda t••ra
sa•kar£a‹a----puru£•vat•ra, l†l•vat•ra •ra
SYNONYMS
sa•kar£a‹a--Sa•kar£a‹a; matsya-•dika--and incarnations such as the fish;
dui--two; bheda--differentiations; t••ra--His; sa•kar£a‹a--Sa•kar£a‹a; puru£aavat•ra--incarnations of Vi£‹u; l†l•-avat•ra--pastime incarnations; •ra--and.
TRANSLATION
"The first personal expansion is Sa•kar£a‹a, and the others are
incarnations like the fish incarnation. Sa•kar£a‹a is an expansion of the
Puru£a, or Vi£‹u. The incarnations such as Matsya, the fish incarnation,
appear in different yugas for specific pastimes.
PURPORT
The puru£a-avat•ras are the Lords of the universal creation. These are the
K•ra‹odaka¤•y† Vi£‹u, Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u and K£†rodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u. There are
also l†l•-avat•ras, and these include (1) Catu„sana, (2) N•rada, (3) Var•ha,
(4) Matsya, (5) Yaj‘a, (6) Nara-N•r•ya‹a, (7) K•rdami Kapila, (8) Datt•treya,
(9) Haya¤†r£•, (10) Ha‰sa, (11) Dhruvapriya, or P”¤nigarbha, (12) ™£abha, (13)
P”thu, (14) N”si‰ha, (15) Kãrma, (16) Dhanvantari, (17) Mohin†, (18) V•mana,
(19) Bh•rgava Para¤ur•ma, (20) R•ghavendra, (21) Vy•sa, (22) Pralamb•ri
Balar•ma, (23) K”£‹a, (24) Buddha and (25) Kalki.
These twenty-five Personalities of Godhead are known as l†l•-avat•ras.
Because they appear in each day of Brahm•, or in each kalpa (millennium), they
are sometimes known as kalpa-avat•ras. Of these incarnations, Ha‰sa and Mohin†
are not very permanent or well known, but They are listed among the pr•bhavaavat•ras. Kapila, Datt•treya, ™£abha, Dhanvantari and Vy•sa are eternally
situated and very widely known. They are also counted among the pr•bhava
incarnations. Kãrma, Matsya, N•r•ya‹a, Var•ha, Hayagr†va, P”¤nigarbha, and
Baladeva, the killer of Pralamb•sura, are counted among the vaibhava-avat•ras.
TEXT 245
TEXT
avat•ra haya k”£‹era £a‚-vidha prak•ra
puru£•vat•ra eka, l†l•vat•ra •ra
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SYNONYMS
avat•ra--incarnations; haya--there are; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; £aà-vidha
prak•ra--six kinds; puru£a-avat•ra--incarnations of Vi£‹u; eka--one; l†l•avat•ra--incarnations for the execution of pastimes; •ra--also.
TRANSLATION
"There are six types of incarnations [avat•ras] of K”£‹a. One is the
incarnations of Vi£‹u [puru£a-avat•ras], and another is the incarnations meant
for the performance of pastimes [l†l•-avat•ras].
TEXT 246
TEXT
gu‹•vat•ra, •ra manvantar•vat•ra
yug•vat•ra, •ra ¤akty•ve¤•vat•ra
SYNONYMS
gu‹a-avat•ra--the incarnations to control the material qualities; •ra-also; manu-antara-avat•ra--the incarnations of the Manus; yuga-avat•ra--the
incarnations according to different yugas; •ra--and; ¤akti-•ve¤a-avat•ra-empowered incarnations.
TRANSLATION
"There are incarnations that control the material qualities [gu‹aavat•ras], incarnations of the Manus [manvantara-avat•ras], incarnations in
different millenniums [yuga-avat•ras] and incarnations of empowered living
entities [¤akty•ve¤a-avat•ras].
PURPORT
The gu‹a-avat•ras are three--Lord Brahm•, Lord ¥iva and Lord Vi£‹u (Bh•g.
10.88.3). The avat•ras of Manu, or manvantara-avat•ras, are listed as follows
in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (8.1.5,13): (1) Yaj‘a, (2) Vibhu, (3) Satyasena, (4)
Hari, (5) Vaiku‹àha, (6) Ajita, (7) V•mana, (8) S•rvabhauma, (9) ™£abha, (10)
Vi£vaksena, (11) Dharmasetu, (12) Sudh•m•, (13) Yoge¤vara and (14) B”hadbh•nu.
Altogether these are fourteen in number, and of these, both Yaj‘a and V•mana
are also counted among the l†l•-avat•ras. All these Manu incarnations are
sometimes called vaibhava-avat•ras.
The four yuga-avat•ras are (1) ¤ukla (white) in the Satya-yuga (Bh•g.
11.5.21), (2) rakta (red) in the Tret•-yuga (Bh•g. 11.5.24), (3) ¤y•ma (dark
blue) in the Dv•para-yuga (Bh•g. 11.5.27), and (4) generally k”£‹a (black) but
in special cases p†ta (yellow) as Caitanya Mah•prabhu in the Kali-yuga, (Bh•g.
11.5.32 and 10.8.13).
The ¤akty•ve¤a-avat•ra is categorized into (1) forms of divine absorption
(bhagavad-•ve¤a) like Kapiladeva or ™£abhadeva and (2) divinely empowered
forms (¤akty•ve¤a), of whom there are seven: (1) ¥e£a N•ga in the Vaiku‹àha
world, empowered for the personal service of the Supreme Lord (sva-sevana¤akti), (2) Anantadeva, empowered to bear all the planets within the universe
(bhã-dh•ra‹a-¤akti), (3) Lord Brahm•, empowered with the energy to create the
cosmic manifestation (s”£ài-¤akti), (4) Catu„sana, or the Kum•ras,
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specifically empowered to distribute transcendental knowledge (j‘•na-¤akti),
(5) N•rada Muni, empowered to distribute devotional service (bhakti-¤akti),
(6) Mah•r•ja P”thu, specifically empowered to rule and maintain the living
entities (p•lana-¤akti) and (7) Para¤ur•ma, specifically empowered to cut down
rogues and demons (du£àa-damana-¤akti).
TEXT 247
TEXT
b•lya, pauga‹‚a haya vigrahera dharma
eta-rãpe l†l• karena vrajendra-nandana
SYNONYMS
b•lya--childhood; pauga‹‚a--boyhood; haya--there are; vigrahera--of the
Deity; dharma--characteristics; eta-rãpe--in so many forms; l†l•--pastimes;
karena--executes; vrajendra-nandana--K”£‹a, the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja.
TRANSLATION
"Childhood and boyhood are the typical ages of the Deity. K”£‹a, the son of
Mah•r•ja Nanda, performed His pastimes as a child and as a boy.
TEXT 248
TEXT
ananta avat•ra k”£‹era, n•hika ga‹ana
¤•kh•-candra-ny•ya kari dig-dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
ananta--unlimited; avat•ra--incarnations; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; n•hika
ga‹ana--there is no possibility of counting; ¤•kh•-candra-ny•ya--by the
analogy of the moon and the branches of a tree; kari--I make; dik-dara¤ana--a
slight indication.
TRANSLATION
"There are innumerable incarnations of K”£‹a, and there is no possibility
of counting them. We can simply indicate them by giving the example of the
moon and the branches of a tree.
PURPORT
Although the moon appears to be located in the branches of a tree, it is
actually situated very far away. Similarly, none of the avat•ras, or
incarnations, of Lord K”£‹a are within this material world, but they are
visible by the causeless mercy of the Lord. We should not consider them to
belong to this material world. As stated in Bhagavad-g†t•:
avaj•nanti m•‰ mã‚h•
m•nu£†‰ tanum •¤ritam
para‰ bh•vam aj•nanto
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mama bhãta-mahe¤varam
"Fools deride Me when I descend in the human form. They do not know My
transcendental nature and My supreme dominion over all that be." (Bg. 9.11)
Avat•ras descend of their own free will, and although they may act like
ordinary human beings, they do not belong to this material world. Lord K”£‹a
and His avat•ras can be understood only by the grace of the Lord.
n•yam •tm• pravacanena labhyo
na medhay• na bahun• ¤rutena
yam evai£a v”‹ute tena labhyas
tasyai£a •tm• viv”‹ute tanã‰ sv•m
(Kaàha Upani£ad 1.2.23)
ath•pi te deva pad•mbuja-dvayapras•da-le¤•nug”h†ta eva hi
j•n•ti tattva‰ bhagavan-mahimno
na c•nya eko 'pi cira‰ vicinvan
(Bh•g. 10.14.29)
TEXT 249
TEXT
avat•r• hy asa•khyey•
hare„ sattva-nidher dvij•„
yath• 'vid•sina„ kuly•„
sarasa„ syu„ sahasra¤a„
SYNONYMS
avat•r•„--all the incarnations; hi--certainly; asa•khyey•„--beyond
counting; hare„--from the Supreme Personality of Godhead; sattva-nidhe„--who
is the reservoir of spiritual energy; dvij•„--O br•hma‹as; yath•--as;
avid•sina„--containing a great reservoir of water; kuly•„--small ponds;
sarasa„--from a lake; syu„--must be; sahasra¤a„--by hundreds and thousands of
times.
TRANSLATION
" 'O learned br•hma‹as, just as hundreds and thousands of small ponds issue
from great reservoirs of water, innumerable incarnations flow from ¥r† Hari,
the Supreme Personality of Godhead and the reservoir of all power.'
PURPORT
This verse is quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.3.26).
TEXT 250
TEXT
prathamei kare k”£‹a 'puru£•vat•ra'
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seita puru£a haya trividha prak•ra
SYNONYMS
prathamei--in the beginning; kare--does; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; puru£a-avat•ra-the incarnation of the three Vi£‹us (Mah•-Vi£‹u, Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u and
K£†rodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u); seita--that; puru£a--Vi£‹u; haya--becomes; tri-vidha
pra-k•ra--three different manifestations.
TRANSLATION
"In the beginning, K”£‹a incarnates Himself as puru£a-avat•ras, or Vi£‹u
incarnations. These are of three types.
PURPORT
Up to this verse, the many types of expansions have been described. Now the
manifestations of the Lord's different potencies will be described.
TEXT 251
TEXT
vi£‹os tu tr†‹i rãp•‹i
puru£•khy•ny atho vidu„
eka‰ tu mahata„ sra£à”
dvit†ya‰ tv a‹‚a-sa‰sthitam
t”t†ya‰ sarva-bhãta-stha‰
t•ni j‘•tv• vimucyate
SYNONYMS
vi£‹o„--of Lord Vi£‹u; tu--certainly; tr†‹i--three; rãp•‹i--forms; puru£a•khy•ni--celebrated as the puru£a; atho--how; vidu„--they know; ekam--one of
them; tu--but; mahata„ sra£à”--the creator of the total material energy;
dvit†yam--the second; tu--but; a‹‚a-sa‰sthitam--situated within the universe;
t”t†yam--the third; sarva-bhãta-stham--within the hearts of all living
entities; t•ni--these three; j‘•tv•--knowing; vimucyate--one becomes
liberated.
TRANSLATION
" 'Vi£‹u has three forms called puru£as. The first, Mah•-Vi£‹u, is the
creator of the total material energy [mahat], the second is Garbhodaka¤•y†,
who is situated within each universe, and the third is K£†rodaka¤•y†, who
lives in the heart of every living being. He who knows these three becomes
liberated from the clutches of m•y•.'
PURPORT
This verse appears in the Laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta (Pãrva-kha‹‚a 33), where it
has been quoted from the S•tvata-tantra.
TEXT 252
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TEXT
ananta-¤akti-madhye k”£‹era tina ¤akti pradh•na
'icch•-¤akti' 'j‘•na-¤akti' 'kriy•-¤akti' n•ma
SYNONYMS
ananta-¤akti--of unlimited potencies; madhye--in the midst; k”£‹era--of
Lord K”£‹a; tina--three; ¤akti--potencies; pradh•na--are chief; icch•-¤akti-willpower; j‘•na-¤akti--the power of knowledge; kriy•-¤akti--the creative
energy; n•ma--named.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a has unlimited potencies, out of which three are chief--willpower,
the power of knowledge and the creative energy.
TEXT 253
TEXT
icch•-¤akti-pradh•na k”£‹a----icch•ya sarva-kart•
j‘•na-¤akti-pradh•na v•sudeva adhi£àh•t•
SYNONYMS
icch•-¤akti--of willpower; pradh•na--predominator; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a;
icch•ya--simply by willing; sarva-kart•--the creator of everything; j‘•na¤akti-pradh•na--the predominator of the power of knowledge; v•sudeva--Lord
V•sudeva; adhi£àh•t•--reservoir.
TRANSLATION
"The predominator of the willing potency is Lord K”£‹a, for by His supreme
will everything comes into existence. In willing, there is a need for
knowledge, and that knowledge is expressed through V•sudeva.
TEXT 254
TEXT
icch•-j‘•na-kriy• vin• n• haya s”jana
tinera tina-¤akti meli' prapa‘ca-racana
SYNONYMS
icch•-j‘•na-kriy•--thinking, feeling, willing, knowledge and activity;
vina--without; n•--not; haya--there is; s”jana--creation; tinera--of the
three; tina-¤akti--three potencies; meli'--being amalgamated; prapa‘ca-racana-there is the cosmic manifestation.
TRANSLATION
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"There is no possibility of creation without thinking, feeling, willing,
knowledge and activity. The combination of the supreme will, knowledge and
action brings about the cosmic manifestation.
TEXT 255
TEXT
kriy•-¤akti-pradh•na sa•kar£a‹a balar•ma
pr•k”t•pr•k”ta-s”£ài karena nirm•‹a
SYNONYMS
kriy•-¤akti-pradh•na--the predominator of the creative energy; sa•kar£a‹a-Lord Sa•kar£a‹a; balar•ma--Lord Balar•ma; pr•k”ta--material; apr•k”ta-spiritual; s”£ài--worlds; karena--does; nirm•‹a--creation.
TRANSLATION
"Lord Sa•kar£a‹a is Lord Balar•ma. Being the predominator of the creative
energy, He creates both the material and spiritual worlds.
TEXT 256
TEXT
aha•k•rera adhi£àh•t• k”£‹era icch•ya
goloka, vaiku‹àha s”je cic-chakti-dv•r•ya
SYNONYMS
aha•k•rera--of egotism; adhi£àh•t•--the source or predominating Deity;
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; icch•ya--by the will; goloka--the supreme spiritual
planet, known as Goloka; vaiku‹àha--other, lower planets, known as Vaiku‹àhas;
s”je--creates; cit-¤akti-dv•r•ya--by the spiritual energy.
TRANSLATION
"That original Sa•kar£a‹a [Lord Balar•ma] is the cause of both the material
and spiritual creation. He is the predominating deity of egotism, and by the
will of K”£‹a and the power of the spiritual energy, He creates the spiritual
world, which consists of the planet Goloka V”nd•vana and the Vaiku‹àha
planets.
TEXT 257
TEXT
yadyapi as”jya nitya cic-chakti-vil•sa
tath•pi sa•kar£a‹a-icch•ya t•h•ra prak•¤a
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; as”jya--there is no question of creation; nitya-eternal; cit-¤akti-vil•sa--pastimes of the eternal spiritual energy; tath•pi-2064

still; sa•kar£a‹a-icch•ya--by the will of Sa•kar£a‹a; t•h•ra--of the spiritual
world; prak•¤a--manifestation.
TRANSLATION
"Although there is no question of creation as far as the spiritual world is
concerned, the spiritual world is nonetheless manifest by the supreme will of
Sa•kar£a‹a. The spiritual world is the abode of the pastimes of the eternal
spiritual energy.
TEXT 258
TEXT
sahasra-patra‰ kamala‰
gokul•khya‰ mahat-padam
tat-kar‹ik•ra‰ tad-dh•ma
tad anant•‰¤a-sambhavam
SYNONYMS
sahasra-patram--with thousands of petals; kamalam--resembling a lotus
flower; gokula-•khyam--named Gokula; mahat-padam--the supreme abode; tatkar‹ik•ram--the whorl of that lotus flower; tat-dh•ma--the abode of the Lord;
tat--that; ananta-a‰¤a--from the expansion of energy of Ananta; sambhavam-creation.
TRANSLATION
" 'Gokula, the supreme abode and planet, appears like a lotus flower that
has a thousand petals. The whorl of that lotus is the abode of the Supreme
Lord, K”£‹a. This lotus-shaped supreme abode is created by the will of Lord
Ananta.'
PURPORT
This verse is quoted from Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.2).
TEXT 259
TEXT
m•y•-dv•re s”je te•ho brahm•‹‚era ga‹a
ja‚a-rãp• prak”ti nahe brahm•‹‚a-k•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
m•y•-dv•re--by the agency of the external energy; s”je--creates; te•ho-Lord Sa•kar£a‹a; brahm•‹‚era ga‹a--all the groups of universes; ja‚a-rãp•-appearing dull; prak”ti--the material energy; nahe--is not; brahm•‹‚a-k•ra‹a-the cause of the cosmic manifestation.
TRANSLATION
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"By the agency of the material energy, this same Lord Sa•kar£a‹a creates
all the universes. The dull material energy--known in modern language as
nature--is not the cause of the material universe.
TEXT 260
TEXT
ja‚a haite s”£ài nahe †¤vara-¤akti vine
t•h•tei sa•kar£a‹a kare ¤aktira •dh•ne
SYNONYMS
ja‚a haite--from the dull material energy; s”£ài nahe--the cosmic
manifestation is not possible; †¤vara-¤akti vine--without the help of the
energy of the Supreme Lord, the Personality of Godhead; t•h•tei--in the
material energy; sa•kar£a‹a--Lord Sa•kar£a‹a; kare--does; ¤aktira--of the
spiritual energy; •dh•ne--empowering.
TRANSLATION
"Without the Supreme Personality of Godhead's energy, dull matter cannot
create the cosmic manifestation. Its power does not arise from the material
energy itself but is endowed by Sa•kar£a‹a.
TEXT 261
TEXT
†¤varera ¤aktye s”£ài karaye prak”ti
lauha yena agni-¤aktye p•ya d•ha-¤akti
SYNONYMS
†¤varera ¤aktye--by the energy of the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
s”£ài--creation; kara ye--does; prak”ti--material energy; lauha--iron; yena-as; agni-¤aktye--by the power of fire; p•ya--gets; d•ha-¤akti--the power to
burn.
TRANSLATION
"Dull matter alone cannot create anything. The material energy produces the
creation by the power of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Iron itself has
no power to burn, but when iron is placed in fire, it is empowered to burn.
TEXT 262
TEXT
etau hi vi¤vasya ca b†ja-yon†
r•mo mukunda„ puru£a„ pradh•nam
anv†ya bhãte£u vilak£a‹asya
j‘•nasya ce¤•ta imau pur•‹au
SYNONYMS
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etau--these two, namely R•ma and K”£‹a; hi--certainly; vi¤vasya--of the
universe; ca--and; b†ja-yon†--both the cause and ingredient; r•ma„--Balar•ma;
mukunda„--K”£‹a; puru£a„--the original Mah•-Vi£‹u; pradh•nam--material energy;
anv†ya--after entering; bhãte£u--into the material elements; vilak£a‹asya--of
varieties of manifestation; j‘•nasya--of knowledge; ca--also; †¤•te--are the
controlling power; imau--both of Them; pur•‹au--are the original cause.
TRANSLATION
" 'Balar•ma and K”£‹a are the original efficient and material causes of the
material world. As Mah•-Vi£‹u and the material energy, They enter into the
material elements and create the diversities by multi-energies. Thus They are
the cause of all causes.'
PURPORT
This verse is quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.46.31).
TEXT 263
TEXT
s”£ài-hetu yei mãrti prapa‘ce avatare
sei †¤vara-mãrti 'avat•ra' n•ma dhare
SYNONYMS
s”£ài-hetu--for the purpose of creation; yei mãrti--which form of the Lord;
prapa‘ce--in the material world; avatare--descends; sei--that; †¤vara-mãrti-form of the Lord; avat•ra--incarnation; n•ma dhare--takes the name.
TRANSLATION
"The form of the Lord that descends into the material world to create is
called an avat•ra, or incarnation.
TEXT 264
TEXT
m•y•t†ta paravyome sab•ra avasth•na
vi¤ve avatari' dhare 'avat•ra' n•ma
SYNONYMS
m•y•-at†ta--beyond the material nature; para-vyome--in the spiritual sky;
sab•ra--all of them; avasth•na--residence; vi¤ve--within the material
universe; avatari'--coming down; dhare--take; avat•ra n•ma--the name avat•ra.
TRANSLATION
"All the expansions of Lord K”£‹a are actually residents of the spiritual
world. However, when they descend into the material world, they are called
incarnations [avat•ras].
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TEXT 265
TEXT
sei m•y• avalokite ¤r†-sa•kar£a‹a
puru£a-rãpe avat†r‹a ha-il• prathama
SYNONYMS
sei m•y•--that material energy; avalokite--just to glance over; ¤r†sa•kar£a‹a--Sa•kar£a‹a; puru£a-rãpe--in the original form of Mah•-Vi£‹u;
avat†r‹a--incarnated; ha-il•--became; prathama--at first.
TRANSLATION
"To glance over that material energy and empower her, Lord Sa•kar£a‹a first
incarnates as Lord Mah•-Vi£‹u.
TEXT 266
TEXT
jag”he pauru£a‰ rãpa‰
bhagav•n mahad-•dibhi„
sambhãta‰ £o‚a¤a-kalam
•dau loka-sis”k£ay•
SYNONYMS
jag”he--accepted; pauru£am rãpam--the form of the puru£a incarnation;
bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; mahat-•dibhi„--with the material
energy, etc.; sambhãtam--created; £o‚a¤a--sixteen; kalam--elements; •dau--in
the beginning; loka--of the material worlds; sis”k£ay•--with a desire for the
creation.
TRANSLATION
" 'In the beginning of the creation, the Lord expanded Himself in the form
of the puru£a incarnation, accompanied by all the ingredients of material
creation. First He created the sixteen principal energies suitable for
creation. This was for the purpose of manifesting the material universes.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.3.1). For an explanation,
refer to šdi-l†l•, Chapter Five, verse 84.
TEXT 267
TEXT
•dyo 'vat•ra„ puru£a„ parasya
k•la„ svabh•va„ sad-asan-mana¤ ca
dravya‰ vik•ro gu‹a indriy•‹i
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vir•à svar•à sth•snu cari£‹u bhãmna„
SYNONYMS
•dya„ avat•ra„--the original incarnation; puru£a„--the Lord; parasya--of
the Supreme; k•la„--time; svabh•va„--nature; sat-asat--cause and effect; mana„
ca--as well as the mind; dravyam--the five elements; vik•ra„--transformation
or the false ego; gu‹a„--modes of nature; indriy•‹i--senses; vir•à--the
universal form; svar•à--complete independence; sth•snu--immovable; cari£‹u-movable; bhãmna„--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'K•ra‹•bdhi¤•y† Vi£‹u [Mah•-Vi£‹u] is the first incarnation of the
Supreme Lord, and He is the master of eternal time, space, cause and effects,
mind, elements, material ego, modes of nature, senses, the universal form of
the Lord, Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u, and the sum total of all living beings, both
moving and nonmoving.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.6.42). For an explanation,
refer to šdi-l†l•, Chapter Five, verse 83.
TEXT 268
TEXT
sei puru£a viraj•te karena ¤ayana
'k•ra‹•bdhi¤•y†' n•ma jagat-k•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
sei puru£a--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; viraj•te--on the border
known as Viraj•; karena ¤ayana--lies down; k•ra‹a-abdhi-¤•y†--K•ra‹•bdhi¤•y†;
n•ma--named; jagat-k•ra‹a--is the original cause of material creation.
TRANSLATION
"That original Personality of Godhead, named Sa•kar£a‹a, first lies down in
the river Viraj•, which serves as a border between the material and spiritual
worlds. As K•ra‹•bdhi¤•y† Vi£‹u, He is the original cause of the material
creation.
TEXT 269
TEXT
k•ra‹•bdhi-p•re m•y•ra nitya avasthiti
viraj•ra p•re paravyome n•hi gati
SYNONYMS
k•ra‹a-abdhi-p•re--on one bank of the Causal Ocean; m•y•ra--of the material
energy; nitya--eternal; avasthiti--position; viraj•ra p•re--on the other bank
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of the Viraj•, or the Causal Ocean; para-vyome--in the spiritual world or sky;
n•hi--there is not; gati--admission.
TRANSLATION
"The Viraj•, or Causal Ocean, is the border between the spiritual and
material worlds. The material energy is situated on one shore of that ocean,
and it cannot enter onto the other shore, which is the spiritual sky.
TEXT 270
TEXT
pravartate yatra rajas tamas tayo„
sattva‰ ca mi¤ra‰ na ca k•la-vikrama„
na yatra m•y• kim ut•pare harer
anuvrat• yatra sur•sur•rcit•„
SYNONYMS
pravartate--exists; yatra--where; raja„--the mode of passion; tama„--the
mode of ignorance; tayo„--of both of them; sattvam ca--and the mode of
goodness; mi¤ram--mixture; na--not; ca--also; k•la-vikrama„--the influence of
time or annihilation; na--not; yatra--where; m•y•--external energy; kim--what;
uta--to speak; apare--others; hare„--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
anuvrat•„--strict followers; yatra--where; sura--by demigods; asura--and by
demons; arcit•„--being worshiped.
TRANSLATION
" 'In the spiritual world, there is neither the mode of passion, the mode
of ignorance nor a mixture of both, nor is there adulterated goodness, nor the
influence of time or m•y• itself. Only the pure devotees of the Lord, who are
worshiped both by demigods and by demons, reside in the spiritual world as the
Lord's associates.'
PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.9.10) was spoken by ¥r†la ¥ukadeva
Gosv•m†. He was answering the questions of Par†k£it Mah•r•ja, who asked how
the living entity falls down into the material world. ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†
explained the cream of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam in four verses, which had been
explained to Lord Brahm• at the end of the severe austerities he performed for
one thousand celestial years. At that time, Brahm• was shown the spiritual
world and its transcendental nature.
TEXT 271
TEXT
m•y•ra ye dui v”tti----'m•y•' •ra 'pradh•na'
'm•y•' nimitta-hetu, vi¤vera up•d•na 'pradh•na'
SYNONYMS
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m•y•ra--of the material nature; ye--which; dui--two; v”tti--functions;
m•y•--called m•y•; •ra--and; pradh•na--ingredients; m•y•--the word ma-ya;
nimitta-hetu--the efficient cause; vi¤vera--of the material universe; up•d•na-ingredients; pradh•na--is called pradh•na.
TRANSLATION
"M•y• has two functions. One is called m•y•, and the other is called
pradh•na. M•y• refers to the efficient cause, and pradh•na refers to the
ingredients that create the cosmic manifestation.
PURPORT
For a further explanation, see šdi-l†l•, Chapter Five, verse 58.
TEXT 272
TEXT
sei puru£a m•y•-p•ne kare avadh•na
prak”ti k£obhita kari' kare v†ryera •dh•na
SYNONYMS
sei puru£a--that Supreme Personality of Godhead; m•y•-p•ne--toward m•y•;
kare avadh•na--glances; prak”ti--the material nature; k£obhita kari'--making
agitated; kare--impregnates; v†ryera--of the semina; •dh•na--injection.
TRANSLATION
"When the Supreme Personality of Godhead glances over the material energy,
she becomes agitated. At that time, the Lord injects the original semina of
the living entities.
PURPORT
In Bhagavad-g†t• (7.10), K”£‹a says, b†ja‰ m•‰ sarva-bhãt•n•m: "I am the
original seed of all existences." This is also confirmed in another verse in
Bhagavad-g†t• (14.4):
sarva-yoni£u kaunteya
mãrtaya„ sambhavanti y•„
t•s•‰ brahma mahad-yonir
aha‰ b†ja-prada„ pit•
"It should be understood that all species of life, O son of Kunt†, are made
possible by birth in this material nature, and that I am the seed-giving
father."
For a further explanation, one may refer to Brahma-sa‰hit• (Chapter Five,
verses 10-13). Brahma-sa‰hit• also states (5.51):
agnir mah† gaganam ambu marud di¤a¤ ca
k•las tath•tma-manas†ti jagat-tray•‹i
yasm•d bhavanti vibhavanti vi¤anti ya‰ ca
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
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All material elements, as well as the spiritual sparks (individual souls),
are emanating from the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This is also confirmed
by the Ved•nta-sãtra (1.1). janm•dy asya yata„: "The Absolute Truth is He from
whom everything emanates." He is the Supreme Truth: satya‰ para‰ dh†mahi
(Bh•g. 1.1.1). The absolute ultimate truth is K”£‹a. O‰ namo bhagavate
v•sudev•ya. janm•dy asya yato 'nvay•d itarata¤ c•rthe£v abhij‘a„ sva-r•à: "The
Absolute Truth is a person who is directly and indirectly cognizant of the
entire cosmic manifestation." (Bh•g. 1.1.1)
The Absolute Truth, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, educated Lord
Brahm• from the heart (Bh•g. 1.1.1): tene brahma h”d• ya •di-kavaye. Therefore
the Absolute Truth cannot be dull matter; the Absolute Truth must be the
Supreme Person Himself. Sei puru£a m•y•-p•ne kare avadh•na. Simply by His
glance, material nature is impregnated with all living entities. According to
their karma and fruitive activity, they emerge in different bodies. That is
the explanation given by Bhagavad-g†t• (2.13):
dehino 'smin yath• dehe
kaum•ra‰ yauvana‰ jar•
tath• deh•ntara-pr•ptir
dh†ras tatra na muhyati
"As the embodied soul continually passes, in this body, from boyhood to
youth to old age, the soul similarly passes into another body at death. The
self-realized soul is not bewildered by such a change."
TEXT 273
TEXT
sv••ga-vi¤e£•bh•sa-rãpe prak”ti-spar¤ana
j†va-rãpa 'b†ja' t•te kail• samarpa‹a
SYNONYMS
sva-a•ga-vi¤e£a-•bh•sa-rãpe--in the form of a specific shadow from His
personal body; prak”ti-spar¤ana--the Lord glances over the material nature;
j†va-rãpa--having the form of the sparklike living entities, who are parts and
parcels; b†ja--semina; t•te--in that material nature; kail• samarpa‹a-impregnated.
TRANSLATION
"To impregnate with the seeds of living entities, the Lord Himself does not
directly touch the material energy, but by His specific functional expansion,
He touches the material energy, and thus the living entities, who are His
parts and parcels, are impregnated into material nature.
PURPORT
According to Bhagavad-g†t•:
mamaiv•‰¤o j†va-loke
j†va-bhãta„ san•tana„
mana„ £a£àh•n†ndriy•‹i
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prak”ti-sth•ni kar£ati
"The living entities in this conditioned world are My eternal, fragmental
parts. Due to conditioned life, they are struggling very hard with the six
senses, which include the mind." (Bg. 15.7)
The word prak”ti-spar¤ana is explained in Caitanya-caritam”ta in reference
to the way the living entities come in contact with dull matter. The glancing
is performed by Mah•-Vi£‹u: sa aik£ata lok•n nu s”j• iti (Aitareya Upani£ad
1.1.1). In the conditional stage we impregnate according to the bodily
conception--that is, by sexual intercourse--but the Supreme Lord does not need
sexual intercourse to impregnate. The impregnation is performed simply by His
glance. This is also explained in the Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.32):
a•g•ni yasya sakalendriya-v”ttimanti
pa¤yanti p•nti kalayanti cira‰ jaganti
•nanda-cinmaya-sad-ujjvala-vigrahasya
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
Govinda can impregnate simply by glancing. In other words, His eyes can
work as His genitals. He does not need genitals to beget a child. Indeed,
K”£‹a can beget any one of the living entities with any part of His body.
The word sv••ga-vi¤e£•bh•sa-rãpe, the form by which the Lord begets living
entities in the material world, is explained herein. He is Lord ¥iva. In the
Brahma-sa‰hit• it is stated that Lord ¥iva, who is another form of Mah•-Vi£‹u,
is like yogurt. Yogurt is nothing but milk, yet it is not milk. Similarly,
Lord ¥iva is considered the father of this universe, and material nature is
considered the mother. The father and mother are known as Lord ¥iva and the
goddess Durg•. Together, Lord ¥iva's genitals and the vagina of goddess Durg•
are worshiped as ¤iva-li•ga. This is the origin of the material creation. Thus
Lord ¥iva's position is between the living entity and the Supreme Lord. Lord
¥iva is neither the Supreme Personality of Godhead nor the living entity. He
is the form through which the Supreme Lord works to beget living entities
within this material world. As yogurt is prepared when milk is mixed with a
culture, the form of Lord ¥iva expands when the Supreme Personality of Godhead
is in touch with material nature. The impregnation of material nature by the
father, Lord ¥iva, is wonderful because at one time innumerable living
entities are conceived. Bh•go j†va„ sa vij‘eya„ sa c•nanty•ya kalpate
(¥vet•¤vatara Upani£ad 5.9). These living entities are very, very small.
ke¤•gra-¤ata-bh•gasya
¤at•‰¤a-sad”¤•tmaka„
j†va„ sãk£ma-svarãpo 'yam
sa•khy•t†to hi cit-ka‹a„
"If we divide the tip of a hair into a hundred parts and then take one of
these parts and divide it again into a hundred parts, that very fine division
is the size of but one of the numberless living entities. They are all citka‹a, particles of spirit, not matter."
The innumerable brahm•‹‚as, or universes, come from the pores of the Lord's
body, and innumerable living entities also come from the pores of the
transcendental body of the Lord. This is the process of material creation.
Without the living entity, this material nature has no value. Both emanate
from the pores of the transcendental body of Lord Mah•-Vi£‹u. They are
different energies. That is explained in Bhagavad-g†t•:
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bhãmir •po 'nalo v•yu„
kha‰ mano buddhir eva ca
aha•k•ra it†ya‰ me
bhinn• prak”tir a£àadh•
"Earth, water, fire, air, ether, mind, intelligence and false ego--all
together these eight comprise My separated material energies." (Bg. 7.4) The
material elements also come from the body of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, and they are also a different type of energy. Although the living
entities also come from the Lord's body, they are categorized as a superior
energy.
apareyam itas tv any•‰
prak”ti‰ viddhi me par•m
j†va-bhãt•‰ mah•-b•ho
yayeda‰ dh•ryate jagat
"Besides this inferior nature, O mighty-armed Arjuna, there is a superior
energy of Mine, which consists of all living entities who are struggling with
material nature and are sustaining the universe." (Bg. 7.5) The inferior
energy, matter, cannot act without the superior energy. All these things are
very clearly explained in the Vedas. The materialistic theory that life
develops from matter is incorrect. Life and matter come from the supreme
living entity; therefore, being the source of both, that supreme living
entity, K”£‹a, is described in Ved•nta-sãtra as janm•dy asya yata„ (1.1), or
the original source of everything, sarva-k•ra‹a-k•ra‹am. This is further
explained in the following verse.
TEXT 274
TEXT
daiv•t k£ubhita-dharmi‹y•‰
svasy•‰ yonau para„ pum•n
•dhatta v†rya‰ s• 'sãta
mahat-tattva‰ hira‹mayam
SYNONYMS
daiv•t--from time immemorial; k£ubhita-dharmi‹y•m--the material nature,
which is subjected to agitation; svasy•m--which belongs to the Supreme as one
of His energies; yonau--in the womb from which the living entity takes his
birth; para„ pum•n--the Supreme Brahman, the Personality of Godhead; •dhatta-impregnated; v†ryam--semina; s•--that material nature; asãta--produced; mahattattvam--the total material energy; hira‹mayam--the original source for the
emanation of varieties of material things.
TRANSLATION
" 'From time immemorial, after agitating the material nature into three
qualities, the Supreme Personality of Godhead places the semina of innumerable
living entities within the womb of that material nature. Thus material nature
gives birth to the total material energy known as the hira‹maya-mahat-tattva,
the original symbolic representation of the cosmic manifestation.'
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PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.26.19). Lord Kapila is
explaining to His mother the relationship between the Supreme Personality of
Godhead and material nature. He is informing her how the Supreme Personality
of Godhead is the original cause of the living entities, who emanated from
material nature. Over and above the twenty-eight elements of the material
creation is the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the cause of all causes. Life
comes not from matter but from life itself. As explained in the Vedas: nityo
nity•n•‰ cetana¤ cetan•n•m (Kaàha Upani£ad 2.2.13). The Supreme Lord is the
original source of life.
TEXT 275
TEXT
k•la-v”tty• tu m•y•y•‰
gu‹amayy•m adhok£aja„
puru£e‹•tma-bhãtena
v†ryam •dhatta v†ryav•n
SYNONYMS
k•la-v”tty•--in due course of time, as the immediate cause of creation; tu-but; m•y•y•m--within the material nature; gu‹a-mayy•m--full of the three
material modes of nature (sattva-gu‹a, rajo-gu‹a and tamo-gu‹a); adhok£aja„-the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is beyond material conceptions;
puru£e‹a--by the enjoyer of material nature; •tma-bhãtena--who is an expansion
of His personal self; v†ryam--semina; •dhatta--placed; v†ryav•n--the
omnipotent.
TRANSLATION
" 'In due course of time, the Supreme Personality of Godhead [Mah•-Vi£‹u or
Mah•-Vaiku‹àhan•tha], by the agency of a further expansion of His personal
self, places the seed of the living entities within the womb of material
nature.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.5.26). This verse tells how
the living entities come in contact with material nature. Just as a woman
cannot beget children without uniting with a man, material nature cannot beget
living entities without being in union with the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. There is a history of how the Absolute Lord becomes the father of all
living entities. In every system of religion, it is accepted that God is the
supreme father of all living entities. According to Christianity, the supreme
father, God, provides the living entities with all of life's necessities.
Therefore they pray, "Give us this day our daily bread." Any religion that
does not accept the Supreme Lord as the absolute father is called kaitavadharma, or a cheating religion. Such religious systems are rejected in ¥r†madBh•gavatam (1.1.2): dharma„ projjhita-kaitavo 'tra. Only an atheist does not
accept the omnipotent supreme father. If one accepts the omnipotent supreme
father, he abides by His orders and becomes a religious person.
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TEXT 276
TEXT
tabe mahat-tattva haite trividha aha•k•ra
y•h• haite devatendriya-bhãtera prac•ra
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; mahat-tattva haite--from the total material energy; trividha--three kinds of; aha•k•ra--egotism; y•h• haite--from which; devat•--of
predominating deities; indriya--of the senses; bhãtera--and of material
elements; prac•ra--expansion.
TRANSLATION
"First the total material energy is manifest, and from this arise the three
types of egotism, which are the original sources from which all demigods
[controlling deities], senses and material elements expand.
PURPORT
The three types of egotism (aha•k•ra) are technically known as vaik•rika,
taijasa and t•masa. The mahat-tattva is situated within the heart, or citta,
and the predominating Deity of the mahat-tattva is Lord V•sudeva (Bh•g.
3.26.21). The mahat-tattva is transformed into three divisions: (1) vaik•rika,
egotism in goodness (s•ttvika-aha•k•ra), from which the eleventh sense organ,
the mind, is manifest and whose predominating Deity is Aniruddha (Bh•g.
3.26.27-28); (2) taijasa, or egotism in passion (r•jasa-aha•k•ra), from which
the senses and intelligence are manifest and whose predominating Deity is Lord
Pradyumna (Bh•g. 3.26.29-31); (3) t•masa, or egotism in ignorance, from which
sound vibration (¤abda-tanm•tra) expands. From the sound vibration, the sky
(•k•¤a) is manifest and, the senses, beginning with the ear, are also manifest
(Bh•g. 3.26.32). Of these three types of egotism, Lord Sa•kar£a‹a is the
predominating Deity. In the philosophical discourse known as the S••khyak•rik•, it is stated: s•ttvika ek•da¤aka„ pravartate vaik”t•d aha•k•r•t-bhãt•des tan-m•tra‰ t•masa-taijas•dy-ubhayam.
TEXT 277
TEXT
sarva tattva mili' s”jila brahm•‹‚era ga‹a
ananta brahm•‹‚a, t•ra n•hika ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
sarva tattva--all different elements; mili'--combining; s”jila--created;
brahm•‹‚era ga‹a--all the universes; ananta brahm•‹‚a--those universes are
unlimited in number; t•ra n•hika ga‹ana--there is no possibility of counting
them.
TRANSLATION
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"Combining all the different elements, the Supreme Lord created all the
universes. Those universes are unlimited in number; there is no possibility of
counting them.
TEXT 278
TEXT
i•ho mahat-sra£à• puru£a----'mah•-vi£‹u' n•ma
ananta brahm•‹‚a t••ra loma-kãpe dh•ma
SYNONYMS
i•ho--He; mahat-sra£à•--the creator of the mahat-tattva, or total material
energy; puru£a--the person; mah•-vi£‹u n•ma--called Lord Mah•-Vi£‹u; ananta-unlimited; brahm•‹‚a--universes; t••ra--of His body; loma-kãpe--within the
hair holes; dh•ma--are situated.
TRANSLATION
"The first form of Lord Vi£‹u is called Mah•-Vi£‹u. He is the original
creator of the total material energy. The innumerable universes emanate from
the pores of His body.
TEXTS 279-280
TEXT
gav•k£e u‚iy• yaiche re‹u •se y•ya
puru£a-ni¤v•sa-saha brahm•‹‚a b•hir•ya
punarapi ni¤v•sa-saha y•ya abhyantara
ananta ai¤varya t••ra, saba----m•y•-p•ra
SYNONYMS
gav•k£e--from a hole at the top of a wall; u‚iy•--floating; yaiche--as;
re‹u--atomic particles; •se y•ya--come and go; puru£a-ni¤v•sa-saha--with the
exhaling of Mah•-Vi£‹u; brahm•‹‚a--the universes; b•hir•ya--come outside;
punarapi--again; ni¤v•sa-saha--by His inhalation; y•ya--go; abhyantara-within; ananta--unlimited; ai¤varya--opulences; t••ra--of Him; saba-everything; m•y•-p•ra--beyond the material conception.
TRANSLATION
"These universes are understood to be floating in air as the Mah•-Vi£‹u
exhales. They are like atomic particles that float in sunshine and pass
through the holes of a screen. All these universes are thus created by the
exhalation of Mah•-Vi£‹u, and when Mah•-Vi£‹u inhales, they return to His
body. The unlimited opulences of Mah•-Vi£‹u are completely beyond material
conception.
TEXT 281
TEXT
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yasyaika-ni¤vasita-k•lam ath•valambya
j†vanti loma-vilaj• jagad-a‹‚a-n•th•„
vi£‹ur mah•n sa iha yasya kal•-vi¤e£o
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
SYNONYMS
yasya--whose; eka--one; ni¤vasita--of breath; k•lam--time; atha--thus;
avalambya--taking shelter of; j†vanti--live; loma-vilaj•„--grown from the hair
holes; jagat-a‹‚a-n•th•„--the masters of the universes (the Brahm•s); vi£‹u„
mah•n--the Supreme Lord Mah•-Vi£‹u; sa„--that; iha--here; yasya--whose; kal•vi¤e£a„--particular plenary portion or expansion; govindam--Lord Govinda; •dipuru£am--the original person; tam--Him; aham--I; bhaj•mi--worship.
TRANSLATION
" 'The Brahm•s and other lords of the mundane worlds appear from the pores
of the Mah•-Vi£‹u and remain alive for the duration of His one exhalation. I
adore the primeval Lord, Govinda, for Mah•-Vi£‹u is a portion of His plenary
portion.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.48).
TEXT 282
TEXT
samasta brahm•‹‚a-ga‹era i•ho antary•m†
k•ra‹•bdhi¤•y†----saba jagatera sv•m†
SYNONYMS
samasta brahm•‹‚a-ga‹era--of the aggregate of the brahm•‹‚as, or universes;
i•ho--that Lord Mah•-Vi£‹u; antary•m†--the Supersoul; k•ra‹a-abdhi-¤•y†--Lord
Mah•-Vi£‹u, lying on the Causal Ocean; saba jagatera--of all the universes;
sv•m†--the Supreme Lord.
TRANSLATION
"Mah•-Vi£‹u is the Supersoul of all the universes. Lying on the Causal
Ocean, He is the master of all material worlds.
TEXT 283
TEXT
eita kahilu• prathama puru£era tattva
dvit†ya puru£era ebe ¤unaha mahattva
SYNONYMS
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eita--thus; kahilu•--I have explained; prathama puru£era--of the first
incarnation of the Personality of Godhead; tattva--the truth; dvit†ya
puru£era--of the second incarnation of the Personality of Godhead; ebe--now;
¤unaha--please hear; mahattva--glories.
TRANSLATION
"I have thus explained the truth of the first Personality of Godhead, Mah•
Vi£‹u. I shall now explain the glories of the second Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 284
TEXT
sei puru£a ananta-koài brahm•‹‚a s”jiy•
ekaika-mãrtye prave¤il• bahu mãrti ha‘•
SYNONYMS
sei puru£a--that Personality of Godhead, Mah•-Vi£‹u; ananta-koài brahm•‹‚a-millions and trillions of brahm•‹‚as, or universes; s”jiy•--after creating;
eka-eka--in each one of them; mãrtye--in a form; prave¤il•--entered; bahu
mãrti ha‘•--becoming many forms.
TRANSLATION
"After creating the total number of universes, which are unlimited, the
Mah•-Vi£‹u expanded Himself into unlimited forms and entered into each of
them.
TEXT 285
TEXT
prave¤a kariy• dekhe, saba----andhak•ra
rahite n•hika sth•na, karil• vic•ra
SYNONYMS
prave¤a kariy•--after entering; dekhe--He sees; saba--everywhere;
andhak•ra--complete darkness; rahite--to remain there; n•hika sth•na--there
was no place; karil• vic•ra--then He considered.
TRANSLATION
"When Mah•-Vi£‹u entered each of the limitless universes, He saw that there
was darkness all around and that there was no place to stay. He therefore
began to consider the situation.
TEXT 286
TEXT
nij••ga-sveda-jale brahm•‹‚•rdha bharila
sei jale ¤e£a-¤ayy•ya ¤ayana karila
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SYNONYMS
nija-a•ga--from His own personal body; sveda-jale--by emitting the water of
perspiration; brahm•‹‚a-ardha--half of the universe; bharila--filled; sei
jale--on that water; ¤e£a-¤ayy•ya--on the bed of Lord ¥e£a; ¤ayana karila--lay
down.
TRANSLATION
"With the perspiration produced from His own body, the Lord filled half the
universe with water. He then lay down on that water on the bed of Lord ¥e£a.
TEXT 287
TEXT
t••ra n•bhi-padma haite uàhila eka padma
sei padme ha-ila brahm•ra janma-sadma
SYNONYMS
t••ra n•bhi-padma haite--from His lotus navel; uàhila--grew; eka--one;
padma--lotus flower; sei padme--on that lotus flower; ha-ila--there was;
brahm•ra--of Lord Brahm•; janma-sadma--the place of generation.
TRANSLATION
"A lotus flower then sprouted from the lotus navel of that Garbhodaka¤•y†
Vi£‹u. That lotus flower became Lord Brahm•'s birthplace.
TEXT 288
TEXT
sei padma-n•le ha-ila caudda bhuvana
te•ho 'brahm•' ha‘• s”£ài karila s”jana
SYNONYMS
sei padma-n•le--within the stem of that lotus; ha-ila--became manifested;
caudda--fourteen; bhuvana--planetary systems; te•ho--He; brahm•--Lord Brahm•;
ha‘•--having become; s”£ài--the material creation; karila s”jana--created.
TRANSLATION
"In the stem of that lotus flower the fourteen worlds were generated. Then
He became Lord Brahm• and created the entire universe.
TEXT 289
TEXT
'vi£‹u'-rãpa ha‘• kare jagat p•lane
gu‹•t†ta vi£‹u----spar¤a n•hi m•y•-sane
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SYNONYMS
vi£‹u-rãpa--Lord K”£‹a in His form as Vi£‹u; ha‘•--becoming; kare--does;
jagat p•lane--maintenance of the material world; gu‹a-at†ta--beyond the
material qualities, transcendental; vi£‹u--Lord Vi£‹u; spar¤a--touching; n•hi-there is not; m•y•-sane--with m•y•, the material energy.
TRANSLATION
"In this way, the Supreme Personality of Godhead in His form of Vi£‹u
maintains the entire material world. Since He is always beyond the material
qualities, the material nature cannot touch Him.
PURPORT
The influence of the material energy cannot touch Lord Vi£‹u as she touches
Lord Brahm• and Lord ¥iva. Therefore it is said that Lord Vi£‹u is
transcendental to the material qualities. The incarnations of the material
qualities--Lord ¥iva and Lord Brahm•--are under the jurisdiction of the
external energy. Lord Vi£‹u, however, is different. In the mantras of the ™g
Veda it is said: o‰ tad vi£‹o„ parama‰ padam (™g Veda-sa‰hit• 1.22.20). The
words parama‰ padam indicate that He is transcendental to the material
qualities. Because Lord Vi£‹u is not within the jurisdiction of the material
qualities, He is always superior to the living entities who are controlled by
material energy. This is one of the differences between the Supreme Lord and
the living entities. Lord Brahm• is a very powerful living entity, and Lord
¥iva is even more powerful. Therefore Lord ¥iva is not accepted as a living
entity, but at the same time is not considered to be on the level of Lord
Vi£‹u.
TEXT 290
TEXT
'rudra'-rãpa dhari kare jagat sa‰h•ra
s”£ài, sthiti, pralaya haya icch•ya y••h•ra
SYNONYMS
rudra-rãpa dhari--accepting the form of Lord ¥iva; kare--performs; jagat
sa‰h•ra--dissolution of the universal creation; s”£ài--creation; sthiti-maintenance; pralaya--and dissolution; haya--take place; icch•ya--by the will;
y••h•ra--of whom.
TRANSLATION
"The Supreme Lord, and His form of Rudra [Lord ¥iva], brings about the
dissolution of this material creation. In other words, by His will only, there
is creation, maintenance and dissolution of the whole cosmic manifestation.
TEXT 291
TEXT
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brahm•, vi£‹u, ¤iva----t••ra gu‹a-avat•ra
s”£ài-sthiti-pralayera tinera adhik•ra
SYNONYMS
brahm•--Lord Brahm•; vi£‹u--Lord Vi£‹u; ¤iva--Lord ¥iva; t••ra--of
Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u; gu‹a-avat•ra--incarnations of the material qualities;
s”£ài-sthiti-pralayera--of the three functions, namely creation, maintenance
and dissolution; tinera adhik•ra--there is control by the three deities (Lord
Brahm•, Lord Vi£‹u and Lord ¥iva).
TRANSLATION
"Brahm•, Vi£‹u and ¥iva are His three incarnations of the material
qualities. Creation, maintenance and destruction respectively are under the
charge of these three personalities.
TEXT 292
TEXT
hira‹yagarbha-antary•m†----garbhodaka¤•y†
'sahasra-¤†r£•di' kari' vede y••re g•i
SYNONYMS
hira‹yagarbha--named Hira‹yagarbha; antary•m†--the Supersoul; garbha-udaka¤•y†--Lord Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u; sahasra-¤†r£•-•di kari'--by the Vedic hymns
beginning with sahasra-¤†r£• (™g Veda-sa‰hit• 10.90); vede y••re ga-i--unto
whom the Vedas pray.
TRANSLATION
"Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u, known within the universe as Hira‹yagarbha and the
antary•m†, or Supersoul, is glorified in the Vedic hymns, beginning with the
hymn that starts with the word sahasra-¤†r£•.
TEXT 293
TEXT
ei ta' dvit†ya-puru£a----brahm•‹‚era †¤vara
m•y•ra '•¤raya' haya, tabu m•y•-p•ra
SYNONYMS
ei ta'--in this way;
brahm•‹‚era †¤vara--the
material energy; •¤raya
beyond the touch of the

dvit†ya-puru£a--the second Personality of Godhead;
master of the universe; m•y•ra--of the external,
haya--becomes the shelter; tabu--still; m•y•-p•ra--is
material energy.
TRANSLATION
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"This second Personality of Godhead, known as Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u, is the
master of each and every universe and the shelter of the external energy.
Nonetheless, He remains beyond the touch of the external energy.
TEXT 294
TEXT
t”t†ya-puru£a vi£‹u----'gu‹a-avat•ra'
dui avat•ra-bhitara ga‹an• t••h•ra
SYNONYMS
t”t†ya-puru£a--the third Personality; vi£‹u--Lord Vi£‹u; gu‹a-avat•ra--the
incarnation of the material quality of goodness; dui avat•ra-bhitara--within
the two incarnations; ga‹an•-t••h•ra--He is designated.
TRANSLATION
"The third expansion of Vi£‹u is the K£†rodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u, who is the
incarnation of the quality of goodness. He is to be counted within the two
types of incarnations [puru£a-avat•ras and gu‹a-avat•ras].
TEXT 295
TEXT
vir•à vya£ài-j†vera te•ho antary•m†
k£†rodaka¤•y† te•ho----p•lana-kart•, sv•m†
SYNONYMS
vir•à--the universal form; vya£ài-j†vera--of all other living entities;
te•ho--He; antary•m†--the Supersoul; k£†ra-udaka-¤•y†--Lord Vi£‹u who lies
down in the ocean of milk; te•ho--He; p•lana-kart•--the maintainer; sv•m†--the
master.
TRANSLATION
"This K£†rodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u is the universal form of the Lord and is the
Supersoul within every living entity. He is known as K£†rodaka¤•y†, or the
Lord who lies on the ocean of milk. He is the maintainer and master of the
universe.
TEXT 296
TEXT
puru£•vat•rera ei kailu• nirãpa‹a
l†l•vat•ra ebe ¤una, san•tana
SYNONYMS
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puru£a-avat•rera--of all the puru£a-avat•ras; ei--this; kailu• nirãpa‹a--I
have described; l†l•-avat•ra--incarnations for pastimes; ebe--now; ¤una-please hear; san•tana--O San•tana.
TRANSLATION
"O San•tana, I have definitively described the three puru£a-avat•ras of
Vi£‹u. Now please hear from Me about the pastime incarnations.
TEXT 297
TEXT
l†l•vat•ra k”£‹era n• y•ya ga‹ana
pradh•na kariy• kahi dig-dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
l†l•-avat•ra--incarnations for pastimes; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; n• y•ya
ga‹ana--are not countable; pradh•na kariy•--chiefly; kahi--let me describe;
dik-dara¤ana--by a sample direction.
TRANSLATION
"No one can count the innumerable pastime incarnations of Lord K”£‹a, but I
shall describe the principal ones.
TEXT 298
TEXT
matsya, kãrma, raghun•tha, n”si‰ha, v•mana
var•h•di----lekh• y••ra n• y•ya ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
matsya--the fish incarnation; kãrma--the tortoise incarnation; raghun•tha-Lord R•macandra; n”si‰ha--the man-lion incarnation; v•mana--the dwarf
incarnation; var•ha-•di--the hog incarnation and others; lekh•--describing;
y••ra--of which incarnations; n• y•ya ga‹ana--cannot be counted.
TRANSLATION
"Some of the pastime incarnations are the fish incarnation, the tortoise
incarnation, Lord R•macandra, Lord N”si‰ha, Lord V•mana, and Lord Var•ha.
There is no end to them.
TEXT 299
TEXT
matsy•¤va-kacchapa-n”si‰ha-var•ha-ha‰sar•janya-vipra-vibudhe£u k”t•vat•ra„
tva‰ p•si nas tribhuvana‰ ca tath•dhune¤a
bh•ra‰ bhuvo hara yadãttama vandana‰ te
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SYNONYMS
matsya--in the forms of a fish; a¤va--of a horse; kacchapa--of a tortoise;
n”si‰ha--of Lord N”si‰hadeva; var•ha--of a boar; ha‰sa--of a swan; r•janya--of
Lord R•macandra; vipra--of Lord Para¤ur•ma; vibudhe£u--and of V•manadeva;
k”ta-avat•ra„--who have accepted incarnation; tvam--You; p•si--please protect;
na„--us demigods; tri-bhuvanam ca--and the three worlds; tath•--as well;
adhun•--now; †¤a--O Lord; bh•ram--the burden; bhuva„--of the universe; hara-kindly take away; yadu-uttama--O best of the Yadu dynasty; vandanam te--to You
we offer our prayers.
TRANSLATION
" 'O Lord of the universe, best of the Yadu dynasty, we are offering our
prayers unto You mainly to diminish the heavy burden of the universe. Indeed,
You diminished this burden formerly by incarnating in the form of a fish, a
horse [Hayagr†va], a tortoise, a lion [Lord N”si‰ha], a boar [Lord Var•ha] and
a swan. You also incarnated as Lord R•macandra, Para¤ur•ma and V•mana the
dwarf. You have always protected us demigods and the universe in this way. Now
please continue.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.2.40).
TEXT 300
TEXT
l†l•vat•rera kailu• dig-dara¤ana
gu‹•vat•rera ebe ¤una vivarana
SYNONYMS
l†l•-avat•rera--of the incarnations of pastimes; kailu•--I have done; dikdara¤ana--indicating the direction only; gu‹a-avat•rera--of incarnations of
the material qualities; ebe--now; ¤una vivara‹a--hear the description.
TRANSLATION
"I have given a few examples of pastime incarnations. Now I will describe
the gu‹a-avat•ras, the incarnations of the material qualities. Please listen.
TEXT 301
TEXT
brahm•, vi£‹u, ¤iva,----tina gu‹a avat•ra
tri-gu‹a a•g†kari' kare s”£ày-•di-vyavah•ra
SYNONYMS
brahm•, vi£‹u, ¤iva--Lord Brahm•, Lord Vi£‹u and Lord ¥iva; tina--three;
gu‹a avat•ra--the incarnations of the material qualities; tri-gu‹a--the three
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qualities of material nature; a•g†kari'--accepting; kare--does; s”£ài-•divyavah•ra--transactions in reference to the creation, maintenance and
dissolution.
TRANSLATION
"There are three functions within this material world. Everything here is
created, everything is maintained for some time, and everything is finally
dissolved. The Lord therefore incarnates Himself as the controllers of the
three qualities--sattva-gu‹a, rajo-gu‹a and tamo-gu‹a [goodness, passion and
ignorance]. Thus the transactions of the material world take place.
TEXT 302
TEXT
bhakti-mi¤ra-k”ta-pu‹ye kona j†vottama
rajo-gu‹e vibh•vita kari' t••ra mana
SYNONYMS
bhakti-mi¤ra-k”ta-pu‹ye--because of pious activities mixed with devotional
service; kona--someone; j†va-uttama--the best of the living entities; raja„gu‹e--by the mode of passion; vibh•vita--influenced; kari'--making; t••ra-his; mana--mind.
TRANSLATION
"Because of his past pious activities mixed with devotional service, the
first-class living entity is influenced by the mode of passion within his
mind.
TEXT 303
TEXT
garbhodaka¤•y†-dv•r• ¤akti sa‘c•ri'
vya£ài s”£ài kare k”£‹a brahm•-rãpa dhari'
SYNONYMS
garbha-udaka-¤•yi-dv•r•--by Lord Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u; ¤akti sa‘c•ri'-giving him special powers; vya£ài--total; s”£ài--creation; kare--does; k”£‹a-Lord K”£‹a; brahm•-rãpa dhari'--accepting the form of Lord Brahm•.
TRANSLATION
"Such a devotee is empowered by Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u. In this way, an
incarnation of K”£‹a in the form of Brahm• engineers the total creation of the
universe.
PURPORT
The Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u puru£a-avat•ra expansion of Lord Vi£‹u accepts the
material modes--sattva-gu‹a, rajo-gu‹a and tamo-gu‹a--and thus incarnates as
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Lord Vi£‹u, Brahm• and ¥iva. These are incarnations of the material qualities.
Among the many superior living entities qualified with pious activities and
devotional service, one, called Lord Brahm•, is infused with the quality of
passion by the supreme will of Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u. Thus Lord Brahm• becomes
the incarnation of the creative energy of the Lord.
TEXT 304
TEXT
bh•sv•n yath•¤ma-sakale£u nije£u teja„
sv†ya‰ kiyat prakaàayaty api tadvad atra
brahm• ya e£a jagad-a‹‚a-vidh•na-kart•
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
SYNONYMS
bh•sv•n--the illuminating sun; yath•--as; a¤ma-sakale£u--in various types
of precious stones; nije£u--his own; teja„--brilliance; sv†yam--his own;
kiyat--to some extent; prakaàayati--manifests; api--also; tadvat--similarly;
atra--here; brahm•--Lord Brahm•; ya„--who is; e£a„--the Lord; jagat-a‹‚avidh•na-kart•--becomes the chief of the universe; govindam •di-puru£am--Lord
Govinda, the original Supreme Personality of Godhead; tam--Him; aham--I;
bhaj•mi--worship.
TRANSLATION
" 'The sun manifests his brilliance in a gem, although it is stone.
Similarly, the original Personality of Godhead, Govinda, manifests His special
power in a pious living entity. Thus the living entity becomes Brahm• and
manages the affairs of the universe. Let me worship Govinda, the original
Personality of Godhead.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.49).
TEXT 305
TEXT
kona kalpe yadi yogya j†va n•hi p•ya
•pane †¤vara tabe a‰¤e 'brahm•' haya
SYNONYMS
kona kalpe--in some lifetime of Brahm•; yadi--if; yogya--suitable; j†va-living entity; n•hi--not; p•ya--is available; •pane--personally; †¤vara--the
Supreme Lord; tabe--then; a‰¤e--by His plenary expansion; brahm• haya--becomes
Lord Brahm•.
TRANSLATION
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"If in a kalpa a suitable living entity is not available to take charge of
Brahm•'s post, the Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself personally expands
and becomes Lord Brahm•.
PURPORT
One day of Brahm• consists of the four yugas multiplied a thousand times-or, according to solar calculations, 4,320,000,000 years--and such also is the
duration of his night. One year of Brahm•'s life consists of 360 days and
nights, and Brahm• lives for one hundred such years. Such is the life of a
Brahm•.
TEXT 306
TEXT
yasy••ghri-pa•kaja-rajo 'khila-loka-p•lair
mauly-uttamair dh”tam up•sita-t†rtha-t†rtham
brahm• bhavo 'ham api yasya kal•„ kal•y•„
¤r†¤ codvahema ciram asya n”p•sana‰ kva
SYNONYMS
yasya--whose; a•ghri-pa•kaja--lotuslike feet; raja„--the dust; akhila-loka-of the universal planetary systems; p•lai„--by the masters; mauli-uttamai„-with valuable turbans on their heads; dh”tam--accepted; up•sita--worshiped;
t†rtha-t†rtham--the sanctifier of the holy places; brahm•--Lord Brahm•;
bhava„--Lord ¥iva; aham api--even I; yasya--of whom; kal•„--portions; kal•y•„-of a plenary portion; ¤r†„--the goddess of fortune; ca--and; udvahema--we
carry; ciram--eternally; asya--of Him; n”pa-•sanam--the throne of a king; kva-where.
TRANSLATION
" 'What is the value of a throne to Lord K”£‹a? The masters of the various
planetary systems accept the dust of His lotus feet on their crowned heads.
That dust makes the holy places sacred, and even Lord Brahm•, Lord ¥iva,
Lak£m† and I myself, who are all portions of His plenary portion, eternally
carry that dust on our heads.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.68.37). When the Kauravas
flattered Baladeva so that He would become their ally and spoke ill of ¥r†
K”£‹a, Lord Baladeva was angry and spoke this verse.
TEXT 307
TEXT
nij•‰¤a-kal•ya k”£‹a tamo-gu‹a a•g†kari'
sa‰h•r•rthe m•y•-sa•ge rudra-rãpa dhari
SYNONYMS
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nija-a‰¤a--of His personal plenary expansion; kal•ya--by an expansion known
as kal•; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; tama„-gu‹a--the material mode of darkness;
a•g†kari'--accepting; sa‰h•ra-arthe--for the purpose of dissolution; m•y•sa•ge--in association with the external energy; rudra-rãpa--the form of Rudra;
dhari--assumes.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, expands a portion of His
plenary portion and, accepting the association of the material mode of
ignorance, assumes the form of Rudra to dissolve the cosmic manifestation.
PURPORT
This is a description of the Rudra form, which is another expansion of
K”£‹a. Only vi£‹u-mãrtis are expansions of K”£‹a's personal and plenary
portions. Mah• Vi£‹u, who lies on the Causal Ocean, is an expansion of
Sa•kar£a‹a. When Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u accepts the material modes of nature for
the purpose of dissolving the cosmic manifestation, His form is called Rudra.
As already explained, Lord Vi£‹u is the controller of m•y•. How, then, can He
associate with m•y•? The conclusion is that the incarnation of Lord ¥iva or
Lord Brahm• indicates the absence of the supreme power of Vi£‹u. When the
supreme power is not there, it is possible to associate with m•y•, the
external energy. Lord Brahm• and Lord ¥iva are to be considered creations of
m•y•.
TEXT 308
TEXT
m•y•-sa•ga-vik•r† rudra----bhinn•bhinna rãpa
j†va-tattva nahe, nahe k”£‹era 'svarãpa'
SYNONYMS
m•y•-sa•ga--by association with m•y•; vik•r†--transformed; rudra--the form
of Rudra; bhinna-abhinna rãpa--having different types of forms; j†va-tattva
nahe--still he is not called j†va-tattva; nahe--nor; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a;
sva-rãpa--personal form.
TRANSLATION
"Rudra, Lord ¥iva, has various forms, which are transformations brought
about by association with m•y•. Although Rudra is not on a level with the
j†va-tattvas, he still cannot be considered a personal expansion of Lord
K”£‹a.
PURPORT
Rudra is simultaneously one with and different from the vi£‹u-tattva. Due
to his association with m•y•, he is different from the vi£‹u-tattva, but at
the same time he is an expansion of K”£‹a's personal form. This situation is
called bhed•bheda-tattva, or acintya-bhed•bheda-tattva, simultaneously one and
different.
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TEXT 309
TEXT
dugdha yena amla-yoge dadhi-rãpa dhare
dugdh•ntara vastu nahe, dugdha haite n•re
SYNONYMS
dugdha--milk; yena--as; amla:yoge--in association with a sour substance;
dadhi-rãpa--the form of yogurt; dhare--takes; dugdha-antara--something other
than milk; vastu--substance; nahe--is not; dugdha--milk; haite--to be; n•re-is not able.
TRANSLATION
"Milk is transformed into yogurt when it associates with a yogurt culture.
Thus yogurt is nothing but milk, but still it is not milk.
PURPORT
Of the three deities supervising the creation, maintenance and dissolution
of the universe, Lord Vi£‹u is never separate from the original Vi£‹u.
However, Lord ¥iva and Brahm•, due to their association with m•y•, are
different from Vi£‹u. Vi£‹u cannot be transformed into any form of material
energy. Whenever there is association with m•y•, the personality involved must
be different from Lord Vi£‹u. Therefore Lord ¥iva and Lord Brahm• are called
gu‹a-avat•ras, for they associate with the material qualities. The conclusion
is that Rudra is a transformation of Vi£‹u, but he is not exactly Lord Vi£‹u.
Therefore, he does not come within the category of the vi£‹u-tattvas. Thus he
is inconceivably one with Vi£‹u and different from Him. The example given in
this verse is very clear. Milk is compared to Vi£‹u. As soon as milk touches a
sour substance, it becomes yogurt, or Lord ¥iva. Although yogurt is
constitutionally milk it cannot be used in place of milk.
TEXT 310
TEXT
k£†ra‰ yath• dadhi vik•ra-vi¤e£a-yog•t
sa‘j•yate na hi tata„ p”thag asti heto„
ya„ ¤ambhut•m api tath• samupaiti k•ry•d
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
SYNONYMS
k£†ram--milk; yath•--as; dadhi--yogurt; vik•ra-vi¤e£a--with a special
transforming agent; yog•t--by mixing; sa‘j•yate--is transformed into; na--not;
tu--but; tata„--from the milk; p”thak--separated; asti--is; heto„--which is
the cause; ya„--who; ¤ambhut•m--the nature of Lord ¥iva; api--even though;
tath•--as; samupaiti--accepts; k•ry•t--from the matter of some particular
business; govindam--unto Govinda, the Supreme Personality of Godhead; •dipuru£am--the original person; tam--unto Him; aham--I; bhaj•mi--offer my
respectful obeisances.
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TRANSLATION
" 'Milk changes into yogurt when mixed with a yogurt culture, but actually
it is constitutionally nothing but milk. Similarly, Govinda, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, assumes the form of Lord ¥iva [¥ambhu] for the special
purpose of material transactions. I offer my obeisances at His lotus feet.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.45).
TEXT 311
TEXT
'¤iva'----m•y•-¤akti-sa•g†, tamo-gu‹• ve¤a
m•y•t†ta, gu‹•t†ta 'vi£‹u'----parame¤a
SYNONYMS
¤iva--Lord ¥iva; m•y•-¤akti-sa•g†--an associate of the external energy;
tama„-gu‹a-•ve¤a--absorbed by the quality of ignorance; m•y•-at†ta-transcendental to the external energy; gu‹a-at†ta--transcendental to the
qualities of matter; vi£‹u--Vi£‹u; parama-†¤a--the Supreme Lord.
TRANSLATION
"Lord ¥iva is an associate of the external energy; therefore he is absorbed
in the material quality of darkness. Lord Vi£‹u is transcendental to m•y• and
the qualities of m•y•. Therefore He is the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
PURPORT
Vi£‹u is beyond the range of the material manifestation, and He is not
within the control of the material energy. He is the supreme independent
Personality of Godhead. This is even admitted by ¥a•kar•c•rya: n•r•ya‹a„ paro
'vyakt•t (G†ta-bh•£ya). In his constitutional form, ¥iva is a mah•-bh•gavata,
a supreme devotee of the Lord, but because he accepts m•y•'s association-especially the quality of ignorance--he is not free from m•y•'s influence.
Such an intimate association is completely absent in the Supreme Personality
of Godhead, Vi£‹u. Lord ¥iva accepts m•y•, but in the presence of Lord Vi£‹u,
m•y• does not exist. Consequently Lord ¥iva has to be considered a product of
m•y•. When Lord ¥iva is free from m•y•'s influence, he is in the position of a
mah•-bh•gavata, a supreme devotee of Lord Vi£‹u. Vai£‹av•n•‰ yath• ¤ambhu„.
TEXT 312
TEXT
¤iva„ ¤akti-yukta„ ¤a¤vat
trili•go gu‹a-sa‰v”ta„
vaik•rikas taijasa¤ ca
t•masa¤ cety aha‰ tridh•
SYNONYMS
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¤iva„--Lord ¥iva; ¤akti-yukta„--associated with material nature; ¤a¤vat-eternally; tri-li•ga„--in three features; gu‹a-sa‰v”ta„--covered by the modes
of nature; vaik•rika„--one is called vaik•rika; taijasa„ ca--another is called
taijasa; t•masa„ ca--as well as t•masa; iti--thus; aham--egotism; tri-dh•-three kinds.
TRANSLATION
" 'The truth about Lord ¥iva is that he is always covered with three
material coverings--vaik•rika, taijasa and t•masa. Because of these three
modes of material nature, he always associates with the external energy and
egotism itself.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.88.3).
TEXT 313
TEXT
harir hi nirgu‹a„ s•k£•t
puru£a„ prak”te„ para„
sa sarva-d”g upadra£à•
ta‰ bhajan nirgu‹o bhavet
SYNONYMS
hari„--the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Vi£‹u; hi--certainly; nirgu‹a„-transcendental to all material qualities; s•k£•t--directly; puru£a„--the
supreme enjoyer; prak”te„--material nature; para„--beyond; sa„--He; sarva-d”k-the seer of everything; upadra£à•--the overseer of everything; tam--Him;
bhajan--by worshiping; nirgu‹a„--transcendental to material qualities; bhavet-one becomes.
TRANSLATION
" '¥r† Hari, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is situated beyond the
range of material nature; therefore He is the supreme transcendental person.
He can see everything inside and outside; therefore He is the supreme overseer
of all living entities. If someone takes shelter at His lotus feet and
worships Him, he also attains a transcendental position.'
PURPORT
This is also a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.88.5).
TEXT 314
TEXT
p•lan•rtha sv•‰¤a vi£‹u-rãpe avat•ra
sattva-gu‹a dra£à•, t•te gu‹a-m•y•-p•ra
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SYNONYMS
p•lana-artha--for maintenance; sv•‰¤a--personal plenary expansion; vi£‹urãpe--in the form of Lord Vi£‹u; avat•ra--incarnation; sattva-gu‹a--of the
mode of goodness; dra£à•--director; t•te--therefore; gu‹a-m•y•-p•ra-transcendental to the material modes of nature.
TRANSLATION
"For the maintenance of the universe, Lord K”£‹a descends as His personal
plenary expansion in the form of Vi£‹u. He is the director of the mode of
goodness; therefore He is transcendental to the material energy.
TEXT 315
TEXT
svarãpa----ai¤varya-pãr‹a, k”£‹a-sama pr•ya
k”£‹a a‰¤†, te•ho a‰¤a, vede hena g•ya
SYNONYMS
sva-rãpa--personal expansion; ai¤varya-pãr‹a--full of all opulences; k”£‹asama--equal to K”£‹a; pr•ya--almost; k”£‹a a‰¤†--K”£‹a is the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; te•ho--Lord Vi£‹u; a‰¤a--personal expansion; vede--the
Vedas; hena--thus; g•ya--sing.
TRANSLATION
"Lord Vi£‹u is in the category of sv•‰¤a because He has opulences almost
equal to K”£‹a's. K”£‹a is the original person, and Lord Vi£‹u is His personal
expansion. This is the verdict of all Vedic literature.
PURPORT
Although an incarnation of the material energy, Lord Brahm• is nonetheless
the director of the material mode of passion. Similarly, Lord ¥iva, although
simultaneously one with and different from Lord K”£‹a, is still the
incarnation of the mode of darkness. However, Lord Vi£‹u is K”£‹a's personal
expansion; therefore He is the director of the mode of goodness and is always
transcendentally situated beyond the jurisdiction of the modes of material
nature. Lord Vi£‹u is the original personal expansion of K”£‹a, and K”£‹a is
the original source of all incarnations. As far as power is concerned, Lord
Vi£‹u is as powerful as Lord K”£‹a because He possesses all the opulences.
TEXT 316
TEXT
d†p•rcir eva hi da¤•ntaram abhyupetya
d†p•yate viv”ta-hetu-sam•na-dharm•
yas t•d”g eva hi ca vi£‹utay• vibh•ti
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
SYNONYMS
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d†pa-arci„--the flame of a lamp; eva--as; hi--certainly; da¤•-antaram-another lamp; abhyupetya--expanding; d†p•yate--illuminates; viv”ta-hetu--with
its expanded cause; sam•na-dharm•--equally powerful; ya„--who; t•d”k-similarly; eva--certainly; hi--certainly; ca--also; vi£‹utay•--by His
expansion as Lord Vi£‹u; vibh•ti--illuminates; govindam--to Lord K”£‹a; •dipuru£am--the supreme original person; tam--to Him; aham--I; bhaj•mi--offer my
worshipful respect.
TRANSLATION
" 'When the flame of one candle is expanded to another candle and placed in
a different position, it burns separately, and its illumination is as powerful
as the original candle. Similarly, the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
Govinda, expands Himself in different forms as Vi£‹u, who is equally luminous,
powerful and opulent. Let me worship that Supreme Personality of Godhead,
Govinda.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.46).
TEXT 317
TEXT
brahm•, ¤iva----•j‘•-k•r† bhakta-avat•ra
p•lan•rthe vi£‹u----k”£‹era svarãpa-•k•ra
SYNONYMS
brahm•--Lord Brahm•; ¤iva--Lord ¥iva; •j‘•-k•r†--order carriers; bhaktaavat•ra--incarnations of devotees; p•lana-arthe--for maintenance; vi£‹u--Lord
Vi£‹u; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; svarãpa-•k•ra--in the form of a personal
feature.
TRANSLATION
"The conclusion is that Lord Brahm• and Lord ¥iva are simply devotee
incarnations who carry out orders. However, Lord Vi£‹u, the maintainer, is the
personal feature of Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 318
TEXT
s”j•mi tan-niyukto 'hamharo harati tad-va¤a„
vi¤va‰ puru£a-rãpe‹a
parip•ti tri¤akti-dh”k
SYNONYMS
s”j•mi--create; tat-niyukta„--engaged by Him; aham--I; hara„--Lord ¥iva;
harati--annihilates; tat-va¤a„--under His control; vi¤vam--the whole universe;
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puru£a-rãpe‹a--in the form of Lord Vi£‹u; parip•ti--maintains; tri-¤akti-dh”k-the controller of the three modes of material nature.
TRANSLATION
" 'Lord Brahm• said, "I am engaged by the Supreme Personality of Godhead to
create. Following His orders, Lord ¥iva dissolves everything. The Supreme
Personality of Godhead, in His form of K£†rodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u, maintains all the
affairs of material nature. Thus the supreme controller of the three modes of
material nature is Lord Vi£‹u." '
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.6.32). Lord Brahm• gave this
information to Devar£i N•rada when he was receiving instructions from Lord
Brahm• to understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Param•tm•. After
describing the universal form of the Lord, Lord Brahm• explained that his
position and Lord ¥iva's position are controlled by Lord Vi£‹u.
TEXT 319
TEXT
manvantar•vat•ra ebe ¤una, san•tana
asa•khya ga‹ana t••ra, ¤unaha k•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
manu-antara-avat•ra--the Manu incarnations; ebe--now; ¤una--hear; san•tana-O San•tana Gosv•m†; asa•khya--unlimited; ga‹ana--counting; t••ra--of them;
¤unaha--just hear; k•ra‹a--the cause.
TRANSLATION
"O San•tana, just hear about the Manu incarnations [manvantara-avat•ras].
They are unlimited, and no one can count them. Just hear of their source.
TEXT 320
TEXT
brahm•ra eka-dine haya caudda manvantara
caudda avat•ra t•h•• karena †¤vara
SYNONYMS
brahm•ra eka-dine--in one day of Brahm•; haya--there are; caudda--14; manuantara--changes of Manu; caudda--14; avat•ra--incarnations; t•h••--in that
time; karena--manifests; †¤vara--the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"In one day of Brahm•, there are fourteen changes of the Manus, and all
those fourteen Manus are considered incarnations manifested by the Supreme
Personality of Godhead.
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PURPORT
In one day of Brahm•, there are 14 Manus, and all of them are considered to
be manvantara-avat•ras of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Thus in one
month of Brahm•'s life, there are 420 manvantara-avat•ras, or Manus. In one
year (360 days) of Brahm•'s life, there are 5,040 Manu incarnations. Thus for
the one hundred years of Brahm•'s life, there is a total of 504,000
manvantara-avat•ras.
TEXT 321
TEXT
caudda eka dine, m•se c•ri-¤ata bi¤a
brahm•ra vatsare pa‘ca-sahasra calli¤a
SYNONYMS
caudda--14; eka dine--in one day; m•se--in one month; c•ri-¤ata bi¤a--420;
brahm•ra vatsare--in one year of Brahm•; pa‘ca-sahasra calli¤a--5,040
avat•ras.
TRANSLATION
"There are 14 manvantara-avat•ras in one day of Brahm•, 420 in one month,
and 5,040 in one year.
TEXT 322
TEXT
¤ateka vatsara haya j†vana' brahm•ra
pa‘ca-lak£a c•ri-sahasra manvantar•vat•ra
SYNONYMS
¤ateka vatsara haya--there are one hundred years; j†vana--the duration of
life; brahm•ra--of Brahm•; pa‘ca-lak£a--500,000; c•ri-sahasra--4,000; manuantara-avat•ra--incarnations of Manu.
TRANSLATION
"During the hundred years of Brahm•'s life, there are 504,000 manvantaraavatar•s.
TEXT 323
TEXT
ananta brahm•‹‚e aiche karaha ga‹ana
mah•-vi£‹u eka-¤v•se brahm•ra j†vana
SYNONYMS
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ananta brahm•‹‚e--in innumerable universes; aiche--in that way; karaha
ga‹ana--just try to count; mah•-vi£‹u--Lord Mah•-Vi£‹u; eka-¤v•se--by one
exhalation; brahm•ra j†vana--the duration of life of one Brahm•.
TRANSLATION
"The number of manvantara-avat•ras for only one universe has been given.
One can only imagine how many manvantara-avat•ras exist in the innumerable
universes. And all these universes and Brahm•s exist only during one
exhalation of Mah•-Vi£‹u.
TEXT 324
TEXT
mah•-vi£‹ura ni¤v•sera n•hika paryanta
eka manvantar•vat•rera dekha lekh•ra anta
SYNONYMS
mah•-vi£‹ura--of Lord Mah•-Vi£‹u; ni¤v•sera--of the exhalations; n•hika
paryanta--there is no limit; eka manvantara-avat•rera--of only one feature of
the Lord, namely the manvantara-avat•ra; dekha--just see; lekh•ra anta--it is
beyond the power of writing.
TRANSLATION
"There is no limit to the exhalations of Mah•-Vi£‹u. Just see how
impossible it is to speak or write of even only the manvantara-avat•ra.
TEXT 325
TEXT
sv•ya‰bhuve 'yaj‘a', sv•roci£e 'vibhu' n•ma
auttame 'satyasena', t•mase 'hari' abhidh•na
SYNONYMS
sv•ya‰bhuve--in the Sv•yambhuva-manvantara; yaj‘a--the avat•ra named Yaj‘a;
sv•roci£e--in the Sv•roci£a-manvantara; vibhu--the avat•ra Vibhu; n•ma--named;
auttame--in the Auttama-manvantara; satyasena--the avat•ra named Satyasena;
t•mase--in the T•masa-manvantara; hari--Hari; abhidh•na--named.
TRANSLATION
"In the Sv•yambhuva-manvantara, the avat•ra was named Yaj‘a. In the
Sv•roci£a-manvantara, he was named Vibhu. In the Auttama-manvantara, he was
named Satyasena, and in the T•masa-manvantara he was named Hari.
TEXT 326
TEXT
raivate 'vaiku‹àha' c•k£u£e 'ajita', vaivasvate 'v•mana'
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s•var‹ye 's•rvabhauma', dak£a-s•var‹ye '”£abha' ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
raivate--in the Raivata-manvantara; vaiku‹àha--the avat•ra named Vaiku‹àha;
c•k£u£e--in the C•k£u£a-manvantara; ajita--the avat•ra named Ajita;
vaivasvate--in the Vaivasvata-manvantara; v•mana--the avat•ra named V•mana;
s•var‹ye--in the S•var‹ya-manvantara; s•rvabhauma--the avat•ra named
S•rvabhauma; dak£a-s•var‹ye--in the Dak£a-s•var‹ya-manvantara; ”£abha--the
avat•ra ™£abha; ga‹ana--named.
TRANSLATION
"In the Raivata-manvantara, the avat•ra was named Vaiku‹àha, and in the
C•k£u£a-manvantara, he was named Ajita. In the Vaivasvata-manvantara, he was
named V•mana, and in the S•var‹ya-manvantara, he was named S•rvabhauma. In the
Dak£a-s•var‹ya-manvantara, he was named ™£abha.
TEXT 327
TEXT
brahma-s•var‹ye 'vi£vaksena', 'dharmasetu' dharma-s•var‹ye
rudra-s•var‹ye 'sudh•m•', 'yoge¤vara' deva-s•var‹ye
SYNONYMS
brahma-s•var‹ye--in the Brahma-s•var‹ya-manvantara; vi£vaksena--the avat•ra
named Vi£vaksena; dharmasetu--the avat•ra named Dharmasetu; dharma-s•var‹ye-in the Dharma-s•var‹ya-manvantara; rudra-s•var‹ye--in the Rudra-s•var‹yamanvantara; sudh•m•--the avat•ra named Sudh•m•; yoge¤vara--the avat•ra named
Yoge¤vara; deva-s•var‹ye--in the Deva-s•var‹ya-manvantara.
TRANSLATION
"In the Brahma-s•var‹ya-manvantara, the avat•ra was named Vi£vaksena, and
in the Dharma-s•var‹ya, he was named Dharmasetu. In the Rudra-s•var‹ya he was
named Sudh•m•, and in the Deva-s•var‹ya, he was named Yoge¤vara.
TEXT 328
TEXT
indra-s•var‹ye 'b”hadbh•nu' abhidh•na
ei caudda manvantare caudda 'avat•ra' n•ma
SYNONYMS
indra-s•var‹ye--in the Indra-s•var‹ya-manvantara; b”hadbh•nu--the avat•ra
named B”hadbh•nu; abhidh•na--named; ei caudda manvantare--in the fourteen
manvantaras; caudda--fourteen; avat•ra--of the incarnations; n•ma--different
names.
TRANSLATION
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"In the Indra-s•var‹ya-manvantara, the avat•ra was named B”hadbh•nu. These
are the names of the fourteen avat•ras in the fourteen manvantaras.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura, in his Anubh•£ya, gives a list of
Manus and their fathers' names: (1) Sv•yambhuva Manu, the son of Lord Brahma;
(2) Sv•roci£a, the son of Svaroci„, or Agni, the predominating deity of fire;
(3) Uttama, the son of King Priyavrata; (4) T•masa, the brother of Uttama; (5)
Raivata, the twin brother of T•masa; (6) C•k£u£a, the son of the demigod
Cak£u; (7) Vaivasvata, the son of Vivasv•n, the sun-god (whose name is also
mentioned in Bhagavad-g†t• (4.1)); (8) S•var‹i, a son born to the sun-god and
wife named Ch•y•; (9) Dak£a-s•var‹i, the son of the demigod Varu‹a; (10)
Brahma-s•var‹i, the son of Upa¤loka; (11-14) Rudra-s•var‹i, Dharma-s•var‹i,
Deva-s•var‹i and Indra-s•var‹i, the sons of Rudra, Ruci, Satyasah• and Bhãti
respectively.
TEXT 329
TEXT
yug•vat•ra ebe ¤una, san•tana
satya-tret•-dv•para-kali-yugera ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
yuga-avat•ra--incarnation of millenniums; ebe--now; ¤una--hear; san•tana--O
San•tana Gosv•m†; satya-tret•-dv•para-kali-yugera--of the Satya-yuga, Tret•yuga, Dv•para-yuga and Kali-yuga; ga‹ana--the chronological order.
TRANSLATION
"O San•tana, now hear from Me about the yuga-avat•ras, the incarnations for
the millenniums. First of all, there are four yugas--Satya-yuga, Tret•-yuga,
Dv•para-yuga and Kali-yuga.
TEXT 330
TEXT
¤ukla-rakta-k”£‹a-p†ta----krame c•ri var‹a
c•ri var‹a dhari' k”£‹a karena yuga-dharma
SYNONYMS
¤ukla--white; rakta--red; k”£‹a--black; p†ta--yellow; krame--one after
another; c•ri var‹a--four colors; c•ri var‹a dhari'--accepting these four
colors; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; karena yuga-dharma--manifests His pastimes in
different millenniums.
TRANSLATION
"In the four yugas--Satya, Tret•, Dv•para and Kali--the Lord incarnates in
four colors: white, red, black and yellow respectively. These are the colors
of the incarnations in different millenniums.
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TEXT 331
TEXT
•san var‹•s trayo hy asya
g”h‹ato 'nu-yuga‰ tanã„
¤uklo raktas tath• p†ta
id•n†‰ k”£‹at•‰ gata„
SYNONYMS
•san--there were; var‹•„--colors; traya„--three; hi--certainly; asya--of
your son; g”h‹ata„--accepting; anu-yugam--according to the millennium; tanã„-body; ¤ukla„--white; rakta„--red; tath•--as well as; p†ta„--yellow; id•n†m-just now; k”£‹at•m gata„--He has assumed a blackish hue.
TRANSLATION
" 'This child formerly had three colors according to the prescribed color
for different millenniums. Formerly He was white, red and yellow, and now He
has assumed a blackish color.'
PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.8.13) was spoken by Gargamuni when
performing the name-giving ceremony for K”£‹a at the house of Nanda Mah•r•ja.
The following two verses are also from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.21,24).
TEXT 332
TEXT
k”te ¤ukla¤ catur-b•hur
jaàilo valkal•mbara„
k”£‹•jinopav†t•k£•n
bibhrad da‹‚a-kama‹‚alã
SYNONYMS
k”te--in the Satya-yuga; ¤ukla„--having a white color and bearing the name
¥ukla; catu„-b•hu„--having four arms; jaàila„--with a bunch of hair; valkalaambara„--wearing a garment made of tree bark; k”£‹a-ajina--black-colored
antelope skin; upav†ta--sacred thread; ak£•n--a garland of beads for chanting;
bibhrat--carried; da‹‚a-kama‹‚alã--a rod and waterpot.
TRANSLATION
" 'In the Satya-yuga, the Lord appeared in a body colored white with four
arms and matted hair. He wore tree bark and bore a black antelope skin. He
wore a sacred thread and a garland of rudr•k£a beads. He carried a rod and a
waterpot, and He was a brahmac•r†.'
TEXT 333
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TEXT
tret•y•‰ rakta-var‹o 'sau
catur-b•hus trimekhala„
hira‹ya-ke¤as trayy-•tm•
sruk-sruv-•dy-upalak£a‹a„
SYNONYMS
tret•y•m--in the Tret•-yuga; rakta-var‹a„--of a reddish color; asau--He;
catu„-b•hu„--with four arms; tri-mekhala„--having three circles on the
abdomen; hira‹ya-ke¤a„--hair colored like gold; tray†-•tm•--whose form
manifests the Vedas; sruk-sruv-•di-upalak£a‹a„--decorated with the sacrificial
spoon, ladle and so on.
TRANSLATION
" 'In the Tret•-yuga, the Lord appeared in a body that had a reddish hue
and four arms. There were three distinctive lines on His abdomen, and His hair
was golden. His form manifested the Vedic knowledge, and He bore the symbols
of a sacrificial spoon, ladle and so on.'
TEXT 334
TEXT
satya-yuge dharma-dhy•na kar•ya '¤ukla'-mãrti dhari'
kardamake vara dil• ye•ho k”p• kari'
SYNONYMS
satya-yuge--in the millennium of Satya-yuga; dharma-dhy•na--religious
principles and meditation; kar•ya--induces; ¤ukla--whitish; mãrti--form;
dhari'--accepting; kardamake--to Kardama Muni; vara dil•--gave benedictions;
ye•ho--who; k”p• kari'--out of causeless mercy.
TRANSLATION
"As the white incarnation, the Lord taught religion and meditation. He
offered benedictions to Kardama Muni, and in this way He showed His causeless
mercy.
PURPORT
Kardama Muni was one of the praj•patis. He married Devahãti, the daughter
of Manu, and their son was Kapiladeva. The Supreme Lord was very pleased with
Kardama Muni's austerities, and He appeared before Kardama Muni in a whitish
body. This happened in the Satya-yuga millennium, when people were accustomed
to practicing meditation.
TEXT 335
TEXT
k”£‹a-'dhy•na' kare loka j‘•na-adhik•r†
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tret•ra dharma 'yaj‘a' kar•ya 'rakta'-var‹a dhari'
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-dhy•na--meditation upon K”£‹a; kare--perform; loka--the people;
j‘•na-adhik•r†--who are advanced in spiritual knowledge; tret•ra--of the
Tret•-yuga; dharma--the occupational duty; yaj‘a--performance of sacrifices;
kar•ya--induces; rakta-var‹a dhari'--assuming a reddish color.
TRANSLATION
"In the Satya-yuga the people were generally advanced in spiritual
knowledge and could meditate upon K”£‹a very easily. The people's occupational
duty in Tret•-yuga was to perform great sacrifices. This was induced by the
Personality of Godhead in His reddish incarnation.
TEXT 336
TEXT
'k”£‹a-pad•rcana' haya dv•parera dharma
'k”£‹a'-var‹e kar•ya loke k”£‹•rcana-karma
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-pada-arcana--worshiping the lotus feet of K”£‹a; haya--is; dv•parera-of the Dv•para millennium; dharma--the occupational duty; k”£‹a-var‹e--in a
blackish color; kar•ya--induces; loke--to the people; k”£‹a-arcana-karma--the
activities of worshiping Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"In Dv•para-yuga the people's occupational duty was to worship the lotus
feet of K”£‹a. Therefore Lord K”£‹a, appearing in a blackish body, personally
induced people to worship Him.
TEXT 337
TEXT
dv•pare bhagav•n ¤y•ma„
p†ta-v•s• nij•yudha„
¤r†-vats•dibhir a•kai¤ ca
lak£a‹air upalak£ita„
SYNONYMS
dv•pare--in the Dv•para-yuga; bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
¤y•ma„--blackish; p†ta-v•s•„--having yellow clothes; nija--own; •yudha„-having weapons; ¤r†-vatsa-•dibhi„--such as ¥r†vatsa; a•kai„--by bodily
markings; ca--and; lak£a‹ai„--by external characteristics such as the
Kaustubha jewel; upalak£ita„--characterized.
TRANSLATION
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" 'In the Dv•para-yuga the Personality of Godhead appears in a blackish
hue. He is dressed in yellow, He holds His own weapons, and He is decorated
with the Kaustubha jewel and marks of ¥r†vatsa. That is how His symptoms are
described.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.27). The ¤y•ma color is
not exactly blackish. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura compares it to
the color of the atas† flower. It is not that Lord K”£‹a Himself appears in a
blackish color in all the Dv•para-yugas. In other Dv•para-yugas, previous to
Lord K”£‹a's appearance, the Supreme Lord appeared in a greenish body by His
own personal expansion. This is mentioned in the Vi£‹u Pur•‹a, Hari-va‰¤a and
Mah•bh•rata.
TEXT 338
TEXT
namas te v•sudev•ya
nama„ sa•kar£a‹•ya ca
pradyumn•y•niruddh•ya
tubhya‰ bhagavate nama„
SYNONYMS
nama„--let me offer my respectful obeisances; te--unto You; v•sudev•ya-Lord V•sudeva; nama„--respectful obeisances; sa•kar£a‹•ya ca--also to Lord
Sa•kar£a‹a; pradyumn•ya--to Lord Pradyumna; aniruddh•ya--unto Aniruddha;
tubhyam--unto You; bhagavate--unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead; nama„-my respectful obeisances.
TRANSLATION
" 'I offer my respectful obeisances unto the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, expanded as V•sudeva, Sa•kar£a‹a, Pradyumna and Aniruddha.'
PURPORT
This is a prayer from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.29) spoken by Karabh•jana
Muni when he was questioned by Mah•r•ja Nimi, the King of Videha, about the
incarnations in specific yugas and their method of worship. Karabh•jana Muni
was one of the nine Yogendras, and he met the King to inform him about future
incarnations.
TEXT 339
TEXT
ei mantre dv•pare kare k”£‹•rcana
'k”£‹a-n•ma-sa•k†rtana'----kali-yugera dharma
SYNONYMS
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ei mantre--by this mantra; dv•pare--in the age of Dv•para; kare--perform;
k”£‹a-arcana--the worship of Lord K”£‹a; k”£‹a-n•ma-sa•k†rtana--chanting of
the holy name of Lord K”£‹a; kali-yugera dharma--the occupational duty in the
Age of Kali.
TRANSLATION
"By this mantra, the people worship Lord K”£‹a in the Dv•para-yuga. In the
Kali-yuga the occupational duty of the people is to chant congregationally the
holy name of K”£‹a.
PURPORT
As stated in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (12.3.51):
kaler do£a-nidhe r•jann
asti hy eko mah•n gu‹a„
k†rtan•d eva k”£‹asya
mukta-sa•ga„ para‰ vrajet
In Kali-yuga one worships Lord K”£‹a by chanting Hare K”£‹a, Hare K”£‹a,
K”£‹a K”£‹a, Hare Hare. Hare R•ma, Hare R•ma, R•ma R•ma, Hare Hare. To
propagate this movement, Lord K”£‹a personally appeared as Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. That is described in the following verse.
TEXT 340
TEXT
pita'-var‹a dhari' tabe kail• pravartana
prema-bhakti dil• loke la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
p†ta-var‹a dhari'--assuming the color yellow; tabe--thereafter; kail•
pravartana--introduced the sa•k†rtana movement; prema-bhakti dil•--He
distributed love of K”£‹a; loke--to the people in general; la‘• bhakta-ga‹a-accompanied by His devotees.
TRANSLATION
"Accompanied by His personal devotees, Lord K”£‹a, assuming a golden color,
introduces the hari-n•ma-sa•k†rtana, the chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mantra, in
the Age of Kali. By this process, He delivers love for K”£‹a to the general
populace.
TEXT 341
TEXT
dharma pravartana kare vrajendra-nandana
preme g•ya n•ce loka kare sa•k†rtana
SYNONYMS
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dharma pravartana kare--introduces a particular type of religious activity;
vrajendra-nandana--K”£‹a Himself; preme--in love; g•ya--chants; n•ce--dances;
loka--all people; kare--perform; sa•k†rtana--congregational chanting.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a, the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja, personally introduces the
occupational duty of the Age of Kali. He personally chants and dances in
ecstatic love, and thus the entire world chants congregationally.
TEXT 342
TEXT
k”£‹a-var‹a‰ tvi£•k”£‹ams••gop••g•stra-p•r£adam
yaj‘ai„ sa•k†rtana-pr•yair
yajanti hi su-medhasa„
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-var‹am--repeating the syllables k”£-‹a; tvi£•--with a luster;
ak”£‹am--not black (golden); sa-a•ga--with associates; up••ga--servitors;
astra--weapons; p•r£adam--confidential companions; yaj‘ai„--by sacrifice;
sa•k†rtana-pr•yai„--consisting chiefly of congregational chanting; yajanti-they worship; hi--certainly; su-medhasa„--intelligent persons.
TRANSLATION
" 'In the Age of Kali, intelligent persons perform congregational chanting
to worship the incarnation of Godhead who constantly sings the name of K”£‹a.
Although His complexion is not blackish, He is K”£‹a Himself. He is
accompanied by His associates, servants, weapons and confidential companions.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.32). See also šdi-l†l•,
Chapter Three, text 52.
TEXT 343
TEXT
•ra tina-yuge dhy•n•dite yei phala haya
kali-yuge k”£‹a-n•me sei phala p•ya
SYNONYMS
•ra tina-yuge--in the three other yugas; dhy•na-•dite--by processes
beginning with meditation; yei--whatever; phala--result; haya--there is; kaliyuge--in this Age of Kali; k”£‹a-n•me--by chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra;
sei phala p•ya--one gets the same achievement.
TRANSLATION
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"In the other three yugas--Satya, Tret• and Dv•para--people perform
different types of spiritual activities. Whatever results they achieve in that
way, they can achieve in Kali-yuga simply by chanting the Hare K”£‹a
mah•mantra.
TEXT 344
TEXT
kaler do£a-nidhe r•jann
asti hy eko mah•n gu‹a„
k†rtan•d eva k”£‹asya
mukta-bandha„ para‰ vrajet
SYNONYMS
kale„--of the Age of Kali; do£a-nidhe--in the ocean of faults; r•jan--O
King; asti--there is; hi--certainly; eka„--one; mah•n--very great; gu‹a„--good
quality; k†rtan•t--by chanting; eva--certainly; k”£‹asya--of the holy name of
K”£‹a; mukta-bandha„--liberated from material bondage; param--to the
transcendental spiritual kingdom; vrajet--one can go.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear King, although Kali-yuga is full of faults, there is still one
good quality about this age. It is that simply by chanting the Hare K”£‹a
mah•-mantra, one can become free from material bondage and be promoted to the
transcendental kingdom.
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (12.3.51).
TEXT 345
TEXT
k”te yad dhy•yato vi£‹u‰
tret•y•‰ yajato makhai„
dv•pare paricary•y•‰
kalau tad dhari-k†rtan•t
SYNONYMS
k”te--in the Satya-yuga; yat--which; dhy•yata„--from meditation; vi£‹um--on
Lord Vi£‹u; tret•y•m--in the Tret•-yuga; yajata„--from worshiping; makhai„--by
performing sacrifices; dv•pare--in the age of Dv•para; paricary•y•m--by
worshiping the lotus feet of K”£‹a; kalau--in the Age of Kali; tat--that same
result (can be achieved); hari-k†rtan•t--simply by chanting the Hare K”£‹a
mah•-mantra.
TRANSLATION
" 'Whatever result was obtained in Satya-yuga by meditating on Vi£‹u, in
Tret•-yuga by performing sacrifices and in Dv•para-yuga by serving the Lord's
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lotus feet can also be obtained in Kali-yuga simply by chanting the Hare K”£‹a
mah•-mantra.'
PURPORT
This verse is quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (12.3.52). At the present
moment in Kali-yuga there are many false meditators who concoct some imaginary
form and try to meditate upon it. It has become fashionable to meditate, but
people know nothing about the object of meditation. That is explained here.
Yad dhy•yato vi£‹um. One has to meditate upon Lord Vi£‹u or Lord K”£‹a.
Without referring to the ¤•stras, so-called meditators aim at impersonal
objects. Lord K”£‹a has condemned them in Bhagavad-g†t• (12.5):
kle¤o 'dhikataras te£•m
avyakt•sakta-cetas•m
avyakt• hi gatir du„kha‰
dehavadbhir av•pyate
"For those whose minds are attached to the unmanifested, impersonal feature
of the Supreme, advancement is very troublesome. To make progress in that
discipline is always difficult for those who are embodied."
Not knowing how to meditate, foolish people simply suffer, and there is no
benefit derived from their spiritual activities. The same reference can be
found in the following verse from the Vi£‹u Pur•‹a (6.2.17), Padma Pur•‹a
(Uttara-kha‹‚a 72.25) and B”han-n•rad†ya Pur•‹a (38.97).
TEXT 346
TEXT
dhy•yan k”te yajan yaj‘ais
tret•y•‰ dv•pare 'rcayan
yad •pnoti tad •pnoti
kalau sa•k†rtya ke¤avam
SYNONYMS
dhy•yan--meditating; k”te--in the Satya-yuga; yajan--worshiping; yaj‘ai„-by the performance of great sacrifices; tret•y•m--in the Tret•-yuga; dv•pare-in the Dv•para-yuga; arcayan--worshiping the lotus feet; yat--whatever;
•pnoti--is achieved; tat--that; •pnoti--is obtained; kalau--in the Age of
Kali; sa•k†rtya--simply by chanting; ke¤avam--the pastimes and qualities of
Lord Ke¤ava.
TRANSLATION
" 'Whatever is achieved by meditation in Satya-yuga, by the performance of
yaj‘a in Tret•-yuga or by the worship of K”£‹a's lotus feet in Dv•para-yuga is
also obtained in the Age of Kali simply by chanting and glorifying Lord
Ke¤ava.'
TEXT 347
TEXT
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kali‰ sabh•jayanty •ry•
gu‹a-j‘•„ s•ra-bh•gina„
yatra sa•k†rtanenaiva
sarva-sv•rtho 'bhilabhyate
SYNONYMS
kalim--the Kali-yuga; sabh•jayanti--worship; •ry•„--advanced people; gu‹aj‘•„--appreciating this good quality of Kali-yuga; s•ra-bh•gina„--persons who
accept the essence of life; yatra--in which age; sa•k†rtanena--simply by
performing sa•k†rtana-yaj‘a, the chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mantra; eva-certainly; sarva-sva-artha„--all interests of life; abhilabhyate--are
achieved.
TRANSLATION
" 'Those who are advanced and highly qualified and are interested in the
essence of life, know the good qualities of Kali-yuga. Such people worship the
Age of Kali because in this age, simply by chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•mantra,
one can advance in spiritual knowledge and attain life's goal.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.36) spoken by the great
sage Karabh•jana ™£i, one of the nine Yogendras. The sage was informing
Mah•r•ja Nimi about the people's duty to worship the Supreme Personality of
Godhead according to different processes in different yugas.
TEXT 348
TEXT
pãrvavat likhi yabe gu‹•vat•ra-ga‹a
asa•khya sa•khy• t••ra, n• haya ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
pãrva-vat--as previously; likhi--I write; yabe--when; gu‹a-avat•ra-ga‹a-incarnations of the material modes of nature; asa•khya--innumerable; sa•khya-counting; t••ra--of them; n• haya ga‹ana--not actually countable.
TRANSLATION
"As stated before when I described the incarnations of the material modes
[gu‹a-avat•ras], one should consider that these incarnations also are
unlimited and that no one can count them.
TEXT 349
TEXT
c•ri-yug•vat•re ei ta' ga‹ana
¤uni' bha•gi kari' t••re puche san•tana
SYNONYMS
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c•ri-yuga-avat•re--of the incarnations in the four different yugas; ei ta'
ga‹ana--such enumeration; ¤uni'--hearing; bha•gi kari'--giving a hint; t••re-unto Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; puche--inquired; san•tana--San•tana
Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
"Thus I have given a description of the incarnations of the four different
yugas." After hearing all this, San•tana Gosv•m† gave an indirect hint to the
Lord.
TEXT 350
TEXT
r•ja-mantr† san•tana----buddhye b”haspati
prabhura k”p•te puche asa•koca-mati
SYNONYMS
r•ja-mantr† san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m† was formerly an intelligent minister
for Nawab Hussain Shah; buddhye--in intelligence; b”haspati--exactly like
B”haspati, the priest in the heavenly kingdom; prabhura k”p•te--because of the
unlimited mercy of the Lord; puche--inquires; asa•koca-mati--without
hesitation.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† had been a minister under Nawab Hussain Shah, and he was
undoubtedly as intelligent as B”haspati, the chief priest of the heavenly
kingdom. Due to the Lord's unlimited mercy, San•tana Gosv•m† questioned Him
without hesitation.
TEXT 351
TEXT
'ati k£udra j†va mu‘i n†ca, n†c•c•ra
kemane j•niba kalite kon avat•ra?'
SYNONYMS
ati--very; k£udra--unimportant, insignificant; j†va--living entity; mu‘i-I; n†ca--low; n†ca-•c•ra--having very abominable behavior; kemane--how;
j•niba--shall i know; kalite--in this age; kon avat•ra--who is the
incarnation.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† said, "I am a very insignificant living entity. I am low
and poorly behaved. How can I understand who is the incarnation for this Age
of Kali?"
PURPORT
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This verse is very important in reference to the incarnations of God. At
present there are especially many rascals prevalent in India who proclaim
themselves incarnations of God or goddesses. Thus they are fooling and
bluffing foolish people. On behalf of the general populace, San•tana Gosv•m†
presented himself as a foolish, lowborn, poorly behaved person, although he
was a most exalted personality. Inferior people cannot accept the real God,
yet they are very eager to accept an imitation God who can simply bluff
foolish people. All this is going on in this Age of Kali. To guide these
foolish people, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu answers the question as follows.
TEXT 352
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"any•vat•ra ¤•stra-dv•re j•ni
kalite avat•ra taiche ¤•stra-v•kye m•ni
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; anya-avat•ra--the
incarnations in other yugas; ¤•stra-dv•re j•ni--one has to accept by reference
to the ¤•stras; kalite--in this Age of Kali; avat•ra--incarnation; taiche-similarly; ¤•stra-v•kye m•ni--one has to accept according to the description
of revealed scriptures.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "As in other ages an incarnation is
accepted according to the directions of the ¤•stras, in this Age of Kali an
incarnation of God should be accepted in that way.
PURPORT
According to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, this is the way an incarnation should
be accepted. ¥r†la Narottama d•sa áh•kura says, s•dhu-¤•stra-guru-v•kya,
cittete kariy• aikya. One should accept a thing as genuine by studying the
words of saintly people, the spiritual master and ¤•stra. The actual center is
¤•stra, the revealed scripture. If a spiritual master does not speak according
to revealed scripture, he is not to be accepted. Similarly, if a saintly
person does not speak according to the ¤•stra, he is not a saintly person.
¥•stra is the center for all. Unfortunately, at the present moment, people do
not refer to the ¤•stras; therefore they accept rascals as incarnations, and
consequently they have made incarnations into a very cheap thing. Intelligent
people who follow ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's instructions and the instructions
of the •c•rya, the bona fide spiritual master, will not accept a pretender as
an incarnation of God. In Kali-yuga, the only incarnation is ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. Imitation incarnations take advantage of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
The Lord appeared within the past five hundred years, played as the son of a
br•hma‹a from Nadia and introduced the sa•k†rtana movement. Imitating ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu and ignoring the ¤•stra, rascals present themselves as
incarnations and introduce their rascaldom as a religious process. As we have
repeatedly said, religion can be given only by the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. From the discussions in Caitanya-carit•m”ta, we can understand that
in different ages the Supreme Lord introduces different systems and different
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religious duties. In this Age of Kali, the only incarnation of K”£‹a is ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and He introduced the religious duty of Kali-yuga, the
chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra: Hare K”£‹a, Hare K”£‹a, K”£‹a K”£‹a,
Hare Hare. Hare R•ma, Hare R•ma, R•ma R•ma, Hare Hare.
TEXT 353
TEXT
sarvaj‘a munira v•kya----¤•stra-'param•‹a'
•m•-sab• j†vera haya ¤•stra-dv•r• j‘•na'
SYNONYMS
sarva-j‘a munira v•kya--the words of the omniscient muni (Vy•sadeva);
¤•stra-param•‹a--evidence of revealed scriptures; •m•-sab•--all of us; j†vera-of the conditioned souls; haya--there is; ¤•stra-dv•r•--through the medium of
revealed scriptures; j‘•na--knowledge.
TRANSLATION
"The Vedic literatures composed by the omniscient Mah•muni Vy•sadeva are
evidence of all spiritual existence. Only through these revealed scriptures
can all conditioned souls attain knowledge.
PURPORT
Foolish people try to concoct knowledge by manufacturing something in their
brains. That is not the real way of knowledge. Knowledge is ¤abda-pram•‹a,
evidence from Vedic literature. ¥r†la Vy•sadeva is called Mah•muni. He is also
known as Vedavy•sa because he has compiled so many ¤•stras. He has divided the
Vedas into four divisions--S•ma, ™g, Yajur and Atharva. He has expanded the
Vedas into eighteen Pur•‹as and has summarized Vedic knowledge in the Ved•ntasãtra. He also compiled the Mah•bh•rata, which is accepted as the fifth Veda.
Bhagavad-g†t• is contained within the Mah•bh•rata. Therefore Bhagavad-g†t• is
also Vedic literature (sm”ti). Some of the Vedic literatures are called
¤rutis, and some are called sm”tis. ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† recommends in the
Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.101):
¤ruti-sm”ti-pur•‹•dipa‘car•tra-vidhi‰ vin•
aik•ntik† harer bhaktir
utp•t•yaiva kalpate
Unless one refers to ¤•stra (¤ruti, sm”ti and pur•‹•di), one's spiritual
activity simply disturbs society. There is no king or government to check
people, and therefore society has fallen into a chaotic condition as far as
spiritual understanding is concerned. Taking advantage of this chaotic
condition, many rascals have appeared and proclaimed themselves incarnations
of God. As a result, the entire population is indulging in sinful activities
such as illicit sex, intoxication, gambling and meat-eating. Out of many
sinful people, many incarnations of God are emerging. This is a very
regrettable situation, especially in India.
TEXT 354
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TEXT
avat•ra n•hi kahe----'•mi avat•ra'
muni saba j•ni' kare lak£a‹a-vic•ra
SYNONYMS
avat•ra--the actual incarnation of Godhead; n•hi--never; kahe--says; •mi
avat•ra--I am an incarnation; muni--the great sage Mah•muni Vy•sadeva; saba
j•ni'--knowing all (past, present and future); kare lak£a‹a-vic•ra--describes
the symptoms of the avat•ras.
TRANSLATION
"An actual incarnation of God never says, 'I am God,' or 'I am an
incarnation of God.' The great sage Vy•sadeva, knowing all, has already
recorded the characteristics of the avat•ras in the ¤•stras.
PURPORT
In this verse it is clearly stated that a real incarnation of God never
claims to be a real incarnation. According to the symptoms described in the
¤•stra, one can understand who is an avat•ra and who is not.
TEXT 355
TEXT
yasy•vat•r• j‘•yante
¤ar†ri£v a¤ar†ri‹a„
tais tair atuly•ti¤ayair
v†ryair dehi£v asa•gatai„
SYNONYMS
yasya--whose; avat•r•„--incarnations; j‘•yante--can be known; ¤ar†ri£u-among the living entities; a¤ar†ri‹a„--of the Lord, who has no material body;
tai„ tai„--all those; atulya--incomparable; ati¤ayai„--extraordinary; v†ryai„-by prowess; dehi£u--among the living entities; asa•gatai„--impossible.
TRANSLATION
" 'The Lord does not have a material body, yet He descends among human
beings in His transcendental body as an incarnation. Therefore it is very
difficult for us to understand who is an incarnation. Only by His
extraordinary prowess and uncommon activities, which are impossible for
embodied living entities, can one partially understand the incarnation of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.10.34).
TEXT 356
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TEXT
'svarãpa'-lak£a‹a, •ra 'taàastha-lak£a‹a'
ei dui lak£a‹e 'vastu' j•ne muni-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
svarãpa-lak£a‹a--the personal characteristics; •ra--and; taàastha-lak£a‹a-the marginal characteristics; ei dui lak£a‹e--by these two symptoms; vastu--an
object; j•ne--know; muni-ga‹a--the great sages.
TRANSLATION
"By two symptoms--personal characteristics and marginal characteristics-the great sages can understand an object.
TEXT 357
TEXT
•k”ti, prak”ti, svarãpa,----svarãpa-lak£a‹a
k•rya-dv•r• j‘•na,----ei taàastha-lak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
•k”ti--bodily features; prak”ti--nature; svarãpa--form; svarãpa-lak£a‹a-personal symptoms; k•rya-dv•r•--by activities; j‘•na--knowledge; ei--this;
taàastha-lak£a‹a--the marginal symptom.
TRANSLATION
"Bodily features, nature and form are the personal characteristics.
Knowledge of His activities provides the marginal characteristic.
TEXT 358
TEXT
bh•gavat•rambhe vy•sa ma•gal•cara‹e
'parame¤vara' nirãpila ei dui lak£a‹e
SYNONYMS
bh•gavata-•rambhe--in the beginning of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; vy•sa--the great
author Vy•sadeva; ma•gala-•cara‹e--in the auspicious invocation; parama†¤vara--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; nirãpila--has described; ei dui
lak£a‹e--by these two characteristics, namely svarãpa (personal) and taàastha
(marginal) symptoms.
TRANSLATION
"In the auspicious invocation in the beginning of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, ¥r†la
Vy•sadeva has described the Supreme Personality of Godhead by these symptoms.
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TEXT 359
TEXT
janm•dy asya yato 'nvay•d itarata¤ c•rthe£v abhij‘a„ svar•à
tene brahma h”d• ya •di-kavaye muhyanti yat sãraya„
tejo-v•ri-m”d•‰ yath• vinimayo yatra tri-sargo 'm”£•
dh•mn• svena sad• nirasta-kuhaka‰ satya‰ para‰ dh†mahi
SYNONYMS
janma-•di--creation, maintenance and dissolution; asya--of this (the
universe); yata„--from whom; anvay•t--directly from the spiritual connection;
itarata„--indirectly from the lack of material contact; ca--also; arthe£u--in
all affairs; abhij‘a„--perfectly cognizant; sva-r•à--independent; tene-imparted; brahma--the Absolute Truth; h”d•--through the heart; ya„--who; •dikavaye--unto Lord Brahm•; muhyanti--are bewildered; yat--in whom; sãraya„-great personalities like Lord Brahm• and other demigods or great br•hma‹as;
teja„-v•ri-m”d•m--of fire, water and earth; yath•--as; vinimaya„--the
exchange; yatra--in whom; tri-sarga„--the material creation of three modes;
am”£•--factual; dh•mn•--with the abode; svena--His own personal; sad•--always;
nirasta-kuhakam--devoid of all illusion; satyam--the truth; param--absolute;
dh†mahi--let us meditate upon.
TRANSLATION
" 'I offer my obeisances unto Lord ¥r† K”£‹a, son of Vasudeva, who is the
supreme all-pervading Personality of Godhead. I meditate upon Him, the
transcendent reality, who is the primeval cause of all causes, from whom all
manifested universes arise, in whom they dwell and by whom they are destroyed.
I meditate upon that eternally effulgent Lord who is directly and indirectly
conscious of all manifestations and yet is beyond them. It is He only who
first imparted Vedic knowledge unto the heart of Brahm•, the first created
being. Through Him this world, like a mirage, appears real even to great sages
and demigods. Because of Him, the material universes, created by the three
modes of nature, appear factual, although they are unreal. I meditate,
therefore, upon Him, the Absolute Truth, who is eternally existent in His
transcendental abode and who is forever free of illusion.'
PURPORT
This verse, quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.1.1), links ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
with the Ved•nta-sãtra with the words janm•dy asya yata„. It is stated that
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, V•sudeva, is the Absolute Truth beyond the
material creation. This has been accepted by all •c•ryas. Even ¥a•kar•c•rya,
the most elevated impersonalist, says in the beginning of his commentary on
Bhagavad-g†t•: n•r•ya‹a„ paro 'vyakt•t. When this material creation is not yet
manifested from the mahat-tattva, it is called avyakta, and when it is
demonstrated from that total energy, it is called vyakta. N•r•ya‹a, the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, is beyond this vyakta-avyakta, manifested and
unmanifested material nature. This is the chief qualification of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead when He assumes a particular incarnation. K”£‹a tells
Arjuna that they both took birth many, many times before. K”£‹a remembers
everything about His previous appearances, but Arjuna does not remember. Since
K”£‹a is beyond the cosmic creation, He is in the exalted position of being
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able to remember everything in the past. Everything within the cosmic creation
has a material body, but K”£‹a, being beyond the material cosmic creation,
always has a spiritual body. He imparted Vedic knowledge into the heart of
Brahm•. Although Brahm• is the most important and exalted personality within
this universe, he could not remember what he did in his past life. K”£‹a has
to remind him through the heart. When Lord Brahm• was thus inspired, he was
able to create the entire universe. Remembering everything about the past and
inspiring Lord Brahm• to create are vivid examples of the characteristics
called svarãpa-lak£a‹a and taàastha-lak£a‹a.
TEXT 360
TEXT
ei ¤loke 'para‰'-¤abde 'k”£‹a'-nirãpa‹a
'satya‰' ¤abde kahe t••ra svarãpa-lak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
ei ¤loke--in this verse; param-¤abde--by the word param, or supreme; k”£‹a-of Lord K”£‹a; nirãpa‹a--there is an indication; satyam ¤abde--by the word
satyam, or Absolute Truth; kahe--indicates; t••ra--His; svarãpa-lak£a‹a-personal characteristics.
TRANSLATION
"In this invocation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, the word param indicates Lord
K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and the word satyam indicates His
personal characteristics.
TEXT 361
TEXT
vi¤va-s”£ày-•di kaila, veda brahm•ke pa‚•ila
arth•bhij‘at•, svarãpa-¤aktye m•y• dãra kaila
SYNONYMS
vi¤va-s”£ài-•di--creation, maintenance and dissolution of the cosmic
manifestation; kaila--performed; veda--the Vedic knowledge; brahm•ke--unto
Lord Brahm•; pa‚•ila--instructed; artha-abhij‘at•--having full knowledge of
past, present and future; svarãpa-¤aktye--by His personal energy; m•y•--the
illusory energy; dãra kaila--separated.
TRANSLATION
"In that same verse it is stated that the Lord is the creator, maintainer
and annihilator of the cosmic manifestation, and that He enabled Lord Brahm•
to create the universe by infusing him with the knowledge of the Vedas. It is
also stated that the Lord has full knowledge directly and indirectly, that He
knows past, present and future and that His personal energy is separate from
m•y•, the illusory energy.
TEXT 362
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TEXT
ei saba k•rya----t••ra taàastha-lak£a‹a
anya avat•ra aiche j•ne muni-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
ei saba k•rya--all these activities; t••ra--His; taàastha-lak£a‹a--marginal
characteristics; anya avat•ra--another incarnation; aiche--in that same way;
j•ne--know; muni-ga‹a--the great saintly persons like Vy•sadeva.
TRANSLATION
"All these activities are His marginal characteristics. Great saintly
persons understand the incarnations of the Supreme Personality of Godhead by
the indications of the two characteristics known as svarãpa and taàastha. All
the incarnations of K”£‹a should be understood in this way.
TEXT 363
TEXT
avat•ra-k•le haya jagate gocara
ei dui lak£a‹e keha j•naye †¤vara"
SYNONYMS
avat•ra-k•le--at the time of incarnation; haya--there is; jagate--in the
world; gocara--information; ei dui lak£a‹e--by these two characteristics,
namely svarãpa and taàastha; keha--some persons; j•naye--know; †¤vara--the
incarnation of the Supreme Lord.
TRANSLATION
"At the time of Their appearance,
the world because people can consult
incarnation's chief characteristics,
way the incarnations become known to

the incarnations of the Lord are known in
the ¤•stras to understand the
known as svarãpa and taàastha. In this
great saintly persons."

TEXT 364
TEXT
san•tana kahe,----"y•te †¤vara-lak£a‹a
p†ta-var‹a, k•rya----prema-d•na-sa•k†rtana
SYNONYMS
san•tana kahe--San•tana said; y•te--in whom; †¤vara-lak£a‹a--the
characteristics of the Lord are found; p†ta-var‹a--yellowish color; k•rya-activities; prema-d•na--distributing love of Godhead; sa•k†rtana--and chanting
congregationally the holy name of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
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San•tana Gosv•m†, "The color of the personality in whom the characteristics
of the Lord are found is yellowish. His activities include the distribution of
love of Godhead and the chanting of the holy names of the Lord.
TEXT 365
TEXT
kali-k•le sei 'k”£‹•vat•ra' ni¤caya
sud”‚ha kariy• kaha, y•uka sa‰¤aya"
SYNONYMS
kali-k•le--in the Age of Kali; sei--that personality; k”£‹a-avat•ra--the
incarnation of K”£‹a; ni¤caya--certainly; su-d”‚ha kariy•--firmly; kaha-kindly inform me; y•uka sa‰¤aya--so that all doubts may go away.
TRANSLATION
"The incarnation of K”£‹a for this age is indicated by these symptoms.
Please confirm this definitely so that all my doubts will go away."
PURPORT
San•tana Gosv•m† wanted to confirm the fact that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is
the incarnation of K”£‹a for this age. According to ¤•stra, in Kali-yuga the
Lord would assume a golden or yellow color and would distribute love of K”£‹a
and the sa•k†rtana movement. In accordance with ¤•stra and saintly persons,
these characteristics were vividly displayed by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and
it was therefore clear that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was an incarnation of
K”£‹a. He was confirmed by the ¤•stras, and His characteristics were accepted
by saintly people. Since ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu could not escape San•tana
Gosv•m†'s argument, He remained silent on this point and thereby indirectly
accepted San•tana's statement. By this we can clearly understand that ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu was the direct incarnation of Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 366
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----catur•li ch•‚a, san•tana
¤akty•ve¤•vat•rera ¤una vivarana
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied; catur•li--very intelligent
argument; ch•‚a--give up; san•tana--O San•tana; ¤akti-•ve¤a-avat•rera--of the
especially empowered incarnations; ¤una--hear; vivara‹a--the description.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "O San•tana, you must give up your
intelligent tricks. Just try to understand the meaning of the ¤akty•ve¤aavat•ra.
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TEXT 367
TEXT
¤akty•ve¤•vat•ra k”£‹era asa•khya ga‹ana
dig-dara¤ana kari mukhya mukhya jana
SYNONYMS
¤akti-•ve¤a-avat•ra--incarnations especially empowered by the Lord;
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; asa•khya ga‹ana--unlimited and innumerable; dikdara¤ana kari--let Me describe some of them; mukhya mukhya jana--who are
counted as the chief.
TRANSLATION
"There are unlimited ¤akty•ve¤a-avat•ras of Lord K”£‹a. Let Me describe the
chief among them.
TEXT 368
TEXT
¤akty•ve¤a dui-rãpa----'mukhya', 'gau‹a' dekhi
s•k£•t-¤aktye 'avat•ra', •bh•se 'vibhãti' likhi
SYNONYMS
¤akti-•ve¤a--empowered incarnations; dui-rãpa--two categories; mukhya-primary; gau‹a--secondary; dekhi--I see; s•k£•t-¤aktye--when there is direct
power; avat•ra--they are called incarnations; •bh•se--when there is
indication; vibhãti likhi--they are called vibhãti, or possessing special
favor.
TRANSLATION
"Empowered incarnations are of two types--primary and secondary. The
primary one is directly empowered by the Supreme Personality of Godhead and is
called an incarnation. The secondary one is indirectly empowered by the
Supreme Personality of Godhead and is called vibhãti.
TEXT 369
TEXT
'sanak•di', 'n•rada', 'p”thu' 'para¤ur•ma'
j†va-rãpa 'brahm•ra' •ve¤•vat•ra-n•ma
SYNONYMS
sanaka-•di--the four Kum•ras; n•rada--N•rada; p”thu--Mah•r•ja P”thu;
para¤ur•ma--Para¤ur•ma; j†va-rãpa--as the living entity; brahm•ra--of Lord
Brahm•; •ve¤a-avat•ra-n•ma--all of them are called empowered incarnations.
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TRANSLATION
"Some ¤akty•ve¤a-avat•ras are the four Kum•ras, N•rada, Mah•r•ja P”thu and
Para¤ur•ma. When a living being is empowered to act as Lord Brahm•, he is also
considered a ¤akty•ve¤a-avat•ra.
TEXT 370
TEXT
vaiku‹àhe '¤e£a'----dhar• dharaye 'ananta'
ei mukhy•ve¤•vat•ra----vist•re n•hi anta
SYNONYMS
vaiku‹àhe--in the spiritual world; ¤e£a--Lord ¥e£a; dhar• dharaye--carries
innumerable planets; ananta--Ananta; ei--these; mukhya-•ve¤a-avat•ra--primary
directly empowered incarnations; vist•re--in expanding them; n•hi--there is
not; anta--limit.
TRANSLATION
"Lord ¥e£a in the spiritual world of Vaiku‹àha and, in the material world,
Lord Ananta, who carries innumerable planets on His hood, are two primary
empowered incarnations. There is no need to count the others, for they are
unlimited.
TEXT 371
TEXT
sanak•dye 'j‘•na'-¤akti, n•rade ¤akti 'bhakti'
brahm•ya 's”£ài'-¤akti, anante 'bhã-dh•ra‹a'-¤akti
SYNONYMS
sanaka-•dye--in the four Kum•ras; j‘•na-¤akti--the power of knowledge;
n•rade--in N•rada Muni; ¤akti--the power; bhakti--of devotional service;
brahm•ya--in Lord Brahm•; s”£ài-¤akti--the power of creation; anante--in Lord
Ananta; bhã-dh•ra‹a-¤akti--the power to carry the planets.
TRANSLATION
"The power of knowledge was invested in the four Kum•ras, and the power of
devotional service was invested in N•rada. The power of creation was invested
in Lord Brahm•, and the power to carry innumerable planets was invested in
Lord Ananta.
TEXT 372
TEXT
¤e£e 'sva-sevana'-¤akti, p”thute 'p•lana'
para¤ur•me 'du£àa-n•¤aka-v†rya-sa‘c•ra‹a'
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SYNONYMS
¤e£e--in
personally;
Para¤ur•ma;
miscreants;

Lord ¥e£a; sva-sevana ¤akti--the power to serve the Lord
p”thute--in King P”thu; p•lana--the power to rule; para¤ur•me--in
du£àa-n•¤aka-v†rya--the extraordinary power to kill rogues and
sa‘c•ra‹a--empowering.
TRANSLATION

"The Supreme Personality of Godhead invested the power of personal service
to Lord ¥e£a, and He invested the power to rule the earth in King P”thu. Lord
Para¤ur•ma received the power to kill rogues and miscreants.
PURPORT
K”£‹a says in Bhagavad-g†t• (Bg. 4.8): paritr•‹•ya s•dhãn•‰ vin•¤•ya ca
du£k”t•m. Sometimes the Lord invests His power to rule in a king like P”thu
and enables such a king to kill rogues and miscreants. He also invests His
power in incarnations like Para¤ur•ma.
TEXT 373
TEXT
j‘•na-¤akty-•di-kala y•
yatr•vi£ào jan•rdana„
ta •ve¤• nigadyante
j†v• eva mahattam•„
SYNONYMS
j‘•na-¤akti-•di-kalay•--by portions of the potencies of knowledge,
devotional service, creation, personal service, ruling over the material
world, carrying the different planets, and killing the rogues and miscreants;
yatra--wherever; •vi£àa„--is entered; jan•rdana„--the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, Vi£‹u; te--they; •ve¤•„--empowered; nigadyante--are called; j†v•„-living entities; eva--although; mahat-tam•„--most exalted devotees.
TRANSLATION
" 'Whenever the Lord is present in someone by portions of His various
potencies, the living entity representing the Lord is called ¤akty•ve¤aavat•ra--that is, an incarnation invested with special power.'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta (1.18).
TEXT 374
TEXT
'vibhãti' kahiye yaiche g†t•-ek•da¤e
jagat vy•pila k”£‹a-¤akty-•bh•s•ve¤e
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SYNONYMS
vibhãti--specific power; kahiye--we say; yaiche--just like; g†t•--of
Bhagavad-g†t•; ek•da¤e--in the Eleventh Chapter; jagat--throughout the whole
universe; vy•pila--He expanded; k”£‹a-¤akti-•bh•sa-•ve¤e--by the reflection of
His power.
TRANSLATION
"As explained in the Eleventh Chapter of Bhagavad-g†t•, K”£‹a has spread
Himself all over the universe in many personalities through specific powers,
known as vibhãti.
PURPORT
The expansion of specific m•y• powers is explained in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(2.7.39).
TEXT 375
TEXT
yad yad vibhãtimat sattva‰
¤r†mad ãrjitam eva v•
tat tad ev•vagaccha tva‰
mama tejo '‰¤a-sambhavam
SYNONYMS
yat yat--whatever and wherever; vibhãtimat--extraordinarily opulent; sattvam--living entity; ¤r†mat--full of wealth; ãrjitam--full of power; eva-certainly; v•--or; tat tat--there; eva--certainly; avagaccha--should know;
tvam--you; mama--of Me; teja„--of power; a‰¤a--of a part; sambhavam-exhibition.
TRANSLATION
" 'Know that all beautiful, glorious and mighty creations spring but from a
spark of My splendor.
PURPORT
This is a statement made by K”£‹a in Bhagavad-g†t• (10.41).
TEXT 376
TEXT
athav• bahunaitena
ki‰ j‘•tena tav•rjuna
vi£àabhy•ham ida‰ k”tsnam
ek•‰¤ena sthito jagat
SYNONYMS
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athav•--or; bahun•--much; etena--with this; kim--what use; j‘•tena--being
known; tava--by you; arjuna--O Arjuna; vi£àabhya--pervading; aham--I; idam-this; k”tsnam--entire; eka-a‰¤ena--with one portion; sthita„--situated; jagat-universe.
TRANSLATION
" 'But what need is there, Arjuna, for all this detailed knowledge? With a
single fragment of Myself I pervade and support this entire universe.'
PURPORT
This is also a statement made by K”£‹a in Bhagavad-g†t• (10.42).
TEXT 377
TEXT
eita kahilu• ¤akty-•ve¤a-avat•ra
b•lya-pauga‹‚a-dharmera ¤unaha vic•ra
SYNONYMS
eita--thus; kahilu•--I have explained; ¤akti-•ve¤a-avat•ra--the
incarnations specifically empowered; b•lya--in childhood; pauga‹‚a--in
boyhood; dharmera--of the characteristics; ¤unaha--now hear; vic•ra--the
consideration.
TRANSLATION
"Thus I have explained specifically empowered incarnations. Now please hear
about the characteristics of Lord K”£‹a's childhood, boyhood and youth.
TEXT 378
TEXT
ki¤ora-¤ekhara-dharm† vrajendra-nandana
prakaàa-l†l• karib•re yabe kare mana
SYNONYMS
ki¤ora-¤ekhara--topmost of youth; dharm†--whose natural position;
vrajendra-nandana--the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda; prakaàa-l†l•--manifested
pastimes; karib•re--to perform; yabe--when; kare--makes; mana--mind.
TRANSLATION
"As the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda, Lord K”£‹a is by nature the paragon of
ki¤ora [youth]. He chooses to exhibit His pastimes at that age.
TEXT 379
TEXT
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•dau prakaàa kar•ya m•t•-pita----bhakta-ga‹e
p•che prakaàa haya janm•dika-l†l•-krame
SYNONYMS
•dau--first; prakaàa--manifest; kar•ya--He makes; m•t•-pit•--His mother and
father; bhakta-ga‹e--similar devotees; p•che--after that; prakaàa haya-becomes manifest; janma-•dika-l†l•-krame--such pastimes as birth, in order.
TRANSLATION
"Before His personal appearance, the Lord causes some of His devotees to
appear as His mother, father and intimate associates. He then appears later as
if He were taking birth and growing from a baby to a child and gradually into
a youth.
TEXT 380
TEXT
vayaso vividhatve 'pi
sarva-bhakti-ras•¤raya„
dharm† ki¤ora ev•tra
nitya-l†l•-vil•sa v•n
SYNONYMS
vayasa„--of age; vividhatve--in varieties; api--although; sarva--of all
kinds; bhakti-rasa-•¤raya„--the shelter of devotional service; dharm†--whose
constitutional nature; ki¤ora„--in the age before youth; eva--certainly; atra-in this; nitya-l†l•--of eternal pastimes; vil•sav•n--the supreme enjoyer.
TRANSLATION
" 'The Supreme Personality of Godhead is eternally enjoying Himself, and He
is the shelter of all kinds of devotional service. Although His ages are
various, His age known as ki¤ora [pre-youth] is best of all.'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (2.1.63).
TEXT 381
TEXT
pãtan•-vadh•di yata l†l• k£a‹e k£a‹e
saba l†l• nitya prakaàa kare anukrame
SYNONYMS
pãtan•-vadha-•di--killing of the demons like Pãtan•; yata--all; l†l•-pastimes; k£a‹e k£a‹e--one moment after another; saba l†l•--all these
pastimes; nitya--eternally; prakaàa--manifesting; kare--does; anukrame--one
after another.
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TRANSLATION
"When Lord K”£‹a appears, from moment to moment He exhibits His different
pastimes, beginning with the killing of Pãtan•. All these pastimes are
eternally being demonstrated one after another.
TEXT 382
TEXT
ananta brahm•‹‚a, t•ra n•hika ga‹ana
kona l†l• kona brahm•‹‚e haya prakaàana
SYNONYMS
ananta brahm•‹‚a--innumerable universes; t•ra--of which; n•hika ga‹ana-there is no counting; kona l†l•--some pastimes; kona brahm•‹‚e--in some
universe; haya--there is; prakaàana--manifestation.
TRANSLATION
"The consecutive pastimes of K”£‹a are manifest in one of the innumerable
universes moment after moment. There is no possibility of counting the
universes, but in any case some pastime of the Lord is being manifest at every
moment in one universe or another.
TEXT 383
TEXT
ei-mata saba l†l•----yena ga•g•-dh•ra
se-se l†l• prakaàa kare vrajendra-kum•ra
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; saba l†l•--all pastimes; yena--like; ga•g•-dh•ra--the
flowing of the water of the Ganges; se-se--those; l†l•--pastimes; prakaàa
kare--demonstrates; vrajendra-kum•ra--the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda.
TRANSLATION
"Thus the Lord's pastimes are like flowing Ganges water. In this way all
the pastimes are manifested by the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja.
TEXT 384
TEXT
krame b•lya-pauga‹‚a-kai¤orat•-pr•pti
r•sa-•di l†l• kare, kai¤ore nitya-sthiti
SYNONYMS
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krame--gradually; b•lya--childhood; pauga‹‚a--boyhood; kai¤orat•--youth;
pr•pti--development; r•sa--dancing with the gop†s; •di--and others; l†l•-pastimes; kare--performs; kai¤ore--in His age of pre-youth; nitya-sthiti-eternally existing.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a exhibits His pastimes of childhood, boyhood and pre-youth. When
He reaches pre-youth, He continues to exist eternally to perform His r•sa
dance and other pastimes.
PURPORT
The comparison made here is very interesting. K”£‹a does not grow like an
ordinary human being, even though He exhibits His pastimes of childhood,
boyhood and pre-youth. When He reaches the age of pre-youth, kai¤ora, He does
not grow any older. He simply remains in His kai¤ora age. He is therefore
described in the Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.33) as nava-yauvana.
advaitam acyutam an•dim ananta-rãpam
•dya‰ pur•‹a-puru£a‰ nava-yauvana‰ ca
vede£u durlabham adurlabham •tma-bhaktau
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
This nava-yauvana, or pre-youth, is the eternal transcendental form of
K”£‹a. K”£‹a never grows older than nava-yauvana.
TEXT 385
TEXT
'nitya-l†l•' k”£‹era sarva-¤•stre kaya
bujhite n• p•re l†l• kemane 'nitya' haya
SYNONYMS
nitya-l†l•--eternal pastimes; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; sarva-¤•stre kaya-described in every ¤•stra; bujhite n• p•re--not able to understand; l†l•-pastimes; kemane--how; nitya haya--are eternal.
TRANSLATION
"Descriptions of K”£‹a's eternal pastimes are in all revealed scriptures.
But one cannot understand how they are continuing eternally.
TEXT 386
TEXT
d”£à•nta diy• kahi tabe loka yadi j•ne
k”£‹a-l†l•----nitya, jyoti¤cakra-pram•‹e
SYNONYMS
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d”£à•nta diy•--giving an example; kahi--let Me say; tabe--then; loka-people; yadi--if; j•ne--can understand; k”£‹a-l†l•--pastimes of Lord K”£‹a;
nitya--eternal; jyoti„-cakra--of the zodiac; pram•‹e--by evidence.
TRANSLATION
"Let me give an example by which people may understand Lord K”£‹a's eternal
pastimes. An example can be found in the zodiac.
TEXT 387
TEXT
jyoti¤cakre sãrya yena phire r•tri-dine
sapta-dv†p•mbudhi la•ghi' phire krame krame
SYNONYMS
jyoti„-cakre--in the zodiac; sãrya--of the sun; yena--as; phire--moves;
r•tri-dine--the day and night; sapta-dv†pa-ambudhi--the oceans of the islands;
la•ghi'--crossing; phire--rotates; krame krame--one after another.
TRANSLATION
"The sun moves across the zodiac day and night and crosses the oceans
between the seven islands one after the other.
TEXT 388
TEXT
r•tri-dine haya £a£ài-da‹‚a-parim•‹a
tina-sahasra chaya-¤ata 'pala' t•ra m•na
SYNONYMS
r•tri-dine--during the whole day and night; haya--there is; £a£ài-da‹‚a--of
sixty da‹‚as (a measure of time); parim•‹a--duration; tina-sahasra--three
thousand; chaya-¤ata--six hundred; pala--palas; t•ra--of that; m•na-measurement.
TRANSLATION
"According to Vedic astronomical calculations, the rotation of the sun
consists of sixty da‹‚as, and it is divided into thirty-six hundred palas.
TEXT 389
TEXT
sãryodaya haite £a£ài-pala-kramodaya
sei eka da‹‚a, a£àa da‹‚e 'prahara' haya
SYNONYMS
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sãrya-udaya haite--beginning from the sunrise; £a£ài-pala--sixty palas;
krama-udaya--gradually rising higher and higher; sei--that; eka da‹‚a--one
da‹‚a; a£àa da‹‚e--in eight da‹‚as; prahara haya--there is a prahara.
TRANSLATION
"The sun rises in steps consisting of sixty palas. Sixty palas equal one
da‹‚a, and eight da‹‚as comprise one prahara.
TEXT 390
TEXT
eka-dui-tina-c•ri prahare asta haya
c•ri-prahara r•tri gele puna„ sãryodaya
SYNONYMS
eka-dui-tina-c•ri--one, two, three, four; prahare--in praharas; asta haya-the sun sets in the evening; c•ri-prahara--generally after four praharas;
r•tri--the night; gele--when it passes; puna„--again; sãryodaya--the sun
rises.
TRANSLATION
"Day and night are divided into eight praharas--four belonging to the day
and four belonging to the night. After eight praharas, the sun rises again.
TEXT 391
TEXT
aiche k”£‹era l†l•-ma‹‚ala caudda-manvantare
brahm•‹‚a-ma‹‚ala vy•pi' krame krame phire
SYNONYMS
aiche--in the same way; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; l†l•-ma‹‚ala--groups of
different pastimes; caudda-manvantare--in the duration of fourteen Manus;
brahm•‹‚a-ma‹‚ala--all of the universes; vy•pi'--spreading through; krame
krame--gradually; phire--return.
TRANSLATION
"Just like the sun, there is an orbit to K”£‹a's pastimes, which are
manifest one after the other. During the lifetime of fourteen Manus, this
orbit expands through all the universes, and gradually it returns. Thus K”£‹a
moves with His pastimes through all the universes, one after another.
TEXT 392
TEXT
saoy•¤ata vatsara k”£‹era prakaàa-prak•¤a
t•h• yaiche vraja-pure karil• vil•sa
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SYNONYMS
saoy•¤ata--125; vatsara--years; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; prakaàa-prak•¤a-manifestation of the appearance; t•h•--that; yaiche--like; vraja-pure--in
V”nd•vana and Dv•rak•; karil• vil•sa--enjoys the pastimes.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a remains within a universe for 125 years, and He enjoys His pastimes
both in V”nd•vana and Dv•rak•.
TEXT 393
TEXT
al•ta-cakra-pr•ya sei l†l•-cakra phire
saba l†l• saba brahm•‹‚e krame udaya kare
SYNONYMS
al•ta-cakra-pr•ya--exactly like a wheel of fire; sei--that; l†l•-cakra--the
cycle of K”£‹a's pastimes; phire--turns; saba l†l•--all these pastimes; saba
brahm•‹‚e--in all the universes; krame--one after another; udaya kare--become
manifest.
TRANSLATION
"The cycle of His pastimes turns like a wheel of fire. Thus K”£‹a exhibits
His pastimes one after the other in every universe.
TEXT 394
TEXT
janma, b•lya, pauga‹‚a, kai¤ora prak•¤a
pãtan•-vadh•di kari' mau£al•nta vil•sa
SYNONYMS
janma--birth; b•lya--childhood; pauga‹‚a--boyhood; kai¤ora--pre-youth;
prak•¤a--manifestation; pãtan•-vadha-•di--killing the demons, beginning from
Pãtan•; kari'--manifesting; mau£al•nta--until the end of the mau£ala pastimes;
vil•sa--pastimes.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a's pastimes--appearance, childhood, boyhood and youth--are all
manifest, beginning with the killing of Pãtan• and extending to the end of
mau£ala-l†l•, the annihilation of the Yadu dynasty. All of these pastimes are
rotating in every universe.
TEXT 395
TEXT
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kona brahm•‹‚e kona l†l•ra haya avasth•na
t•te l†l• 'nitya' kahe •gama-pur•‹a
SYNONYMS
kona brahm•‹‚e--in some universe; kona l†l•ra--some pastimes; haya--there
is; avasth•na--the presence; t•te--therefore; l†l•--pastimes; nitya--eternal;
kahe--explains; •gama-pur•‹a--the Vedas and Pur•‹as.
TRANSLATION
"Since all K”£‹a's pastimes are taking place continuously, at every moment
some pastime is existing in one universe or another. Consequently these
pastimes are called eternal by the Vedas and Pur•‹as.
TEXT 396
TEXT
goloka, gokula-dh•ma----'vibhu' k”£‹a-sama
k”£‹ecch•ya brahm•‹‚a-ga‹e t•h•ra sa•krama
SYNONYMS
goloka--the planet known as Goloka; gokula-dh•ma--the spiritual land, the
pasturing fields for the surabhi cows; vibhu--opulent and powerful; k”£‹asama--as much as K”£‹a; k”£‹a-icch•ya--by the supreme will of K”£‹a;
brahm•‹‚a-ga‹e--in each of the universes; t•h•ra--of the Goloka and Gokula
dh•mas; sa•krama--appearance.
TRANSLATION
"The spiritual abode known as Goloka, which is a pasturing land for surabhi
cows, is as powerful and opulent as K”£‹a. By the will of K”£‹a, the original
Goloka and Gokula dh•mas are manifest with Him in all the universes.
TEXT 397
TEXT
ataeva goloka-sth•ne nitya vih•ra
brahm•‹‚a-ga‹e krame pr•kaàya t•h•ra
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; goloka-sth•ne--in the original Goloka V”nd•vana planet;
nitya vih•ra--eternal pastimes; brahm•‹‚a-ga‹e--within the material universes;
krame--gradually; pr•kaàya--manifestation; t•h•ra--of them.
TRANSLATION
"The eternal pastimes of K”£‹a are continuously taking place in the
original Goloka V”nd•vana planet. These same pastimes are gradually manifest
within the material world, in each and every brahm•‹‚a.
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PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura elucidates this complicated
explanation of K”£‹a's pastimes. K”£‹a's pastimes are always present in the
material world in one of the many universes. These pastimes appear in the
universes one after the other, just as the sun moves across the sky and
measures the time. K”£‹a's appearance may be manifest in this universe at one
moment, and immediately after His birth, this pastime is manifest in the next
universe. After His killing of Pãtan• is manifest in this universe, it is next
manifest in another universe. Thus all the pastimes of K”£‹a are eternally
existing both in the original Goloka V”nd•vana planet and in the material
universes. The 125 years calculated in our solar system to be K”£‹a's lifetime
equal one moment for K”£‹a. One moment these pastimes are manifest in one
universe, and the next moment they are manifest in the next universe. There
are unlimited universes, and K”£‹a's pastimes are manifest one moment after
the other in all of them. This rotation is explained through the example of
the sun's moving across the sky. K”£‹a appears and disappears in innumerable
universes, just as the sun appears and disappears during the day. Although the
sun appears to rise and set, it is continuously shining somewhere on the
earth. Although K”£‹a's pastimes seem to appear and disappear, they are
continuously existing in one brahm•‹‚a (universe) or another. Thus all of
K”£‹a's l†l•s are present simultaneously throughout the innumerable universes.
By our limited senses we cannot appreciate this; therefore K”£‹a's eternal
pastimes are very difficult for us to understand. One should try to understand
how they are taking place by understanding the allegory of the sun. Although
the Lord is appearing constantly in the material universes, His pastimes are
eternally present in the original Goloka V”nd•vana. Therefore these pastimes
are called nitya-l†l• (eternally present pastimes). Because we cannot see what
is going on in other universes, it is a little difficult for us to understand
how K”£‹a is eternally manifesting His pastimes. There are fourteen Manus in
one day of Brahm•, and this time calculation is also taking place in other
universes. K”£‹a's pastimes are manifest before fourteen Manus expire.
Although it is a little difficult to understand the eternal pastimes of K”£‹a
in this way, we must accept the verdict of Vedic literatures.
There are two types of devotees--the s•dhaka, who is preparing for
perfection, and the siddha, who is already perfect. As far as those who are
already perfect are concerned, Bhagavad-g†t• says, tyaktv• deha‰ punar janma
naiti m•m eti so 'rjuna: "After giving up this material body, such a devotee
comes to Me." After leaving the material body, the perfect devotee takes birth
in the womb of a gop† on a planet where K”£‹a's pastimes are going on. This
may be in this universe or another universe. This statement is found in the
Ujjvala-n†lama‹i, which is commented upon by Vi¤van•tha Cakravart† áh•kura.
When a devotee becomes perfect, he is transferred to the universe where
K”£‹a's pastimes are taking place. K”£‹a's eternal associates go wherever
K”£‹a manifests His pastimes. As stated before, first the father and mother of
K”£‹a appear, then the other associates. Quitting his material body, the
perfect devotee also goes to associate with K”£‹a and His other associates.
TEXT 398
TEXT
vraje k”£‹a----sarvai¤varya-prak•¤e 'pãr‹atama'
pur†-dvaye, paravyome----'pãr‹atara', 'pãr‹a'
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SYNONYMS
vraje--in V”nd•vana; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; sarva-ai¤varya-prak•¤e-manifestation of His full opulence; pãr‹a-tama--most complete; pur†-dvaye--in
Dv•rak• and Mathur•; para-vyome--and in the spiritual world; pãr‹a-tara--more
complete; pãr‹a--complete.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a is complete in the spiritual sky [Vaiku‹àha]. He is more complete in
Mathur• and Dv•rak•, and He is most complete in V”nd•vana, Vraja, due to His
manifesting all His opulences.
PURPORT
This is confirmed in the following three verses from the Bhakti-ras•m”tasindhu (2.1.221-223).
TEXT 399
TEXT
hari„ pãr‹atama„ pãr‹atara„ pãr‹a iti tridh•
¤re£àha-madhy•dibhi„ ¤abdair
n•àye ya„ paripaàhyate
SYNONYMS
hari„--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; pãr‹a-tama„--most complete;
pãr‹a-tara„--more complete; pãr‹a„--complete; iti--thus; tri-dh•--three
stages; ¤re£àha--best; madhya-•dibhi„--middle, etc.; ¤abdai„--by the words;
n•àye--in books on dramatics; ya„--who; paripaàhyate--is proclaimed.
TRANSLATION
" 'This is stated in the dramatic literatures as "perfect," "more perfect,"
and "most perfect." Thus Lord K”£‹a manifests Himself in three ways--perfect,
more perfect and most perfect.
TEXT 400
TEXT
prak•¤it•khila-gu‹a„
sm”ta„ pãr‹atamo budhai„
asarva-vya‘jaka„ pãr‹atara„ pãr‹o 'lpa-dar¤aka„
SYNONYMS
prak•¤ita-akhila-gu‹a„--having all transcendental qualities manifested;
sm”ta„--is understood; pãr‹a-tama„--most perfect; budhai„--by learned
scholars; asarva-vya‘jaka„--having qualities not fully manifested; pãr‹a2131

tara„--more perfect; pãr‹a„--perfect; alpa-dar¤aka„--still less fully
manifested.
TRANSLATION
" 'When the Supreme Personality of Godhead does not manifest all His
transcendental qualities, He is called complete. When all the qualities are
manifest, but not fully, He is called more complete. When He manifests all His
qualities in fullness, He is called most complete. This is the version of all
learned scholars in the devotional science.
TEXT 401
TEXT
k”£‹asya pãr‹atamat•
vyakt•bhãd gokul•ntare
pãr‹at• pãr‹atarat•
dv•rak•-mathur•di£u
SYNONYMS
k”£‹asya--of Lord K”£‹a; pãr‹a-tamat•--being most perfect; vyakt•-manifested; abhãt--became; gokula-antare--in the domain of Gokula V”nd•vana;
pãr‹at•--completeness; pãr‹a-tarat•--more completeness; dv•rak•--in Dv•rak•;
mathur•-•di£u--and Mathur•, and so on.
TRANSLATION
" 'The most complete qualities of K”£‹a are manifest within V”nd•vana, and
His complete and more complete qualities are manifest in Dv•rak• and Mathur•.'
TEXT 402
TEXT
ei k”£‹a----vraje 'pãr‹atama' bhagav•n
•ra saba svarãpa----'pãr‹atara' 'pãr‹a' n•ma
SYNONYMS
ei k”£‹a--the same K”£‹a; vraje--V”nd•vana; pãr‹a-tama bhagav•n--the most
complete manifestation of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; •ra--other;
saba--all; sva-rãpa--forms; pãr‹a-tara--more complete; pãr‹a--complete; n•ma-named.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a is the most complete Supreme Personality of Godhead in
V”nd•vana. Elsewhere all His expansions are either complete or more complete.
TEXT 403
TEXT
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sa•k£epe kahilu• k”£‹era svarãpa-vic•ra
'ananta' kahite n•re ih•ra vist•ra
SYNONYMS
sa•k£epe--in brief; kahilu•--I have described; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a;
svarãpa-vic•ra--consideration of His different forms and features; ananta-Lord Ananta; kahite n•re--not able to describe; ih•ra--of this; vist•ra--the
expanse.
TRANSLATION
"Thus I have briefly described K”£‹a's manifestation of transcendental
forms. This subject matter is so large that even Lord Ananta cannot describe
it fully.
TEXT 404
TEXT
ananta svarãpa k”£‹era n•hika ga‹ana
¤•kh•-candra-ny•ye kari dig-dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
ananta--unlimited; svarãpa--forms; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; n•hika ga‹ana-there is no counting; ¤•kh•-candra-ny•ye--by the logic of showing the moon
through the branches of a tree; kari--I do; dik-dara¤ana--only partial
showing.
TRANSLATION
"In this way K”£‹a's transcendental forms are expanded unlimitedly. No one
can count them. Whatever I have explained is simply a little glimpse. It is
like showing the moon through the branches of a tree."
TEXT 405
TEXT
ih• yei ¤une, pa‚e, sei bh•gyav•n
k”£‹era svarãpa-tattvera haya kichu j‘•na
SYNONYMS
ih•--this narration; yei ¤une--anyone who hears; pa‚e--or reads; sei--such
a person; bh•gyav•n--is most fortunate; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; svarãpatattvera--of personal bodily features; haya--there is; kichu--something;
j‘•na--knowledge.
TRANSLATION
Whoever hears or recites these descriptions of the expansions of K”£‹a's
body is certainly a very fortunate man. Although this is very difficult to
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understand, one can nonetheless acquire some knowledge about the different
features of K”£‹a's body.
TEXT 406
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Twentieth Chapter, describing how San•tana Gosv•m† met the Lord at
V•r•‹as† and received knowledge of the Absolute Truth.
Chapter 21
The Opulence and Sweetness of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura gives the following summary study of the Twentyfirst Chapter. In this chapter ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu fully describes
K”£‹aloka, the spiritual sky, the Causal Ocean and the material world, which
consists of innumerable universes. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then describes Lord
Brahm•'s interview with K”£‹a at Dv•rak• and the Lord's curbing the pride of
Brahm•. There is also a description of one of K”£‹a's pastimes with Brahm•. In
this chapter the author of Caitanya-carit•m”ta has presented some nice poems
about the pastimes of K”£‹a and K”£‹a's superexcellent beauty. Throughout the
rest of the chapter, our intimate relationship (sambandha) with K”£‹a is
described.
TEXT 1
TEXT
agaty-eka-gati‰ natv•
h†n•rth•dhika-s•dhakam
¤r†-caitanya‰ likh•my asya
m•dhuryai¤varya-¤†karam
SYNONYMS
agati-eka-gatim--to the only shelter for the conditioned souls who do not
know the goal of life; natv•--offering obeisances; h†na-artha--of the
necessities of the conditioned souls, who are poor in spiritual knowledge;
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adhika--increase; s•dhakam--bringing about; ¤r†-caitanyam--unto Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; likh•mi--I am writing; asya--of Him; m•dhurya-ai¤varya-of the sweetness and opulence; ¤†karam--a small portion.
TRANSLATION
Offering my obeisances unto ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, let me describe a
particle of His opulence and sweetness. He is most valuable for a fallen
conditioned soul bereft of spiritual knowledge, and He is the only shelter for
those who do not know the real goal of life.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†-caitanya jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya--all glories; jaya--all glories; ¤r†-caitanya--to ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; jaya--all glories; nity•nanda--to Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya--all
glories; advaita-candra--to Advaita šc•rya; jaya--all glories; gaura-bhaktav”nda--to the devotees of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All glories to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Nity•nanda Prabhu!
All glories to Advaita šc•rya! All glories to all the devotees of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu!
TEXT 3
TEXT
sarva svarãpera dh•ma----paravyoma-dh•me
p”thak p”thak vaiku‹àha saba, n•hika ga‹ane
SYNONYMS
sarva--all; svarãpera--of the personal forms; dh•ma--abode; para-vyomadh•me--in the spiritual sky; p”thak p”thak--separate; vaiku‹àha--Vaiku‹àha
planets; saba--all; n•hika ga‹ane--there is no counting.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "All the transcendental forms of the
Lord are situated in the spiritual sky. They preside over spiritual planets in
that abode, but there is no counting those Vaiku‹àha planets.
TEXT 4
TEXT
¤ata, sahasra, ayuta, lak£a, koà†-yojana
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eka eka vaiku‹àhera vist•ra var‹ana
SYNONYMS
¤ata--a hundred; sahasra--a thousand; ayuta--ten thousand; lak£a--a hundred
thousand; koà†--ten million; yojana--a distance of eight miles; eka eka--each
and every one; vaiku‹àhera--of the spiritual planets; vist•ra--the breadth;
var‹ana--description.
TRANSLATION
"The breadth of each Vaiku‹àha planet is described as eight miles
multiplied by one hundred, by one thousand, by ten thousand, by one hundred
thousand, and by ten million. In other words, each Vaiku‹àha planet is
expanded beyond our ability to measure.
TEXT 5
TEXT
saba vaiku‹àha----vy•paka, •nanda-cinmaya
p•ri£ada-£a‚ai¤varya-pãr‹a saba haya
SYNONYMS
saba--all; vaiku‹àha--the spiritual planets; vy•paka--vast; •nanda-citmaya--made of spiritual bliss; p•ri£ada--associates; £aà-ai¤varya--six kinds
of opulence; pãr‹a--in full; saba--all; haya--are.
TRANSLATION
"Each Vaiku‹àha planet is very large, and each is made of spiritual bliss.
The inhabitants are all associates of the Supreme Lord, and they have full
opulence like the Lord Himself. Thus they are all situated.
TEXT 6
TEXT
ananta vaiku‹àha eka eka de¤e y•ra
sei paravyoma-dh•mera ke karu vist•ra
SYNONYMS
ananta vaiku‹àha--unlimited Vaiku‹àha planets; eka eka--certain; de¤e--in a
place; y•ra--of which; sei--that; para-vyoma--of the spiritual sky; dh•mera-of the abode; ke karu vist•ra--who can understand the breadth.
TRANSLATION
"Since all the Vaiku‹àha planets are located in a certain corner of the
spiritual sky, who can measure the spiritual sky?
TEXT 7
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TEXT
ananta vaiku‹àha-paravyoma y•ra dala-¤re‹†
sarvopari k”£‹aloka 'kar‹ik•ra' ga‹i
SYNONYMS
ananta--unlimited; vaiku‹àha--Vaiku‹àha planets; para-vyoma--the spiritual
sky; y•ra--of which; dala-¤re‹†--the bunches of outlying petals; sarva-upari-in the topmost portion of the spiritual sky; k”£‹a-loka--the abode of Lord
K”£‹a; kar‹ik•ra ga‹i--we consider the whorl of the lotus flower.
TRANSLATION
"The shape of the spiritual sky is compared to a lotus flower. The topmost
region of that flower is called the whorl, and within that whorl is K”£‹a's
abode. The petals of the spiritual lotus flower consist of many Vaiku‹àha
planets.
TEXT 8
TEXT
ei-mata £a‚-ai¤varya, sth•na, avat•ra
brahm•, ¤iva anta n• p•ya----j†va kon ch•ra
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--such; £aà-ai¤varya--six opulences; sth•na--abode; avat•ra-incarnations; brahm•--Lord Brahm•; ¤iva--Lord ¥iva; anta n• p•ya--cannot find
the limit; j†va--a living entity; kon--what of; ch•ra--worthless.
TRANSLATION
"Each Vaiku‹àha planet is full of spiritual bliss, complete opulence and
space, and each is inhabited by incarnations. If Lord Brahm• and Lord ¥iva
cannot estimate the length and breadth of the spiritual sky and the Vaiku‹àha
planets, how can ordinary living entities begin to imagine them?
TEXT 9
TEXT
ko vetti bhãman bhagavan par•tman
yoge¤varot†r bhavatas triloky•m
kva v• katha‰ v• kati v• kadeti
vist•rayan kr†‚asi yoga-m•y•m
SYNONYMS
ka„--who; vetti--knows; bhãman--O supreme great one; bhagavan--O Supreme
Personality of Godhead; para-•tman--O Supersoul; yoga-†¤vara--O master of
mystic power; ãt†„--pastimes; bhavata„--of Your Lordship; tri-loky•m--in the
three worlds; kva--where; v•--or; katham--how; v•--or; kati--how many; v•--or;
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kad•--when; iti--thus; vist•rayan--expanding; kr†‚asi--You play; yoga-m•y•m-spiritual energy.
TRANSLATION
" 'O supreme great one! O Supreme Personality of Godhead! O Supersoul,
master of all mystic power! Your pastimes are taking place continuously in
these worlds, but who can estimate where, how and when You are employing Your
spiritual energy and performing Your pastimes? No one can understand the
mystery of these activities.'
PURPORT
This verse is quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.14.21).
TEXT 10
TEXT
ei-mata k”£‹era divya sad-gu‹a ananta
brahm•-¤iva-sanak•di n• p•ya y••ra anta
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; divya--transcendental; satgu‹a--spiritual qualities; ananta--unlimited; brahm•--Lord Brahm•; ¤iva--Lord
¥iva; sanaka-•di--the four Kum•ras and so on; n•--not; p•ya--obtain; y••ra--of
which; anta--the limit.
TRANSLATION
"The spiritual qualities of K”£‹a are also unlimited. Great personalities
like Lord Brahm•, Lord ¥iva and the four Kum•ras cannot estimate the spiritual
qualities of the Lord.
TEXT 11
TEXT
gu‹•tmanas te 'pi gu‹•n vim•tu‰
hit•vat†r‹asya ka †¤ire 'sya
k•lena yair v• vimit•„ sukalpair
bhã-p•‰¤ava„ khe mihik• dyubh•sa„
SYNONYMS
gu‹a-•tmana„--the overseer of the three qualities; te--of You; api-certainly; gu‹•n--the qualities; vim•tum--to count; hita-avat†r‹asya--who have
descended for the benefit of all living entities; ke--who; †¤ire--were able;
asya--of the universe; k•lena--in due course of time; yai„--by whom; v•--or;
vimit•„--counted; su-kalpai„--by great scientists; bhã-p•‰¤ava„--the atoms of
the universe; khe--in the sky; mihik•„--particles of snow; dyu-bh•sa„--the
illuminating stars and planets.
TRANSLATION
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" 'In time, great scientists may be able to count all the atoms of the
universe, all the stars and planets in the sky, and all the particles of snow,
but who among them can count the unlimited transcendental qualities of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead? He descends on the surface of the globe for
the benefit of all living entities.'
PURPORT
This verse is quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.14.7).
TEXT 12
TEXT
brahm•di rahu----sahasra-vadane 'ananta'
nirantara g•ya mukhe, n• p•ya gu‹era anta
SYNONYMS
brahm•-•di rahu--leave aside Lord Brahm• and others; sahasra-vadane--in
thousands of mouths; ananta--Lord Ananta; nirantara--continuously; g•ya-chants; mukhe--in the mouths; n• p•ya--does not obtain; gu‹era--of qualities
of the Lord; anta--the end.
TRANSLATION
"To say nothing of Lord Brahm•, even Lord Ananta, who has thousands of
heads, could not reach the end of the Lord's transcendental qualities, even
though He is continuously chanting their praises.
TEXT 13
TEXT
n•nta‰ vid•my aham am† munayo 'graj•s te
m•y•-balasya puru£asya kuto 'var• ye
g•yan gu‹•n da¤a-¤at•nana •di-deva„
¤e£o 'dhun•pi samavasyati n•sya p•ram
SYNONYMS
na antam--no limit; vid•mi--know; aham--I; am†--those; munaya„--great
saintly persons; agraj•„--brothers; te--of you; m•y•-balasya--who has multienergies; puru£asya--of the Personality of Godhead; kuta„--how; avar•„--less
intelligent; ye--those who; g•yan--chanting; gu‹•n--the qualities; da¤a-¤ata•nana„--who has a thousand hoods; •di-deva„--the Personality of Godhead;
¤e£a„--Ananta ¥e£a; adhun• api--even until now; samavasyati--reaches; na--not;
asya--of the Lord; p•ram--limit.
TRANSLATION
" 'If I, Lord Brahm•, and your elder brothers, the great saints and sages,
cannot understand the limits of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is
full of various energies, who else can understand them? Although constantly
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chanting about His transcendental qualities, the thousand-hooded Lord ¥e£a has
not yet reached the end of the Lord's activities.'
PURPORT
This verse, spoken to N•rada Muni, is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.7.41).
TEXT 14
TEXT
seho rahu----sarvaj‘a-¤iroma‹i ¤r†-k”£‹a
nija-gu‹era anta n• p•‘• hayena sat”£‹a
SYNONYMS
seho rahu--let Him (Ananta) alone; sarva-j‘a--the omniscient; ¤iroma‹i--the
topmost; ¤r†-k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; nija-gu‹era--of His personal qualities; anta-limit; n•--not; p•‘•--getting; hayena--becomes; sa-t”£‹a--very inquisitive.
TRANSLATION
"To say nothing of Anantadeva, even Lord K”£‹a Himself cannot find an end
to His transcendental qualities. Indeed, He Himself is always eager to know
them.
TEXT 15
TEXT
dyu-pataya eva te na yayur antam anantatay•
tvam api yad antar•‹‚a-nicay• nanu s•vara‹•„
kha iva raj•‰si v•nti vayas• saha yac chrutayas
tvayi hi phalanty atannirasanena bhavan-nidhan•„
SYNONYMS
dyu-pataya„--the predominating deities of higher planetary systems (Lord
Brahm• and others); eva--also; te--Your; na--not; yayu„--could reach; antam-the limit of transcendental qualities; anantatay•--due to being unlimited;
tvam api--You also; yat--since; antara--within You; a‹‚a-nicay•„--the groups
of universes; nanu--O sir; s•vara‹•„--having different coverings; khe--in the
sky; iva--like; raj•‰si--atoms; v•nti--rotate; vayas•--the course of time;
saha--with; yat--what; ¤rutaya„--great personalities who understand the Vedas;
tvayi--in You; hi--certainly; phalanti--end in; atannirasanena--by refuting
the inferior elements; bhavat-nidhan•„--whose conclusion is in You.
TRANSLATION
" 'My Lord, You are unlimited. Even the predominating deities of the higher
planetary systems, including Lord Brahm•, could not find Your limitations. Nor
could You Yourself ascertain the limit of Your qualities. Like atoms in the
sky, there are multi-universes with seven coverings, and these are rotating in
due course of time. All the experts in Vedic understanding are searching for
You by eliminating the material elements. In this way, searching and
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searching, they come to the conclusion that everything is complete in You.
Thus You are the resort of everything. This is the conclusion of all Vedic
experts.'
PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.87.41) is confirmed in Bhagavad-g†t•:
bahãn•‰ janman•m ante
j‘•nav•n m•‰ prapadyate
v•sudeva„ sarvam iti
sa mah•tm• sudurlabha„
"After many births and deaths, he who is actually in knowledge surrenders
unto Me, knowing Me to be the cause of all causes and all that is. Such a
great soul is very rare." (Bg. 7.19)
After searching for the Absolute Truth throughout the universe, learned
scholars and Vedic experts cannot reach the ultimate goal. In this way they
come to K”£‹a.
When there is a discussion about the Absolute Truth, there are always
various pros and cons. The purpose of such arguments is to come to the right
conclusion. Such an argument is generally known as neti neti ("not this, not
that"). Until one comes to the right conclusion, the process of thinking,
"This is not the Absolute Truth, that is not the Absolute Truth," will
continue. When we come to the right conclusion, we accept the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, as the ultimate truth.
TEXT 16
TEXT
seha rahu----vraje yabe k”£‹a avat•ra
t••ra caritra vic•rite mana n• p•ya p•ra
SYNONYMS
seha rahu--leave aside such negative arguments; vraje--in V”nd•vana; yabe-when; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; avat•ra--incarnation; t••ra--His; caritra--character;
vic•rite--to deliberate; mana--mind; n•--not; p•ya--gets; p•ra--the limit.
TRANSLATION
"Apart from all argument, logic and negative or positive processes, when
Lord ¥r† K”£‹a was present as the Supreme Personality of Godhead at V”nd•vana,
one could not find a limit to His potencies by studying His characteristics
and activities.
TEXT 17
TEXT
pr•k”t•pr•k”ta s”£ài kail• eka-k£a‹e
a¤e£a-vaiku‹àh•j•‹‚a svasvan•tha-sane
SYNONYMS
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pr•k”ta-apr•k”ta--material and spiritual; s”£ài--creation; kail•--did; ekak£a‹e--in one moment; a¤e£a--unlimited; vaiku‹àha--Vaiku‹àha planets; ajaa‹‚a--material planets; sva-sva-n•tha-sane--with their own predominating
deities.
TRANSLATION
"At V”nd•vana, the Lord immediately created all material and spiritual
planets in one moment. Indeed, all of them were created with their
predominating deities.
TEXT 18
TEXT
e-mata anyatra n•hi ¤uniye adbhuta
y•h•ra ¤rava‹e citta haya avadhãta
SYNONYMS
e-mata--like this; anyatra--anywhere else; n•hi--not; ¤uniye--I hear;
adbhuta--wonderful event; y•h•ra--of which; ¤rava‹e--by hearing; citta-consciousness; haya--becomes; avadhãta--agitated and cleansed.
TRANSLATION
"We do not hear of such wonderful things anywhere. Simply by hearing of
those incidents, one's consciousness is agitated and cleansed.
PURPORT
When Lord Krsna was present in the earthly V”nd•vana, Lord Brahm•, taking
Him to be an ordinary cowherd boy, wanted to test His potency. Therefore Lord
Brahm• stole all the cows, calves and cowherd boys from K”£‹a and hid them by
his illusory energy. When K”£‹a saw that Brahm• had stolen His cows, calves
and cowherd boys, He immediately created many material and spiritual planets
in Lord Brahm•'s presence. Within a moment, cows, cowherd boys, calves and
unlimited Vaiku‹àhas--all expansions of the Lord's spiritual energy--were
manifested. As stated in the Brahma-sa‰hit•: •nanda-cinmaya-rasapratibh•vit•bhi„. Not only did K”£‹a create all the paraphernalia of His
spiritual energy, but He also created unlimited material universes with
unlimited Brahm•s. All these pastimes, which are described in ¥r†madBh•gavatam, will cleanse one's consciousness. In this way one can actually
understand the Absolute Truth. The spiritual planets in the spiritual sky are
called Vaiku‹àhas, and each of them has a predominating Deity (N•r•ya‹a) with
a specific name. Similarly, in the material sky there are innumerable
universes, and each is dominated by a specific deity, a Brahm•. K”£‹a
simultaneously created all these Vaiku‹àha planets and universes within a
moment of Brahm•'s return.
The word avadhãta means "rambling, agitating, moving, absorbed, defeated."
In some readings of Caitanya-carit•m”ta, it is said: y•h•ra ¤rava‹e citta-mala
haya dhãta. Instead of the word avadhãta, the words haya dhãta, meaning that
the heart or consciousness is cleansed, is used. When the consciousness is
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cleansed, one can understand what and who K”£‹a is. This is also confirmed in
Bhagavad-g†t• (7.28):
ye£•‰ tv anta-gata‰ p•pa‰
jan•n•‰ pu‹ya-karma‹•m
te dvandva-moha-nirmukt•
bhajante m•‰ d”‚ha-vrat•„
"Persons who have acted piously in previous lives and in this life, whose
sinful actions are completely eradicated and who are freed from the duality of
delusion, engage themselves in My service with determination."
Unless one is freed from the reaction of sinful activities, one cannot
understand K”£‹a or engage in His transcendental loving service.
TEXT 19
TEXT
"k”£‹a-vatsair asa•khy•tai„"----¤ukadeva-v•‹†
k”£‹a-sa•ge kata gopa----sa•khy• n•hi j•ni
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-vatsai„ asa•khy•tai„--K”£‹a was accompanied by an unlimited number of
calves and cowherd boys; ¤ukadeva-v•‹†--the words of ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†; k”£‹asa•ge--with Lord K”£‹a; kata gopa--how many cowherd boys; sa•khy•--the count;
n•hi j•ni--we do not know.
TRANSLATION
"According to ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†, K”£‹a had unlimited cows and cowherd boys
with Him. No one could count their actual number.
TEXT 20
TEXT
eka eka gopa kare ye vatsa c•ra‹a
koài, arbuda, ¤a•kha, padma, t•h•ra ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
eka eka--one after another; gopa--cowherd boys; kare--do; ye--whatever;
vatsa--calves; c•ra‹a--grazing; koài--ten millions; arbuda--a hundred million;
¤a•kha--one trillion; padma--ten trillion; t•h•ra ga‹ana--the enumeration of
that.
TRANSLATION
"Each of the cowherd boys was tending calves to the extent of a koài,
arbuda, ¤a•kha and padma. That is the way of counting.
PURPORT
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According to Vedic mathematical calculations, the following enumeration
system is used: units, tens (da¤a), hundreds (¤ata), thousands (sahasra), ten
thousands (ayuta) and hundred thousands (lak£a). Ten times lak£a is niyuta.
Ten times niyuta is koài. Ten times koài is arbuda. Ten times arbuda is v”nda.
Ten times v”nda is kharva. Ten times kharva is nikharva. Ten times nikharva is
¤a•kha. Ten times ¤a•kha is padma, and ten times padma is s•gara. Ten times
s•gara is antya, and ten times antya is madhya, and ten times madhya is
par•rdha. Each item is ten times greater than the previous one. Thus all the
cowherd boys who were companions of K”£‹a had many calves to take care of.
TEXT 21
TEXT
vetra, ve‹u, dala, ¤”•ga, vastra, ala•k•ra
gopa-ga‹era yata, t•ra n•hi lekh•-p•ra
SYNONYMS
vetra--canes; ve‹u--flutes; dala--lotus flowers; ¤”•ga--horns; vastra-garments; ala•k•ra--ornaments; gopa-ga‹era yata--as many as are possessed by
the cowherd boys; t•ra--of them; n•hi--there is not; lekh•-p•ra--limitation to
writing.
TRANSLATION
"All the cowherd boys had unlimited calves. Similarly, their canes, flutes,
lotus flowers, horns, garments and ornaments were all unlimited. They cannot
be limited by writing about them.
TEXT 22
TEXT
sabe hail• caturbhuja vaiku‹àhera pati
p”thak p”thak brahm•‹‚era brahm• kare stuti
SYNONYMS
sabe--all of them: hail•--became; catu„-bhuja--four-handed; vaiku‹àhera
pati--predominating Deities of the Vaiku‹àha planets; p”thak p”thak-separately; brahm•‹‚era--of the universes; brahm•--the predominating deities
known as Lord Brahm•; kare stuti--offer prayers.
TRANSLATION
"The cowherd boys then became four-handed N•r•ya‹as, predominating Deities
of Vaiku‹àha planets. All the separate Brahm•s from different universes began
to offer their prayers unto the Lords.
TEXT 23
TEXT
eka k”£‹a-deha haite sab•ra prak•¤e
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k£a‹eke sab•i sei ¤ar†re prave¤e
SYNONYMS
eka--one; k”£‹a-deha--transcendental body of K”£‹a; haite--from; sab•ra--of
everyone; prak•¤e--the manifestation; k£a‹eke--in a second; sab•i--every one
of Them; sei ¤ar†re--in that body of K”£‹a; prave¤e--enter.
TRANSLATION
"All these transcendental bodies emanated from the body of K”£‹a, and
within a second They all entered again into His body.
TEXT 24
TEXT
ih• dekhi' brahm• hail• mohita, vismita
stuti kari' ei p•che karil• ni¤cita
SYNONYMS
ih• dekhi'--seeing this; brahm•--Lord Brahm•; hail•--became; mohita-astonished; vismita--struck with wonder; stuti kari'--offering prayers; ei-this; p•che--at the end; karil•--made; ni¤cita--conclusion.
TRANSLATION
"When the Lord Brahm• from this universe saw this pastime, he was
astonished and struck with wonder. After offering his prayers, he gave the
following conclusion.
TEXT 25
TEXT
"ye kahe----'k”£‹era vaibhava mu‘i saba j•no•'
se j•nuka,----k•ya-mane mu‘i ei m•no•
SYNONYMS
ye kahe--if anyone says; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; vaibhava--opulences; mu‘i-I; saba--all; j•no•--know; se j•nuka--let him know; k•ya-mane--by my body and
mind; mu‘i--myself; ei--this; m•no•--accept.
TRANSLATION
"Lord Brahm• said, 'If someone says that he knows everything about K”£‹a's
opulence, let him think that way. However, as far as I am concerned, with my
body and mind I consider it in this way.
TEXT 26
TEXT
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ei ye tom•ra ananta vaibhav•m”ta-sindhu
mora v••-mano-gamya nahe eka bindu
SYNONYMS
ei ye--all this; tom•ra--Your; ananta--unlimited; vaibhava-am”ta-sindhu-ocean of the nectar of Your opulence; mora--my; v•k-mana„-gamya--within the
reach of words and mind; nahe--not; eka bindu--even a drop.
TRANSLATION
" 'My Lord, Your opulence is like an unlimited ocean of nectar, and it is
verbally and mentally impossible for me to realize even a drop of that ocean.
TEXT 27
TEXT
j•nanta eva j•nantu
ki‰ bahãkty• na me prabho
manaso vapu£o v•co
vaibhava‰ tava gocara„"
SYNONYMS
j•nanta„--persons who think they are aware of Your unlimited potency; eva-certainly; j•nantu--let them think like that; kim--what is the use; bahuukty•--with many words; na--not; me--my; prabho--O Lord; manasa„--of the mind;
vapu£a„--of the body; v•ca„--of the words; vaibhavam--opulences; tava--Your;
gocara„--within the range.
TRANSLATION
" 'There are people who say, "I know everything about K”£‹a." Let them
think that way. As far as I am concerned, I do not wish to speak very much
about this matter. O my Lord, let me say this much. As far as Your opulences
are concerned, they are all beyond the reach of my mind, body and words.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.14.38), spoken by Lord
Brahm• after he had stolen Lord K”£‹a's cows, calves and cowherd boys and
K”£‹a had exhibited His transcendental opulence by re-creating all the stolen
cows, calves and cowherd boys by His vi£‹u-mãrti expansions. After he had seen
this, Brahm• offered the above prayer.
TEXT 28
TEXT
k”£‹era mahim• rahu----keb• t•ra j‘•t•
v”nd•vana-sth•nera dekha •¤carya vibhut•
SYNONYMS
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k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; mahim•--glories; rahu--let be; keb•--who; t•ra--of
those; j‘•t•--a knower; v”nd•vana-sth•nera--of the abode of K”£‹a, V”nd•vana;
dekha--just see; •¤carya--wonderful; vibhut•--opulences.
TRANSLATION
"Let the glories of Lord K”£‹a be! Who could be aware of all of them? His
abode, V”nd•vana, has many wonderful opulences. Just try to see them all.
TEXT 29
TEXT
£ola-kro¤a v”nd•vana,----¤•strera prak•¤e
t•ra eka-de¤e vaiku‹àh•j•‹‚a-ga‹a bh•se
SYNONYMS
£ola-kro¤a--measuring sixteen kro¤as (thirty-two miles); v”nd•vana-V”nd•vana-dh•ma; ¤•strera prak•¤e--according to the revelation of revealed
scripture; t•ra--of V”nd•vana; eka-de¤e--in one corner; vaiku‹àha--all the
Vaiku‹àha planets; aj•‹‚a-ga‹a--the innumerable universes; bh•se--are
situated.
TRANSLATION
"According to the revelations of revealed scripture, V”nd•vana extends only
sixteen kro¤as [thirty-two miles]. Nonetheless, all the Vaiku‹àha planets and
innumerable universes are located in one corner of this tract.
PURPORT
In Vraja, the land is divided into various vanas, or forests. The forests
total twelve, and their extension is estimated to be eighty-four kro¤as. Of
these, the special forest known as V”nd•vana is located from the present
municipal city of V”nd•vana to the village called Nanda-gr•ma. This distance
is sixteen kro¤as (thirty-two miles).
TEXT 30
TEXT
ap•ra ai¤varya k”£‹era----n•hika ga‹ana
¤•kh•-candra-ny•ye kari dig-dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
ap•ra--unlimited; ai¤varya--opulence; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; n•hika
ga‹ana--there is no estimation; ¤•kh•-candra-ny•ye--according to the logic of
seeing the moon through the branches of a tree; kari--I make; dik-dara¤ana--an
indication only.
TRANSLATION
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"No one can estimate the opulence of K”£‹a. That is unlimited. However,
just as one sees the moon through the branches of a tree, I wish to give a
little indication."
PURPORT
First a child is shown the branches of a tree, and then he is shown the
moon through the branches. This is called ¤•kh•-candra-ny•ya. The idea is that
first one must be given a simpler example. Then the more difficult background
is explained.
TEXT 31
TEXT
ai¤varya kahite sphurila ai¤varya-s•gara
manendriya ‚ubil•, prabhu ha-il• ph••para
SYNONYMS
ai¤varya--opulence; kahite--to describe; sphurila--there manifested;
ai¤varya-s•gara--an ocean of opulence; mana-indriya--the chief sense, namely
the mind; ‚ubil•--immersed; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ha-il•--became;
ph••para--perplexed.
TRANSLATION
While describing the transcendental opulences of K”£‹a, the ocean of
opulence manifested in the mind of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and His mind and
senses were immersed in this ocean. Thus He was perplexed.
TEXT 32
TEXT
bh•gavatera ei ¤loka pa‚il• •pane
artha •sv•dite sukhe karena vy•khy•ne
SYNONYMS
bh•gavatera--of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; ei--this; ¤loka--verse; pa‚il•--recited;
•pane--personally; artha--the meaning; •sv•dite--to taste; sukhe--in
happiness; karena vy•khy•ne--describes the meaning.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu personally recited the following verse from ¥r†madBh•gavatam, and to relish the meaning, He began to explain it Himself.
TEXT 33
TEXT
svaya‰ tv as•my•ti¤ayas tryadh†¤a„
sv•r•jya-lak£my-•pta-samasta-k•ma„
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bali‰ haradbhi¤ cira-loka-p•lai„
kir†àa-koà†‚ita-p•da-p†àha„
SYNONYMS
svayam--personally the Supreme Personality of Godhead; tu--but; as•myaati¤aya„--who has no equal nor superior; tri-adh†¤a„--the master of three
places, namely Goloka V”nd•vana, Vaiku‹àhaloka and the material world, or the
master of Mah•-Vi£‹u, Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u and K£†rodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u, or the
master of Brahm•, Vi£‹u and Mahe¤vara, or the master of the three worlds (the
higher, lower and middle planetary systems); sv•r•jya-lak£m†--by His personal
spiritual potency; •pta--already achieved; samasta-k•ma„--all desirable
objects; balim--a presentation or taxation; haradbhi„--who are offering; ciraloka-p•lai„--by the predominating deities of different planets; kir†àa-koài-by millions of helmets; †‚ita--being worshiped; p•da-p†àha„--whose lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
" 'The Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, is the master of the three
worlds and the three principal demigods [Brahm•, Vi£‹u and ¥iva]. No one is
equal to or greater than Him. By His spiritual potency, known as sv•r•jyalak£m†, all His desires are fulfilled. While offering their dues and presents
in worship, the predominating deities of all the planets touch the lotus feet
of the Lord with their helmets. Thus they offer prayers to the Lord.'
PURPORT
This quotation is verse 21 of the Second Chapter, Third Canto of ¥r†madBh•gavatam.
TEXT 34
TEXT
parama †¤vara k”£‹a svaya‰ bhagav•n
t•te ba‚a, t••ra sama keha n•hi •na
SYNONYMS
parama--supreme; †¤vara--controller; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; svayam--personally;
bhagav•n--the original Personality of Godhead; t•te--therefore; ba‚a--most
exalted; t••ra--His; sama--equal; keha--anyone; n•hi--there is not; •na--else.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a is the original Supreme Personality of Godhead; therefore He is the
greatest of all. No one is equal to Him, nor is anyone greater than Him.
TEXT 35
TEXT
†¤vara„ parama„ k”£‹a„
sac-cid-•nanda-vigraha„
an•dir •dir govinda„
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sarva-k•ra‹a-k•ra‹am
SYNONYMS
†¤vara„--the controller; parama„--supreme; k”£‹a„--Lord K”£‹a; sat--eternal
existence; cit--absolute knowledge; •nanda--absolute bliss; vigraha„--whose
form; an•di„--without beginning; •di„--the origin; govinda„--Lord Govinda;
sarva-k•ra‹a-k•ra‹am--the cause of all causes.
TRANSLATION
" 'Krsna, known as Govinda, is the supreme controller. He has an eternal,
blissful, spiritual body. He is the origin of all. He has no other origin, for
He is the prime cause of all causes.'
PURPORT
This is the first verse of the Fifth Chapter of Brahma-sa‰hit•.
TEXT 36
TEXT
brahm•, vi£‹u, hara,----ei s”£ày•di-†¤vara
tine •j‘•k•r† k”£‹era, k”£‹a----adh†¤vara
SYNONYMS
brahm•--Lord Brahm•; vi£‹u--Lord Vi£‹u; hara--and Lord ¥iva; ei--they;
s”£ài-•di-†¤vara--the masters of material creation, maintenance and
dissolution; tine--all three of them; •j‘•k•r†--order carriers; k”£‹era--of
Lord K”£‹a; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; adh†¤vara--their master.
TRANSLATION
"The primary predominating deities of this material creation are Lord
Brahm•, Lord ¥iva and Lord Vi£‹u. Nonetheless, they simply carry out the
orders of Lord K”£‹a, who is master of them all.
TEXT 37
TEXT
s”j•mi tan-niyukto 'ha‰
haro harati tad-va¤a„
vi¤va‰ puru£a-rãpe‹a
parip•ti tri¤akti-dh”k
SYNONYMS
s”j•mi--create; tat-niyukta„--engaged by Him; aham--I; hara„--Lord ¥iva;
harati--annihilates; tat-va¤a„--under His control; vi¤vam--the whole universe;
puru£a-rãpe‹a--in the form of Lord Vi£‹u; parip•ti--maintains; tri-¤akti-dh”k-the controller of the three modes of material nature.
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TRANSLATION
"Lord Brahm• said, 'Following the will of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, I create, Lord ¥iva destroys, and He Himself in the form of
K£†rodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u maintains all the affairs of material nature. Thus the
supreme controller of the three modes of material nature is Lord Vi£‹u.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.6.32).
TEXT 38
TEXT
e s•m•nya, tryadh†¤varera ¤una artha •ra
jagat-k•ra‹a tina puru£•vat•ra
SYNONYMS
e s•m•nya--this is a general description; tri-adh†¤varera--of the master of
the three worlds; ¤una--please hear; artha--meaning; •ra--another; jagatk•ra‹a--the cause of the material creation; tina--three; puru£a-avat•ra-puru£a incarnations of Vi£‹u.
TRANSLATION
"This is only a general description. Please try to understand another
meaning of tryadh†¤a. The three puru£a incarnations of Vi£‹u are the original
cause of the material creation.
TEXT 39
TEXT
mah•-vi£‹u, padman•bha, k£†rodaka-sv•m†
ei tina----sthãla-sãk£ma-sarva-antary•m†
SYNONYMS
mah•-vi£‹u--Mah•-Vi£‹u; padman•bha--Padman•bha (Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u);
k£†ra-udaka-sv•m†--K£†rodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u; ei tina--all these three; sthãlasãk£ma--gross and subtle; sarva--of all; antary•m†--the Supersoul.
TRANSLATION
"Mah•-Vi£‹u, Padman•bha and K£†rodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u are the Supersouls of all
subtle and gross existences.
PURPORT
Lord Mah•-Vi£‹u is known as K•ra‹odaka¤•y† Vi£‹u, the Supersoul of
everything. Garbhodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u, from whose lotus navel Brahm• was created,
is also called Hira‹yagarbha and is the total Supersoul and the subtle
Supersoul. K£†rodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u is the universal form and the gross Supersoul.
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TEXT 40
TEXT
ei tina----sarv•¤raya, jagat-†¤vara
eho saba kal•-a‰¤a, k”£‹a----adh†¤vara
SYNONYMS
ei tina--these three; sarva-•¤raya--the shelter of the whole material
creation; jagat-†¤vara--supreme controllers of the universe; eho saba--all of
Them; kal•-a‰¤a--plenary portions, or portions of the plenary portions; k”£‹a-Lord K”£‹a; adh†¤vara--the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"Although Mah•-Vi£‹u, Padman•bha and K£†rodaka¤•y† Vi£‹u are all shelters
and controllers of the entire universe, They are nonetheless but plenary
portions or portions of the plenary portions of K”£‹a. Therefore He is the
original Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 41
TEXT
yasyaika-ni¤vasita-k•lam ath•valambya
j†vanti loma-vilaj• jagad-a‹‚a-n•th•„
vi£‹ur mah•n sa iha yasya kal•-vi¤e£o
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
SYNONYMS
yasya--whose; eka--one; ni¤vasita--of breath; k•lam--time; atha--thus;
avalambya--taking shelter of; j†vanti--live; loma-vilaj•„--grown from the hair
holes; jagat-a‹‚a-n•th•„--the masters of the universes (the Brahm•s); vi£‹u„
mah•n--the Supreme Lord Mah•-Vi£‹u; sa„--that; iha--here; yasya--whose; kal•vi¤e£a„--particular plenary portion or expansion; govindam--Lord Govinda; •dipuru£am--the original person; tam--Him; aham--I; bhaj•mi--worship.
TRANSLATION
" 'The Brahm•s and other lords of the mundane worlds appear from the pores
of the Mah•-Vi£‹u and remain alive for the duration of His one exhalation. I
adore the primeval Lord, Govinda, for Mah•-Vi£‹u is a portion of His plenary
portion.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.48). See also šdi-l†l• (5.71).
TEXT 42
TEXT
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ei artha----madhyama, ¤una 'gã‚ha' artha •ra
tina •v•sa-sth•na k”£‹era ¤•stre khy•ti y•ra
SYNONYMS
ei artha--this explanation; madhyama--middle; ¤una--please hear; gã‚ha-confidential; artha--meaning; •ra--another; tina--three; •v•sa-sth•na-residential places; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; ¤•stre--in the revealed
scriptures; khy•ti--fame; y•ra--of which.
TRANSLATION
"This is the middle meaning. Now please hear the confidential meaning. Lord
K”£‹a has three places of residence, which are well known from revealed
scriptures.
PURPORT
K”£‹a has three abodes--His internal abode (Goloka V”nd•vana), His
intermediate abode (the spiritual sky), and His external abode (this material
world).
TEXT 43
TEXT
'anta„pura'----goloka-¤r†-v”nd•vana
y•h•• nitya-sthiti m•t•-pit•-bandhu-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
anta„-pura--the internal abode; goloka-¤r†-v”nd•vana--Goloka V”nd•vana;
y•h••--where; nitya-sthiti--eternal residence; m•t•-pit•--mother and father;
bandhu-ga‹a--and friends.
TRANSLATION
"The internal abode is called Goloka V”nd•vana. It is there that Lord
K”£‹a's personal friends, associates, father and mother live.
TEXT 44
TEXT
madhurai¤varya-m•dhurya-k”p•di-bh•‹‚•ra
yogam•y• d•s† y•h•• r•s•di l†l•-s•ra
SYNONYMS
madhura-ai¤varya--of sweetness and opulence; m•dhurya--of conjugal love;
k”p•-•di--and of mercy and so on; bh•‹‚•ra--storehouse; yoga-m•y•--the
spiritual energy; d•s†--maidservant; y•h••--where; r•sa-•di--the r•sa dance
and other pastimes; l†l•-s•ra--the quintessence of all pastimes.
TRANSLATION
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"V”nd•vana is the storehouse of K”£‹a's mercy and the sweet opulences of
conjugal love. That is where the spiritual energy, working as a maidservant,
exhibits the r•sa dance, the quintessence of all pastimes.
TEXT 45
TEXT
karu‹•-nikuramba-komale
madhurai¤varya-vi¤e£a-¤•lini
jayati vraja-r•ja-nandane
na hi cint•-ka‹ik•bhyudeti na„
SYNONYMS
karu‹•-nikuramba-komale--who is very soft because of great mercy; madhuraai¤varya-vi¤e£a-¤alini--especially by the opulence of conjugal love; jayati-all glories; vraja-r•ja-nandane--to the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda; na--not; hi-certainly; cint•--of anxiety; ka‹ika--even a particle; abhyudeti--awakens;
na„--of us.
TRANSLATION
"V”nd•vana-dh•ma is very soft due to the mercy of the Supreme Lord, and it
is especially opulent due to conjugal love. The transcendental glories of the
son of Mah•r•ja Nanda are exhibited here. Under the circumstances, not the
least anxiety is awakened within us.
TEXT 46
TEXT
t•ra tale paravyoma----'vi£‹uloka'-n•ma
n•r•ya‹a-•di ananta svarãpera dh•ma
SYNONYMS
t•ra tale--below V”nd•vana-dh•ma; para-vyoma--the spiritual sky; vi£‹uloka-n•ma--known as Vi£‹uloka; n•r•ya‹a-•di--N•r•ya‹a and others; ananta-unlimited; sva-rãpera--of personal expansions; dh•ma--the place.
TRANSLATION
"Below the V”nd•vana planet is the spiritual sky, which is known as
Vi£‹uloka. In Vi£‹uloka there are innumerable Vaiku‹àha planets controlled by
N•r•ya‹a and other innumerable expansions of K”£‹a.
TEXT 47
TEXT
'madhyama-•v•sa' k”£‹era----£a‚-ai¤varya-bh•‹‚•ra
ananta svarãpe y•h•• karena vih•ra
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SYNONYMS
madhyama-•v•sa--the middle residence; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; £aà-ai¤varyabh•‹‚•ra--the storehouse of six opulences; ananta sva-rãpe--in unlimited
forms; y•h••--where; karena vih•ra--enjoys His pastimes.
TRANSLATION
"The spiritual sky, which is full in all six opulences, is the interim
residence of Lord K”£‹a. It is there that an unlimited number of forms of
K”£‹a enjoy Their pastimes.
TEXT 48
TEXT
ananta vaiku‹àha y•h•• bh•‹‚•ra-koàhari
p•ri£ada-ga‹e £a‚-ai¤varye •che bhari'
SYNONYMS
ananta--unlimited; vaiku‹àha--Vaiku‹àha planets; y•h••--where; bh•‹‚•rakoàhari--like rooms of a treasure-house; p•ri£ada-ga‹e--eternal associates;
£aà-ai¤varye--with the six opulences; •che--are; bhari'--filling.
TRANSLATION
"Innumerable Vaiku‹àha planets, which are just like different rooms of a
treasure-house, are all there, filled with all opulences. Those unlimited
planets house the Lord's eternal associates, who are also enriched with the
six opulences."
TEXT 49
TEXT
goloka-n•mni nija-dh•mni tale ca tasya
dev†-mahe¤a-hari-dh•masu te£u te£u
te te prabh•va-nicay• vihit•¤ ca yena
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
SYNONYMS
goloka-n•mni nija-dh•mni--in the planet known as Goloka V”nd•vana, the
personal abode of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; tale--in the part
underneath; ca--also; tasya--of that; dev†--of the goddess Durg•; mahe¤a--of
Lord ¥iva; hari--of N•r•ya‹a; dh•masu--in the planets; te£u te£u--in each of
them; te te--those respective; prabh•va-nicay•„--opulences; vihit•„-established; ca--also; yena--by whom; govindam--unto that Govinda; •dipuru£am--the original Supreme Personality of Godhead; tam--unto Him; aham--I;
bhaj•mi--offer my obeisances.
TRANSLATION
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" 'Below the planet named Goloka V”nd•vana are the planets known as Dev†dh•ma, Mahe¤a-dh•ma and Hari-dh•ma. These are opulent in different ways. They
are managed by the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Govinda, the original Lord.
I offer my obeisances unto Him.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.43).
TEXT 50
TEXT
pradh•na-parama-vyomnor
antare viraj• nad†
ved••ga-sveda-janitais
toyai„ prasr•vit• ¤ubh•
SYNONYMS
pradh•na-parama-vyomno„ antare--between the material world and spiritual
world; viraj• nad†--is a river known as Viraj•; veda-a•ga--of the
transcendental body of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; sveda-janitai„-produced from the perspiration; toyai„--with water; prasr•vit•--flowing;
¤ubh•--all-auspicious.
TRANSLATION
" 'Between the spiritual and material worlds is a body of water known as
the river Viraj•. This water is generated from the bodily perspiration of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is known as Ved••ga. Thus the river
flows.'
PURPORT
This verse and the following verse are from the Padma Pur•‹a.
TEXT 51
TEXT
tasy•„ p•re paravyoma
trip•d-bhãta‰ san•tanam
am”ta‰ ¤•¤vata‰ nityam
ananta‰ parama‰ padam
SYNONYMS
tasy•„ p•re--on the other bank of the Viraj• River; para-vyoma--the
spiritual sky; tri-p•d-bhãtam--existing as three fourths of the opulence of
the Supreme Lord; san•tanam--eternal; am”tam--without deterioration; ¤•¤vatam-without being subjected to the control of time; nityam--constantly existing;
anantam--unlimited; paramam--supreme; padam--abode.
TRANSLATION
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" 'Beyond the river Viraj• is a spiritual nature, which is indestructible,
eternal, inexhaustible and unlimited. It is the supreme abode consisting of
three fourths of the Lord's opulences. It is known as paravyoma, the spiritual
sky.'
PURPORT
In the spiritual sky there is neither anxiety nor fear. It is eternally
existing, and it consists of three fourths of the Lord's energy. The material
world is an exhibition of only one fourth of the Lord's energy. Therefore it
is called eka-p•da-vibhãti.
TEXT 52
TEXT
t•ra tale 'b•hy•v•sa' viraj•ra p•ra
ananta brahm•‹‚a y•h•• koàhari ap•ra
SYNONYMS
t•ra tale--below the spiritual world; b•hya-•v•sa--external abode; viraj•ra
p•ra--on the other side of the river Viraj•; ananta brahm•‹‚a--unlimited
number of universes; y•h••--where; koàhari--apartments; ap•ra--unlimited.
TRANSLATION
"On the other side of the river Viraj• is the external abode, which is full
of unlimited universes, each containing unlimited atmospheres.
TEXT 53
TEXT
'dev†-dh•ma' n•ma t•ra, j†va y•ra v•s†
jagal-lak£m† r•khi' rahe y•h•• m•y• d•s†
SYNONYMS
dev†-dh•ma--the place of the external energy; n•ma--named; t•ra--its; j†va-the conditioned living entities; y•ra--of which; v•s†--the inhabitants;
jagat-lak£m†--the material energy; r•khi'--keeping them; rahe--exists; y•h••-wherein; m•y•--the external energy; d•s†--maidservant.
TRANSLATION
"The abode of the external energy is called Dev†-dh•ma, and its inhabitants
are conditioned souls. It is there that the material energy, Durg•, resides
with many opulent maidservants.
PURPORT
Because he wants to enjoy the material energy, the conditioned soul is
allowed to reside in Dev†-dh•ma, the external energy, where the goddess Durg•
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carries out the orders of the Supreme Lord as His maidservant. The material
energy is called jagal-lak£m† because she protects the bewildered conditioned
souls. The goddess Durg• is therefore known as the mother, and Lord ¥iva, her
husband, is known as the father. Lord ¥iva and goddess Durg• are therefore
known as the material father and mother. Goddess Durg• is so named because
this material world is like a big fort where the conditioned soul is placed
under her care. For material facilities, the conditioned soul tries to please
the goddess Durg•, and mother Durg• supplies all kinds of material facilities.
Because of this, the conditioned souls are allured and do not wish to leave
the external energy. Consequently they are continuously making plans to live
here peacefully and happily. Such is the material world.
TEXT 54
TEXT
ei tina dh•mera haya k”£‹a adh†¤vara
goloka-paravyoma----prak”tira para
SYNONYMS
ei tina dh•mera--of these three dh•mas, or residential places, namely
Goloka V”nd•vana-dh•ma, Vaiku‹àha-dh•ma (Hari-dh•ma) and Dev†-dh•ma (the
material world); haya--is; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; adh†¤vara--the supreme master;
goloka-paravyoma--the spiritual planet Goloka and the spiritual sky; prak”tira
para--beyond this material energy.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a is the supreme proprietor of all dh•mas, including Goloka-dh•ma,
Vaiku‹àha-dh•ma and Dev†-dh•ma. The paravyoma and Goloka-dh•ma are beyond
Dev†-dh•ma, this material world.
PURPORT
When a living entity is liberated from Dev†-dh•ma but does not know of the
opulence of Hari-dh•ma, he is placed in Mahe¤a-dh•ma, which is between the
other two dh•mas. The liberated soul does not get an opportunity to serve the
Supreme Personality of Godhead there; therefore although this Mahe¤a-dh•ma is
Lord ¥iva's dh•ma and above the Dev†-dh•ma, it is not the spiritual world. The
spiritual world begins with Hari-dh•ma, or Vaiku‹àhaloka.
TEXT 55
TEXT
cic-chakti-vibhãti-dh•ma----trip•d-ai¤varya-n•ma
m•yika vibhãti----eka-p•da abhidh•na
SYNONYMS
cit-¤akti--of the spiritual energy; vibhãti-dh•ma--opulent abode; tri-p•d-three fourths; ai¤varya--opulence; n•ma--named; m•yika vibhãti--material
opulence; eka-p•da--one fourth; abhidh•na--known.
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TRANSLATION
"The spiritual world is considered to be three fourths of the energy and
opulence of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, whereas this material world is
only one fourth of that energy. That is our understanding.
PURPORT
Hari-dh•ma (paravyoma) and Goloka V”nd•vana are beyond the material cosmic
manifestation. They are celebrated as three fourths of the Lord's energy. The
material world, conducted by the Supreme Lord's external energy, is called
Dev†-dh•ma and is a manifestation of one fourth of His energy.
TEXT 56
TEXT
trip•d-vibhãter dh•matv•t
trip•d-bhãta‰ hi tat padam
vibhãtir m•yik† sarv•
prokt• p•d•tmik• yata„
SYNONYMS
tri-p•d-vibhãte„--of the three fourths of the energy; dh•matv•t--because of
being the abode; tri-p•d-bhãtam--consisting of three fourths of the energy;
hi--certainly; tat padam--that abode; vibhãti„--the energy or potency; m•yik†-material; sarv•--all; prokt•--said; p•da-•tmik•--only one fourth; yata„-therefore.
TRANSLATION
" 'Because it consists of three fourths of the Lord's energy, the spiritual
world is called trip•d-bhãta. Being a manifestation of one fourth of the
Lord's energy, the material world is called eka-p•da.'
PURPORT
This verse is found in Laghu-bh•gavat•m”ta (1.5.286).
TEXT 57
TEXT
trip•da-vibhãti k”£‹era----v•kya-agocara
eka-p•da vibhãtira ¤unaha vist•ra
SYNONYMS
tri-p•da-vibhãti k”£‹era--three fourths of the energy of Lord K”£‹a; v•kyaagocara--beyond words; eka-p•da vibhãtira--of one fourth of the energy;
¤unaha--please hear; vist•ra--breadth.
TRANSLATION
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"The three-fourths part of Lord K”£‹a's energy is beyond our speaking
power. Let us therefore hear elaborately about the remaining one fourth of His
energy.
TEXT 58
TEXT
ananta brahm•‹‚era yata brahm•-rudra-ga‹a
cira-loka-p•la-¤abde t•h•ra ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
ananta--unlimited; brahm•‹‚era--of the universes; yata--all; brahm•--Lord
Brahm•s; rudra-ga‹a--and Lord ¥ivas; cira-loka-p•la--permanent governors of
the worlds; ¤abde--by the word; t•h•ra--of them; ga‹ana--counting.
TRANSLATION
"Actually it is very difficult to ascertain the number of universes. Every
universe has its separate Lord Brahm• and Lord ¥iva, who are known as
permanent governors. Therefore there is also no counting of them.
PURPORT
Lord Brahm• and Lord ¥iva are called cira-loka-p•la, permanent governors.
This means that they govern the affairs of the universe from the beginning of
the creation to the end. In the next creation, the same living entities may
not be present, but because Brahm• and ¥iva are existing from the beginning to
the end, they are called cira-loka-p•la, permanent governors. Loka-p•la means
"predominating deities." There are eight predominating deities of the
prominent heavenly planets, and they are Indra, Agni, Yama, Varu‹a, Nir”ti,
V•yu, Kuvera and ¥iva.
TEXT 59
TEXT
eka-dina dv•rak•te k”£‹a dekhib•re
brahm• •il•,----dv•ra-p•la j•n•ila k”£‹ere
SYNONYMS
eka-dina--one day; dv•rak•te--in Dv•rak•; k”£‹a dekhib•re--to see K”£‹a;
brahm• •il•--Lord Brahm• came; dv•ra-p•la--the doorman; j•n•ila--informed;
k”£‹ere--Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Once, when Krsna was ruling Dv•rak•, Lord Brahm• came to see Him, and the
doorman immediately informed Lord K”£‹a of Brahm•'s arrival.
TEXT 60
TEXT
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k”£‹a kahena----'kon brahm•, ki n•ma t•h•ra?'
dv•r† •si' brahm•re puche •ra b•ra
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a kahena--K”£‹a said; kon brahm•--which Brahm•; ki n•ma t•h•ra--what is
his name; dv•r† •si'--the doorman, coming back; brahm•re--to Lord Brahm•;
puche--inquires; •ra b•ra--again.
TRANSLATION
"When K”£‹a was so informed, He immediately asked the doorman, 'Which
Brahm•? What is his name?' The doorman therefore returned and questioned Lord
Brahm•.
PURPORT
From this verse we can understand that Brahm• is the name of the post and
that the person occupying the post has a particular name also. From Bhagavadg†t•: ima‰ vivasvate yogam. Vivasv•n is the name of the present predominating
deity of the sun. He is generally called Sãrya, the sun-god, but he also has
his own particular name. The governor of the state is generally called r•jap•la, but he also has his own individual name. Since there are hundreds and
thousands of Brahm•s with different names, K”£‹a wanted to know which of them
had come to see Him.
TEXT 61
TEXT
vismita ha‘• brahm• dv•r†ke kahil•
'kaha giy• sanaka-pit• caturmukha •il•'
SYNONYMS
vismita ha‘•--becoming surprised; brahm•--Lord Brahm•; dv•r†ke--unto the
doorman; kahil•--replied; kaha--inform; giy•--going; sanaka-pit•--the father
of the four Kum•ras; catu„-mukha--four-headed; •il•--has come.
TRANSLATION
"When the doorman asked, 'Which Brahm•?' Lord Brahm• was surprised. He told
the doorman, 'Please go inform Lord K”£‹a that I am the four-headed Brahm• who
is the father of the four Kum•ras.'
TEXT 62
TEXT
k”£‹e j•n•‘• dv•r† brahm•re la‘• gel•
k”£‹era cara‹e brahm• da‹‚avat kail•
SYNONYMS
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k”£‹e j•n•‘•--informing Lord K”£‹a; dv•r†--the doorman; brahm•re--Lord
Brahm•; la‘•--taking; gel•--went; k”£‹era cara‹e--at the lotus feet of K”£‹a;
brahm•--Lord Brahm•; da‹‚avat kail•--offered obeisances.
TRANSLATION
"The doorman then informed Lord K”£‹a of Lord Brahm•'s description, and
Lord K”£‹a gave him permission to enter. The doorman escorted Lord Brahm• in,
and as soon as Brahm• saw Lord K”£‹a, he offered obeisances at His lotus feet.
TEXT 63
TEXT
k”£‹a m•nya-pãj• kari' t••re pra¤na kaila
'ki l•gi' tom•ra ih•• •gamana haila?'
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; m•nya-pãj•--respect and worship; kari'--showing; t••re-to him; pra¤na kaila--put a question; ki l•gi'--for what reason; tom•ra--your;
ih••--here; •gamana haila--there was arrival.
TRANSLATION
"After being worshiped by Lord Brahm•, Lord K”£‹a also honored him with
suitable words. Then Lord K”£‹a asked him, 'Why have you come here?'
TEXT 64
TEXT
brahm• kahe,----'t•h• p•che kariba nivedana
eka sa‰¤aya mane haya, karaha chedana
SYNONYMS
brahm• kahe--Lord Brahm• said; t•h•--that; p•che--later; kariba nivedana--I
shall submit unto You; eka--one; sa‰¤aya--doubt; mane--in the mind; haya-there is; karaha chedana--kindly dissipate it.
TRANSLATION
"Being questioned, Lord Brahm• immediately replied, 'I shall later tell You
why I have come. First of all there is a doubt in my mind which I wish You
would kindly dissipate.
TEXT 65
TEXT
'kon brahm•?' puchile tumi kon abhipr•ye?
•m• ba-i jagate •ra kon brahm• haye?'
SYNONYMS
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kon brahm•--which Brahm•; puchile tumi--You inquired; kon abhipr•ye--by
what intention; •m• ba-i--except me; jagate--within this universe; •ra--other;
kon--which; brahm•--Lord Brahm•; haye--is there.
TRANSLATION
" 'Why did you inquire which Brahm• had come to see You? What is the
purpose of such an inquiry? Is there any other Brahm• besides me within this
universe?'
TEXT 66
TEXT
¤uni' h•si' k”£‹a tabe karilena dhy•ne
asa•khya brahm•ra ga‹a •il• tata-k£a‹e
SYNONYMS
¤uni'--hearing; h•si'--smilingly; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; tabe--then; karilena-did; dhy•ne--meditation; asa•khya--unlimited; brahm•ra--of Lord Brahm•s; ga‹a-the group; •il•--arrived; tata-k£a‹e--at that time.
TRANSLATION
"Upon hearing this, ¥r† K”£‹a smiled and immediately meditated. Unlimited
Brahm•s arrived instantly.
TEXT 67
TEXT
da¤a-bi¤a-¤ata-sahasra-ayuta-lak£a-vadana
koày-arbuda mukha k•ro, n• y•ya ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
da¤a--ten; bi¤a--twenty; ¤ata--hundred; sahasra--thousand; ayuta--ten
thousand; lak£a--a hundred thousand; vadana--faces; koài--ten million; arbuda-a hundred million; mukha--faces; k•ro--of some of them; n• y•ya ga‹ana--not
possible to count.
TRANSLATION
"These Brahm•s had different numbers of heads. Some had ten heads, some
twenty, some a hundred, some a thousand, some ten thousand, some a hundred
thousand, some ten million and others a hundred million. No one can count the
number of faces they had.
TEXT 68
TEXT
rudra-ga‹a •il• lak£a koài-vadana
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indra-ga‹a •il• lak£a koài-nayana
SYNONYMS
rudra-ga‹a--the ¥ivas; •il•--arrived; lak£a koài-vadana--possessing a
hundred thousand and ten million faces; indra-ga‹a--the Indras; •il•--arrived;
lak£a--a hundred thousand; koài--ten million; nayana--eyes.
TRANSLATION
"There also arrived many Lord ¥ivas with various heads numbering one
hundred thousand and ten million. Many Indras also arrived, and they had
hundreds of thousands of eyes all over their bodies.
PURPORT
It is said that Indra, the King of heaven, is very lusty. Once he tactfully
had sexual intercourse with the wife of a great sage, and when the sage
learned about this, he cursed the lusty Indra with a curse that put vaginas
all over his body. Being very ashamed, Indra fell down at the lotus feet of
the great sage and begged his pardon. Being compassionate, the sage turned the
vaginas into eyes; therefore Indra possesses hundreds and thousands of eyes
all over his body. Just as Lord Brahm• and Lord ¥iva have many faces, the King
of heaven, Indra, has many eyes.
TEXT 69
TEXT
dekhi' caturmukha brahm• ph••para ha-il•
hasti-ga‹a-madhye yena ¤a¤aka rahil•
SYNONYMS
dekhi'--seeing; catu„-mukha brahm•--the four-faced Lord Brahm• of this
universe; ph••para ha-il•--became bewildered; hasti-ga‹a-madhye--in the midst
of many elephants; yena--like; ¤a¤aka--a rabbit; rahil•--remained.
TRANSLATION
"When the four-headed Brahm• of this universe saw all these opulences of
K”£‹a, he became very bewildered and considered himself a rabbit among many
elephants.
TEXT 70
TEXT
•si' saba brahm• k”£‹a-p•da-p†àha-•ge
da‹‚avat karite mukuàa p•da-p†àhe l•ge
SYNONYMS
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•si'--coming; saba brahm•--all the Brahm•s; k”£‹a-p•da-p†àha-•ge--before
the lotus feet of K”£‹a; da‹‚avat karite--offering their obeisances; mukuàa-helmets; p•da-p†àhe--at the lotus feet; l•ge--touched.
TRANSLATION
"All the Brahm•s who came to see K”£‹a offered their respects at His lotus
feet, and when they did this, their helmets touched His lotus feet.
TEXT 71
TEXT
k”£‹era acintya-¤akti lakhite keha n•re
yata brahm•, tata mãrti eka-i ¤ar†re
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; acintya-¤akti--inconceivable potencies; lakhite--to
observe; keha--anyone; n•re--not able; yata brahm•--all Brahm•s; tata mãrti-so many forms; eka-i ¤ar†re--in the same body.
TRANSLATION
"No one can estimate the inconceivable potency of K”£‹a. All the Brahm•s
who were there were resting in the one body of K”£‹a.
TEXT 72
TEXT
p•da-p†àa-mukuà•gra-sa•ghaààe uàhe dhvani
p•da-p†àhe stuti kare mukuàa hena j•ni'
SYNONYMS
p•da-p†àa--at K”£‹a's lotus feet; mukuàa-agra--of the tops of the helmets;
sa•ghaààe--in the crowding together; uàhe dhvani--there arose a sound; p•dap†àhe stuti--offering prayers unto the lotus feet; kare--do; mukuàa--the
helmets; hena j•ni'--appearing as such.
TRANSLATION
"When all the helmets struck together at K”£‹a's lotus feet, there was a
tumultuous sound. It appeared that the helmets themselves were offering
prayers unto K”£‹a's lotus feet.
TEXT 73
TEXT
yo‚a-h•te brahm•-rudr•di karaye stavana
"ba‚a k”p• karil• prabhu, dekh•il• cara‹a
SYNONYMS
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yo‚a-h•te--with folded hands; brahm•--the Lord Brahm•s; rudra-•di--the Lord
¥ivas and others; karaye stavana--offered their prayers; ba‚a k”p•--great
mercy; karil•--You have shown; prabhu--O Lord; dekh•il• cara‹a--You have shown
Your lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
"With folded hands, all the Brahm•s and ¥ivas began to offer prayers unto
Lord K”£‹a, saying, 'O Lord, You have shown me a great favor. I have been able
to see Your lotus feet.'
TEXT 74
TEXT
bh•gya, more bol•il• 'd•sa' a•g†kari'
kon •j‘• haya, t•h• kari ¤ire dhari' "
SYNONYMS
bh•gya--great fortune; more--me; bol•il•--You have called; d•sa--as a
servant; a•g†kari'--accepting; kon •j‘• haya--what is Your order; t•h•--that;
kari--let me accept; ¤ire dhari'--holding it on my head.
TRANSLATION
"All of them then said, 'It is my great fortune, Lord, that You have called
me, thinking of me as Your servant. Now let me know what Your order is so that
I may carry it on my heads.'
TEXT 75
TEXT
k”£‹a kahe,----tom•-sab• dekhite citta haila
t•h• l•gi' eka àh•‘i sab• bol•ila
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a kahe--Lord K”£‹a said; tom•-sab•--all of you; dekhite--to see; citta
haila--there was a desire; t•h• l•gi'--for that reason; eka àh•‘i--in one
place; sab•--all of you; bol•ila--I called for.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a replied, 'Since I wanted to see all of you together, I have
called all of you here.
TEXT 76
TEXT
sukh† hao sabe, kichu n•hi daitya-bhaya?
t•r• kahe,----'tom•ra pras•de sarvatra-i jaya
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SYNONYMS
sukh† hao--be happy; sabe--all of you; kichu--some; n•hi--there is not;
daitya-bhaya--fear of the demons; t•r• kahe--all of them replied; tom•ra
pras•de--by Your mercy; sarvatra-i--everywhere; jaya--victorious.
TRANSLATION
" 'All of you should be happy. Is there any fear from the demons?' They
replied, 'By Your mercy, we are victorious everywhere.
TEXT 77
TEXT
samprati p”thiv†te yeb• haiy•chila bh•ra
avat†r‹a ha‘• t•h• karil• sa‰h•ra'
SYNONYMS
samprati--presently; p”thiv†te--upon the earth; yeb•--whatever; haiy•chila-there was; bh•ra--burden; avat†r‹a ha‘•--descending; t•h•--that; karil•
sa‰h•ra--You have taken away.
TRANSLATION
" 'Whatever burden was upon the earth You have taken away by descending on
that planet.'
TEXT 78
TEXT
dv•rak•di----vibhu, t•ra ei ta pram•‹a
'•m•ra-i brahm•‹‚e k”£‹a' sab•ra haila j‘•na
SYNONYMS
dv•rak•-•di--Dv•rak•-dh•ma and other abodes; vibhu--transcendental abode;
t•ra ei ta pram•‹a--this is the evidence of that; •m•ra-i brahm•‹‚e--in my
brahm•‹‚a; k”£‹a--K”£‹a is now present; sab•ra--of all of them; haila j‘•na-there was this knowledge.
TRANSLATION
"This is the proof of Dv•rak•'s opulence: all the Brahm•s thought, 'K”£‹a
is now staying in my jurisdiction.'
TEXT 79
TEXT
k”£‹a-saha dv•rak•-vaibhava anubhava haila
ekatra milane keha k•ho n• dekhila
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SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-saha--with K”£‹a; dv•rak•-vaibhava--the opulence of Dv•rak•; anubhava
haila--there was perception; ekatra milane--although they came together; keha-someone; k•ho--anyone else; n• dekhila--did not see.
TRANSLATION
"Thus the opulence of Dv•rak• was perceived by each and every one of them.
Although they were all assembled together, no one could see anyone but
himself.
PURPORT
The four-headed Brahm• perceived the opulence of Dv•rak•-dh•ma where K”£‹a
was staying, and although there were Brahm•s present having ten to ten million
heads, and also many Lord ¥ivas were also assembled, only the four-headed
Brahm• of this universe could see all of them. By the inconceivable potency of
K”£‹a, the others could not see one another. Although all the Brahm•s and
¥ivas were assembled together, due to K”£‹a's energy, they could not meet or
talk among themselves individually.
TEXT 80
TEXT
tabe k”£‹a sarva-brahm•-ga‹e vid•ya dil•
da‹‚avat ha‘• sabe nija ghare gel•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; sarva-brahm•-ga‹e--unto all the
Brahm•s; vid•ya dil•--bade farewell; da‹‚avat ha‘•--offering obeisances; sabe-all of them; nija ghare gel•--returned to their respective homes.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a then bade farewell to all the Brahm•s there, and after offering
their obeisances, they all returned to their respective homes.
TEXT 81
TEXT
dekhi' caturmukha brahm•ra haila camatk•ra
k”£‹era cara‹e •si' kail• namask•ra
SYNONYMS
dekhi'--seeing; catu„-mukha brahm•ra--of the four-headed Brahm• of this
universe; haila--there was; camatk•ra--astonishment; k”£‹era cara‹e •si'-coming to the lotus feet of Lord K”£‹a; kail• namask•ra--offered his respects.
TRANSLATION
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"After observing all these opulences, the four-headed Brahm• of this
universe was astonished. He again came before the lotus feet of K”£‹a and
offered Him obeisances.
TEXT 82
TEXT
brahm• bale,----pãrve •mi ye ni¤caya karilu•
t•ra ud•hara‹a •mi •ji ta' dekhilu•
SYNONYMS
brahm• bale--Brahm• said; pãrve--formerly; •mi--I; ye--whatever; ni¤caya
karilu•--decided; t•ra--of that; ud•hara‹a--the example; •mi--I; •ji--today;
ta'--certainly; dekhilu•--have seen.
TRANSLATION
"Brahm• then said, 'Whatever I formerly decided about my knowledge, I have
just now had personally verified.'
TEXT 83
TEXT
j•nanta eva j•nantu
ki‰ bahãkty• na me prabho
manaso vapu£o v•co
vaibhava‰ tava gocara„
SYNONYMS
j•nanta„--persons who think they are aware of Your unlimited potency; eva-certainly; j•nantu--let them think like that; kim--what is the use; bahuukty•--with many words; na--not; me--my; prabho--O my Lord; manasa„--of the
mind; vapu£a„--of the body; v•ca„--of the words; vaibhavam--opulences; tava-Your; gocara„--within the range.
TRANSLATION
" 'There are people who say, "I know everything about K”£‹a." Let them
think in that way. As far as I am concerned, I do not wish to speak very much
about this matter. O my Lord, let me say this much. As far as your opulences
are concerned, they are all beyond the reach of my mind, body and words.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.14.38), spoken by Lord
Brahm•.
TEXT 84
TEXT
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k”£‹a kahe, "ei brahm•‹‚a pa‘c•¤at koài yojana
ati k£udra, t•te tom•ra c•ri vadana
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a kahe--K”£‹a said; ei brahm•‹‚a--this universe; pa‘c•¤at koài yojana-four billion miles; ati k£udra--very small; t•te--therefore; tom•ra--your;
c•ri vadana--four faces.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a said, 'Your particular universe extends four billion miles;
therefore it is the smallest of all the universes. Consequently you have only
four heads.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura, one of the greatest astrologers of
his time, gives information from Siddh•nta-¤iroma‹i that this universe
measures 18,712,069,200,000,000 x 8 miles. This is the circumference of this
universe. According to some, this is only half the circumference.
TEXT 85
TEXT
kona brahm•‹‚a ¤ata-koài, kona lak£a-koài
kona niyuta-koài, kona koài-koài
SYNONYMS
kona brahm•‹‚a--some universes; ¤ata-koài--one billion yojanas; kona--some;
lak£a-koài--one trillion yojanas; kona--some; niyuta-koài--ten trillion; kona-some; koài-koài--one hundred trillion.
TRANSLATION
" 'Some of the universes are one billion yojanas, some one trillion, some
ten trillion and some one hundred trillion yojanas. Thus they are almost
unlimited in area.
PURPORT
A yojana equals eight miles.
TEXT 86
TEXT
brahm•‹‚•nurãpa brahm•ra ¤ar†ra-vadana
ei-rãpe p•li •mi brahm•‹‚era ga‹a
SYNONYMS
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brahm•‹‚a-anurãpa--according to the size of a universe; brahm•ra--of Lord
Brahm•; ¤ar†ra-vadana--heads on the body; ei-rãpe--in this way; p•li •mi--I
maintain; brahm•‹‚era ga‹a--all the innumerable groups of universes.
TRANSLATION
" 'According to the size of the universe, there are so many heads on the
body of Brahm•. In this way I maintain innumerable universes [brahm•‹‚as].
TEXT 87
TEXT
'eka-p•da vibhãti' ih•ra n•hi parim•‹a
'trip•da vibhãti'ra keb• kare parim•‹a"
SYNONYMS
eka-p•da vibhãti--a one-fourth manifestation of My opulence; ih•ra--of
this; n•hi--there is not; parim•‹a--measurement; tri-p•da vibhãtira--of the
spiritual world, having three fourths of My energy; keb•--who; kare--can do;
parim•‹a--measurement.
TRANSLATION
" 'No one can measure the length and breadth of one fourth of My energy.
Who can measure the three fourths that is manifested in the spiritual world?'
TEXT 88
TEXT
tasy•„ p•re paravyoma
trip•d-bhãta‰ san•tanam
am”ta‰ ¤•¤vata‰ nityam
ananta‰ parama‰ padam
SYNONYMS
tasy•„ p•re--on the other bank of the Viraj• River; para-vyoma--the
spiritual sky; tri-p•d-bhãtam--existing as three fourths of the opulence of
the Supreme Lord; san•tanam--eternal; am”tam--without deterioration; ¤•¤vatam-without being subjected to the control of time; nityam--constantly existing;
anantam--unlimited; paramam--supreme; padam--abode.
TRANSLATION
" 'Beyond the river Viraj• is a spiritual nature, which is indestructible,
eternal, inexhaustible and unlimited. It is the supreme abode consisting of
three fourths of the Lord's opulences. It is known as paravyoma, the spiritual
sky.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from the Padma Pur•‹a, recited here by Lord K”£‹a.
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TEXT 89
TEXT
tabe k”£‹a brahm•re dilena vid•ya
k”£‹era vibhãti-svarãpa j•n•na n• y•ya
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; brahm•re--unto the Lord Brahm• of this
universe; dilena vid•ya--bade farewell; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; vibhãtisvarãpa--spiritual verification of opulence; j•n•na n• y•ya--is not possible
to understand.
TRANSLATION
"In this way Lord K”£‹a bade farewell to the four-headed Brahm• of this
universe. We may thus understand that no one can calculate the extent of
K”£‹a's energies.
TEXT 90
TEXT
'tryadh†¤vara'-¤abdera artha 'gã‚ha' •ra haya
'tri'-¤abde k”£‹era tina loka kaya
SYNONYMS
tri-adh†¤vara--tryadh†¤vara; ¤abdera--of the word; artha--a meaning; gã‚ha-confidential; •ra--another; haya--there is; tri-¤abde--by the word "three";
k”£‹era--of K”£‹a; tina loka kaya--the three places or properties of Lord
K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"There is a very deep meaning in the word tryadh†¤vara, which indicates
that K”£‹a possesses three different lokas, or natures.
PURPORT
The word tryadh†¤vara means "proprietor of the three worlds." There are
three worlds of which K”£‹a is the supreme proprietor. This is explained in
Bhagavad-g†t•:
bhokt•ra‰ yaj‘a-tapas•‰
sarva-loka-mahe¤varam
suh”da‰ sarva-bhãt•n•‰
j‘•tv• m•‰ ¤•ntim ”cchati
"The sages, knowing Me as the ultimate purpose of all sacrifices and
austerities, the Supreme Lord of all planets and demigods and the benefactor
and well-wisher of all living entities, attain peace from the pangs of
material miseries." (Bg. 5.29)
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The word sarva-loka means "all three worlds," and the word mahe¤vara means
"the supreme proprietor." K”£‹a is the proprietor of both material and
spiritual worlds. The spiritual world is divided into two portions--Goloka
V”nd•vana and the Vaiku‹àhas. The material world is a combination of universes
unlimited in number.
TEXT 91
TEXT
golok•khya gokula, mathur•, dv•r•vat†
ei tina loke k”£‹era sahaje nitya-sthiti
SYNONYMS
goloka-•khya--called Goloka; gokula--Gokula; mathur•--Mathur•; dv•r•vat†-Dv•rak•; ei tina loke--all three of these places; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a;
sahaje--naturally; nitya-sthiti--eternal residence.
TRANSLATION
"The three lokas are Gokula (Goloka), Mathur• and Dv•rak•. K”£‹a lives
eternally in these three places.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura comments that in the Goloka planet
there are three divisions: Gokula, Mathur• and Dv•rak•. In His incarnation as
Gaurasundara, Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the Lord conducts His pastimes in
three areas: Navadv†pa, Jagann•tha Pur† (and South India) and Vraja-ma‹‚ala
(the area of V”nd•vana-dh•ma).
TEXT 92
TEXT
antara•ga-pãr‹ai¤varya-pãr‹a tina dh•ma
tinera adh†¤vara----k”£‹a svaya‰ bhagav•n
SYNONYMS
antara•ga--internal; pãr‹a-ai¤varya-pãr‹a--full of all opulences; tina
dh•ma--three abodes; tinera adh†¤vara--the Lord of all three; k”£‹a--Lord
K”£‹a; svayam bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"These three places are full of internal potencies, and K”£‹a, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, is their sole proprietor.
TEXTS 93-94
TEXT
pãrva-ukta brahm•‹‚era yata dik-p•la
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ananta vaiku‹àh•vara‹a, cira-loka-p•la
t••-sab•ra mukuàa k”£‹a-p•da-p†àha-•ge
da‹‚avat-k•le t•ra ma‹i p†àhe l•ge
SYNONYMS
pãrva-ukta--as mentioned above; brahm•‹‚era--of all the universes; yata-all; dik-p•la--the governors of the directions; ananta vaiku‹àha-•vara‹a--the
expansions surrounding the innumerable Vaiku‹àhas; cira-loka-p•la--permanent
governors of the universe; t••-sab•ra--of all of them; mukuàa--helmets; k”£‹ap•da-p†àha-•ge--in front of the lotus feet of K”£‹a; da‹‚avat-k•le--at the
time of offering obeisances; t•ra--of them; ma‹i--the jewels; p†àhe--on the
throne; l•ge--touch.
TRANSLATION
"As previously mentioned, the jewels on the helmets of all the
predominating deities of all the universes and Vaiku‹àha planets touched the
throne and the lotus feet of the Lord when they all offered obeisances.
TEXT 95
TEXT
ma‹i-p†àhe àhek•àheki, uàhe jhanjhani
p†àhera stuti kare mukuàa----hena anum•ni
SYNONYMS
ma‹i-p†àhe--between the gems and the lotus feet or the throne; àhek•àheki-collision; uàhe--arises; jhanjhani--a jingling sound; p†àhera--to the lotus
feet or the throne; stuti--prayers; kare--offer; mukuàa--all the helmets;
hena--thus; anum•ni--we can imagine.
TRANSLATION
"When the gems on the helmets of all the predominating deities collide
before the throne and the Lord's lotus feet, there is a jingling sound, which
seems like prayers offered by the helmets at K”£‹a's lotus feet.
TEXT 96
TEXT
nija-cic-chakte k”£‹a nitya vir•jam•na
cic-chakti-sampattira '£a‚-ai¤varya' n•ma
SYNONYMS
nija--His own; cit-¤akte--in spiritual potency; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; nitya-eternally; vir•jam•na--existing; cit-¤akti--of the spiritual potency;
sampattira--of the opulence; £aà-ai¤varya--the six opulences; n•ma--named.
TRANSLATION
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"K”£‹a is thus situated eternally in His spiritual potency, and the
opulence of that spiritual potency is called £a‚-ai¤varya, indicating six
kinds of opulence.
TEXT 97
TEXT
sei sv•r•jya-lak£m† kare nitya pãr‹a k•ma
ataeva vede kahe 'svaya‰ bhagav•n'
SYNONYMS
sei sv•r•jya-lak£m†--that personal opulence; kare--does; nitya--eternally;
pãr‹a--fulfilling; k•ma--all desires; ataeva--therefore; vede--in the Vedas;
kahe--it is said; svayam bhagav•n--K”£‹a is the Supreme Personality of
Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"Because He possesses the spiritual potencies which fulfill all His
desires, Krsna is accepted as the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This is the
Vedic version.
TEXT 98
TEXT
k”£‹era ai¤varya----ap•ra am”tera sindhu
avag•hite n•ri, t•ra chuila• eka bindu
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era ai¤varya--the opulence of K”£‹a; ap•ra--unlimited; am”tera sindhu-an ocean of nectar; avag•hite--to bathe; n•ri--I am unable; t•ra--of that;
chuila•--I touched; eka bindu--only one drop.
TRANSLATION
"The unlimited potencies of K”£‹a are just like an ocean of nectar. Since
one cannot bathe within that ocean, I have only touched a drop of it."
TEXT 99
TEXT
ai¤varya kahite prabhura k”£‹a-sphãrti haila
m•dhurye majila mana, eka ¤loka pa‚ila
SYNONYMS
ai¤varya kahite--while describing the opulence; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; k”£‹a-sphãrti--awakening of love of K”£‹a; haila--there was;
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m•dhurye--in the sweetness of conjugal love; majila mana--the mind became
immersed; eka--one; ¤loka--verse; pa‚ila--recited.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu described the opulences and spiritual
potencies of K”£‹a in this way, there was an awakening of love of K”£‹a within
Him. His mind was immersed in the sweetness of conjugal love, and He quoted
the following verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
TEXT 100
TEXT
yan martya-l†laupayika‰ svayogam•y•-bala‰ dar¤ayat• g”h†tam
vism•pana‰ svasya ca saubhagardhe„
para‰ pada‰ bhã£a‹a-bhã£a‹••gam
SYNONYMS
yat--that which; martya-l†l•--pastimes in the material world; aupayikam-just suitable for; sva--His own; yoga-m•y•--of the spiritual potency; balam-the strength; dar¤ayat•--showing; g”h†tam--accepted; vism•panam--even
producing wonder; svasya--for Himself; ca--also; saubhaga-”dhe„--of abundant
good fortune; param--supreme; padam--abode; bhã£a‹a--of ornaments; bhã£a‹aa•gam--the limbs of which were the ornaments.
TRANSLATION
" 'To exhibit the strength of His own spiritual potency, Lord K”£‹a
manifested a suitable form just for His pastimes in the material world. This
form was wonderful even for Him and was the supreme abode of the wealth of
good fortune. Its limbs were so beautiful that they increased the beauty of
the ornaments worn on different parts of His body.'
PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.2.12) is stated in a conversation
between Vidura and Uddhava. Uddhava thus begins his description of the
pastimes of ¥r† K”£‹a in His form exhibited by yogam•y•.
TEXT 101
TEXT
k”£‹era yateka khel•, sarvottama nara-l†l•,
nara-vapu t•h•ra svarãpa
gopa-ve¤a, ve‹u-kara, nava-ki¤ora, naàa-vara,
nara-l†l•ra haya anurãpa
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; yateka--all; khel•--pastimes; sarva-uttama--the
most attractive of all; nara-l†l•--the pastimes as a human being; nara-vapu--a
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body just like that of a human being; t•h•ra--of that; sva-rãpa--the real
form; gopa-ve¤a--the dress of a cowherd boy; ve‹u-kara--with a flute in the
hands; nava-ki¤ora--newly youthful; naàa-vara--an expert dancer; nara-l†l•ra-for exhibiting the pastimes as a human being; haya--is; anurãpa--suitable.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a has many pastimes, of which His pastimes as a human being are
the best. His form as a human being is the supreme transcendental form. In
this form He is a cowherd boy. He carries a flute in His hand, and His youth
is new. He is also an expert dancer. All this is just suitable for His
pastimes as a human being.
TEXT 102
TEXT
k”£‹era madhura rãpa, ¤una, san•tana
ye rãpera eka ka‹a, ‚ub•ya saba tribhuvana,
sarva pr•‹† kare •kar£a‹a
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; madhura--sweet; rãpa--form; ¤una--please hear;
san•tana--O My dear San•tana; ye rãpera--of which form; eka ka‹a--even a
fraction; ‚ub•ya--floods; saba--all; tri-bhuvana--the three worlds; sarva
pr•‹†--all living entities; kare--does; •kar£a‹a--attracting.
TRANSLATION
"My dear San•tana, the sweet, attractive transcendental form of K”£‹a is so
nice. Just try to understand it. Even a fractional understanding of K”£‹a's
beauty can merge all three worlds in the ocean of love. He attracts all the
living entities within the three worlds.
TEXT 103
TEXT
yogam•y• cic-chakti, vi¤uddha-sattva-pari‹ati,
t•ra ¤akti loke dekh•ite
ei rãpa-ratana, bhakta-ga‹era gã‚ha-dhana,
prakaàa kail• nitya-l†l• haite
SYNONYMS
yoga-m•y•--internal energy; cit-¤akti--spiritual potency; vi¤uddha-sattva-of transcendental pure goodness; pari‹ati--a transformation; t•ra ¤akti--the
potency of such energy; loke dekh•ite--to exhibit within the material world;
ei rãpa-ratana--this beautiful, transcendental, jewellike form; bhakta-ga‹era
gã‚ha-dhana--the most confidential treasure of the devotees; prakaàa-exhibition; kail•--made; nitya-l†l• haite--from the eternal pastimes of the
Lord; ratana--this beautiful, transcendental, jewellike form; bhakta-ga‹era
gã‚ha-dhana--the most confidential treasure of the devotees; prakaàa--
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exhibition; kail•--made; nitya-l†l• haite--from the eternal pastimes of the
Lord.
TRANSLATION
"The transcendental form of K”£‹a is shown to the world by Lord K”£‹a's
internal spiritual energy, which is a transformation of pure goodness. This
jewellike form is the most confidential treasure of the devotees. This form is
manifest from K”£‹a's eternal pastimes.
TEXT 104
TEXT
rãpa dekhi' •pan•ra, k”£‹era haila camatk•ra,
•sv•dite mane uàhe k•ma
'svasaubh•gya' y••ra n•ma, saundary•di-gu‹a-gr•ma,
ei-rãpa nitya t•ra dh•ma
SYNONYMS
rãpa dekhi'--by seeing the form; •pan•ra--His own; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a;
haila--there was; camatk•ra--wonder; •sv•dite--to taste; mane--in the mind;
uàhe--arises; k•ma--a desire; sva-saubh•gya--one's own good fortune; y••ra--of
which; n•ma--the name; saundarya-•di-gu‹a-gr•ma--the transcendental qualities,
headed by beauty; ei rãpa--this form; nitya--eternal; t•ra--of them; dh•ma-the abode.
TRANSLATION
"The wonder of K”£‹a in His personal feature is so great that it attracts
even K”£‹a to taste His own association. Thus K”£‹a becomes very eager to
taste that wonder. Total beauty, knowledge, wealth, strength, fame and
renunciation are the six opulences of K”£‹a. He is eternally situated in His
opulences.
PURPORT
K”£‹a has many pastimes, of which His pastimes in Goloka V”nd•vana (the
gokula-l†l•) are supreme. He also has pastimes in the Vaiku‹àhas, the
spiritual world, as V•sudeva, Sa•kar£a‹a, Pradyumna and Aniruddha. In His
pastimes in the spiritual sky, He lies down in the Causal Ocean as
K•ra‹•r‹ava¤•y†, the puru£a-avat•ra. His incarnations as a fish, tortoise and
so on are called His causal incarnations. He incarnates in the modes of nature
as Lord Brahm•, Lord ¥iva and Lord Vi£‹u. He also incarnates as empowered
living entities like P”thu and Vy•sa. The Supersoul is His localized
incarnation, and His all-pervasive aspect is the impersonal Brahman.
When we consider impartially all the unlimited pastimes of the Lord, we
find that His pastimes as a human being on this planet--wherein He sports as a
cowherd boy with a flute in His hands and appears youthful and fresh like a
ballet dancer--are pastimes and features that are never subjected to material
laws and inebrieties. The wonderful beauty of K”£‹a is presented in the
supreme planet, Gokula (Goloka V”nd•vana). Inferior to that is His
representation in the spiritual sky, and inferior to that is His
representation in the external energy (Dev†-dh•ma). A mere drop of K”£‹a's
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sweetness can drown these three worlds--Goloka V”nd•vana, Hari-dh•ma
(Vaiku‹àhaloka), and Dev†-dh•ma (the material world). Everywhere, K”£‹a's
beauty merges everyone in the ecstasy of transcendental bliss. Actually the
activities of yogam•y• are absent in the spiritual sky and the Vaiku‹àha
planets. She simply works in the supreme planet, Goloka V”nd•vana, and she
works to manifest the activities of K”£‹a when He descends to the material
universe to please His innumerable devotees within the material world. Thus a
replica of the Goloka V”nd•vana planet and the pastimes there are manifest on
this planet on a specific tract of land--Bhauma V”nd•vana, the V”nd•vana-dh•ma
on this planet.
TEXT 105
TEXT
bhã£a‹era bhã£a‹a a•ga, t•he• lalita tribha•ga,
t•h•ra upara bhrãdhanu-nartana
terache netr•nta b•‹a, t•ra d”‚ha sandh•na,
vindhe r•dh•-gop†-ga‹a-mana
SYNONYMS
bhã£a‹era--of the ornament; bhã£a‹a--the ornament; a•ga--the limbs of the
body; t•he•--that feature; lalita--delicate; tri-bha•ga--bent in three places;
t•h•ra upara--above that; bhrã-dhanu-nartana--dancing of the eyebrows;
terache--crooked; netra-anta--the end of the eye; b•‹a--arrow; t•ra--of that
arrow; d”‚ha--strong; sandh•na--fixing; vindhe--pierces; r•dh•--of ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹†; gop†-ga‹a--of the gop†s also; mana--the minds.
TRANSLATION
"Ornaments caress that body, but the transcendental body of K”£‹a is so
beautiful that it beautifies the ornaments He wears. Therefore K”£‹a's body is
said to be the ornament of ornaments. Despite the wonderful beauty of K”£‹a,
there is His three-curved style of standing, which beautifies that form. Above
all these beautiful features, K”£‹a's eyes dance and move obliquely, acting
like arrows to pierce the minds of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and the gop†s. When the
arrow succeeds in hitting its target, their minds become agitated.
TEXT 106
TEXT
brahm•‹‚opari paravyoma, t•h•• ye svarãpa-ga‹a,
t••-sab•ra bale hare mana
pati-vrat•-¤iroma‹i, y••re kahe veda-v•‹†,
•kar£aye sei lak£m†-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
brahm•‹‚a-upari--above all the universes; para-vyoma--the spiritual sky;
t•h••--there; ye--all those; svarãpa-ga‹a--transcendental personal expansions;
t••-sab•ra--of all of Them; bale--by force; hare mana--it enchants the minds;
pati-vrat•--of those who are chaste and devoted to the husband; ¤iroma‹i--
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topmost; y••re--unto whom; kahe--describe; veda-v•‹†--hymns of the Vedas;
•kar£aye--it attracts; sei--those; lak£m†-ga‹a--all the goddesses of fortune.
TRANSLATION
"The beauty of K”£‹a's body is so attractive that it attracts not only the
demigods and other living entities within this material world but the
personalities of the spiritual sky as well, including the N•r•ya‹as, who are
expansions of K”£‹a's personality. The minds of the N•r•ya‹as are thus
attracted by the beauty of K”£‹a's body. In addition, the goddesses of fortune
[Lak£m†s]--who are wives of the N•r•ya‹as and are the women described in the
Vedas as most chaste--are also attracted by the wonderful beauty of K”£‹a.
TEXT 107
TEXT
ca‚i' gop†-manorathe, manmathera mana mathe,
n•ma dhare 'madana-mohana'
jini' pa‘ca¤ara-darpa, svaya‰ nava-kandarpa,
r•sa kare la‘• gop†-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
ca‚i'--riding; gop†-mana„-rathe--on the chariot of the minds of the gop†s;
manmathera--of Cupid; mana--the mind; mathe--churns; n•ma--the name; dhare-accepts; madana-mohana--Madana-mohana, the deluder of Cupid; jini'-conquering; pa‘ca-¤ara--of Cupid, the master of the five arrows of the senses;
darpa--the pride; svayam--personally; nava--new; kandarpa--Cupid; r•sa--r•sa
dance; kare--performs; la‘•--with; gop†-ga‹a--the gop†s.
TRANSLATION
"Favoring them, K”£‹a rides on the chariot of the minds of the gop†s, and
just to receive loving service from them, He attracts their minds like Cupid.
Therefore He is also called Madana-mohana, the attractor of Cupid. Cupid has
five arrows, representing form, taste, smell, sound and touch. K”£‹a is the
owner of these five arrows, and with His Cupid-like beauty, He conquers the
minds of the gop†s, though they are very proud of their superexcellent beauty.
Becoming a new Cupid, K”£‹a attracts their minds and engages in the r•sa
dance.
TEXT 108
TEXT
nija-sama sakh•-sa•ge, go-ga‹a-c•ra‹a ra•ge,
v”nd•vane svacchanda vih•ra
y••ra ve‹u-dhvani ¤uni' sth•vara-ja•gama pr•‹†,
pulaka, kampa, a¤ru vahe dh•ra
SYNONYMS
nija-sama--equal to Himself; sakh•-sa•ge--with the friends; go-ga‹a--an
unlimited number of cows; c•ra‹a--tending; ra•ge--such pastimes; v”nd•vane--in
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V”nd•vana; svacchanda--spontaneous; vih•ra--blissful enjoyment; y••ra--of
whom; ve‹u-dhvani ¤uni'--hearing the vibration of the flute; sth•vara-ja•gama
pr•‹†--all living entities, moving and not moving; pulaka--jubilation; kampa-trembling; a¤ru--tears; vahe--flow; dh•ra--streams.
TRANSLATION
"When Lord K”£‹a wanders in the forest of V”nd•vana with His friends on an
equal level, there are innumerable cows grazing. This is another of the Lord's
blissful enjoyments. When He plays on His flute, all living entities-including trees, plants, animals and human beings--tremble and are saturated
with jubilation. Tears flow constantly from their eyes.
TEXT 109
TEXT
mukt•-h•ra----baka-p••ti, indra-dhanu-pi‘cha tati,
p†t•mbara----vijur†-sa‘c•ra
k”£‹a nava-jaladhara, jagat-¤asya-upara,
vari£aye l†l•m”ta-dh•ra
SYNONYMS
mukt•-h•ra--a necklace of pearls; baka-p••ti--like a row of white ducks;
indra-dhanu--like a rainbow; pi‘cha--a peacock feather; tati--there; p†taambara--yellow garments; vijur†-sa‘c•ra--like the appearance of lightning in
the sky; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; nava--new; jala-dhara--cloud carrying water;
jagat--the universe; ¤asya--like crops of grains; upara--upon; vari£aye-rains; l†l•-am”ta--the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a; dh•ra--like a shower.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a wears a pearl necklace that appears like a chain of white ducks
around His neck. The peacock feather in His hair appears like a rainbow, and
His yellow garments appear like lightning in the sky. K”£‹a appears like a
newly risen cloud, and the gop†s appear like newly grown grains in the field.
Constant rains of nectarean pastimes fall upon these newly grown grains, and
it seems that the gop†s are receiving beams of life from K”£‹a, exactly as
grains receive life from the rains.
TEXT 110
TEXT
m•dhurya bhagavatt•-s•ra, vraje kaila parac•ra,
t•h• ¤uka----vy•sera nandana
sth•ne sth•ne bh•gavate, var‹iy•che j•n•ite,
t•h• ¤uni' m•te bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
m•dhurya--sweetness; bhagavatt•-s•ra--the quintessence of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; vraje--in V”nd•vana; kaila--did; parac•ra-propagation; t•h•--that; ¤uka--¥ukadeva Gosv•m†; vy•sera nandana--the son of
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Vy•sadeva; sth•ne sth•ne--in different places; bh•gavate--in ¥r†madBh•gavatam; var‹iy•che--has described; j•n•ite--in order to explain; t•h•
¤uni'--hearing those statements; m•te--become maddened; bhakta-ga‹a--all the
devotees.
TRANSLATION
"The Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, is full in all six opulences,
including His attractive beauty, which engages Him in conjugal love with the
gop†s. Such sweetness is the quintessence of His qualities. ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†,
the son of Vy•sadeva, has described these pastimes of K”£‹a throughout ¥r†madBh•gavatam. Hearing the descriptions, the devotees become mad with love of
God."
TEXT 111
TEXT
kahite k”£‹era rase, ¤loka pa‚e prem•ve¤e,
preme san•tana-h•ta dhari'
gop†-bh•gya, k”£‹a gu‹a, ye karila var‹ana,
bh•v•ve¤e mathur•-n•gar†
SYNONYMS
kahite--to describe; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; rase--the different types of
mellows; ¤loka--a verse; pa‚e--recites; prema-•ve¤e--absorbed in ecstatic
love; preme--in such love; san•tana-h•ta dhari'--catching the hand of San•tana
Gosv•m†; gop†-bh•gya--the fortune of the gop†s; k”£‹a gu‹a--the transcendental
qualities of K”£‹a; ye--which; karila var‹ana--described; bh•va-•ve¤e--in
ecstatic love; mathur•-n•gar†--the women of the city of Mathur•.
TRANSLATION
Just as the women of Mathur• ecstatically described the fortune of the
gop†s of V”nd•vana and the transcendental qualities of K”£‹a, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu described the different mellows of K”£‹a and became overwhelmed
with ecstatic love. Grasping the hand of San•tana Gosv•m†, He recited the
following verse.
TEXT 112
TEXT
gopyas tapa„ kim acaran yad amu£ya rãpa‰
l•va‹ya-s•ram asamordhvam ananya-siddham
d”gbhi„ pibanty anusav•bhinava‰ dur•pam
ek•nta-dh•ma ya¤asa„ ¤riya ai¤varasya
SYNONYMS
gopya„--the gop†s; tapa„--austerities; kim--what; acaran--performed; yat-from which; amu£ya--of such a one (Lord K”£‹a); rãpam--the form; l•va‹yas•ram--the essence of loveliness; asama-ãrdhvam--not paralleled or surpassed;
ananya-siddham--not perfected by any other ornament (self-perfect); d”gbhi„-2182

by the eyes; pibanti--they drink; anusava-abhinavam--constantly new; dur•pam-difficult to obtain; ek•nta-dh•ma--the only abode; ya¤asa„--of fame; ¤riya„-of beauty; ai¤varasya--of opulence.
TRANSLATION
" 'What austerities must the gop†s have performed? With their eyes they
always drink the nectar of the face of Lord K”£‹a, which is the essence of
loveliness and is not to be equaled or surpassed. That loveliness is the only
abode of beauty, fame and opulence. It is self-perfect, ever fresh and
unique.'
PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.44.14) was spoken by the women of
Mathur• when they saw K”£‹a in the wrestling arena.
TEXT 113
TEXT
t•ru‹y•m”ta----p•r•v•ra, tara•ga----l•va‹ya-s•ra,
t•te se •varta bh•vodgama
va‰¤†-dhvani----cakrav•ta, n•r†ra mana----t”‹a-p•ta,
t•h• ‚ub•ya n• haya udgama
SYNONYMS
t•ru‹ya-am”ta--eternal youth; p•r•v•ra--like a great ocean; tara•ga--waves;
l•va‹ya-s•ra--the essence of bodily beauty; t•te--in that ocean; se--that;
•varta--like a whirlpool; bh•va-udgama--awakening of different ecstatic
emotions; va‰¤†-dhvani--the vibration of the flute; cakrav•ta--a whirlwind;
n•r†ra--of the women; mana--the minds; t”‹a-p•ta--leaves of grass; t•h•--that;
‚ub•ya--plunge down; n• haya udgama--never to come up again.
TRANSLATION
"The bodily beauty of ¥r† K”£‹a is like a wave in the ocean of eternal
youth. In that great ocean is the whirlpool of the awakening of ecstatic love.
The vibration of K”£‹a's flute is like a whirlwind, and the flickering minds
of the gop†s are like straws and dry leaves. After they fall down in the
whirlwind, they never rise again but remain eternally at the lotus feet of
K”£‹a.
TEXT 114
TEXT
sakh† he, kon tapa kaila gop†-ga‹a
k”£‹a-rãpa-sum•dhur†, pibi' pibi' netra bhari',
¤l•ghya kare janma-tanu-mana
SYNONYMS
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sakh† he--My dear friend; kon--what; tapa--austerity; kaila--have executed;
gop†-ga‹a--all the gop†s; k”£‹a-rãpa--of the beauty of Lord K”£‹a; su-m•dhur†-the essence of all sweetness; pibi' pibi'--drinking and drinking; netra
bhari'--filling the eyes; ¤l•ghya kare--they glorify; janma-tanu-mana--their
births, bodies and minds.
TRANSLATION
"O my dear friend, what severe austerities have the gop†s performed to
drink His transcendental beauty and sweetness through their eyes in complete
fulfillment? Thus they glorify their births, bodies and minds.
TEXT 115
TEXT
ye m•dhur†ra ãrdhva •na, n•hi y•ra sam•na,
paravyome svarãpera ga‹e
ye•ho saba-avat•r†, paravyoma-adhik•r†,
e m•dhurya n•hi n•r•ya‹e
SYNONYMS
ye m•dhur†ra--that sweetness; ãrdhva--higher; •na--another; n•hi--there is
not; y•ra sam•na--equal to which; para-vyome--the spiritual sky; sva-rãpera
ga‹e--among the expansions of K”£‹a's personality; ye•ho--who; saba-avat•ri-the source of all the incarnations; para-vyoma-adhik•r†--the predominating
Deity of the Vaiku‹àha planets; e m•dhurya--this ecstatic sweetness; n•hi--is
not; n•r•ya‹e--even in Lord N•r•ya‹a.
TRANSLATION
"The sweetness of K”£‹a's beauty enjoyed by the gop†s is unparalleled.
Nothing is equal to or greater than such ecstatic sweetness. Even the
predominating Deities of the Vaiku‹àha planets, the N•r•ya‹as, do not possess
such sweetness. Indeed, none of the incarnations of K”£‹a up to N•r•ya‹a
possess such transcendental beauty.
TEXT 116
TEXT
t•te s•k£† sei ram•, n•r•ya‹era priyatam•,
pativrat•-ga‹era up•sy•
ti•ho ye m•dhurya-lobhe, ch•‚i' saba k•ma-bhoge,
vrata kari' karil• tapasy•
SYNONYMS
t•te--in this regard; s•k£†--the evidence; sei ram•--that goddess of
fortune; n•r•ya‹era priya-tam•--the most dear consort of N•r•ya‹a; pati-vrat•ga‹era--of all chaste women; up•sy•--worshipable; ti•ho--she; ye--that;
m•dhurya-lobhe--being attracted by the same sweetness; ch•‚i'--giving up;
saba--all; k•ma-bhoge--to enjoy with K”£‹a; vrata kari'--taking a vow; karil•
tapasy•--executed austerities.
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TRANSLATION
"Even the dearest consort of N•r•ya‹a, the goddess of fortune, who is
worshiped by all chaste women, is captivated by the unparalleled sweetness of
K”£‹a. She even gave up everything in her desire to enjoy K”£‹a, and taking a
great vow, she underwent severe austerities.
TEXT 117
TEXT
sei ta' m•dhurya-s•ra, anya-siddhi n•hi t•ra,
ti•ho----m•dhury•di-gu‹a-khani
•ra saba prak•¤e, t••ra datta gu‹a bh•se,
y•h•• yata prak•¤e k•rya j•ni
SYNONYMS
sei ta' m•dhurya-s•ra--that is the quintessence of sweetness; anya-siddhi-perfection due to anything else; n•hi--there is not; t•ra--of that; ti•ho-Lord K”£‹a; m•dhurya-•di-gu‹a-khani--the mine of transcendental mellows,
headed by sweetness; •ra saba--all other; prak•¤e--in manifestations; t••ra-His; datta--given; gu‹a--transcendental qualities; bh•se--are exhibited;
y•ha•--where; yata--as much as; prak•¤e--in that manifestation; k•rya--to be
done; j•ni--I understand.
TRANSLATION
"The quintessence of K”£‹a's sweet bodily luster is so perfect that there
is no perfection above it. He is the immutable mine of all transcendental
qualities. In His other manifestations and personal expansions, there is only
a partial exhibition of such qualities. We understand all His personal
expansions in this way.
TEXT 118
TEXT
gop†-bh•va-darapa‹a, nava nava k£a‹e k£a‹a,
t•ra •ge k”£‹era m•dhurya
do•he kare hu‚•hu‚i, b•‚e, mukha n•hi mu‚i,
nava nava do•h•ra pr•curya
SYNONYMS
gop†-bh•va-darapa‹a--the gop†s' ecstasy is like a mirror; nava nava k£a‹e
k£a‹a--newer and newer at every moment; t•ra •ge--in front of that; k”£‹era
m•dhurya--the sweetness of K”£‹a's beauty; do•he--both; kare--do; hu‚•hu‚i-struggling together; b•‚e--increases; mukha n•hi mu‚i--never turning away the
faces; nava nava--newer and newer; do•h•ra--of both of them; pr•curya-abundance.
TRANSLATION
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"Both the gop†s and K”£‹a are complete. The gop†s' ecstatic love is like a
mirror that becomes newer and newer at every moment and reflects K”£‹a's
bodily luster and sweetness. Thus competition increases. Since neither give
up, their pastimes become newer and newer, and both sides constantly increase.
TEXT 119
TEXT
karma, tapa, yoga, j‘•na, vidhi-bhakti, japa, dhy•na,
ih• haite m•dhurya durlabha
kevala ye r•ga-m•rge, bhaje k”£‹e anur•ge,
t•re k”£‹a-m•dhurya sulabha
SYNONYMS
karma--fruitive activities; tapa--austerities; yoga--the practice of mystic
yoga; j‘•na--speculative cultivation of knowledge; vidhi-bhakti--regulative
principles in devotional service; japa--chanting; dhy•na--meditation; ih•
haite--from these things; m•dhurya--the sweetness of K”£‹a; durlabha--very
difficult to perceive; kevala--only; ye--one; r•ga-m•rge--by the path of
spontaneous ecstatic love; bhaje--worships; k”£‹e--Lord K”£‹a; anur•ge--with
transcendental feeling; t•re--unto him; k”£‹a-m•dhurya--the sweetness of
K”£‹a's; sulabha--very easily appreciated.
TRANSLATION
"The transcendental mellows generated from the dealings between the gop†s
and K”£‹a cannot be tasted by fruitive activity, yogic austerities,
speculative knowledge, regulative devotional service, mantra-yoga or
meditation. This sweetness can be tasted only through the spontaneous love of
liberated persons who chant the holy names with great ecstatic love.
TEXT 120
TEXT
sei-rãpa vraj•¤raya, ai¤varya-m•dhuryamaya,
divya-gu‹a-ga‹a-ratn•laya
•nera vaibhava-satt•, k”£‹a-datta bhagavatt•,
k”£‹a----sarva-a‰¤†, sarv•¤raya
SYNONYMS
sei-rãpa--that supernatural beauty; vraja-•¤raya--whose abode is in
V”nd•vana; ai¤varya-m•dhurya-maya--full of opulence and the sweetness of love;
divya-gu‹a-ga‹a--of transcendental qualities; ratna-•laya--the source of all
the gems; •nera--of others; vaibhava-satt•--the presence of opulences; k”£‹adatta--all bestowed by K”£‹a; bhagavatt•--qualities of the Supreme Personality
of Godhead; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; sarva-a‰¤†--the original source of all of them;
sarva-•¤raya--the shelter of all of them.
TRANSLATION
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"Such ecstatic transactions between K”£‹a and the gop†s are only possible
in V”nd•vana, which is full of the opulences of transcendental love. The form
of K”£‹a is the original source of all transcendental qualities. It is like a
mine of gems. The opulences belonging to all the personal expansions of K”£‹a
are to be understood to be bestowed by K”£‹a; therefore K”£‹a is the original
source and shelter of everyone.
TEXT 121
TEXT
¤r†, lajj•, day•, k†rti, dhairya, vai¤•rad† mati,
ei saba k”£‹e prati£àhita
su¤†la, m”du, vad•nya, k”£‹a-sama n•hi anya,
k”£‹a kare jagatera hita
SYNONYMS
¤r†--beauty; lajj•--humility; day•--mercy; k†rti--merit; dhairya--patience;
vai¤•rad†--very expert; mati--intelligence; ei saba--all these; k”£‹e--in Lord
K”£‹a; prati£àhita--situated; su-¤†la--well behaved; m”du--mild; vad•nya-magnanimous; k”£‹a-sama--like K”£‹a; n•hi--there is no one; anya--else; k”£‹a-Lord K”£‹a; kare--does; jagatera--of the world; hita--welfare.
TRANSLATION
"Beauty, humility, mercy, merit, patience and expert intelligence are all
manifest in K”£‹a. But besides these, K”£‹a has other qualities like good
behavior, mildness and magnanimity. He also performs welfare activities for
the whole world. All these qualities are not visible in expansions like
N•r•ya‹a.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura mentions that the qualities of beauty, humility,
mercy, merit, patience and expert intelligence are brilliant qualities, and
when they are exhibited in the person of N•r•ya‹a, one should know that they
are bestowed upon N•r•ya‹a by K”£‹a. Good behavior, mildness and magnanimity
are found only in K”£‹a. Only K”£‹a performs welfare activities for the whole
world.
TEXT 122
TEXT
k”£‹a dekhi' n•n• jana, kaila nimi£e nindana,
vraje vidhi ninde gop†-ga‹a
sei saba ¤loka pa‚i', mah•prabhu artha kari',
sukhe m•dhurya kare •sv•dana
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; dekhi'--seeing; n•n• jana--various persons; kaila--did;
nimi£e--due to the blinking of the eyes; nindana--blaming; vraje--in
V”nd•vana; vidhi--Lord Brahm•; ninde--blame; gop†-ga‹a--all the gop†s; sei
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saba--all those; ¤loka--verses; pa‚i'--reciting; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; artha kari'--explaining the meaning; sukhe--in happiness;
m•dhurya--transcendental sweetness; kare--does; •sv•dana--tasting.
TRANSLATION
"After seeing K”£‹a, various people criticize the blinking of their eyes.
In V”nd•vana, especially, all the gop†s criticize Lord Brahm• because of this
defect in the eyes." Then ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu recited some verses from
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam and explained them vividly, thus enjoying the taste of
transcendental sweetness with great happiness.
TEXT 123
TEXT
yasy•nana‰ makara-ku‹‚ala-c•ru-kar‹abhr•jat-kapola-subhaga‰ savil•sa-h•sam
nityotsava‰ na tat”pur d”¤ibhi„ pibantyo
n•ryo nar•¤ ca mudit•„ kupit• nime¤ ca
SYNONYMS
yasya--of K”£‹a; •nanam--face; makara-ku‹‚ala--by earrings resembling
sharks; c•ru--beautified; kar‹a--the ears; bhr•jat--shining; kapola--cheeks;
subhagam--delicate; sa-vil•sa-h•sam--smiling with an enjoying spirit; nityautsavam--in which there are eternal festivities of joy; na--not; tat”pu„-satisfied; d”¤ibhi„--by the eyes; pibantya„--drinking; n•rya„--all the women;
nar•„--the men; ca--and; mudit•„--very pleased; kupit•„--very angry; nime„--at
the creator of the blinking of the eyes; ca--also.
TRANSLATION
" 'All men and women were accustomed to enjoying the beauty of the shining
face of Lord K”£‹a, as well as His sharklike earrings swinging on His ears.
His beautiful features, His cheeks and His playful smiles all combined to form
a constant festival for the eyes, and the blinking of the eyes became
obstacles that impeded one from seeing that beauty. For this reason, men and
women became very angry at the creator [Lord Brahm•].'
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (9.24.65).
TEXT 124
TEXT
aàati yad bhav•n ahni k•nana‰
truàir yug•yate tv•m apa¤yat•m
kuàila-kuntala‰ ¤r†-mukha‰ ca te
ja‚a ud†k£at•‰ pak£ma-k”d d”¤•m
SYNONYMS
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aàati--goes; yat--when; bhav•n--Your Lordship; ahni--in the day; k•nanam-to the forest; truài„--half a second; yug•yate--appears like a yuga; tv•m-You; apa¤yat•m--of those not seeing; kuàila-kuntalam--adorned with curled
hair; ¤r†-mukham--beautiful face; ca--and; te--Your; ja‚a„--stupid; ud†k£at•m-looking at; pak£ma-k”t--the maker of eyelashes; d”¤•m--of the eyes.
TRANSLATION
" 'O K”£‹a, when You go to the forest during the day and we do not see Your
sweet face, which is surrounded by beautiful, curling hair, half a second
becomes as long as an entire age for us. And we consider the creator, who has
put eyelids on the eyes we use for seeing You, to be simply a fool.'
PURPORT
This verse is spoken by the gop†s in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.31.15).
TEXT 125
TEXT
k•ma-g•yatr†-mantra-rãpa, haya k”£‹era svarãpa,
s•rdha-cabbi¤a ak£ara t•ra haya
se ak£ara 'candra' haya, k”£‹e kari' udaya,
trijagat kail• k•mamaya
SYNONYMS
k•ma-g•yatr†-mantra-rãpa--the hymn known as k•ma-g•yatr†; haya--is; k”£‹era
svarãpa--identical with K”£‹a; s•rdha-cabbi¤a--twenty-four and a half; ak£ara-syllables; t•ra--of that; haya--are; se ak£ara--these syllables; candra haya-are like the moon; k”£‹e--Lord K”£‹a; kari' udaya--awakening; tri-jagat--the
three worlds; kail•--made; k•ma-maya--full of desire.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is identical with the Vedic
hymn known as the k•ma-g•yatr†, which is composed of twenty-four and a half
syllables. Those syllables are compared to moons that arise in K”£‹a. Thus all
three worlds are filled with desire.
TEXT 126
TEXT
sakh† he, k”£‹a-mukha----dvija-r•ja-r•ja
k”£‹a-vapu-si‰h•sane, vasi' r•jya-¤•sane,
kare sa•ge candrera sam•ja
SYNONYMS
sakh† he--O dear friend; k”£‹a-mukha--the face of Lord K”£‹a; dvija-r•jar•ja--the king of moons; k”£‹a-vapu--of the transcendental body of K”£‹a;
si‰h•sane--on the throne; vasi'--sitting; r•jya-¤•sane--ruling of the kingdom;
kare--does; sa•ge--in the company of; candrera sam•ja--the society of moons.
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TRANSLATION
"The face of K”£‹a is the king of all moons, and the body of K”£‹a is the
throne. Thus the king governs a society of moons.
PURPORT
The entire face is called the king of moons. The mouth is another moon, the
left cheek is a moon, and the right cheek is a moon. The spots of sandalwood
pulp on K”£‹a's face are also considered different moons, and His fingernails
and toenails are also different moons. His forehead is considered a half moon,
His face is considered the king of moons, and His body is considered the
throne. All the other candras (moons) are considered to be subordinate moons.
TEXT 127
TEXT
dui ga‹‚a sucikka‹a, jini' ma‹i-sudarpa‹a,
sei dui pãr‹a-candra j•ni
lal•àe a£àam†-indu, t•h•te candana-bindu,
sei eka pãr‹a-candra m•ni
SYNONYMS
dui--two; ga‹‚a--cheeks; su-cikka‹a--very shiny; jini'--conquering; ma‹isu-darpa‹a--glowing gems; sei dui--those two; pãr‹a-candra--full moons; j•ni-I consider; lal•àe--on the forehead; a£àam†-indu--eighth-day moon (half moon);
t•h•te--on that; candana-bindu--the drop of sandalwood pulp; sei--that; eka-one; pãr‹a-candra--full moon; m•ni--I consider.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a has two cheeks that shine like glowing gems. Both are considered
full moons. His forehead is considered a half moon, and His spots of
sandalwood are considered full moons.
TEXT 128
TEXT
kara-nakha-c•ndera h•àa, va‰¤†-upara kare n•àa,
t•ra g†ta mural†ra t•na
pada-nakha-candra-ga‹a, tale kare nartana,
nãpurera dhvani y•ra g•na
SYNONYMS
kara-nakha--of the nails on the hands; c•ndera--of the full moons; h•àa-the bazaar; va‰¤†--the flute; upara--on; kare--do; n•àa--dancing; t•ra--of
them; g†ta--the song; mural†ra t•na--the melody of the flute; pada-nakha--of
the nails on the toes; candra-ga‹a--the different full moons; tale--on the
ground; kare--do; nartana--dancing; nãpurera--of the ankle bells; dhvani--the
sound; y•ra--whose; g•na--musical song.
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TRANSLATION
"His fingernails are many full moons, and they dance on the flute on His
hands. Their song is the melody of that flute. His toenails are also many full
moons, and they dance on the ground. Their song is the jingling of His ankle
bells.
TEXT 129
TEXT
n•ce makara-ku‹‚ala, netra----l†l•-kamala,
vil•s† r•j• satata n•c•ya
bhrã----dhanu, netra----b•‹a, dhanur-gu‹a----dui k•‹a,
n•r†-mana-lak£ya vindhe t•ya
SYNONYMS
n•ce--dance; makara-ku‹‚ala--the earrings shaped like sharks; netra--the
eyes; l†l•--for play; kamala--like lotus flowers; vil•s†--the enjoyer; r•j•-the king; satata n•c•ya--always causes to dance; bhrã--two eyebrows; dhanu-just like bows; netra--the eyes; b•‹a--just like arrows; dhanu„-gu‹a--the
string of the bow; dui k•‹a--the two ears; n•r†-mana--the minds of the gop†s;
lak£ya--the target; vindhe--pierces; t•ya--there.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a's face is the enjoyer king. That full-moon face makes His sharkshaped earrings and lotus eyes dance. His eyebrows are like bows, and His eyes
are like arrows. His ears are fixed on the string of that bow, and when His
eyes spread to His ears, He pierces the hearts of the gop†s.
TEXT 130
TEXT
ei c•ndera ba‚a n•àa, pas•ri' c•ndera h•àa,
vinimãle vil•ya nij•m”ta
k•ho• smita-jyotsn•m”te, k••h•re adhar•m”te,
saba loka kare •py•yita
SYNONYMS
ei c•ndera--of this moon of the face; ba‚a--big; n•àa--dancing; pas•ri'-expanding; c•ndera h•àa--the marketplace of full moons; vinimãle--without a
price; vil•ya--distributes; nija-am”ta--its personal nectar; k•ho•--to some;
smita-jyotsn•-am”te--by the nectar of the sweetly smiling moonrays; k••h•re-to someone; adhara-am”te--by the nectar of the lips; saba loka--all people;
kare •py•yita--pleases.
TRANSLATION
"The dancing features of His face surpass all other full moons and expand
the marketplace of full moons. Although priceless, the nectar of K”£‹a's face
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is distributed to everyone. Some purchase the moonrays of His sweet smiles,
and others purchase the nectar of His lips. Thus He pleases everyone.
TEXT 131
TEXT
vipul•yat•ru‹a, madana-mada-ghãr‹ana,
mantr† y•ra e dui nayana
l•va‹ya-keli-sadana, jana-netra-ras•yana,
sukhamaya govinda-vadana
SYNONYMS
vipula-•yata--broad and spread; aru‹a--reddish; madana-mada--the pride of
Cupid; ghãr‹ana--bewildering; mantr†--ministers; y•ra--whose; e--these; dui-two; nayana--eyes; l•va‹ya-keli--of pastimes of beauty; sadana--home; jananetra-rasa-•yana--very pleasing to the eyes of everyone; sukha-maya--full of
happiness; govinda-vadana--the face of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a has two reddish, widely spread eyes. These are ministers of the
king, and they subdue the pride of Cupid, who also has beautiful eyes. That
face of Govinda, which is full of happiness, is the home of the pastimes of
beauty, and it is very pleasing to everyone's eyes.
TEXT 132
TEXT
y••ra pu‹ya-pu‘ja-phale, se-mukha-dar¤ana mile,
dui ••khi ki karibe p•ne?
dvigu‹a b•‚e t”£‹•-lobha, pite n•re----mana„-k£obha,
du„khe kare vidhira nindane
SYNONYMS
y••ra--whose; pu‹ya-pu‘ja-phale--by the result of many pious activities;
se-mukha--of that face; dar¤ana--seeing; mile--if one gets to do; dui ••khi-two eyes; ki--how; karibe--will do; p•ne--drinking; dvi-gu‹a--twice; b•‚e-increases; t”£‹•-lobha--greed and thirst; pite--to drink; n•re--not able;
mana„-k£obha--agitation of the mind; du„khe--in great distress; kare--does;
vidhira--of the creator; nindane--criticizing.
TRANSLATION
"If by devotional service one gets the results of pious activities and sees
Lord K”£‹a's face, he can relish the Lord with his eyes. His greed and thirst
then increase twofold by seeing the nectarean face of K”£‹a. Due to one's
inability to sufficiently drink that nectar, one becomes very unhappy and
criticizes the creator for not having given more than two eyes.
TEXT 133
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TEXT
n• dileka lak£a-koài, sabe dil• ••khi duài,
t•te dil• nimi£a-•cch•dana
vidhi----ja‚a tapodhana, rasa-¤ãnya t•ra mana,
n•hi j•ne yogya s”jana
SYNONYMS
n• dileka--did not award; lak£a-koài--thousands and millions; sabe--only;
dil•--gave; ••khi duài--two eyes; t•te--in them; dil•--gave; nimi£a-•cch•dana-covering of the eyelids; vidhi--creator; ja‚a--dull; tapa„-dhana--assets of
austerities; rasa-¤ãnya--without juice; t•ra--his; mana--mind; n•hi j•ne--does
not know; yogya--suitable; s”jana--creating.
TRANSLATION
"When the onlooker of K”£‹a's face becomes dissatisfied in this way, he
thinks, 'Why didn't the creator give me thousands and millions of eyes? Why
has he given me only two? Even these two eyes are disturbed by blinking, which
keeps me from continuously seeing K”£‹a's face.' Thus one accuses the creator
of being dry and tasteless due to engaging in severe austerities. 'The creator
is only a dry manufacturer. He does not know how to create and set things in
their proper places.
TEXT 134
TEXT
ye dekhibe k”£‹•nana, t•ra kare dvi-nayana,
vidhi ha‘• hena avic•ra
mora yadi bola dhare, koài ••khi t•ra kare,
tabe j•ni yogya s”£ài t•ra
SYNONYMS
ye--anyone who; dekhibe--will see; k”£‹a-•nana--the face of K”£‹a; t•ra--of
him; kare--make; dvi-nayana--two eyes; vidhi--an authority in creation; ha‘•-being; hena--such; avic•ra--lack of consideration; mora--my; yadi--if; bola-instruction; dhare--accepts; koài ••khi--millions of eyes; t•ra--of him; kare-would create; tabe j•ni--then I would understand; yogya--suitable; s”£ài-creation; t•ra--his.
TRANSLATION
" 'The creator says, "Let those who will see K”£‹a's beautiful face have
two eyes." Just see the lack of consideration exhibited by this person posing
as a creator. If the creator took my advice, he would give millions of eyes to
the person who intends to see ¥r† K”£‹a's face. If the creator will accept
this advice, then I would say that he is competent in his work.'
TEXT 135
TEXT
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k”£‹••ga-m•dhurya----sindhu, sumadhura mukha----indu,
ati-madhu smita----sukira‹e
e-tine l•gila mana, lobhe kare •sv•dana,
¤loka pa‚e svahasta-c•lane
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-a•ga--of the transcendental body of K”£‹a; m•dhurya--of sweetness;
sindhu--the ocean; su-madhura--very sweet; mukha--face; indu--like the full
moon; ati-madhu--extraordinarily sweet; smita--smiling; su-kira‹e--beam of
moonlight; e-tine--these three; l•gila mana--attracted the mind; lobhe--with
more and more greed; kare •sv•dana--relished; ¤loka pa‚e--recites a verse;
sva-hasta-c•lane--moving His own hand.
TRANSLATION
"The transcendental form of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a is compared to an ocean. A
particularly extraordinary vision is the moon above that ocean, and another
vision is His smile, which is sweeter than sweet and is like shining beams of
moonlight." While speaking of these things with San•tana Gosv•m†, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu began to remember one thing after another. Moving His hands in
ecstasy, He recited a verse.
TEXT 136
TEXT
madhura‰ madhura‰ vapur asya vibhor
madhura‰ madhura‰ vadana‰ madhuram
madhu-gandhi m”du-smitam etad aho
madhura‰ madhura‰ madhura‰ madhuram
SYNONYMS
madhuram--sweet; madhuram--sweet; vapu„--the transcendental form; asya-His; vibho„--of the Lord; madhuram--sweet; madhuram--sweet; vadanam--face;
madhuram--more sweet; madhu-gandhi--the fragrance of honey; m”du-smitam--soft
smiling; etat--this; aho--O; madhuram--sweet; madhuram--sweet; madhuram-sweet; madhuram--still more sweet.
TRANSLATION
" 'O my Lord, the transcendental body of K”£‹a is very sweet, and His face
is even sweeter than His body. The soft smile on His face, which is like the
fragrance of honey, is sweeter still.'
PURPORT
This is a verse quoted from K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta by Bilvama•gala áh•kura.
TEXT 137
TEXT
san•tana, k”£‹a-m•dhurya----am”tera sindhu
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mora mana----sannip•ti, saba pite kare mati,
durdaiva-vaidya n• deya eka bindu
SYNONYMS
san•tana--O My dear San•tana; k”£‹a-m•dhurya--the sweetness of Lord K”£‹a;
am”tera sindhu--an ocean of ambrosia; mora mana--my mind; sannip•ti--a disease
of convulsions; saba--all; pite--to drink; kare--does; mati--desire; durdaivavaidya--a physician who suppresses; n•--not; deya--gives; eka--one; bindu-drop.
TRANSLATION
"My dear San•tana, the sweetness of K”£‹a's personality is just like an
ocean of ambrosia. Although My mind is now afflicted by convulsive diseases
and I wish to drink that entire ocean, the repressive physician does not allow
Me to drink even one drop.
PURPORT
When there is a combination of kapha, pitta and v•yu, the three bodily
elements, there occurs sannip•ti, or a convulsive disease. "This disease is
caused by the personal features of Lord K”£‹a. The three elements are the
beauty of K”£‹a's body, the beauty of His face, and the beauty of His smile.
Stricken by these three beauties, My mind goes into convulsions. It wishes to
drink the ocean of K”£‹a's beauty, but because I am undergoing convulsions, My
physician, who is ¥r† K”£‹a Himself, does not even allow Me to take a drop of
water from that ocean." ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was ecstatic in this way
because He was presenting Himself in the mood of the gop†s. The gop†s wanted
to drink the ocean of sweetness arising from the bodily features of K”£‹a, but
K”£‹a did not allow them to come near. Consequently their desire to meet K”£‹a
increased, and being unable to drink the ambrosia of K”£‹a's bodily features,
they became very unhappy.
TEXT 138
TEXT
k”£‹••ga----l•va‹ya-pãra, madhura haite sumadhura,
t•te yei mukha sudh•kara
madhura haite sumadhura, t•h• ha-ite sumadhura,
t•ra yei smita jyotsn•-bhara
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-a•ga--the bodily features of K”£‹a; l•va‹ya-pãra--the city of
attractive beauty; madhura--sweetness; haite--than; su-madhura--still more
sweet; t•te--in that body; yei--that; mukha--face; sudh•kara--like the moon;
madhura haite su-madhura--sweeter than sweetness; t•h• ha-ite--than that; sumadhura--still more sweet; t•ra--of which; yei--that; smita--smiling; jyotsn•bhara--like the moonshine.
TRANSLATION
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"K”£‹a's body is a city of attractive features, and it is sweeter than
sweet. His face, which is like the moon, is sweeter still, and the gentle
smile on that moonlike face is like rays of moonshine.
PURPORT
The smile on Krsna's face is just like the smiling of the moon, which
generates greater and greater happiness for the gop†s.
TEXT 139
TEXT
madhura haite sumadhura, t•h• haite sumadhura,
t•h• haite ati sumadhura
•pan•ra eka ka‹e, vy•pe saba tribhuvane,
da¤a-dik vy•pe y•ra pãra
SYNONYMS
madhura haite su-madhura--sweeter than sweet; t•h• haite--than that; sumadhura--still sweeter; t•h• haite--than that; ati su-madhura--still much more
sweet; •pan•ra--of Himself; eka ka‹e--by one particle; vy•pe--spreads; saba-all; tri-bhuvane--throughout the three worlds; da¤a-dik--ten directions;
vy•pe--spreads; y•ra--whose; pãra--the city of K”£‹a's beauty.
TRANSLATION
"The beauty of K”£‹a's smile is the sweetest feature of all. His smile is
like a full moon that spreads its rays throughout the three worlds--Goloka
V”nd•vana, the spiritual sky of the Vaiku‹àhas, and Dev†-dh•ma, the material
world. Thus K”£‹a's shining beauty spreads in all ten directions.
TEXT 140
TEXT
smita-kira‹a-sukarpãre, pai¤e adhara-madhure,
sei madhu m•t•ya tribhuvane
va‰¤†-chidra •k•¤e, t•ra gu‹a ¤abde pai¤e,
dhvani-rãpe p•‘• pari‹•me
SYNONYMS
smita-kira‹a--the shining of K”£‹a's smile; su-karpãre--compared to
camphor; pai¤e--enters; adhara-madhure--within the sweetness of the lips; sei
madhu--that ambrosia; m•t•ya--maddens; tri-bhuvane--the three worlds; va‰¤†chidra--of the holes in the flute; •k•¤e--in the space; t•ra gu‹a--the quality
of that sweetness; ¤abde--in sound vibration; pai¤e--enters; dhvani-rãpe--the
form of sound vibration; p•‘•--obtaining; pari‹•me--by transformation.
TRANSLATION
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"His slight smiling and fragrant illumination are compared to camphor,
which enters the sweetness of the lips. That sweetness is transformed and
enters into space as vibrations from the holes of His flute.
TEXT 141
TEXT
se dhvani caudike dh•ya, a‹‚a bhedi' vaiku‹àhe y•ya,
bale pai¤e jagatera k•‹e
sab• m•toy•la kari', bal•tk•re •ne dhari',
vi¤e£ata„ yuvat†ra ga‹e
SYNONYMS
se dhvani--that vibration; cau-dike--in the four directions; dh•ya--runs;
a‹‚a bhedi'--piercing the coverings of the universe; vaiku‹àhe y•ya--goes to
the spiritual sky; bale--by force; pai¤e--enters; jagatera--of the three
worlds; k•‹e--in the ears; sab•--everyone; m•toy•la kari'--making drunk;
bal•tk•re--by force; •ne--brings; dhari'--catching; vi¤e£ata„--specifically;
yuvat†ra ga‹e--all the young damsels of Vrajabhãmi.
TRANSLATION
"The sound of K”£‹a's flute spreads in four directions. Even though K”£‹a
vibrates His flute within this universe, its sound pierces the universal
covering and goes to the spiritual sky. Thus the vibration enters the ears of
all inhabitants. It especially enters Goloka V”nd•vana-dh•ma and attracts the
minds of the young damsels of Vrajabhãmi, bringing them forcibly to where
K”£‹a is present.
TEXT 142
TEXT
dhvani----ba‚a uddhata, pativrat•ra bh••ge vrata,
pati-kola haite à•ni' •ne
vaiku‹àhera lak£m†-ga‹e, yei kare •kar£a‹e,
t•ra •ge keb• gop†-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
dhvani--vibration; ba‚a--very much; uddhata--aggressive; pati-vrat•ra--of
chaste wives; bh••ge--breaks; vrata--the vow; pati--of the husband; kola--the
lap; haite--from; à•ni'--taking; •ne--brings; vaiku‹àhera--of the Vaiku‹àha
planets; lak£m†-ga‹e--all the goddesses of fortune; yei--that which; kare
•kar£a‹e--attracts; t•ra--of that; •ge--in front; keb•--what to speak of;
gop†-ga‹e--the gop†s of V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
"The vibration of K”£‹a's flute is very aggressive, and it breaks the vows
of all chaste women. Indeed, its vibration takes them forcibly from the laps
of their husbands. The vibration of His flute attracts even the goddesses of
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fortune in the Vaiku‹àha planets, to say nothing of the poor damsels of
V”nd•vana.
TEXT 143
TEXT
n†vi khas•ya pati-•ge, g”ha-dharma kar•ya ty•ge,
bale dhari' •ne k”£‹a-sth•ne
loka-dharma, lajj•, bhaya, saba j‘•na lupta haya,
aiche n•c•ya saba n•r†-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
n†vi--the knots of the underwear; khas•ya--loosens; pati-•ge--even in front
of the husbands; g”ha-dharma--household duties; kar•ya ty•ge--causes to give
up; bale--by force; dhari'--catching; •ne--brings; k”£‹a-sth•ne--before Lord
K”£‹a; loka-dharma--social etiquette; lajj•--shame; bhaya--fear; saba--all;
j‘•na--such knowledge; lupta haya--becomes hidden; aiche--in that way; n•c•ya-causes to dance; saba--all; n•r†-ga‹e--the women.
TRANSLATION
"The vibration of His flute slackens the knots of their underwear even in
front of their husbands. Thus the gop†s are forced to abandon their household
duties and come before Lord K”£‹a. In this way all social etiquette, shame and
fear are vanquished. The vibration of His flute causes all women to dance.
TEXT 144
TEXT
k•‹era bhitara v•s• kare, •pane t••h• sad• sphure,
anya ¤abda n• deya prave¤ite
•na kath• n• ¤une k•‹a, •na balite bolaya •na,
ei k”£‹era va‰¤†ra carite
SYNONYMS
k•‹era--the hole of the ear; bhitara--within; v•s• kare--makes a residence;
•pane--personally; t••h•--there; sad•--always; sphure--is prominent; anya-other; ¤abda--sounds; n•--not; deya--allows; prave¤ite--to enter; •na kath•-other talks; n•--not; ¤une--hears; k•‹a--the ear; •na--something else; balite-to speak; bolaya--speaks; •na--another thing; ei k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a;
va‰¤†ra--of the flute; carite--characteristics.
TRANSLATION
"The vibration of His flute is just like a bird that creates a nest within
the ears of the gop†s and always remains prominent there, not allowing any
other sound to enter their ears. Indeed, the gop†s cannot hear anything else,
nor are they able to concentrate on anything else, not even to give a suitable
reply. Such are the effects of the vibration of Lord K”£‹a's flute."
PURPORT
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The vibration of K”£‹a's flute is always prominent in the ears of the
gop†s. Naturally they cannot hear anything else. Constant remembrance of the
holy sound of K”£‹a's flute keeps them enlightened and enlivened, and they do
not allow any other sound to enter their ears. Since their attention is fixed
on K”£‹a's flute, they cannot divert their minds to any other subject. In
other words, a devotee who has heard the sound of K”£‹a's flute forgets to
talk or hear of any other subject. This vibration of K”£‹a's flute is
represented by the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. A serious devotee of the Lord who
chants and hears this transcendental vibration becomes so accustomed to it
that he cannot divert his attention to any subject matter not related to
K”£‹a's blissful characteristics and paraphernalia.
TEXT 145
TEXT
puna„ kahe b•hya-j‘•ne, •na kahite kahilu• •ne,
k”£‹a-k”p• tom•ra upare
mora citta-bhrama kari', nijai¤varya-m•dhur†,
mora mukhe ¤un•ya tom•re
SYNONYMS
puna„--again; kahe--He says; b•hya-j‘•ne--in external consciousness; •na-something else; kahite--to speak; kahilu•--I have spoken; •ne--another thing;
k”£‹a-k”p•--the mercy of Lord K”£‹a; tom•ra--you; upare--upon; mora--My;
citta-bhrama--mental concoction; kari'--making; nija-ai¤varya--His personal
opulence; m•dhur†--sweetness; mora mukhe--through My mouth; ¤un•ya--causes to
hear; tom•re--you.
TRANSLATION
Resuming His external consciousness, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu told San•tana
Gosv•m†, "I have not spoken of what I intended. Lord K”£‹a is very merciful to
you because by bewildering My mind, He has exposed His personal opulence and
sweetness. He has caused you to hear all these things from Me for your
understanding.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu admitted that He was speaking like a madman, which
He should not have done for the understanding of those who are externally
situated. Statements about K”£‹a's body, His characteristics and His flute
would appear like a madman's statements to a mundane person. It was actually a
fact that K”£‹a wanted to expose Himself to San•tana Gosv•m† due to His
specific mercy upon him. Somehow or other, K”£‹a explained Himself and His
flute to San•tana Gosv•m† through the mouth of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who
appeared as though mad. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu admitted that He wanted to
tell San•tana Gosv•m† something else, but somehow or other, in a
transcendental ecstasy, He spoke of a different subject matter.
TEXT 146
TEXT
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•mi ta' b•ula, •na kahite •na kahi
k”£‹era m•dhury•m”ta-srote y•i vahi'
SYNONYMS
•mi ta' b•ula--I am a madman; •na kahite--to speak something; •na kahi--I
speak on something else; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; m•dhurya-am”ta--of the nectar
of the sweetness; srote--in the waves of; y•i--I go; vahi'--being carried
away.
TRANSLATION
"Since I have become a madman, I am saying one thing instead of another.
This is because I am being carried away by the waves of the nectarean ocean of
Lord K”£‹a's transcendental sweetness."
TEXT 147
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu k£a‹eka mauna kari' rahe
mane eka kari' puna„ san•tane kahe
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereupon; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k£a‹eka--for a
moment; mauna--silence; kari'--making; rahe--remained; mane--within His mind;
eka kari'--adjusting things; puna„--again; san•tane--unto San•tana Gosv•m†;
kahe--instructs.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then remained silent for a moment. Finally,
adjusting things within His mind, He again spoke to San•tana Gosv•m†.
TEXT 148
TEXT
k”£‹era m•dhur† •ra mah•prabhura mukhe
ih• yei ¤une, sei bh•se prema-sukhe
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; m•dhur†--the sweetness; •ra--and; mah•prabhura
mukhe--in the mouth of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ih•--this statement; yei-anyone who; ¤une--hears; sei--that person; bh•se--floats; prema-sukhe--in the
transcendental bliss of love of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
I now summarize these teachings of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. If anyone gets
an opportunity to hear about the sweetness of K”£‹a in this chapter of ¥r†
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Caitanya-carit•m”ta, he will certainly be eligible to float in the
transcendentally blissful ocean of love of God.
TEXT 149
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Twenty-first Chapter, describing the blissful characteristics of K”£‹a.
Chapter 22
The Process of Devotional Service
In this Twenty-second Chapter, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu describes the
process of devotional service. In the beginning He describes the truth about
the living entity and the superexcellence of devotional service. He then
describes the uselessness of mental speculation and mystic yoga. In all
circumstances the living entity is recommended to accept the path of
devotional service as personally explained by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. The
speculative method of the so-called j‘•n†s is considered a waste of time, and
that is proved in this chapter. An intelligent person should abandon the
processes of karma-k•‹‚a, j‘•na-k•‹‚a and mystic yoga. One should give up all
these useless processes and take seriously to the path of K”£‹a consciousness.
In this way one's life will be successful. If one takes to K”£‹a consciousness
fully, even though he may sometimes be agitated due to having previously
practiced mental speculation and yogic mysticism, he will be saved by Lord
K”£‹a Himself. The fact is that devotional service is bestowed by the
blessings of a pure devotee (sa mah•tm• sudurlabha„). A pure devotee is the
supreme transcendentalist, and one has to receive his mercy for one's dormant
K”£‹a consciousness to be awakened. One has to associate with pure devotees.
If one has firm faith in the words of a great soul, pure devotional service
will awaken.
In this chapter ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has differentiated between a pure
devotee and others. He also describes the characteristics of a pure devotee. A
devotee's most formidable enemy is association with women in an enjoying
spirit. Association with nondevotees is also condemned because it is also a
formidable enemy on the path of devotional service. One has to fully surrender
unto the lotus feet of K”£‹a and give up attraction for women and nondevotees.
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The six symptoms of fully surrendered souls are also described in this
chapter. Devotional service has been divided into two categories--regulative
devotional service and spontaneous love. There are sixty-four items listed in
regulative devotional service, and out of these sixty-four the last five are
considered very important. By practicing even one of the nine processes of
devotional service, one can become successful. Speculative knowledge and
mystic yoga can never help one in devotional service. Pious activity,
nonviolence, sense control and regulation are not separate from devotional
service in its pure form. If one engages in devotional service, all good
qualities follow. One does not have to cultivate them separately. Spontaneous
devotional service arises when one follows a pure devotee who is awakened to
spontaneous love of God. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has described the symptoms of
devotees who are already situated in spontaneous love of God. He has also
described the devotees who are trying to follow in the footsteps of the pure
devotees
TEXT 1
TEXT
vande ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanyadeva‰ ta‰ karu‹•r‹avam
kal•v apy ati-gã‚heya‰
bhaktir yena prak•¤it•
SYNONYMS
vande--I offer my respectful obeisances; ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya-devam--unto
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; tam--unto Him; karu‹a-ar‹avam--who is an ocean
of mercy; kalau--in this Age of Kali; api--even; ati--very; gã‚h•-confidential; iyam--this; bhakti„--devotional service; yena--by whom;
prak•¤it•--manifested.
TRANSLATION
I offer my respectful obeisances unto Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. He is
an ocean of transcendental mercy, and although the subject matter of bhaktiyoga is very confidential, He has nonetheless manifested it so niceIy, even in
this Age of Kali, the age of quarrel.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya nity•nanda--to ¥r† K”£‹a
Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya--all glories; advaita-candra-to Advaita Prabhu; jaya--all glories; gaura-bhakta-v”nda--to the devotees of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
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All glories to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Nity•nanda Prabhu!
All glories to Advaitacandra! All glories to all the devotees of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu!
TEXT 3
TEXT
eita kahilu• sambandha-tattvera vic•ra
veda-¤•stre upade¤e, k”£‹a----eka s•ra
SYNONYMS
eita--thus; kahilu•--I have described; sambandha-tattvera vic•ra-consideration of one's relationship with K”£‹a; veda-¤•stre--all Vedic
literature; upade¤e--instructs; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; eka s•ra--the only
essential point.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "I have described one's relation with K”£‹a
in various ways. This is the subject matter of all the Vedas. K”£‹a is the
center of all activities.
TEXT 4
TEXT
ebe kahi, ¤una, abhidheya-lak£a‹a
y•h• haite p•i----k”£‹a, k”£‹a-prema-dhana
SYNONYMS
ebe--now; kahi--I shall explain; ¤una--please hear; abhidheya-lak£a‹a-one's prime business (devotional service); y•h• haite--from which; p•i--one
can get; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; k”£‹a-prema-dhana--and the wealth of
transcendental love for Him.
TRANSLATION
"Now I shall speak about the characteristics of devotional service, by
which one can attain the shelter of K”£‹a and His loving transcendental
service.
TEXT 5
TEXT
k”£‹a-bhakti----abhidheya, sarva-¤•stre kaya
ataeva muni-ga‹a kariy•che ni¤caya
SYNONYMS
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k”£‹a-bhakti--devotional service to Lord K”£‹a; abhidheya--the real
activity of life; sarva-¤•stre--all Vedic literatures; kaya--say; ataeva-therefore; muni-ga‹a--all saintly persons; kariy•che--have made; ni¤caya-ascertainment.
TRANSLATION
"A human being's activities should be centered only about devotional
service to Lord K”£‹a. That is the verdict of all Vedic literatures, and all
saintly people have ascertained this.
TEXT 6
TEXT
¤rutir m•t• p”£à• di¤ati bhavad-•r•dhana-vidhi‰
yath• m•tur v•‹† sm”tir api tath• vakti bhagin†
pur•‹•dy• ye v• sahaja-nivah•s te tad-anug•
ata„ satya‰ j‘•ta‰ murahara bhav•n eva ¤ara‹am
SYNONYMS
¤ruti„--Vedic knowledge; m•t•--like a mother who is affectionate to her
children; p”£à•--when questioned; di¤ati--she directs; bhavat--of You;
•r•dhana--worship; vidhim--the process; yath•--just as; m•tu„ v•‹†--the
instructions of the mother; sm”ti„--sm”ti-¤•stras, which explain the Vedic
literatures; api--also; tath•--similarly; vakti--express; bhagin†--like a
sister; pur•‹a-•dy•„--headed by the Pur•‹as; ye--which; v•--or; sahajanivah•„--like brothers; te--all of them; tat--of the mother; anug•„-followers; ata„--therefore; satyam--the truth; j‘•tam--known; mura-hara--O
killer of the demon Mura; bhav•n--Your Lordship; eva--only; ¤ara‹am--the
shelter.
TRANSLATION
" 'When the mother Vedas [¤ruti] is questioned as to whom to worship, she
says that You are the only Lord and worshipable object. Similarly, the
corollaries of the ¤ruti-¤•stras, the sm”ti-¤•stras, give the same
instructions, just like sisters. The Pur•‹as, which are like brothers, follow
in the footsteps of their mother. O enemy of the demon Mura, the conclusion is
that You are the only shelter. Now I have understood this in truth.'
PURPORT
This quotation from the Vedic literature was spoken by great sages.
TEXT 7
TEXT
advaya-j‘•na-tattva k”£‹a----svaya‰ bhagav•n
'svarãpa-¤akti' rãpe t••ra haya avasth•na
SYNONYMS
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advaya-j‘•na--of nondual knowledge; tattva--the principle; k”£‹a--Lord
K”£‹a; svayam bhagav•n--Himself the Supreme Personality of Godhead; svarãpa-personal expansions; ¤akti--of potencies; rãpe--in the form; t••ra--His; haya-there is; avasth•na--existence.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a is the nondual Absolute Truth, the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
Although He is one, He maintains different personal expansions and energies
for His pastimes.
PURPORT
The Lord has many potencies, and He is nondifferent from all these
potencies. Because the potencies and the potent cannot be separated, they are
identical. K”£‹a is described as the source of all potencies, and He is also
identified with the external potency, the material energy. K”£‹a also has
internal potencies, or spiritual potencies, which are always engaged in His
personal service. His internal potency is different from His external potency.
K”£‹a's internal potency and K”£‹a Himself, who is the potent, are always
identical.
TEXT 8
TEXT
sv•‰¤a-vibhinn•‰¤a-rãpe ha‘• vist•ra
ananta vaiku‹àha-brahm•‹‚e karena vih•ra
SYNONYMS
sva-a‰¤a--of personal expansions; vibhinna-a‰¤a--of separated expansions;
rãpe--in the forms; ha‘•--becoming; vist•ra--expanded; ananta--unlimited;
vaiku‹àha--in the spiritual planets known as Vaiku‹àhas; brahm•‹‚e--in the
material universes; karena vih•ra--performs His pastimes.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a expands Himself in many forms. Some of them are personal expansions,
and some are separate expansions. Thus He performs pastimes in both the
spiritual and material worlds. The spiritual worlds are the Vaiku‹àha planets,
and the material universes are brahm•‹‚as, gigantic globes governed by Lord
Brahm•.
TEXT 9
TEXT
sv•‰¤a-vist•ra----catur-vyãha, avat•ra-ga‹a
vibhinn•‰¤a j†va----t••ra ¤aktite ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
sva-a‰¤a-vist•ra--the expansion of His personal forms; catu„-vyãha--His
quadruple form; avat•ra-ga‹a--the incarnations; vibhinna-a‰¤a--His separated
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forms; j†va--the living entities; t••ra--His; ¤aktite--in the category of
potency; ga‹ana--calculating.
TRANSLATION
"Expansions of His personal self--like the quadruple manifestations of
Sa•kar£a‹a, Pradyumna, Aniruddha and V•sudeva--descend as incarnations from
Vaiku‹àha to this material world. The separated expansions are living
entities. Although they are expansions of K”£‹a, they are counted among His
different potencies.
PURPORT
The personal expansions are known as vi£‹u-tattva, and the separated
expansions are known as j†va-tattva. Although the j†vas (living entities) are
part and parcel of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, they are still counted
among His multi-potencies. This is fully described in Bhagavad-g†t•:
apareyam itas tv any•‰
prak”ti‰ viddhi me par•m
j†va-bhãt•‰ mah•-b•ho
yayeda‰ dh•ryate jagat
"Besides this inferior nature, O mighty-armed Arjuna, there is a superior
energy of Mine, which consists of all living entities who are struggling with
material nature and are sustaining the universe." (Bg. 7.5)
Although the living entities are K”£‹a's parts and parcels, they are
prak”ti, not puru£a. Sometimes prak”ti (a living entity) attempts to imitate
the activities of the puru£a. Due to a poor fund of knowledge, living entities
conditioned in this material world claim to be God. They are thus illusioned.
A living entity cannot be on the level of a vi£‹u-tattva, or the Personality
of Godhead, at any stage; therefore it is ludicrous for a living entity to
claim to be God. Advanced spiritualists would never accept such a thing. Such
claims are made to cheat ordinary, foolish people. The K”£‹a consciousness
movement declares war against such bogus incarnations. The bogus propaganda
put out by people claiming to be God has killed God consciousness all over the
world. Members of the K”£‹a consciousness movement must be very alert to defy
these rascals who are presently misleading the whole world. One such rascal,
known as Pau‹‚raka, appeared before Lord K”£‹a, and the Lord immediately
killed him. Of course, those who are K”£‹a's servants cannot kill such
imitation gods, but they should try their best to defeat them through the
evidence of ¤•stra, authentic knowledge received through the disciplic
succession.
TEXT 10
TEXT
sei vibhinn•‰¤a j†va----dui ta' prak•ra
eka----'nitya-mukta', eka----'nitya-sa‰s•ra'
SYNONYMS
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sei vibhinna-a‰¤a--that separated part and parcel of K”£‹a; j†va--the
living entity; dui ta' prak•ra--two categories; eka--one; nitya-mukta-eternally liberated; eka--one; nitya-sa‰s•ra--perpetually conditioned.
TRANSLATION
"The living entities [j†vas] are divided into two categories. Some are
eternally liberated, and others are eternally conditioned.
TEXT 11
TEXT
'nitya-mukta'----nitya k”£‹a-cara‹e unmukha
'k”£‹a-p•ri£ada' n•ma, bhu‘je sev•-sukha
SYNONYMS
nitya-mukta--eternally liberated; nitya--always; k”£‹a-cara‹e--the lotus
feet of Lord K”£‹a; unmukha--turned toward; k”£‹a-p•ri£ada--associates of Lord
K”£‹a; n•ma--known as; bhu‘je--enjoy; sev•-sukha--the happiness of service.
TRANSLATION
"Those who are eternally liberated are always awake to K”£‹a consciousness,
and they render transcendental loving service at the feet of Lord K”£‹a. They
are to be considered eternal associates of K”£‹a, and they are eternally
enjoying the transcendental bliss of serving K”£‹a.
TEXT 12
TEXT
'nitya-bandha'----k”£‹a haite nitya-bahirmukha
'nitya-sa‰s•ra', bhu‘je narak•di du„kha
SYNONYMS
nitya-bandha--perpetually conditioned; k”£‹a haite--from K”£‹a; nitya-eternally; bahi„-mukha--averse; nitya-sa‰s•ra--perpetually conditioned in the
material world; bhu‘je--enjoy; naraka-•di du„kha--the tribulations of hellish
conditions of life.
TRANSLATION
"Apart from the ever-liberated devotees, there are the conditioned souls
who always turn away from the service of the Lord. They are perpetually
conditioned in this material world and are subjected to the material
tribulations brought about by different bodily forms in hellish conditions.
TEXT 13
TEXT
sei do£e m•y•-pi¤•c† da‹‚a kare t•re
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•dhy•tmik•di t•pa-traya t•re j•ri, m•re
SYNONYMS
sei do£e--because of this fault; m•y•-pi¤•c†--the witch known as the
external energy; da‹‚a kare--gives punishment; t•re--unto him; •dhy•tmika-•di-beginning with those pertaining to the body and mind; t•pa-traya--the
threefold miseries; t•re--him; j•ri'--burning; m•re--gives pain.
TRANSLATION
"Due to his being opposed to K”£‹a consciousness, the conditioned soul is
punished by the witch of the external energy, m•y•. He is thus ready to suffer
the threefold miseries--miseries brought about by the body and mind, the
inimical behavior of other living entities and natural disturbances caused by
the demigods.
TEXTS 14-15
TEXT
k•ma-krodhera d•sa ha‘• t•ra l•thi kh•ya
bhramite bhramite yadi s•dhu-vaidya p•ya
t••ra upade¤a-mantre pi¤•c† pal•ya
k”£‹a-bhakti p•ya, tabe k”£‹a-nikaàa y•ya
SYNONYMS
k•ma--of lusty desires; krodhera--and of anger; d•sa--the servant; ha‘•-becoming; t•ra--by them; l•thi kh•ya--is kicked; bhramite bhramite--wandering
and wandering; yadi--if; s•dhu--a devotee; vaidya--physician; p•ya--he gets;
t••ra--his; upade¤a-mantre--by instruction and hymns; pi¤•c†--the witch (the
external energy); pal•ya--flees; k”£‹a-bhakti--devotional service to K”£‹a;
p•ya--obtains; tabe--in this way; k”£‹a-nikaàa y•ya--he goes to K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"In this way the conditioned soul becomes the servant of lusty desires, and
when these are not fulfilled, he becomes a servant of anger and continues to
be kicked by the external energy, m•y•. Wandering and wandering throughout the
universe, he may by chance get the association of a devotee physician, whose
instructions and hymns make the witch of external energy flee. The conditioned
soul thus gets into touch with the devotional service of Lord K”£‹a, and in
this way he can approach nearer and nearer to the Lord.
PURPORT
An explanation of verses 8 through 15 is given by ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda
áh•kura in his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya. The Lord is spread throughout the
creation in His quadruple expansions and incarnations. K”£‹a is fully
represented with all potencies in each and every personal extension, but the
living entities, although separated expansions, are also considered one of the
Lord's energies. The living entities are divided into two categories--the
eternally liberated and eternally conditioned. Those who are ever-liberated
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never come in contact with m•y•, the external energy. The ever-conditioned are
always under the clutches of the external energy. This is described in
Bhagavad-g†t•:
daiv† hy e£• gu‹a-may†
mama m•y• duratyay•
"This divine energy of Mine, consisting of the three modes of material
nature, is difficult to overcome." (Bg. 7.14)
The nitya-baddhas are always conditioned by the external energy, and the
nitya-muktas never come in contact with the external energy. Sometimes an
ever-liberated personal associate of the Supreme Personality of Godhead
descends into this universe just as the Lord descends. Although working for
the liberation of conditioned souls, the messenger of the Supreme Lord remains
untouched by the material energy. Generally ever-liberated personalities live
in the spiritual world as associates of Lord K”£‹a, and they are known as
k”£‹a-p•ri£ada, associates of the Lord. Their only business is enjoying Lord
K”£‹a's company, and even though such eternally liberated persons come within
this material world to serve the Lord's purpose, they enjoy Lord K”£‹a's
company without stoppage. The ever-liberated person who works on K”£‹a's
behalf enjoys Lord K”£‹a's company through his engagement. The everconditioned soul, provoked by lusty desires to enjoy the material world, is
subjected to transmigrate from one body to another. Sometimes he is elevated
to higher planetary systems, and sometimes he is degraded to hellish planets
and subjected to the tribulations of the external energy.
Due to being conditioned by the external energy, the conditioned soul
within this material world gets two kinds of bodies--a gross material body and
a subtle body composed of mind, intelligence and ego. Due to the gross and
subtle bodies, he is subjected to the threefold miseries (•dhy•tmika,
•dhibhautika and •dhidaivika), miseries arising from the body and mind, other
living entities, and natural disturbances caused by demigods from higher
planetary systems. The conditioned soul subjected to the threefold material
miseries is ceaselessly kicked by m•y•, and this is his disease. If by chance
he meets a saintly person who works on K”£‹a's behalf to deliver conditioned
souls, and if he agrees to abide by his order, he can gradually approach the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a.
TEXT 16
TEXT
k•m•d†n•‰ kati na katidh• p•lit• durnide¤•s
te£•‰ j•t• mayi na karu‹• na trap• nopa¤•nti„
uts”jyait•n atha yadu-pate s•mprata‰ labdha-buddhis
tv•m •y•ta„ ¤ara‹am abhaya‰ m•‰ niyu•k£v•tma-d•sye
SYNONYMS
k•ma-•d†n•m--of my masters such as lust, anger, greed, illusion and envy;
kati--how many; na--not; katidh•--in how many ways; p•lit•„--obeyed;
durnide¤•„--undesirable orders; te£•m--of them; j•t•--generated; mayi--unto
me; na--not; karu‹•--mercy; na--not; trap•--shame; na--not; upa¤•nti„--desire
to cease; uts”jya--giving up; et•n--all these; atha--herewith; yadu-pate--O
best of the Yadu dynasty; s•mpratam--now; labdha-buddhi„--having awakened
intelligence; tv•m--You; •y•ta„--approached; ¤ara‹am--who are the shelter;
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abhayam--fearless; m•m--me; niyu•k£va--please engage; •tma-d•sye--in Your
personal service.
TRANSLATION
" 'O my Lord, there is no limit to the unwanted orders of lusty desires.
Although I have rendered them so much service, they have not shown any mercy
to me. I have not been ashamed to serve them, nor have I even desired to give
them up. O my Lord, O head of the Yadu dynasty, recently, however, my
intelligence has been awakened, and now I am giving them up. Due to
transcendental intelligence, I now refuse to obey the unwanted orders of these
desires, and I now come to You to surrender myself at Your fearless lotus
feet. Kindly engage me in Your personal service and save me.'
PURPORT
This verse is also quoted in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (3.2.35). When we
chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra we are saying, "Hare! O energy of the Lord! O
my Lord K”£‹a!" In this way we are simply addressing the Lord and His
spiritual potency represented as R•dh•-K”£‹a, S†t•-R•ma, or Lak£m†-N•r•ya‹a.
The devotee always prays to the Lord and His internal energy (consort) so that
he may engage in Their transcendental loving service. When the conditioned
soul attains his real spiritual energy and fully surrenders unto the Lord's
lotus feet, he tries to engage in the Lord's service. This is the real
constitutional position of the living entity.
TEXT 17
TEXT
k”£‹a-bhakti haya abhidheya-pradh•na
bhakti-mukha-nir†k£aka karma-yoga-j‘•na
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-bhakti--devotional service to Lord K”£‹a; haya--is; abhidheyapradh•na--the chief function of the living entity; bhakti-mukha--of the face
of devotional service; nir†k£aka--observers; karma-yoga-j‘•na--fruitive
activities, mystic yoga and speculative knowledge.
TRANSLATION
"Devotional service to K”£‹a is the chief function of the living entity.
There are different methods for the liberation of the conditioned soul--karma,
j‘•na, yoga and bhakti--but all are dependent on bhakti.
TEXT 18
TEXT
ei saba s•dhanera ati tuccha bala
k”£‹a-bhakti vin• t•h• dite n•re phala
SYNONYMS
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ei saba--all these; s•dhanera--of methods of spiritual activities; ati-very; tuccha--insignificant; bala--strength; k”£‹a-bhakti--devotional service
to Lord K”£‹a; vin•--without; t•h•--all these; dite--to deliver; n•re--are not
able; phala--the desired result.
TRANSLATION
"But for devotional service, all other methods for spiritual selfrealization are weak and insignificant. Unless one comes to the devotional
service of Lord K”£‹a, j‘•na and yoga cannot give the desired results.
PURPORT
In Vedic scriptures, stress is sometimes given to fruitive activity,
speculative knowledge and the mystic yoga system. Although people are inclined
to practice these processes, they cannot attain the desired results without
being touched by k”£‹a-bhakti, devotional service. In other words, the real
desired result is to invoke dormant love for K”£‹a. ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.2.6)
states:
sa vai pu‰s•‰ paro dharmo
yato bhaktir adhok£aje
ahaituky apratihat•
yay•tm• supras†dati
Karma, j‘•na and yoga cannot actually awaken love of Godhead. One has to
take to the Lord's devotional service, and the more one is inclined to
devotional service, the more he loses interest in other so-called
achievements. Dhruva Mah•r•ja went to practice mystic yoga to see the Lord
personally face to face, but when he developed an interest in devotional
service, he saw that he was not being benefited by karma, j‘•na and yoga.
TEXT 19
TEXT
nai£karmyam apy acyuta-bh•va-varjita‰
na ¤obhate j‘•nam ala‰ nira‘janam
kuta„ puna„ ¤a¤vad abhadram †¤vare
na c•rpita‰ karma yad apy ak•ra‹am
SYNONYMS
nai£karmyam--which does not produce enjoyment of the resultant action; api-although; acyuta-bh•va--of devotional service to the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; varjitam--devoid; na--not; ¤obhate--looks beautiful; j‘•nam-speculative knowledge; alam--exceedingly; nira‘janam--which is without
material contamination; kuta„--how much less; puna„--again; ¤a¤vat--always (at
the time of practicing and at the time of achieving the goal); abhadram-inauspicious; †¤vare--to the Supreme Personality of Godhead; na--not; ca-also; arpitam--dedicated; karma--activities; yat--which; api--although;
ak•ra‹am--causeless.
TRANSLATION
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" 'When pure knowledge is beyond all material affinity but is not dedicated
to the Supreme PersonaIity of Godhead [K”£‹a], it does not appear very
beautiful, although it is knowledge without a material tinge. What, then, is
the use of fruitive activities--which are naturally painful from the beginning
and transient by nature--if they are not utilized for the devotional service
of the Lord? How can they be very attractive?'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.5.12). Even after writing
many Vedic literatures, Vy•sadeva felt very morose. Therefore his spiritual
master, N•radadeva, told him that he could be happy by writing about the
activities of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Up to that time, ¥r†la
Vy•sadeva had written the karma-k•‹‚a and j‘•na-k•‹‚a sections of the Vedas,
but he had not written about up•san•-k•‹‚a, or bhakti. Thus his spiritual
master, N•rada, chastised him and advised him to write about the activities of
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Therefore Vy•sadeva began writing ¥r†madBh•gavatam.
TEXT 20
TEXT
tapasvino d•na-par• ya¤asvino
manasvino mantra-vida„ suma•gal•„
k£ema‰ na vindanti vin• yad-arpa‹a‰
tasmai subhadra-¤ravase namo nama„
SYNONYMS
tapasvina„--those engaged in severe austerities and penances; d•na-par•„-those engaged in giving his possessions as charity; ya¤asvina„--those famous
in society; manasvina„--experts in mental speculation or meditation; mantravida„--experts in reciting the Vedic hymns; su-ma•gal•„--very auspicious;
k£emam--real, eternal auspiciousness; na--never; vindanti--obtain; vin•-without; yat-arpa‹am--dedicating unto whom (the Supreme Personality of
Godhead); tasmai--unto that Supreme Personality of Godhead; su-bhadra ¤ravase-whose glory is very auspicious; nama„ nama„--I offer my repeated respectful
obeisances.
TRANSLATION
" 'Those who perform severe austerities and penances, those who give away
all their possessions out of charity, those who are very famous for their
auspicious activity, those who are engaged in meditation and mental
speculation, and even those who are very expert in reciting the Vedic mantras,
are not able to obtain any auspicious results, although they are engaged in
auspicious activities, if they do not dedicate their activities to the service
of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. I therefore repeatedly offer my
respectful obeisances unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead, whose glories
are always auspicious.'
PURPORT
This is also a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.4.17).
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TEXT 21
TEXT
kevala j‘•na'mukti' dite n•re bhakti vine
k”£‹onmukhe sei mukti haya vin• j‘•ne
SYNONYMS
kevala--only; j‘•na--speculative knowledge; mukti--liberation; dite--to
deliver; n•re--is not able; bhakti vine--without devotional service; k”£‹aunmukhe--if one is attached to the service of Lord K”£‹a; sei mukti--that
liberation; haya--appears; vin•--without; j‘•ne--knowledge.
TRANSLATION
"Speculative knowledge alone, without devotional service, is not able to
give liberation. On the other hand, even without knowledge one can obtain
liberation if one engages in the Lord's devotional service.
PURPORT
One cannot attain liberation simply by speculative knowledge. Even though
one may be able to distinguish between Brahman and matter, one's liberation
will be hampered if one is misled into thinking that the living entity is as
good as the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Indeed, one falls down again onto
the material platform because considering oneself the Supreme Person, the
Supreme Absolute Truth, is offensive. When such a person comes in contact with
a pure devotee, he can actually become liberated from material bondage and
engage in the Lord's service. A prayer by Bilvama•gala áh•kura is relevant
here:
bhaktis tvayi sthiratar• bhagavan yadi sy•d
daivena na„ phalati divya-ki¤ora-mãrti„
mukti„ svaya‰ mukulit•‘jali sevate 'sm•n
dharm•rtha-k•ma-gataya„ samaya-prat†k£•„
"O my Lord, if one engages in Your pure devotional service with
determination, You become visible in Your original transcendental youthful
form as the Supreme Personality of Godhead. As far as liberation is concerned,
she stands before the devotee with folded hands waiting to render service.
Religion, economic development and sense gratification are all automatically
attained without separate endeavor."
TEXT 22
TEXT
¤reya„-s”ti‰ bhaktim udasya te vibho
kli¤yanti ye kevala-bodha-labdhaye
te£•m asau kle¤ala eva ¤i£yate
n•nyad yath• sthãla-tu£•vagh•tin•m
SYNONYMS
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¤reya„-s”tim--the auspicious path of liberation; bhaktim--devotional
service; udasya--giving up; te--of You; vibho--O my Lord; kli¤yanti--accept
increased difficulties; ye--all those persons who; kevala--only; bodhalabdhaye--for obtaining knowledge; te£•m--for them; asau--that; kle¤ala„-trouble; eva--only; ¤i£yate--remains; na--not; anyat--anything else; yath•--as
much as; sthãla--bulky; tu£a--husks of rice; avagh•tin•m--of those beating.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear Lord, devotional service unto You is the only auspicious path.
If one gives it up simply for speculative knowledge or the understanding that
these living beings are spirit souls and the material world is false, he
undergoes a great deal of trouble. He only gains troublesome and inauspicious
activities. His endeavors are like beating a husk that is already devoid of
rice. One's labor becomes fruitless.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.14.4).
TEXT 23
TEXT
daiv† hy e£• gu‹a-may†
mama m•y• duratyay•
m•m eva ye prapadyante
m•y•m eta‰ taranti te
SYNONYMS
daiv†--belonging to the Supreme Lord; hi--certainly; e£•--this; gu‹a-may†-made of the three modes; mama--My; m•y•--external energy; duratyay•--very
difficult to surpass; m•m--unto Me; eva--certainly; ye--those who;
prapadyante--surrender fully; m•y•m--illusory energy; et•m--this; taranti-cross over; te--they.
TRANSLATION
" 'This divine energy of Mine, consisting of the three modes of material
nature, is difficult to overcome. But those who have surrendered unto Me can
easily cross beyond it.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Bhagavad-g†t• (7.14).
TEXT 24
TEXT
'k”£‹a-nitya-d•sa'----j†va t•h• bhuli' gela
ei do£e m•y• t•ra gal•ya b•ndhila
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SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-nitya-d•sa--eternal servant of K”£‹a; j†va--the living entity; t•h•-that; bhuli'--forgetting; gela--went; ei do£e--for this fault; m•y•--the
material energy; t•ra--his; gal•ya--on the neck; b•ndhila--has bound.
TRANSLATION
"The living entity is bound around the neck by the chain of m•y• because he
has forgotten that he is eternally a servant of K”£‹a.
TEXT 25
TEXT
t•te k”£‹a bhaje, kare gurura sevana
m•y•-j•la chuàe, p•ya k”£‹era cara‹a
SYNONYMS
t•te--therefore; k”£‹a bhaje--if one worships Lord K”£‹a; kare--performs;
gurura sevana--service to his spiritual master; m•y•-j•la chuàe--gets free
from the binding net of m•y•; p•ya--gets; k”£‹era cara‹a--shelter at the lotus
feet of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"If the conditioned soul engages in the service of the Lord and
simultaneously carries out the orders of his spiritual master and serves him,
he can get out of the clutches of m•y• and become eligible for shelter at
K”£‹a's lotus feet.
PURPORT
It is a fact that every living entity is eternally a servant of K”£‹a. This
is forgotten due to the influence of m•y•, which induces one to believe in
material happiness. Being illusioned by m•y•, one thinks that material
happiness is the only desirable object. This material consciousness is like a
chain around the neck of the conditioned soul. As long as he is bound to that
conception, he cannot get out of m•y•'s clutches. However, if by K”£‹a's mercy
he gets in touch with a bona fide spiritual master, abides by his order and
serves him, engaging other conditioned souls in the Lord's service, he then
attains liberation and Lord ¥r† K”£‹a's shelter.
TEXT 26
TEXT
c•ri var‹•¤ram† yadi k”£‹a n•hi bhaje
svakarma karite se raurave pa‚i' maje
SYNONYMS
c•ri var‹a-•¤ram†--followers of the four social and spiritual orders of
life; yadi--if; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; n•hi--not; bhaje--serve; sva-karma karite-2215

performing his duty in life; se--that person; raurave--in a hellish condition;
pa‚i'--falling down; maje--becomes immersed.
TRANSLATION
"The followers of the var‹•¤rama institution accept the regulative
principles of the four social orders [br•hma‹a, k£atriya, vai¤ya and ¤ãdra]
and four spiritual orders [brahmacarya, g”hastha, v•naprastha and sanny•sa].
However, if one carries out the regulative principles of these orders but does
not render transcendental service to K”£‹a, he falls into the hellish
condition of material life.
PURPORT
One may be a br•hma‹a, k£atriya, vai¤ya or ¤ãdra, or one may perfectly
follow the spiritual principles of brahmacarya, g”hastha, v•naprastha and
sanny•sa, but ultimately one falls down into a hellish condition unless one
becomes a devotee. Without developing one's dormant K”£‹a consciousness, one
cannot be factually elevated. The regulative principles of var‹•¤rama-dharma
in themselves are insufficient for attainment of the highest perfection. That
is confirmed in the following two quotations from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.23).
TEXT 27
TEXT
mukha-b•hãru-p•debhya„
puru£asy•¤ramai„ saha
catv•ro jaj‘ire var‹•
gu‹air vipr•daya„ p”thak
SYNONYMS
mukha--the mouth; b•hu--the arms; ãru--the waist; p•debhya„--from the legs;
puru£asya--of the Supreme Person; •¤ramai„--the different spiritual orders;
saha--with; catv•ra„--the four; jaj‘ire--appeared; var‹•„--social orders;
gu‹ai„--with particular qualifications; vipra-•daya„--br•hma‹as and so on;
p”thak--separately.
TRANSLATION
" 'From the mouth of Brahm•, the brahminical order has come into existence.
Similarly, from his arms the k£atriyas have come, from his waist the vai¤yas
have come, and from his legs the ¤ãdras have come. These four orders and their
spiritual counterparts [brahmacarya, g”hastha, v•naprastha and sanny•sa]
combine to make human society complete.
TEXT 28
TEXT
ya e£•‰ puru£a‰ s•k£•d•tma-prabhavam †¤varam
na bhajanty avaj•nanti
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sth•n•d bhra£à•„ patanty adha„
SYNONYMS
ye--anyone who; e£•m--of those divisions of social and spiritual orders;
puru£am--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; s•k£•t--directly; •tma-prabhavam-the source of everyone; †¤varam--the supreme controller; na--not; bhajanti-worship; avaj•nanti--or who neglect; sth•n•t--from their proper place;
bhra£à•„--being fallen; patanti--fall; adha„--downward into hellish
conditions.
TRANSLATION
" 'If one simply maintains an official position in the four var‹as and
•¤ramas but does not worship the Supreme Lord Vi£‹u, he falls down from his
puffed-up position into a heIlish condition.'
TEXT 29
TEXT
j‘•n† j†van-mukta-da¤• p•inu kari, m•ne
vastuta„ buddhi '¤uddha' nahe k”£‹a-bhakti vine
SYNONYMS
j‘•n†--the speculative philosophers; j†van-mukta-da¤•--the stage of
liberation even while in this body; p•inu--I have gotten; kari'--taking; m•ne-considers; vastuta„--factually; buddhi--intelligence; ¤uddha--purified; nahe-not; k”£‹a-bhakti vine--without devotional service to K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"There are many philosophical speculators [j‘•n†s] belonging to the
M•y•v•da school who consider themselves liberated and call themselves
N•r•ya‹a. However, their intelligence is not purified unless they engage in
K”£‹a's devotional service.
TEXT 30
TEXT
ye 'nye 'ravind•k£a vimukta-m•ninas
tvayy asta-bh•v•d avi¤uddha-buddhaya„
•ruhya k”cchre‹a para‰ pada‰ tata„
patanty adho 'n•d”ta-yu£mad-a•ghraya„
SYNONYMS
ye--all those who; anye--others (nondevotees); aravinda-ak£a--O lotus-eyed
one; vimukta-m•nina„--who consider themselves liberated; tvayi--unto You;
asta-bh•v•t--without devotion; avi¤uddha-buddhaya„--whose intelligence is not
purified; •ruhya--having ascended; k”cchre‹a--by severe austerities and
penances; param padam--to the supreme position; tata„--from there; patanti--
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fall; adha„--down; an•d”ta--without respecting; yu£mat--Your; a•ghraya„--lotus
feet.
TRANSLATION
" 'O lotus-eyed one, those who think they are liberated in this life but do
not render devotional service to You must be of impure intelligence. Although
they accept severe austerities and penances and rise to the spiritual
position, to impersonal Brahman realization, they fall down again because they
neglect to worship Your lotus feet.'
PURPORT
This verse is quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.2.32).
TEXT 31
TEXT
k”£‹a----sãrya-sama; m•y• haya andhak•ra
y•h•• k”£‹a, t•h•• n•hi m•y•ra adhik•ra
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a--K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead; sãrya-sama--like the sun
planet; m•y•--the illusory energy; haya--is; andhak•ra--darkness; y•h•• k”£‹a-wherever there is K”£‹a; t•h••--there; n•hi--not; m•y•ra--of m•y•, or the
darkness of illusion; adhik•ra--the jurisdiction.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a is compared to sunshine, and m•y• is compared to darkness. Wherever
there is sunshine, there cannot be darkness. As soon as one takes to K”£‹a
consciousness, the darkness of illusion (the influence of the external energy)
will immediately vanish.
PURPORT
In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.9.34) it is stated:
”te 'rtha‰ yat prat†yeta
na prat†yeta c•tmani
tad vidy•d •tmano m•y•‰
yath•bh•so yath• tama„
Wherever there is light, there cannot be darkness. When a living entity
becomes K”£‹a conscious, he is immediately relieved of all material lusty
desires. Lusty desires and greed are associated with rajas and tamas, darkness
and passion. When one becomes K”£‹a conscious, the modes of darkness and
passion immediately vanish, and the remaining mode, sattva-gu‹a (goodness),
remains. When one is situated in the mode of goodness, he can make spiritual
advancement and understand things clearly. This position is not possible for
everyone. When a person is K”£‹a conscious, he continuously hears about K”£‹a,
thinks about Him, worships Him and serves Him as a devotee. If he remains in
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K”£‹a consciousness in this way, the darkness of m•y• certainly will not be
able to touch him.
TEXT 32
TEXT
vilajjam•nay• yasya
sth•tum †k£•-pathe 'muy•
vimohit• vikatthante
mam•ham iti durdhiya„
SYNONYMS
vilajjam•naya--being ashamed; yasya--of whom; sth•tum--to remain; †k£•pathe--in the line of sight; amuy•--by that (m•y•); vimohit•„--bewildered;
vikatthante--boast; mama--my; aham--I; iti--thus; durdhiya„--having poor
intelligence.
TRANSLATION
" 'The external illusory energy of K”£‹a, known as m•y•, is always ashamed
to stand in front of K”£‹a, just as darkness is ashamed to remain before the
sunshine. However, that m•y• bewilders unfortunate people who have no
intelligence. Thus they simply boast that this material world is theirs and
that they are its enjoyers.'
PURPORT
The entire world is bewildered because people are thinking, "This is my
land," "America is mine," "India is mine." Not knowing the real value of life,
people think that the material body and the land where it is produced are all
in all. This is the basic principle behind nationalism, socialism and
communism. Such thinking, which simply bewilders the living being, is nothing
but rascalism. It is due to the darkness of m•y•, but as soon as one becomes
K”£‹a conscious, he is immediately relieved from such misconceptions. This
verse is quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.5.13). There is also another
appropriate verse in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.7.47):
¤a¤vat pra¤•ntam abhaya‰ pratibodha-m•tra‰
¤uddha‰ sama‰ sad-asata„ param•tma-tattvam
¤abdo na yatra puru-k•rakav•n kriy•rtho
m•y• paraity abhimukhe ca vilajjam•n•
tad vai pada‰ bhagavata„ paramasya pu‰so
brahmeti yad vidur ajasra-sukha‰ vi¤okam
"What is realized as the Absolute Brahman is full of unlimited bliss
without grief. That is certainly the ultimate phase of the supreme enjoyer,
the Personality of Godhead. He is eternally void of all disturbances,
fearless, completely conscious as opposed to matter, uncontaminated and
without distinctions. He is the principal, primeval cause of all causes and
effects, in whom there is no sacrifice for fruitive activities and in whom the
illusory energy does not stand."
This verse was spoken by Lord Brahm• when he was questioned by the great
sage N•rada. N•rada was surprised to see the creator of the universe
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meditating, for he was doubting whether there was someone greater than Lord
Brahm•. While answering the great sage N•rada, Lord Brahm• described the
position of m•y• and the bewildered living entities. This verse was spoken in
that connection.
TEXT 33
TEXT
'k”£‹a, tom•ra ha•a' yadi bale eka-b•ra
m•y•-bandha haite k”£‹a t•re kare p•ra
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a--O my Lord K”£‹a; tom•ra ha•a--I am Yours; yadi--if; bale--someone
says; eka-b•ra--once; m•y•-bandha haite--from the bondage of conditional life;
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; t•re--him; kare p•ra--releases.
TRANSLATION
"One is immediateIy freed from the clutches of m•y• if he seriously and
sincerely says, 'My dear Lord K”£‹a, although I have forgotten You for so many
long years in the material world, today I am surrendering unto You. I am Your
sincere and serious servant. Please engage me in Your service.'
TEXT 34
TEXT
sak”d eva prapanno yas
tav•sm†ti ca y•cate
abhaya‰ sarvad• tasmai
dad•my etad vrata‰ mama
SYNONYMS
sak”t--once only; eva--certainly; prapanna„--surrendered; ya„--anyone who;
tava--Yours; asmi--I am; iti--thus; ca--also; y•cate--prays; abhayam-fearlessness; sarvad•--always; tasmai--unto him; dad•mi--I give; etat--this;
vratam--vow; mama--My.
TRANSLATION
" 'It is My vow that if one only once seriously surrenders unto Me, saying,
"My dear Lord, from this day I am Yours," and prays to Me for courage, I shall
immediately award courage to that person, and he will always remain safe from
that time on.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the R•m•ya‹a.
TEXT 35
TEXT
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bhukti-mukti-siddhi-k•m† 'subuddhi' yadi haya
g•‚ha-bhakti-yoge tabe k”£‹ere bhajaya
SYNONYMS
bhukti--of material enjoyment; mukti--of impersonal liberation; siddhi--of
achieving mystic power; k•m†--desirous; su-buddhi--actually intelligent; yadi-if; haya--he is; g•‚ha--deep; bhakti-yoge--by devotional service; tabe--then;
k”£‹ere bhajaya--worships Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Due to bad association, the living entity desires material happiness,
liberation or merging into the impersonal aspect of the Lord, or he engages in
mystic yoga for material power. If such a person actually becomes intelligent,
he takes to K”£‹a consciousness by engaging himself in intense devotional
service to Lord ¥r† K”£‹a.
TEXT 36
TEXT
ak•ma„ sarva-k•mo v•
mok£a-k•ma ud•ra-dh†„
t†vre‹a bhakti-yogena
yajeta puru£a‰ param
SYNONYMS
ak•ma„--a pure devotee with no desire for material enjoyment; sarva-k•ma„-one who has no end to his desires for material enjoyment; v•--or; mok£a-k•ma„-one who desires to merge into the existence of Brahman; ud•ra-dh†„--being
very intelligent; t†vre‹a--firm; bhakti-yogena--by devotional service; yajeta-should worship; puru£am--the person; param--supreme.
TRANSLATION
" 'Whether one desires everything or nothing, or whether he desires to
merge into the existence of the Lord, he is intelligent only if he worships
Lord K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, by rendering transcendental
Ioving service.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.3.10).
TEXT 37
TEXT
anya-k•m† yadi kare k”£‹era bhajana
n• m•giteha k”£‹a t•re dena sva-cara‹a
SYNONYMS
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anya-k•m†--one who desires many other things; yadi--if; kare--he performs;
k”£‹era bhajana--devotional service to Lord K”£‹a; n• m•giteha--although not
asking; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; t•re--to him; dena--gives; sva-cara‹a--the shelter
of His lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
"If those who desire material enjoyment or merging into the existence of
the Absolute Truth engage in the Lord's transcendental loving service, they
will immediately attain shelter at K”£‹a's lotus feet, although they did not
ask for it. K”£‹a is therefore very merciful.
TEXT 38
TEXT
k”£‹a kahe,----'•m• bhaje, m•ge vi£aya-sukha
am”ta ch•‚i' vi£a m•ge,----ei ba‚a mãrkha
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a kahe--K”£‹a says; •m• bhaje--he worships Me; m•ge--but requests;
vi£aya-sukha--material happiness; am”ta ch•‚i'--giving up the nectar; vi£a
m•ge--he begs for poison; ei ba‚a mãrkha--he is a great fool.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a says, 'If one engages in My transcendental loving service but at the
same time wants the opulence of material enjoyment, he is very, very foolish.
Indeed, he is just like a person who gives up ambrosia to drink poison.
TEXT 39
TEXT
•mi----vij‘a, ei mãrkhe 'vi£aya' kene diba?
sva-cara‹•m”ta diy• 'vi£aya' bhul•iba
SYNONYMS
•mi--I; vij‘a--all-intelligent; ei mãrkhe--unto this foolish person;
vi£aya--material enjoyment; kene diba--why should I give; sva-cara‹a-am”ta-the nectar of shelter at My lotus feet; diy•--giving; vi£aya--the idea of
material enjoyment; bhul•iba--I shall make him forget.
TRANSLATION
" 'Since I am very intelligent, why should I give this fool material
prosperity? Instead I shall induce him to take the nectar of the shelter of My
lotus feet and make him forget illusory material enjoyment.'
PURPORT
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Those who are interested in material enjoyment are known as bhukti. One who
is interested in merging into the effulgence of Brahman or perfecting the
mystic yoga system is not a devotee at all. Devotees do not have such desires.
However, if a karm†, j‘•n† or yog† somehow contacts a devotee and renders
devotional service, K”£‹a immediately awards him love of God and gives him
shelter at His lotus feet, although he may have no idea how to develop love of
K”£‹a. If a person wants material profit from devotional service, K”£‹a
condemns such materialistic desires. To desire material opulence while
engaging in devotional service is foolish. Although the person may be foolish,
K”£‹a, being all-intelligent, engages him in His devotional service in such a
way that he gradually forgets material opulence. The point is that we should
not try to exchange loving service for material prosperity. If we are actually
surrendered to the lotus feet of K”£‹a, our only desire should be to satisfy
K”£‹a. That is pure K”£‹a consciousness. Surrender does not mean that we
demand something from the Lord but that we completely depend on His mercy.
TEXT 40
TEXT
satya‰ di¤aty arthitam arthito n”‹•‰
naiv•rthado yat punar arthit• yata„
svaya‰ vidhatte bhajat•m anicchat•m
icch•-pidh•na‰ nija-p•da-pallavam
SYNONYMS
satyam--it is true; di¤ati--He awards; arthitam--that which is desired;
arthita„--being requested; n”‹•m--by human beings; na--not; eva--certainly;
artha-da„--giving desired things; yat--which; puna„--again; arthit•--request;
yata„--from which; svayam--Himself; vidhatte--He gives; bhajat•m--of those
engaged in devotional service; anicchat•m--even though not desiring; icch•pidh•nam--covering all other desires; nija-p•da-pallavam--the shelter of His
own lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
" 'Whenever K”£‹a is requested to fulfill one's desire, He undoubtedly does
so, but He does not award anything which, after being enjoyed, will cause
someone to petition Him again and again to fulfill further desires. When one
has other desires but engages in the Lord's service, K”£‹a forcibly gives one
shelter at His lotus feet, where one will forget all other desires.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (5.19.27).
TEXT 41
TEXT
k•ma l•gi' k”£‹e bhaje, p•ya k”£‹a-rase
k•ma ch•‚i' 'd•sa' haite haya abhil•£e
SYNONYMS
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k•ma l•gi'--for fulfillment of one's material desires; k”£‹e bhaje--one
engages in the transcendental service of Lord K”£‹a; p•ya--he gets; k”£‹arase--a taste of the lotus feet of Lord K”£‹a; k•ma ch•‚i'--giving up all
desires for material enjoyment; d•sa haite--to be an eternal servant of the
Lord; haya--there is; abhil•£e--aspiration.
TRANSLATION
"When someone engages in Lord K”£‹a's devotional service for the
satisfaction of the senses and instead acquires a taste to serve K”£‹a, he
gives up his material desires and willingly offers himself as an eternal
servant of K”£‹a.
TEXT 42
TEXT
sth•n•bhil•£† tapasi sthito 'ha‰
tv•‰ pr•ptav•n deva-mun†ndra-guhyam
k•ca‰ vicinvann api divya-ratna‰
sv•min k”t•rtho 'smi vara‰ na y•ce
SYNONYMS
sth•na-abhil•£†--desiring a very high position in the material world;
tapasi--in severe austerities and penances; sthita„--situated; aham--I; tv•m-You; pr•ptav•n--have obtained; deva-muni-indra-guhyam--difficult to achieve
even for great demigods, saintly persons and kings; k•cam--a piece of glass;
vicinvan--searching for; api--although; divya-ratnam--a transcendental gem;
sv•min--O my Lord; k”ta-artha„ asmi--I am fully satisfied; varam--any
benediction; na y•ce--I do not ask.
TRANSLATION
[When he was being benedicted by the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Dhruva
Mah•r•ja said] " 'O my Lord, because I was seeking an opulent material
position, I was performing severe types of penance and austerity. Now I have
gotten You, who are very difficult for the great demigods, saintly persons and
kings to attain. I was searching after a piece of glass, but instead I have
found a most valuable jewel. Therefore I am so satisfied that I do not wish to
ask any benediction from You.'
PURPORT
This verse is from the Hari-bhakti-sudhodaya (7.28).
TEXT 43
TEXT
sa‰s•ra bhramite kona bh•gye keha tare
nad†ra prav•he yena k•£àha l•ge t†re
SYNONYMS
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sa‰s•ra bhramite--wandering throughout the universe; kona bh•gye--by some
good fortune; keha tare--someone crosses the ocean of nescience; nad†ra
prav•he--in the flow of the river; yena--just as; k•£àha--wood; l•ge--sticks;
t†re--on the bank.
TRANSLATION
"There are unlimited conditioned souls who are bereft of Lord K”£‹a's
service. Not knowing how to cross the ocean of nescience, they are scattered
by waves, time and tide. However, some are fortunate to contact devotees, and
by this contact they are delivered from the ocean of nescience, just as a log,
floating down a river, accidentally washes upon the bank.
TEXT 44
TEXT
maiva‰ mam•dhamasy•pi
sy•d ev•cyuta-dar¤anam
hriyam•‹a„ k•la-nady•
kvacit tarati ka¤cana
SYNONYMS
m•--not; evam--thus; mama--of me; adhamasya--who is the most fallen; api-although; sy•t--there may be; eva--certainly; acyuta-dar¤anam--seeing of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead; hriyam•‹a„--being carried; k•la-nady•--by the
stream of time; kvacit--sometimes; tarati--crosses over; ka¤cana--someone.
TRANSLATION
"Because I am so fallen, I shall never get a chance to see the Supreme
Personality of Godhead." This was my false apprehension. Rather, by chance a
person as fallen as I am may get to see the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
Although one is being carried away by the waves of the river of time, one may
eventually reach the shore.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.38.5).
TEXT 45
TEXT
kona bh•gye k•ro sa‰s•ra k£ayonmukha haya
s•dhu-sa•ge tabe k”£‹e rati upajaya
SYNONYMS
kona bh•gye--by fortune; k•ro--of someone; sa‰s•ra--conditioned life;
k£aya-unmukha--on the point of destruction; haya--is; s•dhu-sa•ge--by
association with devotees; tabe--then; k”£‹e--to Lord K”£‹a; rati--attraction;
upa-jaya--awakens.
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TRANSLATION
"By good fortune, one becomes eligible to cross the ocean of nescience, and
when one's term of material existence decreases, one may get an opportunity to
associate with pure devotees. By such association, one's attraction to K”£‹a
is awakened.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura explains this point. Is this bh•gya (fortune)
the result of an accident or something else? In the scriptures, devotional
service and pious activity are considered fortunate. Pious activities can be
divided into three categories--pious activities that awaken one's dormant
K”£‹a consciousness are called bhakty-unmukh† suk”ti. Pious activities that
bestow material opulence are called bhogonmukh†, and pious activities that
enable the living entity to merge into the existence of the Supreme are called
mok£onmukh†. These last two awards of pious activity are not actually
fortunate. Pious activities are fortunate when they help one become K”£‹a
conscious. The good fortune of bhakty-unmukh† is attainable only when one
comes in contact with a devotee. By associating with a devotee willingly or
unwillingly, one advances in devotional service, and thus one's dormant K”£‹a
consciousness is awakened.
TEXT 46
TEXT
bhav•pavargo bhramato yad• bhavej
janasya tarhy acyuta sat-sam•gama„
sat-sa•gamo yarhi tadaiva sad-gatau
par•vare¤e tvayi j•yate rati„
SYNONYMS
bhava-apavarga„--liberation from the nescience of material existence;
bhramata„--wandering; yad•--when; bhavet--should be; janasya--of a person;
tarhi--at that time; acyuta--O Supreme Personality of Godhead; sat-sam•gama„-association with devotees; sat-sa•gama„--association with devotees; yarhi-when; tad•--at that time; eva--only; sat-gatau--the highest goal of life;
par•vare¤e--the Lord of the universe; tvayi--to You; j•yate--appears; rati„-attraction.
TRANSLATION
" 'O my Lord! O infallible Supreme Person! When a person wandering
throughout the universes becomes eligible for liberation from material
existence, he gets an opportunity to associate with devotees. When he
associates with devotees, his attraction for You is awakened. You are the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, the highest goal of the supreme devotees and
the Lord of the universe.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.51.53).
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TEXT 47
TEXT
k”£‹a yadi k”p• kare kona bh•gyav•ne
guru-antary•mi-rãpe ¤ikh•ya •pane
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; yadi--if; k”p• kare--shows His mercy; kona bh•gyav•ne-to some fortunate person; guru--of the spiritual master; antary•mi--of the
Supersoul; rãpe--in the form; ¤ikh•ya--teaches; •pane--personally.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a is situated in everyone's heart as caitya-guru, the spiritual master
within. When He is kind to some fortunate conditioned soul, He personally
gives one lessons to progress in devotional service, instructing the person as
the Supersoul within and the spiritual master without.
TEXT 48
TEXT
naivopayanty apaciti‰ kavayas tave¤a
brahm•yu£•pi k”tam ”ddha-muda„ smaranta„
yo 'ntar bahis tanu-bh”t•m a¤ubha‰ vidhunvann
•c•rya-caittya-vapu£• sva-gati‰ vyanakti
SYNONYMS
na eva--not at all; upayanti--are able to express; apacitim--their
gratitude; kavaya„--learned devotees; tava--Your; †¤a--O Lord; brahma-•yu£•-with a lifetime equal to Lord Brahm•'s; api--in spite of; k”tam--magnanimous
work; ”ddha--increased; muda„--joy; smaranta„--remembering; ya„--who; anta„-within; bahi„--outside; tanu-bh”t•m--of those who are embodied; a¤ubham-misfortune; vidhunvan--dissipating; •c•rya--of the spiritual master; caittya-of the Supersoul; vapu£•--by the forms; sva--own; gatim--path; vyanakti-shows.
TRANSLATION
" 'O my Lord! Transcendental poets and experts in spiritual science could
not fully express their indebtedness to You, even if they were endowed with
the prolonged lifetime of Brahm•, for You appear in two features--externally
as the •c•rya and internally as the Supersoul--to deliver the embodied living
being by directing him how to come to You.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.29.6). It was spoken by Uddhava
after he had been instructed in yoga by ¥r† K”£‹a.
TEXT 49
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TEXT
s•dhu-sa•ge k”£‹a-bhaktye ¤raddh• yadi haya
bhakti-phala 'prema' haya, sa‰s•ra y•ya k£aya
SYNONYMS
s•dhu-sa•ge--by the association of devotees; k”£‹a-bhaktye--in discharging
devotional service to K”£‹a; ¤raddh•--faith; yadi--if; haya--there is; bhaktiphala--the result of devotional service to K”£‹a; prema--love of Godhead;
haya--awakens; sa‰s•ra--the conditioned life in material existence; y•ya
k£aya--becomes vanquished.
TRANSLATION
"By associating with a devotee, one awakens his faith in devotional service
to K”£‹a. Because of devotional service, one's dormant love for K”£‹a awakens,
and thus one's material, conditional existence comes to an end.
TEXT 50
TEXT
yad”cchay• mat-kath•dau
j•ta-¤raddhas tu ya„ pum•n
na nirvi‹‹o n•tisakto
bhakti-yogo 'sya siddhida„
SYNONYMS
yad”cchay•--by some good fortune; mat-kath•-•dau--in talk about Me; j•ta¤raddha„--has awakened his attraction; tu--but; ya„ pum•n--a person who; na
nirvi‹‹a„--not falsely detached; na atisakta„--not attached to material
existence; bhakti-yoga„--the process of devotional service; asya--for such a
person; siddhi-da„--bestowing perfection.
TRANSLATION
" 'Somehow or other, if one is attracted to talks about Me and has faith in
the instructions I have set forth in Bhagavad-g†t•, and if one is actually
detached from material things and material existence, his dormant love for Me
will be awakened by devotional service.'
PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.20.8) was spoken by K”£‹a at the time
of His departure from this material world. It was spoken to Uddhava.
TEXT 51
TEXT
mahat-k”p• vin• kona karme 'bhakti' naya
k”£‹a-bhakti dãre rahu, sa‰s•ra nahe k£aya
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SYNONYMS
mahat-k”p•--the mercy of great devotees; vin•--without; kona karme--by some
other activity; bhakti naya--there is not devotional service; k”£‹a-bhakti-love of K”£‹a or devotional service to K”£‹a; dãre rahu--leaving aside;
sa‰s•ra--the bondage of material existence; nahe--there is not; k£aya-destruction.
TRANSLATION
"Unless one is favored by a pure devotee, he cannot attain the platform of
devotional service. To say nothing of k”£‹a-bhakti, one cannot even be
relieved from the bondage of material existence.
PURPORT
Pious activities bring about material opulence, but one cannot acquire
devotional service by any amount of material pious activity, not by giving
charity, opening big hospitals and schools or working philanthropically.
Devotional service can be attained only by the mercy of a pure devotee.
Without a pure devotee's mercy, one cannot even escape the bondage of material
existence. The word mahat in this verse means "a pure devotee." As confirmed
in Bhagavad-g†t•:
mah•tm•nas tu m•‰ p•rtha
daiv†‰ prak”tim •¤rit•„
bhajanty ananya-manaso
j‘•tv• bhãt•dim avyayam
"O son of P”th•, those who are not deluded, the great souls, are under the
protection of the divine nature. They are fully engaged in devotional service
because they know Me as the Supreme Personality of Godhead, original and
inexhaustible." (Bg. 9.13)
One also has to associate with such a mah•tm• who has accepted K”£‹a as the
supreme source of the entire creation. Without being a mah•tm•, one cannot
understand K”£‹a's absolute position. A mah•tm• is rare and transcendental,
and he is a pure devotee of Lord K”£‹a. Foolish people consider K”£‹a a human
being, and they consider Lord K”£‹a's pure devotee an ordinary human being
also. Whatever one may be, one must take shelter at the lotus feet of a
devotee mah•tm• and treat him as the most exalted well-wisher of all human
society. We should take shelter of such a mah•tm• and ask for his causeless
mercy. Only by his benediction can one be relieved from attachment to a
materialistic way of life. When one is thus relieved, he can engage in the
Lord's transcendental loving service through the mercy of the mah•tm•.
TEXT 52
TEXT
rahãga‹aitat tapas• na y•ti
na cejyay• nirvapa‹•d g”h•d v•
na cchandas• naiva jal•gni-sãryair
vin• mahat-p•da-rajo-'bhi£ekam
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SYNONYMS
rahãga‹a--O King Rahãga‹a; etat--this; tapas•--by severe austerities and
penances; na y•ti--one does not obtain; na--neither; ca--also; ijyay•--by
gorgeous worship; nirvapa‹•t--by renounced order of life; g”h•t--by sacrifices
while living in the home; v•--or; na chandas•--nor by scholarly study of the
Vedas; na--nor; eva--certainly; jala-agni-sãryai„--by those who worship water,
fire or scorching sunshine; vin•--without; mahat-p•da-raja„--of the dust of
the lotus feet of a mah•tm•; abhi£ekam--the sprinkling.
TRANSLATION
" 'O King Rahãga‹a, without taking upon one's head the dust from the lotus
feet of a pure devotee [a mah•jana or mah•tm•], one cannot attain devotional
service. Devotional service is not possible to attain simply by undergoing
severe austerities and penances, by gorgeously worshiping the Deity, or by
strictly following the rules and regulations of the sanny•sa or g”hastha
order, nor by studying the Vedas, submerging oneself in water, or exposing
oneself to fire or scorching sunlight.'
PURPORT
This verse appears in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (5.12.12). Ja‚a Bharata herein
tells King Rahãga‹a how he attained the paramaha‰sa stage. Mah•r•ja Rahãga‹a,
the King of Sindhu-sauv†ra, had asked Ja‚a Bharata how he had attained the
paramaha‰sa stage. The King had called him to carry his palanquin, but when
the King heard from paramaha‰sa Ja‚a Bharata about the supreme philosophy, he
expressed surprise and asked Ja‚a Bharata how he had attained such great
liberation. At that time Ja‚a Bharata informed the King how to become detached
from material attraction.
TEXT 53
TEXT
nai£•‰ matis t•vad urukram••ghri‰
sp”¤aty anarth•pagamo yad-artha„
mah†yas•‰ p•da-rajo-'bhi£eka‰
ni£ki‘can•n•‰ na v”‹†ta y•vat
SYNONYMS
na--not; e£•m--of those who are attached to household life; mati„--the
interest; t•vat--that long; urukrama-a•ghrim--the lotus feet of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, who is credited with uncommon activities; sp”¤ati-touches; anartha--of unwanted things; apagama„--vanquishing; yat--of which;
artha„--result; mah†yas•m--of the great personalities, devotees; p•da-raja„-of the dust of the lotus feet; abhi£ekam--sprinkling on the head;
ni£ki‘can•n•m--who are completely detached from material possessions; na
v”‹†ta--does not do; y•vat--as long as.
TRANSLATION
" 'Unless human society accepts the dust of the lotus feet of great
mah•tm•s--devotees who have nothing to do with material possessions--mankind
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cannot turn its attention to the lotus feet of K”£‹a. Those lotus feet
vanquish all the unwanted miserable conditions of material life.'
PURPORT
This verse appears in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (7.5.32). When the great sage
N•rada was giving instructions to Mah•r•ja Yudhi£àhira, he narrated the
activities of Prahl•da Mah•r•ja. This verse was spoken by Prahl•da Mah•r•ja to
his father, Hira‹yaka¤ipu, the king of demons. Prahl•da Mah•r•ja informed his
father of the nine basic processes of bhakti-yoga. Whoever takes to these
processes is to be considered a highly learned scholar. Hira‹yaka¤ipu,
however, did not like his son to talk about devotional service; therefore he
immediately called his teacher, ¢a‹‚•marka. The teacher explained that he did
not teach devotional service to Prahl•da but that the boy was naturally
inclined that way. At that time Hira‹yaka¤ipu became very angry and asked
Prahl•da why he had become a Vai£‹ava. In answer to this question, Prahl•da
Mah•r•ja recited this verse to the effect that one cannot become the Lord's
devotee without receiving the mercy and blessings of another devotee.
TEXT 54
TEXT
's•dhu-sa•ga', 's•dhu-sa•ga'----sarva-¤•stre kaya
lava-m•tra s•dhu-sa•ge sarva-siddhi haya
SYNONYMS
s•dhu-sa•ga s•dhu-sa•ga--association with pure devotees; sarva-¤•stre--all
the revealed scriptures; kaya--say; lava-m•tra--even for a moment; s•dhusa•ge--by association with a devotee; sarva-siddhi--all success; haya--there
is.
TRANSLATION
"The verdict of all revealed scriptures is that by even a moment's
association with a pure devotee, one can attain all success.
PURPORT
According to astronomical calculations, lava is one eleventh of one second.
TEXT 55
TEXT
tulay•ma laven•pi
na svarga‰ n•punar-bhavam
bhagavat-sa•gi-sa•gasya
marty•n•‰ kimut•¤i£a„
SYNONYMS
tulay•ma--we make equal; lavena--with one instant; api--even; na--not;
svargam--heavenly planets; na--nor; apuna„-bhavam--merging into the existence
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of the Supreme; bhagavat-sa•gi-sa•gasya--of the association of devotees who
are always associated with the Supreme Personality of Godhead; marty•n•m--of
persons destined to die; kim uta--what; •¤i£a„--the blessings.
TRANSLATION
" 'The value of a moment's association with a devotee of the Lord cannot
even be compared to the attainment of heavenly planets or liberation from
matter, and what to speak of worldly benedictions in the form of material
prosperity, which is for those who are meant for death.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.18.13). This verse concerns
the Vedic rites and sacrifices performed by the great sages of Naimi£•ra‹ya,
headed by ¥aunaka ™£i. The sages pointed out that association with a devotee
for even less than a second is beyond comparison to a thousand Vedic rituals
and sacrifices, elevation to heavenly planets or merging into the existence of
the Supreme.
TEXT 56
TEXT
k”£‹a k”p•lu arjunere lak£ya kariy•
jagatere r•khiy•chena upade¤a diy•
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; k”p•lu--merciful; arjunere--Arjuna; lak£ya kariy•-aiming at; jagatere--the whole world; r•khiy•chena--has protected; upade¤a
diy•--giving instructions.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a is so merciful that simply by aiming His instructions at Arjuna, He
has given protection to the whole world.
TEXTS 57-58
TEXT
sarva-guhyatama‰ bhãya„
¤”‹u me parama‰ vaca„
i£ào 'si me d”‚ham iti
tato vak£y•mi te hitam
man-man• bhava mad-bhakto
mad-y•j† m•‰ namaskuru
m•m evai£yasi satya‰ te
pratij•ne priyo 'si me
SYNONYMS
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sarva-guhya-tamam--most confidential of all; bhãya„--again; ¤”‹u--hear; me-My; paramam vaca„--supreme instruction; i£àa„--beloved; asi--you are; me--My;
d”‚ham iti--very firmly; tata„--therefore; vak£y•mi--I shall speak; te--to
you; hitam--words of benediction; mat-man•„--whose mind is always on Me;
bhava--become; mat-bhakta„--My devotee; mat-y•j†--My worshiper; m•m--unto Me;
namaskuru--offer obeisances; m•m eva--to Me only; e£yasi--you will come;
satyam--truly; te--to you; pratij•ne--I promise; priya„ asi--you are dear; me-My.
TRANSLATION
" 'Because you are My very dear friend, I am speaking to you the most
confidential part of knowledge. Hear this from Me, for it is for your benefit.
Always think of Me and become My devotee, worship Me and offer obeisances unto
Me. Thus you will come to Me without fail. I promise you this because you are
My very dear friend.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Bhagavad-g†t• (18.64-65).
TEXT 59
TEXT
pãrva •j‘•,----veda-dharma, karma, yoga, j‘•na
saba s•dhi' ¤e£e ei •j‘•----balav•n
SYNONYMS
pãrva •j‘•--previous orders; veda-dharma--performance of Vedic ritualistic
ceremonies; karma--fruitive activities; yoga--mystic yoga practice; j‘•na-speculative knowledge; saba s•dhi'--executing all these processes; ¤e£e--at
the end; ei •j‘•--this order; balav•n--powerful.
TRANSLATION
"Although K”£‹a has previously explained the proficiency of executing Vedic
rituals, performing fruitive activity as enjoined in the Vedas, practicing
yoga and cultivating j‘•na, these last instructions are most powerful and
stand above all the others.
TEXT 60
TEXT
ei •j‘•-bale bhaktera '¤raddh•' yadi haya
sarva-karma ty•ga kari' se k”£‹a bhajaya
SYNONYMS
ei •j‘•-bale--on the strength of this supreme order of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; bhaktera--of the devotees; ¤raddh•--faith; yadi--if;
haya--there is; sarva-karma--all other activities, material and spiritual;
ty•ga kari'--leaving aside; se--he; k”£‹a bhajaya--serves Lord K”£‹a.
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TRANSLATION
"If the devotee has faith in the strength of this order, he worships Lord
K”£‹a and gives up all other activities.
TEXT 61
TEXT
t•vat karm•‹i kurv†ta
na nirvidyeta y•vat•
mat-kath•-¤rava‹•dau v•
¤raddh• y•van na j•yate
SYNONYMS
t•vat--up to that time; karm•‹i--fruitive activities; kurv†ta--one should
execute; na nirvidyeta--is not satiated; y•vat•--as long as; mat-kath•--of
discourses about Me; ¤rava‹a-•dau--in the matter of ¤rava‹am, k†rtanam, and so
on; v•--or; ¤raddh•--faith; y•vat--as long as; na--not; j•yate--is awakened.
TRANSLATION
" 'As long as one is not satiated by fruitive activity and has not awakened
his taste for devotional service by ¤rava‹a‰ k†rtana‰ vi£‹oh, one has to act
according to the regulative principles of the Vedic injunctions.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.20.9).
TEXT 62
TEXT
'¤raddh•'-¤abde----vi¤v•sa kahe sud”‚ha ni¤caya
k”£‹e bhakti kaile sarva-karma k”ta haya
SYNONYMS
¤raddh•-¤abde--by the word ¤raddh•; vi¤v•sa--faith; kahe--is said; sud”‚ha-firm; ni¤caya--certain; k”£‹e--unto Lord K”£‹a; bhakti--devotional service;
kaile--by executing; sarva-karma--all activities; k”ta--completed; haya--are.
TRANSLATION
"By rendering transcendental loving service to K”£‹a, one automatically
performs all subsidiary activities. This confident, firm faith, favorable to
the discharge of devotional service, is called ¤raddh•.
PURPORT
Firm faith and confidence are called ¤raddh•. When one engages in the
Lord's devotional service, he is to be understood to have performed all his
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responsibilities in the material world. He has satisfied his forefathers,
ordinary living entities, and demigods and is free from all responsibility.
Such a person does not need to meet his responsibilities separately. It is
automatically done. Fruitive activity (karma) is meant to satisfy the senses
of the conditioned soul. However, when one awakens to K”£‹a consciousness, he
does not have to work separately for pious activity. The best achievement of
all fruitive activity is detachment from material life, and this detachment is
spontaneously enjoyed by the devotee firmly engaged in the Lord's service.
TEXT 63
TEXT
yath• taror mãla-ni£ecanena
t”pyanti tat-skandha-bhujopa¤•kh•„
pr•‹opah•r•c ca yathendriy•‹•‰
tathaiva sarv•rha‹am acyutejy•
SYNONYMS
yath•--as; taro„--of a tree; mãla--on the root; ni£ecanena--by pouring
water; t”pyanti--are satisfied; tat--of the tree; skandha--trunk; bhuja-branches; upa¤•kh•„--sub-branches; pr•‹a--to the living force; upah•r•t--from
offering food; ca--also; yath•--as; indriy•‹•m--of all the senses; tath•-similarly; eva--indeed; sarva--of all; arha‹am--worship; acyuta--of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead; ijy•--worship.
TRANSLATION
" 'By pouring water on the root of a tree, one automatically satisfies the
trunk, branches and twigs. Similarly, by supplying food to the stomach, where
it nourishes the life air, one satisfies all the senses. In the same way, by
worshiping K”£‹a and rendering Him service, one automatically satisfies all
the demigods.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (4.31.14).
TEXT 64
TEXT
¤raddh•v•n jana haya bhakti-adhik•r†
'uttama', 'madhyama', 'kani£àha'----¤raddh•-anus•r†
SYNONYMS
¤raddh•v•n jana--a person with faith; haya--is; bhakti-adhik•r†--eligible
for discharging transcendental loving service to the Lord; uttama--first
class; madhyama--intermediate; kani£àha--the lowest class; ¤raddh•-anus•r†-according to the proportion of faith.
TRANSLATION
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"A faithful devotee is a truly eligible candidate for the loving service of
the Lord. According to one's faith, one is classified as a topmost devotee, an
intermediate devotee or an inferior devotee.
PURPORT
The word ¤raddh•v•n (faithful) means understanding K”£‹a to be the summum
bonum, the eternal truth and absolute transcendence. If one has full faith in
K”£‹a and confidence in Him, one becomes eligible to discharge devotional
service confidentially. According to one's faith, one is a topmost,
intermediate or inferior devotee.
TEXT 65
TEXT
¤•stra-yuktye sunipu‹a, d”‚ha-¤raddh• y••ra
'uttama-adhik•r†' sei t•raye sa‰s•ra
SYNONYMS
¤•stra-yuktye--in argument and logic; su-nipu‹a--very expert; d”‚ha¤raddh•--firm faith and confidence in K”£‹a; y••ra--whose; uttama-adhik•r†-the topmost devotee; sei--he; t•raye sa‰s•ra--can deliver the whole world.
TRANSLATION
"One who is expert in logic, argument and the revealed scriptures and who
has firm faith in K”£‹a is classified as a topmost devotee. He can deliver the
whole world.
TEXT 66
TEXT
¤•stre yuktau ca nipu‹a„
sarvath• d”‚ha-ni¤caya„
prau‚ha-¤raddho 'dhik•r† ya„
sa bhakt•v uttamo mata„
SYNONYMS
¤•stre--in the revealed scriptures; yuktau--in logic; ca--also; nipu‹a„-expert; sarvath•--in all respects; d”‚ha-ni¤caya„--who is firmly convinced;
prau‚ha--deep; ¤raddha„--who has faith; adhik•r†--eligible; ya„--who; sa„--he;
bhaktau--in devotional service; uttama„--highest; mata„--is considered.
TRANSLATION
" 'One who is expert in logic and understanding of revealed scriptures, and
who always has firm conviction and deep faith that is not blind, is to be
considered a topmost devotee in devotional service.'
PURPORT
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This verse appears in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.17) by ¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m†.
TEXT 67
TEXT
¤•stra-yukti n•hi j•ne d”‚ha, ¤raddh•v•n
'madhyama-adhik•r†' sei mah•-bh•gyav•n
SYNONYMS
¤•stra-yukti--logical arguments on the basis of revealed scripture; n•hi-not; j•ne--knows; d”‚ha--firmly; ¤raddh•v•n--faithful; madhyama-adhik•r†-second-class devotee; sei--he; mah•-bh•gyav•n--very fortunate.
TRANSLATION
"One who is not very expert in argument and logic based on revealed
scriptures but who has firm faith is considered a second-class devotee. He
also must be considered most fortunate.
TEXT 68
TEXT
ya„ ¤•str•di£v anipu‹a„
¤raddh•v•n sa tu madhyama„
SYNONYMS
ya„--anyone who; ¤•stra-•di£u--in the revealed scriptures; anipu‹a„--not
very expert; ¤raddh•v•n--full of faith; sa„--he; tu--certainly; madhyama„-second-class or middle-class devotee.
TRANSLATION
" 'He who does not know scriptural argument very well but who has firm
faith is called an intermediate or second-class devotee.'
PURPORT
This verse appears in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.18).
TEXT 69
TEXT
y•h•ra komala ¤raddh•, se 'kani£àha' jana
krame krame te•ho bhakta ha-ibe 'uttama'
SYNONYMS
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y•h•ra--whose; komala ¤raddh•--soft faith; se--such a person; kani£àha
jana--a neophyte devotee; krame krame--by a gradual progression; te•ho--he;
bhakta--devotee; ha-ibe--will become; uttama--first class.
TRANSLATION
"One whose faith is soft and pliable is called a neophyte, but by gradually
following the process, he will rise to the platform of a first-class devotee.
TEXT 70
TEXT
yo bhavet komala-¤raddha„
sa kani£àho nigadyate
SYNONYMS
ya„--anyone who; bhavet--may be; komala--soft; ¤raddha„--having faith; sa„-such a person; kani£àha„--neophyte devotee; nigadyate--is said to be.
TRANSLATION
" 'One whose faith is not very strong, who is just beginning, should be
considered a neophyte devotee.'
PURPORT
This verse also appears in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.19).
TEXT 71
TEXT
rati-prema-t•ratamye bhakta----tara-tama
ek•da¤a skandhe t•ra kariy•che lak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
rati--of attachment; prema--and love; t•ratamye--by comparison; bhakta-devotee; tara-tama--superior and superlative; ek•da¤a skandhe--in the Eleventh
Canto of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; t•ra--of him; kariy•che--has made; lak£a‹a-symptoms.
TRANSLATION
"A devotee is considered superlative and superior according to his
attachment and love. In the Eleventh Canto of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, the following
symptoms have been ascertained.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura has stated that if one has developed faith in
K”£‹a consciousness, he is to be considered an eligible candidate for further
advancement in K”£‹a consciousness. Those who have faith are divided into
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three categories--uttama, madhyama and kani£àha (first-class, second-class and
neophyte). A first-class devotee has firm conviction in the revealed
scriptures and is expert in arguing according to the ¤•stras. He is firmly
convinced of the science of K”£‹a consciousness. The madhyama-adhik•r†, or
second-class devotee, has firm conviction in K”£‹a consciousness, but he
cannot support his conviction by citing ¤•stric references. The neophyte
devotee does not yet have firm faith. In this way the devotees are typed.
The standard of devotion is also categorized in the same way. A neophyte
believes that only love of K”£‹a or K”£‹a consciousness is very good, but he
may not know the basis of pure K”£‹a consciousness or how one can become a
perfect devotee. Sometimes in the heart of a neophyte there is attraction for
karma, j‘•na or yoga. When he is free and transcendental to mixed devotional
activity, he becomes a second-class devotee. When he becomes expert in logic
and can refer to the ¤•stras, he becomes a first-class devotee. The devotees
are also described as positive, comparative and superlative, in terms of their
love and attachment for K”£‹a.
It should be understood that a madhyama-adhik•r†, a second-class devotee,
is fully convinced of K”£‹a consciousness but cannot support his convictions
with ¤•stric reference. A neophyte may fall down by associating with
nondevotees because he is not firmly convinced and strongly situated. The
second-class devotee, even though he cannot support his position with ¤•stric
reference, can gradually become a first-class devotee by studying the ¤•stras
and associating with a first-class devotee. However, if the second-class
devotee does not advance himself by associating with a first-class devotee, he
makes no progress. There is no possibility that a first-class devotee will
fall down, even though he may mix with nondevotees to preach. Conviction and
faith gradually increase to make one an uttama-adhik•r†, a first-class
devotee.
TEXT 72
TEXT
sarva-bhãte£u ya„ pa¤yed
bhagavad-bh•vam •tmana„
bhãt•ni bhagavaty •tmany
e£a bh•gavatottama„
SYNONYMS
sarva-bhãte£u--in all objects (in matter, spirit, and combinations of
matter and spirit); ya„--anyone who; pa¤yet--sees; bhagavat-bh•vam--the
ability to be engaged in the service of the Lord; •tmana„--of the supreme
spirit soul or the transcendence beyond the material conception of life;
bhãt•ni--all beings; bhagavati--in the Supreme Personality of Godhead; •tmani-the basic principle of all existence; e£a„--this; bh•gavata-uttama„--a person
advanced in devotional service.
TRANSLATION
" 'A person advanced in devotional service sees within everything the soul
of souls, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, ¥r† K”£‹a. Consequently he
always sees the form of the Supreme Personality of Godhead as the cause of all
causes and understands that all things are situated in Him.
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PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.45).
TEXT 73
TEXT
†¤vare tad-adh†ne£u
b•li¤e£u dvi£atsu ca
prema-maitr†-k”popek£•
ya„ karoti sa madhyama„
SYNONYMS
†¤vare--unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead; tat-adh†ne£u--to persons
who have taken fully to K”£‹a consciousness; b•li¤e£u--unto the neophytes or
the ignorant; dvi£atsu--to persons envious of K”£‹a and the devotees of K”£‹a;
prema--love; maitr†--friendship; k”p•--mercy; upek£•--negligence; ya„--anyone
who; karoti--does; sa„--he; madhyama„--a second-class devotee.
TRANSLATION
" 'An intermediate, second-class devotee shows love for the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, is friendly to all devotees and is very merciful to
neophytes and ignorant people. The intermediate devotee neglects those who are
envious of devotional service.
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.46). This statement was
made by the great sage N•rada while he was speaking to Vasudeva about
devotional service. This subject was originally discussed between Nimi, the
King of Videha, and the nine Yogendras.
TEXT 74
TEXT
arc•y•m eva haraye
pãj•‰ ya„ ¤raddhayehate
na tad-bhakte£u c•nye£u
sa bhakta„ pr•k”ta„ sm”ta„
SYNONYMS
arc•y•m--in the temple worship; eva--certainly; haraye--for the pleasure of
the Supreme Personality of Godhead; pãj•m--worship; ya„--anyone who;
¤raddhay•--with faith and love; †hate--executes; na--not; tat-bhakte£u--to the
devotees of the Lord; ca anye£u--and to others; sa„--he; bhakta„--a devotee;
pr•k”ta„--materialistic; sm”ta„--is considered.
TRANSLATION
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" 'A pr•k”ta, or materialistic devotee does not purposefully study the
¤•stra and try to understand the actual standard of pure devotional service.
Consequently he does not show proper respect to advanced devotees. He may,
however, follow the regulative principles learned from his spiritual master or
from his family who worships the Deity. He is to be considered on the material
platform, although he is trying to advance in devotional service. Such a
person is a bhakta-pr•ya [neophyte devotee], or bhakt•bh•sa, for he is a
little enlightened by Vai£‹ava philosophy.'
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.47). ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura
says that one who has full love for the Supreme Personality of Godhead and who
maintains a good friendship with the Lord's devotees is always callous to
those who envy K”£‹a and K”£‹a's devotees. Such a person is to be considered
an intermediate devotee. He becomes a first-class devotee when, in the course
of advancing in devotional service, he feels an intimate relationship with all
living entities, seeing them as part and parcel of the Supreme Person.
TEXT 75
TEXT
sarva mah•-gu‹a-ga‹a vai£‹ava-¤ar†re
k”£‹a-bhakte k”£‹era gu‹a sakali sa‘c•re
SYNONYMS
sarva--all; mah•--great; gu‹a-ga‹a--transcendental qualities; vai£‹ava¤ar†re--in the bodies of Vai£‹avas; k”£‹a-bhakte--in the devotees of Lord
K”£‹a; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; gu‹a--the qualities; sakali--all; sa‘c•re-appear.
TRANSLATION
"A Vai£‹ava is one who has developed all good transcendental qualities. All
the good qualities of K”£‹a gradually develop in K”£‹a's devotee.
TEXT 76
TEXT
yasy•sti bhaktir bhagavaty aki‘can•
sarvair gu‹ais tatra sam•sate sur•„
har•v abhaktasya kuto mahad-gu‹•
mano-rathen•sati dh•vato bahi„
SYNONYMS
yasya--of whom; asti--there is; bhakti„--devotional service; bhagavati-unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead; aki‘can•--without material desires;
sarvai„--all; gu‹ai„--with good qualities; tatra--there; sam•sate--live;
sur•„--the demigods; harau--unto the Lord; abhaktasya--of the nondevotee;
kuta„--where; mahat-gu‹•„--the high qualities; mana„-rathena--by mental
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concoction; asati--to temporary material happiness; dh•vata„--running; bahi„-externally.
TRANSLATION
" 'In one who has unflinching devotional faith in K”£‹a, all the good
qualities of K”£‹a and the demigods are consistently manifest. However, he who
has no devotion to the Supreme Personality of Godhead has no good
qualifications because he is engaged by mental concoction in material
existence, which is the external feature of the Lord.'
PURPORT
This was spoken by Bhadra¤rav• and his followers, who were offering prayers
to N”si‰hadeva (¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam 5.18.12).
TEXT 77
TEXT
sei saba gu‹a haya vai£‹ava-lak£a‹a
saba kah• n• y•ya, kari dig-dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
sei saba gu‹a--all those transcendental qualities; haya--are; vai£‹avalak£a‹a--the symptoms of a Vai£‹ava; saba--all; kah• n• y•ya--cannot be
explained; kari--I shall do; dik-dara¤ana--a general review.
TRANSLATION
"All these transcendental qualities are the characteristics of pure
Vai£‹avas, and they cannot be fully explained, but I shall try to point out
some of the important qualities.
TEXTS 78-80
TEXT
k”p•lu, ak”ta-droha, satya-s•ra sama
nido£a, vad•nya, m”du, ¤uci, aki‘cana
sarvopak•raka, ¤•nta, k”£‹aika-¤ara‹a
ak•ma, an†ha, sthira, vijita-£a‚-gu‹a
mita-bhuk, apramatta, m•nada, am•n†
gambh†ra, karu‹a, maitra, kavi, dak£a, maun†
SYNONYMS
k”p•lu--merciful; ak”ta-droha--not defiant; satya-s•ra--thoroughly true;
sama--equal; nido£a--faultless; vad•nya--magnanimous; m”du--mild; ¤uci--clean;
aki‘cana--without material possessions; sarva-upak•raka--working for the
welfare of everyone; ¤•nta--peaceful; k”£‹a-eka-¤ara‹a--exclusively
surrendered to K”£‹a; ak•ma--desireless; an†ha--indifferent to material
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acquisitions; sthira--fixed; vijita-£aà-gu‹a--completely controlling the six
bad qualities (lust, anger, greed, etc.); mita-bhuk--eating only as much as
required; apramatta--without inebriation; m•na-da--respectful; am•n†--without
false prestige; gambh†ra--grave; karu‹a--compassionate; maitra--a friend;
kavi--a poet; dak£a--expert; maun†--silent.
TRANSLATION
"Devotees are always merciful, humble, truthful, equal to all, faultless,
magnanimous, mild and clean. They are without material possessions, and they
perform welfare work for everyone. They are peaceful, surrendered to K”£‹a and
desireless. They are indifferent to material acquisitions and are fixed in
devotional service. They completely control the six bad qualities--lust,
anger, greed and so forth. They eat only as much as required, and they are not
inebriated. They are respectful, grave, compassionate and without false
prestige. They are friendly, poetic, expert and silent.
TEXT 81
TEXT
titik£ava„ k•ru‹ik•„
suh”da„ sarva-dehin•m
aj•ta-¤atrava„ ¤•nt•„
s•dhava„ s•dhu-bhã£a‹•„
SYNONYMS
titik£ava„--very forebearing; k•ru‹ik•„--merciful; suh”da„--who are wellwishers; sarva-dehin•m--to all living entities; aj•ta-¤atrava„--without
enemies; ¤•nt•„--peaceful; s•dhava„--following the injunctions of the ¤•stra;
s•dhu-bhã£a‹•„--who are decorated with good character.
TRANSLATION
" 'Devotees are always tolerant, forebearing and very merciful. They are
the well-wishers of every living entity. They follow the scriptural
injunctions, and because they have no enemies, they are very peaceful. These
are the decorations of devotees.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.25.21). When the sages,
headed by ¥aunaka, inquired about Kapiladeva, the incarnation of Godhead, Suta
Gosv•m†, who was the topmost devotee of the Lord, quoted talks about selfrealization between Maitreya, a friend of Vy•sadeva, and Vidura. It was then
that the topic of Lord Kapila came up and His discussions with His mother,
wherein He stated that attachment to material things is the cause of
conditional life. When a person becomes attached to transcendental things, he
is on the path of liberation.
TEXT 82
TEXT
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mahat-sev•‰
tamo-dv•ra‰
mah•ntas te
vimanyava„

dv•ram •hur vimuktes
yo£it•‰ sa•gi-sa•gam
sama-citt•„ pra¤•nt•
suh”da„ s•dhavo ye
SYNONYMS

mahat-sev•m--the service of the pure devotee spiritual master; dv•ram-door; •hu„--they said; vimukte„--of liberation; tama„-dv•ram--the door to
darkness; yo£it•m--of women and money; sa•gi-sa•gam--association with those
who enjoy the association; mah•nta„--great souls; te--they; sama-citt•„-equally disposed to all; pra¤•nt•„--very peaceful; vimanyava„--without anger;
suh”da„--well-wishers of everyone; s•dhava„--who are endowed with all good
qualities, or who do not look for faults in others; ye--those who.
TRANSLATION
" 'It is the verdict of all ¤•stras and great personalities that by serving
a pure devotee, one attains the path of liberation. However, by associating
with materialistic people who are attached to material enjoyment and women,
one attains the path of darkness. Those who are actually devotees are
broadminded, equal to everyone and very peaceful. They never become angry, and
they are friendly to all living entities.'
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (5.5.2).
TEXT 83
TEXT
k”£‹a-bhakti-janma-mãla haya 's•dhu-sa•ga'
k”£‹a-prema janme, te•ho puna„ mukhya a•ga
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-bhakti--of devotional service to K”£‹a; janma-mãla--the root cause;
haya--is; s•dhu-sa•ga--association with advanced devotees; k”£‹a-prema--love
of K”£‹a; janme--awakens; te•ho--that same association with devotees; puna„-again; mukhya a•ga--the chief principle.
TRANSLATION
"The root cause of devotional service to Lord K”£‹a is association with
advanced devotees. Even when one's dormant love for K”£‹a awakens, association
with devotees is still most essential.
TEXT 84
TEXT
bhav•pavargo bhramato yad• bhavej
janasya tarhy acyuta sat-sam•gama„
sat-sa•gamo yarhi tadaiva sad-gatau
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par•vare¤e tvayi j•yate rati„
SYNONYMS
bhava-apavarga„--liberation from the nescience of material existence;
bhramata„--wandering; yad•--when; bhavet--should be; janasya--of a person;
tarhi--at that time; acyuta--O Supreme Personality of Godhead; sat-sam•gama„-association with devotees; sat-sa•gama„--association with the devotees; yarhi-when; tad•--at that time; eva--only; sat-gatau--the highest goal of life;
par•vare¤e--the Lord of the universe; tvayi--to You; j•yate--appears; rati„-attraction.
TRANSLATION
" 'O my Lord! O infallible Supreme Person! When a person wandering
throughout the universes becomes eligible for liberation from material
existence, he gets an opportunity to associate with devotees. When he
associates with devotees, his attraction for You is awakened. You are the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, the highest goal of the supreme devotees and
the Lord of the universe.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.51.53).
TEXT 85
TEXT
ata •tyantika‰ k£ema‰
p”cch•mo bhavato 'nagh•„
sa‰s•re 'smin k£a‹•rdho 'pi
sat-sa•ga„ sevadhir n”‹•m
SYNONYMS
ata„--therefore (due to the rareness of seeing pure devotees of the Lord);
•tyantikam--supreme; k£emam--auspiciousness; p”cch•ma„--we are asking;
•tyantikam--supreme; k£emam--auspiciousness; p”cch•ma„--we are asking;
bhavata„--you; anagh•„--O sinless ones; sa‰s•re--in the material world; asmin-this; k£a‹a-ardha„--lasting half a moment; api--even; sat-sa•ga„--association
with devotees; sevadhi„--a treasure; n”‹•m--for human society.
TRANSLATION
" 'O devotees! O you who are free from all sins! Let me inquire from you
about that which is supremely auspicious for all living entities. Association
with a pure devotee for even half a moment in this material world is the
greatest treasure for human society.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.30).
TEXT 86
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TEXT
sat•‰ prasa•g•n mama v†rya-samvido
bhavanti h”t-kar‹a-ras•yan•„ kath•„
taj-jo£a‹•d •¤v apavarga-vartmani
¤raddh• ratir bhaktir anukrami£yati
SYNONYMS
sat•m--of the devotees; prasa•g•t--by the intimate association; mama--of
Me; v†rya-samvida„--talks full of spiritual potency; bhavanti--appear; h”t--to
the heart; kar‹a--and to the ears; rasa-•yan•„--a source of sweetness; kath•„-talks; tat--of them; jo£a‹•t--from proper cultivation; •¤u--quickly;
apavarga--of liberation; vartmani--on the path; ¤raddh•--faith; rati„-attraction; bhakti„--love; anukrami£yati--will follow one after another.
TRANSLATION
" 'The spiritually powerful message of Godhead can be properly discussed
only in a society of devotees, and it is greatly pleasing to hear in that
association. If one hears from devotees, the way of transcendental experience
quickly opens, and gradually one attains firm faith that in due course
develops into attraction and devotion.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.25.25). For an explanation
see šdi-l†l• (1.60).
TEXT 87
TEXT
asat-sa•ga-ty•ga,----ei vai£‹ava-•c•ra
'str†-sa•g†'----eka as•dhu, 'k”£‹•bhakta' •ra
SYNONYMS
asat-sa•ga-ty•ga--rejection of the association of nondevotees; ei--this;
vai£‹ava-•c•ra--the behavior of a Vai£‹ava; str†-sa•g†--who associates with
women for sense gratification; eka--one; as•dhu--unsaintly person; k”£‹aabhakta--one who is not a devotee of Lord K”£‹a; •ra--another.
TRANSLATION
"A Vai£‹ava should always avoid the association of ordinary people. Common
people are very much materially attached, especially to women. Vai£‹avas
should also avoid the company of those who are not devotees of Lord K”£‹a.
TEXTS 88-90
TEXT
satya‰ ¤auca‰ day• mauna‰
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buddhir hr†„ ¤r†r ya¤a„ k£am•
¤amo damo bhaga¤ ceti
yat-sa•g•d y•ti sa•k£ayam
te£v a¤•nte£u mã‚he£u
kha‹‚it•tmasv as•dhu£u
sa•ga‰ na kury•c chocye£u
yo£it-kr†‚•-m”ge£u ca
na tath•sya bhaven moho
bandha¤ c•nya-prasa•gata„
yo£it-sa•g•d yath• pu‰so
yath• tat-sa•gi-sa•gata„
SYNONYMS
satyam--truthfulness; ¤aucam--cleanliness; day•--mercy; maunam--silence;
buddhi„--intelligence; hr†„--modesty; ¤r†„--beauty; ya¤a„--fame; k£ama-forgiveness; ¤ama„--controlling the mind; dama„--controlling the senses;
bhaga„--opulence; ca--and; iti--thus; yat--of whom; sa•g•t--by the
association; y•ti--goes to; sa•k£ayam--complete destruction; te£u--among them;
a¤•nte£u--who are restless; mãdhe£u--among the fools; kha‹‚ita-•tmasu--whose
self-realization is spoiled; as•dhu£u--not saintly; sa•gam--association; na-not; kury•t--should do; ¤ocye£u--who are full of lamentation; yo£it--of women;
kr†‚•-m”ge£u--who are like toy animals; ca--also; na--not; tath•--so much;
asya--of him; bhavet--there may be; moha„--illusion; bandha„--binding; ca-and; anya--other types; prasa•gata„--from association; yo£it-sa•g•t--by
association with women; yath•--as; pu‰sa„--of the man; yath•--as well as; tatsa•gi-sa•gata„--by association with persons attached to women.
TRANSLATION
" 'By association with worldly people, one becomes devoid of truthfulness,
cleanliness, mercy, gravity, spiritual intelligence, shyness, austerity, fame,
forgiveness, control of the mind, control of the senses, fortune and all
opportunities. One should not at any time associate with a coarse fool who is
bereft of the knowledge of self-realization and who is no more than a toy
animal in the hands of a woman. The illusion and bondage that accrue to a man
from attachment to any other object are not as complete as that resulting from
association with a woman or with men too attached to women.'
PURPORT
These verses, quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.31.33-35), were spoken by
Kapiladeva, an incarnation of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, to His
mother. Herein Kapiladeva discusses pious and impious activities and the
symptoms of those who are devoid of devotional service to K”£‹a. Generally
people do not know about the miserable conditions within the womb of a mother
in any species of life. Due to bad association, one gradually falls into lower
species. Association with women is greatly stressed in this regard. When one
becomes attached to women or to those who are attached to women, one falls
down into the lower species.
puru£a„ prak”ti-stho hi
bhu•kte prak”ti-j•n gu‹•n
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k•ra‹a‰ gu‹a-sa•go 'sya
sad-asad-yoni-janmasu
"The living entity in material nature thus follows the ways of life,
enjoying the three modes of nature. This is due to his association with that
material nature. Thus he meets with good and evil among various species."
(Bhagavad-g†t• 13.22)
According to Vedic civilization, one's association with women should be
very much restricted. In spiritual life there are four •¤ramas--brahmacarya,
g”hastha, v•naprastha and sanny•sa. The brahmac•r†, v•naprastha and sanny•s†
are completely forbidden to associate with women. Only g”hasthas are allowed
to associate with women under certain very restricted conditions--that is, one
associates with women to propagate nice children. Other reasons for
association are condemned.
TEXT 91
TEXT
vara‰ huta-vaha-jv•l•pa‘jar•ntar-vyavasthiti„
na ¤auri-cint•-vimukhajana-sa‰v•sa-vai¤asam
SYNONYMS
varam--better; huta-vaha--of fire; jv•l•--in the flames; pa‘jara-anta„-inside a cage; vyavasthiti„--abiding; na--not; ¤auri-cint•--of K”£‹a
consciousness, or thought of K”£‹a; vimukha--bereft; jana--of persons;
sa‰v•sa--of the association; vai¤asam--the calamity.
TRANSLATION
" 'It is better to accept the miseries of being encaged within bars and
surrounded by burning flames than to associate with those bereft of K”£‹a
consciousness. Such association is a very great hardship.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the K•ty•yana-sa‰hit•.
TEXT 92
TEXT
m• dr•k£†„ k£†‹a-pu‹y•n kvacid api
bhagavad-bhakti-h†n•n manu£y•n
SYNONYMS
m•--do not; dr•k£†„--see; k£†‹a-pu‹y•n--who are bereft of all piety; kvacit
api--at any time; bhagavat-bhakti-h†n•n--who are bereft of K”£‹a consciousness
and devotional service; manu£y•n--persons.
TRANSLATION
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" One should not even see those who are bereft of devotional service in
K”£‹a consciousness and who are therefore devoid of pious activities.
TEXT 93
TEXT
eta saba ch•‚i' •ra var‹•¤rama-dharma
aki‘cana ha‘• laya k”£‹aika-¤ara‹a
SYNONYMS
eta saba--all these; ch•‚i'--giving up; •ra--and; var‹a-•¤rama-dharma--the
regulative principle of four var‹as and four •¤ramas; aki‘cana--without any
attachment for anything material; ha‘•--becoming; laya--he takes; k”£‹a-eka¤ara‹a--exclusive shelter at the lotus feet of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
"Without hesitation, one should take the exclusive shelter of Lord K”£‹a
with full confidence, giving up bad association and even neglecting the
regulative principles of the four var‹as and four •¤ramas. That is to say, one
should abandon all material attachment.
TEXT 94
TEXT
sarva-dharm•n parityajya
mam eka‰ ¤ara‹a‰ vraja
aha‰ tv•‰ sarva-p•pebhyo
mok£ayi£y•mi m• ¤uca„
SYNONYMS
sarva-dharm•n--all kinds of occupational duties; parityajya--giving up; m•m
ekam--unto Me only; ¤ara‹am--as shelter; vraja--go; aham--I; tv•m--unto you;
sarva-p•pebhya„--from all the reactions of sinful life; mok£ayi£y•mi--will
give liberation; m•--don't; ¤uca„--worry.
TRANSLATION
" 'After giving up all kinds of religious and occupational duties, if you
come to Me, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and take shelter, I shall give
you protection from all of life's sinful reactions. Do not worry.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Bhagavad-g†t• (18.66) spoken by Lord K”£‹a. For an
explanation, refer to Madhya-l†l• (8.63).
TEXT 95
TEXT
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bhakta-vatsala, k”taj‘a, samartha, vad•nya
hena k”£‹a ch•‚i' pa‹‚ita n•hi bhaje anya
SYNONYMS
bhakta-vatsala--very kind to the devotees; k”ta-j‘a--grateful; samartha-full of all abilities; vad•nya--magnanimous; hena--such; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a;
ch•‚i'--giving up; pa‹‚ita--a learned man; n•hi--does not; bhaje--worship;
anya--anyone else.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a is very kind to His devotees. He is always very grateful and
magnanimous, and He possesses all abilities. A learned man does not give up
K”£‹a to worship anyone else.
PURPORT
An intelligent person gives up the company of those who are attached to
women and bereft of K”£‹a consciousness. One should be free from all kinds of
material attachment and should take full shelter under the lotus feet of
K”£‹a. K”£‹a is very kind to His devotees. He is always grateful, and He never
forgets the service of a devotee. He is also completely opulent and allpowerful. Why, then, should one take shelter of a demigod and leave Lord
K”£‹a's shelter? If one worships a demigod and leaves K”£‹a, he must be
considered the lowest fool.
TEXT 96
TEXT
ka„ pa‹‚itas tvad-apara‰ ¤ara‹a‰ sam†y•d
bhakta-priy•d ”ta-gira„ suh”da„ k”taj‘•t
sarv•n dad•ti suh”do bhajato 'bhik•m•n
•tm•nam apy upacay•pacayau na yasya
SYNONYMS
ka„--what; pa‹‚ita„--learned man; tvat-aparam--other than Your Lordship;
¤ara‹am--shelter; sam†y•t--would take; bhakta-priy•t--who are affectionate to
Your devotees; ”ta-gira„--who are truthful to the devotees; suh”da„--who are
the friend of the devotees; k”ta-j‘•t--who are grateful to the devotees;
sarv•n--all; dad•ti--gives; suh”da„--to Your well-wishers; bhajata„--who
worship You by devotional service; abhik•m•n--desires; •tm•nam--Yourself; api-even; upacaya--increase; apacayau--and diminution; na--not; yasya--of whom.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear Lord, You are very affectionate to Your devotees. You are also a
truthful and grateful friend. Where is that learned man who would give You up
and surrender to someone else? You fulfill all the desires of Your devotees,
so much so that sometimes You even give Yourself to them. Still, You neither
increase nor decrease by such activity.'
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PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.48.26).
TEXT 97
TEXT
vij‘a-janera haya yadi k”£‹a-gu‹a-j‘•na
anya tyaji', bhaje, t•te uddhava----pram•‹a
SYNONYMS
vij‘a-janera--of an experienced person; haya--there is; yadi--if; k”£‹agu‹a-j‘•na--knowledge of K”£‹a's transcendental qualities; anya--others;
tyaji'--giving up; bhaje--he engages in devotional service; t•te--in that
connection; uddhava--Uddhava; pram•‹a--the evidence.
TRANSLATION
"Whenever an experienced person develops real knowledge of K”£‹a and His
transcendental qualities, he naturally gives up all other engagements and
renders service to the Lord. Uddhava gives evidence concerning this.
TEXT 98
TEXT
aho bak† ya‰ stana-k•la-kãàa‰
jigh•‰say•p•yayad apy as•dhv†
lebhe gati‰ dh•try-ucit•‰ tato 'nya‰
ka‰ v• day•lu‰ ¤ara‹a‰ vrajema
SYNONYMS
aho--how wonderful; bak†--Pãtan•, the sister of Bak•sura; yam--whom; stana-on the two breasts; k•la-kãàam--the deadly poison; jigh•‰say•--with a desire
to kill; ap•yayat--forced to drink; api--although; as•dhv†--dangerously
inimical to K”£‹a; lebhe--achieved; gatim--the destination; dh•tr†--for a
nurse; ucit•m--suitable; tata„--than Him; anyam--other; kam--to whom; v•--or;
day•lum--the most merciful; ¤ara‹am--shelter; vrajema--shall take.
TRANSLATION
" 'Oh, how wonderful it is! Pãtan•, the sister of Bak•sura, wanted to kill
K”£‹a by smearing deadly poison on her breasts and having K”£‹a take it.
Nonetheless, Lord K”£‹a accepted her as His mother, and thus she attained the
destination befitting K”£‹a's mother. Of whom should I take shelter but K”£‹a,
who is most merciful?'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.2.23).
TEXT 99
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TEXT
¤ara‹•gatera, aki‘canera----eka-i lak£a‹a
t•ra madhye prave¤aye '•tma-samarpa‹a'
SYNONYMS
¤ara‹•gatera--of a person who has fully taken shelter of K”£‹a; aki‘canera-of a person who is free of all material desires; eka-i lak£a‹a--the symptoms
are one and the same; t•ra madhye--of them all; prave¤aye--enters; •tmasamarpa‹a--full surrender.
TRANSLATION
"There are two kinds of devotees-those who are fully satiated and free from
all material desires and those who are fully surrendered to the lotus feet of
the Lord. Their qualities are one and the same, but those who are fully
surrendered to K”£‹a's lotus feet are qualified with another transcendental
quality-•tma-samarpa‹a, full surrender without reservation.
TEXT 100
TEXT
•nukãlyasya sa•kalpa„
pr•tikãlyasya varjanam
rak£i£yat†ti vi¤v•so
gopt”tve vara‹a‰ tath•
•tma-nik£epa-k•rpa‹ye
£a‚-vidh• ¤ara‹•gati„
SYNONYMS
•nukãlyasya--of anything that assists devotional service to the Lord;
sa•kalpa„--acceptance; pr•tikãlyasya--of anything that hinders devotional
service; varjanam--complete rejection; rak£i£yati--He will protect; iti--thus;
vi¤v•sa„--strong conviction; gopt”tve--in being the guardian, like the father
or husband, master or maintainer; vara‹am--acceptance; tath•--as well as;
•tma-nik£epa--full self-surrender; k•rpa‹ye--humility; £aà-vidh•--sixfold;
¤ara‹a-•gati„--process of surrender.
TRANSLATION
" 'The six divisions of surrender are the acceptance of those things
favorable to devotional service, the rejection of unfavorable things, the
conviction that K”£‹a will give protection, the acceptance of the Lord as
one's guardian or master, full self-surrender and humility.
PURPORT
One who is fully surrendered is qualified with the six
characteristics. (1) The devotee has to accept everything
for the rendering of transcendental loving service to the
reject everything unfavorable to the Lord's service. This

following
that is favorable
Lord. (2) He must
is also called
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renunciation. (3) A devotee must be firmly convinced that K”£‹a will give him
protection. No one else can actually give one protection, and being firmly
convinced of this is called faith. This kind of faith is different from the
faith of an impersonalist who wants to merge into the Brahman effulgence in
order to benefit by cessation of repeated birth and death. A devotee wants to
remain always in the Lord's service. In this way, K”£‹a is merciful to His
devotee and gives him all protection from the dangers found on the path of
devotional service. (4) The devotee should accept K”£‹a as his supreme
maintainer and master. He should not think that he is being protected by a
demigod. He should depend only on K”£‹a, considering Him the only protector.
The devotee must be firmly convinced that within the three worlds he has no
protector or maintainer other than K”£‹a. (5) Self-surrender means remembering
that one's activities and desires are not independent. The devotee is
completely dependent on K”£‹a, and he acts and thinks as K”£‹a desires. (6)
The devotee is meek and humble. As stated in Bhagavad-g†t•:
sarvasya c•ha‰ h”di sannivi£ào
matta„ sm”tir j‘•nam apohana‰ ca
vedai¤ ca sarvair aham eva vedyo
ved•nta-k”d veda-vid eva c•ham
"I am seated in everyone's heart, and from Me come remembrance, knowledge
and forgetfulness. By all the Vedas am I to be known; indeed I am the compiler
of Ved•nta, and I am the knower of the Vedas." (Bg. 15.15)
Situated in everyone's heart, K”£‹a deals differently according to the
living entity's position. The living entity's position is to be under the
protection of the illusory energy or under K”£‹a's personal protection. When a
living entity is fully surrendered, he is under the direct protection of
K”£‹a, and K”£‹a gives him all intelligence by which he can advance in
spiritual realization. The nondevotee, however, being under the protection of
the illusory energy, increasingly forgets his relationship with K”£‹a.
Sometimes it is asked how K”£‹a causes one to forget. K”£‹a causes His devotee
to forget material activities, and through the agency of m•y•, K”£‹a causes
the nondevotee to forget his devotional service to the Lord. This is called
apohana.
TEXT 101
TEXT
tav•sm†ti vadan v•c•
tathaiva manas• vidan
tat-sth•nam •¤ritas tanv•
modate ¤ara‹•gata„
SYNONYMS
tava--His; asmi--I am; iti--thus; vadan--saying; v•c•--by words; tath•--so;
eva--certainly; manas•--with the mind; vidan--knowing; tat-sth•nam--His place;
•¤rita„--taken shelter of; tanv•--by the body; modate--he enjoys; ¤ara‹a•gata„--fully surrendered.
TRANSLATION
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" 'One whose body is fully surrendered takes shelter at the holy place
where K”£‹a had His pastimes, and he prays to the Lord, "My Lord, I am Yours."
Understanding this with his mind, he enjoys spiritual bliss.
PURPORT
These last two verses appear in the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa (11.417,418).
TEXT 102
TEXT
¤ara‹a la‘• kare k”£‹e •tma-samarpa‹a
k”£‹a t•re kare tat-k•le •tma-sama
SYNONYMS
¤ara‹a la‘•--taking shelter; kare--does; k”£‹e--unto K”£‹a; •tma-samarpa‹a-fully surrendering; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; t•re--him; kare--makes; tat-k•le-immediately; •tma-sama--one of His confidential associates.
TRANSLATION
"When a devotee thus fully surrenders unto K”£‹a's lotus feet, K”£‹a
accepts him as one of His confidential associates.
TEXT 103
TEXT
martyo yad• tyakta-samasta-karm•
nivedit•tm• vicik†r£ito me
tad•m”tatva‰ pratipadyam•no
may•tma-bhãy•ya ca kalpate vai
SYNONYMS
martya„--the living entity subjected to birth and death; yad•--as soon as;
tyakta--given up; samasta--all; karm•--fruitive activities; nivedita-•tm•--a
fully surrendered soul; vicik†r£ita„--desired to act; me--by Me; tad•--at that
time; am”tatvam--immortality; pratipadyam•na„--attaining; may•--with Me; •tmabhãy•ya--for becoming of a similar nature; ca--also; kalpate--is eligible;
vai--certainly.
TRANSLATION
" 'The living entity who is subjected to birth and death attains
immortality when he gives up all material activities, dedicates his life to
the execution of My order, and acts according to My directions. In this way he
becomes fit to enjoy the spiritual bliss derived from exchanging loving
mellows with Me.'
PURPORT
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This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.29.34). K”£‹a was advising
His most confidential servant, Uddhava, about sambandha, abhidheya and
prayojana. These concern one's relationship with the Supreme Personality of
Godhead and the activities of that relationship, as well as the perfection of
life. The Lord also described the characteristics of confidential devotees.
TEXT 104
TEXT
ebe s•dhana-bhakti-lak£a‹a ¤una, san•tana
y•h• haite p•i k”£‹a-prema-mah•-dhana
SYNONYMS
ebe--now; s•dhana-bhakti--regulative principles for executing devotional
service; lak£a‹a--the symptoms; ¤una--please hear; san•tana--My dear San•tana;
y•h• haite--from which; p•i--one can get; k”£‹a-prema-mah•-dhana--the most
valuable treasure of love for K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"My dear San•tana, please now hear about the regulative principles for the
execution of devotional service. By this process, one can attain the highest
perfection of love of Godhead, which is the most desirable treasure.
TEXT 105
TEXT
k”ti-s•dhy• bhavet s•dhyabh•v• s• s•dhan•bhidh•
nitya-siddhasya bh•vasya
pr•kaàya‰ h”di s•dhyat•
SYNONYMS
k”ti-s•dhy•--which is to be executed by the senses; bhavet--should be;
s•dhya-bh•v•--by which love of Godhead is acquired; s•--that; s•dhana-abhidh•-called s•dhana-bhakti, or devotional service in practice; nitya-siddhasya-which is eternally present; bh•vasya--of love of Godhead; pr•kaàyam--the
awakening; h”di--in the heart; s•dhyat•--potentiality.
TRANSLATION
" 'When transcendental devotional service by which love for K”£‹a is
attained is executed by the senses, it is called s•dhana-bhakti, or the
regulative discharge of devotional service. Such devotion eternally exists
within the heart of every living entity. The awakening of this eternal
devotion is the potentiality of devotional service in practice.'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.2). Because living
entities are minute, atomic parts and parcels of the Lord, devotional service
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is already present within them in a dormant condition. Devotional service
begins with ¤rava‹a k†rtana, hearing and chanting. When a man is sleeping, he
can be awakened by sound vibration; therefore every conditioned soul should be
given the chance to hear the Hare K”£‹a mantra chanted by a pure Vai£‹ava. One
who hears the Hare K”£‹a mantra thus vibrated is awakened to spiritual
consciousness, or K”£‹a consciousness. In this way one's mind gradually
becomes purified, as stated by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu (ceto-darpa‹am•rjanam). When the mind is purified, the senses are also purified. Instead of
using the senses for sense gratification, the awakened devotee employs the
senses in the transcendental loving service of the Lord. This is the process
by which dormant love for K”£‹a is awakened.
TEXT 106
TEXT
¤rava‹•di-kriy•----t•ra 'svarãpa'-lak£a‹a
'taàastha'-lak£a‹e upaj•ya prema-dhana
SYNONYMS
¤rava‹a-•di-kriy•--the process of hearing, chanting and so forth; t•ra--of
that; svarãpa-lak£a‹a--symptoms of the nature; taàastha-lak£a‹e--marginal
symptoms; upaj•ya--awakens; prema-dhana--love of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"The spiritual activities of hearing, chanting, remembering and so forth
are the natural characteristics of devotional service. The marginal
characteristic is that it awakens pure love for K”£‹a.
TEXT 107
TEXT
nitya-siddha k”£‹a-prema 's•dhya' kabhu naya
¤rava‹•di-¤uddha-citte karaye udaya
SYNONYMS
nitya-siddha--eternally proved; k”£‹a-prema--love of K”£‹a; s•dhya--to be
gained; kabhu--at any time; naya--not; ¤rava‹a-•di--by hearing, etc.; ¤uddha-purified; citte--in the heart; karaye udaya--awakens.
TRANSLATION
"Pure love for K”£‹a is eternally established in the hearts of living
entities. It is not something to be gained from another source. When the heart
is purified by hearing and chanting, the living entity naturally awakens.
TEXT 108
TEXT
ei ta s•dhana-bhakti----dui ta' prak•ra
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eka 'vaidh† bhakti', 'r•g•nug•-bhakti' •ra
SYNONYMS
ei ta--this; s•dhana-bhakti--process of devotional service; dui ta'
prak•ra--two kinds; eka--one; vaidh† bhakti--the regulative devotional
service; r•g•nug•-bhakti--spontaneous devotional service; •ra--and.
TRANSLATION
"There are two processes of practical devotional service. One is regulative
devotional service, and the other is spontaneous devotional service.
TEXT 109
TEXT
r•ga-h†na jana bhaje ¤•strera •j‘•ya
'vaidh† bhakti' bali' t•re sarva-¤•stre g•ya
SYNONYMS
r•ga-h†na--who are without spontaneous attachment to K”£‹a; jana--persons;
bhaje--execute devotional service; ¤•strera •j‘•ya--according to the
principles and regulations described in the revealed scriptures; vaidh†
bhakti--regulative devotional service; bali'--calling; t•re--that; sarva¤•stre--all revealed scriptures; g•ya--sing.
TRANSLATION
"Those who have not attained the platform of spontaneous attachment in
devotional service render devotional service under the guidance of a bona fide
spiritual master according to the regulative principles mentioned in the
revealed scriptures. According to the revealed scriptures, this kind of
devotional service is called vaidh† bhakti.
PURPORT
In the beginning, one has to hear from a bona fide spiritual master. This
is favorable for advancing in devotional service. According to this process,
one hears, chants, remembers and engages in Deity worship, acting under the
directions of the spiritual master. These are the essential primary activities
of devotional service. Devotional service must not be executed for some
material purpose. One should not even have a desire to merge into the Absolute
Truth. One has to render such service out of love only. Ahaituk†, apratihat•.
Devotional service must be without ulterior motives; then material conditions
cannot check it. Gradually one can rise to the platform of spontaneous loving
service. A child is sent to school by force to receive an education, but when
he gets a little taste of education at an advanced age, he automatically
participates and becomes a learned scholar. One cannot force a person to
become a scholar, but sometimes force is used in the beginning. A child is
forced to go to school and read and write according to the instructions of his
teachers. Such is the difference between vaidh† bhakti and spontaneous bhakti.
Dormant love for K”£‹a exists in everyone's heart, and it simply has to be
awakened by the regulative process of devotional service. One has to learn to
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use a typewriter by following the regulative principles of the typing book.
One has to place his fingers on the keys in such a way and practice, but when
one becomes adept, he can type swiftly and correctly without even looking at
the keys. Similarly, one has to follow the rules and regulations of devotional
service as they are set down by the spiritual master; then one can come to the
point of spontaneous loving service. This love is already there within the
heart of everyone (nitya-siddha k”£‹a-prema).
Spontaneous service is not artificial. One simply has to come to that
platform by rendering devotional service according to the regulative
principles. Thus one has to practice hearing and chanting and follow the other
regulative principles by washing the temple, cleansing oneself, rising early
in the morning, attending ma•gala-•rati and so on. If one does not come to the
platform of spontaneous service in the beginning, he must adopt regulative
service according to the instructions of the spiritual master. This regulative
service is called vaidh† bhakti.
TEXT 110
TEXT
tasm•d bh•rata sarv•tm•
bhagav•n harir †¤vara„
¤rotavya„ k†rtitavya¤ ca
smartavya¤ cecchat•bhayam
SYNONYMS
tasm•t--therefore; bh•rata--O descendant of Bharata; sarva-•tm•--the all
pervasive Lord, who is situated in everyone's heart; bhagav•n--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; hari„--Lord Hari, who takes away all the miserable
conditions of material existence; †¤vara„--the supreme controller; ¤rotavya„-to be heard about (from bona fide sources); k†rtitavya„--to be glorified (as
one has heard); ca--also; smartavya„--to be remembered; ca--and; icchat•--by a
person desiring; abhayam--freedom from the fearful condition of material
existence.
TRANSLATION
" 'O descendant of Bharata! O Mah•r•ja Par†k£it! The Supreme Personality of
Godhead, who is situated in everyone's heart as Param•tm•, who is the supreme
controller and who always removes the miseries of living entities, must always
be heard about from reliable sources, and He must be glorified and remembered
by one who wishes to become fearless.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.1.5). It is one's duty to
understand the Supreme Personality of Godhead through the hearing process.
This is called ¤rotavya„. If one has heard properly about the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, his duty is to glorify the Lord and preach His
glories. This is called k†rtitavya„. When one hears about the Lord and
glorifies Him, it is natural to think of Him. This is called smartavya„. All
this must be carried out if one actually wants to be immune from fear.
TEXT 111
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TEXT
mukha-b•hãru-p•debhya„
puru£asy•¤ramai„ saha
catv•ro jaj‘ire var‹•
gu‹air vipr•daya„ p”thak
SYNONYMS
mukha--the mouth; b•hu--the arms; ãru--the waist; p•debhya„--from the legs;
puru£asya--of the supreme person; •¤ramai„--the different spiritual orders;
saha--with; catv•ra„--the four; jaj‘ire--appeared; var‹•„--social orders;
gu‹ai„--with particular qualifications; vipra-•daya„--br•hma‹as, etc.; p”thak-separately.
TRANSLATION
" 'From the mouth of Brahm•, the brahminical order has come into existence.
Similarly, from his arms the k£atriyas have come, from his waist the vai¤yas
have come and from his legs the ¤ãdras have come. These four orders and their
spiritual counterparts [brahmacarya, g”hastha, v•naprastha and sanny•sa]
combine to make human society complete.
PURPORT
This verse and the next are quotations from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.2-3).
TEXT 112
TEXT
ya e£•‰ puru£a‰ s•k£•d
•tma-prabhavam †¤varam
na bhajanty avaj•nanti
sth•n•d bhra£à•„ patanty adha„
SYNONYMS
ye--those who; e£•m--of those divisions of social and spiritual orders;
puru£am--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; s•k£•t--directly; •tma-prabhavam-the source of everyone; †¤varam--the supreme controller; na--not; bhajanti-worship; avaj•nanti--or who neglect; sth•n•t--from their proper place;
bhra£à•„--being fallen; patanti--fall; adha„--downward into hellish
conditions.
TRANSLATION
" 'If one simply maintains an official position in the four var‹as and
•¤ramas but does not worship the Supreme Lord Vi£‹u, he falls down from his
puffed-up position into a hellish condition.'
TEXT 113
TEXT
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smartavya„ satata‰ vi£‹ur
vismartavyo na j•tucit
sarve vidhi-ni£edh•„ syur
etayor eva ki•kar•„
SYNONYMS
smartavya„--to be remembered; satatam--always; vi£‹u„--Lord Vi£‹u;
vismartavya„--to be forgotten; na--not; j•tucit--at any time; sarve--all;
vidhi-ni£edh•„--rules and prohibitions mentioned in the revealed scripture or
given by the spiritual master; syu„--should be; etayo„--of these two
principles (always to remember K”£‹a or Vi£‹u and never to forget Him); eva-certainly; ki•kar•„--the servants.
TRANSLATION
" 'K”£‹a is the origin of Lord Vi£‹u. He should always be remembered and
never forgotten at any time. All the rules and prohibitions mentioned in the
¤•stras should be the servants of these two principles.'
PURPORT
This verse is a quotation from the Padma Pur•‹a. There are many regulative
principles in the ¤•stras and directions given by the spiritual master. These
regulative principles should act as servants of the basic principle-that is,
one should always remember K”£‹a and never forget Him. This is possible when
one chants the Hare K”£‹a mantra. Therefore one must strictly chant the Hare
K”£‹a mah•-mantra twenty-four hours daily. One may have other duties to
perform under the direction of the spiritual master, but he must first abide
by the spiritual master's order to chant a certain number of rounds. In our
K”£‹a consciousness movement, we have recommended that the neophyte chant at
least sixteen rounds. This chanting of sixteen rounds is absolutely necessary
if one wants to remember K”£‹a and not forget Him. Of all the regulative
principles, the spiritual master's order to chant at least sixteen rounds is
most essential.
One may sell books or enlist life members or render some other service, but
these duties are not ordinary duties. These duties serve as an impetus for
remembering K”£‹a. When one goes with a sa•k†rtana party or sells books, he
naturally remembers that he is going to sell K”£‹a's books. In this way, he is
remembering K”£‹a. When one goes to enlist a life member, he talks about K”£‹a
and thereby remembers Him. Smartavya„ satata‰ vi£‹ur vismartavyo na j•tucit.
The conclusion is that one must act in such a way that he will always remember
K”£‹a, and one must refrain from doing things that make him forget K”£‹a.
These two principles form the basic background of K”£‹a consciousness.
TEXT 114
TEXT
vividh••ga s•dhana-bhaktira bahuta vist•ra
sa•k£epe kahiye kichu s•dhan••ga-s•ra
SYNONYMS
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vividha-a•ga--varieties of limbs (regulative principles); s•dhana-bhaktira-of regulative devotional service; bahuta--many; vist•ra--expansions;
sa•k£epe--in brief; kahiye--I shall speak; kichu--something; s•dhana-a•gas•ra--the essential parts of the practice of devotional service.
TRANSLATION
"I shall say something about the various practices of devotional service,
which is expanded in so many ways. I wish to speak briefly of the essential
practices.
TEXT 115
TEXT
guru-p•d•¤raya, d†k£•, gurura sevana
sad-dharma-¤ik£•, p”cch•, s•dhu-m•rg•nugamana
SYNONYMS
guru-p•da-•¤raya--shelter at the feet of a bona fide spiritual master;
d†k£•--initiation by the spiritual master; gurura sevana--service to the
spiritual master; sat-dharma-¤ik£•--instruction in the transcendental process
of devotional service; p”cch•--and inquiry; s•dhu-m•rga--the path of
transcendental devotional service; anugamana--following strictly.
TRANSLATION
"On the path of regulative devotional service, one must observe the
following items: (1) One must accept a bona fide spiritual master. (2) Accept
initiation from him. (3) Serve him. (4) Receive instructions from the
spiritual master and make inquiries in order to learn devotional service. (5)
Follow in the footsteps of the previous •c•ryas and follow the directions
given by the spiritual master.
TEXT 116
TEXT
k”£‹a-pr†tye bhoga-ty•ga, k”£‹a-t†rthe v•sa
y•van-nirv•ha-pratigraha, ek•da¤y-upav•sa
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-pr†tye--for satisfaction of K”£‹a; bhoga-ty•ga--acceptance and
rejection of something; k”£‹a-t†rthe v•sa--residence in a place where K”£‹a is
situated; y•vat-nirv•ha--as much as required to keep the body and soul
together; pratigraha--acceptance of gifts; ek•da¤†-upav•sa--observance of
fasting on the Ek•da¤† day.
TRANSLATION
"The next steps are as follows: (6) One should be prepared to give up
everything for K”£‹a's satisfaction, and one should also accept everything for
K”£‹a's satisfaction. (7) One must live in a place where K”£‹a is present-a
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city like V”nd•vana or Mathur• or a K”£‹a temple. (8) One should acquire a
livelihood that is just sufficient to keep body and soul together. (9) One
must fast on Ek•da¤† day.
TEXT 117
TEXT
dh•try-a¤vattha-go-vipra-vai£‹ava-pãjana
sev•-n•m•par•dh•di dãre visarjana
SYNONYMS
dh•tr†--a type of tree; a¤vattha--the banyan trees; go--the cows; vipra-the br•hma‹as; vai£‹ava--the devotees of Lord Vi£‹u; pãjana--worshiping; sev•-in devotional service; n•ma--in chanting of the holy name; apar•dha-•di--the
offenses; dãre--far away; visarjana--giving up.
TRANSLATION
"One should worship dh•tr† trees, banyan trees, cows, br•hma‹as and
devotees of Lord Vi£‹u. One should avoid offenses against devotional service
and the holy name.
There are ten items in the beginning of devotional service, up to the point
of worshiping the dh•tr† tree, banyan tree, cow, br•hma‹a and devotee of Lord
Vi£‹u. The eleventh item is to avoid offenses when rendering devotional
service and chanting the holy names.
TEXT 118
TEXT
avai£‹ava-sa•ga-ty•ga, bahu-¤i£ya n• kariba
bahu-grantha-kal•bhy•sa-vy•khy•na varjiba
SYNONYMS
avai£‹ava--of one who is not a devotee of the Lord; sa•ga--the association;
ty•ga--giving up; bahu-¤i£ya--an unlimited number of disciples; n• kariba-should not accept; bahu-grantha--of many different types of scriptures; kal•abhy•sa--studying a portion; vy•khy•na--and explanation; varjiba--we should
give up.
TRANSLATION
"The twelfth item is to give up the company of nondevotees. (13) One should
not accept an unlimited number of disciples. (14) One should not partially
study many scriptures just to be able to give references and expand
explanations.
PURPORT
Accepting an unlimited number of devotees or disciples is very risky for
one who is not a preacher. According to ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m†, a preacher has to
accept many disciples to expand the cult of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. This is
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risky because when a spiritual master accepts a disciple, he naturally accepts
the disciple's sinful activities and their reactions. Unless he is very
powerful, he cannot assimilate all the sinful reactions of his disciples. Thus
if he is not powerful, he has to suffer the consequences, for one is forbidden
to accept many disciples.
One should not partially study a book just to pose oneself as a great
scholar by being able to refer to scriptures. In our K”£‹a consciousness
movement we have therefore limited our study of Vedic literatures to Bhagavadg†t•, ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, Caitanya-carit•m”ta and Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu. These
four works are sufficient for preaching purposes. They are adequate for the
understanding of the philosophy and the spreading of missionary activities all
over the world. If one studies a particular book, he must do so thoroughly.
That is the principle. By thoroughly studying a limited number of books, one
can understand the philosophy.
TEXT 119
TEXT
h•ni-l•bhe sama, ¤ok•dira va¤a n• ha-iba
anya-deva, anya-¤•stra nind• n• kariba
SYNONYMS
h•ni--in loss; l•bhe--in gain; sama--equal; ¤oka-•dira--of lamentation and
so on; va¤a--under the control; n• ha-iba--we should not be; anya-deva--other
demigods; anya-¤•stra--other scriptures; nind•--criticizing; n• kariba--we
should not do.
TRANSLATION
"Fifteen: The devotee should treat loss and gain equally. (16) The devotee
should not be overwhelmed by lamentation. (17) The devotee should not worship
demigods, nor should he disrespect them. Similarly, the devotee should not
study or criticize other scriptures.
TEXT 120
TEXT
vi£‹u-vai£‹ava-nind•, gr•mya-v•rt• n• ¤uniba
pr•‹i-m•tre manov•kye udvega n• diba
SYNONYMS
vi£‹u-vai£‹ava-nind•--blaspheming of Lord Vi£‹u and His devotee; gr•myav•rt•--ordinary talks; n• ¤uniba--we should not hear; pr•‹i-m•tre--to any
living entity however insignificant; mana„-v•kye--by mind or by words; udvega-anxiety; n• diba--we should not give.
TRANSLATION
"Eighteen: The devotee should not hear Lord Vi£‹u or His devotees
blasphemed. (19) The devotee should avoid reading or hearing newspapers or
mundane books that contain stories of love affairs between men and women or
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subjects palatable to the senses. (20) Neither by mind nor words should the
devotee cause anxiety to any living entity, regardless how insignificant he
may be.
PURPORT
The first ten items are dos and the second ten items are don'ts. Thus the
first ten items give direct action, and the second ten items give indirect
action.
TEXT 121
TEXT
¤rava‹a, k†rtana, smara‹a, pãjana, vandana
paricary•, d•sya, sakhya, •tma-nivedana
SYNONYMS
¤rava‹a--hearing; k†rtana--chanting; smara‹a--remembering; pãjana-worshiping; vandana--praying; paricary•--serving; d•sya--accepting
servitorship; sakhya--friendship; •tma-nivedana--surrendering fully.
TRANSLATION
"After one is established in devotional service, the positive actions are
(1) hearing, (2) chanting, (3) remembering, (4) worshiping, (5) praying, (6)
serving, (7) accepting servitorship, (8) becoming a friend and (9)
surrendering fully.
TEXT 122
TEXT
agre n”tya, g†ta, vij‘apti, da‹‚avan-nati
abhyãtth•na, anuvrajy•, t†rtha-g”he gati
SYNONYMS
agre n”tya--dancing before the Deity; g†ta--songs; vij‘apti--opening the
mind; da‹‚avat-nati--offering obeisances; abhyãtth•na--stand up; anuvrajy•-following; t†rtha-g”he gati--going to temples and places of pilgrimage.
TRANSLATION
"One should also (l0) dance before the Deity, (11) sing before the Deity,
(12) open one's mind to the Deity, (13) offer obeisances to the Deity, (14)
stand up before the Deity and the spiritual master just to show them respect,
(15) follow the Deity or the spiritual master and (16) visit different places
of pilgrimage or go see the Deity in the temple.
TEXT 123
TEXT
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parikram•, stava-p•àha, japa, sa•k†rtana
dhãpa-m•lya-gandha-mah•pras•da-bhojana
SYNONYMS
parikram•--circumambulation; stava-p•àha--recitation of different prayers;
japa--chanting softly; sa•k†rtana--chanting congregationally; dhãpa--incense;
m•lya--flower garlands; gandha--scents; mah•-pras•da--remnants of food offered
to Vi£‹u; bhojana--eating or enjoying.
TRANSLATION
"One should (17) circumambulate the temple, (18) recite various prayers,
(19) chant softly, (20) chant congregationally, (21) smell the incense and
flower garlands offered to the Deity, and (22) eat the remnants of food
offered to the Deity.
TEXT 124
TEXT
•r•trika-mahotsava-¤r†mãrti-dar¤ana
nija-priya-d•na, dhy•na, tad†ya-sevana
SYNONYMS
•r•trika--•rati; mahotsava--festivals; ¤r†mãrti-dar¤ana--seeing the Deity;
nija-priya-d•na--to present to the Lord something very dear to oneself;
dhy•na--meditation; tad†ya-sevana--rendering service to those related to the
Lord.
TRANSLATION
"One should (23) attend •rati and festivals, (24) see the Deity, (25)
present what is very dear to oneself to the Deity, (26) meditate, and (27)
serve those related to the Lord.
TEXT 125
TEXT
'tad†ya'----tulas†, vai£‹ava, mathur•, bh•gavata
ei c•rira sev• haya k”£‹era abhimata
SYNONYMS
tad†ya--related to the Lord; tulas†--tulas† leaves; vai£‹ava--devotees;
mathur•--the birthplace of K”£‹a; bh•gavata--¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; ei c•rira--of
these four; sev•--the service; haya--is; k”£‹era abhimata--the desire of
K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
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"Tad†ya means the tulas† leaves, the devotees of K”£‹a, the birthplace of
K”£‹a, Mathur•, and the Vedic literature ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. K”£‹a is very
eager to see His devotee serve tulas†, Vai£‹avas, Mathur• and Bh•gavatam.
PURPORT
After item twenty-six (meditation), the twenty-seventh is to serve tulas†,
the twenty-eighth is to serve the Vai£‹ava, the twenty-ninth is to live in
Mathur•, the birthplace of Lord K”£‹a, and the thirtieth is to read ¥r†madBh•gavatam regularly.
TEXT 126
TEXT
k”£‹•rthe akhila-ce£à•, tat-k”p•valokana
janma-din•di-mahotsava la‘• bhakta-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-arthe--for the sake of K”£‹a; akhila-ce£à•--all activity; tat-k”paavalokana--looking for His mercy; janma-dina-•di--the appearance day and so
on; mahotsava--festivals; la‘• bhakta-ga‹a--with devotees.
TRANSLATION
"Thirty-one: One should perform all endeavors for K”£‹a. (32) One should
look forward to His mercy. (33) One should partake of various ceremonies with
devotees, ceremonies like Lord K”£‹a's birthday or R•macandra's birthday.
TEXT 127
TEXT
sarvath• ¤ara‹•patti, k•rtik•di-vrata
'catu„-£a£ài a•ga' ei parama-mahattva
SYNONYMS
sarvath•--in all respects; ¤ara‹a-•patti--surrender; k•rtika-•di-vrata--to
observe special vows in the month of K•rttika; catu„-£a£ài a•ga--sixty-four
parts; ei--this; parama-mahattva--very important items.
TRANSLATION
"Thirty-four: One should surrender to K”£‹a in all respects. (35) One
should observe particular vows like k•rtika-vrata. These are some of the
sixty-four important items of devotional service.
TEXT 128
TEXT
s•dhu-sa•ga, n•ma-k†rtana, bh•gavata-¤rava‹a
mathur•-v•sa, ¤r†-mãrtira ¤raddh•ya sevana
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SYNONYMS
s•dhu-sa•ga--association with devotees; n•ma-k†rtana--chanting the holy
name; bh•gavata-¤rava‹a--hearing ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; mathur•-v•sa--living at
Mathur•; ¤r†-mãrtira ¤raddh•ya sevana--worshiping the Deity with faith and
veneration.
TRANSLATION
"One should associate with devotees, chant the holy name of the Lord, hear
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, reside at Mathur• and worship the Deity with faith and
veneration.
TEXT 129
TEXT
sakala-s•dhana-¤re£àha ei pa‘ca a•ga
k”£‹a-prema janm•ya ei p••cera alpa sa•ga
SYNONYMS
sakala-s•dhana--of all items for executing devotional service; ¤re£àha--the
best; ei pa‘ca a•ga--these five limbs; k”£‹a-prema--love of K”£‹a; janm•ya-awakens; ei--these; p••cera--of the five; alpa sa•ga--slight association with
or performance.
TRANSLATION
"These five limbs of devotional service are the best of all. Even a slight
performance of these five awakens love for K”£‹a.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura points out that there are thirty-five items up
to the point of observing special vows in the month of K•rttika. To these
thirty-five items, another four are added-namely marking tilaka on different
parts of the body, writing the names of the Lord all over the body, accepting
the Deity's garland and accepting cara‹•m”ta. These four items are understood
to be included by Kavir•ja Gosv•m† within arcana, worship of the Deity.
Although these items are not mentioned here, they are to be added to the
previous thirty-five items. Thus the total number becomes thirty-nine. To
these thirty-nine should be added five others: association with devotees,
chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra, reading ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam regularly,
residing in Mathur•, the birthplace of K”£‹a, and worshiping the Deity with
great respect and veneration. The thirty-nine items plus these five come to a
total of forty-four. If we add the previous twenty items to these forty-four,
the total number becomes sixty-four. The five items mentioned above repeat
previously mentioned items. In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu, ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†
states:
a•g•n•‰ pa‘cakasy•sya
pãrva-vilikhitasya ca
nikhila-¤rai£àhya-bodh•ya
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punar apy atra ¤a‰sanam
"The glorification of these five items [association with devotees, chanting
the holy name and so on] is to make known the complete superiority of these
five practices of devotional service.
The sixty-four items of devotional service include all the activities of
the body, mind and senses. Thus the sixty-four items engage one in devotional
service in all respects.
TEXT 130
TEXT
¤raddh• vi¤e£ata„ pr†ti„
¤r†-mãrter a•ghri-sevane
SYNONYMS
¤raddh•--faith; vi¤e£ata„--particularly; pr†ti„--love; ¤r†-mãrte„--of the
Deity form of the Lord; a•ghri-sevane--in service of the lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
" 'One should have full faith and Iove in worshiping the lotus feet of the
Deity.
PURPORT
This verse and the following two verses are found in the Bhakti-ras•m”tasindhu (1.2.90-92).
TEXT 131
TEXT
¤r†mad-bh•gavat•rth•n•m
•sv•do rasikai„ saha
saj•t†y•¤aye snigdhe
s•dhau sa•ga„ svato vare
SYNONYMS
¤r†mad-bh•gavata--of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; arth•n•m--of the meanings; •sv•da„-enjoying the taste; rasikai„ saha--with the devotees; sa-j•t†ya--similar;
•¤aye--endowed with a desire; snigdhe--advanced in devotional affection;
s•dhau--with a devotee; sa•ga„--association; svata„--for one's self; vare-better.
TRANSLATION
" 'One should taste the meaning of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam in the association of
pure devotees, and one should associate with the devotees who are more
advanced than oneself and endowed with a similar type of affection for the
Lord.
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PURPORT
The words saj•t†y•¤aye snigdhe s•dhau sa•ga„ svato vare are very important
items. One should not associate with professional Bh•gavatam reciters. A
professional Bh•gavatam reciter is one who is not in the disciplic succession
or one who has no taste for bhakti-yoga. Simply on the strength of grammatical
knowledge and word jugglery, professional reciters maintain their bodies and
their desires for sense gratification by reading ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. One should
also avoid those who are averse to Lord Vi£‹u and His devotees, those who are
M•y•v•d†s, those who offend the chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mantra, those who
simply dress as Vai£‹avas or so-called gosv•m†s, and those who make a business
by selling Vedic mantras and reciting ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam to maintain their
families. One should not try to understand ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam from such
materialistic people. According to the Vedic injunctions: yasya deve par•
bhakti„. ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam can only be recited by one who has unflinching
faith in the lotus feet of K”£‹a and His devotee, the spiritual master. One
should try to understand ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam from the spiritual master. The
Vedic injunction states: bhakty• bh•gavata‰ gr•hya‰ na buddhy• na ca à†kay•.
One has to understand ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam through the process of devotional
service and by hearing the recitation of a pure devotee. These are the
injunctions of Vedic literature-¤ruti and sm”ti. Those who are not in the
disciplic succession and who are not pure devotees cannot understand the real
mysterious objective of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam and ¥r†mad Bhagavad-g†t•.
TEXT 132
TEXT
n•ma-sa•k†rtana‰ ¤r†manmathur•-ma‹‚ale sthiti„
SYNONYMS
n•ma-sa•k†rtanam--chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra; ¤r†man-mathur•ma‹‚ale--in Mathur•, where K”£‹a specifically performs His pastimes; sthiti„-residence.
TRANSLATION
" 'One should congregationally chant the holy name of the Lord and reside
in V”nd•vana.'
PURPORT
Navadv†pa-dh•ma, Jagann•tha Pur†-dh•ma and V”nd•vana-dh•ma are considered
to be identical. If one goes to Mathur•-ma‹‚ala-bhãmi for sense gratification
or to make a livelihood, he commits an offense and is condemned. Whoever does
so must be penalized in the next life by becoming a hog or a monkey in
V”nd•vana-dh•ma. After taking on such a body, the offender is liberated in the
next life. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura remarks that residing in
V”nd•vana with a view to enjoy sense gratification surely leads a so-called
devotee to a lower species.
TEXT 133
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TEXT
durãh•dbhuta-v†rye 'smin
¤raddh• dãre 'stu pa‘cake
yatra svalpo 'pi sambandha„
sad-dhiy•‰ bh•va-janmane
SYNONYMS
durãha--difficult to be reconciled; adbhuta--wonderful; v†rye--in the
power; asmin--in this; ¤raddh•--faith; dãre--far away; astu--let it be;
pa‘cake--in the above-mentioned five principles; yatra--in which; svalpa„--a
little; api--even; sambandha„--connection; sat-dhiy•m--of those who are
intelligent and offenseless; bh•va-janmane--to awaken one's dormant love for
K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
" 'The power of these five principles is very wonderful and difficult to
reconcile. Even without faith in them, a person who is offenseless can
experience dormant love of K”£‹a simply by being a little connected with
them.'
PURPORT
This verse is also found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.238).
TEXT 134
TEXT
'eka' a•ga s•dhe, keha s•dhe 'bahu' a•ga
'ni£àh•' haile upajaya premera tara•ga
SYNONYMS
eka--one; a•ga--portion; s•dhe--executes; keha--someone; s•dhe--executes;
bahu--many; a•ga--portions; ni£àh•--firm faith; haile--if there is; upa-jaya-awaken; premera--of love of Godhead; tara•ga--the waves.
TRANSLATION
"When one is firmly fixed in devotional service, whether he executes one or
many processes of devotional service, the waves of love of Godhead will
awaken.
PURPORT
The processes of devotional service are ¤rava‹a‰ k†rtana‰ vi£‹o„ smara‹a‰
p•da-sevanam. arcana‰ vandana‰ d•sya‰ sakhyam •tma-nivedanam.
TEXT 135
TEXT
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'eka' a•ge siddhi p•ila bahu bhakta-ga‹a
ambar†£•di bhaktera 'bahu' a•ga-s•dhana
SYNONYMS
eka a•ge--by one portion; siddhi--perfection; p•ila--achieved; bahu--many;
bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; ambar†£a-•di--King Ambar†£a Mah•r•ja and others;
bhaktera--of devotees; bahu a•ga-s•dhana--execution of many processes of
devotional service.
TRANSLATION
"There are many devotees who execute only one of the nine processes of
devotional service. Nonetheless, they get ultimate success. Devotees like
Mah•r•ja Ambar†£a execute all nine items and they also get ultimate success.
TEXT 136
TEXT
¤r†-vi£‹o„ ¤rava‹e par†k£id abhavad vaiy•saki„ k†rtane
prahl•da„ smara‹e tad-a•ghri-bhajane lak£m†„ p”thu„ pãjane
akrãras tv abhivandane kapi-patir d•sye 'tha sakhye 'rjuna„
sarvasv•tma-nivedane balir abhãt k”£‹•ptir e£•‰ par•
SYNONYMS
¤r†-vi£‹o„--of Lord ¥r† Vi£‹u; ¤rava‹e--in hearing; par†k£it--King
Par†k£it, known also as Vi£‹ur•ta, or one who is protected by Lord Vi£‹u;
abhavat--was; vaiy•saki„--¥ukadeva Gosv•m†; k†rtane--in reciting ¥r†madBh•gavatam; prahl•da„--Mah•r•ja Prahl•da; smara‹e--in remembering; tat-a•ghri-of Lord Vi£‹u's lotus feet; bhajane--in serving; lak£m†„--the goddess of
fortune; p”thu„--Mah•r•ja P”thu; pãjane--in worshiping the Deity of the Lord;
akrãra„--Akrãra; tu--but; abhivandane--in offering prayers; kapi-pati„-Hanum•nj†, or Vajr••gaj†; d•sye--in servitude to Lord R•macandra; atha-moreover; sakhye--in friendship; arjuna„--Arjuna; sarvasva-•tma-nivedane--in
fully dedicating oneself; bali„--Mah•r•ja Bali; abhãt--was; k”£‹a-•pti„--the
achievement of the lotus feet of Lord K”£‹a; e£•m--of all of them; par•-transcendental.
TRANSLATION
" 'Mah•r•ja Par†k£it attained the highest perfection, shelter at Lord
K”£‹a's lotus feet, simply by hearing about Lord Vi£‹u. ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†
attained perfection simply by reciting ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. Prahl•da Mah•r•ja
attained perfection by remembering the Lord. The goddess of fortune attained
perfection by massaging the transcendental legs of Mah•-Vi£‹u. Mah•r•ja P”thu
attained perfection by worshiping the Deity, and Akrãra attained perfection by
offering prayers unto the Lord. Vajr••gaj† [Hanum•n] attained perfection by
rendering service to Lord R•macandra, and Arjuna attained perfection simply by
being K”£‹a's friend. Bali Mah•r•ja attained perfection by dedicating
everything to the lotus feet of K”£‹a.'
PURPORT
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This verse appears in the Pady•val† (53) and the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu
(1.2.265).
TEXTS 137-139
TEXT
sa vai mana„ k”£‹a-pad•ravindayor
vac•‰si vaiku‹àha-gu‹•nuvar‹ane
karau harer mandira-m•rjan•di£u
¤ruti‰ cak•r•cyuta-sat-kathodaye
mukunda-li•g•laya-dar¤ane d”¤au
tad-bh”tya-g•tra-spara¤e '•ga-sa•gamam
ghr•‹a‰ ca tat-p•da-saroja-saurabhe
¤r†mat-tulasy• rasan•‰ tad-arpite
p•dau hare„ k£etra-pad•nusarpa‹e
¤iro h”£†ke¤a-pad•bhivandane
k•ma‰ ca d•sye na tu k•ma-k•myay•
yathottama„¤loka-jan•¤ray• rati„
SYNONYMS
sa„--he (Mah•r•ja Ambar†£a); vai--certainly; mana„--the mind; k”£‹a-padaaravindayo„--on the two lotus feet of K”£‹a; vac•‰si--words; vaiku‹àha-gu‹aanuvar‹ane--in describing the transcendental character of K”£‹a; karau--the
two hands; hare„--of Lord K”£‹a or Vi£‹u; mandira-m•rjana-•di£u--in cleansing
the temple of Hari and similar other duties; ¤rutim--the ears; cak•ra-engaged; acyuta--of the Lord; sat-kath•-udaye--in the arising of
transcendental topics; mukunda-li•ga--of the Deities of the Lord; •laya-temples; dar¤ane--in visiting; d”¤au--the two eyes; tat-bh”tya--of the
servants of the Lord; g•tra--the bodies; spara¤e--in touching; a•ga-sa•gamam-bodily contact such as embracing or touching the lotus feet; ghr•‹am--the
sensation of smell; ca--and; tat-p•da-saroja--of the Lord's lotus feet;
saurabhe--in the fragrance; ¤r†mat--most auspicious; tulasy•„--of tulas†
leaves; rasan•m--the tongue; tat-arpite--in food offered to the Lord; p•dau-the two feet; hare„--of the Lord; k£etra--the place of pilgrimage; padaanusarpa‹e--in walking to; ¤ira„--the head; h”£†ke¤a--of the Lord of the
senses, the Personality of Godhead; pada-abhivandane--in offering prayers at
the lotus feet; k•mam--all desires; d•sye--in serving the Lord; na--not; tu-but; k•ma-k•myay•--with a desire for sense gratification; yath•--as much as;
uttama„-¤loka--of the Lord, who is worshiped by selected poems; jana--in the
devotee; •¤ray•--having shelter; rati„--attachment.
TRANSLATION
" 'Mah•r•ja Ambar†£a always engaged his mind at the lotus feet of K”£‹a,
his words in describing the spiritual world and the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, his hands in cleansing and washing the Lord's temple, his ears in
hearing topics about the Supreme Lord, his eyes in seeing the Deity of Lord
K”£‹a in the temple, his body in touching the lotus feet of Vai£‹avas and
embracing them, his nostrils in smelling the aroma of the tulas† leaves
offered to K”£‹a's lotus feet, his tongue in tasting food offered to K”£‹a,
his legs in going to places of pilgrimage like V”nd•vana and Mathur• or to the
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Lord's temple, and his head in touching the lotus feet of the Lord and
offering Him prayers. Thus Mah•r•ja Ambar†£a desired only to serve the Lord
faithfully. In this way he engaged his senses in the transcendental loving
service of the Lord. As a result, he awakened his dormant loving propensity
for the Lord's service.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (9.4.18-20).
TEXT 140
TEXT
k•ma tyaji' k”£‹a bhaje ¤•stra-•j‘• m•ni'
deva-”£i-pitr•dikera kabhu nahe ”‹†
SYNONYMS
k•ma--material desires; tyaji'--giving up; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; bhaje-worships; ¤•stra-•j‘•--the direction of the revealed scripture; m•ni'-accepting; deva--demigods; ”£i--great sages; pit”-•dikera--of the forefathers
and so on; kabhu--at any time; nahe--not; ”‹†--a debtor.
TRANSLATION
"If a person gives up all material desires and completely engages in the
transcendental loving service of K”£‹a, as enjoined in revealed scriptures, he
is never indebted to demigods, sages or forefathers.
PURPORT
After birth, every man is indebted in so many ways. He is indebted to the
demigods for their supplying necessities like air, light and water. When one
takes advantage of Vedic literatures, one becomes indebted to great sages like
Vy•sadeva, N•rada, Devala and Asita. When one takes birth in a particular
family, he becomes indebted to his forefathers. We are even indebted to common
living entities like cows, from whom we take milk. Because we accept service
from so many animals, we become indebted. However, if one is completely
engaged in the Lord's devotional service, he is absolved of all debts. This is
confirmed in the following verse, quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.41).
TEXT 141
TEXT
devar£i-bhãt•pta-n”‹•‰ pit–‹•‰
na ki•karo n•yam ”‹† ca r•jan
sarv•tman• ya„ ¤ara‹a‰ ¤ara‹ya‰
gato mukunda‰ parih”tya kartam
SYNONYMS
deva--of the demigods; ”£i--of the sages; bhãta--of ordinary living
entities; •pta--of friends and relatives; n”‹•m--of ordinary men; pit–‹•m--of
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the forefathers; na--not; ki•kara„--the servant; na--nor; ayam--this one; ”‹†-debtor; ca--also; r•jan--O King; sarva-•tman•--with his whole being; ya„--a
person who; ¤ara‹am--shelter; ¤ara‹yam--the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
who affords shelter to all; gata„--approached; mukundam--Mukunda; parih”tya-giving up; kartam--duties.
TRANSLATION
" 'One who has given up all material duties and taken full shelter at the
lotus feet of Mukunda, who gives shelter to all, is not indebted to the
demigods, great sages, ordinary living beings, relatives, friends, mankind or
even one's forefathers who have passed away.'
PURPORT
It is said:
adhy•pana‰ brahma-yaj‘a„
pit”-yaj‘as tu tarpa‹am
homo daivo balir bhauto
n”-yaj‘o 'tithi-pãjanam
"By performing oblations with ghee, the demigods are satisfied. By studying
the Vedas, brahma-yaj‘a is performed, and by this the great sages are
satisfied. Offering libations of water before one's forefathers is called
pit”-yaj‘a. By offering tribute, bhãta-yaj‘a is performed. By properly
receiving guests, n”-yaj‘a is performed." There are five yaj‘as and five kinds
of indebtedness-indebtedness to the demigods, great sages, forefathers, living
entities and common men. Therefore one has to perform five kinds of yaj‘as,
but when one takes to sa•k†rtana-yaj‘a (the chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mantra)
one doesn't have to perform any other yaj‘a. In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, N•rada Muni
made a statement about the systematic performance of bh•gavata-dharma in
connection with statements previously made by the nine Yogendras before
Mah•r•ja Nimi. The sage Karabh•jana ™£i explained the four incarnations of the
four yugas, and at the end, in this verse (text 141), he explained the
position of K”£‹a's pure devotee and how he is absolved of all debts.
TEXT 142
TEXT
vidhi-dharma ch•‚i' bhaje k”£‹era cara‹a
ni£iddha p•p•c•re t•ra kabhu nahe mana
SYNONYMS
vidhi-dharma ch•‚i'--giving up all regulative principles of the var‹a and
•¤rama institution; bhaje--worships; k”£‹era cara‹a--the lotus feet of Lord
K”£‹a; ni£iddha--forbidden; p•pa-•c•re--in sinful activities; t•ra--his;
kabhu--at any time; nahe--not; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
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"Although the pure devotee does not follow all the regulative principles of
var‹•¤rama, he worships the lotus feet of K”£‹a. Therefore he naturally has no
tendency to commit sin.
PURPORT
The var‹•¤rama institution is planned in such a way that one will not
commit sinful activities. Material existence continues due to sinful activity.
When one acts sinfully in this life, he gets a suitable body for the next
life. When one again acts sinfully, he takes on another material body. In this
way one is continuously under the influence of material nature.
puru£a„ prak”ti-stho hi
bhu•kte prak”ti-j•n gu‹•n
k•ra‹a‰ gu‹a-sa•go 'sya
sad-asad-yoni-janmasu
"The living entity in material nature thus follows the ways of life,
enjoying the three modes of material nature. This is due to his association
with that material nature. Thus he meets with good and evil among various
species." (Bg. 13.22)
Due to our association with the modes of material nature, we get different
types of bodies-good and bad. One cannot be liberated from the cycle of birth
and death, known as transmigration of the soul, unless one is completely freed
from all sinful activities. The best process, therefore, is to take to K”£‹a
consciousness. One cannot take to K”£‹a consciousness without being freed from
all sinful activities. Naturally one who is very serious about K”£‹a
consciousness is freed from all sinful activity. Consequently a devotee is
never inclined to commit sins. If one is pressured by the law or obligations
to give up sinful activity, one cannot do so. However, if one takes to K”£‹a
consciousness, he can very easily give up all sinful activity. This is
confirmed herein.
TEXT 143
TEXT
aj‘•ne v• haya yadi 'p•pa' upasthita
k”£‹a t••re ¤uddha kare, n• kar•ya pr•ya¤citta
SYNONYMS
aj‘•ne--by ignorance; v•--or; haya--there are; yadi--if; p•pa--sinful
activities; upasthita--present; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; t••re--him (the devotee);
¤uddha kare--purifies; n• kar•ya--does not cause; pr•ya¤citta--atonement.
TRANSLATION
"If, however, a devotee accidentally becomes involved in a sinful activity,
K”£‹a purifies him. He does not have to undergo the regulative form of
atonement.
PURPORT
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K”£‹a purifies from within as caitya-guru, the spiritual master within the
heart. This is described in the following verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
(11.5.42).
TEXT 144
TEXT
svap•da-mãla‰ bhajata„ priyasya
tyakt•nya-bh•vasya hari„ pare¤a„
vikarma yac cotpatita‰ katha‘cit
dhunoti sarva‰ h”di sannivi£àa„
SYNONYMS
sva-p•da-mãlam--the lotus feet of K”£‹a, the shelter of the devotees;
bhajata„--who is engaged in worshiping; priyasya--who is very dear to K”£‹a;
tyakta--given up; anya--for others; bh•vasya--of one whose disposition or
inclination; hari„--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; para-†¤a„--the Supreme
Lord; vikarma--sinful activities; yat--whatever; ca--and; utpatitam--occurred;
katha‘cit--somehow; dhunoti--removes; sarvam--everything; h”di--in the heart;
sannivi£àa„--entered.
TRANSLATION
" 'One who has given up everything and taken full shelter at the lotus feet
of Hari, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is very dear to K”£‹a. If he is
involved in some sinful activity by accident, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, who is seated within everyone's heart, removes his sins without
difficulty.'
TEXT 145
TEXT
j‘•na-vair•gy•di----bhaktira kabhu nahe 'a•ga'
ahi‰s•-yama-niyam•di bule k”£‹a-bhakta-sa•ga
SYNONYMS
j‘•na--the path of knowledge; vair•gya-•di--the path of renunciation and so
on; bhaktira--of devotional service; kabhu--at any time; nahe--not; a•ga--a
part; ahi‰s•--nonviolence; yama--controlling the senses and the mind; niyama•di--restrictions and so on; bule--roam; k”£‹a-bhakta-sa•ga--in the
association of a devotee of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"The path of speculative knowledge and renunciation is not very essential
for devotional service. Indeed, good qualities such as nonviolence and mind
and sense control automatically accompany a devotee of Lord K”£‹a.
PURPORT
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Sometimes a neophyte devotee or ordinary person thinks highly of
speculative knowledge, austerity, penances and renunciation, thinking them the
only path for advancement in devotional service. Actually this is not a fact.
The path of knowledge, mystic yoga and renunciation has nothing to do with the
pure soul. When one is temporarily in the material world, such processes may
help a little, but they are not necessary for a pure devotee of K”£‹a. In the
material world, such activities end in material enjoyment or merging into the
effulgence of the Supreme. They have nothing to do with the eternal loving
service of the Lord. If one abandons speculative knowledge and simply engages
in devotional service, he has attained his perfection. The devotee has no need
for speculative knowledge, pious activity or mystic yoga. All these are
automatically present when one renders the Lord transcendental loving service.
TEXT 146
TEXT
tasm•n mad-bhakti-yuktasya
yogino vai mad-•tmana„
na j‘•na‰ na ca vair•gya‰
pr•ya„ ¤reyo bhaved iha
SYNONYMS
tasm•t--therefore; mat-bhakti--in My devotional service; yuktasya--of one
who is engaged; yogina„--the first-class yog† or mystic; vai--certainly; mat•tmana„--whose mind is always engaged in Me; na--not; j‘•nam--speculative
knowledge; na--not; ca--also; vair•gyam--dry renunciation; pr•ya„--for the
most part; ¤reya„--beneficial; bhavet--would be; iha--in this world.
TRANSLATION
" 'For one who is fully engaged in My devotional service, whose mind is
fixed on Me in bhakti-yoga, the path of speculative knowledge and dry
renunciation is not very beneficial.'
PURPORT
The path of devotional service is always independent of other activity. The
path of speculative knowledge or mystic yoga may be a little beneficial in the
beginning, but it cannot be considered part of devotional service. This verse
(¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam 11.20.31) was spoken by Lord K”£‹a when He was speaking to
Uddhava before His departure from this material world. These are important
instructions given directly by Lord K”£‹a. ¥r† Uddhava asked the Lord about
the two kinds of instructions given in the Vedas. One instruction is called
prav”tti-m•rga, and the other is called niv”tti-m•rga. These are directions
for enjoying the material world according to regulative principles and then
giving up the material world for higher spiritual understanding. Sometimes one
does not know whether to practice speculative knowledge or mystic yoga for
advancement in spiritual knowledge. K”£‹a explains to Uddhava that the
mechanical process of speculative knowledge and yoga is not necessary for
advancing in devotional service. Devotional service is completely spiritual;
it has nothing to do with material things. It is awakened by hearing and
chanting in the association of devotees. Because devotional service is always
transcendental, it has nothing to do with material activity.
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TEXT 147
TEXT
ete na hy adbhut• vy•dha
tav•hi‰s•dayo gu‹•„
hari-bhaktau prav”tt• ye
na te syu„ parat•pina„
SYNONYMS
ete--all these; na--not; hi--certainly; adbhut•„--wonderful; vy•dha--O
hunter; tava--your; ahi‰s•-•daya„--nonviolence and others; gu‹•„--qualities;
hari-bhaktau--in devotional service; prav”tt•„--engaged; ye--those who; na-not; te--they; syu„--are; parat•pina„--envious of other living entities.
TRANSLATION
" 'O hunter, good qualities like nonviolence, which you have developed, are
not very astonishing, for those who are engaged in the Lord's devotional
service are never inclined to give pain to others because of envy.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Skanda Pur•‹a.
TEXT 148
TEXT
vaidh†-bhakti-s•dhanera kahilu• vivara‹a
r•g•nug•-bhaktira lak£a‹a ¤una, san•tana
SYNONYMS
vaidh†-bhakti--of devotional service according to the regulative
principles; s•dhanera--of the execution; kahilu•--I have made; vivara‹a-description; r•g•nug•-bhaktira--of spontaneous devotional service; lak£a‹a-the symptoms; ¤una--please hear; san•tana--O San•tana.
TRANSLATION
"My dear San•tana, I have now in detail described devotional service
according to the regulative principles. Now hear from Me about spontaneous
devotional service and its characteristics.
TEXT 149
TEXT
r•g•tmik•-bhakti----'mukhy•' vraja-v•si-jane
t•ra anugata bhaktira 'r•g•nug•'-n•me
SYNONYMS
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r•g•tmik•-bhakti--spontaneous devotional service; mukhy•--preeminent;
vraja-v•si-jane--in the inhabitants of Vraja, or V”nd•vana; t•ra--that;
anugata--following; bhaktira--of devotional service; r•g•nug•-n•me--named
r•g•nug• or following after spontaneous devotional service.
TRANSLATION
"The original inhabitants of V”nd•vana are attached to K”£‹a spontaneously
in devotional service. Nothing can compare to such spontaneous devotional
service, which is called r•g•tmik• bhakti. When a devotee follows in the
footsteps of the devotees of V”nd•vana, his devotional service is called
r•g•nug• bhakti.
PURPORT
In his Bhakti-sandarbha, J†va Gosv•m† states:
tad eva‰ tat-tad-abhim•na-lak£a‹a-bh•va-vi¤e£ve‹a sv•bh•vika-r•gasya
vai¤i£àye sati tat-tad-r•ga-prayukt• ¤rava‹a-k†rtana-smara‹a-p•da-sevanavandan•tma-nivedana-pr•y• bhaktis te£•‰ r•g•tmik• bhaktir ity ucyate.... tatas
tad†ya‰ r•ga‰ rucy•nugacchant† s• r•g•nug•.
When a pure devotee follows the footsteps of a devotee in V”nd•vana, he
develops r•g•nug• bhakti.
TEXT 150
TEXT
i£àe sv•rasik† r•ga„
param•vi£àat• bhavet
tanmay† y• bhaved bhakti„
s•tra r•g•tmikodit•
SYNONYMS
i£àe--unto the desired object of life; sv•rasik†--appropriate for one's own
original aptitude of love; r•ga„--attachment; parama-•vi£àat•--absorption in
the service of the Lord; bhavet--is; tat-may†--consisting of that
transcendental attachment; y•--which; bhavet--is; bhakti„--devotional service;
s•--that; atra--here; r•g•tmik•-udit•--called r•g•tmik•, or spontaneous
devotional service.
TRANSLATION
" 'When one becomes attached to the Supreme Personality of Godhead, his
natural inclination to love is fully absorbed in thoughts of the Lord. That is
called transcendental attachment, and devotional service according to that
attachment is called r•g•tmik•, or spontaneous devotional service.'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.272).
TEXT 151
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TEXT
i£àe 'g•‚ha-t”£‹•'----r•gera svarãpa-lak£a‹a
i£àe '•vi£àat•'----ei taàastha-lak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
i£àe--in the desired object, the Supreme Personality of Godhead; g•‚hat”£‹•--deep attachment; r•gera--of spontaneous love; svarãpa-lak£a‹a--the
primary symptom; i£àe--unto the Supreme; •vi£àat•--absorption; ei--this;
taàastha-lak£a‹a--the marginal symptom.
TRANSLATION
"The primary characteristic of spontaneous love is deep attachment for the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Absorption in Him is a marginal
characteristic.
TEXT 152
TEXT
r•gamay†-bhaktira haya 'r•g•tmik•' n•ma
ta-h• ¤uni' lubdha haya kona bh•gyav•n
SYNONYMS
r•ga-may†--consisting of attachment; bhaktira--of devotional service; haya-is; r•g•tmik•--spontaneous love; n•ma--the name; t•h• ¤uni'--hearing this;
lubdha--covetous; haya--becomes; kona bh•gyav•n--some fortunate person.
TRANSLATION
"Thus devotional service which consists of r•ga [deep attachment] is called
r•g•tmik•, spontaneous loving service. If a devotee covets such a position, he
is considered to be most fortunate.
TEXT 153
TEXT
lobhe vraja-v•s†ra bh•ve kare anugati
¤•stra-yukti n•hi m•ne----r•g•nug•ra prak”ti
SYNONYMS
lobhe--in such covetousness; vraja-v•s†ra bh•ve--in the moods of the
inhabitants of V”nd•vana, Vraja; kare anugati--follows; ¤•stra-yukti-injunctions or reasonings of the ¤•stras; n•hi m•ne--does not abide by;
r•g•nug•ra--of spontaneous love; prak”ti--the nature.
TRANSLATION
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"If one follows in the footsteps of the inhabitants of V”nd•vana out of
such transcendental covetousness, he does not care for the injunctions or
reasonings of ¤•stra. That is the way of spontaneous love.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura says that a devotee is attracted by
the service of the inhabitants of V”nd•vana-namely the cowherd men, Mah•r•ja
Nanda, mother Ya¤od•, R•dh•r•‹†, the gop†s, and the cows and calves. An
advanced devotee is attracted by the service rendered by an eternal servitor
of the Lord. This attraction is called spontaneous attraction. Technically it
is called svarãpa-upalabdhi. This stage is not achieved in the beginning. In
the beginning one has to render service strictly according to the regulative
principles set forth by the revealed scriptures and spiritual master. By
continuously rendering service through the process of vaidh† bhakti, one's
natural inclination is gradually awakened. That is called spontaneous
attraction, or r•g•nug• bhakti.
An advanced devotee situated on the platform of spontaneity is already very
expert in ¤•stric instruction, logic and argument. When he comes to the point
of eternal love for K”£‹a, no one can deviate him from that position, neither
by argument nor by ¤•stric evidence. An advanced devotee has realized his
eternal relationship with the Lord, and consequently he does not accept the
logic and arguments of others. Such an advanced devotee has nothing to do with
the sahajiy•s, who manufacture their own way and commit sins by indulging in
illicit sex, intoxication and gambling, if not meat-eating. Sometimes the
sahajiy•s imitate advanced devotees and live in their own whimsical way,
avoiding the principles set down in the revealed scriptures. Unless one
follows the six Gosv•m†s-¥r† Rãpa, San•tana, Raghun•tha Bhaààa, ¥r† J†va,
Gop•la Bhaààa and Raghun•tha d•sa-one cannot be a bona fide spontaneous lover
of K”£‹a. In this connection, ¥r†la Narottama d•sa áh•kura says: rãparaghun•tha-pade haibe •kuti kabe h•ma bujhaba se yugala pir†ti. The sahajiy•s'
understanding of the love affairs between R•dh• and K”£‹a is not bona fide
because they do not follow the principles laid down by the six Gosv•m†s. Their
illicit connection and their imitation of the dress of Rãpa Gosv•m† as well as
their avoidance of the prescribed methods of revealed scriptures will lead
them to the lowest regions of hell. These imitative sahajiy•s are cheated and
unfortunate. They are not equal to advanced devotees (paramaha‰sas).
Debauchees and paramaha‰sas are not on the same level.
TEXT 154
TEXT
vir•jant†m abhivyakt•‰
vraja-v•si-jan•di£u
r•g•tmik•m anus”t•
y• s• r•g•nugocyate
SYNONYMS
vir•jant†m--shining intensely; abhivyakt•m--fully expressed; vraja-v•sijana-•di£u--among the eternal inhabitants of V”nd•vana; r•g•tmik•--devotional
service consisting of spontaneous love; anus”t•--following; y•--which; s•-that; r•g•nug•--devotional service following in the wake of spontaneous love;
ucyate--is said.
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TRANSLATION
" 'Devotional service in spontaneous love is vividly expressed and
manifested by the inhabitants of V”nd•vana. Devotional service that accords
with their devotional service is called r•g•nug• bhakti, or devotional service
following in the wake of spontaneous loving service.'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.270).
TEXT 155
TEXT
tat-tad-bh•' v•di-m•dhurye
¤rute dh†r yad apek£ate
n•tra ¤•stra‰ na yukti‰ ca
tal lobhotpatti-lak£a‹am
SYNONYMS
tat-tat--respective; bh•va-•di-m•dhurye--the sweetness of the loving moods
(namely ¤•nta-rasa, d•sya-rasa, sakhya-rasa, v•tsalya-rasa and m•dhurya-rasa)
of the inhabitants of V”nd•vana; ¤rute--when heard; dh†„--the intelligence;
yat--which; apek£ate--depends on; na--not; atra--here; ¤•stram--revealed
scriptures; na--not; yuktim--logic and argument; ca--also; tat--that; lobha-of covetousness to follow in the footsteps; utpatti-lak£a‹am--the symptom of
awakening.
TRANSLATION
" 'When an advanced realized devotee hears about the affairs of the
devotees of V”nd•vana-in the mellows of ¤•nta, d•sya, sakhya, v•tsalya and
m•dhurya-he becomes inclined in that way, and his intelligence becomes
attracted. Indeed, he begins to covet that particular type of devotion. When
such covetousness is awakened, one's intelligence no longer depends on the
instruction of ¤•stra, revealed scripture, logic or argument.'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.292).
TEXTS 156-157
TEXT
b•hya, antara,----ih•ra dui ta' s•dhana
'b•hye' s•dhaka-dehe kare ¤rava‹a-k†rtana
'mane' nija-siddha-deha kariy• bh•vana
r•tri-dine kare vraje k”£‹era sevana
SYNONYMS
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b•hya--externally; antara--internally; ih•ra--of this spontaneous love of
Godhead; dui--two; ta'--indeed; s•dhana--such processes of execution; b•hye-externally; s•dhaka-dehe--with the body of an advanced devotee; kare--does;
¤rava‹a-k†rtana--hearing and chanting; mane--the mind; nija--own; siddha-deha-eternal body or self-realized position; kariy• bh•vana--thinking of; r•tridine--night and day; kare--executes; vraje--in V”nd•vana; k”£‹era--of Lord
K”£‹a; sevana--service.
TRANSLATION
"There are two processes by which one may execute this r•g•nug• bhaktiexternal and internal. When self-realized, the advanced devotee externally
remains like a neophyte and executes all the ¤•stric injunctions, especially
hearing and chanting. However, within his mind, in his original purified selfrealized position, he serves K”£‹a in V”nd•vana in his particular way. He
serves K”£‹a twenty-four hours, all day and night.
TEXT 158
TEXT
sev• s•dhaka-rãpe‹a
siddha-rãpe‹a c•tra hi
tad-bh•va-lipsun• k•ry•
vraja-lok•nus•rata„
SYNONYMS
sev•--service; s•dhaka-rãpe‹a--with the external body as a devotee
practicing regulative devotional service; siddha-rãpe‹a--with a body suitable
for eternal, self-realized service; ca--also; atra--in this connection; hi-certainly; tat--of that; bh•va--the mood; lipsun•--desiring to obtain; k•ry•-to be executed; vraja-loka--of the particular servant of K”£‹a in V”nd•vana;
anus•rata„--by following in the footsteps.
TRANSLATION
" 'The advanced devotee who is inclined to spontaneous loving service
should follow the activities of a particular associate of K”£‹a in V”nd•vana.
He should execute service externally as a regulative devotee as well as
internally from his self-realized position. Thus he should perform devotional
service both externally and internally.'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.295).
TEXT 159
TEXT
nij•bh†£àa k”£‹a-pre£àha p•cheta' l•giy•
nirantara sev• kare antarman• ha‘•
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SYNONYMS
nija-abh†£àa--one's own choice; k”£‹a-pre£àha--the servitor of K”£‹a;
p•cheta' l•giy•--following; nirantara--twenty-four hours a day; sev•--service;
kare--executes; antarman•--within the mind; ha‘•--being.
TRANSLATION
"Actually the inhabitants of V”nd•vana are very dear to K”£‹a. If one wants
to engage in spontaneous loving service, he must follow the inhabitants of
V”nd•vana and constantly engage in devotional service within his mind.
TEXT 160
TEXT
k”£‹a‰ smaran jana‰ c•sya
pre£àha‰ nija-sam†hitam
tat-tat-kath•-rata¤ c•sau
kury•d v•sa‰ vraje sad•
SYNONYMS
k”£‹am--Lord K”£‹a; smaran--thinking of; janam--a devotee; ca--and; asya-of His; pre£àham--very dear; nija-sam†hitam--chosen by oneself; tat-tat-kath•-to those respective topics; rata„--attached; ca--and; asau--that; kury•t-should do; v•sam--living; vraje--in V”nd•vana; sad•--always.
TRANSLATION
" 'The devotee should always think of K”£‹a within himself, and one should
choose a very dear devotee who is a servitor of K”£‹a in V”nd•vana. One should
constantly engage in topics about that servitor and his loving relationship to
K”£‹a, and one should live in V”nd•vana. However, if one is physically unable
to go to V”nd•vana, he should mentally live there.'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.294).
TEXT 161
TEXT
d•sa-sakh•-pitr•di-preyas†ra ga‹a
r•ga-m•rge nija-nija-bh•vera ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
d•sa--servants; sakh•--friends; pit”-•di--parents; preyas†ra ga‹a--conjugal
lovers; r•ga-m•rge--on the path of spontaneous loving service; nija-nija--of
one's own choice; bh•vera--of the ecstasy; ga‹ana--counting.
TRANSLATION
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"K”£‹a has many types of devotees-some are servants, some are friends, some
are parents, and some are conjugal lovers. Those who are situated in one of
these attitudes of spontaneous love according to their choice are considered
to be on the path of spontaneous loving service.
TEXT 162
TEXT
na karhicin
na•k£yanti no
ye£•m aha‰
sakh• guru„

mat-par•„ ¤•nta-rãpe
me 'nimi£o le‚hi heti„
priya •tm• suta¤ ca
suh”do daivam i£àam
SYNONYMS

na--not; karhicit--at any time; mat-par•„--devotees of Me; ¤•nta-rãpe--O
mother, the symbol of peacefulness; na•k£yanti--will perish; no--nor; me--My;
animi£a„--time; le‚hi--licks up (destroys); heti„--weapon; ye£•m--of whom;
aham--I; priya„--dear; •tm•--the Supersoul; suta„--the son; ca--and; sakh•-friend; guru„--spiritual master; suh”da„--well-wisher; daivam--the Deity;
i£àam--chosen.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear mother, Devahãti! O emblem of peace! My weapon, the disc of
time, never vanquishes those for whom I am very dear, for whom I am the
Supersoul, the son, friend, spiritual master, well-wisher, worshipable Deity
and desired goal. Since the devotees are always attached to Me, they are never
vanquished by the agents of time.'
PURPORT
This was spoken by Kapiladeva to His mother Devahãti and is recorded in
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.25.38). Kapiladeva instructed His mother in s••khya-yoga,
but the importance of bhakti-yoga is mentioned here. Later s••hkya-yoga was
imitated by atheists, whose system was founded by a different Kapiladeva, ™£i
Kapiladeva.
TEXT 163
TEXT
pati-putra-suh”d-bhr•t”pit”van mitravad dharim
ye dhy•yanti sadodyukt•s
tebhyo 'p†ha namo nama„
SYNONYMS
pati--a husband; putra--a son; suh”t--a friend; bhr•t”--a brother; pit”--a
father; vat--like; mitra--an intimate friend; vat--like; harim--on the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; ye--all those who; dhy•yanti--meditate; sad•--always;
udyukt•„--full of eagerness; tebhya„--unto them; api--also; iha--here; nama„
nama„--repeated respectful obeisances.
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TRANSLATION
" 'Let me offer my respectful obeisances again and again to those who
always eagerly meditate upon the Supreme Personality of Godhead as a husband,
son, friend, brother, father or intimate friend.'
PURPORT
This verse appears in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.308).
TEXT 164
TEXT
ei mata kare yeb• r•g•nug•-bhakti
k”£‹era cara‹e t••ra upajaya 'pr†ti'
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; kare--executes; yeb•--anyone who; r•g•nug•-bhakti-spontaneous devotional service to K”£‹a; k”£‹era cara‹e--to the lotus feet of
K”£‹a; t••ra--his; upajaya--awakens; pr†ti--affection.
TRANSLATION
"If one engages in spontaneous loving service to the Lord, his affection at
the lotus feet of K”£‹a gradually increases.
TEXT 165
TEXT
pr†ty-a•kure 'rati', 'bh•va'----haya dui n•ma
y•h• haite va¤a hana ¤r†-bhagav•n
SYNONYMS
pr†ti-a•kure--in the seed of affection; rati--attachment; bh•va--emotion;
haya--there are; dui n•ma--two names; y•h• haite--from which; va¤a-controlled; hana--is; ¤r†-bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"In the seed of affection, there is attachment which goes by two names,
rati and bh•va. The Supreme Personality of Godhead comes under the control of
such attachment.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura comments on this verse. Externally
a devotee performs all the items of devotional service-¤rava‹a and k†rtana-in
nine different ways, and within his mind he always thinks of his eternal
relationship with K”£‹a and follows in the footsteps of the devotees of
V”nd•vana. If one engages himself in the service of R•dh• and K”£‹a in this
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way, he can transcend the regulative principles enjoined in the ¤•stras and,
through his spiritual master, fully engage in rendering spontaneous love to
K”£‹a. In this way, he attains affection at the lotus feet of K”£‹a. K”£‹a
actually comes under the control of such spontaneous feelings, and ultimately
one can attain association with the Lord.
TEXT 166
TEXT
y•h• haite p•i k”£‹era prema-sevana
eita' kahilu• 'abhidheya'-vivara‹a
SYNONYMS
y•h• haite--from which; p•i--I can get; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; premasevana--affectionate service; eita'--this; kahilu•--I have done; abhidheyavivara‹a--description of the means (devotional service) in detail.
TRANSLATION
"That by which one can attain loving service to the Lord I have described
in detail as the execution of devotional service called abhidheya.
TEXT 167
TEXT
abhidheya, s•dhana-bhakti ebe kahilu• san•tana
sa•k£epe kahilu•, vist•ra n• y•ya var‹ana
SYNONYMS
abhidheya--the means of obtaining the desired object; s•dhana-bhakti-devotional service performed by means of the body and senses; ebe--now;
kahilu•--I have described; san•tana--My dear San•tana; sa•k£epe--in short;
kahilu•--I have described; vist•ra--expansion; n• y•ya--is not possible;
var‹ana--describing.
TRANSLATION
"My dear San•tana, I have briefly described the process of devotional
service in practice, which is the means for obtaining love of K”£‹a. It cannot
be described broadly."
TEXT 168
TEXT
abhidheya s•dhana-bhakti ¤une yei jana
acir•t p•ya sei k”£‹a-prema-dhana
SYNONYMS
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abhidheya--necessary duty; s•dhana-bhakti--devotional service in practice;
¤une--hears; yei jana--anyone who; acir•t--very soon; p•ya--gets; sei--that
person; k”£‹a-prema-dhana--the treasure of love of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
Whoever hears the process of practical devotional service very soon attains
shelter at the lotus feet of K”£‹a in love and affection.
TEXT 169
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Twenty-second Chapter, describing the execution of devotional service.
Chapter 23
Life's Ultimate Goal--Love of Godhead
The following summary study of the Twenty-third Chapter is given by ¥r†la
Bhaktivinoda áh•kura in his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya. In this chapter ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu describes the symptoms of emotion and love and the awakening of
one's original loving relationship with the Lord, as well as the
characteristics of a devotee who has actually attained that stage. He then
describes the gradual increase of love of God up to the point of mah•bh•va. He
then describes the five divisions of attraction and how they continue. He also
describes the mellow derived from conjugal love, which is the supreme emotion.
Conjugal love is divided into two categories-svak†ya and parak†ya. Svak†ya
refers to loving affairs between husband and wife, and parak†ya refers to
loving affairs between two lovers. There are a number of descriptions in this
connection. There is also a description of the sixty-four transcendental
qualities of K”£‹a. ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† has twenty-five transcendental
qualities.
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then describes those candidates who are eligible to
taste the mellows of devotional service. Their fundamental natures and their
varieties are also described. The Lord also informs San•tana Gosv•m† about all
the confidential paraphernalia of devotional service. He gives a description
of Goloka V”nd•vana, where the Lord is engaged in His eternal pastimes
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described in the Hari-va‰¤a. There is also an opposing and favorable
description of ke¤a-avat•ra. All these instructions are mentioned herein.
In this way ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu blessed San•tana Gosv•m†, placing His
own hand on his head. Thus San•tana received the power to describe these
subjects in books like Hari-bhakti-vil•sa.
TEXT 1
TEXT
cir•d adatta‰ nija-gupta-vitta‰
svaprema-n•m•m”tam atyud•ra„
•p•mara‰ yo vitat•ra gaura„
k”£‹o janebhyas tam aha‰ prapadye
SYNONYMS
cir•t--for a long time; adattam--not given; nija-gupta-vittam--His own
personal confidential property; sva-prema--of love for Him; n•ma--of the holy
name; am”tam--the ambrosia; ati-ud•ra„--most munificent; •-p•maram--even down
to the lowest of men; ya„--one who; vitat•ra--distributed; gaura„--¥r†
Gaurasundara; k”£‹a„--Lord K”£‹a Himself; janebhya„--to the people in general;
tam--to Him; aham--I; prapadye--offer obeisances.
TRANSLATION
The most munificent Supreme Personality of Godhead, known as Gaurak”£‹a,
distributed to everyone-even the lowest of men-His own confidential treasury
in the form of the nectar of love of Himself and the holy name. This was never
given to the people at any time before. I therefore offer my respectful
obeisances unto Him.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya gauracandra jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; gauracandra--to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jaya--all
glories; nity•nanda--to Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya--all glories; advaita-candra-to Advaita šc•rya; jaya--all glories; gaura-bhakta-v”nda--to the devotees of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All glories to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu! All glories to Lord Nity•nanda! All
glories to Advaita šc•rya! And all glories to all the devotees of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu!
TEXT 3
TEXT
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ebe ¤una bhakti-phala 'prema'-prayojana
y•h•ra ¤rava‹e haya bhakti-rasa-j‘•na
SYNONYMS
ebe ¤una--now hear; bhakti-phala--the result of practice of devotional
service; prema--love of Godhead; prayojana--the ultimate goal of life; y•h•ra
¤rava‹e--by hearing of which; haya--there is; bhakti-rasa-j‘•na-transcendental knowledge of the mellows of devotional service.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "Now hear, O San•tana, about the result
of devotional service, which is love of Godhead, life's ultimate goal. If one
hears this description, he will be enlightened in the transcendental mellows
of devotional service.
TEXT 4
TEXT
k”£‹e rati g•‚ha haile 'prema'-abhidh•na
k”£‹a-bhakti-rasera ei 'sth•yi-bh•va'-n•ma
SYNONYMS
k”£‹e--unto Lord K”£‹a; rati--affection; g•‚ha--deep; haile--when it
becomes; prema-abhidh•na--called love of God; k”£‹a-bhakti-rasera--of the
mellows of devotional service to K”£‹a; ei--this sth•yi-bh•va-n•ma--called
sth•yi-bh•va.
TRANSLATION
"When affection for K”£‹a becomes deeper, one attains love of Godhead in
devotional service. Such a position is called sth•yi-bh•va, permanent
enjoyment of the mellows of devotional service to K”£‹a.
TEXT 5
TEXT
¤uddha-sattva-vi¤e£•tm•
prema-sãry•‰¤u-s•mya-bh•k
rucibhi¤ citta-mas”‹yak”d asau bh•va ucyate
SYNONYMS
¤uddha-sattva--by unadultered goodness; vi¤e£a--distinguished; •tm•--whose
nature; prema--of love of God; sãrya--like the sun; a‰¤u--a ray; s•mya-bh•k-which is similar to; rucibhi„--by different tastes; citta--of the heart;
mas”‹ya--softness; k”t--which causes; asau--that softness; bh•va„--emotion;
ucyate--is called.
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TRANSLATION
" 'When devotional service is situated on the transcendental platform of
pure goodness, it is like a ray of the sunlight of love for K”£‹a. At such a
time, devotional service causes the heart to be softened by various tastes,
and it is called bh•va [emotion].'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.3.1).
TEXT 6
TEXT
e dui,----bh•vera 'svarãpa', 'taàastha' lak£a‹a
premera lak£a‹a ebe ¤una, san•tana
SYNONYMS
ei dui--these two; bh•vera--of emotion; sva-rãpa--constitutional; taàastha-marginal; lak£a‹a--symptoms; premera--of love; lak£a‹a--the symptoms; ebe-now; ¤una--hear; san•tana--O San•tana.
TRANSLATION
"Bh•va [emotion] has two different symptoms-constitutional and marginal.
Now, My dear San•tana, listen to the symptoms of love.
PURPORT
The word ¤uddha-sattva-vi¤e£•tm• means "situated on the transcendental
platform of pure goodness." In this way the soul is purified of all material
contamination, and this position is called svarãpa-lak£a‹a, the constitutional
symptom of bh•va, emotion. By various tastes, one's heart is softened, and
there is an awakening of one's loving propensity to render spontaneous service
to the Lord. This is called taàastha-lak£a‹a, the marginal symptom of bh•va.
TEXT 7
TEXT
samya• mas”‹ita-sv•nto
mamatv•ti¤ay••kita„
bh•va„ sa eva s•ndr•tm•
budhai„ prem• nigadyate
SYNONYMS
samyak--completely; mas”‹ita-sv•nta„--which makes the heart soft; mamatva-of a sense of ownership; ati¤aya-a•kita„--marked with an abundance; bh•va„-emotion; sa„--that; eva--certainly; s•ndra-•tm•--whose nature is very
condensed; budhai„--by learned persons; prem•--love of Godhead; nigadyate--is
described.
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TRANSLATION
" 'When that bh•va softens the heart completely, becomes endowed with a
great feeling of possessiveness in relation to the Lord and becomes very much
condensed and intensified, it is called prema [love of Godhead] by learned
scholars.
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.4.1).
TEXT 8
TEXT
ananya-mamat• vi£‹au
mamat• prema-sa•gat•
bhaktir ity ucyate bh†£maprahl•doddhava-n•radai„
SYNONYMS
ananya-mamat•--having a sense of relationships with no others; vi£‹au--in
Lord Vi£‹u, or K”£‹a; mamat•--the sense of ownership; prema-sa•gat•--endowed
only with love; bhakti„--devotional service; iti--thus; ucyate--is said;
bh†£ma--by Bh†£ma; prahl•da--by Prahl•da Mah•r•ja; uddhava--by Uddhava;
n•radai„--and by N•rada.
TRANSLATION
" 'When one develops an unflinching sense of ownership or possessiveness in
relation to Lord Vi£‹u, or, in other words, when one thinks Vi£‹u and no one
else to be the only object of love, such an awakening is called bhakti
[devotion] by exalted persons like Bh†£ma, Prahl•da, Uddhava and N•rada.'
PURPORT
This verse, quoted from the N•rada-pa‘car•tra, is found in the Bhaktiras•m”ta-sindhu (1.4.2).
TEXT 9
TEXT
kona bh•gye kona j†vera '¤raddh•' yadi haya
tabe sei j†va 's•dhu-sa•ga' ye karaya
SYNONYMS
kona bh•gye--by some good fortune; kona j†vera--of some living entity;
¤raddh• yadi haya--if there is faith; tabe--then; sei j†va--that living
entity; s•dhu-sa•ga--association with devotees; ye--certainly; karaya--makes.
TRANSLATION
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"If, by good fortune, a living entity develops faith in K”£‹a, he begins to
associate with devotees.
TEXT 10
TEXT
s•dhu-sa•ga haite haya '¤rava‹a-k†rtana'
s•dhana-bhaktye haya 'sarv•nartha-nivartana'
SYNONYMS
s•dhu-sa•ga haite--from association with devotees; haya--there is; ¤rava‹ak†rtana--hearing, chanting and so on; s•dhana-bhaktye--by devotional service;
haya--there is; sarva--all; anartha-nivartana--disappearance of unwanted
thing.
TRANSLATION
"When one is encouraged in devotional service by the association of
devotees, one becomes free from all unwanted contamination by following the
regulative principles and chanting and hearing.
TEXT 11
TEXT
anartha-niv”tti haile bhaktye 'ni£àh•' haya
ni£àh• haite ¤rava‹•dye 'ruci' upajaya
SYNONYMS
anartha-niv”tti--disappearance of all unwanted contamination; haile--when
there is; bhaktye--in devotional service; ni£àh•--firm faith; haya--there is;
ni£àh• haite--from such firm faith; ¤rava‹a-•dye--in hearing, chanting and so
on; ruci--taste; upajaya--awakens.
TRANSLATION
"When one is freed from all unwanted contamination, he advances with firm
faith. When firm faith in devotional service awakens, a taste for hearing and
chanting also awakens.
TEXT 12
TEXT
ruci haite bhaktye haya '•sakti' pracura
•sakti haite citte janme k”£‹e pr†ty-a•kura
SYNONYMS
ruci haite--from such a taste; bhaktye--in devotional service; haya--there
is; •sakti--attachment; pracura--deep; •sakti haite--from attachment; citte--
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within the heart; janme--appears; k”£‹e--for K”£‹a; pr†ti-a•kura--the seed of
affection.
TRANSLATION
"After taste is awakened, a deep attachment arises, and from that
attachment the seed of love for K”£‹a grows in the heart.
TEXT 13
TEXT
sei 'bh•va' g•‚ha haile dhare 'prema'-n•ma
sei prem• 'prayojana' sarv•nanda-dh•ma
SYNONYMS
sei bh•va--that emotional condition; g•‚ha haile--when it becomes
intensified; dhare--takes; prema-n•ma--the name love of Godhead; sei prem•-that love of Godhead; prayojana--the ultimate goal of life; sarva-•nandadh•ma--the reservoir of all pleasure.
TRANSLATION
"When that ecstatic emotional stage intensifies, it is called love of
Godhead. Such love is life's ultimate goal and the reservoir of all pleasure.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura summarizes this growth of love of Godhead as a
gradual process. A person becomes interested in devotional service by some
good fortune. Eventually he becomes interested in pure devotional service
without material contamination. At that point, a person wants to associate
with devotees. As a result of this association, he becomes more and more
interested in discharging devotional service and hearing and chanting. The
more one is interested in hearing and chanting, the more he is purified of
material contamination. Liberation from material contamination is called
anartha-niv”tti, indicating a diminishing of all unwanted things. This is the
test of development in devotional service. If one actually develops the
devotional attitude, he must be freed from the material contamination of
illicit sex, intoxication, gambling and meat-eating. These are the preliminary
symptoms. When one is freed from all material contamination, his firm faith
awakens in devotional service. When firm faith develops, a taste arises, and
by that taste, one becomes attached to devotional service. When this
attachment intensifies, the seed of love of K”£‹a fructifies. This position is
called pr†ti or rati (affection) or bh•va (emotion). When rati intensifies, it
is called love of Godhead. This love of Godhead is actually life's highest
perfection and the reservoir of all pleasure.
Thus devotional life is divided into two stages-s•dhana-bhakti and bh•vabhakti. S•dhana-bhakti refers to the development of devotional service through
the regulative principles. The basic principle for the execution of devotional
service is faith. Above that, there is association with devotees, and after
that there is initiation by a bona fide spiritual master. After initiation,
when one follows the regulative principles of devotional service, one becomes
freed from all unwanted things. In this way one becomes firmly fixed and
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gradually develops a taste for devotional service. The more the taste grows,
the more one desires to render service to the Lord. In this way one becomes
attached to a particular mellow in the Lord's service-¤•nta, d•sya, sakhya,
v•tsalya and madhura. As a result of such attachment, bh•va develops. Bh•vabhakti is the platform of purified goodness. By such purified goodness, one's
heart melts in devotional service. Bh•va-bhakti is the first seed of love of
Godhead. This emotional stage is there before one attains pure love. When that
emotional stage intensifies, it is called prema-bhakti, or transcendental love
of Godhead. This gradual process is also described in the following two verses
found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.4.15-16).
TEXTS 14-15
TEXT
•dau ¤raddh• tata„ s•dhusa•go 'tha bhajana-kriy•
tato 'nartha-niv”tti„ sy•t
tato ni£àh• rucis tata„
ath•saktis tato bh•vas
tata„ prem•bhyuda‘cati
s•dhak•n•m aya‰ prem‹a„
pr•durbh•ve bhavet krama„
SYNONYMS
•dau--in the beginning; ¤raddh•--firm faith, or disinterest in material
affairs and interest in spiritual advancement; tata„--thereafter; s•dhusa•ga„--association with pure devotees; atha--then; bhajana-kriy•--performance
of devotional service to K”£‹a (surrendering to the spiritual master and being
encouraged by the association of devotees, so that initiation takes place);
tata„--thereafter; anartha-niv”tti„--the diminishing of all unwanted habits;
sy•t--there should be; tata„--then; ni£àh•--firm faith; ruci„--taste; tata„-thereafter; atha--then; •sakti„--attachment; tata„--then; bh•va„--emotion of
affection; tata„--thereafter; prema--love of God; abhyuda‘cati--arises;
s•dhak•n•m--of the devotees practicing K”£‹a consciousness; ayam--this;
prem‹a„--of love of Godhead; pr•durbh•ve--in the appearance; bhavet--is;
krama„--the chronological order.
TRANSLATION
" 'In the beginning there must be faith. Then one becomes interested in
associating with pure devotees. Thereafter one is initiated by the spiritual
master and executes the regulative principles under his orders. Thus one is
freed from all unwanted habits and becomes firmly fixed in devotional service.
Thereafter, one develops taste and attachment. This is the way of s•dhanabhakti, the execution of devotional service according to the regulative
principles. Gradually emotions intensify, and finally there is an awakening of
love. This is the gradual development of love of Godhead for the devotee
interested in K”£‹a consciousness.'
TEXT 16
TEXT
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sat•‰ prasa•g•n mama v†rya-sa‰vido
bhavanti h”t-kar‹a-ras•yan•„ kath•„
taj-jo£a‹•d •¤v apavarga-vartmani
¤raddh• ratir bhaktir anukrami£yati
SYNONYMS
sat•m--of the devotees; prasa•g•t--by the intimate association; mama--of
Me; v†rya-sa‰vida„--talks full of spiritual potency; bhavanti--appear; h”t--to
the heart; kar‹a--and to the ears; rasa-•yan•„--a source of sweetness; kath•„-talks; tat--of them; jo£a‹•t--from proper cultivation; •¤u--quickly;
apavarga--of liberation; vartmani--on the path; ¤raddh•--faith; rati„-attraction; bhakti„--love; anukrami£yati--will follow one after another.
TRANSLATION
" 'The spiritually powerful message of Godhead can be properly discussed
only in a society of devotees, and it is greatly pleasing to hear in that
association. If one hears from devotees, the way of transcendental experience
quickly opens to him, and gradually he attains firm faith that in due course
develops into attraction and devotion.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.25.25).
TEXT 17
TEXT
y••h•ra h”daye ei bh•v••kura haya
t••h•te eteka cihna sarva-¤•stre kaya
SYNONYMS
y••h•ra--of whom; h”daye--in the heart; ei--this; bh•va-a•kura--seed of
emotion; haya--there is; t••h•te--in him; eteka--these; cihna--symptoms;
sarva-¤•stre--all revealed scriptures; kaya--say.
TRANSLATION
"If one actually has the seed of transcendental emotion in his heart, the
symptoms will be visible in his activities. That is the verdict of all
revealed scriptures.
TEXTS 18-19
TEXT
k£•ntir avyartha-k•latva‰
viraktir m•na-¤ãnyat•
•¤•-bandha„ samutka‹àh•
n•ma-g•ne sad• ruci„
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•saktis tad-gu‹•khy•ne
pr†tis tad-vasati-sthale
ity •dayo 'nubh•v•„ syur
j•ta-bh•v••kure jane
SYNONYMS
k£•nti„--forgiveness; avyartha-k•latvam--being free from wasting time;
virakti„--detachment; m•na-¤ãnyat•--absence of false prestige; •¤•-bandha„-hope; samutka‹àh•--eagerness; n•ma-g•ne--in chanting the Holy names; sad•-always; ruci„--taste; •sakti„--attachment; tat--of Lord K”£‹a; gu‹a-•khy•ne-in describing the transcendental qualities; pr†ti„--affection; tat--His;
vasati-sthale--in places of residence (the temple or holy places); iti--thus;
•daya„--and so on; anubh•v•„--the signs; syu„--are; j•ta--developed; bh•vaa•kure--whose seed of ecstatic emotion; jane--in a person.
TRANSLATION
" 'When the seed of ecstatic emotion for K”£‹a fructifies, the following
nine symptoms manifest in one's behavior: forgiveness, concern that time
should not be wasted, detachment, absence of false prestige, hope, eagerness,
a taste for chanting the holy name of the Lord, attachment to descriptions of
the transcendental qualities of the Lord, and affection for those places where
the Lord resides-that is, a temple or a holy place like V”nd•vana. These are
all called anubh•va, subordinate signs of ecstatic emotion. They are visible
in a person in whose heart the seed of love of God has begun to fructify.'
PURPORT
These two verses are found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.3.25-26).
TEXT 20
TEXT
ei nava pr†ty-a•kura y••ra citte haya
pr•k”ta-k£obhe t••ra k£obha n•hi haya
SYNONYMS
ei--this; nava--nine; pr†ti-a•kura--fructification of the seed of love;
y••ra--of whom; citte--in the mind; haya--there is; pr•k”ta--material; k£obhe-in agitation; t••ra--his; k£obha--agitation; n•hi haya--there is not.
TRANSLATION
"If love for K”£‹a in a seedling state has fructified in one's heart, one
is not agitated by material things.
TEXT 21
TEXT
ta‰ mopay•ta‰ pratiyantu vipr•
ga•g• ca dev† dh”ta-cittam †¤e
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dvijopas”£àa„ kuhakas tak£ako v•
da¤atv ala‰ g•yata vi£‹u-g•th•„
SYNONYMS
tam--him; m•--me; upay•tam--surrendered; pratiyantu--you may know; vipr•„-O br•hma‹as; ga•g•--mother Ganges; ca--and; dev†--the demigoddess; dh”ta-offered; cittam--whose mind; †¤e--unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
dvija-upas”£àa„--created by the br•hma‹a; kuhaka„--some trickery; tak£aka„-snake-bird; v•--or; da¤atu--let it bite; alam--never mind; g•yata--chant;
vi£‹u-g•th•„--the holy names of Lord Vi£‹u.'
TRANSLATION
" 'O br•hma‹as, just accept me as a completely surrendered soul, and let
mother Ganges, the representative of the Lord, also accept me in that way, for
I have already taken the lotus feet of the Lord into my heart. Let the
snakebird-or whatever magical thing the br•hma‹a created-bite me at once. I
only desire that you all continue singing the deeds of Lord Vi£‹u.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.19.15) spoken by Mah•r•ja
Par†k£it while he was sitting on the bank of the Ganges expecting to be bitten
by a snakebird summoned by the curse of a br•hma‹a boy named ¥”•gi, who was
the son of a great sage named ¥am†ka. News of the curse was conveyed to the
King, who prepared for his imminent death. Many great saintly persons, sages,
br•hma‹as, kings and demigods came to see him in his last days. Mah•r•ja
Par†k£it, however, was not at all afraid of being bitten by the snake-bird.
Indeed, he requested all the great personalities assembled to continue
chanting the holy name of Lord Vi£‹u.
TEXT 22
TEXT
k”£‹a-sambandha vin• k•la vyartha n•hi y•ya
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-sambandha vin•--without a connection with K”£‹a; k•la--time; vyartha-useless; n•hi y•ya--does not become.
TRANSLATION
"Not a moment should be lost. Every moment should be utilized for K”£‹a or
connected with Him.
PURPORT
Mah•r•ja Par†k£it's expression of anxiety is explained in this verse. He
says, "Let whatever is destined to happen take place. It doesn't matter. Just
let me see that not a moment of my time is wasted without a relationship with
K”£‹a." One has to tolerate all obstacles on the path of K”£‹a consciousness,
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and one has to see that not a moment of his life is wasted outside of K”£‹a's
service.
TEXT 23
TEXT
v•gbhi„ stuvanto manas• smarantas
tanv• namanto 'py ani¤a‰ na t”pt•„
bhakt•„ ¤ravan-netra-jal•„ samagram
•yãr harer eva samarpayanti
SYNONYMS
v•gbhi„--by words; stuvanta„--offering prayers to the Supreme Personality
of Godhead; manas•--by the mind; smaranta„--remembering; tanv•--by the body;
namanta„--offering obeisances; api--although; ani¤am--all the time; na t”pt•„-not satisfied; bhakt•„--the devotees; ¤ravat--shedding; netra-jal•„--tears
from the eyes; samagram--the whole; •yã„--life; hare„--to K”£‹a; eva--only;
samarpayanti--dedicate.
TRANSLATION
" 'With their words, they offer prayers to the Lord. With their minds, they
always remember the Lord. With their bodies, they offer obeisances to the
Lord. Despite all these activities, they are still not satisfied. This is the
nature of pure devotees. Shedding tears from their eyes, they dedicate their
whole lives to the Lord's service.'
PURPORT
This verse from the Hari-bhakti-sudhodaya is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”tasindhu (1.3.29).
TEXT 24
TEXT
bhukti, siddhi, indriy•rtha t•re n•hi bh•ya
SYNONYMS
bhukti--material enjoyment; siddhi--mystic power; indriya-artha--the
objects of the senses; t•re--unto him; n•hi bh•ya--do not appeal.
TRANSLATION
"In the material field, people are interested in material enjoyment, mystic
power and sense gratification. However, these things do not appeal to the
devotee at all.
TEXT 25
TEXT
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yo dustyaj•n d•ra-sut•n
su„rd-r•jya‰ h”di sp”¤a„
jahau yuvaiva malavad
uttama„¤loka-l•lasa„
SYNONYMS
ya„--who (Bharata Mah•r•ja); dustyaj•n--difficult to give up; d•ra-sut•n-wife and children; su„rt--friends; r•jyam--kingdom; h”di sp”¤a„--dear to the
core of the heart; jahau--gave up; yuv•--youthful; eva--at that time; malavat-like stool; uttama„-¤loka-l•lasa„--being captivated by the transcendental
qualities, pastimes and association of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'King Bharata was very eager to attain the association of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, who is called uttama-¤loka because poems and
prayers are offered to Him for His favor. In his youth, King Bharata gave up
his attractive wife and children, as well as his beloved friends and opulent
kingdom, just as one gives up stool after passing it.'
PURPORT
These are the signs of virakti (detachment) found in a person who has
developed bh•va, the preliminary stage of love of Godhead; This verse is
quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (5.14.43).
TEXT 26
TEXT
'sarvottama' •pan•ke 'h†na' kari m•ne
SYNONYMS
sarva-uttama--although standing above all; •pan•ke--himself; h†na kari--as
the lowest; m•ne--considers.
TRANSLATION
"Although a pure devotee's standard is above all, he still considers
himself to be in the lowest stage of life.
TEXT 27
TEXT
harau rati‰ vahann e£a
narendr•‹•‰ ¤ikh•ma‹i„
bhik£•m aàann ari-pure
¤va-p•kam api vandate
SYNONYMS
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harau--toward the Supreme Personality of Godhead; ratim--affection; vahan-carrying; e£a„--this one; nara-indr•‹•m--of all the kings; ¤ikh•-ma‹i„-brilliant crown jewel; bhik£•m--begging alms; aàan--wandering for; ari-pure-even in the city of enemies; ¤va-p•kam--the fifth-grade ca‹‚•las; api--even;
vandate--worships.
TRANSLATION
" 'Bharata Mah•r•ja always carried affection for K”£‹a within his heart.
Although Bharata Mah•r•ja was the crown jewel of kings, he was still wandering
about and begging alms in the city of his enemies. He was even offering
respects to ca‹‚•las, low-class men who eat dogs.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Padma Pur•‹a.
TEXT 28
TEXT
'k”£‹a k”p• karibena'----d”‚ha kari' j•ne
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; k”p• karibena--will show His mercy; d”‚ha kari'--making
firm; j•ne--he believes.
TRANSLATION
"A fully surrendered devotee always hopes that Lord K”£‹a will be kind to
him. This hope is very firm in him.
TEXT 29
TEXT
na prem• ¤rava‹•di-bhaktir api v• yogo 'thav• vai£‹avo
j‘•na‰ v• ¤ubha-karma v• kiyad aho saj-j•tir apy asti v•
h†n•rth•dhika-s•dhake tvayi tath•py acchedya-mãl• sat†
he gop†-jana-vallabha vyathayate h• h• mad-•¤aiva m•m
SYNONYMS
na--not; prem•--love of Godhead; ¤rava‹a-•di--consisting of chanting,
hearing and so on; bhakti„--devotional service; api--also; v•--or; yoga„--the
power of mystic yoga; athav•--or; vai£‹ava„--befitting a devotee; j‘•nam-knowledge; v•--or; ¤ubha-karma--pious activities; v•--or; kiyat--a little;
aho--O my Lord; sat-j•ti„--birth in a good family; api--even; asti--there is;
v•--or; h†na-artha-adhika-s•dhake--who bestows greater benedictions upon one
who is fallen and possesses no good qualities; tvayi--unto You; tath•pi-still; acchedya-mãl•--whose root is uncuttable; sat†--being; he--O; gop†-janavallabha--most dear friend of the gop†s; vyathayate--gives pain; h• h•--alas;
mat--my; •¤•--hope; eva--certainly; m•m--to me.
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TRANSLATION
" 'O my Lord, I do not have any love for You, nor am I qualified for
discharging devotional service by chanting and hearing. Nor do I possess the
mystic power of a Vai£‹ava, knowledge or pious activities. Nor do I belong to
a very high-caste family. On the whole, I do not possess anything. Still, O
beloved of the gop†s, because You bestow Your mercy on the most fallen, I have
an unbreakable hope that is constantly in my heart. That hope is always giving
me pain.'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.3.35).
TEXT 30
TEXT
samutka‹àh• haya sad• l•las•-pradh•na
SYNONYMS
samutka‹àh•--eagerness; haya--is; sad•--always; l•las•--ardent desire;
pradh•na--chiefly characterized by.
TRANSLATION
"This eagerness is chiefly characterized by an ardent desire to associate
with the Lord.
TEXT 31
TEXT
tvac-chai¤ava‰ tri-bhuvan•dbhutam ity avehi
mac-c•pala‰ ca tava v• mama v•dhigamyam
tat ki‰ karomi virala‰ mural†-vil•si
mugdha‰ mukh•mbujam ud†k£itum †k£a‹•bhy•m
SYNONYMS
tvat--Your; ¤ai¤avam--early age; tri-bhuvana--within the three worlds;
adbhutam--wonderful; iti--thus; avehi--know; mat-c•palam--My unsteadiness; ca-and; tava--of You; v•--or; mama--of Me; v•--or; adhigamyam--to bu understood;
tat--that; kim--what; karomi--I do; viralam--in solitude; mural†-vil•si--O
player of the flute; mugdham--attractive; mukha-ambujam--lotuslike face;
ud†k£itum--to see sufficiently; †k£a‹•bhy•m--by the eyes.
TRANSLATION
" 'O K”£‹a, O flute player, the sweetness of Your early age is wonderful
within these three worlds. You know My unsteadiness, and I know Yours. No one
else knows about this. I want to see Your beautiful, attractive face somewhere
in a solitary place, but how can this be accomplished?'
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PURPORT
This is a verse from K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta (32).
TEXT 32
TEXT
n•ma-g•ne sad• ruci, laya k”£‹a-n•ma
SYNONYMS
n•ma-g•ne--in chanting the holy names; sad•--constantly; ruci--taste,
relish; laya--takes; k”£‹a-n•ma--the Hare K”£‹a mantra.
TRANSLATION
"Due to having great relish for the holy name, one is inclined to chant the
Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra constantly.
TEXT 33
TEXT
rodana-bindu-maranda-syandid”g-ind†var•dya govinda
tava madhura-svara-ka‹àh†
g•yati n•m•val†‰ b•l•
SYNONYMS
rodana-bindu--with teardrops; maranda--like the nectar or juice of flowers;
syandi--pouring; d”k-ind†var•--whose lotus eyes; •dya--today; govinda--O my
Lord Govinda; tava--Your; madhura-svara-ka‹àh†--who has a very sweet voice;
g•yati--sings; n•ma-•val†m--holy names; b•l•--this young girl (R•dhik•).
TRANSLATION
" 'O Govinda, this youthful girl named R•dhik• is today constantly pouring
forth tears like nectar falling from flowers. She is also singing Your holy
name in a sweet voice.'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.3.38).
TEXT 34
TEXT
k”£‹a-gu‹•khy•ne haya sarvad• •sakti
SYNONYMS
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k”£‹a-gu‹a-•khy•ne--in describing the transcendental qualities of K”£‹a;
haya--there is; sarvad•--always; •sakti--attachment.
TRANSLATION
"At this stage of bh•va, a devotee has awakened the tendency to chant and
describe the transcendental qualities of the Lord. He has attachment for this
process.
TEXT 35
TEXT
madhura‰ madhura‰ vapur asya vibhor
madhura‰ madhura‰ vadana‰ madhuram
madhu-gandhi m”‚u-smitam etad aho
madhura‰ madhura‰ madhura‰ madhuram
SYNONYMS
madhuram--sweet; madhuram--sweet; vapu„--the transcendental form; asya-His; vibho„--of the Lord; madhuram--sweet; madhuram--sweet; vadanam--face;
madhuram--more sweet; madhu-gandhi--the fragrance of honey; m”‚u-smitam--soft
smiling; etat--this; aho--oh; madhuram--sweet; madhuram--sweet; madhuram-sweet; madhuram--still more sweet.
TRANSLATION
" 'O my Lord, the transcendental body of K”£‹a is very sweet, and His face
is even sweeter than His body. The soft smile on His face, which is like the
fragrance of honey, is sweeter still.'
PURPORT
This is a verse quoted from Bilvama•gala áh•kura's K”£‹a-kar‹•m”ta (92).
TEXT 36
TEXT
k”£‹a-l†l•-sth•ne kare sarvad• vasati
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-l†l•-sth•ne--in the place where K”£‹a has His pastimes; kare--makes;
sarvad•--always; vasati--abode.
TRANSLATION
"A devotee absorbed in ecstatic emotion for K”£‹a always resides in a place
where K”£‹a's pastimes were performed.
TEXT 37
TEXT
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kad•ha‰ yamun•-t†re
n•m•ni tava k†rtayan
udb•£pa„ pu‹‚ar†k•k£a
racayi£y•mi t•‹‚avam
SYNONYMS
kad•--when; aham--I; yamun•-t†re--on the bank of the Yamun•; n•m•ni--holy
names; tava--Your; k†rtayan--chanting; udb•£pa„--full of tears; pu‹‚ar†kaak£a--O lotus-eyed one; racayi£y•mi--I shall create; t•‹‚avam--dancing like a
madman.
TRANSLATION
" 'O Lord Pu‹‚ar†k•k£a, while chanting Your holy name with tears in my
eyes, when shall I dance in ecstasy on the bank of the Yamun•?'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.156).
TEXT 38
TEXT
k”£‹e 'ratira' cihna ei kailu• vivara‹a
'k”£‹a-premera' cihna ebe ¤una san•tana
SYNONYMS
k”£‹e--for K”£‹a; ratira--of attraction; cihna--the symptoms; ei--all
these; kailu• vivara‹a--I have described; k”£‹a-premera--of love for Lord
K”£‹a; cihna--the symptoms; ebe--now; ¤una san•tana--please hear, San•tana.
TRANSLATION
"These are the symptoms of a person who has developed attraction [bh•va]
for K”£‹a. Now let me describe the symptoms of a person who is actually
elevated to love of K”£‹a. O San•tana, please hear this from Me.
TEXT 39
TEXT
y••ra citte k”£‹a-prem• karaye udaya
t••ra v•kya, kriy•, mudr• vij‘eha n• bujhaya
SYNONYMS
y••ra citte--in whose heart; k”£‹a-prem•--love of K”£‹a; karaye udaya-awakens; t••ra--his; v•kya--words; kriy•--activities; mudr•--symptoms;
vij‘eha--even a learned scholar; n• bujhaya--does not understand.
TRANSLATION
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"Even the most learned man cannot understand the words, activities and
symptoms of a person situated in love of Godhead.
TEXT 40
TEXT
dhanyasy•ya‰ nava-prem•
yasyonm†lati cetasi
antarv•‹ibhir apy asya
mudr• su£àhu sudurgam•
SYNONYMS
dhanyasya--of a most fortunate person; ayam--this; nava„--new; prem•--love
of Godhead; yasya--of whom; unm†lati--manifests; cetasi--in the heart;
antarv•‹ibhi„--by persons well versed in ¤•stras; api--even; asya--of him;
mudr•--symptoms; su£àhu--exceedingly; sudurgam•--difficult to understand.
TRANSLATION
" 'Even a most learned scholar cannot understand the activities and
symptoms of an exalted personality in whose heart love of Godhead has
awakened.'
PURPORT
This verse is also found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.4.17).
TEXT 41
TEXT
eva‰vrata„ sva-priya-n•ma-k†rty•
j•t•nur•go druta-citta uccai„
hasaty atho roditi rauti g•yaty
unm•davan n”tyati loka-b•hya„
SYNONYMS
evam-vrata„--when one thus engages in a vow to chant and dance; sva--own;
priya--very dear; n•ma--the holy name; k†rty•--by chanting; j•ta--in this way
develops; anur•ga„--attachment; druta-citta„--very eagerly; uccai„--loudly;
hasati--laughs; atho--also; roditi--cries; rauti--becomes agitated; g•yati-chants; unm•da-vat--like a madman; n”tyati--dances; loka-b•hya„--not caring
for outsiders.
TRANSLATION
" 'When a person is actually advanced and takes pleasure in chanting the
holy name of the Lord, who is very dear to him, he is agitated and loudly
chants the holy name. He also laughs, cries, becomes agitated and chants just
like a madman, not caring for outsiders.'
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PURPORT
This verse is quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.40).
TEXT 42
TEXT
prem• krame b•‚i' haya----sneha, m•na, pra‹aya
r•ga, anur•ga, bh•va, mah•bh•va haya
SYNONYMS
prem•--love of God; krame--gradually; b•‚i'--increasing; haya--is; sneha-affection; m•na--indignation due to affection; pra‹aya--love; r•ga-attachment; anur•ga--subattachment; bh•va--ecstasy; mah•-bh•va--exalted
ecstasy; haya--is.
TRANSLATION
"Love of Godhead increases and is manifest as affection, counter-love,
love, attachment, subattachment, ecstasy and sublime ecstasy.
TEXT 43
TEXT
b†ja, ik£u, rasa, gu‚a tabe kha‹‚a-s•ra
¤arkar•, sit•-michari, ¤uddha-michari •ra
SYNONYMS
b†ja--seeds; ik£u--sugarcane plants; rasa--juice; gu‚a--molasses; tabe-then; kha‹‚a-s•ra--crude sugar; ¤arkar•--sugar; sit•-michari--sugar candy;
¤uddha-michari--rock candy; •ra--also.
TRANSLATION
"This development is compared to sugarcane seeds, sugarcane plants,
sugarcane juice, molasses, crude sugar, refined sugar, sugar candy and rock
candy.
TEXT 44
TEXT
ih• yaiche krame nirmala, krame b•‚e sv•da
rati-prem•dira taiche b•‚aye •sv•da
SYNONYMS
ih•--this; yaiche--like; krame--by succession; nirmala--pure; krame-gradually; b•‚e--increases; sv•da--taste; rati--from attachment; prema-•dira-of love of Godhead and so on; taiche--in that way; b•‚aye--increases; •sv•da-taste.
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TRANSLATION
"Just as the taste of sugar increases as it is gradually purified, one
should understand that when love of Godhead increases from rati, which is
compared to the beginning seed, its taste increases.
TEXT 45
TEXT
adhik•ri-bhede rati----pa‘ca parak•ra
¤•nta, d•sya, sakhya, v•tsalya, madhura •ra
SYNONYMS
adhik•ri--of possessor; bhede--according to differences; rati--attachment;
pa‘ca parak•ra--five varieties; ¤•nta--neutral; d•sya--servitude; sakhya-friendship; v•tsalya--paternal love; madhura--conjugal love; •ra--also.
TRANSLATION
"According to the candidate possessing these transcendental qualities
[sneha, m•na and so on], there are five transcendental mellows-neutrality,
servitorship, friendship, parental love and conjugal love.
In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu, rati (attraction) is thus described:
vyakta‰ mas”‹itev•ntarlak£yate rati-lak£a‹am
mumuk£u-prabh”t†na‰ ced
bhaved e£• ratir na hi
kintu b•la-camatk•rak•r† tac-cihna-v†k£ay•
abhij‘ena subodho 'ya‰
raty-•bh•sa„ prak†rtita„
The real symptoms of the fructification of the seed of love (rati) are
manifest because the heart is melted. When such symptoms are found among
speculators and fruitive actors, they cannot be accepted as real symptoms of
attachment. Foolish people without knowledge of devotional service praise such
symptoms of attachment even when they are based on something other than a
desire to serve K”£‹a. However, one who is expert in devotional service calls
such symptoms rati-•bh•sa, a mere glimpse of attachment.
TEXT 46
TEXT
ei pa‘ca sth•y† bh•va haya pa‘ca 'rasa'
ye-rase bhakta 'sukh†', k”£‹a haya 'va¤a'
SYNONYMS
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ei pa‘ca--these five kinds of transcendental mellow; sth•y† bh•va-permanent ecstatic moods; haya--become; pa‘ca rasa--five kinds of
transcendental mellow; ye-rase--in a particular mellow; bhakta sukh†--a
devotee becomes happy; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; haya--becomes; va¤a--under the
control.
TRANSLATION
"These five transcendental mellows exist permanently. The devotee may be
attracted to one of these mellows, and thus he becomes happy. K”£‹a also
becomes inclined toward such a devotee and comes under his control.
PURPORT
In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu, sth•yi-bh•va, permanent ecstasy, is thus
described:
aviruddh•n viruddh•‰¤ ca
bh•v•n yo va¤at•‰ nayan
su-r•jeva vir•jeta
sa sth•y† bh•va ucyate
sth•y† bh•vo 'tra sa prokta„
¤r†-k”£‹a-vi£ay• rati„
These moods (bh•vas) bring under control the favorable ecstasies (such as
laughing) and unfavorable ecstasies (such as anger). When these continue to
remain as kings, they are called sth•yi-bh•va, or permanent ecstasies.
Continuous ecstatic love for K”£‹a is called permanent ecstasy.
TEXT 47
TEXT
prem•dika sth•yi-bh•va s•magr†-milane
k”£‹a-bhakti rasa-rãpe p•ya pari‹•me
SYNONYMS
prema-•dika--love of Godhead, beginning with ¤•nta, d•sya and so on;
sth•yi-bh•va--the permanent ecstasies; s•magr†-milane--by mixing with other
ingredients; k”£‹a-bhakti--devotional service to Lord K”£‹a; rasa-rãpe-composed of transcendental mellows; p•ya--becomes; pari‹•me--by
transformation.
TRANSLATION
"When the permanent ecstasies [neutrality, servitorship and so on] are
mixed with other ingredients, devotional service in love of Godhead is
transformed and becomes composed of transcendental mellows.
PURPORT
In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu, the following definition is given:
ath•sy•„ ke¤ava-rater
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lak£it•y• nigadyate
s•magr†-paripo£ena
param• rasa-rãpat•
vibh•vair anubh•vai¤ ca
s•ttvikair vyabhic•ribhi„
sv•dyatva‰ h”di bhakt•n•m
•n†t• ¤rava‹•dibhi„
e£• k”£‹a-rati„ sth•y†
bh•vo bhakti-raso bhavet
Love for K”£‹a, Ke¤ava, as previously described, reaches the supreme state
of being composed of mellows when its ingredients are fulfilled. By means of
vibh•va, anubh•va, s•ttvika and vyabhic•r†, hearing and chanting are
activated, and the devotee is able to taste love for K”£‹a. Then attachment
for K”£‹a, or permanent ecstasy (sth•yi-bh•va), becomes the mellow of
devotional service (bhakti-rasa).
TEXT 48
TEXT
vibh•va, anubh•va, s•ttvika, vyabhic•r†
sth•yi-bh•va 'rasa' haya ei c•ri mili'
SYNONYMS
vibh•va--special ecstasy; anubh•va--subordinate ecstasy; s•ttvika--natural
ecstasy; vyabhic•r†--transitory ecstasy; sth•yi-bh•va--permanent ecstasy;
rasa--mellow; haya--becomes; ei c•ri--these four; mili'--meeting.
TRANSLATION
"The permanent ecstasy becomes a more and more tasteful transcendental
mellow through the mixture of special ecstasy, subordinate ecstasy, natural
ecstasy and transitory ecstasy.
TEXT 49
TEXT
dadhi yena kha‹‚a-marica-karpãra-milane
'ras•l•khya' rasa haya apãrv•sv•dane
SYNONYMS
dadhi--yogurt; yena--as if; kha‹‚a--sugar candy; marica--black pepper;
karpãra--camphor; milane--being mixed; ras•la-•khya--known os delicious; rasa-mellow; haya--becomes; apãrva-•sv•dane--by an unprecedented taste.
TRANSLATION
"Yogurt mixed with sugar candy, black pepper and camphor is very palatable
and tasty. Similarly, when permanent ecstasy mixes with other ecstatic
symptoms, it becomes unprecedentedly tasty.
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TEXT 50
TEXT
dvividha 'vibh•va',----•lambana, udd†pana
va‰¤†-svar•di----'udd†pana', k”£‹•di----'•lambana'
SYNONYMS
dvi-vidha--two kinds; vibh•va--particular ecstasy; •lambana--the support;
udd†pana--awakening; va‰¤†-svara-•di--such as the vibration of the flute;
udd†pana--exciting; k”£‹a-•di--K”£‹a and others; •lambana--the support.
TRANSLATION
"There are two kinds of particular ecstasies [vibh•va]. One is called the
support, and the other is called the awakening. The vibration of K”£‹a's flute
is an example of the awakening, and Lord K”£‹a Himself is an example of the
support.
TEXT 51
TEXT
'anubh•va'----smita, n”tya, g†t•di udbh•svara
stambh•di----'s•ttvika' anubh•vera bhitara
SYNONYMS
anubh•va--subordinate ecstasy; smita--smiling; n”tya--dancing; g†ta-•di-songs and so on; udbh•svara--symptoms of bodily manifestation; stambha-•di-being stunned and others; s•ttvika--natural; anubh•vera bhitara--within the
category of subordinate ecstasies.
TRANSLATION
"The subordinate ecstasies are smiling, dancing and singing, as well as
different manifestations in the body. The natural ecstasies, such as being
stunned, are considered among the subordinate ecstasies [anubh•va].
In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu, vibh•va is described as follows:
tatra j‘ey• vibh•v•s tu
raty-•sv•dana-hetava„
te dvidh•lamban• eke
tathaivodd†pan•„ pare
"The cause bringing about the tasting of love for K”£‹a is called vibh•va.
Vibh•va is divided into two categories-•lambana (support) and udd†pana
(awakening)."
In the Agni Pur•‹a it is stated:
vibh•vyate hi raty-•dir
yatra yena vibh•vyate
vibh•vo n•ma sa dvedh•2311

lambanodd†pan•tmaka„
"That which causes love for K”£‹a to appear is called vibh•va. That has two
divisions-•lambana [in which love appears] and udd†pana [by which love
appears]."
In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu, the following is stated about •lambana:
k”£‹a¤ ca k”£‹a-bhakt•¤ ca
budhair •lamban• mat•„
raty-•der vi£ayatvena
tath•dh•ratay•pi ca
"The object of love is K”£‹a, and the container of that love is the devotee
of K”£‹a. Both of them are called by the learned scholars •lambana-the
foundations." Similarly, udd†pana is described:
udd†pan•s tu te prokt•
bh•vam udd†payanti ye
"Those things which awaken ecstatic love are called udd†pana."
te tu ¤r†-k”£‹a-candrasya
gu‹•¤ ce£à•„ pras•dhanam
Mainly this awakening is made possible by the qualities and activities of
K”£‹a, as well as by His mode of decoration and the way His hair is arranged.
smit••ga-saurabhe va‰¤a¤”•ga-nãpura-kambava„
pad••ka-k£etra-tulas†bhakta-tad-v•sar•daya„
"K”£‹a's smile, the fragrance of His transcendental body, His flute, bugle,
ankle bells, conchshell, the marks on His feet, His place of residence, His
favorite plant [tulas†], His devotees, and the observance of fasts and vows
connected to His devotion all awaken the symptoms of ecstatic love."
In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu, anubh•va is described as follows:
anubh•v•s tu citta-sthabh•v•n•m avabodhak•„
te bahir vikriy• pr•y•„
prokt• udbh•svar•khyay•
The many external ecstatic symptoms or bodily transformations which
indicate ecstatic emotions in the mind, and which are also called udbh•svara,
are the anubh•vas, or subordinate ecstatic expressions of love. Some of these
are dancing, falling down and rolling on the ground, singing and crying very
loudly, bodily contortions, loud vibrations, yawning, deep breathing,
disregard for others, the frothing of saliva, mad laughter, spitting, hiccups
and other similar symptoms. All these symptoms are divided into two divisions¤†ta and k£epa‹a. Singing, yawning and so on are called ¤†ta. Dancing and
bodily contortions are called k£epa‹a.
The Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu describes udbh•svara as follows:
udbh•sante svadh•mn†ti
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prokt• udbh•svar• budhai„
n†vyuttar†ya-dhammillasra‰sana‰ g•tra-moàanam
j”mbh• ghr•‹asya phullatva‰
ni¤v•s•dy•¤ ca te mat•„
The ecstatic symptoms manifest in the external body of a person in ecstatic
love are called by learned scholars udbh•svara. Some of these are a slackening
of the belt and a dropping of clothes and hair. Others are bodily contortions,
yawning, a trembling of the front portion of the nostrils, heavy breathing,
hiccupping and falling down and rolling on the ground. These are the external
manifestations of emotional love. Stambha and other symptoms are described in
Madhya-l†l• (14.167).
TEXT 52
TEXT
nirveda-har£•di----tetri¤a 'vyabhic•r†'
saba mili' 'rasa' haya camatk•rak•r†
SYNONYMS
nirveda-har£a-•di--complete despondency, jubilation and so on; tetri¤a-thirty-three; vyabhic•r†--transitory elements; saba mili'--all meeting
together; rasa--the mellows; haya--becomes; camatk•rak•r†--a cause of wonder.
TRANSLATION
"There are other ingredients beginning with complete despondency and
jubilation. Altogether there are thirty-three varieties, and when these
combine, the mellow becomes very wonderful.
Nirveda, har£a, and other symptoms are explained in Madhya-l†l• (14.167).
The transitory elements (vyabhic•r†) are described in the Bhakti-ras•m”tasindhu as follows:
athocyante trayas tri‰¤adbh•v• ye vyabhic•ri‹a„
vi¤e£e‹•bhimukhyena
caranti sth•yina‰ prati
v•g-a•ga-sattva-sãcy• ye
j‘ey•s te vyabhic•ri‹a„
sa‘c•rayanti bh•vasya
gati‰ sa‘c•ri‹o 'pi te
unmajjanti nimajjanti
st•yiny-am”ta-v•ridhau
ãrmivad vardhayanty ena‰
y•nti tad-rãpat•‰ ca te
There are thirty-three transitory elements known as vyabhic•r†-ecstatic
emotions. They especially wander about the permanent sentiments as assistants.
They are to be known by words, by different symptoms seen in the limbs and in
other parts of the body, and by the peculiar conditions of the heart. Because
they set in motion the progress of the permanent sentiments, they are
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specifically called sa‘c•r†, or impelling principles. These impelling
principles rise up and fall back in the permanent sentiments of ecstatic love
like waves in an ocean of ecstasy. Consequently they are called vyabhic•ri.
TEXT 53
TEXT
pa‘ca-vidha rasa----¤•nta, d•sya, sakhya, v•tsalya
madhura-n•ma ¤”•g•ra-rasa----sab•te pr•balya
SYNONYMS
pa‘ca-vidha rasa--five kinds of mellows; ¤•nta--neutrality; d•sya-servitorship; sakhya--friendship; v•tsalya--paternal affection; madhura-sweet; n•ma--named; ¤”•g•ra-rasa--the conjugal mellow; sab•te--among all of
them; pr•balya--predominant.
TRANSLATION
"There are five transcendental mellows-neutrality, servitorship,
friendship, paternal affection and conjugal love, which is also known as the
mellow of sweetness. Conjugal love excels all others.
TEXT 54
TEXT
¤•nta-rase ¤•nti-rati 'prema' paryanta haya
d•sya-rati 'r•ga' paryanta krameta b•‚aya
SYNONYMS
¤•nta-rase--in the mellow of neutrality; ¤•nti-rati--spiritual attachment
in peacefulness; prema paryanta--up to love of Godhead; haya--is; d•sya-rati-attachment in servitude; r•ga--spontaneous love; paryanta--up to; krameta-gradually; b•‚aya--increases.
TRANSLATION
"The position of neutrality increases up to the point where one can
appreciate love of Godhead. The mellow of servitorship gradually increases to
the point of spontaneous love of Godhead.
TEXT 55
TEXT
sakhya-v•tsalya-rati p•ya 'anur•ga'-s†m•
subal•dyera 'bh•va' paryanta premera mahim•
SYNONYMS
sakhya--in friendship; v•tsalya--in paternal affection; rati--affection;
p•ya--obtains; anur•ga-s†m•--up to the limit of subordinate spontaneous love;
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subala-•dyera--of friends like Subala and others; bh•va--ecstatic love;
paryanta--up to; premera mahim•--the glory of the love of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"After the mellow of servitorship, there are the mellows of friendship and
paternal love, which increase to subordinate spontaneous love. The greatness
of the love found in friends like Subala extends to the standard of ecstatic
love of Godhead.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura says that the mellow of neutrality
increases to simple love of Godhead. In the mellow of servitorship, love of
Godhead increases beyond that to affection, counter-love (anger based on
love), love and attachment. Similarly, the mellow of friendship increases to
affection, counter-love, love, attachment and subattachment. It is the same
with the mellow of paternal affection. The special feature of the mellow of
friendship exhibited by personalities like Subala is that it increases from
fraternal affection to counter-love, to spontaneous attachment, to subordinate
attachment, and finally to the ecstasy where all the ecstatic symptoms
continuously exist.
TEXT 56
TEXT
¤•nta-•di rasera 'yoga', 'viyoga'----dui bheda
sakhya-v•tsalye yog•dira aneka vibheda
SYNONYMS
¤•nta-•di rasera--of the mellows beginning from neutrality; yoga-connection; viyoga--separation; dui bheda--two divisions; sakhya--in the
mellow of friendship; v•tsalye--in paternal affection; yoga-•dira--of
connection and separation; aneka vibheda--many varieties.
TRANSLATION
"There are two divisions of each of the five mellows--yoga [connection] and
viyoga [separation]. Among the mellows of friendship and parental affection,
there are many divisions of connection and separation.
PURPORT
In the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu, these divisions are described:
ayoga-yog•vetasya
prabhedau kathit•v ubhau
In the mellows of bhakti-yoga, there are two stages--ayoga and yoga. Ayoga
is described in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu:
sa•g•bh•vo harer dh†rair
ayoga iti kathyate
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ayoge tvan-manaskatva‰
tad-gu‹•dy-anusandhaya„
tat-pr•pty-up•ya-cint•dy•„
sarve£•‰ kathit•„ kriy•„
Learned scholars in the science of bhakti-yoga say that when there is an
absence of association with the Supreme Personality of Godhead, separation
takes place. In the stage of ayoga (separation), the mind is filled with K”£‹a
consciousness and is fully absorbed in thoughts of K”£‹a. In that stage, the
devotee searches out the transcendental qualities of the Supreme Personality
of Godhead. It is said that in that stage of separation, all the devotees in
the different mellows are always active in thinking of ways to attain K”£‹a's
association.
The word yoga (connection) is thus described:
k”£‹ena sa•gamo yas tu
sa yoga iti k†rtyate
"When one meets K”£‹a directly, that is called yoga."
In the transcendental mellows of neutrality and servitorship, there are
similar divisions of yoga and viyoga, but they are not variegated. The
divisions of yoga and viyoga are always existing in the five mellows. However,
in the transcendental mellows of friendship and paternal affection, there are
many varieties of yoga and viyoga. The varieties of yoga are thus described:
yogo 'pi kathita„ siddhis
tu£ài„ sthitir iti tridh•
Yoga (connection) is of three types-success, satisfaction and permanence.
The divisions of ayoga (separation) are thus described:
utka‹àhita‰ viyoga¤ cety
ayogo 'pi dvidhocyate
Thus ayoga has two divisions-longing and separation.
TEXT 57
TEXT
'rã‚ha', 'adhirã‚ha' bh•va----kevala 'madhure'
mahi£†-ga‹era 'rã‚ha', 'adhirã‚ha' gopik•-nikare
SYNONYMS
rã‚ha--advanced; adhirã‚ha--highly advanced; bh•va--ecstasy; kevala--only;
madhure--in the transcendental mellow of conjugal love; mahi£†-ga‹era--of the
queens of Dv•rak•; rã‚ha--advanced; adhirã‚ha--highly advanced; gopik•-nikare-among the gop†s.
TRANSLATION
"Only in the conjugal mellow are there two ecstatic symptoms called rã‚ha
[advanced] and adhirã‚ha [highly advanced]. The advanced ecstasy is found
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among the queens of Dv•rak•, and the highly advanced ecstasies are found among
the gop†s.
PURPORT
The adhirã‚ha ecstasies are explained in the Ujjvala-n†lama‹i:
rã‚hoktebhyo 'nubh•vebhya„
k•m apy •pt• vi¤i£àat•m
yatr•nubh•v• d”¤yante
so 'dhirã‚ho nigadyate
The very sweet attraction of conjugal love increases through affection,
counter-love, love, attachment, subattachment, ecstasy and highly advanced
ecstasy (mah•bh•va). The platform of mah•bh•va includes rã‚ha and adhirã‚ha.
These platforms are possible only in conjugal love. Advanced ecstasy is found
in Dv•rak•, whereas highly advanced ecstasy is found among the gop†s.
TEXT 58
TEXT
adhirã‚ha-mah•bh•va----dui ta' prak•ra
sambhoge 'm•dana', virahe 'mohana' n•ma t•ra
SYNONYMS
adhirã‚ha-mah•bh•va--highly advanced ecstasy; dui ta' prak•ra--two
varieties; sambhoge--in actually meeting; m•dana--m•dana; virahe--in
separation; mohana--mohana; n•ma--the names; t•ra--of them.
TRANSLATION
"Highly advanced ecstasy is divided into two categories-m•dana and mohana.
Meeting together is called m•dana, and separation is called mohana.
TEXT 59
TEXT
'm•dane' cumban•di haya ananta vibheda
'udghãr‹•', 'citra-jalpa' 'mohane' dui bheda
SYNONYMS
m•dane--in the stage of m•dana; cumbana-•di--kissing and similar
activities; haya--are; ananta vibheda--unlimited divisions; udghãr‹•-unsteadiness; citra-jalpa--various mad talks; mohane--the stage of mohana, dui
bheda--two divisions.
TRANSLATION
"On the m•dana platform there are kissing and many other symptoms, which
are unlimited. In the mohana stage, there are two divisions-udghãr‹•
[unsteadiness] and citra-jalpa [varieties of mad emotional talks].
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PURPORT
For further information, see Madhya-l†l• (1.87).
TEXT 60
TEXT
citra-jalpera da¤a a•ga----prajalp•di-n•ma
'bhramara-g†t•'ra da¤a ¤loka t•h•te pram•‹a
SYNONYMS
citra-jalpera--of the mad talks; da¤a--ten; a•ga--parts; prajalpa-•di-n•ma-named prajalpa and so on; bhramara-g†t•ra--of R•dh•r•‹†'s talks with the
bumblebee (¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, Canto Ten, Chapter Forty-seven); da¤a ¤loka--ten
verses; t•h•te--in that matter; pram•‹a--the evidence.
TRANSLATION
"Mad emotional talks include ten divisions, called prajalpa and other
names. An example of this is the ten verses spoken by ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† called
'song to the bumblebee.'
PURPORT
Imaginative mad talks known as citra-jalpa can be divided into ten
categories-prajalpa, parijalpa, vijalpa, ujjalpa, sa‘jalpa, avajalpa,
abhijalpa, •jalpa, pratijalpa and sujalpa. There are no English equivalents
for these different features of jalpa (imaginative talk).
TEXT 61
TEXT
udghãr‹•, viva¤a-ce£à•----divyonm•da-n•ma
virahe k”£‹a-sphãrti, •pan•ke 'k”£‹a'-j‘•na
SYNONYMS
udghãr‹•--unsteadiness; viva¤a-ce£à•--boastful activities; divya-unm•dan•ma--named transcendental madness; virahe--in separation; k”£‹a-sphãrti-manifestation of K”£‹a; •pan•ke--oneself; k”£‹a-j‘•na--thinking as K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Udghãr‹• [unsteadiness] and viva¤a-ce£à• [boastful activities] are aspects
of transcendental madness. In separation from K”£‹a, one experiences the
manifestation of K”£‹a, and one thinks oneself to be K”£‹a.
TEXT 62
TEXT
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'sambhoga'-'vipralambha'-bhede dvividha ¤”•g•ra
sambhogera ananta a•ga, n•hi anta t•ra
SYNONYMS
sambhoga--of meeting (enjoyment together); vipralambha--of separation;
bhede--in two divisions; dvi-vidha ¤”•g•ra--two kinds of conjugal love;
sambhogera--of the stage of sambhoga, or meeting; ananta a•ga--unlimited
parts; n•hi--not; anta--an end; t•ra--of that.
TRANSLATION
"In conjugal love [¤”•g•ra] there are two departments-meeting and
separation. On the platform of meeting, there are unlimited varieties that are
beyond description.
PURPORT
Vipralambha is described in the Ujjvala-n†lama‹i:
yãnor ayuktayor bh•vo
yuktayor v•tha yo mitha„
abh†£à•li•gan•d†n•m
anav•ptau prak”£yate
sa vipralambho vij‘eya„
sambhogonnatik•raka„
na vin• vipralambhena
sambhoga„ pu£àim a¤nute
When the lover and the beloved meet, they are called yukta (connected).
Previous to their meeting, they are called ayukta (not connected). Whether
connected or not connected, the ecstatic emotion arising due to not being able
to embrace and kiss each other as desired is called vipralambha. This
vipralambha helps nourish emotions at the time of meeting. Similarly, sambhoga
is thus described:
dar¤an•li•gan•d†n•m
•nukãly•n ni£evay•
yãnor ull•sam •rohan
bh•va„ sambhoga †ryate
"Meeting each other and embracing each other are aimed at bringing about
the happiness of both the lover and the beloved. When this stage becomes
increasingly jubilant, the resultant ecstatic emotion is called sambhoga."
When awakened, sambhoga is divided into four categories:
(1)
pãrva-r•ga-anantara-after pãrva-r•ga (attachment prior to
meeting), sambhoga is called brief (sa•k£ipta);
(2)
m•na-anantara-after m•na (anger based on love), sambhoga is called
encroached (sa•k†r‹a);
(3)
ki‘cid-dãra-prav•sa-anantara-after being a little distance away
for some time, sambhoga is called accomplished (sampanna);
(4)
sudãra-prav•sa-anantara-after being far away, sambhoga is called
perfection (sam”ddhim•n).
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The meetings of the lovers that take place in dreams also have these four
divisions.
TEXT 63
TEXT
'vipralambha' catur-vidha----pãrva-r•ga, m•na
prav•s•khya, •ra prema-vaicittya-•khy•na
SYNONYMS
vipralambha--separation; catu„-vidha--four divisions; pãrva-r•ga-- pãrvar•ga; m•na--m•na; prav•s•khya--known as prav•sa; •ra--and; prema-vaicittya-prema-vaicittya; •khy•na--calling.
TRANSLATION
"Vipralambha has four divisions-pãrva-r•ga, m•na, prav•sa, and premavaicittya.
PURPORT
Pãrva-r•ga is described in Ujjvala-n†lama‹i:
ratir y• sa•gam•t pãrva‰
dar¤ana-¤rava‹•di-j•
tayor unm†lati pr•j‘ai„
pãrva-r•ga„ sa ucyate
When attachment produced in both the lover and beloved before their meeting
by seeing, hearing and so on becomes very palatable by the mixture of four
ingredients, such as vibh•va and anubh•va, this is called pãrva-r•ga.
The word m•na is also described:
dampatyor bh•va ekatra
sator apy anuraktayo„
sv•bh†£à•¤le£a-v†k£•dinirodh† m•na ucyate
M•na is a word used to indicate the mood of the lover and the beloved
experienced whether they are in one place or in different places. This mood
obstructs their looking at one another and embracing one another, despite the
fact that they are attached to one another.
Prav•sa is also explained as follows:
pãrva-sa•ga-tayor yãnor
bhaved de¤•ntar•dibhi„
vyavadh•na‰ tu yat pr•j‘ai„
sa prav•sa it†ryate
Prav•sa is a word used to indicate the separation of lovers who were
previously intimately associated. This separation is due to their being in
different places.
Similarly, prema-vaicittya is explained:
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priyasya sannikar£e 'pi
premotkar£a-svabh•vata„
y• vi¤e£a-dhiy•rtis tat
prema-vaicittyam ucyate
Prema-vaicittya is a word used to indicate an abundance of love that brings
about grief from fear of separation, although the lover is present.
TEXT 64
TEXT
r•dhik•dye 'pãrva-r•ga' prasiddha 'prav•sa', 'm•ne'
'prema-vaicittya' ¤r†-da¤ame mahi£†-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
r•dhik•dye--in ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and the other gop†s; pãrva-r•ga--feelings
before union; prasiddha--celebrated; prav•sa m•ne--also prav•sa and m•na;
prema-vaicittya--feelings of fear of separation; ¤r†-da¤ame--in the Tenth
Canto; mahi£†-ga‹e--among the queens.
TRANSLATION
"Of the four kinds of separation, three [pãrva-r•ga, prav•sa and m•na] are
celebrated in ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and the gop†s. In Dv•rak•, among the queens,
feelings of prema-vaicittya are very prominent.
TEXT 65
TEXT
kurari vilapasi tva‰ v†ta-nidr• na ¤e£e
svapiti jagati r•try•m †¤varo gupta-bodha„
vayam iva sakh† kaccid g•‚ha-nirviddha-cet•
nalina-nayana-h•sod•ra-l†lek£itena
SYNONYMS
kurari--O female osprey; vilapasi--are lamenting; tvam--you; v†ta-nidr•-without sleep; na--not; ¤e£e--rest; svapiti--sleeps; jagati--in the world;
r•try•m--at night; †¤vara„--Lord K”£‹a; gupta-bodha„--whose consciousness is
hidden; vayam--we; iva--like; sakh†--O dear friend; kaccid--whether; g•‚ha-deeply; nirviddha-cet•--pierced in the heart; nalina-nayana--of the lotus-eyed
Lord; h•sa--smiling; ud•ra--liberal; l†l•-†k£itena--by the playful glancing.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear friend kurar†, it is now night, and Lord ¥r† K”£‹a is sleeping.
You yourself are not asleep or resting but are lamenting. Should I presume
that you, like us, are affected by the smiling, liberal, playful glances of
the lotus eyed K”£‹a? If so, your heart is deeply pierced. Is that why you are
showing these signs of sleepless lamentation?'
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PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.90.15). Although the queens
were with K”£‹a, they were still thinking of losing His company.
TEXT 66
TEXT
vrajendra-nandana k”£‹a----n•yaka-¤iroma‹i
n•yik•ra ¤iroma‹i----r•dh•-àh•kur•‹†
SYNONYMS
vrajendra-nandana k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a, the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda; n•yaka¤iroma‹i--best of all heroes; n•yik•ra ¤iroma‹i--the best of all heroines;
r•dh•-àh•kur•‹†--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead who appeared as the son of
Nanda Mah•r•ja, is the supreme hero in all dealings. Similarly, ¥r†mat†
R•dh•r•‹† is the topmost heroine in all dealings.
TEXT 67
TEXT
n•yak•n•‰ ¤iroratna‰
k”£‹as tu bhagav•n svayam
yatra nityatay• sarve
vir•jante mah•-gu‹•„
SYNONYMS
n•yak•n•m--of all heroes; ¤iroratnam--the crown jewel; k”£‹a„--Lord K”£‹a;
tu--but; bhagav•n svayam--the Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself; yatra-in whom; nityatay•--with permanence; sarve--all; vir•jante--exist; mah•-gu‹•„-transcendental qualities.
TRANSLATION
" 'K”£‹a is the Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself, and He is the crown
jewel of all heroes. In K”£‹a, all transcendental good qualities are
permanently situated.'
PURPORT
This verse is also found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (2.1.17).
TEXT 68
TEXT
dev† k”£‹amay† prokt•
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r•dhik• para-devat•
sarva-lak£m†may† sarvak•nti„ sammohin† par•
SYNONYMS
dev†--who shines brilliantly; k”£‹a-may†--nondifferent from Lord K”£‹a;
prokt•--called; r•dhik•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†; para-devat•--;most worshipable;
sarva-lak£m†-may†--presiding over all the goddesses of fortune; sarva-k•nti„-in whom all splendor exists; sammohin†--whose character completely bewilders
Lord K”£‹a; par•--the superior energy.
TRANSLATION
" 'The transcendental goddess ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† is the direct counterpart
of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a. She is the central figure for all the goddesses of fortune.
She possesses all the attraction to attract the all-attractive Personality of
Godhead. She is the primeval internal potency of the Lord.'
PURPORT
This text is found in the B”had-gautam†ya-tantra.
TEXT 69
TEXT
ananta k”£‹era gu‹a, cau£aàài----pradh•na
eka eka gu‹a ¤uni' ju‚•ya bhakta-k•‹a
SYNONYMS
ananta--unlimited; k”£‹era--of Lord K”£‹a; gu‹a--qualities; cau£aàài-sixty-four; pradh•na--chief ones; eka eka--one by one; gu‹a--qualities; ¤uni'-hearing; ju‚•ya--satisfies; bhakta-k•‹a--the ears of the devotees.
TRANSLATION
"The transcendental qualities of Lord K”£‹a are unlimited. Out of these,
sixty-four are considered prominent. The ears of the devotees are satisfied
simply by hearing all these qualities one after the other.
TEXT 70
TEXT
aya‰ net• suramy••ga„
sarva-sal-lak£a‹•nvita„
ruciras tejas• yukto
bal†y•n vayas•nvita„
SYNONYMS
ayam--this (K”£‹a); net•--supreme hero; suramya-a•ga„--having the most
beautiful transcendental body; sarva-sat-lak£a‹a--all-auspicious bodily marks;
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anvita„--endowed with; rucira„--possessing radiance very pleasing to the eyes;
tejas•--with all power; yukta„--bestowed; bal†y•n--very strong; vayasaanvita„--having a youthful age.
TRANSLATION
" 'K”£‹a, the supreme hero, has the most beautiful transcendental body.
This body possesses all good features. It is radiant and very pleasing to the
eyes. His body is powerful, strong and youthful.
PURPORT
This verse and the following six verses are also found in the Bhaktiras•m”ta-sindhu (2.1.23-29).
TEXT 71
TEXT
vividh•dbhuta-bh•£•-vit
satya-v•kya„ priya‰ vada„
v•vadãka„ sup•‹‚ityo
buddhim•n pratibh•nvita„
SYNONYMS
vividha--various; adbhuta--wonderful; bh•£•-vit--knower of languages;
satya-v•kya„--whose words are truthful; priyam vada„--who speaks very
pleasingly; v•vadãka„--expert in speaking; su-p•‹‚itya„--very learned;
buddhim•n--very wise; pratibh•-anvita„--genius.
TRANSLATION
" 'K”£‹a is the linguist of all wonderful languages. He is a truthful and
very pleasing speaker. He is expert in speaking, and He is a very wise,
learned scholar and a genius.
TEXT 72
TEXT
vidagdha¤ caturo dak£a„
k”taj‘a„ sud”‚ha-vrata„
de¤a-k•la-sup•traj‘a„
¤•stra-cak£u„ ¤ucir va¤†
SYNONYMS
vidagdha„--expert in artistic enjoyment; catura„--cunning; dak£a„--expert;
k”ta-j‘a„--grateful; sud”‚ha-vrata„--firmly determined; de¤a--of country;
k•la--time; sup•tra--of fitness; j‘a„--a knower; ¤•stra-cak£u„--expert in the
authoritative scriptures; ¤uci„--very clean and neat; va¤†--serf-controlled.
TRANSLATION
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" 'K”£‹a is very expert in artistic enjoyment. He is highly cunning,
expert, grateful and firmly determined in His vows. He knows how to deal
according to time, person and country, and He sees through the scriptures and
authoritative books. He is very clean and self-controlled.
TEXT 73
TEXT
sthiro d•nta„ k£am•-¤†lo
gambh†ro dh”tim•n sama„
vad•nyo dh•rmika„ ¤ãra„
karu‹o m•nya-m•nak”t
SYNONYMS
sthira„--steady; d•nta„--having controlled senses; k£am•-¤†la„--forgiving;
gambh†ra„--grave; dh”tim•n--calm, never bereft of intelligence; sama„--equal;
vad•nya„--magnanimous; dh•rmika„--religious; ¤ãra„--chivalrous; karu‹a„--kind;
m•nya-m•nak”t--respectful to the respectable.
TRANSLATION
" 'Lord K”£‹a is steady, His senses are controlled, and He is forgiving,
grave and calm. He is also equal to all. Moreover, He is magnanimous,
religious, chivalrous and kind. He is always respectful to respectable people.
TEXT 74
TEXT
dak£i‹o vinay† hr†m•n
¤ara‹•gata-p•laka„
sukh† bhakta-suh”t premava¤ya„ sarva-¤ubha•kara„
SYNONYMS
dak£i‹a„--simple and liberal; vinay†--humble; hr†m•n--bashful when
glorified; ¤ara‹•gata-p•laka„--protector of the surrendered soul; sukh†-always happy; bhakta-suh”t--well-wisher of the devotees; prema-va¤ya„-submissive to love; sarva-¤ubha•kara„--all-auspicious.
TRANSLATION
" 'K”£‹a is very simple and liberal, He is humble and bashful, and He is
the protector of the surrendered soul. He is very happy, and He is always the
well-wisher of His devotee. He is all-auspicious, and He is submissive to
love.
TEXT 75
TEXT
prat•p† k†rtim•n rakta2325

loka„ s•dhu-sam•¤raya„
n•r†ga‹a-manoh•r†
sarv•r•dhya„ sam”ddhim•n
SYNONYMS
prat•p†--very influential; k†rtim•n--famous for good works; rakta-loka„-who is the object of the attachment of all people; s•dhu-sama-•¤raya„--the
shelter of the good and virtuous; n•r†-ga‹a--to women; manoh•r†--attractive;
sarva-•r•dhya„--worshipable by everyone; sam”ddhim•n--very rich.
TRANSLATION
" 'K”£‹a is very influential and famous, and He is the object of attachment
for everyone. He is the shelter of the good and the virtuous. He is attractive
to the minds of women, and He is worshiped by everyone. He is very, very rich.
TEXT 76
TEXT
var†y•n †¤vara¤ ceti
gu‹•s tasy•nuk†rtit•„
samudr• iva pa‘c•¤ad
durvig•h• harer am†
SYNONYMS
var†y•n--the best; †¤vara„--the supreme controller; ca--and; iti--thus;
gu‹•„--the transcendental qualities; tasya--of Him; anuk†rtit•„--described;
samudr•„--oceans; iva--like; pa‘c•¤at--fifty; durvig•h•„--difficult to
penetrate fully; hare„--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; am†--all these.
TRANSLATION
" 'K”£‹a is the Supreme, and He is always glorified as the Supreme Lord and
controller. Thus all the previously mentioned transcendental qualities are in
Him. The fifty qualities of the Supreme Personality of Godhead above mentioned
are as deep as an ocean. In other words, they are difficult to fully
comprehend.
TEXT 77
TEXT
j†ve£u ete vasanto 'pi
bindu-bindutay• kvacit
paripãr‹atay• bh•nti
tatraiva puru£ottame
SYNONYMS
j†ve£u--in the living entities; ete--these; vasanta„--are residing; api-though; bindu-bindutay•--with a very minute quantity; kvacit--sometimes;
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paripãr‹atay•--with fullness; bh•nti--are manifest; tatra--in Him; eva-certainly; puru£a-uttame--in the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'These qualities are sometimes very minutely exhibited in living beings,
but they are fully manifest in the Supreme Personality of Godhead.'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (2.1.30). Living entities
are parts and parcels of the Supreme Personality of Godhead. As stated in
Bhagavad-g†t•:
mamaiv•‰¤o j†va-loke
j†va-bhãta„ san•tana„
mana„ £a£àh•n†ndriy•‹i
prak”ti-sth•ni kar£ati
"The living entities in this conditioned world are My eternal, fragmental
parts. Due to conditioned life, they are struggling very hard with the six
senses, which include the mind." (Bg. 15.7)
The qualities of K”£‹a are present in the living entity in minute, atomic
quantities. A small portion of gold is certainly gold, but it cannot be equal
to a gold mine. Similarly, the living entities have all the characteristics of
the Supreme Personality of Godhead in minute quantity, but the living entity
is never equal to the Supreme Personality of Godhead. God is therefore
described as the Supreme Being, and the living entity is described as a j†va.
God is the Supreme Being, the chief of all living beings-eko bahãn•‰ yo
vidadh•ti k•m•n. The M•y•v•d†s maintain that everyone is God, but even if this
philosophy is accepted, no one can maintain that everyone is equal to the
Supreme Godhead. Only unintelligent men maintain that everyone is equal to God
or that everyone is God.
TEXT 78
TEXT
atha pa‘ca-gu‹• ye syur
a‰¤ena giri¤•di£u
SYNONYMS
atha--now(over and above these); pa‘ca-gu‹•„--five qualities; ye--which;
syu„--may exist; a‰¤ena--by part; giri¤a-•di£u--in demigods like Lord ¥iva.
TRANSLATION
" 'Apart from these fifty qualities, there are five other qualities found
in the Supreme Personality of Godhead that are partially present in demigods
like ¥iva.
PURPORT
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This verse and the following seven verses are also found in the Bhaktiras•m”ta-sindhu (2.1.37-44).
TEXTS 79-81
TEXT
sad• svarãpa-sa‰pr•pta„
sarva-j‘o nity-nãtana„
sac-cid-•nanda-s•ndr••ga„
sarva-siddhi-ni£evita„
athocyante gu‹•„ pa‘ca
ye lak£m†¤•di-vartina„
avicintya-mah•-¤akti„
koài-brahm•‹‚a-vigraha„
avat•r•val†-b†ja‰
hat•ri-gati-d•yaka„
•tm•r•ma-ga‹•kar£†ty
am† k”£‹e kil•dbhut•„
SYNONYMS
sad•--always; svarãpa-sa‰pr•pta„--situated in one's eternal nature; sarvaj‘a„--omniscient; nitya-nãtana„--ever-fresh; sat-cit-•nanda-s•ndra-a•ga„--the
concentrated form of eternity, knowledge, bliss; sarva-siddhi-ni£evita„-attended by all mystic perfections; atha--now; ucyante--are said; gu‹•„-qualities; pa‘ca--five; ye--which; lak£m†-†¤a--in the proprietor of the
goddess of fortune; •di--etc.; vartina„--represented; avicintya-inconceivable; mah•-¤akti„--possessing supreme energy; koài-brahm•‹‚a-consisting of innumerable universes; vigraha„--having a body; avat•ra--of
incarnations; •val†--of groups; b†jam--the source; hata-ari--to enemies killed
by Him; gati-d•yaka„--giving liberation; •tm•r•ma-ga‹a--of those fully
satisfied in themselves; •kar£†--attracting; iti--thus; am†--these; k”£‹e--in
K”£‹a; kila--certainly; adbhut•„--very wonderful.
TRANSLATION
" 'These qualities are (1) the Lord is always situated in His original
position, (2) He is omniscient, (3) He is always fresh and youthful, (4) He is
the concentrated form of eternity, knowledge and bliss, and (5) He is the
possessor of all mystic perfection. There are another five qualities, which
exist in the Vaiku‹àha planets in N•r•ya‹a, the Lord of Lak£m†. These
qualities are also present in K”£‹a, but they are not present in demigods like
Lord ¥iva or in other living entities. These are (1) inconceivable supreme
power, (2) generating innumerable universes from the body, (3) being the
original source of all incarnations, (4) bestowing salvation upon enemies
killed, and (5) the ability to attract exalted persons who are satisfied in
themselves. Although these qualities are present in N•r•ya‹a, the dominating
Deity of the Vaiku‹àha planets, they are even more wonderfully present in
K”£‹a.
TEXTS 82-83
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TEXT
sarv•dbhuta-camatk•ral†l•-kallola-v•ridhi„
atulya-madhura-premama‹‚ita-priya-ma‹‚ala„
trijagan-m•nas•kar£imural†-kala-kãjita„
asam•nordhva-rãpa-¤r†vism•pita-car•cara„
SYNONYMS
sarva-adbhuta-camatk•ra--bringing wonder to all; l†l•--of pastimes;
kallola--full of waves; v•ridhi„--an ocean; atulya-madhura-prema--with
incomparable conjugal love; ma‹‚ita--decorated; priya-ma‹‚ala„--with a circle
of favorite personalities; tri-jagat--of three worlds; m•nasa-•kar£i-attracting the minds; mural†--of the flute; kala-kãjita„--the melodious
vibration; asam•na-ãrdhva--unequaled and unsurpassed; rãpa--by beauty; ¤r†-and opulence; vism•pita-cara-acara„--astonishing the moving and nonmoving
living entities.
TRANSLATION
" 'Apart from these sixty transcendental qualities, K”£‹a has an additional
four transcendental qualities, which are not manifest even in the personality
of N•r•ya‹a. These are: (1) K”£‹a is like an ocean filled with waves of
pastimes that evoke wonder within everyone in the three worlds. (2) In His
activities of conjugal love, He is always surrounded by His dear devotees who
possess unequaled love for Him. (3) He attracts the minds of all three worlds
by the melodious vibration of His flute. (4) His personal beauty and opulence
are beyond compare. No one is equal to Him, and no one is greater than Him.
Thus the Personality of Godhead astonishes all living entities, both moving
and nonmoving, within the three worlds. He is so beautiful that He is called
K”£‹a.
PURPORT
M•y•v•d† philosophers, who have a poor fund of knowledge, simply dismiss
the subject by explaining that K”£‹a means black. Not understanding the
qualities of K”£‹a, these atheistic rascals do not accept Him as the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. Although the Lord is described and accepted by great
personalities, •c•ryas and sages, the M•y•v•d†s still do not appreciate Him.
Unfortunately at the present moment human society is so degraded that people
cannot even provide themselves with life's daily necessities, yet they are
captivated by M•y•v•d† philosophers and are being misled. According to
Bhagavad-g†t•, simply by understanding K”£‹a one can get free from the cycle
of birth and death. Tyaktv• deha‰ punar janma naiti m•m eti so 'rjuna.
Unfortunately this great science of K”£‹a consciousness has been impeded by
M•y•v•d† philosophers who are opposed to the personality of K”£‹a. Those who
are preaching this K”£‹a consciousness movement must try to understand K”£‹a
from the statements given in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (The Nectar of
Devotion).
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TEXTS 84-85
TEXT
l†l• prem‹• priy•dhikya‰
m•dhurya‰ ve‹u-rãpayo„
ity as•dh•ra‹a‰ prokta‰
govindasya catu£àayam
eva‰ gu‹•¤ catur-bhed•¤
catu„-£a£àir ud•h”t•„
SYNONYMS
l†l•--pastimes; prem‹•--with transcendental love; priya-•dhikyam--an
abundance of highly elevated devotees; m•dhuryam--sweetness; ve‹u-rãpayo„--of
the flute and the beauty of K”£‹a; iti--thus; as•dh•ra‹am--uncommon; proktam-said; govindasya--of Lord K”£‹a; catu£àayam--four special features; evam-thus; gu‹•„--transcendental qualities; catu„-bhed•„--having four divisions;
catu„-£a£ài„--sixty-four; ud•h”t•„--declared.
TRANSLATION
" 'Above N•r•ya‹a, K”£‹a has four specific transcendental qualities-His
wonderful pastimes, an abundance of wonderful associates who are very dear to
Him [like the gop†s], His wonderful beauty and the wonderful vibration of His
flute. Lord K”£‹a is more exalted than ordinary living beings and demigods
like Lord ¥iva. He is even more exalted than His personal expansion N•r•ya‹a.
In all, the Supreme Personality of Godhead has sixty-four transcendental
qualities in full.'
TEXT 86
TEXT
ananta gu‹a ¤r†-r•dhik•ra, pa‘ci¤a----pradh•na
yei gu‹era 'va¤a' haya k”£‹a bhagav•n
SYNONYMS
ananta gu‹a--unlimited qualities; ¤r†-r•dhik•ra--of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†;
pa‘ci¤a--twenty-five; pradh•na--chief; yei gu‹era--of those qualities; va¤a-under the control; haya--is; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; bhagav•n--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"Similarly, ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† has unlimited transcendental qualities, of
which twenty-five qualities are principal. ¥r† K”£‹a is controlled by these
transcendental qualities of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†.
TEXTS 87-91
TEXT
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atha v”nd•vane¤vary•„
k†rtyante pravar• gu‹•„
madhureya‰ nava-vay•¤
cal•p••gojjvala-smit•
c•ru-saubh•gya-rekh•‚hy•
gandhonm•dita-m•dhav•
sa•g†ta-prasar•bhij‘•
ramya-v•• narma-pa‹‚it•
vin†t• karu‹•-pãr‹•
vidagdh• p•àav•nvit•
lajj•-¤†l• sumary•d•
dhairya-g•mbh†rya-¤•lin†
suvil•s• mah•bh•vaparamotkar£a-tar£i‹†
gokula-prema-vasatir
jagac-chre‹†-lasad-ya¤•„
gurv-arpita-guru-sneh•
sakh†-pra‹ayit•-va¤•
k”£‹a-priy•val†-mukhy•
santat•¤rava-ke¤av•
bahun• ki‰ gu‹•s tasy•„
sa•khy•t†t• harer iva
SYNONYMS
atha--now; v”nd•vana-†¤vary•„--of the Queen of V”nd•vana (¥r† R•dhik•);
k†rtyante--are glorified; pravar•„--chief; gu‹•„--qualities; madhur•--sweet;
iyam--this one (R•dhik•); nava-vay•„--youthful; cala-ap••ga--having restless
eyes; ujjvala-smit•--having a bright smile; c•ru-saubh•gya-rekh•‚hy•-possessing beautiful, auspicious lines on the body; gandha--by the wonderful
fragrance of Her the body; unm•dita-m•dhav•--exciting K”£‹a; sa•g†ta--of
songs; prasara-abhij‘•--knowledgeable in the expansion; ramya-v•k--having
charming speech; narma-pa‹‚it•--learned in joking; vin†t•--humble; karu‹•pãr‹•--full of mercy; vidagdh•--cunning; p•àava-anvit•--expert in performing
Her duties; lajj•-¤†l•--shy; su-mary•d•--respectful; dhairya--calm; g•mbh†rya¤•lin†--and grave; su-vil•s•--playful; mah•-bh•va--of advanced ecstasy;
parama-utkar£a--in the highest excellence; tar£i‹†--desirous; gokula-prema-the love of the residents of Gokula; vasati„--the abode; jagat-¤re‹†--among
the surrendered devotees who are the abodes (•¤raya) of love for K”£‹a; lasat-shining; ya¤•„--whose fame; guru--to the elders; arpita--offered; guru-sneh•-whose great affection; sakh†-pra‹ayit•-va¤•--controlled by the love of her
gop† friends; k”£‹a-priya-•val†--among those who are dear to K”£‹a; mukhy•-the chief; santata--always; •¤rava-ke¤av•„--to whom Lord Ke¤ava is submissive;
bahun• kim--in short; gu‹•„--the qualities; tasy•„--of Her; sa•khy•t†t•„-beyond count; hare„--of Lord K”£‹a; iva--like.
TRANSLATION
" '¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†'s twenty-five chief transcendental qualities are: (1)
She is very sweet. (2) She is always freshly youthful. (3) Her eyes are
restless. (4) She smiles brightly. (5) She has beautiful, auspicious lines.
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(6) She makes K”£‹a happy with Her bodily aroma. (7) She is very expert in
singing. (8) Her speech is charming. (9) She is very expert in joking and
speaking pleasantly. (10) She is very humble and meek. (11) She is always full
of mercy. (12) She is cunning. (13) She is expert in executing Her duties.
(14) She is shy. (15) She is always respectful. (16) She is always calm. (17)
She is always grave. (18) She is expert in enjoying life. (19) She is situated
at the topmost level of ecstatic love. (20) She is the reservoir of loving
affairs in Gokula. (21) She is the most famous of submissive devotees. (22)
She is very affectionate to elderly people. (23) She is very submissive to the
love of Her friends. (24) She is the chief gop†. (25) She always keeps K”£‹a
under Her control. In short, She possesses unlimited transcendental qualities,
just as Lord K”£‹a does.'
PURPORT
These verses are also found in Ujjvala-n†lama‹i, ¥r†-r•dh•-prakara‹a (1115).
TEXT 92
TEXT
n•yaka, n•yik•,----dui rasera '•lambana'
sei dui ¤re£àha,----r•dh•, vrajendra-nandana
SYNONYMS
n•yaka--hero; n•yik•--heroine; dui--two; rasera--of mellows; •lambana--the
basis; sei--those; dui--two; ¤re£àha--chief; r•dh•--¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†;
vrajendra-nandana--and K”£‹a, the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda.
TRANSLATION
"The basis of all transcendental mellows is the hero and the heroine, and
¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and Lord K”£‹a, the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda, are the best.
TEXT 93
TEXT
ei-mata d•sye d•sa, sakhye sakh•-ga‹a
v•tsalye m•t• pit• •¤ray•lambana
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; d•sye--in the transcendental mellow of servitude;
d•sa--servants; sakhye--in the transcendental mellow of friendship; sakh•ga‹a--the friends; v•tsalye--in the transcendental mellow of paternal
affection; m•t• pit•--mother and father; •¤raya-•lambana--the support or
shelter of love as the abode or dwelling place of love.
TRANSLATION
"Just as Lord K”£‹a and ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† are the object and shelter of the
mellow of conjugal love, so, in the mellow of servitorship, K”£‹a, the son of
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Mah•r•ja Nanda, is the object, and servants like Citraka, Raktaka and Patraka
are the shelter. Similarly, in the transcendental mellow of friendship, Lord
K”£‹a is the object, and friends like ¥r†d•m•, Sud•m• and Subala are the
shelter. In the transcendental mellow of paternal affection, K”£‹a is the
object, and mother Ya¤od• and Mah•r•ja Nanda are the shelter.
TEXT 94
TEXT
ei rasa anubhave yaiche bhakta-ga‹a
yaiche rasa haya, ¤una t•h•ra lak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
ei--this; rasa--mellow; anubhave--realize; yaiche--how; bhakta-ga‹a--the
devotees; yaiche--how; rasa--the mellow; haya--appears; ¤una--hear; t•h•ra--of
them; lak£a‹a--the symptoms.
TRANSLATION
"Now hear how the mellows appear and how they are realized by the devotees
on different transcendental platforms.
TEXTS 95-98
TEXT
bhakti-nirdhãta-do£•‹•‰
prasannojjvala-cetas•m
¤r†-bh•gavata-rakt•n•‰
rasik•sa•ga-ra•gi‹•m
j†van†-bhãta-govindap•da-bhakti-sukha-¤riy•m
prem•ntara•ga-bhãt•ni
k”ty•ny ev•nuti£àhat•m
bhakt•n•‰ h”di r•jant†
sa‰sk•ra-yugalojjval•
ratir •nanda-rãpaiva
n†yam•n• tu rasyat•m
k”£‹•dibhir vibh•v•dyair
gatair anubhav•dhvani
prau‚h•nanda¤ camatk•rak•£àh•m •padyate par•m
SYNONYMS
bhakti--by devotional service; nirdhãta-do£•‹•m--whose material
contaminations are washed off; prasanna-ujjvala-cetas•m--whose hearts are
satisfied and clean; ¤r†-bh•gavata-rakt•n•m--who are interested in
understanding the transcendental meaning of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; rasika-•sa•gara•gi‹•m--who live with the devotees and enjoy their transcendental company;
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j†van†-bhãta--has become the life; govinda-p•da--to the lotus feet of Govinda;
bhakti-sukha-¤riy•m--those for whom the opulence of the happiness of
devotional service; prema-antara•ga-bhãt•ni--which are of a confidential
nature in the loving affairs of the devotees and K”£‹a; k”ty•ni--activities;
eva--certainly; anuti£àhat•m--of those performing; bhakt•n•m--of the devotees;
h”di--in the hearts; r•jant†--existing; sa‰sk•ra-yugala--by previous
purificatory methods; ujjval•--expanded; rati„--love; •nanda-rãp•--whose form
is transcendental bliss; eva--certainly; n†yam•n•--being brought; tu--but;
rasyat•m--to tastefulness; k”£‹a-•dibhi„--by K”£‹a and others; vibh•va-•dyai„-by ingredients such as vibh•va; gatai„--gone; anubhava-adhvani--to the path
of perception; prau‚ha-•nanda„--mature bliss; camatk•ra-k•£àh•m--the platform
of wonder; •padyate--arrives at; par•m--the supreme.
TRANSLATION
" 'Those who are completely washed of all material contamination by pure
devotional service, who are always satisfied and brightly enlightened in the
heart, who are always attached to understanding the transcendental meaning of
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, who are always eager to associate with advanced devotees,
whose happiness in the service of the lotus feet of Govinda is their very
life, who always discharge the confidential activities of love-for such
advanced devotees, who are by nature situated in bliss, the seed of love
[rati] is expanded in the heart by previous and current reformatory processes.
Thus the mixture of ecstatic ingredients becomes tasty and, being within the
perception of the devotee, reaches the highest platform of wonder and deep
bliss.'
PURPORT
These verses are also found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (2.1.7-10).
TEXT 99
TEXT
ei rasa-•sv•da n•hi abhaktera ga‹e
k”£‹a-bhakta-ga‹a kare rasa •sv•dane
SYNONYMS
ei--this; rasa-•sv•da--tasting of transcendental mellows; n•hi--not;
abhaktera ga‹e--among nondevotees; k”£‹a-bhakta-ga‹e--the pure devotees of
Lord K”£‹a; kare--do; rasa--these transcendental mellows; •sv•dane--tasting.
TRANSLATION
"The exchange between K”£‹a and different devotees situated in different
transcendental mellows is not to be experienced by nondevotees. Advanced
devotees can understand and appreciate the different varieties of devotional
service reciprocated with the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 100
TEXT
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sarvathaiva durãho 'yam
abhaktair bhagavad-rasa„
tat p•d•mbuja-sarvasvair
bhaktair ev•nurasyate
SYNONYMS
sarvath•--in all respects; eva--certainly; durãha„--difficult to be
understood; ayam--this; abhaktai„--by nondevotees; bhagavat-rasa„--the
transcendental mellow exchanged with the Supreme Personality of Godhead; tat-that; p•da-ambuja-sarvasvai„--whose all in all is the lotus feet; bhaktai„--by
devotees; eva--certainly; anurasyate--are relished.
TRANSLATION
" 'Nondevotees cannot understand the transcendental mellows experienced
between the devotee and the Lord. In all respects, this is very difficult, but
one who has dedicated everything to the lotus feet of K”£‹a can taste the
transcendental mellows.'
PURPORT
This verse is also found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (2.5.131).
TEXT 101
TEXT
sa•k£epe kahilu• ei 'prayojana'-vivara‹a
pa‘cama-puru£•rtha----ei 'k”£‹a-prema'-dhana
SYNONYMS
sa•k£epe kahilu•--briefly I have spoken; ei--this; prayojana-vivara‹a-descriptions of the ultimate achievement; pa‘cama-puru£a-artha--the fifth and
ultimate goal of life; ei--this; k”£‹a-prema-dhana--the treasure of love of
K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"This brief description is an elaboration of the ultimate goal of life.
Indeed, this is the fifth and ultimate goal, which is beyond the platform of
liberation. It is called k”£‹a-prema-dhana, the treasure of love for K”£‹a.
TEXT 102
TEXT
pãrve pray•ge •mi rasera vic•re
tom•ra bh•i rãpe kailu• ¤akti-sa‘c•re
SYNONYMS
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pãrve--previously; pray•ge--in Pray•ga; •mi--I; rasera vic•re--in
consideration of different mellows; tom•ra bh•i--your brother; rãpe--unto Rãpa
Gosv•m†; kailu•--I have done; ¤akti-sa‘c•re--endowment of all power.
TRANSLATION
"Previously I empowered your brother Rãpa Gosv•m† to understand these
mellows. I did this while instructing him at the Da¤•¤vamedha-gh•àa in
Pray•ga.
TEXT 103
TEXT
tumiha kariha bhakti-¤•strera prac•ra
mathur•ya lupta-t†rthera kariha uddh•ra
SYNONYMS
tumiha--you also; kariha--should perform; bhakti-¤•strera prac•ra-propagation of the revealed scriptures of devotional service; mathur•ya--in
Mathur•; lupta-t†rthera--of lost places of pilgrimage; kariha--should make;
uddh•ra--recovery.
TRANSLATION
"O San•tana, you should broadcast the revealed scriptures on devotional
service and excavate the lost places of pilgrimage in the district of Mathur•.
TEXT 104
TEXT
v”nd•vane k”£‹a-sev•, vai£‹ava-•c•ra
bhakti-sm”ti-¤•stra kari' kariha prac•ra
SYNONYMS
v”nd•vane--in V”nd•vana; k”£‹a-sev•--the service of Lord K”£‹a; vai£‹ava•c•ra--behavior of Vai£‹avas; bhakti-sm”ti-¤•stra--the reference books of
devotional service; kari'--compiling; kariha--do; prac•ra--preaching.
TRANSLATION
"Establish devotional service to Lord K”£‹a and R•dh•r•‹† in V”nd•vana. You
should also compile bhakti scripture and preach the bhakti cult from
V”nd•vana."
PURPORT
San•tana Gosv•m† was enjoined (1) to broadcast the revealed scriptures on
devotional service and establish the conclusions of devotional service, (2) to
reestablish lost places of pilgrimage like V”nd•vana and R•dh•-ku‹‚a, (3) to
establish the V”nd•vana method of temple worship and install Deities in
temples (¥r† San•tana Gosv•m† established Madana-mohana temple, and Rãpa
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Gosv•m† established Govindaj† temple.), and (4) to enunciate the behavior of a
Vai£‹ava (as ¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m† did in Hari-bhakti-vil•sa). In this way
San•tana Gosv•m† was empowered to establish the cult of Vai£‹avism. As stated
by ¥r†niv•sa šc•rya:
n•n•-¤•stra-vic•ra‹aika-nipu‹au sad-dharma-sa‰sth•pakau
lok•n•‰ hita-k•ri‹au tribhuvane m•nyau ¤ara‹y•karau
r•dh•-k”£‹a-pad•ravinda-bhajan•nandena matt•likau
vande rãpa-san•tanau raghu-yugau ¤r†-j†va-gop•lakau
"I offer my respectful obeisances unto the six Gosv•m†s, namely ¥r†
San•tana Gosv•m†, ¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m†, ¥r† Raghun•tha Bhaààa Gosv•m†, ¥r†
Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†, ¥r† J†va Gosv•m† and ¥r† Gop•la Bhaààa Gosv•m†, who
are very expert in scrutinizingly studying all the revealed scriptures with
the aim of establishing eternal religious principles for the benefit of all
human beings. Thus they are honored all over the three worlds, and they are
worth taking shelter of because they are absorbed in the mood of the gop†s and
are engaged in the transcendental loving service of R•dh• and K”£‹a."
This K”£‹a consciousness movement continues the tradition of the six
Gosv•m†s, especially ¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m† and ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†. Serious
students of this K”£‹a consciousness movement must understand their great
responsibility to preach the cult of V”nd•vana (devotional service to the
Lord) all over the world. We now have a nice temple in V”nd•vana, and serious
students should take advantage of it. I am very hopeful that some of our
students can take up this responsibility and render the best service to
humanity by educating people in K”£‹a consciousness.
TEXT 105
TEXT
yukta-vair•gya-sthiti saba ¤ikh•ila
¤u£ka-vair•gya-j‘•na saba ni£edhila
SYNONYMS
yukta-vair•gya--of proper renunciation; sthiti--the situation; saba--all;
¤ikh•ila--instructed; ¤u£ka-vair•gya--dry renunciation; j‘•na--speculative
knowledge; saba--all; ni£edhila--forbade.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then told San•tana Gosv•m† about proper
renunciation according to a particular situation, and the Lord forbade dry
renunciation and speculative knowledge in all respects.
PURPORT
This is the technique for understanding ¤u£ka-vair•gya and yukta-vair•gya.
In Bhagavad-g†t• (6.17) it is said:
yukt•h•ra-vih•rasya
yukta-ce£àasya karmasu
yukta-svapn•vabodha¤ya
yogo bhavati du„kha-h•
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"He who is temperate in his habits of eating, sleeping, working and
recreation can mitigate all material pains by practicing the yoga system." To
broadcast the cult of K”£‹a consciousness, one has to learn the possibility of
renunciation in terms of country, time and candidate. A candidate for K”£‹a
consciousness in the Western countries should be taught about the renunciation
of material existence, but one would teach candidates from a country like
India in a different way. The teacher (•c•rya) has to consider time, candidate
and country. He must avoid the principle of niyam•graha-that is, he should not
try to perform the impossible. What is possible in one country may not be
possible in another. The •c•rya's duty is to accept the essence of devotional
service. There may be a little change here and there as far as yukta-vair•gya
(proper renunciation) is concerned. Dry renunciation is forbidden by ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and we have also learned this from our spiritual master,
His Divine Grace Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura Gosv•m† Mah•r•ja. The
essence of devotional service must be taken into consideration, and not the
outward paraphernalia.
San•tana Gosv•m† wrote his Vai£‹ava sm”ti, Hari-bhakti-vil•sa, which was
specifically meant for India. In those days, India was more or less following
the principle of sm•rta-vidhi. ¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m† had to keep pace with
this, and his Hari-bhakti-vil•sa was compiled with this in mind. According to
sm•rta-br•hma‹as, a person not born in a br•hma‹a family could not be elevated
to the position of a br•hma‹a. San•tana Gosv•m†, however, says in Hari-bhaktivil•sa (2.12) that anyone can be elevated to the position of a br•hma‹a by the
process of initiation.
yath• k•‘canat•‰ y•ti
k•‰sya‰ rasa-vidh•nata„
tath• d†k£•-vidh•nena
dvijatva‰ j•yate n”‹•m
There is a difference between the sm•rta process and the gosv•m† process.
According to the sm•rta process, one cannot be accepted as a br•hma‹a unless
he is born in a br•hma‹a family. According to the gosv•m† process, the Haribhakti-vil•sa and the N•rada-pa‘car•tra, anyone can be a br•hma‹a if he is
properly initiated by a bona fide spiritual master. This is also the verdict
of ¥ukadeva Gosv•m† in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.4.18):
kir•ta-hã‹•ndhra-pulinda-pulka¤•
•bh†ra-¤umbh• yavan•„ khas•daya„
ye 'nye ca p•p• yad-ap•¤ray•¤ray•„
¤udhyanti tasmai prabhavi£‹ave nama„
A Vai£‹ava is immediately purified, provided he follows the rules and
regulations of his bona fide spiritual master. It is not necessary that the
rules and regulations followed in India be exactly the same as those in
Europe, America and other Western countries. Simply imitating without effect
is called niyam•graha. Not following the regulative principles but instead
living extravagantly is also called niyam•graha. The word niyama means
"regulative principles," and •graha means "eagerness." The word agraha means
"not to accept." We should not follow regulative principles without an effect,
nor should we fail to accept the regulative principles. What is required is a
special technique according to country, time and candidate. Without the
sanction of the spiritual master, we should not try to imitate. This principle
is recommended here: ¤u£ka-vair•gya-j‘•na saba ni£edhila. This is ¥r† Caitanya
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Mah•prabhu's liberal demonstration of the bhakti cult. We should not introduce
anything whimsically, without the sanction of the bona fide spiritual master.
In this connection, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura comments on these
points by quoting two verses by ¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m† (Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu
1.2.255-256).
an•saktasya vi£ay•n
yath•rham upayu‘jata„
nirbandha„ k”£‹a-sambandhe
yukta‰ vair•gyam ucyate
pr•pa‘cikatay• buddhy•
hari-sambandhi-vastuna„
mumuk£ubhi„ parity•go
vair•gya‰ phalgu kathyate
"When one is not attached to anything but at the same time accepts
everything in relation to K”£‹a, one is rightly situated above possessiveness.
On the other hand, one who rejects everything without knowledge of its
relationship to K”£‹a is not as complete in his renunciation." To preach the
bhakti cult, one should seriously consider these verses.
TEXTS 106-107
TEXT
adve£à• sarva-bhãt•n•‰
maitra„ karu‹a eva ca
nirmamo niraha•k•ra„
sama-du„kha-sukha„ k£am†
santu£àa„ satata‰ yog†
yat•tm• d”‚ha-ni¤caya„
mayy arpita-mano-buddhir
yo mad-bhakta„ sa me priya„
SYNONYMS
adve£à•--not envious or jealous; sarva-bhãt•n•m--to all living entities in
all parts of the world; maitra„--friendly; karu‹a„--compassionate; eva-certainly; ca--and; nirmama„--with no sense of proprietorship; niraha•k•ra„-without pride (without considering oneself a great preacher); sama-du„khasukha„--equal in distress and happiness (peaceful); k£am†--tolerant to
offenses created by others; santu£àa„--satisfied; satatam--continuously; yog†-engaged in bhakti-yoga; yata-•tm•--having controlled the senses and mind;
d”‚ha-ni¤caya„--having firm confidence and determination; mayi--unto Me;
arpita--dedicated; mana„-buddhi„--mind and intelligence; ya„--who; matbhakta„--My devotee; sa„--that person; me--My; priya„--dear.
TRANSLATION
" 'One who is not envious but who is a kind friend to all living entities,
who does not think himself a proprietor, who is free from false ego, equal in
both happiness and distress, always satisfied, forgiving and self-controlled,
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who is engaged in devotional service with determination and whose mind and
intelligence are dedicated to Me-he is very dear to Me.
PURPORT
One should not be jealous of members of other castes or nations. It is not
that only Indians or br•hma‹as can become Vai£‹avas. Anyone can become a
Vai£‹ava. Therefore one should recognize that the bhakti cult must be spread
all over the world. That is real adve£à•. Moreover, the word maitra„,
friendly, indicates that one who is able to preach the bhakti cult all over
the world should be equally friendly to everyone. These two and the following
six verses were spoken by ¥r† K”£‹a in Bhagavad-g†t• (12.13-20).
TEXT 108
TEXT
yasm•n nodvijate loko
lok•n nodvijate tu ya„
har£•mar£a-bhayodvegair
mukto ya„ sa ca me priya„
SYNONYMS
yasm•t--from whom; na--not; udvijate--is agitated by fear or lamentation;
loka„--the people in general; lok•t--from the people; na--not; udvijate--is
agitated; tu--but; ya„--who; har£a--jubilation; amar£a--anger; bhaya--fear;
udvegai„--and from anxiety; mukta„--liberated; ya„--anyone who; sa„--he; ca-also; me priya„--My very dear devotee.
TRANSLATION
" 'He for whom no one is put into difficulty and who is not disturbed by
anxiety, who is liberated from jubilation, anger, fear and anxiety, is very
dear to Me.
TEXT 109
TEXT
anapek£a„ ¤ucir dak£a
ud•s†no gata-vyatha„
sarv•rambha-parity•g†
yo me bhakta„ sa me priya„
SYNONYMS
anapek£a„--indifferent; ¤uci„--clean; dak£a„--expert in executing
devotional service; ud•s†na„--without affection for anything material; gatavyatha„--liberated from all material distress; sarva-•rambha--all kinds of
endeavor; parity•g†--completely rejecting; ya„--anyone who; me--My; bhakta„-devotee; sa„--he; me priya„--very dear to Me.
TRANSLATION
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" 'A devotee who is not dependent on others but dependent solely on Me, who
is clean inwardly and outwardly, who is expert, indifferent to material
things, without cares, free from all pains, and who rejects all pious and
impious activities, is very dear to Me.
PURPORT
The word anapek£a„ means that one should not be concerned with mundane
people and should not depend upon them. One should depend solely on the
Supreme Personality of Godhead and be free from material desires. One should
also be clean, within and without. To be outwardly clean, one should regularly
bathe with soap and oil, and to be inwardly clean one should always be
absorbed in thoughts of K”£‹a. The words sarv•rambha-parity•g† indicate that
one should not be interested in the so-called sm•rta-vidhi of pious and
impious activities.
TEXT 110
TEXT
yo na h”syati na dve£ài
na ¤ocati na k••k£ati
¤ubh•¤ubha-parity•g†
bhaktim•n ya„ sa me priya„
SYNONYMS
ya„--he who; na h”£yati--is not jubilant (upon getting something
favorable); na dve£ài--does not hate (being artificially influenced by
something unfavorable); na--not; ¤ocati--laments; na--not; k••k£ati--desires;
¤ubha-a¤ubha--the materially auspicious and inauspicious; parity•g†-completely rejecting; bhakti-m•n--possessing devotion; ya„--anyone who; sa„-that person; me priya„--very dear to Me.
TRANSLATION
«One who neither rejoices nor hates, who neither laments nor desires, who
renounces both auspicious and inauspicious things and who is devoted to Me is
very dear to Me.
TEXTS 111-112
TEXT
sama„ ¤atrau ca mitre ca
tath• m•n•pam•nayo„
¤†to£‹a-sukha-du„khe£u
sama„ sa•ga-vivarjita„
tulya-nind•-stutir maun†
santu£ào yena kenacit
aniketa„ sthira-matir
bhaktim•n me priyo nara„
SYNONYMS
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sama„--equal; ¤atrau--to the enemy; ca--also; mitre--to the friend; ca-and; tath•--similarly; m•na-apam•nayo„--in honor and dishonor; ¤†ta--in
winter; u£‹a--and in scorching heat; sukha--in happiness; du„khe£u--and in
distress; sama„--equipoised; sa•ga-vivarjita„--without affection; tulya-equal; nind•--blasphemy; stuti„--and praise; maun†--grave; santu£àa„--always
satisfied; yena kenacit--by whatever comes; aniketa„--without attachment for a
residence; sthira--steady; mati„--minded; bhaktim•n--devotee; me--My; priya„-dear; nara„--a person.
TRANSLATION
" 'One who is equal to friends and enemies, who is equipoised in honor and
dishonor, heat and cold, happiness and distress, fame and infamy, who is
always free from contamination, always grave and satisfied with anything, who
doesn't care for any residence, and who is fixed in devotional service, is
very dear to Me.
TEXT 113
TEXT
ye tu dharm•m”tam ida‰
yathokta‰ paryup•sate
¤raddadh•n• mat-param•
bhakt•s te 't†va me priy•„
SYNONYMS
ye--the devotees who; tu--but; dharma-am”tam--eternal religious principle
of K”£‹a consciousness; idam--this; yath•-uktam--as mentioned above;
paryup•sate--worship; ¤raddadh•n•„--having faith and devotion; mat-param•„-accepting Me as the Supreme or the ultimate goal of life; bhakt•„--such
devotees; te--they; at†va--very much; me--My; priy•„--dear.
TRANSLATION
" 'He who thus follows this imperishable religious principle of K”£‹a
consciousness with great faith and devotion, fully accepting Me as the supreme
goal, is very, very dear to Me.'
TEXT 114
TEXT
c†r•‹i ki‰ pathi na santi di¤anti bhik£•‰
naiv••ghri-p•„ parabh”ta„ sarito 'py a¤u£yan
ruddh• guh•„ kim ajito 'vati nopasann•n
kasm•d bhajanti kavayo dhana-durmad•ndh•n
SYNONYMS
c†r•‹i--torn old clothes; kim--whether; pathi--on the path; na--not; santi-are; di¤anti--give; bhik£•m--alms; na--not; eva--certainly; a•ghri-p•„--the
trees; parabh”ta„--maintainers of others; sarita„--rivers; api--also; a¤u£yan2342

-have dried up; ruddh•„--closed; guh•„--caves; kim--whether; ajita„--the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, who is unconquerable; avati--protects; na-not; upasann•n--the surrendered; kasm•t--for what reason, therefore; bhajanti-flatter; kavaya„--the devotees; dhana-durmada-andh•n--persons who are puffed
up with material possessions.
TRANSLATION
" 'Are there no torn clothes lying on the common road? Do the trees, which
exist for maintaining others, no longer give alms in charity? Do the rivers,
being dried up, no longer supply water to the thirsty? Are the caves of the
mountains now closed, or, above all, does the unconquerable Supreme
Personality of Godhead not protect the fully surrendered souls? Why then
should learned persons like devotees go to flatter those who are intoxicated
by hard-earned wealth?' "
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.2.5). In this verse, ¥ukadeva
Gosv•m† advises Mah•r•ja Par†k£it that a devotee should be independent in all
circumstances. The body can be maintained with no problem if one follows the
instructions given in this verse. To maintain the body, we require shelter,
food, water and clothing, and all these necessities can be obtained without
approaching puffed-up rich men. One can collect old garments that have been
thrown out, one can eat fruits offered by the trees, one can drink water from
the rivers, and one can live within the caves of mountains. By nature's
arrangements, shelter, clothing and food are supplied to the devotee who is
completely surrendered to the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Such a devotee
does not need a puffed-up materialistic person to maintain him. In other
words, devotional service can be discharged in any condition. This is the
version of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.2.6).
sa vai pu‰s•‰ paro dharmo
yato bhaktir adhok£aje
ahaituky apratihat•
yay•tm• supras†dati
"The supreme occupation [dharma] for all humanity is that by which men can
attain to loving devotional service unto the transcendent Lord. Such
devotional service must be unmotivated and uninterrupted in order to
completely satisfy the self." This verse explains that devotional service
cannot be checked by any material condition.
TEXT 115
TEXT
tabe san•tana saba siddh•nta puchil•
bh•gavata-siddh•nta gã‚ha sakali kahil•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†; saba--all; siddh•nta-conclusive statements; puchil•--inquired about; bh•gavata-siddh•nta--the
conclusive statements about devotional service mentioned in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam;
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gã‚ha--very confidential; sakali--all; kahil•--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
described.
TRANSLATION
Thus San•tana Gosv•m† inquired from ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu about all the
conclusive statements concerning devotional service, and the Lord very vividly
explained all the confidential meanings of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
TEXT 116
TEXT
hari-va‰¤e kahiy•che goloke nitya-sthiti
indra •si' karila yabe ¤r†-k”£‹ere stuti
SYNONYMS
hari-va‰¤e--the revealed scripture known as Hari-va‰¤a; kahiy•che--has told
of; goloke--on the planet called Goloka; nitya-sthiti--the eternal situation;
indra--King Indra of the heavenly planet; •si'--coming; karila--offered; yabe-when; ¤r†-k”£‹ere stuti--prayers to Lord ¥r† K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
In the revealed scripture Hari-va‰¤a, there is a description of Goloka
V”nd•vana, the planet where Lord ¥r† K”£‹a eternally resides. This information
was given by King Indra when he surrendered to K”£‹a and offered prayers after
K”£‹a had raised Govardhana Hill.
PURPORT
In the Vedic scripture Hari-va‰¤a (Vi£‹u-parva, Chapter Nineteen), there is
the following description of Goloka V”nd•vana:
manu£ya-lok•d ãrdhva‰ tu
khag•n•‰ gatir ucyate
•k•¤asyopari rarir
dv•ra‰ svargasya bh•num•n
svarg•d ãrdhva‰ brahma-loko
brahmar£i-ga‹a-sevita„
tatra soma-gati¤ caiva
jyoti£•‰ ca mah•tman•m
tasyopari gav•‰ loka„
s•dhy•s ta‰ p•layanti hi
sa hi sarva-gata„ k”£‹a„
mah•-k•¤agato mah•n
uparyupari tatr•pi
gatis tava tapomay†
y•‰ na vidmo vaya‰ sarve
p”cchanto 'pi pit•m aham
gati„ ¤ama-dam•ày•n•‰
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svarga„ su-k”ta-karma‹•m
br•hmye tapasi yukt•n•‰
brahma-loka„ par• gati„
gav•m eva tu goloko
dur•roh• hi s• gati„
sa tu lokas tvay• k”£‹a
s†dam•na„ k”t•tman•
dh”to dh”timat• v†ra
nighnatopadrav•n gav•m
When the King of heaven, Indra, surrendered to K”£‹a after K”£‹a raised
Govardhana Hill, Lord Indra stated that above the planetary systems wherein
human beings reside is the sky, where birds fly. Above the sky is the sun and
its orbit. This is the entrance to the heavenly planets. Above the heavenly
planets are other planets, up to Brahmaloka, where those advancing in
spiritual knowledge reside. The planets up to Brahmaloka are part of the
material world (Dev†-dh•ma). Because the material world is under the control
of Dev†, Durg•, it is called Dev†-dh•ma. Above Dev†-dh•ma is a place where
Lord ¥iva and his wife Um• reside. Those brightened by spiritual knowledge and
liberated from material contamination reside in that ¥ivaloka. Beyond that
planetary system is the spiritual world, where there are planets called
Vaiku‹àha-lokas. Goloka V”nd•vana is situated above all the Vaiku‹àha-lokas.
Goloka V”nd•vana is the kingdom of ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹† and the parents of K”£‹a,
Mah•r•ja Nanda and mother Ya¤od•. In this way there are various planetary
systems, and they are all creations of the Supreme Lord. As stated in the
Brahma-sa‰hit•:
goloka-n•mni nija-dh•mni tale ca tasya
dev†-mahe¤a-hari-dh•masu te£u te£u
te te prabh•va-nicay• vihit•¤ ca yena
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
Thus Goloka V”nd•vana-dh•ma is situated above the Vaiku‹àha planets. The
spiritual sky containing all the Vaiku‹àha planets is very small compared to
Goloka V”nd•vana-dh•ma. The space occupied by Goloka V”nd•vana-dh•ma is called
mah•k•¤a, or "the greatest sky of all." Lord Indra said, "We asked Lord Brahm•
about Your eternal planet, but we could not understand it. Those fruitive
actors who have controlled their senses and mind with pious activities can be
elevated to the heavenly planets. Pure devotees who are always engaged in Lord
N•r•ya‹a's service are promoted to the Vaiku‹àhalokas. However, my Lord K”£‹a,
Your Goloka V”nd•vana-dh•ma is very difficult to attain. Yet both You and that
supreme planetary system have descended here upon this earth. Unfortunately, I
have disturbed You by my misdeeds, and that was due to my foolishness. I am
therefore trying to satisfy You by my prayers."
¥r† N†laka‹àha confirms the existence of Goloka V”nd•vana-dh•ma by quoting
the ™g-sa‰hit• (™g Veda 1.21.154.6):
t• v•‰ v•stãnyu¤masi gamadhyai
yatra g•vo bhãri-¤”•g• ay•sa„
atr•ha tad urug•yasya k”£‹a„
parama‰ padam avabh•ti bhãri
"We wish to go to Your [R•dh•'s and K”£‹a's] beautiful houses, about which
cows with large, excellent horns are wandering. Yet distinctly shining on this
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earth is that supreme abode of Yours that showers joy on all, O Urug•ya
[K”£‹a, who is much praised]."
TEXTS 117-118
TEXT
mau£ala-l†l•, •ra k”£‹a-antardh•na
ke¤•vat•ra, •ra yata viruddha vy•khy•na
mahi£†-hara‹a •di, saba----m•y•maya
vy•khy• ¤ikh•ila yaiche susiddh•nta haya
SYNONYMS
mau£ala-l†l•--the pastimes of destroying the Yadu dynasty; •ra--also;
k”£‹a-antardh•na--the disappearance of K”£‹a; ke¤a-avat•ra--the incarnation of
the hairs; •ra--also; yata--all; viruddha vy•khy•na--statements against the
K”£‹a conscious conclusions; mahi£†-hara‹a--kidnapping of the queens; •di--and
so on; saba--all; m•y•-maya--made of the external energy; vy•khy•-explanations (countering the attack of the asuras); ¤ikh•ila--instructed;
yaiche--which; su-siddh•nta--proper conclusions; haya--are.
TRANSLATION
Illusory stories opposed to the conclusions of K”£‹a consciousness concern
the destruction of the Yadu dynasty, K”£‹a's disappearance, the story that
K”£‹a and Balar•ma arise from a black hair and a white hair of K£†rodaka¤•y†
Vi£‹u, and the story about the kidnapping of the queens. ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu explained to San•tana Gosv•m† the proper conclusions of these
stories.
PURPORT
Due to envy, many asuras describe K”£‹a to be like a black crow or an
incarnation of a hair. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu told San•tana Gosv•m† how to
counteract all these asuric explanations of K”£‹a. The word k•ka means crow,
and ke¤a means hair. The asuras describe K”£‹a as an incarnation of a crow, an
incarnation of a ¤ãdra (a blackish tribe) and an incarnation of a hair, not
knowing that the word ke¤a means ka-†¤a and that ka means Lord Brahm• and †¤a
means Lord. Thus K”£‹a is the Lord of Lord Brahm•.
Some of Lord K”£‹a's pastimes are mentioned in the Mah•bh•rata as mau£alal†l•. These include the stories of the destruction of the Yadu dynasty,
K”£‹a's disappearance, His being pierced by a hunter's arrow, the story of
K”£‹a's being an incarnation of a piece of hair (ke¤a-avat•ra) as well as
mahi£†-hara‹a, the kidnapping of K”£‹a's queens. Actually these are not
factual but are related for the bewilderment of the asuras who want to prove
that K”£‹a is an ordinary human being. They are false in the sense that these
pastimes are not eternal, nor are they transcendental or spiritual. There are
many people who are by nature averse to the supremacy of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, Vi£‹u. Such people are called asuras. They have
mistaken ideas about K”£‹a. As stated in Bhagavad-g†t•, the asuras are given a
chance to forget K”£‹a more and more, birth after birth. Thus they make their
appearance in a family of asuras and continue this process, being kept in
bewilderment about K”£‹a. Asuras in the dress of sanny•s†s even explain
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Bhagavad-g†t• and ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam in different ways according to their own
imaginations. Thus they continue to remain asuras birth after birth.
As far as the ke¤a-avat•ra (incarnation of hair) is concerned, it is
mentioned in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.7.26). The Vi£‹u Pur•‹a also states:
ujjah•r•tmana„ ke¤au sita-k”£‹au mah•-bala.
Similarly, in the Mah•bh•rata:
sa c•pi ke¤au harir uccakarta
eka‰ ¤uklam aparam c•pi k”£‹am
tau c•pi ke¤•v•v i¤at•‰ yadãn•‰
kule striyau rohi‹†‰ devak†‰ ca
tayor eko balabhadro babhãva
yo 'sau ¤vetas tasya devasya ke¤a„
k”£‹o dvit†ya„ ke¤ava„ sa‰babhãva
ke¤a„ yo 'sau var‹ata„ k”£‹a ukta„
Thus in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, Vi£‹u Pur•‹a and Mah•bh•rata there are
references to K”£‹a and Balar•ma being incarnations of a black hair and a
white hair. It is stated that Lord Vi£‹u snatched two hairs-one white and one
black-from His head. These two hairs entered the wombs of Rohi‹† and Devak†,
members of the Yadu dynasty. Balar•ma was born from Rohi‹†, and K”£‹a was born
of Devak†. Thus Balar•ma appeared from the first hair, and K”£‹a appeared from
the second hair. It was also foretold that all the asuras, who are enemies of
the demigods, would be cut down by Lord Vi£‹u by His white and black plenary
expansions and that the Supreme Personality of Godhead would appear and
perform wonderful activities. In this connection, one should see Laghubh•gavat•m”ta, the chapter called K”£‹•m”ta, verses 156-164. ¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m† has refuted this argument about the hair incarnation, and his
refutation is supported by ¥r† Baladeva Vidy•bhã£a‹a's commentaries. This
matter is further discussed in the K”£‹a-sandarbha (29) and in the commentary
known as Sarva-sa‰v•din†, by ¥r†la J†va Gosv•m†.
TEXT 119
TEXT
tabe san•tana prabhura cara‹e dhariy•
nivedana kare dante t”‹a-guccha la‘•
SYNONYMS
tabe--at that time; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; cara‹e dhariy•--catching the lotus feet; nivedana kare--submits a
petition; dante--in the teeth; t”‹a-guccha--a bunch of straw; la‘•--taking.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† then humbly accepted his position as lower than a piece of
straw, and, symbolically holding some straw in his mouth, he fell down,
clasped the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and submitted the following
petition.
TEXT 120
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TEXT
"n†ca-j•ti, n†ca-sev†, mu‘i----sup•mara
siddh•nta ¤ikh•il•,----yei brahm•ra agocara
SYNONYMS
n†ca-j•ti--lower class; n†ca-sev†--servant of lowborn people; mu‘i--I;
sup•mara--very,very fallen; siddh•nta ¤ikh•il•--You have taught the topmost
conclusions in detail; yei--which; brahm•ra--of Brahm•; agocara--beyond the
reach.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† said, "My dear Lord, I am a very lowborn person. Indeed, I
am a servant to lowborn people; therefore I am very, very downtrodden.
Nonetheless, You have taught me conclusions unknown even to Lord Brahm•.
TEXT 121
TEXT
tumi ye kahil•, ei siddh•nt•m”ta-sindhu
mora mana chu•ite n•re ih•ra eka-bindu
SYNONYMS
tumi ye--You; kahil•--have spoken; ei--this; siddh•nta-am”ta-sindhu--the
ocean of the ambrosia of conclusive truth; mora mana--my mind; chu•ite--to
touch; n•re--is not able; ih•ra--of it; eka-bindu--even a drop.
TRANSLATION
"The conclusions that You have told me are the ocean of the ambrosia of
truth. My mind is unable to approach even a drop of that ocean.
TEXT 122
TEXT
pa•gu n•c•ite yadi haya tom•ra mana
vara deha' mora m•the dhariy• cara‹a
SYNONYMS
pa•gu--lame man; n•c•ite--to make dance; yadi--if; haya--it is; tom•ra
mana--Your mind; vara--a benediction; deha'--kindly give; mora m•the--on my
head; dhariy•--holding; cara‹a--Your lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
"If You want to make a lame man like me dance, kindly bestow Your
transcendental blessings by keeping Your lotus feet on my head.
TEXT 123
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TEXT
'mu‘i ye ¤ikh•lu• tore sphuruka sakala'
ei tom•ra vara haite habe mora bala"
SYNONYMS
mu‘i--I; ye--whatever; ¤ikh•lu•--have instructed; tore--unto you; sphuruka
sakala--let it be manifested; ei--this; tom•ra vara--Your benediction; haite-from; habe--there will be; mora bala--my strength.
TRANSLATION
"Now, will You please tell me, 'Let whatever I have instructed all be fully
manifest unto you.' By benedicting me in this way, You will give me strength
to describe all this."
TEXT 124
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu t••ra ¤ire dhari' kare
vara dil•'----ei saba sphuruka tom•re'
SYNONYMS
tabe--after that; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••ra--of San•tana
Gosv•m†; ¤ire--on the head; dhari'--holding; kare--by the hand; vara dil•-gave the benediction; ei saba--all this; sphuruka tom•re--let it be manifested
to you properly.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then placed His hand on San•tana Gosv•m†'s head and
benedicted him, saying, "Let all these instructions be manifest to you."
TEXT 125
TEXT
sa•k£epe kahilu•----'prema'-prayojana-sa‰v•da
vist•ri' kahana n• y•ya prabhura pras•da
SYNONYMS
sa•k£epe--briefly; kahilu•--I have described; prema-prayojana-sa‰v•da--the
discussion of the ultimate goal of life, love of Godhead; vist•ri'-expansively; kahana--describing; n• y•ya--not possible; prabhura pras•da--the
benediction of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
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Thus I have briefly described a discussion of the ultimate goal of life,
love of Godhead. The mercy of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu cannot be described
expansively.
TEXT 126
TEXT
prabhura upade¤•m”ta ¤une yei jana
acir•t milaye t••re k”£‹a-prema-dhana
SYNONYMS
prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; upade¤a-am”ta--the nectar of the
instructions; ¤une--hears; yei jana--anyone who; acir•t--without delay;
milaye--meets; t••re--him; k”£‹a-prema-dhana--the treasure of love of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
Whoever hears these instructions given to San•tana Gosv•m† by the Lord
comes very soon to realize love of God, K”£‹a.
TEXT 127
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Twenty-third Chapter, describing love of Godhead.
Chapter 24
The Sixty-One Explanations of the štm•r•ma Verse
The following summary of this chapter is given by ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda
áh•kura in his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya. According to ¥r† San•tana Gosv•m†'s
request, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu explained the well-known ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
verse beginning •tm•r•m•¤ ca munayo. He explained this verse in sixty-one
different ways. He analyzed all the words and described each word with its
different connotations. Adding the words ca and api, He described all the
different meanings of the verse. He then concluded that all classes of
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transcendentalists (j‘•n†s, karm†s, yog†s) utilize this verse according to
their own interpretation, but if they gave up this process and surrendered to
K”£‹a, as indicated by the verse itself, they would be able to comprehend the
real meaning of the verse. In this regard, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu narrated a
story about how the great sage N•rada converted a hunter into a great
Vai£‹ava, and how this was appreciated by N•rada's friend Parvata Muni.
San•tana Gosv•m† then offered a prayer to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu explained the glory of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. After this, the
Lord gave San•tana Gosv•m† a synopsis of Hari-bhakti-vil•sa, which San•tana
Gosv•m† later developed into the guiding principle of all Vai£‹avas.
TEXT 1
TEXT
•tm•r•meti pady•rkasy•rth•‰¤ãn ya„ prak•¤ayan
jagat-tamo jah•r•vy•t
sa caitanyoday•cala„
SYNONYMS
•tm•r•ma-iti--beginning with the word •tm•r•ma; padya--verse; arkasya--of
the sunlike; artha-a‰¤ãn--the shining rays of different meanings; ya„--who;
prak•¤ayan--manifesting; jagat-tama„--the darkness of the material world;
jah•ra--eradicated; avy•t--may protect; sa„--He; caitanya-udaya-acala„--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who is like the eastern horizon, where the sun rises.
TRANSLATION
May ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu be glorified. It was He who acted as the
eastern horizon where the sun of the •tm•r•ma verse rises and manifests its
rays in the form of different meanings and thus eradicates the darkness of the
material world. May He protect the universe.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†-caitanya jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
jaya jaya--all glories; ¤r†-caitanya--to Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jaya-all glories; nity•nanda--to Lord Nity•nanda; jaya--all glories; advaitacandra--to Advaita šc•rya; jaya--all glories; gaura-bhakta-v”nda--to all the
devotees of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All glories to Lord Caitanya! All glories to Lord Nity•nanda! All glories
to Advaitacandra! And all glories to all the devotees of Lord Caitanya!
TEXT 3
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TEXT
tabe san•tana prabhura cara‹e dhariy•
punarapi kahe kichu vinaya kariy•
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†; prabhura cara‹e dhariy•-catching the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; punarapi--again; kahe-says; kichu--something; vinaya kariy•--with great humility.
TRANSLATION
Thereafter, San•tana Gosv•m† clasped the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and humbly submitted the following petition.
TEXT 4
TEXT
'pãrve ¤uniy•cho•, tumi s•rvabhauma-sth•ne
eka ¤loke •àh•ra artha kair•cha vy•khy•ne
SYNONYMS
pãrve--formerly; ¤uniy•cho•--I heard; tumi--You; s•rvabhauma-sth•ne--at the
place of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; eka ¤loke--in one verse; •àh•ra artha-eighteen meanings; kair•cha vy•khy•ne--have explained.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† said, "My Lord, I have heard that previously, at the home
of S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, You explained the •tm•r•ma verse in eighteen
different ways.
TEXT 5
TEXT
•tm•r•m•¤ ca munayo
nirgranth• apy urukrame
kurvanty ahaituk†‰ bhaktim
ittham-bhãta-gu‹o hari„
SYNONYMS
•tma-•r•m•„--persons who take pleasure in being transcendentally situated
in the service of the Lord; ca--also; munaya„--great saintly persons who have
completely rejected material aspirations, fruitive activities and so forth;
nirgranth•„--without interest in any material desire; api--certainly;
urukrame--unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, whose activities are
wonderful; kurvanti--do; ahaituk†m--causeless, or without material desires;
bhaktim--devotional service; ittham-bhãta--so wonderful as to attract the
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attention of the self-satisfied; gu‹a„--who has transcendental qualities;
hari„--the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'Those who are self-satisfied and unattracted by external material
desires are also attracted to the loving service of ¥r† K”£‹a, whose qualities
are transcendental and whose activities are wonderful. Hari, the Personality
of Godhead, is called K”£‹a because He has such transcendentally attractive
features.'
PURPORT
This is the famous •tm•r•ma verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.7.10).
TEXT 6
TEXT
•¤carya ¤uniy• mora utka‹àhita mana
k”p• kari' kaha yadi, ju‚•ya ¤rava‹a'
SYNONYMS
•¤carya--wonderful; ¤uniy•--hearing; mora--my; utka‹àhita--desirous; mana-mind; k”p• kari'--showing Your causeless mercy; kaha yadi--if You speak;
ju‚•ya--pleases; ¤rava‹a--the ear.
TRANSLATION
"I have heard this wonderful story and am therefore very inquisitive to
hear it again. If You would kindly repeat it, I would be very pleased to
hear."
TEXT 7
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"•mi v•tula, •m•ra vacane
s•rvabhauma v•tula t•h• satya kari' m•ne
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; •mi--I; v•tula--a madman; •m•ra
vacane--in My words; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya; v•tula--another
madman; t•h•--that (My explanation); satya kari' m•ne--took as truth.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "I am one madman, and S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya is another. Therefore he took My words to be the truth.
TEXT 8
TEXT
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kib• pral•pil••a, kichu n•hika smara‹e
tom•ra sa•ga-bale yadi kichu haya mane
SYNONYMS
kib•--what; pral•pil••a--I have said; kichu--anything; n•hika--there is
not; smara‹e--in memory; tom•ra--of you; sa•ga-bale--by the strength of
association; yadi--if; kichu--something; haya--there is; mane--in My mind.
TRANSLATION
"I do not recall what I spoke in that connection, but if something comes to
My mind due to association with you, I shall explain it.
TEXT 9
TEXT
sahaje •m•ra kichu artha n•hi bh•se
tom•-sab•ra sa•ga-bale ye kichu prak•¤e
SYNONYMS
sahaje--generally; •m•ra--My; kichu--any; artha--meaning; n•hi bh•se--does
not manifest; tom•-sab•ra sa•ga-bale--by the strength of your association; ye-which; kichu--something; prak•¤e--manifests.
TRANSLATION
"Generally by Myself I cannot give an explanation, but by the strength of
your association something may manifest itself.
TEXT 10
TEXT
ek•da¤a pada ei ¤loke sunirmala
p”thak n•n• artha pade kare jhalamala
SYNONYMS
ek•da¤a pada--eleven words; ei--this; ¤loke--in the verse; su-nirmala--very
clear; p”thak--separately; n•n•--various; artha--meanings; pade--in each word;
kare jhalamala--are glittering.
TRANSLATION
"There are eleven clear words in this verse, but when they are studied
separately, various meanings glitter from each word.
PURPORT
The eleven separate words are (1) •tm•r•m•„, (2) ca, (3) munaya„, (4)
nirgranth•„, (5) api, (6) urukrame, (7) kurvanti, (8) ahaituk†m, (9) bhaktim,
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(10) ittham-bhãta-gu‹a„, and (11) hari„. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu will explain
the different connotations and imports of these words.
TEXT 11
TEXT
'•tm•'-¤abde brahma, deha, mana, yatna, dh”ti
buddhi, svabh•va,----ei s•ta artha-pr•pti
SYNONYMS
•tm•-¤abde--by the word •tm•; brahma--the Absolute Truth; deha--the body;
mana--the mind; yatna--endeavor; dh”ti--firmness; buddhi--intelligence; svabh•va--nature; ei s•ta--these seven; artha-pr•pti--obtainment of meanings.
TRANSLATION
"The seven different meanings of the word •tm• are the Absolute Truth, the
body, the mind, endeavor, firmness, intelligence and nature.
TEXT 12
TEXT
"•tm• deha-mano-brahma-svabh•va-dh”ti-buddhi£u
prayatne ca" iti
xxx
SYNONYMS
•tm•--the word •tm•; deha--the body; mana„--the mind; brahma--the Absolute
Truth; sva-bh•va--nature; dh”ti--firmness; buddhi£u--in the sense of
intelligence; prayatne--in endeavor; ca--and; iti--thus.
TRANSLATION
" 'The following are synonyms of the word •tm•: the body, mind, Absolute
Truth, natural characteristics, firmness, intelligence and endeavor.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Vi¤va-prak•¤a dictionary.
TEXT 13
TEXT
ei s•te rame yei, sei •tm•r•ma-ga‹a
•tm•r•ma-ga‹era •ge kariba ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
ei s•te--in these seven items; rame--enjoy; yei--those who; sei--they;
•tm•r•ma-ga‹a--•tm•r•mas; •tm•r•ma-ga‹era--of the •tm•r•mas; •ge--later;
kariba ga‹ana--shall make a count.
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TRANSLATION
"The word •tm•r•ma refers to one who enjoys these seven items [the Absolute
Truth, body, mind, and so on]. Later, I shall enumerate the •tm•r•mas.
TEXT 14
TEXT
'muni'-•di ¤abdera artha ¤una, san•tana
p”thak p”thak artha p•che kariba milana
SYNONYMS
muni--the word muni; •di--and the other; ¤abdera--of the words; artha--the
meaning; ¤una--hear; san•tana--My dear San•tana; p”thak p”thak--separately;
artha--meaning; p•che--after; kariba milana--I shall combine.
TRANSLATION
"My dear San•tana, first hear the meanings of the other words, beginning
with the word muni. I shall first explain their separate meanings, then
combine them.
TEXT 15
TEXT
'muni'-¤abde manana-¤†la, •ra kahe maun†
tapasv† vrat†, yati, •ra ”£i, muni
SYNONYMS
muni-¤abde--by the word muni; manana-¤†la--who is thoughtful; •ra--also;
kahe--it means; maun†--one who is silent; tapasv†--an ascetic; vrat†--one who
keeps great vows; yati--one in the renounced order of life; •ra--and; ”£i--a
saintly person; muni--they are called muni.
TRANSLATION
"The word muni refers to one who is thoughtful, one who is grave or silent,
an ascetic, one who keeps great vows, one in the renounced order, a saint.
These are the different meanings of the word muni.
TEXT 16
TEXT
'nirgrantha'-¤abde kahe, avidy•-granthi-h†na
vidhi-ni£edha-veda-¤•stra-j‘•n•di-vih†na
SYNONYMS
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nirgrantha--nirgrantha; ¤abde--by the word; kahe--one means; avidy•--of
ignorance; granthi-h†na--without any knot; vidhi-ni£edha--regulative
principles of rules and restrictions; veda-¤•stra--the Vedic literature;
j‘•na-•di--knowledge, and so on; vih†na--without.
TRANSLATION
"The word nirgrantha refers to one who is liberated from the material knots
of ignorance. It also refers to one who is devoid of all regulative principles
enjoined in the Vedic literature. It also refers to one who does not have
knowledge.
TEXT 17
TEXT
mãrkha, n†ca, mleccha •di ¤•stra-rikta-ga‹a
dhana-sa‘cay†----nirgrantha, •ra ye nirdhana
SYNONYMS
mãrkha--foolish, illiterate persons; n†ca--lowborn; mleccha--unclean
persons with no principles; •di--and others; ¤•stra-rikta-ga‹a--persons devoid
of all regulative principles stated in ¤•stra; dhana-sa‘cay†--capitalist (one
who gathers wealth); nirgrantha--called nirgrantha; •ra--also; ye--anyone who;
nirdhana--without riches.
TRANSLATION
"Nirgrantha also refers to one who is illiterate, lowborn, misbehaved,
unregulated and devoid of respect for Vedic literature. The word also refers
to one who is a capitalist and to one who has no riches.
TEXT 18
TEXT
nir ni¤caye ni£ kram•rthe
nir nirm•‹a-ni£edhayo„
grantho dhane 'tha sandarbhe
var‹a-sa•grathane 'pi ca
SYNONYMS
ni„--the prefix ni„; ni¤caye--in the sense of ascertainment; ni„--the
prefix ni„; krama-arthe--in the meaning of succession; ni„--the prefix ni„;
nirm•‹a--in the sense of forming; ni£edhayo„--in the sense of forbidding;
grantha„--the word grantha; dhane--in the sense of wealth; atha--also;
sandarbhe--thesis; var‹a-sa•grathane--in the sense of tying together words;
api--also; ca--and.
TRANSLATION
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" 'The prefix ni„ may be used for a sense of ascertainment, gradation,
construction or forbidding. The word grantha means riches, thesis and
composition.'
PURPORT
This is another quotation from the Vi¤va-prak•¤a dictionary.
TEXT 19
TEXT
'urukrama'-¤abde kahe, ba‚a y••ra krama
'krama'-¤abde kahe ei p•da-vik£epa‹a
SYNONYMS
urukrama--urukrama; ¤abde--by this word; kahe--one means; ba‚a--great;
y••ra--whose; krama--step; krama-¤abde--in this word krama; kahe--one means;
ei--this; p•da-vik£epa‹a--throwing forth of the foot.
TRANSLATION
"The word urukrama refers to one whose krama [step] is great. The word
krama means 'throwing the foot forward,' that is, 'step.'
TEXT 20
TEXT
¤akti, kampa, parip•à†, yukti, ¤aktye •krama‹a
cara‹a-c•lane k••p•ila tribhuvana
SYNONYMS
¤akti--power; kampa--trembling; parip•à†--method; yukti--argument; ¤aktye-with great force; •krama‹a--attacking; cara‹a-c•lane--by moving the foot;
k••p•ila--caused to tremble; tri-bhuvana--the three worlds.
TRANSLATION
"Krama also means power, trembling, a systematic method, argument, and a
forcible attack by stepping forward. Thus V•mana caused the three worlds to
tremble.
PURPORT
Uru means very great, and krama means step. When Lord V•manadeva was
offered three steps of land, He expanded His three steps by covering the
entire universe. In this way the three worlds trembled, and therefore ¥r†
V•manadeva, the incarnation of Lord Vi£‹u, is referred to as Urukrama.
TEXT 21
TEXT
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vi£‹or nu v†rya-ga‹an•‰ katamo 'rhat†ha
ya„ p•rthiv•ny api kavir vimame raj•‰si
caskambha ya„ sva-ra‰has•skhalat• trip”£àha‰
yasm•t tris•mya-sadan•d urukampay•nam
SYNONYMS
vi£‹o„--of Lord Vi£‹u; nu--certainly; v†rya-ga‹an•m--a counting of the
different potencies; katama„--who; arhati--is able to do; iha--in this world;
ya„--who; p•rthiv•ni--of the element earth; api--although; kavi„--a learned
person; vimame--has counted; raj•‰si--the atoms; caskambha--captured; ya„-who; sva--His own; ra‰has•--by potency; askhalat•--without hindrances; trip”£àham--the topmost planet (Satyaloka); yasm•t--from some cause; tri-s•mya-where there is equilibrium of the three gu‹as; sadan•t--from the place (from
the root of the material world); urukampay•nam--trembling greatly.
TRANSLATION
" 'Even if a learned man is able to count all the minute atoms in this
material world, he still cannot count the potencies of Lord Vi£‹u. In the form
of the V•mana incarnation, Lord Vi£‹u, without hindrance, captured all the
planets, beginning from the root of the material world up to Satyaloka.
Indeed, He caused every planetary system to tremble by the force of His
steps.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.7.40). In the ™g Veda mantra
(1.2.154.1), it is said:
o‰ vi£‹or nu v†ry•‹i ka‰ pr•voca‰
ya„ p•rthiv•ni vimame raj•‰si
yo 'skambhayad uttara‰ sadhastha‰
vicakram•‹as tredhorug•ya„
TEXT 22
TEXT
vibhu-rãpe vy•pe, ¤aktye dh•ra‹a-po£a‹a
m•dhurya-¤aktye goloka, ai¤varye paravyoma
SYNONYMS
vibhu-rãpe--in His all-pervasive feature; vy•pe--expands; ¤aktye--by His
potency; dh•ra‹a-po£a‹a--maintaining and nourishing; m•dhurya-¤aktye--by His
potency of conjugal love; goloka--the planetary system Goloka V”nd•vana;
ai¤varye--and by opulence; para-vyoma--the spiritual world.
TRANSLATION
"Through His all-pervasive feature, the Supreme Personality of Godhead
expanded the entire creation. He is holding and maintaining this creation by
His extraordinary potency. By His conjugal potency, He maintains the planetary
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system known as Goloka V”nd•vana. Through His six opulences, He maintains many
Vaiku‹àha planets.
PURPORT
In His gigantic form, Lord K”£‹a has covered the creation. He holds all the
planetary systems and maintains them by His inconceivable potencies.
Similarly, He is maintaining His personal abode, Goloka V”nd•vana, through His
conjugal love, and He is maintaining the spiritual world containing the
Vaiku‹àha planets by His opulences.
TEXT 23
TEXT
m•y•-¤aktye brahm•‹‚•di-parip•à†-s”jana
'urukrama'-¤abdera ei artha nirãpa‹a
SYNONYMS
m•y•-¤aktye--by His external potency; brahm•‹‚a-•di--of material universes
and so on; parip•à†--an orderly arrangement; s”jana--creating; urukrama¤abdera--of the word urukrama; ei--this; artha--of the meaning; nirãpa‹a-ascertainment.
TRANSLATION
"The word urukrama indicates the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who, by
His external potency, has perfectly created innumerable universes.
TEXT 24
TEXT
"krama„ ¤aktau parip•ày•‰ krama¤ c•lana-kampayo„"
SYNONYMS
krama„--the word krama; ¤aktau--in the meaning of potency; parip•ày•m--in
the meaning of systematic arrangement; krama„--the word krama; c•lana--in
moving; kampayo„--or in trembling.
TRANSLATION
" 'These are the different meanings of the word krama. It is used in the
sense of potency, systematic arrangement, step, moving or trembling.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Vi¤va-prak•¤a dictionary. The Supreme
Personality of Godhead is all-pervasive. Not only does He carry the three
worlds by His inconceivable energy, but He maintains them also. He is also
maintaining His spiritual planet, Goloka V”nd•vana, by His conjugal love, and
He is maintaining the Vaiku‹àhalokas by His opulences. He maintains these
material universes through the external energy. Material universes are
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perfectly situated because they are created by the Supreme Personality of
Godhead.
TEXT 25
TEXT
'kurvanti'-pada ei parasmaipada haya
k”£‹a-sukha-nimitta bhajane t•tparya kahaya
SYNONYMS
kurvanti--they do (for others); pada--the word; ei--this; parasmaipada--a
verb form indicating things done for others; haya--is; k”£‹a-sukha-nimitta--to
satisfy K”£‹a; bhajane--in devotional service; t•tparya--the purport; kahaya-is said.
TRANSLATION
"The word kurvanti, which means 'they do something for others,' is a form
of the verb 'things done for others.' It is used in connection with devotional
service, which must be executed for the satisfaction of K”£‹a. That is the
purport of the word kurvanti.
PURPORT
In Sanskrit the verb "to do" has two forms, technically called parasmaipada
and •tmanepada. When things are done for one's personal satisfaction, the form
is called •tmanepada. In that case, the word "do" in English is kurvante in
Sanskrit. When things are done for others, the verb form changes to kurvanti.
Thus ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu informed San•tana Gosv•m† that in the •tm•r•ma
verse the verb kurvanti means that things should be done only for the
satisfaction of K”£‹a. This is supported by the grammarian P•‹ini. The verb is
formed as •tmanepada when the work is to be done for one's own benefit, and
when it is done for others, it is called parasmaipada. Thus the verb is formed
according to whether something is done for one's self-satisfaction or for
another's satisfaction.
TEXT 26
TEXT
"svarita‘ita„ kartrabhipr•ye kriy•-phale"
SYNONYMS
svarita-‘ita„--of verbs having an indicatory ‘ or a svarita accent; kart”abhipr•ye--is meant for the agent; kriy•-phale--when the fruit of the action.
TRANSLATION
" 'The terminations of the •tmanepada are employed when the fruit of the
action accrues to the agent of verbs having an indicatory ‘ or a svarita
accent.'
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PURPORT
This is a quotation from P•‹ini's sãtras (1.3.72).
TEXT 27
TEXT
'hetu'-¤abde kahe----bhukti-•di v•‘ch•ntare
bhukti, siddhi, mukti----mukhya ei tina prak•re
SYNONYMS
hetu--cause; ¤abde--by the word; kahe--it is said; bhukti--enjoying the
result by oneself; •di--and so on; v•‘ch•-antare--because of a different
ambition; bhukti--enjoying the result of action; siddhi--the perfection of
doing something; mukti--liberation; mukhya--chief; ei--these; tina prak•re--in
three ways.
TRANSLATION
"The word hetu [cause] means that a thing is done for some motive. There
can be three motives. One may act to enjoy the result personally, to achieve
some material perfection, or to act in such a way that one may be liberated.
TEXT 28
TEXT
eka bhukti kahe, bhoga----ananta-prak•ra
siddhi----a£à•da¤a, mukti----pa‘ca-vidh•k•ra
SYNONYMS
eka--first; bhukti--material enjoyment by doing something; kahe--is known;
bhoga--enjoyment; ananta-prak•ra--unlimited varieties; siddhi--the yogic
perfections; a£à•da¤a--eighteen in number; mukti--liberation; pa‘ca-vidh••k•ra--five varieties.
TRANSLATION
"First we take the word bhukti [material enjoyment], which is of unlimited
variety. We may also take the word siddhi [perfection], which has eighteen
varieties. Similarly, the word mukti has five varieties.
TEXT 29
TEXT
ei y••h• n•hi, t•h• bhakti----'ahaituk†'
y•h• haite va¤a haya ¤r†-k”£‹a kautuk†
SYNONYMS
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ei--these; y••h•--where; n•hi--not existing; t•h•--that; bhakti--the
platform of devotional service; ahaituk†--unmotivated; y•h• haite--by which;
va¤a haya--comes under control; ¤r†-k”£‹a--Lord ¥r† K”£‹a; kautuk†--the most
funny.
TRANSLATION
"Causeless devotional service is unmotivated by sense enjoyment, perfection
or liberation. When one is freed from all these contaminations, he can bring
Lord K”£‹a, who is very funny, under control.
TEXT 30
TEXT
'bhakti'-¤abdera artha haya da¤a-vidh•k•ra
eka----'s•dhana', 'prema-bhakti'----nava prak•ra
SYNONYMS
bhakti--bhakti; ¤abdera--of this word; artha--meanings; haya--are; da¤avidh•-•k•ra--ten varieties; eka--one; s•dhana--the execution of regulative
devotional service; prema-bhakti--ecstatic love; nava prak•ra--nine kinds.
TRANSLATION
"There are ten meanings to the word bhakti, devotional service. One is
execution of devotional service according to the regulative principles, and
the other, called prema-bhakti [ecstatic love] has nine varieties.
PURPORT
The nine varieties are rati, prema, sneha, m•na, pra‹aya, r•ga, anur•ga,
bh•va and mah•bh•va-attraction, love, affection, adverse feelings, intimacy,
attachment, subattachment, ecstatic love and sublime ecstatic love. For the
execution of devotional service according to regulative principles, there is
only one meaning.
TEXT 31
TEXT
'rati'-lak£a‹•, 'prema'-lak£a‹•, ity•di prac•ra
bh•va-rãp•, mah•bh•va-lak£a‹a-rãp• •ra
SYNONYMS
rati--of attraction; lak£a‹•--the symptoms; prema--of love; lak£a‹•--the
symptoms; iti-•di--and so on; prac•ra--are known; bh•va-rãp•--in the form of
ecstatic love; mah•-bh•va--of higher ecstatic love; lak£a‹a-rãp•--there are
many symptoms; •ra--other.
TRANSLATION
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"Next are explained the symptoms of love of Godhead, which can be divided
into nine varieties, beginning with attraction up to ecstatic love and finally
up to the topmost ecstatic love [mah•bh•va].
TEXT 32
TEXT
¤•nta-bhaktera rati b•‚e 'prema'-paryanta
d•sya-bhaktera rati haya 'r•ga'-da¤•-anta
SYNONYMS
¤•nta-bhaktera--of devotees on the platform of neutrality; rati-attraction; b•‚e--increases; prema-paryanta--up to love of Godhead; d•syabhaktera--of devotees on the platform of servitude; rati--attraction; haya-increases; r•ga-da¤•-anta--up to the point of spontaneous attachment.
TRANSLATION
"The attraction to K”£‹a of devotees on the platform of neutrality
increases up to love of Godhead [prema], and the attraction of devotees on the
platform of servitorship increases to spontaneous attachment [r•ga].
TEXT 33
TEXT
sakh•-ga‹era rati haya 'anur•ga' paryanta
pit”-m•t”-sneha •di 'anur•ga'-anta
SYNONYMS
sakh•-ga‹era--of the friends; rati--the attraction; haya--becomes; anur•ga
paryanta--up to subecstatic love; pit”-m•t”-sneha--paternal love; •di--and so
on; anur•ga-anta--up to the end of subecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
"Devotees in V”nd•vana who are friends of the Lord can increase their
ecstatic love to the point of anur•ga. Paternal affectionate lovers, K”£‹a's
father and mother, can increase their love of Godhead up to the anur•ga point
also.
TEXT 34
TEXT
k•nt•-ga‹era rati p•ya 'mah•bh•va'-s†m•
'bhakti'-¤abdera ei saba arthera mahim•
SYNONYMS
k•nt•-ga‹era--of the devotees in conjugal love; rati--the attraction; p•ya-attain; mah•-bh•va-s†m•--the limit of mah•bh•va; bhakti--devotional service;
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¤abdera--of the word; ei saba--all these; arthera--of the meanings; mahim•--of
the glories.
TRANSLATION
"The gop†s of V”nd•vana who are attached to K”£‹a in conjugal love can
increase their ecstatic love up to the point of mah•bh•va [the greatest
ecstatic love]. These are some of the glorious meanings of the word bhakti,
devotional service.
TEXT 35
TEXT
'ittham-bhãta-gu‹a„'-¤abdera ¤unaha vy•khy•na
'ittha‰'-¤abdera bhinna artha, 'gu‹a'-¤abdera •na
SYNONYMS
ittham-bhãta-gu‹a„--having qualities like this; ¤abdera--of the word;
¤unaha--please hear; vy•khy•na--the explanation; ittham--ittham; ¤abdera--of
the word; bhinna artha--different meanings; gu‹a--gu‹a; ¤abdera--of the word;
•na--other.
TRANSLATION
"Please hear the meaning of the word ittham-bhãta-gu‹a, which is found in
the •tm•r•ma verse. Ittham-bhãta has different meanings, and gu‹a has other
meanings.
TEXT 36
TEXT
'ittham-bhãta'-¤abdera artha----pãr‹•nandamaya
y••ra •ge brahm•nanda t”‹a-pr•ya haya
SYNONYMS
ittham-bhãta-¤abdera artha--the meaning or import of the word ittham-bhãta;
pãr‹a-•nanda-maya--full of transcendental bliss; y••ra •ge--in front of which;
brahma-•nanda--the transcendental bliss derived from impersonalism; t”‹apr•ya--just like straw; haya--is.
TRANSLATION
"The word ittham-bhãta is transcendentally exalted because it means 'full
of transcendental bliss.' Before this transcendental bliss, the bliss derived
from merging into the existence of the Absolute [brahm•nanda] becomes like a
piece of straw in comparison.
TEXT 37
TEXT
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tvat-s•k£•t-kara‹•hl•davi¤uddh•bdhi-sthitasya me
sukh•ni go£pad•yante
br•hm•‹y api jagad-guro
SYNONYMS
tvat--Your; s•k£•t--meeting; kara‹a--such action; •hl•da--pleasure; vi¤uddha--spiritually purified; abdhi--ocean; sthitasya--being situated; me--by
me; sukh•ni--happiness; go£pad•yante--a small hole created by the hoof of a
calf; br•hm•‹i--the pleasure derived from impersonal Brahman understanding;
api--also; jagat-guro--O master of the universe.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear Lord, O master of the universe, since I have directly seen You,
my transcendental bliss has taken the shape of a great ocean. Being situated
in that ocean, I now realize all other so-called happiness to be like the
water contained in the hoofprint of a calf.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from the Hari-bhakti-sudhodaya (14.36).
TEXT 38
TEXT
sarv•kar£aka, sarv•hl•daka, mah•-ras•yana
•pan•ra bale kare sarva-vism•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
sarva-•kar£aka--all-attractive; sarva-•hl•daka--all-pleasing; mah•-rasaayana--the complete abode of transcendental mellow; •pan•ra bale--by His own
strength; kare--causes; sarva-vism•ra‹a--forgetfulness of all other bliss.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a is so exalted that He is more attractive than anything else and
more pleasing than anything else. He is the most sublime abode of bliss. By
His own strength, He causes one to forget all other ecstasies.
TEXT 39
TEXT
bhukti-mukti-siddhi-sukha ch•‚aya y•ra gandhe
alaukika ¤akti-gu‹e k”£‹a-k”p•ya b•ndhe
SYNONYMS
bhukti--material happiness; mukti--liberation from material suffering;
siddhi--the perfection of mystic yoga; sukha--the happiness derived from these
things; ch•‚aya--one gives up; y•ra--of which; gandhe--simply by the slight
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fragrance; alaukika--uncommon, transcendental; ¤akti-gu‹e--by the power and
quality; k”£‹a-k”p•ya--by the mercy of Lord K”£‹a; b•ndhe--one becomes bound.
TRANSLATION
"Pure devotional service is so sublime that one can very easily forget the
happiness derived from material happiness, material liberation and mystic or
yogic perfection. Thus the devotee is bound by K”£‹a's mercy and His uncommon
power and qualifications.
TEXT 40
TEXT
¤•stra-yukti n•hi ih•• siddh•nta-vic•ra
ei svabh•va-gu‹e, y•te m•dhuryera s•ra
SYNONYMS
¤•stra-yukti--logic on the basis of revealed scripture; n•hi--there is not;
ih••--here; siddh•nta-vic•ra--consideration of logical conclusions; ei--this;
svabh•va-gu‹e--a natural quality; y•te--in which; m•dhuryera s•ra--the essence
of all transcendental bliss.
TRANSLATION
"When one is attracted to K”£‹a on the transcendental platform, there is no
longer any logical argument on the basis of revealed scripture, nor are there
considerations of such conclusions. This is His transcendental quality that is
the essence of all transcendental sweetness.
TEXT 41
TEXT
'gu‹a' ¤abdera artha----k”£‹era gu‹a ananta
sac-cid-rãpa-gu‹a sarva pãr‹•nanda
SYNONYMS
gu‹a ¤abdera artha--the meaning of the word gu‹a; k”£‹era gu‹a ananta-K”£‹a has unlimited qualities; sat-cit-rãpa-gu‹a--such qualities are spiritual
and eternal; sarva pãr‹a-•nanda--full of all transcendental bliss.
TRANSLATION
"The word gu‹a means 'quality.' The qualities of K”£‹a are transcendentally
situated and are unlimited in quantity. All of the spiritual qualities are
full of transcendental bliss.
TEXT 42
TEXT
ai¤varya-m•dhurya-k•ru‹ye svarãpa-pãr‹at•
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bhakta-v•tsalya, •tma-paryanta vad•nyat•
SYNONYMS
ai¤varya--opulence; m•dhurya--transcendental sweetness; k•ru‹ye--mercy;
svarãpa-pãr‹at•--fullness of spiritual value; bhakta-v•tsalya--affection for
the devotee; •tma-paryanta--up to the point of His personal self; vad•nyat•-magnanimity.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a's transcendental qualities such as opulence, sweetness and mercy are
perfect and full. As far as K”£‹a's affectionate leaning toward His devotees
is concerned, He is so magnanimous that He can give Himself to His devotees.
TEXT 43
TEXT
alaukika rãpa, rasa, saurabh•di gu‹a
k•ro mana kona gu‹e kare •kar£a‹a
SYNONYMS
alaukika rãpa--uncommon beauty; rasa--mellows; saurabha-•di gu‹a--qualities
like transcendental fragrance; k•ro mana--the mind of a devotee; kona gu‹e--by
some particular quality; kare--does; •kar£a‹a--attracting.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a has unlimited qualities. The devotees are attracted by His uncommon
beauty, mellows and fragrance. Thus they are differently situated in the
different transcendental mellows. Therefore K”£‹a is called all-attractive.
TEXT 44
TEXT
sanak•dira mana harila saurabh•di gu‹e
SYNONYMS
sanaka-•dira mana--the minds of saintly sages like Sanaka and San•tana;
harila--attracted; saurabha-•di--such as the transcendental aroma of His lotus
feet; gu‹e--by the quality.
TRANSLATION
"The minds of the four boy sages [Sanaka, San•tana, Sanandana and Sanatkum•ra] were attracted to the lotus feet of K”£‹a by the aroma of the tulas†
that had been offered to the Lord.
TEXT 45
TEXT
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tasy•ravinda-nayanasya pad•ravindaki‘jalka-mi¤ra-tulas†-makaranda-v•yu„
antargata„ svavivare‹a cak•ra te£•‰
sa•k£obham ak£ara-ju£•m api citta-tanvo„
SYNONYMS
tasya--of Him; aravinda-nayanasya--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
whose eyes are like the petals of a lotus; pada-aravinda--of the lotus feet;
ki‘jalka--with saffron; mi¤ra--mixed; tulas†--of tulas† leaves; makaranda-with the aroma; v•yu„--the air; antargata„--entered; sva-vivare‹a--through the
nostrils; cak•ra--created; te£•m--of them; sa•k£obham--strong agitation;
ak£ara-ju£•m--of the impersonally self-realized (Kum•ras); api--also; cittatanvo„--of the mind and body.
TRANSLATION
" 'When the breeze carrying the aroma of tulas† leaves and saffron from the
lotus feet of the lotus-eyed Personality of Godhead entered through the
nostrils into the hearts of those sages [the Kum•ras], they experienced a
change in both body and mind, even though they were attached to impersonal
Brahman understanding.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.15.43). For an explanation, see
Madhya-l†l• (17.142).
TEXT 46
TEXT
¤ukadevera mana harila l†l•-¤rava‹e
SYNONYMS
¤ukadevera--of ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†; mana--the mind; harila--carried away;
l†l•-¤rava‹e--by remembering the pastimes of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
"¥ukadeva's mind was carried away by remembering the pastimes of the Lord.
TEXT 47
TEXT
parini£àhito 'pi nairgu‹ye
uttama„¤loka-l†lay•
g”h†ta-cet• r•jar£e
•khy•na‰ yad adh†tav•n
SYNONYMS
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parini£àhita„--situated; api--although; nairgu‹ye--in the transcendental
position, freed from the material modes of nature; uttama„-¤loka-l†lay•--by
the pastimes of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Uttama„¤loka; g”h†ta-ceta-the mind became fully taken over; r•jar£e--O great King; •khy•nam--the
narration; yat--which; adh†tav•n--studied.
TRANSLATION
" '¥ukadeva Gosv•m† addressed Par†k£it Mah•r•ja, "My dear King, although I
was fully situated in the transcendental position, I was nonetheless attracted
to the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a. Therefore I studied ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam from my
father.' "
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.1.9).
TEXT 48
TEXT
svasukha-nibh”ta-cet•s tad-vyudast•nya-bh•vo
'py ajita-rucira-l†l•k”£àa-s•ras tad†yam
vyatanuta k”pay• yas tattva-d†pa‰ pur•‹a‰
tam akhila-v”jina-ghna‰ vy•sa-sãnu‰ nato 'smi
SYNONYMS
sva-sukha-nirbh”ta-cet•„--whose mind was always fully absorbed in the
happiness of self-realization; tat--by that; vyudasta-anya-bh•va„--being freed
from all other attractions; api--although; ajita-rucira-l†l•--by the most
attractive pastimes of Ajita, the Supreme Personality of Godhead; •k”£àa-attracted; s•ra„--whose heart; tad†yam--in relation to the Lord; vyatanuta-described and spread; k”pay•--out of mercy; ya„--he who; tattva-d†pam--which
is the light of the Absolute Truth; pur•‹am--the supplementary Vedic
literature ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; tam--to him; akhila-v”jina-ghnam--who can
destroy all kinds of material misery; vy•sa-sãnum--¥ukadeva Gosv•m†, the son
of Vy•sadeva; nata„ asmi--I offer my respectful obeisances.
TRANSLATION
" 'I offer my respectful obeisances unto ¥r†la ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†, the son of
Vy•sadeva. He is the destroyer of all sinful reactions and is full in selfrealization and bliss. Because of this, he has no other desire. Still, he was
attracted by the transcendental pastimes of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, and out of compassion for the people, he described the transcendental
historical literature called ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. This is compared to the light
of the Absolute Truth.'
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (12.12.68).
TEXT 49
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TEXT
¤r†-a•ga-rãpe hare gopik•ra mana
SYNONYMS
¤r†-a•ga--of His transcendental body; rãpe--by the beauty; hare--attracts;
gopik•ra mana--the minds of the gop†s.
TRANSLATION
"Lord ¥r† K”£‹a attracts the minds of all the gop†s with His beautiful
transcendental bodily features.
TEXT 50
TEXT
v†k£y•lak•v”ta-mukha‰ tava ku‹‚ala-¤r†ga‹‚a-sthal•dhara-sudha‰ hasit•valokam
datt•bhaya‰ ca bhuja-da‹‚a-yuga‰ vilokya
vak£a„ ¤riyaika-rama‹a‰ ca bhav•ma d•sya„
SYNONYMS
v†k£ya--seeing; alaka-•v”ta-mukham--face decorated with curling tresses of
hair; tava--Your; ku‹‚ala-¤r†--beauty of earrings; ga‹‚a-sthala--falling on
Your cheeks; adhara-sudham--and the nectar from Your lips; hasita-avalokam-Your smiling glance; datta-abhayam--which assure fearlessness; ca--and; bhujada‹‚a-yugam--the two arms; vilokya--by seeing; vak£a„--chest; ¤riy•--by the
beauty; eka-rama‹am--chiefly producing conjugal attraction; ca--and; bhav•ma-we have become; d•sya„--Your maidservants.
TRANSLATION
" 'Dear K”£‹a, we have simply surrendered ourselves as Your maidservants,
for we have seen Your beautiful face decorated with tresses of hair, Your
earrings falling upon Your cheeks and the nectar of Your lips. We have also
seen the beauty of Your smile and have been embraced by Your arms, which give
us courage. Because we have seen Your chest, which is beautiful and broad, we
have surrendered ourselves.'
PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.29.39) was spoken by the gop†s when
they arrived near K”£‹a for the r•sa dance on a full moonlit night. The
attracted gop†s were awestruck, and they began to speak about how they came to
K”£‹a to enjoy the r•sa dance.
TEXT 51
TEXT
rãpa-gu‹a-¤rava‹e rukmi‹y-•dira •kar£a‹a
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SYNONYMS
rãpa--beauty; gu‹a--qualities; ¤rava‹e--by hearing; rukmi‹†-•dira--of the
queens, headed by Rukmi‹†; •kar£a‹a--attracting.
TRANSLATION
"The queens in Dv•rak•, who are headed by Rukmi‹†, are also attracted to
K”£‹a simply by hearing about His transcendental beauty and qualities.
TEXT 52
TEXT
¤rutv• gu‹•n bhuvana-sundara ¤”‹vat•‰ te
nirvi¤ya kar‹a-vivarair harato '•ga-t•pam
rãpa‰ d”¤•‰ d”¤imat•m akhil•rtha-l•bha‰
tvayy acyut•vi¤ati cittam apatrapa‰ me
SYNONYMS
¤rutv•--hearing; gu‹•n--the transcendental qualities; bhuvana-sundara--O
most beautiful in the whole creation; ¤”‹vat•m--of those hearing; te--Your;
nirvi¤ya--entering; kar‹a-vivarai„--by the holes of the ears; harata„ a•gat•pam--decreasing all the miserable conditions of the body; rãpam--the beauty;
d”¤•m--of the eyes; d”¤imat•m--of those who can see; akhila-artha-l•bham--the
achievement of all kinds of gains; tvayi--unto You; acyuta--O infallible one;
•vi¤ati--enters; cittam--the consciousness; apatrapam--without shame; me--my.
TRANSLATION
" 'O most beautiful K”£‹a, I have heard about Your transcendental qualities
from others, and therefore all my bodily miseries are relieved. If one sees
Your transcendental beauty, his eyes have attained everything profitable in
life. O infallible one, I have become shameless after hearing of Your
qualities, and I have become attracted to You.'
PURPORT
This verse (¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam 10.52.37) was written by Rukmi‹†dev† in a
letter to K”£‹a inviting Him to kidnap her. ¥ukadeva Gosv•m† described this to
Mah•r•ja Par†k£it when the King asked him how Rukmi‹† had been kidnapped.
Rukmi‹† had heard about K”£‹a's qualities from different people, and after she
heard about them, she decided to accept K”£‹a as her husband. Everything had
been arranged for her marriage to ¥i¤up•la; therefore she wrote a letter to
K”£‹a, which she sent through a br•hma‹a, and invited Him to kidnap her.
TEXT 53
TEXT
va‰¤†-g†te hare k”£‹a lak£my-•dira mana
SYNONYMS
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va‰¤†-g†te--by the vibration of His flute; hare--attracts; k”£‹a--Lord
K”£‹a; laksm†-•dira--of the goddess of fortune and others; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a even attracts the mind of the goddess of fortune simply by
vibrating His transcendental flute.
TEXT 54
TEXT
kasy•nubh•vo 'sya na deva vidmahe
tav••ghri-re‹u-spara¤•dhik•ra„
yad-v•‘chay• ¤r†r lalan•carat tapo
vih•ya k•m•n sucira‰ dh”ta-vrat•
SYNONYMS
kasya--of what; anubh•va„--a result; asya--of the serpent (K•liya); na-not; deva--O Lord; vidmahe--we know; tava-a•ghri--of Your lotus feet; re‹u--of
the dust; spara¤a--for touching; adhik•ra„--qualification; yat--which;
v•‘chay•--by desiring; ¤r†„--the goddess of fortune; lalan•--the topmost
woman; acarat--performed; tapa„--austerity; vih•ya--giving up; k•m•n--all
desires; suciram--for a long time; dh”ta--a law upheld; vrat•--as a vow.
TRANSLATION
" 'O Lord, we do not know how the serpent K•liya attained such an
opportunity to be touched by the dust of Your lotus feet. For this end, the
goddess of fortune performed austerities for centuries, giving up all other
desires and taking austere vows. Indeed, we do not know how this serpent
K•liya got such an opportunity.'
PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.16.36) was spoken by the wives of the
K•liya demon.
TEXT 55
TEXT
yogya-bh•ve jagate yata yuvat†ra ga‹a
SYNONYMS
yogya-bh•ve--by proper behavior; jagate--within the three worlds; yata-all; yuvat†ra ga‹a--the groups of young girls.
TRANSLATION
"K”£‹a attracts not only the minds of the gop†s and the goddesses of
fortune but the minds of all the young girls in the three worlds as well.
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TEXT 56
TEXT
k• stry a•ga te kala-pad•m”ta-ve‹u-g†tasammohit•rya-carit•n na calet triloky•m
trailokya-saubhagam ida‰ ca nir†k£ya rãpa‰
yad go-dvija-druma-m”g•„ pulak•ny abibhran
SYNONYMS
k• str†--who is that woman; a•ga--O K”£‹a; te--of You; kala-pada--by the
rhythms; am”ta-ve‹u-g†ta--and sweet songs of Your flute; sammohit•--being
captivated; •rya-carit•t--from the path of chastity according to Vedic
civilization; na--not; calet--would wander; tri-loky•m--within the three
worlds; trailokya-saubhagam--which is the fortune of the three worlds; idam-this; ca--and; nir†k£ya--by observing; rãpam--the beauty; yat--which; go--the
cows; dvija--the birds; druma--the trees; m”g•„--forest animals like the deer;
pulak•ni--transcendental jubilation; abibhran--manifested.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear Lord K”£‹a, where is that woman within the three worlds who
cannot be captivated by the rhythms of the sweet songs coming from Your
wonderful flute? Who cannot fall down from the path of chastity in this way?
Your beauty is the most sublime within the three worlds. Upon seeing Your
beauty, even cows, birds, animals and trees in the forest are stunned in
jubilation.'
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.29.40).
TEXT 57
TEXT
guru-tulya str†-ga‹era v•tsalye •kar£a‹a
d•sya-sakhy•di-bh•ve puru£•di ga‹a
SYNONYMS
guru-tulya--on the level of a superior guardian; str†-ga‹era--of the ladies
of V”nd•vana; v•tsalye--in parental affection; •kar£a‹a--attracting; d•syasakhya-•di--servants, friends, and others; bh•ve--in the mode of; puru£a-•di
ga‹a--all the males of V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
"The women of V”nd•vana, who are on the level of superior guardians, are
attracted maternally. The men of V”nd•vana are attracted as servants, friends
and fathers to Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 58
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TEXT
pak£†, m”ga, v”k£a, lat•, cetan•cetana
preme matta kari' •kar£aye k”£‹a-gu‹a
SYNONYMS
pak£†--birds; m”ga--animals; v”k£a--trees; lat•--creepers; cetana-acetana-living entities and even the stones and wood; preme--in ecstatic love; matta-captivated; kari'--making; •kar£aye--attract; k”£‹a-gu‹a--the qualities of
K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"The qualities of K”£‹a captivate and attract everything, living and dead.
Even birds, animals and trees are attracted to K”£‹a's qualities.
TEXT 59
TEXT
'hari„'-¤abde n•n•rtha, dui mukhyatama
sarva ama•gala hare, prema diy• hare mana
SYNONYMS
hari„--hari; ¤abde--by this word; n•n•-artha--different imports; dui--two;
mukhya-tama--chief; sarva--all; ama•gala--inauspiciousness; hare--takes away;
prema diy•--by ecstatic love; hare--attracts; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
"Although the word hari has many different meanings, two of them are
foremost. One meaning is that the Lord takes away all inauspicious things from
His devotee, and the second meaning is that He attracts the mind by ecstatic
love for God.
TEXT 60
TEXT
yaiche taiche yohi kohi karaye smara‹a
c•ri-vidha t•pa t•ra kare sa‰hara‹a
SYNONYMS
yaiche taiche--somehow or other; yohi kohi--anywhere and everywhere; karaye
smara‹a--remembers; c•ri-vidha--the four kinds; t•pa--miserable conditions of
life; t•ra--of the devotee; kare sa‰hara‹a--He takes away.
TRANSLATION
"When the devotee somehow or other always remembers the Supreme Personality
of Godhead anywhere and everywhere, Lord Hari takes away life's four miserable
conditions.
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PURPORT
The four miserable conditions are due to the four kinds of sinful
activities, known as (1) p•taka, (2) urup•taka, (3) mah•-p•taka and (4)
atip•taka-preliminary sin, very great sin, greater sin and topmost sin.
However, K”£‹a assures the devotee, aha‰ tv•‰ sarva-p•pebhyo mok£ayi£y•mi m•
¤uca„: "I will protect you from all sinful reactions. Do not fear." The word
sarva-p•pebhya„ indicates four kinds of sinful activity. As soon as the
devotee surrenders unto K”£‹a's lotus feet, he is certainly relieved from all
sinful activities and their results. The four basic sinful activities are
summarized as illicit sex, intoxication, gambling and meat-eating.
TEXT 61
TEXT
yath•gni„ susam”ddh•rci„
karoty edh•‰si bhasmas•t
tath• mad-vi£ay• bhaktir
uddhavain•‰si k”tsna¤a„
SYNONYMS
yath•--as; agni„--a fire; su-sam”ddha-arci„--having a full flame; karoti-makes; edh•‰si--fuel; bhasmas•t--into ashes; tath•--similarly; mat-vi£ay•
bhakti„--devotional service in relation to Me; uddhava--O Uddhava; en•‰si--all
kinds of sinful activity; k”tsna¤a„--totally.
TRANSLATION
" 'As all fuel is burned to ashes by a full-fledged fire, all sinful
activities are totally erased when one engages in devotional service to Me.'
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.14.19).
TEXT 62
TEXT
tabe kare bhakti-b•dhaka karma, avidy• n•¤a
¤rava‹•dyera phala 'prem•' karaye prak•¤a
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; kare--does; bhakti-b•dhaka--impediments on the path of
devotional service; karma--activities; avidy•--ignorance; n•¤a--vanquishing;
¤rava‹a-•dyera--of hearing, chanting and so forth; phala--the result; prem•-love of Godhead; karaye prak•¤a--causes a manifestation of.
TRANSLATION
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"In this way, when all sinful activities are vanquished by the grace of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, one gradually vanquishes all kinds of
impediments on the path of devotional service, as well as the ignorance
resulting from these impediments. After this, one totally manifests his
original love of Godhead through devotional service in nine different wayshearing, chanting and so forth.
TEXT 63
TEXT
nija-gu‹e tabe hare dehendriya-mana
aiche k”p•lu k”£‹a, aiche t••ra gu‹a
SYNONYMS
nija-gu‹e--by transcendental qualities; tabe--then; hare--attracts; dehaindriya-mana--the body, senses and mind; aiche--in that way; k”p•lu k”£‹a-merciful K”£‹a; aiche--in that way; t••ra--His; gu‹a--transcendental
qualities.
TRANSLATION
"When the devotee is freed from all sinful material activities, K”£‹a
attracts his body, mind and senses to His service. Thus K”£‹a is very
merciful, and His transcendental qualities are very attractive.
TEXT 64
TEXT
c•ri puru£•rtha ch•‚•ya, gu‹e hare sab•ra mana
'hari'-¤abdera ei mukhya kahilu• lak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
c•ri puru£a-artha--the four kinds of so-called goals of life; ch•‚•ya-causes to give up; gu‹e--by the transcendental qualities; hare--attracts;
sab•ra mana--everyone's mind; hari--hari; ¤abdera--of the word; ei--this;
mukhya--chief; kahilu•--I have explained; lak£a‹a--the symptoms.
TRANSLATION
"When one's mind, senses and body are attracted to the transcendental
qualities of Hari, one gives up the four principles of material success. Thus
I have explained the chief meanings of the word hari.
PURPORT
The four principles of material success are (1) religious performance, (2)
economic development, (3) sense gratification and (4) liberation, or merging
in the impersonal effulgence of Brahman. These things do not interest the
devotee.
TEXT 65
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TEXT
'ca' 'api', dui ¤abda t•te 'avyaya' haya
yei artha l•g•iye, sei artha haya
SYNONYMS
ca--ca; api--api; dui--two; ¤abda--words; t•te--in that way; avyaya-indeclinable words; haya--are; yei--whatever; artha--meaning; l•g•iye--they
want to use; sei--that; artha--meaning; haya--can be used.
TRANSLATION
"When the conjunction ca [and] and the adverb api [although] are added to
this verse, the verse can assume whatever meaning one wants to give it.
TEXT 66
TEXT
tath•pi ca-k•rera kahe mukhya artha s•ta
SYNONYMS
tath•pi--still; ca-k•rera--of the word ca; kahe--it is said; mukhya--chief;
artha--meanings; s•ta--seven.
TRANSLATION
"The word ca can be explained in seven ways.
TEXT 67
TEXT
c•nv•caye sam•h•re
'nyo 'ny•rthe ca samuccaye
yatn•ntare tath• p•dapãra‹e 'py avadh•ra‹e
SYNONYMS
ca--this word ca; anv•caye--in connecting one with another; sam•h•re--in
the sense of aggregation; anyo 'nya-arthe--to help one another in the imports;
ca--the word ca; samuccaye--in aggregate understanding; yatna-antare--in
another effort; tath•--as well as; p•da-pãra‹e--in completing the verse; api-also; avadh•ra‹e--in the sense of certainty.
TRANSLATION
" 'The word ca
word or sentence,
give a collective
fulfill the meter

[and] is used to connect a word or sentence
to give the sense of aggregation, to assist
understanding, to suggest another effort or
of a verse. It is also used in the sense of

with a previous
the meaning, to
exertion, or to
certainty.'
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PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Vi¤va-prak•¤a dictionary.
TEXT 68
TEXT
api-¤abde mukhya artha s•ta vikhy•ta
SYNONYMS
api-¤abde--by the word api; mukhya--chief; artha--meanings; s•ta--seven;
vikhy•ta--celebrated.
TRANSLATION
"There are seven chief meanings of the word api. They are as follows.
TEXT 69
TEXT
api sambh•van•-pra¤na¤a•k•-garh•-samuccaye
tath• yukta-pad•rthe£u
k•ma-c•ra-kriy•su ca
SYNONYMS
api--the word api; sambh•van•--possibility; pra¤na--question; ¤a•k•--doubt;
garh•--censure or abuse; samuccaye--aggregation; tath•--as well as; yuktapada-arthe£u--the appropriate application of things; k•ma-c•ra-kriy•su--of
extravagance; ca--and.
TRANSLATION
" 'The word api is used in the sense of possibility, question, doubt,
censure, aggregation, appropriate application of things, and extravagance.'
PURPORT
This is another quotation from the Vi¤va-prak•¤a.
TEXT 70
TEXT
ei ta' ek•da¤a padera artha-nir‹aya
ebe ¤lok•rtha kari, yath• ye l•gaya
SYNONYMS
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ei ta'--this; ek•da¤a--eleven; padera--of the words; artha-nir‹aya-demonstration of import; ebe--now; ¤loka-artha--the total meaning of the
verse; kari--let Me do; yath•--as much as; ye--which; l•gaya--applicable.
TRANSLATION
"I have now described the different meanings of the eleven separate words.
Now let Me give the complete meaning of the ¤loka, as it is applied in
different places.
TEXT 71
TEXT
'brahma' ¤abdera artha----tattva sarva-b”hattama
svarãpa ai¤varya kari' n•hi y••ra sama
SYNONYMS
brahma--brahma; ¤abdera artha--the meaning of the word; tattva--the truth;
sarva-b”hat-tama--summum bonum among the relative truths; sva-rãpa--the
original identity; ai¤varya--opulence; kari'--accepting; n•hi--not; y••ra-whose; sama--equal.
TRANSLATION
"The word brahma indicates the summum bonum, the Absolute Truth, which is
greater than all other truths. It is the original identity, and there can be
no truth equal to that Absolute Truth.
TEXT 72
TEXT
b”hattv•d b”‰ha‹atv•c ca
tad brahma parama‰ vidu„
tasmai namas te sarv•tman
yogi-cinty•vik•ravat
SYNONYMS
b”hattv•t--because of being all-pervasive; b”‰ha‹atv•t--because of
increasing unlimitedly; ca--and; tat--that; brahma--Absolute Truth; paramam-the ultimate; vidu„--they know; tasmai--unto Him; nama„--obeisances; te--unto
You; sarva-•tman--the Supreme Soul; yogi-cintya--appreciable by great yog†s;
avik•ra-vat--without change.
TRANSLATION
" 'I offer my respectful obeisances to the Absolute Truth, the summum
bonum. He is the all-pervasive, all-increasing subject matter for the great
yog†s. He is changeless, and He is the soul of all.'
PURPORT
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This is a quotation from the Vi£‹u Pur•‹a (1.12.57).
TEXT 73
TEXT
sei brahma-¤abde kahe svaya‰-bhagav•n
advit†ya-j‘•na, y••h• vin• n•hi •na
SYNONYMS
sei--that; brahma--brahma; ¤abde--by the word; kahe--it is said; svayambhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; advit†ya-j‘•na--the supreme one,
without duality; y••h•--which; vin•--without; n•hi •na--there is nothing else.
TRANSLATION
"The proper meaning of the word brahma is the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, who is one without a second and without whom nothing exists.
TEXT 74
TEXT
vadanti tat tattva-vidas
tattva‰ yaj j‘•nam advayam
brahmeti param•tmeti
bhagav•n iti ¤abdyate
SYNONYMS
vadanti--they say; tat--that; tattva-vida„--learned souls; tattvam--the
Absolute Truth; yat--which; j‘•nam--knowledge; advayam--nondual; brahma-Brahman; iti--thus; param•tm•--Param•tm•; iti--thus; bhagav•n--Bhagav•n; iti-thus; ¤abdyate--is known.
TRANSLATION
" 'Learned transcendentalists who know the Absolute Truth say that it is
nondual knowledge and is called impersonal Brahman, localized Param•tm• and
the Personality of Godhead.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.2.11). For an explanation,
see šdi-l†l• (2.11).
TEXT 75
TEXT
sei advaya-tattva k”£‹a----svaya‰-bhagav•n
tina-k•le satya ti•ho----¤•stra-pram•‹a
SYNONYMS
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sei--that; advaya-tattva--Absolute Truth without a second; k”£‹a--Lord
K”£‹a; svayam-bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; tina-k•le--in
three phases of time (past, present and future); satya--truth; ti•ho--He;
¤•stra-pram•‹a--the verdict of all Vedic literature.
TRANSLATION
"That Absolute Truth without a second is Lord K”£‹a, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. He is the supreme truth in the past, present and
future. That is the evidence of all revealed scriptures.
TEXT 76
TEXT
aham ev•sam ev•gre
n•nyad yat sad-asat-param
pa¤c•d aha‰ yad etac ca
yo 'va¤i£yeta so 'smy aham
SYNONYMS
aham--I, the Personality of Godhead; eva--certainly; •sam--existed; eva-only; agre--before the creation; na--never; anyat--anything else; yat--which;
sat--the effect; asat--the cause; param--the supreme; pa¤c•t--after; aham--I,
the Personality of Godhead; yat--which; etat--this creation; ca--also; ya„-who; ava¤i£yeta--remains; sa„--that; asmi--am; aham--I, the Personality of
Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'Prior to the cosmic creation, only I exist, and no phenomena exist,
either gross, subtle or primordial. After creation, only I exist in
everything, and after annihilation only I remain eternally.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.9.33). For an explanation see
šdi-l†l• (1.53).
TEXT 77
TEXT
'•tma'-¤abde kahe k”£‹a b”hattva-svarãpa
sarva-vy•paka, sarva-s•k£†, parama-svarãpa
SYNONYMS
•tma--•tm•; ¤abde--by the word; kahe--it is said; k”£‹a--the Supreme Lord
K”£‹a; b”hattva--the greatest of all; sva-rãpa--identity; sarva-vy•paka--all
pervasive; sarva-s•k£†--the witness of all; parama-svarãpa--the supreme form.
TRANSLATION
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"The word •tm• [self] indicates the highest truth, K”£‹a. He is the allpervasive witness of all, and He is the supreme form.
TEXT 78
TEXT
•tatatv•c ca m•t”tv•d
•tm• hi paramo hari„
SYNONYMS
•tatatv•t--due to being all-pervading; ca--and; m•t”tv•t--due to being the
progenitor; •tm•--the soul; hi--certainly; parama„--supreme; hari„--the
Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'Hari, the Personality of Godhead, is the all-pervasive original source
of everything; He is therefore the Supersoul of everything.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Bh•v•rtha-d†pik•, ¥r†dhara Sv•m†'s commentary
on ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
TEXT 79
TEXT
sei k”£‹a-pr•pti-hetu trividha 's•dhana'
j‘•na, yoga, bhakti,----tinera p”thak lak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
sei--those; k”£‹a-pr•pti--of achieving the lotus feet of K”£‹a; hetu-causes; tri-vidha s•dhana--the three kinds of execution; j‘•na--knowledge;
yoga--mystic yoga practice; bhakti--and devotional service; tinera--of these
three; p”thak lak£a‹a--the symptoms are different.
TRANSLATION
"There are three ways to attain the lotus feet of the Absolute Truth,
K”£‹a. There is the process of philosophical speculation, the practice of
mystic yoga and the execution of devotional service. Each of these has its
different characteristics.
TEXT 80
TEXT
tina s•dhane bhagav•n tina svarãpe bh•se
brahma, param•tm•, bhagavatt•,----trividha prak•¤e
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SYNONYMS
tina s•dhane--by these three different processes; bhagav•n--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; tina--three; sva-rãpe--in identities; bh•se--appears;
brahma--the impersonal feature; param•tm•--the localized feature; bhagavatt•-and the Supreme Personality of Godhead; trividha prak•¤e--three
manifestations.
TRANSLATION
"The Absolute Truth is the same, but according to the process by which one
understands Him, He appears in three forms-as Brahman, Param•tm•, and
Bhagav•n, the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 81
TEXT
vadanti tat tattva-vidas
tattva‰ yaj j‘•nam advayam
brahmeti param•tmeti
bhagav•n iti ¤abdyate
SYNONYMS
vadanti--they say; tat--that; tattva-vida„--learned souls; tattvam--the
Absolute Truth; yat--which; j‘•nam--knowledge; advayam--nondual; brahma-Brahman; iti--thus; param•tm•--Param•tm•; iti--thus; bhagav•n--Bhagav•n; iti-thus; ¤abdyate--is known.
TRANSLATION
" 'Learned transcendentalists who know the Absolute Truth say that it is
nondual knowledge and is called impersonal Brahman, localized Param•tm• and
the Personality of Godhead.'
TEXT 82
TEXT
'brahma-•tm•'-¤abde yadi k”£‹ere kahaya
'rã‚hi-v”ttye' nirvi¤e£a antary•m† kaya
SYNONYMS
brahma-•tm•--brahma and •tm•; ¤abde--by these words; yadi--if; k”£‹ere
kahaya--K”£‹a is indicated; rã‚hi-v”ttye--by the direct meaning; nirvi¤e£a-impersonal; antary•m†--the Supersoul; kaya--is said.
TRANSLATION
"Although the words brahma and •tm• indicate K”£‹a, their direct meaning
refers only to the impersonal Brahman and the Supersoul.
TEXT 83
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TEXT
j‘•na-m•rge----nirvi¤e£a-brahma prak•¤e
yoga-m•rge----antary•mi-svarãpete bh•se
SYNONYMS
j‘•na-m•rge--the process of philosophical speculation; nirvi¤e£a-brahma-the impersonal Brahman effulgence; prak•¤e--becomes manifest; yoga-m•rge--by
practicing mystic yoga; antary•mi-svarãpete--in the localized aspect,
Supersoul; bh•se--appears.
TRANSLATION
"If one follows the path of philosophical speculation, the Absolute Truth
manifests Himself as impersonal Brahman, and if one follows the path of mystic
yoga, He manifests Himself as the Supersoul.
TEXT 84
TEXT
r•ga-bhakti-vidhi-bhakti haya dui-rãpa
'svaya‰-bhagavattve', bhagavattve----prak•¤a dvi-rãpa
SYNONYMS
r•ga-bhakti--spontaneous devotional service; vidhi-bhakti--regulative
devotional service; haya--are; dui-rãpa--the two kinds of devotional service;
svayam-bhagavattve--in the Supreme Personality of Godhead; bhagavattve--and in
His personal expansion; prak•¤a dvi-rãpa--the two kinds of manifestation.
TRANSLATION
"There are two kinds of devotional activity-spontaneous and regulative. By
spontaneous devotional service, one attains the original Personality of
Godhead, K”£‹a, and by the regulative process one attains the expansion of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 85
TEXT
r•ga-bhaktye vraje svaya‰-bhagav•ne p•ya
SYNONYMS
r•ga-bhaktye--by the discharge of spontaneous devotional service; vraje--in
V”nd•vana; svayam--Himself; bhagav•ne--the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
p•ya--one gets.
TRANSLATION
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"By executing spontaneous devotional service in V”nd•vana, one attains the
original Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a.
TEXT 86
TEXT
n•ya‰ sukh•po bhagav•n
dehin•‰ gopik•-suta„
j‘•nin•‰ c•tma-bhãt•n•‰
yath• bhaktimat•m iha
SYNONYMS
na--not; ayam--this Lord ¥r† K”£‹a; sukha-•pa„--easily available; bhagav•n-the Supreme Personality of Godhead; dehin•m--for materialistic persons who
have accepted the body as the self; gopik•-suta„--the son of mother Ya¤od•;
j‘•nin•m--for persons addicted to mental speculation; ca--and; •tma-bhãt•n•m-for persons performing severe austerities and penances; yath•--as; bhaktimat•m--for persons engaged in spontaneous devotional service; iha--in this
world.
TRANSLATION
" 'The Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, the son of mother Ya¤od•, is
accessible to those devotees engaged in spontaneous loving service, but He is
not as easily accessible to mental speculators, to those striving for selfrealization by severe austerities and penances, or to those who consider the
body the same as the self.'
PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.9.21) is spoken by ¥r†la ¥ukadeva
Gosv•m†. It concerns the statement about K”£‹a's being subjugated by the gop†s
and thus glorifying them.
TEXT 87
TEXT
vidhi-bhaktye p•r£ada-dehe vaiku‹àhete y•ya
SYNONYMS
vidhi-bhaktye--by executing regulative devotional service; p•r£ada-dehe--in
the form of an associate of the Lord; vaiku‹àhete y•ya--one achieves the
Vaiku‹àha planets.
TRANSLATION
"By executing regulative devotional service, one becomes an associate of
N•r•ya‹a and attains the Vaiku‹àhalokas, the spiritual planets in the
spiritual sky.
TEXT 88
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TEXT
yac ca vrajanty animi£•m ”£abh•nuv”tty•
dãre-yam• hy upari na„ sp”ha‹†ya-¤†l•„
bhartur mitha„ suya¤asa„ kathan•nur•gavaiklavya-b•£pa-kalay• pulak†k”t••g•„
SYNONYMS
yat--which; ca--also; vrajanti--go; animi£•m--of the demigods; ”£abhaanuv”tty•--by practicing the best means of spiritual life; dãre--keeping at a
distance; yam•„--the regulative principles; hi--certainly; upari--above; na„-our; sp”ha‹†ya-¤†l•„--decorated with desirable qualities; bhartu„--of the
master; mitha„--mutually; su-ya¤asa„--who has all transcendental qualities;
kathana-anur•ga--attracted to discussions; vaiklavya--transformation; b•£pakalay•--with tears in the eyes; pulak†k”ta--jubilation; a•g•„--bodily limbs.
TRANSLATION
" 'Those who discuss the activities of Lord K”£‹a are on the highest
platform of devotional life, and they evince the symptoms of tears in the eyes
and bodily jubilation. Such persons discharge devotional service to K”£‹a
without practicing the rules and regulations of the mystic yoga system. They
possess all spiritual qualities, and they are elevated to the Vaiku‹àha
planets, which exist above us.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.15.25). In this verse Lord
Brahm• is speaking to all the demigods, who feared the two asuras in Diti's
womb. Lord Brahm• described the Kum•ras' visit to Vaiku‹àha, and this was
again explained by Maitreya, the friend of Vy•sadeva, when he gave
instructions to Vidura.
TEXT 89
TEXT
sei up•saka haya trividha prak•ra
ak•ma, mok£a-k•ma, sarva-k•ma •ra
SYNONYMS
sei up•saka--those devotees; haya--are; tri-vidha prak•ra--three varieties;
ak•ma--without material desires; mok£a-k•ma--desiring to become liberated;
sarva-k•ma--filled with all material desires; •ra--and.
TRANSLATION
"The devotees are divided into three categories-ak•ma [desireless], mok£ak•ma [desiring liberation], and sarva-k•ma [desiring material perfection].
TEXT 90
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TEXT
ak•ma„ sarva-k•mo v•
mok£a-k•ma ud•ra-dh†„
t†vre‹a bhakti-yogena
yajeta puru£a‰ param
SYNONYMS
ak•ma„--without material desires; sarva-k•ma„--full of all material
desires; v•--or; mok£a-k•ma„--desiring liberation; ud•ra-dh†„--sincere and
advanced in devotional service; t†vre‹a--firm; bhakti-yogena--by the practice
of bhakti-yoga; yajeta--should worship; puru£am param--the Supreme Personality
of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'One who is actually intelligent, although he may be a devotee free from
material desires, a karm† desiring all kinds of material facilities, or a
j‘•n† desiring liberation, should seriously engage in bhakti-yoga for the
satisfaction of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.3.10).
TEXT 91
TEXT
buddhim•n-arthe----yadi 'vic•ra-j‘a' haya
nija-k•ma l•giha tabe k”£‹ere bhajaya
SYNONYMS
buddhim•n-arthe--by the meaning of intelligent; yadi--if; vic•ra-j‘a-expert in scrutinizing things; haya--is; nija-k•ma l•giha--even for sense
gratification; tabe--then; k”£‹ere bhajana--worships Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"The meaning of the word ud•ra-dh†„ is buddhim•n-intelligent or
considerate. Because of this, even for one's own sense gratification one
engages in the devotional service of Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 92
TEXT
bhakti vinu kona s•dhana dite n•re phala
saba phala deya bhakti svatantra prabala
SYNONYMS
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bhakti vinu--without devotional service; kona--some; s•dhana--practice for
perfection; dite--to give; n•re--not able; phala--any result; saba phala--all
the results of different processes; deya--give; bhakti--devotional service;
svatantra--independent; prabala--and powerful.
TRANSLATION
"The other processes cannot yield results unless they are associated with
devotional service. Devotional service, however, is so strong and independent
that it can give one all the desired results.
TEXT 93
TEXT
aj•-gala-stana-ny•ya anya s•dhana
ataeva hari bhaje buddhim•n jana
SYNONYMS
aj•-gala-stana-ny•ya--like the nipples on the neck of a goat; anya--other;
s•dhana--execution of spiritual life; ataeva--therefore; hari--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; bhaje--one worships; buddhim•n jana--the intelligent
person.
TRANSLATION
"With the exception of devotional service, all the methods of selfrealization are like nipples on the neck of a goat. An intelligent person
adopts only devotional service, giving up all other processes of selfrealization.
PURPORT
Without devotional service, other methods for self-realization and
spiritual life are useless. Other methods cannot produce good results at any
time, and therefore they are compared to the nipples on the neck of a goat.
These nipples cannot produce milk, although it may appear that they can. An
unintelligent person cannot understand that only devotional service can
elevate one to the transcendental position.
TEXT 94
TEXT
catur-vidh• bhajante m•‰
jan•„ suk”tino 'rjuna
•rto jij‘•sur arth•rth†
j‘•n† ca bharatar£abha
SYNONYMS
catu„-vidh•„--four kinds; bhajante--worship; m•m--Me; jan•„--persons;
suk”tina„--who have obeyed the principles of human life or the regulative
principles of var‹a and •¤rama; arjuna--O Arjuna; •rta„--the distressed;
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jij‘•su„--the inquisitive; artha-arth†--one in need of money; j‘•n†--one
pursuing knowledge; ca--also; bharata-”£abha--O best of the Bharata dynasty.
TRANSLATION
" 'O best among the Bharatas [Arjuna], four kinds of pious men render
devotional service unto Me-the distressed, the desirer of wealth, the
inquisitive, and he who is searching for knowledge of the Absolute.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Bhagavad-g†t• (7.16). The word suk”tina„ is very
important in this verse. Su means "auspicious," and k”t† means "meritorious"
or "regulated." Unless one follows the regulative principles of religious
life, human life is no different from animal life. Religious life means
following the principles of var‹a and •¤rama. In the Vi£‹u Pur•‹a it is said:
var‹•¤ram•c•ra-vat•
puru£e‹a para„ pum•n
vi£‹ur •r•dhyate panth•
n•nyat tat-to£a-k•ra‹am
According to religious life, society is divided into four social divisionsbr•hma‹a, k£atriya, vai¤ya and ¤ãdra-and four spiritual divisions-brahmacarya,
g”hastha, v•naprastha and sanny•sa. One needs to be trained to become a
br•hma‹a, k£atriya, vai¤ya or ¤ãdra, just as one is trained to become an
engineer, doctor or lawyer. Those who are properly trained can be considered
human beings; if one is not trained socially and spiritually-that is, if one
is uneducated and unregulated-his life is on the animal platform. Among
animals there is no question of spiritual advancement. Spiritual life can be
attained by proper training-either by following the principles of var‹a and
•¤rama or by being directly trained in the bhakti school by the methods of
¤rava‹a‰ k†rtana‰ vi£‹o„ smara‹a‰ p•da-sevanam.arcanam vandana‰ d•sya‰ sakhyam
•tma-nivedanam. Without being trained, one cannot be suk”t†, auspicious. In
this verse K”£‹a says that people approach Him when in distress, in need of
money or when actually inquisitive to understand the Supreme Being or the
original source of everything. Some people approach Him in the pursuit of
knowledge of the Absolute Truth, and others approach Him when they are
distressed, like the devotee Gajendra. Others are inquisitive, like the great
sages headed by Sanaka, and others need money, like Dhruva Mah•r•ja. ¥ukadeva
Gosv•m† approached the Lord when he pursued knowledge. All these great
personalities thus took to the devotional service of the Supreme Personality
of Godhead, K”£‹a.
TEXT 95
TEXT
•rta, arth•rth†,----dui sak•ma-bhitare ga‹i
jij‘•su, j‘•n†,----dui mok£a-k•ma m•ni
SYNONYMS
•rta--distressed; artha-arth†--desirous of money; dui--two persons; sak•mabhitare--in the division of material activities; ga‹i--we consider; jij‘•su-2390

inquisitive; j‘•n†--pursuing knowledge; dui--two; mok£a-k•ma-transcendentalists pursuing spiritual knowledge for liberation; m•ni--I
consider.
TRANSLATION
"Materialistic devotees take to devotional service and worship K”£‹a when
they are distressed or in need of money. Those who are actually inquisitive to
understand the supreme source of everything and those who are in search of
knowledge are called transcendentalists, for they desire liberation from all
material contamination.
TEXT 96
TEXT
ei c•ri suk”ti haya mah•-bh•gyav•n
tat-tat-k•m•di ch•‚i' haya ¤uddha-bhaktim•n
SYNONYMS
ei c•ri--these four persons; suk”ti--pious men; haya--are; mah•-bh•gyav•n-highly fortunate; tat-tat--those respective; k•ma-•di--aspirations; ch•‚i'-giving up; haya--become; ¤uddha-bhaktim•n--pure devotees.
TRANSLATION
"Because they have a pious background, all four types of people are to be
considered greatly fortunate. Such people gradually give up material desires
and become pure devotees.
TEXT 97
TEXT
s•dhu-sa•ga-k”p• kimv• k”£‹era k”p•ya
k•m•di 'du„sa•ga' ch•‚i' ¤uddha-bhakti p•ya
SYNONYMS
s•dhu-sa•ga-k”p•--by the mercy of association with devotees; kimv•--or;
k”£‹era k”p•ya--by the mercy of K”£‹a; k•ma-•di--material desires and so on;
du„sa•ga--unwanted association; ch•‚i'--giving up; ¤uddha-bhakti p•ya--one
obtains the platform of pure devotional life.
TRANSLATION
"One is elevated to the platform of devotional life by the mercy of a
Vai£‹ava, the bona fide spiritual master, and by the special mercy of K”£‹a.
On that platform, one gives up all material desires and the association of
unwanted people. Thus one is elevated to the platform of pure devotional
service.
TEXT 98
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TEXT
sat-sa•g•n mukta-du„sa•go
h•tu‰ notsahate budha„
k†rtyam•na‰ ya¤o yasya
sak”d •kar‹ya rocanam
SYNONYMS
sat-sa•g•t--by the association of pure devotees; mukta--freed; du„sa•ga„-the association of materialistic persons; h•tum--to give up; na--not;
utsahate--is able; budha„--one who is actually learned; k†rtyam•nam--being
glorified; ya¤a„--the glories; yasya--of whom (the Supreme Personality of
Godhead); sak”t--once; •kar‹ya--hearing; rocanam--very pleasing.
TRANSLATION
" 'The intelligent, who have understood the Supreme Lord in the association
of pure devotees and have become free from bad materialistic association, can
never avoid hearing the glories of the Lord, even though they have heard them
only once.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.10.11). All the members of the
Kuru dynasty offered respects when K”£‹a was leaving Hastin•pura after the
Battle of Kuruk£etra. K”£‹a was going to His own kingdom, and all the members
of the Kuru dynasty were overwhelmed by His departure. This verse was spoken
in that connection by ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†. A pure devotee becomes attached to
K”£‹a by hearing the Lord's glories. The Lord's glories and the Lord Himself
are identical. One has to be qualified to understand this Absolute Truth;
therefore one should be given a chance to associate with a pure devotee. Our
K”£‹a consciousness movement is meant for this purpose. We want to create pure
devotees so that other people will benefit by their association. In this way
the number of pure devotees increases. Professional preachers cannot create
pure devotees. There are many professional preachers of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam who
read this work to earn their livelihood. However, they cannot convert
materialistic people to devotional service. Only a pure devotee can convert
others to pure devotional service. It is therefore important for all the
preachers in our K”£‹a consciousness movement to first become pure devotees
and follow the regulative principles, refraining from illicit sex, meateating, gambling and intoxication. They should regularly chant the Hare K”£‹a
mah•-mantra on their beads, follow the devotional process, rise early in the
morning, attend ma•gala-•rati and recite ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam and Bhagavad-g†t•
regularly. In this way, one can become purified and free from all material
contamination.
sarvop•dhi-vinirmukta‰
tat-paratvena nirmalam
h”£†ke‹a h”£†ke¤asevana‰ bhaktir ucyate
(N•rada-pa‘car•tra)
To make a show of devotional service will not help one. One must be a pure
devotee following the devotional process; then one can convert others to
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devotional service. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu practiced devotional service and
preached (•pani •cari' bhakti karila prac•ra). If a preacher behaves properly
in devotional service, he will be able to convert others. Otherwise, his
preaching will have no effect.
TEXT 99
TEXT
'du„sa•ga' kahiye----'kaitava', '•tma-va‘can•'
k”£‹a, k”£‹a-bhakti vinu anya k•man•
SYNONYMS
du„sa•ga--bad, unwanted association; kahiye--I say; kaitava--cheating;
•tma-va‘can•--cheating oneself; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; k”£‹a-bhakti--devotional
service to K”£‹a; vinu--without; anya--other; k•man•--desires.
TRANSLATION
"Cheating oneself and cheating others is called kaitava. Associating with
cheaters is called du„sa•ga, bad association. Those who desire things other
than K”£‹a's service are also called du„sa•ga, bad association.
TEXT 100
TEXT
dharma„ projjhita-kaitavo 'tra paramo nirmatsar•‹•‰ sat•‰
vedya‰ v•stavam atra vastu ¤ivada‰ t•pa-trayonmãlanam
¤r†mad-bh•gavate mah•muni-k”te ki‰ v• parair †¤vara„
sadyo h”dy avarudhyate 'tra k”tibhi„ ¤u¤rã£ubhis tat-k£a‹•t
SYNONYMS
dharma„--religiosity; projjhita--completely rejected; kaitava„--in which
fruitive intention; atra--herein; parama„--the highest; nirmatsar•‹•m--of the
fully pure in heart; sat•m--devotees; vedyam--to be understood; v•stavam-factual; atra--herein; vastu--substance; ¤iva-dam--giving well-being; t•patraya--of threefold miseries; unmãlanam--causing uprooting; ¤r†mat--beautiful;
bh•gavate--in the Bh•gavata Pur•‹a; mah•-muni--by the great sage (Vy•sadeva);
k”te--compiled; kim--what; v•--indeed; parai„--with others; †¤vara„--the
Supreme Lord; sadya„--at once; h”di--within the heart; avarudhyate--becomes
confined; atra--herein; k”tibhi„--by pious men; ¤u¤rã£ubhi„--desiring to hear;
tat-k£a‹•t--without delay.
TRANSLATION
" 'The great scripture ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, compiled by Mah•muni Vy•sadeva
from four original verses, describes the most elevated and kindhearted
devotees and completely rejects the cheating ways of materially motivated
religiosity. It propounds the highest principle of eternal religion, which can
factually mitigate the threefold miseries of a living being and award the
highest benediction of full prosperity and knowledge. Those willing to hear
the message of this scripture in a submissive attitude of service can at once
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capture the Supreme Lord in their hearts. Therefore there is no need for any
scripture other than ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.1.2). For an explanation see
also šdi-l†l• (1.91).
TEXT 101
TEXT
'pra'-¤abde----mok£a-v•‘ch• kaitava-pradh•na
ei ¤loke ¤r†dhara-sv•m† kariy•chena vy•khy•na
SYNONYMS
pra-¤abde--by the affix pra; mok£a-v•‘ch•--the desire for being liberated;
kaitava-pradh•na--first-class cheating; ei ¤loke--in this verse; ¤r†dharasv•m†--the great commentator ¥r†dhara Sv•m†; kariy•chena--has made; vy•khy•na-explanation.
TRANSLATION
"The prefix pra in the word projjhita specifically refers to those desiring
liberation or oneness with the Supreme. Such a desire should be understood to
result from a cheating propensity. The great commentator ¥r†dhara Sv•m† has
explained this verse in that way.
TEXT 102
TEXT
sak•ma-bhakte 'aj‘a' j•ni' day•lu bhagav•n
sva-cara‹a diy• kare icch•ra pidh•na
SYNONYMS
sak•ma-bhakte--to devotees who still have material desires to fulfill;
aj‘a--foolish; j•ni'--knowing; day•lu--merciful; bhagav•n--¥r† K”£‹a; svacara‹a--His own lotus feet; diy•--giving; kare--does; icch•ra pidh•na--the
covering of other desires.
TRANSLATION
"When the merciful Lord K”£‹a understands a devotee's foolish desire for
material prosperity, He gratefully gives him the shelter of His lotus feet. In
this way, the Lord covers his undesirable ambitions.
TEXT 103
TEXT
satya‰ di¤aty arthitam arthito n”‹•‰
naiv•rthado yat punar arthit• yata„
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svaya‰ vidhatte bhajat•m anicchat•m
icch•-pidh•na‰ nija-p•da-pallavam
SYNONYMS
satyam--it is true; di¤ati--He awards; arthitam--that which is desired;
arthita„--being requested; n”‹•m--by human beings; na--not; eva--certainly;
artha-da„--giving desired things; yat--which; puna„--again; arthit•--request;
yata„--from which; svayam--Himself; vidhatte--He gives; bhajat•m--of those
engaged in devotional service; anicchat•m--even though not desiring; icch•pidh•nam--covering all other desires; nija-p•da-pallavam--the shelter of His
own lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
" 'Whenever K”£‹a is requested to fulfill one's desire, He undoubtedly does
so, but He does not award anything which, after being enjoyed, will cause
someone to petition Him again and again to fulfill further desires. When one
has other desires but engages in the Lord's service, K”£‹a forcibly gives one
shelter at His lotus feet, where one will forget all other desires.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (5.19.27).
TEXT 104
TEXT
s•dhu-sa•ga, k”£‹a-k”p•, bhaktira svabh•va
e tine saba ch•‚•ya, kare k”£‹e 'bh•va'
SYNONYMS
s•dhu-sa•ga--the association of devotees; k”£‹a-k”p•--the mercy of Lord
K”£‹a; bhaktira--of devotional service; sva-bh•va--nature; e tine--these
three; saba ch•‚•ya--cause one to give up everything else; kare--do; k”£‹e-unto Lord K”£‹a; bh•va--the loving affairs.
TRANSLATION
"Association with a devotee, the mercy of K”£‹a, and the nature of
devotional service help one to give up all undesirable association and
gradually attain elevation to the platform of love of Godhead.
PURPORT
This verse refers to the association of pure devotees, the mercy of K”£‹a
and the rendering of devotional service. All these help one give up the
association of nondevotees and the material opulence awarded by the external
energy, m•y•. A pure devotee is never attracted by material opulence, for he
understands that wasting time to acquire material opulence is a misuse of the
gift of human life. In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam it is said: ¤rama eva hi kevalam. In
the eyes of a devotee, politicians, social workers, philanthropists,
philosophers and humanitarians are simply wasting their time, for human
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society is not freed from the cycle of birth and death by their activity and
propaganda. These so-called philanthropists, politicians and philosophers have
no knowledge because they do not know that there is life after death.
Understanding that there is life after death is the beginning of spiritual
knowledge. A person can understand himself and what he is simply by
understanding the first lessons of Bhagavad-g†t•.
dehino 'smin yath• dehe
kaum•ra‰ yauvana‰ jar•
tath• deh•ntara-pr•ptir
dh†ras tatra na muhyati
"As the embodied soul continuously passes, in this body, from boyhood to
youth to old age, the soul similarly passes into another body at death. The
self-realized soul is not bewildered by such a change." (Bg. 2.13)
Not knowing the real science of life one engages in the temporary
activities of this life and thus becomes further entangled in the cycle of
birth and death. Thus one always desires material opulence, which can be
attained by karma, j‘•na and yoga. However, when one is actually elevated to
the devotional platform, he gives up all these desires. This is called
any•bhil•£it•-¤ãnya. Then one becomes a pure devotee.
TEXT 105
TEXT
•ge yata yata artha vy•khy•na kariba
k”£‹a-gu‹•sv•dera ei hetu j•niba
SYNONYMS
•ge--ahead; yata yata--as many as; artha--meanings; vy•khy•na kariba--I
shall explain; k”£‹a-gu‹a-•sv•dera--of tasting the transcendental qualities of
K”£‹a; ei--this; hetu--reason; j•niba--we shall understand.
TRANSLATION
"In this way I shall progressively explain all the words in the verse. It
should be understood that all these words are meant to enable one to taste the
transcendental quality of K”£‹a.
TEXT 106
TEXT
¤loka-vy•khy• l•gi' ei karilu• •bh•sa
ebe kari ¤lokera mãl•rtha prak•¤a
SYNONYMS
¤loka-vy•khy•--of the explanation of the verse; l•gi'--for the matter; ei-this; karilu•--I did; •bh•sa--indication; ebe--now; kari--let Me do; ¤lokera-of the verse; mãla-artha--the real meaning; prak•¤a--the manifestation.
TRANSLATION
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"I have given all these explanations just to indicate the purpose of the
verse. Allow Me to explain the real purpose of the verse.
TEXT 107
TEXT
j‘•na-m•rge up•saka----duita' prak•ra
kevala brahmop•saka, mok£•k••k£† •ra
SYNONYMS
j‘•na-m•rge--on the path of philosophical speculation; up•saka--worshipers;
duita' prak•ra--two varieties; kevala--only; brahma-up•saka--the worshiper of
impersonal Brahman; mok£a-•k••k£†--desiring liberation; •ra--and.
TRANSLATION
"There are two kinds of worshipers on the path of philosophical
speculation-one is brahma-up•saka, a worshiper of the impersonal Brahman, and
the other is called mok£•k••k£†, one who desires liberation.
TEXT 108
TEXT
kevala brahmop•saka tina bheda haya
s•dhaka, brahmamaya, •ra pr•pta-brahma-laya
SYNONYMS
kevala brahma-up•saka--the worshiper of only the impersonal Brahman; tina
bheda haya--there are three different groups; s•dhaka--the beginner; brahmamaya--absorbed in thought of Brahman; •ra--and; pr•pta-brahma-laya--actually
merged into the Brahman effulgence.
TRANSLATION
"There are three types of people who worship the impersonal Brahman. The
first is the beginner, the second is one whose thoughts are absorbed in
Brahman, and the third is one who is actually merged in the impersonal
Brahman.
TEXT 109
TEXT
bhakti vin• kevala j‘•ne 'mukti' n•hi haya
bhakti s•dhana kare yei 'pr•pta-brahma-laya'
SYNONYMS
bhakti--devotional service; vin•--without; kevala--only; j‘•ne--by
philosophical speculation; mukti--liberation; n•hi haya--there is not; bhakti2397

-devotional service; s•dhana--practice; kare--does; yei--anyone who; pr•ptabrahma-laya--as good as merging into the impersonal Brahman.
TRANSLATION
"One cannot attain liberation simply through philosophical speculation
devoid of devotional service. However, if one renders devotional service, he
is automatically on the Brahman platform.
TEXT 110
TEXT
bhaktira svabh•va,----brahma haite kare •kar£a‹a
divya deha diy• kar•ya k”£‹era bhajana
SYNONYMS
bhaktira--of devotional service; sva-bh•va--nature; brahma--impersonal
Brahman realization; haite--from; kare--does; •kar£a‹a--attracting; divya-transcendental; deha--body; diy•--offering; kar•ya--causes to perform; k”£‹era
bhajana--the service of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Characteristically, one in devotional service is attracted away from the
impersonal Brahman platform. Be is offered a transcendental body to engage in
Lord K”£‹a's service.
TEXT 111
TEXT
bhakta-deha p•ile haya gu‹era smara‹a
gu‹•k”£àa ha‘• kare nirmala bhajana
SYNONYMS
bhakta-deha--the body of a devotee; p•ile--when one gets; haya--there is;
gu‹era smara‹a--remembrance of the transcendental qualities; gu‹a-•k”£àa ha‘•-being attracted by the transcendental qualities; kare--performs; nirmala
bhajana--pure devotional service.
TRANSLATION
"When one gets a devotee's spiritual body, he can remember the
transcendental qualities of K”£‹a. Simply by being attracted to K”£‹a's
transcendental qualities, one becomes a pure devotee engaged in His service.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura has given the following summary of verses 107111. Transcendentalists on the path of philosophical speculation can be
divided into two categories-the pure worshiper of impersonal Brahman and he
who wishes to merge into the existence of impersonal Brahman. When one is
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fully absorbed in the thought that one is not different from the Supreme
Absolute Truth, one is said to be a worshiper of the impersonal Brahman. The
impersonal worshipers of Brahman can again be divided into three categories(1) s•dhaka, those who are nearing perfect execution of the process of Brahman
realization; (2) those who are fully absorbed in meditation on Brahman; and
(3) those who are on the brahma-bhãta platform and have no relationship with
material existence. Even though the worshiper of impersonal Brahman can be
highly advanced, he cannot attain liberation without discharging devotional
service. Anyone who has realized himself as spirit soul can engage in
devotional service. This is the verdict of Bhagavad-g†t•:
brahma-bhãta„ prasann•tm•
na ¤ocati na k••k£ati
sama„ sarve£u bhãte£u
mad-bhakti‰ labhate par•m
"One who is thus transcendentally situated at once realizes the Supreme
Brahman and is fully joyful. He never laments nor desires to have anything; he
is equally disposed to every living entity. In that state he attains pure
devotional service unto Me." (Bg. 18.54)
To attain the platform of pure devotional service, one has to become
spiritually pure and attain the brahma-bhãta platform, which is beyond
material anxiety and material discrimination. When one approaches pure
devotional service after realizing Brahman, one becomes attracted by pure
devotional service. At such a time, by rendering devotional service, one gets
a spiritual body with purified senses.
sarvop•dhi-vinirmukta‰
tatparatvena nirmalam
h”£†ke‹a h”£†ke¤asevana‰ bhaktir ucyate
When one's senses are pure, one can render loving devotional service to
K”£‹a. A pure devotee can only remember K”£‹a's transcendental qualities.
Remembering them, he fully engages in the loving service of the Lord.
TEXT 112
TEXT
"mukt• api l†lay• vigraha‰
k”tv• bhagavanta‰ bhajante"
SYNONYMS
mukt•„--liberated; api--although; l†lay•--by pastimes; vigraham--the form
of the Lord; k”tv•--having installed; bhagavantam--the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; bhajante--worship.
TRANSLATION
" 'Even a liberated soul merged in the impersonal Brahman effulgence is
attracted to the pastimes of K”£‹a. He thus installs a Deity and renders the
Lord service.'
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PURPORT
Highly elevated M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s sometimes worship the R•dh•-K”£‹a Deity
and discuss the pastimes of the Lord, but their purpose is not elevation to
Goloka V”nd•vana. They want to merge into the Lord's effulgence. This
statement is quoted from ¥a•kar•c•rya's commentary on the Upani£ad known as
N”si‰ha-t•pan†.
TEXT 113
TEXT
janma haite ¤uka-sanak•di 'brahmamaya'
k”£‹a-gu‹•k”£àa ha‘• k”£‹ere bhajaya
SYNONYMS
janma haite--from birth; ¤uka--¥ukadeva Gosv•m†; sanaka-•di--the four
Kum•ras; brahma-maya--absorbed in the thought of impersonal Brahman; k”£‹agu‹a-•k”£àa--attracted by the transcendental pastimes of the Lord; ha‘•-becoming; k”£‹ere bhajaya--worshiped Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Although ¥ukadeva Gosv•m† and the four Kum•ras were always absorbed in the
thought of impersonal Brahman and were thus Brahmav•d†s, they were nonetheless
attracted by the transcendental pastimes and qualities of K”£‹a. Therefore
they later became devotees of K”£‹a.
TEXT 114
TEXT
sanak•dyera k”£‹a-k”p•ya saurabhe hare mana
gu‹•k”£àa ha‘• kare nirmala bhajana
SYNONYMS
sanaka-•dyera--of the four Kum•ras, headed by Sanaka; k”£‹a-k”p•ya--by the
mercy of the Lord; saurabhe--the fragrance; hare--took away; mana--the minds;
gu‹a-•k”£àa ha‘•--thus being attracted by the qualities of K”£‹a; kare-perform; nirmala bhajana--pure devotional service.
TRANSLATION
"The minds of the four Kum•ras were attracted by the aroma of the flowers
offered to K”£‹a's lotus feet. Being thus attracted by the transcendental
qualities of K”£‹a, they engaged in pure devotional service.
TEXT 115
TEXT
tasy•ravinda-nayanasya pad•ravindaki‘jalka-mi¤ra-tulas†-makaranda-v•yu„
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antargata„ svavivare‹a cak•ra te£•‰
sa•k£obham ak£ara-ju£•m api citta-tanvo„
SYNONYMS
tasya--of Him; aravinda-nayanasya--of the lotus-eyed Lord; pada-aravinda-of the lotus feet; ki‘jalka--with the toes; mi¤ra--mixed; tulas†--the tulas†
leaves; makaranda--fragrance; v•yu„--breeze; antargata„--entered within; svavivare‹a--through their nostrils; cak•ra--made; te£•m--of the Kum•ras;
sa•k£obham--agitation for change; ak£ara-ju£•m--attached to impersonal Brahman
realization; api--even though; citta-tanvo„--in both mind and body.
TRANSLATION
" 'When the breeze carrying the aroma of tulas† leaves and saffron from the
lotus feet of the lotus-eyed Personality of Godhead entered through the
nostrils into the hearts of those sages [the Kum•ras], they experienced a
change in both body and mind, even though they were attached to impersonal
Brahman understanding.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.15.43).
TEXT 116
TEXT
vy•sa-k”p•ya ¤ukadevera l†l•di-smara‹a
k”£‹a-gu‹•k”£àa ha‘• karena bhajana
SYNONYMS
vy•sa-k”p•ya--by the mercy of ¥r†la Vy•sadeva; ¤ukadevera--of ¥ukadeva
Gosv•m†; l†l•-•di-smara‹a--remembrance of the transcendental pastimes of
K”£‹a; k”£‹a gu‹a-•k”£àa--attracted by the transcendental qualities of K”£‹a;
ha‘•--becoming; karena--performed; bhajana--loving service.
TRANSLATION
"By the mercy of ¥r†la Vy•sadeva, ¥ukadeva Gosv•m† was attracted by the
pastimes of Lord K”£‹a. Being thus attracted by K”£‹a's transcendental
qualities, he also became a devotee and engaged in His service.
TEXT 117
TEXT
harer gu‹•k£ipta-matir
bhagav•n b•dar•ya‹i„
adhyag•n mahad-•khy•na‰
nitya‰ vi£‹u-jana-priya„
SYNONYMS
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hare„--of Lord K”£‹a; gu‹a-•k£ipta-mati„--whose mind was agitated by the
qualities; bhagav•n--the most powerful transcendentalist; b•dar•ya‹i„-¥ukadeva, son of Vy•sadeva; adhyag•t--studied; mahat-•khy•nam--the great epic
description; nityam--eternally; vi£‹u-jana-priya„--who is very dear to the
Vai£‹avas, devotees of Lord Vi£‹u.
TRANSLATION
" 'Being very much attracted by the transcendental pastimes of the Lord,
the mind of ¥r†la ¥ukadeva Gosv•m† was agitated by K”£‹a consciousness. He
therefore began to study ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam by the grace of his father.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.7.11).
TEXT 118
TEXT
nava-yog†¤vara janma haite 's•dhaka' j‘•n†
vidhi-¤iva-n•rada-mukhe k”£‹a-gu‹a ¤uni'
SYNONYMS
nava--nine; yogi-†¤vara--great saintly yog†s; janma haite--from the very
birth; s•dhaka--practicers; j‘•n†--well versed in transcendental knowledge;
vidhi--Lord Brahm•; ¤iva--Lord ¥iva; n•rada--the great sage N•rada; mukhe--in
their mouths; k”£‹a-gu‹a ¤uni'--hearing the transcendental qualities of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"From their very births, the nine great mystic yog†s [Yogendras] were
impersonal philosophers of the Absolute Truth. However, because they heard
about Lord K”£‹a's qualities from Lord Brahm•, Lord ¥iva and the great sage
N•rada, they also became K”£‹a's devotees.
TEXT 119
TEXT
gu‹•k”£àa ha‘• kare k”£‹era bhajana
ek•da¤a-skandhe t••ra bhakti-vivara‹a
SYNONYMS
gu‹a-•k”£àa ha‘•--being attracted by the transcendental qualities; kare-engaged in; k”£‹era bhajana--the devotional service of the Lord; ek•da¤askandhe--in the Eleventh Canto of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; t••ra--of them; bhaktivivara‹a--description of the devotional service.
TRANSLATION
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"In the Eleventh Canto of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam there is a full description of
the devotional service of the nine Yogendras, who rendered devotional service
because they were attracted by the Lord's transcendental qualities.
TEXT 120
TEXT
akle¤•‰ kamala-bhuva„ pravi¤ya go£àh†‰
kurvanta„ ¤ruti-¤iras•‰ ¤ruti‰ ¤rutaj‘•„
uttu•ga‰ yadu-pura-sa•gam•ya ra•ga‰
yog†ndr•„ pulaka-bh”to nav•py av•pu„
SYNONYMS
akle¤•m--without material trouble; kamala-bhuva„--of Lord Brahm•, who took
his birth from the lotus flower; pravi¤ya--entering; go£àh†m--the association;
kurvanta„--continuously performing; ¤ruti-¤iras•m--of the topmost Vedic
knowledge; ¤rutim--hearing; ¤ruta-j‘•„--who are expert in Vedic knowledge;
uttu•gam--very high; yadu-pura-sa•gam•ya--for going back home, back to
Godhead, to Dv•rak•; ra•gam--to Ra•ga-k£etra; yog†ndr•„--great saintly
persons; pulaka-bh”ta„--being spiritually pleased; nava--nine; api--although;
av•pu„--achieved.
TRANSLATION
" 'The nine Yogendras entered Lord Brahm•'s association and heard from him
the real meaning of the topmost Vedic literatures-the Upani£ads. Although they
were already conversant in Vedic knowledge, they became very jubilant in K”£‹a
consciousness just by listening to Brahm•. Thus they wanted to enter Dv•rak•,
the abode of Lord K”£‹a. In this way they finally achieved the place known as
Ra•ga-k£etra.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Mah• Upani£ad.
TEXT 121
TEXT
mok£•k••k£† j‘•n† haya tina-prak•ra
mumuk£u, j†van-mukta, pr•pta-svarãpa •ra
SYNONYMS
mok£a-•k••k£†--those who desire to merge into the impersonal Brahman;
j‘•n†--advanced in knowledge; haya--are; tina-prak•ra--three varieties;
mumuk£u--desiring to be liberated; j†vat-mukta--already liberated, even in
this life; pr•pta-svarãpa--self-realized; •ra--and.
TRANSLATION
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"Those who wish to merge into the impersonal Brahman are also divided into
three categories-those desiring to be liberated, those already liberated and
those who have realized Brahman.
TEXT 122
TEXT
'mumuk£u' jagate aneka sa‰s•r† jana
'mukti' l•gi' bhaktye kare k”£‹era bhajana
SYNONYMS
mumuk£u--desiring to be liberated; jagate--in this world; aneka--many;
sa‰s•r† jana--engaged in material activities; mukti l•gi'--for the sake of
liberation; bhaktye--in devotional service; kare--perform; k”£‹era bhajana-the worship of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"There are many people within this material world who desire liberation,
and for this purpose they render devotional service to Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 123
TEXT
mumuk£avo ghora-rãp•n
hitv• bhãta-pat†n atha
n•r•ya‹a-kal•„ ¤•nt•
bhajanti hy anasãyava„
SYNONYMS
mumuk£ava„--those who are perfectly learned, who desire the highest
perfection, and who, unlike demons and nondevotees, are never envious of
anyone; ghora-rãp•n--demigods with fearful bodily features; hitv•--giving up;
bhãta-pat†n--the forefathers (praj•patis); atha--therefore; n•r•ya‹a-kal•„-the plenary expansions of Lord N•r•ya‹a; ¤•nt•„--very peaceful; bhajanti--they
worship; hi--certainly; anasãyava„--nonenvious.
TRANSLATION
" 'Those who want to be relieved from the material clutches give up the
worship of the various demigods, who have fearful bodily features. Such
peaceful devotees, who are not envious of the demigods, worship the different
forms of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, N•r•ya‹a.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.2.26). Those who actually
want the highest perfection worship Lord Vi£‹u in His different incarnations.
Those who are attracted to the materialistic way of life and who are always
agitated and full of anxiety worship demigods who appear fierce, demigods like
goddess K•l† and K•la-bhairava (Rudra). The devotees of K”£‹a, however, do not
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envy the demigods or their worshipers but peacefully render devotional service
to the incarnations of N•r•ya‹a instead.
TEXT 124
TEXT
sei sabera s•dhu-sa•ge gu‹a sphur•ya
k”£‹a-bhajana kar•ya, 'mumuk£•' ch•‚•ya
SYNONYMS
sei sabera--of all those worshipers of different demigods; s•dhu-sa•ge--the
contact of real devotees; gu‹a sphur•ya--awakens the appreciation of
transcendental qualities; k”£‹a-bhajana kar•ya--engages in the devotional
service of Lord K”£‹a; mumuk£• ch•‚•ya--and causes to give up the desire to be
liberated or merge into the impersonal feature of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
"If those who are attached to demigod worship fortunately associate with
the devotees, their dormant devotional service and appreciation of the Lord's
qualities gradually awaken. In this way they also engage in K”£‹a's devotional
service and give up the desire for liberation and the desire to merge into the
existence of impersonal Brahman.
PURPORT
The four Kum•ras (Catu„-sana), ¥ukadeva Gosv•m† and the nine Yogendras were
absorbed in Brahman realization, and how they became devotees is described
herein. There are three kinds of impersonalists-the mumuk£u (those desiring
liberation), the j†van-muktas (those liberated in this life) and the pr•ptasvarãpas (those merged in Brahman realization). All three types of j‘•n†s are
called mok£•k••k£†s, those desiring liberation. By associating with devotees,
such people give up the mumuk£u principle and render devotional service. The
real cause for this change is the association of devotees. This K”£‹a
consciousness movement is meant to attract all types of men, even those who
desire things other than the Lord's devotional service. Through the
association of devotees, they gradually begin to render devotional service.
TEXT 125
TEXT
aho mah•tman bahu-do£a-du£ào
'py ekena bh•ty e£a bhavo gu‹ena
sat-sa•gam•khyena sukh•vahena
k”t•dya no yena k”¤• mumuk£•
SYNONYMS
aho mah•tman--O great devotee; bahu-do£a-du£àa„--infected with varieties of
material disease or attachment; api--although; ekena--with one; bh•ti--shines;
e£a„--this; bhava„--birth in this material world; gu‹ena--with a good quality;
sat-sa•gama-•khyena--known as association with devotees; sukh•-•vahena--which
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brings about happiness; k”t•--made; adya--now; na„--our; yena--by which; k”¤•-insignificant; mumuk£•--the desire for liberation.
TRANSLATION
" 'O great learned devotee, although there are many faults in this material
world, there is one good opportunity-the association with devotees. Such
association brings about great happiness. Due to this good quality, our strong
desire to achieve liberation by merging into the Brahman effulgence has become
weakened.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Hari-bhakti-sudhodaya.
TEXT 126
TEXT
n•radera sa•ge ¤aunak•di muni-ga‹a
mumuk£• ch•‚iy• kail• k”£‹era bhajana
SYNONYMS
n•radera sa•ge--by the association of the great saintly person N•rada;
¤aunaka-•di muni-ga‹a--the great sages headed by ¥aunaka Muni; mumuk£•
ch•‚iy•--giving up the desire for liberation; kail•--performed; k”£‹era
bhajana--devotional service to K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"By associating with the great saint N•rada, the great sages like ¥aunaka
and others gave up the desire for liberation and engaged in K”£‹a's devotional
service.
TEXT 127
TEXT
k”£‹era dar¤ane, k•ro k”£‹era k”p•ya
mumuk£• ch•‚iy• gu‹e bhaje t••ra p•'ya
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era dar¤ane--simply by meeting K”£‹a; k•ro--someone; k”£‹era k”p•ya--by
the favor of K”£‹a; mumuk£• ch•‚iy•--giving up the desire for liberation;
gu‹e--being attracted by the transcendental qualities of K”£‹a; bhaje--engages
in service; t••ra p•'ya--at the lotus feet of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"Simply by meeting K”£‹a or receiving K”£‹a's special favor, one can give
up the desire for liberation. Being attracted by the transcendental qualities
of K”£‹a, one can engage in His service.
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TEXT 128
TEXT
asmin sukha-ghana-mãrtau param•tmani v”£‹i-pattane sphurati
•tm•r•matay• me v”th•
gato bata cira‰ k•la„
SYNONYMS
asmin--when this; sukha-ghana-mãrtau--form of complete happiness; parama•tmani--the Supreme Person; v”£‹i-pattane--in Dv•rak•-dh•ma; sphurati--exists;
•tm•r•matay•--by the process of cultivating Brahman realization; me--my;
v”th•--uselessly; gata„--wasted; bata--alas, what can I say; ciram--for a long
time; k•la„--time.
TRANSLATION
" 'In this Dv•rak•-dh•ma, I am being attracted by the Supreme Personality
of Godhead, K”£‹a, who is personified spiritual bliss. Simply by seeing Him, I
am feeling great happiness. Oh, I have wasted so much time trying to become
self-realized through impersonal cultivation. This is a cause for
lamentation!'
PURPORT
This verse is also found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (3.1.34).
TEXT 129
TEXT
j†van-mukta' aneka, sei dui bheda j•ni
'bhaktye j†van-mukta', j‘•ne j†van-mukta' m•ni
SYNONYMS
j†vat-mukta--liberated in this life; aneka--there are many; sei--all of
them; dui bheda--two divisions; j•ni--we consider; bhaktye j†vat-mukta--one
liberated in this life by pursuing the process of devotional service; j‘•ne
j†vat-mukta--a person liberated in this life by following the process of
philosophical speculation; m•ni--we can understand.
TRANSLATION
"There are many people who are liberated even in this lifetime. Some are
liberated by discharging devotional service, and others are liberated through
the philosophical speculative process.
TEXT 130
TEXT
'bhaktye j†van-mukta' gu‹•k”£àa ha‘• k”£‹a bhaje
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¤u£ka-j‘•ne j†van-mukta apar•dhe adho maje
SYNONYMS
bhaktye j†vat-mukta--persons liberated in this life by discharging
devotional service; gu‹a-•k”£àa ha‘•--being attracted by the transcendental
qualities of K”£‹a; k”£‹a bhaje--engage in the devotional service of the Lord;
¤u£ka-j‘•ne j†vat-mukta--so-called liberated in this life by dry, speculative
knowledge; apar•dhe--by offenses; adho maje--fall down.
TRANSLATION
"Those who are liberated by devotional service become more and more
attracted by the transcendental qualities of K”£‹a. Thus they engage in His
service. Those who are liberated by the speculative process eventually fall
down again due to offensive activity.
TEXT 131
TEXT
ye 'nye 'ravind•k£a vimukta-m•ninas
tvayy asta-bh•v•d avi¤uddha-buddhaya„
•ruhya k”cchre‹a para‰ pada‰ tata„
patanty adho 'n•d”ta-yu£mad-a•ghraya„
SYNONYMS
ye--all those who; anye--others (nondevotees); aravinda-ak£a--O lotus-eyed
one; vimukta-m•nina„--who consider themselves liberated; tvayi--unto You;
asta-bh•v•t--without devotion; avi¤uddha-buddhaya„--whose intelligence is not
purified; •ruhya--having ascended; k”cchre‹a--by severe austerities and
penances; param padam--to the supreme position; tata„--from there; patanti-fall; adha„--down; an•d”ta--without respecting; yu£mat--Your; a•ghraya„--lotus
feet.
TRANSLATION
" 'O lotus-eyed one, those who think they are liberated in this life but
are without devotional service to You are of impure intelligence. Although
they accept severe austerities and penances and rise to the spiritual
position, to impersonal Brahman realization, they fall down again because they
neglect to worship Your lotus feet.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.2.32).
TEXT 132
TEXT
brahma-bhãta„ prasann•tm•
na ¤ocati na k••k£ati
sama„ sarve£u bhãte£u
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mad-bhakti‰ labhate par•m
SYNONYMS
brahma-bhãta„--being one with the Absolute; prasanna-•tm•--fully joyful;
na--never; ¤ocati--laments; na--never; k••k£ati--desires; sama„--equally
disposed; sarve£u--all; bhãte£u--to living entities; mat-bhaktim--My
devotional service; labhate--gains; par•m--transcendental.
TRANSLATION
" 'One who is thus transcendentally situated at once realizes the Supreme
Brahman and is fully joyful. Be never laments nor desires to have anything; he
is equally disposed to every living entity. In that state he attains pure
devotional service unto Me.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Bhagavad-g†t• (18.54).
TEXT 133
TEXT
advaita-v†th†-pathikair up•sy•„
sv•nanda-si‰h•sana-labdha-d†k£•„
¤aàhena ken•pi vaya‰ haàhena
d•s†-k”t• gopa-vadhã-viàena
SYNONYMS
advaita-v†th†--of the path of monism; pathikai„--by the wanderers; up•sy•„-worshipable; sv•nanda--of self-realization; si‰h•sana--on the throne; labdhad†k£•„--being initiated; ¤aàhena--by a cheater; ken•pi--some; vayam--I;
haàhena--by force; d•s†-k”t•--made into a maidservant; gopa-vadhã-viàena-engaged in joking with the gop†s.
TRANSLATION
" 'Although I was worshiped by those on the path of monism and initiated
into self-realization through the yoga system, I am nonetheless forcibly
turned into a maidservant by some cunning boy who is always joking with the
gop†s.'
PURPORT
This is a verse written by Bilvama•gala áh•kura.
TEXT 134
TEXT
bhakti-bale 'pr•pta-svarãpa' divya-deha p•ya
k”£‹a-gu‹•k”£àa ha‘• bhaje k”£‹a-p•'ya
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SYNONYMS
bhakti-bale--by the strength of devotional service; pr•pta-svarãpa-attaining his original status; divya-deha--a transcendental body; p•ya--one
gets; k”£‹a-gu‹a-•k”£àa--attracted by the transcendental qualities of K”£‹a;
ha‘•--being; bhaje--takes to devotional service; k”£‹a-p•'ya--at K”£‹a's lotus
feet.
TRANSLATION
"One who has attained his constitutional position by the strength of
devotional service attains a transcendental body even in this lifetime. Being
attracted by Lord K”£‹a's transcendental qualities, one fully engages in
service at His lotus feet.
TEXT 135
TEXT
nirodho 'sy•nu ¤ayanam
•tmana„ saha ¤aktibhi„
muktir hitv•nyath•-rãpa‰
svarãpe‹a vyavasthiti„
SYNONYMS
nirodha„--winding up; asya--of this; anu--after; ¤ayanam--lying down;
•tmana„--of the Supreme Lord; saha--with; ¤aktibhi„--the energies (marginal
and external); mukti„--liberation; hitv•--giving up; anyath•--other; rãpam-form; svarãpe‹a--with one's own eternal form; vyavasthiti„--staying.
TRANSLATION
" 'The living entities and other potencies merge in the Mah•-Vi£‹u as the
Lord lies down and winds up [destroys] the cosmic manifestation. Liberation
means being situated in one's eternal original form, which he attains after
giving up the changeable gross and subtle bodies.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.10.6).
TEXT 136
TEXT
k”£‹a-bahirmukha-do£e m•y• haite bhaya
k”£‹onmukha bhakti haite m•y•-mukta haya
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-bahi„-mukha----of going against K”£‹a consciousness; do£e----by the
fault; m•y• haite----from the illusory energy; bhaya----fear; k”£‹a-unmukha---in favor of K”£‹a consciousness; bhakti--devotional service; haite--from;
m•y•-mukta--liberated from m•y•; haya--one becomes.
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TRANSLATION
"By opposing K”£‹a consciousness, one again becomes conditioned and fearful
due to the influence of m•y•. By executing devotional service faithfully, one
is liberated from m•y•.
TEXT 137
TEXT
bhaya‰ dvit†y•bhinive¤ata„ sy•d
†¤•d apetasya viparyayo 'sm”ti„
tan-m•yay•to budha •bhajet ta‰
bhaktyaikaye¤a‰ guru-devat•tm•
SYNONYMS
bhayam--fear; dvit†ya-abhinive¤ata„--from the misconception of being a
product of material energy; sy•t--arises; †¤•t--from the Supreme Personality
of Godhead, K”£‹a; apetasya--of one who has withdrawn (the conditioned soul);
viparyaya„--reversal of position; asm”ti„--no conception of his relationship
with the Supreme Lord; tat-m•yay•--because of the illusory energy of the
Supreme Lord; ata„--therefore; budha„--one who is wise; •bhajet--must worship;
tam--Him; bhakty•--by devotional service; ekay•--undiverted to karma and
j‘•na; †¤am--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; guru--as the spiritual
master; devat•--worshipable Lord; •tm•--Supersoul.
TRANSLATION
" 'When the living entity is attracted by the material energy that is
separate from K”£‹a, he is overpowered by fear. Because he is separated from
the Supreme Personality of Godhead by the material energy, his conception of
life is reversed. In other words, instead of being the eternal servant of
K”£‹a, he becomes K”£‹a's competitor. This is called viparyaya„ asm”ti„. To
nullify this mistake, one who is actually learned and advanced worships the
Supreme Personality of Godhead as his spiritual master, worshipful Deity and
source of life. Be thus worships the Lord by the process of unalloyed
devotional service.'
PURPORT
This verse is quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.37).
TEXT 138
TEXT
daiv† hy e£• gu‹a-may†
mama m•y• duratyay•
m•m eva ye prapadyante
m•y•m et•‰ taranti te
SYNONYMS
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daiv†--belonging to the Supreme Lord; hi--certainly; e£•--this; gu‹a-may†-made of the three modes; mama--My; m•y•--external energy; duratyay•--very
difficult to surpass; m•m--unto Me; eva--certainly; ye--those who;
prapadyante--surrender fully; m•y•m--the illusory energy; et•m--this; taranti-cross over; te--they.
TRANSLATION
" 'This divine energy of Mine, consisting of the three modes of material
nature, is difficult to overcome. But those who have surrendered unto Me can
easily cross beyond it.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Bhagavad-g†t• (7.14).
TEXT 139
TEXT
bhakti vinu mukti n•hi, bhaktye mukti haya
SYNONYMS
bhakti--devotional service; vinu--without; mukti--liberation; n•hi--there
is not; bhaktye--actually by devotional service; mukti haya--liberation is
attained.
TRANSLATION
"One does not attain liberation without rendering devotional service.
Liberation is only attained by devotional service.
TEXT 140
TEXT
¤reya„-s”ti‰ bhaktim udasya te vibho
kli¤yanti ye kevala-bodha-labdhaye
te£•m asau kle¤ala eva ¤i£yate
n•nyad yath• sthãla-tu£•vagh•tin•m
SYNONYMS
¤reya„-s”tim--the auspicious path of liberation; bhaktim--devotional
service; udasya--giving up; te--of You; vibho--O my Lord; kli¤yanti--accept
increased difficulties; ye--all those persons who; kevala--only; bodhalabdhaye--for obtaining knowledge; te£•m--for them; asau--that; kle¤ala„-trouble; eva--only; ¤i£yate--remains; na--not; anyat--anything else; yath•--as
much as; sthãla--bulky; tu£a--husks of rice; avagh•tin•m--of those beating.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear Lord, devotional service unto You is the only auspicious path.
If one gives it up simply for speculative knowledge or the understanding that
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these living beings are spirit souls and the material world is false, he
undergoes a great deal of trouble. Be only gains troublesome and inauspicious
activities. His actions are like beating a husk that is already devoid of
rice. One's labor becomes fruitless.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.14.4).
TEXT 141
TEXT
ye 'nye 'ravind•k£a vimukta-m•ninas
tvayy asta-bh•v•d avi¤uddha-buddhaya„
•ruhya k”cchre‹a para‰ pada‰ tata„
patanty adho 'n•d”ta-yu£mad-a•ghraya„
SYNONYMS
ye--all those who; anye--others (nondevotees); aravinda-ak£a--O lotus-eyed
one; vimukta-m•nina„--who consider themselves liberated; tvayi--unto You;
asta-bh•v•t--without devotion; avi¤uddha-buddhaya„--whose intelligence is not
purified; •ruhya--having ascended; k”cchre‹a--by severe austerities and
penances; param padam--to the supreme position; tata„--from there; patanti-fall; adha„--down; an•d”ta--without respecting; yu£mat--Your; a•ghraya„--lotus
feet.
TRANSLATION
" 'O lotus-eyed one, those who think they are liberated in this life but
are without devotional service to You are of impure intelligence. Although
they accept severe austerities and penances and rise to the spiritual
position, to impersonal Brahman realization, they fall down again because they
neglect to worship Your lotus feet.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.2.32).
TEXT 142
TEXT
ya e£•‰ puru£a‰ s•k£•d
•tma-prabhavam †¤varam
na bhajanty avaj•nanti
sth•n•d bhra£à•„ patanty adha„
SYNONYMS
ye--those who; e£•m--of those divisions of social and spiritual orders;
puru£am--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; s•k£•t--directly; •tma-prabhavam-the source of everyone; †¤varam--the supreme controller; na--do not;
bhajanti--worship; avaj•nanti--or who neglect; sth•n•t--from their proper
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place; bhra£à•„--being fallen; patanti--fall; adha„--downward into hellish
conditions.
TRANSLATION
" 'If one simply maintains an official position in the four var‹as and
•¤ramas but does not worship the Supreme Lord Vi£‹u, he falls down from his
puffed up position into a hellish condition.'
PURPORT
This is also a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.5.3).
TEXT 143
TEXT
bhaktye mukti p•ileha ava¤ya k”£‹ere bhajaya
SYNONYMS
bhaktye--by devotional service; mukti--liberation; p•ileha--if one gets;
ava¤ya--certainly; k”£‹ere--unto Lord K”£‹a; bhajaya--renders service.
TRANSLATION
"When one is actually liberated by executing devotional service, he always
engages in the transcendental loving service of the Lord.
TEXT 144
TEXT
"mukt• api l†lay• vigraha‰
k”tv• bhagavanta‰ bhajante"
SYNONYMS
mukt•„--liberated; api--although; l†lay•--by the pastimes; vigraham--the
form of the Lord; k”tv•--having installed; bhagavantam--the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; bhajante--worship.
TRANSLATION
" 'Even a liberated soul merged in the impersonal Brahman effulgence is
attracted to the pastimes of K”£‹a. Be thus installs a Deity and renders the
Lord service.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥a•kar•c•rya's commentary on the N”si‰ha-t•pan†
Upani£ad.
TEXT 145
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TEXT
ei chaya •tm•r•ma k”£‹ere bhajaya
p”thak p”thak ca-k•re ih• 'api'ra artha kaya
SYNONYMS
ei chaya--all these six; •tm•r•ma--transcendentalists; k”£‹ere bhajaya-render service to K”£‹a; p”thak p”thak--separately; ca-k•re--in the use of the
word ca; ih•--here; 'api'ra--of the word api; artha--meaning; kaya--says.
TRANSLATION
"These six kinds of •tm•r•mas engage in the loving service of K”£‹a. The
varieties of service are indicated by adding ca, and they also bear the
meaning of api, 'indeed.'
PURPORT
There are six kinds of •tm•r•mas: the neophyte (s•dhaka) student who is
absorbed in Brahman realization (brahmamaya), one who has already attained the
Brahman position (pr•pta-brahma-laya), one who desires to be liberated
(mumuk£u), one who is liberated even in this life (j†van-mukta), and one who
is self-realized (pr•pta-svarãpa).
TEXT 146
TEXT
"•tm•r•m•¤ ca api" kare k”£‹e ahaituk† bhakti
"munaya„ santa„" iti k”£‹a-manane •sakti
SYNONYMS
•tm•r•m•„ ca api--self-realized persons also; kare--do; k”£‹e--unto K”£‹a;
ahaituk† bhakti--unmotivated devotional service; munaya„ santa„--great saintly
persons and transcendentalists; iti--thus; k”£‹a-manane--in meditation on
K”£‹a; •sakti--attraction.
TRANSLATION
"The six kinds of •tm•r•mas render devotional service to K”£‹a without
ulterior motives. The words munaya„ and santa„ indicate those who are very
attached to meditating upon K”£‹a.
TEXT 147
TEXT
"nirgranth•„"----avidy•-h†na, keha----vidhi-h†na
y•h•• yei yukta, sei arthera adh†na
SYNONYMS
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nirgranth•„--nirgranth•„; avidy•-h†na--without ignorance; keha--some of
them; vidhi-h†na--without following any regulative principles; y•h••-wherever; yei--which; yukta--appropriate; sei arthera adh†na--comes under that
different import.
TRANSLATION
"The word nirgranth•„ means 'without ignorance' and 'devoid of rules and
regulations.' Whichever meaning fits may be applied.
TEXT 148
TEXT
ca-¤abde kari yadi'itaretara' artha
•ra eka artha kahe parama samartha
SYNONYMS
ca-¤abde--by the word ca; kari--I do; yadi--if; itaretara artha--different
and separate meanings; •ra--another; eka--one; artha--meaning; kahe--is said;
parama samartha--highly suitable.
TRANSLATION
"By using the word ca in different places, there are different meanings.
Over and above them, there is another meaning that is very important.
TEXT 149
TEXT
"•tm•r•m•¤ ca •tm•r•m•¤ ca" kari' b•ra chaya
pa‘ca •tm•r•ma chaya ca-k•re lupta haya
SYNONYMS
•tm•r•m•„ ca •tm•r•m•„ ca--repeating the words •tm•r•m•„ and ca; kari'-doing; b•ra chaya--six times; pa‘ca •tm•r•ma--five kinds of •tm•r•mas; chaya-six; ca-k•re--by the word ca; lupta haya--become unpronounced.
TRANSLATION
"Although the words •tm•r•m•¤ ca would be repeated six times, simply by
adding the word ca, five •tm•r•mas are deleted.
TEXT 150
TEXT
eka '•tm•r•ma'-¤abda ava¤e£a rahe
eka '•tm•r•ma'-¤abde chaya-jana kahe
SYNONYMS
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eka--one; •tm•r•ma--•tm•r•ma; ¤abda--vibration; ava¤e£a rahe--remains at
last; eka •tm•r•ma--one •tm•r•ma; ¤abde--by vibrating; chaya-jana--six
persons; kahe--are indicated.
TRANSLATION
"Therefore there is no need to repeat the word •tm•r•ma. One is sufficient,
and that one word indicates six persons.
TEXT 151
TEXT
"sarãp•‹•m eka-¤e£a eka-vibhaktau"
ukt•rth•n•m aprayoga„
r•ma¤ ca r•ma¤ ca r•ma¤ ca r•m• itivat
SYNONYMS
sa-rãp•‹•m--of words of the same form; eka-¤e£a„--only the last; ekavibhaktau--in the same case; ukta-arth•n•m--of the previously spoken meanings;
aprayoga„--nonapplication; r•ma„ ca--and R•ma; r•ma„ ca--and R•ma; r•ma„ ca-and R•ma; r•m•„ itivat--in this way, by one r•ma, many r•mas are indicated.
TRANSLATION
" 'Of words having the same form and case termination, the last one is the
only one retained. For example, the word r•ma„ is used to stand for r•ma¤ ca,
r•ma¤ ca, r•ma¤ ca, etc.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from P•‹ini's sãtras (1.2.64).
TEXT 152
TEXT
tabe ye ca-k•ra, sei 'samuccaya' kaya
"•tm•r•m•¤ ca munaya¤ ca" k”£‹ere bhajaya
SYNONYMS
tabe--then; ye--that; ca-k•ra--syllable ca; sei--that; samuccaya-aggregation; kaya--is said; •tm•r•m•„ ca--all those who enjoy in the self;
munaya„ ca--all saintly persons; k”£‹ere bhajaya--worship K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"By the aggregate use of the word ca, it is indicated that all the
•tm•r•mas and saints serve and worship K”£‹a.
TEXT 153
TEXT
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"nirgranth• api"ra ei 'api'----sambh•vane
ei s•ta artha prathame karilu• vy•khy•ne
SYNONYMS
nirgranth•„ apira--of the words nirgranth•„ api; ei--this; api--api;
sambh•vane--in the matter of exposition; ei s•ta artha--these seven different
meanings; prathame--in the beginning; karilu•--I have done; vy•khy•ne--in
explanation.
TRANSLATION
"Api added to the word nirgranth•„ is used for exposition. Thus I have
tried to clarify the seven types of meaning.
TEXT 154
TEXT
antary•mi-up•saka '•tm•r•ma' kaya
sei •tm•r•ma yog†ra dui bheda haya
SYNONYMS
antary•mi--of the Supersoul; up•saka--worshiper; •tm•r•ma kaya--is also
said to be an •tm•r•ma; sei •tm•r•ma--that •tm•r•ma; yog†ra--of the mystic
yog†; dui bheda haya--there are two kinds.
TRANSLATION
"The yog† who worships the Supersoul within himself is also called
•tm•r•ma. There are two types of •tm•r•ma-yog†s.
TEXT 155
TEXT
sagarbha, nigarbha,----ei haya dui bheda
eka eka tina bhede chaya vibheda
SYNONYMS
sagarbha--sagarbha; nigarbha--nigarbha; ei--thus; haya--there are; dui-two; bheda--different varieties; eka eka--each one; tina bhede--in three
varieties; chaya vibheda--therefore there are six varieties.
TRANSLATION
"The two •tm•r•ma-yog†s are called sagarbha and nigarbha. Each of these is
divided into three; therefore there are six types of worshipers of the
Supersoul.
PURPORT
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The word sagarbha-yog† refers to a yog† who worships the Supersoul in the
Vi£‹u form. The nigarbha-yog† worships the Supersoul without form. The
sagarbha and nigarbha yog†s are further categorized: (1) sagarbha-yog•ruruk£u,
(2) nigarbha-yog•ruruk£u, (3) sagarbha-yog•rã‚ha, (4) nigarbha-yog•rã‚ha, (5)
sagarbha-pr•pta-siddhi and (6) nigarbha-pr•pta-siddhi.
TEXT 156
TEXT
kecit svadeh•ntar h”day•vak•¤e
pr•de¤a-m•tra‰ puru£a‰ vasantam
catur-bhuja‰ ka‘ja-rath••ga-¤a•khagad•-dhara‰ dh•ra‹ay• smaranti
SYNONYMS
kecit--some of them; sva-deha-anta„--within one's own body; h”daya-avak•¤e-in the cavity of the heart; pr•de¤a-m•tram--with the measurement of six
inches; puru£am--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; vasantam--residing;
catu„-bhujam--with four hands; ka‘ja--a lotus flower; ratha-a•ga--a disc like
the wheel of a chariot; ¤a•kha--a conchshell; gad•-dharam--holding the club;
dh•ra‹ay•--by such contemplation; smaranti--they remember.
TRANSLATION
" 'Some yog†s think of the Lord within their hearts as measuring about six
inches. The Lord has four hands, in which He holds a conchshell, club, disc
and lotus flower. Those who worship this form of Vi£‹u within the heart are
called sagarbha-yog†s.'
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.2.8).
TEXT 157
TEXT
eva‰ harau bhagavati pratilabdha-bh•vo
bhakty• dravad-dh”daya utpulaka„ pramod•t
autka‹àhya-b•£pa-kalay• muhur ardyam•nas
tac c•pi citta-ba‚i¤a‰ ¤anakair viyu•kte
SYNONYMS
evam--thus; harau--unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead; bhagavati--the
Lord; pratilabdha-bh•va„--one who has awakened a sense of ecstatic love;
bhakty•--by devotional service; dravat--melting; h”daya„--the heart;
utpulaka„--very pleased; pramod•t--because of happiness; autka‹àhya--with
eagerness; b•£pa-kalay•--with tears in the eyes; muhu„--always; ardyam•na„-merged in spiritual bliss; tat ca api--that also; citta-ba‚i¤am--with the
heart like a fishing hook; ¤anakai„--gradually; viyu•kte--separates.
TRANSLATION
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" 'When one is in ecstatic love with the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
one's heart is melted by bhakti-yoga, and one feels transcendental bliss.
There are bodily symptoms manifest, and, due to eagerness, there are tears in
the eyes. Thus one is subjected to spiritual bliss. When the heart is overly
afflicted, the meditative mind, like a fishing hook, is gradually separated
from the object of meditation.'
PURPORT
This is also a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.28.34).
TEXT 158
TEXT
'yog•ruruk£u', 'yog•rã‚ha' 'pr•pta-siddhi' •ra
ei tina bhede haya chaya prak•ra
SYNONYMS
yoga-•ruruk£u--persons desiring elevation to the platform of yogic
perfection; yoga-•rã‚ha--persons already elevated to that position; pr•ptasiddhi--persons who have achieved the success; •ra--also; ei tina--these
three; bhede--by varieties; haya--there are; chaya prak•ra--six kinds.
TRANSLATION
"By these three divisions of advancement in yoga-yog•ruruk£u, yog•rã‚ha and
pr•pta-siddhi-there are six kinds of mystic yog†s.
TEXT 159
TEXT
•ruruk£or muner yoga‰
karma k•ra‹am ucyate
yog•rã‚hasya tasyaiva
¤ama„ k•ra‹am ucyate
SYNONYMS
•ruruk£o„--of a person desiring to rise to the platform of yogic
perfection; mune„--of a saintly person; yogam--spiritual knowledge; karma-work; k•ra‹am--the cause; ucyate--is said; yoga-•rã‚hasya--of one who has
attained such perfect knowledge; tasya--for him; eva--certainly; ¤ama„-controlling the mind without being disturbed; k•ra‹am--cause; ucyate--is said.
TRANSLATION
" 'Those who wish to rise to the platform of yogic perfection practice the
yoga system and strictly follow its regulative principles. They practice the
yoga postures, •sanas and breathing exercises. Those who are already elevated
to this platform practice meditation and keep their minds on the Supreme Lord.
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They reject all material activity and keep their minds in an equipoised
condition [¤ama].
PURPORT
Texts 159 and 160 are from Bhagavad-g†t• (6.3--4).
TEXT 160
TEXT
yad• hi nendriy•rthe£u
na karmasv anu£ajjate
sarva-sa•kalpa-sanny•s†
yog•rã‚has tadocyate
SYNONYMS
yad•--when; hi--certainly; na--not; indriya-arthe£u--sense gratification;
na--not; karmasu--in activities; anu£ajjate--one becomes engaged; sarva--all
kinds of; sa•kalpa--desires; sanny•s†--renouncing; yoga-•rã‚ha„--one who has
actually attained perfection in the yoga system; tad•--at that time; ucyate-is said.
TRANSLATION
" 'When a person is no longer interested in acting for sense gratification
and when he renounces all material desires, he is said to be situated in
perfect yoga [yog•rã‚ha].'
TEXT 161
TEXT
ei chaya yog† s•dhu-sa•g•di-hetu p•‘•
k”£‹a bhaje k”£‹a-gu‹e •k”£àa ha‘•
SYNONYMS
ei--this; chaya--six; yog†--mystics; s•dhu--of devotees; sa•ga-•di--the
association; hetu--because of; p•‘•--getting; k”£‹a bhaje--render service to
K”£‹a; k”£‹a-gu‹e--by the transcendental qualities of K”£‹a; •k”£àa-attracted; ha‘•--becoming.
TRANSLATION
"When a purified yog† associates with devotees, he engages in Lord K”£‹a's
devotional service, being attracted by the Lord's transcendental qualities.
TEXT 162
TEXT
ca-¤abde 'api'ra artha ih••o kahaya
'muni', 'nirgrantha'-¤abdera pãrvavat artha haya
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SYNONYMS
ca-¤abde--by the word ca; 'api'ra--of the word api; artha--the meaning;
ih••o--here also; kahaya--is applicable; muni--a saintly person; nirgrantha-fully liberated; ¤abdera--of the words; pãrva-vat--as mentioned above; artha
haya--there are the meanings.
TRANSLATION
"The meanings of the words ca and api can be applied here. The meanings of
the words muni and nirgrantha are the same as before.
TEXT 163
TEXT
urukrame ahaituk† k•h•• kona artha
ei tera artha kahilu• parama samartha
SYNONYMS
urukrame--unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who acts uncommonly;
ahaituk†--without motives; k•h••--wherever; kona--some; artha--import; ei--in
this way; tera artha--thirteen imports; kahilu•--I have explained; parama-supremely; samartha--complete.
TRANSLATION
"The word ahaituk† is always applicable to the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, Urukrama. In this way I have described the import of all these things
in thirteen complete varieties.
PURPORT
The thirteen varieties mentioned are (1) s•dhaka, the neophyte performer;
(2) brahmamaya, one absorbed in the thought of impersonal Brahman; (3) pr•ptabrahma-laya, one who has actually attained Brahman perfection; (4) mumuk£u,
the desirer of liberation; (5) j†van-mukta, one who is liberated in this life;
(6) pr•pta-svarãpa, one who has attained one's original constitutional
position; (7) nirgrantha-muni, a completely liberated saint; (8) sagarbhayog•ruruk£u, a yog† meditating upon the four-handed Vi£‹u form or desiring
yogic perfection; (9) nigarbha-yog•ruruk£u, one who has attained perfection in
impersonal meditation; (10) sagarbha-yog•rã‚ha, already elevated to the yoga
perfection platform; (11) nigarbha-yog•rã‚ha, similarly impersonal yogi; (12)
sagarbha-pr•pta-siddhi, one who has already attained the perfectional stage;
(13) nigarbha-pr•pta-siddhi, one who has attained perfection by impersonal
meditation.
TEXT 164
TEXT
ei saba ¤•nta yabe bhaje bhagav•n
'¤•nta' bhakta kari' tabe kahi t••ra n•ma
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SYNONYMS
ei saba--all these; ¤•nta--neutral; yabe--when; bhaje--worship; bhagav•n-the Supreme Personality of Godhead; ¤•nta bhakta--devotees in the neutral
stage of devotional service; kari'--describing as; tabe--that time; kahi--I
speak; t••ra--their; n•ma--name.
TRANSLATION
"These thirteen types of yog†s and munis are called ¤•nta-bhaktas, for they
render transcendental loving service to the Supreme Personality of Godhead in
the neutral stage.
TEXT 165
TEXT
'•tm•' ¤abde 'mana' kaha----mane yei rame
s•dhu-sa•ge seha bhaje ¤r†-k”£‹a-cara‹e
SYNONYMS
•tm•--•tm•; ¤abde--by the word; mana--the mind; kaha--if you say; mane-within the mind; yei rame--one who is satisfied by speculation; s•dhu-sa•ge-by the association of devotees; seha--he also; bhaje--takes to devotional
service; ¤r†-k”£‹a-cara‹e--at the lotus feet of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"The word •tm• sometimes means 'the mind.' In this case, the word •tm•r•ma
means 'a person who is satisfied by mental speculation.' When such a person
associates with a pure devotee, he takes to devotional service at the lotus
feet of K”£‹a.
TEXT 166
TEXT
udaram up•sate ya ”£i-vartmasu kãrpa-d”¤a„
parisara-paddhati‰ h”dayam •ru‹ayo daharam
tata udag•d ananta tava dh•ma ¤ira„ parama‰
punar iha yat sametya na patanti k”t•nta-mukhe
SYNONYMS<footnote>For yogis, the abdomen is technically understood to be munipurastha-brahman, Brahman--the abdomen; up•sate--worship; ye--those who; ”£ivartmasu--on the path marked out by the great saintly persons; kãrpa-d”¤a„-whose vision is grossly situated in the bodily conception of life; parisarapaddhatim--from which the system of the arteries comes; h”dayam--the heart;
•ru‹aya„--saintly persons headed by šru‹a ™£i; daharam--the sky within the
heart, the subtle conception of the Supersoul within the heart; tata„--from
that; udag•t--went up; ananta--O unlimited one; tava--Your; dh•ma--place;
¤ira„--the top of the head; paramam--supreme; puna„--again; iha--in this
material world; yat--which; sametya--having achieved; na--not; patanti--fall
down; k”ta-anta-mukhe--in the repetition of birth and death.
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TRANSLATION
" 'Those who follow the path of great, saintly mystic yog†s take to the
yogic gymnastic process and begin worshiping from the abdomen, where it is
said that Brahman is located. Such people are called ¤•rkar•k£a, which means
that they are situated in the gross bodily conception. There are also
followers of the ”£i known as šru‹a. Following that path, they observe the
activities of the arteries. Thus they gradually rise to the heart, where
subtle Brahman, Param•tm•, is situated. They then worship Him. O unlimited
Ananta! Better than these persons are the mystic yog†s who worship You from
the top of their heads. Beginning with the abdomen and proceeding through the
heart, they reach the top of the head and pass through the brahma-randhra, the
hole at the top of the skull. Thus yog†s attain the perfectional platform and
do not enter the cycle of birth and death again.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.87.18).
TEXT 167
TEXT
eho k”£‹a-gu‹•k”£àa mah•-muni ha‘•
ahaituk† bhakti kare nirgrantha ha‘•
SYNONYMS
eho--such yog†s; k”£‹a gu‹a-•k”£àa--attracted by the transcendental
qualities of K”£‹a; mah•-muni ha‘•--becoming great saintly persons; ahaituk†
bhakti kare--they perform causeless devotional service; nirgrantha ha‘•-becoming indifferent to the mystic yoga process.
TRANSLATION
"Being attracted by the transcendental qualities of K”£‹a, yog†s become
great saints. At that time, not being hampered by the yogic process, they
engage in unalloyed devotional service.
TEXT 168
TEXT
'•tm•'-¤abde 'yatna' kahe----yatna kariy•
"munayo 'pi" k”£‹a bhaje gu‹•k”£àa ha‘•
SYNONYMS
•tm•-¤abde--by the word •tm•; yatna--endeavor; kahe--one means; yatna
kariy•--by great endeavor; munaya„ api--even great saintly persons; k”£‹a
bhaje--take to the devotional service of K”£‹a; gu‹a-•k”£àa ha‘•--being
attracted by His transcendental qualities.
TRANSLATION
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"štm• also means 'endeavor.' Being attracted by K”£‹a's transcendental
qualities, some saints make a great endeavor to come to the point of rendering
service to Him.
TEXT 169
TEXT
tasyaiva heto„ prayateta kovido
na labhyate yad bhramat•m upary adha„
tal labhyate du„khavad anyata„ sukha‰
k•lena sarvatra gabh†ra-ra‰has•
SYNONYMS
tasya eva--for that; heto„--reason; prayateta--should endeavor; kovida„-one who is learned and intelligent; na--not; labhyate--is achieved; yat--that
which; bhramat•m--of those wandering; upari adha„--up and down; tat--that;
labhyate--is achieved; du„khavat--exactly like unhappiness or distress;
anyata„--from other reasons (one's past actions); sukham--happiness; k•lena-by time; sarvatra--everywhere; gabh†ra--insurmountable; ra‰has•--having force.
TRANSLATION
" 'The transcendental position cannot be attained by wandering up and down
from Brahmaloka and Satyaloka to P•t•laloka. If one is actually intelligent
and learned, he should endeavor for that rare transcendental position.
Whatever material happiness is available within the fourteen worlds is
attained by the force of time, just as one attains distress in due course of
time. Since these are not attained by spiritual consciousness, one should not
try for them.'
PURPORT
This verse was spoken by N•rada Muni in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.5.18). N•rada
Muni was speaking to Vy•sadeva, who was morose even after he had compiled all
Vedic literatures. In this connection, N•rada Muni advised ¥r†la Vy•sadeva to
attain devotional service.
TEXT 170
TEXT
sad-dharmasy•vabodh•ya
ye£•‰ nirbandhin† mati„
acir•d eva sarv•rtha„
sidhyaty e£•m abh†psita„
SYNONYMS
sat-dharmasya--of the path of progressive devotional service; avabodh•ya-for understanding; ye£•m--those whose; nirbandhin†--unflinching; mati„-intelligence; acir•t--very soon; eva--certainly; sarva-artha„--the goal of
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life; sidhyati--becomes fulfilled; e£•m--of these persons; abh†psita„-desired.
TRANSLATION
" 'Those who are anxious to awaken their spiritual consciousness, who have
unflinching intelligence and who are not deviated, certainly attain the
desired goal of life.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the N•rad†ya Pur•‹a.
TEXT 171
TEXT
ca-¤abda api-arthe, 'api'----avadh•ra‹e
yatn•graha vin• bhakti n• janm•ya preme
SYNONYMS
ca-¤abda--the word ca; api--of the word api; arthe--in the meaning; api
avadh•ra‹e--this api is used in sense of emphasis; yatna-•graha vin•--without
sincere endeavor; bhakti--devotional service; n•--not; janm•ya--begets; preme-love of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"The word ca may be used in place of api, which gives emphasis to
something. Thus it means that without sincere endeavor in devotional service,
one cannot attain love of Godhead.
TEXT 172
TEXT
s•dhanaughair an•sa•gair
alabhy• sucir•d api
hari‹• c•¤v adeyeti
dvidh• s• sy•t sudurlabh•
SYNONYMS
s•dhana--activities of devotional service; aughai„--by masses of;
an•sa•gai„--without attachment; alabhy•--very difficult to achieve; su-cir•t
api--even after a considerable duration of time; hari‹•--by the Supreme Lord;
ca--also; •¤u--very soon; adey•--not to be delivered; iti--thus; dvidh•--two
ways; s•--that; sy•t--is; su-durlabh•--very difficult to obtain.
TRANSLATION
" 'Devotional perfection is very difficult to attain for two reasons.
First, unless one is attached to K”£‹a, he cannot attain devotional perfection
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even if he renders devotional service for a long time. Second, K”£‹a does not
easily deliver perfection in devotional service.'
PURPORT
As stated in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (5.6.18): mukti‰ dad•ti karhicit. ¥r†la
¥ukadeva Gosv•m† told Mah•r•ja Par†k£it that K”£‹a readily grants liberation
but does not very readily grant perfection in devotional service. This means
that K”£‹a wants to see that a devotee is actually sincere and serious and
that he does not have ulterior motives. If this is the case, devotional
service can very easily be successful; otherwise it is very difficult to
obtain from the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This verse appears in the
Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.1.35).
TEXT 173
TEXT
te£•‰ satata-yukt•n•‰
bhajat•‰ pr†ti-pãrvakam
dad•mi buddhi-yoga‰ ta‰
yena m•m upay•nti te
SYNONYMS
te£•m--to them; satata-yukt•n•m--always engaged; bhajat•m--in devotional
service; pr†ti-pãrvakam--in loving ecstasy; dad•mi--I give; buddhi-yogam--real
intelligence; tam--that; yena--by which; m•m--unto Me; upay•nti--come; te-they.
TRANSLATION
" 'To those who are constantly devoted and worship Me with love, I give the
understanding by which they can come to Me.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Bhagavad-g†t• (10.10).
TEXT 174
TEXT
'•tm•'-¤abde 'dh”ti' kahe,----dhairye yei rame
dhairyavanta eva ha‘• karaya bhajane
SYNONYMS
•tm•-¤abde--by the word •tm•; dh”ti--perseverance; kahe--it is said;
dhairye--with perseverance; yei rame--anyone who endeavors; dhairyavanta--such
persons with endurance; eva--certainly; ha‘•--becoming; karaya--perform;
bhajane--devotional service.
TRANSLATION
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"Another meaning of •tm• is dh”ti, or endurance. A person who endeavors
with endurance is •tm•r•ma. With endurance, such a person engages in
devotional service.
TEXT 175
TEXT
'muni'-¤abde----pak£†, bh”•ga; 'nirgranthe'----mãrkha-jana
k”£‹a-k”p•ya s•dhu-k”p•ya do•h•ra bhajana
SYNONYMS
muni-¤abde--by the word muni; pak£†--bird; bh”•ga--bumblebee; nirgranthe-in the word nirgrantha; mãrkha-jana--foolish people; k”£‹a-k”p•ya--by the
mercy of Lord K”£‹a; s•dhu-k”p•ya--by the mercy of a devotee; do•h•ra bhajana-engages in devotional service of both (K”£‹a and his spiritual master or the
s•dhu).
TRANSLATION
"The word muni also means 'bird,' and 'bumblebee.' The word nirgrantha
refers to foolish people. By the mercy of K”£‹a, such creatures contact a
s•dhu [spiritual master] and thus engage in devotional service.
TEXT 176
TEXT
pr•yo bat•mba munayo vihag• vane 'smin
k”£‹ek£ita‰ tad-udita‰ kala-ve‹u-g†tam
•ruhya ye druma-bhuj•n rucira-prab•l•n
¤”‹vanti m†lita-d”¤o vigat•nya-v•ca„
SYNONYMS
pr•ya„--almost; bata--certainly; amba--O mother; munaya„--great sages;
vihag•„--the birds; vane--in the forest; asmin--this; k”£‹a-†k£itam--seeing
the lotus feet of K”£‹a; tat-uditam--created by Him; kala-ve‹u-g†tam--sweet
vibrations made by playing the flute; •ruhya--rising; ye--all of them; drumabhuj•n--to the branches of the trees; rucira-prab•l•n--having beautiful
creepers and twigs; ¤”‹vanti--hear; m†lita-d”¤a„--closing their eyes; vigataanya-v•ca„--stopping all other sounds.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear mother, in this forest, all the birds, after rising on the
beautiful branches of the trees, are closing their eyes and, not being
attracted by any other sound, are simply listening to the vibration of K”£‹a's
flute. Such birds and bees must be on the same level as great saints.'
PURPORT
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This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.21.14). This statement was
made by the gop†s, who were lamenting in separation from K”£‹a and studying
how the inhabitants of V”nd•vana were enjoying life like saintly persons.
TEXT 177
TEXT
ete 'linas tava ya¤o 'khila-loka-t†rtha‰
g•yanta •di-puru£•nupatha‰ bhajante
pr•yo am† muni-ga‹• bhavad†ya-mukhy•
gã‚ha‰ vane 'pi na jahaty anagh•tma-daivam
SYNONYMS
ete--all these; alina„--bees; tava--Your; ya¤a„--reputation; akhila--all;
loka-t†rtham--auspicious for the planets; g•yante--are singing; •di-puru£a--O
original person; anupatham--along the path; bhajante--they are engaged in
transcendental loving service; pr•ya„--almost; am†--these; muni-ga‹•„--great
saintly persons; bhavad†ya--in relation with You; mukhy•„--very advanced
devotees; gã‚ham--unknown; vane--in the forest; api--although; na--not;
jahati--give up; anagha--O personality of transcendental goodness; •tmadaivam--their worshipable Deity.
TRANSLATION
" 'O good fortune personified! O original Personality of Godhead, all these
bees are chanting about Your transcendental fame, which will purify the entire
universe. Indeed, they are following Your path in the forest and are
worshiping You. Actually they are all saintly persons, but now they have taken
the form of bees. Although You are playing like a human being, they could not
forget that You are their worshipable Deity.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.15.6). K”£‹a and Balar•ma
were just on the verge of boyhood and were entering the forest of V”nd•vana
when K”£‹a began to offer prayers to please Balar•ma.
TEXT 178
TEXT
sarasi s•rasa-ha‰sa-viha•g•¤
c•ru-g†ta-h”ta-cetasa etya
harim up•sata te yata-citt•
hanta m†lita-d”¤o dh”ta-maun•„
SYNONYMS
sarasi--in the water; s•rasa--cranes; ha‰sa--swans; viha•g•„--birds; c•rug†ta--by the melodious song of K”£‹a's flute; h”ta-cetasa„--devoid of material
consciousness; etya--coming near; harim--the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
up•sata--worshiped; te--all of them; yata-citt•„--with full attention; hanta-alas; m†lita-d”¤a„--closing their eyes; dh”ta-maun•„--completely silent.
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TRANSLATION
" 'All the cranes and swans in the water are being enchanted by the
melodious song of K”£‹a's flute. They have approached and are worshiping the
Supreme Personality of Godhead with full attention. Alas, they are closing
their eyes and are becoming completely silent.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.35.11). In the day, K”£‹a
went to the forest of V”nd•vana, and at that time, the gop†s, being morose due
to separation from Him, were lamenting in this way.
TEXT 179
TEXT
kir•ta-hãn•ndhra-pulinda-pulka¤•
•bh†ra-¤umbh• yavan•„ kha¤•daya„
ye 'nye ca p•p• yad-up•¤ray•¤ray•„
¤udhyanti tasmai prabhavi£‹ave nama„
SYNONYMS
kir•ta--the aborigines named Kir•tas; hãna--the Hãnas; •ndhra--šndhras;
pulinda--Pulindas; pulka¤•„--Pulka¤as; •bh†ra--šbh†ras; ¤umbh•„--¥umbhas;
yavan•„--persons who do not follow the Vedic injunctions and who eat cow's
flesh; kha¤a-•daya„--Kha¤as and others; ye--those who; anye--similar others;
ca--also; p•p•„--sinful persons; yat--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
up•¤raya--of the devotees; •¤ray•„--taking shelter; ¤udhyanti--become
purified; tasmai--unto Him, Lord Vi£‹u, because of whom they become purified;
prabhavi£‹ave--to Lord Vi£‹u, the most powerful; nama„--respectful obeisances.
TRANSLATION
" 'Kir•ta, Hãna, šndhra, Pulinda, Pulka¤a, šbh†ra, ¥umbha, Yavana and the
Kha¤a races and even others who are addicted to sinful acts can be purified by
taking shelter of the devotees of the Lord due to His being the supreme power.
I beg to offer my respectful obeisances unto Him.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.4.18). This verse was spoken
by ¥ukadeva Gosv•m† when Par†k£it Mah•r•ja asked him for a description of the
creation. While offering obeisances to the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
¥ukadeva Gosv•m† described the unlimited potencies of Lord Vi£‹u, who can
purify the lowborn creatures mentioned herein.
TEXT 180
TEXT
ki‰v•'dh”ti'-¤abde nija-pãr‹at•di-j‘•na kaya
du„kh•bh•ve uttama-pr•ptye mah•-pãr‹a haya
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SYNONYMS
ki‰v•--or; dh”ti--dh”ti; ¤abde--by this word; nija--own; pãr‹at•-•di-perfection and so on; j‘•na--knowledge; kaya--says; du„kha-abh•ve--in the
absence of all material miseries; uttama--the best; pr•ptye--by obtaining;
mah•-pãr‹a haya--becomes perfectly perfect.
TRANSLATION
"The word dh”ti is also used when one is fully perfect in knowledge. When
due to having obtained the lotus feet of the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
he has no material miseries, he attains mah•-pãr‹a, the highest level of
perfection.
TEXT 181
TEXT
dh”ti„ sy•t pãr‹at• j‘•nadu„kh•bh•vottam•ptibhi„
apr•pt•t†ta-na£à•rth•nabhisa‰¤ocan•dik”t
SYNONYMS
dh”ti„--endurance; sy•t--may become; pãr‹at•--fullness; j‘•na--knowledge of
the Supreme Personality of Godhead; du„kha-abh•va--the absence of misery;
uttama-•ptibhi„--by attainment of the highest platform of perfection; apr•pta-not obtained; at†ta--gone; na£àa--destroyed; artha--object, goal; anabhisa‰¤ocana--absence of lamentation; •di--and so on; k”t--doing.
TRANSLATION
" 'Dh”ti is the fullness felt by the absence of misery and brought about by
receiving knowledge of the Supreme Lord and by obtaining pure love for Him.
The lamentation that accrues from not obtaining a goal or by loss of something
already attained does not affect this completeness.'
PURPORT
This verse is found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (2.4.144).
TEXT 182
TEXT
k”£‹a-bhakta----du„kha-h†na, v•‘ch•ntara-h†na
k”£‹a-prema-sev•-pãr‹•nanda-prav†‹a
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-bhakta--a devotee of Lord K”£‹a; du„kha-h†na--not under miserable
material conditions; v•‘ch•-antara-h†na--he has no other desire than to serve
K”£‹a; k”£‹a-prema--love of K”£‹a; sev•--service; pãr‹a-•nanda--full in
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transcendental bliss; prav†‹a--and very expert or experienced in all subject
matters.
TRANSLATION
"A devotee of K”£‹a is never in a miserable condition, nor does he have any
desire other than to serve K”£‹a. He is experienced and advanced. He feels the
transcendental bliss of love of K”£‹a and always engages in His service fully
protected.
TEXT 183
TEXT
mat-sevay• prat†ta‰ te
s•loky•di-catu£àayam
necchanti sevay• pãr‹•„
kuto 'nyat k•la-viplutam
SYNONYMS
mat--of Me; sevay•--by service; prat†tam--obtained; te--they; s•lokya-•di-liberation, beginning with s•lokya; catu£àayam--the four kinds of; na
icchanti--do not desire; sevay•--by service; pãr‹•„--complete; kuta„--where;
anyat--other things; k•la-viplutam--which are lost in time.
TRANSLATION
" 'My devotees, having fulfilled their desires by serving Me, do not accept
the four kinds of salvation that are easily earned by such service. Why then
should they accept any pleasures that are lost in the course of time?'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (9.4.67).
TEXT 184
TEXT
h”£†ke¤e h”£†k•‹i
yasya sthairya-gat•ni hi
sa eva dhairyam •pnoti
sa‰s•re j†va-ca‘cale
SYNONYMS
h”£†ke¤e--to the master of the senses; h”£†k•‹i--all the senses; yasya-whose; sthairya-gat•ni--fixed; hi--certainly; sa„--that person; eva--of
course; dhairyam •pnoti--attains the position of dhairya, endurance; sa‰s•re-in the material world; j†va-ca‘cale--where everyone is disturbed.
TRANSLATION
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"In this material world, all living entities are disturbed due to their
flickering position. A devotee, however, is fixed in the service of the lotus
feet of the Lord, the master of the senses. Such a person is to be considered
situated in endurance and patience.
TEXT 185
TEXT
'ca'----avadh•ra‹e, ih• 'api'----samuccaye
dh”timanta ha‘• bhaje pak£i-mãrkha-caye
SYNONYMS
ca--the word ca; avadh•ra‹e--in emphasis; ih•--here; api--the word api;
samuccaye--in the sense of an aggregate; dh”timanta--fully saturated; ha‘•-becoming; bhaje--worship; pak£i-mãrkha-caye--dull creatures like the birds,
the most foolish.
TRANSLATION
"The word ca is for emphasis, and the word api is used as an aggregate. It
is to be understood that even dull creatures [birds and illiterates] can also
be situated in endurance and engage in K”£‹a's devotional service.
TEXT 186
TEXT
'•tm•'-¤abde 'buddhi' kahe buddhi-vi¤e£a
s•m•nya-buddhi-yukta yata j†va ava¤e£a
SYNONYMS
•tm•-¤abde--by the word •tm•; buddhi--intelligence; kahe--it is said;
buddhi-vi¤e£a--a particular type of intelligence; s•m•nya-buddhi-yukta-endowed with common intelligence; yata--all; j†va--living entities; ava¤e£a-the rest.
TRANSLATION
"The word •tm• is also used for a particular type of intelligence. Since
all living entities generally have some intelligence, more or less, they are
included.
TEXT 187
TEXT
buddhye rame •tm•r•ma----dui ta' prak•ra
'pa‹‚ita' muni-ga‹a, nirgrantha 'mãrkha' •ra
SYNONYMS
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buddhye--in intelligence; rame--who enjoys; •tm•r•ma--is •tm•r•ma; dui ta '
prak•ra--two varieties; pa‹‚ita--learned; muni-ga‹a--philosophers; nirgrantha-without education; mãrkha--foolish; •ra--also.
TRANSLATION
"Everyone has some kind of intelligence, and one who utilizes his
intelligence is called •tm•r•ma. There are two types of •tm•r•ma. One is a
learned scholar and a philosopher, and the other is an uneducated, illiterate
and foolish person.
TEXT 188
TEXT
k”£‹a-k”p•ya s•dhu-sa•ge rati-buddhi p•ya
saba ch•‚i' ¤uddha-bhakti kare k”£‹a-p•ya
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-k”p•ya--by the mercy of K”£‹a; s•dhu-sa•ge--in the association of
devotees; rati-buddhi--devotional attraction and intelligence; p•ya--one
obtains; saba ch•‚i'--giving up everything; ¤uddha-bhakti--pure devotional
service; kare--performs; k”£‹a-p•ya--at the lotus feet of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"By the mercy of K”£‹a and by the association of devotees, one increases
his attraction to and intelligence for pure devotional service; therefore one
gives up everything and engages himself at the lotus feet of K”£‹a and His
pure devotees.
TEXT 189
TEXT
aha‰ sarvasya prabhavo
matta„ sarva‰ pravartate
iti matv• bhajante m•‰
budh• bh•va-samanvit•„
SYNONYMS
aham--I, Lord K”£‹a; sarvasya--of everyone; prabhava„--the original source;
matta„--from Me; sarvam--everything; pravartate--emanates; iti--thus; matv•-understanding; bhajante--they engage in devotional service; m•m--to Me;
budh•„--those who are learned; bh•va-samanvit•„--with love and devotion.
TRANSLATION
" 'I [K”£‹a] am the original source of everything. Everything emanates from
Me. The wise who perfectly know this engage in My service with love and
devotion.'
PURPORT
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This is a quotation from Bhagavad-g†t• (10.8).
TEXT 190
TEXT
te vai vidanty atitaranti ca deva-m•y•‰
str†-¤ãdra-hãna-¤abar• api p•pa-j†v•„
yady adbhuta-krama-par•ya‹a-¤†la-¤ik£•s
tiryag-jan• api kimu ¤ruta-dh•ra‹• ye
SYNONYMS
te--all of them; vai--certainly; vidanti--understand; atitaranti--cross
over; ca--also; deva-m•y•m--the influence of the external illusory energy;
str†--women; ¤ãdra--fourth-class men; hãna--uncivilized hill tribes; ¤abar•„-and hunters; api--even; p•pa-j†v•„--sinful creatures; yadi--if; adbhuta-krama-of the performer of wonderful activities; par•ya‹a--of the devotees; ¤†la¤ik£•„--characteristics and education; tiryak-jan•„--birds and beasts; api-even; kimu--what to speak of; ¤ruta-dh•ra‹•„ ye--persons advanced in the
education of Vedic knowledge.
TRANSLATION
" 'Women, fourth-class men, uncivilized hill tribes, hunters and many
others born of low families, as well as birds and beasts, can engage in the
service of the Supreme Personality of Godhead--who acts very wonderfully--and
follow the path of the devotees and take lessons from them. Although the ocean
of nescience is vast, they can still cross over it. What, then, is the
difficulty for those who are advanced in Vedic knowledge?'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.7.46). Lord Brahm• said this
when speaking to his disciple N•rada about the wonderful characteristics of
Lord Vi£‹u. Simply by chanting the glories of Lord Vi£‹u, one can cross the
ocean of nescience, even though one may be lowborn.
TEXT 191
TEXT
vic•ra kariy• yabe bhaje k”£‹a-p•ya
sei buddhi dena t••re, y•te k”£‹a p•ya
SYNONYMS
vic•ra--consideration; kariy•--doing; yabe--when; bhaje--one worships;
k”£‹a-p•ya--at the lotus feet of K”£‹a; sei buddhi--that intelligence; dena-gives; t••re--to him; y•te--by which; k”£‹a p•ya--one gets the shelter of the
lotus feet of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
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"Considering all these points, when one engages in the service of K”£‹a's
lotus feet, K”£‹a gives one the intelligence by which he can gradually
progress toward perfection in service to the Lord.
TEXT 192
TEXT
te£•‰ satata-yukt•n•‰
bhajat•‰ pr†ti-pãrvakam
dad•mi buddhi-yoga‰ ta‰
yena m•m upay•nti te
SYNONYMS
te£•m--to them; satata-yukt•n•m--always engaged; bhajat•m--in devotional
service; pr†ti-pãrvakam--in loving ecstasy; dad•mi--I give; buddhi-yogam--real
intelligence; tam--that; yena--by which; m•m--unto Me; upay•nti--come; te-they.
TRANSLATION
" 'To those who are constantly devoted and worship Me with love, I give the
understanding by which they can come to Me.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Bhagavad-g†t• (10.10).
TEXT 193
TEXT
sat-sa•ga, k”£‹a-sev•, bh•gavata, n•ma
vraje v•sa,----ei pa‘ca s•dhana pradh•na
SYNONYMS
sat-sa•ga--association with devotees; k”£‹a-sev•--engagement in the service
of K”£‹a; bh•gavata--devotees and the book known as ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; n•ma-the chanting of the holy name; vraje v•sa--residence in V”nd•vana or Mathur•;
ei--these; pa‘ca--five; s•dhana pradh•na--the chief processes of devotion.
TRANSLATION
"To be elevated to the platform of devotional service, the following five
items should be observed: association with devotees, engagement in the service
of Lord K”£‹a, the reading of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, the chanting of the holy
names and residence at V”nd•vana or Mathur•.
TEXT 194
TEXT
ei-pa‘ca-madhye eka 'svalpa' yadi haya
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subuddhi janera haya k”£‹a-premodaya
SYNONYMS
ei--these; pa‘ca-madhye--out of the five; eka--of only one; svalpa--a small
quantity; yadi--if; haya--there is; su-buddhi--intelligent; janera--of the
person; haya--there is; k”£‹a-prema-udaya--awakening of dormant love for
K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"One's dormant love for K”£‹a gradually awakens if one is a little advanced
in one of these five items and is intelligent.
TEXT 195
TEXT
durãh•dbhuta-v†rye 'smin
¤raddh• dãre 'stu pa‘cake
yatra svalpo 'pi sambandha„
saddhiy•‰ bh•va-janmane
SYNONYMS
durãha--difficult to be reconciled; adbhuta--wonderful; v†rye--in the
power; asmin--in this; ¤raddh•--faith; dãre--far away; astu--let it be;
pa‘cake--in the above-mentioned five principles; yatra--in which; svalpa„--a
little; api--even; sambandha„--connection; sat-dhiy•m--of those who are
intelligent and offenseless; bh•va-janmane--to awaken one's dormant love for
K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
" 'The power of these five principles is very wonderful and difficult to
reconcile. Even without faith in them, a person who is offenseless can
experience dormant love of K”£‹a simply by being a little connected with
them.'
PURPORT
This verse is also found in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu (1.2.238).
TEXT 196
TEXT
ud•ra mahat† y••ra sarvottam• buddhi
n•n• k•me bhaje, tabu p•ya bhakti-siddhi
SYNONYMS
ud•ra--liberal; mahat†--great; y••ra--whose; sarva-uttam•--first-class;
buddhi--intelligence; n•n•--various; k•me--with desires; bhaje--engages in
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devotional service; tabu--still; p•ya--gets; bhakti-siddhi--perfection in
devotional service.
TRANSLATION
"If a person is actually liberal and intelligent, he can advance and become
perfect in devotional service even if he has material desires and serves the
Lord with some motive.
TEXT 197
TEXT
ak•ma„ sarva-k•mo v•
mok£a-k•ma ud•ra-dh†„
t†vre‹a bhakti-yogena
yajeta puru£a‰ param
SYNONYMS
ak•ma„--without material desires; sarva-k•ma„--full of all material
desires; v•--or; mok£a-k•ma„--desiring liberation; ud•ra-dh†„--sincere and
advanced in devotional service; t†vre‹a--firm; bhakti-yogena--by the practice
of bhakti-yoga; yajeta--should worship; puru£am param--the Supreme Personality
of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'Whether one desires everything or nothing, or whether he desires to
merge into the existence of the Lord, he is intelligent only if he worships
Lord K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, by rendering transcendental
loving service.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.3.10).
TEXT 198
TEXT
bhakti-prabh•va,----sei k•ma ch•‚•‘•
k”£‹a-pade bhakti kar•ya gu‹e •kar£iy•
SYNONYMS
bhakti-prabh•va--the influence of devotional service; sei--that; k•ma-material desire; ch•‚•‘•--causing to give up; k”£‹a-pade--unto the lotus feet
of K”£‹a; bhakti kar•ya--engages in devotional service; gu‹e--by
transcendental qualities; •kar£iy•--attracting.
TRANSLATION
"Devotional service is so strong that when one engages in it, he gradually
gives up all material desires and becomes fully attracted to the lotus feet of
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K”£‹a. All this is brought about by attraction for the transcendental
qualities of the Lord.
TEXT 199
TEXT
satya‰ di¤aty arthitam arthito n”‹•‰
naiv•rthado yat punar arthit• yata„
svaya‰ vidhatte bhajat•m anicchat•m
icch•-pidh•na‰ nija-p•da-pallavam
SYNONYMS
satyam--it is true; di¤ati--He awards; arthitam--that which is desired;
arthita„--being requested; n”‹•m--by human beings; na--not; eva--certainly;
artha-da„--giving desired things; yat--which; puna„--again; arthit•--request;
yata„--from which; svayam--Himself; vidhatte--He gives; bhajat•m--of those
engaged in devotional service; anicchat•m--even though not desiring; icch•pidh•nam--covering all other desires; nija-p•da-pallavam--the shelter of His
own lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
" 'Whenever K”£‹a is requested to fulfill one's desire, He undoubtedly does
so, but He does not award anything which, after being enjoyed, will cause
someone to petition Him again and again to fulfill further desires. When one
has other desires but engages in the Lord's service, K”£‹a forcibly gives one
shelter at His lotus feet, where one will forget all other desires.'
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (5.19.27).
TEXT 200
TEXT
'•tm•'-¤abde 'svabh•va' kahe, t•te yei rame
•tm•r•ma j†va yata sth•vara-ja•game
SYNONYMS
•tm•-¤abde--by the word •tm•; svabh•va--nature; kahe--is sometimes said;
t•te--in that; yei rame--one who takes pleasure; •tm•r•ma--called •tm•r•ma;
j†va--the living entities; yata--all of them; sth•vara-ja•game--the moving and
nonmoving.
TRANSLATION
"Another meaning of the word •tm• is 'one's characteristic nature.' Whoever
enjoys his particular type of nature is called •tm•r•ma. Therefore, all living
entities-be they moving or nonmoving-are also called •tm•r•ma.
TEXT 201
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TEXT
j†vera svabh•va----k”£‹a-'d•sa'-abhim•na
dehe •tma-j‘•ne •cch•dita sei 'j‘•na'
SYNONYMS
j†vera svabh•va--the original characteristic of all living entities; k”£‹ad•sa--servant of K”£‹a; abhim•na--the conception; dehe--in the material body;
•tma-j‘•ne--by the conception of the self; •cch•dita--covered; sei j‘•na--that
original consciousness.
TRANSLATION
"The original nature of every living entity is to consider himself the
eternal servant of K”£‹a. However, under the influence of m•y•, he thinks
himself to be the body, and thus his original consciousness is covered.
TEXT 202
TEXT
ca-¤abde 'eva', 'api'-¤abda samuccaye
'•tm•r•m• eva' ha‘• ¤r†-k”£‹a bhajaye
SYNONYMS
ca-¤abde--by the word ca; eva--the word eva; api-¤abda--the word api;
samuccaye--in the sense of aggregation; •tm•r•m•„ eva--all the •tm•r•mas (all
kinds of living entities); ha‘•--being; ¤r†-k”£‹a bhajaye--become engaged in
the service of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"In that case, by the word ca, the word eva is meant. The word api can be
taken in the sense of aggregation. Thus the verse would read •tm•r•m• eva;
that is, 'even all kinds of living beings worship K”£‹a.'
PURPORT
It is here mentioned that every living entity is •tm•r•ma. Temporarily
covered by the influence of m•y•, the living entity serves his senses, which
are represented as k•ma-krodha-lobha-moha-mada-m•tsarya. In the material
condition, all living entities are engaged in sense gratification, but when
they associate with devotees who follow the regulative principles, they become
purified and awakened to their original consciousness. They then attempt to
satisfy the senses of Lord K”£‹a and engage in His devotional service.
TEXT 203
TEXT
ei j†va----sanak•di saba muni-jana
'nirgrantha'----mãrkha, n†ca, sth•vara-pa¤u-ga‹a
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SYNONYMS
ei j†va--these living entities; sanaka-•di saba muni-jana--all the great
personalities, such as Sanaka and San•tana; nirgrantha--down to the
illiterate; mãrkha--foolish person; n†ca--lowborn; sth•vara--the trees and
plants; pa¤u-ga‹a--the beasts and birds.
TRANSLATION
"Living entities include great personalities like the four Kum•ras, lowclass foolish people, trees, plants, birds and beasts.
TEXT 204
TEXT
vy•sa-¤uka-sanak•dira prasiddha bhajana
'nirgrantha' sth•var•dira ¤una vivara‹a
SYNONYMS
vy•sa--of Vy•sadeva; ¤uka--of ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†; sanaka-•dira--of the four
Kum•ras; prasiddha bhajana--the devotional service is celebrated; nirgrantha-foolish, uneducated; sth•vara-•dira--of the immovable elements; ¤una vivara‹a-hear the description.
TRANSLATION
"The devotional service of Vy•sa, ¥uka and the four Kum•ras has already
been well celebrated. Now let Me explain how immovable living entities like
trees and plants engage in the Lord's devotional service.
TEXT 205
TEXT
k”£‹a-k”p•di-hetu haite sab•ra udaya
k”£‹a-gu‹•k”£àa ha‘• t••h•re bhajaya
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-k”p•-•di-hetu--the reason of K”£‹a's mercy; haite--from; sab•ra
udaya--anyone becomes a devotee; k”£‹a-gu‹a-•k”£àa ha‘•--being attracted by
the transcendental qualities of K”£‹a; t••h•re--Him; bhajaya--worship.
TRANSLATION
"Everyone is eligible to receive K”£‹a's mercy-including Vy•sadeva, the
four Kum•ras, ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†, lowborn creatures, trees, plants and beasts.
By K”£‹a's mercy they are elevated and engaged in His service.
PURPORT
This is also confirmed in Bhagavad-g†t• wherein the Lord says:
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m•‰ hi p•rtha vyap•¤ritya
ye 'pi syu„ p•pa-yonaya„
striyo vai¤y•s tath• ¤ãdr•s
te 'pi y•nti par•‰ gatim
"O son of P”th•, those who take shelter in Me, though they be of lower
birth-women, vai¤yas [merchants], as well as ¤ãdras [workers]-can approach the
supreme destination." (9.32)
Everyone is eligible to become K”£‹a's devotee. One simply has to be
trained according to the approved process. It is the work of K”£‹a's
confidential devotees to turn everyone into a K”£‹a bhakta. If the
confidential devotees do not take up the task of elevating everyone to K”£‹a
consciousness, then who will do it? Those who claim to be devotees but do not
engage in K”£‹a's service to elevate all living creatures to K”£‹a
consciousness are to be considered kani£àha-adhik•r†s (people in the lowest
stage of devotional service). When one rises to the second platform of
devotional service, his business is to propagate K”£‹a consciousness all over
the world. Those who are active in the K”£‹a consciousness movement should not
remain in the neophyte stage but should rise to the platform of preachers, the
second platform of devotional service. Devotional service is so enchanting
that even the first-class devotees (uttama-adhik•r†s) also come down to the
second platform to preach and render service to the Lord for the benefit of
the whole world.
TEXT 206
TEXT
dhanyeyam adya dhara‹† t”‹a-v†rudhas tvatp•da-sp”¤o druma-lat•„ karaj•bhim”£à•„
nadyo 'draya„ khaga-m”g•„ saday•valokair
gopyo 'ntare‹a bhujayor api yat-sp”h• ¤r†„
SYNONYMS
dhany•--glorified; iyam--this; adya--today; dhara‹†--the surface of the
globe; t”‹a-v†rudha„--the grass and herbs; tvat--Your; p•da-sp”¤a„--from the
touch of the lotus feet; druma-lat•„--the creepers and trees; karajaabhim”£à•„--touched by Your nails; nadya„--the rivers; adraya„--the hills;
khaga-m”g•„--the birds and forest animals; sadaya-avalokai„--because of Your
merciful glances; gopya„--the gop†s, the damsels of Vraja; antare‹a--by the
region between; bhujayo„--Your two arms; api--also; yat--for which; sp”h•-desirous; ¤r†„--the goddess of fortune.
TRANSLATION
" 'This land V”nd•vana [Vrajabhãmi] is glorified today. Your lotus feet
have touched the earth and grass. Your fingers have touched the trees and
creepers, and Your merciful eyes have glanced upon rivers, hills, birds and
beasts. The gop†s have been embraced by Your arms, and even the goddess of
fortune desires this. Now all of these are glorified.'
PURPORT
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This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.15.8) is spoken by Lord K”£‹a to ¥r†
Balar•ma.
TEXT 207
TEXT
g• gopakair anuvana‰ nayator ud•rave‹u-svanai„ kala-padais tanu-bh”tsu sakhya„
aspandana‰ gatimat•‰ pulakas tarã‹•‰
niryoga-p•¤a-k”ta-lak£a‹ayor vicitram
SYNONYMS
g•„--the cows; gopakai„--with the cowherd boys; anuvanam--to each forest;
nayato„--leading; ud•ra--very liberal; ve‹u-svanai„--by the vibrations of the
flutes; kala-padai„--having sweet tones; tanu-bh”tsu--among the living
entities; sakhya„--O friends; aspandanam--the lack of movement; gatimat•m--of
those living entities that can move; pulaka„--the ecstatic jubilation;
tarã‹•m--of the otherwise nonmoving trees; niryoga-p•¤a--the ropes for binding
the rear legs of the cows; k”ta-lak£a‹ayo„--of those two (K”£‹a and Balar•ma),
who are characterized by; vicitram--wonderful.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear friend, both K”£‹a and Balar•ma are passing through the forest
leading Their cows with Their cowherd boy friends. They both carry ropes with
which, at the time of milking, They bind the rear legs of the cows. When They
play on Their flutes, all moving living entities are stunned, and nonmoving
living entities experience ecstatic jubilation by Their sweet music. All these
things are certainly very wonderful.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.21.19). All the gop†s were
very attracted to K”£‹a when they saw Him wandering in the forest with
Baladeva. They thus praised the Lord's activities.
TEXT 208
TEXT
vana-lat•s tarava •tmani vi£‹u‰
vya‘jayantya iva pu£pa-phal•‚hy•„
pra‹ata-bh•ra-viàap• madhu-dh•r•„
prema-h”£àa-tanavo vav”£u„ sma
SYNONYMS
vana-lat•„--the herbs and plants; tarava„--the trees; •tmani--in the
Supreme Soul; vi£‹um--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; vya‘jayantya„-manifesting; iva--like; pu£pa-phala-•‚hy•„--filled with luxuriant fruits and
flowers; pra‹ata-bh•ra--bowed down because of loads; viàap•„--the trees;
madhu-dh•r•„--showers; prema-h”£àa--inspired by love of Godhead; tanava„-whose bodies; vav”£u„--constantly rained; sma--certainly.
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TRANSLATION
" 'The plants, creepers and trees were full of fruits and flowers due to
ecstatic love of K”£‹a. Indeed, being so full, they were bowing down. They
were inspired by such deep love for K”£‹a that they were constantly pouring
showers of honey. In this way the gop†s saw all the forest of V”nd•vana.'
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.35.9).
TEXT 209
TEXT
kir•ta-hãn•ndhra-pulinda-pulka¤•
•bh†ra-¤umbh• yavan•„ kha¤•daya„
ye 'nye ca p•p• yad-up•¤ray•¤ray•„
¤udhyanti tasmai prabhavi£‹ave nama„
SYNONYMS
kir•ta--the aborigines named Kir•tas; hãna--the Hãnas; •ndhra--šndhras;
pulinda--Pulindas; pulka¤•„--Pulka¤as; •bh†ra--šbh†ras; ¤umbh•„--¥umbhas;
yavan•„--persons who do not follow the Vedic injunctions and who eat cow's
flesh; kha¤a-•daya„--Kha¤as and others; ye--those who; anye--similar others;
ca--also; p•p•„--sinful persons; yat--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
up•¤raya--of the devotees; •¤ray•„--taking shelter; ¤udhyanti--become
purified; tasmai--unto Him, Lord Vi£‹u, because of whom they become purified;
prabhavi£‹ave--to Lord Vi£‹u, the most powerful; nama„--respectful obeisances.
TRANSLATION
" 'Kir•ta, Hãna, šndhra, Pulinda, Pulka¤a, šbh†ra, ¥umbha, Yavana and the
Kha¤a races and even others who are addicted to sinful acts can be purified by
taking shelter of the devotees of the Lord due to His being the supreme power.
I beg to offer my respectful obeisances unto Him.'
TEXT 210
TEXT
•ge 'tera' artha karilu•, •ra 'chaya' ei
ãnavi‰¤ati artha ha-ila mili' ei dui
SYNONYMS
•ge--previously; tera--thirteen; artha--meanings; karilu•--I have done;
•ra--another; chaya--six; ei--this; ãnavi‰¤ati--altogether nineteen; artha-meanings; ha-ila--there were; mili'--including; ei dui--these two.
TRANSLATION
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"I have already spoken about the thirteen kinds of meaning. Now there are
six more. Combined, these make nineteen.
PURPORT
The six different meanings are (1) mental speculators (vide verse 165), (2)
those engaged in different types of endeavor (vide verse 168), (3) those who
are patient and sober (vide verse 174), (4) those who are intelligent and
learned scholars (vide verse 187), (5) those who are intelligent but
illiterate and foolish (vide verse 187), and (6) those who are conscious of
eternal servitorship to K”£‹a (vide verse 201).
TEXT 211
TEXT
ei ãni¤a artha karilu, •ge ¤una •ra
'•tma'-¤abde 'deha' kahe,----c•ri artha t•ra
SYNONYMS
ei--these; ãni¤a--nineteen; artha--meanings; karilu--I have done; •ge-ahead; ¤una--hear; •ra--more; •tma-¤abde--by the word •tma; deha--the body;
kahe--is understood; c•ri artha--four meanings; t•ra--of that.
TRANSLATION
"I have already explained nineteen different meanings. Now please hear
further meanings. The word •tma also refers to the body, and this can be taken
in four ways.
PURPORT
The four divisions are (1) aup•dika-brahma-deha, the material body
considered as Brahman with designations (vide verse 212), (2) karma-ni£àha
y•j‘ikera karma-deha, the body engaged in ritualistic ceremonies of the Vedic
injunctions (vide verse 214), (3) tapo-deha, the body engaged in austerities
and penances (vide verse 216), and (4) sarva-k•ma-deha, the body engaged for
the satisfaction of all kinds of material desires (vide verse 218).
TEXT 212
TEXT
deh•r•m† dehe bhaje 'dehop•dhi brahma'
sat-sa•ge seha kare k”£‹era bhajana
SYNONYMS
deh•r•m†--persons who have accepted this body as the self and are
interested only in sense gratification; dehe--in the body; bhaje--worships;
deha-up•dhi brahma--Brahman having the body as a designation; sat-sa•ge--in
the association of devotees; seha--such a person; kare--does; k”£‹era bhajana-service to Lord K”£‹a.
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TRANSLATION
"One in the bodily conception worships his own body as Brahman, but when he
comes in contact with the devotee, he gives up this mistaken idea and engages
himself in the devotional service of Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 213
TEXT
udaram up•sate ya ”£i-vartmasu kãrpa-d”¤a„
parisara-paddhati‰ h”dayam •ru‹ayo daharam
tata udag•d ananta tava dh•ma ¤ira„ parama‰
punar iha yat sametya na patanti k”t•nta-mukhe
SYNONYMS
udaram--the abdomen; up•sate--worship; ye--those who; ”£i-vartmasu--on the
path marked out by the great saintly persons; kãrpa-d”¤a„--whose vision is
grossly situated in the bodily conception of life; parisara-paddhatim--from
which the system of the arteries comes; h”dayam--the heart; •ru‹aya„--saintly
persons headed by šru‹a ™£i; daharam--the sky within the heart, the subtle
conception of the Supersoul within the heart; tata„--from that; udag•t--went
up; ananta--O unlimited one; tava--Your; dh•ma--place; ¤ira„--the top of the
head; paramam--supreme; puna„--again; iha--in this material world; yat--which;
sametya--having achieved; na--not; patanti--fall down; k”ta-anta-mukhe--in the
repetition of birth and death.
TRANSLATION
" 'Those who follow the path of great, saintly mystic yog†s take to the
yogic gymnastic process and begin worshiping from the abdomen, where it is
said that Brahman is located. Such people are called ¤•rk, which means that
they are situated in the gross bodily conception. There are also followers of
the ”£i known as šru‹a. Following that path, they observe the activities of
the arteries. Thus they gradually rise to the heart, where subtle Brahman,
Param•tm•, is situated. They then worship Him. O, unlimited Ananta! Better
than these persons are the mystic yog†s who worship You from the top of their
heads. Beginning with the abdomen and proceeding through the heart, they reach
the top of the head and pass through the brahma-randra, the hole at the top of
the skull. Thus yog†s attain the perfectional platform and do not enter the
cycle of birth and death again.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.87.18).
TEXT 214
TEXT
deh•r•m† karma-ni£àha----y•j‘ik•di jana
sat-sa•ge 'karma' tyaji' karaya bhajana
SYNONYMS
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deh•r•m†--those in the bodily concept of life; karma-ni£àha--attracted to
fruitive activities; y•j‘ika-•di jana--persons who perform ritualistic
ceremonies for a better standard of life; sat-sa•ge--in contact with devotees;
karma tyaji'--giving up such fruitive activities; karaya bhajana--engages in
the devotional service of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
"Those who are in the bodily conception mainly engage in fruitive activity.
Those who perform yaj‘as and ritualistic ceremonies are also considered in the
same category. However, when they are all in contact with the pure devotee,
they give up their fruitive activity and fully engage in the service of the
Lord.
TEXT 215
TEXT
karma‹y asminn an•¤v•se
dhãma-dhãmr•tman•‰ bhav•n
•p•yayati govindap•da-padm•sava‰ madhu
SYNONYMS
karma‹i--in fruitive activity; asmin--in this; an•¤v•se--although not
positive in result; dhãma-dhãmra-•tman•m--whose bodies are simply becoming
blackish because of smoke; bhav•n--you; •p•yayati--give a chance to drink;
govinda-p•da-padma-•savam--the nectarean beverage flowing from the lotus feet
of Govinda; madhu--sweet.
TRANSLATION
" 'We have just begun performing this fruitive activity, a sacrificial
fire, but due to the many imperfections in our action, we are not certain of
its result. Our bodies have become black from the smoke, but we are factually
pleased by the nectar of the lotus feet of the Personality of Godhead,
Govinda, which you are distributing.'
PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.18.12) was spoken to Sãta Gosv•m† at
the meeting of great sages at Naimi£•ra‹ya. The great sages were headed by
¥aunaka, and Sãta Gosv•m† spoke of the glorious activities of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead at that meeting. At that time, all the ”£is assembled
there neglected to complete the ritualistic ceremonies because there was no
positive assurance of the results. All the performers were coated with black
ash due to the large amount of smoke coming from the fire.
TEXT 216
TEXT
'tapasv†' prabh”ti yata deh•r•m† haya
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s•dhu-sa•ge tapa ch•‚i' ¤r†-k”£‹a bhajaya
SYNONYMS
tapasv†--persons who undergo severe penances; prabh”ti--and so on; yata-all; deh•r•m† haya--are within the category of the bodily concept of life;
s•dhu-sa•ge--in the association of devotees; tapa ch•‚i'--giving up all such
processes of penance and austerity; ¤r†-k”£‹a bhajaya--engage themselves in
the service of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"The tapasv†s, those who undergo severe austerities and penances to elevate
themselves to the higher planetary systems, are also in the same category.
When such persons come in contact with a devotee, they give up all those
practices and engage in Lord K”£‹a's service.
TEXT 217
TEXT
yat-p•da-sev•bhirucis tapasvin•m
a¤e£a-janmopacita‰ mala‰ dhiya„
sadya„ k£i‹oty anvaham edhat† sat†
yath• pad••gu£àha-vini„s”t• sarit
SYNONYMS
yat-p•da-sev•-abhiruci„--the taste for serving the lotus feet of Lord
K”£‹a; tapasvin•m--of persons undergoing severe penances; a¤e£a--unlimited;
janma-upacitam--contracted from life after life; malam--dirt; dhiya„--of the
intelligence; sadya„--immediately; k£i‹oti--vanquishes; anvaham--every day;
edhat†--increasing; sat†--being in the mode of goodness; yath•--as; padaa•gu£àha-vini„s”t•--emanating from the toe of the Lord; sarit--the River
Ganges.
TRANSLATION
" 'The taste for loving service is like the water of the River Ganges,
which flows from the feet of Lord K”£‹a. Every day that taste diminishes the
results of sinful activities acquired over a period of many births by those
who perform austerities.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (4.21.31).
TEXT 218
TEXT
deh•r•m†, sarva-k•ma----saba •tm•r•ma
k”£‹a-k”p•ya k”£‹a bhaje ch•‚i' saba k•ma
SYNONYMS
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deh•r•m†--persons who are in the bodily concept of life; sarva-k•ma--full
of all material desires; saba--all; •tm•r•ma--enjoying self-satisfaction;
k”£‹a-k”p•ya--by the mercy of K”£‹a; k”£‹a bhaje--become engaged in the
devotional service of Lord K”£‹a; ch•‚i' saba k•ma--giving up all sorts of
material desire.
TRANSLATION
"As long as one labors under the bodily conception, he must fulfill volumes
and volumes of material desires. Thus a person is called •tm•r•ma. When such
an •tm•r•ma is favored by the mercy of K”£‹a, he gives up his so-called selfsatisfaction and engages in the transcendental loving service of the Lord.
TEXT 219
TEXT
sth•n•bhil•£† tapasi sthito 'ha‰
tv•‰ pr•ptav•n deva-mun†ndra-guhyam
k•ca‰ vicinvann api divya-ratna‰
sv•min k”t•rtho 'smi vara‰ na y•ce
SYNONYMS
sth•na-abhil•£†--desiring a very high position in the material world;
tapasi--in severe austerities and penances; sthita„--situated; aham--I; tv•m-You; pr•ptav•n--have obtained; deva-muni-indra-guhyam--difficult to achieve
even for great demigods, saintly persons and kings; k•cam--a piece of glass;
vicinvan--searching for; api--although; divya-ratnam--a transcendental gem;
sv•min--O my Lord; k”ta-artha„ asmi--I am fully satisfied; varam--any
benediction; na y•ce--I do not ask.
TRANSLATION
[When he was being benedicted by the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Dhruva
Mah•r•ja said], " 'O my Lord, because I was seeking an opulent material
position, I was performing severe types of penance and austerity. Now I have
gotten You, who are very difficult for the great demigods, saintly persons and
kings to attain. I was searching after a piece of glass, but instead I have
found a most valuable jewel. Therefore I am so satisfied that I do not wish to
ask any benediction from You.'
PURPORT
This verse is from the Hari-bhakti-sudhodaya (7.28).
TEXT 220
TEXT
ei c•ri artha saha ha-ila 'tei¤a' artha
•ra tina artha ¤una parama samartha
SYNONYMS
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ei--these; c•ri--four; artha--meanings; saha--with; ha-ila--there were;
tei¤a artha--twenty-three different varieties of imports; •ra tina artha-another three imports; ¤una--hear; parama samartha--very strong.
TRANSLATION
"In addition to the nineteen other meanings, this •tm•r•ma meaning
[including those laboring under the bodily conception] makes four meanings
altogether and brings the total to twenty-three meanings. Now hear of another
three meanings, which are very suitable.
PURPORT
The three different meanings are (1) the word ca meaning "in due course' "
(2) the words ca meaning eva, and api meaning "censure," and (3) nirgrantha,
meaning "one who is very poor, without money."
TEXT 221
TEXT
ca-¤abde 'samuccaye', •ra artha kaya
'•tm•r•m•¤ ca munaya¤ ca' k”£‹ere bhajaya
SYNONYMS
ca-¤abde--by the word ca; samuccaye--in aggregation; •ra--another; artha-import; kaya--is meant; •tm•r•m•„ ca munaya„ ca--all the •tm•r•mas and munis;
k”£‹ere bhajaya--worship K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"As mentioned above, the word ca has been used to mean 'aggregate.'
According to this meaning, all the •tm•r•mas and the munis engage in K”£‹a's
service. Besides 'aggregate,' there is another meaning of the word ca.
TEXT 222
TEXT
'nirgranth•„' ha‘• ih•• 'api'----nirdh•ra‹e
'r•ma¤ ca k”£‹a¤ ca' yath• viharaye vane
SYNONYMS
nirgranth•„ ha‘•--being liberated saintly persons; ih••--here; api--the
word api; nirdh•ra‹e--in the sense of certainty; r•ma„ ca k”£‹a„ ca--both R•ma
and K”£‹a; yath•--as; viharaye--enjoy walking; vane--in the forest.
TRANSLATION
"The word nirgranth•„ is used as an adjective, and api is used in the sense
of certainty. For instance, r•ma¤ ca k”£‹a¤ ca means that both R•ma and K”£‹a
enjoy walking in the forest.
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Because it is said that both R•ma and K”£‹a enjoy wandering in the forest,
it is understood that both of Them are enjoying Their tour within the forest.
TEXT 223
TEXT
ca-¤abde 'anv•caye' artha kahe •ra
'baào, bhik£•m aàa, g•‰ c•naya' yaiche prak•ra
SYNONYMS
ca-¤abde--by the word ca; anv•caye--in presenting an action of secondary
importance; artha--meaning; kahe--says; •ra--another; baào--O brahmac•r†:
bhik£•m aàa--just bring some alms; g•m ca •naya--also, at the same time, bring
the cows; yaiche prak•ra--in this way.
TRANSLATION
"The word ca also means anv•caye, which means to present a secondary thing
to be done at the same time. This is the way of understanding the word
anv•caye. An example is: 'O brahmac•r†, go out to collect alms and at the same
time bring in the cows.'
TEXT 224
TEXT
k”£‹a-manane muni k”£‹e sarvad• bhajaya
'•tm•r•m• api' bhaje,----gau‹a artha kaya
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-manane--in meditating on K”£‹a; muni--saintly persons; k”£‹e--unto
Lord K”£‹a; sarvad•--always; bhajaya--perform devotional service; •tm•r•m•„
api--also those who are •tm•r•mas; bhaje--engage themselves in devotional
service; gau‹a artha kaya--this is also another secondary import.
TRANSLATION
"Saintly persons who are always meditating upon K”£‹a are engaged in the
devotional service of the Lord. The •tm•r•mas are also engaged in the Lord's
service. That is the indirect import.
PURPORT
The anv•caye meaning of the word ca indicates that between the two words
compounded by the word ca, one is given more importance, and the other is
considered subordinate. For example: "O brahmac•r†, please go out and collect
alms and at the same time bring in the cows." In this statement, the
collection of alms is of first importance, and the second business of
collecting the cows is subordinate. Similarly, one who always meditates upon
K”£‹a is mainly a devotee of K”£‹a engaged in His devotional service. Other
•tm•r•mas are subordinate in devotional service.
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TEXT 225
TEXT
'ca' ev•rthe----'munaya„ eva' k”£‹ere bhajaya
"•tm•r•m• api"----'api' 'garh•'-artha kaya
SYNONYMS
ca--the word ca; eva-arthe--in the sense of eva; munaya„ eva--just the
saintly persons; k”£‹ere bhajaya--engage themselves in the devotional service
of Lord K”£‹a; •tm•r•m•„ api--also in this combination, •tm•r•m• api; api--the
word api; garh•-artha kaya--in the sense of censure.
TRANSLATION
"The word ca is also used to indicate the certainty that only saintly
persons are engaged in rendering devotional service to K”£‹a. In the
combination •tm•r•m• api, api is used in the sense of censure.
TEXT 226
TEXT
'nirgrantha ha‘•'----ei du•h•ra 'vi¤e£a‹a'
•ra artha ¤una, yaiche s•dhura sa•gama
SYNONYMS
nirgrantha ha‘•--becoming nirgrantha; ei--this; du•h•ra--of both; vi¤e£a‹a-the adjective; •ra artha--another import; ¤una--please hear; yaiche--in
which; s•dhura sa•gama--there is association with devotees.
TRANSLATION
"The word nirgrantha is taken as an adjective modifying muni and •tm•r•ma.
There is another meaning, which you may hear from Me, indicating association
with a devotee. Now I shall explain how it is that through the association of
devotees, even a nirgrantha can become a devotee.
TEXT 227
TEXT
nirgrantha-¤abde kahe tabe 'vy•dha', 'nirdhana'
s•dhu-sa•ge seha kare ¤r†-k”£‹a-bhajana
SYNONYMS
nirgrantha-¤abde--by the word nirgrantha; kahe--is said; tabe--therefore;
vy•dha--a hunter; nirdhana--without any riches; s•dhu-sa•ge--by the
association of a saintly person; seha--he also; kare--engages himself; ¤r†k”£‹a-bhajana--in the devotional service of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
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"The word nirgrantha-when combined with api, used in the sense of
certainty-indicates a person who is a hunter by profession or who is very
poor. Nonetheless, when such a person associates with a great saint like
N•rada, he engages in Lord K”£‹a's devotional service.
TEXT 228
TEXT
'k”£‹•r•m•¤ ca' eva----haya k”£‹a-manana
vy•dha ha‘• haya pãjya bh•gavatottama
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-•r•m•„ ca--one who takes pleasure in K”£‹a; eva--certainly; haya-there is; k”£‹a-manana--meditation on K”£‹a; vy•dha ha‘•--being a hunter;
haya--is; pãjya--worshipable; bh•gavata-uttama--the best of the devotees.
TRANSLATION
"The words k”£‹•r•ma¤ ca refer to one who takes pleasure in thinking of
K”£‹a. Even though such a person may be a hunter, he is still worshipable and
is the best of devotees.
TEXT 229
TEXT
eka bhakta-vy•dhera kath• ¤una s•vadh•ne
y•h• haite haya sat-sa•ga-mahim•ra j‘•ne
SYNONYMS
eka bhakta-vy•dhera--one devotee who was a hunter; kath•--narration; ¤una-please hear; s•vadh•ne--with attention; y•h• haite--from which; haya--there
is; sat-sa•ga-mahim•ra j‘•ne--knowledge of the greatness of association with a
great devotee.
TRANSLATION
"I shall now narrate the story of how the hunter became a great devotee by
the association of such an exalted personality as N•rada Muni. From this
story, one can understand the greatness of association with pure devotees.
TEXT 230
TEXT
eka dina ¤r†-n•rada dekhi' n•r•ya‹a
trive‹†-sn•ne pray•ga karil• gamana
SYNONYMS
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eka dina--one day; ¤r†-n•rada--the great saintly person N•rada; dekhi'
n•r•ya‹a--after visiting Lord N•r•ya‹a; tri-ve‹†-sn•ne--to bathe at the
confluence of the Ganges, Yamun• and Sarasvat† rivers; pray•ga--to Pray•ga;
karil• gamana--went.
TRANSLATION
"Once upon a time the great saint N•rada, after visiting Lord N•r•ya‹a in
the Vaiku‹àhas, went to Pray•ga to bathe at the confluence of three rivers-the
Ganges, Yamun• and Sarasvat†.
PURPORT
The great saint N•rada is so liberated that he can go to the Vaiku‹àha
planets to see N•r•ya‹a and then immediately come to this planet in the
material world and go to Pray•ga to bathe in the confluence of three rivers.
The word tri-ve‹† refers to a confluence of three rivers. This confluence is
still visited by many hundreds of thousands of people who go there to bathe,
especially during the month of January (M•gha-mel•). A liberated person who
has no material body can go anywhere and everywhere; therefore a living entity
is called sarva-ga, which indicates that he can go anywhere and everywhere.
Presently scientists are trying to go to other planets, but due to their
material bodies, they are not free to move at will. However, when one is
situated in his original spiritual body, he can move anywhere and everywhere
without difficulty. Within this material world there is a planet called
Siddhaloka, whose inhabitants can go from one planet to another without the
aid of a machine or space rocket. In the material world every planet has a
specific advantage (vibhãti-bhinna). In the spiritual world, however, all the
planets and their inhabitants are composed of spiritual energy. Because there
are no material impediments, it is said that everything in the spiritual world
is one.
TEXT 231
TEXT
vana-pathe dekhe m”ga •che bhãme pa‚i'
b•‹a-viddha bhagna-p•da kare dha‚-pha‚i
SYNONYMS
vana-pathe--on the forest path; dekhe--saw; m”ga--deer; •che--there was;
bhãme pa‚i'--lying on the ground; b•‹a-viddha--pierced by an arrow; bhagnap•da--broken legs; kare dha‚-pha‚i--twisting with pain.
TRANSLATION
"N•rada Muni saw that a deer was lying on the path through the forest and
that it was pierced by an arrow. It had broken legs and was twisting due to
much pain.
TEXT 232
TEXT
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ara kata-dãre eka dekhena ¤ãkara
taiche viddha bhagna-p•da kare dha‚-pha‚a
SYNONYMS
•ra kata-dãre--still farther along; eka--one; dekhena--sees; ¤ãkara--a
boar; taiche--similarly; viddha--pierced; bhagna-p•da--broken legs; kare dha‚pha‚a--twists in pain.
TRANSLATION
"Farther ahead, N•rada Muni saw a boar pierced by an arrow. Its legs were
also broken, and it was twisting in pain.
TEXT 233
TEXT
aiche eka ¤a¤aka dekhe •ra kata-dãre
j†vera du„kha dekhi' n•rada vy•kula-antare
SYNONYMS
aiche--similarly; eka ¤a¤aka--one rabbit; dekhe--he sees; •ra kata-dãre-still farther ahead; j†vera--of the living entity; du„kha dekhi'--seeing such
horrible miseries; n•rada--the great saintly person; vy•kula-antare--very
pained within himself.
TRANSLATION
"When he went farther, he saw a rabbit that was also suffering. N•rada Muni
was greatly pained at heart to see living entities suffer so.
TEXT 234
TEXT
kata-dãre dekhe vy•dha v”k£e o•ta ha‘•
m”ga m•rib•re •che b•‹a yu‚iy•
SYNONYMS
kata-dãre--somewhat farther; dekhe--N•rada Muni saw; vy•dha--the hunter;
v”k£e o•ta ha‘•--hiding behind a tree; m”ga m•rib•re--to kill the animals;
•che--was there; b•‹a yu‚iy•--with arrows in the hand.
TRANSLATION
"When N•rada Muni advanced farther, he saw a hunter behind a tree. This
hunter was holding arrows, and he was ready to kill more animals.
TEXT 235
TEXT
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¤y•ma-var‹a rakta-netra mah•-bhaya•kara
dhanur-b•‹a haste,----yena yama da‹‚a-dhara
SYNONYMS
¤y•ma-var‹a--blackish color; rakta-netra--reddish eyes; mah•-bhaya•kara-very fearful bodily features; dhanu„-b•‹a haste--with arrows and bow in hand;
yena yama da‹‚a-dhara--exactly like the superintendent of death, Yamar•ja.
TRANSLATION
"The hunter's body was blackish. He had reddish eyes, and he appeared
fierce. It was as if the superintendent of death, Yamar•ja, was standing there
with bows and arrows in his hands.
TEXT 236
TEXT
patha ch•‚i' n•rada t•ra nikaàe calila
n•rade dekhi' m”ga saba pal•‘• gela
SYNONYMS
patha ch•‚i'--leaving aside the path; n•rada--the saintly person N•rada;
t•ra nikaàe--near him; calila--went; n•rade dekhi'--seeing N•rada; m”ga--the
animals; saba--all; pal•‘• gela--left, running away.
TRANSLATION
"When N•rada Muni left the forest path and went to the hunter, all the
animals immediately saw him and fled.
TEXT 237
TEXT
kruddha ha‘• vy•dha t••re g•li dite c•ya
n•rada-prabh•ve mukhe g•li n•hi •ya
SYNONYMS
kruddha ha‘•--being very angry; vy•dha--the hunter; t••re--him; g•li dite
c•ya--wanted to abuse; n•rada-prabh•ve--by the influence of N•rada; mukhe--in
the mouth; g•li--abusive language; n•hi •ya--did not come.
TRANSLATION
"When all the animals fled, the hunter wanted to chastise N•rada with
abusive language, but due to N•rada's presence, he could not utter anything
abusive.
TEXT 238
TEXT
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"gos•‘i, pray•‹a-patha ch•‚i' kene •il•
tom• dekhi' mora lak£ya m”ga pal•il•"
SYNONYMS
gos•‘i--O great saintly person; pray•‹a-patha ch•‚i'--leaving aside the
general path; kene--why; •il•--have you come; tom• dekhi'--seeing you; mora
lak£ya--my targets; m”ga--the animals; pal•il•--fled.
TRANSLATION
"The hunter addressed N•rada Muni: 'O gosv•m†! O great saintly person! Why
have you left the general path through the forest to come to me? Simply by
seeing you, all the animals I was hunting have now fled.'
TEXT 239
TEXT
n•rada kahe,----"patha bhuli' •il••a puchite
mane eka sa‰¤aya haya, t•h• kha‹‚•ite
SYNONYMS
n•rada kahe--N•rada Muni replied; patha bhuli'--leaving the general path;
•il••a--I have come; puchite--to inquire from you; mane--in my mind; eka--one;
sa‰¤aya haya--there is a doubt; t•h•--that; kha‹‚•ite--to cause to break.
TRANSLATION
"N•rada Muni replied, 'Leaving the path, I have come to you to settle a
doubt that is in my mind.
TEXT 240
TEXT
pathe ye ¤ãkara-m”ga, j•ni tom•ra haya"
vy•dha kahe,----"yei kaha, sei ta' ni¤caya"
SYNONYMS
pathe--on the path; ye--those; ¤ãkara-m”ga--boars and other animals; j•ni-I can understand; tom•ra haya--all belong to you; vy•dha kahe--the hunter
replied; yei kaha--whatever you are saying; sei ta' ni¤caya--it is a fact.
TRANSLATION
" 'I was wondering whether all the boars and other animals that are halfkilled belong to you.' The hunter replied, 'Yes, what you are saying is so.'
TEXT 241
TEXT
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n•rada kahe,----"yadi j†ve m•ra' tumi b•‹a
ardha-m•r• kara kene, n• lao par•‹a?"
SYNONYMS
n•rada kahe--N•rada Muni said; yadi--if; j†ve--in the animals; m•ra'-pierce; tumi--you; b•‹a--your arrows; ardha-m•r• kara--you half-kill; kene-why; n• lao par•‹a--don't you take their lives completely.
TRANSLATION
"N•rada Muni then inquired, 'Why did you not kill the animals completely?
Why did you half-kill them by piercing their bodies with arrows?'
TEXT 242
TEXT
vy•dha kahe,----"¤una, gos•‘i, 'm”g•ri' mora n•ma
pit•ra ¤ik£•te •mi kari aiche k•ma
SYNONYMS
vy•dha kahe--the hunter replied; ¤una--please hear; gos•‘i--O great saintly
person; m”ga-ari--the enemy of the animals; mora n•ma--my name; pit•ra
¤ik£•te--by the teaching of my father; •mi--I; kari--do; aiche k•ma--such
acts.
TRANSLATION
"The hunter replied, 'My dear saintly person, my name is M”g•ri, enemy of
animals. My father taught me to kill them in that way.
TEXT 243
TEXT
ardha-m•r• j†va yadi dha‚-pha‚a kare
tabe ta' •nanda mora b•‚aye antare"
SYNONYMS
ardha-m•r• j†va--half-killed living beings; yadi--if; dha‚-pha‚a kare-twist and turn because of suffering; tabe--then; ta'--certainly; •nanda-pleasure; mora--my; b•‚aye antare--increases within.
TRANSLATION
" 'When I see half-killed animals suffer, I feel great pleasure.'
TEXT 244
TEXT
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n•rada kahe,----'eka-vastu m•gi tom•ra sth•ne'
vy•dha kahe,----"m”g•di laha, yei tom•ra mane
SYNONYMS
n•rada kahe--N•rada Muni said; eka-vastu m•gi--I wish to beg one thing;
tom•ra sth•ne--from you; vy•dha kahe--the hunter replied; m”ga-•di laha--take
some of the hunted animals; yei tom•ra mane--whatever you like.
TRANSLATION
"N•rada Muni then told the hunter, 'I have one thing to beg of you.' The
hunter replied, 'You may take whatever animals or anything else you would
like.
TEXT 245
TEXT
m”ga-ch•la c•ha yadi, •isa mora ghare
yei c•ha t•h• diba m”ga-vy•ghr•mbare"
SYNONYMS
m”ga-ch•la--deerskin; c•ha yadi--if you want; •isa mora ghare--come to my
place; yei c•ha--whatever you want; t•h•--that; diba--I shall give; m”gavy•ghra-ambare--whether a deerskin or a tiger skin.
TRANSLATION
" 'I have many skins if you would like them. I shall give you either a
deerskin or a tiger skin.'
TEXT 246
TEXT
n•rada kahe,----"ih• •mi kichu n•hi c•hi
•ra eka-d•na •mi m•gi tom•-àh•‘i
SYNONYMS
n•rada kahe--N•rada Muni said; ih•--this; •mi kichu n•hi c•hi--I don't want
any; •ra--another; eka-d•na--one charity; •mi--I; m•gi--beg; tom•-àh•‘i--from
you.
TRANSLATION
"N•rada Muni said, 'I do not want any of the skins. I am only asking one
thing from you in charity.
TEXT 247
TEXT
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k•li haite tumi yei m”g•di m•rib•
prathamei m•rib•, ardha-m•r• n• karib•"
SYNONYMS
k•li haite--from tomorrow; tumi--you; yei--whatever; m”ga-•di--animals;
m•rib•--you will kill; prathamei m•rib•--kill them in the beginning; ardham•r•--half-killing; n• karib•--do not do.
TRANSLATION
" 'I beg you that from this day on you will kill animals completely and not
leave them half-dead.'
TEXT 248
TEXT
vy•dha kahe,----"kib• d•na m•gil• •m•re
ardha m•rile kib• haya, t•h• kaha more"
SYNONYMS
vy•dha kahe--the hunter replied; kib• d•na--what kind of charity; m•gil•
•m•re--have you begged from me; ardha m•rile--in half-killing; kib•--what;
haya--there is; t•h•--that; kaha more--kindly explain to me.
TRANSLATION
"The hunter replied, 'My dear sir, what are you asking of me? What is wrong
with the animals' lying there half-killed? Will you please explain this to
me?'
TEXT 249
TEXT
n•rada kahe,----"ardha m•rile j†va p•ya vyath•
j†ve du„kha ditecha, tom•ra ha-ibe aiche avasth•
SYNONYMS
n•rada kahe--N•rada Muni replied; ardha m•rile--by half-killing the
animals; j†va p•ya vyath•--the living beings suffer too much pain; j†ve du„kha
ditecha--you are giving troubles to the living beings; tom•ra--your; ha-ibe-there will be; aiche avasth•--the same suffering in retaliation.
TRANSLATION
"N•rada Muni replied, 'If you leave the animals half-dead, you are
purposefully giving them pain. Therefore you will have to suffer in
retaliation.'
PURPORT
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This is an authoritative statement given by the greatest authority, N•rada
Muni. If one gives another living entity unnecessary pain, one will certainly
be punished by the laws of nature by a similar pain. Although the hunter
M”g•ri was uncivilized, he still had to suffer the results of his sinful
activities. However, if a civilized man kills animals regularly in a
slaughterhouse to maintain his so-called civilization, using scientific
methods and machines to kill animals, one cannot even estimate the suffering
awaiting him. So-called civilized people consider themselves very advanced in
education, but they do not know about the stringent laws of nature. According
to nature's law, it is a life for a life. We can hardly imagine the sufferings
of one who maintains a slaughterhouse. He endures suffering not only in this
life, but in his next life also. It is said that a hunter, murderer or killer
is advised not to live and not to die. If he lives, he accumulates even more
sins, which bring about more suffering in a future life. He is advised not to
die because his dying means that he immediately begins to endure more
suffering. Therefore he is advised not to live and not to die.
As followers of the Vedic principles, we accept the statements of N•rada
Muni in this regard. It is our duty to see that no one suffers due to sinful
activities. Foolish rascals are described in Bhagavad-g†t• as m•yay•pah”taj‘•n•„, which indicates that although they are superficially educated, m•y•
has taken their real knowledge away. Such people are presently leading human
society. In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam they are also described as andh• yath•ndhair
upan†yam•n•„. These rascals are themselves blind, and yet they are leading
others who are blind. When people follow such leaders, they suffer unlimited
pains in the future. Despite so-called advancement, all this is happening. Who
is safe? Who is happy? Who is without anxiety?
TEXT 250
TEXT
vy•dha tumi, j†va m•ra----'alpa' apar•dha tom•ra
kadarthan• diy• m•ra'----e p•pa 'ap•ra'
SYNONYMS
vy•dha tumi--you are a hunter; j†va m•ra--your occupation is to kill
animals; alpa--slight; apar•dha--offense; tom•ra--your; kadarthan• diy•-unnecessarily giving them pain; m•ra'--when you kill; e p•pa ap•ra--this
sinful activity is unlimited.
TRANSLATION
"N•rada Muni continued, 'My dear hunter, your business is killing animals.
That is a slight offense on your part, but when you consciously give them
unnecessary pain by leaving them half-dead, you incur very great sins.'
PURPORT
This is another good instruction to animal killers. There are always animal
killers and animal eaters in human society because less civilized people are
accustomed to eating meat. In Vedic civilization, meat-eaters are advised to
kill an animal for the goddess K•l† or a similar demigod. This is in order not
to give the animal unnecessary pain, as slaughterhouses do. In the balid•na
sacrifice to a demigod, it is recommended to cut the throat of an animal with
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one slice. This should be done on a dark-moon night, and the painful noises
expressed by the animal at the time of being slaughtered are not to be heard
by anyone. There are also many other restrictions. Slaughter is only allowed
once a month, and the killer of the animal has to suffer similar pains in his
next life. At the present moment, so-called civilized men do not sacrifice
animals to a deity in a religious or ritualistic way. They openly kill animals
daily by the thousands for no purpose other than the satisfaction of the
tongue. Because of this the entire world is suffering in so many ways.
Politicians are unnecessarily declaring war, and, according to the stringent
laws of material nature, massacres are taking place between nations.
prak”te„ kriyam•‹•ni
gu‹ai„ karm•‹i sarva¤a„
aha•k•ra-vimã‚h•tm•
kart•ham iti manyate
"The bewildered spirit soul, under the influence of the three modes of
material nature, thinks himself to be the doer of activities, which are in
actuality carried out by nature." (Bg. 3.27) The laws of prak”ti (nature) are
very stringent. No one should think that he has the freedom to kill animals
and not suffer the consequences. One cannot be safe by doing this. N•rada Muni
herein says that animal killing is offensive, especially when animals are
given unnecessary pain. Meat-eaters and animal killers are advised not to
purchase meat from the slaughterhouse. They can worship K•l† once a month,
kill some unimportant animal and eat it. Even by following this method, one is
still an offender.
TEXT 251
TEXT
kadarthiy• tumi yata m•ril• j†vere
t•r• taiche tom• m•ribe janma-janm•ntare"
SYNONYMS
kadarthiy•--giving unnecessary pangs; tumi--you; yata--all; m•ril•--killed;
j†vere--the living entities; t•r•--all of them; taiche--similarly; tom•--you;
m•ribe--will kill; janma-janma-antare--life after life.
TRANSLATION
"N•rada Muni continued, 'All the animals that you have killed and given
unnecessary pain will kill you one after the other in your next life and in
life after life.'
PURPORT
This is another authoritative statement made by the great sage N•rada.
Those who kill animals and give them unnecessary pain-as people do in
slaughterhouses-will be killed in a similar way in the next life and in many
lives to come. One can never be excused from such an offense. If one kills
many thousands of animals in a professional way so that other people can
purchase the meat to eat, one must be ready to be killed in a similar way in
his next life and in life after life. There are many rascals who violate their
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own religious principles. According to Judeo-Christian scriptures, it is
clearly said, "Thou shalt not kill." Nonetheless, giving all kinds of excuses,
even the heads of religions indulge in killing animals while trying to pass as
saintly persons. This mockery and hypocrisy in human society bring about
unlimited calamities; therefore occasionally there are great wars. Masses of
such people go out onto battlefields and kill themselves. Presently they have
discovered the atomic bomb, which is simply awaiting wholesale destruction. If
people want to be saved from the killing business life after life, they must
take to K”£‹a consciousness and cease sinful activity. The International
Society for Krishna Consciousness recommends that everyone abandon meateating, illicit sex, intoxication and gambling. When one gives up these sinful
activities, he can understand K”£‹a and take to this K”£‹a consciousness
movement. We therefore request everyone to abandon sinful activity and chant
the Hare K”£‹a mantra. In this way people can save themselves from repeated
birth and death.
TEXT 252
TEXT
n•rada-sa•ge vy•dhera mana parasanna ha-ila
t••ra v•kya ¤uni' mane bhaya upajila
SYNONYMS
n•rada-sa•ge--in the association of the great sage N•rada Muni; vy•dhera-of the hunter; mana--the mind; parasanna ha-ila--became cleansed and
satisfied; t••ra--his; v•kya--words; ¤uni'--hearing; mane--in the mind; bhaya
upajila--some fear arose.
TRANSLATION
"In this way, through the association of the great sage N•rada Muni, the
hunter was a little convinced of his sinful activity. He therefore became
somewhat afraid due to his offenses.
PURPORT
This is the effect of associating with a pure devotee. Our preachers who
are preaching K”£‹a consciousness all over the world should follow in the
footsteps of N•rada Muni and become purified by following the four principles
and chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. This will make them fit to become
Vai£‹avas. Then, when they speak to sinful people about the teachings of this
K”£‹a consciousness movement, people will be affected and take the
instructions. We receive instructions in devotional service through the
disciplic succession. N•rada Muni is our original guru because he is the
spiritual master of Vy•sadeva. Vy•sadeva is the spiritual master of our
disciplic succession; therefore we should follow in the footsteps of N•rada
Muni and become pure Vai£‹avas. A pure Vai£‹ava is one who has no ulterior
motive. He has totally dedicated himself to the service of the Lord. He does
not have material desires, and he is not interested in so-called learning and
philanthropic work. The so-called learned scholars and philanthropists are
actually karm†s and j‘•n†s, and some are actually misers engaged in sinful
activity. All are condemned because they are not devotees of Lord K”£‹a.
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This is a chance to become purified by associating with this K”£‹a
consciousness movement and strictly following the rules and regulations. By
chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra, one can become free from all
contamination, especially contamination brought about by the killing of
animals. Lord K”£‹a Himself requested:
sarva-dharm•n parityajya
m•m eka‰ ¤ara‹a‰ vraja
aha‰ tv•‰ sarva-p•pebhyo
mok£ayi£y•mi m• ¤uca„
"Abandon all varieties of religion and just surrender unto Me. I shall
deliver you from all sinful reaction. Do not fear." (Bg. 18.66)
We should take this instruction from K”£‹a and follow in the footsteps of
N•rada Muni in the disciplic succession. If we simply surrender unto K”£‹a's
lotus feet and take this K”£‹a consciousness movement seriously, we can be
freed from the karma incurred by sin. If we are intelligent enough, we shall
engage in the loving service of the Lord. Then our lives will be successful,
and we shall not have to suffer like the hunter life after life. By killing
animals, not only will we be bereft of the human form but we will have to take
an animal form and somehow or other be killed by the same type of animal we
have killed. This is the law of nature. The Sanskrit word m•‰sa means "meat."
It is said: m•‰ sa„ khadati iti m•‰sa„. That is, "I am now eating the flesh of
an animal who will some day in the future be eating my flesh."
TEXT 253
TEXT
vy•dha kahe,----"b•lya haite ei •m•ra karma
kemane tarimu mu‘i p•mara adhama?
SYNONYMS
vy•dha kahe--the hunter said; b•lya haite--from the very beginning of my
childhood; ei •m•ra karma--I have been taught this business (half-killing
animals); kemane--how; tarimu--shall become free from these sinful activities;
mu‘i--I; p•mara adhama--sinful and misled.
TRANSLATION
"The hunter then admitted that he was convinced of his sinful activity, and
he said, 'I have been taught this business from my very childhood. Now I am
wondering how I can become freed from these unlimited volumes of sinful
activity.'
This kind of admission is very beneficial as long as one does not again
commit sin. Cheating and hypocrisy are not tolerated by higher authorities. If
one understands what sin is, he should give it up with sincerity and regret
and surrender unto the lotus feet of the Supreme Personality of Godhead
through His agent, the pure devotee. In this way, one can be freed from the
reactions of sin and make progress in devotional service. However, if one
continues committing sins after making some atonement, he will not be saved.
In the ¤•stras, such atonement is compared to an elephant's bathing. An
elephant takes a very good bath and cleanses its body very nicely, but as soon
as it comes out of the water, it picks up some dust on the shore and throws it
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all over its body. Atonement may be carried out very nicely, but it will not
help a person if he continues committing sins. Therefore the hunter first
admitted his sinful activity before the saintly person N•rada and then asked
how he could be saved.
TEXT 254
TEXT
ei p•pa y•ya mora, kemana up•ye?
nist•ra karaha more, pa‚o• tom•ra p•ye"
SYNONYMS
ei--this; p•pa y•ya mora--sinful reaction of my life can be washed off;
kemana up•ye--by what means; nist•ra karaha more--kindly deliver me; pa‚o•--I
fall down; tom•ra p•ye--at your lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
"The hunter continued, 'My dear sir, please tell me how I can be relieved
from the reactions of my sinful life. Now I fully surrender unto you and fall
down at your lotus feet. Please deliver me from sinful reactions.'
PURPORT
By the grace of N•rada Muni, the hunter came to his good senses and
immediately surrendered unto the saint's lotus feet. This is the process. By
associating with a saintly person, one is able to understand the reactions of
his sinful life. When one voluntarily surrenders to a saintly person who is a
representative of K”£‹a and follows his instructions, one can become freed
from sinful reaction. K”£‹a demands the surrender of a sinful man, and K”£‹a's
representative gives the same instructions. The representative of K”£‹a never
tells his disciple, "Surrender unto me." Rather he says, "Surrender unto
K”£‹a." If the disciple accepts this principle and surrenders himself through
the representative of K”£‹a, his life is saved.
TEXT 255
TEXT
n•rada kahe,----'yadi dhara •m•ra vacana
tabe se karite p•ri tom•ra mocana'
SYNONYMS
n•rada kahe--N•rada Muni replied; yadi dhara--if you accept; •m•ra vacana-my instruction; tabe--then; se--this; karite p•ri--I can do; tom•ra--your;
mocana--liberation.
TRANSLATION
"N•rada Muni assured the hunter, 'If you listen to my instructions, I shall
find the way you can be liberated.'
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PURPORT
Gaur••gera bhakta-ga‹e jane jane ¤akti dhare. The purport of this song is
that the devotees of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are very powerful, and each
and every one of them can deliver the whole world. What, then, to speak of
N•rada Muni? If one follows the instructions of N•rada Muni, one can be
delivered from any amount of sinful reactions. This is the process. One must
follow the instructions of a spiritual master; then one will certainly be
delivered from all sinful reaction. This is the secret of success. Yasya deve
par• bhaktir yath• deve tath• gurau. If one has unflinching faith in K”£‹a and
the spiritual master, the result is tasyaite kathit• hy arth•„ prak•¤ante
mah•tmana„: all the conclusions of revealed scriptures will be open to such a
person. A pure devotee of K”£‹a can make the same demands that N•rada Muni is
making. He says, "If you follow my instructions, I shall take responsibility
for your liberation." A pure devotee like N•rada can give assurance to any
sinful man because by the grace of the Lord such a devotee is empowered to
deliver any sinful person if that person follows the principles set forth.
TEXT 256
TEXT
vy•dha kahe,----'yei kaha, sei ta' kariba'
n•rada kahe,----'dhanuka bh••ga, tabe se kahiba'
SYNONYMS
vy•dha kahe--the hunter replied; yei kaha--whatever you say; sei ta'
kariba--that I shall do; n•rada kahe--N•rada Muni replied; dhanuka bh••ga-break your bow; tabe--then; se kahiba--I shall speak to you.
TRANSLATION
"The hunter then said, 'My dear sir, whatever you say I shall do.' N•rada
immediately ordered him, 'First of all, break your bow. Then I shall tell you
what is to be done.'
PURPORT
This is the process of initiation. The disciple must admit that he will no
longer commit sinful activity-namely illicit sex, meat-eating, gambling and
intoxication. He promises to execute the order of the spiritual master. Then
the spiritual master takes care of him and elevates him to spiritual
emancipation.
TEXT 257
TEXT
vy•dha kahe,----'dhanuka bh••gile vartiba kemane?'
n•rada kahe,----'•mi anna diba prati-dine'
SYNONYMS
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vy•dha kahe--the hunter replied; dhanuka bh••gile--if I break my bow;
vartiba kemane--what will be the source of my maintenance; n•rada kahe--N•rada
Muni replied; •mi--I; anna--food; diba--shall supply; prati-dine--every day.
TRANSLATION
"The hunter replied, 'If I break my bow, how shall I maintain myself?'
N•rada Muni replied, 'Do not worry. I shall supply all your food every day.'
PURPORT
The source of our income is not actually the source of our maintenance.
Every living being-from the great Brahm• down to an insignificant ant-is being
maintained by the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Eko bahãn•‰ yo vidadh•ti
k•m•n. The one Supreme Being, K”£‹a, maintains everyone. Our so-called source
of income is our own choice only. If I wish to be a hunter, it will appear
that hunting is the source of my income. If I become a br•hma‹a and completely
depend on K”£‹a, I do not conduct a business, but nonetheless my maintenance
is supplied by K”£‹a. The hunter was disturbed about breaking his bow because
he was worried about his income. N•rada Muni assured the hunter because he
knew that the hunter was not being maintained by the bow but by K”£‹a. Being
the agent of K”£‹a, N•rada Muni knew very well that the hunter would not
suffer by breaking the bow. There was no doubt that K”£‹a would supply him
food.
TEXT 258
TEXT
dhanuka bh••gi' vy•dha t••ra cara‹e pa‚ila
t•re uàh•‘• n•rada upade¤a kaila
SYNONYMS
dhanuka bh••gi'--breaking the bow; vy•dha--the hunter; t••ra--his (N•rada
Muni's); cara‹e--at the lotus feet; pa‚ila--surrendered; t•re--him; uàh•‘•-raising; n•rada--the great saint N•rada Muni; upade¤a kaila--gave instruction.
TRANSLATION
"Being thus assured by the great sage N•rada Muni, the hunter broke his
bow, immediately fell down at the saint's lotus feet and fully surrendered.
After this, N•rada Muni raised him with his hand and gave him instructions for
spiritual advancement.
PURPORT
This is the process of initiation. The disciple must surrender to the
spiritual master, the representative of K”£‹a. The spiritual master, being in
the disciplic succession stemming from N•rada Muni, is in the same category
with N•rada Muni. A person can be relieved from his sinful activity if he
surrenders to the lotus feet of a person who actually represents N•rada Muni.
N•rada Muni gave instructions to the hunter after the hunter surrendered.
TEXT 259
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TEXT
"ghare giy• br•hma‹e deha' yata •che dhana
eka eka vastra pari' b•hira hao dui-jana
SYNONYMS
ghare giy•--returning home; br•hma‹e--to the br•hma‹as, the most
intelligent men in spiritual understanding; deha'--give; yata--whatever; •che-you have; dhana--riches; eka eka--each of you; vastra pari'--just one cloth;
b•hira hao--leave home; dui-jana--both of you.
TRANSLATION
"N•rada Muni then advised the hunter, 'Return home and distribute whatever
riches you have to the pure br•hma‹as who know the Absolute Truth. After
distributing all your riches to the br•hma‹as, both you and your wife should
leave home, taking only one cloth to wear.'
PURPORT
This is the process of renunciation at the stage of v•naprastha. After
enjoying householder life for some time, the husband and wife must leave home
and distribute their riches to br•hma‹as and Vai£‹avas. One can keep his wife
as an assistant in the v•naprastha stage. The idea is that the wife will
assist the husband in spiritual advancement. Therefore N•rada Muni advised the
hunter to adopt the v•naprastha stage and leave home. It is not that a
g”hastha should live at home until he dies. V•naprastha is preliminary to
sanny•sa. In the K”£‹a consciousness movement there are many young couples
engaged in the Lord's service. Eventually they are supposed to take
v•naprastha, and after the v•naprastha stage the husband may take sanny•sa in
order to preach. The wife may then remain alone and serve the Deity or engage
in other activities within the K”£‹a consciousness movement.
TEXT 260
TEXT
nad†-t†re eka-kh•ni kuà†ra kariy•
t•ra •ge eka-pi‹‚i tulas† ropiy•
SYNONYMS
nad†-t†re--on the bank of the river; eka-kh•ni--just one; kuà†ra--a
cottage; kariy•--constructing; t•ra •ge--just in front of the cottage; ekapi‹‚i--one raised platform; tulas†--a tulas† plant; ropiy•--growing.
TRANSLATION
"N•rada Muni continued, 'Leave your home and go to the river. There you
should construct a small cottage, and in front of the cottage you should grow
a tulas† plant on a raised platform.
TEXT 261
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TEXT
tulas†-parikram• kara, tulas†-sevana
nirantara k”£‹a-n•ma kariha k†rtana
SYNONYMS
tulas†-parikram• kara--circumambulate the tulas† plant; tulas†-sevana--just
supply water to the root of tulas†-dev†; nirantara--continuously; k”£‹a-n•ma-the holy name of K”£‹a; kariha--just perform; k†rtana--chanting.
TRANSLATION
" 'After planting the tulas† tree before your house, you should daily
circumambulate that tulas† plant, serve her by giving her water and other
things, and continuously chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra.'
PURPORT
This is the beginning of spiritual life. After leaving householder life,
one may go to a holy place, such as the bank of the Ganges or Yamun•, and
erect a small cottage. A small cottage can be constructed without any
expenditure. Four logs serving as pillars can be secured by any man from the
forest. The roof can be covered with leaves, and one can cleanse the inside.
Thus one can live very peacefully. In any condition, any man can live in a
small cottage, plant a tulas† tree, water it in the morning, offer it prayers,
and continuously chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. Thus one can make vigorous
spiritual advancement. This is not at all difficult. One simply has to follow
the instructions of the spiritual master strictly. Then everything will be
successful in due course of time. As far as eating is concerned, there is no
problem. If K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, supplies everyone with
eatables, why should He not supply His devotee? Sometimes a devotee will not
even bother to construct a cottage. He will simply go to live in a mountain
cave. One may live in a cave, in a cottage beside a river, in a palace or in a
big city like New York or London. In any case, a devotee can follow the
instructions of his spiritual master and engage in devotional service by
watering the tulas† plant and chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra. Taking the
advice of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and our spiritual master, Bhaktisiddh•nta
Sarasvat† Gosv•m† Mah•r•ja, one can go to any part of the world and instruct
people to become devotees of the Lord by following the regulative principles,
worshiping the tulas† plant and continuously chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•mantra.
TEXT 262
TEXT
•mi tom•ya bahu anna p•àh•imu dine
sei anna labe, yata kh•o dui-jane"
SYNONYMS
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•mi--I; tom•ya--for you; bahu--much; anna--food; p•àh•imu--shall send;
dine--every day; sei--that; anna--food; labe--you shall take; yata--whatever;
kh•o--you can eat; dui-jane--both of you.
TRANSLATION
"N•rada Muni continued, 'I shall send sufficient food to you both every
day. You can take as much food as you want.'
PURPORT
When a person takes to K”£‹a consciousness, there is no need to care for
material necessities. K”£‹a says that He personally carries all the
necessities to His devotees.
anany•¤ cintayanto m•‰
ye jan•„ paryup•sate
te£•‰ nity•bhiyukt•n•‰
yoga-k£ema‰ vah•my aham
"Those who worship Me with love and devotion, meditating on My
transcendental form-to them I carry what they lack and preserve what they
have." (Bg. 9.22) Why should one be anxious about the necessities of life? The
principle should be that one should not want more than what is absolutely
necessary. N•rada Muni advises the hunter to accept only what is absolutely
necessary for him and his wife. The devotee should always be alert to consume
only those things that he absolutely requires and not create unnecessary
needs.
TEXT 263
TEXT
tabe sei m”g•di tine n•rada sustha kaila
sustha ha‘• m”g•di tine dh•‘• pal•ila
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; sei--those; m”ga-•di--animals, beginning with the deer;
tine--three; n•rada--the sage N•rada; sustha kaila--brought to their senses;
sustha ha‘•--coming to consciousness; m”ga-•di--the pierced animals; tine-three; dh•‘• pal•ila--very swiftly fled away from that place.
TRANSLATION
"The three animals that were half-killed were then brought to their
consciousness by the sage N•rada. Indeed, the animals got up and swiftly fled.
TEXT 264
TEXT
dekhiy• vy•dhera mane haila camatk•ra
ghare gela vy•dha, guruke kari' namask•ra
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SYNONYMS
dekhiy•--seeing; vy•dhera--of the hunter; mane--in the mind; haila--there
was; camatk•ra--wonder; ghare--home; gela--went; vy•dha--the hunter; guruke-to the spiritual master; kari' namask•ra--offering obeisances.
TRANSLATION
"When the hunter saw the half-killed animals flee, he was certainly struck
with wonder. He then offered his respectful obeisances to the sage N•rada and
returned home.
TEXT 265
TEXT
yath•-sth•ne n•rada gel•, vy•dha ghare •ila
n•radera upade¤e sakala karila
SYNONYMS
yath•-sth•ne--to the proper destination; n•rada--sage N•rada; gel•--went;
vy•dha--the hunter; ghare •ila--came back to his house; n•radera upade¤e-under the instruction of the sage N•rada; sakala karila--he executed
everything.
TRANSLATION
"After all this, N•rada Muni went to his destination. After the hunter
returned home, he exactly followed the instructions of his spiritual master,
N•rada.
PURPORT
For spiritual advancement one must have a bona fide spiritual master and
follow his instructions in order to be assured of advancement.
TEXT 266
TEXT
gr•me dhvani haila,----vy•dha 'vai£‹ava' ha-ila
gr•mera loka saba anna •nite l•gila
SYNONYMS
gr•me--in the village; dhvani haila--there was news; vy•dha--the hunter;
vai£‹ava ha-ila--has become a Vai£‹ava, a lover and servitor of Lord Vi£‹u;
gr•mera loka--the villagers; saba--all kinds of; anna--food; •nite l•gila-began to bring.
TRANSLATION
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"The news that the hunter had become a Vai£‹ava spread all over the
village. Indeed, all the villagers brought alms and presented them to the
Vai£‹ava who was formerly a hunter.
PURPORT
It is the duty of the public to present a gift to a saintly person,
Vai£‹ava or br•hma‹a when going to see him. Every Vai£‹ava is dependent on
K”£‹a, and K”£‹a is ready to supply all of life's necessities, provided a
Vai£‹ava follows the principles set forth by the spiritual master. There are
certainly many householders in our K”£‹a consciousness movement. They join the
movement and live in the society's centers, but if they take advantage of this
opportunity and do not work but live at the expense of the movement, eating
pras•da and simply sleeping, they place themselves in a very dangerous
position. It is therefore advised that g”hasthas should not live in the
temple. They must live outside the temple and maintain themselves. Of course,
if the g”hasthas are fully engaged in the Lord's service according to the
directions of the authorities, there is no harm in their living in a temple.
In any case, a temple should not be a place to eat and sleep. A temple manager
should be very careful about these things.
TEXT 267
TEXT
eka-dina anna •ne da¤a-bi¤a jane
dine tata laya, yata kh•ya dui jane
SYNONYMS
eka-dina--in one day; anna--food; •ne--brought; da¤a-bi¤a jane--enough for
ten to twenty men; dine--in a day; tata laya--would accept only as much; yata-as; kh•ya dui jane--the two of them required to eat.
TRANSLATION
"In one day enough food was brought for ten or twenty people, but the
hunter and his wife would accept only as much as they could eat.
TEXT 268
TEXT
eka-dina n•rada kahe,----"¤unaha, parvate
•m•ra eka ¤i£ya •che, calaha dekhite"
SYNONYMS
eka-dina--one day; n•rada kahe--N•rada Muni said; ¤unaha--please hear;
parvate--my dear Parvata; •m•ra--my; eka--one; ¤i£ya--disciple; •che--there
is; calaha dekhite--let us go see.
TRANSLATION
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"One day, while speaking to his friend Parvata Muni, N•rada Muni requested
him to go with him to see his disciple the hunter.
TEXT 269
TEXT
tabe dui ”£i •il• sei vy•dha-sth•ne
dãra haite vy•dha p•ila gurura dara¤ane
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; dui ”£i--two saintly persons; •il•--came; sei vy•dhasth•ne--to the place of that hunter; dãra haite--from a distant place; vy•dha-the hunter; p•ila--got; gurura dara¤ane--vision of his spiritual m•ster.
TRANSLATION
"When the saintly sages came to the hunter's place, the hunter could see
them coming from a distance.
TEXT 270
TEXT
aste-vyaste dh•‘• •se, patha n•hi p•ya
pathera pip†lik• iti-uti dhare p•ya
SYNONYMS
•ste-vyaste--with great alacrity; dh•‘•--running; •se--came; patha n•hi
p•ya--does not get the path; pathera--on the path; pip†lik•--ants; iti-uti-here and there; dhare p•ya--touch the foot.
TRANSLATION
"With great alacrity the hunter began to run toward his spiritual master,
but he could not fall down and offer obeisances because ants were running
hither and thither around his feet.
TEXT 271
TEXT
da‹‚avat-sth•ne pip†lik•re dekhiy•
vastre sth•na jh•‚i' pa‚e da‹‚avat ha‘•
SYNONYMS
da‹‚avat-sth•ne--in the place where he wanted to offer his obeisances;
pip†lik•re dekhiy•--seeing the ants; vastre--by the cloth; sth•na jh•‚i'-cleansing the place; pa‚e da‹‚a-vat ha‘•--falls down flat like a rod.
TRANSLATION
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"Seeing the ants, the hunter whisked them away with a piece of cloth. After
thus clearing the ants from the ground, he fell down flat to offer his
obeisances.
PURPORT
The word da‹‚a means "rod," and vat means "like." To offer obeisances to
the spiritual master, one must fall flat exactly as a rod falls on the ground.
This is the meaning of the word da‹‚avat.
TEXT 272
TEXT
n•rada kahe,----"vy•dha, ei n• haya •¤carya
hari-bhaktye hi‰s•-¤ãnya haya s•dhu-varya
SYNONYMS
n•rada kahe--N•rada Muni said; vy•dha--my dear hunter; ei n• •¤carya--this
is not wonderful for you; hari-bhaktye--by advancement in devotional service;
hi‰s•-¤ãnya haya--one becomes nonviolent and nonenvious; s•dhu-varya--thus one
becomes the best of honest gentlemen.
TRANSLATION
"N•rada Muni said, 'My dear hunter, such behavior is not at all
astonishing. A man in devotional service is automatically nonviolent. He is
the best of gentlemen.
PURPORT
In this verse the word s•dhu-varya means "the best of gentlemen." At the
present moment there are many so-called gentlemen who are expert in killing
animals and birds. Nonetheless, these so-called gentlemen profess a type of
religion that strictly prohibits killing. According to N•rada Muni and Vedic
culture, animal killers are not even gentlemen, to say nothing of being
religious men. A religious person, a devotee of the Lord, must be nonviolent.
Such is the nature of a religious person. It is contradictory to be violent
and at the same time call oneself a religious person. Such hypocrisy is not
approved by N•rada Muni and the disciplic succession.
TEXT 273
TEXT
ete na hy adbhut• vy•dha
tav•hi‰s•dayo gu‹•„
hari-bhaktau prav”tt• ye
na te syu„ parat•pina„
SYNONYMS
ete--all these; na--not; hi--certainly; adbhut•„--wonderful; vy•dha--O
hunter; tava--your; ahi‰s•-•daya„--nonviolence and others; gu‹•„--qualities;
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hari-bhaktau--in devotional service; prav”tt•„--engaged; ye--those who; na-not; te--they; syu„--are; parat•pina„--envious of other living entities.
TRANSLATION
" 'O hunter, good qualities like nonviolence, which you have developed, are
not very astonishing, for those engaged in the Lord's devotional service are
never inclined to give pain to others because of envy.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Skanda Pur•‹a.
TEXT 274
TEXT
tabe sei vy•dha do•h•re a•gane •nila
ku¤•sana •ni' do•h•re bhaktye vas•ila
SYNONYMS
tabe--thereafter; sei--that; vy•dha--hunter; do•h•re--both N•rada Muni and
Parvata; a•gane •nila--brought in the courtyard of his house; ku¤a-•sana •ni'-bringing straw mats for sitting; do•h•re--both of them; bhaktye--with great
devotion; vas•ila--made to sit down.
TRANSLATION
"The hunter then received both the great sages in the courtyard of his
house. He spread out a straw mat for them to sit upon, and with great devotion
he begged them to sit down.
TEXT 275
TEXT
jala •ni' bhaktye do•h•ra p•da prak£•lila
sei jala str†-puru£e piy• ¤ire la-ila
SYNONYMS
jala •ni'--bringing water; bhaktye--with great devotion; do•h•ra--of both
of them; p•da prak£•lila--washed the feet; sei jala--that water; str†-puru£e-husband and wife; piy•--drinking; ¤ire la-ila--put on their heads.
TRANSLATION
"He then fetched water and washed the sages' feet with great devotion. Then
both husband and wife drank that water and sprinkled it on their heads.
PURPORT
This is the process one should follow when receiving the spiritual master
or someone on the level of the spiritual master. When the spiritual master
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comes to the residence of his disciples, the disciples should follow in the
footsteps of the former hunter. It doesn't matter what one was before
initiation. After initiation, one must learn the etiquette mentioned herein.
TEXT 276
TEXT
kampa-pulak•¤ru haila k”£‹a-n•ma g•‘•
ãrdhva b•hu n”tya kare vastra u‚•‘•
SYNONYMS
kampa--trembling; pulaka-a¤ru--tears and jubilation; haila--there were;
k”£‹a-n•ma g•‘•--chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra; ãrdhva b•hu--raising the
arms; n”tya kare--began to dance; vastra u‚•‘•--waving his garments up and
down.
TRANSLATION
"When the hunter chanted the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra before his spiritual
master, his body trembled, and tears welled in his eyes. Filled with ecstatic
love, he raised his hands and began to dance, waving his garments up and down.
TEXT 277
TEXT
dekhiy• vy•dhera prema parvata-mah•muni
n•radere kahe,----tumi hao spar¤a-ma‹i
SYNONYMS
dekhiy•--seeing; vy•dhera--of the hunter; prema--the ecstatic love;
parvata-mah•-muni--the great sage Parvata Muni; n•radere kahe--spoke to N•rada
Muni; tumi hao spar¤a-ma‹i--you are certainly a touchstone.
TRANSLATION
"When Parvata Muni saw the ecstatic loving symptoms of the hunter, he told
N•rada, 'Certainly you are a touchstone.'
PURPORT
When a touchstone touches iron, it turns the iron to gold. Parvata Muni
called N•rada Muni a touchstone because by his touch the hunter, who was
lowest among men, became an elevated and perfect Vai£‹ava. ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda
áh•kura said that the position of a Vai£‹ava can be tested by seeing how good
a touchstone he is-that is, by seeing how many Vai£‹avas he has made during
his life. A Vai£‹ava should be a touchstone so that he can convert others to
Vai£‹avism by his preaching, even though people may be fallen like the hunter.
There are many so-called advanced devotees who sit in a secluded place for
their personal benefit. They do not go out to preach and convert others into
Vai£‹avas, and therefore they certainly cannot be called spar¤a-ma‹i, advanced
devotees. Kani£àha-adhik•r† devotees cannot turn others into Vai£‹avas, but a
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madhyama-adhik•r† Vai£‹ava can do so by preaching. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
advised His followers to increase the numbers of Vai£‹avas.
y•re dekha, t•re kaha 'k”£‹a'-upade¤a
•m•ra •j‘•ya guru ha‘• t•ra' ei de¤a
(Cc. Madhya 7.128)
It is ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's wish that everyone should become a Vai£‹ava
and guru. Following the instructions of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His
disciplic succession, one can become a spiritual master, for the process is
very easy. One can go everywhere and anywhere to preach the instructions of
K”£‹a. Bhagavad-g†t• is K”£‹a's instructions; therefore the duty of every
Vai£‹ava is to travel and preach Bhagavad-g†t•, either in his country or a
foreign country. This is the test of spar¤a-ma‹i, following in the footsteps
of N•rada Muni.
TEXT 278
TEXT
"aho dhanyo 'si devar£e
k”pay• yasya tat-k£a‹•t
n†co 'py utpulako lebhe
lubdhako ratim acyute"
SYNONYMS
aho--oh; dhanya„--glorified; asi--you are; deva-”£e--O sage among the
demigods; k”pay•--by the mercy; yasya--of whom; tat-k£a‹•t--immediately; n†ca„
api--even though one is the lowest of men; utpulaka„--becoming agitated in
ecstatic love; lebhe--gets; lubdhaka„--a hunter; ratim--attraction; acyute-unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"Parvata Muni continued, 'My dear friend N•rada Muni, you are glorified as
the sage among the demigods. By your mercy, even a lowborn person like this
hunter can immediately become attached to Lord K”£‹a.'
PURPORT
A pure Vai£‹ava believes in the statements of the ¤•stras. This verse is
quoted from Vedic literature, the Skanda Pur•‹a.
TEXT 279
TEXT
n•rada kahe,----'vai£‹ava, tom•ra anna kichu •ya?'
vy•dha kahe, "y•re p•àh•o, sei diy• y•ya
SYNONYMS
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n•rada kahe--N•rada Muni said; vai£‹ava--O Vai£‹ava; tom•ra--your; anna-food; kichu •ya--does any come; vy•dha kahe--the hunter replied; y•re p•àh•o-whoever you send; sei--that person; diy•--giving something; y•ya--goes.
TRANSLATION
"N•rada Muni then asked the hunter, 'My dear Vai£‹ava, do you have some
income for your maintenance?' The hunter replied, 'My dear spiritual master,
whoever you send gives me something when he comes to see me.'
PURPORT
This confirms the statement in Bhagavad-g†t• (9.22) to the effect that the
Lord carries all necessities to His Vai£‹ava devotee. N•rada Muni asked the
former hunter how he was being maintained, and he replied that everyone who
came to see him brought him something for his maintenance. K”£‹a, who is
situated in everyone's heart, says, "I personally carry all necessities to a
Vai£‹ava." He can order anyone to execute this. Everyone is ready to give
something to a Vai£‹ava, and if a Vai£‹ava is completely engaged in devotional
service, he need not be anxious for his maintenance.
TEXT 280
TEXT
eta anna n• p•àh•o, kichu k•rya n•i
sabe dui-jan•ra yogya bhak£ya-m•tra c•i"
SYNONYMS
eta anna--so much food; n• p•àh•o--you do not need to send; kichu k•rya
n•i--there is no such need; sabe--only; dui-jan•ra--for two persons; yogya-requisite; bhak£ya-m•tra--eatables; c•i--we want.
TRANSLATION
"The former hunter said, 'Please do not send so may grains. Only send what
is sufficient for two people, no more.'
PURPORT
The former hunter only wanted enough for two people to eat, no more. It is
not necessary for a Vai£‹ava to keep a stock of food for the next day. He
should receive only sufficient grains to last one day. The next day, he must
again depend on the Lord's mercy. This is the instruction of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu. When His personal servant Govinda sometimes kept a stock of
har†tak† (myrobalan), ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu chastised him, saying, "Why did
you keep a stock for the next day?" ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† and others were begging
daily from door to door for their sustenance, and they never attempted to
stock their •¤rama with food for the next day. We should not materially
calculate, thinking, "It is better to stock food for a week. Why give the Lord
trouble by having Him bring food daily?" One should be convinced that the Lord
will provide daily. There is no need to stock food for the next day.
TEXT 281
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TEXT
n•rada kahe,----'aiche raha, tumi bh•gyav•n'
eta bali' dui-jana ha-il• antardh•na
SYNONYMS
n•rada kahe--N•rada Muni said; aiche raha--live like that; tumi bh•gyav•n-certainly you are very fortunate; eta bali'--saying this; dui-jana--both
N•rada Muni and Parvata Muni; ha-il• antardh•na--disappeared.
TRANSLATION
"N•rada Muni approved his not wanting more than a daily supply of food, and
he blessed him, saying, 'You are fortunate.' N•rada Muni and Parvata Muni then
disappeared from that place.
TEXT 282
TEXT
ei ta' kahilu• tom•ya vy•dhera •khy•na
y• ¤unile haya s•dhu-sa•ga-prabh•va-j‘•na
SYNONYMS
ei ta' kahilu•--thus I have narrated; tom•ya--unto you; vy•dhera •khy•na-the story of the hunter; y• ¤unile--hearing which; haya--there is; s•dhusa•ga--of the association of devotees; prabh•va--of the influence; j‘•na-knowledge.
TRANSLATION
"So far I have narrated the incident of the hunter. By hearing this
narration, one can understand the influence derived by associating with
devotees.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu wanted to stress that even a hunter, the lowest of
men, could become a topmost Vai£‹ava simply by associating with N•rada Muni or
a devotee in his bona fide disciplic succession.
TEXT 283
TEXT
ei •ra tina artha ga‹an•te p•ila
ei dui artha mili' 'ch•bbi¤a' artha haila
SYNONYMS
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ei--this example; •ra--another; tina artha--three imports; ga‹an•te--in
calculating; p•ila--we have obtained; ei dui artha mili'--by adding these two
imports; ch•bbi¤a--twenty-six; artha--imports; haila--there have been.
TRANSLATION
"In this way we have found three more meanings. Combine these with the
other meanings, and the total number of meanings add up to twenty-six in all.
TEXT 284
TEXT
•ra artha ¤una, y•h•----arthera bh•‹‚•ra
sthãle 'dui' artha, sãk£me 'batri¤a' prak•ra
SYNONYMS
•ra--another; artha--import; ¤una--hear; y•h•--which; arthera bh•‹‚•ra-storehouse of knowledge; sthãle--grossly; dui artha--two meanings; sãk£me--by
a subtle import; batri¤a--thirty-two; prak•ra--varieties.
TRANSLATION
"There is yet another meaning, which is full of a variety of imports.
Actually there are two gross meanings and thirty-two subtle meanings.
PURPORT
The two gross meanings refer to regulative devotional service and
spontaneous devotional service. There are also thirty-two subtle meanings.
Under the heading of regulative devotional service, there are sixteen
meanings: (1) a servant of the Lord as His personal associate, (2) a personal
friend, (3) personal parents or similar superiors, (4) a personal beloved, (5)
a servant elevated by spiritual cultivation, (6) a friend by spiritual
cultivation, (7) parents and superior devotees by cultivation of devotional
service, (8) a beloved wife or female friend by cultivation of devotional
service, (9) a mature devotee as a servant, (10) a mature devotee as a friend,
(11) a mature devotee as a parent and superior, (12) a mature devotee as wife
and beloved, (13) an immature devotee as servant, (14) an immature devotee as
a friend, (15) an immature devotee as father and superior, and (16) an
immature devotee as a beloved. Similarly, under the heading of spontaneous
devotion there are also sixteen various associates. Therefore the total number
of devotees under the headings of regular devotees and spontaneous devotees is
thirty-two.
TEXT 285
TEXT
'•tm•'-¤abde kahe----sarva-vidha bhagav•n
eka 'svaya‰ bhagav•n', •ra 'bhagav•n'-•khy•na
SYNONYMS
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•tm•-¤abde--by the word •tm•; kahe--it is said; sarva-vidha bhagav•n--all
types of Personalities of Godhead; eka--one; svayam bhagav•n--the original
Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a; •ra--another; bhagav•n-•khy•na--the
Personality of Godhead by an expansive designation.
TRANSLATION
"The word •tm• refers to all the different expansions of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. One of them is the Supreme Personality of Godhead
Himself, K”£‹a, and the others are different incarnations or expansions of
K”£‹a.
The word •tm• also includes all kinds of Bhagav•n, the Supreme Personality
of Godhead. This means that K”£‹a has unlimited expansions. This is described
in Brahma-sa‰hit• (5.46):
d†p•rcir eva hi da¤•ntaram abhyupetya
d†p•yate viv”ta-hetu-sam•na-dharm•
yas t•d”g eva hi ca vi£‹utay• vibh•ti
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
These expansions are thus compared to candles that have been lit from an
original candle. All the secondary candles are equally powerful, but the
original candle is that from which all the others have been lit. K”£‹a is the
original Supreme Personality of Godhead, and He is expanded as Balar•ma,
Sa•kar£a‹a, Aniruddha, Pradyumna and V•sudeva. In this way there are
innumerable incarnations and expansions who are also called Bhagav•n, the
Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 286
TEXT
t••te rame yei, sei saba----'•tm•r•ma'
'vidhi-bhakta', 'r•ga-bhakta',----dui-vidha n•ma
SYNONYMS
t••te--in all those Supreme Personalities of Godhead; rame--takes pleasure
in devotional service; yei--those persons who; sei saba--all of them;
•tm•r•ma--are also known as •tm•r•ma; vidhi-bhakta--devotees following the
regulative principles; r•ga-bhakta--devotees following spontaneous love; duividha n•ma--two different varieties.
TRANSLATION
"One who always engages in the service of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead is called •tm•r•ma. There are two types of •tm•r•ma. One is an
•tm•r•ma engaged in regulative devotional service, and the other is an
•tm•r•ma engaged in spontaneous devotional service.
TEXT 287
TEXT
dui-vidha bhakta haya c•ri c•ri prak•ra
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p•ri£ada, s•dhana-siddha, s•dhaka-ga‹a •ra
SYNONYMS
dui-vidha bhakta--these two varieties of •tm•r•ma devotees; haya--are; c•ri
c•ri prak•ra--each of four different categories; p•ri£ada--personal associate;
s•dhana-siddha--liberated to the position of associates by perfection in
devotional service; s•dhaka-ga‹a •ra--and devotees already engaged in the
devotional service of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
"The •tm•r•mas engaged in regulative and spontaneous devotional service are
further categorized into four groups. There are the eternal associates, the
associates who have become perfect by devotional service, and those who are
engaged in devotional service and are called s•dhaka.
TEXT 288
TEXT
j•ta-aj•ta-rati-bhede s•dhaka dui bheda
vidhi-r•ga-m•rge c•ri c•ri----a£àa bheda
SYNONYMS
j•ta-aj•ta-rati-bhede--by distinction of mature love and immature love;
s•dhaka dui bheda--those practicing are of two varieties; vidhi--regulative
devotion; r•ga--spontaneous devotion; m•rge--on both the paths; c•ri c•ri-there are four different varieties; a£àa bheda--a total of eight kinds.
TRANSLATION
"Those who are practicing devotional service are either mature or immature.
Therefore the s•dhakas are of two types. Since the devotees execute either
regulative devotional service or spontaneous devotional service and there are
four groups within these two divisions, altogether there are eight varieties.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura says that the original Personality
of Godhead, K”£‹a, is the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and His expansions
are also called the Personality of Godhead. However, K”£‹a is the original
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Speculative philosophers and mystic yog†s also
meditate upon the form of K”£‹a, but this form is not the form of the original
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Such a Bhagav•n is but a partial
representation of the Lord's full potency. Nonetheless, He has to be
understood to be the Supreme Personality of Godhead. To clarify this matter,
one should simply understand that K”£‹a, the son of Nanda Mah•r•ja in
V”nd•vana, the friend of the cowherd boys and lover of the gop†s, is actually
the original Supreme Personality of Godhead. He is attained by spontaneous
love. Although His expansions are also called the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, They are attained only by the execution of regulative devotional
service.
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TEXT 289
TEXT
vidhi-bhaktye nitya-siddha p•ri£ada----'d•sa'
'sakh•' 'guru' 'k•nt•-ga‹a',----c•ri-vidha prak•¤a
SYNONYMS
vidhi-bhaktye--by regulative devotional service; nitya-siddha p•ri£ada-eternally perfect associate; d•sa--the servant; sakh• guru k•nt•-ga‹a-friends, superiors and beloved damsels; c•ri-vidha prak•¤a--they are
manifested in four varieties.
TRANSLATION
"By executing regulative devotional service, one is elevated to the
platform of an eternally perfect associate--such as a servant, friend,
superior or beloved woman. These are of four varieties.
TEXT 290
TEXT
s•dhana-siddha----d•sa, sakh•, guru, k•nta-ga‹a
j•ta-rati s•dhaka-bhakta----c•ri-vidha jana
SYNONYMS
s•dhana-siddha--those who have perfected themselves by devotional service;
d•sa--servants; sakh•--friends; guru--superiors; k•nt•-ga‹a--beloved damsels;
j•ta-rati s•dhaka-bhakta--devotees who have become mature by devotional
service; c•ri-vidha jana--they are also of four varieties.
TRANSLATION
"Among those who have perfected themselves by devotional service, there are
servants, friends, superiors and beloved damsels. Similarly, there are four
types of mature devotees.
TEXT 291
TEXT
aj•ta-rati s•dhaka-bhakta,----e c•ri prak•ra
vidhi-m•rge bhakte £o‚a¤a bheda prac•ra
SYNONYMS
aj•ta-rati s•dhaka-bhakta--immature devotees engaged in devotional service;
e c•ri prak•ra--there are also the same four varieties; vidhi-m•rge--on the
path of regulative devotional service; bhakte--devotees; £o‚a¤a bheda prac•ra-there are sixteen varieties.
TRANSLATION
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"Within the category of regulative devotional service, there are also
immature devotees. These are also of four varieties. Thus in regulative
devotional service there are altogether sixteen varieties.
TEXT 292
TEXT
r•ga-m•rge aiche bhakte £o‚a¤a vibheda
dui m•rge •tm•r•mera batri¤a vibheda
SYNONYMS
r•ga-m•rge--on the path of spontaneous loving service; aiche--in the same
way; bhakte--all the devotees; £o‚a¤a vibheda--divided into sixteen varieties;
dui m•rge--on the two paths, namely regulative devotional service and
spontaneous devotional service; •tm•r•mera--of persons enjoying with the
Supreme Self; batri¤a vibheda--there are thirty-two varieties of devotees.
TRANSLATION
"On the path of spontaneous devotional service, there are also sixteen
categories of devotees. Thus there are thirty-two types of •tm•r•mas enjoying
the Supreme Lord on these two paths.
TEXT 293
TEXT
'muni', 'nirgrantha', 'ca' 'api',----c•ri ¤abdera artha
y•h•• yei l•ge, t•h• kariye samartha
SYNONYMS
muni--the sage; nirgrantha--either learned or foolish; ca--also; api--in
spite of; c•ri ¤abdera artha--the meanings of these four words; y•h••-wherever; yei l•ge--they apply; t•h• kariye samartha--make them sound.
TRANSLATION
"When these thirty-two types of devotees are qualified with the words muni
nirgrantha ca api, they can be increased in different ways and very soundly
elaborated upon.
TEXT 294
TEXT
batri¤e ch•bbi¤e mili, a£àa-pa‘c•¤a
•ra eka bheda ¤una arthera prak•¤a
SYNONYMS
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batri¤e--these thirty-two varieties; ch•bbi¤e--the formerly described
twenty-six varieties; mili'--added together; a£àa-pa‘c•¤a--they become fiftyeight; •ra--another; eka--one; bheda--different; ¤una--please hear; arthera
prak•¤a--manifestation of import.
TRANSLATION
"When we add the twenty-six types of devotees to these thirty-two, they
altogether number fifty-eight. You may now hear from Me of manifestations with
different meanings.
TEXT 295
TEXT
itaretara 'ca' diy• sam•sa kariye
'•à•nna' b•ra •tm•r•ma n•ma la-iye
SYNONYMS
itaretara--in different varieties; ca--the word ca; diy•--adding; sam•sa
kariye--make a compound word; •à•nna b•ra--fifty-eight times; •tm•r•ma--the
•tm•r•ma devotees; n•ma la-iye--I take their different names.
TRANSLATION
"In this way, as I add the word ca to one word after another, I make a
compound. Thus the different names of •tm•r•mas can be taken fifty-eight
times.
TEXT 296
TEXT
'•tm•r•m•¤ ca •tm•r•m•¤ ca' •à•nna-b•ra
¤e£e saba lopa kari' r•khi eka-b•ra
SYNONYMS
•tm•r•m•„ ca •tm•r•m•„ ca--repeating •tm•r•m•„; •à•nna-b•ra--fifty-eight
times; ¤e£e--at the end; saba lopa kari'--rejecting all; r•khi--we keep; ekab•ra--only one.
TRANSLATION
"In this way, one can repeat the word •tm•r•m•„ with ca for each of the
fifty-eight meanings. By following the rule previously stated and rejecting
all but the last, we retain that which represents all the meanings.
TEXT 297
TEXT
sarãp•‹•m eka-¤e£a eka-vibhaktau,
ukt•rth•n•m aprayoga iti
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SYNONYMS
sa-rãp•‹•m--of words of the same form; eka-¤e£a„--only the last; ekavibhaktau--in the same case; ukta-arth•n•m--of the previously spoken meanings;
aprayoga„--nonapplication; iti--thus.
TRANSLATION
" 'Of words having the same form and case termination, the last one is the
only one retained.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from P•‹ini's sãtras (1.2.64).
TEXT 298
TEXT
•à•nna ca-k•rera saba lopa haya
eka •tm•r•ma-¤abde •à•nna artha kaya
SYNONYMS
•à•nna--fifty-eight; ca-k•rera--of the additions of the word ca; saba lopa
haya--all of them are rejected; eka--one; •tm•r•ma--•tm•r•ma; ¤abde--by the
word; •à•nna artha kaya--fifty-eight imports are automatically derived.
TRANSLATION
"When all the ca-k•ra, or additions to the word ca, are taken away, fiftyeight different meanings can still be understood by the one word •tm•r•ma.
TEXT 299
TEXT
a¤vattha-v”k£•¤ ca baàa-v”k£•¤ ca kapittha-v”k£•¤ ca •mra-v”k£•¤ ca v”k£•„
SYNONYMS
a¤vattha-v”k£•„--banyan trees; ca--and; baàa-v”k£•„--fig trees; ca--and;
kapittha-v”k£•„--a type of tree named kapittha; ca--and; •mra-v”k£•„--mango
trees; ca--and; v”k£•„--all indicated by the word "trees."
TRANSLATION
" 'By the plural word v”k£•„ [trees], all trees, such as banyan trees, fig
trees, kapittha trees and mango trees, are indicated.'
TEXT 300
TEXT
"asmin vane v”k£•„ phalanti" yaiche haya
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taiche saba •tm•r•ma k”£‹e bhakti karaya
SYNONYMS
asmin vane--in this forest; v”k£•„ phalanti--different varieties of trees
bear fruit; yaiche haya--just as in this sentence; taiche--similarly; saba-all; •tm•r•ma--self-realized souls; k”£‹e bhakti karaya--engage themselves in
loving devotional service to Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"This •tm•r•ma verse is like the sentence, 'In this forest many different
trees bear fruit.' All •tm•r•mas render devotional service to Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 301
TEXT
'•tm•r•m•¤ ca' samuccaye kahiye ca-k•ra
'munaya¤ ca' bhakti kare,----ei artha t•ra
SYNONYMS
•tm•r•m•„ ca--similarly the word •tm•r•m•„ with the word ca added;
samuccaye--in aggregation; kahiye--means; ca-k•ra--the word ca; munaya„ ca-the word munaya„ with the word ca added; bhakti kare--all of them engage in
devotional service; ei artha t•ra--this is the perfect meaning of the verse.
TRANSLATION
"After fifty-eight times uttering the word •tm•r•m•„ and taking ca in a
sense of aggregation, one may add the word munaya„. That will mean that they
also render devotional service to Lord K”£‹a. In this way there are fifty-nine
meanings.
TEXT 302
TEXT
'nirgranth• eva' ha‘•, 'api'----nirdh•ra‹e
ei 'ãna£a£ài' prak•ra artha karilu• vy•khy•ne
SYNONYMS
nirgranth•--the word nirgranth•; eva--also the word eva; ha‘•--becoming;
api--the word api; nirdh•ra‹e--in fixation; ei ãna£a£ài prak•ra artha--in this
way fifty-nine imports; karilu• vy•khy•ne--I have described.
TRANSLATION
"Then taking the word nirgranth• and considering api in the sense of
sustenance, I have tried to explain fifty-nine meanings of the word.
TEXT 303
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TEXT
sarva-samuccaye •ra eka artha haya
'•tm•r•m•¤ ca munaya¤ ca nirgranth•¤ ca' bhajaya
SYNONYMS
sarva-samuccaye--taking all of them together; •ra--another; eka--one;
artha--import; haya--there is; •tm•r•m•„ ca munaya„ ca nirgranth•„ ca bhajaya-the •tm•r•mas, great sages and nirgranthas (the learned and the fools) are
all eligible to engage in the transcendental loving service of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
"Taking all the words together, there is another meaning. Whether one is an
•tm•r•ma, a great sage, or nirgrantha, everyone must engage in the service of
the Lord.
PURPORT
The word sarva-samuccaye is significant here. It includes all classes of
men-•tm•r•ma, muni and nirgrantha. Everyone engages in the service of the
Lord. Taking the word api in the sense of ascertainment, there are, all
together, sixty different meanings.
TEXT 304
TEXT
'api'-¤abda----avadh•ra‹e, seha c•ri b•ra
c•ri-¤abda-sa•ge evera karibe ucc•ra
SYNONYMS
api-¤abda--the word api; avadh•ra‹e--in the matter of ascertaining; seha
c•ri b•ra--those four times; c•ri-¤abda--four words; sa•ge--with; evera--of
the word eva; karibe--one can do; ucc•ra--pronouncing.
TRANSLATION
"The word api is then used in the sense of ascertainment, and then four
times with four words the word eva can be uttered.
TEXT 305
TEXT
"urukrame eva bhaktim eva ahaituk†m eva kurvanty eva"
SYNONYMS
urukrame--unto the most powerful; eva--only; bhaktim--devotional service;
eva--only; ahaituk†m--without motives; eva--only; kurvanti--they perform; eva-only.
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TRANSLATION
"The words urukrama, bhakti, ahaituk† and kurvanti are added to the word
eva again and again. Thus another meaning is explained.
TEXT 306
TEXT
ei ta' kahilu• ¤lokera '£a£ài' sa•khyaka artha
•ra eka artha ¤una pram•‹e samartha
SYNONYMS
ei ta'--thus; kahilu•--I have explained; ¤lokera--of the verse; £a£ài-sixty; sa•khyaka--numbering; artha--imports; •ra--another; eka--one; artha-import; ¤una--please hear; pram•‹e samartha--quite fit for giving evidence.
TRANSLATION
"Now I have given sixty different meanings to the verse, and yet there is
another meaning which is also very strongly evident.
TEXT 307
TEXT
'•tm•'-¤abde kahe 'k£etraj‘a j†va'-lak£a‹a
brahm•di k†àa-paryanta----t••ra ¤aktite ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
•tm•-¤abde--by the word •tm•; kahe--it is said; k£etra-j‘a j†va--the living
entity who knows about his body; lak£a‹a--symptom; brahm•-•di--beginning from
Lord Brahm•; k†àa-paryanta--down to the insignificant ant; t••ra--His;
¤aktite--as the marginal potency; ga‹ana--counting.
TRANSLATION
"The word •tm• also refers to the living entity who knows about his body.
That is another symptom. From Lord Brahm• down to the insignificant ant,
everyone is counted as the marginal potency of the Lord.
TEXT 308
TEXT
vi£‹u-¤akti„ par• prokt•
k£etraj‘•khy• tath• par•
avidy•-karma-sa‰j‘•ny•
t”t†y• ¤aktir i£yate
SYNONYMS
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vi£‹u-¤akti„--the potency of Lord Vi£‹u; par•--spiritual; prokt•--it is
said; k£etra-j‘a-•khy•--the potency known as k£etraj‘a; tath•--as well as;
par•--spiritual; avidy•--ignorance; karma--fruitive activities; sa‰j‘•--known
as; any•--other; t”t†y•--third; ¤akti„--potency; i£yate--known thus.
TRANSLATION
" 'The potency of Lord Vi£‹u is summarized in three categories-namely the
spiritual potency, the living entities and ignorance. The spiritual potency is
full of knowledge; the living entities, although belonging to the spiritual
potency, are subject to bewilderment; and the third energy, which is full of
ignorance, is always visible in fruitive activities.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Vi£‹u Pur•‹a. For an explanation, see šdi-l†l•
(7.119).
TEXT 309
TEXT
"k£etraj‘a •tm• puru£a„
pradh•na‰ prak”ti„ striy•m"
SYNONYMS
k£etra-j‘a„--the word k£etraj‘a; •tm•--the living entity; puru£a„--the
enjoyer; pradh•nam--the chief; prak”ti„--the material nature; striy•m--in the
feminine gender.
TRANSLATION
" 'The word k£etraj‘a refers to the living entity, the enjoyer, the chief
and material nature.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Svarga-varga (7) of the Amara-ko¤a dictionary.
TEXT 310
TEXT
bhramite bhramite yadi s•dhu-sa•ga p•ya
saba tyaji' tabe ti•ho k”£‹ere bhajaya
SYNONYMS
bhramite bhramite--wandering in different forms in different manners; yadi-if; s•dhu-sa•ga p•ya--one obtains the association of devotees; saba tyaji'-giving up everything; tabe--then; ti•ho--he; k”£‹ere bhajaya--engages himself
in the service of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
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"The living entities are wandering in different species of life on
different planets, but if by chance they get the association of a pure devotee
[s•dhu] they give up all other engagements and engage in the service of Lord
K”£‹a.
TEXT 311
TEXT
£•ài artha kahilu•, saba----k”£‹era bhajane
sei artha haya ei saba ud•hara‹e
SYNONYMS
£•ài--sixty; artha--imports; kahilu•--I explained; saba--all; k”£‹era
bhajane--aiming at rendering transcendental loving service to K”£‹a; sei artha
haya--that is the only meaning; ei saba--all these; ud•hara‹e--examples.
TRANSLATION
"I have thus explained sixty different meanings, and all of them aim at the
service of Lord K”£‹a. After giving so many examples, that is the only
meaning.
TEXT 312
TEXT
'eka-£a£ài' artha ebe sphurila tom•-sa•ge
tom•ra bhakti-va¤e uàhe arthera tara•ge
SYNONYMS
eka-£a£ài--sixty-one; artha--imports; ebe--now; sphurila--has awakened;
tom•-sa•ge--because of your association; tom•ra--your; bhakti-va¤e--by dint of
devotional service; uàhe--there arises; arthera--of imports; tara•ge--waves.
TRANSLATION
"Now, due to your association, another meaning has awakened. It is due to
your devotional service that these waves of meaning are arising.
PURPORT
The word •tm• refers to the living entity. From Lord Brahm• down to an
insignificant ant, everyone is considered a living entity. Living entities are
considered part of the Lord's marginal potency. All of them are k£etraj‘a,
knowers of the body. When they become nirgrantha, or free, saintly persons,
they engage in Lord K”£‹a's service. That is the sixty-first meaning of the
verse.
TEXT 313
TEXT
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aha‰ vedmi ¤uko vetti
vy•so vetti na vetti v•
bhakty• bh•gavata‰ gr•hya‰
na buddhy• na ca à†kay•
SYNONYMS
aham--I (Lord ¥iva); vedmi--know; ¤uka„--¥ukadeva Gosv•m†; vetti--knows;
vy•sa„--Vy•sadeva; vetti--knows; na vetti v•--or may not know; bhakty•--by
devotional service (executed in nine different processes); bh•gavatam--the
Bh•gavata Pur•‹a (called Paramaha‰sa-sa‰hit•, the text or treatise readable by
the topmost transcendentalists); gr•hyam--to be accepted; na--not; buddhy•--by
so-called intelligence or experimental knowledge; na--nor; ca--also; à†kay•-by imaginary commentary.
TRANSLATION
"[Lord ¥iva said,] 'I may know; ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†, the son of Vy•sadeva, may
know; and Vy•sadeva may know or may not know the ¥r†mad Bh•gavatam. On the
whole, ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, the spotless Pur•‹a, can be learned only through
devotional service, not by material intelligence, speculative methods or
imaginary commentaries.' »
PURPORT
Devotional service includes nine processes, beginning with hearing,
chanting and remembering the activities of Lord Vi£‹u. Only one who has taken
to devotional service can understand ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, which is the spotless
Pur•‹a for a transcendentalist (paramaha‰sa). So-called commentaries are
useless for this purpose. According to the Vedic injunction: yasya deve par•
bhaktir yath• deve tath• gurau. All Vedic literatures maintain that ¥r†madBh•gavatam has to be learned from the person bh•gavata, and to understand it
one has to engage in pure devotional service. ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam cannot be
understood by so-called erudite scholars or grammarians. One who has developed
pure K”£‹a consciousness and has served the pure devotee, the spiritual
master, can understand ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. Others cannot.
TEXT 314
TEXT
artha ¤uni' san•tana vismita ha‘•
stuti kare mah•prabhura cara‹e dhariy•
SYNONYMS
artha ¤uni'--by hearing the meaning (of the •tm•r•ma verse); san•tana-San•tana Gosv•m†; vismita ha‘•--becoming struck with wonder; stuti kare-offers prayers; mah•prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; cara‹e dhariy•-touching the lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
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After hearing all the explanations of all the different meanings of the
•tm•r•ma verse, San•tana Gosv•m† was struck with wonder. He fell down at the
lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and began to offer prayers.
TEXT 315
TEXT
"s•k£•t †¤vara tumi vrajendra-nandana
tom•ra ni¤v•se sarva-veda-pravartana
SYNONYMS
s•k£•t †¤vara tumi--You are the Supreme Personality of Godhead; vrajendranandana--the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda; tom•ra ni¤v•se--by Your breathing; sarvaveda--all Vedic literatures; pravartana--are vibrated.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† said, "My dear Lord, You are the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, K”£‹a, the son of Mah•r•ja Nanda. All the Vedic literatures are
vibrated through Your breathing.
TEXT 316
TEXT
tumi----vakt• bh•gavatera, tumi j•na artha
tom• vin• anya j•nite n•hika samartha"
SYNONYMS
tumi--Your Lordship; vakt•--the speaker; bh•gavatera--of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam;
tumi--You; j•na--know; artha--the import; tom• vin•--except for You; anya-anyone else; j•nite--to know; n•hika--is not; samartha--able.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, You are the original speaker of the Bh•gavatam. You
therefore know its real import. But for You, no one can understand the
confidential meaning of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam."
PURPORT
Following this statement by ¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m†, we have written our
introduction to ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (First Canto, Part One, pages 7-41).
TEXT 317
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"kene kara •m•ra stavana
bh•gavatera svarãpa kene n• kara vic•ra‹a?
SYNONYMS
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prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; kene kara--why do you do;
•m•ra stavana--My personal glorification; bh•gavatera sva-rãpa--the real form
of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; kene--why; n• kara--you do not do; vic•ra‹a-consideration.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "Why are you glorifying Me personally? You
should understand the transcendental position of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. Why don't
you consider this important point?
TEXT 318
TEXT
k”£‹a-tulya bh•gavata----vibhu, sarv•¤raya
prati-¤loke prati-ak£are n•n• artha kaya
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-tulya bh•gavata--¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam is identical with K”£‹a; vibhu-the supreme; sarva-•¤raya--the origin of everything, or that which controls
everything; prati-¤loke--in every verse; prati-ak£are--in every syllable; n•n•
artha kaya--there are varieties of imports.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam is as great as K”£‹a, the Supreme Lord and shelter of
everything. In each and every verse of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam and in each and every
syllable, there are various meanings.
TEXT 319
TEXT
pra¤nottare bh•gavate kariy•che nirdh•ra
y••h•ra ¤rava‹e loke l•ge camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
pra¤na-uttare--in the form of questions and answers; bh•gavate--in ¥r†madBh•gavatam; kariy•che--has made; nirdh•ra--conclusion; y••h•ra ¤rava‹e-hearing which; loke--in all people; l•ge--there is; camatk•ra--wonderful
astonishment.
TRANSLATION
"The form of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam is given in questions and answers. Thus the
conclusion is established. By hearing these questions and answers, one is
highly astonished.
TEXT 320
TEXT
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brãhi yoge¤vare k”£‹e
brahma‹ye dharma-varma‹i
sv•‰ k•£àh•m adhunopete
dharma„ ka‰ ¤ara‹a‰ gata„
SYNONYMS
brãhi--kindly explain; yoga-†¤vare--the Supreme Personality of Godhead, the
master of all mystic power; k”£‹e--Lord K”£‹a; brahma‹ye--the protector of
brahminical culture; dharma-varma‹i--the strong arms of religious principles;
sv•m--His own; k•£àh•m--to the personal abode; adhun•--at present; upete-having returned; dharma„--the religious principles; kam--unto what; ¤ara‹am-shelter; gata„--have gone.
TRANSLATION
" 'Now that ¥r† K”£‹a, the Absolute Truth, the master of all mystic powers,
has departed for His own abode, please tell us by whom religious principles
are presently protected.'
PURPORT
This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.1.23) was a question raised by all the
sages, who were headed by ¥aunaka. This question put before the great devotee
Sãta Gosv•m† is the foremost of the six questions raised. The answer to this
important question is given in the next verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.3.43).
TEXT 321
TEXT
k”£‹e svadh•mopagate
dharma-j‘•n•dibhi„ saha
kalau na£àa-d”¤•m e£a
pur•‹•rko 'dhunodita„
SYNONYMS
k”£‹e--Lord K”£‹a; sva-dh•ma--to His personal abode; upagate--having
returned; dharma-j‘•na-•dibhi„ saha--along with religious principles,
transcendental knowledge, and so on; kalau--in this Age of Kali; na£àa-d”¤•m-of persons who have lost their spiritual vision; e£a„--this; pur•‹a-arka„-Pur•‹a or Vedic literature that shines like the sun; adhun•--at the present
moment; udita„--has arisen.
TRANSLATION
" 'After Lord K”£‹a departed for His abode along with religious principles
and transcendental knowledge, this Pur•‹a, ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, has arisen like
the sun in this Age of Kali to enlighten those who have no spiritual vision.'
TEXT 322
TEXT
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ei mata kahilu• eka ¤lokera vy•khy•na
v•tulera pral•pa kari' ke kare pram•‹a?
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; kahilu•--I have spoken; eka--one; ¤lokera--of a
verse; vy•khy•na--the explanation; v•tulera pral•pa--the talking of a madman;
kari'--doing; ke kare pram•‹a--who will accept this as evidential proof.
TRANSLATION
"In this way, like a madman, I have explained the meaning of just one
verse. I do not know who will take this as evidence.
TEXT 323
TEXT
•m•-hena yeb• keha 'v•tula' haya
ei-d”£àe bh•gavatera artha j•naya"
SYNONYMS
•m•-hena--exactly like Me; yeb•--anyone who; keha--a person; v•tula haya-becomes a madman; ei-d”£àe--according to this process; bh•gavatera--of ¥r†madBh•gavatam; artha--import; j•naya--he can understand.
TRANSLATION
"If one becomes a madman like Me, he may also understand the meaning of
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam by this process."
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu plainly explains that ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam cannot be
understood by those who are materially situated. In other words, one has to
become a madman like ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Apart from being the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is an •c•rya who exhibited
love of God like a madman. According to His own written verse: yug•yita‰
nime£e‹a. He says that for Him, "a moment seems to last twelve years." Cak£u£•
pr•v”£•yitam: "My tears are flowing like torrents of rain." ¥ãny•yita‰ jagat
sarvam: "I feel as if the entire universe were vacant." Why? Govinda-virahe‹a
me: "Due to My being separated from Govinda, K”£‹a."
One can understand ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam only by following in the footsteps of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who was mad for K”£‹a. We cannot, of course, imitate
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. It is not possible. However, unless one is very
serious about understanding K”£‹a, he cannot understand ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam gives the full narration of K”£‹a's transcendental
activities. The first nine cantos explain who K”£‹a is, and the Lord's birth
and activities are narrated in the Tenth Canto. In Bhagavad-g†t• it is stated:
janma karma ca me divyam. K”£‹a's appearance and disappearance are
transcendental, not mundane. A person is eligible to return home, back to
Godhead, if he perfectly understands K”£‹a and His appearance and
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disappearance. This is verified by Bhagavad-g†t•: tyaktv• deha‰ punar janma
naiti m•m eti so 'rjuna.
It is therefore concluded that one has to learn about K”£‹a from ¥r†madBh•gavatam and Bhagavad-g†t•, and one has to follow in the footsteps of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Those who do not follow ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu cannot
understand Bhagavad-g†t• and ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
TEXT 324
TEXT
puna„ san•tana kahe yu‚i' dui kare
"prabhu •j‘• dil• 'vai£‹ava-sm”ti' karib•re
SYNONYMS
puna„--again; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†; kahe--says; yu‚i' dui kare-folding his two hands; prabhu •j‘• dil•--Your Lordship has ordered me;
vai£‹ava-sm”ti karib•re--to write a dictionary of Vai£‹ava activities.
TRANSLATION
Folding his hands, San•tana Gosv•m† said, "My Lord, You ordered me to write
a directory about the activities of Vai£‹avas.
TEXT 325
TEXT
mu‘i----n†ca-j•ti, kichu n• j•no• •c•ra
mo-haite kaiche haya sm”ti-parac•ra
SYNONYMS
mu‘i--I; n†ca-j•ti--belong to a lower caste; kichu--anything; n•--not;
j•no•--I know; •c•ra--about proper behavior; mo-haite--from me; kaiche--how;
haya--there is; sm”ti-parac•ra--propagation of the directions of Vai£‹ava
behavior.
TRANSLATION
"I am a most lowborn person. I have no knowledge of good behavior. How is
it possible for me to write authorized directions about Vai£‹ava activities?"
PURPORT
Actually San•tana Gosv•m† belonged to a very respectable br•hma‹a family.
Nonetheless, he submitted himself as a fallen, lowborn person because he had
served in the Mohammedan government. A br•hma‹a is never supposed to be
engaged for anyone's service. Accepting service for a livelihood
(paricary•tmaka‰ karma) is the business of ¤ãdras. The br•hma‹a is always
independent and busy studying ¤•stra and preaching ¤•stra to subordinate
social members such as k£atriyas and vai¤yas. San•tana Gosv•m† felt unfit to
write Vai£‹ava sm”ti about the behavior of Vai£‹avas because he had fallen
from the brahminical position. Thus San•tana Gosv•m† clearly admits that the
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brahminical culture should be standardized. Presently in India, so-called
br•hma‹as are almost all engaged in some mundane service, and they do not
understand the import of the Vedic ¤•stras. Nonetheless, they are passing
themselves off as br•hma‹as on the basis of birth. In this connection,
San•tana Gosv•m† declares that a br•hma‹a cannot be engaged in anyone's
service if he wants to take a leading part in society. In ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
N•rada Muni states that even if a br•hma‹a is in a difficult position, he
should not accept the occupation of a ¤ãdra. This means that he should not be
engaged in service for another, for this is the business of dogs. Under the
circumstances, San•tana Gosv•m† felt very low because he had accepted the
service of the Muslim government. The conclusion is that no one should claim
to be a br•hma‹a simply by birthright while engaging in someone else's
service.
TEXT 326
TEXT
sãtra kari' di¤• yadi karaha upade¤a
•pane karaha yadi h”daye prave¤a
SYNONYMS
sãtra kari'--making a synopsis; di¤•--direction; yadi--if; karaha upade¤a-You kindly instruct; •pane--personally; karaha--You do; yadi--if; h”daye
prave¤a--entering into me or manifesting in my heart.
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† then requested the Lord, "Please personally tell me how I
can write this difficult book about Vai£‹ava behavior. Please manifest
Yourself in my heart.
PURPORT
The writing of Vai£‹ava literatures is not a function for ordinary men.
Vai£‹ava literatures are not mental concoctions. They are all authorized
literature meant to guide those who are going to be Vai£‹avas. Under these
circumstances, an ordinary man cannot give his own opinion. His opinion must
always correspond with the conclusion of the Vedas. Unless one is fully
qualified in Vai£‹ava behavior and authorized by superior authority (the
Supreme Personality of Godhead), one cannot write Vai£‹ava literatures or
purports and commentaries on ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam and Bhagavad-g†t•.
TEXT 327
TEXT
tabe t•ra di¤• sphure mo-n†cera h”daya
†¤vara tumi,----ye kar•ha, sei siddha haya"
SYNONYMS
tabe--if you do so; t•ra--of that; di¤•--the process of writing; sphure-manifests; mo-n†cera--of someone lowborn like me; h”daya--in the heart; †¤vara
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tumi--You are the Supreme Personality of Godhead; ye kar•ha--whatever You
cause to do; sei siddha haya--that is perfectly done.
TRANSLATION
"If You would please manifest Yourself within my heart and personally
direct me in writing this book, then, although I am lowborn, I may hope to be
able to write it. You can do this because You are the Supreme Personality of
Godhead Yourself, and whatever You direct is perfect."
TEXT 328
TEXT
prabhu kahe,----"ye karite karib• tumi mana
k”£‹a sei sei tom• kar•be sphura‹a
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; ye--whatever; karite--to do;
karib• tumi mana--you want; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; sei sei--that; tom•--to you;
kar•be sphura‹a--will manifest.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "Whatever you want to do you will be able
to do correctly by Lord K”£‹a's favor. He will manifest the real purport.
PURPORT
San•tana Gosv•m† was a pure devotee of K”£‹a. A pure devotee has no
business other than serving K”£‹a; consequently K”£‹a is always ready to help
him. This benediction was given by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to San•tana
Gosv•m†, who was authorized to write Vai£‹ava sm”ti. San•tana Gosv•m† was a
pure devotee of the Lord, and through the blessings of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
he was able to write the book perfectly.
TEXT 329
TEXT
tath•pi ei sãtrera ¤una dig-dara¤ana
sak•ra‹a likhi •dau guru-•¤raya‹a
SYNONYMS
tath•pi--still; ei sãtrera--of the synopsis of this book; ¤una--hear; dikdara¤ana--an indication; sak•ra‹a--the cause; likhi--we should write; •dau--in
the beginning; guru-•¤raya‹a--accepting a bona fide spiritual master.
TRANSLATION
"Because you asked me for a synopsis, please hear these few indications. In
the beginning one must take shelter of a bona fide spiritual master.
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TEXT 330
TEXT
guru-lak£a‹a, ¤i£ya-lak£a‹a, do•h•ra par†k£a‹a
sevya----bhagav•n, sarva-mantra-vic•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
guru-lak£a‹a--the symptoms of a bona fide spiritual master; ¤i£ya-lak£a‹a-the symptoms of a bona fide disciple; do•h•ra--of both; par†k£a‹a--the
testing; sevya-bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead is worshipable;
sarva-mantra-vic•ra‹a--consideration of the different types of mantras.
TRANSLATION
"In your book there should be the characteristics of the bona fide guru and
the bona fide disciple. Then, before accepting a spiritual master, one can be
assured of the spiritual master's position. Similarly, the spiritual master
can also be assured of the disciple's position. The Supreme Personality of
Godhead, K”£‹a, should be described as the worshipable object, and you should
consider the b†ja-mantra for the worship of K”£‹a, R•ma or any other expansion
of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
PURPORT
In the Padma Pur•‹a, the characteristics of the guru, the bona fide
spiritual master, have been described:
mah•-bh•gavata-¤re£àho
br•hma‹o vai gurur n”‹•m
sarve£•m eva lok•n•m
asau pãjyo yath• hari„
mah•-kula-prasãto 'pi
sarva-yaj‘e£u d†k£ita„
sahasra-¤•kh•dhy•y† ca
na guru„ sy•d avai£‹ava„
The guru must be situated on the topmost platform of devotional service.
There are three classes of devotees, and the guru must be accepted from the
topmost class. The first-class devotee is the spiritual master for all kinds
of people. It is said: gurur n”‹•m. The word n”‹•m means "of all human
beings." The guru is not limited to a particular group. It is stated in the
Upade¤•m”ta of Rãpa Gosv•m† that a guru is a gosv•m†, a controller of the
senses and the mind. Such a guru can accept disciples from all over the world.
P”thiv†‰ sa ¤i£y•t. This is the test of the guru.
In India there are many so-called gurus, and they are limited to a certain
district or a province. They do not even travel about India, yet they declare
themselves to be jagad-guru, gurus of the whole world. Such cheating gurus
should not be accepted. Anyone can see how the bona fide spiritual master
accepts disciples from all over the world. The guru is a qualified br•hma‹a;
therefore he knows Brahman and Parabrahman. He thus devotes his life for the
service of Parabrahman. The bona fide spiritual master who accepts disciples
from all over the world is also worshiped all over the world because of his
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qualities. Lok•n•m asau pãjyo yath• hari„: the people of the world worship him
just as they worship the Supreme Personality of Godhead. All these honors are
offered to him because he strictly follows the brahminical principles and
teaches these principles to his disciples. Such a person is called an •c•rya
because he knows the principles of devotional service, he behaves in that way
himself, and he teaches his disciples to follow in his footsteps. Thus he is
an •c•rya or jagad-guru. Even though a person is born in a brahminical family
and is very expert in performing sacrifices, he cannot be accepted as a guru
if he is not a strict Vai£‹ava. A guru is a br•hma‹a by qualification, and he
can turn others into br•hma‹as according to the ¤•stric principles and
brahminical qualifications. Brahmanism is not a question of heredity. In
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (7.11.35) ¥r† N•rada Muni tells Mah•r•ja Yudhi£àhira what a
br•hma‹a is. He states that if brahminical qualifications are observed in
k£atriyas, vai¤yas or even ¤ãdras, one should accept them as br•hma‹as. In
this regard, ¥r†la ¥r†dhara Sv•m† has commented: ¤am•dibhir eva br•hma‹•divyavah•ro mukhya„, na j•ti-m•tr•d†ty •ha-yasyeti. yad yadi anyatra var‹•ntare
'pi d”¤yeta, tad-var‹•ntara‰ tenaiva lak£a‹a-nimittenaiva var‹ena vinirdi¤et,
na tu j•ti-nimittenety artha„.
There is a similar statement made by N†laka‹àha, the commentator on
Mah•bh•rata:
¤ãdro 'pi ¤am•dy-upeto br•hma‹a eva
br•hma‹o 'pi k•m•dy-upeta„ ¤ãdra eva
"Although one may be born in a ¤ãdra family, if he is endowed with the
brahminical qualities beginning with ¤ama [control of the mind], he is to be
accepted as a br•hma‹a. Although one may be born in a br•hma‹a family, if he
is endowed with the qualities beginning with k•ma [lust], he is to be
considered a ¤ãdra." No one should present himself as a br•hma‹a simply on the
basis of being born in a brahminical family. One must be qualified by the
brahminical qualities mentioned in the ¤•stras, particularly Bhagavad-g†t•:
¤amo damas tapa„ ¤auca‰
k£•ntir •rjavam eva ca
j‘•na‰ vij‘•nam •stikya‰
brahma-karma svabh•va-jam
"Peacefulness, self-control, austerity, purity, tolerance, honesty, wisdom,
knowledge and religiousness-these are the qualities by which the br•hma‹as
work." (Bg. 18.42)
Unless one is qualified with all these attributes, he cannot be accepted as
a br•hma‹a. It is not a question of simply taking birth in a br•hma‹a family.
In this regard, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura remarks that Narottama
d•sa áh•kura and ¥y•m•nanda Gosv•m†, although not born in br•hma‹a families,
are accepted as bona fide spiritual masters because they were br•hma‹as by
qualification. Personalities like ¥r† Ga•g•-n•r•ya‹a, R•mak”£‹a and many
others, who were actually born in br•hma‹a families, accepted Narottama d•sa
áh•kura and ¥y•m•nanda Gosv•m† as their spiritual masters.
The mah•-bh•gavata is one who decorates his body with tilaka and whose name
indicates him to be a servant of K”£‹a by the word d•sa. He is also initiated
by a bona fide spiritual master and is expert in worshiping the Deity,
chanting mantras correctly, performing sacrifices, offering prayers to the
Lord, and performing sa•k†rtana. He knows how to serve the Supreme Personality
of Godhead and how to respect a Vai£‹ava. When one has attained the topmost
position of mah•-bh•gavata, he is to be accepted as a guru and worshiped
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exactly like Hari, the Personality of Godhead. Only such a person is eligible
to occupy the post of a guru. However, if one is highly qualified but is not a
Vai£‹ava, he cannot be accepted as a guru. One cannot be a br•hma‹a unless one
is a Vai£‹ava. If one is a Vai£‹ava, he is already a br•hma‹a. If a guru is
completely qualified as a Vai£‹ava, he must be accepted as a br•hma‹a even if
he is not born in a br•hma‹a family. The caste system method of distinguishing
a br•hma‹a by birth is not acceptable when applied to a bona fide spiritual
master. A spiritual master is a qualified br•hma‹a and •c•rya. If one is not a
qualified br•hma‹a, he is not expert in studying Vedic literatures. N•n•¤•stra-vic•ra‹aika-nipu‹au. Every Vai£‹ava is a spiritual master, and a
spiritual master is automatically expert in brahminical behavior. He also
understands the Vedic ¤•stras.
Similarly, a disciple's qualifications must be observed by the spiritual
master before he is accepted as a disciple. In our K”£‹a consciousness
movement, the requirement is that one must be prepared to give up the four
pillars of sinful life-illicit sex, meat-eating, intoxication and gambling. In
Western countries especially, we first observe whether a potential disciple is
prepared to follow the regulative principles. Then he is given the name of a
Vai£‹ava servant and initiated to chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra, at least
sixteen rounds daily. In this way the disciple renders devotional service
under the guidance of the spiritual master or his representative for at least
six months to a year. He is then recommended for a second initiation, during
which a sacred thread is offered and the disciple is accepted as a bona fide
br•hma‹a. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura introduced the system of
giving the sacred thread to a bona fide Vai£‹ava, and we are also following in
his footsteps. The qualifications of a bona fide disciple are described in
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.10.6) as follows:
am•nya-matsaro dak£o
nirmamo d”‚ha-sauh”da„
asatvaro 'rtha-jij‘•sur
anasãyur amogha-v•k
The disciple must have the following qualifications. He must give up
interest in the material bodily conception. He must give up material lust,
anger, greed, illusion, madness and envy. He should be interested only in
understanding the science of God, and he should be ready to consider all
points in this matter. He should no longer think, "I am this body," or, "This
thing belongs to me." One must love the spiritual master with unflinching
faith, and one must be very steady and fixed. The bona fide disciple should be
inquisitive to understand transcendental subject matter. He must not search
out faults among good qualities, and he should no longer be interested in
material topics. His only interest should be K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead.
As far as the mutual testing of the spiritual master and disciple is
concerned, ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura explains that a bona fide
disciple must be very inquisitive to understand the transcendental subject
matter. As stated in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.3.21):
tasm•d guru‰ prapadyeta
jij‘•su„ ¤reya uttamam
"One who is inquisitive to understand the highest goal and benefit of life
must approach a bona fide spiritual master and surrender unto him." A serious
disciple must be alert when selecting a bona fide spiritual master. He must be
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sure that the spiritual master can deliver all the transcendental necessities.
The spiritual master must observe how inquisitive the disciple is and how
eager he is to understand the transcendental subject matter. The spiritual
master should study the disciple's inquisitiveness for no less than six months
or a year. A spiritual master should not be very anxious to accept a disciple
because of his material opulences. Sometimes a big businessman or landlord may
approach a spiritual master for initiation. Those who are materially
interested are called vi£ay†s (karm†s), which indicates that they are very
fond of sense gratification. Such vi£ay†s sometimes approach a famous guru and
ask to become a disciple just as a matter of fashion. Sometimes vi£ay†s pose
as disciples of a reputed spiritual master just to cover their activities and
advertise themselves as advanced in spiritual knowledge. In other words, they
want to attain material success. A spiritual master must be very careful in
this regard. Such business is going on all over the world. The spiritual
master does not accept a materially opulent disciple just to advertise the
fact that he has such a big disciple. He knows that by associating with such
vi£ay† disciples, he may fall down. One who accepts a vi£ay† disciple is not a
bona fide spiritual master. Even if he is, his position may be damaged due to
association with an unscrupulous vi£ay†. If a so-called spiritual master
accepts a disciple for his personal benefit or for material gain, the
relationship between the spiritual master and the disciple turns into a
material affair, and the spiritual master becomes like a sm•rta-guru. There
are many caste gosv•m†s who professionally create some disciples who do not
care for them or their instructions. Such spiritual masters are satisfied
simply to get some material benefits from their disciples. Such a relationship
is condemned by ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura, who calls such
spiritual masters and disciples a society of cheaters and cheated. They are
also called b•ulas or pr•k”ta-sahajiy•s. Their aim is to make the connection
between the spiritual master and the disciple into a very cheap thing. They
are not serious in wanting to understand spiritual life.
The words sevya bhagav•n in this verse are important. Bhagav•n indicates
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord Vi£‹u. Lord Vi£‹u alone is
worshipable. There is no need to worship demigods. This is confirmed in
Bhagavad-g†t•:
k•mais tais tair h”ta-j‘•n•„
prapadyante 'nya-devat•„
ta‰ ta‰ niyamam •sth•ya
prak”ty• niyat•„ svay•
"Those whose minds are distorted by material desires surrender unto
demigods and follow the particular rules and regulations of worship according
to their own natures." (Bg. 7.20)
It is also stated in the Skanda Pur•‹a:
v•sudeva‰ parityajya
yo 'anya-devam up•sate
svam•tara‰ parityajya
¤va-pac†‰ vandate hi sa„
"A person who worships the demigods and gives up Lord V•sudeva is like a
man who gives up the protection of his mother for the shelter of a witch."
It is also stated in Bhagavad-g†t• (9.23):
ye 'py anya-devat•-bhakt•
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yajante ¤raddhay•nvit•„
te 'pi m•m eva kaunteya
yajanty avidhi-pãrvakam
"Whatever a man may sacrifice to other gods, O son of Kunt†, is really
meant for Me alone, but it is offered without true understanding."
Demigods are also living entities and parts and parcels of K”£‹a. Therefore
in one sense one worships K”£‹a when one worships the demigods, but not in the
proper way. There is a proper method to water a tree. One should water the
roots, but if one waters the leaves and branches instead, he is simply wasting
his time. If one worships the demigods to the exclusion of Lord Vi£‹u, his
rewards will only be material. As confirmed in Bhagavad-g†t•:
antavat tu phala‰ te£•‰
tad bhavaty alpa-medhas•m
dev•n deva-yajo y•nti
mad-bhakt• y•nti m•m api
"Men of small intelligence worship the demigods, and their fruits are
limited and temporary. Those who worship the demigods go to the planets of the
demigods, but My devotees ultimately reach My supreme planet." (Bg. 7.23)
Demigod worship is meant for unintelligent men because the benefits derived
from demigod worship are all material, temporary and retractable. It is also
stated in the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa:
yas tu n•r•ya‹a‰ deva‰
brahma-rudr•di-devatai„
samatvenaiva v†k£eta
sa p•£a‹‚† bhaved dhruvam
"Whoever thinks Lord Vi£‹u and the demigods are on the same level is to be
immediately considered a rogue as far as spiritual understanding is
concerned."
There are three modes of nature in the material world, but when one is
situated spiritually, he is above the material modes, even though he lives in
this material world. Lord K”£‹a states in Bhagavad-g†t• (14.26):
m•‰ ca yo 'vyabhic•re‹a
bhakti-yogena sevate
sa gu‹•n samat†tyait•n
brahma bhãy•ya kalpate
"One who engages in full devotional service, who does not fall down in any
circumstances at once transcends the modes of material nature and thus comes
to the level of Brahman." When one engages in the Supreme Lord's devotional
service, he is in a transcendental position. Even though one may be situated
in the mode of goodness in the material world, he is susceptible to pollution
by the modes of passion and ignorance. When the mode of goodness is mixed with
the mode of passion, one worships the sun-god, Vivasv•n. When the mode of
goodness is mixed with the mode of ignorance, he worships Ga‹apati, or Ga‹e¤a.
When the mode of passion is mixed with the mode of ignorance, one worships
Durg•, or K•l†, the external potency. When one is simply in the mode of
ignorance, he becomes a devotee of Lord ¥iva because Lord ¥iva is the
predominating deity of the mode of ignorance within this material world.
However, when one is completely free from the influence of all the modes of
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material nature, he becomes a pure Vai£‹ava on the devotional platform. ¥r†la
Rãpa Gosv•m† states in the Bhakti-ras•m”ta-sindhu:
any•bhil•£it•-¤ãnya‰
j‘•na-karm•dy-an•v”tam
•nukãlyena k”£‹•nu¤†lana‰ bhaktir uttam•
The position of vi¤uddha-sattva is the position of uncontaminated goodness.
On that platform, one can then understand, •r•dhyo bhagav•n vraje¤a-tanayas
tad-dh•ma v”nd•vanam: "The Supreme Personality of Godhead, the son of Nanda
Mah•r•ja, is to be worshiped along with His transcendental abode, V”nd•vana."
The word sarva-mantra-vic•ra‹a means "considering all different types of
mantras." There are different kinds of mantras for different kinds of
devotees. There are the mantras known as the dv•da¤•k£ara, and these are
composed of twelve syllables. Similarly, there are mantras composed of
eighteen syllables-the N•rasi‰ha mantra, the R•ma mantra, Gop•la mantra and so
on. Each and every mantra has its own spiritual significance. The spiritual
master has to select a mantra for his disciple according to the disciple's
ability to chant different mantras.
TEXT 331
TEXT
mantra-adhik•r†, mantra-siddhy-•di-¤odhana
d†k£•, pr•ta„-sm”ti-k”tya, ¤auca, •camana
SYNONYMS
mantra-adhik•r†--qualification for receiving mantra initiation; mantrasiddhi-•di--the perfection of the mantra and so on; ¤odhana--purification;
d†k£•--initiation; pr•ta„-sm”ti-k”tya--morning duties and remembrance of the
Supreme Lord; ¤auca--cleanliness; •camana--washing the mouth and other parts
of the body.
TRANSLATION
"You should discuss the qualifications necessary for receiving a mantra,
the perfection of the mantra, the purification of the mantra, initiation,
morning duties, remembrance of the Supreme Lord, cleanliness, and washing the
mouth and other parts of the body.
PURPORT
The following injunction is given in the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa (1.194):
t•ntrike£u ca mantre£u
d†k£•y•‰ yo£it•m api
s•dhv†n•m adhik•ro 'sti
¤ãdr•d†n•‰ ca sad-dhiy•m
"¥ãdras and women who are chaste and sincerely interested in understanding
the Absolute Truth are qualified to be initiated with the p•‘car•trikamantras." This is also confirmed in Bhagavad-g†t• (9.32):
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m•‰ hi p•rtha vyap•¤ritya
ye 'pi syu„ p•pa-yonaya„
striyo vai¤y•s tath• ¤ãdr•s
te 'pi y•nti par•‰ gati‰
"O son of P”th•, those who take shelter in Me, though they be of lower
birth-women, vai¤yas [merchants], as well as ¤ãdras [workers]-can approach the
supreme destination."
If one actually wants to serve K”£‹a, it doesn't matter whether one is a
¤ãdra, vai¤ya, or even a woman. If one is sincerely eager to chant the Hare
K”£‹a mantra or d†k£•-mantra, he is qualified to be initiated according to the
p•‘car•trika process. According to Vedic principles, only a br•hma‹a who is
fully engaged in his occupational duties can be initiated. ¥ãdras and women
are not admitted to a vaidika initiation. Unless one is fit according to the
estimation of the spiritual master, one cannot accept a mantra from the
p•‘car•trika-vidhi or the vaidika-vidhi. When one is fit to accept the mantra,
he is initiated by the p•‘car•trika-vidhi or the vaidika-vidhi. In any case,
the result is the same.
Regarding mantra-siddhi-•di-¤odhana, the efficiency of the mantra, ¥r†la
Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura gives sixteen divisions, which are confirmed
in the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa (beginning with 1.204):
siddha-s•dhya-susiddh•rikram•j j‘eyo vicak£a‹ai„
These are (1) siddha, (2) s•dhya, (3) susiddha and (4) ari. These four
principles can be divided further: (1) siddha-siddha, (2) siddha-s•dhya, (3)
siddha-susiddha, (4) siddha-ari, (5) s•dhya-siddha, (6) s•dhya-s•dhya, (7)
s•dhya-susiddha, (8) s•dhya-ari, (9) susiddha-siddha, (10) susiddha-s•dhya,
(11) susiddha-susiddha, (12) susiddha-ari, (13) ari-siddha, (14) ari-s•dhya,
(15) ari-susiddha, and (16) ari-ari.
Those who are initiated with the eighteen-alphabet mantra do not need to
consider the above-mentioned sixteen divisions. As enjoined in the Haribhakti-vil•sa (1.215, 219, 220):
na c•tra ¤•trav• do£•
nar‹asv•di-vic•ra‹•
”k£ar•¤i-vic•ro v•
na kartavyo manau priye
n•tra cintyo 'ri-¤uddhy•dir
n•ri-mitr•di-lak£a‹am
siddha-s•dhya-susiddh•rirãp• n•tra vic•ra‹•
There is ¤odhana, or purification of the mantra, but there is no such
consideration for the K”£‹a mantra. Balitv•t k”£‹a-mantr•‹•‰ sa‰sk•r•pek£a‹a‰
na hi. "The K”£‹a mantra is so strong that there is no question of ¤odhana.
(1.235)
As far as d†k£• is concerned, one should consult Madhya-l†l•, Chapter
Fifteen (108). On the whole, when a person is initiated according to the
p•‘car•trika-vidhi, he has already attained the position of a br•hma‹a. This
is enjoined in the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa (2.12):
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yath• k•‘canat•‰ y•ti
k•‰sya‰ rasa-vidh•nata„
tath• d†k£•-vidh•nena
dvijatva‰ j•yate n”‹•m
"As bell metal can be turned into gold when treated with mercury, a
disciple initiated by a bona fide guru immediately attains the position of a
br•hma‹a."
As far as the time of d†k£• (initiation) is concerned, everything depends
on the position of the guru. As soon as a bona fide guru is received by chance
or by a program, one should immediately take the opportunity to receive
initiation. In the book called Tattva-s•gara, it is stated:
durlabhe sad-gurã‹•‰ ca
sak”t-sa•ga upasthite
tad-anuj‘• yad• labdh•
sa d†k£•vasaro mah•n
gr•me v• yadi v•ra‹ye
k£etre v• divase ni¤i
•gacchati gurur daiv•d
yath• d†k£• tad-•j‘ay•
yadaivecch• tad• d†k£•
guror •j‘•nurãpata„
na t†rtha‰ na vrata‰ hemo
na sn•na‰ na japa-kriy•
d†k£•y•„ kara‹a‰ kintu
svecch•-pr•pte tu sad-gurau
"If, by chance, one gets a sad-guru, it doesn't matter whether one is in
the temple or the forest. If the sad-guru, the bona fide spiritual master,
agrees, one can be initiated immediately, without waiting for a suitable time
or place."
In the early morning hours (known as br•hma-muhãrta) one should get up and
immediately chant the Hare K”£‹a mantra, or, at least, "K”£‹a, K”£‹a, K”£‹a."
In this way, one should remember K”£‹a. Some ¤lokas or prayers should also be
chanted. By chanting, one immediately becomes auspicious and transcendental to
the infection of material qualities. Actually one has to chant and remember
Lord K”£‹a twenty-four hours daily, or as much as possible.
smartavya„ satata‰ vi£‹ur
vismartavyo na j•tucit
sarve vidhi-ni£edh•„ syur
etayor eva ki•kar•„
"K”£‹a is the origin of Lord Vi£‹u. He should always be remembered and
never forgotten at any time. All the rules and prohibitions mentioned in the
¤•stras should be the servants of these two principles." This is a quotation
from padma Pur•‹a in the portion called B”hat-sahasra-n•ma-stotra. pr•ta„k”tya means that one should evacuate regularly and then cleanse himself by
taking a bath. One has to gargle (•camana) and brush his teeth (dantadh•vana). He should do this either with twigs or a toothbrush-whatever is
available. This will purify the mouth. Then one should take his bath. Actually
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householders and v•naprasthas should bathe two times a day (pr•tarmadhy•hnayo„ sn•na‰ v•naprastha-g”hasthayo„). A sanny•s† should bathe three
times daily, and a brahmac•r† may take only one bath a day. Whenever one is
not able to bathe in water, he can bathe by chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra.
One also has to perform his sandhy•di-vandana-that is, one has to chant his
G•yatr† mantra three times daily-morning, noon and evening.
TEXT 332
TEXT
danta-dh•vana, sn•na, sandhy•di vandana
guru-sev•, ãrdhva-pu‹‚ra-cakr•di-dh•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
danta-dh•vana--washing the teeth; sn•na--bath; sandhy•-•di vandana--regular
chanting of the mantras; guru-sev•--serving the spiritual master; ãrdhvapu‹‚ra--wearing perpendicularly straight tilaka; cakra-•di-dh•ra‹a--stamping
the body with different names and symbols of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
"In the morning, one should regularly brush his teeth, take his bath, offer
prayers to the Lord and offer obeisances to the spiritual master. One should
render service to the spiritual master and paint one's body in twelve places
with ãrdhva-pu‹‚ra [tilaka]. One should stamp the holy names of the Lord on
his body, or one should stamp the symbols of the Lord, such as the disc and
club.
TEXT 333
TEXT
gop†candana-m•lya-dh”ti, tulas†-•hara‹a
vastra-p†àha-g”ha-sa‰sk•ra, k”£‹a-prabodhana
SYNONYMS
gop†-candana--gop†-candana (available in V”nd•vana and Dv•rak•); m•lya-beads on the neck; dh”ti--wearing regularly; tulas†-•hara‹a--collecting tulas†
leaves; vastra--cloth; p†àha--temple; g”ha--the house; sa‰sk•ra--cleansing;
k”£‹a-prabodhana--awakening the Deity of Lord K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
"After this, you should describe how one should decorate his body with
gop†candana, wear neck beads, collect tulas† leaves from the tulas† tree,
cleanse his cloth and the altar, cleanse one's own house or apartment and go
to the temple and ring the bell just to draw the attention of Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 334
TEXT
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pa‘ca, £o‚a¤a, pa‘c•¤at upac•re arcana
pa‘ca-k•la pãj• •rati, k”£‹era bhojana-¤ayana
SYNONYMS
pa‘ca--five; £o‚a¤a--sixteen; pa‘c•¤at--fifty; upac•re--with ingredients;
arcana--offering worship; pa‘ca-k•la--five times; pãj•--worshiping; •rati-offering •rati; k”£‹era bhojana-¤ayana--in this way offering eatables to K”£‹a
and laying Him down to rest.
TRANSLATION
"Also describe Deity worship, wherein one should offer food to K”£‹a at
least five times daily. One should in due time place K”£‹a on a bed. You
should also describe the process for offering •rati and the worship of the
Lord according to the list of five, sixteen or fifty ingredients.
PURPORT
The five ingredients are (1) very good scents, (2) very good flowers, (3)
incense, (4) a lamp and (5) something edible. As for £o‚a¤opac•ra, the sixteen
ingredients, one should (1) provide a sitting place (•sana), (2) ask K”£‹a to
sit down, (3) offer arghya, (4) offer water to wash the legs, (5) wash the
mouth, (6) offer madhu-parka, (7) offer water for washing the mouth, (8)
bathe, (9) offer garments, (10) decorate the Lord's body with ornaments, (11)
offer sweet scents, (12) offer flowers with good fragrance, like the rose or
campaka, (13) offer incense, (14) offer a lamp, (15) give good food, and (16)
offer prayers.
In the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa (Eleventh Vil•sa, verses 127-140) there is a
vivid description of what is required in Deity worship. There are sixty-four
items mentioned. In the temple, worship should be so gorgeous that all sixtyfour items should be available for the satisfaction of the Personality of
Godhead. Sometimes it is impossible to get all sixty-four items; therefore we
recommend that at least on the first day of installation all sixty-four items
should be available. When the Lord is established, worship with all sixty-four
items should continue as far as possible. The sixty-four items are as follows:
(1) There must be a big bell hanging in front of the temple room so that
whoever comes in the room can ring the bell. This item is called prabodhana,
or offering oneself submissively to the Lord. This is the first item. (2) The
visitor must chant jaya ¥r† R•dh•-Govinda, or jaya ¥r† R•dh•-M•dhava when he
rings the bell. In either case, the word jaya must be uttered. (3) One should
immediately offer obeisances to the Lord, falling down like a stick. (4) There
must be regular ma•gala-•rati in the temple during the early morning, an hour
and a half before the sun rises. (5) There must be an •sana, a sitting place
before the altar. This •sana is for the spiritual master. The disciple brings
everything before the spiritual master, and the spiritual master offers
everything to the Supreme Personality of Godhead. (6) After ma•gala-•rati, the
Deity is supposed to wash His teeth by using a twig; therefore a twig must be
offered. (7) Water must be offered for washing the Deity's feet. (8) Arghya
should be offered. (9) Water for •camana should be offered. (10) Madhu-parka,
a small bowl containing madhu (honey, a little ghee, a little water, a little
sugar, yogurt and milk) should be offered. This is called madhu-parka-•camana.
(11) One should place wooden slippers before the Lord. (12) One should massage
the body of the Lord. (13) One should massage the body of the Lord with oil.
(14) With a soft, wet sponge one should remove all the oil smeared over the
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Lord's body. (15) One should bathe the Lord with water in which nicely scented
flowers have been soaking for some time. (16) After bathing the body of the
Lord with water, one should bathe Him with milk. (17) Then with yogurt. (18)
Then with ghee. (19) Then with honey. (20) Then with sugar. (21) Then one
should wash the Deity with water and chant this mantra:
cint•ma‹i-prakara-sadmasu kalpa-v”k£alak£•v”te£u surabh†r abhip•layantam
lak£m†-sahasra-¤ata-sambhrama-sevyam•na‰
govindam •di-puru£a‰ tam aha‰ bhaj•mi
(22) One should dry the entire body with a towel. (23) A new dress should
be put on the body. (24) A sacred thread should be given to the body. (25)
Water should be offered for cleansing the mouth (•camana). (26) Nicely scented
oils like liquid sandalwood pulp should be smeared over the body. (27) All
kinds of ornaments and crowns should be placed on the body. (28) Then one
should offer flower garlands and decorative flowers. (29) One should burn
incense. (30) Lamps should be offered. (31) Precautions should always be taken
so that demons and atheists cannot harm the body of the Lord. (32) Food
offerings should be placed before the Lord. (33) Spices for chewing should be
offered. (34) Betel nuts should be offered. (35) At the proper time, there
should be arrangements so that the Lord may take rest in bed. (36) The Lord's
hair should be combed and decorated. (37) First-class garments should be
offered. (38) A first-class helmet should be offered. (39) The garments should
be scented. (40) There should be Kaustubha jewels and other ornaments offered.
(41) A variety of flowers should be offered. (42) Another ma•gala-•rati should
be offered. (43) A mirror should be offered. (44) The Lord should be carried
on a nice palanquin to the altar. (45) The Lord should be seated on the
throne. (46) Again water should be given for the washing of His feet. (47)
Something again should be offered for eating. (48) Evening •rati. (49) The
Lord should be fanned with a c•mara fan, and an umbrella should be placed over
His head. (50) The Hare K”£‹a mantra and approved songs should be sung. (51)
Musical instruments should be played. (52) One should dance before the Deity.
(53) One should circumambulate the Deity. (54) One should again offer
obeisances. (55) One should offer different types of prayers and hymns at the
Lord's lotus feet. (56) One should touch the lotus feet of the Lord with one's
head. This may not be possible for everyone, but at least the pãj•r† should do
this. (57) The flowers offered on the previous day should touch one's head.
(58) One should take the remnants of the Lord's food. (59) One should sit
before the Lord and think that he is massaging the Lord's legs. (60) One
should decorate the Lord's bed with flowers before the Lord takes His rest.
(61) One should offer one's hand to the Lord. (62) One should take the Deity
to His bed. (63) One should wash the feet of the Lord and then sit Him on the
bed. (64) One should place the Lord on the bed and then massage His feet.
šrati should be offered to the Deities five times daily-early in the
morning before sunrise, later in the morning, at noon, in the evening and at
night. This means that there should be worship and a change of dress and
flowers. As far as the eatables are concerned, all items should be first-class
preparations. There should be first-class rice, dhal, fruit, sweet rice,
vegetables and a variety of foods to be sucked, drunk and chewed. All the
eatables offered to the Deities should be extraordinarily excellent. In Europe
and America there is presently no monetary scarcity. People are not poor, and
if they follow these principles of Deity worship, they will advance in
spiritual life. As far as placing the Deity in the bed is concerned, if the
Deity is large and heavy, it is not possible to move Him daily. It is better
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that a small Deity, which is also worshiped, be taken to the bed. This mantra
should be chanted: •gaccha ¤ayana-sth•na‰ priy•bhi„ saha ke¤ava. "O Ke¤ava,
kindly come to Your bed along with ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†." (Hari-bhakti-vil•sa
11.40)
The Deity should be placed in bed with ¥r†mat† R•dh•r•‹†, and this should
be indicated by bringing the wooden slippers from the altar to the bedside.
When the Deity is laid down, His legs should be massaged. Before laying the
Deity down, a pot of milk and sugar should be offered to Him. After taking
this thick milk, the Deity should lie down and should be offered betel nuts
and spices to chew.
TEXT 335
TEXT
¤r†-mãrti -lak£a‹a, •ra ¤•lagr•ma-lak£a‹a
k”£‹a-k£etra-y•tr•, k”£‹a-mãrti-dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
¤r†-mãrti-lak£a‹a--characteristics of the Deity; •ra--and; ¤•lagr•malak£a‹a--characteristics of the ¤•lagr•ma-¤il•; k”£‹a-k£etra-y•tr•--visiting
places like V”nd•vana, Dv•rak• and Mathur•; k”£‹a-mãrti-dara¤ana--visiting the
Deity in the temple.
TRANSLATION
"The characteristics of the Deities should be discussed as well as the
characteristics of the ¤•lagr•ma-¤il•. One should also discuss visiting the
Deities in the temple and touring holy places like V”nd•vana, Mathur• and
Dv•rak•.
TEXT 336
TEXT
n•ma-mahim•, n•m•par•dha dãre varjana
vai£‹ava-lak£a‹a, sev•par•dha-kha‹‚ana
SYNONYMS
n•ma-mahim•--the glories of the holy name; n•ma-apar•dha--offenses in
chanting the holy name; dãre varjana--giving up very carefully; vai£‹avalak£a‹a--the symptoms of a Vai£‹ava; sev•-apar•dha-kha‹‚ana--rejecting
offenses in worshiping the Deity.
TRANSLATION
"You should glorify the holy name and carefully give up offenses when
chanting the holy name. One should know the symptoms of a Vai£‹ava. One must
give up or nullify all kinds of sev•-apar•dha, offenses in Deity worship.
PURPORT
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The devotee should always be very careful not to commit the ten offenses
when chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra. If a devotee very strictly follows the
methods of Deity worship, he will naturally and quickly become a pure
Vai£‹ava. A pure Vai£‹ava has unflinching faith in the Lord, and he does not
deviate at all. He is always engaged in perfect Deity worship.
One should also notice the specific offenses against Deity worship. These
are mentioned in the Skanda Pur•‹a (Avant†-kha‹‚a), spoken by Vy•sadeva
himself. One should liquidate all kinds of offenses.
The ¤•lagr•ma-¤il• should be worshiped with tulas† where a sufficient
quantity of tulas† leaves are available. Worship of ¤•lagr•ma-¤il• should be
introduced in all ISKCON temples. ¥•lagr•ma-¤il• is the form of the Lord's
mercy. To worship the Deity with the sixty-four items mentioned may be a
difficult job, but the Lord has become so small that anyone in any temple can
carefully handle Deity worship simply by performing the same activities with
¤•lagr•ma-¤il•.
There are thirty-two offenses that should be avoided. (1) One should not
enter the temple in a vehicle. Shoes and slippers should be removed before
entering the temple. (2) One should offer obeisances as soon as he sees the
Deity. (3) One should enter the temple after taking a bath. In other words,
one should be very clean. (4) One should not offer obeisances to the Lord with
one hand. (5) One should not circumambulate demigods before the Deities. (6)
One should not spread out his legs before the Deity. (7) One should not sit
down before the Deity with his legs crossed, nor should one touch his legs
with his hands. (8) One should not lie down before the Deity. (9) One should
not eat before the Deity. (10) One should not speak lies before the Deity.
(11) One should not speak very loudly before the Deity. (12) One should not
talk nonsense before the Deity. (13) One should not cry before the Deity. (14)
One should not deal with others before the Deity. (15) One should not utter
harsh words before the Deity. (16) One should not cover himself with a
blanket. (17) One should not talk enviously of others before the Deity. (18)
One should not praise others before the Deity. (19) One should not use slang
before the Deity. (20) One should not pass air before the Deity. (21) One
should not neglect the sixty-four items of Deity worship. (22) One should not
eat anything not offered to the Deity. (23) One should not neglect offering
seasonal fruits as soon as they are available. (24) One should always offer
fresh, untouched fruit to the Deity. (25) One should not sit with his back
toward the Deity. (26) One should not offer obeisances to others before the
Deity. (27) One should not sit near the Deity without taking the spiritual
master's permission. (28) One should not be proud to hear himself praised
before the Deity. (29) One should not blaspheme the demigods. (30) One should
not be unkind to others before the Deities. (31) One should observe all
festivals in the temple. (32) One should not fight or quarrel before the
Deity.
TEXT 337
TEXT
¤a•kha-jala-gandha-pu£pa-dhãp•di-lak£a‹a
japa, stuti, parikram•, da‹‚avat vandana
SYNONYMS
¤a•kha--of a conchshell; jala--of water; gandha--of incense or scents;
pu£pa--of flowers; dhãpa-•di--of incense, and so on; lak£a‹a--the
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characteristics; japa--murmuring; stuti--offering prayers; parikram•-circumambulation; da‹‚avat--offering obeisances; vandana--offering prayers.
TRANSLATION
"The items of worship, such as water, conchshell, flowers, incense and
lamp, should be described. You should also mention chanting softly, offering
prayers, circumambulating, and offering obeisances. All these should be
carefully studied.
PURPORT
All these are mentioned in the Hari-bhakti-vil•sa. The A£àama Vil•sa of
that book should be consulted as far as possible.
TEXT 338
TEXT
pura¤cara‹a-vidhi, k”£‹a-pras•da-bhojana
anivedita-ty•ga, vai£‹ava-nind•di-varjana
SYNONYMS
pura¤cara‹a-vidhi--ritualistic ceremonies; k”£‹a-pras•da-bhojana--eating
the remnants of food offered to the Lord; anivedita-ty•ga--not touching
anything not offered to the Lord; vai£‹ava-nind•-•di-varjana--completely
avoiding blaspheming a Vai£‹ava.
TRANSLATION
"Other items to be considered are the method of performing pura¤cara‹a,
taking k”£‹a-pras•da, giving up unoffered food and not blaspheming the Lord's
devotees.
PURPORT
Regarding the vai£‹ava-nind•, see Madhya-l†l•, 15.260.
TEXT 339
TEXT
s•dhu-lak£a‹a, s•dhu-sa•ga, s•dhu-sevana
asatsa•ga-ty•ga, ¤r†-bh•gavata-¤rava‹a
SYNONYMS
s•dhu-lak£a‹a--the symptoms of a devotee; s•dhu-sa•ga--association with
devotees; s•dhu-sevana--offering service to devotees; asat-sa•ga-ty•ga--giving
up the company of nondevotees; ¤r†-bh•gavata-¤rava‹a--regularly hearing the
recitation of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
TRANSLATION
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"One should know the symptoms of a devotee and how to associate with
devotees. One should know how to satisfy the devotee by rendering service, and
one should know how to give up the association of nondevotees. One should also
regularly hear the recitation of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
TEXT 340
TEXT
dina-k”tya, pak£a-k”tya, ek•da¤y-•di-vivara‹a
m•sa-k”tya, janm•£àamy•di-vidhi-vic•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
dina-k”tya--daily duties; pak£a-k”tya--duties on the fortnights; ek•da¤†•di-vivara‹a--description of Ek•da¤† and so on; m•sa-k”tya--duties every
month; janm•£àam†-•di--of performing Janm•£àam† and other ceremonies; vidhi-of the process; vic•ra‹a--consideration.
TRANSLATION
"You should describe the ritualistic duties of every day, and you should
describe the fortnightly duties-especially observing Ek•da¤† fast, which comes
every fortnight. You should also describe the duties of every month,
especially the observance of ceremonies like Janm•£àam†, R•ma-navam† and
N”si‰ha-caturda¤†.
TEXT 341
TEXT
ek•da¤†, janm•£àam†, v•mana-dv•da¤†
¤r†-r•ma-navam†, •ra n”si‰ha-caturda¤†
SYNONYMS
ek•da¤†--the eleventh day of the fortnight; janm•£àam†--the birthday
ceremony of Lord K”£‹a; v•mana-dv•da¤†--the birthday or appearance day of Lord
V•mana; ¤r†-r•ma-navam†--the birthday ceremony of Lord R•macandra; •ra--and;
n”si‰ha-caturda¤†--the appearance day of Lord N”si‰ha.
TRANSLATION
"Ek•da¤†, Janm•£àam†, V•mana-dv•da¤†, R•ma-navam† and N”si‰ha-caturda¤†
should all be observed.
TEXT 342
TEXT
ei sabe viddh•-ty•ga, aviddh•-kara‹a
akara‹e do£a, kaile bhaktira lambhana
SYNONYMS
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ei sabe--all these things; viddh•-ty•ga--to avoid viddha-ek•da¤† or mixed
Ek•da¤†; aviddh•-kara‹a--performing the pure Ek•da¤†; akara‹e do£a--the fault
of not performing them; kaile--if done so; bhaktira lambhana--there will be
discrepancies in devotional service.
TRANSLATION
"You should recommend the avoidance of mixed Ek•da¤† and the performance of
pure Ek•da¤†. You should also describe the fault in not observing this. One
should be very careful as far as these items are concerned. If one is not
careful, one will be negligent in executing devotional service.
TEXT 343
TEXT
sarvatra pram•‹a dibe pur•‹a-vacana
¤r†-mãrti-vi£‹u-mandira kara‹a-lak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
sarvatra--everywhere; pram•‹a--evidence; dibe--you should give; pur•‹avacana--quoting from the Pur•‹as; ¤r†-mãrti--the Deity; vi£‹u-mandira--of the
Vi£‹u temple; kara‹a-lak£a‹a--the characteristics of constructing.
TRANSLATION
"Whatever you say about Vai£‹ava behavior, the establishment of Vai£‹ava
temples and Deities and everything else should be supported by evidence from
the Pur•‹as.
TEXT 344
TEXT
's•m•nya' sad-•c•ra, •ra 'vai£‹ava'-•c•ra
kartavy•kartavya saba 'sm•rta' vyavah•ra
SYNONYMS
s•m•nya--general; sat-•c•ra--good behavior; •ra--and; vai£‹ava--of devotees
of Lord Vi£‹u; •c•ra--etiquette; kartavya-akartavya--things which are to be
done and which are not to be done; saba--all; sm•rta--connected with
regulative principles; vyavah•ra--business.
TRANSLATION
"You should give general and specific descriptions of the behavior and
activities of a Vai£‹ava. You should outline things that are to be done and
things that are not to be done. All this should be described as regulations
and etiquette.
TEXT 345
TEXT
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ei sa•k£epe sãtra kahilu• dig-dara¤ana
yabe tumi likhib•, k”£‹a kar•be sphura‹a
SYNONYMS
ei--thus; sa•k£epe--in brief; sãtra--codes; kahilu•--I have described; dikdara¤ana--just a little direction; yabe--whenever; tumi--you; likhib•--will
attempt to write; k”£‹a--Lord K”£‹a; kar•be--will do; sphura‹a--manifesting.
TRANSLATION
"I have thus given a synopsis of the Vai£‹ava regulative principles. I have
given this in brief just to give you a little direction. When you write on
this subject, K”£‹a will help you by spiritually awakening you."
PURPORT
One cannot write on spiritual matters without being blessed by K”£‹a and
the disciplic succession of gurus. The blessings of the authorities are one's
power of attorney. One should not try to write anything about Vai£‹ava
behavior and activities without being authorized by superior authorities. This
is confirmed in Bhagavad-g†t•: eva‰ parampar•-pr•ptam ima‰ r•jar£ayo vidu„.
TEXT 346
TEXT
ei ta' kahilu prabhura san•tane pras•da
y•h•ra ¤rava‹e cittera kha‹‚e avas•da
SYNONYMS
ei ta'--in this way; kahilu--I have described; prabhura--of Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; san•tane--unto San•tana Gosv•m†; pras•da--mercy; y•h•ra
¤rava‹e--hearing which; cittera--of the mind; kha‹‚e--disappears; avas•da--all
moroseness.
TRANSLATION
Thus I have narrated Lord Caitanya's mercy upon San•tana Gosv•m†. When one
hears these topics, one's heart will be cleansed of all contamination.
TEXT 347
TEXT
nija-granthe kar‹apãra vist•ra kariy•
san•tane prabhura pras•da r•khiy•che likhiy•
SYNONYMS
nija-granthe--in his own book; kar‹apãra--Kavi-kar‹apãra; vist•ra kariy•-vividly describing; san•tane--unto San•tana Gosv•m†; prabhura--of Lord ¥r†
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Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pras•da--the mercy; r•khiy•che--has kept; likhiy•-writing.
TRANSLATION
The authorized poet Kavi-kar‹apãra has written a book named Caitanyacandrodaya-n•àaka. This book tells how ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu blessed
San•tana Gosv•m† with His specific mercy.
TEXT 348
TEXT
gau‚endrasya sabh•-vibhã£a‹a-ma‹is tyaktv• ya ”ddh•‰ ¤riya‰
rãpasy•graja e£a eva taru‹†‰ vair•gya-lak£m†‰ dadhe
antar-bhakti-rasena pãr‹a-h”dayo b•hye 'vadhãt•k”ti„
¤aiv•lai„ pihita‰ mah•-sara iva pr†ti-pradas tad-vid•m
SYNONYMS
gau‚a-indrasya--of the ruler of Gau‚a-de¤a (Bengal); sabh•--of the
parliament; vibhã£a‹a--fundamental; ma‹i„--the gem; tyaktv•--relinquishing;
ya„--one who; ”ddh•m--opulent; ¤riyam--kingly enjoyment; rãpasya agraja„--the
elder brother of ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; e£a„--this; eva--certainly; taru‹†m-youthful; vair•gya-lak£m†m--the fortune of renunciation; dadhe--accepted;
anta„-bhakti-rasena--by the mellows of inner love of K”£‹a; pãr‹a-h”daya„-satisfied fully; b•hye--externally; avadhãta-•k”ti„--the dress of a mendicant;
¤aiv•lai„--by moss; pihitam--covered; mah•-sara„--a great lake or very deep
lake; iva--like; pr†ti-prada„--very pleasing; tat-vid•m--to persons acquainted
with the science of devotional service.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m†, the elder brother of ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†, was a
most important minister in the government of Hussain Shah, the ruler of
Bengal, and he was considered a most brilliant gem in that assembly. He
possessed all the opulences of a royal position, but he gave up everything
just to accept the youthful goddess of renunciation. Although he externally
appeared to be a mendicant who had renounced everything, he was filled with
the pleasure of devotional service within his heart. Thus he can be compared
to a deep lake covered with moss. He was the object of pleasure for all the
devotees who knew the science of devotional service.
PURPORT
This and the following two verses are from Caitanya-candrodaya-n•àaka
(9.34, 35, 38).
TEXT 349
TEXT
ta‰ san•tanam up•gatam ak£‹or
d”£àa-m•tram atim•tra-day•rdra„
•lili•ga parigh•yata-dorbhy•‰
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s•nukampam atha campaka-gaura„
SYNONYMS
tam--unto him; san•tanam--San•tana Gosv•m†; up•gatam--having arrived;
ak£‹o„--with the eyes; d”£àa-m•tram--being only seen; ati-m•tra--greatly;
day•-•rdra„--merciful; •lili•ga--embraced;
parigh•yata-dorbhy•m--with
His two arms; sa-anukampam--with great affection; atha--thus; campaka-gaura„-Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who has a complexion the color of a campaka
flower (golden).
TRANSLATION
"As soon as San•tana Gosv•m† arrived in front of Lord Caitanya, the Lord,
seeing him, became merciful to him. The Lord, who has the complexion of a
golden campaka flower, opened His arms and embraced him while expressing great
affection."
TEXT 350
TEXT
k•lena v”nd•vana-keli-v•rt•
lupteti t•‰ khy•payitu‰ vi¤i£ya
k”p•m”ten•bhi£i£eca devas
tatraiva rãpa‰ ca san•tana‰ ca
SYNONYMS
k•lena--in the course of time; v”nd•vana-keli-v•rt•--topics concerning the
transcendental mellows of the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a in V”nd•vana; lupt•-almost lost; iti--thus; t•m--all those; khy•payitum--to enunciate; vi¤i£ya-making specific; k”p•-am”tena--with the nectar of mercy; abhi£i£eca-sprinkled; deva„--the Lord; tatra--there; eva--indeed; rãpam--¥r†la Rãpa
Gosv•m†; ca--and; san•tanam--San•tana Gosv•m†; ca--as well as.
TRANSLATION
"In the course of time, the transcendental news of K”£‹a's pastimes in
V”nd•vana was almost lost. To enunciate explicitly those transcendental
pastimes, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, at Pray•ga, empowered ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†
and San•tana Gosv•m† with the nectar of His mercy to carry out this work in
V”nd•vana."
TEXT 351
TEXT
ei ta' kahilu• san•tane prabhura pras•da
y•h•ra ¤rava‹e cittera kha‹‚e avas•da
SYNONYMS
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ei ta'--thus; kahilu•--I have explained; san•tane--unto San•tana Gosv•m†;
prabhura pras•da--the mercy of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; y•h•ra ¤rava‹e-hearing which; cittera--of the heart; kha‹‚e--disappears; avas•da--moroseness.
TRANSLATION
I have thus explained the mercy bestowed on San•tana Gosv•m† by ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. If one hears this, all moroseness in the heart will
diminish.
TEXT 352
TEXT
k”£‹era svarãpa-ga‹era sakala haya 'j‘•na'
vidhi-r•ga-m•rge 's•dhana bhakti'ra vidh•na
SYNONYMS
k”£‹era svarãpa-ga‹era--of Lord K”£‹a in His various expansions; sakala-all; haya--there is; j‘•na--knowledge; vidhi-r•ga-m•rge--in the process of
devotional service under regulative principles or in spontaneous love; s•dhana
bhaktira vidh•na--the authorized means of executing devotional service.
TRANSLATION
By reading these instructions to San•tana Gosv•m†, one will become fully
aware of Lord K”£‹a's various expansions and the process of devotional service
according to the regulative principles and spontaneous love. Thus everything
can be fully known.
TEXT 353
TEXT
'k”£‹a-prema', 'bhakti-rasa', 'bhaktira siddh•nta'
ih•ra ¤rava‹e bhakta j•nena saba anta
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-prema--love of Godhead; bhakti-rasa--the mellows of devotional
service; bhaktira siddh•nta--the conclusions of devotional service; ih•ra
¤rava‹e--by hearing this chapter; bhakta--a devotee; j•nena--knows; saba--all;
anta--limits.
TRANSLATION
By reading this chapter, a pure devotee can understand love of K”£‹a, the
mellows of devotional service and the conclusion of devotional service.
Everyone can understand all these things to their ultimate end by studying
this chapter.
TEXT 354
TEXT
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¤r†-caitanya-nity•nanda-advaita-cara‹a
y••ra pr•‹a-dhana, sei p•ya ei dhana
SYNONYMS
¤r†-caitanya-nity•nanda-advaita-cara‹a--the lotus feet of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, Lord Nity•nanda and Advaita Prabhu; y••ra pr•‹a-dhana--whose life
and soul; sei--such a person; p•ya--gets; ei dhana--this treasure-house of
devotional service.
TRANSLATION
The conclusion of this chapter can be known to one whose life and soul are
the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, Nity•nanda Prabhu and Advaita
Prabhu.
TEXT 355
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-raghun•tha-pade y•ra •¤a
caitanya-carit•m”ta kahe k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa--¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†; raghun•tha--¥r†la Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†;
pade--at the lotus feet; y•ra--whose; •¤a--expectation; caitanya-carit•m”ta-the book named Caitanya-carit•m”ta; kahe--describes; k”£‹ad•sa--¥r†la
K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Praying at the lotus feet of ¥r† Rãpa and ¥r† Raghun•tha, always desiring
their mercy, I, K”£‹ad•sa, narrate ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, following in their
footsteps.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Twenty-fourth Chapter, describing the •tm•r•ma verse and the Lord's
mercy upon San•tana Gosv•m†.
Chapter 25
How All the Residents of V•r•‹as† Became Vai£‹avas
The following is a summary of Chapter Twenty-five. A Mah•r•£àrian br•hma‹a
who was living in Benares was a great devotee of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. He
was always very happy to hear of the glories of the Lord, and it was by his
arrangement that all the sanny•s†s of V•r•‹as† became devotees of Lord
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. He invited all the sanny•s†s to his house to meet ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and this incident has been described in the Seventh
Chapter of šdi-l†l•. From that day, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu became famous in
the city of V•r•‹as†, and many important men in that city became His
followers. By and by, one of the disciples of the great sanny•s† Prak•¤•nanda
Sarasvat† became devoted to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and this devotee
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explained ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† and supported His
views with various arguments.
One day ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to take a bath at Pa‘ca-nada, and
afterwards all His devotees began chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra in front of
the temple of Bindu M•dhava. At this time Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† and all his
devotees approached the Lord. Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† immediately fell down at
the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and very much regretted his past
behavior toward the Lord. He asked ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu about devotional
service in terms of the Ved•nta-sãtra, and the Lord told him about devotional
service that is approved by great personalities who know the Ved•nta-sãtra.
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then pointed out that ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam is the proper
commentary on the Ved•nta-sãtra. He then explained the catu„-¤lok† (four
¤lokas) of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, the essence of that great scripture.
From that day on, all the sanny•s†s of V•r•‹as† became devotees of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Before returning to His headquarters at Jagann•tha Pur†,
the Lord advised San•tana Gosv•m† to go to V”nd•vana. The Lord then departed
for Jagann•tha Pur†. Kavir•ja Gosv•m† then describes something about ¥r†la
Rãpa Gosv•m†, San•tana Gosv•m† and Subuddhi R•ya. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
returned to Jagann•tha Pur† through the great forest of Jh•rikha‹‚a in central
India. At the end of this chapter, Kavir•ja Gosv•m† sums up the incidents of
Madhya-l†l• and instructs every living being to read this sublime book of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu's pastimes.
TEXT 1
TEXT
vai£‹av†-k”tya sanny•simukh•n k•¤†-niv•sina„
san•tana‰ susa‰sk”tya
prabhur n†l•drim •gamat
SYNONYMS
vai£‹av†-k”tya--making into Vai£‹avas; sanny•si-mukh•n--headed by the
sanny•s†s; k•¤†-niv•sina„--the residents of V•r•‹as†; san•tanam--San•tana
Gosv•m†; su-sa‰sk”tya--completely purifying; prabhu„--Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; n†l•drim--to Jagann•tha Pur†; •gamat--returned.
TRANSLATION
After converting into Vai£‹avas all the residents of V•r•‹as†, who were
headed by the sanny•s†s, and after completely educating and instructing
San•tana Gosv•m† at V•r•‹as†, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu returned to Jagann•tha
Pur†.
TEXT 2
TEXT
jaya jaya ¤r†-caitanya jaya nity•nanda
jay•dvaita-candra jaya gaura-bhakta-v”nda
SYNONYMS
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jaya jaya--all glories; ¤r†-caitanya--to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jaya--all
glories; nity•nanda--to Nity•nanda Prabhu; jaya--all glories; advaita-candra-to Advaita Prabhu; jaya--all glories; gaura-bhakta-v”nda--to the devotees of
Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All glories to Lord Caitanya! All glories to Lord Nity•nanda! All glories
to Advaitacandra! And all glories to all the devotees of Lord Caitanya!
TEXT 3
TEXT
ei mata mah•prabhu dui m•sa paryanta
¤ikh•il• t••re bhakti-siddh•ntera anta
SYNONYMS
ei mata--in this way; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; dui m•sa
paryanta--for two months; ¤ikh•il•--instructed; t••re--him; bhakti-siddh•ntera
anta--all the conclusions of devotional service.
TRANSLATION
Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu instructed ¥r† San•tana Gosv•m† in all the
conclusions of devotional service for two consecutive months.
TEXT 4
TEXT
'param•nanda k†rtan†y•'--¤ekharera sa•g†
prabhure k†rtana ¤un•ya, ati ba‚a ra•g†
SYNONYMS
param•nanda k†rtan†y•--Param•nanda K†rtan†y•; ¤ekharera sa•g†--a friend of
Candra¤ekhara's; prabhure--unto ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; k†rtana ¤un•ya--sings
and chants; ati ba‚a ra•g†--very humorous.
TRANSLATION
For as long as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was in V•r•‹as†, Param•nanda
K†rtan†y•, who was a friend of Candra¤ekhara's, chanted the Hare K”£‹a mah•mantra and other songs to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in a very humorous way.
TEXT 5
TEXT
sanny•s†ra ga‹a prabhure yadi upek£ila
bhakta-du„kha kha‹‚•ite t•re k”p• kaila
SYNONYMS
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sanny•s†ra ga‹a--all the sanny•s†s; prabhure--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
yadi--when; upek£ila--criticized; bhakta-du„kha--the unhappiness of the
devotees; kha‹‚•ite--to drive away; t•re--to them; k”p• kaila--showed His
mercy.
TRANSLATION
When the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s at V•r•‹as† criticized ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
the Lord's devotees became very depressed. To satisfy them, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu showed His mercy to the sanny•s†s.
TEXT 6
TEXT
sanny•s†re k”p• pãrve likhiy•cho• vist•riy•
udde¤e kahiye ih•• sa•k£epa kariy•
SYNONYMS
sanny•s†re k”p•--mercy upon the sanny•s†s; pãrve--before this; likhiy•cho•-I have described; vist•riy•--elaborately; udde¤e--in reference to that;
kahiye--let me speak; ih••--here; sa•k£epa kariy•--in brief.
TRANSLATION
In the Seventh Chapter of šdi-l†l• I have already elaborately described ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu's deliverance of the sanny•s†s at V•r•‹as†, but I shall
briefly repeat it in this chapter.
TEXT 7
TEXT
y•h•• t•h•• prabhura nind• kare sanny•s†ra ga‹a
¤uni' du„khe mah•r•£àr†ya vipra karaye cintana
SYNONYMS
y•h•• t•h••--anywhere and everywhere; prabhura nind•--criticism of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare--do; sanny•s†ra ga‹a--the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s; ¤uni'-hearing; du„khe--in great unhappiness; mah•r•£àr†ya vipra--the br•hma‹a of
Mah•r•£àra province; karaye cintana--was contemplating.
TRANSLATION
When the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s were criticizing ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
anywhere and everywhere in V•r•‹as†, the Mah•r•£àrian br•hma‹a, hearing this
blasphemy, began to think about this unhappily.
TEXT 8
TEXT
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"prabhura svabh•va,--yeb• dekhe sannidh•ne
'svarãpa' anubhavi' t••re '†¤vara' kari' m•ne
SYNONYMS
prabhura sva-bh•va--the characteristics of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yeb•-anyone who; dekhe--sees; sannidh•ne--nearby; sva-rãpa--His personality;
anubhavi'--realizing; t••re--Him; †¤vara kari'--as the Supreme Lord; m•ne-accepts.
TRANSLATION
The Mah•r•£àrian br•hma‹a thought, "Whoever closely sees the
characteristics of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu immediately realizes His
personality and accepts Him as the Supreme Lord.
TEXT 9
TEXT
kona prak•re p•ro• yadi ekatra karite
ih• dekhi' sanny•si-ga‹a habe i•h•ra bhakte
SYNONYMS
kona prak•re--by some means; p•ro•--I am able; yadi--if; ekatra karite--to
assemble; ih• dekhi'--by seeing this (¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's personal
characteristics); sanny•si-ga‹a--the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s of V•r•‹as†; habe-will become; i•h•ra bhakte--His devotees.
TRANSLATION
"If by some means I can assemble all the sanny•s†s together, they will
certainly become His devotees after seeing His personal characteristics.
PURPORT
If one saw the personal characteristics and activities of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, one would certainly be convinced that He was the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. One can ascertain this by following in the footsteps
of the ¤•stric injunctions. This sincere study and appreciation of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu is also applicable to His authorized devotees, and it is
clearly stated in the Caitanya-carit•m”ta (Antya 7.11):
kali-k•lera dharma----k”£‹a-n•ma-sa•k†rtana
k”£‹a-¤akti vin• n•he t•ra pravartana
In this Age of Kali, real religious propaganda should induce people to
chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. This is possible for someone who is
especially empowered by K”£‹a. No one can do this without being especially
favored by K”£‹a. ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura comments in this
regard in his Anubh•£ya, wherein he quotes a verse from N•r•ya‹a-sa‰hit•:
dv•par†yair janair vi£‹u„
pa‘car•trais tu kevalai„
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kalau tu n•ma-m•tre‹a
pãjyate bhagav•n hari„
"In Dv•para-yuga, devotees of Lord Vi£‹u and K”£‹a rendered devotional
service according to the principles of p•‘car•trika. In this Age of Kali, the
Supreme Personality of Godhead is worshiped simply by the chanting of His holy
names.» ¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura then comments: "Without being
empowered by the direct potency of Lord K”£‹a to fulfill His desire and
without being specifically favored by the Lord, no human being can become the
spiritual master of the whole world. He certainly cannot succeed by mental
concoction, which is not meant for devotees or religious people. Only an
empowered personality can distribute the holy name of the Lord and enjoin all
fallen souls to worship K”£‹a. By distributing the holy name of the Lord, he
cleanses the hearts of the most fallen people; therefore he extinguishes the
blazing fire of the material world. Not only that, he broadcasts the shining
brightness of K”£‹a's effulgence throughout the world. Such an •c•rya, or
spiritual master, should be considered nondifferent from K”£‹a-that is, he
should be considered the incarnation of Lord K”£‹a's potency. Such a
personality is k”£‹•li•gita-vigraha-that is, he is always embraced by the
Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a. Such a person is above the
considerations of the var‹•¤rama institution. He is the guru or spiritual
master for the entire world, a devotee on the topmost platform, the mah•bh•gavata stage, and a paramaha‰sa-àh•kura, a spiritual form only fit to be
addressed as paramaha‰sa or àh•kura."
Nonetheless, there are many people who are just like owls but never open
their eyes to see the sunshine. These owlish personalities are inferior to the
M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s who cannot see the brilliance of K”£‹a's favor. They are
prepared to criticize the person engaged in distributing the holy name all
over the world and following in the footsteps of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who
wanted K”£‹a consciousness preached in every town and city.
TEXT 10
TEXT
v•r•‹as†-v•sa •m•ra haya sarva-k•le
sarva-k•la du„kha p•ba, ih• n• karile"
SYNONYMS
v•r•‹as†-v•sa--residence at V•r•‹as†; •m•ra--my; haya--there is; sarvak•le--always; sarva-k•la--always; du„kha p•ba--I will suffer unhappiness; ih•-this; n• karile--if I do not execute.
TRANSLATION
"I shall have to reside at V•r•‹as† the rest of my life. If I do not try to
carry out this plan, I shall certainly continue to suffer mental depression."
TEXT 11
TEXT
eta cinti' nimantrila sanny•s†ra ga‹e
tabe sei vipra •ila mah•prabhura sth•ne
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SYNONYMS
eta cinti'--thinking this; nimantrila--he invited; sanny•s†ra ga‹e--all the
sanny•s†s; tabe--then; sei vipra--that br•hma‹a; •ila--approached;
mah•prabhura sth•ne--the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Thinking like this, the Mah•r•£àrian br•hma‹a extended an invitation to all
the sanny•s†s of V•r•‹as†. After doing this, he finally approached ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu to extend Him an invitation.
TEXT 12
TEXT
hena-k•le nind• ¤uni' ¤ekhara, tapana
du„kha p•‘• prabhu-pade kail• nivedana
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--exactly at this time; nind• ¤uni'--by hearing the criticism (of
Lord Caitanya by the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s); ¤ekhara tapana--Candra¤ekhara and
Tapana Mi¤ra; du„kha p•‘•--feeling very unhappy; prabhu-pade--unto the lotus
feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kail• nivedana--submitted a request.
TRANSLATION
At this time, Candra¤ekhara and Tapana Mi¤ra both heard blasphemous
criticism against ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and felt very unhappy. They came to
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's lotus feet to submit a request.
TEXT 13
TEXT
bhakta-du„kha dekhi' prabhu manete cintila
sanny•s†ra mana phir•ite mana ha-ila
SYNONYMS
bhakta-du„kha dekhi'--seeing the unhappiness of the devotees; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; manete cintila--considered within His mind; sanny•s†ra
mana--the minds of the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s; phir•ite--to turn; mana ha-ila--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu decided.
TRANSLATION
They submitted their request, and ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, seeing His
devotees' unhappiness, decided to turn the minds of the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s.
TEXT 14
TEXT
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hena-k•le vipra •si' karila nimantra‹a
aneka dainy•di kari' dharila cara‹a
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--at this time; vipra--the Mah•r•£àrian br•hma‹a; •si'--coming;
karila nimantra‹a--invited ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; aneka--various; dainya•di--submissions; kari'--doing; dharila cara‹a--touched His lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
While ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was seriously considering meeting with the
M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s, the Mah•r•£àrian br•hma‹a approached Him and extended an
invitation. The br•hma‹a submitted his invitation with great humility, and he
touched the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 15
TEXT
tabe mah•prabhu t••ra nimantra‹a m•nil•
•ra dina madhy•hna kari' t••ra ghare gel•
SYNONYMS
tabe--after this; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; t••ra--his;
nimantra‹a--invitation; m•nil•--accepted; •ra dina--the next day; madhy•hna
kari'--after finishing His madhy•hna activities (taking bath and murmuring
mantras); t••ra ghare gel•--He went to the house of the Mah•r•£àrian br•hma‹a.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu accepted his invitation, and the next day, after
finishing His noontime activities, He went to the br•hma‹a's house.
TEXT 16
TEXT
t•h•• yaiche kail• prabhu sanny•s†ra nist•ra
pa‘ca-tattv•khy•ne t•h• kariy•chi vist•ra
SYNONYMS
t•h••--there; yaiche--how; kail•--performed; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; sanny•s†ra--of the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s; nist•ra--deliverance;
pa‘ca-tattva-•khy•ne--in describing the glories of the Pa‘ca-tattva (¥r† K”£‹a
Caitanya, Prabhu Nity•nanda, ¥r† Advaita, Gad•dhara and ¥r†v•sa); t•h•--that
subject matter; kariy•chi vist•ra--have described elaborately.
TRANSLATION
I have already described ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's deliverance of the
M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s in the Seventh Chapter when I described the glories of the
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Pa‘ca-tattva-¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, ¥r† Nity•nanda Prabhu, Advaita Prabhu,
Gad•dhara Prabhu and ¥r†v•sa.
TEXT 17
TEXT
grantha b•‚e, punarukti haya ta' kathana
t•h•• ye n• likhilu•, t•h• kariye likhana
SYNONYMS
grantha--the size of the book; b•‚e--increases; puna„-ukti--repetition;
haya--would be; ta' kathana--of subject matters once described; t•h••--there
(in the Seventh Chapter); ye--whatever; n• likhilu•--I have not described;
t•h•--that; kariye likhana--I am writing.
TRANSLATION
Since I have already described this incident very elaborately in the
Seventh Chapter of šdi-l†l•, I do not wish to increase the size of this book
by giving another description. However, I shall try to include in this chapter
whatever was not described there.
TEXT 18
TEXT
ye divasa prabhu sanny•s†re k”p• kaila
se divasa haite gr•me kol•hala haila
SYNONYMS
ye divasa--the day when; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; sanny•s†re--to
the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s; k”p• kaila--showed His mercy; se divasa haite-beginning from that day; gr•me--in the locality; kol•hala haila--there were
many talks about this incident.
TRANSLATION
Beginning from the day on which ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu showed His mercy to
the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s, there were vivid discussions about this conversion
among the inhabitants of V•r•‹as†.
TEXT 19
TEXT
lokera sa•ghaààa •ise prabhure dekhite
n•n• ¤•stre pa‹‚ita •ise ¤•stra vic•rite
SYNONYMS
lokera sa•ghaààa--crowds of men; •ise--come; prabhure dekhite--to see Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n•n• ¤•stre pa‹‚ita--scholars learned in various
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scriptures; •ise--used to come; ¤•stra vic•rite--to talk on various
scriptures.
TRANSLATION
Crowds of people came to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu from that day on, and
scholars of various scriptures discussed different subject matters with the
Lord.
TEXT 20
TEXT
sarva-¤•stra kha‹‚i' prabhu 'bhakti' kare s•ra
sayuktika v•kye mana phir•ya sab•ra
SYNONYMS
sarva-¤•stra kha‹‚i'--defeating all the false conclusions of different
scriptures; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhakti kare s•ra--established the
predominance of devotional service; sa-yuktika v•kye--by talks full of
pleasing logic and arguments; mana phir•ya--turns the minds; sab•ra--of
everyone.
TRANSLATION
When people came to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to discuss the principles of
various scriptures, the Lord defeated their false conclusions and established
the predominance of devotional service to the Lord. With logic and argument He
very politely changed their minds.
PURPORT
We have been spreading this sa•k†rtana movement in the Western countries,
and in our recent tour of European cities like Rome, Geneva, Paris and
Frankfurt, many learned Christian scholars, priests, philosophers and yog†s
came to see us, and by the grace of K”£‹a they agreed that this K”£‹a
consciousness movement, the bhakti cult, offers the topmost conclusion.
Following in the footsteps of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, we are trying to
convince everyone that the devotional service of the Lord is enjoined in every
scripture. If a person is religious, he must accept the supreme authority of
the Lord, become His devotee and try to love Him. This is the real principle
of religion. It does not matter whether one is Christian, Mohammedan or
whatever. He simply must accept the sublime position of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead and render service unto Him. It is not a question of
being Christian, Mohammedan or Hindu. One should be purely religious and freed
from all these material designations. In this way one can learn the art of
devotional service. This argument appeals to all intelligent men, and
consequently this K”£‹a consciousness movement is gaining ground throughout
the world. Due to our solid logic and scientific presentation, ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's prediction that K”£‹a consciousness will spread in every town and
village throughout the world is gradually being realized.
TEXT 21
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TEXT
upade¤a la‘• kare k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana
sarva-loka h•se, g•ya, karaye nartana
SYNONYMS
upade¤a la‘•--getting instructions from ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kare-join; k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana--the sa•k†rtana movement; sarva-loka h•se--everyone
began to laugh in pleasure; g•ya--chant; karaye nartana--and dance.
TRANSLATION
As soon as people received instructions from ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, they
began to chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. Thus everyone laughed, chanted and
danced with the Lord.
TEXT 22
TEXT
prabhure pra‹ata haila sanny•s†ra ga‹a
•tma-madhye go£àh† kare ch•‚i' adhyayana
SYNONYMS
prabhure--unto Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pra‹ata haila--offered
obeisances; sanny•s†ra ga‹a--all the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s; •tma-madhye--among
themselves; go£àh† kare--discussed; ch•‚i' adhyayana--giving up so-called
studies of Ved•nta.
TRANSLATION
All the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s offered their obeisances unto ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and then began to discuss His movement, giving up their studies of
Ved•nta and M•y•v•da philosophy.
TEXT 23
TEXT
prak•¤•nandera ¤i£ya eka t••h•ra sam•na
sabh•-madhye kahe prabhura kariy• samm•na
SYNONYMS
prak•¤•nandera ¤i£ya eka--one of the disciples of Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†;
t••h•ra sam•na--equal in learning with Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†; sabh•-madhye-in the assembly of the sanny•s†s; kahe--explains; prabhura kariy• samm•na-respecting ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu seriously.
TRANSLATION
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One of the disciples of Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†, who was as learned as his
guru, began to speak in that assembly, offering all respects to ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 24
TEXT
¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya haya 's•k£•t n•r•ya‹a'
'vy•sa-sãtrera' artha karena ati-manorama
SYNONYMS
¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya--Lord ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu; haya--is; s•k£•t
n•r•ya‹a--directly the Supreme Personality of Godhead, N•r•ya‹a; vy•sasãtrera--the codes of Vy•sadeva (Ved•nta-sãtra); artha karena--He explains;
ati-manorama--very nicely.
TRANSLATION
He said, "¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu is the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
N•r•ya‹a Himself. When He explains the Ved•nta-sãtra, He does so very nicely.
TEXT 25
TEXT
upani£adera karena mukhy•rtha vy•khy•na
¤uniy• pa‹‚ita-lokera ju‚•ya mana-k•‹a
SYNONYMS
upani£adera--of the Vedic version known as the Upani£ads; karena--He does;
mukhya-artha--the original meaning; vy•khy•na--explanation; ¤uniy•--hearing;
pa‹‚ita-lokera--of the learned scholars; ju‚•ya--satisfies; mana-k•‹a--the
minds and ears.
TRANSLATION
"¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu explains the direct meaning of the Upani£ads. When
all learned scholars hear this, their minds and ears are satisfied.
TEXT 26
TEXT
sãtra-upani£adera mukhy•rtha ch•‚iy•
•c•rya 'kalpan•' kare •graha kariy•
SYNONYMS
sãtra-upani£adera--of the Ved•nta-sãtra and the Upani£ads; mukhya-artha-the direct meaning; ch•‚iy•--giving up; •c•rya--¥a•kar•c•rya; kalpan•-imagination; kare--does; •graha kariy•--with great eagerness.
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TRANSLATION
"Giving up the direct meaning of the Ved•nta-sãtra and the Upani£ads,
¥a•kar•c•rya imagines some other interpretation.
TEXT 27
TEXT
•c•rya-kalpita artha ye pa‹‚ita ¤une
mukhe 'haya' 'haya' kare, h”daya n• m•ne
SYNONYMS
•c•rya-kalpita--imagined by ¥a•kar•c•rya; artha--meaning; ye pa‹‚ita ¤une-any learned person who hears; mukhe--only in the mouth; haya haya--yes it is,
yes it is; kare--does; h”daya--his heart; n• m•ne--does not accept.
TRANSLATION
"All the interpretations of ¥a•kar•c•rya are imaginary. Such imaginary
interpretations are verbally accepted by learned scholars, but they do not
appeal to the heart.
TEXT 28
TEXT
¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya-v•kya d”‚ha satya m•ni
kali-k•le sanny•se 'sa‰s•ra' n•hi jini
SYNONYMS
¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya-v•kya--the words of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; d”‚ha--very
firm and convincing; satya m•ni--I admit as truth; kali-k•le--in this Age of
Kali; sanny•se--simply by accepting the renounced order of life; sa‰s•ra n•hi
jini--one cannot escape the material clutches.
TRANSLATION
"The words of ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu are firm and convincing, and I
accept them as true. In this Age of Kali, one cannot be delivered from
material clutches simply by formally accepting the renounced order.
TEXT 29
TEXT
harer n•ma-¤lokera yei karil• vy•khy•na
sei satya sukhad•rtha parama pram•‹a
SYNONYMS
harer n•ma-¤lokera--of the verse beginning harer n•ma harer n•ma; yei-whatever; karil•--made; vy•khy•na--the explanation; sei--that; satya--true;
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sukha-da-artha--a meaning that is pleasing to accept; parama pram•‹a--the
supreme evidence.
TRANSLATION
"¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's explanation of the verse beginning 'harer n•ma
harer n•ma' is not only pleasing to the ear but is strong, factual evidence.
TEXT 30
TEXT
bhakti vin• mukti nahe, bh•gavate kaya
kali-k•le n•m•bh•se sukhe mukti haya
SYNONYMS
bhakti vin•--without devotional service; mukti nahe--there is no question
of liberation; bh•gavate kaya--it is said in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; kali-k•le--in
this Age of Kali; n•ma-•bh•se--even by a slight appreciation of the Hare K”£‹a
mantra; sukhe--without difficulty; mukti haya--one can get liberation.
TRANSLATION
"In this Age of Kali, one cannot attain liberation without taking to the
devotional service of the Lord. In this age, even if one does not chant the
holy name of K”£‹a perfectly, he still attains liberation very easily.
TEXT 31
TEXT
¤reya„-s”ti‰ bhaktim udasya te vibho
kli¤yanti ye kevala-bodha-labdhaye
te£•m asau kle¤ala eva ¤i£yate
n•nyad yath• sthãla-tu£•vagh•tin•m
SYNONYMS
¤reya„-s”tim--the auspicious path of liberation; bhaktim--devotional
service; udasya--giving up; te--of You; vibho--O my Lord; kli¤yanti--accept
increased difficulties; ye--all those persons who; kevala--only; bodhalabdhaye--for obtaining knowledge; te£•m--for them; asau--that; kle¤ala„-trouble; eva--only; ¤i£yate--remains; na--not; anyat--anything else; yath•--as
much as; sthãla--bulky; tu£a--husks of rice; avagh•tin•m--of those beating.
TRANSLATION
" 'My dear Lord, devotional service unto You is the only auspicious path.
If one gives it up simply for speculative knowledge or the understanding that
these living beings are spirit soul and the material world is false, he
undergoes a great deal of trouble. He only gains troublesome and inauspicious
activities. His actions are like beating a husk that is already devoid of
rice. One's labor becomes fruitless.'
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PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.14.4).
TEXT 32
TEXT
ye 'nye 'ravind•k£a vimukta-m•ninas
tvayy asta-bh•v•d avi¤uddha-buddhaya„
•ruhya k”cchre‹a para‰ pada‰ tata„
patanty adho 'n•d”ta-yu£mad-a•ghraya„
SYNONYMS
ye--all those who; anye--others (nondevotees); aravinda-ak£a--O lotus-eyed
one; vimukta-m•nina„--who consider themselves liberated; tvayi--unto You;
asta-bh•v•t--without devotion; avi¤uddha-buddhaya„--whose intelligence is not
purified; •ruhya--having ascended; k”cchre‹a--by severe austerities and
penances; param padam--to the supreme position; tata„--from there; patanti-fall; adha„--down; an•d”ta--without respecting; yu£mat--Your;
a•ghraya„--lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
" 'O lotus-eyed one, those who think they are liberated in this life but
who are devoid of devotional service to You are of impure intelligence.
Although they accept severe austerities and penances and rise to the spiritual
position, to impersonal Brahman realization, they fall down again because they
neglect to worship Your lotus feet.'
PURPORT
This is a verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.2.32).
TEXT 33
TEXT
'brahma'-¤abde kahe '£a‚-ai¤varya-pãr‹a bhagav•n'
t••re 'nirvi¤e£a' sth•pi, 'pãr‹at•' haya h•na
SYNONYMS
brahma-¤abde--by the word brahma; kahe--is meant; £aà-ai¤varya-pãr‹a
bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead, full in all six opulences;
t••re--Him; nirvi¤e£a sth•pi--if we make impersonal; pãr‹at• haya h•na--His
completeness becomes damaged.
TRANSLATION
"The word Brahman means 'the greatest.' This means that the Supreme
Personality of Godhead is full in all six opulences. However, if we take the
one-sided impersonalist view, His fullness is diminished.
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PURPORT
The Supreme Personality of Godhead is originally the Supreme Person. The
Lord says in Bhagavad-g†t• (9.4):
may• tatam ida‰ sarva‰
jagad avyakta-mãrtin•
mat-sth•ni sarva-bhãt•ni
na c•ha‰ te£v avasthita„
"By Me, in My unmanifested form, this entire universe is pervaded. All
beings are in Me, but I am not in them."
The potency of K”£‹a that is spread everywhere is impersonal. The sunlight
is the impersonal expansion of the sun globe and the sun-god. If we simply
take one side of the Supreme Personality of Godhead-His impersonal effulgencethat one side does not fully explain the Absolute Truth. Impersonal
appreciation of the Absolute Truth is one-sided and incomplete. One should
also accept the other side, the personal side-Bhagav•n. Brahmeti param•tmeti
bhagav•n iti ¤abdyate. One should not be satisfied simply by understanding the
Brahman feature of the Personality of Godhead. One must also know the Lord's
personal feature. That is complete understanding of the Absolute Truth.
TEXT 34
TEXT
¤ruti-pur•‹a kahe--k”£‹era cic-chakti-vil•sa
t•h• n•hi m•ni, pa‹‚ita kare upah•sa
SYNONYMS
¤ruti-pur•‹a kahe--the Vedic literatures and the Pur•‹as confirm; k”£‹era-of Lord K”£‹a; cit-¤akti-vil•sa--activities of spiritual potencies; t•h• n•hi
m•ni--not accepting that; pa‹‚ita kare upah•sa--so-called scholars play jokes
without perfect understanding.
TRANSLATION
"Vedic literatures, the Upani£ads, the Brahma-sãtra and the Pur•‹as all
describe the activities of the spiritual potency of the Lord. If one cannot
accept the personal activities of the Lord, he jokes foolishly and gives an
impersonal description.
PURPORT
In the Vedic literatures, including the Pur•‹as, there are full
descriptions of the spiritual potency of K”£‹a. All the pastimes of the Lord
are eternal, blissful and full of knowledge, just as the form of K”£‹a Himself
is eternal, blissful and full of knowledge (sac-cid-•nanda-vigraha).
Unintelligent people with a poor fund of knowledge compare their temporary
bodies to the spiritual body of K”£‹a, and by such foolishness they try to
understand K”£‹a as one of them. Avaj•nanti m•‰ mã‚h• m•nu£†‰ tanum •¤ritam.
Bhagavad-g†t• (9.11) points out that foolish people think of K”£‹a as one of
them. Not understanding His spiritual potency, they simply decry the personal
form of the Absolute Truth, foolishly thinking of themselves as j‘•n†s
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cognizant of the complete truth. They cannot understand that just as the
material energy of the Lord has a variety of activities, the spiritual energy
has variety also. They consider activities in devotional service the same as
activities in material consciousness. Under such a wrong impression, they
sometimes dare joke about the spiritual activities of the Lord and His
devotional service.
TEXT 35
TEXT
cid-•nanda k”£‹a-vigraha 'm•yika' kari' m•ni
ei ba‚a 'p•pa',--satya caitanyera v•‹†
SYNONYMS
cit-•nanda k”£‹a-vigraha--the transcendental form of K”£‹a, which is
completely spiritual; m•yika kari' m•ni--accept as made of the external
energy, m•y•; ei ba‚a p•pa--this is a great act of sin; satya--true;
caitanyera v•‹†--the words of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
"The M•y•v•d†s do not recognize the personal form of the Lord as spiritual
and full of bliss. This is a great sin. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's statements
are actually factual.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's movement especially aims at defeating the
M•y•v•da conclusion about the Absolute Truth. Since the members of the
M•y•v•da school cannot understand the spiritual form of the Lord, they
incorrectly think the Lord's form is also made of material energy. They think
that He is covered by a material body just like other living beings. Due to
this offensive understanding, they cannot recognize that ¥r† K”£‹a's personal
form is transcendental, not material. Their conclusion is a great offense at
the lotus feet of the Lord. As explained by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, ¥r† K”£‹a
has His eternal, blissful form that is full of knowledge, and all Vai£‹ava
•c•ryas accept this. That is the proper understanding of the Absolute Truth.
TEXT 36
TEXT
n•ta„ para‰ parama yad bhavata„ svarãpam
•nanda-m•tram avikalpam aviddha-varca„
pa¤y•mi vi¤va-s”jam ekam avi¤vam •tman
bhãtendriy•tmakam adas ta up•¤rito 'smi
SYNONYMS
na--not; ata„--than this; param--more supreme; parama--O supreme one; yat-which; bhavata„--of Your Lordship; sva-rãpam--the personal form; •nanda--of
transcendental bliss; m•tram--only; avikalpam--where there is no creation;
aviddha--without contamination; varca„--having an effulgence; pa¤y•mi--I see;
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vi¤va-s”jam ekam--who alone has created this universe; avi¤vam--not belonging
to the destructible material world; •tman--O Supreme Soul; bhãta-indriya•tmakam--the original cause of the senses and the living beings; ada„-transcendental; te--unto You; up•¤rita„ asmi--I take full shelter.
TRANSLATION
" 'O supreme one, the transcendental form I am now seeing is full of
transcendental bliss. It is not contaminated by the external energy. It is
full of effulgence. My Lord, there is no better understanding of You than
this. You are the Supreme Soul and the creator of this material world, but You
are not connected with this material world. You are completely different from
created form and variety. I sincerely take shelter of that form of Yours which
I am now seeing. This form is the original source of all living beings and
their senses.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.9.3). This verse was spoken
by Lord Brahm•, who perfectly realized the Supreme Personality of Godhead
after meditating upon the Lord within the water of the Garbhodhaka Ocean.
Brahm• realized that the form of the Lord is completely spiritual. This is
certainly a better understanding of the Absolute Truth than impersonal
understanding.
TEXT 37
TEXT
d”£àa‰ ¤ruta‰ bhãta-bhavad-bhavi£yat
sth•snu¤ cari£‹ur mahad alpaka‰ v•
vin•cyut•d vastu-tar•‰ na v•cya‰
sa eva sarva‰ param•tma-bhãta„
SYNONYMS
d”£àam--experienced by direct perception; ¤rutam--experienced by hearing;
bhãta--past; bhavat--present; bhavi£yat--which will be in the future;
sth•snu„--immovable; cari£‹u„--movable; mahat--the greatest; alpakam--the
smallest; v•--or; vin•--except; acyut•t--the infallible Personality of
Godhead; vastu-tar•m--anything else; na v•cyam--not to be spoken; sa„--that
Supreme Personality of Godhead; eva--certainly; sarvam--everything; param•tmabhãta„--the origin of all causes.
TRANSLATION
" 'Lord ¥r† K”£‹a, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is the cause of all
causes. He is past, present and future, and He is the movable and immovable.
He is the greatest and the smallest, and He is visible and directly
experienced. He is celebrated in Vedic literature. Everything is K”£‹a, and
without Him there is no existence. He is the root of all understanding, and He
is that which is understood by all words.'
PURPORT
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This verse from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.46.43) was spoken by Uddhava when he
came to pacify all the inhabitants of V”nd•vana during K”£‹a's absence.
TEXT 38
TEXT
tad va ida‰ bhuvana-ma•gala ma•gal•ya
dhy•ne sma no dara¤ita‰ ta up•sak•n•m
tasmai namo bhagavate 'nuvidhema tubhya‰
yo 'n•d”to naraka-bh•gbhir asat-prasa•gai„
SYNONYMS
tat--that; v•--or; idam--this; bhuvana-ma•gala--O most auspicious of the
entire world; ma•gal•ya--for the benefit; dhy•ne--in meditation; sma-certainly; na„--of us; dara¤itam--manifested; te--by You; up•sak•n•m--of
devotees engaged in devotional service; tasmai--unto Him; nama„--all
obeisances; bhagavate--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; anuvidhema--we
offer obeisances, following in the footsteps of the •c•ryas; tubhyam--unto
You; ya„--who is; an•d”ta„--not much appreciated; naraka-bh•gbhi„--by persons
who are destined to go to a hellish condition of life; asat-prasa•gai„--who
discuss the Supreme Personality of Godhead illogically.
TRANSLATION
" 'O most auspicious one! For our benefit You are worshiped by us. You
manifest Your transcendental form, which You show to us in our meditation. We
offer our respectful obeisances unto You, the Supreme Person, and we worship
You whom impersonalists do not accept due to their poor fund of knowledge.
Thus they are liable to descend into a hellish condition.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.9.4).
TEXT 39
TEXT
avaj•nanti m•‰ mã‚h•
m•nu£†‰ tanum •¤ritam
para‰ bh•vam aj•nanto
mama bhãta-mahe¤varam
SYNONYMS
avaj•nanti--decry; m•m--Me; mã‚h•„--rascals; m•nu£†m--just like a human
being; tanum--a body; •¤ritam--accepted; param--supreme; bh•vam--position;
aj•nanta„--without knowing; mama--My; bhãta-mahe¤varam--exalted position as
the Supreme Person, creator of the material world.
TRANSLATION
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" 'Fools disrespect Me because I appear like a human being. They do not
know My supreme position as the cause of all causes, the creator of the
material energy.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from Bhagavad-g†t• (9.11).
TEXT 40
TEXT
t•n aha‰ dvi£ata„ krãr•n
sa‰s•re£u nar•dham•n
k£ip•my ajasram a¤ubh•n
•sur†£v eva yoni£u
SYNONYMS
t•n--all of them; aham--I; dvi£ata„--those who are envious; krãr•n--always
willing to do harm; sa‰s•re£u--in this material world; nara-adham•n--the
lowest of men; k£ip•mi--throw; ajasram--again and again; a¤ubh•n--engaged in
inauspicious acts; •sur†£u--demoniac; eva--certainly; yoni£u--in families.
TRANSLATION
" 'Those who are envious of My form, who are cruel and mischievous and
lowest among men, are perpetually cast by Me into hellish existence in various
demoniac species of life.'
PURPORT
This is also a quotation from Bhagavad-g†t• (16.19).
TEXT 41
TEXT
sãtrera pari‹•ma-v•da, t•h• n• m•niy•
'vivarta-v•da' sth•pe, 'vy•sa bhr•nta' baliy•
SYNONYMS
sãtrera--of the codes of the Ved•nta-sãtra; pari‹•ma-v•da--the
transformation of energy; t•h• n• m•niy•--not accepting this fact; vivartav•da--the theory of illusion; sth•pe--establishes; vy•sa bhr•nta baliy•-accusing Vy•sadeva to be mistaken.
TRANSLATION
"Not accepting the transformation of energy, ¥r†p•d ¥a•kar•c•rya has tried
to establish the theory of illusion under the plea that Vy•sadeva has made a
mistake.
PURPORT
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For a further explanation of this verse, one may refer to Chapter Seven
(verses 121-126).
TEXT 42
TEXT
ei ta' kalpita artha mane n•hi bh•ya
¤•stra ch•‚i' kukalpan• p•£a‹‚e bujh•ya
SYNONYMS
ei ta'--this; kalpita--imaginary; artha--meaning; mane--to the mind; n•hi-does not; bh•ya--appeal; ¤•stra--the authoritative scriptures; ch•‚i'--giving
up; ku-kalpan•--mischievous imagination; p•£a‹‚e--to the atheistic class of
men; bujh•ya--teaches.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†p•d ¥a•kar•c•rya has given his interpretation and imaginary meaning. It
does not actually appeal to the mind of any sane man. He has done this to
convince the atheists and bring them under his control.
PURPORT
¥r†p•d ¥a•kar•c•rya's propaganda opposed the atheistic philosophy of
Buddha. Lord Buddha's intention was to stop atheists from committing the sin
of killing animals. Atheists cannot understand God; therefore Lord Buddha
appeared and spread the philosophy of nonviolence to keep the atheists from
killing animals. Unless one is free from the sin of animal killing, he cannot
understand religion or God. Although Lord Buddha was an incarnation of K”£‹a,
he did not speak about God, for the people were unable to understand. He
simply wanted to stop animal killing. ¥r†p•d ¥a•kar•c•rya wanted to establish
the predominance of one's spiritual identity; therefore he wanted to convert
the atheists through an imaginary interpretation of Vedic literatures. These
are the secrets of the •c•ryas. Sometimes they conceal the real purpose of the
Vedas and explain the Vedas in a different way. Sometimes they enunciate a
different theory just to bring the atheists under their control. Thus it is
said that ¥a•kara's philosophy is for p•£a‹‚as, atheists.
TEXT 43
TEXT
param•rtha-vic•ra gela, kari m•tra 'v•da'
k•h•• mukti p•ba, k•h•• k”£‹era pras•da
SYNONYMS
parama-artha-vic•ra--discussion on spiritual matters; gela--has gone; kari-we do; m•tra v•da--only argument and word jugglery; k•h••--where; mukti-liberation; p•ba--we shall get; k•h••--where; k”£‹era pras•da--the mercy of
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a.
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TRANSLATION
"The atheists, headed by the M•y•v•d† philosophers, do not care for
liberation or K”£‹a's mercy. They simply continue to put forward false
arguments and counter-theories to atheistic philosophy, not considering or
engaging in spiritual matters.
TEXT 44
TEXT
vy•sa-sãtrera artha •c•rya kariy•che •cch•dana
ei haya satya ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya-vacana
SYNONYMS
vy•sa-sãtrera--of the codes of the Ved•nta known as Vy•sa-sãtra; artha--the
meanings; •c•rya--¥a•kar•c•rya; kariy•che •cch•dana--has purposely covered;
ei--this; haya--is; satya--the truth; ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya-vacana--the words and
explanation given by Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
"The conclusion is that the import of the Ved•nta-sãtra is covered by the
imaginary explanation of ¥a•kar•c•rya. Whatever ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya Mah•prabhu
has said is perfectly true.
TEXT 45
TEXT
caitanya-gos•‘i yei kahe, sei mata s•ra
•ra yata mata, sei saba ch•rakh•ra"
SYNONYMS
caitanya-gos•‘i--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yei kahe--whatever He has said;
sei mata s•ra--that explanation is actually the essence of Vedic knowledge;
•ra yata mata--any other opinion not in collaboration with ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's statement; sei--these; saba ch•rakh•ra--all distortions.
TRANSLATION
"Whatever meaning ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu gives is perfect. Any other
interpretation is only a distortion."
TEXT 46
TEXT
eta kahi' sei kare k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana
¤uni' prak•¤•nanda kichu kahena vacana
SYNONYMS
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eta kahi'--speaking so much; sei--the disciple of Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†;
kare--performed; k”£‹a-sa•k†rtana--the chanting of the holy name of K”£‹a;
¤uni'--hearing; prak•¤•nanda--the guru, Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†; kichu-something; kahena--says; vacana--words.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, the disciple of Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† began to chant
the holy name of K”£‹a. Hearing this, Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† made the
following statement.
TEXT 47
TEXT
•c•ryera •graha--'advaita-v•da' sth•pite
t•te sãtr•rtha vy•khy• kare anya r†te
SYNONYMS
•c•ryera--of ¥a•kar•c•rya; •graha--the eagerness; advaita-v•da--monism;
sth•pite--to establish; t•te--for that reason; sãtra-artha--the meaning of the
Brahma-sãtra, or Ved•nta philosophy; vy•khy•--explanation; kare--does; anya
r†te--in a different way.
TRANSLATION
Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† said, "¥a•kar•c•rya was very eager to establish the
philosophy of monism. Therefore he explained Ved•nta-sãtra, or Ved•nta
philosophy, in a different way to support monistic philosophy.
TEXT 48
TEXT
'bhagavatt•' m•nile 'advaita' n• y•ya sth•pana
ataeva saba ¤•stra karaye kha‹‚ana
SYNONYMS
bhagavatt•--the Personality of Godhead; m•nile--if one accepts; advaita-monism or nondualism; n•--not; y•ya--is possible; sth•pana--establishing;
ataeva--therefore; saba--all; ¤•stra--revealed scriptures; karaye--does;
kha‹‚ana--refutation.
TRANSLATION
"If one accepts the Personality of Godhead, the philosophy that maintains
that God and the living entity are one cannot be established. Therefore
¥a•kar•c•rya argued against and refuted all kinds of revealed scriptures.
TEXT 49
TEXT
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yei grantha-kart• c•he sva-mata sth•pite
¤•strera sahaja artha nahe t••h• haite
SYNONYMS
yei--anyone who; grantha-kart•--author; c•he--wants; sva-mata sth•pite--to
establish his own opinion; ¤•strera--of the revealed scriptures; sahaja--the
direct; artha--meaning; nahe--is not; t••h• haite--from such an author.
TRANSLATION
"Anyone who wants to establish his own opinion or philosophy certainly
cannot explain any scripture according to the principle of direct
interpretation.
TEXT 50
TEXT
'm†m•‰saka' kahe,--'†¤vara haya karmera a•ga'
's••khya' kahe,--jagatera prak”ti k•ra‹a-prasa•ga'
SYNONYMS
m†m•‰saka--the M†m•‰saka philosophers; kahe--say; †¤vara--the Supreme Lord;
haya--is; karmera a•ga--subject to fruitive activities; s••khya kahe--the
atheistic S••khya philosophers say; jagatera--of the cosmic manifestation;
prak”ti--nature; k•ra‹a--the cause; prasa•ga--thesis.
TRANSLATION
"The M†m•‰saka philosophers conclude that if there is a God, He is
subjected to our fruitive activities. Similarly, the S••khya philosophers who
analyze the cosmic manifestation say that the cause of the cosmos is material
nature.
TEXT 51
TEXT
'ny•ya' kahe,--'param•‹u haite vi¤va haya'
'm•y•v•d†' nirvi¤e£a-brahme 'hetu' kaya
SYNONYMS
ny•ya kahe--the philosophers following logic say; param•‹u--the atom;
haite--from; vi¤va haya--the cosmic manifestation has come; m•y•v•d†--the
M•y•v•d† philosophers, impersonalists; nirvi¤e£a-brahme--in the impersonal
Brahman effulgence; hetu--the cause; kaya--say.
TRANSLATION
"The followers of ny•ya, the philosophy of logic, maintain that the atom is
the cause of the cosmic manifestation, and the M•y•v•d† philosophers maintain
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that the impersonal Brahman effulgence is the cause of the cosmic
manifestation.
TEXT 52
TEXT
'p•ta‘jala' kahe,--'†¤vara haya svarãpa-j‘•na'
veda-mate kahe t••re 'svaya‰-bhagav•n'
SYNONYMS
p•ta‘jala kahe--the P•ta‘jala philosophers say; †¤vara haya--the Supreme
Lord is; svarãpa-j‘•na--self-realization; veda-mate--in the Vedic version;
kahe--they say; t••re--to Him; svayam-bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of
Godhead.
TRANSLATION
"The P•ta‘jala philosophers say that when one is self-realized, he
understands the Lord. Similarly, according to the Vedas and Vedic principles,
the original cause is the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TEXT 53
TEXT
chayera chaya mata vy•sa kail• •vartana
sei saba sãtra la‘• 'ved•nta'-var‹ana
SYNONYMS
chayera--of the six philosophers; chaya mata--six different theses; vy•sa-Vy•sadeva; kail• •vartana--analyzed fully; sei--that; saba--all; sãtra--the
codes; la‘•--taking; ved•nta-var‹ana--explaining the Ved•nta philosophy.
TRANSLATION
"After studying the six philosophical theses, Vy•sadeva completely
summarized them all in the codes of Ved•nta philosophy.
TEXT 54
TEXT
'ved•nta'-mate,--brahma 's•k•ra' nirãpa‹a
'nirgu‹a' vyatireke ti•ho haya ta' 'sagu‹a'
SYNONYMS
ved•nta-mate--according to Ved•nta philosophy; brahma--the Absolute Truth;
sa-•k•ra nirãpa‹a--established as the Supreme Personality of Godhead, a
person; nirgu‹a--without material qualifications; vyatireke--by indirect
explanations; ti•ho--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; haya--is; ta'-indeed; sa-gu‹a--fully qualified with spiritual attributes.
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TRANSLATION
"According to Ved•nta philosophy, the Absolute Truth is a person. When the
word nirgu‹a [without qualities] is used, it is to be understood that the Lord
has attributes that are totally spiritual.
TEXT 55
TEXT
parama k•ra‹a †¤vara keha n•hi m•ne
sva-sva-mata sth•pe para-matera kha‹‚ane
SYNONYMS
parama k•ra‹a--the supreme cause, the cause of all causes; †¤vara--the
Supreme Lord; keha n•hi m•ne--none of the above-mentioned philosophers accept;
sva-sva-mata--their own personal opinions; sth•pe--they establish; para-matera
kha‹‚ane--busy in refuting the opinions of others.
TRANSLATION
"Of the philosophers mentioned, none really cares for the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, the cause of all causes. They are always busy refuting
the philosophical theories of others and establishing their own.
TEXT 56
TEXT
t•te chaya dar¤ana haite 'tattva' n•hi j•ni
'mah•jana' yei kahe, sei 'satya' m•ni
SYNONYMS
t•te--therefore;
principles; tat-tva
mah•jana--the great
m•ni--we can accept

chaya dar¤ana haite--from the six philosophical
n•hi j•ni--we cannot understand the actual truth;
authorities; yei kahe--whatever they say; sei--that; satya
as truth.
TRANSLATION

"By studying the six philosophical theories, one cannot reach the Absolute
Truth. It is therefore our duty to follow the path of the mah•janas, the
authorities. Whatever they say should be accepted as the supreme truth.
PURPORT
In his Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya, ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura gives the following
summary of the six philosophical processes. Prak•¤•nanda admitted that ¥r†p•d
¥a•kar•c•rya, being very eager to establish his philosophy of monism, took
shelter of the Ved•nta philosophy and tried to explain it in his own way. The
fact is, however, that if one accepts the existence of God, he certainly
cannot establish the theory of monism. For this reason ¥a•kar•c•rya refuted
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all kinds of Vedic literature that establishes the supremacy of the
Personality of Godhead. In various ways, ¥a•kar•c•rya has tried to refute
Vedic literature. Throughout the world, ninety-nine percent of the
philosophers following in the footsteps of ¥a•kar•c•rya refuse to accept the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Instead they try to establish their own
opinions. It is typical of mundane philosophers to want to establish their own
opinions and refute those of others. Therefore: (1) The M†m•‰saka
philosophers, following the principles of Jaimini, stress fruitive activity
and say that if there is a God, He must be under the laws of fruitive
activity. In other words, if one performs his duties very nicely in the
material world, God is obliged to give one the desired result. According to
these philosophers, there is no need to become a devotee of God. If one
strictly follows moral principles, one will be recognized by the Lord, who
will give the desired reward. Such philosophers do not accept the Vedic
principle of bhakti-yoga. Instead, they give stress to following one's
prescribed duty. (2) Atheistic S••khya philosophers like Kapila analyze the
material elements very scrutinizingly and thereby come to the conclusion that
material nature is the cause of everything. They do not accept the Supreme
Personality of Godhead as the cause of all causes. (3) Ny•ya philosophers like
Gautama and Ka‹•da have accepted a combination of atoms as the original cause
of the creation. (4) M•y•v•d† philosophers say that everything is an illusion.
Headed by philosophers like A£à•vakra, they stress the impersonal Brahman
effulgence as the cause of everything. (5) Philosophers following the precepts
of Pata‘jali practice r•ja-yoga. They imagine a form of the Absolute Truth
within many forms. That is their process of self-realization.
All five of these philosophies completely reject the predominance of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead and strive to establish their own philosophical
theories. However, ¥r†la Vy•sadeva wrote the Ved•nta-sãtra and, taking the
essence of all Vedic literature, established the supremacy of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. All five of the philosophers mentioned above
understand that impersonal Brahman is without material qualities, and they
believe that when the Personality of Godhead appears, He is contaminated and
covered by the material qualities. The technical term used is sagu‹a. They
say, "sagu‹a Brahman" and "nirgu‹a Brahman." Nirgu‹a Brahman means impersonal,
and sagu‹a Brahman means "accepting material contamination." More or less,
this kind of philosophical speculation is called M•y•v•da philosophy. The fact
is, however, that the Absolute Truth has nothing to do with material qualities
because He is transcendental. He is always complete with full spiritual
qualities. The five philosophers mentioned above do not accept Lord Vi£‹u as
the Supreme Personality of Godhead, but they are very busy refuting the
philosophy of other schools. There are six kinds of philosophical processes in
India. Because Vy•sadeva is the Vedic authority, he is known as Vedavy•sa. His
philosophical explanation of the Ved•nta-sãtra is accepted by the devotees. As
K”£‹a confirms in Bhagavad-g†t• (15.15):
sarvasya c•ha‰ h”di sannivi£ào
matta„ sm”tir j‘•nam apohana‰ ca
vedai¤ ca sarvair aham eva vedyo
ved•nta-k”d veda-vid eva c•ham
"I am seated in everyone's heart, and from Me come remembrance, knowledge
and forgetfulness. By all the Vedas, I am to be known; indeed, I am the
compiler of Ved•nta, and I am the knower of the Vedas."
The ultimate goal of studying all Vedic literature is the acceptance of
K”£‹a as the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This K”£‹a consciousness movement
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is propagating the philosophical conclusion of ¥r†la Vy•sadeva and following
other great •c•ryas like R•m•nuj•c•rya, Madhv•c•rya, Vi£‹usv•m†, Nimb•rka and
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu Himself.
TEXT 57
TEXT
tarko 'prati£àha„ ¤rutayo vibhinn•
n•s•v ”£ir yasya mata‰ na bhinnam
dharmasya tattva‰ nihita‰ guh•y•‰
mah•jano yena gata„ sa panth•„
SYNONYMS
tarka„--dry argument; aprati£àha„--not fixed; ¤rutaya„--Vedas; vibhinn•„-possessing different departments; na--not; asau--that; ”£i„--great sage;
yasya--whose; matam--opinion; na--not; bhinnam--separate; dharmasya--of
religious principles; tattvam--truth; nihitam--placed; guh•y•m--in the heart
of a realized person; mah•-jana„--self-realized predecessors; yena--by which
way; gata„--acted; sa„--that; panth•„--the pure, unadulterated path.
TRANSLATION
" 'Dry arguments are inconclusive. A great personality whose opinion does
not differ from others is not considered a great sage. Simply by studying the
Vedas, which are variegated, one cannot come to the right path by which
religious principles are understood. The solid truth of religious principles
is hidden in the heart of an unadulterated self-realized person. Consequently,
as the ¤•stras confirm, one should accept whatever progressive path the
mah•janas advocate.'
PURPORT
This is a verse spoken by Yudhi£àhira Mah•r•ja in the Mah•bh•rata, Vanaparva (313.117).
TEXT 58
TEXT
¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya-v•‹†--am”tera dh•ra
ti•ho ye kahaye vastu, sei 'tattva'--s•ra"
SYNONYMS
¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya-v•‹†--the message of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
am”tera dh•ra--a continuous shower of nectar; ti•ho--the Lord; ye kahaye
vastu--whatever He says to be the ultimate truth, the summum bonum; sei tattva
s•ra--that is the essence of all spiritual knowledge.
TRANSLATION
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"The words of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are a shower of nectar. Whatever He
concludes to be the ultimate truth is indeed the summum bonum of all spiritual
knowledge."
TEXT 59
TEXT
e saba v”tt•nta ¤uni' mah•r•£àr†ya br•hma‹a
prabhure kahite sukhe karil• gamana
SYNONYMS
e saba v”tt•nta--all these descriptions; ¤uni'--hearing; mah•r•£àr†ya
br•hma‹a--the Mah•r•£àrian br•hma‹a; prabhure--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
kahite--to inform; sukhe--very happily; karil• gamana--went.
TRANSLATION
After hearing all these statements, the Mah•r•£àrian br•hma‹a very
jubilantly went to inform Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 60
TEXT
hena-k•le mah•prabhu pa‘ca-nade sn•na kari'
dekhite caliy•chena 'bindu-m•dhava hari'
SYNONYMS
hena-k•le--at this time; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pa‘ca-nade
sn•na kari'--taking His bath in the Ganges, called the Pa‘ca-nada; dekhite
caliy•chena--was going to see; bindu-m•dhava hari--the Deity known as Lord
Bindu M•dhava.
TRANSLATION
When the Mah•r•£àrian br•hma‹a went to see Caitanya Mah•prabhu, the Lord
was going to the temple of Bindu M•dhava after bathing in the waters of Pa‘canada.
TEXT 61
TEXT
pathe sei vipra saba v”tt•nta kahila
¤uni' mah•prabhu sukhe †£at h•sila
SYNONYMS
pathe--on the way; sei vipra--that br•hma‹a; saba v”tt•nta kahila-explained the whole incident; ¤uni'--hearing; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; sukhe--in happiness; †£at--mildly; h•sila--smiled.
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TRANSLATION
While the Lord was on His way, the Mah•r•£àrian br•hma‹a informed Him about
the incident that took place in the camp of Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†. Hearing
this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu smiled happily.
TEXT 62
TEXT
m•dhava-saundarya dekhi' •vi£àa ha-il•
a•ganete •si' preme n•cite l•gil•
SYNONYMS
m•dhava-saundarya dekhi'--after seeing the beauty of Lord Bindu M•dhava;
•vi£àa ha-il•--became ecstatic in love; a•ganete •si'--coming to the
courtyard; preme--in great love; n•cite l•gil•--began to dance.
TRANSLATION
Upon reaching the temple of Bindu M•dhava, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, seeing
the beauty of Lord Bindu M•dhava, became overwhelmed in ecstatic love. He then
began to dance in the courtyard of the temple.
TEXT 63
TEXT
¤ekhara, param•nanda, tapana, san•tana
c•ri-jana mili' kare n•ma-sa•k†rtana
SYNONYMS
¤ekhara--Candra¤ekhara; param•nanda--Param•nanda Pur†; tapana--Tapana
Mi¤ra; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†; c•ri-jana mili'--all four of them; kare-perform; n•ma-sa•k†rtana--chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mantra.
TRANSLATION
There were four people accompanying ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, and these were
Candra¤ekhara, Param•nanda Pur†, Tapana Mi¤ra and San•tana Gosv•m†. They were
all chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra in the following way.
TEXT 64
TEXT
"haraye nama„ k”£‹a y•dav•ya nama„
gop•la govinda r•ma ¤r†-madhusãdana"
SYNONYMS
haraye--unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead; nama„--obeisances; k”£‹a-Lord K”£‹a; y•dav•ya--to the descendant of the Yadu family; nama„--obeisances;
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gop•la--Gop•la; govinda--Govinda; r•ma--R•ma; ¤r†-madhusãdana--¥r†
Madhusãdana.
TRANSLATION
They chanted, "Haraye nama„ k”£‹a y•dav•ya nama„ gop•la govinda r•ma ¤r†madhusãdana."
PURPORT
This is another way of chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. The meaning is:
"I offer my respectful obeisances unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
K”£‹a. He is the descendant of the Yadu family. Let me offer my respectful
obeisances unto Gop•la, Govinda, R•ma and ¥r† Madhusãdana."
TEXT 65
TEXT
caudikete lak£a loka bale 'hari' 'hari'
uàhila ma•gala-dhvani svarga-martya bhari'
SYNONYMS
cau-dikete--all around; lak£a--hundreds of thousands; loka--people; bale-chant; hari hari--O Supreme Personality of Godhead, Hari; uàhila--there arose;
ma•gala-dhvani--an auspicious sound; svarga-martya bhari'--overwhelming all
the universe.
TRANSLATION
In all directions, hundreds and thousands of people began to chant "Hari!
Hari!" Thus there arose a tumultuous and auspicious sound filling the entire
universe.
TEXT 66
TEXT
nikaàe hari-dhvani ¤uni' parak•¤•nanda
dekhite kautuke •il• la‘• ¤i£ya-v”nda
SYNONYMS
nikaàe--nearby; hari-dhvani ¤uni'--after hearing the chanting of the Hare
K”£‹a mah•-mantra; parak•¤•nanda--Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†; dekhite--to see;
kautuke--in great eagerness; •il•--came; la‘•--taking; ¤i£ya-v”nda--all the
disciples.
TRANSLATION
When Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†, who was staying nearby, heard this tumultuous
chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra, he and his disciples immediately came
to see the Lord.
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TEXT 67
TEXT
dekhiy• prabhura n”tya, prema, dehera m•dhur†
¤isya-ga‹a-sa•ge sei bale 'hari' 'hari'
SYNONYMS
dekhiy•--seeing; prabhura n”tya--the dancing of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
prema--ecstatic love; dehera m•dhur†--the transcendental beauty of His body;
¤i£ya-ga‹a-sa•ge--with his disciples; sei--Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†; bale-chants; hari hari--Lord Hari's name.
TRANSLATION
When Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† saw the Lord, he and his disciples also joined
the chanting with ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† was charmed
by the Lord's dancing and ecstatic love and by the transcendental beauty of
His body.
TEXT 68
TEXT
kampa, svara-bha•ga, sveda, vaivar‹ya, stambha
a¤ru-dh•r•ya bhije loka, pulaka-kadamba
SYNONYMS
kampa--trembling; svara-bha•ga--faltering voice; sveda--perspiration;
vaivar‹ya--fading of bodily color; stambha--becoming stunned; a¤ru-dh•r•ya-with showers of tears from the eyes; bhije--wet; loka--all the people; pulakakadamba--eruptions on the body like kadamba flowers.
TRANSLATION
Ecstatic spiritual transformations began to take place in the Lord's body.
His body trembled, and His voice faltered. He perspired, turned pale and wept
a constant flow of tears, which wet all the people standing there. The
eruptions on the Lord's body appeared like kadamba flowers.
TEXT 69
TEXT
har£a, dainya, c•paly•di 'sa‘c•r†' vik•ra
dekhi' k•¤†-v•s† lokera haila camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
har£a--jubilation; dainya--humility; c•palya-•di--talking in ecstasy and so
on; sa‘c•r† vik•ra--the transient transformations; dekhi'--seeing; k•¤†-v•s†-the inhabitants of Benares; lokera--of all the people; haila camatk•ra--there
was astonishment.
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TRANSLATION
All the people were astonished to see the Lord's jubilation and humility
and to hear Him talk in ecstasy. Indeed, all the residents of Benares [K•¤†]
saw the bodily transformations and were astonished.
TEXT 70
TEXT
loka-sa•ghaààa dekhi' prabhura 'b•hya' yabe haila
sanny•s†ra ga‹a dekhi' n”tya sa‰varila
SYNONYMS
loka-sa•ghaààa dekhi'--by seeing the great crowd of people; prabhura--of
Lord Caitanya; b•hya--external consciousness; yabe haila--when there was;
sanny•s†ra ga‹a--the groups of M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s, headed by Prak•¤•nanda
Sarasvat†; dekhi'--seeing; n”tya sa‰varila--suspended His dancing.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu regained His external consciousness, He saw
that many M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s and other people were gathered there. He
therefore suspended His dancing for the time being.
TEXT 71
TEXT
prak•¤•nandera prabhu vandil• cara‹a
prak•¤•nanda •si' t••ra dharila cara‹a
SYNONYMS
prak•¤•nandera--of Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
vandil•--prayed; cara‹a--at the feet; prak•¤•nanda--Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†;
•si'--coming; t••ra--His; dharila cara‹a--immediately caught the lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
After stopping the k†rtana, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, who is a great example
of humility, offered prayers unto the feet of Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†. At this,
Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† immediately came forward and clasped the Lord's lotus
feet.
TEXT 72
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--'tumi jagad-guru pãjyatama
•mi tom•ra n• ha-i '¤i£yera ¤i£ya' sama
SYNONYMS
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prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued to speak; tumi--you; jagatguru--the spiritual master of the whole world; pãjya-tama--the most
worshipable; •mi--I; tom•ra--your; n• ha-i--am not; ¤i£yera ¤i£ya sama--equal
to the disciple of the disciple.
TRANSLATION
When Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† caught hold of the Lord's lotus feet, the Lord
said, "My dear sir, you are the spiritual master of the whole world; therefore
you are most worshipable. As far as I am concerned, I am not even on the level
of the disciple of your disciple."
PURPORT
M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s generally call themselves jagad-guru, the spiritual
master of the whole world. Many consider themselves worshipable by everyone,
although they do not even go outside India or their own district. Out of His
great magnanimity and humility, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu presented Himself as a
subordinate disciple of Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†.
TEXT 73
TEXT
¤re£àha ha‘• kene kara h†nera vandana
•m•ra sarva-n•¤a haya, tumi brahma-sama
SYNONYMS
¤re£àha ha‘•--being a more honorable person; kene--why; kara--you do;
h†nera--of an inferior person; vandana--worship; •m•ra sarva-n•¤a haya--I
become minimized in My strength; tumi brahma-sama--you are equal with the
impersonal Brahman.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "You are a great, spiritually advanced
personality, and therefore you cannot worship a person like Me. I am far
inferior. If you do so, My spiritual power will be diminished, for you are as
good as the impersonal Brahman.
TEXT 74
TEXT
yadyapi tom•re saba brahma-sama bh•se
loka-¤ik£• l•gi' aiche karite n• •ise'
SYNONYMS
yadyapi--although; tom•re--for you; saba--everyone; brahma-sama--equal to
the impersonal Brahman; bh•se--appears; loka-¤ik£• l•gi'--for the
enlightenment of people in general; aiche--in such a way; karite n• •ise--you
should not present yourself.
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TRANSLATION
"My dear sir, for you everyone is on the level of impersonal Brahman, but
for the enlightenment of people in general you should not behave in that way."
TEXT 75
TEXT
te•ho kahe, 'tom•ra pãrve nind•-apar•dha ye karila
tom•ra cara‹a-spar¤e, saba k£aya gela
SYNONYMS
te•ho kahe--he replied; tom•ra--of You; pãrve--formerly; nind•-apar•dha-offenses and blasphemy; ye karila--whatever I have done; tom•ra cara‹a-spar¤e-by touching Your lotus feet; saba k£aya gela--the effects of all those
offenses have been destroyed.
TRANSLATION
Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† replied, "Formerly I have committed many offenses
against You by blaspheming You, but now the effects of my offenses are
counteracted by my touching Your lotus feet.
TEXT 76
TEXT
j†van-mukt• api punar
y•nti sa‰s•ra-v•san•m
yady acintya-mah•-¤aktau
bhagavaty apar•dhina„
SYNONYMS
j†vat-mukt•„--persons liberated during this life; api--also; puna„--again;
y•nti--go; sa‰s•ra-v•san•m--to desire material enjoyment; yadi--if; acintyamah•-¤aktau--to the possessor of inconceivable spiritual potency; bhagavati-the Supreme Personality of Godhead; apar•dhina„--offenders.
TRANSLATION
" 'If a person considered liberated in this life commits offenses against
the reservoir of inconceivable potencies, the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
he will again fall down and desire the material atmosphere for material
enjoyment.'
TEXT 77
TEXT
sa vai bhagavata„ ¤r†matp•da-spar¤a-hat•¤ubha„
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bheje sarpa-vapur hitv•
rãpa‰ vidy•dhar•rcitam
SYNONYMS
sa„--he (the serpent); vai--indeed; bhagavata„--of the Supreme Personality
of Godhead, K”£‹a; ¤r†mat-p•da-spar¤a--by the touch of the lotus feet; hataa¤ubha„--relieved from all reactions of sinful life; bheje--achieved; sarpavapu„--the body of a snake; hitv•--giving up; rãpam--beauty; vidy•dharaarcitam--suitable for a person of Vidy•dhara-loka.
TRANSLATION
" 'Being touched by the lotus feet of ¥r† K”£‹a, that serpent was
immediately freed from the reactions of his sinful life. Thus the serpent gave
up his body and assumed the body of a beautiful Vidy•dhara demigod.' »
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.34.9). The inhabitants of
V”nd•vana, under the leadership of Nanda Mah•r•ja, once wanted to go to the
bank of the Sarasvat† on a pilgrimage. Nanda Mah•r•ja was fasting, and he lay
down near the forest. At that time a serpent, who was formerly cursed by
š•girasa ™£i, appeared. This serpent had formerly been named Sudar¤ana, and he
had belonged to the Gandharvaloka planet. However, because he joked with the
”£i, he was condemned to take on the body of a big snake. When this serpent
attacked Nanda Mah•r•ja, Nanda Mah•r•ja began to call, "K”£‹a! Help!" K”£‹a
immediately appeared and began to kick the serpent with His lotus feet. Due to
being touched by the Lord's lotus feet, the serpent was immediately freed from
the reactions of his sinful life. Being freed, he again assumed his original
form of Sudar¤ana, the Gandharva.
TEXT 78
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--'vi£‹u' 'vi£‹u', •mi k£udra j†va h†na
j†ve 'vi£‹u' m•ni--ei apar•dha-cihna
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; vi£‹u vi£‹u--the holy name
of Vi£‹u; •mi--I; k£udra--infinitesimal; j†va--a living entity; h†na--bereft
of all good qualities; j†ve--such a low-grade living entity; vi£‹u m•ni-accepting as Lord Vi£‹u or the Personality of Godhead; ei apar•dha-cihna--this
is a great offense.
TRANSLATION
When Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† supported himself by quoting the verse from
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu immediately protested by uttering
the holy name of Lord Vi£‹u. The Lord then presented Himself as a most fallen
living entity, and He said, "If someone accepts a fallen conditioned soul as
Vi£‹u, Bhagav•n, or an incarnation, he commits a great offense."
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PURPORT
Although ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu was Vi£‹u, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, He nonetheless, to teach us a lesson, denied belonging to the Vi£‹u
category. Unfortunately, there are many so-called Vi£‹u incarnations in this
Age of Kali. People do not know that posing oneself as an incarnation is most
offensive. People should not accept an ordinary man as an incarnation of God,
for this also is a very great offense.
TEXT 79
TEXT
j†ve 'vi£‹u' buddhi dãre--yei brahma-rudra-sama
n•r•ya‹e m•ne t•re 'p•£a‹‚†te' ga‹ana
SYNONYMS
j†ve--an ordinary living being; vi£‹u--as Lord Vi£‹u; buddhi--acceptance;
dãre--let alone; yei--anyone who; brahma-rudra-sama--equal to personalities
like Lord Brahm• and Lord ¥iva; n•r•ya‹e--Lord N•r•ya‹a, Vi£‹u; m•ne--accepts;
t•re--such a person; p•£a‹‚†te ga‹ana--is grouped among the p•£a‹‚†s,
atheistic offenders.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "To say nothing of ordinary living
entities, even Lord Brahm• and Lord ¥iva cannot be considered on the level of
Vi£‹u or N•r•ya‹a. If one considers them as such, he is immediately considered
an offender and atheist.
TEXT 80
TEXT
yas tu n•r•ya‹a‰ deva‰
brahma-rudr•di-daivatai„
samatvenaiva v†k£eta
sa p•£a‹‚† bhaved dhruvam"
SYNONYMS
ya„--any person who; tu--however; n•r•ya‹am--the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, the master of such demigods as Brahm• and ¥iva; devam--the Lord;
brahma--Lord Brahm•; rudra--Lord ¥iva; •di--and others; daivatai„--with such
demigods; samatvena--on an equal level; eva--certainly; v†k£eta--observes;
sa„--such a person; p•£a‹‚†--p•£a‹‚†; bhavet--must be; dhruvam--certainly.
TRANSLATION
" 'A person who considers demigods like Brahm• and ¥iva to be on an equal
level with N•r•ya‹a is to be considered an offender, a p•£a‹‚†.' "
TEXT 81
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TEXT
prak•¤•nanda kahe,--"tumi s•k£•t bhagav•n
tabu yadi kara t••ra 'd•sa'-abhim•na
SYNONYMS
prak•¤•nanda kahe--Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† replied; tumi--You; s•k£•t-directly; bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a; tabu--yet;
yadi--if; kara--You pose; t••ra d•sa-abhim•na--considering Yourself His
servant.
TRANSLATION
Prak•¤•nanda replied, "You are the Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a
Himself. Nonetheless, You are considering Yourself His eternal servant.
TEXT 82
TEXT
tabu pãjya hao, tumi ba‚a •m• haite
sarva-n•¤a haya mora tom•ra nind•te
SYNONYMS
tabu--still; pãjya hao--You are worshipable; tumi ba‚a--You are much
greater; •m• haite--than me; sarva-n•¤a haya--everything becomes lost; mora-my; tom•ra nind•te--by blaspheming You.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, You are the Supreme Lord, and although You consider Yourself
the Lord's servant, You are nonetheless worshipable. You are much greater than
I am; therefore all my spiritual achievements have been lost because I have
blasphemed You.
TEXT 83
TEXT
mukt•n•m api siddh•n•‰
n•r•ya‹a-par•ya‹a„
sudurlabha„ pra¤•nt•tm•
koài£v api mah•-mune
SYNONYMS
mukt•n•m--of persons liberated or freed from the bondage of ignorance; api-even; siddh•n•m--of persons who have achieved perfection; n•r•ya‹a--of the
Supreme Personality of Godhead; par•ya‹a„--the devotee; su-durlabha„--very
rare; pra¤•nta-•tm•--completely satisfied, desireless; koài£u--among many
millions; api--certainly; mah•-mune--O great sage.
TRANSLATION
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" 'O great sage, out of many millions
are free from ignorance, and out of many
attained perfection, there is hardly one
devotee is actually completely satisfied

of materially liberated people who
millions of siddhas who have nearly
pure devotee of N•r•ya‹a. Only such a
and peaceful.'

PURPORT
This verse is quoted from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (6.14.5).
TEXT 84
TEXT
•yu„ ¤riya‰ ya¤o dharma‰
lok•n •¤i£a eva ca
hanti ¤rey•‰si sarv•‹i
pu‰so mahad-atikrama„
SYNONYMS
•yu„--duration of life; ¤riyam--opulence; ya¤a„--reputation; dharmam-religion; lok•n--possessions; •¤i£a„--benedictions; eva--certainly; ca--and;
hanti--destroys; ¤rey•‰si--good fortune; sarv•‹i--all; pu‰sa„--of a person;
mahat--of great souls; atikrama„--violation.
TRANSLATION
" 'When a person mistreats great souls, his life span, opulence,
reputation, religion, possessions and good fortune are all destroyed.'
PURPORT
This is a statement made by ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†, who was relating ¥r†madBh•gavatam (10.4.46) to Mah•r•ja Par†k£it.
TEXT 85
TEXT
nai£•‰ matis t•vad urukram••ghri‰
sp”¤aty anarth•pagamo yad-artha„
mah†yas•‰ p•da-rajo-'bhi£eka‰
ni£ki‘can•n•‰ na v”‹†ta y•vat
SYNONYMS
na--not; e£•m--of those who are attached to household life; mati„--the
interest; t•vat--that long; urukrama-a•ghrim--the lotus feet of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, who is credited with uncommon activities; sp”¤ati-touches; anartha--of unwanted things; apagama„--vanquishing; yat--of which;
artha„--results; mah†yas•m--of the great personalities, devotees; p•da-raja„-of the dust of the lotus feet; abhi£ekam--sprinkling on the head;
ni£ki‘can•n•m--who are completely detached from material possessions; na
v”‹†ta--does not do; y•vat--as long as.
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TRANSLATION
" 'Unless human society accepts the dust of the lotus feet of great
mah•tm•s-devotees who have nothing to do with material possessions-mankind
cannot turn its attention to the lotus feet of K”£‹a. Those lotus feet
vanquish all the unwanted miserable conditions of material life.'
PURPORT
This verse appears in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (7.5.32).
TEXT 86
TEXT
ebe tom•ra p•d•bje upajibe bhakti
tathi l•gi' kari tom•ra cara‹e pra‹ati"
SYNONYMS
ebe--now; tom•ra--Your; p•da-abje--to the lotus feet; upajibe--will grow;
bhakti--devotional service; tathi l•gi'--for that reason; kari--I do; tom•ra
cara‹e pra‹ati--humble obeisances at Your lotus feet.
TRANSLATION
"Henceforward I shall certainly develop devotional service unto Your lotus
feet. For this reason I have come to You and have fallen down at Your lotus
feet."
TEXT 87
TEXT
eta bali' prabhure la‘• tath•ya vasila
prabhure prak•¤•nanda puchite l•gila
SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; la‘•--taking;
tath•ya vasila--sat down there; prabhure--unto ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
prak•¤•nanda--Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†; puchite l•gila--began to inquire.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† sat down with ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu and began to question the Lord as follows.
TEXT 88
TEXT
m•y•v•de karil• yata do£era •khy•na
sabe ei j•ni' •c•ryera kalpita vy•khy•na
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SYNONYMS
m•y•v•de--in the philosophy of M•y•v•da, impersonalism; karil•--You have
done; yata--all; do£era •khy•na--description of the faults; sabe--all; ei-these; j•ni'--knowing; •c•ryera--of ¥a•kar•c•rya; kalpita vy•khy•na--imaginary
explanations.
TRANSLATION
Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† said, "We can understand the faults You have pointed
out in the M•y•v•da philosophy. All the explanations given by ¥a•kar•c•rya are
imaginary.
TEXT 89
TEXT
sãtrera karil• tumi mukhy•rtha-vivara‹a
t•h• ¤uni' sab•ra haila camatk•ra mana
SYNONYMS
sãtrera--of the Brahma-sãtra; karil•--have done; tumi--You; mukhya-arthavivara‹a--description of the direct meaning; t•h• ¤uni'--hearing that; sab•ra-of everyone; haila--became; camatk•ra--astonished; mana--the mind.
TRANSLATION
"My dear Lord, whatever direct meaning You have given when explaining the
Brahma-sãtra is certainly very wonderful to all of us.
TEXT 90
TEXT
tumi ta' †¤vara, tom•ra •che sarva-¤akti
sa•k£epa-rãpe kaha tumi ¤unite haya mati
SYNONYMS
tumi ta'--indeed You are; †¤vara--the Supreme Lord; tom•ra--of You; •che-there are; sarva-¤akti--all potencies; sa•k£epa-rãpe--briefly; kaha--please
explain; tumi--You; ¤unite haya mati--I wish to hear.
TRANSLATION
"You are the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and therefore You have
inconceivable energies. I wish to hear from You briefly about the Brahmasãtra."
PURPORT
Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† said that he had already understood ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's explanation of the direct import of Brahma-sãtra. Nonetheless, he
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was requesting the Lord to briefly give the purpose and purport of the Brahmasãtra, the Ved•nta-sãtra.
TEXT 91
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--"•mi j†va', ati tuccha-j‘•na!
vy•sa-sãtrera gambh†ra artha, vy•sa--bhagav•n
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied; •mi j†va--I am an
insignificant living being; ati tuccha-j‘•na--My knowledge is very meager;
vy•sa-sãtrera--of the Ved•nta-sãtra, written by Vy•sadeva; gambh†ra artha-very grave meaning; vy•sa--Vy•sadeva; bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of
Godhead.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu replied, "I am an ordinary living being, and
therefore my knowledge is very insignificant. However, the meaning of the
Brahma-sãtra is very grave because its author, Vy•sadeva, is the Supreme
Personality of Godhead Himself.
PURPORT
An ordinary living being cannot actually understand the purpose of the
Ved•nta-sãtra. One can understand the purpose if he hears it from the
authority, Vy•sadeva himself. For this reason, Vy•sadeva gave a commentary on
the Brahma-sãtra in the form of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. He had been instructed to
do this by his spiritual master, N•rada. Of course, ¥a•kar•c•rya distorted the
purpose of the Brahma-sãtra because he had a motive to serve. He wanted to
establish Vedic knowledge in place of the atheistic knowledge spread by Lord
Buddha. All these necessities are there according to time and circumstances.
Neither Lord Buddha nor ¥a•kar•c•rya is to be blamed. The time required such
an explanation for the understanding of various types of atheists. The
conclusion is that one cannot understand the purpose of the Ved•nta-sãtra
without going through ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam and rendering devotional service.
Caitanya Mah•prabhu therefore further explains the matter in the following
verses.
TEXT 92
TEXT
t••ra sãtrera artha kona j†va n•hi j•ne
ataeva •pane sãtr•rtha kariy•che vy•khy•ne
SYNONYMS
t••ra sãtrera artha--the meaning of Vy•sadeva's Ved•nta-sãtra; kona--any;
j†va--living being; n•hi j•ne--does not know; ataeva--therefore; •pane-personally; sãtra-artha--the meanings of the sãtras; kariy•che vy•khy•ne--has
described.
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TRANSLATION
"The purpose of the Ved•nta-sãtra is very difficult for an ordinary person
to understand, but Vy•sadeva, out of his causeless mercy, has personally
explained the meaning.
TEXT 93
TEXT
yei sãtra-kart•, se yadi karaye vy•khy•na
tabe sãtrera mãla artha lokera haya j‘•na
SYNONYMS
yei sãtra-kart•--the person who has made the Ved•nta-sãtra; se--that
person; yadi--if; karaye vy•khy•na--explains the meaning; tabe--then; sãtrera-of the codes of Ved•nta-sãtra; mãla--the original; artha--meaning; lokera--of
the people in general; haya j‘•na--comes within knowledge.
TRANSLATION
"If the Ved•nta-sãtra is explained by Vy•sadeva himself, who has written
it, its original meaning can be understood by the people in general.
TEXT 94
TEXT
pra‹avera yei artha, g•yatr†te sei haya
sei artha catu„-¤lok†te vivariy• kaya
SYNONYMS
pra‹avera--of the sound vibration, o‰k•ra; yei--whatever; artha--meaning;
g•yatr†te--in the G•yatr† mantra; sei--that; haya--there is; sei artha--that
same meaning; catu„-¤lok†te--in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam summarized in four ¤lokas;
vivariy•--describing elaborately; kaya--has said.
TRANSLATION
"The meaning of the sound vibration o‰k•ra is present in the G•yatr†
mantra. The same is elaborately explained in the four ¤lokas of ¥r†mad
Bh•gavatam known as catu„-¤lok†.
TEXT 95
TEXT
brahm•re †¤vara catu„-¤lok† ye kahil•
brahm• n•rade sei upade¤a kail•
SYNONYMS
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brahm•re--to Lord Brahm•; †¤vara--the Supreme Personality of Godhead;
catu„-¤lok†--the four famous verses known as catu„-¤lok†; ye kahil•--whatever
was explained; brahm•--Lord Brahm•; n•rade--to N•rada Muni; sei--that; upade¤a
kail•--instructed.
TRANSLATION
"Whatever was spoken by the Supreme Personality of Godhead to Lord Brahm•
in the four verses of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, was also explained to N•rada by Lord
Brahm•.
TEXT 96
TEXT
n•rada sei artha vy•sere kahil•
¤uni' veda-vy•sa mane vic•ra karil•
SYNONYMS
n•rada--the great sage N•rada; sei artha--the same purpose; vy•sere kahil•-explained to Vy•sadeva; ¤uni'--hearing; veda-vy•sa--Vy•sadeva; mane--within
the mind; vic•ra karil•--considered very carefully.
TRANSLATION
"Whatever Lord Brahm• told N•rada Muni was again explained by N•rada Muni
to Vy•sadeva. Vy•sadeva later considered these instructions in his mind.
TEXT 97
TEXT
"ei artha--•m•ra sãtrera vy•khy•nurãpa
'bh•gavata' kariba sãtrera bh•£ya-svarãpa"
SYNONYMS
ei artha--this explanation; •m•ra--my; sãtrera--of Brahma-sãtra; vy•khy•-anurãpa--a suitable explanation; bh•gavata--¥r†mad-Bh•gavata Pur•‹a; kariba--I
shall make; sãtrera--of the Brahma-sãtra; bh•£ya-svarãpa--as the original
commentary.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†la Vy•sadeva considered that whatever he had received from N•rada Muni
as an explanation of o‰k•ra he would elaborately explain in his book ¥r†madBh•gavatam as a commentary on Brahma-sãtra.
PURPORT
The sound vibration o‰k•ra is the root of Vedic knowledge. This o‰k•ra is
known as mah•-v•kya, or the supreme sound. Whatever meaning is in the supreme
sound o‰k•ra is further understood in the G•yatr† mantra. Again, this same
meaning is explained in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam in the four ¤lokas known as catu„2563

¤lok†, which begin with the words aha‰ ev•sam ev•gre. The Lord says, "Only I
existed before the creation." From this verse, four ¤lokas have been composed,
and these are known as the catu„-¤lok†. In this way the Supreme Personality of
Godhead informed Lord Brahm• about the purpose of the catu„-¤lok†. Again, Lord
Brahm• explained this to N•rada Muni, and N•rada Muni explained it to ¥r†la
Vy•sadeva. This is the parampar• system, the disciplic succession. The import
of Vedic knowledge, the original word pra‹ava, has been explained in ¥r†madBh•gavatam. The conclusion is that the Brahma-sãtra is explained in ¥r†madBh•gavatam.
TEXT 98
TEXT
c•ri-veda-upani£ade yata kichu haya
t•ra artha la‘• vy•sa karil• sa‘caya
SYNONYMS
c•ri-veda--the four divisions of the Vedas (S•ma, Yajur, ™g and Atharva);
upani£ade--and in 108 Upani£ads; yata--whatever; kichu haya--is there; t•ra
artha--the meanings of those Vedic literatures; la‘•--taking together; vy•sa-Vy•sadeva; karil• sa‘caya--collected.
TRANSLATION
"Vy•sadeva collected whatever Vedic conclusions were in the four Vedas and
108 Upani£ads and placed them in the codes of the Ved•nta-sãtra.
TEXT 99
TEXT
yei sãtre yei ”k--vi£aya-vacana
bh•gavate sei ”k ¤loke nibandhana
SYNONYMS
yei sãtre--in the codes of Ved•nta-sãtra; yei--whatever; ”k--Vedic mantra;
vi£aya-vacana--subject matter to be explained; bh•gavate--in ¥r†madBh•gavatam; sei ”k--that same Vedic mantra; ¤loke--in eighteen thousand
verses; nibandhana--compiling.
TRANSLATION
"In Ved•nta-sãtra, the purpose of all Vedic knowledge is explained, and in
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam the same purpose has been explained in eighteen thousand
verses.
TEXT 100
TEXT
ataeva brahma-sãtrera bh•£ya--¤r†-bh•gavata
bh•gavata-¤loka, upani£at kahe 'eka' mata
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SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; brahma-sãtrera bh•£ya--the commentary on the Brahmasãtra codes; ¤r†-bh•gavata--¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; bh•gavata-¤loka--the verses in
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; upani£at--the explanations in the Upani£ads; kahe--state;
eka mata--the same version.
TRANSLATION
"That which is explained in the verses of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam and in the
Upani£ads serves the same purpose.
TEXT 101
TEXT
•tm•v•syam ida‰ vi¤va‰
yat ki‘cij jagaty•‰ jagat
tena tyaktena bhu‘j†th•
m• g”dha„ kasyasvid dhanam
SYNONYMS
•tma-•v•syam--the expansion of the energy of the Supreme Soul, the
Personality of Godhead; idam--this; vi¤vam--universe; yat--whatever; ki‘cit-something; jagaty•m--within the universe; jagat--all that is animate or
inanimate; tena--by Him; tyaktena--by things allotted to every person;
bhu‘j†th•--you should accept for your maintenance; m•--never; g”dha„-encroach; kasyasvit--someone else's; dhanam--property.
TRANSLATION
" 'Everything animate or inanimate that is within the universe is
controlled and owned by the Lord. One should therefore accept only those
things for himself that are set aside as his quota, and one should not accept
other things, knowing well to whom they belong.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (8.1.10). Communists and
socialists are trying to propagate the philosophy that everything belongs to
the mass of people or to the state. Such an idea is not perfect. When this
idea is expanded, we can see that everything belongs to God. That will be the
perfection of the communistic idea. The purpose of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam is here
very nicely explained. Every one of us must be satisfied with those things the
Supreme Personality of Godhead has allotted us. We should not encroach upon
the possessions of others. This simple idea can be expanded in our daily
lives. Everyone should have a piece of land given by the government, and
everyone should possess a few cows. Both of these should be utilized for one's
daily bread. Above that, if something is manufactured in a factory, it should
be considered the property of the Supreme Personality of Godhead because the
ingredients belong to the Supreme Lord. Actually, there is no need to
manufacture such things artificially, but if it is done, one should consider
that the goods produced belong to the Supreme Lord. Spiritual communism
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recognizes the supreme proprietorship of the Supreme Lord. As explained in
Bhagavad-g†t• (5.29):
bhokt•ra‰ yaj‘a-tapas•‰
sarva-loka-mahe¤varam
suh”da‰ sarva-bhãt•n•‰
j‘•tv• m•‰ ¤•ntim ”cchati
"The sages, knowing Me as the ultimate purpose of all sacrifices and
austerities, the Supreme Lord of all planets and demigods and the benefactor
and well-wisher of all living entities, attain peace from the pangs of
material miseries."
It is further explained in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam that no one should claim
anything as his property. Whatever property one claims to be his actually
belongs to K”£‹a.
One should be satisfied with whatever has been allotted by the Supreme Lord
and should not encroach upon the property of others. This will lead to peace
in the whole world.
TEXT 102
TEXT
bh•gavatera sambandha, abhidheya, prayojana
catu„-¤lok†te prakaàa t•ra kariy•che lak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
bh•gavatera--of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; sambandha--a personal relationship with
God; abhidheya--activities in that relationship; prayojana--the ultimate goal
of life; catu„-¤lok†te--in the four famous verses of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam;
prakaàa--manifesting; t•ra--of them; kariy•che--has done; lak£a‹a--the
symptoms.
TRANSLATION
"The essence of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam-our relationship with the Supreme Lord,
our activities in that connection and the goal of life-is manifest in the four
verses of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam known as the catu„-¤lok†. Everything is explained
in those verses.
TEXT 103
TEXT
"•mi--'sambandha'-tattva, •m•ra j‘•na-vij‘•na
•m• p•ite s•dhana-bhakti 'abhidheya'-n•ma
SYNONYMS
•mi--I; sambandha-tattva--the center of all relationships; •m•ra--of Me;
j‘•na--knowledge; vij‘•na--practical application of that knowledge; •m• p•ite-to obtain Me; s•dhana-bhakti--the practice of devotional service; abhidheyan•ma--is called activities in that relationship.
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TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a says, 'I am the center of all relationships. Knowledge of Me
and the practical application of that knowledge is actual knowledge.
Approaching Me for devotional service is called abhidheya.
PURPORT
Spiritual knowledge means fully understanding the Absolute Truth in three
features-impersonal Brahman, localized Param•tm• and the all-powerful Supreme
Personality of Godhead. Ultimately when one takes shelter at the lotus feet of
the Supreme Personality of Godhead and engages in the Lord's service, the
resultant knowledge is called vij‘•na, special knowledge, or the practical
application of spiritual knowledge. One should be engaged in the Lord's
devotional service to achieve the aim of life, called prayojana. The practice
of devotional service to attain that goal of life is called abhidheya.
TEXT 104
TEXT
s•dhanera phala--'prema' mãla-prayojana
sei preme p•ya j†va •m•ra 'sevana'
SYNONYMS
s•dhanera phala--the result of devotional service; prema--love of Godhead;
mãla-prayojana--the chief goal; sei preme--by that love of Godhead; p•ya-gets; j†va--the living entity; •m•ra--My; sevana--service.
TRANSLATION
" 'By rendering devotional service, one gradually rises to the platform of
love of Godhead. That is the chief goal of life. On the platform of love of
Godhead, one is eternally engaged in the service of the Lord.
TEXT 105
TEXT
j‘•na‰ parama-guhya‰ me
yad vij‘•na-samanvitam
sa-rahasya‰ tad-a•ga‰ ca
g”h•‹a gadita‰ may•
SYNONYMS
j‘•nam--knowledge; parama--extremely; guhyam--confidential; me--of Me; yat-which; vij‘•na--realization; samanvitam--fully endowed with; sa-rahasyam-with mystery; tat--of that; a•gam--supplementary parts; ca--and; g”h•‹a--just
try to take up; gaditam--explained; may•--by Me.
TRANSLATION
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" 'Please hear attentively what I shall speak to you, for transcendental
knowledge about Me is not only scientific but full of mysteries.
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.9.31).
TEXT 106
TEXT
ei 'tina' tattva •mi kahinu tom•re
'j†va' tumi ei tina n•ribe j•nib•re
SYNONYMS
ei tina tattva--all three of these features of the Absolute Truth; •mi--I;
kahinu--shall speak; tom•re--unto you; j†va--a living being; tumi--you; ei
tina--these three; n•ribe--will not be able; j•nib•re--to understand.
TRANSLATION
" 'O Brahm•, I shall explain all these truths to you. You are a living
being, and without My explanation you will not be able to understand your
relationship with Me, devotional activity and life's ultimate goal.
TEXT 107
TEXT
yaiche •m•ra 'svarãpa', yaiche •m•ra 'sthiti'
yaiche •m•ra gu‹a, karma, £a‚-ai¤varya-¤akti
SYNONYMS
yaiche--as far as; •m•ra--My; svarãpa--original form; yaiche--as far as;
•m•ra--My; sthiti--situation; yaiche--as far as; •m•ra--My; gu‹a--attributes;
karma--activities; £aà-ai¤varya-¤akti--six kinds of opulence.
TRANSLATION
" 'I shall explain to you My actual form and situation, My attributes,
activities and six opulences.'
TEXT 108
TEXT
•m•ra k”p•ya ei saba sphuruka tom•re"
eta bali' tina tattva kahil• t••h•re
SYNONYMS
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•m•ra--My; k”p•ya--by mercy; ei saba--all these; sphuruka tom•re--let them
be awakened in you; eta bali'--saying this; tina tattva--the three truths;
kahil• t••h•re--explained to him.
TRANSLATION
"Lord K”£‹a assured Lord Brahm•, 'By My mercy all these things will be
awakened in you.' Saying this, the Lord began to explain the three truths
[tattvas] to Lord Brahm•.
TEXT 109
TEXT
y•v•n aha‰ yath•-bh•vo
yad-rãpa-gu‹a-karmaka„
tathaiva tattva-vij‘•nam
astu te mad-anugrah•t
SYNONYMS
y•v•n--as I am in My eternal form; aham--I; yath•--in whichever manner;
bh•va„--transcendental existence; yat--whatever; rãpa--various forms and
colors; gu‹a--qualities; karmaka„--activities; tath• eva--exactly so; tattvavij‘•nam--factual realization; astu--let there be; te--your; mat--My;
anugrah•t--by causeless mercy.
TRANSLATION
" 'By My causeless mercy, be enlightened in truth about My personality,
manifestations, qualities and pastimes.
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.9.32). For an explanation see
šdi-l†l•, Chapter One, texts 51-52.
TEXT 110
TEXT
s”£àira pãrve £a‚-ai¤varya-pãr‹a •mi ta' ha-iye
'prapa‘ca', 'prak”ti', 'puru£a' •m•tei laye
SYNONYMS
s”£àira pãrve--before the creation of this cosmic manifestation; £aàai¤varya-pãr‹a--full of six opulences; •mi--I; ta' ha-iye--indeed existed;
prapa‘ca--the total material energy; prak”ti--material nature; puru£a--the
living entities; •m•tei laye--were all existing in Me.
TRANSLATION
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" 'Before the creation of the cosmic manifestation,' the Lord said, 'I
existed, and the total material energy, material nature and the living
entities all existed in Me.
TEXT 111
TEXT
s”£ài kari' t•ra madhye •mi prave¤iye
prapa‘ca ye dekha saba, seha •mi ha-iye
SYNONYMS
s”£ài kari'--after creating; t•ra madhye--within the creation; •mi
prave¤iye--I enter as Lord Vi£‹u; prapa‘ca--the cosmic manifestation; ye-whatever; dekha--you see; saba--all; seha--that; •mi ha-iye--I am.
TRANSLATION
" 'After creating the cosmic manifestation, I entered into it. Whatever you
see in the cosmic manifestation is but an expansion of My energy.
TEXT 112
TEXT
pralaye ava¤i£àa •mi 'pãr‹a' ha-iye
pr•k”ta prapa‘ca p•ya •m•tei laye
SYNONYMS
pralaye--at the time of annihilation; ava¤i£àa--what remains; •mi--I;
pãr‹a--full; ha-iye--am; pr•k”ta prapa‘ca--the material cosmic manifestation;
p•ya--obtains; •m•tei--in Me; laye--dissolution.
TRANSLATION
" 'When the whole universe dissolves, I remain full in Myself, and
everything that is manifested is again preserved in Me.
TEXT 113
TEXT
aham ev•sam ev•gre
n•nyad yat sad-asat-param
pa¤c•d aha‰ yad etac ca
yo 'va¤i£yeta so 'smy aham
SYNONYMS
aham--I, the Personality of Godhead; eva--certainly; •sam--existed; eva-only; agre--before the creation; na--never; anyat--anything else; yat--which;
sat--the effect; asat--the cause; param--the supreme; pa¤c•t--after; aham--I,
the Personality of Godhead; yat--which; etat--this creation; ca--also; ya„-2570

who; ava¤i£yeta--remains; sa„--that; asmi--am; aham--I, the Personality of
Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'Prior to the cosmic manifestation, only I exist, and no phenomena exist,
either gross, subtle or primordial. After creation, only I exist in
everything, and after annihilation, only I remain eternally.
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.9.33). It is the first verse
of the catu„-¤lok†. For an explanation see šdi-l†l•, Chapter One, text 53.
TEXT 114
TEXT
"aham eva"-¤loke 'aham'--tina-b•ra
pãr‹ai¤varya ¤r†-vigraha-sthitira nirdh•ra
SYNONYMS
aham eva--I only; ¤loke--in this verse; aham--the word aham; tina-b•ra-three times; pãr‹a-ai¤varya--full of all opulences; ¤r†-vigraha--of the
transcendental form of the Lord; sthitira--of the existence; nirdh•ra-confirmation.
TRANSLATION
" 'In the verse beginning "aham eva," the word "aham" is expressed three
times. In the beginning there are the words "aham eva." In the second line
there are the words "pa¤c•d aham." At the end are the words "so' smy aham."
This "aham" indicates the Supreme Person. By the repetition of "aham," the
transcendental personality who is complete with six opulences is confirmed.
TEXT 115
TEXT
ye 'vigraha' n•hi m•ne, 'nir•k•ra' m•ne
t•re tiraskarib•re karil• nirdh•ra‹e
SYNONYMS
ye--one who; vigraha--that Personality of Godhead; n•hi m•ne--does not
accept; nir•k•ra m•ne--considers impersonal; t•re--him; tiraskarib•re--just to
chastise; karil•--has done; nirdh•ra‹e--ascertainment.
TRANSLATION
" 'Impersonalists do not accept the personal feature of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. The Personality of Godhead is stressed in this verse
in order to impress upon them the necessity of accepting Him. Therefore the
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word "aham" is mentioned three times. To stress something important, one
repeats it three times.
TEXT 116
TEXT
ei saba ¤abde haya--'j‘•na'-'vij‘•na'-viveka
m•y•-k•rya, m•y• haite •mi--vyatireka
SYNONYMS
ei saba--all these; ¤abde--in the words; haya--there is; j‘•na--of real
spiritual knowledge; vij‘•na--of the practical application of the knowledge;
viveka--consideration; m•y•-k•rya--the activities of the external energy; m•y•
haite--from the activities of the material energy; •mi--I; vyatireka-distinct.
TRANSLATION
" 'Actual spiritual knowledge and its practical application are considered
in all these sound vibrations. Although the external energy comes from Me, I
am different from it.
TEXT 117
TEXT
yaiche sãryera sth•ne bh•saye '•bh•sa'
sãrya vin• svatantra t•ra n• haya prak•¤a
SYNONYMS
yaiche--just as; sãryera--of the sun; sth•ne--in place; bh•saye--appears;
•bh•sa--the illumination; sãrya vin•--without the sun; svatantra-independently; t•ra--of that; n• haya--is not; prak•¤a--manifestation.
TRANSLATION
" 'Sometimes a reflection of the sun is experienced in place of the sun,
but its illumination is never possible independent of the sun.
TEXT 118
TEXT
m•y•t†ta haile haya •m•ra 'anubhava'
ei 'sambandha'-tattva kahilu•, ¤una •ra saba
SYNONYMS
m•y•-at†ta haile--when one becomes transcendentally situated above this
external energy; haya--there is; •m•ra anubhava--perception of Me; ei
sambandha-tattva kahilu•--this has been explained as the principle of a
relationship with Me; ¤una--please hear; •ra saba--all the rest.
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TRANSLATION
" 'When one is transcendentally situated, he can perceive Me. This
perception is the basis of one's relationship with the Supreme Lord. Now let
Me further explain this subject matter.
PURPORT
Real spiritual knowledge has to be received from revealed scriptures. After
this knowledge is attained, one can begin to perceive his actual spiritual
life. Any knowledge achieved by speculation is imperfect. One must receive
knowledge from the parampar• system and from the guru, otherwise one will be
bewildered, and will ultimately become an impersonalist. When one very
scrutinizingly deliberates, he can realize the personal feature of the
Absolute Truth. The Supreme Personality of Godhead is always transcendental to
this material creation. N•r•ya‹a„ paro 'vyakt•t: N•r•ya‹a, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, is always transcendental. He is not a creation of this
material world. Without realizing spiritual knowledge, one cannot understand
that the transcendental form of the Lord is always beyond the creative energy.
The example of the sun and sunshine is given. The sunshine is not the sun, but
still the sunshine is not separate from the sun. The philosophy of acintyabhed•bheda-tattva (simultaneously one and different) cannot be understood by
one who is fully under the influence of the external energy. Consequently a
person under the influence of the material energy cannot understand the nature
and form of the Personality of the Absolute Truth.
TEXT 119
TEXT
”te 'rtha‰ yat prat†yeta
na prat†yeta c•tmani
tad vidy•d •tmano m•y•‰
yath•bh•so yath• tama„
SYNONYMS
”te--without; artham--value; yat--that which; prat†yeta--appears to be; na-not; prat†yeta--appears to be; ca--certainly; •tmani--in relation to Me; tat-that; vidy•t--you must know; •tmana„--My; m•y•m--illusory energy; yath•--just
as; •bh•sa„--the reflection; yath•--just as; tama„--the darkness.
TRANSLATION
" 'What appears to be truth without Me, is certainly My illusory energy,
for nothing can exist without Me. It is like a reflection of a real light in
the shadows, for in the light there are neither shadows nor reflections.
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.9.34). It is the second verse
of the catu„-¤lok†. For an explanation of this verse, see šdi-l†l•, Chapter
One, text 54.
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TEXT 120
TEXT
'abhidheya' s•dhana-bhaktira ¤unaha vic•ra
sarva-jana-de¤a-k•la-da¤•te vy•pti y•ra
SYNONYMS
abhidheya--the means to obtain an
executing devotional service; ¤unaha
-all; jana--people; de¤a--countries;
circumstances; vy•pti y•ra--which is

end; s•dhana-bhaktira--of the process of
vic•ra--please hear the procedure; sarvak•la--times; da¤•te--and in
all-pervasive.

TRANSLATION
" 'Now please hear from Me about the process of devotional service, which
is applicable in any country, for any person, at all times and in all
circumstances.
PURPORT
The cult of bh•gavata-dharma can be spread in all circumstances, among all
people and in all countries. Many envious people accuse this K”£‹a
consciousness movement of spoiling the rigidity of so-called Hinduism. That is
not actually the fact. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu confirms that devotional
service to the Lord-the cult of bh•gavata-dharma, which is now being spread as
the Hare K”£‹a movement-can be spread in every country, for every person, in
any condition of life, and in all circumstances. Bh•gavata-dharma does not
restrict pure devotees to the Hindu community. A pure devotee is above a
br•hma‹a; therefore it is not incompatible to offer the sacred thread to
devotees in Europe, America, Australia, Japan, Canada, and so on. Sometimes
these pure devotees, who have been accepted by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, are
not allowed to enter certain temples in India. Some high-caste br•hma‹as and
gosv•m†s refuse to take pras•da in the temples of the International Society
for Krishna Consciousness. Actually this is against the instruction of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. Devotees can come from any country, and they can belong
to any creed or race. On the strength of this verse, those who are actually
devotees and followers of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu must accept devotees from
all parts of the world as pure Vai£‹avas. They should be accepted not
artificially but factually. One should see how they are advanced in K”£‹a
consciousness and how they are conducting Deity worship, sa•k†rtana and Rathay•tr•. Considering all these points, an envious person should refrain from
malicious atrocities.
TEXT 121
TEXT
'dharm•di' vi£aye yaiche e 'c•ri, vic•ra
s•dhana-bhakti--ei c•ri vic•rera p•ra
SYNONYMS
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dharma-•di--of religious activities and so on; vi£aye--in the subject
matter; yaiche--just as; e c•ri vic•ra--there is a consideration of four
principles, namely the person, country, time and atmosphere; s•dhana-bhakti-of devotional service; ei--these; c•ri--four; vic•rera--to the considerations;
p•ra--transcendental.
TRANSLATION
" 'As far as religious principles are concerned, there is a consideration
of the person, the country, the time and the circumstance. In devotional
service, however, there are no such considerations. Devotional service is
transcendental to all considerations.
PURPORT
When we are on the material platform, there are different types of
religions-Hinduism, Christianity, Mohammedanism, Buddhism, and so on. These
are instituted for a particular time, a particular country or a particular
person. Consequently there are differences. Christian principles are different
from Hindu principles, and Hindu principles are different from Mohammedan and
Buddhist principles. These may be considered on the material platform, but
when we come to the platform of transcendental devotional service, there are
no such considerations. The transcendental service of the Lord (s•dhanabhakti) is above these principles. The world is anxious for religious unity,
and that common platform can be achieved in transcendental devotional service.
This is the verdict of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. When one becomes a Vai£‹ava,
he becomes transcendental to all these limited considerations. This is also
confirmed in Bhagavad-g†t• (14.26):
m•‰ ca yo 'vyabhic•re‹a
bhakti-yogena sevate
sa gu‹•n samat†tyait•n
brahma-bhãy•ya kalpate
"One who engages in full devotional service, who does not fall down in any
circumstance, at once transcends the modes of material nature and thus comes
to the level of Brahman."
The devotional activities of the K”£‹a consciousness movement are
completely transcendental to material considerations. As far as different
faiths are concerned, religions may be of different types, but on the
spiritual platform, everyone has an equal right to execute devotional service.
That is the platform of oneness and the basis for a classless society. In his
Am”ta-prav•ha-bh•£ya, ¥r†la Bhaktivinoda áh•kura confirms that one has to
learn from a bona fide spiritual master about religious principles, economic
development, sense gratification and ultimately liberation. These are the four
divisions of regulated life, but they are subjected to the material platform.
On the spiritual platform, the four principles are j‘•na, vij‘•na, tad-a•ga
and tad-rahasya. Rules, regulations and restrictions are on the material
platform, but on the spiritual platform one has to be equipped with
transcendental knowledge, which is above the principles of religious rituals.
Mundane religious activity is known as sm•rta-viddhi, but transcendental
devotional service is called Gosv•m†-viddhi. Unfortunately many so-called
gosv•m†s are on the platform of sm•rta-viddhi, yet they try to pass as
Gosv•m†-viddhi, and thus the people are cheated. Gosv•m†-viddhi is strictly
explained in San•tana Gosv•m†'s Hari-bhakti-vil•sa, wherein it is stated:
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yath• k•‘canat•‰ y•ti
k•‰sya‰ rasa-vidh•nata„
tath• d†£k•-vidh•nena
dvijatva‰ j•yate n”‹•m
The conclusion is that devotional service is open for everyone, regardless
of caste, creed, time and country. This K”£‹a consciousness movement is
functioning according to this principle.
TEXT 122
TEXT
sarva-de¤a-k•la-da¤•ya janera kartavya
guru-p•¤e sei bhakti pra£àavya, ¤rotavya
SYNONYMS
sarva--all; de¤a--countries; k•la--times; da¤•ya--and in circumstances;
janera--of every man; kartavya--the duty; guru-p•¤e--in the care of a
spiritual master; sei--that; bhakti--devotional service; pra£àavya--to be
inquired; ¤rotavya--and to be heard.
TRANSLATION
" 'It is therefore the duty of every man-in every country, in every
circumstance and at all times-to approach the bona fide spiritual master,
question him about devotional service and listen to him explain the process.
TEXT 123
TEXT
et•vad eva jij‘•sya‰
tattva-jij‘•sun•tmana„
anvaya-vyatirek•bhy•‰
yat sy•t sarvatra sarvad•
SYNONYMS
et•vat--up to this; eva--certainly; jij‘•syam--to be inquired about;
tattva--of the Absolute Truth; jij‘•sun•--by the student; •tmana„--of the
self; anvaya--directly; vyatirek•bhy•m--and indirectly; yat--whatever; sy•t-it may be; sarvatra--everywhere; sarvad•--always.
TRANSLATION
" 'A person interested in transcendental knowledge must therefore always
directly and indirectly inquire about it to know about the all-pervading
truth.
PURPORT
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This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.9.36). It is the fourth verse
of the catu„-¤lok†. For an explanation see šdi-l†l•, Chapter One, text 56.
TEXT 124
TEXT
•m•te ye 'pr†ti', sei 'prema'--'prayojana'
k•rya-dv•re kahi t•ra 'svarãpa'-lak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
•m•te--unto Me; ye--whatever; pr†ti--affection; sei--that; prema--love of
Godhead; prayojana--the ultimate goal of life; k•rya-dv•re--by practical
example; kahi--let Me inform; t•ra--its; svarãpa-lak£a‹a--natural
characteristics.
TRANSLATION
" 'Supreme affection for Me is called love of Godhead, and that is the
ultimate goal of life. Let Me explain by practical example the natural
characteristics of such love.
TEXT 125
TEXT
pa‘ca-bhãta yaiche bhãtera bhitare-b•hire
bhakta-ga‹e sphuri •mi b•hire-antare
SYNONYMS
pa‘ca-bhãta--the five material elements; yaiche--just as; bhãtera--of the
living entities; bhitare--inside; b•hire--and outside; bhakta-ga‹e--unto the
devotees; sphuri--becoming manifest; •mi--I; b•hire-antare--externally and
internally.
TRANSLATION
" 'The five material elements are existing inside and outside of every
living entity. Similarly, I, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, am manifest
within the heart of the devotee as well as outside his body.
PURPORT
The pure devotee knows that he is a servant of K”£‹a eternally. He knows
that everything can be used in the service of the Lord.
TEXT 126
TEXT
yath• mah•nti bhãt•ni
bhãte£ãcc•vace£v anu
pravi£à•ny apravi£à•ni
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tath• te£u na te£v aham
SYNONYMS
yath•--as; mah•nti--the universal; bhãt•ni--elements; bhãte£u--in the
living entities; ucca-avace£u--both gigantic and minute; anu--after;
pravi£à•ni--situated internally; apravi£à•ni--situated externally; tath•--so;
te£u--in them; na--not; te£u--in them; aham--I.
TRANSLATION
" 'As the material elements enter the bodies of all living beings and yet
remain outside them all, I exist within all material creations and yet am not
within them.
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.9.35). It is also the third
verse of the catu„-¤lok†. For an explanation see šdi-l†l•, Chapter One, text
55.
TEXT 127
TEXT
bhakta •m• preme b•ndhiy•che h”daya-bhitare
y•h•• netra pa‚e t•h•• dekhaye •m•re
SYNONYMS
bhakta--a devotee; •m•--Me; preme--by love; b•ndhiy•che--has bound; h”dayabhitare--within his heart; y•h••--wherever; netra--the eyes; pa‚e--fall;
t•h••--there; dekhaye--he sees; •m•re--Me.
TRANSLATION
" 'A highly elevated devotee can bind Me, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, in his heart by love. Wherever he looks, he sees Me and nothing else.
TEXT 128
TEXT
vis”jati h”daya‰ na yasya s•k£•d
dharir ava¤•bhihito 'py aghaugha-n•¤a„
pra‹aya-rasanay• dh”t••ghri-padma„
sa bhavati bh•gavata-pradh•na ukta„
SYNONYMS
vis”jati--gives up; h”dayam--the heart; na--not; yasya--whose; s•k£•t-directly; hari„--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; ava¤a-abhihita„--who is
automatically glorified; api--although; aghaugha-n•¤a„--who annihilates all
kinds of inauspicious offenses for a devotee; pra‹aya-rasanay•--with the rope
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of love; dh”ta-a•ghri-padma„--whose lotus feet are bound; sa„--such a devotee;
bhavati--is; bh•gavata-pradh•na„--the most elevated devotee; ukta„--is said.
TRANSLATION
" 'Hari, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, who destroys everything
inauspicious for His devotees, does not leave the hearts of His devotees even
if they remember Him and chant about Him inattentively. This is because the
rope of love always binds the Lord within the devotees' hearts. Such devotees
should be accepted as most elevated.
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.55).
TEXT 129
TEXT
sarva-bhãte£u ya„ pa¤yed
bhagavad-bh•vam •tmana„
bhãt•ni bhagavaty •tmany
e£a bh•gavatottama„
SYNONYMS
sarva-bhãte£u--in all objects (in matter, spirit, or combinations of matter
and spirit); ya„--anyone who; pa¤yet--sees; bhagavat-bh•vam--the capacity to
be engaged in the service of the Lord; •tmana„--of the Supreme Spirit Soul, or
the transcendence beyond the material conception of life; bhãt•ni--all beings;
bhagavati--in the Supreme Personality of Godhead; •tmani--the basic principle
of all existence; e£a„--this; bh•gavata-uttama„--a person advanced in
devotional service.
TRANSLATION
" 'A person advanced in devotional service sees within everything the soul
of souls, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, ¥r† K”£‹a. Consequently he
always sees the form of the Supreme Personality of Godhead as the cause of all
causes and understands that all things are situated in Him.
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.45).
TEXT 130
TEXT
g•yanta uccair amum eva sa‰hat•„
vicikyur unmattakavad van•d vanam
papracchur •k•¤avad antara‰ bahir
bhãte£u santa‰ puru£a‰ vanaspat†n
SYNONYMS
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g•yanta„--continuously singing; uccai„--very loudly; amum--that one (Lord
¥r† K”£‹a); eva--certainly; sa‰hat•„--being assembled together; vicikyu„-searched; unmattaka-vat--like those who have become mad; van•t--from one
forest; vanam--to another forest; papracchu„--asked about; •k•¤a-vat--like the
sky; antaram--within; bahi„--outside; bhãte£u--in all living entities; santam-existing; puru£am--the Supreme Person; vanaspat†n--all the trees and plants.
TRANSLATION
" 'All the gop†s assembled to chant the transcendental qualities of K”£‹a
very loudly, and they began to wander from one forest to another like
madwomen. They began to inquire about the Lord, who is situated in all living
entities internally and externally. Indeed, they even asked all the plants and
vegetables about Him, the Supreme Person.' »
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (10.30.4). The gop†s almost went
mad due to K”£‹a's suddenly leaving the r•sa dance. Because the gop†s were
fully absorbed in thoughts of K”£‹a, they were imitating His different
postures and pastimes. They became very saddened because of His absence, and
this incident is explained by ¥ukadeva Gosv•m† to Mah•r•ja Par†k£it.
TEXT 131
TEXT
ataeva bh•gavate ei 'tina' kaya
sambandha-abhidheya-prayojana-maya
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; bh•gavate--in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; ei tina--these three
principles; kaya--are explained; sambandha-abhidheya-prayojana-maya--first
one's relationship, then activities in devotional service, and then achieving
the highest goal of life, love of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "One's relationship with the Lord,
activities and devotional service, and the attainment of the highest goal of
life, love of Godhead, are the subject matters of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
TEXT 132
TEXT
vadanti tat tattva-vidas
tattva‰ yaj j‘•nam advayam
brahmeti param•tmeti
bhagav•n iti ¤abdyate
SYNONYMS
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vadanti--they say; tat--that; tattva-vida„--those who know the Absolute
Truth; tattvam--the ultimate goal; yat--which; j‘•nam advayam--identical
knowledge; brahma iti--as the impersonal Brahman; param•tm• iti--as the
Supersoul; bhagav•n iti--as the Supreme Personality of Godhead; ¤abdyate--it
is described.
TRANSLATION
" 'The Absolute Truth is known by the self-realized souls as a unified
identity known by different names-impersonal Brahman, localized Param•tm•, and
Bhagav•n, the Supreme Personality of Godhead.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.2.11).
TEXT 133
TEXT
bhagav•n eka •sedam
agra •tm•tman•‰ vibhu„
•tmecch•nugat•v •tm•
an•n•maty-upalak£a‹a„
SYNONYMS
bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; eka„--only; •sa--was; idam-this universe; agre--before (before the creation of this cosmic
manifestation); •tm•--the living force; •tman•m--of all the living entities;
vibhu„--the Supreme Lord; •tma--of the Supreme; icch•--the will; anugatau-according to; •tm•--the Supersoul; an•n•mati-upalak£a‹a„--who is not realized
by persons having many angles of vision.
TRANSLATION
" 'Before the cosmic manifestation was created, the creative propensity was
merged in His person. At that time all potencies and manifestations were
preserved in the personality of the Supreme Lord. The Lord is the cause of all
causes, and He is the all-pervading, self-sufficient person. Before the
creation, He existed with His spiritual potency in the spiritual world,
wherein various Vaiku‹àha planets are manifest.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.5.23).
TEXT 134
TEXT
ete c•‰¤a-kal•„ pu‰sa„
k”£‹as tu bhagav•n svayam
indr•ri-vy•kula‰ loka‰
m”‚ayanti yuge yuge
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SYNONYMS
ete--these; ca--and; a‰¤a--plenary portions; kal•„--parts of plenary
portions; pu‰sa„--of the puru£a-avat•ras; k”£‹a„--Lord K”£‹a; tu--but;
bhagav•n--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; svayam--Himself; indra-ari--the
enemies of Lord Indra; vy•kulam--full of; lokam--the world; m”‚ayanti--make
happy; yuge yuge--at the right time in each age.
TRANSLATION
" 'All these incarnations of Godhead are either plenary portions or parts
of the plenary portions of the puru£a-avat•ras. But K”£‹a is the Supreme
Personality of Godhead Himself. In every age He protects the world through His
different features when the world is disturbed by the enemies of Indra.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.3.28). For an explanation,
see šdi-l†l•, Chapter Two, text 67.
TEXT 135
TEXT
eita' 'sambandha', ¤una 'abhidheya' bhakti
bh•gavate prati-¤loke vy•pe y•ra sthiti
SYNONYMS
eita'--this; sambandha--relationship; ¤una--please hear; abhidheya--the
function; bhakti--known as devotional service; bh•gavate--in ¥r†madBh•gavatam; prati-¤loke--in each and every verse; vy•pe--pervades; y•ra--of
which; sthiti--the situation.
TRANSLATION
"This is one's eternal relationship with the Supreme Personality of
Godhead. Now please hear about the execution of devotional service. This
principle pervades practically all the verses of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
TEXT 136
TEXT
bhakty•ham ekay• gr•hya„
¤raddhay•tm• priya„ sat•m
bhakti„ pun•ti man-ni£àh•
¤va-p•k•n api sambhav•t
SYNONYMS
bhakty•--by devotional service; aham--I, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; ekay•--unflinching; gr•hya„--obtainable; ¤raddhay•--by faith; •tm•-the most dear; priya„--to be served; sat•m--by the devotees; bhakti„--the
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devotional service; pun•ti--purifies; mat-ni£àh•--fixed only on Me; ¤va-p•k•n-the lowest grade of human beings, who are accustomed to eating dogs; api-certainly; sambhav•t--from all faults due to birth and so on.
TRANSLATION
" 'Being very dear to the devotees and s•dhus, I am attained through
unflinching faith and devotional service. This bhakti-yoga system, which
gradually increases attachment for Me, purifies even a human being born among
dog-eaters. That is to say, everyone can be elevated to the spiritual platform
by the process of bhakti-yoga.'
PURPORT
This verse is from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.14.21).
TEXT 137
TEXT
na s•dhayati m•‰ yogo
na s••khya‰ dharma uddhava
na sv•dhy•yas tapas ty•go
yath• bhaktir mamorjit•
SYNONYMS
na--never; s•dhayati--causes to remain satisfied; m•m--Me; yoga„--the
process of control; na--nor; s••khyam--the process of gaining philosophical
knowledge about the Absolute Truth; dharma„--such an occupation; uddhava--My
dear Uddhava; na--nor; sv•dhy•ya„--study of the Vedas; tapa„--austerities;
ty•ga„--renunciation, acceptance of sanny•sa, or charity; yath•--as much as;
bhakti„--devotional service; mama--unto Me; ãrjit•--developed.
TRANSLATION
" 'The Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, said: "My dear Uddhava,
neither through a£à••ga-yoga [the mystic yoga system to control the senses],
nor through impersonalism or an analytical study of the Absolute Truth, nor
through study of the Vedas, nor through practice of austerities, nor through
charity, nor through acceptance of sanny•sa, can one satisfy Me as much as one
can by developing unalloyed devotional service unto Me.' "
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.14.20). For an explanation
see šdi-l†l•, Chapter Seventeen, text 76.
TEXT 138
TEXT
bhaya‰ dvit†y•bhinive¤ata„ sy•d
†¤•d apetasya viparyayo 'sm”ti„
tan-m•yay•to budha •bhajet ta‰
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bhaktyaikaye¤a‰ guru-devat•tm•
SYNONYMS
bhayam--fear; dvit†ya-abhinive¤ata„--from the misconception of being a
product of material energy; sy•t--arises; †¤•t--from the Supreme Personality
of Godhead, K”£‹a; apetasya--of one who has withdrawn (the conditioned soul);
viparyaya„--reversal of position; asm”ti„--no conception of his relationship
with the Supreme Lord; tat-m•yay•--because of the illusory energy of the
Supreme Lord; ata„--therefore; budha„--one who is wise; •bhajet--must worship;
tam--Him; bhakty•--by devotional service; ekay•--undiverted to karma and
j‘•na; †¤am--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; guru--as the spiritual
master; devat•--worshipable Lord; •tm•--Supersoul.
TRANSLATION
" 'When the living entity is attracted by the material energy, which is
separate from K”£‹a, he is overpowered by fear. Because he is separated from
the Supreme Personality of Godhead by the material energy, his conception of
life is reversed. In other words, instead of being the eternal servant of
K”£‹a, he becomes K”£‹a's competitor. This is called viparyayo 'sm”ti„. To
nullify this mistake, one who is actually learned and advanced worships the
Supreme Personality of Godhead as his spiritual master, worshipful Deity and
source of life. He thus worships the Lord by the process of unalloyed
devotional service.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.37).
TEXT 139
TEXT
ebe ¤una, prema, yei--mãla 'prayojana'
pulak•¤ru-n”tya-g†ta--y•h•ra lak£a‹a
SYNONYMS
ebe ¤una--now hear; prema--love of Godhead; yei--which; mãla prayojana--the
chief objective; pulaka-a¤ru-n”tya-g†ta--trembling of the body, tears in the
eyes, dancing and chanting; y•h•ra lak£a‹a--the symptoms of which.
TRANSLATION
"Now hear from Me what actual love of Godhead is. It is the prime object of
life and is symptomized by bodily trembling, tears in the eyes, chanting and
dancing.
TEXT 140
TEXT
smaranta„ sm•raya¤ ca
mitho 'ghaugha-hara‰ harim
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bhakty• sa‘j•tay• bhakty•
bibhraty utpulak•‰ tanum
SYNONYMS
smaranta„--remembering; sm•raya„ ca--and reminding; mitha„--one another;
aghaugha-haram--who takes away everything inauspicious from the devotee;
harim--the Supreme Personality of Godhead; bhakty•--by devotion; sa‘j•tay•-awakened; bhakty•--by devotion; bibhrati--possess; utpulak•m--agitated by
ecstasy; tanum--body.
TRANSLATION
" 'Pure devotees develop a spiritual body and symptoms of ecstatic love
simply by remembering and reminding others of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, Hari, who takes away everything inauspicious from the devotee. This
position is attained by rendering devotional service according to the
regulative principles and then rising to the platform of spontaneous love.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.3.31).
TEXT 141
TEXT
eva‰-vrata„ sva-priya-n•ma-k†rty•
j•t•nur•go druta-citta uccai„
hastay atho roditi rauti g•yaty
unm•davan n”tyati loka-b•hya„
SYNONYMS
evam-vrata„--when one thus engages in a vow to chant and dance; sva--own;
priya--very dear; n•ma--holy name; k†rty•--by chanting; j•ta--in this way
develops; anur•ga„--attachment; druta-citta„--very eagerly; uccai„--loudly;
hasati--laughs; atho--also; roditi--cries; rauti--becomes agitated; g•yati-chants; unm•da-vat--like a madman; n”tyati--dances; loka-b•hya„--without
caring for outsiders.
TRANSLATION
" 'When a person is actually advanced and takes pleasure in chanting the
holy name of the Lord, who is very dear to him, he is agitated and loudly
chants the holy name. He also laughs, cries, becomes agitated and chants like
a madman, not caring for outsiders.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (11.2.40).
TEXT 142
TEXT
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ataeva bh•gavata--sãtrera 'artha'-rãpa
nija-k”ta sãtrera nija-'bh•£ya'-svarãpa
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; bh•gavata--¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; sãtrera--of the Brahmasãtra; artha--of the meaning; rãpa--the form; nija-k”ta--made by himself;
sãtrera--of the Ved•nta-sãtra; nija-bh•£ya--of his own commentary; svarãpa-the original form.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam gives the actual meaning of the Ved•nta-sãtra. The
author of the Ved•nta-sãtra is Vy•sadeva, and he himself has explained those
codes in the form of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
TEXTS 143-144
TEXT
artho 'ya‰ brahma-sãtr•‹•‰
bh•rat•rtha-vinir‹aya„
g•yatr†-bh•£ya-rãpo 'sau
ved•rtha-parib”‰hita„
pur•‹•n•‰ s•ma-rãpa„
s•k£•d-bhagavatodita„
dv•da¤a-skandha-yukto 'ya‰
¤ata-viccheda-sa‰yuta„
grantho '£à•da¤a-s•hasra„
¤r†mad-bh•gavat•bhidha„
SYNONYMS
arta„ ayam--this is the meaning; brahma-sãtr•‹•m--of the codes of Ved•ntasãtra; bh•rata-artha-vinir‹aya„--the ascertainment of the Mah•bh•rata;
g•yatr†-bh•£ya-rãpa„--the purport of Brahma-g•yatr†, the mother of the Vedic
literatures; asau--that; veda-artha-parib”‰hita„--expanded by the meanings of
all the Vedas; pur•‹•n•m--of the Pur•‹as; s•ma-rãpa„--the best (like the S•ma
among the Vedas); s•k£•t--directly; bhagavat• udita„--spoken by Vy•sadeva, an
incarnation of the Supreme Personality of Godhead; dv•da¤a-skanda-yukta„-having twelve cantos; ayam--this; ¤ata-viccheda-sa‰yuta„--having 355 chapters;
grantha„--this great literature; a£à•da¤a-s•hasra„--having 18,000 verses;
¤r†mad-bh•gavata-abhidha„--named ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.
TRANSLATION
" 'The meaning of the Ved•nta-sãtra is present in ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. The
full purport of the Mah•bh•rata is also there. The commentary of the Brahmag•yatr† is also there and fully expanded with all Vedic knowledge. ¥r†mad
Bh•gavatam is the supreme Pur•‹a, and it was compiled by the Supreme
Personality of Godhead in His incarnation as Vy•sadeva. There are twelve
cantos, 335 chapters and eighteen thousand verses.'
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PURPORT
This is a quotation from the Garuda Pur•‹a.
TEXT 145
TEXT
sarva-vedetih•s•n•‰
s•ra‰ s•ra‰ samuddh”tam
SYNONYMS
sarva-veda--of all Vedic literature; itih•s•n•m--of historical literature;
s•ram s•ram--the essence of the essence; samuddh”tam--is collected (in ¥r†madBh•gavatam).
TRANSLATION
" 'The essence of all Vedic literature and all histories has been collected
in this ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam.'
PURPORT
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam was collected by the incarnation of God, Vy•sadeva, and
it was later taught to his son, ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†. This is a quotation from
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.3.42).
TEXT 146
TEXT
sarva-ved•nta-s•ra‰ hi
¤r†mad-bh•gavatam i£yate
tad-ras•m”ta-t”ptasya
n•nyatra sy•d rati„ kvacit
SYNONYMS
sarva-ved•nta-s•ram--the best part of all the Ved•nta; hi--certainly;
¤r†mad-bh•gavatam--the great literature about Bhagav•n; i£yate--is accepted;
tat-rasa-am”ta--by the transcendental mellow derived from that great
literature; t”p-tasya--of one who is satisfied; na--never; anyatra--anywhere
else; sy•t--is; rati„--attraction; kvacit--at any time.
TRANSLATION
« '¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam is accepted as the essence of all Vedic literature and
Ved•nta philosophy. Whoever tastes the transcendental mellow of ¥r†mad
Bh•gavatam is never attracted to any other literature.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (12.13.15).
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TEXT 147
TEXT
g•yatr†ra arthe ei grantha-•rambhana
"satya‰ para‰"--sambandha, "dh†mahi"--s•dhana-prayojana
SYNONYMS
g•yatr†ra arthe--with the meaning of Brahma-g•yatr†; ei--this; grantha--of
the great literature; •rambhana--the beginning; satyam param--the supreme
Absolute Truth; sambandha--shows a relationship; dh†mahi--we meditate (the end
of the G•yatr† mantra); s•dhana-prayojana--the execution of service and the
achievement of the ultimate goal.
TRANSLATION
"In the beginning of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam there is an explanation of the
Brahma-g•yatr† mantra. 'The Absolute Truth [satya‰ param]' indicates the
relationship, and 'we meditate [dh†mahi] on Him' indicates the execution of
devotional service and the ultimate goal of life.
TEXT 148
TEXT
janm•dy asya yato 'nvay•d itarata¤ c•rthe£v abhij‘a„ svar•à
tene brahma h”d• ya •di-kavaye muhyanti yat sãraya„
tejo-v•ri-m”d•‰ yath• vinimayo yatra tri-sargo 'm”£•
dh•mn• svena sad• nirasta-kuhaka‰ satya‰ para‰ dh†mahi
SYNONYMS
janma-•di--creation, maintenance and dissolution; asya--of this (the
universe); yata„--from whom; anvay•t--directly from the spiritual connection;
itarata„--indirectly from the lack of material contact; ca--also; arthe£u--in
all affairs; abhij‘a„--perfectly cognizant; sva-r•à--independent; tene-imparted; brahma--the Absolute Truth; h”d•--through the heart; ya„--who; •dikavaye--unto Lord Brahm•; muhyanti--are bewildered; yat--in whom; sãraya„-great personalities like Lord Brahm• and other demigods or great br•hma‹as;
teja„-v•ri-m”d•m--of fire, water and earth; yath•--as; vinimaya„--the
exchange; yatra--in whom; tri-sarga„--the material creation of three modes;
am”£•--factual; dh•mn•--with the abode; svena--His own personal; sad•--always;
nirasta-kuhakam--devoid of all illusion; satyam--the truth; param--absolute;
dh†mahi--let us meditate upon.
TRANSLATION
" 'I offer my obeisances unto Lord ¥r† K”£‹a, son of Vasudeva, who is the
supreme all-pervading Personality of Godhead. I meditate upon Him, the
transcendent reality, who is the primeval cause of all causes, from whom all
manifested universes arise, in whom they dwell and by whom they are destroyed.
I meditate upon that eternally effulgent Lord who is directly and indirectly
conscious of all manifestations and yet is beyond them. It is He only who
first imparted Vedic knowledge unto the heart of Brahm•, the first created
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being. Through Him this world, like a mirage, appears real even to great sages
and demigods. Because of Him, the material universes, created by the three
modes of nature, appear to be factual, although they are unreal. I meditate
therefore upon Him, the Absolute Truth, who is eternally existent in His
transcendental abode, and who is forever free of illusion.
PURPORT
This is the opening invocation of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.1.1).
TEXT 149
TEXT
dharma„ projjhita-kaitavo 'tra paramo nirmatsar•‹•‰ sat•‰
vedya‰ v•stavam atra vastu ¤ivada‰ t•pa-trayonmãlanam
¤r†mad-bh•gavate mah•muni-k”te ki‰ v• parair †¤vara„
sadyo h”dy avarudhyate 'tra k”tibhi„ ¤u¤rã£ubhis tat-k£a‹•t
SYNONYMS
dharma„--religiosity; projjhita--completely rejected; kaitava„--in which
there is fruitive intention; atra--herein; parama„--the highest;
nirmatsar•‹•m--of the one hundred percent pure in heart; sat•m--devotees;
vedyam--to be understood; v•stavam--factual; atra--herein; vastu--substance;
¤iva-dam--giving well-being; t•pa-traya--of the threefold miseries; unmãlanam-causing uprooting; ¤r†mat--beautiful; bh•gavate--in the Bh•gavata Pur•‹a;
mah•-muni--by the great sage (Vy•sadeva); k”te--compiled; kim--what; v•-indeed; parai„--with others; †¤vara„--the Supreme Lord; sadya„--at once; h”di-within the heart; avarudhyate--becomes confined; atra--herein; k”tibhi„--by
pious men; ¤u¤rã£ubhi„--desiring to hear; tat-k£a‹•t--without delay.
TRANSLATION
" 'Completely rejecting all religious activities which are materially
motivated, this Bh•gavata Pur•‹a propounds the highest truth, which is
understandable by those devotees who are pure in heart. The highest truth is
reality distinguished from illusion for the welfare of all. Such truth uproots
the threefold miseries. This beautiful Bh•gavatam, compiled by the great sage
¥r† Vy•sadeva, is sufficient in itself for God realization. As soon as one
attentively and submissively hears the message of Bh•gavatam, he becomes
attached to the Supreme Lord.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.1.2). See also šdi-l†l•,
Chapter One, text 91.
TEXT 150
TEXT
'k”£‹a-bhakti-rasa-svarãpa' ¤r†-bh•gavata
t•te veda-¤•stra haite parama mahattva
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SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-bhakti--of devotional service to K”£‹a; rasa--of the transcendental
mellow; svarãpa--the very form; ¤r†-bh•gavata--¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; t•te-therefore; veda-¤•stra--the Vedic literature; haite--than; parama mahattva-has greater utility and value.
TRANSLATION
"¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam gives direct information of the mellow derived from
service to K”£‹a. Therefore ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam is above all other Vedic
literatures.
TEXT 151
TEXT
nigama-kalpa-taror galita‰ phala‰
¤uka-mukh•d am”ta-drava-sa‰yutam
pibata bh•gavata‰ rasam •laya‰
muhur aho rasik• bhuvi bh•vuk•„
SYNONYMS
nigama-kalpa-taro„--of the Vedic literature which is like a desire tree;
galitam--completely ripened; phalam--fruit (which has come down without being
distorted); ¤uka-mukh•t--from the mouth of ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†; am”ta--which is
like nectar; drava-sa‰yutam--mixed with juice; pibata--just drink; bh•gavatam-¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; rasam •layam--the reservoir of all mellows; muhu„-constantly; aho--O; rasik•„--intelligent and humorous devotees; bhuvi--in this
world; bh•vuk•„--thoughtful.
TRANSLATION
" '¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam is the essence of all Vedic literatures, and it is
considered the ripened fruit of the wish-fulfilling tree of Vedic knowledge.
It has been sweetened by emanating from the mouth of ¥ukadeva Gosv•m†. You who
are thoughtful and who relish mellows should always try to taste this ripened
fruit. O thoughtful devotees, as long as you are not absorbed in
transcendental bliss, you should continue tasting this ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, and
when you are fully absorbed in bliss, you should go on tasting its mellows
forever.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.1.3).
TEXT 152
TEXT
vaya‰ tu na vit”py•ma
uttama„¤loka-vikrame
yac ch”‹vat•‰ rasa-j‘•n•‰
sv•du sv•du pade pade
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SYNONYMS
vayam tu--we of course; na--never; vit”py•ma„--are satisfied; uttama„¤loka-vikrame--in the activities and pastimes of the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; yat--which; ¤”‹vat•m--of those hearing; rasa-j‘•n•m--who know the
taste of mellows; sv•du sv•du--more palatable; pade pade--in every step.
TRANSLATION
" 'We never tire of hearing the transcendental pastimes of the Personality
of Godhead, who is glorified by hymns and prayers. Those who enjoy association
with Him relish hearing His pastimes at every moment.' »
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.1.19).
TEXT 153
TEXT
ataeva bh•gavata karaha vic•ra
ih• haite p•be sãtra-¤rutira artha-s•ra
SYNONYMS
ataeva--therefore; bh•gavata--¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; karaha vic•ra--try to
understand scrutinizingly; ih• haite--from this; p•be--you will get; sãtra¤rutira--of the Vedic philosophy, the Brahma-sãtra; artha-s•ra--the actual
meaning.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu advised Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat†, "Study ¥r†mad
Bh•gavatam very scrutinizingly. Then you will understand the actual meaning of
Brahma-sãtra"
TEXT 154
TEXT
nirantara kara k”£‹a-n•ma-sa•k†rtana
hel•ya mukti p•be, p•be prema-dhana
SYNONYMS
nirantara kara--constantly perform; k”£‹a-n•ma-sa•k†rtana--the chanting of
the holy name of K”£‹a; hel•ya--very easily; mukti p•be--you will get
liberation; p•be prema-dhana--you will achieve the highest goal, ecstatic love
of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu continued, "Always discuss ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam and
constantly chant the holy name of Lord K”£‹a. In this way you will be able to
attain liberation very easily, and you will be elevated to the enjoyment of
love of Godhead.
PURPORT
¥r†la Bhaktisiddh•nta Sarasvat† áh•kura states that without studying
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, one cannot understand the purport of Brahma-sãtra (Ved•ntasãtra) or the Upani£ads. If one tries to understand Ved•nta philosophy and the
Upani£ads without studying ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam, he will be bewildered and,
construing a different meaning will gradually become an atheist or an
impersonalist.
TEXT 155
TEXT
brahma-bhãta„ prasann•tm•
na ¤ocati na k••k£ati
sama„ sarve£u bhãte£u
mad-bhakti‰ labhate par•m
SYNONYMS
brahma-bhãta„--freed from material conceptions of life but attached to an
impersonal situation; prasanna-•tm•--fully joyful; na ¤ocati--he does not
lament; na k••k£ati--he does not hanker; sama„--equally disposed; sarve£u-all; bhãte£u--to the living entities; mat-bhaktim--My devotional service;
labhate--achieves; par•m--transcendental.
TRANSLATION
" 'One who is thus transcendentally situated at once realizes the Supreme
Brahman and becomes fully joyful. He never laments nor desires to have
anything; he is equally disposed to every living entity. In that state he
attains pure devotional service unto Me.'
TEXT 156
TEXT
"mukt• api l†lay• vigraha‰
k”tv• bhagavanta‰ bhajante"
SYNONYMS
mukt•„--liberated; api--although; l†lay•--by pastimes; vigraham--the form
of the Lord; k”tv•--having installed; bhagavantam--the Supreme Personality of
Godhead; bhajante--worship.
TRANSLATION
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" 'Even a liberated soul merged in the impersonal Brahman effulgence is
attracted to the pastimes of K”£‹a. He thus installs a Deity and renders the
Lord service.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥a•kar•c•rya's commentary on the N”si‰ha-t•pan†.
TEXT 157
TEXT
parini£àhito 'pi nairgu‹ye
uttama„¤loka-l†lay•
g”h†ta-cet• r•jar£e
•khy•na‰ yad adh†tav•n
SYNONYMS
parini£àhita„--situated; api--although; nairgu‹ye--in the transcendental
position, freed from the material modes of nature; uttama„-¤loka-l†lay•--by
the pastimes of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Uttama„¤loka; g”h†ta-cet•-the mind became fully taken over; r•jar£e--O great King; •khy•nam--the
narration; yat--which; adh†tav•n--studied.
TRANSLATION
" '¥ukadeva Gosv•m† addressed Par†k£it Mah•r•ja, "My dear King, although I
was fully situated in the transcendental position, I was nonetheless attracted
to the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a. Therefore I studied ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam from my
father.' "
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (2.1.9).
TEXT 158
TEXT
tasy•ravinda-nayanasya pad•ravindaki‘jalka-mi¤ra-tulas†-makaranda-v•yu„
antargata„ svavivare‹a cak•ra te£•‰
sa•k£obham ak£ara-ju£•m api citta-tanvo„
SYNONYMS
tasya--of Him; aravinda-nayanasya--of the Supreme Personality of Godhead,
whose eyes are like the petals of a lotus flower; pada-aravinda--of the lotus
feet; ki‘jalka--with saffron; mi¤ra--mixed; tulas†--of tulas† leaves;
makaranda--with the aroma; v•yu„--the air; antargata„--entered; sva-vivare‹a-through the nostrils; cak•ra--created; te£•m--of them; sa•k£obham--strong
agitation; ak£ara-ju£•m--of the impersonally self-realized (Kum•ras); api-also; citta-tanvo„--of the mind and the body.
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TRANSLATION
" 'When the breeze carrying the aroma of tulas† leaves and saffron from the
lotus feet of the lotus-eyed Personality of Godhead entered through the
nostrils into the hearts of those sages [the Kum•ras], they experienced a
change in both body and mind, even though they were attached to impersonal
Brahman understanding.'
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (3.15.43).
TEXT 159
TEXT
•tm•r•m•¤ ca munayo
nirgranth• apy urukrame
kurvanty ahaituk†‰ bhaktim
ittham-bhãta-gu‹o hari„
SYNONYMS
•tma-•r•m•„--persons who take pleasure in being transcendentally situated
in the service of the Lord; ca--also; munaya„--great saintly persons who have
completely rejected material aspirations, fruitive activities, and so forth;
nirgranth•„--without interest in any material desire; api--certainly;
urukrame--unto the Supreme Personality of Godhead, K”£‹a, whose activities are
wonderful; kurvanti--do; ahaituk†m--causeless, or without material desires;
bhaktim--devotional service; ittham-bhãta--so wonderful as to attract the
attention of the self-satisfied; gu‹a„--who has transcendental qualities;
hari„--the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
TRANSLATION
" 'Those who are self-satisfied and unattracted by external material
desires are also attracted to the loving service of ¥r† K”£‹a, whose qualities
are transcendental and whose activities are wonderful. Hari, the Personality
of Godhead, is called K”£‹a because He has such transcendentally attractive
features.' "
PURPORT
This is a quotation from ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam (1.7.10).
TEXT 160
TEXT
hena-k•le sei mah•r•£àr†ya br•hma‹a
sabh•te kahila sei ¤loka-vivara‹a
SYNONYMS
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hena-k•le--at this time; sei--that; mah•r•£àr†ya br•hma‹a--the br•hma‹a of
Mah•r•£àra province; sabh•te--in the meeting; kahila--declared; sei--that;
¤loka-vivara‹a--the description of the •tm•r•ma-¤loka explained by ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
At this time the br•hma‹a from the province of Mah•r•£àra mentioned Lord
Caitanya's explanation of the •tm•r•ma verse.
TEXT 161
TEXT
ei ¤lokera artha prabhu 'eka£a£ài' prak•ra
kariy•chena, y•h• ¤uni' loke camatk•ra
SYNONYMS
ei ¤lokera artha--the meanings of this verse; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; eka-£a£ài prak•ra--sixty-one varieties; kariy•chena--has done;
y•h• ¤uni'--hearing which; loke camatk•ra--everyone is astonished.
TRANSLATION
The Mah•r•£àrian br•hma‹a stated that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had already
explained that verse in sixty-one ways. Everyone was astonished to hear this.
TEXT 162
TEXT
tabe saba loka ¤unite •graha karila
'eka£a£ài' artha prabhu vivari' kahila
SYNONYMS
tabe--then; saba loka--all the people gathered there; ¤unite--to hear;
•graha karila--expressed their eagerness; eka-£a£ài artha--sixty-one different
meanings of the verse; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vivari'--elaborately;
kahila--explained.
TRANSLATION
When all the people gathered there expressed the desire to hear again the
sixty-one different meanings of the •tm•r•ma-¤loka, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
again explained them.
TEXT 163
TEXT
¤uniy• lokera ba‚a camatk•ra haila
caitanya-gos•‘i--'¤r†-k”£‹a', nirdh•rila
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SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing; lokera--of all the people; ba‚a--very great; camatk•ra-wonder; haila--there was; caitanya-gos•‘i--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤r†-k”£‹a-personally Lord K”£‹a; nirdh•rila--they concluded.
TRANSLATION
When everyone heard ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's explanation of the •tm•r•ma¤loka, everyone was astonished and struck with wonder. They concluded that ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu was none other than Lord K”£‹a Himself.
TEXT 164
TEXT
eta kahi' uàhiy• calil• gaurahari
namask•ra kare loka hari-dhvani kari
SYNONYMS
eta kahi'--after speaking that; uàhiy•--standing; calil•--began to walk;
gaurahari--¥r† Gaurasundara, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; namask•ra kare loka--all
the people offered their obeisances; hari-dhvani kari--loudly chanting the
Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra.
TRANSLATION
After giving those explanations again, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu arose and
took His leave. All the people there offered their obeisances unto Him and
chanted the mah•-mantra.
TEXT 165
TEXT
saba k•¤†-v•s† kare n•ma-sa•k†rtana
preme h•se, k••de, g•ya, karaye nartana
SYNONYMS
saba k•¤†-v•s†--all the inhabitants of K•¤† (V•r•‹as†); kare--performed;
n•ma-sa•k†rtana--chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mantra; preme--in ecstatic love of
Godhead; h•se--they laughed; k••de--they cried; g•ya--chanted; karaye nartana-and danced.
TRANSLATION
All the inhabitants of K•¤† [V•r•‹as†] began chanting the Hare K”£‹a mah•mantra in ecstatic love. Sometimes they laughed, sometimes they cried,
sometimes they chanted, and sometimes they danced.
TEXT 166
TEXT
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sanny•s† pa‹‚ita kare bh•gavata vic•ra
v•r•‹as†-pura prabhu karil• nist•ra
SYNONYMS
sanny•s†--the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s; pa‹‚ita--the learned scholars; kare--do;
bh•gavata vic•ra--discussion on ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; v•r•‹as†-pura--the city
known as V•r•‹as†; prabhu--Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karil• nist•ra-delivered.
TRANSLATION
After this, all the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s and learned scholars at V•r•‹as†
began discussing ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. In this way ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
delivered them.
TEXT 167
TEXT
nija-loka la‘• prabhu •il• v•s•ghara
v•r•‹as† haila dvit†ya nad†y•-nagara
SYNONYMS
nija-loka la‘•--with His personal associates; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; •il• v•sa-aghara--came to His residential place; v•r•‹as†--the
city of V•r•‹as†; haila--became; dvit†ya--second; nad†y•-nagara--Navadv†pa
(Nadia).
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu then returned to His residence with His personal
associates. Thus He turned the whole city of V•r•‹as† into another Navadv†pa
[Nad†y•-nagara].
PURPORT
Both Navadv†pa and V•r•‹as† were celebrated for their highly educational
activities. At the present time these cities are still inhabited by great,
learned scholars, but V•r•‹as† is especially a center for M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s
who are learned scholars. However, unlike Navadv†pa, there are hardly any
devotees in V•r•‹as†. Consequently a discussion of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam was very
rare in V•r•‹as†. In Navadv†pa, such a discussion was quite ordinary. After
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu visited V•r•‹as† and turned Prak•¤•nanda Sarasvat† and
his disciples into Vai£‹avas, V•r•‹as† became like Navadv†pa because so many
devotees began discussing ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. Even at the present moment one
can hear many discussions on ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam taking place on the banks of
the Ganges. Many scholars and sanny•s†s gather there to hear ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam
and perform sa•k†rtana.
TEXT 168
TEXT
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nija-ga‹a la‘• prabhu kahe h•sya kari'
k•¤†te •mi •il••a vecite bh•vak•li
SYNONYMS
nija-ga‹a la‘•--with His personal associates; prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu said; h•sya kari'--laughingly; k•¤†te--in K•¤†; •mi •il••a--I came;
vecite--to sell; bh•vak•li--emotional ecstatic love.
TRANSLATION
Among His own associates, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu laughingly said, "I came
here to sell My emotional ecstatic love.
TEXT 169
TEXT
k•¤†te gr•haka n•hi, vastu n• vik•ya
punarapi de¤e vahi' laoy• n•hi y•ya
SYNONYMS
k•¤†te--in K•¤† (Benares); gr•haka n•hi--there was no customer; vastu n•
vik•ya--it was not selling; punarapi--again; de¤e--to My own country; vahi'-carrying (it); laoy•--to take; n•hi y•ya--was not possible.
TRANSLATION
"Although I came to V•r•‹as† to sell My goods, there were no customers, and
it appeared necessary for Me to carry them back to My own country.
TEXT 170
TEXT
•mi bojh• vahimu, tom•-sab•ra du„kha haila
tom•-sab•ra icch•ya vin•-mãlye bil•ila
SYNONYMS
•mi--I; bojh•--burden; vahimu--shall carry; tom•-sab•ra du„kha haila--all
of you became very unhappy; tom•-sab•ra icch•ya--only by your will; vin•-mãlye
bil•ila--I distributed without a price.
TRANSLATION
"All of you were feeling unhappy that no one was purchasing My goods and
that I would have to carry them away. Therefore, by your will only, I have
distributed them without charging."
PURPORT
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When we began distributing the message of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in the
Western countries, a similar thing happened. In the beginning we were very
disappointed for at least one year because no one came forth to help this
movement, but by the grace of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, some young boys joined
this movement in 1966. Of course we distributed ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
message of the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra without bargaining or selling. As a
result, this movement has spread all over the world, with the assistance of
European and American boys and girls. We therefore pray for all the blessings
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu upon all the devotees in the Western world who are
spreading this movement.
TEXT 171
TEXT
sabe kahe,--loka t•rite tom•ra avat•ra
'pãrva' 'dak£i‹a' 'pa¤cima' karil• nist•ra
SYNONYMS
sabe kahe--everyone says; loka t•rite--to deliver the fallen souls; tom•ra
avat•ra--Your incarnation; pãrva--east; dak£i‹a--south; pa¤cima--west; karil•
nist•ra--You have delivered.
TRANSLATION
All the Lord's devotees then said, "You have incarnated to deliver fallen
souls. You have delivered them in the east and in the south, and now you are
delivering them in the west.
TEXT 172
TEXT
'eka' v•r•‹as† chila tom•te vimukha
t•h• nist•riy• kail• •m•-sab•ra sukha
SYNONYMS
eka--one; v•r•‹as†--the city of V•r•‹as†; chila--remained; tom•te vimukha-against Your missionary activities; t•h•--that; nist•riy•--delivering; kail•-have done; •m•-sab•ra--of all of us; sukha--awakening of happiness.
TRANSLATION
"Only V•r•‹as† was left because the people there were against Your
missionary activities. Now You have delivered them, and we are all very
happy."
TEXT 173
TEXT
v•r•‹as†-gr•me yadi kol•hala haila
¤uni' gr•m† de¤† loka •site l•gila
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SYNONYMS
v•r•‹as†-gr•me--in the city of V•r•‹as†; yadi--when; kol•hala haila--there
was broadcasting of this news; ¤uni'--hearing; gr•m†--from the villages; de¤†-from the towns; loka •site l•gila--people began to pour in.
TRANSLATION
After the news of these events was broadcast, everyone from the surrounding
neighborhoods began to pour in to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 174
TEXT
lak£a koài loka •ise, n•hika ga‹ana
sa•k†r‹a-sth•ne prabhura n• p•ya dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
lak£a koài--hundreds and thousands; loka--people; •ise--come; n•hika
ga‹ana--there was no counting; sa•k†r‹a-sth•ne--in a small place; prabhura--of
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; n• p•ya dara¤ana--could not get an audience.
TRANSLATION
Hundreds and thousands of people came to see ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. There
was no counting the number. Because the Lord's residence was very small, not
everyone could see Him.
TEXT 175
TEXT
prabhu yabe sn•ne y•na vi¤ve¤vara-dara¤ane
dui-dike loka kare prabhu-vilokane
SYNONYMS
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yabe--when; sn•ne y•na--goes to bathe;
vi¤ve¤vara-dara¤ane--or to see the Deity of Lord Vi¤ve¤vara; dui-dike--on two
sides; loka--all the people; kare--do; prabhu-vilokane--seeing of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to take His bath in the Ganges and to see
the temple of Vi¤ve¤vara, people would line up on both sides to see the Lord.
TEXT 176
TEXT
b•hu tuli' prabhu kahe--bala 'k”£‹a' 'hari'
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da‹‚avat kare loke hari-dhvani kari'
SYNONYMS
b•hu tuli'--raising His two arms; prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
says; bala--please say; k”£‹a hari--K”£‹a, Hari; da‹‚a vat kare--offer their
respects; loke--the people; hari-dhvani kari'--loudly chanting the name of
Hari.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu passed by the people, He would raise His arms
and say, "Please chant K”£‹a! Please chant Hari!" All the people received Him
by chanting Hare K”£‹a, and they offered their respects to Him by this
chanting.
TEXT 177
TEXT
ei-mata dina pa‘ca loka nist•riy•
•ra dina calil• prabhu udvigna ha‘•
SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; dina pa‘ca--five days; loka--the people; nist•riy•-delivering; •ra dina--on the next day; calil•--departed; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; udvigna ha‘•--being very eager.
TRANSLATION
In this way, for five days, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu delivered the people of
V•r•‹as†. Finally, on the next day, He became very eager to leave.
TEXT 178
TEXT
r•tre uàhi' prabhu yadi karil• gamana
p•che l•g la-il• tabe bhakta pa‘ca jana
SYNONYMS
r•tre uàhi'--rising at night; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yadi--when;
karil• gamana--departed; p•che--behind Him; l•g la-il•--began to follow; tabe-then; bhakta pa‘ca jana--five devotees.
TRANSLATION
After rising very early on the sixth day, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu started
to leave, and five devotees began to follow Him.
TEXT 179
TEXT
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tapana mi¤ra, raghun•tha, mah•r•£àr†ya br•hma‹a
candra¤ekhara, k†rtan†y•-param•nanda,--pa‘ca jana
SYNONYMS
tapana mi¤ra--Tapana Mi¤ra; raghun•tha--Raghun•tha; mah•r•£àr†ya br•hma‹a-the Mah•r•£àrian br•hma‹a; candra¤ekhara--Candra¤ekhara; k†rtan†y•param•nanda--Param•nanda, who used to perform k†rtana; pa‘ca jana--these five
persons.
TRANSLATION
These five devotees were Tapana Mi¤ra, Raghun•tha, the Mah•r•£àrian
br•hma‹a, Candra¤ekhara and Param•nanda K†rtan†y•.
TEXT 180
TEXT
sabe c•he prabhu-sa•ge n†l•cala y•ite
sab•re vid•ya dil• prabhu yatna-sahite
SYNONYMS
sabe c•he--every one of them wanted; prabhu-sa•ge--with ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; n†l•cala y•ite--to go to Jagann•tha Pur†; sab•re--to all of them;
vid•ya dil•--bade farewell; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yatna-sahite-with great attention.
TRANSLATION
These five wanted to accompany ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to Jagann•tha Pur†,
but the Lord attentively bade them farewell.
TEXT 181
TEXT
"y••ra icch•, p•che •isa •m•re dekhite
ebe •mi ek• y•mu jh•rikha‹‚a-pathe"
SYNONYMS
y••ra--of one who; icch•--there is a desire; p•che--later; •isa--you may
come; •m•re dekhite--to see Me; ebe--but at this time; •mi--I; ek•--alone;
y•mu--shall go; jh•rikha‹‚a-pathe--through the forest known as Jh•rikha‹‚a.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said, "If you want to see Me, you may come later,
but for the time being I shall go alone through the Jh•rikha‹‚a forest."
TEXT 182
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TEXT
san•tane kahil•,--tumi y•ha' v”nd•vana
tom•ra dui bh•i tath• kariy•che gamana
SYNONYMS
san•tane kahil•--he advised San•tana Gosv•m†; tumi--you; y•ha' v”nd•vana-go to V”nd•vana; tom•ra--your; dui bh•i--two brothers; tath•--there; kariy•che
gamana--have already gone.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu advised San•tana Gosv•m† to proceed toward
V”nd•vana, and He informed him that his two brothers had already gone there.
TEXT 183
TEXT
k••th•-kara•giy• mora k••g•la bhakta-ga‹a
v”nd•vane •ile t••dera kariha p•lana
SYNONYMS
k••th•--torn quilt; kara•giy•--a small waterpot; mora--My; k••g•la--poor;
bhakta-ga‹a--devotees; v”nd•vane •ile--when they come to V”nd•vana; t••dera-of all of them; kariha p•lana--take care.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu told San•tana Gosv•m†, "All My devotees who go to
V”nd•vana are generally very poor. They each have nothing with them but a torn
quilt and a small waterpot. Therefore, San•tana, you should give them shelter
and maintain them."
PURPORT
Following in the footsteps of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, we have constructed
temples both in V”nd•vana and M•y•pur, Navadv†pa, just to give shelter to the
foreign devotees coming from Europe and America. Since the Hare K”£‹a movement
started, many Europeans and Americans have been visiting V”nd•vana, but they
have not been properly received by any •¤rama or temple there. It is the
purpose of the International Society for Krishna Consciousness to give them
shelter and train them in devotional service. There are also many tourists
eager to come to India to understand India's spiritual life, and the devotees
in our temples both in V”nd•vana and in Navadv†pa should make arrangements to
accommodate them as far as possible.
TEXT 184
TEXT
eta bali' calil• prabhu sab• •li•giy•
sabei pa‚il• tath• mãrcchita ha‘•
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SYNONYMS
eta bali'--saying this; calil•--began to proceed; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; sab•--all of them; •li•giy•--embracing; sabei--all of them;
pa‚il•--fell down; tath•--there; mãrcchita ha‘•--fainting.
TRANSLATION
After saying this, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu embraced them all and began to
proceed on His way, and they all fainted and fell down.
TEXT 185
TEXT
kata-k£a‹e uàhi' sabe du„khe ghare •il•
san•tana-gos•‘i v”nd•vanere calil•
SYNONYMS
kata-k£a‹e--after some time; uàhi'--rising; sabe--all of them; du„khe--in
great unhappiness; ghare •il•--returned to their homes; san•tana-gos•‘i-San•tana Gosv•m†; v”nd•vanere calil•--proceeded toward V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
After some time, all the devotees got up and returned to their homes very
much grief-stricken. San•tana Gosv•m† proceeded toward V”nd•vana alone.
TEXT 186
TEXT
eth• rãpa-gos•‘i yabe mathur• •il•
dhruva-gh•àe t••re subuddhi-r•ya milil•
SYNONYMS
eth•--there; rãpa-gos•‘i--Rãpa Gos•‘i; yabe--when; mathur• •il•--came to
Mathur•; dhruva-gh•àe--at the bank of the Yamun• known as Dhruva-gh•àa; t••re-him; subuddhi-r•ya--a devotee of Lord Caitanya named Subuddhi R•ya; milil•-met.
TRANSLATION
When Rãpa Gosv•m† reached Mathur•, he met Subuddhi R•ya on the banks of the
Yamun• at a place called Dhruva-gh•àa.
TEXT 187
TEXT
pãrve yabe subuddhi-r•ya chil• gau‚e 'adhik•ri'
husena-kh•• 'saiyada' kare t•h•ra c•kar†
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SYNONYMS
pãrve--formerly; yabe--when; subuddhi-r•ya--Subuddhi R•ya; chil•--resided;
gau‚e--in Bengal; adhik•r†--a very respectable man; husena-kh••--Nawab Hussain
Kh•n; saiyada--named Saiyada; kare--performed; t•h•ra c•kar†--service of
Subuddhi R•ya.
TRANSLATION
Formerly Subuddhi R•ya had been a big landholder in Gau‚a-de¤a [Bengal].
Saiyada Hussain Kh•n was then a servant of Subuddhi R•ya.
TEXT 188
TEXT
d†ghi khod•ite t•re 'muns†pha' kail•
chidra p•‘• r•ya t•re c•buka m•ril•
SYNONYMS
d†ghi khod•ite--to dig a big lake; t•re--Hussain Kh•n; muns†pha kail•-appointed as the supervisor; chidra p•‘•--finding some fault; r•ya--Subuddhi
R•ya; t•re--him; c•buka m•ril•--whipped.
TRANSLATION
Subuddhi R•ya put Hussain Kh•n in charge of digging a big lake, but, once,
finding fault with him, he struck him with a whip.
TEXT 189
TEXT
p•che yabe husena-kh•• gau‚e 'r•j•' ha-ila
subuddhi-r•yere ti•ho bahu b•‚•ila
SYNONYMS
p•che--later; yabe--when; husena-kh••--Hussain Kh•n; gau‚e--in Bengal; r•j•
ha-ila--was appointed Nawab, or governor, by the central Mohammedan
government; subuddhi-r•yere--unto Subuddhi R•ya; ti•ho--he; bahu b•‚•ila-increased the opulences.
TRANSLATION
Later Hussain Kh•n somehow or other was appointed Nawab by the central
Mohammedan government. As a matter of obligation, he increased the opulences
of Subuddhi R•ya.
TEXT 190
TEXT
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t•ra str† t•ra a•ge dekhe m•ra‹era cihne
subuddhi-r•yere m•rite kahe r•j•-sth•ne
SYNONYMS
t•ra str†--his wife; t•ra a•ge--on his body; dekhe--sees; m•ra‹era cihne-the mark of the whip; subuddhi-r•yere--Subuddhi R•ya; m•rite--to kill; kahe-says; r•j•-sth•ne--in the presence of the King.
TRANSLATION
Later, when the wife of Nawab Saiyada Hussain Kh•n saw the whip marks on
his body, she requested him to kill Subuddhi R•ya.
TEXT 191
TEXT
r•j• kahe,--•m•ra po£à• r•ya haya 'pit•'
t•h•re m•rimu •mi,--bh•la nahe kath•
SYNONYMS
r•j• kahe--the King said; •m•ra--my; po£à•--maintainer; r•ya--Subuddhi
R•ya; haya--is; pit•--just like my father; t•h•re m•rimu--shall kill him; •mi-I; bh•la nahe kath•--this is not a good proposal.
TRANSLATION
Hussain Kh•n replied, "Subuddhi R•ya has maintained me very carefully. He
was just like a father to me," he said. "Now you are asking me to kill him.
This is not a very good proposal."
TEXT 192
TEXT
str† kahe,--j•ti laha', yadi pr•‹e n• m•ribe
r•j• kahe,--j•ti nile i•ho n•hi j†be
SYNONYMS
str† kahe--the wife replied; j•ti laha'--then take his caste; yadi--if;
pr•‹e n• m•ribe--you will not kill him; r•j• kahe--the King replied; j•ti
nile--if I take his caste; i•ho n•hi j†be--he will not live (he will commit
suicide).
TRANSLATION
As a last alternative, the wife suggested that the Nawab take away Subuddhi
R•ya's caste and turn him into a Mohammedan, but Hussain Kh•n replied that if
he did this, Subuddhi R•ya would not live.
TEXT 193
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TEXT
str† marite c•he, r•j• sa•kaàe pa‚ila
karo•y•ra p•ni t•ra mukhe deoy•ila
SYNONYMS
str†--the wife; marite c•he--wants to kill Subuddhi R•ya; r•j•--the King;
sa•kaàe pa‚ila--became very perplexed; karo•y•ra p•ni--water from a pitcher
especially used by Mohammedans; t•ra mukhe--on his head; deoy•ila--forced to
be sprinkled.
TRANSLATION
This became a perplexing problem for him because his wife kept requesting
him to kill Subuddhi R•ya. Finally the Nawab sprinkled a little water on
Subuddhi R•ya's head from a pitcher that had been used by a Mohammedan.
PURPORT
More than five hundred years ago in India, the Hindus were so rigid and
strict that if a Mohammedan would sprinkle a little water from his pitcher
upon a Hindu, the Hindu would be immediately ostracized. Recently, in 1947,
during the partition days, there was a big riot between Hindus and Muslims,
especially in Bengal. The Hindus were forcibly made to eat cow's flesh, and
consequently they began crying, thinking that they had become Mohammedans.
Actually the Mohammedans in India did not come from the country of the
Mohammedans, but Hindus instituted the custom that somehow or other if one
contacted a Mohammedan, he became a Mohammedan. Rãpa and San•tana Gosv•m† were
born in a high br•hma‹a family, but because they accepted employment under a
Mohammedan government, they were considered Mohammedans. Subuddhi R•ya was
sprinkled with water from the pitcher of a Mohammedan, and consequently he was
condemned to have become a Mohammedan. Later, Aurangzeb, the Mohammedan
emperor, introduced a tax especially meant for Hindus. Being oppressed in the
Hindu community, many low-caste Hindus preferred to become Mohammedans. In
this way the Mohammedan population increased. Later the British government
made it a policy to divide the Hindus and the Muslims, and thus they
maintained ill feelings between them. The result was that India was divided
into Pakistan and Hindustan.
From early histories it appears that the entire earth was under one
culture, Vedic culture, but gradually, due to religious and cultural
divisions, the rule fragmented into many subdivisions. Now the earth is
divided into many countries, religions and political parties. Despite these
political and religious divisions, we advocate that everyone should unite
again under one culture-K”£‹a consciousness. People should accept one God,
K”£‹a; one scripture, Bhagavad-g†t•; and one activity, devotional service to
the Lord. Thus people may live happily upon this earth and combine to produce
sufficient food. In such a society, there would be no question of scarcity,
famine, or cultural or religious degradation. So-called caste systems and
national divisions are artificial. According to our Vai£‹ava philosophy, these
are all external bodily designations. The K”£‹a consciousness movement is not
based upon bodily designations. It is a transcendental movement on the
platform of spiritual understanding. If the people of the world understood
that the basic principle of life is spiritual identification, they would
understand that the business of the spirit soul is to serve the Supreme
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Spirit, K”£‹a. As Lord K”£‹a says in Bhagavad-g†t• (15.7), mamaiv•‰¤o j†valoke j†va-bhãta„ san•tana„: "The living entities in this conditioned world are
My eternal, fragmental parts." All living entities in different life forms are
sons of K”£‹a. Therefore they are all meant to serve K”£‹a, the original
supreme father. If this philosophy is accepted, the failure of the United
Nations to unite all nations will be sufficiently compensated all over the
world by a great K”£‹a consciousness movement. Recently we had talks with
Christian leaders in Australia, including the Bishop of Australia, and
everyone there was pleased with our philosophy of oneness in religious
consciousness.
TEXT 194
TEXT
tabe subuddhi-r•ya sei 'chadma' p•‘•
v•r•‹as† •il•, saba vi£aya ch•diy•
SYNONYMS
tabe--upon this; subuddhi-r•ya--Subuddhi R•ya; sei--that; chadma--plea;
p•‘•--getting an opportunity; v•r•‹as† •il•--came to V•r•‹as†; saba--all;
vi£aya ch•diy•--giving up the implications of material activities.
TRANSLATION
Taking the Nawab's sprinkling water upon him as an opportunity, Subuddhi
R•ya left his family and business affairs and went to V•r•‹as†.
PURPORT
It appears that Subuddhi R•ya was a big landholder and a responsible,
respectable gentleman. He could not, however, avoid the social misconception
that one becomes a Mohammedan when water is sprinkled on one's face from a
Mohammedan's pitcher. Actually he was planning to give up his material life
and leave his family. Hindu culture recommends four divisions-brahmacarya,
g”hastha, v•naprastha and sanny•sa. Subuddhi R•ya was thinking of taking
sanny•sa, and by the grace of K”£‹a, he received this opportunity. He
therefore left his family and went to V•r•‹as†. The system of var‹•¤ramadharma is very scientific. If one is directed by the var‹•¤rama institution,
he will naturally think of retiring from family life at the end of his life.
Therefore sanny•sa is compulsory at the age of fifty.
TEXT 195
TEXT
pr•ya¤citta puchil• ti•ho pa‹‚itera ga‹e
t••r• kahe,--tapta-gh”ta kh•‘• ch•‚a' pr•‹e
SYNONYMS
pr•ya¤citta--atonement; puchil•--inquired; ti•ho--he; pa‹‚itera ga‹e--among
the learned scholars or br•hma‹a-pa‹‚itas in V•r•‹as†; t••r• kahe--they
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advised; tapta-gh”ta--hot clarified butter; kh•‘•--drinking; ch•‚a'--give up;
pr•‹e--your life.
TRANSLATION
When Subuddhi R•ya consulted the learned br•hma‹as at V•r•‹as†, asking them
how his conversion to Mohammedanism could be counteracted, they advised him to
drink hot ghee and give up his life.
TEXT 196
TEXT
keha kahe,--ei nahe, 'alpa' do£a haya
¤uniy• rahil• r•ya kariy• sa‰¤aya
SYNONYMS
keha kahe--some of the learned br•hma‹as said; ei--this; nahe--not; alpa-insignificant; do£a--fault; haya--is; ¤uniy•--hearing; rahil•--remained; r•ya-Subuddhi R•ya; kariy•--making; sa‰¤aya--doubt.
TRANSLATION
When Subuddhi R•ya consulted some other br•hma‹as, they told him that he
had not committed a grievous fault and that consequently he should not drink
hot ghee and give up his life. As a result, Subuddhi R•ya was doubtful about
what to do.
PURPORT
This is another instance of Hindu custom. One br•hma‹a would give advice
condoning a particular fault, and another would give advice to the contrary.
Typically, lawyers and physicians differ, giving one kind of instruction and
then another. Due to the br•hma‹as' different opinions, Subuddhi R•ya became
further perplexed. He did not know what to do or what not to do.
TEXT 197
TEXT
tabe yadi mah•prabhu v•r•‹as† •il•
t••re mili' r•ya •pana-v”tt•nta kahil•
SYNONYMS
tabe--at this moment; yadi--when; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
v•r•‹as† •il•--came to V•r•‹as†; t••re mili'--meeting Him; r•ya--Subuddhi
R•ya; •pana-v”tt•nta kahil•--explained his personal situation.
TRANSLATION
In his state of perplexity, Subuddhi R•ya met ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu when
the Lord was at V•r•‹as†. Subuddhi R•ya explained his position and asked ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu what he should do.
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TEXT 198
TEXT
prabhu kahe,--ih•• haite y•ha' v”nd•vana
nirantara kara k”£‹a-n•ma-sa•k†rtana
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--the Lord advised; ih•• haite--from this place; y•ha'
v”nd•vana--go to V”nd•vana; nirantara--incessantly; kara--perform; k”£‹a-n•masa•k†rtana--chanting of the holy name of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
The Lord advised him, "Go to V”nd•vana and chant the Hare K”£‹a mantra
constantly."
PURPORT
This is a solution to all sinful activities. In this Age of Kali everyone
is perplexed by so many inconveniences-social, political and religious-and
naturally no one is happy. Due to the contamination of this age, everyone has
a very short life. There are many fools and rascals who advise people to adopt
this way of life or that way of life, but real liberation from life's
perplexities means preparation for the next life. Tath• deh•ntara-pr•ptir
dh†ras tatra na muhyati. One should be situated in his spiritual identity and
return home, back to Godhead. The simplest method for this is recommended
herein by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu. We should constantly chant the holy names
of the Lord, the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra. Following in the footsteps of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, this K”£‹a consciousness movement is recommending this
process all over the world. We are saying, "Chant the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra,
be freed from all the complexities of life and realize K”£‹a, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. Engage in His devotional service and perfect your life
so that you can return home, back to Godhead."
TEXT 199
TEXT
eka 'n•m•bh•se' tom•ra p•pa-do£a y•be
•ra 'n•ma' la-ite k”£‹a-cara‹a p•ibe
SYNONYMS
eka--one; n•ma-•bh•se--by a reflection of the pure chanting of the Hare
K”£‹a mah•-mantra; tom•ra--your; p•pa-do£a y•be--all the sinful reactions will
go away; •ra--then again; n•ma la-ite--after chanting purely the name of the
Lord; k”£‹a-cara‹a p•ibe--you will get shelter at the lotus feet of K”£‹a.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu further advised Subuddhi R•ya: "Begin chanting the
Hare K”£‹a mantra, and when your chanting is almost pure, all your sinful
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reactions will go away. After you chant perfectly, you will get shelter at the
lotus feet of K”£‹a.
PURPORT
The ten kinds of offenses should be considered. In the beginning, when one
is initiated into the chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra, there are
naturally many offenses. However, the devotee should be very careful to avoid
these offenses and chant purely. This does not mean that the Hare K”£‹a mah•mantra is sometimes pure and sometimes impure. Rather, the chanter is impure
due to material contamination. He has to purify himself so that the holy names
will be perfectly effective. Chanting the holy name of the Lord inoffensively
will help one get immediate shelter at K”£‹a's lotus feet. This means that by
chanting purely, one will immediately be situated on the transcendental
platform. We should note, however, that according to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
instructions, one should not wait to purify himself before chanting the Hare
K”£‹a mantra. Whatever our condition may be, we should begin chanting
immediately. By the power of the Hare K”£‹a mantra, we will gradually be
relieved from all material contamination and will get shelter at the lotus
feet of K”£‹a, the ultimate goal of life.
TEXT 200
TEXT
•ra k”£‹a-n•ma laite k”£‹a-sth•ne sthitimah•-p•takera haya ei pr•ya¤citti
SYNONYMS
•ra--further; k”£‹a-n•ma--the Hare K”£‹a mah•-mantra; laite--continuously
chanting; k”£‹a-sth•ne sthiti--being situated in company with Lord K”£‹a;
mah•-p•takera--of all kinds of sinful activity; haya--is; ei--this;
pr•ya¤citti--atonement.
TRANSLATION
"When you are situated at the lotus feet of K”£‹a, no sinful reaction can
touch you. This is the best solution to all sinful activity."
TEXT 201
TEXT
p•‘• •j‘• r•ya v”nd•vanere calil•
pray•ga, ayodhy• diy• naimi£•ra‹ye •il•
SYNONYMS
p•‘• •j‘•--getting this order; r•ya--Subuddhi R•ya; v”nd•vanere calil•-went toward V”nd•vana; pra y•ga--Allahabad; ayodhy•--Ayodhy• (the kingdom of
Lord R•macandra); diy•--through; naimi£•ra‹ye •il•--came to Naimi£•ra‹ya, (a
place near Lucknow).
TRANSLATION
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Thus receiving the order from ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu to go to V”nd•vana,
Subuddhi R•ya left V•r•‹as† and went through Pray•ga, Ayodhy• and Naimi£•ra‹ya
toward V”nd•vana.
TEXT 202
TEXT
kataka divasa r•ya naimi£•ra‹ye rahil•
prabhu v”nd•vana haite pray•ga y•il•
SYNONYMS
kataka divasa--a few days; r•ya--Subuddhi R•ya; naimi£•ra‹ye rahil•--stayed
at Naimi£•ra‹ya; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; v”nd•vana haite--from
V”nd•vana; pray•ga--to Allahabad; y•il•--went.
TRANSLATION
Subuddhi R•ya stayed for some time at Naimi£•ra‹ya. During that time, ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu went to Pray•ga after visiting V”nd•vana.
TEXT 203
TEXT
mathur• •siy• r•ya prabhu-v•rt• p•ila
prabhura l•ga n• p•‘• mane ba‚a du„kha haila
SYNONYMS
mathur• •siy•--when he came to Mathur•; r•ya--Subuddhi R•ya; prabhu-v•rt•
p•ila--got information of the Lord's itinerary; prabhura--of Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; l•ga--contact; n• p•‘•--not getting; mane--in the mind; ba‚a--very
great; du„kha--unhappiness; haila--there was.
TRANSLATION
After reaching Mathur•, Subuddhi R•ya received information of the Lord's
itinerary. He became very unhappy because he was not able to contact the Lord.
TEXT 204
TEXT
¤u£ka-k•£àha •ni' r•ya vece mathur•te
p••ca chaya pais• haya eka eka bojh•te
SYNONYMS
¤u£ka-k•£àha •ni'--collecting dry wood from the forest; r•ya--Subuddhi
R•ya; vece--sells; mathur•te--at Mathur•; p••ca chaya--five or six; pais•-paise; haya--are; eka eka bojh•te--in exchange for each load of dry wood.
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TRANSLATION
Subuddhi R•ya would collect dry wood in the forest and take it to the city
of Mathur• to sell. For each load he would receive five or six paise.
TEXT 205
TEXT
•pane rahe eka pais•ra c•n• c•b•iy•
•ra pais• b•‹iy•-sth•ne r•khena dhariy•
SYNONYMS
•pane--personally; rahe--lives; eka pais•ra--of one paisa's worth; c•n•-fried chick-peas; c•b•iy•--chewing; •ra--the balance; pais•--four or five
paise; b•‹iy•-sth•ne--in the custody of a merchant; r•khena--keeps; dhariy•-depositing.
TRANSLATION
Earning his livelihood by selling dry wood, Subuddhi R•ya would live on
only one paise's worth of fried chick-peas, and he would deposit whatever
other paises he had with some merchant.
PURPORT
In those days there was no banking system like the one now found in Western
countries. If one had excess money, he would deposit it with some merchant,
usually a grocer. That was the banking system. Subuddhi R•ya would deposit his
extra money with a mercantile man and spend it when necessary. When one is in
the renounced order, saving money is not recommended. However, if one saves
money for the service of the Lord or a Vai£‹ava, that is accepted. These are
the dealings of Subuddhi R•ya, who is one of the confidential devotees of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu. ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† also followed this principle by
spending fifty percent of his money in order to serve K”£‹a through br•hma‹as
and Vai£‹avas. He gave twenty-five percent of his money to relatives, and
twenty-five percent he deposited in the custody of a merchant. These are the
approved methods recommended in Caitanya-carit•m”ta. Whether in the renounced
order or in the g”hastha order, a Vai£‹ava should follow these principles set
forth by the previous •c•ryas.
TEXT 206
TEXT
du„kh† vai£‹ava dekhi' t••re kar•na bhojana
gau‚†y• •ile dadhi, bh•ta, taila-mardana
SYNONYMS
du„kh† vai£‹ava--a poverty-stricken Vai£‹ava; dekhi'--seeing; t••re--to
him; kar•na bhojana--gives food for eating; gau‚†y• •ile--when a Bengali
Vai£‹ava came to Mathur•; dadhi--yogurt; bh•ta--cooked rice; taila-mardana-massaging mustard oil on the body.
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TRANSLATION
Subuddhi R•ya used to spend his savings to supply yogurt to Bengali
Vai£‹avas who came to Mathur•. He also gave them cooked rice and oil massages.
When he saw a poverty-stricken Vai£‹ava, he would use his money to feed him.
PURPORT
There is a special reference for the maintenance of Bengali Vai£‹avas. A
Gau‚†ya Vai£‹ava is a Bengali Vai£‹ava. Most of the devotees of Lord Caitanya
at that time were Gau‚†yas and Oriy•s, inhabitants of Bengal and Orissa. There
are still many hundreds and thousands of disciples in Bengal and Orissa.
Bengalis are habituated to eating cooked rice as their staple food. When they
went to Mathur• in the North, they found that the people generally ate
chapatis or roài made of wheat. The Bengalis could not digest this food
because they were used to cooked rice. Therefore as soon as Subuddhi R•ya saw
a Bengali Vai£‹ava arriving in Mathur•, he would try to supply him with cooked
rice. Bengalis are also accustomed to taking a massage with mustard oil. In
any case, Subuddhi R•ya wanted to serve the Vai£‹avas according to their
needs. Therefore he would supply yogurt to ease the digestion of food eaten in
Mathur•, particularly the wheat-made chapatis and roài.
TEXT 207
TEXT
rãpa-gos•‘i, •ile t••re bahu pr†ti kail•
•pana-sa•ge la‘• 'dv•da¤a vana' dekh•il•
SYNONYMS
rãpa-gos•‘i--Rãpa Gos•‘i; •ile--when he came to Mathur•; t••re--unto him;
bahu--much; pr†ti--love; kail•--showed; •pana-sa•ge la‘•--taking Rãpa Gosv•m†
personally with him; dv•da¤a vana--the twelve forests of V”nd•vana; dekh•il•-showed.
TRANSLATION
When Rãpa Gosv•m† arrived at Mathur•, Subuddhi R•ya, out of love and
affection for him, wanted to serve him in so many ways. He personally took
Rãpa Gosv•m† to see all the twelve forests of V”nd•vana.
PURPORT
¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† had been a minister in the government of Hussain Shah,
and Subuddhi R•ya was also known to Hussain Shah, because as a boy, he had
been Subuddhi R•ya's servant. It appears that Subuddhi R•ya was elderly, yet
while he was living in Mathur• he showed Rãpa Gosv•m† the twelve forests of
V”nd•vana.
TEXT 208
TEXT
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m•sa-m•tra rãpa-gos•‘i rahil• v”nd•vane
¤†ghra cali' •il• san•tan•nusandh•ne
SYNONYMS
m•sa-m•tra--only one month; rãpa-gos•‘i--Rãpa Gos•‘i; rahil•--remained;
v”nd•vane--at V”nd•vana; ¤†ghra--very soon; cali' •il•--returned; san•tanaanu-sandh•ne--to search for San•tana Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Rãpa Gosv•m† remained in Mathur• and V”nd•vana for one month in the
association of Subuddhi R•ya. After that, he left V”nd•vana to search for his
elder brother, San•tana Gosv•m†.
TEXT 209
TEXT
ga•g•-t†ra-pathe prabhu pray•gere •il•
t•h• ¤uni' dui-bh•i se pathe calil•
SYNONYMS
ga•g•-t†ra-pathe--on the road on the bank of the Ganges; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; pray•gere •il•--came to Pray•ga; t•h• ¤uni'--hearing this
news; dui-bh•i--the two brothers named Rãpa and Anupama; se pathe calil•-traveled on that path.
TRANSLATION
When Rãpa Gosv•m† heard that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had gone to Pray•ga on
the road along the banks of the Ganges, both Rãpa and his brother Anupama went
that way to meet the Lord.
TEXT 210
TEXT
eth• san•tana gos•‘i pray•ge •siy•
mathur• •il• sar•na r•ja-patha diy•
SYNONYMS
eth•--here (at the other end); san•tana gos•‘i--San•tana Gos•‘i; pray•ge
•siy•--coming to Pray•ga; mathur• •il•--he reached V”nd•vana; sar•na-directly; r•ja-patha diy•--on the government road or public road.
TRANSLATION
After reaching Pray•ga, San•tana Gosv•m†, following the order of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, went to V”nd•vana along the public road.
PURPORT
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This is especially significant because when San•tana Gosv•m† went from
Bengal to Benares, due to the political situation he did not go along the
public road. After meeting ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu at Benares, however, he was
ordered to proceed to V”nd•vana along the public road leading to Mathur•. In
other words, he was advised not to fear for his political situation.
TEXT 211
TEXT
mathur•te subuddhi-r•ya t•h•re milil•
rãpa-anupama-kath• sakali kahil•
SYNONYMS
mathur•te--at Mathur•; subuddhi-r•ya--Subuddhi R•ya; t•h•re milil•--met
him; rãpa-anupama-kath•--news about his younger brothers, Rãpa Gosv•m† and
Anupama; sakali--everything; kahil•--described.
TRANSLATION
When San•tana Gosv•m† met Subuddhi R•ya at Mathur•, Subuddhi R•ya explained
everything about his younger brothers Rãpa Gosv•m† and Anupama.
TEXT 212
TEXT
ga•g•-pathe dui-bh•i r•ja-pathe san•tana
ataeva t••h• sane n• haila milana
SYNONYMS
ga•g•-pathe--on the road on the bank of the Ganges; dui-bh•i--the two
brothers Rãpa and Anupama; r•ja-pathe--on the public road; san•tana--San•tana
Gosv•m†; ataeva--because of this; t••h• sane--with him; n• haila milana--there
was not a meeting.
TRANSLATION
Since San•tana Gosv•m† went along the public road to V”nd•vana and Rãpa
Gosv•m† and Anupama went on the road along the Ganges banks, it was not
possible for them to meet.
TEXT 213
TEXT
subuddhi-r•ya bahu sneha kare san•tane
vyavah•ra-sneha san•tana n•hi m•ne
SYNONYMS
subuddhi-r•ya--Subuddhi R•ya; bahu--much; sneha--affection; kare--does;
san•tane--unto San•tana Gosv•m†; vyavah•ra-sneha--love and affection because
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of a previous relationship; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†; n•hi m•ne--was
hesitant to accept.
TRANSLATION
Subuddhi R•ya and San•tana Gosv•m† knew one another before accepting the
renounced order. Therefore Subuddhi R•ya showed much affection to San•tana
Gosv•m†, but San•tana Gosv•m† hesitated to accept his sentiments and
affections.
TEXT 214
TEXT
mah•-virakta san•tana bhramena vane vane
prati-v”k£e, prati-ku‘je rahe r•tri-dine
SYNONYMS
mah•-virakta--highly elevated in the renounced order of life; san•tana-San•tana Gosv•m†; bhramena--wanders; vane vane--from forest to forest; prativ”k£e--under every tree; prati-ku‘je--in every bush; rahe r•tri-dine--remains
day and night.
TRANSLATION
Being very advanced in the renounced order, San•tana Gosv•m† used to wander
from forest to forest, never taking shelter of any habitation built of stone.
He used to live under trees or beneath bushes both day and night.
TEXT 215
TEXT
mathur•-m•h•tmya-¤•stra sa•graha kariy•
lupta-t†rtha prakaàa kail• vanete bhramiy•
SYNONYMS
mathur•-m•h•tmya--giving a description of the greatness of Mathur•; ¤•stra-books; sa•graha kariy•--collecting; lupta-t†rtha--lost holy places; prakaàa-discovering; kail•--he did; vanete bhramiy•--traveling within the forest.
TRANSLATION
¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m† collected some books about archaeological
excavations in Mathur•, and, wandering in the forest, he sought to renovate
all those holy places.
TEXT 216
TEXT
ei-mata san•tana v”nd•vanete rahil•
rãpa-gos•‘i dui-bh•i k•¤†te •il•
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SYNONYMS
ei-mata--in this way; san•tana--San•tana Gosv•m†; v”nd•vanete rahil•-remained in V”nd•vana; rãpa-gos•‘i--Rãpa Gos•‘i; dui-bh•i--the two brothers;
k•¤†te •il•--came to V•r•‹as† (K•¤†).
TRANSLATION
San•tana Gosv•m† remained in V”nd•vana, and Rãpa Gosv•m† and Anupama
returned to V•r•‹as†.
TEXT 217
TEXT
mah•r•£àr†ya dvija, ¤ekhara, mi¤ra-tapana
tina-jana saha rãpa karil• milana
SYNONYMS
mah•r•£àr†ya dvija--the br•hma‹a of Mah•r•£àra province; ¤ekhara-Candra¤ekhara; mi¤ra-tapana--Tapana Mi¤ra; tina-jana--these three persons;
saha--with; rãpa--Rãpa Gosv•m†; karil• milana--met.
TRANSLATION
When Rãpa Gosv•m† arrived at V•r•‹as†, he met the Mah•r•£àrian br•hma‹a,
Candra¤ekhara and Tapana Mi¤ra.
TEXT 218
TEXT
¤ekharera ghare v•s•, mi¤ra-ghare bhik£•
mi¤ra-mukhe ¤une san•tane prabhura '¤ik£•'
SYNONYMS
¤ekharera ghare v•sa--residence in the house of Candra¤ekhara; mi¤ra-ghare
bhik£•--pras•da at the house of Tapana Mi¤ra; mi¤ra-mukhe--from the mouth of
Tapana Mi¤ra; ¤une--hears; san•tane--unto San•tana; prabhura ¤ik£•-instructions of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
While Rãpa Gosv•m† was staying at V•r•‹as†, he resided at the house of
Candra¤ekhara and took pras•da at the house of Tapana Mi¤ra. In this way he
heard of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's instructions to San•tana Gosv•m† in
V•r•‹as†.
TEXT 219
TEXT
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k•¤†te prabhura caritra ¤uni' tinera mukhe
sanny•s†re k”p• ¤uni' p•il• ba‚a sukhe
SYNONYMS
k•¤†te--at V•r•‹as† (K•¤†); prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; caritra-the activity; ¤uni'--hearing; tinera mukhe--from the mouths of the three
persons; sanny•s†re k”p•--the mercy shown to the M•y•v•d† sanny•s†s; ¤uni'-hearing about; p•il•--he got; ba‚a sukhe--very great pleasure.
TRANSLATION
While staying at V•r•‹as†, Rãpa Gosv•m† heard of all ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's activities. When he heard of His deliverance of the M•y•v•d†
sanny•s†s, he became very happy.
TEXT 220
TEXT
mah•prabhura upara lokera pra‹ati dekhiy•
sukh† hail• loka-mukhe k†rtana ¤uniy•
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhura--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; upara--upon; lokera--of the people
in general; pra‹ati dekhiy•--seeing the surrender; sukh† hail•--became very
happy; loka-mukhe--from the general public; k†rtana ¤uniy•--hearing the
description.
TRANSLATION
When Rãpa Gosv•m† saw that all the people of V•r•‹as† respected ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu, he became very happy. He even heard stories from the
general populace.
TEXT 221
TEXT
dina da¤a rahi' rãpa gau‚e y•tr• kaila
san•tana-rãpera ei caritra kahila
SYNONYMS
dina da¤a--about ten days; rahi'--remaining; rãpa--Rãpa Gosv•m†; gau‚e
y•tr• kaila--went back to Bengal; san•tana-rãpera--of ¥r† San•tana Gosv•m† and
Rãpa Gosv•m†; ei--thus; caritra--character; kahila--I have described.
TRANSLATION
After staying in V•r•‹as† for about ten days, Rãpa Gosv•m† returned to
Bengal. In this way I have described the activities of Rãpa and San•tana.
TEXT 222
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TEXT
eth• mah•prabhu yadi n†l•dri calil•
nirjana vana-pathe y•ite mah• sukha p•il•
SYNONYMS
eth•--on the other side; mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yadi--when;
n†l•dri calil•--went back to Jagann•tha Pur†; nirjana vana-pathe--on a
solitary forest path; y•ite--traveling; mah• sukha p•il•--got very great
pleasure.
TRANSLATION
When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu returned to Jagann•tha Pur†, He passed through
the solitary forest, and He received great pleasure in doing so.
TEXT 223
TEXT
sukhe cali' •ise prabhu balabhadra-sa•ge
pãrvavat m”g•di-sa•ge kail• n•n•-ra•ge
SYNONYMS
sukhe--in a very pleasing atmosphere; cali' •ise--comes back; prabhu--¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; balabhadra-sa•ge--with the servant of Balabhadra
Bhaàà•c•rya; pãrva-vat--as previously; m”ga-•di-sa•ge--with the forest
animals; kail•--performed; n•n•-ra•ge--various pleasing activities.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu happily returned to Jagann•tha Pur† in the company
of His servant, Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya. As previously, the Lord performed many
pleasing pastimes with the forest animals.
TEXT 224
TEXT
•àh•ran•l•te •si' bhaàà•c•rya br•hma‹e
p•àh•‘• bol•il• nija-bhakta-ga‹e
SYNONYMS
•àh•ran•l•te--to a place near Jagann•tha Pur† named šàh•ran•l•; •si'-coming; bhaàà•c•rya br•hma‹e--the br•hma‹a known as Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya;
p•àh•‘•--sending; bol•il•--called for; nija-bhakta-ga‹e--His own personal
associates.
TRANSLATION
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When ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu arrived at a place known as šàh•ran•l• near
Jagann•tha Pur†, He sent Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya to call for His devotees.
TEXT 225
TEXT
¤uniy• bhaktera ga‹a yena punarapi j†l•
dehe pr•‹a •ile, yena indriya uàhil•
SYNONYMS
¤uniy•--hearing; bhaktera ga‹a--the hordes of devotees at Jagann•tha Pur†;
yena--as if; punarapi--again; j†l•--became alive; dehe--in the body; pr•‹a
•ile--consciousness returned; yena--as if; indriya--senses; uàhil•--became
agitated.
TRANSLATION
Hearing news of the Lord's arrival from Balabhadra Bhaàà•c•rya, hordes of
devotees became so happy that they seemed to be getting their lives back. It
was as though their consciousness had returned to their bodies. Their senses
also became agitated.
TEXT 226
TEXT
•nande vihvala bhakta-ga‹a dh•‘• •il•
narendre •siy• sabe prabhure milil•
SYNONYMS
•nande--in great pleasure; vihvala--overwhelmed; bhakta-ga‹a--all the
devotees; dh•‘• •il•--very hastily came; narendre •siy•--coming to the shore
of Narendra Lake; sabe--all of them; prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
milil•--met.
TRANSLATION
Being overwhelmed with great pleasure, all the devotees hastily went to see
the Lord. They met Him on the banks of Narendra-sarovara, the celebrated lake.
TEXT 227
TEXT
pur†-bh•rat†ra prabhu vandilena cara‹a
do•he mah•prabhure kail• prema-•li•gana
SYNONYMS
pur†--Param•nanda Pur†; bh•rat†ra--and of Brahm•nanda Bh•rat†; prabhu--Lord
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; vandilena cara‹a--worshiped the feet; do•he--both the
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elderly sanny•s†s; mah•prabhure--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kail•--did; prema•li•gana--embracing in love.
TRANSLATION
When Param•nanda Pur† and Brahm•nanda Bh•rat† met ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
the Lord offered them His respectful obeisances due to their being Godbrothers
of His spiritual master. They both then embraced ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu in
love and affection.
TEXT 228
TEXT
d•modara-svarãpa, pa‹‚ita-gad•dhara
jagad•nanda, k•¤†¤vara, govinda, vakre¤vara
SYNONYMS
d•modara-svarãpa--Svarãpa D•modara; pa‹‚ita-gad•dhara--Gad•dhara, the
learned scholar; jagad•nanda--Jagad•nanda; k•¤†¤vara--K•¤†¤vara; govinda-Govinda; vakre¤vara--Vakre¤vara.
TRANSLATION
Devotees like Svarãpa D•modara, Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita, Jagad•nanda, K•¤†¤vara,
Govinda and Vakre¤vara all came to meet the Lord.
TEXT 229
TEXT
k•¤†-mi¤ra, pradyumna-mi¤ra, pa‹‚ita-d•modara
harid•sa-àh•kura, •ra pa‹‚ita-¤a•kara
SYNONYMS
k•¤†-mi¤ra--K•¤† Mi¤ra; pradyumna-mi¤ra--Pradyumna Mi¤ra; pa‹‚ita-d•modara-D•modara Pa‹‚ita; harid•sa-àh•kura--Harid•sa áh•kura; •ra--and; pa‹‚ita¤a•kara--¥a•kara Pa‹‚ita.
TRANSLATION
K•¤† Mi¤ra, Pradyumna Mi¤ra, D•modara Pa‹‚ita, Harid•sa áh•kura and ¥a•kara
Pa‹‚ita also came there to meet the Lord.
TEXT 230
TEXT
•ra saba bhakta prabhura cara‹e pa‚il•
sab• •li•giy• prabhu prem•vi£àa hail•
SYNONYMS
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•ra saba bhakta--all the other devotees; prabhura--of Lord ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; cara‹e pa‚il•--fell down at the lotus feet; sab• •li•giy•-embracing all of them; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; prema-•vi£àa-overwhelmed in ecstatic love and emotion; hail•--became.
TRANSLATION
All the other devotees also came and fell down at the Lord's lotus feet. In
return, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu embraced them all with great ecstatic love.
TEXT 231
TEXT
•nanda-samudre bh•se saba bhakta-ga‹e
sab• la‘• cale prabhu jagann•tha-dara¤ane
SYNONYMS
•nanda-samudre--in the ocean of transcendental bliss; bh•se--float; saba
bhakta-ga‹e--all the devotees; sab• la‘•--taking all of them; cale--goes;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; jagann•tha-dara¤ane--to see the Jagann•tha
Deity in the temple.
TRANSLATION
Thus they all merged in the ocean of transcendental bliss. Then the Lord
and all His devotees proceeded toward the temple of Jagann•tha to see the
Deity.
TEXT 232
TEXT
jagann•tha dekhi' prabhu prem•vi£àa hail•
bhakta-sa•ge bahu-k£a‹a n”tya-g†ta kail•
SYNONYMS
jagann•tha dekhi'--seeing Lord Jagann•tha; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
prema-•vi£àa hail•--became overwhelmed with love and affection; bhakta-sa•ge-in the society of the devotees; bahu-k£a‹a--for a long time; n”tya-g†ta kail•-chanted and danced.
TRANSLATION
As soon as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu saw Lord Jagann•tha in the temple, He
was immediately overwhelmed with love and affection. He chanted and danced
with His devotees for a long time.
TEXT 233
TEXT
jagann•tha-sevaka •ni' m•l•-pras•da dil•
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tulas† pa‚ich• •si' cara‹a vandil•
SYNONYMS
jagann•tha-sevaka--the priests who were servitors of Lord Jagann•tha; •ni'-bringing; m•l•-pras•da dil•--distributed flower garlands and pras•da; tulas†
pa‚ich•--the temple servant known as Tulas†; •si'--coming; cara‹a vandil•-worshiped the lotus feet of the Lord.
TRANSLATION
The priests immediately brought them flower garlands and pras•da. The
temple's watchman, who was named Tulas†, also came and offered his obeisances
to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 234
TEXT
'mah•prabhu •il•'--gr•me kol•hala haila
s•rvabhauma, r•m•nanda, v•‹†n•tha milila
SYNONYMS
mah•prabhu •il•--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has arrived; gr•me--in the town;
kol•hala haila--there was spreading of the news; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma;
r•m•nanda--R•m•nanda; v•‹†n•tha--V•‹†n•tha; milila--came and met Him.
TRANSLATION
When the news spread that ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu had arrived at Jagann•tha
Pur†, devotees like S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya, R•m•nanda R•ya and V•‹†n•tha R•ya
all came to meet Him.
TEXT 235
TEXT
sab• sa•ge la‘• prabhu mi¤ra-v•s• •il•
s•rvabhauma, pa‹‚ita-gos•‘i nimantra‹a kail•
SYNONYMS
sab• sa•ge la‘•--taking all of them; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
mi¤ra-v•s• •il•--came to K•¤† Mi¤ra's house; s•rvabhauma--S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya; pa‹‚ita-gos•‘i--Gad•dhara Pa‹‚ita; nimantra‹a kail•--invited the
Lord to take pras•da.
TRANSLATION
The Lord and all His devotees then went to the residence of K•¤† Mi¤ra.
S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya and Pa‹‚ita Gos•‘i also invited the Lord to dine at
their homes.
TEXT 236
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TEXT
prabhu kahe,--"mah•-pras•da •na' ei sth•ne
sab•-sa•ge ih•• •ji karimu bhojane"
SYNONYMS
prabhu kahe--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu said; mah•-pras•da •na'--bring mah•pras•da; ei sth•ne--to this place; sab•-sa•ge--with all; ih••--here; •ji-today; karimu bhojane--I shall dine.
TRANSLATION
Accepting their invitation, the Lord asked them to bring all the pras•da
there so that He could eat it with His devotees.
TEXT 237
TEXT
tabe du•he jagann•tha-pras•da •nila
sab•-sa•ge mah•prabhu bhojana karila
SYNONYMS
tabe--then; du•he--both S•rvabhauma and Pa‹‚ita Gos•‘i; jagann•tha-pras•da
•nila--brought the mah•-pras•da of Jagann•tha; sab•-sa•ge--with all of them;
mah•prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; bhojana karila--dined.
TRANSLATION
Upon receiving ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's order, both S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya and Pa‹‚ita Gos•‘i brought sufficient pras•da from the temple of
Jagann•tha. The Lord then dined with everyone at His own place.
TEXT 238
TEXT
ei ta' kahilu•,--prabhu dekhi' v”nd•vana
puna„ karilena yaiche n†l•dri gamana
SYNONYMS
ei ta' kahilu•--thus I have described; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
dekhi' v”nd•vana--after visiting V”nd•vana; puna„--again; karilena--did;
yaiche--as; n†l•dri gamana--coming back to Jagann•tha Pur†.
TRANSLATION
Thus I have described how ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu returned to Jagann•tha
Pur† from V”nd•vana.
TEXT 239
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TEXT
ih• yei ¤raddh• kari' karaye ¤rava‹a
acir•t p•ya sei caitanya-cara‹a
SYNONYMS
ih•--this; yei--anyone who; ¤raddh• kari'--with faith and love; karaye
¤rava‹a--hears; acir•t--very soon; p•ya--gets; sei--he; caitanya-cara‹a--the
lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
Whoever hears ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's pastimes with faith and love very
soon attains shelter at the Lord's lotus feet.
TEXT 240
TEXT
madhya-l†l•ra karilu• ei dig-dara¤ana
chaya vatsara kail• yaiche gaman•gamana
SYNONYMS
madhya-l†l•ra--of this division, known as Madhya-l†l•; karilu•--I have
done; ei dik-dara¤ana--this summary inspection; chaya vatsara--continuously
for six years; kail•--performed; yaiche--just as; gamana-•gamana--going and
coming back.
TRANSLATION
I have thus given a summary of the Madhya-l†l•, which is a special
description of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's travels to and from Jagann•tha Pur†.
Indeed, the Lord traveled to and fro continuously for six years.
TEXT 241
TEXT
¤e£a a£à•da¤a vatsara n†l•cale v•sa
bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge kare k†rtana-vil•sa
SYNONYMS
¤e£a a£à•da¤a vatsara--the remaining eighteen years; n†l•cale v•sa-residence at Jagann•tha Pur†; bhakta-ga‹a-sa•ge--with devotees; kare-performs; k†rtana-vil•sa--the pastimes of chanting the Hare K”£‹a mantra.
TRANSLATION
After taking sanny•sa at the age of twenty-four, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
lived another twenty-four years. For six of these years, He traveled
extensively throughout India, sometimes going to Jagann•tha Pur† and sometimes
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leaving. After traveling for six years, the Lord fixed His residence at
Jagann•tha Pur† and stayed there for the eighteen remaining years of His life.
During these eighteen years He mainly chanted Hare K”£‹a with His devotees.
TEXT 242
TEXT
madhya-l†l•ra krama ebe kari anuv•da
anuv•da kaile haya kath•ra •sv•da
SYNONYMS
madhya-l†l•ra krama--a chronological list of the pastimes described in the
Madhya-l†l• of Caitanya-carit•m”ta; ebe--now; kari--I may do; anuv•da-assessment; anuv•da kaile--by assessing in that way; haya--there is; kath•ra
•sv•da--tasting of all the topics.
TRANSLATION
I shall now chronologically reassess the chapters of Madhya-l†l• so that
one can relish the transcendental features of these topics.
TEXT 243
TEXT
prathama paricchede--¤e£a-l†l•ra sãtra-ga‹a
tathi-madhye kona bh•gera vist•ra var‹ana
SYNONYMS
prathama paricchede--in the First Chapter; ¤e£a-l†l•ra sãtra-ga‹a--the
codes of the Antya-l†l•, ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's pastimes at the end; tathimadhye--within that; kona bh•gera--of some portion of the book; vist•ra
var‹ana--a vivid description.
TRANSLATION
In the First Chapter I have given a synopsis of the last pastimes [Antyal†l•]. Within this chapter is a vivid description of some of the pastimes of
the Lord that took place toward the end of His life.
TEXT 244
TEXT
dvit†ya paricchede--prabhura pral•pa-var‹ana
tathi-madhye n•n•-bh•vera dig-dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
dvit†ya paricchede--in the Second Chapter; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; pral•pa-var‹ana--a description of His behaving like a crazy man;
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tathi-madhye--within that; n•n•-bh•vera--of different emotional ecstasies;
dik-dara¤ana--indication.
TRANSLATION
In the Second Chapter I have described ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's talking
like a crazy man. Within this chapter it is indicated how ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu manifested His different emotional moods.
TEXT 245
TEXT
t”t†ya paricchede--prabhura kahilu• sanny•sa
•c•ryera ghare yaiche karil• vil•sa
SYNONYMS
t”t†ya paricchede--in the Third Chapter; prabhura--of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; kahilu•--I have described; sanny•sa--acceptance of the renounced
order of life; •c•ryera ghare--at the house of Advaita šc•rya; yaiche--how;
karil• vil•sa--enjoyed His pastimes.
TRANSLATION
In the Third Chapter I have described the Lord's acceptance of the
renounced order and how He enjoyed His pastimes in the house of Advaita
šc•rya.
TEXT 246
TEXT
caturthe--m•dhava pur†ra caritra-•sv•dana
gop•la sth•pana, k£†ra-curira var‹ana
SYNONYMS
caturthe--in the Fourth Chapter; m•dhava pur†ra--of M•dhavendra Pur†;
caritra-•sv•dana--relishing the characteristics; gop•la sth•pana--the
installation of Gop•la; k£†ra-curira var‹ana--a description of Gop†n•tha's
stealing condensed milk at Remu‹•.
TRANSLATION
In the Fourth Chapter I have described M•dhavendra Pur†'s installation of
the Gop•la Deity as well as Gop†n•tha's stealing a pot of condensed milk at
Remu‹•.
TEXT 247
TEXT
pa‘came--s•k£i-gop•la-caritra-var‹ana
nity•nanda kahe, prabhu karena •sv•dana
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SYNONYMS
pa‘came--in the Fifth Chapter; s•k£i-gop•la--S•k£i-gop•la; caritra-var‹ana-a description of the characteristics; nity•nanda kahe--Lord Nity•nanda
described this; prabhu--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu; karena •sv•dana--tasted it.
TRANSLATION
In the Fifth Chapter I have narrated the story of S•k£i-gop•la. Lord
Nity•nanda Prabhu narrated this while ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu listened.
TEXT 248
TEXT
£a£àhe--s•rvabhaumera karil• uddh•ra
saptame--t†rtha-y•tr•, v•sudeva nist•ra
SYNONYMS
£a£àhe--in the Sixth Chapter; s•rvabhaumera--S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya;
karil• uddh•ra--the Lord delivered; saptame--in the Seventh Chapter; t†rthay•tr•--going to different holy places; v•sudeva nist•ra--delivering V•sudeva.
TRANSLATION
In the Sixth Chapter I have told how S•rvabhauma Bhaàà•c•rya was delivered,
and in the Seventh Chapter I have described the Lord's tour of different holy
places and His deliverance of V•sudeva.
TEXT 249
TEXT
a£àame--r•m•nanda-sa‰v•da vist•ra
•pane ¤unil• 'sarva-siddh•ntera s•ra'
SYNONYMS
a£àame--in the Eighth Chapter; r•m•nanda-sa‰v•da vist•ra--an elaborate
discussion with ¥r† R•m•nanda R•ya; •pane--personally; ¤unil•--listened;
sarva--all; siddh•ntera--of conclusions; s•ra--the essence.
TRANSLATION
In the Eighth Chapter I have recorded the Lord's elaborate discussion with
R•m•nanda R•ya. The Lord personally listened as R•m•nanda gave the conclusive
essence of all Vedic literatures.
TEXT 250
TEXT
navame--kahilu• dak£i‹a-t†rtha-bhrama‹a
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da¤ame--kahilu• sarva-vai£‹ava-milana
SYNONYMS
navame--in the Ninth Chapter; kahilu•--I have described; dak£i‹a-t†rthabhrama‹a--going on pilgrimage in South India; da¤ame--in the Tenth Chapter;
kahilu•--I have described; sarva-vai£‹ava-milana--meeting of all kinds of
devotees.
TRANSLATION
In the Ninth Chapter I have described the Lord's tour of South India and
the different places of pilgrimage. In the Tenth Chapter I have described the
meeting of all the devotees of the Lord.
TEXT 251
TEXT
ek•da¤e--¤r†-mandire 'be‚•-sa•k†rtana'
dv•da¤e--gu‹‚ic•-mandira-m•rjana-k£•lana
SYNONYMS
ek•da¤e--in the Eleventh Chapter; ¤r†-mandire--in the Jagann•tha temple;
be‚•-sa•k†rtana--chanting of the Hare K”£‹a mantra all around; dv•da¤e--in the
Twelfth Chapter; gu‹‚ic•-mandira--of the temple known as Gu‹‚ic•; m•rjanak£•lana--cleansing and washing.
TRANSLATION
In the Eleventh Chapter I have described the great chanting of the Hare
K”£‹a mah•-mantra that surrounded the Lord. In the Twelfth Chapter I have
given a narration of the cleansing and washing of the Gu‹‚ic• temple.
TEXT 252
TEXT
trayoda¤e--ratha-•ge prabhura nartana
caturda¤e--'her•-pa‘cam†'-y•tr•-dara¤ana
SYNONYMS
trayoda¤e--in the Thirteenth Chapter; ratha-•ge--in front of the Jagann•tha
Ratha; prabhura nartana--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu's dancing; caturda¤e--in the
Fourteenth Chapter; her•-pa‘cam†--Her•-pa‘cam†, which takes place on the fifth
day of Ratha-y•tr•; y•tr•--festival; dara¤ana--visiting.
TRANSLATION
In the Thirteenth Chapter I have described ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's
dancing before the chariot of Jagann•tha. In the Fourteenth Chapter, there is
an account of the Her•-pa‘cam† function.
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TEXT 253
TEXT
t•ra madhye vraja-dev†ra bh•vera ¤rava‹a
svarãpa kahil•, prabhu kail• •sv•dana
SYNONYMS
t•ra madhye--in that; vraja-dev†ra--of the gop†s; bh•vera--of ecstatic
emotion; ¤rava‹a--hearing; svarãpa kahil•--Svarãpa D•modara Gosv•m† described;
prabhu--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kail• •sv•dana--personally tasted.
TRANSLATION
Also in the Fourteenth Chapter the emotional ecstasy of the gop†s was
described by Svarãpa D•modara and tasted by ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 254
TEXT
pa‘cada¤e--bhaktera gu‹a ¤r†-mukhe kahila
s•rvabhauma-ghare bhik£•, amogha t•rila
SYNONYMS
pa‘cada¤e--in the Fifteenth Chapter; bhaktera--of the devotees; gu‹a-qualities; ¤r†-mukhe kahila--Caitanya Mah•prabhu personally described;
s•rvabhauma-ghare--at the house of S•rvabhauma; bhik£•--accepting lunch;
amogha t•rila--He delivered Amogha.
TRANSLATION
In the Fifteenth Chapter ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu highly praised the
qualities of His devotees and accepted lunch at the house of S•rvabhauma
Bhaàà•c•rya. At that time, He delivered Amogha.
TEXT 255
TEXT
£o‚a¤e--v”nd•vana-y•tr• gau‚a-de¤a-pathe
puna„ n†l•cale •il•, n•àa¤•l• haite
SYNONYMS
£o‚a¤e--in the Sixteenth Chapter; v”nd•vana-y•tr•--departure for visiting
V”nd•vana; gau‚a-de¤a-pathe--on the way through the province of Bengal; puna„-again; n†l•cale •il•--came back to Jagann•tha Pur†; n•àa¤•l• haite--from
K•n•i N•àa¤•l•.
TRANSLATION
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In the Sixteenth Chapter ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu departed for V”nd•vana and
journeyed through Bengal. He later returned to Jagann•tha Pur† from K•n•i
N•àa¤•l•.
TEXT 256
TEXT
saptada¤e--vanapathe mathur•-gamana
a£à•da¤e--v”nd•vana-vih•ra-var‹ana
SYNONYMS
saptada¤e--in the Seventeenth Chapter; vana-pathe--through the forest path;
mathur•-gamana--Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu's going to Mathur•; a£à•da¤e--in the
Eighteenth Chapter; v”nd•vana-vih•ra-var‹ana--description of His touring the
forest of V”nd•vana.
TRANSLATION
In the Seventeenth Chapter I have described the Lord's journey through the
great forest of Jh•rikha‹‚a and His arrival at Mathur•. In the Eighteenth
Chapter there is a description of His tour of the forest of V”nd•vana.
TEXT 257
TEXT
ãnavi‰¤e--mathur• haite pray•ga-gamana
t•ra madhye ¤r†-rãpere ¤akti-sa‘c•ra‹a
SYNONYMS
ãnavi‰¤e--in the Nineteenth Chapter; mathur• haite--from Mathur•; pray•gagamana--going to Pray•ga; t•ra madhye--within that; ¤r†-rãpere--¥r† Rãpa
Gosv•m†; ¤akti-sa‘c•ra‹a--empowering to spread devotional service.
TRANSLATION
In the Nineteenth Chapter, the Lord returned to Pray•ga from Mathur• and
empowered ¥r† Rãpa Gosv•m† to spread devotional service.
TEXT 258
TEXT
vi‰¤ati paricchede--san•tanera milana
t•ra madhye bhagav•nera svarãpa-var‹ana
SYNONYMS
vi‰¤ati paricchede--in the Twentieth Chapter; san•tanera milana--meeting
with San•tana Gosv•m†; t•ra madhye--within that; bhagav•nera--of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead; svarãpa-var‹ana--description of personal features.
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TRANSLATION
In the Twentieth Chapter the Lord's meeting with San•tana is described. The
Lord described the personal features of the Supreme Personality of Godhead in
depth.
TEXT 259
TEXT
ekavi‰¤e--k”£‹ai¤varya-m•dhurya var‹ana
dv•vi‰¤e--dvividha s•dhana-bhaktira vivara‹a
SYNONYMS
eka-vi‰¤e--in the Twenty-first Chapter; k”£‹a-ai¤varya--of the opulence of
K”£‹a; m•dhurya--of the pleasing beauty; var‹ana--description; dv•-vi‰¤e--in
the Twenty-second Chapter; dvi-vidha--twofold; s•dhana-bhaktira--of the
discharge of devotional service; vivara‹a--description.
TRANSLATION
In the Twenty-first Chapter there is a description of K”£‹a's beauty and
opulence, and in the Twenty-second Chapter there is a description of the
twofold discharge of devotional service.
TEXT 260
TEXT
trayovi‰¤e--prema-bhakti-rasera kathana
caturvi‰¤e--'•tm•r•m•„'-¤lok•rtha var‹ana
SYNONYMS
traya„-vi‰¤e--in the Twenty-third Chapter; prema-bhakti--of ecstatic love
of Godhead; rasera--of the mellow; kathana--narration; catu„-vi‰¤e--in the
Twenty-fourth Chapter; •tm•r•m•„--known as •tm•r•ma; ¤loka-artha--the meaning
of the verse; var‹ana--description.
TRANSLATION
In the Twenty-third Chapter there is a description of the mellows of
transcendental loving service, and in the Twenty-fourth Chapter the Lord
analyzes the •tm•r•ma verse.
TEXT 261
TEXT
pa‘cavi‰¤e--k•¤†-v•s†re vai£‹ava-kara‹a
k•¤† haite puna„ n†l•cale •gamana
SYNONYMS
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pa‘ca-vi‰¤e--in the Twenty-fifth Chapter; k•¤†-v•s†re--the residents of
V•r•‹as† (K•¤†); vai£‹ava-kara‹a--making Vai£‹avas; k•¤† haite--from K•¤†;
puna„--again; n†l•cale •gamana--coming back to Jagann•tha Pur† (N†l•cala).
TRANSLATION
In the Twenty-fifth Chapter there is a description of how the residents of
V•r•‹as† were converted to Vai£‹avism. The Lord also returned to N†l•cala
[Jagann•tha Pur†] from V•r•‹as†.
TEXT 262
TEXT
pa‘cavi‰¤ati paricchede ei kailu• anuv•da
y•h•ra ¤rava‹e haya granth•rtha-•sv•da
SYNONYMS
pa‘ca-vi‰¤ati paricchede--in the Twenty-fifth Chapter; ei--this; kailu•
anuv•da--I have made repetition; y•h•ra ¤rava‹e--hearing which; haya--there
is; grantha-artha-•sv•da--understanding of the whole contents of the book.
TRANSLATION
I have thus summarized these pastimes in the Twenty-fifth Chapter. Hearing
this, one can understand the whole purport of this scripture.
TEXT 263
TEXT
sa•k£epe kahilu• ei madhya-l†l•ra s•ra
koài-granthe var‹ana n• y•ya ih•ra vist•ra
SYNONYMS
sa•k£epe--in brief; kahilu•--I have described; ei--this; madhya-l†l•ra
s•ra--essence of Madhya-l†l•; koài-granthe--in millions of books; var‹ana-description; n• y•ya--is not possible; ih•ra vist•ra--elaborately.
TRANSLATION
I have now summarized the entire subject matter of the Madhya-l†l•. These
pastimes cannot be described elaborately even in millions of books.
TEXT 264
TEXT
j†va nist•rite prabhu bhramil• de¤e-de¤e
•pane •sv•di' bhakti karil• prak•¤e
SYNONYMS
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j†va nist•rite--to deliver all the fallen souls; prabhu--¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; bhramil•--traveled; de¤e-de¤e--in various countries; •pane-personally; •sv•di'--tasting; bhakti--devotional service; karil•--did;
prak•¤e--broadcasting.
TRANSLATION
To deliver all fallen souls, the Lord traveled from country to country. He
personally tasted the transcendental pleasure of devotional service, and He
simultaneously spread the cult of devotion everywhere.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu personally traveled to different regions of India
to spread the bhakti cult throughout the country. He also personally relished
transcendental activities. By His personal behavior He has given an example
for devotees to follow. That is, one should broadcast the cult of devotional
service. He specifically instructed His devotees to enjoin all Indians to
broadcast this message throughout the world because at that time the Lord
could not personally travel to other parts of the world. In this regard, He
has left two instructions:
bh•rata-bhãmite haila manu£ya-janma y•ra
janma s•rthaka kari' kara para-upak•ra
"All Indians should seriously take up the cult of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu
and should perfect their lives by adopting the process of devotional service.
After perfecting their lives, they should broadcast this message all over the
world for the welfare of all human beings (para-upak•ra)." (Cc. šdi 9.41) A
Vai£‹ava is especially interested in para-upak•ra, doing good to others.
Prahl•da Mah•r•ja was also interested in this. He did not want to be delivered
alone; rather, he wanted to deliver all fallen souls, who are bereft of
knowledge of bhakti and who misuse their intelligence for the temporary
benefit of the material body. ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu also wanted His mission
spread all over the world.
p”thiv†te •che yata nagar•di gr•ma
sarvatra prac•ra haibe mora n•ma
"In every town and village, the chanting of My name will be heard."
Following in His footsteps, we are trying to broadcast His message
throughout the world. By His mercy, people are taking this movement very
seriously. Indeed, our books are extensively distributed in the Western
countries, especially in America and Europe. Even the ecclesiastical orders in
these countries are appreciating the value of this K”£‹a consciousness
movement and are ready to unite for the highest benefit of human society. The
followers of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu may therefore take this movement
seriously and broadcast it throughout the world, from village to village and
from town to town, just as ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu Himself did.
TEXT 265
TEXT
k”£‹a-tattva, bhakti-tattva, prema-tattva s•ra
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bh•va-tattva, rasa-tattva, l†l•-tattva •ra
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-tattva--the truth of K”£‹a; bhakti-tattva--the truth of devotional
service; prema-tattva--the truth of ecstatic love of Godhead; s•ra--the
essence; bh•va-tattva--the emotional truth; rasa-tattva--the truth of
transcendental mellow; l†l•-tattva--the truth of pastimes of the Lord; •ra-also.
TRANSLATION
K”£‹a consciousness means understanding the truth of K”£‹a, the truth of
devotional service, the truth of love of Godhead, the truth of emotional
ecstasy, the truth of transcendental mellow and the truth of the pastimes of
the Lord.
TEXT 266
TEXT
¤r†-bh•gavata-tattva-rasa karil• prac•re
k”£‹a-tulya bh•gavata, j•n•il• sa‰s•re
SYNONYMS
¤r†-bh•gavata-tattva-rasa--the truth and transcendental taste of ¥r†madBh•gavatam; karil• prac•re--Caitanya Mah•prabhu preached elaborately; k”£‹atulya--identical with K”£‹a; bh•gavata--¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam; j•n•il• sa‰s•re-has preached within this world.
TRANSLATION
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu has personally preached the transcendental truths
and mellows of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam and the Supreme
Personality of Godhead are identical, for ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam is the sound
incarnation of ¥r† K”£‹a.
TEXT 267
TEXT
bhakta l•gi' vist•ril• •pana-vadane
k•h•• bhakta-mukhe kah•i ¤unil• •pane
SYNONYMS
bhakta l•gi'--especially for the purpose of His devotees; vist•ril•-expansively described; •pana-vadane--personally, with His own mouth; k•h••-sometimes; bhakta-mukhe--through the mouth of His devotees; kah•i--making
describe; ¤unil• •pane--listened Himself.
TRANSLATION
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¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu broadcast the purpose of ¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam. He
sometimes spoke for the benefit of His devotees and sometimes empowered one of
His devotees to speak while He listened.
PURPORT
¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, as an ideal teacher, or •c•rya, explained ¥r†madBh•gavatam very elaborately Himself. He sometimes also empowered His devotees
to speak while He listened. This is the way an •c•rya should train His
disciples. Not only should he describe the bh•gavata cult personally, but he
should also train his disciples to speak on this sublime subject.
TEXT 268
TEXT
¤r†-caitanya-sama •ra k”p•lu vad•nya
bhakta-vatsala n• dekhi trijagate anya
SYNONYMS
¤r†-caitanya-sama--equal to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; •ra--anyone else;
k”p•lu--merciful; vad•nya--magnanimous; bhakta-vatsala--very kind to the
devotees; n• dekhi--I do not see; tri-jagate--in these three worlds; anya-anyone else.
TRANSLATION
All sane men within these three worlds certainly accept the conclusion that
no one is more merciful and magnanimous than ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and that
no one is as kind to His devotees.
TEXT 269
TEXT
¤raddh• kari' ei l†l• ¤una, bhakta-ga‹a
ih•ra pras•de p•ib• caitanya-cara‹a
SYNONYMS
¤raddh• kari'--having faith and love; ei l†l•--these pastimes of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; ¤una--hear; bhakta-ga‹a--O devotees; ih•ra pras•de--by
the grace of this transcendental hearing; p•ib•--you will get; caitanyacara‹a--the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu.
TRANSLATION
All devotees should hear about ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu's pastimes with
faith and love. By the grace of the Lord, one can thus attain shelter at His
lotus feet.
TEXT 270
TEXT
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ih•ra pras•de p•ib• k”£‹a-tattva-s•ra
sarva-¤•stra-siddh•ntera ih•• p•ib• p•ra
SYNONYMS
ih•ra pras•de--by hearing these teachings of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
p•ib•--you will get; k”£‹a-tattva-s•ra--the essence of the truth of K”£‹a;
sarva-¤•stra--of all revealed scriptures; siddh•ntera--of conclusions; ih••-here; p•ib•--you will get; p•ra--the ultimate limit.
TRANSLATION
By understanding the pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, one can
understand the truth about K”£‹a. By understanding K”£‹a, one can understand
the limit of all knowledge described in various revealed scriptures.
PURPORT
As stated in Bhagavad-g†t• (7.3):
manu£y•‹•‰ sahasre£u
ka¤cid yatati siddhaye
yatat•m api siddh•n•‰
ka¤cin m•‰ vetti tattvata„
"Out of many thousands among men, one may endeavor for perfection, and of
those who have achieved perfection, hardly one knows Me in truth."
It is very difficult to understand K”£‹a, but if one tries to understand
¥r†mad-Bh•gavatam through Caitanya Mah•prabhu's bhakti cult, one will
undoubtedly understand K”£‹a very easily. If somehow or other one understands
K”£‹a, his life will be successful. Again, as stated in Bhagavad-g†t• (4.9):
janma karma ca me divyam
eva‰ yo vetti tattvata„
tyaktv• deha‰ punar janma
naiti m•m eti so 'rjuna
"One who knows the transcendental nature of My appearance and activities
does not, upon leaving the body, take his birth again in this material world,
but attains My eternal abode, O Arjuna."
TEXT 271
TEXT
k”£‹a-l†l• am”ta-s•ra, t•ra ¤ata ¤ata dh•ra,
da¤a-dike vahe y•h• haite
se caitanya-l†l• haya, sarovara ak£aya,
mano-ha‰sa car•ha' t•h•te
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-l†l• am”ta-s•ra--the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a are the essence of all
eternal bliss; t•ra ¤ata ¤ata dh•ra--the flow of that eternal bliss is running
in hundreds of branches; da¤a-dike--in all the ten directions; vahe--flows;
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y•h• haite--from which; se--those; caitanya-l†l•--pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu; haya--are; sarovara ak£aya--a transcendental eternal lake; mana„ha‰sa--my mind, which is like a swan; car•ha'--please wander; t•h•te--in that
lake.
TRANSLATION
The pastimes of Lord K”£‹a are the essence of all nectar. They flow in
hundreds of rivulets and in all directions. The pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu are an eternal reservoir, and one is advised to let his mind swim
like a swan on this transcendental lake.
PURPORT
The essence of spiritual knowledge is found in the pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, which are identical with the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a. This is the
essence of knowledge. If knowledge does not include the understanding of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu and K”£‹a, it is simply superfluous. By ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu's grace, the nectar of Lord ¥r† K”£‹a's pastimes is flowing in
different directions in hundreds and thousands of rivers. One should not think
that the pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are different from K”£‹a's
pastimes. It is said: ¤r†-k”£‹a-caitanya, r•dh•-k”£‹a nahe anya. Lord Caitanya
Mah•prabhu is a combination of R•dh•-K”£‹a, and without understanding His
pastimes, one cannot understand R•dh• and K”£‹a. ¥r†la Narottama d•sa áh•kura
therefore sings: rãpa-raghun•tha-pade haibe •kuti. kabe h•ma bujhaba se yugala
pir†ti. "When shall I become very eager to study the books left by the six
Gosv•m†s? Then I shall be able to understand the conjugal pastimes of R•dh•
and K”£‹a." Caitanya Mah•prabhu directly empowered ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† and
¥r†la San•tana Gosv•m†. Following in their footsteps, the other six Gosv•m†s
understood ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and His mission. One should understand ¥r†
K”£‹a Caitanya and Lord ¥r† K”£‹a from the Gosv•m†s in the parampar• system.
This K”£‹a consciousness movement is following as strictly as possible in the
footsteps of the Gosv•m†s. Narottama d•sa áh•kura says, ei chaya gos•‘i y•ra,
mui t•ra d•sa: "I am the servant of the six Gosv•m†s." The philosophy of K”£‹a
consciousness is to become the servant of the servant of the servant of the
Lord. Whoever wants to understand the difficult subject matter of k”£‹a-kath•
should accept the disciplic succession. If one is somehow or other able to
understand K”£‹a, his life will be successful. Tyaktv• deha‰ punar janma naiti
m•m eti so 'rjuna. A perfect devotee is able to understand K”£‹a through the
disciplic succession, and his entrance into the kingdom of God is thereby
certainly opened. When one understands K”£‹a, there is no difficulty in
transferring oneself to the spiritual kingdom.
TEXT 272
TEXT
bhakta-ga‹a, ¤una mora dainya-vacana
tom•-sab•ra pada-dhãli, a•ge vibhã£a‹a kari',
kichu mu‘i karo• nivedana
SYNONYMS
bhakta-ga‹a--O devotees; ¤una--please hear; mora--my; dainya-vacana--humble
submission; tom•-sab•ra--of all of you; pada-dhãli--the dust of the feet;
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a•ge--on my body; vibhã£a‹a kari'--taking as ornaments; kichu--something;
mu‘i--I; karo• nivedana--wish to submit.
TRANSLATION
With all humility, I submit myself to the lotus feet of all of you
devotees, taking the dust from your feet as my bodily ornaments. Now, my dear
devotees, please hear one thing more from me.
TEXT 273
TEXT
k”£‹a-bhakti-siddh•nta-ga‹a, y•te praphulla padma-vana,
t•ra madhu kari' •sv•dana
prema-rasa-kumuda-vane, praphullita r•tri-dine,
t•te car•o mano-bh”•ga-ga‹a
SYNONYMS
k”£‹a-bhakti-siddh•nta-ga‹a--the conclusive understanding of devotional
service to K”£‹a; y•te--by which; praphulla--enlivened; padma-vana--the forest
of lotus flowers; t•ra madhu--the honey collected from those lotus flowers;
kari' •sv•dana--relishing; prema-rasa--of transcendental love of K”£‹a;
kumuda-vane--in the forest of kumuda flowers (a type of lotus); praphullita-being jubilant; r•tri-dine--day and night; t•te--in that forest of lotus
flowers; car•o--make wander; mana„-bh”•ga-ga‹a--the bumblebees of your minds.
TRANSLATION
Devotional service to K”£‹a is exactly like a pleasing, jubilant forest of
lotus flowers wherein there is ample honey. I request everyone to taste this
honey. If all the mental speculators bring the bees of their minds into this
forest of lotus flowers and jubilantly enjoy ecstatic love of K”£‹a day and
night, their mental speculation will be completely transcendentally satisfied.
TEXT 274
TEXT
n•n•-bh•vera bhakta-jana, ha‰sa-cakrav•ka-ga‹a,
y•te sabe' karena vih•ra
k”£‹a-keli sum”‹•la, y•h• p•i sarva-k•la,
bhakta-ha‰sa karaye •h•ra
SYNONYMS
n•n•-bh•vera bhakta-jana--devotees relishing relationships with K”£‹a in
different ecstasies; ha‰sa-cakrav•ka-ga‹a--compared to swans and cakrav•ka
birds; y•te--in that place; sabe'--all; karena vih•ra--enjoy life; k”£‹a-keli-the pastimes of K”£‹a; su-m”‹•la--sweet buds; y•h• p•i--which one can get;
sarva-k•la--eternally; bhakta-ha‰sa--the devotees, who are just like swans;
karaye--do; •h•ra--eating.
TRANSLATION
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The devotees who have a relationship with K”£‹a are like the swans and
cakrav•ka birds that play in the forest of lotus flowers. The buds of those
lotus flowers are the pastimes of K”£‹a, and they are edibles for the swanlike
devotees. Lord ¥r† K”£‹a is always engaged in His transcendental pastimes;
therefore the devotees, following in the footsteps of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu,
can always eat those lotus buds, for they are the pastimes of the Lord.
TEXT 275
TEXT
sei sarovare giy•, ha‰sa-cakrav•ka ha‘•,
sad• t•h•• karaha vil•sa
kha‹‚ibe sakala du„kha, p•ib• parama sukha,
an•y•se habe premoll•sa
SYNONYMS
sei sarovare giy•--going to that lake where the clusters of lotus flowers
exist; ha‰sa-cakrav•ka ha‘•--becoming swans or cakrav•ka birds; sad•--always;
t•h••--there; karaha vil•sa--enjoy life; kha‹‚ibe--will be diminished; sakala
du„kha--all material anxieties and miseries; p•ib•--you will get; parama
sukha--the highest happiness; an•y•se--very easily; habe--there will be;
prema-ull•sa--jubilation in love of God.
TRANSLATION
All the devotees of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu should go to that lake and,
remaining always under the shelter of the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu, become swans and cakrav•ka birds in those celestial waters. They
should go on rendering service to Lord ¥r† K”£‹a and enjoy life perpetually.
In this way all miseries will be diminished, the devotees will attain great
happiness, and there will be jubilant love of God.
TEXT 276
TEXT
ei am”ta anuk£a‹a, s•dhu mah•nta-megha-ga‹a,
vi¤vody•ne kare vari£a‹a
t•te phale am”ta-phala, bhakta kh•ya nirantara,
t•ra ¤e£e j†ye jaga-jana
SYNONYMS
ei am”ta--this nectar; anuk£a‹a--continuously; s•dhu mah•nta-megha-ga‹a-pure devotees and saintly persons, who are compared to clouds; vi¤va-udy•ne-in the garden of the universe; kare vari£a‹a--rain down these nectarean
pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Lord ¥r† K”£‹a; t•te--because of that;
phale--grows; am”ta-phala--the fruit of nectar; bhakta kh•ya nirantara--and
the devotees eat such fruit continuously; t•ra ¤e£e--after their eating; j†ye
jaga-jana--the living entities all over the world live peacefully.
TRANSLATION
The devotees who have taken shelter of the lotus feet of ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu take the responsibility for distributing nectarean devotional
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service all over the world. They are like clouds pouring water on the ground
that nourishes the fruit of love of Godhead in this world. The devotees eat
that fruit to their hearts' content, and whatever remnants they leave are
eaten by the general populace. Thus they live happily.
TEXT 277
TEXT
caitanya-l†l•--am”ta-pãra, k”£‹a-l†l•--sukarpãra,
duhe mili' haya sum•dhurya
s•dhu-guru-pras•de, t•h• yei •sv•de,
sei j•ne m•dhurya-pr•curya
SYNONYMS
caitanya-l†l• am”ta-pãra--the pastimes of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are
full of nectar; k”£‹a-l†l• su-karpãra--the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a are exactly
like camphor; duhe mili'--the two meeting; haya--become; su-m•dhurya--very,
very palatable; s•dhu-guru-pras•de--by the mercy of saintly persons and
devotees in the transcendental position; t•h•--that; yei--anyone who; •sv•de-relishes this palatable nectar; sei j•ne--he can understand; m•dhuryapr•curya--the extensive quantity of sweetness in devotional service.
TRANSLATION
The pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu are full of nectar, and the
pastimes of Lord K”£‹a are like camphor. When one mixes these, they taste very
sweet. By the mercy of the pure devotees, whoever tastes them can understand
the depths of that sweetness.
TEXT 278
TEXT
ye l†l•-am”ta vine, kh•ya yadi anna-p•ne,
tabe bhaktera durbala j†vana
y•ra eka-bindu-p•ne, utphullita tanu-mane,
h•se, g•ya, karaye nartana
SYNONYMS
ye--he who; l†l•--of the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a and Caitanya Mah•prabhu;
am”ta vine--without nectar; kh•ya yadi anna-p•ne--if one eats only ordinary
food grains; tabe--then; bhaktera--of the devotees; durbala j†vana--life
becomes weakened; y•ra--of which; eka-bindu-p•ne--if one drinks one drop;
utphullita tanu-mane--the body and mind become jubilant; h•se--laughs; g•ya-chants; karaye nartana--dances.
TRANSLATION
Men become strong and stout by eating sufficient grains, but the devotee
who simply eats ordinary grains but does not taste the transcendental pastimes
of Lord Caitanya Mah•prabhu and K”£‹a gradually becomes weak and falls down
from the transcendental position. However, if one drinks but a drop of the
nectar of K”£‹a's pastimes, his body and mind begin to bloom, and he begins to
laugh, sing and dance.
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PURPORT
All the devotees connected with this K”£‹a consciousness movement must read
all the books that have been translated (Caitanya-carit•m”ta, ¥r†madBh•gavatam, Bhagavad-g†t• and others); otherwise, after some time, they will
simply eat, sleep and fall down from their position. Thus they will miss the
opportunity to attain an eternal, blissful life of transcendental pleasure.
TEXT 279
TEXT
e am”ta kara p•na, y•ra sama n•hi •na,
citte kari' sud”‚ha vi¤v•sa
n• pa‚a' kutarka-garte, amedhya karka¤a •varte,
y•te pa‚ile haya sarva-n•¤a
SYNONYMS
e am”ta kara p•na--all of you must drink this nectar; y•ra sama n•hi •na-there is no comparison to this nectar; citte--within the mind; kari' sud”‚ha
vi¤v•sa--having firm faith in this conclusion; n• pa‚a' kutarka garte--do not
fall down into the pit of false arguments; amedhya karka¤a •varte--in the
untouchable, harsh whirlpool; y•te--in which; pa‚ile--if one falls down; haya
sarva-n•¤a--the purpose of life will be spoiled.
TRANSLATION
The readers should relish this wonderful nectar because nothing compares to
it. Keeping their faith firmly fixed within their minds, they should be
careful not to fall into the pit of false arguments or the whirlpools of
unfortunate situations. If one falls into such positions, he is finished.
TEXT 280
TEXT
¤r†-caitanya, nity•nanda, advait•di bhakta-v”nda,
•ra yata ¤rot• bhakta-ga‹a
tom•-sab•ra ¤r†-cara‹a, kari ¤ire vibhã£a‹a,
y•h• haite abh†£àa-pãra‹a
SYNONYMS
¤r†-caitanya nity•nanda--¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and Lord Nity•nanda;
advaita-•di bhakta-v”nda--as well as the devotees like Advaita šc•rya; •ra-and; yata ¤rot• bhakta-ga‹a--all the devotees who listen; tom•-sab•ra ¤r†cara‹a--the lotus feet of all of you; kari ¤ire vibhã£a‹a--I keep on my head
as a helmet; y•h• haite--from which; abh†£àa-pãra‹a--all my purposes will be
served.
TRANSLATION
In conclusion, I submit to ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, Nity•nanda Prabhu,
Advaita Prabhu, and all the other devotees and readers that I accept your
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lotus feet as the helmet on my head. In this way, all my purposes will be
served.
TEXT 281
TEXT
¤r†-rãpa-san•tana-raghun•tha-j†va-cara‹a,
¤ire dhari,--y•ra karo• •¤a
k”£‹a, l†l•m”t•nvita, caitanya-carit•m”ta,
kahe kichu d†na k”£‹ad•sa
SYNONYMS
¤r†-rãpa-san•tana--of ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m† and of San•tana Gosv•m†;
raghun•tha-j†va--of Raghun•tha d•sa Gosv•m†, Raghun•tha Bhaààa Gosv•m† and
¥r†la J†va Gosv•m†; cara‹a--the lotus feet; ¤ire dhari--taking on my head;
y•ra--of which; karo• •¤a--I always desire; k”£‹a-l†l•-am”ta-anvita--mixed
with the nectar of k”£‹a-l†l•; caitanya-carit•m”ta--the pastimes of Lord ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; kahe--is trying to speak; kichu--something; d†na--most
humble; k”£‹ad•sa--K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†.
TRANSLATION
Taking the feet of ¥r†la Rãpa Gosv•m†, ¥r† San•tana Gosv•m†, Raghun•tha
d•sa Gosv•m†, Raghun•tha Bhaààa Gosv•m† and J†va Gosv•m† on my head, I always
desire their mercy. Thus I, K”£‹ad•sa, humbly try to describe the nectar of
the pastimes of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu, which are mixed with the pastimes of
Lord K”£‹a.
TEXT 282
TEXT
¤r†man-madana-gop•lagovindadeva-tu£àaye
caitany•rpitam astv etac
caitanya-carit•m”tam
SYNONYMS
¤r†man-madana-gop•la--of the Deity named ¥r†man Madana-gop•la; govindadeva--of the Deity named Govindadeva; tu£àaye--for the satisfaction; caitanyaarpitam--offered unto ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu; astu--let it be; etat--this;
caitanya-carit•m”tam--the book known as Caitanya-carit•m”ta.
TRANSLATION
For the satisfaction of ¥r† Madana-gop•la and Govindadeva, we pray that
this book, Caitanya-carit•m”ta, may be offered to ¥r† K”£‹a Caitanya
Mah•prabhu.
TEXT 283
TEXT
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tad idam ati-rahasya‰ gaura-l†l•m”ta‰ yat
khala-samudaya-kolair n•d”ta‰ tair alabhyam
k£atir iyam iha k• me sv•dita‰ yat samant•t
sah”daya-sumanobhir modam e£•‰ tanoti
SYNONYMS
tat--that (Caitanya-carit•m”ta); idam--this; ati-rahasyam--full of
spiritual mysteries; gaura-l†l•-am”tam--the nectar of the pastimes of ¥r†
Caitanya Mah•prabhu; yat--which; khala-samudaya--envious rascals; kolai„--by
pigs; na--never; •d”tam--praised; tai„--by them; alabhyam--not obtainable;
k£ati„ iyam iha k•--what is the loss in this connection; me--of me; sv•ditam-tasted; yat--which; samant•t--completely; sah”daya-sumanobhi„--by those who
are friendly and whose minds are very clean; modam--enjoyment; e£•m--of them;
tanoti--expands.
TRANSLATION
The Caitanya-carit•m”ta pastimes of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu constitute
a very secret literature. It is the life and soul of all devotees. Those who
are not fit to relish this literature, who are envious like hogs and pigs,
will certainly not adore it. However, this will not harm my attempt. These
pastimes of Lord ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu will certainly please all saintly
people who have clear hearts. They will certainly enjoy it. We wish that this
will enhance their enjoyment more and more.
Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports to ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, Madhyal†l•, Twenty-fifth Chapter, describing how the inhabitants of V•r•‹as† were
converted to Vai£‹avism.
Note:
The author of ¥r† Caitanya-carit•m”ta, K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m†, has
condemned all his enemies by comparing them to envious hogs and pigs. This
K”£‹a consciousness movement, which is spreading throughout the world, is
being appreciated by sincere people, although they have never previously heard
of ¥r† Caitanya Mah•prabhu and K”£‹a's pastimes. Now even the higher, priestly
circles are appreciating this movement. They have concluded that this movement
is very nice and that they have something to learn from it. Nonetheless, in
India there are some people who say that they belong to this cult but who are
actually very envious of the •c•rya. They have tried to suppress our
activities in many ways, but as far as we are concerned, we follow in the
footsteps of K”£‹ad•sa Kavir•ja Gosv•m† and take them as envious pigs and
hogs. We simply wish to present the pastimes of Lord K”£‹a and ¥r† Caitanya
Mah•prabhu to the best of our ability so that those who are really honest can
cleanse their hearts. We hope that they enjoy this literature and bestow their
blessings upon us. It appears that even such a great personality as K”£‹ad•sa
Kavir•ja Gosv•m† met with some envious obstacles; what, then, to speak of us,
who are only insignificant creatures in this universe. We are simply trying to
execute the orders of our spiritual master to the best of our ability.
END OF THE MADHYA-L•Lš
HDG A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada
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